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Brownson, Orestes Augustus, philosopher,
sayist, reviewer, b, at Stockbridge,

Vermont, Q.

es-

S. A.,

September. 1S(>3; d. at Detroit, Michigan, 17
His childhood was passed on a small
April, 1870.
farm with plain country people, honest and upright
Congregationalists, who treated him with kindness
and affection, taught him the Lord's Prayer, the
Apostles' Creed, and the Assembly's Catechism; to
be honest and industrious, truthful in all circumstances, and never to let the sun go down on his wrath.
With no young companions, his fondness for reading
grew rapidly, though he had access to few books,
and those of a grave or religious nature. At the age
of nineteen he had a fair knowledge of grammar and
In
arithmetic and could translate Virgil's poetry.
October, 1822, he joined the Presbyterian Church,
dreamed of becoming a missionary, but very soon
felt repelled by Presbyterian discipline, and still more
by the doctrines of unconditional election and reprobation, and that God foreordains the wicked to sin
16

necessarily, that He may damn them justly. Rather
than sacrifice his belief in justice and humanity on the
altar of a religion confessedly of human origin and
fallible in its

teachings,

Brownson

rejected Calvinism

for so-called liberal Christianity, and early in 1824, at
the age of twenty, avowed himself a Universalist.

In June, 1826, he was ordained, and from that time
until near the end of 1829, he preached and wrote as
a Universalist minister, calling himself a Christian;
but at last denying all Divine revelation, the Divinity
of Christ, and a future judgment, he abandoned the
ministry and became associated with Robert Dale
Owen and Fanny Wright in their war on marriage,
property, and religion, carried on in the "Free Enquirer" of New York, of which Brownson, then at
Auburn, became corresponding editor. At the same
time he established a journal in western Xew York
in the interest of the Workingmen's Party, which
they wished to use for securing the adoption of their
system of education. But, besides this motive,
Brownson's sympathy was always with the labouring
class, and he entered with ardour on the work of
elevating labour, making it respected and as well
rewarded in its manual or servile, as in its mercantile
or liberal, phases, and the end he aimed at was moral
and social amelioration and equality, rather than

political.

The introduction

of large industries car-

on by means of vast outlays of capital or credit
had reduced operatives to the condition of virtual
slavery; but Brownson soon became satisfied that
the remedy was not to be secured by arraying labour
again-,* capital by a political organization, but by
ried

inducing

till classes to co-operate in the efforts to procure the improvement of the workingman's condition.
He found, too, that he could not advance a single step
in this direction without religion.
An unbeliever in
Christianity, he embraced the religion of Humanity,
severed his connexion with the Workingmen's Party

III.—

and with "The Free Enquirer", and on the first
Sunday in February, 1831, began preaching in Ithaca,
New York, as an independent minister. As a Universalist, he had edited their organ, "The Gospel
Advocate"; he now edited and published his own
organ, "The Philanthropist".
Finding, from Dr. W. E. Channing's printed sermons, that Unitarians believed no more of Christianity than he did, he became associated with that
denomination, and so remained for the next twelve
years.
In 1832 he was settled as pastor of the Unitarian Church at Walpole, New Hampshire; in 1834 he
was installed pastor of the First Congregational Church
at Canton, Massachusetts; and in 1836 he organized
in Boston "The Society for Christian Union and
Progress", to which he preached in the Old Masonic
Temple, in Tremont Street. After conducting
various periodicals, and contributing to others, the
most important of which was "The Christian Examiner", he started a publication of his own called
"The Boston Quarterly Review", the first number of
which was dated January, 1838. Most of the articles
of this review were written by him; but some were
contributed by A. H. Everett, George Bancroft,
George Ripley, A. Bronson Alcott, Sarah Margaret
Fuller, Anne Charlotte Lynch, and other friends.
Besides his articles on literary and philosophical
subjects, his political essays in this review attracted
attention throughout the country and brought him
into close relations with the leaders of the Democratic
Party.
Although a steadfast Democrat, he disliked
the name Democrat, and denounced pure democracy,
called popular sovereignty, or the rule of the will of
the majority, maintaining that government by the
will, whether that of one man or that of many, was
mere arbitrary government, and therefore tyranny,
despotism, absolutism. Constitutions, if not too
easily alterable, he thought a wholesome bridle on
popular caprice, and he objected to legislation for the
especial benefit of any individual or class; privileges,
i. e. private laws; exemption of stockholders in corporations from liability for debts of their corporation;
tariffs to enrich the moneyed class at the expense of
mechanics, agriculturists, and members of the liberal
professions.
He demanded equality of rights, not
that men should be all equal, but that all should be
on the same footing, and no man should make himself taller by standing on another's shoulders.
In his "Review" for July, 1840, he carried the
democratic principles to their extreme logical conclusions, and urged the abolition of Christianity; meaning, of course, the only Christianity he was acquainted
with, if, indeed, it be Christianity; denounced the
penal code, as bearing with peculiar severity on the
poor, and the expense to the poor in civil cases; and,
accepting the doctrine of Locke, Jefferson, Mirabeau,
Portalis, Kent, and Blackstone, that the right to
devise or bequeath property is based on statute.

BROWNSON

BROWNSON
not on natural, law, he objected to the testamentary
and hereditary descent of property; and, what gave
more offence than all the rest, he condemned the
modern industrial system, especially the system of
labour at wages. In all this he only carried out the
doctrine of European Socialists and the SaintSimonians.
Democrats were horrified by the article;

Whigs paraded it
as what Democrats
were

aiming

at;

Buren,
a candisecond
for
a
date

and opposed to Catholics, were rendered more prejudiced and opposed by their tame and apologetic tone
in setting forth and defending their Faith, and were

term as President,
blamed it as the
main cause of his

delighted to find Catholics labouring to soften the
severities and to throw off whatever appeared exclusive or rigorous in their doctrine.
But Brownson resolved to stand erect; let his tone be firm and
manly, his voice clear and distinct, his speech strong
and decided. So well did he carry out this resolution, and so able and intrepid an advocate did he
prove in defence of the Faith, that he merited a letter
of approbation and encouragement from the Bishops
of the United States assembled in Plenary Council at
Baltimore, in May, 1S49, and from Pope Pius IX, in
April, 1854.
In October, 1855, Brownson changed
his residence to New York, and his "Review" was
ever after published there although, after 1857, he
made his home in Elizabeth, New Jersey, till 1S75,
when he went to live in Detroit, where he died in the
following April.
little over a year before moving
to New York, he wrote, "The Spirit Rapper" (Boston, 1854), a book in the form of a novel and a biography, showing the connexion of spiritism with modern
philanthropy, visionary reforms, socialism, revolutionism; with the aim of recalling the age to faith in

The mandefeat.
in
which he
assailed aroused Bro wnson's inand he
defended his essay
dignation,

with vigour in the
following number of
his

"Review", and

silenced the clamours against him,

more than

regaining the ground he
had lost, so that
Orestes Augus
he never c o mmanded more attention, or had a more promising career open before him, than when, in 1844, he
turned his back on honours and popularity to become a Catholic. At the end of 1842 the " Boston
Quarterly Review" was merged in the "U. S. Democratic Review", of New York, a monthly publication,
to each number of which Brownson contributed,
and in which he set forth the principles of "Synthetic
Philosophy" and a series of essays. on the "Origin
and Constitution of Government", which more than
twenty years later he rewrote and published with
the title of "The American Republic". The doctrine of these essays provoked such repeated complaints from the editor of the "Democratic Review",
that Brownson severed his connexion with that
monthly and resumed the publication of his own
review, changing
the
title
from "Boston" to

"Brownson's Quarterly Review". The first number
was issued in January, 1844, and the last in October,
1875.
From January, 1S65, to October, 1872, he
suspended its publication.
The printed works of Brownson, other than contributions to his own and other journals, from the

commencement

of his preaching to the establishment
review consisted of his sermons, orations,

addresses; his "New Views of
Society, and the Church" (Boston,
objected to Protestantism that
is pure materialism, to Catholicism, that it is mere
it
spiritualism, and exalts his "Church of the Future"
as tin- synthesis of both; "Charles Elwood" (Boston,
1840), in which the infidel hero becomes a convert to
what the author rails Christianity and makes as little
removed as possible from bald' deism; and "The
Mediatorial Life of Jesus" (Boston, 1842), which is
almost Catholic, and contains a doctrine of life which
leads i" the door of the Catholic Church.
Be soon
alter applied to the Bishop of Boston for admission,
anil in October, 1844, was received by the Coadjutor
Bishop, John B. Fitzpatrick.
I'h.' Catholic
body in the United States was at
that time largely composed of men anil women of

and other public
Christianity,
l*v'.o),

in

which he

the labouring

cla

.

who had emigrated from a coun-

try in which they ami their forefathers
cent iiiies ,,f persecution for the Faith,

long

felt

people, prejudiced against Catholicity,

Van
who was

was

tliis

The American

and

ner

of

to lift their countenances with the fearless independence of Americans; or. if they were better-to-do,
feared to make their religion prominent and extended
to those of other faiths the liberal treatment they
hoped for in return. It was Brownson's first labour
to change all this.
He engaged at once in controversy with the organs of the various Protestant sects
on one hand, and against liberalism, latitudinarianism, and political atheism of Catholics, on the other.

had suffered
and hail too

themselves a down-trodden people to be able

—

A

the Gospel.
His next book, written in New York.
was "The Convert; or, Leaves from my Experience''
(Xew York, 1857), tracing with fidelity his entire
religious life down to his admission to the bosom of
the Catholic Church.
Brownson had not been many years in New York
before the influence of those Catholics with whom
he mainly associated was perceptible in the tone of
his writings, in the milder and almost conciliatory
attitude towards those not of the Faith, which led
many of his old admirers to fear he was becoming
a "liberal Catholic".
At the same time, the Wai
of the Rebellion having broken out, he was most
earnest in denouncing Secession and urging its suppression, and as a means to this, the abolition of
This alienated all his Southern and many of
slavery.
Domestic affliction was
his Northern supporters.
added by the death of his two sons in the summer of
1864.
In these circumstances, he felt unable to go
on with his "Review", and in October of that year
announced its discontinuance. But he did not sit idle.
During the eight years that followed, he wrote "The
American Republic; Its Constitution. Tendencies,
and Destiny" (New York, 1865); leading articles in
the New York "Tablet", continued till within a few
months of his death; several series of articles in "The
\\ e Maria"; generally one or two articles a month
in "The Catholic World"; and, instructed by the
"Syllabus of Errors" condemned by Pope Pius IX.
Conversations on Liberalism and the Church"
(New York, 1869), a small book which shows that if.
for a short period of his Catholic life, he parleyed with
Liberalism, he hail too much horror of it to embrace
it.
In January, lsTo. "Brownson's Quarterly Review" appeared again and regularly thereafter till
the end ot 1875
Hi- la-1 article was contributed to
the "American Catholic Quarterly Review", for
January, 1876.
Brownson always disclaimed having
originated any system of philosophy and acknowledged freely whatever he borrowed from Others;
but he had worked out and arrived at substantially
the philosophy of his later writings before he ever
'

BROWNSVILLE
heard of Gioberti, from

BROWNSVILLE

whom he obtained the formula

ens treat existentias, which Gioberti expressed in the
formula ens creat existens, to indicate the ideal or
intelligible object of thought.
By the analysis of
thought he finds that it is composed of three inseparable elements, subject, object, and their relation,
simultaneously given. Analysis of the object shows
that it is likewise composed of three elements simultaneously given, the ideal, the empirical, and their
He distinguished the ideal intuition, in
relation.
which the activity is in the object presenting or offering itself, and empirical intuition or cognition, in
which the subject as well as the object acts. Ideal
intuition presents the object, reflection takes it as
represented sensibly; that is, in case of the ideal, as
represented in language.
Identifying ideas with
the categories of the philosophers, he reduced them
to these three: Being, Existences, and their Relations.
The necessary is Being; the contingent, Existences;
and their relation, the creative act of Being. Being
is God, personal because He has intelligence and will.
From Him, as First Cause, proceed the physical laws;
and as Final Cause, the moral law, commanding to
worship Him, naturally or supernaturally, in the
way and manner He prescribes.

Orkstks A. Brownsox, The Convert (New

Y'-rk.

1857);

Henry
l.ije

i

troit,

F. Bhowxso.v, Broitnson's Earhi. Middle, anil l.oWr
Detroit. 1898-1900); Idem, ed„ Broumam't Works (De1883-87).

Sarah M., daughter of Orestes A. Brownson,
at Chelsea. Massachusetts, 7 June, 1839; married
William J. Tenney, of Elizabeth, New Jersey,
26 November, 1873; died at Elizabeth, 30 October,
She wrote some literary criticisms for her
1876.
b.

"Review", and many articles, stories,
poems which appeared mainly in Catholic
Her other works were: "Marian Elmagazines.
wood, or How Girls Live" (New York, 1863);
"At Anchor; a story of the American Civil War"
(New York, 1865); " Heremore Brandon; or the
Fortunes of a Newsboy" (in "The Catholic World",
I860); and "Life of Demetrius Augustine Gallitzin,
Prince and Priest" (New York, 1873).
Her novels
arc interesting, genuine, and original, and all that,
she published is stamped with her distinguishing
traits of character, and shows that she thought for
herself, expressed herself freely, with good sense
and judgment, without undue bitterness, and with
great benevolence towards the poor; and she scatters
father's

and

over her pages many excellent reflections. The
life of Gallitzin is her principal production, for which
she spared no pains to collect such materials as
remained. She more than once visited the scenes
of the missionary's labours, and formed the acquaintance of priests and others who had known
him, collecting such facts and anecdotes of him as
they remembered. It is a sincere and conscientious
tribute to the rare virtues and worth of an extraordinary man, devoted priest, and humble missionary.
Henry F. Brownson.

Brownsville,
1X71.

Previous

Vicariate Apostolic op, erected
to

this

date

the

entire

State of

Texas was under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of
It was then divided into two dioceses:
Galveston.
Galveston, comprising all that part of the State
north and north-west of the Colorado River; San
Antonio, comprising all the territory south of the
Colorado River and north of the Nueces River, with
tin' exception of Bee, San Patricio, Refugio, Goliad,
and Aransas Counties and the Vicariate Apostolic
of Brownsville comprising Cameron, SidalgO, Starr,
Zapata, and Webb Counties, bordering on the Rio
Grande; Encinal, Duval, and Nueces, situated north
of the-.- counties; the part of La Salle, McMullen,
and Live Oak, south of the Nueces River, and finally
San Patricio, Bee, Refugio, Goliad, and Aransas

Counties, north of the Nueces River, a territory comprising 22,391 square miles.
Its principal cities and towns are Laredo (Texas
side), with 12,000 inhabitants; Brownsville, near the
mouth of the Rio Grande, with S,000; Corpus Christi,
on the Corpus Christi Bay, with 7,000; San Diego, in

Duval County, with 2,000; Alice, in Nueces County,
with 1,000; Rockport, on Aransas Bay, with 1,000;
Goliad and Refugio with about the same population;
Beeville, in Bee Count}', with 2,000.
There are other
towns with less population, Skidmore in Bee County,
Kingsville in Nueces County, Falfurrias, Benavides,
Realitos, Hebbronville, Edinburgh, Hidalgo, Carrizo
(or Zapata), Minas, Rio Grande City, each with a
population of 1,500. The Catholic population is
estimated at. 79,000, mostly Mexicans; there are
about 3,000 English-speaking Catholics. The total
population is about 110,000.
This southern part of Texas was inhabited by
Indians less than sixty years ago. Corpus Christi
had for its first settler Capt. Kenny, who had a store
several times visited by hostile Indians.
Brownsville owes its beginning to Major Brown, who came
there at the time of the Mexican War.
The church
there was begun in 1852.
San Patricio and Refugio
were settled by Irish colonists under the Mexican
Government. La Bahia is the most ancient settlement; it was built by the Spaniards to oppose the
encroachments of the French under La Salle. After
La Bahia the oldest place is Laredo, built at the end
of the eighteenth century.
In 1866 there was not a
fence nor a railroad to be seen from San Antonio to
Brownsville; now the whole country is fenced in,

and there are

six railroad lines in operation.

The Oblate Fathers, whose missions extend from
San Ignacio to the mouth of the Rio Grande, located
in Texas in 1852, their first superior being Father
Verdet. Within a week he was drowned in the
Gulf on his way from Brownsville to New
rrleans.
The mission of Rio Grande City was begun in 1872,
the "lie at Roma in 1864, the San Diego mission in
1866.
Laredo was in charge of Mexican priests
until Father Girandon came in 1855.
San Patricio
was under the care of Irish priests. Father O'Reilly
built in 1856 the first Catholic church of Corpus
Christi.
Brownsville, Laredo, Corpus Christi, Refugio, and Beeville have large and well decorated
churches. There are twelve churches with resident
pastors: Brownsville,
Rio Grande City, Roma,
Laredo, San Diego, Corpus Christi, Rockport, Goliad,
Refugio, Beeville, and San Patricio. There are also
forty chapels where regular monthly services are
held.
The vicariate has two hospitals, one in Laredo,
under the care of the Sisters of Mercy, and a new one
in Corpus Christi, under the care of the Sisters of
the Incarnate Word, of San Antonio.
There are four academies, namely, Brownsville,
Corpus Christi, Laredo, and Rio Grande City, with
about 60 boarders in all, and about 200 scholars.
(

Besides, there are nine parochial schools, with about
500 pupils, under the care of 52 teaching sisters,
assisted by 20 lay sisters.
There are, in addition to
these, 12 hospital sisters, and 6 engaged in teaching
non-Catholic public schools.
There is but one college
(in Brownsville, under the care of the )blate Fathers),
with about 100 pupils.
(

The Reverend Dominic Manucy. then

rector of

church. Montgomery, Alabama, was appointed first Vicar Apostolic of Brownsville, and
consecrated Titular Rishop of Dulma, 8 December,
1878.
He was born 20 December, 1823, and ordained
priest, at Mobile, 15 August, 1850.
He took po
sion at Brownsville, 11 February, 1.N75 and remained
there until he was transferred to the Diocese of Mobile
upon the death of Bishop Quintan, 9 March, 1883.
He resigned tin See of Mobile the following year
and was reappointed to Brownsville, with the Titular
St. Peter's
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died at Mobile, 4 December,
1885.
Bishop Neraz of San Antonio, Texas, was then
appointed administrator of Brownsville, and directed
its affairs until 1890, when the Rev. Pedro Verdaguer,
pastor of the church of Our Lady of Angels, Los
Angeles, California, was appointed to Brownsville by
a Brief, dated 3 July. He was consecrated 9 November, 1890, at Barcelona, Spain, Titular Bishop of
Aulon, and was installed at Brownsville, 21 May,
1891.
He was born 10 December, 1835, at San
Pedro de Torello, Cataluna, Spain, and ordained
priest, 12 December, 1862, at San Francisco, California, U. S. A.
Shea, Hist. Cath. Ch. in V. S. (New York, 1904); Reuss,
Biaq. Cycl. of the Cath. Hierarchy (Milwaukee, 1898); The

See of Maronia.

Catholic Directory (1907).

C. Jaillet.

Bruchesi, Paul..

See

Montreal, Archdiocese

of.

Brack, Heinrich, ecclesiastical historian and
bishop, b. at Bingen, 25 October, 1831; d. 4 November, 1903.
He followed for some time the cooper's
trade. After a course of studies under the direction
of a distinguished ecclesiastic, Dr. Joseph Hirschel,
He was orhe entered the seminary at Mainz.
dained to the priesthood in 1855, exercised for some
time the sacred ministry, made a postgraduate
course at Munich under Dollinger, and at Rome, and
in 1857 was appointed to the chair of ecclesiastical
He continued to
history in the seminary of Mainz.
teach until his elevation to the episcopate, with the
exception of the years from 1878 to 1887, when the
seminary was closed by order of the Government.
In 1S89 he became a canon of the cathedral; he received also several positions of trust in the administration of the diocese. In 1899 he was chosen Bishop
of Mainz; as such he directed the diocese with zeal
and intelligence. The merit of Bruck consists chiefly
Perhaps his best known
in his literary activity.
work is his manual of church history, "Lehrbuch der
It
Kirchengeschichte" (Mainz, 1874; 8th ed., 1902).
has been translated into English, French, and Italian,
all of which translations passed through second editions before 1899, an evidence that its excellent
qualities were widely appreciated. The author shows
himself possessed of extensive knowledge not only in
more
history, but also in theology and canon law.
special work is his "Geschichte der katholischen

A

Kirche in Deutschland im neunzehnten Jahrhundert"
" History of the Catholic Church in Germany in the
Nineteenth Century", in five volumes (1887-1905).
It contains a rich store of information, arranged with
thoroughness and sound critical judgment, and was
received with universal approval by Catholic scholars.
He was also the author of an account of rationalistic
movements in Catholic Germany (1865), a life of
Dean Lennig (1870), and a work on secret societies
in Spain (1881).
ScHAEFER, Dr. Heinrirh Bruck, Bisehof von Mainz in Der
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HUM; in pamphlet form, Mainz, 1904); Dr.
/t'-.sr/i.j/
rim Mainz in Dintseher HavsBchatz
Dr. Hnnrich Bruck, Bischoj ran Maim, ein
nkblatt (Mainz, 1903).
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Francis J. Schaefer.
Brael (Brtjuus), Joachim, theologian and historian, b. early in tin- seventeenth century at Yorst,
a village of the province of Brabant, Belgium; d.
29 June, 1653. After entering the order of the
Augustinians he was sent to Bourses, France, to
At
finish his studies in philosophy and theology.
Bourses he received the degree of Master in Sacred
Theology. In 1038 he was chosen prior of the con-

vent of his order at Cologne. Twice afterwards
(1610 and 16 19) he filled the oilier of prior provincial.
lh is of special interest to the student of Peruvian
and Chinese missions.
Among his published works are: (1) "Historian
Peruana- Ordinis Eremitarum S. P. Augustini: Libri

This work follows the Spanish "Crooctodecim".
nica moralizada del Orden de San Augustfn en el
Peru", published by Fra Antonio de la Calancha,
Barcelona, 163S; continued by Fra Diego de Cordova,
and printed at Lima, 1653. Bruel's Latin version

was printed at Antwerp, 1651. (2) He made also
a Latin translation of Mendoza's monumental history of China,
nensi'' etc.

"Rerum Morumque

in

Regno

Chi-

Francis E. Touhscher.
Brueys, David-Augustin de, a French theoand dramatic author, b. at Aix in 1640; d.
November, 1723, at Montpellier. His family
was Protestant, and he was brought up a Calvinist.
After devoting some time to the study of law, he

logian

25

applied himself to theology with so much success
that he was made a member of the consistory of
Montpellier.
In 1681, he published an answer
to Bossuet's "Exposition of Catholic Doctrine",

"Response au livre de M. de Condom intitule' Exposition de la doctrine catholique" (Geneva, 1681). He was soon, however, converted
by Bossuet himself, abjured Protestantism in 16S2,
and, after his wife's death, became a priest.
Before his conversion he wrote, besides the "Response",
the "Suite du Preservatif (de Jurieu) contre le
entitled

changement de religion"

(1682).

His principal works, written after his conversion,
"Examen des raisons qui ont donned lieu a la
separation des protestants" (Paris, 1683), in which
he explains the reasons of his conversion; "Trait<5
de la sainte messe" (Paris, 1683); "DeTense du
de PEglise catholique" (Paris,
culte exteVieur
1686); "Response aux plaintes des protestants contre
les moyens que Ton emploie en France pour les
reunir a l'Eglise" (Paris, 1686); "Traits de 1'Eglise"
(Paris,
1686); "Trade de l'Eucharistie" (Paris,
16S6); "Histoire du fanaticisme de notre temps"
(I, 1692; II, 1709; III and IV, 1713); "Traite" de
l'obeassance
des chi6tiens aux puissances temporelles" (Paris, 1710); "Traits du legitime usage
de la raison prineipalement sur les objets de la
are:

foi" (Paris, 1717).
In collaboration with Palaprat, Brueys also wrote
several comic plays and a few tragedies, most of
They
which were produced with great success.
were published in two volumes in 1712, under the
new edition of
title of "CEuvres dramatiques".
three volumes appeared in 1735, with the author's

A

by De Launay; again

1755 (5 vols.), under
the title of "GSuvres de Brueys et Palaprat"; and
finally in 1812 (2 vols.) as "CEuvres choisies".
De Launay. Life of Brneys in the first volume of his dramatic
works (ed. 17.35); Haag, La From;: protestants (Paris, 184(1-59),
life

in

III. 41-44; Rass, Die Conrrrtiten
burg, 1S06-S0), VIII, 232-240.
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Brugere, Louis-Frederic, professor of apologetics ami church history, b. at Orleans, S October,
1823; d. at Issy, 11 April, 18S8. He studied with the
Christian Brothers at St. Euverte, and at the Petit
His poem of 300 lines deSeminaire of Orleans.
scribing an inundation of (he Rhone and composed
in 1841, was printed and sold for the benefit of the
He entered the Grand Semiflood victims af Lyons.
naire of Orleans in 1841, and the Paris seminary
in 1845, where he received flic degrees of Bachelor,
From 1846 to 1861, with
Licentiate, and Doctor.
the exception of two years spent as assistant in the
parish of St. Aignan, Brugere taught the classics
and philosophy in the Orleans diocesan college of
In 1862 he entered the
I.a Chapelle-Saint-Mesmin.
society of Saint-Sulpiee and was appointed professor
ci apologetics in
the seminary at Paris "here, in
chair of church history in
hi'
1868, he occupied
addition lo his other labours.
Brugere's teaching was characterized by rare tact
I
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It was his settled conviction that,
in order to assist in the establishment of communication between the naturally darkened mind and the
radiance of revealed truth, the Christian apologist

to him St. Dunstan turned for shelter in the
hour of danger, much as St. Thomas of Canterbury
at a later epoch (1164) besought the protection of his
successor, Thierry of Alsace, against the wrath of
Henry II. Under the fostering care of the monastery
learning and the arts speedily revived, while commerce and agriculture made equally rapid strides
under the patronage of the court. The great charter
of liberties conferred by Baldwin IV (988-1036) provided a new incentive to business, which increased
by leaps and bounds, and the town so outgrew its
boundaries that his successor was compelled in 1039
to rebuild and extend its walls.
The epoch of the

ami discernment.

must consider the individual mental attitude of those
he would direct. Thus he was a strong advocate of the methodvx ascendens ab intrinseco, which
was introduced towards the end oi the fifteenth century, and which holds that the apologist should first
arouse interest by setting forth the needy condition
of the human soul, with its problems unsolved and

whom

its

cravings unsatisfied; then gradually suggest the

unchanging organization which offers satisfaction
and peace. Curiosity and interest thus intensified,
and the admirable adjustment of Christianity to
the needs of the soul once recognized, fairmindedness urging further research, the honest inquirer will

how moral certitude, though differing from
metaphysical and physical certitude, is nevertheless true certitude, excluding all reasonable fear of
error, and is not to be confounded with probability,
however great. Thus, only when prepared to recognize in the genuine miracle the credentials of the
Divinity, may this inquirer be conducted back
through history, from fulfilment to prediction, in
the hope of discovering, by well authenticated miracles, that the Almighty has stamped as His own
the Christianity preserved, defended, and explained
by His one true Ihurch.
Such, in brief outline, is the method advocated in
" I)e Vera Religione" and " De Feclesia", two
treatises which Brugere published in 1873, and
which, from their adaptability to the needs of the
day, merited the approval of competent judges.
In addition to these treatises, Brugere published
"Tableau de l'histoire et de la Ifl era tun- de 1'Eglise".
Hut it is chiefly as a professor that Brugere is re(lifted with a
remarkable memory,
membered,
his mind was a storehouse of exact information which
he freely imparted, embellishing it with anecdote
and illustration, so that students gladly sought him
learn

(

t

out for pleasure and profit.
Bertrand, BM. Suipit., II. 459, 461, 600; Hubert, Ann.
du dioe. d'OrUans (1888), Juno. July, Aucust; leuin.
firrulain- (tsssi; Bulletin dee ancient ilkva ./ St. Sulpice
(19041; Pacaud, L'QSuvre d'apol. dc M. Brugere; Revue prahcpie
d'apol. (1906).
relig.
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the chief town of tin' Province of
landers in the Kingdom of Belgium.
Pope
West
Nicholas
in 863 effected a reconciliation between
Charles the Bald, King of the West Franks, and his
vassal Baldwin " Bras-de-Fcr"; by it the latter's abduction of his daughter Judith was forgiven and the
union legalized. The Prankish king further invested
his Bon-in-law with sovereign power over the northern marches enclosed by the North Sea, the Scheldt,
and the RiverCanche, later known as Royal Flanders,
of which he thus became the first count.
On the
ruins of an old burg, said to have dated from :i<iti.
Baldwin built himself a new stronghold, with a.
chapel for the relics of St. Donatian. the gift of
1.1. bo. Archbishop
of Reims, the metropolitan see
at that time of most of the Belgian dioceses, and by
his valour and untiring energy speedily checked the
inroads of the ravaging Northmen. The security he
was thus able to afford his subjects caused merchants
and artisans to gather round the new settlement,
which rapidly grew in size and in wealth. Such was
the origin of Bruges.
But it was under the rule of
the third count. Arnulph the Great (918-989), that
the Church attained the full measure of its vitality
in Flanders.
This prince not only founded and richly
•rnlowed the famed Chapter of St. Donatian, but lie
established collegiate churches in the neighbouring
towns of Aardenburg and Thorholt, and built or restored eighteen great monasteries, besides a number
of minor foundations; and such was his prestige that
1

I

it

was

Crusades (1096-1270) contributed in no small measure to the fame and prosperity of Bruges.
Count
Robert II from the first of these great undertakings
brought back from Ca>sarea in Cappadocia the relics
of St. Basil; Thierry of Alsace returned from the
second with the relic of the Holy Blood presented
to him by his cousin Baldwin, King of Jerusalem, as
the reward of his great services; while Baldwin IX,
who took part in the fourth, was raised to the imperial throne on the founding of the Latin Empire
after the fall of Constantinople, 9 April, 1204. From
7 April, 1150, the day on which Thierry of Alsace
returned to his capital with the precious relic, it has
played no small part in the religious life of the city.
The solemn Procession of the Holy Blood, instituted in 1303 to commemorate the deliverance of
the city, by the national heroes Brcidel and De
Coninck, from French tyranny in May of the previous
year and which takes place annually on the.Monday
following the first Sunday in May, is to this day one of
the great religious celebrations in Belgium, to which
thousands congregate from all parts. By the close
of the thirteenth century Bruges had attained the
height of its prosperity: it boasted a population of
150,000, a seaport with 60,000 inhabitants at Damme
at the end of the Zwijn, three miles away, an important harbour at Sluus at the mouth of the Zwijn,
seven miles further, besides several subordinate townships, and was one of the three wealthiest cities of
Northern Europe. In 1296 the staple of wool was
fixed at Bruges, in 1300 it became a member of the
Hanseatic League, and by 1356 it was the chief
emporium of the cities of the League.
With the removal of Baldwin IX the long line of
purely Flemish counts came to an end, and Flanders
This period of
passed under French domination.
foreign rule, which lasted the best part of a century,
was a time of almost continual warfare between the
suzerain power and the vassal people, complicated
by internecine strife with the rival town of Ghent;
and though humiliating disasters alternated with
glorious victories, this the heroic epoch of Flemish
history closed without the commercial prosperity of
Bruges having suffered any very serious check. With
the advent of the House of Burgundy in 1384, Flanders unhappily became involved in the religious
troubles which were then agitating Europe. The new
prince, Philip " le Hardi" (1384
101), who favoured
the pretensions of the antipope, soon proceeded from
aimless sympathy to open proselytism, but the edict
by which he forbade obedience to the Pope of Rome
was utterly disregarded by his turbulent subjects,
the clergy, almost to a man, and the great mass of he
people acknowledging Urban VI.
The 'lenient me
Bishop of Tournai, whose spiritual administration
embraced Bruges, came hither to ordain schismatic
priests, but the people refused their ministrations,
and a period of persecution followed during which
public worship was entirely suspended.
{Jhenl,
however, had purchased the right to liberty of conscience, and so in 1394 the strange spectacle w.e
witnessed of B whole town's population on pilgrimage
from Bruges to Ghent to fulfil their Faster duties.
Philip's successors, John the Fearless (1404-19) and
I
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The severities

of the Emperor Charles
(1519-56) and
the harsher rule of Philip II (1556-98) and the Duke
of Alva led to the capture of Bruges by the Calvinists
in March, 1578, when for six years Catholic worship
was entirely proscribed. The clergy were exiled or

the churches pillaged and desecrated,
levelled to the ground; and when peace
returned in 1584 the population scarcely numbered
30,000. A period of utter misery followed, in which
was developed among the wealthy, under the guidance
of the Church
Bruges had been created an episcopal
see in 1558
that great spirit of charity which led to
he founding of innumerable Godshuizen (God's
houses) which exist to this day for the relief of an
impoverished community. Flanders then became the
cockpit of Europe: there was the unsuccessful bombardment of Bruges by the Dutch in 1704, the surrender to the Allies in 1706, its surprise-capture by
the French in 170X. its capture by Marlborough in
1712, its surrender to the French again in 1745. and
eventually its return to the rule of Austria in 1748;
in 1792 the French again took it. were expelled, and
retook it in 1794, when it became the chief town of
the department of the Lys; by the Treaty of Vienna
(1815) it was incorporated in the new Kingdom "i
|he Nelherlanils, eventually, as a result of the Revolution of 1830, becoming the chief town of the Province of West Flanders in the then constituted Kingdom of Belgium. In 1*77 the idea of recreating the
port of Bruges by tin- const met ion of a large niaril inie
canal with an outer harbour abreast of lleyst was
first
mooted, thus reviving an old scheme of the
painter aud engineer Lancelot Blondeel (1496-1561),

murdered,

some even

—
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Philip "l'Asseurt;" (1419-67), pursued this policy of
subjugation, until in 1440, the year of "the Great
Humiliation", the burghers of Bruges were completely at the mercy of their prince.
The next
quarter of a century was a period of pomp and
pageantry, a feverish succession of gorgeous tournaments, public banquets, and triumphal entries, and a
display of opulence out of all proportion to the true
productive forces of the commonwealth.
Like a
true Duke of Burgundy Philip revelled in the splendour of his court. It was he who on 10 January, 1429,
founded at Bruges the Order of the Golden Fleece.
Munificent in all things, he gathered about him all
the great luminaries of his day. It is also on record
that within the twenty-four hours of one day about
1450, no less than one hundred and fifty foreign vessels entered the basin and canals of Bruges under the
auspices of the resident consuls of seventeen kingdoms, several of whom were established there in
sumptuous palaces.
Industry at the time boasted
no less than fifty-four incorporated associations or
guilds, fifty thousand of whose members found constant employment within the city's walls.
The days
of Charles the Bold (1467-77) saw the culmination of
And then suddenly the blow fell.
all this splendour.
The great haven of the Zwijn was found to be fast
silting up; before the close of the century no vessel
of any considerable draught could enter the port of
Damme, and by the middle of the sixteenth century
Bruges was entirely cut off from the sea.
By the marriage of the daughter of Charles the
Bold to Archduke Maximilian Flanders passed under
the rule of the House of Austria (1477), and from
14S5 the decay of the old Flemish city steadily set in.
A period of continual disturbances, ruthlessly repressed by a government destitute of stability, produced a feeling of uneasiness in the commercial world.
Antwerp at the time was already proving a dangerous
rival, and gradually the merchant princes, enticed
by the greater security offered and the many advantages held out to them, removed to the city of
the Scheldt. The religious disturbances of the last
quarter of the sixteenth century hastened the exodus,
even to the removal of the last of the foreign consuls.

discovered in the local archives.
Eventually the
project, despite the determined opposition of Antwerp, received the sanction of the legislature on
11 September, 1895, the cost of the undertaking
being fixed at 38,969,075 francs.
Seven years was
the limit allowed for the completion of the work, but
it was not until 29 May, 1905, that the informal
opening of the canal to navigation took place, the
official inauguration being celebrated in July of 1907.
The result has been a large increase in population
(which stood at 56,587 in 1906), the establishment of
considerable industries, and a corresponding decrease in the chronic poverty of the city; so that it is
not surprising if its good folk are already indulging

dreams of a revival of

its

medieval grandeur and

prosperity.
It were difficult to exaggerate the importance attaching to Bruges from the point of view of art.
Singularly ill-favoured as West Flanders was in respect of building material, the only local stone available (veld stecn) being of a description little adapted
to weather the centuries, Bruges presents no examples of stone architecture of the early period; and
later, when suitable stone came to be imported from

Tournai and from France, the master masons employed in its use and treatment were likewise of
foreign origin.
In respect of civic and domestic
brick architecture, however, Bruges stands unrivalled, both for number and variety of design.

Her school of sculpture was early held in high esteem,
a large foreign demand for stalls and other
descriptions of church and domestic furniture in oak,
and the revival of the art during the past half-century
has been attended with marked success. In equally
eliciting

high esteem stood her wrought-iron work, and in
even greater her engraved monumental brasses, which,
prior to the Calvinist outbreak in the sixteenth century, were exceedingly numerous throughout Flanders, and examples of which are of frequent occurrence
in England, Germany, Scandinavia, and Spain, from
which countries there was a constant influx of orders.
In the department of embroidery and lace work
Bruges likewise enjoyed a high reputation, especially
in respect of ecclesiastical vestments, in the production of which, as of lace, a large number of hands are
employed to this day. But above all, Bruges, since
the second quarter of the fifteenth century, has been
celebrated for her paintings. Owing to the greater
peace and security enjoyed within her walls many
master painters from the valley of the Maas. from
Holland, and from Brabant were attracted thither at
that period. These, however, had all learned their art

John van Eyck, who worked there from
elsewhere.
1431 to 1441, exercised a considerable influence, and
the scheme of his altar-piece in the Town Museum
was imitated by the Brabanter Peter Christ us, the
Rhenish Hans Mcmline, and the Hollander Gerard
David. The Town Museum anil the Hospital of St.
John are treasure houses of paintings from the brush
Gerard David was the fust to
of these great artists.
form a school, whose traditions were carried on until
the seventeenth century; anil he with his pupils ami
followers produced an immense number of paintings,
Inter on Feter I'ourbus
scattered all over Europe,
of Gouda ami the ilaeissens adhered to the old traditions, which held the field in Bruges longer than anywhere else. In the matter of illuminated books ami
miniatures it also enjoyed considerable celebrity, and
examples of both are to be found in almost every
library of importance.
In 1558 I'ope Paul IV, at the request of Philip II.
raised Bruges to a separate bishopric.
The diocese
at the present day comprises the entire province of
West Flanders, an area ol 1,249 square miles with
828,152 inhabitants, almost exclusively Catholics.
Twenty-! wo bishops have so far administered he see
For the purposes of administration the diocese is
(
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divided into the archpresbytery of Bruges and 14
rural deaneries, the former being subdivided into
8 parishes ministered to by 151 priests, and the latter
into 286 parishes served by 642 priests. The cathedral chapter consists of 10 titular and 19 honorary
canons, with 6 chaplains. The diocesan seminary at
Bruges has more than a hundred students, advanced
from the preparatory seminary at Holders. For the
purposes of general education there is an episcopal
college at Bruges and eight similar colleges at the
larger centres of the diocese in which all the humanities are taught,
"'sides four others at minor centres
where the studies are not so advanced; for technical
education there is a normal school at Bruges and
four in other parts of the diocese, all these institutions being almost entirely taught by ecclesiastics.
Most <>f the religious orders, both male and female.
have houses in the diocese, besides hospitals and
asylums fur the aged and the poor.
Bruges returns J members to the Senate and 4
members to tli.' House of Representatives while
other portions of the Province elect a total of 7
senators and 16 representatives, the Provincial
Council further electing 3 senators.
Under the law
of proportional representation, which first came into
operation in 1900, Bruges returns 1 Catholic and 1
Liberal to the Senate, ami ;; Catholics and 1 Liberal
to the House of Representatives; other portions of
the Province return 5 Catholics and 2 Liberals to the
Senate, and 12 Catholics, 3 Liberals, and 1 Socialist
to the House of Representatives; the 3 members returned to the Senate by the Provincial Council belong
to the Catholic party; the result is that West Flanders
(otherwise the Diocese of Bruges') is represented in
the Senate by 9 'at holies and :i Liberals (in addition
Count of Flanders, who is a member by virtue
of his title), and in the House of Representatives by
15 Catholics, I Liberals, and
Socialist. The government of the province is entirely in the hands of the
Catholics, the governor and the great majority of
the Provincial Council belonging to that party. As
much may be said of the local administration of
Bruges, the Communal Council (which consists of
1

<

1

the burgomaster, 5 aldermen, and 24 councillors)
with the exception of 6 councillors (five of whom are
Liberals and one a Christian Democrat) being in the

hands of the 'atholic party.
Miiun., Rerun Belgicarum
I
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wrote his "Reflexions d'un cure", and "Lettre d'un
cure
(1791), and together with several other constitutionals he denounced its advocates without
mercy in " Le nouveau disciple de Luther" (1792).
'

This brochure was aimed at Aubert, a married priest
appointed by Gobel cure of St. Augustin. Brugiere's
fearless preaching placed him in the hands of the
Revolutionary tribunal, and it was while he was
imprisoned that he wrote to his followers the " Lettre
dun cure du fond de sa prison a ses paroissiens"
(179.3).
Set. at liberty, he continued his pastoral
ministrations in spite of the charge of treasonable
conduct, a dangerous thing in those days.
But his
ministrations were of a novel kind.
Mass was said
and the sacraments were administered by him in
French, and in support of that singularity an appeal
>\as made to the people, "Appel au peuple francais"
(1798).

Brugiere had rebuked the bishops who condemned
the oath.
He had likewise rebuked the priests who
married. Now he was no less violent against the
Jurors who began to retract.
He attended the two
councils of 17117 and 1S01 which were trying hard
to sustain the ebbing life of the Constitutional Church,
and he founded a society for its protection: "Societe
de philosophic chretienne".
liven after the promulgation of the Concordat of 1S01 he clung to the then
dead Constitutional Church. Besides the works
already mentioned, Brugiere wrote a number of

pamphlets' and

left

many sermons which were pub-

lished after his death: " Instructions choisies" (Paris,
Two contemporaries, the Abbe Massy and
1804).
the Ihristian Brother Renaud, wrote his life under the
i

title:

"

Memoire apologetique de Pierre Brugiere"

(Paris, 1804).
Feller in Biographic iiniverselle (Paris, 18C6); Constantin
in Diet, de thiol, cath.
J.

F. SOLLIEH.

Brugman, John, a rcnow ned Franciscan preacher
T

of the fifteenth century, b. at Kempen in the Diocese
of Cologne, towards the end of the preceding century;
d. at Nimwegen, Netherlands, 19 Sept., 1473.
He
became lector of theology, vicar-provincial, and one
of the founders of the Cologne Province of the Friars
of the Minor Observance.
For twenty years his
name was celebrated as the most illustrious preacher
of the Low Countries.
Being the friend of Denis
the Carthusian, it was due to his suggestion that the

i

I

J.

Cyril M. We.vle.

Brugiere, Pierre, a French priest, Jansenist, and
at Thiers, 3 Oct., 1730: d. at Paris. 7 Nov..
He was chaplain of the Ursulines and canon in
his native place when his refusal to siim the formula of
the acceptation of the Bull " Unigenitus" forced him
He wenl to Paris where for twelve years
to leave.
he remained with the community of Si. Koch.
A
strongly Jansenistic hook which lie wrote, "Instructions catholiques stir la devotion au Sacre-Coeur"
(Paris. 1777). brought
this connexion to an end.
When the Revolution broke out lie welcomed it with
He rushed headlong into the fray with
enthusiasm.
two hooks calling loudly for reform: "Doleances des
eglisiers" and " Relation sommaire el veritable de <-f
qui s'est passe dans I' Assembled du clergei" (1789).
Brugiere no! only took the Constitutional Oath on
were.
the daj fixed, 9 Jan., 1791, but be l> cami
the In-.
of
the Constitutional Church.
Elected cure of St. Paul's he defended the civil conJuror, b.
1

stitution of the clergy against episcopal and papal
censures in his "Discours patriotique au sujet des
brefs du pape" and " La lanternc sourde " (aimed at
Bonal, Bishop of Clermont).
It
is
to his credit,
however, that he energetically condemned the marriage of priests which the Constitution was doing its
utmost to encourage. Against this practice he

so.;.

it

I

latter

wrote

his

work:

"

I

regulis vita?

>.

Christiana;", dedicating it to Father Brugman.
He
also espoused the cause of the Brothers of the Common Life, which congregation, successfully devoted to
the interests of education, had been established by two
priests, Gerhard Groote and Florentius Radewiyns.
He addressed them in the two letters which are
still extant
to strengthen them in the persecution
to which they were subjected.
He died in the odour
of sanctity and is commemorated in the " Martyrologium Minorit ico-Belgicum " on the 19th of September.
ather Brugman wrote two Uvea of St. Lidwina, the
lirst of which, printed at Cologne in
1433, was reprinted anonymously at
Louvain in 1448, and
later epitomized by Thomas a Kempis at Cologne.
The second life appeared at Schiedam in 1498;
both have been embodied by the Bollandists in the
I

Acta SS.,

'_'

April.

Fiit her
Jesus".
poets of his day.

lane!''

and

mann von

He also wrote a devout " Life of
Brugman ranked among the best
Two of his poems "0 Kwich is so
Zielejacht" are included by Hoff-

he
Fallersleben in his
I

"

Horu; Belgicie "

(II,
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Brugnato, Diocese of.

BRUNELLESCO
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His life was written by Dr. Mohl under the
"Joannes Brugman en het Godsdienstegen
title
Leven Onzer Vaderen in de Vijftiende eeuw", and
published at Amsterdam in 1S54. It consists of two
volumes, the second containing Bruginan's unedited
Andrew Eg.vn.
works.
36-41).

See Luni-Sarzaxa and

Brugnato.
Brumidi, Constantino, an Halo- American

his-

torical painter, celebrated for his fresco work in
the Capitol at Washington, b. at Rome, 1805; d. at
Washington, 19 February, 1880. His father was a
He
native of Greece and his mother a Roman.

Brumoy, Pierre,

b. at Rouen in Normandy, 16S8;
entered the Society of Jesus in 1704; d. in Paris,
1742.
Brumoy belonged to that distinguished
group of humanists who shed lustre upon the Society
of Jesus shortly before its suppression in France.
Between the years 1722 and 1739 he contributed
many articles to the celebrated " Journal de Trevoux "
of which he was for some time the editor.
Gf the
"History of the Gallican Church", which had been
begun by Fathers Longueval and Fontenay, he wrote
volumes XI and XII (1220-1320). He also composed several college tragedies on sacred subjects
and many poems and discourses in Latin and in
French. His Latin didactic poem " De motibus
animi" (on the passions) was highly esteemed by his
contemporaries. His most important work, " Le
theatre des Grecs", which was first published in
1730 in three volumes, has often been reprinted.
It
contains translations and analyses of the Greek

tragedies,

supplemented

by

keen

and

critical

An English translation was
Mrs. Charlotte Lennoxwith the assistance
of the Earl of Cork and Dr. Samuel Johnson, and
first published in London in L759.
aesthetic observations.

made by

Sommervogi l. BM\ ithegue de In c. de J., II, col. 243-251:
de Rochemonteix. I'n college di J (suites nu XVII'el A 111*
siecles. III, 9fi sefq.; Baumgartner, Geschichte der WeUHteratuir
IV. 634; V. 421, 422.
B. GuLDNER.
I
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Brunault, Joseph. See Nicolet, Diocese of.
Brunellesco (or Brunelleschi), Filippo, archi-

Fresco

in

Dome of the

Capitol,

Washington

showed his talent for fresco painting at an early age
and painted in several Roman palaces, among them
Under Gregory XVI
being that of Prince Torlonia.
he worked for three years in the Vatican. The
occupation of Rome by the French in 1849 apparently
decided Brumidi to emigrate, and he sailed for the
United States, where he became naturalized in
1852. Taking up his residence in New York City,
Subthe artist painted a number of portraits.
sequently he undertook more important works,
the principal being a fresco of the Crucifixion in
Stephen's Church, for which he also executed
a ".Martyrdom of St. Stephen" and an "AssumpIn 1854 Brumidi went to the
tion of the Virgin".
city of Mexico, where he painted in the cathedral
an allegorical representation of the Holy Trinity.
On his way back to
York he stopped at Washington and visited the Capitol. Impressed with
the opportunity for decoration presented by its
vast interior wall spaces, he offered his services for
that purpose to Quartermaster-General Meigs. This
offer was accepted, and about the same time he was
His first
commissioned as a captain of cavalry.
art work in the Capitol was in the room of the House
St.

New

At first he received
Committee on Agriculture.
right dollars a day, which Jefferson Davis, then
Secretary of War of the United States, caused to
be increased to ten dollars.
His work attracting
much favourable attention, he was given further
commissions, and gradually settled into the position of a Government painter.
His chief work in
\\
hington was done in the rotunda of the Capitol,
and included the apotheosis of Washington in the
dome, as well as other allegories, and Bcenes from
American history. His work in thi' rotunda was left
Unfinished at hi death, bul he had decorated many
other parts of the building.
In the Catholic Cathedral of Philadelphia he pictured St. Peter and St.
Paul,
Brumidi was a capable, if conventional
painter, and his black-and-white modelling in the
work at Washington, in imitation of bas-relief, is
i

strikingly effective.

Ai QU8TTJ3

VAN CLEEF.

tect and sculptor, b. at Florence, 1377; d. there
16 April, 1446. As an architect Brunellesco was one
of the chief leaders in the early period of the Renais-

sance movement.
Though rather unprepossessing
in appearance, he was of a cheerful and congenial
disposition,
of
an
active
and inventive mind, and withal

somewhat quickEven in
childish games

tempered.
his

he evinced a decided
inclination towards
the mechanical. Beginning as a goldsmith,
turning

and
to

later

sculp-

ture, he finally applied himself excluarchitecsively to

ture

how-

without,

ever, neglecting
general culture.

his

He

read the Bible and

Dante

to feed his
fancy, but devoted
himself with decided preference to the study of
perspective which he was the first to apply to art
in

accordance

with

definitely

formulated

rules.

correlated studies of mathematics and geometry
He was considerably
received his attention.
influenced by the lifelong friendship of the mathematician, Paolo del Pozzo Toscanelli, by his joint
studies with his younger friend Donatello, by the
artists and art-works of his native Florence, particularly by the monuments of Rome, to the study
of which lie devoted many years. Classical antiquity
was already, at this period, well known and highly
appreciated.
Sculpture. The Duomo of Pistoia contains
several examples of niello-work and two silver
statues of prophets
lid to be the earliest works of
A wooden Magdalen in tin' church
Brunellesco.
of Santo Spirito at
iorenee was destroyed by fire
His wooden crucifix in Santa Maria Noin 1171.
vella is true to nature and beautiful, while that by
his friend Donatello, in Santa Croce, deserved the

The
also

—

-

I

BRUNELLESCO
criticism ascribed to Brunellesco: "This is .a rustic
hanging on the cross". Two of his perspectives

Seventy
created a great sensation in Florence.
years later they are described at length by his first
anonymous biographer. Masaccio learned perspective 'from Brunellesco and according to Vasari,
the architect's second biographer, it was also applied
Brunellesco entered into competition
to intarsia.
with Ghiberti and other masters in 1401, "hen
models for the reliefs of the second bronze- door of
The
the Baptistery at Florence were called for.
designs of both are exhibited side by side in the
National Museum at Florence.
We may agree with
the verdict of the commission which awarded the
first prize to Ghiberti and the second to Brunellesco.
Ghiberti's relief is noteworthy for its agreeable
dignity, while that of Brunellesco looks restless and
Soon aflaboured.
ter Brunellesco went

Rome and

to

for

many years explored
its ancient ruins,
alone and with Don-

The remains

atello.

of the classic buildings SO enraptured
him that he decided
to make architecture
his lifework, instead
of, as heretofore, an

occupaoccasional
In the meantion.
time the much discussed problem of
the
completion of
th'-

Duomo

Maria del
Florence

(Santa

Fiore) of
to

seems

have awakened in
him the ambition to
attain

iii

tin-

way

undisputed supremacy in one of the
plastic arts.

Architecture.

—

At the end of the
century
thirteenth
Aroolfo di Cambio
had begun the construction of Santa
Maria del Fiore. subBtantially a Gothic
cathedral, and
ried

it

dome

caras far as the

whose

span
metres (one
and hirt yand one-half
eighl
feet i. nearly equal to
that of the Pantheon,
1.

1

|.

irty

linn. lied

I

mil

BRUNELLESCO
pointed octagonal, clustered-arches. lie (hen braced
the octagonal drum, preit not only by means of
viously agreed on, but also borrowed from the Baptistery, besides its lantern, the idea of a protective
roof, not an ordinary roof, but a second and lighter
dome. This novel concept of a dome made of two
shells greatly relieved the weight of the structure,
gave to the exterior an agreeable rounded finish,
and in the space between the shells furnished room
In technical
for ribbing, passageways, and stairs.
or constructive skill the dome of St. Peter's marked
no advance on the work of Brunellesco; it is superior
only in formal beauty. The crowning lantern, a
statically important weight, adds sixteen metres to
the height of the dome which is ninety-one metres;
it is inadequate, however, to the lighting of the
Brunellesco 's work remained, in its essential
edifice.

BRUNETIERE

Scott, Filippo di Ser Brunellesco (London. 1901); Fabriczy.

FUippo BrwneUeschi, sein Leben und seijie Werke (Stuttgart,
1S92); DrRM. Die Baukunst der Renaissance in Italien (StuttKuntte (.Stutt-

gart, 1903); Schnaase, Ocschiehie der bildenden
gart, 1879i, VIII.

G. GlETMA>™.

Brunetiere,

Ferdinand, a

French

critic

and

professor, b. at Toulon, 19 July, 1S49; d. at Paris,
After finishing his studies at
9 December, 1906.

the Lyc6e Louis-le-Grand, he took the entrance examination of-the Ecole Normale, a higher trainingschool for teachers, but failed on account of deWhen the Franco-German war
ficiency in Greek.
broke out, he enlisted in the heavy-armed infantry.
After the war he returned to Paris and led a very
precarious life as a teacher in private schools. In
1S74, he began to write for the "Revue des Deux
Mondes", then edited by Charles Buloz, whose
principal associate he soon became.
From the
first he was an opponent of the Naturalist School,
which in retaliation feigned to ignore him and declared that the name of Brunetiere was the pseudonym of some writer of no account. His mastery
of criticism

and

his

immense and minute

learning.

which were combined with a keen and cutting styli
soon proved his intellectual power. The editorship in chief of the "Revue des Deux Mondes'' was
tendered to him in 1893.
Although he had not
attained the higher academic degrees, he was appointed professor of the French language and literature in the Ecole Normale in 1886, a position he
.

when the school was reorganized.
account of Ins conversion to Catholicism, he was
dropped from the list of professors. He was elected
to the French Academy in
893
In 1897, M. Brunetiere lectured in the United
States, under the auspices of the Alliance Franeaise.
After delivering nine lectures on French poetry in
the annual coins, of the Percy Tumbull lectures
on poetry, ai the Johns Hopkins University, lie
held up to 190,5,

On

1

travelled through the country speaking to enthusiastic

BRUNETIERE
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a wooden coffered ceiling for the nave, spherical
vaults for the side aisles, and rectangular chapels
with barrel vaults along the outer walls; lateral
aisles also surround the transept.
The external cornice is carried out in a straight line; the height of the
nave is double its width; the Corinthian columns
bear the classical triple entablature but with arches
springing therefrom; to increase the height these
arches bear another broad triple entablature.
We
are frequently reminded in this edifice of the ancient
Christian and the Romanesque basilicas.
Its dome
was completed by Manetti, who allowed himself
here, and to a greater degree in Santo Spirito, a
certain liberty in dealing with the designs of Brunellesco. The plan of the latter church is in the main
the same as that of San Lorenzo; the interior niches
are rounded, though their exterior walls are rectangular.
These niches follow the lateral aisles
around the transepts and the apse. Over the meeting of the great nave and apse rises a low drum supporting a ribbed dome; it is finished with round
windows and a lantern. Brunellesco executed also
no little domestic architecture. He supervised the
construction of the Foundling Hospital (Spedale
degli Innocenti) and drew the model of
a magnificent palace for Cosimo de'Medici which the
latter failed to carry out through fear of envy.
Finally he built a part of the Pitti Palace, and in
this work left to posterity a model method of the
use of quarry-faced stone blocks for the first story.
In recognition of his merits this epoch-making architect, no less distinguished in the decorative than
in the constructive arts, was buried within the
sacred precincts of the cathedral.

audiences on classical and contemporary

liter-

ature.
He met with a success that no French
In New York
lecturer before him had ever attained.

more than three thousand persons gathered to hear
him. His most famous lecture was on Zola, whose
so-called lifelike pictures of the French bourgeois,
of the workman, soldier, and peasant, he described
as gloomy, pessimistic, and calumnious caricatures.

Brunetiere was the greatest French critic of the
last twenty years of the nineteenth century.
His
articles in the "Revue des Deux Mondes" resemble

a strongly framed building, without frivolous ornament, majestic in proportion, impressive through
solidity.
They have been published in about
fifteen volumes bearing various titles, as: "
critiques sur l'histoire de la litterature franeaise'';
"Questions de critique"; "Essais sur la litterature
contemporaine", etc.
Brunetiere was a dogmatist,
judging literary works not by the impression they
made upon him, but according to certain principles he had laid down as criteria.
According to
his dogmatic system, a literary work derives its
value from the general ideas it contains, and the
originality of a writer consists only in setting his
own stamp upon a universal design. A good survey of his ideas may be had from the "Manuel de
litterature franchise" (tr. New York).
This form
of criticism was more or less borrowed from D6site Nisard.
About the year 1S89. M. Brunetiere
changed his method and applied to literature the
I

theories

of

evolution,

explaining

the

formation,

growth, and decay of the various literary genres in
their development from a common origin, by the
same principles as those by which Darwin explained
the development of the animal species.
(L'^volulution des genres; L 'Evolution de la po6sie lyrique
au XIX e siecle.) However weak the basis of such
a system may be, all the details are interesting.
In 1892 M. Brunetiere showed himself an orator of
the highest rank.
His lectures at the Odeon theatre on "Les epoques du Theatre Francais" proved
very successful.
In 1893 he delivered a course of
public lectures at the Sorbonne on "L'evolution
des genres", and in 1894 on "Les sermons de
Bossuet ". When he was deprived of his professorship at the Ecole Normale, in 1905, he became
ordinary lecturer to the Societe des Conferences.
M. Brunetiere was master of the difficult art of
convincing a large audience.
He had all the qualities of a true orator: clearness of exposition, strength
reasoning,
an
unusual
command of
and logic of
general ideas, a fine and penetrating voice, and
above all, a certain strange power of conviction which
won the immediate sympathy of the most prejudiced
hearers.

M. Brunetiere became a convert to Catholicism,
in consequence of long and thorough study of Bossuet's sermons, and. strange to say. by a logical
which

boon

-u^'i-ted
(See DisIn giving up
his materialistic opinions to adopt
the Catholic
Faith he was prompted by a deep conviction, and
there was no emotional clement in this radical
change. The article he wrote in 1895, "Apres unc
visite au Vatican", augured his conversion to CatholIn this article, M. Brunetiere showed that
icism.
science, in spite of its solemn promises, had failed
to give happiness to mankind, and that faith alone
was able to achieve thai result. Soon after. M.
Brunetiere publicly adhered to Catholicism and
for ten years he made a
pari
of France, to defend his new faith against
Among these addn
the attacks of free-thinkers.
Besanmay be mentioned: " I.e besoin de croire
"Fes
croire".
Lille,
raisons actuelles de
cpu
1898;
1899; " I. idee de solidarite". Toulouse, I'.IDII; "Faction catholique",
fours. 1901; "Lea motifs d'eeHe devoted himself
Lyons,
L901,
etc.
greatest energy, for he was
this
(ask
with
the
to
process

to

of

deductions

had

him by Auguste Comte's philosophy.

cours de

combat.
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Louis N. Delamarre.
Brunforte, Ugouno, Friar Minor and chronicler,
born c. 1262; died c. 1348. His father Rinaldo, Lord
of Sarnano in the Marches, belonged to an ancient and
noble family of French origin, from which sprang the
famous Countess Matilda. Ugolino entered the Order
of Friars Minor at the age of sixteen ami served his
novitiate at the convent of Roccabruna, but passed
most of his life at the convent of Santa Maria in
Monte Giorgio, whence he is often called Ugolino of
Monte Giorgio. In 1295 lie was chosen Bishop of
Abruzzi (Teramo) under Celestine V, but before his
consecration the pope had resigned and Boniface VIII
who suspected Ugolino as belonging to the Zelanti
annulled the appointment (see Bull "In Suprema?
Dignitatis Specula" in "Bullarium Francis.", IV,
376
Nearly tiny years later he was elected provinMost scholars arc now agreed on
cial of Macerata.
"
fixing upon Ugolino a- the author of the " Fioretti
of St. Francis" in their original
form.
For recent research has revealed that this
classic collection of narratives, which forms one of
the most delightful productions of the Middle Ages,
or rather the fifty-three chapters which form the true
texl of the" Fioretti " (for the four appendixes are additions of later compilers) were translated into Italian
by an unknown fourteenth-century friar from a
i

Although
larger Latin work attributed to Ugolino.
this Latin original has not come down to us, we have
in the "Actus B. Francisci et Sociorum Ejus", edited
by Paul Sabatier in "Collection d'Etudes" (Paris,
1902. IV), an approximation to it which may he considered on the whole as representing the original of
the " Fioretti ". That Ugolino was the principal compiler of the "Actus" seems certain; how far he may
lie considered the sole author of the " Fioretti " of the
primitive "Actus Fioretti " is not so clear.
His
labour which consisted chiefly in gathering the flowers
for his bouquet from written and oral local tradition
appears to have been completed before 1328.
i-lNG. Script, ord. \hn
179; Si, mom \. Sup(1650
plementum (1806). addenda 727; Luxgi DA Fabbiano, Dm.

in-

1883);

istorica

intorno

'

Ptcena (Quaracchi, 1886
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Floretum S. I
(Paris. 1902), preface; Milium, Primordi Glorwri deW ardme
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Ion, 1904
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Paschal Robinson.
Bruni, Leoxardo. an eminent Italian humanist,
poor and humble parents at Arezzo, the birth-

b. of

place of Petrarch,
1444.
He
his birth.

in

1369; d. at

Florence.

March.

(I

also culled Aretino from the
Beginning at lir-t the atudj of
later, under the patronage of SalutatO and
fluence of the Greek scholar Chrysoloras,
his attention to the study of the classics.
he obtained through his friend Poggio the
is

Apostolic secretary under Pope Innocent VII.
He
remained at Rome for several years, continuing as
ary under Popes Gregory XII and Alexander V.
In 1410 he was elected Chancellor of the Republic
of Florence, hut resigned the office aftera few months,
returning to the papal court, as secretary under
John XXIII. whom he afterwards accompanied to
the louncil of Constance.
On the deposition of that
pope in 141.5, Bruni returned to Florence, where he
spent the remaining years of his life.
Here he wrote his chief work, a Latin history of
Florence, "Historiarum Fdorentinarum Libri XII"
(Strasburg, 1610).
In recognition of this great work
the State conferred upon him the rights of citizenship and exempted the author and his children from
taxation.
In 1427 through the favour of tin' Medici
he was again appointed state chancellor, a post
which he held until his death. During these seventeen years he performed many valuable services to
the State.
Bruni contributed greatly to the revival of Greek and Latin learning in Italy in the
fifteenth century and was foremost among the
scholars of the Christian Renaissance.
He, more
than any other man. made the treasures of the
Hellenic world accessible to the Latin scholar through
his literal translations into Latin of the works of
Greek authors. Among these may be mentioned his
translations of Aristotle, Plato, Plutarch, Demosthenes, and ^Eschines.
These were considered models
of pure Latinity.
His original works include: "Commentarius Rerum
Suo Tempore Gestarum"; "De Romse Origine";
"De Bello Italico adversus Gothos"; and ten volumes
of letters, "Epistolse Familiar es", which, written in
elegant Latin, are very valuable for the literary
history of the fifteenth century.
He was also the
author of biographies in Italian of Dante and Petrarch and wrote in Latin the lives of Cicero and
Aristotle.
So widespread was the admiration for
Brum's talents that foreigners came from all parts
The great esteem in which he was held
to see him.
by the Florentines was shown by the extraordinary
public honours accorded him at his death.
His corpse
(

was clad in dark silk, and on his breast was laid a
copy of his "History of Florence". In the presence
many foreign ambassadors and the court of Pope
Eugenius, Manetti pronounced the funeral oration
and placed the crown of laurel upon his head. He
was then buried at the expense of the State in the
Cemetery of Santa Croce, where his resting-place is
marked by a monument executed by Rosseflino.
of

Symonds, Renaissance in Italy (New v'erk. 1900). II; The
h'liiriiln; 1. nutria; Yon.], I)u II iiiicrbeUbung ties dassischen
Alterthums Berlin, 1SS93); the most complete ed. of Bruni a
that of Mehus (Florence, 1731 ).
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Edmund Burke.
Brunn, Diocese of, suffragan of the Archdiocese
of Olmtitz, embracing the south-western part of
Moravia, an area of 3S25 sq. m., and containing, according to the "Catalogus cleri Diceceseos Bruneneis

1007", about 1,051,654 inhabitants, 1,000,607 of

whom

tick.

:

Obtbot
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man

of will and a fighter.
The most
interesting feature of his apology is his attempt
to show how much the positivism of Auguste Comic
was akin to Catholicism. He endeavoured to prove
that modern thought contained in itself, without
cting it. the seed of Catholicism.
(See " Stir
Premiere 6tape, 1. 'utililes chemins de la eroyance.
sation du positivisme.")
On one occasion, in the
course of a discussion with a Socialist, he went so
far as to infer the identity of the social aspirations
itholicism and the aspirations ot the Socialists
for a general reform of the world.

naturally a

city

of

law, he
the in-

turned
L40S
post of

In
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are Catholics.

History.
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Brunn was due
territory
very early

to

erection

of

Diocese

the

Empress Maria Theresa.
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.
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To
period to the Diocese of Olmutz.
obviate the difficulties arising from the administration of such a vast territory. Maria Theresa in 1 773
entered into negotiations with Pope Clement XIV.
Olmutz was to be raised to the rank of an archbishopric and two newly created bishoprics!
Brunn
and Troppau assigned it as suffragans. Eventually,
however, only one wis treated.
By a papal Bull
of Pius VI, dated 5 December, 1777, Olmtitz was
made an archbishopric and Brunn erected into
an episcopal see.
ite chapter of the
provostship of Sts. Peter and Paul which had been

—

—

i
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Ritt.r von Stuffier (1817-31), Franz Anton von
Gindl (1832-41), Anton Ernst, Count von Schaffgotsche (1842-70), Karl Nottig (1871-82), Franz
Sales Bauer (1882-1904), since 1904 Archbishop of
Olmutz, and Paulus, Count von Huyn, b. at Briinn,
1868, appointed bishop 17 April, 1904, and consecrated 26 June, 1904.
For the cure of souls the diocese
II. Statistics.
is divided into 7 archipresbyterates and 37 deaneries
with 429 parishes and the same number of parish
churches, 30 simple benefices, 545 mission churches
(Filiulkiirhcn) and oratories.
In 1907 the number of secular clergy was 751,612 engaged in the care
of souls, 102 in other offices (professors, military
chaplains, etc.), and 47 retired from active duty;
regulars, 101, of whom 54 are engaged in the active,
ministry. The cathedral chapter consists of a dean,
an archdeacon, 4 canons capitular, 6 honorary
canons, and 1 canon extra station; the consistory is
composed of 15 members. In Nikolsburg there is a
collegiate chapter with 6 canons and 4 honorary
The bishop and the 4 capitulars are apcanons.
pointed by the emperor, the dean by the cathedral
chapter, and the archdeacon by the bishop. Among
the benefices, 26 are by free collation, 106 subject
to appointment by administrators of the religious
fund, 8 by administrators of the fund for students, 23
by ecclesiastical patrons, 2.50 by lay families, 22 are
incorporated with monasteries, and 2 of mixed pafrronage.
For the training of the clergy there is a
seminary, in connexion with which is a theological
school with 11 ecclesiastical professors, also an episcopal -preparatory school for boys.
In the intermediate schools of the diocese 67 priests are engaged
in teaching religion, in the primary schools and intermediate schools for girls 79 priests.
The following religious congregations have establishments in the diocese: Men: Premonstratensians
Benedictines 1
1 abbey {Neureisch) with 12 priests;
abbey in Raigern (from which is issued the well-known
periodical "Studien u. Mitteilungen aus dem Benediktiner- und Cistercienserorden ") with 20 fathers
;iinl _' clerics; the Hermits of St. Augustine 1 foundation in Brunn, with 16 priests and 5 clerics; the
Piarists 1 college at Nikolsburg with 2 fathers and
3 lay brothers; the Dominicans 1 monastery with
7 fathers and 7 brothers; the Franciscans 2 convents
with 7 fathers and 5 brothers; the Minorites 1 monastery with 2 priests and 2 lay brothers; the Capuchins 3 monasteries witli 9 fathers and S brothers;
the Brothers of Mercy, 2 foundations with 3 priests
and 15 brothers. Women: 32 foundations ami 379
sisters engaged in the education of girls and the care
of the sick: 1 Cistercian abbey (Tischnowitz) with
25 religious; 1 Ursuline convent with 21 sisters;
1
Elizabethan convent with 19 sisters; 3 foundations
of the Sisters of Mercy of St. Vincent de Paul, with
34 sisters; 9 houses of the Sisters of Mercy of St.
Charles Borromeo, with 71 sisters; 2 bouses of the
Daughters of the Divine Saviour witli 26 sisters;
of Notre Dame with
6 convents of the I'
35 sisters; 1 house of Daughters of Divine Love,
with 21 sisters;
mother-house and 5 branches of
tlic Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis, with
108 sisters, and 1 foundation of the Order of St.
Hedwig, with 4 sisters. The above Damed congregations of women conduct 4 boarding schools for girls,
21 Bel
Is for girls, (i hospitals, 4 orphan asylums,
13 creches, 5 hospital stations, 2 asylums for aged
women, 2 homes for the aged, 1 institution for the

—
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1296 was constituted the
cathedral chapter, and the provost-church was made
the cathedral. Matthias Franz, Count von Chorinsky, mitred provost of the chapter was appointed
by the empress first bishop. He was succeeded by
Johann Baptist Lachenbauer (1787-99), Vincenz Joseph von Schrattenbach (1800-16), Wenzel Urban
in existence in Brilnn since

blind,

and

1

home

for servant girls.

Among

the

associations to be found in the diocese may be mentioned: the Catholic Journeymen's Union (Gesellenverein), 7; the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, 9 conferences; the Association of Christian Social Workers,
the Apostolate of Sts. Cyril and Methodius, the St.

Joseph's Verein for men and young men.
Chief among the churches of the diocese is the
Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul at Briinn; built
between the thirteenth and fifteenth century in
Gothic style, it was destroyed in 1645, rebuilt as a
Renaissance structure
(1743-80), remodelled
in
1906 and two towers added. The stateliest and most
beautiful Gothic church of the diocese is the church
of St. James at Briinn, begun as early as the thirteenth century but completed only in 1511. Other
prominent ecclesiastical buildings are the church of
St. James at Iglau, erected 1230-43, the first Gothic
church with porticoes in Moravia; the royal monastic
church in the old section of Briinn built 1323-53
in Gothic style; the former monastic church of
Tischnowitz erected 1233-50 in the Roman transition
style, with a noble, richly adorned portico; the
church of the former Benedictine monastery at
Trebitsch, built 1230-45, with three naves, a spacious
choir, and a Roman portico; the Jesuit church at
Briinn, erected in 1582 in the Barocco style.
Wolny, Kirchliche Topographie von Mahren (4 vols.,
Briinn, 1857-61), Division II; Weinbrenner. Mahren w.
das Bistum Briinn (1S77); Prokop, Mahren in kunstgeschichtlicher Beziehung (4 vols., Vienna, 1904); Trautenberger,
Chronik tier Landeshaitptstadt Brunn [5 vols., Briinn, 1K9397); Die katholuiche Kirche in

Wort

u.

Bild (2nd

ed.,

Munich.

1907), II.

Joseph Lins.
Brunner, Francis de Sales, founder of the American Congregation of the Precious Blood, b. 10 January, 1795, at Muemliswil, Switzerland; d. at the
Convent of Schellenberg, Duchy of Lichtenstein,
He received in baptism the
29 December, 1859.
name of Nicolaus Joseph. After the death of his
father he entered, 11 July. 1812. the Benedictine
He
monastery near his residence in Maria Stem.
made his vows two years later and studied for the
priesthood under the direction of the pious Abbot
Ten years after his ordination (1S19) he
Pfluger.
felt a vocation for a stricter life and joined the TrapThis conpists of Oehlemberg, also near his home.
vent being suppressed, he offered his services for
foreign missions to Gregory' XVI, and was to have
gone as Apostolic missionary to China, but shortly
before the time set for his departure the order was reNext he founded a school for poor boys in
called.
the castle of Lowenberg, which he had purchased
from the Count de Montfort. In 1833 witli his pious
mother he made a pilgrimage to Rome, where they
were both enrolled in the Archconfratemity of the
Most Precious Blood. Returned to Lowenberg, his
mother gathered around her pious virgins to "hold
a perpetual (day- and night) adoration and dedicate
their lives to the education of orphans and the furnishing of vestments for poor churches".
Thus began the Sisters of the Most Precious Blood;
their foundress died in 1836, and the community was
brought to America under the second mother superior, Sister Clara, \\h<> died in 1876 at Griinewald,
Ohio. Meanwhile, in 1838, Father Brunner had made
a second visit to Home, ami had entered the Congregation of the Most Precious Blood at Albano.
After his novitiate he returned, continued the work
he had previously begun, and also began educating
boys for the priesthood, so as to inaugurate a German
province of the congregation. The Government interfering more and more with his school, he accepted
the invitation of Archbishop Pun-ell of Cincinnati,
to him by Monsignor Heiini. to establish
community in America. Accompanied by eight

brought
his

priests,

he landed, 21 December, 1813,

at

New

Orleans

BRUNNER

on religious subjects. Many of his writings,
which are in German, still await publication.
Leben una) Wirkm dea I'. F. S. Brunner (Carthagena,

of

all

1S82);

Nuntius Aula, I-X.

U. F. Miller.

Brunner, Sebastian, a

versatile

and voluminous

b. in Vienna, 10 December, 1S14; d. there,
27 November, 1S93. He received his college education from the Benedictines of his native city, his

writer,

philosophical and theological training at the Vienna
University, was ordained priest in 1838, and was for
some years professor in the philosophical faculty
The University of Freiof the Vienna University.

burg honoured him with the degree of Doctor of
Theology.
In the revolutionary year, 1848, he
founded the "Wiener Kirchenzeitung", which he
edited until 18G5, and in which he scourged with
incisive satire the Josephinist bondage of the Church.
It
his fearless championship,
is mainly owing to
which more than once brought him into conflict
with the authorities, that the Church in Austria
to-day breathes more freely. He wrote some ascetical books ami many volumes of sermons, also a
biography of Clemens Hofbauer, the apostle of
Vienna.
His books <>f travel dealing with Germany.
France. England, Switzerland, and especially Italy,
are distinguished by keen observations on men and
manners, art and culture, and most of all on religion,
and are thus closely connected with his apologetic

and controversial

Among

writings.

the latter

may

be mentioned his book on " The Atheist Renan and
his Gospel".
Brunner's voluminous historical works
are very valuable, particularly those on the history
It is, however, as a
of the Church in Austria.
humorist that Brunner takes a permanent place
in the history ol literature, for he counts among
His
the best modern German humorous writers.
works of this class were composed partly in verse,
which at times reminds the reader of Hudibras,
and partly in the form of prose stories. One of the
best of the former is " Der Ncbeljungen Lied"; of
the latter, "Die Prinzenschule zu Mdpselgluek".
These works, conceived with a high and noble pur-

marked by brilliant satire, inexhaustible
and genuine humour, combined with great

pose, are
wit,

depth

of feeling.

A

collection of his stories in prose

and verse was published
RatisboE

in

eighteen

volumes

at

I' is not surprising, though it is
1864,
regrettable, that an author whose literary output
vast and varied, often shows signs of haste
and a lack of artistic finish. In his later years he
turned his satirical pen against the undiscriminating
worship of modern German Literary celebrities.
Autobiography)
(Ratisbon.
1890-91);
S, Bl e HI ii. Sebastian Brunner (Wiirzburg ami Vienna. 1890
L]NI>i:mann. Ijtsrhirhte <!' r tlnitsr/nn l.it>rntur Freiburg mi
Br., 1S98), 93S. 939: AUgemeine deuUche Biographie, XLVII
(Supplement. 190;
B. Gfl.DNER.

in

;
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Bruno, Saint. Archbishop
Reims,

of Cologne,

1>.

925;

d.

was the youngest sou
the Fowler) and
St. Mathilda, and brother of the Emperor Otto I.
He inherited his mother's piety and was even from
boyhood destined for the Church. In his fourth
year he was confided to the learned Bishop Baldat
of

Henry

ii

I

of

October, 965;

Germany (sumamed
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and, ascending the Ohio River, arrived at Cincinnati
on New Year's Day. From Cincinnati they proceeded
to St. Alphonsus, near Norwalk, Ohio, where the first
station was erected.
Their missionary circuit included all the Germans within a radius of 100 miles;
they began to erect, convents and parishes and entrusted the schools to t lie Sisters of the Most Precious
Blood, who had followed them on the 22nd of July,
1844. After this Father Brunner made several trips
to Europe in the interests of his institution, and it
fl as during the last of these that he died.
He was an
indefatigable missionary and a very prolific writer

erich in one of the Carlovingian collegiate schools attached to the cathedral at Utrecht. He read widely
in Latin literature, classical and patristic; his pillow
book, as Ruotger avers, was tlte Christian poet,

Prudentius.

Through some Greeks sojourning tit his
Bruno became proficient also in the

brother's court,

Greek language, and he never

lost his early love for
learning.
After a stay of ten years at Utrecht, he
was recalled by Otto I in 939. From the beginning
of Otto's reign, in 93(1, many learned men from Germany and abroad collected at his court; by the side
of so characteristic a product of Carlovingian culture
as Ratherius, Bishop of Verona, were Scots, Romans,
and Greeks. From all, Bruno found much to learn.
Soon he himself began to teach, and a notable renascence of higher studies ensued in the schools.
In 940, Bruno began to exercise the functions of
imperial chancellor (Mon. Germ. Dipl., I, 120 nr. 35).

After he had received deacon's orders in 941 or 912,
the emperor appointed him, despite his youth, Abbot
of the monasteries of Lorsch, near Worms, and of
Corvei on the Weser.
In both communities he soon
restored the strict observance of St. Benedict's Rule.
He was ordained priest about 950 and in 951 became
archchancellor (Mon. Germ. Dipl., 1,218, nr. 138 sq.);
even from the year 940 on, all Otto's state papers
were prepared by Bruno's hand. As the executive
administration of affairs was conducted chiefly
through the royal chancery, Bruno's influence now
extended to all parts of the empire. Relations be-

tween Germany and France were by

his

good

offices

greatly improved.
He took part in the Synod of
Verdun, in 947, and assisted in the adjustment of
the quarrel, of such consequence to the Kingdom of
France, about the Archbishopric of Reims. In 951
he accompanied the Emperor Otto to Italy. In the
troublous times which soon followed during the revolt
of Ludolf, Otto's eldest son and heir-apparent, and
Conrad, Duke of Lorraine, Bruno proved his loyalty
and devotion to his brother. For this service, after
the death (9 July, 953) of Wicfrid, Archbishop of
Cologne, the emperor caused Bruno to be elected his
successor in that see. and likewise entrusted to him
the administration of the Duchy of Lorraine.
On the
21st of September, the nobility of that province swore
allegiance to Bruno at Aachen, and on the 25th he
was consecrated and enthroned a1 Cologne. Through
Bruno's mediation Ludolf was reconciled with his
father, and the rebellion of Conrad effectually quelled.
In the struggle between the last of the Carlovingians and the rising house of Capet, Bruno's prestige
enabled him to act, in the name of his imperial
brother, as a supreme arbitrator in French affairs,
countless disputes being satisfactorily settled by liis

prudence and

tact.

In Bruno's personality as prince-bishop, was represented the perfect union of Church and State which
was the corner-stone of the policy of Otto the Great;
for Bruno, despite his tireless temporal activities,
was a great bishop and zealous pastor. He ruled by
personal piety and singular holiness of life.
With
scrupulous care he watched over the moral discipline
of his diocese, improved the higher education of the
clergy and lavished his resources on monastic and
ecclesiastical institutions throughout the realm.
The
monastery of St. Pantaleon at Cologne, begun in 966,
was his foundation. The literary distinction to which
Lorraine, before other parts of the kingdom, early
attained may lie accounted not tin' least remarkable
result of his work.
Bruno's favourite abode was Bonn.
When Otto set out a second time for Italy in 961,
to be crowned emperor at Rome, the government of
the realm and the guardianship of Itto II were contided to Bruno and to William. Archbishop oi Mainz.
(

Soon

after the kaiser's return,

again on
this

Bruno was summoned
liaiice; it was while on

a mission of peace to
journey that he died, at Reims.

His body, at
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carried back and buried in the
monastic church of St. Pantaleon at Cologne. From
time immemorial the Diocese of Tournay has had a
special office for St. Bruno on June the 18th, and as
the day of his death was always celebrated at St.
Pantaleon as the anniversary of a saint, the feast of
Bruno, Confessor, is now observed throughout the
Diocese of Cologne as a double on the 11th day of

Cologne about the year 1030; d. 6 October, 1101.
He is usually represented with a death's head in his
hands, a book and a cross, or crowned with seven
stars; or with a roll bearing the device O Bonitas.
According to
His feast is kept on the 6th of October.
tradition, St. Bruno belonged to the family of Hartenfaust,
or Hardeviist,
one of the

October.
Rcotger, Vita Brurwnis in Acta SS.,
in Mon. Germ. Hist.. IV, 252. and in

families
principal
of the city, and it

his

own

request,

was

Oct.. V, 698. also found
I'. I... (XXXIV, 938;
Altera Vita Brurwnis (a later life, written in the 12th century
at St. Pantaleon ), in Mon. Germ. Hist.. IV, 275; P. Z...CXXXIV,
978; von Hefele. s. v. in Kirchenlex .. II; Hauck, Kirchengesclnchte Deutsrhlands Leipzig, 1896), III, 40; Id. in HehzogHAUCK Reul-Enci/k. lur prat. Thiol, unit Klrche Leipzig, 18971;
Piei.er. Brurm 1 (Arnsherg, 1851 I; Meyer, He Brunune I (Berlin, 1870); Pfeiffer, Hisl.-krit. Beitrage zur Geschichte Brims I
(Cologne, 1870); Strebitzki. Quellenhr. I'ntersuch. (Neustadt
1875); Giesebrecht, Kaiserziit (3d ed.,
in Westpreussen,
Brunswick, 18631, I, 321; K.n'KE and Di'mmi.eh, Kaiser Otto
I

I

d.

(Leipzig,

Gr.

1876i.

imssirn;

Giesebrecht,

Allgena-irie

Deutsche Bionrajihie, III, 424; Mittag, Die Arbeitsleeise Ruotgersindrr Vita Brunonis Berlin, 1896); Annlecla Bollandtana,
XVI, 202 and XVIII, 57; Wattenbach, Gesch.-(.>tifllen (6th
ed., Berlin, 1893), I, 321; Ki.einermanns, Die Heiligen auf
dem bisehi'llichen bezw. erzbischo}lichen Slulde von Koln (Cologne, 1895-98).
(

George H. Derry.
Bruno, Saint, Bishop of Segni, in
Solero, Piedmont, about 1048; d. 1123.

b. at
received

Italy,

He

his preliminary education in a Benedictine monastery
After completing his studies at
of his native town.

Bologna and receiving ordination, he was made a
canon of Sienna. In appreciation of his great learning
and eminent piety, he was called to Rome, where, as
an able and prudent counsellor, his advice was sought
by four successive popes. At a synod held in Rome
in 1079 he obliged Berengarius of Tours, who denied
the real presence of Our Lord in the Holy Eucharist,
He enjoyed the personal
to retract his heresy.
friendship of Gregory VII, and was consecrated
Bishop of Segni by him in the Campagna of Rome, in
His humility caused him to decline the car1080.
He is called "the brilliant defender of the
dinalate.
Church" because of the invincible courage he evinced
in aiding Gregory VII and the succeeding popes in
their efforts for ecclesiastical reform, and especially
in denouncing lay investiture, which he even declared

to be heretical.

He accompanied Pope Urban II in 1095, to the
Council of Clermont in which the First Crusade
was inaugurated. In 1102 he became a monk of
Monte Cassino and was elected abbot in 1107, withWith
out however, resigning his episcopal charge.
many bishops of Italy and France, Bruno rejected
the treaty known in history as the "Privilegium",
which Henry V of Germany had extorted from Pope
In a letter
Paschal II during his imprisonment.
addressed to the pope he very frankly censured him
for concluding a convention which conceded to the
German king in part the inadmissible claim to the
right of investiture of ring and crosier upon bishops
and abbots, and demanded that the treaty should be
Irritated by his opposition, Paschal II
annulled.
commanded Bruno to give up his abbey and to return
With untiring zeal he continued
to his episcopal see.
to labour for the welfare of his flock, as well as for
interest
of the Church al large, till his
common
the
death.
Be was canonized by Pope Lucius III in
1183.
His feast is celebrated on the 18th of July.
St. Bruno was the author of numerous works, chiefly
Scriptural.
Of these are to be mentioned his commentaries mi the Pentateuch, he Book of Job, the
Psalms, the four Gospels, and the Apocalypse.
-.gmann,
vj;
Hefele, Hist, of tl
,

t
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and
He was born at

or, ecclesiastical writer,

the Carthusian Order.

is

in

remembrance

of this origin that
different members
of the family of

Hartenfaust have
from the

received

Carthusians either
some special prayers for the dead,
as in the case of
Peter Bruno Hartenfaust in 1714.
and Louis Alexander Hartenfaust.
Baron of Laach. in
1740; or a personal
affiliation with the

order,

as with

Louis Bruno of
Hardevust, Baron
of

Laach and Bur-

gomaster

liiof
of Bergues-S.
in
the
Diocese of Camt

town

Winnoc,
brai,

with

whom

the Hardevust
family in the male
line became extinct

Bruno (Statue b
Church of S. Ma
Angeli, Rome)

St.
in

on 22 March, 1784.
We have little information about the childhood
and youth of St. Bruno. Born at Cologne, he would
have studied at the city college, or collegial of St.
Cunibert. While still quite young (a pueris) he went
to complete his education at Reims, attracted by
the reputation of the episcopal school and of its
There he finished his classical
director, Heriman.
studies and perfected himself in the sacred sciences
principally of the study
that
time
consisted
which at
He became
of Holy Scriptures and of the Fathers.
there, according to the testimony of his contempolearned both in human and in Divine science.
His education completed, St. Bruno returned to
Cologne, where he was provided with a canonry at
St. Cunibert's, and, according to the most probable
This
opinion, was elevated to the priestly dignity.
was about the year 1055. In 1056 Bishop Gervais
recalled him to Reims, to aid his former master
Heriman in the direction of the school. The latter
was already turning his attention towards a more
raries,

perfect form of life, and when he at last left the
world to enter the religious life, in 1057, St. Bruno
found himself head of the episcopal school, oricoUUre,
a post difficult as it was elevated, for it then included
the direction of the public schools and the oversight
of all the educational establishments of the diocese.
For about twenty years, from 1057 to KI7.Y he
maintained the prestige which the school of Reims
had attained under its former masters. Remi of
Auxcrre. Hucbald of St. Amand, Gerbert, and lastly
Heriman. Of the excellence of his teaching we have
a proof in the funereal titles composed in his honour, which celebrate his eloquence, his poetic, philosophical, and above all his exegetical and theological, talents; and also in the merits of his pupils,
amongst whom were Eudes of Chatillon, afterwards
Urban II, Rangier, Cardinal and Bishop of Ueggio,

)

BRUNO
number of
and abbots.
In 1075 St. Bruno was appointed chancellor of
the church of Reims, and he had then to give himself especially to the administration of the diocese.
Meanwhile the pious Bishop Gervais, friend of St.
Bruno, had been succeeded by Manasses de Gournai,
who quickly became odious for his impiety and
violence. The chancellor and two other canons were
commissioned to bear to the papal legate. Hugh of
Die, the complaints of the indignant clergy, and at
the Council of Autun. 1(177. they obtained the suspension of the unworthy prelate. The latter's reply
was to raze the houses of his accusers, confiscate their
goods, sell their benefices, and appeal to the pope.
Bruno then absented himself from Reims for a
while, and went probably to Rome to defend the
It was only in 1080 that a
justice of his cause.
definite sentence, confirmed by a rising of the people,
compelled Manasses to withdraw ami take refuge
with the Kmperor Henry IV. Free then to choose
another bishop, the clergy were on the point of
uniting their vote upon the chancellor. He, however,
had far different designs in view. According to a
tradition preserved in the Carthusian Order, Bruno
was persuaded to abandon the world by the sight
of a celebrated prodigy, popularized by the brush
the triple resurrection of the Parisian
of Lesueur
To this tradition may
doctor, Raymond Diocres.
be opposed the silence of contemporaries, and of the
first biographers of the saint; the silence of Bruno
himself in his letter to Raoul le Vert, Provost of
Reims; and the impossibility of proving that he ever
He had no need of such an extraorvisited Paris.
dinary argument to cause him to leave the world.
Some time before, when in conversation with two
Robert, Bishop of Langres, and a large

prelates

—

of

Raoul and Fulcius. canons of Reims
they had been.so enkindled with the

his friends,

like

himself,

Cud and the desire of eternal goods that they
had made a vow to abandon the world and to embrace the religions life. This vow, uttered in 1077,
could not be put into execution until 1080, owing to
various circumstances.
The first idea of St. Bruno on leaving Reims
io have been to place himself and his companions under the direction of an eminent solitary,
St.
Robert, who had recently (1075) settled at
Molesme in the Diocese of Langres, together with
a band of other solitaries who were later on (1098) to
form the Cistercian Order. But he soon found that
this was not his vocation, and after a short sojourn

Seche-Fontaine near Molesme, he left two of his
companions, Peter and Lambert, and betook himself with six others to Hugh of Chateauneuf, Bishop
of Grenoble, and, according to some authors, one of
his pupils.
The bishop, to whom God had shown
these men in a dream, under the image of seven
stars, conducted and installed them himself (1084)
in a wild spot on the Alps of
Dauphino named
'hart reuse, about four leagues from Grenoble, in
the midst of precipitous rocks and mountains almost
always covered with snow.
With St. Bruno were
Landuin, the two Stephens of Bourg and Die. canons
of St. Rufus, and Hul'Ii the Chaplain, "all. the most
learned men of their time", and two laymen. Andrew
at

(

and Guerin. who afterwards became the first lay
brothers. They built a little monastery where thej
lived in deep retreat and poverty, entirely occupied
in prayer and study, and frequently honoured by
the visits of St. Hugh who became like one of hemselves.
Their manner ol life has been recorded by
i

a

contemporary,

them

Guiberl

in their solitude.

1
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Nogent,
-ua.

who

visited

I, ii.

Meanwhile, another pupil of St. Bruno, Eudes of
Chatillon, had become pope under the name of
Urban II (1088). Resolved to continue the work
of reform commenced by Gregory VII, and being

obliged to struggle against the anti-pope, Guibert
of Ravenna, and the Emperor Henry IV, he sought
to surround himself with devoted allies and called
his ancient master ad Scdis Apoatolicw servitium.
Thus the solitary found himself obliged to leave the
spot where he had spent more than six years in
retreat, followed by a part of his community, who
could not make up their minds to live separated
from him (1090). It is difficult to assign the place
w huh he then occupied at the pontifical court, or
his influence in contemporary events, which was
Lodged in the
entirely hidden and confidential.
palace of the pope himself and admitted to his councils, and charged, moreover, with other collaborators,
in preparing matters for the numerous councils of
this period, we must give him some credit for their
results.
But he took care always to keep himself
in the background, and although he seems to have
assisted at the Council of Benevento (March, 1091),
we find no evidence of his having been present at the
Councils of Troja (March, 1093), of Piacenza (March,
His part
1095), or of Clermont (November, 1095).
All that we can say with
in history is effaced.
certainty is that he seconded with all his power the
sovereign pontiff in his efforts for the reform of the
clergy, efforts inaugurated at the Council of Melfi
short
(1089) and continued at that of Benevento.
tame after the arrival of St. Bruno, the pope had been
obliged to abandon Rome before the victorious forces
He withdrew
of the emperor and the anti-pope.
with all his court to the south of Italy.
During the voyage, the former professor of Reims
attracted the attention of the clergy of Reggio in
further Calabria, which had just lost its archbishop,
Arnulph (1090), and their votes were given to him.
The pope and the Norman prince, Roger, Duke of
Apulia, strongly approved of the election and pressed
In a similar juncture at
St. Bruno to accept it.

A

Reims he had escaped by flight; this time he again
escaped by causing Rangier, one of his former pupils,
to be elected, who was fortunately near by at the
Benedictine Abbey of La Cava near Salerno. But
he feared that such attempts would be renewed;
moreover he was weary of the agitated life imposed
upon him, and solitude ever invited him. He begged,
therefore, and after much trouble obtained, the
pope's permission to return again to his solitary life.
His intention was to rejoin his brethren in Dauphin^,
as a letter addressed to them makes clear. But the
will of Urban II kept him in Italy, near the papal
court to which he could be called at need. The place
chosen for his new retreat by St. Bruno and some
followers who had joined him was in the Diocese
of Squillace, on the eastern slope of the great chain
which crosses Calabria from north to south, and in a
high valley three miles long and two in width, cov,

ered with forest. The new solitaries constructed a
little chapel of planks for their pious reunions and.
in the depths of the woods, cabins covered with mud
A legend says that St. Bruno
for their habitations.
whilst at prayer was discovered by the hounds of
Roger, (ireat Count of Sicily and Calabria and uncle
of the Duke of Apulia, who was then hunting in the
neighbourhood, and who thus learnt to know and
venerate him; 1ml the count had no need to wail
for thai occa ion io know him, for it was probably
his invitation that the new solitaries settled
he visited
his domains. That same year (1(191
them, made them a grant of the lands they occupied,
and a dose friendship was formed between them.
More than once St. Brunowenl to Mileto to take part
in the joy- and sorrows of the noble family, to visit
and to baptize
the count when el. 1098 and 1(11
Hut
In- -on Roger (1097), the future King of Sicily.
more often it was Roger who went into the desert
to visit hi- frii
ii. through his generosity,
the monaster} of St, Stephen was built, in 1095, near

upon
upon

)
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the hermitage of St. Mary, there was erected adjoining it a little country house at which he loved to pass
the time left free from governing liis State.
Meanwhile the friends of St. Bruno died one after
the other: Urban II in 1099; Landuin, the prior of the
Grande Chartreuse, his first companion, in 1100;
Count Roger in 1101. His own time was near at hand.
Before his death he gathered for the last time his
brethren round him and made in their presence a
profession of the Catholic Faith, the words of which
have been preserved. He affirms with special emphasis his faith in the mystery of the Holy Trinity,
and in the real presence of Our Saviour in the Holy
Eucharist a protestation against the two heresies
which had troubled that century, the tri-thcism of
Roscelin, and the impanation of Berengarius. After
his death, the Carthusians of Calabria, following a
frequent custom of the Middle Ages by which the
Christian world was associated with the death of
its saints, dispatched a rolliger, a servant of the
convent laden with a long roll of parchment, hung
round his neck, who passed through Italy, France,
Germany, and England. He stopped at the principal
churches and communities to announce the death,
and in return, the churches, communities, or chapters inscribed upon his roll, in prose or verse, the
expression of their regrets, with promises of prayers.
Many of these rolls have been preserved, but few are
so extensive or so full of praise as that about St.
Bruno.
A hundred and seventy-eight witnesses,
of whom many had known the deceased, celebrated
the extent of "his knowledge and the fruitfulness of
Strangers to him were above all
his instruction.
struck by his great knowledge and talents. But his
his great
disciples praised his three chief virtues
spirit of prayer, an extreme mortification, and a
the
Virgin.
Both
devotion to the Blessed
filial
churches built by him in the desert were dedicated
Casalibus
in
Our
Lady
of
to the Blessed Virgin:
Dauphine, Our Lady Delia Torre in Calabria; and,
the
Carthusian
Statutes
faithful to his inspirations,
proclaim the Mother of God the first and chief patron
of all the houses of the order, whoever may be their
particular patron.
St. Bruno was buried in the little cemetery of the
hermitage of St. Mary, and many miracles were
worked at his tomb. He has never been formally
canonized. His cult, authorized for the Carthusian
in 1514, was extended to the whole
Order by Leo
Church by Gregory XV, 17 February, 1623, as a
semi-double feast, and elevated to the class of doubles
by Clement X, 14 March, 1674. St. Bruno is the
popular saint of Calabria; every year a great multitude resort to the Charterhouse of St. Stephen, on
the Monday and Tuesday of Pentecost, when his
relics are borne in procession to the hermitage of
St. Mary, where he lived, and the people visit the
spots sanctified by his presence. An immense number of medals are struck in his honour and distributed
to the crowd, and the little Carthusian habits, which
so many children of the neighbourhood wear, are
blessed.
He is especially invoked, and successfully,
for the deliverance of those possessed.
As a writer and founder of an order, St. Bruno
occupies an important place in the history of the
eleventh century.
He composed commentaries on
the Psalms and on the Epistles of St. Paul, the
former written probably during his professorship a1
Reims, the latter during his stay at the Grande
Chartreuse if we may believe an old manuscript Been
byMabiUon "Explicit glosarius Brunonia beremitse
super Epistolas B. l'auii " Two letters of his still
remain, also his profession of faith, and a short
elegy on contempt for the world which shows that
he cultivated poetry.
The " Commentaries " disclose
to us a man of learning; he knows a little Hebrew
and Greek and uses it to explain, or if need be, to

—

—
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rectify the Vulgate; he is familiar with the Fathers,
especially St. Augustine and St. Ambrose, his favourites. "His style", says
Rivet, "is concise,
clear, nervous and simple, and his Latin as good as
could be expected of that century: it would be
difficult to find a composition of this kind at once
more solid and more luminous, more concise and
more clear".
His writings have been published
several times: at Paris, 1509-24; Cologne, 1611-40;

Dom

Migne, Latin Patrology, CLII, CLIII, Montreuil-surMer, 1891. The Paris edition of 1524 and those of
Cologne include also some sermons and homilies
which may be more justly attributed to St. Bruno,
Bishop of Segni. The Preface of the Blessed Virgin
has also been wrongly ascribed to him; it is long
anterior, though he may have contributed to introduce it into the liturgy.
St. Bruno's distinction as the founder of an order
was that he introduced into the religious life the
mixed form, or union of the eremitical and cenobite
modes of monasticism, a medium between the
Camaldolese Rule and that of St. Benedict. He wrote
no rule, but he left behind him two institutions
which had little connexion with each other that of
Dauphine and that of Calabria. The foundation of
Calabria, somewhat like the Camaldolese, comprised

—

classes of religious: hermits, who had the direction
of the order, and cenobites who did not feel called
the
solitary life; it only lasted a century, did not
to
rise to more than five houses, and finally, in 1191,
united with the Cistercian Order. The foundation
of Grenoble, more like the rule of St. Benedict, comprised only one kind of religious, subject to a uniform
discipline, and the greater part of whose life was
spent in solitude, without, however, the complete
This life spread
exclusion of the conventual life.

two

throughout Europe, numbered 250 monasteries, and
in spite of many trials continues to this day.
The great figure of St. Bruno has been often
sketched by artists and has inspired more than one
masterpiece: in sculpture, for example, the famous
statue by Houdon, at St. Mary of the Angels in Rome,
" which would speak if his rule did not compel him to
silence"; in painting, the fine picture by Zurbaran.

Museum, representing Urban II and
conference; the Apparition of the
Blessed Virgin to St. Bruno, by Guercino at Bologna; and above all the twenty-two pictures forming
the gallery of St. Bruno in the museum of the Louvre,
"a masterpiece of Le Sueur and of the French
school '.
Le Couteulx, Annates Clrd. Cart., I; Tromby, Storia del Slo
in the Seville
St. Bruno in
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Ambrose Moigel.
Bruno, Giordano, Italian philosopher,
in Campania, in the Kingdom of Naples,

b. at

Nola

in 1548; d.
At the age of eleven he went to
at Rome, 1600.
Naples, to study "humanity, logic, and dialectic",
and, four years later, he entered the Order of St.
Dominic, giving up his worldly name of Filippo and
He made his novitiate at
taking that of Giordano.
Naples and continued to study there. In 1572 he

was ordained priest. It seems, however, that, even
as a novice, lie attracted attention by the originality
of his views and by is outspoken criticism of accepted
Alter his ordination things
theological doctrines.
reached such a pass that, in 1576, formal accusation
1

1

Thereupon he
heresy was brought against him.
went to Rome, but, apparently, did not mend his
of speaking of the mysteries of faith; for
the accusations were renewed against him at the
convent of the Minerva. Within a few months of
i.i

manner

2
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and of his failure to find peace anywhere. He tarried
awhile in several Italian cities, and in 1">79 went to
Geneva, where he seems to have adopted tin' Calvinisl faith, although afterwards, before the ecclesiastical tribunal at Venice, he steadfastly denied
that he had ever joined the
Reformed Church.
This much at least is certain; he was excommuniby the Calvinist Council on account of
cated
his disrespectful
attitude towards the heads of
that Church and was obliged to leave the city.
Thence he went to Toulouse, Lyons, and (in 15S1)
to Paris.

At Lyons he completed his "Clavis Magna'', or
"Great Key" to the art. of remembering. In Paris
he published several works which further developed
his art of memory-training and revealed the twofold influence of
Raymond Lully and the neoIn 1582 he published a characteristic
Platonists.
work,

"II

candelaio",

or

"The Torchbearer",

a

satire in which he exhibits in a marked degree the
false taste then in vogue among the humanists, many

of whom mistook obscenity for humour.
While at
Paris he lectured publicly on philosophy, under the
auspices, as it seems, of the College of Cambrai, the
forerunner of the College of France.
In 1583 he
crossed over to England, and, for a time at least,
enjoyed the favour of Queen Elizabeth and the
friendship of Sir Philip Sidney.
To the latter he
dedicated the most bitter of his attacks on the Catholic Church,
"II spaccio della bestia trionfante",
"The Expulsion of the Triumphant Beast", published in 1584.
He visited Oxford, and, on being
refused the privilege of lecturing there, he published
(1584) his "Cena delle ceneri", or "Ash-Wednesday
Supper", in which he attacked the Oxford professors,
saying that tiny knew more about beer than about
tlrok. In 15S5 he returned to France, and during
the year which he spent in Paris at this time made
several attempts to become reconciled to the Catholic
Church, all of which failed because of his refusal to
accept the condition imposed, namely, that he
should return to his order.
In Germany, whither he went in 1587, he showed
he same spirit of insolent self-assertion as at < Oxford.
Ib-lmstudt he was excommunicated by the
In
Lutherans.
After some time spent in literary activity at Frankfort, he went, in 1501, to Venice at
the invitation of Mocenigo, who professed to be interFailing
ested in hia system of memory-training.
to obtain from Bruno the secret of his "natural
magic", Mocenigo denounced him to the Inquisition.
Bruno was arrested, and in his trial before the Venetian inquisitors first took refuge in the principle
of "two-fold truth", saying that the errors imputed
to him were held by him "as a philosopher, and not
as hi honest Christian"; later, however, he solemnly
abjured all his errors and doubts in the matter of
Catholic doctrine and practice (Berti, Docum., XII.
i

and XIII. 15). At this point the Roman Inquiintervened and requested his extradition.
After some
hesitation the Venetian authorities
agreed, and in February, 1593, Bruno was sent to
Rome, and for six years was kept in the prison of
the Inquisition.
Historians have striven in vain to
discover the explanation of this long delay on the
the Roman authorities.
In the spring of
1599, the trial was begun before a commission of
the Roman Inquisition, and, after the accused had
2.'

sition

i

been granted several terms of respite in which to
his errors, he was finally condemned (January.
1600 handed over to the secular power (8 February),
and burned at the stake in the Campo dei Fiori in
Rome (17 February). Bruno was not condemned
for his defence of the Copernican system of astronomy,
'

.
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his arrival he fled the eity and east off all allegiance
to his order.
From this point on, his life-story is
the tale of his wanderings from one country to another

nor for his doctrine of the plurality of inhabited
worlds, but for his theological errors, among which
were the following: that Christ was not God but
merely an unusually skilful magician, that the Holy
Ghost is the soul of the world, that the Devil will be
saved, etc.
To the works of Bruno already mentioned the
following are to be added: "Delia causa, principio
ed uno"; "Dell' infinito uni verso e dei mondi"; "De
Compendiosa Architecture "; "De Triplici Minimo";
"De Monade, Numero et Figura ". In these "the

Nolan" expounds a system

of philosophy in

which

the principal elements are neo-Platomsm, materialistic monism, rational mysticism (after the manner
of Raymond Lully), and the naturalistic concept of
the unity of the material world (inspired by the
Copernican astronomy). His attitude towards Aristotle is best illustrated by his reiterated assertion
that the natural philosophy of the Stagirite is vitiated by the predominance of the dialectical over
the mathematical mode of conceiving natural phenomena. Towards the Scholastics in general his
feeling was one of undisguised contempt; he excepted, however, Albert the Great and St. Thomas,
for whom he always maintained a high degree of
respect.
He wished to reform the Aristotelean
philosophy, and yet he was bitterly opposed to his

contemporaries, Ramus and Patrizzi, whose efforts
were directed towards the same object. He was
acquainted, though only in a superficial way, with
the wTitings of the pre-Socratic philosophers of
Greece, and with the works of the neo-Platonists,
especially with the books falsely attributed to
From the neo-Platonists
Iamblichus and Plotinus.
he derived the tendency of his thought towards
monism. From the pre-Socratic philosophers he
borrowed the materialistic interpretation of the One.
From the Copernican doctrine, which was attracting
so much attention in the century in which he lived,
he learned to identify the material One with the
visible,

infinite,

heliocentric

universe.

Thus, his system of thought is an incoherent mapantheism. God and the world arc one;
matter and spirit, body and soul, arc two phases of
the same substance; the universe is infinite; beyond
the visible world there is an infinity of other worlds.
each of which is inhabited: this terrestrial globe has a
soul; in fact, each and even- part of it, mineral as
well as plant and animal, is animated; all matter is
made up of the same elements (no distinction between
terialistic

terrestrial and celestial matter); all souls are akin
This
(transmigration is, therefore, not impo ible).
unitary point of view is Bruno's justification of
No doubt, the attempt to estab"natural magic".
lish a scientific continuity among all the phenomena
of nature is an important manifestation of the modi n
spirit, and interesting, especially on account of its
appearance at the moment when the medieval point
And one can readily
of view was being abandoned.
understand how Bruno's effort to establish a unitary
concept of nature commanded the admiration of such
>n the other
men as Spinoza, Jacobi, and Hegel.
hand, the exaggerations, the limitations, and the
positive errors of his scientific system; his intolerance
of even those who were working for the reforms to
which he was devoted; the false analogies, fantastic
allegories, and sophistical reasonings into which his
emotional fervour often betrayed him have justified.
in the eyes of many. Bayle's characterization of him
His attitude
as "the knight-errant of philosophy".
I

<

mind towards religious truth was that of a rationPersonally, lie failed to feel any of the vital
alist.
significance of Christianity as a religious system.
It was not a Roman Inquisitor, but a Prod
divine, who said of him that he was "a man of great
capacity, with infinite knowledge, but not a trace of
religion".
of
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William Ttjhnek.

Bruno

of Querfurt (also called Bbtjn and Boniface), Saint, second Apostle of the Prussians and
martyr, b. about 970; d. 14 February. 1009. He is
generally represented with a hand cut off, and is

Bruno was

commemorated on 15 October.

a

mem-

ber of the noble family of Querfurt and is commonly
said to have been a relative of the Emperor Otto III,
although Hefele (in Kirchenlex., II. s. v. Bruno)
emphatically denies this. When hardly six years old
he was sent to Archbishop Adalbert of Magdeburg
to be educated and had the learned Geddo as his
teacher in the cathedral school.
He was a wellbehaved, industrious scholar; while still a lad he
was made a canon of the cathedral. The fifteenyear-old Otto III became attached to Bruno, made

him one of his court, and took him to Rome when
the young emperor went there in 996 to be crowned.
At Rome Bruno became acquainted with St. Adalbert,
Archbishop of Prague, who was murdered a year later
by the pagan Prussians to whom lie had gone as a
After Adalbert's death Bruno was
missionary.
He
filled with an intense desire for martyrdom.
spent much of his time in the monastery on the
Aventine where Adalbert had become a monk, and
where Abbot Johannes Canaparius wrote a. life of
Adalbert. Bruno, however, did not enter the monastic life here, but in the monastery of Pereum, an
island in the swamps near Ravenna.
Pereum was under the rule of the founder of the
Camaldoli reform, St. Romuald, a saint who had great
influence over the Emperor Otto III.
Under the
guidance of St. Romuald Bruno underwent a severe
ascetic training; it included manual work, fasting
all the week except Sunday ami Thursday, night
vigils, and scourging on the bare back; in addition
Bruno suffered greatly from fever. He found much
pleasure in the friendship of a brother of the same
age as himself, Benedict of Benevento, who shared his
cell and who was one with him in mind and spirit.
The Emperor Otto III desired to convert the lands
between the Elbe and tin >der, which were occupied
(

Slavs, to Christianity, and to plant colonies there,
lie hoped to attain these ends through the aid of
a monastery to be founded in this region by some
In 1001,
of the most zealous of Romuald 's pupils.
therefore. Benedict and another brother of the same

by

monastery, Johannes, went, laden with gifts from
the emperor, to Poland, where they were well received by tin' Christian Duke Boleslas, who taught
them the language of his people; During this lime
Bruno studied the language in Italy, where he remained with Otto and awaited the Apostolic appointmenl by the pope.
Sylvester II made him
archbishop over the heathen and gave him the
pallium, but left the consecration to the Archbishop
of Magdeburg, who had he supervision of the mission
Quitting Pome in 1003, Bruno was
to the Slavs.
consecrated in February, loni, by Archbishop Tagino
of Magdeburg and gave his property for the founding
As war had broken out between
of a monastery.
the Emperor Henry II and the Polish Duke, Bruno
not able to go at once to Poland; so. starting
from Rat bo
he lanube, he went into Hui
where St. Adalbert had also laboured.
Here he
his
life
of
St. Adalbert, a literary memorial
finished
1
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worth.
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to

convert

so
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edition of Bruno's works is by Torco, Opere
latine di G. B. (Florence. 1889); Opere inedite (Naples, 1891);
(Leipzig. 1829. 1S301.
See also: McIntyre, Giordano Bruno
(London and New York, 1903); Frith, Life of G. B, (London
and Boston, 1SS7); Adamson in Development of J7<W< rn
Philosophy (London, 1903), II, 23-44; Hoffding, Hist, of
Modern Philosophy, far. Meter (London, 1900), I, 110 sqq.;
Stockl, Gesch. der Phil, des Mittelaiters (Mainz, 1866), III,
106 sqq.; Turner, Hist, of Phil. (Boston. 1903), 429 sqq.
latest

opposition, including that

Greek monks, that success was impossible.
In December, 1007, he went to Russia. Here the
Grand duke Vladimir entertained him for a month
and then gave him a territory extending to the
possessions of the Petschenegen, who lived on the
Black Sea between the Danube and the Don. This
was considered the fiercest and most cruel of the
heathen tribes.
Bruno spent five months among
them, baptized some thirty adults, aided in bringing about a treaty of peace with Russia, and left
in that country one of his companions whom he had
of the

consecrated bishop. About the middle of the year
1008 he returned to Poland and there consecrated
a bishop for Sweden.
While in Poland he heard
that his friend Benedict and four companions had
been killed by robbers on 11 May, 1003. Making use
of the accounts of eyewitnesses, he wrote the touching history of the lives and death of the so-called five
Polish brothers. Towards the end of 1008 he wrote a
memorable, but ineffectual, letter to the Emperor
Henry II, exhorting him to show clemency and to
conclude a peace with Boleslas of Poland. Near the
close of this same year, accompanied by eighteen
companions, he went to found a mission among the
Prussians; but the soil was not fruitful, and Bruno
and his companions travelled towards the borders of
Russia, preaching courageously as they went. On the
borders of Russia they were attacked by the heathen,
and the whole company were muidered, Bruno with
great composure meeting death by decapitation.
Duke Boleslas bought the bodies of the slain and had
them brought to Poland. It is said that the city of
Braunsberg is named after St. Bruno.
Soon after the time of their death St. Bruno and
his companions were reverenced as martyrs.
Little
value is to be attached to a legendary account of the
martyrdom by a certain Wipert. Bruno's fellowpupil, Dithmar, or Thietmar, Bishop of Merseburg,
gives a brief account of him in his Chronicle, VI, 58.
The writings, already referred to. of Bruno himself; Acta
14 February; Bi Ti.ER. Lives of the Saints. 19 .lime; Uiesebrkciit. Deutsche Kaiserzeit, II; Histor. Jahrbueh <1.NH21. XIII;
Kolbehg, Der hi. Bruno rem Querfurt (Braunsberg, 1884);
SHmmen aus Maria-Loach (Freiburg im Br.. 18971. LIII.
N.N'.,

Gabriel Meier.

Bruno

the

Saxon

(Saxonicus).

a

<

ierman

chronicler of the eleventh century and author of the
"Historia de Bello Saxonico". Little is known of

He was apparently a Saxon monk belonglife.
to the household of Archbishop Werner, of
Magdeburg, who was a vigorous opponent of Henry IV
and one of the leaders of the Saxon uprising against
the emperor. After the death of the archbishop in
1078 at the hands of peasants. Bruno attached himself to Werner. Bishop of Merseburg, to whom, in
his

ing

he dedicated the work, "De Bello Saxonico",
is chiefly known.
As its name indicates,
a record of the struggles of the Saxons with the
Emperor Henry IV. The author begins with an account of the youth of Henry and the evil influence
exerted over him by Adalbert of Bremen after he
had passed from the stern tutelage of Anno. ArchHe then traces the relations of
bishop of Cologne.
the emperor with the Saxons and narrates at length
the causes and events of the rebellion, ending with
ION.',

by which he

it is

the election of
1081.

Hermann

of

Luxemburg

as king in

There has been a difference of opinion regarding
It was written
the historical value of Bruno's work.
during the contentions between Henry and Gregory VII, and the author has been classed with those
partisans who. either through ignorance or malice,
endeavoured to lower Henry in the esteem of his
subjects (Stenzel).
Bruno indeed supported the
pope's cause, and his Saxon sympathies manifest
themselves
cerity :nid

at
l»is

times in his writings, hut of his sinexpressed purpose to narrate the truth

there can be no doubt.

He made

the most of

hiij
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Brunswick (Braunschweig), a duchy situated
the mountainous central part of Northern Germany, comprising the region of the Harz mountains.
Territorially the duchy is not a unit, but parcelled
Moth
into three large, and six smaller, sections.
in extent of territory and in population it ranks
in

tenth
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sources of information and, in spite of occasional
omissions, gives a vivid picture of the times from the
The
fwiiiit of view of an interested contemporary.
etters of the Saxon bishops and other original documents wbiofa he includes in his history give an added
value to the work. The text of the ''De Hello
Saxonico" is given in the "Monum. Germ. Hist."
A German
(Pertz, Hanover, 1848), V. 327-384.
translation, with an introduction, was published by
W. Wattenbach (Berlin, 1853). For an extended,
though not unbiased, history of the time, cf. Stenzel,
"Geschichte Deutschlands unter den frankischen
Kaisern" (Leipzig, 1827).

among the confederated states of the Serman
The inhabitants are of the Lower Saxon
The census of 1900 enumerated 404.333 in(

monasteries founded in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries were Steterburg, Lutter, and Clus.
The
great Cistercian Order also flourished in Brunswick.
The three monasteries of Amelungsborn, Marienthal,

founded in the twelfth
also had a monastery
at Helmstedt.
In the town of Brunswick religion flourished from

and

Riddaghausen

century.
for

were

The Augustinians

men and one

for

women

Among tin' older monasteries
an early period.
should be mentioned St. Blasius and St. Cyriacus,
also the Benedictine monastery built in honour of
Si. Autor, whose relics were brought from Trier,
and who became the patron saint of the town. In
the twelfth century Henry the Lion did much for
He rebuilt some monashis town of Brunswick.
teries and erected several churches. The Franciscans
made a foundation in the town in the thirteenth,
the Dominicans, early in the fourteenth, century.
The

town also possessed several hospitals and
.Mention must here be made of the
Beguinages.
reform of monasteries which was wrought
The
in North Germany in the fifteenth century.
celebrated reformer of monasteries, Johannes Busch,

great

Windesheim, extended

Empire.

canon regular

race.

cent labours to Brunswick.
The Benedictine Congregation of Bursfeld, which at the end of the fifteenth century counted 142 monasteries, may be said
to have sprung from the monastery of Clus near Gandersheim.
(See I'' i.'sfeld.)
With regard to the religious revolution of the
sixteenth century it will be necessary to consider
the town of Brunswick separately.
It was a proud
and rich town and had long sought to make itself
Hence
independent of the authority of its dukes.
the revolutionary doctrines of (he Reformers were
Lutheranism
readily accepted by the townsmen.
was introduced as early as 1521, and firmly established by Bugenhagen in 1528, not without ruthless
fanaticism. In the country, however, Duke Henry's
authority prevailed, and the Reformers gained no
foothold until 1542, when, owing to the victory of
the Smalkaldic League, the duke fell into captivity,
Bugenhagen was recalled, and the external observance of the new religion was forced upon the people
When Henry rewith much violence and cruelty.
covered his duchy, in 1547. he re-established the Cathsuccessor
made the whole
olic religion.
son
and
His
district Lutheran, and it has since remained a Protesnot
Julius
did
Duke
destroy all the
tant stronghold.
monasteries, but allowed many of them to persist
Among these was
as so-called Protestant convents.
the once celebrated Gandersheim which was only
sed during the general spoliation and seculariProminent among the Dukes of
zation of 1802.
Brunswick in post-Reformation limes is Anton
I'lrich, said to have been the mosl learned prince of
his time, a patron of the arts and sciences, himself
He took
a poet, and a student of the early lathers.
a lively interest in the movemenf for the reconciliation of the Protestant sects with the Church, the
same movement with which Leibniz was identified.
Early in 1710 the duke abjured Protestantism and
a few months later published his "fifty Re
Why the Catholic Church is Preferable to Pi
Two of
tantism".
(See Pass, Convertiten, IX.)
In- daughters followed him into the Catholic Church.
In- only result of his conversion so far as the duchy
was concerned was his erection of two Catholic
churches, one in Brunswick, the other in Wolfenbuttel. to which according to his desire Franciscan

Of these 432,570 were Lutherans, 4400
Reformed, 24,175 Catholics, and 1S24 Jews.
The
Government is a constitutional monarchy, hereditary
in the male line of the House of Brunswick-Luneburg.
The elder line having become extinct in 1SS4 by the
death of Duke Wilhelm, the younger line, represented by the Duke of Cumberland, should have
For political reasons, howsucceeded to the throne.
ever, Prussia objected to his taking possession, and
by decree of the Bundesrat he was excluded. The
present regent, chosen by the legislature, is Duke
Agriculture,
Johann Aibrecht of Mecklenburg.
industries, and commerce are highly developed in
habitants.

is
the duchy.
It
stated that the first potatoes
raised in Germany were planted in Brunswick from
five of the tubers brought to Europe by Francis

The town Brunswick (Brim/mix incus,
Drake.
Bruno's village), which has given its name to the
duchy, was founded in the second half of the ninth
century. The country was part of the allodial lands
of Henry the Lion.
After his defeat and exile in
1180, he lost all his possessions. Brunswick, however,
was restored to his grandson Otto, who was made
first Duke of Brunswick by Frederick II.
In the
fourteenth century the town became a centre of the
Hanseatic League, as well as of the confederation
of the Lower Saxon towns.
Christianity dates from Charlemagne's conquest
of the Saxon country of which Brunswick is a part.
Charlemagne found and destroyed an ancient Geridol in the place where now Brunswick stands.
At Kissenbriick many of the conquered Saxons were
baptized.
During the Middle Ages the country was

man

partly under the jurisdiction of the Diocese of IlalAt the
berstadt, partly under that of Hiklesheim.
end of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth
century St. Ludger laboured in the neighbourhood
The
of Helmstedt, ulnae he founded a monastery.
pious Duke of Eastphalia and his devout wife
founded, in 852, the monastery of Brunshausen.
near Gandersheim, for Benedictine nuns, where
his daughter Hathumod was first abbess.
It was her
brother Bruno who some years later founded the
town of Brunswick. When, in 881, the church and
monastery of Gandersheim were completed, the
community was transferred thither, under the abbe
Gerberga, sister of Hathumod.
This monastery
reached its highest point of prosperity in the tenth
century. as is shown by the life of llrotswitha, the
celebrated "nun of Gandersheim", who s;m» the
praises of Otto the Great and wrote Latin comedie
Other Benedictine
after the manner of Terence.

of

his benefi-

1

I

Fathers were appointed.
placed
Pope Gregory N\
I

(lie

Catholics of the

of Brunswick under the jurisdiction of the
They are merely tolerated
Bishop of Bildesheim.
The Constitution of 1S32. it is true.
in the duchy.
granted liberty of conscience and the right of public
worship, but subjected all churches to the "super-

Duchy

BRUS

brought little relief to the Catholics. No ecclesiastiordinance or pontifical constitution may be
published without the government's placet; all Cathocongregations
were incorporated in Protestant
lic
parishes.
This last intolerable law was abolished
in 1867 for three Catholic parishes, henceforth
recognized as such by the State, viz., Brunswick,
Wolfenbuttel, and Helmstedt, all the others reCatholic
maining parts of Protestant parishes.
priests (with the three aforesaid exceptions) may
not perform baptisms, marriages, or hold funeral
services without giving previous notice to the Protestant pastor and obtaining his leave. And no priest,
unless duly recognized by the State, may perform
any ecclesiastical function without falling under
Non-recognized priests
the penalty of the law.
are even fined for conferring baptism in case of
necessity, and for administering the last sacraments.
The same intolerance prevails with regard to schools
and the education of children of mixed marriages.
The State contributes nothing towards the support
of Catholic worship.
In the year 1864 a law was
passed abolishing Stolgebilhren, i. e. all perquisites
and fees received by the priest for certain ecclesiastical functions, such as marriages and funerals, which
had previously to be handed over to the Protestant
The general statement, therefore, in the
pastor.
"Kirchenlexicon", that the law of 1S67 has rendered
the condition of the Catholics in the Duchy of
Brunswick "wholly satisfactory", needs recension;
it
must be restricted to the three above-named
parishes; in the rest of the duchy the condition of
Catholics is far from satisfactory.
It is for this
reason that the Centre Party in the Reichstag has
brought in the Toleration Bill, which, if carried,
would sweep away all Catholic disabilities throughout the empire, in Brunswick as well as in Mecklenburg, and in the Kingdom of Saxony.
cal

'
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lluiulburh drr GriH/ruphie (5th ed., Leipzig). IV,
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Government", that is to say, of the
Lutheran church authorities.
The Law of 1S4S
vision of the

SJ;

i?n 19.
lex., s.

B GuLDNER

Brus, Anton, Archbishop of Prague, b. at Mtigin Moravia, 13 February, 1518; d. 28 August,
1580.
After receiving his education at Prague he
joined the Knights of tlie Cross with the Red Star,
an ecclesiastical order established in Bohemia in
litz

the thirteenth century.
After his ordination to the
priesthood Emperor Ferdinand appointed him chapof the Austrian army, in which capacity
he served during the Turkish war (1542-45).
He was elected Grand Master General of his order
in 1.552, when he was only 34 years of age.
In 1558
he became Bishop of Vienna; in 1561 the emperor
made him Archbishop of Prague, a see which had
remained vacant since 1421 when Archbishop Conrad
abandoned his flock and entered the Hussite camp.
liming the intervening years the archdiocese was
governed by administrators elected by the cathedral
chapter.
Before Archbishop Brus took possession
lain

of his see, Emperor Ferdinand I, who was also King
of Bohemia, sent him as Bohemian legate to the
Council of Trent (1562).
Besides other ecclesiastical reforms, he urged tin' archbishop to advocate
ill-'
expediency of permitting the Utraquists, or
Calixtines, of Bohemia and adjoining countries to
receive the Holy
Eucharist under both species;
he hoped that alter this concession many of the
Utraquists would return to the Catholic Church.
The archbishop was ably assisted in his endeavours
li.\
the imperial delegate from Hungary, Bishop

George Draskovich of Funfkirchen (Pecs), and by
Baumgartner, the delegate of Duke Albrecht V of Ba-

Brus could not be present at the twenty-first
and the twenty-second sessions of the Council, during
which this petition of the emperor was discussed. The
majority of the fathers of Trent considered it bevaria.

yond their power to grant the privilege of lay communion under both kinds and referred the matter
to Pope Pius IV, who, in a Brief dated 16 April,
1564, granted the petition, with certain restrictions,
to the subjects of the emperor and of Duke Albrecht
of Bavaria.
The Archbishop of Prague was to
empower certain priests to administer the Holy
Eucharist in both kinds to such of the laity as desired it.
The faithful who wished to take advantage
of this privilege were obliged to profess their belief
in the Real Presence of the whole Christ in each
species, while the priest at the administration of
each species pronounced the formula: "Corpus
et
sanguis Domini nostri Jesu Christ! custodiant
animam tuam in vitam seternam. Amen. " in stead of
the customary formula: "Corpus Domini nostri," etc.

The emperor and the archbishop expected great
from this papal concession. Thinking that
the Utraquist consistory at Prague would at once
accept all Catholic doctrine, the emperor put it
under the jurisdiction of the archbishop. Both,
however, were soon undeceived. The Utraquist
consistory was ready to present its sacerdotal candidates to the archbishop for ordination, but there
They refused to permit
his authority was to end.
their candidates for the priesthood to undergo an
examination on Catholic theology or to give proof
of their orthodoxy, and complained to the emperor
that the archbishop was infringing upon their rights.
Had Ferdinand not died at this critical moment,
the papal concession would perhaps have produced
some salutary effects, but under the weak rule of
his son Maximilian, who became emperor in 1564,
the gulf that separated the Catholics from the
In order
Utraquists was continually widening.
to publish and put into execution the decrees of
the Council of Trent, the archbishop intended to
convene a provincial synod at Prague; but Maximilian, fearing to offend the Bohemian nobility, of
whom the majority were Protestants, withheld
Hampered on all sides, the archbishop
his consent.
and the small body of Catholic nobles, despite their
almost superhuman efforts, could only postpone
the impending crisis. The Utraquists no longer
heeded the archbishop's commands, continued to
administer the Holy Eucharist to infants, disregarded many decrees of the Council of Trent, negin a word, were
lected sacramental confession
Protestantism.
straight
towards
After
steering
1572, the archbishop refused to ordain Utraquist
candidates, despite the expostulations of Emperor
Maximilian. The death of Maximilian (12 October,
1576) brought no relief to the archbishop and his
ever-decreasing flock of Catholics.
His successor,
Emperor Rudolph II. though a good Catholic at
After the
heart, was as weak as his predecessor.
death of Brus the Catholics of Bohemia continued
on their downward course until the victory of
Ferdinand II over the Winterkonia Frederick V at
the White Mountain near Prague (^ November, 1620).
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MICHAEL Ott.
Brusa, a titular see of Bithynia in Asia Minor.
According to Strabo, XII, iv, the city was founded
by King Prusias, who carried on war with Croesus;
according to Stephanos Byzantius, by another Prusias.
contemporary of Cyrus, so that it would have been
It is more probafounded in the sixth century It. C.
ble thai it was founded by, and was named after,
Prusias, King of Bithynia and Hannibal's friend,
237-192 b.c. Situated in a beautiful, well watered,

BRUSSELS
fertile plain at

the foot of

Mount Olympus,

it

became

l.

marsh-castle; Flem.
Brussel, Ger. Brussel, IT. Bmxelles), capital of the
Kingdom of Belgium. Its population at the end
of 1905 (including the eight distinct communes that
make up its faubourgs or suburbs) was 612,401. The
city grew up on the banks of the little River Serine,
one of the affluents of the Scheldt, whose course
through the old town is now arched over and covered
by the inner boulevards. The medieval city gained
steadily in importance, owing to its position on the
main inland commercial highway between the chief
commercial centres of the Low Countries and Cologne.
It is now connected with the Sambre by the Charleroi Canal, and with the Scheldt by the Willebroek
Canal which has been considerably enlarged since
1901 and is destined to justify the title of "seaport"
that Brussels has borne since L895.
History. The earliest settlement of Brussels is
attributed by tradition to S. Gery (Gaugericus)
Bishop of Cambrai at the end of the sixth century;
he is said to have built a village on an island in the
S. nne (Place Saint-Gery), also a small chapel ("Analeeta Bollandiana" 1888, VII. 387 398; L. Van der
Essen, "Les 'Vitse' des saints merovingiens", Louvain, 1907; 1!. Flahault, "Notes et documents relar

(from

Bruk

Si

I,

—

,

an eulte de S. Ge>y", Dunkerque, 1890). From
the eighth century it was one of the villas or temporary residences of the Prankish kings, but is first
mentioned in history towards the end of the ninth
century as Broselia (dwelling mi the marsh). It was
later a part of the dower (if Gerberga, sister of Emperor Otto the (Ireat (936-973) on her marriage to
Duke Charles of Lorraine, the
liselbert of Lorraine.
last but one of the direct descendants of Charlemagne,
He certainly
to have been born at Brussels.
made it his chief place of abode, and brought thither
from the Abbey of Mortzelle, which hail fallen into
the hands of a robber chut", the bones of his kinswoman, St. Gudule (979), who has ever since been
regarded as tin' patron -ami of the town.
Upon tin' death of Charles' only son Otto (1004)
without direct li<ir~. tin castles of Brussels, Vilvord,
Louvain, and all the adjoining estates, the nucleus
of the territory which later on formed the Duchy of
tifs

i

I

fell to his brother-in-law Lambert Balderic,
in his charters styles himself Count of
Brussels and sometimes Count of Louvain, the man
to whom the Dukes of Brabant traced their descent.
There remain of the Brussels of this period the nave
anil aisles of the old parish church of St. Nicholas,
the chapel of the Holy Cross in the church of NotreDame de LaChapelle, some fragments of the fortifications with which Lambert Balderic surrounded
the city in 1040, and, most important of all, the subterranean church of St. Guy at Anderlecht which
remains to-day as the builder planned it.
From the twelfth century the Dukes of Lower Lorraine and Brabant, and later the Counts of Louvain,
made Brussels their residence and though it suffered,

Brabant,

one of the chief cities of Roman Bithynia and received at an early date the Christian teaching. At
least three of its bishops, Sts. Alexander, Patritius,
and Timothy, suffered martyrdom during the persecutions (Lequien, I, 615-620, numbers only twentytwo bishops to 1721, but, this list might be increased
The see was first subject to Nicomedia,
easily
metropolis of Bithynia Prima; later, as early at least
as the thirteenth century, it became an exempt archIn the neighbouring country and at the
bishopric.
foot of Mount Olympus stood many monasteries;
from the eighth to the fourteenth century it shared
with Mount Athos the honour of being a principal
In 1327 it was taken
centre of Greek monachism.
by Sultan Orkhan after a siege of ten years ami
remained the capital of the Ottoman Empire till
1453.
Brusa is to-day the chief town of the Vilayet
It is celebrated for its numerof Khodavendighiar.
ous and beautiful mosques and tombs of the Sultans.
Its mineral anil thermal waters are still renowned.
The silk-worm is cultivated throughout the neighbouring territory; there are in the town more than
fifty silk-mills.
Brusa has about 80,000 inhabitants,
of whom 6000 are Greeks, 9000 Gregorian Armenians,
2500 Jews, 800 Catholic Armenians, 200 Latins, and
a few Protestants. The Assumptionists conduct the
Latin parish and a college. The Sisters of Charity
have a hospital, an orphans' institute, and a school.
Brusa is still a metropolis for the Greeks. It is also
a bishopric for Gregorian and Catholic Armenians;
S. Vailhk.
the latter number about 4000.

Brussels
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who sometimes

like

most medieval cities, from pestilence, fire, and
grew to lie a populous centre of life and

pillage, it

all the vicissitudes of medieval Brabant, with which it fell to the Dukes of Burgundy, and on the death of Charles the Bold (1477)
In the fifto his heirs, the Austrian Hapsburgs.
teenth century the Dukes of Burgundy, heirs of both
Brabant and Flanders, held court at Brussels, and
being French in speech and habits and surrounded
by French knights, courtiers, and civil servants,
gradually introduced at Brussels and elsewhere the
French language until it became the speech of the
local nobility and the upper classes, much to the
detriment of the native Flemish. The latter, however, held its own among the common people and
the burghers, and remains yet the speech of the ma-

commerce and followed

Charles V made Brussels the
jority of the citizens.
capital of the Low Countries, but under Philip II,
was always a centre of patriotic opposition to
it

Spanish

rule.

In 1577 was signed the peace

known

as the "Brussels Union" between the Spanish authority and the rebellious Belgians; in 1585 the city

was besieged and captured by the Spanish general
Alessaiiilni Farnese.
In 1695 it was almost entirely consumed by fire on
In the
occasion of the siege by Marechal Villeroi.
seventeenth ami eighteenth centuries it was under
Austrian rule, witli brief exceptions. From 1794 to
1814 it was incorporated with France by Napoleon,
as head of the department of the Dyle. In the latter
year it became with The Hague a capital of the new
Kingdom of the Netherlands. In 1830 it was the seat
of the Belgian Revolution against Dutch misrule, and
in the same year was made the capital of the new
Kingdom of Belgium. (See BELGIUM.)
Government. The municipal organization of
Brussels was at first of a very simple character. It
consisted of an unpaiel magistracy, a College of Aldermen appointed by the sovereign for life from
among tin- chief freeholders of the city, of which they
u.re held to lie representatives. It was presided over
by a paid officer who bore the title of Amman, was
the direct delegate of the sovereign and in all things
Alongside the
the representative of his authority.
College of Aldermen was the Merchants' Guild.
Probably this corporation had legal existence before
the institution of the magistracy; it is certain that
by the end of the twelfth century it was firmly established.
It exercised from the first much influence
on public affairs, and contributed in great measure
With
to the full expansion of municipal self-rule.
the increase of the population, the old machinery no
longer sufficed for the maintenance of public peace
and the regulation of trade, and the burghers, united
as they were in the powerful organization of their
guild, were strong enough to take the matter into
Hence was formed the Council of
their own hands.
Jurors, a subsidiary body annually elected by the
people for policing the city and managing municipal
The members also participated with the
affairs.
College of Aldermen in the administration of justice.
Though there is no record of the Council of Jurors be-

—
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fore 1229, it is almost certain that it dates from a
much earlier period. Its existence, however, as a
body distinct from the higher magistracy, was not
of long duration.
It disappeared at a very early
period. From the first the relations between the two
corporations had been strained, as they were the embodiment of hostile ideals, oligarchy, and popular

the city council, and that the Council of Jurors should
be re-established; the new aldermen were all members
of the old ruling class chosen from among the little
band of patricians whose sympathies were sure to be
with the popular cause. The new constitution did
not, however, last six months. Duke John II on his
return to Brussels refused to ratify it, and in spite of
the energetic resistance of the craftsmen, the old order
of things was re-established.
The duke, however,
gave discretionary powers to the College of Aldermen
to admit individual craftsmen to the freedom of the
city, no doubt to purchase the good will of leading
plebeians. Fifty years later Duke Wenceslaus, to reward the plebeians for driving the Flemings out of
Brussels, and to mark his displeasure at the conduct
of the patricians who had welcomed them with open
arms, granted to the trade companies by charter an
equal share with the lignages in the government of
the city. But the ink of the new charter was hardly

rule.

For a long period after the municipal organization
had been definitely determined, all administration and legislative power was in the hands
of a narrow oligarchy of capitalists, headed by the
patrician families which from time immemorial had
furnished the members of the magistracy. The source
of their title to distinction was the ownership of land.
Together they formed a class apart, distinct alike
from the feudal nobility and from the general body
of townsmen. They were divided into seven groups,
or Lignages, but it is certain that many patricians
were not the direct lineal descendants of the houses
whose names and arms they bore. Admission to the
aristocracy and to different lignages was to be obtained in various ways. Indeed, the lignages of Brussels were to a certain extent voluntary associations
of aristocratic families banded together for the sake
of mutual protection, and with a view to securing the
election of their own nominees to the magistracy.
What the trade companies were to the plebeians, the
lignages were to the patricians.
The patricians were not all rich men, but the wealth
of the patrician body was being constantly augmented by the new members who gained admission
into its ranks, and with the increasing prosperity of
the town land was becoming daily more valuable for
building purposes.
Many were thus able to live in
luxury on the rents produced by their property;
others increased their revenues by farming the state
taxes; others were engaged in banking operations;
others again in commerce, in which case they became
members of the Merchants' Guild, the members of
which were constantly being enrolled in the lignages.
Thus the Guild was growing daily more aristocratic,
until at last nearly all its members were patricians by
Embracing as it did at first
birth or by adoption.
traders of every kind, it now became an exceedingly
close corporation and admitted to its membership
only the sellers of cloth and the sellers of wool, the
cream of the commercial world. Such were the men
who owned the soil of Brussels, who had endowed
the city, often at their own cost, with magnificent
public buildings, who had won for themselves free
institutions, and who for the best part of 200 years
of Brussels

tyrannized over everyone else. They wrested from
religious houses their right of appointment to city
livings; they withdrew the management of schools
from the clergy and placed them under municipal
By a special privilege of the Holy See no
control.
new monastery could be founded in Brussels without
the authorization of the municipality. The tyranny
aroused discontent.
The people first attempted to obtain a share in the
government during the troublous times which followed the death of Duke Henry III (1260), and it
seems to have been for the moment successful, for
the Council of Jurors was re-established, only however to be suppressed again a few years later, and
that was doubtless the cause of the rising which took
place in 1302. It was not a very serious affair, and
the ruling class with the aid of the sovereign had little
fhe riot which occurred
ditliculty ni suppressing it.
on the eve of Candlemas, 1306, during the absence of
Duke John II, though it rose out of a small matter,
became a revolution. The party which triumphed
showed singular moderation: it was decided that the
magistracy should consist as heretofore of seven members, but that henceforth the people should name
them; that two financial assessors should be added to

dry when he revoked it. It is not known why, but
as Duke Wenceslaus throughout his reign was always
in financial straits and considering his shifty conduct
in his dealings with the opposing factions at Louvain
it is not unlikely that he had been purchased by the
patricians.
The riot which followed was suppressed
without much difficulty.
Though the College of Aldermen was annually renewed for more than 100 years, there had been no
election, the outgoing aldermen having obtained a
prescriptive right to name their successors; the magistracy was notoriously corrupt and the city was honeycombed with debt the outcome of so many years of extravagance and thieving. In addition to this, the
plebeian triumph at Louvain had inflamed the people
with an unquenchable thirst for liberty, and they were
only awaiting a favourable moment to try their luck
again. It was not, however, till 1368, when Brussels
was on the verge of revolution, that the patricians
made up their minds to set their house in order. They
were not yet prepared to give the people any voice in
the magistracy, but they were determined that when
their work was done, no man should be able to say
,

that Brussels was

ill

governed.

By

the advice of a

committee composed of four patricians and four plebeians stringent measures were taken to ensure the
even administration of justice; a permanent board
was appointed for the administration of finance, on
which several seats were allotted to the representatives of the trade companies. This measure proved
so successful that the following year revenue covered
expenditure and the interest on the debt; the year
after that payments were made on the principal, and
by 1386, the whole debt was w-iped out. In 1368 the
Guild was thoroughly reorganized on popular lines,
and about the same time it became customary to bestow a certain number of government appointments
on burghers of the middle class; lastly, in 1375, the
old system of electing the magistracy was revived.
The franchise was restricted to patricians of twentyseven years of age and upwards, and if any man failed
to take part in the election, he thereby lost all his
The method of election
civil rights and privileges.
was exceedingly long and complicated. Thanks to
this important measure and to the other reforms
which had preceded it, Brussels was now honestly and
capably governed and for something like fifty years
patricians and plebeians lived, if not on terms of
affection, at all events without quarrelling.
No doubt the greater material prosperity which the
city at this time enjoyed, was conducive in no small
measure to the maintenance of peace. Brussels was
not dependent on cloth to anything like tin' same extent as most of the other great towns of the Netherlands, and the loss which she had sustained on this
head from English competition was probably made
good by the profit arising from trade which formerly
went to Louvain, but which was now, owing to the
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disturbed state of that city, directed to the markets
For the same reason Brussels had now
of Brussels.
become the seat of the court, and she devoted her
the
manufacture of articles of luxury.
attention to
Thanks to these new industries the diminution, if
her
cloth
trade
was a matter of little concern
any. of
to the people.
by
Count
Philip
Headed
of St. Pol, brother of the
duke, the best members of the three estates of Brabant had joined hands against Duke John IV. who
had been led astray by evil counsellors. When all
seemed lost, when Brussels was filled with foreign
mercenaries, the craftsmen had saved the situation,
and received as guerdon an equal share with the patricians in the government and administration of
their city.
The articles of the new charter were
agreed upon in a great assembly of barons and of
deputies of the towns of Brussels, Antwerp, and
Louvain, 6 February, 1421. The charter itself was
signed and sealed by Count Philip who had been appointed regent and its provisions were immediately
put into execution. The constitution of 1421 continued to be the legal constitution of the city of BrusThe
sels until the close of the eighteenth century.
great struggle between the patricians and the craftsmen was never again to be renewed. The former
dissociated themselves more and more from trade anil
from municipal affairs, and were gradually absorl led in
the ranks of the old feudal aristocracy. The dissensions in the centuries which followed were not the
outcome of class hatred, but of difference of opinion
in religious matters, and of the impolitic measures
taken to restore religious unity by alien rulers, who
had no sympathy with the customs and traditions of
the Netherlands.

the above-mentioned synagogue, in expiation of the
sacrilege; Notre-Dame de La Chapelle (1216-1485),

and Romanesque building,

a Gothic

after St.

Gudule

the finest of the medieval churches of Brussels; NotreDame-des-Victoires or du Sablon, Flemish Gothic,
founded in 1304 by the Guild of Crossbowmen; the
barocco church ot the Beguines (10.57-76).
The
other churches of the city proper are: St. Catherine,
Sts. Jean ct Etiennc, Notre-Dame du l'inistere, St.
Jacques sur Caudenberg, St. Nicholas, Riches-Claires,
Notre-Dame de Bon Secours, St. Josse-ten-Noode
(Bruyn, Tresor artistique des eglises de Bruxelles,
Louvain, 1882). The famous guild houses in the
market place, of which there are no less than seventeen, were not erected until after the bombardment
of 1695, when the old guild houses were all destroyed.
which proves, that at the close of the seventeenth
century the masons of Brussels were still cunning
workers.
Brussels is noted for its magnificent system of
boulevards. The Place Royale is one of the noblest
squares in modern Europe, while the Grand Place in
the heart of the old town is equally remarkable as a
medieval square. Around it are gathered the Hotel
de Ville, said to be the noblest piece of civil archi-

—

Chief BUILDINGS. There is probably no city in
Europe which contains grander medieval municipal
buildings than those of Brussels, and the greatest of
them were built after the craftsmen obtained emancipation. The foundation stone of the town hall was
beginning of the fifteenth century, but very
progress was made till after 1421. and it was not
till 1486; the beautiful Hall of the Bakers
opposite, now called La Maison du Rot, dated from
the following century; the grand old church of Not reDame du Sablon, where most of the trade companies
had their chapels, was built in the course of the fourteenth century, the greater portion of it probably
after 1421.
The church of St. Gudule, dedicated to
St. Michael, the grandest church in Brussels, is rather
a monument of the Dukes of Brabant, than of the
burghers.
The foundation stone was probably laid
towards the close of the twelfth century, but it was
not completed till lfi53. Its stained glass (sixteenth
to nineteenth century) is famous, especially that in
the Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament, donated
(1540-475 by Beveral Catholic kings ami queens in
honour of tin Miraculous Hosts preserved in St.
Gudule since 1370 when (on Good Friday) sever.il
Jews stole from the tabernacle of the church of St.
Catherine a number of consecrated Hosts and sacriThe
legiously transfixed them in their synagogue.
Hosts, it is Baid, bled miraculously; eventually some
of them were deposited in the church of St. Gudule,
while others were kept at Notre-Dame de La ( 'hapelle,
whence they disappeared in 1.579. But the guilty
parties were discovered, some were burned alive.
and others were banished from Brabant for ever. An
annual procession on the Sunday after 15 July, perpetuates the memory of this event, and on this occasion the identical Hosts are exposed in St. Gudule
for the veneration of the faithful (Corblet, "Hist, de
lT.Ueharistie". Paris, 1SX.-,. II, 485-486; P.alleydic.
"Hist, de Ste-Gudule et du St-Sacrement de Miracle",
Matagne, "Precis historiques",
1859;
Paris, 1870).
Other noteworthy churches are: the
Chapelle de l'Expiation built in 1436 on the site of
laid at the

little

completed

.

Hotel

i>

du Roi, or former government-house, and the seventeen famous guild
houses or halls of the industrial corporations (butchers,
These
brewers, tailors, carpenters, painters, etc.).
guild houses were erected after the bombardment of
were
when
the
169.5,
old buildings
destroyed. The
modem Palais de Justice is the largest architectural
work of the nineteenth century, it rises on a massive
basis that measures 590 by 560 feet, and recalls by
its imposing bulk some vast Egyptian or Assyrian
tecture in Europe, the Maison

structure.

RELIGIOUS Life.— There are three episcopal eduamong them the Institul Saint
-Louis (about loo teachers), with departments ol
philosophy, letters, natural sciences, and a commercial school. The city is divided into four deanSt. Gudule and three in the faubourgs.
Thenare 37 parishes in the city and faubourgs, and in the
city proper 72 priests, II parishes, and 16 churches.
The religious orders are numerous, among them Dominicans, Capuchins, Minor Conventual
Jesuits,
Redemptorists, Carmelites, Servites,
Barnabites,
Alexians, etc.
There are also si
inities
of teaching brother-, principally Christian Bro1
The religious houses of women in looo numbered
about 80, divided among many orders and congregations, and devoted to various education J
table works.
The Hospital Saint-Jean (1000) has
th.it ..i Saint Pierre 635.
600 i" d
hi n
ire M ho
pices and refuges for the aged, poor, and insane,
cational institutes,

.

-

,
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BRUTE
and 27 other institutions

for the care of the sick

and

needy.

University op Brussels, known as the Universilc libre (Free University), was founded in 1834 by
the Belgian Liberals as a rival of the Catholic University of Louvain.
It occupies the former palace
of Cardinal Granvelle.
In 1904 it numbered 1054
students.
It has faculties of philosophy, the exact
sciences, jurisprudence, and medicine. The last faculty, located in the picturesque Pare Leopold, possesses there a Physiological Institute founded in 1895,
an Institute of Hygiene, Bacteriology, and Therapeutics, an Institute of Anatomy founded 1896-97, and a
Commercial Institute (1904). Close by is the val-

uable Musee d'Histoire Naturelle; connected with

it

is the Ecole Polytechnique (1873) or school of applied
sciences, with six departments: mining, metallurgy,
practical chemistry, civil and mechanical engineerSimilarly related to the uniing, and architecture.
versity are the School of Political and Social Sciences
and the School of Commerce founded by Ernest Solvay; also the Institute Solvay (Physiology, 1894;
Sociology, 1901).
Since 1901 several universities
for the people have been founded in the faubourgs.
There are in addition the important museums of
Brussels, military, ethnographic, commercial, pedagogic, natural history, decorative arts, communal,
Wiertz (at Ixelles), etc. The Palais des Beaux Arts
houses a unique and valuable gallery of Old Flemish
The Bibliotheque Royale contains a colMasters.
lection of some 500,000 volumes, and has also in-

herited the famous Bibliotheque de Bourgogne,
(27,000 manuscripts) founded by Philippe le Bon,
Duke of Bin-gundy (1419-67) and one of the largest

and most important

collections of its kind in Europe
(De la Serna, Mem. hist, sur la bibliotheque dite de
Bourgogne, Brussels, 1809; Namur, Hist, des bibliotheques publiques de Bruxelles, ibid., 1840).
Among the learned bodies of Brussels are the Academie Royale des Sciences (1772), Academie de Medecine (1S41 ), Academie des Beaux Arts, with a school,
the Soci^te Scientifique (1876), an important and
unique International Institute of Bibliography (1S95).
In 1905 the Conservatory of Music (1S99) numbered
1229 pupils. The Jesuit College of Saint-Michel at

Brussels is the actual seat of the famous publication
as the "Acta Sanctorum" (see Bollandists),
and here are now kept the library and the archives
of this enterprise, originally begun and long conducted
at Antwerp.
Henne and Wauters, Histoire de Bruxelles Brussels, 1S45);

known

(

Wauters,

Bruxelles et ses environs (ibid, 1852-56); Pirienne,
liu \ t-Smith, The
Histoire de la Helgique (Brussels, 1907);
Story 0/ Brussels.
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Brute de Remur, Simon William Gabriel, first
Bishop of Vincennes, Indiana, U. S. A. (now IndianRennes, France, 20 March, I77!»; d. at
Vincennes, 26 June, 1839.
His father was SimonGuillaume-Gabriel Brut£ de Remur, of an ancient and
respectable family, and Superintendent of the Royal
Domains in Brittany; and his mother, Jeanne-Renee
Le Saulnier de Vauhelle Vatar, widow of Francis
Vatar, printer to the King and Parliament at Rennes.
Young Brut6 had attended the schools of his native
city several years when the Revolution interrupted
his studies.
He then learned and practised the business of a compositor in the printing establishment of
his mother, where she placed him to avoid his enrolapolis), b. at

regiment of children who took pari in the
fusilades of the Reign of Terror.
This did not prevent
his witnessing many horrible and exciting scenes, and
in his diary he mentions having been present at the
trial and precipitate execution of 'priests and nobles
in the cause of their religion.
He frequented the
prisons and made friends of the guards, who admitted him to the cells, where he received and delivered letters for the clergy incarcerated there.

ment

in a
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More than once he bore in his bosom to these suffering heroes the Blessed Sacrament.
In 1796 Brut6 began the study of medicine, and
in spite of the avowed infidelity then prevalent in
the schools, he remained proof against sophistry and
ridicule.
He was graduated in 1803, but did not
practise medicine,
as he immediately
entered upon his
ecclesiastical studies, which he pursued for four years
at the Seminary
of
Saint-Sulpice,
Paris.
priest on

Ordained
the 11th

of June, 1S08, he

joined the Society
of
Saint-Sulpice

and, after teaching
theology for two

he

years,

sailed

for the United
States with Bishop-elect Flaget
At. St.
(1810).

Bishop Brute de

Mary's Seminary,

Baltimore,

Remur

he

taught philosophy for two years and then was sent
for a short time to the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
He was transferred thence to Mt. St. Mary's, Eramitsburg, where he taught and at the same time
performed the duties of pastor for the Catholics of
that vicinity with such devotion that he became
known as the "Angel of the Mount". During this
period he became the spiritual director of Mother
Seton, foundress of the Sisters of Charity in the
United States, with whom he maintained a lifelong
friendship.

In 1S15 he was appointed President of St. Mary's
Baltimore, but after three years (1818)
he returned to Emmitsburg. In 1826, Mt. St.
Mary's College being no longer dependent upon the
Fathers of Saint-Sulpice, its founders. Father Brut6
ceased to belong to that society, but continued his
duties at the "Mountain" until 1834, when he was
appointed to the newly created See of Vincennes.
He was consecrated in St. Louis, October the 28th,
1834, by the Right Rev. Benedict .1. Flaget, Bishops
Rosati and Purcell assisting. After travelling over
his vast diocese, comprising the whole State of Indiana and eastern Illinois, Bishop Brute visited
France, where he secured priests and funds for the
erection of churches and schools in his needy diocese.
Bishop Brute left no published work except some
ephemeral contributions, which, over the pseudonym
"Vincennes", appeared in various journals, notably
It is to be rethe Cincinnati " Catholic Telegraph".
gretted that he did not write an autobiography, for
which his Memoranda, Notes, and Diary seem a preparation.
They teem with interest, and show him to
have been the friend of famous men in France. Conspicuous among the number was de Lamennais, whom
he tried to reconcile with the Church both by his
letters from this country, as well as by conferring with
him personally during one of his visits to France, but
College,

without success,
Baylei
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Dinnekn.

at Lyons, France, 13 July,
1635; d. at Sault St. Louis, Canada, 15 June, 1712.
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He

entered the Society of Jesus, 11 November, 1651,
joined the Mission of Canada in 1666, and laboured
there for forty-six years among the Iroquois. From
1693 to 1698 Bruyas was Superior General of the
Canadian missions, and in 1700, 1701, actively
helped to secure for the French a general peace -with
Besides writing a catechism,
the Iroquois tribes.
prayers for the sick, and similar works, he is the
author of the oldest known Iroquois grammar. It
was published from the original MS. by the Regents
of the I'niversity of the Stale of New York in their
Sixteenth Annual Report of the State Cabinet of
Father Bruyas is
Natural History (Albany, 1863).
considered to be the author of the "Iroquois Dictionary" preserved in the Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal

Meletius among his well-wishers (Athan. Apol. c.
About 340 the see was occupied by
Arianos, 71).
Hermon (Acta SS., May, III, 61). Julianus was
present at the Latrocinium of Ephesus, 449.
The
see is mentioned in Georgius Cyprius (ed. Gelzer,
In the Middle Ages its fate is blended with
705).
that of Khandek, a Jacobite see near Cairo, to which
it
had been united. Thus in 1078 Gabriel, ep. Basta,
muE 'I Khandek, interfered in the election of the
Patriarch Cyrillus (Renaudot, Hist, patriarch. Alexander. 450, 458, 465), and in 1102 John took a share
in the consecration of the Patriarch Macarius II (ibid.,
Under the Patriarch Cyrillus III (1235-43),
182).
the see is often mentioned, but without the name of
its titular.

of Paris.
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Bruys, Pierre de. See Petrobrusians.
Bryanites. See Methodism.
Bryant, John- Delavau. physician, poet, author,
and editor, b, in Philadelphia, U. S. A.. 1811; d. 1.S77.
He was the son of an Episcopalian minister, the
Rev. Win. Bryant. His mother, was a daughter
of John Delavau, a shipbuilder of Philadelphia.
His early education was under his father and in
the Episcopalian Academy.

He

received the degree

of A. B. in 1839, and A. M. in 1842, from the University of Pennsylvania, and entered the General Theological Seminary of the Protestanl Episcopal Church
After one year he left the
in New York in 1839.
On his return he
seminary to travel in Europe.
was received into the Catholic Church at St. John's
Church, Philadelphia. 12 February, 1842.
He graduated in medicine at the University of Pennsylvania in 1848. In 18.55, during the yellow fever
epidemic in Portsmouth and Norfolk, Virginia, lie
volunteered for duty and returned only after the

epidemic had subsided.

In 1857, he married Miss
Piston, daughter <>t George Piston.
in the early sixties lie was editor of
His principal work, published
ttholic Herald.''
in 1859 by subscription, is an epic poem entitled
"The Redemption", apparently inspired by a visit
the Bible mid
It is founded on
to Jerusalem.
Catholic tradition, and, when it was first published,
attracted some attention and received many faHe also published, about 1852,
vourable reviews.
a controversial novel entitled "Pauline Seward''
which had considerable vogue at the time, especially
among Catholics, and ran through ten editions.

Mary Harriet

For two years
I

In

1855 he published

"The Immaculate Conception

Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of Cod", an
exposition of the dogma recently promulgated.
All of his works are now out of print and can be
found practically only in reference libraries.
Records of the Amer. Cathtdic Hist. Sue.. September, 1904.
of the

Joseph Walsh.
Bubastis, a titular see of Lower Egypt, on the
right bank of the Pclusiac branch of the Nil.
the modern Zagazig, where its ruins are shown under
the

Dame

owing

of Tell Bastah,

to

the

mie

in

name

I'-

the

,,i

true

[oca!

name was

Hebrew Pirbeseth, (Ireek
e. House
commonly Boi//3a<rro!,

important monasteries of Germany; "Germanise
topo-chrono-stemmatographia sacra et prof ana"
(1655-78),

treating,

as

its

name

implies,

of

the

genealogy of the most distinguished members of the
clergy and the nobility; "Constantia sacra et pro(Frankfort, 1667); "Rlurtia etrusca, romana,
gallica, germanica" (Augsburg, Ki(il); "Nucleus hiscarried from
torian universalis" (I'lm, 1650, 1654;
1650 to 1735 by Schmier, "Apparatum ad theologian)
seholastico-polemieo-practicam "). of great importance to scholars interested in ancient charts, bulls,

diplomata, etc. Bucelin was also the author of many
works on the Benedictine Order and its most illustrious members, among them "Aquila imperii bencdictina" (Venice, 1651); "Menologium benedicti-

num"
I

(Feldkirch, 16'
ZlEGELBA! m. fftrt. n, lit. 0. S. B (Augsburg. 1754), IV;
im mil Stud. a. Milllnil. sua dim Benedtctiner-Orden, VII.
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i.
It wis
oi Bastet
importance under the twenty-third dynasty
about 950-750 B. C.
When the eastern pari of Power
Egypt was divided into Augustamnica Prima in the
north and Augustamnica Secunda in the south.
Bubastis wa.s included in the latter, whose capital
wis Leontopolis (Hierocles, Synecdemos, 7_'.v
as the chief town of
he Bubastites norrws, and
like every Egy]
was the seat of a bishopric.
Its bishop, Harpocration. was mentioned at Nicaea by

Bucer, Martin (also called Butzer), one of the
in the South German Reformation move

I.

a place of

i

i

the distinguished line of Bucellini counts, Gabriel, at
the age of thirteen, entered the Benedictine monastery at Weingarten. After a course in philosophy
and theology at Dillingen he was ordained priest
23 April, 1624, and in the same year sent, as master
of novices, to restore the primitive fervour and raise
the standard of studies in the monastery of St.
Trudpert in the Black Forest. Having filled the position of master of novices at Weingarten and professor
of humanities at Feldkirch (1035), whence on the
approach of the Swedish army he was forced to Hee
to Admont (1646), he was appointed prior of St.
John's monastery, Feldkirch (1651), where he remained until a few months before his death. Bucelin
was a very prolific writer, being the author of some
fifty-three works, a large number of which are still in
His
manuscript in the royal library at Stuttgart.
chief claim to the gratitude of posterity lies in the
fact that he was, if not the very first, at least among
the first authors to deal with the ecclesiastical history
of Germany.
Of his published works the most important are: "Gennania sacra'' (Augsburg, 1655),
containing accounts of the principal ecclesiastics,
archbishops, abbots, etc., as well as a list of the most

goddess

Old-Egyptian Plr-bdstet

basti,

Bast
Bastet;
(Coptic

Bucelin (Buzlin), Gabriel, Benedictine historiDiessenhofen in Thurgau, 29 DecemWeingarten, 9 June. 1681. A scion of

cal writer, b. at
ber, 1599; d. at

i,

leaders

November, 1191, at Schlettstadt, Usace;
28 February, 1551, it Cambridge, England, He
received his early education at the Latin School of
his native place, where at the age of fifteen (1506) he
also entiled the Order Of St. Dominic.
Later he was
-i nl
to the University of Heidelberg to prosecute his
studies, and matriculated, 31 January, 1517.
He
became an ardent admirer of Erasmus, and soon an
ineiit, b. 11

d.

BCCHLEIN

enthusiastic disciple of Luther. He heard the Saxon
monk at a public disputation, held at Heidelberg in
1518, on the occasion of a meeting of the Augustinian unk-r, became personally acquainted with him,
and was immediately won over to his ideas. Having
openly adopted the new doctrine he withdrew from
tin- Dominican order, in 1521, became court chaplain
of Frederick, the Elector Palatine, and laboured as secular priest at Landstuhl, in the Palatinate (1522), and
as a member of the household of Count Sickengen and
at Weissenburg, Lower Alsace (1522-23). During his
_

at Landstuhl he married Elizabeth Silbereisen, a* former nun. When, in 1523, his position
became untenable at Weissenburg, he proceeded to
Strasburg. Here his activity was soon exercised over
a large held; he became the chief reformer of the

incumbency

city and was connected with
political events of the period.

many

important

religio-

His doctrinal views on
points controverted between Luther and Zwingli at
first harmonized completely with the ideas of the
Swiss Reformer. Subsequently he sought to mediate
The highly
between Lutherans and Zwinglians.
questionable methods to which he resorted in the
interest of peace drew upon him the denunciation of
both parties. In spite of the efforts of Bucer, the
Conference of Marburg (1529), at which the divergent
views of Luther and Zwingli, especially the doctrine
regarding the Eucharist, were discussed, failed to
bring about a reconciliation. At the Diet of Augsburg, in the following year, he drew up with Capito
the "Confessio Tetrapolitana", or Confession of the
Four Cities (Strasburg, Constance, Memmingen, and
Lindau). Later on, moved by political considerations,
he abandoned this for the Augsburg Confession. In
1536, he brought about the more nominal than real
"Concordia of Wittenberg" among German Protestants.
He gave his own, and obtained Luther's and
Melanehthon's approbation for the bigamy of the
Landgrave Philip of Hesse, attended in 1540 the religious conference between Catholics and Protestants
at Hagenau, Lower Alsace, and in 1541 the Diet of
The combined attempt of Bucer and
Ratisbon.
Melanchthon to introduce the Reformation into the
Archdiocese of Cologne ended in failure (1542). Political troubles and the resistance of Bucer to the
agreement arrived at by Catholics and Protestants in
1548, and known as the "Augsburg Interim", made

At the invitation
his stay in Strasburg impossible.
of Archbishop Cranmer, lie proceeded to England in
1549. After a short stay in London, during which he
was received by King Edward VI (1547-53), he was
called to Cambridge as Regius Professor of Divinity.
His opinion was frequently asked by Cranmer on
church matters, notably on the controversy regarding
But his sojourn was to be
ecclesiastical vestments.
of short duration, as he died in February, 1551.

Under the reign of Queen Mary (1553-58) his remains were exhumed and burned, and his tomb was
demolished (1556), but was reconstructed in 1560 by
Queen Elizabeth (155S-1603).
Bucer was, after Luther and Melanchthon, the
most influential of German Reformers. For a clear
statement of doctrine he was ever ready to substitute
vague formulas in the interest of unity, which even
could not establish among the Reforms a connecting link between the
the English Reformation. Of the thirteen children he had by his first marriage, only one,
Wibrandis Rosena weak-minded son, survived,
blatt, the successive wife of several Reformers ((VIhis able efforts

formers

He

German and

CEcolampadius, Capito. and Bucer), whom he
married after his first wife died from (lie plague in
1541, bore him three children, of whom a daughter
survived.
>nly one of the tin folio volumes in w liieh
his works "ere to appear was published (Basle, 1577).
know
a- " omus Anglieanus" because its conIt is
tents were mostly written in England.
larius,
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Butzer (Elberfeld, I860); Mf.ntz and
F.richson, Zur 40(1 jtihritien Ceburtsjntr Martin Butzers Strasburg, 1891 ); Stern, Martin Butzer (Strasburg, 1891 ); Pwlvs,
Die Strasburaer Reformatoren (Freiburg, 1895); Schaff, History of the Christian Church New York, 1904
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Biichlein. See Hebrew

Buck, Victor De, Bollandist, b. at Oudenarde,
Flanders, 21 April, 1817; d. 28 June, 1876.
His
family was one of the most distinguished in the city
After a brilliant course in the
of Oudenarde.
humanities, at the municipal college of Soignies and
the petit scminaire of Roulers and completed in
1S35 at the college of the Society
of Jesus at Alost,
he entered this
Society on 11 October of the same
After two
year.
years in the novitiate, then at
Nivelles,
at

year

iennes

and a
Tronch-

reviewing

and

finishing his
studies,
literary
he went to Namur
in September,
to
study
1838,

philosophy
the

natural

and
sci-

ences, closing
these courses with
a public defence
of theses bearing
Victor De Bcck
on these subjects.
The work of the Bollandists (q. v.) had just been
revived and, in spite of his youth, Victor De Buck
was summoned to act as assistant to the hagiographers.
He remained at this work in Brussels
from September, 1S40, to September, 1845. After
devoting four years to theological studies at Louvain,
where he was ordained priest in 1848, and making
his third year of probation in the Society of Jesus,
he was permanently assigned to the Bollandist work
in 1850, and was engaged upon it until the time
of his death.
He had already published in part
second of Vol. VII of the October "Acta Sanctorum", which appeared in 1845, sixteen commentaries or notices that are easily distinguishable because they are without a signature, unlike those
Moreover, during the
written by the Bollandists.
course of his theological studies which suffered thereby
no interruption, and before becoming a priest, he
composed, in collaboration with Antoine Tinnebroeck
who, like himself was a scholastic, an able refutation of a book published by the professor of canon
law at the University of Louvain, in which the
rights of the regular clergy were assailed and repudiated. This refutation, which fills an octavo volume of 640 pages, abounding in learned dissertations, was ready for publication within four months.
supplemented by a second vol1 1 was to have been
ume that was almost completed but could not be
published because of the political disturbances of the
year 1847 which were but the prelude to the revolutions of 1848, and the work was never resumed.
Father De Buck's literary activity was extraordinary.
Besides the numerous commentaries in
Vols.' IX. X, XI. XII. and XIII of the October
"Acta Sanctorum", which won the praise of those
best qualified to judge, lie published in Latin, French,
and Flemish, a large number of little works of piety
and dissertations on devotion to the saints, church
history, and Christian archaeology, the partial enumeration of which fills two folio columns of his eulogy,
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part of Vol. II of the November "Acta".
Because of his extensive learning and investigating
turn of mind he was naturally bent upon probing
abstruse and perplexing questions; naturally, also, his
work was often the result of most urgent, requests.
Hence it was that, in 1862, he was led to publish
in the form of a letter to his brother Remi, then
professor of church history at the theological college
of Louvain and soon afterwards his colleague on the
Bollandist work, a Latin dissertation " De solemnitate pra-cipue paupertatis religiosa;", which was followed in 1863 and 1864 by two treatises in French,
one under the title: "Solution aimable de la question
des couvents" and the other " De l'6tat religieux",
treating of the religious life in Belgium in the nineteenth century.
At the solicitation chiefly of prelates and distinguished Catholic savants, he undertook the study
In order to
of a particularly delicate question.
satisfy the many requests made to Rome by churches
of saints,
communities
for
the
relics
and religious
it had become customary to take from the Roman
catacombs the bodies of unknown personages believed to have been honoured as martyrs in the early
Church. The sign by which they were to be recognized was a glass via! sealed up in the plaster outside the loculus that contained the body, and tearing traces of a red substance that had been enclosed
and was supposed to have been blood. Doubts had
arisen as to the correctness of this interpretation
and, after careful study, Father De Buck felt convinced that it was false and that what had been
taken for blood was probably the sediment of consecrated wine which, owing to misguided piety, had
been placed in tin- tomb near the bodies of the dead.
This conclusion, together with its premises, was
set fortli in a dissertation published in 1855 under
the title "De phialis rubricatis quibus martyrum
romanorum sepulera dignosci dicuntur". Naturally
it
raised lively protestations, particularly on the
part of those who were responsible for distributing
the bodies of the saints, the more so, as after the
discussions on the vials of blood, the cardinal vicar
in 1861 strictly forbade any further transportation
The author of the dissertation,
of these relics.
" De phialis rubricatis", had but a few copies of
his work struck off, these being intended for the
cardinals and prelates particularly interested in the
question, and as none were put on the market, it
was rumoured that De Buck's superiors had suppressed the publication of the book and that all
the copies printed, save five or six, had been deThis, of course, was untrue; not one copy
stroyed.
had been destroyed and his superiors had laid no
blame upon the author. Then, in 1863, a decree
was obtained from the Congregation of Rites, renewing an older decree, whereby it was declared
thai a vial of blood placed outside of a sepulchral
niche in the catacombs was an unmistakable sign
by which the tomb of a martyr might be known.
and it was proclaimed thai Victor De Buck's opinion
was formally disapprove. and condemned by liome.
This too was false, as Father De Buck had never
intimated that the placing of the vial of blood did
not indicate the resting-place of a martyr, when it,
could be proved that the via] contained genuine
blood, such as was supposed by the decree of the
in the fore

1

finally, there appeared in Paris in
egation.
1867 a large quarto volume written by the Roman
Monsignor Sconamiglio, "Reliquiarum eusIt was filled with caustic criticisms of tin'
tode".
author of "De phialis rubricatis" and relegated him
t-i tie- rank of notorious heretics who had combated
devotion to the saints and the veneration of their
Father De Buck Kerned all but insensible
relics.
to these attacks and contented himself with opposing to Monsignor Sconamiglio's book a protest
prelate,
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which he rectified the more or less unconscious
error of his enemies by proving thai neither the
decree of 1863 nor any other decision emanating
from ecclesiastical authority had affected lii^ thesis.
However, another attack made about the same
time touched him more deeply. The gravest and
most direct accusations were made against him and
reported to the Sovereign Pontiff himself; he was
even credited with opinions which, if not formally
heretical, at least openly defied the ideas that are
universally accepted and held in veneration by
In a Latin
Catholics devoted to the Holy See.
in

addressed to Cardinal l'atrizzi. and intended
come to the notice of the Supreme Pontiff, Father
Buck
repudiated the calumnies in a maimer that
De
betrayed how deeply he had been affected, his pro-

letter

to

test being supported by the testimony of four of
his principal superiors, former provincials, and rectors who eagerly vouched for the sincerity of his
declarations and the genuineness of his religious
spirit.
With the full consent of his superiors he
published this letter in order to communicate with
those of his friends who might have been disturbed
by an echo of these accusations.

What might have

invested these accusations with
of truth and what certainly gave
them, were the amicable relations established,
principally through correspondence, between Father
De Buck and such men as Alexander Forbes, the
learned Anglican bishop, the celebrated Edward Pusey in England, Montalembert, and Bishop Dupanloup in France and a number of others whose names
were distasteful to many ardent Catholics. These
relations were brought about by the reputation for
deep learning, integrity, and scientific independence
that De Buck's works had rapidly earned for him,
by his readiness to oblige those who addressed
themselves to him in their perplexities, and by his
remarkable earnestness and skill in elucidating the
most difficult questions. Moreover, lie was equipped
with all the information that incessant study and a
But it was not
splendid memory could ensure.
only great minds groping outside of the true Faith
or weakened bv harassing doubts who thus appealed
to his knowledge.
Tin' different papal nuncios who
succeeded one another in Belgium during the course

some semblance
rise to

of his career as Bollandist, bishops, political men,
members of learned bodies, and journalists, ceased not
to importune this gracious scholar whose answers
often formed important memoranda which, although
the result of several days and sometimes several
nights of uninterrupted labour, were read only by
those who called them fortli or else appeared anonymously in some Belgian or foreign periodical.

Although Father

lie

Luck had an unusually

ro-

bust constitution and enjoyed exceptionally good
health, constant and excessive work at length told
upon him and he was greatly fatigued when Father
Becks, Father General of the Society, summoned
him to Home to acl at official theologian at the
Father Victor a urn 9 the e ne
Vatican Council.
duties with his accustomed ardour and, upon his
return, showed the fir-t symptoms of the malady
He strugarterio-sclerosis that finally carried him off.
gled for some years longer against a series of painful
attacks each of which left him decidedly weaker,
until a final attack that lasted almost interruptedly
for nearly four years, caused his death
Elogium I'. Victoria />< Buck in Ada SS., November, II.
i

Cm. Of, Smedt.

Buckfast Abbey. --The date of the foundation
of the monastery of Our Lady of Buckfast, two
miles from Ashburton, England, in a beautiful
Devonshire valley watered by the Dart, is unki
but it was certainly long before the Norman ConThe earliest authentic documen
grant
quest.
by King Canute (1015-1035), to the monks of
i

I

,

BUCKLEY
Buckfast of the manor of Sele,

now

called

Zeal

The best authorities assign the
foundation to the middle of the tenth century.
Early in the twelfth century it was incorporated
into the Benedictine Congregation of Savigny,
founded in Normandy in 1112. In 1148, five years
before the death of St. Bernard, the thirty Savigny
houses, including Buckfast (of which Eustace was
then abbot) were affiliated to Clairvaux, thus becoming a part of the great Cistercian Order. Buckfast now developed into one of the most important
monasteries in the great Diocese of Exeter. It
flourished both materially and spiritually, originating the celebrated woollen trade of the district,
encouraging other industries, and preserving unimpaired its discipline and the fervour of its observance.
The latter, however, became relaxed (as in other
Cistercian houses) in the fourteenth century, one
result being the rapid diminution in the community.
The reputation, however, of the monks for learning
was sustained until the dissolution, and they seem
to have been generally beloved in the district for
their piety, kindliness, and benevolence.
The last legitimately elected Abbot of Buckfast
was John Rede, who died about 1535, the year
of the Visitation ordered by Henry VIII, which
resulted in the intrusion of Gabriel Donne into the
vacant chair. Donne surrendered the house to the
Monachorum.

King in 1538, receiving for himself ample compensaThe buildings were immediately sold, the
tion.
lead stripped from the roof, and the monastery
and church left to decay. In 1882, about three
centuries and a half after the suppression of the
Cistercian Abbey, the ruined buildings came again
into the possession of Benedictine monks, belonging to the French Province of the Cassinese Congregation of the Primitive Observance. Mass was
again said and the Divine Office chanted at Buckfast, cm 29 October, 1882, and eight months later
the abbey was legally conveyed to the monks.
The plan of the buildings at Buckfast followed
the conventional Cistercian arrangement, with the
cloister south of the church, and grouped round it
the chapter-house, calefactory, refectory, and other
loca regularia.

The church was 220

feet long,

with

short transepts, each with a small eastern chapel.
The Benedictines now in possession have built a
temporary church, and are proceeding with the
work of rebuilding the former one, and the rest of
the monastic buildings, on the ancient foundations.
The tower which still remains has been carefully
restored, and the southern wing of the monastery
has been rebuilt in simple twelfth-century style,
and was opened in April, 18S6. The third abbot
since the return of the monks in 1882, Dom Anschar
Vouier, formerly one of the professors at the Benedictine University of St. Anselm in Rome, was
solemnly blessed by the Bishop of Plymouth in
October, 1906.
Oliver, Monast. Di,»;rs. Exon. (1846), 371, 379; Worthy,
Devonshire Parishes (1889), II, 207; Dugdal-e, Monast. Atuili'ist'-muri Houses -'/ Iiemn; Hamilton',
V, :>S4; lvuui,
Buckfast Abbey (1892); Mabillon, Chronologui Cisttrcicruris.
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D. O. Hunter-Blair.

a medal in recognition of his services, and was taken
prisoner at Ancona. After the war he returned to
Ireland. Thence he emigrated to Queensland, where

he completed his legal studies and was admitted to
the Bar. After a short residence in Queensland he
settled in New Zealand, and commenced the practice
of his profession in Wellington.
Soon after his arrival in New Zealand, he became a member of the

Wellington Provincial Council, and was Provincial
Solicitor in the Executive when the Provincial Parliaments were abolished in 1875. He was called to
the Legislative Council in 1878; was Colonial Secretary and leader of the Upper House in the StoutVogel Ministry (1884-S7); and Attorney-General,
Colonial Secretary, and leader of an overwhelmingly
Opposition Upper House under the Ballance Administration from 1891 till 1895, when he accepted
the position of Judge of the Supreme Court. He was
created Knight Commander of St. Michael and St.
George in 1892.
Mennell, Dictionary of Australasian Biopraphy (London,
1802); The New Zealand Tablet, 22 Mav, 1890; The Otago
Daily Times, 19 May, 1896.

Henry W. Cleaby.
Budaeus, Gulielmus.

See Btjde.

Buddas. See Manes.
Buddhism, the religious,

monastic, system, founded
B. c. on the basis of pantheistic Brahminism.
speculations of the Vedanta school of religious
thought, in the eighth and following centuries, B. c,
gave rise to several rival schemes of salvation. These
movements started with the same morbid view that
conscious life is a burden and not worth the living,
and that true happiness is to be had only in a state
c.

500

The

dreamless sleep, free from all desires, free from
conscious action. They took for granted the Upanishad doctrine of the endless chain of births, but they
differed from pantheistic Brahminism both in their
attitude towards the Vedas and in their plan for
securing freedom from rebirth and from conscious
existence. In their absolute rejection of Vedic rites,
they stamped themselves as heresies. Of these the
one destined to win greatest renown was Buddhism.
Of Buddha, the founder of
I. The Founder.
this great movement, legendary tradition has much
like

—

to say, but very little of historical worth is known.
His father seems to have been a petty raja, ruling
over a small community on the southern border of
the district now known as Nepal. Buddha's family
name was Gotama (Skt. Gautama), and it was prob-

name that he was known in life. In
likelihood it was after his death that his disciples
bestowed on him a number of laudatory names, the
most common being Buddha, i. e. "the enlightened".
Like the well-born youths of his day, he must have
spent some time in the study of the sacred Vedas.
After the immemorial custom of the East, he married at an early age, and. if tradition may be trusted,
exercised a prince's privilege of maintaining a harem.
His principal wife bore him a son. His heart was not
at rest. The pleasures of the world soon palled upon
him, and abandoning his home he retired to the forest
where as a hermit he spent several years in austere
ably by this
all

soldier, lawyer,
statesman, judge, b. near Castletownsend, Co. Cork,
Inland, in 1841; d. at Lower Hutt, New Zealand,
18 May, 1890.
He was educated at tin' Mansion
House School, Cork; St. Column's College, Fermoy;

self-discipline, studying, doubtless, the way of salvation :is taught in the 1'panishads. Even this did not
Hi' gave up the rigorous
bring peace to his mind.
fasts and mortifications, which nearly cost him his
life, and devoted himself in his own way to long and
earnest meditation, the fruit of which was his firm

the Irish College, Paris; and the Catholic University,
Louvain, He was in Louvain when the Piedmontese
invaded the States of the Church in I860, and at the
request of Count Carlo Mac! )onnell, Private Chamberlain to Pius IX, conducted the recruits of the Irish
Papal Brigade from Ostend to Vienna, where they
were placed in charge of representatives of the Holy
See. He served under General Lamoriciere, received

belief that he had discovered the only true method of
escaping from the misery of rebirth and of attaining
to Nirvana.
He then set out to preach his go pel
His magnetic
of deliverance, beginning at Benares.
personality and his earnest, impressive eloquence
soon won over to his cause a number of the warrior
caste.
Brahmins, loo, felt the persuasiveness of
his words, and it was not long before he was sur-

Buckley, Sir Fatriok Alphonsus,
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rounded by a band of enthusiastic disciples, in whose
company lie went from place to place, making con\ erl 6
by his preaching. These soon became very
numerous and were formed into a great brotherhood
of monks. Such was the work to which Buddha gave
himself with unsparing zeal

for

over forty years.

At length, worn out by his long life of activity, he
fell sick after a meal of dried boar's flesh, and died
The approximate
in the eightieth year of his age.
date of his death

is

ISO

b. C.

It
of

is

noteworthy, that

two other famous
religious philosophers, Pythagoras and Confucius.
In the sacred books of later times Buddha is depicted as a character without flaw, adorned with
every grace of mind and heart. There may be some

Buddha was a contemporary

hesitation in taking the highly coloured portrait of
Buddhist tradition as the exact representation of
the original, but Buddha may be credited with the
qualities of a great and good man.
The records depict him moving about from place to place, regardless of personal comfort, calm and fearless, mild and
compassionate, considerate towards poor and rich
alike, absorbed with the one idea of freeing all men
from the bonds of misery, and irresistible in his manner of setting forth the way of deliverance. In his
mildness, his readiness to overlook insults, his zeal,
chastity, and simplicity of life, he reminds one not a
little of St. Francis of Assisi.
lii all pagan antiquity
no character has been depicted as so noble and attract ive.
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II. Buddhist Texts.
The chief sources for early
Buddhism are the sacred books comprised in the first

two divisions

of the Ti-pitaka ('triple-basket), the
threefold Bible of the Southern School of Buddhists.
In India, to-day. the Buddhists are found only in

the North, in Nepal, and in the extreme South, in
the island of Ceylon. They represent two different
Schools of thought the Northern worshipping Buddha
as supreme personal deity, though at the same time
adopting most of the degrading superstitions of
Hinduism, the Southern adhering in great measure
to the original teachings of Buddha.
Each school
has a canon of sacred looks. The Northern canon
is in Sanskrit, the Southern in Pah, a softer tongue,
into which Sanskrit was transformed by the people
of the South. The Southern canon. Tv-piiaka, which
reflects more faithfully the teachings of Buddha and
his early disciples, embraces (It the Vvnayoi-pitaka,
a collection of books on the disciplinary rules of the
order; (2) the Sutta-pitaka, didactic tracts consisting in part of alleged discourses of Buddha; and
(3) the Abhidhamma-pitaka, comprising more detailed treatises on doctrinal subjects.
Mosl of the
Yinayas and some of the Suttas have been made
ible to English readers in the "Sacred Books
of the East ".
The Ti-pitaka seems to date back to
the second and third centuries B.C., but a few ad.

ditions were made even after it was committed to
writing in the early part of the first century of the
Christian Era.
While there may be doctrinal and
disciplinary parts from the time of Buddha, none of
the twenty-nine books comprised in the Ti-pitaka
can be proved to be older than 300 n. c. These liooks,
Stripped of their tiresome repetitions, would be about
equal in size to the Bible, though on the whole they
are vastly inferior to the Sacred Scripture in spirituality, depth of thought, variety of subject, and
xpression.
There are also a few extracanonical books, likewise in Pali, on which the
Southern Buddhists set great value, the Dijvivansa
and Mahavansa, winch give an uncritical history of
Buddhism down to about \. i>. 300, the "Commentaries of Buddhagosa", and the Milinda Panha,
flhly translated by Whys Davids under the title

"The Questions of King Milinda". These works
belong to the fourth and following centuries of
our era. In the Tri-pitaka of the Northern School

are included the well-known Saddhnrma-pundarika
(Lotus of the True Law), and the legendary biographies of Buddha, the Buddha Charita, and the Lalita
Vistara (Book of Exploits), which are generally assigned to the last quarter of the first century a. d.
Besides the Tri-pitaka, the Northern Buddhists
reckon as canonical several writings of more recent
times adapted from the abominable Hindu Tantras,

—

Buddhism. Buddhism was by
III. Primitive
no means entirely original. It had much in common
with the pantheistic Vedanta teaching, from which
belief in karma, whereby the character
it sprang
of the present life is the net product of the good and

—

evil acts of a previous existence; belief in a constant
series of rebirths for all who set their heart on pre-

serving their individual existence; the pessimistic
view that life at its best is misery and not worth
living.
And so the great end for which Buddha
toiled was the very one which gave colour to the
pantheistic scheme of salvation propounded by the
Brahmin ascetics, namely, the liberation of men
from misery by setting them free from attachment
to conscious existence.
It was in their conception
of the final state of the saved, and of the method by
which it was to be attained that they differed. The
pantheistic Brahmin said: "Recognize your identity
with the great impersonal god, Brahma, and you
thereby cease to be a creature of desires; you are no
longer held fast in the chain of rebirths; at death
you lose your individuality, your conscious existence,
to become absorbed in the all-god Brahma."
In
Buddha's system, the all-god Brahma was entirely
ignored.
Buddha put abstruse speculation in the
background, and, while not ignoring the value of
right knowledge, insisted on the saving act of the
will as the one thing needful.
To obtain deliverance
from rebirth, all forms of desire must be absolutely
quenched, not simply every wicked craving, but also
the desire of such pleasures and comforts as are
deemed innocent and lawful, the desire even to preserve one's conscious existence. It was through this
extinction of every desire that cessation of misery
was to be obtained. This state of absence of desire
and pain was known as Xirrana (Xihbana). The
word was not coined by Buddha, but in his teaching,
it

assumed

a

new shade

Nirvana means
and hence the extinction

of meaning.

primarily a "blowing out

",

of the fire of desire, ill-will, delusion, of all, in short,
that binds the individual to rebirth and misery.
It was in the living Buddhist saint a state of calm
repose, of indifference to life ami death, to pleasure
and pain, a state of imperturbable tranquillity, where
the sense of freedom from the bonds of rebirth caused
the discomforts as well as the joys of life to sink into
insignificance.
But it was not till after death that
Nirvana was realized in its completeness.
In its
full import, it meant eternal, unconscious repose.
Was this repose identical with annihilation'.' Some
scholars have so thought. And. indeed, if the psychological speculations found in the sacred books are
part of Buddha's personal teaching, it is hard to
see how he could have held aught else as the final
end of man. But logical consistency is not to be
looked for in an Indian mystic.
If we may trust
the sacred books, he expressly refused on several
occasions to pronounce cither on the existence or
the non-existence of those who had entered into
Nirvana, on the ground that it was irrelevant, not
conducive to peace and enlightenment. His intimate
disciples held the same view.
A monk who interpreted Nirvana to men, annihilation was taken to

task by an older monk, and convinced that he had
no right to hold such an opinion, since the subject
was wrapped in impenetrable mystery. The learned
nun Khcma gave a similar answer to the King of
Kosala, who asked if the deceased Buddha was still
in existence.

Whether the Perfect One

exists after
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death, whether he does not exist after death, whether
he exists and at the same time does not exist after
death, whether he neither exists nor does not exist
after death, has not been revealed by Buddha. Since,
hen. the nature of Nirvana was too mysterious to
be grasped by the Hindu mind, too subtle to be expressed in terms either of existence or of non-existence, it would be idle to attempt a positive solution
of the question.
It suffices to know that it meant a
state of unconscious repose, an eternal sleep which
knew no awakening. In this respect it was practically one with the ideal of the pantheistic Brahmin.
In the Buddhist conception of Nirvana no account
was taken of the all-god Brahma. And as prayers
and offerings to the traditional gods were held to be
of no avail for the attainment of this negative state
of bliss, Buddha, with greater consistency than was
shown in pantheistic Brahminism, rejected both the
It w-as this attitude
Vedas ami the Vedic rites.
For this
which stamped Buddhism as a heresy.
reason, too, Buddha has been set down by some as
an atheist. Buddha, however, was not an al heist
in the sense that he denied the existence of the gods.
To him the gods were living realities. In his alleged
sayings, as in the Buddhist scriptures generally, the
gods are often mentioned, and always with respect.
But like the pantheistic Brahmin, Buddha did not
acknowledge his dependence on them. They were,
l

like

men. subject

to

decay and rebirth.

The god

of

to-day might be reborn in the future in some inferior
condition, while a man of great virtue might suceed
in raising himself in his next birth to the rank of a
god in heaven. The very gods, then, no less than

men, had need of that perfect wisdom that leads to
Nirvana, and hence it was idle to pray or sacrifice
them in the hope of obtaining the boon which
They were inthey themselves did not possess.
ferior to Buddha, since he had already attained to
Nirvana. In like manner, they who followed Buddha's
footsteps had no need of worshipping the gods by
prayers and offerings.
Worship of the gods was
tolerated, however, in the Buddhist layman who still
clung to the delusion of individual existence, and preferred the household to the homeless state.
Moreover, Buddha's system conveniently provided for
to

those

who accepted

in

theory

the
of

teaching

that

Nirvana alone was the true end
man, but who
lacked the courage to quench all desires. The
various heavens of Brahminic theology, with their
positive, even sensual, delights were retained as the
reward of virtuous souls not yet ripe for Nirvana.
To aspire after such rewards was permitted to the
lukewarm monk; it was commended to the layman.
Hence the frequent reference, even in the earliest
Buddhist writings, to heaven and its positive delights as an encouragement to right conduct.
Sufficient prominence is not generally given to this more
popular side of Buddha's teaching, without which
iiis followers would have been limited to an insignifiB was
cant and short-lived hand of heroic souls.
this clement, so prominent in the inscriptions of
Asoka, that tempered the severity of Buddha's
doctrine of Nirvana and made his .system acceptable
to the masses.
In order to secure that extinction of desire which
alone could lead to Nirvana, Buddha prescribed for
his followers :i life oi detachment from the comforts,
pleasures, and occupations of the common run of
men To secure this end, hi- adopted for himself and
his disciples the quiet, secluded, contemplative life
oi the Brahmin ascetics.
foreign to his plan
that his followers should engage in any form of inilu ni.i!
hey might thereby be enpursuits, lest
Their means
tangled in worldly cares and desires.
of subsistence was alms; hence the name commonly
applied to Buddhist monks was bhikkus, beggars,
neciiincnt. from family hie was absolutely
still

1

i

'
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essary.
Married life was to be avoided as a pit of
hot coals, for it was incompatible with the quenching
and the extinction oi individual existence.

of desire

like manner, worldly possessions and worldly
power had to be renounced everything that might
minister to pride, greed, or self-indulgence. Yet in

In

—

exacting of his followers a life of severe simplicity,
Buddha did not go to the extremes of fanaticism
that characterized so many of the Brahmin ascetics.
He chose the middle path of moderate asceticism,
which he compared to a lute, which gives forth the
proper tones only when the strings are neither too
tight nor too slack.
Each member was allowed but
one set of garments, of yellowish colour and of cheap
quality.
These, together with his sleeping-mat,
razor, needle, water-strainer, and alms-bowl, constituted the sum of his earthly possessions.
His
single meal, which had to be taken before noon, consisted chiefly of bread, rice, and curry, which he
gathered daily in his alms-bowl by begging. Water
or rice-milk was his customary drink, wine and other
intoxicants being rigorously forbidden, even as medicine.
Meat, fish, and delicacies were rarely eaten
except in sickness or when the monk dined by invitation with some patron.
The use of perfumes,
flowers, ointments, and participation in worldly
amusements fell also into the class of things prohibited. In theory, the moral code of Buddhism was
little more than a copy of that of Brahminism.
Like
the latter, it extended to thoughts and desires, no
less than to words and deeds.
Unchastity in all its
forms, drunkenness, lying, stealing, envy, pride,
harshness are fittingly condemned. But what, perhaps, brings Buddhism most strikingly in contact
with Christianity is its spirit of gentleness and forgiveness of injuries. To cultivate benevolence towards men of all classes, to avoid anger and physical violence, to lie patient under insult, to return
good for evil all this was inculcated in Buddhism
and helped to make it one of the gentlest of religions.
To such an extent was this carried that the Buddhist
monk, like the Brahmin ascetic, had to avoid with
the greatest care the destruction of any form of

—

animal

life.

In course of time, Buddha extended his monastic
system to include women. Communities of nuns,
while living near the monks, were entirely secluded
from them. They had to conform to the same rule
of life, to subsist on alms, and spend their days in
They were never
retirement and contemplation.
as numerous as the monks, and later became a very
In thus opening
insignificant factor in Buddhism.
up to his fellow men and women what he felt to be
the true path of salvation, Buddha made no disHerein lay one of
crimination in social condition.
the most striking contrasts between the old religion
and the new. Brahminism was inextricably interIt was a privilege
twined with caste-distinctions.
of birth, from which the S\idras and members of
Buddha,
si ill lower classes were absolutely excluded.
on the contrary, welcomed men of low as well as
not
blood,
was destation.
birth
Virtue,
high
and
clared to be the test of superiority. In the brotherhood which he built around him, all caste-distinct inns
were put aside.
The despised Sudra stood on a
footing of equality with the high-born Brahmin.
In this religious democracy of Buddhism lay, doubtinfluences for conversion
less, one of its strongest

among

Hut in thus putting his followers
the masses.
of equal consideration, Buddha had no
of acting the part of a social reformer.
Not a few scholars have attributed to him the purpose of breaking down casle-ilist incl ions in society
and of introducing more democratic conditions.
Buddha had no more intention of abolishing caste
was only
Il
than he had of abolishing marriage.
within the limits of his own order that he insisted on

on a plane
intention
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social equality just as lie did

Buddhism has prevailed, the caste-system has remained untouched.
Strictly speaking, Buddha's order was composed
only of those who renounced the world to live a
iife of contemplation as monks and nuns.
The very
character of their life, however, made them dependent on the charity of turn and women who preferred
to live in the world and to enjoy the comforts of the
household state. Those who thus sympathized with
the order and contributed to its support, formed
the lay element in Buddhism. Through this friendly
association with the order, they could look to a happy
•ward after death, not Nirvana, but the temporary
delights of heaven, with the additional prospect oi
being able at some future birth to attain to Nirvana
if they so desired.
The majority, however, did not
Bhare the enthusiasm of the Buddhist Arhai or saint
hw Nirvana, being quite content to hope for a life
of positive, though impermanent, bliss in heaven.
IV. Later Developments and Spread of Buddhism. The lack of all religious rites in Buddhism
was not keenly felt during the lifetime of its founder.
Personal devotion to him took the place of religious
fervour.
But he was not long dead when this very
devotion to him began to assume the form of religious worship.
His reputed relics, consisting of his
bones, teeth, alms-bowl, cremation-vessel, and ashes
from his funeral pyre, were enclosed in dome-shaped
mounds called Dagobas, or Topes, or Stupas, and wen-

—

honoured with offerings of lights, (lowers, and incense.
Pictures and statue-; of Buddha were multiplied on
every side, and similarly honoured, being carried
about on festal days in solemn procession.
The
places, too. associated with his birth, enlightenment,
first preaching, and death were accounted especially
sacred, and became the objects of pilgrimage and the
occasion of recurring festivals.
But as Buddha had
entered into Nirvana and could not be sensible of
these religious honours, the need was felt of a living
personality to whom the people could pray.
The
later speculations of Buddhist monks brought such a
to

personality

light

in

Metteyya

(Maitreya),

the

loving one. now happily reigning in heaven as a
bodhisattva, a divine being destined in the remote
future to become a Buddha, and again to set in motion
he wheel of lie law. To this Metteyya the Buddhists
turned as the living object of worship of which they
had so long felt the need, anil they [laid him religious
homage as the future saviour of the world.
Such was the character of the religious worship
I
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on celibacy. Wherever

t

observed by those who departed the least from Buddha's teachings. It is what is found to-day in the socalled Southern Buddhism, held by the inhabitants
of Ceylon, Burma, and Siam.
Towards the end of
the first century A. D., however, a far more radical
change took place in the religious views of the great
mass of Buddhists in Northern India.
<>\\i>iL
doubtless, to the ever growing popularity of the cults
of Vishnu and Siva, Buddhism was so modified as
to allow the worship of an eternal, supreme deity,
r

,

Adi-Buddha, of whom the historic Buddha was declared to have been an incarnation, an avatar. Around
this supreme Buddha dwelling in highest heaven, were
grouped a countless number oi bodhisattvas, di
tinea in future ages to become human Buddhas for
the Bake Oi erring man. To raise oneself to the rank
of bodhisattva by meritorious works was the ideal
now held out to pious souls. In place of Nirvana,
Sukhavati became the object of pious longing, the
heaven of sensuous pleasures, where Amitabha, an
emanation of the eternal Buddha, reigned.
or the
attainment of Sukhavati. the necessity of virtuous
conduct was not altogether forgotten, but an extravagant importance wa
attached to the worship of
relics and statues, pilgrimages, and. above all, to the
reciting of sacred names and magic formulas. Many
I

other gross forms of Hindu superstition were also
This innovation, completely subversive
adopted.
of the teaching of Buddha, supplanted the older
system in the North. It was known as he Mahayana,
or Great Vehicle, in distinction to the other ami
t

form of Buddhism contemptuously styled the
Hinayana or Little Vehicle, which held its own in
the South. It is only by the few millions of Southern
Buddhists that the teachings of Buddha have been

earlier

substanf ially preserved.

Buddha's order seems to have grown rapidly,
and through the good will of rulers, whose inferior
origin debarred them from Brahmin privileges, to
have become in the next two centuries a formidable
rival of the older religion.
The interesting rockedicts of Asoka, a royal convert to Buddhism, who
the second quarter of the third century

in

B.

C, held

dominion over the greater part of India, give evidence
that Buddhism was in a most flourishing condition,
while a tolerant and kindly spirit was displayed
towards cither forms of religion. Under his auspices,
missionaries wore sent to evangelize Ceylon in the
South, and in the North, Kashnier, Kandahar, and
the so-called Yavana country, identified by most
scholars with the Greek settlements in the Kabul
valley and vicinity, and later known as Bactria.
In all these places, Buddhism quickly took root and
flourished, though in the Northern countries the religion became later on corrupted and transformed
into the Mahayana form of worship.
century of the Christian Era, the
made its way to China. At.
Emperor Ming-ti, Buddhist
monks came in A. n. 07 with sacred books, pictures,
and iclics. Conversions multiplied, and during the
next few- centuries the religious communications
between the wo countries were very close.
Not
only did Buddhist missionaries from India labour
in China, but many Chinese monks showed their
zeal for the newly adopted religion by making pilgrimages to the holy places in India. A few of them
wrote interesting accounts, .still extant, of what they
saw and heard in their travels. Of these pilgrim's
the most noted are l-'ahien. who travelled in India
and eylon in the years \. o.
11 1, and HiouenTsang, who made extensive travels in India two
centuries later (a. d. 629-645).
The supplanting
of the earlier form of Buddhism in the northern
countries of India in the second century led !.. a
ponding change in tin- Buddhism of China.
Tlie later missionaries, being mostly from the North
of India, brought with them the new doctrine, and
in a short time the Mahayana or Northern Buddhism
Two ,,f the bodhisattvas oi Mahayana
prevailed.
theology becalm- the favourite objects of worship
with the Chinese Amitabha, lord of the Sukhavati
e, and Avalokilesvara, extravagantly prai ed
in the "Lotus oi the True Law " at readj in extricate
from every sort of danger those who think of him
The latter, known as Fousa
or cherish his name.
Kwanyin, is wo- hipped, now as a male deity, again
a
the goddess of mercy, who comes to the relief of
tin- faithful.
Amitabha goes by the Chinese name
In

the

first

of Buddha
invitation of the

knowledge
the

t
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A mil, i, or Miio.
made before his
name are

Offerings of flowers ami incense
statues ami the frequent repetition
believed to en un a future hie of
bliss iii his distant Western paradi
\u excessive
devotion to statues and relics, the employment of
magic arts t..
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of his
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men. Chinese Buddhism was introduced into
in the fourth century, ami from there taken to Japan
two Centuries later. The Buddhism of these countries is in the main like that of China, with (lie addition of a nurnDer of local superstitions.
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also evangelized
early period.

Buddhism was

first

by Chinese Buddhists

an

introduced into Tibet in the

latter part of the seventh century, but it did not beIn 1260, the
gin to thrive till the ninth century.
Buddhist conqueror of Tibet, Kublai Khan, raised
the head lama, a monk of the great Sakja monastery,
His
to the position of spiritual and temporal ruler.
modern successors have the title of Dalai Lama.
Lamaism is based on the Northern Buddhism of
India, after it had become saturated with the disIts deities are
gusting elements of .<5iva worship.
innumerable, its idolatry unlimited. It is also much

given to the use of magic formulas and to the endless repetition of sacred names.
Its favourite formula
is, Om mani padme hum (O jewel in the lotus. Amen),
which, written on streamers exposed to the wind,
and multiplied on paper slips turned by hand or wind
or water, in the so-called prayer-wheels, is thought
The
to secure for the agent unspeakable merit.
Dalai Lama, residing in the great monastery at
Lhasa, passes for the incarnation of Amitabha, the
Buddha of the Sukhavati paradise. Nine months
after his death, a newly born babe is selected by
Catholic
divination as the reincarnate Buddha.
missionaries to Tibet in the early part of the last
century were struck by the outward resemblances
to 'atholic liturgy and discipline that were presented
by Lamaism its infallible head, grades of clergy
corresponding to bishop and priest, the cross, mitre,
At once
dalmatic, cope, censer, holy water, etc.
voices were raised proclaiming the Lamaistic origin
practices.
Unfortunately
for
of Catholic rites and
this shallow theory, the Catholic Church was shown
possessed
these
features
in
common
with
to have
the Christian Oriental Churches long before Lamaism
was in existence. The wide propagation of Nestorianism over Central and Eastern Asia as early as
A. d. 635 offers a natural explanation for such resemblances as are accretions on Indian Buddhism.
The missionary zeal of Tibetan lamas led to the extension of their religion to Tatary in the twelfth ami
following centuries. While Northern Buddhism was
thus exerting a widespread influence over Central
and Eastern Asia, the earlier form of Buddhism was
making peaceful conquests of the countries and
islands in the South.
In the fifth century, misWithin
sionaries from Ceylon evangelized Burma.
the next two centuries, it spread to Siam, Cambodia,
Java, and adjacent islands.
The number of Buddhists throughout the world
is commonly estimated at about four hundred and
fifty millions, that is, about one-third of the human
But in this estimate the error is made of
race.
classing all the Chinese and Japanese as Buddhists.
Professor Legge, whose years of experience in China
give special weight to his judgment, declares that the
Buddhists in the whole world are not more than
one hundred millions, being far outnumbered not
only by Christians, but also by the adherents of
Confucianism and Hinduism.
Professor Monier
Williams holds the same view. Even if Buddhism,
however, outranked Christianity in the number of
adherents, it would be a mistake to attribute to the
religion of Buddha, as some do, a more successful
propagandist!! than to the religion of Christ.
The
latter has made its immense conquests, not by compromising with error and superstition, but by winning
souls to the exclusive acceptance of its saving truths.
Wherever it has spread, it lias maintained its indi<tn the other hand, the vast majority
viduality.
of lie adherents of Buddhism cling to forms of creed
and worship that Buddha, if alive, would reprobate.
Northern Buddhism became the very opposite of
what Buddha taught to men, and in spreading to
foreign lands accommodated itself to the degrading
superstitions of the peoples it sought to win.
It is
(

—
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only the Southern Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma, and
Siam who deserve to be identified with the order
founded by Buddha. They number at most but
thirty millions of souls.
V. Buddhism and Christianity.
Between Buddhism and Christianity there are a number of resemblances, at first sight striking.
The Buddhist
order of monks and nuns offers points of similarity
with Christian monastic systems, particularly the
mendicant orders. There are moral aphorisms ascribed to Buddha that are not unlike some of the
sayings of Christ. Most of all, in the legendary life
of Buddha, which in its complete form is the outcome
of many centuries of accretion, there are many
parallelisms, some more, some less striking, to the
Gospel stories of Christ. A few third-rate scholars,
taking for granted that all these resemblances are
pre-Christian, and led by the fallacious principle
that resemblance always implies dependence, have
vainly tried to show that Christian monasticism is
of Buddhist origin, and that Buddhist thought and
legend have been freely incorporated into the Gospels.
To give greater speciousness to their theory, they
have not scrupled to press into service, besides the
few bona fide resemblances, many others that were
either grossly exaggerated, or fictitious, or drawn
from Buddhist sources less ancient than the Gospels.
If, from this vast array of alleged Buddhist infiltrations, all these exaggerations, fictions, and anachronisms are eliminated, the points of resemblance
that remain are, with perhaps one exception, such
as may be explained on the ground of independent
origin.
The exception is the story of Buddha's conversion from the worldly life of a prince to the life
of an ascetic, which was transformed by some (riental Christian of the seventh century into the popular
medieval tale of " Barlaam and Josaphat ".
(q. v.)

—

(

Here

is historic evidence of the turning of a Buddhist
into a Christian legend just as, on the other hand, the
fifth-century sculptures of Gospel scenes on the
ruined Buddhist monasteries of Jamalgiri, in Northern
Panjab, described in the scholarly work of Fergusson
and Burgess, "The Cave Temples of India", offer
reliable evidence that the Buddhists of that time did
not scruple to embellish the Buddha legend with
adaptations from Christian sources.
But is there
any historical basis for the assertion that Buddhist
influence was a factor in the formation of Christianity
and of the Christian Gospels? The advocates of
this theory pretend that the rock-inscriptions of
Asoka bear witness to the spread of Buddhism over
the Greek-speaking world as early as the third century n. c, since they mention the flourishing existence of Buddhism among the Yavanas, i. e. Greeks
within the dominion of Antiochus. But in the unanimous judgment of first-rate scholars, the Yavanas
here mentioned mean simply and solely the Greekspeaking peoples on the extreme frontier next to
India, namely, Bactria and the Kabul valley. Again
the statement in the late Buddhist chronicle, Mahavansa, that among the Buddhists who came to the
dedication of a great Slu/m in Ceylon in the second
century B.C., "were oxer thirty thousand monks
from the vicinity of Alassada, the capital of the Yona
country", is taken to prove that long before the time
of Christ, Alexandria in Egypt was the centre of
Ii
true that
flourishing Buddhist communities.
is
Alassada is the Pali for Alexandria; but the best
scholars are agr
thai the city here meant is not
the ancient capital of Egypt but as the text indicates,
the chief city of the Yona country, the Yavana country of the rock-inscriptions, namely. Bactria and
vicinity.
Ami so, the city referred to is most likely
1

,

Alexandria ad Caucasum.
In short there is nothing in Buddhist records hat
be taken as reliable evidence for the spread of
Buddhism westward to the Greek world as early as
,

may

i
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That
foundation of (he Christian religion.
Buddhist institutions were at that time unknown in
the West may be safely inferred from the fact that
the

Buddhism

absolutely ignored in the literary and

is

remains of Palestine, Egypt, and
There is not a single ruin of a Buddhist
monastery or stupa in any or these countries; not a
single Greek translation of a Buddhist book; not a
archaeological
<.[

reference in all ireek literature to the existence
Buddhist community in the Greek world. The
very name of Buddha is mentioned for the first time
only in the writings of 'lenient of Alexandria (second
To explain the resemblances in Chriscentury).
tianity to a number of pre-Christian features of
Buddhism, then- is no need of resorting to the hyNothing is more
pothesis that they were borrowed.
common in the study of comparative ethnology and
t

I

than to find similar social and religious customs practised by peoples too remote to have had
any communication with one another. How easily
the principle of ascetie detachment from the world
may lead to a community life in which celibacy is
religion

observed, may be seen in the monastic systems that
have prevailed not only among Buddhists, Essenes,
and Christians, but also among the early Aztecs and
Incas in the New World. Nor is this so strange when
it is recalled that men everywhere have, to a large extent, the same daily experiences.- the same feelings,
the same desires. As the laws of human thought are
everywhere the same, it lies in the very nature of
things that men, in so far as they have the same experiences, or face the same religious needs, will think
the same thoughts, and give expression to them in
sayings and customs that strike the unreflecting obIt is only by losing sight
server by their similarity.
of this fundamental truth that one can unwittingly
fall into the error of assuming that resemblance

always implies dependence.
It
is chiefly the legendary features of Buddha's
life, many of which are found for the first time only
in works of later date than the Gospels, that furnish
the most striking resemblances to certain incidents
related of Christ in the Gospels, resemblances which
might with greater show of reason be traced to a
common historic origin. If there has been any borrowing here, it is plainly on the side of Buddhism. That
Christianity made its way to Northern India in the
first two centuries is not only a matter of respectable
tradition, but is supported by weighty archiEological
evidence. Scholars of recognized ability, beyond the
suspicion of undue bias in favour of Christianity
Weber, Goblet d'Alviella, and others think it very
likely that the Gospel stories of Christ circulated by
these early Christian communities in India were
utilized by the Buddhists to enrich the Buddha legend,
just as the Vishnuites built up the legend of Krishna

—

on

many

striking incidents in the life of Christ.
The fundamental tenets of Buddhism are marked
by grave defects that not only betray its inadequacy
to become a religion of enlightened humanity, but also
bring into bold relief its inferiority to the religion of
Jesus Christ. In the first place, the very foundation
on which Buddhism re>ts the doctrine of karma

with

—

implied transmigrations is gratuitous and
This pretended law of nature, by which the
myriads of gods, demons, men. and animals tire but
the transient forms of rational beings essentially the
same, but forced to this diversity in consequence of
varying degrees of merit and demerit in former lives,
is a huge superstition in flat contradiction to the
recognized laws of nature, .and hence ignored by men
its

false.

Another basic defect in primitive Buddhism is its failure to recognize man's dependence on
a supreme God.
By ignoring God and by making
salvation rest solely on personal effort, Buddha subof science.

stituted for
less

thi'

Brahmin

and colourentirely lacking in

religion a cold

system of philosophy;
III.—
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those powerful motives to right conduct, particularly
the motive of love, that spring from the sense of
dependence on a personal all-loving Cod. Hence it is
that Buddhist morality is in the last analysis a selfish
utilitarianism. There is no sense of duty, as in the
religion of Christ, prompted by reverence for a supreme Lawgiver, by love for a merciful Father, by
personal allegiance to a Redeemer. Karma, the basis
of Buddhist morality, is like any other law of nature,
the observance of which is prompted by prudential
Not infrequently one meets the
considerations.
assertion that Buddha surpassed Jesus in holding out
to struggling humanity an end utterly unselfish. This
Not to speak of the popular Swarga.
is a mistake.
or heaven, with its positive, even sensual delights,
the fact that Nirvana is a negative ideal of bliss
does not make it the less tin object of interested deFar from being an unselfish end, Nirvana is
sire.
It thus
based wholly on the motive of self-love.
stands on a much lower level than the Christian ideal,
a
union
of
and
essentially
which, being primarily
friendship with God in heaven, appeals to motives
of disinterested as well as interested love.
Another fatal defect of Buddhism is

its

false

pessimism.
A strong and healthy mind revolts
against the morbid view that life is not worth living,
that every form of conscious existence is an evil.
Buddhism stands condemned by the voice of nature,
the dominant tone of which is hope and joy. It is a
protest against nature for possessing the perfection of
rational life. The highest ambition of Buddhism is to
destroy that perfection by bringing all living beings to
the unconsciousrepo.se of Nirvana. Buddhism is thus
guilty of a capital crime against nature, and in consequence does injustice to the individual. All legitimate desires must be repressed. Innocent recreations

The cult vat ion of music is forbidden.
Researches in natural science are discountenanced.
are condemned.

i

of the mind is limited to the memorizing of Buddhist texts and the study of Buddhist
metaphysics, only a minimum of which is of any
The Buddhist ideal on earth is a state of
value.
different
passive indifference to everything.
is the teaching of Him who came that men might

The development

How

Again
have life and have it more abundantly.
Buddhist pessimism is unjust to the family. .Marriage is held in contempt and even abhorrence as
lea, lim; to the procreation of life.
In thus branding
marriage as a state unworthy of man, Buddhism betrays its inferiority to Christianity, which recom-

mends

same time teaches that
union and a source of sanctifica-

virginity, but at the

marriage

is

a saercd

Buddhist pessimism likewise does injustice
tion.
it
has set the seal of approval on the
to society,

Brahmin prejudice against manual labor. Since life
not worth living, to labour for the comforts and
refinements of civilized life is a delusion. The perfect man is to subsist not by the labour of his hands,
but on the .alius of inferior men.
In the religion of
Christ, "the carpenter's sun", a healthier view provails.
The dignity of labour is upheld, and every
form of industry is encouraged that tends to promote
is

man's welfare.

Buddhism has accomplished

but little for the up-

lifting of humanity in comparison with Christianity.
One of its most attractive features, which, unfortu-

nately, has become wellnigh obsolete, was its practice
Beof benevolence towards the sick and needy.

tween Buddhists and Brahmins there was a commendable rivalry in maintaining dispensaries of food
and medicine. But this charity did not, like the
Christian form, extend to the prolonged nursing of
unfortunates stricken with contagious and incurable
diseases, to the protection of foundlings, to the bringing up of orphans, to the rescue of fallen women,
to the care of the aired and insane.
Asylums and
hospitals in this sense are unknown to Buddhism.
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of religious men and
lifelong service of afflicted humanity

The consecration

women

to the
is foreign to
dreamy Buddhist monasticism. Again, the wonderful efficacy displayed by the religion of Christ in
purifying the morals of pagan Europe has no parallel
in Buddhist annals. Wherever the religion of Buddha
has prevailed, it has proved singularly inefficient to
It has
lift society to a high standard of morality.
not weaned the people of Tibet and Mongolia from
the custom of abandoning the aged, nor the Chinese
from the practice of infanticide. Outside the establishment of the order of nuns, it has done next
to nothing to raise woman from her state of degradaIt has shown itself utterly
tion in Oriental lands.
helpless to cope with the moral plagues of humanity.
The consentient testimony of witnesses above the
suspicion of prejudice establishes the fact that at
the present day Buddhist monks are everywhere
strikingly deficient in that moral earnestness and
exemplary conduct which distinguished the early
followers of Buddha.
In short, Buddhism is all
but dead. In its huge organism the faint pulsations of life are still discernible, but its power of
activity is gone. The spread of European civilization over the East will inevitably bring about its extinction.
I. Texts.
Davids and Oldenberg, Vinaya Texts in
Sacred Books of the East (Oxford), XIII. XVII. XX; Rhys
Davids. Buddhist Suttas, op. rit.. XI; Idem, The Mahaparinibbana Sutta, op. cit., XI; Idem. The Questions of King Milinda,
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cit., XXXV. XXXVI;
Fausboll, The Sutta-N ipata, op.
X. Pt. 1; Mt'l-i.ER, The Dhammapada, op. cit., X, Pt. II;
Kern. The Saddharma-Pundarika, op. cit., XXI; Mt'LLER,
The Sukhavativyuha, op. cit., XLIX, Pt. II; Takahusu, The

to Erasmus, Thomas More, Sadolet, Rabelais, and
others, WTitten in Greek, Latin, or French, were the
delight of scholars of the time. Bud£ was suspected
of leanings towards Calvinism, and certain parts of
his correspondence with Erasmus seemed to countenance this suspicion. However, it was disproved
Having already translated into
after his death.
Latin many of Plutarch's Lives (1502-05), he published his "Annotationes in
libros Pandectarum" (Paris, 150S), in which, by applying
philology and history to the Roman law, he revolutionized the study of jurisprudence. Bude's treatise
on Roman coins and weights, " De asse et partibus

XXIV

ejus" (Venice, 1522), was the best book on the subject written up to that time.
In 1520 he published
a philosophical and moral dissertation, " De contemptu rerum fortuitarum"; in 1527, "De studio
litterarum", in which he urges youth not to neglect
their literary studies.
Greek, however, was his
favourite study, and we have from him, "Commentarii

lingua'

gra?ca?"

advanced the study

(Paris, 1529), which greatly
of Greek literature in France,

"De

transitu helenismi ad Chris tianismum" (Paris,
1534), and various other works of similar scope
though of minor importance. His complete works
were published at Basle in 1557.
Le Roy. Vita G. Budai (Pans. 1540); Niceron. Histoire de
lavieetdesourraoesde Bud,} in Mem., VIII, 371-89(1727-45);
E. deBode, Vie de Guillaume Bude (Paris, 1884).
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op.

cit..

Amitai/ur-Dhyana-Sutra, op. cit., XLIX, Pt. II; WaRREN,
Biuidhism in Translations (Cambridge. 1891)); Chalmers AND
Others The Jatakas (3 vols., Cambridge, 1895-97); Bigandet,
The Life or Legend ofGaudama (2 vols.. London, 1880); Cowell,
The Buddha-Charita, in Sacred Books of the East, XLII; Foocaux, Lalita Yistara, in Annates du Musee Guimet (Paris), VI,

XIX.
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II. Works on Buddhism.
Barth. The Religions of India
(London, 1891); Hopkins. The Religions of India (Boston,
1895); Williams, Buddhism in Connection with Brahmanism
Hinduism (London, 1889); Coppleston, Buddhism,
Primitive and Present (London, 1892); Davids. Buddhism, its
History and Literature (New York. 1S96); Aiken, The Dhamma
of Gotama the Buddha and the Gospel of Jesus the Christ (Boston,
1900); Edmunds, Buddhist and Christian Gospels now first
Compared from the Originals (London, 1904); Kellogg, The
Light of Asia ami the Light of the World (London, 1888); Dahlmann, Buddha, ein Culturbiht des Oslcns (Berlin, 1898); DE LA
Saussaye, Lehrbuch dcr Religionsgeschichte (2 vols.. 3d ed.,
Freiburg, 1905), II; Poussin, Bouddhisme. Etudes et Materiaux
(Paris, 1898); Hardy, Der Buddhismus nach altercn Paliwerken

and

(Minister,

1890);

Oldenberg, Buddha

London, 1882).
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CHARLES

Bude (Bud^us), Guillaume, French

F.

1904;

tr.,

AlKEN.

Hellenist, b.

at Paris, 1467; d. there, 22 August, 1540. He studied
at Paris and Orleans, but with little success or appliSubsequently, however, he seemed to accation.
quire a sudden passion for learning.
After taking
lessons in Creek from Hermonymus, and profiting
by the advice of Joannes Lascaris, he attained great
proficiency in that language.
He studied at the
same time, philosophy, theology, law, and medicine,
in all of which he made rapid progress.
Bude"s
abilities were recognized by Louis XII, whose secretary hi- became after his return from a successful
embassy on occasion of the coronation of Pope Julius
II.
He was sent to Rome again on a mission to
Pope Leo X (1515), but was recalled at his own request ^nil accompanied Francis I in his travels. It
was then that In' suggested to the king the creation

college lor the study of the three languages
1 lebrcw, ami
Latin), afterwards tile "( 'ullege
de France". Empowered to ask Erasmus to take
charge of it (1517 18), be failed in his mission, and
the college was not founded until 1530. At his suggestion, also, Francis declined to prohibit printing,
as the Sorbonne had advised
Literary
(1533).
France owes to Bude's efforts the foundation of the
of a

(Creek,

"Bibliotheque

ile

Kontainebleau

",

which was the
His letters

origin of the "Bibliotheque Nationale".

Budweis

(Czech, Budejovice; Lat. Budovicitjm),
Diocese of (Bohemo-Budvicensis), situated in
Southern Bohemia, suffragan to the Archdiocese
Although projected since 1630, the dioof Prague.
cese was not erected until the reign of Emperor
Joseph II, by a papal Bull of 20 September, 1785.
By the provisions of this Bull, the civil districts of
Budweis, Tabor, Prachatitz, and Klattau were separated from the Archdiocese of Prague and erected
into the new Diocese of Budweis, thus giving it an
area of 5600 sq. miles with a population of 660,000.
The church of St. Nicholas at Budweis was made
cathedral, and the Archbishop of Prague contributed
3300 Rhenish marks (present value 10,080 kronen or
$2,016) towards its endowment.
The following bishops have occupied the See of
Budweis: (1) Johann Prokop, Count von Schaffgotsche
(1785-1813), formerly rector of the Generalseminar
at Briinn, and canon at Olmiitz; (2) Ernst Konstant in RuSicka (1815-45); (3) Joseph Andreas Lindauer
(1845-50); (4) Johann Valerian Jirsik (1851-83), especially noteworthy for the part he took in the development of the diocese; (5) Franz, Count Schonborn
(1NN3 85), later Cardinal and Vrchbi hop ol Prague,
1885-6
d. 1899; (6) Martin Joseph Rfha (7 July,
February, 1907), the first diocesan ecclesiastic to be
appointed Bishop of Budweis. The present administrator (1907) is the Vicar Capitular, J. Hulka. In
conformity with the decree of the provincial council
of Prague (1860) three diocesan synods have been
held (1S70, 1872, 1875).
According to the organization of
Statistics.
1857 the Diocese of Budweis is divided into the
Vicariate-! leneral of Budweis on which depend the
archdeaconry of Krummau, the provostship of
Neuhaus, and 8 archipresbyterates: Budweis, KlatCans, and Winterberg,
tau, Krummau, Neuhaus,
with 4 vicariates each, and Strakonitz and Tabor
with 5 vicariates each, making a total of 3 vicariates.
Among the 432 ecclesiastical divisions fur the cure
of souls, there are two archdeaconries, 57 deaneries,
360 parishes, 5 expositures, and
administrature,
with a total population (1907) of 1,123.113. This
number is divided as follows: 1,11)6.729 Roman
Catholics (an average of 98.1 per cent, in many
vicariates 99.92 per cent of the whole population);
1589 members of the Augsburg Evangelical Church;

—
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2302 members of the Helvetic Evangelical Church;
12,117 Jews; and 46 of no religious persuasion. The
population of 282 of the ecclesiastical divisions
(68.9 per cent), 761,568 is almost entirely Czech;
that of 110 (15.34 per cent), 181,790, purely German; that of 25 (10.66 per cent), 119,830, predominantly Czech; and of 15 (5.1 per cent), 59,925, preThe average population of a
vailingly German.
Carish is 2000, the population of the largest, Budweis,
eing 45,528, and of file smallest, Korkushutten, 414.
The clergy actively engaged in the ministry number 849 secular and 136 regular priests.
The latter
are thus divided: 59 Cistercians from Hohenfurth,
with 4 professed clerics; 18 Brothers of the Most
Holy Sacrament of the Altar, a congregation founded
at Budweis in 18.SS. with 5 clerics, 18 lay brothers,
and 11 novices; 14 Premonstratensians; 11 Knights of
Malta; 3 Minorites; 4 Reformed Franciscans, with
5 lay brothers; 3 Calced anil 4 Discalccd Augustinians. with 1 lay brothers; 6 Redemptorists, with
4 lay brothers; (J Servitea with 4 lay brothers; 4
Capuchins, with 4 lay brothers; 3 Piarists. Twentynine parishes arc attended by members of religious
orders; 2 are granted by free collation, i. c. bestowed
by the metropolitan; and the rest are subject to patronage, 88 to ecclesiastii a] patronage. The cathedral
chapter ((insists of a provost, a dean, who is also
the urban dean of Budweis, a cantor, and 3 capitular canons to which are added 4 honorary canons;
the consistory has 9 members.
Young men are
trained for the priesthood in the theological seminary at Budweis, which provides for those speaking the different languages found in the diocese;
it has 6 professors and 103 students, 3 in the Bohemian College in Rome. There is also in Budweis
an episcopal school lor boys (/utit s<~titiwnrr) without
attached (founded 1853).

Budweis (1642-49) and the parish church at Prestitz
(1748-73) are examples of the baroque style, the
latter designed by Kilian Dienzenhofer.
Popular
Catholic

merous.

associations are not at present very nuThere are but two Catholic weekly papers

It is only within recent years that
to organize
the Catholics of the diocese, both on political and
non-partisan lines. These efforts have so far met with
scant success; in the past, therefore, the territory
of the diocese has been represented in the Austrian
Parliament by Liberal deputies.
in the diocese.

any serious attempts have been made

Thajkr, Hittoritch-atatistisrlir B,srhrrilning dcr Duizete
Budweit (Budweis, lSiiL'i; M.mu.i is, hi.ager-Trajer, Ge-

srhichtr dm Bistums Buduns (iliiil., 1SS.5); Ladenbacer, Das
torinle Wirkcn dcr kathol. Kircltr in Orstcrrcich; Dt.zrse Budueu (Vienna. 1S99); Catalogue Cleri dime. Budricen, 1907

(Budweis,

1907).

Karl Hilgenreiner.
Buenos Aires, the federal capital of the Argentine
Republic, and the second city of the Latin races in the
world (having a population of 1,100,000), as well as
the first in commercial importance among the cities
of South America, is situated in latitude 34° 35' 30" S.,
and longitude 58° 22' 20" W., on the right bank of the

Female Religious Orders, Shrines, Chi rches,
In the diocese there are 7 orders of women,
with 362 sisters, 'III novices and lay sisters, and 40
houses; 216 1'oor School Sisters of Notre Dame
(since 1849); 129 Sisters of St. Charles Borromeo
(1.S42); 93 Sisters of the .Most Blessed Sacrament
of the Altar (founded at Budweis in 1887); 2 Sisters
of St. Vincent de Paul; 3 Sisters of the Holy Cross;
etc.

—

The great mass of
3 Servites; and 2 Franciscans.
the people arc engaged in agricultural pursuits and
are in general religiously inclined. Popular missions
(Volksmissionen) are frequent, 450 of them being
held between L850 and 1897 in 228 parishes. 334 by
Redemptorists and 112 by Jesuits. The chief confraternities arc: the Confraternity of the Rosary, in
230 parishes, with 30,000 members; the Confraternity for the Adoration of the Most Blessed Sacrament and 'he Adornment of Poor Churches, founded
in 1859. in 23N parishes, which has 15,000 members
and disburses yearly 5.000 kronen (SI, 000); the
Confraternity of St. Michael in 265 parishes, with
5.00(1
bo
contribute annually 4.000
kronen [$800 towards Peter's-pence.
The principal places of pilgrimage are: Brtinn,
founded in 1715, visited yearly by Slid processions;
Rimau, built at the end of the seventeenth century,
with 100 annual processions; Gojau mentioned as
early as 1469; and Kfemeschnik. built in 1632. Here,
as in the rest of Bohemia, ecclesiastical edifices of
earlier centuries were greatly damaged during the
religious wars of the fifteenth to the seventeenth century.
The prevailing architectural style is baroque.
Mention should be made of 'lie Romanesque church
of Mulilhattscn, built between llsl and 1250, formerly a Premonstratensian church; the Cistercian
i

abbey-churches

,,f
Goldenkron (12(13 13(10), and
Hohenfurth (1269 1350), built in Gothic style; the
two-naved church of St. JJgidius in Muhlhausen,

originally Romanesque (in the twelfth century), in
1407 rebuilt in the Gothic style; the cathedral at

of Buenos Aires

Rfo de la Plata, at an elevation of about 65 feet.
The Rio de la Plata (Plate, or Silver, River), the estuary of which has a maximum width of more than 108
miles, is about 43 miles wide at Buenos Aires.
With a mean annual death-rate of 14 per thousand,
the city takes rank in respect of sanitation with the
most advanced cities of the world. The mean temperature is 62° 6' F.,snow never falls, and hail only
rarely, and the thermometer ranges from 59 F. to 82°
4' 1'., at times, however, reaching 95°.
The north
wind, humid and warm, and in summer even suffocating, charges tic atmosphere with electricity, causing
general debility and nervous troubles; but this wind
never lasts for more than three days, and generally
changes to a south-east wind, bringing rain or storm.
upon which there follows the cold, dry south-west
wind called the Pampero, which clears the sky. The
vicissitudes of weather are extremely abrupt, with
changes of teniper.it ure amounting sometimes to as
much as 36°, with violent winds. The Pampero,
highly charged with ozone, exercises a disinfecting
influence and serves to purify the vitiated atmosphere
of the thickly populated sections of the city.
The
healthiness of Buenos Aires (in English, literally,
Good Airs) .-irises from two other most important
causes: the supply ,,f running Water and the drainage
system as to both of which something will be said
The mean annual rainfall recorded in the
later on.
five years from 1899 to 1903 was a little more than
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ordinarily ranges from

works has lowered the death-rate from 30 per thou-

29.825 inches to 30.03 inches.
At the time of its founding in 1.580 this settlement had 300 inhabitants; in 1744 the population
was 11,118; 40,000 in 1801 (estimated); 62,228 in
1822; 177,787 in 1869; 404,000 in 1887; 663,854 in
1895; 950,891 in 1904; 1,084,280 in December, 1906;
All of these
1,109,202 (estimated) in July, 1907.
amounts, except the third and the last, are taken from
the official census. Of the total annual increase in
population (46.3 per thousand), 19 to 20 per thousand
is due to excess of birth-rate over death-rate; the
In the 950,981
rest being the effect of immigration.
inhabitants reported in the census of 18 September,
1904, the Argentines numbered 523,041; the foreigners. 427,850 (22S,556 of the latter number being
Classified by reItalians, and 105,206 Spaniards).
ligious beliefs the figures were: 823,926 Catholics;
24,996 Protestants; 6,065 Jews; 8,054 of various other
creeds; 13,335 professing no religious belief, and 74,515

sand, in 1887, to 14 per thousand, in 1904.
Other municipal institutions worthy of mention are
the great abattoirs of Liniers, which cover an area
of more than 61 acres, and from which 700,000 carcases of beef and 900,000 of mutton, ready for the
market, are annually turned out, and the producemarket, an immense depository where the wheat,
wool, leather, etc., produced in the country are collected for exportation.
The state university of the
republic, with faculties of law, medicine, engineering,
philosophy, and literature, established in separate
buildings, is situated at Buenos Aires; also many institutions of secondary and primary education, both
public and private.
From very early times Buenos Aires has been generally known throughout South America by the
colloquial name of El Puerto, and to this day the
natives of the city are called Portehos, rather than
Bonaerenses or Buenos-Aireans. Nevertheless, until
1885, and even later, El Puerto, being only a river
port, and as the bottom of the river had gone on
rising with the deposits of mud brought down by
the stream, the river front could not offer a sufficient
depth of water for vessels of even moderate draught;
which were, therefore, obliged to anchor many miles
away from the bank. The improvements of Puerto
Madero, however, effected between 1890 and 1899,
have now attracted ocean steamers of the highest
tonnage.
Vessels of lower tonnage anchor at the
little port of Boca del Riachuelo, the mouth of a
comparatively small stream which empties into the
Plata south of the city. Both these ports are subject to the necessity of constant dredging to counteract the silting-up of the bottom by the action of the
stream. The number of entries and clearings at these
two ports amounts to 6000 in the year, aggregating
more than 28,000,000 tons. The commerce of Buenos
Aires is 849 per thousand of the imports, and 515 per
thousand of exports of the whole republic.
The first foundation of Buenos Aires took place in
the beginning of the year 1536, under Don Pedro de
Mendoza, Gentleman of the Bedchamber to the Emperor Charles V and Adelantado of the Rio de la
Plata.
In 1541 it was deliberately depopulated by
Don Domingo Martinez de Irala, the governor, its
inhabitants being transferred to Asuncion, in Paraguay. The second founding took place 11 June,
1580, under Juan de Garay, Lieutenant-Governor
and Captain-General for the Adelantado Juan Ortiz
de Zarate. Since its first foundation the place had
been called the Port of Santa Maria de Buenos Aires,
and the city was called Santisima Trinidad, taking its
name from the day (Trinity Sunday, 29 May, 1580)
on which Garay arrived there with his followers, and
erected the Royal Standard in anticipation of the
formalities of the founding proper. Hence the name
usual in ancient documents: Ciudad de la Santisima
Trinidad, Puerto de Buenos Aires. Santisima Trinidad is still an alternative title of the archdiocese.
Buenos Aires in 1617 was made the capital of the province of Rio de la Plata, which was created a viceroyalty in 1776. In 1593 the city was threatened by
the expedition under Hawkins sent against the Spanish
possessions in South America by Queen Elizabeth of
England; in 1627 by the Dutch who had taken pi
sion of Brazil; in 1657 by the French expedition of
Timoleon Osmat, a soldier of fortune; in 1098 by
another French squadron; in 1700 by a Danish. But
on none of these occasions was (he city actually atA British expedition under Popham obtacked.
tained a footing in Buenos Aires (27 June, 1806), bu(
the place was recovered by conquest on the l'-'lh Oi
the following August, ami defended against anew
and formidable expedition commdaned by Whitelock (2-5 July, 1S07) by the country people organized
as a militia force, who, on the former occasion, made

43 164 inches.

The barometer

unspecified.

The municipality

of

Buenos Aires

is

a federal dis-

The
trict of 733 square miles (19,006 hectares).
governing authority of this district, vested in the
president of the republic, is exercised through a minister of the interior and a chief of police, for the maintenance of public order, and in a superintendent
(intendiente de la capital) and a municipal council, for
the construction and management of public works.
Both the
police force carry modern firearms.
municipal council and the superintendent have been
since 1901 appointed by the president with the assent
of the senate, though the question of reverting to the
former system of popular election was, in 1907, under
discussion by the Legislature. The municipal revenue
In the
in 1904, was $5,571,840 (5,804,000 pesos oro).
older portions of Buenos Aires the streets are from
30 to 40 feet wide; the few avenues as yet in existence
have a width, generally, of about 57 feet, though the
Avenida de Mayo, nearly a mile in length, is 99 feet
wide.
The paving of the city, formerly defective,
has gone on improving from year to year until the
present time, when 70 per cent of the public thoroughfares is paved with granite over a bed of cement or
sand, 15 per cent with macadam, asphalt, or carob
There
block, and the remainder with cobblestone.
are upwards of 300 miles of street railway, mostly
electric, the traffic on which for the year 1903 was
registered at 133,719,218 passengers.
Since the cholera epidemic of 1867-68, and the
yellow fever of 1872, two public engineering achieve-

The

ments have most powerfully co-operated towards the
healthfulness of the city: the waterworks and the
drainage system. The supply of drinking water is
derived from the Rio de la Plata by means of a great
pumping tower whence the water passes, through a
tunnel three and two-thirds miles in length, to the
reservoirs, to be filtered, clarified, and then raised
by powerful pumps to the monumental structure
known as the Deposito de las aguas corrientes. In
this building twelve iron tanks, each 134J feet square
and 13 feet deep, are arranged in three tiers of four
each, at different levels. These twelve tanks have
an aggregate capacity of 72,000 tons of water. The
drainage system includes an installation in every
house, connected scientifically with the cloaca mdxima, or main sewer of the city, which runs a distance
of 19 miles and 7 furlongs (32 km.) and discharges
into the Rio de la Plata opposite Berasategui. The
rain-drainage pipes are connected with the main
system in such a manner that in case of a heavy downpour, the excess of water is turned aside to a special
rain-drainage conduit, having a capacity of 1419
cubic feet per Mennil, which, after running a distance
of nearly two and three-quarter miles, discharges its
contents at a point north of Darsena Norte. The
establishment of these two great systems of sanitary
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doeumentos relatives d

America (Brussels,

prisoners of the invading force and, on the latter,
forced a definitive evacuation of the territory. From
1810 to 1S24 the city was a principal centre of the
uprising which led to the separation of the SpanishAmerican colonies from the mother country.

otros

Archdiocese of Buenos Aires (Bonaerensis),
The Diocese of Buenos
or SantIsima Trinidad.
Aires was formed upon the dismemberment of the
original Diocese of Asuncion, in Paraguay, by a Bull
Its first bishop was Pedro Carof Paul III in 1620.
ranza, a Carmelite, who was succeeded by a scries
of nineteen bishops, ending in 1S55, when a Bull of
Pius IX created Buenos Aires an archdiocese. This

Buffalo, Diocese of, established 23 April, 1847,
now comprises the counties of Erie, Niagara, Genesee, Orleans, Chautauqua, Wyoming, Cattaraugus,
and Allegany, in the State of New York, U. S. A.,
an area of 6,357 square miles. It was set apart from
the great Diocese of New York and the see located
at Buffalo on Lake Erie, the territory comprising
In 1868
nearly one-third of the State of New York.
the Diocese of Rochester was formed from the eastern
counties of this territory; and in 1896, after Bishop
Ryan's death, four more counties, Steuben, Schuyler,
Chemung, and Tioga, were taken from the Diocese of
Buffalo and added to the Rochester jurisdiction.
Indian Missions. Two of the nations of the
Iroquois League, the Seneeas and the Cayugas, dwelt
in this region before the advent of the white men.
The Seneeas had villages in the valley of the Genesee
about twenty miles from Lake Ontario, and the
Cayugas erected their cabins near the lake which
still bears their name.
The Seneca was the most
populous and warlike nation of the League. In their
frequent raids into the country of the Hurons of
Northern Canada, they carried off many captives who
had been instructed in Christianity by the French
missionaries from Quebec.
So numerous were these
Huron Christian captives that they formed an entire

—

archdiocese comprises, besides the federal district
with its 1,100,000 inhabitants, the territories of Rio
Negro, Chubut, and Santa Cruz, commonly known
as Patagonia, or Tierra del Fuego, and containing
altogether a population of 41,964. The city itself is
divided into 22 parishes and 2 mission (succursal)
Besides these parish
parishes, each with its church.
churches there are 50 churches and public chapels,
also SO other chapels, many of them semi-public,
connected with religious and charitable institutions.
'or- seme account of particular churches see ARGENTINE REPUBLIC..) The archbishop is assisted by an
auxiliary bishop and two vicars-general. The metropolitan chapter consists of a dean, five other dignitaries, and five canons (a theologian, a penitentiary,
canon of the first class, a canon of the second class,
and a secretary). There are in the archdiocese -'"'I
The seminary, situated at Villa
secular priests.
Devoto, IS a tine edifice with a public chapel dedicated to the Immaculate Conception. It is expected
that this establishment will be converted into the
central seminary of the republic and a Pontifical uniThere are 54 religious
versity of sacred science's.
communities. Pious associations for seculars, women
well
men,
arc
numerous,
particularly those deas
as
voted to works of charity, upon which the people of
Aires
immense
sums. Catholic colBuenos
spend
J

(

•i

for primary and secondary instruction arc
numerous. Among those conducted by religious are
San .lose, under the Bayonne Fathers; Salvador, un-

leges

der the Fathers of the Society of Jesus; the Dominican
college of Lacordaire; that of the Escolapios, ami that
Active
ol the Brothers of the Christian Doctrine.
efforts are being made to establish a Catholic university. Among the various periodicals the " Revista
Eclesifistica del Arzobispado" and the daily "El
Pueblo" deserve special mention. The workingmen
have organized themselves into Catholic clubs, the
membership of which now exceeds 40,000.
It is to be remarked that the Catholics of this city,
like those of the whole republic, whether failing to
realize exactly the existing social conditions, or bethey have been too much occupied with political contentions, have restricted their efforts to the
formation of charitable associations, doing nothing,
until very recently, in the direction of socio-political
A sectarian persecution which arose
organization.
ss
during the yean
88 aroused the dormant zeal
of the faithful, and a Catholic congress was held
which produced copious results. A congress of Franciscan Tertiaries was held in 1006. and a second congress of Catholics in general has been convoked for
tin' year 1907. through the initiative of the Congregation of the Immaculate Conception and Saint
Aloysius Gonzaga in the College of San Salvador.
Argentine Confederation and Panguav
Parish, Buenot Ayre* and the Provi
Nen > ..rk. 1859
a 1839); Salvadobbs, Quia ,
del Anobitpado dt Buenot Aire* (Buenc
Ure
1907
1
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1879); Larrouv. Origenex de Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires,
1905); Raz,m y Fe (Madrid, 1903), VI, 364; Gahb6n, Manual
de instruction civica (Buenos Aires, 1906).

Pablo Hernandez.
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which was called St. Michael's, in memory of
Huron home. Jesuit missionaries visited
these towns in 1656, and cheered the Christian captives who had lost all hope of ever again beholding
In 1669 this village was located
a "Black Robe".
in the north-east part of the present town of East
Rev.
The
Father Fremin, a Jesuit, esBloomfield.
tablished his residence in this town in the fall of 166S,
the
first Mass there, 3 Novemsaid
chapel,
ami
built a
Three years later the Rev. James Pierron
ber, 1668.
became the resident missionary at Gannagaro, or
St. James, a Seneca town situated on Boughton Hill,
village,

their old

south of the present village of Victor. The principal
village of the Cayugas was situated about three and
one-half miles south of Union Springs, near Great
Gully Brook. This was called St. Joseph's by the
Father Carheil built a chapel there in
Jesuits.
November. 1668, and immediately began his work
of instructing.
There was another town of the
Cayugas at the northern extremity of Seneca Fake.
Another chapel was built in the large Seneca town
of Gandaehioragon, or Totiakton, which was called
This
the Immaculate Conception by the Jesuits.
was situated near Lima, about ten miles west of
St

.

.lames.

The Jesuits had four or five prosperous missions
within the territory of the original Diocese of Buffalo,
in winch they laboured successfully for ten years
until English intrigue and subsequent wars with the
During those
French forced them from the field.
years they baptized nearly all the dying; they imparted a general knowledge of Christianity to the
two western nations of the League; they strengthened the old Huron Christians in their faith, and
added several hundred Iroquois converts to the
Church. Many of the Iroquois chiefs sided with the
English, in the war of the latter against the French,
and the French missionaries were forced from the
Many of the Christian Indians
field of their labours.
had already abandoned their homes in the [roquois
country for the new settlements on the St. Lawrence,
under the protection of the French; and many more
accompanied the Fathers in their Bight, and settled
on the St. Regis, oral Caugbnawaga, where they still
Eractise the Faith they acquired in their Iroquois
omes. In the summer of 1669 the explorer, La
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with two Sulpicians and a party of twenty-five
men, started to explore the region of the Great Lakes
They
in search of a north-west passage to India.
skirted along the southern shore of Lake Ontario,
crossing the mouth of Niagara River, until they
reached Burlington Bay, where the party disbanded.
La Salle went again in 1678, with Father Hennepin,
in a large vessel which entered the Niagara River on
6th December, to the strains of the Te Deum. The
next day a party with Father Hennepin ascended the
river in a canoe, and landed on the northern shore,
near the present suspension bridge on the Canada
side.
On 11 December, 1678. they landed on the
other side of the river where Father Hennepin said
Mass. This was probably the first Mass celebrated
within the present limits of the Diocese of Buffalo.
A little fort was built there as a protection against
Indian assault. Then they proceeded up the river,
"
about five miles above the Falls, where the " Griffon
was built. Father Hennepin remained there all
winter, holding service for the men in a little chapel
until the vessel was towed up the river to the present
harbour of Black Rock, where it anchored until it

Salle,

was

in readiness to sail as the first vessel
lakes.

on the

—

Catholic Settlers. After Denonville had destroyed the Seneca towns in 1687, he sent a detachment of his army to establish a fort at the mouth
of the Niagara River.
A garrison of one hundred
men was left there with a chaplain. Many died the
following winter, and the fort was abandoned.
It
was reoccupied in 1726, and from that date regular
services were held in the chapel Until 1759, when
Soon after the
the fort capitulated to the English.

War the Government began building
military roads, and the State legislature made appropriations for building highways, and these offered
intending settlers better facilities for proceeding
farther inland.
There was a highway through the
State before 1820, reaching to Lake Erie. Buffalo
and Erie County offered advantages to intending
settlers, and about 1820 many Alsatians located in
Many of these were Catholics, but they
the vicinity.
had no priest, and they could only keep alive the
The Rev.
religious spirit by family devotions.
Patrick Kelly, ordained by Bishop Connolly of New
York in 1821, was sent to minister to the Catholics
He visited Buffalo
of the western part of the State.
the same year, and held one public service in a little
frame building on Pearl Street. The Rev. Stephen
Badin was the first priest to remain any length of
time in Buffalo. His field of labour was Kentucky,
but sickness compelled him to seek rest. He visited
Buffalo for six weeks as the guest of Louis Le Couteulx, who then lived at the corner of Main and
Exchange Streets. Here he said Mass for the Catholics of the town; and he urged them to organize and
form a congregation. Mr. Le Couteulx started the
good work by donating a site for church, cemetery,
and priest's residence, at the corner of Main and
Revolutionary

Streets.
The deed was sent to Bishop DuNew Year's gift in January, 1829. Bishop
Dubois visited Buffalo the same year and concluded

Edward

bois as a

that the number of Catholics in the vicinity required
the attention of a resident priest so the Rev. John
Nicholas Mertz was sent as the first pastor of Buffalo.
On this occasion Bishop Dubois sang a solemn high
Mass in the court-house; and in the afternoon a
.1 of different nationalities marched
procession corn|
from the court-house to the site for the new church
where the ground was blessed by the bishop. Father
Mertz rented a little frame building on Pearl Street,
back of the old Eagle Tavern; and here he held
services until the "Lamb of God", a rough timber
church, was erected on the property at Main and
Edward Streets. The corner stone of this first
church of the diocese was laid 8 July, 1831, but the
,

church was not opened for services until the following year. In the next five years congregations were
formed at Lancaster, Williamsville, North Bush,
East Eden, and Lockport. Father Mertz, with his
assistant, the Rev. Alexander Pax, looked after the
spiritual interests of the Catholics of the first four
places, and the Rev. Bernard O'Reilly of Rochester
attended the Catholics of Lockport.
Buffalo grew quickly after becoming a city. The
church on Main Street was too small for the rapidly

increasing numbers.
The English-speaking members withdrew from the church in 1837 and formed a
separate congregation, renting the second floor of a
building at the corner of Main Street and the Terrace;
where the Rev. Charles Smith said Mass for them
once a month. Father Smith was employed on the
other Sundays at Java, or in looking after the spiritual well-being of the Catholics employed in the construction of the Genesee Valley Canal.
Soon afterwards property was bought at the corner of Ellicott
and Batavia Streets, for a church for the Englishspeaking Catholics of the city. The Rev. John N.
Neumann, who was afterwards Bishop of Philadelphia, and who has been proposed for canonization,
went to Buffalo in July, 1S36, and laboured zealously
for four years in the missions of Erie County and
vicinity.
The missionary then had few of the comforts and conveniences of the present day and Father
Neumann was often compelled to tramp many miles
over rough roads, or through the forest, carrying his
vestments on his back, to say Mass or to administer
to the sick.
The Rev. Bernard O'Reilly of Rochester, who was afterwards Bishop of Hartford, also did
effective work among those engaged in building the
Erie Canal and in constructing the locks at Lockport.
The Rev. Thomas McEvoy of Java attended
to the spiritual wants of the Catholics of three or
four counties.
He resided at Java, and from this
place he frequently visited clusters of Catholics in

Wyoming,

Steuben, and Chautauqua
the lay people Louis Le Couteulx
of the incipient church
in Buffalo.
He located at Buffalo in 1803, and it was
at his house, corner of Main and Exchange Streets,
that the Catholics were first assembled and were
urged to form a congregation. Besides donating
the site for the first church, he also gave the land for
the Deaf Mute Institute, the Infant Asylum, the
Immaculate Conception church, and the Buffalo Orphan Asylum. Other lay people of that period and
later prominent in church work were: Patrick Milton, Maurice Vaughn, Patrick Cannon, John Connolly, Mrs. O'Rourke. Mrs. Row™, Mrs. Kimniit,
Allegany,
counties.

Among

was the greatest benefactor

and Messrs. Ambrose, Feldman,

Fisher, Steffan, Dingens, Lautz, Paul, Diebold, Gittere, Pfohl, Wechter,
Doll, Smith, Miller, Hager. Guinther, Yogt, Davis,
John Straus, Gerhard Lang, anil their families.
The Very Rev. John Timon, a Visitor General of
the Congregation of the Mission (Vincent ians) was
consecrated first Bishop "f Buffalo in the cathedral
in New York, 17 October, 1847, by Bishop Hughes.
The new bishop appointed the Rev. Bernard O'Reilrj
pastor of St. Patrick's church, Rochester, his vicargeneral, and began a retreat for his priests; then he
gave missions for his people in the sixteen churches
Many of these were plain frame
of the diocese.
structures, without
architectural ornament, and
many of them had no altar except a table or some
In many
rough timber fitted up for the purpose.
cases services were held in rented buildings, especially where public works attracted large numbers
ot men bul gave no promise of permanent settlement. Such was the case along the Erie Canal and
tin' Genesee Valley Canal, where services were held
in the largest workmen's shanty, or in the nearest
town hall. Men engaged in these public works were
attracted by the fertility of the soil or the advantages
.
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The first Catholic conions were made up of settlers from the Hast
or immigrants from Europe.
ScAHCm OF Priests. The growth of the Church,
before the advent of the bishop to the western part
Many
of the State, was entirely from immigration.
were lost to the Church during this period because
gregations were organized.

—

they had settled in remote localities, and priests
were .scarce. Nearly all the priests who laboured
in Western New York during this period were from
Europe, and some were not permanently attached

The small number of priests could
to the diocese.
not visit regularly he many small settlements in that
t

many Catholics would not
Under such
natural
that some should fall
was
but
conditions it
Before there was a resident priest at Buffalo
away.
people journeyed all the way to Albany to have their
extensive territory, and
see a priest for

months, or even years.

children baptized, others took their children to .Monroe. Michigan, where there was a resident priest.

When young

people decided to get married, two or
three of the respectable old people of the community
were called in as witnesses; troth was plighted, and
the couple became man and wife, with the understanding that as soon as a priest came the blessing
of the Church would be invoked upon the marriage.
A journey to Albany in those days was a difficult
It meant many days travel through
undertaking.
the forest, on horseback, by stage-coach, or rough
When the Erie Canal was built, part of
wagons,
tii
journey could be made by packet boat; but as a
rule people postponed the reception of the sacraments until some priest went through this region
on his way to the Catholic settlements of the West,
or in transit between the East and Montreal or
Quebec. Priests were scarce for some years after
Buffalo was made a diocese; and one of Bishop
Timon's first labours was directed to the establishment of colleges .nid seminaries for the education
He induced the Oblates, the Franciscans,
of youth.
and the Jesuits to send communities to found colleges, and to assist in the formation of parishes.
The Oblate Fathers in August, 1851, stalled a seminary and college in a brick building, which was
located on the site of the present cathedral rectory.
This institution was later transferred to Prospect
Hill, on the site of the present Holy Angels church
The Franciscans in 1S55 located at
property.
Kllicott \ ille, but shortly after moved to Allegany.
.1. -suits started the present
St. .Michael's Church
'I h
and Canisius College (1851). After the advent of
Bishop Timon fallen-away Catholics began to return
to the Church, and many non-Catholics embraced
the Faith.
His missions and his lectures in all the
towns of the diocese awakened an interest in Catholic
teaching and practice; and from three to live hundred
new members were added to the Church each year
Much of
through tic conversion of non-Catholics.
the prejudice also, which existed in some localities,
was dispelled bv the diffusion of knowledge of tin-

Church.
Bishops of the See.

Bishop Timon died
He was born 12 February, 1707, at
L6 April, 1867.
Conewago, Pennsylvania, and ordained at St. Louis,
Missouri, in June, L825.
For a long time In
missionary in Texas and in April, 1840, WBt named
(1)

,

\

I'o

net

Apostolic

there

but

refused

the

office.

(2) The Very Rev, Stephen Vincent Ryan who, like
his predecessor, was a Visitor General of the Congregation of the Mission, was appointed to succeed him
as Bishop of Buffalo and was consecrated 8 Novem-

ber, 1868.

Bishop Ryan was born 1 January, 182.5,
Upper Canada. Distinguished

at Almonte, Ontario.
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of localities, and sent for their families and friends,
and established homes in the western part of the
Thus little
State along the lines of public traffic.
Catholic settlements were formed, and incipient con-

for his piety, zeal, and learning, he continued the
He died 10 April,
great work of Bishop Timon.
1896.— (3) The Rev. James E. Quigley, U.D., his successor, was consecrated 24 February, 1897.
Bishop
Quigley's condemnation of the attempt of the Socialists to identify their doctrines with the principles
of labour unionism, and thus wean men from their
allegiance to the Church,
gained for him a nationHi- was
al reputation.
promoted to the vacant

archbishopric of Ch icago, 19 February, 1903.
—(4) The Rev. Charles
II. Colton of New York.
was next appointed to
the see and consecrated
in St. Patrick's Cathe-

New Y'ork, 24
August, 1903.
Statistics. There are
264 priests in the diocese; 168 secular, 96 of
dral,

—

religious

orders;

1

1

2

churches with resident
32 m ission
priests,

John Timon

churches, and Hi chapels; 54 Brothers and ,085 Sisters
of religious orders, teaching 94 parochial schools, with
There is one university, Niagara.
27,787 pupils.
under the Lazarist Fathers; five colleges for boys with
952 -Indents; and two seminaries for secular clergy
and one for religious, with lcSl students. The seminary at Niagara is conducted by the Lazarists; that
The preparatory
at Allegany, by the Franciscans.
seminaries are the college departments at Niagara
and at Allegany, and the colleges of Canisius, Holy
Angels, and the Christian Brothers. The Oblates
have a seminary in Buffalo for candidates for their
order, and the Passionists have one in Dunkirk for
There are 159 students in the large
their students.
seminaries. SI in the preparatory, and 200 students
There are eight academies for
in the university.
young ladies, with 1.200 students. St, John's Protectory for homeless, or wayward boys, founded in
1861, accommodates about 600 boys, who are taught
some trade, along with the elementary branches of
education. A Deaf Mute Institute, started in
Buffalo in 1856, is now an important institution,
under the charge of the Sisters of St. Joseph, with
166 pupils. In 1861 Bishop Timon secured the
Sisters of St. Francis to care for the aged; these sisters now have three houses: one in Buffalo, one in
Gardenville and one in Williamsville, with 600
inmates. The Sisters of the Good Shepherd in 1855
started a refuge for wayward girls anil fallen women.
They care for 1.50 inmates and 7.5 children. In 1888
the Rev. Daniel Walsh established the Working Boys
1

Home,
a

in

which SO boys and young men now find
In 1900 Bishop Colton eshome.

comfortable

Home for Working Girls,
Bishop Quigley founded
two mission houses for poor children, the Angel
James's Mission. In
Mission
and
St.
the
Guardian
tablished the St. Charles's
under the Sisters of Mercy.

June. 1848, Bishop Timon secured a community of
Sisters of Charity and placed them in the orphan
asylum, which
has 250 orphans, and a large
number of young girls employed in a technical

mm

scl

1.

There

is

a

German orphan asylum

in

incorporated in 1874, in which there are
orphans, under the Sisters of lb,- Third >rder of
The Polish orphan asylum at Doyle,
St. Francis.
under the care of tin- Felician Sisters of St. Francis,
has ISO inmates. The Sisters of St. Joseph have
the Orphan Asylum at Dunkirk with 88 orphans;
and the Sisters of Charity direct an infant asylum
in Buffalo, where 185 infant children can be aCCOEQ
modated, with 00 patients in the maternity hospital.
Buffalo,

:i7n

I

BUFFIER

mated Catholic population 200,000.
Bayley, History of the Church in New York (New
1870); Timon, Missions in Western New York (Buffalo.

York,
18021;

New

the Catholic Church in Western
York (Buffalo, 190*4); Id.. The Iroquois anil the Jesuits (Buffalo.
1895); Relations ,l,s Jesuites (Quebec, 1858,1; Margry, Deeouvertes (Paris, 1S93); Hennepin. Nourelle Decourerte (Utrecht,
1078); Chonin, Life and Times of Bishop Ryan (Buffalo, 1893);
ritinys nj the late Orsnmus II Marshall (Albany,
The Historical

Donohue, History

of

W

.

1887); The Sentinel, files (Buffalo); Maps by General James
Clarke (Auburn); Bishop Timon's diary and unpublished
letters.

Thomas Donohue.
Buffier, Claude, philosopher and author, b. in
Poland, of French parents, 25 May, 1661; d. in
He received his early educaParis, 17 May, 1737.
tion at the Jesuit College in Rouen and entered
After teaching literathe Society of Jesus in 1679.
ture in Paris, he returned to Rouen to take a chair of
Mgr. Colbert, archbishop of that city,
theology.
issued a pastoral recommending to his clergy certain
books of Gallican and Jansenistic tendencies. Buffier attacked the pastoral in a pamphlet and having
refused to make a retractation journeyed, with tinleave of his superiors, to Rome to lay his case before
the Congregations. There he easily justified himself and returning to Paris was connected, from 1701
He pubto 1731, with the "Journal de Trevoux".
lished works on history, asceticism, biography, eduHe
cation, literature, and especially on philosophy.
was not, as is often asserted, a disciple of Descartes,
for he rejects altogether methodic doubt and follows
The Encyclopedists, acin general the scholastics.
cording to Tabaraud, inserted in their publications,
without due credit, entire pages from his books, and

Reid, the Scotch metaphysician, acknowledges his
His chief works are:
great indebtedness to Burner.
a Life of Count Louis de Sales, brother of the
saint (Paris, 1708); "Pratique de la memoire artificielle" (Paris, 1701) often reprinted; " Grammaire
francaise sur un plan nouveau (Paris, 1732), in many
editions and translations; "Exposition des preuves
les plus sensibles de la Vraie Religion" (Paris, 1732);
and "Cours des sciences" (Paris, 1722).

Bernard
II,

1050;

in Diet, de thiol, cath.. s. v.; Hurter, Nomenclator,
Bibl. de la. c. de J„ II, 340-359.

Sommervogel,

Walter Dwight.

Buglio, Louis, a celebrated missionary in China,
mathematician, and theologian, b. at Mineo, Sicily,
26 January, 1606; d. at Peking, 7 October, 1682. He
entered the Society of Jesus, 29 January, 1622, and,
after a brilliant career as professor of the humanities
and rhetoric in the Roman College, asked to be sent
on the Chinese mission. With great zeal and success
Father Buglio preached the Gospel in the provinces
He suffered
of Su-Tchuen, Fu-kien, and Kiang-si.
severely for the Faith in the persecution which was
carried on during the minority of the Emperor
Kang-hi. Taken prisoner by one of the victorious
Tatar chiefs, he was brought to Peking in 1648. Here,
after a short captivity, be was left free to exercise
his
ministry.
Father Buglio collaborated with
Fat Iters Adam Schall, Verbiest, and Magalhaens in
reforming the Chinese calendar, and shared with
them the confidence and esteem of the emperor. At
bis death he was given a state funeral.
Thoroughly acquainted with the Chinese language,
Father Buglio both spoke and wrote it fluently. A
list of his works in Chinese, more than eighty volumes, written for the most part to explain and defend the Christian religion, is given in Sommervogel.
and III of the "Summa" of St.
Besides Parts
rhomas, he translated into Chinese the Roman Missal (Peking, 1670) the Breviary and the Ritual (ibid.,
I

L674 and 1675).
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Sisters of Charity hospital accommodates 250
patients.
Their emergency hospital treats 1,200
patients a year. The Sisters of Mercy at the Mercy
Estiaccommodate
about 40 patients.
Hospital

The

These translations require a special

notice, as they were part of a project which, from the
beginning of their apostolate in China, the Jesuit
missionaries were anxious to carry out. Their purpose was not merely to form a native clergy, but, in
order to accomplish this more easily, to introduce a
special liturgy in the Chinese tongue for the use at
This plan was approved by
least of native priests.
Pope Paul V, who, 26 March, 1615, granted to regularly ordained Chinese priests the faculty of using
their own language in the liturgy and administration
This faculty was never used.
of the sacraments.
Father Philip Couplet, in 16S1, tried to obtain a renewal of it from Rome, but was not successful.
Acta ,S'.s\. XIII, 1-3. Diss, xlviii; Sommervogel, Bibliotloque de la c. de J.. II, 303; Cordier, BiUiotlucu Sumo ^Paris,
1881), I, 514; Menologe S. J.: Assistance d'ltalie.

Joseph M. Woods.
Buil (also Boil or Boyl), Bernardo, Friar Minor.
The fact that there were two religious of the name of
Bernardo Boil living in Spain at the same time has
given rise to much confusion and even to the opinion
that they were not two distinct persons, but that the
same individual was at one time a member of the
Franciscan order, and later became a Benedictine.
It seems, however, more probable to assert that Bernardo Boil, the Franciscan, was a different person from
Bernardo Boyl, the Benedictine. It was to the former
that Alexander VI addressed his Bull dated 25 June,
14!I3. appointing him first vicar Apostolic of the New
World. This appears to be certain, first of all from
the opening words, "Dilecto filio Bernardo Boil,
fratri Ordinis Minorum", etc. of the Bull itself, a
part of which is reproduced in the first volume of
The Catholic Encyclopedia. In the second place,
the concluding words of the Bull, where reference is
made to the prohibition of Boniface VIII concerning
members of mendicant orders taking new domiciles
without permission from the Holy See, seem clearly
to indicate that the papal rescript was intended for
Boil, the Franciscan, and not for his namesake the
Benedictine.
It is a matter of fact, however, that
Bernardo Boyl, O.S.B., became first vicar Apostolic
of the New World. This was due to the intrigues of
King Ferdinand of Spain who employed Boyl. the
Benedictine, to great advantage in several important
diplomatic negotiations and had sought his appointment as vicar Apostolic in America. When the papal
Bull arrived in Spain, ignoring the king's choice, and
nominating a Franciscan of the same name with the
trifling difference of the i and y, which letters were
pronounced alike, the only exception being in the
order to which the respective priests belonged, it
became convenient to conclude that a mistake had
been made in Rome which interpretation Ferdinand
found expedient to favour his own ends and views.
A false copy of the Bull was therefore made with the
necessary changes and delivered to Boyl. the Benedictine, while the king retained the original document
appointing Boil, the Franciscan. In time this latter
document disappeared so completely that no
of it could lie found in the Spanish archives. A copy.
however, was carefully preserved in the Vatican
library and was brought to light by the researches
Perhaps Bernardo Boil.
of the historian Roselly.
O.F.M., never knew of the high dignity which Alexander VI had conferred upon him. It is certain he
did not leave Spain; yet he was d( jun the true,
legitimate, and first vicar Apostolic of the \< u \\ 01 Id.
V regards Bernardo Boyl, O.S.B., it is a matter of
history thai his labours were without fruit, and the
only record of his official action in An. erica is the
fulmination of censures.
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rum, XV, 28-31, where reference is made to a curious work
of fiction describing the imaginary labours of the Benedictine
Boyl in the West Indies.

Stephen M. Donovan.

—

Buildings, Ecclesiastical. This term comprehends all constructions erected for the celebration
of liturgical acts, whatever be the name given to
them: church, chapel, oratory, basilica, etc. The
subject will be treated under the following heads:
III. Erection; IV. Repair
I. History; II. Division;
and Maintenance; V. Consecration and Blessing;

—

VI. Immunity; VII. Church Fabric.
In the earliest days of the Christian
I. History.
there were no buildings specially consecrated to Eucharistic worship; the assemblies for
liturgical service were held in private houses (Acts, ii,
46; Rom., xvi, 5; I Cor., xvi, 15; Col., iv, 15; Philemon, 2). The assemblies which the first Christians
held in the Temple of Jerusalem, in the synagogues
or even in hired halls, were assemblies for instruction
or for prayer (Acts, v, 12-13; xvii, 1-2; xix, 9). At
the end of the second century and even later, during
the periods of persecution, assemblies for Christian
During
worship were still held in private houses.
this epoch, however, we begin to hear of the domus
r (the house of the Church), an edifice used for
all the services of the Christian community, in which
one apartment was specially set apart for Divine
worship. At an early date this apartment took on
During the third century
a
special importance.
the other parts of the building were detached from
line the Domus Dei
it
and the domus
(the house of God) known also as the Dominicum
or the KvpiaKbv otnov (Duchesne, Origines du culte
chr^tien, 399-400, Paris, 1902; Wieland, Mensa und
Confessio: Studien tiber den Altar der altchristlichen
All such
Liturgie, Munich, 1906, I. 27-35, 68-73).
churcnes were situated in towns, and the inhabitants of the rural districts came thither on the Lord's
Day, in order to assist at the Eucharistic Sacrifice;
in large cities, like Rome. Alexandria, and Carthage,
there were several churches. bu1 they did not constitute separate parishes (Duchesne, 400; Wieland,
73 76). They depended upon the cathedral church,
in which was established the see (sedes), or the chair
(cathedra) of the bishop. There were, however, since
the second century, outside the cities, mortuary
churches attached to the Christian cemeteries. Here
were celebrated the funeral rites, also the anniversary
commemorations of the departed, but not the ordiSanctuaries were
nary offices of Divine worship.
also erected over the sepulchres of the martyrs,
and popular devotion brought thither a large concourse of people, not only for the celebration of the
anniversary, but at other times as well. The necessity of providing accommodation for these gatherings,
as well as the desire to honour the saint, led to the
construction of buildings, sometimes large and richly
adorned. These churches multiplied when the people
began to accord to any relic whatever, to a piece of
cloth stained with his blood, to a phial of oil drawn
from the lamp that burned constantly before his
Bepulchre, etc., the veneration at first given only to
his burial place. These were the churches of "relics".
They prevailed finally to such an extent that to-day

—

religion,

.

every church must have relics in each of its altars
1' ie almost universally recog(Duchesne. 102 103
nized at the present day, thai only on exceptional DCserve for ordinary worship,
even during the nines of persecution.
They were
used solely for funeral services and for the celebration of the festivals of martyrs (Wieland, 81-100).
That churches existed in rural districts as early as
Priests went
the fourth century is undeniable.
thither periodically to administer the sacraments.
In the fifth century, however, on account of the
increase in the number of the faithful, it became
.
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necessary to station resident, priests in such districts.
This was the origin of parish churches, which were
established by the bishops in the most populous
districts, the vici, and were known as ecclisio? rustieana;,

paroehitance

,

dioccsanec,

diocesis,

parochia,

baptismales, because in these churches only
could the Sacrament of Baptism be administered;
they were also termed tituli majores to distinguish
them from the private churches, or tituli minores
(Imbart de la Tour, Les paroisses rurales du IV e
In addition to these
au XII e siecle, Paris. 1900).
churches of the vici, the owners of the villw or great
estates founded churches for their own use and for
that of the persons connected with their establishments. Such churches could not be used for Divine
worship without the consent of the local bishop, who
was wont to exact from the proprietor a renunciation
ecclesia'

of

all

rights of possession.

The

ecclesiastical authority,

however, was not long able to resist the proprietors,
who from the seventh and eighth centuries retained
the proprietary right over the churches they had
built.
These were called oratorio, basilicce, martyria,
or tituli minores, and were in no respect parish
churches, because in them baptism could not be
administered; moreover, on certain solemn days,
the faithful were obliged to assist at Mass in the
Neither did these churches receive
parish church.
any tithes. From the Carlovingian period, however,
such private churches gradually became parishchurches.
Some authors contend that from that
epoch all churches became the private property of
he laity, or of convents, or bishops. The ecclesiastical reforms of the eleventh and twelfth centuries
brought this condition of things to an end. The
Second Lateran Council (1139) commanded all laymen, under pain of excommunication, to resign to
the bishops the churches in their possession. (Mansi,
Stutz, "Geschichte
'•Coll. Cone", XXI, 529-532;
t

kirchl.
Benefizialwesens", Berlin, 1895, I;
des
Hinschius, "System des kath. Kirchenrechts", Berlin,

1878, 11. 262-269, 277-281; Imbart de la Tour, op.
Even within the parishes, for the benefit of the
were established at various times, chapels which did not enjoy the prerogatives of parish
eit.)

faithful, there

churches, and were more or less dependent upon the
latter (Von Scherer. Handbuch des Kirchenrechtes,
In addition to churches
1898, II, 627).
specially intended for the use of the faithful, others
known as oratories were erected in the monasteries;
they acquired a greater importance when the majority of the monks were ordained priests, still more
when the exclusive privileges of the parish churches
Such oratories were also comsuffered diminution.
mon in beneficent and charitable institutions. The
medieval corporations (guilds) which were also re-

Graz,

ligious confraternities, had sometimes their own
special chapels (Viollet, Histoire des institutions
politiques de la France, Paris, 1903, III, 143-176).
Ecclesiastical buildings are usually
II. Division.
divided into four classes: churches properly so called,
public oratories, private oratories, and semi-public
This division was confirmed by the Conoratories.
gregation of Rites, 23 January, 1899 (Decreta authent. Congreg. sacr. Rit. no. 4007, Rome, 1900).
Churches are edifices set apart in perpetuity for
the public exercise of Divine worship; such are
basilicas, primatial. metropolitan, cathedral, collegiate and parish churches, and lastly the conventual
Public
churches of regulars, properly SO called.
oratories are buildings of less importance, definitely
given over to Divine worship, and accessible to the

—

public, whether the entrance itself be upon the public
road or upon a passage-way leading to the latter.
A private oratory is one established in favour of a
particular family or even of a single individual.
finally, a semi-public oratory is established for the
benefit of a number of people; such is the chapel of

BUILDINGS
a seminary, a

college, a congregation of simple

a hospital, a prison, etc. With these may be classed
the chapels of cardinals and of bishops.

—

Basilicas, cathedrals, collegiate
III. Erection.
churches, and private oratories, may be erected only
with the consent of the Holy See; other churches
or oratories with the consent of the bishop. Nevertheless the authorization given by a bishop to a
religious order of solemn vows to establish a monastery in his diocese involves, unless there is a stipulation to the contrary, the right to construct a monasOn the other hand, all provincial
tic church.
superiors of religious orders have the power to open
semi-public oratories for the use of their religious,
and that without the authorization of the bishop
(Bull of Gregory XIII, "Decet Romanum", 3 May,
1575, granted to the Society of Jesus and applicable
likewise to all religious orders in virtue of the com-

munication of privileges. Cf. Vermeerseh, De religiosis
institute et personis, Bruges, 1902, I, 316). For the
erection of a private oratory, even by religious, the
authorization of the pope is necessary (C. S. R.,
10 November, 1906; "Canoniste Contemporain",
1907, XXX. 109, 110). Congregations of simple vows
may have but one semi-public or public oratory,
with the authorization of the bishop. If they wish
to erect several for the convenience of priests or of
the infirm, it is necessary to obtain the consent of
the Holy See (C. S. R., 8 March, 1879, Decreta,
no. 3484).
The erection of every church on the other hand
must be justified by its necessity, or by its use; it
must not in any way prejudice the rights of churches
already established (c. iii, ''De ecclesiis a>dificandis
vel reparandis", X, III, xlviii, c. i, ii, iv, "De novi
operis nuntiatione", X, V, xxxii; Friedberg, "Corpus juris canonici", Leipzig, 1881, II, 652, 843).
The church should also be sufficiently endowed
(c. viii, "De consecratione eeelesia? vel altaris", X,
Practically it is suffiIII, ad; Friedberg, II, 634).
cient that the church have at its disposal, e. g.
through the gifts of the faithful, the revenues necessary for the maintenance of the building, the
celebration of Divine service, and the support of its
ministers (Bargilliat, Pradect. jur. can., Paris, 1900,
II, 331). In certain countries the consent of the civil
The building of a church
power is also needed.
cannot be begun before the bishop or his delegate
has approved of the site, placed a cross there, and
blessed the first stone (Pontificale Romanum, Pars II,
De benedict, et imposit. prim, lapid. pro cccl. sedif.).
The bishop can also reserve to himself the approval
of the plans and conditions according to which the
church is to be constructed (Wernz, Jus Decretal.,
Pome, 1901, III, 432, 433). To avoid useless expenditure and to prevent the parish priest from
improvidently contracting debts, the Third Plenary
Council of Baltimore enacted as a preliminary condition for the construction of a church, the consent
of the bishop in writing (Acta et decreta Concilii
Plenarii Baltimorensis, III, no. 279). The bishop has
power to apply to the construction of his cathedral
a part of the revenues, which in certain countries
are annually assigned to him from the revenues of the
differen! churches; the cathedral church being the
ecclesia matrix, or mother-church of all those of
the diocese, its construction is a work which interests
the whole diocese (the Kighth Provincial, the Second
Plenary, Councils of Baltimore, 1855 and 1866, and
the Second Provincial Council of Australia, 1869;
"Collectio Lacen is", Freiburg, 1875, III, 162, 429,
The bishop can
1078; also 200 202, 242, 1085).
even levy a subsidium charitativum for this puri"
lerate tax upon the revenues of the
churches and on those priests who enjoy ecclesiasIn default of other resources the
tical benefices.
usual means is to collect money for this object, or
i

i
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vows,

to ask the priests of the diocese for voluntary contributions.

IV.

Repair and Maintenance.

— Originally

the

repairs of churches were incumbent upon the bishops,
as administrators of all ecclesiastical goods.
When,
according to the ancient system, these goods were
divided into four parts, one part was assigned to the
Fabrica (see below) i. e. to the church building and

maintenance. Later, each church had its own
patrimony, and one part of its goods was assigned
its maintenance.
This charge was also incumbent
upon the holders of the goods and revenues of the
church.
The Decretals sanctioned this obligation;
at the same time they urged the people to help defrav the expenses (c. i, iv, "De ecclesiis a?dificanits

to

dis", X, III, xlviii; Friedberg, II, 652, 653). Finally
the Council of Trent (Sess. XXI. De ref., c. viii
located more exactly the obligation to repair the
parish churches (Permaneder, Die kirchliche Baulast,
Munich, 1890, 1-18).
By present ecclesiastical legislation the repairs of the church belong especially
to the fabric, which must use the funds appropriated
for that special purpose and if need be, its superfluous
revenues (c. vi, "De ecclesiis sedificandis"j Friedberg,
II, 654; Council of Trent, Sess. XXI, De ref., c. vii).
These resources failing, the persons who possess the
right of Patronage over the church must intervene,
if they wish to preserve their privileges (Canones et
decreta cone. Trid. ed. Schulte and Richter, Leipzig,
1853, 121, no. 4). This obligation rests also on all
persons who enjoy part of the revenues of the church
the tithe-owners, whether laymen or ecclesiastics,
seculars or regulars, the parish priest, and all those
who enjoy a benefice from the church. The parishioners themselves are bound to provide for the maintenance of the church, each according to his means.
In practice collections should be made for this obThese same principles apply to cathedral
ject.
churches; in case the revenues of the church are insufficient, the bishop, the chapter, the clergy of the
cathedral, and the inhabitants of the diocese ought
to contribute for its support, (Sagmiiller, Lehrhuch
des kathol. Kirchenrechts, Freiburg, 1900-04, 798,
For the support of his cathedral, as for its
799).
erection, the bishop can ask from his clergy a special
aid or subsidium charitativum. Wherever these rules
have been abrogated by other customs, the latter
should be followed. In case of fire, the insurance
might cover the damage. Hence special laws may
make obligatory the insurance of churches (Acta et
Decreta Concilii Baltimorensis III, no. 283). Chapels
or churches belonging to congregations of regulars
or to particular establishments, ought to be mainIt
tained at the expense of these establishments.

sometimes happens that the civil power contributes
to the support of churches, as well as to their conIn reality such co-operation is often only
struction.
a restitution of ecclesiastical property or revenues
misappropriated by the civil government.
Churches and
V. Consecration and Blessing.
oratories cannot be used for liturgical functions,
without having first been consecrated or at least
blessed. Cathedral and parish churches ought to be
consecrated. However, in case of necessity they may
be provisionally blessed (Kit. Rom., tit. viii, c. xxviii.
Public oratories and other churches mav be conseThey ought,
crated, though this is not necessary.
Private
however, to receive a solemn benediction.
oratories, on the other hand, cannot receive such

—

benediction; it is fitting, however, that the benedictio
be given to them (op. cit. c. vi.) Some hold
that semi-public oratories which in exterior appearance resemble churches or chapels, and which arc
Divine worship, may be
for
definitely destined
solemnly consecrated (C. S. Et., 7 August, 1875; 5
June. 1899; Decreta. nos. 3364, W25).
The custom of dedicating churches to the worship
loci
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yen,- ancient.
In
God by a solemn ceremony
his Ecclesiastical History (X, iii. iv) Eusebius describes the dedication, in 314, of the church erected
by Constantino at Tyre, at which time, however, there
was no special rite for thai purpose. At Rome in
the sixth century, the dedication consisted in the
public celebration of a solemn Mass, ami if it was
a church which was to contain relics, these latter
were brought to the church in solemn procession.
It seems that at the same period, there existed a
In their brief
special rite of consecration in Gaul.
outlines, the present ceremonies are derived from a
used
in
France
and in Home,
of
the
rites
combination

of

a combination which had already been made before
the beginning of the eighth century (Duchesne,

The consecration or dedication
cit., 403^418).
performed according to the rite prescribed in the
"Pontificate Roman um" (De ecclesise dedicatione
seu consecratione) by the bishop, or by a priest delegated for that office by the Holy See. The essential
rite of this dedication consists in the anointing of
the twelve crosses upon the walls with holy chrism,
and the recitation of the words Sanctificetur, etc.
(Wernz, III. 437). It is nut permitted to consecrate
a church without at the same time consecrating the
high altar, or, if this has already been consecrated,
another fixed altar. If all the altars have been consecrated, it will be necessary toask the authorization
of the Holy See. Without the consecration, however,
of an altar, the consecration of the church will not
be invalid (C. S. R., 12 August. 1854; 3 March,
1866; 19 May. 1896: Decreta, nos. 3025, 3142. 3907).
When the public authorities forbid the performance
of the prescribed ceremonies outside the church, a
pontifical indult must be obtained, except in case of
necessity; such ceremonies must then be performed
In- sacristy or some other dependency of the
in
church (('. S.'K.. 22 February, 1888; Decreta, no.
3687). A church built of wood cannot be consecrated
(C. S. R.. 11 April. 1902; "Canonist* contemporain",
1902. XXV, 495).
The vigil of the day of consecration is a fast-day
of obligation for the bishop and for those who have
asked for the consecration of the church (C. S. Et.,
29 July, 1780; 12 September, 1840; Decreta, nos. 2519,
2821; Reply of the Holy Office. 14 December, 1898;
"Acta Sanctse Sedis", 1898-99, XXXI, 533). The
feast of the dedication must be celebrated every year
on the anniversary day of the consecration, the
Bishop may, if he chooses, fix another day; but this
he should do on the very day on which he consecrates
the church (C. S. R. 19 September, 1665, 23 May,
While this feast
1834; Decreta, nos. 1321. 2719).
should be celebrated by all the clergy connected with
the consecrated church, the anniversary of the dedication of the cathedral ought to be celebrated by all the
secular clergy of the diocese, and by all the regulars
ot the episcopal city (C. S. R.. 12 September, 1884,
9 July. 1895; Decreta. nos. 3(122, 3863).
If the exact
date of the anniversary is unknown, the most probable date should be chosen until such time as the date
in be determined with certainty (C. S. R„ 14 June,
1608, 13 March, 1649; Decreta, nos. 261, 920). The
bishop may fix a day if the right one be completely
unknown <('. S. R., 18 August, L629; :: March. 1674;
27 November. 1706; 12 March. 1735; Decreta. nos.
511.
198, 2171. 2313).
The Holy See sometimes
permits the celebration of the anniversary of the
dedication of the cathedral church and of all the
churches of the diocese on the same day. All the
clergy of the diocese are then bound to celebrate
this festival (C. S. R., 29 November, 1878; Decreta,
no. 3409).
The solemn benediction is a rite inferior to consecration.
It is performed by a priest delegated by
the bishop for that purpose (Kit. Rom. tit. viii,
It consists in the sprinkling of the upper
c. xxvii).
op.
is

i

i
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is

and

lower parts of the walls of the church with holy

water, and in the prayers which accompany this
A new consecration or
action (Wernz, III, 437).
benediction of a church or oratory ought to be made
in the case of execration or desecration, that is to
say. when the building has lost its consecration or
This is the case when ecclesiastical
benediction.
buildings have been definitely put to profane uses
(Council of Trent, Sess. XXI, De ref. e. vii.); similarly,
in accordance with modern discipline, if almost the
entire church or a large portion of the walls have
been destroyed or renewed (C. S. R., 14 September,
Successive alterations and
1875; Decreta, no. 3372).
repairs, however, even though considerable, as also
the renewal of the roof, are not to be regarded as
execration (C. S. R., 31 August, 1872; Decreta. no.
3269). The consecration affects the entire building,
but especially the walls; the removal, therefore, of
the anointed crosses or even of the interior plastering
(Monaco) of the walls, does not necessitate a new
consecration (C. S. R., 13 July, 1883; 19 May, 1896;
Decreta. nos. 35S4. 3907). The same principles are
applicable to churches that have been solemnly
blessed; this benediction affects the walls rather
than the pavement of the church. If, however,
the belief was that the benediction attached itself
to the pavement, the mere destruction of the walls
would not have the effect of producing the execration
of the church (Wernz, III, 441. 442).
Widely different from desecration is the pollutio
This is a defilement of the church,
of a church.
which prevents the celebration of the Divine offices,
until the church has been reconciled or purified.
The priest is bound to interrupt the celebration of
Mass, if the church in which he is celebrating is
polluted before he has commenced the Canon (Missale
Romanum, De defectibus in celebratione missarum occurrentibus, X).
A church is polluted by every kind
of homicide, even by a case of capital punishment, or
by voluntary suicide committed in the church, but
the wound must have been inflicted within the church
and. according to some authors, death must have
taken place there. A church is likewise polluted when
a considerable quantity of blood has been wilfully
and culpably spilled within it, or when the effusio
seminis humani has taken place, wilfully and in a
seriously culpable manner (c. iv, x. De consecratione
In
ecclesise. X. III. xl; Friedberg. II, 034, 635).
is
polluted by the
like manner also a church
burial within it of an infidel, or of a person who
has been excommunicated (excommunicatus vitandus)
(c. vii. loc. cit.; Bargilliat, II, 343-344), not. however, by the burial of catechumens, and perhaps
not by that of unbaptized infants born of baptized
parents (C. S. R.. 23 April. 1875; Decreta. no. 3344).
It
is important to remark that the reconciliation
must be performed only when the pollution has been
A church that has been solemnly blessed
public.
can be reconciled by a priest, according to the ceremonies prescribed in the "Rituale Romanum"
Many authors, however, affirm
(tit. viii, c. xxviii).
that the priest should be delegated by the bishop,
and the Congregation of Rites has given a dei
to the same effect (8 July, 1904; Canoniste ConA church that has
temporain. 19114. XXIV, 683).
been consecrated can be reconciled only by the
bishop, or by a priest delegated by the Holy See,
and with water blessed by the bishop. This privilege
has been granted to exempt religious (Hull of l.eo
"Religionis".
February, 1514). The Propaganda
grants to bishops in missionary countries the power to
delegate to priests the right to reconcile a consecrated church, but the water employed must be
blessed by the bishop or. in case of necessity, by a
priest (Bargilliat, II. 345; Putzer-Konings, "Commentarium in facultates apostolicas", New York,
Sometimes the reconciliation is
1898, 215-217).
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property. The State may
not burden them with taxes (Council of Trent,
Sess. XXV, De ref. c. xx; Syllabus nos. 30, 32).
In many States the laws recognize this privilege for
Such immunity
parish and cathedral churches.
is very ancient, and dates from the Christian emperors of the fourth century (O. Grashof, in Archiv
f.
kath. Kirchenrecht
(1876), XXXVI, 3 sqq.,
193 sqq.
On the other hand, every irreverence
within a church or public oratory is a sacrilege,
such as the theft of an article even though it does
not belong to the church; a fortiori, if it is the
property of the church or an article that has been
consecrated (Decretum Gratiani, P. II, c. xvii, q. 4,
Such also are the sins
c. xxi; Friedberg, I, 820).
committed in a church, and especially external sins
of the flesh (Lehmkuhl, Theologia moralis, Freiburg,
1898, I, 238. 239). The reverence due to the holy
place forbids all profane actions.
Therefore, the
following actions are forbidden in a church: trials
not falling within ecclesiastical jurisdiction, trading,
games, plays and secular songs, banquets, the making
of a dwelling either above or below the church, etc.
In this category may be included the introduction
of draperies and banners which have not been blessed
by the Church (Wernz, III, 446). It belongs to the
office of the bishop to specify what actions are forbidden in the churches, and to settle the controduties as

all ecclesiastical

which may arise. The bishop is also empowered to provide for the maintenance of order
and may also commit this care to a delegate, for
instance, to the parish priest.
In connexion with
this see Right of Asylum.
VII. The Church Fabric. By the term Fabrica
ecclesise are to be understood not only the goods belonging to the Church but also the administrators
Ever since the thirteenth century
of these goods.
the laity have been allowed to participate in this
administration, and the Council of Trent did not
versies

—

their intervention (Sess. XXII, De ref.
The civil power also intervenes in order to
regulate the administration of the property of
The following are
cathedral and parish churches.
examples of how the fabrics are organized in cerIn France Napoleon recognized the
tain countries.
fabrics of the churches, and entrusted the administration of the property of parish churches to five or
nine elected members, to the parish priest, and the
mayor. These formed the conseil de jabrique. The
elective members holding office for six years and
eligible for re-election, were chosen by the council
itself.
These vestrymen had in hand the administration of the temporal property of the church and
elected from amongst their number a bureau des
Marguilliers composed of three members and the
parish priest, charged with the ordinary adminisml inn and execution of the decisions of the council.
The bishop had the right of control over the manageHis approbation as well
ment oi the vestrymen.
as thai of the State was required for their most important undertakings.
The communal authority could
Control the budgets and the accounts when the
fabric asked the former for the necessary funds to
defray the expenses of Divine worship, and for the
maintenance of ecclesiastical buildings.
The French Municipal Law of 5 May, 1884, ordered that the budgets and accounts should always
be submitted to the communal council, and freed
the commune from the obligation of making up a
deficit
in the resources of the fabric for the ordi-

reprove
eh. ix).
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performed ad cautelam as for instance when a church
has been occupied by soldiers for two days (C. S. R.,
27 February, 1847; Decreta, no. 2938). This legislation does not refer to oratories which have received only the benedictio loci.
VI. Immunity.
Churches enjoy by ecclesiastical
law the same immunity from secular burdens and

nary expenses of divine worship. The bishop had
the power to organize the fabric of the cathedral
church himself, but the administration of its goods
was still under the control of the Government
(De Champeaux. "Reeueil general de droit civii
ecclesiastique francais", Paris, I860; Bargilliat, II,
110-159).
This organization, modified, however,
by the Constitution of 1831 and by the law of 4 March,
1874, still continues in
force
in
Belgium (De
Corswarem, Des fabriques deglises, Hasselt, 1904).
The Law of 11 December, 190.5, suppressed the
fabrics in France and replaced them by associations
cidtiie/les which Pius
forbade by his Encyclical,
"Gravissimo officii" (10 August, 1906; Canoniste
contemporain, 1906, XXIX, 572).
This law by
handing over to seven, fifteen, or twenty-five persons
the administration of church property, without
making any mention whatever of ecclesiastical control, increases the State's power of interference in
the administration of these associations and gives
it full
power to suppress them (Jenouvrier, Expose
de la situation legale de PEglise de France, d'apres
la loi du 11 deVembre, 1905, Paris, 1906).
In Prussia the fabrics of the churches were organized by the law of 20 June, 1875, enacted during
the Kulturkampf. In each parish (Kirchengemt indr)
ecclesiastical goods are administered by a body of

X

churchwardens termed Kirchenvorstand under the
control of a parish board or Gemeindevertretung.
This assembly is not however, everywhere obligatory.
,

The members

of these assemblies are elected by all
the male parishioners, who are of age and have resided for at least one year in the parish, pay the

have their own homes,
tax, and
conduct a business concern, or fill a public office.
All electors over thirty years of age are eligible for
office with the exception of ecclesiastics and the
No man can
servants or employees of the church.
hold office in both these assemblies. The Kirchenr
vorstand is composed of members varying in number
from four to ten, according to the total number of
Since the law of 21 May, 1886,
the population.
the parish priest (Pjarrcr) is the president ex officio
of this assembly, except in those places in which,
before the law of 1875, the presidency was given to
a layman. This assembly administers the temporal
The Gemeindevertretung
concerns of the church.
includes three times as many members as the Kirchenvorstand. It is necessary that they should give
their consent to the most important acts of the adecclesiastical

ministration of the Kirchenvorstand: the alienations,
the acquisitions, the loans, the most important
works, taxes (Rirchensteuer), etc., and approve the
budgets and accounts. The president of the Kirchenrorstand. or his delegate, assists as a consultor
All mandates remain in force
at their meetings.
The State and the ecclesiastical aufor six years.
thority exercise supreme control over the most
important actions of these fabrics (Archiv ftir
XXXIV, 167,
1875,
katholisches Kirchenrecht,
1876, XXXV, 161, 1886, LVI, 196, 1887, LVII,
153).

In the French-speaking portion of the
of

Canada (Province

of

Dominion

Quebec) fabrics also

exist.

corresponds, in its main
Their organization
outlines, to the ancient organization of the parishes
the
before
of 1789, as deFrance
Revolution
in
scribed by Jousse in his "Traite du gouvernement
(Paris, 1769).
des
paroisses"
temporel
spirituel et
There is. first of all, the Parochial Assembly (Vestn
comprising all the Francs-tenanciers of the parish;
no alienation, no loan, can be concluded without their
In ease a subscription is necessary
intervention.
The churchwardens
they raise it by assessment.
actually in office, called marguilliers du Banc, and
the former churchwardens, must pay the ordinary
expenses. This is the bureau ordinaire of the ancient
still
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juris canonici ail usuni cleri Canadensis,"
Quebec, 1901; Migneault, " Droit paroissial", Montreal (1891).

For other countries, see Sagmuller, "Lehrbuch
In
des katholischen Kirchenrechts" (782, 795).
English speaking countries fabrics properly so called
In England ecclesiastical property
do not exist.
The bishops themis given in trust to reliable men.
selves regulate the administration of these goods.
In Ireland the trustees are the bishop, the vicargeneral, the parish priest and sometimes other reliable persons (First and Second Synod of Westminster, XIV, 4, and VIII, 1-21; Provincial Synod
of Maynooth, is;."., tit. xxix, nos. 270-277; Collectio
In the United Stairs
Lacensis, III, 926, 980).
property is often given in trust to the bishop, and
in cases where the parishes are civilly incorporated,
sometimes the bishop forms the corporation sole;
sometimes the administration of the property belongs to a board of trustees composed of the bishop,
his vicar-general, the pastor of the church, and two
lay trustees (Taunton, The Law of the Church,
London, 1900, 310-317). In accordance with the
Third Council of Baltimore (nos. 284-287) the bishop
of each diocese judges whether or not it is wise to
establish councilmen or a board of trustees; he
fixes their number and the mode of their election.
Tiny are subject to the authority of the parish priest
and the bishop. The relations of the State to church
property, especially in English-speaking countries,
will
be treated in the articles Property, Ecclesiastical: Incorporation; Trustee System.
Van de Bergt, De ecclesns Utrecht. 1874); Van Gameren,
De oratoriia domeaticia I.ouvain, 1861); Many, Parlectwnee
de loci* sacris (Paris. 1904
GalaNTE, La condizione giuridica
delle cose nacre (Koine, 1903); Imb.de la Tour, De ecclesiis rusi
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Thomas,^

droit
ticemis atate Carolingiea (Bordeaux, 1890);
de propriiU dea laiquea aur lea igliaea (Pans, 1906^; Kcnsti.e,
Die deutsche Pfnrrei und ihr Ri CM zu A uaaang den M. A (StuttThomassims.
Yd.
el
nor.
erct.
discip.
190.11;
(Paris,
1691),
fart,
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paroie.se et les fabriques du commencement, du A*///''
Melanges d'orch. el d'hist. de VEcole jrnncaise de Rome (1895),
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XVI, 387-418; Von Scherer, Handbuch des Kirchenrechles
(Graz, 1898), II, 624-648 (bibliography); Lksetre, La paroisse
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(Paris. 19011
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A. Van Hove.
Bukarest (Bucarestiensis; Rumanian, Bucaresci
"City of Enjoyment"), Archdiocese of, comprises
the Kingdom of Rumania, of which Bukarest is the
capital, excluding Moldavia, and contains, according
to the archdiocesan year-book for 1907, about 50,000
Catholics of the Latin Rite, 4,000 to 5,000 Uniat
Rumanians, chiefly immigrants from Transylvania,
Banat, and Bukowina, and a few hundred I'niat Armenians. In the citv of Bukarest which in 1905 had
285,445 inhabitants there are about 202,000 Orthodox
Greeks and 13,000 Jews. The city is situated in a
swampy plain on both sides of the Dimbobitza which
is here crossed by about a dozen bridges.
It is noted
for many stately edifices, and the semi-Oriental appearance of its older quarters is heightened by the
numerous gardens and the bright domes of its Greek
churches. The Catholic cathedral chapter consists at
honorary canon, and 4 honorary
present of 1 canons,
canons outside the diocese. There are in the archdiocese 40 priests (in addition to the archbishop), includ1
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Finally, ordinary matters of administration are attended to by a commission composed
of three members, chosen for three years by the old
and the newly elected churchwardens. Each one
of the three churchwardens is in charge for a year,
i. c., he performs the functions of treasurer and must
render an account to the assembly. The parish priest
is president of the fabric and represents the bishop.
All the important accounts must lie approved of by
the latter (Beaudry, "Code des cures, marguilliers,
et paroissiens", Montreal, 1S70; Gignac, "Compen-

French law.

ing 2 Passionists,

1

Benedictine, and

1

Dominican;

24 parishes, one of the Greek-Rumanian Rite; 45
churches including 23 parish churches. The training
of the clergy is provided for in the archiepiscopal seminary at Bukarest, which has four professors and nineteen seminarists; six seminarists are being trained
outside the diocese. The opposition of the Rumanian
Government has hitherto rendered the establishment
Catholic primary
of a Catholic college impossible.
schools exist in all parishes. In the city of Bukarest
are twenty-six Brothers of the Christian Schools who
conduct three schools, with an attendance of 1,028.
The English Ladies, numbering about 252, have two
houses in Bukarest, one each in Braila, Craiova, and
Turnu Severin, and conduct five boarding schools with
705 pupils, eight primary schools for girls with an
attendance of 1,493, and one orphanage with 20 children. The Dames de Sion have one foundation in
Bukarest, with thirty-seven sisters and conduct a
boarding school with an attendance of 133; the
Sisters of Mercy one foundation with four sisters.
The Hungarians have established nine Catholic
schools (two in Bukarest), attended by about 945
children. In addition to the above-mentioned orders,
the Passionists have one house with four members.
The most important churches are: the cathedral,
dedicated to St. Joseph, a three-naved Gothic edifice,
the largest Catholic church in the country, which was
completed in 18S4; and the Baratsia, an early church
of the Franciscans, destroyed by fire in 1848 and since
rebuilt.

—

History.
For the history of the Catholic Church in
the territory now comprised within the Archdiocese
of Bukarest see Rumania. The present archdiocese
was erected by Pope Leo XIII, 27 April, 1883.

Bukarest, however, had previously been the residence
of Catholic bishops, viz., the Bishops of Nicopolis,
Bulgaria, who were also Administrators Apostolic of
Waliachia, and had resided at Rustchuk.
Bishop
Paulus Davanlia (1777-1804) left Rustchuk and lived
at the Franciscan monastery at Bukarest (1792-93),
where he also died. His successor, Franciscus Ferreri
transferred his residence to Cioplea, a village near
Bukarest founded in 1812 by Bulgarian refugees,

but he was prevented from entering Bukarest by the
opposition of the Greek orthodox bishop. Only in
1847 was Bishop Josephus Molajoni able to establish
His successor, Angelus
his residence in Bukarest.
Parsi, restored the episcopal palace, which had been
destroyed by fire in 1847, and in 18.52 brought to Bukarest the English Ladies, and in 1861 the Brothers
of the Christian Schools. In 1863 Bishop Parsi was
succeeded by Josephus Pluym, since 1869 Patriarchal
Vicar of Constantinople, who in turn was followed
by Ignatius Paoli. After the establishment of Rumania as a kingdom, a movement was set on foot by
the Government to release the Catholic subjects from
dependence on a foreign bishop, and negotiations were
begun with Rome. In 1883 Pope Leo XIII erected
two dioceses in Rumania immediately subject to the
Holy See, the Archdiocese of Bukarest and the
Diocese of Jassy. The first archbishop was Ignatius
Paoli, succeeded in turn by Paulus Josephus Palma
(1885-92); Otto Zardetti "(1894-95), who was the
second Bishop of St. Cloud, Minnesota, U. S. A.
(1889-94), when he was transferred to Bukarest. He
resigned this last office in 1895 and died in Rome, on
9 May, 1902; Xaverius Hornstcin (1896-1905), who
built a new episcopal residence and for the second
time called the Brothers of the Christian Schools to
Bukarest; Raymundus Netzhammer, O. S. B., born
at Erzingen, Baden, 19 January, 1862, professed in the
Benedictine monastery at Einsiedeln, ISM, and consecrated Archbishop of Bukarest 16 September, 1905.
Schematismus Arehidieecesi*

Latin,!

Bueareatienaia (Bucha-

1907 ); it contains also a history of the archdiocese with a
bibliography and other items of interest.
Joseph LlNS.
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Bulgari. See Cathari.
Bulgaria, a European kingdom in the northeastern part of the Balkan Peninsula, bounded by
the Black Sea, the Khodope Mountains, Servia,
and the Danube; it embraces an area of 37,200 sq. m.
The population according to the census of 1900 numbers 3,744,283, divided according to religion into
3,019,296 Greek Orthodox, 28,579 Catholics of the
Latin Rite and Uniat Greeks, 4524 Protestants,
13,809 Gregorian Armenians, 33,663 Jews, 643,300
Mohammedans, and 1112 of other creeds; according
to nationality into 2,887,860 Bulgarians, 539,656
Turks, 89,549 Gypsies, 75,235 Rumanians, 70,887
Greeks, 32,753 Jews, 18,856 Tatars, 13,926 Armenians,
and 15,741 of other nationalities. The number of
inhabitants in 1905 was 4,028,239.
History. At the beginning of the Christian Era,
what is now Bulgaria constituted the Roman provinces of Moesia and Thrace, a territory in which
Christianity was preached at a very early period,
During
as proved by the Council of Sardica in 343.
the migratory period Slavic races pushed forward
Some time after the middle of the
into this region.
seventh century, the Bulgars, a people of Hunnic
and Finnic stock, who had been driven from their
habitations on the Volga as far as the Lower Danube,
began to make incursions into Moesia and Thrace.
Completing their conquest of the country in a war
with the Byzantine Empire, they founded an independent kingdom about 680. The Bulgars gradually
became amalgamated with the former inhabitants,
adopting the nationality and language of the latter,
but giving their own name to the ethnographic mixture.
The new State often came into conflict with
the neighbouring Byzantine Empire, to which, however, in 718, it lent its support against the Arabs.
Prince Boris, or Bogoris (844-845 or 852-8S8, d. 907),
accepted Christianity for political reasons and was
baptized in 864 or the beginning of 865; he first negotiated with Pope Nicholas I for the creation of a
Bulgarian hierarchy, but in the end joined the
Byzantine Church. During the reign of his younger
son Symeon (S93-927) the ancient Bulgarian State
reached the zenith of its prosperity; its territories
extended from the Danube to the Rhodope Mountains,
and from the Black Sea to the Ionian Sea. In 917
Symeon assumed the title of Tsar, and in 924 compelled Byzantium to recognize the Bulgarian Church
as an autocephalous patriarchate, with its seat at
Ochrida or Achrida.
Under his son Peter (927969) the kingdom began to decline; during the reign
of Shishman I the western part proclaimed its independence; two years after Peter's deatli the eastern
section was pledged to the Eastern Empire.
The
western part, not able to preserve its autonomy,
went to pieces in 1018 under the repeated attacks
of the Emperor Basil II, surnamed Bulgaroktonos
Though Basil left the
(the slayer of Bulgarians).
Bulgarian Church its autonomy, the Metropolitans
Achrida
were
no
longer
styled
Patriarchs, but
of
Archbishops, and after 1025 were chosen from the
Greek clergy, instead of the Bulgarian.
After several futile uprisings against the oppressive
Byzantine rule, a fresh Bulgarian insurrection took
Two brothers, Peter and Ivan
place about 1185.
Asen, assumed the leadership, threw off the Byzantine yoke and re-established Symeon's empire.
On their death (1 197) their youngest brother Kaloyan,
or Ivanitza, ruled alone until 1207; he entered into
negotiations with the Holy See, promised to recognize the spiritual supremacy of the pope, and in
November, 1201, was crowned with the royal diadem
by Cardinal Leo, legate of Pope Innocent III. At
the same time Archbishop Basil of Tirnovo was
consecrated Primate of Bulgaria.
This new Bulgarian Church embraced eight dioceses, Tirnovo
being the primatial see, but the union with Rome

—
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was not of long duration. The new empire soon
came into conflict with the recently founded Latin
Empire (1204) of Constantinople; the Greeks fanned
the dissensions in order to gain the Bulgarians over
to their side.
King Ivan Asen II (1218-41) formed
an alliance with Emperor Vatatzes against the Latin
Empire (1234), and again joined the Greek Church,
which thereupon solemnly recognized the autonomy
of the Church of Tirnovo (1235).
Since that time,

with the exception of brief intervals, the Bulgarian

Church has persisted in schism.
In 1236 Pope
Gregory IX pronounced sentence of excommunication on Asen II, and in 123S had a Crusade preached
against Bulgaria.
The history of the following
period shows a succession of struggles with the
Greeks, the Servians, and the Hungarians, of internal wars for the possession of the throne, and of
religious disturbances, as, for instance, those consequent on the spread of the Bogomili and the Hesychasts, all of which weakened the State.
During the fourteenth century, the Turks, flushed
with victory, invaded the Balkan Peninsula, and
under Amurath I overthrew the Servian kingdom in
the battle of Kossovo (Field of the Blackbirds, 1389),
captured Tirnovo, and imprisoned Ivan III Shishman,
the last Bulgarian Tsar, thus destroying the BulThe Church shared the fate of
garian hegemony.
the State, and the last Bulgarian patriarch, Euthymius (1375-93), was driven into exile. Only the
Patriarchate of Achrida continued as a GraeoBulgarian metropolitan see, with Greek or hellenized
occupants, until it was suppressed by the Porte in
1767 in consequence of the intrigues of the oecumenical patriarchs. The Greek language prevailed everywhere in schools and churches, and the remains of
ancient Bulgarian literature were destroyed to a
large extent by the Greeks. For almost five centuries
the Bulgarian people groaned under the political
yoke of the Turks and the ecclesiastical domination
of the Greeks, yet continuous persecution did not
avail to obliterate the memory of the nation's former
greatness.
The nineteenth century was destined
to bring liberty to the Bulgarians, as well as to other
Christian peoples of the Balkan Peninsula.
The
wealthy Bulgarians
self-sacrificing generosity
of
made it possible to establish Bulgarian schools (the
first at Gabrovo, 1835) and printing presses
(at
Saloniki, 1839, Smyrna, 1840, Constantinople, 1843),
by which the national culture and patriotic sentiment
The reawakened national feeling
were elevated.
first manifested itself in the ecclesiastical order.
representative
body of the Bulgarian
In 1860 a
nation requested the Greek patriarch at Constantheir
national
church, to accord
recognize
tinople to
them freedom in the selection of their bishops, and
rather
than
Bulgarian,
Greek prelates
appoint
to
to Bulgarian sees. The Patriarch of Constantinople
This act inflamed the narefused these concessions.
tional feeling and was followed by the expulsion of the
Greek bishops and finally insurrections against TurkTo ensure its supremacy, the Porte
ish authority.
sought to mediate between the parties, but fresh
negotiations were productive of no further result,
ana the Sultan by a firman of 11 March, 1870. granted
the Bulgarians an exarchate of their own, independent of the Greek patriarchate. In 1S72 the first
Bulgarian exarch was chosen by an assembly of
Bulgarian bishops and laymen. In a council at which
only twenty-nine orthodox bishops assisted the
oecumenical patriarch solemnly excommunicated the
Bulgarian Church, and declared it schismatics!.
National autonomy followed close upon ecclesiastical independence.
In May. 1*70, the Turkish
Government perpetrated unspeakable atrocities in
the suppression of a Bulgarian insurrection. These
horrors might never have touched the conscience of
the civilized world had it not been for the courage
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and enterprise of Januarius Aloysiua MacGahan, an
American Catholic (b. in Peny County, Ohio, 12 June,
1844; d. at Constantinople, 9 June, 1878). As correspondent of the London "Daily News", and accompanied by Eugene Schuyler, Commissioner of the
United States Government, MacGahan was the only
journalist to visit the devastated districts; he obtained the evidence of eyewitnesses and, supplementing this with his own observation, published a
mass of facts which enabled Mr. Gladstone to arouse
among the English-speaking peoples a lively, sympathy for the Bulgarian Christians. A conference of
the European powers demanded of Turkey the erection of an autonomous Bulgarian province.
The
Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78, however, and the
Peace of San Stefano created an autonomous Bulgarian principality, tributary to the Porte.
The
Berlin Congress of 1878 abrogated some of the provisions of the Peace of San Stefano and divided
Greater Bulgaria into an autonomous Bulgarian
principality and a province of Eastern Rumelia
under a Christian governor-general, to be appointed
by the Porte every five years, but subject to the
approval of the Powers.
On 22 February, 1879,
the first Bulgarian assembly of notables convened
in the principality; on 28 April the new constitution
was signed; and on 29 April Prince Alexander of
Battenberg was chosen as sovereign by the first
national assembly.
In Eastern Rumelia, from the
very first the trend of events pointed to union with
the Bulgarian principality.
In September, 1885,
an insurrection broke out. and a provisional regency
proclaimed the union with Bulgaria. In September,
Alexander announced from Philippopolis the union
of the two countries and, after repelling a Servian
invasion, received recognition as Governor-General
of Eastern Rumelia (5 April, 1S86). The unexpected
independence which Alexander had shown in the
face of Russia, brought him into disfavour with that
Cower, and a military conspiracy, .secretly supported
y Russia, was successful in having him transported
across the frontier (20 August, 1886).
He was recalled, it is true, by the popular voice, after ten days,
but, not wishing to rule without Russia's favour,
which Bulgaria found indispensable, and yet not
being able to gain the Tsar's friendship, he abdicated,
7 September, 1S86.
A regency, under Stambuloff,
administered the national affairs until a new sovereign
was elected by tin' National Assembly. The choice
on the Catholic prince, Ferdinand of Saxefell
Coburg-Kohary, 7 July. 1SS7. As Ferdinand at first
left the national policy in the hands of Russia's
enemy, Stambuloff, Russia, as well as the Porte,
refused to recognize the new king.
Only after the
assassination of Stambuloff (189.5) was a reconciliation with Russia effected.
The Sultan then recognized Ferdinaml as prince ami governor-general,
in view of the fact that Ferdinand had his son Boris,
heir to the throne, baptized in the Greek orthofaith (1896).
The economic and intellectual
progress of the country is retarded by financial complications, by partisanship in politics, and by the
unrot incident to the so-called Macedonian ques-

dox
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Statistics.
(a) Catholics, Lntin Rite.
The Cathoof Bulgaria are for the most part descendants of the Bogomili or Paulicians converted by
the Franciscans during the sixteenth century, and
are directly subject to the I lioeese of NicopollS with
it- seal
at Rustchuk. and the Vicariate Apostolic
of Sofia and Philippopolis, with the seat at PhilipThe Diocese ol Nicopolia (Dicecesis Si<-<>popolis.
a contains, according to the Misaiones Cattoliabout 13.000 Latin Catholics,
C33 (Rome, 1907
1
parishes, 3 station-.
18 regular priests,
a great seminary in Rustchuk, 3 parish schools for
boys and 3 for girls, 3 houses of male religious orders
lics

•

1

.

I

(Passionists, Marists, and Assumptionists); there
are also houses of the Sisters of the Assumption, with
a boarding school at Varna; Dames de Sion, with a
day school at Rustchuk, and Dominican Sisters from
Cette, France. The Vicariate Apostolic of Sofia and
Philippopolis (Sofia; et Philippolis), established in
1759, contains 14,S80 Latin Catholics, 1000 Greek
Catholics, 13 parishes, 23 secular and 27 regular priests,
31 Capuchin Fathers, almost all engaged in parochial
work; 20 Assumptionists, Fathers and lay brothers,
with 4 foundations, one a college at Philippopolis,
the only Catholic college in Bulgaria; 2 Resurrectionists, 10 Brothers of the Christian Schools, with
a boarding and a day school at Sofia; 40 French Sisters of St. Joseph de TApparition, with 6 houses, a
boarding school, orphan asylum and hospital at
Sofia, a boarding school and day school at Philippopolis, and a boarding school and day school at
Burgas; 13 Austrian Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul,
with a hospital at Philippopolis; 22 Bulgarian Sisters
of the Third Order of St. Francis; and 7 Sisters of
the Assumption. There are also 2 colleges for boys,
3 for girls, a seminary in Philippopolis, 12 parish
schools for boys and 12 for girls, 2 hospitals, 3 orphanages and 3 asylums for girls.
(b)
Uniat Bulgarians. While the Bulgarians
were contending with the Greek patriarchate for
ecclesiastical autonomy, and the patriarch refused
to make any concession, a movement was set on
foot among the Bulgarians which pointed towards
union with Rome.
On 30 December, 1860, 120
deputies of the people petitioned the Apostolic Delegate to receive them into the Roman Church on condition of the recognition of their language and liturgy, and the appointment of a bishop of their own
nationality; almost 60,000 of their fellow-countrymen
joined in the request. Pius IX himself, 21 January,
1861, consecrated a priest named Sokolski as first
Vicar Apostolic of Uniat Bulgaria.
This movement, however, did not win the support of Catholic
Europe, while the greatest obstacles were placed in
its way by Russia and the patriarchate of Constantinople.
Sokolski lapsed back into schism in June,
1861, and embarked for Odessa on a Russian vessel;
the majority of the Bulgarian priests and laymen
attached themselves to the recently founded national exarchate.
Only about 13,000 Bulgarians remained true to the Roman Church, and they live
for the most part outside of Bulgaria in the Turkish
provinces of Macedonia and Thrace.
For these two
Vicariates Apostolic have been erected.
The Vicariate Apostolic of Thrace, with seat at Adrianople,
contains 3,000 Catholics, 14 parishes and stations,
20 churches and chapels, 16 native secular priests,
25 Resurrectionists in 3 houses and 10 Assumptionists
in 3 houses. 36 Sisters of the Assumption, with a
boarding school, 3 Sisters of the Resurrection, 2

—

one in Kara-Agasch near Adrianopolis under
the Assumptionists and the other at Adrianople under
the Resurrectionists.
The Vicariate Apostolic of
Macedonia, with its see at Saloniki, contains 5,950
Grseco-Bulgarian Catholics. 21 churches, 33 Bulgarian priests of the Slavonic Rite, a seminary it
Zeitenlink near Saloniki. 17 schools for boys and 10
for girls, 4 houses of the Congregation of the Mission,
with 15 priests, 6 houses of the Sisters of Mercy, 4 of
the Eucharistines, 3 orphan asvlums.
(c)
Oriental
Churches. The
Greek Orthodox
church of Bulgaria is divided into 5 eparchies or
Tin- Bulgarians under tl
provinces.
xarcb (or
supreme head of the Bulgarian National Church)
are divided into n eparchies, :: in Eastern Rumelia,
with 2123 pan-he-, ,s monasteries for men,
women, lsnii churches an. 1906 clergy.
Vaii.hk. in Diet. d> iMol. calk., II, 1174-1286, containing an
colleges,

—

I
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extensive
bibliography;
Miklosich,
Monumenta .svr&ica
(Vienna. 1858); Hilfkrdino, OetchichU ,lrr Srrhm und Hultr. from Ru.-sian .' pans. Bautzen. 1S5G, 1864); d'Avril,

garen,

|
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La Bulgarie ehretienne

(Paris, 1861); L.

Duchesne, Les

eglises

Pans, 1896); Dumont, Les Bulgares (2nd ed., Paris,
1872); Jirecek, Geschickte der Bulgaren (Germ. tr.. Prague,
1876); Kamiz, Donau-Bulgarien und der Balkan (2nd ed., 3
vols., Leipzig, 1882); Balan, Delle relazioni fra la chiesa Cattalica e gli Slavi (Home, 1880); Fermenozin, Acta Bulgaria
ecetrsiastlea ab U7i.no 1565 usque ad annum 1799 (Agram, 1887);
Jireczek in Kirchenleiikon, II, 14.59-67; Samcelson, Bulgaria, Past and Present (London, 1888); Dicey. The Peasant
.Stale: an account of Bulgaria in 1894 (London, 1894); Jirecek,
Das Furstentum Bulaarkn (Prague, 1S91); Lamouche, La
Bulgarie dans le passe et le present (Paris, 1S92), with bibliography; Rattinger, Die Bulgaren und die gruch. schismut
Kireheii, in Slimmen aus Maria Laach (1873), IV, 45-57,
252-655; Drandar, Les rrinements pohliques en Bulgarie
depuis 1878 jusqu'a nos jours (Paris, 1S96); Markovich, Gli
Slavi ed i papi (Agram, 1897); Strauss, Die Bulgaren (Leipzig, 1898); Durastel, Annuairc international de la Bulgarie
sti>arees

l

);
(Sofia, 1898
heit und Gegcnwart

Falkenegg, Aus Bulgariens Vergangen-

(Berlin, 1900); Gelzer, Der Patriarchal
ion Achrida Leipzig. 1902); BoJAN, Les Bulgares el le patriarehe mcumenique (Paris, 1905); von Mach, Der Machtbereich
des halgarischen Eiarchats in der Tiirkei (Leipzig and Neu). I-X, passim;
chatel, 1906); Echos d'Orient (Pans, 1S9S
Herbert, Bq-Paths in the Balkans (London, 1906); MacGahan,
Turkish Atrocities in Bulgaria (London, 1876).
'

Joseph Lins.
See Versions of the Bible.
Bulla Aurea (Golden Bull), a fundamental
law of the Holy Roman Empire, probably the best
known of all the many ordinances of the imperial
diet. It takes its name from the golden case in which
the seal attached to the document proclaiming the
decree was placed. The law was signed by the EmSeror Charles IV, January, 1356, during the Diet of
and
furemberg,
was revised at the
Diet of Metz in
November of the

Bulgarian Version.

same

year.

to settle disputed details of these rights. Constitutional law in the Holy Roman Empire reached its
full growth between the years 1220 and 1555.
As
to the position of the "Golden Bull" in connexion
with this development, see Germany.
Brvce, The Holy Roman Empire (New York, 1904), 234
and passim; Hahn. Urspruna u. Bedeutung d. Goldenen Bulle
(Breslau. 1903); Mittheil.
(1SS4), V, 96-120.
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untoward hardships, Bullaker,
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then
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nearly twelve

for

years with much
zeal and devotedness among the
poor Catholics of
London.
On the
11th of Septem-

the empire.
It
ordained that each
emperor should be

chosen by election,
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being vested in
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number
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Bulla Sacrae Cruciatae. See Crusade, Bull of
THE.
Bullaker, Thomas (or John Baptist), Venerable, Friar Minor and English martyr, b. at Chichester about the year 1604; d. at Tyburn, 12 OcHe was the only son of a pious and
tober, 1642.
well-to-do physician of Chichester. His parents were
both fervent Catholics, and, following their example,
Bullaker grew up in the ways of innocence and piety.
At an early age he was sent to the English College at
St-Omer, and from there he went to Valladolid in
Spain to complete his studies. Convinced of his vocation to the Franciscan Order, after much anxious
deliberation, he received the habit at Abrojo, and a
few years later, in 1628, was ordained priest. Having
left Spain to labour on the English mission, he landed
at Plymouth, but was immediately seized and cast
Liberated after two weeks from the
into prison.
loathsome dungeon where he had suffered the most

the
contents of
Bulla Aurea were
of

/.

Martin Spahn.

seven.

Golden Bulla

As

electors the edict appointed, on the one side, the
three ecclesiastical princes most closely connected
with the history of the empire, i. e. the Archbishops of Mainz, Trier, and Cologne. On the other
side, the law settled the question, as far as it was
whether the electoral vote
still in dispute, as to
pertained to certain secular principalities or to cerIt ordained that the right betain ruling families.
longed to Bohemia, the Rhenish Palatinate, Saxony
(Sachsen-Wittenberg), and the Mark of Brandenburg;
this made the secular electors the King of Bohemia,
the Count Palatine of the Rhine, the Duke of Saxony,
and the Margrave of Brandenburg. The Bull also

defined the powers given by the imperial constitution
to the electors, taken as a body, and to certain individual electors separately, both during a vacancy
Thus
of the throne and during an imperial reign.
the document granted to the electors in their character as rulers of principalities certain privileges
which had been originally reserved to the German
king and emperor and were the signs (if his sovereignty. The transfer (if these rights to subordinate
rulers would, necessarily, gradually make them independent (.1 tin- head of the empire. The Bull also
provided for the preservation Of peace in the empire
and enacted measures lor holding in check the increasing political importance of the rising free cities.
In the main the law was intended to confirm rights
which had already had a historical development and

ber. 1642, Bullaker was seized
while celebrating
the Holy Sacrifice
Empf.ror Charles IV
in the house of a
pious benefactress. He has left a partial, but touching,
account of his apprehension and trial. He was condemned to be drawn on a hurdle to Tyburn and there
hanged, cut down alive, quartered and beheaded. It
is related that as he was going out of prison he met
Ven. Arthur Bell, a religious of his own order, who
said to him: "Brother, I was professed before you.
Why do you take precedence of me?" Bullaker
answered: "It is the will of God. But you will follow
me". Bell remembered the prophetic words of the
pious Bullaker when his own day of martyrdom was
at hand. The cause of the beatification of Bullaker
was introduced in Rome in 1900.
Thadpeus. The Franciscans in England (London, 1898). in.
62, 63, 67; xv, 205, 206; Stone, Faithful unto Death (London,
1892),

vii,

132-150;

Mason

(Angeh

s

a

Certamen Seraphwum (2d ed., Quaracchi,
Ortolani. De eausi-s bcatorum et sereorum Del

S.

Fris
35-68;
min. (Qua-

1885),
ord.

racchi, 1905), 14.

Stephen M. Donovan.
Bullarium

term commonly applied to a collection of bulls and other analogous papal documents, whether the scope of the collection lie quite
general in character, or whether it he limited to the
bulls connected with any particular order, or institution, or locality.
The name biillariii/n seems to
have been invented by the canonist Laertius Cherubini who in 1586 published under the title " Bullarium.
sive Collectio diversarum Constitutionum multorum
Pontificum" a large folio volume of 1404 pages conis

a
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Coining 922 papa] constitutions from Gregory VII
down to Sixtus V, the pope then reigning. With regard to this anil all subsequent collections, three
First,
things have carefully to be borne in mind.
whatever may have been the intrinsic importance or
binding force of any of the bulls so published, the
selection itself was a matter which depended entirely
upon the arbitrary choice of the various editors. As
a collection the publication had no official character.
The only recognized exception to this assertion is the
his own bulls which
first volume of a collection of
was sent by Pope Benedict XIV in 1746 to the University of Bologna to serve as a jons itirix, or source
Secondly, it was never seriously
of legal principles.
maintained, despite some rather pretentious title
pages, that these collections were in any sense complete or that they even included all the constitutions

substantial value appears to have been a volume
edited by Mazzutellus in 1579 which contained 723
documents. But it. istoLaertius Cherubim that the
credit is usually given of creating the bullarium in
substance as well as in name. In the preface to the
volume of which the title has been already given, the
editor refers to his personal experiences in the eccle"In these courts I have
siastical courts of Rome.
noticed", he says, "that certain advocates and
astray
because they had not
went
completely
judges
at hand the text of those apostolic constitutions a
knowledge of which is most necessary in treating and
pronouncing upon causes, seeing that in such constitutions is embodied the whole of the most recent
pontifical

law".

After this explanation

it

is

not

surprising to find that out of Cherubini's 922 documents more than 800 were of recent date, that is to
say, that they belonged to the hundred years immediately preceding the appearance of the volume.
Of this collection a second edition in three volumes,
was printed at Rome in 1617, and a third edition in
four volumes extending in this cast' from Leo I to
Urban VIII, was prepared by the editor's son,
Angelo Cherubini, in 1638. with 'a supplement added
Other editions followed, always somewhat
in 1659.
enlarged. The fifth in six volumes was brought out
at Rome 1669-72.
The Luxemburg Bullarium. Moreover, a fuller
but not more accurate reprint with supplementary
volumes appeared in the eighteenth century, nominally at Luxemburg, though the actual place of imOf this edipression is said to nave been Geneva.
tion, which is one of the most commonly met with

by two Franciscans

in libraries,

Thirdly, it was the intenof more general interest.
tion of the editors, at least at first, rather to exclude

than to include the papal pronouncements which
had already been incorporated in the text of the
canon law. The avowed object of the early collections was to render assistance to canonists by bringing within their reach papal enactments which cither
had been overlooked by the compilers of the "Corpus" or which had been issued subsequently to the
decrees included in it.
We may disregard in the present, notice various
small collections of relatively recent papal constitutions which were published in the early part of the
sixteenth century. A typical specimen of such DOoksupplied by
rare tittle volume of sixty-two
pages printed at Home per Slephanum Guiliereti in
regione, Parionis 1509, a copy of which is in the
British Museum Library.
A contribution of more
latest

i

III.—

the

first

—

eight volumes

coming down

to

Benedict XIII all bear the date 1727, while a ninth
and tenth volume, supplementing the earlier portion,
appeared in 1730. Other supplements followed tit
Four volumes which were published in
intervals.
1741 covered respectively the periods 1670 89,
In the same series,
1689-1721, 1721-30, 1730-40.
and still later, we have the following volumes: XV
(174S), extending over 1734-40; XVI (1752), 1710
45; XVII (1753), 1746-49; XVIII (1754), 17 Is 52;
XIX (1758>, 1752-57. The last four volumes are
entirely taken up with the Bulls of Benedict XIV.
Although this is not the most important bullarium,
smiled worth while to indicate the arrangement
it
of this Luxemburg edition as it appears to have been
in part the source of the great confusion which is to
be found in many accounts of the subject, notably
Dictionnaire
in the recent article "Bullaire" in the
de thdologie catholique". It is not quite true, as has
that
the"Luxemburg"
supposed,
sometimes been
editors contributed nothing of their own to the colFor example, in Vol. IX (1730) we have two
lection.
Hulls of the English pope, Adrian IV, printed from
at Geneva with engraved facsimiles of
originals
the
tin' rota and leaden bulla, and in fact the whole of
of Vols. IX and X represent a large
contents
the
measure of independent research. The later volumes
of the series, however, have simply been copied from
the Roman edition next to be mentioned.
\1 ainardi's
Roman Bullarium. This Roman
edition of the Bullarium, which still remains the
most accurate and practically useful, bears on the
title pages of its thirty-two volumes the name of

—

publisher, tlirolatno Mainardi, while the dedicato various cardinals prefixed to the different
to 1762 are also
of the volumes,
to indicate these
peculiarities has made the account given of this edition in most bibliographies almost unintelligible.
Mainardi began with the idea of printing a
ment to the latest Roman edition of Cherubini's
tin'

tion^

volumes and extending from 1733
The arrangement
sinned by him.
however, is peculiar, and the neglect

bullarium. As this was in six volumes and stopped
(1670 76j.
short at the pontificate of Clement

X
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published volume

X

and reprinted the Bulls of Clement
ginning of his pontificate to his death.

Tom. VII,

from the beMoreover, an
engraved frontispiece prefixed to this volume, printed
in 1733, bears the words "Bullarium Romanum,
Tom. VII". The book further contains a promise
that the six volumes of Cherubini's bullarium should
in course of time be reprinted in a corrected and enlarged form, with the aid of the documents contained in the secret archives of the Holy See. Seven
other volumes followed in sequence to this first.
They were printed from 1734 to 174-1 and brought
the collection from Clement X in 1670 to the accesMeanwhile the pubsion of Benedict XIV in 1740.
lisher had engaged an able scholar, Charles Coequelines, to re-edit the six volumes of Cherubini's
bullarium from Leo I to Clement X. In his hands an
immense mass of material accumulated. The first
volume was printed in 1739 and it. bore a slightly
different title from that of the instalment which
.Mainardi had already published, beginning at "Tom.
VII". Cocquelines' section was headed "Bullarum,
privilegiarum ac diplomatum Romanorum Pontificum
amplissima collectio" and in comparison with Cherubini's meagre gleanings from antiquity the epithet
amplissima was fully deserved. This series, like all
A tabular argood work, advanced very slowly.
rangement will best show the details. The editor had
to make his numbering correspond with Cherubini's
six volumes and consequently some of the nominal
tomi of the new edition were divided into several parts:

BULLARIUM
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tine Theiner for various countries under the general
heading of "Vetera Monumenta".

to the early centuries, where no originals of official copies exist to which we can make
appeal, the task of distinguishing genuine from

With regard

spurious papal letters becomes exceedingly delicate.

The collection of Dom Coustant, "Epistola; Romanorum Pontificum" (Paris, 1721), is of the highbut the compiler only lived to carry nis
work down to the year 440, and A. Thiele, who conSome
tinued it, brought it no further than 553.
further help has been furnished by Hampe, regarding the papal letters to Charlemagne and Louis the
For
Pious, and by Hirsch-Oerenth for Sergius II.
practical purposes the chief court of appeal for an
opinion on all early papal documents is the "Regesta
Pontificum Romanorum" of Jaffe, much improved
in its second edition by its editors, Wattcnbach,
Ewald, Kaltenbrunner, and Lowenfeld. In this a
brief synopsis is given of all existing papal documents known to be in existence, from the time of
Peter to that of Innocent III (1198), with indications of the collections in which they have been
printed and with an appendix dealing with spurious
documents. This most useful work has been continued by Potthast to the year 1304 (2 vols., Berlin).
It may be added that compendiums have also
been published of the " Bullarium Romanum" as
est value,

printed in the eighteenth century.

Of these the most

valuable is probably that of Guerra "Pontificiarum
Constitutionum in Bullario Magno contentarum
Epitome" (4 vols., Venice, 1772), which possesses a
Commentaries
very complete and useful index.
upon the bullarium or upon large portions of it have
(Lyons,
Scortia
the
Jesuit
J.
B.
by
published
been
1625), by the Dominican, M. de Gregorio (Naples,
1705Petra
(Rome,
Cardinal
Vincent
and
by
1648),
Finally, attention may be called to the impor26).
tant Bulls contained in a useful little volume recently
edited by Galante "Fontes Juris Canonici" (Innsbruck, 1906).

No long bibliography is needed for an article which is itself
Ortolan in Dirt, de thiol, rath.. II. 1243bibliographical.
55, with fuller details regarding monastic and other bullaria.
See remark, page 49. col. 2, under sub-title The Luxemburg
Bullarium. Geisar in KirchenUx., 11, 1479-82; I'itra, AnnaSoUsmenaia Noviasima (Frascati, 1885); Phillips,
lecta
Kirrhenrecht (Ratisbon, 1845), IV, 483 sqq.; Wernz, Jus
Decretalium (Rome, 1905),

1,

379.

Herbert Thurston.

—

Bull-Fight, The Spanish. Neither the English
term nor the German (Sliergcjccht) used to designate
this popular diversion of the Spaniards, can be said
to express adequately the essential idea of the Spanish
corrida de toros.

Great has been the discussion as to the origin of
Some attribute it to the Roman
this spectacle.
Circus, where men contended with wild beasts, among
them wild bulls; others Don Nicolas de Moratfn,
to the customs of the ancient Celtifor example
As Spain was infested by wild bulls, first
berians.
necessity and afterwards sport led to this personal
combat. In this opinion, indeed, is to be found
what might be called the philosophic origin of the

—

—

Man, surrounded by wild natural consaw himself obliged to struggle with wild
beasts in order to protect himself from thorn; and
as the peoples naturally acclaimed as heroes those
who slew in single combat these ferocious animals,
so, when the necessity of protecting life had ceased,
brave men still sought glory in these struggles.
(In
this connexion the killing of the Calydonian boar by
the vEtolians, as related by Homer, the legend of
Hercules and the Nemean lion, the Catalonian legend
of Wilfrid slaying the Tarasque, and the Swiss legend
preserved by Schiller in his "Wflliam Tell", witli
many others of a like nature, suggest themselves as
examples.) But if, putting aside these a priori
bull-fight.

ditions,
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considerations, we turn our attention to historical
we shall find that the Spanish bull-fight originated in a Moorish custom.
To understand this better if will be necessary to
distinguish between three kinds of bull-fights: (1)
cdbaUerescas, (2) populares, and (3) yladiatorias.
facts,

(1)

The

corridas

caballerescas

had

their

origin,

without a doubt, in the usages of the Arabo-Spanish
jinetes (cavaliers or mounted men-at-arms) who, to
accustom themselves to the activities of war, occupied themselves in time of peace with exercises in
the use of arms, among which exercises were fights
with wild bulls; the Moorish cavaliers fought on
horseback, killing the bulls with spears, thus comFrom hisbining courage with knightly address.
torical sources we know that the Cid Rodrigo Diaz
to
with
the Aral)
first
Christian
vie
Vivar
was
the
de
knights in the sport of killing fierce bulls, spearing
several from his horse in the 11th century, to the enthusiastic admiration of Ferdinand I of Castile. The
lawyer Francisco de Cepeda, in his "Resumpta
Historial de Espana". assures us that in 1100 there
were bull-fights for the public, and that in Leon
there was a bull-fight on the occasion of the marriage
of Dona Urraca, daughter of Alfonso VIII, to the
King Don Garcia of Navarre. These corridas
cdbaUerescas reached the highest degree of splendour
in the reign of John II, when plazas began to be built,
as we see by a story of the Marques de Villena.
The marriage of John II to Dona Maria de Aragon
(20 October, 141S) was celebrated by corridas in
Medina del Campo. In the last epoch of the reconquest, the intercourse, frequent in times of peace,
between the Spaniards and the Moors of Granada
where bull-fights were held until the time of Boabdil
resulted in an increase of valour among the Christian cavaliers, and a desire to demonstrate it in this

—

dangerous sport.
(2) From this time the bull-fight developed into a
popular amusement, and became so rooted in the
affections of the Spanish people that neither Isabella
the Catholic, who wished to suppress it, nor Philip II,
nor Charles III, dared issue an order that would
The Emperor Charles V,
prohibit it absolutely.
although he had not been educated in Spain, killed
a bull during the festivities held in Valladolid to celebrate the birth of his son Philip. The first Bourbons
were educated in France and naturally did not
display much fondness for the popular corridas de
The corridas populares, heritage of the Motoros.
hammedan population, more especially in Valencia
and Andalusia, differ from the caballerescas in their
Hulls not quite so ferocious
democratic character.
are selected and are fought on foot, sometimes in an
enclosure formed of wagons and planks, sometimes
through the streets, in which case the bull is generally
In these corridas populares
tied to a long rope.
the bull is not killed, but after the populace has

amused

itself

with the

bull,

provoking him, and then

fleeing from his attack, a tame cow is let loose and
the bull follows her quietly to the pen. Generally
the bull is taken to the slaughter-house and the meat
used for the feasts that follow.
(3) The corridas gladiatorias are those in which
the participants arc professionals, and these are the
ones which have given rise among foreigners to so
much criticism of this popular diversion of the SpanFrancisco Romero, a native of Honda, about
iards.
the middle of the eighteenth century, sets forth in
the " Arte Taurino
(Tauromaquia) the rules which
Romero
are the guiding principle of these contests.
invented the muhUi. a scarlet cloth laid oyer a stick,
used to attract the attention of the hull, and he was
His
the first to kill a bull on foot and face to face.

was inherited by his son Juan, and his grandsons,
Alter this the different
Pedro, Jos6. and Antonio.
manoeuvres (sucrtis) that give variety to the

skill

skilful

—
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bull-fight were evolved.
Juan Romero was the first
to organize a cuadriUa de toreros (band, or company,
of bullfighters).
The Modern Bull-fight. The modern bullfight begins with the entrance of the toreros into the
plaza (ring), marching to music, and dressed in richest
The
satin, embroidered in silk or gold thread.
costume consists of tight-fitting satin knee-breeches,
hose,
and
vest,
silk
a short open Andalusian coat
and shoes without heels. The shoulders are decorated with handsome shoulder knots which in reality
serve as protection in case of falls, as also the moha,

—

a pad which is worn on the head, and which is covered
with a rich cloth cap ornamented with tassels on each
From the shoulders a short cape of embroiside.
dsred satin is suspended. In the centre of the ring
salute the presiding official
ceremoniously
they
the governor, sometimes the king himself and
key of the bull pen (toril).
him
the
receive from
Then each one takes his place. At the four equidistant points of the circumference of the ring the

—

These are men mounted on
picadores are situated.
old or otherwise incapacitated horses, with cow-boy
saddles, very large iron stirrups, and one leg protected
against the bull's horns by the espinillera, an apparatus of iron. The bugle now gives the signal, the
door of the pen opens, and the first bull is released.
The capeadores attract the bull's attention with their
scarlet capes, leading him towards the picadores who
ride into the middle of the ring to meet him, and
parry his attacks with their spears. If the bull happens to unhorse one of the picadores, or kill his horse,
the capeadores rush to the rescue, attracting the bull
once more with their scarlet capes, and carrying him
When the picadores
off to another part of the ring.
have had their turn with the bull, the bugle sounds
These are tiny steel points to which
for banderiUas.
are attached many coloured ribbons or papers, which
are stuck in the fleshy portion of the bull's neck
by the banderilleros, who await his coming in the centre of the ring, facing him with arms extended. These,
and many other tricks, such as el salto de la garrocha,
etc., besides giving incident and variety to the spectacle, have as their object to weaken the enormous
strength of the bull, so as to render possible and less
dangerous the work of the matador not, as many imWhen the preagine, to infuriate the bull still more.
siding officer gives the signal for the death of the bull,
the matador draws near trie bull with the muleta in his
left hand and the sword in his right hand; he calls the
bull to him, or throws himself upon him, and plunges
the sword into the neck of the bull. If he strikes him
in the nape of the neck, killing him instantly, it is
called dcscabellar, but if the bull is simply wounded
the purdillero puts an end to his life with a dagger.
The music now strikes up, while two little mules,
richly caparisoned, drag out the bull and the dead
horses.
This is repeated again and again, the number of bulls being usually eight for each corrida.
Bull-fights have occasioned many accusations of
barbarity against the Spaniards. The reason for
this is, first, an utter ignorance of a game in which
man with his reason and dexterity overcomes the
brutal strength and ferocity of the bull.
Foreigners
as a rule think that die Spanish populace go to the
bull-fight to witness the shedding of human blood.
This is false. Generally there are no casualities;
and when an accident does occur, no one derives
pleasure from it; on the contrary, all deplore it.
Second, the misconception implies a lack of comparison with other spectacles.
The risks taken by
acrobats, tight-rope dancers, and tamers of wild
leasts are no less barbarous than those of the bullfight, although the performances themselves are less
diverting.
And prize-fighting is surely much more
brutal, seeing that the vanquished is a human being
and not a brute. Lastly, the modern theatre is

—
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frequently more evil in its effects than bull-fighting,
which, whatever else may be said of it, arouses no

immoral or

anti-social passions.

The authorities of the Catholic Church have often
condemned bull-fighting. St. Pius V (1 November,
1567, Const.

"De

salute") prohibited this form of

amusement everywhere, threatening with many penthe princes who countenanced it, as well as
the performers and spectators, especially clergymen
and religious. But in Spain to-day these prohibitions are not in force.
Gregory XIII (23 August,
1575, "Exponi") moderated the constitution of St.
Pius V for Spanish laymen, and Clement VIII (Bull
"Suscepti muneris", 12 January, 1597) reduced it
to a -jus commune, limiting the prohibition to holidays
and to the clergy. Moralists as a rule are of the
opinion that bull-fighting as practised in Spain
is not forbidden by the natural law, since the skill
and dexterity of the athletes precludes immediate
danger of death or of serious injury (of. P. V, Casus
conscientiae, Vromant, Brussels,
1895, 3d ed., I,
353,354; Gury-Ferreres, Comp. Th. mor., Barcelona,
Even in Spain and Spanish America
1906, I, n. 56).
they have been forbidden to clergymen and religious, by Pius V, as well as by the Plenary Council for
Spanish America (n. 650; cf. also C. prov., Vallisol.,
alties

The Bishop of Ciudad Rodrigo
same answer from the Penitentiaria

I, p. 5, tit. 1, n. 11).

received the

It is false to say that the
encourage these spectacles. Alfestivals are celebrated with religious
ceremonies as well as bull-fights, the clergy is in nowise responsible for this. If both are announced on
the same bill poster, the authorities, or particular
associations, are responsible for the printing of this,
not the clergy. It is worthy of note that foreigners
who have been present at bull-fights are not so harsh
in their judgments as those who have formed an

(19 September, 1893).

Spanish

clergy

though public

opinion from what they have heard about them from
the societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals.

Ram6n Ruiz Amado.
Bullinger,

Johann Heinrich.

See Zwingli.

Bullion, Angeliqtje, b. in Paris, at commencement of the seventeenth century, her parents being
Guichard Favre and Madeleine Brulart de Sillery.
Claude de Bullion, her husband, was Keeper of
the Seals and Superintendent of Finances under
Louis XIII; Cardinal Richelieu annually rewarded
his
intelligent
and disinterested administrations
by a bonus of 100,000 livres. After his death (1640),
her four children being well provided for, she followed
the advice of the Recollet Father Rapin, and contributed in 1641-42, 60,000 livres to the foundation
of Ville-Marie, now the city of Montreal, Canada.
She founded and endowed (1643) a Hotel-Dieu in
honour of St. Joseph, begun at Ville-Marie (1642)
by Mademoiselle Mance, and confided in 1657-59,
to the care of the Sisters of St. Joseph, an order instituted at La Fleche by a pious layman, Royer de la
Dauversiere, one of the joint founders of Montreal.
She likewise contributed more than 20,000 livres for
the defence of the settlement against the Iroquois
Indians, thereby helping to save the whole colony
She always inof New France from destruction.
sisted on being mentioned in the deeds ratifying
Her
unknown
benefactress".
donations
as
"An
her
identity was revealed only after her death.
Faillon, Vie d* Mademoiselle Mance (Villemarie, 1854).

Lionel Lindsay.

—

A bulla was originally a
Briefs.
circular plate or boss of metal, so called from its reBulls

and

in form to a bubble floating upon water
In course of time the term
to be applied to the leaden seals with which
papal and royal documents were authenticated in
the early Middle Ages, and by a further development

semblance
(l.at.

came

hid/ire, to boil).

BULLS

In official language papal documents have at all
times been called by various names, more or less
descriptive of their character.
For example, there
are "constitutions", i. e. decisions addressed to all
tin-

and determining some matter

faithful

of faith

or discipline; "encyclicals" which are letters sent
to all the bishops of Christendom, or at least to all
those of one particular country, and intended to
guide them in their relations with their Hocks; "decrees", pronouncements on points affecting the
general welfare of the
t'lui re h; "decretals"
(epistola tier

nln It

s),

which are papal replies

some

particular difficulty
submitted to
the Holy See, but having the force of precedent - to rule all analto

" lieogous cases.
script ". again, is a term

to

applicable

any form
letter

elicited

almost

of Apostolic

which

been

lias

by some

previ-

ous appeal, while the
nature of a "privilege"
for

itself.
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the name, from designating the seal, was eventually
attached to the document itself. This did not happen before the thirteenth century and the Dame
bull was at first only a popular term used almost
promiscuously for all kinds of instruments which
A much more preissued from the papal chancery.
cise acceptation has prevailed since the fifteenth
century, and a bull has long stood in sharp contrast
For
with certain other forms of papal documents.
practical purposes a bull may be conveniently defined to be "an Apostolic letter with a leaden seal",
to which one may add that in its superscription the
pope invariably takes the title of episcopus, servus
servorum Dei.

But

these, down to the
fifteenth century, seem
to have been expedited
all

the papal archives until the time of Julius I
(337-353), though in the pontificate of Damasus,
before the end of the same century, there is mention
hi a building appropriated to this special purpose.
Here in the scrinium, or archivium sanctce Romance
ecclesiae, the documents must have been registered
and kept in a definite order, for extracts and copies
still in existence preserve traces of their numbering.
These collections or rrgetsta went back to the time of
Pope Gelasius (492-496) and probably earlier. In
the correspondence of Pope Hormisdas (514-525)
there are indications of some official endorsement
recording the date at which letters addressed to him
were received, and for the time of St. Gregory the
Ileal i.V.HI iii)4) Kwald has been at least partially
successful in reconstructing the books which contained the copies of the pope's epistles. There can
be little doubt that the pontifical chancery of which
we thus infer the existence was modelled upon that
of tin' imperial court.
The scrinium, the regionary
notaries, the higher officials such as the primicerius
and secundicerius, the arrangement of the Regesta
by indictions, etc. are all probably imitations of
the practice of the later empire. Hence we may
infer that a code of recognized forms soon established itself, analogous to that observed
by the imperial notaries.
One formulary of
this description is probably still preserved to
us in the book called
the " Fiber Diurnus,"
the bulk of which seems
to be inspired by the
official correspondence
of
I'i ipe
Gregory the
In the earlier
Great,
papal letters, however,
there are as yet but
few signs of the observtad iona
ance "l
forms.
Sometimes the
document names the
to

•

t

pope

the papal chancery
the shape of bulls authenticated with leaden
l>y

in

and it is common
enough to apply the
term bull even to those

tin-

Bin

Monks or the Ofrtosa of P

:

little

more than the substance, independently

of the forms

I

sometimes
For the
the pope

bears no title except
Sixtus episcopus or Leo
episcopus catholicat ecrb in
s
'times, but

or

very early papal letters

which we know

first,

t

addressee.

most part

seals,

of

i

.

more rarely, he is called
Papa Under Gregory the Great, servus servorum
Dei (servant of the servants of God) was often added

under which they were issued.
It will probably be most convenient to divide the

after episcopus,

subject into periods, noting the more characteristic
features of papal documents in each age.

this designation as a protest against the arrogance
of the Patriarch of Constantinople. John the Faster,

I. Earliest times to Adrian I (772).
There can
be no doubt that the formation of a chancery or
bureau for the drafting and expediting of official
papers was a work of time.
Unfortunately, the
earliest papal documents known to us are only preserved in copies or abstracts from which it is difficult
to draw any safe conclusions as to the forms ob-

who

—

issuing the originals.
For all that, it is
practically certain that no uniform rules can have
been followed as to superscription, formula of salutation, conclusion, or signature.
It was only when
some sort of registry was organized, and copies of
earlier official
correspondence became available,
that a tradition very gradually grew up of certain
parted from.
customary fnnns that oiidit nut to lie
Except tor the unsatisfactory mention of a body
of notaries charged with keeping a record of the
Acts of the Martyrs, e. 235 (Duchesne, Fiber Pontificalia, I, pp. c-cij, we meet with no clear reft

served

in

].

Gregory,

it

is

said,

having selected

called himself "Oecumenical
Bishop".
But
though several of St. Gregory's successors followed
him in this preference, it was not until the ninth

century that the phrase came to be used invariably
in documents of moment.
Before Pope Adeodatus
lei ti d in 672) few salutations are found but he used
the form "salutem a Deo et benedictionem nostram ".
The now consecrated phrase "salutem et apostolicam
benedictionem" hardly ever occurs before the tenth
century. The Benedictine authors of the "Nouveau
ti aito'le diplomatique"
in ascribing a much earlier
date to this formula were misled by a forged hull purport im: to be addressed to the monastery of St. Benignusat Dijon. Again, in these early letters the pope
often addressed his correspondent, more especially
when he was a kins or person of high dignity, by the
As ages went on this became rarer, and by
plural Vos.
the second half of the twelfth century it had completely disappeared. On the other hand, it may be
(i

,
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noticed incidentally that persons of all ranks, in writing to the pope invariably addressed him as Vos.
Sometimes a salutation was introduced by the pope at
the end of his letter just before the date for example,
"Deus te incolumem custodial", or "Bene vale frater
carissime".
This final salutation was a matter of
importance, and it is held by high authorities (BressEwald in
lau, "Papyrus und Pergament", 21;
"Neues Archiv", III, 548^ that it was added in the
pope's own hand, and that it was the equivalent of
his signature.
The fact that in classical times the
Romans authenticated their letters not by signing
their names, but by a word of farewell, lends probability to this view.
In the earliest original bulls
preserved to us Bene Valete is written at full length
in capitals.
Moreover, we have at least some contemporary evidence of the practice before the time
of Pope Adrian. The text of a letter of Pope Gregory
the Great is preserved in a marble inscription at the
As the letter
basilica of St. Paul Outside the Walls.
directs that the document itself is to be returned
to the papal archives (Scrinium) we may assume
that the copy on stone accurately represents the
original.
It is addressed to Felix the subdeacon
anil concludes with the formula " Bene Vale.

—

speaking of a privilege obtained from Pope Benedict
VII (975-984) says that the petitioner "going to
Rome obtained a decree duly expedited and ratified
by apostolic authority, two copies of which, one in
our own character (nostra littera) on parchment, the
other in the Roman character on papyrus, he de-

uivLercTT

,

Dat. VIII Kalend. Februarias imp. dn. n. Phoca PP.
et consulatus eius anno primo, indict.
7." This suggests that such letters were then fully
dated and indeed we find traces of dating even in
extant copies as early as the time of Pope Siricius
(384-398). We have also some bulla or leaden seals
preserved apart from the documents to which they
were once attached. One of these perhaps dates
back to the pontificate of John III (560-573) and
another certainly belongs to Deusdedit (615-618).
The earliest specimens simply bear the pope's name
on one side and the word papce on the other.
II. Second Period (772-1048).— In the time of
Pope Adrian the support of Pepin and Charlemagne
had converted the patrimony of the Holy See into
a sort of principality. This no doubt paved the way
for changes in the forms observed in the chancery.
The pope now takes the first place in the superscription of letters unless they are addressed to
sovereigns. We also find the leaden seal used more
uniformly.
But especially we must attribute to
the time of Adrian the introduction of the "double
date" endorsed at the foot of the bull. The first
date began with the word Script mn and after a
chronological entry, which mentioned only the month
and the indiction, added the name of the functionary
who drafted or engrossed the document. The other,
beginning with Data (in later ages Datum), indicated,
with a new and more detailed specification of year
and day, the name of the dignitary who issued the
bull after it had received its final stamp of authenticity by the addition of the seal. The pope still wrote
the words Bene Valete in capitals with a cross
before and after, and in certain bulls of Pope Syl-

anno secundo,

vester II we find some few words added in shorthand
In other cases the Bene
or "Tyronian notes".
Valete is followed by certain dots and a big comma,
by a S S (subscri psi) or by a flourish, all of which
no doubt served as a personal authentication. To
this period belong the earliest extant bulls preserved
They are all written
to us in their original shape.
upon very large sheets of papyrus in a peculiar
handwriting of Lombard type, called sometimes
littera romana.
The annexed copy of a facsimile
in Mabillon's " He re diplomatics
reproducing part
of
Nicholas I (S63), with the editor's
bull
Pope
Of B
interlinear decipherment, will serve to give an idea
As these characters were
of the style of writing.
even then not easily read outside of Italy it seems
,

to have been customary in some cases to issue at
the same time a ropy upon parchment in ordinary
French writer of the tenth century
minuscule.
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Bull from Mabillon's

"

Diplomatique "

posited on his return in our archives".
(Migne,
P. L., CXXXVII, 817.)
Papyrus seems to have
been used almost uniformly as the material for these
official documents until the early years of the eleventh
century, after which it was rapidly superseded by
a rough kind of parchment. Apart from a small
fragment of a bull of Adrian I (22 January, 7S8)
preserved in the National Library at Paris, the
earliest original bull that remains to us is one of
Pope Paschal I (11 July, 819). It is still to be found
in the capitular archives of Ravenna, to which church
The total number of
it was originally addressed.
papyrus bulls at present known to be in existence
is twenty-three, the latest being one issued bv Benedict VIII (1012-24) for the monastery of Hildesheim. All these documents at one time had leaden
seals appended to them, though in most cases these
have disappeared. The seal was attached with laces
of hemp and it still bore only the name of the pontiff
on one side and the word papa on the Other. After
the year 855 the letters of the pope's name were
usually stamped round the seal in a circle with a
cross in the middle.
The details specified in the "double dates" of
these early bulls afford a certain amount of indirect
information about the personnel of the papal chancery. The phrase script um per manum is vague and
leaves uncertain whether the person mentioned
was the official who drafted or merely engrossed
the bull, but we hear in this connexion of persons
described as 7>otarius, scriniarius (archivist), proto-
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earlier documents he bears the titles primicerius sancscdis apostolicce, senior et consiliarius, etc., but as

t(r

early as the ninth century we have the well-known
phrase bibliothecarius sanctce scdis apostolical, and later
cancellarius et bibliothecarius, as a combined title borne
by a cardinal, or perhaps by more than one cardinal
Somewhat later still (under Innocent 111)
at once.
the cancellarius seems to have threatened to develop
into a functionary who was dangerously powerful,

and the office was suppressed. A vice-chancellor remained, but this dignity also was abolished before
1352.
But this of course was much later than the
period we have now reached.
III. Third Period (1048-1198).—The accession
of Leo IX, in 1048, seems to have inaugurated a
new era in the procedure of the chancery. A definite
tradition had by this time been created, and though
there is still much development we find uniformity
It is
of the same nature.
we begin to have a clear distinction
between two classes of bulls of greater and less
solemnity. The Benedictine authors of the " Nouveau
traite de diplomatique" call them great and little
bulls.
In spite of a protest in modern times from
M. Leopold Delisle, who would prefer to describe
the former class as "privileges", and the hitter as
"letters", this nomenclature has been found sufficiently convenient, and it corresponds, at any rate,
to a very marked distinction observable in the papal
documents of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth
The most characteristic features of the
centuries.
"great bulls" are the following:
(1) In the superscription the words servus servorum Dei are followed by a clause of perpetuity,
in perpetuam memoriam (abbreviated into
e.
g.
in pp. m.) or ad perpetuam rei memoriam. In contrast
to this the little bulls have usually salutem et apostolicam benediclionem, but these words also appear
in some great bulls after the clause of perpetuity.
(2) After the second quarter of the twelfth century
the great bulls were always subscribed by the pope

of usage in
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scriniarius sanctce Romance ecclatice, cancellarius,
ypocanccllarius, etc., and after 1057 of camerarilts,
or later still notarius S. ixilatii. On the other hand,
the dalarius, the official mentioned under the heading data, who presumably delivered the instrument
to the parties, after having superintended the subscriptions and the apposition of the seal, seems to
In
have been an official of still higher consequence.

documents

at this point that

and a certain number of cardinals (bishops, priests,
and deacons). The names of cardinal-bishops are
written in the centre, under that of the pope; those
on the left, and those of cardinaldeacons on the right, while an occasional blank
shows that space had been left for the name of a carThe
dinal who accidentally failed to be present.
pope has no cross before his name; the cardinals
Earlier than this, even great bulls were
have.
subscribed by the pope alone, unless they embodied conciliar or consistorial decrees, in which
case the names of cardinals and bishops were also
of cardinal-priests

appended.
(3) At the foot of the document to the left of the
signature of the pope is placed the rota or wheel.
In this the outer portion of the wheel is formed by
two concentric circles and within the space between
these circles is written the pope's signum or motto,
generally a brief text of Scripture chosen by the new
pontiff at the beginning of his reign. Thus Leo IX's
motto was " Miscricordia domini plena est terra";
Adrian IV's "Oculi mei semper ad dominum".
Before the words of the motto a cross is always
marked, and this is believed to have been traced by
the hand of the pope himself. Not onlv in the case
of the pope, but even in the case of the cardinals,
the signatures appear not to have been their own
In the centre of the rota we
actual handwriting.

have the names of

Peter and Paul above and
name of the reigning pope.
the right of the signature opposite the rota
stands the monogram which represents Bene Valele.
From the time of Leo IX, and possibly somewhat
earlier, the words are never written in full, but as
It seems clear that the Bene
a sort of grotesque.
Valete is no longer to be regarded as the equivalent
It is
of the pope's signature or authentification.
simply an interesting survival of an earlier form of
Sts.

beneath them the

To

(4)

salutation.

As regards the body

(5)

of the

document, the pope's

the case of great bulls always ends w'ith
certain imprecatory and prohibitory clauses Decernimus ergo, etc., Siqua igitur, etc. On the other
hand, Cunclis autem, etc., is a formula of blessing.
These and the like clauses are generally absent
from the "little bulls", but when they appear and
the wording used is somethis happens sometimes
letter in

—

—

what

different.

In the eleventh century it was usual to write
at the end of the text of a bull and to repeat
times as was necessary to fill up the line.
(7) In appending the date, or, more precisely,
in adding the clause which begins datum, the custom
(6)

Amen
it

as

many

was to inter the place, the name of the datarius, the
day of the month (expressed according to the Roman
method), the indiction, the year of our Lord's Incarnation, and the regnal year of the pontiff, who is
mentioned by his name. An example taken from a
bull of Adrian IV will make the matter clear: " Datum
Laterani per manum Rolandi sanctae Romana>

XII Kl.
anno dominicse incarn. MCLVII",
domini Adriani papa; quarti anno

ecclesiae presbyteri cardinalis et cancellarii,

Junii. indie. V°,
pontificatus vero
tertio.

Before this period, it was also usual to insert the
"Scriptum", and there was
first dating clause,
sometimes an interval of a few days between the
"Scriptum" and the "Datum". The use of the
double date, however, soon came to be neglected even
in "great bulls", and before 1121 it had gone out of
This was probably a result of the general
fashion.
of "little bulls", the more distinctive
features of which may now be specified.
(1) Although both great and little bulls alike
begin with the pope's name Urbanus, let us say,
or Leo, "episcopus, servus servorum Dei"
in the
little bulls we have no clause of perpetuity, but instead of it there follows immediately "salutem et

employment

—

—

apostolicam benedictionem".
(2) The formulae of imprecation, etc.. at the end
only occur by exception, and they are in any case
more concise than those of the great bulls.
(3) The little bulls have no rota, no Bene Valete
monogram and no subscriptions of pope and car-

dinals.

The purpose served by this distinction between
great and little bulls becomes tolerably clear when
we look more narrowly into the nature of their
contents and the procedure followed in expediting
them. Excepting those which are concerned with
purposes of great solemnity or public interest, the
majority of the "great bulls" now in existence
are of the nature of confirmations of property or
charters of protection accorded to monasteries and
At an epoch when there was
religious institutions.
much fabrication of such documents, those who
Rome
wished at any cost to
procured bulls from
secure that the authenticity of their bulls should
A
papal
be above suspicion.
confirmation, under
certain conditions, could be pleaded as itself constituting sufficient evidence of title in eases where
the original deeds had been lost or destroyed. Now
the "great bulls" on account of their many formalities and the number of hands they passed
through, were much more secure from fraud of all
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kinds, and the parties interested were probably
willing to defray the additional expenditure that
might be entailed by this form of instrument. On
the other hand, by reason of the same multiplication
of formalities, the drafting, signing, stamping, and
delivery of a great bull was necessarily a matter
The little bulls
of considerable time and labour.
were much more expeditious. Hence we are confronted by the curious anomaly that during the
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, when
both forms of document were in use, the contents
of the little bulls are from an historical point of view
immensely more interesting and important than
those of the bulls in solemn form.
Of course the
little bulls may themselves be divided into various
categories. The distinction between litterce communes
and curiales seems rather to have belonged to a
later period, and to have primarily concerned the
manner of entry in the official "Regesta", the communes being copied into the general collection, the
curiales into a special volume in which documents
were preserved which by reason of their form or
may
their contents stood apart from the rest.
note, however, the distinction between tituli and
mmidamenta. The tituli were letters of a gracious
character donations, favours, or confirmations conThe}' were, indeed, little bulls
stituting a "title".
and lacked the subscriptions of cardinals, the rota,
the
other
hand, they preserved certain
etc., but on
Brief imprecatory clauses
features of solemnity.
like Nulli ergo, Si quis autem, are usually included,
the pope's name at the beginning is written in large
letters, and the initial is an ornamental capital,
while the leaden seal is attached with silken laces
of red and yellow.
As contrasted with the tituli,
the mandamenta, which were the "orders", or instructions, of the popes, observe fewer formalities,
but are more business-like and expeditious. They
have no imprecatory clauses, the pope's name is
written with an ordinary capital letter, and the
But it was by
leaden seal is attached with hemp.
means of these little bulls, or litterw, and notably
of the mandamenta. that the whole papal administra-

At the "Registration" office again it was the duty of the clerks
to copy such documents into the books, known as
Regesta, specially kept for the purpose. Why only
some were copied and others not, is still uncertain,
though it seems probable that in many cases this
was done at the request of the parties interested,
who were made to pay for the privilege which they
regarded as an additional security.
Lastly, at the
office of "Bulls", the seal, which now bore the heads
of the two Apostles on one side and the name of
the pope on the other (see cut), was affixed by the
or copies to be sent to the parties.

We

—

tion,

both

political

and

religious,

was conducted.

In particular the Decretals, upon which the whole
science of Canon Law is built up, invariably took
this form.
(1198-1431).— Under InIV. Fourth Period
nocent III, there again took place what was practically a reorganization of the papal chancery.

But even apart from

this,

we might

find sufficient

reason for beginning a new epoch at this date in
the fact that the almost complete series of Regesta
preserved in the Vatican archives go back to this
pontificate.
It must not, of course, be supposed
that all the genuine bulls issued at Rome were copied
into the Regesta before they were transmitted to
their destination. There are many perfectly authentic
bulls which are not found there, but the existence
of this series of documents places the study of papal
administration from this time forward on a new

Moreover, with their aid it is possible to
make out an almost complete itinerary of the later
medieval popes, and this alone is a matter of considerable importance.
In the light of the Regesta
we are able to understand more clearly the working
of the papal chancery.
There were, it seems, four
principal bureaux or offices.
At the office of the
"Minutes" certain clerks (chrici), in those days
really clerics, and known then or later as dbbn via
drew up in concise form tin- draft (litem notata) of
the document to be issued in the pope's name.
Then this draft, after being revised by a higher
official (either one of the notaries or the vice-chancellor) passed to the " Engrossing" office, where other
footing.

clerks, called grossatores or scriptores, transcribed
in a large official hand (in grossam literam) the copy

Boniface VIII
or bullarii. At the beginning
of the thirteenth century the great bulls, or pririlegia, as they were then usually called, with their
complex forms and multiple signatures, became
notably more rare, and when the papal court was
transferred to Avignon in 1309 they fell practically
into disuse save for a few extraordinary occasions.
The lesser bulls (litterce) were divided, as we have
seen, into tituli and mandamenta, which became
more and more clearly distinguished from each
other not only in their contents and formula? but in
the manner of writing. Moreover, the rule of authenticating the letter with a leaden seal began in certain
cases to be broken through, in favour of a seal of
wax bearing the impression of the "ring of the
fisherman". The earliest mention of the new practice seems to occur in a letter of Pope Clement IV
to his nephew (7 March, 1265). "We do not write",
he says, "to thee or to
our intimates under a
[leaden] bull, but under the signet of the
fisherman which the
Roman pontiffs use
in their private affairs"
(Potthast, Regesta, no.
officials called bullatorrs

19,051).
ples are

Other exam-

forthcoming
belonging to the same
century.
The earliest
impression of this seal
now preserved seems to
>e one lately discovered
iu the treasury of the
1

Sancta

Sanctorum

HON'ORIUS III

at

the Lateran, and belonging to the time of Nicholas III (1277-80).
It
represents St. Peter fishing with rod and line and
nut

as ai present

drawing

in his net.

V. Fifth Period (1431-1878).—The introduction
of briefs, which occurred at the beginning of the
pontificate of Eugenius IV. was clearly prompted
by the same desire for greater simplicity and expedition which had already been responsible for
the disappearance of the greater bulls and the
general adoption of the less cumbersome mandamenta.

A brief {breve,
"short") was a compendious
e.
papal letter which dispensed with some of the formalities previously insisted on.
It was written on
vellum, generally closed, i. e. folded, and sealed
i
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MDLXXXXI,

Bulla of Paul

II

probably to be understood
in any particular case as the year of the Nativity,
beginning 25 December. Still this is not an absolute
rule, and the sweeping statements sometimes made
in this matter are not to be trusted, for it is certain
that in some instances the years meant are ordinary
years, beginning with the first of January.
(See
"(dry. "Manuel tie diplomatique", pp. 12l>. 09(1. TDD.)
A similar want of uniformity is observable in the
dating of bulls though, speaking generally, from
the middle of the eleventh century to the end of
the eighteenth, bulls are dated by the years of the
Incarnation counted from 25 March.
After the
institution of briefs by Pope Eugenius IV, the use
even of lesser bulls, especially in the form of rnnnStill, for
damenta, became notably less frequent.
many purposes bulls continued to be employed
for example in canonizations (in which case special
forms are observed, the pope by exception signing
his own name, under which is added a stamp imiused in dating briefs,
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The
n red wax with the ring of the fisherman.
pope's name stands first, at the top, normally written
in capital letters thus: Pins PP IIII; and, instead
of the formal salutation in the third person used
in hulls, the brief at once adopts a direct form of
address, e. g. DilecU- fUi—Carissime in Christo fli,
the phrase used being adapted to the rank and
The letter generally
character of the addressee.
begins by way of preamble with a statement of the
case and cause of writing and this is followed by
certain instructions without minatory clauses or
other formulae.
At the end the date is expressed
by the day of the month and year with a mention
for example in this form: "Datum
of the seal
Romse apud Sanctum Petrum, sub annulo Piscatoris die V Martii,
pont. nostri
anno primo. " The year here specified, which is
:

is

tating the rota as well as the signatures of several
cardinals), as also in the nomination of bishops,
promotion to certain benefices, some particular
marriage dispensations, etc.
Put the choice of the
precise form of instrument was often quite arbitrary.
For example, in granting the dispensation
which enabled Henry VIII to marry his brother's
widow, Catherine of Aragon, two forms of dispensation were issued by Julius II, one a brii i. eemingly
expedited in L " it haste, and the other a bull which
was sent nn afterwards. Similarly we may notice
that, while the English Catholic hierarchy was
restored in 1850 by
brief, Leo XIII in the first
year of his reign used a bull to establish the Catholic
episcopate in Scotland. So also tin- Society of Jesus,
suppressed by brief in 177:i. was restored by a bull
in IMS.
A very interesting account of the formalities which had to be observed in procuring bulls in
Home at the end of the fifteenth cent in y is eon t a tied
in the "Practica" recently published by Schmitzr

;i

i

Kalemberg.
VI, Sixth Period: since 1878.
Ever since the
,th century the briefs have always been written
in a clear Roman hand upon a sheet, of vellum of
convenient size, while even the wax seal with its

guard of silk and the impression of the fisherman's
ring was replaced in 1S42 by a stamp which affixed
the same device in red ink. The bulls, on the other
hand, down to the death of Pope Pius IX retai
m. my medieval features apart from their great size,
leaden seal, and Roman fashion of dating. In particular, although from about 1050 to the Reformation
the writing employed in the papal chancery did
not notably differ from the ordinary book-hand
familiar throughout Christendom, the engrossers
of papal bulls, even after the end of the sixteenth
century, went on using an archaic and very artificial
type of Gothic writing known as serittwa bollatica,
with manifold contractions and an absence of all
punctuation, which was practically undecipherable
by ordinary readers. It was in fact the custom in
issuing a bull to accompany it with a transsumptum,
I

or copy, in ordinary handwriting.
This condition
of things was put an end to by a motu proprio issued
by Pope Leo XIII shortly after his election. Bulls
are now written in the same clear Roman script
which is used for briefs, and, in view of the difficulties arising from transmission by post, the old
leaden seal is replaced in many cases by a simple
stamp bearing the same device in red ink. In spite,
however, of these simplifications, and although
the pontifical chancery is now as an establishment
much reduced in numbers, the conditions under
which bulls are prepared are still very intricate.
There are still four different "roads" which a bull
may follow in its making. The via di cayicelleria,
in which the document is prepared by the abbreviatori
of the chancery, is the ordinary way, but it is, and
especially was, so beset with formalities and consequent delays (see Schmitz-Kalemberg, Practica) that
Paul III instituted the via di camera (sec Apostolic
Camera) to evade them, in hope of making the
procedure more expeditious.
But if the process
was more summary, it was not less costly, so St.
Pius V, in 1570, arranged for the gratuitous issue

Bulla of Sixtus IV

by the

via segreta; and to these was
added, in 173.5, the via di curia, intended to meet
exceptional cases of less formal and more personal
In the three former processes the Cardinal
interest.
Vice-* 'hancellor. who is at the same time "Snmmista",
the functionary now theoretically responsible.
is
In the last case it is the Cardinal "Pro-Datario",
and he is assisted in this charge by the "Cardinal
Secretary of Briefs".
As the mention of this last
oliiee
suggests, the win nttlld i employed in
the
preparation of briefs form a separate department
under the presidency of a Cardinal Secretary and a

of certain bulls

prelate his substitute.

Spurious Bulls. -There can be no doubt that
a greal part of the Middle Ages papal and
other documents were fabricated in a very unA considerable proportion of
scrupulous fashion.
the early entries in chartularies of almost every
class are not only open to grave suspicion, but art
It
is
probable, however.
often plainly spurious.
thai the motive for these forgeries in most cases
criminal. They were prompted by the deduring

•
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large

sums

as the price of charters of confirmation.

—

an ambitious
desire to exalt the consideration of their own house
were also operative, and while lax principles in this
matter prevailed almost universally it is often difficult to distinguish the purpose for which a papal
A famous early example of such
bull was forged.
forgery is supplied by two papyrus bulls which
profess to have been addressed to the Abbey of St.
Benignus at Dijon by Popes John V (685) and Sergius I (697), and which were accepted as genuine
M. Delisle has,
by Mabillon and his confreres.
however, proved they are fabrications made out of
a later bull addressed by John XV in 995 to Abbot
William, one side of which was blank. The document
was cut in half by the forger and furnished him with
sufficient papyrus for two not unsuccessful fabricaThough deceived in this one instance, Mations.
billon and his successors, Dom Toustain and Doin
Tassin, have supplied the most valuable criteria
by the aid of which to detect similar fabrications,
and their work has been ably carried on in modern
times by scholars like Jaffl, Wattenbach, Ewald,
and many more. In particular a new test has been
furnished" by the more careful study of the laws of
the cursus, or rhythmical cadence of sentences,
which were most carefully observed in the authentic
bulls of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.
It would be impossible to go into details here, but
it may be said that M. Noel Valois, who first investigated the matter, seems to have touched upon
the points of primary importance. Apart from this,
forged bulls are now generally detected by blunders
In the
in the dating clauses or other formalities.
Middle Ages one of the principal tests of the genuineness of bulls seems to have been supplied by count-

No

doubt,

less creditable

motives
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monastic property against tyrannical oppressors who, when title deeds were lost
or illegible, persecuted the holders and extorted

sire of protecting

e. g.

ing the number of points shown in the circular
outline of the leaden seal or in the figure of St. Peter

upon it. The bullatores apparently followed some definite rule in engraving their dies.
Finally, regarding these same seals, it may be noted
that when a bull was issued by a newly elected pope

depicted

X

conferred upon King
of Fidei Defensor.

by which Leo
the

title

Henry VIII

—
—
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in Diet, de thiol, cath., II, 1255-63
49, col. 2; Grisar in Kirchenlex., Il, 1482-95; Giry,
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de diplomatique (Paris, 1894), 661-704 an excellent
of the whole subject; Pflugk-Harttung, Die Bullen
der Pdpstc (Gotha, 1901)
mainly concerned with the period
before Innocent III; Melampo in Miscellanea di Storia e Culture. Eeclesiastica (1905-07), a valuable series of articles not
too technical in character, by a Custodian of the Vatican
Archives; Mas-Latrie, Les elements de la diplomatique pontijicale in Revue des questions historiques (Paris, 1S86-87),
and XLI; Diekamp, Zum pdpstiiehen Urkundenu-esen in Mittheilunqen des Inst. f. Oesterr. Geschichtsforsch-ing Vienna, 1SS283), III and IV. and in Histurisches Jahrbuch. 1883, IV; Delisle, Les rigistres d'Innocent III in Biblieitheque de I'ecole des
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with many other articles; Bresslau,
der Urkundenlehre (Leipzig, 1SS9I. I, 120-25S; De
Rossi, Preface to Codices Palatini Latini Bib. lot. (Home,
ISSOl; Berger, preface to its rigistres d'Innocent I\ (Paris,
1884); Kehr and Brachmann, Paveturkwnden in various
numbers of the Gottinger Nachrichten (Phil. Hist. CI., 1902-04);
Kehr, Scrinium und Palatium in the Austrian Miltheilunqen.
Enianzunqsband. VI; Pitra, Analeeta Novissima Solesmensia
(Tuseulum. 1885), I; Schmitz-Kalemberg, Practica (1904).
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Early Bulls. Bresslau, Papyrus und Perqament in der
papstlichen Kanzlei in the Miltheilunqen des Instituts, jur Oest.
Geschichtsforschung (Innsbruck, 1888), IX; Omont, B idles
pontificates sur papyrus in Bibl. de I'ecole des chartes (Paris,

LXV; Ewald, Zur

Diplomalik Silvesters II in Neues
(Hanover, 18S4). IX; Kehr, Scrinium und Palatium
Innsbruck,
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Kehr. YerscholUne Papiirusbullen mtjuiilcn und Eorschungen aus italienischen Archival (Rome, 1907\ X, 216-224;
Hodolico, Note paleoqrafiche e diplomatiche (Bologna, 1900).
For facsimiles both of early bulls and of their seals, the
great collection of Pfi.ugk-Harttcng. Specimina Selects
Chartarum Pontificum Romanorum (3 vols.. Stuttgart, 1887)
isolated facsimiles are to be
is of primary importance, but
found elsewhere.
On the cursus it will be sufficient to mention the article of
Noel Valois, Etudes sur le rythme des bulles pontificates in

1904\
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1901), VI;

De

Santi, II
Bibl. de I'ecole des chartes (1881), XLII, and
Cursus nella storia litter, e nella liturgia (Rome, 1903).

Herbert Thurston.
Bulstrode, Sir Richard, soldier, diplomatist, and
1610; d. 1711, was the second son of
of Richard
of the queen's household and
chamberlain
Astley,
member of the Inner Temple. He was educated
at Pembroke College, Cambridge, and while at the
university was the author of a poem on the birth of
the Duke of York. At twenty-three years of age
he entered the Inner Temple and in 1649, at his
father's request and through bis interest, was made
a bencher. During the Civil War he was loyal to
the king, serving in the Prince of Wales's regiment
and holding at times the post of adjutant. He was
later promoted to the rank of Adjutant-General of
Horse, and still later to be Quartermaster-General.
He was appointed to take charge of the funeral
author, b.

Edward Bulstrode by Margaret, daughter

of

Lord Strafford and became responsible for the
attending it; on being pressed by his

expenses

He subsequently
he fled to Bruges.
underwent a short term of imprisonment, which
was terminated by the payment of the debt by
Charles II. On his return he was appointed auditor
of a Scotch regiment then serving in the Netherlands and in 1673 was appointed agent at the Court
He was temporarily recalled two years
of Brussels.
later, and in 1675 was knighted and again sent to
Brussels, this time as resident, where he remained
until the accession of James II when he was made
creditors

When the revolution of 16SS compelled
to leave England, Bulstrode accompanied him
to the court of Saint-Germain, wdiere he remained
Among his writings are: "Original
until his death.
Letters written to the Earl of Arlington, with an
account uf the Author's Life and Family", "Life of
James II", "Memoirs and Reflections on the Reign
and Government of Charles I and Charles II" and a
envoy.

James
before his consecration, only the heads of the Apostles wen- stamped upon the bulla, without the pope's
name. These are called bulla dimidiatm. The use
of golden bulke
(bulla aurece), though adopted
seemingly from the thirteenth century (Giry, 634)
for occasions of exceptional solemnity, is too rare
hie noteworthy instance
to call for special remark.
rn which a golden seal was used was that of the bull
I

lartfe

number

Henderson
Diet.

of elegies
in

Eng. Cath.,

I,

and epigrams.

Diet. Nat. Binq..

340.

VII, 259; Gn.i.ow, Bibl.

Thomas Gaif.NEY Taaffe.
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Bunderius (Van den Bundere), Joannes, Flemish
theologian and controversialist, b. of distinguished
parents at Ghent in 1482; d. there 8 January, 1557.
He entered the Dominican Order in his native city

about 1500, and after having made his religious
profession was sent to Louvain to pursue his studies
He obtained the degree
in philosophy and theology.
of Lector in Sacred Theology, and in 1517 returned
until
near
the
close of his life, he
where,
to Ghent,
While occupied
taught philosophy and theology.
the
prior
he
tilled
office
of
of the convent
in teaching
of Ghent throe times (1529-35; 1550-53), and disGeneral
Inquisitor
of the Diocese
the
duties
of
charged
As inquisitor he was untiring in his
of Tournai.
efforts to check the spread of the errors that were
being disseminated by Lutherans, Calvinists, and
Mennonites; but always used prudence in his dealings
with heretics. Long training in the schools and the
experience he had gained as professor of theology
fitted him exceptionally well to explain and defend Catholic doc-

recommendation, and at the wish

of Lorenzo the
Magnificent, he received further training (1489-92)
in the palace of the Medici, at the school of sculpture
then under the direction of Bertoldo, one of Donatello's pupils.
As student and resident of the
palace, Michelangelo lived with Lorenzo's sons in
the most distinguished society of Florence, and at
this time was introduced by the poet Politian into
the circle of the scholars of the Academy and to
their learned
pursuits.
Meanwhile, Michelangelo
was studying with marked success the frescoes in
the Brancacci chapel. After Lorenzo's death he
passed his time partly at home, partly at the monasti iy of Santo Spirito, where be busied himself
with anatomical studies, and partly in the house of
I'ietro de' Medici, who, however, was banished in
1491.
About the same time Michelangelo left Florence for Bologna. He returned in 1495, and began
to work as a sculptor, taking as his model the works
of his predecessors and the masterpieces of classical
a n
iquity, without,
t

trine,

and to detect
and expose the errors

however,

of heretical teaching.
While prior of the
convent of Ghent for
die first time, he formed a federation of religious orders in that
city for the safeguarding of the faith of

1496 he went to Rome,
whither his fame had
preceded him, and re-

people and
preservation

the
the

sacrificing
his individuality.
In

mained

there
working as a sculptor until
1501.
Returning to
Florence, he occupied
himself with his painting and sculpture until
1505, when Pope
Julius II called him
tu enter his service.
After this, Michelangelo was employed alternately in Rome and
Florence by Julius and
his successors, Leo X,

for

of
of the
Church and the privileges of the orders.
In recognition of his
ability as a preacher
and as a reward for
his long labours in the
pulpit a general chap-

the rights

Clement VII, and Paul

ter of his order conferred upon him the

degree

of

being his special
patrons. In 1534,
shortly after the death
of his father, Michelangelo left Florence,
III

Preacher

Of his writwhich are neaily
of a polemical char-

General.
ings,
all

never to return. The
further events of his

acter, the most worthy
of note are: (^"Com-

pendium

umdam

life

tistic

que theologorum"

at

(Paris,
C-'i

hujus
sapientium et

Michelangelo Buonarroti

(Paris,

1549; Venice, 1553, etc). After the author's death
tins work was frequently published under the title:
"Compendium rerum tlieologarum, qua? hodie in eontroversiaagitantur"; (3) " Detect io nugarum Lutheri
cum dcclaratione veritatis Catholics (Louvain, 1551 );
(4)

"De Vero

Christi

baptismo contra

Mcnnonem

Anabaptistarum principe (Louvain, 1553).
Ill

.lo\<.to,

H'l,juim

his

Some
death

body was brought
bark tu Florence, and
a few months later a
stalely memorial service
was held in the
His nephew, Leonardo
his

"Compendium

theologorum"

closely conhis ar-

with

labours.

weeks alter
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Buonarroti,
Michelangelo, Italian sculptor,
painter, and architect, b. at Caprese in the valley of
the upper Arno. fi March, 1475; d. at Rome, 18 February, 1564.
Michelangelo, one of the greatest
artists of all times, came from a noble Florentine
family of small means, and in 1488 was apprenticed
to Domenico Ghirlandajo.
While apprentice, he
excited the admiration of his master by the life-like
animation of his drawings, and upon Ghirlandajo's

church of San Lorenzo.
Buonarroti, erected a monument over his tomb in
Santa Croce, fur which Vasari, his well-known pupil

and biographer, furnished the design, and Duke
Cosimo de' Medici the marble. The three arts are
represented as mourning over the sarcophagus, above
which is a niche containing a bust of Michelangelo.
A monument was erected to his memory in he church
of the Santi Apostoli, at Rome, representing him
as an artist in working garb, with an inscription:
Tanto nomini nullum }>ar elogium. (No praise is
sufficient lor so meat a man
Michelangelo was a man of a many-sided character,
independent and persistent in his views and his
His most striking characteristic was a
endeavours,
1

|

sturdy

determination,

guided

by

a

lofty

ideal.

Untiring, he worked until far advanced in years,
He was
the cost of great personal sacrifices.
not, however, unyielding to the point of obstinacy.
His productions in all departments of art show the
at
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In literature he was a
devoted student and admirer of Dante. A copy of
the "Divine Comedy", ornamented by him with
marginal drawings, has unfortunately been lost.
Imitating the style of Dante and Petrarch, he wrote
verses, canzoni, and especially sonnets, which are
not without value, and excite surprise by their
great fertility of his mind.

of feeling.
Some of his poems give exHe never
pression to an ideally pure affection.
married. A stern earnestness is characteristic of
the sculptor, but the tenderness of his heart is shown
in his touching love and solicitude for his father

warmth

Although seemingly absorbed in his
brothers.
and often straitened in circumstances, he was
"I will
ever ready to aid them by word and deed.
send you what you demand of me", he wrote, "even
if I have to sell myself as a slave".
After the death
of his father he conceived a deep affection for a
young Roman, Tommaso de' Cavalieri, and also

and
art,

entered

minded

into intimate friendship with the noblepoetess, Vittoria Colonna, then past her

With his pupils, Vasari and Condi vi, lie
was on the most cordial terms, and a servant who
was twenty-six years in his employ experienced his
bounty. The biographies we have from the pupils
just mentioned and the letters of Michelangelo
youth.

himself testify to the gentler traits of his character.
He gave younger artists generous aid by suggestions,
sketches, and designs, among others to Sebastiano del
Piombo, Daniele da Volterra, and Jacopo da Pontormo. Michelangelo had few personal wants and
was unusually self-denying in dress and diet. Savonarola's sermons, which he recalled even in his
old age, probably influenced him in some degree
Moreover, the seriousto adopt this austerity of life.
ness of his own mind caused him to realize the
vanity of earthly ideals.
His spirit was always
absorbed in a struggle to attain perfection. Yet
with all this he was not haughty; many of his sayings that have come down to us show him to have
been unusually unassuming. The explanation of
his unwillingness to have the aid of assistants must
be sought in the peculiarity of his artistic methods.
Michelangelo's life was one of incessant trials, yet
in spite of an imperious temper and many bodily

he showed remarkable composure and
No matter how much trouble was
caused him by his distinguished patrons he seldom
failed in loyalty to them.
He was equally faithful to his native city, Florence, although the political confusion which reigned there wrung from
infirmities

forbearance.

him many complaints.

It obliged him to spend
half of his life elsewhere, yet he wished to lie after
death in Florentine earth; nor could the most enticing offers induce him to leave Italy.
contemporary bestows praise which seems merited,

A

when he says

that Michelangelo in

the ninety
grounds for susall

years of his life never gave any
pecting the integrity of his moral virtue.
Sculptuue. First Period. If the years before
1505, that is, before the summons by Julius II, be
taken as Michelangelo's youth, it may be said that.
even when a pupil in Bertoldo's school, he attracted
attention not only by his work in clay and by the
head of a faun in marble after a classical model, but

—

—

especially by two marble bas-reliefs of his own
design.
The " Madonna Seated on a Step", pressing
the Child to her breast under her mantle, shows,
it is true, but little individuality, grace, and tenderness, though perhaps for this very reason all the
more dignity. Michelangelo's later style is more
easily recognized in the "Battle of the Centaurs",
which represents a large group of figures, anatomically well drawn, engaged in a passionate struggle.
It is said that in after years the artist, in referring
to this group, expressed regret that he had not
devoted himself exclusively to sculpture. He
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appears to have taken the conception for this work
from a bronze relief of Bertoldo and to have imitated the style of Donatello.
Michelangelo's work
certainly recalls Donatello in the drapery of the
Madonna above mentioned and in the realistic
way in which the sentiment of this composition is
expressed. After
Lorenzo's death Michelangelo
produced a marble Hercules of heroic size that was
taken to Fontainebleau and has since disappeared.
Thode, however, appears to have found the Crucifix
which Michelangelo carved for the church of Santo
Spirito.

The body

from the

in

this

is

almost entirely free

cross; there is no intense pain expressed on
the youthful face, and the hands and hair are not
completely worked out. The "St. John in the
Wilderness", with the honeycomb, now at Berlin,
is probably the San Giovannino that Michelangelo
executed in Florence in 1495. The realistic modelling of the head and the beautiful lines of the body
show a study of both classic and modern models.
Shortly before this Michelangelo completed several
figures for the shrine of St. Dominic which Niccolo
dell' Area had left unfinished.
A figure of a pagan
deity was the occasion of Michelangelo's first visit
to Rome, and a statue of Bacchus carved by him
on that occasion is extant at Florence. This work,
which is the result of a study of the antique, is merely
a beautiful and somewhat intoxicated youth.
Far more important is the Pieta executed in 1499
for the French chapel in St. Peter's.
A calm,
peaceful expression of grief rests on all the figures
of the group.
The face of the mother has youthful
beauty; the head is bowed but slightly, yet expressive of holy sorrow.
Her drapery lies in
magnificent folds under the body of the Saviour.
The latter is not yet stiff and reveals but slight
traces of the suffering endured, especially the noble
countenance so full of Divine peace. Not the lips
but the hand shows the intensity of the grief into
which the mother's soul is plunged. When sixty
years old Michelangelo desired to execute a Pieta,
or, more properly, a "Lamentation of Christ" for
his own tomb.
The unfinished group is now in
the Cathedral of Florence, and is throughout less
ideally conceived than the Pieta just mentioned.
The body of Christ is too linip, and Nicodemus and
Mary Magdalen are somewhat hard in modelling.
This Pieta was broken into pieces by the master,
but was afterwards put together by other hands.
Two circular reliefs of the "Virgin and Child",
one now in London and one in Florence, belong
In the Florentine
to the sculptor's youthful period.
relief, especially, intensity of feeling is combined
with a graceful charm. Mother and Child are
evidently pondering a passage in Scripture which
fills them with sorrow; the arms and head of the
Boy rest on the book. A life-sized group of about
the same date in the church of Our Lady (Eglise
Notre-Dame) at Bruges shows the Madonna again,
full of dignity and with lofty seriousness of mien,
while the Child, somewhat larger than the one just
mentioned, is absorbed in intense thought. In
contrast to Raphael, Michelangelo sought to express
Divine greatness and exalted grief rather than
human charm. He worked entirely according to
his own ideals.
His creations recall classical antiquity by a certain coldness, as well as by the strain
of superhuman power that characterizes them.
Second Period. To Michelangelo's second creative period (beginning 1505) belongs the statue of
Christ which he carved for the church of Santa
It \\:is sent to Home in 1521
Maria sopra Minerva.
in charge of an assistant who was to add some last
touches to the statue when it was put in position.
The Saviour, a life-sized marble figure, holds the
cross, sponge, and rod of hyssop.
The face, earnest,
almost hard, is turned to the left, as if saying:

—
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people, what have ye done to Me?" Properly,
the figure is not that of the suffering
Saviour, but of the risen Saviour and therefore nude,
according to the desire of the patron who gave the
commission. The age of the Renaissance, in its
ardour for the nude, paid no regard to decorum.

"My

however,

At a

later date
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on with the work

for

the

monument

at Florence.

however, Julius would not listen. In his
exasperation Michelangelo was on the point of going

To

this,

said dial the co-

However, at the invitation of
to Constantinople.
the pope, in the latter part of 1506, he went to Bologna, where, amid the greatest difficulties and in
straitened circumstances, he cast a bronze statue
This effigy was deof Julius II, of heroic size.
stroyed during a revolt against Julius in 1511.
Once more in Rome, he was obliged for the time
being to abandon the scheme for the monument
to Julius and, against his will, to decorate the SisJulius II lived only
tine Chapel with frescoes.
long enough after the completion of the frescoes
After his
to arrange for his monument in his will.
death in 1513 a formal contract was made for the
construction of the memorial. According to this
new agreement the monument was no longer to be an
independent structure, but was to be placed against
the church wall in the form of a chapel. The plan
for the structure was even more magnificent than
the original design, but was in the end abandoned,
both on account of its size and of other circumstances which arose. The new pope, Leo X, of the
Medici family, was a friend of Michelangelo's youth

over

and looked on him with much favour, but had new

a bronze loin cloth, unfortunately

In conformity
too long, was placed on the statue.
with the spirit in which the whole composition is
conceived, the figure of Christ is not stiff and severe
like the statue of an antique god, but expresses a
youthful Apollo produced
resigned humanity.
at about the same time has also little of the classic
dying Adonis comes nearer to
its
design.
in
But the gigantic
classic models in its* conception.
David, the em-

A

A

bodiment of fresh
young daring, in
reality a representation of a
noble boy,
resembles an antique god or hero.
It

can hardly be

lossal

size,

twi Ive
feet,

and

is

a half

suitable

forayouth; however, the deed for
which David is
preparing, or
more probably,
the action which
he has just completed, is a deed

The
of courage.
right hand is half
closed, the left
hand

with

the

stems to be going back to the shoulder, while
The figure resembles that
he gaze follows the stone.
The body is nude, and the
of an ancient athlete.
full beauty of the lines of the human form is strikIn 1508 Michelangelo agreed
ingly brought out.
to carve the twelve Apostles in heroic size (al>out
nine and a half feet high) for the church of Santa
Maria del Fiore, but of the whole number only the
figure of St. Matthew, a great and daring design,
was hewn in the rough. Similarly, he executed
but four of the saints which were to decorate the
memorial chapel to Pius II and left the rest of the
bronze statue of David with
work unfinished.
the head of Goliath under his feet was sent to France
pen-and-ink sketch of
and has since disappeared.
this statue is still in the Louvre.
sling
i

A

A

His powers fully matured, Michelangelo now
entered the service of the popes and was entrusted
In
with the carrying out of two great undertakings.
1505 Julius II called him to Rome to design and
erect for the pope a stately sepulchral monument.
The monument was to be a four-sided marble structure in two courses, decorated with some forty
figures of heroic size.
Michelangelo spent eight
months in Carrara superintending the sending of
the marble to Rome.
He hoped in carrying out
this commission to execute a work worthy of classic
times, one containing figures that would bear comparison with the then newly discovered Laocoon.
His plans, however, were brought to nought by a
sudden change of mind on the part of Julius, who
now began to consider the rebuilding of St. Peter's
Julius may be said
after the designs of Hramante.
to have driven Michelangelo from the Roman court.
Fearful of the malice of enemies, Buonarroti fled in
despair to Florence and. turning a deaf ear to the
pope's entreaties to return to Rome, offered to go

designs in

reference

to

him.

After Michelangelo

had laboured for two years on the monument to
Pope Leo, during a visit to Florence, com-

Julius,

to construct a stately new facade for
the church of San Lorenzo, the family burial place
With tears in his eyes, Michelangelo
of the Medici.
agreed to this interruption of his great design.
The building of the new facade was abandoned in
1520, but the sculptor returned to his former work
The short reign of Adrian VI
for a time only.
was followed by the election to the papal throne of
another early friend of Michelangelo, Giulio de'
Sinci
Medici, who took the name of Clement VII.
1520 Giulio de' Medici had desired to erect a family
mortuary chapel in San Lorenzo. When he became
pope he obliged Michelangelo to take up this task.
The new commission was not unworthy of the
sculptor's powers, yet an evil fate prevented this
undertaking also from reaching its full completion.
.Michelangelo suffered unspeakably from the constant alteration of his plans: he- was, moreover, beset
by many detractors; the political disorders in his
native city filled him with grief, and the years
brought with them constantly increasing infirm-

manded him,

ities.

In 1545 the designs, some of which
the monument
much reduced

to Julius II
scale.

still

exist, for

were carried out on a

The monument

is

in

the

church of San Pietro in Vincoli; in the centre of the
lower course of the monument between two smaller
figures is placed the gigantic statue of Moses, which
was originally intended for the upper course, where
powerful imit would have made a much more
pression.

be

made

When seen close by, the criticism may
that the expression is too violent, there

no sufficient reason for the swollen veins in the
left arm, the shoulders are too massive in comparison
with the neck, the chin, and the forehead; thai
even the folds of the robe are unnatural. Vt
seen from a distance, it is precisely these features
The great statue,
that produce the desired effect.
which is double life size, was intended to express
the painfully restrained and mighty wrath of the
It is plain that an
leader of a stiff-necked people.
allusion to the warlike prowess of Julius II was
intended and that the sculptor here-, as in many of
his
other undertakings, lias embodied his own
tremendous conception of force. The way in which
the Tables of the Law are grasped, the bare arm
and right knee, the heavy beard and the "horns''
heighten the effect^ that is aimed at. The Hankis
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suggestions.
On
the other hand,

two shackled
figures out of
the

plan-

series

ned by the sculptor

are

in

the

though

Louvre,

incomplete.

"Slaves"

The
were

intended to typify the power of
the pope in the

domains of war
and art. and were
to stand in front
of the herma; pillars,

where the in-

verted

consoles

now

are.
In the
"Slaves" in the
Louvre the antithesis between

resistance to the

MosKS
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ing figures of Rachel and Leah, symbols respectively of contemplative and active life, were carved
by Michelangelo himself, but they are not as satisfactory as the Moses. The monument itself and
the figures on the upper course were not executed
by the great master, though they were w-orked out
according to his

fetters

and sub-

to the
inevitable is expressed with remarkable skill.
There
are also in Florence some unfinished figures belonging
to this monument, namely, a victor kneeling on a
fallen foe, and four other figures, which are merely
blocked out. About the tune of the completion of
this momunent Michelangelo carved a striking bust
of Brutus as the hero of liberty.
Michelangelo
regarded the freedom of his native city as lost after
the second return of the Medici from exile and the
assumption of the control of affairs by Alessandro
and Cosmo de' Medici. The sorrow this caused
him suggested the bust of Brutus, and cast a shadow
on the tombs of Giuliano and Lorenzo de' Medici
in the chapel spoken of above.
The greater part
of the work in the chapel, however, had been done
before this time, and so the expression of embittered
sorrow must be explained by the general depression
of the artist not less than by his failure to realize
his highest ideal, which also accounts for the gloom
characteristic of his other creations.
Twelve figures included in the original design for
the sepulchral monument of the Medici were never
According to Vasari's arrangement in
carved.
1563, a seated figure of Giuliano is placed in an

mission

upper niche of one of the monuments, while symbolical figures representing Day and Night recline
on a sarcophagus below. If Michelangelo's words
have been rightly understood, these symbolical
figures are to be regarded as mourning for the
untimely death of the duke, and as grieving that
life for him had not been worth the living.
"Not
to see, nor to hear must be happiness for me",
are the words attributed to Night, which is represented as a giantess sunk in heavy and uneasy
slumber, and symbolized by a mask, an owl, and a
bunch of poppy-heads. The other allegorical figure, Day, a man, is represented as having no desire
to rouse himself to action.
The plan of the second
monument is similar to that of the one just described; the figures of Evening and Dawn make the
same impression as those of Night and Day. The
two Medicean dukes are ideally treated as ancient
warriors, rather than portrayed as in life.
In the
statue of Giuliano it is the superb modelling of

the different parts that delights the eye; in the
statue of Lorenzo the charm lies in the pose and
the way in which the face is shadowed by the helmet.
This figure of Lorenzo bears the name of II Penseroso (the Meditative).
Against the wall of the
chapel stands the unfinished and really unsuccessful
Madonna and Child; the pose of the Madonna is
unique.
Paintings. Michelangelo once said that he was
no painter; on another occasion he declared he was

—

no architect, but in reality he was both. About
1503 he painted a Holy Family, now in Florence,
in which the Madonna holds the Child over her
shoulder to St. Joseph who stands behind. In
this canvas Michelangelo departs from the traditional representation of the Holy Family, by the
quaint grouping of nude figures in the background
even more than by the entirely new pose of the
Mother and Child. An "Entombment of Christ",
now in London, is unfinished. lake Leonardo da
Vinci, the greatest painter of that period, Michelangelo made a large number of sketches. He also
entered into competition with that famous artist
by undertaking (1504) a battle-piece which was
to adorn the wall opposite Leonardo's "Battle
of Anghiari" in the great council chamber of the
palace of the Signory, called then the Palazzo dei
Priori and now the Town-hall of Florence.
As
Michelangelo just at this date entered the service
of the popes, the cartoon he prepared was never
carried out and is now lost.
After years of disagreement with Julius II the painting of the Sistine Chapel was begun in 1508, and in 1512 the
ceiling
was uncovered. Michelangelo, who was
not a fresco-painter, exerted all his powers of mind
and body, abandoning his preference for the effects
of sculpture in order to express without assistance,
and in defiance of the envious, the full ideal of his
conceptions in this unwonted medium. Creation,
the Fall, and the preparation for the coming of
the Redeemer form the subject of the fresco.
The
painter first divided and enclosed the ceiling with
painted architecture which formed a frame for the
frescoes; the cornice for this frame on the broad
side of the chapel is adorned with the figures of
naked youths. The nine fields of the smooth
vault contain the history of the sinful human race
Around the dome, between the
as far as Noe.
lunettes, are vaulted triangular spaces or pendentives; in these are placed prophets and sibyls, together with boy-angels, all pointing to the approachIn the lunettes over the windows,
ing redemption.
and in the vaulted triangular spaces over the lunettes are represented the ancestors of Christ.
The subject, arrangement, and technical excellence
of these frescoes have always excited the greatest

The Divine, the prophetic, and the
are here most happily expressed; the conception of the first is original; the prophets and
sibyls have wonderful individuality, and great
skill is shown in handling the drapery, while human
beings are represented in animated action. The
architect created the beautiful division of the space
and the exact proportions, the sculptor produced
the anatomically correct figures, and the painter
knew how to blend forms and colours into perfect
harmony. After the completion of the work Michelangelo could no longer regret that it had been
Equally famous
forced upon him against his will.
is the great fresco of the "Last Judgment" which
he painted upon the altar-wall of the chapel (1535In this fresco, however, the nudity of the
41).
figures aroused objection, and they have been painted
over by various hands. The "Last Judgment"
has been more blackened and disfigured by time
than the painting on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.
Architecture. The commission given by Leo
admiration.

human

—
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church of
San Lorenzo, which has been already mentioned,
ended in a bitter disappointment for Michelangelo.
He produced very rapidly a fine design for the
front and made the first preparations for the work.
After four years (in 1520) the contract was rescinded
without anything having been accomplished. However, the commission that Michelangelo received
from Giulio de' Medici, afterwards Clement VII,
for a mortuary chapel for the Medici family was
not revoked, and the chapel was completed in 1524.
It is a simple building surmounted by a dome.
MichelIts only purpose is to hold the monuments.
angelo's design for the enlargement of San Giovanni
He also
de' Fiorentini at Rome was never used.
produced designs for the Piazza of the Campidoglio
It is a remarkable
(Capitol) and the Porta Pia.
fact that the citizens of Florence in 1529 appointed

assembled at Piacenza, and the Lombard bishops
renounced obedience to Gregory. For these rebellious
acts Burchard was excommunicated and deposed by
the pope in the Lenten synod of 1076; a similar sentence was inflicted on other bishops and on Burchard's royal master.
King Henry obtained absolution at Canossa in January, 1077; and Burchard,
who accompanied him on the penitential pilgrimage,

him engineer-in-chief of the fortifications of the
Of more importance was his appointment as

country of Alemannia, or Suabia, the home of Rudolf
and Berthold, and many cruelties were committed.
Churches, sanctuaries, and perhaps monasteries as
well were destroyed b}- the reckless and savage soldiery.
But it all helped the cause of Henry and
weakened that of his rival, who was finally vanquished
and killed in 1080. Burchard was rewarded for his
services with grants of land from Henry.
It is not
certain that he was present in the synod held at
Brixen (Tyrol) in June, 1080, where the partisans of
Henry again deposed Gregory VII and elected in
his stead Wibert, Archbishop of Ravenna.
He was
with Henry, however, when the schismatic king took
possession of Rome, 21 March, 1084, and it may be
taken for granted that he assisted at the installation
of the antipope Clement III (10S4-1100) and at the
imperial coronation of Henry, which events occurred
on the 24th and 31st of March respectively. Shortly
afterwards Burchard returned to Germany with his

for the rebuilding of the facade of the

city.

chief
architect for the reconstruction of St. Peter's by
Pope Paul III, after the death of Sangallo (1546).
He held this position seventeen years Michelangelo
carried out, with some changes, P.ramante's plans
for the new building and rejected those of Sangallo.

His

own work

is

notably the magnificent

dome. He completed the drum, but not, however,
the upper dome. The clay model made by his
own hands is still to be seen at the Vatican.
Death brought to an end a life filled with fame
and success, but also replete with suffering and
sorrow; a life on which a great genius made demands
which could not be satisfied.
The ambitions of
Michelangelo were insatiable, not so much owing to
his desire for renown, as to his almost gigantic
striving after the absolute ideal of art.
For this
reason Michelangelo's creations bear the stamp
of his subjectivity and of his restless efforts to
He
attain the loftiest ideals by new methods.
accomplished much that was extraordinary in three
or four departments of art, but at the same time
broke through many limitations prescribed by the
laws of beauty in all arts, wilfully disregarding, at
times, in his modelling of the human figure, even
that fidelity to nature which he esteemed so highly.
The way he pointed was dangerous, inasmuch as
it led directly to extravagance, which, though perhaps endurable in Michelangelo, in his successors
often substituted empty show for an ideal of lofty

was reinstated

in office.

During the civil war in 1077 and the following years,
between Henry and his rival, Duke Rudolf of Suabia,
raised to the throne by many princes, Burchard stood
on the side of Henry, in whose interest he fought repeatedly, both against Rudolf and his supporter,
Berthold of Zahringen. In 107S Burchard and his
friend suffered a crushing defeat and he barely saved
,

by precipitate flight. But the fortunes of
war turned; Burchard and his partisans ravaged the
his life

royal master.

Two synods were held there during the year 1085,
in which Burchard, though not present, was directly
concerned. The first, in the latter part of April, was
held at Quedlinburg by the partisans of Gregory VII;
it condemned all adversaries of the pope, including
Bishop Burchard. Henry's faction held its synod at
Mainz in the early part of May; Pope Gregory and all
the bishops loyal to him were deposed. For the next
twenty years Burchard was less active in the cause
of Henry, but he remained to the end loyal to his
king. When Henry was hard pressed in Italy by his
beauty. For a time Michelangelo obscured even son Conrad, in rebellion since 1093, and other enemies,
the fame of Raphael; he swayed not only his own Burchard was one of the very few bishops of Germany,
age, but succeeding generations.
who brought him any comfort. In 1095 he appeared
Monographs by SuTHERLAND-GoWBB, Holyrod, Strtttt at the king's court at Padua, and after Henry's return
(London, 1903): Thode, Michelangelo unci das K rule der Renaisto Germany he paid several other visits to the royal
lance (1903, 1904); Holland, Michelange (1905).
court.
How much Henry- counted on the loyalty
G. GlETMANN.
of Burchard was made evident in a letter which the
Burchard of Basle (also of Hasenburg or monarch wrote to the princes of the empire from
Asif.i., from bis ancestral castle in 'Western Berne,
Liege in the early part of the year 1106, shortly beSwitzerland), Bishop of Basle in the eleventh cen- fore his death. Henry besought the princes to accord
tury and a warm partisan of Henry IV (1056-1106). him sufficient time to consult with the princes and
He belonged to the family of the counts of Neuen- bishops about the matters relating to his abdication
burg, or Neuchatel, was l>. towards the middle of the or reconciliation with his rebellious son Henry V
eleventh century, and d. 12 April, 1107. Having en- (1106-25), and among the bishops faithful to him he
tered the ecclesiastical state he was made Bishop of mentioned the name of Burchard of Basle.
Basle (1072) by Henry IV; in recognition of this
Burchard, however, did not always remain an unfavour he was ever loyal to the king, and became one compromising adversary of the popes.
After the
of his foremost advisers.
In Henry's first difficulties death of Gregory VII, particularly after the election
with the Saxons (1073-75) Burchard rendered him of 1'rban II (1088 99). his sentiments underwent a
all possible assistance.
When the conflict between change. He sought a reconciliation with the Holy
the king and Pope Gregory VII (1073-85) broke nut. See; and in order to prove his interest in purely
Burchard was among the bishops who assembled at ecclesiastical and spiritual matters he l>ecame inWorms (January, 1076), proclaimed the deposition strumental in the erection of several mona.steries or
of the pope, and wrote him an insulting letter. To- other religious institutions.
Among those founded
gether with Bishop Huzmann of Speyer he also went by him may be mentioned ihe monastery of St. Alban
to Northern Italy for the purpose of inducing the
in Basle, the chapterhouse of
irandis VallLs to the
Lombard bishops to take similar action with regard south of Basle, and the monastery of St. John,
to the pope. In this he was successful; a synod was erected partly by his brother and partly by himself
(
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Francis
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Schaefer.

Worms, Bishop

of that see, b. of
noble parents in Hesse, Germany, after the middle of
the tenth century; d. 20 August, 1025. He received
his education in Coblenz and other places, and ultimately entered the service of Archbishop Willigis
of Mainz (975-1011), by whom he was ordained deacon. He rose gradually in ecclesiastical rank and was
finally appointed by Willigis first chamberlain, and
In these offices he
primate or judge of the city.
showed so much discretion and impartiality, that his
reputation reached Emperor Otto III. During a personal interview with his imperial master (1000) he
was appointed to the vacant Bishopric of Worms; a
few days later he was advanced to the priesthood
and the episcopal dignity by Willigis at Heiligenstadt.
Thenceforth he laboured unceasingly for the temporal
and spiritual welfare of his subjects. He rebuilt the
walls of Worms and with the approval of Henry II
tore down the stronghold of a certain Duke Otto,
which served as a place of refuge to criminals and
Between 1023 and 1025 he promulmalefactors.
gated a celebrated body of laws, the "Leges et
Statuta familise S. Petri Wormatiensis", with the
purpose of insuring the impartial administration of
justice.
(Boos, in Urkundenbuch der Stadt Worms,
I, 1SS6; Weiland, in Mon. Ger. Hist.: Leges, IV, 1.)
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at Erlach in the neighbourhood of his ancestral castle.
In spite of his attachment to Henry IV he died fully
reconciled with the pope.
Trouillat, Monument* de I'histoire de Vancien rvechc de Bdle
(Porrentruy, 18521; Bi.osch. Zicei bernische Bischofe in Berner
Taschenbuch (Bern. 1SS1); Giesebrecht, Gesch. der deutschen
Kaiserzeit (Leipzig, 1890), III; Fiala in Kirchenlez., II,

Many monasteries and churches were erected by him.
On the site of the aforesaid Otto's castle he built a
monastery in honour of St. Paul; his sister Mathilda
was placed in charge of a community of religious
women, whose home was practically rebuilt; the
cathedral of St. Peter at Worms was reconstructed
and dedicated in 1016. He also devoted himself to
the formation of ecclesiastical students in his cathedral school and to the instruction of ecclesiastics
generally. To stimulate their zeal he would at times
answer difficult questions submitted to him. The
prevalent evils he tried to reform through visitations
and synods.
For the sake of uniformity in all church matters
he drew up a manual for the instruction and guidance

Herzog, Realencyc. (Leipzig. 1897), III; Gietl, Hist.Jahrb.
(1895), XVI, 116-119; Wattf.nbach, Deutschl. Geschichtsquellen (6th ed., 1893), I, 392; Conrat, Gesch. d. Quellen des
ram. Rechts im M. A., 1, 261.

Francis

J.

Schaefer.

Burchard of Wurzburg, Saint, first Bishop of
Wurzburg, b. in England of Anglo-Saxon parents,
date unknown; d. in Germany most probably in 7.54.
After the death of his father and mother he left home
to go as a missionary to Germany, being drawn to
this life by the great reputation of his countryman,
St.

Boniface, to

whom

he offered himself as an as-

As Boniface was at this time an archbishop
must have been after the year 732 that Burchard
began missionary work on German soil. He soon
showed himself a competent and zealous messenger
of the Faith and was consecrated Bishop of the new
See of Wurzburg by St. Boniface when the latter
sistant.
it

erected the ecclesiastical hierarchy in the mission
territory of Thuringia.
The date is probably 741,
for on 22 October, 741 Burchard and Witta of Biiraburg took part as bishops in the consecration of
St. Willibald as Bishop of Eichstatt.
In a letter to
St. Boniface, 1 April, 743, Pope Zachary confirmed
the founding of the new diocese. But a year before
this (April, 742) Burchard had been a member of
He now devoted himself
the first German synod.
to spreading and confirming Christianity in the new
bishopric. In the spring of 74S he went to Rome to
make a report on the condition of the Church in
Franconia and to submit various questions for decision.
Burchard was held in high esteem by Pepin
the Short.
When the latter, in 749, appointed an
embassy to lay before Pope Zachary the question who
should be King of the Franks, he placed Burchard
and Abbot Fulrad of St. Denis at its head. After
his return from Rome Burchard was not able to continue his apostolic activity for any great space of
time and died before St. Boniface. One of his successors, Hugo (984-990), had Burchard 's remains
dug up and solemnly buried on 14 October. This
day has remained the feast-day of the saint.
.

Vita S. Burchardi in Mon. Germ. Hist.: Script., XV, 47-50
(unreliable account of ninth and tenth centuries); Vita S.
Burchardi, in Acta SS., Oct., IV. 575 sqq. (account of twelfth
century); Nurnberger, Aus der litterar. Hinterlassenschafi
des hi. Bonifatius und des hi. Burchardus (Neisse, 1888); Ulrica", Der hi. Burchardus, erster Bischof von Wurzburg (Wiirzburg, 1877); Hauck, Kirchengesch. (2nd ed., Leipzig, 18981900), I, II, passim.
J.

P. KlRSCH.

well-known "Collectarium canonum"or "Decretum"in twenty books,
a compilation of ecclesiastical law and moral theology,
drawn from previous similar collections, the peniten-

Burckmair (or Burgkmair), Hans, a painter of
the Swabian school, b. at Augsburg in 1473; d. in
He was the son of Toman, or Thomas Burck1531.
mair, and received his first lessons in art from his

books, the writings of the Fathers, the decrees of

father, then went, it appears, to Schongauer in AlIn company with
sace, and afterwards to Italy.
the elder Holbein he painted, between the years
1501 and 1504, the seven great churches of Rome on
panels in the monastery of St. Catherine at Augsburg.
To Burckmair belong, among these, the basilica of
St. Peter, the basilica of the Lateran, and the church
The building itself is represented
of Santa Croee.
in the main compartment of each picture; above are,
respectively, Christ's prayer in the Garden of Gethsemane, the Scourging, and the Crucifixion. Following the titles of t lie churches there are, in the first
picture. St. Peter enthroned and accompanied by

of

young

tial

ecclesiastics, this is his

and popes, and the Sacred Scriptures. For
more than a century, until the publication of the
"Deeretum" of Gratian (c. 1150), this was a widely

councils

used practical guide of the clergy, often quoted as
"Brocardus". The nineteenth book, known as "Corrector, seu medicus", was circulated frequently as a
separate work and was esteemed as a practical confessor's guide.
(Von Scherer, Kirchenrecht, I, 238.)
The work was undertaken at the suggestion of Brunicho, the provost of the Worms Cathedral, and was
executed with the help of Bishop Walter of Speyer
and Abbot Olbert of Gembloux (ed. Foucher, Paris,
1549; Migne, P. L., CXL, Paris, 1853). Burchard enjoyed the special esteem of his imperial masters.
With Otto III he was on the most intimate terms;
Henry II and Conrad II made visits to him in 1009
and 1025 respectively. Personally Burchard was a
saintly man. His biographer, probably an ecclesiastic, praises his devotion to prayer, his mortification,
his fairness and charity towards others.
Vita Burchardi Kpiscopi in Mon. <!t rm. 11 Lit.: Script., IV; also
in

P. L. (Paris. 18531.

Worms

(.lena, 18901;

zig, 1890),

III;

CXL;

(lit,,-, n.

Bur, hard 1 Bischof ni

Hauck, Kirchengisch. Deutschlands (Leipin Kirchenlex., U; Hauck in

Von Scherer

the Fourteen Holy Martyrs; in the second, the legend
of St. John the Evangelist, and in the third, the martyrdom of the Eleven Thousand Virgins. Several
fine figures in the paintings show Italian influence.
Not much later in date is the painting of Christ
and the Blessed Virgin, the latter wearing a crown;
most charming figures of angels anil three groups of
saints are depicted on the win^s :is surrounding the
central personages. The pictures just mentioned are
Among the Madonnas at Nuremburg,
in Augsburg.
the Madonna with the bunch of grapes is especially
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admired. An attractive genre picture with a background of harmonious tone that brings out the effect
the Holy Family in the Berlin Museum.
The best of Burckmair's later panel pictures are:
the Crucifixion, with St. George and the Emperor
Ilcinrich on the wings, painted in 1519 and now at
irg; St. John in Patmos, and Esther before AsSevsuerus. painted in 1528 (these two at Munich).
eral portraits still exist which Burckmair painted in
Among these is one of the
the later years of his life.
artist himself and his wife, painted in 1529, now at
Vienna. In this picture his wife holds a mirror in
is

her hand in which two skulls are reflected.
A woodcut of earlier date (1510) resembles a picIn tins engraving
ture from a Dance of Death.
Death stops a pair of lovers, throws the youth down,
and strangles him; at the same time he seizes with
his teeth the dress of the young woman, who is fleeThe woodcuts that Burckmair produced in the
ing.
middle part of his career (1510-19), at the command
of the Emperor Maximilian, possess unusual merit.
Only one of them, or, at most, very few were inFor the
serted in the emperor's Prayer Book.
other books concerned with Maximilian or his anfollows:
for the
cestors Burckmair's work was as
" Osterreichische Heiligen" (Austrian Saints) Burck"
"
Teuerdank
mair made 124 engravings on wood for
12; for "The Triumph" over 60; for the "Weiszkuthe
"Genig" more than 200; he finally completed
;

nealogie" with some 70 illustrations. As an example
the
of his decorative work may be mentioned
adornments, which are full of imaginative power, in
the
house
of
the
"Damenhof"
of
the so-called
Under the influence of
agger family at Augsburg.
old
realistic
the
Burckmair
modified
Italian art
method of treating a subject, gradually replaced
Gothic architecture in his work by that of the Renie, substituted colour for gold in painting, and
developed the use of landscape as a background.
I

Janxtbchek, Qeachichte der deutschen Malerei (Berlin. 1890):

Hvbeh in Zetischrift tit's hist. Vtreirus fur Schwaben. I. Parts
III; Mother in Zeitschrift fur bildewlr Kunst.XlX; [deu

II,
in

Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft. IX.

G. GlETMAN'N.

Burgis,

Edward AMBROSE,

a

L'7

Vpril,

1747.

b. in

When

nearly thirty years he taught philosophy, theology,
Sacred Scripture, and church history in the College
of St. Thomas, established in 1697 for the Dominicans
of England through the bequest of Cardinal Thomas
Howard, O.P. He was rector of the college from
171.". t.i 1720 and again from 1724 to 1730.
In the
latter year he was elected to the office of provincial;
in 1711 he became Prior of the English Dominican
convent at Bomhem, and in 1746 he was appointed
Vicar-General of the English Dominicans in Belgium.
He published a number of pamphlets ot considerable
merit containing theses written in Latin on Scriptural,
But it was as a
theological, and historical subjects.
writer of English that he excelled, especially along
liis style is easy anil
|>
In 1712 he pubaccurate in his statements.
London "The Annals of the Church", a
volume embracing the period from A. D. 34 to 300.
ted in the preface it was his intention to bring
the annals down to his own time in a work of nine
volumes, but he abandoned this plan, rewrote the

historical lines:

he

is

lished in

III.—

first period, and published "The Annals of the Church
from the Death of Christ ". in five octavo volumes
(London, 1738), the first work of the kind written in
English by Catholic or Protestant. The book en-

titled

"An

Father

Introduction to the Catholic Faith", by

Thomas Worthington, O.P. (London,

was completed by Father Burgis, although

1709),

his

name

in connexion with it.
Pai.mf.k, Obituary Notices O.S.D. (London, 1SS4); Olliver,

does not appear
Collections.

A. L.

McMahon.

Burgoa, Francisco, b. at Oaxaca about 1600; d.
lie entered the Dominican
at Teopozotlan in 16S1.
Order 2 August, 1629, and soon became master in
theology. The voluminous books written by him
on the past of his native Mexican State, Oaxaca, are
very rare. They are valuable, though not absolutely
He was curate of several
reliable on several topics.
Indian parishes and his knowledge of the Indian
languages, the Zapotec and Mixteco, is stated to
have been very thorough. In 1649 he became
Provincial of the Province of San Hipolito and took
part in the chapiter general of his order at Rome,
Returning to Mexico with the title of vicar1656.
general, a member of the Inquisition of Spain, and
Commissary and Inspector of Libraries of New
Spain (Mexico), he again became Provincial of Oaxaca
He was interested in several ecclesiastical
in 1662.
foundations and improvements, and highly respected
The two historical and
at the time of his death.
geographical works through which he is best known
are the " Palestra historica, 6 Historia de la Provincia
de San Hipolito de Oaxaca, de la Orden de Predicadores" (Mexico, 1670), and the " Description geografica de la America setentrional" etc. (Mexico,
He published a number of sermons and also
1674).
wrote "Itinerario de Oaxaca ;i Roma y de Roma 6.

Oaxaca", which

is still in manuscript.
la biblioteca oriental y occidental

Pinelo. Epitome de

(Madrid,

Antonio, Bibliotheca hispnna nova (Madrid, 1733-38):
liiblwteca mexicana (Mexico, 1755): Beristain,
Biblioteca hispano-amerieana etc. (Amecameca, 1883); Brasseur DE Bourdourg, Bibl. meiieo-uuatirwslu nnr (Pans, 1871).
1737);

,*.

Ad. F. Bandelier.

Burgos (Burgensis), Archdiocese

Dominican historian

England c. 1(573; d. in Brussels,
a young man lie left the
Church of England, of which his father was a minister, and became a Catholic, joining the Dominican
Order at Rome, where he passed his noviceship in
the convent of Sts. John anil Paul on the Ccelian Hill,
then occupied by the Enelish Dominicans. After his
religious profession (1696) he was sent to Naples to
the Dominican school of St. Thomas, where he disUpon the compleplayed unusual mental ability.
tion of his studies he was sent to Eouvain, where for
and theologian,
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of.

— Burgos

burgi, burgorutn, signifying a consolidation
districts or small villages) has been since the
tenth century an episcopal see of Spain, to which in
the eleventh century the ancient Sees of Oca and

(from

of

Valpuesta were transferred. In 1571 Gregory XIII
raised it to metropolitan rank, at the request of
Philip II. The archdiocese now (Concordat of 1851)
comprises almost the entire province of Burgos. Its
suffragans are: Calahorra (Logrono), El Burgo de
Osma, Palencia, Santander, Leon, and Vitoria. Its
area is approximated 8694 square miles, with a population of 340,000. The diocese is divided into 1220
parishes, which form forty-seven vicariates.
Physical Features. The northern and eastern
portion of the diocese is mountainous, thickly wooded,
and traversed by rivers, among which is the Ebro,
which rises in the mountains and serves as the eastern
boundary for Miranda. The Arlanza which crosses
the diocese from east to west flows by Salas de los
Infantes, near the famous monastery of Silos, and
through the centre of the well-known town of I.erma.
The mountainous region is unproductive of cereals,
but fruits grow in abundance, and line pasture-lands
sustain great herds of cows and sheep, which furnish
Deli. ate cheeses which
excellent meat and milk.
take their name from the city and are famous through-

—

Minerals are
out Spain, are made in this section.
abundant, especially sulphate of soda, common salt,
iron, and hard coal. The southern part of the diocese,
especially the valley and plains, is fertile and produces abundantly vegetables, cereals, and quite a
quantity of wine. The climate, cold but healthy, if

.

BURGOS
damp

railroad between Madrid and France
which crosses the eastern side of the diocese from
south to north. There are also some secondary railway lines for the operation of the mines.
Religious Edifices. Burgos possesses more religious monuments than any other Spanish diocese,
not even excepting Toledo evidences of the piety
of the counts and kings of Castile and Leon. In addition to the collegiate churches of Lerma, Villadiego,
Plampiega, Palenzuela, Cobarrubias, and others,
there are in Burgos alone many magnificent buildings.
The cathedral, with its chapel of the Condestable, the monastery of l^as Huelgas, and the Carthusian monastery of Miraflores, are museums of

ways and by the

—

—

really

The

permanent value.
Cathedral
As an

—

architectural

monument

this structure displays the best features of the art
of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries.
It

was commenced by Bishop Mauritius
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Although

this section has
few industries, the transportation of its fruit and
minerals is greatly facilitated by the numerous high-

towards the north.

in 1221, in

statue of the Blessed Virgin. In the lateral sections
(the towers) the windows are enclosed by stone
balustrades, and the top is surmounted by balconies
of stone surrounded by balustrades formed of Gothic
letters in various inscriptions; needle-pointed pinnacles finish the four corners.
The spires, as already
said, are octagonal in shape; a gallery runs around the
eight sides near the top, upon which rest the graceful
points of the conical finial.
The north portal is known as the poriada de la
Coroneria.
In the lower portion of this are statues
of the Twelve Apostles, the windows in the central
section being of the primitive ogival style, and
in the upper story there are three double-arched
windows with statues joined to the shafts of the
columns; two small spires, conical in shape like the
main ones and decorated with balustrades, rise on
either side of this facade.
From the portal of the
Coroneria one can descend to that of the Pellejeria,
which faces east and is of the Renaissance style
known as the Plateresque. It is divided into three
sections, the two end ones being alike, with the centre
different in style and dimensions.
The former are
composed of pilasters minutely carved, between which
four statues are placed. The middle section, which
serves for an entrance, has three alabaster pilasters,
the intercolumnar spaces bearing panel-pictures representing the martyrdom of saints. The facade as a
whole gives the impression of a gorgeous picture,
and the ornate and fantastic devices sculptured all
over its magnificent surface are simply innumerable.
The octagonal chapel of the Condestable, of florid
Gothic and very pure in design, is the best of the
many chapels of the cathedral. Its roof is finished
with balustraded turrets, needle-pointed pinnacles,
statues, and countless other sculptural devices.
In
the lower portion coats of arms, shields, and crouching lions have been worked into the ensemble. The
exterior of the sacristy is decorated with carved
traceries, figures of angels and armoured knights.
The tabernacle is of extraordinary magnificence and
is composed of two octagonal sections in Corinthian
style.

—

Las Huelgas. Next to the cathedral in magnifiis the famous Monasterio de las Huelgas on the

cence

outskirts of the city.
It dates from the year 1180,
and architecturally belongs to the transition period
from Byzantine to Gothic, although in the course
of time almost every style has been introduced into

This convent has two remarkable cloisters, one
a very fine example of the earlier period and of the
it.

tj|f
Facade, the Cathedkal, Btjbgos

the reign of Ferdinand III and Beatrice of Swabia,
and is Gothic in style. The principal facade, Santa

Mayor, faces west, and on either side rise two
towers about 262 feet in height, terminating in octagonal spires covered with open stonework traceries.

Maria

la

The facade is composed of three stories, or sections.
The first, or ground story has three ogival entrances
with rectangular openings; the second has a gallery
enclosed by a pinnacled balustrade and a rose window as delicately carved as a piece of lace, which
admits some light into the church. In the uppermost story there are two double-arched windows of
ogival style, with eight intercolumnar spaces, in each
of which there is a statue on a pedestal. The whole
is finished with a balustrade of letters carved in stone
and forming the inscription: Pulchra eset decora (Thou
art beautiful and graceful), in the centre of which is a

use of semi-circular arches and delicate and varied
columns; the other of the ogival style of the transition
period. The interior of the church is in the style of
the latter, enormous columns supporting its magnifi
rent vault; the entrance is modern. This convent
is celebrated for the extraordinary privileges granted
to its abbess by kings and popes.
The Carthusian monastery of MiraMiraflores.
flores, celebrated for the strict observance of its rule,
very
is situated about one mile from the city.
beautiful and life-like statue of St. Bruno carved in
wood is one of the treasures of the monastery; the
stalls in the church also display exquisite workman-

—

A

ship.

The mausoleum

of

King John

wife Isabel, in this monastery,

is

II

and

of his

constructed of the

marble anil so delicately carved that portions
seem to be sculptured in wax rather than stone.
finest

Around the top

are beautiful statues of angels in
miniature, which might be the work of Phidias. The
French soldiers in the War of Independence (1814)
mutilated this beautiful work, cutting off some of the
heads and carrying them away to France.
Celebrated Churches.
Burgos has other important
churches. That of Santa Agueda, commonly called
Santa Gadea., is chiefly celebrated for its antiquity
and for the historic fact that it was in this church

—

,
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that Alfonso VI, in the presence of the famous Cid
Campeador (Rodrigo Diaz del Vivar), swore that he
had taken no part in the death of his brother the king,
Don Sancho, assassinated in the Cerco de Zamora.
Without this oath he never would have been allowed
In this
to Bucceed to the royal crown of Castile.
church also the Augustinian friar, St. Juan de Sahagiin, was wont to preach, hear confessions, and give
missions, after he had renounced the canonry and
other ecclesiastical benefices which he held in that
Among the other notable churches are:
diocese.
San Esteban, San Gil (Sancti .Egidii), San Pedro,
San Cosnie y San Damian, Santiago (Sancti Jacobi),
San Lorenzo, and San Lesmes (Adelelmi). The Convento de la Merced, occupied by the Jesuits, and the
Hospital del Rey are also worthy of mention. In the
walls of the city are the famous gateway of Santa
Maria, erected for the first entrance of the Emperor
Charles V, and the arch of Fernan Gonzalez. The
diocese has two fine ecclesiastical seminaries. There
are also many institutions for secular education.
Schools are maintained in every diocese, the Institute Provincial, and many colleges are conducted by
private individuals, religious orders, and nuns both
cloistered

and

uncloistered.

History of Burgos.

— When

the

Romans took

pos-

what is now the province of Burgos it was
inhabited by the Morgobos, Turmodigos, Berones,
and perhaps also the Pelendones, the last inhabitants
session of

of

the northern part of the Celtiberian province.

The principal cities, according to Ptolemy, were:
Brabum, Sisara, Deobrigula, Ambisna Segisamon,
Verovesca (Briviesca), and others. In the time of
the Romans it belonged to Hither Spain (Hispania
Citerior) and afterwards to the Tarragonese province.
The Arabs occupied all of Castile, though only for a
brief period, and left no trace of their occupation.
Alfonso (III) the Great reconquered it about the
middle of the ninth century, and built many castles
for the defence of the Christians, then extending their
dominion and reconquering the lost territory. In

way the region came to be known as Cast ilia
Don Diego,
(Lat. casteUa), i. e. "land of castles".
of Porcelos, was entrusted witli the government of this territory, and commanded to promote
With this
the increase of the Christian population.
end in view he gathered the inhabitants of the surrounding country into one village, which took the
name of Burgos, or Burgi. The city thus bounded
began to be called Caput Castella?. The territory
(corulado), subject to the Kings of Leon, continued to
be governed by counts anil was gradually extended
by victories over the Moors, until the time of Fernan
Gonzalez, the greatest of these rulers, when it became
independent; it later on took the name of the Kingdom of Castile, being sometimes united with Navarre
this

Count

and sometimes with Leon. In the reign of St. Ferdinand 111 (e. 1200-52), Leon and Castile were definitely united, hut they continued to be called respectively the Kingdom of Leon and the Kingdom
of Castile until (he nineteenth century. This district
n tin' scene of many and varied events: the
has
wars with the Arabs, the struggles between Leon and
Navarre, and between Castile and Aragon, the War
of Independence against France, and the civil wars
of the Spanish succession.
Councils
Some important councils have been
held in Burgos.
national council look place there
in 1078, although opinions differ as to .late (the
1

A

" Boll tin <le la

Vadctnia de
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la Ilistoria de Madrid",
This was presided
1906, XLIX, 337, says 1080).
over by the papal delegate, Cardinal Roberto and
attended by Alfonso VI, and was convoked for the
purpose of introducing into Spain the Roman Breviary and Missal instead of the Gothic, or Mozarabic,
then in use. Another national council, presided over
by Cardinal Boso (d. 1181), also papal delegate,

settled questions of discipline and established dioThe proceedings of this
cesan rights and limits.
council remained unpublished until quite recently,

when they were made known

in the Boletfn already

mentioned (XLVIII, 395).
In 1898 a provincial
council was called by Archbishop (now Cardinal) Don
Fr. Gregorio Aguirre, in which the obligations of the
clergy and the faithful were most minutely set forth.
Saints of Burgos. St. Julian, Bishop of Cuenca,
called the Almoner, because of his great charity to
the poor, was born in Burgos; also St. Amaro the
Pilgrim, who has always had a special cult paid to
him in Burgos, though not found in the Roman
Martyrology. St. Inigo (Enecus or Ignatius), abbot
of Ona, while not born in Burgos, laboured there for
many years; also St. Domingo de Silos, abbot and
reformer of the famous convent of Silos, and St.
Juan de Sahagiin, a native of that town in the prov-

—

Among its saints may also be mentioned the martyrs of Cardena, religious of the convent of the same name, who in the tenth century were
put to death for the Faith by the Arab soldiers of
the Emir of Cordova in one of their numerous invasions of Castile; and St. Casilda, daughter of one
of the Moorish kings of Toledo. She was converted
near Burgos whither she had gone with her father's
consent to drink the water of some medicinal springs.
She built a hermitage and died a saintly death.
Famous Bishops and Citizens. In the long line
of bishops and archbishops the following deserve
special mention: Pablo de Santa Maria (1396-1456),
a converted rabbi, preceptor and counsellor of John II;
his son and successor (1435-50) Alfonso (de Cartagena)
one of the most learned members of the Council of
Basle and to whom is owing the erection of the Chapel
del Condestable by Juan de Colonia, a German archiince of Leon.

—

tect who accompanied him to Spain; Cardinal Inigo
Lopez de Mendoza y Zuniga, brother of the Count of
Peiiaranda, Duke of Miranda, who in 1535 convoked
a synod; the Cardinal Archbishop de Pacheco, in
whose time Burgos was raised to the dignity of an
archiepiscopal see; and Archbishop Don Fr. Gregorio

Aguirre, also administrator of the See of Calahorra.
Among the famous laymen, the name of Rodrigo
Dfaz del Vivar (d. 1099), the Cid Campeador, naturally stands pre-eminent.
He was the hero of his
time, and the man most feared by the Mohammedans,
whom he defeated in innumerable encounters. He
is buried in Burgos, in the monastery of San Pedro
de Cardena. Don Ramon Bonifaz was according to
some authorities a native of Burgos, but in any event
he lived there. St. Ferdinand entrusted to him the
task of forming the Spanish squadron with which he
established and maintained communication with the
troops who were besieging Seville, and prevented the
Moors from communicating with the city. One of
his fleets destroyed the bridge by which the Moors
had access to the outside world and received provisions; this brought about the surrender (1248) of
the city of Seville to the Christians, led by St. Ferdi-

nand

himself.

Burgos has produced many men of letters. The
bibliography, published (1889) by Don Manuel Martinez Afilbarro under he title "Diccionario Biografico
y Bibliografico de Burgos ", forms a small folio volume
of 570 pages. Among the most distinguished writers
arc Archbishop Pablo de Santa Maria who wrote
"Scrutinium Script urarum" (Mantua, 1171) against
the Jews; the aforesaid Don Alonso de Cartagena, his
son, author of various works; the learned Augustinian
friar Enrique Florcz, author of the famous works,
"La Espafia Sagrada" (1743-75, 29 vols., continued
by others to 1886, 51 vols), "Memorias de las Reynas" (1762), "Medallas Antiguas" (1757-73), and
many others. His statue was erected in his native
town of Villadiego by popular subscription.
Among the several newspapers published at Burgos,
t

—
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Eclesiastieo " are

under the direction of the archbishop.
Flc5rez, La Espaila Sagrada (1743-1886); Gil DXvila,
Teatro de las Iglesias de Esparia; Venero, Historia de la Viudad
de Burgos; Cant6n, Memorias para la Historia de Burgos;
Cuadrado, Descripciones de Espana; Salva, Burgas a Yuela
Pluma; Street, Gothic Architecture in Spain.

Tmso

Lopez.

Burgundy (Lat. Burgundia, Ger. Burgund, Fr.
Bourgogne) in medieval times respectively a kingdom
and a duchy, later a province of France (to 1789),
and now represented mostly by the departments of
Ain, Saone-et-Loire, Cote-d'Or, and Yonne. It has
nearly 2,000,000 inhabitants, and is famous for its
,

diversified scenery, its rich wines, its rivers and
canals, varied industries, mineral wealth, and many

prosperous cities. In the fifth century a Germanic
tribe, the Burgundi or Burgundiones, conquered
from the Romans the fertile basins of the Rhone,
the Saone, and the Loire, but were unable to maintain their sovereignty (Lyons, Geneva, Vienne)
which in the next century they lost (534) to the

Frankish successors of Clovis [Binding, "Das burgundisch-romanische Konigreich von 443-532", Leipzig, 1S6S; Drapeyron, "Du role de la Bourgogne sous
"M6m. his a la Sorbonne",
les Merovingiens " in
1866, 29-42; B. Haureau, "L'Eglise et l'Etat sous
les premiers rois de Bourgogne" in "Mem. de l'Aoad.
des inscriptions et belles-lettres", Paris, 1867, XXVI
In the latter quarter of the ninth
(1), 137-172].
century this territory again acquired independence,
first as the short-lived Kingdom of Aries, and then
as the dual Kingdom of North and South (or Lesser)
Burgundy, the latter including Provence or the lands
between Lyons and the sea, while the former took in,
roughly speaking, the territory north of Lyons, now
These
divided between France and Switzerland.
kingdoms, known as Transjurane and Cisjurane
Burgundy, were reunited (935) under Rudolf II.
The independence of this "middle kingdom", the
medieval counterpart of modern Switzerland, was
short-lived, for in 1038 Emperor Conrad II obtained
the crown of Burgundy for his son (later Emperor)
Henry III. For two centuries German influence was
uppermost in the counsels of the Burgundian rulers,
but little by little the growing prestige and power
of neighbouring France asserted themselves, beginning
with the annexation of Lyons by Philip the Fair in
1310 and ending with that of Savoy and Nice in 1S60.
During this time, in language, laws, and institutions
Burgundy became regularly more closely assimilated
to France, and finally an integrant part of that nation
when, on the death of Charles the Bold (1477),
Louis XI incorporated with France the Duchy of
Burgundy and extinguished thereby, in favour of
the royal prerogative, one of the most important
fiefs of the French Crown (G. Hiiffer, " Das Verhaltniss des Konigreiehs Burgund zu Kaiser und Reich,

besonders unter Friedrich I", Paderborn, 1874;
Reese, "Die staatsrechtliche Stellung der Bischofe
Burgunds und Italiens unter Kaiser Friedrich I",
Gottingen, 1885; cf. Andre Du Chesnc, "Hist, des
rois, dues, et comtes de Bourgogne et d'Arles ",
Paris, 1619; de Camps, "De la souverainete' de la
couronne de France sur les royaumes de Bourgogne
Transjurane et d'Arles", in "Mercure de France",
April, 1723; von Ber touch, "Burgund als Scheidewand zwischen Deutschland und Frankreich, einehistorisch-politische Frage ", Wiesbaden, 1885).
The medieval political vicissitudes of the Kingdom
of Burgundy are accurately outlined in E. Freeman,
"Historical Geography of Europe" (ed. Bury, Lon_

'
The following passage from
don, 1903), passim.
that work (pp. 258-259) exhibits in a brief but philosophic way the political vicissitudes and role of me-

Burgundy:
"The Burgundian Kingdom, which was united
with those of Germany and Italy after the death of
dieval
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separate king, Rudolf the Third [1032], has
had a fate unlike that of any other part of Europe.
Its memory, as a separate state, has gradually died
out. The greater part of its territory has been swallowed up, bit by bit, by a neighbouring power, and
the small part which has escaped that fate has long
lost all trace of its original name or its original political relations.
By a long series of annexations,
spreading over more than five hundred years, the
greater part of the kingdom has gradually been incorporated with France. Of what remains, a small
corner forms part of the modern Kingdom of Italy,
while the rest still keeps its independence in the form
of the commonwealths which make up the western
cantons of Switzerland. These cantons, in fact, are
the truest modern representatives of the Burgundian
Kingdom. And it is on the confederation of which
they form a part, interposed as it is between France,
Italy, the new German Empire, and the modern
Austrian Monarchy, as a central state with a guaranteed neutrality, that some trace of the old function
of Burgundy, as the middle kingdom, is thrown.
This function it shares with the Lotharingian lands
at the other end of the empire, which now form part
of the equally neutral Kingdom of Belgium, lands
which, oddly enough, themselves became Burgundian
in another sense."
The present article deals chiefly
with Northern Burgundy since the middle of the
fourteenth century, and may serve as an introduction to the articles on Belgium and the Netherits last

lands.

—

States of the House op Burgundy. The formation of the Burgundian State from which sprang
the two Kingdoms of Belgium and the Netherlands,
is an historical phenomenon of intense interest.
The
Duchy of Burgundy was one of the fiefs of the French
Crown. Made vacant in 1361 by the death of Philippe
de Rouvre, the last of the older line of dukes, it was
presented by John II, King of France, to his son
Philip the Bold who, at the age of fourteen, had
fought so valiantly at his father's side in the battle
of Poitiers. In 1369, as the result of the negotiations
of his brother, King Charles V, Philip married Marguerite de Male, widow of his predecessor and sole
heir to the countship of Flanders, thereby acquiring
that magnificent domain including the cities of Antwerp and Mechlin and the countships of Nevers and
Rethel, not to mention the countships of Artois and
Burgundy to be inherited from his wife's grand-

mother. He thus became the most powerful feudary of the Kingdom of France. To be sure he had to
conquer Flanders by dint of arms, as the people of
Ghent, who had rebelled against the late count,
Louis de Male, had no intention of submitting to his
heir.
But Philip had the armies of his nephew, King
Charles VI, march against them and they lost the
battle of Roosebeke (1382); then, after continuing
the struggle for two years longer, they were finally
obliged to submit in 13S5. The Peace of Tournai put
Philip in possession of his countship, yet lie was not
satisfied and, through adroit negotiations, he succeeded in securing foothold for his family in most of
By the marriage
the other Netherland territories.
of his daughter Margaret with Count William of
Hainault, proprietor of the countships of Hainault,
Holland, and Zealand, Philip provided for the annexation of these three domains. Moreover, he obtained
for his wife, Margaret, the inheritance of her widowed

and childless aunt, Jane, Duchess of Brabant and
Limburg, and gave it to Anthony, his youngest son,
whilst the eldest, John the fearless, was made heir
But John the Fearless
to his other states (14011.
did nothing great for the Netherlands, being better
known for his ardent participation in the troubles
that disturbed the Kingdom of France during the
After asreign of the deranged King Charles VI.
sassinating Louis of Orleans, the king's brother, John
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himself perished at the Bridge of Montereau during
his famous interview with the Dauphin, being dispatched by the latter's followers (1414). The first
two Dukes of Burgundy who reigned in the Netherlands were pre-eminently French princes and bent
upon preserving and augmenting the prestige they
enjoyed in France as princes of the blood royal. On
the other hand, their two successors were essentially
Belgian princes whose chief aim was the extension of
their domains and whose policy was distinctly antiFrench. Of course the assassination at Montereau,
by setting them at variance with the French Crown,
had helped to bring this change about, but it would
have taken place in any event. To avenge his father,
Philip the Good allied himself with the English to
whom he rendered valuable services, especially by
delivering to them Joan of Arc, made prisoner by
his troops at Compiegne. When, in 1435, he at length
became reconciled to the king by the treaty of Arras,
it was on condition of being dispensed from all vassalage and of receiving the cities along the River Somme.
At this price he agreed to help the king against his
own former allies and participated in the unsuccessful
siege of Calais (1436).
The chief work of Philip
Effect of Philip's Rule.
the Good was to reunite under his authority most
In 1421 he purchased
of the Netherland provinces.
the countship of Namur from John III, its last

—

In 1430 he became Duke of Brabant
heir of his first cousin, Philip of
Saint-Pol, son of Duke Anthony; in 142S he constrained his cousin Jacqueline of Bavaria, Countess
of Hainault, Holland, and Zealand, and Lady of
Friesland, to recognize him as her heir, and even during her lifetime, in 1433, he obliged her to relinquish
Finally, in 1114. he purchased the
this inheritance.
claims of Elizabeth of Gorlitz to the Duchy of Luxemburg, thus owning all of modern Belgium except the
principality of Liege, all the western provinces of
the present Kingdom of the Netherlands, and several
French provinces. However, this did not suffice and
he managed to place his bastards in the episcopal
Sir- n[ Cambrai ami Utrecht and his nephew in that
Victorious over all his enemies, among
of Liege.
whom was the King of France, in 1437 he held out
against the Emperor Sigismund who tried in vain to
re-establish the dependency of the Netherlands upon
the empire. On two different occasions in 14 17 and
1463, he importuned the Emperor Frederick III to
give him the title of king, but the attempts failed.
Nevertheless, under the title of "Grand Duke of the
West" he won the admiration of his contemporaries
and was the richest and most powerful sovereign in
incumbent.

and Limburg as

Europe.

It

was he

whom Pope

Nicholas V wished

to place at the head of the new crusade he was planning, and during a sumptuous feast at which he made
the celebrated run tin jnisnn, Philip promised to take
But the crusade did not take, place.
the cross.
Being master of so many provinces, Philip wished to
unite 1 if in under a central government, but this was
1

not easy of accomplishment.

F.aeli

of

them con-

sidered itself a self-governing State, independent of
all the others and living its own life; moreover, the
large cities of Flanders also claimed to be separate
commonwealths and tried to escape centralization,
Despite his entreaties, Ghent forsook the duke at
the siege of Calais in 143li; in 143S Bruges was the
scene of a revolt where he was neatly made prisoner;
and in 14.51 Ghent revolted. But the duke overcame
these obstacles to his ambition and, through
all
I.":;, obtained possession of
his victory of Gavre in
the commune of Ghent, the must intractable of all.
The people of Liege were now the only ones who
1

him. but in 1465 he conquered them at
Mnnteiiaeken and imposed upon them very severe
twelvemonth later he destroyed the
During his last years Philip's facul-

resisted

A
conditions.
city of Dinant.
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became impaired and Louis XI of France not
only made trouble between him and his son but even
influenced the duke into giving up the cities of the
Somme. However, in 1465 Philip became reconciled
to his son, Charles, and confided to him the administies

A

shrewd
tration of affairs, dying 15 June, 1467.
man and cunning politician, Philip was likewise
ostentatious, irascible, and licentious. The splendour
of his court was unequalled, and the founding of the
Order of the Golden Fleece at Bruges in 1430, on the
occasion of his third marriage, this time with Isabella
of Portugal; marks, to some extent, the culmination
of the luxury of the time.
Charles the Bold.
Inheriting neither the astuteness nor the vices of his father, Charles the Bold was
industrious, eager for justice, and irreproachable
in his private life; but his boldness amounted to rashness and his ability was not at all commensurate with

—

unbounded ambition. In his earlier years all
well. During his father's lifetime he placed himthe head of the "League of the Public Weal"
which gathered about him the French lords who
his

was

self at

unfavourably disposed toward Louis XI.
Charles was victorious over Louis at Montlhery, after
which triumph the Peace of Conflans (1465) gave him
the cities of the Somme. He humbled the cities of
Ghent and Mechlin for having dared to oppose him,
fought the people of Liege at Brusthem, and deprived
them of their freedom. King Louis XI, who strove
to combat the duke by dint of intrigue, was destined
to become the victim of his own trickery.
While he
was visiting Charles in PeVonne, the latter sovereign
learned that the people of Liege were again in revolt,
having been excited thereto by the king's agents.
Furious at this intelligence, he kept Louis prisoner
and forced him to accompany him to Liege where the
wretched monarch witnessed the total destruction
of the unfortunate city to which he had promised
assistance (1468).
Although the conqueror of all
his enemies Charles still entertained mighty projects,
and in 1469 he obtained possession of the landgraviate of Alsace and the county of Ferrette (Pfirt) as
security for a loan made to Sigismund. He prevailed
upon Duke Arnoul to sell him the Duchy of Guelderland, the duke being at war with his son Adolphus
! 472).
He then marched against the King of France,
but was stopped before the walls of Beauvais by the
heroic resistance of its citizens (1472) and made to
sign the truce of Senlis. Nor was he any more successful in his attempt to obtain a king's crown from
the Emperor Frederick III, to whose son, Maximilian,
he had promised the hand of his own daughter, Mary.
Later, however, the emperor and the duke met at
Trier for the approaching coronation, when the
emperor, whom the agents of Louis XI had succeeded in alarming, hastily disappeared.
At the
same time Louis stirred up further hostilities against
Charles on the Upper Rhine where a confederacy,
including the Alsatian villages and Swiss cantons,
was already plotting against, him. .Meanwhile Charles
had been wasting his troops on the tedious, fruitless
siege of the little city of N'eiiss on the Rhine, and
was therefore in no condition to rejoin his ally,
Edward IV of England, who had just landed in
France. In order to have full sway along the Rhine
he signed the truce of Soluvre (1475) with Louis XI
and profited by it to take possession of Lorraine,
which till then had separated his Burgundian domains from those of the Netherlands (provinces de
jmr dera). He then advanced upon the Swiss who
defeated him most mercilessly atGranson ami Morat
and fairly annihilated his army. Ren6, the young
Duke of Lorraine, recovered his country and when
Charles afterwards laid siege to Nancy, its capital
city, he lost courage, and betrayed by one of his
own hirelings, was defeated and killed in a sortie.
The next day his frozen corpse was found in a pond,

were

(
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January,

—This

catastro-

having been half devoured by wolves
1477).

Mary and

the

"Great Privilege".

phe left the Burgundian estates in a most critical
condition. The sole heir to all these provinces, Mary
of Burgundy, who was then barely twenty years old,
beheld storms gathering both within and without.
of France seized the Duchy of Burgundy
male fief of the Crown and also the cities of the
Somme and held up the other provinces to tempt the
The large cities
cupidity of neighbouring princes.
of Flanders roused by Louis' confederates, grew
restless and the States-General, convened in February, 1477, obliged the young duchess to grant the
"Great Privilege". This famous act was a violent
reaction not only against the despotic tendencies of
preceding governments, but also against all their work
of unification; it destroyed central institutions and reduced the Burgundian States to nothing but a sort of
a federation of provinces combined under the regime
of personal union. Not content with this, the people
of Ghent brought to the scaffold Hugonet and d'Hum-

The King
as a

bercourt, Mary's two faithful counsellors, whom they
looked upon as representatives of the deceased duke's
Satisfied that the country was
absolutist regime.
sufficiently weakened and disorganized, Louis XI
threw off the mask and ordered his army into Artois
and Hainault. The imminence of danger seemed to
revive a spirit of loyalty in the Burgundian provinces
and the marriage of Mary and Maximilian of HapsThis
burg, son of Frederick III, was hastened.
marriage saved the inheritance of the young princess
but, as we shall see, it resulted in thereafter making
the Netherlands dependent upon foreign dynasties.
Meanwhile Maximilian vigorously repulsed the French
Unfortunately
in the battle of Guinegate (1479).
Mary of Burgundy died in 1482 from injuries sustained in a fall from her horse, and Maximilian's
claim to the right of governing the provinces in the
capacity of regent during the minority of his son
Philip, roused the indignation of the States-General,
which were led by the three large Flemish cities of
Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres. Duped by Louis XI they
concluded with him the second Peace of Arras (1482)
which gave the hand of their Princess Margaret to
the Dauphin, with Artois and Burgundy for her
dower, and Maximilian was deprived of his children
who were provided with a regency council. This was
the origin of a desperate struggle between himself
and the States-General during which he was made
prisoner by the people of Bruges, and it was with
the greatest difficulty that he obtained his freedom.
Immediately upon his release he began again to contend with the States, which eventually were obliged
to submit to his power (1492), and the treaty of
Senlis with France restored Artois to Maximilian
with his daughter Margaret (1493).
In this same

year Maximilian became emperor and liberated his
son Philip who assumed the government of the
Netherlands.
Phili/i the Handsome.
The reign of Philip the
Handsome, which lasted thirteen years, promised
Belgium an era of self-government and independence,
but his marriage with Joanna of Castile only paved
the way for its dependence on a foreign sovereign as,
on the death of the son of Ferdinand the Catholic
ami Isabella, it was Philip who. in the name of his
However, he died in
wife, became King of Castile.
1.506 and as his father-in-law, Ferdinand, soon followed him to the tomb, it was Charles, son of Philip
the Handsome, who inherited all the great Spanish
monarchy "on which the sun never set", the Netherlands being thenceforth only a dependency of his
chief kingdom.
But at first this was not noticeable.

—

who was also the emperor (with the title of
Charles "V), travelled much and paid frequent visits
to the Netherlands, showing a special predilection
Charles,
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for his

Flemish fellow-cotmtrymen and knowing

how

to make himself popular among them. He confided
their country to the care of his aunt, Margaret of
Austria, and later to that of his sister, Mary of Hungary (1531-5.5), both talented women and of great
service to him. Charles' reign represents the maxiof political and commercial prosperity in the
Netherlands to which he annexed the city of Tournai
(1521), the provinces of Friesland (1.523), Utrecht
and Overyssel (1.528), Groningen and Drenthe (1536),
and the Duchy of Guelderland (1543). Thus the
patrimony was definitively settled and known thereBy his Pragmatic
after as the Seventeen Provinces.
Sanction of 1549 Charles Y declared this domain an
indivisible whole and nothing contributed more to
the formation of national unity.
He sundered the
ties of vassalage that bound Flanders to the Kingdom
of France, and although emperor, permitted the
authority of the empire to come to naught in the provinces west of the Scheldt.
Beginning with 1548 they
in truth formed the "Circle of Burgundy", a title
which implied little or no duty toward the empire.
In the interior Charles V organized a central government by creating three councils, called collateral,
and established with a view to simplifying matters
for the female ruler; they were the council of state for
general affairs, the privy council for administrative
purposes, and the council of finance. He introduced
the Inquisition, issued extremely severe "placards"
prohibiting heresy, and harshly suppressed Ghent,
his native city, which had refused to vote certain
subsidies and had given itself up to acts of violence
(1540). It was deprived of all its freedom and at this
time communal government may be said to have

mum

received its death-blow in the Netherlands.
However, Charles V was sincerely
Philip II.
regretted when, during a solemn session held at
Brussels before representatives of the States, 25
October, 1.55.5, he renounced the government of the
Netherlands in favour of his son, Philip II. Strictly
speaking, with Charles V ended the Burgundian era
in this country which was subsequently known as
But as yet these states
the Spanish Netherlands.
had no national name, the dukes generally alluding
to them as their provinces de par deca in contradistinction to the Duchy and Countship of Burgundy
which were territorially separated from them. Never-

—

although this duchy and countship had been
conquered by France, from the fifteenth century it
had been customary to call them Burgundy and their
inhabitants Burgundians. Even the French spoken
at the ducal court was called Burgundian. In spite
of the efforts made at bringing about unification,
theless,

the spirit of particularism prevailed in the various
provinces in matters of legislation, each according
political rights to its own inhabitants exclusively
and opposing central institutions as much as possible.
From the time of Philip the Good the Netherlands
had been the centre of a luxurious and brilliant
civilization, and Antwerp, which had replaced Bruges,
sand-filled, was recognized as the chief commercial city of Europe. Nothing could equal the sumptuousness of the court which

whose harbour had become

wis the rendezvous of many literary men and artists,
and it was during the reign of Philip the Good that
the Bruges school of painting sprang up and prospered, boasting of such famous members as the brothers John and Hubert Van Eyck, Hans Mending,
and Gerard David, whilst Brussels. Ghent, l.ouvain.
and Antwerp gloried in artists like Roger Van den
Weyden, Hugo Van der Goes, Thierry Bouts, Quenin Metsys, and in the great sculptor Clans Sinter.
Although literature did not flourish to the same- ext

tent as the arts, the historians Philippe de Comines,
Molinet, Chastelain, and Olivier de la Slarche are certainly deserving of mention and were far superior
to the French historians of the same epoch.

BURIAL

Millc. " Abregej chronologique de 1'histoire
ecclesiastique civile et litteraire de Bourgogne, depuis
I'eTablissemenl des Bourguignons dans les Gaules
jusqu'a I'annee 1772" (Dijon, 1771-73); and the hisvarious religious orders established in Burtorie
ol
gundy, e. g. J. 'nilere, "Narration historique et
topographique des couvents de l'ordre de St-Francois
el de Ste-Claire eriges en la province anciennement
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appelee de Bourgogne", etc. (Lyons, 1619); Lavirotte, "Memoire statistique sur les eTablissements des
Templiers et des Hospitallers de St-Jean de Jerusalem
en Bourgogne" (Paris, 1S.53); "Peferinages en Bourgogne" in "Congres scient. France" (Autun, L876
78), II. 90; Quantin, "Memoire sur ['influence des
monasteres des ordresde St-Benotl el de Ctteaux en
Bourgogne", in same collection (Auxerre L858-59),
II, 39(1; .1. Simonnet, "Le clerg4 en Bourgogne"
(XIV,
siecles) in "Mem de
V.d. de Dijon"
(1866), XIII. 21-143; ('. Seignobos, "Le regime
feodal en Bourgogne jusqu'en 1360, etude sur la
soci6t£ et les institutions d'une province franchise
au moyen-age", etc. (Paris, 1881).
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Burial, CHRISTIAN, the interment of a deceased
person with ecclesiastical rites in consecrated ground.
Tin' Jews and most of the nations of antiquity buried
their dead.
Amongst the ('.reeks ami Romans both
cremation and interment were practised indifferently.
That the early Christians from the beginning used
only burial seeiiis certain. This conclusion may be
inferred not only From negative arguments but from
tin
direct testimony of Tertullian, "De Corona"
(P, I... II. :i_>, 795; ci. Minuciua Felix, "Octavius",
xi in P. I... Ill, 266), and from the stress laid upon
the analogy between the resurrection of the body
and the Resurrection of Christ (I Cor \v. -12; ef. Tertullian. "De Anima". lv; Augustine, "De civitate
Dei", I, xiii). In the light of this same dogma of the
resurrection of the body as well as of Jewish tradition
.

Ecclus., xxxviii. Hi; II Made,
xii. 39), it w easy to understand how the interment of
the mortal remains of the Christian dead has always
been regarded as an act of religious import and has
been surrounded at all times w ith some measure of reTo!>..

(ef,

i.

21

;

xii. 12;

ligious ceremonial.
The motives of Christian burial
will be more fully treated in the article CREMATION.
\- i" the latter practice, it will be sufficient to say
herc> that, while involving no necessary contradiction
article of faith, it is opposed alike to the law
ot the Church and to the usages of antiquity.
In defense of the Church's recent prohibitions, it may be
urged that the revival of cremation in modern times

been prompted less by considerations
of improved hygiene or psychological sentiment than
by avowed materialism and opposition to Catholic
prai tice

teaching.

The
mi Church Regarding Burial.
oi
\i
irding to the canon law every man is free to eii
lor himself the burial ground in which he wishe

Law

<

—

i

It is not necessary that this choice should
be formally registered in his will.
Any reasonable
is sufficient as evidence of his wishes in the
matter, and it has been decided th it the testimony
of one witness, for example his confessor, may In- ac-

interred.

legal proof
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For the public ecclesiastical history of Burgundy
see articles Besancon, DlJON, Lyons. Macon. Also

there be no suspicion of interested motives.
(S. C. Cmieilii, 21 March, 1871, Lex, 189.)
Where no
wish has been expressed it will be assumed that the
interment is to take place in any vault or burial place
winch may have belonged to the deceased or his
family, and failing this the remains should be buried
in the cemetery of the parish in which the deceased
had his domicile or quasi-domicile. Certain exceptions, however, are recognized in the case of cardinals,
bishops, canons, etc.
Formerly monastic and other
churches claimed and enjoyed under certain conditions the privilege of interring notable benefactors
within their precincts. It may be said that no such
privilege is now recognized as a matter of right to the
detriment of the claim of the parish. If a man die in
a parish which is not, his own, the canon law prescribes that the body should be conveyed to his own
parish for interment if this is reasonably possible, but
the parish priest of the place where he died may claim
the right of attending the corpse to the place of burial.
In fine, the principle is recognized that it belongs to
tin parish priest to bury his own parishioners.
The
canon law recognizes for regular orders the right to be
buried in the cemetery of their own monastery (Sagmuller, 453; L. Wagner in "Archiv f. kath. Kirchcnrecht ". 1873, XXXIX, 385; Kohn, ibid., XL, 329).
Originally, as burial was a spiritual function, it was
laid down that no fee could be exacted for this without simony (Decretum Gratiani, xiii, q. ii; e. viii, ix;
Extrav, de sim., V, 3). But the custom of making
gifts to the Church, partly as an acknowledgment of
the trouble taken by the clergy, partly for the benefit of the soul of the departed, gradually became general, and such offerings were recognized in time as
jiirn stolee which went to the personal support of the
parish priest or his curates.
It was, however, distinctly insisted upon that the carrying out of the riles
of the Church should not be made conditional upon
the payment of the tee being made beforehand,
though the parish priest could recover such fee afterwards by process of law in case it were withheld.
Moreover in the case of the very poor he is bound to
bury them gratuitously. If a parishioner elected to be
buried outside his own parish, a certain proportion,
generally a fourth part, of the fee paid or the gifts
that might be made in behalf of the deceased on occasion of the burial was to go to the priest of his own
parish.
Where an old custom existed, the continuance of (lie payment of this fourth part under certain conditions was recognized by the Council of Trent
(Soss. XXV, De ret
c. xiii).
Nowadays the principle is still maintained, but generally the payment to
the proprivs parochus takes the form of the fourth
part of a definite burial-ice which is determined according to some fixed tariff (S. C. Ep. et Reg., 19 January. 1866; S. C. Cone, Hi February, 1889),and which
may be exacted by the parish priest for every burial
which takes place in his district. He has, however, no
right to any compensation if a non-parishioner dies
and is taken back to his own parish for burial, nor
again when one of his own parishioners dies away
from home and has to be buried in the place of his
cepted,

if

,

denii.se.

Only baptized persons have a claim to Christian
and the riles of the Church cannot lawfully

burial

who are not. baptized. MoreOver no strict claim can be allowed in the case of those
persons who have not lived in communion with the
Church, according to the maxim which comes down
from the time of Pope Leo the (beat (448) "quibus
viventibus nun communicavimus mortuis communie ire eii possum us" (i. e. we cannot hold communion
in death with those who in life were not in communion
with us). It has further been recognized asa principle
be performed over those

that the last rites of the ( 'liurch constitute a mark of
respect which is not to be show n to those who in their
lives

have proved themselves unworthy of

it.

In this
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pagans, Jews, infidels, heretics, and their
adherents (Rit. Rom., VI, c. ii) schismatics, apostates,
and persons who have been excommunicated by
name or placed under an interdict. If an excommunicated person be buried in a church or in a consecrated
cemetery the place is thereby desecrated, and, wherever possible, the remains must be exhumed and
buried elsewhere. Further, Christian burial is to be
refused to suicides (this prohibition is as old as the
fourth century; cf. Cassian in P. L., XL, 573) except
in case that the act was committed when they were
of unsound mind or unless they showed signs of repentance before death occurred. It is also withheld
from those who have been killed in a duel, even though
they should give signs of repentance before death.
Other persons similarly debarred are notorious sinners who die without repentance, those who have
openly held the sacraments in contempt (for example
by staying away from Communion at Easter time to
tian burial
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way various classes of persons are excluded from Chris-

the public scandal) and who showed no signs of sorrow, monks and nuns who are found to have died in
the possession of money or valuables which they had
kept for their own, and finally those who have directed that their bodies should be cremated after
death. In all such cases, however, the general practice of the Church at the present day has been to
interpret these prohibitions as mildly as possible.
Ordinarily the parish priest is directed to refer doubtful cases to the bishop, and the bishop, if any favourable construction can be found, allows the burial to
proceed.
Many complications are caused in the administration of the canon law by the political conditions under which the Church exists in modern times in most
countries of the world.
For instance, the question
may often arise whether a non-Catholic can be buried
in a consecrated cemetery belonging, not to the civil
administration, but to the Church, and perhaps adjoining the sacred building itself; or again in such a
case whether non-Catholic worshippers can perform
As it often haptheir own rites at the interment.
pened that a Catholic graveyard was the only available place of burial in a large district, it has been decided as a matter of necessity that in such cases it
was possible to allow Protestants to be buried in a
consecrated graveyard (S. C. Inquis., 23 July, 1609).
In some instances a special portion of ground has been
set aside for the purpose and non-Catholic ritual is
permitted to be used there. In cases of necessity the
Catholic parish priest may preside at such an interment, but he must not use any ritual or prayers that
would be recognized as distinctively Catholic. It
hardly needs saying that at the present day in almost
every part of the world the prescriptions of the canon
law regarding burial are in conflict with secular legislation in more than one particular.
In such cases
the Church is often compelled to waive her right, in
order to prevent greater evils. On the other hand,
we may notice that the Church's claim to exercise
control over the burial of her members dates back to
an age anterior even to the freedom given to ChrisFrom the beginning the
tianity under Constantine.
principle seems to have been insisted upon that the
faithful should be buried apart from the pagans.
Thus St. Cyprian of Carthage makes it a matter of
reproach against a Spanish bishop Martial that he
had not sufficiently attended to this, and that lie had
tolerated " filios exterarum gentium more apud profana sepulchra depositos et alienigenis consepultos"
(Cyprian, Ep. lxvii, 6). In the same way St. Hilary,
a century later, considers that Our Saviour warned
His disciples against a similar profanation "Admonuit non admisceri memoriis sanctorum mortuos
infideles" (Hilary, in S. Matt., vii). So also the Donatists when they gained the upper hand were so
deeply imbued with this principle of exclusive sepul-

ture that they would not allow the Catholics to be
buried in the cemeteries they had seized upon. "Ad
hoc basilicas invadere voluistis ut vobis solis ccemevindicetis, non permittentes sepeliri corpora
Catholica" (Optatus, VI, vii). With regard to the
exclusion of suicides from the consecrated burial
grounds it would appear that some similar practice
was familiar to the pagans even before Christianity
had spread throughout the empire. Thus there is
a well-known pagan inscription of Lanuvium of the
year 133: "Quisquis ex quacunque causa mortem sibi
asciverit eius ratio funeris non habebitur." Probably
this was not so much a protest of outraged morality
as a warning that in the matter of burial no man had
a right to make himself prematurely a charge upon
the community.
The time of burial is, generally
speaking, between sunrise and sunset; any other hour
requires the permission of the bishop (Ferraris, s. v.,
21(3, 274, 279).
For the rest the diocesan statutes,
teria

regulations of the local ecclesiastical authority, and
also the civil law and

custom are to be considered,

the public sanitary regulations.

—

The Ritual op Burial. Speaking first of the
usages of the Catholic Church at the present day it
will probably be convenient to divide the various religious observances with which the Church surrounds
the mortal remains of her faithful children after death
into three different stages. The prayers and blessings
which are provided by the "Rituale" for use before
death will best be considered under the heading
Death, Preparation for, but in the rites observed
after death we may distinguish first what takes place
in the house of the deceased and in bringing the body
to the church, secondly the function in the church
anil thirdly the ceremony by the grave side.
In
practice it is the exception for the whole of the
Church's ritual to be performed, especially in the
case of the burial of the laity in a large parish; but
in religious houses ami where the facilities are at
hand the service is generally carried out completely.
With regard to the observances prescribed before
the body is conveyed to the church it may be noted
that according to the rubrics prefixed to the title
"De exsequiis" in the "Rituale Romanum" a proper
interval (debit um temporis intervallum) ought to
elapse between the moment of death and the burial,
especially where death has occurred unexpectedly,
in order that no doubt may remain that life is really
extinct.
In southern climates it is not unusual to
celebrate the funeral the day after the decease or
even upon the day itself, but the practice both in
pagan and Christian times has varied greatly. Among
the ancient Romans it would seem that the bodies
of persons of distinction were commonly kept for
seven days, while the poor were interred the day
In these matters the Church has genafter death.
erally been content to adopt the usages which were
already in possession. The washing of the corpse is
so frequently spoken of both in secular and monastic
rituals as to wear almost the aspect of a religious
ceremony, but no special prayers are assigned to it.
Minute directions arc given as to the clothing of the
dead in the case of all clergy. Tiny arc to be attired
in ordinary ecclesiastical costume and over this they
are to wear the vestments distinctive of their order.
Thus the priest or bishop must be clad in amice, alb,
His biretta
girdle, maniple, stole ami chasuble.
should be placed upon his head and the tonsure
should be renewed. The deacon similarly wears his
dalmatic and stole, the subdeaeon bis tunicle, and
the cleric his surplice. In practice it is usual in the
case of a priest to place upon the coffin lid a chalice
and paten at one end with the biretta at the other;
but this is not ordered in the rubrics of the " Rituale".
For the laity it is directed that the body should be
decently laid out, that a light should be kept burning
thai a small cross should, if possible, be placed in the
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hands, failing which the hands are to he arranged in
the form of a cross, and that the body should occasionally be sprinkled with holy water. The burning of more than one candle beside the body is not
directly enjoined for all, but it is mentioned in the
"Ceremoniale" in the case of a bishop and is of general observance. On the other hand, it is mentioned
thai the debita lumina, the candles which according
to ancient custom are carried in the procession, ought
to be provided by the parish gratuitously in the case
of the very poor, and it is very distinctly enjoined
that in exacting such fees as custom prescribes on
these occasions the clergy ought sedulously to avoid
It is also laid down that
all appearance of avarice.
the laity, even in the case of crowned heads, are never
to be carried to the grave by the hands of the clergy
a prescription which can be traced back to a synod of
But in
Seville in 1512 and is probably much older.
the Early Church this does not seem to have been observed, for we have several recorded instances in
which ladies who died in repute of sanctity, as for example St. Paula or St. Macrina, were carried to the
grave by bishops.
The first stage in the obsequies of a deceased person
according to the rite now in use is the conveyance of
the body to the church. At an appointed hour the
clergy are directed to assemble in the church, a signal oeing given by the tolling of a bell. The parish
priest in surplice and black stole, or if he prefer it
wearing a black cope as well, sots to the house of the
deceased with the rest of the company, one cleric
carrying the cross and another a stoup of holy water.
Before the coffin is removed from the house it is
sprinkled with holy water, the priest with his assistants saying beside it the psalm Pe Profundis with
Then the procession
the antiphon Si iniquitates.
The cross-bearer goes first,
sets out for the church.
religious confraternities, if such there be, and members of the clergy follow, carrying lighted candles,
the priest walks immediately before tin- coffin and
the friends of the deceased and others walk behind.
As they leave the house the priest intones the antiphon Exsultabunt Domino, and then the psalm
Miserere i- recited or chanted in alternate verses by
On reaching the church the
the cantors and clergy.
antiphon Exsultabunt is repeated, and as the body
its
to
place
"in
the middle of the church
is borne
the responsory Subvenite (Come to his assistance ye
Saints of God, come to meet him ye Angels of the
Lord, etc.) is recited. The present rubric directs that
if the corpse be that of a layman the feet are to be
turned towards the altar; if on the other hand the
corpse be that of a priest, then the position is reWhether
versed, the head beinc; towards the altar.
this exceptional treatment of priests as regards position is of early date in the West is open to consideraNo earlier example seems so far to have
ble doubt.
been quoted than the reference to it in Burchard's
Burchard was the
"Diary" noted by Catalani,
ter of ceremonies to Innocent Ylll and Alexander VI, and he may himself have introduced the
practice, but his speaking of it as the customary ar«
rangement does not suggest this. On the other hand,
the medieval liturgists apparently know no exception
to their rule that both before the altar and in the
grave the feet of all Christians should be pointed to
the East. This custom we find alluded to by Bishop
Bildeberi at the beginning of the twelfth century
and its symbolism is discussed
(P. I... CI. XXI. 896
by Durandus. "A man ought so to bo buried", he
says, "that while his head lies to the West his feet
are turned to the East, for thus he prays as it were
by his very position and suggests that he is ready to
hasten from the Wesl to the last" (Ration. Div.
Off., VII, 3.5).
But if Roman medieval practice
seems to offer no foundation for the distinction now
made between the priest and the layman, it is note-

worthy that in the Greek Church very pronounced
differences have been recognized from an early date.
In the "Ecclesiastical Hierarchy" of Pseudo-Dionysius. which belongs to the fifth century, we learn that
a priest or bishop was placed before the altar {(irltrpoa0tp toO Selov dvtnacTTiiptov), while a monk or layman

A

lay outside the holy gates or in the vestibule.
similar practice is observed to the present day. The
corpse of a layman during the singing of the "Pannychis" (the equivalent of the "Vigilise Mortuorum"
or Vigil of the Dead) is usually deposited in the narthex, that of a priest or monk in the middle of the
church, while in the case of a bishop he is laid during
a certain portion of the service in different positions
within the sanctuary, the body at one point being
placed behind the altar exactly in front of the bishop's
throne and the head towards the throne (Maltzew,
Begrabniss-Ritus, 278). It is possible that some imitation of this practice in Dalmatia or in Southern
Italy may have indirectly led to the introduction of
our present rubric. The idea of both seems to be that

the

same

bishop (or priest) in death should occupy the
position in the church as during life, i. e. facing
whom he taught and blessed in Christ's

people

his

name.
Supposing the body to have been brought to the
church in the afternoon or evening, the second portion of the obsequies, that carried out in the church,
may begin with the recital of the Vespers for the
Dead. This, however, is not prescribed in the "Rituale
Romanum", which speaks only of Matins and Lauds,

though Vespers are mentioned

in

the "Ca>remoniaIe

Episcoporum" in the case of a bishop. If the Vespers for the Dead are said they begin with the antiphon Placebo, and the Office of Matins, if we exclude
invitatory, begins with the antiphon Dirige.
this reason the " Placebo and Dirige," of which
so constantly find mention in medieval English
writers, mean simply the Vespers and Matins for the
Dead. It is from the latter of these two words that
Candles are
the English term dirge is derived.
lighted round the coffin and they should be allowed
during
the
continuance
of
the Office,
to burn at least
Mass. and Absolutions.
Throughout the Office for
with
psalm
ends
Requiem
leternam
Dead
each
the
(Eternal rest give unto them, O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them) in the place of the
Gloria Patri. It is interesting perhaps to note here
that the liturgist, Mr. Edmund Bishop, after minute
investigation has come to the conclusion that in this
familiar formula, Requiem oeternam dona eis, Domine;
lux perpetua luceai eis, we have a blending of two
distinct liturgical currents; "the second member of
the phrase expresses the aspiration of the mind and
soul of the Roman, the first the aspiration of the mind
and soul of the Goth" (Kuypers, Book of Cerne. 275).
It is true that it has been maintained that the words

the

For

we

1

1

from a passage in IV Esdras (Apocryii, 34-35, but we may doubt if the resemblance
more than accidental.
With regard to the Office and Mass which form

are borrowed

pha
is

).

the second portion of the Exsequim, the Matins after
preliminary invitatorium: "Regem cui omnia vivunt,
venite adoremus", consist of nine psalms divided as
usual into three nocturns by three sets of lessons and
responsories.
The first nocturn, as already noted,
begins with the antiphon " Dirige, Domine Deus meus,
a

in

conspectu tuo vitani

meam

,

Ps. vi,

and Domine Deus mens,

own antiphon, which

is made up of the
Domine ne in furore,

and

three psalms. Verba mea, Ps. v.

Ps. vii,

each having

The lessons
duplicated.
following nocturns are all
taken from the Book of Job, chapters vii, x, xiii, xiv,
xvii, and xix. in which the sufferer expresses the
misery of man's lot, but above all his unalterable
trust in God. The lessons are read without the usual
absolution and blessing, but each is followed by a
its

l)oth in

this

and

in

tin-

is
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fire.

" Verse.

Quaking and dread take hold upon me,

I look for the coming of the trial and the wrath
to come.
" Answer. When the heavens and the earth shall be

when

shaken.
" Verse. That day is a day of wrath, of wasteness
and desolation, a great day and exceeding bitter.

" Answer. When Thou shalt come to judge the
world by fire.
" Verse. O Lord, grant them eternal rest, and let
everlasting light shine upon them.
" Answer. Deliver me, O Lord, from eternal death
in that awful day, when the heavens and the earth
shall be shaken and Thou shalt come to judge the
world by fire." There seems reason to believe that
this responsory is not of Roman origin (Batiffol,
Roman Breviary, 198) but it is of considerable anAt present, if the whole three nocturns
tiquity.
(the second of which consists of Pss. xxii, xxiv, xxvi;
and the third of Pss. xxxix, xl, and xli) are not said
owing to lack of time or for any other cause, then
another responsory, Libera me de viis inferni, is sung
Lauds follow immein place of that just quoted.
diately, in which the psalms Miserere and Te decet
said
at the beginning
hymnus replace those usually
and the Canticle of Ezechias is sung instead of the
Benedicite. The Benedictus is recited with a special
antiphon from John, xi, 25-26. This is familiar to
many as having been retained in the burial service
of the Church of England, "I am the resurrection and
the life: he that believeth in Me, though he were dead,
yet shall he live: and whosoever liveth and believeth
Finally after certain preces
in Me shall never die".
follows the impressive collect Absolve, which is also
said in the Mass, "Absolve, we beseech Thee, O Lord,
the soul of thy servant N. that being dead to this
world he may live to Thee, and whatever sins he may
have committed in this life through human frailty,
do Thou of Thy most merciful goodness forgive;
through our Lord Jesus Christ", etc.
The "Rituale" directs that if all three nocturns
of the office cannot be said, it would be desirable to
say at least the first. But it is even more emphatic
in urging that Mass should not be omitted except on
certain privileged festivals of the highest class which
exclude a Mass for the dead prcescnte cadavere, i. e.
even when the body is present. These days include
the feasts of Christmas, the Epiphany, Easter, the
Ascension, Whitsunday, Corpus Christi, The Annunciation, Assumption and Immaculate Conception,
Nativity of St. John Baptist, St. Joseph, Sts. Peter
and Paul, All Saints, the last three days of Holy
Week, the Quarant' Ore, or Forty Hours, and cerOn all other days, roughly
tain patronal feasts.
speaking, the Church not only permits but greatly
desires that the Holy Sacrifice should be offered for
the deceased as the most solemn part of the rite of

interment.

To
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responsory, and some of these responsoriea in their
picturesque conciseness deserve to be reckoned among
may
the most striking portions of the liturgy.
quote for example the last responsory of the third
nocturn which occurs again before the absolution.
It is thus translated in the Roman Breviary of the
late Marquess of Bute:
"Deliver me, O Lord, from eternal death in that
awful day when the heavens and earth shall be
shaken, and Thou shalt come to judge the world by

secure this the severer regulations

of earlier centuries have in many respects been greatly
For example it is not novs
relaxed in recenl times.
of obligation that the Mass should he sung with
music.
In the case of poor people w
cannot de1

1. >

fray the expenses incident to a Mass celebrated with
solemnity, a simple low Mass of Requiem is permitted
even on Sundays and other prohibited days, provided that the parochial Mass of the Sunday be also

said at another hour.
Moreover this one Missa in
die obitus sen depositionis may still be offered in such
cases, even when on account of contagious disease
or other serious reason the body cannot be brought
to the church. As in the case of the Office, the Mass
for the Dead is chiefly distinguished from ordinary
Masses by certain omissions.
Some of these, for
example that of the Psalm Judica and of the blessings,
may be due to the fact that the Missa de Requie was
formerly regarded as supplementary to the Mass of
the day. In other cases, for instance in the absence of
hymns from the Office for the Dead, we may perhaps
suspect that these funeral rites have preserved the
tradition of a more primitive age. On the other hand,
the suppression of the Gloria in excelsis, etc., as of the
Gloria Patri seems to point to a sense of the incongruity of joyful themes in the presence of God's searching
and inscrutable judgments. Thus a tractate of the
eighth or ninth century printed byMuratori (Lit.Rom.
Vet., II, 391) already directs that in the Vigils for
the Dead "Psalms and lessons with the Responsories
and Antiphons belonging to Matins are to be sung
without Alleluia. In the Masses also neither Gloria
(Cf.
in exelsis Deo nor Alleluia shall be sung."
Ceriani, Circa obligationem Officii Defunctorum, 9.)
In the early Christian ages, however, it would seem
that the Alleluia, especially in the East, was regarded
as specially appropriate to funerals. Another omission from the ordinary ritual of high Mass is that of
the kiss of peace. This ceremony was always associated in idea with Holy Communion, and as Communion was not formerly distributed to the faithful

Masses for the Dead, the kiss of peace was not reconspicuous feature of the Requiem Mass
tained.
is the singing of the sequence, or hymn, "Dies ira".
of medieval hymnology is of late
masterpiece
This
introduction, as it was probably composed by the
of Celano in the thirteenth cenThomas
Franciscan
It was not designed for its present liturgical
tury.
private
devotion
note the singular numfor
use but
ber throughout, voca me cum benedictis, </ui<l sum miser
tunc dicturus, etc., as also the awkwardness of the
added pie Jesu Domine dona eis requiem, but the
hymn appears printed in the "Missale Romanum" of
1485, though apparently not in the earlier edition of
1474. However the use of the "Dies irae " in conat

A

—

nexion with the exsequicB montuorvm is much more
ancient, and Dr. Ebner has found it, musically noted
as at present, in a Franciscan Missal of the thirteenth
century. (Ebner. Quellen und Forschungen zur Geschichte des Missale Romanum. 120). During the Mass
it is customary, though not a matter of precept, to
distribute tapers of unbleached wax to the congregation or at least to those assisting within the sancThese are to be lighted during the Gospel,
tuary.
during the latter part of the Holy Sacrifice from the
Elevation to the Communion, and during the absolution which follows the Mass. As already remarked
the association of lights with Christian obsequies is
very ancient, and liturgists here recognize a symbolical reference to baptism (the illumination, (pwriffnis)
are made the children of Light,
as well as a concrete reminder of the oft repeated
(Cf. Thalhofer,
prayer et lux perpetua luceat eis.
Liturgik, II. 529.)
After Mass follows the absolution or AbsOUte, to
use the convenient term by which the French designate these special prayers for pardon over the corpse
before it is laid in the grave. These prayers of the
Absoute, like those said by the grave side, ought
never to lie omitted. The subdeacon bearing the processional cross, and accompanied by the acolytes
places himself at the head ol the coffin (i. e, facing the
altar in the case of a layman, but between the coffin
and the altar in the case of a priest), while the celebrant, exchanging his black chasuble for a cope of
the same colour, stands opposite at the foot. The

whereby Christians
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assisting clergy are grouped around and the celebrant
without preamble begins a1 once to read the prayer
ffon intres in judicium rum servo tuo, praying that
the deceased "may deserve to escape the avenging
judgment, who, whilst he lived, was marked with
This is followed by
the seal of the holy Trinity".
the responsorj " Libera me Domine", which, as occurring in the Matins for the Dead, has already been
quoted above. Then after the Kyrie eleison, Christe
eleison, Kyrie eleison the priest says aloud the Pater
Noster and while this is repeated in silence by all,
lie makes the round of the coffin, sprinkling it with
holy water and bowing profoundly before the cross
whin he passes it. After which, taking the thurible,
offin in like manner; where we may
he incenses tl
note that the use of incense at funerals is derived from
the earliest Christian centuries, though no doubt our
manner of waving the censer towards persons and
objects is relatively modern.
Moreover it is possible
that the incense was originally employed on such
occasions for sanitary reasons. Finally after finishing
the Pater Noster and repealing one or two short
versicles to which answer is made by the clergy, the
celebrant pronounces the prayer of absolution, most
commonly in the following form: "O God, Whose attribute it is always to have mercy and to spare, we
humbly present our prayers to Tb.ee for the soul of
Thy servant X. which Thou hast this day called out
of this world, beseeching Thee not to deliver it into
the hands of the enemy, nor to forget it for ever,
but to command Thy holy angels to receive it. ami
to bear it into paradise; that as it has believed and
Imped in Thee it may be delivered from the pains of
hell and inherit eternal life through Christ our Lord.
Amen." Although this prayer in its entirety cannot
be BUrelj traced to an earlier date than the ninth century, it contains several elements that recall the
ology of primitive times. It is to be found in
manuscripts of the Gregorian
x
lt
of our
nTitary.
At the burial of bishops, cardinals.
igns, etc., not one but live absolutions are pronounced according to the forms provided in the
"Pontificale Romanum".
These are spoken by five
bishops Or other "prelates", each absolution being
preceded by a separate responsory. In these solemn
functions the prayer just quoted is not said, but most
of the responsories and prayers used are borrowed
from the Office for the Dead or from the Masses in
the Roman Missal.
It may be noted that all these
absolutions are not in the declaratory but in the
deprecatory form, i. e. they are prayers imploring
rod's mercy upon the deceased.
After the absolution the body is carried to the grave
and as the procession moves along tin- antiphon "In
paradisum is chanted by tin- clergy it the choir.
It runs thus: " May the angels escorl thee to paradise,
may the martyrs receive thee at thy coming and
May the
bring thee into the holy city Jerusalem.
choir i't angels receive thee, and with Lazarus, who
once was poor, mayst thou have eternal rest." According tn the rubric "the tomb (sepulchrutn) is
then blessed if it has lint been blessed previously";
which has
n ruled In mean that a grave newly
dug in an already consecrated cemetery is accounted
i.
and requires mi further consecration, but a
mausoleum erected above ground or even a brick
chamber beneath the surface is regarded as needing
hi- blessing
blessing when used for thi
is short and consists only of a single prayer after which
the body is again sprinkled with holy water and into
sen ice it he grave side
is very brief.
The priest intoni the antiphon: "I
am the Resurrection and the Life", after which the
coffin is lowi
grave and the Canticle
Benedictus is meanwhile recited or sung. Tien the
antiphon is repeated entire, the Pater Noster is said
secretly, while the coffin is again sprinkled with holy
1

<

I

I

t

water, and finally after one or two brief responses
the following ancient prayer is said: "Grant this
mercy, O Lord, we beseech Thee, to Thy servant departed, that he may not receive in punishment the
requital of his deeds who in desire did keep Thy will,
and as the true faith here united him to the company
of the faithful, SO may Thy mercy unite him above
Through Jesus Christ our
to the choirs of angels.
Lord. Amen."
Then with the final petition: "May his soul and
the souls of all the faithful departed through the
mercy of God rest in peace", the little procession of
cross-bearer, surpliced clerics, and priest return to
the sacristy reciting the De Profundis as they go.
In some places the custom prevails that the officiating
priest before retiring should offer the holy-water
sprinkler to the relatives of the deceased who are
present, in order that they may cast holy water upon
the coffin in the grave. In others it is usual for the
priest himself and for all present to throw down upon
the coffin a handful of earth. This custom symbolical
no doubt of "dust to dust" is certainly ancient and
even in the "Rituale Romanum" a rubric is to be
found prescribing that "in obsequies which have of
necessity to be performed only in private and at
the house of the deceased, blessed earth is put into
the coffin while the Canticle Benedictus is being said".
This no doubt is to be regarded as the nearest available equivalent to interment in a consecrated grave.
In other localities, more particularly in Germany, it
it customary for the priest to deliver a short discourse
This is
(Leichenrede) before leaving the cemetery.
the more appropriate because nearly everywhere in
iermany the civil law forbids the corpse to be taken
to the church except in the case of bishops and other
The result is that Mass and
exalted personages.
Mice are performed w ith a catafalque only, and seem
even in those rare cases in which they are retained
to have nothing to do with the burial, instead of
forming, as they .should do. its most essential feature.
( In the other hand the service at
the grave side is apt
to appear strangely brief and perfunctory unless iinpressiveness be given to it by the discourse of the
officiating priest.
It may lie noted that many local
customs are still allowed to continue without interference in the ritual observed by the grave side.
Before the Reformation there was an extraordinary
variety of prayers and responsories commonly recited
over the grave especially in (iermany. The extreme
simplicity of the "Hituale Romanum" represents no
doubt a reaction against what threatened to become
an abuse. Of the peculiar rites which so long stir \ i\ ed
locally, the Ritual of Brixen may be taken as an
illustration.
In this when the priest blesses the
corpse with holy water, he is directed to say: "Rore
ccelcsti perfundat et perficial aniniam tuam Deus".
\- the body is lowered into the ground he says:
"Sume terra quod tuum est, sumat Deus quod su.im
i.
corpus de terra formatum, spiritus de coelo inThen the priest scatters earth upon
spiratus est".
the body with a shovel three times, saying. "Memento
homo quia pulvis es el in pulverem reverteris".
After this the Magnificat is recited and the psalm
Lauda annua mea Dominum, with various prayers,
and then with a wooden cross the priest signs the
grave in three places, at the head, in the middle.
and at the feet, with the words; "Signum Sal.
Domini nostri Jesu Christi super te. qui in hac imagine redemit te, nee permittat introire, [and here he
plants the wooden cross at the head of the grave]
angelum percutientem in asternum". It is interesting to note that alter once more blessing the grave
with holy water he recites a prayer over the people
in the vernacular.
The clergy and all other
also sprinkle holy Water on the grave before they
<
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Romanum"

provides a separate form of burial for
infants and children who have died before they have
reached years of discretion. It directs that a special
portion of the cemetery should be set aside for them
and that either the bells should not be tolled or that
they should be rung in a joyous peal.
Further,
custom prescribes that white and not black should
be used in token of mourning. The priest is bidden
to wear a white stole over his surplice and a crown
of flowers or sweet foliage is to be laid upon the
child's brow.
The processional cross is carried, but
without its staff. The body may be borne to and
deposited temporarily in the church, but this is not
prescribed as the normal arrangement and in any
ease no provision is made for either Office or Mass.
One or two psalms of joyous import, e. g. the Laudate
pueri Dominum (Ps. cxii), are appointed to be said
while the body is borne to the church or to the cemetery, and holy water and incense are used to bless
the remains before they are laid in the ground. Two
special prayers are included in the ritual, one for use
in the church, the other by the grave side.
The
former, which is certainly ancient, runs as follows:

"Almighty and most compassionate God,

Who

upon

all little children that have been born again in the
fountain of Baptism, when they leave this world
without any merits of their own, straightway bestowest everlasting life, as we believe that Thou hast
this day done to the soul of this little one, grant we
beseech Thee, O Lord, by the intercession of Blessed
Mary ever Virgin and of all Thy saints, that we also
may serve Thee with pure hearts here below and may
consort eternally with these blessed little ones in
paradise, Through Christ our Lord, Amen."
On
the way back to the church the Canticle Benedieite
is recited, and the prayer "Deus qui miro ordine
angelorum ministeria hominumque dispensas", which
is the collect used in the Mass of St. Michael's day,
The cross w-ithout
is said at the foot of the altar.
the handle which is carried in the procession is considered to be symbolical of an incomplete life. Many
Thus in
other peculiarities are prevalent locally.
Rome in the eighteenth century, as we learn from
Catalani, the dead child was generally clothed in
the habit known as St. Philip Neri's. This is black
in colour but sprinkled all over with gold and silver
A tiny biretta is placed upon the child's head
stars.
and a little cross of white wax in its hands. Miniature habits of the different religious orders are also
commonly used for the same purpose.
History of our Present Ritual. With regard
to the burial of the dead in the early Christian centuries we know very little. No doubt the first Christians followed the national customs of those peoples
amongst whom they lived, in so far as they were not
directly idolatrous.
The final kiss of farewell, the
use of crowns of flowers, the intervals appointed for
recurring funeral celebrations, the manner of laying
out the body and bearing it to the grave, etc., show
nothing that is distinctive of the Christian Faith,
even though later ages found a pious symbolism in
many of these things. Moreover the use of holy
water and incense (the latter originally as a sort of
disinfectant) was also no doubt suggested by similar
customs among the pagans around them. Perhaps
we should add that the funeral banquets of the pagans
were in some sense imitated by the agapas or lovefeasts of the Christians which it seems to have been
usual to celebrate in early times (see Marucchi,
Elements d'arehekaogie chreHienne, I, 129), also that
the anniversary Masses and "months minds" of the
Church undoubtedly replaced a corresponding pagan
usage of sacrifices. (See Dublin Review, July, 1907,
But of the existence of some distinctively
p. 118.)
religious service we have good evidence at an early
date.
Tertullian refers incidentally to the corpse
of a woman after death being laid out cum oratiune

—

Jerome in his account of the death of
St. Paul the Hermit speaks of the singing of hymns
and psalms while the body is carried to the grave as
an observance belonging to ancient Christian tradition.
Again St. Gregory of Nyssa in his detailed
description of the funeral of St. Macrina, St. Augustine in his references to his mother St. Monica, and
many other documents like the Apostolical Constitutions (Bk. VII) and the "Celestial Hierarchy" of
Pseudo-Dionysius make it abundantly clear that
in the fourth and fifth centuries the offering of the
Holy Sacrifice was the most essential feature in the
last solemn rites, as it remains to this day. Probably
presbgteri.

St.

the earliest detailed account of funeral ceremonial
which has been preserved to us is to be found in the
Spanish Ordinals lately published by Dom Ferotin.
It seems to be satisfactorily established that the
ritual here described represents in substance the
Spanish practice of the latter part of the seventh
century. We may accordingly quote in some detail
from "the Order of what the clerics of any city ought
to do when their bishop falls into a mortal sickness".
After a reference to Canon iii of the seventh Council
of Toledo (646) enjoining that a neighbouring bishop
should if possible be summoned, the directions proceed: "At what hour soever the bishop shall die
W'hether by day or night the bell (Signum) shall at
once be rung publicly in the cathedral (ecclesia
seniore) and at the same time the bell shall ring in
every church within a distance of two miles.
" Then while some of the clergy in turn recite or
chant the psalms earnestly and devoutly, the body of
the bishop deceased is stripped by priests or deacons.
After washing the body ... it is clothed with his
usual vestments according to custom, i. e. his tunic, his
breeches, and his stockings, and after this with cap

Thereupon is put
(eapello) and face-cloth (sudario).
upon him an alb, and also a stole (orarium) about his
neck and before his breast as when a priest is wont
to say Mass. Also a cruet is placed in his hand. Then
the thumbs of his hands are tied with bands, that is
with strips of linen or bandages. His feet are also
fastened in the same way. After all this he is robed

Then after spreading
in a white chasuble (casulla).
beneath a very clean white sheet, the body is laid
upon the bier and all the while the priests, deacons
and all the clergy keep continually reciting or chanting and incense is always burned. And in this wise
he is laid in the choir of the church over which he
ruled, lights going before and following behind and
then a complete text of the gospels is laid upon his
breast without anything to cover it, but the gospel
upon a cloth of lambswool (super pallium
this can hardly be the archiepiscopal
pallium in its technical sense) which is placed over
his heart.
And so it must be that whether he die
by night or day the recitation of prayers or chanting
of psalms shall be kept up continuously beside him
until at the fitting hour of the day Sacrifice may be
offered to God at the principal altar for his repose.
Then the body is lifted tip by deacons, with the
gospel book still lying on his breast, and he is carried
to the grave, lights going before and following after,
while all who are of the clergy sing the antiphons and
responsories which are consecrated to the dead (gum
solent de mortuis decantare),
" After this when Mass has again been celebrated
in that church in which he is to be buried, salt which
has been exorcised is scattered in the tomb by deacons, while all other religious persons present sing
the antiphon, In sinu Abrahse amici tui conloca cum
Domine. And then when incense has a second time
been offered over his body, the bishop who has
come to bury him advances and opening the dead
man's mouth he puts chrism into it. addressing him
thus: 'Hoc pietatis sacramentum sit tibi in participatione omnium beatorum'. And then by the same
itself rests

agnavum
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intoned the antiphon: In pace in idipsum
dormiam et requiescam. And this one verse is said,
'Expectans, expectavi Dominum et respexit me'; and
the chanting is so arranged that the verses are said
one by one while the first is repeated after each.
When Gloria lias been said the antiphon is repeated
but not a second time." Two impressive collects are
then said and another prayer which is headed
"Benedictio". After which "the tomb is closed according to custom and it is fastened with a seal".
Probably this rather elaborate ceremony was a type
of the funerals celebrated throughout Spain at this
epoch even in the case of the lower clergy and the
laity.
Of the final prayer we are expressly told that
it may also be used for the obsequies of a priest.
Further it is mentioned that when the priest is laid
out he should be clothed just as he was wont to
celebrate Mass, in tunic, shoes, breeches, alb, and
bishop

is

chasuble.

The rite of putting chrism into the bishop's mouth,
as mentioned above, does not seem to be known elsewhere, but on the other hand, the anointing the
breast of a dead person with chrism was formerly
§eneral in the Greek Church, and it seems to have
een adopted at Rome at an early date. Thus in
certain directions for burial and for Masses for the
dead contained in the Penitential of Archbishop
Theodore of Canterbury (c. 680) we meet the following: "(1) According to the Church of Rome, it is
the custom, in the case of monks or religious men,
to carry them after their death to the church, to
anoint their breasts with chrism, and there to celebrate Masses for them; then to bear them to the grave
with chanting, and when they have been laid in the
tomb, prayer is offered for them; afterwards they are
covered in with earth or with a slab. (2) On the first,
tin- third, the ninth, and also the thirtieth day, let
Mass be celebrated for them, and furthermore, let
this be observed after a year has passed, if it be
wished."
It seems natural to conjecture that the Spanish custom of putting the chrism into the mouth
of the dead may have been meant to replace the
practice which certainly prevailed for a w'hile in
Rome of administering the Blessed Eucharist either
at the very moment of death or of leaving it with
the corpse even when life was extinct.
A clear
example of this is forthcoming in the "Dialogues of
St. Gregory the Great (II, xxiv,) and see the Appendix on the subject in Cardinal Rampolla's "Santa
Melania Giuniore" (p. 254). There is some reason
to believe that the inscription Christus hie est (Christ
is here), or its equivalent, occasionally found on
tomb-stones (see Leblant, Nouveau Recueil, 3)
bears reference to the Blessed Eucharist placed on
the tongue of the deceased.
But this practice was
soon forbidden.
The custom of watching by the dead (the wake)
is apparently very ancient.
In its origin it was
cither a Christian observance which was attended
with the chanting of psalms, or if in a measure
adopted from paganism the singing of psalms was
introduced to Christianize it. In the Middle Ages
among the monastic orders the custom no doubt
was pious and salutary. By appointing relays of
monks to succeed one another orderly provision was
made that the corpse should never be left without
prayer.
But among secular persons these nocturnal
meetings were always and everywhere an occasion
of grave abuses, especially in the matter of eating
and drinking. Thus to take a single example we
read among the Anglo-Saxon canons of yElfric, addressed to the clergy: "Ye shall not rejoice on account of men deceased nor attend on the corpse
ye be thereto invited. When ye are thereto
invited
then forbid ye the heathen songs (tha
haethenan sangas) of the laymen and their loud

cachinnations; nor eat ye nor drink where the corpse
lieth therein, lest ye be imitators of the heathenism
which they there commit" (Thorpe, Ancient Laws
and Institutes of England, 448). We may reasonably
suppose that the Office for the Dead, which consists
only of Vespers, Matins, and Lauds, without Dayhours, originally developed out of the practice of
passing the night in psalmody beside the corpse.
In the tenth Ordo Romanus which supplies a description of the obsequies of the Roman clergy in
the twelfth century we find the Office said early in
the morning, but there is no mention of praying beside the corpse all night. In its general features
this Roman Ordo agrees with the ritual now practised, but there are a good many minor divergences.
For example the Mass is said while the Office is being
chanted; the Absoute at the close is an elaborate
function in which four prelates officiate, recalling
what is now observed in the obsequies of a bishop,
and the service by the grave side is much more
lengthy than that which now prevails. In the earliest Ambrosian ritual (eighth or ninth century)
which Magistretti (Manuale Ambrosianum, Milan,
1905, I, 67 sqq.) pronounces to be certainly derived
from Rome we have the same breaking up of the obsequies into stages, i. e. at the house of the deceased,
on the way to the church, at the church, from the
church to the grave, and at the grave side, with
which we are still familiar. But it is also clear that
there was originally something of the nature of a
wake (vigilice) consisting in the chanting of the whole
Psalter beside the dead man at his home (Magistretti,
ib., I, 70).

A

curious development of the Absoute, with its
reiterated prayers for pardon, is to be found in the
practice (which seems to have become very general
in the second half of the eleventh century) of laying
a form of absolution upon the breast of the deceased.
This is clearly enjoined in the monastic constitutions
of Archbishop Lanfranc and we have sundry historical examples of it.
(Cf. Thurston, Life of St.
Hugh of Lincoln, 219.) Sometimes a rude leaden
cross with a few words scratched thereupon was
used for the purpose and many such have been recovered in opening tombs belonging to this period.
In one remarkable example, that of Bishop Godfrey
of Chichester (1088), the whole formula of absolution
may be found in the same indicative form which
meets us again in the so-called "Pontifical of Egbert ".
It is noteworthy that in the Greek Church to this
day a long paper of absolution, now usually a printed

form,

is

first

read over the deceased and then put

hand and left witli him in the grave.
The only other point among the many

into his

peculiar
features of medieval ritual which seems to claim
special notice here is the elaborate development
given to the offertory in the funeral of illustrious

personages.
Not only on such occasions were very
generous offerings made in money and in kind, with
a view, it would seem, of benefiting the soul of the
deceased by exceptional generosity, but it was usual
to lead his war-horse up the church fully accoutred
and to present it to the priest at the altar rails, no
doubt to be afterwards redeemed by a money payment. The accounts of solemn obsequies in early
times are full of sueli details and in particular of the
vast numbers of candles burned upon the hearse;
this word hearse in fact came into use precisely
from the resemblance which the elaborate framework erected over the bier and bristling with candles
Of the varving
bore to a harrow (hirpex, hirpieem).
and protracted services by the grave side, which at
Ages
wire
common
of
the
Middle
in many
the close
parts of

Germany and which in some cases busted
much later period, something has already

on until a
been said.
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Greek Church is very long and it will
be sufficient here briefly to call attention to one or
two points in which it bears a close resemblance to
the Latin Rite. With the Greeks as with the Latins
we find a general use of lighted candles held by all
present in their hands, as also holy water, incense
and the tolling of bells. With the Greeks as in the
Western Communion, after a relatively short service at the house of the deceased, the corpse is borne
in procession to the church anil deposited there
while the Pannychis, a mournful service of psalmody,
is recited or sung.
In the burial of a bishop the Holy
Sacrifice or divine liturgy is offered up, and there
is in any case a solemn absolution pronounced over
the body before it is borne to the grave. Black vestments are usually worn by the clergy, and again,
as with us, the dead man, if an ecclesiastic, is robed
as he would have been robed in life in assisting at
the altar. There are, however, a good many features
peculiar to the Eastern Church.
A crown, in practice a paper band which represents it, is placed upon
the dead layman's head. The priest is anointed with
oil and his face is covered with the aer, the veil with
which the sacred species are covered during the
Holy Sacrifice. Also the open Gospel is laid upon
The
his breast as in the early Spanish ordinal.
Alleluia is sung as part of the service and a symbolical farewell is taken of the deceased by a last kiss.
Upon the altar stands a dish with a cake made of
wheat and honey, emblematic of the grain which
falling to the ground dies and bringeth forth much
fruit.
Moreover many differences are made in the
service according as the dead person is layman, monk,
priest, or bishop, and also according to the ecclesiastical season, for during paschal time white vestments
are worn and another set of prayers are said. The
burial rite of the Greeks may be seen in Goar, "Euservice of the

chologium Griecorum" (Paris, 1647), 423 sqq.; also
in the new Russian edition by Al. Dmitrieoski (Kiev,
1895-1901). For the law of the Church of England
concerning burial, see Blunt- Phillimore " The Book of
Church Law" (London, 1899), 177-87, and 512-17,
text of Burial Laws Amendment Act of 1880.
Burial Confraternities. It would take us too
far to go into this subject at length.
Even from
the period of the catacombs such associations seem
to have existed among the Christians and they no
doubt imitated to some extent in their organization

—

the pagan collegia for the same purpose. Throughout the Middle Ages it may be said that the guilds
to a very large extent were primarily burial confraternities; at any rate the seemly carrying out of the
funeral rites at the death of any of their members
together with a provision of Masses for his soul form
an almost invariable feature in the constitutions of
such guilds. But still more directly to the purpose
we find certain organizations formed to carry out
the burial of the dead and the friendless as a work
of charity.
The most celebrated of these was the
"Misericordia" of Florence, believed to have been
instituted in 1244 by Pier Bossi, and surviving to
the present day.
It is an organization which associates in this work of mercy the members of all ranks
Their self-imposed task is not limited
of society.
to escorting the dead to their last resting-place, but
they discharge the functions of an ambulance corps,
dealing with accidents as they occur and carrying the
sick to the hospitals.
When on duty the members
wear a dress which completely envelops and disguises them. Even the face is hidden by a covering
in which only two holes are left for the eyes.
See
Cemetery; Crematioii; Requiem.
Catalani, Commentariiis in Rituale Iiomnnum (175G); Thalhofer, Liturgik, II, Pt. II; [DEM, in Kirehe-nlex., s. v.; BinMainz, 1838), VI, Pt. 111,302-514;
MaRTENE, De antiquis Ecelesiir ritibus, II and IV; Ruland, GV-
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Murcier, La sepulture chretienne en France (Paris, 1855);
Probst, Die Eisequien (Mainz, 1856); Marucchi, Elements
129-131; Petrides, in Diet,
d'arch. et lit. s. v. Absoute.
On the Canon Law of burial,
see especially Lex, Das kirehliehe llcirrtdinissrecht (Ratisbon,
1904); also Sagmuller, Kirchenreeht (Freiburg, 1904), Pt. Ill;
Ferraris, Hiblwtheeu, s. v. sepultura; Von Scherer, Kirchenreeht. II, 601.
On Burial in the Creek Church: Maltzew,
1890).
Itciiraltniss-Ritns
(Berlin,
On Absolution Crosses:
Chevreux, in Bulletin arcMol. Paris. 1904), 391-408; Cochet,
La Normandie souterraine; Iio m, SipuUwres auutoises (Paris,
1855 and 1857 ): Dei.isi.e, Hullitin de l<i st/ciete des antiquaires
de la France (1857), 71 Bqq.; Krai «, Kunsl und Atterthum in
Lothringen (Strasburg, 1SS9). ti04-l>12. See also the bibliography of the article Cemetery.
darcheologie

chr,

(.(Rome, 1899).

—

—
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Herbert Thurston.
Buridan, Jean, French scholastic philosopher of
the fourteenth century, b. at Bethune, in the district of Artois towards the end of the thirteenth
He studied at
century; date of death unknown.
the University of Paris under the Nominalist,
William of Occam, became professor in the faculty
of arts, procurator of the Pieardy "Nation", and
In 1345, he was
(in 1327) rector of the university.
one of the ambassadors sent by the university to
He is also said to
the papal court at Avignon.
have assisted in founding the University of Vienna.
It is probable, however, that Buridan never went
to Vienna, for it is certain that he was in Paris in
1358, and Father Denifle has shown (Chartul. Univ.,
Paris, II, 646) that the University of Vienna was not
founded until 1365, when Buridan was so old that
he could hardly have undertaken such a journey.
His principal works are "Compendium Logics",
"Summa de Dialectic;! ", and "Commentaries"
on the works of Aristotle, the most important
A comof the last being those on the "Politics".
plete edition was published by Dullard, Paris, 1500,
and has frequently been reprinted, e. g. Oxford,
1637, London, 1641.
Buridan was not a theologian. In philosophy
he belonged to the Nominalist, or Terminist school
of Occam, to which he adhered in spite of reiterated
condemnation. He adhered, also, to that peculiar
form of scepticism which appeared in Scholastic
philosophy at that time, and which arose from the
growing sense of the inadequacy of reason to solve
In his "Compenthe highest problems of thought.
dium Logica?" he developed at length the art of
finding the middle term of a demonstration, and
this, in the course of time (it is first mentioned in
1514), came to be known as "The Bridge of Asses",
e. the bridge by which stupid scholars were enabled
minor or major, to the middle,
Still better known is the phrase
which refers to the "case" of a
hungry donkey placed between two loads of hay,
equal as to quantity and quality and equally disThe animal so placed, argued the dialectant.
tician, could never decide to which load of hay he
should turn, and, in consequence, would die of
The "case" is not found in Buridan's
hunger.
writings (though the problem it proposes is to be
found in Aristotle), and may well have been invented by an opponent to show the absurdity of
Buridan's doctrine.
That doctrine began by denying the distinction
between the different faculties of the soul. Will
and intellect, said Buridan, are the same. Hence,
to say that the will is free in any sense except that
in which the intellect also is free, is to say that the
The freedom of the will
will is freer than itself.
Human freedom
is the freedom of the whole soul.
consists, then, in the power of choosing between
two or more desirable alternatives (libertas opposiWhen the intellect presents one alternative
tioni.s).
as better (higher) than the other, the will must
When the will presents two
choose the former.
alternatives as equally desirable, there can be no
i.

to pass from the
term of syllogism.
" Buridan's Ass",

;
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(Here, probably, the opponent introduced
the example of the ass, to ridicule Buridan's poThe
will, however, has still an expedient.
sition.")
It can postpone its decision, direct the intellect to
consider one alternative only, and when the other
alternative, even though it be better (higher), has
dropped out of consciousness, the will can come
to a decision and choose, if, indeed, its act can now
Buridan, therefore, mainbe called a choice at all.
tains that in a conflict of motives the stronger
motive always prevails the will is "determined"
by the strongest motive. He is not a voluntarist.
The will, he says, is inferior to the intellect, because
the former presupposes the action of the latter,
and depends on it. And it is by means of the
intellect, and not by means of the will, that man
lays hold of supreme happiness.
Stockl, Gesch. der Phil, des Mittelnlters (Mainz, 1865), II,
choice.

induced by William V of Bavaria to conceal his
identity behind the name of the deceased Burkard,
as Rudolph II would not countenance any opposition
to the Protestants. This book was bitterly assailed
by Protestants, but its main positions have not been
refuted.
Prantl, Geschiehte der Universitdt in Ingoldstadt. etc., I,
passim; Sohreiber. Geschiehte Bauerns. II, 587; JanNSEN,
Geschichte des deutschen Yolkes, V, 421-428.

Thos. M. Schwertner.

—

1023
tr.

Gcsch. der I'hil. (Mainz. 18S8). I. 478;
4L>7; Tirner, Hist, of Phil. (Boston,
Gesch. der Phil. (Berlin, 1905), II. 347;
1890), I, 405.

In., l.ehrh. der

sii.).;

Finlay (Dublin, 1903).

Ueberweg.
Morris (New York,

1903). 408;
tr.

William Turner.
Burigny, Jean- Levbsqdb de, historian, b. at
Reims, 1692; d. at Paris, 1785. In 1713, with his
brothers, Champeaux and LeVesque de Pouilly, he
began to compile a dictionary of universal knowledge,
a kind of encyclopedia, which comprised twelve
large manuscript folios, and afforded Burigny ample
In 1718, at The
material for his subsequent works.
Hague, he worked with Saint-Hyacinthe on "L'Europesavante", in twelve volumes, of which he contributed at least one-half. On his return to Paris, he
devoted his time to historical research and published
several works which stamped him as a conscientious
Burigny. although sharing the ideas of
scholar.
the philosophers of his time, was by no means an
He was a modest, peace-loving man,
extremist.
whose only ambition was to be a scholar, and his
works show a great amount of learning; some, for
instance his lives of Grotius and Erasmus, give very
Among his
interesting data ool elsewhere found.
works arc: "Traits de l'autorite du pape" (Paris,
1782) which reduces papal authority to a primacy of
honour, "Theologie paienne" (Paris. 17-"i4); "Histoire geiierale de Sicile" (The Hague. 1 745) "Histoire des revolutions de l'empire de Constantinople"
(The Hague, 1750); "Traite" de Porphyre touchant
1'abstinence de la chair, avec la vie de Plotin" (tr.
from Greek; Paris. 1740); "Vie de Bossuet" (Paris,
J

1761); "Vie du cardinal Duperron" (Paris, 1768).
Dacier, Eloge de Buri,,im .Paris 1780:; Wai.ckenaer,
RecueU ./ notices historiquet (Paris, 1850); Constant™, in
Diet, de thiol,

r.ilt.,

II,

1264-65.

Pierre
Burkard. Franz, the

name

J.

two

Marique.

celebrated
Ham. 9 Dedied suddenly
to teach canon law at the
University of [ngoldstadl in 1519, where he stoutly
opposed every endeavour to introduce Lutheranism.
In the trial which sentenced Andreas Seehofer, who
had taught the new doctrine, to retire to a monastery,
Franz and his brother Peter, a professor at the same
As this action
institution, were the chief prosecutors.
was resented by the Lutherans, he defended himself
before the university with John Eck and Hauer.
The other d. at Bonn, 6 August, 1.584. For many
years he served the Bavarian chancellor, Vugust
Later the
lorf as legal adviser.
Elector of Cologne, Ernesl or Bavaria, made him his
His stanch deprivate counsellor and chancellor.
fence of Catholicity merited the prai e of Blessed
Peter Canisius. To quell the religious war resulting
or Protestant
from the declaration ol
worship, a volume over his name. "De Autonomic",
appeared at Munich in 1586. Its real author, the
private secretary of the king, Andreas F.rstenberger,
in order to save his name, position, and family, was

German

jurists.

cember, 1539.
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Burke, Edmund,

first

Vicar Apostolic of

Nova

Sco-

the parish of Maryborough, County Kildare,
Ireland, in 1753; d. at Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1820.
He was compelled by existing political conditions in
Ireland to pursue his studies in Paris, where his talents and character gave promise of his future career.
Ordained priest, he returned to his native diocese.
Here trouble had just arisen over the appointment of
a vicar-general, and Father Burke was blamed by
some partisans for espousing the cause of his superior.
The unpleasant conditions led young Burke to follow
the advice of Dr. Carpenter, Archbishop of Dublin,
and go to Canada. He arrived in Quebec in the summer of 17S6, and in September of that year was made
professor of philosophy and mathematics in the seminary of Quebec. His work in the seminary led to his
appointment as a director of that institution, but he
tia, b. in

craved for missionary work north and west of the
Great Lakes, where, in scattered villages, there were
many Catholics who had not seen a missionary since
the conquest (1759). In 1794 he gained his object and
was sent into the missionary field with the title of
Vicar-General and Superior of the Missions of I"pper
Canada. For seven years he laboured faithfully, enduring all the hardships of a pioneer missionary priest
and he suffered, too, from lack of sympathy and supEort in his work. He saw clearly and made known to
is ecclesiastical superiors the loss to religion resulting from race prejudices and misunderstandings. His
plain statements made in the cause of religion and
truth brought him enemies and many accusations.
He met them fearlessly and these trials but prepared
him for his important work of the future as Vicarleneral of Nova Scotia, i. e. the ecclesiastical direction of most of the English-speaking population of
Canada. He went to Halifax, Nova Scotia, as VicarGeneral of Quebec in 1801 was made Vicar-General of
Nova Scotia in 1815, and consecrated Bishop of Zion
in 1818. The work done by this prelate for religion,
for education, and for the State in Nova Scotia, during the first twenty years of the nineteenth century
are fully treated in the work (quoted below) of one of
his successors.
The Protestant historian Campbell
thus closes his biographical sketch of Bishop Burke:
"The Dominion of Canada in its wide extent has seen
few, if any, of its prelates who died more respected
and regretted by all classes; more beloved and idolized by his own flock; and whose memory as a great,
enlightened, and liberal-minded prelate is looked up
His most important
tn with so much veneration."
writings are "The First Principles of Christianity"
and "The Ministry of the Church" (Dublin, 1817).
O'Brien (Archbishop of Halifax). Memoirs of Bishop Burke
(Ottawa, 1894); Casgrain. ifemoire tur Irs Missirms de la
Ecosse, du Cap Breton el de Vile du Prince Edouarddc
ISeO; Reponse nuz "Memoirs of Bishop Burke" par
t780
|

,

'

O'Brien (Quebec. 1895); Mirdock, History of Nova
219 121
1867
161; Campbell, Nova Scotia
Halifax
in its Historical, M<rroutile. <n>j lu.lu strial Relations (Montreal,
1873

.
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Alexander McNeil.
Burke, M \t-rice. See St. Joseph, Diocese of.
Burke, Thomas. See Albany, Diocese of.
Burke (De Burgo), Thomas, Bishop of Ossory,
b. at Dublin. Ireland, aboul 1709; d. at Kilkenny,
He went to Rome in 1723 and
25 September, 1776.
there was placed under the care of his namesake
and kinsman, a Dominican, Father Thomas Burke,

BURKE
who prepared him

Young Burke showed special aptiand with the permission of the master
was allowed to begin his course during his
novitiate.
Two years were given to philosophy and
five to theology.
So marked was his progress in
studies and letters that lie was singled out, even
though yet a novice, by special marks of affection
fifteenth year.
tude for study

general

from Benedict XIII. During the reconstruction of
St. Sixtus' in 1727 and 172S, the pontiff visited the
Irish Dominicans once a week, taking part in their
community exercises, becoming familiar with the
especially with Burke.
He was gradually
to the highest theological honours of the
order, being charged successively with all the official
He held the
duties in a regular Dominican studium.
office of regent of studies for six years.
In 1742 the
Master General, Thomas Hipoll. personally conferred
on him the degree of Master of Theology. The following year he returned to Dublin where he took up
the work of the ministry.
general chapter of the
order held at Bologna in 174S passed an ordinance
that in all the immediately following provincial chap-

and
promoted
friars

A

ters a historiographer should be appointed in every
province. This order did not reach Ireland from
Rome in time for the provincial chapter which was
convened the following year at Dublin, and to which
assembly Father Burke had been elected by his
brethren as Definitor. At the subsequent chapter,
however, of 1753 he was appointed historian of his
province. The same honour of Definitor was conferred again in 1757.
Father Burke while in Rome was commissioned
by the Irish clergy, through Bishop MacDonough of
Kilmore, to obtain from the Holy See ten new offices
of Irish saints.
After his return to Ireland, he was
entrusted with a similar commission by the Archbishop of Dublin, the Most Rev. John Linegar, and the
Bishops of Ireland for fourteen other feasts of the
Irish saints.
The decrees were given respectively
8 July, 1741 and 1 July, 1747. Both original documents are preserved in the archives of St. Clement's,

Rome. Father Burke was promoted by Clement
XIII in 1759, to the See of Ossory which he governed
His talents, learning, culture,
fitted him for the pastoral office, united
with his noble and fearless character. An accurate
portrait of Bishop Burke is possessed by the Dominican nuns of Drogheda, Ireland. He is known to posterity more on account of his learned work "Hibernia
Dominicana", than by any other claim. The work
was nominally published at Cologne, but in reality
it came from the press of Edmund Finn of Kilkenny,
in 1762. The author gave to it four years of incessant
labour, and in 1772 he added a "Supplementum"
which was a vindication of Rinuccini, the nuncio of
Tope Innocent X, of the charges brought against him
by the supreme council of Confederate Catholics
during his residence in Ireland. Question of the oath
of allegiance and fear of subverting " that fidelity and
submission which we acknowledge ourselves to owe
from duty and from gratitude to his Majesty King
George III" caused seven of the Irish Bishops to condemn the "Hibernia Dominicana" and "Supplementum". (For defense of Bishop Burke see Coleman,
" Promptuarium dogmatico caIr. Eccl. Record.)
nonico morale", a work of the celebrated Spanish
for seventeen years.

and piety

Larrago, enlarged and accommodated
day by Father Burke, was about to be pubin 1753 when his appointment as historian

Dominican
to

its

lished

interrupted it.
Bprke, Hibernia Dominicana (Cologne. 17621.

A Compendium
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admission into the order.
A dispensation was obtained from the Sacred Congregation, and on 14 June, 1724, he was clothed with
the Dominican habit before he had attained his
for

I;

Webb,

of Irish Hiooraphy (Dublin. 1S7S); Anthropologut Hibrrnica. February I (4 vols.. 1793-94); Coleman,
Thomat de Burao in Ir, Eccl. Record, 1892; Mohan, Spiciltgium

Ossoriensr. (Dublin. 1884), pives the MSS. collected by Bishop
Burke for a second edition of the Hibernia Dominicana.

John

T.

McNicholas.

Burke, Thomas Nicholas, a celebrated Dominican orator, b. 8 September, 1830, in Galway; d.
2 July, 1882, at Tallaght, Ireland.
His parents,
though in moderate circumstances, gave him a
good education. He was placed at first under the
care of the Patrician Brothers, and was afterwards
sent to a
private school.

An

at tack of typhoid
fever when he

fourteen

was

old,
and
the harrowing
scenes of the

years

famine

year

a
(1847), had
sobering effect on
the quick-witted
and studious lad,
and turned his

thoughts into
more serious
To-

channels.

ward the end

of

year

he

asked to be

re-

that

ceived

into

the

Order of Preachers, and was sent
to
Perugia
n

Thomas N. Burke, O

i

his novitiate.
On 29
clothed there in the habit of St.

Italy, to

was

make

December, he
Dominic and

received the name of Thomas. Shortly afterward he
was sent to Rome to begin his studies in the Convent
of the Minerva.
He passed thence to the Roman convent of Santa Sabina, where he won such esteem by
his fervour, regularity, and cheerfulness, that his superiors sent him, while yet a student, as novice-master
to Woodchester, the novitiate of the resuscitated
English Province. He was ordained priest 26 March,
1853, and on 3 August, 1854, defended publicly the
theses in universd theologid, and took his Dominican
degree of Lector. Early in the following year Father
Burke was recalled to Ireland to found the novitiate
In
of the Irish Province at Tallaght, near Dublin.
1859 he preached his first notable sermon on "Church
Music " it immediately lifted him into fame. Elected
Prior of Tallaght in 1863, he went to Rome the
following year as Rector of the Dominican Convent of San Clemente, and attracted great attention
He returned
in the Eternal City by his preaching.
to Ireland in 1867, and delivered his oration on
O'Connell at Glasnevin before fifty thousand people.
Bishop Leahy took him as his theologian to the
Vatican Council in 1S70, and the following year
he was sent as Visitor to the Dominican convents
His fame had preceded him. and he
in America.
was besieged with invitations to preach and lecture.
The seats were filled hours before he appeared, and
his audiences overflowed the churches and halls
In New York he delivered
in which he lectured.
the discourses in refutation of the English historian
Froude. In eighteen months he gave four hundred
lectures, exclusive of sermons, the proceeds amountHis mission was a triumph,
ing to nearly S400.000.
but the triumph was dearly won. and when he
arrived in Ireland on 7 March, 1873, he was spent
and broken. Yet during the next ten years we
find him preaching continually in Ireland. England,
He began the election of the church
and Scotland.
in Tallaght m 1882, ami the following May preached
a series of sermons in the new Dominican church,
London. In June he returned to Tallaght in a
dying condition, and preached his last sermon in
;

'
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his lectures and sermons were collected and
published in various editions in New York, as
were also the four lectures in reply to Froude (1872)
the latter with the title "The Case of Ireland Stated".

of

Fitzpatrick, Life nf Fr. Tom Burke (London, INS",); Inner
,,f Fr. Burke, bv a Friar Preacher, an.l. Father Burke, in
the Publications of the English anil Irish Catholic Truth
Life

Societies.

Stanislaus Hooan.
Burleigh,

or

Burley

(Burl.eus),

and medieval philosopher,

Friar Minor

b.

Walter,

in 1275

and

impossible to determine with certainty that Burleigh was a Franciscan, as some say
that he was an Augustinian; and Franciscans "can
do no less than lay a claim to him", as Parkinson
remarks, "leaving the matter to be disputed by such
as are disposed to contend".
He was preceptor to
Edward, Prince of Wales, who afterwards ascended
Edward
At Oxford he
the throne as
III in 1327.
was the school-fellow of William of Occam, both
taught
being disciples of Duns Scotus.
at Paris
He
for some time and was known as the Plain and
Perspicuous Doctor {Doctor planus et perspicuus).
Burleigh figured prominently in the dispute concernFollowing the doctrine
ing the nature of universals.
of Scotus in this regard, he became, on the one hand,
the adversary of William of Occam, the father of
nominalism that is, the doctrine which holds that
universals are empty words, or nomina, having no
real existence whatever; and on the other, the opponent of the extreme realists who taught that the
universal, as such, has actual or formal existence
In this connexion it should be
outside of the mind.
remembered that, as in the question of universals,
so in others of greater importance in philosophy,
Scotus can be understood and interpreted only by
one who has mastered by diligent and well-directed
study the peculiar terminology of the Subtle Doctor
and grasped his sometimes abstruse concepts of
metaphysical principles.
Scotus was undoubtedly a moderate realist, that
is, he taught that the universale in actu, to use his
own words, non est nisi in intellectu, though having a
foundation in extra-mental reality; and Burleigh
followed his master.
But when the disciples of Scotus endeavoured to construct on his principles a
doctrine of exaggerated realism, Burleigh's opposition to this mistaken interpretation of Scotus docHe then,
trine was vigorous and uncompromising.
at least in this point, was the adversary of the Scotists
rather than of Scotus himself.
Burleigh's only work
on theology is a commentary "in Magistrum SentenHis philosophical writings include (1)
tiarum".
"De intentione et remissione formarum"; (2) "Exd. in 1337.

It

is

—

Ethicorum Aristotelis"; (3) "De
et moribus philosophorum"; (4) "De potentiis

positio
vitis

libros

in

animae"; (5) "Summa totius logics"; (6) "Commentaria in libros Posteriorum Aristotelis"; (7)
"Tractatus de materia et forma et relativis"; (8) "De
fluxu et refluxu maris anglicani".
Parkinson,
(London,

Collect
noriHea, ad. an. 1337
Hchtkr. Xomenclator (Innsbruck,
1726).
161;
I-',-,; Jeii.er in Kirchmlex., II. 1542.

Stephen M. Donovan.
Burlington, Diocese of (Burlingtonensis), established
July, 1 853, comprises the whole State
of Vermont,
'.
S. A., an area of 9135 square miles.
1

t

1

now making up the State of Vermont
was not only discovered but first settled by Catholics.
Champlain bestowed on the State in 1609 the name
Vol. Ill—

The

territory
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the Jesuit church, Dublin, in aid of the starving
A few days afterwards he
children of Donegal.
breathed forth his soul to God, in Whose service
he had laboured so valiantly. Father Burke possessed all the qualities of a great orator: a rich,
flexible, harmonious voice, great dramatic power,
and a vivid imagination. He is buried in the
church of Tallaght, now a memorial to him. Many

Mass said within its boundaries
offered up in 1666 by a Sulpician priest from
Montreal, in the chapel of the little fort of St. Anne
on Isle Lamothe now the site of a shrine of pilgrimage where a few soldiers upheld the authority of
the King of France. In 1608 Bishop Laval of Quebec
went there and thus
gave to Vermont the
honour of the first
it

tears and the

first

was

—

—

visitation
episcopal
and ministration in

New England and
probably in the
United States.

Dur-

ing the years that
followed, Jesuit and
other missionaries
traversed the State
and left the evi-

dences of their zeal
in the converted Indians and the Cathosettlers
villages.
lic

there were

in

many

In

1734
fourteen

Catholic families
Louis De Goesbriand
about a
chapel at Alburgh.
After Canada had been ceded
to the English in 1760 many New England emigrants
went to Vermont, but the Bishops of Quebec still continued to look after the Catholics there.
When the
Diocese of Boston was created in 1810 the State of
Vermont was included within its jurisdiction, and the
venerable Father Matignon of Boston visited Burlington in 1S15 and found about one hundred Catholic
Canadians there without a priest or church. Father
Migneault of Chambly, Canada, was a frequent
visitor for a number of years, ministering to the scattered families along the border. Father James Fitton
of Boston was another pioneer priest.
The first
resident priest in Vermont was the Rev. Jeremiah
O'Callaghan, a native of Cork, Ireland, whose eccentric notions on the question of usury got him into
difficulties with the bishop of his native diocese; he
was sent to Burlington in 1S30 by Bishop Fenwick
and remained there until 1854, his influence and
pastoral zeal radiating far and wide.
He built St.
Peter's church, Burlington, in 1832.
He died at
Holyoke, Massachusetts, 23 February, 1861. In 1837
the Rev. John D. Daly, another eccentric but learned
man, commenced to care for the missions in the
southern part of the State and laboured until 1854,
when he retired to New York where he died in 1S70.
Notable also among the priests ministering in the
State during this early period were Fathers William
grouped

I vers, (leorge Hamilton, Edward McGowan, James
Walsh, M. Petithomme, P. Drolet, and M. Chevalier.
In 1843 the Catholics of the State numbered 4940,
but the building of railroads and the establishment
of numerous public works soon brought a steady

increase.
In 1853 on the petition of the bishops of the Province of New York, the pope erected Vermont into a
diocese with Burlington as the titular city.
The
Very Rev. Louis De (iocshriand, then Vicar-Ocneral
of the Diocese of Cleveland, Ohio, was named the
first

bishop and consecrated in

New York by

Arch-

bishop Bedini, 30 October, 1853. He was born 4 August, 1816, at Saint-LT rbain, Finistere, France.
He
studied at Saint-Sulpice, Paris, and was ordained
priest at St. Louis, U. S. A., 30 July, L840,
lbfound on his arrival in Vermont five priests, ten
churches, and about 20,000 Catholics.
In January,
1855, he went to Europe to secure priests in Ireland
and France and with the aid of those who answered
his appeal for volunteers, new parishes were organized, churches built, schools opened, and the work of
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evangelizing went on vigorously. The first diocesan
synod was held in Burlington, 4 and 5 October, 1S55,
On 17 July, 1890,
at which nine priests attended.

succeeded as vicar Apostolic (5 September, 1848)
but the war with the British rendered his labours
ineffectual, and the mission was abandoned about

Bishop De Goesbriand celebrated the golden jubilee
and in 1S92 he asked for a coadjuThe choice fell on the Rev. John Stephen Miat Bennington, the son of an Irish
pastor
dland, then
mother and a Canadian lather and born at Bur1843. He made his studies at
November,
24
lington,
St. Joseph's Seminary, Troy, New York, and was

1852.
The British had in reality begun to assume control
of Burma in 1824, but it was not until 20 December,
1852, that the East India Company, after a bloody
war, annexed the entire kingdom of Pegu, a territory
as large as England. Many years later the kingdom
of Ava was also taken by the British, and with the
conquest of Rangoon the whole of Burma came into
the possession of Great Britain.
The Oblates of
Pinerolo having withdrawn from the mission, the
vicariate was placed, in 1855, under the control of
the Vicar Apostolic of Siam. At this date the kingdoms of Ava and Pegu contained 11 priests and 5320
Catholics.
Burma is bounded on the east by China and Siam,

of his ordination
tor.

He was consecrated
ordained priest, 7 June, 1873.
titular Bishop of Modra and coadjutor of Burlington,
retired to live
Goesbriand
Bishop
De
1892.
June,
29
in the Orphan Asylum at Burlington and died 3 November, 1899, the dean of the American hierarchy.
Bishop Michaud immediately succeeded to the see.
Bishop De Goesbriand was one of the prelates who
attended the Vatican Council in 1S69.
The religious communities now represented in the
diocese are the Fathers of Saint Edniond (C. S. E.),
the Brothers of St. Gabriel, Sisters of Charity of
Providence, Sisters of the Holy Cross and of the
Seven Dolours, Sisters of the Holy Ghost, Ladies of
St. Joseph, Sisters of St. Joseph, Hospital Sisters of
St. Joseph. Sisters of Mercy, Sisters of the Congregation ot Notre Dame, of the Presentation, of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, and of the Assumption. There
arc in the diocese 99 priests, SS secular, 1 regular; 9.5
churches, TO with resident pastors, and 27 missions
with churches; 20 stations; 275 women in religious
communities; 15 ecclesiastical students in the diocesan
seminary; 3 academies for boys, 9 for girls; 21 parish
schools with 6096 pupils; 2 orphanage schools with
260 pupils, 220 orphans in the diocesan asylum;
2 colleges for boys; 2 hospitals; Catholic population
estimated 7.5.9.53; children under Catholic care 6175.
1

hospital at Winooski Park is named after Fanny
Allen, daughter of General Ethan Allen of Revolutionary fame, and the first woman of New England
birth to become a nun. (See Allen, Frances.)
De Goesbriand, Catholic Memoirs of Vermont and New
Hampshire (Burlington, Vt.. INSie; Mien u-i> in History of

The

the Vath. Ch. in the New Ennhirul States (Bo.-ton, 1S99), II;
>; I
I,
.S. (New York, 1904); Reuss,
of Call,,
Biog. Cycl. of the Cath. Hierarchy of U. S. (Milwaukee, 1898);
Catholic Directory, 1907.
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by the British
the kingdoms of Ava and Pegu.
Francis Xavier petitioned Father Rod-

Burma. Before
Burma consisted of

its

annexation

riguez for missionaries to go to Pegu, but nothing
In 1699
is known as to the outcome of his request.
the Vicar Apostolic of Siam and the Bishop of Meliapur had a dispute concerning the jurisdiction over

Pegu, and Cardinal de Tournon, Legaltts a latere,
The actual
decided against the vicar Apostolic.
work of evangelizing Ava and Pesru did not begin
until the pontificate of Innocent XIII, who, in 1722,
sent Father Sigismond de Calchi, a Barnabite, and
Father Vittoni, of the same order, to Burma. After
many trials and tribulations they succeeded in obtaining permission to preach with full liberty the
In 1711 Benedict XIV definitely
Gospel of Christ.
established the mission, appointing Father Galizia
and
placing the Barnabites in charge
vicar Apostolic,
of the work; bul in the wars which distracted those
regions during the eighteenth century the last two
member ol the order who had remained in the counThe Barnabites having given up
try were killed.
the mission, Pius \ 111 sent Monsignor Frederic Can,
'ions Schools, and
Congregation
of
member
of
the
a
titular Bishopol Zama (ls.Iune. 1830). Gregory XVI
mission
Oblates
of Pinerolo,
the
the
under
placed
Italy, l>> appointing (5 July, 1842) Monsignor Giovanni Ceretti, s member of this institute, and titular
Bishop of Adrianople, as firs! vicar Apostolic. About
I

this .late

(1845)

numbered 2500.

tin-

In

Catholics of the two

kingdom

IMS Monsignor John Balma

on the west by Assam and Bengal.

Its area is ap-

proximately 171,430 square miles, while that of
Great Britain and Ireland is 120,947 square miles.
Notwithstanding this large extent of territory, Burma
has a population of only 8,000,000 inhabitants. For
some ten years the mission remained under the administration of the Vicar Apostolic of Siam; but such
a condition could not be indefinitely prolonged without compromising its future. A decree of Propa-

ganda

Burma

(27 November, 1S66)
into three vicariates,

accordingly

named

divided

respectively,

with reference to their geographical positions, Northern, Southern, and Eastern Burma. The boundaries
then fixed were abrogated (28 June, 1S70) by another
decree of Propaganda, which constituted these three
vicariates as they now are.
Northern Burma. This vicariate, which has
been entrusted to the Missions Etrangeres of Paris,
is bounded on the north by the Chinese province of
Yun-nan, on the east by the River Salwen, on the
south by Karenni and Lower Burma, and on the
west by Manipur, the Garo Hills, and the independent
In a population
territories of Tipperah and Assam.
of 3,500,000 there are 7248 Catholics, whose spiritual needs are served by 22 European clergy of the
Missions Etrangeres of Paris and 3 native priests,
The vicariate also
with 47 churches or chapels.
possesses 18 schools with 754 children, a seminary
with 22 students, 2 boarding-schools with 160 pupils,
and 6 orphanages with 315 orphans. This is the most
considerable of the Burman vicariates, being equal.
The resiin importance to the other two combined.
dence of the vicar Apostolic is at Mandalay. The
and
a
resident
missionary
chapel
stations having one
are Pyinmana, Yamethin. Magyidaw. Chanthagon,
Myokine, Chaung-u, Nabet, Shwebo, Chanthaywa,
At Mandalay there
Monlila, Bhano, and Maymyo.
are, besides the cathedral, the Tamil church of St.
Xavier, a Chinese church, and that of St. John's
The language commonly used in this viAsylum.
cariate is Burmese, but residents ordinarily employ
their respective native tongues, which accounts for
the ihinese church at Mandalay. This city of 1SS.000
inhabitants is a bustling centre of traffic between
Lower Burma and the Province of Yun-nan; hence
the large Chinese element in the population.
Eastern Burma, This vicariate is entrusted to
the Milan Seminary of Foreign Missions. Its boundaries, determined by decree of 26 August, 18S9, are:
On the north, the Chinese Province of Yun-nan; on
the east, the Mekong, the subsequent course of which
bounds Cambodia and Arm am on the south, Karenni
and Shan; on the west, the River Salween and part

—

(

—

;

The vicariate is made
the course of the Sittang.
Up of two quite distinct portions connected almost
at right angles by a somewhat narrow strip of territory.
The first of these portions comprises Toungoo
and the regions lying between the Sittang and the
Sahvet i) as far as 20 north latitude; from this paraloi
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River Salween.
The beginnings of the mission go back to 1868,
when the Milan Seminary of Foreign Missions sent
thither Monsignor BiHi as prefect Apostolic, accompanied by Sebastian Carbode, Conti, and R.0CC0

The last named of these is the present
Tornatori.
vicar Apostolic, and has resided forty years in the
vicariate. There are 10,300 Catholics in this vicariate,
the population of which is not exactly known, but
amounts to something like 2,000,000. The vicar
Apostolic resides in the Leitko Hills and visits 130
villages in the Karenni district, where thru
are
10,000 Catholics almost the whole Catholic populaThere is a school, with 65
tion of the vicariate.
children, a convent of the Sisters of Nazareth of
Milan, with 40 girls, and, in some of the villages, the
beginnings of schools with a few pupils. Toungoo,
in the south of the vicariate, with 300 Catholics,
has an English school of 130 children of various races,
a Native school of 100 children, and a convent oi
the Sisters of the Reparation of Nazareth of Milan
with 70 girls. There are 10 priests. In 1902 there
were 140 conversions from Paganism and
from
Protestantism. The stations provided with priests
are, besides tin- residence of the vicar Apostolic,

—

Toungoo, Northern Karenni, Yedashe, and Karenni.

—

Siiithern- Burma. This vicariate, entrusted to
the Missions Etrangeres of Paris, comprises all the
territory included in British (Lower) Burma before
the annexation of Upper Burma, with the exception,
however, of tin' province of Arakan (attached in
Is7" to in' Diocese of Dacca) and the Toungoo
district (assigned to the Vicariate of Eastern Burma),
It is, therefore, bounded on the east by the Diocese
of Dacca, on the north by Eastern Burma, on the
west by Siam, and on the south by the sea. It extends from the nineteenth to the tenth parallel
of north latitude, and, beginning from Moulmein,
forms a long and rather narrow strip of land shut in
between Siam on the one side and the sea on the
other.
In a population estimated at 4.000,000 as many as
Catholics are found distributed among 23
stations, the most important of which in respect "I
Catholic population are: Rangoon, with 2336 Catho-

45,579

lics; Moulmein, 1400; Bassein. 1040; Myaung-mya,
4000; Kanaztogon, 44S2; Mittagon, 3000: Maryland,
2412; Gyobingauk Tharrawady, 2200. The seat oi
the vicariate Apostolic is at Rangoon. The clergy
number 49 European priests and 8 native priests,
and the vicariate has 231 churches and chapels. The
schools are conducted by the Brothers of the Christian Schools, the Sisters of the Good Shepherd, of
St. Joseph of the Apparition, and of St. Francis
Xavier, those known under this last name being
The vicariate supports 12 Anglo-native
with 4501 children, and 65 Buriiian or Tamil
schools which give instruction to 2200 pupils.
The
Little Sisters of the Poor, 9 in number, take care of
55 old people at Rangoon, and the Missionaries of
Mary have an asylum sheltering 100 children, besides which there are 21 orphanages, containing 790
.

children, under the care of the above mentioned re
ligious communities.
This vicariate, therefore, is
further advanced in Christianity than the other two,
a condition due to its greater accessibility and the
British influence, which is more fully developed in
these regions.
In 1845, as has been seen, there were
only 2500 Catholics in Burma, sixty years later there
of the activity of the missionaries
proof
are 59,127—a
and a pledge for the future.
Monsignor Alexander Cardot. Bishop of Litnyra,

Vicar Apostolic of Southern Burma, was born at
Fresse, Haute-Saone, France, 9 January, 1859, and
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of latitude the second portion stretches north to
the Tropic of Cancer, bordered on the east and south
by China, Annani, and Siam, and on the west by the
lei

educated in the seminaries of

T.uneuil and Vesoul
of the Missions Etrangeres.
Monsignor Cardot
begin his labours in the mission field in 1879, and in
1893 was appointed coadjutor to Bishop Bigandet,

and

his predecessor in the vicariate,
at Rangoon (21 June, 1893)

vicariate
1894.

on the death

who consecrated him
He succeeded to the

of Bishop Bigandet,

1!)

March,

Streit, Atlas des Missions (Steyl, L906); Madras Catholic
Directory (1907
R
no, li'io;
132-237.
;

Albert Battandier.
Burnett, Peter
Hardeman,
Governor of California, V. S. A.,

American

first

b.

Nashville,

in

Tennessee, 15 Nov., L807, of Virginian ancestry; d.
at San Francisco. California, 16 May, 1895.
At
an early age he was taken by his father to Missouri,
where amid primitive conditions of life he succeeded
in obtaining an elementary education.
At the age
of nineteen he returned to Tennessee, and soon after
married Harriet \\ Rogers, to whom he attributed
much of the success ol his later career. After his
marriage he started in business for himself, studied
law and was admitted to the bar in 1839. He also
edited "The Far West", a weekly paper published
at Liberty, Missouri.
About this time he became a
member of the Church of the Disciples, or Campbellites, founded by Alexander Campbell, a seceder from
In 1843, removing with his family to
the Baptists.
Oregon, he took a prominent part in the formation
of the territorial government and was a member of
the legislature from is 11 to L848.
During this period
the published debate between Campbell and Bishop
l'urcell of Cincinnati fell into his hands, and though
after reading it he still remained a Protestant, his
confidence in Protestanti mwa con iderably shaken.
He then began a systematic inve tigation ol the true
religion, became convinced of the truth of the Catholic
claims, and in June, is It i, was received into the Church
at
iregon City by Father De Vos.
In the year 1848 Burnett went to California, where
he was elected a member of the Legislative Assembly
and took a leading part in its proceedings. He was
appointed judge of the superior tribunal in \ugu t,
.

I

1849 and did good work in the training of the State
Constitution.
In Septembi
chosen chief
and on the thirteenth of November of the same
year he was elected the first American Governor of
California, though California was not admitted as a
State into the Union till September, 1850.
He resigned the governorship in 1851 and resumed the
practice of law until his appo ntmi til in 1857 as a
Justice of the Supreme Court of California by Gov.
Xeely Johnson.
.1.
His term expired iii October,
lb- was also President of the Pacific Bank
1858.
from 1863 to 1880, after which he retired from active
business.
In 1860 Judge Burnett wrote his fat
is
book "The Path which led a Protestant Lawyer to
the Catholic Church" (New York, I860), wherein
justice,

his conversion on clear-cut logical principles.
to this work
Brow nson says "In
>r.
writing his book. Judge Burnett has rendered a
noble homage to his new faith.
Through him,
California has made a more glorious contribution to
the Union than all the gold of her mines, for truth
is more
an gold, yea, than fine gold''
(Brownson's Review, April, I860
This was folheory of
lowed by his work on
The American
Government, Considered with Reference to the
Present Crisis" (2d ed., New York, L861).
During
the period of his retirement he published •Recol-

With regard

I

.

.

.

,

1

Md Pioneer" (New
and Opinions of an
York, I860), which "is especially valuable Ln connexion with the early political and constitutional
of
the Pacific
coast" (Nation.
XXX,
"Reasons Why We Should Believe
389), and
in Cod, Love God and Obey God" (New York,
•

1884).

BURNS

Burns, James, publisher and author, b. near
Montrose, Forfarshire, Scotland, 1808; d. in London,
II April, 1S71.
During the last half of the nineteenth
century his work in the cause of Catholic literature
and Catholic church music contributed much to
the rapid advancement of the Church in Great
Britain and to the many conversions that were made
throughout that period. His father was a Presbyterian minister and sent him to a college in Glasgow
with the idea that he should follow the same calling.
But feeling no inclination for it, he left the school
in 1832 and went to London where he found employment with a publishing firm. He acquired a thorough knowledge of this trade and then set up for
He soon won success,
himself in a modest way.
and the ministers of the Established Church adopted

him as an active auxiliary in their literary campaign
He then beof tracts and polemic publications.
or high-churchman.
From his
press were issued many interesting and instructive
books of a high literary tone in the series he called
"The Englishman's Library" and "The Fireside

came a "Puseyite",

Library".

The Oxford Movement under Newman

of course drew him within its range, with the result
that, in spite of the great worldly sacrifice it meant,
he followed the example of many of his friends and
became a convert in 1847.
The change was one of the sensations of the time
and involved for him the making of a new business
life and fortune.
The Anglican publications of the
old house were sold off and he set to work, and succeeded, in a comparatively brief time, in building up
an equally enviable reputation as an enterprising and
proline publisher of good and wholesome Catholic
literature.
To his "Popular Library" Cardinal

Wiseman contributed "Fabiola" and Cardinal Newman, "Callista".

Other volumes from a host of
well-known writers, prayer books, and books of
devotion soon made the name of the firm of Burns
& Oates a household word throughout the Englishspeaking world. Mr. Burns also wrote constantly
on church music and edited and republished many
compositions of the best masters. He continued
his busy life in spite of a painful internal malady
which ended in cancer, from which he died. His
widow, who was also a convert, survived him twentytwo years, dying a member of the Ursuline community at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U. S. A., January, 1893.
Of his five daughters, four entered
the Ursuline Order and the other became a Sister
His only son was ordained a priest,
of Charity.
serving for a long time as chaplain at Nazareth
House, Hammersmith, London.
Catholic Family Annual (New York. 1SS4); London Tablet
m.l Weekly

Register, tiles (15 April. 1871).
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The Ave Maria (Notre Dame, 1-29 Oct., 1S9S); Catholit
News, files (New York, 5 June, 1890); The Pilot, files (Boston,
I June. 1895); Brownson's Review (New York, April, 1863).
Edward P. Spillane.

F.

Meehan.

Burnt Offering. See Sacrifice.
Burse (fiipoa, "hide", "skin"; whence "bag" or
"purse"), a receptacle in which, for reasons of convenience and reverence, the folded corporal is carried
to and from the altar. In Roman form the burse is
ordinarily made of two juxtaposed pieces of cardboard about twenty-five centimetres (or ten inches)
square, bound together at three edges, leaving the
fourth open to receive the corporal. One outer side
of die burse is of the same material and colour as the
vestments with which it is used; the rest is lined with
linen or silk. The use of lie burse is relatively recent.
When tli" corpora) reached its present small diment

sions, it was carried to the altar, sometimes in the
missal, sometimes in a special receptacle, a box or bag,
which finally took the present form of burse. Just
when this custom began cannot be determined. The

"Chronicon vetus rerum Moguntinarum " (11401251) mentions a precious corporal-case; this may
have been, however, only a box for the continual
safe-keeping of the corporal. St. Charles Borromeo
describes a sacculus corporalis distinct from the case
in which corporals were preserved (Acta Mediolan.,
From the fourteenth to the seven1683, I, 524).
teenth centuries the use of the burse spread, and in
1692 it was universally illicit to celebrate Mass without one (Decreta S. R. O, 1866, ad 2 m ).
Gihr, The Sacrifice of the Mass (St. Louis. 1902), 2C4. 265;
Gavantus-Mer.vti, Thesaurus

sac.

rituum (Venice, 1762),

John

I,

90.

Peterson.

—

The Abbey of. In the Middle Ages one
most celebrated Benedictine monasteries in

Bursfeld,
of the

B.

Germany was the Abbey

of Bursfeld, situated dion the River Weser, in what
the Prussian Province of Hanover. It was
founded in 1093 by Duke Henry of Nordheim and his
wife Gertrude, who richly endowed it.
Henry IV of
Germany granted it numerous privileges and imIts first abbot, Almericus, came from
munities.
the neighbouring Abbey of Corvey, bringing thence
a band of monks. Following the Benedictine
tradition, Almericus opened a school in connexion
with the abbey, which soon became famous, and
under the next four abbots its fame continued to
But in 1331, under the worthless Abbot
increase.
Henry Lasar, monastic discipline began to relax;
the school was neglected, and the rich possessions
were dissipated. From 1331 to 1424 no records of
the abbey were kept. When, in 1424. the aged
Albert of Bodenstein became Abbot of Bursfeld,
church ami school had fallen almost into ruins,
the monastery itself was in a dilapidated condition,
and but one old monk remained there. Albert
would gladly have restored Bursfeld to its former
splendour, but was too old to undertake the gigantic
task.
He resigned the abbacy in 1430.
During the fifteenth century a strong desire for
monastic and other ecclesiastical reforms made itself
One of the first
felt throughout the Catholic world.
Benedictine reformers was the pious and zealous
John Dederoth, of Munden or Nordheim. Having
effected notable reforms at Cms, where he had been

rectly west of Gottingen,
is

now

abbot since 1430, Dederoth was induced by Duke
Otto of Brunswick, in 1433. to undertake the reform
Obtaining four exemplary religious
Bursfeld.
from the monastery of St. Matthias, he assigned
two of them to the monastery of Clus, to maintain
his reformed discipline there, while the other two
went with him to Bursfeld. Being still Abbot of
Clus, he was able to recruit from that community
Dederoth succeeded beyond expectafor Bursfeld.
tion in the restoration of Bursfeld anil began the
reform of Reinhausen, near Gottingen, but died
of

6 February, 1439, before his efforts in that quarter

had borne fruit.
The Bursfeld Union. Although the monasteries reformed by him never united into a con-

—

gregation, still Dederoth's reforms may be looked
upon as the foundation of the renowned Bursfeld
Union, or Congregation. Dederoth, indeed, intended
to unite the reformed Benedictine monasteries of
Northern Germany by a stricter uniformity of discipline, but the execution of his plan was left to
his successor, the celebrated John of Hagen (not
to be confounded with the Carthusian John of
Hagen. otherwise called Johannes de Indagine). In
1445 John of Hagan obtained permission from the
Council of Basle to restore the Divine Ofliee to
the original form of the old Benedictine Breviary
and to introduce liturgical and disciplinary uniformity in t lie monasteries that followed the reform of Bursfeld. A year later (11 March, 1446)
Louis d'AUemand, as Cardinal Legate authorised
by the Council of Basle, a) 'proved the Bursfeld
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Bamberg province held their
The legate appointed

,

provincial
the Abbot of Bursfeld visitor for this province, and in a bull, dated
7 June, 14.il, the Bursfeld Congregation was approved,
triennial

chapter.

and favoured with new privileges.
Finally, on
6 March, 1458, Pope Pius II approved the statutes
ni the
>n gregation and gave it all the privileges
which Eugene IV had given to the Italian Bene1

1

dictine Congregation of St. Justina since the year

1431.
In 1401 this approbation was reiterated,
and various new privileges granted to the congreFavoured by bishops, cardinals, and popes.
gation.
as by temporal rulers, especially the Dukes
11

of Brunswick, the Bursfeld Congregation exercised
a wholesome influence to promote true reform in
the Benedictine monasteries of Germany during
the second half of the fifteenth, and the first half of
the sixteenth, century. At the death of Abbot
John of Hagen thirty-six monasteries had already
joined the Bursfeld Congregation, and new ones
were being added every year. During its most
flourishing period, shortly before the Protestant
revolt, at least 136 abbeys, scattered through all
oi Germany, belonged to the Bursfeld Union.
The religious revolution, and especially the consequent risings of the peasants in Germany, greatly
In
retarded the progress of the Bursfeld Reform.
1579, Andrew Luderitz. the last Abbot of Bursfeld,

wis driven from his monastery by the Lutheran
Duke Julius of Brunswick, and, after an existence
of almost five hundred years, Bursfeld ceased to be
a Catholic monastery. The possessions of the abbey
were confiscated, and the abbot was replaced by an
adherent of Luther. About forty other Benedictine
abbeys belonging to the Bursfeld Congregation
were wrested from the Church, their possessions
confiscated by Lutheran princes, and their churches
demolished or turned to Protestant uses. Though
greatly impeded in its work of reform, the Bursfel 1
Congregation continued to exist until the compulsory
secularization of all its monasteries at the end
eighteenth, and the beginning of the nineteenth,
Its last

century.

president
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which then consisted of the six abbeys:
Bursfeld, Clus, Reinhausen, Cismar in SchlcswigHolstein, St. Jacob near Mainz, and Huyeburg near
Magdeburg. The cardinal likewise decreed tl
Abbot of Bursfeld should always ex officio be one of
the three presidents of the congregation, and that
he should have power to convoke annual chapters.
The first annual chapter of the Bursfeld Congregation convened in the monastery of Sts. Peter and
while on his journey
Paul at Erfurt in 144(5. In 1 4
of reform through Germany, the Cardinal Legate,
Nicholas of Cusa, met John of Hagen at "Wurzburg,
where the Benedictine monasteries of the MainzUnion,

when

the relics of the martyred King Edmund were
brought there in 903, after which time the town,
till then called Beodericsworth, became known as
St. Edmund's Town or St. Edmund's Bury.
During
the reign of Canute (1016-35) the secular canons
were replaced by Benedictines. In 1095 there was a

solemn

translation of the saint's

in

of

new

church built by
Abbot Baldwin.
The shritii' grew
fame, wealth,

in

and magnificence
till the monastery

was

considered

only to
ilastonbury, but

second
(

in

1405 a terrible
caused irrep-

fire

loss
to
arable
the church, from

which

never

it

The

recovered.

abbot had
in

a

Beat

Parliament and
I

full ju-

risdiction

over

town a a d
neighbourhood.
There was accommodation lor
eighty monks.
but more than
two hundred persons
the

The Norman Tuwkr
resided in the Abbey.

At the
the revenues were valued at £2,360,
equivalent to more than £20,000 in present money.
It was in the abbey church that the memorable
meeting of barons took place in the year 1214, when
Cardinal Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury, standing at the high altar, read out the proposed Charter
of Liberties, which in the form of Magna Charts was
The abbey was
signed by King John in 1215.
finally dissolved by Henry VIII in 1539, when the
abbey church ami the monastic buildings were in
large measure destroyed, the gateway, an ancient
dissolution,

was Bernard Bierbaum,

in the Rhine Province, who died
Bursfeld (Bursfelde) is at present a small
village with about 200 inhabitants, for whom a
Lutheran minister holds services in the old abbey
church.
Trithfmhs, Chronicon Hiraatigienae (St. Gall, 1090), II.
I.m km u>, Antigvitata Bursfeldenees (LeipziR and
350;
Wolfenbuttel,. 1703); Evklt, /</
At :• der /•
Biedeni
Benedin
[Monster,
1865);

Abbot

the

relics to

Werden

1798.

i

..,.

Order

(Wi imar,

/'"

Kloeter der

hi.

kath.

.
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Michael Ott.
Burton, George A.

Bury

St.

See Clifton, Diocese op.

Edmund's, The Abbey

of.

Abbey Hill at Present Day

-

Kirche tODerbau en
Hhmhithkr, Die Orden und Kongregationen (Paderborn,
I.
141: I.iNNt.iumN, Die Reform
1896
BenedictinrrkliKier im IS. JaJtrh. durrh die Bury;. Id. r Conutheilungen aui dem Benedii
gregation in Studien u.
Orden, XX-XX1I; Bkhxieke, tee onginea de la congregation
de Bursfeld in Revue Benidietme, XVI.

Brookhoff,

— The

first

re-

ligious foundation there was established by Sigebert,
King of the Fast Angles, who resigned his crown to
found a monastery about 637. It became celebrated

bridge, and other scattered ruins alone now remaining.
fate of the saint's nlies has never been decided,

The

According to one tradition, they were abstracted by
Prime Louis of France in 1217. Relics purporting
to be those of the saint were long preserved at Toulouse, until in 1901, Cardinal Vaughan, Archbishop
il Westminster, obtained leave to translate them to
Doubts having been thrown on the auEngland.
thenticity of the relics, a commission of investigation
Was appointed by the Holy See, but no report has
been published. Among the famous monks of the
Abbey were Abbot Sampson and his chronicler

BUS

for heresy in 1530.
Thompson. Records of St. Edmund's; Dugdale, Monastiton
(London. 1821). Ill, 9S-176; Jocelini de Brakelonda, De
nl.us oestix Smiixonis AUiulis

(Camden

Society. 1X40); Tymms,
See also
ed., 1905).

Handbook of Bury St. Edmund s (Sth
Careyle, Past and Present (1S43).

Edwin Burton.
Bus, Cesar de, Venerable, a

priest,

and founder

of two religious congregations, b. 3 February, 1544, at
Cavaillon, Comtat Venaissin (now France); d. 15 April,
At eighteen he joined the king's
1607, at Avignon.

army and took part in the war against the HugueAfter the war he devoted some time to
poetry and painting, but soon made up his mind
to join the fleet which was then besieging La RoOwing to a serious sickness this design
chelle.
could not be carried out. Up to this time de Bus
had led a pious and virtuous life, which, however,
during a sojourn of three years in Paris was changed
From Paris
for one of pleasure and dissipation.
Upon the death of
he went back to Cavaillon.
his brother, a canon of Salon, he succeeded in obtaining the vacated benefice, which he sought for
Shortly
the gratification of his worldly ambitions.
after this, however, he returned to a better life,
resumed his studies, and in 1582 was ordained to
He distinguished himself by his
the priesthood.
works of charity and his zeal in preaching and
catechizing, and conceived the idea of instituting
a congregation of priests who should devote themIn
selves to the preaching of Christian doctrine.
1592, the " Pri'tres seculiers de la doctrine chr<5tienne",
or "Doctrinaires", were founded in the town of
L'Isle and in the following year came to Avignon.
This congregation was approved by Pope Clement
Besides the DoctriVIII, 23 December, 1597.
naires, de Bus founded an order of women called
"Filles de la doctrine chretienne" and later UrsuPope Pius VII declared him Venerable in
lines.
1821. Five volumes of his "Instructions familieres"
were published (Paris, 1666).
De Beaivus, Vie d,i J: Cesar de Bus (Paris. 1645); Dumas, Vie du /'.,/. Bus (Paris, 1703): Helyot. Histoire des
ordres religieui. revised ed. I.v Bai.khe in Migne, Encycbop(dit th.nl, ,,1,',/ue l'.iu-. IMS), XXI; Brischar in KircherUei.,
nots.

i

Ill, 1873, ^. v. lh;ti ino! i< r; Baillet, Les vies des saints
(Paris. 1739), III. 617; HeimbOCHER, Die Orden und Kongregalionen der kathol. Kirche (Paderborn, 1897), II, 338.
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Busche,

Hermann von dem.

DuBRAY.

See Humanists.

Busee (Bus/EUS or Buys), Pierre, a Jesuit
theologian, b. at Nimwegen in 1540; d. at Vienna
When twenty-one years old he entered
in 1587.
the novitiate of the Society of Jesus at Cologne,
where, fix years later (1567), he became master of
In addition to this office he was appointed
novices.
to give religious instruction to the higher classes
He then undertook
in the Jesuit college at Cologne.
to complete the lame catechism of Canisius by
adding to it the full text of the Scriptural and
St. Peter
patristic references cited by the author.
Canisius himself encouraged this undertaking. The
Cologne
appeared
at
in
1569,
under
the
first volume
title: "Authoritates Bacrse Scripturse <t sanctorum
doedoctrrnae
christians
summa
Patrum, qute in
The following year,
toris Petri Canisii citantur".
1570, the work was completed, and was received
It consists of four
at once with much favour.
volumes; for some unknown reason the last volume
is lacking in the fine edition of the catechism, with
notes by Busee, which was issued in 1571 by the
celebrated house of Manutius, of Venice, the descendants of Aldus .Manutius. In 1577 a new
edition, revised and augmented by another Jesuit, Jean Base, was published at Cologne in one
folio

volume, under another
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Jooelin of Brakelond (d. 1211); John Boston de
Bury, author and bibliographer (d. 1430); John
Lydgate, poet (d. 1446), and Byfield who was burnt

title:

"Opus

catechisti-

cum

D. Petri Canisii theologi S. J. prreclarig
divinae Scriptural testimoniis, sanctorumque Patrum
sententiis sedulo illustratum opera D. Petri Busaei
Noviomagi, ejusd. Soc. theologi, nunc vero primum
accessione nova, locupletatum atque restitution) ".
SLx years before this Father Bus6e had left Cologne
and gone to Vienna, where he lectured on the Holy
Scriptures in the university and taught Hebrew at
In 1584 Bus6e went to
the college of the Jesuits.
Rome at the command of the General of the Society,
Father Acquaviva, who had appointed him a member
of a commission to draw up a system or plan of
On
studies {Ratio SludioTum) for the entire Society.
his return to Vienna Bus6e was made Rector of
the College of Nobles and died while holding this
.

.

.

position.

De Backer and Sommervogel,
II, eol.

439-442;

Bibliotheque de la

Braunsberger, Entstehung und

c.

de J.,
Ent-

erste

uicklun,/ der Katechismen des S. Petrus Canisius (Freiburg im
Bruckeb in Diet, de theol. cath., II, col.

Breisgau, 1893);
1265, 1206.

A. FOURNET.

Busembaum, Hermann, moral theologian, b. at
Notteln, Westphalia, 1600; d. at Munster, 31 January,
1668.
He entered the Society of Jesus in his nineteenth year. After completing his studies he taught
the classics, philosophy, and moral and dogmatic
He was
theology, in various houses of the order.
rector of the colleges of Hildesheim and Munster,
socius to the provincial, and again rector at Munster,
where he died. His prudence, keenness of intellect,
firmness of will, large-heartedness, and tact combined
These natural gifts were
to form a rare character.
heightened by a singular innocence of life and constant communion with God. Hence we are not surprised to learn that he was eminently successful as a
He was chosen by Christoph
director of souls.
Bernhard von Galen, the Prince-Bishop of Munster,
as his confessor and became his most trusted adviser;
and much of the growth and enduring spiritual
activity of that diocese is due to these two men.
Towards the end of his life Busembaum was attacked
by a lingering and extremely painful sickness. He
died peacefully and with sentiments of great piety.
He was a holy man; but it is as a great theologian
that he is especially remembered. In 1645 as Southwell says, or according to De Backer in 1650, appeared
his principal work: "Medulla theologise moralis
facili ac perspicua, methodo resolvens casus con".
scientise ex variis probatisque auctoribus concinnata
This work is a classic; its conciseness, clearness,
method, depth, vastness of theological lore compressed into so small a volume, sanity of judgment,
and practical utility proclaimed its author to be a
man gifted in a superlative degree with the moral
Buseminstinct and the powers of a great teacher.
baum's name became in a short while one of the important ones in moral theology. In his preface to the
first edition he acknowledges his indebtedness to two
Jesuits,

Hermann N (inning and

Friedrich Spe, whose

manuscripts he had before him while composing his
own work, and he claims for them a share in whatever good his "Medulla" was to effect. The author
lived to see the fortieth edition of his little book. l"p
to tin- year 1S45, over two hundred editions had appeared, which gives us an average of more than one
The book
edition for every year of its existence.
was printed in all the great centres of the Catholic
world, Minister, Cologne, Frankfort, Ingolstadt,
Lisbon, Lyons, Venice, Padua, ami Rome; it was used
as a textbook in numberless seminaries for over two
This success is certainly phenomenal.
centuries.

Nor was Busembaum less fortunate in his commenThree of the greatest moralists of their retators.
spective periods, La Croix, St. AJphonsus Liguori,
anil, in our own days. Ballerini, took the "Medulla"
as their text and commented on it in their masterly
volumes. St. Alphonsus wished to put into the hands
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defensionem vita? et integritatis membrorum licet
filio et religioso et subdito se tueri, si opus sit, cum
occisione, contra ipsum parentem, abbatem, principem, nisi forte propter mortem hujus secutura essent
nimis magna incommoda, ut bella " (Lib. Ill, Pt. I.
Busembaum lays
tr. iv, dub. 3, " De homicidio").
down this principle: According to the natural law it
is permitted to repel by force an unjust aggressor,
and, if it be necessary for the saving of one's life, to
kill him.
In such cases, however, the person attacked should have the intention of defending himself, and should not inflict greater harm or use more
force than is necessary for self-defence. Then according to his method Busembaum applies the principle
to various cases; and among them is the one to which
the adversaries object. So that the proposition which
caused the trouble is merely an application of a
principle of the natural law to an individual case.
This proposition is taken almost verbatim from St.
Antoninus. It is essentially the same as the doctrine
of St.

Thomas, who says: "And therefore

as

it is

per-

mitted tu resist robbers so also is it permitted to
resist evil rulers in similar circumstances, unless per-

chance to avoid scandal, should it be feared that any
serious disturbance might result" (II— II, Q. lxix,
St. Alphonsus refers to this proposition of
Busembaum in a letter to his editor, Redmondini,
10 March, 1758, and remarks "the proposition is not
The truth of the matter is
at all condemnable".
that our author is here following in the footsteps "f
very eminent theologians and the doctrine is not
Another objection is that Busembaum
singular.
defends the principle, the end sanctions tin- means:
use of the objection being that when the end
is lawful, means in themselves unlawful are justified;
that is, if the end is good, one may do something
that is against the natural law to attain that end.
Now the truth is, that Busembaum teaches the opposite:

rem

"Prareptum naturalc ncgativum, prohibens
malam non licet violare ne quidem ob

intrinsece

metum

mortis".
(A negative precept of the natural
law which prohibits a thing intrinsically evil can
never be lawfully transgressed not even under the
influence of the fear of death. Lib. I. tr. ii, c. iv. dub.
So that it is not lawful to do a thing which
2, n. 1.)
The incrimiis wrong in itself, even to escape death.
nated passage occurs under the question which

Busembaum puts: "Quid lieeat reo circa fugam
poena?" (lib. IV. c. iii, d. 7, a. 2). He answers:
"It is lawful for the accused even when really guilty
i. before and after the sentence of death or of
some punishment equal to death, v. g. life imprisonment, has been passed. The reason is because man's
right to the preservation of his life is so great that no
human power can oblige him not to preserve it. if
there be well-grounded hope of his doing BO; unless
indeed the public weal demand otherwise.
Hence
tin? accused may escape
unless indeed charity
urge him not to do so. when the harm to the guards
is greater than that which would come to himself.
nay he flee so as not to be captured
but he must use no violence by wounding
.

.

.

.

.

.
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of the students of his congregation the book that
would help them most to master in a limited time
and with order the difficult science of moral theology.
During several years he had read very many authors,
but his choice finally fell on Busembaum.
The foregoing statements give full assurance of
Busembaum's orthodoxy and authority. For it is
incredible that the Church would have tolerated in
the schools in which her future priests were being
trained lor the sacred ministry a book that taught
The attacks
a morality which was not her own.
made on Busembaum have been singularly futile.
He was accused of teaching doctrine that is subversive
of authority and of the security of kings. This charge
was founded on the following proposition: "Ad

or striking the ministers of justice.
(2) He may also,
at least before the tribunal of conscience, dei
the guards
excluding violence and injury by giving
them, for instance, food or drink to induce sleep, or
by bringing it about that they will be absent; he may
snap his chains, or break open the prison; because
when the end is lawful, the means are also lawful."
Here therefore we have the explicit exclusion of unlawful means, and the sense of the phrase is only this:
when the end is lawful then is the use of means in
themselves indifferent, i. e. not unlawful, permitted.
must here remark thai then- is in the "Medulla"
a very small number of .solutions taken from and defended by other authors, which were afterwards
rejected by Alexander Yll and Innocent XI.
But
these solutions are not peculiar to Busembaum.
Nor should we be surprised that an author who
solves almost numberless practical eases should err
at times in his application of laws and principles to
particular, intricate instances.
The real wonder is
that the mistaken applications in Busembaum's
great work are so very few.
Hcrter, Xnmcnclator, II, 259: THOEI.EN, Mrnologium
(Roermond, 1901
i„ Bibl. de In e. de J.
73, Sommuiv

—

—
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Pans. 1891), II. 44.5; Frit/ in Kirchenlex., s. v. Busembaum;
DOHR, JesuitcnfaMn (Freibure im Br., MW 1:? ",24; livmimaxx. Der Zieeek heiligl die Mittel Freiburg im Hi-.. 1903), 13,
22. 121: Letters of St. Alphonsus Maria de Liguori iNpvv Y.,rk,
i
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1S96), Pt. II, Special Correspondence,

I. let.

xxxvi.

Timothy

B.

Bakrett.

a titular see taking ils title from one of
Egyptian cities of the same name. This
Busiris was situated in the middle of the
the Pathmitish, or Damietta J '.ranch of
The ancient Egyptian name, Pa-osiri,
means "House of Osiris ". the god being supposed to
be buried there; hence the Coptic Pousiri, (deck
llovcnpis
and Bowreipis, Arabic Abuslr. It now
exists as a village under the last of these names and
is to be distinguished from another similarly named
Busiris,
the many
particular
Delta, on
the Nile.

town on the coast of Lydia. Busiris was the
town of the Busirite n&mos (Hierocles, Synecd
72.">. 7) and became a see of .Egypt us Secunda.

chief
Its

bishop, Herirucon, is mentioned at Nicsea (325) by
Melctius. as one of his partisans.
About this time
there was united to the title of Busiris that of Kynos,
from he important city of Lower Kynos (Athanas.,
" \|iol. c. Arianos", lxxviii. in P. (';.. XXV,
376)
Its bishop, Athanasius, defended Dioscorus at the
Latrocinium of Ephesus in 149, but apologized pubChalccdon (Liberatus, Breviarium, xivi.
licly at
from the seventh century on. tin- ee
mentioned
in the lists of
the Greek patriarchate (Georgius
Cyprius, 7.'i(i). though its titulars belong really to
the Jacobite patriarchate.
Thus, in 712. its bisnop,
James, takes a part in the election of the I'at natch
Michael I (Hcnaudot, "Hist. Patriarch. Alexandrin. ",
2H7); a little later, under the same patriarch, its
bishop, Peter, is mentioned (ibid.. 227); we hear also
of Severus, under Philothi
979 1003) and of
Chail, or Michael, and Molina in the thirteenth century (ibid., 158, 569).
I.i.Qi-iKx, Or. Christ.. II. 569, 570; Gams, Series episcop.,
461.
For the ruins at Abuslr, see Navilli
Mem. of the Egyptian Exploration fund (London, 1S90). 27.
L. Petit.
t

i

i

Buskins (caliejre), ceremonial stockings of silk,
sometimes interwoven with gold threads, and even
heavily embroidered, worn by the celebrant of a
pontifical Ma-trieinally worn by priests, they
were reserved about the eighth century for the exclusive use of bishops, a privilege recently extended
i

to lesser prelates.
In colour they correspond to the
chasuble, but are never worn with black.
sr.n), I,
('mm, am. Cerem. Episcop Comm
197-199; Berxahd.
Pont
Macalibter, Ecclesiastical Vestments (London, 1896), 104-105.
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Peterson.

BUSTAMANTE

BUSS
Buss, Franz Joseph, Ritter von, jurist, b. 23
March, 1803, at Zell in Baden; d. 31 January, 1878,
He studied at the Uniat Freiburg im Breisgau.
versity of Freiburg where he took the doctor's degree
After a short
in philosophy, law, and medicine.
stay at the Universities of Bonn and Gottingen he
returned to Freiburg, passed a brilliant examination
and was appointed attorney for that city. He became ordinary professor at the university in 1836,
where he soon obtained a large following among
the students, because in the face of strong opposition
he treated fearlessly vexed social and ecclesiastical
questions. To meet his many opponents Buss often
lectured four, even five, times a day. Throughout
his life he warmly advocated the interests of the
people, whom he habitually reached through the
Besides a modern
press and his public discourses.
language club of which he was the founder and
president, he gave much of his time to creating at
Freiburg a centre for the comparative study of
large
European legislation and jurisprudence.
collection of valuable material was already in his
hands, and his extensive knowledge of law and of
the principal languages of Europe seemed to promise
success.
He soon found, however, that the means
of international correspondence were inadequate to
Some of the material collected apthe enterprise.
peared in book form (1S35-46), the sole fruit of this
great scheme.
In 1837 Buss was elected to the Lower House of
Baden and addressed himself at once to such subjects
as the social question, the liberty of the Church, a

A

uniform customs system, and closer commercial union
between the States of Germany. Unfortunately,
Buss met from the beginning a hostile majority, deaf
to all his propositions and bent on his defeat.
He
was reproached in open Parliament with the errors
and false steps into which the liberalism and restless
activity of his youth had betrayed him.
Unable
to make the least impression on the assembly he
resigned his seat.
Elected again in 1846, Buss
opposed vigorously the "Deutschkatholicismus" of
Ronge. This brought out his opponents in full force.
Extensive petitions in his favour compelled the
Government to dissolve the Parliament; but the new
election brought no improvement.
Buss was still
the only champion of the Church in the Lower House,
whilst in the upper the whole weight of the opposition fell
Hirscher.

on Baron von Andlau and

his colleague,

Buss now directed

his irrepressible activities to
profitable work.
The "Methodology of Canon
(1842), the "Influence of Christianity on Law
and State" (1844), the "Difference between Catholic
and Protestant Universities in Germany" (1846),
the "German Union and the Love for Prussia", the
"Re-establishment of Canon Law", and the "Defence of the Jesuits" (1853) appeared in rapid
succession, each to do the work of the hour.
But

more

Law"

these publications did not absorb all his energy.
He introduced the Sisters of Charity into the Grand
Duchy of Baden; transformed his own house into
an ecclesiastical college; during the famine of the
winter of 1846 he fed thousands of starving people
in the Black Forest; and he organized the Catholics
politically and formed them into societies.
In 1848
l'>nss had the honour of presiding over the first
general assembly of the German Catholic associations
in .Mainz.
He represented Ahaus-Steinfurt in (lie
German Parliament at Frankfort. There, as in tin'
Erfurt Union Parliament, where he was the leader
of the Greater-Germany Party, he favoured Austria
as against Prussia.
When the opposition to the

Church in Baden developed into open hostility. Buss
was at the side of the archbishop, Hermann von Vicari.

He now

"Life of St.

very opportunely published (1855) his
of Canterbury", and dedicated

Thomas

to the persecuted archbishop.
He
the third time to the Baden Landtag

it

was elected

for

when the Concordat between Baden and the Holy See was in jeopardy. He at once organized a popular deputation to
the sovereign, comprising representatives from all the
parishes of Baden.
But the old opposition prevented
the demonstration, invalidated his election, and
ejected him from the Landtag, and finally, at the
next election, his constituents forsook him. Buss
now, more than ever, turned his face towards Austria.
During the Austro-Italian war he was so active and
successful at the head of an association for the relief
of the German prisoners that in acknowledgment
of his services the emperor conferred on him the
Order of the Iron Crown. He also organized at
Vienna a great manifestation in favour of the temporal power of the pope, for which he was decorated
by Pius IX with the Order of Gregory the Great.
Under the strain of excessive work and some
bitter disappointments, Buss broke down completely
in 1866.
A grave attack of melancholy unbalanced
his mind.
After long treatment he recovered, but
events had meanwhile advanced so rapidly that he
no longer recognized the old Fatherland. His long
cherished hopes for the hegemony of Austria were
blasted.
He rejoiced at the victories of the German
armies in the Franco-Prussian war, but remained
averse to the new German Empire. Elected a fourth
time to the Lower House of Baden, Buss maintained his former reputation. In 1874 he was sent
to the Reichstag by a very large vote and took his
In 1877, after the death
seat with the Centre Party.
of his youngest child, he withdrew from public life
and died soon after. In spite of failures Buss
achieved a great success in keeping Catholics alive
to current events and their bearing on the Church.
He set Catholic Germany a stimulating example by
organizing and binding together no less than four
hundred Catholic associations, while to the Catholics
of Baden he gave what they most needed, a consciousness of their strength, and the determination
to fight for their civic and religious rights.
Goyau, L'Allemagne religiexuse (Paris, 1905), II, 269 sqq.;

Hagele

in Kirchcnler., II, 1556-61.

Charles B. Schrantz.
Bustamante, Carlos Maria, Mexican statesman
and historian, b. at Oaxaca, Mexico, 4 November,
1774; d. in Mexico, 29 September, 1848. Although
constantly concerned in the politics of Mexico, and
occupying several very responsible positions during
the most trying times of the Mexican Republic until
the close of the war with the United States, Bustamante found time and leisure to secure a prominent
position in the historical literature of his country.
In 1796 he took up the study of law, participated in
the attempts to secure independence from Spain,

and, when that was finally achieved, opposed the
designs of Iturbide to transform the newborn republic
Repeatedly impriinto a hereditary monarchy.
soned and banished, he was nevertheless appointed
to important positions in the Government.
The
American war was a source of deep grief to him, and
he felt so keenly the disastrous results of it for his
country that he survived its close only about one
His historical sketch of that war is a sad record
year.
of the decay and disintegration which afflicted Mexico
at that time.
He writes with the greatest frankness,
and unsparingly, about the conduct of the war on
the Mexican side.
His autobiography, published in
1833, is also valuable as a fragment of contemporary
history.
Bustamante distinguished himself by publishing
historical works on colonial times, till then in manuAbove all, his publicascript and partly forgotten.
tion of the " [listeria general de las cosas de Nueva
Espafla", by Pray Bernardino de Sahagun of the
second half of the sixteenth century, was a service

BUSTON
to historical research.
being defective and

He was present in Rome during part
the sittings of the Vatican Council, travelled
afterwards in the East, and then returned home to
settle down on his extensive estates in Scotland and

It is open to grave criticism,
sometimes slovenly, but it

in

Wales.
In April, 1S72, he married the Hon. Gwendolen
Howard, eldest daughter of the first Lord Howard of
Glossop, and had by her three sons and a daughter.
A scholar and somewhat of a recluse by temperament,
Bute had a high sense of public duty, and admirably

<

on two large Mexican sculptures, and others. To
the history by Sahagun he added one of the r< lactones
of Ixtlilxoch'itl, selected by him for the passionate
Busspirit which it displays against the Spaniards.
tamante's anti-Spanish feelings influence even his
scientific publications and detract from their value.
Any modern history of Mexico touches on the life
and writings of Bustamante. In addition to the

autobiography mentioned (Lo que se dice, y lo que
se hace. 1833), and the light shed by his other works,
the "Diccionario universal de Historia y Geografia"
(Mexico, 1853), contains an exhaustive account of
Alamdn has written about him in terms
the man.
of great eulogy, putting in relief especially his private
character and the virtues of his domestic life.
Alaman, Historia de Mexico (Mexico, 1848); Idem, Disertacionee sobre la Historia de la RepHblica Afexicana (Mexico,

1848); Diccionario hispano-americano.

Ad. F. Bandelier.
(or

Busten). Thomas

Stephen,

Jesuit

missionary and author, b. 1549, in the Dion-, of
He entered
Salisbury' England; d. at Goa, 1619.
the novitiate of the Society of Jesus on 11 October,
1570, and in the following year sailed for India,
landing at Goa on 24 October, 1578. He settled in
the island of Salsette, on the west coast of the peninsula, and in 1584 he became superior of the Jesuits
in that district, retaining the office until his death
Buston wrote several works
thirty-five years later.
to further the instruction and conversion to Christianity of the natives; his writings are the earlii
known to have been printed in Hindustan. Boston's
published works are: "Arte da lingoa canarina", a
grammar of the language spoken in Canara. a district
on the Malabar coast. It is written in Portuguese,
the language used by Europeans on that coast.
Father DiogO de Ribeiro had the work printed,
with his own additions, at Goa, in 1640. "Doutrina
ehrista em lingua bramana'' (1632); "Di
sobre a vida de Jesus Christo" (Rachol, 1649
"I'urana". a collection of poems written in the
Indian language, illustrating the chief mysteries of
Christianity.
Buston, at the time of his death,
was held in general repute as an apostle and a
i

;

saint.
Sommervogel, Bibliographic dcs eerivains dp la compagnie
de Jisus, 11,469,470; Jocbek, Allgemeinet Oelehrten-LexKOn, 1.

D. O. Hunter-Blair.
Bute, John Patrick Crichton-Stuart, Third
Marquess of, b. at Mountstuart, Bute, 12 Septem
s 7
Dumfries House, Ayrshire, 9 October,
ber,
1900, was the only child of the second Marquess by
his second wife Lady Sophia Hastings, and sui
to the family honours when only six month- old.
His mother died in 1859, and after some disputes
between his guardians he was sent lo Harrow and
Here he
subsequently to Christ Church. Oxford.
came under the influence of the advanced section of
the Anglican Church, whose tenets his keen and
1

1

;

•

)

.

:

1 1

logical intellect

quickly saw to

lie

inconsistent with

Catholic Church.
Mute's
letters to one of his very few intimate friends during
his Oxford career show with what conscientious care
he worked out the religious question for himself.
On the 8th of December, 1868, lie was received into
the Church by Monsignor Capel at a convent in SouthWalk, and a little later was confirmed by Pius IX,

non-communion with

"the

Rome.

of

should not be forgotten that it is the first of its kind
and was published during a most troubled period
It must be condemned as unof the editor's life.
reliable in many respects, and yet it has opened the
road to more exhaustive, and hence more valuable,
In addition to the work of Sahagun,
investigations.
Bustamante printed the chronicle of Gomara, the
work of Veytia on Tezcuco, the dissertations of lama

Buston
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fulfilled his functions as a great landowner and employer of labour. The first peer in modern times to
undertake municipal office, he served both as Mayor
of Cardiff and (twice) as Provost of Rothesay, in
His munificence was in proportion
his titular island.
to his vast wealth (derived chiefly from his property
in Cardiff), and innumerable poor Catholic missions
throughout Britain, as well as private individuals,
could testify to his lavish, though not indiscriminate
generosity. A patron of learning throughout his
career, he expended large sums in the assistance of
impecunious scholars and in the publication of costly
and erudite works. He was for several years Lord
Rector of St. Andrews University, to which, as well
as to Glasgow University, he was a munificent
benefactor.
Bute was a Knight of the Thistle, and
also a Knight Grand Cross of St. Gregory and of the
Holy Sepulchre. His personal habits were simple;
but as a lover of art, with means to gratify his taste,
he surrounded himself in his various splendid homes
with much that was artistic and beautiful. His last
years were clouded by a long and trying illness,
patiently borne; and he died as he hail lived, a devout
and bumble Catholic, a few w eeks after his fiftythird birthday.
Bute's chief published works are: "The Roman
Breviary translated into English" (2 vols., 1879);
"Ancient Language of the Natives of Teneriffe"
House"
(1891); "The Alleged Haunting of B
(1899); "The Altus of St. Columba" (1882); "Early
r

Days

of Sir

William Wallace" (1876); "David, Duke
"Form of Prayers, Christmas

of Rothesay" (1894);
Services, etc." (1875,

1896); many articles in the
Andrews
St.
"Scottish Review"; "Address at
"Rectorial
Knight's
(published
in
University"
Hunter-Blair.
D. O.
Addresses").

Buteux, Jacques, French missionary

in

Canada

b.

Picardy. 11 April, 16(10; slain by the
He entered the
Iroquois savages, 10 May. 1652.
Society of Jesus in October, 1620, studied at La
instructor
at Caen (1625leehe (1622-25). was an
29), and after his course of theology at La Fleche
of Clermont.
the
College
(1629-33) became prefect at
In 1631 he went to Canada and was sent to the new
he
for
remained
settlement of Three Rivers, where
eighteen years, ministering with extraordinary zeal
Though
of
tribes.
Algonquin
to the Montagnais and
frail and delicate physique, his soul was fired with an
which
nothing
could
for
desire
suffering,
ardent
It was this trait in his character which most
satisfy.
distinguished him from the other heroic men who had
In truth, no
their lives to the same work.
peril, however great, ever blanched his cheek or
stayed his hand when there was question of serving
Goa or saving a soul. He was endowed with a very
special grace for instilling sentiments of piety into
the hearts of the Indians, and those under his care
were recognized by a tenderness of devotion and a
spirit of faith which wen- lasting and altogether
Buteux himself has drawn a vivid
remarkable.
picture of one of his apostolic journeys through a
Canadian wilderness at the end of winter, of traverspathless forests, crossing mountains,
ing almost
lakes, and rivers, wading knee deep in melting snow,
and being unable on account of all these difficulties
to carry enough food for more than "warding off
at Abbeville, in

I

!
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His death
death, rather than supporting life".
occurred on one of his journeys to the Attikamegues,
a Montagnais tribe dwelling on the upper St. Maurice
River. A troop of Iroquois lying in ambush riddled
his right arm and breast with bullets, while the blows
of their tomahawks completed the sacrifice. Mother
Mary of the Incarnation writes that "his death was
an incredible loss to the mission". Father Buteux
has left, besides other documents, an interesting
account of the captivity of Father Isaac Jogues. _
Rochemon*teix, Les Jesuites et la NouveUe-France au A 1 //«
Thwaites. Jesuit Relations.
sircle (Paris. 1890), I. 204, 205;

VI. 320; IX, 307; XXXVII, 9, 19-07; LXXII. 114. 115;
Sommekvogel, Bibliographic des ierirains de la eompagnie de
Jesus. 11,471; VII, 1953.

Edward
Butler, Alb an, historian,

b.
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P. Spillane.

10 October, 1710, at Ap-

Northamptonshire, England; d. at St-Omer,
France, 15 May, 1763. He shares with the venerable
Bishop Challoner the reputation of being one of the two
most prominent Catholic students during the first half
of the dreary eighteenth century, when the prospects
of English Catholics were at their
plet ree,

lowest. After the
death of his father
in 1712, he was
sent to the cele-

brated

"Dame

Alice's

School",

at
in

Ferny halgh,
Lancashire.

thence

From
while

still

young

he was transferred
English
to the
College at Douai,
where he went
through the full
course,

and

was

ordained priest in
1735.

ready

He had

al-

gained
a
reputation for exAlban Butler
traordinary diligence and regularity, and was asked to remain at the college as
professor, first of philosophy, later on of theology.
During his years at Douai, he devoted himself to
what became the great work of his life, "The Lives
of the Fathers, Martyrs and Other Principal Saints".
His mastery of ancient and modern languages fitted
him specially for a task which involved such wide
reading, while his unremitting industry and steady
perseverance enabled him to overcome all obstacles.
He also assisted Dr. Challoner, by preparing matter
for the latter's "Memoirs of Missionary Priests", the
standard work on the martyrs of the reign of Elizabeth and later. Butler's notes are still preserved at
Oscott College.
In 17 15 Alban Butler was chosen to accompany the
Earl of Shrewsbury and his two brothers, James and
Thomas Talbot, both afterwards bishops, on a tour
through Europe. On his return he acted as mission
priest in various parts of the Midland District, to
which he belonged by origin. Though ever seeking
leisure for study, we are told that he was precise in
the discharge of all his duties, and his time was
always at the disposal of the poor or others wiio had
We next find him acting as
a claim upon him.
chaplain to the Duke of Norfolk, whose nephew (and
heir presumptive), the Hon. Edward Howard, he
accompanied to Paris as tutor. During his residence
there, Butler at length completed his work on the
" Lives of the Saints", on which he had been engaged
nearly thirty years. It contains biographies of more
than 1,600 saints arranged in order of date; and is
a monument of work and research. It was published

in London, in 1756-59, nominally in
four, really in seven octavo volumes. This was the
only edition which appeared during the author's
lifetime; but there have been many others since, and
the work has been translated into Italian and French.
In 1766 the presidency of the English College at
St-Omer, in France, falling vacant by the elevation
of Thomas Talbot to the episcopate, Alban Butler
was appointed to succeed his former pupil, no doubt

anonymously,

that he might be placed where he would have greater
facilities for study.
The college had formerly
belonged to the Jesuits, but had been handed over
to the secular clergy by the French Government
when the Society of Jesus was banished from France.
The Douai authorities accepted the college in order
to save it from being confiscated, with the intention
of restoring it to its owners should circumstances ever
permit. The Jesuits, however, resented their action,
and under these circumstances Alban Butler hesitated about accepting the position offered him; but
we are told by his nephew and biographer, Charles
Butler, that having taken counsel of the Bishops of
Amiens and Boulogne, he was advised that he could
accept the post with a safe conscience. A few years
later the general suppression of the Society of Jesus
throughout the world put an end to any doubt on
the matter. Butler found, however, that his hopes of
leading a studious life were doomed to disappointment, for his reputation by this time was such that
no less than four bishops of neighbouring dioceses,
Arras, Boulogne, St-Omer, and Ypres, continually
sought his advice, and invested him with faculties
Thus during the concluding years
as vicar-general.
of his life he had to devote himself to active work
more than at any previous time. He was buried in
the parish church of St-Denis almost opposite to
Since the Revothe English College at St-Omer.
His
lution, all traces of his tomb have disappeared.
works include: "Letters to a Gentleman on Bower's
Lives of the Popes" (1754); "Lives of the Saints"
(1756-59; many times republished); "Life of Mary of
After his death Bishop
the Holy Cross" (1767).
Challoner published "The Movable Feasts and Fasts";
and Charles Butler edited: "Travels" (1791), "Meditations" (1791) and, "Life of Sir To bie Matthews"
(1795).

Butler,
Diet.

Life;

Cooper

in Diet. Nat. Biog.;
Collections, MS.

Gillow,

Bibl.

Eng. Cath.; Kirk, Biog.

Bernard Ward.
Butler, Charles, one of the most prominent
among the English Catholics of his dav, b. in

figures

London, 1750; d. 2 June, 1832. He belonged to an
ancient. Northamptonshire family, and was a nephew
of the Rev. Alban Butler, the author of "The Lives
After spending two or three years
of the Saints".
at a private school at Hammersmith, he was sent
to the preparatory house at Equerchin, dependent
on the English College at Douai. then to the college
On
itself, where he went through the full course.
his return to England he gave himself to the study
Owing to his religion, lie was unable to
of law.
become a banister; so he followed the example of
a large class of Catholics of that day. who became
He
conveyancers and practised in chambers.
studied successively under .Mr. Duane and Mr. Maire,
both conveyancers of eminence, and Catholics. In
1775 he began to practise, and continued for over
From the first he was very successful.
forty years.
and for more than half the period named he was
acknowledged as the first conveyancer of the day.
Among his pupils were some distinguished men,
notably Sir Thomas Denman, afterwards attorneygeneral.
Butler was not, however, content with
his position.
The fact that he could not be called
to the Bar was a continual mortification to him, and
it was chiefly this which led him to take an active
part in the efforts of Catholics to obtain the repeal

-
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He was elected secretary to the
committee of Laymen appointed for this end, and he
put his heart and soul into the work. This brought
him into the dissensions which unhappily existed
From
at that time between laymen and the bishops.
the first Butler sided with the former, and the
"Blue Books", which were the official publications
of the committee, were almost entirely written by
Notwithstanding the internal dissensions
him.
among the Catholic body, the bill for their partial
relief was passed through Parliament in 1791, and
Butler, the first to profit by the enactment, was
called to the Bar that year. The disputes connected
with the Catholic Committee brought Butler into
of the Penal Laws.

conflict with Milner, then a simple priest.
Early in the nineteenth century, when the Veto
Question arose, Milner, by this time a bishop, became the strong opponent of Butler, against whom
he wrote and spoke for many years. In the end, by
the aid of O'Connell, Catholic Emancipation was
passed in 1829, without the concession of any kind

direct

of veto.

With such an active life, both professional and
we may wonder how Charles Butler
could have found time for any literary pursuits; but
by a habit of early rising, a systematic division of
his time, and unceasing industry, he contrived, as
he himself tells us, to provide himself with an abundance of literary hours. His writings were many,
and their variety indicate an extraordinary versatility of talent.
He could write with facility on such
different subjects as law, history, music, social questions, and Holy Scripture.
Among his own profession his work on Coke-Littleton, on which he
collaborated with Mr. Hargrave, is best known;
among the general Catholic public his "Historical
Memoirs of English, Scottish and Irish Catholics"
was most read. This work brought him again into
conflict with Bishop Milner, who replied with his
political,

''Supplementary Memoirs".
diaries Butler was married in 1776 to Mary,
daughter of John Eyston, of Hendred, Berks, by
whom he had one son. who died young, and two
daughters. In private life he was a devout Catholic;
c'.cii Milner admitted that he might with truth be
called an ascet ic. livery Catholic work of importance

numbered him among

its

chief subscribers.

He

sur-

vived his opponent. Dr. Milner, and lived to see
Catholic emancipation.
One of the consolations of
his declining years was his elevation to the dignity
of King's Counsel after the passing of the Act, an
occasion on which he received a special message of
congratulation from the king.
There are two miniatures of him in possession of
bis grandson, Judge Stonor,one of which is the original of the engraving in the first edition of the "Historica] Memoirs": were is also an oil painting of him
.is
boy at Douai, and a bust at Lincoln's Inn. His
chief works are: " Bargrave's Coke on Littleton"
(eight editions. 1775-1831); "On Impressing Seamen" (1777): "Horse Biblicse" (1797 1802); "Life of
Alban Butler" (1800); "Hone Juridicse Subsecivas"
(1804); Lives of Fenelon (1811 and Bossuet (1812);
,i

I

"Trappist Abbots and Thomas

a Kempia" (1814);
"Symbols of Faith of the Roman Catholic, Greek,
and Protestant Churches" (1816); "The French
Church" (1817); "Church Mum." (1818); "Historical
Memoirs of English, Scottish, and Irish

1819 22l; "Reminis(three editions,
(1822); "Continuation of Alban Butler's
Lives" (1823); "Life of Erasmus" (1825);

Catholics"

cences"
Saints'
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of the Roman Catholic Church" (1825);
appendix to same
vindication of preceding (1826
"Life of Grotius" (1826); "The Coronation
<>ath" (1827); "Reply to Answers" to same (1828);

"Book

:

:

"Memoirs of d'Aguesseau and Account
and Canon Law" (1830).

of

Roman

RrTI.F.R, RrminisrrnrrK: t'nnmt in Diet. Nat Biog.;
'.It
low, Bibl. Dirt. Eng. Cath.; Amherst, (nth. Emnn>
Mii.nf.h, Svvpbem. Memoirs; Busenbeth, Life <>'
w
'<
WARD, Catholic London a I ntury A<jn; t 'nth. Manazini' s;ej
Stonor in Law Review (1S36).
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Bernard Ward.

Mary

Joseph,

first Irish Abbess of the
of Our Lady of Grace, at
at Callan, County Kilkenny, Ireland, in Dec, 1641; d. at Ypres, 22 Dec., 1723. Sent
to be educated under the care of her aunt, Lady Abbess Knatchbull of the English Benedictine Dames at
Ghent, she petitioned, when twelve years old, to be received into the order, a request granted two years
later.
She made her religious profession 4 Nov., 1657

Butler,

Irish Benedictine

Ypres, Flanders,

Abbey

b.

convent at Boulogne, at
1665 the mother-house of

at the English Benedictine

the age of sixteen.

In

Ghent made another foundation, at Ypres, with lame
Beaumont as abbess, but as the house did not thrive
under her auspices, n was decided, upon her death in
I

1682, to convert the house at Ypres into a national
foundation for the Irish Benedictine nuns of the various houses founded from Ghent.
Dame Butler accordingly was sent to Ypres in 1683. and. on the death
of the second abbess, in 1686, was elected Abbess of
the Irish Dames of Ypres, 29 August.
Soon after her
election she was called upon to take a leading part
in a new Benedictine foundation in Dublin, set on
foot

by King James

II.

By

letters-patent or charter,

is dated in the sixth year of his reign, and still
preserved in the convent of Ypres, King James con-

which

fers upon this his "first and chief Royal Monastery
of Cratia Dei", an annuity of one hundred pounds
sterling to be paid forever out of his exchequer, and
appoints his "well-beloved Dame Mary Butler

abbess.
Her brother was King James's Chief Cupbearer for Ireland, a title hereditary in the Butler
Having overcome
family, as their name implies.
many difficulties Abbess Butler set out for Dublin in
the year 1688, and in passing through London was
presented with her nuns in the Benedictine habit to
Towards the end of the
the Queen at Whitehall.
year she arrived in the Irish eapital. and took up her
abode in a house in Great Ship Street. Here the
Divine Office and regular observance were at once
begun and a school opened. About thirty young
girls of the first families were entrusted to the nuns
for their education and no less than eighteen of them
expressed a wish to become religious. But the good
work was rudely interrupted by the entry of the
usurper William's forces into Dublin, after the battle
of theBoyne (lor 11 July, 1690).
The convent was
sacked by his soldiery, and the nuns forced to seek
refuge in a neighbouring house, but the church plate
and other treasures wire saved by the presence of
mind of a lay sister, Placida Holmes, who disguised
herself in secular clothes, ami mingled with the
plunderers,
(hi the closing of he Dublin convent,
the Duke of Ormonde assured his cousin. Abbess
Butler, of llis special protection, should she consent
to remain in Ireland, bul she decided to return to
Ypres. upon which the duke procured for her. from
the Prince of Orange, a pas-port (still preserved at
Ypres) permitting hei and her nuns to leave the
country without molestation.
lie resin
in her arrival al Ypres
conventual
life in extreme poverty "I'll only a feu l:i\
So greal indeed was their destitution
to assist her.
that the bishop strongly urged her to sell the house
and retire whithersoever lie plea ed, inn he would
not abandon the work, and her faith was rewarded,
for at length in he year TOO. she had the happiness
of professing several new subjects (among them two
Irish ladies from the French Court) who assisted her
in keeping up the choir and regular observance
continued to govern her flock with much «
and discretion until the year 17_M. when she died in
the sixty-sixth year of her religious profession, and
I

•

I

t

I
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King

James II, and more especially his Queen, Mary of
Modena, were great benefactors and friends of Abbess
Butler, and of the Irish convent of Ypres, which she
saved from extinction and which has survived ever
distinction of being the only

since.
It enjoys the
religious house in all

the Low Countries which remained standing during the storms of the French
Revolution and of being the only Irish Abbey of the

Benedictine Order.
Nolan, Hist, of Royal
Convent archives).

Irish

Abbey

of

Ypres (from MSS. in

Patrick Nolan.
Buttress, a pilaster, pier, or body of masonry
projecting beyond the main face of the wall and
intended to strengthen the wall at particular points
and also to counterbalance the thrust of a roof or its
vaulting.
The term "counterfort" is used when
A flying buttress is
the projection is on the inside.
an arch, resting at one end on a detached pier and
it carries the thrust of the nave vault over the aisles
Thomas H. Poole.
or cloister.

Buxton, Christopher, Venerable, priest and
b. in Derbyshire; d. at Canterbury, 1 October,
158S. He was a scholar of Ven. Nicholas Garlick at
the Grammar-School, Tideswell, in the Peak District,
studied for the priesthood at Reims and Rome, and
was ordained in 1586. He left Rome the next year,
and soon after his arrival in England was apprehended
and condemned to death for his priesthood. He suffered at Oaten Hill, Canterbury, together with Venerables Robert Wilcox and Edward Campion.
Being
so young, it was thought that his constancy might be
shaken by the sight of the barbarous butchery of his
companions, and his life was offered him if he would
conform to the new religion, but he courageously
answered that he would not purchase a corruptible
life at such a price, and that if he had a hundred lives
he would willingly surrender them all in defence of
his faith. While in the Marshalsea Prison he wrote a
"Rituale", the MS. of which is now preserved as a
relic at Olney, Bucks.
He sent this MS. to a priest,
as a last token of his friendship, the day before he was
taken from the prison to suffer martyrdom.
Challoner, Memoirs; Foley, Records; Roman Diary (London, 1880); Morris, Catholics of York.
martyr,

Bede Camm.
Buxtorf, Family op.

See

Hebrew Language.

Buys, Pierre. See Btjsee.
Byblos, a titular see of Phoenicia. Byblos is the
Greek name of Gebal "The mountain", one of the
oldest cities in Phoenicia Prima, quoted in an EgypIts inhabitants
tian inscription as early as 1550 B. c.
were skilled in stone and wood-working (III Kings,
v, 18) and in shipbuilding (Ezech., xxvii, 9).
It
was governed by kings, the last of whom was dethroned by Pompey. It is celebrated chiefly for its
temple of Adonis, or Thammouz, whose voluptuous
worship spread thence over Greece and Italy. It
was the native place of Philo, a Greek historian and
grammarian. As a Christian see it was suffragan
to Tyre and according to one tradition, its first
bishop was John Mark, the companion of St. Paul
and St. Barnabas. Five other bishops are known
before 553 (Lequien, Or. Chr., II, 821). The city
was destroyed by an earthquake in 551 (Malalas,
Chronogr., XVIII, P. G., XCVII, 704) and was in
ruins as late as 570 (Pseudo-Antoninus, ed. Geyer,
159). The Crusaders took it in 1104; it then had
a Greek bishop, but he was obliged to yield his see
to a Latin successor, and from 1130 to 1500 about
twenty Latin bishops arc known (Lequien, Or. Chr.,
III. 1177; Eubel, Hier. Cath., I, 139; II, 119).
Many
Latin bishops are mentioned in " Revue Benedictine",

Arabic
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the thirty-sixth year of her abbatial dignity.

1904, 98, sqq.; 1907, 63, so,.
The modern
name is Gebail. It is a mere village with

about 1,000 inhabitants, almost all Christians (650
Maronites). There are thirteen churches; three of
them are very beautiful and trace their origin to the
Crusades. There is also at Byblos a castle of the
same time, likewise some ruins of temples of Adonis
and Isis. Gebail is yet a diocese for the Orthodox
Greeks. For the Catholic or Melchite Greeks, the
title of Byblos is united with Beirut, and for the
Maronites with that of Batroun (Botrys).
R.ENAN, Mission rte Phenicie (Paris, 1864), 153-218; Le
Mens littcraire et pittoresque (Paris, July, 1906); Ret, Etude
sur leg monuments de V architecture des Croises en Syrie (Paris,
1871), 217-219; Rouvier, La necropole de Gebal-Byblos in
Revue biblique, VIII, 553-565.
S. Vailhe.

—

Bye-Altar. An altar that is subordinate to the
central or high altar.
The term is generally applied
to altars that are situated in the bay or bays of the
nave, transepts, etc.
Thomas H. Poole.
Byllis, a titular see of Epirus Nova (Albania) whose
title is often added to that of Apollonia among the
suffragans of Dyrrachium (Durazzo).
It was situated
west of Avlona, on the coast, near the modern village
Gradica, or Gradiste, a Slav name substituted in later
episcopal "Notitise" for the old Illyrian name Byllis
(Not. episc. Ill, 620; X, 702).
Hierocles (653, 4)
,

knows only of Byllis. Felix, Bishop of Apollonia and
Byllis, was present at me Council of Ephesus, in 431.
At Chalcedon in 451, Eusebius subscribes simply as
Bishop of Apollonia; on the other hand, Philoeh'aris
subscribes as Bishop of Byllis only in the letter of the
bishops of Epirus Nova to the Emperor Leo, (458).
Lequien, Oriens Christ., II, 24S; Farlati, lllyricum sacrum,
VII, 395; Gams, Series episcop., 394.
L. Petit.

Byrd, William, English composer, b. in London in
1542 or 1543; d. 4 July, 1623. He was the son of a
musician, and studied music principally under Thomas
Tallis.
He became organist at Lincoln Cathedral in
1563, chorister in the Chapel Royal in 1570, and in
1575 received the title of Organist of the Chapel
Royal without being obliged to perform the functions
of that office. Byrd was the most distinguished contrapuntist and the most prolific composer of his time
in England.
Fetis calls him the English Palestrina.
He was the first Englishman to write madrigals, a
form which originated in Italy in the thirteenth century, and received its highest development in the
sixteenth century at the hands of Arcadelt and other
An organist and performer of the first
masters.
order upon the virginals, Byrd wrote for the latter
instrument an enormous number of compositions,
many of which are played to-dajr His chief significance lies, however, in his compositions for the
church, of which he produced a great many. In 1607
he published a collection of gradualia for the whole
ecclesiastical year, among which is to be found a
three-part setting of the words of the multitude in
the Passion according to St. John. A modern edition
of this setting was published in 1899.
In 1611
"Psalms, Songs and Sonnets, .Some Solemn, Others
Joyful, Framed to the Life of the Words, Fit for
Probably in the
Voyc.es or Viols, etc." appeared.
same year was issued " Parthenia", a collection of
virginal music, in which
Byrd collaborated with
Three masses, for three,
J. Bull and Orlando Gibbons.
four, and five voices, respectively, belong to the com.

The one for five voices was reprinted by the Musical Antiquarian Society in 1841,
in 1899 the same work was issued by Breitkopf
llartel.
Two of his motets, "Domine, ne irascaris" and "Civitas Sanctis tui", with English texts,
are in the repertoire of most Anglican cathedrals.
In spite of the harrowing religious conditions under
which he lived, in the reigns of Queen Elizabeth and
poser's best period.

and
and

James

I,

Byrd remained

duties as a Catholic, as

faithful to his principles and
is shown in his life and by
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and testament he prays
"that he may live and dye a true and perfect member of the Holy Catholike Churche withoute which
I beleeve there is noe salvacon for me".
his works.

In his

last

will

The Music Story Series: English Music, 1604 to 1904 (London and New York. 1906); Kittkr, Music in England (New
York, 1S33); Grove, Dictionary oj Music.

Joseph Otten.
Byrne, Andrew, Bishop of Little Rock, Arkansas,
A., b. at Navan, Co. Meath, Ireland, 5 Decem-

T". S.

ISO-'; d. at Helena. Arkansas. ID June, 1862.
ecclesiastical student when, in 1820,
Bishop England sought volunteers for the mission
of the newly created Diocese of Charleston (South
Carolina), and he accompanied the bishop to the
United States. He was ordained at Charleston,
II November, 1827, and after active missionary
work in South and North Carolina was for several
years vicar-general of the diocese. In 1836 he removed to New York City, where he served at St.
Patrick's, St. James's and the church of the Nativity,
and finally altered, in 1S43. the famous Carroll Hall,
which might be termed the cradle of the public school
system of New York, into St. Andrew's church.
While pastor there in 1844, the new Diocese of Little
Rock, comprising the State of Arkansas ami all of
the Indian rerritory, was created, and Father Byrne

ber,

He was an

named its first bishop. He'was consecrated in
Patrick's Cathedral, New York City. It) .March,
at the same time that the Rev. John Mct'loskey
(afterwards Cardinal) was consecrated coadjutor of
w.i-

St.

184

1.

New York, and the Rev. William Quarter, Bishop of
There were then in Arkansas only about
700 Catholics, with one priest and two churches.
Shortly before Bishop Bryne died, he claimed that
the Dumber of Catholics had increased largely, with
nine or more priests, eleven churches, thirty stations.
and twelve schools and academies. He visited
Ireland several times to obtain colabourers and
ints in the cause of religion and education.
He introduced the Sisters of Mercy from Dublin and
at the time of his death had almost completed
arrangements for the starting of a college at Fort
Smith by the Christian Brothers. He was one of
the prelates attending the Sixth Provincial Council
of Baltimore in May, 1846, and the First Provincial
Council of New Orleans in 1856.
At the Second Baltimore Council, in 1833, he acted as Bishop England's
Chicago.

theologian.
Catholic

m

Almanac (Baltimore. 18641; SnEA, The

Catholic

Church
S. Y. fit,, (New York. 1878); Clarke. Lives of
the Deceased Bishops (New York. 1872); Baylet. Brief Sketch
of the Early History of the Catholic Church on the island of

\eu lor* (New York,

1870).

Thomas

F. Mef.han.

Byrne, Richard, brevet brigadier general, United
State-; Army, b. in Co. Cavan, Ireland, 1832; d. at
Washington, 10 June, 1S64. He emigrated from
his native land to New York in 1844 and live years
later enlisted in the regular army of the United
States, joining the Second Cavalry, a regiment then
In this
inded by Colonel E. V. Sumner.
regiment young Byrne distinguished himself in the
At the
Indian campaigns in Florida and Oregon,
breaking out of the Civil War he was, on the recommendation of his old commander, Colonel Sumner,
commissioned First Lieutenant in the Fifth Cavalry,
one of the new regiments authorized by Congress.
During the campaigns of L861 and 1862 he remained
witli the regiment of regulars and was then appointed
by Governor Andrew. Colonel of the Twenty-Eighth
Massachusetts Volunteers, an Irish regiment of which
he took command, l80ctober, 1862, In the November following, this regiment was attached to the
famous Meagher's Irish Brigade and with it participated with special gallantry in all the fierce conflicts
in which the Army of the Potomac was subsequently
engaged. At its head Colonel Byrne charged up the

BYRNE

fatal slope of Maryo's
after it, like the other

Heights at Fredericksburg, and
regiments of the brigade, had
been almost wiped out in the sanguinary conflicts at
Chancellorsville and Gettysburg, he was sent back to
Massachusetts to recruit its ranks during the winter
and spring of 1863 and 1S64. When the campaign
reopened in May he returned to the front and as the
senior officer took command of the Irish Brigade.
Two weeks after assuming command, on 3 June,
1864, he fell, mortally wounded, while leading the
brigade at the attack on the entrenchments at Cold
Harbor, Virginia. He lived long enough to be conveyed to Washington, where his wife reached him
before he died.
His commission as brigadier general
had just been made out by President Lincoln, but he
was dead before it could be officially presented to
him.
His remains were sent to New York and
buried in Calvary Cemetery.
Conyngham, The Irish Brigade and its Campaigns (Boston,
1869); The Emerald, files (New York. 8 January, 1870).
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Byrne, William, missionary and educator, b. in
County Wicklow, Ireland, in 17S0; d. at Bardstown,
Kentucky, U. S. A., 5 June, 1833. He was one of a
large family for whom he was obliged by the death of
his father to become breadwinner.
He desired to be
a priest, but circumstances denied him more than a
common elementary education, imparted to him by a
pious uncle. Many of his near relatives were among
the ill-starred patriots of the Rebellion of 1798, and
the cruel and bloody scenes of that year enacted near
his home made a vivid impression on his youthful
mind. In his twenty-fifth year came the opportunity
to emigrate to the United States, where, shortly after
his arrival, he went to (ieorgetown College and applied for admission into the Society of Jesus.
His
of classical education, however, convinced him, after some months' stay there,
that he could not reasonably hope to attain in the
Society, for many years at least, his ambition for
ordination to the priesthood.
He therefore left
Georgetown, and by advice of Archbishop Carroll
went to Mount St. Mary's College, Emmitsburg.
Here the Rev. John Dubois, the president, received
him with sympathy, pointed out a course of study,
and, finding him an excellent disciplinarian, made
him prefect of the institution. He was neatly hirty
years of age when he began to study Latin, but his
zeal and perseverance conquered all obstacles.
In order to advance more rapidly in his studies, he
entered St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, but the surroundings were not congenial, and he remained there
only a short time. He had been ordained a subdeacon, and Bishop Flaget accepted his offer of service for the Diocese of Bard-town. Kentucky.
He
made further studies at St. Thomas's Seminary there,

advanced age and lack

t

and was then ordained

priest by Bishop David, 18
September, 1810, with his friend George A. M. Elder,
whom he had met at Emmitsburg. They were the
first priests ordained at Bardstown, and by Bishop
David, who was consecrated IS August, LSI'.).
Shortly after his ordination Father Byrne was ap
pointed to the care of St. Mary's and St. Charles's
missions, visiting also the small congregation of

Louisville, sixty miles distant, ami labouring at all
times with most indefatigable industry. The ignorance of the people and the necessity of establishing
some institution for elementary instruction appealed
to him strongly, and in the spring of 1821 he opened
St. Mary's College, near Bardstown, in an old stone
building that stood on a farm he had purchased with
money begged from those who sympathized with his
project.
He had about fifty boys to begin with, one
of them being Martin John Spalding, later he fatuous
Archbishop of Baltimore, who even then was so
precocious in the display of his abilities that at the
age of fifteen he was appointed to teach mathet
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were better qualified than he was to conduct
He thought of founding a new school at
Nashville, where one was much needed, and, in spite
of his advanced years, wrote to Bishop Flaget that
all he required in leaving St. Mary's to embark on
this new enterprise was his horse and ten dollars to
pay his travelling expenses. Before he could carry
out the plan, however, he fell a martyr to charity.
An epidemic of cholera broke out in the neighbourhood and, having gone to administer the last sacraments to a poor negro woman who was dying of the
disease, he became infected himself, and died on the
following day among the Fathers of the Society of
Jesus with whom at (ieorgetown he had begun his
remarkable religious life.
Spalding, Miscllnnm (Baltimore, 1S66), 729-35: Webb,
Jesuits,

the school.

of Cathtilinlii in Kentucky (Louisville, 1S84);
History of the Call,,, lie Church in the V. S. (New York,
IV, 600; Messsenn>r of the Sacred Heart Magazine (New

Centenary

Dec,

Shea,
1892),

York,

1S91); Irish Celts (Detroit, 1884).
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Byzantine Architecture, a mixed style, i. e. a
style composed of Graeco-Roman and Oriental elements which, in earlier centuries, cannot be clearly
The form of church used most in the
separated.
west, a nave supported on columns and an atrium
(see Basilica), appears in many examples of the
fifth century in Byzantium as well as in Rome; the
sixth century saw such churches erected in other
regions outside of Rome, at Ravenna, in Istria and in
Africa.
In the West this style of building occasionally presents (in S. Lorenzo and S. Agnese at Rome)
peculiarities which are ascribed by some authorities
galleries over the side aisles,
to Oriental origin
spirally channelled columns, and imposts between
Vaulted basilicas are to be
capitals and arches.
found at an early date in Asia Minor, Syria, Africa,
and also at Constantinople. But the early Etruscans
and Romans were skilful in the art of constructing
vaults, even before that time; for instance, the
basilica of Constantine.
The domical style, with
barrel-vaulted side aisles and transepts is a favourite
with the Orientals: many of the oldest basilicas of
Asia Minor, as well as the Church of St. Irene, Con-

—

(eighth century), carried one or more
This type leads naturally to the structure in
circular, octagonal, cruciform
plan.
a centralized
That the Orient had, and still has, a peculiar preference for such a type is well known; nevertheless,
Italy also possessed ecclesiastical buildings so planned,
of which the oldest examples belong to the fourth
nnd fifth centuries (Sta. Costanza, a circular building; and the baptist, i\ of the Later an, an octagonal
building). In ancient Roman times tombs and baths
had this SOrl Oi plan. The essential type of all these
buildings cannot, therefore, be regarded as purely
There are
Oriental, or even specifically Byzantine.
similar objections in the case of subordinate archi-

stantinople

domes.

—
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matics to his fellow students. Father Byrne, with
indomitable energy, at first filled every office in
the school, and attended to his missionary duties as
His college had become very popular in Kenwell.
tucky when it was destroyed by fire. This set-back
seemed only to give him new energy, and he soon
had the college rebuilt. A second fire ruined a large
part of the new structure, but, nothing daunted, he
went on and again placed the institution on a firm
foundation.
It is estimated that from 1821 to 1833, during
which time St. Mary's College was under his immediate direction, at least twelve hundred students
received instruction there, and carried the benefit of
their education to all parts of Kentucky, some of
them establishing private schools on their return to
Father Byrne,
their respective neighbourhoods.
after twelve years' management of the college, made
a gift of it to the Society of Jesus, believing that, as
he had established its success, his old friends, the

—

tectural details.
Thus the apse, sometimes threesided, sometimes polygonal, the narthex (a narrow
antechamber, or vestibule), instead of the large
rectangular atrium, the invariable facing of the
church to the east, the sharp-cut acanthus leaf of the
capitals, and similar characteristics of the Eastern
churches cannot be definitely ascribed to the
East alone or even to

Byzantium, nor do they
form a new architec-

Some

tural style.
thorities, it

is

au-

true, not

only go

so far as to
characterize the architecture of Ravenna (exemplified in the two
churches S. Apollinare
and S. Vitale) as Byz*antine, but
even
elude, without further
consideration, examples
which in other respects
recall the favourite Eastern style, viz. the central portions of S. Lorenzo at
Milan and of the round church of S. Stefano Rotondo
at Rome.
Only this much is certain: that in those
early centuries local diversities are found everywhere;
and that, even although Italy may have received the
most manifold influences from the East, and particularly from Byzantium, still, on the other hand, the
language, laws, and customs of Rome prevailed in
Byzantium, or at least were strongly represented

Ife^Uir

there.

In the church, now the mosque, of St. Sophia
(Hagia Sophia "Divine Wisdom"), built by Justinall the principal forms of the early Christian
churches are represented. A rotunda is enclosed in a
square, and covered with a dome which is supported

—

ian,

in the direction of the long axis of the building by
half-domes over semicircular apses. In this manner

a basilica, 236 feet long and 9S feet wide, and provided with domes, is developed out of a great central
chamber. This basilica is still more extended by the
addition of smaller apses penetrating the larger apses.
Then the domical church is developed to the form of
a long rectangle by means of two side aisles, which,
however, are deprived of their significance by the
intrusion of massive piers. In front of all this, on the
entrance side, are placed a wide atrium with colonnaded passages and two vestibules (the exonarthex
The stupendous main
is practically obliterated).
dome, which is hemispherical on the interior, flatter,
or saucer-shaped, on the exterior, and pierced with
forty large windows over the cornice at its spring,
lias 'its lateral thrust taken up by these half domes
and, north and south, by arched buttresses; the
vertical thrust is received by four piers 7o feet high.
The ancient system of column and entablature has
here only a subordinate significance, supporting the
Light flows in
galleries which open upon the nave.
through the numerous windows of the upper and
lower stories and of the domes. Bui above all, the
dome, with its great span carried on piers, arches,
and pendentives, constitutes one of the greatest
(These pendentives
achievements of architecture.

triangular surfaces

are the
circular

by means

dome can be supported on

of which a
the summits of

In other
a square plan.)
respects the baptistery of Sta. Costanza at Home, for
example, with its cylindrical drum under the dome,
has the advantage that the windows are placed in the
four arches arranged on

drum instead of the dome.
The architects of St. Sophia were

Asiatics:

An-

In other
of Tralles and Isodorus of Miletus.
basilicas, as here, local influences had great

themius
great

power

in

determining the character of the archi-
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tecture, e. g. the churches of the Nativity, of the
Holy Sepulchre, and of the Ascension, built in
Palestine after the time of Constantino. This is still
more evident in the costly decorations of these
churches. The Oriental love of splendour is shown
in the piling up of domes and still more in facing the
walls with slabs of marble,
in mosaics (either opus seetile,
small pieces, or opus
Alexandrinum, large slabs
cut in suitable shapes), in
gold and colour decorations,
and in the many-coloured
marbles of the columns and
other architectural details.
Nothing, however, seems to
betray the essentially Oriental character of Byzantine
architecture so much as the
absence of work in the higher
forms of sculpture, and the
transformation of high into

low
r

of

decoration by means
interwoven traceries, in

which the chiselled ornaments became flatter, more
Besides the vestibules which
linear, and lacelike.
originally surrounded St. Sophia, the columns with
These columns altheir capitals recall the antique.
most invariably supported arches instead of the architrave and were, for that reason, re-enforced by a block
of stone (impost block) placed on the to) and shaped to
conform to the arch, as may frequently be seen at Ravenna. Gradually, however, the capital itself was cut
to the broader form of a truncated square pyramid, as
L

>

The

in St. Sophia.
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capitals are at times quite bare,

when they serve at the same time as imposts or intermediate supporting blocks, at other times they are
marked with monograms or covered with a network of
•arving, the latter transforming them into basketlike
flat ornamentations of flowers and animals
capitals,

which are usually rather small, are treated with
greater care and are artistically elaborated with
alternations of stone and brick, smaller domes over
the vestibules, a decidedly richer system of domes, and
the elevation of these domes by means of drums.
The interiors are decorated most gorgeously. It
seems that they could not do enough in this respect.
This can still be seen in the church of St. Luke in Phocis, at Daphni, in the Nea Moni at Chio, and others.
In this period the perfected art of the capital becomes
the model for the empire as well as for regions beyond its borders: Syria. Armenia, Russia, Venice,
For the
Middle and Southern Italy, and Sicily.
West, it is onlv necessary to mention the church of
St. Mark at Venice (978-1096).
After its occupation by the Crusaders (1204), Constantinople partly lost its character and at the same
time the far-reaching influence of its intercourse
with Western nations. There still remained four centres of Byzantine art: the capital itself. .\It. Athos,
Hellas, and Trebizond.
The architecture of Mt.
\tlios presents the most faithful reflection of the
Byzantine style. The model of the church of the
monastery of Laura, belonging to the previous period,
A dome, supis more or less faithfully reproduced.
ported on four sides by barrel vaults, stands directly
over the middle of the transept, which is terminated
at either end by a round apse.
A narthex, or rather
two lead into the lengthened main hall. The real
architectural ornaments are forced into the background by the frescoes which take the place of the
CO tly mosaics and which practically cover all availThe architecture of this period
able wall surface.
remained stationary. It continued unchanged in the
countries of the Greek Kite after the fall of Constantinople (1 153).
Fur the bibliography of Byzantine architecture and Hyzan1
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a dome-crowned
exterior aisle.
The former church
was built on the plan of a Greek
equal arms) with a dome over the
over each arm.
in

Ravenna.

It

is

octagon with an
(now destroyed)
Cross (with four
crossing and one

During the period of the Macedonian emperors,
(867 886) and Leo VI (886 912), an upward
The
trend in polities, literature, and art set in.
Greek basilica, which is a lengthened structure, barone
domes,
more
with
or
rel-vaulted and provided
Basil

1

also widely represented in this period, while the
len ceiling,
western form of basilica, with the W
A type appearing more
completely discarded.
or
plan
domical
the Greekis
church
frequently
the
The Koimesis, or Dormitio, in Xieaa
cross plan.
(ninth century has a clear ba Mica plan. This is also
true of the church of the Holy Mother of iod (Hagia
Theotokos) al Constantinople, dating from the tenth
century, and of the churches of Mt. Athos. The
church at Skripu in Bceotia, of the same period, lias
indeed three naves each ending in an apse, but the
dome crowns the middle of the building as in the
Greek-cross type. The exteriors of these churches.
is

is

I

<

l^iz.'ntith'
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ralurr (2mi

Mii.i.kt, L'arl byzantin
Paris, 1905), I; Texier and Pullan,
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zig, 1903); Hrehier, Eglisee byzantinea (Paris, 1906).
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Much
are also found, or leaves arbitrarily arranged.
of this reminds one of the Romanesque style, but
the details are done more carefully. The fortresslike
character of the church buildings, the sharp expression
of the constructive forms, the squatty appearance of
the domes, the bare grouping of many parts instead
these are all more in
of their organic connexion
accordance with the coarser work of the later period
than with the elegance of the Greek. Two other
types of Justinian's time are presented by the renovated church of the Apostles and the church of
Both churches are in the
Sts. Sergius and Bacchus.
The latter somewhat resembles S. Vitale
capital.

/

the appendix;

m Mnioi,
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Byzantine Art signifies the art of the Eastern
of its capital Byzantium, or
Constantinople.
The term denotes more especially
those qualities which distinguish this art from that
of other countries, or which have caused it to exert
an influence upon the art of regions outside of the
in Empire.
Christian .-ut was dependent for
the representation of its new conceptions upon the
forms which he time and place of its origin happened to offer,
in ihe beginning, whether al Home,
Ravenna, or Byzantium (Constantinople), it was
influenced
equally
by classical art and by Eastern
inclination to allegory.
is a distinguishing charIf
acteristic of Constantinople, however, thai it was able
to maintain a more uniform classical tradition in the
face of manifold (riental influences.
These two elements, from the lime of Constantine, developed in
the Byzantine art more and more of an individual
character, though account must also be taken of the
friendly intercourse with Western Europe during several hundred yeai
Bi
inning with the seventh century, the contrast between the art of the Eastern

Roman Empire and

I

I

<

Umpire and thai of
and Byzantine art

'lie

Western grew more marked,

underwent a change. It rose
splend
ler the Macedonian emperors
(867 1056), hen declined up to 1453, and has since
existed in the East in a petrified form, so to speak,
up io he present time
The Byzantine Qi estion. In regard to the first
period ol Byzantine art. which closed either
the reign of Justinian or at the end of the sixth cenSome, like Schnaase,
tury, scholars differ greatly.
Strygowski, and Woermann, date Byzantine art
to great

I

t

I
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proper from the time of Constantine's establishment
They base this opinion upon certain
of his capital.
differences between the art remains of the first
period of the Eastern Roman Empire and those of
the Western Roman Empire, which differences they
maintain are essential. Other scholars, such as
Springer, Kraus, and Kuhn, hold these peculiarities to
be unessential, since they find them here and there
in Western countries as well, a fact which the former
Breliier disacritics ascribe to Oriental influence.
He distinguishes between
grees with both views.
Oriental art and that specifically Byzantine; that is,
between the art of Byzantium, or Constantinople, and
that of her dependent provinces, Asia Minor, Syria,
This is a fairly good solution of
Persia, and Egypt.
But as it is difficult to
the "Byzantine question".
detail
the combinations of old classic
distinguish in
and Christian with Oriental art, we can only group
together the principal characteristics of the new style
and its materials, with a few examples.
Characteristics. The introduction of Eastern

—

court ceremonial by Constantine was accompanied
in the domain of art by the appearance of extraordinary gorgeousness and pomp, expressed, however,
with stiffness and formality. The power and pride
of the new empire offered the means for great underThe Procontakings and gave the impulse to them.
nesian marble, found in the vicinity of the capital,
and the stone obtained from other rich quarries
provided the material, and, long before this era, the
art of working in stone had reached a high state of
development, especially in Asia Minor. Moreover,
the East had been from ancient times the home of the
minor arts. In Constantinople there flourished,
along with the art of decorative sculpture, the arts
of stone-carving, of working in metal and ivory,
of ornamental bronze work, of enamelling, of weaving,
and the art of miniature-painting. From classical
and ancient Christian art Byzantine genius derived
a correct combination of the ideal with truth to nature,
harmonious unity along with precision in details, as
well as the fondness for mosaics, frescoes, and pictures on panels, in opposition to the dislike of nonChristian and sectarian Orientals to pictorial repreThe iconoclasm of the eighth and ninth
sentation.
centuries wrought great destruction in the domain of
art, but these outbreaks were successfully suppressed.
Examples. In regard to the influence of the
Byzantine style on architecture see Byzantine
Architecture. As to the other arts a few examples
may here be given. The church of St. Sophia was
adorned in the sixth century with a splendour

—

worthy of Solomon. The interior was sumptuously
decorated with mosaics upon a golden background.
These mosaics, it is true, with the exception of an
"Adoration of Christ by the Emperor", were destroyed, but they were replaced later by others.
Some of the walls were ornamented with designs of
Pictures of animals
grape-vines with golden leaves.
decorated the walls of the portico. A silver choirscreen rose above pillars, in the capitals of which
medallions of Christ, the Blessed Virgin, saints, and
prophets win' carved. This is the so-called iconostasis.
The altar was of gold inlaid with precious
stones; the altar-cloth was (if brocaded silk in which
were woven pictures of Christ, the prophets, and the
apostles.
The ambo, according to description, was
brilliant with gold, silver, precious stones, and ivory.
At Parenzo, in Istria, and at Bauit, in Egypt, superb
mosaic pictorial ornamentation dating from the
A gold cross decosixth century is still preserved.
rated with pictures in hammered work was presented
by Justin II to the church of St. Peter and is still
pre erved at the Vatican.
A number of ivory bookcovers are also still in existence. The illuminated
manuscripts of Rossano and Sinope date from the
sixth century.
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Influence. As regards the influence exerted
by Byzantine art in the sixth century there can be
no doubt that the architecture of Ravenna, though
affected by other Eastern influences, strongly reminds us, in its splendid mosaics, of Constantinople.
The Proconnesian capitals and other products of
decorative art spread even more easily.
Like
Ravenna, Southern Italy and Gaul came under the
influence of the East and Constantinople.
Even
more specifically Byzantine is African art. In Rome
the traces of Byzantine art are more difficult to discover than other Oriental influences. In the East
itself pictorial art met with opposition, and decorative
In general, however, after
art came to the forefront.
the rise of the Macedonian dynasty the Byzantine
style gained the supremacy in all branches of art as
The Byzantine style spread
well as in architecture.
in the East as well as in Northern Italy and Sicily.

The

numerous

mosaic pictures,
which are to be

found

everywhere, still strove
to imitate classical models; their

symbolism
r eminds us of the
general symbolic
tendency of early
Christianity, and
their
ally

form gradu-

becomes

more

stiff

and

(Painter's
of Mount

fixed.

Book

Purely

Athos.)

Oriental,
ever,
was

how-

the
constantly increasing for
sculpture in the
round, and the
preference for the
dislike

flat

ornamenta-

tion in architecture.

To the

(Hotel de Cluny, Paris)
same Oriental influence may be
attributed the taste for costly and many-coloured
stones and woven fabrics, for goldsmith-work, and
enamel. For example, in the treasury of San Marco
may be seen Byzantine reliquaries, ivory triptychs,
chalices, costly fabrics, and specimens of pictorial
Some are large and some small, but taken
art.
altogether they show how a church of the eleventh
century was transformed into a veritable treasurehouse. The same taste and the same characteristics
of the art of Byzantium (Constantinople) have ever
For
since maintained their supremacy in the East.
further bibliography see Byzantine Architecture.
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Byzantine Empire.

—The ancient

Roman Empire

having been divided into two parts, an Eastern and
a Western, the Eastern remained subject to successors of Constantine, whose capital was at Byzantium
or Constantinople. The term Byzantine is therefore,

7
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extended from their native mountains far into Asia
ancient Roman Empire.
The subject will be here Minor, and even into Europe. Armenian colonies are
treated under the following divisions: I. Byzantine
found on Mount Ida in Asia Minor, in Thrace, and
Civilization; II. Dynastic History.
The latter divi- Macedonia. The coast lands of Asia Minor are
sion of the article will be subdivided into six heads in
thoroughly Greek. The European part of the empire
chronological order.
was the scene of an ethnographic evolution. From
I. Byzantine Civilization.—Al
ancient times the mountains of Epirus and Illyria
the distance of
many centuries and thousands of miles, the civiliza- had been inhabited by Albanians; from the beginning
tion of the Byzantine Empire presents an appearance
of the fifteenth century they spread over what is
of unity. Examined a closer range, however, firstly
now Greece, down towards southern Italy and Sicily.
the geographical content of the empire resolves itself
Since the days of the Roman power, the Rumanians,
into various local and national dior Wallachians, had established themselves on both
visions, and secondly the growth
sides as well of the Balkan as of the Findus mounol the people in civilization retains.
This people was divided into two parts by
veals several clearly distinguishthe invasion of the Finnic-Ugrian Bulgars, and
able periods.
Taking root on the expansion of the Slavs. They lived as wanEastern soil, flanked on all sides
dering shepherds, in summer on the mountains, in
by the most widely dissimilar winter on the plains. In the fifth century the Slavs
Irientals, Finnic-Ugripeoples
began to spread over the Balkan Peninsula. At the
ans, and Slavs
some of them beginning of the eighth century Cynuria, in the eastdangerous neighbours just be- ern part of the Peloponnesus, was called a "Slavic
yond the border, others settled land". A reaction, however, which set in towards
on Byzantine territory, the em- the end of the eighth century, resulted in the total
pire was loosely connected on
extermination of the Slavs in southern Thessaly and
the "est with the other half of
central Greece, and left but few in the Peloponnesus.
And On the other hand, the northern part of the Balkan
the old Roman Empire.
so the development of ByzanPeninsula remained open to Slavic inroads.
Here
tine civilization
resulted from
the Bulgars gradually became incorporated with the
three influences: the first AlexSlavs, and spread from rhrmus far to the west, and
andrian-Hellenic, a native prodinto southern Macedonia. The valleys of the Vardar
uct; the second Roman; the
and the Morava offered the Serbs tempting means of
third Oriental. The first period
access to the Byzantine Empire. After the Greeks
of the empire, which embnaces
ami Armenians, the Slavs have exercised most influence on the inner configuration of the empire.
the dynasties of Theodosius, Leo
I, Justinian, and Tiberius, is poThe Greeks of the islands best preserved their national characteristics.
Moreover, they settled in
litically still under Roman influcompact groups in the capital of the empire, and
In the second period the
ence.
dynasty of Heraelius, in conflict on all the coast lands, even to those of the Black Sea.
with Islam, succeeds in creating a They gained ground by hellenizing the Slavs, and by
St. Helena, Mother distinctively
Byzantine State. emigrating to Sicily and lower Italy.
of
Constantino .,., .,
/ .,
c .,
c
In point of civilization, the Greeks were the preno <,i m, from fhe third period, that of the Sydominant race in the empire. From the second half
MS., l\ Century, rian (Isaurian) emperors and of
Bibliotheqoe I c onoclasm, is marked by the
in
of the sixth century, Latin had ceased to be the lanattempt to avoid the struggle guage of the Government. The legislation eventually
with Islam by completely orientalizing the land.
became thoroughly Greek, both in language and
The fourth period exhibits a happy equilibrium. The spirit. Beside the Greeks, only the Armenians had
Armenian dynasty, which was Macedonian by origin, developed a civilization of their own. The Slavs, it
was able to extend its sway east and we t, and there is true, had acquired a significant influence over the
were indications that the zenith of Byzantine power internal and external affairs of the empire, but had
lose at hand.
In the fifth period the centrifugal not established a Slavic civilization on Byzantine
which had long been at work, produced their soil, and the dream of a Roman Empire under Slavic
inevitable effect; the aristocracy of birth, which had
rule remained a mere fantasy.
been forming in all parts of the empire, and gaining
In the breaking of the empire on ethnographic
lines of cleavage, it was an important fact that at
political imluence, at last achieved its linn establishof
the
the
Comthe Greeks were more solidly united than in
throne'
with
least
dynasties
ment on the
former centuries. The dialects of ancient Greece had
neni and Angeli. The sixth period is that of decline;
for the most part disappeared, and the Koini of the
the capture of Constantinople by the Crusaders hail
Hellenic period formed a point of departure for newdisrupted the empire into several new political units;
even after the restoration, the empire of the Palaeologl dialects, as well as the basis of a literary language
The which was preserved with incredible tenacity and
is only one member of this group of states.
ipansion of the power of the Osmanli Turks pre- gained the ascendancy in literature as well as in
official
usage.
Another movement, in the sixth
pares tie- annihilation of the Byzantine Kmpire.
Geographically and ethnographically, the Roman Century, was directed towards a general and literary
Empire was never a unit. In the western section, revival of the language, and, this having gradually
comprising Italy and the adjacent islands, Spain, and spent itself without any lasting results, the dialects,
unfortunately, became the occasion of a further
Africa, the Latin language and Latin culture were
As the later literary language,
predominant. Of these territories, only Africa, Sicily, split in the nation.
and certain part- of Italy were ever under Byzantine with its classic tendencies, was stiff and unwieldy,
for any length of time.
To the south-east. as well as unsuited to meet all the exigencies of a
the Coptic and Syriac, and, if the name i- permitted, colloquial language, it perforce helped to widen the
breach between the literary ami the humbler classes,
the Palestinian nation assumed growing importance
and finally, under the leadership of the Arabs, broke the latter having already begun to use the new diaIn the East
lects.
The social schism which had rent the nation,
the bonds that held it to tie- empire.
proper (Asia Minor ami Armenia) lay the heart of since the establishment of a distinctively Byzantine
landed interest and the rise of a provincial nobility,
the empire. In the south-east of Asia Minor and on
the southern spurs of the Armenian mountains the
was aggravated by the prevalence of the literary
population was Syrian. The Armenian settlements language among the governing classes, civil and
to designate this Eastern survival of the
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could not
confirmed
the influence of the popular tongue as such, it left
the social structure of the nation untouched. The
linguistic division of the Greek nation thus begun
has persisted down to the present time.
The Middle Ages never created a great centralized
economic system. The lack of a highly organized
apparatus of transportation for goods in large quantities made each district a separate economic unit.
This difficulty was not overcome even by a coastline
naturally favourable for navigation, since the carrying capacity of medieval vessels was too small to make
them important factors in the problem of freighttransportation as we now apprehend it. Even less
effectual were the means of conveyance employed on
the roads of the empire. These roads, it is true, were
a splendid legacy from the old Roman Empire, and
were not yet in the dilapidated state to which they
were later reduced under the Turkish domination.
Even to-day, for example, there are remains of the Via
Egnatia, connecting Constantinople with the Adriatic
Sea through Thessalonica, and of the great military
roads through Asia Minor, from Chalcedon, past Nicomedia, Ancyra. and (Aesarea, to Armenia, as well as of
that from Nicaa through Dorylceum and Iconium, to

Reliquary, Constant™ e the Cheat Depicted at Foot
(Preserved at St. Peter's,

Rome)

Tarsus and Antioch. These roads were of supreme
importance for the transportation of troops and the
conveyance of dispatches; but for the interchange of
goods of any bulk, they were out of the question.
The inland commerce of Byzantium, like most medieval commerce, was confined generally to such commodities, of not excessive weight, as could be packed into
a small space, and would represent great values, both
intrinsically and on account of their importation
from a distance such as gems, jewellery, rich textiles
and fui
aromatic
pices, and drugs.
But foodstuffs, such as cereals', fresh vegetables, wine, oil,
dried meat, as well as dried fish and fruits, could be
conveyed any distance only by water. Indeed, a
grave problem presented itself in the provisioning of
the capital, the population of which approached,
probably, that of a great modern city.
It is now
Known licit Alexandria at first supplied Constantinople will, grain, under State supervision.
After
the loss of Egypt, Thrace and the lands of Pontus
Irawn upon for supplies. Of the establishment
of an economic centre, however, for all parts of the
empire, of a centralized system of trade routes
radiating from Constantinople, there was no conception.
Moreover, Byzantine commerce, strange to
say, shows a marked tendency to develop in a sense
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ecclesiastical.
Even the western invasion
close this breach; on the contrary, while it

opposite to this ideal. At first there was great commercial activity; the Byzantines offered to India,
Persia, and Central and Eastern Asia a channel of
communication with the West. Various districts of
the empire strove to promote the export of industrial
articles, Syria and Egypt, in particular, upholding
their ancient positions as industrial sections of importance, their activity expressing itself chiefly in
weaving and dyeing and the manufacture of metals
and glass. The Slavonic invasion, moreover, had
not entirely extinguished the industrial talents of
the Greeks.
In the tenth and eleventh centuries,
weaving, embroidery, and the fabrication of carpets
were of considerable importance at Thebes and Patra3
In the capital itself, with government aid in the form
of a monopoly, a new industrial enterprise was organized which confined itself chiefly to shipbuilding and
the manufacture of arms in the imperial arsenals,
but also took up the preparation of silk fabrics. The
Byzantines themselves, in the earlier periods, carried
these wares to the West.
There they enjoyed a
commercial supremacy for which their only rivals
were the Arabs and which is most clearly evidenced
by the universal currency of the Byzantine gold
solidus.
Gradually, however, a change came about:
the empire lost its maritime character and at last
became almost exclusively territorial, as appears in
the decline of the imperial navy.
At the time of
the Arabian conflicts it was the navy that did the
best work; at a later period, however, it was counted
inferior to the land forces.
Similarly there was a
transformation in the mental attitude and the occupations of the people. The Greek merchant allowed
himself to be crowded out in his own country by his
Italian rival.
The population even of an island so
well adapted for maritime pursuits as Crete seemed,
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, veritably
afraid of the water.
What wrought this change is
still an unsolved problem.
Here too, possibly, the
provincial aristocracy showed its effects, through
the extension of its power over the inhabitants of the
country districts and its increasing influence on the
imperial Government.
The decline of the Byzantine Empire is strikingly
exhibited in the depreciation of currency during the
reigns of the Comneni.
At that period the gold
solidus lost its high currency value and its commercial
pre-eminence. It is noteworthy that at the same time
we perceive the beginnings of large finance (GeldFor at an earlier period the Byzantine
ivirtschaft).
Empire, like the states of Western Europe, appears
to have followed the system of barter, or exchange
Nevertheless, as groundof commodities in kind.
rents were already paid in money during the Comneni period, some uncertainty remains as to whether
the beginnings of finance, and of capital as a distinct
power in the civilized world, should be sought in
Byzantium or rather in the highly developed fiscal
system of the Roman Curia and the mercantile
.

activity of Italian seaports.
It will be seen from all this that the development
of the Byzantine Empire was by no means uniform,
is it then
in point either of time or of place.
that the word Byzantine conveys a definite and self-

Why

Was there not something which
consistent idea?
through all those centuries remained characteristic
of Byzantines in contrast with the neighbouring
peoples? To this it must be replied that such was
certainly the case, and that the difference lay, first
of all, in the more advanced civilization of Byzantium. Many small but significant details are recorded
as early as the sixth century Constantinople had a
system of street-lighting; sports, equestrian games
or polo-playing, and above all races in the circus
attained a high national and political importance;
Byzantine princesses married to Venetians introduced the use of table forks in the West. More
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striking are the facts that as early as the eighth and
ninth centuries, the Byzantines, in their wars with
the Arabs, used gunpowder the so-called Greek
and that a German emperor like Otto III prefire
ferred to be a Roman of Byzantium rather than a

—
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German.

This

Byzantine
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civilization,

it
is
true,
from a
suffered
serious and incurable disease, a
worm gnawing at
its core: the utter
absence of origiBut here,
nality.
again, we should
1

iware

of

unwar-

ranted generaliza-

A

tion.

in

change

this respect

is

to be noted from
age to age; in the
first

centuries, be-

fore

ili

1,

it is

that the dogmatic disputes of these Churches are,
all, expressions of politico-national struggles.

above

In the course of these contests Egypt, and Syria,
and finally Armenia also were lost to the Greek
Church.
The Byzantine imperial Church at last
found itself almost exclusively confined to the Greek
In the end it became, in
nation and its subjects.
its own turn, a national Church, and definitively
severed all bonds of rite and dogma linking it with
the West.
The schism between the Eastern and
Western Churches thus reveals a fundamental opposition of viewpoints: the mutually antagonistic ideas
o| the universal Church and of independent national
Churches —an antagonism which both caused the
schism and constitutes the insurmountable impedi-

ment

—

Dynastic History. (1) Roman Period; (a)
Dynasties of Theodosius I and Leo I; A, D. 305-518.
Bauto, a Frank

complete

Theodosius

I

I

Eudoxia

severing of 'he po-

nnd ecclesiastical ties uniting

to reunion.

II.

Arcadius

Honorius

litical

them

with
the
Eastern nations,
the Greek mind
and an

still
ir1

retained

its

gift

traditions, in

of receptivity,

combination with

Persian. Syrian, and other Oriental motives, produced
the original plan of the true Byzantine church, a
type which left its impression on architecture,
sculpture, painting, and the minor arts.
Ami yet,
so complete was the isolation of the empire, separated
from other nations by the character of its government, the strictness of its court etiquette, the refinement of its material civilization, and, not least, by
the peculiar development of the national Church,
that a kind of numbness crept over both the language
and the intellectual life of the people. The nations
of the West were indeed barbarians in comparison
with the cultured Byzantines, but the West had
something for the lack of which no learning, no technical skill could compensate
the creative force of
an imagination in harmony with the laws of nature.
As to the share which Byzantine ecclesiastical de-

—

velopment had in this isolation, it must be conceded
that the constitution of the Eastern Church was
Its administration
rather imperial than universal.
was seriously influenced by the politics of the empire;
the boundaries of the empire bounded the Church's
aspirations and activities. In the West, the obliteration of those boundaries by the Germanic peoples and
the outburst of vigorous missionary activity on all
sides furthered very notably tin' idea of a universal
Church, embracing all nations, and unfettered by political or territorial limits.
In the East the development w:is quite different. Here, indeed, missionary
work met with considerable success.
f'tn the Syrian and Egyptian Church sprang the Ethiopian, the
Indian, the Mesopotamian,
and the Armenian
Churches. Constantinople sent apostle': to the SlaStill, these Oriental
vonic and Finnic-Ugrian races.
Churches show, from the very beginning, a peculiar
national structure. Whether this was a legacy from
the ancient Eastern religions, or whether it was the
reaction against Greek civilization which had been
imposed upon the people of the irient from the time
of Alexander the Great, the adoption of Christianity
Men) hand in hand with nationalism. < Apposed to this
nationalism in many important respects was the Creek
imperial church.
Precisely beca
only an
imperial Church, it had not yet grasped the concept
of a universal Church.
As tic imperial Church, constituting a department of the state-administration,
its opposition to the national Churches among the
Oriental peoples was always very emphatic. Thus
1

(

Marcianus Pulcheria Theodosius II Eudocia-Athenaia

Leo

Verina

I

Zeno

Ariadne

Leo

Basiliscus

Anastasius

II

A

glance at the above genealogies shows that the
law governing the succession in the Roman Empire
persisted in the Byzantine.
On one hand, a certain
law of descent is observed: the fact of belonging to
the reigning house, whether by birth or marriage L i\ es
a strong claim to the throne. On the other hand, the
people is not entirely excluded as a political factor.
The popular co-operation in the government was not
regulated by set forms. Tic high civil and military
officials took part in the enthronement of a new monarch, often by means of a palace or military revoluLegally, the people participated in the governtion.
ment only through the Church. From the time of
Marcianus, the Byzantine emperors were crowned
by the Patriarchs of Constantinople.
Of the emperors of this period, Arcadius (S05-408)
and Theodosius II (408-50) received the throne by
right of inheritance.
The old senator Marcianus
(450-57) came to the throne through his marriage
with the sister of Theodosius II. Pulcheria, who for
years previously had been an inmate of a convent.
The Thracian Leo I, the Great (457-74), owed his
agister Miliium per Orienpower to Aspar the Alan,
tem, who, as an Arian, was debarred from the imperial
dignity, and who therefore installed the orthodox Leo.
Leo, it is true, soon became refractory, and in 171
Aspar was executed by imperial command. On Leo's
death the throne was transmitted through his daughter Ariadne, "ho had been united in marriage to the
leader of the Isaurian body-guard, and had a son by
him, Leo II. The sudden death of Leo, however, after
he had raised his father to the rank of coregent,
placed the reins of power in the hands of Zeno
(17! 'tli, who was obliged to defend his authority
against repeated insurrections. All these movements
were instigated by his mother-in-law, Verina. who
first proclaimed her brother Basiliscus emperor, and
later Leontius, the leader of the Thracian army.
Victory, however, rested with Zeno, at whose death
Ariadne once more decided the succession by bestowing her hand on Anastasius Silentiarius (491-518),
who hud risen through the grades of the civil service.
r
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This brief resume shows the important part played
by women in the imperial history of Byzantium.
Nor was female influence restricted to the imperial
The development of Roman law exhibits
family.
a growing realization of woman's importance in the
Theodora, whose greatness is
family and society.
not eclipsed by that of her celebrated consort, Justinian, is a typical example of the solicitude of a

woman

of high station for the interests of the low-

—

and the most unworthy of her sisters from
whose ranks perhaps she herself had risen. Byzantine civilization produced a succession of typical

liest

of middle class who are a proof, first, of the
high esteem in which women were held in social life
and, secondly, of the sacredness of family life, which
even now distinguishes the Greek people. To this
same tendency is probably to be ascribed the suppression by Anastasius of the bloody exhibitions of the circus called venationes. We must not forget, however,
that under the successor of Anastasius, Justin, the
so-called circus factions kept bears for spectacles in the
circus, and the Empress Theodora was the daughter
of a bear-baiter. Still the fact remains that cultured
circles at that time began to deplore this gruesome
amusement, and that the venationes, and with them
the political significance of the circus, disappeared
in the course of Byzantine history.
One may be amazed at the assertion that the Byzantine was humane, and refined in feeling, even to
the point of sensitiveness. Too many bloody crimes
not as extraorstain the pages of Byzantine history
dinary occurrences, but as regularly established inmutilation,
and
death by torstitutions.
Blinding,
ture had their place in the Byzantine penal system.
horrors
were
not,
Middle
Ages
such
it is true,
In the
unknown in Western Europe, and yet the fierce crusaders thought the Byzantines exquisitely cruel. In
reading the history of this people, one has to accustom
oneself to a Januslike national character genuine
Christian self-sacrifice, unworldliness, and spirituality,
side by side with avarice, cunning, and the refinement
of cruelty. It is, indeed, easy to detect this idiosyncrasy in both the ancient and the modern Greeks.
Greek cruelty, however, may have been aggravated
by the circumstances that savage races not only remained as foes on the frontier, but often became incorporated in the body politic, only veiling their barThe
baric origin under a thin cloak of Hellenism.
whole of Byzantine history is the record of struggles

women

—
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between a civilized state and wild, or half-civilized,
neighbouring tribes. Again and again was the Byzantine Empire ete facto reduced to the limits of the
capital city, which Anastasius had transformed into
an unrivalled fortress; and often, too, was the victory
over its foes gained by troops before whose ferocity
its own citizens trembled.
Twice in the period just considered Byzantium w as
on the point of falling into the hands of the Goths:
first, when, under the Emperor Arcadius, shortly
after Alaric the Visigoth had pillaged Greece, the
German Gainas, being in control of Constantinople,
simultaneously stirred up the East Goths and the
Gruthungi, who had settled in Phrygia; a second
time, when the East Goths, before their withdrawal
to Italy, threatened Constantinople.
These deliverances may not have been entirely fortunate. There
T

are differences in natural endowments among races;
the history of the Goths in Spain, Southern France,
and Italy shows that they should not be classed with
the savage Huns ami Isaurians, and a strong admixture of Germanic blood would perhaps have so benefited the Greek nation as to have averted its moral
\and political paralysis. But this was not to
pected of the Ilunnie and Isaurian races, the latter
including, probably, tribes of Kurds in the Taurus
ranges in tiie south-easl of \-i a Minor. It can only
be considered fortunate that success so long crowned
I
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the efforts to ward off the Huns, who, from 412 to 451
their power was broken at Chalons, had been a
serious menace to the imperial frontiers. More dangerous still were the Isaurians, inhabitants of imperial territory, and the principal source from which the
guards of the capital were recruited. The Emperor
Zeno was an Isaurian, as was likewise his adversary,
Illus, Magister Ofjxciorum, who, in league with Verina,
mother of the empress, plotted his downfall; and
while these intrigues were in progress the citizens of
Constantinople were already taking sides against the
Isaurian body-guard, having recourse even to a general massacre to free themselves from their hated op-

when

But it was the Emperor Anastasius who
succeeded in removing these praetorians from
the capital, and in subjugating the inhabitants of
the Isaurian mountains (493) after a six years' war.
The same period is marked by the beginning of
the Slavic and Bulgar migrations. The fact has already been mentioned that these races gradually
possessed themselves of the whole Balkan Peninsula,
the Slavs meanwhile absorbing the Finnic-Ugrian
Bulgars. The admixture of Greek blood, which was
denied the Germanic races, was reserved for the Slavs.
To how great a degree this mingling of races took
place, will never be exactly ascertained.
On the
other hand, the extent of Slavic influence on the interior developments of the Byzantine Empire, especially on that of the landed interests, is one of the
great unsolved questions of Byzantine history.
In all these struggles, the Byzantine polity shows
itself the genuine heir of the ancient Roman Empire.
The same is true of the contest over the eastern
boundary, the centuries of strife with the Persians.
In this contest the Byzantine Greeks now found
The Persians had never given up their native
allies.
fire-worship, Mazdeism.
Whenever a border nation
was converted to Christianity, it joined the Byzanpressors.
first

tine alliance.
The Persians, realizing this, sought
to neutralize the Greek influence by favouring the
various sects in turn. To this motive is to be attributed the favour they showed to the Nestorians,
who at last became the recognized representatives
of Christianity in the Persian Empire. To meet this
policy of their adversaries, the Greeks for a long time
favoured the Syrian Monophysites, bitter enemies of
the Nestorians.
Upon this motive, the Emperor
Zeno closed the Nestorian school at Edessa, in 489,
and it was a part of the same policy that induced the
successors of Constantine the Great to support the
leaders of the Christian clerical party, the Mamikonians, in opposition to the Mazdeistic nobility. Theodosius II resumed this policy after his grandfather,

Theodosius the Great, had, by a treaty with Persia
Only
(387), sacrificed the greater part of Armenia.
Karin in the valley of the Western Euphrates, thence
forth called Theodosiopolis, then remained a Roman
possession. Theodosius II initiated a different policy.
He encouraged, as far as lay in his power, the diffusion
of Christianity in Armenia, invited Mesrob and Sahak, the founders of Armenian Cnristian literature
into Roman territory, and gave them pecuniary assistance for the prosecution of the work they had undertaken, of translating Holy Scripture into Armenian. Anastasius followed the same shrewd policy.
On the one hand, he carried on a relentless war
with the Persians (502-06) and, on the other hand,
lost no opportunity of encouraging the Monophysite
sect which was then predominant in Egypt. Syria.
and Armenia. It is true that he met with great
difficulties from the irreconcilable factions, as had
those of his predecessors who had followed the policy
of religious indifference in dealing with the sects.
The Eastern Churches in these centuries were torn
by theological controversies so fierce as to have
been with good reason compared with the sixteenthcentury disputes of Western Christendom. All the
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warring elements of the period national, local, by everyone in Asia who took sides against the
economic, social, even personal—group themselves Greek imperial Church, and the outcome of the whole
around the prevalent theological questions, so that affair demonstrated once more the impossibility of
it is practically impossible to say, in any given case,
a compromise between the ideal of a universal, and
whether the dominant motives of the parties to the that of a national Church.
quarrel were spiritual or temporal. In all this hurlyThe second point, the rivalry between Constantiburly of beliefs and parties three historical points nople and Rome, can be discussed more briefly.
have to be kept clearly before the mind, in order to Naturally, Rome had the advantage in every respect.
understand the further development of the empire: But, for the division of the empire the whole question
first, the decline of Alexandrian power; secondly, the
would never have arisen. But Theodosius I, as early
determination of the mutual relations of Rome and as the Second (Ecumenical Council of Constantinople
Constantinople; thirdly, the triumph of the civil over (381), had the decision made that New Rome should
the ecclesiastical authority.
take precedence immediately after old Rome. This
Thcodosius I was called the Great because he was was the first expression of the theory that Conthe first emperor to act against heathenism, and also stantinople should be supreme among the Churches
because he contributed to the victory of the fol- of the East. The first to attempt to translate this
lowers of Athanasius over the Arians. This victory thought into action was John Chrysostom. As he
redounded to the advantage of the Patriarch of Alex- undertook the campaign against Alexandria, so he
andria. Strange as it seems at the present day, everywas also able to bring the still independent Church
thing pointed to the supremacy of the orthodox of Asia Minor under the authority of ConstantiPatriarch of Egypt, whose proud title (Papa, et pa- nople. On a missionary journey he made the See
triarcha Alexandria;, etc.) is now the only reminder
of Ephesus, founded by St. John the Apostle, a
that its bearer was once in a fair way to become suffragan of his patriarchate.
We can now underthe spiritual rival of Constantinople.
Such, how- stand why the war against the Alexandrians was
ever, was the case, and the common object of
prosecuted with such bitterness.
The defeat of
preventing this formed a bond between Rome and Alexandria at the Council of Chalcedon established
Constantinople. It was some time, it is true, before the supremacy of Constantinople. To be sure, this
the two powers recognized .this community of in- supremacy was only theoretical, as it is a matter
terests.
St. John Chrysostom, as Patriarch of Conof history that from this time forward the Oriental
stantinople, had already felt the superior power of Churches assumed a hostile attitude towards the
At
Synod
of
As for Rome, protests
his Alexandrian colleague.
the
the Oak, Byzantine imperial Church.
held on the Asiatic shore opposite the capital, Chrys- had already been made at Chalcedon against the
ostom was deposed through the collusion of the twenty-first canon of the Eighth General Council,
palace with the intrigues of Theophilus, Patriarch which set forth the spiritual precedence of Constantinople.
This protest was maintained until the
of Alexandria, although the people soon compelled
capture of Constantinople by the crusaders put an
his recall to the patriarchal sec, and it was only as
the result of fresh complications that he was perma- end to the pretentions of the Greek Church.
Pope
Nestorius, one of his suc- Innocent III (121.5) confirmed the grant to the Panently removed (404).
At that time Alexandria triarch of Constantinople of the place of honour
cessors, fared even worse.
was ruled by Cyril, nephew of Theophilus, and the after Rome.
equal of his uncle and predecessor both in intellecWe now come to the third point: the contest
Nestorius had declared between ecclesiastical and civil authority. In this
tual and in political talents.
himself against the new and. as he asserted, idolatrous, particular, also, the defeat of Alexandria was sigSince the decrees of the Council of Chalcedon
expression "Mother of Clod" (Theotokos), thereby nal.
opposing the sentiments and wishes of the humbler it had been decided that in the East (it was otherwise in the West) the old Roman custom, by which
people. Cyril determined to use this opportunity to
promote the further exaltation of Alexandria at the the emperor had the final decision in ecclesiastical
\t the Third (Ecumenmatters, should continue.
That was the end of the
expense of Constantinople.
matter at Byzantium, and we need not be surprised
ical Council of Ephesus (431), Cyril received the
hearty support of Pope Celesttne's representatives. to find that before long dogmatic disputes were deMoreover, the Syrians, who were opponents of Alex- cided by arbitrary imperial decrees, that laymen,
andria, did not champion Nestorius energetically. princes, and men who had held high state offices
The Patriarch of Constantinople proved the weaker, were promoted to ecclesiastical offices, and that

—

and ended his life in exile. It now seemed as though
At the Second
Alexandria had gained her object.
Council of EphesUS (the "Robber Council'' of 440)
Dioscorus, Patriarch of Alexandria, led already been
hailed by a bishop of Asia Minor as "(Ecumenical
Vrchbishop ", when the energetic policy of Pope
Leo I, the treat, and the death of the Emperor Thcodosius II brought about a change in the trend of affairs.
Marcian, the new emperor, came to an understanding with Leo; a reconciliation bad already been
effected with Home through the drawing up of a confession of faith, which was presented to the Synod of
Chalcedon, the great fourth (Ecumenical Council (4.">1).
Viewed from the standpoint of old Rome
the result was most successful; Dioscorus of Alexandria was deposed and exiled, and the danger of an
patriarch was averted.
all-powerful Alexandrian
The Patriarch of New Rome Constantinople could
The solution of the question was
.also be satisfied.
When
less advantageous to the Byzantine Empire.
the ireeks entered into communion with the Western
Church, tie reaction of the Egyptians, Syrians, and
Other Oriental peoples was all the more pronounced.
"Anti-Chalcedonians" was the term appropriated
(

spiritual affairs were treated as a department of
the Government.
But it must not be supposed
that the Byzantine Church was then-fore silenced.
The popular will found a means of asserting itself
most emphatically, concurrently with the official administration of ecclesiastical affairs. The monks in
particular showed the greatest fearlessness in opposing their ecclesiastical superiors as well as the

authority.
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Athenian philosopher, so Theodora, the dancer of
the Byzantine circus, and her niece Sophia succeeded
in obtaining extraordinary influence by
their genius, wit, and political cleverness.

reason of

Theodora

died of cancer (548), seventeen years before her husband. No serious discord ever marred this singular
union, from which, however, there was no issue.
of this remarkable woman proved an
her consort, who grieved profoundly for her during the remainder of his life.
Her niece, Sophia, who approached her in ambition
and political cunning, though not in intellect, had a
Her life was darkened by a
less fortunate ending.
With the help of Tiberius,
bitter disappointment.
commander of the palace guard, a Thracian famed
for his personal attractions, she placed on the throne
her husband, Justin II (565-7S), who suffered from
temporary attacks of insanity. Soon Sophia and TiIn
berius became the real rulers of the empire.
574 the empress succeeded in inducing her husband
to adopt Tiberius as Caesar and coregent. The death
of Justin (57S), however, did not bring about the
hoped-for consummation of her relations with
Tiberius.
Tiberius II (578-82) had a wife in his
native village, and now for the first time presented
her in the capital. After his accession to the throne,
he revered the Empress Sophia as a mother, and
even when the disappointed woman began to place
obstacles in his path, he was forbearing, and treated
her with respect while keeping her a prisoner.

The death

irreparable loss to

The dynasty of Justin originated in Illyria. At
the death of the Emperor Anastasius, Justin I (51827), like his successor Tiberius, commander of the
palace guard, by shrewdly availing himself of his
opportunities succeeded in seizing the reins of power.
Even during the reign of Justin, Justinian, his
nephew, and heir-presumptive to the throne, played
an important role in affairs.
He was by nature
peculiar and slow. Unlike his uncle, he had received
an excellent education. He might justly be called a
scholar; at the same time he was a man of boundless
activity.
As absolute monarch, like Philip II of
Spain, he developed an almost, incredible capacity
He endeavoured to master all the departments of civil life, to gather in his hands all the
reins of government. The number of rescripts drawn
up by Justinian is enormous. They deal with all
subjects, though towards the end by preference witli
dogmatic questions, as the emperor fancied that he
could put an end to religious quarrels by means of
for work.

He certainly took his vosleepless nights he was frequently seen pacing his apartments absorbed in
thought. His whole concept of life was serious to the
point of being pedantic.
might therefore wonder
that such a man should choose as his consort a
bureaucratic regulations.
cation

seriously.

woman

of the

On

We

demi-monde. No doubt Procopius, "a
chamberlain removed from the atmosphere of the
court, unheeded anil venomous in his sullen old age",
not veracious in all his statements concerning the
previous life of Theodora.
It is certain, however,
that a daughter was born to her before Bhe became
tinted with the crown prince, and it is equally
certain that before she married the pedantic monarch, she had. led a dissolute life.
However she
is

her m-,\ r61e admirably. Her subsequent conduct was faultless, her influence great, but not obtrusive.
Her extravagance ami vindictiveness for
she had enemies, among them John the Cappadocian, the great financial minister so indispensable to Justinian
may well have cost the emfilled

—

—
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two renowned and influential Byzantine empresses.
As the world once held its breath at the quarrel
between Eudoxia, the wanton wife of the Emperor
Arcadius, and the great patriarch, John Chrysostom,
and at the rivalry of the sisters-in-law, Pulcheria and
Athenais-Eudoeia, the latter the daughter of an

peror

any

many an uneasy

hour, but there was never

lasting breach.
after

Theodora,

captivating the Crown-Prince
Justinian by her genius and witty conversation,
proved herself worthy of her position at the critical
moment. It was in the year 532, five years after
Justinian's accession.
Once more the people of
Constantinople, through its circus factions, sought
to oppose the despotic rule then beginning.
It resulted in the frightful uprising which had taken its
name from the well-known watchword of the circus
parties: Xika
"Conquer".
In the palace everything was given up for lost, and Belisarius himself,
the heroic chief of the mercenaries, advised flight.
At this crisis Theodora saved the empire for her
husband by her words "The purple is a good windingsheet".
The Government was firm; the opposing
party weakened, the circus factions were shorn of
their political influence, and the despotic government of Justinian remained assured for the future.
It is well known what the reign of Justinian (52765) meant for the external and internal development of the empire. The boundaries of the empire
were extended, Africa was reconquered for a century
and a half, all Italy for some decades. The Byzantine
power was established, for a time, even in some
cities of the Spanish coast.
Less successful were his
Eastern wars. I'nder Justin and the aged Kavadh,
war with Persia had again broken out. On the accession of the great Chosroes I, Nushirvan (531-79),
in spite of the peace of 532, which Justinian hoped
would secure for him liberty of action in the West,
Chosroes allowed him no respite.
Syria suffered terribly from pillaging incursions, Lazistan (the ancient
Colchis) was taken by the Persians, and a road thereby opened to the Black Sea. Only after the Greeks
resumed the war more vigorously (549) did they
succeed in recapturing Lazistan, and in 562 peace
was concluded.
Nevertheless the Persian War was transmitted as
an unwelcome legacy to the successors of Justinian
In 571 strife broke out anew in Christian Armenia,
owing to the activity of the Mazdeistic Persians.
While the Romans gained many brilliant victories,
their opponents also obtained a few important suc-

—

:

Suddenly affairs took an unexpected turn.
Hormizdas, the son and successor of Chosroes I
(579-90), lost both life and crown in an uprising.
His son, Chosroes II, Parvez (590-628), took refuge
with the Romans.
Mauritius, who was then emperor (582-602), received the fugitive and by the
campaign of 591 re-established him on the throne
of his fathers. Thus the relations of the empire with
the Persians seemed at last peaceful. Soon, however,
Mauritius himself was deposed and murdered on

cesses.

The centurion
the occasion of a military sedition.
Phocas (602-10) seized the helm of the Byzantine
state.
Chosroes. ostensibly to avenge his friend, the
murdered emperor, forthwith resumed the offensive.
The administration of Phocas proved thoroughly inThe empire seemed to swerve out of its
efficient.
old grooves; the energetic action of some patriots,
however, under the leadership of nobles high in the
Government, and the call of Heraclius, saved the
situation, and after a fearful conflict with tin- DO
of the East, lasting over a hundred years, Byzantium
rose again to renewed splendour.
It is a noteworthy tact that Lombard and Syrian
chroniclers call the Emperor Mauritius the first
"Greek" emperor.
The transformation of the
Roman State, with Latin as the official language,
into a Greek Stab- had become manifest.
hiring the
reign of Mauritius the rest of Justinian's conquests in
Italy and Africa were placed under the civil administration of military governors or exarchs.
This is
symptomatic.
The separation of civil ami military
power, which hail been inaugurated in the happier
1

a
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Arabian conflicts under the Heraclean dynasty,
Roman system of combining civil and military
power was established in a neii form, ["he a immander
of a thema (regiment was charged with the supervision
of the civil authorities in his military district.
The
old diocesan and provincial division di appeared, and
military departments became administrative districts.
of the

the old

i

manifest that Justinian's

It is

toration

p<

Roman

in a miserable failure.
The time for a
in the old sense of the term, with the old

ended

Empire

administrative system, was past.
It is unfortunate
which brought destruction
that the rivers ol bl
upon tw
irmanic states, the robber Vandals and
the noble East Goths, and the enormous financial
ce of the eastern half of the empire had no
bcitcr outcome.
If, despite all
this, the name of
Justinian is inscribed in brilliant letters in the annals
of the world's history, it is owing to other achieve1

ments: his

his enterprise
fortune of this emperor to
iment which,
rising in Persi i, gained the ascendancy in Syria and
\-ia Minorai.
iO ostantinople
li
was the merit of Justinian that
and the West,
he fun
often enormous,
for the
irations.
His

as

a
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I

builder.

It
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Basket Capital, Cnrn.cn or S.
Ravenna
Ckntcky

his

measures

against
the lasl
vestiges of heathenism, or his
ion of the
Universi ty of

Athens (529). On the other hand, there isone phase
of his activity as a ruler to which reference must be
made here, and which was the necessary counterpart
of his policy., conquest in the West and issued in as
i

The Emperors Zeno and Anastasins
failure.
had sought remedies foi the difficulties raised by the
Council of Chalcedon. Ii was Zeno who commissioned
;

itinople
the
the title of CEcumenical Pathe formula of union known as the
"Henoticon"! 182). This formula cleverly evaded the
don decisions, and made ii possible for the Monophysites to return to the
rch.
But the
gain on one side proved a loss on the other. Under existing conditions, it did not matter much that Home
.in demanded the
of the name o) Vcacius from the diptychs.
It was

perhaps,

triarch

who took

— to draft

i

:

much more
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and more peaceful days at the end of the third century, had outlived its usefulness.
During the period

i

patriarchal See of Constantinople Timotheus, an uncompromising Monophysite, and at the Synod of Tyre
had the decrees of Chalcedon condemned, and the
Henoticon solemnly confirmed, a tumult arose at the
capital, and later in the Danubian provinces, headed
by Yitalian. a Mu-sian. Anastasins died (518), and,
under Justin I, Yitalian, who had received from Anastasins the appointment as maqister militum per Thraciam, remained all-powerful. He acted throughout as

enemy of the Monophysites and the champion of
Chalcedonian orthodoxy. He urged the union with
which must render the breach with the Eastlb
ern Churches final. This union was consummated in
"if'.); the conditions were the removal of the name of
Acacius from the diptychs, and the banishment of
over fifty bishops of Asia Minor and Syria who were
opposed to the Chalcedonian decrees. A year later
the

•.

the government of Justin rid itself of the too powerful
Yitalian by having him assassinated. The union with
home, however, was not disturbed. When, in the

year ")25, Pope John I appeared in Constantinople on
a mission from the Ostrogoth King Theodoric, he
celebrated High Mass in Latin and took precedence
before the oecumenical patriarch. We know that at
the time Justinian was the actual ruler; it may be
conjectured what motive inspired him to allow this.
His plan for the conquest of the West made it desirable for him to win the papacy over to his side, and
consummate the ecclesiastical union with the Latins.
These views he held throughout his reign. Theodora, however, thought otherwise.
She became the
protectress ol the Monophysites. Egypt owed to her
its years of respite; under her protection Syria ventured to re-establish its Anti-Clialcedonian Church;
she encouraged the Monophysite missions in Arabia,
The empress did not even
Nubia, and Abyssinia.
hesitate to receive the heads of the Monophysite
opposition party in her palace, and when, in 536,
Anthimus. Patriarch of Constantinople, was, at the
of Pope Agape tus, deposed lor his Asiatic
propensities, she received the fugitive into the
women's apartments, where he was discovered at the
He had spent twelve
death of the empress (548).
years within the walls of the imperial palace under
the protection of the Augusta. There are reasons to
suspect that Justinian did not altogether disapprove
It was but a half-way atof his consort's policy.
tempt to win over the Monophysites. Could they,
indeed, ever be won over? The spectacle of this
emperor wearing out his life in the vain effort to restore the unity ol the ei n lire, in faith, law, and custom,
is like the development of a tragedy; his endeavours
only tended to widen the breach between those nations which most needed each other's support
those
of the Balkan Peninsula and of Asia Minor, Syria,
and Egypt. With all his dogmatic experiments the
emperor did not succeed in reconciling the parties
or devising a feasible method of bringing the parts
of the empire to co-operate with one another.
His

—

j

successors had no better success. Even the conciliatory measures of John the faster. Patriarch of the
capital (582 95), were of no avail.
The conquest
of tlve Last by the Arabs, in the seventh century.
brought a cessation of this movement towards the
iliation of the Last into separate nations
ion which, to be sure, involved for most of the
Syrian and Egyptian Christians the loss ol heir faith.
(2) Founding of the Real Byzantine State; BIO 717.

—
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Eudocia

Ileraclius

M

it

ma

and Europe,

u

hostility to
as well as the chief Greek
The Greeks, moreover, were atthe Henoticon.
tached to their national Church, and they regarded
the decrees of Chalcedon as an expression of their
creed.
The Emperor Anastasins was a
A
Monophysiti bj conviction, and his religious policy
irritated the \\ •'.
At last when he installed in the
i

•

I

Heraclius Constantinus

Heracl

I

(

onstans

11

(also called

Constantine III)

I

(

onstantine IV, Pogonatus

Justinian II, Khinotmetus
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Salvation from the Arab peril came through the
energetic dynasty of Heraclius.
As appears from
the above table, the dynasty flourished for five generations.
Three of the rulers were characterized by
extraordinary will power and striking intellectual
ability: Heraclius (610-41), Constans (642-68), and
Constantine, called Pogonatus, or the Bearded (668The year 685 marks the beginning of the dy85).
Justinian II (685-95, and 705-11)
nastic decline.
had inherited the excellent qualities of his ancestors,
but grotesquely distorted; he had the instincts of a
Whence
sultan, with a touch of Ciesarian madness.
His
it came about that in 695 he was deposed.
nose was cut off whence the name Rhinotmetus and
he was banished to Cherson. There he formed an alliance with the Khan of the Khazars. whose brotherin-law he became, and tied in a fishing boat over
the Black Sea to the mouths of the Danube. The
Bulgarians had dwelt in this region since about 679.
In 705, aided by an army of Slavs and Bulgarians,
Rhinotmetus returned to Constantinople, and the
Bulgarian prince received the name of Caesar as a reward for the help he had rendered. For the next six
years the emperor's vengeance was wreaked on all
who had been his adversaries. At last, while hastening to Cherson, where Philippicus Bardanes, an Ar-

—

The
all Roman Africa, including Carthage.
fleet which had been sent to oppose this
invasion revolted, while off the coast of Crete, and
raised the admiral, Apsimarus, to the purple under
the title of Tiberius III (698-705).
The reign of
Tiberius was not unsuccessful, but in 705 Justinian
returned, and both Tiberius and Leontius (who had
meantime been living in a monastery) were bePhilippicus the Armenian, following upon
headed.
the second reign of Rhinotmetus, favoured the reof almost

Byzantine

Armenian countrymen, and

the people of Byzantium raised to the throne in his
stead Anastasius II (713-15), an able civilian official,
who restored the orthodox faith. But when he attempted to check the insubordination of the army,
which had made three emperors since 695, the troops
of the Opsikion ihema (from the territory of the Troad
as far as Nica?a) proclaimed as emperor the unwilling
Theodosius (715-17), an obscure official of one of the
provinces.
At the same time the Caliph Suleiman
was equipping a vast armament to ravage the frontier provinces.
Thus the empire which the army,
under the great military emperors, Heraclius, Constans, and Constantine, had saved from the threatened invasion of the Arabs, seemed fated to be
brought to destruction by the selfsame army. But
the army was better than the events of the preceding
twenty-two years might seem to indicate. Leo and
Artavasdus, commanders, respectively, of the two
nn
important themata, the Anatolic and the ArTheodosius voluntarily
menian, combined forces.
abdicated, and again the throne of Constantine was
Occupied by a great Byzantine ruler, fitted by nature
i

i

for his position,
.\oi

them

Even Heraclius, by a personal inclination to which he
clung in defiance of reason and against the remonstrances of his well-wishers, placed the peace of the
State and the perpetuation of his dynasty in serious
This was his passion for his niece Martina,
peril.
whom he married after the death of his first wife in

—

menian officer, had been proclaimed emperor, Rhinotmetus was slain near Damatrys in Asia Minor.
The first dethronement of Justinian, in 695, had
been accomplished by an officer named Leontius,
who reigned from then until 698, and it was in this
period that the Arabs succeeded in gaining possession

ligious principles of his
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Leo of Ccrmanicia (now Marash)

in

Syria.

This brief review of the various rulers suffices to
show thai tin- diseased mentality of Justinian II
brought to an end the prosperous period of the Herdynasty. The attempt has been made to prove
thai this prince inherited an unsound mind, and to
discover corresponding symptoms of insanity in his ancestors. This much is certain: that a strength of will
carried at times to the point of foolhardiness and incorrigible obstinacy and a propensity to the despotic
exercise of powei distinguish the whole dynasty.

Justinian II and His Wife Sophia, Copper Coin Struck
at Constantinople (4th Year of His Reign)
all the warnings of the great Patriarch
Martina is the only woman of any political
importance during these warlike times. Her char-

defiance of
Sergius.

acter w-as distinguished by a consuming ambition,
and her influence may have increased when, after
the loss of Syria to the Arabs, Heraclius, becoming
afflicted with an internal disease, fell into a state of
lethargy.
On the death of her husband (641) she
sought to obtain the supreme power for her own son
Heracleonas, to the prejudice of her step-son Constantine. The army recognized both princes as sovereign, a state of things which contained the germ
of further complications.
Fortunately Constantine,
who had long been ailing, died a few weeks after his
father, and the army, ignoring Martina and Heracleonas, placed Constans, the son of Constantine, on the
throne. Thus it was that the almost uninterrupted
succession of the three emperors, Heraclius, Constans, and Constantine IV, Pogonatus came about.
As has been repeatedly observed, the activity* of
these rulers was concentrated on the Herculean task
of defending the empire against the foreign foes that

were bearing down on it from all sides. Fortunately,
the Avars, who from the time of Justinian had been
bought off with an annual tribute, but who as lately
as 623 and 626 had besieged Constantinople, were
gradually hemmed in by the onrushing Slavs and Bulgarians upon the Hungarian lowlands, and thereby
removed from immediate contact with the Byzantine
Empire. All the more persistent, however, were the
attacks of the Slavic races. During the time of Heraclius the Croats and Serbs established themselves
The Roman cities of Dalin their present homes.
difficulty in defending themselves.
Presently the Slavs took to the sea, and by 623 they had
pushed their way as far as Crete. Still their visits
were only occasional; they made no permanent settlements on the islands, and on the mainland the
larger cities escaped subjection to Slavic influence.
Thessalonica was attacked again and again, most
seriously in 675, but was saved each time by the
heroism of her citizens. The Slavs, fortunately, were
still split into different tribes, so that tiny could be
held in check by timely expeditions, such as that

matia had

which Constans had made near Thessalonica. It was
otherwise with the Bulgarians.
In 635 Heraclius
concluded an alliance with their prima', Kuvrat, so
as to use them in opposing the Avars and Slavs.
However, then' soon arose in the territory between
the Danube and the Balkan Peninsula, under the
leadership of the Bulgarians, a state composed of
Slavonic and Finnic-! grian elements.
Their organization differed widely from that of the Serbs and
who »eiv held together by no political bond.
Croat
In 679 the Emperor Constantine Pogonatus suffered
a serious defeat at the hands of the Bulgarians; by
i,

V
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695 things had come to such a pass that Justinian II
reconquered Constantinople through Bulgarian assistance.
In later centuries the Bulgarian State became Byzantium's most dangerous European foe.
But at this period its most formidable enemies were
Ii will be recalled how
neighbours, the Persians,
Anastasius and Justinian 1 had fought with this naand how. in the peace oi 562, Lazistan at least
had been held as a guarantee of Byzantine supremacy
The twenty
over the trade routes to Central Asia.
years' war (571-91) brought many vicissitudes. At
last the Emperor Mauritius obtained possession of
Dara and Martyropolis, in Syria, as well as the
greater part of Armenia. Nisibis, however, remained
So far. an important advantage had been
Persian.
gained for Byzantium.
But the assassination of
Mauritius effected a marked change. Chosroes II,
Parvez, commenced war against the usurper Phocas,
which he continued against his successor, Heraclius.
In 606 Dara fell, and in 60S the Persians appeared
for the first time before Chalcedon. In 611 they captured Antioch and the eastern part of Asia Minor,
in 613 Damascus, and in 614 Jerusalem.
The True
Cross fell into their hands and was carried off to
Persia.
In 615 a Persian army stood before Chalcedon for the second time.
In 619 they conquered
\ncvra. in Asia Minor, and even Egypt. Heraclius
saved himself splendidly from this terrible situation.
In three daring campaigns (622-28) he freed Armenia from her oppressors. By the peace of 62S
Ann. nia and Syria were recovered. On 14 September. 629. the True Cross, restored by the Persians,
was again set up in Jerusalem, and in 629 Egypt likewise was wrested from the Persians. Then came the
fearful reverses consequent on the Arab rising; in
635 Damascus fell; in 637 Jerusalem was surrendered
by the Patriarch Sophronius, after a siege of two
years.
At first (634) Heraclius himself came to Antioch to organize the campaign; then followed the
lethargy due to his sickness, and he supinely allowed
At his death (lillj Egypt
the Arabs to advance.
was virtually lost; on 29 September, 643, Amru entered Alexandria; in 647 the province of Africa, and
in 697 its capital. Carthage, fell into the hands of the
Arabs. Meanwhile the Arabs had built a navy, and
soon the war raged on all sides. They had taken Cyprus
in 648; in 655 they first thought of attacking ConFortunately their Beet was vanquished
stantinople.
Later they established themoff the Lycian coast.
selves in Cyzicus, and from 673 to t>77 menaced the
capital.
\
At the same time
conquered Armenia
In 668 they pushed
(654) and ravaged Asia Minor.

its

tion,

1

1

1

<

on to Chalcr 'don. During all these losses, tic reeks
or rather one succould show only one step gained
(

.

safeguard their power.
Many
Christian families emigrated from Asia Minor and
Syria to Sicily, Lower Italy, and Rome, thusstn
ening the Byzantine power in the West, and the Emthe relonstans could use Sicily
Be is thought to have
conquest of Africa (662).
intended making Home once more the capita] of the
empire. In 60S. however, lie was murdered in Syracuse, during a military upri ing and with him these
tinelV,
vast plans came to an end. Hitill he
was very young at the time oi hi
was not only able to assert his authority in the face
of an unruly army, but soon, like his tat her and greatbrave warrior, ami
grandfather, proved himself
displayed consummate gem ralship against the Arabs,
tin- Bulgarians.
the Slav.-, an
The splendid prowess of Byzantium is still brilThis was
liantly apparent, in spite of these losses.
due. in the first place, to its excellent military equijiment. The period of the Arab peril, a peril which at
a later date in the West, during the time of Charles
Martel. -.a the introduction of cavalry wearing defensive armour in place of the Roman and Germanic
cessful

attempt

to

I
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marked a like innovation in the East, at
The Byzantine cuirassiers, or
earlier period.
eataphracti, probably originated at this time. Moreover, the State was now thoroughly organized on
The system of themata, after the
military lines.
model of the exarchate of Ravenna and Africa,
found acceptance in Asia Minor, and gradually
spread through the whole empire. The thrnia of the
'ihyrrhaiits, in southern Asia Minor, belonged to
the districts which during the Roman Republic had
produced the most notorious pirates. In the Saracen
wars the fleet played a very important part; the
Byzantine victory, therefore, showed that the Byzantine fleet was not only equal to that of the Arabs
in point of men and solidity of construction, but
had an important technical advantage. During
the great leaguer of Constantinople, from April to
September, 673, Callinicus, a Syrian, is said to have
taught the Greeks the vise of gunpowder, or "Greek
infantry,

an

(

fire".

It remains to discuss the ecclesiastical disputes
At fust everything seemed
of the seventh century.
to point towards a compromise.
The Persian invasions, which had swept over the Christian peoples
the
Orient
since
probably
strengthened a
of
606,
feeling of kinship among Christian nations.
Even
during his Armenian campaign, Heraclius began to
prepare the way for the union with the Oriental
He was supported in his efforts by SerChurches.
gius, Patriarch of Constantinople, and Pope HonoAs a basis of dogmatic unity, Heraclius prorius I.
claimed as a formula of faith the "union of the two
Natures of the God-Man through the Divine-human
Everything seemed propitious, the only
energy".
opponent of the movement being Sophronius. Patriarch of Jerusalem, who was afterwards forced to
surrender the city to the Arabs.
His antagonism
lent the opposition movement stability and permanence. Heraclius, in his effort to conciliate the

Monophysites, in his "Ecthesis" of 638 emphasized
more emphatically the union of the two natures
by one will (Monothelitism). Immediately the West

still

— and particularly Africa, the scene of

Maxinius's

(648) forbade all contention over the number of wills
energies, and that he caused Pope Martin I. as
as St. Maximus, to be apprehended and banished to Cherson.
The West was temporarily defeated, though destined finally to conquer.
After
Syria, Egypt, and Africa had been lost to the
Arabs, there was no further object in trying to esAt the Sixth (Ecumenical
tablish Monothelitism.
Council (680-81) orthodoxy was re-established by the
Emperor Constantine IV. That this move was in
harmony with the desire of the Creek people, was
evident during the reign of Philippicus, the Armenian.
His attempt to restore Monothelitism in the Rome
of the East resulted in his dethronement.
Once
more the Creeks had cut themselves loose from the
Armenians; whether to the advantage ol the empire
is a question which receives various answers.

and

well

(3)

Iconoclasm; 717-867.

Leo

III. the

Syrian (Isaurian)

Constantine V, Copronymus

•<

I

St.

—

set up the standard of opposition.
It was
no avail that Emperor Constans II in his "Typus"

labours
of

Leo
Maria

(

Irene

1

ionstantine VI

Nicephorus
Stauracius

Theodota

I

Michael

I,

Rhangabe
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Michael II Balbus, the Phrygian (from Amorium)

Theodora

Theophilus

Bardas

Michael III, the Drunkard.

During this period two dynasties occupied the
Both
throne, each lasting for several generations.
were of Eastern origin, the one from Northern Syria,
also
was
V
(813-20)
Leo
the other from Phrygia.
On the other hand, Nicephoof Oriental extraction.
RhanMichael
I,
son-in-law
rus I (802-11) and his
gabe (Sll 13), were Greeks. In other words, the
government of the empire became orientalized.
This racial antagonism must be borne in mind in
order to grasp the bitterness of the religious contentions of the period. The same period shows a second
dynastic anomaly: for the first and last time there
is an empress on the throne not as regent, but with
This is Irene, perhaps the
the full title Basileus.
most disagreeable character of all the great Byzantine women. Like Athenais, she was an Athenian, but
in the charm of the Muses she was totally lacking.
Two passions possessed her soul: ambition and religious fanaticism; but her piety was of a strange kind.
She persisted in her devotion to her party with the
unswerving conviction that her opinion was right,
and she did not hesitate to commit the most atrocious crimes of which a woman could be guilty in
Not
order to ruin her son morally and physically.
without reason has Irene been compared to Catherine de' Medici. On the death of her husband, Leo IV
(775-80), in her desire for power she strove to keep
her son as a minor as long as possible, and finally to
Of her own authority she
set him aside altogether.
cancelled the betrothal of Constantine VI (7S0-97)
to Rotrud. the daughter of Charlemagne, and forced
him to marry Maria, an Armenian, a woman wholly
distasteful to him.
When the seventeen-year-old
emperor showed a disposition to escape her power,
she had him scourged with rods. She finally lent her
sanction to his marriage with a woman of the court,
Theodota, a union regarded by the Church as bigamous. In this way she thought to make his accesThe worst, however, was
sion to power impossible.
still to come; Irene took advantage of an uprising
Constantine
son
permanently.
to rid herself of her
V blinded at the command of his mother, ended his
life in an obscure apartment of the imperial palace,
where Theodota bore him a son. His mother now
ruled alone (797-802) until the elevation of the grand
treasurer, Nicephorus, put an end to her power, and
she spent her remaining years on the island of Lesbos
in sickness and poverty.
Irene is honoured as a saint in the Greek Church,
because it the Seventh General Synod of Nica?a (787),
she obtained important concessions in the matter
of the veneration of images.
Though the adoration
of images, as well as other abusive practices of veneration, which had already been condemned as
idolatrous, were again wholly forbidden, prostrate
veneration, incense, and candles were permitted.
Theodora achieved a similar prominence. After the
fall of Irene, the Iconoclasts again sained the upper
hand, and the brief reign of Michael I, who supplanted
his brother-iii
Stauracius (811 I, "as powerless to
1

.

1

,\

change this. The Emperor Theophilus (829 12) in
the vigourof his religious persecution approached the
energetic Constantine V (Vti 75), Known to the opposite party, and later to historians, by the insulting
epithet of Copronymus.
When Theodora became regent, through the early death of her husband, she
introduced milder measures.

A compromise
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Leo V, the Armenian

>

\t the -ynod ol s|:i perfected between the partii
mission was given for the veneration of images, and at

the same time the anathema was removed from the
name of the Emperor Theophilus. In order to remove it, Theodora, it is said, was guilty of a pious
fraud and the false declaration that the emperor,
before his death, had been converted to the veneration of images.
Of more importance, however, is
the fact that the members of the ecclesiastical party,
by removing the anathema against the emperor,
yielded to state authority, and while victorious in the
dogmatic controversy acknowledged that they were
vanquished in the ecclesiastico-political.
The questions of this time seem to have concerned
matters of far-reaching importance, problems which,
despite their strange dress, appear fundamentally
quite modern and familiar. The dogmatical side of
these contests was not connected with the old controversy about the two natures of Christ, but with
the heretical views of different Oriental sects, inThe
fluenced by Judaism and Mohammedanism.
eastern frontier of the empire in Asia Minor was the
home of these multifarious sects, which guaranteed
the separate existence of the tribes which belonged
to them and regarded themselves as the "faithful"
Leo III, the Syin opposition to the state Church.
rian (717-41), who saved Byzantium from the Arabian peril, repulsed the last serious attack of the
Arabs on the capital (September, 717, to August,
718), by his reforms made the empire superior to
its foes, and brought the views of these sectaries into
the policy of the Byzantine empire. In the celebrated
edict of 726 he condemned the veneration of images,
a decree which he considered part of his reforming
Probably he hoped by this means to bring
activity.
the people of the empire closer to Islam, to lessen
the differences between the two religions. This may
be regarded as another attempt to orientalize the
empire, such as the dynasty of Heraclius and others
The Greek nation
before had previously made.
answered by promptly repudiating the attempt, all
the more emphatically because here again dogmatic
and national antagonisms were connected with the
struggle between Church and State.
It is unjust to attribute unworthy motives to the
party who called themselves image-worshippers and
rallied around such men as Plato, abbot of the monastery of Saceudion, and his nephew Theodore,
afterwards Abbot of Studium. The fact is that the

whole movement was based on a deeply religious
spirit which led to detachment from the world and
indeed to complete insensibility towards all earthly
The ideal of thi
ties, even the most legitimate.
-

men is not the Christian ideal of to-day; their rigorous
stand might not always meet with our approval.
But it was a party that exerted a powerful influence
on the people, which could only be intensified by
persecution. In this movement it seems possible to
discern the forerunner of the great reform movement
of the West during the tenth and eleventh centuries,
a movement which tended to intensify rel
life and which stood for the liberation of the Church
from the control of the State.
The Iconoclasts, on the other hand, represented a
principle which we know to have been forced into
the Greek-Byzantine world as something foreign.
It encountered sentiments and views, however, with
which it could combine, In spite of the Christianization of Byzantium, then' remained there a residue
of ancient pagan Roman ideas.
The Byzantines of
this school often appear s, modern to us precisely
because they were permeated with rationalistic, antiecclesiastical sentiments. Such men were found most
>
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and

[Uyria,
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placed them under the Patriarch of Constantinople.
Constantine Copronymus had similar support.
Upheld by prelates in favour of a national Church, he
.nice more, through the council of 754, prohibited
tin' veneration of images.
We know of the numerous
martyrdoms caused by the execution of the decree,
and how the Empress Irene, herself a friend of the
'image-worshippers", finally yielded.
There soon
followed tin' reaction of tic Iconoclasts under Leo V,
the Armenian, and the Phrygian dynasty, and at last
tin- legal restoration of image-worship by Theodora.
We have already seen thai this victory of the orthodox party, viewed from an ecclesiastico-political
standpoint, was riot complete.
The reason of this
partial defeat lay not in the existence of a party
among the higher clergy favouring a national Church,
l>ut in the fart that the orthodox party gradually
lost their hold on the people.
We know how the
antagonism ol the Greeks to the Latins had gradually
grown more intense. It was regarded as unpatriotic
when Theodore of Studium and Ins friends so openly
declared for Rome.
The strength of this NationalChurch movement came into most perfect evidence
with tlie advent of the great Photius.
His rise and
the fall of the Patriarch Ignatius «cre connected
with a shabby court intrigue, the Patriarch Ignatius
having ventured to oppose the all-powerful Bardas
during the reign of Michael 111 (842 67).
Ai in
the proceedings oi Photius differed in no n
from those of a common office-seeker. Hut by opthe claims of Old Rome to Bulgarian obedience
lie suddenly gained immense popularity, and
thus
paved the way lor the ultimate separation of the
t

hi

It

I

.aim

'hurdles.

(
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explains why the Iconoclastic emperors always found
supporters in the higher ranks of the clergy.
Thus
was that Leo III conducted his attack against
it
the protesting popes through the Patriarch AnasWhen Pope Gregory II refused in recognize
tasius.
the edict of 726, the emperor withdrew from his

was Boris (852-88), the Bulgarian Tsar, who
Willi the help of
up the entire question.

stirred

Si. (lenient, a disciple of Methodius, the Apostle of
the Slavs, lie had introduced Christianity among his
people; cm the occasion of his own baptism, the
Emperoi Michael III was sponsor. Soon afterwards
Boris tried to withdraw from the influence of East
Louie, and enter into closer relations with >ld Koine.
At the same tune the Holy See renewed its claims to
the Illyrian obedience.
Photius's answer was the
fyict/jcXios 1-wutto\ti (circular letter) of 867, by which
he soii-hl to establish the separation from (lid Koine
Loth in ritual and in dogma. In spite of the many
vacillations of Byzantine politics between the partisans of Ignatius ami those of Photius during the
next decades, this was the first decisive step towards
the schism of 105
During this whole period the Bulgarians had
f'ven great trouble to the Byzantine Empire. The
mperor Nicephorus
fell in battle against them,
and his successors warded them off only with the
difficulty.
Equally violent, were the wars
the Saracens and the Slavs.
There was
no second investment of the capital by the Syrian
Arahs. it is true, though on the other hand, in
sen. the city was hard pressed by the Varangian
Kos, I. ut all the more danger was to !* apprehended
from the Arahs who had been expelled from Spain
(

I

and hellenization of the Slavs was now begun, and
we
soon produced rich fruits.
It is difficult, as
have already said, to determine how great an admixture of Slavic blood flows in the veins of the
is certain
Greeks of to-day; on the other hand,
that the Slavs have left many traces of their laws
and c u s o ms.
it.

f

The agrarian
dating,
i

em

i

law,
possibly,
he time of

the Emperoi Leo
shows the
III,
strength of the
influence
Slavic
the developof the Byzantine agrarian
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ment

system.
Ii
remains to
touch on the relations
between
t h e
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Empire and the
West during

this

In the West, the Frankish nation had gradutaken the lead of all other Germanic peoples. As
of Byzantium with these nations were always somewhat unstable. One thing only
unchanged:
the Byzantine rulers, as
remained
had
legitimate successors of the Roman emperors, had
always maintained their claim to sovereignty over
For the most part this had
the Germanic peoples.
Keen unconditionally admitted, as is evident from
At the time of the Empress Irene,
the coinage.
however, a great change set in. The restoration of
the Roman Empire of the Wist by Charlemagne
(800) was the signal for a complete break with all
The West stood now on the
previous traditions.
same footing as the East. As we know, this important
step had been taken in full accord with the papacy.
Historically, it is thus a part of the controversies
which began with the withdrawal of Illyrian obedience, and culminated in the ^-yKwcXtos liriaroX-q of

period.
ally

we know, the relations

Photius.
The idea of a national imperial Church
seemed to prevail in both East and West; to be sure
this was only seemingly so, for the popes did not give
up their universal supremacy but soon began again
to utilize politically their advantageous location
midway between East and West.
,
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Period oj Political Balance; S67-1057.
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II

II,
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In 826 they conami had settled in Egypt in 815.
quered Crete, and about the seme time the \i al'of Northern
Africa began to settle in Sicily, a
migratory movement which finally resulted in the
complete loss of the island to the Byzantines.
As once they had conic from Syria and Asia Minor.
so now many Greek families migrated to Lower
The iiristianization
Italy and the Peloponnesus.
(

Basil II

Constantine VIII Theodora John Zimisces
|

(1)

Romanus

III

Argyrus
Maria

(2;

Michael

V

Michael IV
(3)

Constantine IX,

.

Monomachu
period of the highest development of Byzantine power was not dynastically the most fortunate
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Seldom has there been such an accumulation of moral
filth as in the family of Basil the Macedonian (86786). The founder of the house, a handsome hostler
of Armenian extraction, from the vicinity of Adrianople, attracted the notice of a high official by his
powerful build and his athletic strength and later
gained the favour of the dissolute emperor Michael
Basil was
III, the last of the Phrygian emperors.
His relations with the
also a favourite with women.
elderly Danielis of Patras, whom he had met whilst
in the retinue of his master, were most scandalous.
The gifts of this extremely wealthy woman laid the

The depth of his
foundations of Basil's fortune.
baseness, however, is best seen in his marriage to the
Michael III
emperor's mistress, Eudocia Ingerina.
stipulated that Eudocia should remain his mistress,
to that it is impossible to say who was the father of
Leo VI, the Wise (886-912). His physical frailty
and taste for learned pursuits during his reign the

—

der his brother, Constantine VIII (1026-28), that the
reaction set in. In opposition to the great imperial
generals who had brought the empire to an unhopedfor pinnacle of power, a civilian party had grown up
which had for its aim the curtailment of military
power. This party was successful during the reigns
of Constantine and his successors.
Constantine VlII
left two daughters, Zoe and Theodora.
Zoe (102S-50)
was forty-eight years of age at the death of her
father, but even after that married three times,
and by her amours and her jealousy brought many
trials upon her younger sister.
Zoe's three husbands,
Romanus III, Argyrus (1028-34), Michael IV (103441), and Constantine IX, Monomachus (1042-54),
all came from the higher bureaucratic circles.
Thus
the civil party had gained its end.
This explains
why neither Zoe nor the nephew of her second husband, whom she had adopted, and who proved so
ungrateful, Michael V (1041-42
termed the Caulker
because his father was a naval engineer) could uphold
the glory attained by the State during the times of
the great military emperors. Even generals as great
as Georgius Maniaces and Harold Hardrada
the
latter, chief of the North-German (Varangian) body-

—

—

guard which was coming more and more into prominence^
were powerless to stem the tide of the decline.
The general discontent was most manifest
when Theodora, on the death of her sister and
her last surviving brother-in-law, assumed the reins
of power, and not unsuccessfully (1054-56).
On
her death-bed she transferred the purple to the aged

—

of the Basilica was prepared in sixty books
as also the mutual aversion between Basil and Leo
are no evidence for the paternity of the Macedonian.
If this view be correct, Basil's line was soon extinct,
as his real son, Alexander, reigned only one year

Code

(912-13).

Constantine VII, Porphyrogenitus (913-

59), the long wished-for heir, by the fourth marriage
of Leo the Wise, inherited the learned tastes of his
father, but was not completely deficient in energy.
It is true he left the government at first to his fatherin-law, Romanus I, Lacapenus (919-44), and later
to his wife Helena; still, when Romanus had become

too overbearing, Constantine VII showed himself
possessed of enough initiative to enlist the aid of
Stephen and Constantine, sons of Romanus, in overthrowing the power of their father, and, later, to
set aside his brothers-in-law (945).
In Romanus II
(959-63) the dissolute nature of his great-grandfather
Michael III reappeared.
His reign, fortunately,
lasted only a few years, and then Theophano, his
widow, the daughter of an innkeeper, took into her
hands the reins of government, for her minor sons.
Circumstances compelled her marriage with Nicephorus II, Phocas (963-69), an old and fanatically
religious warrior.
He is the first of that series of
great military leaders who occupied the Byzantine
throne, and who soon raised the empire to undreamedof heights of power. As in the dynasty of Heraclius,
three <>t these reigned in succession: Nicephorus II,
John Zimisces, ami Basil II. John I, Zimisces (96976), was the nephew of Nicephorus, but very unlike
him. The younger man was as joyous and life-loving
in disposition as the older was grim and unlovable.
Theophano, therefore, did not hesitate to introduce
into the palace the murderer of her morose husband.
Hut like Sophia, niece of the great Theodora, she saw
her hopes dashed to the ground. The new emperor
ied her in a convent and, to legitimize his power,
Married Theodora, sister of Basil and Const ant inc. he
two young emperors. Like his uncle, John Zimisces
was only coregent, but he showed great force in his administration of affairs. At his death the elder of the
young emperors was competent to take charge of the
SI iti
Luckily, Basil II (976 1025) proved as capable
a military leader ae his two predecessors.
It. was uni

t

senator Michael VI, Stratioticus (1056-57). This
was the signal for the military power to protest.
holders of great landed estates in Asia Minor
gave the power instead to one of their own faction.
Isaac I, Comnenus, inaugurates a new era.
During the period of its greatest power, i. e. under
the military emperors, the Byzantine State was able
to expand equally in all directions. It had its share
of reverses, it is true.
The most important was the
final loss of Sicily to the Saracens; in 87S Syracuse
fell, and in 902 Tauromenium (Taormina), the last
Byzantine stronghold on the island, was taken by
the Arabs. Two years later Thessalonica was subjected to an appalling pillage. As compensation for
the loss of Sicily, however, the Byzantines had
Lower Italy, where, since the conquest of Bari (875),
the Lombard thema had been established. This led
to the renewal of relations with the Western powers, especially with the recently founded Saxon line.
The Byzantines were still able to hold their own with
Conthese, as formerly with the Carlovingians.
spicuous was the success of the campaigns against
the Arabs in the East: the fall of the Caliphate of
Bagdad rendered it possible to push forward the frontier towards Syria; Melitene (928), Nisibis (942 13),
Tarsus and Cyprus (965), and Antioch (968-69)
were captured in turn. About the same time (961)
Crete was wrested back from the Arabs. These were
the battlefields on which the great generals of the
empire, chiefly Armenian, Paphlagonian, and Cappadocian by race, won distinction. Under Romanus
was the great Armenian Kurkuas. and later the
it
Cappadocian Nicephorus Phocas who achieved these
Nicephorus. as husband of Theophano,
victories.
ascended the throne, and as emperor he achieved
His
his victorious campaign against the Arabs.
assassination brought to the throne his nephew
John Zimisces, an Armenian, and fortunately a war-

The
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rior as great as his uncle.

John made preparations for the subjugation of the
will be recalled how Tsar Boris inBulgarians.
troduced Christianity into Bulgaria and, even at
that period, thought, by ingratiating himself with
Rome to escape from Byzantine influence. Tsar
Synieon (893 927) devised another way of attaining
1

independence,

1

He

raised his archbishop to the rank
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of patriarch, thereby proclaiming the ecclesiastical
autonomy of Bulgaria. His ultimate aim became
evident when he assumed the title of Tsar of the
Bulgarians and Autocrat of the Romans.
This
dream, however, was not to be realized. Though
Symeon had extended the boundaries of his dominions as far as the Adriatic Sea, though he held Adrianople for a time, and in 917 inflicted a crushing defeat
on the Greeks, still, under his successor Peter (92769), Macedonia and Illyria shook off the Bulgarian
and established a West Bulgarian State under
the usurper Shishman and his successors.
Even
under these trying circumstances the policy of Byzantium was skilful: it recognized the Bulgarian
patriarchate
thus widening the breach with Koine
but on the other hand lost no time in inciting the
neighbouring peoples, the Magyars, Petchenegs,
Cumani, and Croatian*, against the Bulgarians.
The Russians, also, who in 941 threatened Constantinople for the second and last time, were stirred up
against the Bulgarians.
Hut soon it was recognized
that the devil had been expelled with the help of
Beelzebub.
The grand Duke Svjatoslav of Kiev
settled south of the Danube, and in 969 seized the
old Bulgarian capital of Preslav for his residence.
The Emperor John Zimisces now interfered. In 971
he captured Preslav and Silistria, but did not reestablish the Bulgarian State.
Tsar Boris II was
taken lo Constantinople and received as compensation the title of
agister; the Bulgarian patriarchate
was suppressed. There now remained only the West
Bulgarian State under Shishman.

—

—
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government passed from the hands of the military
party into those of high civilian officials, and soon
defeat followed on defeat. Under heroes like Georgius
Maniaces, and Harold Hardrada, it is true, headway
was made against the most, various foes. But after
1021 Armenia, which had reached a high state of
prosperity under the rule of the Bagratides, and had
been annexed to Byzantine territory by Basil II
and Constantine IX, gradually passed under the sway
of the Seljuk Turks, and after 1041 Lower Italy was
conquered by the Normans. This is the first appearance of the two foes who were slowly but surely to
bring about the destruction of the empire, and the
worst feature of their case was that the Greeks themselves prepared the

way

for their future destroyers.

As formerly Blessed Theodora and her

successors had

persecuted the heterodox Paulicians, who were the
brave protectors of the frontier of Asia Minor, and
whom John Zimisces later established near Philippopolis, so now the Greek clergy were treating the
Bulgarians and Armenians most harshly. The Western Church also at times wounded national feelings
and sometimes provoked the hostility of individual
It would be difficult,
nations by financial exactions.
however, to point out in the history of Rome such
complete disregard of the obligations of the universal
Church as was shown by the Patriarchs of Constantinople.
It is not a matter for surprise, then, that
the oppressed nations became more and more alienated from Byzantium anil finally welcomed hostile
invasions as a sort of relief, though of course ultimately they found out their error. This turned out
to be the case not only in Bulgaria, but also in North
Syria, Armenia, and the eastern part of Asia Minor
which contained a large Armenian population.
There was another circumstance that caused the
Seljuk Turks to appear as liberators. In the course of
the preceding centuries, a body of provincial nobility
had been in process of formation in all parts of
the empire. In Asia Minor for conditions were not
the same in all parts of the empire this nobility
acquired its predominance from its large landed
possessions. And this, indeed, is reason for believing
that no monetary system of economics existed in
the older Byzantine Empire, and that the power of
capitalism did not originate on its soil. Rich families
invested their wealth in landed possessions, and the
poorer population had to make way for them. This
decline oi the peasantry was a grave menace to the
empire, the military strength of which declined with
the decline of popular independence. Moreover, this
monopolization Of the land tended to undermine

—

—

a military institution -thai of feudal tenures.
It is
known when this institution originated; possibly

not

was an inheritance from the Roman Empire, developed afresh, during the struggles with the Arabs,
in the form of cavalry fiefs on the frontiers of Asia
Minor and Syria, and as naval liefs in the Cibyrrhseol
tin urn.
But in any case, the danger to this institution was recognized at court, and attempts were made
to meet it.
Romanus I, Lacapenus, descended from
an Armenian family "I archons, seems to have been
it

Basil

II is

Ajuioub, from MS. Psalter, End of

X

Century

The work begun by John Zimisces was completed
by Basil II, "Slayer of Bulgarians". In three great.
campaigns the Bulgarians were subjugated with
The work, however, was accommonstrous cruelty.
plished.
When, m 101 I, the emperor celebrated his
victory with imposing ceremonies in the church of
Id
Parthenon), the Greek
Panagia at Athens (tl
Km [>ire st
on a height it was never again to reach,
Basil II was succeeded by his brother Constantine
VIII, who never distinguished himself, and by the
daughters of the latter, Zoe and Theodora.
The
1

tin' first
lo devise legislation against the further
extension of the landed interests.
Other measures
date from Constantine VII, Korphyrogenitus, P.omanus II, and NicephorUS II, Phocas. Xieephorus
II. also, was descended from a Cappadocian family
of great landed proprietors, but this did not prevent
him from vigorously continuing the policy of Romanus I. His stern piety— for the old warrior, after
the death of his wife and his only son always wore a
hair shut, never ate meat, and slept on the bare
floor
did not prevent his opposing the further extension of ecclesiastical property.
I'or ecclesiastical,
particularly monastic, holdings had gradually l>egun
to ab 'iih the estates "I smaller land-holders.
These
in'
ires against the Church were one' of the causes

—

i
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Nieephorus and of the elevation of

young John Zimisces

light-hearted

to the throne.

even under John Zimisces and Basil II, the
struggle of the great landed interests continued.
It was only the reaction after the death of Basil that
It
gave the aristocratic party the final victory.
gained strength under the regime of the civilian
emperors. Ultimately this party was strong enough
Still,

BYZANTINE

which was to give the empire three more brilliant
rulers, Alexius I, John II, and Manuel I.
The splendour of the Comneni was the splendour of
the setting sun. It was a period of restoration. Men
hoped again to raise literature to the standard of
the classic authors and to revive the ancient language,
and thus they hoped to restore the glory of the Roman
Empire. Only too often it was merely a jugglery

to decide the succession to the imperial crown.
1057-1203.
(5) Period of Centrifugal tendencies;
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The powerful body of landed proprietors were of advantage to the empire in one particular. Since the
decline of the old military organization they upheld
This was all
the military prestige of the empire.
the more significant because, unfortunately, since the
revival of learning an antagonism had arisen between
the civil officials, who had studied in the schools of
the rhetoricians, and the officers of the imperial
have already noted that during the last
army.
years of the so-called Macedonian dynasty, under the
empresses Zoe and Theodora, the influence of the
For that very
civil-service party was all-powerful.
reason a council of the landed proprietors of Asia
Minor raised Isaac Comnenus (1057-59), much against
his will, to the throne. Isaac regarded the crown as a
Weary of strife with the senatorial arisburden.
tocracy, he soon gave up the sceptre and retired to
He considered himself
the monastery of Studium.
defeated and accordingly designated as his successor
not his capable brother John, and his sons, but an
official high in the civil service, Constantine X,
Ducas (1059-67), a man who during Isaac's brief
reign had greatly assisted the emperor, who was
wholly unversed in affairs of administration. This
meant a fresh victory fur the civil bureaucracy,
who signalized their accession to power by setting
aside army interests, and even the most pressing
requirements for the defence of the empire. This
naturally led to a severe retribution, ami as a eonsequence popular sympathy reverted to the military
V.1
the death of Constantine, the widowed
party.
Impress Eudocia took a step decisive for the fate of
the empire by recognizing the need and choosing as
her husband Romanus IV, Diogenes (1067 71), an
able officer and one ol he heroic figures of Byzantine
history.
Romanus was pursued by misfortune, and
after four years the government again fell into the
hands of the civil party. Michael VII, Parapinaces
111)71 78), the pupil of Psellus, was raised to the
throne.
Soon the crisis became so serious thai another military emperor was placed on the throne,
Nieephorus [II, Botaniatee (1078 81). The old man,
however, was unable to bring order out of the universal chaos. The Comneni Were recalled. Alexius I,
Comnenus (1081 1118), who had been excluded from
the .succession by Ins uncle, took the reins of governin. hi
and founded the last of the great dynasties,

We

I

t

with high sounding words. Never were the titles of
state officials more imposing than during the period
of the Comenni; and never, on the other hand, was
the empire in a more precarious position, despite all
The old Byzantine army
its outward splendour.
was demoralized; foreign mercenaries had replaced
the native troops. Saddest of all was the decay of
the fleet. Things had come to such a pass that no
shame was felt at lining dependent on the allied
Still, not a little was achieved.
Italian seaports.
Clever diplomacy replaced actual power, and succeeded in preserving for some time the semblance of
Byzantine supremacy. Moreover, the Greeks seem
to have learned the art of husbanding their resources
better than they had, and this was due largely to the
co-operation of the Western nations. We know for a
certainty that during the time of the Comneni groundrents were levied in coin. This income was increased
by the heavy receipts from custom duties. In a word,
the economic administration of both public and private business was admirable during this period. It
was most unfortunate that this splendour should be

darkened by the deep shadows of official corruption,
the depreciation of currency, and a total disregard of
the Byzantine national, or rather civic, conscience.
Abroad, the Byzantine State was menaced, as of
old, on three sides: on the East by the Seljuk Turks,
who had supplanted the Arabs; on the West by the
Normans, who had succeeded the Arabs in that quarter; on the North by the Slavs. Bulgarians, and FinnicI'grian peoples (Magyars, Petchenegs, and Cumani).
All three perils were bravely met. though at the cost
of heavy losses. In 1004 the Seljuk Turk Alp-Arslan
destroyed Ani, the centre of Armenian civilization,
whereupon many Armenians emigrated to Little
Armenia in the Cilician Taurus. In 11)71 the brave
a prisoner by the Seljuks
Having been released by the
Mantzikert.
chivalrous Alp-Arslan, he was put to death in the
most barbarous manner in his own country, during
the frightful revolution which placed Michael VII
on the throne. In the same year 1,1071) Bari was lost
to the Normans, and in 1085 Ahtioch was captured
by the Turks. This period also marked the beginning
Beof the Norman raids on the Balkan Peninsula.
tween 1081 and 1085 Mbania and Thcssaly were
his
son
Robert
and
BoheGuiscard
threatened by
mund who were twice defeated in naval encounters
by the Byzantines in league with the Venetians, On
land, however, they proved their superiority in se\ eral
places, until the death of the elder ('.Discard put an
end to their projects and gave the Byzantine State
half-a-century of peace in that direction. After that
In 1147
period, however, the raids were renewed.
Thebes and Corinth were taken by King Roger, on
which occasion many silk-weavers were deported to

Romanus IV was made
near

.
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reduced to ashes. To the
north, the outlook was no brighter. The Byzantine
State was successful, it is true, in keeping the Serbs
in nominal subjection, and in entering into diplomatic
and family relations with the royal family of Hungary, but the Bulgarians finally broke loose from
Byzantine control. In HS(i they established their
new kingdom at Tirnovo, with an autocephalous
archbishopric. Soon after this they began once more
to push farther to the west and thus laid the foundation of their present ethnographic homes in Thrace

and Macedonia.
These heavy reverses, however, were counterbalanced by successes; at the same time it was of
great moment that this period marked the beginning
of that great movement of the West towards the East,
the Crusades. The Byzantine Empire derived great
advantage from this', and in some respects fully
realized the fact.
Even the First Crusade brought
about two important results: the victory of the cm
saders at Dorykcum
1 097)
brought "the western
part of Asia Minor directly under Byzantine control,
and Antioch indirectly, through the oath of fealty
exacted of Bohemund (1108); the Second Crusade,
during which the Emperor Manuel allied himself
with the Emperor Conrad III (1149). neutralized
the power of the Italian Normans,
Manuel now
conceived far-reaching plans.
He avenged King
Roger's incursion into central Greece (1147) by the
recapture of Corfu (1149i and the occupation of
Aneona (1151), in this way becoming a factor in
Italo-German complications. He actually dreamed,
as Justinian and Constans II had, of re-establishing
the Roman Empire of the West. These ambitious
demands found no favour with the popes, with whom,
since the quarrel about the Norman possessions in
South Italy, under the Patriarch Michael Cerularius
Thus the
(10.54), a final rupture had taken place.
urn lei taking resulted in failure.
Great offence had
the
given
been
to
emperor Frederick Barbarossa,
which became manifest when he allied himself with
the Seljuk Turks and the Sultan of Egypt.
Byzantium also reaped great advantage from the
lishment of the principalities of the crusaders in
The invasion of the East by the rm
Syria.
inch grew constantly more
also brought n
menacing. Even before this the constant and manifold intercourse be!
ipire and tin- Italian
maritime states, a- well as the settlement of the Amalfians, Pisans. Genoese, anil Venetians in Byzantine
It is true
cities, had involved many inconveniences.
that the victory over the Normans in the campaign
of 1081-85 was gained with the aid of the Veni
1126 war was in progress with Venice. The
commercial republics of Italy grew constantly more
arrogant, demanding trading privileges as payment
for aid rendered bj them, and ret iliating tor any
slights by hostile invasions.
It was only the rivalries
Ol the Italian Cities that enabled the Byzantn
maintain their supremacy in their own country.
As a matter of fact, the Italians had Ions; regarded
and SO it was inthe empire merely
ili it
bli
the hatred of the Greek nation should
be slowly gathering strength.
Even the spirit of
dministration had long since become Western 1

Andronicus was placed on the throne
(1183), and in 1184 the young Emperor Alexin- was
assassinated.
The Latins, however, took a terrible
vengeance.
In 11S5 Dyrrachium and soon afterwards Thessalonica were captured amid frightful
cruelties.
These disasters reacted on the capital.
The Byzantines were no longer able to uphold their
independence, and a counter-revolution was inaugurated.
The aged Andronicus was beheaded, and
the first of the Angeli, Isaac II (11S5-95. and again
1203-04), ascended the throne. We know how the
Isaac and his elder brother
difficulties between
Alexius III (1195-1203) resulted in an appeal by
the dethroned emperor to his brother-in-law. Philip
of Swabia, and how, owing to various circumstances,
the Fourth Crusade was turned against Constantinople.
The Fourth Crusade ended this period of
Byzantine history; the empire was in ruins, out of
which, however, deft hands contrived to build up a
new Byzantine State, and a feeble reproduction of
the former magnificence.
I iSS.
(6) The D,
of the Latins;

,

Theodore

I.

Constantino

Frederick II of Hohenstaufen

Lascaris

Irene

John

Theodore

III,

II,

Ducas Vatatzes Anna

Lascaris

John IV. Lascaris
Michael VIII, Palxologus

Andronicus II
I

Michael
I

John

'\

I,

Cantacuzene Andronicus

III

Anne

of

Savoy

John V

Andronicus IV Manuel
I

II

I

John VII

John VIII

.

in

Emperor Manuel lived like a Western knight
twice married European princesses -when it

the pent-up hatred must
The crisis cam" after the death of
break forth.
cond wife.
during thi
At
Maria of Antioch. and with frightful results.
tin head of the movement was a man wholly devoid

became

'

.

m

of principle, but of great personal charm and
ism.
This was Vadronicus the Liberator [Hi
at that time about sixty-seven years of age.

movement began

I

Constantine XI

had been no regular order of
made the Byzantine throne the focus of
dissensions.
It is undeniable, however,
this often redounded to the advantage of the

The

fact that there

succession

numerous
that

inasmuch

as military

frequently brought

tin'

and palace revolutions
to the head

most capable men

The sentiment in
of affairs at a decisive' moment.
favour of dynastic succession, however, had been
gaining ground under the so-called Macedonian
dynasty. The views of Constantine Porphyrogenitus
furnish clear evidence of thi-: a prool even stronger
is the touching devotion exhibited by the people
towards Zoe and Theodora, t'ne last representatives
Still the last period of Byzantine
of that dynasty.
history thrice witnessed the accession of men outside
the regular line of succession.
John III, Vatatzes
his brother-in-law, Constantine,
(1222
thus becoming tic immedi
of Theodore
.in\ military revolution placed Michael VIII,
PabeologUS (1259 82), at the head of the State, in
iplace iii tiie child John IV,
59).
i

1

I

John VI, Cantacuzene (1341 55) contrived to obtain
ion of the sovereign power under similar
oi John Vatatzes and
circumstances. It m
'i
the
Palajologus that event
e
el
But the
interruption of the order of succession.
elevation of John Cantacuzene must be counted, like
I

I

The

(1182) with the appalling slaughter
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the family dissensions of the Palceologi, as among the
most unfortunate occurrences of the empire. It is a
sorry spectacle to see Andronicus II (1282-1328)
dethroned by his grandson Andronicus III (1328-41)
and immured in a monastery, and John V (134176 and 1379-91) superseded first by Cantaeuzene,
then by his own son Andronicus IV (1376-79), and
It is true
finally by his grandson John VII (1390).
that the neighbouring states, the Turkish Empire
in particular, were rent with similar dissensions.
The house of the Palseologi, moreover, produced
some capable rulers, such as Michael VIII, Manuel II
Still, the
(1391-1425), Constantine XI (1448-53).
contests for the throne, at a period when the imperial
glory was manifestly on the wane, could not but be
ruinous to the best interests of the empire, and contribute mightily to its dissolution.
At first it seemed as though such capable rulers
as Theodore I, Lascaris (1204-22), John III, Vatatzes
(1222-54), and Theodore II, Lascaris (1254-58),
must bring back prosperous times to the empire.
It was no small achievement, to be sure, that the
Greeks were able not only to make a brave stand
against the Franks, but to expel them again from
Constantinople, a task which was all the more difficult because at that time the Greek nation had undergone a dismemberment from which it never recovered.
The Empire of Trebizond, tmder the Comneni,
survived the fall of the capital on the Bosphorus
(1453) for some years. The task of reabsorbing into
the body of the empire the state, or rather the states,
of the Angeli in Thessalonica, Thessaly, and Epirus
was accomplished slowly and with difficulty. It was
impossible to drive the Franks from Byzantine soil.
Split up into various minor principalities after the
(1222) and Constantinople
of Thessalonica
fall
(1261), they settled in the central part of Greece and
in the Peloponnesus, in Crete, Euboea, Rhodes, and
the smaller islands. Moreover, during the course of
the fourteenth century, the Serbs rose to unexpected
During the reigns of Stephen
heights of power.
Urosh II, Milutin (1281-1320), and Stephen Dushan (1321-55), it seemed as though the Serbs were
about to realize the old dream of the Bulgars, of a
This
Byzantine Empire under Slavonian rule.
dream, however, was shattered by the Turkish victory on the Field of Blackbirds (1389). It was not
easy for the Greeks to maintain themselves against
so many enemies for two and a half centuries, and it
The
often appeared as though the end had come.
Frankish Emperor of Constantinople, Henry (120616), had come very mar to destroying Greek independence, and would probably have succeeded had
he not been snatched away by an early death. A
second crisis came during the minority of the Latin
Emperor Baldwin II (1228-61), when the Frankish
princes were considering the appointment of the
Bulgarian Tsar John II, Ason, as guardian of the
young emperor, and regent of the empire. The plan
failed of execution only because of the stubborn opposition of the Latin clergy, and the final choice fell on
the old King of Jerusalem, John of Brienne (1229-37).
Thus the danger was temporarily averted, and the
Emperor John Vatatzes was wise enough to gain the
favour of the Bulgarian powers by prudent deference
to their wishes, as, for instance, by recognizing the
Archbishop of Tirnovo as autocephalous patriarch.
The Latin Empire became dangerous lor the third
and lasl time when the Franks began, in the year
1236, to renew their heroic attempts in regain their
John Vatatzes, however, succeeded in
conquests.
garrying the blow by forming .in alliance with the
\ime he
Imperor Frederick II. whose daughtei
espoused. Even alter the fall of the capital (1261),
the fugitive Frankish emperor became a Bource of
danger, inasmuch as he ceiled to the Angevins his
As early as
right as Lord' Paramount of Achaia.

the year 1259 there had been serious complications
with the principality of Achaia.
At that time
Michael VIII, by the conquest of Pelagonia had succeeded in withstanding a coalition formed by William
of Villehardouin, Prince of Achaia, Michael II,
Despot of Epirus, and Manfred of Sicily. When
Charles of Anjou replaced Manfred the situation became more serious. In 1267 Charles captured Corfu,
and in 1272 Dyrrachium; soon afterwards he received at Foggia John IV, Lascaris, who had been
overthrown and blinded by Michael VIII, Paleeologus.
In this crisis Palteologus knew of no other resource
than to call upon the pope for assistance. At the
Council of Lyons, his representative, Georgius Acropolites, accepted the confession of faith containing
the "Filioque", and recognized the primacy of the
pope, thus securing the political support of the
papacy against Anjou. Only the Sicilian Vespers

gave him permanent immunity from danger from
this source (1282). After this the Byzantine Empire
was no longer menaced directly by the Norman peril
which had reappeared in the Angevins. The Byzantines were gradually entering into a new relationship
with the West. They assumed the role of coreligionists seeking protection.
But of course the reunion
of the churches was a condition of this aid, which,
as at an earlier period, was vehemently opposed by
the people. The national party had already taken
a vigorous stand against the negotiations of the
Council of Lyons, which had found an excellent advocate in the patriarch, John Beccus. This opposition
was made manifest whenever there was any question
of union with Rome from political motives, and it
explains the attitude of the different factions in the
last religious controversy of importance that convulsed the Byzantine world: the Hesychast movement. This movement had its inception at Athos,
and involved a form of Christian mysticism which
reminds us strongly of certain Oriental prototypes.
By motionless meditation, the eyes fixed firmly on
the navel (whence their name, Omphalopsychites), the
devotees pretended to attain to a contemplation of
the Divinity, and thereby absolute quietude of soul
(hesychia,

whence

movement

is

found

Hesi/chasts).
The key to this
in the needs of the time, and it

Greek world. Many Eastern
princes of this period assumed the "angel's garb",

was not confined

to the

and sought peace behind monastery

walls.

The

however, did not fail to encounter opposition.
In the ensuing controversy, Barlaam. a monk of

sect,

Calabria, constituted himself in a special manner the
adversary of Hesy chasm. It is significant that Bar-

laam's coming from Southern Italy, which was in
union with Rome, and his having been under the
influence of the Scholasticism of the West did not
commend him to the good graces of the people, but
rather contributed to the victory of his adversaries.
Thus the great mass of the people remained as
before, thoroughly averse to all attempts to bring
about the union. The Byzantine rulers, however,
in their dire need, were obliged as a last resource to
clutch at this hope of salvation, and accordingly had
When the unto face the deepest humiliations.
fortunate Emperor John Y. after hastening to tinpapal court at Avignon to obtain assistance tor Constantinople, was on his homeward journey, he was
detained at Venice by creditors who had furnished
the money for the journey. His son. Andronicus [V,
who acted as regent at Constantinople, refused to
advance the requisite amount. At last the younger
son, Manuel II, then regent of Thessalonica, collected
suilieiiiii monej i" redeem his father (1370).
Considering the wretched state of Byzantine affairs and
the unfriendly spirit of the people, it was certainly
generous that the West twice sent a considerable
Both
body of reinforcements to the Byzantines.
expeditions, unfortunately, proved unsuccessful. In

8
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[396 the Western Christians were defeated near
Nicopolia by the Sultan Bayazid, and it was only the
vigorous action of Marechal Boucicaut, who had been
sent by the French, that saved Constantinople from
conquest by the Turks. The final catastrophe was
temporarily averted by an almost fortuitous event,
the victory of Timur-Leng over the Turks near AnThis storm quickly passed over; but
gora (1402).
soon Constantinople was again on the verge of capThe Emperor John VI 11 (1425 is)
ture (1422V
once more attempted to effect a union. At Florence
(1439) it was consummated, so far. at least, as the
Florentine formula of union later served as a basis
for the union with the Orthodox ltuthenians. Rumanians,

and others.
another attempt

Close upon the union followed

After some preliminary
to succour Constantinople.
victories, however, defeat ensued near Varna. Mil.
The quarrels of various pretenders to the throne
and the lack of unity among those in power within
On
the city precipitated the final catastrophe.
29 May, 1453, the Turks captured Constantinople.
and seven years later (1460) the last remnant of the
empire, the principalities on the Peloponnesus. Constantino XI. the last emperor, by his heroic death
Even
shed lustre on the last hours of the empire.
the Western Christian may reflect with sadness on
the downfall of this Christian empire, once so mighty.
He will also trust in the 'ultimate victory of the
Cross over the Crescent.
But where is the strong
hand capable of bringing so many nations and religions into ecclesiastical and political unity, which
is the first requisite for cultural and industrial prosperity'.'
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Ernst Gerland.
Byzantine Literature.— To grasp correctly the

es-

sential characteristics of Byzantine literature, it is necessary first to analyze the elements of civilization
that find expression in it. and the sources v. hence they
sprintr.
If Byzantine literature is the expret
the intellectual life of the Greek race ot the
I

Roman Empire

during the Christian Middle A
is evident that there is question here oi an organism
not simple hut multiform; a combination of Creek
and Christian civilization on the common foundation
of the Roman political system, set in the intellectual
In
ast,
thnograpnic atmosphere <,f tin Near
Byzantine literature, therefore, four different cultural element* an to !» reckoned with: the Greek,
n
Their
Christian, the Roman, and the Oriental.
reciprocal relations may be indicated by three interI

.

-ei

ting circles

all

enclosed within a fourth and larger
the Orient. Thus in each of the

circle representing
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three smaller circles we shall have to determine the
influence of the Orient.
The oldest of these three civilizations is the (ireek.
Its centre, however, is not Athens hut Alexandria;
the circle accordingly represents not the Attic but
Alexandria itself, howthe Hellenistic civilization.
ever, in the history of civilization, is not a unit, but
rather a double quantity; it is the centre at once
of Atticizing scholarship and of Grace-Judaic racial
life.
It looks towards Athens as well as towards
Herein lies the germ of the intellectual
Jerusalem.
dualism which thoroughly permeates the Byzantine
and partly also the modern Greek civilization, the
dualism between the culture of scholars and that of
the people.
Even the literature of the Hellenistic
age suffers from this dualism; we distinguish in it
two tendencies, one rationalistic and scholarly, the
other romantic and popular. The former originated
in the schools of the Alexandrian sophists and culminated in the rhetorical romance, its chief representatives being Lucian, Achilles Tatius. lleliodorus,
and Longus, the latter had its root in the idyllic
tendency of Theocritus, and culminated in the
idyllic novel of Callimachus, Musseus, Quintus of
Smyrna, and others. Both tendencies persisted in
Byzantium, but the first, as the one officially recognized, retained predominance and was not driven
from the field until the fall of the empire. The first
tendency, strong as it was. received additional support from the reactionary linguistic movement known
as Atticism.
Represented at its height by rhetoricians like Dionysius of Halicamassus, and grammarians like Herodian and Phrynieus at Alexandria, this
tendency prevailed from the second century B. c.
onward, and with the force of an ecclesiastical dogma
controlled all subsequent Creek culture, so that the
living form of the Greek language, even then being
transformed into modern Greek, was quite obscured
and only occasionally found expression, chiefly in
private documents, though also in popular literature.

While Alexandria, as an important central and
conservative factor, was thus influential in confining,
and. during the Byzantine period, directing, the
literary and linguistic life of the later Greek world,
a second conservative factor is found in the influence
of the Roman culture-circle on the political and
Alexandria, the
judicial life of the Eastern Empire.
centre of intellectual refinement, is balanced by
Home, the centre of government. It is as a Roman
Empire that the Byzantine State enters into history;
its citizens are known as Romans CPsywubOi its capiIts laws were Roman; so
tal city as Xew Rome.
were its government, its army, and its official class,
and at first also its language and its private and pubhie.
In short, the whole organization of the
lic
State was that of the Roman imperial period, with
its hierarchy and bureaucracy entire and destined
yet to play an important part. To these two ancient
forces, Hellenistic intellectual culture and Roman
governmental organization, are now to be added as
important expressions of the new environment, the
emotional life of Christianity and the world of >rienimagination, the last enveloping all the other
tal
(

It

was

in

Alexandria

also

that

'

'.ra-co-Oriental

There the Septuagint
Christianity had its birth.
translation hail been made; it was there that that fusion

-if

Greek philosophy and Jewish

religion

took

place -'huh found in 1'hilo its most important representative; there flourished the mj tic speculative
neo Hat. .in~iii associated with the names ..t Plotinus
and Porphyry. At Alexandria the great Qreekecclesiastical writers pursued their studies with pagan
rhetoricians and philosophers; in fact several of
them were born here, e. g. Origin. Athanasius, and
Not
his opponent Arius. also Cyril and Synesius.
indeed in the city of Alexandria, but yet upon Egyp-
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grew up that ascetic concept of life which
attained such great importance as Byzantine monasticism.
After Alexandria, Syria was important as a
home of Christianity, its centre being Antioch, where
a school of Christian commentators flourished under
St. John Chrysostom, and where later arose the
In Syria, also, we
Christian universal chronicles.
find the germs of Greek ecclesiastical poetry, while
from neighbouring Palestine came St. John of Damascus, the last of the Greek Fathers.
It is evident that Greek Christianity had of necessity a pronounced Oriental character; Egypt and
Syria are the real birthplaces of the Gneeo-Oriental
church, and indeed of Grseco-Oriental (i. e. Byzantian soil,

Egypt and Syria, with
tine) civilization in general.
Asia Minor, became for the autochthonous Greek
civilization a sort of America, where hundreds of
flourishing cities sprang into existence, and where
energies confined or crippled in the impoverished
home-land found an unlimited opportunity to display themselves; not only did these cities surpass in
material wealth the mother-country, but soon also
cultivated the highest goods of the intellect (Krumbacher).
Under such circumstances it is not strange
that about nine-tenths of all the Byzantine authors
of the first eight centuries were natives of Egypt,
Syria, Palestine, and Asia Minor.
After this brief characterization of the various elements of Byzantine civilization, it is to be inquired
in what relation they stood to each other, how they
mingled, anil what was the product of their combination.
It is extremely instructive to notice how the
two fundamental elements of Byzantinism, the
Roman and the Hellenistic, are connected, both
with each other and with the culture of the East
what each one gains and what it loses, and what influence it has upon the other. The Roman supremacy in governmental life did not disappear in Byzantium. It was even amplified, through the union
of Roman Caesarism with Oriental despotism. Moreover, the subjection of the Church to the power of
the State led to that governmental ecclesiasticism
always irreconcilably opposed to the Roman Church,
which had triumphed over the secular power. On
the other hand, the intellectual superiority of the
Greek element was shown by its victory over the
Latin tongue as the official language of the Government. Its last Latin monument is the "Novella;"
As early as the seventh century the
of Justinian.
Greek language made great progress, and by the
eleventh the supremacy of Greek was secure, although
it was never able to absorb the numerous other lanMoreover, while the Greek
guages of the empire.
world might artificially preserve the classic form of
its ancient literature, the same cannot be said of the
poetical feeling and the imagination. It was precisely
in a stlii ti'- culture that the Byzantine Greek broke
completely with the ancient traditions; in literature
and in the plastic arts the spirit of the Orient was
everywhere victorious.
On the one hand, some
ancient literary types,

( >.

gr

lyric verse

and the drama,

extinct, while only in the minor departments of literature was any great degree of skill
attained; on the other hand, the ancient sense of
proportion, the feeling for beauty, and the creative
becai

[uite

DO ! in poetry were wholly lost, and wire replaced
in the grotesque ami the disproportioned on the one hand, and in ornamental trifles mi
This injury, affecting literature and its
the other.
free development, was a result of social conditions
which contrast markedly with those oi ancient Athens
anil ancient Home, while tiny lit in perfectly with
the masterful ways of the Orient. There is no trace

by a delight

<.hl--.it.il citizens, which
body of free
keeping with the Roman policy of close centraliand the consequently slight developmenl
of municipal life. Constantinople was the city, and

of a
iii

zation,

:
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no rivals were permitted. Literature was, therefore,
wholly a concern of the high official and priestly
was aristocratic or theological, not representative of the interests of the citizens.
Thus
classical standards could be imitated because only
the upper classes concerned themselves with literature.
For the same reason it lacked genuine spontaneity, having no roots in the life of the people.
The Church alone and here we come to its influence
on Byzantine civilization for some time infused fresh
life into literature.
But even this life was an Oriental growth, for Greek hymnology is of Syrian origin.
In Byzantium therefore, ecclesiastical and Oriental
classes; it

—

—

influences coincide.
The Oriental influence is especially apparent in Byzantine plastic art. Here the
ancient sources of inspiration are even more completely obscured than in the domain of literature,
and we notice the same principles: complete absence
of feeling for architectonic proportion of members,
transference of the artistic centre of gravity to the
interior, i. e. to the wall-surfaces, and there the replacing of form by colour, of the plastic effect by
the picturesque; not, however, by broadly drawn
fresco treatment, but by the more artisanlike work
in mosaic, with its predominance of ornamental
motives. Wall-decoration and minor ornament are
thus combined in a fashion analogous to the Byzantine treatment of annalistic and epigrammatic
poetry.
And while Byzantine art, like its poetry,
goes back to the Alexandrian, yet it is greatly
altered and modified by influences from Syria,
Persia, and Asia Minor, so that it approaches the
Oriental.
The next point to be discussed is the influence of
the Orient upon Church and State. Here we must
distinguish between direct and indirect forces. Chief
among the former is the office of Emperor. In so
far as the emperor unites in himself both secular
and spiritual power, there falls upon him a glamour
of Oriental theocracy; his person is regarded as
sacred; he is a representative of God, indeed the very
image of God, and all must prostrate themselves
before him; everything that serves for his use is
sacred, even the red ink with which he underlines
his signature. The Oriental character of the Byzantine Church appears in its tenacious dogmatic spirit,
the establishment of Christian doctrines by councils,
the asceticism which affected monastic life so far as to
hinder the formation of regular orders with community life, and also the mad fanaticism against the
Roman West and the Church, which in the eleventh
century finallv led to an open breach. The Oriental
character of Church and State is still more pronounced
considered in its effect upon civic life. The lack of
a vigorous citizen-body, owing to the lack of large
cities,

has already been mentioned.

The landed no-

bility, officials, and priests controlled political, social,
and religious life. Hence the aristocratic, exclusive,
and non-popular character of the language ami
literature, and the one-sided development of both,

to the twelfth century. The Church, too. kept
in subjection by the State, though failing to ennoble
the inner religious life of the citizens, sought all the
more zealously to fashion their external life upon an
The church edifice even served
ecclesiastical model.

down

model for secular building; every house had its
and the family life followed ecclesiastical forms.
the other hand, we do not find the rich and fruitful interact ion between spiritual and secular affairs
The religious dethai we do in western countries.
votion to Mary gave rise to no chivalric devotion to
woman, and from the oratories there came no religions drama. Theological and dogmatic interests outweighed the religious and ethical; the individualistic
sentiment was stronger than the social. Such, approximately, was the result of the mingling of the
diverse elements in the body of Byzantine culture.
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What then were
this

complex organism?

The most momentous effect of the establishment
of the Eastern Roman Empire on European civilization was the division of the latter into two parts:
one Romance and Germanic, the other Greek and
Slavic.

Ethnographically,

linguistically,

ecclesias-

and historically, both cultures are sharply
from each other, as is evident from a comparison of alphabets and calendars.
The former
division is the more progressive; the latter is the more
conservative, and very slow to adapt itself to tinWest. Byzantium exerted a decided and effective
tically,

distinct

influence only in the eastern half of the empire.
Russia, the Balkan countries, and Turkey are the
modern offshoots of Byzantine civilization; the first
two particularly in ecclesiastical, political, and cultural respects (through the translation and adaptation of sacred, historical, and popular literature); the
third in respect to civil government.

For the European West the Byzantine Empire and
culture are significant in a twofold way. Indirectly,
Empire affected the West in forming a strong
bulwark against the frequent advances of the Asiatic
races and protecting Europe for centuries from the
Byzantium was also the storeburdens of war.
house of the greatest literature of the ancients, the
Greek. During the Middle Ages, until the capture of
Constantinople, the West was acquainted only with
Roman literature. Greek antiquity was first unlocked for it by the treasures which fugitive Greek
humanists carried to Italy. Byzantine culture had
a direct influence especially upon Southern and Central Europe, that is to say on Italy, in church music
and church poetry, though this was only in the very
early period (until the seventh century); it had a
permanent and wider influence in ecclesiastical architecture, through the development of the so-called
Romanesque style (in the tenth and eleventh centuries), the Oriental and Byzantine origin of which
has been more clearly recognized of late. This influence was transmitted through the Prankish and
Salic emperors, primarily Charlemagne, whose relaProbably it
tions with Byzantium are well known.
was also in this way that Byzantine titles and ceremonial were introduced into Central Europe, and that
Central and Eastern European official life assumed
Finally,
its hierarchical and bureaucratical character.
though not very numerous, the effects of Byzantine
culture upon the countries of the Near East, especially
upon the Armenians, the Persians, and the Arabs,
must not be underestimated. Even if Byzantium received from these nations more than it imparted,
still the Byzantines gave a strong intellectual imits

this

pulse to
scholarly
chiefly as
In the

the Orient, particularly by enriching its
though even in this they served

literature,

intermediaries.
following account Byzantine literature

is

The first three include repclassified in live groups.
resentatives of those kinds of literature which continued the ancient traditions: historians (including
also the chroniclers), encyclopedists, and essayists,
and writers of secular poetry. The remain it
groups include the new literary species, ecclesiastical
and theological literature, and popular poetry.
I.
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the cultural effects emanating from

Historians and Annalists. -The two groups

of secular prose literature show dearly the dual character of Byzantine intellectual life in its social, refrom this point of
ligious, and linguisti
view historical and annalistic literature supplement
each other; the former is aristocratic, the latter is
of the people, both in origin and aim; the former is
secular, the latter ecclesiastical and monastic; the
former is classical, the latter popular. The works
of the historians belong to scholarly literature, those
of the annalists (or chroniclers) to the literature of
the people. The former are carefully elaborated, the

latter give only raw material; the former confine
themselves to the description of the present and the
most recent past, and thus have rather the character of contemporary records; the latter cover the
whole history of the world as known to the Middle
Ages. The former are therefore the more valuable
for political history; the latter for the history of
civilization.
The following detailed account will
bring to light still further differences.
A. Historians. Classical literary tradition set the
standard for Byzantine historians in their grasp of
the aims of history, the manner of handling their
subjects, and in style of composition.
Their works
are thoroughly concrete and objective in character,
without passion, and even without enthusiasm. Ardent patriotism ami personal convictions are rarely
evident.
They are diplomatic historians, expert in
the use of historical sources and in the polished tact
called for by their social position; they are not closetscholar-;, ignorant of the world, but men who stood
out in public life: jurists like Procopius, Agathias,
Evagrius, Michael Attaliates; statesmen like Joannes
Cinnamus, Nicetas Acominatus, Gcorgius Pachymeres, Laonicus Chalcondyles; generals and diplomats like Nicephorus Bryennius, Georgius Acropolites, Georgius Phrantzes; and even crowned heads,
like Constantine Porphyrogenitus, Anna Comnena.

—

John VI Cantacuzene, and

others.
The Byzantine
historians thus represent not only the social but also
the intellectual flower of their time, resembling in this
their Greek predecessors, Herodotus, Thucydides,
Xenophon, and Polybius, who became their guides
In some eases a Byzantine chooses
and models,
one or another classic writer to imitate in method and
The majority, however, took as models sevstyle.
eral authors, a custom which gave rise to a peculiar
style, quite characteristic of the Byzantines.
This was nol always due to mere caprice, but often
resulted from a real community of feeling, effectually

preventing, however, any development of an individual style.
For the continuity of historical style
it would surely have been desirable for an historian
of such great influence on posterity as Procopius to
have chosen as his model Polybius rather than Thucydides.
That such was not the case, however, is not
the fault of the Byzantines but of the "Atticists",
who had checked the natural course of the development. Nevertheless, within the limits of this development, it is certainly no accident that military
characters like Nicephorus Bryennius (eleventh and
twelfth centuries) ami Joannes Cinnamus (twelfth
century) emulated Xenophon in the precision of
their diction, and that a philosophic character like
Nicephorus Gregoras (thirteenth century) took Plato
as his model. On the other hand, it is doubtless due
to chance that writers trained in theology like Leo
Diaconus and Georgius Pachymeres elms,, t,, ornament their pages with Homeric turns. On the whole
the dualism of Byecelesiastico-political matter in
form becomes most apparent.
Although the Byzantine historians are thus for
the most part dependent on foreign models, and
while, to outward appearances, they form a continuous series in which each begins where his predetopped, ye( they do not blend into a uniform
whole, distinguishable only under the light east on
them from classic literature. There are. on the contrary, clearly marked groups within which individual
personalities stand out with distinctness.
Most of
the historians come in either the period embracing
the sixth and seventh centuries, or that extending
from the eleventh to the fifteenth century, i. e. either
during the reif
Roman emperors or those
ilogi.
of the
At the time of
its zenith under the Macedonian emperors (the ninth
ami tenth centuries) the Byzantine world produced
it

is

the later historians thai

in

zantine civilization
el.

ical

i

—

—
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great heroes, but no great historians, if we except the
solitary, and therefore more conspicuous, figure of
the Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus.
The first period is dominated by Proeopius, not
so much because of his personal character, as on account of his share in historical events of universal

and his literary importance. As a man he
was typically Byzantine, as is evident from a comparison of two of his works, in one of which his depreciation of the Emperor Justinian is as emphatic
as his unqualified apotheosis of him in the other.
In literature, and as a historian, however, he still
has one foot on the soil of antiquity, as is evident in
the precision and lucidity of his narrative acquired
from Thucydides, and in the reliability of his information, qualities of special merit in the historian.
Signitieantlj enough, Proeopius and to a great degree
his continuator, Agathias, remain the models of descriptive style, even as late as the eleventh century.
Proeopius is the first representative of the over-laden,
interest,

r

over-ornamented Byzantine style in literature, and
in this is surpassed only by Theophylaktos Simokattes in the seventh century, while others continued
to imitate the historian of the Gothic War. In spite
of their unclassical form, however, they approach tinancients in their freedom from ecclesiastical and
dogmatic tendencies.

Between the historical writings of the first period,
in form and content half antique, and those of the
second, characterized by reverence for an artificial
classicism, there is an isolated series of works which
in matter and form offer a strong contrast to both
the aforesaid groups. These are the works current
under the name of the Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (tenth century), dealing respectively
with the administration of the empire, its political
division, and the ceremonial of the Byzantine Court.
They treat of the internal conditions of the empire,
and the first and third are distinguished by their use
of a popular tongue. Their content also is of great
value; the first is an important source of information
for the ethnological conditions of the empire, while
the last is an interesting contribution to the history
of civilization in the Byzantine Orient.
The second group of historians present very different characteristics.
In their works a classical eclecticism veils theological fanaticism quite foreign
to the classic spirit and an arrogant chauvinism.
Bevelling in classical forms the historians of the
period of the Comneni and Palreologi were absolutely
devoid of the classical spirit; there are among them,
however and this goes far to palliate their faults
much stronger and more sympathetic, personalities
than in the first period. It seems as if. amid all the
weakening of civil and imperial power, a few great
individual personalities stood out, all the more striking because of the general decay.
Indeed, the individuality of each is so vigorous that it impairs the
objectivity of his work. This is particularly true of
those historians who belonged to an imperial family
or were closely related to one. Most of these writers
produced partisan works. Such are the "Alexiad",
the pedantic work of the Princess Anna Comnena
glorification of her father Alexius, and of the reorganization of the empire set afoot by him), the histories! work of her husband, Nicephorus Bryennius
(eleventh and twelfth centuries; a description of the
internal conflicts thai accompanied the rise of the
Comneni, done in the form of a family chronicle),
and lastly tin' self-complacenl narrative of his own
achievements by one of the Palaeologi, John VI
Cantacuzene (fourteenth century).
The historical
writers of this period exhibit also very striking antitheses, both personal and objective."
Beside Cinnamus, who In
hated everything Western,
stly
stand the broad-minded Nicetaa Acominatus (twelfth
century) and the conciliatory but dignified Geor-

—

i

i
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gius Acropolites (thirteenth century); beside the
theological polemist, Pachymeres (thirteenth century), stands the man of the world, Nicephorus
Gregoras (fourteenth century) well versed in philosophy and the classics. While these and other similar
writers are less objective than is desirable in their
presentation of internal Byzantine history, they are
all the more trustworthy in their accounts of external events, being especially important sources
for the first appearance of the' Slavs and Turks on
the borders of the Empire.
B. Chroniclers.
Unlike the historical works, Byzantine chronicles were intended for the general public; hence the difference in their origin, development,
and diffusion, as well as in their character, the method
in which materials are handled, and their style of composition. The beginnings of the Byzantine chronicle
have not yet been satisfactorily traced. That they
are not very remote seems certain from their comparatively late appearance, as compared with historical literature (sixth century), and from their total
lack of contact with hellenistic (pagan) tradition.
In point of locality, also, the chronicle literature is
originally foreign to Greek civilization, its first important product having been composed in Syria.
by an uneducated Syrian. Its presumable prototype,
moreover, the " Chronography " of Sextus Julius
Africanus, points to an Oriental Christian source.
Accordingly, the origins and development of the
chronicle literature are confined to a much narrower
circle; it has no connexion with persons of distinction
and is not in touch with the great world; its models
are bound almost exclusively within its own narrow
sphere. The high-water mark of the Byzantine chronicle was reached in the ninth century, precisely at
a time when there is a gap in historical literature.
Afterwards it falls off rather abruptly; the lesser
chroniclers, met with as late as the twelfth century,
thaw partly from contemporary and partly, though
at rare intervals, from the earlier historians.
In the
Pala?ologi period there are, significantly enough, no
chroniclers of any note.
The importance of Byzantine chronicles lies not
in their historical and literary value, but in their relation to civilization. They are not only an important
source for the history of Byzantine civilization, but
themselves contributed to the spread of that civilization.
The most important chronicles, through numerous redactions and translations, passed over to
Slavic and Oriental peoples and in this way became
one of their earliest sources of civilization. Their
influence was chiefly due to their popular tone ami
bias.
They depict only what lies within the popular
world of consciousness, events wonderful and dreadful painted in glaring colours, ami interpreted in a
Christian sense. The method of handling materials
Beneath each section of a
is extremely primitive.
chronicle lies some older source usually but slightly
modified, so that the whole story resembles a crude
collection of material, rather than ingenious moThe dicsaic like the narratives of the historians.
tion corresponds with the low level of education in
both author and reader, and is naturally that of the
popular tongue in its original purity, therefore these
chronicles are a rich treasure-house for the comparati >e study of languages.
,

—

Representative Byzantine chronicles, typical also
of the different stages in the development of the
. •chronicle, are the three of Joannes Malalas.
.

1

1

1

phanes Confessor, and Joannes Zonaras respei ti
The first is the earliest Christian Byzantine monastic
chronicle, and was composed at Antioeh in the sixth
century by a hellenized Syrian (consequently MonoOriginally a chronicle of the
was later expanded into a worl.l-elironiele.
a popular historical work, full of the gravest
historical and chronological errors, and the first

physite) theologian.
city,
It

is

it
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monument

of a purely popular Hellenistic civilization.
tHe chief source for most of the later chroniclers,
as well as for a few church historians; it is also the
earliest popular history, which was translated into
Old-Bulgarian, about the end of the ninth or the Lieginning of the tenth century. Superior in substance
and form, and more properly historical, is the Chronicle of Theophanes, a monk of Asia Minor, written
in the ninth century, and in its turn a model for later
It contains much valuable information
chronicles.
from lost sources, and its importance for the Western
world is due to the fact that by the end of the ninth
century it Had been translated into Latin. A third
guide-post in the history of Byzantine chronicles is
It is

the twelfth-century Universal Chronicle of Zonaras.

There is already apparent in it something of the atmosphere of the renaissance that occurred under the
Comneni; not only is the narrative better than that of
Theophanes, but in it many passages from ancient
writers arc worked into the text.
It is not to be
wondered at, therefore, that this chronicle was translated not only into Slavic and Latin, but also, in the
sixteenth century, into Italian and French.
The spirit
II. Encyclopedists and Essayists.
Byzantium
of antiquarian scholarship awoke in
earlier than in the West, though it proved less productive.
It is extremely significant, however, that
the study of antiquity at Byzantium was begun not
by laymen, but by theologians. For this reason it
always had a certain scholastic flavour; the Byzantine humanistic spirit savoured alike of antiquity
and the Middle Ages; neither ever really gained the
upper hand. A pronounced interest in the literature
of Greek antiquity was first manifested at Constantinople in the second half of the ninth century. It was
primarily directed to the systematic collection and

—

With the twelfth century
of manuscripts.
begins the period of original productions in imitation
antique models, a revival of the Alexandrian essay
and rhetorical literature, a number of writers showing vigorous originality. Quite isolated between the
two periods stands Michael Psellus, a universal genius
of the eleventh century who bridges over the periods.
While the humanism of the ninth and tenth centuries
retained throughout a strong theological colouring
and maintained a hostile attitude towards the West,
that of the twelfth to the fourteenth century developed several writers who consciously or unconsciously sought to break away from orthodox classicism, and to attain a true humanism, and so bee ime
the earliest forerunners of the Italian Renaissance.
The new spirit first found expression in at: academy
founded for classical studies at Constantinople in
863. About the same time the broadly trained and
energetic Photius, patriarch of the city and the greatexest statesman of the Creek Church ivjit so;
hibited much enthusiasm in the collection of manuscripts and an intuitive genius for the revival of
forgotten works of antiquity and the discovery of
works hitherto unknown, in which his attention,
however, was chiefly directed to the prose writers,
a fact indicative of his sound practical sense. Photius
made selections or excerpts from all the works he
discovered, and these were the beginning of his celebrated "Bibliotheca" (Library), which, despite its
dry and schematic character, is the most valuable literary compendium of the Middle Ages, containing, as
it does, trustworthy summaries of many ancient works
that have .since been lost, together with which many
good characterizations and analyses are given, e. g.
those of Lucian and Heliodorus. Strangely enough,
tin' -:uia' Photius, who thus laid a foundation lor the
renewed study of antiquity, also prepared the way
for the Creek Schism, that momentous break of the
Creek world from the West and its civilization. Even
within his own Church, however, he appears greater
as an ecclesiastical state-man than as a theologian.
sifting
of

.

The encyclopedic

activity in

Byzantium which had

been begun by Photius was more assiduously pursued
the tenth century, particularly in the systematic
collecting of materials, which is usually associated with
the name of the Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (913-959). Scholars did not confine themselves solely to collecting materials, but formed great
compilations, arranged according to subjects, on
the basis of older sources. Among them was an encyclopedia of political science which contained extracts from the classical, Alexandrian, and RomanByzantine periods; it is preserved, however, only in
If we take account also of the fact
a lew, fragments.
that in the same century originated the collection
ancient epigrams known as the "Anthologia
of
Palatina", as well as the scientific dictionary which
goes under the name of Suidas, we may rightly designate the tenth century as that of the encyclopedias.
A typical representative of the period appears in
the following century in (he person of the greatest
encyclopedist of Byzantine literature, Michael Psellus.'
Like Bacon, he stands between the Middle Ages
and modern times. He is not, like Photius, a theologian, but a jurist and a man of the world; his mind
is not only receptive but productive; he not only
does not undervalue the old philosophers, as does
Photius, who was more concerned with points of
philosophy and grammar, but is himself of a philoHe was the first of his intellecsophic temperament.
tual circle to raise the philosophy of Plato above that
of Aristotle and to teach philosophy as a professor.
Though surpassing Photius in intellect and wit, he
lacks that scholar's dignity and solidity of character.
A certain restless brilliancy characterized the
course of his life, as well as his literary activity. At
first a lawyer, he then became a professor of philosophy, was for a time a monk, then a court official, anil
ended his career as prime minister. He was equally
adroit and many-sided in his literary work, in this
In harmony with the
respect resembling Leibniz.
polished, pliant nature of the courtier is his elegant Platonic style, as it is exhibited most distinctly
His extensive correin his letters and speeches.
spondence furnishes endless material for an underIn
standing of his personal and literary character.
his speeches, especially in his funeral orations, we
recognize clearly the ennobling influence of his Attic
models; that delivered on the death of his mother
shows deep sensibility.
Compared with Photius,
Psellus had something of a poetic temperament, as
several of his poems show, though indeed they owe
their origin more to satirical fancy or to external
occasions than to deep poetic feeling. Though Psellus exhibits more formal skill than original, creative
talent, his endowments proved most valuable for his
time, which was particularly backward in the direction
The intellectual freedom of the
of aesthetic culture.
in

great scholars (polyhistores) ecclesiastical and secular,
oi the twelfth to the fourteenth century would be
inconceivable without the activity of Psellus, the
first great victor over Byzantine scholasticism, who
cleared the way for his successors.
In one point indeed, and that important in passing
any judgment on him, Psellus was surpassed by most
of his intellectual posterity, i. e. in character.
It is
true there are also among his successors many
morally corrupt and hollow natures, like Nicephorus
,

Blemmydes, and Hyrtakenos; the majority, however,
are admirable for their rectitude of intention and
sincerity of feeling, and their beneficently broad
Among these great intellects and strong
culture.
characters of the twelfth century several theologians
are especially conspicuous, e, g, Kustathius of Thessalonica, Michael ItalicUS, and Michael Acoininatus;
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries several
secular scholars, like Maximus Planudes, Theodorus

Metochites.

and.

above

all,

Nicephorus

Gregoras.
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own original writings. Therein he reveals a
candid character, courageously holding up every evil
to the light and intent upon its correction, not shrinkIn one of his works
ing from sharp controversy.
he attacks the corruption of the monastic life of that
day and its intellectual stagnation; in another, one
of the best of the Byzantine polemical writings, he
assails the hypocrisy and sham holiness of his time;
in a third he denounces the conceit and arrogance of
the Byzantine priests, who were ashamed of their
For a rhetorician
popular designation, "pope".
like Michael Italicus, later a bishop, it is extremely
significant that he should attack the chief weakness
of Byzantine literature, external imitation; this he
did on receiving a work by a patriarch, which was
simply a disorderly collection of fragments from
other writers, so poorly put together that the sources
were immediately recognizable.
Noteworthy also is the noble figure of the pupil
and friend of Eustathius, Michael Acominatus
his

(twelfth and thirteenth centuries) Archbishop of
Athens and brother of the historian Nicetas Acominatus.
His inaugural address, delivered on the
Acropolis, compared by Gregorovius with Gregory
the Great's sermon to the Romans in St. Peter's,
exhibits both profound classical scholarship and high
enthusiasm; the latter, however, is somewhat out of
place in view of the material and spiritual wretchedness of his time's.
These pitiful conditions moved
him to compose an elegy, famous because unique,
on the decay of Athens, a sort of poetical and antiquarian apostrophe to fallen greatness. Gregorovius
compares this also with a Latin counterpart, the
lament of Bishop Hildebert of Tours on the demolition of Rome by the Normans (1106). More wordy
rhetorical are the funeral orations over his
teacher, Eustathius (1195), and over his brother
Nicetas, both of them, nevertheless, fine evidences
In spite
of a noble disposition and deep feeling.
of his humanism, Michael, like his brother, remained
a fanatical opponent of the Latins, whom he called
"barbarians". They had driven him into exile at
Ceos, whence he addressed many letters to his friends,
which are of great value for the understanding of
his character.
In his style he is strongly influenced
by Eustathius; hence the ecclesiastical note in his

and

otherwise classical diction.
With Theodoras Metochites and Maximus Planudes
we come to the universal scholars (polyhistores) of
The former gives evithe time of the Palseologi.
dence of his humanistic zeal in his frequent use of
the hexameter, the latter in his knowledge of the
Latin, both being otherwise unknown in Byzantium,
and acquaintance with them foreboding a new and
broader grasp of antiquity. Both men show an unusually fine grasp of poetry, especially of the poetry
of nature.
Metochites composed meditations on the
beauty of the sea; Planudes was the author of a long
poetic idyll, a kind of literature otherwise little cultivated by Byzantine scholars. On the whole, Metochites was a thinker and poet, Planudes chiefly an
imitator and compiler.
Metochites was of the more
speculative disposition, as his collection of philosophical and historical miscellanies show.
Planudes
was more precise, as his preference for mathematics
proves. It is worth noting, as an evidence of contemporary progress in philosophy, that Metochites openly
lie also deals more frankly with
attacks Aristotle,
questions, as is shown, for instance, in his
of dem
y, aristocracy, and monIn spite of tliis breadth of interest his cularchy.
ture rests wholly on a Greek basis, while Planudes,

political

comparison
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The three theologians first named are best judged
by their letters and minor occasional writings.
Eustathius seems to be the most important among
them, not only because of his learned commentary
on Homer and Pindar, but particularly because of

by

his

translations

Cicero, Caesar,

and

from the Latin (Cato, Ovid,
Boethius), vastly enlarged the

Eastern intellectual horizon.
This inclination toward the West is most noticeable in Nicephorus Gregoras, the great pupil of Metochites.
His project for a reform of the calendar
alone suffices to rank him among the modern and
superior intellects of his time, as he will surely be
admitted to have been if ever his numerous and
varied works in every domain of Byzantine intellectual activity are brought to light.
His letters,
especially, promise a rich harvest.
His method of
exposition is based on that of Plato, whom he also
imitated

in

his

ecclesiastico-political

discussions,

dialogue "Florentius, or Concerning Wishis opponent, Barlaam, dealt with the question of church union, in
which Gregoras stood on the side of the Unionists.
This attitude, which places him outside the sphere
e. g.

in his

dom".

These disputations with

of strictly Byzantine culture, brought upon him
bitter hostility and the loss of the privilege of teaching; he had been occupied chiefly with the exact
sciences, whereby he had already earned the hatred
of orthodox Byzantines.
While, therefore, the Byzantine essayists and encyclopedists stood, externally, wholly under the influence of ancient rhetoric and its rules, and while
they did not, like Bacon, create an entirely new form
of the essay, yet they embodied in the traditional
form their own characteristic knowledge, and thereby
lent it a new charm.

—

III. Secular Poetry.
As the prose literature,
both historical and philosophical, followed one or
more ancient models the former Thucydides in par-

—

—

ticular, the latter Plato
so poetry likewise had its
prototypes; each of its principal classes had, so to
speak, an ancient progenitor to
it traced back
its origins.
Unlike the prose literature, however,
these new kinds of poetical Byzantine literature and
their models are not to be traced back to the classical
The Byzantines write neither lyrics
Attic period.

whom

nor dramas and imitate neither Pindar nor Sophocles.

They

imitate the literature of the post-classic or

Alexandrian period, and write romances, panegyrics
epigrams, satires, and didactic and hortatory poetry.
The chief Alexandrian representatives of these species
of literature are the models for the Byzantines, in
particular Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius, AsclepFor
iades and Posidippus, Lucian and Longus.
didactic poetry it is necessary to go back to an earlier
prototype, a work ascribed to Isocrates, by whom,
however, it was not actually written. The poetic
temperament of the Byzantines is thus akin to that
This
of the Alexandrian, not of the Attic, writers.
statement is of great importance for the understandOnly one new
ing of the poetry of Byzantium.
poetic type was evolved independently by the Bythe begging-poem. The five ancient types
zantines
and the new one just mentioned are not contemporaneous in the Byzantine period; the epigram and
the panegyric developed first (in the sixth and seventh
centuries), and then only, at long intervals, the
others, i. e. satire, didactic and begging poetry, fiAll of these appear side by side
nally the romance.
only after the twelfth century, that is to say in the
period of decay, they themselves marking a decadence

—

in literature.

The epigram was the artistic form of later antiquity which best suited the Byzantine taste for the
It corornamental and for intellectual ingenuity.
responded exactly to the concept of the minor arts,
which in the Byzantine period attained such high
development. It made no lofty demands on the imagination of the author; the chief difficulty lay rather
in the technique and the attainment of the utmost
Two groups may be
possible pregnancy of phrase.
distinguished among the Byzantine epigrammatists:
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one pagan and humanistic in tendency, the other
The former is represented chiefly by \u aChristian.
thias (sixth century) and Cliristophorus of Mitylene
(eleventh century); the latter by the ecclesiastics.
Georgius Pisides (seventh century) and Theodoras
Studites (ninth century).
Between the two groups,
in point of time as well as in character, stands
Joannes Geometres (tenth century).
The chief
phases in the development of the Byzantine epigram
are most evident in the works of these three.
Agathias. who has already been mentioned among the
historians, as an epigrammatist lias the peculiarities
of the school of the semi-Byzantine Egyptian Nonnus
(about a. D. 400). He wrote in an affected and turgid style, in the classical form of the hexameter; he
abounds, however, in brilliant ideas, and in his skilr

.

ful imitation of the ancients, particularly in his erotic
pieces, he surpasses most of the epigrammatists of
the imperial period. Agathias also prepared a collection of epigrams, partly his own and partly by other
writers, some of which afterwards passed into the

"Anthologia Palatina" and have thus been preserved.
Studites is in every respect the
opposite of Agathias; a man of deep earnestnes and
simple piety, with a fine power of observation in
nature and life, full of sentiment and warmth and
simplicity of expression, his writings are free from
servile imitation of the ancients, though he occasionally bet rays the influence of Nonnus. Of his epigrams,
which touch on the most varied things and situations,
those treating of the life and personnel of his monastery offer especial interest for the history of civi-

The abbot Theodoras

Joannes Geometres is in a way a combination of the two preceding writers. During the course
of his life he filled both secular and ecclesiastical
offices; his poetry also was of a universal character; of
a deeply religious temper, he was still fully appreciative of the greatness of the ancient Greeks. Alongside of epigrams on ancient poets, philosophers,
rhetoricians, and historians, are others on famous
Church Fathers, poets, and saints. In point of poetic
lization.

treatment, the epigrams on contemporary and secular topics are superior to those on religious and classic
subjects.
He is at his best when depicting historical events and situations that have come within his
own experience, and reflect his own spiritual moods

(Krumbacher).

Such satires describe assemblages of quadrupeds,
birds, and fishes, and recite their lampooning remarks
upon the clergy, the bureaucracy, the foreign nations
in the Byzantine Empire, etc. (Krumbacher, 3S5-390).
Here belong also the parodies in the form of church
poems which are mentioned below, ami in which the
clergy themselves took part, e. g. Bishop Nicetas of
Seme (eleventh century). One of the worst examples
of this sacrilegious literature, which is not yet, however, fully understood, is the ".Mockery of a Beardless Man" in the liturgical form of Mass-Chants.
This is one of the most obscene products of Byzantine
literature (fourteenth century).
(Krumbacher, 337.)
As the Byzantine satire had its prototype in Lucian,
the didactic poetry found its model in the dialogue,
"To Demonikos", erroneously ascribed to Isocrates.
The greatest example of this type of literature in
Byzantium is the "Spaneas" (twelfth century), a
hortatory poem addressed by an emperor to his
nephew, a sort of "Mirror for Princes
Some few
offshoots from this are found in the popular literature of Crete in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
handed down under the names of Sachlikis and
Depharanas.
Here also belong the ranting theo
logical exhortations resembling those of the Capuchin in Schiller's "Wallenstein
Such, for instance,
are that of Georgillas after the great plague of Rhodes
(lt'.tsi and the oracular prophecies on the end of
the Byzantine empire current under the name of
Emperor Leo (886 911). (Krumbacher, 332, 336,
.

Less agreeable than the epigrams are the official
panegyrics on emperors and their achievements,
which unfortunately even the best writers often
Typical of this kind
could not escape composing.
of literature are the commemorative poem of Paulus
Silentiarius on the dedication of the church of St.
Sophia, and that of Georgius Pisides on the victory
of Heraclius over the Persians; each comprises over
a thousand verses and celebrates not the importance
of these great events, but the glory of the prince. Unfavourable conclusions must not be drawn, however,
as lo the character of these poets, when it is borne
in mind that such eulogies were composed not only
ntiers like Psellus and Manuel Holobolos (thirteenth century), but also by dignified and independent characters like Eustathius and Michael AcomIn tut tin- species of literature had become
inatus.
traditional, and had been handed down from imperial Home to Byzantium as a part of ancient
rhetoric with all the extravagance of a thoroughly
decadent literature (I. Gregorovius). It was a sort
of necessary concession to despotism; populai
in general offended by it.
\- previously Btated, the
hie! kinds of poetry during the period of tin- decline (eleventh to thirteenth
»ly. didactic ami hortaand
pai
century) were Batire
tory poetry, the begging-poem, anil the erotic romance. In form this literature is characterized by
\i~
xtensive use of the popular forms of speech ami
verse, the latter being the "political" verse, a troit

i
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chaic verse of fifteen syllables, still the standard
verse of modern Greek popular poetry. In content,
however, all this literature continues to bear the imprint of Byzantine erudition. The father of ByzanHis celebrated "Dialogues of
tine satire is Lucian.
the Dead" furnished the model for two works, one
of which, the "Timarion" (twelfth century), is marked
by more rude humour, the other, "Mazaris" (fifEach describes
teenth century), by keen satire.
a journey to the underworld and conversations with
dead contemporaries; in the former their defects are
lashed with good-natured raillery; in the latter, however, under the masks of dead men, living persons and
contemporary conditions, especially at the Byzantine
Court, are sharply stigmatized; thus the former is
more of a literary satire, the latter a political pamphlet, with keen personal thrusts and without literary value, but with all the greater interest for the
history of civilization; the former is in a genuinely
popular tone, the latter is vulgar and crude. [Ci
Tozer in "The Journal of Hellenic Studies " (1881 I,
Two
II, 233-270; Krumbacher, op. cut.. 198-211.]
popular offshoots of the "Timarion". the "Apokowill
later.
pos" and the "Piccatoros"
be discussed
Another group of satires takes the form of dialogues
between animals, manifestly a development from the
Christian popular book known as the " Physiologus ".

.

343,352,366.)
A late Byzantine variety of the laudatory poem is
the begging-poem, the poetical lament of hungry
authors ami the parasites of the court.
Its chief
representatives an- Th
lorus Prodromus and the
still more contemptible Manuel Philes, the former

whom lived under the Comneni (twelfth century),
the latter under the Palseologi (thirteenth century).
For the history of civilization such poetical wails
of distress as Prodromus addressed to the emperor
are of value because they give interesting pictures
of street and business life in the capital.
(( 'f. Krumbacher, 321. 333.)
The Alexandrian erotic romance "as imitated by
tho'' late writers of the twelfth century: Eustathius
Makrembolites, Theodoras Prodromus, ami Nicetas
Eugenianus. E. Rohde's criticism of the last a true
of all three: " Nothing original is found anywhere; on
th.- contrary, Nicetas unhesitatingly steals his flowers
of speech and gallant turns from everywhere, from
of

i
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the Anacreontics, from the bucolic poets, from Musseus, from the epigrammatists of the Anthology,
even from Heliodorus and Longus, and especially
from Achilles Tatius". The tone of these romances is
characterized by a combination of sickening affectation of style and a crude coarseness of material. (Cf.
Krumbacher, 313. 318, 319; Rohde, Der griechische

Roman, Leipzig, 1876, 522
The epigram was thus

sqq.

I

the only form of secular
poetry which had an independent revival in Byzantine literature, and this at the very time when ecclesiastical poetry also reached its highest perfection,
This age is therein the sixth and seventh centuries.
fore the most flourishing period of Byzantine scholarly
poetry; its decline in the twelfth century is contemporary with the rise of popular poetry.
IV. Ecclesiastical and Theological Literature. While the most flourishing period of the
secular literature of Byzantium runs from the ninth
to the twelfth century, as already seen in the account
of its three principal groups, its religious literature
Christianity entered the
developed much earlier.
world as a new force, with all the vigour of youth, between antiquity and the Byzantine Middle Ages;
indeed, it first gave to those Middle Ages their distinctive characteristic, that theological element which
permeates all Byzantine culture. From the Eastern
provinces, Asia Minor and Palestine, came the first
great ecclesiastical writers of the fourth century:
Athanasius from Alexandria, Eusebius from Palestine, Cyril from Jerusalem, Synesius from Gyrene,
and above all, the three great Fathers from Cappadocia, Basil and the two Gregories (of Nyssa and of
Nazianzus). The contribution of these districts to
Eastern Christianity was twofold: the rhetorical
and speculative spirit of Hellenistic thought as it had
developed in Alexandria and in Asia Minor, the old

—

_

home

of Greek culture; and the ascetic and dogmatic
The two blended in
Byzantine Christianity into a new and peculiar unity
which, however, was from the beginning strangely opposed to the Christian ideal of the Western world,
and which finally separated from the latter. Because of the excessive emphasis it laid on asceticism
the Eastern Church lost moral influence on practical
life, and through its preference for the pagan ideal
of ornate discourse, traditional indeed, but in forms
no longer generally understood, that church estranged
" No Greek
itself from the great masses of the people.
Father of the Church", says Krumbacher, "rose to
the level of the golden sentence of Augustine: 'Let
the grammarians find fault with us, if only the people
understand us' ". Thus even the ecclesiastical literature of Byzantium, precisely at the period of its first
florescence, is Eellenistic in form and Oriental in
spirit.
This period falls in the fourth century' and
spirit peculiar to the Orient.

closely associated with the names (if the ecclesiastiTheir works, which
cal writers already mentioned.
cover the whole field of ecclesiastical prose literature,
dogma, exegesis, and homiletics, became typical, even
canonical, for the whole Byzantine period, which can
therefore show no independent work in this field; on
the contrary, scientific theology fell into decay as
is

early as the sixth century; tin- last important work
is the ecclesiastical history of Evagrius.
Everything
later consists, if »< except the controversial writings against sectaries ami the Iconoclasts, of mechanical compilations and commentaries, in the form of
the so-callr.l I'nlrmr: even the "fountain of Knowledge" of John of Damascus (eighth century), the
fundamental manual of Greek theology, though systematically worked out by a learned and keen intellect,
is merely' a gigantic collection of materials.
Even
the homily clings to a pseudo-classical, rhetorical
foundation, and tends more and more to mere external breadth, not to inwardness and depth.
Only three kinds of ecclesiastical literature, which
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were as yet undeveloped in the fourth century, exhibit later an independent growth.
These were the
ecclesiastical poetry of the sixth century, popular
lives of the saints of the seventh, and the mystic
writings of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The
history of Greek ecclesiastical poetry proves irrefutably how completely ancient poetry had exhausted
itself in content and form, and how insufficient were
its forms to express new and living thoughts.
In
ecclesiastical

prose literature

it

was

still

possible

to attempt to preserve ancient forms artificially, but
even here we sometimes meet with foreign principles
of literary art, which presuppose a new sense of
poetry. It has been noticed that in several collections
of early Christian correspondence it is not the rhythmic laws of Greek rhetorical style which govern the
composition, but those of Semitic (Syriac) prose.
This fact would be in perfect harmony with the other
relations existing between late-Greek and Semitic culture, and the hypothesis of Cardinal Pitra, that the
rhythmical poetry of the Byzantines has its origin
in the Jewish Psalms of the Septuagint, receives
therefrom a new support. As this rhythmic principle accords with the linguistic character of the later
Greek, which had no musical, but only a stress, accent, and as it had already been developed in Syriac
poetry, we need not wonder that Romanos, the first
great ecclesiastical poet of the Greeks to adopt this
principle, was a Syrian Jew, who had become a Christian at an early age.
About his life as little is known as about that of
his contemporary and fellow-countryman, the chronicler Malalas, who also made a vigorous attempt to
reform the language.
What Malalas is to prose,
Romanos is to the Christian poetry of the Greek
Middle Ages. If he did not go so far as Malalas, yet
he strongly modified the language of poetry and released it from the fetters of the ancient metric laws;
he brought it into harmony with the latest idea of
poetical form prevailing in his native country as well
Roas with the character of the Greek language.
manos, in fact, did not remain in Syria, but soon went
to Constantinople, where he became a deacon of the
church of St. Sophia, and where he is said to have first
developed his gift for hymn-writing.
Romanos borrowed not only the form of his poems,
but also their material and many of their themes,
partly from the Old and New Testaments, partly
from the (metrical) homilies of the Syrian Father,
Ephrem (fourth century). He wrote hymns on the
Passion of the Lord, on the betrayal by Judas. Peter's
denial, Mary before the Cross, the Ascension, the Ten
Virgins, the Last Judgment, whilst among his Old Testament themes mention may be made of the history
of Joseph and that of the three young men in the
In giving poetical form to this matter
fiery furnace.
he is said to have composed about a thousand hymns,
of which, however, only eighty have come down to
us, evidently because in the ninth century the hymns
of Romanos were crowded out of the Greek Liturgy
by the so-called canones, linguistically and metriThenceforth his hymns
cally more artistic in form.
held their own in only a few of the remoter monasCharacteristic of the technical treatment of
teries.
his material by Romanos is the great length of his
hymns, which are regularly composed of from twenty
to thirty stanzas of from twelve to twenty-one verses

each, very finely wrought and varied in metrical
BtrUCture, and in construction transparent and terse.
appreciate rightly the great length of the hymns
we must compare them, not with the more concise
Latin hymns, but with the modern oratorios. This
resemblance is emphasized by their antiphonal renderThis also explains the
ing by alternate choirs.
dramatic character of many hymns, with their inserted
dialogues and choric songs, as in "Peter's Denial",
a little drama of human toastfulness and weakness,

To
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and the last part of the "History of Joseph", the
"Psalm on the Apostles", and the "Birth of .lesus".
Other pieces, like the hymn on the Last .Imminent,
are purely descriptive in character, though even in
them the rhetorical and dogmatic elements seriously
impair the artistic effect.
With regard to an aesthetic judgment of Romanos,
it
does not seem that the last, word has been said.

Some,

like

Bouvy and Krumbacher,

place

him among

the greatest hymn-writers of all times; others, like
For a final
Cardinal Pitra, are more conservative.
judgment a complete edition of the hymns is needed.
Even now, however, it is certain that Komanos is
not to be placed on the same level with the great
Latin church poets like Ambrose ami Prudentius.
Two faults are especially obvious: his abundant use
of rhetorical devices and his loudness for digressions
In both respects he is esinto dogmatic theology.
He is fond of symbolic pictures
sentially Byzantine.
and figures of speech, antitheses, assonances, especially witty iiiix d'esprtt, which tire in strange
contrast with his characteristic simplicity of diction
and construction, and by their graceless embellishments destroy the smooth flow of his lines. Not only
the form but also the sequence of thought in his
hymns is often beclouded by the dragging in of dogmatic questions, e. g. in tin' celebrated Christmas hymn
the question of the miraculous birth of Jesus is discussed no less than four times, and that too with a
comfortable amplitude which betrays the theologian
and for the time thrusts the poet completely aside.
The theologian is also too evident in his allusions to
the Old Testament when dealing with New Testament incidents; Mary at the birth of Jesus compares
her destiny to that of Sarah, the Magi liken the star
which guided them to the pillar of fire which went
before the Israelites in the wilderness, and so on.
The frequent citation of passages from the prophets
also greatly weakens the poetic impression as well as
the effect of the religious fervour of the poet, many
passages seeming more like unimpassioned paraphrases than like inspired poetry. In fact Komanos
does not control the abundant and highly-coloured
imagery of the earliest Greek church poets, nor their
The reader also gathers the
fine grasp of nature.
impression that the height of the poet's imagination
not in proportion with the depth of his piety;
is
on the contrary, there often appears in him something
naive, almost homely, as when Mary expresses her
pleasure in the gifts of the Magi and calls attention
to their utility for the impending Flight into Egypt.
There are passages, however, in which devout fervour carries the imagination along with it and elevates the poetical tone, as in the jubilant invitation
to the dance (in the Easter-song), in which thoughts
of spring and of the Resurrection arc harmoniously
blended:
Why thus faint-hearted?
Why veil ye your faces?

up your hearts!

Lift

Christ

Join

is

in

arisen!

the dances,
US proclaim

And w ilh
The Lord
(

it:

is ascended,
Steaming and glorified,

He who was born
Of the giver of light.
lease then your mourning,
I

Rejoice

blessedness:

in

Springtime has come.
So bloom now ye lilies,
,

Bloom and l«- fruitful!
Naught bringetb destruction.
'

ur hands
shout Risen is He
helpeth the fallen ones
rise again.

'lap v

And

Who
To
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Ecclesiastical poetry, like ecclcsiastico-historical
literature, did not long remain on the high level to
which Romanos had raised it. The "Hymnus Acathistus" (of unknown authorship) of the seventh
century, a sort of Te
in praise of the Mother of
God, is the last, great monument of Greek church
poetry, comparable to the hymns of Romanos, which
It has had numerous
it has even outlived in fame.
imitators and as late as the seventeenth century was
translated into Latin
As early as the seventh century, the period of
Andrew of Crete, begins the rapid decline of Greek
hymnology. The delicate flower of religious sentiment was overgrown and choked by a classical formalism which stifled all vitality, as had happened in
tin' ease of contemporary secular poetry.
The overvaluation of technique in details destroyed the sense of
proportion in the whole. This seems to be the only
explanation for the monstrosities called canones first
cation
found in the collection of Andrew of Crete.
is a combination of a number of hymns or chants
(generally nine) of three or four strophes each. The
"Great Canon" of Andrew actually numbers 250
strophes.
Such length could only result in poverty
of thought, as a "single idea is spun out into serpentine arabesques".

Peum

A

Pseudo-classical artificiality found an even more advanced representative in John of Damascus, in the
opinion of the Byzantines the foremost writer of
canones, who took as a model Gregory of Nazianzus,
even reintroducing the principle of quantity into
ecclesiastical poetry. If it be true that the sublimity
of religious poetry is in this way reduced to mere
trifling, this is, strictly speaking, the case here.
For
in the eleventh century, which witnessed the decline
of (inek hymnology and the revival of pagan humanism, are found for the first time the parodies
of church hymns, afterwards so popular.
Their author was none other than Michael Psellus. Didactic
poems took this form without being regarded as
blasphemous. Another evidence of the few religious
needs of the Byzantines is the absence of any religious drama such as developed among the people of
the West during the Middle Ages. The only example,
the "Suffering of Christ" (Christus Patiens), written
in the eleventh or twelfth century, and even now
frequently valued too highly in theological circles,
can hardly be called a religious drama; it is the offspring of a pagan, rather than a Christian, spirit;
of its 2,640 verses, about one-third are borrowed
from ancient dramas, chiefly from those of Euripides, and Mars', the chief character, sometimes recites verses from the "Medea" of Euripides, again
from the "Electra" of Sophocles, or the "Prometheus'' of .Eschylus.
In her action, also, Mary impresses the reader as but feebly Christian. The composition is evidently a poor production of a theologian
trained in the classics, but without the slightest idea
of dramatic art.
It
is made up chiefly of lamentations and reports of messengers.
Even the most effective scenes, those which precede the Crucifixion,
are described
by messengers; almost two-thirds
of the text are given to the descent from the
Cross, tin- lament of Man and the apparition of
Christ.
(Cf.
Van Cleef, "The Pseudo-Gregorian
Drama Xpwrbs -rr&crxwv in its relation to the text
of Euripides" in "Transactions of the Wisconsin
Academy of Sciences", VIII, 363-37S; Krumbacher,
-

,

.'{12.)

Between ecclesiastical poetry and ecclesiastical
prose stands the theologico-didactic poem, a favourite species of ancient Christian literature. One
of its best examples is the "Hexaemeron" of Georgius
Pisides, a spirited hymn on the universe and its marvels, i. e. all living creatures.
Taken as a whole, it is
somewhat conventional; only in the description of
the minor forms of life, especially of the animals, are

;
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revived the teachings of Dionysius the
pseudo-Areopagite, but in the plan of his principal
work, "Life in Christ", exhibits a complete independence of all other works and is without a parallel

revealed the skill of the epigrammatist and the naturelover's gift of affectionate observation.
Besides sacred poetry, hagiography flourished from
the sixth to the eleventh century. This species of

Saloniki,

literature developed

from the old martyrologies, and
became the favourite form of popular literature. The
most flourishing period extended from the eighth to
the eleventh century, and was concerned principally

in

with monastic life. Unfortunately, the rhetorical language was in violent contrast with the simple nature

Byzantium.
The emotional and imaginative life
long latent, awoke again in the Byzantine world;
in response to new influences from the Roman West,
the withered roots of popular literature showed signs
of new life. They needed only assiduous care to put
forth fresh shoots, being as deeply imbedded in
popular consciousness as those of literary poetry.
As the latter springs from the rationalistieo-classical
atmosphere of the Hellenistic period, even so the
popular poetry, or folk-song, is an outgrowth of the
idyllic or romantic literature of the same period.
The artificial literature had its prototypes in Lueian,
Heliodorus, Achilles Tatius, and Nonnus; on the other
hand, the popular literature of medieval Byzantium
imitated Apollonius of Rhodes, Callimachus, Theocritus, and Musecus. The chief characteristic of folk-song
throughout the Greek Middle Ages is its lyric note,
which constantly finds expression in emotional turns.
In Byzantine literature, on the other hand, the refinement of erotic poetry was due to the influence of
the love-poetry of chivalry introduced by Frank ish
knights in the thirteenth century and later. These
Westerners also brought with them in abundance romantic and legendary materials that the Byzantines
soon imitated ami adapted. Lastly, Italian influences
The celebration of the
led to a revival of the drama.
achievements of Greek heroes in popular literature was
the result of the conflicts which the Greeks sustained
during the Middle Ages with the border nations to the
east of the empire. There were, in addition, popular
books relating the deeds of ancient heroes, which
had long beeii^ current and were widespread through
the East; these revived heroic poetry, to which a
deep romantic tinge w-as imparted. The result was
a complete upheaval of popular ideals and a broadening of the popular horizon, both to the East and West
the oppressive power of ancient standards was gradually replaced by the beneficial influence of modern

of the contents, so that the chief value of this literature is historical.
More popular in style are the biographers of saints
of the sixth and seventh centuries. The oldest ami
most important of them is Cyril of Scythopolis (in
Palestine), whose biographies of saints and monks
are distinguished for the reliability of their facts and
dates. Of great interest also for their contributions
to the history of culture and of ethics, and for their
genuinely popular language, are the writings of
Leontius", Archbishop of Cyprus (seventh century),
especially his life of the Patriarch John (surnamed
The Merciful), Eleemosynarius of Alexandria. (Cf.
This life
Gelzer, Kleine Schriften, Leipzig, 1907.)
describes for us a man who in spite of his peculiarities
honestly tried "to realize a pure Biblical Christianity
of self-sacrificing love", and whose life brings before
us in a fascinating way the customs and ideas of
Still
the lower classes of the people of Alexandria.
another popular work of Byzantine origin ranks
among those that have won for themselves a place
in universal literature; it is the romance of Barlaam
and Joasaph (q. v.), the "Song of Songs" of Christian asceticism, illustrated by the experience of the
Indian prince Joasaph, who is led by the hermit
Barlaam to abandon the joys of life, and as a true
The material of
Christian to renounce the world.
the story is originally Indian, indeed Buddhistic,
for the original of Joasaph was Buddha. The Greek
version originated in the Sabbas monastery in PalesIt
tine about the middle of the seventh century.
did not circulate widely until the eleventh century,
through
Western
Europe
when it became known to all
the medium of a Latin translation. [Cf. Conybeare,
The Barlaam and Josaphat Legend, in Folk-Lore
(1896), VII, 101 sqq.]
The ascetic conception of life was deeply imbedded
in the Byzantine character, and was strengthened
by the high development of monastic institutions.
The latter in turn brought forth an abundant ascetic

though it shows little if any advance on the
asceticism of the Fathers of the Church, especially
that of its great exponent, St. Basil. Less extensively cultivated, but excelling in quality, are Byzantine mystical writings. The true founder of Byzantine mysticism was Maximus Confessor (seventh
century), who first stripped it of its neo-Platonic
character and harmonized it with orthodox doctrine.
Later and more important representatives were
Symeon and Nicetas Stethatos in the eleventh, and
Nikolaos Kavasilas in the fourteenth, century. The
Byzantine mystical writers- differ from those of
Western Europe chiefly in their attitude to ecclesiastical ceremonial, to which they adhered implicitly, siring in it not a tendency to replace the spiritual life of tlic church by external pomp, but rather

literature,

a profound symbol of this life. Accordingly Symeon
strictly observed the ceremonial rules of the church,
regarding them, however, only as a means to the attainment of ethical perfection. Mis principal work
(published only in Latin) is a collection of prose
He is
[liens and hymns on communion with Clod.
akin to thr chief German mystics in his tendency
of Symeon's equally distintun. mis pantheism,
guished pupil, Nicetas Stethatos, we need only say
that he cast off his teacher's pantheistic tendencies.
The last great mystic, Kavasilas, Archbishop of

Byzantine asceticism.
The capture of ConstanV. Popular Poetry.
tinople by the Latins in the year 1204 released popular literature from the aristocratic fetters of official

—

,

ideals.

There was, consequently, a complete reconstruc-

Of all the
tion of the literary types of Byzantium.
varieties of aFtistic poetry there survived only the romance, though this became more serious in its aims,
and its province expanded. Of metrical forms there
remained only the political (fifteen-syllable) verse.
From these simple materials there sprang forth an
abundance of new poetic types. Alongside of the
narrative romance of heroism and love there sprang
up popular love lyrics, and even the beginnings of the

modern drama.
The only genuine heroic epic

of the Byzantines is
the "Digenis Akritas", a popular poetic crystallization of the conflicts between the Byzantine wardens
of the inarches (aKpLrai) and the Saracens, in Eastern
Asia. Minor, during the tenth and eleventh centuries.
The nucleus of this epic goes back to the twelfth or
thirteenth century, its final literary form to the fif-

The original poems have suffered much in the
teenth.
final redaction from the mutilations of the schoolmen.
An approximate idea of the original poem may be
gathered from the numerous echoes of it extant in
The existing versions exhibit a
popular poetry.
blending of several cycles, quite after the manner
Its principal subjects are
poems.
Homeric
of the
love, adventures, battles, and a patriarchal, idyllic
enjoyment of life; it is a mixture of the Iliad and the
Odyssey, the majority of the material being drawn
from tl'ie latter, while the atmosphere is Christian.
With an intimate sympathy with Nature are com-
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and ethical influence
of the Old-French
romance: indeed, its
story often recalls
the Tristan legend.

The

style

is
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bined genuine piety and a strong family feeling,
In an artistic sense the work can certainly not be
compared with either the Greek or the Germanic
epics.
It lacks their dramatic quality and the
variety of their characters.
It must be compared
with the Slavic and Oriental heroic songs, among
which it properly belongs.
The love-romance of the Greek Middle Ages is
the result of the fusion of the sophistical AlexandraByzantine romance and the medieval French popular romance, on the basis of an Hellenistic view of
This is proved by its three chief
life and nature.
creations, composed in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries: " Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe", "Belthandros and Chrysantza ". "Lybistros and Rhodamne". While the first and the last of these are
yet markedly under the influence of the Byzantine
romance, both in
thought and in manner of treatment, the
second begins to
show the aesthetic

clearer

and more transparent, the action more
dramatic, than in
the extant versions
of the Digenis legend.
The ethical
idea is the romantic
idea of knights
hood the winning
of the loved one by
valour and daring,
not by blind chance
as in the Byzantine
romances.
literary
Along with these
independent
adap-

the earliest collection of neo-Greek love songs, known
as the "Rhodian Love-Songs".
Besides songs of
various sorts and origins, they contain a complete
romance, told in the form of a play on numbers, a
youth being obliged to compose in honour of the
maiden whom he worships a hundred verses, corresponding to the numbers one to one hundred, before she returns his love,
Between the days of the French influence in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and those of
Italian in the sixteenth and seventeenth, there was
a short romantic and popular revival of the ancient
legendary material. It is true that for this revival
there was neither much need nor much appreciation,
and as a consequence but few of the ancient heroes
and their heroic deeds are adequately treated. The
best of these works is a romance based on the story
o f Alexander the
Great, a revised version of the PseudoCallisthenes of the
Ptolemaic
period,
which is also the
source of the western versions of the
Alexander romance.
The "Achilleis", on
the other hand,
though written in
the popular verse
a n d not without
taste, is wholly devoid of antique local
colour, and is rather
a

fleur'',

Lastly, of
positions

on the

poem

tin

old French

Benott de Ste.-

More

To

Blanche"Pierre et

of

these products
the fourteenth

century

may

be

added two of the
sixteenth, both describing a descent
into the lower world,

passeil into the domain of universal literature.
To the period of

evidently

cot

popular

of the
and Maalready men-

offshoots

Timarion
zaris

tioned.
by a Frank brought up in

though

a foe of the Greeks, and its literary
slight, though its value for the history of

value is but
civilization is all the greater.
Its object was. amid the
cnnstantly progressing hellenization of the Western
conquerors, to remind them of the spirit of their anIt is Greek, therefore, only in language; in
Ci
tors.
literary form and spirit it is wholly Frankish.
The
author "describes minutely the feudal customs which
had been transplanted to the soil of Greece, ami this
perhaps is his chief merit: the deliberations of the
High ourt are given with tin' greatesl accuracy, ami
he is quite familiar with the practice of feudal law"
(J. Schmitt).
As early as the fourteenth century the
Chronicle was translated into Spanish and in the fiftecnth into French anil Italian.
About the same time and in the same locality, in
the Mnall islands off the coast of Asia Minor, appeared
(

two com-

of

et

belongs also the
metrical Chronicle of
(fourteenth
Morea
century). It was composed

French

literal translation of

Maguelonne", and
Others, which have

Frankish

of

Trojan War, one is
wholly crude and
barbarous, the other,
though better, is a

tations of French
material, are direct
from
translations

"Flore

romance

chivalry than a history of Achilles.

—

To

the

former corresponds the "Apokopos", a satire of
the dead on the living: to the latter, the "Piccatores", a metrical piece decidedly lengthy but rather
Unpoetic, while the former has' many poetical passages (e. g. the procession of tin- dead) and betrays the influence of Italian literature.
In fact
Italian literature impressed its popular character
on the Creek popular poetry of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, as French literature had done
in the thirteenth and fourteenth.
As a rich popular
poetry sprang up during the last-mentioned period
on the islands off the coast of Asia Minor, so now a
similar literature developed on the Island of Crete.
Its most important creations are the romantic epic

"Erotokritos"

"The

and

Sacrifice of
tures of customs

chronologically

tin-

dramas

"Erophile" and
a few minor pic
These works tall
limits of Byzantine

Abraham", with
and manners.

outside

the
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the various cultural elements, Byzantine, Romance,
and Oriental, without giving, however, the character
of a composite. The lyrical love tragedy "Erophile"
is more of a mosaic, being a combination of two
Italian tragedies, with the addition of lyrical intermezzos from Tasso's "Jerusalem Delivered", and
Nevertheless,
choral songs from his "Aminta".
the materials are handled with independence, and
more harmoniously arranged than in the original;
the father who has killed his daughter's lover is
slain not by his daughter's hand, but by the ladies
of his palace, thus giving a less offensive impression.
Owing to the lyric undertone of the work, some parts
of it have survived in popular tradition until the
present time.
of

Abraham"

apparently

an

The mystery-play
is

a

little
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nevertheless, as a necessary complement
and continuation of the preceding period, they should
be discussed here. The "Erotokritos" is a long romantic poem of chivalry, lyric in character, and didactic in purpose, the work of Cornaro, a hellenized
Venetian of the sixteenth century. It abounds in
themes and ideas drawn from the folk-poetry of the
time. In the story of Erotokritos and Arethusa the
poet glorifies love and friendship, chivalric courage,
Although foreign inconstancy, and self-sacrifice.
fluences do not obtrude themselves, and the poem,
flavour, it reveals
Greek
national
as a whole, has a
literature;

of

"The

Sacrifice

psychological masterpiece,
The familiar
work.

independent

and trite Biblical incidents are reset in the patriarchal
environment of Greek family life. The poet emphasizes the mental struggles of Sarah, the resigna-

Abraham to the Divine will, the anxious forebodings of Isaac, and the affectionate sympathy of
the servants, in other words, a psychological analysis
of the characters. The mainspring of the action is
Sarah's fore-knowledge of what is to happen, evidently the invention of the poet to display the power
The diction is distinguished by
of maternal love.
high poetic beauty and by a thorough mastery of
Other products of Cretan literature
versification.
are a few adaptations of Italian pastorals, a fewtion of

erotic and idyllic poems, like the so-called "Seduction Tale" (an echo of the Rhodian Love-Songs),
and the lovely, but ultra-sentimental, pastoral idyll

of the "Beautiful Shepherdess".
General: A central medium for the investigation of all
branches of Byzantine culture is Die byzantinUche Zeltsehritt,
it is especially rich in
);
Krumbacher (Leipzig, 1S92
eil
bibliography; Diehl, Eludes hiizanlines Paris. 19001; Symoxds,
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Byzantine Rite.
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Byzantium. See Constantinople.
Bzovius, Abraham. See Baronius.

Caballero, Ferna\ (nom de plume of Cecilia Bohl
a noted Spanish novelist, b. at Morges, a
small town in Switzerland, 25 December, 1796; d. at
Seville, 7 April, 1S77.
Her father was Nicolas Bohl
von Faber, a German who had settled in Spain and
enjoyed some reputation there as an author, and her
mother was a native of Spain. She spent her early
years in Germany and Italy, and came to Spain with
her parents in 1813, settling at Cadiz. She was three
times married and widowed, her first husband being
Captain Planelles, whom she married when she was
barely seventeen.
Having lost her husband shortly
after her marriage, she became in 1822 the wife of the
Marques de Arco Hermoso. who died in 1835. Two
years later she married Antonio Arron de Ayala, a
lawyer, and for a time Spanish Consul in Australia.
After the death of her third husband, in 1863, she
retired to the royal palace at Seville, where she was
enabled to reside through the friendship and influence of her neighbour, the Due de Montpensier.
Ferndn Caballero, who was much better known by
her pseudonym than by her own name, was also a
journalist, and at one time was a contributor to "La
Ilustracion Espanola y Americana".
But it was as
a novelist that she made her reputation, her descriptive powers, in particular, being compared to those
of Scott and Cooper.
In 1849 she published her first
novel, ''La Gaviota", which appeared originally in
serial form in a newspaper.
This work has been
translated into several languages, the English version
appearing in 1868 under the title of "The Sea Gull",
and it has probably been more widely read by foreigners than any Spanish book of the century.
Following " l.a Gaviota " there appeared from her pen many
novels and short stories in which she describes, with
much charm, grace, and exactness, the types and
customs of the different classes of Spanish society,
especially in Andalusia.
Under the general title
"Cuadros Sociales" were published, with others,
"La Gaviota", "Clemencia", "La Familia de Albareda", and "Elfa".
Her complete works were published at Madrid (1860-61) in thirteen volumes.
Fitzmacrick-Kelly, History of Spanish l/iterature (London,
dr
1907); Obras Compklns
Fern&n Caballero 1860).
t

von Faber).

<

Ventura Fuentes.
Caballero,

Raimtndo Diosdado,

miscellaneous

writer, chiefly ecclesiastical, b. at Palma, in the island
of Majorca. 19 June, 1746; d. at Home, either 16 Jan.,
1830,01 -28 j-pril,1829. He entered the Society of Jesus
5 November, 1752, held the chair of literature in the
Jesuit College at Madrid for several years, and was
deported with the other Jesuits to Italy when the Society was suppressed in the Spanish dominions.
In
1

knowledge in his "Tetraglotton D. Marci Evangelium,
Marcologia critica"; "El Evangelio de S. Marcos
escritoenlatin.griegoy hebreo.con lost res alfabetos".
(5) Not to mention several historical works, we may
add here his writings on American subjects: "Observaciones americanas, y suplemento eritico a la
historia de Mexico"; "Medios para estrechar mas la
union entre espanoles americanos y europeos";
" Consideraciones americanas".
Sommkryoohl, Bibl. de la c. dc J., II, 4S1 sqq. (Bmsseb,
1891); Hdrter, Nomcndator (Innsbruck, 189.5), III. 871.
A. J. Maas.
et

Caballero y Ocio, Juan, b. at Quereiaro, Mexico,
1644; d. there 11 April, 1707. A priest remarkable for lavish gifts to the Church and for charity.
While still a layman he was mayor of his native city.
After taking Holy orders he held several high offices.
He gave large sums of money to several churches, and
founded and endowed in his native city the church
and college of the Jesuits, enlarged the Franciscan
church, built the Dominican church and convent,
constructed the Chapel of Our Lady of Loretto. to
which he gave all his family jewels, founded the convent of Capuchin nuns, and built a hospital or infirmary in St. Francis' convent.
He gave dowries
to more than two hundred girls, and left large sums
of money for daily charities.
In the city of Mexico
he rebuilt the church of Santa Clara and contributed
generously to the construction of the churches of Sts.
In Guadalajara he finished
Philip Neri and Belen.
the church of St. Dominic, and for the missions of the
newly discovered California he gave $150,000. Some
years before his death he bequeathed his property for
charitable purposes.
He was remarkable for his
humility and piety
He refused two bishoprics which
were offered to him at different times, and the title of
Adelantado (governor) of California, which the King
of Spain sent him, after his generous donation to
those missions. Every year he used to make a spiritual retreat, drawing at the same time his last will,
and becoming the executor of his pious bequests until
he renewed them the following year. Almighty God
seemed to bless his charity, and the sums he left for
charitable purposes were wonderfully preserved and
increased for a century and a half, until the general
spoliation of the Church in Mexico.
SlODKNZA Y Gongora, Glorias dr I.l;,r.!,im (Mexico, 1690);
Cirozco y Bkrra, Apindice <il Diceumario Universal (Mexico,
1856).
MONTES DE OCA Y 0bREG6n.
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Cabasa, a titular see of Egypt. About seven and
one-half miles north of Sais (ruins at Ssa cl-Haggar)
stands a little village called Shabas-Sounkour, or
Shabas as-Shoada. It has been rightly identified
with the see that figures in a Coptic-Arabian episcopal
list of the seventh century under the names ShabasSanhoul and Gabaseos-tivari-Khevasen. Ptolemy
(IV, v, 48) calls it Kabasa, and says it is the capital of
the fifth rumws (Kabasites). The city is also known
by its coins. It is mentioned by Pliny (V, ix, 9),
ielzer, 730), and Hierocles
Georgius Cyprius (cd.
''art hey (cd.). "Xntitia Prima", about 840,
(724,5).
gives it as the metropolis of .<Egyptus Secunda.
Two of its bishops arc known: Theopemptus, present
at Ephesus in AM and 449, and Macarius, an opponent of Dioscorus at Chalcedon in 151.

ncu home Father Caballero developed a varied litThe following are the most import^
his works: (1) " De prima typographic hispanicse setate specimen" (Rome. 1793); (2) "Commentariola critica, primuin de discipline arcani, secundum
de lingua evangelic)'' (Rome, 1798). The author
corrects in this work what he considers to 1* the mistakes of Schelstrate and Hardouin, and proves that
the native tongue of Christ and the Apostles was Syriac, not Greek, as Dominicus Diodatl (d. 1801) had
maintained in his "De Christi loquente exercitatio"
(Naples. 1767).
(3)"Bibliothecse Scriptorum Societatis Jesu supplements.
Supplementing primum"
De Rot-r.K. Qeographie aneienne dr la
(Paris,
(Home, 1814), " Supplementum alteram" (Rome, 1S91>. 24. 162; Smith. Diet, of Greek and Rnmnn Qeog. (London, 1878). I. 462.
S I'l TIUDES.
1816); (4) Father Caballero shows his Scriptural
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CABASSUT

life.

He entered

the Oratory at the age of twenty-one

and though devoted
to interrupt even his

was always ready
most favourite study to assist the

to his labour he

He had

taught canon law at Avignon for
some time, when Cardinal Grimaldi. Archbishop of
Aix. took him as companion to Rome, where Father
Cabassut remained about eighteen months. Returning to Aix, he became a distinguished writer on questions of ecclesiastical history, canon law. and moral
needy.

theology.

He was

St.

Alphonsus

him

considers

classical.

The

a probabifiorist in his moral solutions.

following of his works are worthy of note: "Notitia
Conciliorum" (Lyons, 1668). Cardinal Grimaldi induced the writer to enlarge this work and publish it
under the title, "Xotitia ecclesiastica historiarum,
conciliorum et canonum invicem collatorum", etc.
(Lyons, 16S0, and other dates; Munich, 1758; Tournai, 1851, 3 vols.).
Often modified and enlarged, it
was once, under the title "Cabassutius", an authority
for the history of councils.
A compendium of the
"Notitia" appeared at Louvain, 1776. "Theoria et
Praxis Juris Canonici" etc. (Lyons, 1660, and other
dates; Rouen, 1703; Venice, 1757).
Hurter. Nomenelator, II. 501; Punkes in Kirehenlex., II,
1641; Rattekel, Mem. pour sereir a Vkist.de VOrat.
(Paris.
1903). Ill, 396-412.

A.

J.

Maas.

de Balboa, Miguel, a secular priest,
b. at Archidona in Spain, dates of birth and death
unknown. In 1566 he emigrated to Peru in South
America; from here he went to Quito, Ecuador, where
he began to write the "Miscelanea Antarctica", finishing it at Lima in 15S6.
Nothing else is known of
him except that, in the years 1602-1603, he wrote a
Cabello

letter giving valuable details concerning the regions
of Pelechuco and Apolobamba in eastern Bolivia,

between the Andes and the Beni River.

In this

letter he does not explicitly state that he visited
those districts, but the information imparted is
such as to imply this. The letter is taken from a
book written by Father Cabello of which nothing else

known.

is

The "Miscelanea Antarctica", however, is an important source. Unfortunately, most of it remains
in manuscript.
Only the third part has been published in French by Ternaux Compans.
The original
was (1S53) in possession of the celebrated historiographer Don Joaquin Garcia Ycazbalceta at Mexico.
complete copy also exists at the Lenox Branch of
the New York Public Library. It contains Indian
traditional records of the coming to South America of
white men who are said to have preached the Gospel
to the aborigines; also a theory that the Indians of
Patagonia and Chile are the descendants of pirates of
Macassar. The legendary history of the Inea tribe is
expounded at length, and the origin of the Inca given
in a manner somewhat at variance with the accounts
of other Spanish authors.
Ternaux Compans, Histoire du Pfrou (tr. of part of
Casello'8 book) furnishes a few biographical data. More

A

told in the Dieeinniirii, i.uiivnul de III. In,,,, iMevi,.,,, l.X5:(i;
lias a short notice of
the work. On the missions to the Bolivian V le ind Ipolo,/,
bamba, see the letter by Cabello in !:,!,, .,,,,
Indian (Madrid, 1SS5), II;
hi,
„„, in; , tr. il.ima,
in
1876), II, gives nly meagre information.

is
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eon y Pinelo, Epitome (1737-1738),

,
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Cabassut (Cabassutius), Jean, French theologian
and priest of the Oratory, b. at Aix in 1604, d. there,
1685.
He excelled equally in learning and holiness of

,

,

,

•

Ad. F. Bandelieu.

Cabeza de Vaca, Alvar Ntjnez,

b. at Jerez de la
Frontera in Andalusia, Spain; dates of birth and
death uncertain. The family were originally peasants and called themselve
Uhaja until after the
battle of Las Xavax de Tolosa (11 July, 1212), when
they were ennobled for service thai contributed to
the important victory which the king- of Castile,
Aragon, and Navarre achieved over the Moors. One
of the Alhajas informed the Christians of a mountain

pass by which the position of the Arabs could be
turned, and indicated the entrance by placing the
skull of a cow near it.
Hence the change of name
and the coat of arms. Alvar Nunez joined the expedition of P&mfilo de Narvaez to Florida in 1526 as
treasurer.
With two other Spaniards and an Arab
Moor, he was the only survivor who remained on the
mainland. For eight years they roamed along the
coasts of Louisiana and Texas under the greatest
hardships, their position among the Indians being
wellnigh intolerable.
In utter despair, Cabeza de
Vaca at last tried his scanty knowledge of medicine,
and, his cures proving successful, he became a renowned medicine man among the natives, his companions following the example. The treatment to
which they resorted partook of the nature of a faithcure.
He declares the sign of the cross to have been
a seldom-failing remedy. The belief of the outcasts
in miracles was sincere, while acknowledging that
they also employed indigenous Indian remedies with
simple Christian religious ceremonials. After nine
years they reached the Pacific coast in Sonora,
Mexico, thus being the first Europeans to travel across
the North American continent.
Cabeza de Vaca
arrived at the city of Mexico in 1536.
He was
also the first European who saw and described the
American bison or buffalo. But the wanderers did
not, as has been supposed, see the New Mexican
pueblos. They only heard of them.
Returning to
Spain in 1537, he obtained the post of Governor of
the La Plata regions (Argentina), whither he went
in 1541.
Cabeza de Vaca was a trustworthy subaltern, but

His men rebelled
fit for independent command.
against him in 1543, took him prisoner, and sent him
to Spain, where for eight years he was kept in a mild
not

The date of his death is not known, but it
stated that he ended his days at Seville, where he
occupied an honourable and modestly lucrative posiHe
tion in connection with the American trade.
wrote two works. One is the story of his first trials in
America as a member of the expedition of Narvaez,
which was published at Zamora in 1542, and is known
under the title of "Naufragios" (reprinted 1555 and
several times translated into English) the other is on
his career in South America (published 1555) and called
"Comentarios". Both are valuable for the history
of Spanish colonization, the former also for the cuscaptivity.
is

;

toms and manners of North American Indians.
There is hardly a work on the history of North
America extant that does not allude, more or less
correctly, to Cabeza de Vaca, and the same may be
stated in regard to histories of Argentina and Para-

The earliest publications are of course those
written by himself, his "La Relacion que dio Aluar

guay.

Nunez Cabeza de Vaca de lo acaescido en las Indias
en la armada donde yua por gouernador Pamphilo de
Narbaez " etc. (Zamora, l ri42), only two copies of
which are known to exist, and " La Relacion y comentarios del gouernador Aluar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca"
(Valladolid, 1555).
OviF.no, Hist, general y natural (Madrid. 1S50), (rives the
above with some modifications, adding a communiIn Documentos
n written while on the way to Europe.
'.' de Indias. there are a few more documents;
R mi\78IO
Ihllr \aviga:ioni e Ytaggi (Venice, 1556). an Italian version.
There is a French translation by Ternaux Compans, both of
English translations:
the Navfrages and the Commentairei.
I'ninna. His Pilgrimage (London. 1625-26, title. Relation
text of the
r

hi

-

(

of the Fleet in India. ,eh,r.,,f Pamphilus Naruaet teas Governor): SviiiHtr. (Washington, 1S51): reprinted by John GilA paraphrase of the work
inarv Shea (New York, 1X71).
has been given by Kingsley, Tales ,./ Old Travels (London,
Mill'
has published The Journey of Alvar
lis- si
\
abeza de Vaca (New York. 1905). a translation of the
1542 edition of the Naufragios.
Ad. F. Bandelier.
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Cabot, John- (Giovanni CaboTA or Gabota), a
celebrated navigator and the discoverer of the American mainland. b. in the first half of the fifteenth cen-
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tury at Genoa; date of death unknown. In 1461 he
went to Venice and, after living there fifteen years,
the prescribed residence for obtaining citizenship,
was naturalized, 28 March. 1470. For this reason he
is generally called a Venetian.
On his commercial
journeys, which took him to the shores of Arabia, lie
heard of the countries ricli in spices which lay to t lie
This may have led him to conceive ho plan
far East.
of a great voyage of discovery.
About 1490 lie went
to England with his three sons, Ludovico, Sebastiano,
and Sancto, and settled there as an experienced seaman.
He may have inspired the expedition that
sailed from Bristol in 1491 to find the fabulous Isles
When the success of Christopher
of the West.
Columbus became known, Cabot acquainted himself
most carefully with the theories and opinions of his

Spain, where he was at once indicted for his conduct

countryman, and finally ottered to do for England
what Columbus had done for Spain. By letters
Batent of 5 March. 1496, King Henry VII granted
abot and his three sons the right to seek islands and
countries of the heathen towards the west, east, and
north, with five ships under the English flag.
Cabot
began his preparations for the voyage at once and
sailed from Bristol early in May, 1497, on the ship
Matthew, with eighteen men, among whom may
have been his son Sebastian. After sailing for fiftydays, mainly in a westerly direction, they reached the
American mainland, 24 June, 1497, that is, before
Columbus. According to the chart of Sebastian
Cabot (1.544), the land was in the vicinity of Cape
Breton Island. Some investigators, however, assert
that this entry of the younger Cabot is a falsification
to support the English claim to possession, and they
place the spot where the landing was made in Labrador.
On 26 June Cabot began his return voyage;
towards the end of July or the first week of August
he reached England, where he received a warm welcome. Letters patent of 3 February, 1498, empowered him to undertake a second expedition. This
was made up of five ships and three hundred men, and
set sail some time before 25 July, 149S.
They firs!
went north, apparently as far as 67° X. lat.; drifting
ice forced them to turn, and they sailed along the east
coast of America past Newfoundland, which Cabot
named Bacallaos, as far as the latitude of Cape flattens, as is learned from the chart of Juan de la
Cosa (1500). No further information has been preserved of Cabot, even as to his return from this
expedition.
Nevertheless, existing data, although
scanty, suffice to assure John Cabot a place among

cessful
to win

t

the greatest discoverers.

Sebastian, son of John Cabot,
Venice

b.

probably

in

1474: d. 1557, or soon after.
As already
stated, he may have taken part in the first expedition
of his father.
In 1512 he was in the employ of Henry
VIII of England as cartographer; in the same year he
accompanied Willoughby to Spain, where he received
the rank of Captain from King Ferdinand V.
After
Ferdinand's death he returned to England, where.
in 1517, he tried in vain to win the favour of
Vice-Admiral Perte for a new expedition. In 1522,
although once more in the employ of Spain and holding the rank of pilot-major, he secretly offered his
services to Venice, undertaking to find the north-west
passage to China. Finally he received the rank of
captain general from Spain, and was entrusted. 4
March, 1525, with the command of a fleet which was
to find Tarshish, tphir, and the far eastern country of
Cathay, and also to discover the way to the Moluccas.
The expedition consisted of three ships with 15(1 men,
and set sail from Cadiz, 5 April, 1526, bu! only went
as far as the mouth of the Rio de la Plata.
Cabot
here went ashore anil left behind his companions,
Francisco de Rojas. Martin Mendez, and Miguel de
Rodas, with whom In- bad quarrelled; he explored the
Parana River as far as its junction with the Paraguay,
and built two forts. In August, 1530, he returned to
c.

(

his fellow-commanders and his lack of sucand was condemned, February, 532 o a banAlter a year
ishment of wo years to Oran in Africa.
he was pardoned and went to Seville; he remained
pilot-major of Spain until 1547, when, without losing

towards

cess,

1

1

t

.

1

either the title or
the pension, he

Spain and returned to Engwhere he
land,
left

receive.! a salary
title of

with the

great pilot.

Inthe

year 1553 Charv made unsuc-

les

In the

attempts

him back.
meantime

Cabot
had reopened
tions with Venice,
but he reached no
agreement with
that city.

After

this he aided bot h
with information
and advice the ex-

Sebastian

(.'abot

pedition of Wil-

loughby and Chancellor, was made life-governor of
the "Company of Merchant
Adventurers", and
equipped (1557' th
of Borough.
After
this, nothing more is heard of him; he probably died
soon afterwards.
The account of his journeys written by himself has
been lost. All thai remains of his personal work is a
map of tin- world drawn in 1544: one copy of this was
found in Bavaria, and is still preserved in the National
Library at Paris. This map is especially important
for the light it throws on the first journey of his
father.
The character of Sebastian Cabot does not
leave a favourable impression; restless and unscrupulous, he busied himself with the most varied projects,
and was ready to enter into relations with any country
from which he might hope to gain the realization of
his schemes.
The country most indebted to him is
England, where he roused enthusiasm for great undertakings; with his father he laid the foundation of the
English supremacy at sea.
The- accounts of the journeys of John and Sebastian

Cabot were collected by Richard Hakluvt in his work
''The Principal Navigations, Voyages " etc.. and have
been recently published in an extra series of the
Hakluvt Society (Glasgow, L904), VII, 141-158. In
the same series appears "Ordinances, Instructions,
and Advertisements of and for the Direction of the
intended Voyage for Cathay, compiled, made and delivered by...
Sebastian Cabota" (Glasgow, 1903),
II. 195-205.
Cabot's picture, rpparently by Holbein,
appears on page 10 of this latter volume.
'.'

WiNsiiic, Cab,,i Bibliography (London, 1900), gives a list of
the extensive bibliography on the subject in .",,9 otic--; Piddle,
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Cabral, FRANCISCO, Portuguese missionary in
Japan, b. in the castle of Govillou, Diocese of Guarda,
Portugal. 1529; d. at Goa, 1609.
In 1554 be entered the Society of Jesus, and after his studies went
to Japan, when- he laboured strenuously to propagate
the Christian religion. There he enjoyed the friend-
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ship of princes and kings,

many

of

whom,

together

with their subjects, were won over to the Faith by his
zealous labours. He filled very important places in the
government of his order, being superior of Japan for
twelve years, master of novices, and rector of the
College of San Pablo of Goa, and of the colleges of
Cochin, Bazain, and Macao, superior of the professed
house of Goa, and finally visitor to India. He died
at the age of eighty-one with a great repute for
prudence and holiness.
Varones Ilustres de la C'ompania de Jesus (2nd

ed., Bilbao,

1887), I, 655-63.

Edward

P. Spillane.

Cabral, Pedralvarez (Pedro Alvarez), a celebrated Portuguese navigator, generally called the
discoverer of Brazil, b. probably about 1460; date of
death uncertain. Very little is known concerning
He was the third son of Femao
the life of Cabral.
Cabral, Governor of Beira and Belmonte, and Isabel
de Gouvea, and married Isabel de Castro, the daughHe
ter of the distinguished Fernando de Noronha.
must have had an excellent training in navigation and
large experience as a seaman, for King Emmanuel of
Portugal considered him competent to continue the
work of Vasco da Gama, and in the year 1500 placed
him in command of a fleet which was to set sail for
His commission was to establish permanent
India.
commercial relations and to introduce Christianity
wherever he went using force of arms when necessary
The nature of the undertaking led
to gain his point.
rich Florentine merchants to contribute to the equipment of the ships, and priests to join the expedition.
Among the captains of the fleet, which consisted of
thirteen ships with 1,200 men, were Bartolomeu
Diaz, Pero Vaz de Caminha, and Nicolao Coelho, the
Da Gama himlatter the companion of da Gama.
self gave the directions necessary for the course of the
voyage.
The fleet left Lisbon, 9 March, 1500, and following
the course laid down, sought to avoid the calms of the
On leaving the Cape Verde Islands,
coast of Guinea.
where Luis Pirez was forced by a storm to return to
Lisbon, they sailed in a decidedly south-westerly direction.
On 22 April a mountain was visible, to
which the name of "Monte Paschoal" was given; on
the 23d Coelho landed on the coast of Brazil, and on
the 25th the entire fleet sailed into the harbour called
"Porto Seguro". Cabral perceived that the new
country lay east of the line of demarcation made by
Alexander VI, and at once sent Andreas Goncalvez
(according to other authorities, Gaspar de Lemos) to
Portugal with the important tidings. Believing the
land to be an island he gave it the name of "Island of
Vera Cruz" and took possession of it by erecting a
The service
cross and holding a religious service.
was celebrated by the Franciscan, Father Henrique,
afterwards Bishop of Ceuta, on the island called Coroa
Vermelha in the bay of Cabralia. Cabral resumed
his voyage 3 May; by the end of the month the fleet
,

approached the Cape of Good Hope, where it was
struck by a storm in which four vessels, including that
With the ships now
of Bartolomeu Diaz, were lost.
reduced to one-half of the original number, Cabral
reached Sofala, 16 July, and Mozambique, 20 July; in
the latter plan-

In-

received a cordial greeting.

On

26 July he came to Kilwa where he was unable to
make an agreement with the ruler; on 2 August he
reached Melinde; here he had a friendly welcome and
obtained a pilot to take him to India. At Calicut,
where he arrived 13 September, he met with many
obstacles, so that he
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was obliged to bombard the

doxo, and in September the last of his ships, in comof Sancho de Toar whom he had sent to Sofala,
returned to Lisbon. Of his later life nothing is

mand

known.
The authorities for the voyage of discovery of Cabral are
in the reports of eyewitnesses, especially in the
letter of Vaz de Caminha to King Emmanuel, of which the
original was discovered in 1790.
This letter was first published bv Cazal in his Corograftabrnzili, u 1M7
I. 12-34; the
contained

.

is in the It.n.'t,, do 1,,-lilulo Uistorico Oiographico
do Bmsil (Rio de Janen... L877
XL, Pt. II, 12-37. Another
narrative is that of a pilot, published bv Ramusio in his Delle
Narig. e Yiaggi (Venice. 1563
I, 121-127.
There is also a
description of the voyage in R\KRos, Aia (Lisbon. 1552). Dec.
I, lib. V, i-x; in Faria y Sorsi, .1
-i
Fori I. 1, v. 45-49, and
in the writings of other historian^
Y\r\h\of\, Historia
gcral do Brazil (Rio de Janeiro, Is.Vl
I;
Materials for a Biography in Revisla do Inxtttiito llistor. i;,og. do Bravd 1843). V,
496-98; Baldaque da Silva, O Descobrimento do Brazil por
Pedro Alvarez Cabral (Lisbon, 1S92).

best edition

.

.

1

Otto Hartig.
Estkvan

called Juan), a Portuguese in the naval service of Spain, date and place of
birth unknown; d. on the island of San Bernardo, 3
Jan., 1543.
In 1541 Pedro de Alvarado gathered a
fleet of twelve vessels on the coast of Western Mexico
(Navidad) for an expedition to the Moluccas. Alvarado was soon after killed in the assault on the rock
of Nochiztlan (Jalisco), defended by hostile Indians.
The Viceroy iMendoza then sent most of the squadron
under the command of Villalobos to the Moluccas, and
two of the largest vessels to the north along the
coast, appointing Cabrillo as commander.
The latter
sailed from Navidad in 1542, coasting slowly upwards
owing to contrary winds. In the course of his voyage
he discovered Santa Catalina, the Santa Barbara

Cabrillo,

(also

channel, Monterey, Cape Mendocino, and the Oregon
coast as far as latitude 43°, thus being the discoverer
of Oregon and of the entire California coast.
Scurvy
having broken out among the crew to a violent degree, Cabrillo could make but a short stay on the
shores of Oregon and Northern California, and had to
turn back. His character was distinguished by many
honourable features, and his treatment of the aborigines on the voyage was particularly kind and generous.
Nothing else is known of him, except that he
was brought up a Catholic and remained in the Faith
The report of Cabrillo has
to the time of his death.
been printed in the "Colecciiin de documentos para
la historia

de Espana".

To

that, collection

and

to

the "Coleccion de documentos de Indias" (both
printed at Madrid, and very voluminous) the reader
must be referred for collateral information. The
map of Cabrillo was published by Archbishop Lorenzana (1770). His voyage is mentioned more or less
extensively in every work of importance on the early
history of North America.
H. H. Bancroft, Histon/ of the Pacific Slates: Clinch. California, and Its M isswhx (San Francisco, 1904 c Bf.ristain de
Souza, Biblioteca luspano-umtricana

*<:]>!<

ntrwnal (Amecaniera,

1883).

An. F. Bandelier.
Caceres.

See

Nueva Caceres.

Cadalous, Bishop of Parma and antipope, b. in
the territory of Verona of noble parentage; d. at
Parma, 1072. After the death of Nicholas II, 1061,
the cardinals, under the direction of Hildebrand, met
in legal form and without any reference to the German
Court, elected (30 Sept.) Alexander II, who as Anselm, Bishop of Lucca, had been one of the leaders of
Twenty-eight days after Alexanthe reform party.
der's election an assembly of bishops and notables
(enemies of reform), convoked at Basle by the Empress Agnes as regent for Iter son Henry IV. and pre-

by the Imperial Chancellor Wibert, those

town

sided over

at Lisbon, 31 July, or, as is sometimes
On the way home he met l'ero Diaz
given. 23 June.
he had dispatched, during his voyage, to Maga-

marched towards Home, whither the imperial agent,
Benzo, Bishop of Alba, a clever but unscrupulous

for two days: in Cochin and Kananur. however,
he succeeded in making advantageous treaties. Cabral started on the return voyage, 16 January, 1501,

and arrived

whom

as antipope the ambitious prelate of Parma, Cadalous. who assumed the name of Ilonorius II (Oct. 28).
In the spring of 1(162 Cadalous with his troops

CADDO
man, had been sent

in advance to prepare the way.
14 April a brief but sanguinary conflict took place,
which the forces of Alexander wen- worsted and
Cadalous got possession of the precincts of St. Peter's.
The arrival, however, of Godfrey, Duke of Tuscany,
in May. forced the antipope to withdraw to Parma,
Alexander II at the same time engaging lo return to

On
in

his see in Lucca, there to await tin' result of Godfrey's

mediation with the German Court,
In Germany, meanwhile, a revolution had taken
Anno, the powerful Archbishop of Cologne,
place.

had seized the regency, and the Empress Agnes retired
Having
to the convent at Fructuaria in Piedmont.
declared himself againsl Ca lalo is, thi new regent at
ouneil of Augsburg, Oct., 1062, secured the apthe
pointment of an envoy to be sent to Rome for the
purpose of investigating Alexander's election. The
envoy. Burchard, Bishop of Halberstadt (Anno's
i

nephew), having pronounced favourably upon the
Alexander II was recognized as the lawful

election,
pontiff,

and

his

rival,

Cadalous.

excommunicated

The antipope

did not, however, abandon
At a counter-synod held at Parma he
hurled back the ban and having gathered about him
an armed force, once more proceeded to Rome, where
he established himself in the Castle of Sant' Angelo
and for more than a year defied Uie power of Alexan(1063).

his claims.

der at the Lateran.
His cause at length becoming
hopeless he fled to his Bishopric of Parma. The
Council of Mantua. Pentecost. 106-1, practically ended
the schism by anathematizing Cadalous and formally
declaring Alexander II to be the legitimate suci
Cadalous. however, maintained his preof St. Peter.
tensions to the day of his death.
Jaffk Regesta PP. Rom. (2nd ed ,1,593 sq.; Wiu, Ben:os
Panegyrikus auf Hanrich IV (Marburg, 1856); Hefei.e. Ctms'.O

ciliengi

ssL':

Kktzek.

einer Gesch. de

\'oritntcrsucflul
II (Strasburg,

lss7

;

antipapa Cadal<> (Hone
di

Parma

in Riy ista delle ecienze >t<>nrh<

i

Pavia, 1906
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Thomas Oestueich.
Caddo Indians, an important group of closely cognate and usually allied tribes formerly holding a considerable territory in Western Louisiana and Eastern
Texas, centring upon the Red. Sabine, and Neches
In the earlier period they were commonly
Rivers.
known to the Spaniards as Tejas, whence the name
of the State, and to the French as Cenis or Assinais.
Of some twenty small tribes, the principal were the
Nashitosh (Natchitoches), Yatasi, and Ada! Adayes),
in Louisiana, and the Kadohadaeho (( addodaquio or
Caddo proper). Hainai or Hasinai (Assinai NakohoI

I,

dotsi (Nacogdoches), Nadako (Anadarko), and llaiTin' Caddo were a senaish (Alliche), in Texas.
ry and agricultural people, living in large,
conical, communal, grass thatched houses, and cultivating abundant crops oi corn, beans, and pumpkins.

Their men were brave, but
women were expert potters and mat
i

/e,

while their

weavers.
In
general culture they v.. re "ii a plane with the Choctaw. Creek.-, and other tribes of the Cull States, and
or the
far superior to the n
Ley had a fully defish-eaters of the Texas
clan system with ten elans, in winch di
All but one of these (The
followed the female line.
Sun) were named from animals, and no Caddo would
dare to kill the annual from which his clan derived its
held sacred and might be
name. The
killed, f.ir its
by the regularly appointed
priest and after certain propitiatory ceremonies.
Their religion savoured of the bloody rites of the
Natchez and Aztecs, including cannibalism.
The
La Harpe, describes one of these
savage ceremonies which lie witnessed while sojournA large war-party had
ing in their villages in 171-'.
n tribe,
arrived from
bringing with them two prisoners, all that remained
of six unfortunates, the others having been eaten on
I

i

'•

I
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the way.
The prisoners were closely guarded in the
open air. as. according to tribal custom, a captive
who had once entered a Caddo house was thenceforth
Two frames were quickly
free and safe from harm.
prepared by planting two pairs of stout uprights in
the earth about four feet apart, with cross-pieces
about one foot and nine feet from the ground. To
these frames the doomed men were then fastened,
with their outstretched arms bound to the crosspieces above their heads, and with their whole weight
hanging upon the cords. After hanging thus for
about half an hour, facing tin rising sun, they were
taken down and compelled to dance for their persecutors.
At evening, having been all day without
food, they were again tied up in the same way, facing
the setting sun. The next morning they were again
suspended from the frames, this time with their faces
looking for the last time upon the rising sun, while
the wdiole tribe gathered around for the final tragedy.
Fires were lighted by each family and large earthen
pots filled with water wire placed over the blaze.
Two old men, each bearing in one hand a knife and
in the other an earthen bowl, then advanced upon the
helpless victims anil stabbed them repeatedly until
the blood gushed out in streams and was caught in the
bowls held below. This was then poured into a pot
and cooked until clotted, when it was eaten by the
priests.
The bodies were then dismembered and a
portion given to each family, by whom it was at once
cooked and eaten. The cannibal orgy concluded with
a dance.
Such was the savagery which the mission1

aries challenged.

Cabeza de Vaca ma}' have met some of the Caddo
in his aimless wanderings in Texas before 1536.
De
Soto's expedition entered their territory in 1541-2,
and about the middle of the next century another
Spanish expedition reached their country from Santa
Fe.
In 1687 the French explorers La Salle and Joutel
came into friendly contact with their principal tribes.
In May of 1690 the first mission among the Tejas
was established under the name of San Francisco de
los Tejas, on Trinity River, Texas, by a party of
Franciscans under Father Damian Masanet. At this
time the total population of the allied Caddo tribes
must have been close to 10.000 souls, but in the winter of the same year a terrible epidemic, possibly of
white origin, reduced their number by 3000, or perhaps one-third, which, with other causes, led to the

abandonment

of the mission effort in 1693, after three

had been established. Although the miswere thus temporarily withdrawn, the cattle
which they had introduced among the Indians were
left behind to increase, ami thus augment their foodresources and foster habits of industry.
In 1716, the
Indians having expressed a wish for the return of their
teachers, Captain Diego Ramon, with an escort of
troops and a party of twelve Franciscan priests and
two lay brothers, came up from the Rio Grande, and
after a friendly meeting with the chiefs concluded
with them a treaty of peace on behalf of Spain.
Four
missions were at once established— San Francisco,
Purisima Concepci6n, Guadalupe, and San .los/-.
among the Nakonodotei, Hasinai. Neches, and Xasoni
respectively—all within easy reach of Nacogdoches,
where a small garrison was established.
Later in hi
year the missions of (..lores and San Miguel deCuellar
were founded among the llai-ish (Aes) and Adai, the
stations
sionaries

I

I

last-named being within the present Louisiana, making six Caddo missions in all.
French hostility accomplished the abandonment
and destruction oi' the missions the next year, but in
1721 five of them were re-established, with a strong
Spanish post on their eastern frontier to keep oui
the French.
The Indian population thus brought
within mission influence was estimated at nearly
The
5000, not including the bands on Red River.
missions reached their highest prosperity about the

—
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when the Indian population attached to
the missions of Texas numbered about 15,000
Then began a period of decline, brought about
by the weakening of Spanish power, the increasing
hostility of the wild tribes, and the wasting of the
Indians under new diseases, which led to the final
abandonment of the Caddo missions in 1773. Five
years later the whole region was swept by small-pox,
by which more than one-half the population was deIn 1S01 another visitastroyed in a few months.
tion reduced the Caddo to about 1400. In 1S35 those

year 1760,
all

souls.

within Louisiana joined their kindred in Texas, then
Later difficulties with the
a separate government.
Texans led to their removal, in 1859. to a reservation
Here they still reside, being
in Western Oklahoma.
now legal citizens, upon individual allotments. They

numbered 550

in 1006.
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James Mooney.
to the Vulgate and
or probably four cities

Cades.—The name, according
three,

the Septuagint, of

mentioned
(1)

in Scripture.

Cades,

or

Cadesbarne [Heb. trip (Qadesh)

'p {Q. Bdrned); the meaning of
Bdrned is uncertain], a city on the extreme southern
border of Palestine (Num., xx, 16; xxxiv. 4; Jos.,
In Ps. xxviii (xxix), S the name is extended
xv, 3).
That Cades and Cadesto the surrounding desert.
barne are one place is seen by comparing Num., xiii,
In Gen.,
27, with Num., xxxii, 8, Deut., i, 19, etc.
xiv, 7, it is called fin Mishpat (Vulg., jontem Misphat), "fountain of decision", or "judgment", which
probably was its earlier name. The two names
seem to" indicate that a sanctuary with an oracle exCades,
isted at the place in pre-Israelitic times.
after Sinai, holds the most important place in the
Israelites
of
the
wandering
years'
forty
history of the
They came from Horeb (Sinai)
in the desert.
through the desert of Pharan, after eleven days' journey (Deut., i, 2, 19), with the intention of invading
Chanaan from the south (ib., i, 20 sq.). From here
spies were sent to explore the count ry, and here, on
their return, forty days after, the discouraging reports
of all but Caleb and Josue provoked a mutiny which
changed the course of events. In punishment the
people were condemned to wander thirty-eight years
more, and all who had reached manhood, except
Caleb and Josue, were to die in the desert. To escape
this fate the mass of the people, instead of obeying
the command to return towards the Red Sea, left
Moses at Cades and pushed northward with the purpose of penetrating into the Promised Land, but met
with disastrous defeat near Horma (Num., xiii, 2
During the stay at Cades
xiv, 45; Deut., i. 22-11).
occurred the death of -Mary, the sister of .Moses, and
the second miraculous flow of water, on which latter
occasion Moses and Aaron were excluded from the
Land of Promise for their want of trust in God (Num.,
xx, 1-13). Cades was probably also the scene of the
rebellion of Core, Dathan, and Abiron (Num., xvi).
Lastly, it was from Cades thai Moses, when about to

"Holv". and JfrQ

begin the march to the table land of Moab and tinJordan, sent to the King of Edom to obtain permission to pass through his territory. The permission
being refused, the Israelites wen- forced to turn aside
from Edom, passing probably through Wady el-Ithm,
at the southern end of the valley of the Arabah (Num.,
xx, 14 sqq.; Deut.,

Opinions

differ

ii,

1
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sqq.).

about the length of the stay at

Many hold that the command to retrace theii
steps towards the Red Sea was carried out after the
defeat of the Israelites near Horma, and that they
came to Cades a second time at the beginning of the
This second stay is said
fortieth year of wandering.
to be indicated by Num., xx, 1 sqq. In this opinion the
stations (seats of headquarters and oi the tabernacle)
in Num., xx.xiii, 19-35, i. e. from Remmomphares to
Asiongaber, belong to the years of wandering between
It is more
the first and the second visit to Cades.
probable, however, that the headquarters and the
tabernacle remained at Cades all these years, while
the people roamed about in the neighbouring desert
in search of pasturage for their flocks and herds.
This view seems more in accordance with Deut., i, 40,
In this case the stations up to Hesmona
ii, 1 sqq.
(Num., xxxiii, 29) would belong to the journey from
Sinai to Cades; those following Hesmona, to the
march towards Moab. The insertion of verses 36-40
after verse 29 would then seem necessary, but the
change would clear up this part of the itinerary.
good deal of controversy has existed concerning
the site of Cades, no less than eighteen places having
been proposed. This may now be considered as settled in favour of 'Ain Qadis or Gadis. discovered by J.
Rowlands in 1842, fifty miles south of Bersabee. Its
only serious rival, 'Ain el-Weibeh, on the western edge
of the Arabah, forty-five miles fart her east, which was
advocated by Robinson and others, is now generally
abandoned. 'Ain Qadis ("Holy Well") preserves
the name Cades both in meaning and etymology, and
These place lades
best satisfies the Scriptural data.
to the south of. and close to, the Negeb, the "south"
(Num., xiii, 30), or "south country (Gen., xx, 1) of
our English version (cf. Gen., xx. 1; Num., xiii, 23, 30;
xiv, 43 sq.; Deut., i, 19, 20), in the Desert of Sin,
which was north-east of the desert of Pharan (cf.
Num., xx, 1; xxvii, 14; xxxiii, 36; Deut., xxxii, 51),
near the middle of the southern frontier of the land
assigned to Israel (Num., xxxiv. 4; Jos., xv, 3). It
must therefore be sought in the north of the barren
plateau Badiet et-Tih, "the desert of wandering",
about midway between the Arabah and the Mediterranean, that is in the region in which 'Ain Qadis is
Moreover, the position of 'Ain Qadis, at a
situated.
short distance from the junction of the main roads
leading north, and its abundant supply of good water.
a rare thing in the desert, are advantages which must
have made it an important point, and which would be
Num., xx. 2
most likely to attract the Israelites.
sqq., is no objection to the identification. Cades, wherever situated, must have been near a supply of water.
The miracle in all likelihood occurred at a distance
from the town. Still, it is quite possible that the
springs (there are several) may for some reason have
temporarily run dry, and the cliff from underneath
which issue the waters of 'Ain Qadis may well be
the rock struck by Moses' rod. In the Vulgate text
of Ecclus., xxiv, 18, mention is made of the palms
But the readings, iv 'Eyydoon, iv VaSSl,
of Cades.
Cades.

A

(

rd<55ois, found in some MSS., seem to shov
Engaddi. where palms were abundant was referred to
by the sacred writer. The Sixtine ed. of the Septua-

iv

,

gint has iv aiyyia\oTs,

"on the seashore".

Not J .rk, 1872). 236,
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(2)

sanctuarj "], a
Cades [Heb. trip (Qedesh
Negeb or "south countrj " (Jos., xv, 23).

city of the
It

'is

sometimes

identified with Cadesbarne, but

is

more probably distinct from it.
Hethites (Htp(3) Cades (or Cedes) op the

im-i a city
for llodsi in 11

which

critical

Kings, xxiv.

conjecture substitutes
It is identified with
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the Qodshn of Egyptian monuments, and is generally
placed on the Lake of Horns (Emesa), Syria, at the
]xiint where the Orontes issues from it.
(Sec also the
article Cedes.)
Batce, The 11,11, tes (London. 1S88), 100; Tompkins in Pal
63 173;
Expl. FundQu. St .(18821. 47; Conhen. ,l„d nssi
Tompkins in Transact. Bibl. Archaol. (1882), 395, 101; Lifsics,
1
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[II, 158,

II, 367;
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Diet
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351
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Bib.,

Hum-

Sam., 448.
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Bechtel.

Archives colonial/I

Antoine de Lamothe, Sieur de, b. at
in 1657; d. at Castelsarrasin, 16 October,
the son of a parliamentary councillor,
entered t lie army at the age of sixteen. Sent to

He was

1683 he served in the Port Royal garrison,
studied the conditions of the English colonies, and in
1689 proposed the conquest of New York and Boston.
He took part in the unsuccessful Cafhniere expedition during which the English destroyed an establishment that he had just begun on Mount Desert Island,
given him in Kiss by Governor de Denonville, together with an estate at the mouth of the Union
River on the coast of Maine. Despite his advantageous marriage at Quebec (16S7) with Therese iuyon,
the daughter of a wealthy merchant, he returned to
France in financial straits. The king took him under
his protection, and in 1691 sent him out to Frontenac,
Governor of New Fiance. The latter, meditating an
attack on the coast of New England, used all the information he could obtain from the crafty and resourceful young officer, who prepared several memoirs
for this special purpose.
Under these influential
patrons Cadillac advanced, and was successively made
captain of infantry, naval ensign, and, in 1694, commandant of Michillimakinac. In tliis last ollice he
distinguished himself by his skill in controlling the
oi the West who threatened to unite with the
Iroquois; but he likewise took advantage of his position to carry on illegal traffic, and quarrelled with the
Jesuits who endeavoured to prevent his abuses in the
Returning to Quebec in 1H97 he
brandy traffic.
wrote an interesting account of Michillimakinac, and
sent
to France by Frontenac for the purpose of
was
making known the hitter's view.-. Falling seriously
he
ill.
promised t" erect a chapel in the Franciscan
church at Quebec, which promise he fulfilled in 1699.
He hen proposed to the Court to build a fortified post
at the head of Lake Erie, thus to secure the line of fortifications from the West and prevent the Indians of
the interior from trading with the English.
In June. 1701, Cadillac founded the city of Drto.it
which he called Pont Chart rain in honour of his protector. Here he erected a church and a fort, attracted
colonist.-, parcelled out land, gathered the [ndians,
proposing to civilize them by having them intermarry' with the French, and, in 1705, obtained a monopoly of the trade of this post, at first given to a

Acadia

in

<

I

,

special company.
He next aimed at making Detroit
"the Paris of New France ", suggested he cut ting of a
Canal between Lakes Erie and Huron, and asked thai
the settlement be made a marquisate in his favour.
Having become absolute master of Detroit, with a
promise of being appointed it.- firsl governor, his amThe merchants
bition eventually led to his undoing.
of Montreal complained that he was depriving their
city of trade, Governor Vaudreuil objected to the
power thai he was arrogating to himself, and the
Jesuits protested against abuses in his trai sections
with the Indians.
Recalled to Frame in 1710. Cadillac was subsequently made iovernor ol Louisiana,
where he arrived in 1712. Entering into partnership
with Yozat. he devoted himself chiefly to mining and
However, in 1716 he
to trading with the Spaniards.
was deposed, tried, and sentenced to the Bastille,
whence he emerged in 1718, and was restored to fat

(

(

later made Governor of Castelsarrasin, department
His body was
of Tarn and Garonne, where he died.
interred in the old Gunnels church, since transformed into a prison. Cadillac was shrewd and farseeing, and would have been capable of great things
had not his career been blighted by a caustic temperament and an insatiable desire for gain.
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Edmond Roy.

Cadiz, Diocese of (Gaditana et Septensis), suffragan of Seville.
Its jurisdiction covers nearly all
the civil province of Cadiz; only a few places, like
Sanlucar, belong to the Diocese of Seville, or, like
Grazalema, to that of Malaga. Cadiz (;{69,382) is
the residence of the bishop, and is situated on the
Isle of Leon, separated from the mainland by a narrow and tortuous channel: very high and thick walls
surround the city, which from the sea presents a very
picturesque appearance. The greater part of the old

town was consumed

in

the conflagration of

1569.

This city was retaken in 1262 from the Moors, and
raised by LTrban IV to episcopal rank in 1263 at the
Its first bishop was Fray Juan
request of Alfonso X.
Martinez.
After the Christians had won from the
Moors the Plaza (stronghold) de Algeciras, the ordinaries of Cadiz bore the title of Bishop of Cadiz and
Algeciras, granted by Clement VI in 1352.
This see
counted amongst its prelates in 1111 Cardinal Fray
Juan de Torquemada, an eminent Dominican theologian and jurisconsult, who took a leading part in the
Councils of Basle and Florence, and defended in his
"Summa de Ecclesia" the direel power of the pope
in temporal matters.
By the Concordat of 18,51 the
Diocese of Ceuta, also suffragan of Seville, was suppressed and incorporated with that of Cadiz, whose
bishop is regularly Apostolic Administrator of Ceuta.
There are in Cadiz 32 parishes and 110 priests; in
Ceuta, 22 parishes, 26 priests, and 1 1 ,7(10 inhabitants.
Castro,
JJ'J. .'is;
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hist,

Edt/ardo de Hinojosa.
Caecilia,

Sec Cecilia, Saint.

Caedmon, Saint, author of Biblical poems in AngloSaxon, date of birth unknown; d. between 670 and
While Csedmon's part in the authorship of the
so-called Csedmonian poems has been steadily narrowed by modem scholarship, the events in the life
680.

of this gill

eil

religious poet are definitively established

by the painstaking Bede, who lived in the aearby
monastery of Weannouth in the following generation
(see Bede).
Bede tells us (Hist. Eccles., Bk. IV, ch.
wivi that Caedmon, whose name is perhaps Celtic
(Bradley or a Hebrew or Chaldaic pseudonym (Palgrave. Cook
was at first attached as a labourer to
tindouble monastery of Whitby (Streoneshalh),
i.

i.

founded

657 by St. Hilda, a friend of St. Aidan.
One night, when the servants of the
(See AlDAN.)
monasb rv were gathered about the table for goodfellowship, and tie- harp was passed from hand to
hand, Caedmon, knowing nothing of poetry, left the
company fur shame, as he had often done, and retired to the stable, as he was assigned that night to
the care of the ilraiiL'ht cattle.
As he slept, there
stood by him in vision one who called him by name,
and bade him sing. "I cannot sing, and therefore
in

1
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"Sing to me, however, sing of
I left the feast."
Creation." Thereupon Ccedmon began to sing in
verses
which he had never heard
praise of God
before.
Of these verses, called Csedmon's hymn,

Bede gives the Latin equivalent, the AJfredian translation of Bede gives a West-Saxon poetic version, and
one manuscript of Bede appends a Northumbrian
poetic version, perhaps the very words of Ca;dmon. In
the morning Coedmon recited his story and his verses
to Hilda and the learned men of the monastery, and
Csedall agreed that he had received a Divine gift.
mon, having further shown his gift by turning into
excellent verse some sacred stories recited to him,
yielded to the exhortation of Hilda that he take the
monastic habit. He was taught the whole series of
sacred history, and then, like a clean animal rumiHis poems treated
nating, turned it into sweet verse.
of Genesis, Exodus, and stories from other books of
the Old Testament, the Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension, the Descent of the Holy
Ghost, the teaching of the Apostles, the Last Judgment, Hell and Heaven. Bede ends his narrative
with an account of Caedmon's holy death. According to William of Malmesbury, writing 1125, he was
probably buried at Whitby, and his sanctity was
attested by many miracles.
His canonization was
probably popular rather than formal.

and the "Christ and Satan" have the glow of
dramatic life, and the character of Satan is sharply
delineated. The poems, whether we say they are
Csedmon's or of the school of Csedinon, mark a worthy
beginning of the long and noble line of English sacred
poetry.
Brooke, Early English Literature (London, 1S92) Morlet,
English Writers London, 1SSS), I; Ker. Dark Ages (New York,
19041; Hazlitt-W.artON, History of English Poetri/ (London,
1S73); Azarias, Old English Thought (New York, 1879); Li\GARD, Anglo-Saxon Church (London. 1852); Turner, History of
the Anglo-Saxons
London, 1S03); Ten- Brink, English Literaesis"
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(New "\ ,,rk, lsX2i, I; Idem, Gcschichteder englischen Litteratur (Str:t~hurc. 1899), 9S and apn.; Routing, Grundriss der
Geschii U :,
ichen Litteratur (Munster, 1905) Wulcker,
Grundri- : ,r (,'< e'nrhtr ,lrr inunlsuchs ischin Lilt.; Idem, Ca'dmonu. Milton. Anglia, IV, 40; Moxtu.i mulrt, Monks of the
West (Edinburgh, 1S61); ActaSajictorum, 11 Feb.; Sievehs. Der
Heliand und die angelsiichsische Gcncs:is (Halle, 1875); Plummer, Hist. Eecl. Gentis Anglor. Bcda- (Oxford, 1896); GreinWulcker, Bibliolhrk der angi Is'irhsisrhcu I'oesie Kassel, 1894);
Miller, O. E. Version of Bede, with tr. (London, 1X90!. 95. 96;
Thorpe, Cardmnn's Metrical Paraphrase, etc., with Eng. Tr.
(London, 1832); Cook and Tinker. Translations from Old
English (Boston, 1902); ri'.iilall- ID
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lton.VI.9;
•Stevens in The Academy, 21 Oct
irdmon,
1876; G
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Caelestius.

Vincent Crowne.

See Pelagius.

Cedmon's Hymn, Eighth-Century MS., University of Cambridge

The Csedmonian poems, found

in a unique tenthcentury MS., now in the Bodleian Library, were first
published and ascribed to Caedmon in 1655 by Francis
Junius (du Jon), a friend of Milton, and librarian to
the Earl of Arundel. The MS. consists of poems on
Genesis, Exodus, Daniel, and a group of poems in a
different hand, now called collectively "Christ and
Satan", and containing the Fall of the Angels, the
Descent into Hell, the Resurrection, the Ascension,
the Last Judgment, and the Temptation in the
Wilderness. The tendency among Anglo-Saxon
scholars has been to deny the Csedmonian authorship
of most of these poems, except part of the " Genesis",
In
called A, and parts of the "Christ and Satan".
1875 Professor Sievers advanced the theory, on
grounds of metre, language, and st vie, that the part of
the "Genesis" called B, 11. 235-370, and 11. 421-851,
an evident interpolation, was merely a translation
and recension of a lost Old Saxon "Genesis " poem of
the ninth century, whose extant New Testament
part is known as the "Heliand".
Old Saxon is the
Old Low German dialect of the continental Saxons,
who were converted in part from England. The
Sievers theory, whose history is one of the brilliant

modern philology, was established in
by the discovery of fragments of an Old
(Parallel passages in Cook and
"Genesis".
Saxon

episodes of
is .'
1

I

Tinker.)
us that many English writers of sacred
imitated Cii'dmon, but that none had
The literary value of parts of the
him.
equalled
Csedmonian poems is undoubtedly of a high order.
In
stories
are not merely paraphrased, but
Bible
have been brooded upon by the poet until developed
into a vivid picture, with touches drawn from the
Knglish life and landscape about him.
The story of
the Sight of Israel resounds with the tread of armies

Bede

verse

tills

had

I

am! the

exciti

men<

of

camp and

battle.

The "Gen-

Caen, University of, founded in 1432 by Henry
VI of England, who was then master of Paris and of
In the beginning it included
a large part of France.
only faculties of canon and civil law. To these were
added, in 1437, a faculty of theology and a faculty of
arts, and, in 143S. a faculty of medicine.
The English having been repulsed from Paris, the purpose of
these additions and of the many privileges granted by
Henry VI was to give the students the same advantages
they would have found in Paris, and thus prevent
On the
their going to the university of the capital.
petition of the Estates of Normandy. Pope Eugenius
IV granted a Bull of erection to the university and
appointed the Bishop of Bayeux as chancellor (30
May, 1437). All those admitted to degrees were required to take an oath of fidelity to the Roman
pontiff, and to pledge themselves never to attempt
anything against the interests of the Church. The
ceremony of the solemn inauguration took place in
1439, the first rector being an Englishman, Michael
From
of Tregury, afterwards Archbishop of Dublin.
the beginning the University of Paris opposed very
strongly the founding of a university at Caen. In
1433 protests were sent to the chancellor of the kingdom and to the Parlement of Paris. The same year
the delegates of the university to the Council of Basle
were instructed to ask for the suppression of the university at Caen.
Later a petition was also sent to
Eugenius IV.

Notwithstanding

this opposition, the

In 1445 Henry VI
University of Caen developed.
declared it the only university in France enjoying the
When Caen was conquered by the
royal privileges,
French in L450, King Charles allowed the university
to continue as before.
It was. however, a mere tolera
tion until the king should reach a final decision.
This was given on 30 (ctober, 1452, when 'harles VI
created anew the 1'nivcrsity of Caen and gave it a new
charter, ignoring altogether its former charter and
(

(
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0UBEAY.

Caeremoniale Episcoporum, a book containing the
rites and ceremonies to be observed at Mass, Vespers,
and other functions, by bishops and prelates of
inferior rank, in metropolitan, cathedral, and collegiate churches.
It treats also ot he manner of precedence among ecclesiastics and official lay persons.
From the earliest centuries of the Church there were
i

many books which

contained the rites and ceremonies
to be observed in the performance of ecclesiastical
functions.
Shortly after Sixtus V had instituted
(15S7) the Congregation of Sacred Rites and Ceremonies, Clement VIII appointed a commission of
learned prelates to correct the "Ceremoniale Episcoporum", which he promulgated by the Apo-iolic
When in
Letter "Cum novissime". 11 July, 1600.
course of time errors crept into this, Innocent X had
it revised by a commission of cardinals, and by his
Constitution "Etsi alias" (30 July, 1650) ordered it
to be observed everywhere.
A revised edition became necessary during the pontificate of Benedict
XIII, which was promulgated by the Hull "Licet
alias"
Benedict XIV caused an
7 March, 1727).
amended and augmented edition to be published, the
observance of which he made obligatory by Apostolic
Briefs (15 May, 1741; 25 March. 1752).' Finally a
typical edition was published under the auspices of
the Congregation of Sacred Rites to which all other
editions were to conform (S. R. C, 17 Aug.. 1SS6).
The "Cseremoniale Episcoporum" is divided into
three books.
The first portion concerns what a
bishop must do after his election and immediately
upon entrance into the diocese, regarding his ordinary
dress, his duties and privileges, as indicated, when a
legate, cardinal, nuncio, or other prelate is present
(cc. i-iv); the duties of the master of ceremonies,
sacristan, assistant priest, and other ministers of the
bishop (cc. v-xi); the ornaments of the church and of
the bishop's throne (cc. xii-xiv); the ecclesiastical
dress of the bishop and canons, and the manner of
entering and leaving the church (c. xv); the pallium,
mitre, and crosier (cc. xvi-xvii); reverences, genu1

and other ceremonies, and sermons during
Mass and at funerals (cc. xviii-xxv); the manner of
supplying the places of canons and other ministers at
solemn services (c. xxvi); the orations and their chant,
the organ and organist (cc. xxvii-xxviii); the low
!.
of the bishop or low Mass celebrated m his presence (cc. xxix-xxx); the rites and ceremonies to be
observed at synods. The second book treats of the
Divine Office and of Mass throughout the year celebrated ia, by the bishop; (b) in his presence: (c) in
Cathedrals and collegiate churches when the bishop is
flexions,

S

(cc. i-xxxiv); the anniversary of the election
of the consecration of the bishop (c. \\\
anniversary of the death of his predecessor and of all
the bishops and canons of the cathedral (cc, xxxvixxxvii); the last illness and death of the bishop and
the prayers to be said for he election of his successor
(c. xxxviii); the chant of the Confiteor. the form of
publishing an indulgence, and the blessing given by
the bishop after the sermon (c. xxxix). The third
book treats of the formalities to be observed by provincial presidents, prelatic governors, and vice-legates
in their respective provinces and cities (cc. i-xit.

absent

and

t
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and granting the same

privileges enjoyed
by French universities. Like the other universities
in France, the University of tain disappi ared at (lie
The present univertime of the French Revolution.
sity, founded in 1894, has fifty instructors and 750
privileges,

is

obligatory not

only in cathedrals and collegiate churches, but also in
smaller churches, as far as it is applicable to the liturgical functions performed therein (S. H. C, 17 Aug.,
1894), not only when a bishop pontificates, but also
when a priest performs the ceremony. In this manner it explains and makes up the deficiencies in the
rubrics of the Breviary and Missal.
That the
"Cseremoniale Episcoporum" obliges in conscience is
evident from the words of Benedict XIII, who,
speaking of the rubrics contained in the official liturgical books of the Church, says: "Ritus .... qui
in minimis etiam, sine peccato negligi, omitti vel
nmtari haud possunt " (Cone. Pro v. Roman., 1725,
tit. xv. cap. i).
Although the Congregation of Sacred
Rites (19 Aug., 1651) decreed: " Nihil addi. minui vel
immutari posse, sed omnia in eodem Missali et
C&remoniali prsescripta ad unguem servanda esse",
yet ceremonials peculiar to individual churches may
be retained, provided they do not conflict with the
"Cajremoniale Episcoporum" (Sixtus V in his Bull
"Cum novissime" found at the beginning of the
"i 'aiem. Episc").
Cataiani, Caremoniah Ep\ eoporum
Di Herot, r oxi
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Csesarea, a Latin titular

and the seat of a

see.

Armenian bishopric, in Cappadocia (Asia
The native name ol this city was Mazaka,

residential

Minor).

after Mosoch. the legendary
was also called Eusebi ia alter
bius,

in a. n. 17,
ince.

Cappadoeian hero. It
King Ariarathes Euse-

new name, Co area, from Tiberius
when Cappadocia became a Roman prov-

and took

its

When Valens divided this province, Csesarea
remained the metropolis ,.l Cappadocia Prima. At
times it has been, and still is the first- metropolis
of the Patriarchate of Constantinople.
Lcquien
(I, 367) enumerates fifty bishops from the first to the
We may mention Primianus,
eighteenth century.
the centurion who stood by the Cross on Calvary
according to St. Gregory of Nyssa; Firmilian, a correspondent of St. Cyprian of Carthage; St. Basil the
Great; Andrew and Arethas, two commentators of
the Apocalypse; Soterichus, a famous Monophysite,
and some others who became patriarchs of Constanall

tinople.
Among the principal saints arc all the members of St. Basil's family; the martyrs St. Mamas, or
Mammes. St. Gordius, and St. Julitta, whose paneThe illustrious
gyrics were pronounced by St. Basil.
St. Sabas, who founded the great monastery
existing near Jerusalem, was born in the Diocese
At the time of St. Basil this diocese had
fifty chorepiscopi or country bishops, which supposes
Councils were held at Ciesarea
a dense population.
in :;i 1, 358, 371, etc.
As for the Latin bishops, four
are known in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
Lequien, III, ^77 1.
Csesarea, under the Turkish name Kaisarieh, is
to-day the chief town of a sanjak in the vilayet of
Angora. The ruins of the old city are still visible
about a quarter of a mile to the west of the modern
town at Eski Kaisarieh (Old Ca-sarcai. The present
(190X) city seem- to have been established in the early
days of the Mussulman occupation. It is situated on
the Ki/ii Yim.ak llaly- at an altitude of 3281 feet,
at the foot of Mount
Argseus (9996 feet), and has
about 72,000 inhabitant- 15,000 Mussulmans, 9000
Gregorian Armenians, 1200 Protestant Armenians,

monk
still

ofCasarea.

i

,

BOOCatholic Armenians, and
olic Greeks).

1

5,000 Greeks (fewCathhe Ireek metropol-

Kaisarieh, besides

t

i

and a diocese
The last-named see has
faithful with 2 parishes,
churches, and
A flourishing school is conducted by the

itan Bee, is a diocese for thi
for the Catholic, Armenians.

only
:;

L'lltK)

priests.
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Jesuits, a school and an orphanage by Sisters of St.
An Assumptionist of the
Joseph de l'Apparition.
Greek Rite takes care of the Catholic Greeks. The
bazaars are remarkable. The city has a trade in
pasterma (preserved beef), woollens, cotton stuffs,
and very beautiful carpets. There are at Kaisarieh
ruins of a Seljuk fortress, a mosque of Houen
(founder of an order of dervishes in the fourteenth
century), and also old tombs. In the neighbourhood are ruins of churches dedicated to St. Basil,
St. Mercurius, etc.

script of

which was

for a long time preserved in the

episcopal library of that city. Through Origen and
the scholarly priest, St. Pamphilus, the theological
school of Caesarea won a universal reputation. St.
Gregory the Wonder-Worker, St. Basil the Great,
and others came from afar to study there. Its
ecclesiastical library passed for the richest in antiquity; it was there that St. Jerome performed much of

Belley in Mem. de VAcad. des in^cript.et belles-lettres (17S0),
XL, I. 124-48 Kinneir, Journey through Asia Minor, 98
;

sqq.; Texier, Description de VAsu- Mineure, II, 53 sqq.;
i-inn n '.;/.i'iinet. Turquie d'Asie, I, 304-15: Chantre,
padocc, 119-21; Piolet, Les missions eath. franeaises an XIX'
siiele, I. 156 sqq.; Smith, Diet, of Greek and Roman Geog.
(London, 1S7S), I, 469.
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Caesarea Mauretaniae, a titular see of North
Africa.
There was on the coast of Mauretania a
town called Iol, where the famous Bocchus resided,
that belonged occasionally to the Numidian kings.
II, when he had obtained Mauretania from
Augustus, made it his capital and named it Casarea.
After the deposition of his son Ptolemy, the city
became the capital of the province named after it,
Mauretania Ccesarea. Under Claudius it became a
Roman colony, Colonia Claudia C&sarea. At the
end of the fourth century it was burned by the Moors,
and in 533 it was besieged by the troops of Justinian,
but the whole province was soon lost by the ByzanCaptured by the French in 1840, it is now
tines.
Cherchel, the chief town of an arrondissement in the
department of Algiers (Algeria), and has 9100 in-

Juba

titular see of Palestine.
In Greek antiquity the city
was called Pyrgos Stratonos (Straton's Tower), after
a Greek adventurer or a Sidonian king; under this

his Scriptural labours.
The library was probably
destroyed either in 614 by the Persians, or about 637
by the Saracens. As ecclesiastical metropolis of
Palaestina Prima, subject to the Patriarchate of
Antioch, Caesarea had the Bishop of Jerusalem among
its suffragans till 451, when Juvenalis succeeded in
establishing the Patriarchate of Jerusalem.
Caesarea
had then thirty-two suffragan sees (Revue de l'Orient
chret., 1899, 56).
Lequien (III, 533-74) mentions
thirty-two Greek bishops of Caesarea, but his list is
very incomplete. Among the more celebrated are
Theotecnus, a disciple of Origen; the famous church
historian Eusebius, a disciple of St. Pamphilus;
Acacius, the leader of an Arian group; the historian
Gelasius of Cyzicus; St. John the Khozibite in the
sixth century; and Anastasius, a writer of the eleventh
century. During the persecution of Diocletian
Caesarea had many martyrs to whom Eusebius has
consecrated an entire work (De martyribus Palaestinae).
Among them were St. Hadrian, whose
church has just been discovered; Sts. Valens, Paul,
Porphyrins, and others. Another illustrious personage of C;esarea is
the sixth-century
Byzantine histor-

name

ian

habitants. There are in the vicinity ruins of Roman
Cherchel boasts of marble and plaster
quarries, iron mines, and a trade in oil, tobacco, and
earthenware. The port, important in Roman times,
has been partly filled up by alluvial deposits and by
earthquakes. As to the religious history of Caesarea,
we know the names of four Catholic titulars of the
see and one Donatist, from 314 to 484.

monuments.

Morcelli, Africa Christiana (Rome, 1816); Gams, Series
464; Mas-Latrie, Trt'sor de chronologic, 1872; Diehl,
L'Afriqui bij:uitl/m L'iKi; \\ ui.i.e in t'amptes rendus de VAcad.
des inscript. et belles-lettres (18S7-1S8S), D, XV, 53; XVI,
35, 241; De Cirsareir muninnentis (Algiers, 1S91); Gauckler,
Musee de Cherchel (Paris. 1895); Smith, Diet, of Greek ami
Roman Geog. (London, 1S7S), II, 59.
S. Petrides.
ep..
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Caesarea

it

Palaestinae

(Cesarea Maritima), a

antedates, perhaps, Alexander the Great.

King Herod named it Caesarea in honour of Augustus, and built there temples, palaces, a theatre, an
amphitheatre, a port, and numerous monuments,
with colonnades and colossal statues. The civil life
of the new city began in 13 B. c, from which time
Caesarea was the civil and military capital of Judaea,
and as such was the official residence of the Roman
procurators, e. g. Pilate and Felix.
Vespasian and
Titus made it a Roman colony, Colonia Prima Flavia
Augusta Casarea. Under Alexander Severus
became the civil metropolis of Palestine, and later, when
it

Palestine had been divided into three provinces, it
remained the metropolis of Palsestina Prima. St.
Peter established Ire Church there when he baptized
t lie
centurion Cornelius (Acts, \, x i1; St. Paul often
s::j::urned tlu.re (lx
50 xvrt t>.
xxi '-,)
ml Wis
imprisoned there for two years before being taken
to Rome (xxiii, 23, xxv, I 13).
However, there is
no record of any bishops of Ca-sarea until the second
century.
At the end of this century a council was
held there to regulate the celebration of Faster.
In
the third century Origen took refuge at ( laesarea, and
wrote there many of his exegetic and theological
works, among others the famous "Hexapla", the manut

Procopius.

When King
win

I

Baldtook the

city in 1101.it
still

very

was

rich.

There was found
the famouschalice

known asthe Holy
Grail, believed to

have been used at
the Last Supper,
preserved

now

Pier, C-£8area

at

The
Paris, and often mentioned in medieval poems.
city was rebuilt by Hie crusaders, but on a smaller
scale.
A list of thirty-six Latin bishops, from 1101
to 1196. is given by Lequien (111. L285-1290) and
During the l'rai ik i> occuEubel (I. loll; II. 126).
1

1

pation the Latin metropolis had ten suffragan
flic metropolitan See of Caesarea is still preserved by
the Creeks of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem, as it is
The present
by tin- Latins merely a- a titular see.
name of the city is Kaisariyeh. Sine 1884 a colony
of Mussulman Bosnians has occupied the medieval
city, which covers a space of about 1800 feet, north
The ancient
to south, and 7500 feet, east to west.
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Caesarea Philippi, a Greek Catholic residential
and a Latin titular see, in Syria. The native
is unknown; under Antioehus the Great it bore
already the Greek name Panion owing to a grotto
It was given (20 B. c.)
consecrated to Pan's worship.
by Augustus to Herod, w ho built there a magnificent
temple in honour of the emperor. Soon after, the
tetrarch Philip embellished it and dedicated it to his
see.

name

imperial protector Tiberius, whence its new name
Near this city
Ccesarea Philippi or Ccesarea Paneas.
took place the confession of St. Peter (Matt., \\i,
There lived the Haemorrholssa (Matt., ix,
13 J'ti.
20 1; according to Eusebius she set up before her house
a bronze monument representing her cure by Jesus;
in this group Julian the Apostate substituted his own
statue for that of Ihrist.
Caesarea was at an early date a suffragan of Tyre
in Phoenicia Prima.
Five bishops (to 451) are mentioned by Lequien ill 831
the first of whom. St.
Erastua (Pom., xvi, 23), is obviously legendary.
After the town's capture by the crusaders (about
1 132
a Latin see was established there; four titulars
are mentioned in Lequien -(II, 1337); they must not
be confounded with those of Pallium, another see in
The modern name is Banias, a little village
Thracia.
on a pleasing site, 990 feet above the level of thi
loot ol Mount Ilerinon. and forty-five miles
south-west of lamascus, capital of the vilayet. The
landscape is splendid, and the country very fertile,
Ine of the main
owing to tlie abundance oi water.
sources of the Jordan rises in the grotto of Pan, now
partly blocked up ami serving as a cattle shed.
Among the ruins are many columns, capitals, sarcophagi, and a gate.
The ancient church of St.
George serves as a mosque. The citadel is partly
preserved and is considered the most beautiful medieSince 1886 Banias has been the
val ruin in Syria.
sec of a Greek Catholic Melchite bishop, with about
(

,

i

I

1

(

i

4000

faithful and 20 priests.
Its first titular. Moneur .eraigiry. built a number of churches and 26
I

school,; the residence of the bishop
i

is

near Bania

I

at

Margvoum.
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See C-esarius op

Arles, Saint
Caesarius of Aries, Sunt, bishop, administrator,
preacher, theologian, b. at Chalons in Burgundy, 470
71 d. at Aries, 27 August 5 '!. according to Malnory.
He entered the monastery of Lerins when quite young,
bin bis health giving way the abbot sent him to Aries
Here he won the affection
ii
ordet to recuperate.
and esteem of the bishop, /Eonus, who had hi
In
hidained deacon and priest.
be death ol
1

.

,

<

t

t

bishop a- -mi was unanimously chosen his si a
lie ruled the See of Aries lor forty
(602 or 503).
years with aDOStolic courage and prudence, and
out in the history of thai unhappy period as the tore
mot bishop (jf Gaul. His episcopal city, near the
mouth of the Rhone and close to Marseilles, retained
I

i.-
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The
walls, bastions, and ditches are well preserved.
ruins of the Roman city extend to a distance of about
largest
Palestine,
and
are
miles;
four
in
they are the
used as a stone-quarry for Jaffa and Gaza, and even
crowded
together,
<
sees
there,
the
me
for Jerusalem.
haven of Herod, restored by the crusaders, the
amphitheatre large enough to contain 20,000 spectators, remains ol canals and aqueducts, a hippodrome
with a splendid obelisk of rose granite, colonnades,
ruins of temples and of at least two churches, and
other stupendous relics of past grea
Wilson. Lands of th, lUuh, 11. _\jO-.~iS; />e-r"

importance

in the social, commercial,
of Gaul, and the Mediterranean
as a political centre, moreover, it
was subject to all the vicissitudes that in the early
decades of the sixth century fell to the lot of Visigoth

yet its ancient
and industrial

life

world generally;

and Ostrogoth, Burgundian and Frank. Eventually
(538) the latter, under King Childebert, obtained full
sway in ancient laid. During the long conflict, however, Caesarius was more than once the object of barUnder Alaric II he was accused of
uiaii suspicion.
a treasonable intention to deliver the city to the Burgundians, and without examination or trial was exiled
to Bordeaux.
Soon, however, the Visigoth king relented, and left Caesarius free to summon the important Council of Agile (506), while in harmonious cooperation with the Catholic hierarchy ami clergy
he himself published the famous adaptation of the
Roman Law known as the"Breviarium Alarici", which
eventually became the civil code of Gaul. Again in
..ns. after the siege of Aries, the victorious Ostrogoths
suspected Caesarius of having plotted to deliver the
city to the besieging Franks and Burgiindians. and
caused him to be temporarily deponed. Finally, in
513, he was compelled to appear at Ravenna before
King Theodoric, who was, however, profoundly impressed by Caesarius, exculpated him, and treated the
holy bishop with much distinction. The latter proft

1

1

ited by the occasion to visit Pope Symmachus at
Rome. The pope conferred on him the pallium, said
first occasion on which it was granted to
any Western bishop. He also granted to the clergy

to be the

of Aries the use of the dalmatic, peculiar to the Roman
clergy, confirmed him as metropolitan, and renewed
for him personally (1 1 June, 514 the dignity of Vicar
of the Apostolic See in Gaul, more or less regularly
)

Vicar Apostolic; Thesby
salonica; Vienne), whereby the Apostolic See obtained in Southern Gaul, still Roman in language,
temper, law. and social organization, an intelligent and
held

his predecessors (see

devoted co-operator who did much to confirm the
pontifical authority, not alone in his
bul also throughout, the rest of Gaul.

own province,
He utilized his

convoke the important series of councils forever connected with his name, presided over by
him. and whose decrees are, in part or entirely, his
own composition. These are five in number: Aries
(524), Carpentras (o27>. Orange (II) and Vaison
and Marseilles (533), the latter called to judge
(529
a bishop, Contumeliosus of Riez, a self-confessed adtil-

office of vicar to

I,

but who managed later to obtain a reprieve
through Pope Agapetus, on the plea of irregular procedure, the final outcome of the case being unknown.
terer,

councils, whose text may be read in Clark's
translation of Eefele's "History of the Councils"
(Edinburgh, 1S76-96), are of primary importance for
the future religious and ecclesiastical life of the new
barbarian kingdoms of the West.
Not a few important provisions were then made that were later
incorporated into the traditional or written law of
the Western Church, e. g. concerning the nature and
security of ecclesiastical property, the certainty of
support for the parochial clergy, the education of
ecclesiastics, simple and frequent preaching of the
Word of God, especially in country parishes, etc.
Caesarius had already drawn up a famous resume of
earlier canonical collections known to historians of
canon law as the "Statuta Kceleske Antiqua'', by the
inadvertence of a medieval copyist wrongly attributed
to the Fourth Council of (ai *1 ii mi
is i, but by Malnory (below 53-62, 291 93) proved to be the eompila
tion of Caesarius, after the Ballerini brothers had located them in the fifth century, and MaaSSerj hail
pointed out Aries as the place ot compilation.
The
rich archives of the Church of \iies, long before this
a centre of imperial administration in the West and
of papal direction, permitted him to put together, on
the border-line of the old and the new, this valuable

The other

i

,

I
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of ancient Christian life in
the Roman West, in its own way a counterpart of the
Apostolic Constitutions (q. v.) and the Apostolic
• 'annus
(see Canons Apostolic) for the Christian
Orient.
If we add to these councils his own abovementioned council of Agde, those of Gerona, Saragossa, Valencia and Lerida in Spain (516-524), and
those of Epaone (517) and Orleans (538, 541) in Gaul
(influenced by Csesarius, Malnory, 115, 117), we have a
contemporary documentary portrait of a great Gallo-

Roman

ecclesiastical

legislator

and reformer whose

Christian code aimed at and obtained two things, a
firm but merciful and humane discipline of clergy and
people, and stability and decency of ecclesiastical life
both clerical and monastic. To a Catholic mind the
above-mentioned Second Council of Orange reflects
special credit on Csesarius, for in it was condemned the
false doctrine concerning grace known as Semipelagianism (q. v.) there is good reason for believing that the
council's decrees (Hefele, ad. an. 529; P. L., XXXIX,
1142-52) represent the work (otherwise lost) "De
gratia et libero arbitrio" that Gennadius (De vir. ill., c.
86) attributes to Csesarius, and which he says was approved and widely circulated by Felix IV (526-530).
It is noteworthy that in the preface to the acts of the
council, the Fathers say that they arc assembled at the
suggestion and by the authority of the Apostolic See,
from which they have received certain propositions or
decrees (capitula), gathered by the ancient Fathers
from the Scriptures concerning the matter in hand;
as a matter of fact the decrees of the council are taken
almost word for word, says de la Bigne (op. cit., 1145Finally, the confirmation
46), from St. Augustine.
of the council's doctrinal decrees by Boniface II (25
Jan., 531) made them authoritative in the Universal
;

Church.

however, was best known in his own day,
best remembered, as a popular preacher,
great Volksprediger of the Christians whose
certain number
sermons have come down to us.
of these discoarses, forty more or less, deal with Old
Testament subjects, and follow the prevalent typology made popular by St. Augustine they seek everywhere a mystic sense, but avoid all rhetorical pomp
and subtleties, and draw much from the admirable
psalm-commentary, " Enarrationes in Psalmos", of
Like the moral discourses, "AdmoniSt. Augustine.
tiones " they are quite brief (his usual limit was fifteen
minutes), clear and simple in language, abounding in
images and allusions drawn from the daily life of the
townsman or the peasant, the sea, the market, the
vineyard, the sheepfold, the soil, and reflecting in a
hundred ways the yet vigorous Roman life of Southern Gaul, where Greek was still spoken in Aries and
Asiatic merchants still haunted the delta of the Rhone.
The sermon of Csesarius opens usually with an easy
and familiar introduction, offers a few plain truths
set forth in an agreeable and practical way, and closes
with a recapitulation. Most of the sermons deal with
the principles of Christian morality, the Divine sanctions: hell and purgatory (fur the latter see Malnory,
1S."> Sli i, the various classes of sinners, and the principal vices of his day and surroundings: public vice,
adultery and concubinage, drunkenness, neglect of
Mass, love of (landed) wealth, the numerous survivals
In
of a paganism thai was only newly overcome.
them the popular life of the Prowincia is reproduced,
often with photographic accuracy, and frequently
with naive good-nature. These sermons are a valuable thesaurus for historical students, whether of canon
law, history of dogma, discipline, or liturgy.
Many of these sermons win' frequently copied in
with works of St. Augustine, whose text, as stated,
The editio princeps is that
they often reproduced.
of Gilbertus Cognatus N'ozarenus (Basle, 1558), anil
includes forty sermons, of which, according to Arnold
(see below, 492), only about twenty-four were surely
(

Isesarius,

and
the

is still

first

A
;

,
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summary, or speculum,

The great
made clear his

Maurists, Coustant and Blancpain,
title to 103, which they printed
in the appendix to the fifth volume of the Benedictine
edition of St. Augustine (P. L., LXVII, 1041-90,
1121-25).
Casimir Oudin, the ex-Premonstratensian
and familiar in his Catholic period with the aforesaid
Maurists, intended (1722) to bring out a special edition of the sermons and the writings of Csesarius, the
former of which he calculated as one hundred and fiftyeight in number.
The Benedictine editors of the
"Histoire Litteraire de la France" (III, 200-217) put
down as surely genuine one hundred and twenty-two
or one hundred and twenty-three.
Joseph Fessler,
Bishop of St. Polten, had planned an edition of St.
Ca>sarius, but death (1872) surprised him. and his materials passed to the Benedictines of Maredsous in
Belgium, who have confided this very important task
to
Germain Morin. In the "Revue Benedictine" (Feb., 1893) he made known the principles and
the method of his new edition. Several other essays
from the same pen and in the same place represent
the choicest modern learning on the subject.
In the history of monastic life and reforms in Gaul,
Csesarius occupies an honourable place between St.
Martin of Tours and St. Honoratus of Le>ins on the
one hand, and St. Columbanus on the other, while he
is a contemporary of St. Benedict, and in fact sur-

genuine.

Dom

He composed two
one for men ("Ad Monachos"), the other
women ("Ad Virgines"), both in Migne, P. L.,

vived him but a few months.
rules,

for

LXVII, 1099 sqq., 1103 sqq., reprinted from HolsteinBrockie, "Codex regularum monasticarum" (Augsburg, 1759).
The rule for monks is based on that of
Lerins, as

handed down by

oral tradition, but adds

the important element of stability of profession (ut
usque ad mortem suam ibi perseveret, c. i), a legal renunciation of one's property, and a more perfect community of goods. This rule soon gave way to the
Rule of Columbanus, and with the lat><"7, eventually
to the Rule of St. Benedict.
The rule tor nuns, however, had a different fate.
"It was the work of his
whole life", says Malnory (257) and into it he poured
all his prudence, tenderness, experience, and foreIt borrows much from the famous Epistle ccxi
sight.
of St. Augustine and from John Cassian; nevertheless
it was the first rule drawn up for women living in perfect community, and has remained the model of all
such.
Even to-day, says Malnory (263), "it unites
all the conditions requisite for a cloistered nunnery

His own sister, St. Coesaria,
of strict observance".
was placed at the head of the monastery (first built
in the famous Aliscamps, outside the walls of Aries,
afterwards removed within the city), which at the
death of the holy founder counted two hundred nuns.
It astonished his contemporaries, who looked upon it
as an ark of salvation for women in those stormy
times, and drew from Pope Hormisdas a cry of admiration, preserved for us in the letter by which, at
the request of Csesarius, he approved and confirmed
this new work (super clericorum et monasteriorum

excubias consuetas puellarum quoque
noviter instituisse

The pope

te, P.

1...

LXVII,

Dei choros

12S5).

exemption

of the
abbess and her nuns from all episcopal authority;
fuvure bishops could only visit them occasionally,
in the exercise of their pastoral duties, or in case of
Flections, constitution,
grave violation of tin- rule.
internal administration, even the choice of the
Mass-priest, were confided exclusively to the community in keeping with the rule that ('a'sarius did
no! cease to perfect at all times: in the "Recapitulatio" which he finally added (and in his Testament)
he insists again on the quasi-complete exemption
of the monastery, as though this freedom from all

also confirmed the full

external control or interference seemed to him in
dispensable.
The nuns on entering made a solemn
promise to remain until death; moreover, at his re-

C^SARIUS

allowed (a provision afterwards distorted in favour
Spinning of wool, the manufacof Iconoclasm).
ture of their own garments, the care of the monastery, were their chief occupations, apart from prayer
and meditation. It is to be noted, however, that the
bishop provided for the copying of the Scriptures
(inter psalmos et jejunia, vigilias quoque sic leetiones
libros divinos pulchre scriptitent virgines Christi) unIn the course of the
der the direction of Csesaria.
sixth century the rule of the nuns was elsewhere in
Gaul adapted to monasteries of men, while numerous
monasteries of women adopted it outright, e. g. the
famous Abbey of the Holy Cross at Poitiers founded
by St. Radegundis. Its extension was also favoured
by the fact that not a few of his disciples became
bishops and abbots, and as such naturally introduced
the ideal of religious life created by their venerated
When his end drew near, he made his will
master.
(Testamentum), with all the formalism of Roman law,
in favour of his beloved nuns (P. L., LXVII, 1139-40;
Baronius, Ann. Eccl., ad an. 308, no. 2.")), commending
them and their rule to the affection of his successor,
and leaving to his sister, Csesaria, as a special memento, a large cloak she hail made for him (mantum
majorem quern de eannabe fecit). The genuinity of
this curious and valuable document has been called
It is acin question, but without sufficient reason.
cepted bv Malnory, and has been re-edited by Dom
Morin (Revile Benedictine, 1896, XVI, 433-43, 486).
Csesarius was a perfect monk in the episcopal chair,
and as such his contemporaries revered him (online
et officio clericus; humilitate, charitate, obedient ia.
Vita Csesarii, I. .">).
He
cruce monachus permanet
was a pious and B peaceful shepherd amid barbarism
and war, generous and charitable to a fault, yet a
great benefactor of his Church, mindful of the helpss, tactful in dealing with the powerful and rich, in
all his life a model of Catholic speech and action.
We may add that he was the first to introduce
in his cathedral the Hours of Terce, Sext. and None;
he also enriched with hymns the psalmody of every

—

li

Hour.
Moris in Rome Benedictine (Maredsous, 1891-1908), passim;
Lejav. St. Ccsaire a" Aries in Revue du Clergc francais (Paris.
1895\ IV, 97. Is7. and Revue bibligut Pans. IS95i, IV, 593;
Malnory, St. Cesaire Evtque d' Aries (Paris. 1894), bibliography; Arnold (non-Catholic), Cassarius von Arelate und die
For the long congnllische Kirrhe seiner Zeit (Leipzig. 1X94).
flict concerning the primacy of Gaul, between the churches of
Aries and Vienne, see Gundlach. Der StreU der Histhumer Aries
und Vienne urn dm Primatue Galliarum in Neuee Archiv (I88S90). XIV, 251, XVI, 9, 233; Duchesne, La primalie d Aries,
in Mem. de la Soc. des Antiquaires de France (1891-92), II,
155; Schmitz, Der Vikariat ran Aries in Hist. Jahrbuch (1891),
XII. 11.245.
For the general history of the Church of Aries at this period.
see du Port, Histnire de V Kglisc d'Artes. tirce des meilleurs
auteurs (Paris, 1690); Saxius, Pontificium Arelatense (Aix-enProvence. 1629); Trichaud, Hist, de la sainte eglisc d' Aries
nd for the political and social life of the
i

period. FATTJUZL, Hist, de la (iaule meridionals sous les conquerants germains (Paris, 1856); Damn, Kunige der Germanen
(Leipzig, 1885).
J. Shahan.

Thomas

Csesarius of Heisterbach, a pious and learned
monk of the Cistercian monastery of Heisterbach
near Bonn, b. about 1 170 at or near Cologne; d. about
1240 as Prior of Heisterbach. He received his education at the school of St Andrew in Cologne where he

had Ensfried, Dean of St. Andrew, as teacher. He
at- the Cathedral School the lectures of the
learned Rudolph, who had previously been professor
Under these two comat the University of Paris.
petent teachers Csesarius studied the theology of St.
Ambrose, St. Augustine, St. Jerome, and St. Gregory
the Great; the philosophy of Boethius, and the literary masterpieces of Virgil, Ovid, Seneca, and ClauHe was a gifted and diligent scholar and upon
dian.
the completion of his studies was thoroughly converalso heard
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Pope Symmachus invalidated the marriage of
The convent
any professed nun (Malnory, 264).
furniture was of the simplest and no paintings were
quest,

sant with the writings of the Fathers of the- Church
and master of a refined and fluent Latin style. Like
most German educators of his tune, he was a theologian
rather than a philosopher and looked with suspicion
upon the rationalistic tendencies of scholastic philosophy, as it was taught, in many schools of France.
Acting on the advice of Gevard, Abbot of Heisterbach, Csesarius entered that monastery in 1199 and
after some time was appointed to the responsible
office of

master of novices.

It

was

his

duty to imbue

the candidates with the spirit of austere asceticism
which then animated the Cistercian Order, and to instruct them in the necessary knowledge of theology.
His fame as teacher soon spread far beyond the walls
of his monastery and. yielding to requests from various quarters, Abbot Henry, Gevard's successor, asked
This
Csesarius to write an abstract of his teachings.
occasioned the famous "Dialogue". In 1228 Csesarius was made prior of his monastery and thenceforth accompanied the abbot on many official visits
in Germany and Friesland.
Csesarius was one of the most popular writers of
the thirteenth century. The numerous manuscripts,
still extant
of many of his works show how highly his
writings were esteemed and how greedily they were
read by his contemporaries. About the year 1238 he
wrote the so-called "Epistola Catalogica", a list, of
thirty-six works which he had published up to that
date.
By far the best known and most important
work, however, of Csesarius is his "Dialogue of Visions and Miracles" in twelve books (Dialogus magnus
visionum atque miraculorum, Libri XII). It struck
the fancy of his thirteenth-century readers to such an
extent that it became probably the most, popular
book in Germany at that time. The people of that
day of the later Crusades, owing greatly to the many
fabulous stories brought from the Orient by returning crusaders, had an irresistible liking for the strange
and marvellous. Like a true child of his times,
Csesarius relates in all seriousness the most incredible
stories of saints and demons, but scrupulously avoids
whatever may endanger the principles of true piety
and sane morality. His purpose was not to relate
facts of history, but to entertain and edify his readers.
.

He accomplished this purpose most successfully.
his "Dialogue" is merely a collection of
ascetical romances, it has become one of the most
important sources lor the history of civilization durIt presents to our view
ing the thirteenth century.
a living panorama of all t hat the student of the history
Popes and emperors,
of civilization cares to know.

Though

priests, rich and poor, learned and illitgood and bad, all sorts and conditions of men,
pass before our vision as if we were living among
them. More than fifty manuscripts of the "Dialogue" are extant, and seven printed editions are
known. The latest, in two volumes, was prepared
by Strange (Cologne, 1851); an index to the same
(Coblenz, 1857). Another work of Csesarius identical
in historical value with the preceding is his "Eight
Books of Miracles" (Vohnnen diversarum visionum
seu miraculorum, Libri VIII). Of this work only a
fragment, of three books is known; it was carefully
edited with valuable critical notes by .Meister (Rome,
Though not. in the form of a dialogue, it has
1901).
Because,
the same scope as the preceding work.
despite diligent researches, no other fragments of the
work could be found. Meister suspects that Csesarius

monks and
erate,

never completed

it.

principal historical work of Csesarius is the
of the murdered St. Engelbert, Archbishop of
et
entitled "Actus, passio
Cologne (1216-25)

The

life

is composed ot
It
miracula domini Engelbert i".
three books, the first of which is devoted to an impartial estimate of the character of the great archbishop; the second narrates with graphic vividness
and tender pathos the circumstances of the sad catas-

"
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(Stuttgart, 1843-68), II, 294-329.
good German
translation was brought out by Bethany (Elberfeld,
Caesarius also wrote a biography (the oldest
1898).
extant) of St. Elizabeth of Hungary, which, however,
lias never been printed, with the exception of a few

fragments published by Montalembert, in "Sainte
Elisabeth" (Paris, 1903). and by Bonier, in "Neues
Archi v der Gesellschaft ftir altere deutsche Geschichtskunde" (Hanover, 1888), 503-506. It is merely a
recasting of the "Libellus de dictis quatuor ancillarum", which was published by Mencken (Scr. rer.
Germ., II, 2007 sqq). Another historical work of
Ccesarius is the "Catalogus archiepiscoporum Coloniensium", a list of the Archbishops of Cologne between
the years 94-123S. with important biographical data
and concise but valuable reflections on the history of
the times.
Up to the accession of Philip of Heimsberg (1167) it is based on an older chronicle, but the
rest is the original work of Caesarius.
It was published by Bohmer, op. cit.. II. 271-2S2, and by Cardauns in "Mon. Germ. Hist Script.", XXIV, 332-47.
When still quite young, Caesarius began to write
sermons, most of which have been collected and pub:

lished by Coppenstein: "Homilise sive fasciculus
moralitatum" (Cologne, 161.5). These sermons,
though inferior in thought and style to the oratorical
masterpieces of his great Franciscan contemporary,
Bert hold of Regensburg, were highly esteemed on
account of their practical character and their suitability to the conditions of his hearers.
Kaufmann, Cawarius von Heisterbach (2d ed., Cologne,
1862); Schonbach in Sitzunijsberichte der k. Akademic der
'V
n^chaften. No. 144 (Vienna, 1902); Meister, Die Fragment? der Libri VIII miraculorum des Casarius von Heisterbach
in IS. Supplement-Heft zur Romischen Quartalschrift (Rome,
1901); Poncelkt, Note sur les Libri VIII miraculorum in
Analeeta Bollandiana (Brussels. 1902); Hauck, Kirchengesch.
Deutschlands (Leipzig. 1903), IV. 454 sqq.; Wattenbach,
Deutechlanda Geecnichtsguetlen (Stuttgart, 1904); Cardauns
in
Allg. d. Biogr., s. v. (Leipzig. 1875);
1'NKKi.in Anna'
l<n <l<s hist. Ven/n.s fur den Niederrhein, No. 34 (Cologne,
1879), 1-67; Hofer, Aid., No. 65 (Cologne, 1S98), 237 sqq.;
>

,

Kessel

in Kirchenlex.,

s.
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trophe, while the tliird book, which was added ten
years later (1237), recounts the miracles wrought
through the relics of the archbishop after his death.
Since the biography was begun immediately after the
death of Engelbert, the author did not fully comprehend what fatal effects the murder of the best and
most trusted adviser of the young King Henry was to
have upon the future liistory of Germany; but in
depicting the character of his hero, and in narrating
the particulars of the foul deed, Cajsarius shows himself a master.
There is scarcely another biography
of the Middle Ages so artistically executed and so
thoroughly reliable. It was printed by Surius in the
"Acta Sanctorum", 7 November (1st ed. 1574; 2d
ed., Cologne, 1617); by Gelenius (Cologne, 1633);
finally, with the omission of the third book, by
Bohmer in his " Fontes Rerum Germanicarum

v.

Michael Ott.
Caesarius of Nazianzus, Saint, physician, younger
ami only brother of Gregory of Nazianzus, b. probably c. 330 at Arianzus, near Nazianzus; d. at the end
of 36S or the beginning of 369.
He received a careful
training from his saintly mother Nonna and his father
Gregory, Bishop of Nazianzus. He studied probably at Caesarea in Cappadocia, and then at the celebrated schools of Alexandria. Here his favourite studies
were geometry, astronomy, and especially medicine.
In the last-named science he surpassed all his fellowstudents.
About 355 he came to Constantinople, and
had already acquired a great reputation for his medical skill, when his brother Gregory, homeward hound
from Athens, appeared there about 358. Caesarius
sacrificed a remunerative and honourable post and
returned to his parents with Gregory. The capital,
however, soon proved to be too great an attraction
for him; we find him occupying an exalted position as

physician at the court of Constantius and, much to
the regret of his family, at that of Julian the Apostate.
Julian failed in his efforts to win him over to Paganism.
Caesarius, more appreciative of his faith than
of imperial favour, ultimately left the court, but returned to Constantinople after Julian's death. Under
the Emperor Valens he became quaestor of Bithynia.
His remarkable escape from the earthquake which
shook Nicaea (11 October, 368) induced him to heed
the insistent appeals of his brother and St. Basil, who
urged him to leave the world. He was suddenly
seized with a fatal illness, shortly after having received baptism, which he, like many others at the
period, had deferred until late in life.
He was unmarried, and directed that all his goods should be distributed to the poor, an injunction which his servants

abused

in their

own

interests.

His remains were in-

terred at Nazianzus, where his brother pronounced
the funeral oration in the presence of his parents.
The admission of the identity of this Caesarius with
his namesake, the Prefect of Constantinople, who, in
365, was thrown into prison by Procopius, rests on an
assumption of James Godefroy, the editor of the
Theodosian Code (Lyons, 1665), and not on any solid
historical ground.
The four "Dialogues" of one

hundred and ninety-seven questions and answers
which go under his name, and are to be found in
Migne, P. G., XXXVIII, S51-1190, can hardly be
from his pen, owing to their nature, contents, and
anachronisms. To-day they are generally looked
upon as spurious.

XXXV,

Greg. Naz. in P. G..
751-88; Birrs and Cazenove
I'hnst. Biog., s. v.; Bardenhewer, Patrologie (Freiburg. 1901), 257; Verschaffel in Diet, de theol. bath. (Paris,

in Diet

1905

i.

II,

2185-86.

X. A.

Weber.

Caesarius of Priim, Abbot of the Benedictine
monastery, near Trier, afterwards a Cistercian monk
Heisterbach near Bonn, born of the noble family of
Milendonk, and lived in the latter half of the twelfth
and in the first halt of the thirteenth century. At the
beginning of the thirteenth century he entered the
monastery of Pram, where in 1212 he was elected
abbot, to succeed Gerard of Vianden.
Prum was
then one of the richest monasteries in Europe, with
large estates scattered over Germany, France, and the
Netherlands. Many of the monks were noblemen
who had entered the monastery in order to live a life
Their example began to undermine the
of comfort.
monastic simplicity and discipline, without which no
monastery can prosper for any length of time. After
ruling five years Caesarius, probably because he desired to lead a more perfect life than he could as
abbot of a rich and undisciplined monastery, reat

signed his abbatial dignity and became a humble
monk at the flourishing Cistercian monastery of
Heisterbach. Upon the request of Abbot Kuno of
Prtim he wrote, in 1222, a commentary on the
"Registrum Bonorum" or "Register of the Estates
of

Prum", which had been drawn up by an unknown

monk

in S93.
This commentary has become an important source for the history of law and civilization
during the thirteenth century. The "Register",
together with the commentary of 'a sarins, was published by Leibniz in his "Coileetanca Ktymologica"
(

(Hanover, 1717), II, 409 sqq., and by Hontheim in
"Historia Trevirensis" (Augsburg, 1750), I. 661
sqq.
The latest and best edition, made from the
original manuscript of Caesarius, which is preserved
in the royal archives at Berlin, was brought out by
Ileinrich Beyer in " Urkundenbuch zur Geschichteder
his

mittelrheinischen Territ orien " (Coblenz, I860), I,
112-201.
Schonbach in " Sitzungsberichte der k.
Akademic der Wisscnschafl en " (Vienna, 1902) after
careful researches ascribes to (Vsarius of Milendonk
the important historical work "De Wbatibus Prumi-
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Caesar of Speyer (or Spires), Friar Minor, first
minister provincial of the order in Germany, anil
leader of the Caesarines, b. towards the close of the
twelfth century; d. in 1239.
He became renowned
as a preacher, and the number of Albigenses who
abandoned their errors as the result of his zealous
efforts so enraged tin' heretics against him that he
was obliged to leave his nat ive city. In 1212 he went
to Paris, where he studied theology under Conrad of
Speyer, the famous crusade-preacher. While in the
Holy Land in 1217,Ca>sar of Speyer was received into
the Franciscan Order by Brother Elias of Cortona,
the first provincial of Syria; early in 1221 he returned to Italy with St Francis and Peter of Catania.
It is interesting to note that the Rule of 1223 was
probably written by Cesar of Speyer at the dictation
of St. Francis, and it is very likely that St. Francis
refers to him in the words of his "Testament": "et
ego paucis verbis et simplicibus feci scribi et Dominus
Papa confirmavit mihi." At the chapter of Pentecost held at Assisi in 1221, Csesar, together with
twenty-five companions, was chosen to go to Germany, and after three months' preparation in the
valley of Spoleto, the missionaries set out on their
journey northward. They were welcomed by both
clergy and people at Trent, Brixen, and other cities,
and in October of the same year the first provincial
chapter of the order in Germany was convoked by
;it
The famous Tatar missionary,
Strasburg.
John of Piancarpino, and the chronicler, Jordan of
Giano, were both present at this chapter; on its conclusion the friars dispersed throughout the different
provinces of Germany, according to Ca>sar's instructions, to meet again the following year.
In 1223 Csesar, accompanied by Thomas of Celano,
returned to Assisi to be present at the general chapter
:

ttecost, and at his own request was relieved of
the office of provincial minister by St. Francis.
Of
the remaining fifteen years of Csesar's life little is

known. He was probably in Italy, with Bernard of
Quintavalle, Blessed Ciles, and the other companions
of St. Francis, encouraging the friars by word and
work to remain faithful to their rule and life, and
warning them against he innovations of he Relaxati.
Jordan of Giano says of Caesar of Speyer at this time:
t

"He was

t

man

wholly given to contemplation, most
zealous for evangelical poverty and so commended
by the other friars that he was esteemed the most
a

saintly after St. Francis."
Owing to his opposition
towards the R
ined by order
of the minister general. Brother F.lias; he finally met
a violent death at the hands of the lay brother who

had been appointed to guard him. There seems,
>•!'.
no warrant for the opinion expressed by
hat he was murdered by order of Elias, and the
slight colouring which Angelo Clareno and I'bertino
heir accounts of his tragic etui is due
le L'r r to
I

t

to the bin- and bitterness against Elias's party which
characterize all the writings of the Spirituals.
Waddino, Ann. Min., I, ill 1220 ccdii; CI. an. 1221, iv1
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ensibus", which heretofore was believed to have
been written by Csesarius of Heisterbach.
ZlEGELBAUEB, Hitt. I. ill O.S It (AucsblirE :iil<1 Wiirzburp:,
17."))'
Ill, 170; Lamprecht. /'
chaft
U
Leipzig, L886), II, 60.
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Letury) as a suffragan of Philippi in Macedonia.
quien (II, 65) speaks of the see, but mentions no
bishop. Manuscript notes give the names of two titulars. Meletius, who was alive in April, 1329, and
S. Petrides.
Gabriel, in November, 1378,

—

Archdiocese of (Calaritana). Caby the ancients Caralis or Cafaris, is the
and capital of the Island of Sardinia,
and an important port on the Gulf of Cagliari. It
was founded by the Carthaginians, and after the War
of the Mercenaries fell into the hands of the Romans,
but in the fifth century a. d. was seized by the Vandals, and in the eighth, like the whole of Sardinia,
Cagliari,

gliari, called

principal city

became subject to the Saracens. In 1022 the Saracens were expelled with the help of the Pisans, and
from that time Cagliari was governed by a "Judge".
In 1324 Jaime of Aragon captured Cagliari and with
it the rest of the island, which remained under Spanish domination until 1714, when for a short, time it
acknowledged the authority of Emperor Charles VI;
in 1717 it was placed under the Duke of Savoy,
thenceforth known as the King of Sardinia. According to a legend, evidently false, the Gospel was
preached in Cagliari by Bonifatius, a disciple of
Christ.
Historians give a long list of bishops of Cagliari, said to have suffered for the Faith during the
persecutions, and St. Athanasius in his second letter
to Lucifer, Bishop of Cagliari, speaks of his predecessors as martyrs.
It is certain that St. Juvenal, during the reign of Diocletian, escaped death by flight.
Quintasius, who attended the Council of Aries (314),
is possibly identical with the Bishop of Cagliari,
The best
present at the Council of Sardica (343).
known of the early bishops is Lucifer (354-71), the
champion of orthodoxy against Arianism and friend
One of his contemporaries praises
of St. Athanasius.
his unworldliness, his constancy in the Faith, and his
knowledge of sacred literature. Towards the end of
his life, however, he became the author of a schism,
which persisted after his death. For this reason, considerable controversy arose in the seventeenth cenIn 1615. the
tury as to the veneration of Lucifer.
foundations of his church were discovered outside of
the city, not far from the church of St. Saturninus,
and in 1633 his relics were found in a marble urn, with
two inscriptions. During the persecution of the
Vandals, Sardinia, more especially Cagliari. offered
a refuge to many Catholic bishops from North Africa,
among them Sts. Eugenius and Fulgentius, who
found there the freedom of worship denied them in
Primasius was an important
their own country.
contemporary of these saints. St. Gregory the Great
mentions in his correspondence two bishops of CaDeusdedit came twice
gliari, Thomas and Januarius.
to Rome during the reigns of Honorius 1 and Martin 1.
Citonatus assisted at the Second Council of Constantinople U'iNl i. was accused of treason, and proved his
innocence. The acts of that council exhibit Cagliari at
In 787, Bishop
this early date as a metropolitan see.
Thomas sent as representative to the Second Council
In 1075, Gregory
of Nicsea the deacon Epiphanius.
VII reproached (Epp., VIII. x) the Bishop of Cagliari for wearing a beard, a fashion which had been
introduced into Sardinia at an earlier date; the pope
the "Judge" of Cagliari to oblige the clergy to
abandon this custom. The same bishop and his colleagues wore blamed by Victor III (1087) for neglect
Under this pope, the Archbishop
of their churches.
of Cagliari became known as the Primate of Sardinia.
Archbishop Peter restored many churches, among
In 158, the
then, that of the martyr St. \ntiorhus.
title of Primate of Sardinia and Corsica was given to
the Archbishop of Pisa, but in 1409 it was reassumed
by the Archbishop of Cagliari, whence arose a controversy between those sees, which has not yet been setOther famous bishops of Cagliari were: Ildetled.
1

[acedon
te early
Caesaropolis, a
the site of which have not yet been identit

il

name and

It is mentioned in Gelzer'a "Nova Tactica"
(1717) and in Parthey's " Notitue episcopatuum", III
1170-117!H and X (twelfth or thirteenth cen-

fied.

(c.
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fonso Lasso Sedeno (1597), commissioned by Clement
VIII to reform the convents of Sardinia; Francesco
Esquivel (1605), founder of the seminary; Ambrogio
Machini, General of the Mercedarians, historian of
Cagliari and advocate of the canonization of Lucifer.
In time several other sees were united to Cagliari:
Doglia (the ancient Bona Dola), incorporated with
Cagliari by Julius II; Forum Trajani, which in the
fifth century had its own bishop, and is believed to be
the present Tortoli; Fasiana (Phausania), mentioned
by St. Gregory the Great; Suello (Susaleo), which in
the ninth century had its own bishop, and was united
The cathedral was
to Cagliari by Martin V (1427).
built by the Pisans, but has undergone many restoraThe archdiocese has 143tions in the barocco style.
000 inhabitants, 81 parishes, 118 churches and
chapels, 162 secular, and 38 regular priests, and contains 7 religious communities of men and 2 of women.
The suffragans arc ialtelli-Nuoro, Iglesias, Ogliastra.
Cappelletti. Li chiese d' Italia (Venice, 1844), XIII; Ann.
tj_
eccl. (Rome, 1907).
BeniGNI.
<

Cagli e Pergola, Diocese op (Calliensis et Pergtjlensis), situated in Umbria (Italy), in the ProvCagli is the old
ince of Pesaro, suffragan of Urbino.
Roman colony of Gallium. The first known bishop
was Gratianus who, in 359, assisted at the Council of
Rimini; in 500 we meet the name of Viticanus, present
at the council of Rome, held on account of Pope
in 751 Anastasius attended the Council
Rome held against the Iconoclasts. In 1045
Bishop Luitulphus resigned his see and devoted himself
St. Ranieri, a Benedicentirely to works of piety.
tine, governed Cagli from 1156 to 1175, and was then
transferred to Spalato (I)almatia), where he was
killed by some Slavs (1180) for having claimed for the
church lands occupied unjustly by them. Bishop
Egidio (1243-59) had many controversies with the
municipality of Gubbio. Under his successor the
After
Ghibellines revolted against the papal power.
the death of Bishop Jacopo (1276), the Ghibelline
canons wished to elect a noble, Berardo Berardi,
while the Guelphs elected Rinaldo Sicardi, Abbot of
San Pietro di Massa. As a result the see remained
vacant for some years. Finally Berardo was made
bishop of Osimo, and Sicardi died, whereupon a cerCivil distain Guglielmo was elected bishop (1285).
cords, however, did not cease, and after a terrible
its
own
citizens.
It
massacre, Cagli was burned by
was afterwards rebuilt on the plain of St. Angelo, and
Angelo
of
the
Pope
(5.
Nicholas IV named it St.
Angela papak). Later on, however, the original
name of Cagli was substituted. In 1297 the first
stone of the cathedral was laid by the Bishop Lituardo Cervati, and in 1398 Niccolo Marciari brought the
In 1503 the partisans of
building to completion.
Csesar Borgia killed the Franciscan bishop Gasparo
His successor, a Spanish Dominican, LudoGolfi.
vico di Lagoria, was nearly killed by the people. Giovanni Taleoni (1565) introduced the Tridentine re-

Symmachus;
of

forms; Filippo Bigli (1610) restored the episcopal
palace and governed with great wisdom; Bishop BerMention should
tozzi (1754) built the seminary.
also be made of the pious and zealous Alfonso
In 1S17 Pergola which had been
Cingari (1807-17).
in the Diocese of Urbino was raised to the rank of an
The
episcopal city and united to the See of Cagli.
diocese contains 30,000 Catholics, with 51 parishes,
102 churches and chapels, 102 secular, and 8 regular
It
has 9 religious houses, among them the
priests.
celebrated Camaldolese Abbey of Fonte Avellana.
At an earlier period the Benedictine monasteries of
San Geronzio, founded about 700, and San Pietro
della Massa, founded in 850, were very famous.
Cappblli mi. /< .',,.., d'ltalia (Venice, 1844); Ann. eccl.
(Home, 1907). 351 52.

U. Benigni.

Cahier, Charles, antiquarian, b. at Paris, 26 Feb.,
1807; d. there 26 Feb., 1882. He made his preparatory studies at the College of Saint-Acheul, and entered the Society of Jesus 7 Sept., 1824.
For some
years he taught successively in its colleges at Paris,
Brieg in the Swiss Canton of Wallis, at Turin, and at
Brugelette in Belgium. The greater part of his life,
however, was devoted to the collection, classification,
and interpretation of the countless treasures of medieval art surviving in France, Belgium, Germany, and
elsewhere in Europe. They interested him not only
as relics of its artistic skill, but chiefly as evidences of
its Catholic faith.
As early as 1840 he began his collaboration with his Jesuit confrere, Father Arthur
Martin, an excellent draughtsman, and chief collector
of the mass of artistic material that Father Cahier
classified and interpreted in
the light of Catholic faith and theology.
Their first important work
was a folio on the thirteenth-century stained glass of
the cathedral of Bourges, "Monographie de la cathedrale de Bourges, premiere partie.
Vitraux du XIII e
siecle " (Paris, 1841-44); the substance of it isinMigne
(Guinebaut), "Diet, d'lconographie" (Paris, 1858),
921-38. Their most characteristic work is found in
the valuable " Melanges d'archeologie, d'histoire, et de
litterature" etc. (Paris, 1848-56), four quarto volumes
of illustrated dissertations on gold and silver churchplate, enamelled ware, carved ivories, tapestries, basreliefs, and paintings belonging to the Carlovingian
and Romanesque periods (ninth to twelfth century).
This important contribution to the history of medieval art was followed later by four more volumes:

"Nouveaux melanges d'archeologie, d'histoire. et de
literature sur le moyen-age" etc. (Paris, 1874-77), in
the first volume of which is to be found a memoir of
Father Martin by his collaborator. In the meantime
Father Cahier had published a monograph in t wo folio
volumes on the saints as grasped by the popular imagination, "Caracteristiques des saints dans l'art populate" (Paris, 1867). In spite of his numerous digressions and parentheses, says Father Brucker (Vacant, II, 1304), and a somewhat neglected style, Father
Cahier is never wearisome; a vein of kindly but caustic
humour runs through his pages, in which abound pungent words and phrases, dictated, however, by candour and the love of truth. He was deeply versed
in all kinds of curious medieval lore, and particularly
in the "people's calendar" or every-day usages and
customs connected with the liturgical life of the
Church. Specimens of his uncommon erudition in
this respect may be seen in his studies on Christmas
and on Epiphany in " Ami de la religion " (Paris, 18481849), and in his "Calendrier populaire du temps
passe" in "Revue de Fart chivtien" (Paris, 1878).
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Thomas
Cahill,

Daniel William,

lecturer

J.

Shahan.

and controver-

born at Ashfield, Queen's County. Ireland.
28 November, 1796; died at Boston. Massachusetts.
28 October, 1864. The third son of Daniel
A.,
U. S.
Cahill, a civil engineer, he was sent to Carlow Colin
1816entered Maynooth. where he became
and
lege,
He
proficient in natural philosophy and languages.
was ordained a priest after lie had passed through
the Dunboyne establishment, and in 1825 was appointed professor of natural philosophy at Carlow
College where he taught for some years. He then
opened a school at Seapoint, Williamstown, which
Meanwhile he
he conducted from 1S35 to 1841.
wrote largelv for the press, and for a time edited
He became a distinguished
the Dublin "Telegraph".
preacher and lecturer, and his vigorous attacks on
the Government and the Established Church of [reIn
land extended his reputation in all directions.
sialist,

CAHILL

December, ISOT, he visited the United States and
lectured on astronomy and other scientific subjects,
and preached in many American and Canadian
As he generally gave his services for religious
cities.
and charitable purposes, large sums of money were
He was of comraised by him lor Catholic objects.
manding presence, being six feel live inches in
height, and extremely handsome.
He was buried
in Boston, but his body was exhumed in 1SS5 and
taken to Ireland, where it was buried in Glasnevin
Cemetery, Dublin.

His writings consist chiefly of
lectures and addresses, with some letters to prominent Protestants. The most important of them
were collected and published in Dublin in 188(5 under
the title "Life, Letters, and Lectures of Rev. Dr.
Cahill".
The Lamp (London, 7 June, 1851); Combrford, CoUrr[io7is
198-200;

(1883),

Modem

Boa.se,

Allibonk, Dictionary (Supp.

English

lliography,

I;

vol. I).
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See Portsmouth, Diocese of.

Cahill, J. B.

Cahors, Diocese of (Cadtjrcensis), comprising
In the
the entire department of Lot, in France.
beginning it was a suffragan of Bourges and later,
from 1676 to the time of the Revolution, of Albi.
From 1802 to 1S22 Cahors was under the Archbishop of Toulouse, and combined the former Diocese of Rodez with a great part of the former DioHowever, in 1822
ceses of Yalm- and Montauban.
was restored almost to its pristine limits and
it
According to a traagain male suffragan to Albi.
dition connected with the legend of St. Martial (see
Limoges), this saint, deputed by St. Peter, came
to Cahors in the first century and there dedicated
a church to St. Stephen, while his disciple, St.
Amadour (Amator), the Zaccheus of the Gospel
and husband of St. Veronica (see Bordeaux), evanIn the seventeenth century
gelized the diocese.
these traditions were closely examined by the Abbe
de Fouillac, a friend of Fenelon, and, according to
him, the bones discovered at Rocamadour in 1166,
anil looked upon as the relics of Zaccheus, were in
reality the bones of St. Amator, Bishop of Auxerre.
A legend written about the year 1000 by the monks
of Saint-Genou (in the Diocese of Bourges) relates
that Genii us and his son Genulfus were sent to Gaul
by Pope Sixtus II (257 59), and thai Genulfus
(Geuoui was the first Bishop of Cahors. But Abbe
Duchesne repudiates this tardy legend. The first
historically known Bishop of Cahors is St. Florentius, correspondent of St. Paulinus of Nola (end of
The hoc— of 'ahors counted
the fourth century
1

1

i.

I

(

among

its bishops: St. Alithus (fifth century); St.
Maurilio and St. Ursicinus (sixth century); St. Rusticus, who was assassinated, his brother, St. Desiderius (Didier), the steward of King Dagobert,
and St. Capuanus (seventh century); St. Ambrosius
St. Gausbert (end of tenth century);
(eighth century
Guillaume de Cavaillon (1208-34), who took part in
the Albigensian crusade; Kugues Geraud (1312-16),
implicated in the conspiracy against John XXII and
sentenced to he burned alive; Bertrand de Cardaillac
(1324-61; and Begon de Castelnau (1366-87), both
of whom contributed so powerfully to free Quercy
from English rule; Alessandro Farnese (1554—57),
nephew of Pope Paul III: the Venerable Alain de
Solminihac L6 16 5
one of the most active reformers of the clergy in th. seventeenth century, and
i

:

i

I

.|nently
Louis-Antoine de Noailles (167'.'
Archbishop of Paris. The city of Cahors. visited by
-

Pope

Callistus

II

1

;1

.

was the birthplace
1334), who became pop.
John XXII. and the tower

(1119-24),

Jacques d'Euse '12 11
1316 under the title of
is still

to

1»'

(

at this institution, which, in 1751, was annexed to the
In the sixteenth century
University of Toulouse.
the Diocese of Cahors was severely tried by religious
wars, and the Pedegry College, which gratuitously
sheltered a certain number of university students, became noted for the admirable way in which these

young men defended Cahors against the Huguenots.
The cathedral of Cahors, built at the end of the
eleventh and restored in the fourteenth century, has
a beautiful Gothic cloister. When, in the Middle
Ages, the bishops officiated in this church they had
the privilege, as barons and counts of Cahors, of depositing their sword and armour on the altar.
In the
diocese special homage is paid to St. Sacerdos, Bishop
of Limoges, and his mother, Mundana (seventh century); Esperie (Speria), virgin and martyr (eighth
century); St. Geraud, Count of Aurillac (beginning of
the eleventh century); Blessed Christopher, companion of St. Francis of Assisi and founder of a Franciscan
convent at Cahors in 1216, and Blessed Jean-Gabriel
Perboyre, born in the village of Mongesty, 1802, and
martyred in China, 1840. The city of Figeac owed
its origin to a Benedictine abbey founded by Pepin in
755.
The principal places of pilgrimage are: NotreDame de Rocamadour, visited by St. Louis (1245),
Charles the Fair (1324), and Louis XI (1463), its bell
being said to have rung miraculously several times
to announce the deliverance of shipwrecked sufferers
to the Blessed
Virgin; Notre-Dame de Felines and Xotre-Dame de
Verdale, both dating back to the eleventh century;
Saint-Hilaire Lalbenque, where some highly-prized
relics of St. Benedict Joseph Labre are preserved.
Prior to the enforcement of the Law of 1901 there
were both Capuchins and Lazarists in the Diocese of
Cahors. The schools are in charge of four important
local orders of nuns: the Daughters of Jesus, numbering 800 (founded in 1820, with mother-house at Vaylats); the Sisters of Mercy, having a membership of
200 (founded in 1814. with mother-house at .Monteng);
the Sisters of Our Lady of Calvary, 1000 in number
and
(founded in 1833, with mother-house at iramal
(he Sisters of Saint -Joseph, numbering 150 (motherhouse at Sainte-Colombe). A society composed of
8 diocesan missionaries is stationed at Rocamadour.
The "Revue Catholique des Eglises" has recently
begun an investigation of all the dioceses of France,
n done, this investigaand. although little has vet
tion has been completed in the Diocese of Cahors, and
shows that, out of 85,000 men and 90,000 women.
60,000 men and over SO.000 women make their Easter
duty; and here we would incidentally remark that,
despite this favourable condition, the deputies and
senators elected by the department vote for all antiIn 1000 the Diocese of Cahors had the
religious laws.

who had commended themselves

<

;

|

I

following religious institutions: 16 infant schools,
boys' orphanage, 6 girls' orphanages, 1 industrial
schools, 1 house of shelter, 10 hospitals and asylums,
insane asylum, and 12 houses for religious nurses.
In 1005 (at the close of the period under the Concordat) the population was 226,720, with 33 pastorates,
448 succursal parishes (mission churches), and 55
curacies supported by the Stat..
I

1

I. 115-5.S. 1327; Tnstrumenta,
OaUia Christiana (nova) (1751
28-49, 203; Pi ME, Hietoire politique, relioveuee >/ litUraire du
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Georges Goyac.
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He built a
seen ill 'ahors.
university there, its law faculty being so celebrated
as to boast at times of 1200 pupils.
FSnelon studied

whose palace
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Caiazzo, Diocese ok (Caiacensis), situated in the
province of Caserta, Italy, amid the mountains of
During the Homan
Tifati near the river Volturno.
period it was known as Calatia, and was important,
wars
of
the
Samnites
and of Hanespecially during the
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nibal.
According to legend. Christianity was introduced by St. Priscus, first Bishop of Capua, of which

The first known bishop of
suffragan.
Caiazzo was Arigisus, the exact time of whose episcopate is uncertain; however, as the name indicates, it
could not have been before the beginning of the
seventh century, when the Lombards settled in that
region.
Other bishops known to history were: Stefano, who had been Abbot of S. Salvatore in Capua
(d. 1025), and his successor Ferdinando; Jacopo (d.
1253), exiled by Frederick II for his fidelity to the
Holy See; Giuliano Frangipane, a man of great wisdom, elected in 1472; Vincio Maffa, elected in 1507,
theologian at the Lateran Council ( 1 512) Fabio Mirto,
elected in 1537, who took part in the Council of Trent,
and was Apostolic nuncio to Paris at the time of his
death (1587); Ottavio .Mirto Frangipane, elected in
1572; Orazio Acquaviva, who was captured by the
Turks at the battle of Lepanto, and who on regaining
his freedom became a Cistercian (1590); Sigismondo
Taddeo, elected in 1641, distinguished for his learning.
The Diocese of Caiazzo contains a population
of 25,000, with 72 churches and chapels, 35 secular
see Caiazzo

is

;

priests,

and 3

religious institutes.

Cappelletti. Lp chicse
(Rome, 1907), 353.

(Tltalia (Venice, 1S44);

Ann.

eccl.

U. Benigni.
Caillau, Ar-mand-Benjamin, priest and writer, b. at
Paris, 22 Oct.. 1794, d. there, 1850. Ordained in 1818,
successively a member of the Missions de France, rector of Sainte-Genevieve, and chaplain of the Infirmerie
Marie-Therese, he joined, in 1834, the Fathers of Mercy,
newly re-organized by Father Rauzan. His love of missionary life made him decline episcopal honours and a
chair at the Sorbonne, but was no obstacle to his
literary pursuits.
Besides many contributions to the
"Bibliographic Catholique", Caillau wrote "Instructions sur l'oraison mentale" (Paris, 1833), a French
translation of Tertullian's "De Spectaculis" (Paris,
1835), several monographs on Our Lady's Sanctuaries: "Roc-Amadour" (1834), "Loretto" (1843), "N.
D. de Puy" (1846), "Litanies du St.
de Jesus"
(Paris, 1845), "Les nouveaux illumines" (Michel
Vintras) (Orleans, 1849), etc.
He is best known,
however, by the following works: "Thesaurus Patrum" (Paris, 1823-5), a patristic digest modelled on
Merz's "Thesaurus biblicus", with an introduction to
patrology; "Collectio selecta Patrum" (Paris, 18291842), 133 octavo volumes, undertaken in collaboration with Mgr. Guillon and suspended at the announcement of Migne's "Patrology". The insertion
of new sermons under the name of St. Augustine (P.
L., XLYTI) brought about a controversy between the
two editors. "Histoire de la Vie des Saints" (Paris,
1835-1840), four octavo volumes; and also (Paris,
1863) five octavo volumes, written in collaboration
with Abbe Juste; "S. Gregorii Nazianzeni opera"
(Paris, 1842), two folio volumes (also P. G., XXVII
and XXVIII), a splendid edition, partly from the
manuscript notes of 1). C16mencet, reviewed by Villemain in the "Journal des Savants" (1.845 and 1S47);
"Rhetoriea Patrum" (Paris, 1838), three volumes,
never completed. A similar project of a "Bibliotheca
Mariana" resulted only in the publication of a few
opuscula of St. Ephrem, St. Bonaventure, Idiota
(Jordan i, and tin- Marial monographs noticed above.
Caillau also re-edited Merz's "Thesaurus biblicus"
(1822); "L'Annee sainte" (1826); vols. Ill and IV
of D. Ceillier's " Histoire des auteurs sacres" (1838-9);
and "latins de SchelTmacher " (1S39).
Delapokte. Vie du /' Rauztin il'ans. IN.YTi; Bibliographic.
catholique, X; Manuknot in Diet, de thni! in'i
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F. Soulier.

Cain, the first-born of Adam and Eve.
His name
derived, according to Gen., iv, I, from the root

CAIN

kanah, to possess, being given to him in consequence
of the words of his mother at his birth: "I have possessed a man by the favour of the Lord".
No very
serious objection can be urged against this derivation.
The Book of Genesis, interested in this section in the origin of the different occupations of nan.
tells us that Cain became a husbandman while his
brother Abel tended flocks.
They both offered
to the Lord a sacrifice, acknowledging, in a manner
analogous to that later prescribed in the law. the
sovereign power of the Creator.
Cain offered of the
fruits of the earth; Abel of the "firstlings of his flock
and of their fat". By some means not indicated in
the sacred text, perhaps, as has been thought, by some
such sign as the fire which consumed the offering of
Gedeon (Judges, vi, 21) or that of Elias (III Kings,
xviii, 38), God manifested to the brothers that Abel
and his sacrifice were acceptable to Him: that, on the
contrary, He rejected Cain and his offering.
We are
not told the reason of this preference. Among t he conjectures on the subject one that has found most favour
among commentators is that which is incorporated in
the Septuagint version of the words of God to Cain in
verse vii: "If thou didst offer well but divide badly.
This implies that
hast thou not committed sin?"
Cain committed the fault of presenting to God imperfect gifts, reserving to himself the better part of the
produce of the land. However, St. Augustine, who
was under the influence of the Septuagint, understood
the division in another way. Cain, he tells us, gave
God a part of his goods, but he did not give Him his
heart (De Civitate Dei, XV, vii). This is in keeping
with the cause more generally assigned for God's preference.
The sequel of the story shows us the evil dis'ain
position of Cain's heart.
St. John says that
slew Abel because his works were evil, while those of
his brother were just (I John, iii, 12), and we read in
Hebrews that "by faith Abel offered to God a more
excellent sacrifice than Cain " (Heb., xi, 4).
Cain is angered by the Divine rejection. In verses
6 and 7 of chapter iv of Gen. we have God's rebuke and
warning: "Why art thou wroth, and why is thy countenance fallen? If thou dost well, is not thy countenance
raised up? If thou dost not well, sin crouches at the
door.
Its desire is toward thee, but thou rule over it."
Sin is here represented under the figure of a wild east
crouching at the door of the heart ready to pounce
upon its victim. Cain is able to resist temptation.
But he does not, and the Bible story goes on to relate
He
the terrible crime born of his anger and jealousy.
Questioned by the Lord as to the whereslays Abel.
abouts of his brother, he answers defiantly that he
knows not. To avenge the blood of Abel God pronounces a curse against the first homicide. The
Hebrew text of the curse may be translated either:
"Cursed be thou by the earth which has opened its
mouth and drunk the blood of thy brother" etc., or
"Cursed be thou from the earth" etc. The former
translation refers the sentence to the words which
follow: " When thou shalt till it. it shall not give thee
its strength" i. e. its produce; the latter, to the banishment related afterwards. This banishment from the
country where his parents lived and where, as we
learn from such passages as the present one, God continued to manifest His presence in some special way.
(

1

is

spoken of as "going out from before the face of

Jehovah" (verse Id). The country of Cain's banishment, where he was to lead a wandering, vagrant life, is
Called, in the Hebrew, tin' land of Xod. and is said to
As we do not know where Eden
be east of Eden.
was, the location of Nod cannot be determined,
punishment seemed to Cain greater than he could
bear: in answer to his words expressing fear that he
might be killed, God gave him a promise of special
No
protection lor his life, and put upon him a sign.
indication as regards the nature of this sigh is given
us.
The only event of the subsequent life of ain
<

CAINITES

spoken of in the Bible is the founding of a city, called
Henoch after a son of that name. A good many
authors find that this tradition, which makes of Cain
the lirsl city builder, is not compatible with the story
just related, which they say is best understood as a
popular account of tin origin of the wandering desert
Ifwedonot put into the history of the author
tribes.
of Genesis elements of which he seems to have been
altogether unconscious, there is no reason to suppose
he was wrong in regarding the words of the curse as
consistent with the "building" of a city by Cain.
Conservative commentators are probably right in
their judgment that this "city" of Cain was not
of notable extent or importance.
1

W.

S.

Reillt.

Cainites, a name used for (1) the descendants of
Cain. (2) a sect of Gnostics and Antinomians.
(1) The Descendants of Cain. -The Bible (Gen., iv.
17—22) mentions nine of Cain's descendants in the diHenoch, Irad, Maviael. Mathusael, and
rect line:
Lamech, who had four children: .label and Jubal by
his wife Ada, anil Tubaleain with his sister Noemi by

second wife Sella. The etymology of several of
names is obscure because it is uncertain w nether
they are Hebrew, Babylonian, or Sumerian. The derivation of Mathusael, however, is obvious, mutusha-ilii beina; the Babylonian for "vassal of God".
Maviael, if the Septuagint reading is right, would
mean "God is my life-giver"; but according to the Hebrew text Mehujael s n",it;0 would mean "wiped out by
God". Most likely, however, the word is Babylonian
and connected with amel ttu, "man of God". Lamech
is perhaps connected with lamga, the Sumerian for
"servant" (of God"). Cain "built a city and called
the name thereof by the name of his son Henoch".
To some scholars this has suggested "dedication" as
his

these

i

the Hebrew derivation of Henoch; but others see in
it the name of the famous Sumerian city, Unug (later
For Irad no satisfactory etyt'ruk. Erech, Warka).
mology has been found: it means, perhaps, "scion"
from arada, "to sprout". It is remarkable that
amongst the Sethites four names occur similar to
tle>-.'
of Cainites:
Tainan. Mahalael, Jared, and
Mathusala, and two. Henoch and Lamech, are identicalii
Sella,

thpedi rees. Ada probably means "dawn",
"shade", Jabel, "shepherd", Jubal, "musi-

cian".
Noemi means "beautiful". The Septuagint
omits Cain after Jubal. thereby suggesting connect in
with a tribe of Asia Minor (Gen., x, 2, Ez., xxvii, 13)
called Tabalu by Assyrians and Ti'/Sap^wM by HerodLi

otus.
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Hut the Massoretic Tubaleain

(|"p

?3in)

is

cer-

tainly correct if it be connected with Bulgin, the Sumerian Vulcan, as recently suggested.
If we substitute

English equivalents for proper names, Gen.,

iv,

19-22

would read: " God's servant took two wives, the name
of the one was Dawn and the name of the other Shade.
And Dawn brought forth Shepherd, the father of
dwellers in tents and herdsmen and his brother's
was Musician, the father of harp- and pipeplayers.
But Shade brought forth Blacksmith, the
forger of brass and iron, and Blacksmith's sister's
name was Beautiful." This has led some to believe
that the inspired narrative merely records under a
-if speech
the introduction of polygamy and
the spread of civilization.
A similar description existed amongst Phoenicians.
jhown that iron was
As the most
used in Egypt 3500 B.C., no argument for lateness of narrative can he drawn from the mention of iron.
As for
the six lines of Hebrew poetry (verses L':i 24) put into
the mouth of Lamech, though their origin and occasion will probably remain forever obscure, their general meaning is clear:
lain had committed deliberate
murder, fratricide, yet he was not handed over to the.
How much less
lawless private vengeance of man.
i

<

was Lamech, who had only committed manslaughter

in self-defence, i. e. slain a man for wounding him, or,
in Hebrew parallelism, for bruising him.
In Num.,
xxiv, 22, Jud., iv, 11,1 Par., ii, 55, Cinites are mentioned as neighbours to Israel. The Hebrew consonants would allow the reading Cainites, which some

scholars have adopted against the Massora and Septuagint; but this is at present mere conjecture.
(2) A Gnostic Sect of the second century was called
Cainites, or Caianites.
They regarded all characters
held up to reprobation in the Old Testament as
worthy of veneration, as having suffered at the hands
of the cruel God of the Jews; hence Cain, as the first
man cursed by Hystera, the Demiurg, claimed their
This sect of Antinomians never
special admiration.
found many adherents, and Hippolytus at the beginning of the third century dismisses them with the
bare mention of their name.
(See Gnosticism.)
Driver. Genesis (London. 1906). 70-74; Haupt. Polychrome
Bible: tirni'si^, notes on Hebrew text in loco; Bareille in
Did. de thiol, catholique (Paris, 1904), s. v.
J. P. Arendzen.

Caiphas (Caiaphas), Joseph, according to Josephus (Antiquitates, XVIII, iv, 3) was appointed HighPriest of the Jews by the Roman procurator Valerius
Gratus, the predecessor of Pontius Pilate, about A. D.
18 (Ant., XVIII, ii, 2), and removed from that office
by the procurator Vitellius, shortly after he took
charge of affairs in Palestine, a. d. 36 (Ant., XVIII,
iv.
During this period the famous Annas, fatherin-law of Caiphas (John, xviii, 13), w-ho had been highpriest from a. d. 6 to 15, continued to exercise a
controlling influence over Jewish affairs, as he did
when his own sons held the position. This explains
the rather puzzling expression of Luke, iii, 2,
iirl dpxieptws " kvva. ral Kaid0a (under the high-priest
Annas and Caiphas; cf. Acts, iv, 6). Caiphas was
certainly the only official high-priest at the time St.
Luke refers to, at the beginning of the public life of
Christ: but Annas still had his former title and a
good deal of his former authority. The role assigned
him in the trial of Christ, in John, xviii, points to the
same continued influence. In the measures taken by
the Jewish authorities to do away with Jesus, Caiphas
.'i

i.

certainly had the most discreditable part.
After the
raisme; of Lazarus, the priests and Pharisees held
counsel to determine what was to be done in view of
the manifest signs of the Prophet of Nazareth and
what they were pleased to consider the danger resulting to the country.
The words of Caiphas, the highpriest of that year, are reported by St. John: "You
know nothing. Neither do you consider that it is
expedient for you that one man should die for the
people, and that the whole nation perish not" (xi,
49-50).
They show a disdain for others, and a determination to get rid of this man who was displeasing
to him, without any consideration of the justice of
his cause.
But while we may see in the declaration
of Caiphas the manifestation of very unworthy sentiments, we are warned by St. John that it was prophetical.
The high-priest expressed in a striking way
the meaning of the sufferings of the Man-God (John,
xi, 51, 52), though he could not have realized the full
import of those mysterious words. The death of
Jesus being resolved upon, the most unscrupulous

means were employed
Caiphas

is

in order to bring it about, and
chiefly to blame.
The meeting determined
of the priests and the elders of

upon by the princes

the people, "that by subtilty they might apprehend
Jesus", was held in the house of Caiphas (Matt., xxvi,
The hill south of Jerusalem where this house
is said by tradition to have stood is called the "Hill
As high-priest, Caiphas was the
of Evil Counsel''.
official head of the Sanhedrin, and consequently responsible for the travesty of a trial to which Christ
was submitted by the Jewish authorities, before they
handed Him oxer to Pilate and stirred up the people
to demand His death.
3-5).
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After the death of Jesus, Caiphas continued to perWhen Peter and John were
secute His followers.
brought before the Council after the cure of the lame
man at the Beautiful Gate of the Temple (Acts, iv, 6
sqq.),

Caiphas was

moved only in

A. D.

high-priest, since he

still

36 or 37.

was

re-

We can say with almost

equal certainty that he was the

high-priest before
whom St. Stephen appeared (Acts, vii, 1), and that it
is from him that Saul obtained letters authorizing him
to bring the Christians of Damascus to Jerusalem
At a time when high-priests were
(Acts, ix, 1-2).
made and unmade at will by the officials of Rome,
and when the principal quality required seems to have
been subserviency, it is no credit to the character of
Caiphas to have enjoyed their favour so long. Josehis removal in connexion with a series
of acts of Vitellius which were agreeable to the Jews.
are not told what became of him after his deposi\V. S. Reillv.
tion.

phus mentions

We

Caius, a Christian author who lived about the
beginning of the third century. Little is known
about his personal history. Eusebius mentions him
several times and tells us (Hist. Eccl., VI, xx), that he
held a disputation with Proclus, a Montanist leader at
Rome in the time of Pope Zephyrinus (199-217), and
This
calls him a learned man and an ecclesiastic.
latter designation need not imply that he was a priest.
Several extracts from the dialogue against Proclus
are given by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., II. xxv; III, xxxi;
VI, xx).
Caius is also mentioned by Jerome (de Vir.
111., 59), Theodoret (Hsr. Fab., II, iii"), and Nicephorus
Callistus (Hist. Eccl., IV, xii-xx), all of whom derived
their information from Eusebius.
Photius (Bibl.
Cod., 48) gives some additional data drawn from a
marginal note in a manuscript copy of the work on
the "Nature of the Universe" in which Caius is said
to have been a presbyter of the Roman Church and

have been elected "Bishop of the Gentiles".
These indications, resting as they do on a confusion
of the Anti-Montanist Caius with Hippolytus, are
absolutely valueless.
Additional light has been
thrown on the character of Caius's dialogue against
Proclus by Gwynne's publication of some fragments
from the work of Hippolytus "Contra Caium" (Hermathena, VI, p. 397 sq) from these it seems clear that
Caius maintained that the Apocalypse of John was a
to

;

work

of the Gnostic Cerinthus.
We owe to Caius a very valuable evidence of the
death of Sts. Peter and Paul at Rome, and the public
veneration of their remains at Rome about the year
200.
It is taken from the above-mentioned disputation with Proclus, and reads as follows (Euseb.,
Hist. Eccl., II, 25): "But I can show the trophies of
the Apostles.
For if you will go to the Vatican or to
the Ostian Way you will find the trophies of those who
laid the foundations of this church".
By "trophies"
is of course understood the memorial chapel that preserved in each case the body of the Apostle (cf.
Barnes, St. Peter in Rome, London, 1900, p 145).
The fragments of Caius are printed in Rocth, Reliqtiice Sacra(Oxford. 1S46), II, 125-5S. and in P. G.. X. 25-36. Cf. Zahn.
Geechichte des neutestamentl. Kanons, II, 985-991; Harnack.
Chronologic, II, 206, 223. 226; Bardenhewer. Geschichle der
altchristlichen LUteralur (Freiburg. 1901). I, 525.

Patrick
b.

J.

Healy.

Caius (Kay, Key), John, physician and scholar,
at Norwich, 6 October. 1,510; d. at London, 29

July, 1573.
He entered the University of Cambridge
in 1 529. received the degree M. A. in 1535, and studied
medicine under Montanus and Vesalius at Padua,
where he received (1541) the degree of Doctor of

Medicine.
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After a tour through Italy, France, and
Germany, during which he met the most eminent
scholars of the age, he returned to England in 1544,
and for twenty years lectured on anatomy in London.
He published "A Boke or Conseille against the Disease commonly called the Sweate or Sweatyng Sick-

nesse" (London, 1552), which is considered the best
account of that epidemic. He also wrote translations
and commentaries on, the works of Galen and
Hippocrates (Basle, 1544). With the means acquired
from his medical practice he refounded (1558) his
college (Gonville) at Cambridge, which has since been
known as Gonville and Caius College. Under Edward VI he became royal physician, a position which
he retained under Elizabeth until he was dismissed
(1568) on account of his adherence to the Catholic
Faith.
He was elected nine times president of the
College of Physicians, an account of which
" Annales
collegii medicorum 1520-1565"
he left in MSS. He
was accused of atheism and of keeping secretly a collection of ornaments and vestments for Catholic use.
The latter were found and burned in the College court.
His last literary production was the history of Cambridge University "Historia Cantabrigiensis Academise" (London, 1574).
of,

—

—

—

Mt-LUNOER, The University of Cambridge (Cambridge, 1884);
Idem in Diet. Nat. Biog., s. v.; Clark. Cambridge (London,
190S!.

E. A. Pace.
Caius and Soter, Saixts and PorEs, have their
feast together on 22 April, on which day they appear
in most of the martyrologies, though Notker and a
few others give Soter on the 21st and Caius on the

19th or 21st.
Soter was pope for eight years, c. 167 to 175 (Harnack
possess a fragment of an inprefers 166-174).
teresting letter addressed to him by St. Dionysius of
Corinth, who writes: "From the beginning it has been
your custom to do good to all the brethren in many
ways, and to send alms to many churches in every
city, refreshing the poverty of those who sent requests, or giving aid to the brethren in the mines, by
the alms which you have had the habit of giving
from of old, Romans keeping up the traditional custom of the Romans; which your blessed Bishop Soter
has not only preserved, but has even increased, by
providing the abundance which he has sent to the
saints, and by further consoling with blessed words
the brethren who came to him, as a loving father his
"To-day, therefore, we have kept the
children."

We

holv Lord's day, on which we have read your letter,
which we shall always have to read and be admonished, even as the former letter which was written
(Euseb., Hist.
to us by the ministry of Clement."
The letter which Soter had written
Eccl., IV, xxiv.)
in the name of his church is lost, though Harnack and
others have attempted to identify it with the socalled "Second Epistle of Clement " (see Clement of
Rome). The reverence for the pope's paternal letter

The traditional generosity of the
is to be noticed.
Roman Church is again referred to by St. Dionysius
of Alexandria writing to Pope Dionysius in the middle of the third century, and Eusebius says it still
continued in his time. 'Nothing further is known of
this pope.

Caius was pope for twelve years, four months, and
seven days, from 17 December, 283, to 22 April,
296, according to the Liberian catalogue (Harnack,
Chronol., I, 155, after Lipsius and Lightfoot); Euse-

wTong in giving him fifteen years. He is
in the fourth-century "Depositio Episco" (therefore not as a martyr' A' kl mnii Caii in
Caltisli.
He was buried in the chapel of the popes
bius

is

mentioned

porum

:

Nothing whatever is known of
in that cemetery.
He lived in the time of peace before the
his life.
last great persecution.
Soter is said by the fifth-century writer known as Ph.epestinatus (o. xxvii to have written a book against the Montanists;
he adds that Tertullian wrote against Pope Soter and Apollonius.
As we know (JEROME, /)•' Vir. ill xl) that lertullmn
wrote against Apollonius in his lost De Ecstasi, tins may be
altchruauh. Lit., 1, 589; Zahn,
true- see Harm.
(1S93). V, 49.
On Cams 111 later Vets of Saints see Tillemont. I\ Acta
SS., 14 April; Becillvs. Acta S. Can Pel .V. (Rome. 1628).
The false decretals attributed to these two popes will be found
.
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John Chapman.
Cajetan (Gabtano), Saint, founder
tines, b. Oct.,

1480

at

Vicenza

in

of the

Thea-

Venetian territory;

Under the care of a pious
mother he passed a studious and exemplary youth,
and took his degree as doctor utriusque juris at Padua
in his twenty-fourth year.
In 1.506 he became at
d. at Naples in

1547.

Rome a prothonotary Apostolic in the court of Julius
and took an important share in reconciling the
Republic of Venice with that pontiff. On the death of
Julius in 1513 he withdrew from the court, and is credited with founding, shortly after, an association of
pious priests and prelates called the Oratory of
Divine Love, which spread to other Italian towns.
Though remarkable for his intense love of God, he did
not advance to the priesthood till 1516. Recalled to
Vicenza in the following year by the death of his
mother, he founded there a hospital for incurables,
thus giving proof of the active charity that filled his
whole life. But his zeal was more deeply moved by
the spiritual diseases that, in those days of political
II,

disorder, infected the clergy of all ranks, and. like St.
Augustine in earlier times, he strove to reform them
by instituting a body of regular clergy, who should
combine the spirit of monast jcism with the exercises of
the active ministry.
Returning to Rome in 1523 he laid the foundations
of his new congregation, which was canonically erected
by Clement VII in 1524. One of his four companions
was Giovanni Pietro Caraffa, Bishop of Chieti (in
Latin Thratr), afterwards Paul IV. who was elected
first superior, and from whose title arose the name,
Theatines. The order grew but slowly. During the
sack of Rome in 1527 the Theatines, then twelve
in number, escaped to Venice after enduring many
outrages from the heretic invaders. There Cajetan
met St. Hieronymus jEmiliani (see Somaschi), whom
he assisted in the establishment of his Congregation
of 'lerks Regular.
In 1533 Cajetan founded a house
in Naples, where he was able to check the advances
of Lutheranism.
In 1540 he was again at Venice,
whence he extended his work to Verona and Vicenza.
He passed the last four years of his life, a sort of
seraphic existence, at Naples where he died finally
of grief at the discords of the city, suffering in his last
moments a kind of mystical crucifixion. He was
beatified by Urban VIII in 1629. and canonized by
Clement
in 1671.
His feast is kept on the 7th of
(
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in the collections of councils, in CouBTANT, Micne, Hinschiub,
On a letter attributed to fains hv the Malabar Christians.
etc.
see Routh, Rcliq. Sacra:, II, 158, and Harnack. op. nl
777

He was

a tireless worker in the field of ecclesiastical
history; the long list of his writings may be seen
in Ziegelbauer, "Hist, rei lit. O. S. B." (Augsburg,
1754, III, 380 sqq.).
Among them are a life of
the liturgist, St. Amalarius of Trier (Rome, 1612),
annotated lives of St. Isidore of Seville, St. Ildephonsus of Toledo, Cardinal Gregory of Ostia, notes
on the life of St. Anselm, an annotated edition of the
"Vita Gelasii II" by Pandolfo of Pisa (Murat.,
Script. Rer. It., Ill, 367). treatises on the primacy
and the Roman episcopate of St. Peter (Roccaberti, Bibl. max. pontif., VII).
He was persuaded
that St. Gregory the Great was a genuine disciple of
St. Benedict, and wrote in defence of this thesis "De
S. Gregorii monachatu benedictino libri duo" (Salzburg, 1620). The authorship of the "Imitation of
Christ" interested him also, and he several times
broke a lance for the Benedictine Jean Gersen
[" Joannes Gersen, De Imit. Xti, acced. Defensio pro
Gersen et methodo praetica IV librorum" (Rome,
1616); "Concertatio, Apologetica responsio" (Rome,
1618); "Libellus apologeticus pro Gersen" (Rome,
1644 the latter two against Rosweyde].
His ardour
for the glory of the Benedictine Order troubled his
judgment occasionally, says Father Hurter, e. g.
when he claimed for it such persons as St. Columbanus of Bobbio, St. Thomas Aquinas, St. Francis
of Assisi, St. Ignatius Loyola.
He inaugurated the
controversy concerning the authorship of the work
known as the "Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius"
by his book " De religiosa S. Ignatii, sive S. Enneconis
lundatoris soc. Jesu per Benedictinos institutione,
deque libello exercitiorum ejusdem ab Exercitatorio Cisnerii desumpto" (Venice. 104 1). in which he
claimed priority for the " Exercitatorium Spirituale"
of Garcias de Cisneros, Benedictine Abbot of Montferrat
(1455-1510).
(See Spiritual Exercises.)
'<.

Both this work and the "Achates", or reply of
Giovanni Rho, S. J., were placed on the Index of
Forbidden Books in 1646. Cajetan was an intelligent and munificent collector of books, and at his
death left his fortune to the "Bibliotheca Aniciana",
founded by him in honour of the family of St. Gregory
the Great (Gens Anicia); the books have since been
divided between the Propaganda Library and that
of the Sapienza. or Roman university.
To many his
chief title to fame will seem to rest on his claim to be

considered the

first

promoter,

if

not the founder,

Propaganda College at Rome. He had long
hoped to found at Rome a Collegium Gregorianum de
Cropagandd fide, in which young Benedictines might
X
e trained for foreign missions, after the spirit and
August.
teachings of St. Gregory the Great, Apostle of the
Acta 8S., August. II, 2S2; Matjlde de la Cuviere. Si.
Anglo-Saxons. He really opened a house of studies
Cajetan (2d ed., Paris, 1905); Const. Conn. Cleric. Regul S P.
Cajetan (1706); Luben, Der hi. Cajetan von Thine (Ratisbon,
for this purpose in the monastery of San Benedetto
1883).
in Piscinula at Rome, and this may be looked on as
Joseph Keating.
historically the germ of Propaganda.
(Cf. his "De
ereetione eollegii Gregoriani in Urbe epistola encyCajetan, Constantino, a Benedictine savant, b. clica", Rome, 1622.) His idea was taken up seriat Syracuse, Sicily, in 1560; d. at Rome, 17 Septem
ously by Gregory XV (1621-23), and by him enlarged
While his brothers. Ottavio and Alfonso, and modified until it took shape as the "Collegium
ber, 1650.
joined the Societv of Jesus, Constantino became
[later Urbanum] de propaganda fide".
However, the
a Benedictine (29 October, 1586) at San Nicold enlightened zeal and pioneer labours of Dom Cajetan
d'Arena in Catania, and was soon called to Home received due recognition by his nomination as first
by Clement VIII, who confided to the promising consultor of the new college. (See Propaganda
voting scholar an edition of the works of St. Peter College of).
Hcrter, Somrndalor, I, 45!): Woi.fsgruber, in Kirchcnlex.
Damian, which he executed in four folio volumes
v.;
BucHBEHOER, Kirrhl. Handler. (Munich, 1906), s. v.;
(Rome, 1606 et strp.). His constant and successful s.
Heurtebize, in Diet, de thiol, cath., s. v.
researches in Roman archives won him the friendThomas J. Shahan.
ship of Cardinal Baronius, through whom he was
made titular Abbot of San Baronzio in the Diocese
of Pistoia, and Custodian of the Vatican Library; the
Cajetan, Tommaso de Vio Gaetani (baptized
latter important office he held under four popes until
Giacomo), Dominican cardinal, philosopher, theoloBaronius was much indebted to him in gian, and exegete; b. 20 Feb., 1469 at Gaeta, Italy:
his death.
the composition of his "Annales Ecclesiastici", and
d. 9 Aug.. 1534 at Rome.
He came of noble stock,
more than once praises Cajetan 's thorough knowledge and in early boyhood was devout and fond of study.
of the Roman archives (e. g. ad an. 1002, n. 10).
Against the will of his parents he entered the DominiIII.— 10
of the
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can Order before the age of sixteen. As a student at
Naples, Bologna, and Padua he was the wonder of his
As bachelor of
fellow-students and preceptors.
theology (19 March, 1492), and afterwards master of
attention
by his lectures
students, he began to attract
and writings. Promoted to the chair of metaphysics
he
made
a
close study of
at the University of Padua,
the prevailing Humanism and Philosophism. BeTromwith
the
Scotist
sides engaging in controversy
betta, he took a stand against the Averroistic tendenas
Pompanazzi,
men
Vemias,
cies or teachings of such
and Niphus, directing against them his celebrated
work. "De Ente et Essentia", counted the most
subtle and abstruse of his productions. At a general
chapter of the order (Ferrara, 1494) C'ajetan was
selected to conduct the customary defence of theses in
presence of the assembled dignitaries. He had to
face Pico della Mirandola among others, and such was
his success that the students bore him in triumph on
their shoulders to receive the felicitations of the

master general.

He was
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immediately made master

of sacred theology, and for several years expounded
the "Summa" of St. Thomas, principally at Brescia
and Pavia, to which latter chair he had been called
by the Duke of Milan, Ludovico Sforza. After two
years he resigned and repaired to Milan, whence in
1500 Cardinal Oliviero C'araffa procured his transfer

Rome. In 1501 he was made procurator general
and appointed to the chairs of philosophy
and exegesis at the Sapienza. On the death of the
general,
John Cleree, in 1507, C'ajetan was
master
named vicar-general of the order, and the next year
the generalship. With foresight
to
was
elected
he
and ability, he devoted his energies to- the promotion
to

of his order

of religious discipline, emphasizing the study of sacred
science as the chief means of attaining the end of the
His encyclical letters and the acts of chapters
order.
promulgated during his term of office bear witness to
ideals and to his unceasing efforts to realize
lofty
his
them. He was wont to say that he could hardly ex-

cuse from grievous sin a brother Dominican who
failed to devote at least four hours a day to study.
"Let others rejoice in their prerogatives", he once
wrote, " but the work of our Order is at an end unless
sacred doctrine be our commendation." He was
himself a model of diligence, and it was said of him
thai lie could quote almost the entire "Summa " from
memory. About the fourth year of his generalship
Cajetan rendered important service to the Holy See
by appearing before the Pseudo-Council of Pisa
(1511 ). where he denounced the disobedience of the
ini icipating cardinals and bishops and overwhelmed
them with his arguments. This was the occasion of
his defence of the power and monarchical supremacy
It is chiefly to his endeavours that is
of the pope.
ascribed the failure of this schismatical movement,
abetted by Louis XII of France. He was one of the
first to counsel Pope Julius II to convoke a real oecumenical council, i.e. the Fifth Lateran. In this council Cajetan was deputed by the principal religious
Under the
orders to defend their common interests.
same pent ill he was instrumental in granting to Ferdinand of Spain the first Dominican missionaries who
devoted organized effort to the conversion of the
Mat IVeS <>f America.
On July, 1517, Cajetan was created cardinal by
Pope Leo X. lie was also appointed Archbishop of
Palermo, but opposition oil the part of the Sicilian
senate prevented his taking possession and he resigned 8 Feb., 1518.
On the demand ol Charles V,
however, he was later made Bishop of laeta, but his
was after he had been sent in lols as \postolic legate to Germany, bringing the insignia of the cardinalati to Ubert of Brandenburg, and a.sword blessed
by the pope to Emperor Maximilian.
>n this occasion he was empowered to confer with the latter
and with the King of Denmark on the terms of an
i

1

t

(
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He also represented the
alliance against the Turks.
pope at the Diet of Frankfort (1519), and took an
active part in the election of Charles V (1519), thereby
winning that emperor's friendship and gratitude.
While executing these missions, the more serious duty
of meeting Luther, then started on his career of reCajetan's theological
bellion, was assigned to him.
learning and humane disposition seemed to fit him for
the task of successfully treating with the proud and
obstinate monk, and Protestants have admitted that
in all his relations with the latter C'ajetan exhibited a
spirit of moderation, that did honour to his lofty char-

But neither pleading, learning, nor conciliatory words availed to secure the desired submission.
Luther parleyed and temporized as he had done with
the Holy See itself, and finally showed the insincerity
of his earlier protestations by spurning the pope and
Some have blamed C'ajetan
his representative alike.
for his failure to avert Luther's defection, but others
In
like Hefele and Hergenrother exonerate him.
1523 he was sent by Adrian VI as legate to King Louis
of Hungary to encourage the Christians in their reRecalled in the following year
sistance to the Turks.
by Clement VII, he became one of the pope's chief
During the sack of Rome by the imperialist
advisers.
army (1527) C'ajetan, like other principal persons, was
seized, and obtained the release of himself and household only on payment of five thousand Roman crowns
of gold, a sum which he had to borrow and which he
later made up by the strictest economy in the affairs
He was one of the nineteen cardinals
of his diocese.
who, in a solemn consistory held by Clement VII
(23 March, 1534), pronounced definitively for the
validity of the marriage of Henry VIII and Catharine
This was about the last public act of his
of Aragon.
life, for he died the same year and was buried, as he
had requested, in an humble tomb in the vestibule of
the church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva. It was the
common opinion of his contemporaries that had he
lived, he would have succeeded Clement VII on the
papal throne. Much interest attaches to a portrait
of Cajetan, the only one known, recently discovered
by Pere Berthier, 6. P. in a collection of notables of
the Reformation, owned by Count Krasinski of Warsaw, Poland (see bibliography).
Cajetan has been described as small in bodily stature but gigantic in intellect. In all his varied and
laborious offices he never omitted his daily study and
writing, nor failed in the practices of the religious life.
He faced the trying issues of his times calmly and

acter.

fearlessly,

and endeavoured by

learning, tact,

and

charity to pacify hostile minds, to lead back the erring, to stem the 'tide of heresy, and to prevent schism.
His written solutions of living moral problems cover a
wide field. His circumstances and position often
required him to take part in polemical discussion-,
yet he is said never to have given personal offence in
his writing:torical, is the

His

st

vie purjjy scisntifi:

ind unrho-

more noteworthy for having attained its
directness and simplicity in the golden age of HumanMore than any other philosopher and theoloism.
gian of his epoch, he' ministered to actual intellectual
needs of the Church. With penetrat ion and sagacity
he ranged beyond the confines of contemporary
thought, and in his tentative solutions of grave problems, still open and unsettled, displayed judgment
and frankness. It is not strange that lie developed
tendencies which surprised the more conservative,
and essaved opinions which in some instances were,
and have remained, unusual and occasionally errone-

He found numerous critics, even in Ins own
who were as censorious of him as his fi
were zealous in upholding his merits. Among his
opponents, the learned Dominican Bartholomew
His persistent
Spina (d. 1542) was conspicuous.
antagonism began, strangely enough, after he had
written a laudatory preface to Cajetan's commentary

ous.
order,
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on the "Secunda Secundae" (second section of the
second part of the "Summa ") of St. Thomas, whose
publication he supervised for the author in 1517. The
next year, in his refutation of Pompanazzi. Spina appears to have considered Cajetan as falling partly
within the scope of his strictures because of certain
alleged concessions to the prevalent Averroistic
inalism in a commentary on the "De Anima" of
Aristotle.
Cajetan held that Averroes had correctly
exhibited the Stagirite as a believer in monopsychism,
or the doctrine of the unity of one intellectual soul for
humanity and the mortality of individual souls.
Whilst working for, and concurring in the council's
condemnation of this doctrine in 1513, Cajetan had not
favoured the requirement that in their public lectures professors of philosophy should bring up no
teachings in conflict with Christian faith without
refuting them; this, he contended, was the proper
office of theologians.
Elsewhere Cajetan had also
intimated that reason left to itself could not adequately and conclusively demonstrate the soul's immortality.
From these beginnings. Spina, who during his later years was Master of the Sacred Palace,
relentlessly pursued Cajetan living and dead.
On
these slender grounds some writers, including Renan
(Averroes et 1'Averroisme. Paris, 1867, -151) and Botta
(Ueberweg, History of Philosophy, tr. Morris. New
York. 1903, II, Appendix IP. have misrepresented
Cajetan as "boldly asserting the eternity of the universe and the destruction of personality at death",
and have classed him with the very men against whom
he wrote, as an initiator of a new ]ieriod in the development of anti-Scholastic philosophy.
In theology Cajetan is justly ranked as one of the
foremost defenders and exponents of the Thomistic
school
His commentaries on the "Summa Theologica", the first in that extensive field, begun in 1507
and finished 1522. are his greatest work and were
speedily recognized as a classic in Scholastic literature.
The work is primarily a defence of St. Thomas against
the attacks of Scotus.
In the third part it reviews
the aberrations of the Reformers, especially Luther.
The important relation between Cajetan and the

Angelic Doctor was emphasized by Leo XIII, when
by his Pontifical Letters of 15 Oct., 1879, he ordered
the former's commentaries and those of Kerrariensis
to be incorporated with the text of the "Summa" in
the official Leonine edition of the complete works of
Si, Thomas, the first volume of which appeared at
Rome in 1SS2. This edition has restored a number
of passages which St. Pius V desired to have expunged
from the texts, the publication of which he ordered in
15711.
The suppressed parts, now for the most part
inoffensive, were lamely in the nature of personal views
and had no direct bearing on Thomistic doctrine as a
In hisezegeticaJ work begun in 1523 and continued to the time of his death, Cajetan sought to
counteract the Biblical extravagances of the Humanists and to defeat the Lutheran movement on the
ground from which it had chosen to reject the authority of the Ihurch and of tradition.
Chiefly with rabbinical assistance, it is said, being himself unversed in
Hebrew, and with the aid of current, Greek version- he prepared a literal translation of the Bible, including the Old Testament as far as the end of the
third chapter of Isaias. and all the Xew Testament
except tic Apocalypse, which on account of its difficulties he was unwilling to undertake.
It was his
object, he declared in a dedicatory letter to Ci,
VII published in his edition of the Gospels, to ascertain the true literal sense of the Scriptures, and he did
not hesitate t,, adopt new renderings, provide, they
did not conflict witli the Sacred Word and with the
teachings of the church.
This position, much criticized in his time, is now quite in line with the common
method of Catholic exegetica. Though closely following St. Jerome on the authenticity of the Biblical
i

(

l

texts and utilizing the New Testament version and
notes of Erasmus, with whom he was on friendly
terms, he produced a work whose importance was not
overlooked, but whose freedom ami wide departure
from the Fathers ami the theological schools created
distrust and alarm.
In his critical interpretation,
for instance, he ventured an allegorical explanation
of the first chapters of Genesis, and he seemed more
than three centuries in advance of his day in questioning the authenticity of the last chapter of St. Mark,
the authorship of several epistles, viz.. Hebrews,
James, II Peter, II and III John, Jude, the genuineness
of the passage of the three witnesses (1 John, v, 7),
etc.
In this field also he was bitterly assailed, especially by Ambrose Catharinus, an extraordinary
but erratic genius, who had abandoned the law to
enter the Dominican h'der, ami had become a bishop.
Cajetan's accompanying theological observations,
however, are important, and many scholars have
profitably studied them in conjunction with his commentaries on the "Summa".
It has been significantly said of Cajetan that his
positive teaching was regarded as a guide for others
and his silence as an implicit censure. His rectitude,
candour, and moderation were praised even by his
enemies. Always obedient and submitting his works
to ecclesiastical authority, he presented a striking
contrast to the leaders of heresy and revolt, whom he
strove to save from their folly.
To Clement VII he
was the "lamp of the Church", and everywhere in his
career, as the theological light of Italy, he was heard
with respect and pleasure by cardinals, universities,
the clergy, nobility, and people.
The works of Cajetan aggregate about 115 tit lis.
The commentaries
on the several parts of the "Summa" exist in many
Of complete editions, sometimes including
editions.
the text of the "Summa" and sometimes without it,
the following are noteworthy: 1(1 vols, fob, Lyons.
15-10: edition of Pius V in complete works of St.
Thomas, Rome, 1570; 7 vols. 8vo, with commentaries of Javelli and Capponi, Venice, 1596; 10 vols,
(

.

Rome, 177::: Leonine edition of St. Thomas
(Summa) Rome. Isss.
>ther works of Cajetan are:

fob,

(

(I) "Opuscula omnia tribus tomis distincta" (fob,
Lyons. 1558; Venice, 1588; Antwerp. L612), a collection of fifty-nine treatises; (2) "Commentaria super
traetatum de ente et essentia '['holme de Aquino;
super libros posteriorum
Aristotelis
et
prsedicamenta", etc. (fob, Venice, 1506); (3) "In prsdicabilia Porphyrii. prsedicamenta et libros posteriorum

analvt ieoruni
Aristotelis
castigatissima
commentaria" (8vo, Venice, 1587, 1599);
"Super libros
Aristotelis de Anima", etc. (Rome, L512; Venice,
1511 Paris, 1539 i; (5) "Summulade peccatis" (Rome,
1525, and in many other corrected and augmented
editions); (6) "Jentacula X.T.. expositio literal is sexal

I

:

"

quatuor notabilium sententiarum Nbvi Test
(Rome, 1525); (7) "In quinque libros Mosis
juxta sensum lit. commentarii" (Rome, 1531, fob;
Paris. 1539); (8) " In libros Jehosus, Judicum, Ruth,
ginta

etc.

Regum. Paralipomenon, Bezra, Nechemiaeet Esther^'
(Rome, 153:!: Paris. 1546); (9 "InlibrumJob" Home,
I

1535); (10)" In psalmos" (Venice, L530;Paris, 1532);
(II) "In parabolas Salomonis, in Ecclesiasten, in
Esaiffl tria priora capita" (Rome, 1542; Lyons, L545;
Paris. 1587); (12) "In Evangelia Matt
Marci, Lucas,
Joannis" (Venice, 1530 ;t I3)"ln Act;: i.postolorum "
[Venice. 1530; Paris (with Gospels), L536]; ill) "In
Epistolas Pauli" (Pan-. L532); (15) "Opera omnia
quotquot in sacra; Scripture
em reperiuntur, curs' atque Industrie insignia collegii S.Thomce
Complutensis, >.P." (5 vol fol., Lyons, L639).
Fonsi
Bil
oen to
HARD,
Script Ori. Prod. (P
pontijimm iiomnnonnn it cnr.i
1675),
III, 392; Touron, Hist
1743), IV, 176; IjMlmimci, hardinal Cajrtnn in Zrilschr. f. knth. Thiol.
.

<

'

I

.

,

:

I

(Innsbruck, 1SS0). IV, 139-179;

Hcrtkr. Nommclator

(Inns-

CAJUS

II, 1201; Cossio, // Cardinale Gaelano e la Riforma
iCividale, 19021; Mandonnet in Diet, de thiol, cath. (Pans,
1904); Berthier. // Ritratto del Gaeta.no in // Rosario (Rome,

bruck. 1903),

Aug., Sep., 1907),

ser. II. vol.

IX, No. 476-477.

John R. Volz.
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Calabozo (Calaboso), Diocese of. Calabozo is a
town in the State of Miranda, Venezuela, on the River
Guanco, 120 miles south-south-west of Caracas. Originally an Indian village, it was founded as a town
The city is
in 1730 by the Compania Guipuzcoana.
situated on low ground, and in the rainy season the
are
vicinity
its
In
inundated.
are
lands
surrounding
thermal springs. It is well built, has a college and
public schools, and enjoys a considerable trade. The
principal occupation of its inhabitants is cattle-raisThe Diocese of Calabozo was created 7 March,
ing.
1863, by Pius IX, and its first bishop was consecrated
It embraces the section of Guarico
1881.
October,
30
and portions of the sections of Apure, Zamora, PortuIt has 310,000
guesa, Cojedes, and Guzman Blanco.
Catholics, 38 priests, and 70 churches and chapels.
Calabozo is a suffragan of Caracas (Santiago de VeneBvttandier, Ann. pant. cath. (Paris, 190S); Herder, Konversatirms-Lex (St. Louis, 1903), s. v.; Werner. Orbis Terrarum. Catholicus (Freiburg, 1890); Streit, Katholischer Missionsatlas (Steyl, 1906).
.

Leo

A. Kelly.

Calahorra and La Calzada, Diocese of (Calagurritana et Calceatensis), suffragan of Burgos,
comprising almost all the province of Logrofio and
Calapart of the provinces of Navarre and Soria.
horra, the episcopal city, has 9475 inhabitants;
the centre of a judicial district, and possesses a
It has been asserted,
collegiate church and a chapter.
but without historical foundation, that St. Paul
preached at Calahorra and ordained as its first bishop
one of his disciples, Felix. According to Prudentius,

it is

a Christian poet of the fourth century, the brothers
Emeterius and Celedonius, soldiers of the Legio VII
Gemina, suffered for the Faith at Calahorra, but the
In the
exact date of their martyrdom is unknown.
fourth century pilgrims from distant lands came
whose
relics
are
these
saints,
tomb
of
the
at
to pray
yet preserved in the cathedral of Calahorra. The
About
Silvanus.
this
see
is
of
bishop
known
first
465 the bishops of the province of Tarragona denounced to Pope Hilary the conduct of this prelate,
who had consecrated two bishops in violation of the
During the rule of the Visigoths
sacred canons.
(415-711) the bishops of Calahorra took part in
From 792 to 871 it. is
Toledo.
councils
of
several
certain that the see was occupied by Mozarab c
bishops, among them Theodemir at the end of tht
Calahorra
eighth and Recared in the ninth century.
was reconquered from the Moors by King Garcia of
Navarre, and in 1045 the see was restored; its first
bishop, Sancho.also Bishop of Najera, adopted then
In
the title of Bishop of Calahorra and Najera.
1236 the see was transferred to Santo Domingo de la
Calzada, a city in the same province of Logrofio,
where it. remained for some time. Hence the existence of a cathedral and a chapter in each town and
the double title of the bishop, who is chosen alternately by the chapter of each cathedral (Battandier).
Alliens the bishops worthy of mention is Rodriguez
Sanchez de rVrevalo (d. 1470), afterwards commander
of the Castle of Sant' Angelo in Home, author of
numerous theological and historical works and a
vigorous champion of papal authority. The Catholic
population of the united dioceses is 65,000; there are
363 parishes, 600 priests, 393 churches, and 268
:

chapels.
leMtticat dl Calahorra,
RlBCO. Las antinurdad
Saurada. XXXIII. 113-222, 271-330; La FuENTE,
de Espaila (Madrid. 1873-75). II, 81-S3, 421-22;
217
(Paris.
cath.
1907).
Battandier. Ann. pont.

in Espafta
Hist. ec. ca

Eduardo de Hinojosa.

Calama, a titular see of Africa. Calama appears
Roman name of Suthul, a city in Numidia,
besieged by Postumius 110 b. c. (Sallust, Bel. JuIt became a Roman municipium as
gurth., xxxvii).
In the
early as Hadrian, and a colony a little later.
time of Diocletian it was included in Proconsular
Africa, but its bishops were subject to Numidia.
The city was captured by the Vandals on their arrival
Count Bonifacius was defeated near
in Africa (429).
the city in 431. A great many inscriptions found at
Guelma have proved that it is the modern substitute
Guelma, occupied by the French in
for Calama.
1836, is to-day the chief town of a district, or arrondissement, in the department of Constant ine, Algeria;
it is situated near the River Seybouse and the Djebel
Mahonna, about 81 miles east of Constant ine. It
has 7300 inhabitants (1500 French), and is an important cattle market. Among its ruins are a Byzantine citadel and walls built by the Patricius Solomon
during the Byzantine reoccupation. Four bishops
are known: Donatus, 305; Megalius, who consecrated
St. Augustine in 395 and died in 397 St. Possidius,
Possidius was a
elected in 397; Quodvultdeus in 484.
disciple of Augustine in the monastic life at Calama
he suffered grievous persecution from heathens and
Donatists, and was obliged to leave his city for
some time. The contemporary Donatist bishop was
Crispinus: among the heathens we know a certain
PossidNectarius, a correspondent of St. Augustine.
After the
ius disarmed his enemies bv his charity.
Hippo
retired
to
sack of Calama by the Vandals, he
and attended St. Augustine on his death-bed. He
works
of
the
of his
catalogue
also wrote the life and a
master.
Morcelli, Africa Christiana, I, 115; Gams, Series Episcopoto be the

;

;

Eeclesio? Cath. (Ratisbon, 1873), I, 464; Rayoisie,
Exploration scientif. de I' Afrique, II; Gsell, Monuments
antiques de V Algerie (Paris, 1901); Rebood, Recueil de not. et
mem. de la soc. de Constantine (1882-1883), C, I, 24-51.
S. Petrides.

rum

Calamus.

See

Holy Communion.

Calancha, Fray Antonio de la, an erudite
Augustinian monk, b. 1584 at Chuquisaca (now
Both his
Sucre) in Bolivia; d. 1 March, 1654.
parents were of Spanish descent. He studied at
Lima, where he entered the Order of St. Augustine,

and was successively definitor, secretary of the
province, and rector of the College of San Ildefonso.
During the earthquake that made great ravages in
Truxillo, 14 February, 1619, he was at the head of
the convent at that city and afterwards became
His most important work is the
prior at Lima.
''Cor6nica moralizada de la orden de N. S. P. S.
Agustin en el Peru", the first volume of which appeared in 163S and the second in 1653. Both have
become very rare. They are bulky tomes written
in a ponderous style, but replete with valuable information on the Indians of Peru and Bolivia. In
regard to the natives of the Peruvian coast, it must
be said that, while Calancha had ample opportunity
to gather information on the spot, he still prefers
to rest mostly on the authority of the Jesuits Arriaga
and Terhuel, and in regard to the Lake Titicaca
region he follows almost exclusively the Augustinian
Ramos Gavildn. On primitive traditions Calancha
discourses extensively, but not always in a critical
spirit, following therein the conditions and tendencies
The book is indisof the age in which he lived.
pensable f or t he st udy of t he aborigines and ant iquit ies
was
also published
His book
of South America.
Of other works of
in Latin by Brullius in 1651.
his. only two. one on the Conception of the Blessed
Virgin, and the other on beavers (probably seals),
were printed, the former in 1629, the latter in 1642.
Antonio, Biblinfheca fuspana nova (Madrid, 1733-3S);

Mr.vniBour, Die. hist bioa. (Lima, 1876), II; I.e.'.n t Tinelo,
Epitome etoa (1737-3S); .Jimenez de la Espada, 2"r« Relaciones peruanas (Madrid, 1880).

Ad. F. Bandelier.
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Calas Case, The. Jean ('alas was a French Calvinist, b. 19 March, 1698, at La Caparede near
Castres, in the department of Tarn; executed 10
March, 1762, at Toulouse. At the time of the events

which made his name famous, he was a prominent
merchant of Toulouse, where he hat! resided for some
In 1731 he married Anne-Rose Gabibel,
forty years.
and had six children: four sons, Marc-Antoine, Louis,
Pierre, and Donat, and two daughters, Rose and
Anne. One of the sons. Louis, was converted to
His brother. Marc-Antoine,
Catholicity about 1760.
also manifested an inclination to alter his faith, but,
opposition
on the part of the family,
possibly owing to
never took the final step. On 13 October, 1761. a
number of people, attracted by the excitement, gathMarc-Antoine
ered around the house of Jean (alas.

had been found hanged

in

his father's

warehouse.

The news spread

rapidly: the capitouls, or highest
One of the
magistrates, hurried to the scene.
multitude cried out that Antoine had been murdered
by his father to prevent him from abjuring ProtesThe crowd immediately took up the idea,
tantism.
and the members of the family were arrested. The
dead son was looked upon as a martyr by the Catholic
population, and his obsequies were celebrated with
In the interrogatory the accused
great ceremony.
involved themselves in contradictions, and, on 9
March, 1762, the Parliament of Toulouse, by a vote
of 8 to 5, pronounced sentence against Jean Calas.
He was condemned to the torture, ordinary and extraordinary, was then to be broken upon the wheel,
and finally burnt. The sentence was executed the
Calas suffered with admirable courfollowing day.
age and. until his last breath, never ceased to protest
The property of the family was conhis innocence.
Madame Calas was liberated; but her two
fiscated.
daughters, who were absent from home at the time of
their brother's death, were forced into a convent of
the Visitation.
Pierre and Donat escaped to Geneva.
Voltaire, then living at Ferney, made the acquaintance of the family ami employed his all-powerful influence to have tiie dead father's innocence officially
proclaimed, at the same time using the tatter's condemnation as a welcome source of new attacks upon
In letters and pamphlets
the hated Catholic Church.
he defended the cause of Calas, and interested his
many powerful friends in the case, which now began
On 9 March, 1765,
to attract world-wide attention.
a Parisian tribunal unanimously pronounced Calas
civil

of Toulouse was ordered
death sentence, but never obeyed the
of
the property was reinjunction.
The remnant
stored to the family, which, by a subscription and by
XV, was enabled to
King
Louis
gifts of money from
Eve in moderate circumstances. The Calas Case was
art and literacontemporary
not without its effect on
Over a hundred publications relating to it are
ture.
by F.-L.
subject
of
plays
forms
It
the
in existence.
Laya (produced for the first time in Paris in 1790),
Lemierre d'Argy (Paris, 1790), Marie-Joseph Chenier
(Paris, 179H. and Victor Du Cange (Paris. 1819).
Madame Calas and her daughters were living in Paris,
when several of these were presented on the stage.
Some historians, carried away perhaps by too great a
desire to bring the innocence of Jean Calas to the fore,
assort that Marc-Antoine committed suicide. But there
are weighty reasons to doubt the father's innocence
(Barthelemv
Voltaire cannot be considered an impartial historian of the case, owing to his preconceived
desire to present a strong indictment against the
Catholic Church, rather than to state the facts in their
The responsibility of the condemnation in
true light.
no way rested with the ecclesiastical authorities, and
the penalty was inflicted not for a mere religious
offence, but for murder alleged to have been committed for a religious motive.
OoQUaBBL, Jean Colas d m famille (Paris, 18691; Barthe-

innocent.
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The Parliament

1-73;

I'.iftiiiV.' iLiui.l.m, 1S931, II, CI)
taire (Paris, 1868), II. 429-42.
,,/

lcmy. Erreurs

et

mensonges historiques (Paris, 1886), 2d

series,

09 passim;

Maynard,

N. A.

Vol-

Weber.

Calasio, Mario ni, Friar Minor and lexicographer,
Calasio in the Kingdom of Naples about 1550;
Rome, 1 February, 1620. Having entered the
Franciscan Order, he devoted himself to the study of
Hebrew with such success that the pope called him
to Rome, where he taught Hebrew in the Franciscan
convents of Ara Coeli and San Pietro in Montorio.
Calasio enjoyed the special favour of Paul V who
made him his confessor and bestowed upon him all the
titles and privileges generally accorded to doctors of
When he was dying he caused the Passion
theology.
to be read to him and expired while chanting the
Psalms of David in Hebrew. Calasio's reputation as
a scholar in the Semitic languages rests mainly upon

b. at
d. at

Hebraihis "Concordantioe Sacrorum Bibliorum
corum" which was published at Rome in 1622, two
years after his death. Another, though inferior, edition of the same work appeared at London in 1747.
Besides this work Calasio wrote a " Dictionarium
Hebraicum " and " Canones Generates lingua? sanctae".
Apoi.linaire

in Via., Diet, de la Bible (Paris, 1899), II,

54-55.

Stephen M. Donovan.
Calatayud, Pedro de, Jesuit missionary, b. in
Navarre, 1 Aug., 1689; d. in Bologna, 27 Feb., 1773.
He joined the Society of Jesus, 21 Oct., 1710. In
the Academy of Madrid there is an account of one
of his missions in Bilbao which is described as " porHe had the title of Master in Theology,
tentosa".
and has left a number of pious and theological works.
Among them are: "The Flame of Holy Love for the
Sacred Heart"; "Various Sentences from the Scriptures for the Use of Missionaries"; "Practice of a
Sweet and Reasonable Christian Life"; "Regrets
of a Contrite Heart"; "Practical Doctrines for
Explanation on the Missions", a book which seems
to have been particularly famous; "Doctrinal Compendium", which was an extended edition of Pinamonti's work; "Practical Catechism"; "Spiritual
one proposiExercises for Priests and Ordinandi"
tion of which (doctrine IV, p. Ill), about restitution

—

was made a subject of criticism;
by
"Practical and Doctrinal Methods for Religious".
number of pamphlets and
great
a
He published
He was living at the time of the supbrochures.
of Jesus and was expelled
Society
the
pression of
from Spain. He died shortly afterwards.
a negligent priest,

to revoke the

i.

Kreiten, Voltaire (lss-H, 413 sqq.; Tallentyre, Life

Bor.RO. Menologio,

II,

503;

Sommervogel,

Bib. des ecr. de

la c. de J.

T.

J.

Campbell.

Calatrava, Military Order of, founded in Castile,
the twelfth century, as a military branch of the
great Cistercian family.
In the Cistercian Order, then only recently formed
(1098), there had been a large number of knights or
In Calatrava. on the contrary, those
sons of knights.
who had been monks became knights. Monastic life
a warfare", and it would be a misrailed
been
has
take to suppose that those rough medieval warriors
only a comfortable asylum after
cloister
the
sought in
heroic
a troublous career. In both lives there was an
against one's passions or
whether
sustain,
to
struggle
against the Moslems, and the austerities of an ascetic
to them than
life could not have been more dreadful
the privations of camp life and the wounds of battle.
by halves,
nothing
did
natures,
who
These impetuous
wen eager to take Heaven, as they took earthly
However,
the
xi.
12).
(Matt.,
storm
by
strongholds,
rrderof Calatrava owes its origin not to any delibercircumstances,
fortuitous
to
but
plan,
ately prepared
in

(

the recital of which would seem to lie mere romance
of Toledo, did not add that he
if the teller, Rodrigo
himself had known in his youth the hero of the story.
It

runs as follows:

CALATRAVA

Calatrava is the Arabic name
from the Moslems, in 1147, by
Situated on the
Alfonso VII, called el Emperador.
extreme southern borders of Castile, this conquest
at a time
to
make,
difficult
to
keep
than
was more
when neither standing armies nor garrisons were
known.
It was this deficiency that the military
orders, and first of all the Knights Templars, intended
to supply by fulfilling their vow of perpetual war
To the Templars the king had
against the Moslem.
recourse, but after
a vain attempt to
defend Calatrava

they abandoned
and the king

it,

was looking
vain

in

another

for

defender when
Raymond, Abbot
the Cistercian

of

monastery

of
offered
ero
mself. This step
said to have
is
been suggested to

F

i

t

,

abbot by

the

Velasquez,
simple monk,

Diego
a

but one who had
been a knight,

was

well ac-

quainted
with military
matters, and
was inspired

A

with the idea of
employing the lay
These
brothers of the abbey to defend Calatrava.
at that time a recent inCistercian lay brothers
novation in religious life not being in Holy orders,
were variously employed as herdsmen, as labourers,
as husbandmen, and so on; Diego employed them
Knight ov Calatrava

—

—

They laid down the hammer
as soldiers of the Cross.
and the shepherd's crook, and took up the sword.
Thus a new order was created, which received the
name of Calatrava from the castle given up bv the
king (1157).
Once provided with arms, these brethren, filled
with warlike enthusiasm, were eager to take the offenWith this end in view, they
sive against the .Moors.
chose, when the Abbot Raymond died (1163), a certain Don Garcia to lead them in battle as their first
grand master. At the same time, the choir monks,
not without protest, left Calatrava to live under an
abbot whom they had chosen, in the monastery of
Only Velasquez and a few other clerics,
Cirvelos.
to act as chaplains, remained in Calatrava with the
knights, Velasquez becoming prior of the whole community. This somewhat revolutionary arrangement
was approved by the general chapter at Citeaux, and
by Pope Alexander III (1164). A general chapter
held :ii Citeaux in 1187 gave to the Knights of Calatrava their definitive rule, which was approved in
This rule,
the same year by Pope Gregory VIII.
modelled upon the ( listercian customs for lay brothers,
imposed upon the knights, besides the obligations of
the three religious vows, the rules of silence in
the refectory, dormitory, and oratory: of abstinence
on [our days a week, besides several fast -days during
the year; tiny were also obliged to recite a fixed
number of paternosters for each day Hour of the
Mlice: to sleep hi their armour; to wear, as their full
dress, the Cistercian white mantle with the scarlet
cross fleurdeh &
Calatrava was subject not to
Citeaux, but to Morimond in Burgundy, the motherhouse of Fitero, from which Calatrava had sprung.
(

C,.ii

equently, the Abbot of
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of a eastle recovered
the King of Castile,

Morimond

possessed the

right of visiting the houses and of reforming the
statutes of Calatrava, while the highest ecclesiastical
dignity of the order, that of grand prior, could be held
only by a monk of Morimond.
The first military services of the Knights of Calatrava had been brilliant, and in return for the great
services they had rendered they received from the
King of Castile new grants of land, which formed their
first commanderies.
They had already been called
into the neighbouring Kingdom of Aragon, and been
rewarded by a new encomienda (landed estate), that
of Alcaniz (1179).
But these successes were followed by a series of misfortunes, due in the first instance to the unfortunate partition which Alfonso
had made of his possessions, and the consequent
rivalry which ensued between the Castilian and
Leonese branches of his dynasty. On the other
hand, the Moors of Spain, wishing to recover their
lost dominions, called to their aid the Moors of
Africa, thus bringing on the new and formidable
invasion of the Almohades. The first encounter resulted in a defeat for Spain.
In the disastrous battle
of Alarcos, the knights were overpowered and, in
spite of splendid heroism, were obliged to leave their
bulwark of Calatrava in the power of the Moslem
Velasquez lived just long enough to be the
(1195).
sorrowful witness of the failure of his daring scheme.
He died next year in the monastery of Gumiel (1196).
It seemed as if the order was ruined in Castile, and
this opinion so far prevailed that the branch of Aragon
regarded itself as having succeeded the other. The
Knights of Alcaniz actually proceeded to elect a new
grand master, but the grand master still living in
Castile claimed his right.
Finally, by a compromise,
the master of Alcaniz was recognized as second in
dignity, with the title of Grand Commander for

Aragon.

The scattered remains of Calatrava had meanwhile
common shelter in the Cistercian monastery
of Cirvelos, and there they began to repair their
losses by a large accession of new knights.
They
soon felt themselves strong enough to erect a new
bulwark against the Moslems at Salvatierra, where
they took the name, which they kept for fourteen
years, of Knights of Salvatierra (1198).
But in the
course of a fresh invasion of the Almohades, Salvatierra, in spite of a desperate defence, shared the
Upon the fall of this
fate of Calatrava (1209).
found a

stronghold dismay spread from Spain
Summoned by the
throughout Western Europe.
voice of the great Pope Innocent III, foreign crusaders hastened from all sides to help the Spanish
Castilian

The first event in this holy war, now
a European one, was the reconquest of Calatrava
(1212), which was given back to its former masters.
In the same year the famous victory of Las Navas
de Tolosa marked the incipient decline of Moslem
domination in Western Europe. Having thus recovered possession of the stronghold, and resumed
the title of Calatrava (1216). the order nevertheless
removed to more secure quarters at Calatrava la
Nueva, eight miles from old Calatrava (1218). From
this centre their influence spread to the remotest
parts of the Peninsula; new orders sprang up-yAlcantara (q. v.) in the Kingdom of Leon, Aviz
(q. v.) in Portugal, both begun under Calatrava's
protection and the visitation of its grand master.
This spirit of generous emulation, spreading among
all classes of society, marks the climax of Spanish
chivalry: it was then that Kins; Ferdinand the Saint,
after the definitive coalition of Castile and Leon (1229)
dealt a mortal blow to the Moslem power in the conI'.':;.'" of their capital city. Cordova, soon folquest
lowed by the surrender of Murcia. .Taen. and Seville.
The 'uropean crusade seemed at an end. Encouraged by these victories. Ferdinand's successor,
Alfonso X, the Wise, planned a crusade in the East
Christians.

(

1

CALATRAVA
and contemplated marching, with

his Spanish chivLatin Kingdom of Jerusalem (1272).
held out in their little Kingdom
of Granada, which was to remain for two centuries
longer an open door, exposing Western Europe to the
constant danger of African invasion.
For the perpetuation of this menace, Christendom had to thank
its own dissensions
not only international, but
personal and dynastic.
Into these factious quarrels
the Knights of Calatrava, like other knights of the
Cross, were unhappily drawn.
Calatrava, with its abundant resources of men and
material wealth, had by this time become a power in
It had lands and castles scattered along
the State.
the borders of Castile.
It exercised feudal lordship
over thousands of peasants and vassals. Thus, more
than once, we see the order bringing to the field, as
alry, to restore the

Bui the Moors

still

—

its individual contributions, 121)1) to 2000 knights,
a considerable force in the Middle Ages. Moreover,
it enjoyed autonomy, being by its constitutions independent in temporal matters and acknowledging
only spiritual superiors the Abbot of Morimond and,
in appeal, the pope.
These authorities interfered,
in consequence of a schism wdiich first broke out in
1296 through the simultaneous election of two grand
masters, Garcia Lopez and Gautier Perez.
Lopez,
dispossessed a first time by a delegate of Morimond,
appealed to Pope Boniface VIII, who quashed the
sentence and referred the case to the general chapter
at Citeaux, where Lopez was re-established in his
dignity (1302).
Dispossessed a second time, in consequence of a quarrel with his lieutenant. Juan
Nunez, Lopez voluntarily resigned in favour of Nunez,
who had taken his place (1328), on condition that he
should keep the commandery of Zurita as this condition was violated, Lopez again, for the third time,
took the title of Grand .Master in Aragon, where he
These facts sufficiently prove that after
died in 1336.
the fourteenth century the rigorous discipline and
Ei rvent
observance of the order's earlier times had,
under the relaxing influence of prosperity, given place
to a spiril of intrigue and ambition.
With the accession of Pedro the Cruel began a
conflict between the Crown and the order.
That
prince caused three grand masters in succession to
be put to death, as having incurred his suspicion: the
first of these was beheaded (1355) on a charge of
having entered into a league with the King of Aragon;
the second, Estevafiez, having competed for the grand
mastership with the king's candidate, Garcfa de

—

;

—

Padilla, was murdered in the royal palace,

by the king's
treacherous hand; lastly, Garcia de Padilla himbrother of the royal mistress, fell into disgrace,
upon deserting the king's party for that of his half
brother, Henry the Bastard, and died in prison (1369).
Amid all these troubles the war against the Moslem,
which was the very reason of the order's existence,
educed to a mere episode in its history. The
greater part of its activities were employed in purely
political conflicts, and its arms, consecrated to the
defence of the Faith, were turned against Christians.
An even more pitiable spectacle was that of the
knights divided among themselves into rival and
mutually hostile factions. At the same time began
tli''
ncroachments of royal authority in the election
of the grand master, whose power was a check upon
that of the king.
For instance, in 1404, Henry of
Villena was elected 24th grand master merely through
the favour of Henry III of Castile, although Villena
was married, a stranger to the order, and by papal
dispensation entered upon his high functions without
even the preliminary of a novitiate.
A schism in
the order ensued and was healed only after the king's
death, in 14M. when a genera] chapter, held at
Citeaux, cancelled the election of Villena and acknowledged his competitor. Luis Guzman, as the
only legitimate master.
After the death of Guzman,

own

self, a

i
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new encroachment of King John II
lie had succ
a new schism.

of Castile gave
led in forcing
electors his own candidate, Alfonso, a bastard, of the royal stock of Aragon (1443); but Alfonso
having joined a party formed against him, the king
sought to have him deposed by the chapter of the
order.
This time the electors divided, and a double
election issued in not fewer than three grand masters:
Pedro Giron, who took possession of Calatrava;
Ramirez de Guzman, who occupied the castles of
Andalusia; and the bastard Alfonso of Aragon. who
continued to be recognized by the knights of the
Aragonese branch. At last, through (he withdrawal
of his rivals one after the other, Pedro Giron remained
the only grand master (1457). Giron belonged to an
eminent Castilian family; an ambitious intriguer, more
anxious about his family interests than about those
of his order, he played an important part as a leader
in the factions which disturbed the wretched reigns
of John II and Henry IV, the last two lamentably
weak descendants of St. Ferdinand of Castile.
By turns, Giron sustained first Henry IV, in a war
against his father, John II. then Alfonso, who pretended to the throne, against Henry IV. Such was
Giron's importance that Henry IV, in order to attach
him to his cause, offered him the hand of his own
sister, the famous Isabella of Castile.
Giron had
already had his vow of celibacy annulled by the pope,
and was on his way to the court, when he died, thus
saving the future Queen of Castile from an unworthy
consort (1466). The same pope, Pius II, granted
to Pedro Giron the extravagant privilege of resigning
his high dignity in favour of his bastard, Rodrigo
Telles Giron, a child eight years old.
Thus the grand
mastership fell into the hands of guardians an
unheard of event. The Abbot of Morimond was
called upon to devise a temporary administration,
until Telles should reach his majority.
The administration was entrusted to four knights elected by the
chapter, and from this period date the definitive
statutes of the order known as "Rules of A). Lot
William III" (1467). These statutes recognized in
the order seven high dignitaries: the grand master,
tic rlnrero (guardian of the castle ami lieutenant of
the grand master): two grand comendadores, one for
Castile ami the other for Aragon: tin- grand prior,
representing the Abbot of Morimond in the spiritual
government; the snrrlslti (guardian of the relics);
the obrero (supervisor of buildings).
The order, having reached its apogee of prosperity,
now held sway over fifty-six commanderies ami sixteen priories, or cures, distributed between the! liocese
of Jaen and the Vicariate of Ciudad Real.
Its lordships included sixty-four villages, with a population
of 200.000 souls, and produced an annual income
which may lie estimated at 50,000 ducats. The
kings whose fortune the mismanagement of rile late
reigns had depleted could not hut covet these riches,
a

rise to

upon the

—

while such formidable military power tilled with distrust the monarchs who were obliged to tolerate
the autonomous existence of the order.
During the
struggle between Alfonso Vol' Portugal and Ferdinand
ill'
\ragon for the right of succession to Henry IV of
Castile, the last male of his house il (74
mui
pended upon the attitude of Calatrava. The knights
While (he grand master. I;.
were divided.
Giron, supported Portugal, his lieutenant, Lopez de
The battle of Ion, (1479),
Padilla, stood by Aragon.
where the pretensions of Portugal were annihilated,
ended this schism, the last in the history of the order.
The grand master, reconciled with Ferdinand of
Aragon. fell, during the war against the Moors, at
His lieutenant. Lop
the siege of Loja (1482),
Padilla. succeeded him and as the las! of the twenty
seven independent grand mast'
a, revived for a Beason the heroic virtues of In- order's
better days.
A mortified monk in his cell, g
>

fi

—
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warrior on the battlefield, the glory of Padilla shed
its last rays in the war of the conquest of Granada,
which he did not live to see completed. At his death
(1487), Ferdinand of Aragon exhibited to the chapter,
assembled for the election of a new grand master, a
Bull of Innocent VIII which invested him with authority to administer the order, and to this decree
he compelled the electors to submit. Thus ended
the political autonomy of the Order of Calatrava.
The reason of its being the struggle against the
Moors seemed, indeed, to end with the fall of

—

—

Granada (1492).
The canonical bond between Calatrava and Morimond had been relaxing more and more. The King
of Spain was too jealous of his authority to tolerate
any foreign especially French intervention in the
The canonical visits of the
affairs of his kingdom.
Abbot of Morimond ceased; difficulties were raised
when the grand prior came from Morimond to take
The last French prior was
possession of his dignity.

—

—

Nicholas of Avesnes, who died in 1552. After a long
contest, a compromise was effected in 1630, leaving
to Morimond its right, of electing the grand prior, but
Moreover,
limiting its choice to Spanish Cistercians.
the knights of the order were virtually secularized:
Pope Paul III commuted their vow of celibacy to one
As members of the order
of conjugal fidelity (1540).
were allowed to found families, and were authorized
by Julius III (1551) to make free use of their personal
property, the vow of poverty also passed into virtual
desuetude. In 1652, under Philip IV, the three
Spanish orders took a new vow: that of defending the
This was
doctrine of the Immaculate Conception.
the last manifestation of any religious spirit in the
The military spirit, too, had long since disorders.
appeared. The orders had, in fact, fallen into a
The commanderies were
state of utter inactivity.
but so many pensions at the king's free disposal,
and granted by him rather to the high-born than to
In 1628 the Order of Calatrava was
the deserving.
declared to be inaccessible not only to tradesmen,
but even to sons of tradesmen. The last attempt
to employ the knights of the three orders for a military purpose was that of Philip IV, in quelling the
rebellion of the Catalans (1640-50), but the orders
restricted their efforts to the complete equipment of
one regiment, which has since been known in the
Spanish army as "The Regiment of the Orders".
When the Bourbon dynasty occupied the throne.
Charles III, having founded the personal order of
his name, levied upon the old orders a contribution
of a million reals to pension 200 knights of the new
order (1775). Their revenues being the only remaining raison d'etre of the order, confiscation
Confiscated by King
necessarily led to dissolution.

Joseph (1808), re-established by Ferdinand VII at
the Restoration (1814), the possessions of Calatrava

were

finally dissipated in the general secularization

of 1838.

(See
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Alcantara; Military Orders.)

Definiciones de la Orden y Cavalleria dp Calatrava { Valladolid,
16001; ManriqI-'E, Krries prafectorum mililvr Calatrava', in his

Annates, III, Appendix; Jongelinub. Origin™ cquestrium
militarium ordims cisterciensis (Cologne, 1640>; Zapater,
Cuter militantc (Saragossa, 1662); Dubois. Histoire de Vabbaye
de Morimond avec les principoxix ordrea muiiaires d'Espagne et
de Portugal (Paris, 1851).

Ch. Moeller.
Calcutta, Archdiocese of, in British India. The
Ecclesiastical Province of Calcutta comprises
practically the old province of Bengal, where the
About the
Catholic Faith was introduced very early.
middle of the sixteenth century Portuguese merchants were trading with the ports of Bengal. But
they did not stay in the country; their ships came to
Bengal with the monsoon at the end of May, and
went back to Cochin in October. About 1571 they
obtained from Akbar, the great Mogul emperor then
residing in Agra, very important concessions: they

were allowed to build a town in Hugh, to erect
churches, send for priests and baptize the natives
who might wish to become Christians. Portuguese
merchants and settlers soon flocked to Hugh, many
natives became Christians, so that in 1598 the number of Catholics in Hugh was five thousand, of
Portuguese, native, or mixed origin.
Quite different were the origin and the character
of the other Catholic communities which sprang up
all over Bengal at the end of the sixteenth and the
beginning of the seventeenth century. Native rulers,
whose states were continually exposed to the raids of
their enemies, appealed for protection to the Portuguese adventurers then numerous in India and famous for their undaunted bravery. They settled in
bandels, generally situated on the bank of a river,
and received for their military services lands, a
monthly pay, and a share of the booty. Their
numbers increased rapidly, for they married native
women, and many native converts came to them for
protection and security. These converts were called
topassees, because they wore a hat, like the Portuguese
In 159S there were on the coast of
(topa means hat).
Chittagong and Arracan 2500 Catholics of Portuguese or mixed origin, besides the native Christians.
All the Catholic communities of Bengal were under
the jurisdiction of the Diocese of Cochin, erected in
But no regular provision had been made for
1557.
the supply of priests and the building of churches.
Hugh alone had a church and a parish priest. Elsewhere Catholics depended for spiritual ministrations
on any priest who happened to be travelling through
the country. On 9 January, 1606, the Diocese of
San Thome de Meliapur was erected, and Bengal was
put under its jurisdiction.
Two Jesuits had gone to Bengal temporarily in
1579, and two others were sent there from Cochin in
1598 to report on the hopes and prospects of a CathoThey erected in Hugh a school and
lic mission.
hospital; in Chittagong two churches and residences;
Chandecan
a church and residence; two churches
in
were contemplated or begun in Siripur and Bacala.
rulers
were very favourable, and even
native
The
generously endowed the new missions. But political
disturbances ruined these happy beginnings: churches
and residences were destroyed in 1603, and the four
Jesuits then in Bengal were recalled by their supeIn the meantime a permanent provision had
riors.
been made for the Catholics of Bengal by the Bishop
He had
of Cochin, Don Fray Andre\ a Franciscan.
entrusted Bengal to the Augustinians of Goa, and is
said to have conferred upon them the exclusive right
In 1599 five Augusto the parishes of the country.
tinians landed in Hugh, built a convent of St.
Nicholas of Tolentino. and took possession of the
church or churches existing in the town. A few years
afterwards we find them established in Angelim
(Hidgelee). Tambolim (Tumlook), Pipli; about 1612
in Dacca, Noricul, Siripur, Katrabo; in 1621 in Chittagong; and after 1640 in Balasore, Ossumpoor, and

Rangamati.
Chittagong deserves a special notice. The Moguls
of Bengal were continually trying to wrest Chittagong
from the dominion of the Emperor of Arracan. Twice
they almost succeeded in taking it by surprise, and
from that time this potentate always kept a large
body of Portuguese in his service at Dianga, near
Chittagong. Instead of waiting for the attacks of
the Moguls, these Portuguese found it easier and more
effective to carry the war into the enemy's territory,
and they began to make periodical raids on the coasts
of Bengal, carrying away whole populations of Hindu

Mohammedan villages. Thus between 1621 and
1634 they brought back with them to Chittagong
42,000 slaves, of whom the Augustinians baptized
28,000.
They converted besides five thousand natives of the country, called Mugs or Mogos.
and
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This barbarous warfare of the Portuguese of Chittagong brought about, amongst other causes, the ruin
Shall Jehan, the Mogul emperor,
of Hugh in 1632.

Khasim Khan, Nawab of Bengal, to destroy
Hugh. After a siege of three months, the town
was stormed; four priests and many Christians were
However, the Portuguese
sent prisoners to Agra.
ordered

were restored to favour the next year (1633). Either
by the exertions of the Jesuits of Agra and Lahore,
the intervention of a Mogul prince called Assofokhan,
or the negotiations of the Viceroy of Goa, Christians
were allowed to settle, not in Hugh itself, but on a
spot outside the town, called to this day Bandel.
They erected there in 1660 a church and an Augusstill existing.
The prior of the convent was the captain of the bandel, with power to try

tinian convent,

minor but not capital offences. There also was
erected a convent of Augustinian nuns, which has
been the occasion of the accusations levelled by travThe canonical
ellers against the morality of Bandel.
standing of this convent seems to have been rather
In 1666 Aurangzeb succeeded in taking
undefined.
Chittagong, and the Portuguese colony was transferred to Feringhee Bazar, near Dacca.
The Jesuits went back to Bengal about 1612.
Their ministry was hampered by the rivalry of the
Augustinians, who strongly maintained their excluThe former so.on confined their exersive privilege.
tions to their church and college of St. Paul in Hugli.
These were built in 1621, destroyed or damaged in
For many years only
1632, and reappear in 16.55.
one Jesuit priest was stationed there, till, in 1746,
church and college were given up. In 1688 the
French started a factory in Chandernagore, a few
miles from Hugli. The Augustinians of Bandel
claimed the right to be the parish priests of the new
town, but, yielding to the representations of the
French authorities, the Bishop of Meliapur created
there on 10 of April, 1696, a special parish entrusted to the French Jesuits.
In 1753 there were in
Chandernagore 102,000 inhabitants and only 4000
The Capuchins had settled there and
Catholics.
built a church in 1726.
In 1690 Charnock founded Calcutta. Portuguese
from Hugli settled in the new town. They built a
chapel and were attended by Augustinian priests.
In 1799 the chapel was replaced by the beautiful
church dedicated to Our Blessed Lady of the Rosary,
which is used to-day as the cathedral. The Augustjnians of Bengal have been severely criticized by
Protestant travellers, and, it must be granted, not
without foundation. It can cause no surprise if in
some cases the conduct of half-trained priests who
were sent to outstations, far from any spiritual help
or control, should not always have been exemplary.
Besides, they were living in tin- midst of Pagan. Mohammedan, and Christian corruption. The defect lay
The Augustinians
in the way they were recruited.
of Goa refused all candidates of native or mixed
origin, and were therefore compelled to accept all
European candidates, however unlit. As the supply
was not equal to the demand, the training was necesEven so, Catholic communities had to
sarily short.
remain without a priest for many years. The Augustinian superiors of Lisbon did not approve of such a
policy; they pointed out thai it was much better to
select the best of the native candidates than to accept
indiscriminately the young adventurers whom their
These
families had sent to India to get rid of them.
superiors, and the King of Portugal himself, in virtue
of his right of patronage, threatened more than once
The bishops
to recall the Augustinians from Bengal
of Meliapur insisted on better organization and discibest
regulations, the most
pline.
All was useless; the
stringent orders could not be enforced at such a disFrancis
Laynez. S. I
tance and on Mogul territory.
Bishop of Meliapur, visited all the stations of Bengal
.

.

In all questions
in 1712, but his efforts were fruitless.
They
of reform clergy and people were against him.
far as to appeal to the Mogul authorities
to stop the exercise of his episcopal jurisdiction.
At the end of the eighteenth century there were

even went so

Augustinians in Calcutta and Bandel only; elsewhere
the Catholics were attended by clerics from Goa.
of the 25,000 Catholics then living in
the eleven parishes of Bengal may be summed up in
two words: ignorance and corruption. They were
an easy prey for Kiernander, called "the first Protectant missionary in Bengal", who went to Calcutta
in 17.5S.
But what did more for the perversion of
Catholics was the erection, at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century, of a
number of well-endowed Protestant schools. There
was no Catholic school in Bengal before 1830. About
1829 division set in among the Catholics of Calcutta.
One party, with the parish priest of the principal
church at its head, wrote to Rome to obtain a British
vicar Apostolic and British priests.
On 18 April,
1834, the pope created the Vicariate Apostolic of
Bengal, and entrusted it to the Jesuits of England.
Robert St. Leger, an Irish Jesuit, was nominated first
Vicar Apostolic of Bengal, and landed in Calcutta with
five companions in October, 1S34.
The parish priest
of the principal church received him in his church.
The companions of St. Leger started a little college
of St. Francis Xavier, which increased slowly.
Most
of the Catholics accepted the authority of the vicar
Apostolic; only a few sided with the Goanese priests
of the Boytakhana church, which was interdicted by
St. Leger.
St. Leger was recalled in 1N3S, and Mgr.
Taberd, titular Bishop of Isauropolis and Vicar Apostolic of Cochin China, then living in Bengal, was appointed Vicar Apostolic of Bengal ad interim. He
earnestly promoted Catholic education and endeared
himself to all, but died suddenly 31 July, 1840.
Division set in again amongst the Catholics of Calcutta.
Dr. Carew, who had just succeeded Dr. O'Connor as
Vicar Apostolic of Madras, was appointed Vicar Apostolic of Bengal, 20 November, 1840.
He built in
Calcutta the church of St. Thomas, founded schools,
orphanages, asylums, and the little college of St. John.
Difficulties arose between him and the Jesuits.
The
latter were recalled by their superior and their flourishing college of St Francis Xavier was closed in 1846.
In 18.50 Eastern Bengal and Arracan were constituted a separate vicariate, which became in 1886
the Diocese of Dacca.
Dr. Oliffe, coadjutor of Dr.
Carew, consecrated in October, 1843, was appointed
Vicar Apostolic of Eastern Bengal.
In 18.52 the
districts of Bengal south of the Mahanadi River were
entrusted by Dr. Carew to Bishop Neyret, Vicar
Apostolic of Yizigapatam.
In 1853 the Foreign Missions of Paris consented to take over Assam, which
has since become a prefecture Apostolic. In 18.55 Dr.
Carew made over to the Foreign Missions of Milan
the districts of Central Bengal, which became in 1870
a prefecture Apostolic, and in 1886 the Diocese of
Khrishnagnr.
Dr. Carew remained Vicar Apostolic
of Western Bengal, and died 2 November, 1855.
The AiicniiincKsr, <>|. Alittta extends along the

The condition

.

(

sea-coast from the Khabadak to the Mahanundi River.
After the death of Dr. Carew, Dr. Oliffe, the Vicar
Apostolic of Eastern Bengal, took possession of the
Vicariate of Western Bengal.
This vicariate, increased by the addition of the districts of Hazaribagh
in 1871, Kurseong in 1881. Purneah, Santhal Pargannahs, Darjeeling in 1N.X7, is today the Archdiocese of
Calcutta, with two suffragan dioceses, Dacca and
Khrishnagnr, and the Prefecture Apostolic of Assam.
Taught by experience, Dr. Oliffe entrusted at once,
with tin' approval of the Propaganda, his former
Three
vicariate to the lathers of the Holy Cross.
years afterwards he also obtained permission to put
the Jesuits in charge of his Vicariate of Western Bengal.
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The British Jesuits being unable to undertake the
work on account of their small number, the pope en-

by about 25,000 new catechumens. There are besides
in Calcutta and Bandel about 1200 natives belonging

trusted the Bengal Mission to the Belgian Jesuits.
On 28
Dr. Oliffe died at Naples in May, 1858.
November, 1859, four Belgian and two English Jesuits,
with a lay brother, landed in Calcutta and started at
once, in the old St. John's College, the new College of
In 1842 their predecessors estiSt. Francis Xavier.
mated the Catholic population of Calcutta at 8000.
Carew's estimate was 15,000, which seems much too
high, for the Belgian Jesuits found only 6000 CathoA few hundreds were spread
lics in Calcutta in 1859.
over Western Bengal. As the new mission was still
in its experimental stage, no vicar Apostolic was appointed till 9 September, 1864, when Father Augustus
Van Heule. S. J., was nominated Vicar Apostolic of

to the jurisdiction of the Diocese of Meliapur.
One hundred and ninety-three Jesuits, most of
them Belgians, of whom 107 are priests, are working
in the mission.
Besides there are two secular priests.
In Calcutta there are about 13.000 Catholics under
They are mostly
the jurisdiction of the archbishop.
of mixed blood, called Eurasians, and many are very
poor.
The town is divided into eight parishes attached to the following churches: the Cathedral of
Our Lady of the Rosarv. St. John's. St. Xavier's. St.
Thomas's, St. Theresa's, St. Patrick's (Fort-William).
St. Joseph's (for the Madrassees), and the church of

Western Bengal.

Unfortunately he had been only
Calcutta when he died suddenly, 9

four months in
June, 1865.
On 11 January, 1867, the Very Rev. Walter Steins,
S. J., Viear Apostolic of Bombay, was transferred to
He had
the Vicariate Apostolic of Western Bengal.
accompanied in 1859 the first Belgian Jesuits to Calcutta to help them with his experience, and had been
appointed in 1S61 Vicar Apostolic of Bombay. He
left Calcutta in 1S77 for Australia, where he was appointed Bishop of Auckland. He died there 1 September, 1881. On 31 December, 1877, Father Paul
Goethals, S. J., was nominated titular Archbishop of
Hierapolis and Vicar Apostolic of Western Bengal.
On 23 June, 1886, a new concordat was concluded between Pope Leo XIII and the King of Portugal.
concordat had already been signed between Pope Pius
IX and the King of Portugal in 1857, but the difficulties caused by the double jurisdiction had subsisted in
Bengal, though in a lesser degree than elsewhere.
The new concordat established a permanent peace.
On 1 September, 1886, the Bull "Humanae Salutis
Auctor" erected the Catholic hierarchy in India.
Leo XIII sent to India Mgr. Agliardi as Apostolic Delegate, to carry out the dispositions of the Bull and settle the minor points connected with the padroado or
Portuguese patronage. On 25 November, 1886, Dr.
Goethals was appointed Archbishop of Calcutta, and
the ecclesiastical province of Calcutta was constituted
as above explained.
In the archdiocese two churches
remain under the Portuguese jurisdiction: the church
of Boytakhana in Calcutta and the church of Bandel
with its annexed chapel of Chinsurah. The Augustinians having given up Bengal in 1S67, these churches
are attended by secular priests of the Diocese of MeliaTheir jurisdiction is personal over all those who
pur.
were adhering to the Portuguese priests at the time
of the Concordat of 1S57 and all those who go to Calcutta, Bandel, or Chinsurah from a territory belonging
to the Diocese of Meliapur.
OnP January, 1894, the first council of the province
of Calcutta opened.
His Excellency Mgr. Ladislas
Zaleski, titular Archbishop of Thebes and Delegate
Apostolic, presided, and there were present, Archbishop Goethals of Calcutta; Bishop Francis Pozzi of
Khrishnagur; Bishop Augustine Louage of Dacca,
and the Very Rev. Angelus Muenzloher, S. D. S.,
Prefect Apostolic of Assam.
The Constitutions of
this council, revised at Rome, were promulgated 25
July, 1905.
Archbishop Goethals's health had for
some time been declining, and he died, July, 1901,
lather I'.rice Meuleman, S. J.,
at the age of sixty,
Superior of the Bengal Mission, was nominated Archbishop of Calcutta. 21 .March, 1902, and consecrated
in the cathedral 25 June following.
The ana of the Archdiocese of Calcutta is about
one hundred thousand square miles, inhabited by a

A

population of about twenty-seven millions.
Of these,
according to the statistics of 1906, 126,529 were Catholics; 81,770 were baptized, and 44,759 were catechumens. The number lias increased during 1906-1907

the Sacred Heart.
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Educational and Charitable Work. To give
an exact idea of the Calcutta Mission it will be best
to consider the educational and charitable work carried on exclusively by religious communities, the
railway and military chaplains, and the native missions.
The Jesuits have built for the training of their
junior members a house of theological studies (St.
Mary's), in Kurseong, and a house of probation (ManThey have opened two colresa House), in Ranehi.
leges for boys, St. Xavier's in Calcutta with about
800 boys and St. Joseph's in Darjeeling with about
200 boarders. In 1847 Dr. Carew had begun in Calcutta a little congregation of Brothers, which Goethals
succeeded in affiliating to the Irish Christian Brothers
In Calcutta they have charge of the Male
in 1890.

Orphanage with 300 boys and St. Joseph's High School
with S00; in Howrah, of St. Aloysius' School with 70;
in Assansol, of St. Patrick's High School with 240; in
Kurseong, of the Goethals Memorial Orphanage with
150.
Thirty-five Brothers are working in the archdiocese.
The Loreto nuns from Rathfarnam, IreThey have charge, in
land, went to Calcutta in 1842.
Calcutta, of the Chowringhee, Bowbazar, Dhurrumtollah, and Sealdah schools and the Entally orphan1500 pupils; in Assansol, of a school
Darjeeling, of a boarding school with
Morapai, of 160 native Bengali girls.
There are ninety nuns of this order. The Daughters
of the Cross of Liege, Belgium, located in Calcutta on
22 December, 1868. They have charge, in Calcutta,
of St. Vincent's Home with 252 inmates; in Howrah,
of a school with 120 girls; in Chaybassa, of a native
school and orphanage with 70 girls; in Kurseong, of
There are
St. Helen's High School with 220 pupils.
The Ursulines of Thildonek, Belforty-five nuns.
gium, went to Bengal in January, 1903. They have
twelve nuns in charge of the native girls' schools
in the Chotanagpore Mission, and convents in Ranehi,
Khunti, Tongo, Rengarih. The Sisters of St. Joseph
of Cluny have had charge since 1903 of the native
girls' orphanage in Balasore, where five nuns take care
of 80 inmates. The Daughters of St. Anne are a nat ive
congregation begun five or six years ago. The Bengali branch is under the direction of the Loreto nuns
in Morapai, the Chotanagpore branch under the direction of the Ursulines in Ranehi.
Railway and Military Chaplains. For British
Catholic soldiers in Bengal there are four military

age, with about

with 140
160,

and

girls; in

in
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chaplains stationed
cutta (Fort-William).

ment.

The

priest

at

Darjeeling.
They are paid

Dumdum,

Cal-

by the GovernSerampore attends to the solRailway employees
Barrackpore.
at

diers stationed at
are attended to by seven railway chaplains stationed
at Sealdah, Assansol, Khargpur, Purneah, Kurseong.
All these chaplains attend also to the Catholic population not belonging to the railway or the army.
Native Missions. One of the great difficulties met
with in the conversion of the natives is the thirty five
languages spoken in the archdiocese. The Mohammedans seem to give no hope of conversion, the
Hindus little more. But the Catholic Faith lias made
great progress among the aborigines during the last

—
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the Bengalis who cultivate the marshy swamps of the
Gangetic Delta, south of Calcutta. There are two
central stations with two priests each, Morapai and
Raghabpur; 3200 Bengali converts are spread over
There are 2 churches, 22 naa great many villages.
tive chapels, 7 schools with 450 children.
In the
Chotanagpore missions, west of Calcutta, the population is mostly of Dravidian (Ouraons) or Mogul
(Mundas) origin with a few minor tribes. They believe in one Supreme God who, however, they say, is
so good that they need not trouble about him; they
worship the devil who can do them harm, and to him
they offer sacrifices. At the end of 1868 a priest
started a mission in Chaybassa without great success.
In February, 1876, another priest was sent to Ranchi
to take care of 200 Madrassee soldiers stationed there,
and opened a native mission in Buruma, in the direcThe priest of Chaybassa started
tion of Chaybassa.
then a mission in Burudi. in (lie direction of Ranchi.
It was only in 1885, when Father Lievens, the real
founder of the Chotanagpore mission, appeared on
the scene, that the mission began to make great progHis policy, followed by his successors, was to
ress.
help the natives in every way, to protect them against

the tyranny of their landlords and the native police,
ami to feed them in times of scarcity. In return he
wanted them to send their children to his schools,
where they were trained as good Christians. The
Lutherans of the Gossncr Mission had been working
for more than fifty years in Chotanagpore, and had
met till then with great success. But tiny opposed in

He never
vain Father Lievens's generous efforts.
spared himself, and within six years broke down in
He returned to Belgium in September, 1892,
health.
and died at Louvain in November, 1893, of consumpBut he had started the work on permanent
tion.
Today there are in
lines, and it did not die with him.
Chotanagpore more than 100,000 converts, baptized
or catechumens; in the year 19(16-1907 more than
25,000 catechumens joined the Catholic Church. The
difficulty is to cope with such a number of catechumens, to instruct them in the Faith, and to take
care of such a large number spread over an immense
There are fifteen stations with thirty
country.
these stations there are central schools;
in villages more important a catecliist and a school.
The four convents buill by the (Jrsulmes in Ranchi,
Khunti, Tongo, and Rengarih exercise a great influence for good in the family life of these neophytes.
Ranchi is the head quarters of the mission, and has a
central boys' school for select pupils from the 'lis
trlcts, an Apostolic school to train catechistfl and help
.us to the priesthood, a in a cent ra girls' school,
where the native Daughters of St. Ann are trained
under the [Trsuline nuns. The needs of this mission
may be summed up in these two words: men and
money. More men and more money would allow the
mission to est, •ml indefinitely the field of operations
westwards, so as to create a zone of Catholic country
the whole of India from Calcutta to Bombay.
This mission has 8 churches, 28] Dative chapels, 85
..
with more than 3000 pupils.
Propaganda press, 1907),
In" ;><<><'
oath. (Pans.
202-4; Battandier,
1807), .'17;
priests.
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18801; Stkf.it.
Werner, Orbis
Atlas des Missions Catholigua (Steyl, Holland; 1908); Hunter.
20 vols., London. 1M771 anil
tal Account at Bengal
Statistical
);
History of British India (annual, London, isa'j
i'or British India; W'lhU\U9,.\fodern India (1879) Idem
terror n'
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There are small native missions
in Kurseong, Darjeeling, Purneah, Jhargram, each
with a few hundred Catholics.
During the famine
of 1866 Father Saparl gathered at Balasore a number
Later on the station of Khrishnoof native orphans.
chondropui was founded in the native state of MorbThe number of Ouryia converts is about 1800.
hunj.
There are two priests, one church in Balasore, 6 native
chapels, 5 schools with about 220 children.
The
Sunderbunds missions were started in 1868 among
twenty-five

;

,

Religious Thought and /../.- in India (1883); Statesman'
earBook (London, 1907). 136 7!)
For the minor .veins of the
history of the Bengal Mission, see the tiles of (he Bengal
Catholic Exmsitor (1839-18401; Bengal Catholic Herald
St'io - 1902).
ST); IndO-Europenn f.irr. iponih nee
In 1903
the name of the last paper was ehainie.l to Tie fatliolic
Herald of India; it is published weekly in Calcutta.
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Leopold Delaunoit.
Caldara, Polidoro (da Caravaggio), an Italian
b. at Caravaggio, 1492 (or 1495);
d. at
Messina, 1543. He passed his boyhood in poverty
and misery, leaving Caravaggio when eighteen years
old to seek work.
Going to Rome, he was employed
to carry mortar for the artists in the Vatican who
were painting frescoes for Leo X. He watched them
copying Raphael's designs, and soon emulated them
so successfully that he attracted Raphael's attention
and became his pupil. Maturino and Udine, for
whom he prepared plaster, were his first instructors.
He studied the antique, and the friezes and other
ornaments he made for Raphael's pictures are noted
for their appropriateness and Athenian purity.
Caldara was the first of the Roman masters to employ
chiaroscuro, probably from his profound study of the
antique; and colour was a secondary consideration
with him. He decorated he exterior of many Roman
palaces in sgraffito, a form of painting where, over a
dark background, often stucco, a lighter-coloured
layer was painted, and designs, scratched through the
light layer, only showed dark on light (en camaieu).
These designs are known to-day only from reproductive etchings and engravings from the hands of
Albert! and Goltzius.
When Rome was sacked in
1527, Caldara went to Naples, where he was helped
by Andrea da Salerna. He started a school and received many commissions for frescoes. He left Naples
for Sicily and in Messina attained great success.
He
painted the triumphal arches erected on the return
of Charles V from Tunis, and in 1534 produced his
masterpiece, " Christ Bearing the Cross". This oil is
grand in conception and composition, and is treated
in a far more naturalistic style than any of his other
painter,

I

paintings.
One of his "Magdalens" is celebrated for
its beautiful landscape background.
He was about
to return to Rome (1543) when his Sicilian servant

murdered him
possess

many

for his

money.

of his paintings.

Naples and Messina

Some

of his note-

worthy works are: friezes in the Vatican; "Psyche
received into Olympus", in the Louvre, Paris; "Pass-

Red Sea", in the Brera. Milan.
Lippman, Engraving and Etching, tr. Bardie (New York,

age of the

hkk. Oeschtchte der italienischen Afalerei (Stuttgart,
of Painting, tr. Kriehn; WoknYm!
Painting Characterized (London. Is |7

1906);
1878);

Mother, History

Epochs

of

I.i

Leigh Hunt.
Caldas-Barbosa, Dominqos, a Brazilian poet, b.
a nemo mother at Rio Janeiro

of a white lather :m.

I

in 1740; d. in Lisbon, 9 Nov., 1800.
Trained at the
Jesuit college in Rio Janeiro, he developed a power of
literary improvisation which he indulged at the expense of the Portuguese whites and thereby stirred
them up against him. His enemies had him forcibly
enrolled in a body of troops setting forth for the
colony of Sacramento, where he remained until 17(12.
Returning to Rio Janeiro he soon embarked for Port ugal, and there obtained the patronage of two nobles
ol the Vasconcellos family, the Condi' de I'ombeiro
and the Marqucz de Castello Melhor. Taking minor
orders he received a religious benefice, being attached as chaplain to the Casa da Supplicacao
Although he was a mulatto, he obtained enti
into high society in the Portuguese capital, chiefly because he was a clever entertainer who could improvise
cantigas and piny bis own accompaniment
<

I

Hence the somewhat humiliating sobriquet

of cantor

which was given to him. Well aware hal hi
social status was an uncertain one. he retained his
possession even in the face of the insulting attitude
of the poet Bocagc and others.
With most of the
tie

noli,

t

-
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Portuguese poets of the time he had pleasant relations, consorting with them in one or another literary
academy. His cantigas acquired great popularity,
and it is sometimes difficult to single out his compositions from the mass of those claimed by the people as
their own.
Yet he was not a great genius; he was
rather a minor poet of a facile vein, able to express
himself simply, and to avoid the bombast and the
His poetical definisensuality so common in his age.
tion of the characteristically Portuguese quality of
saudades remains famous.
See edition of his poems published under his academic name
Lereno. Viola de Lcrcno: colleccao das suas cantigas, etc.
(Lisbon 1825); DE Varnhagen, Florilegio da poesia brazilara
r
(Lisbon! lS. >Oi, I. II. Ill (Madrid, 1S53); Wolf, Le Bresil litleraire (Berlin, 1S631; Sylvio Romero, Hist, da litt. brazrhira
(Rio de Janeiro, 1902).
of

J. D. M. Ford.
Barca, Pedro, b. 1600; d. 1681;
activity
marks the second
whose
3. Spanish dramatist
His
half of the golden age of Spanish literature.
political
social
and
decay under the
of
time was one

Calderon de

la

rule of Philip III anil Philip IV, when all things indicated the irretrievable loss of the mighty foreign empire which Spain had acquired during previous
reigns; yet, even in this melancholy period Spain produced a poet of lasting national significance in the

person of Calderon. Undoubtedly the value of Calderon has been overrated, in so far as the modern
world has allowed him to outshine Lope de Vega, for
it should be remembered that Calderon inherited the
scenic traditions of the sixteenth century, to which
Lope had given a magnificent development. Yet
Calderon must be credited with giving to those traditions an interpretation which clearly captivated his
contemporaries as it did the more recent race of the
Romantics in Germany. By giving full expression
in his theatre to purely national qualities he endeared
himself to his own people in a way that will always
safeguard his repute wherever Spanish is spoken and
Like Lope de
the past glory of Spain is revered.
Vega, he came of a northern (Asturian) stock, although
he was born in Madrid. After a preliminary training
in the capital, he went to the University of Salamanca
at a time when that institution was at the acme of its
The few facts
glory, and there he spent six years.
ascertainable for the years ensuing upon his residence
figuring
him
in
the
Spanish camshow
at Salamanca
paigns in Italy and in the Netherlands, and then returning to Madrid to undertake the management of
the theatre of the Buen Retiro. The reigning monarch, Philip IV, was exceedingly attached to him and
showed him favour in various ways, as by bestowing a
pension on him, by urging him to constant dramatic
composition, and by providing funds for the expenses
involved in splendid and costly performances of his
In 1637 he was appointed to membership in
plays.
the Order of Santiago, and three years later he served
with his order in the campaign against the rebellious
Like Lope, he turned to Holy orders
Catalans.
when his prime was passing, for in 1651 he was ordained to the priesthood; but, quite unlike Lope, he

was an exemplary member of the ministry. Honours
came to him in his new vocation; thus, in 1003 he was
appointed an honorary chaplain to the sovereign, and
in 1066 he was made superior of the Congregation of
St. Peter.
His dramatic labours wore carried on unabated after his ordinal ion and continued down to
>f less varied genius than his
the year of his death.
predecessor, Lope de Vega, Calderon gave expression
to himself in his dramas only; for his non-dramatic
prose works are of very minor value
a treatise on
painting is perhaps the most notable and his lyrics,
although many in number, are to be sought in his
(

—

—

plays and not in any considerable separate collections.
It is to be observed, none the less, that he is a great
lyric poel and that his lyrism saturates his dramatic
compositions from first to last. With the collected
,
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editions of his plays published during his lifetime,
Calderon was not concerned at all, except that he
superintended the preparation of the edition of his
aulas (sacred allegorical dramas) which appeared in
1676.
On the basis of a list of his pieces which he
prepared in 1681, his biographer, Vera Tasis, published after his death a nine-volume edition of them.
This was made up somewhat ad libitum, as the critic
Menendez y Pelayo has pointed out; yet, in default of
a better edition, it still remains authoritative, in
spite of the fact that it was put forth by one of the
most culteranistic disciples of the poet.
should
be glad to believe, as some scholars are inclined to do,
that the offensive Gongorism of many passages in
Calderon's best pieces, their obscurity and extravagant bombast, should be charged to "the account of
a meddlesome collector and editor, that is, to Vera
Tasis, and not to Calderon.
The extant works of Calderon embrace some 120 comedias, including individual
works and those written in collaboration with others,
and, furthermore, some 70 or 80 autos sacramentales
(sacred allegorical dramas on the Eucharist).
In so
far as regards the comedias, the modern editions reproduce the text of Vera Tasis; he did not print the
autos in his collection.
The fullest modern edition
of all Calderon's plays is that of J. G. Keil (4 vols.,
Leipzig, 1S27-30); the most accessible is, as yet. that
in the "Biblioteca de autores espafioles", vols. VII,
IX, XII and XIV, which also has some of the autos in
vol. LVIII.
The best edition of the autos continues
to be that of J. Fernandez de Apontes (1759-60).
Vera Tasis stated in his "Fama postuma de Calderon" that the poet had written a great number of
enlrcmeses and sainetes (interludes and short farces);
as a matter of fact, not more than a score of such
briefer pieces, interludes and the like, can now be
found.
Were one to contrast Shakspeare with Lope
de Vega, he would discover that, while Shakspeare
belongs to all men and all time, Lope is the particular
property of Spain, and is bounded by national limitations.
The character of Calderon is even more limited still; he is not only Spanish rather than universal,
but, as a Spaniard, he typifies the sentiments and
ideals of a narrowly restricted period, the seventeenth
century.
It may be added that in his theatre and in
his daily life he was a model of the truly Christian and
knightly poet of his period. The ideas most distinctive of his age which we see reflected in Calderon's
dramatic works are: (1) intense devotion to the Catholic Faith; (2) absolute and unquestioning loyalty to
the Spanish sovereign; and (3) a highly developed,
even much exaggerated, feeling of honour (the pundonor).
His religious fervour is exemplified in his
comedias devotas (sacred dramas not allegorical) as,
for instance, in his "Principe constante" and his
"Purgatorio de San Patricio", the latter being one
of the most famous of the literary treatments of
the legend of St. Patrick's Purgatory, and especially
These little pieces (see
in his autos sacramentales.
Autos Sacramentales) deal only with the Eucharistic Myetery, which is set forth through the medium
In the production of them
of allegorical characters.
Calderon has never been surpassed. For while "his
set pieces", in the opinion of Fitzmaurice-Kelly. who
is a competent judge, "are disfigured by want of
humour and by over-refinement ", these faults "turn
to virtues in the aulas, where abstractions are wedded
to the noblest poetry, where the Beyond is brought
down to earth, and where doctrinal subtleties are em-

We

Typical autos are "Los encantos de la
culpa", which" D. F. MacCarthy translated bo skillfully under the title of "The Sorceries of Sin", "La
La
vifia del Senor", "La siembra del Sefior", and
bellished."

semilla y la cizafia".
In his strictly secular pieces Calderon has succeeded rather 'by virtue of his lyrism, which is
undoubtedly of transcendent quality, than because of

—
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any considerable dramatic ingenuity of his own. In
fact, fertility of conception as to plot and incident was
strikingly lacking in him, he was not in the least
loath to borrow ideas from his predecessors and contemporaries, and sometimes he went so far as to
appropriate whole sections of t heir dramas. In the
creation and development of character he achieved
any high degree of success only occasionally. There
is, on the whole, so much of a sameness about his personages and their behaviour as to justify t he charge of

monotony brought against him. To the national
principle of blind and unreasoning fealty to the monarch he gives expression in a number of his most read
plays, among which are the "El Principe constant* ",
"La banda y la flor", and "Guiirdate de agua
mansa". The point of honour, often carried to
morbid extremes, provides the motif

in

such charac-

teristic pieces as the "Alcalde de Zalamea", the
" Pintorde su deshonra", the "Medico de su honra ",

"A secreto agravio secreta venganza." The
actuating principle in these works can hardly appeal to
us; we can feel tittle sympathy with a personage who
methodically and in cold blood slays the one by whom
For us such an action
his honour has been affronted.
That
is a perversion of the ideals of chivalry.
Calderon could, when he chose to exert himself, attain
to some depth of philosophic thought is proved by
"La vida es sueno", in which there is a wealth of
fancy that charms us even despite the occasional
bombast and obscurity of the style. A noteworthy
piece because of its relation to a philosophic question
agitated by Goethe and Marlowe is the "Ma'gico
prodigioso", wherein we have a Spanish treatment of
the Faust legend. In conclusion, there may be set
down the final judgment upon Calderon by Fitzmaurice-Kelly, a critic not at all too favourable and yet
disposed to do justice to his subject. He says that
'Calderon takes rank among the greatest authors of
the Spanish theatre in that he is the greatest Spanish
poet who lias had recourse to the dramatic form. His
race, his faith, his temperament, his especial environment prevented him from becoming a universal poet;
his majesty, his devout lyrism, his decorative fancy
suffice to put him in the first rank of national poets."
Fitzmujrice-Kelly, History of Spanish Literature (London
and New York, 1907 TRENCH, Calderon (London, 1880), Still
useful, although a little antiquated; MacColl, Selected Plays of
Calderon (London, 18SSI; M\c€\rthy. Love the '.
and

:

Enchantment, etc. (London, 1861); Krf.nkf.i.. Klassische
B uhnendichtungen der Spanier (annotated edition of three leading plays. Leipzig, 1881-87): Menendez y Pf.lay-o ed., Tcatro
selecto de Calderon (4 vols., Madrid, 1SS1); Rouanet, Drames
religieux de Calderon (Paris, 1888); Poesias infditas de Calderon (Madrid, 1881); Morel-Fatio, Calderon in Revue critique
des travaux d'frrudition (Paris. 1881'; Ginther. Calderon und
m me Werke (2 vols.. Freiburg im Br., 1888).
J.

D. M. Ford.

Caleb (Heb. 3?3).
(1) Caleb, son of Jephone, the Cenezite. the representative of the tribe of
.luda among the spies sent from Cades to explore
Chanaan. On their return he and Josue combated
the exaggerated reports of the other spies and endeavoured to reassure the people, but without success, and in the mutiny which broke out they nearly
fell victims to the popular fury.
In reward for their
conduct they were exempted from the decree condemning tin adult population to die in the desert
(Num.. xiii, xiv; Deut., i, 19-36). Caleb was appointed one of the commissioners to divide the Prom-

Land among

ised

the tribes

Xiiin.,

On

xxxiv, 10).

the strength of the Divine promise made to him at
Cades at the time of the mutiny (Num., xiv, 24 he
asked and obtained as his portion the district of
Hebron (Jos., xiv. 6 sq.); the city itself was, however,
.

(.Ins.. xxi. 11-13).
Though he
in his eighty-fifth year, he still possessed the
vigour of manhood, and took the field to conquer

assigned to the priests

was then
full

the territory allotted to him (Jos., xiv. 7
sq.).

We

last
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si].;

xv. 13

hear of him in connexion with the

marriage of his daughter Axa to his brother Othoniel
(Jos., xv, 16-19; Judges, i, 12-15). It may be remarked
that probably neither "brother" nor "daughter" is
to be taken in the strict sense. Caleb is praised by
the son of Sirach with the great men of Israel (Ecclus.,
xlvi, 9 sq.), and Mathathias numbers him among the
Israelites distinguished for their zeal and faith (I
Although a prominent figure in
ii,
56).

Mach.,

Hebrew history, Caleb seems not to have been an
by birth, but to have become a member of
the Chosen People by adoption into the Tribe of
Juda. This is intimated by Jos., xv, 13, where Caleb
is distinguished from the sons of Juda, by the designation Cenezite (h&qqenizzi). which is agentilitial form,
and by the absence of Cenez and Jephone from the
genealogical lists of Juda in I Par., ii.
A Cenez appears among the grandchildren of Esau (Gen., xxxvi,
11, 15, 42), and a tribe of Cenezites, no doubt descendants of this Cenez, is mentioned in Gen., xv, 19.
Israelite

Caleb probably was connected with this

tribe.
Admembership of strangers who
religion and customs was not
to Hebrew practice, and the Edomites, chilAbraham and Isaac, would be readily received

mission to

full

tribal

embraced the Hebrew
foreign
dren of

because of their racial affinity.
7-8, where, however, admission

(Cf.
is

Deut., xxiii,

restricted to the

third generation.)
(2) Caleb, son of Hesron, a descendant of Juda
Par., ii, 18, 42 sq.), also called Calubi [Heb.,
(ib., ii, 9)].
is only mentioned in the
genealogical tables of I Par., ii, where his descendants
by different wives are enumerated. Many identify
this Caleb with the son of Jephone, who, in the view
stated above, would be merely the legal son of Hesron
through adoption into his family. The reason for
(I

He

Kchlbdi

is that both had a daughter named
in the Vulgate, Jos., xv, 16, 17;
Judges, i, 12, 13). But, to touch only one difficulty, the
son of Jephone could not have been the great-grand-

this identification

Achsa (written Axa

father of Beseleel,

who was

a skilled artificer

when

Caleb was barely forty years old (cf. Jos., xiv. 7'.
get rid of the difficulty, as Hummelauer does
(Com. in Num.. 202), by making I'ri and Beseleel
adopted sons of Hur. or by rejecting I Par., ii, 20, is
too arbitrary a solution to commend itself.
(3) A man of Juda, the brother of Sua and father of
Mahir, whose name according to the Heb. text is

To

Kelub

(I Par., iv, 11).

(4) The name of a clan of the tribe of Juda, derived
from Caleb, the son of Jephone, and his Cenezite followers the Calebites. As said above [under (1)],
they were not of Israelitic origin. They settled in
the territory around Hebron (Jos., xiv. 12-14),
chiefly to the south, it would seem.
They must have
reached as far south as the Negeb (the "south" or
"south country" in D. V.), since Caleb gave land in
the Negeb to his daughter Axa for down- (Jos., xv, 19;
Jud., i, 15; cf. Heb. text), and a district of the Negeb
was called the Negeb of Caleb ("south of Caleb", D.

—

V., I Kings, xxx, 14).
In David's time we find the
Calebite Nabal. the husband of Abigail, dwelling in
Maon and having possessions in Carmel, now elKurmul, ten miles south of Hebron. The statement
that Caleb is a totem name, derived from the tribe's
totem, the dog, and therefore equivalent to "dogtribe", rests on no better foundation than the questionable etymological connexion of Cakh with Kilib,

"dog".
(5) Caleb,

The Negeb of (I Kings, xxx, 14).
of the districts of the Negeb, or "south country", a region extending from the "mountain" or
"hill country" of Juda to the Desert of Sin.
The
Negeb of Caleb is said to be the district in which lay
Ziph, Maon. Carmel (el-Kurmul), and Jota; in Jos.,
xv, 55, however, these cities are included in "the
mountain". [Sir Palmer. Desert of the Exodus
(New York, 1872), 238, 358 sq ]
One
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Caleb-Ephrata.

ing to the Masoretic text (I Par., ii. 24); but there is
little or no doubt that, with the Vulgate and Septuagint. we should read "Caleb went in to Ephrata"
(his wife), instead of "in Caleb-Ephrata".
F.

—

Bechtel.

—

Calendar, Christian. Generalities. All civilized peoples and even those which seem to be only
just emerging from utter barbarism keep some kind of
record of the flight of time and are prone to recognize
certain days, recurring at regular intervals, as days
of special rejoicing or mourning, or occasions for the
In
propitiation of the powers of the unseen world.
ancient Egypt and Babylonia, in China and Hindo-

and again on the American Continent, among the
Aztecs or the ancient Peruvians, definite traces have
been found of a more or less elaborate calculation of
seasons serving as a basis for religious observances.
Only of recent years, i. e. in Nov., 1897, a remarkable
discovery was made at Coligny in the department of
Ain, France, when certain inscribed stone slabs were
brought to light in which all are agreed in recognizing
an ancient Celtic calendar, probably pre-Christian,
though the precise interpretation of the details still
remains a matter of lively controversy. Again, both
Greece and Home possessed highly developed calendars, and the Fasti of Ovid, for example, preserve a
stan,

detailed description in verse of the chief celebrations
of the Roman year.

What more nearly concerns us here is the Jewish
calendar, outlined in Lev., xxiii.
The computation
among the Jews was based primarily upon the
lunar month. The year consisted normally of twelve
such months, alternately of 2'.' and 30 days each; such
a year, however, contains only 354 days, which by no
means agrees with the number of days in the mean
solar year.
Moreover, the exact length of the mean
lunar month is not exactly 29$ days as the above arrangement would suggest. To compensate for the
irregularity two corrections were introduced.
First,
a day was added to the montli Hesvan (Heshwan) or
subtracted from the month Kislev (Kislew), as need
arose, in order to keep the months in agreement with
the moon; secondly, eight years out of every nineteen
were made "embolismic", i. e. an intercalary month
n introduced when necessary, at
seems to have
this point, in order to prevent the 1 1th day of Nisan
from arriving too early. On that day (Lev., xxiii,
5, 10) the firstfruits of corn in the ear had to be
brought to the priests and the paschal lamb sacrificed.
This made it necessary to delay the Pasch (14 Nisan)
until the corn was in ear and the lambs were ready,
and the rule was accordingly established that 14 Xisan
must fall when the sun had passed the equinox and
was in the constellation of Aries (lv Kpltf toO ijXlov
Kaffeirr wtos
Josephus, Ant., I, i. 3).
Down to the
time of the destruction of Jerusalem in a.d. 70, it
would seem (hat in the insertion of this intercalary
month the Jews followed no fixed rule based on astronomical principles, but thai the Sanhedrim decided
each time whether the year should be embolismic or
not, being influenced in their decision not by astronomical consideration- alone, but also, in some measure, by the forwardness or backwardness of the seaIt was the difficulty created by such a system
son.
and by the impossibility of accommodating it to the
Julian chronology, adopted throughout the greater
pari of the Roman an: 'ire. which led to those troubles
about the determination of Easter (the Paschal controversy) that played so important a part in the history of the early Ihurch.
Besides the Pasch and the
Week of the unleavened bread (or azymesl, of which
the Pasch formed the first day. the Jewish calendar,
ol course, included many other feasts.
That of Pentecost, or "of the weeks".
days after the Pasch. is
of importance because it also found a place in the
of time

1

—
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—The name of aplace, accord-

Christian Dispensation. The other great celebrations
of the Jewish year occurred in autumn, in the month
Tishri.
The Day of Atonement fell on 10 Tishri and
the Feast of Tabernacles extended from the 14th to
the 21st, with a sort of octave day on the 22nd. but
these had no direct bearing on the calendar of the
Christian Church. The same may be said of the
minor Jewish festivals, e. g. the Enccenia mentioned
in the Gospel of St. John, which were, for the most
part, of later institution.
It might almost be laid down as a general law that
in the ancient world holy days were also holidays. In
the Jewish system, besides the weekly sabbath, rest
from work was enjoined on seven other days of the
year, to wit: the first and last day of the Azymes, the
feast of Pentecost, the Neomenia of the Seventh
month, the day of Propitiation, the first day of Tabernacles, and 22 Tishri which immediately followed.
It is not wonderful that this principle was recognized
later in the Christian Church, for it had pagan example also in its favour.
"The Greeks and barbarians",
says Strabo (X, 39), "have this in common that they
accompany their sacred rites by a festal remission of
labour". So without, seeking to derive the Jewish

sabbath from any Babylonian institution, for which
there is certainly no warrant, we may note that the
new moon and the 7th, 15th, and 22nd seem to have
been regarded among the Babylonians as times for
propitiating the gods and unlucky; the result being
that on these days no new work was begun and affairs
of importance were suspended.
In the Christian system the day of rest has been transferred from the Sabbath to the Sunday. Constantine made provision
that his Christian soldiers should be free to attend
service on the Sunday (Euseb., Vita Const., IV, 19,
20), and he also forbade the courts of justice to sit on
that day (Sozom., I, S). Theodosius II in 425 decreed that games in the circus and theatrical representations should also be prohibited on the day of rest,
edicts were frequently repeated.
In the Roman chronological system of the Augustan
age the week as a division of time was practically unknown, though the twelve calendar months existed as
we have them now. In the course of the first and
second century after Christ, the hebdomadal or sevenday period became universally familiar, though not
immediately through Jewish or Christian influence.

and these and similar

The arrangement seems
origin and to have come

to have been astrological in
to Rome from Egypt. The
seven planets, as then conceived of Saturn. Jupiter.
Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon, thus
arranged in the order of their periodic times (Saturn
taking the longest and the .Moon the shortest time to
complete the round of the heavens by their proper
motion) were supposed to preside over each hour
successively, and the day was designated by that
planet which presided over its first hour.
Beginning
on the first day with the planets in order, the first
hour would be Saturn's, the second Jupiter's, the
seventh the Moon's, the eighth Saturn's again, and so
on. Continuing thus, the twenty-fifth hour. i. e. the
first hour of the second day. and consequently the
second day itself, would belong to the Sun; and the
forty-ninth hour, and consequently the third day, to
the .Moon.
Following always the same plan the si \
enty-tbird hour and the fourth day would fall to Mars,
the fifth day to Mercury, the sixth to Jupiter, the
seventh to Venus, and the eighth again to Saturn.
Hence, apparently, were derived the Latin names foi
the days of the week, which are still retained (except
Samech and Dimanche) in modern French and other
Romance tongues. These names from an early date
were often used by the Christians themselves, and we

—

—

-

find

them already

in

Justin

Martyr.

The

special

honour which the faithful paid to the Sunday (dies
coupled perhaps with the celebration of Jhristmas on the day designated the naialis invicti [solis\

solis),

t
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Foundations op the Christian Calendar.
The starting-point of the Christian
mi of feasts was of course the commemoration of
the Resurrection of Christ on Easter day (q. v.). The
fact that for a long time Jews must have formed the
\:
majority of the members of the infant Church,
rendered it impossible for them to forget that each returning Passover celebrated by their countrymen
The Easter Cycle.

—
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may have

helped, later on, to produce the impression that the Christians had much in
common with the worshippers of Mithras.
(see

i

brought with it the anniversary of their Redeemer's
Passion and of His glorious Resurrection from the
dead. Moreover, as they had all their lives been accustomed to observe a weekly day of rest and prayer,
it must have been almost inevitable that they should
wish so to modify this holiday thai it might serve as a
weekly commemoration of the source of all their new
hopes.
Probably at lirst they did not wholly withdraw from the Synagogue, and the Sunday must have
seemed rather a prolongation of, than a substitution
for, the old familiar .Sabbath.
But it was not long
before the observance of the first day of the week became distinctive of Christian worship. .St. Paul
(Coloss., ii, 16) evidently considered that the converts
from paganism were not bound to the observance of
the Jewish festivals or of the Sabbath proper. On the
'other hand, the name "the Lord's day" (dies dominica, v xvpiaKT)) meets us in the Apocalypse, i. 10, and
was no doubt familiar at a much earlier date (cf. I
Cor., xvi, 2).
From the beginning the Sunday
seems to have been frankly recognized among Christians for what it was. viz. the weekly commemoration
of Christ's Resurrection.
(Cf. The Epistle of Barnabas, xv.)
It was presumably marked by the celebration of the liturgy, for St. Luke writes in the Acts:
"And on the first day of the week, when we were assembled to break bread" (Acts, xx, 7); and we may
infer from somewhat later, ordinances that it was
always regarded as joyful in character, a day when
ig was out of place, and when the faithful were
instructed to pray standing, not kneeling.
"Die
dominico". says Tertullian, "jejunium nefas dicimus
vel de geniculis adorare" (Deorat., 14).
In fact this
upright position in prayer was. according to Pseudo
It-emeus, typical of the Resurrection (Irenceus,
Frag., 7).
But for a fuller account of this first, element oi the < hristian calendar the reader must be referred to he article Sunday.
That the early Christians kept with especial honour
the anniversary of the Resurrection itself is more a
matter of inference than of positive knowledge. No
writer before Justin Martyr seems to mention such a
ration, but t lie fact thai in the latter half of the
second century the controversy about, the time of
keeping Faster almost rent the Church in twain may
be taken as an indication of the importance attached
to the feast.
Moreover the paschal fast of preparation, though its primitive duration was probably not
forty days (Cf. Funk, Kircbengeschichtliche Abhandhmgen. I. 242 sq.), was constantly referred to by the
Early Church as a matter of ancient and even AposIn any case, all our earliest liturtolic institution.
gical monuments both of Fast and West, for example
Apostolical Constitutions" and the "Apostolic
'annus , which arc a still earlier document according
to Funk and llarnack. are agreed in giving to Easter
It
the place of honour among the feasts of the year.
is as the Roman Martyrologium describes it. festum
t

(

With it have
festorum and solemnitas solemnilatum.
naturally always been associated the commemoration
of the events of Christ's Passion, the Last Supper on
the Thursday, the Crucifixion on the Friday, and on
the eve itself that great vigil or night watch when the
paschal candle and the fonts were blessed and the
catechumens, after long weeks of preparation, were
at last admitted to the Sacrament of Baptism.
Data

are lacking concerning these separate elements in the
great paschal celebration as it was observed in the
It may. however, be noted that in
earliest times.
Tertullian the word pascha clearly designates not the
Sunday alone but rather a period, and in particular.
the day of the Parasceve, or as we now call it, Good
Friday; while in Origen a definite distinction is drawn
between two kindred terms: irdirxa avavramixov (the

Resurrection Paseli on Easter Sunday), and Tracrxa.
iood Fri(the Crucifixion Paseli, i. e.
day); but both were equally memorable as celebra-

o-Tavpuo-Lnov

<

tions.

Closely dependent, upon Easter and gradually developing in number as time wen! on were other observances also belonging to the cycle of what we now
Whitsunday (see Pentecall the movable feasts.
the anniversary of the descent of the Holy
cosi
Ghost upon the Apostles, was probably regarded as
next in importance to Easter itself and as Easter was
determined by the Jewish Pasch, there can be little
doubt, seeing that Whitsunday stood in the same
close relation to the Jewish feast of Pentecost, that
the Jewish converts observed both a Christian Pasch
and a Christian Pentecost from the very beginning.
Ascension day, though determined in position by the
fact that it was forty days after Faster Acts, i, 3) and
ten before Whitsuntide, was not superimposed on any
Jewish feast. We do not, consequently, find it attested by any writer earlier than Eusebius (De sol.
pasch., Migne, P. (1. xxiv, 679).
Lent, which all admit to have been known as a forty days' fast in the
early years of the fourth century (cf. the various
Festal Letters of St. Athanasius), had of course a
fixed terminus ad quern in Easter itself, but its terminus a quo seems to have varied considerably in different parts of the world.
In some places the understanding seemed to be that Lent was a season of forty
days in which there was much fasting but not necessarily a daily fast —the Sundays in any ease, and in
the Fast Saturdays also, were always exempt.
Elsewhere it was held that Lent must necessarily include
Again there were places
forty actual fasting-days.
wdiere the last Log in Holy Week was regarded as something independent, which had to be superadded to
the forty days of Lent. The time, therefore, of commencing the Lenten fast varied considerably, jus! as
there was considerable diversity in the severity with
which the fast was kept. (For these details see
Lent.) All that we need notice here is that this penitential season, which at a considerably later period
was thrown back to the Sunday known as Sep tuagesima
(strictly the Sunday within the period of seventy
days before Easter), began earlier or later according
to the day on which Easter Sunday fell, while the
later additions at the other end —such as Trinity
l,

,

(

Sunday, Corpus Christ i, and

in still

more

recent times,

the Feast of the Sacred Hear!
all equally formed
part of the same festal cycle.
There can be little doubt that the early Christians
felt as we do the inconvenience of this movable element in the otherwise stable framework of the Julian
calendar.
But we have to remember that the movable element was established there by right of prior
occupation. Since the Jewish Christians, as explained above, had never known any other computation of time than that based on the lunar month, the
only way which could have occurred to hem of fixing
the anniversary of >ur Saviour's Resurrection was by
But while accepting
referring it to the Jewish Pasch.
this situation, they also showed a certain independence. It seems to have been decided that the occurrence of the Resurrection feast on the first day of the
week, the day which followed he Sabbath, was
t

<

I

Hence, instead of determining that
the second day after the Jewish Pasch (17 Nisan)
should always be counted as the anniversary of the
Resurrection, independently of the day of the week

sential feature.
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upon which it might fall, the Apostles appear to have
though in this we have very little positive evi-

settled,

dence, that that Sunday was to be kept as the Christian Pasch which fell within the Azymes, or days of
the unleavened bread, whether it occurred at the beginning, middle, or end of the term. This arrangement had the drawback that it made the Christian
feast dependent upon the computation of the Jewish
When the destruction of Jerusalem praccalendar.
tically deprived the Jews of the dispersion of any
norm or standard of uniformity, they probably fell
into erroneous or divergent reckonings, and this in
turn entailed a difference of opinion among the
If it had been possible to ascertain in
Christians.
terms of the Julian chronology the day of the month
on which Christ actually suffered, it would probably
have been simplest for Christians all over the Roman
world to celebrate their Easter, as later on they celebrated Christmas or St. Peter's day, upon a fixed anYet this, be it noticed, would have interniversary.
fered with the established position of "the Lord's
day" as the weekly memorial of the great Sunday
par excellence, for Easter, as a fixed feast, would of
course have fallen upon all the days of the week in
However, though Tertullian declares without
turn.
misgiving that Christ suffered upon 25 March, a tradition perpetuated in numberless calendars throughout
the Middle Ages, this date was certainly w-rong.
Moreover it was probably quite impossible at that
period, owing to the arbitrary manner in which the
Jewish embolismie years had been intercalated, to
For the various
calculate back to the true date.
phases of the disputes which first broke out in the
second century and were renewed long afterwards in
the British Isles we must refer the reader to the artiIt will suffice here to say
cle Easter Controversy.
that a decision seems to have been arrived at in the
Council of Nica^a, which, though it is strangely absent
from the canons of the council as now preserved to us
(Turner, Monumenta Nicaena, 152), is believed to
have determined that Easter was to be celebrated on
the first Sunday after the first full moon which follows
the spring equinox. According to this rule, which has
ever since been accepted, the earliest day upon which
Easter can now fall is 22 March, and the latest 25
April.
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The Nativity o} Christ. A second element which
fundamentally influences the Christian calendar and
which, though less primitive than the Easter celebrations, is also of early date, may be described as the
Nativity Cycle. Of the origin and history of the feast
of Christmas, dealt with in a separate article, little
need now be said. We may take it as certain that
lir least of Christ's Nativity was kept in Rome on 25
December before the year 354. It was introduced by
St. John Chrysostom into Constantinople and definOn the other hand, the
itively adopted in 395.
Epiphany feast on 6 January, which also in the beginning seems to have commemorated the birth of Jesus
Christ, is referred to as of partial observance in that
character by Clement of Alexandria (Strom., I, 21),
though a recently discovered discourse of Hippolytus
for this day (eh ra ci7ia 0eo<pdvua) is entirely devoted to the theme of Christ's baptism. This last, in
fact, is and has long been the primary aspect of the
But the feast of the
feast in the Oriental churches.
Nativity is of importance in the calendar not only for
itself, as one of the greatest celebrations of the year,
but also for the other days which depend upon it.
These are mostly of later date in point of origin, but are
ecclesiastically of high rank. Thus on this supposition,
however questionable as a fact of history, that tin' exact date of Christ 's nativity was 25 December, we have
first the Circumcision on 1 January, the eighth day, a
festival greatly utilized in the attempt to divert the
newly converted peoples from the superstitious and
t

often idolatrous pagan practices which immemorial

custom associated with the beginning of the year.
for this day in the Missals is often headed,
Ad prohibendum ab idolis, and its contents correspond
with that designation. At the same time other service books preserve conspicuous t races of a time when
this day was treated as a festival of the Blessed Virgin.
On the other hand, the eighth day before Christ-

The Mass

mas (18 Dec.) is kept as the feast of the Expectation
of Our Lady, which was only added to the Roman
calendar as lately as the seventeenth century, but
represents an old Spanish feast of the Blessed Virgin.
It was not, however, known in ancient times by its
present designation of Expectatio partus.
Again, forty days after Christmas, following, as in
the case of the Circumcision, the data of the Jewish
This,
law, we have the Presentation in the Temple.

under its Greek name of Hypapante {inrairavrq, "the
meeting"), was originally treated as a feast of Our
Saviour rather than of His Blessed Mother. It is
being mentioned
older than any other Marian feast
c. 380 in the Pilgrimage of "Sylvia", i. e. the Spanish
lady Etheria though in Jerusalem at that date it
was kept forty days after the feast which is known to
us as the Epiphany (6 Jan.), but which, as we have
seen, then commemorated the Birth as well as the

—

—

Baptism of Christ. For some reason, of which no
adequate explanation seems to be forthcoming, the
solemn benediction of candles and the procession were
attached at an early period to this feast. It was long
known in England as Candlemas Day and in France as
The Annunciation, or, as it was somela Chandeleur.
times anciently called, the Conception of Our Lord,
seems to be heard of in the East in the sixth century
and to have been transported thence to Western
Europe not long afterwards. Its connexion with the
Nativity is obvious, and it is even possible, as Duchesne and others have suggested, that the Incarnation of Our Saviour was assigned to the 25th of March
because this day, as early as Tertullian, was believed
If this were true, the
to be the date of His Passion.
25th of December would have been determined by
the 25th of March and not vice versa. But certainly
the Annunciation as a feast is heard of considerably
Still later in the year anlater than the Nativity.
other early feast, already familiar in the time of St.
Augustine (Serm., 307-308), meets us in the Nativity
On 25 March, the Fathers
of St. John the Baptist.
calculated, St. Elizabeth had already been six months
with child; its birth accordingly would have taken
Neither does the
place exactly three months later.
24th of June (instead of 25th) assigned to the Nativity of the Baptist present any difficulty, for in the
Roman way of counting both 25 March and 24 June
are equally octavo kalendas. the eighth day before the
kalends of the next month. Yet another feast, the
Conception of the Baptist, found in the Greek Church
and in certain Carlovingian calendars on 24 September, hardly needs mention. It is chiefly interesting to
us as paving the way for the feast of the Conception of
for that also of her Immaculate
Conception.
Another,
and that the most substanSaints' Days.
tial, element in the formation of the calendar is the
saints.
It must be reof
the
record of the birthdays
membered that this word birthday (yevid\tos, nata-

Our Lady and hence

—

lis)

had come to mean

little

more than commemo-

Already, before the Christian Era, various
royal personages who were deified after death commonly had their "birthdays" kept as festivals; but it
is very doubtful whether these really represents! the
day upon which they were born into this world (see
Rohde, Psyche, 3d ed., I. 235). Hence we are not SO
surprised at a later period to meet in Christian liturgical books such phrases as natalis calicis as a designation for the feast of Maunday Thursday, or natalis
episcopi. which seems to mean the day of a bishop's
Anyhow, there can be no doubt tliat
consecration.
ration.
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which they might pay

cultus,

and would

institute

a

Here, then, we
have the most conclusive evidence that the Christians
already in the first half of the second century were
accustomed to celebrate the feasts of the martyrs.
Probably for a long titne these celebrations remained
almost entirely local. They were confined to the
place where the martyr suffered or where a considerable portion of his remains were preserved over
which the Holy Sacrifice would be offered. But in
the course of time the practice of moving such relics
freely from place to place enlarged the circle of the
mar'yr's clients.
.Ail the churches that
possessed
these relics felt entitled to keep his "birthday" with
some degree of solemnity, and thus we soon find
martyrs from Africa, for example, obtaining recognition in Rome and eventually being honoured by all
the Church. This seems to be. in brief, the history of
the inclusion of saints' days in the calendar. At first
the number of such days was very small, depending
generally upon some special local tie, and rigorously
limited to those who had shed their blood for Christ.
Hut before very long the names of confessors also
began to find a place in the lists, for confessors and
bishops were already written in the diptychs, and in
those days the line between praying to a departed
servant of God and praying for him was by no means
so clearly defined as it is with us now.
This was the
process which was already being inaugurated in the
fourth century and which has continued ever since.
birth-feast (yev{6\ios) in his honour.

Our Earliest Calendars.

—As

feasts

and Saints'

days multiplied, it became desirable that some sort
of record should be kept of them.
We may divide
tin- documents of this kind, roughly speaking, into
two categories: Calendars and Martyrologia, both
officially recognized by the Church.
A calendar in
its ecclesiastical sense is simply a list of the feasts kept
in any particular church, diocese, or country, arranged
in order under their proper dates.
A martyrologium
was originally, as its name implies, a record of martyrs, but it soon assumed a more general character,
extending to all classes of saints and embracing all
parts of the world.
The entries which are included
in a martyrologium are independent of the fact of
art nil liturgical cultus in

any
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the same word was used, and that from a very early
period, to describe the day upon which a martyr sufIt is commonly explained as meaning
fered death.
the birthday which introduced him into a new and
glorious life in heaven, but we cannot, perhaps, be
quite certain that those who first used the term of a
Christian martyr had this interpretation consciously
We are fortunate, however,
present to their minds.
in possessing in the contemporary account written
from Smyrna of the martyrdom of St. Polycarp (about
A. D. 145) a clear statement that the Jews and pagans
fully anticipated that the Christian would try to recover the martyr's body as a precious treasure to

particular place.

They

follow the same orderly arrangement by months and
days which we observe in a calendar, but under each
day not one but many names of saints are given,

while certain topographical and biographical details
It will, however, be readily underare often added.
stood that it is not always easy to draw a hard and
fast line between calendars and martyrologia.
They
naturally shade into one another. Thvis the ancient
Irish poem commonly known as the "Calendar of
is" is more properly a martyrologium, for a
number of names of saints are assigned to each day
quite independently of any idea of liturgical cultus.
On the other hand, we sometimes find true calendars
in the blank spaces of which the names of saints or
deceased persons have been inserted whom there was
no intention of commemorating in the liturgy. They
have thus been partly converted into martyrologies
or necrologies.
Of early lists of feasts, the most famous and the most important in the information
III.— 11

which

preserves, the so-called "Philocalian Calendar", hardly deserves to be called by this name.
It
is, in fact, no more than the commonplace book of a
certain Furius Dionysius Philocalus, who seems to
have been a Christian interested in all kinds of chronological information and to have compiled this book
in A. D. 354. There is indeed a calendar in his volume,
but this is a table of purely secular and pagan celebrations containing no Christian references of any kind.
The value of Philocalus' manuscript to modern scholars lies in two lists headed Depositio Martyrum and
Depositio Episcopomm, together with other casual
notices.
thus learn that a considerable number
of martyrs, including among them Sts. Peter and Paul
and several popes, were honoured in Rome on their
own proper days in the middle of the fourth century,
while three African martyrs, Sts. Cyprian, Perpetua,
and Felicitas, also found a place on the list. The only
other fixed feasts which are mentioned are the Nativitv of Christ and the feast of St. Peter's Chair
(22 Feb.).
Not far removed from the Philocalian document in
the witness which it bears to the still present influence
of paganism is the "Calendar of Polemius Sylvius" of
448.
This presents a medley not unlike a modern
almanac. The days are indicated when the Senate
sat and when the games were celebrated in the Circus,
as also the times of those pagan festivals like the
Lupercalia, the Terminalia, i-tr., which had become
in a sense national holidays throughout the empire.
But side by side with these we have the mention of
certain Christian feasts
Christinas Day. the Epiphany. 22 February (strangely characterized as depositio
Petri ct Pavli), and four or five other saints' days.
Very curious, also, is it to notice in such company the
natales of Virgil and of Cicero.
Next to this comes a
document of the North African Church which is commonly described as the "Calendar of Carthage", and
which belongs to the closing years of the sixth century.
It presents a considerable array of martyrs, mostly
African, but including also some of the more famous
of those of Rome, e. g. St. Sixtus, St. Lawrence, St.
it

We

—

'lenient St. Agnes, etc., with Sts. Gervasius and Protasius from Milan, St. Agatha from Sicily, St. Vincent
from Spain, and St. Felix from Nola in Campania.
We also find days assigned to some of the Apostles
and to St. John the Baptist buf as yet no feast of Our
Lady. Earlier in point of time (c. 410), is a compilation preserved to us in Syriac, of Iriental and Arian
origin.
It was first published by the English Orienn edited by
talist, William Wright, and has since
Duchesne and De Rossi in their edition of the "Martyrologium Hieronymianum " Acta Sanctorum, Nov.,
vol. II). The Syriac document is chiefly important as
witnessing to one of the main sources, direct or indirect, of that famous martyrologium, but it also shows
how even in the Easl a calendar was being formed in
the fourth century which took notice of the martyrs
of Nicomedia, Antioch, and Alexandria, with even a
fi-w Western entries like Sts, Perpetua and Felicitas
Sts. Peter and
(7 March), and probably Xystus.
Paul are commemorated on 2!S December, which may
be a mere error. Sts. John and James on 27 December,
St. Stephen on 26 December, which is still his proper
(

,

.

(

I

i

day.
The month of December is partly lacking, or
we should probably have found the Nativity on 25
December. The Epiphany is mentioned on 6 January.
Closely connected in certain of its aspects with this
memorial of the Eastern Church is the so-called
"Martyrologium Hieronymianum "already mentioned.

This work, which in spite of its name owe, nothing
directly to St. Jerome, was probably first compiled

Duchesne says Auxerre. Bruno
in Southern Gaul
Kruseh. Autuni between the years 592 and 600, i. e.
at the same period that St. Augustine was preaching
the Gospel to our Anglo-Saxon forefathers. As a
(

)
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1

mund Bishop

has shown that in some Anglo-Saxon
monasteries a real feast of the Conception was already
kepi upon 8 December before the year 1050 (Downside Review, 1886, pp. 107-119).
At Naples, under
Byzantine influence, the hast had long been known,
and it appears in the famous Neapolitan marble calendar of the ninth century under the form Cm
S. Antue, being assigned, as among the Greeks, to 9
December. The general recognition of the feast in
the West seems, however, to have been largely due to
the influence of a certain tractate. "De Conceptione
B. Maria'", long attributed to St. Anselm, but really
written by Eadmer, his disciple.
At first only the
Conception of Our Lady was spoken of, the question
of the Immaculate Conception was raised somewhat
For the feas< of the Presentation of Our Lady
(21 November
earlj Eastern origin has also been
claimed dating back to the year 700 (see Vail'iie, in

m
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contains
long lists of obscure names for each day mingled with
topographical data, but as contrasted with the later
martyrologia of Bede, Ado, Usuard, etc., out of which
our modern "Martyrologium Romanum" has developed, the " Hieronymian " includes few biographiThe
cal details regarding the subject of its notices.
fuller discussion of this document, however, belongs
It is sufficient
to the article Martyrology (q.v.).
here to notice that in its primitive form the "Hieronymian" includes no proper feast of Our Lady;
even the Purification, on 2 February, is only indirectly
alluded to.
Feasts of Our Lady. And here it may be convenient to observe that the principal festivals of the
Blessed Virgin, the Assumption, Annunciation, and
Nativity, were undoubtedly first celebrated in the
There seems very good reason to believe, from
East.
certain apocryphal Syriac narratives of the "Falling
a.-lei-p of Mary the Mother of the Lord", that some
celebration of her Assumption into Heaven was already observed in Syria in the fifth century on a day
corresponding to our IS August (cf. Wright, in Journal of Sacred Literature, N. S., VII, 157).
The Annunciation again is said to be commemorated in an
authentic sermon of Proclus of Constantinople, who
died in 446, while the agreement of the Armenian and
.lEthiopie Christians in keeping similar festivals seems
to throw back the period of their first introduction to
a time earlier than that at which these schismatical
churches broke aw-ay from unity. In the West, however, we have no definite details as to the earliest
occurrence of these Marian feasts. We only know
that they were kept at Rome with solemnity in the
time of Pope Sergius I (687-701). In Spain, if we
may safely follow Dom G. Morin in assigning the
"Lectionary of Silos" to about 650, there is definite
mention of a feast of Our Lady in Advent, which may
be earlier than those just referred to: and in Gaul
the statutes of Bishop Sonnatius of Reims (61 4-6.'i
apparently prescribe the observance of the Annunciation, Assumption, and Nativity, though the Purification, strange to say, is not mentioned.
Although the mention is a departure from the
natural chronological order, a word may also be said
here about the feast of the Immaculate Conception.
In the East we find it known to John of Euboea towards
the close of the eighth century.
It was then kept, as
it still is in the Greek Church, on 9 December, but it
is described by him as being only of partial observance.
Nevertheless, about the year 1000, we find it
included in the calendar of the Emperor Basil Porphyrogenitus, and it seems by that time to have become universally recognized in the Fast. The West,
however, did not long lag behind. A curious trace
in;i> be found in the Irish "Calendar of Aengus" (c.
804), when- the Conception of Our Ladv is assigned to
:: May (see The Month. May. 1904,
pp. 449-465). This
probably had no liturgical significance, but Mr. Ed-

martyrologium

"Echos d'Orient", V, 193-201,

but this cannot
For the other
Rosary, etc.,
the reader must be referred to these separate articles.
All are comparatively modern additions to the calendar.
etc.),

be accepted without

Marian

fuller verification.
festivals, e. g. the Visitation, the

The Apostles and other New Testament

—

Saints. From the mention of Sts. Peter and Paul
conjointly on 29 June in the "Depositio Martyrum"
of the "Philocalian Calendar", it is probable that the
two Apostles both suffered on that day. In the time
of St. Leo (Sermo lxxxiv) the feast seems to have
been celebrated in Rome with an octave, while the
Syriac martyrologium in the East and Polemius Silvius in Gaul equally manifest a tendency to do honour
to the Principes Apostolorum though in the former
the commemoration is attached to 28 December, and
in the latter to 22 February.
This latter day was,
generally, given to the celebration of the Cathedra
Petri, also belonging to very early times, while a
feast in honour of St. Paul's conversion was kept 25
January. Of the other Apostles, Sts. John and James
appear together in the Syriac martyrologium on 27
December, and St. John still retains that day in the
West. With regard to St. Andrew we probably have
a reliable tradition as to the day on which he suffered,
for apart from an explicit reference in the relatively
early "Acta" (cf. Analecta Bollandiana, XIII, 373378), his feast has been kept on 30 November, both
in the East and in the West, from an early period.
The other Apostles nearly all appear in some form in
the "Hieronymian Martyrologium", and their festivals gradually came to be celebrated liturgically before the eighth or ninth century.
The fixing of the precise days was probably much
influenced by a certain " Breviarius " which was widely
circulated in somewhat varying forms, and which professed to give a brief account of the circumstances of
the death of each of the Twelve.
As an indication
,

that

some

of these feasts

must have been adopted

at

a more remote date than is attested in existing calendars, it may be noted that Bede has a homily upon
the feast of St. Matthew, which the arrangement of
the collection shows to have been kept by him in the
latter part of September, as we keep it at present.
St. John the Baptist, as already noted, had also more
than one festival in early times. Besides the Nativity on 24 June, two of St. Augustine's sermons
(nos. cccvii, cccviii) are consecrated to the celebration
Similar honof his martyrdom (Passio or Decollatio).
ours were paid to St. Stephen, the first martyr, more
St. Gregory of Nyssa, in his
particularly in the East.
a-sarea in
funeral oration over St. Basil, delivered at
Cappadocia in 379, attests this, and lets us know that
the feast was kept then as it is now, the day after
Christmas. On the other hand, St. Joseph's name
does not occur in the calendar until comparatively
Curiously enough the earliest definite assignlate.
ment which the writer has been able to find of
cial day consecrated to his memory occurs in the " Calendar of Aengus " (c. 804) under its existing date. 19
March. There we read of "Joseph, name that is
(

But despite an innoble, Jesus' pleasant fosterer".
vocation of St. Joseph in the old Irish hymn "Sen
De", ascribed to St. Colman Fa Cluasaigh (c. 622),
we cannot regard this entry as indicative of any
proper cultus.
It seems probable, from the nature
of some of the apocryphal literature of the early
centuries, that honour was of old paid to St. Joseph
in Syria. Egypt, and the East generally, but reliable
data as to his feast are at present wanting.
Growth or the Calendar. During the Merovingian and Carlovingian period the number of feswon practical recognition gradually
tivals which
Perhaps the safest indications of this
increased.
development are to be gathered from the early
service-books sacrament aries. antiphonaries, and

—

—
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—but

those are often difficult to date.
Somewhat more compendious and definite are one or
two other lists of feasts which have accidentally been
preserved to us, and which it will be interesting to
certain Perpetuus, Bishop of Tours (461quote.
49] ), sets down the principal feasts celebrated in his
day with a vigil as the following:
" Natalis Domini; Epiphania; Natalis S. Ioannis
(June 24th); Natalis S. Petri episcopatus (February 22d); Sext. Cal. Arr. Resurreetio Domini
nostri I. Chr.; Pascha: Dies Ascensionis; Passio
Natalis SS. apostolorutn Petri et
S. Ioannis;
Pauli; Natalis S. Martini; Natalis S. Symphoriani (July 22d); Natalis S. Litorii (September
Natalis S. Martini (November 11th);
13th);
Natalis S. Bricii (November 13th); Natalis S.
Hilarii
(January 13th)." (Mon. Germ. SS.
Meroving., I, 445.)
Similarly Bishop Sonnatius of Reims (614-631) makes
the following list of festivals which were to be kept as
holidays absque omni opere forensi:
Nativitas Domini, Circumcisio, Epiphania, Anhuntiatio beats Maria?, Resurreetio Domini cum
die sequenti, Ascensio Domini, dies Pentecostes,
Nativitas beati Ioannis Baptists, Nativitas
apostolorum Petri et Pauli, Assumptio beats
Maris, eiusdem Nativitas. Nativitas Andres
apostoli, et omnes dies dominicales.
In the course of the eighth and ninth centuries various
German synods drew up lists of the ecclesiastical holidays which were to be celebrated with rest from work.
In an early constitution, ascribed to St. Boniface, we
find nineteen such days in each year besides the ordinary Sundays, three free days after the feast itself
being appointed both at Christmas and Easter.
council at Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen) in 800 fixed
twenty-one holidays. This included a week at Easter
and such feasts as St. Martin and St. Andrew. At
Basle in 827 the list was further extended, and it now
comprised all the feasts of the Apostles. In England
tin days honoured in this way seem not to have been
quite so numerous, at any rate not at first but before
the end of the tenth century many additions were
made, while the ordinances of the synods were enThe list comprised lie
forced by the royal authority.
four chief festivals of Our Lady and the commemoraThe observance of St.
tion of .St. Gregory the Great.
Dunstan's feast was imposed a little later durirn; the
reign of Cnut.
As regards existing documents, perhaps the oldest
ecclesiastical calendar, in the proper sense of the word,
which still survives, is the one which was in tin
session of the Englishman St. Willibrord, Apostle of
the Frisians, who has left in it an autograph note of
the date of his consecration as bishop (a. d. 695). The
calendar was probably written in England between
As it has never been printed it may be
7(12 and 700.
interesting to give here the entries made in (he original hand, omitting the interpolations made by others
The MS. which contains it is
at a slightly later date.
the well known "Codex Eptemacensis", now Latin
MS. 10837, in the Bibliotheque Rationale, Paris.
lectionaries

25 The Lord was crucified and
St. James the brother of

Our Lord
27 The

Resurrection of

Lord

A

A

1

;

I

February

January
1

t'irnii

1

3 St. Genevieve of Paris
6 Epiphany
13 St. Hilary

.".

14 St. Felix "f N"1m
17 Si
Vnthony, Hermit

18 St. Petei
and the

St. Denis. St. Polycarp
St. Brigid V.
eon, Patriarch

Agatha

St.

Amandus

6 St.
i.;

and

Juliana

St

22 The Chair of Peter at Anti-

Assumption

01

et'

li

Hols Mary
20 St Sebastian
21 St. Ai"
24 St. Babilas, Bishop

and

,

Perpetua and Felicitas

Rome
Patrick. Bishop in Ire-

17 St.

Damascus

land

29 St. Valerius, Bishop, and
St. Lucy V. at
I

20 St
21

St.

I

''.'lil

erl

April

15
19
21
22
24

4 St. Ambrose
22 Philip, Apostle

May
Apostle
of the Lord

1

St. Philip,

5
7

The Ascension
The Invention

September
7 Sergius, Pope at Rome
9 (Stc) Nativity of St. Mary
at Jerusalem
13 Cornelius and Cyprian

of the

Holy

Pancratius, Martyr
Earliest date for Pentecost
31 St. Mariminius at Treves

St. Euphernia. Martyr
Januarius. Martyr
Matthew. Apostle
Passion of St. Maurice

Conception of St. John the
Baptist
27 Cosmas and Damian at
Jerusalem.
29 St. Michael, Archangel

11
1

October

1

June
2

S
9
22
24

1
I

Remedius and Germanus
Heuwald and Hewald,

Sts.

Martyrs

Erasmus, Martyr
Barnabas. Apostle

14 Paulinus,

Bishop in Canter-

St. Columkill
15 Luke, Evangelist
James the son of Alpheus
25 Simcui and .hide. Apostles
Nativity of John the Bap31 St. Quintinus, Martyr
tist
29 Sts. Peter and Paul at

Rome
15 St.

November

July
James of Nisibis

25 St. James, Apostle, Brother
of

John

St. SvniBin, M....k
29 St. Lupus
2ti

in

Syria

10 St. Leo. Pope
11 St. Martin, Bishop at Tours
22 St. Cecilia
23 Clement at Rome
21 Crisogonus

30 St. Andrew, Apostle

The Machabees. seven brothers with their mother
St. Oswald. King
St. Syxtus, Bishop
St. Laurence, Deacon

December
10 St.

and seventy-

Eulalia

five others
30 St. Ignatius,

Martyr
21 St. Thomas,

Hippolitus, Martyr
(Sic) [erasure] St. Mary
St. Bartholomew. Apostle

Augustine and Faustinus,
Bishops

Martyrdom

of St. John the
Baptist
St.
Paulinus, Bishop at

2.5

India
Nativity of

Bishop and
Apostle

in

Our Lord Jesus

Christ
26 St. Stephen. Martyr
27 John, Apostle, and James,
his brother
28 The Innocents
31 St. Silvester, Bishop

This list very well illustrates the arbitrary choice of
saints to be commemorated, which is observable in
most early calendars. The mention of the Nativity
of our Lady on 9 September instead of 8 September,
is interesting in view of the Eastern practice, attested
by the Naples marble calendar, of celebrating the
Conception of Our Lady on 9 December. The appearance of St. Januarius (19 Sept.) is also noteworthy. The link between England and Southern
Italy in the matter of the commemoration of saints
lias often been noticed without ever being quite adequately explained.
(See Morin, Liber Comicus, Appendix, etc.) The occurrence of the Invention of the
Cross on 7 May, as in the Greek Church, is also remarkable. It. is further curious to note the partial
erasure of the Assumption feast on 10 August (sic),
and its appearance upon 18 January. The later

Anglo-Saxon calendars, of which a fair number have
been printed by Hampson and Piper, offer fewer
points of interest than the above; but a word should
be said of one or two which are especially noteworthy.
The metrical Latin calendar printed among the works
of Bede is shown not to be his by the reference to the
second Wilfrid of York, who died' after his time, but it
offers some useful points of comparison with Bede's
genuine rnartyrologrum, which, thanks to the patient
labour of II
(Juetitin. ha.- at last been recovered for
us (see I.es Martyrologes Historiques, Paris, 1908, pp.
Not le.-s interesting is the ancient English
17-119).
martyrology recently edited for the Early English
Text SocietybyG. Herzfeld. This document, though
not a calendar, and though including later interpolations, probably reflects he arrangement of a calendar
which may be even older than the time of Bede. It is
especially noteworthy for brief references to certain
t

March

Martyr
25 Conversion of St. Paul at

Our

B

Benedict, Abbot

Capuan and South

Italian saints,

which

it

professes to

derive from the "old Mass Books", probably missals
of that Gelasian type for which the Gregorian Sacramentary was afterward- substituted.
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Another early calendar which must possess an in"Anglo-

terest for all English-speaking students is the

Saxon Menologium", a short but rather ornate poem
of the tenth century, describing the principal feasts
of each month and probably intended for popular use
(see Imelmann, Das altengiisehe Menologium, p. 40).
The writer's main purpose is indicated by his conclud-

ing words:

Nu ge findan magon
tiid, the man healdan sceal,
Swa bebugeth gebod geond Brytenricu
Haligra

Sexna kyninges on thas sylfan

tiid.

which men should
observe as the command goeth through Britain of the
king of the Saxons at this same time.) The use of
metrical calendars, however, was by no means pecuThe Irish "Calendar of Aengus",
liar to England.
already referred to, was written in verse, and some of
the versified Latin calendars printed by Hampson
have been shown by Dr. Whitley Stokes to present
So on the Continent,
clear signs of Irish influences.
to take but one example, we have an elaborate calendar or rather martyrologium composed about 848 in
Latin hexameters by Wandelbert of Priim.

(Now ye may

find the holy tides

Later Developments.

—The history of

the more

detailed martyrologia, which has recently been

worked

out with such thoroughness by Dom Quentin, may
serve to show how far-reaching is the principle that
nature abhors a vacuum. Almost all the writers, such
as Florus, Ado, and Usuard, who undertook the
task of supplementing the martyrologium of Bede,
worked with the avowed object of filling up the days
which he had left blank. We may fairly infer that
the same spirit will have affected the calendar as well.
The mere sight of a vacant space, no doubt, in many
cases tempted scribes and correctors to fill it up, if
their erudition sufficed for the purpose; and though
for a long time these entries remained mere papercommemorations, they will certainly in the long run
have reacted upon the liturgy.
may say that
much the same influence was at work when Alcuin
took in hand the task of supplying the lacunae in the
"Gregorian Saeramentary " more particularly when
he provided a complete set of different masses for the
Sundays after Pentecost. But besides this we have,
of course, to consider the potent factor of new devotional interests, creating such feasts as those of All
Saints, All Souls, the Blessed Trinity, the various festivals of the Angels, and notably St. Michael, and, in
more modern times, Corpus Christi, the Sacred Heart,
the Five Wounds, the commemoration of the various
instruments of the Passion, the many different invocations under which Our Lady is honoured, and the
duplications of feasts provided by translations, dedications, and miraculous events, such as the Stigmata
of St. Francis of Assisi or the " Transverberation " of
Necessarily also, among the
the heart of St. Teresa.
countless holy men who lived in the practice of heroic
virtue, some in a more pronounced way caught the
imagination of their contemporaries. The piety of
the faithful who had been the witness of their virtues
during life, or who, after t heir death, benefited by the

We

,

power of their intercession with God. clamoured for
some adequate means of manifesting devotion and
gratitude.

At

first

this recognition of sanctity

was

in

a meas-

ure local, informal, and popular, with the result that
was not always very discerning. Later the authority of the Holy See was invoked to pronounce after
full inquiry a formal decree of canonization.
But if
this system, on the one hand, tended to limit the number of recognized saints, it also helped to extend more
widely the fame of those whose history or
miracles were more remarkable. Thus, in the end,
we find that the cult us of such a saint as St. Thomas
of Canterbury, to take an English example, was not
it
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limited to his own diocese or to his own province, but
within a period of ten years after his death Iris name
found a place in the calendars of almost every country
of Europe.
To these causes we must add the growth
of literary culture among the people, especially after
the invention of printing, and last, but by no means
least, the cosmopolitan character of so many of the
religious orders.
Wherever the Cistercians had settled the name of St. Bernard was necessarily held in
honour. If, again, there was no part of Christendom
in which the friars had not laboured, so were there
hardly any of the faithful who had not heard of St.
Francis, St. Dominic, St. Clare. St. Catharine of
Siena, and many more.
It is no wonder, then, if at an
early date the calendar grew crowded, and if in our
own times hardly any vacant days are left in which

some

festival does not take precedence

and exclude

the ferial office. To enter into detail regarding this
great variety of feasts would be impossible in an article like the present.
All the more important celebrations will be found treated separately in their proper
place, e. g. All Saints, All Souls, Candlemas,
Corpus Christi, etc.

Various Peculiarities of Calendars.

— From

the ninth century onwards a calendar was a common
adjunct to most of the different classes of servicebooks, e. g. sacramentaries, psalters, antiphonaries,
and even pontificals. At a later date, and especially
after such books came to be printed, it was hardly ever
omitted before missals, breviaries, and horse. In the
printed liturgical calendars with which we are now
more familiar, we find little but the bare catalogue of
ecclesiastical feasts.
In the calendars of early date
there is a much greater variety of information.
We
have, for example, a number of astronomical data referring to the times of equinox and solstice, the sun's
entry into the various signs of the Zodiac, the dog
days, the beginning of the four seasons, etc.. and these
are often emphasized by verses written above or below the entries for each month, e. g. Proeedunt duplices in mortis tempore pisces, referring to the fact
that at the beginning of March the sun is in the constellation Pisces.
Sometimes, also, the verses thus
prefixed bear an astrological import, e. g. Jani prima
dies et septima fine timetur, which is meant to convey
that the first day of the month of January and the
seventh from the end are unlucky. It must be confessed that the traces of pagan, or at least secular, influences in many of our surviving early calendars are
numerous. A very curious feature in many AngloSaxon documents of this class is the acquaintance
which they manifest with Oriental and especially
Coptic usages. For instance in the Jumicges Missal,
at the head of each month we have a line giving the
Oriental names for the corresponding period; e. g. in
the case of April: "Hebr. Nisan; JEgypti Farmuthi;
Gra?c. Xanthicos; Lat. Apr; Sax. Eastermonath;"
and further against 26 April we find the entry "IX
.Egyptior. mensis paschse. " [i. e. Pashons].
As a rule,
the information given about the Coptic arrangement

Inother
of months isat least approximately correct.
specimens again the so-called dies trgyptiaei which
were reputed to be unlucky (see Chabas, "Le Calendrier des jours fastes et nefastes de 1'annee egyptienne", pp. 22, 1 19 sq.) are carefully noted.
As regards ornament, early calendars are sometimes
inserted in a sort of arcading. two pillars forming the
sides of each column of writing, and an arch crowning
the whole; while in the later Middle A.ges we often
find beautifully drawn vignettes, sometimes broadly
or delicately humorous, illustrating with much play
of the imagination the different seasons of the year.
>ne feature which comesdown from the earliest times,
but which survives even in the printed calendars of
our existing Breviary and Missal, is the insertion
" and the " Dominica)
against each day of the " Epact
These have reference to a highly artificial
Letter".
I
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method

duced, partly in consequence of changes made in the
grade of feasts already admitted. A tabular arrange-

the week in any assigned year, and more particularly
The age of the moon, ascerthe age of the moon.
tained by these methods, is read oul before the rasrtyrologium every day during the public recitation
When the calendar was reof the Office of Prime.

ment will help to make this clear. What the original
meaning of the term double may have been is not en-

of computation and are meant to supply,
ready to hand, the means for ascertaining the day of

formed under Gregory XIII. it was considered advisable to retain in a corrected form the old apparatus and
names to which people were accustomed. As this
system of computation is intricate and has little but
an antiquarian interest to recommend if. we may
refer the reader to the article Epact, or to the explanations given along with the calendar in every copy
of the Roman Breviary and Missal.
Besides the calendars for ecclesiastical use which
were written in the service-books, a practice grew up
towards the close of the Middle Ages of compiling calendars for the use of the laity. These correspond
rather to what we should now call almanacs, and in
them the astrological element plays a much more
prominent part than in the missals or hora-. One of
the most famous of these compilations was that known
as the "Calendrier des Bergers", or the "Shepherds'
It was several times most sumptuously
Calendar".
printedat Paris before the end of the fifteenth century,
and it afterwards spread to England and Germany.
The religious tone is very pronounced, but we find at
the same time the most elaborate astrological directions as to lucky and unlucky days for certain medical
operations, particularly bleeding, as well as for agricultural pursuits, such as sowing, reaping, ploughing,
It is a remarkable illussheep-shearing, and the like.
tration of the conservatism of the rustic mind that
editions of the "Shepherds' Calendar" were published
in London until past the middle of the seventeenth
century, the essentially Catholic tone of the book being easily recognizable under the very thinnest of
disguises (see Ecclesiastical 'Review, July, 1902, pp.

—

The Modern Calendar Imposed by Authority.
It will have been inferred from what has been said
above that considerable divergence prevailed among
the calendars in use at the close of the Middle
This lack of uniformity degenerated into an
Ages.
abuse, and was a fertile source of confusion.
Hence
the new Roman Breviary and Missal, which in accordance with a decree of the Council of Trent eventually saw the light in 1568 and 15711 respectively,
contained a new calendar. Like other portions of the
new liturgical code, the observance of the new calendar was made obligatory upon all churches which
could not prove a prescription of two hundred years
in the enjoyment of their own distinctive customs.
This law, which is still in force, has not, of course, pre\ ented successive sovereign pontiffs from adding very
many new festivals; neither does it preclude diffi rent
dioceses, or even churches, from adopting various
local celebrations, where the permission of the pope
or of the Congregation of Rites has been sought and
obtained.
But though local saints may be added, he
bed in the Roman calendar must also be
kept.
In point of fact a considerable license is conceded in such matters. There is hardly any diocese
in which the calendar, owing to these additions, docs
not differ considerably from those of neighbouring
liven the introduction of a
dioceses or provinces,
single new fea8t, owing to the transferences thus neIn
tted, may effect a considerable disturbance.
the British Isles, England, Ireland, and Scotland all
celebrate a number of national saints independently
of each other, but these are merely additions to the
general Roman calendar whah ail observe in common.
moreover, this universal calendar during three centuries, and especially during the last thirty years, has
undergone very notable modifications, partly in consequence of new saints' days that have been intro1

tirely certain.

Some think

that the greater festivals

were thus styled because the antiphons before and
after the psalms were "duplicated", i. e. twice repeated entire on these days. Others, with more
probability, point to the fact that before the ninth

century in certain places, for example at Home, it was
customary on the greater feasts to recite two sets of
Matins, the one of the feria or week-day, the other
Hence such days were known as
of the festival.

"doubles". However this may be, the primitive
division into doubles and simples has given place to
a much more elaborate classification. At present we
have six grades, to wit: doubles of the first class;
greater doubles
doubles of the second class
simples.
Now from the
semi-doubles;
doubles;
;

various official revisions of the Breviary, made in
1568, 1662, 1631, 1882, the following data may be
gleaned.
For purposes of comparison we may add
the figures for 1907:

Feasts Entered in

The Breviary
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In
niained obligatory in the Austrian dominions.
France, under the Napoleonic regime, the pope was
forced to consent to the reduction of the holidays of
obligation to four only, Christmas Day, the Ascension,
For the rest of
the Assumption, and All Saints.
Christendom other concessions were made by Leo XII,
and still later by his successors. At the present day
Rome numbers" eighteen holidays of obligation (always, of course, exclusive of Sundays), but only nine
of these are recognized as legal holidays by the Government of Italy. The French rule of four festa prtrcepti prevails also in Relgium and parts of Holland.
In Spain, in Austria, and throughout the greater portion of the German Empire, some fifteen days are
observed, though both the total number and the
particular feasts selected vary greatly in the different
In England the holidays of obligation are
provinces.
the Circumcision, the Epiphany, the Ascension, Corpus Christi. Sts. Peter ami Paul, the Assumption, All
To these two other days
Saints, and Christmas Day.
are added in Ireland, the Annunciation and the feast
one day, the feast of
in
Scotland
and
Patrick,
of St.
In the United States six festivals are
St. Andrew.
Christmas, the New Year, the
kept as of precept
Ascension, the Assumption, All Saints, and the Immaculate Conception.
For English-speaking Catholics in past centuries,
while living under the penal laws, the situation must
Down to 1781, as the
often have been a difficult one.
rare copies of the old "Laity's Directory" still bear
witness, our forefathers were bound to keep every
Friday of the year (except during Paschal time) as a
Besides this there was abstinence upon all
fast -day.
Saturdays and a fair number of fasting vigils, for
which last, in 1771, the Wednesdays and Fridays of
Advent were substituted. The holidays of obligation
amounted to thirty-four, but in 177S these were reduced to eleven, the rest for the most part being
treated as feasts of devotion. On the other hand the
calendar grew by the restoration to full liturgical culThe first perof many of the old English saints.
mission was given by Benedict XIV in 1749 at the
request of His Royal Highness the Cardinal of York.
This was limited to half a dozen saints, including St.
Augustine of England and St. George, both to be
kept as doubles of the first class; but in 1774 ampler
Again in
concessions were made by Clement XIV.
1884 the list was still further extended, and in 1887
the beatification of the English martyrs became the
occasion for approving several other new offices and
masses.
The Churches of The East. With regard to the
calendars of the various Eastern Churches it would be
For the most
impossible here to enter into detail.
part they are subject, like that of the Western Church,
to the complications caused by a system of feasts
which are partly fixed and partly movable. Most of
the more important festivals of the Roman calendarOn- example the Circumcision, the Epiphany, the Purification, the Nativity of St. John the Baptist, St.
Peter and Paul, the Assumption, the Nativity of the
Blessed Virgin, the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, St.
Andrew, and the Nativity of Our Lord are kept on
the days corresponding to those observed in Western
But the correspondence, though recogShristendom.
Forexnizable in some few rases, is not quite exact.
keep the feast of the Immaculate
Greeks
ample, the
Conception, under the title ri oiWnrf/it rr/s 0eoirpoM>JTopos
Dei), upon 9 Decem'Aii'ijs (amceptio Anna awe
ber, not 8 December: and while the Invention of
the Cross is celebrated byuson 3 May. the Creeks
and Syrians have their corresponding feast on 7 May.
Again, among Oriental Christians the octaves of festivals are not kept in the same uniform way as by the
Latins.
Their celebrations, indeed, in many cases
continue after the day of the feast, but not for exactly
a week; and it is peculiar to liese rites hat on the day
I

following the feast a sort of commemoration is made
of the personages who are most closely connected with
it.
Thus on 3 February, the day after the feast of the
Purification, the Greeks pay special honour to Holy
Simeon and Anna, while on 9 September, the day after
Our Lady's Nativity, St. Joachim and St. Anne are
more particularly mentioned.
Many other exceptional features, some of them decidedly extravagant,
are presented by the Syriac, Armenian, and Coptic
Rites.

It

may

be sufficient here, however, to

call at-

tention to the practice in the last-named Church of
assigning a day each month for the special cultus of
Our Blessed Lady.
As regards the movable feasts, the chief interest
centres in the beginning of Lent.
With the Greek
and some of the other rites, the Lenten season may
be said to begin the week before our Septuagesima,
though this is only a time of preparation. Sexagesima Sunday is known as ri Kvpiaxii Tijs atrtiKpeu (the
Sunday of abstinence from flesh), not that they are
forbidden meat on that day. but because it is the last
day on which meat is allowed. Similarly, the next
Sunday (Quinquagesima) is known as y /tupm/tr/ tjJs
rvptvijt (cheese Sunday), because this is the last day
upon which cheese and eggs can be eaten. The movable feasts of the Greek Church, moreover, include
other festivals besides those strictly belonging to the
Easter cycle. The most noteworthy example is the
feast of All Saints (twv ayltov travTuiv), which is kept
upon the Sunday which follows Pentecost, or in other

words upon our

I rinity Sunday.
General.
Nilles, Kalendarium Manual? I'triusque Ecclesice
(2 vols., Innsbruck, 1897); Kellner, Heortologie (Freiburg,
1906). and also in an It. tr.. L'Anno Ecclesiastico, which has a
better index than the original; Dcchesne, christian Worship

(tr. London, 1903); Wordsworth, The Ministry of Grace LonU
Unit (Rome, 1750);
don, 1904); Assemani, Kalendarial
Binterim. Denkw&rdigkeiten (.Main/. ls.;7 \ I, Pt. I; Baumer,
L'Hisloiredu Breriaire (Fr. tr., 2 vols Paris. 1905); Batiffol,
The Roman Breviary (tr. London, 1903 Schrod, in Kirchenlerikon. VII, 51; Gaudot, he Breviaire romain (Paris, 1907, 168181); BRADSHAW. in Diet. Christ. Antiq.. s. v. Calendar; Thalhofer, Litirgik (Freiburg, 1896); Plunket, Ancient Calendars
and Constellations (London, 1903).
On Martyrologies, see Duchesne and De Rossi, in the Acta
Sanctorum, Nov., II; Achelis, Die Martyrologien (Berlin,
1900): Quentin, Les martyrologes historiqucs (Paris. 1908).
On English Calendars, Hampson, Medii .t'ci Calendarium
(2 vols., London, 1S57); Imelmann, Das altcnglische Menologium; Herzfeld, The Old English Martryologium (Early Eng.
Text Sue, London, 1S9S); Piper, A. S. Kclendanen (Berlin,
1862) Morris, The Calendar and Rite used by English 'alholics
in Archirolnqia .London, 18921, LII, 113-12S; BlRT, An Early
(

.

.

I

;

t

;

Catholic Almanac, in Downside Review (December, 1907).
As a Part of Diplomatics: Girv, Manuel de diplomatique
(Paris, 1S94); Grotefend. Zeitiechnung des d. M. A. (Hanover 1891-9S1, II; Grotefend, Tasrhenbueh der Zeitrechnung
(Hanover, 1905); Bond, Handy Book of Dates (London, 1876).
Calendar Illustrations: Rieol, Die M. A. Kalendcr-illustra\
lion in Mitt. d. Inst. b. inter, Geschichlsjorschung (1889
1-71, Fowler. Mediirial Representations of the Months and
Seasons, in Archa?ologia (London). XXIV.
articles
upon
them
calendars
and
the
early
of
The editions
are too numerous for special mention.

Herbert Thurston.
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Calendar, Jewish. The first element to be considered with regard to the Hebrew calendar is the
From the remotest time to
Jewish Day (DV, yom).
the present the Israelites have computed the day from
sunsetto sunset, or rather from sunset to the appearance of the first three stars which marked the beginning of a new day [Cf. Lev., xxiii, 32; 11 Esd. (Nehi m,
Before the Babylonian Exile the time
iv, 21; etc.].
between sunrise and sunset was divided into "morning", " middav". and •'evening" (Ps. liv, 18; lick.
Iv, 17); but during the stay in Babylon the Hebrews
adopted the division into twelve hours (Cf. John, xi,
9), whose duration varied with the Length o) the day.
On an average, the first hour corresponded to about
ti a. in.; the third hour to 9 a. m.; the end of the sixth
to noon; while at the eleventh the day was near its
rinse.
Earlier than this division of the day by hours
was that of the night into three watches: the firs! till
midnight; the second or middle watch (cock-cjow)

CALENDAR

till 3 a. m.; and the third or morning watch till about
6 a. m. Seven consecutive days form the Week, or
second element of the Jewish calendar. As in our
ecclesiastical calendar, the days of the Jewish week
are numbered, not named. They are called the first
day, the second day, the third day, and so on to the

seventh, which last is also called "sabbath" (n3S',
shdbbath), a name likewise used to designate the week
The sixth day, our Friday, is also known in
itself.
the Xew Testament, in Josephus, and in Rabbinical
writings as "the eve of the sabbath", or as "the day
of the preparation", the TvapaaKtv-ri, a term still employed by the Latin Church in connexion with Good
Friday (Cf. Mark. xv. 42; Josephus, Antiquities of
the Jews, XVI, vi, 2; Talmud of Jerusalem, Treatise
PesShim, chap. iv. I).
The third and most important element in the Jewish arrangement of time is the Month.
The two
Hebrew words for month are
y(rdh, and l"in,
hodesh, whose primitive meaning, "moon", "new
moon", points to the dependence of the Jewish
month on the phases of the moon. As a matter of
fact, the Hebrew months have always been lunar,
and extended from one new moon to another. The
beginning of the month with the appearance of the
new moon was as it is still of great practical importance among the Hebrews, inasmuch as the first
of every month was to be observed as Xew Moon's
Day, and certain feasts were affixed to the 10th, 14th,
or other days of the month. The earliest appearance of the new moon was long ascertained by direct
observation, and authoritatively settled by a commission of the Sanhedrin, and the intelligence then

m\
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made known to the Jews at large, first by means of
fire-signals, and later on through special messengers.
In the present day, and for many centuries, this very
primitive manner of fixing the beginning of the month
has given way to a systematic calculation of the latter's duration, and the Jewish calendar is now constructed on the basis of a mean lunation of 29 days, 12
hours, 44 min., and 3J sec.
Besides being indicated

by means of numerals, the first month, the second
month, etc., the del new months have been designated
in the course of Jewish history by two sets of names.
Of the former set going back probably to Chanaanite

times

—
—only four names have survived

Nisan.

30

Iyyir,

VK

;

;

Esth.,

iii,

7,

viii,

March 13-April

12-May

11

11

1

1-June 9

July 9-Aug. 7

Aug. 8-Sept. 6
Sept. 6-Oct. 5

Marheshnan (H&hwan),
Kislew, l^DD

29 +

Oct. 6-Nov. 4

30-

Nov. 4-Dec. 3

Tebheth, J13U

Dec. 4-Jan. 2

OX*

Jan. 2-Jan. 31

Shebbat.
•A.lar.

29

TIN

[We-'Adar],

mxi

(Interalary

i

ordi-

disordered the months in relation to the seasons
of the year; thus the first month, or Xtsdn (corresponding to the end of March or the beginning
of April), in the middle of which the first ripe
barley was to be presented to Yahweh in connexion with the paschal feast (Ex., xii, 1 sqq., xiii,

May

nCTI

12, etc.).

The twelve months thus named made up the

June 10-July 9

Tishri.

;

nary Year (nx", shanah), or next important element in the Jewish calendar. As they were lunar
months they formed a mean year of 354 days, a year
consequently shorter than the solar year by ten or
eleven days.
This difference, as can be readily
seen, would have, in the course of time, completely

Stwan, \V0

3X

4,

divisions of the Meyillath To' anith (Scroll of
Fasting), which in its original form is referred to a

April

'EMI. ?li>S

xiii,

date before the Christian Era. These twelve names
are as follows: l.Nisan (Neheni.,ii, 1 Esth.,iii,7); 2.
Vj/i/dr (not named in Scripture); 3.Siwd?i (Esth.,viii,
9;Baruch,i,8); 4. TdmmCU (Cf. AY.' Ezech., viii, 14);
5. 'Abh (not named in Scripture); 6. 'Eti'tl (Nehem.,
vi, 15; I Mach.. xiv, 27); 7. Tishri (not named in
Scripture); 8. Mdrhi shwun. or simply llcxliwan (not
named in Scripture) 9. Kislew (Zach., vii. 1 Nehem.,
i, 1); 10. Tebhclh (Esth.. ii, 16); 11. Shcbhat (Zach., i,
7; I Macl,.. xvi. 14); 12. 'Adar (I Esdras, vi, 15;

Tammdz, IIDn
'Abh,

Hebrew

main

Durins; 20th century first of mont
occurs between

P'3

the

subsequently the first month;
''.'/.in- (111
K.,_ vi, 1), subsequently the second
month; D'JDX, 'Etkantm (III K.. viii. 2), subsequently
the seventhmonth; and*>,3, BfiMTLl K., vi, 38), subsequently the eighth month. The latter set of names,
certainly of Babylonian origin, began to be used
Of its twelve names now found
after the Exile.
in the Jewish calendar only seven occur in the
Hebrew text, but the whole twelve appear as the
xxiii. 15; I)eut.,xvi, 1),
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Hebrew Month

in

These are: IT3X, 'Abhibh (A.V.Ex.,

Bible.
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3 sqq.; Lev., xxiii, 10-12), might have fallen in
the middle of winter; and some other festivals
depending likewise on the products of the seasons
would also have been materially interfered with.
Hence it was soon felt how soon cannot now be
ascertained that the difference between the lunar
and the solar years should be equalized by the intercalation of a month. The year in which such an intercalation should be made was for a while determined by an authoritative decision of the Sanhedrin,
and ultimately tixed in a permanent manner by
astronomical calculation. In a cycle of nineteen

—

—

years the third, sixth, eighth, eleventh, fourteenth,
seventeenth, and nineteenth are made leap-years with
an average length of 384 days, by w the addition of a
month following the twelfth ('Adar), and usually
called We-' Adar (Second Adar).
It is plain, therefore, that the Jewish year has long been, and still is,
a hmi-solar year. The Hebrew year thus far described is one constituted in harmony with ritual requirements, and hence it is called the sacred Jewish
Together with it the Jews have had from time
year.
immemorial what may be called a common or civil
year commencing in the month of Tishri (corresponding generally to part of September and part of October), on or immediately after the new moon following
the autumnal equinox. The beginning of the
Hebrew civil year practically coincides with that of
seed time in Palestine, while the beginning of the
sacred year corresponds to that of the harvest season
in the same country.
There now remains to consider the Era, or last element of the Jewish calendar. As might well be expected in connexion with a people whose history lias
been so checkered, the Hebrews have adopted various
points of time from which to reckon the succession of
Their principal ancient eras have been: (1)
years.
the one which was dated from the deliverance from
Egypt; (2) the regnal era, or computation of time
from the year of accession of the Jewish kings to the
throne; (3) the Seleucid era, introduced after the
Babylonian Exile, beginning 312 b. c, and used by the
Jews probably till the twelfth century. For centuries they have employed their present method of
counting by anno mundi (a. m.). For the yearly
arrangement of the principal festival days see Jewish
calendar on preceding page.
According to the current Jewish reckoning the
calendar is dated from the Creation of the World,
which is considered to have taken place 3760 years
and 3 months before the commencement of the Christian Era.
To find the number of the Hebrew year,
beginning in the autumn of a given year of our common era, we have to add 3761 to the number of the
latter.
Thus the Jewish year beginning September,
1908, is 5669 a. m.
WooLiiorsK, Measure Wrights, and Moneys of All Nations
(18691; SrnrHEH, lliston of the Jewish Prople.tr. 1st Div.vol. II
(2d ml.); Edehsheim, The Temple and t's Services in the Time
of Jesus Christ; Barnaby, The Jewish anil Mohammedan Calendar (1901).
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Calendar, Reform op the. For the measurement
most important units furnished by natural
In regard of
are the Day and the Year.
is
convenient
and usual to speak of the apparboth, it
ent movements of the sun and stars as if they were

phenomena

not occasioned by the rotation and revolution of the earth.
The Day is the interval between two successive
passages of the sun across the meridian of any place.
It

time than the Sidereal, or the successive passages of a
fixed star across the same meridian; for, owing to the
revolution of the earth in its orbit from west to east,
the sun appears to travel annually in a path (the
ecliptic), likewise from west to east, among the stars
round the entire heavens. The belt of constellations
through which it appears to proceed is styled the
zodiac.
During half the year (March to September)
the ecliptic lies to the north of the celestial equator;
during the other half (September to March) to the
south. The points where ecliptic and equator intersect are called the equinoxes.
In the northern hemisphere the March equinox (or "first point of Aries")
is called the vernal equinox; the September equinox
("first point of Libra"), the autumnal.
The Year (Tropical Year) is the period in which the
sun makes a complete circuit of the heavens and returns to the point in the zodiac whence it started, and
the problem to be solved by those who construct
calendars is to find the exact measure of this yearly
period in terms of days, for the number of these occupied by the sun's annual journey is not exact. Taking the venial equinox as a convenient starting-point,
it is found that before the sun arrives there again, 365

days and something more have passed. These are, of
course, solar days; of sidereal days, each shorter by
four minutes, there are 366. The first attempt to find
a practical solution of this problem was made by
Julius Csesar, who introduced the Julian Calendar.
With the assistance of the astronomers of Alexandria,
he determined the true length of the year to be 365
days and 6 hours, or a quarter of a day. From this
it followed that the reckoning of the civil year began
too soon. i. e. six hours before the sun had reached the
point whence it started its annual cycle. In four
years, therefore, the year would begin an entire day

too soon.

To remedy

this Caesar instituted leap-years,

a 366th day being introduced in every fourth year, to
cover the fractional portions of a day thus accumuThis extra day was assigned to February, the
lated.
24th and 25th day of which were styled in leap-year
the sixth before the calends (or first) of March. Hence
the name Bissextile given to these years.
Caesar's reform, which was introduced in the year
46 B.C., would have been perfect had the calculation
on which it was based been accurate. In reality,
however, the portion of a day to be dealt with, over
and above the complete 365, is not quite six hours,
but 11 minutes and 14 seconds less. To add a day
every fourth year was, therefore, almost three quarters of an hour too much, the following new year commencing 44 minutes and 52 seconds after the sun had
passed the equinox. At the end of a century these
accumulated errors amounted to about three-quarters
of a day, and at the end of four centuries to three
The practical inconveniences of this deentire days.
fect in the system were not slow in making themselves
felt, the more so as, Caesar being murdered soon after
(44 B.C.), leap-year, by a misunderstanding of his plan,
occurred even third year, instead of every fourth.
At the time of the Julian reform the sun passed the
vernal equinox on 25 March, but by the time of the
Council of Nicsea (a.d. 325) this had been changed for
the 21st, which was then fixed upon as the proper
date of the equinox a date of great importance for
-

Francis E. Gigot.

of time the

real,
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and

h commonly computed from the midnight passage

across tin- inferior meridian on the opposite side of the
globe; but by astronomers from the passage at the
noon following. The Civil Day is thus twelve hours
in advance of the Astronomical.

The Solar Day, which is what we always mean by
the term day, is longer by about four minutes of

—

the calculation of Easter, and therefore of all the
moveable feasts throughout the year.
But the error, of course, continued to operate and
In the thirteenth cendisturb such arrangements.
tury the year was seven days behind the Nicaean
computation. By the sixteenth it was ten days in
arrear, so that the vernal equinox fell on 11 March,
and the autumnal on 11 September; the shortest
day was U December, and the longest 11 June, the
feast of St. Barnabas, whence the old rhyme:
Barnaby bright, the longest day and the shortest
night.

CALEPINO

was ascertained almost exactly as early as the thirteenth century. The necessity of a reform was continually urged, especially by Church authorities, who
felt the need in connexion with the ecclesiastical calIt was accordingly strongly pressed upon the
endar.
attention of the pope by the councils of Constance,
Basle, Lateran (a.d. loll), and finally by Trent in its
,

last

session (a.d. 156.3).

Nineteen years later the work was accomplished by
Pope Gregory XIII (from whom the Gregorian reform
takes its name) with the aid chiefly
of

Lilius,

Clavius, and
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Such alterations were too obvious to be ignored,
and throughout the Middle Ages many observers both
pointed them out and endeavoured to devise a remedy. For this purpose it was necessary, however, not
only to determine with accuracy the exact amount of
the Julian error, but also to discover a practical means
It was this latter problem that chiefof correcting it.
ly stood in the way of reform, for the amount of error

and Moneys. (Jrimthhhpe (Sir E. Beckett
ison). Astronomy Without Mathematics

surcs. Weights,

John Gerard.
Calepino, Ambrogio, an Italian lexicographer, b.
about 1440 at Calepio (province of Bergamo) d. 1510
or 1511.
He entered the Augustinian Order in 1458.
His Latin dictionary, under the title of " Cornucopias ",
It was reprinted
appeared first in 1502 at Reggio.
many times during the sixteenth century, the Aldi
alone giving no less than eighteen editions from 1542
Later editions were considerably enlarged.
to 1592.
To the Latin of the original were added equivalents
other
languages.
Thus we have the Basle edition
in
(1590) which contains eleven languages: "Ambrosii
Calepini dictionarium undecim linguarum: respon;

dent autem latinis vocabulis hebraiea, gra>ca, gallica,
italica, germanica, belgica, hispanica, polonica, ungarica,

seven

Chacon or

anglica".

languages

The edition in
by Facciolati

(Pavia, 1718) was reprinted many
times,
Calepinus became a com-

Chaconius. There were two main
objects to be attained: first, the

VICE)

error of ten days, already mentioned, which had
crept in, had to be got rid of; second, its recurThe
rence had to be prevented for the future.
was attained by the omission from the calenlirst
dar of the ten superfluous days, so as to bring
things back to their proper position.
To ol
the recurrence of the same inconvenience, it was
decided to omit three leap years in every four centuries, and thus eliminate the three superfluous days,
which, as we have seen, would be introduced in that
To effect this, only
period under the Julian system.
those Cenlnnnl years were retained as leap years
the firs! two figures of which are exact multiples
of
as 1600, "2000. 2400— other centurial years
1701),
1800. 1900. 2100, etc
becoming common
years of 365 days each.
By this comparatively
simple device an approximation
curacy

4—

I

was effected, which for all practical purposes iamply sufficient; for, although the length oi the
Gregorian year exceeds the true astronomical
it
will be about
thirty-five centuries before the result will be an error
of a day. and. as Lord Grimthorpe truly says, before
that time arrives mankind will have abundant time to
For the actual introdevise a mode of correctir.il.
duction of the Gregorian Calendar or New Style,
iloot.
throughout Christendom
Romani lot. n

urement by twenty-six seconds,

1818-4J
*

d. Mitlelallers

(Paris,
rifier la dales
Gl
[VFBND,
(Hanover, 1905); W0OLHOU81,

a synonym of dictionary or lexicon, and
find titles like the following: "Septem linguarum
Calepino also
calepinus, hoc est, lexicon latinum".
wrote the life of St. John the Hermit which is found
the
Sanctorum"
for
the
22d
of October
in
"Acta

mon name,
we

(Oct.,

IX, 748-767).

TiRABOscHi. Storia delta letteratura itntiana (Florence, 1812),
VII. IV. 1.552-1554; Sooi-a enciciopedia italiayia (Turin, 1875
),IV. 636.

C. A.
Calf.

Golden Calf.
Paolo (usually known

UUBRAY.

See

Caliari,

as

Paolo Vero-

nese), an eminent painter of the Venetian school; b.
He
at Verona, 1528; d. at Venice, 19 April. 1588.
was the son of a sculptor. labriele Caliari, and was at
firsl educated in his father's craft, but his taste was
towards painting; and he entered the studio of AntoHis
nio Badile, a Veronese painter of some repute.
lirst works were executed at Verona, and at Mantua.
and at Cast elf raneo. In the last-named place he
decorated the Villa Soranzo with large frescoes. He
was summoned to Venice in 1555 and commissioned
to decorate the ceiling of San Sebastiano, his work
giving such satisfaction that he was further employed
(

to paint an altar-piece and smaller works in the same
church.
In 1561 the historical paintings he executed
in a ca~tle near Vicenza were brought under the notice
of Titian, who selected him t<> carry out part of the
'ion of the great hall of the Library of Saint
Mark, and his three medallions were successful in
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winning for him the gold chain offered for the best
painting in the library. In 1562 he painted his great
picture, the " Marriage at Cana" (now in the Louvre),
for the Convent of San Giorgio Maggiore, following it
by several other great banqueting scenes. In the
next year he was again in the church of San Sebastiano, painting two superb pieces of wall-decoration
depicting the martyrdom of St. Sebastian and the
execution of Saints Marcellus and Marcellinus. In
this same year he decorated in masterly style the
Palladian Villa Masiera, not far from Treviso. Soon
after 1566. Veronese went to Rome in the suite of the
ambassador of the Republic of Venice, Guniani, and
carefully studied the works of Michelangelo and of
Raphael; but he was speedily back in his native
districts; the remainder of his life was spent in the
service of the Republic of Venice, and he was buried
He married the
in the church of San Sebastiano.
daughter of Antonio Badile and had a large family,
two of his sons, Gabriele (b. 1568) and Carletto (b.
1570), adopting their father's profession.
He is declared to have been a man of sweet charamiable and generous, very affectionate towards his family, and greatly esteemed by all who
knew him. He was a painter of prodigious facility
and of untiring energy, and his paintings are exceedingly decorative, glowing with gorgeous colour, and
splendidly composed. His paintings are all frankly
anachronistic, and he makes no pretension to depict
religious scenes in the surroundings which should belong to them. There is no trace of religious feeling
about them, and no attempt to produce such an
emotion. The subjects were treated by the painter
purely as offering good possibilities for pictorial representation, and he introduced historical characters
into his gorgeous scenes quite irrespective of historic
unity, merely with a view to decorative charm.
His
aim was magnificence, and the church of San Sebastiano is a splendid monument of his masterly skill in
decoration. It glows with his sumptuous colour.
I lis
"Vision of St. Helena", in the National Gallery,
London, shows us, however, that he had deep poetic
feeling, such as is not always apparent in his betterknown banqueting scenes. One of the peculiarities
of his great scenes is his habit of introducing irreverent details, such as dwarfs, Swiss guards, dogs, eats,
monkeys, and other animals, into his Scriptural subjects, and for so doing he was twice summoned before
the Inquisition and severely reprimanded. The inquisitors were particularly scandalized at the introduction of the Swiss guards, as they were presumed
to be Protestants, and at the figure of a disciple who
is depicted in the act of picking his teeth with a
acter,

fork.

The full-length family groups which this artist
painted must be alluded to. In " The Family of Darius
before Alexander", everynoble quality of the painter
is seen to perfection.
The colouring is superb, the
touch sparkling and crisp, the composition unrivalled,
while the stately maie figums and beautiful women
are worthy of all praise.
He was exceedingly fond
of gigantic compositions, and Tintoretto was the only
painter who surpassed him in the use of huge canvases.
Doubtless he was influenced by Carotto,
-orci, and other Veronese painters, and the
effect of his early training in Verona can be seen in
all his works, but in splendid pomp of colour and in
the presentation of a noble race of human beings ; n
full enjoyment of all the delights of life he is a true
follower of the school of the great republic.
It has
been well said that the beauty of his figures is more
addressed to the senses than to the soul, but it must
be borne in mind thai his pictures have a feeling for
grace and a splendour of life which had entirely departed from the other schools of the period. Venice
contains numerous works by Paolo Veronese, and
there are many of his paintings in Florence, Milan,

Dresden, Munich, Vienna, London, Paris, and Castelfranco, while more than a dozen works by him are to
be seen in Madrid. His decorative fresco work can
be studied only in the district round about Venice,
in the Villas Fanzolo, Tiene, Masiera, and Magnadole.
There is a detailed description of his decoration in the Villa
Masiera by Blanc in La Gazette des Beaux-Arts.
See also
Siret; Kugler; Bryan, Dictionary.

George Charles Williamson.
California, the largest and most important of the
Pacific Coast States, is the second State of the United
States in point of area, and the t wenty-first in point of
population. It. is bounded on the north by the Stateof
Oregon; on the east by the State of Nevada and, for
a comparatively short distance, by the Territory of
Arizona; on the
south by the Peninsula of Lower
California
(Mexico); and on the
west by the Pacific
Ocean. It lies en-

between 42°
and32°N.lat.,and
between 125° and
tirely

113° W. long. It
800 miles long,
running in a northis

westerly

and

south-easterly

di-

rection, anil has

an

average width of
Seal of Califohnia
200 miles. According to the official returnsof the United States Census of 1900, its total area is 158,360 square miles.
Of
this number 2,188 square miles constitute the water
area; the total land area, therefore, is 156,172 square
miles.
The capital of the State is Sacramento, with a
population (1900) of 29,000. San Francisco, built on
San Francisco Bay, is the metropolis, with a population
(1900) of 342,000. The other chief cities, with population according to the United States Census of 1900,
are Los Angeles, 102,000; Oakland, 66,000; San Jose,
21,000; San Diego, 17,000; Stockton, 17,000; Alameda, 17,000; Berkeley and Fresno, 12,000. These
figures

have been enormously increased since 1900.

The estimated population of the three largest cities
in January, 1907, was as follows: San Francisco,
400,000;
000.

Oakland, 276,000; and Los Angeles, 245,-

—

Physical Characteristics. The State presents
two systems of mountains which converge at Mount
Shasta, in the north, and Tehachapi, in the south.
The outer, or western, range is called the Coast Range,
and is close to the sea, in some places coming down
precipitately to the water's edge; the eastern ranee
is called the Sierra Nevada.
The latter is considera-

bly higher than the former, and in several peaks
reaches a height of more than 14,000 feet.
The Sien\)
Nevadas extend along the eastern border of the State
for about 450 miles; they are but a portion, physically, of the Cascade Range, which traverses also the

The Sierra Nevathe
is practically unbroken throughout
entire length of the State of California, the Coast
Range is broken by the magnificent harbour of San
Francisco.
Both of these ranges follow the genera]
contour of the coast line. Between them lies a great
valley which is drained by the Sacramento River in
the north and the San Joaquin River in the south.
These two rivers, navigable for steamers for about
100 miles from their mouth in San Francisco Fay,
constitute the great parent water-system of alifornia,
and both empty into the harbour of San Francisco,
which is situated approximately midway between the
northern and southern extremities of the State. The
Sierra Nevada Mountains form the great watershed
States of Oregon and Washington.

da Range

(
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and streams of
California.
The combined valleys of the Sacramento
and the San Joaquin rivers are approximately 500
miles long, and have an average width of 50 miles.
This area, the surface of which is quite level, is one
of the most fertile regions in the world.
of the rivers

In addition to those already mentioned, the divimountain ranges form numerous smaller
The principal of these are Sonoma. Napa,
Ukian, Vaca, Contra Costa, and Alameda valleys in
the north: and Santa Clara, 'ajaro, and Salinas valSouth of the Tehachapi Range, in
leys in the south.
Southern California, ir another low-lying stretch of
country which has become the centre of the citrus
industry and the home of a large variety of semitropical fruits.
In the south-eastern part of the State
and east of the mountains is the low-lying desert
region consisting of the Mojave Desert and Death
Valley.
Owing to the great height of the Sierra Nesions of the
valleys.

I

vada Mountains and their comparative proximity to
the sea, the numerous streams, fed from their glaciers
and perpetual snows, afford abundant water-power
throughout their steep descent to the sea. This power is utilized for generating light and operating mills
and

factories.

California has one of the finest harbours in the
world, San Francisco Bay, capable of accommodating
the combined navies of the' world. There are five
other bays forming good harbours, San Diego, San
Pedro, Humboldt, Santa Barbara, and Monterey bays.
The 800 miles of California's length from north to
south are equal to the combined length of ten States
on the Atlantic seaboard; the northern line of California is on the same latitude as Boston, and the
southern line is that of Savannah, Georgia. The ento the beneficent influence of the
tire State is subjei
•la pan Current.
The climate is equable; except in
the high mountains, snow and the extremes of cold,
experienced in the same latitudes on the Atlantic
Coast, are unknown.
There are, in reality, but two
The wet or rainy seaseasons', the wet and the dry.
son lasts from about September to April, during which
the rains are occasional, alternating with clear weather.
During the entire summer the winds from the
west and south-west blow over the coast, keeping the
weather cool, and not infrequently bringing in cold
But it is chiefly in the balmifogs towards evening.
its winters that the climate of California excels.
It is never too cold to work outdoors, and the citrus
fruits, semi-tropical as they are, grow to perfection
throughout the valleys of California. The records of
the climate left by the early Franciscan missionaries
who evangelized California are duplicated by those of
the Government Weather Bureau of to-day.
Population. The population of California, according to the United States Censusof 1900, is 1,485,This figure constitutes
053, "i- 9.5 per square mile.
an increase of 22.7 per cent upon the population of
1890.
The following table, taken from the United
States Census of 1900, exhibits the population of
California in each census year since its admission into
the Federal Ihion, its rank among the States in point
of population, and the percentage of increase in its
population during the period of ten years between
each census:
I

i

—

1

Year
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raw material from her soil, cheap fuel from her forand cheap power from her streams. The heavitems of manufacture are sugar, lumber and timber products, flour, machinery, and leather goods.
During 1906 the total output of sugar was 62,1 10 tons.
of

ests,
ii
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The discovery of rich deposits of petroleum has given
an impetus to manufactures that is already far-reachIn 1900 there were 12,582 manuing in its results.
faeturing plants in California, representing a total
and giving employment
$205,395,025,
investment of
to 98,931 persons; the sum paid out for labour was
$188,125,602.
materials,
and
for
$55,786,776,
Mini in). Mining is still one of the most important
industries of California, notwithstanding that the
flood of population first lured to her mountains by the
discovery of gold has long ago been turned to agriculThere are some forty-seven
ture and commerce.
mineral substances now being mined in the State.
The value of the total output in 1900 was $28,870,405.
Gold, petroleum,
In L906 it was over $54,000,000.
and copper are now the most valuable items of this
In the same year there were 1,107 producing
output.
mines in the State. The value of the gold output was
$19,700,000; silver, $2,460,000; copper, $3,750,000;
It is
quicksilver. $904,000; petroleum, $10,000,000.
estimated that in the petroleum industry alone the
total investment is more than $20,000,000; 35,000,000

—

There are also
barrels of oil were produced in 1906.
large and valuable deposits of brick and pottery clays,
lime, asphaltum, bitumen, and iron ore.
Lumber. Twenty-two per cent of the area of the
State is forest-clad, and the importance of the lumber
industry in California increases each year as the
mountains of the east and t he north are denuded of their
California is the home of the redwood (Setrees.
These remarkable trees attain a height of
quoia).
three hundred feet in the famous groves of Big Trees

—

Mariposa and Calaveras Counties. Redwood and
It is estimated
pine are the two principal woods.
that, without the growth of another tree, the forests
of California can not be exhausted for two hundred
San Francisco alone sends 400,000,000 feet of
years.
lumber to the world each year. The total output of
the State for 1906 was 900,000,000 feet. There are
$16,000,000 invested in the industry, 250 mills, and
the value of the total output, together with the byproducts of the forests, is $17,000.000— the lumber
itself amounting to $8,500,000.
Commerce. Through the splendid harbour of San
Francisco passes by far the greatest part of the ocean
commerce of California, as well as of the entire Pacific
Coast. The harbours of the State now carry on an
ocean commerce of about $100,000,000 per year, the
precise figure for 1906 being: imports $49,193,303;
exports $45,479,422. The total foreign commerce of
the State tor 1900 was $119,212,911, and in 1906 San
Francisco was fourth among the cities of the United
States in point of customs receipts. Besides the ocean
commerce of California with every port of the world
which passes through her harbours, she has direct
communication by rail with every quarter of the
United States. Four great transcontinental railroads
carry her goods and passengers to and from her cities,
In
fifth is now (1907) nearing completion.
1900 the total railroad mileage of the State was
in

—

all public lands and of all escheated estates
be appropriated to the support of the common
The State University is situated at Berkeley

ceeds of
shall

schools.

on the Bay of San Francisco. It was created by act
of the legislature on 23 .March. 1868, and this act is
confirmed by the present constitution (that of 1879),
making the organization and government of the university perpetual.
The university is designed for the
education of male and female students alike, and
in fact the principle of co-education is recognized
and put in practice in nearly all state educational
institutions.
The total number of professors, including the various
officers of instruction and research, in the University of California, for the year ending 30 June, 1906,
was 318, as follows: academic, 252; art, 9; Lick
Astronomical Observatory, 9; law, 6; medicine, 34;
pharmacy, 8. The total number of students for the

same period was 3,338, of whom 2,007 were men, and
1,331 women, the women being nearly 40 per cent of
the total enrolment. This percentage is far higher
in the Colleges of Letters, Social Sciences, and Natural
Sciences, in which, as an average, the women outnumber the men more than two to one. The College of
Agriculture, as well as several other technological colleges, including the College of Mechanics, the College
of Mining, the College of Commerce, the College of
Civil Engineering, and the College of Chemistry, are
designed to afford a complete technical training in
their respective branches.
The Affiliated Colleges of
the University, being the schools of Law. Medicine,
Pharmacy, and Dentistry, are situated in San Francisco; there are several experiment stations for which
the university receives $15,000 annually from the
Federal Government and there is a State University
Farm of 780 acres at Davisville. The university has
been the recipient of munificent endowments both
from the State and from private persons. In addition to these, and to the proceeds of public land already mentioned, a direct tax of two cents on every
$100* of taxable property in the State is levied, and
But four of
applied to the support of the university.
the fifty-seven counties of the State have no high
There are
school, and some counties have several.
also five normal schools, situated respectively at San
Francisco, Los Angeles, San Jose, San Diego, and
Chico.
In addition to these there are night schools,
technical schools, and commercial schools in all the
large cities of the State.
The public school system of the State was founded
in the constitutional convention at Monterey, in September, 1849. The 500,000 acres of land granted by
Congress to new States for the purpose of internal
improvement were appropriated to constitute a perIt was also provided that a
petual school fund.
school should be kept in each district at least three
months each year to secure any share of the State
In the school year ending 30 June,
school funds.
1906, there were 3,227 primary and grammar schools
The total numin the State, and 117 high schools.
the
ber of teachers in the public schools was 9.371
;

'

;

of

Tin- total number
total number of pupils, 321,870.
California
of pupils in private schools was 43.(18(1.
has been more than lavish in her provision for her
The total income of her public
public school system.
schools during" the scholastic year 1905-06 was $11,The total value of public school prop194,670.29.

the State commences with primary schools and continues through grammar schools and high schools,
culminating in the State University. These are all
public schools, being supported by the State ami
The
counties, and affording free education to all.
State Constitution creates the office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction; it also provides for a superintendent of schools fur each of the fifty-seven counties
It makes provision for the maintenance
in the State.
of the public school system, and directs that tin' pro-

This does
erty for the same vear was $23,860,341.
not include the State University. The total income
was
period
same
the
for
of the State University
The Leland Stanford Junior University
$1,564,190.
and
Mr.
by
founded
was
It
is situated at Palo Alto.
Mrs. Leland Stanford as a memorial to their only
to
given
endowments
the
of
value
The total
child.
the university bv its founders readies the astonishing
Caliof
University
the
bike
figure of $26,000,000.
itisi o educational, but (he numberol women

5,532.
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achieved have more than compensated for the sacrifices and expenditures which the work entailed.
The
following figures for the year 1907 will give some idea
of the importance of Catholic education in California:
1 archdiocesan seminary, 5 seminaries of religious
orders,

1

normal school, 11

colleges,

academies and

high schools for boys, 47 academies for girls, 73 parochial schools, 31,814 young people under Catholic
care.
Besides the institutions just mentioned there
are numerous orphan asylums, industrial schools,
infant asylums, day homes and a protectory for boys
to which is attached a boys' industrial farm at Rutherford.
In addition to the colleges in charge of the
Jesuits already mentioned, the Christian Brothers
conduct Sacred Heart College in San Francisco, and
St. Mary's College in Oakland.
St. Vincent's College, in Los Angeles, is under the care of the Vincentian Fathers.
There are several other universities
and colleges, as well as numerous grammar, primary
and secondary schools and kindergartens, under
private management.
History. The origin of the name California has
been the subject of some conjecture; but certain it is
that by the end of the sixteenth century it was applied to all the territory claimed by the Spanish
Crown, bordering on the Pacific Ocean and lying
north of Cape San Lucas. In a much later day it
came to designate, under the familiar phrase, "The
Two Californias", the territory now included in the
State of California, and the Peninsula of Lower California.
After Florida, California is the oldest name
of any of the United States.
The land was discovered by the Spaniards Lower California by Cortez,
who visited the peninsula in 1533; and Alta or Upper
'alifornia by Cabrillo, in 1542.
Lower California had
been evangelized by the Jesuits who had established
eighteen missions between 1697 and 1767.
Upon
the expulsion of the Jesuits in the latter year, the care
of the missions and the conversion of the Indians in
the Spanish settlements were entrusted to the Franciscans.
To them therefore belongs the honour of
founding the great mission system of California
The leader of this gigantic work was the
proper.

—

—

l

renowned Father Junipero Serra, and his first settlement in California was the mission of San Diego,
which he established in July, 1769. San Francisco
was founded in 177ii. For fifteen years the saintly
man laboured in California with apostolic zeal, and
at the time of his death in 17S4, he had established
nine missions between San Diego and San Francisco.
The total number of missions founded in California
by the Franciscans was twenty-one. and they extended from Sonoma in the north to San Diego in the
south.
Prominent among them were Santa Clara,
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and San Juan Capistrano.
The missions were all established under the
sovereignty of the King of Spain; each mission had its
church, a residence for the Fathers,
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to 500.
The university was
opened to students in 1891.
The work of religious education in California is
confined almost exclusively to institutions under
In California the Catholic Church,
Catholic auspices.
notwithstanding that she receives no financial aid
from the State, and that the support of her schools
and colleges must be derived entirely from the contributions of the faithful, has done great things in the
The great pioneers of
cause of Christian education.
Catholic education in California were the Jesuits.
In 1851 Santa Clara College was founded by the venerable Father John Nobili, S. J.
This was followed,
four years later, by the establishment of St. Ignatius
College in San Francisco under the leadership of the
Rev. Anthony Maraschi, S. J. From the days of
these small beginnings the zeal of those charged with
the education of Catholic youth has been untiring,
progress has been steady, and the results already

students

a.

presidio, or mili-

tary guard, and shops anil workrooms for the Indians,
who, besides receiving instruction in the Faith, were
taught, the useful arts of civilization. (See California
Missions.) Each mission was established in conjunction with a Spanish settlement under a civil governor,
and during this period, the immigration was almost
In 1822 California
exclusively Spanish and Mexican.
ceased to be a Spanish colony and became part of the
From that date begins the deterritory of Mexico.
cline of the missions; the policy of the government
became one of annoyance, interference, and aggression.
Finally, in 1834, began the secularization of
the missions, which was in fact their downright confiscation.
The Fathers were deprived of their lands
and buildings; and the Indians freed from the benevolent government of the friars.
The results were disastrous. The Indians were
scattered and dispersed, and many of them lapsed
The missions themselves were deinto barbarism.
stroyed.
This confiscation forms one of the saddest
injustices of history.
The temporal wrongs done at
this time were partially righted in 1902 by the award
of the International Tribunal of Arbitration at The
Hague, in the case of the Pious Fund, which adjudged
the payment by Mexico to the United States for the
Catholic Church in California, of the accrued interest
of the Fund.
When taken over by President Santa
Anna in 1S42, the total value of the Pious Fund estates was estimated at $1,700,000.
In 1826 the first
emigrant train of Americans entered the present territory of California.
From that year onward there
was a gradual influx of Americans, most of whom engaged in trading, hunting, prospecting, cattle raising,
and farming. As the American population increased
there were frequent misunderstandings and clashes
with the Mexican authorities, some of them not altogether creditable to the Americans. Commodore

Jones
1842.

made an unauthorized seizure of Monterey in
The United States Government subsequently
his acts and made apologies to Mexico.

disavowed

In 1846 a party of Americans seized Sonoma, captured the commandant, and proclaimed the independence of the Republic of California. The young
republic chose the Bear Flag as its emblem.
In a
few weeks news was received of the outbreak of hostilities between the United States and Mexico; the
Bear Flag gave place to the American Flag; and Monterey, San Francisco, Sonoma, and Sutter's Fort were
soon in the hands of the Americans. California was
finally ceded to the United States, on the conclusion
of the war with Mexico, by the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, proclaimed 4 July, 1848.
In January, 1848,
gold was discovered by .James \\ Marshall at Coloma,
on the American River. The news spread like wildfire, and by the early part of 1849 a mighty tide of
immigration had set in. The goldseekers came from
every section of the United States, and from Europe.
In that year more than 80,000 men arrived in California.
These men were afterwards called the
"Forty-niners". Some of them came from Australia; some, from New York and Europe by way of
Cape Horn; some crossed the Isthmus of Panama;
while a large number came across the plains in caraFortune
vans, on horseback, and even on foot.
awaited thousands of these pioneers in the rich placer
mines, and California became the richest gold-producing State in the United States. But thousands of
those who were unsuccessful in their quest for gold,
found even greater and more lasting wealth in tilling
the rich soil ami engaging in commerce.
After the
excitement caused by the discovery of gold had subsided, a steady stream of immigration began, and
continues to the present, time. The foreign immigrants have been chiefly Irish, German, English,
Canadian. Italian, and French, though there are also
considerable numbers of Portuguese and Swedes. As
shown in the tables already presented, more than
.
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seventy-five per cent of the total population in 1900
was native-born.
So rapid was the growth of population after the
discovery of gold, that in 1S49 a constitution was

adopted by the convention at Monterey, and Caliwas admitted into the Union of States by Act
That day has
of Congress on 9 September, 1850.
ever since been a legal holiday, and is generally celebrated and referred to as Admission Day. Peter H.
Burnett was elected first governor of the new State
and served during 1851 and 1852. All sorts of men
found their way to the new El Dorado, as it was
Most of them were hardy, industrious, and
called.
honest these were the true pioneers. But there
was a considerable admixture of the reckless and daredevil element, criminals and desperadoes, who sought
In
fortune and adventure in the new gold diggings.
85 there was a veritable carnival of crime in San
Francisco which the lawfully constituted authorities
were unable to suppress. The citizens of the city
organized themselves into a Vigilance Committee and
punished crimes and criminals in summary fashion.
The members of the committee were known as " Vigilantes", and were for the most part honest and reputable men, who resorted to these measures only from
motives of necessity and duty, in the disturbed conA similar condition arose
dition of the government.
again in 1856 and was met by tin- same remedy. It
trials
of the Vigilance Commitmust be said that the
tee, while informal, were in the main fair, and the
richly
deserved.
punishments inflicted
Large numbers of Chinese coolies had emigrated to

fornia

—

1

I

California ever since 1850; the influx was greatest during the building of the Central Pacific Railroad which
strong anti-Chinese sentiwas completed in 1869.
ment developed, due chiefly to three principal objecthey worked for wages
tions made against them:
much lower than white men; they spent little of their
earnings; they rarely established homes, but lived
together in large numbers and in unclean surroundThe agitation grew to tremendous proportions,
ings.
provoked serious riots, and finally resulted in the socalled Chinese exclusion acts which have been enacted
There were at
periodically by Congress since 18S2.
one time over 100.000 Chinese in California. In 1900
the number had decreased to 45,753; and it is now
In 1891 the Australian Ballot
(1907) much smaller.
was introduced at State elections. Among other important political events of the hist twenty-five years
was the prohibition of hydraulic mining, which had
destroyed immense areas for agriculture and hail
choked up river beds with the accumulation of detritus; also the passage of numerous beneficial laws
for the promotion of irrigation, for the fumigation of
fruit trees, and for the importation of predatory inThe
sects for the purpose of destroying insect pests.
present constitution of California was adopted in
During the Spanish-American War and the
1879.
subsequent American occupation of the Philippines,
San Francisco has been the chief depot for the trans< >n
IS April, 1906,
portation of troops and supplies.
one of the greatest earthquakes recorded in history
visited the coast of California; it was most .severe in
San Francisco. Fire started simultaneously in a
dozen quarters and burned incessantly for three days.
All but the western and southern parts of tin' city
were consumed. The city, as a city, was destroyed.
The loss of life is estimated at 500/ and of property at
More than 300,000 people left 'the
J500,000,000.
city after the lire.
Over 200,000 of these have returned, and incredible strides have been made in rehabilitating the city.
Nearly $200,000,000 have
been expended (December, 1907) on improvements
in he 197 city blocks that were destroyed.
Religion.—Dioceses. The territory of the Stale
of California is divided, ecclesiastically, into the
Archdiocese of San Francisco, the Diocese oi Mon-

A

I
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terey and Los Angeles, and the Diocese of SacraThe first includes the city of San Francisco
and the central and more westerly counties of the
State.
The second includes all of Southern California.
The third embraces the entire northern part

mento.

of the State, as well as nearly half of the State of
Nevada. With the exception of the Diocese of Sacramento, their boundaries are conterminous with those
of the State.
The Diocese of Salt Lake, in Utah, and
the Dioceses of Sacramento and of Monterey and Los
Angeles are suffragan to the Archdiocese of San Francisco.
The Catholic population of California is estimated at 344,000 (1906), made up as follows: Archdiocese of San Francisco, 227,000; Diocese of Sacramento, 42,000; Diocese of Monterey and Los Angeles,
75,000.
By far the greater portion of these are
white, the total of blacks, Indians, and Chinese being
less than five per cent.
Catholic Immigration,
From 1769, the year which
saw the foundation of San Diego, until the second expedition of Fremont (1846), the settlers and immigrants were chiefly Catholic, being natives of Spain
and Mexico. The discovery of gold in 1848 was immediately followed by an inrush of thousands of

—

immigrants. These gold-seekers were mostly Americans, but there was also a large proportion of foreigners.
From that time until the present, the immigration has been steadily on the increase, the Catholic
part of it being chiefly Irish, Irish-American, Italian,
French, and German.
Catholics Distinguished in Public Life.
The first
California, Peter H. Burnett (q. v.), was
a convert to the Catholic Faith. Stephen M. White,
who represented California in the Senate of the United
States, was one of the first graduates of the Jesuit
He was an astute lawyer, a
college at Santa Clara.
brilliant orator, and a tireless worker. E. W. McKinstry, like Judge Burnett, was a convert to the Faith;
and like him, also, was a member of the Supreme
Bench. Judge McKinstry was a man of deep erudition, a fine constitutional lawyer, and an exemplary
T
Catholic.
G. Lorigan, a Catholic, was also chosen
to the Supreme Bench. Joseph McKenna. another
California Catholic, became a Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States (1898), and James F.
Smith, General in the United States Army, Member
of the Philippine Commission, and Governor-General
of the Philippine Islands, is another alumnus of Santa
Clara College. Garret W. McEnerney, one of the
leaders of the California Bar, who won international
fame by his masterful presentation of the claims of
the Catholic Church in California to the Pious Fund
(q. v.) before the Tribunal of Arbitration at The Hague
in 1902, graduated at St. Mary's College.
Principal Religious Denominations.— The following
statistics of the Catholic Church in California are
taken from the Catholic Directory for 1907: archbishop, 1; bishops, 2; total priests, 488; secular, 321;
religious, 167; total churches, 366; churches with
resident priests, 209; missions with churches. 157;
stations, 119; seminary, 1; seminaries of religious
orders, 5; colleges and academies for boys, 11; academies for young ladies, 47; parishes with parochial
schools, 73; orphan asylums, 12; total young people
under Catholic care, ~31,S14; Catholic population,
314,000. There are houses or monasteries of Jesuits,

—

Governor of

W

.

lominicans, Franciscans. Paulists, Marists, Salesians,
Christian Brothers, and Brothers of Mary. The
Catholic sisterhoods are almost all represented.
The following statistics of the religious denominations of California given below were presented by the
nited States Census of 1S90, published in 1S94.
1505; total
IIh- total number of churches was
value of church property, $11,961,914; total number
oi communicants, 280,619.
Of course, these figures
have been greatly increased since that time. Catholics do not recognize any such enumeration as "coinI

t
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head therefore under-

estimates the Catholic population.
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from jury duty.
Marriage and Divorce.

—The

Civil

Code defines

marriage as "a personal relation arising out of a civil
contract, to which the consent of parties capable of
making that contract is necessary. Consent alone
will not constitute marriage it must be followed by a
solemnization authorized by this code" (§55). This
section of the code formerly permitted "a mutual
assumption of marital rights, duties or obligations"
In other words,
to take the place of a solemnization.
the so-called common-law marriages were permitted,
and their validity upheld, by the laws of the State.
But the difficulty of determining just what constituted "a mutual assumption of marital rights, duties
or obligations", and the numerous and scandalous
;

cases of intrigue, temporary or illicit relations, hasty,
ill-advised, and clandestine unions, with their consequent perplexing questions of legitimacy, succession,
property rights, and the status of the parties themselves, convinced the leading minds of California that
the position of the Catholic Church on the necessity
of the public safeguards with which she protects the
marriage ceremony, is the only wise and safe one.
Accordingly, in 1895, the legislature amended the law,
and made it necessary that the consent of the parties
to the marriage be evidenced

by a solemnization

of

the marriage. No particular form of solemnization is
required, but the parties must declare in the presence
of the person solemnizing the marriage that they take
each other as husband and wife. Marriages may be
solemnized by a priest, or minister of any denomination, or by a justice or judge of any court.
A licence
must first be obtained, and the person solemnizing
the marriage must attach his written certificate to the
licence, certifying to the fact, the time, and the place
of, and the names and residences of the parties and
the witnesses to, the marriage.
The licence and certificate must then be recorded with the County Recorder.
Under these stringent rules little or no difficulty is found in proving a marriage; and all relations
between the sexes arc simply meretricious unless the
parties avail themselves of the legal requirements
of solemnization of marriage.
There is a charitable
provision of the law, designed for the benefit of innocent offspring, to the effect that all children of a marriage void in law or dissolved by divorce are legitimate. The age of consent to marriage is eighteen in
males, and fifteen in females; but if the male be under
the age of twenty-one, or the female under the age of
eighteen, the consent of parents or guardian must
first be obtained.
The law of the State forbids and
makes absolutely void marriages (1) between whites
and negroes, mongolians, or mulattoes; (2) between
ancestors and descendants, brothers and sisters,
uncles and nieces, aunts and nephews (marriages between cousins are permitted); (:i) if either party be
already married, for one year after the entry of an
interlocutory decree of divorce.
The annulment of
marriages is provided for in certain cases; such marriages are considered voidable and may be annulled
for any of the following causes: (1 ) if, at the time of
the marriage, either party be under the age of consent, and the consent of parents or guardian be not
obtained; (2) if either party be of unsound mind at
the time of the marriage; ('-!) if consent to tin- marriage
l.r obtained by fr
or (-1 by force, or (5) if cither
parly be physically incapable of entering into the
I

;

1

The annulment

of marriage must be
carefully distinguished from divorce.
The latter implies the existence of a perfectly valid marriage.
The

marriage state.

former affords

relief to
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charitable or eleemosynary objects, but which are not
used "solely and exclusively for religious worship",
The law
are still subject to taxation as before.
exempts "ministers of religion" from military duty;
and "a minister of the gospel, or a priest of any
denomination following his profession" is exempt

the injured party,

who may

either ratify the marriage,
from the beginning, or have

and thus make it valid
it set aside and declared

void from the beginning.
The principle of divorce

is recognized by the law of
which assigns six grounds of divorce:
adultery, extreme cruelty, wilful desertion, wilful
neglect (failure to provide), habitual intemperance,
and conviction of a felony. Notwithstanding that a
cause for divorce be proved to exist, the divorce must
be denied upon proof of any of the following: connivance, collusion, condonation, recrimination (proof
of a cause of divorce against the plaintiff), or lapse of
time.
To prevent fraudulent and secret divorces, as
well as the promiscuous granting of divorces, the law
requires a bona fide residence by the plaintiff for one
year in the State, and for three months in the county,
before filing suit.
Upon dissolution of the marriage
by divorce, the Superior Court has jurisdiction to
award the care and custody of the children to the innocent party, or to make such other provision for their
care and custody as the best interests of the children,
both moral and material, may require: and this disposition may be altered from time to time in the discretion of the Court.
In 1903 the law on the subject of divorce was
amended. Since that year, upon proof by the plaintiff of a cause of divorce, an interlocutory decree of
divorce is granted. This decree entitles the successful party to a final decree of divorce upon the expiration of one year after the entry of the interlocutory
decree.
This change in the law prevents the remarriage of either of the parties until the expiration of one year from the entry of the interlocutory
decree.
Education.
As previously explained, the Church
receives no financial aid from the State towards the
religious education of her children, and here, as elsewhere, Catholics are taxed for the support of public
schools, as well as charged with the duty of maintaining schools of their own.
Here also, as elsewhere,
the effects of the public school system of non-religious
education emphasize the necessity of providing for
Catholic youth a complete system of education that
includes, with the best profane scholarship, a sound
moral and religious training. This need is especially
felt in the university courses, whose systems of philosophy, if not positively anti-Christian, are certainly
not calculated to foster belief in a personal God, or to
strengthen faith in a Divine revelation. There are
liberal statutes in force, permitting and encouraging
the foundation and maintenance of private institutions of learning, and the only interference permitted
the State authorities concerns the supervision of
sanitary arrangements, and the prescribing of such
standards of scholarship as will entitle graduates
to admission to the State
University
without

California,
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examination.
There are also liberal statutes authorizing the incorporation of religious, social, benevolent, or charitable organizations.
Such corporations may make
and enforce rules for the government of themselves
and their institutions, and may purchase and hold
such real property as may be necessary for the objects
of the association, not exceeding six whole lots in any
city or town, or fifty acres in the country, and the annual profit or income of such land must not exceed
$50,000.
Orphan asylums, however, maintaining at
least 101) orphans are permitted In purchase and hold
160 acres of land, of a net annual value of not more
than $50,000. These provisions, it must be remembered, do not limit the power of purely religious corporations, whether sole or aggregate, to purchase and
hold such lands as may be necessary for their churches,
hospitals, Schools, colleges, orphan asylums, and parsonages, under statutes previously discussed.
The
State Constitution prohibits the appropriating of
public money "for the support of any sectarian or
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exclusive control of the officers of the public schools";
it also provides that no "sectarian or denominational
doctrine be taught, or instruction thereon be permitted, directly or indirectly, in any of the common
Under another constitutional
schools of the State".
provision already discussed, the legislature passed a

law in 1880 appropriating annually to every institution maintaining orphans the sum of $100 for each
In 1903 the
orphan, and S75 for each half orphan.
legislature created a State Board of Charities and
Correction, consisting of six members appointed by
This board has a supervisory juristh" governor.
diction over all charitable, correctional, and penal institutions, including hospitals for the insane.

—

There is no State law forbidding
Sale of Liquor.
But it is forthe sale of liquor to citizens generally.
bidden: to bring intoxicating liquor to a prison, jail,
or reformatory; or to sell, give, or expose it for sale
within half a mile of a state prison, or within 1.900
feet of a reformatory, or within one mile of the University of California at Berkeley, or within one and
one-half miles of any veterans' home, or within the
State Capitol, or on the grounds adjacent thereto; or
at a camp meeting: or to a common or habitual drunkard; or to an Indian: or to a minor under the age of
eighteen years: or within one mile of an insane asyIt is forbidden to permit a minor under the age
lum.
of eighteen years to enter a saloon: ami it is also forbidden to give or sell intoxicating liquor to anyone on
an election day. Beyond these provisions, the general law leaves the control of the sale of liquor entirely
Each county, city, and town is
to local authority.
tree to regulate tin- liquor traffic to suit the wishes of
its citizens.

—

There are two State
respectively at San Quentin and
These prisons, under the Constitution, are
subject to the direct control of the State Board of
Prisons and Reformatories.

prisons, situated

Folsom.

Prison Directors, consisting of five members appointed by the governor. The prisoners are kept at
work, in the rock-crushing plant, in making grain
Briests and ministers
bags, in building roads, etc.
are free to visit the prisoners and conduct religious
There are two State reservices for their benefit.
formatories for juvenile offenders the Preston
School of Industry at lone City, and the AYhittier
Each is governed by its
State School, at Whittier.

—

own board

of trustees,

and

is

entirely independent of

There is also a juthe Board of Prison Directors.
venile court charged with the control and punishA
delinquents.
dependents
and
ment of juvenile
large discretion is vested with the judge of this court
creaits
since
accomplished
good
has
been
and much
tion in keeping children of Catholic parentage under
the care and influence of conscientious Catholic officers.

—

and Testaments. In California every person
sound mind who has reached the age of eighteen

Wills
of

dispose of his entire estate by will, subject
to the payment of his debts and expenses of adminisSuch part of a decedent s estate as is not
tration.
disposed of by will is distributed according to the
The estates of such persons
statutes of succession.
as die without wills and without heirs escheat to the

years

State.

may

The phrase "expenses

of administration" in-

cludes funeral expenses of the deceased, expenses of
his last illness, and provision for the support of his
family, including the homestead, family allowance,
and setting apart property exempt from execution.
No person is permitted to
Charitable Bequest*.
dispose by will of more than one-third of the value of
A will attempting to
his estate to charitable uses.
dispose of a greater proportion to charity would not
be absolutely void, but all the charitable bequests
and devises would be reduced proportionately so that
their total value would not exceed one-third. MoreIll.— 12

—
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denominational school, or any school not under the

over, every charitable bequest and devise is absolutely
void unless it be made at least thirty days prior to the
A bequest or devise to a church as
testator's death.
such, or to a college, orphan asylum, missionary society, hospital, or home for the aged would be for a
But not so a
charitable use under this provision.
devise or bequest to a priest or bishop by name, and
in his individual capacity.
It has also been held that
a bequest to a priest for Masses to be offered for the
repose of the soul of the deceased, is not a charitable
bequest.
Cemeteries.
Cemeteries may be purchased, held,
and owned under the liberal statutes for the ownerOr, they
ship of church property, already explained.

—

may

be purchased, held, and owned by cemetery corporations formed under a general law, by which their
land holdings are limited to 320 acres situated in the
county in which their articles of incorporation arc
The law provides
filed, or in an adjoining county.
for the survey and subdivision of such lands into lots
or plots, avenues or walks, and for the government of
such corporations, as well as the sale and tenure of
burial plots.
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California, Lower, Vicariate Apostolic of,
includes the territory of that name in Mexico (Sp.
Baja or Vieja California), a peninsula 770 miles long
by 30 to 120 broad. It is traversed longitudinally by
mountain chains; on the gulf side the descent is
abrupt, but on the western side more gradual.
Running water is very scarce amid these granitic and
volcanic hills, hence irrigation is dependent on showers which, though short, are often violent and flood
the country. The climate is hot and dry in the north.
more temperate in the south. In some places cereals
and vegetables abound, also excellent grapes and
many kinds of fruit. There are gold and silver mines.
also deposits of copper, lead, and coal, while the seacoast abounds with many varieties of fish. This
vicariate was created 20 January, 1N74, and confided
to the Bishop of Sonora; it is now directly subject to
Propaganda, which since 8 November. 1895, has entrusted it to the Missionary College of Sts. Beter and
Paul, founded by Pius IX at Rome. The boundaries
of the vicariate are, on the north, the Diocese of Monterey and Los Angeles; on the sout h and west, the Pacific
Ocean; on the east, the Gulf of California. It had in
1900 a Spanish-speaking population of about 47.000.
nearly all Catholics. There are six churches with resident, and ten without resident, priest-, wenty chapels,
and as many stations. The chief town, and residence
of the vicar Apostolic, is La Paz, in the south-eastern
extremity of the peninsula; other centres of population are Encenada de Todos Santos, San Jos6 del Cabo,
and Santa Rosalia. A number of islands (several with
good ports) belong to this vicariate. Civilly this territory is dependent on the Federal Government at
Mexico. (For earlier missions in the peninsula, see
t

California Missions.)
\/

mnes Calholica (Rome. 1907),

teer (Philadelphia. 1907'.
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J.

Siiaiian.

Lower California

California became known to the world through II.
nando Cortes, the conqueror of Mexico, who prob
i
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ably first applied the name. It is divided into Lower
or Old California and Upper California. The latter
The
part comprises the present State of California.
first missionaries were the Franciscans, who, under
the leadership of Martin de la Corufia, one of the socalled " Twelve Apostles of Mexico ", on the 3d of May,
1535, landed with Cortes at Santa Cruz Bay, near what
is now La Paz on the lower eastern coast of the peninAfter a year of extreme privations, due to the
sula.
sterility of the soil, the undertaking, which had cost
the famous conqueror $300,000, had to be abandoned.
The Friars Minor made another effort to establish
missions among the natives, when in 1596 Sebastian
Vizcaino set out to found a colony in California.
The missionaries were Diego de Perdomo, Bernardino de Zamudio, Antonio Tello, Nicolas de Arabia,
and a lay brother, Cristobal L6pez. Hunger and
the hostility of the savages, who proved to be on the
lowest plane of humanity, put an end to the venture
before the close of the year.
In 1683 the Jesuit Fathers, Eusebius Kuehn,
better known as Kino, and Pedro Matfas Goni with
Fray Jos6 Guijosa, of the Order of St. John of God,

accompanying Admiral Isidro Otondo y Antillon,
landed somewhat north of La Paz for the purpose of converting
the natives and establishing a Spanish colony.
After
two years and six
months as many as
four hundred Indians attended the

catechetical

in-

structions. Owing
to the precarious
state of the whole
enterprise, the missionaries administered

baptism

only to those neophytes who were
found in danger of
death. For want of
supplies, and after
an expenditure of
$225,000 on the
part of the Government the Spaniards once more withdrew, in September, 1685, despite the protests of the religious and the

Juan Maria Salvatierra

,

sorrow of the catechumens.
Anxious to secure a foothold in the territory lest
a foreign power take possession, but having learned
from experience that the military could not succeed,
the Spanish Government, through the viceroy, invited the Society of Jesus to undertake the conquest
and settlement of the country. Urged by Fathers

Kino and Salvatierra the superiors of the Society at
length accepted the charge. Thereupon, the Viceroy
Moctezuma, on the 5th of February, 1697, formally
authorized the Society of Jesus to establish missions in California on condition that the royal treasury be not expected to pay any expenses incurred
without the order of the king, and that possession of
the territory be taken in the name of the King of
Spain.
In return the Jesuits were to enjoy the
privilege of enlisting soldiers to act as guards for the
missions at the expense of the Society, and in time of
war these soldiers were to be considered on the same
The Jesuits
footing with those of the regular army.
were to have absolute authority on the peninsula in
temporal ;is well as spiritual affairs, and were empowered to choose men suitable for the administration of justice.
Father Juan Marfa Salvatierra was
appointed superior of the California missions. He at
once began to collect funds to place the undertaking
upon a firm basis. It would require ten thousand
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he thought, to furnish a revenue of five hundred dollars a year to maintain one priest at each
mission.
The Rev. Juan Caballero of Queretaro
donated twenty thousand dollars for two missions,
and the Confraternity of Our Lady of Sorrows in the
dollars,

Mexico supplied ten thousand dollars for the
founding and maintaining of a third establishment.
This was the beginning of the celebrated Pious
Fund of California. Other benefactors in course of
time provided the necessary capital for additional
missions, until the fund, which was judiciously invested in Mexican real estate, with its accumulations
amounted to half a million dollars by the year 1767.
A Jesuit, the Rev. Juan de Ugarte, was appointed to
manage the fund and to act as procurator for the
missionaries.
After collecting minor donations and
goods to the value of fifteen thousand dollars, and
having enlisted five trustworthy guards under the
command of Captain Luis Tortolero y Torres,
Father Salvatierra crossed the Gulf of California and
landed at San Dionisio Bay on t he 1 9t h of October, 1 697.
The first and the principal mission of Lower California was established a league from the shore and
placed under the patronage of Our Lady of Loreto. The
necessary buildings were hastily constructed, and the
zealous Jesuit assembled the neighbouring Indians.
He first endeavoured to learn their language, and
meanwhile through signs tried to make them understand his object and the most necessary truths of
religion.
Father Francisco Maria Piccolo soon
joined him, and assisted especially in teaching the
little ones.
Father Juan de Ugarte, who had resigned the procuratorship, followed in 1700.
Next
to Salvatierra this religious is the most noted of the
early California missionaries.
It was he who introduced agriculture and stock-raising at the second
mission of San Francisco Xavier, for the purpose of
making the missions self-supporting. He succeeded
to some extent, but the barrenness of the soil and the
lack of water, except at two or three other establishments, prevented the system from becoming general
on the peninsula. Indeed, the scarcity of water
and of arable land brought the mission establishments to the verge of abandonment several times,
even before the deatli of Salvatierra, which occurred
It was also the energetic
at Guadalajara in 1717.
Ugarte who built the first large ship in California, of
native timber, and made a voyage of exploration to
the mouth of the Colorado River in 1721. Though
the missionaries devoted themselves heart and soul to
their task, the work of conversion proved truly disheartening, inasmuch as polygamy, sorcery, and the
vilest habits prevailed among the Lower Californians
If we add to this
to a degree not known elsewhere.
the total indifference of the natives, who possessed
no religious ideas whatever, the frequent epidemics
and almost constant wars which often destroyed
the labour of years and caused the desertion of several missions, it becomes plain that only the most
zealous and ascetic men could have succeeded as
Pagan hatred frewell as these missionaries did.
quently attacked the isolated religious, and in
October, 1734, brought about the violent death of
two priests. These were Fathers Lorenzo Carranzo
of Mission Santiago and Nicolas Tamaral of Mission
San Jose del Cabo, in the southern part of the peninsula, both of whom were killed with arrows and
clubs, after which the bodies were fright hilly mutilated.
Two other religious, warned in time, barely
Notwithstanding all these
escaped with their lives.
drawbacks and obstacles, to which must be added
the animosity of the pearl-fishers and their friends
in Mexico, besides the want of every convenience of
life, the Jesuits in time established a chain of missions
which extended from Cape San Lucas to the thirtyThese missions and the year
first degree of latitude.
of their establishment, beginning from south to
city of
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north, were: San Jose del Cabo (17:10); Santiago de
las Coras (172] i; San Juan de Ligni (1705); Nuestra
Senora de los Dolores del Sur (1721); Nuestra Senora
del Pilar (1720); Santa Rosa or Todos Santos (17:13);
San Luis Gonzaga (1737); San Francisco Xavier
San Jose
(1699); Nuestra Senora de Loreto (Kilt,
.

Comundu (1708); Purfsima Conception de Cadegonio (1718); Santa Rosalia de Mulege (1705);
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe (1720); San Ignacio
(1728); Santa Gertrudis (1752); San Francisco de
Borja (1759); and Santa Maria de los Angeles 1766).
>nly fourteen of these missions existed in 1767; epidemics had carried off the neophytes of the other
establishments so that they had to be abandoned.
No statistics exist from which the success of the
Jesuit missionary labours can be estimated, because
no such minute reports were required by the Government as were demanded at subsequent periods.
Some of the missionaries were rather enthusiastic in
describing the reception given to the Gospel by the
natives in their respective localities; but owing to
the unfavourable conditions, according to the Jesuit,
Father John Jacob Baegert (q. v.), who had toiled
for seventeen years at one of the missions, the religious and moral impression was nowhere very deep
or lasting.
Like other Jesuit historians he describes
the Indians as indolent to the last degree, dull, cruel,
treacherous, indifferent, and addicted to the lowest
vices, from which it was exceedingly difficult, if not
impossible, to wean them, on account of the little
control which the missionaries could exercise over
Owing to the sterility of the soil
their neophytes.
and the lack of water for irrigation, it was impossible,
except in a few places, to feed and clothe a large
number of people at the missions and thus keep them
under the watchful eye of the missionaries. After a
course of instructions more or less long, during which
period they were fed at the missionary establishments, the neophytes were permitted to return to
their haunts in order to search for food in the mountains, as had been their custom from time immeA chief and a catechist would, indeed, exermorial.
cise some kind of supervision over the converts and
report grievous transgressions to the missionary; but
the neophytes were necessarily left to themselves,
save when the turn came for each particular village
to repair for a week to the mission for examination in
the catechism and for further instruction, during
which week the Fathers had to maintain them.
Nevertheless, the missionaries succeeded in opening
the gates of heaven to many thousands of souls who,
but for the unselfish efforts of the religious, would not
have learned even of the existence of Sod.
During the sixty years that the Jesuits were permitted to labour among the natives of California, as
far as known, fifty-six members of the Society of
Jesus came to tlie peninsula, of whom sixteen, two
as martyrs, died at their posts.
Fifteen priests and
One lay brothel- survived the hardships only to be
subjected to enforcement of the brutal decree
launched against the Society of Jesus by King Carlos
111 of Spain.
The Jesuits of Lower California were
placed on board a ship in February, 1768, and
brought to Mexico, whence, with the Mexican religious, those who had outlived the cruelties inflicted on
the way tliit her were shipped to Europe. The missions
meanwhile were left in charge of military officers called
comigionados, who for a year mismanaged the temporalities regardless of the rights of the Indians.
Immediately after the decree of expulsion had been
published at the capital of Mexico (July, 1767),
Viceroy De Croiz requested the Franciscans of the
Apostolic Missionary College of San Fernando in the
city of Mexico to accept the missions of California.
Their superiors acquiesced reluctantly, for they were
not in a condition to furnish the requisite number of
To be able to comply with the demissionaries.
de

(

<

I

mand, five flourishing Indian missions in the Sierra
Gorda were surrendered to the Archbishop of Mexico.
Fifteen volunteer friars, led by the famous Junipero
Serra, finally arrived at Loreto on Good Friday,
the 1st of April, 1768, and were at once assigned to
deserted missions. They were given charge of the
spiritual affairs only, to the amazement of the Indians
who had been accustomed to receive food, clothing,
and presents as well as religious instructions from
When, however, the inspectheir spiritual guides.
tor-general, Don Jos6 de Galvez, arrived in July,
1768, with almost unlimited power to remedy the
irregularities brought on by the sudden change, and

discovered from personal observation how the comisionados had squandered the mission property, he at
once turned it over to the Franciscans who, thereafter,
could manage the missions as freely as the Jesuits
had done. The friars continued the system of their
predecessors and sought, though in vain at various
places, to repair the damage wrought during the misrule of the secular officials. A year after their arrival
another mission was founded to the north of Santa
Maria at Velicata under the patronage of San FernanThe Fathers were
do.

about to establish

five

missions in
obedience to the orders
of the viceroy, who had
already named the patron saints, when the
additional

of Governor
frustrated
the
a report t he

hostility

Barri
plan.

From

,

only general one we have
concerning Lower California during the mission
period,

which

Father

Palou, then
superior, or presidente,
of the missions, sent to
Mexico, we learn that
the Franciscans, from

Francisco

April, 1768, to September, 1771, baptized 1731

N'cisco

Palou

persons, nearly all InDuring the same period they blessed 787
dians.
marriages and buried 2165 dead.
As early as 176S the Dominican viear-general,

Father Juan Pedro de Iriarte, sought permission from
the king to found missions in Lower California, and
succeeded in obtaining a royal decree to that effect
on the 8th of April, 1770; but the Franciscan College
of San Fernando, deeming the territory too sparsely
populated for two different missionary bands, offered
to cede the whole peninsula to the Dominican Order.
An agreement between Father Rafael Verger, the
guardian of the college, and Father Juan Pedro de
Iriarte, the viear-general of the Dominicans, was
accordingly drawn up on the 7th of April, 1772, and
approved by the Viceroy Bucareli on the 12th of May,
1772.
Nine Dominican Fathers and one lay brother
landed at Loreto on the 14th of October. 1772. but
refused to accept control of the missions until their
The latter
superior, Father Iriarte, should arrive.
sometime after suffered shipwreck and was drowned
Father Yincente Mora
in the Gulf of California.
was then appointed superior or presidente, whereupon Father Francisco Palou began the formal
transfer at Loreto in May, 1773, and repeated the
ceremony at each mission as he travelled north on
Thirty-nine Friars
his way to Upper California.
Minor had been active on the peninsula during tinfive years and five months of the Franciscan rule.
Four of these died, ten were transferred to Upper
California, where Father Junipero Serra had begun to
open a much larger field for his brethren, and the
remainder returned to the mother-house.
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During their long incumbency, which lasted to
about the year 1S40, the Dominicans established
the following new missions between San Fernando
de Velicata and San Diego: Rosario (1774); Santo
Domingo (1775); San Vincente Ferrer (1780); San
Miguel (1787); Santo Tomas (1791); San Pedro
Martir (1794); and Santa Catarina Martir (1797).
Little is on record about the activity of these friars.
As far as known, down to the year 1800, seventy
Dominicans came to the peninsula. How many died

and named San Miguel for the archangel; the
appellation San Diego was given by Vizcaino who
also named a bay farther north Monterey.
It was at
this bay that the presidio or fort was to be located.
Governor Portola therefore set out by land to find it,
but failed and instead discovered the present San
Francisco Bay, 1
November, 1769. Meanwhile

at their missions, or how many arrived after that
year, it is impossible to say. The missions were
finally secularized by the Mexican Government in
1834. The management of the land, stock, and other
temporalities was taken from the missionaries and
turned over to hired comisionados, with the same
result that was experienced after the departure of

miles.

any forpower from

who would purchase the articles designated by the
Money was never sent to the religious
missionaries.

1

as

it

had been disand exby Juan

covered
plored

Rodriguez Cabrillo
in

and by

1542,

SebastianVizcaino
in 1602-1603. The
Russians had often
visited

that

ter-

ritory with a view,
Spain believed, of
taking possession
which would have
endangered
the

prevent
eign

acquiring

the

country, which
Spain claimed by
right of discovery,

among

the Spanish king
resolved to found

the natives and to erect forts or

for their protection.
Galvez consulted
Father Junipero Serra, then superior of the peninsula missions, who enthusiastically agreed to the
plan, as it gave to his insatiable zeal a wider

presidios

Two ships, the San Carlos and the San
Antonio, were equipped and freighted with provisions, agricultural implements, and church-goods.
The San Carlos sailed for the port of San Diego from
La Paz in January, 1769; the San Antonio departed
from Cape San Lucas in February. The latter ship,
having on board a Franciscan friar, reached the port
on the 1 1th of April; the San Carlos, also bringing a
friar, and with a crew suffering from scurvy, arrived
on the 29th of April.
Meanwhile Galvez also sent out two land expeditions for the same port.
The first under Captain
Rivera arrived at San Diego with Father Juan Crespi
on the 11th of May; the other, under Governor
Portola with Father Junipero Serra, came up 1
July, 1769.
By order of the inspector-general all
the missions along the route contributed churchgoods, provisions, and live-stock according to their
means for the benefit of the new establishments in
the north. San Diego had been discovered by Casphere.

A

Philiplucrative
pine trade.
To

—

missions

Father Junipero founded, 16 July, 1769, the first in
the chain of missions which extended from San
Diego to Sonoma, a distance of about six hundred
second expedition by land, and another by sea,
at last reached the port of Monterey in May. 1770;
thereafter it was the headquarters for the governor
as well as the presidente of the missions.
The conditions in Upper California were much more favourable to the system under which it was intended
to convert and civilize the natives, and the latter
were found less dull and brutish than those of the
peninsula.
The Indians about San Diego, however,
stubbornly resisted the Gospel, even by force of arms,
so that prior to April, 1770, a full year after the appearance of the first missionary, Father Serra and
his companions, with all their kindness, persuasiveness, and presents, did not succeed in gaining a single
soul, a fact which makes the historian Bancroft exclaim: "In all the missionary annals of the northwest
there is no other instance where paganism remained
stubborn so long."
When a sufficient number of religious had arrived,
Father Serra, in compliance with the rules of his
apostolic college, which forbade a friar to live alone,
To these the
placed two fathers at each mission.
governor assigned a guard of five or six soldiers under
a corporal. The latter generally acted as steward of
the mission temporalities subject to the missionaries.
For the erection of the temporary church and other
structures at each mission, and for the purchase of
agricultural implements and church-goods, the Government, out of the revenues of the Pious Fund, paid
to the procurator of the Franciscan college in Mexico
Each missionary
the sum of one thousand dollars.
was allowed an annual stipend of four hundred dolThis money was likewise paid to the procurator
lars.

the Jesuits. The Indians gradually disappeared and
the missions decayed, so much so that a government
report in 1S56 declared the missions to be in ruins,
and gave the Indian population of the whole peninsula as only 193S souls.
Upper California. Don Jose de Galvez,
II.
the inspector-general, was sent to Lower California
not merely for the purpose of correcting abuses; he
had been directed to secure for the Crown of Spain
the whole northwest coast as far

Statue of Jun:

brillo

When a site had been selected for a
in California.
mission, the temporary buildings were constructed.
As soon as practical, permanent structures took their
place, and were built of adobe or sunburnt brick, or
in a few cases of stone, generally in the form of a
The church was located usually in one
square.
corner, and adjoining this stood the quarters of the
missionaries to which women or girls had no admitThen followed the rooms of the attendants
tance.
and cooks, who were Indian youths selected from
among the converts. The sides and rear of the
mission square, enclosing a courtyard called the patio,
contained the shops, store-rooms, granary, stables,
and apartments for the young women. This lastnamed part of the mission was called the monjerio or
nunnery, and the inmates went by the name of nuns,
though of course they were not nuns in reality. The
monjerio was an important and necessary institution
of the mission system and due to the carnal propenAccording to this arrangement
sity of the Indians.
girls twelve years of age and more, and younger girls
who had lost both parents, made their home at the
mission in charge of a trustworthy matron, where
they lived pretty much like the girls at an orphanage
During the day. when rot occuor boarding school.
pied at work in their shops, they wore permitted to
visit their parents in the neophyte village, but at
night they had to rest in the mission building under
the eyes "of the matron. Young men, too, though
not kept so strictly, had their quarters in another
section of the mission buildings in charge of the mis-
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When

a young man wished to marry he
approached the missionary, who would direct him to
make the selection, and if the girl consented the pair
were married with solemn ceremonies at .Mass after
the banns had been published.
A hut in the village
was then assigned where they lived, subject to the
regulations of the community.
Besides this, through extreme kindness, the natives were won by means of presents in the shape
of food, clothing, and trinkets of which the Indians
were very fond. The principal points of the Christian Faith were explained in the simplest manner

sionary.

possible, through interpreters, at first, and later on
in their own and the Spanish languages by the misInasmuch as the Indians of every mission
sionary.
had a different language, and frequently several dia-

were spoken among the neophytes of a single
mission, it was an exceedingly burdensome task for
the missionary to make himself understood by all in
Nevertheless, some of the Fathers
the native idiom.
became expert linguists, and several of them composed vocabularies which are still extant. To insure
a regular attendance and to prevent backsliding the
Indians were induced to leave their desert or
it a in
hovels and make their homes with the missionaries.
For those that came separate huts were erected in more
or less regular order.
Once baptized, the neophytes
were not permit ted to leave the mission for the purpose
of going back to their pagan homes for any length of
time without permission from the missionary. The
license frequently would extend over two and three
weeks for the men only. In the mission village
under the shadow of the church the neophyte families dwelt with their children, except the marriageable girls who had to take up their quarters at the
Morning and evening prayers were
mission proper.
said in common at the church, and all attended Mass.
after which there was breakfast, followed by a fewhours of labour. The noonday meal was again taken
together, whereupon in the hot season there would
be a rest more or less long followed by work until
the Angelas, when supper was taken.
The evening
was devoted to all kinds of amusements consisting of
music and play; the Spanish dance was general.
Every mission had its band. Thus the inventory of
1835 enumerates the following musical instruments
in use at Mission Santa Barbara which was typical
of all: four flutes, three clarinets, two horns or
trumpets, two bass violas, one chinesco, one bass
drum, two kettledrums, sixteen violins, four new
There were uniforms
violins, and three triangles.
for all the members of the band.
These Indians also
did the singing at the high Mass and on other ocWhile the missionaries exercised independcasions.
ent control, which was the case to the end of 1834,
the neophyte community was like one great family
at the head of which stood the padre, under which
title the missionary was universally known.
To him
the Indians looked for everything concerning their
bodies as well as their souls.
He was their guide and
protector; nor would they ever have suffered had not
the beneficent Spanish laws been replaced by the
selfishness and cupidity of the Mexican and Californian politicians, who did away with the mission
system which the well-known non-Catholic writer,
Charles F. Lummis, declares "was t he most just,
humane, and equitable system ever devised for the
treatment of an aboriginal people". Peace and contentment reigned to such a degree that the Protestant
historian, Alexander Forbes, who lived in California
at the time, testifies that "the best and most unequivocal proof of the good conduct of the Fathers is to
be found in the unbounded affection and devotion
invariably shown towards them by their Indian subjects.
They venerate them not merely as friends and
fathers, but with a degree of devotion approaching
adoration." ("California," London, 1839.)
lects

mom

great mission family was composed of many
hundreds, sometimes of two and three thousand
Excesses were
natives, good, bad, and indifferent.
necessarily to be expected, especially in the neighbourhood of white people. To prevent disorders the
missionaries, with the approval of the viceregal government, drew up what may be called police regulations, for the transgressions of which various punishments were meted out, of a kind which would impress
the dull and rude nature of the Indians. The mis-

Each

sionary dictated the punishment which was ever
tempered with mercy. When simple reproof availed
nothing, the whip was applied. This was the only
correction, besides fasting, which affected the lowThis manner of
class natives of the Pacific Coast.
punishing had been introduced by the Jesuit founder
of the Lower California missions, Father Juan Maria
Salvatierra, about seventy years before, as the only
means to make the rude creatures grasp the wickedness of a deed. The number of lashes to be administered was governed by law, and might never
exceed twenty-five for one offence, nor more than
once a day. The chastisement was not applied by
the missionary, but by an Indian chief or other native
official,

nor was

readily inas malevolent and ignorant writers would
it

si

i

flicted

have

the

world

believe.

The

stories of cruelty

prevalent among
historians
closet
were either manufactured or exaggerated out of all
semblance to he
by the
t ru t h
enemies of the
friars, because the
I

latter

stood

be-

tween

white cupidity and Indian
\t
helplessness,
times the culprit

would be locked
up
ut that was
I

a penalty he courted, as it relieved him from work,
for which t he Indian had an innate aversion.
If
the offence was of a serious nature, or a crime
against the natural or the civil laws, the delinquent had to be turned over to the military authorities.
Inasmuch as the missionary considered
himself, as regards the neophytes, in loco parentis,
and was so recognized by Spanish law, he acted in
that capacity. It was this fatherly treatment that
gained for him the veneration of the converts which
"approached adoration".
Throughout the mission period the missionaries
aimed to make their establishments self-supporting,
with a view to independence of government assistance, and to wean the natives from indolence, so that
they might adopt civilized ways and learn to maintain themselves by the fruit of their labour. The
friars succeeded so well that from the year 1811,
when all government aid ceased, as well for the missions as for the soldiers, on account of the revolutionary situation in Mexico, the California establishments
maintained not only themselves, but also the whole
military and civil government on the coast down to
the end of 1834, when the Franciscans were deprived
From the beginning of a mission the
of control.
Fathers insisted that all should work according to
their capacity, cither on the farm or at the workshops, during six or seven hours a day. The product
Was stored in the granaries or warerooms for the
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piness of their inmates.
With the advent of Echeandia, the first governor under the Mexican Hag, began
the decay of those homes of peace for nearly thirty
thousand neophytes. In 1835 secularization completed the ruin.
According to the intent of the Spanish laws, which always recognized the Indian's right
to his land, secularization meant nothing more than
the turning over of the spiritual affairs of the mission
from the respective religious order to the bishop of the
diocese, while the Indians retained control of the
temporalities in severalty or as a whole. To this
manner of secularization the friars made no objection.
Secularization as practised by the Mexicans
and Californians was the turning over of the mission
or Indian property to the control of hired commissioners appointed by the governor without regard to
the wishes of the rightful owners, the Indians, placing
the missionary on a level with the secular priest, and
leaving it optional to the Indians whether they would
practise their religion or not.
This kind of secularization, which was disguised confiscation, encountered
the fearless opposition of the Franciscans, because
the friars insisted that the land and all it produced,
along with the live stock and buildings, belonged to
the Indians and must be held sacred to the rightful
owners; that the neophytes were incapable of managing their property, and therefore it should be left in
charge of those who, with the aid of the natives, had
accumulated its wealth without, salary or compensation for the benefit of those same Indians, inasmuch
as the hired officials were both incompetent and unworthy of the trust, because they were not looking to
The the welfare of the rightful owners, but only aimed at
structed, some of which were of solid masonry.
one which brought the water down to Mission San enriching themselves. As no court existed to which
Diego was built of stone and cement, and ran along appeal could be made, the friars were powerless to
the river side over a distance of six miles, beginning secure the rights of their wards. The result was
similar to that experienced in Lower California.
The
at a dam made of brick and stone.
Much live stock was raised, not only for the pur- Indians gradually disappeared; the mission property
pose of obtaining meat but also for wool, leather, and was squandered; the mission buildings given over
Thus the mis- to destruction; the missionaries one by one died
tallow, and for cultivating the land.
amid the few faithful who shared the poverty of
sions in the height of their prosperity owned altogether 232,000 head of cattle, 268,000 sheep, 34,000 the beloved jxidre, and the land once cultivated
by the neophytes passed into the hands of the
horses, 3500 mules or burros. 8300 goats, and 3400
avaricious.
swine. These figures are official, though quite difNotwithstanding the many drawbacks, the oppoferent from those encountered in the works of writers
on California. All these various kinds of animals sition, and the scandalous example of many among
were brought up from Mexico. It required a great the military and the white settlers, the missionaries
many Indians to guard the herds and flocks, and this met with extraordinary spiritual success. Down to
occupation created a class of horsemen scarcely sur- the year 1845, when but tew friars and Indians surpassed anywhere. In addition, as almost every- vived, the Fathers had baptized, according to the
thing was raised or manufactured at the missions records, 99,000 persons, of whom possibly nine thouexcept sugar and chocolate, which then served as the sand were not Indians; they had blessed 28,000 marcommon beverage in place of 'coffee or tea, most of riages, of which possibly one thousand were not
the trades were practised among the Indians under Indians, and they had buried 74,000 dead, four
the direction of the friars. A special United States thousand of whom were probably not Indians. The
largest number of neophytes harboured, fed, clothed,
report of the year 1852 tells us, what, is evident from
the annual mission accounts, that the Franciscans and instructed at all the missions at one time was
nearly thirty thousand.
"masons,
carpenturned
the
naked
savages
into
had
One hundred and forty-six Friars Minor, all priests
ters, plasterers, soapmakers, tanners, shoemakers,
and mostly Spaniards by birth, laboured in California
blacksmiths, millers, bakers, cooks, brickmakers,
from 1769 to 1845. Sixty-seven died at their posts,
carters and cartmakers, weavers and spinners, sadtwo as martyrs, and the remainder retired to their
dlers, shepherds, agriculturists, herdsmen, vintagers,
mother-houses on account of illness, or at the expirain a word, they filled all the laborious occupations
known to civilized society". Nor was secular edu- tion of their ten years of service. The missions from
south to north, with the date of founding, were; San
cation, so called, altogether neglected; but as the
>iego Hi July. 1769); San Luis Key 13 June, 1798);
Indians were averse to book-learning, and schoolbooks and writing material had to be brought from San Juan Capistrano (1 Nov., 177ii': San Gabriel
Mexico on the backs of mules, causing them to be (8 Sept., 1771); San Fernando (8 Sept., 1797); San
very expensive, and inasmuch as competent school- Buenaventura (31 March, 1782); Santa Barbara (4
masters were scarce, the missionaries had to devote Dec., 1786); Santa Inez (17 Sept.. 1804); Purisima
Concepcion (8 Dec., 1787); San Luis Obispo (1 Sept.,
their spare ime to teaching reading, writing, and a lit tie
1772); San Miguel (25 July, 1797); San Antonio de
arithmel
to those boys who evinced any inclination
for these branches.
Some of the men who later on Padua (14 July. 1771); Soledad (9 Oct., 1791); San
became most prominent in California politics acquired Carlos or Carmelo (3 June, 1770); Santa Cruz (25
Sept.. 1791); San Juan Bautista (24 June, 1797);
these necessary arts of civilization from the friars.
was Mexican independence of Spain that put
Santa Clara (12 January, 1777'; San Josd ill June,
It
an end to the prosperity oi the missions and the hap- 1797); San Francisco (9 Oct., 1776); San Rafael

It. was their endeavour
benefit of the community.
to raise or manufacture everything consumed or used
much of the meagre
this
reason
For
by the Indians.
allowance of the friars was invested in agricultural
and it was for that
tools,
mechanical
and
implements
reason, too, that the missions were located where
enough water to
and
arable
land
sufficient
there was
In this way, notwithstanding the
irrigate the soil.
primitiveness of the implements of those days and
the frequent droughts, t hi msands of acres of land were
brought under cultivation by the natives directed
by the missionaries, who themselves, for the sake of
example, never disdained to labour like the Indians.
The official records show that in the twenty-one missions of Upper California from the year 1770 to the
end of 1831, when the general reports cease, there
were harvested in round numbers 2,200,000 bushels
of wheat, 600,000 bushels of barley, 850,000 bushels
of corn, 160,000 bushels of beans, and 100,000 bushels
of peas and lentils, not to mention garden vegetables,
grapes, olives, and various fruits, for which no reports
were required. It must be remembered that before
the arrival of the Franciscans the natives raised
absolutely nothing, but subsisted upon whatever the
earth produced spontaneously, e. g., acorns, seeds,
berries in their season, fish near the coast, or, when
there was nothing else, on anything that crept above
the surface of the land. All the grain now raised
and all the fruits, such as apples, oranges, peaches,
pears, plums, prunes, lemons, grapes, pomegranates,
olives, nuts, etc. were introduced by the missionaries.
To irrigate the land long ditches had often to be con-
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(14 Dec, 1817); San Francisco Solano (4 July,
1823).
For Lower California: Torqt-kmada, Monarqula Indiana
1723), 3 vols; 1>iaz, Historia I', rilailera (Madrid,
Vetancort, Crimea (Mexico, 1697); Mbndieta,
Ec. ca Indiana
(Mexico, 1870);
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(Guadalajara, 1891); Venegas, Nolicia de la California
Madrid, 1757), 3 vols.; Clayijero, Hisiuria de la California
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(Rakka), nine miles west of the confluence of the
rivers Belik (Bilichus) and Euphrates, the centre of a
caza in the vilayet of Aleppo, the population consisting
chiefly of wandering tribes.
It contains about 2600
houses or settled tents. On its rich plain are pastured many camels and Arab thoroughbred horses,
but the vicinity is not very safe.
Smith, Diet, of Greek and Roman Geography (London, 1878),
s.

v Nicephorium, II, 424.
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Missionaries of California (San Francisco, 1908).

ZePHYRIN EiMGELHARDT.
Calixtines.

Calixtus.
Callieres,

New

See Hussites.
See Callistus.

Louis-Hector de, thirteenth Governor

b. at Cherbourg. France, 1646; d.
26 May, 1705. He was the son of Jacques de Callieres
and Madeleine Potier de Courcy. He ranked as
captain in the regiment of Navarre.
He came to
Canada in 16S4. and was appointed Governor of
Montreal at the demand of the Sulpicians who were
Seigneurs of the island. The situation of the colony
at that time was most critical, owing to Frontenac's
departure, the weakness of Governor de la Barre,and
the woeful error of the French government in sending
to the galleys in France some Iroquois chiefs captured
at Cataracoui (Kingston).
In 16S9 Callieres proposed to Louis XI Y to invade New England by land
and sea, and obtained the reappointment of Frontenac
as governor.
In 1690 he marched to the defence
of Quebec, when it was besieged by Phipps.
A
valiant and experienced soldier, he aided Frontenac
in saving New France from the Iroquois and in

of

France;

raising the prestige of the French flag.
He was one
ni the lust in receive the Cross of St. Louis (1694).

Having succeeded Frontenac in lli!)s, he devoted all
his skill and energy to the pacification of the Indians.
The treaty of Montreal (1701), agreed to by representatives of all the tribes, was the crowning reThis treaty is considered as Callieres chief title to fame.
That same year he sent
Lamothe-Cad iliac to found Detroit.
One of the
most conspicuous figures in Canadian history, he
left a reputation of disinterestedness, honour, and

Justinian fortified it and established there important
In 1304 it
military warehouses for com and wine.
became the centre of that strange dominion created
by the Almugavares, or Catalonian routiers, who
burned it in 1307, before retiring to Cassandria. It
was taken by the Turks as early as 1357, being their
first possession in Europe.
Callipolis was a bishopric
depending on Heracleia. Lequien (I. 1123) mentions only six Greek bishops, the first as being present
at Ephesus in 431, when the see was united to that
of Coela (Ccelia or Coele), the last about 1500.
His
list could easily be increased, for the Greek see still
exists; it was raised in 1904 to the rank of a metropolis, without suffragans, after the manner of
most Greek metropolitan sees. Lequien (III. 971)
also gives the names of eight Latin bishops, from
1208 to 1518. (See Eubel, I, 269. note.) Gallipoli
is to-day the chief town of a Kavmakamlik in the
vilayet of Adrianoplc, with about 30,000 inhabitants,
Greeks, Turks, Armenians and Jews. There are
numerous schools and a small museum; a large cemetery is the resting place of many French soldiers who
died of disease (chiefly cholera) during the Crimean
War. The port is bad and trade unimportant, for
want of roads. A latholic mission is conducted there
by AsSumptionist Fathers; there are also a number
of Armenian and Greek Catholics, with priests of
their respective rites.
Drakos, ©piKuca (Athens, 1,892, with a list of the Greek
(

bishops), 93-116.

S.

sult of his efforts.

probity.

Garm vr. If, inn, ,l,i Canada (Montreal. 1SS2); Ferland.
,11,1, ia (Quebec, 1S82); Stji/te, La famille
Court ,i
deCallirr.x (Montreal. 1890).
Lionel Lindsay.
Calling.

See Vocation.

Callinicus, a titular see of Asia Minor.

The

city

was founded by Alexander the Great under the name
Nicephorium, and restored by Seleucus Callinicus,
King of Syria (246 -'25 B. C.), who gave his name to it.
In the fifth century of our era it was refortified by
Emperor Leo I, after which it was commonly known
to Byzantine geographers as Callinicus or Leontopolis.
being mentioned by Hierocles and Georgius Cyprius
among others. Two famous battles were fought on
the broad surrounding plain, one in 531 between
Belisarius and the Persians, the other in 583 between
the Persians and Emperor Mauritius. Callinicus
of

was a suffragan ol Edessa, the metropolis of Osrhoene.
Four bishops are mentioned by Lequien
(II. 696); Paul, deposed in 519 as a Monophysite.
translated into Syriac bo many Creek works that he
is called by the Jacobites " the interpreter of books".
The patriarch Michael the Syrian mentions twenty
Jacobite bishops of Callinicus from the eighth to
the thirteenth century 'P,evue de l'Orient Chretien,
VI. 1901, 193).
Eubel (I. 333, note 2) mentions a
Latin titular in 1369. Callinicus is to-day Raqqah

Vailhe.

Callipolis, a titular see of Thrace, now called
Gallipoli (Turkish, Gueliholou I, is a city in the southern part of the Thracian Chersonese, on the right
shore, and at the entrance of the Dardanelles.

Petrides.

Callistus I (written by most Latins, Augustine,
etc. Callixtcs or Calixtus), Pope, martyr,
His contemporary. Julius Africanus, gives
d. c. 223.
the date of his accession as the first (or second?) year
of Elagabalus, i. e., 218 or 219.
Eusebius and the
Liberian catalogue agree in giving him five years of
His Acts are spurious, but he is the
episcopate.
earliest pope found in the fourth-century "Depositio
Martirum", and this is good evidence that he was
really a martyr, although he lived in a time of peace
under Alexander Severus, whose mother was a ChrisWe learn from the "Historia' Augusts" that
tian.
a spot on which he had built an oratory was claimed
by the tavern-keepers, popinarii, but the emperor
decided that the worship of any god \\as better than a
tavern.
This is said to have been the origin of Sta.
Maria in Trastevere. which was built according to the
Liberian catalogue, by Pope Julius, juxta Callistum.
In fact the Church oi" St. 'allistu^ is close by, containing a well into which legend says his body was
thrown, and this is probably the church he built,
rather than the more famous basilica.
He was buried
in the cemetery of Calepodius on the Aurelian Way,
and his anniversary is given by the " Depositio Martirum " (Callisti in n,i 1 //>-, /,'.; ,,,,/:,r ,,, f if and by the
subsequent martyrologies on 14 October, on which
day his feast is still kept. His relics were translated
in the ninth century to Sta. Maria in Trastevere.

Optatus,

.

(

\

Our

chief

knowledge

of this

pope

is

from

his bitter

enemies. Tertullian and the antipope who wrote the
"Philosophumena". no doubt Hippolytus. Their
calumnies are probably based on facts. According to
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the " Philosophumena " (c. ix) Callistus was the slave
of Carpophorus, a Christian of the household of
His master entrusted large sums of money to
Caesar.
Callistus, with which he started a bank in which
brethren and widows lodged money, all of which
Callistus lost.
He took to flight. Carpophorus followed him to Portus, where Callistus had embarked
on a ship. Seeing his master approach in a boat, the
slave jumped into the sea, but was prevented from
drowning himself, dragged ashore, and consigned to
the punishment reserved for slaves, the pistrinum, or
hand-mill.
The brethren, believing that he still
had money in his name, begged that he might be
released. But he had nothing, so he again courted
death by insulting the Jews at their synagogue. The
Jews haled him
before the prefect
CarFuscianus.

have raised himself so high
considerable talents, and the vindictive
exhibited by Hippolytus and his defective
theology explain why Zephyrinus placed his confidence rather in Callistus than in the learned disciple

Callistus could hardly

without
spirit

of Irena=us.

The orthodoxy of Callistus is challenged by both
Hippolytus and Tertullian on the ground that in a
famous edict he granted Communion after due
penance to those who had committed adultery and
fornication.
It is clear that Callistus based his
decree on the power of binding and loosing granted to
Peter, to his successors, and to all in communion with
them: "As to thy decision", cries the Montanist
Tertullian. "I ask, whence dost thou usurp this right
of the Church?
If it is because the Lord said to
Peter: 'Upon this rock I will build My Church, I will
give thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven', or
pophorus de- whatsoever thou bindest or loosest on earth shall be
bound or loosed in heaven', that thou presumest that
clared that Calthis power of binding and loosing has been handed
listus was not to
down
to thee also, that is to every Church in comupon
as
looked
be
a Christian, but munion with Peter's (ad omncni ecclesiam Petri
he was thought propinquam, i. e. Petri eccles-ice propinqvam), who art
thou that ilestroyest and alterest the manifest intento be trying to
tion of the Lord, who conferred this on Peter personslave,
save his
and Callistus was ally and alone?" (De Pudicitia, xxi.) The edict was
an order to the whole Church (ib., i): "Ihear that an
sent to the mines
edict has been published, and a peremptory one; the
in Sardinia. Some
bishop of bishops, which means the Pontifex Maxithis,
after
time
Marcia, the mis- mus, proclaims: I remit the crimes of adultery and
tress
of C o m - fornication to those who have done penance."
modus, sent for Doubtless Hippolytus and Tertullian were upholding
Pope "Victor and a supposed custom of earlier times, and the pope in
asked if there decreeing a relaxation was regarded as enacting a
were any martyrs new law. On this point it is unnecessary to justify
He Callistus. Other complaints of Hippolytus are that
in Sardinia.
gave her the list, Callistus did not put converts from heresy to public
without including penance for sins committed outside the Church (this
mildness was customary in St. Augustine's time);
Callistus. Marcia
that he had received into his "school" (i. e. the
sent a eunuch who
Catholic Church) those whom Hippolytus had
prisoners.
the
was a priest (or "old man") to release
excommunicated from "The Church" (i. e., his own
Callistus tell at his feet, and persuaded him to take
mortal sin was not
him also. Victor was annoyed; but being a compas- sect); that he declared tha' a
("always", we may supply) a sufficient reason for
sionate man, he kept silence. However, he sent CalTertullian
(De Exhort, castibishop.
a
deposing
When
allowance.
listus to Antium with a monthly
Zephyrinus became pope, Callistus was recalled and tatis, vii speaks with reprobation of bishops who had
than
once,
and Hippolytus
more
married
been
not
a
Church,
the
belonging
to
set over the cemetery
charges Callistus with being the first to allow this,
private catacomb; it has ever since borne Callistus's
East marriages
But
in
the
Paul's
rule.
St.
against
ignorthe
over
influence
name. He obtained great
before baptism were not counted, and in any case
ant, illiterate, and grasping Zephyrinus by bribes.
pope
which
the
can dispense if
from
one
law
is
the
runthat
the
about
it
came
We are not told how
away slave (now free by Roman law from his master. necessity arise. Again Callistus allowed the lower
noble ladies to
permitted
and
marry,
to
clergy
was
condemned
when
lallistus
lost
his
rights
who had
marry low persons and slaves, which by the Roman
to penal servitude to the State) became archdeacon
law was forbidden; he had thus given occasion for
and then pope.
Here again Callistus was rightly insistDollinger and De Rossi have demolished this con- infanticide.
temporary scandal. To begin with. Hippolytus does ing on the distinction between the ecclesiastical law
of marriage and the civil law, which later ages have
not say that Callistus by his own fault lost the money
He evidently jumped from the always taught. Hippolytus also declared that
deposited with him.
rebaptizing (of heretics) was performed first in Calvessel rather to escape than to commit suicide. That
"as
Carpophorus, a Christian, should commit a Christian listus's day, but he does not state that Callistus
answerable for this. On the whole, then, it is clear
slave to lie horrible punishment of the pistrinum does
Church
sides with Callistus against
Catholic
the
that
The
intermaster's
character.
well
for
the
speak
not
tin' schismatic Hippolytus and the heretic Tertullian.
cession of the Christians for Callistus is in his favour.
Not a word is said against the character of Callistus
It is absurd to suppose that he courted death by
of his
attacking a synagogue; it is clear that he asked the since his promotion, nor against the validity
Jewish money-lenders to repay what they owed him. election.
heretic.
as
Callistus
a
however,
regards
Hippolytus,
and at some risk to himself. The declaration of
Carpophorus that Callistus was no Christian was Nov Hippolytus's own Chnstology is most imperfect,
Hippolytus himself shows :ii,. lie tells us that Callistus accused hituof lit liei-m.
scandalous and untrue.
Callistus
It is not to be wondered at, then, if he calls
that it u.i as
Christian that Callistus was sent to
In
the inventor ot a kind of modified Sabellianism.
the mines, and therefore as a confessor, and that it
Callistus
was as a Christian that he was released. If Pope realitv it is certain that Zephyrinus and
'

I

(

t

1

1

.1

Victor granted Callistus a monthly pension, we need
It is
not suppose that he regretted his release.
unlikely that Zephyrinus was ignorant and base.

condemned various Monarcmans and

Sabellius hiniwell as the opposite error of Hippolytus. This
held
the Catholic
Callistus
that
enough to suggest
i

is
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And in fact it cannot be denied that the
Faith.
of Rome must have held a Trinitarian doctrine not far from that taught by Callistus's elder
contemporary Tertullian and by his much younger
Church

—

contemporary Novatian a doctrine which was not
so explicitly taught in the greater part of the East for
a long period afterwards. The accusations of Hippolytus speak for the sure tradition of the Roman
Church and for its perfect orthodoxy and moderation.
If we knew more of St. Callistus from Catholic
sources, he would probably appear as one of the
greatest of the popes.
The Acts of St. Callistus were uncritically defended in the
Acta SS., 14 Oct.; and by Mohetti, /;. S. Callieto /'. et M.
(Home, 1752). The Phiiosophum.-na were lirst published in
On the story of Callistus Hi-hex, Hippatytus and /m1851.
Age (London. 1S52), and Cn. Worosworth, St. Hippolytus and
1'
the Church of Rome (London, Is:..!' are worthless
ger's great work Hippolytus und Kallistus (Ratisbon, 1S53),
Plummer (Edinburgh, 1876) is still the chief authority.
Ue Rossi, Hull, -two d, Arch. Oe7.,lY 1IKS6I; Xorthcote AND Browxlow, h'oma Sottrrarua London. 1S79), I,
497-505. De Rossi observes that the Liber Pontifical™ .alls
tr

See also

i

and he found Callistus Domitiotile,s of the beginning of the second cenI-urther there is extant an insi-ription of a Carpophorus,
of M. Aurelius.
The edict of Callistus on penance
has been restored with too much :i- ntarn'c liv RoLPl
Indulgens-Edikt dee rdmischen Bischaf Kalli.it (Leipzig, 1893),
Harnack thinks thai Callistus also issued a decree about fasting
and that other writings of his may have been known to PseudoIsidore, who attributed two letters to him (which will be found
in the Councils, in HiNsrHirs, etc.); one of these seems to conDect itself with the decision attributed to Callistus bv Hippolytus; seeHiiixu-K, Chronol., II, 207-S.
On the Cat;
[b
St Callistus see De Rossi. Roma Sotterranea (Rome, 1864'.'i
77); Northcotf. and Brownlow, Roma Sotterranea (London,
1879).
Callistus the son of Domitius.

rum stamped on some

tury.
i

freedman

Johx Chapman.
Callistus II, Pope, date of birth unknown; d. 13
December, 1124. His reign, beginning 1 February,
1119, is signalized by the termination of the Investiture controversy which, begun in the time of
Gregory VII, had raged with almost unabated bitteriess .luring the last quarter of the eleventh century
ind the opening years of the twelfth. Guido, as he
was called before his elevation to the papacy, was
the son of Count William of Burgundy, and both
by his father's and mother's side was closely connected with nearly all the royal houses of Europe.
His brother Hugh had been appointed Archbishop
of Besancon, and he himself was named Archbishop
of Vienne (1088), and afterwards appointed papal
During Guido's
legate in France by Paschal II.
tenure of this office Paschal II, yielding to the
threats of Henry V, was induced to issue the " I'rivilegium" (1111) by which he yielded up much of
what had been claimed by Gregory VII, but these
concessions were received with violent opposition
and nowhere more so than in France, where the
opposition was led by (luido, the papal legate. The
lie Lateral! Synod '111'-'), and
latter was present at
on his return to France convoked an assembly of the
French and Burgundian bishops at Vienne (1112),
where the investiture of the clergy was denounced as
heretical, and sentence of excommunication pronounced against Henry V because he had dared to
extort from the pope by violence an agreement
opposed to the interests of the Church. These decrees were sent to Paschal II with a request for confirmation, which they received in general terms,
20 October, 1112 (Hardouin, VI, 2, 1916).
Guido was later, apparently, created cardinal by
Pope Paschal, though tin- latter docs not seem to
have been quite pleased with his zeal in his attacks
upon Henry V. On the death of Paschal II (21
Jan., 1118), GelasiUB II was elected pope, but he
was immediately seized by the Italian allies of Henry
V, and on his liberation by the populace fled to
I

bury V
Gaeta. where he was solemnly crowned.
demanded the confirmation of the "Privilegium",
I

but, receiving

no satisfactory
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reply, set

up as

anti-

pope under the oame of Gregory VIII, the Archbishop of Braga, Burdinus, who had already been
deposed and excommunicated for having crowned
Henry at Rome with the imperial crown (1117).
(Jelasius promptly excommunicated both the antipope and the emperor, but was himself obliged to
flee, and took refuge in the monastery of Cluny,
where he died (January, 1119). On the fourth day
after the death of Gelasius 1 February), owing mainly
to the exertions of Cardinal Cuno, Guido was elected
(

He was
crowned at Vienne (9 February, 1119).
His election was everywhere received with approbation. On account of his close connexion with
the royal families of Germany, France, England,
and Denmark, it was hoped that he would be able
pope, and assumed the

title of Callistus II.

to effect a favourable settlement of the controversy

which had so long distracted the Church. Even
Henry V received the papal embassy at Strasburg,
and showed clearly that lie was not unwilling to
sue for peace, and at the same time he withdrew his
support from the antipope. It was even agreed that
pope and emperor should meet at Mousson. In
1119 (8 .lime) Callistus held a synod at Toulouse
mainly to promote disciplinary reforms in the French
Church, and in October of the same year he opened
the council at Reims which had been contemplated
in the preliminary arrangements made between the
emperor and the papal ambassadors at Strasburg.
Louis VI and must of the barons of France attended
the council, which was composed of more than four
hundred bishops and abbots. It had been arranged
that during the council the pope and emperor were
to have a personal conference at Mousson, and in
compliance with this agreement Henry V arrived
at Mousson, not alone, as had been anticipated, but
with an army of over thirty thousand men. Callistus
II left Reims to attend the conference at Mousson,
(

but on learning of the warlike preparations made
by the emperor, and fearing that force was likely
to be used to extract from him prejudicial concessions,
he hastily returned to Reims. Here the council
busied itself mainly with disciplinary regulations,
especially with decrees against investiture, simony,
and concubinage of the clergy. In the end, as there
was no hope of a favourable compromise with Henry,
was determined that the emperor and the antiit
pope should be solemnly excommunicated in the
presence of the assembled fathers and the representatives of the secular authority (30 October, 1119).
Before leaving France Callistus tried to effect a
settlement between Henry I of England and his
brother Robert, but his efforts in this direction were

without

result.

Callistus determined to visit Italy and Home.
In
latter city (iregory VIII, supported by the
German forces and the Italian allies of the emperor,
had taken up his residence, but on the approach of
Callistus, who was everywhere received with demon-

the

strating of welcome, the antipope was obliged to
flee to the fortress of Sutri, and Callistus entered
Rome amid the universal rejoicings of the populace.
He went south to secure the aid of the Normans
of Southern Italy in his struggle against Henry V

and (Iregory V1I1.

The negotiations were

satisfactory.
(Iregory
corted to Home (1121),

entirely

was taken prisoner and eswhere he was with difficulty

saved from the wrath of the people, and lodged in
a prison near Salerno and afterwards in the fortress
of Fumo.
By the aid of the princes of Southern
Italy Callistus broke the power of tiie Italian allies
of the em icn >r in Italy, not ably of Cencio Frangipani,
who had already given so niiieh trouble to Gelasius II
|

and to Callistus himself (1121),
Having thus established his power in Italy, he
once more resolved to open negotiations with Henry
V on the question of investiture. The latter had
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three cardinals was sent by Callistus to Germany,
and negotiations for a permanent settlement of the
investiture struggle were begun at Wiirzburg (OctoHere it was agreed that a general truce
ber, 1121).
should be proclaimed between the emperor and his
rebellious subjects; that the Church should have
free use of her possessions; that the lands of those
in rebellion should be restored, and peace with the
permanently established with the least

Church

These decrees were communicated
possible delay.
to Callistus II, who despatched Cardinal Lambert
of Ostia as his legate to assist at the synod that had
been convoked at Worms. The synod began at
Worms, 8 September, 1122, and 23 September the
concordat known as the Concordat of Worms (or

Pactum Caliztinum) between the pope and the
emperor was concluded. On his side the emperor
abandoned his claim to investiture with ring and
crosier and granted freedom of election to episcopal
sees; on the other hand, it was conceded that the
bishops should receive investiture with the sceptre,
that the episcopal elections should be held in the
presence of the emperor or his representatives, that
in case of disputed elections the emperor should,
after the decision of the metropolitan and the suffragan bishops, confirm the rightfully elected candidate,
and. lastly, that the imperial investiture of the
temporalities of the sees should take place in Germany before the consecration, in Burgundy and in
Italy after this ceremony, while in the Papal States the
pope alone had the right of investiture, without any
As a result
interference on the part of the emperor.
of this Concordat, the emperor still retained in his
hands the controlling influence in the election of the
bishops in Germany, though he had abandoned much
in regard to episcopal elections in Italy and Bur-

gundy.

To

secure the confirmation of this Concordat of
Callistus II convoked the First Lateran
Council (18 March, 1123). The council was most
representative, nearly three hundred bishops and six
hundred abbots from every part of Catholic Europe
being present. The council solemnly confirmed the
agreement that had been arrived at with Henry V
with regard to episcopal elections, and passed several
disciplinary decrees directed against existing abuses,
such as simony and concubinage among the clergy.
Decrees were also passed against violators of the
Truce of God, church-robbers, and forgers of ecclesiastical
documents. The indulgences already
granted to the crusaders were renewed, and the
jurisdiction of the bishops over the clergy, both
secular and regular, was more clearly defined.
In the last fen years of his life Callistus II endeavoured to secure for the Church the restoration
in its entirety of the Patrimony of St. Peter, which
had been greatly diminished by the constant wars
and rebellions; to break the power of the nobles in
the Campagna, and restore peace and order to the
city of Rome itself, which bad suffered much since
the time of Gregory VII.
lie also devoted much
of his time to the interests of the Church of France
and to combating the errors and abuses which made
In he
their appearance in that count ry in his time.
Synod of Toulouse (1119) he condemned the teaching of Peter de Bruisand bis followers Bardouin, VI,
He established the Church of Vienne
2, 1977 84
as the metropolitan church of the adjoining ecclesiastical
provinces (1120), thereby ending in
favour of the former -that he Mill held as pope) the
ancient controversy between
Vienne and Aries.
For the privileges in favour of Vienne forged during
the reign of Guido, sec Gundlach, "Strerl der Bis-

Worms,

t

(

.
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already shown that he was anxious to put an end to
a controversy which had alienated from him his
best friends, and which threatened to endanger the
peace of the empire. An embassy consisting of

thumer Aries und Vienne"

(1890).
Duchesne maintains (" Fastes Eccl.", I, 145 sqq.) that only the more
recent of them date from the tune of Guido (cf.
Robert, "Calixte II", Paris, 1891).
He settled
several disputes between bishops and abbots in
France, dispatched Gerard of Angouleme as papal
legate to Brittany, and finally confirmed the primatial
rights of Lyons over the Church of Sens.
He demanded of Henry I of England the release of his
brother, Robert of Normandy, as well as the acknowledgment of Thurstan, whom he himself had consecrated at Reims, as Archbishop of York. Henry at first
refused, but on the threat of excommunication he
consented to admit Thurstan as Archbishop of York,
and to acknowledge the latter see's independence
of Canterbury.
In Spain he transferred the metropolitan rights from the old see of Merida {Emcrita)
to Santiago de Compostella, to the patron saint of
which Callistus seems to have had a special devotion.
He showed his attention to Germany by the canonization of Conrad of Constance at the Lateran Synod
and by dispatching Otto of Bamberg as papal
( 1 123)
legate to regulate the Churches of Pomerania.
In
Rome he devoted much attention to beautifying and
improving the city, but especially the church of St.
Peter.
He suppressed the suburban See of Santa
Rufina by uniting this diocese with Porto, so that
thenceforth there were only six cardinal-bishops
instead of seven as had formerly been the
Callistus died in 1124, and after some dispute
Honorius II was selected as his successor. As to
the great influence of the reign of Callistus II on the
policy of the Church there can be no dispute.
Owing
mainly to him the concessions so weakly made by
Paschal II were recalled, and on his own accession
to the papal throne, his firmness and strength ot
character secured a settlement of the controversy
between Church and State which, though not entirely
satisfactory, was at least sufficient to assure a much
needed peace. Through his exertions he put an
end to the wholesale bestowal of ecclesiastical offices
by laymen; he re-established the freedom of canonical
elections and secured recognition of the principle
that ecclesiastical jurisdiction can come only from
the Church, while on the other hand he conceded to
the secular authorities the influence to which they
were rightly entitled in the election of prelates who
at the same time the most powerful and the
On the other hand,
richest subjects of the State.
he was blamed at the time, principally by Archbishop Conrad of Salzburg, for not insisting upon the
withdrawal of the oath of homage which every bishop

were

was required to make to the emperor or his feudal
lord, but it should be remembered that Callistus II
well understood that unless something were conceded
peace was impossible, and that the oath of homage,
however improper the ceremony might seem, was
not an unnatural demand on the part of the emperor
in regard to subjects who wielded such an enormous
political power as did the bishops of the German
Empire.
Callistus II was not very remarkable for his
literary productions; yet a few works have come
down to us which arc ascribed to his pen. They arc:

Miraculis Sancti Jacobi Apostoli", "De obitu
Vita Sanctorum", "Vita Caroli Magni [mperaMany letters attributed to him arc preThese, together with his other writings,
served.
may be found in Migne, P. I, ..CI. Mil (1073 1383).
Besides this edition, thirty-six of his letters arc contained in Hardouin's "Concilia" (VI, 2, L949 L976).
These same letters, with two additional, are published
by Mansi XXI. 190-218); some others are given by
D'Achery [Spicilegium (Paris. 172:;. II. 964; 111.
17s. I7!M; sonic additional ones arc to be found in
"Magn. Hull. Rom. continuat.", 1 1, ed. Luxembourg,
Sec lw Min res; \ ii \\i
1730. 12.

"De
et

toris".
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Biographies of Callistus II have been written by Panpulphps
Aletrincs, Aragonius, and IU.rn ardus Guioonis (Muratohi Script. Rer.Ital.. Ill, 1,4181. Cf. Watterich, Vita Rom.
Pordif., II. ll~>; Mir.NE, P. L„ CLXIII, 1071; Robert, Bullain
du pave Cahxle II (Paris, 1891); Maiirer, Paptt 'alixtus II. ill
'

For the Svnod of Vie.
parts iMimi.'h, lssii. 18MH.
Mansi. XXI, 175, and IIahdouin, VI, 2, 1752. For the Synod
of Reims. Mansi. XXI. 187, and Hefele, ConcUienqesch., V,
344; Hallfr, Die \',rhand! unijen :u Mouzon (1119), etc. in
For Concordat of Worms, see
Heidelberger Jahrbiicher, 1S92,
Mansi. XXI. L>7:>. L'S7, and Jaffe, Bibl. Rer. Germ., V. 383,
!

also

Munch,

Vollslaiulni''

Sni>inih/ng

alter

Concordat*-,

I

ISoOl. and Nrssl. fatireufianes de Rebtla Kreles.
IVormser KonfMajnz, 1S70); Bi iiniii im, /.
Leipzig, 1878); Breslac, Die kaisediche Aasferfiguno
dea Wormser Konkordatc-s in Bfitteil. de& Institute f>ir Oestern ich. Gesch., 1S85.
(Leipziff.
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James MacCaffrey.
Callistus III, Pope, b. near Valencia in Spain,
31 December, 1378; d. at Rome, 6 August, 1458.
Alfonso de Borja (Ital. Borgia), as he was known
before he became pope, came of a noble family,
and having finished his studies espoused the cause
of the antipopc Benedict XIII, and received from
the latter the title
of canon.
When
Alfonso V of .Aragon resolved to
withdraw from the
Schism and place

himself and his
kingdom under the
jurisdict io n ol
Martin V, Alfonso
Borgia acted the
>art
of mediator
with Benedict 's
successor, Clement
VIII, and induced
I

"^^^^^"

the latter to subCallxstus III Commemoration
mit to the lawful
Medal, British Mi seqm
V
pope. Martin
appointed Borgia Bishop of Valencia (1429), and
In both
in 1444 Eugene IV made him cardinal.
lie was remarkable for his mortified life his
firmness of purpose, and his prudence in face of
Already popular opinion had
serious difficulties.
in irked him as a candidate for the papacy.
On the 25th of March. 1455, Nicholas V died, and
Alfonso Borgia was elected (X April) and assumed
As pope he was chiefly
the name of Callistus III.
concerned with the organization i>f Christian Europe
against the invasion of the Turks. Constantinople had
been captured by Mohammed II (1453), and though
Pope Nicholas Y had made every effort nothing had
been done to stay the victorious march of the forces
of Islam.
Already, as cardinal. Callistus had manifested a special interest in this work,
election he set himself to carry out the

and on

his

programme

which he had already planned. Nuncios were
dispatched to all the countries of Europe to beseech
Hie princes Pi forge! for a time their national jealand to join once more in a final effort to
check the danger of a Turkish invasion. Missionaries
were sent to England, France, Germany, Hungary,
Portugal, and Aragon to preach the Crusade, to
volunteers i"r active service in the wars, to
collect the taxes necessary for the support of those
in ili.> field, and to engage the prayers of the faithIt was by order
ful fur the sued 88 of the enterprise.
he bells were rung at midday
111 that
to remind the faithful that they should pray for
the welfare ol the crusaders.
But the princes Of Europe were slow in responding
In Germany, Frederick III,
to the call "f the p.ipe.

of Callistus

through hatred

I

ol

Ladislaus of Hungary, was un-

willing to join a movement from which Hungary
was certain to derive an immediate advantage, while
the bishops and electors were opposed to the collecion of the papal tax imposed in favour of the
i
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England and France were at war and
crusaders.
refused to allow their forces to be weakened by participation in the plans of Callistus III.
Genoa did
organize a fleet and dispatch it against the Turks,
but only to lay herself open to attack by Aragon,
wdiile Portugal, disheartened by lack of success,
withdrew the fleet that it had already dispatched.
Fortunately for Europe, the efforts of the pope were
not entirely in vain. The crusading forces led by
Hunyady, and inspired by the zeal and courage of the
papal legate Carvajal and St. John Capistran, met
the Turks at Belgrade (22 .Inly. 1456) and inflicted
upon them one of the worst defeats they underwent
during their long conflict with Christian Europe.
The pope had longed for such a success in the hope
that it might encourage the princes of Europe to
respond to his call for assistance. The news of the
victory was duly announced to the courts by special
messengers of the pope, but warm congratulations
were the only reply. Unfortunately, too, shortly
after his victory over

Hunyady

Mohammed

himself died of a fever,

II

at

Belgrade,

and

it

seemed as

no Christian general could be found equal to the
task of saving Europe.
In the next year of this pontificate renewed efforts
were made to enlist 'die co-operation of Germany.
The pope endeavoured to make peace between
Frederick III and Ladislaus of Hungary,
but
during the negotiations Ladislaus died (1457), after
a reign of seven years, and his death was the occasion
of renewed disputes between the three great representatives of the House of Hapsburg, Frederick III,
In Albania
Albrecht VI. and Sigismund of Tyrol.
alone was found a leader, Scanderbeg, who had
if

steadily resisted the invasion of the Turks, and
against whom all the powers of Mohammed were unCallistus III summoned (1457) another
availing.
assembly of the princes of Europe to devise measures
But again his
against the inroads of Mohammed.
In France, the Dauphin
efforts were unavailing.

was

in favour of the proposals of Callistus, but the
king refused to join in the enterprise, and the clergy
were so discontented with the levy of the crusading
tax that in many provinces they refused to pay. anil
Similar sentiments
appealed to a general council.
of distrust and resentment were felt by the clergy
and the prince-electors of the German Empire.
England, on account of the war against the allied
powers, France and Scotland, was unwilling to embark in any new expedition. The war between
Aragon and Genoa continued, while, as usual, Venice
was more anxious to promote her own commerce
than to take part in the destruction of the Turkish
fleet.
In Bohemia disputes raged about the succession to the throne, and even when an assembly
of the nobles declared in favour of George Von
Podiebrad, lie was too much concerned in trying to

reconcile his Catholic and (Jtraquist .subjects, and
to secure an understanding with Frederick III, to
permit himself to join in the Crusade. Hungary, too.
was distracted by the disputes between the rival
claimants to the throne.
William of Saxony and
Casimir of Poland, in the names of their wives, put
forward pretensions, but found little or no support
from the people of Hungary. A national assembly
held at Pesth chose as kin;; Matthias Hunyady, a
son of the conqueror of Belgrade, but the rival partie
refused to submit to this choice.
At last (1459)
they proceeded to the election of Frederick III. The
result of so many disputes was that the countries
most closely affected bj the Turkish danger were
unable to do anything, and though the younger
Hunyady was anxious to follow in the footsteps of
his father, and to join in tin
a] al
las foi a general
crusade, he was loo much occupied with provisions
against internal disorder and the pretensions of
Frederick III to be able to lend any real assistance.
i

|
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Scanderbeg was still in the field, but with the small
command he could at most hope to
defend his country, Albania, against attack. The
pope was involved in new disputes after the death
According to the arrangeof Alfonso V of Aragon.
ments made, the latter's brother was to succeed him
in Aragon and Sicily, while his son Ferdinand,
forces at his

previously recognized as legitimate by Callistus III,
But the pope refused to acto have Naples.
knowledge Ferdinand's claim to Naples and, as
feudal lord of the territory, asserted for himself the
power of disposing of it as he wished. This dispute
prevented him from continuing the work of organizing the Crusade and alienated from the cause the
powerful family of Aragon.
Moreover, it injured the reputation of Callistus III,
as it gave more colour to the charges of nepotism
which were even then freely levelled against him.
He had already raised to the cardinalate two of his
nephews, one of whom, the youthful Rodrigo, was
later to become Pope Alexander VI; he bestowed
upon a third the governorship of the Castle of Sant'
Angelo and the title of Duke of Spoleto. Many
asserted that his opposition to Ferdinand of Aragon
was due to his desire of securing Naples for the
In this way the early
worthless Duke of Spoleto.
part of 1458 was spent, and during the last few months
of his life even Callistus himself had begun to clearly
realize that the work to which he had devoted his
pontificate had proved a failure, and that on other
shoulders must devolve the task of driving back the

was

Turk.
His reign

is also remarkable for the revision of the
Joan of Arc, which was carried out by direction of the pope, and according to which the sentence of the first court was quashed, and the innocence
He also had
of the Maid of Orleans proclaimed.
the honour of placing the name of Osmund, Bishop
The
of Salisbury, on the list of canonized saints.
energies of Callistus were too much directed towards
the campaign against the Turks to permit him to
devote so much attention to the literary revival of
the time as did some of his predecessors, especially
Nicholas V, and this neglect of the Humanists made
some of them his enemies; yet he seems to have spent
a considerable sum of money in securing some
valuable additions to the treasures of the Vatican.
Callistus III must ever be regarded as a man of
lofty ideals, of boundless courage, energy, and
perseverance.
He realized the dangers which then
confronted Europe, and made every effort to unite
its Christian princes for the defence of their own
countries; if he failed, the blame must fall not on
the pope, but on those who refused to hearken to
It is unfortunate that a character,
his counsels.
otherwise straightforward and unsullied, should

trial of

have been damaged by contemporary charges of
nepotism and avarice. He left, at his death, a rather
remarkable sum of money. His letters are to be
found in Raynaldus, " Annalcs Eccl.", from 1455
to 1458; see also Harduin, "Concilia", IX, 1375-78,
D'Achery, "Spicilegium", III (Paris ed. 796-804),

and "Magn.

Bullar.

Rom."

(Lyons, 1692),

I,

279-82.

Harduin, Concilia, IX. 1375; Pastor, tr. Antrobus,
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See Callistus.

Callot, Jacques, a French etcher, engraver, and
painter, b. at Nancy, France, 1592: d. in t lie same city,
28 March, 1635. His father was Jean Callot, a noble,
the herald-at-arms for Lorraine, who desired that
But
his son should become a soldier or a priest.
the boy's inclinations for art were so intense, and he
was so precocious that parental wishes were of no

His work even as a schoolboy showed a
grasp of human character, and the bizarre and
humorous, particularly in people of the lower
orders, attracted him.
Before he was twelve years
old he had studied design, wherein he was so soon to
become a master, and had received aid from Henriet
Israel, son of the Lorraine court-painter, and from
Dumange Crocq, the royal engraver.
In 1604 he ran away to Italy in the company of a
band of gypsies, hoping to reach the goal of his
ambition, Rome. He stopped in Florence and
studied engraving under the celebrated Remigio
Gallina, and copied the work of the masters, thus
tempering his love for the grotesque. The young
runaway was soon sent home, to the joy of his parents,
but his father finally consented to his accompanying
the envoy of Duke Henry II to the Papal Court. In
Rome he practised engraving and etching and invented a hard varnish for grounding copper-plates.
When he left Italy (1621 or 1622) his fame was
already great, and it soon became world-wide. He
engraved for the Infanta Eugenia in Brussels and
for Louis XIII in Paris.
It is said that when the
French monarch in 1633 commanded Callot to engrave a plate commemorative of the fall of Nancy
the artist cried that he "would rather cut off his
right hand than use it on such a work".
If little is known of his intimate life and traits,
his 1600 plates afford full information concerning
the artistic side of his career. Callot was often ugly
in his realism, but he was a master of the art of design, clear in drawing, fertile in invention, precise
in line, and varied in his style.
The freedom and
naivete in his small figures, the lifelike manner in
which he treated them, and the certainty with which
he arranged complicated groups made him the
pioneer of methods followed by Rembrandt and his
forerunners.
The Macabcresque note in medieval
art is dominant in his work, and there is a piquancy
and newness given to the slightest details. A peculiarity in nearly all his figures is the smallness of
the heads in proportion to the bodies. His landscapes are inferior to his figure-pieces and architectural plates, though the latter are of great historical
and topographical interest ("La Tour de Nesle"
with "the Old Louvre"). No authentic finished
painting by Callot exists among the great collections, and it is very doubtful if he ever completed a work in oil. This master of the grotesque
and humorous was the father of etching in France,
avail.

1

his fame comes from his etchings, which are
He frequently spoiled
better than his engravings.
his splendid point-work with the burin, and his
reputation as an aquafortist depends, therefore, more
Notable
on what he did than on how he did it.
among his works are eighteen plates entitled "The
Miseries of War"; twenty-five plates of beggars;
"The Holy Family"; "Cosmo III, Grand Duke of
His last
Tuscany"; "Charles III of Lorraine".
years were spent industriously in Nancy, where he
died.
He was buried in the church of the FrancisHe was noted for his loyalty
cans (Cordeliers).
and courage as a subject of Lorraine, and for his
generosity, probity, and kindness of heart as a citizen.

and

Meaumk. Reeherehes sor la vie et les ourrages de Jacques
Callot (Paris, INCH); Dielooinairc general des artistes dc iecole
fran^aise, s. v. (Paris, 18S2).

Leigh Hunt.
Cally, Pierre, philosopher and theologian, b. at
Mesnil-Hubert, department of Orne, France, date of
In 1660 he
birth uncertain; d. 33 December, 1709.
was appointed professor of philosophy and eloquence
in the University of Caen, and in 1675 president of
In 1684 he asthe College des Arls in the same city.
sumed charge of the parish of Saint-Martin. He
wrote a course of philosophy, "Universal philosophise
institutiones" (Caen, 1695), in which the theories of
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Descartes are explained ami defended.
with great zeal for the conversion of

He worked
Protestants,

which lie endeavoured to
For the same purpose he
solve their difficulties.
composed a book on the Eucharist, "Durand commente, ou accord de la philosophic avec la theologie

and gave conferences

in

transsubstantiation de l'eucharistie"
In it he denies the existence of absoa transubstantiation,
Before and after the conadmits a transformation.
secration the matter of the bread remains the same;
by the consecration the matter of the bread becomes
A publisher in Caen
he matter of the body of Christ.
was asked to print sixty copies of the work to be sent
In fact,
to competent judges before making it public.
eight hundred copies were printed immediately and
At once the book became the subject of many
sold.
On 30
discussions and was bitterly denounced.

touchant

la

(Caen, 1700).

lute accidents and, instead of

(

March, 1701,BishopdeNesmondof Baycux condemned
seventeen propositions taken from ('ally's work as
"false, rash, erroneous, scandalous, injurious to the
Council of Trent (Sess. XIII, c. iv and canon ii),
destructive of the real presence of the body of Christ
in the Eucharist, and leading to heresy concerning
Cally made a public retractransubstantiation".
In addition to the
tion on 21 April of the same year.
works already mentioned he wrote "Doctrine heretique et schismatique touchant la primautd du pape
enseignee par les jesuites dans leur college de Caen"
(1644) " Discours en forme d'homelies sur les mysteres, sur les miracles et sur les paroles de Notre-Seigneur Jesus-Christ qui sont dans l'evangile" (Caen,
1703), and published a new edition with commentaries
of Boethius's work, "De consolatione philosophica"
(Caen, 1695).
PlCOT, Memoires pour serr'r n Vhixtoirc erclesiaxtique pendant
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Thomas von Aquino (Ratisbon,
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in Diet, de thiol, cath., II, 1368.
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See Bosa, Diocese op.

Calmet, Dom Augistin, celebrated exegetist; b.
Menil-la-Horgne, near Commercy,
Lorraine,
France, 26 Feb.. 1672; d. at the Abbey of Senones,
near Saint-Die, 25 Oct., 1757. He was educated at
the Benedictine priory of Breuil, and in 1688 joined
the same order in the Abbey of St-Mansuy at
Toul, where he was admitted to profession 23 Oct.
of the following year. After his ordination, 17 March,
1696, he was appointed to teach philosophy and theology at the Abbey of Moyen-Moutier. Here with
the help of his brethren he began to gather the material for his commentary of the Bible, which he completed at Miinster in Alsace where he was sent in
1704 as sub-prior and professor of exegesis. The
first volume appeared at Paris in 1707 with the title
"Commentaire littoral sur tous les livres de l'Ancien
et du Nouveau Testament"; the last of the twentythree quarto volumes, owing to various delays, was
published only in 1716. To satisfy the demand for
the work a second edition in twenty-six volumes
quarto was issued 1714-1720, and a third, enlarged,
A Latin
edition in nine volumes folio 1724-1726.
translation by Mansi was published at Lucca, 17301738, in nine folio volumes, with new editions at
at

volumes folio) and Wiirzburg
(17s9. nineteen volumes quarto)
another Latin
translation by F. Vccelli appeared at Venice and
Frankfort (1730, six volumes folio).
This shows

Augsburg (1756,

eight

;

how much
it

the

commentary was esteemed. But while
praise, even by Protestants,

was received with high

were not wanting, among whom may be mentioned the Oratorian Kichard Simon. It cannot be
denied that in spite of its merits and great erudition
critics

is in some respects open to criticism.
Difficult
passages are often passed over lightly, and too frequently different explanations of a text are set down

it
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without a hint to the reader as to which
or the preferable one.

is

the right

The work inaugurated a new method

of Biblical
exegesis, inasmuch as its author very sensibly departed from the general custom of giving an allegorical (mystical) and tropological (moral) interpretation
besides the literal, and confined himself to the latter.
The most valuable part of the commentary were the
introductory prefaces to the several books and 114
These he
learned dissertations on special topics.

published separately with nineteen new ones in three
volumes, under the title "Dissertations qui peuvent
servir de prolegomenes a. 1'Ecriture Sainte" (Paris,
1720). The collection met with such success that two
editions were printed at Amsterdam in 1722, the title
being changed to "Tresors d'antiquites saerees et
profanes". It was translated into English (Oxford,
1726), Latin (by Mansi, Lucca. 1729). Hutch (Rotterdam, 1728), German (Bremen, 1738, 1744, and 1747)
and Italian. In the meanwhile he had prepared two
other works closely connected with Biblical exegesis:
(1) "Histoire de l'Ancien et du Nouveau Testament
et des Juifs" (Paris, 1718), which went through several editions, and was translated into English (Lon-

German (Augsburg. 1759) and Latin (ib.
1788); (2) " Dictionnaire historique, critique, chronologique, geographique et litteral de la Bible"
(Paris, 1720, two vols, folio),
a supplement (also
foiio) was added in 172S.
An improved and enlarged edition in four folio volumes was published in
1730, which has several times been reprinted, the last
time in Migne, "Encyclopedic theologique", I-IV.
It, too, was translated into Latin and the principal
European languages. The English translation by
D'Oyley and Colson (1732), revised and with additions by Taylor (1795), went through many editions
In his later
in a larger and a compendious form.
years Calmet published some further Biblical dissertations in the "Bible de Vence" (1742). Among his
other published works may be mentioned: (1) "Histoire universelle sacree et profane, depuis le commencement du monde jusqu'a nos jours" (St lasburg, 1735, quarto), in which he follows the ideas
enunciated in Bossuet's "Discours sur l'histoire universelle"; (2) "Histoire ecclesiastique et civile de la
Lorraine" (Nancy, 172S), of great value for the history of that province; (3) " Bibliotheque Lorraine"
(Nancy, 1751), containing his autobiography (pp.
209-217); (4) "Commentaire litteral, historique et
moral sur la regie de S. Benott " (Paris, 1734).
Calmet was a pious religious as well as a learned man.
In recognition of these qualities he was elected prior
of Lay-Saint-Christophe in 1715, abbot of St-Leopold
at Nancy in 1719, and of Senones in 1729; he was also
twice entrusted with the office of president or superior general of the congregation.
Benedict XIII
wished to confer the episcopal dignity upon him, but
his humility could not be brought to accept the
don, 1740),

honour.
Fanoe, Viedti R. P D. Aug. Calmet (Senones, 1762); Maggiolo, Eloge historique de D. A. Calmet (Nancy, is:!!*
Digot,
Xotiee bioqraphique r! lilt/ mire sur !). A uauslin Calmet N'ancv,
1860); Bazelaire. Dom Calmet et la Conor. i» Saint- Vanne in
Le Correspondent (1S45), 70:i-727. 846-874; Hurter, Nomcnclator; Mangenot in Vio., Dirt, de la Bible, II, 72 sq.
1

;
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Calne, Council op. See Dunstan, Saint.
Caloe, a titular see of Asia Minor, mentioned as
Kaloe and Keloue in inscriptions of the third century,
Kalose in Hierocles' "Synecdemos" (660); as Kalloe,
Kaloe, and even Kolone in Parthey's "Notitiic episcopatuum", where it figures from the sixth to the
Caloe must he identwelfth or thirteenth century.
tified with the modern village of Kilis, Keles, or
Kelas, a nahii in the vilayet of Smyrna, to the southwest of Ala-Shehir (ancient Philadelphia), in the

upper valley of the Kutchuk-Mendcrcs (Caystrusl.
There was in Lydia a Lake Koloc, near which the

CALTAGIRONE
tombs
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Lydian kings and the temple of Artemis Koloene stood. According to Lequien, the
titular see took its name from this locality; but
Lequien's view is inconsistent with the position assigned to Caloe by the " Notitiae episcopatuum " as
of the

a suffragan see of Ephesus.

ployed to indicate the oath taken by the parties to a
litigation, by which they averred that the action was
brought and the defence offered in good faith.
St. Thomas, Summa theol. (Turin, 1885), II, QQ. lxviii, \xix,
lxxii. lxxiii; Lehmkuhl, Theol. moralis (Freiburg, 1SS7), I,
1191 sq.; Genicot, Theol. moralis institutiones (Louvain, 1898),
I, 561 sq.; Berardi, Praxis Confessariorum (Faenza. lsas
11,
422; Dublanchy in Diet, de theol. cath. (Paris, 1904), s. v.
,

S.

Petrides.

Joseph
Caltagirone (Calata Hieronis), Diocese of
(Calatayeronensis). Caltagirone is a city in the
province of Catania, Sicily, built on two eminences
about 2000 feet above sea-level, connected by a
bridge.
It is supposed by some to be the ancient
Hybla Minor, by others the ancient Gela. In the
Middle Ages it became a Saracen stronghold. The
first two syllables of its name are of Arabic origin
(Jcalaat, castle).

The Genoese

tried unsuccessfull}- to

expel the Arabs from Caltagirone, which later, however, with the rest of Sicily fell into the hands of the
Normans. It belonged at one time to the Diocese of
Syracuse, but when the latter was made the seat of a
metropolitan, Caltagirone was erected into a suffragan
see.
The first bishop was Gaetano Maria Trigona,
afterwards transferred to Palermo. The diocese contains a population of 115,500 with 25 parishes, 112
churches and chapels, 199 secular and 48 regular
priests, 5 religious houses of men, and 5 of women.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1S44), XXI, 628;
Ann. eccl. (Rome, 1907), 354-55.

U. Benigni.
Caltanisetta (Calathanisium), Diocese of (Calathanisiadensis). The city is situated in a fertile
plain of Sicily, on the River Salso, in the vicinity of
the most extensive sulphur mines in the world.
The
name is of Arabic origin. The immense cavern of
Caltabillotta is famous on account of the legend of a
great dragon, driven thence by the holy hermit Peregrinus when he chose that spot for a life of penance.
This city formerly belonged to the Diocese of Girgenti, but was created an episcopal see by Gregory
XVI in 1844, and is a suffragan of Monreale. The
The churches of
first bishop was Antonio Stromillo.
the city worthy of notice are: Santa Maria Nuova, the
cathedral, and Santa Maria Vecchia. whose Saracen-

Norman

portal is an exquisite work of art.
Caltanisetta has 17 parishes, 182 churches and chapels, 225
secular priests, 145,000 Catholics, 4 religious houses
for men and 16 for women.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1844), XXI, 609;
Ann. eccl. (Rome, 1907), 355-56.

U. Benigni.

Calumny

(Lat. catoor, to use artifice, to deceive),
etymologically any form of ruse or fraud employed
to deceive another, particularly in judicial proceed-

In its more commonly accepted signification
means the unjust damaging of the good name of

ings.
it

another by imputing t<> him a crime or fault of which
The sin thus committed is in a genhe is not guilty.
eral sense mortal, just as is detraction.
It is hardly
necessary, however, to observe that as in other
breaches of the law the sin may be venial, either because of the trivial character of the subject-matter
involved or because of insufficient deliberation in the
making of the accusation. Objectively, a calumny
is calculated
tn do serious
is a mortal sin when it
harm t<> the person so traduced. Just as in the instance "f wrongful damage to person or estate, so the
calumniator is hound to adequate reparation for the
injury perpetrated by the blackening of another's
good name.
He is obliged (1) to retract his false
tits, and that even though his own reputation
may necessarily as a consequence suffer. (2) He
must also inke good whatever other losses have been
sustained by the innocent party as a result of his
libellous utterances, provided these same have
u
in some measure (in confuso) foreseen by him.
In
canon law the phrase juramentum calumnicc is emII-

r
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Calvaert, Dionysitjs, an eminent painter, usually
as "The Fleming" and called Denis, a
native of Antwerp and a student at Bologna, b.
about the year 1540; d. 1619. The Antwerp "Record of Artists" or "Liggeren" (1556-57), gives his
name as Caluwaert. He first studied under Christiaen van Queecborne, but early left his own country
for Bologna, becoming a pupil first witli Prospero
Fontana, in 1570, and afterwards with Lorenzo

known

Sabbat ini,

whom

Rome

he accompanied to
in 1572
for two years assisting his master
in his paintings in the Vatican.
On his return to
Bologna lie settled there permanently, establishing

and remained there

school from which sprang, among
other notable artists, Albani, Guido, and Domenichino.
The rival school in Bologna was that of the
Carracci, but Calvaert was so respected in the city
that on his decease Ludovico Carracci attended his
funeral in the Servite church and brought with him

a celebrated

all his

pupils.

Calvaert was a profound student of architecture,
and history, exceedingly accurate in
perspective and graceful in design.
His colouring is
full and rich, his execution suave and accurate,
and, although there is something of an awkward
stiffness in the movements of his figures and an
academic mannerism in his grouping, yet in composition he was far ahead of his rivals and in colouring undoubtedly their superior.
As an instructor
few excelled him. His principal works are to be
seen at Bologna, Florence, St. Petersburg, Parma,
and Caen, and many of his pictures have been engraved.
His life was one of great devotion to his
art and his faith, and he was greatly respected in
Bologna.
Bryan, Dictionary of Painit ra ^n Et -oat rs (London, New

anatomy,

i

Hi7s
York, 1903); Malvasia, /
na Pitt
(Bologna
Orlandi, Abbecedario Piitorico (Etalogna, 1,19); Oretti, J7npvbliahea Notebooks, Ar'nana-m I.ihrary, Helogna.
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George Charles Williamson.
Calvary, Congregation of Our Lady of, a congregation founded at Poitiers, in 1617, by Antoinette
of Orl6ans-Longueville, assisted by the famous Capuchin, Father Joseph Le Clerc du Tremblay.
Antoinette was left a widow in 1596, and entered the convent of Feuillantines at Toulouse in 1599. After her
profession she was commanded by the pope to art as
coadjutrix to the Abbess of Fontevrault, and assist
her in reforming her convent.
Here Antoinette met
Father Joseph, who became her director: he had just
reformed the monastery of I'Encloitre, and when Paul
V ordered Antoinette to found a seminary for training
religious, this convent was chosen for that purpose,
and was soon filled with novices. In 1614 Antoinette
founded and built a new convent at Poitiers, dedi)ur Lady of Calvary, which became tin'
cated to
cradle of the congregation.
By permission of the
pope, she left Fontevrault to enter this monastery,
and took witli her those nuns who wished to follow the
'f'he Abbess of
Benedictine rule in all its strictness,
Fontevrault at first consented to this, but afterwards
objected, ami it was not until after Antoinette's death
that Father Joseph established die new congregation,
gave then constitutions, and got Iregory XV to issue
a Bull erecting them into an independent congregation
under the title of Our Lady of Calvary. They were
(

(

i

finally approved by the Holy
The congregation succumbed

tion, but

See. 17 January. 1827.
to the French Revolu-

was restored afterwards and

in

I860 had

CALVARY
twenty houses

in France, of

which seven

still

exist.

The mother-house is at Orleans, three convents are
in Yondome, Angers, and La Capelle Marival, and in
1897 an orphanage and boarding-school were opened
Mount of Olives at
_;i rls of the Greek Rite on the
The life is mixed. Father Joseph oralem.
dered that there should always be a nun meditating
The nuns have
the crucifix day and night.
boarding-schools and take charge of deaf and dumb
The habit is brown
girls, and the old and infirm.
with a black scapular.
Hkimbdchkk. Die Orden und Congregatianen der katholischen
for

11.358;

Braunmuller in Kirchenlex.,
(Paderborn, 1907).
Dirt, des Ordrcs Reliairux (Paris, 1800); DE
(Besancon, 1848), VI: Con-

Helyot,

Feller, Bioomr'
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conori'ijation

du Calvaire

(Paris.

1635).

Francesca M. Steele.
Calvary, Mount, the place of the Crucifixion of
Jesus Christ.

—

—

Namk. Etymology <"/</ Use. The word Calvary
Calvaria and
(Lat. Catvaria) means "a skull".
the Gr. Kpaviov are equivalents for the original
Golgotha (roXyofti or -8a) from the Heb. nbihi, Aram.
XD^J^J. The ingenious conjecture that Golgotha may
be a contraction for Gol Goatha and may accordingly
have signified "mount of execution", and been related to Goatha in Jer., xxi, .39, has found scarcely
any supporters. The diminutive monticulus (little
mount) was coupled with the name a. d. 333 by the
" Pilgrim of Bordeaux".
Towards the beginning of
the fifth century Rufinus spoke of "the rock of
Golgotha". Since the sixth century the usage has
The
to designate Calvary as a mountain.
Gospel styles it merely a "place", (Matt, xxvii, 33;
Mark w, 22; Luke, xxiii, 33; John, xix, 17).
\ ame.
The following theories have
n of tht
been advanced: (1) Calvary may have been a place

—

of public execution,

—

and so named from the

skulls

it.
The victims were perhaps abandoned to become a prey to birds and beasts, as Jezabel and Pharao's baker had been (IV K., ix, 35;
Gen., xl, 19, 22).
(2) Its name may have been derived from a cemetery that may have stood near.
There is no reason for believing that Joseph's tomb,
in which the body of Christ was laid, was an isolated
one, especially since it was located in the district
later on described by Josephus as containing the

strewn over

monument

This hypotheof the high-priest John.
tic further advantage of explaining the thinness of the population in this quarter at so late a
period as that of the siege of Jerusalem (Jos., Bell,
Moreover, each of the rival Calvaries
jud., V, vi, 2).
lay is near a group of ancient Jewish tombs.
(3) The name may have been occasioned by the
physical contour of the place.
St. Luke (loc. cit.)
seems to hint at this by saying it was the place called

"a skull"

(Kpavlov).
Moreover, Golgotha (root, ppj,
"to roll"), which borrows its signification from the
rounded or rolling form of the skull, might also have
been applied to a skull-shaped hillock.
(4) There
was a tradition current among the Jews that the
skull of Adam, after having been confided by Noe
to his son Scm, and by the latter to Melchisedech,

was

finallj

deposited

at

the

place railed, for that

Golgotha. The Talmudists and the lathers
Church wire aware of this tradition, and it
survives in the skulls and bones placed at the fool
of the

of the
to it,

many
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The Evangelists are not opposed
crucifix
inasmuch as they speak of one and not of
(Luke. Mark, John, loc. cit.)

skulls.

The curious origins of many Biblical names, the
twofold and sometimes disagreeing explanations offered for them by the Sacred Writers (Gen., passim)
should make us pause before accepting any of the
above theories as correct. Each of them has its
weak points: The first seems to be opposed to the Jew-

which prescribed that the crucified should be
buried before sundown (Deut., xxi, 23). Josephus
intimates that this enactment was scrupulously observed (Bell, jud., IV, v. 2). The executions cited
in support of the opinion are too few, too remote,
and too isolated to have the force of proof. Moreover, in this supposition Calvary would have been
called more correctly a place "of skulls", but the
In the first
Evangelists nowhere use the plural.
two theories no sufficient reason is assigned for selecting the skull in preference to any other member
of the body, or the corpse itself, as a name-giver.
The third theory is plausible and more popular.
Yet it may not be urged a priori, as indicating a
requisite for a Calvary otherwise unauthenticated.
The Evangelists seem to have been more intent upon
giving an intelligible equivalent for the obscure
name, Golgotha, than upon vouching for its origin.
The fourth theory has been characterized as too abIt was
surd, though it has many serious adherents.
It would not seem
not absurd to the uncritical Jew.
absurd to untaught Christians. Yet it is among the
untaught that names arise spontaneously. Indeed
Christians embellished the legend, as we shall see.
Descriptive Data. The New Testament. The
only explicit notices are that the Crucifixion took
place outside the city (Heb., xiii, 12), but close to
it; a newly-hewn tomb stood in a garden not far
away (John, xix, 20, 41): the spot was probably
near a frequented road, thus permitting the passers-by to revile the supposed criminal. That the
Cyrenian was coming from the country when he
was forced into service seems to exclude only two
of the roads entering Jerusalem, the one leading
from Bethlehem and the one from Siloe (Matt., xxvii,
Any other
39; Mark, xv, 24, 29; Luke, xxiii, 26).
road entering Jerusalem might fulfil the condition.
The incidents recorded along the sorrowful journey
are so few that the distance from the prsetorium
is left a matter of conjecture.
Early Medieval Narratives. After the Apostolic
Age no more is heard of Calvary until the fourth
century.
Under pagan rule an idol had been placed
there, and had been later embraced within the same
enclosure as the crypt of the Resurrection (Sozomen,
Hist. Feci., II, 1,2). Eustachius, Constantine's architect, separated it from the latter by hewing away a
great mass of stone.
It was St. Melania the Younger
who first adorned Mount Calvary with a chapel (436).
The place is described as "a knoll of scanty size"
Eucherius. 427—440), appar(deficiens loci tumor
ently natural, and in the sixth century approached
by steps. It was fifteen paces from the Holy SepulIt was encircled with silver railings and conchre.
tained a cell in which the Cross was kept, and a
great altar (Theodosius, 530).
Two years after the
ravages of the Persians (614), a large church replaced
From its roof
the ruined chapel (Arculfus, 680).
a brazen wheel adorned with lamps was suspended
over a silver cross that stood in tin- socket of Our
Saviour's gibbet.
This church was destroyed Hill),
but was restored in 1048. The rock beneath is
spoken of by Soewulf (1 102) as being "much cracked
In tin- traditions,
near the fosse of the Cross".
Adam's burial and Abraham's sacrifice are repeatedly
ated there.
By 1149 the Calvary chapel had been united by
the crusaders with the surrounding oratories into a
vast basilica.
The part of the rock believed to have
held the Cross is said to have been removed and
lost in a shipwreck on the coasl of Syria while beAnother
ing transported to Constantinople ISO'.n.
fragment is shown in the chapel of Longinus, one
the
basilica.
of many in
Wilson. Warren, Fraas,
Contemporary Sources.
and other eminent topographers engaged in the interests of the Englisli Ordnance Survey (1864-5),
ish law,

—

—

—

—

1.

1.
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crosses.
Behind it, among numerous icons, stands
a large painted image of the Crucified Saviour.
The altars of the Crucifixion and Mater Dolorosa
(eleventh and thirteenth stations) belong to the

Latins.
The image on the latter, or middle, altar
screened, and incased with a profusion of votive

is

offerings.
The floor of the chapel, which is on a
level with the top of the rock, is covered with coarse
mosaics.
round stone in the pavement on the
Latin side, near the eleventh station, marks the place
of the tenth.
In the roof, there is a mosaic representation of Christ.
Entrance to the chapel is obtained

A

by the stairways. The two most frequently used are
at the west end.
The eighteen steps in each stairway, which are narrow, steep and much worn, are
mostly of pink Santa Croce marble commonly quarried
in Palestine.

—

Authenticity. It is beyond doubt that the
Calvary we have been considering is the same as
that of the Middle Ages, but is it correct to identify
it
with that of the Gospels? It has long been far
within the city walls. But did the city wall which
lii

enclosed

was

Christ

it for so
crucified?

many
That
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declare that the lower part of this traditional Calvary is natural, and that the upper part "mayvery likely be so". The knoll is of soft white limestone (nummulitic) containing nodules, and occupies
a position normally required for such a bed in Palestine, viz. above the Missse and Malaki strata respectively.
These last beds are seen on lower levels
in the basilica.
The direction taken by the rent in
the rock, 96° east of north, is practically the same as
that of the veining of the rocks roundabout.
Other
points of similarity have been observed. The fissure
broadens eastwards. The rock has been cut away
on the side. of the Holy Sepulchre, thus bearing out
the architectural datum afforded by the period of
Constantine. Calvary is 140 feet south-east of the
Holy Sepulchre and 13 feet above it. The early
traditions mentioned at the beginning of this article
still cling to it.
The chapel of Adam beneath that
of Calvary stands for the first.
picture in it
represents the raising of Adam to life by the Precious
Blood trickling down upon his skull. An altar is
there dedicated to Melchisedech. A vestige of the
second tradition subsists in a scraggy olive tree
a few yards away, religiously guarded, which the
Abyssinians still claim to have been the bush in which
the ram's horns were caught when the angel stayed
the hand of Abraham.
Calvary Chapel. The small, low, poorly-lighted
oratory, built upon the traditional Calvary, is divided
into two sections by a pair of massive pillars.
The
chapel of the Exaltation of the Cross comprises the
section on the north and belongs to the Orthodox
Greeks. That of the Crucifixion on the south is in
possession of the Latins.
At the eastern end, behind a thickly-set row of sanctuary lamps kept constantly burning, there are three altars of the eleventh,
twelfth, and thirteenth stations of the Way of the
Cross.
That of the twelfth station is in the Greek
chapel, and marks the position of Our Saviour's
Cross.
It is near the rent made in the rock by the
earthquake. Two black marble discs at its sides
indicate the presumed positions of the malefactors'

centuries enclose it when
is, did the present city

exist when the Saviour was put to death?
If
so, this could not have been the place of the crucifixion; for Christ was crucified outside of the walls
\v:ill

(Heb., xiii, 12). St.W'illibald (eighth century), Scewulf
(twelfth century), and many others asked themselves
But it was not until two centuries
ago that an affirmative answer was ventured by
Korti a German bookseller (see below).
Not, however, until the last century did the new opinion
obtain supporters. Then a school sprang up which
first rejected the old site and eventually set about

—

—

seeking new ones. Catholics, as a class, with many
leading Anglicans support the traditional claims.
The authenticity of Calvary is intimately bound
up with that of the Holy Sepulchre. Relative to
the authenticity of the sites of both, the ecclesiastical writers who are the first to break silence after
the Evangelists seem to leave no room for doubt.
Now it is not easy to see how these, the chief representatives of an apologetical age, could have overlooked the above difficulty advanced by modern
writers, especially since simple pilgrims are known
to have anticipated it.
The spirit of investigation
had awakened in the Church long years previous
to them; and the accredited custodians of the tradition, the Jerusalem community, had been ruled by
a continuous succession of bishops since Apostolic
times.
Under these circumstances, our first available witnesses tell us that a remembrance of the
site had actually been transmitted.
As a telling
testimony to the confidence they merit herein, it need
only be remarked that of sixteen modern charts
of the Holy City collated by Zimmermann (Basle,
1876) only four place Golgotha within the second
or outermost wall in the time of Christ.
Moreover,
Dr. Schick, the author of one of these, accepted the
traditional view before his death.
Dr. Riess, in his
"Bibel-At las" (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1895) also agrees
with, the majority.
(See Jerusalem Holt Sepulchre.)
Modern Calvaries. The most popular of sev,

;

—

proposed is that of Otto Thenius (1849),
better known as Gordon's Calvary, and styled by
the latter. "Skull Hill", because of its shape.
Conder
is the chief supporter of this view.
This site is
the elevation over Jeremiah's Grotto, not far from
the Damascus Gate.
In default of an historic basis,
and owing to the insufficiency of the Gospel data
which may be verified equally well on any side of
the city the upholders of the new theories usually
take for granted one or other of the following statements, viz: that Christ should have been immolated
north of the altar, like the typical victims (Lev.,
i, 10, 11); that Calvary was a place of public execution; that the place reserved for crucifixion, if there
was one, was identical with a presumed stoningplace; that a modern Jewish tradition as to a fixed
stoning-place could be substantiated in the time
of Christ; and that the violent mob to which Christ
was delivered would have conformed to whatever
custom prescribed for the occasion. These affirmations all bear the mark of fitness; but until documents are produced to confirm them, they must
inevitably fall short as proofs of facts.
For Fathers, see article, Holy Sepulchre.
Pilgrims.
Geyer, Itinera H ierosolymitana Tobleh, Descriperal sites

—

:

tion Terrae Sanctae (1874).

General Treatment. Dictionaries of the Bible; Quarterly statement P. E. F. (passim, especially 1902-19031; Warren, Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem in Notes (London, 1S65); Warren
and Conder in Jerusalem (1884).
Controversial (authors marked with an asterisk * oppose
the traditional view):
Breen *, Harm. Expos, of the Four Gospels (Rochester,
New York), IV; FsSGUSBON *. Essay on Ancient Topographs of
Jerusalem (London, 1847); Findlay, On th> Site of the Holy
Sepulchre (London, 1347); Lewin, Siege ofj erusalem (London,
lSt>3);
Reilly, Authenticity, elc. in Ecclesiastical Review
(Philadelphia I, XXXVI. nil. (1 sqq.; Robinson*, liiblio
searches (Boston, 1841), I; Sanday, Sacred Sites of the <
(Oxford. 19031; Tliuipp, Ancient Jerusalem (Cambridge, 1855);

Williams. The Holy City (London, 1845); CHATEAUBRIAND,
ltiniraire de Paris a Jerusalem (Paris, 181 1 ). II; Route *, Reise
nach dem geloblcn Lande Aeg. Syr. u. Me*. (Halle. L751);
Krafft, Die Topographic J crusalems (Bonn, 1846); Tobi.er*.
Topographic von Jerusalem u. semen I'mgebungen (Berlin,
1853),
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man and
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Lord Baltimore,

states-

colonizer, b. at Kipling, Yorkshire, Eng1580; d. in London, England, 15 April. L632.
He was graduated from Oxford in 1597. In 1605 he
married a daughter of John Mayne, a lady of dis-

land,

c.
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formable

point of religion".
( alvert, becoming
a Catholic, in 1624, surrendered this manor but received it again, with the religious clause omitted. On
becoming a Catholic he resigned his secretaryship.
The king retained him in his Privy Council, and in
1625 elevated him to the Irish Peerage as Baron
Baltimore of Baltimore in County Longford. After
the death of .lames. Charles offered to dispense with
the oath of religious supremacy, if Calvert would remain in the council but ('alvert declined.
Lord Baltimore purchased a plantation in Newfoundland in the year 1620. which he called Avalon.
In 1622 he applied for a patent and received in 1623
a grant of the south-eastern peninsula of Newfoundland, which was erected into the Province of Avalon.
and quasi-royal authority was given him. He went
to Avalon in 1627 to observe conditions in the province and to establish a colony whirr all might enjoy
freedom in worshipping God.
He landed at Fairyland, the settlement of the province, in 1627 and remained till fall. When he returned the nexl spring
he brought with him his family, including Lady Baltimore, his second wife, and about forty colonists. On
his first \i^ii t" \\alon he brought two priests, and
in

one priest.
After Lord Baltimore's
on his second
second vi-it to Avalon, a Protestant minister. .Mr.
Stourton, wenl back to England and complained to
the Privy Council thai Ins patron was having Mass
said in the province, and that he favoured the CathX" attention however was paid to Stourton's
olics.
In thewarwith France French cruisers
complaints.
attacked the English fisheries, and Lord Baltimore's
visit

interests suffered hea\

ily.

About 1628 Lord Baltimore requested a new grant
a better climate.
In the following year, before
word came from the king, he went to Virginia and
being a Catholic, was received with various indignities.
It,, returned i"
England and at first received from Charles a grant of land south of the
III.— 13

in
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He spent some
tinguished family, who died in 1622.
time on the Continent where he met Robert Cecil,
After his return, Calvert
the secretary of state.
was made private secretary to Lord Cecil. He was
soon appointed by the king a Clerk of the Crown for
the Province of Connaught and the County Clare
In 1609 he was sent to Parliament from
in Ireland.
He was sent on a mission to the French
Bossiney.
Court in 1610, on the occasion of the accession of
Upon the death of Lord Cecil, in 1613,
Louis XIII.
Calvert was made clerk of the Privy Council. Aftersent
wards he was
by the king to Ireland to report on
the success of the policy of bringing the Irish people into
conformity with the Church of England. There was
a great deal of discontent among the Irish, and several
commissions were appointed to hear and report on
the grievances. Calvert served on two of these comHe became a great favourite of King
missions.
James I. He translated into Latin the argument of
the king against the Dutch theologian, Vorstius.
In
1617 the order of knighthood was conferred on him
and two years later he was appointed principal secretary of state. Spain ami France were rivals for English
favour.
Calvert, believing that Spain would be the
better friend or more formidable foe, favoured the
roposcd marriage of Charles, Prince of Wales with
the' Infanta .Maria, daughter of Philip III, although
the majority in Parliament were opposed to this
union.
In the year 162(1 'the king made Calvert
one of the commissioners for the office of treasurer.
In 1621 he served in Parliament as a representative
from Yorkshire, and in 1624 from Oxford. He was
one of the minority that favoured the Spanish Court
policy.
He also tried to be a conciliator between
tlie king and the country party.
As a reward for
faithful services the king granted him (in 1621) a
manor of 2300 acres, in the lounty of Longford, Irelaud, on condition that all settlers "should be con-

James River. Meeting opposition from some of the
Virginia Company, he sought another grant north
and east of the Potomac, which he obtained. Before the charter was granted, however, he died.
It
is

claimed that he dictated

its

provisions.

Baltimore's

works are "Carmen Funebre in D. Hen. Untonum",
in a collection of verses on Sir Henry Unton's death,
1596;

"The Answer

to

Tom

Tell-troth;

The

practice

of Princes and the Lamentations of the Kirk'' (1642),
a justification of the policy of King James in refusing
to support the claim of the Elector Palatine to the
crown of Bohemia; various letters and papers of value.

Cecilius, second Lord Baltimore, founder of
Maryland; b. 1606; d. 1675. He was the eldest son
and heir of George Calvert, first Lord Baltimore.
At the age of thirteen he entered Trinity College, OxIn 1629 he married
ford, where he was educated.
Anne Arundell, of Wardour. When his father died, in
the charter

16.32,

of

Maryland was

granted to Cecil-

who was

ius,

made a palatine
and "Absolute
Lord of Maryland
and Avalon''. It
was Lord Baltimore's intention,

come

at

first,

to

America with

to

the colonists, but
as there were

many enemies of
his colonial project at home he
concluded tosend

brothers,
Leonard and

his

George,

head

ped

of
it

at the
the ex-

ion.

The

former was appointed governor.

The enemies

of

the charter, chiefly
the

members of
London Com-

Cecil Calvert, Luud Ba

pany, did everything in their power to defeat the
It was claimed that the
objects of the proprietor.
charter interfered with the grant of land of the Virginia Company, and that, owing to its liberality, it
would attract people from other colonies and depopulate them. The arguments of the enemies of
the charter were of no avail, and finally the colonists,
numbering twenty gentlemen and about three hundred labourers, embarked on the Ark and the Dove,
in the harbour of Cowes, Nov., 1633. Before sailing,
Leonard received instructions for the government of
Religious toleration was. the keynote
the colonists.

of Baltimore's policy throughout his long career.
In spite of the fact thai the Catholics were persecuted
when Calvert's government was overthrown, every
time his authority was restored persecution ceased
and every faith had equal rights. When the Puritans
were persecuted in Massachusetts, Baltimore offered
them a refuge in Maryland, with freedom of worship
Lord Baltimore paid for the expedition, which cost
him in the first two years forty thousand pounds
He proin transportation, provisions, and stores.
vided them not only with the necessities, but also
many of the conveniences adapted to a new country.
So well were they equipped for the founding
of a colony that it was said they made as much progin
six months as Virginia made in as many
ress
years. Unable to go b ith the lu-st settlers he believed
This
that he could soon follow them to Maryland.
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privilege was forever denied him, as the persistence of the enemies of his charter kept him at
home fighting for his rights. His absence from the
colony introduced a peculiar condition, the absence
of laws.
The charter gave the proprietor the right
to make laws with the advice and consent of the

freemen.

The

latter

met

in

1634-35 and passed

"wholesome laws and ordinances". Feeling that this
act had infringed on his rights, in his commission to
the governor, April, 1037, the proprietor expressed his
disapproval of all laws passed by the colonists. For
the endorsement of the Assembly of 1637-3S, he sent a
body of laws with his secretary, John Lewger. These
laws were rejected by the Assembly, as they were considered unsuited to the colony. A few laws not differing materially from those sent, by Baltimore were
agreed to and sent to the proprietor for his consent.
At first his approval was withheld, and the colony
was without laws. Later, however, his sanction was
given to the laws in a commission to the governor,
authorizing him to give his assent to laws made by
the freemen, which would make the laws binding until they were either approved or rejected by the proprietor. With this commission the privilege of initiative in matters of legislation was conceded to the
colonists, the proprietor retaining the right of absolute veto.
As this power was never used by Baltimore except in extreme cases, the colonists practically
enjoyed freedom in self-government.
The difficulties between Baltimore and the Jesuits
were very unfortunate for the welfare of the colony.
Jesuit priests went on the first expedition. From the
Indians they received grants of large tracts of land.
Baltimore objected to this, believing that any other
grants than those coming from the proprietor were
illegal.
The Jesuits believed that they, their domestic servants, and half of their planting servants should
be exempted from taxation and military service; that
they and their adherents should not be tried by the
civil authorities in temporal matters, like other settlers; and that they should have the same privileges
here which were enjoyed by religious orders in CathOn each of these points their views
olic countries.
clashed with those of the proprietor. Baltimore applied to the Propaganda in Rome "to appoint a prefect and to send secular priests to take charge of the
Maryland Mission". Dom Rosetti. titular Archbishop
of Tarsus, was appointed prefect, and two secular
priests were sent to the colony.
To this the Jesuits
objected, claiming that they were the first on the
ground, and had endured great hardships in the interests of the colony. Finally, an agreement was
entered into between the provincial, acting for the
Jesuits, and Baltimore, which, if not satisfactory to
both parties, closed the matter. The whole affair
seems even to this day somewhat cloudy, as good authorities take opposing points of view. Cecilius !alvert ruled over the colony nearly forty years.
Although he never interfered in the administration of
details, he ruled at every turn with an iron hand.
I

Charles, third Baron of Baltimore and second
Proprietary Governor of Maryland, b. in London,
1629; d. at Epsom, Surrey, England, 20 Feb.. 171."..
He was the son of Cecilius Calvert, second Lord
Baltimore, and Anne Arundel (Calvert).
lb' was
Proprietary Governor of Maryland from
166] to
1684, and Lord Proprietor from 1675 to 1691.
He
married Jane, widow of Henry Sewell of Matapaney
on the Patuxent, Maryland. During his admin
tion, boundary disputes with Virginia, the Swedes of
Hi [aware, and William Penn came up and were setlb' became proprietor upon (he death of his
tled,
father, L675.
At this time an effort was made by the
Protestants to make tin Church of England tin- established Church of Maryland, but In- succeeded in
maintaining religious freedom.
In 1076 the Assem1
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bly was called together and important changes were
made in the laws. At this time the colony was growing rapidlv, the population having increased from
1200 to 2000 between the years 1660 and 1675. He
went to England in 1676 and returned in 1680. In
1682 he. with his uncle Philip Calvert, met William
Penn to settle the boundary dispute between Maryland and Pennsylvania.
At this time dissensions
were frequent in the colony and Protestant bigotry
was rising in England. Calve t left for the mother
country in 1684 to look after the interests of the
colony.
After the Protestant revolution of 1688,
which placed William and Mary on the throne of
England, Baltimore was deprived of his proprietary rights in 1691.
In 1711 he petitioned the Crown
to have the government of the province restored to
him, but this was refused on account of his Catholicism.
Although he never visited Ireland, he was outlawed there for high treason on account of his religion but this outlawry was reversed by the king in
1691.

Leonard, Proprietary Governor of Maryland,
1634-1647, b. in England, 1607: d. in Maryland. 9
June, 1647. He was thesecond son of George Calvert.
first Lord Baltimore.
In 1629 he was sent to Xrwfoundland in charge of a vessel to protect the colony
if Avalon against the depredations of French cruisers.
In 1633 his brother, the second Lord Baltimore, appointed him Governor of Maryland ami sent him in
charge of an expedition to make a settlement. Two
vessels, the Ark and Dove, carrying over 300 settlers
sailed from the harbour of Cowes, 22 November,
1633, arriving at Point Comfort, Virginia. 24 February. 1634. On 27 March they landed at what is
now St. Mary's, then the site of an Indian village,
and they began the work of establishing a settlement. The Indians received them kindly and sold
them the land. Clayborne of the Virginia colony had established a trading post on Kent Island,
which was in the domain of Maryland. After the sek
tlement at St. Mary's this trade was continued.
Trouble arose and Clayborne went to England to Ia\
his claims In-fore the king, but was informed that
the island belonged to Lord Baltimore. The governor at once took possession of the island and established a settlement there.
The troubles in England following 1641) wi
sponsible for disturbances in Maryland.
In 1643
Governor Calvert went to England to discuss policies
with the proprietor, leaving the affairs of the colony
in charge of acting Governor Brent.
At the close of
1643 Captain Ingle appeared at St. Mary'switb a
commissioned by Parliament. The ship was captured and the oath against Parliamenl was tendered
When Governor Calvert
the crew.
Ingle escaped.
returned he found the colony distracted by factions.
Ingle returned the following year. and. with
the assistance of the Protestants and Clayborne, the
Catholics, including Governor Calvert, were driven
into Virginia.
An oath of submission was tendered
but not one Catholic took it.
The Jesuit priests
were sent to England.
A state of anarchy prevailed
for two years.
Calvert returned in 1646 and captured St. Mary's, and in the following year Kent
Island.
He favoured the right of initiative in leg(

islation by the colonists and won for them tl'is
privilege.
In the difficulties between the proprietor
Jesuits, he sympathized with the latter and
In 1890 the
prevented a rupture between them.
Slit.' of Maryland erected a monument to him and
his wife at St. Mary's.

and the

Pmi.ir, Proprietary Governor of Maryland. 1660
son of George Calvert, first Lord Baltimore
He came to Marysecond wife. Arabella.
land on the first expedition under Leonard Calvert.
In 1656 hi' was made secretary of the province and
to L661,
his

and

;
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one of its councillors. After the treason and overthrow of Governor Fen. hill. Calvert became governor
in 1060 and displayed clemency in pardoning KenIn 1661 Charles Calvert, son of the proprietor,
dall.
was made governor, and Philip was appointed dep-

thrown out upon the world in his vehement pamphleteering; and the " Institutes" as they were left by
their author have remained ever since the standard of

After
uty-lieutenant and councillor of the province.
tins he negotiated a treaty with the Dutch in which
they agreed to abandon the disputed territory on
He was one of a committee
the Delaware River.
which negotiated a treaty with the Indians, and of
which
settled with the Virginia
another commission
authorities a boundary line between Maryland and

sect "the religion"; such

Virginia.
New York. 1S90);
Browne. G<
II
ohes, History of Uu Society of Jesus vn
Idem, Afarylan
fforth A merica, Federal unit 'olonial (Cleveland, 190* ); Hart,
American History Told by Contemporaries; Chalmers. Political
nf the present Cuitei! Colonies from their Settlement tothe
Peace of 1763; Bancroft, History of the I'nital State.*: lirsSEi.L, Maryland, the Land of the Sanctuary (Baltimore. 1907).

as "beautiful and devout"; she took her little son to
various shrines and brought him up a good Catholic.
On the father's side, his ancestors were seafaring men.
His grandfather settled at Pont l'Eveque near Paris,
and had two sons who became locksmiths; the third
was Gerard, who turned procurator at Noyon. and

J. E. Hagerty.
and Teano, Diocese of (Calvensis et
Theanensis). The city of Calvi is the ancient Cales
or Calenum in the Campagna, not far from Capua.

Calvi

—

of the fifth century it was certainly
a bishopric, since Valerius, Bishop of Calenum, was
at the Roman Council held by Pope Sympresei
testroyed in the ninth century by the
machusin499.
Saracens, it was rebuilt by Atenulfo, Count of Capua,
at which time, most probably, the see was re-estabIt certainly had a bishop at the end of the
lished.
Remarkable among the bishops
eleventh century.
were: Odoardo, who assisted at the Council of Lyons
(1245) and vigorously opposed Frederick II. his sover-

Towards the end
t

I

who, on his return, had him slain; Bernardo Spada
the monk Gennaro Filomarino (1623).
In
1818 'alvi was united with the See of Teano, a small
city of the same province and a former fief of the
Its first bishop was St. Pan's, ordained by
Gaetani.
Sylvester I: according to .tradition, St. Urbanus and
St. Amasius were bishops of that city in the fourth

eign,

.

<

century.
ii

I

The united dioceses are suffragans of
contain 72,000 inhabitants, 103 parishes,

men and 4 for women.
Capplllktti
Italia (Venice, 18441,
(Rome, 1907), 357-59.

5 religious houses for
I

XX; Ann.

cccl.

U. Benigni.
Calvin, John-.— This man, undoubtedly the greatest
divines, anil perhaps, after St. Augusthe most perseveringly followed by his disciples
Western
writer on theology, was born at Xoyon
of any
in Picardy. France, 10 July, 1.509. and died at Geneva,
_'7 May, 1564.
A generation divided him from LuBy birth, education, and
ther, whom he never met.
temper these two protagonists of the reforming movement weir sl rongly contrasted. Luther was a Saxon
it, his father a miner; Calvin sprang from the
French middle-class, and his father, an advocate, had
purchased the freedom of the City of Noyon. where he
Luther entered the
ed civil and canon law.
>rder of Augustinian Hermits, took a monk's vows,
was made a priest and incurred much odium by
marrying a nun. Calvin never was ordained in the
Catholic Church; his training was chiefly in law and
the humanities; he took no vows. Luther's eloquence
made him popular by its force, humour, rudeness, and
vulgar style. Cabin spoke to the learned at all
time-, even when preaching before multitudes.
Ilis
manner is classical
on system; he has little humour; instead of striking with a cudgel hi
the weapons of a deadly logic and persuades by a
te'
teacher's authority, not b
calling oi
names. He writes French as veil as Luther writes
German, and like him has been reckoned a pioE
lern development oi his native tongue.
the
if we term the doctor ol Wittenberg a mystic, we may
sum up Cabin as a scholastic; he gives articulate expression to the principles which Luther had stonnily
of Protestant
tine,

<

.

'

I

belief in all the Churches known
His French disciples called their
it has proved to be outside

orthodox Protestant
as "Reformed".

the

Roman

world.

The family name, spelt in many ways, was Cauvin,
latinized according to the custom of the age as CalFor some unknown reason the Reformer is
vinus.
ml'.
His mother. Jeanne
commonly call
Le Franc, born in the Diocese of Cambrai, is mentioned

there his four sons and two daughters saw the light.
He lived in the Place au Ble (Cornmarket). Noyon,
a bishop's see, had long been a fief of the powerful old
family of Hangest, who treated it as their personal
property. But an everlasting quarrel, in which the
city took part, went on between the bishop and the
chapter. Charles de Hangest, nephew of the too

well-known Georges d'Amboise, Archbishop of Rouen,
surrendered the bishopric in 1525 to his own nephew
John, becoming his vicar-general. John kept up the
battle with his canons until the Parliament of Paris
intervened, upon which he went to Rome, and at last
This prelate had Protestant
died in Paris in 1577.
kinsfolk; he is charged with having fostered heresy,
which in those years was beginning to raise its head
among the French. Clerical dissensions, at all events,
allowed the new doctrines a promising field; and the
('a

bins were more or

less infected

by them before

1530.

Gerard's four sons were made clerics and held benefices at a tender age.
The Reformer was given one
whena boyof twelve; he became Cur6 of Saint-Martin
de Maiteville in the Vermandois in 1527, and of Pont
l'Eveque in 1529.
Three of the boys attended the
local College des Capettes, and there John proved himself an apt scholar.
But his people were intimate
with greater folk, the de Montmor, a branch of the line
of Hangest, which led to his accompanying some of
their children to Paris in 1523, when his mother was
piol -a My dead and his father had married again.
The
latter died in 1531, under excommunication from the
chapter for not sending in his accounts. The old
man's illness, not his lack of honesty, was, we are
told, the cause.
Yet his son Charles, nettled by the
censure, drew towards the Protestant doctrines.
He
was accused in 1534 of denying the Catholic dogma
of the Eucharist, and died out of the Church in 1536;
his body was publicly gibbeted as that of a recusant.
Meanwhile, young John was going through his own
trials at the LT niversity of Paris, the dean or syndic of

which, Noel Bedier, had stood up against Erasmus
and bore hard upon Le l'evre d'Htaples (Stapulensis),
celebrated for his translation of the Bible into French.
Calvin. a "martinet", or oppidan, in the College de la
Marche, made this man's acquaintance (he was from
Picardy) and may have glanced into his Latin commentary on St. Paul, dat.d 1512, which Doumergue
considers the first Proti tant
k emanating from a
French pen. Another influence tending the same
way was that of 'ordei ins, 'alvin's tutor, to whom he
I

(

(

dedicated afterwards his annotation of I Thessalonians, remarking, "if there be any good thing in
have published,! oweittoyou". Corderius

what

I

had an excellent Latin

style;

his life

was

austere,

and

"Colloquies" earned him enduring fame. But he
fell under suspicion of heresy, and by Calvin's aid
took refuge in Geneva, where he died September,
1564.
A third herald of the "New Learning" was
George Cop. physician to Francis I. in whose house
his
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Calvin found a welcome and gave ear to the religious
discussions which Cop favoured.
And a fourth was
Pierre-Robert d'Olivet of Noyon, who also translated
the Scriptures, our youthful man of letters, his
relative, writing (in 1535) a Latin preface to the Old
Testament and a French one his first appearance as
a native author to the New Testament. By 1527,
when no more than eighteen, Calvin's education was
complete in its main lines. He had learned to be a
humanist and a reformer. The "sudden conversion"
to a spiritual life in 1529, of which he speaks, must not
be taken quite literally. He had never been an ardent
Catholic; but the stories told at one time of his illregulated conduct have no foundation; and by a very
natural process he went over to the side on which his
family were taking their stand. In 1528 he inscribed
himself at Orleans as a law-student, made friends with
Francis Daniel, and then went for a year to Bourges,
where he began preaching in private. Margaret
d'Angouleme, sister of Francis I, and Duchess of
Berry, was living there with many heterodox Germans

Ferrara to the Protestant Duchess Renee, daughter
of Louis XII. Many stories clustered about his journey, now given up by the best-informed writers. All
we know for certain is that the Reformer, after settling his family affairs and bringing over two of his
brothers and sisters to the views he had adopted,
undertook, in consequence of the war between Charles
V and Francis I, to reach Basle by way of Geneva, in
July, 1536. At Geneva the Swiss preacher Farel, then
looking for help in his propaganda, besought him with
such vehemence to stay and teach theology that, as
Calvin himself relates, he was terrified into submission.
We are not accustomed to fancy the austere
prophet so easily frightened. But as a student an.',

about

casioned the severe headaches from which he suffered
continually. In private life he was cheerful but sensitive, not to say overbearing; his friends treated him
with delicate consideration. His habits were simple;
he cared nothing for wealth, and he never allowed
himself a holiday.
His correspondence, of which
4271 letters remain, turns chiefly on doctrinal subjects.
Yet his strong, reserved character told on all
with whom he came in contact; Geneva submitted to
his theocratic rule, and the Reformed Churches accepted his teaching as though it were infallible.
Such was the stranger whom Farel recommended to
his fellow-Protestants, 'this Frenchman", chosen to
lecture on the Bible in a city divided against itself.
Geneva had about 15,000 inhabitants. Its bishop
had long been its prince, limited, however, by popular privileges.
The vidomne, or mayor, was the
Count of Savoy, and to his family the bishopric
seemed a property which, from 1450. they bestowed
on their younger children. John of Savoy, illegitimate son of the previous bishop, sold his rights to the
duke, who was head of the clan, and died in 1519 at
Pignerol. Jean de la Baumc, last of its ecclesiastical
princes, abandoned the city, which received Protestant teachers from Berne in 1519 and from Fribourg
in 1526.
In 1527 the arms of Savoy were torn down:
in 1530 the Catholic party underwent defeat, and
It had two councils,
became
independent.
Geneva
but the final verdict on public measures rested with
the people. These appointed Farel. a convert of Le
A discussion beFevre, as their preacher in 1534.
tween the two Churches from 3(1 May to 24 June. 1535
ended in victory for the Protestants. The altars were
desecrated, the sacred images broken, the Mass done
away with. Bernese troops entered and "the Gospel"
was accepted. 21 May, 1536. This implied persecution
of Catholics by the councils which acted both as Church
and State. Priests were thrown into prison; citizens
At Zurich,
were fined for not attending sermons.
Basle, and Berne the same laws were established.
Toleration did not enter into the ideas of the time.
But though Calvin had not introduced this legisla-

—

He

—

her.

found again at Paris in 1531. Wolmar had
taught him Greek at Bourges, from Vatable he learned
Hebrew; and he entertained some relations with the
erudite Budanis. About this date he printed a commentary on Seneca's " De dementia". It was merely
an exercise in scholarship, having no political signifiFrancis I was, indeed, handling Protestants
cance.
severely; and Calvin, now Doctor of Law at Orleans,
composed, so the story runs, an oration on Christian
philosophy which Nicholas Cop delivered on All
Saints' Day, 1532, both writer and speaker having to
take instant flight from pursuit by the royal inquisitors.
This legend has been rejected by modern critCalvin spent some time, however, with Canon du
ics.
In
Tillet at Angouleme under a feigned designation.
May, 1534, he went to Noyon, gave up his benefice,
and, it is said, was imprisoned. But he got away to
Nerac in Beam, the residence of the Duchess Margaret, and there again encountered Le Fevre, whose
French Bible had been condemned by the Sorbonne
to the flames. His next visit to Paris fell out during
a violent campaign of the Lutherans against the Mass,
which brought on reprisals; Etienne de la Forge and
others were burnt in the Place de Greve; and Calvin,
accompanied by du Tillet, escaped, though not withis

out adventures, to Metz and Strasburg. In the latter
city Bucer reigned supreme.
The leading reformers
dictated laws from the pulpit to their adherents; and
this journey proved a decisive one for the French
humanist, who, though by nature timid and shy, committed himself to a war on paper with his own soverThe famous letter to Francis I bears date 23
eign.
Aug., 1535.
It served as a prologue to the "Institutes", of which the first edition came out in March,
1536, not in French but in Latin. Calvin's apology
for lecturing the king was, that placards denouncing
the Protestants as rebels had been posted up all over
tie realm.
Francis I did not read these pages; but
he had done so he would have discovered in them a
plea, not for toleration, which the Reformer utterly
scorned, but for doing away with Catholicism in favour of the new gospel. There could be only one true
Church, said the young theologian, therefore kings
ought to make an utter end of popery. (For an account of the "Institutes" see Calvinism.) The second edition i<-!otiL;s to 1539; the first French translation to 1541; the final Latin, as revised by its
author, is of 1559; but that in common use, dated
"It was more
1660, has additions by his disciples.
God's work than mine", said Calvin, who took for his
i

1

motto "Omnia ad Deigloriam", and in allusion to the
change he had undergone in 1529 assumed for his
device a hand stretched out from a burning heart.
A much-disputed chapter in Calvin's biography is
the visit which lie was long thought to have paid at

recluse new to public responsibilities, he may well
have hesitated before plunging into the troubled
waters of Geneva, then at their stormiest period.
No portrait of him belonging to this time is extant.
Later he is represented as of middle height, with bent
shoulders, piercing eyes, and a large forehead; his

hair

was

tion, it

of

an auburn

was mainly by

tinge.

Study and

fasting oc-

his influence that in Jan.. 1537.

the "articles" wen' voted which insisted on communion four times a year, set spies >>n delinquents,
established a moral censorship, and punish..! the unThere was to be a chilruly with excommunication.
dren's catechism, which he drew up: it ranks among
his best writings. The city now broke into "jurants
for many would not swear t.. the
"articles"; indeed, they never were completely accepted.
Questions had arisen with Berne touching
points that Calvin judged to be indifferent, lie made
a figure in the debates at Lausanne defending the
freedom of Geneva. But disorders ensued at home,
where recusancy was yet rife; in 1538 the council

and "nonjurors",

"
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" Institutes" in

marginal glosses), and
to criticize the
uttered the significant menace, "If he comes hither
I have any authority, I will never let him quit
the place alive." The "Restitutio" appeared in
Calvin at once had its author delated to the
1553.
.Dominican inquisitor Ory at Lyons, sending on to
answered. Sadolet urged that schism was a crime; him the man's letters of 1545-46 and these glosses.
Hereupon the Spaniard was imprisoned at Vienne,
Calvin replied that the Roman Church was corrupt.
He gained applause by his keen debating powers at but he escaped by friendly connivance, and was burnt
Some extraordinary fascination
Hagenau. Worms, and Ratisbon. But he complains there only in effigy.
drew him to Geneva, from which he intended to pass
of his poverty and ill-health, which did not prevent
him from marrying at this time Idelette de Bure, the the Alps. He arrived on 13 Aug., 1553. Next day
widow of an Anabaptist whom he had converted. Calvin, who had remarked him at the sermon, got his
Nothing more is known of this lady, except that she critic arrested, the preacher's own secretary coming
brought him a son who died almost at birth in 1542, forward to accuse him. Calvin drew up forty articles
and that her own death took place in 1549.
of charge under three heads, concerning the nature of
After some negotiation Ami Perrin, commissioner God, infant baptism, and the attack which Servetus
forGeneva, persuaded Calvin to return. Hedidso,not had ventured on his own teaching. The council
very willingly, on 13 September, 154 1
His entry was hesitated before taking a deadly decision, but the
modest enough. The church constitution now rec- dictator, reinforced by Farel, drove them on. In
ognized "pastors, doctors, elders, deacons" but su- prison the culprit suffered much and loudly compreme power was given to the magistrate. Minis- plained. The Bernese and other Swiss voted for
ters had the spiritual weapon of God's word; the
some indefinite penalty. But to Calvin his power in
consistory never, as such, wielded the secular arm.
Geneva seemed lost, while the stigma of heresy, as he
Preachers, led by Calvin, and the councils, instigated
insisted, would cling to all Protestants if this innovaby his opponents, came frequently into collision. Yet tor were not put to death. "Let the world see",
the ordinances of 1541 were maintained; the clergy,
Bullinger counselled him, "that Geneva wills the
assisted by lay elders, governed despotically and in
glory of Christ.
detail the actions of every citizen.
A presbyterian
Accordingly, sentence was pronounced 26 Oct.,
Sparta might be seen at Geneva; it set an example to 1553, of burning at the stake. " To-morrow he dies",
later Puritans, who did all in their power to imitate
wrote Calvin to Farel. When the deed was done, the
its discipline.
The pattern held up was that of the Reformer alleged that he had been anxious to mitigate
Old Testament, although Christians were supposed the punishment, but of this fact no record appears in
to enjoy Gospel liberty.
In November, 1552, the the documents. He disputed with Servetus on the
Council declared that Calvin's "Institutes" were a day of execution and saw the end. A defence and
" holy doctrine which no man might speak against."
apology next year received the adhesion of the GeneThus the State issued dogmatic decrees, the force of van ministers. Melanchthon, who had taken deep
which had been anticipated earlier, as when Jacques umbrage at the blasphemies of the Spanish Unitarian,
Gouet was imprisoned on charges of impiety in June, strongly approved in well-known words. But a
1547, and after severe torture was beheaded in July.
group that included Castellio published at- Basle in
Some of the accusations brought against the unhappy 1554 a pamphlet with the title. " Ought heretics to be
young man were frivolous, others doubtful. What persecuted?" It is reckoned the first plea for tolerashare, if any, Calvin took in this judgment is not easy
tion in modern times.
Beza replied by an argument
to ascertain.
The execution of Servetus, however, for the affirmative, couched in violent terms; and Calmust be laid at his door; it has given greater offence vin, whose favorite disciple he was, translated it into
by far than the banishment of Castellio or the penal- French in 1559. The dialogue, "Yaticanus", written
ties inflicted on BoLsec
moderate men opposed to against the " Pope of Geneva " by Castellio, did nut gel
extreme views in discipline and doctrine, who fell into print until 1612. Freedom of opinion, as iibbon
under suspicion as reactionary. The Reformer did remarks, " was the consequence rather than the design
not shrink from his self-appointed task. Within five of the Reformation." (For a bibliography of Servetus
years fifty-eight sentences of death and seventy-six of see Erichsohn in "Opera Calvini", LIX, 533, 534.)
exile, besides numerous committals of the most emiAnother victim to his fiery zeal was Gentile, one of
nent citizens to prison, took place in Geneva. The an Italian sect in Geneva, which also numbered
iron yoke could not be shaken off.
In 1555, under among its adherents Alciati and Gribaldo. As more
Ami Perrin. a sort of revolt was attempted. No blood or less Unitarian in their views, they were required to
was shed, but Perrin lost the day, and Calvin's theoc- sign a confession drawn up by Calvin in 1558. Genracy triumphed.
tile subscribed it reluctantly, but in the upshot he
"I am more deeply scandalized", wrote Gibbon, was condemned and imprisoned as a perjurer. He
"at the single execution of Servetus than at the heca- escaped onlytobe twice incarcerated at Menu, where,
tombs which have blazed in lie autos-da-fe of Spain in 1566, he was beheaded. Calvin's impassioned
and Portugal". He ascribes the enmity of Calvin to polemic against these Italians betrays fear of the
personal malice and perhaps envy. The facts of the Socinianisni which was to lay waste his vineyard.
case are pretty well ascertained.
Born in 1511, per- Politically he leaned on the French refugees, now
haps at Tudela, Michael Served y Reves studied at abounding in the city, and more than equal m energy,
Toulouse and was present in Bologna at the corona- if not in numbers, to the elder native factions. Option of Charles V.
He travelled in Germany and position died out. His continual preaching, reprebrought out in 1531 at Hagenau his treatise " DeTrin- sented by 2300 sermons extant in the MSS. and a
itatis Erroribus". a strong Unitarian work which
vast correspondence, gave to the Reformer an influmade much commotion among the more orthodox ence without example in his closing years. He wrote
Reformers. He met Calvin and disputed with him at to Edward VI, helped in revising the Hook of ComParis in 1534, became corrector of the press at Lyons,
mon Prayer, and intervened between the rival English
gave attention to medicine, discovered the lesser cir- parties abroad (hiring the Marian period.
In the
culation of the blood, and entered into a fatal corresHuguenot troubles he sided with the more modern ti
pondence with the dictator of Geneva touching a new His censure of the conspiracy of Amboise in 1560
volume, ''Christian: -mi Restitutio", which he intended docs him honour.
One great literary institution
to publish.
In 1546 the exchange of letters ceased.
founded by him. the College, afterwards the UniverThe Reformer called Servetus arrogant (he had dared sity, of Geneva, flourished exceedingly. The student..
exiled Farel, Calvin, and the l>lin«l evangelist, Couraud. The Reformer went to Strasburg, became tlie
guest of Capito and Bucer, and in 1539 was explaining the New Testament to French refugees at fiftytwo florins a year. Cardinal Sadolet had addressed
an open letter to the Genevans, which their exile now
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destination as expounded in Calvin's "Institutes".
The Puritans in England were also descendants of the
French theologian. His dislike of theatres, dancing
and the amenities of society was fully shared by
them. The town on Lake Leman was described as
without crime and destitute of amusements. Calvin
declaimed against the "Libertines", but there is no
evidence that any such people had a footing inside its
The cold, hard, but upright disposition charwalls.
acteristic of the Reformed Churches, less genial than
that derived from Luther, is due entirely to their
founder himself. Its essence is a concentrated pride,
a love of disputation, a scorn of opponents. The only
art that it tolerates is music, and that not instrumental. It will have no Christian feasts in its calendar, and it is austere to the verge of Manicha>an hatred
of the body. When dogma fails the Calvinist, he becomes, as in the instance of Carlyle, almost a pure
Stoic. "At Geneva, as for a time in Scotland," says
J. A. Froude, "moral sins were treated as crimes to
be punished by the magistrate." The Bible was a code
of law, administered by the clergy. Down to his dying day Calvin preached and taught. By no means
an aged man, he was worn out in these frequent controversies. On 25 April, 1564, he made his will, leaving 225 French crowns, of which he bequeathed ten
to his college, ten to the poor, and the remainder to
His last letter was adhis nephews and nieces.
dressed to Farel. He was buried without pomp, in a
In the year
spot which is not now ascertainable.
1900 a monument of expiation was erected to Serlong since
Geneva
has
vetus in the Place Champel.
ceased to be the head of Calvinism. It is a rallying
and
Socialist
propaganda,
point for Free Thought,
Nihilist conspiracies. But in history it stands out as
Calvin
is
churches,
and
the Sparta of the Reformed
its

Lycurgus.

For Bibliography see

article
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were mostly French. When Beza was rector it had
nearly 1500 students of various grades.
Geneva now sent out pastors to the French congregations and was looked upon as the Protestant
Rome. Through Knox, "the Scottish champion of
the Swiss Reformation", who had been preacher to.
the exiles in that city, his native land accepted the
discipline of the Presbytery and the doctrine of pre-

Calvinism.

William Barky.

—

Calvinism. No better account of this remarkable
(though now largely obsolete) system has been drawn
out than Mohler's in Ins "Symbolism or Doctrinal
Differences" (tr. by J. B. Robertson). The "Institutes of the Christian Religion", in which Calvin depicted his own mind, were never superseded by creed
or formulary, though the writer subscribed, in 1540,
at Worms to the Confession of Augsburg, i. e. the second revised edition. To take his bearings in theology
we must remember that he succeeded Luther in point
of time and was committed to a struggle with Zwingli's
disciples at Zurich and elsewhere, known as Sacramentarians, but who tended more anil more towards
a Christianity without mysteries. In 1549 he and
Farel entered with Bullinger into a moderate view as
regarded the Eucharist, the "Consensus Tigurinus",
or compact of Zurich, which Bucer also accepted.
Another compact, of the "pastors of Geneva",
strengthened his hands, in 1552, on the subjects of
predestination, against Jerome Bolsec, whom he refuted .-11111 east into prison. Bolsec finally returned to
the Catholic Church. In 1553 a controversy between
the German Lutherans about the Lord's Supper led
Calvin to declare his agreement with Melanchthon
ill
(the Philippists);
but Melanchthon kepi
Further complications ensued when Beza, softening
the real doctrine of Geneva, drew nearer still to the
Lutheran belie! on this head. Bullinger and Peter
Martyr cried down Beza'S unauthorized glosses; but:

Calvin supported liis favourite. Nevertheless, that
"declaration" was dropped by Beza when, in company with Farel, he put together a " Confession of the
French Church", and fell back on the creed of Augsburg issued in 1530, while not assenting to its 10th
article.
The Eucharist was to be more than a sign;
Christ was truly present in it, and was received by
Faith (compare the English Prayer Book, which reproduces his conception).
Beyond these, on the
whole, abortive efforts toward a common understanding, Calvin never went.
His individual genius demanded its own expression; and he is always like
himself, unlike any other. The many creeds fell into
oblivion; but the "Institutes" were recognized more
and more as the sum of Reformed Theology. Calvin,
it was said after 1560, by St. Peter Canisius, the Jesuit, appeared to be taking Luther's place even among
Germans. Three currents have ever since held their
course in this development of Protestantism: the
mystic, derived from Wittenberg; the logical-orthodox, from Geneva; and the heterodox-rationalist,
from Zurich (Zwingli), this last being greatly increased, thanks to the Unitarians of Italy, Ochino,
Fausto, and Lelio Socino. To the modern world,
however, Calvin stands peculiarly for the Reformation; his doctrine is supposed to contain the essence
of the Gospel; and multitudes who reject Christianity
mean merely the creed of Geneva'.
Why does this happen? Because, we answer, Calvin gave himself out as following closely in the steps
of St. Paul and St. Augustine. The Catholic teaching
at Trent he judged to be Semi-Pelagian, a stigma
which his disciples fix especially on the Jesuit schools,
above all, on Molina. Hence the curious situation
arises, that, while the Catholic consent of the East
finds little or no acknowledgement as an
historical fact among assailants of religion, the views
which a single Reformer enunciated are taken as

and West

though representing the

New

Testament.

In other

words, a highly refined individual system, not traceable as a whole to any previous age, supplants the
Calvin, who hated
public teaching of centuries.
Scholasticism, comes before us, as Luther had already
done, in the shape of a Scholastic. His "pure doctrine" is gained by appealing, not to tradition, the
"deposit" of faith, but to argument in abstract
terms exercised upon Scripture. He is neither a critic
nor a historian; he takes the Bible as something
given; and he manipulates the Apostles' Creed in
accordance with his own ideas. The " Institutes" are
not a history of dogma, but a treatise, only not to be
called an essay because of its peremptory tone. Calvin annihilates the entire space, with all its developments, which lies between the death of St. John and
He does, indeed, quote St.
the sixteenth century.
Augustine, but he leaves out all thai Catholic foundation on which the Doctor of trace built.
The "Institutes of the Christian Religion" (tr. by
John Allen, London, 1S44) are divided into four books
and exhibit a commentary on the Apostles' Creed.
Book I considers God the Creator, the Trinity, revelation, man's first estate and original righteousness.
Book II describes the Fall of Adam, and treats of
'luist
he Redeemer. Book III enlarges on justifying
Book IV gives the
faith, election, and reprobation.
Presbyterian idea of the Church. In form the work
Acjtiinasby
Thomas
of
St.
differs from the "Summa"
Using exposition where the Angelic Doctor syllo
eood
of the
Latin
the
language
but the st vie is close,
Renaissance, and the tone elevated, though often
ostensibly
always
are
employed
Arguments
bitter.
grounded on Scripture, the authority of which rests
not upon fallible human reasoning, but on the interYet Calvin is emnal persuasion of the Holy Spirit.
barrassed at the outset by '•unsteady men" who
declare themselves enlightened of the same spirit and
He endeavours to refute
in no want of Scripture.
(

(

i
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of St. Paul and other "primitive
It
i.
e. after all. by Catholic tradition.
he obvious, moreover, that where the "InstiCounthe
they
follow
tenets
orthodox
tutes" affirm
cils and tlic Fathers, while professing reliance on the
Bible alone. Thus we need not rehearse those chapters which deal with the Nicene and Chalcedonian
formulas.
We shall best apprehend Calvin's master-thought
neon
if we liken it to modern systems of the
physical predetermination, wherein all effects lie
folded up, as it were, in one First Cause, and their
development in time is necessitated. Effects are bus
mere manifestations, not fresh acts, or in any way
due to free will choosing its own course. Nature,
revelation, Heaven, and Hell do but show us
different aspects of the eternal energy which works
There is no free will outside the Suin all things.
preme. Zwingli argued that, since God was infinite
being, He alone existed; other being there could
be none, and secondary or created causes were but
lalvin
instruments moved entirely by Divine power.
did not go to this length/ But he denies freedom to
creatures, fallen or unfallen, except it be libi
coactione; in other words, God does not compel man
to act by brute force, yet he determines irresistibly

them by the instance
believers",
will

I

t

!,

«

we do, whether good or evil. The Supreme is indeed self-conscious; not a blind Fate or Stoic destiny;
Lawgiver that
it
is by "decree" of the" sovereign
events come to pass. But for such decrees no reason
can be rendered. There is not any cause of the Divine
If we ask why has the Almighty
will save Itself.
"
acted thus and thus, we are told, "Quia ipse voluit
Beyond this, an explanaBis good pleasure.
demand
one
is
tion wotdd be impossible, and to
all

the human angle of sight, therefore,
tod work- as tli. nigh without a reason. And here we
come upon the primal mystery to which in his argument Calvin recurs again and again. This Supreme
Will fixes an absolute order, physical, ethical, religious, never to be modified by anything we can at-

From

impiety.
(

tempt.

For we cannot act upon God,

else

He would

cease to be the First Cause. Holding this clue, it is
comparatively simple to trace Calvin's foot -teps along
the paths of history and revelation.
Luther had written that man's will is enslaved
Meeither to God or t«p Satan, hut it is never free.
Ianchthon declaimed against the "impious dogma of
tee Will", adding that since all things happen by
ity according to Divine predestination, no
room was left for it. This was truly the article by
which the Reformation should stand or fall. Coil is
I

igent.

Therefore creation, redemption, election,

bation, are in such sense His acts that man bemerely the ir vehicle and himself does nothing.
Luther, contending with Erasmus, declares that "God

by an unchangeable,

eternal, infallible will, foresees.

purposes and effects all things.
By this thunderbolt
live Will is utterly destroyed." Calvin shared
Luther's doctrine of necessity to the full; hut he embroiled the language by admitting in unfallen Vim,
i liberty of choice.
tinguish between his

hound

fast

in

Fate"

He was

own

likewise at pains to disteaching and the "nature

of the Stoics.

He meant by

however, the absence "I constraint; and the
Divine wisdom which he invoked could never he made
What he rejected
intelligible to our understanding.
was the Catholic notion of the self-determining second cause. Neither would he allow the doctrine laid
\ I, Canon
down by the lather- of Trent Si
16),
that God
ermits evil deeds, but is not their author.
The condemnation struck expressly at Melanehthon,
who asserted that the betrayal by Judas was not less
properly God's act than the vocation of St. Paul.
Bill by parity of reasoning it falls upon Calvinism.
For the "Institutes" affirm that "man by the righteous impulsion of God docs that which is unlawful",
liberty,

i
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and that "man falls, the Providence of God so ordaining" (IV, is. 2; III. 23, 8). Yet elsewhere
Calvin denied this impulse as not in accordance with
Both he and Luther
the known will of the Almighty.
found a way of escape from the moral dilemma inon them by distinguishing two wills in the
Divine Nature, one public or apparent, which comevil as the Scripture
teaches, the other just, but secret and unsearchable,
predetermining that Adam and all the reprobate
should fall into sin and perish. At no time did Calvin
flicted

manded good ami forbade

Adam's transgression was due to his own
Beza traces it to a spontaneous, i. e. a
natural and necessary, movement of the spirit, in
which evil could not fail to spring up. He justifies
the means, viz. sin and its consequences, by the holy
purpose of the Creator who, if there were no one to
punish, would be incapable of showing that he is a
righteously vindictive God. As, however, man's intent was evil, he becomes a sinner while his Creator
remains holy. The Reformed confessions will not
allow that God is the author of sin: and Calvin shows
deep indignation when charged with "this disgraceful
He distinguishes, like Beza, the various
falsehood'".
intentions concurring to the same act on the part of
different agents; but the difficulty cannot well be got
over, that, in Ids view, the First Cause alone is a real
It was obagent, and the rest mere instruments.
jected to him that he gave no convincing reasons for
the position thus taken up, and that his followers
were swayed by their master's authority rather than
by the force of his logic. Even an admirer, J. A.
Fronde, tells us: "To represent man as sent into the
world under a curse, as incurably wicked wicked by
the constitution of his nature and wicked by eternal
decree as doomed, unless exempted by special grace
which he cannot merit, or by any effort of his own
obtain, to live in sin while he remains on earth, and to
be eternally miserable when he leaves it to represent
him as born unable to keep the commandment-, yet
as justly liable to everlasting punishment for breaking
them, isalike repugnant to reason and conscience, and
turns existence into a hideous nightmare."
(Short
grant that
free will.

—

—

—

Studies, 11,3.)

Another way to define the Reformed theology
would be to contrast its view of God's eternal decrees
with that taken in the Catholic Church, notably by
Jesuit authors such as Molina.
To Calvin the ordinances of Deity seemed absolute, i. e. not in any way
regardful of the creature's acts, which they predetermined either right or wrong; and thus reprobation
the supreme issue between all parties followed

—

—

fiat, no account being had
decree itself of man's merits or demerits. For
God chose some to glory and others to shame everlasting as He willed, not upon foreknowledge how they
would act. The Jesuit school made foreknowledge of
"future contingencies" or of what, creatures would do
in any possible juncture, the term of Divine vision
"scientw media" which was logically antecedent (as
a condition not a cause) to the scheme of salvation.
Grace, said Catholic dogma, was offered to all men;
none were excluded from it. Adam need not have
transgressed, neither was his fall pre-ordained. Christ
died lor the whole human race: and every one had
such help from on high thai the reprobate could

upon God's unconditioned
in the

never charge their ruin upon their Maker, sii
he permitted it only, without an absolute decree.
Grace, then, was given freely; but eternal life came
to the saints by merit, founded on correspondence
All these statements
to the Holy Spirit's impulse.
Calvin rejected as Pelagian, except that he would
unable to justify, the impumaintain, though
tation of the sinner's lapse to human nature by
itself.

To

this doctrine requires that no preFall should affect the eternal choice

he consistent

vision of

Adam's

.
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which discriminates between the elect and the lost.
genuine Calvinist ought to be a supralapsarian in
other terms, the Fall was decreed as means to an end;
it did not first appear in God's sight to be the sufficient cause why, if He chose, He might select some
from the " massa damnata", leaving others to their
decreed doom. To this subject St. Augustine frequently returns in his anti-Pelagian treatises; and he
lays great emphasis on the consequences to mankind,
as regards their final state, of God's dealing with
them in fallen Adam. But his language, unlike that,
of Calvin, never implies absolute rejection divorced
from foreknowledge of man's guilt. Thus even to the
African Father, whose views in his latter works became increasingly severe (see "On the Predestination
of the Saints" and "On Correction and Grace"),
there was always an element of scientia media, i. e.
prevision in the relation of God with His creatures.
But, to the Reformer who explained Redemption and
its opposite by sheer omnipotence doing as it would,
the idea that man could, even as a term of knowledge,
by his free acts be considered in the Everlasting Will,
was not conceivable. As the Arian said, "How can
the Eternal be begotten?" and straightway denied
the generation of the Word, in like manner Calvin,
"How can the contingent affect the First Cause on
which it utterly depends?" In the old dilemma,
"either God is not omnipotent or man is not selfdetermined", the "Institutes" accept the conclusion
adverse to liberty.
But it was, said Catholics, equally
adverse to morals; and the system has always been
criticised on that ground.
In a word, it seemed to be
antinomian.
With Augustine the Geneva author professed to be
at one. " If they have all been taken from a corrupt
mass", he argued, "no marvel that they are subjectBut, his critics replied, "were
to condemnation".
they not antecedently predestined to that corruption?" And "is not. God unjust in treating His creatures with such cruel mystery?" To this Calvin answers, " I confess that all descendants of Adam fell by
the Divine will", and that "we must return at last to
God's sovereign determination, the cause of which is
hidden" (Institutes, III, 23, 4). "Therefore," he
concludes, "some men are born devoted from the
womb to certain death, that His name may be glorified in their destruction". And the reason why such
"Because", says Calnecessity is laid upon them?
vin, "life and death are acts of God's will rather than
of his foreknowledge", and "He foresees further
events only in consequence of his decree that they

A

;

—

happen". Finally, "it is an awful decree, I
confess [Imrriliilr rfecretum, fateor], but none can deny
that God foreknew the future final fate of man before
He created him; and that He did foreknow it because it was appointed by His own ordinance". Calvin, then, is a supralapsarian; the Fall was necessary;
and our first parents like ourselves could not have
shall

avoided sinning.

So far, the scheme presents a cast-iron logic at
whatever expense to justice and morality. When it
comes to consider human nature, its terms sound
more uncertain, it veers to each extreme in succession
of Pelagius and Luther. In St. Augustine, that natalmost always viewed historically, not

in the
unfallen Adam it
while in his
fallen children it Sears t he burden of concupiscence
and sin. But the French Reformer, not conceding a
possible state of pure nature, attributes to the first
with Luther (in Gen., iii),such perfection as
would render God's actual grace unnecessary, thus
tending to make Adam self-sufficient as the Pelagians
held all men to be. On the other hand, when original
sin took linn unci- captive the image of God was enThis article of '"total depravity"
tirely blotted out.
also came from Luther, who expressed it in language

ure

is

hence, as possessed bj

abstract;

was endowed with supernatural

gifts,

,

i
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And so the "Institutes" anman all which bears reference to the
of the soul is extinct".
And if it was
"natural" in Adam to love God and do justice, or a
part of his very essence, then by lapsing from grace
he would have been plunged into an abyss below nature, where his true moral an 1 religious being was altogether dissolved.
So, at any rate, the German
Protestants believed in thei earlier period, nor was
Calvin reluctant to echo then.
Catholics distinguish two kinds of beatitude: one
corresponding to our nature as a rational species and
to be acquired by virtuous arts; the other beyond all
that man may do or seek « hen left- to his own faculties, and in such wise God's free gift that- it is due
only to acts performed under the influence of a strictly
supernatural movement. The confusion of grace with
nature in Adam's essence was common to all the
Reformed schools; it- is peculiarly manifest in Jansenius, who strove to deduce it from St. Augustine.
And, granting the Fall, it leads by direct inference to
man's utter corruption as the unregenerate child of
Adam. He is evil in all that he thinks, or wills, or
does.
Yet Calvin allows him reason and choice,
of appalling power.

nounce that "in
blessed

life

•

though not true liberty. The heart was poisoned by
sin; but something remained of grace to hinder its
worst excesses, or to justify God's vengeance on the
reprobate (over and above their original fault inherited).
On the whole, it must be said that the "Institutes" which now and then allow that God's image
was not quite effaced in us, deny to mankind, so far
as redemption has not touched them, any moral and
With Calvin as with
religious powers whatsoever.
his predecessor of Wittenberg, heathen virtue is but
apparent, and that of the non-Christian merely "poCivilisation, founded on our
litical", or secular.
common nature, is in such a view external only, and
its justice or benevolence may claim no intrinsic
value. That it has no supernatural value Catholics
have always asserted; but the Church condemns
those who say, with Baius, "All the works of unbelievers are sinful and the virtues of the pliilosophers
Propositions equivalent to these are as
follows: "Free Will not aided by God's grace, avails
only to commit sin", and "God could not have created man at the beginning such as he is now born"
(Props. 25, 27, 55, censured by St. Pius V, Oct., 1567,
and by Urban VIII, March, 1641). Catholic theology
admits a twofold goodness and righteousness, the one
natural, as Aristotle defines it- in his "Ethics", the
other supernatural inspired by the Holy Ghost. Calvin throws aside every middle term between justifying faith and corrupt desire. The integrity of Adam's
nature once violated, he falls under the dominion of
lust, which reigns in him without hindrance, save by
t lie external grace now and again preventing a deeper
degradation. But whatever he is or does savours of
the Evil One. Accordingly the system maintained
that faith (which here signifies trust in the Lutheran
sense) was the first interior grace given and source of
all others, as likewise that outside the Church no
grace is ever bestowed.
We come on these lines to the famous distinction
which separates the true Church, that of the predestined, from the seeming or visible, where all baptized
persons meet. This falls in with Calvin's whole theory, but is never to be mistaken for the view held by
Roman authorities, that some may pertain to the
soul of the Church who are not members of its body.
Always pursuing his idea, the absolute predest inarian
finds among Christians, all of whom have heard the
Gospel and received the sacraments, only a few enThese obtain the grace
titled to life everlasting.
winch is in words offered to every one; the rest till up
the measure of their condemnation. To the reprobate. Gospel ordinances serve as a means to compass
the ruin intended for them. Hereby, also, an answer
are vices".
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made possible when Catholics demand where the
Reformed Church was prior to the Reformation.
Calvin replies that in every age the elect constituted
the flock of Christ, and all besides were strangers,
though invested with dignity and offices in the visible
communion. The reprobate have only apparent
faith.
Yet they may feel as do the elect, experience
similar fervours, and to the best of their judgment be
accounted saints. All that is mere delusion; they
are hypocrites "into whose minds God insinuates
Himself, so that, not having the adoption of sons,
they may yet taste the goodness of the Spirit ". Thus
Calvin explained how in the Gospel many are called
believers who did not persevere; and so the visible
Church is made up of saints that can never lose their
crown, and sinners that by no effort could attain to
is

salvation.
Faith, which means assurance of election, grace,
and glory, is then the heritage of none but the predestined. But, since no real secondary cause exists,

man

remains passive throughout the temporal series
by w hich he is shown to be an adopted son
He neither acts nor, in the Catholic sense,
co-operates with his Redeemer. A difference in the
method of conversion between Luther and Calvin
may here be noted. The German mystic begins, as
his own experience taught him, with the terrors of the
law. The French divine who had never gone through
that stage, gives the first place to the Gospel; and
repentance, instead of preceding faith, comes after
it.
He argued that by so disposing of the process,
faith appeared manifestly alone, unaccompanied by
repentance, which, otherwise, might claim some share
The Lutherans, moreover, did not allow
of merit.
of events
of God.

r

And their confidence in
absolute predestination.
being themselves justified, i. e. saved, was unequal to
Calvin's requirements.
For he made assurance inevitable as was its object to the chosen soul. Nevertheless, he fancied that between himself and the
sounder medieval scholastics no quarrel need arise
touching the principle of justification, viz. that "the
sinner being delivered gratuitously from his doom
Calvin overlooked in these
becomes righteous".
statements the vital difference which accounts for his
aberration from the ancient system. Catholics held
that fallen man kept in some degree his moral and
religious faculties, though much impaired, and did
not lose his free will. But the newer doctrine affirmed
man's total incompetence; he could neither freely
consent nor ever resist, when grace was given, if he
happened to be predestinate. If not, justification lay
beyond his grasp. However, the language of the
"Institutes" is not so uncompromising as Luther's
had been. God first heals the corrupt will, and the
will follows His guidance;
or, we may say, cooperate.--.

The one

that omnipotent
grace of itself substitutes a good for an evil will in the
elect, who do nothing towards their own conversion,
but when converted are accounted just.
In all the
original theology of the Reformation righteousness is
not
indwelling
in
the soul.
It is
something imputed,
final position of

a legal fiction

Church

Calvin

is

when compared with what

believes,

involves a real
and inherent,

the Catholic

namely, that justice or sanctification
a quality bestowed on the spirit

gift,

whereby it becomes the thing it is
Hence the Council of Trent declares (Sess.
XI) that Christ died for all men; it condemns (Canon
XVII the main propositions of Geneva, that "the
grace of justification comes only to the predestinate",
and that "the others who are called receive an invitation but no grace, being doomed by the Divine power
to evil."
So Innocent X proscribed in Jansenius the
statement: "It is Semipelagian to affirm that Christ
died for all men, or shed His blood in their behalf."
In like manner Trent rejected the definition of faith
as "confidence in being justified without merit";
called.

i
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grace was not "the feeling of love", nor was justification the "forgiveness of sin"; and apart from a
special revelation no man could be infallibly sure that
he was saved. According to Calvin the saint was
made such by his faith, and the sinner by want of it
stood condemned; but the Fathers of Trent distinfaith, which could never justify, from
animated by charity; and they attributed
all good works done through Divine inspiration.
But in the Genevese doctrine faith itself is not
holy.
This appears very singular; and no explanation has ever been vouchsafed of the power ascribed
to an act or mean, itself destitute of intrinsic qualities, neither morally good nor in any way meritorious,
the presence or absence of which nevertheless fixes
our eternal destiny.
But since Christ alone is our righteousness, Luther

guished a dead
faith

merit to

man is never just in himself;
that concupiscence, though resisted, makes him sin
in all he does, and that he remains a sinner
until his last breath.
Thus even the "Solid Declaration" teaches, though in many respects toning down
the Reformer's truculence.
Such guilt, however, God
overlooks where faith is found the one unpardonable
sin is want of faith.
"Pecca fortiter sed crede fortius" this Lutheran epigram, "Sin as you like provided you believe", expresses in a paradox the contrast between corrupt human nature, filthy still in the
very highest saints, and the shadow of Christ, as,
falling upon them, it hides their shame before God.
Here again the Catholic refuses to consider man responsible except where his will consents; the Protestant regards impulse and enticement as constituting
all the will that we have.
These observations apply
to Calvin; but he avoids extravagant speech while
not differing from Luther in fact. He grants that St.
concluded that the just

damnably

;

—

Augustine would not term involuntary desires sin;
then he adds, "We, on the contrary, deem it to be sin
whenever a man feels any desires forbidden by Divine
law; and we assert the depravity to be sin which produces them" (Institutes. Ill, 2, 10).
(hi the hypothesis of determinism, held by every school of the
Reformers, this logic is unimpeachable.
But it leads
to strange consequences.
The sinner commits actions
may also indulge in; but one is saved,
In' 'it her is lost; and so the entire moral contents of
Christianity are emptied out.
Luther denominated
the saint's liberty freedom from the law.
Ami Calvin, "The question is not how we can be righteous,

which the saint
l

but. how, though unworthy and unrighteous, we may
be considered righteous." The law may instruct and
exhort, but "it has no place in the conscience before
God's tribunal". And if Christians advert to the
law, "they see that every work they attempt or medi-

tate

is

accursed" (Institutes,

III, 19, 2, 4).

Leo

X

had condemned Luther's thesis, "In every good work
the just man sins." Baius fell under censure for asserting (Props. 74, 75) that "concupiscence in the
baptized is a sin, though not imputed".
And. viewing the whole theory. Catholics have asked whether
sinfulness which exists quite independent of the will
is not something substantial, like the darkness of the
Manichaeans, or essential to us who are finite beings.
At all events Calvin seems entangled in perplexities
on the subject, for he declares expressly that the regenerate are "liable every moment at God's judgment-seat to sentence of death" (Instit., III. 2. 11);
yet elsewhere he tempers his language with a "so to
speak", and explains it as meaning that all human
virtue is imperfect.
He would certainly have subscribed to the "Solid Declaration", that the good
works of the pious are not necessary to salvation.
With Luther, he affirms the least transgression to be
a mortal sin, even involuntary concupiscence; and
as this abides in every man while he lives, all that we
:i

do

is

worthy

And again,

'
'

of punishment (Instit., II, 8, 58, 59).
There never yet was any work of a relig-
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man which, examined by God's severe standard,
would not be condemnable" (Ibid., Ill, 14, 11). The
Council of Trent had already censured these axioms
ions

asserting that God does not command impossiand that His children keep His word. Innocent
did the like when he proscribed as heretical
the fifth proposition of Jansenius, "Some commandments of God are impossible to the just who will and
endeavour; nor is the grace by which they should
become possible given to them."
Two important practical consequences may be
drawn from this entire view: first, that conversion
takes place in a moment and so all evangelical Protestants believe; and. second, that baptism ought not
to be administered to infants, seeing they cannot have
This latter inference prothe faith which justifies.
duced the sect of Anabaptists against whom Calvin
thunders as he does, against other "frenzied" persons,
Infant baptism was admitted,
in vehement tones.
but its value, as that of every ordinance, varied with
the predestination to life or to death of the recipient.
To Calvinists the Church system was an outward
life beneath which the Holy Spirit might, be present
or absent, not according to the dispositions brought
by the faithful, but as grace was decreed. For good
works could not prepare a man to receive the sacraments worthily any more than to be justified in the
beginning.
If so, the Quakers might well ask, what
is the use of sacraments when we have the Spirit?
And especially did this reasoning affect the Eucharist.
Calvin employs the most painful terms in disowning
the sacrifice of the Mass. No longer channels of
grace, to Melanchthon the sacraments are "Memorials of the exercise of faith", or badges to be used by
Christians.
From this point of view, Christ's real
presence was superfluous, and the acute mind of
Zwingli leaped at once to that conclusion, which has
ever since prevailed among ordinary Protestants.
But Luther's adherence to the words of the Scripture
forbade him to give up the reality, though he dealt
with it in his peculiar fashion. Bucer held an obscure
doctrine, which attempted the middle way between

by

bilities,

X

—

Rome and

Wittenberg. To Luther the sacraments
serve as tokens of God's love: Zwingli degrades them
Calvin gives the
to covenants between the faithful.
old scholastic definition and agrees with Luther in
commending their use; but he separates the visible
element proffered to all from the grace which none
save thei -lei-t may enjoy. He admits only two sacraments, Baptism and the Lord's Supper. Even these
neither contain nor confer spiritual graces; they are
signs, but not efficacious as regards that which is

denoted by them. For inward gifts, we must rememdo not belong to the system; whereas Catholics

ber,

believe in ordinances as acts of the Man-God, producing the effects within the soul which He has
promised, "He that eateth Me shall live by Me."
When the Church's tradition was thrown aside,
differences touching the Holy Eucharist sprang up
immediately among the Reformers which have never
To narrate their history
found a reconciliation.
would occupy a volume. It is notable, however, that
Calvin succeeded where Bucer had failed, in a sort of
compromise, and the agreement of Zurich which he
inspired was taken up by the Swiss Protestants.
Elsewhere it led to quarrels, particularly among the
Lutherans, who charged him with yielding too much.

taught that tin' Body of Christ is truly present in
the Eucharist, and that the believer partakes of it;
that the elements arc unchanged; and that the CathHi'

was idolatry. Yet his precise meaning is
to question. That he did not hold a real objecseems char from his arguing against

olic .Mass

open

tive presence

Luther as the "black rubric" of the Jommon Prayer
Christ's body, he says, is in heaven,
uuot lie on earth. The reception was a
spiritual one; and this perfectly orthodox phrase
(

Book argues;

i
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might be interpreted as denying a true corporal presence. The Augsburg Confession, revised by its author
Melanchthon. favoured ambiguous views; at last he
declared boldly for Calvin, which amounted to an
acknowledgment that Luther's more decided language overshot the mark. The "Formula of Concord" was an attempt to rescue German Churches
from this concession to the so-called Sacrament arians;
it pronounced, as
talvin never would have done, that
the unworthy communicant receives Our Lord's
Body; and it met his objection by the strange device
of "ubiquity", viz., that the glorified Christ was
everywhere. But these quarrels lie outside our immediate scope.
As Calvin would not grant the Mass to be a sacrifice, nor the ministers of the Lord's Supper to be
priests, that conception of the Church which history
traces back to the earliest Apostolic times underwent
a corresponding change. The clergy were now "Ministers of the Word", and the Word was not a tradition, comprising Scripture in its treasury, but the
(

printed Bible, declared all-sufficient to the mind
which the Spirit was guiding. Justification by faith
alone, the Bible, and the Bible only, as the rule of
faith
such were the cardinal principles of the Reformation. They worked at first destructively, by
abolishing the Mass and setting up private judgment
in opposition to pope and bishops.
Then the Anabaptists arose. If God's word sufficed, what need of
a clergy? The Reformers felt that they must restore
creeds and enforce the power of the Church over dissidents.
Calvin, who possessed great constructive

—

talent, built his presbytery on a democratic foundation; the people were to choose, but the ministers
chosen were to rule. Christian freedom consisted in
throwing off the yoke of the Papacy; it did not allow
the individual to stand aloof from the congregation.
He must sign formulas, submit to discipline, be governed by a committee of elders.
new sort of Catholic Church came into view, professing that the Bible
was its teacher and judge, but never letting its members think otherwise than the articles drawn up
should enjoin. None were allowed in the pulpit who
were not publicly called, and ordination, which Cal-

A

vin regarded almost as a sacrament, was conferred
the presbytery.
In his Fourth Book the great iconoclast, to whom
in good logic only the Church invisible should have
signified anything, makes the visible Church supreme
over Christians, assigns to it the prerogatives claimed
by Rome, enlarges on the guilt of schism, and upholds
He will
the principle. Extra EccUsiam nulla salus.
not allow that corrupt morals in the clergy, or a
passing eclipse of doctrine by superstition, can excuse
those who, on pretence of a purer Gospel, leave it.
The Church is described in equivalent terms as indefectible and infallible.
All are bound to hear and

by

obey what it teaches. Luther had spoken of it with
contempt almost everywhere in his first writings; to
him the individual guided by the Holy Spirit was
autonomous. But Calvin taught his followers so imposing a conception of the body in which they were
united as to bring back a hierarchy in effect if not in
"Where the ministry of Word and Sacraname.
ments is preserved", he concludes, "no moral delin-

away the Church'- title". He had.
nevertheless, broken with the communion in which
The Anabaptists retorted that they did
no! owe to Ins new fashioned presbytery the allegiance
he had cast away: the Quakers, who held with him
by the Inward Light, more consistently refused all
jurisdiction to the visible church.
(in,, sweeping consequence of the Reformat;
yet to lie noticed.
AS it denied the merit of good
works even in the regenerate, all those Catholic be-

quencies can take
he was born.

and ordinances which implied a Communii
Saints actively helping each other by prayer and
liefs

—
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self-sacrifice

were

flung

Masses for the dead, invocation of the blessed in
Heaven, and their intercession for us are scouted by

A single argument gets
riil of them all:
do they not make void the Cross ol
Christ our only Redeemer? (Instit., III. .">. 0).
Beza
declared that " prayer to the saints destroys the unity
of God''. The Dutch Calvinists affirmed of them, as
the Epicureans of their deities, that they knew nothWherever the Reing about what passes on earth.
formers triumphed, a wholesale destruction of shrines
and relics took place. Monasticism, being an ordered
system of mortification on Catholic principles, offended all who thought such works needless or even
dangerous: it fell, and great was the fall thereof, in
Calvin as "Satan's devices".

The Calendar had been framed
commemorating Our Lord's life and

Protestant Europe.
as a yearly ritual,

sufferings, with saints' days tilling it up.
Calvin
would tolerate the Swiss of Berne who desired to keep
the Gospel festivals; but his Puritan followers left the

year blank, observing only the Sabbath, in a spirit of
Jewish legalism. After such a fashion the Church was
divorced from the political order; the living Christian
ceased to have any distinct relation with his departed
friends: the saints became mere memories, or were
suspected of Popery: the churches served as houses
of preaching, where the pulpit had abolished the altar;
and Christian art was a thing of the past.
The Reformers, including Calvin, appealed so confidently to St. Augustine's volumes that it seems only
fair to note the real difference which exists between
his doctrine and theirs. Cardinal Newman sums it up
as follows: "The main point is whether the Moral
Law can in its substance be obeyed and kept, by the
Augustine says, that whereas we are by
regenerate
nature condemned by the Law, we are enabled by the
of God to perform it unto our justification;
Luther [and Calvin equally] that, whereas we are condemned by the law, Christ has Himself performed it
unto our justification; Augustine, that our righteousness is active; Luther, that it is passive: Augustine, that ir is imparted; Luther, that it is only imputed; Augustine, that it consists in a change of
lieai t;
Luther, in a change of state. Luther maintains that God's commandments are impossible to
Augustine
adds, impossible without His grace;
man;
Luther, that the Gospel consists of promises only;
Augustine, that it is also a law: Luther, that our
highest wisdom is not to know the Law; Augustine
Luther says, that
ostead, to know and keep it:
the Law anil Christ cannot dwell together in the
Augustine
says,
that
Law
is Christ;
tinheart;
Luther denies and Augustine maintains that obedience is a matter of conscience; Luther says, that a
man is made a Ihristian not by working but by hearing; Augustine excludes those works only which are
done before grace is given; Luther, that our best
deeds are sins: Augustine, that they are really pleasing to God" (Lectures on Justification, ch. ii, 58).
As, unlike the Lutheran, those Churches which
looked up to Calvin as their teacher did not accept
one uniform standard, they fell into particular groups
and had each their formulary. The three Helvetic
:

—

—

—

—

<

—

Confessions, the Tetrapolitan, that of Basle, and that
composed by Bullinger belong respectively to 15.30,
1534, 1536. The Anglican 41' Articles of 1553, composed by Cranmer and Ridley, were reduced to 39
under Elizabeth in 1562. They bear evident tokens
of their Calvinistic origin, but are designedly ambiguous in terms and meaning. The French Protestants,
in a

Synod

at Paris.

1559,
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Thus Purgatory.

aside.

—

framed their own

doctrine of the "Institutes" touching predestination,
and the Remonstrants who opposed them. Gomar
led the former party; Arminius, though he died before the synod, in 1609, had communicated his milder
views to Uytenbogart and Episcopius, hence called
Arminians. They objected to the doctrine of election
before merit, that it made the work of Christ super-

The Five

Articles which

all

which Divine acts presuppose that
has obeyed, and

called,

is

man

has been

Redemption

converted.

universal, reprobation due to the sinner's fault,
and not to God's absolute decree. In these and the
like particulars, we find the Arminians coming close
to Tridentine formulas.
The "Remonstrance" of
1610 embodied their protest against the Manichoean
errors, as they said, which Calvin had taken under
his patronage. But the Gomarists renewed his dogmas; and their belief met a favourable reception
among the Dutch, French, and Swiss. In England
the dispute underwent many vicissitudes; the Puritans, as afterwards their Nonconformist descendants,
is

Gomar; the High Church party
Wesley abandoned the severe
views of Calvin; Whitefield adopted them as a revelation. The Westminster Assembly (1643-47) made
an attempt to unite the Churches of Great Britain on
a basis of Calvinism, but in vain. Their Catechism,
the Larger and the Smaller, enjoyed authority by
Act of Parliament; the Smaller is binding still oil
Scottish Presbyterians.
John Knox had, in 1560,
edited the "First Book of Discipline", which follows
Geneva, but includes a permissive ritual. The "Second Book of Discipline" was sent out by a congregation under Andrew .Melville's influence'in 1572, and
in 1592 the whole system received Parliamentary
generally sided with

became Arminian.

But James

sanction.

In

Germany

I rejected the doctrines of Dort.
the strange idea was prevalent that civil

rulers ought to fix the creed of their subjects, Cujus
regio, ejus religin.
Hence an alternation and confusion of formulas ensued down to the Peace of Westphalia in 1648.
Frederick III, Count Palatine, put
forward, in 1562, the Heidelberg Catechism, which is
of Calvin's inspiration.
John George of AnhaltDessau laid down the same doctrine in 20 Articles
Maurice of Hesse-Cassel patronized the
(1597).
Synod of Dort; and John Sigismund of Brandenburg, exchanging the Lutheran tenets for the Genevese, imposed on his Prussians the "Confession of the
Marches". In general, the reformed Protestants allowed dogmatic force to the revised Confession of
Augsburg (1540) which Calvin himself had signed.

Predestination;

See

Eucharist;

Church;

Grace; Huguenots.
The works

ef Calvin are found complete in J. Calvini Opera
qua: supevsunt omnia, ed. Baum, CuNITZ, and Kecss (Brunswick and Berlin, 1863-1900}.— The last (59th) volume contains a
bibliography by Erichson; the same volume (pp.
461-512) gives a rhronnloKir.il catalogue "f bis writings.
Bon-net, Lettres Francoises de Jean Calvin (Paris, 1854);
Herminjard, Correspomlanre des nformaleurs ilans Us pays de
languc francaisc (Geneva, 1866-1897). Cf. Zurich Letters in

mod

Parker Society Series (London, 1840). Beza published a
French Lift of Calvin (Geneva, 15641, also a Latin life (Lau157.'.
Loth at onre translated into English (London,
1565, 1.577
the Frenrh life was re-ed. by Franklin
Among the modern lives of Calvin by Protestant au1869).
thors are those of Henry (Hamburg, ls',5
i. :; vols.!, tr
by
Stebbing: (London, 1849), Herzoo (Basle, 1843), Staheun
sanne,

.

j

;

I

i

1861), Bungener (Paris, lstvj). MeOm
of John Cab ni (London, 18S0).
Especiaiiv exhaustive
DOOMERGCE, Jrnn Calrin lo Vols I'aris, 1899); cf. >•
History of the Christian Church (New York, 1892), VII, 257

(Elberfeld,

,

Years

is

,

Among

sqq.

articles.

In 1562 those of the Netherlands accepted a profession
drawn up by Guy de Bres and Saravia in French,
which the Synod of Dort (1574) approved. A much
more celebrated meeting was held at this place,
1618-19, to adjudicate between the High Calvinists,
or Supralapsarians, who held unflinchingly to the

and inexplicable.

fluous

contained their theology turned on election, adoption,
justification, sanctification, and sealing by the Spirit,

.

Catholic works on Calvin
i

ouvrages
Is.

I;

tr.

de

(apart

from Maim-

\ tin

•

el

I

olvin (Paris. 1841;

also

by Gill, London, ism, 1S50\ and Kampfsi hot

ra,

sein Stoat. Leipzig (Ii, 1869,
by Gotz, an important stu.lv followed by
1899, ed
Ft/nk in KtrcAenlezifcon (1883). II. I7l's ii. See also Seider,
in Buchberger, Kirehlxchet Handlexilum (Munich, 1906), I,
SI. 19, and HeROENROTHER-KiBSCH, Kirrheno'srhirhte ( Ith
ed., Freiburg, 1907), III, 139-47.
On Calvin's stay at Ferrara,
I

II
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Sandonnini in Rivista llaliana (1SS7), 531; on his government of Geneva, Choisy, La theocratie a Geneve au temps de
Calvin; on the Institutes, Kostlin in Studien und Knliken
(1868), 7, 410. and Lecocltre in Revue de Thtologie el Philosophie, XIX, XXIII. XXIV; on Calvin's style, Brcnetif.re,
L'eeuvre litteraire de Calvin in Revue des Deux Mondes (Oct.,
see

19001, and Saintsbuky, History of Criticism (London, 1902);
see also Froude, Short .Studies, II, 1S93, and Zaun. Studien
itber Johann Calvin, Die Urleile katholischer und protestantiscker
liistoriker im lit Jahrhundert uber den Reformator (Gutersloh,
1884).
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William Barry.

....
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.

„

E. A. Pace.

Calynda, a titular see of Asia Minor. It was probably situated at the boundary of Lycia and Caria (on
the river Indos?), for it is placed in the former territory by Ptolemy (xxxi, 16), in the latter by Stephanus Byzantius (s. v.). Stephanus gives also
another form of the name, Karynda. Calynda must
be carefully distinguished from Kalydna, Kalydnos,
Karyanda," and Kadyanda. Its king. Damasithemos, was an ally of Queen Artemisia (Herod., VIII,
lxxxvii Pliny, V, xxvii, who writes its name Calydna).
It is mentioned among the cities that struck coins in
the Roman period. Its Christian history is very
short, for it is not mentioned in the "Notitise episcopatuum". We know only that it was at a certain time
a suffragan of Myra, the metropolis of Lycia. Bishop
Leontius of Calynda is mentioned in 458 (Mansi,
Concil., VII, 5S0) in the letter of the Lycian bishops
to the Emperor Leo.
;

Smith, Diet, of Greek

and Roman Geog. (London, 1878).
S.

Calzada, Diocese of.

I.

485.

Petrides.

See Calahorra.

Camachus, a titular see of Armenia. This city
does not appear in ecclesiastical history before the
seventh century of our era. The true primitive name
seems to have been Camacha.

has about 20,000 inhabitants (5000 Christians, mostly
Armenians). It is a village on the western Euphrates
(Kara-Sou), half way between Sivas and Erzeroum,
about 135 miles from both towns, and carries on a
trade in gloves and carpets. In the neighbourhood
are many old Byzantine or Turkish castles, and
turbes (Mussulman tombs).
Smith, Diet, of Greek and Roman Geog. (London, 1S7S), I,
486.
S.

Calvinus, Justus Baronius, convert and apologist, b. at Xanthen, Germany, c. 1570; d. after 1606.
He was born of Calvinist parents and educated at
Heidelberg where he took a course in theology. His
study of the Fathers inclined him towards Catholicism and finally led him to Rome where he was kindly
received by Cardinals Bellarmin and Baronius and by
Pope Clement VIII. The writings of Bellarmin
strengthened his conviction regarding the Church,
and his gratitude to Baronius caused him to add that
On his return to Gercardinal's name to his own.
many he became a Catholic (1601) and a staunch dehis
"Apologia" (Mainz,
In
fender of the Faith.
1601) he gives the reasons for his conversion, and in
"
haereticos
adversus
Proescriptionum
his
Tractatus" (ibid., 1602, 1756) he appeals to the
of
Catholicism.
the
truth
Fathers in support of
RXss, Die Convertiten seit der Reformation (Freiburg, 1S66),
III, 537; Hurter, Nomenclalor (2nd ed., Freiburg, 1892), I,
166-
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Camachus or Camache

When the "Pseudo-Ecthesis" of
Epiphanius was drawn up (about 640), it was
not yet a see. In 681 George, "Bishop of Daranalis
or Camachus", was present at the Council of Constantinople and subscribed its acts as "bishop of the

are later forms.
St.

china of Daranalis"; a third name of the see, AnaliThe same
bla, is given by the old Latin version.
prelate subscribed (692) the aits of the Trullan
century.
CaCouncil. About the end of the ninth
machus, until then a suffragan of Sebaste (metropolis
of Armenia Prima), was made a metropolitan seeby
Leo the Philosopher; it had five, and at one time
Bishop Sisinnius is mentioned
eight, suffragan sees.
The Assumptionist manuin 1028 (Lequien, 1, 435).
Bv the fifscript lists contain many other names.
teenth century the see had disappeared. Three
(III,
Lequien
1109).
Latin titulars are mentioned by
Camachus is to-day Kemakh, the chief town of a
whole
district
caza in the vilayet, of Erzeroum; the

Vailhe.

Camaldolese (Camaldolites, Camaldulenstans),
a joint order of hermits and cenobites, founded
by St. Romuald at the beginning of the eleventh century. About 1012, after having founded or reformed
nearly a hundred unconnected monasteries and hermitages, St. Romuald arrived in the Diocese of Arezzo
It was here,
seeking place for a new hermitage.
according to the legend, that he was met by a certain
count called Maldolus. This man, after describing
his vision of monks in white habits ascending a ladder

heaven (while he had slept in one of his fields
the mountains), offered this spot to the saint.
field, which was held by Maldolus in fief of
the Bishop of Arezzo, was readily accepted by St.
Romuald, who built there the famous hermitage
afterwards known as Campus Mai.' li or Camaldoli.
In the same year he received from tne count a villa
at the foot of the mountains, about two miles below
Camaldoli, of which he made the monastery of Fonte
Buono. This latter house was intended to serve as
infirmary, guest-house, and bursary to the hermitage,
in order that the hermits might not be distracted
by any worldly business.
Camaldoli and Fonte Buono may be considered
as the beginning of the Camaldolese Order; the former
foreshadowing the eremitical, the latter the cenobitIt is true that this opinion has been
ical, branches.
gravely contested. The Camaldolese writers are naturally inclined to place the date of the foundation
of their order as early as possible, and their judgment
is further influenced by their views on the birthdate of St. Romuald. But they differ considerably
among themselves, their estimates varying from the
year 940, chosen by Blessed Paolo Giustiniani. to
the year 974, that commends itself to Hastiville.
They point out that St. Romuald founded many
monasteries and hermitages, and was many times
surrounded by disciples before he came to Camal-

to
in

The

and they argue that in founding Camaldoli he
did not intend to begin the order, but merely a new
hermitage; that the order was called the Romualdine
the eleventh century,
until the later years of
and then received the name Camaldolese. not from
its origin at Camaldoli, but from the fact that the
Holy Hermitage had always retained its first fervour
and had been an exemplar to all other houses. It
seems probable, however, that St. Romuald before
1012 was rather a reformer of Benedictine houses
and a founder of isolated monasteries and hermitages,
than the originator of a new order. Indeed ii is
doubtful if he had ever any intention of founding
an order, in the modern sense, at all. But at Camaldoli the Rule, which later appeared in modified
".
form as the "Constitutions of the Blessed Rudolph
is first heard of; at Camaldoli the distinctive white
habit first appears; at Camaldoli are first found in
combination the two ccnobite and hermit branches
that are afterwards so marked a feature of tin' order.
Strictly, perhaps, the order did not come into existence till Hie Bull "Nulli fidelium", of Alexander II,
(i72.
But. as all its distinctive features are first
In
found together at Camaldoli in 1012. it may not be unwarranted to assign the foundation of the Camaldolese
doli;

i

Order to that date.
The Five Camaldolese Congregations. For
six centuries the order grew steadily as one body, recBut in
ognizing tlu' Holy Hermitage as its head.

—

'
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process of time it became divided into five separate
congregations, viz.: (i) The Holy Hermitage, (ii) San
Michele di Murano, (iii Monte Corona, (iv) The Congregation of Turin (San Salvatore di Torino), (v)
Notre-Dame de Consolation. The history of these
congregations had better be considered separately,
after which something will be said of the Camaldolese
I

Nuns.
(i) The Congregation of the Holy Hermitage.
Little
need be said here of this great congregation, for
throughout the centuries it has changed but little,
and its history is mostly to be found in its relations
with the congregations to which it gave birth. Before the separation of San Michele di .Murano, the

—

Holy Hermitage had given four cardinals and many
bishops to the church, and was famous throughout
Europe for the sanctity and austerity of its members.
Gratian. the great canonist; Guido d'Arezzo, the
founder of modern music; Lorenzo Monaco, the
painter; Niccola Malermi, the first translator of the
Bible into Italian, are all claimed as sons of this great
To the present day. in spite of persecongregation.
cution and spoliation, the hermits of Camaldoli and
the cenobites of Fonte Buono remain examples of
austerity and monastic fervour.
In the year 1212
(ii) The Congregation oj Murano.
the Venetian Republic, anxious that a hermitage
should be founded within its borders, sent a request
By him
to this effect to Guide. Prior of Camaldoli.
were sent Albert and John, hermits, and two lay
brothers.
To these was made over the little church
of San Michele, on an island (now known as the Cemetery Island) between Venice and Murano, where
tradition asserts St. Romuald to have lived with Marinus.
The church was partly under the jurisdiction
of the Bishop of Castello, partly under that of the
Bishop of Torcello. It was, however, at once released
from the jurisdiction of both and handed over to AlAt first
bert as representing the Prior of Camaldoli.
a hermitage was started; but soon, on account of the
rapid influx of novices, it was found necessary to
adopt the cenobitical manner of life. The church was
rebuilt and was consecrated by Cardinal Ugolino, and
by 1227 the house is included by Gregory IX in his
enumeration of the monasteries subject to Camaldoli.
In 1243 another attempt to found a hermitage near
Venice was made, John and Gerard, hermits of 'amaldoli. being sent by Guido, the prior-general, to take
possession of the house and church of San Mattia in
Murano, which had formerly been a nunnery and had
been given to Camaldoli by the Bishop of Torcello.
This hermitage prospered greatly, and. six years after
its foundation, was granted a much-mitigated form
of the rule by Martin III. prior general of Camaldoli.
Within twenty years this hermitage already possessed
a subject house, and by the middle of the fourteenth
century we find the Prior of San Mattia making a visitation of his suffragan monasteries, and the hermitage itself adopting the cenobitical life.
Meanwhile about the end of the thirteenth century,
the Priory of San Michele had developed into an
abbey, and in 1407 its monks were allowed to elect
own abbot, subjectonly to the confirmation of
the Prior of Camaldoli. Twoyi arslat r Paolo Venerio,
Abbot of San Michele. was appoint,,! by the pope one
of the visitors and reformers of monasteries in Venice.
In 1434 ainaldoli asserted its authority, when Ambro-

—

(

(

gio Traversal!, the prior general..suddenly made a visitation ol Sail Mattia di Murano and deposed the prior

contumacy. At the same time he exempted San
Michele from the jurisdiction of the vicar, and subBut in
jected it immediately to the prior-general.
another ten years came a further impulse towards inPop.
suggested
IV
that
when
Eugenius
dependence,
the Camaldol
houid form a congregation
Santa
di
The
of
Giustina
Padova.
similar to that
times, however, were not opportune, and though a
for
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union of nine abbeys was attempted in 1446 (called
the Union of the Nine Places) it was soon abandoned,
for twenty years the matter rested.
But in 1462
Pius II granted to Mariotti, prior general, and to his
successors the right of appointing all superiors under
his jurisdiction ail nutum.
At once the question of
separation became again important, and twelve years
later it was solved.
The Abbeys of Santa Maria dei
Carceri, at Padua, and of San Michele di Murano and
the Priory of San Mattia di Murano formed a new congregation.
To escape the danger of commendam it
was arranged that the superiors of these houses should
be elected for only three years at a time, and a semblance of connexion with Camaldoli was maintained
by requiring confirmation of their election by the
prior general.
The new congregation was confirmed
by Sixtus IV, and soon showed signs of vigour. In
1475 the two great abbeys of Sant' Apollinare and of
San Severo at Classe were united to it: and in 14S7
Innocent VIII confirmed and extended the privileges
granted by his predecessor. By 1513. however, tin'
life tenure of office by the prior general was found to
be inconvenient by others as well as by the new congregation, and a general chapter of the whole order
was held at Florence. It was decided to form a new
united congregation "of the Holy Hermitage and of
San Michele di Murano'', with a prior general elected
annually (afterwards triennially), and alternately
from the hermits and the "regular" cenobites. The
"conventuals" were expressly excluded from the generalship and were forbidden to take novices.
This
congregation was confirmed and was granted extraordinary privileges by the Bull " Etsi a summo" of
Leo X. The reunion lasted, in spite of many disputes between the hermits and the cenobites, for more
than a century. In 1558 the conventuals were separated from all privileges of the order, and eleven
years later (1569) were finally suppressed by Pius V.
In the same year the congregation was much
strengthened by the suppression of the hermit order
of Fonte Avellana, which, with all its possessions,
was united to the Camaldolese Order. Four years
later, in 1573, the great Abbey of San Gregorio on the
Cadian Hill in Rome was united to the congregation.
The wdiole order was. at the beginning of the seventeenth century, at the summit of its fortunes.
In
1513 there had been seventeen "groups of monasteries" and four nunneries in the order, and since then
had been added Fonte Avellana with its dependencies,
the congregations of Monte Corona and of Turin, and
several great historic abbeys.
But the disruptive
tendencies in the order were fatal to its continued
In 1616 the differences between the herprosperity.
mits and the cenobites of the great Congregation of
the Holy Hermitage and San Michele resulted in their
separation again into two congregations, and in spite
of an attempt at reunion in 1626 this separation was
final.
The Congregation of San Michele di Murano
had its own general, styled "the general of all the
Camaldolese monks and hermits".
It
possessed at
one time about thirty-five monasteries (including Sant
Apollinare at Ravenna, San Michele and San Mattia
at Murano, Santa Croce at Fonte Avellana. Santi Angeli at Florence, and San Gregorio at Rome), as well
as eight nunneries.
The ho
t to the congregation were divided into the four provinces of
Venice, Tuscany. Romagna, and The Marches and
fimbria, each with its "house of profession", whose
abbot was the vicar of the province. At each of the
quinquennial chapters, the four great offices of the
general, the two visitors, and the procurator general
were distributed in turn among the four provinces,
so that each province .very twenty years had pos-

and

I'nder this organization
sessed all these dignities.
the congregation attracted many devout and intelligent subjects, ami its reputation both for learning
and for strictness was widespread. Romano Merighi

:
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(1658-1737), one of the founders of the Accademia
degli Arcadi; Guido Grandi (1670-1742), historian of
the order and famous mathematician, friend and correspondent of Newton; the two brothers Collina; Angelo Calogera (1699-1768), the historian of letters;
Claude Fromond (1705-65), physician and chemist;
Benedetto Mittarelli (1708-77) and Anselmo Costadoni (1714-85). authors of the "Annales Camaldulenses"; Mauro Sarti (1709-66), historian; Isidoro Bianchi (1733-1807) and Clemente Biagi (1740-1804),
archaeologists; Ambrogio Soldani (1736-1808), naturalist
these are but a few of the illustrious names
It has also produced
that adorn the congregation.
four cardinals: Andrea Giovannetti (1722-1800), for
twenty-three years Archbishop of Bologna; Placido
Zurla (1769-1834), Vicar of Rome under three popes;
Mauro Cappellari (1705-1846), who in '1831 was
I
elected pope and assumed the name of Gregory
and Ambrogio Bianchi, who was also general of the
order till his death in 1856. It was Mauro Cappellari
to whom the Camaldolese Order is indebted for its
survival.
The great catastrophe of the French Revolution resulted in 1810 in the general suppression of
Fonte Avellana was spared
religious orders in Italy.
in recognition of the scientific attainments of the
titular abbot, Dom Albertino Bellenghi.
But the
Venetian houses were involved in the general ruin.
S. Mattia was deserted and ultimately demolished.
But Mauro Cappellari. who was at that time Abbot
of S. Michele di Murano, succeeded in retaining both
house and community, by clothing the latter in the
habits of secular priests, and by turning the former
The magnificent liinto a college for noble youths.
brary was confiscated, and, after its chief treasures had
been placed in public libraries, the remaining IS, 000
volumes were sold by public auction. In 1813, after
the blockade of Venice by the Austrians, the Commune made a public cemetery of the island of San
Michele, thus destroying the vineyards of the abbey.
In 1829 the same body gave the monastery and island
into the custody of the Friars Miner (bservant, who
Meanwhile, in 1825, Cappellari
still possess them.
had been created cardinal by Leo XII, and it was owing to the strenuous opposition of the former and of
Cardinal Zurla that that pope relinquished his intention to suppress the now enfeebled order.
And when
Cappellari mounted the pontifical throne as Gregory
XVI. he not only materially assisted the finances of
the order, but in every way furthered its attempts to
regain something of its former prosperity. At his
death, in 1846, it had recovered several of its historic
houses and had hopes of regaining all. But these

—

(iii) The Congregation of Monte Corona.
If we except Camaldoli itself, all the houses of the order may
be said to have abandoned, by the end of the fifteenth
century, the eremitical mode of life so dear to St.
Romuald. The establishment of hermitages in the
neighbourhood of towns had rendered the solitary life
of the hermit almost impossible, and the munificent
benefactions which at various times had been made to
the order had caused it to lose not a little of its primitive spirit and to abandon many of its stricter observiiust iniani, a memances.
It was reserved to Paolo
ber of the illustrious Venetian family of that name, to
restore to the order the observance of St. Romuald's
At an early
ideal of a life of silence and solitude.
I7H,
age he left Venice, where he had been born in
to study philosophy and theology in the famous
schools of Padua, and at the end of, a brilliant career
there he went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
On
his return to Italy he entered religion at the age ol
thirty-four, becoming a hermit at Camaldoli.
His
promotion to high offices in the order was rapid.
Shortly after his profession he was sent on an embassy
to the court of Leo X to obtain papal prol
against a certain abbot of S. Felice at Florence, who
(

1

seems to have been lavishly spending the revenues

of
the Prior of Camaldoli. general
of the order, was unable himself to deal with.
The
result of the embassy was a Bull from the pope ordering restitution to be made to lamaldoli and forbidding

Camaldoli, and

whom

(

to the Abbot of S. Felice any further interference. On
Giustiniani's return from Rome, the general of the
order, Pietro Delphino, invited his co-operation in the
difficult task of suppressing the abuses which had
grown up. All authority in the order, which by right
belonged to the prior of Camaldoli, was now possessed
by the superiors of the regulars and conventuals.
The discipline and observance of the former seem to
have been strict, but the case of the conventuals left
a great deal to be desired. Their superiors were perpetual, and apparently independent of one another.
Recourse was had to Leo X. who, in 1513, ordered a
general chapter to assemble.
The results of its deliberations have been given above in the history of

San Michele

di

Murano.

In 1516 Paolo Giustiniani was elected Prior of
Camaldoli, and on the expiration of the three years of
office, he again journeyed to Rome on business concerning the order. After the lapse of another three
years spent in seclusion at Camaldoli, he was reelected to the office of prior and once again approached the court of Leo X, to obtain permission
from that pontiff to attempt an extension of the
order. Leo, who appears to have had a great respect
for Giustiniani, not only encouraged him in his project, but allowed the foundation of an entirely new
congregation, exempt from the jurisdiction of the
general and possessing its own peculiar constitutions.
Returning from Rome to Camaldoli, he read the Brief
from Leo to the assembled hermits and monks, and
proceeded to resign the office of prior. Accompanied
by a single companion he travelled on foot to Perugia
to seek advice and spiritual direction from a solitary
(of the Third Order of St. Francis) who dwelt at Monte
Calvo.
With this latter and a member of the Order of
St. Dominic, he betook himself to a retreat in the
Apennines a dismal and solitary rock known as
Pascia Lupo. A ruined chapel appears to have been
the sole shelter for the three wanderers, and their
right to possess even this was disputed by the priest of
the neighbouring village so vigorously that it required
papal authority to settle the question. Paolo was
soon forsaken by his Dominican and Franciscan companions, who were aggrieved at the idea of adopting
St. Romuald's rule, he himself remaining at Pascia
Lupo with the companion whom he had brought from
Camaldoli and two others who had joined him. He
was not destined, however, to remain long in this
lonely spot, for, acceding to an earnest request from
the hermits of Camaldoli to live near them, he came,
with his original companion, to a place near Massaccio, and was there joined by some of the religious from
Camaldoli. Such were the first beginnings of the
congregation founded by Paolo Giustiniani. Soon it
was increased by the addition of two famous monasteries, viz. that of St. Leonard, situated on the summit of Monte \ olubrio, in the Diocese of Fermo, and
The former was
that of St. Benedict, near Ancona.
given to the order by its commendatory abbot, Gaof
of
Massaccio
brielli, nephew
Urbino.
the Cardinal
was given over entirely to the ne,\ congregation by
year
Giustiniani
1522.
the
same
Camaldoli in
In
drew up his constitutions. \o important additions to
previous legislation seem to have been made. The
rule of life was to be kept with the greatest rigour, as
The hermits' food was rarely
in St. Romuald's time.
to consist of anything better than dry bread, and
wine was very seldom allowed. The form of the moin
n.
habit was considerably altered: the tunic and
scapular were so shortened as to come only a fewinches below the knee, and in place of the cowl the
new hermits were given a eaptue with a hood attached

—
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in all four hermitages belonging to
the congregation, and in January of the year 1524 the
first general chapter was held in the monastery of St.
In this chapter Paolo Giusdiet near Ancona.
tiniani was elected general of the congregation, priors
were chosen for the different monastei ies, and the conIn the same year Cardinal
stitutions were confirmed.
Giulio dei Medici, the friend and helper of Giustiniani,
Giustiniani
leded to the papacy as Clement VII.
immediately repaired to Rome to obtain from the new
pontiff confirmation of the acts of Leo X and full possession of the monasteries which Gabrielli, holding in
commendam, had given over to the congregation when
he joined it. Clement readily gave the necessary confirmation and at the same time granted the congregation certain dispensations from canon law.
This confirmation of Gabrielli 's gift did not imply
that the monasteries would remain in the possession
Giusof the congregation after Gabrielli's death.
tiniani, anxious that the gift should be made perpetual, once more set out for Rome, accompanied tins
It was the month of .May, 1527,
time by Gabrielli.
the very time at which the soldiers of the Emperor
Giustiniani and
Charles V were occupying Rome.

his companion on their arrival were made prisoners,
but, having nothing in their possession, were released,
and travelled first to Venice and then to Massaccio.
In 152S Giustiniani went to Rome for the last time.
He saw Clement in the Castle of S. Angelo and obtained the confirmation he had sought in the ['receding
Besides this he received confirmation of a gift
year.
previously mud.- by the Abbot of St. Paul's, of the
monastery of San Silvestro on Monte Soraete. On
his way to tliis monastery, which was about twenty
miles distant from Rome, he was seized by his last illness, and died at his newly acquired monastery on the
28th of June, 1528.
>n the death of the founder, a new general was
chosen for the congregation in the person of Agostino
His place was
di Basciano, who died shortly after.
<

taken by Giustiniano

di

Bergamo, formerly a Bene-

monk. He summoned a general chapter to
decide which of the then existing houses was to be
Many
considered as the chief of the congregation.
preferred Massaccio, as being the first-founded, but
lence was finally given to the monastery of
Mont,- Corona.
In 1540, reunion was effected between the Congregations of Monte Corona and Camaldoli, with the prior
- neral. It was arranged that a genofCamaJdoli
eral chapter was to be held yearly at Camaldoli. at
which the prior was to be chosen. This state of
things only lasted for a year; the congregations were
again separated and remained so till the year 1634,
when they were again united by Pope Urban VIII.
This union lasted till 1667, when they were finally
separated by a Hull of Clement IX.
dictine

<

(ivi

The

'<•" oj

Turin owes

ite

foundation

to Alessandro Ceva, a member of a noble PiedmontBorn in 1538, he went to Rome in 15(51)
ese family.
to study for the priesthood, and there placedhimself
under the spiritual direction of St. Philip Xeri. Eight
years later, with the sainl 's ail vice, he determined to
join the Camaldolese, and we find him becoming prior
From 15S!) to 1595 he
of the order in 15S7.

with the order concerning
reformation of the Breviary ordered by Popes
V and Clement VIII. In 1596 he was sent to
ryol Puteo
Turin as prior of the Camald
Strata, with authority to found hermitages of the
Two years later a terrible plague
order in Piedmont.
visited Turin, during which the Camaldolese monks
Undertook the care of the sick, which the secular
clergy, whose numbers had been terribly reduced by
Alesthe pestilence, wire scarcely able to perform.
tin'

Pius
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and

a short cloak fastened with a piece of
at the throat.
to

sandro Ceva, in the midst of his ministrations in the

was called away to assume the priorship
monastery of San Vito at Milan, and we find
him writing from this place in 1599 to the Archbishop
of Turin, begging him to ask Charles Emmanuel, Duke
of Savoy, to make a solemn vow to God to found a
Camaldolese hermitage, that the plague might be arrested.
The vow was made publicly by the Duke of
Savoy and the people of Turin, and the foundation of
the new hermitage after much delay was laid in July,
1602, at alonelyspol between Turin and Peceto.
The
church of this new hermit age was finished in 1606, and
endowed by the Duke of Savoy as the chapel of the
afflicted city,

of the

Order of the Knights of the Annunciation (see Miliof which order the hermits were to be
regarded as chaplains.
Little is known about this
congregation, which seems to have been reabsorbed
into the congregation of Monte Corona in the eighteenth century
(v) The Congregation oj Xotre-Damede Consolation.
In the year 1626 there entered the Congregation of
Turin Boniface d'Antoine, a French priest belonging
to the Diocese of Lyons.
Almost immediately he
was sent to France by the general of the congregation,
to solicit from Louis XIII authorization for the
founding of Camaldolese hermitages in France. His
first monastery was in his native Diocese of Lyons,
near a town named Botheon. It was dedicated to
Our Lady of Consolation and was founded and
endowed by Balthassar de Gudaigne de Hostun,
Marquis de Baume, in 1631. His second foundation
was at Mont Peuchant in Le Forez. thanks to the
help and munificence of the Archbishop of Lyons.
Cardinal de Marque Mont. The Archbishop of
Vienne, Pierre de Villars. was also friendly to the
new order, authorizing the foundation of the hermitage
of Xotre Dame de Grace at Sapet and testifying at the
same time to the sanctity and austerity of d'Antoine.
Another foundation in the Diocese of Lyons was
made in 1633, when Pere Vital de Saint-Paul, an
Iratorian, and his sister presented the two churches
of St.-Roch and Val-.Iesus, situated in the parish
of Chambre, to d'Antoine.
In the following year
Louis XIII gave his formal consent by letters
patent to the establishment of the Camaldolese in
his dominions, on the condition that their general
should always be French. He also prevailed upon the
reigning pontiff, Urban VIII, to form the French
Camaldolese into a separate congregation, with the
title of "Xotre-Dame de Consolation", which was
effected by a Bull dated 8 October. 1634. They were
to observe the constitutions of Monte Corona, to
which congregation they wen^ affiliated. The new
order seems to have been popular in France.
In 1642
Charles de Valois, almoner of the Due d'Angoulcme,
a house at Gros-Bois near Paris.
In 1648,
Catherine le Vover. one of the ladies of the court,
founded a hermitage at La Flotte. in Vendome, and in
1659 the order was presented with another house in

tary Orders),

—

:

<

I

Yondome. at la Gavalerie, in the parish of Besse.
A foundation was made in 1674 by the Comte de
Guenegaud and his wife, Elizabeth de Choiseul. on
their estate at Rogat, in the parish of Congard, in
Brittany.
In 1671 the new congregation took possession of the hermitage of Mont-Valerien, near Paris,
whither they had been invited two years previously
by a lay religious community. This foundation, however, was abandoned two yars later.
In 1679 a
Camaldolese community was introduced into the old
Benedictine abbey at He Chauvet, in Lower Poitou.
This abbey had been held in commendam by various
persons, some of whom had been laymen.
Ii
Henri de Maiipas, Abbot of St.-Donis at Reims
and afterward
ccessively of Le Puy and
I

Evreux, became commendatory abbot, and fifteen
years later introduced the Camaldolese, with the consent of the Bishop of Lucon, in whose diocese the ab-
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Boniface d'Antoine in 1673. Henceforth the history
of this congregation is closely connected with the
history of Jansenism. Throughout the congregation
there were many obstinate adherents of the new
heresy, and in 1 728 a pamphlet entitled Le Temoignage", defending their position, appeared in answer
to the punitive measures taken against them by the
General Chapter of 1727. No amount of repression
could remove all traces of this persistent heresy, and
the whole Congregation was suppressed in 1770.
The first house of Camaldolese Nuns, San Pietro
di Luco in Mugello, near Florence, was founded by
It is true that St.
Blessed Rudolph, in the year 1086.
Romuald himself had founded houses for nuns in 1006
and 1023; but, there is no evidence that they followed
the Camaldolese rule, and the Camaldolese writers
almost unanimously assign the beginning of the houses
By 1616, when the
for women to Blessed Rudolph.
congregation of San Michele di Murano was finally
separated, there were eight houses subject to that con'

,

'

gregation, besides many others under the jurisdiction
of the bishops in whose dioceses they were situated.
The nuns follow the rule of Camaldoli. They wear a
white habit, veil, scapular, and girdle, to which the
In choir the choir nuns
choir nuns add a black veil.
wear a white cowl, but the lay sisters a white cloak.

—
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bey was situated. This was the only foundation
any importance made in France after the death

Rule and Constitutions. St. Romuald has left
no written rule; the austere manner of life led by his
hermits was transmitted by oral tradition. His great
ideal was to introduce into the West the eremitical life
led by the Eastern monks and the Fathers of the
Desert.
In the words of St. Peter Damian, his endeavour was "to turn the whole world into a hermitage, and make all the multitude of the people associates
of the monastic order" (totum mundum in eremum convertere, et monachico ordini omnem populi multitudinem
sociare).
He introduced into Western monasticism a
system hitherto unknown, and attempted a blending
of the cenobitical life of the West with the eremitical
life of the East.
The rule was of the utmost severity.
The brethren lived each in their separate cells, in the
midst of which stood the oratory or chapel, where
they met for the Hours of the Divine Office, the whole
There were two Lents
Psalter being recited daily.
during the year, one in preparation for Christmas, the
other for Easter. During both these periods every
day of the week except Sunday was an abstinence day,
that is to say, really a fast of the most rigorous kind on
bread and water. During the remainder of the year
this abstinence was to be kept on all days except
Thursdays and Sundays, when fruit and vegetables
might be eaten. The ideal of St. Romuald was one of
absolute asceticism, and there was little room in his
system for the "nothing harsh, nothing burdensome"
(nihil asperum, nihil grave) which is so striking a feature in the Rule of St. Benedict, with its broad comprehensiveness and wise power of dispensation. This
rule of life remained unrelaxed at Camaldoli till the
year 1080, when the fourth prior. Blessed Rudolph I,
gave the first written constitutions to the order. Besides a mitigation of austerity, there had become
necessary a definite written code which everyone who
joined would be bound to follow. The abstinence on
bread and water, which had hitherto been observed on
all days except Sundays during the two Lents, was
now dispensed on Thursday as well, and also on the
feasts of St. Andrew, St. Gregory, St. Benedict, the
Annunciation. Palm Sunday, and Maundv Thursday.
On these days fish and wine were to be allowed. On
feasts of twelve lessons, if these were not days of abstinence, the hermits were allowed to take their meals
together in a common refectory. The observance of
silence, which was continual under St. Romuald, was
It was
slightly relaxed in Rudolph's constitutions.
to De observed throughout both Lents and on all ab-

it was to be observed
from Vespers till after the conventual Mass. An important change in the character of the order was made
by Rudolph's extension of the cenobitical life. Fonte
Buono, from being merely an adjunct of Camaldoli,
now became a separate monastery, and henceforth the
Camaldolese Order is distinguished by this twofold
character.
In his legislation for cenobites Rudolph

stinence days.

At other times

on St. Benedict's Rule. The interpretation which adhered closely to the letter and rigour
of this rule, without consideration of circumstances of
time, place, and national characteristics, was that
which naturally appealed most strongly to the monastic reformer, and it was this aspect of the rule, if
anything, intensified, which Rudolph chose for his
monks, who were regarded by their contemporaries
and have ever since been regarded, as forming one of
the many branches of the great Benedictine tree.
In
1085 and 1188 further constitutions were given, more
mitigated than those given in 1080; and as time went
on the tendency was ever towards greater relaxation.
In 1249 and 1253 Blessed Martin III gave his constitutions, and others again were promulgated in 1328.
When the hermits of Camaldoli were united with the
monks of the Congregation of San Michele di Murano,
in 1513, special constitutions were drawn up, and
when the first union was made between the Congregations of Camaldoli and of Monte Corona, in 1540,
separate constitutions were given to the former.
With regard to the rule observed at Camaldoli today, it may be said with truth to retain some of its
Meat is never allowed exearly rigour and austerity.
cept to the sick, and the severe abstinence on bread
and water has to be observed on ever}' Friday
throughout the year. Meals are always taken in the
seclusion of the cell, except on the great feasts, and
even then in silence. The two Lents are still observed, and during these periods eggs, milk, butter,
and cheese are strictly forbidden. All the Hours of
the Divine Office are said in common in the hermitage
church, a building which practically consists of one
long and spacious choir. The hermits rise all the year
round at half an hour after midnight for Matins.
Lauds, and Meditation, which last for an hour and a
rest is then allowed till sunrise, when they
half.
betake themselves again to the church for the Office of
Prime, and then return to their separate oratories to
slight collation is then taken, and
celebrate Mass.
the time between that and Tierce is spent in spiritual
Tierce is sung at nine, followed immediately
reading.
by the conventual Mass and Sext. The remainder of
the morning till the Office of None, at eleven, is passed
daily in study and manual labour, each hermit having
built carefully

A

A

Dinner is taken
his own little garden and workshop.
at half-past eleven and is followed by recreation, during which the hermits are allowed in summer to take
a siesta. Vespers are sung at sunset, and a slight colThe day is closed by Comlation is taken later on.
Twice a week in
plin, Meditation, and the Rosary.
winter, and three times a week in summer, talking is
allowed during recreation time, and walks may be
taken through the woods surrounding the hermitage.
The monks at Fonte Buono live a life somewhat
similar, though, of course, without the solitude of the
hermits' life, and a walk beyond the monastic enTheir hospice is now an
closure is allowed daily.
hotel, and their forests have been appropriated by
Speaking generally, the Camaldothe Government.
lese cenobites to-day may be said to follow the Benedictine rule in its ordinary interpretation.
The habit of the Camaldolese is now but little
changed from that worn in the earliest days of the
order.
A white tunic reaching to the ankles, with

The
scapular, girdle, and hood of the same colour.
cowl, worn only during the Divine Office, is also
u lute, and of the same shape as the ample cowl of the
cloak is worn when walking abroad
Benedictines.

A
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their cells in severe weather.

—

Camaldoli, it should
be remembered, stands on a range of the Tuscan

Apennines at an altitude of 3680

feet

above the

sea.

An aspirant

to the solitary or to the cenobitical life
at Camaldoli has to undergo a long and severe probaHe is at first regarded as a guest for some days,
tion.
and is then summoned before the community, assemPlaced imbled in chapter, and formally received.
mediately in the novitiate, he continues to wear his
secular dress for forty days, after which period he is
clothed in the novice's habit and begins a novitiate of
two years. If he should persevere he is admitted to
simple vows, which may, if necessary, be dispensed
during the three following years. During these three
years the young religious does part of his ecclesiastical
studies, and then, unless his superiors think a longer
period necessary, he is admitted to solemn or final
vows and to Holy orders. A lay brother's probation
He remains one year in the novitiate,
is different.
and then becomes an "oblate" for seven years;
another year's novitiate is then gone through, at the
end of which he is called conversus, and his simple
vows are taken for three years. If all is satisfactory,
at the end of this period he is allowed to take solemn

vows.

Present State of the Order.

—There are

at the

present date (1907) three congregations in the Camaldolese order: the Congregation of Cenobites, which
possesses four monasteries, with about fifty subjects;
the Congregation of Hermits of Etruria, which possesses two hermitages and three monasteries, with
nearly sixty subjects; the Congregation of Hermits of
Monte Corona, which possesses ten houses, with about
one hundred and thirty subjects. All these houses
are in Italy, except the monastery of Bielany in Poland, belonging to the Congregation of Cenobites, and
the hermitage of Nuova Camaldoli, near Caxias in
Brazil, belonging to the Congregation of Hermits of
Etruria.
This last was founded from Camaldoli in
1899, by Don Ambrogio Pierattelli and Don Michele
Evangelisti, and one lay brother, Ermindo Dindelli.
In 1900 these were joined by three more hermits and
two more lay brothers from Camaldoli. Don Ambrogio was elected prior in 1903, and the first Camaldolese hermitage in the New World shows many signs
of rapid and fruitful growth.
There are also five houses of nuns in existence, with
about 150 inmates. These are all in Italy.
Augcstinus FoRTUNITTBi Hislorm Camaldulensium (Venice,
1575. 1579);
Beaunier. Reeeuil historique des Archevcchts.
et Prieurea de France (Ligugc, 1900), introCamaldoli cd i Camaldolcsi. breei note di un sacerad un movant (Rome, 1905); Carmichael, In
Tuscany (London. 1901). '2-45-264; Ciampelli, Guida storica
illuslrata di Camaldoli (I'dine. 1906); Grandi, Dissertationts
Camaldtdenees 'Lucca. 1707*; Hastivillius, Romualdma seu

Evechcs, Aboayea
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and the hermits also have another
very ample cloak in which the whole body can be
wrapped when hurrying to the midnight Office from
in cold weather,

;

dote 8ecolarc

Sremitica
Ordinis Historia (Paris. 1631'; Hexmbucher. Die Orden und Kongregationen dcr cathotischen Kirche
(Paderbom, 1907'. I. 401 ION; Helyot. Histaire den ordres
monastiqu.- (Paris, 1718), V, 236-79; Herzo.; vnd Hatjck,

Camargo, Diego Munoz (according

to Beristain

de Souza, Mufioz should he the surname), b. of a
Spanish father and Indian mother soon after 1521;
d. at a very advanced age, the exact date unknown.
He acquired the knowledge of letters and rudimentary acquaintance with other branches of learning
from the Franciscans at Mexico in the first half
of the sixteenth century, and diligently inquired
into the traditions and antiquities of the Nahuatl
Indians, chiefly of the tribe of Tlaxcala, in which
investigations lie was encouraged and sustained by
the clergy and the higher Spanish officials. For
many years he acted as official interpreter. He
wrote the "Historia de Tlaxcala", first published in
a French translation in tho"Annales des voyages"
and but lately in the Spanish original. It is the only
chronicle specially devoted to the past of the tribe
of Tlaxcala thus far accessible in print, except one,
printed 1870, and which may yet prove to be a fragment of Camargo's work. Torquemada's "Monarquia" is largely based on Camargo, and the history
is of course partial, as all tribal chronicles are, extolling the Indians of Tlaxcala, and placing them
above all others of Nahuatl stock. This does not,
however, detract from its value. It presents a view
differing from that of other Indian writers, and
furnishes elements of useful criticism.
ToRQuEMAnA, Monarauia Indiana (Madrid. 1613. and 1723);
BoTrRiNi-BENAnrcci, Idea de una nueva Historia general de la
America Setentrional (Madrid. 1746); Clavigero, Storia del
Messico (Cesna, 1780); Beristain de Souza, Biblioteca
hispono-amerieana setentrional (Amacameca, 18S3); Brinton,
Aboriginal Authors.

An. F. Bandelier.

Cambiaso, Luca (also known as Luchetto da
Genova, and as Luchino), Genoese painter, b. at
Moneglia near Genoa, in 1527; d. in the Escorial,
Madrid, 1585. He received his first instruction from
his father, Giovanni Cambiaso, who is believed to
have been the author of the method adopted in designing whereby the human body is divided into
small squares in order to give correct proportions in
foreshortening.
Luca exhibited considerable talent,
and was enabled by the assistance of a friend to visit
Florence and Rome, where he carefullv studied the
works of Michelangelo. His early paintings are somewhat extravagant and grotesque, but later in life he
checked his impetuosity, and his paintings were distinguished by exquisitely transparent colour and by
grace in pose and composition.
He was an exceedingly rapid painter, using both hands at once, and
passionately fond of glowing colour and of sumptuous architectural backgrounds. In 1583 he was invited to visit Spain, where he was employed by Philip
II in the Escorial, and painted the ceiling of the choir
and several altar-pieces. His wife, to whom he was
deeply attached, died at Genoa, and being unable to
obtain a dispensation to marry her sister, he gave
way to the severe disappointment, and allowed it to
prey upon his mind until it produced melancholia,
from which he died. He had one son, Orazio, who
accompanied his father to Spain and who worked for
Philip II after the father's decease.

Realencuklopadie fur protestantische Theoloffie und Kirche (Leipzig. 1S97). Ill, tis:( S7; Mabillon, Ada Sanctorum O. 8. H.
(Venice, 1733-1740'. Sax. VI. i, 246-7S; Idem. Annate.*
Ordinis S. Benedicti (Paris. 1707). IV. 261-3. 275. 289, 339;
Mittarelli and Costadoni, Annates C amaldulenses 0. S. B.
(9 vols.. Venice. 1755-73); Moroni. Diz. (Venice. 1840-58). V,
290.308; XCI, 519-53. 561-62; 8. Pethtjs Daioanus, Vila
Sancti Romualdi (Florence. 1513); Razzi, Regola delta ritaeremitica datadal b. Romualdo (Florence. 1575); Razzi, Vile del san/l
e beali del ordine di Camaldoli (Florence, 1600); Thomas de
Minis, Catalogus Sanctorum et Beatorum totius ordinis Camaldulensis (Florence. 16051; Ziegei.bu-fr. Centifolium Camaldulense (Venice. 1750 Regola di 8. Benedetto e Coxtitutioni delta
Conaregazione deoh Ermuli Camaldolcsi di Monte Corona
(Rome. 1670); Reqolamento giornaliero pei novizi deqli Eremiti

but as an artist was distinguished by accurate drawing, clever composition, and admirable colouring.
The women in his pictures are modest, the men impassioned, and he was fond of introducing horses into
his scenes and painted them with beauty and spirit.
His best works are in Madrid, Munich, and Florence

_

Cambrai, Archdiocese of (Cameracensis), comprises the entire Departement du Nord of France.
Prior to 1559 Cambrai was only a bishopric, but its
jurisdiction was immense and included even Brussels
and Antwerp. The creation of the new metropolitan

;

CamaldoUsi d% MmU Corona (Frascati, 1906); Le Messager des
Revue Btntdidine (Maredsous. 1887). IV, 366-63;
Rivista Storica Benedcllina (Rome, 1906-7). I. 288-9, 470-5; II.
371-383. 600-4.
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Leslie A. St. L. Toke.

Cambiaso was a man

of

little historical

knowledge,

George Charles Williamson.

;
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See of Malines in 1559 and of eleven other dioceses
was at the request of Philip II of Spain in order
to facilitate the struggle against the Reformation.
The change greatly restricted the limits of the Diocese
of Cambrai which, when thus dismembered, was

made by way

of compensation an archiepiscopal
Omer, Tournai. and Namur as suffragans.
the Concordat of 1802 Cambrai was again reduced
to a simple bishopric, suffragan to Paris, and included
remnants of the former dioceses of Tournai, Ypres,
and St. Omer. In 1M7 both the pope and the king
were eager for the erection of a see at Lille, but Bishop
Belmas (1757-1841), a former constitutional bishop,
vigorously opposed it. Immediately upon his death,
in 1841, Cambrai once more became an archbishopric
with Arras as suffragan.
For the first bishops of Arras and Cambrai, who
On the death
resided at the former place, see Arras.
of St. Vedulphus (545-580) the episcopal residence was
Among his suctransferred from Arras to Cambrai.
cessors were: St. Gaugericus (580-619); St. Berthoaldus (about 625)
St. Aubert (d. 667);
St. Vindicianus (667
-693), who brought
King Thierri to account for the murder of St. Leger of

see with' St.

By

Henry II invested him with authority
over the countship of Cambresis; the Bishop of
thus the overlord of the twelve
"peers of Cambresis". Under Louis XIV (1678) the
Bishopric of Cambrai once more became French.
The councils of Leptines, at which St. Boniface
played an important role, were held in what was then
the Belgian part of the former Diocese of Cambrai.
Under the old regime the Archdiocese of Cambrai
had forty-one abbeys, eighteen of which belonged to
the Benedictines. Chief among them were the
Abbey of St. Gery, founded near Cambrai about the
year 600 in honour of St. Medard by St. Gery (5S0619), deacon of the church of Treves, and who built a
chapel on the bank of the Senne, on the site of t he
in 1007, St.

Cambrai was

future city of Brussels;

founded

the

Abbey

Hautmont,

of

in the seventh century by St. Vincent, the
of St. Wandru, who was foundress of the
at Mons; the Abbey of Soignies, founded by

husband

chapter
the same St. Vincent, and having for abbots his son
Landri and, in the eleventh century, St. Richard;
the

;

1

i

Abbey

iiL'e,

Mau-

of

founded

in

661bySt.Aldegonde

the sister

of

St.

Wandru and a

de-

Hadul-

scendant of Clovis
and the kings of
Thuringia, among

fus (d. 728); Alberic

whose successors as

and Hildoard, con-

abbesses

temporaries

of

niece, St. Aldetrude

Charlemagne, a n d
who gave to the
diocese a sacramentary and important
canons; Hahtgarius
ec(817-831), an

(d.696) and another

Autun;

St.

niece, St.

iudule, was a nun
Xivennes and
became patroness of
Brussels,
and the
(

other, St. Raynalde.
a n artyr; the Abbey

(879-886);

Wiboldus (965-966),

of

author of the Indus
secularis which fur-

t

to clerkly persons
lerard the (i rea t

St. Ermin, and
Theodulph, and

(

form-

Emperor

Germany, and

helpful to the
latter in his negotiations with Robert the Pious, King
of K ranee; (Gerard also converted by persuasion the
II.

Gondulphian
charist);

St.

of

who denied the Blessed EuLietbertus (1057-1076), who defended

heretics,

Cambrai against Robert the Frisian; Blessed Odo
(1105-1113), celebrated as a professor and director of
he -rliool of Tournai, also as a writer and founder of
the monastery of St. Martin near Tournai; Burchard
(1115-1131), who sen t St Norbert and the Premonstratensians to Antwerp to combat the heresy of Tant

.

concerning the Blessed Eucharist;
Robert 11 of Geneva (1368-1371), antipope in 1378
under the name of 'lenient VIII; Jean IV T'serclaes
1378 1389), during whose episi opate John the Fearless, son ol the Duke of Burgundy, married Margaret
of Bavaria al Cambrai
385
the illustrious Pierre
d'Ailly (1396 1411); the celebrated Fenelon
L69S
Cardinal Dubois
T
L723), minister
1715); in.
c|uelin's disciples

<

1

I

1

;

i
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<
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to Louis

\

1

(

>

\

In the Middle Ages the Diocese of Cambrai was
included in that part of Lorraine which, after various vicissitudes, passed
under German rule in
' in and if 941
he
imperoi Otto he Ireat ratified .ill the privileges that had been accorded the
Bishop of Cambrai by the Prankish kings. Later,
i

St.
in

tenth century.
Heriger, the ecclesiastical writer; the Abbey of
Crespin, founded in the seventh century by St.
Landelin, who was succeeded by St. Adelin; the \l
bey of Maroilles (seventh century), of which St.
Humbert I, who died in 682, was abbot; the Abbey
of Elnon, founded in the seventh century by St.
Amandus and endowed by Dagobert; the Abbey of
St. Ghislain, founded in the seventh century by the
Athenian philosopher, St. Ghislain. and having as
abbots St. Gerard (tenth century) and St. Poppo
(eleventh century); the Abbey of Marchiennes,
founded by St. Rictrudes (end of the seventh century); the Abbey of Liessies (eighth century) which,
Louis
in the sixteenth century, had for abbot Ven

the

erly chaplain to St.

Henry

Lobbes which, in
s e v e n t h and

he

eighth centuries, had
as abbots St. Landelin, St. Urstnar.

nished amusement
(1013-1051),

Amalberte

at

of the

John
Danes;
St.
(866-S79); St. Ro-

thadus

her

(d. 705), herself the
n otherof two saints,
one of whom, St.

writer

clesiastical

and apostle

were

I

I

i

de Blois (1506-1566), author of numerous spiritual
writings (see Blosius); the Abbey of St. Sauve de
Valenciennes (ninth century), founded in honour ol
the itinerant bishop St. Sauve (Salvius), martyred
in llainault at the end of the eighth century: anil
the AliKcv of Cvsoing. founded about 854 by St.
Evrard, Count <<i Flanders and son-in-law of Louis
he Iclionair.
The list of the saints of the Diocese of Cambrai is
verv extensive, ami their biographies, although short,
take up no less than four volumes of the WOl
Canon Vstombes. Lxclusive ol those saints whose
t

I

I
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history

would be

of interest only in

connexion with

the Belgian territory formerly belonging to the diocese, mention may be made of St. Eubertus, an itinerant bishop, martyred at Lille (third century); St.
Chrysole, martyr, patron of Comines, and St. Piat,
martyr, patron of Tournai and Seclin (end of third
century); St. l'harailde. patron of Bruay near Valenis (eighth century); the Irish missionaries Fursy,
Caidac, Fricor, and L'ltan (seventh and eighth centuries); St. Winnoc. Abbot of Bergues (end of seventh
century); Blessed Evermore, disciple of St. Norbert
and Bishop of Ratzburg in Germany (twelfth century); Blessed Charles le Bon, Count of Flanders, son
of King Canute of Denmark and assassinated at
Bruges in 1127; and Blessed Beatrice of Lens, a
recluse (thirteenth century). The Jesuits Cortyl and
du Beron, first apostles of the Pelew (Caroline) Islands, were martyred in 1701, and Chome (1696-1 707).
who was prominent in the Missions of Paraguay, and
the Oratorian Gratry (1S05-1872), philosopher and
member of the French Academy, were natives of
the Diocese of Cambrai. The English college of
Douai, founded by William Allen in 1568, gave in
subsequent centuries a certain number of apostles
and martyrs to Catholic England. Since the promulgation of the law of 1S75 on higher education, Lille
has been the seat of important Catholic faculties.
(See Baunard; Lille.)
The principal places of pilgrimage are: Notre-Dame
de la Treille at Lille, a church dedicated in 1066 by
Baldwin V, Count of Flanders, visited by St. Thomas
of Canterbury, St. Bernard, and Pope Innocent III,
and where, on 14 June. 1254, fifty-three cripples were
suddenly cured; Xot re-Dame de Grace at Cambrai,
containing a picture ascribed to St. Luke; NotreDame des Dunes at Dunkerque, where the special object of interest is a statue which, in the beginning of
the fifteenth century, was discovered near the castle
of Dunkerque: the feast associated with this, 8
September, 1793, coincided with the raising of the
siege of this city by the Duke of York; Notre-Dame
des Miracles at Bourbourg, made famous by a miracle
wrought in 13S3, an account of which was given by
the chronicler Froissart who was an eyewitness.

A

,

Benedictine abbey formerly extant here was converted
by Marie Antoinette into a house of noble canonesses.
ntila comparatively recent date, the great religious
solemnities in the diocese often gave rise to du1

casses, sumptuous processions in which giants, huge
riches, devils, and representations of heaven and hell

Before the law of 1901 was
figured prominently.
enforced there were in the diocese Augustinians,
Marists, Dominicans,
Jesuits,
English Benedictines,
Franciscans. Lazarists, Kedemptorists. Camillians,
and Trappists; the
Vincent
de
Paul,
Brothers of St.
last-named still remain. Numerous local congregain- of women are engaged in the schools and among
the sick, as. for instance: the Augustinian Nuns
unded in the sixth century, mother-house at Cambrai); the Bernardines of Our Lady of 'lines founded
in the thirteenth century); the Daughters of the
Infant Jesus (founded in 1824, mother-house at
Lille); the Bernardines of Esquernes (founded in
1827); the Sisters of Providence, or of St. Therese
(mother-house at Avesnes); the Sisters of Our Lady
of Treille (mother-house at Lille), and the Religious
Holy Union of the Sacred Hearts (motherhouse at Douai).
1900
the religious institutions of the archdiocese
In
included 7 foundling asylums, 260 infant schools, 4
infirmaries for sick children, 2 schools for the blind,
2 schools for deaf-mutes, 19 boys' orphanages, 57
orphanages, 20 industrial schools, 1 trades'
school, 3 schools of domestic economy. 5 reformatories, 89 hospitals and hospices, 32 houses of religious nurses, 7 houses of retreat, 2 insane asylums,
and 177 conferences of the Society of St. Vincent
1
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1.

fi

1

I

de Paul. This development of charitable establishments, to which should be added many institutions
founded by Catholic employers for their workmen,
may be accounted for by the immense labouring
class in
the Archdiocese of Cambrai. The retreats of Notre-Dame de Hautmont arc well patronStaized by the working Catholics of the district.
tistics 'for the end of 1905 (close of the Concordat
period) show a population of 1,S66,994 with 67 pastorates, 599 succursales, or second-class parishes, and
157 curacies then remunerated by the Stale.
Gallia Christiana,
n
(1725), III, 1-7 and 206, and
ibqi
Metropole dc Cambrai (Paris,
in&trumenta, 1—44;
r,
ques dc Cambrai
eviq
1S69); Hi.i\, Histo n di
;
'i-i
iw
bes, 1
(Tournai, 1876
"ibrai el d' Arras (Lille, 1890);
Chevalier, Topo-biblioaraphie, 554-55S.
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Cambridge, University of. I. Origin and History. The obscurity which surrounds the ancient
history of Cambridge makes it impossible to (ix with
any certainty the date of the foundation of the great

—

In
seat of learning now known as the university.
the days of Queen Elizabeth the most extraordinary
legends were current, propounded by learned mi
Oxford and Cambridge, regarding the respective antiquity of these' two universities. The Ixford schools,
it was claimed, had been founded by certain Greek
professors who came to England with Brutus of Troy,
"about the time when Eli was judge in Israel";
while Cambridge traced her origin to "Cantabcr a
Spanish prince", who arrived in Britain in the year
No more trustworthy is the stateof the world 3588.
ment of the chronicler known as Peter de Blois, who
assigns 1110 as the date .if certain learned monks
coming to Cambridge from the great Abbey of Croyland, in the fen country, lecturing there, and assemAll that is
bling round them a nucleus of scholars.
certain is that long (though how long is not known)
before the establishment of tin' first college in Cambridge, a body of students was in residence in the
town, lodging at firs( in the houses of the townspeople, hut gathered later into "hostels'", houses licensed
by the university authorities, who appointed principals to each, responsible ior the order, good discipline,
and comfort of the inmates. These hostels, of which
Fuller enumerates thirty-four, continued to exist up
to, and after, the foundation of the first colleges, which
were originally composed only of the master, fellows,
and poor scholars, or sizars, who paid lor their educaTo the Benedictine
tion by performing menial work.
Order belongs the honour of having established the
fire! college within the university, St. Peter's, better
known as Peterhouse
It wash .unded iii 1284 by Hugh
de Balsham, monk and sometime prior of the Abbey
of Ely, and Bishop of Ely from I_'."i7 to 1286; and its
constitution nil statutes were modelled on those of
Merton College, Oxford, founded twelve years previously by Walter de Merton, Bishop of Rochester.
Bishop de Balsham obtained leave from Edward I
to place bis scholars in the buildings of St. John's
Hospital, in the place of the religious brethren of that
foundation, and a irw years later acquired possession
of a neighbouring monastery belonging to a suppressed order of friars.
He and his successor at Ely,
<

Bi

bop Simon Montacute, drew up an admirable code

of statutes providing for the maintenance of a master
and fourteen fellows, who were to
dy engaged in literature", and withal "honourable, chaste,
I

The scholars who
peaceable, humble and modest".
attended the college leCtUTeS prototypes of the "pensioner" of to-day) were still accommodated in the
hostels, but tin- statutes provided for the maintenance
of a few "indigent scholars well grounded in Latin",
who came later t.. be known a sizars. Monks and
friars were explicitly excluded from the benefits of
the foundation, but clerical students were evidently
expected to be in the majority, and indeed the clerical
I

,
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and tonsure is specially enjoined on the master
In the statutes of
all the scholars of Peterhouse.
the second college founded, that of Michaelhouse (afprovisions
religious
Trinity),
the
terwards absorbed in
All the fellows were to
are particularly prominent.
and the
theology,
students
of
orders
and
be in Holy
provisions for Divine service are elaborate and minute.
made
colleges
earliest
Oxford,
the
at
In Cambridge, as
use of the nearest parish church as their place of worwas
the
from
1347,
dates
which
Pembroke,
ship, and
first which had from the beginning a chapel for its
members within its own precincts. Thirteen of the
existing colleges are pre-Reformation foundations,
and three more were established in the sixteenth
century. The three hundred subsequent years of
Protestantism have produced but a single benefactor
to emulate the pious achievements of Catholic times;
and Downing College, founded in 1800, is the only
one which has had its rise in the seventeenth, eighThe modern revival
teenth, or nineteenth centuries.
of hostels has not been markedly successful, two out
of three fovinded having been closed in recent years;
nor has the institution of the non-collegiate system
(introduced in 1869) attracted a great number of
students, in spite of the advantages it offers of a considerably more economical university career.
Many of the features of the collegiate discipline and
internal government as originally instituted are due
to the fact of the earlier colleges having been largely
modelled on the monasteries. Magdalene (like Gloucester, now Worcester, College, Oxford) was actually
established for students belonging to the Benedictine
Order, the young monks resorting thither from Croyland, Ely, Ramsey, and other East Anglian abbeys;
while Emmanuel was built in 1584 on the site of a
former Dominican house, becoming afterwards, curiously enough, the favourite resort of Puritan students.
To the semi-monastic origin of the colleges must be
traced such rules as those enjoining on the fellows
celibacy and the clerical status, which were in force
The
until almost the close of the nineteenth century.
final abolition of the restrictions as to marriage and
when
in
1881,
clerical orders was brought about only
new statutes were issued by the Cambridge commissioners in conformity with an act of Parliament
passed four years previously. All religious tests have
been abolished within the same period, except for degrees in divinity, examinations and degrees in the
other faculties being now thrown open to students of
every creed. The Anglican element is still strongly
represented in the governing body, more than half
the heads of houses, for example, being (1907) clergymen of the established Church.
Looking back on the past three centuries of the
history of the university, one is struck by the long
succession of eminent men whom Cambridge has produced, notwithstanding the narrow and cramping influence of a system which, during a great part of that
time, rigidly "excluded non-members of the Church of
England from every position of influence and emolument, and even from the benefits of a degree. A list
by no means exhaustive includes, among philosophers
and men of science, Bacon, Newton, Herschel, Adams,
Darwin, Rayleigh, and Kelvin; among statesmen,
Burleigh, Strafford, Cromwell, Pitt. Palmerston, Devonshire, and Balfour; among scholars and men of letters, Erasmus, Bentley, Porson, Paley, Sterne, Ben
dress

and

Johnson, Lytton, Macaulay, and Thackeray; among
lawyers, Coke, Littleton, Ellenborough. and l.yndhurst; among historians, Hume and Acton; and hist
not least) among the galaxy of poets who are perhaps
the brightest gems in Cambridge's crown of famous
men, Spenser, Milton, Herbert, Dryden, Cowley, Otway, Prior, Gray, Coleridge, Byron. Wordsworth, and
Tennyson. Apart from the unbroken chronicle of the
intellectual achievements of her sons, the university
as such has never during the six centuries and more
I

of her existence figured prominently in history.
Her
part in politics has been on the whole unimportant,
and her tendency, in matters both of Church and
State, has ever been towards moderation and an
avoidance of extremes. Her relations with kings and
rulers have been friendly, if not always cordial; during the troubles of the Civil War she was loyal, but not
with the exuberant loyalty of Oxford, to Charles I;
her colleges sent him their plate, but they came later
easily into the obedience of the Commonwealth.
So
in religious matters she has never been in the forefront
of the great religious movements which have originated at Oxford and have shaken England to its
centre.
She has bred eminent divines both high and
low in their ecclesiastical views; but her chief glory
has been, and is, in that stamp of churchmen who
form the broad, or liberal, section of the Anglican
body. Ellicott and Alford, Yaughan and Kingsley,

Lightfoot and Maurice, are names as typical of Cambridge as those of Newman and Pusey, Wilberforce
and Liddon and Bright, are characteristic of Oxford.
It remains to add that the corporate existence of
Cambridge University dates from the thirteenth year
of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, when it was incorporated under the designation of "The Chancellors,
Masters, and Scholars of the University of Cambridge". The endowment of the first professorships
dates from an earlier period of the same century, the
Lady Margaret professorship of divinity having been
founded in 1502 by Margaret, mother of Henry VII.
Henry VIII established in 1540 the five regius professorshipsof divinity, civil law, physics, Hebrew, and
Greek. Thirty-nine professorships have since been
founded, making a total of forty-five, in addition to
assistants, demonstrators, and readers.
(A) The
II. Constitution and Government.
University.
Nothing is more difficult to foreigners
than to understand the constitution of such a university as that of Cambridge, complicated as it is by
the dual and simultaneous existence of the central
governing body with its complete organization and
staff of officials, and of the separate colleges, each an
autonomous corporation, with its own officers, its
own property, and its own statutes, and yet all constituting an essential part of the university as a whole.
The combined university and college system of Cambridge and of Oxford is in fact unique, and is in as
marked contrast with the pure university system prevailing in Germany, France, and Scotland, as well as
of the most recently founded universities in England,
as it is with the pure college system of some univerThe supreme legislative
sities in the United States.
and governing power of the whole body (for the statutes of the several colleges are subject to the paramount authority of the university laws) is vested in
the senate, whose place of meeting is called the senatehouse. The constituent members of the senate are
the chancellor, vice-chancellor, doctors of the six several faculties, bachelors of divinity, and all masters of
arts, law, surgery, and music, who have their names
on the university register. The matters to which the
jurisdiction of the senate extends, include t he management of the finances and property of the university
(as distinguished from that belonging to the individual colleges), the general conduct of the studies and
examinations, and the regulations affecting morals
and discipline. It is, however, to lie noted that nothing whatever can be proposed for enactment or confirmation by the senate except with the sanction of
the council, a body established by tin' authority of
Parliament about 1S57. The council is really a committee of the whole senate, consisting of the chancellor, vice-chancellor, four heads of colleges, four university professors, and eight other members of the
Meetings of the
senate elected by the whole body.
senate, styled congregations, and presided over by
the vice-chancellor or his deputy, are held about once

—
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letters when required,
of the university, and presents to all

on public occasions, writes
in the

name

honorary degrees with an appropriate oration; the
Registrar}-, who keeps the record of all university
proceedings, and the roll of members of the univerand is the custodian of all important, documents;
the two Proctors (with their Pro-Proctors), who are
responsible for the morals and discipline of the
younger members of the university, and assist the
Other
vice-chancellor in the discharge of his duties.
university officials are the two members elected by
the senate to represent the university in the imperial
parliament; the Counsel to the university, appointed
by the senate; the Solicitor, nominated by the vicechancellor; the General Board of Studies, consisting
of the vice-chancellor, and various elected members
of the senate, and of special boards; the Financial
Board, for the care and management of the property
of the university, consisting of the vice-chancellor and
eight members of the senate, half elected by the
colleges and half nominated by the vice-chancellor.
The university property consists chiefly of a small
amount of landed estate, the fees charged for matriculations, examinations, and graduating, the quarterly
due or tax paid by every member of the university
whose name is on the register, the profits of the university printing-press, contributions from the various
colleges, as provided by the statutes, and various
minor sources of income of a fluctuating kind.
The order of the members of the
(B) The Colleges.
several colleges, which number seventeen in all, is as
follows: (1) The head, who is usually, but not necesThe
sarily or always, a doctor in his own faculty.
head of King's College is styled provost; of Queen's,
president; of all the other colleges, master.
(2) The
fellows, numbering altogether about 400, and as a rule
graduates (usually masters) in some faculty. (3)
Doctors in the several faculties, bachelors in divinity,
masters of arts, law, and surgery, who are not on the
foundation of the college.
(4) Bachelors in the four
faculties last-named.
(5) Fellow-commoners, generally men of rank and fortune, who are entitled to dine
at the Minus' table (hence their name) and enjoy
(0) Scholars, foundation-members
other privileges.
of the several colleges, and enjoying certain emoluments and advantages accordingly. They are as a
ride elected by direct competitive examination prior
(7) Pento the commencement of their residence.
sioners (corresponding to "commoners" at Oxford),
the great body of undergraduate students, who pay
for their board and their lodging either within or without the college precincts.
(8) Sizars, students of limsity,

—

ited means who receive, as a
commons free.
The following is a list of the

rule,
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a fortnight during term for the transaction of university lm.sine.ss.
The executive power of the governing
body is vested in the following officials: the Chancellor, elected for life, who is head of the university, and
has power to adjudicate in all matters affecting members of the university, excepting cases of felony; the
Vice-Chancellor, elected annually, who exercises the
full powers of the chancellor in his absence or in case
of a vacancy in the office; the High Steward, who has
special powers to try scholars, within the limits of the
university, even in cases of felony, and appoints a
resident deputy; the Sex Yiri, elected by the senate
every two years, with power to hold a court for the
trial of all senior members of the university charged
with offences against the statutes; the Court of Discipline, consisting of the chancellor and six elected
heads of colleges, for the trial of scholars in statu
pupiUari; the Public Orator, who voices the senate

their

rooms and

colleges at Cambridge,
in chronological order, with the date of the foundation of each: St. Titer's or IVtrrhouse (1257). Clare
(1326) Pembroke (1347), GonviDe and Cains (1348),
Trinity Hall (1350), Corpus Christi (1352), King's

(1441), Queen's (1448), St. Catherine's (1473), Jesus
(1496), Christ's (1505), St. John's (1511), Magdalene
(1519), Trinity (1546), Emmanuel (1584), Sidney Sussex (1595), Downing (1800). There is also one public
hostel, Selwyn College, founded in 1882, and restricted
to members of the Church of England, and a body of
non-collegiate students (under a censor) who under a
statute of 1869 are admitted into the university without becoming members of any college or hostel. The
total number of members of the university having
their names on the register was, in July, 1907, 14,053,
including 7220 members of the senate and 3463
undergraduates. Of these many more were on the
books of Trinity than of any other college, namely
3675, the next in order being St. John's, with 1475.
The total number of matriculations (of new members)
in the academical year 1906-1907 was 10S3, the
highest in the history of the university. The government of each college is by its own master (or other
head) anil fellows, or else by the master anil council,
a select committee of the fellows. Each college has
its visitor, either the Sovereign, the Lord Chancellor
or the Chancellor of the University, or some bishop or
other high dignitary, to whom reference is made when
questions arise as to the interpretation of the college
statutes; but no college statute is binding unless in
harmony with the general code of statutes for the
university approved by Queen Victoria in Council in
1882.
III. Studies and Discipline.
(A) Studies. The
Cambridge University system may be defined as one
which subjects all candidates for degrees, and for all
university and college distinctions, to the test of competitive written examinations, held at fixed intervals,
and which allows the preparation and study for these
examinations to be held whenever, and in whatever
way, the individual thinks proper. Professors and
readers, lecturers, demonstrators, and tutors, public
and private, in every subject of the university curriculum, are provided in abundance by the university
itself, by the various colleges, and by private enterprise.
But. the test, and practically the sole test
(apart from certain disciplinary regulations), of the
fitness of an undergraduate to receive the degree,
whatever it be, which is the object of his university
career, is not regular attendance at lectures, still less
proficiency or perseverance in his course of private
study, but his success in passing the various examinations, whether with or without "honours", which are
the only avenue to the baccalaureate.
For the ordinary degree of B.A., which may be taken in the ninth
term of residence (that is, there being three terms in
each academical year, in two years and eight months
after coming into residence), the ordinary" passman ",
who docs not aspire to honours, has to pass (1 the
"previous examination", or "little go", in Creek,
Latin, and mathematics (all of a pretty elementary
kind), and Paley's "Evidences of Ihristianity". The
Gospcl.which is one of the Greek books set, and Paley
can if desired be replaced by a classic and logic.
oriental students may take Arabic. Chinese, or Sanskrit instead of Creek or Latin, under certain condi-

—

—

)

(

(

(2) The General Examination, in somewhat
more advanced classics and mathematics and (optional) English literature.
(Mi A Special Examina-

tions.

tion, in one of the following .subjects: theology, politieconomy, law, history, chemistry, physics, modern languages, mathematics, classics, mechanics and
applied science, music.
Candidates for honours have to pass in certain additional subjects in their "little go", being then exempt from further examination until the final, or
"tripos" a word sometimes derived from the threelegged stool on which candidates formerly Bat, but
now referring to the three classes into which successful candidates are divided.
Honours may be taken
in any of the following triposes: mathematics, clas-

cal
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theology, law, history, medieval and modern
languages, Oriental languages, moral sciences, natural
Nearly
sciences, mechanical sciences, and economics.
all these tripos examinations are divided into two
parts, with an interval between them; and only those
who have obtained honours in the first part may proceed to the second. The three classes into which the
successful candidates in the mathematical tripos are
divided are called respectively wranglers, senior and
The names in each class are placed
junior optimes.
in alphabetical order, the distinction of "senior
wrangler", long the blue ribbon of Cambridge scholarThe prominence
ship, having been abolished in 1907.
formerly assigned to mathematics at Cambridge is
shown by the fact that up to 1851 no candidate could
obtain classical honours without previously gaining a
Although this rule
place in the mathematical tripos.
no longer exists, the Cambridge theory remains on the
whole the same, that mathematical studies form the
most perfect course of intellectual training. Cambridge scholarship is sometimes said to derive its accuracy from mathematics; but the complete course
sics,

mathematics at Cambridge demands different and
higher qualities than mere accuracy, namely breadth
of reasoning, readiness to generalize, perception of
analogies, quickness in the assimilation of new ideas,
a keen sense of beauty and order, and, above all, inventive powers of the highest kind. This is the spirit
of the typical Cambridge scholar, and it has produced
and fostered some of the keenest intellects and brightest geniuses in the world of science, using that word
in its widest and most general sense.
The instruction in preparation Tor the manifold
examinations which are the gates to degrees in arts
and other faculties, is derived from three sources: the
university professors, the college tutors, and private
'
instructors, usually known as
coaches '. Least important, strangely enough, are the lectures given by
the five-and-forty highly-paid professors, some of
whom lecture very infrequently, while others may be
themselves sound and even brilliant scholars, without
being competent to impart the knowledge which they
possess.
The provision made by each college for the
instruction of those residing within its walls consists
of a system of lectures given by the college tutors,
and annual or terminal examinations of all its own
members. These lectures include every subject comprised in the university examinations, both pass and
of

'

'

attendance at them is compulsory on the
students, and they are often of high excellence.
Nevertheless the main work of tuition of serious and most
successful students is done by the entirely extra-official private tutors, who are in no way publicly recognized as part of the university staff, but who undertake the greater part of the strenuous task of preparing their pupils for the various examinations.
The
position of these tutors is, in fact, in entire consonance
with the general university system, the object of
which is to ascertain, at stated intervals, and in the

honour;
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hands of the proctors, two members of their body
nominated annually by the different colleges in turn.
disciplinary powers of these officials, which formerly extended to the townsmen as well as to the
students, have become decidedly restricted in recent
years, and would be difficult accurately to define; but

The

they may be said to be generally responsible for the
of the younger members of the
university outside the college walls, and have authority to punish in various ways public breaches of
discipline or of the university statutes.
Within the
college the discipline is in the hands of the tutors and
the dean. Every undergraduate on his arrival is assigned to a particular tutor, who is supposed to stand
in loco parentis to him, and exercises more or less
control over every department of his undergraduate
career.
Both cleans and tutors have punitive powers
of different kinds, including pecuniary fines, admonitions, varying in seriousness, "gating", or confining
within college or lodgings at an earlier hour than
usual, and (as a last resource) "rustication", i. e.
sending down for one or more terms, or even for good.
In serious matters there is of course an appeal to the
head, whose authority is absolute within his own colOn the whole, the system, though cerlege walls.
tainly framed for the control of youths considerably
younger than the average undergraduate of to-day,

good order and morals

satisfactorily; and though minor breaches of
discipline are numerous, grave delinquencies are happily rare.
IV. University and College Buildings. It is a

works

—

commonplace remark that Cambridge as a town contrasts unfavourably with Oxford, and an acute American writer, himself an alumnus of Trinity College, has
gone so far as to describe it as, of all English provincial towns, the most insignificant, the dullest, and the
ugliest.
Certainly there is nothing at Cambridge
comparable to the unrivalled High Street of Oxford.
The street architecture is mean, dingy yellow brick
being the chief material of the houses, and the site, on
the edge of the chalk and fen country, is as dreary- and
But the glory
uninteresting as anything in England.
of Cambridge is of course its group of colleges, whose
varied beauty is rivalled only by Oxford; and the Cantab will not easily allow that anything at Oxford,
even Magdalen itself, is finer than Trinity, King's, or
the FitzWilliam .Museum. Of the university buildings, the last-named, founded by Viscount FitzWilliam, who died in 1816, is one of the noblest classical
buildings in England, and contains valuable books,
paintings, prints, and sculpture. The Senate-house,
in 1730, is a building of admirable proporNear it are
tions, with a richly-decorated interior.
the schools and the University Library, containing
about 400,000 books and MSB., and entitled (like
three or four other libraries) to a copy of every book
published in the United Kingdom. Other buildings
are the Pitt Press, conspicuous with its lofty tower,
erected in 1831 in memory of William Pitt; the 1< o-

opened

1

Museum, containing the Woodward

collection;

most thorough and searching manner, what a young

logical

man knows,

and the excellently equipped Observatory, about a

it,

without seeking to inquire

how he knows

or from what source, public or private, official or
his knowledge is derived.
Under recent

unofficial,

statutes, "advanced students", over twenty-one
years of age, may be admitted as members of the
university (their name being placed on the books of
some college or hostel), may enter in their third term
for certain honour examinations, and after six terms'

They may be
residence proceed to the B.A. degree.
students either of the arts course or of law, or may
pursue a course f research, and resent a dissertation
embodying the results of such research, as a qualification for their degree.
These students can afterwards
proceed t<> the degree of M.A., or to other degrees,
under the usual conditions.
(B) Discipline.—The general discipline of the university, fur which the senate is responsible, is in the
<

>

|

Among the colleges. Trinity
mile outside the town.
holds the premier place as the largest in any English
Its great court covers more than two
university.
acres of ground; the splendid library was designed by
Christopher Wren; the hall, 100 feet long, contains
many interesting pictures; and the chapel, dating
from Queen Mary's reign, has within the last generation been restored and elaborately decorated. Kings
College, founded by Henry VI, in connexion with Ins
famous school at Eton, is celebrated for its chapel,
unquestionably the finest building in Cambridge. It
was finished in 1536, and ranks with St. Georges
Chapel, Windsor, among the most perfect existing
specimens of perpendicular architecture. The other
Third
buildings of the college are of little interest.
in architectural importance is St. John's, with its four
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courts, one of the most notable modern additions to
any college in Cambridge. The picturesque buildings
are mostly Tudor or Jacobean, while Gilbert Scott's
magnificent chapel, opened in 1869, is Early DecoIn size and wealth St. John's ranks next to
rated.
Trinity, and it has produced many famous scholars.
Taking the remaining colleges in alphabetical order,
we have first St. Catherine's, its red brick buildings
dating from the end of the seventeenth century, and
its court, planted with elms, opening to the street.
Many noted ecclesiastics and theologians have been
educated here. Christ's College, founded (like St.
John's) by the mother of Henry VII, is associated
with Milton, and the mulberry-tree said to have been

planted by him is still shown. The ancient buildings
were all modernized in the eighteenth century. Clare
the second oldest college in the university, but the
present structure is entirely of the seventeenth century, and is a very pleasing example of the Palladian
Corpus Christi, founded in 1352 by the guilds
style.
of Corpus Christi and of the Blessed Virgin, came early
known
as Benet College, from the neighbouring
to be
church of St. Benedict, and its proper name was,
curiously enough, revived only in the nineteenth century. The modern buildings are imposing from their
size, and the library contains a most valuable collection of books brought together by Archbishop Parker
from the dissolved monasteries. Downing, the only
modern college in Cambridge (founded 1800), has
large grounds, but there is nothing noteworthy about
its buildings.
Emmanuel, on the site of a Dominican
monastery, and the chosen home of the Puritans for a
hundred years, has a chapel and picture-gallery designed by Wren. The founder of Harvard College,
Gonville and
\.. was a member of Emmanuel.
S
Cains (usually known as Caius, pronounced "Keys")
has some valuable medical studentships, and is the
chief medical college.
The stained glass in the chapel
depicts the miracles of healing. The college buildings
have been greatly altered and enlarged, but the three
famous old gates (of Humility, of Virtue, and of Honour) are still preserved. Jesus (dear to Catholics as
the college of the martyred Bishop Fisher of Rochester) occupies the site of a Benedictine convent, of
which the fifteenth-century- cliapel still remains, and
has been restored by Pugin. It is the only college
with a complete range of cloisters. Magdalene, the
only college on the north side of the river Cam, was a
Benedictine foundation. Not much remains of the
ancient buildings, the finest part of the college being
the Pepvsian library, containing the books of the
famous diarist and many black letter volumes. Pembroke, the college of Spenser, Gray, and Pitt, has a
chapel built by Wren, but has little architectural interest.
It has been a noted nursery of Anglican prelates.
St. Peter's or Peterhouse, the oldest college in
Cambridge (founded 1257), preserves some of its
ancient buildings, has pretty gardens and a small
deer-park, and a library rich in medieval theology.
The chapel is Laudian Gothic, dating from 1633.
Queen's College, founded by the consorts of Henry
VI and Edward IV (the only college which has a
president, not a master), is charmingly picturesque,
is

1

.

ancient buildings having suffered less than most
from restoration. It boasts Erasmus, whose study is
shown, as its most famous alumnus; but the college has hardly kept up its ancient reputation for
Sidney Sussex, with its pretty gardens, is
learning.
the college of Oliver Cromwell, and possesses the best
extant portrait of him.
It
occupies the site of a
Franciscan monastery, but almost all that was old or
interesting in the buildings was destroyed by Wvattits

still

ville's "restorations" about ls:',0.
Trinity Hall.' also
with charming gardens, lias mostly been rebuilt since
a fire in 1851.
It
lias always been more or less the
legal college, as Caius, the medical, and has also
turned out many famous boating men. Selwyn Col-
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the hostel founded in 1S82 in memory of a wellknown Anglican prelate, aims at economy, and is exclusively Anglican by its foundation charter.
Girton
and Newnham, the two colleges for female students at
Cambridge, are in no sense part of the university.
Apart from the beauty and interest possessed by the
individual colleges, a peculiar charm common to
nearly all is their picturesque position on the bank of
the little river Cam, the buildings and gardens of the
larger colleges extending on either side of the river,
which is spanned by nine bridges. This unique combination of river, meadow, avenue, garden, and collegiate buildings is known collectively as the " backs",
and it would be difficult to exaggerate its charm, especially on a fresh morning in the early summer.
V. Cambridge and English Catholics. Up till
about the middle of the nineteenth century, although
no religious test, or subscription to the Anglican Articles was (as at Oxford) required on matriculation into
the University of Cambridge, it was impossible to
proceed to the bachelor's (or of course to any higher)
degree without first signing the oaths of allegiance
and supremacy, and declaring oneself a hnnn pile member of the Church of England.
It was not until nearly
thirty years after these disabilities and restrict ions
were removed that Catholics began once again to frequent the universities in any numbers; not, in fact,
until, in response to a petition addressed to the Congregation of Propaganda, through the English Bishops, by a representative body of English Catholics
(including many Peers and university graduates),
permission was formally granted by the Holy See,
under certain conditions and with certain safeguards,
for the Catholic youth of Great. Britain to attend the
national universities. During the ten years from 1897
to 1907, considerable advantage has been taken of
this concession, Catholics coming in gradually increasing numbers both from the principal English Catholic
schools, and from other parts of the British Empire,
as well as from the Continent of Europe and from the
United States, to avail themselves of the peculiar advantages of English university education. At the
beginning of the academical year 1907-190S there
were (at Cambridge) seventy-six Catholics in residence at the university, including six members of the
senate, two bachelors of arts, and sixty-eight undergraduates. About two-fifths of the Catholic students
were from English Catholic schools (Beaumont,
Downside, the Oratory, Stonyhurst, Ushaw,etc); twofifths had been educated at non-Catholic public
schools (Eton, Harrow, Wellington, St. Paul's, etc.);
while the remaining fifth were foreigners, many of
them young Austrians or Hungarian nobles, and
others from Germany, France, Spain, or Italy, and a
few from India and the United States. The largest
number, as was to be expected, were members of
Trinity College, the others being pretty well distributed over the other colleges. The Catholic student-,
small as is their number in comparison with the great
mass of the undergraduates, have earned a good re] iU
tation both for steadiness and industry, and a large
majority of them are, as a rule, reading for honours.
There is always a fair percentage of Catholics who
hold college scholarships, gained in open competition.
St. Edmund's House, an institution for students preparing for the (secular) priesthood, occupies a house
formerly known as A\ cist's Hostel, but later purchased for the Catholic body by the Duke of Norfolk.
It is not corporately recognized by the university, as
an attempt, soon after its foundation, to have it
erected into a regular hostel was defeated in the
senate, although the university authorities wen- not
opposed to the idea. The members of the house are.
however, all affiliated either to some college ortothe
non-collegiate body, permission being grant ed to hem
to live together under their own head or rector.
Besides the seminarists, who belong to various English
lege,

—
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dioceses, there are generally one or two members of the
secular or regular clergy living and studying at St.

Edmund's.

mem-

St. Benet's House, a small house of studies for
bers of the Benedictine Order, was founded in 1896 by
Cuththe community of Downside, near Bath,
bert Butler (afterwards abbot) being the first head of

Dom

The members of this house belong (like the members of St. Edmund's) to one or other of the colleges,

it.

with leave from the authorities to live together in
community and enjoy certain exemptions from the
ordinary collegiate rule. All the Benedictines who
have passed through St. Benet's have graduated with
honours, except two who entered as "advanced students" and have taken research degrees.
A final word may be said as to the annual expense
It
of living at Cambridge for an undergraduate.
must be remembered that the regular university
terms last little more than half the year, although an
extra, or subsidiary, term may now be kept during the
long vacation, and many men, especially those reading for honours, are therefore in residence for about
It would probably
eight months out of the twelve.
be fairly accurate to estimate the average income of
an undergraduate at Cambridge, available for the
period of his residence, to be about two hundred
pounds a year. A large number of men, especially
those belonging to the smaller colleges, undoubtedly
spend less than this annual sum, but on the other
hand there is a considerable number whose income is
much higher. The acute American observer (himself a Cantab) already cited concludes that an undergraduate with an allowance of two hundred and fifty
pounds per annum could live surrounded by comforts,
and what to an American student would be luxuries,
but that he could not live on much less without great
care and a certain amount of self-sacrifice. The estimate is perhaps unduly high; but so much depends on
a young man's antecedents, training, disposition, and
tastes, that it is impossible to give more than an approximate idea of the total cost of an undergraduate's
academic career. Scholars of the various colleges receive an annual emolument, varying from fifty pounds
to one hundred pounds, for a period of residence of
from three to five years, and enjoy other advantages
and allowances which reduce their necessary annual
expenditure to a very moderate figure. Many clever
boys also come up to Cambridge with scholarships or
exhibitions gained at the public schools where they
have been educated, and their expenses at the university are of course reduced in proportion.
Cambridge University Calendar (1907-1908); Cooper, Alhenaz Cantabrigienses (1858-61); Le Keux, Memorials of Cambridge (1880); Mcllin-ger, The University of Cambridge (1873);
Wordsworth, Schola- AeatlemiiT (1*77); Willis and Clark,
Architectural History of the University of Cambridge (1SS6);
Everett On the Cam (1866'; Hcber. The English Uuuers,Rashdall, Universities of Europe in the Middle
ties (1S43);
Ages (1895); Walsh, Historical Account of the University of
Cambridge 1837); Cambridge, Report <.f the Universities' Commission (1874); Clarke, Cambridge (London, 1908).

we read

Scabiosa,

the strange form Alexandrou-

A

kambousou,

in one word.
little later, and surely
in the twelfth century, this corrupt form was mistaken for two names and thus arose Alexandrou and
Kambysou (polls). Hence came two episcopal titles
connected with one city, and the name Cambysopolis
all the Greek and Latin "Notitia? episcoThe Roman Curia to-day preserves only
Cambysopolis; the only correct name,
Alexandria Scabiosa, exists no more. The city is
now called Alexandretta (by the Turks, Iskanderoun)
it is situated on the bay of the same name in the vilayet
of Aleppo, and is united to the latter city by a carriage-road.
It has about 7000 inhabitants (3000
Greeks, 500 Catholics of Latin and Eastern Rites).
The Catholic parish is conducted by Carmelites, and
there are attached to it Sisters of St. Joseph.

passed into

patuum".
the

title

Cuinet, Turquie d'Asie,
(Venice, 1899), 499-502.

II,

201-208; Alishan, Sissouan
S.

Camel
Brunn,

(or

Vailhe.

Kamel), George Joseph, botanist,

b. at

Moravia, 21 April, 1661; died in Manila, 2
He entered the Society of Jesus as a lay
brother in 1682. Although sometimes spoken of as
"Father Camellus" it is not sure that he was ever a
priest.
He was sent as a missionary to the Philippine
Islands six years later. There he took up the study
of the plants and the natural history of the Islands,
and sent the results of his investigations to Europe,
where they were published in the " Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society" (London). In
his honour, Linna?us gave the name Camellia to a
genus of evergreen shrubs remarkable for the beauty
of their flowers, among them being the well-known
Japan rose (Camellia Japonica). The mere enumeration of Camel's contributions to the pages of the
"Philosophical Transactions" is ample evidence of
the industry of this simple missionary and his orderly method of investigation.
Besides many treatises on the plants and animals of the islands. Camel
left two bulky volumes on the "Medicinal Plants of the
Philippine Islands", which were published in part in
the "Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society" (London) and in the "Historia Plantarum" of
Ray. In the library of the Jesuits at Louvain there
is a manuscript collection of liis drawings, representing 360 varieties of plants and herbs of the Island of
Luzon. Ray published the text of the work, but
omitted the drawings. Camel established a pharmacy in Manila where the poor were supplied with
remedies gratis.
Sommervogel, Bibl. de la e. dej.. II, 578. 579. 580; Velin

May, 1706.

arde, Hist, de

la Prov. Philipinas, IV, x\

ii,

n.

S92-4.

E. P. Spillane.

Camel

in Scripture.

Camera Romana.

Sec Animals in the Bible.

See

Roman

Cukia.

1

D. O. Hunter-Blair.

Cambuta.

See Pastoral Staff.

Cambysopolis, a titular see of Asia Minor. The
name is owing to a mistake of some medieval geographer.

After

his

victory

at

Issus

(333

B. c.)

Alexander the Great built, near the ancient town of
Myriandros, a city called after him Alexandria Minor
(or ad Issum, more frequently Scabiosa, i. e. mountainous).
It became a suffragan of Anazarbus,
Lequien (II, 903)
metropolis of Cilicia Secunda.
mentions a dozen bishops; among them St. Hclenus,
St. Aristion, and St. Theodore, martyrs, and Paulus,
a Monophysite (E. W. Brooks, The Sixth Book of
the Select Letters of Severus, II, 98). In an Antiochene " Notitiaj episcopatuum " of the tenth century
[A. P. Kerameus, Maurocordatos' Library (Greek),
Constantinople, 1884, p. 06], instead of Alexandria

Camerino (Camehixum), Diocese of (CamerinenCamerino is a city situated in the Italian province of Macerata in the Apennines, about 40 miles from

sis).

Ancona. When the Exarchate of Ravenna was donated to the Holy See, it became subject to the Roman
pontiff.
It suffered much under Frederick II on account of its loyalty to the pope; Manfred besieged it
(1262?), but happily Camerino was saved by Gentile
Varano, under whom it became a papal fief. In the
sixteenth century it became a fief of the Farnesi.
During the persecution of Decius (249), the priest
Porphyrius, master of the youthful martyr Yenantius. and the Bishop Leontius suffered martyrdom at Camerino. Gerontius appears at the Council
Other bishops were St. Ansovinus
of Rome in 464.
(816); Alberto degli Alberti (1437), prominent at the
Council of Florence, where he was made cardinal
and sent as legate by Eugenius IV to Alfonso of
Aragon and Rene' of Anjou, between whom he
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brought about a peace; Agapito Rufo (1465), of whom
Pius II said "that it was doubtful if there ever was
a more joyous poet or a more illustrious orator"
he was also a prudent and zealous pastor; Berardo
Buongiovanni (1537), legate in Poland and present
at the Council of Trent, where he gave proof of great
erudition; Alfonso Binarino (1547) and Girolamo
Bobo (15,80), who distinguished themselves by their
zeal for reform; Innocenzo del Bufalo (1601), legate
In the last century the local
to Henry II of France.
university was widely known.
Camerino was the
The famous medieval
cradle of the Capuchin Order.
Abbey of Fiastra is now abandoned. The diocese
contains 1S2 parishes, 45,900 inhabitants, 13 religious
orders of men and 13 of women.
Cappelletti, he chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1S44). IV, 231;
Turchi, De

Ecclesicc

Camerinensis pontificibua (Rome, 1762).

U. Benigni.

Camerlengo
papal

officials.
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(Lat. camerarius), the title of certain

The Low Latin word camera (cham-

ber) means the treasure of the prince, monastery, etc.;
also in general the royal treasury (fiscits), the temThe term
poral administration of a monastery.
camerarius was. therefore, very frequently equivalent
to civil treasurer, and in the case of monasteries
meant the monk charged with the administration of
This is also the sense of the
the monastic property.
Italian term camerlengo, still borne at Rome by three
ecclesiastics, (1) the Camerlengo of the Holy Roman
Church, (2) the Camerlengo of the Sacred College (of
Cardinals), and (3) the Camerlengo of the Roman
The Roman confraternities have also an
Clergy.
officer similarly entitled.
(1) The Camerlengo of the
Holy Roman Church is the administrator of the proprevenues
of
the
Holy See, and as such is
erty and the
successor both of the Archdeacon of Rome and of the
former
of
whom administered the
Vicedominus, the
property of the entire Roman Church, i. e. the Diothe
latter
was especially charged
Rome,
while
cese of
with the administration of the mensa of the pope and
patriarchium
personnel
of
the
Lateranense
entire
the
(St. John Lateran).
This latter official was the same as the syncellus at
Constantinople. The office of Archdeacon of Rome
was suppressed by Gregory VII, himself its last in-

cumbent under Alexander II; owing to its numerous
ancient privileges and rights it had come to be a fre-

When
quent hindrance to independent papal action.
these were lopped off, the (Roman) office of archdeacon shrank to its original proportions. There-

whom

was committed the superafter the cardinal to
vision of the Camera Apostolica (a term even then
customary for the administration of the temporalities
of the Holy See) was known as Camerarius or. in popular
language. Camerlengo. The subordinates of this official are known as clerks (chierici) of the Camera; chief
are the treasurer and the auditor di
Their body is known as Reveri nda Camera
When the carApostolica (see Apostolic Camera).

among them
Camera.

dinal-eamerlengo happened to be absent on some pontifical business, a vice-camerlengo was chosen in his
The office of camerlengo included not only
place.
the supervision of the immediate properties of the
Holy See, but also the fiscal administration of the
Pontifical States, the Patrimonium Petri.
The following were its chief attributions: (a) the
collection of the Usate, or dues paid for the delivery of
the Bulls of appointment to dioceses and abbeys (see
Chancery, Apostolic); (b) the registry of the oblations or gifts of the faithful; (c) charge of the papal
coinage ( Moneta); (d) jurisdiction, civil and criminal,
over officials of the Camera (chierici di Canu
Under the Avignon popes and their successors the
office of camerlengo received more definite organization; at the same time its rights and jurisdiction were
Win n Boniface YI11 founded the Roman
increased.
University (Sapienza) he decreed that the cardinal-

should be always its archchancellor.
Briefly the Camerlengo of the Holy Roman Church
was, for the Papal States, Minister of Finance, Public
Works, and Commerce. From the sixteenth century

camerlengo

the office was purchasable from the Papal Government. Cardinal Cibo bought it in 1521 for 35,000
; Cardinal Vitellozzo, under Pius IV, for 70,000
scudi, and under Pius V Cardinal Cornaro paid
as much for the place; the revenue thus gained
served to keep up the wars against the Turks, etc.
By the Constitution "Post Diuturnos" Pius VII
restricted greatly the authority of the camerlengo,
in keeping with the thorough reorganization of the
Papal Government undertaken by him. Between
the death of the pope ami the election of his successor (side racante) the cardinal-camerlengo is the
head of the Sacred College. It is his duty to verify
the death of the pope (see Pope), to direct the preparations for the Conclave, anil to take charge of
the same.
(2) The Camerlengo of the Sacnd College (of Cardinals) does not antedate Leo
(1513-21).
He administers all fees and revenues belonging to the College
of Cardinals, pontificates at the requiem Mass for a
deceased cardinal, and is charged with the registry of
the "Acta Consistoralia" (see Consistory, Papal).
(3) The Camerlengo of the Roman Clergy is elected by
the canons and parish priests of Rome; he has an
honorary place in the great processions, presides over
the ecclesiastical conferences of the parochial clergy,
acts as arbiter in all questions of precedence, and administers the "oath of free estate" (juramentum de
statu libero), obligatory on persons desirous of marryscudi

X

ing.

Bouix, De Curia romand (Paris, 1880);
ische Curie (Miinster, 1S54); Humphrey,
don, 1899), 359-60.

Bangen, Die romt'rl,s et

Orbis (Lon-

U. Benigni.
Camilleri, G.

M.

See Gozo, Diocese of.

Camillus de

Lellis, Saint, b. at Bacchianico,
Naples, 1550; d. at Rome, 14 July, 1614. He was the
son of an officer who had served both in the Neapoli-

tan and French armies. His mother died when he
was a child, and he grew up absolutely neglected.
When still a youth he became a soldier in the service
of Venice and afterwards of Naples, until 1574, when
his regiment was disbanded.
While in the service he
became a confirmed gambler, and in consequence of
his losses at play was at times reduced to a condition
The kindness of a Franciscan friar inof destitution.
duced him to apply for admission to t hat order, but he
was refused. He then betook himself to Rome, where
he obtained employment in the Hospital for Incurables.
He was prompted to go there chiefly by the
hope of a cure of abscesses in both his feet from
which he had been long suffering. He was dismissed
from the hospital on account of his quarrelsome disposition and his passion for gambling.
He again became a Venetian soldier, and took part in the camAlter the war he
paign against the Turks in 1569.
was employed by the Capuchins at Manfredonia on a
new building which they were erecting. His old
gambling habit still pursued him, until a discourse of
the guardian of the convent so startled him that he
determined to reform. He was admitted to the order
as a lay brother, but was soon dismissed on account
of his infirmity.
He betook himself again to Rome,
where he entered the hospital in which he had previously been, and after a temporary cure of his ailment
became a nurse, and winning the admiration of the institution by his piety and prudence, he was appointed
director of the hospital.

While in this office, he attempted to found an order
of lay infirmarians. but the scheme was opposed, and
on the advice of his friends,

among whom was

itual guide, St. Philip Neri. he

his spir-

determined to become a

CAMISARDS

then thirty-two years of age and began the study of Latin at the Jesuit College in Rome.
He afterwards established his order, the Fathers
of a Good Death (15S4), and bound the members
by vow to devote themselves to the plague-stricken;
their work was not restricted to the hospitals, but included the care of the sick in their homes. Pope
Sixtus V confirmed the congregation in 158(5, and
ordained that there should be an election of a general
superior every three years. Camillus was naturally
the first, and was succeeded by an Englishman, named
Roger. Two years afterwards a house was established in Naples, and there two of the community won
the glory <>t being the first martyrs of charity of the
congregation, by dying in the fleet which had been
quarantined off the harbour, and which they had
visited to nurse the sick.
In 1591 Gregory XIV
erected the congregation into a religious order, witli
all the privileges of the mendicants.
It was again
confirmed as such by Clement VIII, in 1592. The
infirmity which had prevented his entrance among the
Capuchins continued to afflict Camillus for forty-six
years, and his other ailments contributed to make his
life one of uninterrupted suffering, but he would permit no one to wait on him, and when scarcely able to
stand would crawl out of his bed to visit the sick.
He resigned the generalship of the order, in 1607, in
order to have more leisure for the sick and poor.
Meantime he had established many houses in various
cities of Italy.
He is said to have had the gift of
miracles and prophecy.
He died at the age of sixtyfour while pronouncing a moving appeal to his religious brethren. He was buried near the high altar of
the church of St. Mary Magdalen, at Rome, and, when
the miracles which were attributed to him were officially approved, his body was placed under the altar
itself.
He was beatified in 1712, and in 1746 was
canonized by Benedict XIV.
Butler, Lives

XVI,

S3;
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He was

priest.

of the Saint* (Derbv. 1S4."i; Bullar. Roman.,
Cicateli.o, Life of St. 'Camillus (Rome, 1749);
Diet, de thiol, cath. (Paris, 1S69), III.

T. J. Campbell.

Camisards (probably from camise, a black blouse
worn as a uniform), a sect of French fanatics who
terrorized Dauphine, Vivarais, and chiefly the Cevennes in the beginning of the eighteenth century.
Their origin was due to various causes: the Albigensian spirit which had not completely died out in that
region, and which caused Pope Clement XI to style
the Camisards "that execrable race of ancient
All licenses"; the apocalyptic preaching and literature of the French Calvinists, such as Jurieu's
"Accomplissement des prophecies", on which they
were nourished; and the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes (1685), along with the singular methods of
conversion employed by the agents of Louis XIV.
If the Camisards withstood the armies of Louis for
wellnigh two decades, the reason is to be found in the
desultory manner of warfare which the latter adopted,
in the failure of Louis' generals, de Broglie, Montrevel, Villars, etc., properly to realize the danger
of the situation, and also, to a very great extent, in
the support given them by the Protestant house of
Nassau, then in control of Holland and England.
Tin- insurrection began in the Cevennes.
Du Serre,
an old Calvinist of Dieulefit in Dauphine, became
suddenly " inspired", and his religious hysteria spread
rapidly. The murder of the Abbe de Chaila, inspector
of tin- missions in Cevennes, in 17(12. was tantamount
to a declarat ion of war.
Armed bands led by Siguier,
Laporte, Castanet, liavenel. Cavalier, and others
on a sort of guerilla warfare till about 1705,
when they either surrendered or were destroyed. In
1709 Cavalier, who had sought refuge in England,
tried, though without much success, to rekindle the
There were a few more disturbrevolt in Vivarais.
I

1

ances as late as 1711, when a treaty of peace with
England deprived the Camisards of a powerful
support.
On the 8th of March, 1715, by medals and
a proclamation, Louis XIV announced the entire
extinction of the sect.
Much has been written on the "'prophets" of the
Camisard uprising. Flechier and Brueys believed
in a school of prophets, wherein Du Serre ga\ e a
systematic training, chiefly to young recruits. The
prophetic inspiration, of which there were four
degrees, avertissement, souffle, propheties, dons.

\\:is

communicated by breathing upon subjects who had
gone through severe macerations, memorized long
Biblical texts and formulae of imprecation, learned
to perform the strangest contortions, and generally
wrought themselves into a sort of trance. On the
other hand, Court and Arnauld, themselves Calvinists, deny the very existence of such a school.
They
cast aside as obviously fraudulent a number of
so-called spiritual manifestations.
The rest they
trace to an overheated imagination, pietism, excessive
fasts, the reading of the Prophets and Jurieu's pastoral
letters, and also to the peculiar temperament of those
Southern mountaineers. If such is the case, there
is no need of admitting with (lories, Mirville, and H.
Blanc supernatural influences diabolical, of course
to account for the Camisards' antics.
Though Calvinists, the Camisards should not be
too closely identified with Calvinism.
Many Calvinists condemned their cruelties and despised their
visions.
The Synod of Ntmes, 1715, enacted two
statutes, evidently aimed at the Camisards: that

—
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women and unauthorized persons be debarred from
preaching; and that Holy Scripture be adopted as
the sole rule of faith and source of preaching.
Fourteen years after that synod Court had organized in
Languedoc a strong Calvinist community, in which
no traces of the Camisard spirit could be discerned.
It is true that those who had fled to England did
try to propagate their "mystical phalanx" in London,
and published in 1707, in the British capital, a mass
of Camisard literature: "Le theatre sacrf des Cevennes"; "A cry from the desert"; etc.; but the Consistory of the French Church in the Savoy pronounced
Voltaire (Siecle
their ecstasies to be assumed habits.
de Louis XIV, x.xxvi) relates that Elie Marion, one
of the refugees, became unpopular, both on account
of his writings (avertissements proph&iques) and false
miracles, and was at last compelled to leave England.
Catholics, too, organized under the name of White
Camisards, or Cadets of the Cross, the better to check
the black Camisards, but they soon fell into atrocities
similar to those they sought to punish, and were
disowned by Montrevel.
Flechier. Recti ful,le in Letires choisies (Lyons, 1715);
Brueys, Hist, du fanalisme de notre temps (Montpellier, 1713);
Cavalier. M,m ,./ the Worse! the (',;„,,,, (London, 17J6I;
Court, Hist, des troubles d,.- C,,,,,n, lAlaK 1M(>i; Blanc,
I),
Vinspir. des Conusor, Is (Paris, L859); Dcbois, Sor tea
lsoi
St ;i^l .ui ^.
Cevenols
Arnauld, Hist, des
protest, ,nts de Dauphint (Paris, 1876); Legrelle, I. a revolts
des Camisards (Braine-Ie-Comte, 1S97). See also Ro
in La grands encyl.,
in Hist. yen. du Languedoc, XIII;
s. v.; Yernet in Diet, de thiol, cath., s. v.
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Camoes (or Camoens), Luis Vaz de, b. in 1524
The most sublime figure
or 1525; d. 10 June, 1580.
in the history of Portuguese literature. Camoes owes
his lasting fame to his epic poem "Os Lusiadas, " (The
Lusiads); he is remarkable also for the degree of
lass noteworthy f. r his
•irt attuned in his hir.-c

A

wretched' exile during a large part of
his lifetime, he has. like Dante, enjoyed an abunof
fame since his death; his followers have been
dance
legion, and his memory has begot many fabulous
Actual facts regarding bis career arc not
legends.

dramas.

There are but few documentary
obtained.
sources of information regarding him, and these are
easily

CAMOES

noted
Vasco

who

is

explorer,

da

Gama,

so impor-

tant in "The Lusiads". His father

was a sea-captain

who

died at Goa
in India as the result of a shipwreck, soon after
the birth of Luiz.
It

seems

likely

that the poet received his training at the University of Coimbra,
his uncle, Bento de Camoes, was chancellor
for several years.
Some early love lyrics, Platonic
of inspiration and Petrarchian in form, date back
to his college days.
Passing to the court at Lisbon.

where

he there fell in love with Catherina de Athaide, a
lady of the queen's suite. Catherina, the Natercia
(anagram of Caterina) of his lyrics, responded to
his suit, but those in authority opposed it, and
Camoes, meeting their resistance with words of
wratli and violent deeds, was ere long banished from
the court.
For two or three years, that is between
1546 and 1549. he fought in the campaign in Africa
and there lost one of his eyes, which was struck by
a splinter from a cannon. Back once again in Lisbon,
he found himself utterly neglected, and in his despair

he proceeded to lead a disorderly

life.

Wounding

an officer of the royal court, he was incarcerated for
some months and was released in March of 1553
only on condition that he go to India as a soldier.
Forthwith he departed, a private in the ranks, on
his way to the region which his great kinsman had
made known to the Occident. In the East his
career was full of the greatest vicissitudes.
At one
time fighting valiantly against the natives, he was
again languishing in jail on a charge of malfeasance
in office while occupying a governmental post in
Macao; he entered into a new love affair with a
native,

either

before

or

soon after the death of

1556); now rolling in wealth, lie was again
overwhelmed with debt, and he was always gaining
more enemies by his too ready pen and tongue;
seldom stationary anywhere for long, he engaged
in long journeys which took him as far as Malacca
and the Moluccas, and upon one occasion he escaped
death by shipwreck only through his powers as a
swimmer. Finally, in 15(17. he began the return trip

Catherina

I

to Portugal.

Stopping

at
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concerned simply (1) with the trifling pension which
King Sebastian bestowed upon him and which
Philip II continued in favour of his mother, who
survived him; (2) with his imprisonment as a result
of an assault, made by him upon a public official;
and (3) with the publication of "The Lusiads".
Personal references contained in various letters and
in his literary works, all of a certain autobiographical
value, provide further data.
Camoes came of a reduced noble family. The
place of his birth has been the subject of contention.
but in all probability he was born
at Coimbra.
He
belonged to the
same stock as the

Mozambique

in his course,

he there spent two years, a prey to disease and dire
With the help of generous friends he conpoverty.
tinued his journey and reached Lisbon in 157(1. after
an absence of sixteen years. There was no welcome
for Portugal's greatest bard in a capital that had jusf
been visited by plague, and was governed by that
visionary and heedless young monarch, Dom Sebastian; but Camoes, publishing his epic, dedicated it

to the king and was rewarded with a meagre royal
His last gloomy years were spent near his
pension.
aged mother, and he died, heart-broken at the misfortune that had come to his beloved land with the
great disaster of Alcaeer-Kebir, where Sebastian
and the flower of the Portuguese nobility went to
their doom.
It is possible that Camoes had conceived the purpose of writing an epic poem as early as his student
days, and there are reasons for supposing that he had
composed some passages of "The Lusiads" before
151 1: but in all likelihood the idea of making Vasco
da Gama's voyage of discovery the central point of
his work occurred first to him during the voyage to
During that trip and on the return,
India in 1553.
with the delay at Mozambique, he could acquire that
familiarity with the ocean and with the coast of
Africa which is clear in some of his most striking
octaves; but it was during the long sojourn in India
that he gave shape to the major part of the epic.
Adopting a metrical form the octave of which
the Italian Ariosto had proved the pliancy, and
modelling his epic style on that of Vergil, Camoes
set up as his hero the whole Lusitanian people, the
sons of Lusus. whence the title. " Os Lusiadas".
His
purpose was a serious one; he desired to abide by the
sober reality of his country's history, which, in poetic
speech, is related in a long series of stanzas by Vasco
da Gama himself. From first to last the ten cantos
of the work glow with patriotic fervour inspired by
the genuine achievements of the poet's compatriots.
But, side by side with chronicled fact, there appears
also a somewhat
complicated mythological maVenus, the friend of the wandering Portuchinery.
guese; Bacchus, their enemy; Mars, Jupiter, deities
of the sea, and a number of symbolical figures play
a large part in the fortunes of Vasco da Gama's
nautical expedition, and at times the union of Christian belief and pagan fable is carried to absurd extremes, as when Bacchus is made to assume the form
of a Christian priest and offer a feigned worship to
the Christian God. For the introduction of pagan
mythology into a Christian and historical epic
Camoes has been harshly censured by many; yet
it must be admitted that much of the charm of the
poem is to be found in just those parts in which the

—

—

mythological elements abound. It is interesting,
furthermore, to note that the ecclesiastical authorities, as represented by the Dominican Ferreira, who
examined the manuscript and gave the necessary
permission to print the book, found nothing contrary to faith or morals in it; the mythology was
regarded as a mere poetic fiction. The action of the
poem is not of great extent, yielding often to passages of narration and description; of course it is
developed in accord with the events of Vasco da
Gama's voyage along the African coast to Mombaca
and Melinde, on to Calient in India, and back again
over the ocean to Portugal. The chief edition of
"The Lusiads" is that of 1572, prepared by the poet
himself; the modern editions still leave much to be
desired in the way of critical apparatus.
It has been the lot of Can iocs, the epic bard, to be
more talked of and written about by foreigners
than he is read by them. Hence the uncertainty of
opinion regarding his proper rank among modern
There is, however, no need of depreciating
poets.
Ariosto, or TasSO, or any others who have essayed
the epic, in order to render to Camoes his just deserts.
In artistic feelingand accomplishments he is doubtless
not the equal of several among them; as the exponent
of patriotic pride in national endeavour and sturdy
enterprise, and as the greatest master of Portuguese
poetic style and diction, lie will ever command the
n and of all who love
admiration of his country

what

is

best

in

literature.

attributed to Camoes requires

The mass of lyrics still
much deliberate sifting;

CAMPAGNA
fully a fifth part of

it is

probably not his work.

The

poems that may with certainty be ascribed

to him
as has been said, the Petrarchian model.
They comprise sonnets, odes, elegies, eclogues,
catifdes, redondilhas, and the like, and in sentiment
reflect the moods and passions of the poet's mind
and heart throughout the periods of his varied and
He produced three comedies in
ill-starred life.
verse, which are of decided merit as compared with
the pieces hitherto written in Portuguese, but yet
show no transcendent powers as a dramatist on his
part.
One of them, the "Filodemo", gives scenic
setting to the plot of a medieval story of love and
adventurous travel; another, the " Rei Seleuco",
takes up a love episode in the life of the Syrian King
follow,

Seleucus and his son Antiochus, which had been
narrated by Plutarch and treated by Petrarch and
many other poets; the third and best of all, the
"Enfatrioes" (or " Amphitryoes"), is a free and
attractive rendering of the "Amphitruo" of Plautus.
Os Lusiadas, ed. von Reinhardstottner (Strasburg, 1874);
ed. Braga (Lisbon, 189S), a photolithographic
reproduction of the edition of Lisbon, 1572; Os Lusiadas de
Loys de Camoes, co todas as lice'cas necessarias, cm Lisboa por
Pedro Crasbeeck, Impressor del Rey, An. 1626, a facsimile from
a copy in the library of A. Huntington, New York (De Vinne
I'ri's.<, l'.HWi; Os Lusiadas, tr. into English verse by Aubertin
(2 vols., London, 1878); The Lusiad, tr. Mickle (London,
1809); The Lusiad, Books I-V, tr. Quillinan (London, 1853);
Os Lusiadas, tr. Burton (London, 1880); Camoes' Lyricks, tr.
Burton (London, 1SS4); Strangforo, Poems from the Por-

Os Lusiadas,

tuguese of L. de C. (4th ed., London and Philadelphia, 1805);
Adamson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of L. de C. (2 vols.,
London, 1S20); Shelley, Lives of the Most Eminent Literary and
Sen tit, fie Men, etc. (London, 1835), III, 295 sq.; Braga.
Bibliographia Camoniana (Lisbon, 1SS0); de Brito Aranha in
DA Silva, Diccionario bibl. portuguez (1SS6), s. V. L. de C;
Almeida-Garrett, Camoens (7th ed.. Oporto, 1880); de
Petris. 11 Petrarca nelle liriche del Camoens, saggio critico
von Reinhardstottner, Die plautinischen
(Atri, 1906);
Lustsinele in sptiteren Bearbeitungen, I, Amphitruo (Leipzig,
1SS0); he Vasconcellos, L. de C, in Gkodf.h, (h-undriss der
romaiii.ch.ii Phdologie (Strasburg, 1S97), II, Part 2, s. v.

L.deC.
J.

Campagna, Diocese

D. M. Ford.

See Conza.

of.

in Verona, 1552; d.
able, but not strikHe
individual sculptor of Northern Italy.
studied under Jacopo Sansovino and Danese Cattaneo,

Campagna, Girolamo,

about 1623 or 1625.

b.

He was an

ingly

To him
of the latter's works.
we owe the figure of Doge Leonardo Loredano on the
tomb which Cattaneo made at SS. Giovanni e Paolo,
After his master's death, Campagna went
Venice.
to Padua where he secured the commission intended
and completed many

Cattaneo in the church of St. Anthony. This
was his masterpiece, a bas-relief of the saint bringing
back to life a man who had been murdered. Some
years later Campagna made another trip to Padua
and wrought the bronze tabernacle for the chapel
for

The

of the Blessed Sacrament.
life

was spent

in Venice,

greater part of his

and there we have the ma-

jority of his works: the statues of St. Francis and
St. Clare bearing the ostensorium at Santa Maria
de'Miracoli; that of St. Giustina over the door of the
Arsenal, commemorating the battle of Lepanto,
which occurred on her feast-day (7 October. 1571),
during Campagna's lifetime; tin' colossal Si Sebastian
at the Zecca; the figures of >ur Lady, the Archangel
Gabriel and patron saints of Venice, in relief on the
Ponte di Rialto; the group in bronze of Christ
.

<

on a globe, supported by the Four Evangelists at
San (iiorgio Maggiore. In Verona there is a good
Annunciation over the portal of the old Palazzo del
(.'onsitrlii) and a Madonna at the Collegio dei Mcrcatanti.
Perkins. Italian Sculptors (London and New York);
[DEM Hi torical Handbook of Italian Sculpture (New \..rk,
1883)

'
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U
M.

Handley.
L. TJ
T

Campagnola, Domenico, painter of the Venetian
school, b. at Padua in 1482; dale of death unascer-

tained.
This excellent artist was one of the cleverest
pupils of the School of Titian, and was so proficient
that he is said to have aroused the jealousy of his
master. He was also an expert engraver, and is
known to have executed etchings and woodcuts.
His fresco paintings are to be seen in the Scuola del
Santo at Padua and in Venice. They are marked by
fresh animated colour, strong poetic sympathy, and
easy brilliant technic. He is said to have been even

more daring than Titian in the manner in which he
drew the mub figure. A fine panel picture by him
representing Adam and Eve is in the Pitti Palace,
Florence. He was also a painter of landscapes which
so closely resemble the works of Titian that they
are often attributed to that artist.
Many of these

landscapes have been engraved by Corneille. His
etchings, ten of which are known, almost all bear the
date, 1517.
On some his name appears in full,
on others abbreviated Do. Cap. or Do. Camp.
For his work as an engraver, see Ottley, Inquiry into the
Origin and Early History of Engravinej; Passavant, PeinlreGraveur; Galichon, Life of (Jiulio Campagnula (1862). For

same

his paintings, see

Le Maraviglie

Lanzi, Storia pittorica

dell' Italia:

Ridolfi,

dell' arte.

George Charles Williamson.
Campan, Jeanne-Louise-Henriette, nee Genest
(known as Madame Campan), a French educator, b.
6 November, 1752, at Paris; d. in 1S22, at Mantes.
She was carefully educated under the direction of
her father, a head-clerk in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, in whose house she met such distinguished
men of letters as Duclos, Marmontel, and Thomas.
At the age of fifteen she spoke English and Italian,
and read so well that she was appointed reader to the
young princesses, Victoire, Sophie, and Louise, the
daughters of Louis XV. Soon afterwards she married M. Campan, whose father was secretary to the
gave
queen's cabinet. On that occasion Louis
her an annual income of 5000 livres (S1000) as
dowry. She then entered the service of MarieAntoinette, as first lady of the bed-chamber (1770),
and retained that position till 20 June, 1792. When
the unfortunate queen was sent to prison, Mme
Campan courageously asked to be allowed to share
her sad lot. Her request was denied, and she retired
to Coubertin, a small village in the Chevreuse valley.
She found herself in straitened circumstances, having to provide for her young son and for her husband
who was heavily in debt and in poor health. With a
nun as associate she established a boarding-school
for girls at Saint-Germain, which soon achieved
success and counted among its pupils Hortense de
Beauharnais, the daughter of Josephine. Napoleon
was so much pleased with the order, elegance, and
distinction of the school that he appointed Mme
Campan superintendent of the Imperial Academy of
Ecouen, founded for the education of the daughters
of members of the Legion of Honour (Dec, 1807).
She adopted the programme of the old Saint-Cyr
Her
house, modifying it to suit the new conditions.
chief aim was to train girls to be useful women and
good mothers. In 1814 the school was abolished

XV

and

Mme Campan

bitterly

denounced

as a traitor

by

the Royalists, because she had accepted the favours of
the "usurper". She retired to Mantes and spent her
time in writing didactic and historical essays. Mum
Campan's principal works are: "Memoires sur la
vie de Marie-Antoinette, suivis de souvenirs et anecdotes sur le rdgne de Louis XIV et de Louis
(3 vols., Paris, 1823); " Lett res de deux jeunes Giles"
(1811); " LY'diicatinn des femmes" (1823); "Conversations d'une mere avec ses filles" (1804); " Xouvelles et comedies a l'usage de la jeunesse" (18231.
These four books have been published under the title
of "tEuvrea completes de Mme Campan sur l'education" (Paris, 1823).
Journal anccdotiquc dc Mme Campan. ou souvenirs reciMt&M

XV"

de ses entretiens, ed.

Uaioni

(1S23);

B akkkhe.

.V of ire

»W Ma*

CAMPANA
dame Campan

in the

Obtervationt sur

lea

first

volume

memoires de

of her

Mme Campan

(Paris, 1823).

Louis N. Delamakre.

Campana, Pedro, Flemish painter, known in
France as Pierre de Champagne, and in Brussels as
Pieter de Kempeneer (his actual name), or, as translated into Flemish, Van de Velde, b. at Brussels in
1503; d. there in 1580, after spending the greater
He is said to have been a
part of his life in Spain.
pupil of Raphael, but it is exceedingly doubtful
whether this was the case. In his early days ho
spent some time in Italy, especially in Venice, Rome,
and Bologna, and studied very closely the paintings
In 1530 he decorated the triumphal
of Raphael.
arch erected at Bologna for the coronation of Charles
protection of Cardinal Grimani he
the
Under
V.
went to Spain, sojourned in Seville between 1537 and
established a school of painting in
and
there
1552,
conjunction with Louis de Vergas and the Italian
sculptor Torrigiano. This school eventually became
an academy and numbered among its pupils the
Campaiia's masterpiece is the
illustrious Morales.
"Descent from the Cross", painted in 1548 for the
church of Santa Cruz and removed to the Seville catheThis
dral when the former church was destroyed.
painting was enthusiastically admired by Murillo,
who highly appreciated its life-like qualities and
desired to be buried below the picture. There are
two other paintings by Campana in the same cathedral and important works at Carmoiia and Triana.
Campana returned to Brussels about 1564.
His pictures were all painted on panel, and are
irreproachable in accurate draftsmanship, admirable
The
in composition, and vigorous in execution.
luminous quality of their colour-scheme recalls the
best Italian work, and the finest, paintings are dignified and life-like, full of strength and power. There
are live of his best pictures in the churches of Seville,
and his work can also be studied in Berlin and Paris.
Bryan. Diet, of Painter* anil Engravers (London New York,
1903); Conway, Flemish Painters: Bebmddez, Diccionario

—

Hxt.Tico (Madrid, 1800);

Busc,

Hisloire des Fein/res (Pans.

Gestoso, Diccionario de Artistas (Madrid,
Hartley, Spanish Painting (London, 1904).
IS,', 4';

s.

d.);

George Charles Williamson.
Campanella, Tommaso (baptized Giovanni Domenico), Dominican philosopher and writer, b. 5 Sept.,
1568, at Stilo in the province of Calabria, Italy; d. at
He was a facile writer of prose
Paris, 21 May, 16.39.
and verse at the age of thirteen, and when not yet
fifteen entered the Dominican Order, attracted by
the fame of Albert the Great and Thomas Aquinas.
With a predilection for philosophical inquiry, he was
sent to different convents to hear the best masters.
Campanella wrote his first work, "Philosophia
sensibus demonstrata" (Naples, 1590) in defence
of the naturalistic philosopher Bernardino Telesio.
He next went to Rome and afterwards to the University of Padua, from Oct., 1592, to the end of 1.594.
An ardent and somewhat captious temperament led
him into the expression of views offensive to many

He was esof the older and newer schools alike.
pecially vigorous in his opposition to the authority
of Aristotle, and was cited before the Holy Office at
Rome, where he was detained till 1597. Some
accounts speak of his having been accused of magic
and

of his fleeing to Florence, Venice, Padua,

and

Bologna, thence back to Naples and Stilo. Continuing to lecture and write, however, he retained
At length, in ^):i.. 1599,
favour in certain circles.
he was seized as the head of a conspiracy against (he
In the trial at Naples, involving many
Spanish rule.
persons, lay and ecclesiastical, he was charged with
divers heresies and with aiming to set up a communistic commonwealth. Arraigned before an ecclesiastical tribunal, he was at the same time harassed and put to torture

by a
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memoirs; D'Aubier,

political court.

On

8 Jan., 1603, he was sentenced to perpetual imprisonment. Among several who sought to obtain his
liberation was Pope Paul V.
In the meantime the
viceroy, Giron, who used to visit Campanella in
prison, seeking his counsel about matters of state,
became involved in trouble. In his endeavours to
extricate himself he laid the blame largely on Campanella, who was again subjected to many indignities.
Through Pope Urban VIII, who applied directly to
Philip IV of Spain, the unfortunate prisoner was at
last, released from his Neapolitan captivity, 15 May,
1626, an event which was commemorated by Gabriel
in his " Panegyricus" (Paris, 1644).
He was
taken to Rome and held for a time by the Holy
Office, but was restored to full liberty, 6 April, 1629.
In 1634 another Calabrian conspiracy under one of
Campanula's followers threatened fresh complica-

Naude

tions.

With the

aid of Cardinal Barberini

and the

French ambassador, De Noailles, Campanella,

dis-

Louis NIII
guised as a Minim, withdrew to France.
and Richelieu received him with marked favour, the
He spent the
latter granting him a liberal pension.
rest of his days, enjoying papal favour, in the Domini-

can convent of St-Honore

at Paris.

Of the life and character of Campanella, conflicting
estimates are given.
He was well thought of by
Popes Clement VIII, Paul V, and Urban VIII.
Cardinal Pallavicini declared him a "man who had
read all things and who remembered all things; of
mighty but indomitable character." In faith and
theological allegiance he was held above suspicion
by Juan De Lugo, afterwards cardinal Theophile
Raynaud considered him heretical. Vincent Baron,
O. P., who knew him well, gave a careful eulogy of
him as skilled in mathematics, astrology, medicine,
and other sciences; more famous, perhaps, than he
deserved to be, but still a man of extraordinary gifts.
John Addington Symonds, who translated a book
of his sonnets (Sonnets of Michael Angelo Buonarotti
;

and Tommaso Campanella, London, 1878). refers
to him as the "audacious Titan of the modern age,
possessing essentially a combative intellect; a poet
and philosopher militant, who stood alone making
war upon the authority of Aristotle in science, of
Machiavelli in statecraft, and of Petrarch in art".
His tmnquam tacebo

is

evidenced in almost every act

and utterance of his strange career. Campanella's
work is critical and composite rather than constructive and original.
It exhibits an almost encyclopedic
acquaintance with all the known sciences of his day.
His doctrine does not form a system, but discloses
a syncretic adaptation of certain fundamental principles of St. Thomas Aquinas and Albert the Great,
modified by original opinions and fused with ideas,
often unsound and bizarre, borrowed from Pythagoras,
riato,
Aristotle,
Zeno, Empedocles, the
Christian mystics, and the Jewish and Arabic schools
He aimed to reconstruct scholastic
of thought.
philosophy, but, lacking grasp and depth, his judgment was often obscured by an untempered imagination, and his writings, of widest scope, abound in the
inequalities of undisciplined genius.
With the fondness of the Renaissance for disputation and innovation, he was also singularly swayed by the popular
pseudo-science of judicial astrology.
Unlike Bruno,
however, he remained loyal to his order and to the
Church.
In his thcologico-cosmological theory, being, both
created and Divine, is invested with three primordial
properties: power, wisdom, and love.
Non-being is
characterized by impotence, darkness, and odium
or metaphysical aversion.
In God, Who is pure
being, simple and infinite, the three properties of
being exist, and subsist in simplest unity to the absolute exclusion of non-being and its attributes.
Creatures participate in Gods wisdom, power, and love;
but, because derived from nothingness, their essence
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Monarchy", tr. by Edmund Chilmead (London,
1654) and again by Wm. Prynne (ibid., 1660)],
Campanella evinces, among ideas singularly strange
and erroneous, considerable practical knowledge of
civil government.
To extend Spanish rule in Europe
he advised intermarriage of the Spaniards with other
nationalities, urged the establishment of schools of
astronomy, mathematics, mechanics, etc., and the
immediate opening of naval colleges to develop the
resources of the New World and further the interests
of its inhabitants.
In general he advocated natural
honesty and justice and the universal love of God
and man in place of the utilitarian principles and
egoism of Machiavelli.
"
Because of its political character, his "Civitas Solis
(City of the Sun), is the most celebrated of his works.
It
appears in 'Ideal Commonwealths" (New York,
1901) and in "Ideal Empires and Republics" (Washington and London, 1901 ). It was probably intended
by Campanella as a philosophical fiction, like Plato's

"Republic" and Mop's "Utopia", for its essentially
communistic delineation, and advocacy, of goods, education, women, labour, and all necessaries in common
could hardly represent the true mind of an author
who, after all, was faithful to at least the spirit of
Christianity, and who vehemently resisted the rationVarious

trend of his contemporaries.

alistic

some furnished by Campanella

himself,

lists,

show him

to

have been the author of about eighty-eight works.
The more important are: "Prodromus Philosophise
instaurandas " (Frankfort', 1617); " Philosophise raiionalis partes quinque " (Paris, 1638); "Realis philosophise epilogistiese partes quatuor" (which contains the
"Civitas Solis", Frankfort, 1623); "Medicinalium
juxta propria principia libri VII" (Lyons, 1635);
"Astrologicorum libri VI" (Lyons. 1629); "Apologia
pro Galileo mathematico" ( Frankfort, 1622) "Atheismus triumphatus" (Rome, 1631); "De prsedestinatione electione, reprobal ioneel auxiliis divinae gratia,
Numerous unpubcento thomisticus (Paris, L636).
lished MSS. are preserved in (lie archives of the Do;

minican Order at Rome.
Prod.
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Campani, Giuseppe, an Italian optician and ashut ulio lived in Rome dming the latter half

of the

seventeenth

iani-Alimensis,
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The Divine,
is a mixture of being and non-being.
impressed upon, immanent in. and shared by, finite
reason, and
the
sufficient
principle,
natures, is the
the measure of their relative perfection and of their
development in time and space. The universe is
vivified, directed, and governed by a universal soul
The world is as a living
of sense and intelligence.
statue of God. The sun and the earth are its principal parts and the common source of animal life
and movement, and of the sensation which is also
found in all material things, light, air, metals, and
wood. Prior to Descartes, to whom he was otherwise superior in erudition, Campanella demonstrated
the absurdity of scepticism and undertook to establish by psychologico-ontological argument the
In the field of
existence of God against Atheism.
natural science Campanella preceded Bacon in
insisting on the direct observation and experimental
study of nature. It is noteworthy that whilst Bacon
rejected the astronomical theory of Galileo, Campanella favoured it, and wrote a brilliant defence
In his treatise, "De Monarchic
of its author.
Hispanica" ["A Discourse touching the Spanish

His brother, Matteo
century.
and he were experts in grind-

and polishing
focal length and
ing

lenses, especially

those of great

slight curvature.
These lenses
were used in long telescopes of considerable power.
The astronomer Cassini made his discoveries with

these lenses.
Campani also made many observations himself.
Cassini called his attention to the
spots on Jupiter, and he disputed with Eustachio
Divini, an Italian optician, the priority for their
discovery.
His astronomical observations and the
descriptions of his telescopes are detailed in the following papers: "Ragguaglio di due nuovi osservazioni, una celeste in ordine alia Stella di Saturno,
e terrestre l'altra in ordine agl' instrumenti " (Rome,
Hint, and again in 1665); "Lettere di G. C. al sig.
Giovanni Domenieo Cassini intorno alle ombre delle
stelle Medicee nel volto di Giove, ed altri nuovi fenomeni celesti scoperti co' suoi occhiali" (Rome, 1666).
His brother, mentioned above, is also noted as a
mechanician for his work on clocks. He was a priest
in charge of a parish in Rome.
Louis NIV of France
ordered several long-focus lenses (86, 100, 136 feet
respectively) for Cassini, who discovered with theii
aid additional satellites of Saturn.
Jocher (Adelcng), Allgem. Gelehrten-Lexicon; Auzout,
Lettre a Vabbe Charles.

William Fox.
Campanile.

See Belfry.

Campeche, Diocese

of, in the State of

Campeche,

Republic of Mexico, suffragan of the Archdiocese of

Yucatan (see Yucatan). It was created 24 March.
1S95, by division of the Diocese of Yucatan.
Its
territory includes the western portion of the Peninsula of Yucatan, and in the north is mainly a plain,
from which rise the heights of Sierra Alta. Broad
savannahs and dense forests abound. The southern
part is abundantly watered by running streams.
The
Spanish captain, Hernandez de Cordova, and the
pilot, Anton de Alaminos, discovered (20 March,
1517) a seaside village inhabited by Maya Indians,
and known to the natives as Ah Kin Pech, which the
Spaniards translated Campeche, often anglicized as
Cam-peachy. In 1540 Captain Montejo, with thirty
Spaniards, founded on this site a seaport town.
church was at once begun (Santa Maria de la Coneepthe first priest was
cion, the present cathedral);
Francisco Hernandez, Montejo's chaplain. Later on
a storm drove upon the Campeche coast the vessel in
which Fray Bartolom6 de las Casas. Bishop of Chiapas, was returning to his diocese; this illustrious man
was therefore the first bishop to visit Campeche. Its
in 1715 the
first missionaries were Franciscans;
Jesuits came to Campeche, but were expelled 12 June.
1767.
The diocese is bounded on the north by the Diocese of Yucatan; on the south by the Archdiocese of
iuatemala and the Vicariate Apostolic of Belize; on
the south-east and west by the Dioceses of Chiapas

A

<

and Tabasco, and by the Gulf of Mexico. It has a
population of about 100.000. with twenty-three parThe third bishop, Don Francisco Mendoza y
ishes.
Herrera, who was appointed 17 January, 1905, opened
a diocesan seminary and three colleges, and built an
episcopal residence. Since 1901 there has been in
the Diocese of Campeche a small group ot nonCatholics.
The episcopal city, Campeche. situated
on the bay of that name, about ninety miles southwest of Merida, has about Hi. 000 inhabitants, two
The chief exports
parishes, and twelve churches.
are maize, sugar, sisal-hemp. salt, wax, logwood,

Ship-carpentry is lie principal local
industry, the harbour, though shallow, being quite
capacious.
Battanmib, Arm. pont.
chia Cattalica (Rome, 1907)

and mahogany.

il'aris. 1007), 217;
Foreign, 1ST.

rath,

t

Catholic Directory (Milwaukee, 1907),
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CAMPEGGIO

Campeggio, Lorenzo, Cardinal, nn eminent canonist,

ecclesiastical

diplomat, and reformer,

b.

1472

at Bologna, the son of Giovanni Campeggio, a
He
civil lawyer; d. at Rome, 25 July, 1539.
studied civil law under his lather at Padua and
|

I

-17-11

famous

Bologna, and in due course married and had

a

family

children.
five
After the death of
his wile (1509), he
entered the eccleof

"N.
.

siastical state.
17)12 lie was

\

\

11

•

In

appointed to theBish-

\

opric Of Kelt re by
Julius II, and was
made auditor of
tin- Rota, at that
time the supreme
court of justice in
.v
the Church, and
SBi
the universal court
kVv
of appeal. Thenceforth till his death
he took a leading
010
Lorenzo Ca
part as papal representative in some
of the greatest events of the Reformation, especially
In 1513 he was
in Southern Germany and England.
as Nuneio'to Maximilian I. to bring
sent by Leo
about peace among the Christian princes and unite
While still in
in a crusade against the Turks.
Germany he was nominated cardinal (1 July, 17)17),
at first of the Title of SanTommaso in Parione, afterwards of Sant' Anastasia, and finally of Santa Maria in
Returning to Rome, he was sent as carTrastevere.
dinal legate to England for the purpose of engaging
Henry VIII in the crusade. He set out on his journey in the middle of April, 1518, but was not allowed
ier England until the end of July.
The delay
arose from Henry's objection to the presence of a
The pope agreed
f. ireign legate within his dominions.
that Campeggio should share the legatine powers with
Wblsey, who was his senior in the Sacred College.
Accordingly the two cardinals worked together,
though Wolsey managed to secure the precedence.
The main object of Campeggio's mission was not accomplished; instead of a universal league against the
Turk, Wolsey arranged an alliance between France
and England. He also contrived to obtain an extension of his legatine powers for three years and afterwards for life. Campeggio made a favourable impression on Henry, who bestowed upon him the Bishopric of Salisbury (which he held until 1534) and the
Roman residence now known as the Giraud-Torlonia
palace, then recently built from Bramante's designs.
On his return to Rome (28 November, 1519), Campeggio was appointed to tic Snjimtinn, at that timi
When
a post of the highest dignity and power.
Adrian VI was elected pope (1522), many plans for
submitted
the
wen'
abuses
of
the
in
Church
reform
One of the best and most thorough-going
to him.
He boldly declared
of these was that of lampeggio.
that the chief source of all the evils was the Roman
slated,
he was himself a
has
as
of
which,
been
Curia,
most influential member. He recommended that the
ixjwersof the Dataria, whose officials he styled "bloodsuckers'
should 1"' greatly curtailed; that benefio
should not be combined, or reserved, or held
im; and that none but able and virtUOUfl men
He bewailed the fact
should be appointed to them.
that the Holy See had. by means of concordats, surrendered the rights of the Church to the secular powers.
He spoke strongly against tic reckless granting
pecially against those of the Fran
of indi.i
.'.

I

j

\

X

i

i

.

and those connected with the contributions
towards the building of St. 1'eter's in Rome. As one
who had held high diplomatic posts, he urged the im-

ciscans,
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portance of peace between the Emperor Charles V
and Francis I of France, so thai these two great
monarchs might join hands against the common
He also pleaded strongly for the
enemy, the Turk.
extirpation of the Lutheran errors by the enforcement of the Edict of Worms. Adrian's pontificate
wa too short to enable him to carry out any of the
His successor, ('lenient VII, approposed reforms.
pointed Campeggio to the See of Bologna and sent
him to Germany as cardinal legate (8 January, 1524).
Campeggio soon had reason to note the vast changes
which had taken place since his former visit. At
Augsburg he was grossly insulted by the populace:
at Nuremberg he was obliged to dispense with the
lie adopted a conciliaceremonies of a public entry,
tory attitude at the diet which was being held at the
latter city, but he insisted that the Fdiet of Worms
should be carried out. The members of the diet demanded that a national council should be held at
Speyer, but he induced the emperor to veto this, on
condition that a general council should be summoned
at Trent.
Moreover he obtained from Charles a promise that
the Edict of Worms should be enforced.
Campeggio, however, saw clearly that the spread oi
the Lutheran errors could lie checked only by a reform of the German clergy, lor this purpose he held
an assembly of twelve bishops, with the Archduke
Ferdinand and the Bavarian dukes. The outbreak
of the Peasants' War (November, 1524) destroyed all
hope of a peaceful solution of the difficulties with the

Reformers. Campeggio was recalled because his efhad not met with the success which the pope
had expected, and also because he was said to lie on
He was back
too friendly terms with the emperor.
in Rome 20 October, 1525, and was made a member
of
affairs
the Teutonic
of the papal commission on the
During the sack of Rome by the imperial
Knights.
with
Clement in Castel
troops (1527), he remained
Sant' Angelo, and after the escape of the pontiff was
forts

left

behind as legate.

The next year (1528), at Wolsey 's request, he was
England to form, jointly with Wolsey, a court
to try the so-called divorce suit of Henry VIII. (For a

sent to

complete account of the case see article Henry VIII.)
Here we need Only refer to 'ami ieL gio's conduct in it.
He did his best to escape the responsibility which the
pope thrust upon him. lor he knew well the difficulties
both of law and fact connected with the case; and he
thoroughly realized, from hi intimate acquaintance
with Henry and Charles (Catherine's nephew), that,
whichever way it was decided, a great nation would
In- lo-i to tin Church.
His instructions were to proceed with extreme slowness and caution: to bring
reconciliation of Henry with
about if possible
Catherine; and under no circumstances to come to a
r

(

1 1 ii

all \\ olsey's wiles and the
bribes held out to him by the king, lie refused to express any opinion and adhered strictly to the orders
He did. indeed, try his best
which he had received.
to induce latherine to enter a convent but when she
with much spirit declined to do SO, he praised her
In the trial (June July, 1529), it should
conduct.
be noted, Campegtrio treated Wolsey as a subordinate
and as the king's advocate rather than as a judge.

final decision.

In spite of

(

,

(>n the last day (23 Julj t, when everyone exp
tin- final decision, he boldly adjourned the court.
Some days later the news arrived that Catherine's

appeal had already been received ill Home and that
On his way
the case was reserved to the Holy See.
back to Italy Campeggio was detained at Dovei
he king's officials
while his bau
bj
in the hope of finding the decretal Bull denning the
But the prudent legate had allaw of the divorce.
ready destroyed the document, and the search only
rer than when he
that he left the country
bad entered it.
We next find Campeggio at Bologna, his episcopal
I

I

]
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As noted above, Campeggio's career is described in the
Reformation and the divorce of Henry
the best account is by Pastor. Gcschichte der Papsle
(Freiburg. 1906-7), parts I— II; see also Gairdnkr in Diet. Nat.
Biog., s. v., and Kirchenlex., II, 1779-81.
An extensive life
of Campeggio was written by Sigonius, De Episcopu Bononiensibus (Bologna. 15S6), also in the latter's Opp. Omnia (172337), III, 531-76.
A number of his letters, of great value for
the study of the history of his times, may be found in Epistolarum Miscell. (Basle, 1550), Lib. X. In his Rnmische Dokunioitr, etc.. pertaining to the divorce of Henry VIII (Paderborn,
1893), Da. Ehses of the German Campo Santo at Rome made
known many of Campeggio's letters written from Germany
(1530-32), of which Rev. Herbert Thurston, S. J., says (Clement
VII, Campeggio, and the Divorce in Amer. Cath. Quart. Rev.,
1904. 233-306) that 'it would be hard to find in the diplomatic
correspondence of those days a more striking example of a
manly upright spirit". He dismisses as quite unproven the
charges against the honesty and morality of the cardinal; as
much may be said of the gossip related bv Brieger in Realencyk. f. prot. Theol. und Kirche (3d ed., Ill, 698-704).
The
documentary collections edited by Brown and bv Brewer it*,
the Calendar of State Papers, the latter's Life of Henry 17//
(London, 18S4), and Pocock, Records of the Reformation (the
divorce documents Oxford. 1S70) are important sources for a
fuller knowledge of the life of Campeggio in England.
For his
Pro memorid ad Hadriavum papam de depravatione stains
romana ecclcsia-, see Deutsche Zeitschr. f. Gesch (2d series, 1897),
His t'onstitutio ad removendos abusus el ordinalio ad
1, 71.
vitam clcri reformandam, published at Ratisbon in 1524. is in
Le Plat, Monumenla Cone. Trid. (Louvain, 17S2), II, 226-37.
The writings of Campeggio are described at length by Fantuzzi
in Nolizie degli ScriUori Bolognesi (1783), vols. Ill and IX.
For Campeggio as a canonist see Schulte, Gesch. d. Quell, und
Lilt, des can. Rechts (Stuttgart. 1880). II. 559.
See also Hurter, Nomenclat. Lilt. (Innsbmck, 1906). II, 1326; and Ehses,
histories of the early

VIII;

'

—

Rdm. Dokumente, quoted above. XVI-XXXI, and

in Rom.
Qtiartalschrifl (1900), 256-68; (1903). 383-406; (1904), 358Some of Campeggio's reports are in Lammbk, Monu-

843.

Freiburg. 1S61).
His name is written variously by contemporaries, Campegio, Campegi, etc.; he was
wont to sign in the latter way.

menta Vaticana

I

T. B. SCANNEIX.

Campi, Bernardino, an Italian painter of the
Lombard School, b. at Cremona, 1522; d. at Reggio,
about 1590. His father, Pietro Campi, was his first
teacher and instructed the boy in his own art,
the goldsmith's; but when Bernardino saw Titian's
drawings, and prints, and designs for tapestries, the
youth at once abandoned plastic art to study painting.
Giulio Campi was his teacher at Cremona;
later, at Mantua, he was Ippolito Covta's pupil.
He
commenced painting when nineteen years old, and
soon excelled his masters. Deeply impressed by the
works of Correngio. Titian, Raphael, and Romano, he
endeavoured as did his teacher Giulio to unite all
their merits into a "style" and establish a stand-

—
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coronation of Charles V by the
pope (24 February, 1530), and afterwards accompanying the emperor to the Diet of Augsburg as
legate.
His influence was now greater than ever.
He wrote triumphantly to Clement, assuring him
He
that all would soon be made right in Germany.
opposed the holding of a council, because he did not
believe in the good faith of the Protestants, and relied
chiefly on the exercise of the imperial authority to
put down Protestantism, if necessary by force. After
Clement's death (25 September, 1534), Campeggio
returned to Rome and took part in the conclave in
which Paul III was elected. By him he was appointed to the suburbicarian See of Prseneste (Palestrina),
and was sent to Vicenza for the opening of the council.
His death took place, as above stated, at Rome,
and he was buried at Bologna.
city, present at the

—

ard of excellence. Finally, however, Bernardino acquired a vigorous style of his own, painted excellent
portraits, and decorated many of the Lombardy
churches. When he added a Csesar to the eleven
Caesars of Titian it was difficult to distinguish his
picture from those of the great Venetian.
His masterpiece is at Cremona in the cupola of S. Sigismondo.
Here are depicted the multitude of saints and the
blessed, with their symbols.
This prodigious composition, exhibiting great invention, variety, and
harmony, he finished in seven months; and so successfully ditl he manage the drawing and perspective
that the figures seem to be of natural size, whereas

they are ten
at

feet high.

Cremona a quarto,

book

In 1580 or 1584 he published
Parere sopra la pittura", a

"

of valuable information for the artist. Bernardino had many pupils, and his influence on Italian
art in the sixteenth century was most healthful and
invigorating.
He was buried in San Prospero, at
Reggio, a church he was engaged in decorating with
frescoes when he died.
Noteworthy among his
works are the "Descent from the Cross" in the Brera
gallery at Milan. "Mater Dolorosa" in the Louvre at
Paris, and the frescoes in the cupola of S. Sigismondo
at Cremona.
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, History of Painting in North
Italy, II; Burckhardt, Art Guide to Painting in Italy (London.
1883); Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art (London, 1850
Blanc, Hisloirc des pcinlres de toutcs Its ccolrs: Ecole Lombard,'
full

;

(Paris, 1877).

Leigh Hunt.
Campi, Galeazzo, an Italian painter, b. at Cremona, 1475; d. 1536. He commenced his studies,
according to Vasari, with the noted Boccaccino; but
Lanzi doubts this, because Galeazzo's style is so different from that of Boccaccino.
Galeazzo did not
possess great talent, most of his work being but a
weak imitation of Perugino's. His best production
is a portrait of himself (1528) which was accorded a
place in the Uffizi gallery at Florence. The most
celebrated and the most interesting of Ms paintings,
however, is the quaintly curious "Raising of Lazarus", painted in 1515 and owned (1903) by Canon
Bignami. A "Virgin and Child" at Cremona is also
worthy of mention. He left three sons, all painters.
It is not determined definitively whether Bernardino
Campi was of his family or not.
Lanzi, History of Painting in Italy, tr. RoscoE (London);
Vasari, Lives of the Painters, tr. Foster (London, 1S78); see,
also, Campi, Bernardino.

Leigh Hunt.
Campi, Giulio, an Italian painter and architect, b.
He was the
at Cremona about 1500; d. there, 1572.
eldest son of Galeazzo Campi, who was his first
teacher.
In 1522, in Mantua, he studied painting,
architecture, and modelling under the great Romano.
He visited Rome, became an ardent student of the
antique, and like Bernardino who may have been
related to him
he came so strongly under the influence of Raphael's and Correggio's paintings, that he
endeavoured to combine the best in them into a composite style; indeed, Giulio and the other members
of the Campi family were pioneers in the movement
to rid painting of its empty mannerisms and to instil
into
a healthy vitality. Giulio is called the " Ludo-

—

—

it.

vico Carracci of Cremona" although he preceded the
founder of the "Eclectics". When but twenty-seven
Giulio executed for the church of Sant' Abbondio, his
masterpiece, a "Virgin and Child with SS. Celsus and
Nazarus", a decoration masterly in the freedom of
His
its drawing and in the splendour of its colour.
numerous paintings are grandly and reverently conceived, freely drawn, vigorously coloured, lofty in

and broadly handled. He was a real founder
and was animated in all his work by a
deep piety. The churches in Cremona. Mantua, and
Milan are filled with his frescoes; and Saint Margaret's, in his native town, is a Giulio Campi gallery.
Among his chief works are the "Descent from the
Cross" (S. Sigismondo) at Cremona, and the frescoes
An altarlie dome of S. Girolamo at Mantua.
in
piece in S. Sigismondo and his "Labours of Hercules" were engraved by the celebrated Ghiso, "il

style,

of a school,

t

Mantovano".

Campofulgosus (Campofulgosio).

Campo Santo

See Freqoso-

de' Tedeschi (Holy Field of the
Germans), a cemetery, church, and hospice for Ger-

CAMUS
mans on the south

side of St. Peter's,

Rome, which

covers part of the ancient Circus Vaticanus, where great
numbers of Christians suffered death by the order of
Nero. After the Emperor Constant ine built his great
basilica over the graves of the Apostles Peter and
Paul, the faithful sought to be buried in the vicinity
On account of local condiof these holy sepulchres.
tions the graves were dug chiefly on the south side of
the
earth
basilica,
in
with which Xero's circus
the
was filled during the construction of St. Peter's.
Whether St. Helena covered this burial place with
earth from Mount Calvary, or whether, at the time
when Pisa obtained earth from Jerusalem for its
cemetery, the basilica of the Vatican also obtained
sacred soil for this cemetery, is uncertain, but it is a
fact, that since the fifteenth century the soil of this
cemetery has been held to be sacred earth from Jerusalem, and as such it has been asked for and obtained,
under papal sanction, by many localities when new
cemeteries were to be laid out. This tradition, in
connexion with the immediate vicinity of the graves
of the Apostles and with the memory of the first
martyrs under Nero, fully justifies the name of
campus sanctus, " holy field".
In 796 Charlemagne, by permission of Pope Leo
III, founded on ground adjoining this spot a hospice
for pilgrims, which was intended for the people of his
empire. In connexion with the hospice was a church
dedicated to the Saviour and a graveyard for the
burial of the subjects of Charlemagne who died in
Rome. From the beginning this foundation was
placed under the care of the ecclesiastical authorities
of St. Peter's. The decline, soon after this period, of
the Carlovingian empire, brought the hospice, the
Francorum, entirely under the jurisdiction of
the basilica: at the same time the original intent of a
place for pilgrims and the poor was preserved.
In
the complete ruin which overtook Rome during the
residence of the popes at Avignon (1309-1378), and
during the following period of the Schism, the ecclesiastical foundations in the vicinity of St. Peter's sank
After the return of the popes new life
into decay.
sprang up, and the enthusiasm for building and endowing foundations in this part of the Eternal City
was rekindled under Popes Martin \, Eugenius IV.
and Nicholas V. The remembrance of Charlemagne
and his hospice revived in the mind of the large and
influential German colony then residing at Rome, and
during the reign of Martin V (1417-1431) the enlarged
cemetery was surrounded with a wall built by Fredericus Alemannus, who also erected a house for its
guardians. Johannes Assonensis, a German confessor
attached to St. Peter's and later Coadjutor Bishop
of Wurzburg. assembled his countrymen there during
the pest of 1448 and founded among them a brotherhood, the object of which was to provide suitable
burial for all poor Germans dying in Rome.
This
brotherhood built a church, a new hospice for German pilgrims on the adjoining land, and developed
the Campo Santo into a German national institution.
In the fifteenth, sixteenth, and even in the nineteenth century the German nation was represented
at Rome by numerous officials at the papal court
and by guilds of German bakers, shoemakers, and
weavers; in these ages Germans were to be found
in every industry of ordinary life, and German bankers ami inn-keepers were especially numerous.
Nevertheless the steadily decreasing German population
of Rome during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries caused the Campo Santo, as a national foundation, and the brotherhood to sink more and more into
neglect.
Pius IX, who thoroughly understood the
change of conditions and the demands of modern
times, in 1876 sanctioned a new foundation in a college for priests in which archaeological studies and
church history were to be pursued. Friends of the
undertaking in Germany endowed five free scholarIll

—
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ships and made possible the acceptance of resident
The library contains 6000 volumes and
students.
embraces large collections of works on Christian
antiquities and modern church history.
The museum includes sarcophagi, carvings, inscriptions, a
large number of early Christian lamps, textile fabrics
of the sixth century from Egypt, and many small
articles of various kinds.
In 1SS7 a periodical was
established under the name of "Romische Quartalschrift fiir christliche Altertumskunde und fur Kirchengeschichte", and in 1901 another periodical entitled
"Oriens Christianus". These publications afford the
members of the college the opportunity to publish at
once the results of their studies and researches. The
college gives the German people a new institution for
the cultivation and development of ecclesiastical
science.
Its students have already furnished a large
number of university professors and church dignitaries of high rank.
The church of the foundation
lias been restored and adorned with stained-glass
windows and the building greatly enlarged and newly
furnished; furthermore, it has received a large number of sacred utensils and vestments.

The tombstones in the adjoining cemetery bear
many distinguished names, among them those of
Cardinal Hohenlohe, Archbishop de Merode, Bishop
von Anzer, Monsignor Schapman, and other church

The names of many artists also occur,
Koch, von Rhoden, Ahlborn, Achtermann; among the diplomats and scholars buried here
are Theiner, Platner, Diekamp; other tombs are
those of the queen-mother Carlotta of Denmark,
Princess Caroline Wittgenstein. Princess Sophie Hohenlohe, and other women of high rank.
Some of the
monuments are of artistic value. Formerly the
Campo Santo was seldom visited by the Germans in
Rome and was scarcely known in Germany. Now,
dignitaries.
as those of

especially on the great church festivals, they gather
for service and prayer in the church of the Campo
Santo and in the cemetery. The priests of the college often guide German travellers through the catacombs and accompany them on visits to the other
objects of interest in the Eternal City. The Campo
Santo is a national foundation for the Catholics of the
former German Confederation, that is, it is intended
Doth for Austrians and Germans. The secular protector is the Emperor of Austria, while the spiritual
protectorate is exercised by a cardinal in the name
of the pope.
The cardinal protector has, in conjunction with the archbishops of Salzburg, Munich, and
Cologne, the right to name the rector.
Ehses. Festschrift (1907): De Waal. La Schola Francorum
(1897); Buchberger, Kirchtiches Haiidhx. (.Munich. 1906).

Anton De Waal.
Camus de Pont-Carre, Jean-Pierre, French
November, 1584, at Paris; d. there 25
A Burgundian of good birth, he was
ordained priest, immediately won a reputation for
eloquence, and by a special dispensation of Paul V
was made Bishop of Belley at the age of twenty-six,
being consecrated by St. Francis of Sales, Bishop of
Geneva. From that event (1609) dates the close
friendship which ever united the two prelates.
The
episcopal administration of Camus was marked by
bishop, b. 3
April, 1652.

an ardent, though somewhat inconsiderate, zeal.
In 1614 he went as delegate of the clergy to the EtatsGenerimx, and there stoutly defended the rights of the
Church, hove of study and contemplation tempted
him to resign his see, but, in deference to the counsels
of St. Francis of Sales, Camus remained at his post
until the death of that saint in 1629,
Belley and retired to the Abbey of

The coveted

when he left
Aulnay, near

retirement, however, was of
Francois de Harlay, Archbishop of
brief duration.
Rouen, being incapacitated by illness, claimed the
services of Camus as auxiliary.
This connexion
with the archiepiscopal see lasted until the resigna-

Caen.

—
a

CANA

pressed the Bishopric of Arras upon him, but Camus,
having at length reluctantly accepted the charge,
died before the arrival of the papal confirmation.

His remains were
laid to rest in the
nave of the hos-

chapel,

pice

where, until 1904,

an epitaph

— Pauper—Inter
— Vi-

pauper

ibus dives

pauperes

mori et huvoluit (Poor
for himself, rich
for the poor, he
vere,

man

washed

to

live,

die,

and

be

buried

among

the

poor).
of

Kichelieu said
Camus that his

acrimony against
the mendicant orders was the only flaw in his charOwing, doubtless, to this well-known antipacter.

athy, verging on hatred, some strange charges have
been made against him: Voltaire makes him the
author of a vile book, "Apocalypse de Meliton",
which was really written by Claude Pit ois, an apostate

Sauvage (Realite du projet de
in 1668.
Bourg-Fontaine) accuses him of joining the Jansena plot against the Church, basing his accusation on the fact that, in the alleged plot, the work of
defaming the religious orders had been assigned to
Sainte-Beuve (Portone "P. C. " (Pierre Camus).
Royal, I, 241) probably comes nearer the truth when
he describes Camus as naively eager for public notice.
and led by this foible to consort with the Jansenists
of Port-Royal, though he did not escape their ridicule.
His literary activity was prodigious. Leclerc
and Niceron enumerate over two hundred books
written by him. His sermons and religious novels
have been completely forgotten, in spite of the efforts
of H. Rigault (preface to his edition of "Palombe",
1853) and St.-Marc-Girardin (Cours de literature,
IV) to rescue them from oblivion. Of his theological
and controversial works, such as "Introduction a
la theologie" (1645); "Du chef de l'eglise" (1630);

monk,

ists in

Primaute" (1630); "Enseignements cate(1642); " Correspondance de l'ecriture
sacree et de la sainte eglise" (1683); "Antitheses
protestantes" (163S), only one survives, " L'avoisinement des protestants vers l'eglise romaine" (Paris,
1640, re-edited by Richard Simon (1703), and translated into Latin by Zaccaria, in Migne, "Theol. cursus
la

chetdques"

compl.",
books,

V.

e. g.

On

the

"L'usagede

other hand, his ascetical
penitence et communion"

la

(1644), "Du rare ou frequent usage dc l'Eucharistie"
(1644), " Pratique de la communion frequente" (1644),
have had a great influence. One of them. "I. 'esprit
de Saint Francois de Sales" (Paris, Kill), a minute
of the saint, lias gone through
editions (Collot, Paris, 1727: Depery, Pans,
1840), andtwo English translations of it haveappeared,
that of Sidney Lear (London, s. d.) and O'Shea
(New York, 1869). To the same class of writings, at
least in the mind of Camus, belong several pamphlets
against the mendicants: " Le vovageur inconnu"
(1630); "Le directeur spirituel" (1631); "L'antiii.:
l:
moine "( 1032) ;" Pan v ret e evangel ue"
bat-joie du tnomphe monacal
(1634), and so on

and loving portrayal

many

:'

i.

|

(

I

1

)

sometimes quoted under the general head, "Des
moines". Of these it may be said that they only
detract from the otherwise good fame of their author.
The Spanish translation by Cabillas of a treatise
by Camus on the love of God has been on the
Spanish Index since 1747.
Boulas, Un ami de S. Francois de Saks, Camus (Lons-le-

M

Saunier, 1S7S); Niceron,
(moires, XXXVI, 132; Introdurlions of Depery, Lear, and 0'She\ to their editions of The
Spirit of St. Francis de Sales; Feller in Biographie universelle
(Paris, 1851); Man'genot in Diet, de theol. ea'th., s. v.
J. F. SoLLIER.

told

the tale of his disinterestednessand
charity: Qui sibi

"De
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tion of de Harlay in 1651, when Camus retired to the
Hospice des Incurables, at Paris, less to be a patient
than to be a sympathizer with patients. Louis XIV

'

Cana, a city of

Galilee, Palestine, famous throughages as the scene of our Lord's first miracle,
into wine at the Marriage
Feast (John. ii).
It is mentioned by the same Evangelist in two other passages, once (iv, 46) in connexion
with another miracle, when He cured the ruler's son at
a distance, and once (xxi, 2) as the birthplace of
Nathaniel, or St. Bartholomew.
No direct indication can be gathered of its locality, except that it was
not far from either Nazareth or Capharnaum, and
higher than the latter city, as indeed all the land west
of the plain of Genesareth is; and that an ordinary
traveller from Jerusalem to Nazareth would pass
through or near it. It is not mentioned by either of
the Synoptists, nor indeed anywhere else in the Scriptures.
An old tradition identifies the site of Cana
with the modern Kefr' Kenna, a village of about 600
inhabitants.
This lies some four or five miles northeast of Nazareth, on the road from thence to Tiberias,
at the foot of a short, steep hill.
The tradition dates
back at least to the eighth century, and probably a
good deal earlier, while the site fulfils all the requisite
conditions mentioned above. At the time of the
Crusades, or betore, there was a church which was believed to be on the spot where the miracle of Our Lord
was worked. This site is now in the hands of the
Franciscans, who have built, a large new church.
In
recent years some interesting excavations have been
carried out within its walls, discovering parts of the old
church beneath. The Greeks also have a church
close by, inside which are two large jars, said to be the
original "waterpots of stone" in which the water was
turned into wine; but the probability of their being genuine is not great. The fountain still existing
in the village, however, must have been the actual
source from which the water was drawn. The inhabitants of the village are very rough and uncivilized. About one-third of them are Christians, the majority belonging to the Greek Church.
Towards the far end of the town, there is a church
dedicated to St. Bartholomew, said to be on the site of
his house, though this tradition cannot be traced back
very far. A curious light is thrown on the ease with
which such traditions used to originate by the existence of a similar church on the supposed site of the
house of Simon the Cananean. The name Cananean
must have deceived some, who consequently sought
for the site of his house, and the demand created the
supply.
In reality, however, the Chanaanites were a
strict national sect among the Jews, and the name is
wholly unconnected with Cana. The site at Kefr'
Kenna held almost undisputed possession for many
centuries.
It is only in recent years that its authenThere are now
ticity has been seriously questioned.
One of these,
two other claimants for the site.
Kanet-el-.Telil, is some six miles farther north, on the
slope- of a hill.
There is nothing there now but ruins.
Seine remains of cisterns have been discovered, but
there is no fount or spring.
It seems to have been
known in quite early times as possibly the site of
ana. and lias in its favour that the name is said to be
Rea closer equivalent than that of Kefr' Kenna.
cently a third site has been put forward by Dr. Robinson, Ain Kana. which is somewhat nearer to NazaThis site is accepted by Dr Conder; but, alreth.

out

all

when He turned water
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though the name is said to be still closer etymologically than either of the other two. there is no tradition
whatever to support this hypothesis.
The miracle which has made ('ana forever famous
was worked by Christ before his public life had fully
commenced. This is usually taken to be the meanHe
ing of the words: "My hour is not yet come".
had however, already five disciples Sts. Peter, An-

—

drew, John, Philip, and Bartholomew (Nathaniel).
They had followed him from the banks of the Jordan,
but had received as yet no permanent call, such as is
recorded later on in the other Gospels. Our Lord
was on His way back to Nazareth when He passed by
Cana. From the language of the Gospel we should infer that the marriage which was taking place was
that of a close relative of the Blessed Virgin, for it is
said without comment that she was there; and it was
no doubt in her honour that Christ was invited.
Again, the cause of the shortage of wine is not explained by St. John; but it has been inferred that it
may have been due to the presence of Our Lord and
the five Disciples who accompanied Him, who would
have made a substantial increase in a small and modest party.
If this was so, it would explain the confidence with which Our Lady appealed to Him when
she noticed it. The answer of Christ, which has been
variously rendered, has given rise to long discussion,
and cannot be said to be even yet properly understood.
The Greek tI ^uol ko.1 <rol. yivau; is translated in the
In most
Vulgate, "Quid mihi et tibi est mvliert"
English Catholic Bibles this is rendered, "Woman,

me and to thee?" The translation
the Authorized and Revised Versions,
1 to do with thee?'' even if better
idiomatically, conveysa wrong impression, for it gives
the idea of a rebuke which is totally against the context. Father Rickaby, S. J., in his short commentary
on St. John, suggests as a fair English equivalent,
"Leave me alone, Lady". At any rate, she at once
They
told the waiters to take orders from Our Lord.
filled the jars with water, which Jesus converted into wine.
Taking the narrative as it stands, we have
one of the best authenticated of Our Lord's miracles;
for, unlike the case of the cure of bodily ailments, the
waiters were comparatively disinterested parties, and
yet they bore witness that the water had become
wine and was even the best wine of the feast. Not
only the miracle, but also the whole incident of
Christ's attendance at the marriage feast has always
been taken as setting His seal on the sanctity of marriage, and on the propriety of humble rejoicing on
such occasions. And if the bride or bridegroom
was, as is believed, a relative of Our Lady, we may
take it as an example of the sympathy which family
ties should bring in the ordinary joys, no less than in
the sorrows, of life.

what is
adopted

it

to

in

"Woman, what have

(Swing

in
the

Hast., Diet, of the Bible,

s.

v.

;

Thompbo

Honk (lK7'i). 4'2r>; Stanley, Sinai and Palestine;
Land and
Sandat, Sacred Site, of the Gospel.
BERNARD WaHD.

Canaan.

See Chanaan.

Canada, or to be more exact, the Dominion of
Canada, comprises all that part of North America
north of the United States, with the exception of
Newfoundland, Labrador, and Alaska. The distance
from the Atlantic Ocean on the east to the Pacific
Ocean on the west is 3000 miles, and from the borders
of the United States to the farthest point in t lie An 'tie
Ocean at least 1500 miles. With it- 3,7 I.V57 square
miles, Canada exceeds in size both the United States
and Australasia, and is almost as large as Europe.
I

Physical Features.
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—The physical aspect of the land

shows a wide central plain lying between two mountainous regions, the Columbian on the west and the
Laurentian plateau on the east. The most important
mountain system is that of the west, which consists
The
of the northern end of the Cordillcran region.
great parallel chains enclose British Columbia and

Yukon, then decreasing

in height turn towards the
west, finally ending on the shores of Alaska. The
most prominent of these ranges is the eastern, known
From an average height
as the Rocky Mountains.
of 5000 to 10,000 feet, they rise at times to 13,000 and 14,000 feet, like Mounts Brown, Columbia,
Hooker, etc. Mounts Purcell, Selkirk, and the Gold
Range, which rise west of the Rocky Mountains in
successive and parallel lines, are not as high but are
very picturesque, bordering on the plateau of British
Columbia. Of an average height of 2000 or 3000
feet and more than 100 miles wide, this plateau is
crossed by the rivers Fraser and Columbia, which
flow through wide basins interrupted here and there
by rapids and waterfalls. It extends towards the
west as far as the Coast Range, which lies parallel to
the Pacific Ocean, where it suddenly rises to a great
height, cut by innumerable fiords reaching as far as
the borders of Alaska. The highest peak in Canada
is Mount Logan (19,539 feet). Finally, there is a range,
partly submerged, which forms the islands of Vancouver and Queen Charlotte; it attains a height of
6840 feet in the Victoria Peak in Vancouver. The
mountains in the east of Canada, which are far less
important, are called the Laurentians because they
rise on the left shore of the St. Lawrence River. From
Labrador to Hudson Bay, whose basin it outlines, as it
also does that of the St. LawTence, this range is at
The average elevation is
least 3000 miles in length.
1500 feet, but a few peaks in the northern part reach
a height of 3000 to 4000 feet. Studded with innumerable lakes and crossed here and there by rivers,
these mountains of granite, quartz, gneiss, and mica
South of the St. Laware extremely picturesque.
rence, the Alleghanies or Appalachian Mountains,
leaving their course from south to north, turn towards the east and form the peninsulas of Gaspe
and Nova Scotia.
The immense central plain which stretches as far
as the frozen north is simply the continuation of the
Missouri and Mississippi valley in the United States.
In the valley of the Mackenzie the altitude varies
between 500 and 1000 feet, and from the border of
Lake Winnipeg to the Arctic Ocean the width is from
100 to 300 miles. Between the two the ground rises
to a maximum height of 2000 feet, the highest parts
being near the Rocky Mountains. In Alberta and
the southern part of Saskatchewan the elevation
This vast plain
varies between 2000 and 5000 feet.
contains many lakes, pools, and ponds, which have
of
glaciers.
Besides the
taken
the
place
no doubt
great lakes to the south of Canada which form the
boundary and belong, with the exception of Lake
Michigan, partly to the United States and partly to
lanada, there are also many sheets of water such as
Great Slave Lake, Great Bear Lake, Lake Athabasca,
Reindeer, Manitoba, Winnipeg, and Winnipegosis
Lakes. The lakes of Janada cover an area of 77,391
304 acres, distributed as follows: British Columbia
1,560,830; Manitoba 6,019,200: Maritime Provinces
277,332; Ontario 25,701,944; Quebec 3,507,318; Alberta and Saskatchewan S.005.020; Mackenzie 18,Keewatin 8,588,260; Ungava 3,745,440;
910,080;
Yukon 415,280. These immense bodies of water drain
into t he oceans through large rivers which empty into
four basins: the Pacific basin with an area of 3S7.800
si|. m. into which empty the Fraser, Columbia, Stikine
NO ,000 sq.
and Yukon; the Hudson Bay basin, area
in., principal rivers Kelson, Red River, Saskatchewan,
Churchill, Albany, Dubawnt, Assiniboine, Winnipeg,
Moose, Nottaway, Big, and Koksoak; the Atlantic
1

<

1

basin, area 554,000 sq.

.

1

m.. principal rivers the St.

Lawrence, with its tributaries Ottawa, St. Maurice,
and Saguenay; and the Arctic basin, area 1,290,000
sq. in., principal rivers the Mackenzie, Peace, Athabasca, and Liard.
/
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verse, owing to the varied climates.
The southern zone
principal zones.

Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence

is

close

known

to

the

for its

apple, trees, its grain, and its prairies.
In the central zone, which extends somewhat beyond
60° N. lat., grain is also grown, but this region is better
known for its forests, north of 50°. In the great
northern region, beyond 60°, where winter reigns
during the greater part of the year, there is nothing
to the west but sparsely grown forests and stunted
trees, and to the east barren lands covered during the
summer with moss and lichens. Agriculture is the
source of Canada's greatest wealth. The census of
1901 valued at $363,126,384 the annual farm production of Canada, and the value of farms, including live
There is no
stock, was appraised at 81,787,102,630.
doubt that these figures have increased since then.
In the five years, 1901-06, the production of wheat
was doubled. In 1901 it was 55,572.368 bushels, in
As will be seen by the table of
1906, 119,011,136.
statistics, farm products occupy a conspicuous place
among the exports.
fruit, especially
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There are three

ployed nearly 55,000 men, and the income from this
industry is estimated at $51,082,605, distributed as
follows: Quebec, $18,969,716; Ontario. $21,351,898;
Nova Scotia, $3,409,528; New Brunswick, $2,998,038; British Columbia. $2,634,157; Manitoba, $950,057; the Territories, $484,263; Prince Edward Island,
$285,038.

The Dominion Government has kept under its con742,798 square miles of land, of which 506,220
square miles are managed by the Provincial Governments, which concede the right of exploitation within
certain limits. For some years now the Federal Government has retained immense territories under the
name of parks or reservations, where game and furred
animals are protected. This example has been followed by the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. The
best known are Yoho Park in the Rocky Mountains,
Algonkin Park of more than 200,000 acres, in Ontario, and Victoria Park near Niagara Falls. Quebec
also has a reservation in the northern part of the
province, covering 1,620,000 acres.
This industry has always employed
Fisheries.
trol

—
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rank in the output of minerals. Ontario
comes next, with its silver minis at Cobalt.
Manufactures. Canadian factories employ a large
number of labourers. The census of 1900 gave the
number of employees as 313,344 and the capital invested S446.916.4S7. The provinces of Ontario and
Quebec stand first. In 1900 Ontario produced $241,533.486, and Quebec $158,287,994 of the total value
of manufactured articles.
holds

first

—

Commerce.—OS the 8273,173,877, the value of exports in 1907, all but 828,992,955 represented the
natural products of the country.
The most important commerce is with Great Britain and the United
States, as is evident from the following figures.
In
1907 the value of exports to England reached 8134,469,420, to the United States $109,772,944, to other
countries $27,964,242. The total value of imports for
1906 reached $340,374,745; imports from England
$83,229,256, from the United States $208,741,601,
other countries $45,304,148; the custom receipts
$46,671,101. The total commerce for 1907 reached
$612,581,351.
Population.
A census of Canada is taken every
tenth year. That of 1901 gives the population as
5,371,315, which has, however, greatly increased
since.
In 1906 it was estimated by the Department
of the Interior as 6,440,000. The increase is chiefly
the result of immigration and has taken place principally in the Provinces of trie West, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. During the nineteenth century the increase in population was 5,000,000. The
population is for every 10,000 inhabitants, 5,123 men
to 4,877 women. 87 per cent are natives of Canada
and 94 per cent are British subjects. The yearly in-

—

PoPULATION FOR 1901
Native Country
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favour was now transferred to Anglicanism, which
strove to acquire on Canadian soil the position it oc-

cupied in Great Britain.

This gave rise to a constant

friction between the two religions, intensified by the
differences of nationality (English and French) and
the relative positions of conquerors and conquered.
Protected by the British colonial rights, by the terms

of surrender of Quebec and Montreal, and by the
Treaty of Paris (1763), the Catholic religion was free
and independent, in spite of the systematic persecuIt was the
tions organized against it in England.
Legislature of Lower Canada that first gave expression to this principle of freedom of worship now recognized throughout the Dominion. It stated in 1851
that "the equality before the law of all religious denominations is a recognized principle of the colonial
legislation and that in the state and condition of this
province [Quebec] to which it is particularly applicable, it is desirable that this principle receive the
direct sanction of the Legislative Assembly, which
recognizes and declares that it is the fundamental
Then it was proprinciple of our social policy''.
claimed by statute "that the free exercise and enjoyment of profession and religious worship without distinction or preference, but in such manner as not to
serve as an excuse for outrageous acts, nor as a justification for practices at variance with the peace and
safety of the province, be allowed by the constitution
of this province to all her Majesty's subjects living
therein" (14 and IS Victoria, Ch. 17.5). This liberty,
bo clearly formulated in 1851, had by degrees entered
into public legislation.
The Catholics of CopIncorporation of Bishoprics.
per Canada who were in the minority had already
benefited by this. In 1S43 the Legislative Assembly
drafted a bill allowing all denominations the right of
corporation; in this it was declared that the Catholic
bishops of Upper Canada, those occupying the present
bishoprics then in existence as well as the bishoprics to be erected in the future, would each form a
corporation sole. The Legislative Council rejected
this bill.
But in 1845 a special act, embodying the

—

same idea, was adopted by Parliament and approved
by the Crown, at the request of Bishop Power of
Toronto and Bishop Phelan, coadjutor of Kingston.
Tins act constitutes each bishop a perpetual corporation, with the right of owning real estate in mortmain
without restrictions as to extent or revenue. It further states that all church goods, buildings, chapels,
cemeteries, rectories, and immovable property of any
kind, be declared and recognized as belonging exclusively to the bishop of the diocese. All this was to
apply equally to churches, chapels, etc., which should
be erected in the diocese at any future time. Any one
holding immovable property in trust for the Catholic
Church was to transfer titles to such property to the
bishop, who thereby becomes sole proprietor of
church goods. He alone can transfer them, with the
consent of th" coadjutor and vicar-general, or in their
absence, in he presence of two priests chosen by him.
These provisions applied to any bishopric which
might U' established in Upper Canada in the future.
They are still in force in the dioceses where no parishes in,
canonically erected though still having
churchwardens {margnillii .s), and a board of trustees
(conseil ile fnbrique) responsible for the administration
of church property.
Therefore, outside of the Province oi Quebec ecclesiastical property is directly under the episcopal corporation, though the management of it is in the hands
of the parish or resident priest somet Lmes assisted by
a committee of laymen chosen by himself; within that
Province its administration rests with the board of
This board, like any ecclesitrustees of each parish,
body, exercises its administration according to
laws laid down by a higher authority. The civil law
also in clear terms, recognizes these holdings as "things
l

.

;
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sacred by their very nature as well as their purpose,
inalienable and imprescriptible so long as they serve
their original purpose" (Cod. civ., art. 1486, 2217).
Church goods comprise in addition to the immovable
property mentioned above (1) the pew rents; (2) the
dues connected with certain ecclesiastical functions;
(3) funds from which is derived the income necessary
for the support of Divine worship and the maintenance of the parish priest; and (4) pious endowments
for educational purposes or the celebration of Masses;
these are res ecclesia? proindeque sub potestate et
jurisdictione ecclesiw constituto?, as expressed in the
Eleventh Provincial Council of Quebec. The parish
priest is at the head of the marguillicrs, and by right
the president of the board of trustees, which cannot

convene without him.
Taxation. Throughout the Dominion, places of
worship and adjacent land used for religious purposes
are exempt from taxation. The same may be said of

—

and educational instiand gardens, also any immovable property and land set apart for charitable
purposes. The religious communities in the Province
of Quebec enjoy the same immunity from taxes. The
laws governing asylums, hospitals, and other charicolleges, schools, universities,

tutions with their yards

table institutions are left to the provincial governments which support them in whole or in part as the
case may be.
Sometimes the districts or cities in
which these institutions are established maintain
them entirely or obtain a grant for that purpose from
the provincial government. Generally, these grants
are in the form of a fixed sum and an allowance per
capita for the inmates, though the methods are also
used separately. The Federal Government also allows a certain sum for each alien received in these institutions.
These grants, however, would rarely be
sufficient for the support of such houses, hospitals,
hospices, homes, creches, and shelters, were it not for
previous endowments or the ingenuity and labour of
the religious in charge. Many have formed committees of patronesses who by means of entertainments
and personal contributions strive to provide these
charities with the necessary funds.
Similarly, institutions in charge of men have formed committees of
patrons.
Wills and Testaments. The greatest liberty in the
man may dispose
matter of wills exists in Canada.
of all his goods in any manner he chooses, without any
restriction of law.
father may leave everything to
one of his children to the exclusion of the rest. He
may even exclude them all and leave his property to
a stranger. There is the same liberty in the choice of
priest, even the testator's
testamentary executors.
confessor, may be legally chosen for the office. However the lawful heirs who have been dispossessed may
contest the document in court and have it declared
null and void, if it is proved that undue influence was
used to coerce the will of the testator. These testaments are generally in one of three forms: (1) written
entirely by hand by the one making the will and
signed by himself, when it is called holographic; (2)
written in the presence of two proper witnesses, who
may be women, and signed by the testator after it
has been read to him, and countersigned by the witnesses; this is the form derived "from English law";
(3) it may be written before a notary and two witnesses or, as it is generally done to-day. before two

—

A

A

A

or written by one in the presence of the
at the dictation of the testator, and the two
notaries or the notary and witness; this is the "public" or "authentic" will. In case the testator cannot
sign his name, mention is made of t his fact at the end
of the will and the reason stated.
Marriage- The North American Act has left to the
Federal Government the question of marriage and
/
divorce. (See Divorce, sub-title II,
notaries;

other

'

pi

ii.i,
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by the same Act to the
provincial legislatures.
In the Province of Quebec
the civil law has adopted the legislation of the Church
on this point; in other words there is no sucli thing as
.Marriage is a religious ceremony and
civil marriage.
the law recognizes the impediments and conforms to
the dispensations of the Church. When two persons
have decided to be married lie banns are published
thing pertaining thereto

is left

t

in the

presence of the assembled faithful three succes-

Sundays before the solemnization; a dispensation may be obtained from one or two publications,
but not from all. If there is no impediment the marsive

riage takes place before the parish priest, generally
the bride's pastor, and two witnesses, after which an
entry is made in a special register. It is read aloud,
and signed by the priest, the witnesses, the bride and
bridegroom, and all those present who wish to do so.
The same entry witli the same signatures is made in
a second register which t he parish priest returns to
the city or county record office at the end of each
year. The Church is strongly opposed to all mixed
marriages, viz. of Catholics with Protestants or schismatics. In cases where consent is given ad duritiam
mnlis to such unions, promise must be given not to
go before a clergyman, Protestant or otherwise, and
to rear the children in the Catholic Faith after having

them baptized.
Exemption for Priests. As military duty is voluntary in the Dominion, a priest is not compelled to
serve. He is also exempt from jury duty both in criminal and civil cases. He cannot belong to the municipal council in his own parish or any other. But there
is no law to prevent his becoming a member of Parliament or taking an active part in the agricultural
development of his count ry. In point of fact it is the
colonizing priests who give much needed help in directing the work of colonization and in applying protethods to the cultivation of the land.
Primary Education. Education in Canada is a
provincial and not a federal matter. Each province
has its own system. Ontario and British Columbia
have a minister and a general superintendent of education. In t lie Province of Quebec, education is under
the control of the superintendent of public instruction, assisted by a council of 35 members divided into
two committees, one in charge of Catholic, the other
of Protestant schools.
In Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Alberta, and Saskatchewan, the schools are left in
control of the executive, who names a superintendent
and other competent persons to take charge; in Nova
Scotia educational matters are under the executive
and a superintendent, in Prince Edward Island under
a committee and superintendent.
Public schools are divided, on a religious basis, in
Quebec and part of Ontario. In those two provinces
there are separate Bchools for Catholics and for I'rotts, and it is left to the parents to decide which

—

—

School
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France, among them Friar Viel, who was hurled into
the Ottawa by an apostate Indian and drowned, and
Friar Sagard, the first to publish a historyof Canada.
Feeling themselves unable to carry on unaided a work
of such importance, the Recollects sought the assistance of the Jesuits, whereupon Fathers Br^beuf,
Charles Lallemant, and several others went to Canada
(1625). But the united efforts of the missionaries were
thwarted in a measure by the Merchant Company to
which the King of France had conceded the colony. As
the spirit of gain prevented the Company from helping the missionaries, and co-operating with them for
the welfare of the country, it was suppressed by Louis
XIII and Richelieu (1627), and replaced bythe"Company of New France", also known as the "Company
of the Hundred Associates", which pledged itself
"to bring the peoples inhabiting Canada to a knowledge of God and to instruct them in the Catholic,
These promises bore
Apostolic, Roman Religion".
no fruit. In less than two years (1629) Quebec fell
into the hands of David Kertk (Kirk) a native of
Dieppe, who was battling for English interests.
Acadia, with the exception of Fort Saint-Louis, had
surrendered the preceding year. All the missionaries returned to France.
Canada belonged to England until 1632, when the
Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye restored it to
France. Thereupon Cardinal Richelieu gave to the
Jesuits the privilege of resuming their missions, and
Champlain, the
several of them set sail for Canada.
governor, and Lauson, president of the "Company
Assocics) lent
Cent
Associates"
(Les
Hundred
of the
them all possible aid. Father Lejeune organized
religious services in Quebec, founded a mission at
Three Rivers, and opened the College of Quebec
In the meanwhile other Jesuits had estab(1635).
lished a mission at Miscou, an island at the entrance
of the Baie des Chaleurs, whence they evangelized
Gaspe, Acadia, and Cape Breton. For more than
thirty years (1633-64) the chief results of their sacrifices were the baptism of children in danger of death
and the conversion of some adults. In 1664 the
Recollects once more took charge of Acadia and of
Gaspe. In the meantime Champlain had died (25
Dec, 1635) in the arms of Father Lallemant, rejoicing
The ardour of the misat the spread of the Faith.
Father Lejeune followed the
sionaries did not cool.
ivandering tribe of the Montagnais and returned with
a definite plan of evangelization. It was profitable
and even necessary, he argued, to establish missions
among fixed and settled tribes like the Hurons, but
this

was

useless

among nomadic

tribes.

These wan-

dering Indians must be induced to group themselves
in villages near the French settlements, where they
could be protected from hostile invasion and be
taught to lead an industrious and settled life. Two
settlements were made on this plan: one at Three
In 1640, a new mission
Rivers and one near Quebec.
was opened at Tadousac, and it soon became a centre
of Catholic evangelization.
About this time nursing sisters and the first UrsuThe former
lines arrived in Quebec from France.
took charge of the H&tel-Dieu, which had been endowed by the Duchesse d'Aiguillon, a niece of Richelieu; the latter, under the celebrated Marie de l'lncarnation, devoted themselves to the education of girls.
Their protectress, Madame de la Peltrie, followed
them. These heroic women vied with one another in
Meantheir zeal for the conversion of the savages.
while the "Company of Associates" paid no more regard to its obligations than had its predecessors. It
attracted few colonists, did nothing towards the
civilization of the Indians,
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companions remained at Quebec to look after the
For ten
colonists and the neighbouring Indians.
years they made repeated journeys, opened schools
for the young Indians, summoned recruits from

and showed no

interest in

On the other hand the Irothe spread of the Faith.
In 1641
quois were daily becoming more menacing.
Governor de Montmagny had to conduct a campaign against them. At this juncture the "Company
of Montreal" was formed, which proposed, without
laying any burden on the king, the clergy, or t he people,
"to promote the glory of God and the establishment
This inspiration of two
of religion in New France".
men of God, Jean- Jacques Olier and Jerome de la
Dauversiere, encouraged by Pope Urban VIII, found
in Paul de Chomedey de Maisonneuve a faithful
instrument of its purpose. The new association purchased from M. de Lauson of the old company the
Less than two years later
island of Montreal (1640).
Maisonneuve, at the head of a little band of chosen
Christians, among them Jeanne Mance, future foundress of the Hotel-Dieu, landed on the island and laid
the foundations of Ville-Marie, or Montreal (IS May.
1642).
We shall not recall the energy, vigilance, and
resourcefulness required of Maisonneuve to strengthen
and develop the infant colony, nor recount the heroic
struggles made for thirty years by the colonists against
In 1653 there arrived at Montreal
the Iroquois.
Marguerite Bourgeoys, foundress of the Congregation
of Notre Dame, which has been so great an educaFour
tional factor in Canada and the United States.
years later M. Olier, then on his death-bed, sent the
first four Sulpicians, with M. de Queylus at their head.
to Montreal, whither he himself had ardently desired
to go.
Meanwhile the Jesuits were actively prosecuting
For them the era
their labours among the Indians.
The years 1648-49 saw
of martyrdoms had arrived.
the destruction of the flourishing mission of the
Hurons, at which eighteen Jesuits had toiled for
In the course of their apostolic
nearly ten years.
journeys they traversed the region lying between
Georgian Bay and Lake Simcoe. scarcely ever meeting in their residence of Sainte-Marie, save for their
annual retreat. They had won many Christians to
the Faith before the incursion of the Iroquois, a massacre of extermination to which Fathers Daniel, Brebeuf G. Lallemant, Gamier, and Chabanel fell victims.
Fathers Brebeuf and Lallemant succumbed before the
atrocious tortures practised upon them, mingled with
buffoon gibes at their religion. They were burned at
a slow fire, lacerated, and mutilated with a devilish
,

ingenuity which aimed to prolong life and drag out
Their firmness in supporting all
their sufferings.
these horrors in order to strengthen the faith of the
death like themselves has earned
doomed
to
Hurons
The
for them from the people the title of martyrs.
escaped
from the fury of the Iroquois
who
Hurons
took refuge, some in Manitoulin Island, others in He
In
Saint-Joseph (Christian Island) in Georgian Bay.
the spring of 1650 this remnant came down to the He
Three years prior to the
d'Orleans, near Quebec.
massacre of the Hurons, the Iroquois had murdered
Father Isaac Jogues (18 Oct., 1646), who had attempted a third missionary journey to one of their
It should be said that lather
tribes, the Agniers.
Bressani had escaped from these barbarians only with
the greatest difficulty, and that Father Buteux perThese and
ished in one of their ambushes (1652).
other acts of violence had made the Iroquois a terror
Montreal owed its safety
to the French colony.
solely to the heroic courage of Maisonneuve and Lambert Closse, and to the heroism of young Dollard.
The year 1659 marks the beginning of the eccleOp to that time the
siastical hierarchy in Canada.
missionaries regarded themselves first as directly dependent on the Holy See, and afterwards for some
time as under the authority of the Archbishop of
Rouen.
Rightly or wrongly, the latter looked upon
Canada as subject to his jurisdiction in matters
Neither lie French
spiritual, and acted accordingly.
Government nor the sovereign pontiff opposed this as
t

:
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When M. de Queylus was
illegitimate pretension.
sent to Montreal by M. Olier, he received from the
Archbishop of Rouen (1657) the title of vicar-general,
nor did anyone in Canada think of questioning his
The arrival (1659) of Francois de Montauthority.
an

morency-Laval, appointed by Alexander VII titular
Bishop "of Petrsea and Vicar Apostolic of New France,
caused a conflict of jurisdiction between the new and
the old authority, resulting in the suspension of M.
de Queylus for disobedience and obstinacy, and in his
consequent return to France. When he came back
five years later Bishop Laval received him with open
arms, and conferred upon him the tit le of vicar-general
Francois de Laval(cf. Aug. Gosselin. "Venerable
Mont morency", Quebec, 1901, 286-87). The new
bishop encountered many difficulties. They arose in
the first place from the sale of intoxicating liquors, a
traffic which the governors, d'Argenson, d'Avaugour,
and Mesy abetted, or at least did not prohibit, and
which was a perpetual source of conflict between the

and the ecclesiastical authorities. The Church
braved the disfavour of those in power rather than
surrender the interests of souls and of Christian
morality.
Bishop Laval had other dissensions with
M. de Mesy on occasions when the episcopal rights of
the former clashed with the despotic administration of
the governor. The governor had recourse to violent
He forced Maisonneuve to return to
measures.
France, where he died at Paris, poor and unknown
civil

(1677).

Mrsv,

who was

reconciled with Bishop Laval be-

He had
fore his death, was succeeded by Courcelles.
come to Canada in the company of Tracy, who bore
They
tin- litle of Viceroy, and the Intcndant, Talon.
came to a satisfactory understanding with the bishop, carried on two campaigns against the Iroquois
(1665-66), whom they reduced to an inaction of
twenty years, and promoted in many ways the colony's interests, above all by attracting to it new
settlers.
In 1668 Bishop Laval had begun a preparatory seminary (petit srminaire). Ten years later
he opened a seminary (grand si minaire) for the trainThe increase in population necesing of his clergy.
sitated a more numerous clergy as well as a better
arrangement of parishes. In 1672 outside of Quebec
the parishes numbered twenty-five, each wit ha reside nt
To provide for the support of the clergy the
Eriest.
imposed a tax on the faithful, which by an
was fixed at a thirteenth pari of the crops
later this was reduced to one twenty-sixth, the king
agreeing to make up the rest. The parish priests
then formed with the seminary of Quebec a sort of
corporation, the respective rights and duties of whose
members were legally established. The progress of
the missions had not ci ased between 1661) and 1680.
The Jesuit, Father Allouez, penetrated to Lake Supebathers
rior and there founded two missions 1665
Dablon and Marquette planted the cross at Sault
Sainte Marie.
Other Jesuits, allying themselves
with the discoverers Saint-Lusson and Cavclier de la
Salle, took possession of the western shores of Lake
Huron; two years afterwards lather d'Albanel
pierced the wilderness as far as Hudson Bay.
The
isliop

act of 1663

(

I.

Jesuits also restored the Iroquois missions south of
Lake Ontario, and founded, south of Montreal, the
permanent mission of "La Prairie de la Madeleine".
This was the home of Catherine Tegakwitha, the
"Lily of Canada", who died at the age of twentyThe Third Council of
three in the odour of sanctity.
Baltimore asked to have the cause of her beatificaThis Christian community, trans
tion introduced.
ferred to Sault Saint Louis (Caughnawaga). is still
flourishing,

and numbers more than

2000

souls.

After many changes it was once more placed under
the care of the Jesuits (1902).
We may note here
that it was from Canada that L. Jolliet and the famous Father Marquette set forth for the discovery of
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the Mississippi (1673). The missions of the Sulpiwho were already engaged in evangelizing the
savages, will be treated in the articles Silpicians and
Montreal. The Recollects (Franciscans) had returned to Canada in 1670. and from their establishment at Quebec had founded four missions: Three
Rivers, He Percee, Rivei St. John, and Fort FronIn 16S2 M. Dollier de Casson
tenac on Lake Ontario.
Later Bishop Saint- Valinvited them to Montreal.
lier entrusted to them the Cape Rreton mission and
that of Plaisance in Newfoundland.
During this development of the missions, Bishop
to make Quebec
Laval had prevailed upon Clement
an episcopal see (1674); he had confirmed the affiliation of his seminary with that of the Missions Etrangdres in Paris, had erected a chapter of canons, organized his diocese, and maintained a struggle against
Governor Frontenac for the rights of the Church and
the prohibition of the sale of liquors to the savages.
In 1684 he placed his resignation in the hands of
Louis XIV. On his return to Quebec in 1688, he
lived twenty years in retirement and died (1708) in
In 1S78 his body was removed
the odour of sanctity.
from the cathedral to the chapel of the seminary,
where he wished to lie, and a process for his canonization was begun and submitted for the approbation of
cians,

N

Leo XIII.

Bishop Laval was succeeded by Bishop

Saint- Vallier, to whom Quebec owes the foundation of its General Hospital, a work of no little labour
and expense. He freed the seminary from the parochial functions imposed upon it by his predecessor, so
that it might be thenceforth devoted solely to the education of the clergy- Meanwhile the English admiral,
Phipps, had attacked Quebec (1690) with thirty-two
ships.
While Frontenac made preparations for its
defence the bishop in a pastoral letter exhorted the
Canadians to do their duty valiantly. After fruitless attacks the enemy withdrew, whereupon the
bishop, in fulfilment of a vow, dedicated to Our Lady
It is still
of Victory the church in the lower town.
standing. The era of the great missions had come to
with
hundred
la
a
de
Mothe-Cadillac
an end, yet
Canadians and a missionary founded, in 1701, the
The Seminary of Quebec sent aposcity of Detroit.
tles to the Tamarois, between the Illinois and the
Ohio rivers. The Recollects took over the missions of
The Jesuits on
the He Royale, or Cape Breton.
their part evangelized the Miamis. the Sioux, the
Outaouais (Ottawas), and the Illinois.
In the meantime England continued to cast envious
eyes on the Catholic colony of Canada, which France,
with her lack of foresight, was neglecting more and
more. After the close of the seventeenth century
there was scarcely any emigration from the mothercountry to New France, and Canada was forced to
rely on her own resources for her preservation and
growth.
Her population, which in 1713 was 18,000,
had increased to 42,000 by 1739, the year of the last
census taken under French administration. This
was a small number at best to stand out against the
colonists of New England, who numbered 262,000 in
Acadia was especially weak, having only 2000
1706.
inhabitants, and against her the efforts of England
and her American colonies were first directed. Port
Royal was taken in 1710. and three years later, by
the Treaty of Utrecht (1713), France ceded to England
Acadia, Newfoundland, and the Hudson Hay territory.
As early as 1 604 Cat holic missionaries had gone to Acadia and converted to the Faith its native Indians,
The English conquest
the Micmac and the Abnaki.
did not interrupt their missionary activity, but it
Fortioften rendered their labours more difficult.
fied bv them, the Acadians increased in number, despite English persecution, and about 1750 their numThe Company of Saintber had risen to 15.0110.
Sulpice and the Seminary of Quebec supplied them
with their principal missionaries. The incredible
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by unworthy English governors will not be recounted here. History has branded their memory
with infamy, especially that of Lawrence, who with
calculating violence embarked (1755) the Acadians
on English vessels and scattered them throughout
This act of barbarism, which
the American colonies.
has caused his name to be execrated by all men,
the inspiration for his
with
furnished Longfellow
touching poem. "Evangeline". Canada in the meanThere was a prepeace.
comparative
time enjoyed
sentiment, however, that England would soon make
Instead of
country.
the
conquer
effort
to
a final
sending colonists and troops the French Government
persisted in constructing at great expense fortifications at Louisburg and at Quebec.
After making rich donations to the religious establishments of Quebec (estimated at 600,000 livres,
about $120,000), Bishop Saint- Vallier died in 1727. His
successor was Bishop Duplessis-Mornay, whom inBishop
firmities prevented from coming to Canada.
Dosquet, his coadjutor and administrator from 1729,
succeeded him in 1733, and laboured earnestly for education and forthe increase of religious communities.
The education of girls was in the hands of the Ursulines,
who had one boarding-school at Quebec and another at
Three Rivers, and of the Sisters of the Congregation
of Notre Dame, of Montreal, who had fourteen houses.
Primary instruction for boys was conducted by male
Prematurely exhausted by the rigour of
teachers.
the climate, Bishop Dosquet resigned his office and
His successor, Bishop Lauberiviere,
left Canada.
died on his arrival at Quebec, a victim of his devotion
With
to the sick soldiers on the voyage from France.
Bishop Pontbriand (1741-1760) we reach the end
cathedral
of
restored
the
He
of the French rule.
Quebec then falling into decay, went to the assistthe
Hoteland
Rivers
Three
of
ance of the Ursulines
Dieu of Quebec on the occasion of disastrous fires,
administered his diocese wisely, and was a model for
jected

wisdom and virtue.
At Montreal the Sulpicians still pursued
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vexations to which the unhappy Acadians were sub-

his clergy in

their be-

neficent work. To their superior, M. de Belmont (170132) must be ascribed the construction of the Fort of
the Mountain and of the old seminary which is still
in existence, and the opening of the Lachine canal.

M. Normant du Faradon, his successor (1732-59),
saved the General Hospital from ruin, and entrusted
it to the "Grey Nuns", whose founder he may be
called, together with the Venerable Mere d'Youville.
The Abbe' Francois Picquet, honoured by the city of
Ogdensburg as its founder (1749), was also a SulpiThe well-known events which hastened the
cian.
After
fall of the colony are a part of general history.
the capture of Quebec by Wolfe (1759), Bishop
Pontbriand took refuge with the Sulpicians at Montreal, where he died before that city fell into the
hands of the English. On 10 February, 1763, the
Treaty of Paris was signed, ceding Canada to England,

Church in Canada the period of establishment and settlement, and opening the period of
conflict and development.
).— At the
II. Period of British Rule (1763
time of the Treaty of Paris (see Quebec) the Catholic
l\
s.,.
descent,
French
population of Canada, all of

closing for the

<

numbered 70,000. Abandoned by their civil rulers
and representatives, who had returned to France,
they o\vd to their clergy the preservation of their
Faith and in great measure the recovery of their
While the clauses of the
political and civil rights.

Treaty of Paris were still under discussion a memorial had been laid before the French ambassador in
London concerning the religious affairs of Canada.
This demanded, among other things, security for the
See and Chapter of Quebec. The intentions of the
It proBritish Government were quite different.
posed to substitute the Anglican hierarchy for the

Catholic, and English Protestantism for Catholicism,
and it flattered itself that it could easily overcome the
With this
scruples of a handful of. French colonists.
end in view it spared priests and laity no vexation.
The government policy was especially active against
the young, who were to be educated in schools of a
marked Anglican tone. The Canadians, who had
good cause for anxiety, sent a deputation to King
George III, to demand the maintenance of their ecclesiastical organization and to complain of violations
of the Treaty of Paris, which assured them religious
liberty.

In the meantime the Chapter of Quebec proceeded
to elect M. de Montgolfier, superior of the Sulpicians
The English authorities refused
of Montreal, bishop.
consent to his consecration. Oliver Briand, vicargeneral to Bishop Pontbriand, was then consecrated
with only the tacit consent of the Government, which
always refused him the title of Bishop, which it reserved for the head of the Anglican hierarchy; instead
of bishop they used the term Superintendent (SurinThe communities of
tendant) of Catholic Worship.
men, Recollects, Jesuits, and Sulpicians, were forbidden to take novices in Canada, or to receive members
from abroad. They were marked out for extinction,
and the State declared itself heir to their property.
The English confiscated the goods of the Recollects
and Jesuits in 1774, and granted the religious modest
pensions.
The Sulpicians fared better. In 1793, of
the thirty Sulpicians living; in 1759 there remained
only two septuagenarians, whose last moments were
being eagerly looked for, when the British Government relaxed its rigour in favour of the victims of the
French Revolution, and opened Canada as a place of
refuge for persecuted French priests.
While Catholic interests on the banks of the St. Lawrence were thus menaced by the new English masters
there was brewing an event, big with consequences,
that counselled more moderation. The British AmerEngland realican colonies were threatening revolt.
ized that she must conciliate the Canadians at any
cost and by the Quebec Act of 1 774 she granted them
many liberties hitherto withheld or suppressed. (See
Quebec.)
This was due chiefly to Governor Guy
,

C'arleton (1769-96), who was wise, judicious, and tolerant, very sympathetic toward Catholicism, and much

loved by Bishop Briand and his flock. The Americans were unable to induce the French Canadians to
take part in the American Revolution, and Montgomery's invasion (1775) was checked at Quebec. Led
by Bishop Briand, the champions of loyalty were the
Catholic priests, whom Great Britain had hitherto
regarded with suspicion. Bishop Briand resigned in
1784.
By this time Catholics numbered 130.000.
The Maritime Provinces Xew Brunswick. Nova
Scotia, and even the He Saint-Jean (Prince Edward
were being peopled by Scotch and Irish
Island)
Bishop d'l sglis
Catholics (see Burke, Edmund).
succeeded Bishop Briand, who, to forestall a vacancy
hastened to secure a successor in the person of FranThe diocese now contained 160
cois Hubert (17S8).
priests, among them the Abbes Desjardins, Sigogne,
Calonne, and Picquart. who gathered again the scattered remnants of the Acadians, a race supposed to be

—

—

There is an interesting memorial
practically extinct.
of Bishop Hubert to the Holy See (1794), in which he
notes the fidelity of the Catholics to their religion,
and dwells upon the necessity of creating new sees.
The opposition of the British "Government continued
inexorable, so that it was necessary to wait for more
This opposition was all
propitious circumstances.
the more unjustifiable, becoming evident, as it did,
shortly after the Constitutional Act of 1791. This
was the famous act which granted Canada a constitutional government, and divided the country into
two provinces, Upper ami Lower Canada, each having a governor, an assembly, and a legislative council
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Concerning the French Catholic inhabitants of Lower
Canada the Act read: "All possible care must be
taken to ensure thorn the enjoyment of the civil and
religious rights guaranteed them by the terms of the
capitulation of the province, or since accorded them

by the liberal and enlightened spirit of the British
Government "(Christie, op. cit. infra, 16;Pagnuelo,69).
During the episcopate of Bishop Denaut (17971806) and Bishop Octave Plessis (1806-1S25) the
antagonism of Anglican Protestantism manifested
itself in two very different forms.
Under the name
of "Royal Institution" Dr. Mountain, the Anglican
Bishop of Quebec, devised a corporation which was
to monopolize instruction in all its stages by concentrating all educational authority in the hands of the
governor.
In this way the entire educational system
was to be withdrawn from the Catholic clergy and fall
under Protestant control: the natural result would be
the easy seduction of childhood and youth. The
vigilance of the clergy and of Bishop Denaut balked
these astute machinations (Pagnuelo, " Etudes historiques et lega'es sur la liberty roligieuse en Canada",
The difficulties which beset Bishop
Montreal, 1872).
Plessis were of a different kind.
He had to deal with
a powerful and fanatical oligarchy determined to reduce the Church to a condition of servitude to the
civil power, to make it, as in England, a docile instrument of the Government, in a word, to insensibly

render Canada Protestant by administrative pressure.
The chief spirit of this coalition was a certain Witzius
Ryland. secretary to the governors of Canada from
His policy was 'he confiscation of all
1790 to 1S12.
ecclesiastical property and the exclusion of Catholicism from its dominant position. It was to be treated
as a dissenting sect, tolerated by the condescension
of the authorities.
Chief Justice .Monk, AttorneyGeneral Sewell, and the Anglican Bishop Mountain
shared the same ideas, and they had no difficulty in
converting to their opinions the governor, James
Craig, whose administration has been called a "reign
of terror".
Bishop Plessis was given to understand
that he must recognize the royal authority in religious
matters, renounce his jurisdiction in parochial matters, and subordinate his administration to state
supremacy. The bishop was quite able to hold his
own against his opponents. Firm yet gentle, he knew
how to maintain his independence, abdicate no right,
and renounce no just claim, yet he never wounded
English feeling.
In the end he was successful.
It
must be admitted indeed that Providence sent him
unexpected support. The War of 1812 had just
broken out between Great Britain and the United
Bishop Plessis took the same stand as
States.
Bishop Briand thirty years before. He did all in his
power to maintain the loyalty of Catholics and to
promote the defence of Canada. When the American
invasion had been repelled, the governor. Sir George
Provost, felt that a renewal of the early conflict would
be a fioor return on the part of the Government. He
conceded to the bishop and his successors the official
recognition of the title of Catholic Bishop of Quebec
(1813). and granted them a yearly stipend of S5000.
For some year- (1814-20) the Catholic Church enjoyed a certain degree of favour.
During this time
the Vicariate Apostolic of Nova Scotia was erected
(1817), and the Bishop of Quebec given the title of
Archbishop, with auxiliary bishops (1819).
Upper
'anada was placed under Bishop Alexander MacDonnell (q.v.) and Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick under Bishop McEachern (q.v.) Bishops were
later placed over the Xorth-YVest and the district of
Montreal (1820).
The favour granted to the Catholic Church could
not fail to arouse some dissatisfaction.
A group of
fanat its resolved to abrogate the '(institution of 1791,
which had separated Upper from Lower Canada, and
to bring about the union of the two provinces, the one
(

(

Catholic, the other Protestant, on the most unjust
terms, with a view to destroying the influence of the
Catholic and French population. The plot found a
powerful agent in England in a certain Ellice, who
succeeded in having a bill to this effect brought before
the House of Commons (1822). It would have passed
almost unnoticed had not one Parker, an enemy
of Ellice, put the ministry on its guard.
The news
of this attempt caused great excitement in Lower
and
clergy
drew
Canada. Bishop Plessis
the
up protests, which were quickly endorsed with 00,000 signatures, and were taken to London by Papineau and
Neilson, legislative councillors.
Their mission was
successful, and the bill was withdrawn.

.Meanwhile the Canadian population continued to
increase.
In 1832 the French Canadians alone numbered 380,000. Primary schools multiplied everywhere, promoted by the Educational Society {Sociht
d'iducaUon) of Quebec and by the law of the parish
schools (Ecoles de jabrique).
Colleges for secondary
instruction were founded wdierever needed, and several episcopal sees were erected: Kingston (1826),
Charlottetown (1829), and Montreal (1836). In all
these movements Bishop Panet (1825-32), successor
to Bishop Plessis, took a leading part.
He died the
year of the cholera, which carried off 4000 in five
weeks, and was succeeded by Bishop Signay, wdiose
episcopate was marked by several calamities: a second
scourge of the cholera (1834): civil war (1837-38):
disastrous fires which reduced Quebec to a mass of
ruins (1845); and the typhus fever brought by the
Irish immigrants, driven from their country by the
terrible famine and evictions of 1847.
This period is marked by the solution of a question
which had been agitated since the conquest: the
recognition by the British Crown of the property of
the Sulpicians, which, being of considerable value,
aroused great cupidity. The bigoted counsellors who
surrounded Sir James Craigat the be ginning of the nineSewell made
teenth century urged its confiscation.
reports am suggested plans Ryland made vigorous use
of his pen and was most active in promoting the cause;
he went to London for the same purpose. Tlv
British Government did not reply.
In his memoii
of 1819 M. Roux, superior of Saint-Sulpice at
Montreal, answered every adverse claim, and Bishop
Plessis pleaded the same cause with great force
before Lord Bathurst (1821).
The attacks were
renewed in 1829. and the seminary was on the point
of giving up its rights in exchange for an annual
income.
Rome, when appealed to, refused to ratify
any such transaction, and the matter dragged on.
Finally Queen Victoria, by an ordinance of the
Privy Council, declared the Seminary of Saint1

;

Sulpice the lawful owner of its holdings, an act of
justice which permitted the Sulpicians to continue
Montreal owed to them its
their beneficent work.
prosperity, the settlement of the surrounding districts, its flourishing college and great church of
Xotre-Dame, the work of M. Roux (1825-30). It
short time previous
owed to them also its schools.
M. Quiblier, successor of M. Roux, had brought to
Canada the Brothers of the Christian Schools. The

A

Grand Seminaire, now
open (1840).

so

prosperous, was soon to

In 1840 the union of 1'pper and Lower Canada, so
long fought off by the latter as an act of gross injusThe avowed aim of the
tice, was accomplished.
Protestants of Ontario was to make Quebec subject
to Ontario, the French element to the English, the
Contrary to all expectaCatholic to the Protestant.
tion, this act turned out favourable to the liberty
and progress of Catholicism. Far from abrogating
the provisions of the constitution of 1791 concerning
the Catholic religion, it extended them, at the same
For in 1S40,
time providing for their enforcement.
after the guarantees of liberty given the Catholic

—
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Church by the British Government, the spiritual supremacy of the king in religious affairs could not be
maintained as defined in the Royal Instructions of
1701.
Let us add that Lord Elgin, a broad-minded
governor, appeared on the scene, and recognized thai
it was time to put an end to a system of government
based on partiality and the denial of justice.
To this governor Canada is indebted for her religious liberty, plainly granted in an act of 1851 issued
by the Queen of Great Britain and published in the
Canadian press, 1 June, 1852. Here it is formally
stated that the "free exercise and enjoyment of profession and religious worship, without distinction or
preference, are permitted by the constitution and
laws of this province of Canada to all the subjects of
His Majesty in the said province."
The fifteen years that followed the Act of Union were
therefore very productive for Canadian Catholicism.
Archbishop Signay of Quebec, his successor, Archbishop Turgeon (1850), and in an especial manner
Bishop Ignace Bourget, the successor of Bishop Lartigue in the See of Montreal, gave a great impetus to

During their episcothe religious life of Canada.
pates five religious communities of men and sixteen
of women either arose on Canadian soil or came
The following may be menthither from France.
tioned: Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate, who
were to repeat among the savages of the "Far West"
the missionary successes of the Society of Jesus during the seventeenth century; the Jesuit Fathers (1842),
whom Canada had been calling in vain for over fifty
years; the Clerics of St. Viator, and the Fathers of the
Holy Cross. In this period were founded at Montreal: the Sisters of Providence (1843), the Sisters of
the Holy Xames of Jesus and Mary (1843), the Sisters of
Mercy (1848), the Sisters of St. Anne (1850) at Quebec,
the Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary (1850).
The number of sees was increased by the foundation
of Toronto (1841), Halifax (1842), raised to an archdiocese in 1852, St. John, New Brunswick (1842),
Arichat, Nova Scotia (1844), transferred to Antigonish in 1886, Bytown or Ottawa (1847), St. John's,
Newfoundland (1847). The First Council of Quebec,
since 1844 a Metropolitan See, with Montreal, Kingston, and Toronto for suffragans, was held in 1851.
The Sees of Three Rivers and St. Hyacinthe were
This decade was also marked by
erected in 1851.
" missions of Monsignor de Forbin( 1 ) t he celebrated
Janson, former Bishop of Nancy, and the institution of
parochial retreats (2) the adoption of a school system
that assured separate primary and normal schools for
Catholics and Protestants (1841); (3) a genuine crusade for the promotion of temperance (1843) and the
founding of societies for the suppression of alcoholism;
(4) the establishment of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith and the Work of the Holy Childhood (5) colonization societies to provide for the surplus of the Canadian population (1848).
glance at
the following table shows the rapidity of this increase
;

:

'

'

;

;

A

:

Date
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Apostolic decree authorized Bishop Bourget to divide
the city into as many parishes .is he thought proper.
Montreal contained 100 .000 Catholics. By 1908 Montreal had more than trebled its population of 1S6G,
and there were over forty parishes in addition to
the mother-parish of Notre Dame, of which the Sulpicians have had charge for over two hundred and fifty
years. New sees were created: Rimouski 1S67). Shcrbrooke (1874), Chicoutimi (1878), and Nicolet (1885).
In 1870 Toronto was made an archdiocese, with
Kingston (1826) and Hamilton (18.56) as suffragan sees.
In 1SS9 Kingston was erected into an archdiocese, with
Peterborough (1882) as suffragan. Alexandria (1890)
and Sault Sainte Marie (1904) were erected and added
later.
London (1855) was made suffragan to Toronto.
In 1SS6 Montreal was made an archiepiscopal see
under Archbishop Fabre, successor of Bishop Bourget,
and given as suffragan sees St. Hyacint he, Sherbrooke,
and later VaUevfield (1892) and Joliette (1905). In
1886 Ottawa was made an archdiocese, and assigned
as suffragan the Vicariate Apostolic of Pontiac, which
since 1898 has been the See of Pembroke, and finally
(

Leo XIII honoured Archbishop Taschereau of Quebec
with the cardinal's hat (1886).
A few special points deserve a brief separate treatment. (1) The Restoration of the Acadians. At the
time of Lawrence's violent dispersion of the Acadians
(1755) 1268 of them had escaped, and by 1815
formed a nucleus of 25,000 sbuls; in 1864 they numbered 80.000. A Canadian priest, Father Lefebvre,
gathered them together, founded for them the college
of Memramcook (Now Brunswick), provided for them
primary schools, organized them, and awoke in them
In 1880 seventy
a consciousness of their strength.
Acadian delegates represented their compatriots at the

—

The national society of the
great national reunion.
Acadians is called "The Society of the Assumption".
1899 the Acadians amounted to 125,000; they had
six deputies in the local legislatures of the Maritime
Provinces and two in the Federal Parliament at
According to the census of 1901. their proIttawa.
portion to the total population in the Maritime Provinces is as follows:

By
I

Provinces
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Anne de la Pocatiere and the Assumption are conducted by ecclesiastics.
III. Present Conditions.
(1) Ecclesiastical Provinces.
Canada has eight ecclesiastical provinces: Que-

—

—

bec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Kingston, Halifax,
To each archiepiscopal
St. Boniface, and Victoria.
see are attached as suffragans one or more episcopal
There are twenty-three
sees or vicariates Apostolic.
bishopries and three vicariates Apostolic. Newfound-

preponderates the bishop acts in his own sphere, side
by side with the civil authority but independently.
Bishoprics may form civil corporations, recognized by the State, and thus acquire, possess, or
alienate property.
The bishop enjoys complete
liberty in the nomination to spiritual offices, the
erection of parishes, the building of churches and
parochial residences.
As soon as a parish priest is
named he is installed and enters upon his duties. No

ECCLESIASTICAL STATISTICS

Dioceses
Vicariates Apostolic
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cluding church-buildings, cemeteries, parochial residences, etc., belong to the episcopal corporation, and
is the bishop who is responsible for them in the
eyes of the Government.
Members of religious orders
are under the same ruling as secular priests, and have no
need for property requiring special incorporation;
they are always in charge of parishes or missions.
There are
(2) Religious Orders and Congregations.
it

—

now

in

Canada more than twenty communities

of

priests, about ten of brothers, and more than seventy
of sisters.
The Sulpicians are not the oldest community, but they have been in the country continually

They have wo large parishes in Montreal, Notre Dame and Saint-Jacques, several chaplaincies, and the management of a college, a seminary,
and a school of philosophy, all flourishing institutions,
with a total of 800 students. The Sulpicians number
eighty-four, and support a number of schools, protectories, asylums, and hospitals.
The Jesuits, who
since 1657.

returned in 1842, have 25 houses in Canada, 7 in
Alaska, and 309 religious, including 125 priests, 96
scholastics, 8S lay brothers, engaged in various colleges (Montreal and St. Boniface), parishes, and missions (Quebec, Sault Sainte Marie, Peterborough, and
Hamilton). The Oblates of Mary Immaculate are
the apostles of the North- West. The Archbishop of
St. Boniface and five bishops of the North- West are
members of this congregation, which has about 265
priests and 96 lay brothers, with houses in Quebec,
Montreal, and Ottawa, and in the last named city
a university, a scholasticate, a juniorate, and several
Irishes.
The Dominican Fathers are located in St.
yacinthe, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec; the Clerics of
St. Viator in Montreal, Joliette, Valleyfield, Quebec,

S

Hyacinthe, Ottawa, and St. Boniface: the Fathers
Holy Cross, with the colleges of Saint-Laurent
(Montreal), Memramcook (St. John), and other houses
in the dioceses of St. Hyacinthe ami Quebec; Basilians,
St.

of the

Toronto. Sandwich, London, and Hamilton; Redemptorists. Quebec, Ste. Anne de Beaupre, Montreal, Toronto, St. John, St. Boniface, and Ottawa;
Eudists, Halifax, Vicariate Apostolic of the Gulf of
Saint Lawrence, Chatham (N. B.), Rimouski, Chicoutimi, and Valleyfield; Capuchins, Ottawa, Rimouski,
and Quebec; Franciscans. Montreal, London, Quebec, and Three Rivers; Trappists, Montreal, NotreDartie d'Oka, Notre-Dame de Mistassini, Chicoutimi,
Notre-Dame des Prairies, St. Boniface, Notre-Dame
du Calvaire, Chatham (N. B.), and Notre-Dame de
Petit Clairveaux, Antigonish; Fathers of the Company
of Mary, Montreal, Ottawa, Kingston, and Victoria;
Canons Regular of the Immaculate Conception, St.
Boniface, St. Albert, Prince Albert, and Ottawa;
Fathers of St. Vincent de Paul, Quebec and St.
Hyacinthe; Fathers of the Holy Ghost, Ottawa;
White lathers of Our Lady of Algiers, Quebec;
Fathers of the Sacred Heart of Issoudun, Quebec;
Fathers of the Most Holy Sacrament, Montreal;
Fathers of Chavagnes in the North-West Territory;
Carmelites, Toronto; Missionaries of La Salette,
St. Boniface, Sherbrooke, and Quebec; Benedictines. Prince Albert; Fathers of the Resurrection,
Hamilton. The Brothers of the Christian Schools
number nearly 800. with 60 houses, 49 of which are
in the province of Quebec, and teach about, 30,000
children in 6 dioceses.
Other institutes from France
share this task of education: Brothers of the Sacred
Heart, 8 dioceses, 21 houses, 326 religious; Marist
Brothers, 5 dioceses, 24 houses, 205 religious;
Brothers of Christian Instruction, 8 dioceses, 26
houses, 240 religious; and Brothers of St. Gabriel,
5 dioceses, 19 houses. 120 religious.
Mention should
also be made of the Brothers of the Cross of Jesus,
of St. Francis Xavier, of St Francis Regis, of Charity,
and of the Congregation of Mary.
.
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side the Province of Quebec the parish priest alone
takes charge of the goods of his church.
These, in-

communities of women are the Sisters
of the Order of Saint Augustine of the Hotel- Dieu
(1639) and the Ursulines (1639), Quebec; then come
(he Sisters of the Congregation of Notre Dame,
founded at Montreal (1657) by Venerable Mother
Marguerite Bourgeoys, the Hospitalers of St. Joseph
(1659), Montreal, and the Hospitalers of the Mercy
of Jesus (General Hospital of Quebec, 1693).
The
eighteenth century saw the foundation of the Grey
Nuns (Saurs Grises) of Montreal by Venerable
Madame Marguerite Marie d'Youville (1740). The
other communities came from France or arose in

The

oldest

Canada during the nineteenth century.
ing

is

a

Canada:
Name

list

of the principal congregations

The

followin

founded
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Albert); Little Servants of the Poor (Montreal);
Servants of the Sacred Heart of Mary (Quebec);
Regular Canonesses of the Five Wounds of Our
Saviour (Ottawa, St. Boniface); Trappistines of Our
Lady of Good Counsel (Quebec); Sisters of "l'Esperance" (Montreal); Daughters of Jesus (Three
Rivers, Antigonish, Charlottetown, Chatham, St.
Albert, Rimouski); Servants of the Blessed Sacrament (Chicoutimi) Sisters of Charity of St. Louis
(Quebec) Missionary Sisters of Our Lady of Africa
(Quebec). All of these religious orders, whether
founded on Canadian soil or elsewhere (chiefly France),
(St.

;

;

are engaged in all works which call for zeal and deNor is it education, prayer, and penance
votedness.
only which have led many devout souls into the religious life, but charity also in all its forms: hospitals, orphanages, kindergartens, cribs, refuges, work-rooms,
hospices, asylums, housekeeping in colleges, find
at all times an army of willing servants and helpers.
Higher education
(3) Universities and Colleges.
(See table
is entirely in the hands of the clergy.
Besides the Laval University at Quebec
below.)
and Montreal, endowed with the four faculties,
Theology, Arts, Medicine, and Law. and having also
a scientific department at Montreal, mention should
be made of the University of Ottawa, opened and
conducted by the Oblate Fathers. Certain colleges, as that of Memramcook (N. B.) and St.
Francis Xavier's at Antigonish (N. S.), are known
as universities, which means that they can confer the
degree of Bachelor of Arts. The Jesuit Colleges of St.
Ignatius Loyola and St. Mary at Montreal are affiliated to Laval University, by which the degrees are
Those of St. Boniface (Jesuit) and of St.
granted.
Michael (Basilian) are affiliated to neighbouring State

—

In the Province of Quebec each college
conducted by secular priests forms a corporation. The
priests who constitute its staff receive from it their
If they give
board, lodging, and a modest stipend.
up teaching the bishop assigns them a position in the
diocese, and they cease to belong to the corporation.
They may, however, remain in the college, rendering
such services as their years and health permit. Some
idea of the devoted zeal of the priests may be gathered from the fact that for a long time their stipend
universities.

Classical Colleges of the Dominion
Name

CANADA
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(7.5 families); in (he Diocese of Valleyfield, the Iroquois Catholic centre of Saint Regis.
These, however, are exceptions.
The real missions
of Canada at present are in the North-East, along the
coast of Labrador: in the North on the shores of Hudson Bay: and especially in the Nbrth-West, in the
immense territories which stretch from Ontario to
the Lower Mackenzie and Alaska.
In the NorthEast the vicariate Apostolic of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, confided to the Eudisf Fathers, contains 12,000
Catholics: among them some Eskimo, Nascapi, and
Montagnais. ministered to by twenty missionaries.
To the West there are a number of missions in the
Sault
Dioceses of Pembroke, Peterborough and
Sainte Marie. The Oblate Fathers, the Jesuits, and
secular priests rival one another in their efforts to preserve and extend the Faith in the region between the
Great Lakes and James Bay.
Lastly there are the missions of the North-West
and British Columbia, the most important of all.
They comprise the ecclesiastical province of St. Boniface, and. with the exception of Vancouver, that of
Victoria, in both of which the Oblate Fathers have
many prosperous missions. The secular clergy, the
pioneer missionaries of British Columbia, are still
in charge of most of the inhabitants of Vancouver
Island: as the country is becoming more thickly
populated, the number of secular priests is increasing
in British Columbia and in the province of St. Boniface.
These provinces include the Dioceses of St. Albert,

New

Westminster, and Prince Albert, and two vicaApostolic: Athabasca and Mackenzie- Yukon.
of these ecclesiastical divisions are under Oblate
bishops, with about 230 Oblate Fathers, assisted by

riates

Most

lay brothers of the same congregation.
A hundred
secular priests and a large number of religious of both
sexes are scattered throughout the North-West, their
numbers having been considerably augmented by the
latest persecutions in France.
The Christian Indians
belong to the Algonquin race, and are commonly
known as Kristinous or Cree, though they call themAccording to a recent estimate
selves Nehivourik.
they number 45,000. British Columbia contains
26,000 Indians, but, of a different race. The devotion of the missionaries also extends to the numerous
half-breeds in the "Far West", and to the settlers
In these immense
of every race and nationality.

which in 1S4.3 had only one bishop and six
priests, there was in 190S a hierarchy of seven bishops
and nearly 400 priests, regular and secular. There
are over 150,000 Catholics, with more than 420
churches, 150 schools, and many charitable instituregions,

tions.

Anglicans
Presbyterians
Methodists
Baptists

Catholics

Anglicans
Presbyterians
Methodists
Baptists

Catholics

Anglican*

nans

'i*

Methodists
Baptists

Catholics

Anglirans
'i 1

nans

Methodists
Baptists

This wonderful progress

is

due chiefly to the

work of the Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate.
The history of the evangelization of the North- West
one of the most interesting in the annals of Catholic
missions, and its final page has not yet been written.
(See Oblates.)
Conclusion.—Of the tables given below, Table I will
enable the reader to form an estimate of the progress
is

TABLE
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the end of this period he returned to Madrid and with
his brother Augustinian. Fr. Antolin Merino, was appointed by the King to continue the monumental
"Espafia Sagrada" tHoly Spain), begun in 174:! by
the Augustinians Henrique Florez and Manuel Risco.
This valuable collection of documents and researches
relating to Spanish ecclesiastical history had already
reached its forty-second volume. The work embraces an account of the foundation and vicissitudes
of all Spanish dioceses, the succession of the Spanish

hierarchy, the most important monasteries, and other
matters of interest to the Spanish Church studied in
their original sources and by the most severe critical

methods. From the time of his appointment Canal
devoted himself with ardour and perseverance to his
In order to collect material for the publicatask.
tion, he undertook two journeys into Catalonia,
making his headquarters at Barcelona and Gerona,
and working assiduously in the archives of these
cities.
In conjunction with Father Merino he published vols. XLIII-XLIV of the " Espafia Sagrada " at
Madrid in 1819; vols. XLV-XLVI (Madrid, 1826-32)
were due to Fat her Canal alone. These volumes t reat
of the churches and monasteries of the diocese of
Gerona, and are remarkable for the number and importance of hitherto unpublished documents, and for
the critical accuracy of the investigations. To his
collaborator Father Canal dedicated an interesting
biographical study in his "Ensayo histdrico de la vida
literaria del Maestro Fr. Antolin Merino" (Madrid.
1830); he also published a second edition, greatly enlarged by himself of the "Clave bistorial" (Key to
Eistory) by Father Florez (Madrid. 1817) and a
"Manual del Santo Sacrificio de la Misa" (Madrid,
1N17. 1819).
He translated from the French various
theological and historical works, and was successively
corresponding member, treasurer, censor, and director
of the Royal Academy of History. He belonged to the
Academy of Natural Science of Madrid, to the Acad-

height.
brious;

The climate

tural.

of the islands

is

mild and salu-

much frequented as winter
Islands are essentially agriculusually fertile, though subject to

hence they are

The Canary

resorts.

Their

soil,

frequent droughts, produces an abundance of fruits,
The wines :irr exquisite,
sugar-cane, and tobacco.
and together with the fruits, tobacco, and fish, which
is good and plentiful, form the principal articles of
commerce for export. Much cochineal, also, is manuThe most important centres
factured in the islands.
of population are: Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Orotava,
and La Laguna in the island of Tenerife; Las Palmas
and Arracife in Gran Canaria Santa Cruz de la Palma
in the island of Palma; Quia and Valverde in that of
Hierro.
The Canary IslCivil and Ecclesiastical Divisions.
ands constitute a civil province, a judicial district
(aii(licncia), with its seat at Palmas, for the administration of justice, and a military governorship
(captaincy-general). Ecclesiastically they are divided
:

—

,

The Cathedral, Las Pa

emy

of Belles-Lettres of Barcelona, and to the AntiFather Canal was
quarian Society of Xormandy.

an exemplary

ecclesiastic, distinguished

for charity

He refused the See of Gerona in ls:!t>
notwithstanding the entreaties of Queen Isabella
on the score of age and ill
II. excusing himself
health, and declaring he believed he could better serve
God and his country if he continued to devote the
remainder of his life to historical research.
Saxnz uf. Baranda, Ensayo historico de la vida literaria del
Fray Jose de la Canal, de la Orden de San Agustin,
to the poor.

Direct,,?
nia de la Hisloria y continuador de la
Espafia Sagrada (Madrid, 1S50).

Eduardo DE Hinojosa.
Canara, Diocese or.

See Mangalore.

Canary Islands, The. form an archipelago in the
North Atlantic Ocean facing the western coast of
between the parallels of 27° 4' and 2!)° 3' N.
and IS" 2' W. long.
and the meridians of 13°
They consist of seven important islands and some
\lnr-i.

'.','

bit.,

From east to west the first encountered are
Lanzarote and Fuerteventura, the nearest to the
African continent; then come Tenerife and Gran
islets.

ria, while farther westward are I'alma, Gomera,
and Hierro (or Ferro). The total area of the islands
is about 3256 square miles; their population, accordThe country
ing to the census
100, was 358,564.
in general is mountainous and volcanic; in Tenerife
Tenerife,
reaches the
or
Peak
of
Teyde,
the Pico de
height of 12,200 feet, and towers above the other
mountains which extend throughout the islands, genNatural caverally from north-east to south-west.
There
erns abound, some of them very extensive.
is no great river, but there are numerous springs and
The fauna differs little from that of Europe,
torrents.
with the exception of the dromedary and the thistleThere are extensive forests of
finch, or canary-bird.
pine and laurel, and some stems reach a gigantic
>

ii

I

two

dioceses, suffragan of Seville, that of Tenerife, with episcopal residence at Santa Cruz, and that
In 1906
of Canaries, with residence at Las Palmas.
the Diocese of Tenerife, which comprises the islands
of Tenerife, Gomera, Palma, and Hierro, had a Catholic
population of 171,045, with 62 parishes, 86 priests, 60
Diocese of Canachurches, and 167 chapels: while 1
ries had a Catholic population of 83,378. 50 Protestants, 42 parishes, 103 priests, 42 churches, and 113
chapels, and comprises the Grand Canary. FuertevenThe courts art held at Santa
tura, and Lanzarote.
Cruz de Tenerife. All ports are free, i. c. merchandise entering them is exempt from duty. The inhabitants satisfy the obligation of military service, not in
the ranks of the peninsular army, but in the local

into

i •

territorial militia.

—

History.
The primitive populations of the Canary
Islands were the Guanches, a white race, vigorous, of
high stature, fair-haired and blue-eyed, and leading
mostly a pastoral life. At the time of their conquest
by the Europeans they used weapons and utensils of
H ood and stone, were clothed in skins of animals, and
Their ornalived in the numerous natural grottos.
ments were of bone, sea-shells, and baked clay. They
were hospitable and deeply attached to their independence. Each island was divided into separate
states, ruled over by kings, who were assisted by the
chiefs of the noble families and the most esteemed
priests or soothsayers.
They held their meetings in
the open air in places specially intended for this purpose.
They were monotheists and made offerings of
domestic animals, milk, and fruit to the Supreme
Being.
At some early date >ld World peoples from
Africa and Asia reached these islands and founded
there permanent colonies, blending with the aborigiTheir invasions are attested by archaeonal stock.
logical remains and inscriptions; certain Numidian
<
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inscriptions on the rocks of Gran Canaria and Hierro
An Aragoare similar to those discovered in Africa.
Another Casnese fleet explored the islands in 1.330.
tilian coasting expedition, sent forth by merchants of
Seville and Biscay, disembarked, in 1385, in Lanzarote
and vanquished the aborigines, but did not found any
This was not accomplished until
lasting settlement.
the expedition of Jean de Bethencourt, a French
nobleman, who in virtue of a mission confided to him
by the King of Castile, Henry III, conquered, from
1402 to 140.5, the islands of Lanzarote, Fuerteventura,
Gomera, and Hierro. The conquest of Gran Canaria,
Palma, and Tenerife was effected during the reign of
the 'atholic sovereigns, from 1478 to 1495, by Diego

theatre, with nine tiers of seats and an orchestra
fifty-seven feet in diameter, also a nymphaeum, an
aqueduct, a large prostyle temple with portico and
colonnades, and a peripteral temple preceded by a
double colonnade. The monument known as EsSeral dates from the fourth century and was originall}a temple, afterwards a Christian basilica. It is seventytwo feet long, and was preceded by an outside portico

and an atrium with eighteen columns.
Burckhardt, Travels in Syria and the Holy Land ''London,
1S22>, 83-srt; Pouter. Five Years in Damascus, II, 90-115;
77,, (,',„„'(,/.,
,,/ lloshan
Louden, 1S71), 39—16; Rey, Voyage
dans le Haouran, L2S—151, pi. V-VIII; Waddingtox, Inscript.
greeqmi ,t latims, 533-540; he YogCe, Syrie centrale, 59. pi.
19sqq.; Dkku.CI,,; les ennemis d'Israil (Paris, 1906). 109-131.
l

<

Garcia de Herrera, Pedro de Vera, and Alonso Fernandez de Lugo, but not without heroic resistance
on the part of the Guanches.
Combined action on the part of Church and State
helped to Christianize and civilize the Guanches, and
gave excellent results. The people abandoned their
heathen practices and willingly embraced Christianity.
The Catholic priest was always a brave protector of
the natives against the vexations to which, in the
early days of the conquest, they were occasionally exposed at the hands of their conquerors. Among the
most deserving ecclesiastics in this respect is Don
Juan de Frias, Bishop of Gran Canaria at the close of
the fifteenth century.
The Catholic sovereigns dictated wise provisional measures in order to protect
the lives and farms of the aborigines, and after the conclusion of the war gave them the right to participate
in the government of the islands.
Owing to frequent
marriages between Spaniards and Guanches, the fusion of both races was finally accomplished, and this
community of affection and interest became a powerful factor in the economic prosperity of the islands.
The Canarian, or Book of the Conquest and Conversion of the
Canarians in the year 1A02, by Messire Jean de Bethencourt,
composed by Pierre Bonder, Monk, and Jean he Verrier,
Priest, tr. and ed. with notes and introduction, Richard
Henry Major (London, 1872); Viera y Clavijo, Notieias de
la historia general de las Islas Canarias (Madrid. 1772-1773);
Berthelot Antiquiles canariennes (Paris, 1879); Chil y

Naranjo, Kstudios

historieos, climatologicos y paloltiqicos de las

Canarias (Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 1879-1891);
Millares, Historia general de las Islas Canarias (Las Palmas
de Gran Canaria, 1S93); Verneau, Rapport sur une mission
duns V Archipel Canarien (Paris, 1887); Idem, Cinq
annees de sejour aux lies Canaries (Paris, 1899); Torres CamIslas

scientifique

pos, Cardcter de la conquista
(Madrid, 1901).

it

colouizuci«n de his Islas
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Canatha, a titular see of Arabia. According to
on coins and geographical documents,
name was Kanatha, Kanotha, or even Kenetha.
The city had its own era and inscriptions found in
Algeria have made known the existence of a cohors
prima Flavia Canathcnornm (Renier, Inscript. Alger.,
1534. 1535).
It is surely distinct from Kanata,
another city that struck coins and is now the little
village of Kerak, north-east of Edrai or Derat, also
inscriptions
its

Arabia. Moreover, it is not Maximianopolis,
because Severus, bishop of that see, and Theodosius,
Bishop of Remit ha. were together present at Chalcedon in 451. Finally, it is not certain that it can be
identified with Canath (Num., xxxii, 42; I Par., ii.
23), which stood, probably, farther south.
The
city is first mentioned by Josephus (Bel. jud., I, xix, 2:
Anl. jud., XV, v. 1) apropos of a defeat of Herod
by tin- Arabs. Pliny and Ptolemy rank it among the
towns of Decapolis; Eusebius of Ctcsarea and Stephanus By /..-nil ius say it was near Bostra. It figures
in older " Notitia; episcopatuum" as a suffragan of
Bostra; one bishop is known, Theodosius, 449-458
(Lequien, II, S67). Canatha is to-day El-Qanawat;
this village, north-east of Bostra, in the vilayet of
Syria, stands at a height of about 4100 feet, near a
river and surrounded by woods.
The magnificent
ruins are 4800 feel in length and 2400 in breadth.
Among them arc a Roman bridge and a rock-hewn

Vailhe.

Aragon, Spain, date uncertain; d. at Tampa
Bay, Florida, U. S. A., c. 1549. He worked as a
missionary among the Indians of Vera Paz with
b. in

zeal and fortitude and composed in the
Zapotecan idiom the " Varias Canciones en verso zapoteco sobre los Misterios de la Religion para uso
de los Ne6fitos de -la Vera Paz", a manuscript
not now accessible. He was an ardent adherent
of Las Casas and sided with him at the gathering
of prelates and theologians convoked by the visitor
Tello de Sandoval at Mexico in 1546.
Anxious to
prove the efficacy of the methods proposed by Las
Casas, he went to Spain and obtained there the
direction of the conversion of the Indians of Florida.
Upon his return to Mexico he sailed for Florida from
Vera Cruz in 1549 with two other Dominicans.
Their interpreter was an Indian woman called

great

Magdalen who had embraced Christianity.

Upon

reaching the shores of Florida, however, this woman
betrayed them, and the three priests were killed by
the Indians.
Beristain deSouza, Bibliotheca hispano-americana (Mexico,
1816-1818 and 18831; Squier. Monograph of Authors Who Have
Writtenon the Languages of Central America (NewYork, 1861):
he merely translates Brnstam and almost literally; Davila
Papii.i a, Historia de la Fundacion y Discurso <£ ca (Madrid,
1597, Brussels, 1625); Lowkry. The Spanish Settlements within
the United States (NewYork, 1901); .Shea, Cath. Ch. in Colonial
Days (New York, 18S6), 123-26; I;>em in Am. Eccl. Rev..
xxvii, 1902.

Ad. F. Bandelier.

'anurias

Eduabdo DE Hinojosa.
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Cancer de Barbastro, Luis, one oi the first
Dominicans who followed Las Casas to Guatemala,

Candace, name of the Ethiopian queen whose
eunuch was baptized by St. Philip (Acts, viii, 27 sqq.).
The name occurs in a ruined pyramid near anAnother
cient Meroe (Lipsius, Denkmaler. V. 47).
queen of the same name is mentioned by Strabo
(XVII, i, 54), and after him by Dion Cassius (Hist.
Rom., LIV, v); she revolted and waged war against
the Romans and was overpowered by Petronius in
her capital of Napata, 22 B. c. Pliny (Hist. Nat.,
VI, 35) informs us that at the time when Nero's explorers passed through Nubia, a Queen Candace was
reigning over the island of Meroe, and adds that this
name was a title common to all the queens of that
".
country.
quod nomen multis jam annis ad
The Ethiopia over which Candace
reginas transiit ".
reigned, according to Hebrew usage and our authorities, was not the present Abyssinia, as is often
claimed, but is to be looked for in the region called by
the ancients the island of Meroe. at the confluence of
the Nile and the Taccasi. The Queen Candace of the
Acts may lie, and probably is, the same as the one
mentioned by Pliny, but we have no direct evidence
(See ETHIOPIA.)
to assert it as a lad.
Mechineau in \'ic. Diet, de la Bible, s. v., ami commentaries
.

.

,

on Acts,

viii,

27 sqq.

—

K. Brriv.

C. uuiia, Diocese of.
On the north shore of
Crete was an ancient city called Heracleion.
LequieTJ
(II. 2(i!l
mentions among those present at the
Seventh General Council (Nicsea, 7S7) Theodoras,
i

—
CANDIDUS

Bishop of Heracleiopolis, by which he understands
Heracleion; the latter title, however, docs nol
The
figure in the Greek "Notitise episcopatuum".
Weeks still give the name of Heracleion to a city
built by the Arabs in 825 near the site of the ancient
city; the Arabian name was Khandak, whence the
Italian name ( !andia is used also for the whole island.
In
In 960 Candia was taken by Xieephorus Phocas.
1204 it passed to the Venetians and in 1669 to the
Turks.
It has now about 25,000 inhabitants is
There are remains of its ancient
[reeks, 100 Latins).
walls and aqueduct, also a museum of antiquities.
Under the Venetian occupation Crete was divided
into eleven Latin sees, Candia being the seat of an
Lequien (III, 907-916) cites twentyarchbishopric.
seven archbishops, from 1213 to 1645; Eubel (I, 223,
II, 156) has thirty, from the thirteenth century to
Among the latter are the famous Carmelite,
1493.
(

(

St. Peter Thomas (1363), and Blessed Francis Quirini
(1364). The hierarchy disappeared with the Turkish
conquest. In 1S74 Pius IX re-established the See of
Candia, as a suffragan of Smyrna; the bishop has
The diocese has only
until now resided at Canea.
about 300 Catholics. The Capuchins have parishes
(Khania), Retimo,
Candia
Canea
at
(Megalokastro),
and a station at Sitia; 4 schools for boys and 2 for
Candia
girls (Sisters of St. Joseph de 1' Apparition).
is the residence of the Greek Metropolitan of Crete,
who has seven suffragan sees, Khania. Kisamos,
Rethymnon (Retimo), Sitia, Lampa, Arkadia. and
Chersonesos.
Lequien, Oriens christ. (1740), II. 256-74; Cornelius,
icra
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PliTUIDES.

Candidus, the name of two scholars of the Carlovingian revival of letters in the ninth century.
(1)
The Benedictine Candidus Bruun of Fulda received
his first instruction from the learned Aegil (Abbot of
Fulda, 817-822); Abbot Ratger (S02-S17) sent the
pitied scholar to Einhard at the court of Charlemagne,
where he most probably learned the art he employed
later in decorating with pictures the apse to which, in
819, the remains of St. Boniface were transferred.
When Rabanus Maurus was made abbot (822) Candidus succeeded him as head of the monastic school
of Fulda. As a philosopher Candidus is known by his
" lieta de imagine mundi" or "Dei " (the question of
authorship is decided by theCod. Wirciburg.), twelve
aphoristic sayings strung together without logical sequence. The doctrine is taken from the works of St.
Augustine, but the frequent use of the syllogism marks
the border of the age of scholasticism. In his last
saying Candidus makes somewhat timidly the first
attempt in the .Middle Ages at a proof of God's existence. This has a striking similarity to the ontological
argument of St. Anselm (q. v. Man, by intellect, a
better and more powerful being than the rest, is not
almighty; therefore a superior and almighty being
God must exist). The third saying, which denies
that bodies are true, since truth is a quality of immortal beings only, is based on that excessive realism
which led his contemporary, Fredegisus, to invest
even not hingness with being. The other sayings deal
with God's image in man's soul, the concepts of exist
ence, substance, time, etc. The philosophy of Candidus marks a progress over Alcuin and gives him
rank with Fredegisus, from whom he differs by rarely
referring to the Bible in philosophical questions, thus
keeping apart the domains of theology and philosophy. The only complete edition of the "Dicta Candidi " is in Haureau (p. 134-137); a more critical
edition of part in Richter (p. 34 sq.). Candidus also
wrote an "Expositio Passionis D. N. J. Chr." (in I'ez,
Thes. anec, Augsburg. 1721, I, 241 sq.); a "Life" of
I

—

—
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his teacher /Egil in prose and in verse (Brouwer,
"Sidera ill. vir.", Mainz, 1616, p. 19-44, Dummler,
" Poeta? lat.sevi caroling.", Berlin, 1884, II, 94-117);
and a "Life" of Abbot Baugolf of Fulda (d. 802).
(2) Candidus, name given to the Anglo-Saxon Wizo
by Alcuin, whose scholar he was and with whom he
went in 782 to Gaul. At the palace school he was
tutor to Gisla, the sister, and Rodtruda, the daughter
of Charlemagne. When Alcuin went to Tours (796),
Candidus was his successor as master of the palace
school. Alcuin's esteem for Candidus is shown by his
dedicating his commentary on Ecclesiastes to his
friends Onias, Fredegisus, and Candidus.
It inuiir, Hixtoire de la philos. scol. (Paris, 1872), I, 131-38;
Richter, Wizo und Bruunn, zwei Gelehrte im Zeilaltcr Karls den
Cmsxen (Leipzig, 1S90); Em. ken, i'rtdruisus and t'andulus in
Philos. J ahrb. (Fulda. 190(51. XIX, 146-50; Werner, Aleuin

und

sein Jahrhundert (Vienna, 1881), 389.

John M. Lenhart.
Candle and Lights.

Candlemas.

See

Altar

— Purification

s.v.

Attar-Candles.

the Blessed Virgin
(Gr. 'TirairavT-q), feast of the presentation of Christ in
According to the Mosaic
the temple, 2 February.
law a mother who had given birth to a man-child was
of

considered unclean

seven

for

days; moreover
she was to remain
three and thirty
days" in the blood
her purificaof
tion"; for a maidchild the time

which

excluded

the mother from
the sanctuary was

doubled.

even

When
(forty

the time
or eighty

days)

was

the

1

1

Hither

over

was to

" bring to the tem-

ple a

lamb

for

a

holocaust and a
young pigeon or
turtle

dove

for

sin"; if she was
not able to offer Distribution of Candles by the P< >pb
\ts on the Council of Constance,
a lamb, she was
NTVER81TY OF PRAGUE)
to take two turtle
doves or two pigeons; the priest prayed for her and
xii, 2-8.)
(Lev.,
so she was cleansed.
Forty days after the birth of Christ Mary complied
she redeemed her firstlaw,
precept
of
the
with this
I

I

born from the temple (Num., xvin, 15), and was] lurified
by the prayer of Simeon the just, in the presence of
Anna the prophetess (Luke ii, 22 sqq.). No doubt
this event the first solemn introduction of Christ, into
the house of God, was in the earliest times celebrated
,

in

the Church

of Jerusalem.

We find

it

attested for

first half of the fourth century by the pilgrim of
Bordeaux, Egeria or Silvia. The day (14 Feb.) was
solemnly kept by n procession to the Const ant inian
basilica oi the Re u n ition, a homily on Luke ii, 22
But the feast then had
sqq., and the Holy Sacrifice.
no proper name; it was simply called the fortieth day
This latter circumstance proves
after Epiphany.
that in Jerusalem Epiphany was then the feast of
From Jerusalem the feast of the
Christ's birth.
fortieth day spread over the entire Church, and later
on was kept on the 2nd of February, since within the
twenty-live years of the fourth century the
last

the

feast of Christ's nativity (25 Dec.) was introIn Ami. .eh it is attested in 526 (Cedrenus);
the entire Eastern Empire it was introduced by the
Emperor Justinian I (542) in thanksgiving for the
ion of the greal pestilence which had depopu-

Roman

duced.
in

;
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In the Greek
lated the city of Constantinople.
it was called 'TnixTravT-n toO Kvpiov, the meeting (occursus) of the Lord and His mother with Simeon

and music, have been borrowed by
Roman Church from the Greeks. The other antiphons are of Roman origin. The solemn procession
pieces which, text

Church

the

and Anna. The Armenians call it: "The Coming
of the Son of God into the Temple ", and still keep it
on the 14th of February (Tondini di Quaracchi, Calen-

represents the entry of Christ, who is the Light of the
World, into the Temple of Jerusalem. It forms an
essential part, of the liturgical services of the day, and
must be held in every parochial church where the

drier de la Nation

term

it

Armenienne, 1906, 48); the Copts

Temple"

'Presentation of the Lord in the

(Nilles, Kal.

man..

Perhaps the decree
of Justinian gave

II, 571, 643).

occasionalso to the

Roman Church
Gregory I?) to

(to
in-

troduce this feast,
but definite infor-

mation
ing on

is

want-

The

this point.
feast appears

in

the

Gelasia-

num

(manuscript
of
the
seventh century)
tradition

under the new title
of Purification of
the Blessed Virgin Mary.
The

procession

mentioned.

Candles Left at the Houses of Distinguished Visitors (MS. on the
Council of Constance, University of Prague)

is

not

Pope

Sergius I (687701) introduced a
procession for this
day. The Gregor-

ianum

(tradition

the eighth
century) does not
of

procession, which fact proves that
the procession of Sergius was the ordinary "station", not the liturgical act of to-day. The feast
was certainly not introduced by Pope Gelasius to
suppress the excesses of the Lupercalia (Migne, Missale Gothicum, 691), and it spread slowly in tin- Wesl
it is not found in the "Leetionary" of Silos (650)
nor in the "Calendar" (731-741) of Sainte-Genevieve
In the East it was celebrated as a feast
of Paris.
of the Lord; in the West as a feast of Mary; although
the "Invitatorium" (Gaude et ketare, Jerusalem, occurrens Deo tuo), the antiphons and responsories remind us of its original conception as a feast of the
The blessing of the candles did not enter into
Lord.
common use before the eleventh century; it has nothing in common with the procession of the Lupercalia.
In the Latin Church this feast (Puriftratio B.M.V.)
In the Middle Ages
is a double of tin- second class.
it had an octave in the larger number of dioceses; also
to-day the religious orders whose special object is the
veneration oi the Mother of God (Carmelites, Servites) .iihI many dioceses (Loreto, the Province of
Siena, etc. celebrate the octave.
Kiit mi:, //
reiburg, 1906), 128; Duchesne,
rln liau II m :tnp, lr.
.ri.lun l'.'ll
Pm-hsc, Surranirnlari. n
(Minister, 1S9J); Iloi.ivi.et, Fusli Mariani (Freiburg. 1892),

speak of this

i

I

i

I

..

,

I

;

is

Blessing of Candles and Procession.

— Accord-

ing to the Etonian .Missal the celebrant after Tierce,
in stole and cope of purple colour, standing at the
epistle side of
he altar, blesses the candles (which
must be of beeswax!.
Having sung or recited the
five orations prescribed, lie sprinkles and incenses the
candles
Then he distributes them to the clergy and
laity, whilst the choir sings the canticle oi Simeon,
" Nunc dimittis".
The antiphon " Lumen ad revelationem gentium et gloriam plebis tuse Israel" is repeated alter every verse, according to the medieval
custom of Binging tin antiphons.
During the procession which now follows, and at which all the partakers cany lighted candles in their hands, the choir
sings the antiphon " Adorna tlialamum tuuni, Sion ",
co
sed by Si. John of Damascus, one of the few
I

required ministers can be had. The procession is always
kept on 2 February even when the office and Mass
of the feast is transferred to 3 February. Before the reform of the Latin liturgy by St. Pius V (1568), in the
churches north and west of the Alps this ceremony
was more solemn. After the fifth oration a preface
was sung. The "Adorna" was preceded by the antiphon "Ave Maria". While now the procession is
held inside the church, during the Middle Ages the
clergy left the church and visited the cemetery surrounding it. Upon the return of the procession a
priest, carrying an image of the Holy Child, met it at
the door and entered the church with the clergy, who
sang the canticle of Zachary, "Benedictus Dominus
Deus Israel". At the conclusion, entering the sanctuary, the choir sang the responsory, "Gaude Maria
Virgo" or the prose, "Inviolata" or some other antiphon in honour of the Blessed Virgin.
Chevalier, Ordinaires de Loan (Paris, 1S97) P.L., CXLVII,
185; Hoevnck, Liturgie von Augsburg (Augsburg, 1S99);
Preisen, Liber Agendarum eccl. Slexnoicensis (Paderbom,
1898); Schonfelder, Ritualbucher (Paderborn. 1904).
Frederick G. Holweck.
;

—

The word candle (candela, from eandeo,
was introduced into the English language as

Candles.
to burn)

an

ecclesiastical term, probably as early as the eighth
century.
It was known in classical times and denoted any kind of taper in which a wick, not uncommonly made of a strip of papyrus, was encased in wax

We

or animal fat.
need not shrink from admitting
that candles, like incense and lustral water, were
commonly employed in pagan worship and in the rites
paid to the dead. But the Church from a very early
period took them into her service, just as she adopted
many other things indifferent in themselves, which
seemed proper to enhance the splendour of religious
must not forget that most of these
ceremonial.
adjuncts to worship, like music, lights, perfumes,
ablutions, floral decorations, canopies, fans, screens,

We

bells,

vestments, etc. were not identified with any

common to
They are, in fact, part of the
all cults.
natural language of mystical expression, and such
things belong quite as much to secular ceremonial as
they do to religion. The salute of an assigned number
of guns, a tribute which is paid by a warship to the
flag of a foreign power, is just as much or as little
worthy to be described as superstitious as the display
of an assigned number of candles upon the altar at
high Mass. The carrying of tapers figures among the
marks of respect prescribed to be shown to the highest dignitaries of the Roman Empire in the "Notitia
Dignitatum Imperii". It is highly probable that the
candles which were borne from a very early period
before the pope or the bishop when he went in procession to the sanctuary, or which attended the transport of the book of the Sospels to the arnbo or pulpit
from which the deacon read, were nothing more than
an adaptation of this secular practice.
The use of a multitude of candles and lamps was
undoubtedly a prominent feature of the celebrat ion of
the Easter vigil, dating, we may believe, almost from
Apostolic times. Eusebius (Vita Constant., IV, xxii)
speaks of the "pillars of wax" with which Constantino
transformed night into day. and Prudent ins and ot her
authors have left eloquent descriptions of the brilliance within the churches.
Neither was the use of
candles in the basilicas confined to those hours at
which artificial light was necessary. Not to speak of
the decree of the Spanish council at Elvira (c. 300),
idolatrous cult in particular; they were

almost

(
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cemeteries,

we know that the
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which seems to condemn as an abuse some superstitious burning of candles during the daytime in
heretic

Vigilantius

towards the close of the same century made it a
reproach against the orthodox that while the sun
was still shining they lighted great piles of candles
(moles cereormn accendi jaciunt), and St. Jerome in
answer declared that the candles were lighted when
the Gospel was read, not indeed to put darkness to
flight, but as a sign of joy. (Migne, P. L., XXIII, 345.)
This remark and the close association of lighted candles with the baptismal ceremony, which took place
on Easter Eve and which no doubt occasioned the
description of that sacrament as <pwricrti6; (illumination), shows that the Christian symbolism of
blessed candles was already making itself felt at that
early date. This conclusion is further confirmed by
the language of the Exuttet, still used in our day on
Holy Saturday (q. v.) for the blessing of the paschal
It is highly probable that St. Jerome himcandle.
self composed such a praconiwn paschale (see Morin
in Revue Benedictine. Jan., 1891), and in this the idea
of the supposed virginity of bees is insisted on, and the
wax is therefore regarded as typifying in a most appropriate way the flesh of Jesus Christ born of a virgin
mot her. From this has sprung the further conception
that the wick symbolizes more particularly the soul of
Jesus Christ and the flame the Divinity which absorbs
and dominates both. Thus the great paschal candle
represents Christ, "the true light", and the smaller
Candles are typical of each individual Christian who
strives to reproduce Christ in his life.
This symbol Urn we may say is still accepted in the Church at
large.

Besides the use at baptism and at funerals (St.
Cyprian in 258 was buried prcelucentibvs cereis), we
learn from the so-called Fourth Council of Carthage,
really a synod held in Southern Gaul (c. 514), that in
conferring the minor order of acolyte (q. v.) the candidate had delivered to him "a candlestick witli a
candle". The usage is observed to the present day.
Such candles as these when carried by acolytes, as we
Earn from the Gregorian Sacramentary and the
"Ordines Romani", were constantly used in the
Roman Ceremonial from the seventh century and
probably still earlier. These candles were placed
upon t he pavement of the sanctuary and not until
much later upon the altars. Still the practice of setting candles upon the table of the altar itself seems to
be somewhat older than the twelfth century. As the
Roman pontiff, according to the "Ordines", was preceded by seven acolytes carrying candles, and as
these candles at a later period were placed upon the
altar and no longer upon the pavement it is a tempting hypothesis to identify the six altar-candlesticks
of an ordinary high Mass (there are seven when the
bishop of the diocese pontificates) with the acolytes'
candlesticks of the Roman "Ordines".
But on this,
see Edmund Bishop in the " Downside Review", 1906.
The lighting of six candles upon the altar is now
enjoined for every high Mass, four at every Missa
Cantata, or for the private Mass of a bishop on fesStill a certain
tivals, and two for all other Masses.
freedom is left of lighting more candles on occasions
Six candles should also be lighted at
of solemnity.
Vespers and Lauds when the Office is sung on great
feasts, but on less solemn occasions two or four suffice.
The rubrics also prescribe that two acolytes with
candles should walk at the head of the procession to
the sanctuary, and these two candles are also carried
to do honour to the chanting of the Gospel at high
Mass, as well as to the singing of the little chapter
and the collects at Vespers, etc. Similarly the bishop
when he makes his entry into a church is received and
Again a
escorted by the acolytes with their candles.
bishop when taking part in any ecclesiastical function
in the sanctuary has a little candlestick of his own,
.

known

as the bugia, which is held beside him by a
chaplain or cleric. Candles are also used in excommunications, the reconciling of penitents, and other
exceptional functions. They play a conspicuous part
in the rite of the dedication of a church and the blessing of cemeteries, and an offering of candles is also
made at the Offertory of an ordination Mass by those
who have just been ordained. In the conferring of
all the sacraments except that of penance, it is
enjomed that candles should be lighted. At a baptism a burning candle is put into the hand of the
catechumen or of the godfather as representing the
infant.
It is not lawful to say Mass without lighted
candles, and if the candles are in danger of being
blown out by the wind they must be protected by
lanterns.
The rubrics of the "Roman Missal" direct
that at the Sanctus, even of any private Mass. an
additional candle should be lighted and should burn
until after the Communion of the priest
This rubric
however is much neglected in practice even in Rome
.

itself.

As regards material, the candles used for liturgical
purposes should be of beeswax. This is adhered to
on account probably of its symbolic reference to the
flesh of Christ, as already explained.
In the case of
the paschal candle anil the two candles which are of
obligation at Mass. a recent decree of the Congregation of Rites (14 Dec, 1904) has decided that they
must be of beeswax in mux una parte, which commentators have interpreted as meaning not less than
75 per cent. For other purposes the candles placed
upon the altar, e. g. at Benedict ion. ought to be made
of wax "in great part" or at any rate "in some conOf such candles a minimum of
siderable part".
twelve is prescribed for any public exposition of the
Blessed Sacrament, though six will suffice in a poor
church or for a private exposition. As a rule the
colour of candles should be white, though gilded and
painted candles are permitted under certain restrictions.
In Masses for t he dead however and in Holy
Week yellow or unbleached wax is used. It is also
fitting that the candles for liturgical purposes should
be blessed, but this is not prescribed as of obligation.
An elaborate blessing for candles is provided on the
feast of the Purification on 2 Feb., otherwise known
as Candlemas Day, and this is followed by a distribuIn former ages this
tion of candles and a procession.
function was performed by the sovereign pontiff
wherever he was resident; and of the candles so
blessed some were scattered among the crowd and
others sent as presents to persons of note. A less
elaborate form of blessing for candles on ordinary
occasions is given in the Missal as well as in the Ritual.

Candles were, and are, commonly used to burn
before shrines towards which the faithful wish to
The candle burning its life
special devotion.
out before a statue is no doubt felt in some ill-defined
way to be symbolical of prayer and sacrifice.
curious medieval practice was that of offering at any
favoured shrine a candle or a number of candles
equalling in measurement the height of the person
This was called
for whom some favour was asked.
"measuring to" such or such a saint. The practice
of
time
St.
Radegund (d.
can be traced back to the
It
5S7) and later right through the Middle Ages.
England
and
the North of
was especially common in
France in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. For
many other uses of candles, e. g. in the service of
Tcnebrae, in the hands of the dying, at First Communion, etc., the reader must be referred to the re-
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Herbert Thurston.
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Candlesticks. Of the earliest form of candlesticks used in Christian churches we know but little.
Such records as we possess of the magnificent presents
made by Constantine to the basilica of the Lateran
and to St. Peter's seem from the descriptions to refer
principally to the stands and the hanging chandehear also of two sets of
liers dest ined for lamps.

We

seven bronze
candelabra, each
ten feet high,
placed be fewr the
altars, but wecannot assume that
these candelabra

were

aiirichalca

used

necessarily
for

wax tapers

(Duchesne, Liber

Pont ifica

lis, I,

173-176).
Some
of these great jari

must

have been

magnificent pieces
metal-work,
of

being made

of

gold and silver
with fifty, eighty,
or one hundred
and twenty "dol-

Ehins", i. e. little
ranches wrought

form and
each

in this

supporting

them one or
more lamps. This

of

extraordinary

undoubtedly in use from a very early date. The
reference in the Apocalypse to the seven candlesticks
of the Churches of Asia (i, 12 sq.) was probably derived from some feature already familiar in Christian
worship. Of the lights carried before certain Roman
officials, and of the acolyte's candlestick and candle
referred to in the so-called Fourth Council of Carthage, mention is made in the article Candles (q. v.).
The well-known medal of Gaudentianus of the fifth
or sixth century seemingly shows candles burning
upon a ciborium over an altar. Less open to dispute
are the candlesticks seen in various mosaics and
carved sarcophagi of the same period. The long
shafts are evidently made of alternating spindles and
knobs, and they are supported on a three-clawed base
There was a pricket at the top upon
of simple form.
which the candle was stuck, and so St. Paulinus
speaks of the candlesticks "which carry painted candles on their protruding spikes" (Depictas exstante
Of the Merovingian and
gerunt qua- cus/ride ceras).
Carolingian candelabra we have no trustworthy surviving examples, but we read of the exquisite workmanship lavished upon such objects in the time of
Benedict of Aniane (750-821), who presented a set
reof seven to the church over which he ruled.
markable candlestick of bronze is still preserved at
Kremsmunster, and is believed by some to be coeval
with the chalice of Tassilo, c. 810, belonging to the
same treasury; but other authorities assign the canThe
dlestick to a date at least two centuries later.
shows a
design
good deal of boldness and grace, but
the execution of
also

A

the metal work is
not of a very high
Of the
order.
eleventh and early
centuries
twelfth

candle-

sundry

sticks

are preserved to us of a

type,

prof usionof lights,

Byzantine

indirectly

squat and

cor-

roborated by Pru-

dent ius
P. L.

(Migne,

LIX,

820,

829) and St. Paul-

inus

of

Nola

(Migne, P.L.LXI,

467 and 535), was
that
Rosuch
The Gloucester Candlestick, Gift of hault de Henry
(La Messe, \ I, 5)
the Abbot Peter, 1107-1113
estimates at 8730
the number of lights which Constantine destined for
practice
of providing
Lateran
basilica.
This
the
immense hanging corona: to be lighted on the
great festivals seems to have lasted throughout
the Middle Ages and to have extended to every
part of Christendom, both East and West. (Cf. e. g.
Venantius Fortunatus, Migne, LXXXVTII, 127.)
We, in these days of brilliant artificial light, cannot
easily realize what unwonted splendour such displays
imparted to worship in a comparatively rude and
barbarous age. To these magnificent chandeliers
various names are given in the Liber Pontificalis,
e. g.
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cantharus, corona, stantarewn, pharus, cicindeli

.

Such works of art were often presented by
emperors or royal personages to the basilicas of
Rome, and though no specimens of any great si/e
survive from this early period, various smaller objects
have been found, one a bronze chandelier representing
a basilica and providing accommodation for a dozen
lights I.ecleri -q, Manuel d'archeologie, II, 561), which

etc.

I

give a sufficient idea of their construction.
Besides these, simple candlesticks (ccreostata) were

tesque
which,
for

groform,
destined

in
if

ecclesiastical

purposes

at

all,

seem rat her to have
been intended to
stand

upon

the

surface of the altar
than to be carried
by acolytes or
placed upon the

There

ground.

other
are also
reasons, derived in
part from the
miniatures of manuscripts, which suggest that the use
of lighted candles
upon the altar itself is to be
raced
to this period. Much
more remarkable,
however, -.in- the
i

remains

of

some

magnificent metalwork on a more

Bsmcx itv Bf.nvenuto
vast
scale.
The
Ckimm, V A in S
great candelabrum
Revoof Reims was preserved until the French
was constructed by instruction of the
li
lution,
treasurer Wido between 1(176 and 1097. and was no
doubt meant to stand before the high altar in imitaI
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tal, which has alone escaped destruction and is now
preserved in the public library of Reims.
Not less wonderful and happily still entire is the

candelabrum

great

of

.Milan

commonly known

as

"the Virgin's Tree". This chef-d'oeuvre of twelfthcentury art is also a seven-branch candlestick, and
over eighteen feet in height. If the general effect,
owing to the nature of the subject, is rather gaunt,
and straggling, the beauty of detail in the sculptured
base and the bosses which adorn the stem can hardly
be exceeded. With such great standing candelabra
as those of Reims and .Milan, neither of which could
be described as precisely liturgical in purpose, we
may associate certain large chandeliers still preserved
from the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries.
Those of Reims and Toul perished in the French
Revolution. But at Hildesheim we have a circular
corona of gilt copper suspended from the roof, and
dating from about 1050, twenty feet in circumference
and bearing seventy-two candles. That at Aix-laChapelle, the gift of Frederick Barba ussi, whose name
inscribed

is

markable

upon

it,

is still

larger

and

more

still

re-

for the artistic

beauty "I its details, espemedallions depicting scenes in the life of
Christ, engraved upon copper and painted.
Mine
strictly destined for the service of the altar are a few
surviving specimens of twelfth-century candlesticks,
the most famous of which (here reproduced) is now
in the South Kensington Museum, London, and, as
the following inscription shows, was originally made
for i'doucester Abbey in the time of Abbot Peter
(1104-12):
Abbatis Petri srogis et devotio mitis
cially the

Me
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tion of the great seven-branch candlestick of the temIts height was over eighteen feet
ple of Jerusalem.
and its width fifteen. At present we have to judge
of its workmanship from a small portion of he pedes-

dedit Ecclesie Sci Petri Gloecestre.

The grace and elaboration

of the interlacing grotesques are very characteristic of the period. Nearly
a century older, but less artistic, are the two candlesticks of Bernward now at Hildesheim; while as a

specimen of later medieval work it will be sufficient
mention two very beautiful candlesticks, about five
feet in height, preserved at present in the Cathedral
of Ghent, but believed to have belonged before the
Reformation to St. Paul's Cathedral, London.

Canelos and Macas, Vicariate Apostolic of, in
Ecuador, South America, separated in 18S6 from the
Vicariate Apostolic of Napo, until then administered
by the Jesuits, and since 3 Feb., 1893, one of the four
missionary vicariates created by the concordat of Leo
XIII with Ecuador (Battandier). This vicariate is
now in charge of the Dominicans, who sent thither the
first missionaries shortly after the Spanish conquest;
it is not subject to Propaganda, but to the Congregation of Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. The
vicariate is bounded on the west by the province of
Chimborazo and the River Morona, on the south by
the Amazon (Maraiion), on the east by the Tigre, and
on the north by the Curaray; the entire territory is
divided lengthwise by the' Pastaza. The city of
Canelos is situated in the foothills of the Andes, not
far from the sources of the Bobonaza, and takes its
name (identical with that of a very ferocious tribe of
Indians) from the cinnamon plant which grows very
abundantly in these regions. It dates from the first
period of the Spanish conquest, but was often destroyed by the savages. The city of Macas lies farther south on the Upano, and was once a centre of
great wealth, owing to the neighbouring gold mines;
it was known as Sevilla del Oro, or "Golden Seville".
Owing to the attacks of the savages it became necessary to abandon these mines, whereupon Macas fell
into decay.
The Indians who dwell in this vast
vicariate are partly Christians (a remnant of the converts made by the earlier missionaries) and partly
pagan. Robust and intelligent, but passionately devoted to their freedom, they are very widely scattered, and the tribes arc frequently at war with one
another. The missionaries gather 'the orphans of the
Indians killed in these wars and instruct them in various trades and industries; in this wav they have established a fairly large number of Christian settlements. Other important cities of the vicariate are
Mendoza and Gualaquiza. Canelos is also the name
of the river that flows through the territory of the
Canelos Indians.
Gararchia Catlolica .Home, 1907), 327: Battandier, Ann.

Paris. 1007
Pont. Calh
341;
(Steyl, 1906). 27 and map 28.
i.

I

Stheit, Kathol. Missiansatlas
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The

practice of retaining six great candlesticks

permanently upon the high altar seems only to date
from the sixteenth century. At a somewhat earlier
period we occasionally read of five, seven, or nine,
according to the grade of the feast. However, since
the publication of the " Cseremoniale Episcoporum"
in ItiOO, the presence of three such candlesticks on
either Side of the central crucifix is a matter of rubrical law.
The " Cseremoniale " further directs that
they should correspond to the crucifix in pattern and
should be of graduated heights, the tallest next to the
This last direction, however, may be concrucifix.
sidered to have fallen into abeyance.
(See Candles;
Altar, under Altar Candlesticks.)
Besides the works already mentioned in the article Candies
and the archaeological manuals of Otte, Beroni k, and Hi
sens, the n
onsull D'Allemagne, H
-
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Herbert Thurston.
Canea, formerly a titular see of Crete, suppressed
by a decree of MM. Canea is the Italian name of
Cydonia. Both names, however, were used simultaneously as separate titles.
(See Ctdonia
1

i

-

Pi

i

i:m.i S.

U. Benigni.

Canes, Vincent (John Baptist), Friar Minor and
controversialist, b. on the borders of Nottingham and
Leicestershire, date uncertain; d. in London, June,
1672. Though brought up a Protestant, he embraced the Catholic Faith at the age of twenty, and
shortly afterwards went from England to Douai.
Here he was received into the Franciscan Order and
became lector of philosophy and later professor of
theology in the convent of the Friars Minor. Having
returned to England, he laboured strenuously for
the spread of the Catholic Faith and was chosen by
t

In

<

defend their cause against Dr. StilCanes' well-known ability as a controver-

latholics to

lingfleet.
sialist

was strengthened by the absence

of bitterness
or animosity towards his opponents, while his elegant.
and graceful style made his writings effective. His
works are: (1) The Reclaimed Papist: or a Dialogue
between a Popish Knight, a Protestant Lady, a Parson and his Wife" 1655); (2) " Fiat Lux nr a leneral
conduct to a right understanding and charity in the
great Combustions and Broils about Religion herein
England, betwixt Papist and Protestant, PresbyTo the end that Moderaterian and Independent.
tion and Quietness may at length happily ensue after
This
so serious Tumults in the Kingdom
(1662).
work was dedicated to Elizabeth, Countess of Arundel
and Surrey, the mother of Cardinal Howard, and is
admirably calculated to inspire sentiments of moderation and peace; (3) " Infallibility" (1665), an appendix to the preceding work; (4) "An Epistle to the
Author of Animadversion on
iat Lux
(1664); (5)
"Diaphanta, or Three Attendants on Fiat Lux,
i

:

I

<

"

CANICE

fleeto;

(7)

" T<?

KafloXim? StilUng-

being an account given to a Catholik friend
late book against the Church

of Dr. StilBngfleet's
of Rome" (1672).

Gillow Bibl Diet of Eng Calk. (London, 1885), I, 392-93;
Hurter. .Y„ m, nclalur, II, 90-97; Tiiaddeus, The Franciscans
in

England (London, 1898),

xiii,

109-10.

Stephen M. Donovan.

Canice (or Kenny), Saint, commemorated on
11 October, b. in 515 or 516, at Glengiven, in what is
now County Deny, Ireland; d. at Aghaboe in 600. He

was descended from Ui-Dalainn, a Waterford tribe
which dwelt on an island now identified as Inis-Doimhle
The father of the saint was a distinin the Suir.
guished bard who found hiswayto the North and setHis
tled at Glengiven in Cinachta under its chief.
mother was called Maul; her name is commemorated
in the church of Thomplamaul, Kilkenny, dedicated
to God under her invocation. The early years of
Canice were spent in watching his chieftain's flocks,
but, God calling him to higher aims, we find him in
543 at Clonard, under St. Finian, where he was a
In 544 he was studying
fellow-pupil of St. Columba.
in the school of Glasnevin, with St. Kieran of Clonmacnoise and St. Comgall of Bangor, under the
He was ordained priest in 545
tuition of St. Mobhi.
in the monastery of Llancarvan in Glamorganshire,
and set out for Rome to obtain the blessing of the
In 550 Ave find him again at Glenreigning pontiff.
given, where he converted his foster-brother, GealBreagaeh, who afterwards assisted him in founding
Drumaehose. In 565 he passed over to Scotland,
where his name is recalled in the ruins of an ancient
church, Kil-Chainnech on Tiree Island, and in a
burial
cells

ground,

Kil-Chainnech,

in

He

Iona.

built

of Ibdon and Eninis, an oratory
Lagan-Kenny on the shores of Loch Lagan,

on the islands

called

and a monastery

He

Eden.

is

in

known

on the banks of the
Scotland as St. Kenneth, was
Columba in the latter 's

Fifeshire
in

closely associated with St.

missionary work, and, nexl to him and St. Bridget, is
the favourite Irish saint in Scotland (Eammack). See
Dublin, 1S57, xxvi, xxxi);
Reeve's "Adamnan"
also the ancient lives in the "Codex Solmanticensis"
t

edited by De Smedt and Backer (see below), and
the "Liber Kilkenniensis" in Marsh's Library, DubHis Irish foundations were Drumaehose, two
lin.
miles southeast of Limavady, Kilkenny West, in
County Westmeath, and the great Abbey of Aghaboe
Tradition asserts that he
in
Issory, Queens County.
founded a monastery in Kilkenny by the round tower
and cathedral which bear his name. A man of great
eloquence and learning, he wrote a commentary
on the Gospels, known for centuries as Glas-Chain(
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16;
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Michael M. O'Kaxe.
Canisius, Henricus (de Hondt), canonist and his1). at
Nymwegen in Geldern and belonged to
same distinguished family as Saint Peter Canisius. who was his uncle; d. 2 Sept.. 1610, at InHe studied at the University of Louvain,
golstadt.
and in 1590 was appointed professor of canon law at
He was the author of "Summa Juris
Ingolstadt.
Canonici" (Ingolstadt, 1594); " Praelectiones Acatorian,
i!i,'

demics"

(ib.,

1609);

"Comment,

in

lib.

Ill

decre-

talium" nil, 1629 " De Sponsalibus et Matrimonio
\
(ib.,
complete edition of his canonical
1613).
writings appeared at Louvain in 1649 and at Cologne
;

in

L662.

Tlic fruits

oi

his
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wherein Catholik Religion is further excused against
the opposition of several Adversaries" (1665); (6)
"Three Letters declaring the strange, odd Proceedings of Protestant Divines when they write against
Catholics," etc. (1671);

"

labours in the historical

appeared in a work entitled, " Antique Lectiones,
seu antiqua monumenta ad historiam media3 ;etatis
illust randam " (6 vols., Ingolstadt, 1601-1604).
In
1608 a seventh volume, a " Promptuarium Eeelesiasticum " was added by way of supplement. The
work lacked systematic arrangement, and included
much matter of minor value. It was afterwards
entirely recast and critically sifted by Basnage,
under the title "Thesaurus Monumentorum ecclesiasticorum et historieorum" (7 vols., Antwerp. 1725).
Canisivis edited for the first time the "Chronica Victoris Episcop. Tunnunensis et Joannis Episcop. Biclariensis", and the "Legatio Luitprandi" (Ingolstadt, 1600). We are likewise indebted to him for
field

an edition of the
(ib..

" Historian miscelke Pauli Diaconi

1603).

Hurter, Nomcnclalor,
len u. Lilt, des

I, 203 sq.; Schulte, Gesch. der QuelCanon. Rechts (Stuttgart, 1S75-S0), III, 130.

Thomas Oestreich.
See Peter Canisius, Blessed

Canisius, Peter.

Canisius, Theodorich,

b.

at.

Nimwegen, Holland,

He was a
1532; d. 27 Sept., 1606, at Ingolstadt.
half-brother on his mother's side to St. Peter Canisius.
After winning, at the age of twenty-two, the highest
academic distinctions at Louvain, he decided to follow his stepbrother and enter the Society of Jesus,
and was sent to St. Ignatius in Rome, who received
him into the Society. On the completion of his novitiate. Theodorich was appointed professor of theology
in Vienna, but was soon after appointed rector of
the Jesuit College at Munich. Here, in 1562, one of
the first productions in Germany of the morality
play "Homulus" (Everyman) was given in Latin by
the students under his direction. From Munich .where
he was succeeded in 1565 by the celebrated Paul Hoffa?us, he was transferred to Dillingen, where for twenty
years he presided over the college and the academy
and laboured with zeal and success for the improveof studies and for the religious training of the
From 1565 to 1582 he held the office of
students.
In company with his
chancellor of the university.
distinguished brother, he attended the first provincial
congregation of the Society of Jesus in Upper Germany, and furthered important reforms in the teaching of philosophy. In 1,585 he was made rector of the
college of Ingolstadt. and in this capacity became a
member of the German commission which tested in
practice the first draft of the Ratio Studiorum.
At
length, having spent thirty years at the head of three
of the foremost colleges of Germany, he was sent to
Lucerne in Switzerland to enjoy a period of rest; but
soon again, at the age of sixty-three, he had to
undertake the government of the college of Ingolstadt.
Two years later, on the advice of his physician, he was
relieved of the burden and allowed to return to LuA fortnight after his arrival the death of St.
cerne.
Peter Canisius was announced. The shock deprived
Theodorich of memory and speech, an affliction
which he bore with exemplary patience for seven
years.
For his amiable disposition and spotless
purity of life he deservedly received the surname of
In 1604. he was transferred again to IngolAngelus.
stadt, where he died, and was laid to rest in the
church of the Holy Cross.
Imago Primi Saculi Societatis Jesu (Antwerp, 1640\ 863;
/',;'.'.,':
i.i'
In mm nil U
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n r.
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Ratio Studiorum, II, 5, 4S2; KOBLBH in KirchcnliT.,
Ih nii, Oetch der Jeeuiien in den Landcrn deuiecher
(Freiburg im Br., 1907), passim,
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George H. Derry.
Cano, Alonso (or Alexis), a Spanish painter,
architect, and sculptor, b. at Granada, 1'.' March.
or 5 Ictoher. 1667.
He received his
1601 d. there
first lessons in art from his father. Miguel Cano, an
architect.
Later he studied sculpture under Juan
Montafies, and painting under Pacheco and Juan del
;

,'i

(
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Castillo.
In 1625, when Herrera, the sculptor, was
his teacher, he attained great fame by producing

three coloured statues, now in the church at Lebrija:
"The Virgin and Child", "St. Peter", and "St.
Paul". They are all superb pieces of statuary, but
the first is a masterpiece, conceived and executed
in a noble, classical, simple style that rightly earned
for Cano the title of the "Michelangelo of Spain".
Besides his single figures in marble, he chiselled many
beautiful retables, or monumental altar-pieces.
Cano went to Madrid in 1637, and through the
influence of the Duke of Olivarez and of Velasquez.
but chiefly because of his own merit, was made
Master of the Royal Works, Painter to the King,
and first in rank among the instructors of Don
Balthasar Carlos. In Madrid he contributed plans
for several palaces, city gates, and a triumphal arch
for the entrance of Maria Anna of Austria, wife
of Philip IV.
In 1650 he became architect of the
cathedral of Toledo. Cano was suspected of having
murdered his wife, and was unjustly condemned and
ordered to leave Madrid. He took refuge in Valencia,
attained
marked

success

there,

painted a "Nativand a "St.
John " forthe city's
great church, and
entered the Carthusian
convent,
so as to be able
to devote himself
wholly to painting,
which henceforth
occupied him to
the exclusion of
ity",

sculpture.
Tardy
justice was done

him when he returned to Madrid.
Ilr

to

was
royal

restored
favour,

but Cano felt that
his
only surety
was in the Church;
therefore he took

and
orders
became a resident of
Cranada. In 1652
Philip IV appointed him a canon in the cathedral of
Granada. To the churches of Granada and Malaga
he presented many pictures and statues. A councillor of the former city, having ordered a statue of
\nthony of Padua from Cano, was charged one
hundred doubloons, whereat he demurred, saying
that the artist was demanding four pistoles per day
for twenty-five days' work, which was more than he,
'.•urn's superior,
"It has taken fifty
could earn.
years of study to produce this!" cried Cano. hurling
tin- statue tn the pavement.
For this indignity to
tended by the Chapter of Granada.
a saint
In 1658 tin- king restored Cano, and required him to
complete a crucifix which the queen had ordered.
Cano was a greater sculptor than painter, but he
would have attained fame as a painter even had he
never worked in marble. His earlier work in colour
was tentative, eclectic, and of little originality, but
ter pictures, which fill the churches of Granada
and Malaga, are splendid in drawing, brilliant in a
St.

•

colouring that vividly recalls Van Dyck's, full of
His flesh tints are
imagination, and bold in design.
pure, the pose of his figures is statuesque, the lines
are sharp, vigorous, and classical, and he had a profound knowledge of chiaroscuro. Cano led an
exemplary life, his great fault being his ungovernable
temper; he was industrious, studious, and very
generous.
It is related of him that, often, when he

had no money for alms he would make a drawing
for the beggar to sell.
His abnormal antipathy to
Jews was exemplified on his death-bed when he
refused the Sacrament from a priest who had given
it to converted Jews.
Among his works mention

mav be made of: "St. Agnes" (Berlin); "The Dead
Christ" (Madrid); "Virgin and Child" (St. Petersburg);'^. Anthony of Padua" (.Munich); "Madonna
and Child", sculpture, in the church of Lebrija (the
ancient city of Xebrissa).

HnARn. vie des peinlres espagnols (Paris, 1S39-1841);
los Artistes contemporaneos en la peninsula
(Madrid, 1871); Hku.. Handbook of Painting (London, 1854);
Madrazo, Catalogo de los euadros del Museo del Prado de
Madrid (Madrid, 1882).
Tcbixo, El Arte
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Leigh Hunt.
Cano, Melchior, Dominican bishop and theolo1 Jan., 1509. at Tarancon. Province of Cuenca.
Spain; d. 30 Sept.. 1560, at Toledo.
His father, Ferdinand Cano, a learned jurist, sent him at an early age
There in 1523 he
to the University of Salamanca.
entered the Dominican Order, and was professed
at St. Stephen's convent, 12 Aug., 1524.
Francis de
Victoria, who held the first chair of theology, was his
('ami was then sent to
professor from 1527 to 1531.
St. Gregory's College at Valladolid, where, with Louis
of Granada among others, he heard the lectures of
Bartholomew of Carranza. After teaching philosophy for a time he became master of students, 1534,
and was promoted to the second chair of theology,
1536. The same year the baccalaureate was conferred upon him by a general chapter of the order at
Rome. In 1512, while attending another general
chapter, he was made master of sacred theology,
and on his return to Spain obtained the first chair at
Aleala.
After the death of Victoria, 17 Aug., 1546,
Cano was a successful competitor for his chair at
Salamanca, and lie held the title until 1552. ICarly
in 1551 he was sent by the emperor to the Council of
He was accompanied by Dominic Soto, and,
Trent.
like other members of the order, was enabled by his
historical erudition and his mastery of scholastic and
positive theology to render important service in the
deliberations and achievements of the council. The
following year Charles V presented him for the
bishopric of the Canary Islands; but a month after he
was preconized he resigned. In 1553 he returned to
St. Gregory's College at Valladolid as rector, but was
not charged with active professorial duties.
In 1557,
after being elected prior of St. Stephen's at Salamanca, he was made provincial. This election was
contested, and among those who opposed Cano was
Carranza. who had become Archbishop of Toledo and
Primate of Spain. Another provincial chapter renewed and confirmed the proceedings of the former,
but there-election was annulled by Pope Paul IV, who
regarded Cano with disfavour for supporting the
Spanish Court in some of its disagreements with the
Holy See. On this pontiff's death Cano personally
repaired to Rome, and obtained the approbation of
He rehis election from the new pope, Pius IV.
turned to Toledo in the spring of 1560, and died there
the same year.
The character of Cano has been assailed by some
gian, b.

writers, who represent him as a man of immoderate
He is
zeal and sometimes of intemperate action.

charged among other things with having been a party
to the misfortunes "t Don Carlos and tn the persecuAgainst these accusations he is
tions nf Carranza.
ably defended by Father Touron, the learned I Ion micm historian and biographer. Cano undoubtedly
displayed great energy, vehemence, ami determinaEarly in his eareerat
tion in the pursuit of his aims.
Valladolid he became involved in scholastic controversy with Carranza, and their continuous disputes.
besides placing them at the head of rival schools of
thought, cast a shadow over all their subsequent relai
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Salamanca. His strictures, which made a great
were published about the time of the suppression

stir,

of the Society, but were withdrawn from publication
They were republished in "Crisis de laComin 1777.
pania de Jesus'" (Barcelona, 1900), 152-159. Cano's
advice in important affairs of Church and State was

often sought. Though possessing the full confidence
of Philip II, he declined in 1554 the position of confessor to the king.
light his personal traits may appear,
for himself in his
Theologicis" (Salamanca, 1563),
Locis
work,
which in classic elegance and purity of style approaches the great didactic treatises of Aristotle,

In whatever

Cano made an imperishable name

"De

and Quintillian. It certainly ranks with
the most lauded productions of the Renaissance,
not only on account of its fluency and freedom,

Cicero,

but also for its lucid judgment and profound erudition.
In the estimation of some critics this work,
marking a new epoch in the history of theology,
has made its author worthy of a place next to St.
Thomas Aquinas. The " De Locis" was the outcome of a movement inaugurated by Francis de
Victoria to restore the best patristic learning and to
give to theological science a purer diction and an improved literary form. Cano took up the work of his
master, and after years of labour gave out the production that was worthy of their united aspirations and
endeavours. It was Cano's idea to establish scientifically the foundations of theological science, and therefore the "De Locis" is a treatise on theological
method. After elucidating the distinction between
arguments based on authority and arguments from
reason, the author enumerates ten loci, or sources of
With admitheology, each the subject, of a book.
rable precision and clearness he treats successively
the authority of Holy Writ, oral tradition, the Catholic Church, the Councils, the Fathers, the Roman
Church, the Scholastic theologians, the value of
natural reason as manifested in science, the authority of philosophers, and the authority of history.
The twelfth and last book treats of the use and application of these loci, or sources, in scholastic debate or
theological polemics.
Two further books on t he loci
as applicable to Scriptural exposition and as employed
against various classes of adversaries of the Catholic

Church were contemplated by Cano, but he was overtaken by death before he completed his work. A
"

standard quarto edition of the " De Locis Theologicis
(Padua, 1714) was edited by Hyacinth Serry, with a
" Prologus Galeatus" defending Cano against his
critics.
This is followed by most of the subsequent
editions, some twenty in all.
Two other treatises,
"De Sacramentis" and " De Poenitentia", are not so
well known, but they show the same character of
solidity and clearness of method, and the same elegant Latinity.
Quetif-Ech \ri>. Scriptorea Ord. Pned^ II. 176; Mandonnet
ruihuUqur d'uris, 1901 m] l.'.M.;
in Vacant, Diet ! t>,.,,\.. r
Touron, Hint, des hommea iUvet.
Vordre de S, Dom
>,

.

<!•

IV; Caballero, ConquenseB illustres,

Werner,
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also said to have for some time defeated the wish of the Jesuits to establish themselves

tions.
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Gesch. d. apolog. u. polem. Litterateur (1889),
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Canon (an ecclesiastical person, I. at. Canonicus),
a member of a chapter or body of clerics living according to rule and presided over by one of their number.
Whc( her (he title as applied to persons is derived
from canon (Gk. Kaviir) a rule, or from the same
term meaning a list of those who servi d a particular
church, is much discussed.
As however there are
various kinds of chapters, each having its own specific
rule, rights, and privileges, the most accurate definition of a canon is "a member of a chapter''.
Some
writers have derived the title from the canon or rule
of community life that was followed by certain clerics

and which distinguished them from others who did
not live in community. "A canon is so called from
the canon, that is from the regularity of the life which
he leads" (Scarfantoni, ed. Lucca, 1723, I, 5). Opposed to this is the opinion that canons were so called
from the fact that their names were inscribed on the
lists of those who served particular churches for which
they were ordained. (For the medieval use of the term
see Ducange, Glossar. med et infimae Latinitatis, s.v.
Canonicus.) The latter appears to be the more
logical derivation and is in accord with the arguments
of Thomassinus and most other writers, who agree
that our present cathedral chapters are the modern
form of the ancient bodies of presbyters who in each
particular church formed with the bishop the senate
of that church [Thomassinus, "Vetus ac nova disciplina", pt. I,bk. Ill, cc. vii-xi, and lxiii-lxx; Binterim,
"Denkwurdigkeiten" (1826), III (2), 317-84].
Historical Origin.
It is not possible to say exactly
when canons first had recognition as a body distinct
from the rest of the clergy (cf. Amort, Vetus disciplina canonicorum regularium et saecularium, Venice,
In the very first ages of Christianity there is
1747).
evidence that many churches had their own proper
bodies of clergy, although it is not so clear that these
clericf kept to any common rule of life (see Canons
and Canonesses Regular). At the same time
there were many clerics who did live in common, e. g.
the cenobites, and the term canon was applied to them
as early as the fourth century; but it must not be inferred from this fact that the office of canon has its
origin in those who followed the cenobitical Rule of
St. Augustine (see Augustine, Rule op Saint).
So
far as the Western Church is concerned the first certain evidence is contained in the famous ecclesiastical
constitution or ordinance of the Benedictine monk
Chrodegang, Bishop of Metz (763). His "Regula
vitas communis" (rule of common life) was at once a
restoration and an adaptation of the Rule of St.
Augustine, and its chief provisions were that the
ecclesiastics who adopted it had to live in common
under the episcopal roof, recite common prayers, perform a certain amount of manual labour, keep silence
at certain times, and go to confession twice a year.
They did not take the vow of poverty and they could
hold a life interest in property. For the text of the
Rule of Chrodegang see Mansi, "Coll. Cone", XIV,
313: also Walter, "Fontes Jur. eccl.''. n. 6. and the
edition of W. Schmitz (Hanover, 1891); cf. Ebner,
Twice a
in "Rom. Quartalschrift " (1S91) v, 81-86.
day they met to hear a chapter from the rule of their

—

founder (see "Vita Chrodegangi", in "Mon. Germ.
Hist.: Script.", X, 552), hence the meeting itself was
soon called chapter (capitulum) and the members
capitularies (capitulares).
The canons then as now
formed the council of the bishop and assisted him
Those attached to the
in the ruling of his diocese.
cathedral churches, being regularly models of the
vita canonica, wrrf soon known as canonici par excellence, and in time formed a special corporation, with
From this period
all the rights proper to such bodies.
dates the daily recitation by the canons of the Divine
The CounOffice or canonical hours (see Breviary).
cils of \aeheii (789) and .Mainz (813) contain provisions regarding canons, and in 811) the Council of
Aachen drew up a rule of 147 articles for the whole
of canons (HergenrOther-Kirsch, "Kirchenb ". lih ed.. Freiburg, 1904, II, 170 -74; BeimBucher, "Orden und Kongregationen", 2d ed., Freiburg, 1907,3 21).
fn the ninth, tenth, and eleventh

body

centuries,

laxity crept

in:

community

life

was no

longer strictly observed; the sources of revenue were
divided, and the portions allocated to the individual
canons.
This soon led to differences of income, consequently to avarice, covetousness, and the partial
destruction of the canonical life (vita canonica).
Various reforms were instituted by Nicholas II (1059)
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earlier vita canonica see the complaints of Anselm of
Bavelberg (d. 1155), in P. L., CLXXXVIII, 1093,
and of Gerhoh of Reichersberg (d. 1169), in the fifth

volume of Baluze's "Miscellanea", ed. Mansi (Lucca,
The development of the Church and the in1761).]
crease in the number of the faithful had rendered the
one church of the bishop and his canons insufficient
needs of the people; accordingly, side by side
with those who followed the community life there
were other clergy who served the filial churches and
fulfilled the ordinary parochial duties.
The bishops
gradually derived greater assistance from these pafor the

rochial clergy in the management of their dioceses,
and such secular coadjutors were formally constituted
as canons by the Council of Trent.
(See "Analeeta
Jur. Pontif.", 1863. VI, pp. lii.'>7, 1795, 1978: "Les

chapitres des cath&lrales dans le Concile de Trente".)
The legislation of the Council of Trent (Sess. V, XXII,
XXIV) brought into uniformity the varying customs
regarding the appointment, tenure, duties, etc., of
canons; it also regulated their relations to the bishop
in diocesan administration, and wherever the Catholic
Church is now in full vigour the Tridentine constitutions are observed.
In countries like England, Ireland. Canada, Australia, and the United States, ecclesiastical government does not conform strictly to
the disciplinary decrees of the Council of Trent;
hence, though in such countries canons may be appointed, they have not the canonical rights or status
that belongs to a canon in the full sense of the word.
In England before the Reformation, many of the
chapters were composed of Benedictine monks or of
canons regular, but these were all secularized at the
Reformation. At present the Protestant canons in
the Church of England have little to do with the ruling
of the diocese, and their chief obligation is that of
residence.
As the canons regular

became separated into differcongregations they took their names from the

ent
locality in

which they lived, or from the distinctive
habit they wore, or from the one who led the way in
remodelling their lives.
Hence we have the White

Canons of Premontre; the White Canons of St. John
Lateran; the Black Canons of St. Augustine; the
of St. Victor at Paris and also at Marseilles

Canons

(Mnratori.

"Diss,

de Canonicis". in "Antiq.

Ital.

medii aevi", V, 163; G. Pennoti, "Gen. hist, totius s.
ord. clericor. canonicorum", Rome, 1624: Ginzel,
" Die eanonische Lebensweise der Geistlichen", Ratisbon, 1851).

—

Kinds of Canons. Canons are divided in the following manner: (1) Cathedral canons, who, attached
to the cathedral church, form the senate or council of
the bishop; collegiate canons, who perform the canonical office in the church to which they are attached,
luil are nut connected by reason of their office with

government
canons, who have
tin

the

diocese.
(2) Prebendary
a prebend or fixed income attached
of

canonry; simple canons, who have no prebend.
inons dt nunu ro, i. e. those of a church the number of whose canons can neither be diminished nor
increased; (4) supernumerary canons, who are assistants to the canons de mimero. The supernumerary
canons are subdivided into three classes, viz. (a) those
whom the Holy Father appoints and who will receive
the first vacant prebend (expectant canons); (b) honorary canons (for these see the Const it lit ion of Leo
XIII "Illud est proprium", 21 Jan., 1894, and the
recent decree of the Congr. of Rites, 11 Nov., 1902),
canons who an added on the founding of a new
prebend.
Formerly the chief distinction was thai
le bet ween the secular and regular canons. Regular
canons, as forming the council of the bishop, arc now
almost obsolete, and the special regulations by which
to the

)

i
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There were also reforms
and Alexander
by Innocent II and the Council of Lateran (1139),
and by Benedict XII (1339). [On the ruin of the
II (1063).

they are bound, their rights, privileges, and duties,
are treated fully in works on canon law. The special
status of canons in English-speaking countries will
be considered later.
Manner of appointment. As only the Holy Father
can erect a chapter, so also he alone has power to
appoint the individual members of a chapter. This
power may be, and in fact is delegated, and hence
canons are appointed sometimes by the pope, sometimes by the bishop or the capitular body, sometimes
by others to whom the right has been given. By the

—

rules of the

Roman Chancery

all

prebends which

become vacant in curia (i. e. when one who holds a
benefice dies in Rome) are reserved to the Holy See,
also the appointment to a vacant prebend the former
holder of which has been deprived of it by an act of
the Holy See, the appointment of the first dignitary of
each chapter, and to all other prebends which become
vacant during the months of January, February,
April, May, July, August, October, and November.
Beyond this the law does not expressly state in whom
resides the power to collate to cathedral canonries
and prebends, but the general opinion is that the
right is invested simultaneously in the bishop and

chapter; therefore for a valid election the majority of
the canons must agree with the bishop when a new
appointment is made. Exceptions are made in the
following cases: if from the foundation of the church
or benefice the appointment belongs to a particular
person; if there is an immemorial custom to the contrary; the appointment of the canon theologian and
the canon penitentiary; the canons in France
(Deshayes, Memento Juris Eccl., 3d ed., Paris, 1903).

Appointment is practically always made by letter,
and possession of a canonry cannot be obtained until
the nominee presents his letter of appointment. The
Council of Trent orders that on the day of taking possession, or at least within two months, the new canon
is to make his profession of faith and also obedience to
the bishop. This profession of faith is made to the
bishop himself or, if he be absent, to the vicar-general
or another delegated for this purpose. The profession
of faith must be made in presence of the chapter,
otherwise the new canon may be deprived of possession and the prebendal fruits and daily distributions.
Qualifications.
The Council of Trent says (Sess.
XXIII, XXIV) that since the dignitaries of the
cathedral were instituted to preserve and increase ecclesiastical discipline it is necessary that those who are
appointed should excel in piety and be an example to
others; likewise, as they are to assist the bishop in his
office and work, only those should be appointed who
are able to fulfil the canonical duties. The requisite
qualifications are: legitimate birth, proper age,
Sacred orders, fitting education, skill in Gregorian
chant, known good character and repute. Moreover
the council lays down that without these qualifications the appointment is of no effect
Before the candidate is admitted to his canonry not only the one
who appoints but also the chapter has the right to
examine and inquire whether the necessary qualities
are present in the candidate.
Duties.
The canon as a member of the chapter
owes the bishop reverence in three ways: by conceding him the first place; by giving him assistance;
by affording him escort. Conceding the bishop the
first place has reference to chapter choir-processions
The bishop also has the right
and other public .acts.
to the assistance of two canons in the government of
his diocese, and all canons arc bound to be present
when he celebrates pontifically in the cathedral
church; on such occasions hey must meet him at an
appointed place, not. however, more than 160 yards
from the church; and .after the service they must
conduct him to the church door. The obligation of a
canon with regard to choir service consists in the
public recitation of the Divine Office and being

—

.

—
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present at the Chapter Masses unless legitimately
excused. There is the further obligation of residence
by which no canon may be absent from liis choir
As
duties for more than three months in any year.
mentioned above, the canon must make his profession
is
he
appointment;
of faith within two months of his
likewise bound, and may be compelled by penalties,
to attend the regular meetings of the chapter, and,
finally, he must attend the Advent and Lenten serof losing his distributions or that
portion of his revenues dependent on his personal
presence at the church offices.
Rights (General).— The rights of the canons independently of the bishops are mainly concerned with
matters that have reference to the administration of
the chapter itself, e. g., the way in which the daily
stipend is to be distributed; the order in which the
canons are to be summoned to choir and chapter,
etc., but they can do nothing to the disadvantage of
the cathedral church or in contravention of ancient
customs without the consent of the bishop. Thejj
could not, e. g. allow a canon more than three months'
non-residence, or exercise ownership over the property of the cathedral, or receive foundation Masses.
There are, however, some things which, according to
the canon law, the bishop cannot do without the
consent of the chapter, and other things which he
cannot do without the counsel of the canons. Consent means the approval by the major et sanior pars (a
majority, provided it be made up of the more prudent
members). Counsel means consultation with the
chapter before action, to prevent precipitation on the
When this consultation is necespart of the bishop.
sary (i. e. provided for by the law), the act would be
invalid without it, but the bishop is not bound to
The consent of the
follow the counsel of the chapter.
chapter is required in the following cases: for the
value belonging
property
of
immovable
of
alienation
to the cathedral, the chapter, or the inensa of the
benefices
conferring
for
endowment;
his
i.
e.
bishop,
the collation of which belongs to the bishop and
chapter conjointly; for the suppression of canonries
and the uniting of simple benefices on account of the
smallness of the prebends; for uniting benefices for
any other reason; for the increase or decrease of the
number of the canons; for any proceedings seriously
prejudicial to the canons or their successors; for the
ordering of a special feast; for the surrogation of
examiners or similar officers outside the time of synod.
The counsel of the canons is required: when the bishop
has to make pecuniary provision out of the income of
the diocese in order to provide lectures in Scripture,
theology, or grammar for the clergy; for dividing the
prebends of the canons into subdiaconal, diaconal,
and sacerdotal prebends; for decreeing processions; in
making synodal decrees. It may be noted that
lawful custom makes the bishop independent of the
advice of his canons in the matter of synodal decrees
(Ferraris. Bibl. Prompts, s. v. Capitulum., art. 2, n.
The special rights of canons are chiefly con9).
cerned with the government of the diocese on the
death or translation of the bishop. As soon as the
sec becomes vacant all the ordinary episcopal jurisdiction passes to the chapter, and also all that by
custom belongs to the bishop. The real privileges
belong to the canons, but not the personal privileges.
They also succeed to those powers which have been
If the chapter be reduced to
perpetually delegated.
one, that one can elect a vicar capitular, but he cannot elect himself. While the see is vacant he canons
cannot make any innovations, but within eight days
,,i
the vacancy they must meet for the purpose of
electing one who is to rule the diocese in the name of
the chapter. The election is secret and a bare major-

mons under penalty

,

t

it

v suffices.
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choir or canonical dress consists of a black cassock
(without train) and the cotta or surplice. Additional articles of dress, e. g. the cappa or hooded cape
and a cassock of different colour, e. g. purple, are not
to be worn unless specially granted by the Holy See.
If the canon be a bishop he should wear the rochet
and mantelletta over his purple cassock. Special
privileges of dress have been granted to many chapters by the Holy See either when the chapter was
In all
erected or afterwards by particular indult.
cases the terms of the indult must be carefully observed. It is to be noted that canons are never allowed
Generally
to wear over the cassock the rochet only.
speaking, the canonical dress may be worn at functions for which the surplice is not prescribed, but only
in the cathedral church or when in another church the
canons are present as a body (capitidariter) three
canons being sufficient to represent the chapter in
this way.
Consequently the canons may not wear
the choral dress in a diocese other than their own, nor
may an individual canon wear his habit in a church
which he is serving either permanently or for a time.
The pilcohis (skull cap) and biretta are not, strictly
speaking, part of choir dress.
Precedence.
If, as in many instances is the case,
the prebends are distinct, the order of precedence is:
dignitaries, canons of sacerdotal order, canons of
diaconal order, and canons of subdiaconal order.
The dignitaries take precedence among themselves
according to statutes or well-established custom. If
the remainder of the prebends are all of the sacerdotal
order and all the holders are priests, they take precedence according to priority of taking possession of
their canonries.
The offices of canon theologian,
canon penitentiary, etc., do not entitle the holders to
any precedence. The precedence given to a vicargeneral, if a canon, only belongs to him when wearing
the dress proper to his office.
Status of Canons in England. The following is a
summary of the legislation of the synods of WestminThe chapter consists of ten canons and one
ster.
(In some diodignitary who is called the provost.
ceses the number of canons has been increased.)
canon theologian and a canon penitentiary must be
appointed, by concursus, for each chapter, but there
is no distinction into sacerdotal, diaconal, and subdiaconal canons. The pope appoints the provost,
and he also nominates to canonries becoming vacant
In
in January and the alternate months of the year.
February and the other alternate months the appointchapter.
ments belong in turn to the bishop and the
The canons do not actually make the appointment,
but they send in to the bishop a list of three names
and the bishop may choose one of three. By a recent
decree of Propaganda (2 April, 1903) three honorary
canons are allowed to each diocese, and in certain dioceses special indults have been granted with regard
to the choir dress and the times when it may be worn.
The canons meet once a month, and their choir obligations are limited to a portion of the Office on the
day of meeting. Regarding the election to a vacant
bishopric, the canons in England have only the right
to make a recommendation of three candidates whom
they deem to be suit able (cf. decrees of Cong of Propaganda, 5 Apr., 1851; 21 Apr.. lS-VJ: L>1 Jan., 1855,
and -Collect. S. Cong, de Pp. p. Fide". Home. 1906).
In Ireland, as in Scotland and other countries where
the law of the Church is not in full vigour, the powers
and duties of canons are much restricted, in fact their
Status is mainly honorific, although in some isolated
dioceses a near approach is made to the legislation
which governs cations in F.nglatul. For the status
of cations in the ecclesiastical province of Quebec,
see Gignac, "Compendium juris, .-eel. ad usum clcri
,

—

—

A

(Quebec, 1901), De Personis, Nos.
493-94.
addition
to the special members of a chapter
In

Canadensis"
.

Insignia.— Canons when present m choir lor the
Divine Office must wear the canonical dress. The

1
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Council of Aachen, 816 or S17, and Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, IV. 17 sqq.). These canonesses were
practically an imitation of the chapters of canons
regular which had then recently been revived through
the introduction of the "Regula vitas communis" of
St. Chrodegang of Metz.
The canonesses took but
two vows, chastity and obedience. Their superiors
were known as abbesses, often held princely rank and
had feudal jurisdiction. The occupations of the
canonesses consisted in the recitation of the Divine
Office, the care of the church vestments, and the education of the young, particularly the daughters of the
nobility.
The number of these communities multiplied very rapidly; but as all who entered did not do
so from a spirit that was entirely religious, there soon
came differences in the observance of the rule, whence
the distinction between regular easinesses and secular canonesses.
(See Ducange. Glossarium med. et
infima> Latinitatis, s.v. Canonic*; Jacques de Vitrv,
Hist. Oecid. II, 31; Bonif. VIII, in Lib. Sext. C. 43,
§ 5 de elect. I, 6; Extrav. Comm. Ill, 9 de relig.
dom.) Some abbeys of these latter stil« exist, a few
Catholic and several Protestant establishments (in
Hanover alone there are seventeen), and many of
them hold large properties. This is explained by the
fact that the secular canonesses were mainly recruited
from noble families, particularly in Germany, and,
when the Reformation passed over the land, gave up
the Catholic Faith. The regular canonesses, for the
most part, follow the Rule of St.. Augustine, but local
circumstances have been the means of introducing
various changes in details.
Formerly all houses of a
particular observance were united under pnd governed by one head. At the present day each convent
is governed by a distinct superioress.
The canonesses
regular best known in English speaking countries are
the Canonesses Regular of St. Augustine and the
Canonesses Regular of the Holy Sepulchre. They
are strictly enclosed, take the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and are bound to the daily-moral
recitation of the Divine Office.
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David Dunford.

Canon

(Gr. Kaviiv, rule, law, guide), in music, the
of all contrapuntal forms.
It consists in
the imitation or repetition of a given melody or

strictest

theme in its exact melodic progression and in the
same rhythmical form by one or more voices, not
simultaneously, but one after another, at a half,
whole, ortwo, measure distance, on any of its intervals.
The word canon was originally applied to the law
according to which the various voices were expected
to imitate the typical melody (proposta, guida), these
imitations not being written out in notes.
It was
during the great period of the Netherlands School
(1150-1550) that the canon as a contrapuntal artform received its greatest development and perfeclioii. but it remained for the Roman, or Palestrina,
Srli. hi] to give it its most complete application
to

—

make

it

On

the vehicle lor the highest ideals.

ac-

count of the placidity and repose resulting from

its

extreme regularity,

this form was employed by predilection in tlie finales of compositions for the Ordinary of the Mass. There are also instances, however,

where the canon form

is

made

use of throughout

i

II,

XVII,

17. p. 105).

Piel, Ilar-

Rules were

laid

down

for their

guidance, bul it was left for St. Augustine of Hippo
to draw up the first general rule for such communiwomen. It was written in the year 423 and
was addressed to Feliritas, Superioress of the Monastery of Hippo, and to Rusticus, the priest whom St.
Augustine had appointed to have charge of the nuns
(Migne.P. L., XXXIII, 958 65). Towards the close
of the eighth century the title of canoness is found for
the first time, ami it was given to those communities
of women who, while they professed a common life,
yet did not earn- nut to its full extent the original
Rule of St. Augustine (sanctimoniales quse se eanonicas vocant. Council of Chalons, 813, can. 5:'.: see the
second book of De Institutione sanctimonialium,

etc

..

8W

1904);

I

nobles de France et des Pays lias (Paris, 1843)
des ordres religieux (Paris. 1847) I. 7X9- 90:
Kirchenlex., II, lS42-4.ri; Van Espev, Jus eccl. I,
ece. disciplina, I (iii).c. V
I > \\
Hi Dl'NFORD.

les chapilres
in

33, c.

ii;

;

Diet,

THOMlssix.Vetus ac nova

See Age, Canonical.

See Choir.

Canonical Glosses.

Canonical Hours.
Canonists.

Canon Law.

See Glosses.
See Breviary.

See Law.

Canonization.
zation.

-

ten. Leipzig. 1905).

.

Canonical Choir.

See Penitentiary.

-

h' ral'l

Canonical Age.

Joseph Otten.
Canoness. The assistance of women in the work
of the Church goes back tut he earliest times, and their
uniting together for community exercises was a natural development of religious worship (Paulowski,
De diaconissis comment., Ratisbon, 1866; J. Reville.
dans les eoninmnautes eimt.
primitives, in Bibl. de l'Ecole des hautes etudes:
relig.
1.
231 51. Paris. 1890; Goltz, Der
lerFrau in den ersten ehrist lichen Jahrhutider-

.

Helyot,
Heoser,
tit.

ehre (Dusseldorf, 1890).

Canon Penitentiary.

la at

dans

1

HAU.ER, Knmpositionslehre (Ratisbon, 1891);

onslitutions "f tin- Regular Canonesses of the Order of St.
ne (London. 1S79); Dom Hamilton, Chmnich of the

English Augustinian Canonesses Regular (London,
Dtjcas, Les chapilres nobles de dames, rech,"'

all

the five numbers of the mass.
Examples of this will
be found in Palestrina's mass, "Ad ccenam Agni
providi" (Complete Works. X), and in flic same
a five-part mass, " Repleatur os meum laude"
(op. cit..
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already mentioned there are usually appointed the
following, in order to secure well-ordered services:
precentor, sacristan, cancellor, succentor, punctator,
hebdomadarian. All these are not necessarily included in even- chapter; the actual arrangement is a
matter for local convenience and custom. (Sec Chapter; Vicar Capitular; Canons and Canonesses

See Beatification

and Canoni-

See Law.

Canon of the Mass.— This article will be divided
into four sections: !l Name and place of the Canon;
(II) History of the Canon: II
The texl and rubrics
of the Canon; (IV) Mystical interpretations.
I. Name and Place ok thi: Cam .v.
Canon (('arum
Missn. Cnmni Actinm
is
the name used in the
Roman Missal for the fundamental part of the Mass
that comes after the Offertory and before the Communion. The old distinction, in all liturgies, is between the Mass of the Catechumens (the litanies, lessons from the Bible, and collects) and the Mass of the
Faithful (the Offertory of the gifts to be consecrated,
Consecration prayer, Communion, and dismissal).
lur Canon is the Consecration prayer, the great
Eucharistic prayer in the Mass of the Faithful.
The
name Canon (kclvwv) means a norm or rule; and it is
i

i

t

I
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used for various objects, such as the Canon of Holy
Scripture, canons of Councils, the official list of saints'
names (whence "canonization"), and the canon or
list of clerks who serve a certain church, from which
they themselves are called canons (canonici). Liturit occurs in three senses: (1) The navwn in the
Byzantine Rite is the arrangement of the nine odes
according to the order in which they are to be sung
(Nilles, Kalendarium Manuale, 2nd ed., Innsbruck,
1896, I, LVIII).
(2) Like the word Mass it has occasionally been used as a general name for the canonical Hours, or Divine Office (St. Benedict's Rule, cap.
xvii; Cassian, II, 13).
(3) Chiefly, and now universally in the West, it is the name for the Eucharistic
prayer in the Holy Liturgy. In this sense it occurs
in the letters of St. Gregory I (Epp., Lib. VII, lxiv,
Lib. XI, lix); the Gelasian Sacramentary puts the
heading " Incipit Canon Actionis" before the Sursum
Corda (ed. Wilson, 234), the word occurs several
times in the first Roman Ordo ("quando inchoat canonem", "finito vero canone", ed. Atchley, 138, etc.);
since the seventh century it has been the usual name
One can only conjecture the
for this part of the Mass.
Walafrid Strabo says:
original reason for its use.
"This action is called the Canon because it is the lawful and regular confection of the Sacrament" (De
reb. eccl., xxii); Benedict XIV says: "Canon is the
same word as rule, the Church uses this name to mean
that the Canon of the Mass is the firm rule according
to which the Sacrifice of the New Testament is to be
celebrated" (De SS. Missee Sacr., Lib. II, xii). It has
been suggested that our present Canon was a compromise between the older Greek Anaphoras and
variable Latin Eucharistic prayers formerly used in
Rome, and that it was ordered in the fourth century,
possibly by Pope Damasus (366-84). The name
Canon would then mean a fixed standard to which all
must henceforth conform, as opposed to the different
and changeable prayers used before (E. Burbridge in
Atchley, "Ordo Rom. Primus", 96). In any case it
is noticeable that whereas the lessons, collects and
Preface of the Mass constantly vary, the Canon is
almost unchangeable in every Mass. Another name
Agere, like the Greek Spav, is
for the Canon is Actio.
Leo I, in writing
often used as meaning to sacrifice.
to Dioscurus of Alexandria, uses the expression "in
qua [sc. basilica] agitur", meaning "in which Mass is
Other names are Legitimum, Prex, Agenda,
said".
Regula, Secretum Missw.
The rubrics of our present Missal leave no doubt as
It begins
to the limits of the Canon in modern times.
at the "Te Igitur" and ends with the Amen before the
Embolism of the Pater Noster (omnis honor et gloria,
per omnia srecula saeculorum, Amen). The Missal has
the title "Canon Missse" printed after the Sanctus,
and the Rubrics say: " After the Preface the Canon of
the Mass begins secretly" (Rubr. Gen., XII, 6). The
ninth title of the "Rhus eel. Missam" is headed: "Of
the *':tnon from the Consecration to the Lord's
Prayer". The next title is: "Of the Lord's Prayer
and the rest to the Communion." Neither of these
The whole
limits, however, was always so fixed.
Canon is essentially one long prayer, the Eucharistic
prayer that the Eastern rites call the Anaphora. And
Introduced in
tlic Preface is part of this prayer.
Rome as everywhere by the little dialogue "Sursum
corda" and so on, it begins with the words "Vere
dignum ct justum est". Interrupted for a moment
by the people, who take up the angels' words: "Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus", etc., the priest goes on with
the same prayer, obviously joining the next part to the
beginning by the word ig'itur. It is not then surprising that we find in the oldest sacramentary that contains a Canon, the Gelasian, the heading "Incipit
Canon Actionis" placed before the Sursum Corda; so
that the preface was then still looked upon as part of
the Canon. However, by the seventh century or so

gically
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the Canon was considered as beginning with the secret
prayers after the Sanctus (Ord. Rom. I: "When
they have finished the Sanctus the pontiff rises alone
and enters into the Canon", ed. Atchley, 13S). The
point at which it may be considered as ending was
equally uncertain at one time. There has never been
any sort of point or indication in the text of the Missal to close the period begun by the heading " Canon
Missse", so that from looking at the text we should
conclude that the Canon goes on to the end of the
Mass. Even as late as Benedict XIV there were
"those who think that the Lord's Prayer makes up
part of the Canon" (De SS. Miss Sacr.. ed. cit.. 22Si.
On the other hand the "Ordo Rom. I" (ed. cit. infra,
p. 138), implies that it ends before the Pater Noster.
The two views are reconciled by the distinction between the "Canon Consecrationis" and the "Canon
Communionis" that occurs constantly in the Middle
Ages (Gihr, Das heilige Messopfer. .540). The "Canon
Communionis" then would begin with the Pater
Noster and go on to the end of the people's Communion. The Post-Communion to the Blessing, or now
to the end of the last Gospel, forms the last division of
It must
the Mass, the thanksgiving and dismissal.
then be added that in modern times by Canon we
mean only the "Canon Consecrationis". The Canon,
together with the rest of the "Ordo Missa?", is now
printed in the middle of the Missal, between the
propers for Holy Saturday and Easter Day. Till
about the ninth century it stood towards the end of the
sacramentary, among the "Missis quotidians " and
after the Proper Masses (so in the Gelasian book).
Thence it moved to the very beginning. From the
eleventh century it was constantly placed in the middle, where it is now, and since the use of complete
Missals "according to the use of the Roman Curia"
(from the thirteenth century) that has been its place
invariably.
It is the part of the book that is used far
more than any other, so it is obviously convenient
in
that it should occur where a book lies open best
the middle. No doubt a symbolic reason, the connexion between the Eucharistic Sacrifice and the
mysteries of Holy Week, helped to make this place
seem the most suitable one. The same reason of
practical use that gave it this place led to the common
custom of printing the Canon on vellum, even when
the rest of the Missal was on paper vellum stands
wear much better than paper.
Since the seventh
II. History of the Caxox.
century our Canon has remained unchanged. It is to
St. Gregory I (590-604), the great organizer of all
the Roman Liturgy, that tradition ascribes its final
His reign then makes the
revision and arrangement.

—

—

—

best division in its history.
Before St. Gregory I (to 590).

—

St. Gregory certainly
found the Canon fiiat has been already discussed, arranged in the same order, and in possession for centu-

When was it put together? It is certainly not
the work of one man. nor was it all composed at one
time.
Gregory himself thought that the Canon had
been composed by "a certain Scholasticus (.Epp.. jib.
VII, no. lxiv, or lib. IX, no. xii). and Benedict XIV
discusses whether he meant some person so named or
merely "a certain learned man" (De SS. Missa- sacr.,
But our Canon represents rat her the last stage
157).
of a development that had been going on gradually
ever since the firs) days when the Roman Christians
met together to obey Christ's command and celebrate
Here a distinction
the Eucharist in memory of Him.
must be made between the prayers of the Canon itself
and the order in which they are now found. The
prayers, or at least some of them, can he traced back to
a very early date from occasional references in letters
of Fathers."
From tins it does not follow that they
always stood in the same order as now. Their arrangement in our present Missal presents certain difficulties and has long been a much-disputed point.
ries.

—
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very possible that at some unknown period
perhaps in the fifth eentury the Canon went through
a complete alteration in its order and that its component prayers, without being changed in themselves,
were turned round and re-arranged. This theory, as
frill be Been, would account for many difficulties.
In the first century, as known, the Church of Rome,
like all other Christian Churches, celebrated the Holy
Eucharist by obeying Christ's direction and doing as
He had done the night before He died. There were
the bread and wine brought up at the Offertory and
consecrated by the words of Institution and by an
invocation of the Holy Ghost; the bread was broken
and Communion was given to the faithful. Undoubtedly, too, before this service lessons were read from
the Bible, litanies and prayers were said. It is also
known that this Mass was said in Greek. Hellenistic
Greek was the common tongue of Christians, at any
it side Palestine, and it was spoken by them in
Home as well as everywhere else, at the time when it
was understood and used as a sort of international
language throughout the empire. This is shown by
the facts that the inscriptions in the catacombs are
in Greek, and that Christian writers at Rome (I Ep.
Clem., etc.) use that language (cf. de Rossi, Roma
11. 237).
Of the liturgical formulas of this first
BOfrl

the Ps.-Cypri3n, "De Aleatoribus", is by him; Harnack, "Der Ps.-Cypr. Tractat. de Aleatoribus", LeipAfter this time it soon becomes the only
zig, 1888).
language used by popes; Cornelius (251-53) and
Stephen (254-57) write in Latin. Greek seems to
have disappeared at Rome as a liturgical language in
the second half of the third century (Kattenbusch,
Symbolik, II, 331), though parts of the Liturgy were
The Creed was sometimes said in
left in Greek.
Greek down to Byzantine times (Duchesne, Origines,
290). The "Ordo Rom. I" says that certain psalms

The First Epistle of St.
little is known.
lenient contains a prayer that is generally considered
liturgical (lix-Lxi), though it contains no reference to
the Eucharist, also the statement that "the Lord
commanded offerings and holy offices to be made
carefully, not rashly nor without order, but at fixed
times and hours". It says further: " The high-priest
[i. e.
bishop] has his duties, a special place is appointed to the priests, and the Levites have their
From this it is evident that at Rome
ministry'' (xl).
1 le lit urgy was celebrated according to fixed rules and
a definite order. Chap, xxxiv tells us that the Romans " gat hered toget her in concord, and as it were with
one mouth", said the Sanetus from Is., vi, 3, as we do.
St. Justin Martyr (died c. 167) spent part of his life at
Rome. and died there. It is possible that his "First
Apologv" was written in that city (Bardenhewer,
Altidrchl. Litt.. I. 206), and that the liturgy he describes in it (lxv-lxvil was that which he frequented
From this we learn that the Christians
at Rome.
first prayed for themselves and for all manner of perThen follows the kiss of peace, and "he who
sons.

These words evidently allude to the form "thy high
priest Melchisedech" (summus sacerdos tuus Melcliisedeeh) in the Canon.
Pseudo-Ambrose in " De
Sacramentis " (probably about 400 or later; cf. Bar"
denhewer, Patrologie", 407) quotes the prayers said
by the priest in the Canon " Fac nos banc oblat ionem
adscriptam, ratam, rationabilem, acceptabilem, quod
figura est corporis et sanguinis Iesu Christi.
Qui
pridie quam pateretur, in Sanctis manibus suis accepit
panem, respexit in coelum ad te, sancte I'ater omnipotens, ieterne Deus, gratias agens, benedixit, fregit
fractumque apostolis suis et discipulis suis tradidit.
dicens: Accipite et edite ex hoc omnes: hoc est enim

It

is

—

geriod

1

presides over the brethren" is given bread and a cup
of wine and water, having received which he gives
thanks to God, celebrates the Eucharist, and all the
people answer " Amen." The deacons then give out
Holy Communion (loc. cit.). Here is found the outline of our liturgy: the Preface (giving thanks), to
which may be added from I Clem, the Sanetus, a
celebration of the Eucharist, not described, but which
contains the words of Institution (c. lxvi, "by Hi-

prayer"), and which corresponds to our Canon, and
the final Amen that still keeps its place at the end of
Perhaps a likeness may be
Lcharistic prayer.
«
ween he Roman use and those of the Eastern
lea in the fact thai when St. Polycarp came to
Rome in 155, Pope Anicetus allowed him to celebrate,
just like one of his own bishops (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl.,
The canons of Hippolytus of Rome (in the
V. xxiv ).
beginning of the third century, if they are genuine;
cf. Bardenhewer, op. cit.. I. 541-3) allude to a l'.ucharistic celebration that follows the order of St.
Justin, and they add the universal introduction to the
Preface. "Sursum corda", etc.
The first great turning-point in the history of the
Roman Canon is the exclusive use of the Latin language. Latin had been used side by side with Greek,
apparently for some time. It occurs first as a ChrisPope
tian language, not in Rome, but in Africa.
Victot
an African, seems to have been
the first Roman bishop who used it (supposing that
III.— 17
t

t

said in Greek (Mabill'on, Mus. Ital., II, 37of this liturgical use of Greek there are still
in our Kyrie Eleison and the " Agios o
Theos.", etc., on Good Friday. Very soon after the
acceptance of Latin as the only liturgical language we
find allusions to parts of the Eucharistic prayer, that
are the same as parts of our present Canon.
In the
time of Pope Damasus (366-S4) a Roman writer who
was guilty of the surprising error of identifying
Melchisedech with the Holy Ghost writes. "The Holv
Ghost being a bishop is called Priest of the most high
God. but not high priest " (Sacerdos appellatus est
excelsi Dei, non summus) " as our people presume to
sav in the Oblation" ( "Qua-stiones Y et N. Test."
in P. L.,
2329; Duchesne, op. cit., 169).

were

still

and
remnants
40);

XXXV,

:

corpus meum quod pro multis confringetur.
iter etiam calicem, postquam coenatum est,
quam pateretur accepit, respexit in cceluni
sancte Pater omnipotens, seterne Deus, gratias

Similpridie

ad

te,

agens.
benedixit, apostolis suis et discipulis suis tradidit
dicens: Accipite et bibite ex hoc omnes: hie est enim
"And the priest says", continues the
sanguis meus."
author, "Ergo memores gloriosissinue eius passionis
et ab inferis resurrect ionis et in eu'lum adscensionis.
offerimus tibi banc immaculatam hostiam, banc pa-

nem sanctum

et calicem vitae seternse; et petimus et
precamur, ut banc oblationem suscipias in sublimi
ttltari tuo per manus angelorum tuorum, sicut suscipere dignatus es munera pueri tui iusti Abel et sacriliciuin patriarchs nostri Abralue et quod tibi obtulil summus sacerdos Melchisedech" (quoted bv DuIt will be
chesne, op. cit.. 170; P. 1... XVI, 443).
seen that the whole of this prayer, but for a few unimPope
portant modifications, is that of our Canon.
Damasus has been considered one of the chief comProbst thinks that he
pilers of the Roman Liturgy.
ordained the changes in the Mass that occur because
of the calendar of seasons and feasts, and attributes to
him the oldest part of the Leonine Sacramentary
(Lit. des IV. Jahrhunderts und dcren Reform, too
Funk in the "Tiibinger Quartalschtift
sqq.).
One liturgical change made
(1894, 683) denies this.

He introduced the word
this pope is certain.
Alleluia at Rome (Greg. I. Epp. IX, xii. in P L.,
LXXVEI, 956). Innocent I 1101-17) refers to the
Canon as being a matter he ought not to describe
an apparent survival of the idea of the Discipline!
by

and savs it is ended with the kis- of peace
(Ep. ad Decentium in P. L., XX, 553): "After all
the things that I may not reveal the Peace is given,
by which it is shown that the people have consented
to all that was done in the holy mysteries and was
He also says that at
celebrated in the church".
-
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Rome the names of persons for whom the celebrant
prays are read in the Canon: "first the offertory
should be made, and after that the names of the
givers read out, so that they should be named during
the holy mysteries, not during the parts that precede" (ib.). That is all that can be known for cerThe earliesttain about our Canon before Gregory I.
books that contain its text were written after his time
him.
approved
by
show
it
as
and
question that can only be answered by conjecture
is that of the relation between the Roman Canon and
any of the other ancient liturgical Anaphoras. There
are undoubtedly very striking parallels between it and
both of the original Eastern rites, those of Alexandria
and Antioch. Mgr. Duchesne is inclined to connect
the Roman use with that of Alexandria, and the other
great Western liturgy, the Gallican Rite, with that of
Antioch (Origines, 54). But the Roman Canon shows
perhaps more likeness to that of Antioch in its formulae. These parallel passages have been collected
and printed side by side by Dr. Drews in his "Entstehungsgeschichte des Kanons in der romischen Messe",
in order to prove a thesis which will be referred to

A

Meanwhile, whatever may be thought of
Drew's theory, the likeness of the prayers cannot be
For instance, the Intercession in the Syrian
Liturgy of St. James begins with the prayer (Brightman, East. Lit., 89-90): "Wherefore we offer unto
Thee, O Lord, this same fearful and unbloody sacrifice
for thy holy places .... and especially for holy Sion
.... and for thy holy church which is in all the world
.... Remember also, O Lord, our pious bishops
especially the fathers, our Patriarch Mar N. and our
Bishop " [" and all the bishops throughout the world
who preach the word of thy truth in Orthodoxy",
Greek Lit. of St. James]. The whole of this prayer
suggests our " Imprimis quae tibi offerimus", etc., and
certain words exactly correspond to "toto orbe terrarum" and "orthodoxis", as does "especially" to
"imprimis", and so on. Again the Syrian Anaphora
later.

denied.

.

.

.

continues: "Remember also, O Lord, those who
have offered the offerings at thine holy altar and
those for whom each has offered [cf. "pro quibus tibi
offerimus vel qui tibi offerunt"].
Remember,
O Lord, all those whom we have mentioned and those
whom we have not mentioned" (ib., p. 92). "Again
vouchsafe to remember those who stand with us and
pray with us ["et omnium eircurnstantium", ib., 92];
Remembering .... especially our all-holy, unspotted, most glorious lady, Mother of God and ever Virgin, Mary, St. John the illustrious prophet, forerunner
and baptist, the holy Apostles Peter and Paul, Andrew .... [the names of the Apostles follow] ....
and of all thy Saints for ever .... that we may receive thy help" ["ut in omnibus protectionis fuse
muniamur auxilio", Greek St. James, ib., 56-57].
The words of Institution occur in a form that is almost identical with our " Pridie quam pateretur"
The Anamnesis (p. 89) begins: "Com(ib., 86-87).
memorating therefore ["Unde et memores"] O Lord,
thy death and resurrection on the third day from the
tomb and thy ascension into heaven .... we offer
thee this dread and unbloody sacrifice ["offerimus
.

....

hostiam puram,"

.

.

etc.].

It is true that these general ideas occur in all t he
old liturgies; but in this ease a remarkable identity is
found even in the words. Some allusions to what
were probably older forms in our Canon make the
similarity still more striking. Thus Optatus of Mileve
says that Mass is offered "pro ecclesta, qua- una est
et toto orbe terrarum diffusa" (Adv. 1'arm., 11. xii).
This represents exactly a Latin version of the "holy
Church which is in all the world" that we have Seen
in the Syrian Anaphora above. The Syrian use adds
a prayer for "our religious kings and queens" alter
that for the patriarch and bishop.
So our Missal

long contained the words "et pro rege nostra N."
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after "et Antistite nostro N." (see below). It has a
prayer for the celebrant himself (Brightman, 90),
where our Missal once contained just such a prayer
(below). The treatise " De Sacramentis" gives the

words of Institution for the Chalice as " Hie est sanguis meus", just as does the Syrian Liturgy. There
are other striking resemblances that may be seen in
Drews. But the other Eastern liturgy, the Alexandrine use, also shows very striking parallels. The
prayer for the celebrant, of which the form was " Mihi
quoque indignissimo famulo tuo propitius esse digneris, et ab omnibus me peccatorum offensionibus
emundare" (Ebner, Miss. Rom., 401), is an almost
exact translation of the corresponding Alexandrine
text: "Remember me also, O Lord, thy humble and
unworthy servant, and forgive my sins" (Brightman.
130). The author of "De Sacr." quotes the Roman
Canon as saying "quod est figura corporis et sanguinis domini nostri Iesu Christi", and the Egyptian
Prayer Book of Serapion uses exactly the same expression, "the figure of thy body and blood" (Texte
In the West the words "our
u. Unt., II, 3, p. 5).
God " are not often applied to Christ in liturgies. In
the Gelasian Sacramentary they occur ("ut nobis
corpus et sanguis fiat dilectissimi filii tui Domini Dei
nostri Iesu Christi", ed. Wilson, 235), just where they
in the same context in St. Mark's Liturgy
(Brightman, 126). Our Mass refers to the oblation
as "thy gifts and favours" (de tuis donis ac datis);
But the most striking
so does St. Mark (ib., 133).
parallel between Rome and Alexandria is in the order
The Antiochene Liturgy puts the
of the Canon.
whole of the Intercession after the words of Institution and the Epiklesis; in Alexandria it comes before. And in our Canon the greater part of this intercession ("imprimis quas tibi offerimus", "Commemoratio pro vivis", "Communicantes") also comes
before the Consecration, leaving only as a curious
anomaly the "Commemoratio pro defunctis" and the
"Nobis quoque peccatoribus" to follow after the

come

Anamnesis (Unde

et memores).
Although, then, it is impossible to establish any
mutual dependence, it is evident that the
Roman Canon contains likenesses to the two Eastern
rites too exact to be accidental; in its forms it most
resembles the Antiochene Anaphora, but in its arrangement it follows, or guides, Alexandria. Before
coming to the final definition of the Canon at about
the time of St. Gregory, it will be convenient here to
consider what is a very important question, namely
that of the order of the different prayers. It has been
seen that the prayers themselves can be traced back
a very long way. Is their arrangement among t hemselves as old as they are, or is our present Canon a
re-arrangement of parts that once stood in another
order? Every one who has studied its text has noticed certain grave difficulties in this arrangement.
The division of the Intercession, to which reference
has been made, is unique among liturgies and is diffiAgain, one little word, the seccult to account for.
ond word in the Canon, has caused much questionsuccessful attempts have
many
not
very
ing; and
been made to account for it. The Canon begins "Te
From
igitur". To what does that "igitur" refer?
the sense of the whole passage it should follow some

sort of

One would expect some
reference to the sacrifice.
prayer that God may accept our offering, perhaps
some reference such as is found in the Eastern liturgies to the sacrifices of Abraham, Melehisedeeh.
It
should then he natural to continue: "And
r,jnre we humbly pray thee, most merciful Father", etc. But there is no hint of such an allusion
Xo preface has any word to
in what goes before.
Probst
which the "igitur" could naturally refer.
suggests that some such clause may have dropped
out of the Preface (Lit. der drei ersten Jahrhunderin. 349).
At any rate there is no trace of it, either

eti'.
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our preface or in any of the other rites. Thalhofer
(Kath. Liturgik, II, 199) tries to explain the "igitur"
of ideas with the Sanctus.
Gihr (Das heilige Messopfer, 550) hardly considers
the difficulty, and is content with a vague allusion to
the close connexion between Preface and Canon.
Other difficulties are the reduplications between the
ideas of the "Hanc igitur" and the "Nobis quoque
Various allusions to older forms of
peccatoribus".
the Canon increase the number of these difficulties.
Dr. Drews has suggested as the solution the following
theory. He thinks that the Canon, while consisting
of much the same prayers, was originally arranged in
a different order, namely, in the same way as the
Syrian Anaphora which it so closely resembles, and
that in the fifth century, shortly before it became
stereotyped in the time of St. Gregory the Great, its
order was partly reversed, so as to make it correspond
more to the Alexandrine Rite (Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des Kanons in der romischen Messe). The
original order suggested by him is this:
."; (2) "Qui pridie
(1) "Quam oblationem
quam pateretur ...."; (3) "Unde et memores"
(Anamnesis); (4) "Supplices te rogamus" (Epikle"Te igitur"; (6) " Commemoratio Vivosis); (5)
in

by a very forced connexion

.

.

.

rum"; (7) "Communicantes"; (8) "Commemoratio
Defunctorum", the last three forming the Intercession.

The reasons for this suggestion are, first that in this
way the logical connexion is much clearer, as well as
As in
the resemblance to the Syrian Anaphora.
Syria, the great prayer of Intercession, with the
diptychs for living and dead and the memory of the
saints, would all come together after the ConsecraMoreover, the igitur would then refer natution.
rally to the ideas of the "Supplices te rogamus" just
before it. The "Quam oblationem" would form the
short link between the Sanctus and the words of Institution, as in both Eastern rites, and would fill the
place occupied by an exactly similar prayer in SerMoreover, the Greek
apion's Prayer Book (13).
translation of the Roman Canon called the "Liturgy
of St.' Peter", edited by William de Linden. Bishop
of Ghent, in 1589 from a Rossano MS. (anil published
by Swainson

in

"The Greek

Liturgies", Cambridge,

191-203) contains some variations that point
For instance, it gives a version of
our "Supplices te rogamus", and then goes on:
" Aloud.
First remember, O Lord, the Archbishop.
He then commemorates the living. And to us sinThis puts the Intercession after the
ners", etc.
"Supplices" prayer, and exactly corresponds to the
Lastly, in 1557 Matthias
order suggested above.
Darius published an "Ordo Missa?" (printed in Martrue. "De antiquis eccl. ritibus", 1763, I, 176 sqq.)
in which there are still traces of the old order of the
prayers. It begins with the "Unde et memores" and
the "Epiklesis; then come the "Te igitur", prayer
for t lie pope, "Memento Domine famulorum famularumque tuarum", and eventually "Nobis quoque
peccatoribus", in short, the whole Intercession after
InBut this reconstruction would not
ionsecration.
The prayer
leave the text entirely unchanged.
" Hanc igitur" has some difficulties.
The Greek version (Swainson, 197) adds a rubric before it: "Here
he names the dead". What can the "Hanc igitur"
have to do with the dead? Yet the Antiochene Liturgy, in which several parallel passages to our Canon
have already been noticed, has a parallel to the second half of this prayer too, and that parallel occurs
in its coiniiieuioration of the dead.
There, following
a prayer that the dead may rest "in the land of the
living, in thy kingdom ... in the bosom of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob", etc., is found this continuation: " And keep for us in peace,
Lord, a Christian,
well-pleasing and sinless end to our lives, gathering
us under the feet of thy Elect when Thou wiliest and
1884,

in this direction.
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Thou wiliest, only without shame and offence;
through thy only begotten Son our Lord and God and
Saviour, Jesus Christ."
no(Brightman, 57.)
tice here the reference to the elect (in electorum tuorum grege), the prayer that we may be kept "in
peace" [in tua pace disponas], the allusion to the
"end of our lives" (diesque nostras) and the unusual
" Per Christum Dominum nostrum " making a break
in the middle of the Eucharistic prayer. The Syrian
form with its plain reference to death ("the end of
our lives") seems more clearly to be a continuation
of a prayer for the faithful departed.
But in the
Roman form too is found such a reference in the
words about hell (ab sterna damnatione) and heaven
Drews then proposes
(in electorum tuorum grege).
to divide the "Hanc igitur" into two separate parts.
The second half, beginning at the words " diesque nostros", would have originally been the end of the
Commemoration of the Dead and would form a reduplication of the "Nobis quoque peccatoribus",
where the same idea occurs ("partem aliquam et societatem donare digneris cum tuis Sanctis Apostolis
et Martyribus" being an echo of "in electorum tuorum iubeas grege numerari"). This second half,
then, would belong to the Intercession after the Consecration, and would originally fall together with the
" Nobis quoque ". In any case, even in the present arrangement of the Canon the "Nobis quoque" following the "Commemoratio pro defunctis" shows that at
Rome as in other liturgies the idea of adding a prayer
for ourselves, that we too may find a peaceful and
blessed death followed by a share in the company of
the saints, after our prayer for the faithful departed
was accepted as natural.
The first half of the "Hanc igitur" must now be
accounted for down to "placatus accipias". This
first half is a reduplication of the prayer "Quam oblationem". Both contain exactly the same idea
that God may graciously accept our offering. "Hanc
oblationem" and "Quam oblationem" differ only in
the relative construction of the second form.
know that the relative construction is not the original
one. In the "De Sacramentis", to which reference
has several times been made, the "Quam oblationem"
occurs as an absolute sentence: "Fac nobis hanc oblationem adscriptam, rationabilem accept abilemque,
quod est figura corporis et sanguinis Domini nostri
also know that the "IgIesu Christ i" (IV, v).
itur" in "Hanc igitur" is not original. The parallel
passages in Serapion and St. Mark's Liturgy have
as

We

,

We

We

simply ravr-qv

t7jk

dixrlav

(Drews,

16).

Moreover,

the place and object of this prayer have varied very
much. It has been applied to all sorts of purposes,
and it is significant that it occurs specially often in
connexion with the dead (Ebner, Miss. Rom., 412).
This would be a natural result, if we suppose it to be
a compilation of two separate parts, both of which
have lost their natural place in the Canon. Drews
!n ii proposes to supply the first words of the " Quam
oblationem" that we have put in the first place of his
reconstructed Canon (see above), by the first half of
the "Hanc igitur". so that (leaving out the igitur)
the Canon would once have begun: "Hanc oblai

tionem scrvil utis nostrae, sedet cunctx familiae tuae,
qu;rsumus Domine, ut placatus accipias ut in omnibus
benedictam, adscriptam, ratam, rationabilemque
facere digneris, ut nobis corpus et sanguis fiat dilectissinii filii tui Domini nostri [esu Christ i" (Drews,
30), and so on, according to the order suggested
above. One word, vt, has been added to this compilation, to connect our "Hanc igitur" with the continuation of "Quam oblationem". This word is vouched
for by the Greek version, which has tua here (Swainson, 1 7
Drews further notes that such a change in
the arrangement of the Canon is not inconceivable
have
modified its order on other occasions.
Popes
Joannes Diaconus, the biographer of St. Gregory I,
'.

>
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us that he re-arranged a few parts of the Canon
("pauca convertens", Vita Greg., II, xvii).
When then may this change be supposed to have
been made? It was not made in the time of Innocent
I (401-417); it had already occurred when the Gelasian Sacramentary was written (seventh century);
it may be taken for certain that in the time of St.
Gregory I (590-604) the Canon already stood as it
does now. The reason for believing that Innocent I
still knew only the old arrangement is that in his letter to Decentius of Eugubium (P. L., XX, 553-554)
he implies that the Intercession comes after the ConHe says that the people for whom we
secration.
pray " should be named in the middle of the holy
mysteries, not during the things that go before, that
by the very mysteries we should open the way for the
prayers that follow". If the diptychs are read after
the way has been opened by the holy mysteries, the
Roman Canon must follow the same order as the
Church of Antioch, and at any rate place the "Commemoratio vivorum" after the Consecration. Supposing, then, that this re-arrangement really did take
place, it must have been made in the course of the
Drews thinks that we can go farther
fifth century.
and ascribe the change to Pope Gelasius I (492-96).
A very old tradition connects his name with, at any
The
rate, some important work about the Canon.
tells

Roman sacramentary known, although
really later than St. Gregory, has been called the
Sacramentarium Gelasianum" since the ninth century (Duchesne, Origines, 120). Gennadius says that
he composed a sacramentary (De. vir. ill., c. xciv).
Moreover, the "Liber Pontificalis" refers to his liturgical work (Origines, 122) and the Stowe Missal (seventh century) puts at the head of our Canon the title:
"Canon dominicus Papoe Gelasi" (ed. Warren, 234).
Biiumer has collected all the evidences for Gelasius's
authorship of some important sacramentary (Histor.
second oldest
it is

"

Jahrb., 1893, 244 sqq.). It is known that Gelasius
did not compose the text of the Canon. Its component parts have been traced back to a far earlier date.
But would not so vital a change in its arrangement
best explain the tradition that persistently connects
our present Canon with the name of Gelasius? There
is even a further suggestion that Drews has noticed.
was the reversal of the order made? Evidently
to bring the Intercession before the Consecration.
This means to change from the same order as Antioch
to that of Alexandria. Is it too much to suppose that
we have here a case of Alexandrine influence at
Rome? Now it is noticeable that Gelasius personally
had a great reverence for the venerable "second See"
founded by St. Mark, and that since 482 Bishop John
Talaia of Alexandria, being expelled from his own
Church by the Monophysites, sought and found refuge in Rome. He would have celebrated his own
liturgy in the pope's city, and was certainly greatly
honoured as a confessor and exile for the Faith.
May we then even go so far as to suggest that we owe
the present certainly unusual order of our Canon to
Gelasius and the influence of John Talaia? So far

Why

Drews (p. 38). His theory has not been unopposed.
An argument against it may be found in the very
treatise "De Sacramentis" from which he gathers
some of his arguments. For this treatise says: "In
all other tilings (lint are said praise is given to God,
Erayers are said for the people, for kings, for others,
ut when lie comes to consecrate the holy Sacrament
the priest no longer uses his own words, but takes
those of Christ " ilV, iv). According to this author,
then, the Intercession comes before the Consecration.
On the other hand it will be noticed thai the treatise
That it is not by St. Ambrose himself has
is late.
long been admitted by every one. It is apparently
an imitation of his work "De Mysteriis", and may
liavc hern composed in the fifth or sixth century
Dom G. Morin
(Bardenhewer, Patrologie, 407).

thinks that Nicetas, Bishop of Romatiana in Dacia
(d. 485), wrote it (Rev. Bened., 1890, 151-59).
In
any case it may be urged that whatever reasons there
are for ascribing it to an early date, they show equally
conclusively that, in spite of its claim to describe
"the form of the Roman Church" (III, 1) it is Milanese. The very assurance is a proof that it was not
composed at Rome, since in that case such a declara-

would have been superfluous. An allusion occurring in a Milanese work is but a very doubtful
guide for the Roman use. And its late date makes it
worthless as a witness for our point. When it was
written probably the change had already been made
at Rome; so we are not much concerned by the question of how far it describes Roman or Milanese offices.
So far the theory proposed by Drews, which seems in
any case to deserve attention.
From, the time of St. Gregory I (590-604). Certion

—

when St. Gregory became pope our Canon
was already fixed in its present order. There are
scarcely any changes to note in its history since then.
"No pope has added to or changed the Canon since
St. Gregory", says Benedict XIV (De SS. Missa?
tainly

We

Sacr., 162).
learn from Joannes Diaconus that
St. Gregory "collected the Sacramentary of Gelasius
in one book, leaving out much, changing little, adding something for the exposition of the Gospels" (II,
xvii).
These modifications seem to concern chiefly
the parts of the Mass outside the Canon.
are told

We

that Gregory added to the "Hanc igitur" the continuation "diesque nostras in tua pace disponas",
etc. (ib.).
We have already noticed that this second
part was originally a fragment of a prayer for the
dead.
St. Gregory's addition may then very well
mean, not that he composed it, but that he joined it
to the "Hanc igitur", having removed it from its
original place.
From the time of Gregory the most
important event in the history of the Roman Canon
is, not any sort of change in it, but the rapid way in
winch it spread all over the West, displacing the
Gallican Liturgy. Charlemagne (76S-S14) applied to
Pope Adrian I (772-95) for a copy of the Roman
Liturgy, that he might introduce it throughout the
Frankish Kingdom. The text sent by the pope is the
basis of what is called the "Sacramentarium Gregorianum", which therefore represents the Roman Rite
at the end of the eighth century. But it is practically
unchanged since St. Gregory's time. The Gelasian
book, which is earlier than the so-called Gregorian
one, is itself later than St. Gregory. It contains the
same Canon (except that there are a few more saints'
names in the " Communicant es") and has the continuation "diesque nostros in tua pace disponas",
etc., joined to the "Hanc igitur", just as in our
present Missal. The Stowe Missal, now in Dublin (a
sixth or early seventh century MS.), is no longer a
sacramentary, but contains already t he complete text
of a " Missa quotidiana", with collects for three other
Masses, thus forming what we call a Missal. From
this time convenience led more and more to writing
out the whole text of the Mass in one book. By the
tenth century the Missal, containing whole M
and including Epistles and Gospels, takes the place
of the separate books ("Sacramentarium" for the
celebrant, " Lectionarium" for the deacon and subdeacon, and "Antiphonarium Missae" for the choir).
After the ninth century the Etonian Mass. now quite
fixed in all its essential parts (though the Proper
Masses for various feasts constantly change), quickly
became the universal use throughout the Western
patriarchate. Except for three small exceptions, the
Ambrosian Rite at .Milan, the Mozarabic Kite at
Toledo, and the Byzantine Rite among the ItaloGreeks in Calabria and Sicily, this has been the case
ever since. The local medieval rites of which we
hear, such as those of Lyons, Paris, lioiicn. Salisbury,
York, etc., are in no sense different liturgies. They
<
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The Sarum

the Canon.

Elite,

for instance,

which

Anglicans have sometimes tried to set up as a sort of
rival to the Roman Rite, docs not contain in its
Canon a single word that differs from the parent-rite
as still used by us. Bui scum' changes were made in
medieval times, changes that have since been removed by the conservative tendency of Roman
legislation.

From the tenth century people took all manner of
with the text of the Missal. It was the time
of farced Kyries and Glorias, of dramatic and even
theatrical ritual, of endlessly varying and lengthy
prefaces, into which interminable accounts of stories
from Bible history and lives of saints were introduced. This tendency did not even spare the Canon;
although the specially sacred character of this part
liberties

tended to prevent people from tampering with it as
recklessly as they did with other parts of the Missal.
There were, however, additions made to the " Communicant es" so as to introduce special allusions on
certain feasts; the two lists of saints, in the "Com-

munieantes" and "Nobis quoque peecatoribus",
were enlarged so as to include various local people,
igitur" and the "Qui pridie"
were modified on certain days. The Council of Trent
restrained this tendency and ordered that
l.")l."> -63)
"the holy Canon composed many centuries ago"
should be kept pure and unchanged; it also condemned those who say that the "Canon of the Mass
contains errors and should be abolished" (Sess.
XXII.. cap. iv. can. vi: Denzinger, 819, 830). Pope
Tins Y (15(56-721 published an authentic edition of
the Roman Missal in 1.570, and accompanied it. with
a Bull forbidding anyone to either add, or in any way
change any part of it. This Missal is to be the only
one used in the West and everyone is to conform to
it. except that local uses which can be proved to have
existed for more than '200 years are to be kept. This
exception saved the Ambrosian, Mozarabic, and Byzantine Rites, as well as a few ancient modified forms
of the Roman Elite, such as the Dominican, CarmelThe differences in these
ite, and Carthusian Missals.
Missals, however, hardly affect the Canon, except in
one or two unimportant rubrics. Since Pius V our
Canon, then, has been brought, back to its original
simplicity and remains unchanged throughout the
year, except that on a few of the very greatest feasts

and even the "Hanc
i

made to the "Communicantes"
" Hanc igitur", and on one day to the "Qui
pridie quam pateretur" (see below). Clement VIII
1592 1605), Urban VIII (1623-44), and Leo XIII
have, each in his own time, re-edited the
1 s7s -1903
Missal, and a great number of additional Masses for
new feasts or for local calendars have been added to
But none of these changes have affected the part
it.

slight additions are

and the
'

1

'

now under consideration.

The Canon that we say

is

always the one finally restored by Pius V, that remains as it was in the days of Cregory I, and that
goes back far behind his time till its origin is lost in
the mists that hang over the first centuries when the
Roman Christians met together to "do the things the
Lord commanded at appointed times" (I Clem., xl).

Through

all tinlincations and additions that, in
years especially, have caused our Missal to
among all the later collects, lessons and
antiphons, the Canon stands out firm and unchanging in the midst of an ever developing rite, the centre
and nucleus of the whole liturgy, stretching back with
it^ strange and archaic formulae through all the centuries of church history, to the days when the great
Roman Cesar was lord of the world and the little
community of Christians stood around their bishop
while they "sang a hymn to Christ as to a Cod before
day-break" (Pliny, Kpp.. X. xcvii). Then the bishop
lifted up his hands over the bread and wine, "gave

recent

grow

in size,
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use with slight local variavariations, moreover, that hardly ever affect

simply the

thanks and glory to the Father of all through his Son
and the Holy Ghost, and made the Eucharist" (Just.,
Apol., III, lxv). So that of all liturgical prayers in
the Christian world no one is more ancient nor more
venerable than the Canon of the Roman Mass.
III. The Text and Rubrics op the Canon.
Following the order of our present text, some remarks
will be added about its expression and the. ceremonies
that accompany it. The whole Canon is now said
silently.
The priest should just hear his own voice
(this is especially important in the case of the words
of Consecration, since the form of every sacrament
must be sensible), but should not lie heard by the bystanders. This law began with the reduplication of
the parts of the celebrant and choir. For many
centuries the celebrant, has not waited till the choir
have finished their part, but goes on at once with his
prayers except in the cases of the Gloria and Creed,
where he has to sing aloud as soon as they have done.
Mabillon quotes from the older Roman ordines that
originally "the priest did not begin the Canon until
the singing of the Sanctus was over" (In ord. Rom.
comra., XXI). The singing of the Sanctus and Benedict us then made it necessary for the priest at the
How little
altar to speak the Canon in a low voice.
this was ever considered really essential is shown by
the fact that at an ordination, almost the only case
of concelebration left in the West, all the concelebrants say the Canon together aloud. There are also
mystic reasons for the silent prayers of the Canon.
They are thus shown to be purely sacerdotal, belonging only to the priest, the silence increases our reverence at the most sacred moment of the Mass. removes
the Consecration from ordinary vulgar use. and is a
symbol of our Lord's silent prayer in the Garden and
silence during his Passion (Suarez, disp. lxxxiii, I, 2.5).
The celebrant lifts up his hands, joins them, also lifting up his eyes, and then bows deeply before the altar,
resting his joined hands on it.
This ceremony should
come before the "Te igitur", so that he does not begin
It is an obt he prayer till he is bowing before the altar.
vious gesture, a sort of mute invocation as the beginning of the Consecration prayer. The first, three prayers
are always noted as belonging together and making
three parts of one prayer "Te igitur". "Memento
Domine", "Communicantes"). which is closed for itself by the " Per Christum Dominum nostrum, Amen".
It is now a law that a picture of the Crucifixion should
be placed at the beginning of the Canon. Innocent
III (1 198-1216) notes that in his time this was already
the custom. The crucifix grew out of the adornment
Innoof the letter T with which the Canon begins.

—

—

cent thinks that the presence of the T at that place is
a special work of Divine Providence (Inn. Ill, De
Sacro altaris myst., I. ".. c. ii. I'. L., CCXVII).
Te igitur. We have already considered the "igitur".
Unless some such theory as that of Drews be
admitted, its presence will always be a difficulty.
Gihr (Messopfer, .550), as we have said, thinks that
it. implies merely a general connexion with the Preface: "Because we have praised Thee and glorified
Thee, therefore we now pray Thee to accept these
The kiss of the altar after "petimus" is not
gifts".
mentioned by the earlier writers. It is noted bv
Sicardus (d. 1215. Mitrale, III, 6, P. L..CCXIII). At
one time the celebrant kissed both the altar anil the
crucifix in the Missal at the beginning of the Canon
(Ordo Rom. XIV, 53. fourteenth century). After
kissing the altar the celebrant makes three signs of
It is the first of
the cross over the bread and wine.
the many blessings oi the gifts in the Canon and is
lie then stands
joined to the kiss as one ceremony.
erect and lifts up his hands, as at the collects (now
they may not be lifted above the shoulders, Ritus eel.,
V, 1). This is the traditional attitude of prayer that
may be seen in tin- pictures of Orantes in the catacombs. It is observed throughout the Canon. The

—
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priest prays first for the Church, then for the pope and
diocesan ordinary by name. Antistes, from antisto
(TrpoijTi]fu), is one of the many older words for
"bishop". At the pope's name a slight inclination

made. When the Roman See is vacant, the menIn Rome the bishop's
tion of the pope is left out.
name is left out; the pope is local bishop there. The
bishop must be canonically appointed and confirmed,

is

But he need not yet
otherwise he is not mentioned.
be consecrated. It is always the ordinary of the dioA
cese, even in the ease of regulars who are exempt.
diocesan bishop in saying Mass changes the form " et
indigno
servo
tuo".
Antistite nostra N." into "et me
The pope naturally uses these words instead of " una
cum famulo tuo Papa nostra N.", and omits the clause
about the bishop. The mention of the pope always
occurs at this place. Otherwise in the Middle Ages
A very old
there was a great variety in the names.
custom was to name the sovereign after the bishop
("et pro rege nostra N." or "Imperatore nostra N.").
Pope Celestine I (422-32) refers to it in a letter to
Theodosius II. Boniface I (418-22) writes to Emperor Honorius: "Behold in the very mysteries,
among the prayers which the bishop offers for your
(Drews, Entstehungsgesch., 7). So also
Empire
.
the "De Sacramentis" says: "Prayer is offered for
the king, for the others" (IV, iv).
for
people,
the
Throughout the Middle Ages the sovereign was always
named. Pius V removed the clause from the Missal.
In the case of Catholic princes a privilege is given by
which they are put in. In Austria the clause "et pro
Imperatore nostra Francisco Josepho" is always
added by the celebrant, and in Hungary it becomes
At one time the priest
of course "pro rege nostra".
went on to pray for himself at this place (Bona,
Rerum liturg., II. 11). Ebner quotes as the commonest form: "Mihi quoque indignissimo famulo tuo
.

.

propitius esse digneris, et ab omnibus me peccatorum
have
offensionibus emundare" (Miss. Rom., 401).
already noted this as being almost exactly a version

We

Alexandrine form. The word "orthodoxi"
It is a link
that follows is very tare in the West.
between our Canon and the Antiochene Anaphora.
Commemoratio pro vivis. The celebrant does not
now name anyone aloud at the "N. et N." After
"tuarum" he joins his hands and prays silently for
anyone he likes. This is the place where the diptyehs
A diptych (SiVtuxos, from
for the living were read.
Sis and ttiWu, twice-folded) was a table folding in
two like a book, on which names were written and
then read out. Some authorities admit and some
deny that the priest in his silent prayer may name
people who are outside the Church. As this prayer
is a private one (as shown by the folding of the hands)
He goes
there is no law to forbid him from so doing.
on to mention the bystanders, who are thus always
" Pro quibus tibi offerispecially prayed for at Mass.
mus, vel qui tibi offerunt" is a reduplication. The
first half ("pro quibus tibi offerimus") is missing in
all early sacramentaries, also in the Greek version
(Swainson, 196). It occurs, however, in the parallel
Both parts refer to the
text of the Syrian Liturgy.
of

the'

—

whom

the priests and his assistants
for
offer the Sacrifice and who themselves also join in the
"Sacrifice of praise" (Ps.
offering by their presence.
For tin' forgiveness of their sins" and " For
xlix, 2:{),

same persons"
:

'

the hope of their safety and health", are three expressions connoting the threefold character of the Mass as

atonement, and petition.
Communicantes. This prayer

praise,

Wny

is

headed by the

The
is it put here?
rubric " Intra Actionem".
"Communicantes" has a small addition on the five
chief days of the year. Christmas, the Epiphany,
er, Ascension Day, and Whitsunday, referring
The beginning of the text with these
to the feast.
additions is placed among the prefaces, after the
corresponding proper preface for each feast. Placed
.
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For each
there, the rubric that heads it is obvious.
feast there is the special preface and, moreover,
a
the
Canon",
that
is,
"Within
"Infra Actionem",
From its place among the
further change is made.
"Communithe
heading
to
natural
prefaces as a
cantes" this rubric has found its way into the Canon,
when people had begun to look upon it as the title ot
that prayer. The Gelasian Sacramentary has it,
when the "Communicantes" occurs with an addition
among the Propers (e. g. Wilson, S9), but it has not
yet found its way into the Ordinary lib.. 234). These
five additions to the "Communicantes", all of them
very beautiful and very ancient (they are all, with
slight variations, in the Gelasian book), are the only
ones left by Pius V, where at one tune many more
"Communifeasts had sometimes long references.
cantes" means simply "in union with". The participles here have given rise to much discussion; no finite
verb follows, nor does any go before to which they can
suitably refer. It is simply a case of late Latin that
It must be understood
is not strictly grammatical.
as standing for a finite verb, as if it were "Communi-

camus cum

eis

et

memoriam veneramus eorum".

parallel examples in the Vulgate of a parstanding for a finite verb (e. g. Rom., ix, 6 sqq.,
where the Greek has the same anomaly). In the lists
of saints that follows, Our Lady of course always holds
the first place. She is here named very solemnly with
her title of " Mother of God", as in the corresponding
Eastern Anaphoras. It is strange that St. John the
Baptist, who should come next, has been left out here.
He is named in both the Eastern liturgies at this place
(Brightman, 93 and 169), and finds his right place at
the head of our other list (in the "Nobis quoque").
After Our Lady follow twelve Apostles and twelve
martyrs. The Apostles are not arranged in quite the
same order as in any of the Gospels. St. Paul at the
head, with St. Peter, makes up the number for Judas.
St. Matthias is not named here, but in the "Nobis
quoque". The twelve martyrs are evidently arranged to balance the Apostles. First come five
popes, then a bishop (St. Cyprian), and a deacon (St.
Lawrence) then five laymen. All these saints, except
St. Cyprian, are local Roman saints, as is natural in
what was originally the local Roman Lit urgy. It is
noticeable that St. Cyprian (d. 25S), who had a serious
misunderstanding with a Roman pope, is the only
foreigner honoured by the Roman Church by being
named among her own martyrs. The fact has been
quoted to show how completely his disagreement with
Pope Stephen was forgotten, and how Stephen's successors remembered him only as one of the chief and
most glorious martyrs of the West. The cult of saints
was at first the cult of martyrs all those in both lists
Gregory III (731in the Canon died for the Faith.
41) added to the Vatican basilica a chapel containing
a great number of relics and dedicated to All Saints.
He ordered the monks who served this chape] to add
to the "Communicantes" after the words "et omnium

There are
ticiple

,

;

clause: "quorum
in conspectu tuo celebratur, Domine
The text is
noster, in toto orbe terrarum".
found in some medieval Missals. A certain number
of Missals also contained additions about special
Eatrons to be used on their feasts (Benedict XIV, Do
All these clauses disappeared
S. Miss;e sacr., 162).
at Pius V's reform, except that in some French
churches the names of St. Hilary and St. Martin are
This
still added to the list (Duchesne, Origines. 172).
first complex of prayers forms the chief part of the
great Intercession that occurs in all liturgies.
notice again the strange fact that at Home it is divided in two by the Consecration.

Sanctorum tuorum" the further
solemnitas bodie

Deus

We

—

This prayer has already been conigitur.
the most remarkable of all in the Canon.
need only be added that the "Hane igitur"
receives an addition (after the words "families tuac")
Ilanc

sidered,

Here

it

>
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The "De
is accompanied by five epithets.
Sacramentis" has only three, "adscriptam, rationabilem, acceptabilemque" (IV, v). The word "raoffering

Rom., xii, 1. "In omnibus"
There follows naturally a
may "become to us the
Body and Blood of thy beloved Son, our Lord Jesus
Christ ".
"De Sacramentis" has: "which is a figure
Body and Blood", as in Serapion's Prayer and
in Tertullian, "Adv. Marc", III, xix and IV. xl.
During this prayer the sign of the cross is made five
tionabilis" occurs in

means "thoroughly".
petition

that
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on four occasions only, on .Maundy Thursday, Easter,
Whitsunday, and in "the Mass at a bishop's consecraThe "additions will he found on the feasts in the
tion.
—
Missal, and in the Consecration service in the
On Maundy Thursday an allusion is made to
tifical.
"the day on which our Lord Jesus Christ gave the
mysteries of his Body and Blood to his disciples to be
consecrated"; Easter and Whitsunday have an identical form (a prayer for the newly baptized), and the
Consecration Mass has a clause "which we offer to
Thee also for this Thy servant [the new bishop says:
"for me Thy servant] whom Thou hast deigned to
promote to the order of Episcopacy". The Gelasian
Saeramentary has as many as thirty-eight special
forms to be intercalated at this place, in which alluFor
sions are made to all kinds of special intentions.
instance, in a requiem Mass, "which we offer to Thee
for the repose of the soul of thy servant N." (Wilson,
307); for a wedding, "This oblation of thy servants
X. and X., which they offer to Thee for thy handmaid
X.. we beg Thee mercifully to accept, that as Thou
hast allowed her to come to the fitting age for marriage, so Thou mayest allow her, being joined to her
husband by thy grace, to rejoice in the offspring she
desires and mayest mercifully bring her with her
spouse to the desired length of years; and dispose our
days in thy peace", etc. (ib.,205). During the "Hane
igitur" the priest, who has joined his hands at the
preceding " Per Christum Dominum nostrum. Amen",
spreads them over the offerings. This is a late ceremony. It occurs first in the fifteenth century. Formerly the celebrant lifted up his hands as before, but
made a profound inclination (Durandus, VI, 39).
This older rite is still used by the Dominicans and
The imposition of hands seems to have
[elites.
been introduced merely as a way of practically touching the sacrifice at this point, at which it is so defiAt the "Per Christum
nitely named in the prayer.
Dominum nostrum. Amen" following, the priest.
again (as always at these words) folds his hands.
The "Hanc igitur", with the two following prayers,
may be considered as forming a second member of
the Canon, threefold like the first.
Quam oblationem. This prayer has been noticed,
The
as well as its echo of "Hanc oblationem".

the offering

—

times over the offering a further blessing of the
bread and wine about to be consecrated.
Qui pridie. Such a form is in all liturgies the connecting link between an allusion to Chi-ist that has
gone before and the words of Institution that follow
immediately (Brightman. Antioch, 51, Alexandria.
The short form, "Who, the day before he died,
132).
took bread", is in other rites sometimes expanded
into a longer account of the Passion (ib., 20. 87,
Gratias agens. The word Thanksgiving
176, etc).
Benedict XIV no(Eucharist) always occurs here.
tices that we do not read in the Gospels that Christ
lifted up his eyes at the Last Supper, and he says it
is a tradition that Christ did so. as He did at the
miracle of the loaves and fishes (De SS. Missse sacr.,
160).
The words of Institution for the bread are the
same in the Synoptic Gospels (Matt., xxvi. 20. Mark,

—

—

xiv. 22. Luke, xxii. 19) and in I Cor., xi. 23.
The
Church has added to this form (Hoc esi corpus tneum)
the word mini, and she leaves out the continuation
"which is given for you", that occurs in St. Luke

The "enim" seems

to have found its way
here through analogy with the consecration of the
This prayer
chalice, where it occurs in St. Matthew.
admits of one addition in the year; on Maundy Thursday the form is used: "Who the day before He suffered for our salvation and for that of all men, that is
to-day. He took bread", etc.
At the beginning of
the "Qui pridie" the celebrant takes the bread (only
the host that he himself will receive in Communion)
between the forefingers and thumbs of both hands.
These fingers are then not separated again, unless
wiien he touches the Blessed Sacrament, till they have
been washed at the last ablutions (Rit. eel., VIII, 5).
The reason of this is, of course, lest any crumb may
have remained between them. He lifts up his eyes
at the words "elevatis oculis", and makes a sign of
the cross over the host at the word "benedixit". If
other hosts are to be consecrated they stay on the
corporal.
The ciborium (if there is one) is opened
The words of Instibefore the words: " Qui pridie ".
tution are said "secretly, plainly, and attentively"
over the host and over all, if several are to be consecrated.
The Catholic Church has always believed
that the words of Institution are those that consecrate.
Immediately therefore follows the ceremony of the
Elevation. The priest genuflects on one knee, still
holding the Blessed Sacrament, rises, lifts it up
above Ids head to show it to the people, replaces it
on the corporal and genuflects again. An adoration
of the Blessed Sacrament at this point is an old rite.
The first Roman Ordo, which does not give the words of
Consecration, saysthat during the Canon " the bishops,
deacons, subdeacons. and priests stay in the presbytery bowing down" (" inclinati", ed. Atchley, 138).
On account of the heresy of Berengarius (d. 1088), the
Elevation was introduced in France in the twelfth,
and then throughout the West in the thirteenth, century.
Gregory X (1271-76) ordered it to be used
throughout the West in his Ceremonial (Ordo Rom.
XIII). At first only the Host, not the Chalice, was
elevated.
The priest's genuflexions were not introduced till later. In the fourteenth century he still

and

I

Cor.

Meanonly bowed his head (Ordo Rom. XIV, 53).
Durandus
while the assistants kneel and bow low.
says "they prostrate themselves reverently on the
ground", so also the XIII Roman Ordo. However,
since the only object of the Elevation is to show the
Blessed Sacrament to the people, this does not mean
At each genuthat they should not look up at it.
flexion, and between them at the elevation, the bell
This ceremony also begins in the fourteenth
is rung.
century.

Durandus notices

it

(IV, 41).

The

bell

should be sounded three times at each elevation, or
continuously from the first to the second genuflexion
This is the first sounding of the
(Rit. eel., VIII, 6).
The
bell ordered by the rubrics after the Sanctus.
common practice of ringing at the " Hanc igitur" has
no authority. The server also lifts up the chasuble
with his left hand at the elevation, not at the genuThis is to keep back
flexion (Rubr. gen., VIII, 6).
the vestment (which the rubrics always suppose to
cover the arms) while the priest elevates. With a
modern Roman -shaped chasuble it is a mere form,
and a memory of better days. As soon as the celebrant rises from the second genuflexion he continues
the Consecration prayer.
Simili morh. —So all liturgies (ixmi/rus at Antioch,
Brightman, 52, and at Alexandria, ib., 133). " Postquam ccenatum est"; the Canon supposes that the
cup our Lord consecrated was the last of the Ilillel"Hunc prseclarum calicem", a dramatic ideneups.
The
tification of the Mass with the Last Supper.
Consecration-form for the chalice is put together from
the four accounts of the Last Supper quoted above.
It is mainly from St. Matthew (xxvi. 26); "Calix
Sanguinis mei" is adapted from St. Luke and St.
Paul, "pro vobis" from St. Luke, "pro multis" from
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Matthew; and the

last clause,

baptized) only. The ceremonies at this Consecration
are the same as those for the preceding one, except
that the deacon (at low Mass here, as always, the
celebrant must supply the deacon's part himself)
takes the pall from the chalice before the words of
Consecration and replaces it as soon as the chalice is
put down after its Elevation. The words "Haec
quotiescumque", etc., are now generally said during
the first genuflexion. In the Middle Ages they were
often said after the Elevation (Ordo Rom. XIV, 53).
At high Mass a certain amount of very natural ritual
has been added to both elevations. At least two
torches are lit or brought in by the acolytes, which
are removed after the elevation (on fast days and for
requiem Masses they stay till the end of the Communion). The thurifer puts incense into his thurible,
and incenses the Blessed Sacrament thrice at each
elevation (Ritus eel., VIII, 8).

Vnde

memores.

et

—A

solemn

memory

of Christ's

life, death and resurrection (the Anamnesis,' Avi/ivT)<ns)
naturally following the words "as often as you shall
do these things, do them in memory of me", comes
immediately after the words of Institution in all
liturgies (Apost. Const. ; Brightman, 20, St. James,
ib., 52, St. Mark, 133).
The five signs of the cross
made over the Blessed Saciament during this prayer
have often been discussed. Before the Consecration
such signs are obviously blessings of the offering.
How can blessings be given to what is now consecrated
and has become the Real Presence? St. Thomas says
the blessings refer to the "terminus a quo", the bread
and wine, not to the "terminus ad quern", the Body
and Blood of Christ (III, Q. lxxxiii, a. 5 ad 3). People have seen in them symbols representing our offering to God, memories of the Crucifixion, blessings for
the future communicants (Bossuet, M£dit. sur
I'Evang., I, 63 e jour.), or merely a way of pointing
to the Blessed Sacrament.
It seems that really here
again is one more case of what is very common in all
our rites, namely, a dramatic representation that does
not consider at what moment the effect of a Sacra,

ment is really produced. Such effects must really all
happen at one instant, the moment the matter and
form are complete. But the Church cannot with
words express everything in one instant; moreover
before scholastic clays people did not ask very closely
about the actual moment. So we continually have
such dramatic divisions of one simple act, and continually in her prayers the Church goes on asking for
something that really must already have been granted.
So in our baptism service t he devil' is driven out before,
and the white robe and candle given after the actual
baptism. The truth of these symbols presumably
occurs at one instant. Our ordination service io a
still more striking instance.
Long after the subject
ordained priest, after he has concelebrated, the
bishop gives him the power of forgiving sins which is
certainlv involved in the priesthood he has already
received.
So these blessings after the Consecration
need be (inly such dramatic forms as our expression,
" Receive
his spotless Host", said at the Offertory
long before. The question is important because of
the Epiklesis.
Supra quae. This prayer, too, with its memory of
sacrifices in the Old Testament
(Abel, Abraham,
Melchisedeeh), is common to other liturgies. St.
is

.

.

.

t

—
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"Hsec quotiescumque feceritis", etc., is again slightly modified from
St. Paul.
Moreover, two additions have been made
to it that are not in the New Testament at all, "et
aeterni" and "mysterium fidei".
This last clause
especially has been much discussed (Gihr, 599).
It
seems that it was originally a warning spoken by the
deacon. The catechumens have been sent away before the Offertory; at the Consecration he again warns
the people that it is not for catechumens, it is a "mystery of Faith", that is a mystery for the faithful (the
St.

Mark's Rite mentions the offerings of Abel, Abraham, Zachary's incense, the alms of Cornelius and
the widow's mite (Brightman, 129; cf. the Coptic
form, 171). The words sanctum sacrificium mmaculatam Hostiam are said to have been added by
St. Leo I (440-61;
Ben. XIV, "De SS. Missaa
Sacr., II, xii. p. 161).
They do not occur in the text
as given in "De Sacramentis".
Grammatically they

must

refer to Melchisedech's sacrifice.
Supplices te rogamus. This prayer is commonly
believed to be the remnant of the Roman Epiklesis
(Duchesne joins the preceding "Supra qua?" to it as
making up the Invocation, "Origines", 173). It seems
certain that our liturgy, like all the others, once had
an Epiklesis, and this would be its natural place.
Even as late as the time of Pope Gelasius I (492-96)
there seems to have still been one.
He writes " How
shall the Heavenly Spirit, when He is invoked to consecrate the divine mystery, come, if the priest and he
who prays Him to come is guilty of bad actions?"
(Ep.,vii; Thiel. Ep. Rom. Pont., I, 486: "sisacerdos,
et qui eum adesse deprecatur".
By striking out the
" et " we have a much plainer sentence: " If the priest
who prays Him to come".) Watterich (Konsekrationsmoment, 166), and Drews (Entstehungsgesch.,
28) think that several of the Secrets in the Leonine
Sacrament ary (which does not contain the Canon)
are really Epikleses.
For instance: "Send, we pray
Thee O Lord, thy Holy Spirit, who shall make these
our present gifts into thy Sacrament for us", etc. (ed.
Feltoe. p. 74;
Mass for July). The chief reason
for considering our prayer "Supplices te rogamus" as
the fragment of an Epiklesis is its place in the Canon,
which corresponds exactly to that of the Epiklesis
(following the Anamnesis) in the Syrian Rite (Brightman, 54). But its form is hardly that of an Epiklesis.
The first words of the preceding prayer, "Supra quae
propitio ac sereno vultu respicere digneris", suggest
the beginning of the Alexandrine Epiklesis: "Look
down upon us and upon this bread and this wine"
(Brightman, 134), and the last part (Sacrosanctum

—

:

XXX

Filii tui Corpus et Sanguinem) have perhaps a vague
resemblance; but certainly the chief thing, the Invocation of the Holy Ghost to change this bread and
wine into the Body and Blood of Christ, is wanting.
Moreover there is a prayer in the Alexandrine Liturgy
which corresponds singularly to these two prayers
("Supra quae" and "Supplices"): "the Sacrifices
of them that offer honour and glory to thy holy name
receive upon thy reasonable altar in heaven
through the ministry of thy holy angels and archangels; like as Thou didst accept the gifts of righteous
Abel and the sacrifice of our father Abraham", etc.
(Brightman, I, 17(1, 171; the Greek form, 129). And
this is not an Epiklesis but an Offertory prayer, coming in the middle of the Intercession that with them
fills up what we should call the Preface.
On the other
hand the end of the "Supplices te rogamus" (from
"ut quotquot") corresponds very closely to the end
of both Eastern Epikleses.
Antioch has here "that
it may become to all who partake of it " (quotquot ex
hac Altaris participatione) "for a forgiveness of sins
ainl fur life everlasting", etc. (Brightman, 54); and
at Alexandria the form is: "that it may become to
all of us who partake of it (a source eft Faith", etc.
(ib., 131).
It seems, then, that this prayer in our
(anon is a combination of the second part of an
Invocation (with the essential clause left cut anil an
old Offertory prayer.
It has been suggested that the
angel mentioned here is the Holy ihosl
an attempt
to bring it more into line with the proper form of an
Invocation. There is however no foundation for this
assertion.
We have seen that the Alexandrine form
has the plural "thy holy angels"; so has the Latin
form in " De Sacramentis": "per maims angelorum
tuorum " (IV, v). The reference is simply to an angel
or to angels who assist at the throne of God and carry
.
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our prayers to

Him

(Tob.,xii, 12, etc.).

We

have

al-

ready seen that the order and arrangement of our
Canon presents difficulties: this is a further case in
As for the vanished Invocation itself, it will
point.
probably always remain a mystery what lias become
Watterich (op. cit.. p. 142) thinks that it was
of it.
Gelasius himself who removed it from this place and
put it before the words of Institution.
And indeed
the prayer "Quam oblationem" has a curious suggestion of an Invocation in its terms. On the other hand
an Epiklesis before the words of Institution would be
an anomaly unparalleled in any rite in the v orld. To
come back to the rubrics, the celebrant has resumed
the normal attitude of standing with uplifted hands
after the " Unde et memores", except that now the
forefingers and thumbs remain joined; at the "Supplices te rogamus" he bows deeply over the altar
ceremony obviously in accordance with the nature of
its first words
resting his joined hands on it; ami he
stays so to the words ''ex hac altaris participatione",
at which he kisses the altar, rises, joins his hands, and
makes the sign of the cross over the Host at "Corpus", over the chalice at "Sanguinem", and on himself at "omni benedictione" (while he crosses himself,
the left hand is. as always in this case, laid on the

—

—

breast

).

He

joins his

hands for

"

Per eumdem",

etc.,

lifts them up for the next prayer.
The next two
prayers complete the Intercession, of which we have
the greater part before the Consecration.
CommemoraHo pro dejunctis. The place of this
prayer has often been changed (Ebner, Miss. Rom.,
42H i. If we accept Drews' theory that an original
memory of the faithful departed was once joined to
what is now the second half of the "Hanc igitur", it
would follow that this prayer must be a later one,
introduced after the "Hanc igitur" had changed its
meaning. This is confirmed by the fact that it is absent from the Canon in the Gelasian Sacramentary
(ed. Wilson, 235).
Why ".Memento etiam"? Tin's
would seem to refer to a commemoration of some one
else, that should come just before.
If we arrange the
Canon as above, this prayer comes naturally just after
the Commemoration of the Living and the "Communicantes" (we have seen that such is the order of
the Eastern liturgies), and then this "etiam" refers
quite naturally to the parallel commemoration of the
living.
In any case it must always be a mystery that
these two last prayers, obviously forming the conclusion of the Intercession, should stand out here by
themselves. Gihr finds a mystic reason for this, because the living offer with the priest, but the dead do
not (Messopfer, 626).
The ritual is the same as for
the other Memento.
The celebrant may not now say
any names at the place marked "N. et N."; passing
on, he reads "Famularumque tuarum, qui nos pracesserunt", etc.. and after "in somno pacis", folding his
hands, he silent lv prays for anyone he likes. The
diptychs of the dead of course once were read here.
Now no names are ever read out at either Commemoration.
Benedict XIV quotes a case in which names
were read out at the " X. et X." in the sixteenth centlie SS. Missae Sacr., 220).
ui.
At the final clause,
"Per eumdem", etc., the priest not only folds his
hands but bows the head a unique case in the Roman
Rite, for which there has not been found any satisfactory explanation. Benedict XIV quotes from Cavalieri a mysl ic reason
because Christ bowed His head
when He died, and we here think of the dead (p. 219).
The rubric occurs in Pius V's Missal.
Xobis quoque peccatonbus. A prayer for ourselves
that naturally follows that for the faithful departed,
although the Commemoration for the Living has gone
before.
So the Eastern liturgies (St. James, Bright-

and

—

—

—

—

The parallel between
57; St. Mark, ib., 129).
this prayer and the latter half of the "Hanc igitur"
has already been noticed. It is a petition that we too
may find a good death and be admitted to the glorious

man,
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company

of the saints.

The names

of saints that fol-

low are arranged rhythmically, as in "Communicantes". Like the others they are all martyrs. First
comes St. John the Baptist, as Our Lady before, then
seven men and seven women. After the first martyr,
St. Stephen, St. Matthias finds here the place he lias
not been given among the Apostles in the other list.
The Peter here is a Roman exorcist martyred at Silva
Candida (now part of the Diocese of Porto, near
Rome). His feast with St. Marcellinus is on 2 June.
The female saints are all well known. Benedict XIV
quotes from Adalbert, "De Virginitate", that St.
Gregory I, having noticed that no female saints occur
in the Canon, added these seven here (p. 162).
This
of saints, like the other one, was subject to local
additions in the Middle Ages (ib., 223). The celebrant strikes his breast and slightly raises his voice
at the words: "Nobis quoque peccatoribus".
This
rite (the only case of part of the Canon being spoken
aloud, if we except the " Per omnia saecula saeculorum "
that closes it) is a reminder to the assistants that he
has come to the prayer for all of those now present,
list

which prayer they may join. There is no Amen
"Per Christum Dominum nostrum", since
the following words, "Per quern", follow it at
Nevertheless after it comes a noticeable break
once.
in the Canon.
Per quern hcec omnia, again a difficult text. It has
no connexion with what goes before; the words "hasc
omnia" refer to nothing in the former prayer. Morein

after the

now

over, t he prayer itself is not easily explained.
God is
said to "sanctify, enliven, bless and give to us these
good things". What good things? Such a form as
applied to what is already the Blessed Sacrament is
very strange. Duchesne notes that at this point
fruits of the earth and various kinds of foods were
brought up and blessed by the celebrant; thus the
milk and honey once given to the newly baptized at

Easter and Whitsunday, beans on Ascension day,
grapes on the feast of St. Sixtus (6 August). And even
yet at this point the Holy Oils are blessed on Maundy
(Origines, 174-75).
He sees in this prayer,
then, an old blessing of such fruits; the " haec omnia
bona" were once the good things of the earth. Now
the form must be taken as again a dramatic representation like the sign of the cross after the Consecration.
Finally this prayer and the whole Canon ends with a
The "Per omnia saecula saeculostately doxology.
rum" is said aloud, or sung at high Mass. The answer. "Amen", of the people, closes the Canon. Signs
of the cross are made at the three words: "Sanctificas,
vivificas, benedicis", and the doxology has a special
ritual.
The celebrant uncovers the chalice and genuflects, makes three signs of the cross with the Host
over the chalice at the three forms: "per ipsum et
cum ipso et in ipso", two more signs over the altar in
front of the chalice at " Patri omnipotenti " and
"Spiritus Sancti", and finally at "ononis honor and
gloria" he slightly elevates the chalice with the left

Thursday

hand, holding the Host above it with the right. He
then replaces both, covers the chalice (at high Mass
the deacon always uncovers and covers the chalice),
genuflects and with joined hands says: "Per omnia
So he goes on to the Embolism
saecula saeculorum".
This ceremony went through
of the Our Father.
slight changes in the Middle Ages [St. Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) notices it. II, Q. lxxxiii, a. 5, ad 3];
the essence of it is the Elevation, made to show the
people the Blessed Sacrament. The reason why these
crosses are formed with the Host is hat it is just about
The priest has already taken it up to
to be elevated.
elevate it (Gihr, 650, n. 2). This corresponds more
or less to the point at which the Eastern Churches
elevate (Antioch, Brightman, 61; Alexandria, bis
It is the original Elevation of the Roman use, and till
the heresv of Berengarius it was the only one. We
note finally that at and after the Consecration the
t
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IV. Mystical Interpretations. It is obvious
that in the great days of mystic theology so venerable and sacred a text as the Canon of the Mass should
have received elaborate mystical explanations. Indeed, after the Bible, it was chiefly to the Canon that
these pious writers turned their attention. Equally
obvious is it that such interpretations never have any
sort of regard to the historical development of the
By the time they began the Canon had reigned
text.
unquestioned and unchanged for centuries, as the
expression of the most sacred rite of the Church.
The interpreters simply took this holy text as it
stood, and conceived mystic and allegorical reasons
as has been
for its divisions, expressions, rites, even
seen for the letter T, with which in their time it
began. No one who is accustomed to the subtle conceptions of medieval mysticism will be surprised to
see that these interpretations all disagree among themThe
selves and contradict each other in every point.
system leads to such contradictions inevitably. You
divide the Canon where you like, trying, of course, as
three, or
far as possible to divide by a holy number
seven, or twelve and you then try somehow to showthat each of these divisions corresponds to some epoch
of our Lord's life, or to one of the Gifts of the Holy
Ghost, or if you can make eight divisions somewhere to one of the Beatitudes. The arrangements
Indeed, perhaps the strongare extremely ingenious.
est impression one receives from such mystical divisions and explanations is how extraordinarily well
Nor does the utterly artificial
their inventors do it.
nature of the whole proceeding prevent many of the
interpretations from being quite edifying, often very
poetic and beautiful. To give even a slight account
of the endless varieties of these mystic commentaries
would take up very much space. Various examples
William
will be found in the books quoted below.
Durandus (Duranti) the Elder, Bishop of Mende (d.
officioruni",
set
1296), in his "Rationale divinorum
the classic example of these interpretations. His
incidentally
we
get
because
work is important chiefly
from it a very exact account of the prayers and ceremonies of the thirteenth century. Very many theoloPerhaps Benedict
gians followed in his footsteps.
XIV and Cardinal Bona are the most important.
Gihr has collected all the chief mystical explanations
One or two of the more
in his book on the Mass.
interesting or curious examples may be added here.
Ordinary to the Sanctus,
that
the
idea
is
favourite
A
with its lessons, represents Christ's public life and
teaching; the Canon is a type of his Passion and
death hence it is said in silence. Christ taught
plainly, but did not open his mouth when lie was
accused and suffered. From Durandus conies the
idea of dividing the Mass according to the four kinds
It is an Ob.iecraof prayer mentioned in I Tim., ii, 1.
tio (supplication) to the Secret, an Oratio (prayer) to
the Pater Noster, a Poslulatio (intercession) to the
Communion, and a Grntiantm Actio (thanksgiving) to
Benedict XIV ami many others divide the
the end.
Canon into four sets of threefold prayers: (I) "IV

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

"Memento vivorum", "Communican
"Hanc igitur", "Quam oblationem", "Qui

igitur",
(2)

"I'nde et memores", 'Supra quae",
rogamus"; (4) "Memento defunctoniin", "Nobis <|iic>qu<-", "Per quern luce omnia".
This gives the mystic numbers four, three, and
twelve.
So again each separate expression finds a
mystic meaning. Why do we say "rogamus ac
petimus" in the "Te igitur"? "Rogamus" shows
pridie";
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Host, chalice, ciborium, and all other Hosts that may
be consecrated, must always be placed on the altarstone, if it is a movable altar, and on the corporal.
Also the celebrant, whenever he lays his hand on the
altar before the Consecration, does so outside the
corporal; after the Consecration he lays it on the

humility, "petimus" confidence (Odo Cameracensis;
"Exp. in Can. Missae", dist. hi). Why do we distinguish "haec dona" and "hsec munera"? "Dona"
because God gives them to us. "munera" because we
Why is
offer them back to Him (Gihr, 552, n. 5).
there no Amen after the "Nobis quoque peccatoribus"? Because the angels say it at that place (Albertus Magnus, "Summa de off. Missse", III, c. ix).
" Per ipsum et cum ipso et in ipso est tibi
omnis
honor et gloria" signifies in its triple form that our
Lord suffered three kinds of indignities in His Passion
in His body, soul, and honour (Ben. XIV. 2271.
See also the explanations of the twenty-five crosses
made by the priest in the Canon suggested by various
commentators (Gihr, 550). Historically, when these
prayers were first composed, such reduplications and
repetitions were really made for the sake of the
.

.

—

rhythm which we observe in all liturgical texts. The
medieval explanations are interesting as showing with
what reverence people studied the text of the Canon
and how, when every one had forgotten the original
reasons for its forms, they still kept the conviction
that the Mass is full of venerable mysteries and that

And

mean more than common

clauses

all its

expressions.

sometimes naive medieval
interpreters were eminently right.
in this conviction the

—

Muratori, Liturgia vetus tria sacramcnlaria comI. Texts.
plectcns (2 vols, in fol., Venice, 1748), contains the texts of the
Leonine, Gelasian and Gregorian Sacramentaries. The GregoSacramentarv is edited in Pamelius, op. cit. infra, 17SThe Leonine Book was first
387 in P. L., LXXVIII, 25, sqq.
IV
edited by Bianchini, Anastasius Bibliothecarius (1735
rian

.

.

Assemani, Codex liturgicus eccle.no- universes.
St. Leo's works in P. L., LV, 21-156.
Feltoe, Sacramentarium Leeniianum (Cambridge. 1896). First
edition of the Gelasian book, Thomasius, Codices Sacramcn!,„:, m (Rome, 16S0); also Assemani. op. cit.. IV, 1-126; P.L..
LXXIV. 1055, sqq. Wilson, The Gelasian Sacramenlanj (Oxford, 1894), and Swainson, The Greek Liturgies (Cambridge.
1S84), 191-203, contain the Greek version of the Roman Mass
Pamelius. Liturgica Latinorum (2 vols.,
referred to above.
Cologne. 1571 and 16751; Gavanti. Thesaurus sacrarum
rituum (Rome, 1630); Mabillon, Museum italicum (2 vols.,
2nd ed., Paris, 1724); Vol. II, reprinted in P. L., LXXVIII.
also in

xii-lvii:

among

VI. 1-1S0; and

DrcHESNE. Origines
contains eleven of the Roman Or, lines.
,l„ rulle chn/ien (2nd ed.. Paris, 1S98), App. I, pp. 440-63, and
App. II, pp. 4o4-6S, gives the text of two more ordmcs, that of
the Saint-Amand .U.S. (c. 800), and a fragment from Einsiedeln
Atchley, Ordo Romanus primus
of about the same date.
(London^ 1905) in Library of Liturgiology and Ecclesiologit for
VI, contains di— i-nations on the first Ordo;
\ erMabi
the text in
the
sion of the Saint-Amand Ordo !
appendix. For editions of the treat number of mediel a] local
Missals see the excellent little b ok of Cabrol, Introduction out
Uudes liturgiguet (Paris, 1907 and the British Museum Catalogue, XLV. Latin Rite, Hours, tfissalst also the index to the
Wilson, .4 dossLiturgical Catalogue (3 vols., Lo don, 1S99).
I,V/,I<
and Gregorian Sacramentaries
ified Index to the
liographia Liturgica; Catalogus
\\
(Cambridge, 181
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Adrian Fortescue.

—

of the Holy Scriptures.
The word canon
as applied to the Scriptures has long had a Bpecial

Canon

In its fullest comprehension it signifies the authoritative list or closed number
of the writings composed under Divine inspiration, and
destine, for the well-being of the Church, using the
latter word in the wide sense of the theocratic society
which began with God's revelation of Himself to the
people of Israel, and which finds its ripe development
and completion in the Catholic organism. The whole
Biblical Canon therefore consists of the canons of the

and consecrated meaning.

1

Old and

Xew

Testaments.

The Greek

xavtbv

means

primarily a reed, or measuring-rod; by a natural
it was employed by ancient writers both proWe
fane and religious to denote a rule or standard.
find the substantive first applied to the Sacred
Scriptures in the fourth century, by St. Athanasius;
for its derivatives, the Council of Laodicea of the
same period speaks of the mtvowicA jSi/3X(a and
Athanasius of the 0i/3Va Kavov^bueva. The latter
phrase proves that the passive sense of canon, viz..
that of a regulated and defined collection, was already
in use. and this has remained the prevailing connotation of the word in ecclesiastical literature.
The terms protocanonical and deitterocanonical of
frequent usage among Catholic theologians and exThey are not
egetes, require a word of caution.
figure

.

felicitous,

and

it
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.lahrhunderten (Tubingen, 18701; Idem. Liturair ties 71
Jahrhun.lerts und lieren Reform (Miinsfer. 1893 I; ll.EM. Die
ahendl. Mess.- i-mn 1". his :„m VIII. .lahrhdl. (Minister. IS'.lf,
Duchesne, Origines (Paris, 1898 1; lli,;ra, l.'antiea Uiur.na
Cabrol, Origin.-* lituraiques
(3 vols., Milan, 1897);
(Paris, I'.ioti); Idem, Le Kitre de 2a prtere antique (Paris, 1900).
introduction; Ebner. Quellen und Forschungen zur Gesch. and
christl.

would be wrong

to infer from

them

that the Church successively possessed two distinct
Biblical Canons. Only in a partial and restricted way
may we speak of a first and second Canon. Protocanonical (irpwros, "first") is a conventional word
denoting those sacred writings which have been always received by Christendom without dispute. The
protocanonical books of the Old Testament correspond with those of the Bible of the Hebrews and
The deutcrothe O. T. as received by Protestants.
(Se&repos,
"second") are those whose
canonical
Scriptural character was contested in some quarters,
but which long ago gained a secure footing in the
Bible of the Catholic Church, though those of the
O. T. are classed by Protestants as the "Apocrypha".
Tie s. consist of seven books: Tobias, Judith, Baruch,
Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom. First and Second Machabees;
Some
also certain additions to Esther and Daniel.
portions of the Xew Testament whose canonicity was
formerly contested are sometimes styled the deutcrocanonicals of £he X. T. These are the Epistle to the
Hebrews, those of St. .lames and Jude. the Second of
St. Peter, the Second and Third of John, that of St.
Jude, and the Apocalypse; also a few portions of
books. The origin and history of the doubts concerning these writings will be considered in their place.

Protocanonical and deuterocanonical are modern terms,
not having been used before the sixteenth century.
As they are of cumbersome length, the latter (being
frequently used in this article) will be often found
in the abbreviated form deulero.
The scope of an article on the sacred Canon may
now be seen to be properly limited to an examination
of (1) what may be ascertained regarding the process
of the collection of the sacred writings into bodies or
groups which from their very inception were the objects of a greater or less degree of veneration
(2) the
circumstances and manner in which these collections
were definitely canonized, or adjudged to have a
uniquely Divine and authoritative quality; (3) the
vicissitudes which certain compositions underwent in
the opinions of individuals and localities before their
It
Scriptural character was universally established.
is thus seen that canonicity is a correlative of inspiration, being the extrinsic dignity belonging to writings
which have been officially declared as of sacred origin
and authority. It is antecedently very probable that
according as a book was written early or late it
entered into a sacred collection and attained a canonical standing.
Hence the views of traditionalist and
critic (not implying that the tradionalist may not
also be critical) on the Canon parallel, and are largely
influenced by, their respective hypotheses on the
;

origin of its
I.

is

component members.

The Canon of the Old Testament among

the Jews.

—

It

a smaller, or

has already been intimated that there
incomplete, and a larger, or complete,

Both of these were handed down by
the Jews; the former by the Palestinian, the latter
by the Alexandrian, or Hellenist, Jews; in consequence, this large topic must be subdivided:
(1) The Canon among the Palestinian Jews (ProtoThe Jewish Bible of to-day is
canonical Books).
composed of three divisions, whose titles combined
form the current Hebrew name for the complete
Scriptures of Judaism: Hat-Torah, Xcbiini, taa-KithUr
him, i. e, Tin- Law, the Prophets, and the Writings.
This triplication is ancient; it is supposed as longestablished in the Mishnah, the Jewish code of unwritten sacred laws, reduced to writing c. A. D. 200.
A grouping closely akin to it occurs in the X". T. in
Christ's own words, Luke, xxiv, 44: "All things must
needs be fulfilled, which are written in the law of
Moses, and in the prophets, and in the psalms concerning me." Going back to the prologue of Ecclesiasticus, prefixed to it about 132 b. c, we find
mentioned "the Law, and the Prophets, and others
The Torah, or Law, conthat have followed them".
sists of the five Mosaic books, Genesis, Exodus, LeviThe Prophets were
ticus, XTimbers. Deuteronomy.
subdivided by the Jews into the Former Prophets [i. e.
the prophet ico-historieal books: Josue, Judges, Samuel (I and II Kings), and Kings (III and IV Kings)]
and the Latter Prophets (Isaias, Jeremias, Ezechiel,
and the twelve minor Prophets, counted by the Hebrews as one book). The Writings, more generally
known by a title borrowed from the Greek Fathers,
Hagiographa (holy writings), embrace all the remainNamed in the
ing books of the Hebrew Bible.
order in which they stand in the current Hebrew
Psalms,
Proverbs,
Job,
these
are:
Canticle of
text,
Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther,
or
II
Esdras,
Nehemias.
ParalipomEsdras,
Daniel,
enon.
(a) Traditional view of the Canon of the Palestinian
In opposition to scholars of
Jews, or Proto-Canon.
more recent views, conservatives do not admit that
the Prophets and the Hagiographa represent two successive stages in the formation of the Palestinian
Canon. According to this older school, the principle
which dictated the separation between the Prophets
and the Hagiographa was not of a chronological kind,
but one found in the very nature of the respective
Old Testament.

—

—
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—

—

chiefly

—

on Deuteronomy, xxxi, 9-13, 24-26, where there

question' of a book of the law, delivered by Moses
to the priests with the command to keep it in the ark
and read it to the people on the feast of Tabernacles.
But the effort to identify this book with the entire
Pentateuch is not convincing to the opponents of

is

Mosaic authorship.

—
—

The Remaining Books. The Completion of the
Without being positive
Palestinian-Jewish Canon.
on the subject, the advocates of the older views regard it as highly probable that several additions were
made to the sacred repertory between the canonization of the Mosaic Torah above described and the
Exile (598 B. a). They cite especially Isaias, xxxiv,
16; II Paralipomenon, xxix, 30; Proverbs, xxv, 1;
For the period following the BabyDaniel, ix, 2.
lonian Exile the conservative argument takes a more
confident tone. This was an era of construction, a
turning-point in the history of Israel. The completion of the Jewish Canon, by the addition of the
Prophets and Hagiographa as bodies to the Law, is
attributed by conservatives to Esdras, the priestscribe and religious leader of the period, abetted by
Nehemias, the civil governor; or at least to a school
(Cf. II Esdras,
of scribes founded by the former.
viii-x; II Machabees, ii, 13, in the Greek original.)
Far more arresting in favour of an Esdrine formulation of the Hebrew Bible is the much-discussed passage from Josephus, "Contra Apionem", I, viii, in
which the Jewish historian, writing about A. D. 100,
registers his conviction and that of his coreligionists
a conviction presumably based on tradition that
the Scriptures of the Palestinian Hebrews formed a
closed and sacred collection from the days of the
Persian king, Artaxerxes Longimanus (465-25 b. a),
a contemporary of Esdras. Josephus is the earliest
writer who numbers the books of the Jewish Bible.
In its present arrangement this contains 40; Josephus arrived at 22 artificially, in order to match the
number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet, by means
of collocations and combinations borrowed in part
from the Septuagint. The conservative exegetes
find a confirmatory argument in a statement of the
apocryphal Fourth Book of Esdras (xiv, 1S-47),
under whose legendary envelope they see an historical truth, and a further one in a reference in the
Baba Bathra tract of the Babylonian Talmud to
hagiographie activity on the part of "the men of the
Great Synagogue'', and Esdras and .Nehemias.
But the (athohe Scripturists who admit an Esdrine
Canon are far from allowing that Esdras and his colleagues intended to so close up the sacred library as
The Si urn of
to bar any possible future accessions.

—
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sacred compositions. That literature was grouped
under the Ke-thubim, or Hagiographa, which neither
was the direct product of the prophetical order,
namely, that comprised in the Latter Prophets, nor
contained the history of Israel as interpreted by
the same prophetic teachers narratives classed as
The Book of Daniel was relethe Former Prophets.
gated to the Hagiographa as a work of the prophetic
gift indeed, but not of the permanent prophetic office.
These same conservative students of the Canon now
scarcely represented outside the Church maintain,
for the reception of the documents composing these
groups into the sacred literature of the Israelites,
dates which are in general much earlier than those
admitted by critics. They place the practical, if not
formal, completion of the Palestinian Canon in the
era of Esdras (Ezra) and Nehemias, about the middle of the fifth century b. c, while, true to their
adhesion to a Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch,
they insist that the canonization of the five books
followed soon after their composition.
Since the traditionalists infer the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch from other sources, they can
rely for proof of an early collection of these books

—

God might and

did breathe into later writings, and
the presence of the deuterocanonical books in the
Church's Canon at once forestalls and answers those
Protestant theologians of a preceding generation who
claimed that Esdras was a Divine agent for an inviolable fixing and sealing of the O. T.
To this extent at least, Catholic writers on the subject dissent
from the drift of the Josephus testimony. And while
there is what may be called a consensus of Catholic
exegetes of the conservative type on an Esdrine or
quasi-Esdrine formulation of the canon so far as the
existing material permitted it, this agreement is not
absolute; Kaulen and Danko, favouring a later completion, are the notable exceptions among the above-

mentioned

scholars.
(b) Critical views of the formation of the PalesIts three constituent bodies, the Law.

tinian Canon.

—

Prophets, and Hagiographa, represent a growth and
correspond to three periods more or less extended.
The reason for the isolation of the Hagiographa from
the Prophets was therefore mainly chronological.
The only division marked off clearly by intrinsic
features is the legal element of the O. T., viz., the
Pentateuch.
The Torah, or Law. Until the reign of King Josias,
and the epoch-making discovery of "the book of the
law" in the Temple (621 b. a), say the critical exegetes, there was in Israel no written code of laws, or
other work, universally acknowledged as of supreme
and Divine authority. This "book of the law" was
practically identical with Deuteronomy, and its recognition or canonization consisted in the solemn
pact entered into by Josias and the people of Juda,
described in IV Kings, xxiii. That a written sacred
Torah was previously unknown among the Israelites,
is demonstrated by the negative evidence of the
earlier prophets, by the absence of any such factor
from the religious reform undertaken by Ezechias
(Hezekiah), while it was the mainspring of that
carried out by Josias, and lastly by the plain surprise and consternation of the latter ruler at the
This argument, in fact, is
finding of such a work.
the pivot of the current system of Pentateuchal
criticism, and will be developed more at length in
the article on the Pentateuch, as also the thesis
attacking the Mosaic authorship and promulgation
The actual publication of
of the latter as a whole.
the entire Mosaic code, according to the dominant
hypothesis, did not occur until the days of Esdras,
and is narrated in chapters viii-x of the second book
In this connexion must be
bearing that name.
mentioned the argument from the Samaritan Pentateuch to establish that the Esdrine Canon took in
nothing beyond the Hexateuch, i. e. the Pentateuch

—

(See Pentateuch; Samaritans.)
The Nebiim, or Prophets. There is no direct light
upon the time or manner in which the second stratum
The creation of
of the Hebrew Canon was finished.
the above-mentioned Samaritan Canon (c. 132 b. c.)

plus Josue.

—

may

furnish a terminus a quo; perhaps a better one
the date of the expiration of prophecy about the
close of the fifth century before Christ.
For the
otic
terminus the lowest possible date is that of the
prologue to Ecclesiasticus (c. 132 b. c), which speaks
of "tin' Law, and the Prophets, and the others that
have followed them". But compare Ecclesiasticus
itself, chapters xlvi-xlix, for an earlier one.
The Kithvbim, or Hagiographa: Completion of the
Jewish Canon.—Critical opinion as to date ranges
from c. 165 b. c. to the middle of the second century of our era fWildeboer). The Catholic scholars
is

i

Jahn, Movers, Nickes, Danko, Haneberg, Aicher,
without sharing all the views of the advanced exegetes, regard the Hebrew Hagiographa as not
is an inconIt
definitely settled till after Christ.
testable fact that the sacredness of certain parts of
the Palestinian Bible (Esther, Ecclesiastes, Canticle
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of Canticles) was disputed by some rabbis as late
as the second century of the Christian Era (Mishna,
Yadaim, III. 5; Babylonian Talmud, Megilla, fol. 7).
However differing as to dates, the critics are assured
that the distinction between the Hagiographa and
the Prophetic Canon was one essentially chronological.
It was because the Prophets already formed
a sealed collection that Ruth, Lamentations, and
Daniel, though naturally belonging to it, could not
gain entrance, hut had to take their place with the
last-formed division, the Kethubim.
(c) The Protocanonical Books and the New Testament. The absence of any citations from Esther,
Ecclesiastes, and Canticles may be reasonably explained by their immutability for N. T. purposes,
and is further discounted by the non-citation of the
two books of Esdras. Abdias. Nahum, and Sophonias, while not directly honoured, are included in
the quotations from the other minor Prophets by
virtue of the traditional unity of that collection.
such frequent terms as "the
>n the one hand,
Scripture", the ''Scriptures", "the holy Scriptures",
applied in the N. T. to the older sacred writings,
would lead us to believe that the latter already
formed a definite fixed collection; but, on the other,
tin' reference in St. Luke to "the Law and the
Prophets and the Psalms'', while demonstrating the
fixity of the Torah and the Prophets as sacred
groups, does not warrant us in ascribing the same
fi\ity to the third division, the Palestinian-Jewish
Hagiographa. If. as seems certain, the exact content of the broader catalogue of the O. T. Scriptures
(that comprising the deutero books) cannot be established from the N. T., a fortiori there is no reason to
expect that it should reflect the precise extension of
the narrower and Judaistic Canon.
are sure, of
course, that all the Hagiographa were eventually,
before the death of the last Apostle, divinely committed to the Church as Holy Scriptures, but we
know this as a truth of faith, and by theological
deduction, not from documentary evidence in the
N. T. The latter fact has a bearing against the
Protestant claim that Jesus approved and transmitt, d en bloc an already defined Bible of the Palestinian Synagogue.
(d) Authors and Standards of Canonicity among
the Jews. Though the O. T. reveals no formal notion of inspiration, the later Jews at least must have
possessed the idea (ef. II Timothy, iii, 16; II Peter,
There is an instance of a Talmudic doctor
i,
21).
distinguishing between a composition "given by the
wisdom of the Holy Spirit" and one supposed to be
the product of merely human wisdom.
But as to
our distinct concept of canonicity, it is a modern
idea, and even the Talmud gives no evidence of it.
To characterize a book which held an acknowledged
ill., in the divine library, the rabbis spoke of it as
"defiling the hands", a curious technical expression
due probably to the desire to prevent any profane
touching of the sacred roll. But though the formal
idea of canonicity was wanting among the Jews the
xisted.
Regarding the sources of canonicity
among the Hebrew ancients, we arc left to surmise
analogy.
There are both psychological and hisan
torical reasons against the supposition that the O. T.
Canon grew spontaneously by a kind of instinctive
public recognition of inspired books. True, it is
quite reasonable to assume that the prophetic office
in Israel carried its own credentials, which in a large
measure extended to its written compositions. But
there were many pseudo-prophets in the nation, and
so some authority was necessary to draw the line
between the true and the false prophetical writings.
And an ultimate tribunal was also needed to set its
seal upon the miscellaneous and in some cases mystifying literature embraeed in the Hagiographa. Jewish tradition, as illustrated by the already cited

—
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Josephus, Baba Bathra, and pseudo-Esdras data,
points to authority as the final arbiter of what was
Scriptural and what not.
The so-called Council of
Jamnia (c. A. d. 90) has reasonably been taken as
having terminated the disputes between rival rabbinic schools concerning the canonicity of Canticles.
So while the intuitive sense and increasingly reverent
consciousness of the faithful element of Israel could,
and presumably did, give a general impulse and direction to authority, we must conclude that it was the
word of official authority which actually fixed the
limits of the Hebrew Canon, and here, broadly speaking, the advanced and conservative exegetes meet on
common ground. However the case may have been
for the Prophets, the preponderance of evidence
favours a late period as that in which the Hagiographa
were closed, a period when the general body of Scribes
dominated Judaism, sitting "in the chair of Moses",
and alone having the authority and prestige for such
action.
The term general body of Scribes has been
used advisedly;
contemporary scholars gravely
suspect, when they do not entirely reject, the "Great
Synagogue" of rabbinic tradition, and the matter lay
outside the jurisdiction of the Sanhedrin.
As a touchstone by which uncanonical and canonical works were discriminated, an important influence
was that of the Pentateuchal Law. This was always
the Canon par excellence of the Israelites. To the
Jews of the Middle Ages the Torah was the inner
sanctuary, or Holy of Holies, while the Prophets
were the Holy Place, and the Kethubim only the
outer court of the Biblical temple, and this medieval
conception finds ample basis in the pre-eminence
allowed to the Law by the rabbis of the Talmudic
age.
Indeed, from Esdras downwards the Law, as
the oldest portion of the Canon, and the formal expression of God's commands, received the highest
reverence.
The Cabbalists of the second century
after Christ, and later schools, regarded the other
section of the O. T. as merely the expansion and
We may be sure,
interpretation of the Pentateuch.
then, that the chief test of canonicity, at least for the
Hagiographa, was conformity with the Canon par
excellence, the Pentateuch.
It is evident, in addition, that no book was admitted which had not been
composed in Hebrew, and did not possess the antiquity and prestige of a classic age, or name at least.
These criteria are negative and exclusive rather than
directive.
The impulse of religious feeling or liturgical usage must have been the prevailing positive
factors in the decision.
But the negative tests were
in part arbitrary, and an intuitive sense cannot give
the assurance of Divine certification. Only later was
the infallible Voice to come, and then it was to
declare that the Canon of the Synagogue, though
unadulterated indeed, was incomplete.
(2) The Canon among the Alexandrian Jews (Deuterocanonical Books).
The most striking difference between the Catholic and Protestant Bibles is the presence in the former of a number of writings which are
wanting in the latter and also in the Hebrew Bible,
which became the O. T. of Protestantism. These
number seven books: Tobias (Tobit), Judith, Wis-

—

—

dom, Ecclesiasticus, Baruch, I and II Machabees,
and three documents added t.> protocanonical books,
viz., the supplement to Esther, from x, 4, to the end,
the Canticle of the Three Youths (Song of the Three
Children) in Daniel, iii, and the stories of Susanna
and the Elders and Bel and the Dragon, forming the
closing chapters of the Catholic version of that book.
Of these works, Tobias and Judith were written
originally in Aramaic, perhaps in Hebrew; Baruch

and I Machabees in Hebrew, while Wisdom and II
Machabees were certainly composed in Greek. The
probabilities favour Hebrew as the original language
of the addition to Esther, and Greek for the enlargements of Daniel.

—
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as the
Septuagint was the vehicle which conveyed these
additional Scriptures into the Catholic Church. The
Septuagint version was the Bible of the Greek-speaking, or Hellenist, Jews, whose intellectual and literary
centre was Alexandria (see Septuagint).
The oldest
extant copies date from the fourth and fifth centuries
of our era, and were therefore made by Christian
hands; nevertheless scholars generally admit that
these faithfully represent the O. T. as it was current
among the Hellenist or Alexandrian Jews in the

age immediately preceding Christ. These venerable
MSS. of the Septuagint vary somewhat in their content outside the Palestinian Canon, showing that in
Alexandrian-Jewish circles the number of admissible
extra books was not sharply determined either by
tradition or

by authority.

However, aside from the

absence of Machabees from the Codex Vaticanus (the
very oldest copy of the Greek O. T.), all the entire
MSS. contain all the deutero writings; where the
manuscript Septuagints differ from one another, with
the exception noted, it is in a certain excess above
the deuterocanonical books.
It is a significant fact
that in all these Alexandrian Bibles the traditional
Hebrew order is broken up by the interspersion of
the additional literature among the other books,
outside the Law, thus asserting for the extra writings
a substantial equality of rank and privilege.
It is pertinent to ask the motives which impelled
the Hellenist Jews to thus, virtually at least, canonize
this considerable section of literature, some of it very
recent, and depart so radically from the Palestinian
Some would have it that not the Alextradition.
andrian, but the Palestinian, Jews departed from the

The Catholic writers Nickes,
Movers, Danko, and more recently Kaulen and MulBiblical
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The ancient Greek Old Testament known

tradition.

have advocated the view that originally the
Palestinian Canon must have included all the deuterocanonicals, and so stood down to the time of the
Apostles (Kaulen, c. 100 b. a), when, moved by the
fact that the Septuagint had become the O. T. of the
len,

it was put under ban by the Jerusalem
who were actuated moreover (thus especially
Kaulen) by hostility to the Hellenistic largeness of
spirit and Greek composition of our deuterocanonical
books. These exegetes place much reliance on St.
Justin Martyr's statement that the Jews had mutilated Holy Writ, a statement that rests on no positive evidence.
They adduce the fact that certain
deutero books were quoted with veneration, and even
in a few cases as Scripture, by Palestinian or Babylonian doctors; but the private utterances of a few
rabbis cannot outweigh the consistent Hebrew tradition of the canon, attested by Josephus
although he
himself was inclined to Hellenism and even by the
Alexandrian-Jewish author of IV Esdras. We are
therefore forced to admit that the leaders of Alexandrian Judaism showed a notable independence of
Jerusalem tradition and authority in permitting the
sacred boundaries of the Canon, which certainly had
been fixed for the Prophets, to be broken by the
insertion of an enlarged Daniel and the Epistle of
Baruch. On the assumption that the limits of the
Palestinian Hagiographa remained undefined until a

Church,

Scribes,

—

—

relatively late date, there was less bold innovation
in the addition of the other books, but the wiping
out of the lines of the triple division reveals that the
Hellenists were ready to extend the Hebrew Canon,
if imt establish a new official one of their own.
On their human side these innovations are to be
accounted for by the free spirit of the Hellenist Jews.
Under the influence of Greek thought they had conceived a broader view of Divine inspiration than that
of their Palestinian brethren, and refused to restrict
the literary manifestations of the Holy Ghost to a
certain terminus of time and the Hebrew form of
language. The Book of Wisdom, emphatically Hel-

Divine wisdom as
flowing on from generation to generation and making
holy souls and prophets (vii, 27, in the Greek). Philo,
a typical Alexandrian-Jewish thinker, has even an exaggerated notion of the diffusion of inspiration (Quis
lenist in character, presents to us

rerumdivinarum

haeres, 52; ed. Lips., iii,57; Demigratione Abrahae, 11,299; ed. Lips, ii, 334).
But even
Philo, while indicating acquaintance with the deutero
literature, nowhere cites it in his voluminous writings.
True, he does not employ several books of the Hebrew
Canon; but there is a natural presumption that if he
had regarded the additional works as being quite on
the same plane as the others, he would not have failed
to quote so stimulating and congenial a production as
the Book of Wisdom. Moreover, as has been pointed
out by several authorities, the independent spirit of
the Hellenists could not have gone so far as to setup
a different official ('anon from that of Jerusalem, without having left historical traces of such a rupture.
So, from the available data we may justly infer that,
while the deuterocanonicals were admitted as sacred

by the Alexandrian Jews, they possessed a lower degree of sanctity and authority than the longer accepted books, i. e. the Palestinian Hagiographa and
the Prophets, themselves inferior to the Law.
For the Canon among the Jews. Catholic works: Mullen
Canon of the Old Testament (New York, 1S92); Glatigny. Les
commencements du canon de I'Ancien Testament (Rome, 1906);
Fracassini, Le Oriami del canone del Vecchio Testamento in

—

-

,

Rivista Sloricrj-cntica delle Scun;, Teologiche, II, 1906, 89-99,
LM9-6S
N, i, -Catholic works. \V. R. Smith, Old Testament
in the Jewish Church (New York, 1891); Rtle, Canon of the;
(Jlrl Testament (London, 1892);
Wildeboer, Origin of the Canon
of the Old Testament, tr. Bacon (London. 1895).

—

II.

,

The Canon of the Old Testament

Catholic Church.
the Catholic Canon

—The

most

in

the

explicit definition of

that given by the Council of
Trent, Session IV, 1546. For the O. T. its catalogue
reads as follows: "The five books of Moses (Genesis,
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy), Josue,
Judges, Ruth, the four books of Kings, two of Paralipomenon, the first and second of Esdras (which latter
is called Nehemias), Tobias, Judith, Esther, Job, the
Davidic Psalter (in number one hundred and fifty
Psalms), Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the Canticle of Canticles, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Isaias, Jeremias, with
Baruch, Ezechiel, Daniel, the twelve minor Prophets
(Osee, Joel, Amos, Abdias, Jonas, Micheas, Nahum,
Habaeuc, Sophonias, Aggeus, Zacharias, Malachias),
two books of Machabees, the first and second". The
order of books copies that of the Council of Florence,
1442, and in its general plan is that of the Septuagint.
The divergence of titles from those found in the
Protestant versions is due to the fact that the official
Latin Vulgate retained the forms of the Septuagint.
(1) The O. T. Canon (including the deuteros) in the
N. T. The Tridentine decree from which the above
list is extracted was the first infallible and effectually
promulgated pronouncement on the Canon, addressed
Being dogmatic in its purto the Church Universal.
port, it implies that the Apostles bequeathed the
same Canon to the Church, as a part of the deposition
But this was not done by way of any formal
fidei.
decision; we should search the pages of the N. T. in
vain for any trace of such action. The larger Canon
of the O. T. passed through the Apostles' hands to
the Church tacitly, by way of their usage and whole
attitude toward its components; an attitude which,
for most of the sacred writings of the Old Testament,
reveals itself in the New, and for the rest, must have
exhibited itself in oral utterances, or at least in tacit
approval of the special reverence of the faithful.
Reasoning backward from the status in which we
find the deutero books in the earliest ages of postApostolic Christianity, we rightly affirm that such a
status points to Apostolic sanction, which in turn
must have rested on revelation either by Christ or
the Holy Spirit.
For the deuterocanonicals at least,
we needs must have recourse to this legitimate pre-

—
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scriptive argument, owing to the complexity and
inadequacy of the N. T. data.
All the books of the Hebrew Old Testament are
cited in the New except those which have been aptly
called the Antilajomena of the O. T., viz.. Esther,
Ecclesiastes. and Canticles; moreover Esdras and

Nehemias are not employed. The admitted absence
of any explicit citation of the deutero writings does
not therefore prove that they were regarded as inferior to the above-mentioned works in the eyes of
N. T. personages and authors. The deutero literature was in general unsuited to their purposes, and
some consideration should be given to the fact that
even at its Alexandrian home it was not quoted by
Jewish writers, as we saw in the case of Philo. The
negative argument drawn from the non-citation of
the deuterocanonicals in the N. T. is especially minimized by the indirect use made of them by the same
Testament. This takes the form of allusions and
reminiscences, and shows unquestionably that the
Apostles and Evangelists were acquainted with the
Alexandrian increment, regarded its books as at
least respectable sources, and wrote more or less
under its influence. A comparison of Hebrews, xi
and II Machabees, vi and vii reveals unmistakable
references in the former to the heroism of the martyrs
glorified in the latter.
There are close affinities of
thought, and in some cases also of language, between
I

Peter,

i,

6, 7,

and Wisdom,

and Wisdom,

vii.

26, 27;

I

iii,

5,

6;

Hebrews,

i,

3,

Corinthians, x, 9, 10, and

24-25; I Corinthians, vi, 13, and Ecclesiasticus, xxxvi, 20.
Yet the force of the direct and indirect employment of O. T. writings by the New is slightly impaired
by the disconcerting truth that at least one of the
X. T. authors, St. Jude, quotes explicitly from the
"Book of Henoch", long universally recognized as
apocryphal, see verse 14, while in verse 9 he borrows
from another apocryphal narrative, the "Assumption
of Moses".
Concerning the use of apocrypha in the
N.T. cf. Wildeboer, "Origin of the Canon of the O. T.,
Par. .">." The N. T. quotations from the Old are in
general characterized by a freedom and elasticity
regarding manner and source which further tend to
diminish their weight as proofs of canonicity. But so
far as concerns the great majority of the Palestinian
Hagiographa a fortiori, the Pentateuch and Proph-

Judith,

viii,

—

ets

be

— whatever

want

of

conclusiveness

there

may

N. T., evidence of their canonical standing
is abundantly supplemented from Jewish sources
alone, in the series of witnesses beginning with the
Mishnah and running back through Josephus and Philo
to the translation of the above books for the Hellenist
in the

Greeks. But for the deuterocanonical literature,
only the last testimony speaks as a Jewish confirmaHowever, there are signs that the Greek vertion.
sion was not deemed by its readers as a closed Bible
of definite sacredness in all its parts, but that its
somewhat variable contents shaded off in the eyes
of the Hellenists from the eminently sacred Law
down to works of questionable divinity, such as III
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books they contain. Moreover, it should be remembered that at the beginning of our era, and for .some
time later, complete sets of any such voluminous
collection as the Septuagint in manuscript would be
extremely rare; the version must have been current
in separate books or groups of books, a condition
favourable to a certain variability of compass. So
neither a fluctuating Septuagint nor an inexplicit
N. T. conveys to us the exact extension of the preChristian Bible transmitted by the Apostles to the
Primitive Church.
It is more tenable to conclude
to a selective process under the guidance of the Holy
Ghost, and a process completed so late in Apostolic
times that the N. T. fails to reflect its mature result
regarding either the number or note of sanctity of
the extra-Palestinian books admitted. To historically learn the Apostolic Canon of the O. T. we
must interrogate less sacred but later documents,
expressing more explicitly the belief of the first ages
of Christianity.
(2) The Cation of the 0. T. in the Church of the
three centuries.
The sub-Apostolic writings
first
of Clement, Polycarp, the author of the Epistle of
Barnabas, of the pseudo-Clementine homilies, and
the "Shepherd" of Hennas, contain implicit quotations from, or allusions to, all the deuterocanonicals
except Baruch (which anciently was often united
with Jeremias) and I Machabees and the additions
No unfavourable argument can be drawn
to Daniel.
from the loose, implicit character of these citations,
since these Apostolic Fathers quote the protocanoniFor
cal Scriptures in precisely the same manner.
details of these testimonies see Loisy, "Canon de
TAncien Testament", pp. 71-72.
Coming down to the next age, that of the apologists,
we find Baruch cited by Athenagoras as a prophet.
St. Justin Martyr is the first to note that the Church
has a set of O. T. Scriptures different from the Jews',
and also the earliest to intimate the principle proclaimed by later writers, namely, the self-sufficiency
of the Church in establishing the Canon; its independence of the Synagogue in this respect. The
full realization of this truth came slowly, at least in
the Orient, where there are indications that in certain quarters the spoil of Palestinian-Jewish tradition
was not fully cast, off for some time. St. Melito,
Bishop of Sardis (c. 170), first drew up a list of the
While maintaining the
canonical books of the O. T.
familiar arrangement of the Septuagint, he says that
he verified his catalogue by inquiry among Jews;
Jewry by that time had everywhere discarded the
Alexandrian books, and Melito's Canon consists exIt
clusively of the protocanonicals minus Esther.
should be noticed, however, that the document to
which this catalogue was prefixed is capable of being
understood as having an anti-Jewish polemical purpose, in which case Melito's restricted canon is explicable on another ground (see Comely, Introduction
St. Irenaeus, always a witness of the
I, 75 sqq.).
first rank, on account of his broad acquaintance with

—

ecclesiastical

tradition,

vouches

that

Baruch was

supposed wholesale adoption and approval, by the
Apostles, of the Greek, and therefore larger, O. T.
The argument is not without a certain force; the
N. T. undoubtedly shows a preference for the Septuagint; out of about 350 texts from the
T.. 300
favour the language of the (ireek version rather than
that of the Hebrew.
Hut there are considerations
which bid us hesitate to admit an Apostolic adoption
As remarked above, there
of the Septuaginl en him-.
are coEent reasons for believing that it was not a

as Jeremias, and that
the narratives of Susanna and Bel and the Dragon
were ascribed to Daniel. The Alexandrian tradition
is represented by the weighty authority of Qrigen.
Influenced, doubtless, by the Alexandrian-Jewish
usage of acknowledging in practice the extra writings
as sacred while theoretically holding to tin narrower
Canon of Palestine, his catalogue of the (>. T. Scriptures contains only the protocanonical books, though
Nevertheless
it follows the order of the Septuagint.
Origen employs all tic deuterocanonicals as Divine
Scriptures, and in his letter to Julius Africanus defends the sacredness of Tobias. Judith, and the fragments of Daniel, at the same time implicitly asserting

The existing oldest repfixed quantity at the time.
resentative MSS. are not entirely identical in the

anon
the autonomy of the Church in fixing tic
In his Ilexaplar edition of
references in Comely).

Machabees.
This factor should be considered in weighing a
certain argument.
A large number of Catholic authorities

sec

a

canonization of the deuteros in a

(

).

deemed on the same footing

1

I

I

I

i
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about contemporary with Origen. At any rate it
dates from the period under examination and comprises all the deuterocanonical books, with IV Machabees besides. St. Hippolytus (d. 236) may fairly
be considered as representing the primitive Roman
He comments on the Susanna chapter,
tradition.
often quotes Wisdom as the work of Solomon, and
employs as Sacred Scripture Baruch and the MaehaFor the West African Church the larger canon
bees.
has two strong witnesses in Tertullian and St.
Cyprian. All the deuteros except Tobias, Judith,
and the addition to Esther, are Biblically used in
(With regard to the
the works of these Fathers.
employment of apocryphal writings in this age see

under Apocrypha.)
(3) The Canon of

the O. T. during the fourth, and
In this period the posihalf of the fifth, centurij.
tion of the deuterocanonical literature is no longer
The doubts which
as secure as in the primitive age.
arose should be attributed largely to a reaction
against the apocryphal or pseudo-Biblical writings
with which the East especially had been flooded by
Negatively, the situaheretical and other writers.
tion became possible through the absence of any
Apostolic or ecclesiastical definition of the Canon.
The definite and inalterable determination of the
sacred sources, like that of all Catholic doctrines,
was in the Divine economy left to gradually work
itself out under the stimulus of questionings and
Alexandria, with its elastic Scriptures,
opposition.

first

—

had from the beginning been a congenial field for
apocryphal literature, and St. Athanasius, the vigilant pastor of that flock, to protect it against the
pernicious influence, drew up a catalogue of books
with the values to be attached to each. First, the
strict canon and authoritative source of truth is the
Jewish O. T., Esther excepted. Besides, there are
certain books which the Fathers had appointed to be
read to catechumens for edification and instruction;
these are the Wisdom of Solomon, the Wisdom of
Sirach (Ecclesiasticus), Esther, Judith, Tobias, the
Didache, or Doctrine of the Apostles, the Shepherd
All others are apocrypha and the invenof Hermas.
Following
tions of heretics (Festal Epistle for 367).
the precedent of Origen and the Alexandrian tradition,

the saintly doctor recognized no other formal canon
than the Hebrew one but also, faithful
to the same tradition, he practically admitted the
deutero books to a Scriptural dignity, as is evident
from his general usage. At Jerusalem there was a
renascence, perhaps a survival, of Jewish ideas, the
tendency there being distinctly unfavourable to the
St. Cyril of that see, while vindicating
deuteros.
for the Church the right to fix the Canon, places
them among the apocrypha and forbids all books to
be read privately which are not read in the churches.
In Antioch and Syria the attitude was more favouraSt. Epiphanius shows hesitation about the rank
ble.
of the deuteros; he esteemed them, but they had not
the same place as the Hebrew books in his regard.
The historian Eusebius attests the widespread doubts
in his time; he classes them as antilegomena, or disputed writings, and, like Athanasius, places them in
a class intermediate between the books received by
The 59th (or 60th) canon of
all and the apocrypha.
the provincial Council of Laodicea (the authenticity
of which however is contested) gives a catalogue of
the Scriptures entirely in accord with the ideas of
On the other hand, the
St. Cyril of Jerusalem.
Oriental versions and Greek MSS. of the period are
more liberal; the extant ones have all the deuterocanonicals and, in some cases, certain apocrypha.
The influence of Origen 'sand Athanasius 's restricted
of the O. T.
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the O. T. all the deuteros find a place. The sixthcentury Biblical MS. known as the "Codex Claromontanus" contains a catalogue to which both
Harnack and Zahn assign an Alexandrian origin,

;

canon naturally spread to the West. St. Hilary of
Poitiers and Rufinus followed their footsteps, excluding the deuteros from canonical rank in theory, but
admitting them in practice. The latter styles them
"ecclesiastical" books, but in authority unequal to
the other Scriptures.
St. Jerome cast his weighty
suffrage on the side unfavourable to the disputed
In appreciating his attitude

books.

we must

re-

that Jerome lived long in Palestine, in an
environment where everything outside the Jewish
Canon was suspect, and that, moreover, he had an
excessive veneration for the Hebrew text, the HeIn his famous "Probraica Veritas as he called it.

member

logus Galeatus", or Preface to his translation of
Samuel and Kings, he declares that everything not
Hebrew should be classed with the apocrypha, and
explicitly says that Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Tobias,
and Judith are not on the Canon. These books, he
adds, are read in the churches for the edification of
the people, and not for the confirmation of revealed
doctrine.
An analysis of Jerome's expressions on
the deuterocanonicals, in various letters and prefaces,
yields the following results: first, he strongly doubted
their inspiration; secondly, the fact that he occasionally quotes them, and translated some of them
as a concession to ecclesiastical tradition, is an involuntary testimony on his part to the high standing these writings enjoyed in the Church at large,
and to the strength of the practical tradition which
Obviprescribed their reading in public worship.
ously, the inferior rank to which the deuteros were
Athanasius.
and
relegated by authorities like Origen,
Jerome, was due to too rigid a conception of canonentitled
to
book,
to
be
icity, one demanding that a
this supreme dignity, must be received by all, must
antiquity,
and
must
Jewish
have the sanction of

moreover be adapted not only to

edification,

but

the "confirmation of the doctrine of the
to borrow Jerome's phrase.
But while eminent scholars and theorists were thus
depreciating the additional writings, the official attitude of the Latin Church, always favourable to them,
kept the majestic tenor of its way. Two documents
of capital importance in the history of the canon
constitute the first formal utterance of papal authorThe first is the so-called "Decreity on the subject.
tal of Gelasius", de recipiendis et non recipiendis librix,
is now generally attributed
which
part
of
essential
the
to a synod convoked by Pope Damasus in the year
of Innocent I, sent in
other
is
Canon
the
The
382.
405 to a Gallican bishop in answer to an inquiry.
without any
deuterocanonicals,
the
contain
all
Both
distinction, and are identical with the catalogue of
Trent. The African Church, always a stanch supporter of the contested books, found itself in entire
accord with Rome on this question. Its ancient
version, the Veins Latino (less correctly the Itala),
had admitted all the O. T. Scriptures. St. Augustine
seems to theoretically recognize degrees of inspiration; in practice he employs protos and deuteros
without any discrimination whatsoever. Moreover in
his "De Doctrina Christiana" he enumerates the
components of the complete O. T. The Synod of
Hippo (393) and the three of Carthage (393, 397,
and 419), in which, doubtless. Augustine was the
leading spirit, found it necessary to deal explicitly
with the question of the Canon, and drew up identical
from which no sacred books are excluded.
lists
These councils base their canon on tradition and
For the Spanish Church valuable
liturgical usage.
testimony is found in the work of the heretic Priscillian, "Liber de Tide et Apocryphis"; it supposes a
sharp line existing between canonical and uncanonical works, and that the Canon takes in all the deualso

to

Church",

teros.
(4)

The Canon

of the O. T.

fifth to the close of the

from the middle of the
This period

seventh century.

—

—

—
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Carthage.

—

The Canon of the O. T.duringthe Middle Ages.
Greek Church. The result of this tendency
the Greeks was that about tin- beginning of
the twelfth century they possessed a canon identical
(5)

(a

)

—

In the

among

with that of tin Latins, except that it took in the
apocryphal III Machabees. That all the deuteros
were liturgically recognized in the Greek Church at
the era of the schism in the ninth century, is indicated
1

by the "Syntagma Canonum"

of Photius.
(b) In
the Latin Church, all through the Middle Ages we
find evidence of hesitation about the character of the
deuterocanonicals. There is a current friendly to

them, another one distinctly unfavourable to their
authority and sacredness, while wavering between
the two are a number of writers whose veneration
for these books is tempered by some perplexity as to
their exact standing, and among these we note St.
Thomas Aquinas. Few are found to unequivocally
acknowledge their eanonicity. The prevailing attitude of Western medieval authors is substantially
that of the Greek Fathers.
The chief cause of this
phenomenon in the West is to be sought in the influence, direct and indirect (if St. Jerome's depreciating
The compilatory "Glossa Ordinaria" was
Prolpgus.
widely read and highly esteemed as a treasury of
sacred learning during the Middle Ages; it embodied
the prefaces in which the Doctor of Bethlehem had
written in terms derogatory to the deuteros, and thus
perpetuated and diffused his unfriendly opinion.
And yet these doubts must be regarded as more or
The countless MS. copies of the
less academic.
Vulgate produced by these ages, with a slight, probably accidental, exception, uniformly embrace the
complete O. T. Ecclesiastical usage and Roman
.

tradition held firmly to the canonical equality of all
There is no lack of evidence that
parts of the O. T.
during this long period the deuteros were read in the
churches of Western Christendom. As to Roman
authority, the catalogue of Innocent I appears in the
collection of ecclesiastical canons sent by Pope
Adrian I to Charlemagne, and adopted in 802 as the
law of the Church in the Frankish Empire; Nicholas
I. writing in 8(35 to the bishops of France, appeals to
the sann decree of Innocent as the ground on which
all tin saer, .1 books are to be received.
(6) The Canon of the O. T. and the general councils.
(a) In the Council of Florence.
In 1442. during the life, and with the approval, of this Council,
Eugenius IV issued several Bulls, or decrees, with a
view to restore the Oriental schismatic bodies to

—

communion with Rome, and according

to the comteaching of theologians these documents are
statements of doctrine. The "Decretum
pro Jacobitis" contains a com] lete list of the books
received by the Church as inspired, but omits, perhaps advisedly, the terms canon and canonical. The
Council of Florence therefore taught the inspiration
of all the Scriptures, but did not formally pass on
their eanonicity.
(b) In the Council of Trent:
III.— 18

mon

infallible
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exhibits a curious exchange of opinions between the
West and the East, while ecclesiastical usage remained unchanged, at least in the Latin Church.
During this intermediate ago the use of St. Jerome's
new version of the O. T. (the Vulgate) became wideWith its text went Jerome's
spread in the Occident.
prefaces disparaging the deuterocanonicals. and under
the influence of his authority the West began to distrust these and to show the first symptoms of a current hostile to their eanonicity.
On the other hand,
the Oriental Church imported a Western authority
which had canonized the disputed books, viz., the
decree of Carthage, and from this time there is an
increasing tendency among the Greeks to place the
deuteros on the same level with the others a tendency, however, due more to forgetfulness of the old
distinctions than to deference to the Council of

—

It was the exigencies
Definition of the Canon, 1546.
of controversy that first led Luther to draw a sharp
line between the books of the Hebrew Canon and the
Alexandrian writings.
In his disputation with Eck
at Leipzig, in 1510, when his opponent urged the
well-known text from II Machabees in proof of the
doctrine of purgatory, Luther replied that the passage had no binding authority since the book was
In the first edition of Luther's
outside the Canon.
Bible, 1534, the deuteros were relegated, as apocrypha, to a separate place between the two Testaments.
To meet this radical departure of the Protestants,
and as well define clearly the inspired sources from
which the Catholic Faith draws its defence, the
Council of Trent among its first acts solemnly declared as "sacred and canonical" all the books of
the Old and New Testaments "with all their parts,
as they have been used to be read in the churches,
and as found in the ancient vulgate edition". During the deliberations of the Council there never was
any real question as to the reception of all the traditional Scriptures.
Neither and this is remarkable
in the proceedings is there manifest any serious
doubt of the eanonicity of the disputed writings.
In the mind of the Tridentine Fathers they had been
virtually canonized, by the decree of Florence, and
the same Fathers felt especially bound by the action
The Council of
of the preceding oecumenical synod.
Trent did not enter into an examination of the
Neither
fluctuations in the history of the Canon.
did it trouble itself about questions of authorship or
character of contents. True to the practical genius
of the Latin Church, it based its decision on immemorial tradition as manifested in the decrees of previous
councils and popes, and liturgical reading, relying on
traditional teaching and usage to determine a question
The Tridentine catalogue has been
of tradition.
(c) In the Vatican Council, 1870.
given above.
The great constructive Synod of Trent had put the
sacredness and eanonicity of the whole traditional
Bible forever beyond the permissibility of doubt on
By implication it had defined
the part of Catholics.
The Vatican
that Bible's plenary inspiration also.
Council took occasion of a recent error on inspiration
to remove any lingering shadow of uncertainty on
this head; it formally ratified the action of Trent
and explicitly defined the Divine inspiration of all
the books with their parts.

—

—

—

III.

The Canon of the Old Testament out-

Among Oriental Schismatics.
side the Church. —
—The Greek Orthodox Church preserved ancient
(1)

its

Canon

in practice as well as theory until recent times,
when, under the dominant influence of its Russian
offshoot, it is shifting its attitude towards the deuterocanonical Scriptures. The rejection of these

books by the Russian theologians and authorities is
a lapse which began early in the eighteenth century

The Mono1901).
(cf. "Revue biblique", April,
physites, Nestorians, Jacobites, Armenians, and
Copts, while concerning themselves little with tin
Canon, admit the complete catalogue and several
apocrypha besides.

Among

—

Protestants.
The Protestant Churches
to exclude the deiitcro writings from
classifying
them as "Apocrypha".
their canons,
Presbyterians and Calvinists in general, especially
Synod
of nils have been the
Westminster
since the
most uncompromising enemies of any recognition.
influence
their
the British and Foreign
and owing to
Bible Society decided n. IS-'li to refuse to distribute
Since that time
containing
Apocrypha.
Bibles
the
(2)

have continued

the publication of the deuterocanonicals as an appen
dix to Protestant Bibles has almost entirely cea
English-speaking countries. The books still supply
lessons for the liturgy of the Ihurcb of England, but.
the number has been lessened by the hostile agitation.
There is an Apocrypha appendix to the British ReI

.
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duction
tive;

to the

Woods,

(tr..

in

Green, General IntroCanon (New York, 189S), conserva-

Edinburgh, 1S92);

O. T.: The

Hast.

Bibl. Diet.

—

The
IV. The Canon of the New Testament.
Catholic N. T., as defined by the Council of Trent,
does not differ, as regards the books contained, from
Like the O.
that of all Christian bodies at present.
T.. the New has its deuterocanonical books and portions of books, their canonicity having formerly been
a subject of some controversy in the Church. These
are for the entire books: the Epistle to the Hebrews,
that of James, the Second of St. Peter, the Second
and Third of John, Jude, and Apocalypse; giving
seven in all as the number of the N. T. contested
books. The formerly disputed passages are three:
the closing section of St. Mark's Gospel, xvi, 9-20
about the apparitions of Christ after the Resurrection;
the verses in Luke about the bloody sweat of Jesus,
xxii, 43. 44; the Pericope Adulterer, or narrative of the
woman taken in adultery, St. John, vii, 53 to viii. 11.
Since the Council of Trent it is not permitted for a
Catholic to question the inspiration of these passages.
(1) The formation of the New Testament Canon; c.
The idea of a complete and clear-cut
A. D. 100-220.
canon of the N. T. existing from the beginning, that is
from Apostolic times, has no foundation in history.
The Canon of the New Testament, like that of the Old,
is the result of a development, of a process at once
stimulated by disputes with doubters, both within
and without the Church, and retarded by certain obscurities and natural hesitations, and which did not
reach its final term until the dogmatic definition of the

—

Tridentine Council.
(a) The witness of the N. T. to itself: The first collections.
Those writings which possessed the unmis
takable stamp and guarantee of Apostolic origin
must from the very first have been specially prized
and venerated, and their copies eagerly sought by

—

Churches and individual Christians of means, in
preference to the narratives and Logia, or Sayings of
coming from less authorized sources. Already
in the N. T. itself there is some evidence of a certain
diffusion of canonical books: II Peter, iii, 15, 16, supposes its readers to be acquainted with some of St.
Paul's Epistles; St. John's Gospel implicitly presupposes the existence of the Synoptics (Matthew, Mark,
and Luke). There are no indications in the N. T. of a
systematic plan for the distribution of the Apostolic
compositions, any more than there is of a definite
new Canon bequeathed by the Apostles to the Church,
or of a strong self-witness to Divine inspiration.
Nearly all the N. T. writings were evoked by particular occasions, or addressed to particular destinations.
Hut we may well presume that each of the leading
Churches Antioch, Thessalonica. Alexandria. Corsought by exchanging with other Chrisinth, Rome
local

Christ,

—

—

to add to its special treasure, and
have publicly read in its religious assemblies all AposIt
tolic writings which came under its knowledge.
was doubtless in this way (hat the collections grew,
and reached completeness within certain limits, bu) a
considerable number of years must have elapsed (and
that counting from the composition of the latest
book) before all the widely separated Churches of
early Christendom possessed the new sacred literature
And this wani of an organized distribution,
in full.
secondarily to the absence of an early fixation of the
Canon, left room for variations and doubts which
lasted far into the centuries.
Hut evidence will pres
ently be given that from days touching on those .if the

tian

communities
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vised Version, in a separate volume. The deuteros
sure ^ t ill appended to the German Bibles printed under
the auspices of the orthodox Lutherans.
For the O. T. Canon in general. Catholic works: The Introductions o/Cornely, Kaulen, Vigouroux, Gigot. Ubaldi,
Non-Catholic works:
etc.; Vigouroux, in Diet, de la bible.
Davidsox, The Canon of the Bible (3d ed„ London, 1878);
Reuss, History of the Canon of Holy Scripture in the Christian
Church (tr., Edinburgh, 18S4); Buhl, Canon and Text of the

—a

Apostaes there were two well defined bodies of
sacred writings of the N. T., which constituted the
firm, irreducible, universal minimum, and the nucleus
of its complete Canon: these were the Four Gospels,
as the Church now has them, and thirteen Epistles of
the Eramjelium and the Apostolicum
St. Paul
(b) The principle of canonicity.
Before entering
into the historical proof for this primitive emergence
of a compact, nucleative Canon, it is pertinent to
briefly examine this problem: During the formative
period what principle operated in the selection of the
N. T. writings and their recognition as Divine?
Theologians are divided on this point. The view
that Apostolicity was the test of the inspiration during the building up of the N. T. Canon, is favoured by
the many instances where the early Fathers base the
authority of a book on its Apostolic origin, and by
the truth that the definitive placing of the contested
books on the N. T. catalogue coincided with their
general acceptance as of Apostolic authorship. Moreover, the advocates of this hypothesis point out that
the Apostles' office corresponded with that of the
Prophets of the Old Law, inferring that as inspiration was attached to the munus prophetieiim so the
Apostles were aided by Divine inspiration whenever
in the exercise of their calling they either spoke or
wrote.
Positive arguments are deduced from the N.
T. to establish that a permanent prophetical charisma
(see Charismata) was enjoyed by the Apostles
through a special indwelling of the Holy Ghost, beginning with Pentecost: Matth.. x, 19, 20; Acts, xv,
last

—

28;

I Cor.,

—

ii,

13; II Cor.,

xiii.

3;

I

Thess.,

ii,

13. are

The opponents of this theory allege against it
that the Gospels of Mark and of Luke and Acts were
not the work of Apostles (however, tradition connects
the Second Gospel with St. Peter's preaching and St.
Luke's with St. Paul's); that books current under an
Apostle's name in the Early Church, such as the
Epistle of Barnabas and the Apocalypse of St. Peter,
were nevertheless excluded from canonical rank,
while on the other hand Origen and St. Dionysius
of Alexandria in the case of Apocalypse, and St.
Jerome in the case of II and III John, although questioning the Apostolic authorship of these works, unAn
hesitatingly received them as Sacred Scriptures.
objection of a speculative kind is derived from the
very nature of inspiration ad seribendum, which seems
to demand a specific impulse from the Holy Ghost in
each case, and preclude the theory that it could be
possessed as a permanent gift, or charisma. The
weight of Catholic theological opinion is deservedly
against mere Apostolicity as a sufficient criterion of
This adverse view has been taken by
inspiration.
Franzelin (De Divina Traditione et Scriptura, 18S2),
Bibliorum Vi et Ratione,
(De
Inspirationis
Schmid
iss.'ii.
(rets (De Divina Bibliorum Inspiratione,
prophetische
Leitner
(Die
Inspiration. 1S95
1886),
monograph), Pesch (De Inspiratione Sacrse Scriptura'.
These authors (some of whom treat the mat1906).
ter more speculatively than historically') admit that
Apostolicity is a positive and partial touchstone of inspiration, but emphatically deny that it was exclusive, in the sense that all non-Apostolic works were
by that very fact barred from the sacred Canon of the
N. T. They hold to doctrinal tradition as the true
cited.

—

criterion.

Catholic champions of Apostolicity as a criterion
are: Ubaldi (Introductio in Sacram Scripturam. II,
1S76); Schanz (in Theologische Quart alsehrift. 1SS5.

and A Christian Apology, II. tr. VI I;
(Hermeneutica Biblica, 1902). Recently

pp. 606 sqq.,

Szekely

1

Professor BatilTol, while rejecting the claims of these
latter advocates, has enunciated a theory regarding
the principle (hat presided over the formation of the
N. T. Canon which challenges attention and perhaps
marks a new stage in the controversy. According to
Monsignor BatilTol. the Gospel (i. e. the words and
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commandments of Jesus Christ) bore with it its own
sacredness and authority from the very beginning.
This Gospel was announced to the world :it large by
the Apostles and Apostolic disciples of Christ, and
this message, whether spoken or written, whether
taking the form of an evangelic narrative or epistle,
was holy and supreme by the fact of containing the
Word of Our Lord. Accordingly, for the primitive
Church, evangelical character was the test of ScripBut to guarantee this character it
tural sacredness.
was necessary that a book should be known as composed by the official witnesses and organs of the
Evangel; hence the need to certify the Apostolic
authorship, or at least sanction, of a work purporting
to contain the Gospel of Christ.
In BatiffoPs view
the Judaic notion of inspiration did not at first enter
into the selection of the Christian Scriptures.
In
fact, for the earliest Christians the Gospel of Christ,
in
he wide sense above noted, was not to be classified
with, because transcending, the O. T.
It was not
until about the middle of the second century that
under the rubric of Scripture the New Testament
writings were assimilated to the Old; the authority of
the N. T. as the Word preceded and produced its
(Revue Biblique. 1903,
authority as a new Scripture.
226 sqq.) Monsignor Batiffol's hypothesis has this
in common with the views of other recent students of
the N. T. Canon, that the idea of a new body of
Bacred writings became clearer in the Early Church
as the faithful advanced in a knowledge of the Faith.
But it should be remembered that the inspired
character of the N. T. is a Catholic dogma, and
must therefore in some way have been revealed to,
and taught by, Apostles. Assuming that, Apostolic
authorship is a positive criterion of inspiration, two
t

—

Epistles of St. Paul have been lost.
This
appears from I Cor., v, 9 sqq.; II Cor., ii, 4, 5.
(c) The formation of the Tetramorph, or Fourfold
Irena'us, in his work "Against Heresies"
Gospel.
(a. d. 182-88), testifies to the existence of a Tetra-

inspired

—

morph. or Quadriform Gospel, given by the Word
and unified by one Spirit to repudiate this Gospel or
;

any

part of it, as did the Alogi and Marcionites, was
The
to sin against revelation and the Spirit of God.
saintly Doctor of Lyons explicitly states the names of
the four Elements of this Gospel, and repeatedly cites
all the Evangelists in a manner parallel to his citations
from the O. T. From the testimony of St. Irenreus
alone there can be no reasonable doubt that the Canon
of the Gospel was inalterably fixed in the Catholic
Church by the last quarter of the second century.

Proofs might be multiplied that our canonical Gospels
were then universally recognized in the Church, to
the exclusion of any pretended Evangels. The
magisterial statement of Irenseus may be corroborated by the very ancient catalogue known as the
Muratorian Canon, and St. Hippolytus, representing
Roman tradition; by Tertullian in Africa, by Clement
in Alexandria: the works of the Gnostic Valentinus,
and the Syrian Tatian's Diatessaron, a blending together of the Evangelists' writings, presuppose the
authority enjoyed by the fourfold Gospel towards the
middle of the second century. To this period or a
little earlier belongs the pseudo-Clementine epistle in
which we find, for the first time after II Peter, iii, 16,
the word Scripture applied to a N. T. book.
But it is
needless in the present article to array the full force
of these and other witnesses, since even rationalistic
scholars like Harnack admit the canonicity of the
quadriform Gospel between the years 140-175.
But against Harnack we are able to trace the Tetramorph as a sacred collection back to a more remote
period.
The apocryphal Gospel of St. Peter, dating
from about 1.30, is based on our canonical Evangelists.
So with the very ancient Gospel of tin- Hebrews and Egyptians (see APOCRYPHA). St. Justin
Martyr (130-63) in his Apology refers to certain

"memoirs of the Apostles, which are called gospels",
and which "are read in Christian assemblies together
tin 1 writings of tin Prophets".
The identity of
these "memoirs" with our Gospels is established by
the certain traces of three, if not all, of them scattered through St. Justin's works: it was not yet the
age of explicit quotations. Mansion, the heretic refuted by Justin in a lost polemic, as we know from
Tertullian, instituted a criticism of Gospels bearing
the names of Apostles and disciples of the Apostles,
and a little earlier (c. 120) Basilides, the Alexandrian
leader of a Gnostic sect, wrote a commentary on "the
Gospel " which is known by the allusions to it in the
Fathers to have comprised the writings of the Four
Evangelists.
In our backward search we have come to the subApostolic age, and its important witnesses are divided
into Asian, Alexandrian, and Roman: (a) St. Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch, and St. Polycarp, of Smyrna,
had been disciples of Apostles; they wrote their
epistles in the first decade of the second century

with

(100-1 10). They employ Matthew, Luke, and John.
In St. Ignatius we find the first instance of the consecrated term "it is written" applied to a Gospel (Ad
Philad., viii, 2).
Both these Fathers show not only
a personal acquaintance with "the Gospel" and the
thirteen Pauline Epistles, but they suppose that their
readers are so familiar with them that it would be
superfluous to name them.
Papias, Bishop of Phrygian Hierapolis, according to Irenanis a disciple of
Describing the origin
St. John, wrote about A. D. 125.
of St. Mark's Gospel, he speaks of Hebrew (Aramaic)
Logia, or Sayings of Christ, composed by St. Matthew,
which there is reason to believe formed the basis of
the canonical Gospel of that name, though the greater
part, of Catholic writers identify them with the GosAs we have only a few fragments of Papias,
pel.
preserved by Eusebius, it cannot be alleged that
he is silent about other parts of the N. T. (/3) The
so-called Epistle of Barnabas, of uncertain origin,
but of highest antiquity (see Barnabas, Epistle),
cites a passage from the First Gospel under the
formula "it is written". The Didache, or Teaching of the Apostles, an uncanonical work dating
from c. 110. implies that "the Gospel" was already
a well-known and definite collection.
(7) St. Clement, Bishop of Rome, and disciple of St. Paul,
addressed his Letter to the Corinthian Church c. A. D.
97, and, although it cites no Evangelist explicitly, this
epistle contains combinations of texts taken from the
three synoptic Gospels, especially from Si. Matthew.
That Clement does not allude to the Fourth Gospel is
quite natural, as it was not composed till about that
time.
Thus the patristic testimonies have brought us
step by step to a Divine inviolable fourfold Gospel
existing in the closing years of the Apostolic Era.
Just how the Tetramorph was welded into unity
and given to the Church, is a matter of conjecture.
But, as Zahn observes, there is good reason to believe
that the tradition handed down by Papias, of the
approval of St. Mark's Gospel by St. John the Evangelist, reveals that either the latter himself or a college of his disciples added the Fourth Gospel to the
Synoptics, and made the group into the compact and
unalterable "Gospel", the one in four, whose existence and authority lilt their clear impress upon
all

subsequent ecclesiastical literature, and find their

conscious formulation in the language of St. Irenseus.
Parallel to the chain of
(d) The Pauline Epistles.
evidence we have traced for the canonical standing
Gospels
extends
one
for
the thirteen Epistles
of the
of St. Paul, forming the other half of the irreducible
kernel of the complete X. T. Canon.
All the authorities cited for the Gospel Canon show acquaintance with, and recognize, the sacred quality of these
letters.
St. Irena'us, as acknowledged by the Har-

—

.
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nackian critics, employs all the Pauline writings,
except the short Philemon, as sacred and canonical.
The Muratorian Canon, contemporary with Irenseus,
gives the complete list of the thirteen, which, it
should be remembered, does not include Hebrews.
The heretical Basilides and his disciples quote from
The copious extracts
this Pauline group in general.
from Mansion's works scattered through Iremeus and
Tertullian show that he was acquainted with the
thirteen as in ecclesiastical use,

AposMikon

and selected his
The testimony of

of six from them.
Polycarp and Ignatius is again capital in this case.
Eight of St. Paul's writings are cited by Polycarp;
St. Ignatius of Antioch ranked the Apostles above
the Prophets, and must therefore have allowed the
written compositions of the former at least an equal
rank with those of the latter ("Ad Philadelphios",
St. Clement of Rome refers to Corinthians as at
v).
the head "of the Evangel"; the Muratorian Canon

gives the same honour to I Corinthians, so that we
may rightfully draw the inference, with Dr. Zahn,
that as early as Clement's day St. Paul's Epistles
had been collected and formed into a group with a
Zahn has pointed out confirmatory
fixed order.
signs of this in the manner in which Sts. Ignatius
The tendency
employ
these Epistles.
and Polycarp
of the evidence is to establish the hypothesis that
of
Corinth
was
the first to
important
Church
the
form a complete collection of St. Paul's writings.

—

remaining Books. In this formative
(e) The
period the Epistle to the Hebrews did not obtain a
firm footing in the Canon of the Universal Church.
At Rome it was not yet recognized as canonical, as
shown by the Muratorian catalogue of Roman
origin; Irenseus probably cites it, but makes no
Yet it was known at
reference to a Pauline origin.
Rome as early as St. Clement, as the latter's epistle
The Alexandrian Church admitted it as the
attests.
work of St. Paul, and canonical. The Montanists
favoured it, and the aptness with which vi, 4-8, lent
itself to Montanist and Novatianist rigour was doubtless one reason why it was suspect in the West.
Also during this period the excess over the minimal
Canon composed of the Gospels and thirteen epistles
The seven "Catholic" Epistles (James, Jude,
varied.
I and II Peter, and the three of John) had not yet
been brought into a special group, and, with the
possible exception of the three of St. John, remained
isolated units, depending for their canonical strength
on variable circumstances. But towards the end
of the second century the canonical minimum was
enlarged and, besides the Gospels and Pauline Epistles, unalterably embraced Acts, I Peter, I John (to
which II and III John were probably attached), and
Apocalypse. Thus Hebrews, James, Jude, and II
Peter remained hovering outside the precincts of
universal eanonicity, and the controversy about them
and the subsequently disputed Apocalypse form the
larger part of the remaining history of the Canon of
However, at the beginning of the third
the N. T.
century the N. T. was formed in the sense that the
content of its main divisions, what may be called its
essence, was sharply defined and universally received,
while nil the secondary books were recognized in
A singular except inn to the universonic Churches.
sality of the above-described substance of the X. T.
was the Canon of the primitive East Syrian Church,
which did not contain any of the Catholic Epistles
or Apocalypse.
The question
(f) The idea of a Xew Testament.
of the principle that dominated the practical canonization of the X. T. Scriptures has already been disCUSSed under (10. The faithful must have had from
the beginning some realization thai in the writings
oi the Apostles and Evangelists they had acquired a
now body of Divine Scriptures, a New written Testa
ment destined to stand side by side with the Old.

—

That the Gospel and Epistles were the written Word
of God, was fully realized as soon as the fixed collections were formed; but to seize the relation of this
new treasure to the old was possible only when
the faithful acquired a better knowledge of the faith.
In this connexion Zahn observes with much truth
that the rise of Montanism, with its false prophets,
who claimed for their written productions the self-

—

—

styled Testament of the Paraclete
the authority of
revelation, aroused the Christian Church to a fuller
sense that the age of revelation had expired with the
last of the Apostles, and that the circle of sacred
Scripture is not extensible beyond the legacy of the
Apostolic Era. Montanism began in 156; a generation later, in the works of Ireneeus, we discover the
firmly-rooted idea of two Testaments, with the same
Spirit operating in both.
For Tertullian (c. 200)
the body of the new Scriptures is an instrument urn
on at least an equal footing and in the same specific
class as the instrumentum formed by the Law and
the Prophets. Clement of Alexandria was the first
to apply the word "Testament" to the sacred library
of the Xew Dispensation.
A kindred external influence is to be added to Montanism: the need of setting
up a barrier, between the genuine inspired literature
and the flood of pseudo-Apostolic apocrypha, gave
an additional impulse to the idea of a X. T. Canon,
and later contributed not a little to the demarcation
of its fixed limits.
(2) The period of discussion; c. A. D. 22 0-367.
In this stage of the historical development of the
Canon of the X. T. we encounter for the first time
a consciousness, reflected in certain ecclesiastical
writers, of the differences between the sacred colThis
lections in divers sections of Christendom.
variation is witnessed to, and the discussion stimulated by, two of the most learned men of Christian
antiquity, Origen, and Eusebius of Cfesarea, the
A glance at the Canon as
ecclesiastical historian.
exhibited in the authorities of the African, or Carthaginian, Church, will complete our brief survey of this
period of diversity and discussion:
Origen's travels gave
(a) Origen and his school.
him exceptional opportunities to know the traditions
of widely separated portions of the Church and made
him very conversant with the discrepant attitudes
toward certain parts of the N. T. He divided books
with Biblical claims into three classes: (a) those universally received; (/3) those whose Apostolicity was
In the first class,
questioned; (7) apocryphal works.
the Homologoumena, stood the Gospels, the thirteen
Pauline Epistles, Acts, Apocalypse, I Peter, and I
John. The contested writings were Hebrews, II
Peter, II and III John, James, Jude, Barnabas, the
Shepherd of Hennas, the Didache, and probably the
Gospel of the Hebrews. Personally, Origen accepted
all of these as Divinely inspired, though viewing conOrigen's authority
trary opinions with toleration.
seems to have given to Hebrews and the disputed
Catholic Epistles a firm place in the Alexandrian
Canon, their tenure there having been previously
insecure, judging from the exegetical work of Clement
and the list in the Codex Claromontanus, which is
assigned by competent scholars to an early Alexan-

—

—

—

drian origin.
(b) Eusebius, Bishop of Capsarea in Palestine, was
one of Origen's most eminent disciples, a man of
In imitation of his master he divided
wide erudition.
religious literature- into three classes: (ol Homologoumena, or compositions universally received as
sacred, the four Gospels, thirteen Epistles of St. Paul,
Hebrews, Acts.
Peter, I John, and Apocalypse.
There is some inconsistency in his classification; for
instance, though ranking Hebrews with the books
of universal reception, he elsewhere admits it is disputed,
(p) The second category is composed of the
Antilegomena, or contested writings; these in turn
I
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are of the superior and inferior sort. The better
ones are the Epistles of St. James and St. Jude, II
Peter, II and III John; these, like Origen, Eusebius
wished to be admitted to the Canon, but was forced
to record their uncertain status; the Antilegomena
of the inferior sort were Barnabas, the Didache,
Gospel of the Hebrews, the Acts of Paul, the Shepherd, the Apocalypse of Peter.
(7) All the rest are
spurious (v68a).

Eusebius diverged from his Alexandrian master
personally rejecting Apocalypse as un-Biblical,
to acknowledge its almost univerWhence came this unfavourable
sal acceptance.
view of the closing volume of the Christian Testain

though compelled

—

ment? Zahn attributes it to the influence of Lucian
of Samosata, one of the founders of the Antioch
school of exegesis, and with whose disciples Eusebius
had been associated. Lucian himself had acquired
his education at Edessa, the metropolis of Eastern
Syria, which had, as already remarked, a singularly
curtailed Canon.
Lucian is known to have edited
the Scriptures at Antioch. and is supposed to have
introduced there the shorter X. T. which later St.
John Chrysostom and his followers employed one in
which Apocalypse, II Peter, II and III John, and
Jude had no place. It is known that Theodore of
Mopsuestia rejected all the Catholic Epistles. In St.
John Chrysostom 's ample expositions of the Scriptures there is not a single clear trace of tin' Apocalypse,
while he seems to implicitly exclude the four smaller
II Peter, II and III John, and Jude
from
lea
the number of the canonical books.
Lucian, then,
according to Zahn. would have compromised between
the Syriac Canon and the 'anon of Origen by admitting the three longer Catholic Epistles and keeping
Hut after allowing fully for the
out Apocalypse.
prestige of the founder of the Antioch school, it is
difficult to grant that his personal authority could
have sufficed to strike such an important work as
Apocalypse from the Canon of a notable Church,
where it had previously been received. It is more
probable that a reaction against the abuse of the
Johannine Apocalypse by the Montanists and Chiliasts
Asia .Minor being the nursery of both these errors
led to the elimination of a book whose authority

—

—

—

(

—

had perhaps been previously suspected. Indeed it is
quite reasonable to suppose that its early exclusion
from the East Syrian Church was an outer wave of
the extreme reactionist movement of the Aloges
also
of A^ia Minor
who branded Apocalypse and all the
Johannine writings as the work of the heretic CerinWhatever may have been all the influences
thus.
ruling the personal Canon of Eusebius, he chose
Lucian 's text for the fifty copies of the Bible which
he furnished to the Church of Constantinople at the
order of his imperial patron Constantine; and he
incorporated all the Catholic Epistles, but excluded
Apocalypse. The latter remained for more than a
century banished from the sacred collections as current in Antioch and Constantinople.
However, this
book kept a minority of Asiatic suffrages, and, as
both Lucian and Eusebius had been tainted with
Arianism. the approbation of Apocalypse, opposed
by them, finally came to be looked upon as a sign
of orthodoxy.
Eusebius was the first to call attention to important variations in the text of the Gospels, viz.. the presence in some copies and the absence
in others ..f the final paragraph of Mark, the passage
of the Adulterous Woman, and the Bloody Sweat.
African Church.
(c) The
St. Cyprian, whose
Scriptural Canon certainly reflects the content of the
Bible,
first Latin
received all the books of the N". T.
except Hebrews. II Peter, Jani'-s. and Jude ; however,
there was already a strong inclination in his environment to admit II Peter as authentic. Jude had been
recognized by Tertullian, but, strangely, it had lost
its position in the African Church, probably owing to

—

—

—

citation of the apocryphal Henoch.
Cyprian's
testimony to the non-canonicity of Hebrews and
James is confirmed by Commodian, another African
writer of the period.
A very important witness is the
document known as Mommsen's Canon, a MS. of the
tenth century, but whose original has been ascertained
to date from West Africa about the year 360.
It is a
formal catalogue of the sacred books, unmutilated in
the N. T. portion, and proves that at its time the
books universally acknowledged in the influential
Church of Carthage were almost identical with those
received by Cyprian a century before.
Hebrews,
James, and Jude are entirely wanting. The three
Epistles of St. John and II Peter appear, but after
each stands the note una sola, added by an almost
contemporary hand, and evidently in protest against
the reception of these Antilegomena, which, presumably, had found a place in the official list recently, but
whose right to be there was seriously questioned.
(3) The period of fixation; c. \. d.. 367-405.
While the influence of Atha(a) St. Athanasius.
its

—

nasius on the Canon of the O. T. was negative and
exclusive (see supra), in that of the N. T. it was trenchantly constructive. In his "Epistola Festalis"
(a. d. 367) the illustrious Bishop of Alexandria ranks
all of Origen's N. T. Antilegomena. which are identical
with the deuteros, boldly inside the Canon, without
noticing any of the scruples about them. Thenceforward they were formally and firmly fixed in the
Alexandrian Canon. And it is significant of the general trend of ecclesiastical authority that not only

were works which formerly enjoyed high standing at
broad-minded Alexandria the Apocalypse of Peter
and the Acts of Paul involved by Athanasius with
the apocrypha, but even some that Origen had regarded as inspired Barnabas, the Shepherd of
Hennas, the Didache were ruthlessly shut out under

—
—
—

the same

damnatory

—

title.

(b) The Roman
sus: St. Jerome.

Church: The Synod under DamaMuratorian Canon or Fragment, composed in the Roman Church in the last
quarter of the second century, is silent about Hebrews, James, II Peter; I Peter, indeed, is not mentioned, but must have been omitted by an oversight,
since it was universally received at the time.
There

—The

is evidence that this restricted Canon obtained not
only in the African Church, with slight modifications,
as we have seen, but also at Rome and in the West

generally until the close of the fourth century.
The
same ancient authority witnesses to the very favourable and perhaps canonical standing enjoyed at Rome
by the Apocalypse of Peter and the Shepherd of
Hermas. In the middle decades of the fourth century the increased intercourse and exchange of views
between the Orient and the Occident led to a better
mutual acquaintance regarding Biblical canons and
the correction of the catalogl
f the
Latin Church.
It is a singular fact that while the East, mainly'
through St. Jerome's pen, exerted a disturbing anil
negative influence on Western opinion regarding the
O. T., the same influence, through probably the
same chief intermediary, made for the completeness
and integrity of the \. T. Canon. The West began
to realize that the ancient Apostolic Churches of Jerusalem and Antioch, ind
the whole Went, for more
than two centuries had acknowledged Hebrews and
James as inspired writings of Apostles, while the venerable Alexandrian Church, supported by the prestige
of Athanasius, and the powerful Patriarchate of Constantinople, with the scholarship of Eusebius behind
its judgment, had canonized all the disputed Epistles.
St. Jerome, a rising light in the Church, though but a
simple priest, was summoned by Pope Damasus from
the East, where he was pursuing sacred lore, to assist
at an eclectic, but net oecumenical, synod at Rome in
Neither the general council at Conthe year 382.
stantinople of the preceding year nor that of Nice
1

<
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compilation partly of the sixth century (Turner, in
"Journal of Theo'logical Studies", I, 1900), but containing much material dating from the two preceding
"
The Damasan catalogue presents the complete
ones.
and perfect Canon which has been that of the Church
Universal eversince. TheN T. portion bears the marks
of Jerome's views (cf. Zahn, "GrundrissderGeschichte
St. Jerome, always
d. neutest. Kanons", in loco).
prepossessed in favour of Oriental positions in matters
influence
in regard to
Biblical, exerted then a happy
the N. T. if he attempted to place any Eastern rehis
effort
failed
Canon
of
the
O.
T.
striction upon the
The title of the decree "Nuncvero
of any effect.
est
quid
universalis
de scripturis divinis agendum
Catholica recipiat ecclesia, et quid vitare debeat"
proves that the council drew up a list of apocryphal
The Shepherd and
as well as authentic Scriptures.
the false Apocalypse of Peter now received their
"Rome had spoken, and the nations of
final blow.
the West had heard" (Zahn). The works of the
Latin Fathers of the period Jerome, Hilary of
Poitiers, Lucifer of Sardinia, Philaster of Brescia
manifest the changed attitude toward Hebrews,
James, Jude, II Peter, and III John.
(c) Fixation in the African and Gallican Churches.
It was some little time before the African Church
perfectly adjusted its N. T. to the Damasan Canon.
Optatus of Mileve (370-85) does not use Hebrews.
St. Augustine, while himself receiving the integral
Canon, acknowledged that many contested this
Epistle.
But in the Synod of Hippo (393) the great
Doctor's view prevailed, and the correct Canon was
adopted. However, it is evident that it found many
;

—

—

—

in Africa, since three councils there at
Hippo, Carthage, in 393; Third of
brief intervals
Carthage in 397; Carthage in 419 found it necessary
The introduction of Heto formulate catalogues.
brews was an especial crux, and a reflection of this is

opponents

—
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had considered (he question of the Canon.
This Roman synod must have devoted" itself specially
to the matter. The result of its deliberations, presided
over, no doubt, by the energetic Damasus himself,
has been preserved in the document called " Decretum
Gelasii de recipiendis et non recipiendis libris", a
(365)

—

found in the first Carthage list, where the much
vexed Epistle, though styled of St. Paul, is still numbered separately from the time-consecrated group of
The catalogues of Hippo and Carthage are
thirteen.
In
identical with the Catholic Canon of the present.
Gaul some doubts lingered for a time, as we find Pope
Innocent I, in 405, sending a list of the Sacred Books
to one of its bishops, Exsuperius of Toulouse.
So at the close of the first decade of the fifth century the entire Western Church was in possession of
In the East, where, with
the' full Canon of the N. T.
the exception of the Edessene Syrian Church, approximate completeness had long obtained without the aid
of formal enactments, opinions were still somewhat
divided on the Apocalypse. But for the Catholic
Church as a whole the content of the N. T. was definitely fixed, and the discussion closed.
The final process of this Canon's development had
been twofold: positive, in tin- permanent consecration
of several writings which had long hovered on the line

between canonical and apocryphal; and negative, by
the definite elimination of certain privileged apocrypha that had enjoyed here and there a canonical or
In lie' reception of the
quasi-canonical standing.
disputed books a growing conviction of Apostolic
authorship had much to do. but the ultimate criterion
had been their recognition as inspired by a great and
Thus, like
ancient division of the Catholic Church.
Origen, St. Jerome adduces the testimony of the ancients and ecclesiastical usage in pleading the cause
of the Epistle to the Hebrews (De Viris Illustribus,
Then' is no sign that the Western Church ever
lix)
positively repudiated any of the N. T. deuteros; not

admitted from the beginning, these had slowly advanced towards a complete acceptance there. On the
other hand, the apparently formal exclusion of Apocalypse from the sacred catalogue of certain Greek
Churches was a transient phase, and supposes its
Greek Christianity everywhere,
primitive reception.
from about the beginning of the sixth century, prac(See
tically had a complete and pure N. T. Canon.
Hebrews, Epistle to; St. Peter, James, Jude,
John, Epistles of; Apocalypse.)
(4) Subsequent history oj the N. T. Canon.
(a) To the Protestant Reformation.—The N. T. in
its canonical aspect has little history between the
years of the fifth and the early part of the sixteenth century. As was natural in ages when ecclesiastical authority had not reached its modern
centralization, there were sporadic divergences from
the common teaching and tradition. There was no
diffused contestation of any book, but here and there
attempts by individuals to add something to the reIn several ancient Latin MSS. the
ceived collection.
spurious Epistle to the Laodiceans is found among the
canonical letters, and, in a few instances, the apocryphal III Corinthians. The last trace of any Western
contradiction within the Church to the Canon of the
N. T. reveals a curious transplantation of Oriental
doubts concerning the Apocalypse. An act of the
Synod of Toledo, held in 633, states that many contest the authority of that book, and orders it to be
read in the churches under pain of excommunication.
This opposition in all probability came from the Visigoths, who had recently been converted from Arianism. The Gothic Bible had been made under Oriental auspices at a time when there was still much hostility to Apocalypse in the East.
(b) The New Testament and the Council of Trent
This oecumenical synod had to defend the
(1546).
integrity of the New Testament as well as the Old
against the attacks of the pseudo-Reformers. Luther,
basing his action on dogmatic reasons and the judgment of antiquity, had discarded Hebrews, James,
Jude, and Apocalypse as altogether uncanonical.
Zwingli could not see in Apocalypse a Biblical book,
fficolampadius placed James, Jude, II Peter, II and
Even a few Catholic
III John in an inferior rank.
scholars of the Renaissance type, notably Erasmus and Cajetan, had thrown some doubts on the
canonicity of the above-mentioned Antilegomena.
As to whole books, the Protestant doubts were the
only ones the Fathers of Trent took cognizance of;
there was not the slightest hesitation regarding the
authority of any entire document. But the deuterocanonical parts gave the council some concern,
viz., the last twelve verses of Mark, the passage about
the Bloody Sweat in Luke, and the Perieope Adulterce
Cardinal Cajetan had approvingly quoted
in John.
an unfavourable comment of St. Jerome regarding
Mark, xvi, 9-20; Erasmus had rejected the section on
the Adulterous Woman as unauthentic. Still, even
concerning these no doubt of authenticity was expressed at Trent; the only question was as to the
manner of their reception. In the end these portions
were received, like the deuterocanonical books, without the slightest distinction. And the clause "cum
omnibus suis partibus" regards especially these portions.
For an account of the action of Trent on the
Canon, the reader is referred back to the respective
section of this article: II. The Canon of the Old Testament in the Catholic Church.
The Tridentine decree defining the Canon affirms
the authenticity of the books to which proper names
are attached, without however including this in the
The order of books follows that of the
definition.
Bull of Eugenius IV (Council of Florence), except
that Acts was moved from a place before Apocalypse to its present position, and Hebrews put at
The Tridentine order
the end of St. Paul's Epistles.
first

—

—
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official
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Xestorians possess a
the final one of the
ancient East Syrians; they exclude the four smaller
Catholic Epistles and Apocalypse.
The Monophysites receive all the books.
The Armenians have
one apocryphal letter to the Corinthians and two
from the same. The Coptic-Arabic Church includes
with the canonical Scriptures the Apostolic ConstituThe Ethiopic
tions and the Clementine Epistles.
N. T. also contains the so-called "Apostolic ConstiAs for Protestantism, the Anglicans and
tutions".
But for over
Calvinists always kept the entire N. T.
a century the followers of Luther excluded Hebrews,
James, Jude. and Apocalypse, and even went further
than their master by rejecting the three remaining
The
deuterocanonicals, II Peter, II and III John.
trend of the seventeenth century Lutheran theologians was to class all these writings as of doubtful,
or at least inferior, authority. But gradually the
German Protestants familiarized themselves with the
idea that the difference between the contested books
of the N. T. and the rest was one of degree of certainty as to origin rather than of intrinsic character.
The full recognition of these books by the Calvinists
and -Vnglicans made it much more difficult for the
Lutherans to exclude the X. T. deuteros than those
of the Old.
One of their writers of the seventeenth
century allowed only a theoretic difference between
the two classes, and in 1700 Bossuet could say that
all Catholics and Protestants agreed on the N. T.
anon. The only trace of opposition now remaining in German Protestant Bibles is in the order,
Hebrews, coming with James. Jude, and Apocalypse
at the end; the first not being included with the
Pauline writings, while James and Jude are not
ranked with the Catholic Epistles.
the

Catholic.

Canon almost

In

Syria

—

(1903), 10-26. 226-233.
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The criterion of inspiration (less correctly known
as the criterion of canonicity").
Even those Catholic
theologians who defend Apostolicity as a test for the
inspiration of the N. T. (see above) admit that it is
not exclusive of another criterion, viz., Catholic
tradition as manifested in the universal reception of
compositions as Divinely inspired, or the ordinary
teaching of the Church, or the infallible pronouncements of oecumenical councils. This external guarantee is the sufficient, universal, anil ordinary proof
of inspiration.
The unique quality of the Sere,]
Books is a revealed dogma. Moreover, by its very
nature inspiration eludes human observation and is
not self-evident, being essentially superphysicaJ and
Its sole absolute criterion, therefore,
supernatural.
is the Holy inspiring Spirit, witnessing decisively to
Itself, not in the subjective experience of individual
souls, as Calvin maintained, neither in the doctrinal
and spiritual tenor of Holy Writ itself, according to
Luther, but through the constituted organ and custodian of Its revelations, the Church. All other evidences fall short of the certainty and finality neces(See
sary to compel the absolute assent of faith.
Franzelin, "De Divina Traditione et Scriptura";

—

Wiseman, "Lectures on Christian Doctrine", Lecii;

voluminous Geschiehte des Neutestamentliehen Kanons (Erlangen and Leipzig, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892); Westcott,
General Survey of the Canon of the New Testament (6th ed.,
Cambridge and London, 1889); Charteris, Canonicitu; an
incomplete collection of Patristic testimonies (Edinburgh and
London, 1880); Leipoldt, Geschiehte des NeutestamenHichen
Kanons Pt. I, Die Entstehuna (Leipzig, 1907); Cregory,
Canon and Text of the New Testament (1907). Special: Camkri.ynck. Saint Irenee et le canon du Nouveau Testament
(Louvain, 1S96I; Refutations ,,f Harnack; Rose, Etudes sur
les Emnqiles (Paris. 1902), 1-38; Batiffol in Revue liibliquc
J.

Reid.

identical with

—
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Vulgate and vernacular Catholic Bibles.
The same is to be said of the
titles, which as a rule are traditional ones, taken
from the Canons of Florence and Carthage. For the
bearing of the Vatican Council on the X. T. sec II.
The Canon of the Old Testament in the Catholic Church.
The New Testament Canon outside the Church.
The Orthodox Russian and other branches of the
schismatic Greek Church have a N. T. identical with
has been retained in the

also Inspiration.)

Short disquisitions on the Canon of the N. T. appear in the
Catholic Introduction! of Bai
l, Si 11 u.n Ft, Kauli \, Trenkm. i'.i.
longer one in Coknely, IntroQeneratU (unabridged);
Vioouroux, in !>></. dr la
The great
Bible; Stanton in Hastings, Diet, at Ou Hi',lr.
library treatise i- t>\ Z\hn, Protectant and conservatively critical.
His Qrundriee der Geschiehte dr.* A
mcntlichcn Kanons (Leipzig, 1901) is a compendium of the
I

i

Canons, Apostolic, a collection

of ancient ecclesi-

astical decrees (eighty-five in the Eastern, fifty in the
Western Church) concerning the government and discipline of the Christian Church, incorporated with the
Apostolic Constitutions (VIII, 47). They deal mostly

with the office and duties of a Christian bishop, the
qualifications and conduct of the clergy, the religious
life of the Christian flock (abstinence, fasting), its external administration (excommunication, synods, relations with pagans and Jews), the sacraments (Baptism, Eucharist, Marriage); in a word, they are a
handy summary of the statutory legislation of the
primitive Church. The last of these decrees contains
a very important list or canon of the Holy Scriptures
(see Canon of the Holy Scriptures under sub-title
Canon of the New Testament). In the original Greek
text they claim to be the very legislation of the
Apostles themselves, at least as promulgated by their
great disciple, Clement. Nevertheless, though a venerable mirror of ancient Christian life and blameless
in doctrine, their claim to genuine Apostolic origin is
quite false and untenable. Some, like Beveridge and
fiefele, believe that they were originally drawn up
about the end of the second or the beginning of the
third century. Most modern critics agree that they
could not have been composed before the Council of

Antioch (341), some twenty of whose canons they
quote; nor even before the latter end of the fourth
century, since they are certainly posterior to the
Apostolic Constitutions.
Von Funk, admittedly a
foremost authority on the latter and all similar early
canonical texts, locates the composition of the Apostolic Canons in the fifth century, near the year 400.
Thereby he approaches the opinion of his scholarly
predecessor, Drey, the first among modern writers to
study profoundly these ancient canons; he distinguished two editions of them, a shorter one (fifty)
about the middle of the fifth century, and a longer
one (eighty-five) early in the sixth century. Von
Funk admits but one edition. They were certainly
current in the Eastern Church in the first quarter of
the sixth century, for about oL'l) Severus of Antioch
quotes canons 21-23 [E. W. Brooks, "Select Letters
of Severus of Antioch", London, 1904 (Syriac text),
For various opinions concerning the date
I, 463-64.
of composition see F. Xau, in Diet, de theol. cath., II,
1607-8, and the new Fr. tr. of Hefelc's "History of
the Councils", Paris, 1907, 1206-11]. The home of
the author seems to be Syria. He makes use of the
Syrn- Macedonian calendar (can. 26), borrows very
largely from a Syrian council (Antioch, 341), and according to Von Funk is identical with the compiler or
interpolator of the Apostolic Constitutions, who was
certainly a Syrian (Die apostol. Konstitutionen,20 5
As just indicated the number of these canons has
given rise to no little controversy. In the Apostolic
Constitutions (loc. cit.) they are eighty-five (occasionally eighty-four, a variant in the MSS. that arises
from the occasional counting of two canons as one).
In the latter half of the sixth century, John of Antioch
(Joannes Scholasticus), Patriarch of Constantinople
from 565 to r>77, published a collection of synodal decrees in which he included these eighty-five canon;
(see Justcl-Voellus, Bibliotheca Juris Canonici vetI

.

eris, Paris, 1661, II,

501),

and this number was

finally

consecrated for the Greek Church by the Trullan or

—
,
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Quinisext Council (692), which also confirmed the
current Greek tradition of their Apostolic origin. On
the other hand the Latin Church, throughout the
Middle Ages, recognized but fifty canons of the
Apostles. This was the number finally adopted by
Dionysius Exiguus, who first translated these canons
into Latin about 500. It is not very clear why he
omitted canons 51-85; he seems to have been
acquainted with them and to have used the Apostolic Constitutions. In reality Dionysius made three
versions of the Apostolic Canons (the oldest of them
first edited by C. H. Turner, Eeclesice Occidentals
monumenta juris antiquissima, Oxford, 1899, fasc. I,
1-32); it is the second of these versions which obtained general European currency by its incorporation as the opening text of his famous Latin collection
of canons (both synodal decrees and papal decretals)
known as the " Dionysiana Collectio" (P. L., LXVTI,
9 sqq.), made public in the first decade of the sixth
century. Later collections of canons (Italy, Spain,
France, Germany, etc.) borrowed from him; the text
passed into Pseudo-Isidore, and eventually Gratian
included (c. 1140) some excerpts from these canons
in his "Decretum", whereby a universal recognition
and use were gained for them in the law schools. At
a much earlier date Justinian (in his Sixth Novel) had
recognized them as the work of the Apostles and confirmed them as ecclesiastical law. (For the Western
references in the early Middle Ages see Von Funk,
"Didascalia" etc. quoted below, II, 40-50, and for
their insertion in the early Western collections of canons, Maassen, "Gesch. der Quellen und Literatur des
eanonischen Rechts im Abendlande, Gratz, 1S72,
438-40.) Nevertheless, from their first appearance in
the West they aroused suspicion. Canon 46 for example, that rejected all heretical baptism, was notoriously opposed to Roman and Western practice. In
the so-called " Decretum " of Pope Gelasius (429-96)
they are denounced as an apocryphal book, i. e. not
recognized bv the Church (Thiel, Epistoke Rom. pontificum genuine, 1867, I, 53-58, 454-71; Von Funk,
op. cit., II, 40), though this note of censure was probably not in the original " Decretum", but with others
was added under Pope Hormisdas (514-23). Consequently in a second edition (lost, except preface) of
his "Collectio canonum", prepared under the latter
pope, Dionysius Exiguus omitted them; even in the
first edition he admitted that very many in the West
were loath to acknowledge them (quam plurimi quidem
assensum non pnebuere jacilem). Hincmar of Reims
(d. 882) declared that they were not written by the
Apostles, and as late as the middle of the eleventh
century, Western theologians (Cardinal Humbert,
1054) distinguished between the eighty-five Greek
canons that they declared apocryphal, and the fifty
Latin canons recognized as "orthodox rules" by antiquity.

The influence of the Apostolic Canons was greatly
increased by the various versions of them soon current in the Christian Church, East and West.
have already indicated the influence of the second
Latin version of Dionysius Exiguus. They were also
translated (more or less fully) into Syriac, Arabic,
Coptic, and Armenian; in general they seem to have
furnished during the fifth and sixth centuries a large
element of the ecclesiastical legislation in the Eastern
Church (see the detailed description of the so-called
"127 Copto-Arabic canons", by F. Nau in Diet, de
theol. cath., II, 1612-19; also Funk, Die apostolischen
Konstitutionen. Kottenburg, 1891, and the articles

We

Apostolic Church-Ordinance, Egyptian ChurchOrdinance, Didache, Didascalia Apostolorum).
The manuscripts of the (< ireek) Apostolic Canons are
described by Pitra, ".Juris vcr. GrSBCOrum historia et
monumenta", Rome, 1864, I, 3-4; the manuscripts
of the Latin versions of Dionysius Exiguus, by ('. 11.
Turner, op. cit. supra, fasc. I. p. 1; cf. Von Funk,

"Didascalia et Constitutiones apostolorum", (PaderThe
born, 1906), I, xlviii-liv, also xxiv-xlviii.
fifty Latin canons were first printed in Jacques
(Paris,
1524); the
Merlin's edition of the Councils
eighty-five Greek Canons by G. Holoander, in his edi(Nuremberg,
1531), whence
tion of Justinian's Novels
they made their way into the earlier editions of the
Canonici",
Juris
Civilis",
the
"Corpus
"Corpus Juris
and the large collections of acts and decrees of the
councils.

A

few other ancient canonical texts that pretend
to Apostolic origin are described by F. Nau, op. cit.,
1620-26; the most interesting of them is a brief collection of nine canons that purport to date from an
imaginary Apostolic Council of Antioch. They may
be read in Pitra, "Hist, et monumenta Juris eccl.
Gnecorum" (Rome, 1864), I, 88-91; also in Lagarde,
" Reliquiae juris eccl. antiquissima3 grace", 18-20, and
in Harnack, "Mission und Ausbreitung" (Leipzig,
1902). They recommend the faithful not to practice
circumcision, to admit the Gentiles, to avoid Jewish
and pagan customs, the distinction of clean and unclean foods, the worship of idols, the vices of avarice
and gluttony, frequentation of theatres, and taking
The earliest Christian literature offers
of oaths.
numerous parallels to the content of these canons,
which, in general, recall the Acts of the Apostles, the
In the sixEpistle of Barnabas, and the Didache.
teenth century the Jesuit Turrianus (Torres) defended
their authenticity, his chief argument being a reference of Innocent I (401-17) to an Apostolic Council
notable literary
of Antioch (Mansi, III, 1055).
controversy followed that is not yet quite closed (see
Nau, op. cit., 1621-22). Interest centres chiefly in
the first canon, which decrees that the Galileans shall
henceforth be called Christians (see Acts, xi, 26), a
holy people, a royal priesthood (see I Peter, ii, 9) according to the grace and title of baptism. Some critics see in this canon a defiant reply to the contemptuous use of "Galileans" by Julian the Apostate (Harnack, "Mission und Ausbreitung des Christentums",
Leipzig, 1902; Paul Lejav, in "Revue du clerge francais", 15 Oct., 1903, 349-55, with a Fr. tr. of the nine
canons). F. Nau is of opinion that they are much
older than the latter quarter of the fourth century
and calls attention (op. cit., 1624) to Origen, "Contra
Celsum", VIII, 29 (P. G., XI, 1560— "it seemed good
to the Apostles and the elders assembled at Antioch,
and in their own words to the Holy Spirit to write a
This stateletter to the Gentiles who believed").
ment contradicts Acts, xv, 6, 23, 28, according to
which the Apostolic letter was written from JeruNevertheless, it seems that this collection of
salem.
canons was known to Origen, all the more as it claims
(in the title) to come from the library of Origen at
Cssareaand to have been found there by the blessed
martyr, Pamphilus (cf. Eus., H. E., VI, 32, 3). F.
Nau thinks that they may represent a personal rule
of conduct drawn up by some second-century Christian (on the basis of Apostolic precepts) who miscopied Acts, xi, 26, into the form of the afore-mentioned canon 1, and then added the other precepts
canon 9 reproduces the decree of Acts, xv, 29. At
any rate Dalteus (Daill6) was wrong in charging Turrianus with downright forgery of all these canons
(De pseudepigraphis apostolicis libri tres, 1653, III,
cc. xxii-xxv, pp. 6S7-737), and deliberate corruption
"
of the text of Ps. xvi, 14. " they are full of children
i. e. "they are filled with
(four), making it read Muv
pork". This reading of the fifth canon of Antioch is
found im! only in the oldest Latin Psalters, and in
other reliable fourth to sixth century Latin witnesses
I,, the Scripture-text, but also in the best Creek manuIn other words the
scripts (Yatioanus. Sinaiticus).
Scripture-text used by these canons antedates Origen
ami is, in itself, a conclusive evidence of their greal
antiquity.
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Thomas J. Shahan.
Canons, C'ollf.ctioxs of Ancient. While the esconstitution
and government
sential principles of the
of ilio Church were immutably fixed by her Divine
legislation,
emanating
as it
Founder, ecclesiastical

—

does from the authority established by Christ in His
lias shared all the vicissitudes of the latter.
This means that it was nut a finished product from
tlio beginning, but rather a gradual growth, each
|.l
ise of which was dictated by the ecclesiastical wisdom nf the time. This is especially true of the earlier
.

Christian centuries, when as yet the Church lived
largely on tradition and custom, and when such written laws as existed were not originally universal laws,
l.ut
local or provincial statutes. t.> which later a
obligation was added through the express or
tacit approbation of the legitimate authority. Hence
arose the necessity of collecting, or in a way codifying, such legislation. These ancient collections may
ified either according to their historical avihortty or according to the method of the compiler.
i

ider

only their historical

authority these collections are genuine (e. g. the
io IIispaniea">, or apocryphal, i. e. made with
the help of documents forged, interpolated, wrongly
attributed, or otherwise defective (e. g. the Pseudo
If wo consider their juridical
Isidore collection).
authority tiny are official, authentic, i. e. promulgated by competent authority, or private, the work
of individuals, and owning no value other than their
intrinsic worth or that derived from habitual usage.
Method. Ii we consider the method of the com-

—

piler,

these collections an- chronological, in case their

laws are classified according to the time of promulgator systematic (logical, methodical), if the col.Naturally, in the
lection follow a rational order.
earlier centuries the collections are briei and contain
inly witli the infew laws chronologically certain.
crease of legislation did a methodical classification
(

become necessary,
ical

tahles

(see

tions).
In this article

or

at
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the Apostolic Canons is that of the late
F- X. ton Funk, a monument of exact scholarship: DiJascalia
(Paderborn, 1906), I, 565-95,
el Constitutional Apostotorum
The best historical study of their origin
notes.
with valuable
and nature is also owing to Von Funk, Die apostnlisehen Knnnen (Rottenburg, 1891), ISO- 206; Ihem, Dae achte Buck
Konstitutionen und die veneandtcn Sehriftcn
(Tubingen, lN'Jo). and his Ktrcheiujcsehieldlietie Ahhandl unoen
II. 369-72, III, 355 sqq.
He was
(Paderborn. 1vi;i,
preceded in the nineteenth century by Sebastian Drey (like
professor of the Catholic faculty m theology in the Uniwhere
Tubingen,
of
the
study
of
thea
ancient
texts has
versity
'
..(;,
;,>,
become an academic heirloom \em
m n. 1s:;lm, and
Constitulionen und Kanones iter Apostel
by the learned J. W. Bickei.l, Ceseli d. Kirehenreehts (Giessen,
critical text of

leas! the addil ion of

method-

below, African and Spanish collec-

we shall describe the ancient collections of canons (1) From the earliest Christian times
to the period of the apocrypha] collections (middle of
the ninth century); (2) Front the end of the ninth

century to the Deeretum of Gratian (1139-50). The
forged collections of the middle of the ninth century
will be treated in the article, F'alse Decretals.
Much of our knowledge of these matters is owing to
the historical researches begun at the end of the sixteenth century, whence issued the critical editions of
the Fathers, the councils, and the papal decretals.
We are particularly indebted, however, to two works
of primary importance: (1) the dissertation (P. L.,
LVI) of (he Ballerina brothers of Verona (eighteenth
century) "Concerning the ancient collection and collectors of Canons as far as Gratian"
a study quite
unique for its erudition and critical acumen; (2) the
history of the sources and literature of canon law by
Frederic Maassen (Gesehichte der Quellen und Literatur des Canonischen Rechts, Gratz, 1870, vol. I), in
which the learned professor of Gratz took up this
subject where the Ballerini had left it, but with a far
richer supply of documents. Unfortunately he stops
at Pseudo-Isidore.

—

From the Earliest Times to the Apocryphal
Collections.

—

—

Collections of the Apostolic Period.
certainly issued disciplinary regulations,
either as inspired authors (Divine Apostolic law, pertaining to the immutable deposit of faith), or simply
as ecclesiastical legislation (human Apostolic law).
In the primitive Christian ages there were current
divers collections attributed to the Apostles. These
collections were apocryphal, although there may be
in it some regulations of really Apostolic origin.
It
is all very interesting, partly because of the vestiges
it offers of the earliest Christian life, and partly because, tie facto, many of these regulations were long
considered truly Apostolic and. as such, influenced
seriously the formation of ecclesiastical law.
The
most important of these collections are the Doctrine
of the Twelve Apostles (q. v.), the Apostolic Constitutions (q. v.), and the Apostolic Canons (see Canons
Apostolic). The Apostolic Constitutions, though,
originally accepted throughout the Orient, were declared apocryphal in the Trullan (Quinisext) Council
of 692; they were never accepted as ecclesiastical
law in the West. The Apostolic Canons (eighty-five)
were, on the other hand, approved by the abovementioned Trullan Council. Dionysius Exiguus, a
Western canonist of the first half of the sixth century,
noted that "many accept with difficulty the so-called
canons of the Apostles". Nevertheless he admitted
into his collection the first fifty of these canons. The
so-called Deeretum Gelasianum, de libris non recipiendis (about the sixth century), puts them among the
apocrypha. From the collection of Dionysius Exiguus they passed into divers Western collections,

The Apostles

though their authority
find them admitted at
ecclesiastical decisions;
dinal

Humbert

Simoniacos,

I,

was never on one

level.

We

Home

in the ninth century in
in the eleventh century Caraccepts only tin- lust fifty (Adversus
S, and Contra Nicajtam, Mi P. L.,

(inly two of them (20,29) found their way
into the Decretals of Gregory IX.
Papal Decretals. In primitive Christian centuries
the pope
carried on ecclesiastical government by
means of an active and extensive correspondence.
We learn from a synod of the year 370, under Pope
Damasus, that the minutes of their letters or decreThese
tals (q. v.) were kept in (he papal archives.
archives (see Vatican Archives) have perished up to
the time of John VIII (d. 882). In the eighteenth ami
nineteenth centuries attempts ware made to reconstruct them; the most successful is that of Jaffe
("Regesta RR. Pont.". 2nd ed., ISN.I; ef. the important revision of Jat'fe by I', lviir, " Italia Pontificia",
During the period under discusBerlin, 1906 sqq.).
sion (i. e. to the middle of the eleventh century) we
shall note a constant use of the papal decretals by the
compilers of canonical collections from the sixth century on.

CXLIII).

—

—
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—

Greek Collections. (1) In 451 there was quoted at
the Council of Chalcedon a collection of councils no
longer extant, nor has the name of the compiler ever
transpired. It seems to have been based on the canons of Ancyra (314) and Neo-Csesarea (314-25), to
which were added later those of Gangra (360-70). At
the beginning of the collection were then placed the
decrees of Nicoea (325); subsequently the canons of
Antioch (341) were included, in which shape it was
known to the Fathers of Chalcedon. In the latter
part of the fifth century the canons of Laodicaea
(343-81), Constantinople (381), Ephesus (431), and
Chalcedon (451), were incorporated with this ecclesiastical code, and finally (after the canons of NeoCaesarea) the decrees of Sardica (343-44), in which
form the collection was in use during the sixth cenThough unofficial in character, it represents
tury.
(inclusive of sixty-eight canons taken from the
"Canonical Epistles" of St. Basil, I, III) the conciliar
discipline of the Greek Church between 500 and 600.
(2) This collection was chronological in order.
Towards 535 an unknown compiler classified its materials in a methodical way under sixty titles, and
added to the canons twenty-one imperial constitutions relative to ecclesiastical matters taken from the
Code of Justinian. This collection has been lost.
(3) Some years later (5411-550) Johannes Scholasticus, Patriarch of Constantinople, made use of this
code to compile a new methodical collection, which
he divided into fifty books. It is printed in the second volume of Voel and Just el, "Bibliotheca Juris
Canoniei veteris" (Paris, 1661). After the emperor's
death (565), the patriarch extracted from ten of the
former's constitutions, known as "Novellas", some
eighty-seven chapters and added them to the aforesaid collection.
(4) In this way arose the mixed collections known
Nomocanons (Gk. vofwi, "laws", Kavoves, "canons"), containing not only ecclesiastical laws but also
imperial laws pertaining to the same matters. The
first of these was published under Emperor Maurice
(582-602); under each title were given, after the
canons, the corresponding civil laws. This collection
(wrongly attributed to the afore-mentioned patriarch)
is also found in the second volume of Voel and Justel

as

(op. cit.).
(5) The Quinisext Council (695) of Constantinople,
called Trullan from the hall of the palace (in trulto)
where it was held, issued 102 disciplinary canons; it
included also the canons of the former councils and
certain patristic regulations, all of which it considered
constitutive elements of the ecclesiastical law of the
East. This collection contains, therefore, an official
enumeration of the canons which then governed the
Eastern Church, but no official approbation of a given
collection or particular text of these canons.
It is to
be noted that the Apostolic See never fully approved
this council.
In 7S7 a similar recapitulation of the
ancient canons was made by the Second Council of
Nica-.a.

Itnlt>-Latin

Collections.

—

(1)

Latin Version of the

—

Canons of Nicsea and Sardica. The former council
(325) was always held in the highest repute throughout the West, where its canons were in vigour together
with those of Sardica, the complement of the antiAria u legislation of Nicsa, anil whose decrees had been
drawn up originally in both Latin and Greek. The
canons of the two councils were numbered in running
order, as though they were the work of but one council la trait met with in divers Latin collections), which
explains why the Council of Sardica is sometimes
called oecumenical by earlier writers, and its canons
attributed to the Council of Nicaea.
For the text of
the version as found

in

the various collections see

Maassen, op. cit., p. 8 Bqq. The oldest versions of
these canons quoted in the papal decretals are no
longer extant.
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(2) The "Hispana" or "Isidoriana" Version.
Towards the middle of the fifth century, perhaps

appeared a Latin version of the aforecanons of Nica=a, Ancyra, Neo-Caesarea, and
Gangra, to which were added a little later those of
Antioch, Laodicaea, and Constantinople; the canons
of Sardica were inserted about the same time after
those of Gangra. Bickell considers it possible that
this version was made in Northern Africa, while
Walter inclines to Spain; it is now generally believed
earlier, there

said

that the version was made in Italy. It was long believed, however, that it came from Spain, hence the
name of "Hispana" or "Isidoriana", the latter term
derived from its insertion in the collection attributed
to St. Isidore of Seville (see below, Spanish Collections), in which it was edited, of course according to

the text followed by the Spanish compiler.
" Version.
This, too, seems
(3) " Prisca " or " Itala
to have grown up gradually in the course of the fifth
century, and in its present shape exhibits the aforementioned canons of Aneyra, Neo-Caesarea, Nicsea,
Sardica, Gangra, Antioch, Chalcedon, and Constantinople.
It came to be known as "Itala" from the
place of its origin, and as " Prisca" because of an overhasty conclusion that Dionysius Exiguus referred to
it in the preface of his first collection when lie wrote:
"Laurentius offended by the confusion that reigned
It was
in the ancient version [priscce versionis]."
edited by Voel and Justel in the first volume of their
above-quoted " Bibliotheca juris canoniei veteris"; a
better text is that of the Ballerini brothers in the third
volume of their edition of the works of St. Leo (P. L.,

—

LVI, 746).

—

The collec(4) Collection of Dionysius Exiguus.
tions we have now to describe were justified and called
for by the increasing canonical material of the Latin
West in the course of the fifth century. It may be
said at once that they were far from satisfactory.
Towards 500 a Scythian monk, known as Dionysius
Exiguus (q. v.), who had come to Rome after the
death of Pope Gelasius (496), and who was well skilled
in both Latin and Greek, undertook to bring out a
more exact translation of the canons of the Greek
councils.
In a second effort he collected papal decretals from Siricius (3S4-S9) to Anastasius II (49698), inclusive, anterior therefore, to Pope Symmachus
(514-23). By order of Pope Hormisdas (514-23),
Dionysius made a third collection, in which he included the original text of all the canons of the Greek
councils, together with a Latin version of the same.
Of this collection the preface alone has survived.
Finally, he combined the first and second in one collection, which thus united the canons of the councils
and the papal decretals; it is in this shape that the
work of Dionysius has reached us. This collection
opens with a table or list of titles, each of which is

afterwards repeated before the respective canons;
then come the first fifty canons of the Apostles, the
canons of the Greek councils, the canons of Carthage
(419), and the canons of preceding African synods
under Aurelius, which had been read and inserted in
the Council of Carthage. This first part of the collection is closed by a letter of Pope Boniface I, read at
the same council, letters of Cyril of Alexandria and
Atticus of Constantinople to the African Fathers, and
a letter of Pope Celestine I. The second part of the
collection opens likewise with a preface, in the shape
of a letter to the priest Julian, and a table of titles;
then follow one decretal of Siricius, twenty-one of
Innocent I, one of Zozimus, fourof Boniface I. three of
Celestine I, seven of Leo I, one of Gelasius I, and one
The additions met with in Voel
of Anastasius II.
and Justel (op. cit.) are taken from inferior manuscripts.

There were gaps in the work of Dionysius; he
seems, in particular, to have taken the papal decretals, not from the archives of the Roman Church, but
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fects this collection far surpassed all previous efforts
of the kind, not alone by its good order, but also by
the clear, intelligible text of its version, and by
the importance of its documents. Very soon it superseded all earlier collections and was much used (celeberimo usii), especially in the Roman Church, says Cassiodorus.
It became popular in Spain and Africa and

even before Charlemagne had found its way into Gaul
and Britain. It was the medium by which the African canons reached the East. Copyists used it to correct the text of the other collections, a fact not to be
lost sight of at the risk of taking an interdependence
of manuscripts for an interdependence of collections.
Despite its authority of daily use and its occasional
service in the papal chancery, it never had a truly
official character; it even seems that the popes were
wont to quote their own decretal letters not from
Dionysius, but directly from the papal registers. In
time the "Collectio Dionysiana", as it came to be
known, was enlarged and some of these additions
entered the "Collectio Hadriana", which Adrian I
sent (774) to Charlemagne, and which was received
by the bishops of the empire at Aix-la-Chapelle
(Aachen) in 802. It is none other than the "Collectio
Dionysiana", with some additions in each of its two
parts.
In this shape it acquired and kept the title
Neither the action of Pope
of "Codex Canonum".
Adrian nor the acceptance by the Synod of Aix-laChapelle conferred on the book an official character,
or made it a code of universally obligatory laws; with
much greater reason may it be said that it did not
thereby become an exclusively authoritative code of
ecclesiastical law.
It was first printed in the first
volume of Voel and Justel (op. cit.), re-edited by
Lepelletier (Paris, 1687), and reprinted in P. L.,
T.xVTT A new and more satisfactory edition is that
of Cuthbert Hamilton Turner, in "Ecclesue Occidentalis Monumenta Juris Antiquissima" (Oxford, 18991908), vol. II, fasc. II.

The "Avellana" Collection, so-called because
its oldest known manuscript was bought f or t he abbey
of Santa Croce Avellana by St. Peter Damian (d.
1073). The collection probably dates from the mid(5)

dle of the sixth century. It. follows neither chronological nor logical order, and seems to have grown to its

present shape according as the compiler met with the
Neverthematerials that he has transmitted to us.
less, the Ballerini pronounce it a very valuable collection because of the great number of early canonical
documents (nearly 200) that are found in no other
collection.
All it's texts are authentic, save eight
letters from divers persons to Peter, Bishop of Antioch. The " Avellana " has never been edited as such,
though all its documents have passed into the great
works of Sirmond, Constant, Baronius, and Foggini,
with the exception of two letters whose text is given
by the Ballerini, in whose work, quoted above, are
also indicated the places where tin- \:irioiis texts of
the "Avellana" may be read.
Despite the excep(6) Various Other Collections.
tional popularity of Dionysius Exiguus, which caused
the previous compilations to be disused and soon forgotten, several of them were preserved, as also were
some other contemporary collections among them
See the
several thai still offer a certain interest.
above-quoted dissertation of the Ballerini. II, iv, and
Maassen (op. cit., 476, 526, 721). It will suffice to
mention the collection known as the "Chieti" or
"Vaticana Regime", through which a very old and
distinct version of the decrees of the Council of Niciea
has reached us.
It has been edited bv the Ballerini

—

—

(P.

1,..

IA'I. B18).

—

CoBectitm of the African Church.
(1) Canons of the
African Councils.
From the Eastern Church North-

—
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from previous compilations, hence certain omissions,
winch need not arouse any suspicion of the authenIn spite of its deticity of documents not quoted.

ern Africa received only the decrees of Nicrca (325),
which it owed to Cajcilianus of Carthage, one of the
Nicene Fathers. The African Church created its domestic code of discipline in its own councils.
It was
customary to read and confirm in each council the
canons of preceding councils, in which way there grew
up collections of conciliar decrees, but purely local in
Their moral authority, however, was
authority.
great, and from the Latin collections they eventually

made their way into the ireek collections. The bestknown are: (a) the Canons of the Council of Carthage
<

(Aug., 397) which confirmed the "Breviarium" of the
canons of Hippo (393), one of the chief sources of
African ecclesiastical discipline; (b) the Canons of the
Council of Carthage (419), at which were present 217
bishops and among whose decrees were inserted 105
canons of previous councils.
In the second
(2) "Statuta Ecclesia? Antiqua".
part of the "Hispana" (see below) and in other collections are found, together with other African councils, 104 canons which the compiler of the "Hispana"
attributes to a Pseudo-Fourth Council of Carthage of
398. These canons are often known as "Statuta Ecclesia? Antiqua", and in some manuscripts are entitled
Hefele maintains that
"Statuta antiqua Orientis".
in spite of theirerroneous attribution, these canons are
authentic, or at least summaries of authentic canons
of ancient. African councils, and collected in their present shape before the end of the sixth century. On
the other hand, Maassen, Mgr. Duchesne, and Abbe
Malnory believe them a compilation made at Aries in
the first part of the sixth century; Malnory specifies
St. Cresarius of Aries (q. v.) as their author.
(3) The "Breviatio Canonum" of Fulgentius Ferrandus.
It is a methodical collection and under its
seven titles disposes 230 abridged canons of Greek
(" Hispana" text and African councils.
It was compiled towards 546 by Fulgentius, a deacon of Carthage
and a disciple of St. Fulgentius of Ruspe; the text is
in P. L.,LXVII.
This writer,
(4) The "Concordia" of Cresconius.
apparently an African bishop, compiled his collection
about 690. It is based on that, of Dionysius Exiguus;
only, in place of reproducing in full each canon, it cuts
it up to suit the demands of the titles used; hence its
name of "Concordia". Between the preface and the
text of the collection the writer inserted a resume of
This took on the name of "Breviatio Cahis work.
nonum" which led some to imagine that the latter
title implied a work other than the "Concordia",
whereas it mean! only a part or rather the preamble
of the latter, whose text is in P. L.. LXXXVIII.
Collections of the Spanish Church.
Under this
heading the historian of canon law generally understands the collections that arose in the lands once
under Visigothic rule Spain, Portugal, and Southern
Gaul.
In this territory councils were very frequent,
especially after the conversion of King Eteccared
(587), and they paid much attention to ecclesiastical
discipline.
Naturally the need of canonical collecAs a rule, such collections contions was soon felt.
tain, besides the decrees of Spanish synods, the canons
also of Nic:ea and Sardica (accepted in the Spanish
lurch from the beginning I, those of the Greek councils known through the " Itala". and those of the Gallican and African Councils, quite influential in the

—

—

)

—

—

—

(

'I

formation of Spanish ecclesiastical discipline. Three
of these collections are importanl
(1) The "Capitula Martini". -It is divided into
two parts, one dealing with the bishop and his clergy,
the other relative to the laity: in both the author
classifies methodically the canons of the councils in
He says himself in the preface
eighty-four chapters.
that he does Tint pretend to reproduce the text literally, but with set purpose breaks up. abridges, or
glosses the same, in order to make it more intelligible
to "simple people"; possibly he has occasional!}
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it

to suit the Spanish discipline of his time.

Though much has been borrowed from Latin. Gallican,
and African Councils, it is the Greek Councils that
The "Capifurnish the greater part of the canons.
tula" were read and approved at the Council of Braga
Some writers, misled by the name, attributed
(572).
them to Pope Martin I; they are in reality the work
of Martin of Pannonia, better known as Martin of
Braga (q. v.), of which place he was archbishop in the
Their text was incorporated with the
sixth century.
" Isidoriana", from which they were taken and edited
apart by Merlin and by Caspar Loaisa, and in the
first volume of the oft-quoted work by Voel and Justel,

after collation of the variants in the best

manu-

scripts.

The Spanish "Epitome", the name of the collection edited by the Ballerini (op. cit., Ill, IV) from
two manuscripts (Verona and Lucca). It has two
(2)

parts: one includes the canons of Greek, African, Galand Spanish councils; the other divers papal
decretals from Siricius to Vigilius (384-555), with two
apocryphal texts of St. Clement and an extract from
The compiler designedly abridged his
St. Jerome.
texts, and mentions only three sources, a Braga collection (the "Capitula Martini", his first chapter
being a resume of that work), an Alcahi (Complutum)
Though
collection, and one of Cabra (Agrabensis).
characterized by lack of order and exactness, the
"Epitome" interests us because of the antiquity of
Maassen thinks it connected with the
its sources.
"Codex Canonum", the nucleus of the group of collections whence eventually issued the "Hispana",
and of which we shall treat apropos Of the latter.
This collec(3) The "Hispana" or "Isidoriana".
lican,

—

must not be confounded with the above-described
"Versio Hispanica" or "Isidoriana", among the earlier Latin collections, and which contained only
canons of Greek councils. The collection in question,
like that of Dionysius Exiguus on which it is based,
contains two parts: the first includes canons of Greek,
African, Gallican, and Spanish councils, with some
letters of St. Cyril of Alexandria and Atticus of Constantinople, while the second has the papal decretals
as found in Dionysius, together with some others,
most of the latter addressed to Spanish bishops. This

tion

the chronological "Hispana". Somewhat later, towards the end of the seventh century, it was recast in
logical order, by some unknown writer, and divided
into ten books, which were again subdivided into
This is the methodical "Histitles and chapters.
pana". Finally, the copyists were wont to place at
the beginning of the chronological "Hispana" a table
of contents of the methodical collection, but with
references to the text of the chronological: in this
shape it was known as the "Excerpta Canonum".
The chronological "Hispana" seems to have been
originally the "Codex Canonum" mentioned at the
Fourth Council of Toledo (033), with later additions.
In the ninth century it was attributed, with insuffiIn spite of
cient evidence, to St. Isidore of Seville.
this erroneous attribution, the "Hispana'' contains
Later
very few documents of doubtful authenticity.
on, additions wen- made to it. the latest being taken
from the seventeenth council of Toledo (694). In
the
this enlarged form, i. e. the "Codex Canonum
"Hispana" was approved by Alexander III as authenis

1

,

(Innocent
Compostella).
tic

III.

Ep. 121, to Peter, Archbishop of

Until the thirteenth century, its authority was great in Spain. Pseudo Isidore (see below t
made a generous use of its materials. (See the text
reprinted from the edition of
in P. L.,
Madrid. 1S0S-21, executed at the Royal Printing

LXXWIV.

I

louse).

Gallican Collections— (\) The "Collectio Quesnelliana". The close relations of the churches of Gaul
with those of Italy anil Spain familiarized the former
at an early date with the canonical collections of the

—
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latter churches, to which were added the canons of
their own Gallican synods.
At the beginning of the
sixth century there arose in Gaul an extensive collection, based apparently on the "Antiqua Isidoriana",
the "Prisca", the "Chieti" collection (see above),
and the African collections, and wdiieh, besides the
earliest Eastern and the African councils, includes
papal decretals, letters of Gallican bishops, and other
documents. It is of Gallican origin, though it includes no councils of Gaul. Its name is derived from
the Oratorian, P. Quesnel, its first editor, who
wrongly entitled it "Codex Canonum ecclesia^ Romanae", and tried to prove that it was an official
It cannot, therecollection of the Roman Church.
fore, serve as authentic confirmation of the usages of
that Church or of the churches of Africa. The Ballerini reprinted it in the third volume of their edition

of the works of St. Leo I, with excellent dissertations
against Quesnel (P. L., LVI). During the sixth and
succeeding centuries the canonical compilers kept at
their task; they received the African canons, those of
Gallican councils, the statutes and letters of national
Some of these collections were chronologbishops.
ical, others methodical (see the Ballerini. II. x and
Maassen, op. cit., 556, 821). We have already called
attention to the importance (after 802) of the "Collectio Dionysio-Hadriana".
(2) The "Codex Carolinus", a collection of papal
decretals addressed to Charles Martel, Pepin, and
Charlemagne, compiled by the latter 's order in 791
(P. L., XCVIII), not to be confounded with the "Libri
Carolini" (see Caroline Books) in which were set
forth for Pope Adrian I various dnbia concerning the
veneration of images.
English and Irish Collections. Before the seventh
century we meet with no collections of canons parIn Engticular to the English and Irish Churches.
land ecclesiastical discipline is at this time based on

—

the provincial councils, which draw their inspiration
from the general councils, and are reinforced by the
ordinances of the Anglo-Saxon kings. Roman collect inns appear in 673 when Dionysius Exiguus is
quoted at the Council of Hertford. Thenceforth ap-

pear various collections of local origin, e. g. the "De
Jure Sacerdotali" (P. L., LXVIII) and the "Excerptiones" attributed (but without sufficient reason) to

Egbert of York

(d.

767).

The most

celebrate.

1

of

is the "Synodus Patritii" or "ColHibernensis", of the early part of the eighth
century, whose compiler put together previous
siastical legislation in sixty-four to sixty-nine chap" Etymologise" of
ters, preceded by extracts from the
St. Isidore concerning synodal regulations. The prefbrevity
sake
and clearness,
of
ace states that for the
and to reconcile certain juridical antinomies, effort is
rather than
the
canons
sense
of
made to render the
their letter. It is a methodical collection to the extent
their
placed
in
respective
are
that the matters treated
chapters, but there is much confusion in the distribu-

these collections
lectio

In spite of its defects this collection of lie latter.
tion made its way into France and Italy and until the
the ecclesiastical legisla"influenced
twelfth century
I

tion of churches in both countries (Paul Founder,
|),. I'influence de la collection irlandaise sur les collections canoniques).
Apart from the aboveParticular Collections.
described general collections there are .some
or particular collections that deserve brief mention.
(1) Some of them deal with a particular heresy or
schism, e. g, the collections of Tours, Verona, SalzMonie Cassino, those of Notre Dame, of Hustib
eus^ the Novaro-Vaticana, and the "Codex Encyclius" relative to Eutyches and the Council of Chal-

—

eedon, the "Veronensis" and the "Virdunensds" in
he affair of Acacius.
(2) Others contain the documents and juridical texts that concern an individual
church or country, e. g. the collection of Aries, in
i
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which were gathered the privileges of that Church,
the collections of Lyons, Beauvais, Saint-Amand,
Fecamp, etc., in which were brought, together the
canons of the councils of France. (3) In the same
category may be placed the capitula or episcopal
statutes, i. e. decisions and regulations collected from
various quarters by local bishops for the use and diof their clergy (see Capittjlaeies), e. g. the
"Capitula" of Theodulf of Orleans, end of the eighth
century (P. L., CV), of Hatto of Basle (882,- in Mon.
Germ. Hist: Leges, I, 439-41), of Boniface of Mainz
(745, in D'Achery, Spicilegium, ed. nova I, 597).
Still other collections deal with some special point of
discipline.
Such are the ancient liturgical collections
called by the Greeks "Euchologia" (q. v.) and by the
Latins "Libri mysteriorum", or "sacramentorum",
more usually "Sacramentaries" (q. v.), also since the
eighth century the "Ordines Romani" (q. v.) found
in P. L.,
VIII. Here, too, belong the collections
of ecclesiastical formulae (see Formularies. Books
of), especially the "Liber Diurnus" (q. v.) of the
!i

LXX

Roman Chancery,
7S2(P. L..CY,

I'l

i,

compiled probably between 685 ami
edited by

anew by M. de Rozieres

Gamier (Paris, 1680)and
l.S(VJ), and by Th.

(Paris.

Sickel (Vienna, 1889). Special mention is due to the
"Penitentials" (Libri Pcenitentiales), collections of
penitential canons, councils, and catalogues of ecclesiastical sanctions, to which were gradually added
rules for the administration of the Sacrament of
Penance.
This important subject will be treated
more fully under the article Penitential Books.
Collections of Ecclcsiastico-Civil Laws.
The civil
law. as such, has no standing in the canonical forum.
Yet in the first centuries of her existence the Church

—

often rounded out her own legislation by adopting
certain provisions of the secular laws.
Moreover,
either by mutual agreement, asunder the Carlo vingian
kings, or by the civil power's usurpation of ecclesiastical domain, as frequently happened under the Byzantine emperors, the civil authority legislated on
matters in themselves purely canonical; such laws it
Moreover, the
red an ecclesiastic to know.
priest often needs some acquaintance with the pertinent civil law in order to decide properly even in
purely secular matters that are occasionally submitted to him. Hence the utility of collections of
civil laws concerning ecclesiastical matters or the administration of the canonical laws (praxis canotiica).
We have already noted in the East the collections
known as "Xomocanones"; the West also had mixed
collections of the same nature.
This law inter(1) Collections of Roman Law.
ested quite particularly the ecclesiastics of the barbarian kingdoms that rose on the ruins of the \\ esti rn

—

Empire, since they continued to
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live

by

it

(Ecclesia

romana); moreover, apart from the laws of
the Anglo-Saxons, the legislation of all (he barbarian
peoples of Caul. Spain, and Italy was profoundly
influenced by the Roman law.
The "Lex romana
canonice compta ', apparently compiled in Lombardy
during the ninth century, and handed down in a
manuscript of the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris.
It includes portions of the "Institutiones" of the
"Codex" of Justinian, and of the "Epitome" of

vivit lege

Julian.
The laws
(2) Capitularies of the Prankish Kings.
of the latter were very favourable to religious interests; not a few of them were the result of the mutual
deliberations of both the civil and the ecclesiastical
power. Hence the exceptional authority of the royal
capitularies (q. v.) before ecclesiastical tribunals.
In
the first half of the ninth century Ansegisus, Abbot
of Fontenelles (823-33), collected in four books capil ularies of Charlemagne, Louis the Pious, and Lothaire; the first two books contain provisions concerning the "ecclesiastical order", the latter two
exhibit the "law of the world". Ansegisus himself

—

added three appendixes. His work was widely used
in France, Germany, and Italy, and was quoted in

and councils as an aumentic collection.
This rapid sketch exhibits the vitality of the Church
from the earliest centuries, and her constant activity
for the preservation of ecclesiastical discipline.
During this long elaboration the Greek Church unifies her
legislation, but accepts little from beyond her own
boundaries. On the other hand the Western Church,
with perhaps the sole exception of Africa, makes
progress in the development of local discipline and
exhibits an anxiety to harmonize particular legislation with the decretals of the popes, the canons of
diets

general councils, and the special legislation of the
Doubtless in the above-described
rest of the Church.
collection of canons, the result of this long disciplinary
development, we meet with forged decrees of councils
and decretals of popes, even with forged collections,
e. g. the collections of pseudo-Apostolic legislation.
Nevertheless the influence of these apocrypha] works
on other canonical collections was restricted. The
latter were, almost universally, made up of authentic
documents. Canonical science in the future would
have been nourished exclusively from legitimate
sources had not a larger number of forged documents
appeared about the middle of the ninth century
(Capitula of Benedict Levita, Capitula Angilramni,
Canons of Isaac of Langres, above all the collection
of Pseudo-Isidore.
See False Decretals). But
ecclesiastical vigilance did not cease; in the West
especially, the Church kept up an energetic protest
against the decay of her discipline; witness the many
councils, diocesan synods, and mixed assemblies of
bishops and civil otiicials, also the numerous (over
forty) new canonical collections from the ninth to the
beginning of the twelfth century and whose methodical order foreshadows the great juridical syntheses of
later centuries. Being compiled, however, for the most
part not direct ly from the original canonical sources, but
from immediately preceding collections, which in turn
often depend on apocryphal productions of the ninth
century, they appear tainted to the extent in which
they make use of these forgeries. Such taint, however, affects the critical value of these collections
rather than the legitimacy of the legislation which
they exhibit. While the "False Decretals" affected
certainly ecclesiastical discipline, it is now generally
recognized that they did not introduce any essential
or constitutional modifications.
They gave a more
explicit formulation to certain principles of the constitution of the Church, or brought more frequently
into practice certain rules hitherto less recognized in
daily use.
As to the substance of this long development of disciplinary legislation, we may recognize
with Paul Fournier a double current. The German
collections, while not failing to admit the rights of the
papal primacy, are seemingly concerned with the
adaptation of the canons to actual needs of time and
place; this is particularly visible in lie collection of
Burchard of Worms. The Italian collections, on the
other hand, insist more on the riglits of the papal
M.
primacy, anil in general of the spiritual power.
I

Fournier indicates, a- especially influential in this
Both
sense, the Collection in Seventy-four Titles.
tendencies meet and unite in the works of Yvo of
Chart res. The compilations of this epoch may, therefore, be classed in these two broad categories.
do not, however, insist too strongly on these views, as
yet somewhat provisory, and proceed to describe the
principal collections of the next period, following, as
a rule, the chronological order.

We

End
50).

of the Ninth

Centum

to (Iratian (1139-

— In these two centuries the ecclesiastical authori-

were quite active in their efforts to withstand the
decay of Christian discipline; the evidence of this is
seen in the frequency of councils, mixed assemblies of
bishops and imperial officials, and diocesan synods
ties
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the bishops.
In this period many new collections of
canons were made, some forty of which, as already

known to us.
The "Collectio Anselmo Dedicata". Though as yet
unedited, this collection is generally accounted quite
valuable by reason of its abundance of materials and
its good order; it was also one of the most widely
used.
Its twelve books treat the following subjects:
hierarchy, judgments, ecclesiastical persons, spiritual
things (rules of faith, precepts, sacraments, liturgies),
and persons separated from the Church. Its sources
are the "Dionysiana", the "Hispana", the correspondence (Registrum) of Gregory I, and various colUnfortunately it has also
lections of civil laws.
drawn on Pseudo-Isidore. It is dedicated to Anselm,
doubtless Anselm II of Milan (S33-97), and is now
held to have been compiled in Italy towards the end
It is certainly anterior to
of the ninth century.
Burchard (1012-23), whose work depends on this
said, are

—

collection.

The author

is

unknown.

The "Collection of Regino of Prum" is entitled "De
ecclesiasticis disciplinis et religione Christiana" (on
the discipline of the Church and the Christian relig-

and according to the preface was put together
by order of Ratbod, metropolitan of Trier, as a handy
manual for episcopal use in the course of diocesan
Its two books treat: (1) of the clergy
visitations.
and ecclesiastical property, and (2) of the laity. Each
book begins with a list {elenchus) of questions that
ion),

indicate the points of chief importance in the eyes of
the bishop. After this catechism, the Abbot of Prum
(d. 915) adds the canons and ecclesiastical authorities
The collection was made
relative to each question.
about 906 and seems to depend on an earlier one
edited by Richter under the title, " Antiqua Canonum
collectio qua in libris de synodalibus causis compilandis usus est Regino Prumiensis" (Marburg, 1S44).
The text of Regino is found in P. L., CXXXII; a
more critical edition is that of Wasserschleben,

"Reginonis Abbatis Prum.
causis''

(Leipzig, 1840).

libri
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whose decrees (capitularies) were often published by

duo de synodalibus

—

The "Capitula Abbonis". Abbo, Abbot of Fleury
(d. 1004), dedicated to Hugues Capet (d. 996) and his
son Robert (therefore before the end of the tenth
century) a collection in fifty-six chapters, dealing with
the clergy, ecclesiastical property, monks and t heir
Besides the canons and
relations with the bishops.
papal decretals, he made use of the Capitularies, the
Roman civil law, and the laws of the Visigoths; his
collection is peculiar in that he enclosed within his
own context the texts quoted by him. This collection is found in the second volume of the "Vetera
Analeeta" of Mabillon (Paris, 1675-85), and is reprinted in P. L., (XXXI.
The " Collectarium Canonum" or "Libri decretorum" of Burchard of Worms. This collection is in

—

twenty books and was compiled by Burchard, an
Bishop of Worms (1002-

ecclesiastic of Mainz, later

25), at the suggestion of Brunicho, provost of Worms,
and with the aid of Walter, Bishop of Speyer, and the
monk Albert. This is the work often called "Brocardus". Burchard follows quite closely the following order: hierarchy, liturgy, sacraments, delicts,
sanctions, ami criminal procedure. The nineteenth
book was familiarly known as "Mcdicus" or "Corrector", because it dealt with the spiritual ailments
of different classes of the faithful: it has been edited

by Wasserschleben in " Bussordnungen der abendlandischen Kirche" (Leipzig, 1851). The twentieth,
which treats of Providence, predestination, and the
end of the world, is therefore a theological treatise.
The collection, composed bet wren 1013 and 1023
(perhaps in 1021 <>r 1022), is not a mere compilation,
but a revision of the ecclesiastical law from the standpoint of actual needs, and an attempt to reconcile
Burvarious juridical antinomies or contradictions.

chard is a predecessor of Gratian and. like the latter,
was a very popular canonist in his time. It is to be
regretted that he depends on the above-mentioned
ninth-century collections and even added to their
apocryphal documents and erroneous attributions.
The two collections just described (Regino and Collectio Anselmo dedicata) were known and largely used
by him. Pseudo-Isidore also furnished him more
than 200 pieces. The entire collection is in P. L.,

CXL.
is

The "Collectio Duodecim Partium", yet unedited,
by an unknown, but probably a German, author.

It includes a great deal of Burchard, follows quite
closely his order, and by most is held to have copied
his material, though some believe it older than

Burchard.
The Collection in Sei'enly-four Books, or "Diversosententia Patrum".
This collection, known to
the Ballerini and Theiner, is the subject of a careful
study by Paul Fournier ("Le premier manuel canonique de la rcforme du onzieme siecle" in "Melanges
dArcheoIogie et d'Histoire publics par l'Ecole Franchise de Rome ", 1894). He considers it a compilation
of the middle of the eleventh century, done about the
reign of St. Leo IX (1048-54), and in the entourage
of that pope and Hildebrand; moreover, it was well
known in and out of Italy and furnished to other collections not only their general order, but also much of
their material. Fournier believes it the source of the
collection of Anselm of Lucca, of the '"Tarraconensis"

—

rum

and the "Polycarpus"

(see below), also of other colThis collection is yet unlections specified by him.
edited; Fournier gives (op. cit.) the beginnings and
endings (Incipit, Explicit) of all the titles, also references to their sources.
The Collection of St. Anselm of Lucca. This collection, wrongly adjudicated from the Bishop of Lucca
(1073-86), is divided into thirteen books, based on

—

Burchard and the "Collectio Anselmo dedicata", and
contains many apocryphal pieces; it also contains
papal decretals not found in other collections, whence
the Ballerini concluded that St. Anselm consulted
It has no preface;
directly the pontifical archives.
from the beginning (Incipit) of a Vatican manuscript
it is clear that St. Anselm compiled the work during
the pontificate and by order of St. Gregory VII (d.
1085). It passed almost entire into the Decretum of
Gratian. A critical edition is owing to Fr. Thaner,
who published the first four books under the title
"Anselmi episcopi Lucensis collectio canonum una
cum collectione minore Jussu Instituti Saviniani
(Savigny) recensuit F. T." (Innsbruck, 1906).
The Collection of Cardinal Deusdedit. Created by
St. Gregory VII, Cardinal Deusdedit was enabled to
use the correspondence (Registrum) of this pope, also
the Roman archives. His work is dedicated to Victor
III (1086-87), the successor of Pope Gregory, and
dates therefore from the reign of Victor; its four
books on the papal primacy, the Roman clergy, ecclesiastical property, and the Patrimony of Peter,
reflect the contemporary anxieties of the papal entourage during this phase of the conflict between the
Church and the empire. We owe to Pio Martinucci
(Venice, 1869) a very imperfect edition of this collection, and to Wolf de Granvell, professor at Gratz, a
critical edition (Die Kanonessammlung des Kardinals
Deusdedit, Paderborn, 1006).
Collection of Bonizo.
Bonizo, Bishop of Sutri near
Piacenza, published, apparently a little later than
1089, a collection in ten books preceded by a brief
In this work he treats successively the catepreface.
chism and baptism, then the duties of divers classes

—

—

ecclesiastical rulers and inferior
of the faithful:
clergy, temporal authorities and their subjects, finally
of the cure cif souls and the penitential canons. The
fourth book only (De excellentia EcclesisB Roman®)
has found an editor, Cardinal Mai. in the seventh vol-
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Patrum" (Rome,

Moreover, new
called for and found abridgements.
collections arose, owing to fresh additions to these

a collection in eight books so
author, Gregory, Cardinal of San Crisoan Archbishop of Compostella,
dedicated
to
and
of whose name only the initial "D." is given; in all
archbishop of that see from
Didacus,
he
is
probability
110] to 1120, which is therefore the approximate date
It
seems
to depend on Anselm
the
"Polycarpus".
of
of Lucca and on the "Collectio Anselmo dedicata",
and the above-mentioned "Collection in Seventyfour Books"; the author, however, must have had
access to the Roman archives. This collection is as

great compilations and new combinations with other
similar works. Among them are: (1) The "Ca?saraugustana", so called because found in a Carthusian
monastery near Saragossa. It seems to have been
compiled in Aquitaine, and contains no papal decretals later than Paschal II (d. 1118), which sugIts fifteen
gests its composition at a previous date.
books borrow much from the "Decretum" of Yvo of
Chartres.
(2) The "Collection in Ten Parts", compiled in France between 1125 and 1130, an enlarged
edition of the "Panormia".
(3) The "SummaDecretorum" of Haymo, Bishop of Chalons (1153),
an abridgment of the preceding. Antonius Augustinus (q. v.), who made known in the sixteenth century the "Csesaraugustana", revealed also the existence of the "Tarraconensis". which came to him from
the Cistercian monastery of Ploblete, near Tarragona.
It is in six books and has no documents later than the
It belongs, therereign of Gregory VII (d. 1085).
fore, to the end of the eleventh century: the "Correctores Romani", to whom we owe (1572-85) the
official edition of the "Corpus Juris canonici", made
use of the "Tarraconensis". Fournier called attention to twe manuscripts of this collection, one in the
Vatican, the other in the Bibliotheque Nationale at
Paris (see above, the Collection in S<n nty-four Books).
Ballerini. De anti>i
let coUeetoribus canonum
in P. L., I. VI. Uaassbn, Gesch. der Quellen und <ler Lit. des

time of his

"Nova

Bibliotheea

1854).

The " Polycarpus"

called

by

,

its

ledited.
Collection of
Both by his writings
of Chartres.
his acta this great bishop exercised a pronounced
influence on the development of canon law in the first
quarter of the twelfth century (he died 1 1 15 or 1117).
we owe to Paul Fournier a profound study of his
juridical activity ("Les collections canoniques attributes a Yves de Chartres", Paris. ISO", and "Yves
de Chartres et le droit canonique" in "Revue des
questions historiques", 1898, LXII, 51, 385). Nbl to

—

Ym

and

mention the "Tripartita"

(see below), he has left us:
(\
The "Decretum", a vast repertory in seventeen
parts and three thousand seven hundred and sixty
chapters;
though roughly- subdivided under the
aforesaid seventeen rubrics, its contents are thrown
together without order and seemingly represent undigested results of the author's studies and researches;
hence it has been surmised that the "Decretum" is a
mere preparatory outline of the " Panormia" (see below), its material in the rough. Theiner does not admit that the "Decretum" is the work of Yvo; it is.
nevertheless, generally accepted that Yvo is the
author, or at least that he directed the compilation.
Nearly all of Burchard is found therein, and in addition a host of canonical texts, also Roman and Prankish law texts gathered from Italian sources. Fournier
dates it between 1090 and 1095. It is found in P. L.,
(I. XI.
(2) The "Panormia", admittedly a work of
Yvo. It is much shorter than the "Decretum" (having only eight books) and is also more compact and
orderly.
Its material is taken from the Decretum,
but it offers some additions, particularly in the- third
fourth
books. It seems to have been composed
and
about 1095. and appears at that time as a kind of
methodical Summa of the canon law; with Burchard
it divided popularity in the next fifty years, i. e. until
the appearance of the "Decretum" of Gratian.
The "Tripartita", so called because of its triple
division.
It contains in its first part papal decretals
as late as Urban II (d. 1099), and is therefore not of
earlier date; its second part offers canons of the coun" text
the third part contains
cils after the " Hispana
extracts from the Fathers and from the Roman and
the prankish law. Hitherto it was supposed to have
been taken from the "Decretum" of Yvo or composed
by some unknown author. Fournier. however, thinks
that only the third book postdates the "Decretum",
<

;

and then

as

he considers

an abridgment
a trial-essay of

The other two books
the " Decretum", by Yvo

(A).

himself, or by some writer who worked under his direction while he laboured at the vast bulk of the
"Decretum". These two books, according to Fournier, formed a separate collection (A) later on joined
to the above-mentioned third book (B), in which
maimer arose the actual "Tripartita". In this hypothesis many chapters in the "Decretum" were
borrowed from the afore-mentioned (A) collection
whose nucleus is found in its extracts from PseudoIsidore completed from divers other sources, especially by use of a collection of Italian origin, now kept
in the British Museum hence known as the "Britannica". The "Tripartita" is yet unedited.
Divers Collections.
All three of these above-described collections (Decretum, Panormia, Tripartita)

—

.

&

canon,
Grati 1870); A. Tardif, Hist, des sources du
Hi h!.er, Kirchenrechtsguellen
droit canonique (Paris, lss,.
l'mini -. Kirchenrechti (Ratisbon, 1845), IV.
(Berlin, ls'.is
and Dr.u'
ces (tr. Crouzet, Paris.
'

:

:

Decretalium (Rome, 190.51, I, tit. xi;
Werni,
Scheree, Handbueh des Kirchenrechts (Gratz, 1898), I: SagMCLLER, Lfhrtmrh 'les Kalhol. Kirchenrechts (Ratislion, 1900):
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1893
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Walter,
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sionen (Bonn, 1871);

i

Pohi.e

(C.iossen, 1843),
echti alter chrtstlichen Confer
in Kirchentex., II, 1845.

Jules Bbsson.
Canons, Ecclesiastical, are certain rules or norms
The
of conduct or belief prescribed by the Church.
name is derived from the Greek navuv, the instrument
used by architects and artificers for making straight
Some writers think that the Church preferred
lines.
the word canon to Jaw, as the latter had a harsh meaning for the faithful in the times of persecution. The
early Fathers use canon as equivalent to the rule of
faith, or for some formula expressing a binding obligation on Christians (Irempus, Adv. Hair., I, ix; TertulBickell declares that for the
lian, De Pnescr., 13).
first three hundred years, canon is scarcely ever found
for a separate and special decree of the Church; rather
He apdoes it designate the rule of faith in general.
peals to the fact that the plural form of the word is
seldom used in the earliest Christian writers (Bickell,
Geschichte des Kirchenrechts, [, 8). With the fourth
century began the use of canon for a disciplinary decree, owing to its employment in this sense by the
The Cassinese editor- if
First Council of Nice (32.5).
Ferraris (s. v. Canones) say that in the first ages of the
Church many disciplinary regulations were not required, and hence it was scarcely necessary to discriminate decrees into dogmatic and disciplinary, as
the faithful classed both under the obligation to observe the general rule of faith.
Prom the fourth
century onward, canon signified almost universally a
disciplinary decree of a council or of the Roman
The word decretum during the same period,
pontiffs.
though signifying in general an authoritative statute
or decision, began to be limited more and more to
dogmatic matters, while canon when used in opposiThat
tion to it was restricted to laws of discipline.
this usage, however, was not invariable is evident
to
signify his colfrom Gratian's use of "Decretum"
From the Council of
lection of canons and decrees.
Nice to that of Trent exclusive, the regulations con<

CANONS

cerning discipline issued by assemblies of bishops received the name of canons.
With the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century
began the departure from this ancient usage. This
council used the word canon for short, dogmatic
definitions with

an anathema attached to them.
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On

the other hand it gave the name of decrees to its disThe example set by Trent
ciplinary regulations.
was followed by the Council of the Vatican. The
bring canon nearer to the
seems
to
Trent
of
usage
signification it bore before the Council of Nice, when
faith
than to discipline. The
to
rather
referred
it
general idea of a decision by Church authority seems
to be also the root-meaning of the expressions "Canon
of Scripture", "Canon of the Mass", "Canon of
Saints", although for the last term Ducange (s. v.
Canonizare) suggests a somewhat different origin.
As ecclesiastical regulations began to multiply, it
became necessary to gather them into codices, which
generally received the title of "Collection of Canons"

In these,
(see Canons, Collections of Ancient).
laws are often added to the Church regulations.
For such collections the Greeks used the term Nomocanones.
The Latins have no special name for them,
though Capitularies (q. v.), e. g. of Charlemagne, is
sometimes referred to as a somewhat parallel usage
in the West.
civil

As to the authority of ecclesiastical canons, it is
evident a distinction must be made when speaking of
canons of faith and canons of discipline, for the former
are irreversible, the latter are not. Similarly, it is plain
that canons containing a precept already binding by
reason of Divine or natural law, cannot be on the same
footing as those that are of mere ecclesiastical origin.
In general, the " Corpus Juris Canonici " declares (cap.
1. de Const.) that canonical statutes are binding on
all; likewise (cap. Quum scimus) that bishops are the
guardians of the canons and must see to their observWhen there is question of canons in the orance.
dinary ecclesiastical sense (namely, that which obtained before the Council of Trent), as they refer
principally to matters of discipline, it must be borne
in mind that they are neither immutable nor irreformable. The subject-matter of such canons depends not only on circumstances of persons, places,
and times, but also on considerations of expediency
or temporary necessity. A change in any of the
causes which brought about the framing of the canons,
will make a change in their binding-force, for disciplinary regulations are almost necessarily mutable.
In like manner when there is question of the binding
force of a canon, it is important to determine whether
it was issued by a general council or by the decree of
a pope, as imposing an obligation on all the faithful,
or whether it was framed solely for restricted regions
In the latter case its binding-force is as
or persons.
restricted as its scope.
It must be borne in mind that the object which the
in view in promulgating her
canons has been the guidance and preservation of the
of a Christian life and
duties
in
the
laity
clergy and
in the best methods of ecclesiastical administration.
such
contain elements of
therefore,
canons
Although,
positive human law, yet ultimately they are founded
such they cannot
natural
law.
As
or
Divine
the
on
be entirely abrogated by contrary custom (Ferraris,
be mitigated by
rigour
may
though
their
cit.),
loc.
certain circumstances, on the ceasing of which, the
pristine rigour of the canon would be again binding.
When they are entirely of human law, they may, of
course, be completely abrogated, not only by legislation on the part of the proper authorities, but also by
The study of the sacred canons
legitimate custom.
Perhaps most
cially enjoined on the clergy.

Church has always had

of the regulations refer directly to ecclesiastics, and
the clergy will find in them the surest guidance for
their own conduct and for the fruitful exercise of their

ministry in directing the faithful. The neglect of the
prescriptions of the sacred canons has always been
the source of corruption in morals, and perhaps the
chief reason for the loss of faith by nations as well as

by

individuals.
Ferraris, Bibliotheca (Rome, 1886). II; Smith, Elements of
Law (New York, 1S95), I; Werxz, Jut Decretalium

Ecel.

(Rome, 1898); Bickell, Geschichte des

K irehenrechts

(Leipzig,

1843).

William H. W. Fanning.

Canons and Canonesses Regular

called

(also

Regular Clerics, Religious Clerics, Cleric-Canons, Augustiviax Canons, Black Canons, MonkCanons). According to St. Thomas Aquinas, a canon

—

regular is essentially a religious cleric, or, as the same
doctor aptly expresses it: "The Order of Canons
Regular is necessarily constituted by religious clerics,
because they are essentially destined to those works
which relate to the Divine mysteries, whereas it is not
so with the monastic Orders" (II— II, Q. clxxxix, a. 8,
ad 2um, and 2. 2, Q. 189, A. 8, ad. 2. and 2, 2, Q. 184,
A. 8, Q. clxxxiv, a. 8). We have then here what con-

canon regular and what distinguishes him
from a monk. The clerical state is essential to the
Order of Canons Regular, whereas it is only accidental
Hence Erasmus, himself a
to the Monastic Order.
canon regular, declared that the canons regular are a
quid medium between the monks and the secular
And for the same reason Nigellus Vireker, a
clergy.
Benedictine monk of Canterbury in the twelfth century, contrasts the life of canons regular as he knew
them, with that of his own brethren and the Cistercians, pointing out the advantages of the former.
The canons, he tells us, were spared the long choral
stitutes a

duties, the sharp reproofs, the stern discipline of the
Black Monks, and were not bound to the Spartan
simplicity of vesture and diet of the field-working
Cistercians ("Speculum Stultorum", Rolls Series;
"The Anglo-Latin Satirical Poets of the Twelfth
Century"). The "Llanthony Chronicler" relates
how the first founders of his famous abbey, having

consulted

among

themselves,

decided

to

become

canons regular, first, because on account of their
charity they were well liked by all, and then because
they were satisfied with a modest manner of living,
their habit, though clean, being decent, neither too
In this moderation of life we
coarse, nor too rich.
may say that canons regular follow the example of
their lawgiver, St. Augustine, of whom St. Possidius.
his biographer, relates that his habit, his furniture,
his clothes were always decent, neither too showy nor

too humble and shabby.
The spirit of the canonical order is thus quaintly
but clearly explained in the "Observances in Use at
the Augustinian Prion- at Barnwell. Cambridge",
lately edited with a translation, by F. W. Clarke:
"The road along which Canons Regular walk in order
to reach the heavenly Jerusalem is the rule of Blessed
Further lest Canons Regular should wanAugustine.
der away from the rule, there are given to them, in
addition, observances in accordance with it handed
down from remote ages and approved among holy
This rule is simfathers in all quarters of the world.
ple and easy, so thai unlearned men and children can
walk in it without stumbling. On the other hand it is
deep and lofty, so that the wise and strong can find in
it
matter for abundant and perfect contemplation.
An elephant can swim in it and a lamb can walk in it

As a lofty tower surrounded on all sides by
makes the soldiers who garrison it safe, fearand impregnable, so the rule of Blessed Augus-

safely.

walls
less,

tine, fortified

on

all

sides

by observances

it. makes its soldiers,
undismayed at the attacks,

with

that
safe

is.

in

accordance

l.inons Regular,

and invincible.

—To

explain further the nature ami distinctive spirit of
the canonical order, we may say. with St. Augustine,
that a canon regular professes two things, "sancti-

—
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tatem

et

clericatum".

He

lives in

community,

lie

leads the life of a religious, he sings the praises of God
by the daily recitation of the Divine Office in choir;
but it the same time, at the bidding of bis superiors,
he is prepared to follow the example of the Apostles
by preaching, teaching, and the administration of the
sacraments, or l>y giving hospitality to pilgrims and
travellers, and tending t lie sick.
And so we find that
Pope Paschal II. in his Hull addressed in 1118 to the
prior and community at Colchester, tells them that
their order has always been devoted to preaching.
hearing confessions, and baptizing, and ready to accept the care of such parishes and public chapels as
might lx> entrusted to their charge. This has been
pointed out by other popes, as also by St. Ives of
Chartres, and by Caneellieri, who. quoting the authority of an ancient writer to the effect that the
clerics living in common in the Lateran Basilica observed the regulations introduced there by Pope lelasius, says that "their work was the administration of
the sacraments and the offering of prayer".
It is the
same now. From one monastery alone, that o) St.
Florian, in Austria, some forty parishes are served,
and those same canons who gave hospitality on the
Great St. Bernard serve a number of parishes in the
Canton Valais. The public prayer, or liturgical office,
is celebrated with all the splendour befitting God's
honour and His house. But the canons regular do
not confine themselves exclusively to canonical functions.
Nothing, unless incompatible with the duty
of clerics, is rejected.
To this day, as already mentioned, they give hospitality to pilgrims and travelI

on the Great St. Bernard and on the Simplon,
and in former times the hospitals of St. Bartholomew's Smithfield. in London, of S. Spirito, in Rome,
of Lochleven. Monymusk, and St. Andrew's, in Scotland, and others like them, were all served by canons
regular. In fact many congregations of canons made
it their chief end to work among the poor, the lepers,
the insane, and the infirm. The clerics established
by St. Patrick in Ireland had a Guest House for pilgrims and the sick, whom they tended by day and by
night.
And the rule given by Chrodegang to his
canons enjoined that a hospital should be near their
house that they might tend the sick. The Council of
Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen) also ordains the erection of
a hospital for pilgrims over which a canon regular is
lers

.

to preside.
The essential and characteristic habit of canons
regular is the rochet.
With regard to the other parts,
their dress, as a general rule, is that of other clergy,
although some have added a scapular. By most the
rochet is worn as part of their daily dress, though
sometimes reduced to a small linen band hanging
from the shoulders in front and behind. It is now so
worn in Austria, on the Great St. Bernard, and at
Aoeta. As to the colour of the dress there is no fixed
rule, the custom and traditions of the various Congre-

may

be observed. The general colour seems
to have been white as now worn by the Lateran Congregation.
A question having been raised as to the
proper habit of a canon regular, when named bishop,
it was settled by a Brief of Leo X.
A long dissertation on the dress of the canons regular was presented
to the pope by a jurisconsult. Zaccaria Ferreri, who
maintained that, with the exception of the rochet,
the canons regular, like the secular clergy, had no
fixed dress.
It may be interesting to note that, in
this dissertation on the authority of the "Most Reverend Lord Cardinal of England, and many other
Prelates, and the English Ambassador", the author
says, "in England the Canons Regular wore violet
like the other clergy".
In the Constitutions given
by Cardinal Wolsey to canons regular mention is also
gations

made

of this variety of habit.

Origin.

— Having
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thus explained what a canon
regular is, and what the spirit and work of the canoniIII.— 19

cal order are. it will be easier now to answer such questions as these:
was the founder of the canons

Who

regular?

— Whence

do they derive their origin?
they first known? Various and

When and where were

cont radictory opinions have been expressed to answer
these and similar questions.
Then' have been some
writers who, like the famous Cistercian abbot, Joa-

chim. Coriolanus, Marquez, and others held that the
canonical order began about 1100.
According to
others the order dates from the time of Charlemagne,
who expressed the wish that "all the clergy should be
either monks or canons living in common", as prescribed by the Council of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 7S9, and
Mainz, in 813. The great Bishop of Hippo is also rec. ii
led by some as the founder of the canonical institute.
All these opinions are set aside by many other
writers, and especially by the historians of the order,
who almost unanimously trace back the origin of the
canons regular much farther in antiquity. Their institute, they maintain, was founded by Christ Himself, ami dates from the time of the Apostles.
These
writers and historians begin by saying that, although
lie
nie that there was a great revival, or general
reformation and spreading of the order in the twelfth
century, in France and elsewhere through the zeal of
Ives. Bishop of Chartres. in Italy through the newlyfounded congregation of Blessed Peter de Honestis,
and elsewhere through the congregation of St. Rufus.
yet this (.Iocs not imply that the order took its origin
at that epoch, but rather— since it needed reforming
that it had already existed for some time.
History,
in fact, tells us that about the eleventh century the
regular or canonical life hitherto observed almost
even-where by the clergy was given up in many
churches, and thus a distinction was made between the
clerics who lived in separate houses and those who still
preserved the old discipline, living under rule and
having all things in common. The former were called
dares, the latter canonici regidares, by
which name they have been known ever since. It is
also true that in the year Tti". Chrodegang, Bishop of
Mctz, assembled the clergy of his cathedral around
him, led with them a community life, and gave them
a rule taken from the statutes of ancient orders and
canons, a discipline also recommended shortly after
by the Councils of Aix-la-Chapelle and Mainz; but in
doing this he was only following the example of St.
Augustine, who had introduced among his own clergy
the manner of life which he had seen practiced at
Milan.
And that is why the members of the canonical order regard St. Augustine not as their founder,
but only as their reformer, or lawgiver; because to
the clergy who lived with him he had given certain
special regulations, which were in course of time
adopted by almost all the canons regular, who were
on that account called "Canons Regular of St.
it

i

—

Augustine".

Those who believe in the Apostolic origin of the
canonical institute, support their contention by the
authority of popes, theologians, and church historians.
There is abundant evidence, they say, that
Christ

Himself instituted a perfect religious state,
it was embraced by the Apostles and many

and that

of their disciples from the very beginning of the
Church.
It is also certain that from the time of the

Apostles there have always been in the Church clerics
who, following the ej
primitive Christians,
living "secundum regulain sub Sanctis Apostolifi COnstitutam" (according to the Apostolic Rule), had all
things in common.
Eusebius, the historian, relates
that St. Mark, the disciple of St. Peter, established
this discipline at Alexandria, a- did St. Crescent ins in
Gaul, St. Saturninus in Spain, and St. Maternus in
i

Germany.

We know

Urban

I

(a. d.

227

(1334), Eugenius

that St. Eusebius introduced it

and

at Vercelli in Italy,
.

IV

St.

Ambrose

Paschal

at Milan.

Pope

II (1099), Benedict XII
(1431), Sixtus V, and Pius V. in
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their various Letters and Bulls, are quoted by the
historians of the order, to prove distinctly that St.
Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, only restored, or caused
to reflourish, the order of canons regular, which was
first instituted by the Apostles.
St. Antoninus, Vincent of Beauvais, Sigebert, Peter of Cluny, Fagnani,
and many others tell us that the canonical order traces
back its origin to the earliest ages of the Church. It
will suffice to give here the authority of Suarez, who

After having stated
clearly.
that the Apostles taught by Christ Himself formed
the first order of clerics, and that the order did not
perish with the Apostles, but was preserved by continuous succession in their disciples, as proved by
letters of Pope St. Clement and Urban I (though these
letters are Pseudo-Isidorian in character), the writer
continues: " We read in the Life of St. Augustine that
when he was made priest, he instituted a monastery
within the church and began to live with the servants
of God according to the manner and rules constituted
by the holy Apostles. Many therefore suppose that
the Order of Regular Clerics, or Canons Regular, was
not instituted by St. Augustine, but was either reformed by him or introduced by him into Africa and
furnished with a special rule, Pius IV maintains that
the Order of Regular Clerics was instituted by the
Apostles, and this Benedict XII confirms in his preface to the Constitutions of the Canons Regular. There
is no question as regards the continuance of this state
from the time of St. Augustine to this time, although
with great variety as far as various institutes are concerned." To this we may add that when a controversy arose between the Benedictine monks and the
canons regular with regard to precedence, the question was settled by Pius V in favour of the canons, on
account of their Apostolic origin. We may then conclude with the words of Cardinal Pie, who, addressing
the canons regular of the Lateran Congregation, whom
he had established at Beauchene in his diocese, says:
" These that are clothed in white robes, who are they,
and whence come they? These Canons Regular, who
are they, and whence do they come? Who they are
and whence they come, I will tell you. Their origin
is nothing else but the society and the common life
of Jesus and His Apostles, the original model of community life between the bishop and his clergy. On
that account they chiefly come from Hippo and from
the home of Augustine, who has given them a Rule,
which they still glory to observe."

sums up the case very

The name Austin (or Augustinian) Canons is commonly used instead of Canons Regular, and there are
some who think that Austin Canons are so styled because they were instituted by St. Augustine. This is
a wrong notion. St. Augustine did not found the
order of canons regular, not even those who are called
Austin Canons. There were canons regular before St.
Augustine. The various authorities quoted in this
article prove it.
All St. Austin did was to induce his
clergy to live secundum regulam sub Sanctis Apostolis
constitutam, which he had seen practised at Milan,
adding to the Apostolic Pule hitherto observed by
clerics living in common, some regulations, afterwards
called the " Hi lie of St. Augustine".
Or, in the won Is
of Pope Paschal 11. in a Bull quoted by Pennett,
"Vitse regularis propositum in primitiva ecclesia cognoscitur ab Apostolis institutum quam P. August inus
tam gratanter amplexus est ut cam reguhs infor(A regular mode of life is recognized in the
Early Church a- instituted by the Apostles, and
adopted earnestly by Blessed Augustine, who provided it with new regulations)
"Mist. Tripart.",
Lib. II. c. iv, 1.
These regulations which St. Austin
had given to the (levies who lived with him soon
spread and were adopted bj o1 her religious communities of canons regular in Italy, in France, and el
where.
When, in and after the eleventh century, lie
various congregations of canons regular were Is
,

I

and adopted the Rule

of St. Augustine,

they were

usually called Canonici Regulares Ordinis S. Augusin England Austin Canons, or
Black Canons. But there have always been canons
regular who never adopted the Rule of St. Augustine.

tini Congregationis

(

riraldus

.

.

.

,

Cambrensis mentions some

in his

day

in

Eng-

land.
In a word, canons regular may be considered
as the genus, and Austin Canons as the species; or we
may say that all Austin Canons are canons regular,
but not all canons regular are Austin canons.
If further proofs of the Apostolic origin of the canonical order are desired, many may be found in the
work of Abbot Cesare Benvenuti (see bibliography
at end of this article), who century by century,
from councils, Fathers, and other ecclesiastical
sources, proves that from the first to the twelfth century there had always been clerics living in common
according to the example of the Apostles. It will
be enough to cite here the authority of Dollinger who,
after saying that from the time of the Apostles there
have been in the Church, virgins, laymen, and ecclesiastics named ascetics, continues:
"At Vercelli the
holy Bp. Eusebius introduced the severe discipline of
the Oriental monks among his clergy both by word
and example. Before the gate of Milan was a cloister
for monks under the protection of St. Ambrose.
.

.

.

Augustine, when a priest, founded a cloister at
Hippo, in which with other clerics he lived in humility
and community of goods. When Bishop his episcopal
residence was converted into a cloister for ecclesiastics" ("Eccl. History", tr. by the Rev. E. Cox. II,
To this again may be added, among many
270).
others, the words of Benedict XII, Eugenius IV, Pius
IV, and Pius V, in their Bulls, all asserting almost in
as many words, what has been here said.
The following words, taken from the Martyrologium for canons
regular and approved by the Congregation of Sacred
Kites, will suffice for the purpose: "Ordo Canonicorum Regularium, qui in primsvis Ecclesia? sreculis
Clerici nominabantur utque ait S. Pius V. in Bulla
(Cum ex Ordinum 14 Kal. Jan., 1570): 'ab Apostolis
originem traxerunt, quique ab Augustino eorum Reformatore iterum per reformat ionis viam mundo
geniti fuere', per universum orbem diffusus innumerabilium SS. agmine fulget " (The order of canons regular, who in the early ages of the Church were called
clerics, and who, as St. Pius V says in the Bull "t urn
ex Ordinum", 1570, derived their origin from the
Apostles, and who later were born anew to the world,
through a process of reformation, by their reformer,
Augustine, being spread throughout the universe,
are renowned for an army of innumerable saints).
Development. This rule, which, in the words of
Giraldus Cambrensis. "happily joins the canonical
and clerical life together", was soon adopted by many
prelates, not only in Africa, but elsewhere also.
After
the death of the holy Doctor, it was carried into Italy
and France by his disciples. One of them, Pope
Gelasius, about the year 4'.'2, re-established the reguFrom St. John
lar life in the Lateran Basilica.
Lateran (the Mother and Mistress of all Churches) the
reform spread till at length the Rule was universally
It was in
adopted by almost all the canons regular.
the same Lateran Basilica, tradition tells us, that St.
St.

—

Patrick, the future Apostle of ireland. professed the
canonical institute which he afterwards introduced,
with the Christian Faith, into his own country.
At
the voice of the great apostle the Irish nation not only
embraced Christianity, but many also, following his
example, embraced the canonical life. On the authority of Sir James Ware. Canon Burke (Life and
Labours of St. August ine) asserts that "all the monasteries founded in Ireland by St. Patrick were for
canons regular". This opinion is also maintained by
Allemande, who affirms (Hist, monastique de l'lrlande) that "the Regular Canons of St. Augustine
were so early or considerable in Ireland before the

—
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belonged to canons and canonesses regular.

The

Irish

became the most learned scholars in Europe.
Ireland's seats of learning, monasteries, nunneries,
institutions were unsurpassed 1 either in
charitable
and
number or excellence by those of any nation in the
world. The Abbots or Priors of Christ Church and All
Hallows in Dublin, of Connell, Kells, Athessel, Killagh, Newton, and Raphoe had seats in Parliament.
There seems very little dqubt that the canonical
institute was introduced into Scotland by St. Columba. This saint, called "monasteriorum pater et
fundator", in reference to the numerous churches and
monasteries built either by him or by his disciples in
Ireland and Scotland, was formed to the religious life
The Anglo-Saxon
in the monastery of St. Finnian.
65, relates that Columba, MassChronii
preosl (Mass priest), "came to the Picts to convert
<'i,
as another manuscript says:
"This year. 565, Columba the Messa-preost came
from the parts of the Scots (Ireland) to the Britons to
teach the Picts, and built a monastery in the island
To what order this monastery, founded by
of Ily".
clerics

.

Columba, belonged, we may judge from other monasAs
buill bytnesainl in Ireland and Scotland.
we have already stated. St. Columba was the disciple
of St. Finnian. who was a follower of St. Patrick;
both then had learned and embraced the regular life
which the great Apostle had established in Ireland.
Moreover, such writers as Ware, de Burgo, Axchdall,
Cardinal Moran, Bower, expressly tell us that Columba built monasteries for canons regular in Ireland
and Scotland. So. for instance. Ware, in his "Anl-

Deny,

says:

"St.

iba built [this monastery] for Canons Regular
in the year 545.
This monastery was a filiation of
the monastery of SS. Peter and Paul at Armagh"
which, according to the same writer, had been founded
by "St. Patrick for Canons Regular". Again, tradition plaices the first landing of the saint on leaving

Ireland at Oronsay, and Fordun (Bower) notices the
island as "Hornsey, ubi est monasterium oigrorum
Canonicorum, quod fundavif S. Columba" (wi
the monastery of Black Canons which Si. Columba
founded). Speaking of the very monastery built by
the saint at By, another historian. Gervase of Canterbury, in his " Mappa mundi", informs us that the
the Black 'anons.
It may be hen tin place to mention the opinion of
'

I

l

some
lished

writers

by

Si.

who think that the monasteries estabColumba in Scotland were for Culdees.

It will be remembered that numerous opinions have
been expressed concerning the origin and the institute

of the Culdees.

some

calling

them monks, some

secular

canons and hospitallers, and others going so far as to
say that they were Independents, or Dissenters, nay
even the forefathers of the modern Freemasons. The
writer, on the other hand, is of opinion that
the Culdees originally, and some even to the very end,
were nothing else but clerics living in common just as
[1
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general suppression of monasteries, that the number
of houses they are said to have had seems incredible.
They alone possessed, or had been masters of, as many
houses as all the other orders together, and almost all
the chapters of the cathedral and collegiate churches
To these
in Ireland consisted of canons regular".
authorities we might add that of the Rev. R. Butler,
who, in his notes to the "Registrum Omnium Sanctorum", expressly affirms that the "old foundations
We might
in Ireland wire exclusively for Canons".
also quote the words of Bishop Thomas de Burgo,
"
does
not
hesitate
who. in his Bibernia Dominicana",
that St. Patrick was a canon regular, and that,
having preached the Christian Faith in Ireland, he
established there many monasteries of the canonical
Alter this no one will think that the same
institute.
writer exaggerates when he appends to his work a catalogue of 231 monasteries which at some time or other

iquitates Hiberniaj", writing of

—

those St. Patrick had established in Ireland and St.
Columba had introduced into Scotland.
At the time of the Reformation there were in Scotland at least thirty-four houses of canons regular and
one of canonesses. These included six Premonstratensian houses, one Gilbertine, and one of the Order
of St. Anthony.
The others seem to have been chiefly
of the Aroasian Congregation, first introduced into
Scotland from Xostall Priory, in England. The chief
houses were: St. Andrews, the Metropolitan of Scotland, founded by Angus, King of the Picts.
The
church was at first served by Culdees, but in 1144
Bishop Robert, wdio had been a canon regular at
Scone, established here members of his own community.
The prior was mitred and could pontificate.

—

In Parliament he had precedence of all abbots and
Scone, founded by King Alexander I.
Here
the Scottish kings were crowned. The stone on
which the coronation took place was said to be that
on which Jacob rested his head; it is now at Westminster, having been removed by Edward I.
Tradition says that the Culdees were at Scone before Alexander brought canons regular from Xostall Priory in
1115.
Holy Rood, of which King David was the
founder, in 1128. for canons regular, in the "vail that
lyis to the Eist frae the Castell, quhare now lyis the
Cannongait", and which at that time was part of
"ane gret forest full of hartis, hyndis, toddis and sicklike manner of beistis", as Bellenden, the translator
of Bower, expresses it.
This famous abbey was burnt
down, at the instigation of John Knox, in 1544, but
some efforts were made to restore Divine service in
the chapel as late as 1688, for in that year Father G.
Hay, a Scotch canon regular, of the French congregation, performed there a funeral, as he says, "in his
habit with surplice and aulmess after tile rites of
Rome". Next the abbey was the Royal Palace, and
we no told that the Scottish kings often went
priors.

—

—

Unto the saintly convent,

witli

good monks

to dine

And quaff to organ music the pleasant cloister wine.
Many of the houses founded by St. Columba remained
of the
of the

possession

in

Reformation.

of

the canons

Oronsay

and

till

the time

Crusay were

number.

Much valuable information concerning many of the
canonical houses may be found in Fordun's ScotiChronicon, written before 1384 (ed. Skene, Edinburgh,
As Walter Bower, its nml inuator and
1871 72).
annotator, was a canon regular, and abbot of Inchcohn, he no doubt derived all his materials at first
hand from he archives of the order, and thus many
important particulars are related by him concerning
the foundations of the houses, their inmates, and particular events.
There are not wanting writers who, on the authority of Jocelin, William of Malmsbury, "fiesta
Pontificum", and others, are of opinion that the
canonical order was established in Britain by St.
Be this
Patrick, on his return from Home to Ireland.
as it may, the Saxon conquerors of the country extirpated not only the religious establishments, but almost the very Faith of Christ from the land. The
faithful either were obliged to dwell in the fastnesses
It was in these cirof Wales or were made slaves.
cumstances that Po
the Great sent to
England St. Augustine with forty clerics, who according to the Bull of Pope Eugenius IV (quoted by Lingard in bis Anglo-Saxon Church, I. iv), by which, in
111. he restored the bateran Basilica to the canons
Speaking of
regular, formed a Canonical Institute.
tl
rder founded by the Apostles and n formed by
the holy Bishop of Hippo, the pope says: "
Gregory commanded St. Augustine, the Bishop of
England, to establish it as a new plantation among
the nation entrusted to his care, and spread it to thi
utmost distant parts of the West." And William of
t

I

1

1

'
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Coventry, in his Chronicle, a. d. 620, tells us that
"Paulinus with twelve clerics was sent by the Pope
In the North also the disciples
to help Augustine".
of St. Columba were preaching the Gospel and establishing the canonical order among the nation they
weie converting to Christ. The Roman and British
clergy amalgamated, and we learn from English historians that most if not all the cathedral and large
churches were served by regular clerics or canons
regular till the tenth century, when they were replaced
by Benedictine monks by royal authority, and someDr. Lingard clearly
times by means even less lawful.
states that: "in many of these religious establishments the inmates had been Canons Regular from the
In many they had originally been monks
beginning.
and had converted themselves into Canons, but all
considered themselves bound by their rule to reside

ter in 1096 was the first, followed ten years later by
Holy Trinity in London. In 1100 Ralph Mortimer,
by consent of Gerard, Bishop of Hereford, founded a

and in 1110 another
house for Austin Canons was built at Haghmond.
of secular priests became a monastery of canons regular. Secular canons were also
replaced by canons regular at Twynham, Plympton,
Waltham, and other places. In the period mentioned
there were, among others, the foundations of the Austin houses at Dunmow, Thremhall, Southampton, Gisburn, Newnham in Bedfordshire, Norton in Cheshire,
Stone in Staffordshire, Anglesey and Barnwell in Cambridgeshire, Berden in Essex. This was, no doubt, a
canonical house at Wigmore,

At Taunton a colony

and

period of great prosperity for the canonical order in England. But soon evil days came. There was first the
Black Plague, and, like every other ecclesiastical institution, the canons regular were fairly decimated, and
wemaysay that theyneverquiterecovered. Toremedy
the evil Cardinal Wolsey thought it expedient to introduce a general reform of the whole canonical order in
England. In the capacity of papal delegate, on 19
March, 1519, he issued the "Statuta", which were
to be observed by all the Austin Canons. These
ordinances, as Abbot Gasquet observes, are valuable
evidence as to the state of the great Augustinian Order at that time in England. The statutes provide
for the union of all the Austin Canons; for the assembly of a general chapter every three years for various
matters concerning obedience, poverty, and the general discipline of the cloister.
Special regulations are
given for the daily recitation of the Divine Office and
singing of Masses.
Directions are laid down for the
reception and profession of novices, for uniformity in
the religious habit, and sending young students to
Oxford University. But troubled days soon came
over the land, and these statutes, good though they
were, could not keep off the evil times. The canonical houses were suppressed, and the religious dis->
persed, persecuted, little by little disappeared from
the land altogether.
Yet, in spite of the previous
disasters, by Abbot Gasquet's computation ninetyone houses belonging to the canons regular were suppressed or surrendered at the time of the Reformation
between 1538 and 1540, with one thousand and eightythree inmates namely, Austin Canons, fifty-nine
houses and seven hundred and seventy-three canons;
Premonstratensians, nineteen houses and one hundred
and fifty-nine canons; Gilbertines, twenty houses and
one hundred and fifty-one religious. This number of
houses and religious does not include the lesser monasteries, with an aggregate of one house and five hundred
monks and canons, nor the nuns of the various orders
estimated at one thousand five hundred and sixty.
The best known canonical houses were: Walsingham, Waltham, St. Mary's Overy, Bolton, St. Bartholomew's Smithfield, Nostall, Bridlington, Bristol,
Carlisle, Newbury, Hexham, Lanereost, Bodmin, Colchester, Dunstable, Merton, Kertmele. Llanthony,
Plympton, St. Frideswide's at Oxford, Osney.

who think that the canons regular were introduced into England after the year 1100, <>r after the
coming of William the Conqueror, may have been
misled by the fact that it was only after the eleventh
century that the canons regular were so styled gener-

At Walsingham there was a famous shrine of Our
Lady, a model of the Holy House of Nazareth, founded two hundred years before the miraculous removal
to Loretto.
Erasmus, writing in the sixteenth century, gives a vivid description of the shrine and the

within the precincts of their monasteries, to meet
daily in the church for the performance of divine service, to take their meals in the same hall, and to sleep
In fact, this same historian
in the same dormitory".
is of opinion that St. Augustine and his companions
were clerics living in common. Writing of the clergy

Anglo-Saxon times, Dr. Lingard says: "The chief
resource of the Bishop lay in the Cathedral monastery,
where the clergy were carefully instructed in their
duties and trained in the exercise of their holy profesThey were distinguished by the name of Cansion.
ons, because the rule which they observed had been
founded in accordance with the canons enacted in
different councils".
And he adds this explanatory
note from the "Excerptiones" of Egbert: "Canones
dicimus regulas quas sancti Patres constituerunt in
quibus scriptum est quomodo canonici, id est clerici
regulares, vivere debeant" (By the term cations we
designate those rules winch the holy Fathers have
laid down, in which it has been written how canons
[canonici], i. e. regular clerics, ought to live).
We
have also the fact that in the twelfth century many
churches served by secular canons, like Plympton,
Twynham, Taunton, Dunnow, Gisburn, were given to
canons regular, who, it would seem, were the original
owners. This view is confirmed by the authorities of
various historians.
In his "History of the Archbishops" (ed. Stubbs, Rolls Series, London, 1876),
Diceto tells us that at Dunstan's suggestion King
Edgar "drove the clerics out of most of the churches
of England and placed monks in their stead".
In
" Liber de Hyda " we find that canons had been introduced at Winchester by King Ethelred, and that
Bishop Grimbald, a zealous reformer of the clergy,
had established a community of clerics whose duty it
was to perform the Divine Office. Speaking of ^Elfric,
a monk who had been elected Archbishop of Canterbury, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, a.d. 995, remarks
that when he came to his cathedral he was received
by a community of clerics, when he would have preferred monks.
It would seem, then, that writers like Tanner, the
in

modern

editors

of

Dugdale's

"Monasticori",

others,

nevertheless these are the same ecclesiastics,
then commonly called religious, or regular,
It is also true that, as elsewhere so in England, m Hie twelfth century then- was a great revival
in the canonical order on account of various congregations newly founded in France, Italy, and (he Low
Countries, and il was some of these new canons that
came with tin- Conqueror; but tin's docs not prove
that tin' canonical life was unknown before.
In England alone, from the Conquest t<> the death of Henry
II, no fewer than fifty four houses were founded
where the canons regular were established. Colches-

ally;
until

clerics.

;

—

canons, its custodians. At Sempringham lived in the
fourteenth century Robert de Brunne, a canon regular
has been styled the "Father of the English language ". In his monastic seclusion he welded together
thi' diverse dialects, which then divided shire from

who

grammatical structure which the language has since retained. Bridlington I'riory. where
William de Newbridge and several other historians
lived, was a bo sanctified by the life, virtues, and miracles of its holy prior, John de Tweng, lie last English
He
saint to be canonized prior to the Reformation.
shire, into the

i

died

iti

1379.

In 1386 a

mandate was

issued to col-

—
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The body
lect evidence with a view to canonization.
was translated in 1405 "de mandato Domini Papje",
and Boniface XI by a Bull, the original of which was

in choir, they are chiefly employed in serving missions, preaching retreats, supplying for priests who
ask their service, and hearing confessions, either as

in the Vatican Archives by J. A. Twemlow a
The holy
few7 years ago, formally canonized him.
prior was a very popular saint in the North of Engtomb,
built
over
his
shrine
had
been
rich
land.
from which the people begged Henry VIII to withpeople
vain.
"Lest
the
all
in
hold his hand; but
should be reduced in the offering of their money",
the shrine was pulled down and destroyed. Sempringham saw the beginning by St. Gilbert, and the
wonderful growth of the only pre- Reformat ion instiHere, too, Peter de
tute of distinctly English origin.
Langtoft, the historian, lived and wrote his wellknown works. Within the walls of Merton Abbey
Thomas of Canterbury, when a youth, received his
education and made his profession as a canon regular
before he was consecrated archbishop. Chic Priory,
whence came William de Corbeil, Archbishop of Canterbury, was renowned for the learning of its religious
Thurgarton
"clerici litteratura insignes".
clerics:
was the home of that spiritual writer, Walter Hilton,
who, about the year 1400, wrote the "Scala Perfectionis", usually attributed to some Carthusian monk.
St. Frideswide's, founded for canons regular at Castle
Tower by Robert d'Oiley, and translated to Osney in
1149, became, as Cardinal Newman tells us, "a nursery for secular students, subject to the Chancellor's
At Lilleshall Prion- lived John Myrk,
jurisdiction".
the author of "Instructions for Parish Priests", a
work written in irregular couplets, doubtless that they
might be easily committed to memory. It has been
edited by the Early English Text Society. The following verses, where Myrk gives excellent and explicit directions for behaviour in church, are a fair
sample of the author's style:

ordinary or extraordinary confessors to convents or
other religious communities.
The canonical order must have been introduced
into the New World soon after the discovery of that
country by Columbus. In fact, tradition tells us that
some canons regular from Spain were his companions
Certain it is that at
in one or other of his voyages.
the general chapter of the Lateran Congregation held
at Ravenna in 1558, at the request of many Spanish
canons, Don Francis de Agala, a professed canon regular from Spain, who for some ten years had already
laboured in the newly-discovered country, was created
vicar-general in America, with powers to gather into
communities all the members of the canonical institute who were then dispersed in those parts, and the
obligation to report to the authorities of the order.
At present there are canons regular of the Lateran
Congregation in the Argentine, and in Canada the
Canons of the Immaculate Conception serve different
missions.
The Preinonstratensian Canons also are in
different places in South America.

found

A

That when they do to Church fare,
Then bid them leave their many words.
Their idle speech and nice border [jests]

And
And

put away all vanity
say their Pater Noster and their Ave.

None in the church stand shall,
Xor lean to pillar nor to wall.
But fair on knees they shall them set,
Kneeling down upon the flat,
And pray iod with heart meek
To give them grace and mercy eke.
Suffer them to make no here [noise]
But aye to be in their prayer.
<

Some

twenty-five years ago the canons regular of
Lateran Congregation returned to Bodmin, Cornwhere before the Reformation their brethren

(!)'

wall,

the Austin Canons had a beautiful priory in honour
of St. Mary and St. Petrock.
The new priory is now
the residence of the provincial, or visitor, the novitiate-house for England, and the centre from which
several Missions as Truro, St. Ives, and Newquay

—

by canons regular.
Although when the storm of persecution came and
the religious houses were either seized or surrendered,
the canons regular were not as faithful to the Church
and their profession as might have been desired, yet
there were nol wanting many who preferred to lay
down their lives rather than bet ray their Faith or give
up tod's property. Of this number were W. Wold,
Prior of Bridlington, the Sub-Prior of Walsingham,
with sixteen canons, and Ven. Laurence Vaux. The
are served

<

now

represented in England by
Crowley, Manchester, SpalCanons Regular of the
Bodmin, Truro, St. Ives,
and Newquay, in Cornwall; at Spettisbury and Swanage, in Dorsetshire: at Stroud (ireen and Eltham. in
ondon. Besides the occupations of the regular life
at home and the public recitation of the Divine Office

canonical order

is

Premonstratensians

at

The
ding, and Storrington.
I.ateran Congregation are at

1

Reforms and Congregations.

— As

we have

al-

ready observed, in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
a great reform and revival took place in the canonical
order.
A great number of congregations of canons
regular sprang into existence, each with its own distinctive constitutions, grounded on the Rule of St.
Augustine and the statutes which Blessed Peter de
Honestis, about the year 1100, gave to his canons at
Ravenna, where also he instituted the first sodality,
In order to preserve
called "The Children of Mary".
uniformity and regularity among these numerous congregations, Pope Benedict XII, in the year 1339, issued his Bull "Ad decorem", which may be rather
called a book of constitutions to be observed by all
canons regular then existing. JBy this Bull the order,
then extending through Europe and Asia, was divided
into twenty-two provinces or kingdoms, among them
being Ireland, England, and Scotland, forming each a
province. The abbots and visitors were to be convened at a provincial chapter to be held in each provVisitors were to be elected,
ince every four years.
whose duty it was to make a canonical visitation of
every house in their respective provinces. Minute
regulations are laid down for the daily recitation or
singing of the Divine Office in choir, clothings, professions, studies at the universities, expenses and other
details in the clerical life, and the general discipline of

The Roman Martyrology
the canons in the cloister.
mentions the existence of more than thirty-three difThe histoferent congregations of canons regular.
rians of the order number no fewer than fifty-four.
It is evident that it would be quite impossible to give
here even a short account of each in particular, therefore we shall content ourselves with making special
mention of a few.
By common consent the Lateran Congregation, officially styled Congregatio SS. Salvatoris Latt runensis,
As the title
stands first in antiquity and importance.
implies, this congregation takes its origin from the
Roman Basilica of St. John Lateran, the pope's own
History, confirmed by the authority of
cathedral.
Pontifical Bulls, informs us that Pope Silvester established in the basilica built by the Emperor Const antine clerics living in common after the manner of the
In the year 492, Gelasius, a disPrimitive Church.
ciple of St. Augustine, as we have already mentioned,
nt ro.l need in the patriarchal basilica the regular disciPope Gregory
pline which he had learnt at Hippo.
tintreat, Eugenius II, Sergius III. and Alexander II,
all endeavoured to maintain the observance of the
regular life established among the clergy of the basilAs relaxation had crept in. the last named pope,
ica.
at the request of St. Peter Damian, called some canons
i

(

CANONS

and

St. Frigidian at

elsewhere.

It is the opinion of Helyot and others that no
Canons of the Holy Sepulchre existed before 1114,
when some canons regular, who had adopted the Rule
of St. Augustine, were brought from the West and
introduced into the Holy City by Godfrey of Bouillon.
On the other hand, Suarez, Mauburn, Ferreri, Vanderspeeten, and others, upholding the tradition of the
canonical order, maintain that St. James the Less, the
first Bishop of Jerusalem, established clerics living in
in the Holy City, where also, after the time
of the crusaders, flourished the Congregation of the

common

Driven away by the Moslems, the
where they had monPoland, and the Low
Countries. In these several countries, with the exception of Italy, they continued to exist until the French
Revolution. In Italy they seem to have been suppressed by Innocent VIII, who, in 14S9, transferred
As reall their property to the Knights of Malta.
gards men, the congregation seems now extinct, but

Holy Sepulchre.

canons sought refuge in Europe,
asteries, in Italy, France, Spain,

it is still

represented by Sepulchrine Canonesses,
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Lucca, a house of strict observance. The reform spread, till at length the houses
that had embraced it were formed into one large conIn the eighteenth century the Lateran
gregation.
Congregation numbered forty-five abbeys and seventy-nine other houses in Italy, besides many affiliated
convents of canonesses, monasteries, and colleges of
canons regular outside of Italy. The canons regular
served the Lateran Basilica from the time they were
put in possession till 1391, when secular canons were
introduced by Boniface VIII. Several attempts were
made to restore the basilica to its original owners, and
finally Pope Eugenius IV, in 1445, gave it over to
them, an act which was confirmed by Nicholas I.
But the arrangement did not last long, and eventually
the canons regular were definitively displaced, and
the basilica made over to secular canons. All that
remains now to the canons regular is the name they
derive from the basilica and a few other privileges,
such as precedence over all the other religious orders
and the faculty of saying all the Offices which are said
by the Lateran Canons in their Church.
There are at present houses belonging to the Lateran Congregation in Italy, Poland, France, Belgium,
England, Spain, and America. The congregation is
divided into six provinces, each presided over by a
The abbot general and procuravisitor or provincial.
tor general reside in Rome at S. Pietro in Vincoli,
where is also the directorate of the confraternity
There are novitiatecalled "The Children of Mary".
houses, where young men are prepared for the order,
The
in Italy, Belgium, Spain, England, and Poland.
proper habit of the Lateran Congregation is a white
woollen cassock with a linen rochet, which is worn as
an essential part of the daily dress. Their work is
essentially clerical, the recitation of the Divine Office
in church, the administration of the Sacraments, the
preaching of the Word. In Italy they have charge
of parishes in Rome, Bologna, Genoa, Fano, Gubbio,

from

who

have convents in Belgium, Holland, France, Spain,
and England. According to Dugdale's " Monasticon", the canons had two houses in England, one at
Thetford and the other at Warwick. By a Bull,
dated 10 January, 1143, to be found in the " Bullarium Latoranense", Pope Celestire II confirms the
church and the Canons Regular of the Holy Sepulchre
in all the possessions they had received from Godfrey
of Bouillon, King Baldwin, and other benefactors.
Mention is also made in lie Bull of several churches
in the Holy Land and in Italy belonging to the canons.
Cardinal de Vitry, a canon regular of Oignies, and
I

Cardinal Patriarch of Jerusalem, who had lived in
Palestine some years, relates that the canons served,
amongst other churches, that of the Holy Sepulchre
and those on Mount Sion andon Mount Olivet. The

patriarch was also Abbot of the Holy Sepulchre, and
was elected by the canons regular.
In the year 1109 the famous scholar and teacher,
William de Champeaux, formerly Archdeacon of
Paris, and afterwards a canon regular, opened, at the
request of his disciples, in his monastery of St. Victor
near the city, a school which, owing to the great reputation of the master for learning, soon drew crowds of
students from many parts. Founded by a scholar,
the monastery of St. Victor for many centuries was a
centre of learning and virtue, or, as a French writer
(Pasquier) says, " Les lettres y furent toujours logees a
bonnes enseignes" (there, letters were always entertained at good inns). Here were formed men like
Hugh, Richard, and Adam of St. Victor, all famous
for their theological works and their piety.
The lastcalled by Dom Gueranger
"the greatest poet of the Middle Ages". It was
who, among his beautiful liturgical hymns,
composed three admirable proses in honour of St.
Thomas of Canterbury, beginning "Gaude Sion et
laetare", "Aquas plenas amaritudine", "Pia Mater
plangat Ecclesia". The pious composer writes very
feelingly of the holy martyr, whom he had heard and

named, Adam, has been

Adam

seen at St. Victor only sixteen months before his
martyrdom. The archbishop, while at Paris to thank
the king for his protection, wished also to visit the
monastery of St. Victor, where at the time lived the
saintly Richard.
This visit took place on the octave
of the Feast of St. Augustine, and the chronicler relates how the future martyr was joyously received by
the community and was introduced into the chapterroom, where he made an address to the brethren from
the text, "In pace factus est locus" (Ps. lxxv). This
visit and conference of their holy brother (for it must
be remembered that St. Thomas had made his profession as a canon regular) made a great impression, we
are told, on all who were present, and they remembered it when they shortly after heard of his cruel
death.
So great was the reputation of the monastery built
by William de Champeaux that houses were soon
established everywhere after the model of St. Victor's,
which was regarded as their mother-house. At the
death of Gilduin, the immediate successor of William,
who had been made Bishop of Chalons, the CongregaFrom this
tion already counted forty-four houses.
congregation, in 1149, sprang another, that of SainteGenevieve, which in its turn became very numerous
and, reformed as the Gallican Congregation, in the
sixteenth century, by a holy man called Charles Faure,
had, at the outbreak of the Revolution, no fewer than
one hundred abbeys and monasteries in France. Both
these congregations became extinct, as far as men are
concerned, but the ancient congregation of St. Victor
is still represented by a very old community of canonSome
esses at Ronsbrugge, near Ypres, in Belgium.
years ago the congregation was revived, with some
modifications, by the Very Rev. Dom Grea, then
Vicar-General of St. Claude in France, under the denomination of Canons Regular of the Immaculate
Conception. Before their expulsion from France they
served the ancient Abbey of St. Anthony in tauphine.
1

They have now emigrated

to Italy and to Canada.
a white woollen gown and linen rochet
with a black cloak.

Their habit

is

The Premonstratensian Congregation was founded
at Premontrt;, near Laon, in France, by St. Norbert,
in the year 1120, and approved by Pope Honorius II
According to the spirit of its founder, this
in 1126.
congregation unites the active with the contemplative
life, the institute embracing in its scope the sanetitieation of its members and the administration of the
sacraments.
It grew large oven during the lifetime
of its founder, and now has charge of many parishes
The
an.! schools, especially in Austria and Hungary.
Premonstratensians wear a white habit with white

CANONS
They

cincture.
vicars,

The

and

are governed

general,

visitors.

origin of the Congregation of the

appears In

uncertain, although

Holy Cross

admit

great
antiquity.
It has been divided into four chief
branches: the Italian, the Bohemian, the Belgian,
and the .Spanish. Of this last very little is known.
The branch once flourishing in Italy, after several atlie

all

its

tempts al reformation, was finally suppressed by
Alexander VII in 1656. In Bohemia there are still
some houses of Croisier Canons, as they are called,
who. however, seem to be different from the wellknown Belgian Canons of the Holy Cross, who trace
their origin to the time of Innocent III and recognize
for their Father Blessed Theodore de Celles, who
founded their first house at Huy. near Liege. These
Belgian Croisier Canons have a great affinity with the

They follow the Rule of St. Augustine,
>ominicans.
their constitutions are mainly those compiled for
the Dominican Order by St. Raymond of Pennafort.
Besides the usual duties of canons in the church, they
are engaged in preaching, administering the sacraFormerly they had houses in
ments, and teaching.
I

and

Belgium, Holland. Germany, France, England, IreTill some years ago they served
land, and Scotland.
us in North America.
At present they have
five monasteries in Belgium, of which St. Agatha is
considered the mother-house. To these Croisier Canons belongs the privilege, granted to them by Leo X.
and confirmed by Leo XIII, of blessing beads with an
indulgence of 500 days. Their habit was formerly
black, but is now a white soutane with a black scapuIn
lar and a cross, white and black, on the breast.
choir they wear in summer the rochet with a black
almucc.
To St. Gilbert of Scmpringham is due the honour
of founding the only religious order of distinctly EngHaving completed his studies in England
and in nance, he returned to the Diocese of Lincoln,
where he began to labour with great zeal for the salvation of souls, becoming a canon regular in the monasBut finding that the discipline
tery of Bridlington.
of the order was not strictly observed, he conceived,
the
of
introducing a reform in those
in
IV
idea
After much prayer, thought, and taking
regions.
advice from holy men, he came to the conclusion that
1

1

new congregation, comboth men and women, who should live under
ry to establish a

posed of
the same roof, though of course separated. This idea
he put into execution, giving the rule of St. Benedict
to the women and that of canons regular to the men,
with special and carefully elaborated constitutions
for both.
The Gilbertine Congregation spread especially in the Xorth of England, and, as already stated,
at the time of the general dissolution it had twenty
At
houses and one hundred and fifty-one religious.
Diversity of Stamford, Sempringham
1

Hall, founded

by Robert Lutrell

in 1292,

cially for the students of the. Gilbertine

was espe-

Congregation,
canons regular, usually called monks, whom
at the Hospice on the Great St.
Bernard, belong to the Congregation of St. Augustine,
St. Bernard, and St. Nicholas, as it is officially called.
They were established on this famous pass of the Alps
by Bernard of Menthon, a canon regular of Aosta,
about the year 969, according to some, or later, according to others. The religious institute in such a
place was only meant by the founder for the convenience of pilgrims and travellers who cross the Alps
The hospice, the
at a point always full of dangers.
canons, their work are too well known to need more
than a short mention here. Besides lay brothers and
servants, there are always at the hospice about fifteen
canons, who come from Martigny, their mother-house,
where also resides the -uperior general of the congregation.
Some canons have charge of the hospice on the
Simplon Pass, and a certain number of parishes in the
•
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Canton Valais are served by canons of the same congregation.
The origin of the Windesheim Congregation is due
to Gerard Groot, a zealous preacher and reformer of
the fourteenth century, at LVvcnter in the Low Coun-

Touched by his preaching and example, many
clerical students gathered around him and, under
his direction, "putting together whatever they earned
week by week, began to live in common". Such was
the beginning of the institute known as that of the
" Brothers and Sisters of the
Life". This institution spread rapidly, and in a short time nearly every
town in Holland and the adjacent count ries contained
tries.

poor

Common

one or more houses of "The New Devotion", as it was
then called. But difficulties were not wanting. The
members of "The New Devotion" were not bound together by any vows, and the institute had received no
formal approval from the ecclesiastical authorities.
Groot foresaw that the only safeguard for the continuance of the new institute was to affiliate it in some
to some great religious order already approved
the Church, to the authority of which the "devout
brethren and sisters" might look for guidance and
protection.
Having heard of the famous Blessed
John Ruysbrock, prior of a house of canons regular
at Groendael near Brussels, he went to visit and consult him.
Deeply edified by what he saw and heard
there, Gerard Groot resolved to place this new institute under the spiritual guidance of the canons regular.
The execution of this resolve was left by Gerard
Groot, at his death, to his beloved disciple, Florentius
Radewyn. A beginning was soon made, and the
foundation of the first house laid at Windesheim, near
Zwolle.
This became the mother-house of the famous
congregation, which, only sixty years after the death
of Groot, possessed in Belgium alone more than eighty
well-organized monasteries, some of which, according
to the chronicler John Buschius. who had visited them
all, contained as many as a hundred, or even two
hundred, inmates. The congregation continued in
its primitive fervour until the devastations of the
Reformers drove it from its native soil, and it was at
last utterly destroyed during the French Revolution..
To this double institute the Church owes many pious
and learned men as Raymund Jordan, railed bliota,

way
by

—

John Ruysbrock, Mauburn. Garetins. Latomus, and
Erasmus. Some, like St. John Ostervick, canonized
by Pius IX. shed their blood rather than deny their
Faith.
Chief among these learned and holy men
stands Thomas a Kempis, who when still a youth
joined the institute, and knew the saintly
lurentius
and the first founders of the congregation.
Although the canonical order ]x>ssessed so many
houses in Ireland before tin' dissolution by Henry
VIII; yet, on account of the persecution, little by
little
appears to have languished, and by 1620 to
have been nearly extinct; it somewhat revived, however, for canons regular were once more to be found
in the country not long after this.
It is not improbable that at the outbreak of the persecution, like many
members of other religious orders, some of the Irish
canons may have retired to foreign monasteries and
maintained a quasi-independent existenci and have
been joined by others of their compatriots who were
I

it,

.

desirous of entering the canonical institute.
In 1645
Dom Thaddeus O'Conel was butchered at Sligo by the
Scotch Puritans together with the VrchbishopofTuam,

Malachy O'Queely. At th
ment of 1646
the canons were sufficiently numerous to be formed
by Innocent
into a separate congregation, that of
St. Patrick, and this congregation, as the same pope
declared, inherited all the rights, privileges, and posIn the year 1608 the
sessions of the old Irish canons.
Irish Congregation, by a Bull of Innocent XII, was
affiliated and aggregated to the Lateran Congregation.
From the moment the union was made the
two congregations formed but one, and the members

X
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Thomas, Dublin, was appointed by the abbot
general, Clappini, with the approval of Clement XI,
St.

In 1735 the
vicar-gene.al in the three kingdoms.
Irish canons were claiming before the Congregation
Propaganda their right to several churches, parThe cause was settled in their
ishes, and houses.
favour, but there were many difficulties, and they
In the "Spicilecould get possession of only a few.
gium Ossoriense" (III, 148) we find that Henry
O' Kelly, a canon regular, obtained from Pope Benedict XIII letters in virtue of which he not only called
himself Abbot of St. Thomas, Dublin, but also claimed
the parochial rights over a great pari of the city, without any dependence upon the metropolitan. The last.
canon of the Irish Congregation died towards the beginning of the nineteenth century. But. the Irish
Congregation having been united, as we have stated,
with the Lateran, all its rights and privileges still survive in the last-named.
The Austrian Congregation, formed in 1907, is composed of the various ancient monasteries, abbeys, and
collegiate churches of canons regular in Austria.
These are St. Florian, Klosterneuburg, Herzogenburg.
Reichersburg, Voran, Neustift. The president of this
new congregation is the Abbot of St. Florian.
Other more or less distinct congregations now no
longer in existence have been those of St. Rufus,
founded in 1039, and once flourishing in Dauphine;
of Aroasia (Diocese of Arras, in France), founded in
1097; Marbaeh (1100); of the Holy Redeemer of
Bologna, also called the Renana (1136), now united
to the Lateran Congregation; of the Holy Spirit in
Sassia (1198); of St. George in Alga, at Venice(1404);
of Our Saviour in Lorraine, reformed in 162S by St.
Peter Fourier.
Canonesses Regular. To most religious orders
and congregations of men convents of nuns are related, following the same rules and constitutions.
There are canonesses regular, as well as canons
The Apostolic origin is common to both.
regular.
As Suarez says, "with regard to origin and antiquity
the same is to be said of orders of women both in
general and in particular as of orders of men. The
one generally began with the other. St. Basil in his
of

—

And St.
both men and women.
Augustine founded his first monastery for women
Most, if not all, of the conin Africa at Tagaste".
gregations which go to form the canonical order
Bad, or still have, a correlative congregation for
women. In Ireland St. Patrick instituted canons
regular, and St. Bridget was the first of numberless
The monasteries of the Gilbertine Concanonesses.
gregation were nearly alw ays double, for men
and women. As with the canons, so also among
rules addresses

7

the canonesses, discipline and love of community
now flourished now languished, so that in
life
the tenth and eleventh centuries many of them became canonicce saculares and. though living in the
same house, no longer cherished the spirit of religious
povertj <>r kept a common table.
On the other hand many communities of canonesses
willingly took the nana- and the rule of life laid down
There still
for the congregations of regular canons.
exist in Italy, Prance, Spain. Belgium, Holland. Eng-

Germany, Africa. America, nuns and convents
belonging to the Lateran or to some other congregaThe contemplative life is
tion of canons regular.
represented by such convents as Newton Abbot in
England, Sta. Pudenziana at Home, Sta. Maria di
at (e una. Hernani in Spain, St. Trudo at
lospitalarians were till lately well
The
Bruges.
represented in France with convents of canonesses at
Paris, Reims, Laon, Soissons, and elsewhere.
land,

I
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of each enjoyed all the rights anil privileges of the
The constitutions of the Lateran Congregaother.
tion were adopted with some little modification by
Milerius Burke, Abbot of
In 1703
the Irish.

Occupied in the education of children, there are,
besides some of the ancient convents of canonesses
various congregations, the canonesses of the
Congregation of Notre Dame, instituted in 1597
at Mattaincourt, in Lorraine, by St. Peter Fourier.
This congregation, whose object is the gratuitous education of poor girls, spread rapidly in France and
Italy.
There are now convents of Notre Dame in
France, Belgium, Holland, Austria, Germany, Italy,
and Africa. In France alone, until the persecution
of 1907, they had some thirty flourishing communiof

ties

and as many schools

for externs

and boarders.

Driven away from France, some have taken refuge
in England, like those of the famous convent of Les
Oiseaux, Paris, who are now at Westgate, and those
of Versailles who have settled at. Hull.
With some
modifications the work was soon introduced into the
New World in a remarkable way. The canonesses of
the convent at Troves had for some time earnestly
desired to carry on their institute in Canada.
Circumstances, however, prevented their going, but at
their request Margaret Bourgeoys, the president of
the confraternity attached to their convent, gladly
crossed the ocean.
In 1657 she opened a school at
Montreal, in which, in accordance with the rules laid

down by

Peter Fourier, the poor were taught gratuiThe school was a great success. Margaret
returned to France to ask for helpers, and found them
among her sisters, the Children of Mary of Troyes.
Returning to Canada with four fellow-workers, and
soon followed by others, she opened a school for boarders as well as a day school.
In 1676 these pious
women were formed into the "Congregation of Notre
Dame''. Margaret died in 1700 and has since been
declared venerable.
The work she had transferred
to Canada is still flourishing.
At her death there
were ten houses in the Dominion; there are now more
than a hundred spread over the whole of North America under a superior general, who resides at the
mother-house, Montreal.
In 1S09 Bishop Wittmann founded, in Bavaria.
"The Poor Sisters of the Schools of Notre Dame", an
institute similar to that founded by St. Peter Fourier.
This association is now widespread in Europe and in
America, and has done excellent work in the field of
education.
There are English canonesses at Bruges, and at
In England there is a convent
Neuilly. near Paris.
of the Holy Sepulchre at New Hall, with a flourishing
tously.

school, originally at Liege;

also a filiation of that at

Bruges, at Hayward's Heath, with a large school; at
Newton Abbot a numerous community, with a colony
at Hoddesdon, devoted to the contemplative life and
This last convent is, as it
the Perpetual Adoration.
were, a link with the pre-Reformation canonesses,
through Sister Elizabeth Woodford, who was professed at Burnham Priory, Bucks, S December, 1519.
When the convent was suppressed, in 1537, she was
received for some time into the household of Blessed
Thomas More. Later on she went to the Low Countries and was received into the convent of canonesses
regular at St. Ursula's, Louvain, of the Windesheim
Congregation.
So many English ladies, daughters
and sisters of martyrs, like Ann Clitheroe, Margaret.
Clement. Eleanor and Margaret Garnet, followed her
that, in 1609, they formed an English community. St.
Towards the end of the eighMonica's, Louvain.
teenth century, this community of English canonesses
returned to England, first to Spettisbury, afterwards
The chronto their present, home at Newton Abbot.
icles of this ancient convent are being published, and
two very interesting volumes have already appeared.
PlNNOTTO, Gcneralis
Bullanum Lateranmat (Rome, 1727
Sacri Ordinis Clericorum-Cammworum Historia Tripartita
(Rome. 1642); Amort, Vetus ditciplina canonici sanitaria tt
Bbnvknutx, Discorso storico-teologico drlla oita commune ,l,i Chierici <M primi dodici iacoli dtOa Chiaa (1728);
;

Mm ink

r.

riauliers;

ct VantiquiU dr.* chanoinw sttulien H
PlBANI, Notice Kistorique sur VOrdre des Chanoinet
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Rcguliers (Louvain, 1S74) Bonnf.au. Simple Xotice sur VOrdre
Apostolique des Chanoinea rUgulien (Louvain. 1S921 Gautier,
(Euvrcs po&iquea d'Adnm de St. Victor (Paris, 1S5SV, Scully,
Life of the Yen. Thomas a Kempit (London, 1901); Journal of
Theological Studies (London, 1904). V. Reeves (ed.'. Life of
St. Columba, Founder of //?/, Written by Adamnan (Edinburgh,
1874); Suarez. tr. Humphrey, The Religious State; Randolph, Abbeys around London (London, 1899); Hamilton (ed.)
Chronicle of the English Canonesses, Louvain (London, 1905);
Hermans. Annates Canonicorum Reg.Ordinis S. Crucis (Bois-leduc, 1858
Belyot, Iltstoire dcs ordres monastiques, religieux
ei milliaires (Paris, 171-1);
Mir.eus. Oriaines Canonic. Regularium (Cologne. 1615).; DeCo/legiis Can. Reg. (Cologne, 1615);
;

:

stroyed within the roads by Nelson; 25 July, 1799,
Bonaparte destroyed there a Turkish army 1S.000
strong; and on 8 March, 1801, the French garrison of
1800 men was defeated by 20,000 English and Turks

commanded by Abercrombv.
Roman

Smith, Diet, of Greek and

Geog. (London, 1S78),

I,

501.

Vailhe.

S.

;

Codex

regular.

eX

constit.

Can. Reg. (Antwerp. 1638

A. Allaria.

Canons Regular
tion.

of

the

Immaculate Concep-

— A congregation founded

Isere, at

Adrien

(

in the department of
Saint-Antoine, France, by the Abbe Dom
frea, and approved by Pius IX and Leo XIII.

1887.
Its members
have undertaken the restoration of canonical life with
its primitive observances, the recitation of the whole
of the Divine Office day and night, perpetual abstinence and the fa-sts of early days. Their object is to
unite the practices of ordinary religions life to clerical
functions, principally in tin' administration of clerical
The
duties and the education of young clerics.
mother-house is at Saint-Antoine. but following the
French laws of 1901 and the persecution which was
the consequence thereof, the community was transferred to Andora Stazione, in the province of Genoa,
in three rescripts, 1870, 1876,

and

Italy.
The congregation has houses in France. Switzerland, Italy. Scotland, and in Canada, when- it was
established in 1891, at Nomingue in Ottawa and at
There are four establishSt. Boniface in Manitoba.
ments in the Diocese of ttta.va. six in that of St. Boniface, two in Saskatchewan and one in Prince Albert.
The community is composed of eight priests and
major clerics, and of about as many scholastics,
postulants and lay brothers.
The priests are successfully employed in colonization and the education
of youth.
(

Le Canada

Ecchsiasiitjue (Montreal, 1907).
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Canopus, a titular 9
Its old Egyptian
»f Egypt.
name was Pekuat the (ireeks called it Kanobos, or
Kanopos, after a commander of a Greek fleet buried
;

city stood in the seventh Xomos (Menelaites. later Canopites), not far from the Canopic
mouth. It had many martyrs in the persecution of
Diocletian, among others St. Athanasia with her
there.

The

three daughters, and Sts. Cyrus and John.
There
was here a monastery called Metanoia, founded by
monks from Tabennisi, when- many patriarchs of
Uexandria took shelter during the religious quarrels
Two miles east of Canopus
of the fifth century.
was the famous heathen temple of Manoutliin. afterwards destroyed by monk-, and a church on the same
St. Cyril of
spot dedicated to the Evangelists.
Alexandria solemnly transported the relics of the holy
martyrs Cyrus and John into the church, which became an important place of pilgrimage. It was here
that St. Sophroniua of Jerusalem was healed of an
ophthalmy that had been declared incurable by the
physicians (610-619), whereupon he wrote the panegyric of the two saints with a collection of seventy
miracles worked in their sanctuary (Migne, 1'. G-,

LXXXVII, 3379-676).
Canopus formed, with Menelaus and Schedia, a see
subject to Alexandria in .Egypt us Prima; it is usually
called Schedia in the " Notitise episcopatuum ".
Two
one in
titulars are mentioned by Lequieu [II, II",
32.5. the other in 362.
The modern Arabic name is
Aboukir. "Father Cyrus", in honour of the lir-t of
the two celebrated martyrs.
It
is to-day a village
with 1000 inhabitants, at the end of a little peninsula
north-east of Alexandria.
It has a trade in quails,
which are caught in nets hung along the shore. Off
Aboukir, 1 August, 1798, the French fleet was de.

Canopy, in general, is an ornamental covering of
cloth, stone, wood, or metal, used to crown an altar,
throne, pulpit, statue, etc.
In liturgical language, the
term is commonly employed to designate (a) the structure covering an altar, formerly fitted with curtains
and supported on four pillars; (b) the covering suspended over the
occupied

throne

by

dignitaries of
Church or
princes;
(c) the

the

covering under
which the Blessed

Sacrament

is

sometimes borne
in processions etc.

In medieval times

were protected by a covering then called a
eiborium (see the
article Altar, unaltars

der sub-title Ciborium but nowI,

known

as a halda-

chinum

(q.

v.),

or canopy, which
survives at the
present day as a
feature of certain

BaRToi,, 'MM!

styles of architecture.
When an altar had no eiborium it was covered
As a mark of diswith a cloth called a dais.
tinction bishops and higher prelates have a right
to a covering over the thrones which they occupy
at
certain ecclesiastical functions.
This is called
a canopy. It is sometimes granted by special privilege to prelates inferior to bishops, but always with
limitations as to the days on which it may be used
and the character of its ornamentation. When bishops assist at solemn functions in the churches of regulars the latter are bound to provide the episcopal
seat,

with a canopy (Cong-

f

Bishops and Regulars,

Princes enjej similar privileges, but their
1003).
seats should be outside the sanctuary, and regulated
The colour of he canopy
in accordance with custom.
should correspond with that of the other vestments.
Two kinds of canopy are employed in processions of
the Blessed Sacrament. ( )ne of small dimensions and
shaped like an umbrella - except that it is flat and
not conical
It
is provided
is called an ombrettino.
with a long staff by which it is held. The other, called
a baldacchino, is of more elaborate structure and consists, in main outline, of a rectangular frame-work of
rich cloth, supported by four, six, or eight staves by
which it is carried. In both eases the covering consists of cloth of gold, or silk of white clour.
The ombreUino is used for carrying the Blessed Sacrament to
the sick and for conveying it from the altar to the
The latter is used for all public probaldacchino.
cessions, when it is borne by nobles of the highest
rank, the more worthy holding the foremost staves.
It is forbidden to carry relics of the saints under the
baldacchino, but this honour may be given to those of
the Sacred Pa-ssion (Cong, of Rites, May. 1826).
L902), paaBim: Du
CaremoniaU Bpiscopo
t

—

Cange, Glmmrium LalinUali ,s u Conopmm.Cibonum.Bal!
uttticnl
dachinum (Venire. 173 v
on
Ornaments, s. v. Canopy (London, 1868); Bocrabaf., DieJionnaire
:
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Patrick Morrisroe.

Canosa, Diocese of. See Bari.
Canossa, a former castle of Matilda, Countess of
Tuscany, in the foothills of the Apennines, about
eighteen miles from Parma, where took place the
dramatic penance of King Henry IV of Germany
The king, exin presence of Pope Gregory VII.
communicated 22 February, 1076, would have been

utterly abandoned by the inGerman
imical
princes unless
within a year he
made peace with
the pope. Early
in January, 1077,
the latter was on
the
his way to
diet

meet

to
called
Augsat

Feb-

burg,

2

ruary,

when he

heard that Henry

had crossed Mont
Fearing
Cenis.
for his person, he
took refuge in the
impregnable and
almost inaccessible burg of Canossa, the hereditary stronghold
of his friend and
Maprotectress,
The king,
tilda.

however, was really intent on performing the penance
necessary to lift the excommunication, by which diplomatic step the plans of his enemies in Germany would
be nullified. For three days (25-27 January) he stood
constantly before the castle gate, in the dress of a penitent, beseeching wit h many tears the pope's forgiveness.
Gregory finally yielded, moved by the royal compunction and by the importunities of his royal entourage,
among them Matilda. He received Henry back into
the communion of t he Church and promised t o promote
But the
his reconciliation with the German princes.
king soon violated his solemn oath to comply with
the pope's conditions, and renewed the conflict. The
story, as narrated above, is told by Gregory himself
(Reg. Ep., IV, 12), in a letter to the princes of Germany explanatory of the event of Canossa. The con,

temporary chronicler, Lambert of Hersfeld, asserts
that at the Mass of reconciliation the pope, when
about to give communion to Henry, took himself one
half of the Sacred Host and challenged the king to
take the other as an ordeal. Modern historians deny
the truth of this assertion.
The penance of Henry was, in reality, only a personal humiliation, and not a degradation of the royal
office; nor was it in that form imposed by the pope,
nor did the king spend three days and nights in his
bare shirt without food and without shelter (Hergenrother, " Kirchengeschichte", ed. Kirsch, II, 361).
The ruins of Canossa are now within the Commune
of Ciano d'F.nza, some shapeless fragments of broken
walls that rise on rocky buttresses above a sea of
hardened brown mud, "twisted and tossed and contorted into the most hideous of crevasses" (Hare).
The castle- well and "gate of penance" alone remain.
r
Huie. Ctiiet nl Northern Iml; (London, 1896). II. 24. >-49;
BuCHBERgeh. Kirchliches llandlerikon (Munich, 1906\ I. 830;
Knopfler. Dm Tone ran Tribur und Canossa, in Hist. Poht.
Blatter (1884), XCIV, 209. 381; Gossei.in, Temporal Power of
Iget (Baltimore, 1868), II; Hergenthe Pope in tin >/ \dh
nuTHER, Church and State (tr., London. 1872).
Thomas J. Shah an.

Canova, A.vtonio, the greatest Italian sculptor
of modern times, b. at Possagno, in the province
of Treviso, 1 November, 1757; d. at Venice 13
October, 1822. Educated by his grandfather. Pasino
Canova, a stone-cutter of unusual ability, the boy
could model in clay and carve little marble shrines
The attention of Senator Giovanni
before he was ten.
Falieri was attracted to the child, whom he placed with
the sculptor Torretto at Bassano, where he worked
Canova then went back to his grandfor two years.
father; but Falieri's sons interceded for their playmate,
and the boy-artist was invited to the palace in Venice.
After one year under Torretto's nephew, he spent the
next four years in independent efforts. He owed his
first workshop to the kindness of certain monks who
gave him a vacant cell for a studio. In his sixteenth
year he modelled his first statue, "Eurydice"; three
years later he produced the "Orpheus", both now in
the Villa Falieri at Asolo. Then came the " Da?dalus
and Icarus", a remarkable group, dramatic and full
In 17S0 Canova
of movement (Venice Academy).
went to Rome, where he came into contact with the
antique from which his talent received fresh energy,
and he applied himself earnestly to its study. "Theseus and the Minotaur" (1782) is one
his best works
(Volksgarten, VienIn 1787 the
young sculptor executed the monument to Clement
XIV in the church
of the Santi Apos-

of

na).

The
at Rome.
figure of the
pontiff is seated, the
right hand stretched
forth in benediction.
toli

noble

His next work was
the
of

elaborate

tomb

Clement XIII

in

with the
admirable "Lions of
Antonio Canova
Canova" at the base.
",
In 1793 he did the Cadenabbia " Psyche and Cupid
a graceful composition of exquisite lines; and in 1796
the life-size "Kneeling Magdalen" (Cadenabbia) and
the "Hebe" (Berlin). The year following saw the
" Psyche and Cupid" of the Louvre.
In 1S00 Canova
made the "Perseus" which stands grouped with his
two boxers, "Kreugas and Damoxenus", in the
Gabinetto Canova of the Vatican Gallery.
In 1S02, by special request of Napoleon I, he went
to Paris and modelled a colossal figure of the emperor,
holding a Victory in his hand (Apsley House, London).
His "Bust of Napoleon" is in the Corcoran Gallery.
Washington. Some years later Canova modelled a
noble statue of Napoleon's mother in antique garb;
one of Marie Louise as "Concord" (Parma) and the
reclining portrait of Pauline Bonaparte, wife of
Prince Borghese, as " Venus Victrix " Villa Borghese,
Rome). The colossal, boyish "Palamedes" for the
Villa Carlotta, Cadenabbia" (1804). was followed next
year by the "Venus from the Bath" (Pitti Palace,
At the same time Canova was engaged
Florence).
upon the monument for the Archduchess Maria
Christina, a group of nine mourning figures entering
a mausoleum (church of the Augustinians, Vienna),
and travelled to Austria to superintend the Betting up
In 1S07 heexeeuted the "Bust ot Pius
of the work.
VII", one of his most notable achievements in porThe number of his productions is so large
traiture.
that it is impossible to mention minor ones. Some
of his lighter subjects, "his leisures" he called them,
In 1814
are well known, e. g. the "Dancing Girls"
he produced the "Three Graces".
St. Peter's,
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In 1815 Canova wont

—

to Paris, as the pope's envoy,
to negotiate for the return of the art treasures carried
from
Italy
Napoleon
in his campaign, and
by
away
conducted his mission so successfully that a large
part of the spoils was recovered.
In acknowledgment of his services he was created Marquis of Ischia,
with an income attached to the title. The pope in
person inscribed the sculptor's name in the Golden
Book of Roman Nobles. Canova, about this time,
blocked out his colossal statue of Religion holding a
cross and unveiling a circular relief on which was the
figure of the Lamb. Owing to its huge size the "Religion" found no place; it was repeated on a lesser scale
for Lord Brownlow. In 1S17 came the charming " Infant St. John" and the tomb for the Stuart princes
in St. Peter's.
In 1818 Canova was commissioned to
make a heroic statue of Washington for the State
House. Raleigh, N. C.
He clothed him as a Roman
warrior but the head was mild and full of dignity. The
"Recumbent .Magdalen", for the Earl of Liverpool,
was one of the sculptor's latest works, as was also the

Canterbury (Cantuaria Roman name.DuROVERnum, whence, in Anglo-Saxon times, Durovernia),
Ancient Diocese of (Cantuakiensis), the Mother-

"Pius VI" (in the Confessioat
lifted face and joined hands are

told

St. Peter's),

whose up-

full of a religious exaltcolossal bust of his friend and biographer,
Count Cicognara, was the last work from his hand.
Canova was buried at his native Possagno, where
he had spent large sums in erecting a memorial
church, in imitation of the Parthenon and Pantheon.
His bronze "Pieta" is there, also the "Descent from
the Cross", one of his few paintings, coloured in the
manner of the early Venetians. Leo XII gave him

ation.

A

monument in the Capitol (Rome); and a design
which the master had made for Titian's tomb was
used for his own in S. Maria dei Frari, Venice.
Canova's main glory rests on his classic subjects;
he did not wholly escape the affectation and artificiality of his day, but his best sculptures are noble
in conception and form, full of grace, tranquil beauty,
and elegance. He lifted the art of sculpture from
the low condition to which it had fallen in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. His finish was
peculiarly soft and velvet-like, the flesh having an
appearance of bloom. His friends have denied
It should
that he used acids to produce this effect.
be noted, however, that very different estimates
have been formed of his work, especially of his
In character Canova was gentle,
religious subjects.
modest, of a religious nature, and of the most unwearying generosity. He was an indefatigable
worker, and employed in beneficence, especially for
the advancement of young artists, the wealth which
He received many honours:
flowed in upon him.
orders of chivalry, membership in the French Institute, and a perpetual presidentship of the Roman
Academy of St. Luke. He was never married, and
the name is said to be extinct, save as borne by the
descendants of his stepbrothers called Satori-Canova.
a

Cicognar\, Biografia di Antonio Canova (Venice, 1823);
Albri/
dtura c di Pla.stica di Antonio Canova
.Yoiii.-e, lso'.l
Canova (I-eiprig, 1S98).
M. L. Handley.

dctcrilte

;

Mum.

Cantabrigiensis Codex. See Codex Bez/E.
Cantate Sunday, a name given to the fourth Sunday after Easter, from he first word of the Introit at
Mass on thai day -"Cantate Domino novum canticum", Sing ye to the Lord a new song— similar to
the names Gaudett and Lecture Sundays, assigned to
the third Sunday of Advent and the fourth of Lent.
t

These names, which are as old probably as the twelfth
century, appear to have been in common use in the
Middle Ages and to have been employed to signify the
date in secular affairs as well as eclesiastical. John
of Salisbury, Bishop of Chartres (d.
182), is one of
the earliest writers to use the name.
i

1

<e

-1.);

Hampson.

j

Mrdii <rri" Kalrntiariinn. or Datr.t. Charters and Customs
Middle Age* (London. 1841), II, 40.

of the

G. Cyprian Alston.

Church and Primatial See of
till

All England,

from 597

the death of the last Catholic Archbishop, Cardinal

Pole, in 1558.

—

Foundation of the See. When St. Augustine
was sent to evangelize England by St. Gregory
the Great, he found an opening for his labours
in the fact that yEthelburga or Bertha, Queen
of iEthelberht, King of Kent, was a Christian and a
disciple of St. Gregory of Tours.
This led him to
Canterbury, where he converted the king and many
thousands of Saxons in 597, the very year of his landing.
Though St. Gregory had planned the division
England into two archbishoprics, one at London
and one at York, St. Augustine's success at Canterbury explains how the southern archiepiscopal see
came to be fixed there instead of at London. The
of

first

the

beginnings of
diocese are

by
(Hist.

St. Bede
Eccl., I,

xxxiii).

"When

Augustine,

the

Archbishop
of
Canterbury,
assumed the episfirst

copal throne in
that royal city, he
recovered therein.
by the King's as-

a church
which, as he was
sistance,
told,

had been con-

structed

by the

original labour of
Roman believers.

This church he
consecrated in the
name of the Saviour, our Cod and Lord Jesus Christ, and there he
established an habitation for himself and
cessors".

The Archbishops. —There

archbishops during

all his

suc-

were

in all sixty-eight
the period, just short of a thou-

sand years, in which lanterbury was the chief Cat bolie see in England.
In the following list the dates ol
some of the earlier prelates cannot be regarded as
erit ically certain, but are those usually given.
Those
marked with an asterisk became cardinals.
(

Augustine, 597-604.
Laurence, 604 619.
Mellitus. 619-624.
Justus, 624-627.
Honorius, 627-653.
Deusdedit, 655-664.
Theodore. 668-690.
Berhtwald, 693-731.
Tatwin, 731-734.
Not helm, 735-740.
Cuthbert, 741-758
Bregwin, 759-765.
Jaenberht, 766-790.
Ethelhard, 793-805
Wulfred. 805-832
Feologild, 832Ceolnoth, 833-870
Ethelred, 870-889.

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

990-994.
995 1005.

Sigeric,
Elfric,

/Elphege, 1005-1012.
Living, 1013-1020.
St. Ethelnoth, 1020-1038.
Eadsi, 1038-1050.
St
Robert, 1051-1052.
Stigand, 1052-1070.
Lanfranc, 1070-1089.
St. Vnselm, 1093-1109.
Ralph d'Escures, 1114-

St.

1

122.

William de Corbeuil,
1123-1136.
Theobald, 1139-1161.
St. Thomas Becket, 11621170.

At helm, 914-923.

Richard, 1171 1184,
Baldwin, 1185-1190.
Buberl Walter, 1193

Wulfhelm. 923-942.
St. Odo. 942-958.

Stephen Langton* 1207-

Alfsin, 959 959.
[tunst.m. 96(1 !>SS
St

Richard Grant, 1229-

Plegmund, 890-914

Ethelgar, 988-989.

1205.
L228.
1231.

CANTERBURY
St.

Edmund

Rich, 1234-

Simon Sudbury, 13751381.

1240.

Boniface of Savoy, 1245-

William Courtenay, 13811396.

1270.

Robert Kilwardby,*
1273-1279.
John Peckham, 1279-

Thomas Arundel, 13961414.

Henry Chicheley,* 14141443.

1292.

Robert Winchelsey, 1294- John Stafford,*

1443-

1452.

1313.

Walter Reynolds, 1313- John Kemp,* 1452-1454.

Thomas

1327.

Simon Meopham,
1333.
John Stratford,
1348.

Bourchier,*
1454-1486.

1328-

1333-

1349-1349.
Simon Islip, 1349-1366.
Simon Langham,* 1366-

William Warham, 15031532.

Thomas Cranmer, 15331556.

Reginald

Pole,*

1556-

1558.

1368.

The
of their proper bishops and subject to him.
archbishop alone had the right of summoning a
provincial synod.
The Diocese. The diocese itself was not of great
extent, consisting only of part of the County of Kent.
There were 257 parishes, and only one archdeaconry
The archbishop's palace was
for the whole diocese.
The
at Canterbury on the west side of the cathedral.
archbishop owned more than twenty manors in Kent
The Lonalone, including the castle of Saltwood.
don residence, in later times, was at the Manor of
Lambeth, while Otford was the most favoured coun-

—

try seat.

John Morton,* 1486-1500.
Henry Dean, 1502-1503.

Thomas Bradwardine,
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William Whittlesey,
1368-1374.

Of this list seventeen archbishops were recognized
and twelve became
Lord Chancellors of England. The full title of he
archbishop was Primate of all England, Metropolitan
In
of the Province, and Diocesan of the Diocese.
documents he was described as Archbishop providentid divinA, instead of permissione divinA, as was
usual with other bishops.
Metropolitan Rights. The organization of the
province was, of course, a matter of gradual growth,
and therefore the number and the names of the suffragan sees in the earlier periods vary very much, as
does the extent of the metropolitan jurisdiction. At
the height of its power Canterbuiy counted seventeen
suffragan sees: Bangor, Bath and Wells, Chichester,
Coventry and Lichfield. Ely. Exeter, Hereford,
Llandaff, Lincoln, London, Norwich, Rochester,
St. Asaph, St. David's, Salisbury, Winchester, and
Worcester. To these were added five of the six sees
founded under Henry VIII in 1541 and afterwards
recognized by the Holy See under Mary (1553-1558),
viz., Bristol, Gloucester, Oxford, Peterborough, and
Westminster. Several of these bishops acted on

The Cathedral. —The consecration by St. Augusan existing Roman basilica has been described

tine of

words of the Ven. Bede. This building, with
additions and alterations, continued till 1067, when,
with the adjacent monastery, it was destroyed by
fire.
In 1070 Lanfranc began to rebuild it on a considerable scale, but no trace of his work remains
visible.
But the present nave and western towers
still rest on his foundations, and in fact the existing
in the

as saints, nine were cardinals,

t

—

Thus
state occasions as the curia of the archbishop.
the Bishop of London acted as his dean; Winchester
was his chancellor; Lincoln his vice-chancellor; Salishis precentor; Worcester his chaplain; and
Rochester his cross-bearer. Even the Archbishop of
York was not exempt from his jurisdiction, and these
metropolitan rights also extended to Irish bishops
(see Wharton, "Anglia Sacra", for instances) and to
the clergy of Normandy, Gascony, and Aquitaine. as
long as these provinces formed part of the English
perpetual
enjoyed
dominions. The archbishop
legatine power, being Apostolicm Sedia legalus nalus,
and in councils abroad he took precedence of other
archbishops, having the right to a special place "at
the Pope's right foot". In England he was the ordinary of the royal court, wherever held, and the king
and queen were regarded as his parishioners. He
had the right of crowning and anointing the sover
eign, a privilege confirmed by a Bull of Alexander III.
He was the first peer of the realm, with precedence
over all dukes not of the blood royal. He had the
right of confirming the election of all suffragan
bishops, and of consecrating them, and in the ease
of Rochester he enjoyed the patronage of the see,
having the nomination of the bishop and the right to
He also posthe temporalities during all vacancies.
sessed many churches and parishes in the dioceses of
London, Winchester, Norwich, Lincoln, Chichester,
and Rochester. There were over eighty such benefices, all of which were exempt from the jurisdiction

bury

Cathedral Cloisters, Canterbu
cathedral covers as nearly as possible the same
ground, with the addition of the retro-choir. Parts
of the crypt and some of the monastery ruins also
belong to his period. A new choir, afterwards known
as the " glorious choir of Conrad ", was begun in 1096,
finished in 1130, and burnt in 1174, though two
chapels and part of the crypt survive. The present
choir, begun by William of Sens and continued by
William the Englishman, was finished in 1184, and is
the earliest specimen of Transitional architecture, as
well as being the longest choir in England (ISO feet).
In 1378 Lanfranc's nave was pulled down, and the
At the
present nave was begun by Prior Chillendon.
same date the chapter house and cloisters were finished.
Finally the cathedral was completed, about
1495, by the erectiou of the great central tower 235
feet high.
The total length of the cathedral is 522
The
feet, the breadth of the nave and aisles 71 feet.
building illustrates in itself almost all the varieties
of Gothic, though Early English and Perpendicular

predominate.

—

History op the See. Before England had acquired national unity, the foundation of the see had
given it ecclesiastical unity. Older than any national institution, its history is inseparably bound up
with that of the country, and the barest outline exceeds our space. The formation of the diocese was
monastic, taking its rise from the Monastery of Christ
Church, and the ecclesiastical organization grew by
means of the great religious houses at Dover, Lyminge, Folkestone, Minster in Sheppy, Minster in
Thanet, Reculver, and the great rival monastery in
Canterbury of Sts. Peter and Paul, afterwards St.
Augustine's. Throughout the subsequent history
the archbishops could not deal with archiepiseopal
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property without the concurrence of the monastic
chapter, and the efforts of the archbishops to rid
themselves of the control of the Canterbury monks
gave rise to the frequent disputes between prelate
and chapter that recur throughout the history of the
From these foundations as centres the
diocese.
parochial system gradually spread.
Another characteristic was the purely Roman character of the
Church in Kent. It was free from all such conflicts
with Celtic Christianity as took place in the North,
and in liturgy it never developed a local use, but followed the Roman Rite that St. Augustine had introduced. The first five archbishops were all Romans,
St. Deusdedit being the first Englishman to rule the
see.
He was succeeded by St. Theodore, a Greek,
one of the greatest of the archbishops, who travelled
throughout England, and organized the primatial
power and metropolitan jurisdiction. He was followed by a line of monastic prelates, chiefly local
administrators. Under one of these, Jaenberht (766790), during the supremacy of Mercia, the very primacy was threatened by the establishment of an
Archbishopric of Lichfield, but this did not last.
After Alfred's time came several archbishops translated from other sees, and bringing wider knowledge,
so that the see grew in authority until it rose to its
height during the episcopate of .St. Dunstan, whose
genius marked an epoch in diocesan, as in national,
history.
Under him the influence of Canterbury
was felt throughout the land. While relying chiefly
on the work of the greater monasteries, he also encouraged the secular clergy, whose parochial settlements always followed the missionary work begun
from the houses of the regulars. St. .Elphcge, murdered by the Danes in 1012, added the glory of martyrdom to the chair of Canterbury. The last of the
Saxon prelates was Stigand, regarded as uncanonical
because he had received his pallium from an antipope, and he was finally dispossessed by William the
Conqueror in 1070. Until this time there had been
a sort of auxiliary bishop, or chorepiscopus, with the
title "Bishop of St. Martin's", who held the church
of that name at Canterbury, and whenever the archbishop was absent filled his place. The last of these
prelates was Godwin, who died in 1065.
The new
archbishop, Lanfranc, refused to continue the arrangement. Lanfranc introduced the prebendal
system at Canterbury, and reorganized the arrangement of property, dividing off that of the archbishop
from that of the monastery, with the result that from
that time the close bond that had previously existed
between them disappeared. Thenceforth, too, the
Archbishops of Canterbury became absorbed in the
wider duties of primate, as is seen in the episcopate
of St. Anselm. who contested with the king the rights
of the Church involved in the question of investitures.
The widened sphere of archiepiscopal activity was
signalized when the pope appointed Theobald (11391161) as legatua natus.
He was succeeded by St.
Thomas of Canterbury, whose long struggle was
crowned by martyrdom in 1 170. Henceforth Canterbun', as the place of his shrine, entered on new glories,
becoming famous through all Christendom for the
miracles wrought at the tomb, the devotion of the
pilgrims, and t lie splendour of the shrine.
The next
archbishop, Richard, had to maintain the primacy of
Canterbury against the claims of York, the question
being finally compromised by the pope, who gave
York the title "Primate of England" and Canterbury
that of " Primate of All England". Succeeding archbishops played prominent parts as statesmen, notably
Hubert Walter and Stephen Langton, the latter taking the leading part in obtaining Magna Charta from
King John. Endless disputes with the monks and
fruitless struggles against papal exactions and royal
abuses marked the short and unhappy episcopate of
St. Edmund of Canterbury (1234-1240), the last of

the canonized archbishops.
From his time to the
Reformation the archbishops were men distinguished
in many ways, under whom the privileges and power
of the diocese were constantly increased. The tradition was not reversed till the time of Cranmer, who,
like his predecessors, received his pallium from the
pope, but considered that he held the archbishopric
from the king. Having broken his own vow of
celibacy, he easily divorced the king from Queen
Catherine.
He allowed the shrine of St. Thomas to
be desecrated and plundered in 1538, and in 1541 he
ordered the tombs of all the canonized archbishops
to be destroyed.
Much of the property of the see he
was forced to surrender to the king. In 1539 the
two great monasteries of Christ Church and St.
Augustine's had been suppressed, and their property
seized.
By his office Cranmer was the head of the
Church in England, but under Henry he helped to
despoil it, and under Edward he led the reforming
party against it, abolishing the Mass, and stripping
the churches. The spiritual and material ruin thus
accomplished could not be effectually remedied during the brief episcopate of Cardinal Pole (1556-1558).
This prelate did all that was possible in so short a
time, but his death, which took place on the 17th of
November, 1558, brought to a close the line of Catholic archbishops.
With the accession of Elizabeth
which took place on the same day the new state of
things, which has continued to the present time, was
begun. Canterbury, as a city, has never recovered from
the loss of St. Thomas's shrine and the destruction
of the two great monasteries, but the cathedral still
remains, one of the finest buildings in the country, as
a witness to its former glory.
The arms of the see were: Sapphire, an episcopal
staff in pale, Topaz, and ensigne.d with a cross patee
Pearl, surmounted of a pall of the last, charged with
four crosses, formee, fitehee, Diamond, edged and
fringed as the second.
Somner. Antiquities of Canterbury (1640); Battely,
Enlarged Edition of Somners Antui uit,.:-. [.ominn. 1703): Dart,
i|7.t.
History of Cathedral Church of Cni, ,1,
Hasted,
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,
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History of the City of Canterbury (Canterbury, 1799); Willis;
Architectural History of Canterbury Cathedral (London, 1843);
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of Cant, rb try
London, 1855);
Hook, Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury (1S65-75);
WaLCOTT, Memorials of Canterbury
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Commission Fifth Report (1876), Eighth do. (1881), and Ninth
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Canticle.
Although the word is derived from
canticulum, dim. of canticvm, a song (Lat. canere, to
sing), it is used in the English Catholic translation of
the Bible as the equivalent of the Vulgate canticum in
most, but not all. of the uses ,,f tha( word; for where
canticvm is used fur a sacred song, as in the ten canticles found in the Breviary (as given below), it is
always rendered "canticle", whilst in other connexions (e. g. Gen., xxxi. 27. secular songs; Job, xxx, 9,
song of derision: Is., xxiii. 15, "harlot's song") it is
rendered "song". The Authorized Version does not
make such a distinction, but regularly translates from
the Hebrew and the Greek "song".
From the Old
Testament the Roman Breviary takes seven canticles
for use at Lauds, as follows: (1) On Sundays and
Festivals, the "Canticle of the Three Children"
(Dan., iii, 57).
(2) On Mondays, the "Canticle of
the Prophet" (Is., xii\
(3) On Tuesdays, the
"Canticle of Ezechias" (Is., xxwiii, 10-20).
(4)
On Wednesdays, the "Canticle of Anna" (I Kings,
ii.
10).
(5) On Thursdays, the "Canticle of
Moses" (Exod., xv, 1-19).
(0) On Fridays, the
"Canticle of Habacuc" (Hah., iii. 2-19).
(7) On
Saturdays, the "Canticle of Moses" (Deut., xxxii,
I

'

;

1
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(9) At Vespers, the "Canticle of the Bl. Mary Virgin"
(Luke, i, 46-55), commonly known as the "Magnificat" (from its first word).
(10) At Complin, the
"Canticle of Simeon" (Luke, ii, 29-32), commonly
"
(from the opening
Nunc
dimittis"
referred to as the
words).
sometimes
referred to as
These three canticles are
the "evangelical canticles", as they are taken from
every day
Luke.
They
are
sung
St.
the Gospel of
(unlike those from the Old Testament, which, as is
shown above, are only of weekly occurrence). They
are placed not amongst the psalms (as are the seven
from the Old Testament), but separated from them
by the Chapter, the Hymn, the Versicle and Response, and thus come immediately before the
Prayer (or before the preces, if these are to be said).
They are thus given an importance and distinction
elevating them into great prominence, which is further heightened by the rubric which requires the
singers and congregations to stand while they are
being sung (in honour of the mystery of the IncarnaFurther, while the "Magtion, to which they refer).
nificat" is being sung at Solemn Vespers, the altar is
incensed as at Solemn Mass. [For variety of ceremonial and of usage, and explanations of the symbolism of its assignment to Vespers, see Migne, Encyclopedic theologique, VIII (Liturgie) 745-7.] All three
canticles are in use in the Greek and Anglican churches.
In the Breviary the above-named ten canticles are
provided with antiphons and are sung in the same
eight psalm-tones and in the same alternating manner
To make the seven taken from the
as the psalms.

Old Testament suitable for this manner of singing,
nos. 2-7 sometimes divide a verse of the Bible into
two verses, thus increasing the number of Breviary
No. 1 however, goes much farther than
verses.
It uses only a portion of the long canticle in
this.
Daniel, and condenses, expands, omits, and interIn the Breviary
verts verses and portions of verses.
the canticle begins with verse 57, and ends with verse
56 (Dan., iii); and the penultimate verse is clearly an
."
.
interpolation, " Benedicamus Patrem, et Filium
In addition to their Breviary use some of the canticles are used in other connexions in the liturgy; e. g.
the " Nunc dimittis " as a tract at the Mass of the
Feast of the Purification (when 2 February comes
after Septuagesima) ; the "Benedictus" in the burial
The use of
of the dead and in various processions.
the "Benedictus" and the "Benedicite" at the old
Gallican Mass is interestingly described by Duchesne
(Christian Worship: Its Origin and Evolution, London, 1903, 191-196). In the Office of the Greek
Church the canticles numbered 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are
used at Lauds, but are not assigned to the same days
Two others (Is., xxvi,
as in t he Roman Breviary.
9-20, and Jonas, ii, 2-9) are added for Friday and
Saturday respectively.
The ten canticles so far mentioned do not exhaust
the portions of Sacred Scripture which are styled
There arc. for example, those of Deb"canticles".
bora and Barac, Judith, the "Canticle of Canticles".
psalms
(e. g. xvii, 1, "this canticle";
and many
xxxviii, 1, "a canticle of David"; xliv, 1, "a canticle
beloved";
and the first verse of Pss. lxiv. Lev,
for the
Iwi, lxvii. etc.). In the first verse of some psalms
cantici (the psalm of a canticlepsalmus
the phrase
.

.

is
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These canticles take the place of a fourth
psalm at Lauds. From the New Testament the
Breviary takes the following: (8) At Lauds, the
"Canticle of Zaehary" (Luke, i, 68-79), commonly
referred to as the "Benedictus" (from its first word).
1—13).

found, and in others the phrase canticum psalmt
Cardinal Bona thinks thai
iiicle of a psalm).

psaltmu cantici indicated thai the voice was to precede the instrumental accompaniment while cat
psalmi indicated an instrumental prelude to the voice.
This distinction follows from his view of a canticle as
.

an unaccompanied vocal song, and of a psalm as an
accompanied vocal song. It is not easy to distinguish
satisfactorily the meanings of psalm, hymn, canticle, as
referred to by St. Paul in two places (see Congregational Singing). Canticum appears to be generic
a song, whether sacred or secular; and there is reason to think that his admonition did not contemplate

—

religious assemblies of the Christians, but their social
gatherings.
In these the Christians were to sing
"spiritual songs", and not the profane or lascivious

songs common amongst the pagans. These spiritual
songs were not exactly psalms or hymns. The hymn
may then be defined as a metrical or rhythmical
praise of God; and the psalm, an accompanied sacred
song or canticle, either taken from the Psalms or
from some less authoritative source (St. Augustine
declaring that a canticle may be without a psalm, but
not a psalm without a canticle).
In addition to the ten canticles enumerated above
the Roman Breviary places in its index, under the
heading "Cantica", the "Te Deum" (at the end of
Matins for Sundays and Festivals, but there styled
"Hymnus SS. Ambrosii et Augustini") and the
"Quicumque vult salvus esse" (Sundays at Prime,
but there styled "Symbolum S. Athanasii", the
"Creed of St. Athanasius"). To these are sometimes
added by writers the "Gloria in excelsis", the "Trisagion", and the "Gloria Patri" (the Lesser DoxolIn the "Psalter and Canticles Pointed for
ogy).
Chanting" (Philadelphia, 1901), for the use of the
Evangelical Lutheran Congregations, occurs (p. 445)
a "Table of the Canticles" embracing Nos. 1, 3, 8, 9,
10, besides certain psalms, and the "Te Deum" and
"Venite" (Ps. xciv. used at the beginning of Matins
The word Canticles is thus
in the Roman Breviary).
seen to be somewhat elastic in its comprehension. On
the other hand, while it is used in common parlance
in the Church of England to cover several of the enumerated canticles, the Prayer Book applies it only
to the "Benedicite", while in its Calendar the word
Canticles is applied to what is commonly known as
the "Song of Solomon" (the Catholic "Canticle of
Canticles", Vulgate, "Canticum canticorum").
For references

to the several canticles

ment and New Testament in liturgical
Opera Omnia (Rome, 1754), VII, index,
for Jicna

B

cite.

Magnificat.

Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis.

s.

from the Old TestaThomasius,

use, see

Canlicom.

v.

s

Nunc
vv.

dimittis,

also,

Grove.

See Benedictus,

H. T. Henry.
Canticle of Canticles (Heb. D'TBTI VI", Gt? Aurua
q.<!fi.aTtiiv, Canticum canticorum), one of the three books
of Solomon, contained in the Hebrew, the Greek, and
the Christian Canon of the Scriptures. According to
the general interpretation the name signifies "most
(Cf. the similar forms of exexcellent, best song".
pression in Ex., xxvi. 33; Ezech., xvi. 7; Dan., viii.
25, used throughout the Bible to denote the highest
and best of its kind.) Some commentators, because
they have failed to grasp the homogeneousness of the
book, regard it as a series or chain of songs.
Contents \\i> Kxposition. The book describes
the love for each other of Solomon and the Sulari
(JVD^l"*) in lyrico-dramatic scenes and reciprocal
One part of the composition (iii. 6 v. 1» is
songs.
Here the
clearly a description of the wedding-day.
two chief personages approach each other in stately
procession, and the day is expressly called the wedMoreover the bridal wreath and the bridal
ding-day.
bed are referred to, and six times in this sect ion of the
song, although never before or after, the word spouse
is used.
All that has preceded is now seen to be preparatory i,i the marriage, while in what follows the
Sulamit'css is the queen and her garden is the garden
of the king iv, 1 vi, 7 sq.), although such expressions
as "friend", "beloved", and "dove", are common.
Along with the assurances of love for each other, there
_

—

—
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a continually progressive action that represents the
development of the warm friendship and affection of
the pair, then the bridal union and the married life
of the royal couple.
The bride, however, is exhibited
a simple shepherdess, consequently, when the king
takes her, she lias to undergo a training for the position of queen; in the course of this training occur
various trials and sorrows (hi, 1; v, 5 sqq.; vi, 11
Heb., 12*.
Various meanings have been attributed to the contents of the song.
Before the sixteenth century tradition gave an allegorical or symbolical meaning to the
love of Solomon lor the Sulamit ess. The view held by
the Jewish Synagogue was expressed by Akiba and
Aben Ezra: that held by the Church, by Origen,
Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, and Jerome. An opinion opposed to these found only isolated expression.
Akiba (first century after Christ) speaks severely of
those who would strike the book from the Sacred
Canon, while St. Philastrius (fourth century) refers
to others who regarded it not as the work of the Holy
("diost but as the composition of a purely sensuous
poet. Theodore of Mopsuestia aroused much indignation by declaring the Canticle of Canticles to be a lovesong of Solomon's, and his contemptuous treatment
of it gave great offence (.Mansi. Coll. Cone. IX. -Ml
sqq.: Migne. P. G., I.XYI, 699 sqq.).
At the (Ecumenical Council of Constantinople (.5.53), Theodore's

despair of ever obtaining a successful interpretation.
In the commentary of the present writer, "Comment,
in Eccl. et Canticum Canticorum" (Paris, 1890), a
number of examples are given of the typical and of
the purely secular interpretations, and besides these,
in treating of each of the larger divisions, the varying
methods of exposition are carefully investigated.
The proper connection of scenes and parts can only
be found in the realm of the ideal, in allegory. In no
other way can the dignity and sanctity befitting the
Scriptures be preserved and the striking title, "Song
of Songs", receive a satisfactory explanation.
The
allegory, however, can be shown as possible and obvious by means of numerous passages in the Old and
the New Testament, in which the relation of Cm to
the Synagogue and of Christ to the Church or to the
adoring soul is represented under the symbol of marriage or betrothal (Jer., ii, 2; Ps. xliv
Heb.. xlv;
Osee, ii, 19 sqq.; Ezech., xvi, S sqq.: Matth., xxv, 1
sqq.; II Cor., xi, 2; Eph., v, 23 sqq.; Apoc, xix, 7
A similar manner of speaking occurs fresq., etc.).
quently in Christian literature, nor does it appear
forced or artificial.
The testimony of Theodoret to
the teaching of the Early Church is very important.

view was rejected as heretical, and his own pupil,
Theodoret, brought forward against him the unanimous testimony of the at hers Migne. P. I., LXXXI,
Theodore's opinion was not revived until the
62).
sixteenth century, when the Calvinisi Sebastien Cas-

ment with one another". To these may be added
Ambrose (Migne, P. L., XIII, 18.5.5, 1911), Philastrius

is

U

—

1'

i

<

(Cast alio), and also Johannes Clericus, made
Tin- Anabaptists became partisans of this
use of it.
view; later adherents of the same opinion were Miehaelis, Teller. Herder, and F.ichhorn.
A middle position is taken by the " typical " exposition of the book.
For the first and immediate sense the typical interpretation holds firmly to the historical and secular meaning, which has always been regarded by the Church as
heretical: this interpretation gives, however, to the
"Song of Love", a second and higher sense. As,
ly. the figure of Solomon was a type of Christ,
na
SO is the actual love of Solomon for a shepherdess. or
for the daughter of Pharaoh, intended as a symbol of
the love ot 'hrist for His 'hurch.
Honorius of Autun
and Luis of Leon (Aloysius Legionensis! did not actually teach this view, although their method of expression might lie misleading cf. lornelius a Lapide, Prol.
iti Canticum, c. i).
In earlier times reference was often made to a first and literal meaning of the words "i
a text, which meaning, however, was not the real
sense of the context as intended by the author, but
eld to lie only its external covering or "husk".
Entirely dissimilar to this method is the typical exposition of modern times, which accepts an actual double
meaning of the text, the two senses being connected
and intended by the author. Bossuet and Calmet
may. perhaps, be regarded as holding this view: it is
unmistakably held by the Protestant cot
Delitzsch and Zdckler, as also by Kingsbury tin The
Speaker's Commentary) and
Kossowicz. A few
ln.ld to 'his view, but the number does not
include Lowth (cf. De sacra poesi Ilebr. pre].. 31).
Grotius makes it evident, not so much in winds :l - in
the method of exposition, that he is opposed to a
At the present day most noninterpretation.
Catholics are strongly opposed to such an exposition;
on the other hand most Catholics accept the allegoriterpretation of the book.
VUegory.
["he reasons for this
interpretation are to be found not only in tradition
and the decision of the (.'hurch, but also in the song
itself.
As long as the effort is made to follow the
thread of an ordinary love-song, so long will it be
impossible to give a coherent exposition, and many
talion

(

(

<

I

;

He names Eusebius in Palestine, Origen in Egypt,
in 'arthage, and "the Elders who stood close
to the Apostles", consequently. Basil, the two Gregorys, Diodorus, and Chrysostom, "and all in agreeCyprian

(

(Migne, P. I,.. XII, 1267), Jerome (Migne. P. L.. XXII
547, 395; XXIII. 263), and Augustine (Migne, P. L.,
XXXIV, 372, 925; XII, 556). It follows from this,
that the typical interpretation, also, contradicts tradition, even if it does not come within the decree
pronounced against Theodore of Mopsuestia. This
method of exposition lias, moreover, very few adherents, because the typical can only be applied to
separate individuals or things, and cannot be used
for the interpretation of a connected text which contains only one genuine and proper meaning.
The
foundation of the typical interpretation is destroyed
at once when the historical explanation is held to be
indefensible.
In the allegorical interpretation of the song, it
makes no essential difference whether the bride is
taken as a symbol oi
"iiue, that is, of the
congregation of tin- )ld Covenant or of the Church
of God of the New Covenant.
In truth, the song
turns aside from both; by the spouse should be understood human nature as elected {electa, elevata, sc.
<

natura

humana) and received by God.

This

is

em-

bodied, above all. in the great. Church of God upon
earth, which God takes to Himself with the love of a
bridegroom, makes the crowning point of all His external works, and adorns with the bridal ornament of
supernatural grace. In the song the bride is not
reproached with sins and guilt but. on the contrary,
her good qualities and beauty receive high
consequently, the chosen community of God appears
here under that form which is. according to the Vpo
It is plain
tie, without spot or blemish (Eph., v, 27).
that the Canticle of Canticles finds its most evident
application in the most holy Humanity of Jesus
-t
intimate bond of
love with the Godhead, and is absolutely spotless and
essentially sanctified; after this to the most holy
Mother of God as the most beautiful flower of the
Church of God. (In regard to a twofold sense of this
kind in the Scriptures, et "Zeitschrifl fur katholische
The soul that has been
Theologie, 1903, p. 381.)
purified by grace is also in a more remote yet real
sense a worthy bride of the Lord. The actual meaning of Canticles is not. however, to be limited to any
one of these applications, but is to be appropriated to
the elected " bride of God in her relation of devotion
to God".
|
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of fact, the spiritual interpretation of
the song has proved a rich source for mystical theology
and asceticism. It is only necessary to call to mind
the best of the old commentaries and interpretations
There are still in existence fifteen homiof the book.
lies by St. Gregory of Nyssa on the first six chapters
(Migne, P. G., XLI, 755 sqq.). The commentary of
Theodoret (Migne, P. G., LXXXI, 27 sqq.) is rich in
In the eleventh century Psellus comsuggestion.
piled a "Catena" from the writings of Nilus, Gregory
of Nyssa, and Maximus (Auctar. bibl. Patr., II, 681

Among the Latins Ambrose made such frequent use of the Canticle of Canticles that a whole
commentary may be developed from the many applisqq.).

cations, rich in piety, that he made of it (Migne, P. L.,
XV, 1851 sqq.). Three commentaries are to be found
in the works of Gregory the Great (Migne, P. L.,
441 sqq.). AppoLXXIX, 471 sqq., 905;

CLXXX,

nius wrote a very comprehensive commentary which,
even as late as 1843. was republished at Rome. The
Venerable Bede prepared the matter for a number of
smaller commentaries. The elaborate exposition by
Honorius of Autun of the book in its historical, allegorical, tropological, and anagogical meanings deserves special mention. The eighty-six homilies left
by St. Bernard are universally known. Gilbert of
Hoyland added to this number forty-eight more.
The greatest of the saints enkindled their love for
God on the tender expressions of affection of Christ
and His bride, the Church, in the Canticle of Canticles.
Even in Old Testament times it must have greatly
consoled the Hebrews to read of the eternal covenant
of love between God and His faithful people.
Within certain limits the application to the relation
between God and the individual soul adorned with
supernatural grace is self-evident and an aid to

virtuous living.

The

bride

is

first

bridegroom to a relation of complete
wards betrothed or married (iii 6-v,
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As a matter

raised by the
affection, after1),

and, finally,

after a successful activity (vii, 12 sq.; viii, 11 sq.),
is received into the heavenly dwellings.
A fife of
contemplation and activity bound up with painful
trials is the way there.
In the Breviary and Missal
the Church has repeatedly applied the song to the
Mother of God (see B. Schafer in Komment., p.
255 sqq.). In truth the bride adorned with the
beauty of spotless purity and deep affection is a
figure most appropriate to the Mother of God.
This is the reason why St. Ambrose in Ms book,
"De virginibus", so repeatedly and especially quotes
Canticles.
Finally, the application of the song to
the history of the life of Christ and of the Church
offers pious thought rich material for contemplation.
In doing this the natural course of the song can, in
some measure, be followed. At His entrance into
life, and especially at the time of His public activity
as a teacher, the Saviour sought the Church, His bride,
and she came lovingly towards Him. He united Himself with her at the Cross (iii, 11); the Church itself
makes use of this thought in a number of offices.
The affectionate conversations with the bride (to ch.
v. 1) take place after the Resurrection.
What follows may be referred to the later history of the
Church. A distinction should be made in such methods of interpretation, however, between what may be
accepted as certain or probable in the context and
what pious contemplation has. more or less arbitralor this reason it is important to ascerrily, added,
tain more exactly than was done in earlier times the
genuine and true sense of tin' text.

Literary Form or the Song. -Both the traditional poetic accentuation and the language vised to
express the thoughts show tin- book to lie a genuine
poem. The attempt has been made in various ways
to prove the existence of a definite metre in the Hebrew text. The opinion of the present writer is that
a six-syllable trochaic metre may be applied to the

Hebrew

version (De re metrica Hebraeorum,
Freiburg, Baden, 1880). The essentially lyrical character of the song is unmistakable.
But as various
voices and scenes appear, neither should the dramatic
character of the poem fail of recognition; it is, however, evident that the development of an external
action is not so much the intention as the unfolding
of the lyrical expression of feeling under varying circumstances. The cantata form of composition is suggested by the presence of a chorus of the "daughters of
Jerusalem " though the text does not indicate clearly
how the words are divided among the various characters.
This accounts for the theory put forward at
times that there are different personages who, as
bride and bridegroom, or as lovers, talk with, or of,
each other. Stickel in his commentary assigns three
different persons to the role of the bridegroom, and
two to that of the bride. But such arbitrary treatment is the result of the attempt to make the Canticle
of Canticles into a drama suitable for the stage.
original

Unity

of the Canticle.

—The commentator just men-

tioned and other exegetes start from the natural conviction that the poem, simply called the Song of Songs
and handed down to posterity as a book, must be regarded as a homogeneous whole. It is evident that
the three clearly distinguished roles of bridegroom,
bride, and chorus maintain their plainly defined characters from beginning to end; in the same way certain other designations, as "beloved", "friend", etc.,
and certain refrains keep recurring. Moreover, several parts apparently repeat one another, and a peculiar phraseology is found throughout the book.
The
attempt has however been made to resolve the poem
into separate songs (some twenty in all); this has
been tried by Herder, Eichhorn, Goethe, Reuss, Stade,
Budde, and Siegfried. But it has been found exceedingly difficult to separate these songs from one another, and to give to each lyric a meaning distinctly
its own.
Goethe believed this impossible, and it is
necessary to resort to a working over of the songs by
the person who collected them. But in this everything would depend on a vague, personal impression.
It is true that a mutual dependence of all the parts
cannot be maintained in the secular (historical) interpretation.
For, even in the historical hypothesis, the
attempt to obtain a flawless drama is successful only
when arbitrary additions are made which permit the
transition from one scene to another; but these interpolations have no foundation in the text itself.
Tradition also

knows nothing

dramatic poetry
Semitic race more than

of genuine

among the Hebrews, nor is the

slightly acquainted with this form of poetry.
Driven
by necessity, Kampf and others even invent double
roles, so that at times other personages appear along

with Solomon and the Sulamitess; yet it cannot be
said that any one of these hypotheses has produced a
probable interpretation of the entire song.
Difficulties of Interpretation. Allegorical.
All the hypotheses of the above-mentioned kind owe

—

—

their origin to the prevalent dislike of allegory and
symbolism. It is well known how extremely distasteful poetic allegory is to our age.
Nevertheless allegory has been employed at times by the greatest poet of all ages.
Its use was widespread in the Middle
Ages, and it was always n preliminary condition in the
interpretation of the Scriptures by the Fathers. There

are

many

passages in the Old and

New Testaments

which it is simply impossible to understand without
allegory.
It is true that the allegorical method of
Yet the
interpretation has been greatly misused.
Canticle of Canticles can be proved to be a flawlessly
consecutive poem by the employment of rules for
poetical allegory and its interpretation which are
The proof
fixed and according to the canons of art.
of the correctness of the interpretation lies in such a
combination of all the parts of the song into a homogeneous whole. The dramatic form, as far as it can
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be plainly seen in the traditional text, is not destroyed
by this method of elucidation; indeed a number (four
to seven) of more or less independent scenes must be
recognized.
In separating these scenes from one another the Jewish or Syrian bridal customs may be
taken into consideration, as has been done, especially,
by Budde and Siegfried, if the result is the simplifying of the explanation and not the distortion of the
scenes, or other acts of caprice.
An attempt has been
made in the commentary (p. 388 sqq.) of the present
writer to give in detail the determinative rules for a

sound

allegorical interpretation.
According to Wetzstein, whom Budde
Historical.
follow, the book should be regarded as a
collection of short songs such as are still used by

—

and others

the bedouins of Syria in the "threshing-hoard". The
features of similarity are the appearance of the bridal
pair for seven days as king and queen, the immoderate
praise of the two, and the dance of the queen, during
which she swings a sword to the accompaniment of a
song by the chorus. Bruston and Rot list em have,
however, expressed doubts as to this theory. In
Solomon's song the bride, in reality, does not appear
as a queen and does not swing a sword; the other
traces of similarity are of so general a character that
they probably belong to the wedding festivities of
many nations. But the worst is that the essential
songs avowedly do not stand in the proper order.
Consequently it is presupposed that the order of sucThis opens wide once more the
cession is accidental.
door to caprice. Thus, as what is said does not fit
this theory, it is claimed that a collector, or later
redactor, who misunderstood various matters, must
have made small additions with which it is impossible
now to do anything. Others, as Rothstein in Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible, presuppose that the collector, or rather t he redactor, or even the author, had
a dramatic end in view, as life and motion and action
are, taken all together, unmistakable.
It is accepted
(at least for the present form of
the poem) that the book presents a pastoral poem
in dramatic or, at least, melodramatic form.
The
poem, according to this theory, shows how a beautiful
shepherdess keeps her betrothal vow to her
lover of the same rank in life notwithstanding
the allurements and acts of violence of a king.
But this shepherd has to be interpolated into the
text, and not much can be said for the imaginary
faith kept with the distant lover, as the Sulamitess, in the middle section of the Song of Solomon,
gives herself willingly to the king, and no reason
is apparent in the text why her boundless praise
should not be intended for the present king and not
Shekel overcomes the great diffor an absent lover.
ficulties which still remain in a very arbitrary manner.
He allows a second pair of lovers to come suddenly forward; these know nothing of the chief
personages and are employed by the poet merely as
an interlude. Stickel gives this pair three short passages, namely; i. 7sq.; i. 15—ii, 1; iv, 7-v, 1. Moreover
in heee hypo! heses appears the difficulty which is ever
connected with t he historical interpretation, that is.
the lowering of the song which is so highly prized by
the Church.
The historical interpretation transforms
it into ordinary love-scenes, in various moments of
which, moreover, a fiery, sensuous love breaks forth.
For the same expressions which, when referred allegorically to Christ and the Church, announce the
strength of the love of God, are under ordinary conditions the utterances of a repellent passion.
Ar,H
Author OF rur. Canticle.—Tradition, in
harmony with the superscription, attributes the song
tri Solomon.
Even in modern times quite a number
of exegetes have held this opinion: among Protest

wo

tants, for example, Hengstenberg, Delitzech, Zdckler,
Keil.
DeWetteaays: "The entire series of pictures and relationships and the freshness of the life

and
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connect these songs with the age of Solomon." The
song evidences the love of Solomon for nature (it contains twenty-one names of plants and fifteen of animals), for beauty and art, and for regal splendour;
bound up with this latter is an ideal simplicity suitaThere
ble to the type of character of the royal poet.
is also evident a strain of the most tender feeling and
a love of peace which are well in keeping with the
reputation of Solomon. The somewhat unusual language in connexion with the skilful and brilliant
If some Arastyle point to a well-practised writer.
maic or foreign expressions are to be found in the
song, in relation to Solomon, such cannot cause surprise.
It is remarkable that in Proverbs the fuller
form of the relative is always used, while in Canticles
the shorter form is employed, the one used earlier in
But in the same way
the song of Debbora (;.")
Jeremias used the ordinary form in his prophecies,
while in the Lamentations he repeatedly employed
the shorter. The point is raised that Tirzah (vi. 1Heb.) is mentioned along with Jerusalem as the capiThe comtal of the Kingdom of the Ten Tribes.
parison, though, is made only as to beauty, and
Tirzah had, above all, a reputation for loveliness.
Many other commentators, as Bottcher, Bwald, Ilitzig, and Kampf. put the composition of the book in
the time directly after Solomon. They assert that
the action of the poem takes place in the northern part
of Palestine, that the author is especially well acquainted with this section of the country, and writes
It is further
in the form of the language used there.
said that Tirzah could only be compared with Jerusalem at the time when it was the capital of the Kingdom of the Ten Tribes, that is, after the age of Solomon but before the time when Samaria was the
All these reasons,
capital of the Northern Kingdom.
however, have more subjective than objective value.
No more convincing, finally, are the reasons thai
cause others to place the book in post-Exilic times;
among such exegetes may be mentioned: Stade,
Kautzsch, Cornill, Gratz, Budde, and Siegfried. They
support their theory by reference to many peculiarities of language and believe they even find traces of
Greek influence in the song; but for all this there is
a lack of clear proof.
Condition of the Hebrew Text. Gratz, Bickcll,
Budde, and Cheyne believe that they have been able
to prove the existence of various mistakes and
changes in the text. The passages referred to are:
vi, 12; vii, 1; iii. 6-11; for alterations of the text
see chapters vi and vii.

—
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Cantius, John, St.,

See

John Cantids,

St.

Cantor, the chief singer (and sometimes instructor)
His
of the ecclesiastical choir, called also precentor.
duties and qualifications have varied considerably
according to time and place; but generally he must
be ready to lead all the singing in church, to start any
chant, and be watchful to prevent or correct mistakes
He may be responsible
of singers placed under him.
for the immediate rendering of the music, showing
the course of the melody by movements of the hand.
The chief singer of the Gregorian Schola Cantorum
was called Prior scholce or Primicerius. In medieval
cathedrals the cantor was master of music and
chant, but also commonly one of the dignitaries of
the chapter. In the fourteenth century the cantor
in many churches began to delegate his instruction of
the singers to a master of music. After the introduction of harmonized music some duties naturally fell to
the conductor or choir-master, who might be a layman. The cantor's place in church is on the right of
the choir, and immediately on his left stands his assistant, formerly called the "succentor".
In ruling the
choir the cantor very commonly carried a staff as the
mark of his dignity. This custom still survives in

some

places.

Gerbert. De cantu el musica sacra (St Blasien, 1774)
Baumer, Hisloire du Brrviaire (Paris, 190."); Mkks, Choirs and
Choral Mu.-ic (London, 1901); Duchesne. Christian Worship
(London, 1904); Wagner, History of Plain Chant (London,
1907).

Wilfrid G. A. Shebbeare.
Cantu, Cesare. Italian historian and poet, b. at
Brivio, 8 December, 1S07; d. at Milan, 11 March,
1895.
He was at first a student of theology, but. left
the seminary without completing the course, not
feeling himself called to the priesthood.
After this
he turned his attention to literature, and taught
the Italian language

and

literature

at

Sondrio in 1823, at

Como

in 1827, and
at
Milan in 1832.
at
Cantu wrotea tale in
verse called "Algiso

Como

While

"
la lega Lombarda
(1828), which attracted well- deserved attention;

o

the

"Storia della

citta e della diocesi
di Como " (2 vols.,

1829- 1832)

Milan.

made him
ter

known.

still

bet-

Shortly

afterwards appeared

"Ragionamenti sulla
Cesare Canto

storia

Lombarda

nel

secoloXVII "(Milan,
1S32), which was published later under the title
"Commento storico ai Promessi Sposi di A. Manzoni, o la Lombardia nel secolo XVII".
In this
work Cantu expressed liberal views in his comments
on the Austrian policy, and was consequently condemned to thirteen months' imprisonment. The
miseries of the incarceration were described by him
in the well-known historico-political novel. " Margherita Pusterla" (Milan. 1838), a book widely read
and frequently republished.
About this date Cantu began his most important
work, the "Storia universale" (35
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vols.,

Turin, 1837,

and succeeding decades). The work was often reprinted, and has been translated into English, German, French, and Spanish. It is the first historical
work by an Italian which, in a well-finished and

vigorous style, gives a philosophical treatment of
the development of all civilized peoples from the
remotest times to the pontificate of Pius IX. Cantu,
it is true, did not draw directly from original sources,
but depended on French and German authorities,
the value of which he did not always judge with
sufficient acumen.
He worked up the material thus
obtained, however, with entire independence. Yet
he showed the influence of the Romantic school, of
which Manzoni is the most important representative,
and he sought to combine Church and State, politics
and religion. The effect of the Romantic movement
is still more evident, in those works in which Cantu
treated the history of Italy of his own time, as in:
"Storia dei cent' anni, 1750-1850" (5 vols., Florence,
1851); "Storia degli Italiani" (3 vols., Naples, 1856);
and "Gli ultimi trenti anni" (3 vols., Turin, 1879).
Constantly viewed with suspicion by the Government
on account of his political opinions, he was obliged
to make his escape from Milan to Piedmont when
the Revolution of 1848 broke out, but he returned
when the uprising came to an end. He was a member of Parliament from 1859 to 1S61, and from 1874
until the time of his death he was the director of the
archives of Lombardy. In addition to the more
important, publications mentioned above, Cantu
wrote a large number of small historical works and
numerous popular books and tales for the young,
most of which passed through several editions, and
were translated into other languages. Among these
minor writings may be mentioned: "Letture giovanili", 4 vols.; " Boon senso e buon cuore": "II
giovinetto dirizzato alia bonta"; "II galantuomo";
and many others. A complete edition of his poetry
appeared at Florence in 1870.
Bertolini, Cantu r Ic sue opere (Florence, 1895); Mazzoni,
Accademia Mia Cru-sca (Florence, 1899).

Atti delV

Patriots Schlager.
Cnut: the Great, the Mighty >. King
of the English, Danes, and Norwegians, b. about 994;
He was tin'
d. at Shaftesbury, 12 November, 1035.
son of Sweyn, King of Denmark, and Sigrid, widow of
Though baptized while a child.
Eric of Sweden.
there is no evidence of Christianity in his life until
He accomafter he ascended the English throne.
panied his father on the invasion of England, and
after the repulse at London and Sweyn's sudden
death near Bury (3 February, 1014) was declared
King of England by the Danish fleet. The witan,
however, recalled .Ethelred, their "born lord", who
had fled at Sweyn's approach, and Canute, unable to
withstand the restored monarch, set sail for the North.
At Sandwich, after cutting off the noses, ears, and
hands of the hostages taken by his father, he put them
Reashore a dire omen of a more terrible return.
turned to Denmark. Canute proclaimed himself king
and set about gathering a powerful fleet. England,
instead of being prepared for his return, was torn by
internal dissensions, and when Canute appeared off
the coast, with a fleet, said to have numbered two hundred sail, each boat containing eighty men.
deserted Eadmund Ironside and joined tin' Danish

Canute

(or

—

I

the death of -Ethelred. Eadmund
was made king by the people of London, and. with all
Wessex in submission. Canute laid siege to the city.
This was the beginning of a series of bloody conflicts,
interrupted only by pillage of the country-side, culminating at Assandun, where, after a battle which
was waged all day and into the night, the English
were routed, and '"'all the nobility of the English race
was there destroyed" (Anglo-Saxon Chron.,ed. Giles.
London, 1847, p. 409). Eadmund was still formidable.
Canute followed him into Gloucestershire and
made terms of peace on the Isle of Olney. Mercia
anil Xorthumbria were Canute's portion, and a tax
known as the "danegeld" was levied on both armies
Eadmund
to defray the expenses of the Danish fleet.

standard.

Upon

—
CANUTE
died a

month

reign of seven
months; Eadric was murdered at the king's order;
Eadwig, Eadmund's brother was similarly removed;
and in July, 1017, Canute married .Elfgifu, or Emma,
Eadmund's widow, a strange union which some
writers attribute to political motives.
Canute al-

ready had two sons, Harold and Sweyn, by another
wife, but the right of succession was to be with the
offspring of the new union.
Thus at the age of twenty-three, by right of might,
Canute stood master of the realm; and if he was received unanimously by the people, it was because

none durst oppose him. From this forward, however,
his one desire seemed to lie to wipe out the memory of
the bloodshed and horror in which his kingship had
been secured.
The Danish host, a fruitful source
of animosity, was dismissed after a danegeld of
£72,000 had been raised. London alone contributing
£15,000. Canute retained the crews of forty ships as a
body-guard, known as the huscarls or thingmanna.
"Eadgar's Law", the old constitution of the realm,
was revived and Dane and Englishman stood on a
level footing.
The Church had suffered heavily at
Canute's hands, but he sought her friendship and
built a church at Assandun to commemorate the
victory; rebuilt the church of St. Eadmund at Bury
and established the monks there; and was a benefactor in many other places, contributing even to the
erection of the cathedral of Chart res.
On his visits
to Denmark he took many missionaries with him.
among whom were Kanier, Bernhard, and Gerbrand,
Bishops of Fionia, Sconen, and Zealand. In 1026
Canute made a pilgrimage to Rome, his path being
marked by his charities. He records in a letter bis
joy at visiting the tombs of the Apostles; his meeting
with Pope John and Emperor Conrad; his plea for
security for English and Danish travellers to Rome;
the pope's promise to lighten the tax for the pallium;
and he adds his own vow to rule justly and regrets
the misdeeds of his youth.
tlte's greatest gift to his people was peace, says
Green. Eighteen years unbroken by domestic strife
laid the foundations of a national tranquillity.
The
kingdom was divided into four earldoms, and little
by little Danish names disappear anil are replaced by
English (Freeman, Norman Conquest, I, 289). The
people are to "love and worship one God and love
King Cnut with right truthfulness". The ferocity
which mutilated the hostages was not burnt out, for
the king struck down one of his huscarls with his own
hand.
Bui lie pronounced heavy sentence upon his
deed and, on another occasion, is said to have rebuked Ins flatterers by placing his crown upon the
crucifix of tin' cathedral of Winchester.
From the
time I.
enre. a sincere zeal for his people's good slimes out in his life. The yoke is lightened
and hi- benefactions are widespread. He is a patron
'- and a lover of minstrelsy, and upon hearing
he monks of Ely cliani on 'andiemas, he breaks out
I

I

into the famous song;

i

III;

Green, Conquai

of England, -lis sgq.; Idem, Short
History of the English r,o,,l, (New York. IssT
I.
'U 'is
Palgkave, History of the Anglo-Saxons (l...ml.ui, lsi,;
;i
HliNTinDirf. Xal. />':„„. IX, 1 sqq.; Linqard, History of England (London, 1878), I, 156-162.
.

,

E. F. Saxton.

Canute IV (Cnut), Saint, martyr and King

of

Denmark, date of birth uncertain; d. 10 July, 1086,
the third of the thirteen natural sons of Sweyn II,
surnamed Estridsen. Elected king on the death of
his brother Harold about 1080, he waged war on his
barbarous enemies and brought Courland and Livonia
to the faith.
Having married Eltha. daughter of
Robert, Count of Flanders, he had a son Charles, surnamed the Good. He was a strong ruler, as is
proved by his stern dealing with the pirate Eigill of
Bornholm. The happiness of his people and the interests of the Church were the objects he had most at
heart.
To the cathedral of RoskUde, still the royal
burying-place, he gave his own diadem.
His austerity

was equalled by

An

his assiduity in prayer.

ex-

pedition to England, in favour of the Saxons against
William the Conqueror, planned by him in 1085,
failed through the treachery of his brother Olaf.
His
people having revolted on account of the cruelties
of certain tax-collectors, Canute retired to the island
of Funen.
There, in the church of St. Alban, after
due preparation for death, the king, his brother
Benedict, and seventeen others were surrounded and
slain HI July, 1086.
His feast is l!i January, translation, 10 July; his emblems, a lance or arrows, in

memory

of the manner of his death.
Acta SS.-July, III, 11S-149, containing the life (written in
by .'Klxoth, monk of Canterbury, and also that by

1105)

Saxo Grammaticus; Bollanpists,
Latina
sources

(Brussels,
historiques

Butler, Lives

Bibliotloro Haiju-ii/rapfiiai
1898), 232; Chevalier. Repertoire des
mot/en Age (Paris, 1905), I, col. 771;

du

of the Saints, 19

January.

Patrick Ryan.
Capaccio and Vallo, Diocese of (Caputaquensis
et Vallensis), suffragan of Salerno. Capaccio is a
city in the province of Salerno (Italy), in an unhealthy region, not far from the ruins of the ancient
Pa>stum.
It is believed that
lapaccio was built after
the destruction of Paestum by the Saracens (915), and
(

that the see

was transferred

there.

The

known

first

bishop of Capaccio is Arnolfo. present at the council
of the Lateran in 117!).
Lelio Morello, elected in
1586, obtained from Sixtus V the transfer of the
bishop's residence to Dania.
Other bishops worthy
of mention were: the zealous monk Pietro Matta de
Haro (1611), who was assisted by the venerable Than
Filippo Romanello, founder of a congregation of
priests for the instruction of the peasantry in the
articles of faith: the learned lardinal Francesco Maria
Brancacci (1627); Tommaso CaralTa (1639), and
Giovanni delta Pace (1684). The bishop reside at
Vallo. The diocese contains a population of 122,400,
with 102 parishes, 282 churches and chapels, 256
lar and 14 regular priests, and 'J religious houses for
(

Cappelletti, Le
(Rome, 1907), 365.

chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1844);

Ann.

eccl.

i

U. Benigni.

Cape Breton Island.

(Merrily sang the monks of Ely when Cnut. King
rowed by. Row, boatmen, near the land, and hear
we these monks sing.' Intriguing, ambition-, and
violent Canute yel atoned tor ins early cruelty by a
Christianity that was not unworthy. He came as an
invader and ruthless destroyer, ami by a change of
oarkable as it was far-reaching in
it, effects, remained to rule, in justice and peace, a
,

wholly espoused.

He was buried

in the old minster at Winchester.
MAN, Norman Conquest (New York. 1873),
with

nrmr.

men.

Meric sungen 5e muneches binnen Ely,
ien
Ihing reu oer by;
lee
M.er 5e land,
And hen- we pes muneches sseng.

Da
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later after a heroic

valuable references to sources;

I,

244-320,

Steenstrup, Norman-

See

Nova

Scotia.

Capefigue, BaPTISTE-HoNORE-RayMOND, historl'aris. 22 December,

ian, b. at Marseilles. 1802; d. at

In 1821 he was a law student at l'aris; at a
1872.
later date he became a contributor to the "Quotidienne", and in L827 he was made editor of the Legitimist journal. "Messager des Chambres".
On account of his journalistic activity in behalf of the government. Capefigue soon received a position in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, but lost it in consequence
he uas
of the Revolution of July.
A. Strong [loyalist
after this an active supporter of the Orleanists in
,

"

CAPE

de l'armee francaise en Espagne
ordres du Due d'Angouleme" (Paris, 1823).
"Histoire de Philippe-Auguste
work,
His principal
(Paris, 1827-1S29), 4 vols., passed through several
of
his publications is: "Histoire
The
best
editions.
de la Restauration et des causes qui ont amene la
ainee
branehe
des Bourbons" (Paris, 1831,
chute de la
Of less impor10 vols; 3d ed., Paris, 1842, 4 vols.).
work,
on
a more ambitious scale,
was
the
tance
cueil des operations

sous

les

"L'Europe depuis l'avenement de Louis-Philippe"
(Paris, 1845-1846, 16 vols.; 2d ed., 1847-1849, 10
and the publication entitled, "L'Europe de-

vols.),

puis la chute de Louis-Philippe jusqu'a la presidence
de Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte" (Paris, 1849), 3 vols.
Mention should also be made of: "Les reines de la
main gauche" (Paris, 1858-1864), 15 vols., which includes sketches of Agnes Sorel. Pompadour, du Barry,
etc., and " Les reines de la main droite" (Paris, 18561864), 6 vols., sketches of Catherine de' .Medici, Elizabeth of England, and Maria Theresa, etc. Among his
writings which belong to the department of church
history are: "Vie de saint Vincent de Paul" (Paris,
1827; 2d ed., 1S40); "Quatre premiers sieeles de
l'Eghse chnHienne" (.Paris, 1850), 4 vols. Capefigue
also produced a historical novel called: "Jacques II a
Saint-Germain" (Paris, 1S33), 2 vols.

Cape

of

Caperolo,

unknown;

Patricius Schlager.
See Good Hope, Cape op.

Good Hope.
Pietro,

Friar Minor, date of birth
he was a man of

d. at Velletri in 1480;

great learning, and was held in
high esteem as a preacher by the people of Brescia,
CapVelletri, and other cities of Northern Italy.
erolo played an important part in the religious disturbances, which arose about the year 1475, between the Franciscan provinces of Milan and Venice,
and which were occasioned in great measure by

much energy and

the war then going on between Milan and the Vene-

After considerable difficulty Captian Republic.
erolo succeeded in obtaining permission from Pope
Sixtus IV to separate several convents of the Venetian province from the obedience of the Observants,
and to form a vicariate, which was placed under
the obedience of the Conventuals, but retained the
The memright to elect its own provincial superior.
bers of the new congregation were known as CapThe death of
erolani, from Caperolo their founder.
Caperolo, however, put an end to the Caperolani as
a distinct branch within the order, and all the members of the new vicariate without exception returned
to the obedience of the Observants.
\\ idding, Annates Mniorum (Rome, 1732), XIII, 402; XIV,
242;

KoBLER

in Kirchenlex.,

s.

v.

Stephen M. Donovan.
Capes (Editor op the Rambler). See Rambler.
See Santiago and Cape
Cape Verde Islands.
Verde.
Capgrave, John, Augustinian

friar, historian,

and

at Lynn in Norfolk, 21 April, 1393;
August, 1464 (according to Pits, 1484).
His name is chiefly known in connexion with the
"Nova Legenda Anglue ", the first comprehensive
But this work
collection of English saints' lives.
was really compiled by John of Tynemouth, a Benedictine (born e. 1290), and Capgrave merely edited
and re-arranged it, though it has ever since passed
under his name. Yet quite apart from the "Nova
Legenda", his own undoubted works prove him to
have been a scholar of unusual eminence. But few
and these gleaned from his own works are
facts
known concerning his life. He states that he was

theologian, b.

d. there, 12

—

CAP
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Capefigue was a
his writings and later of Napoleon.
prolific writer; his works are, consequently, somewhat superficial and of no great historical value, but
in them he always maintained his convictions as a
devout Catholic.
His first work was entitled: "Re-

—

born at Lynn in Norfolk, and not in Kent as Bale
and others have stated. His university is uncertain,
both Oxford and Cambridge claiming him, but he
certainly was ordained priest in 1417 or 141S, and
was professed an Augustinian at Lynn. He became
a doctor of Divinity, and subsequently provincial
of his order.
Many of his unpublished works exist
in MS., but some are lost.
His historical works are:
"De illustribus Henricis" (R. S., London, 185S);
"Vita Humfredi ducis Glocestrire"; "Life of St.
Gilbert of Sempringham"; "Metrical Life of St.
Katharine" (Earlv English Text Soc, 1893); "Chronicle of England to a. d. 1417" (R. S., London, 1S5S);
"Vita S. Augustini"; "De sequacibus S. Augustini";
" De illustribus viris O. S. A. "
His theological
works, too numerous to detail (given by Hingeston,
below), include commentaries on many books of the
Bible, a work on the creeds, sermons, lectures and
addresses to the clergy.
Hingeston, Caparave's Chronicle
1S5S';

IX,

Maunde Thompson

20;

in

of England (R. S-, London,
Did. \at. Biog. (London, 1SS7),

Horstman, Nova Legenda

(Oxford, 1901).

Cap Haitien, Diocese of

Angliee,

Introduction

Edwin Burton.

(Capitis Haitiani),
erected by Pius IX, 3 October, 1861, in the ecclesiastical Province of Port au Prince, territorially corresponds to the Department of the North of the Frenchspeaking negro Republic of Haiti. In 1906 the
jurisdiction of the See of Cap Haitien covered some
650,000 Catholics, or rather more than one-fourth of
the whole population of the Haitian Republic, which
forms the western political division (about one-third
the area) of the Island of Santo Domingo, the largest
but one of the Greater Antilles.
History. On his second voyage to Santo Domingo, or, as he named it, Hispaniola, Columbus
brought with him some religious of the Order of St.
Dominic. This was in November, 1493, and since
then the Haitian part of the island, at least, has never
lacked pastors. A plan of the city of Cap Haitien
still extant, and dating from the year 1600, differs
hardly at all in extent from the plan of the present
In the collection of annals of the "Missions
city.
catholiques" there are, also, letters of the same period,
written from Petite Anse by a Jesuit Father. The
parishes of the North were generally served by religious of the Society of Jesus, but there were also at
Cap Haitien some Franciscans whose names have
been preserved, and one section of that city is still
called "MornedesCapucins". In addition to the work
of the parish the Jesuits administered a very large
hospital at the gate of the city and another (military)
There was also a convent of nuns,
hospital inside.
very fine, and of very considerable size, to judge by
its site, which has remained unoccupied, being now
held in reserve by the Government for the Sisters of
St. Joseph of Cluny, whenever that congregation shall
be able to found an establishment there.
From the time when Haiti secured its national
independence (1S04) to the Concordat (1860) the
country was without a hierarchy. After a period of
unsuccessful attempts at ecclesiastical reorganization
under vicars and prefects Apostolic, negotiations between the Holy See and the administration of President Geffrard resulted (28 March, 1860) in the conclusion of the Concordat, which expired in 1S85.
Monsignor Monetti. titular Bishop of Lervia. was sent
to Haiti in 1861 to settle various points left open
in the text of the Concordat, and among these was the
establishment of a suffragan see at Cap Haitien. as
well as the amount of the stipends to be paid to bishops anil vicars-general. Provision was made for another diocese at Port de la Paix, but it was never
formally established, and its territory is administered
from Cap Haitien.
The first Bishop of Cap Haitien, Monseigneur Constant Mathurin Hillion, took possession of bis see 24

—
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May, 1S74. There was no cathedral, and the Divine was a fashion in Haiti to join the lodges; but these
are now little frequented, except two or three times
Offices were performed in a miserable chapel which
was much too small. To supply this pressing need a. year, on festival occasions, when here are receptions
M. Chatte.
or banquets.
the bishop sci about rebuilding a ruined church which
from the time of Louis XV. He was able to
Capharnaum, a titular see of Palestine. Its name
collect a sum of about 200.(100 francs ($40,000), and
(also Kapern.um) means village of Nahum or
It is frequently mentioned in the
in the space of three months an American company
consolation.
completed the construction of the actual nave with its Gospels: Jesus, when repelled by the Nazarenes,
aisles, the transept and choir being still (1900 incommade it His new abode (Matt., iv, 13; Luke, iv, 31;
The bishop also lost no time in establishing John, ii, 12); He chose there his first disciples, Peter,
plete.
two schools, one for boys and the other for girls, Andrew, James, John. Matthew Matt., iv, IS, 21; ix,9;
under t lie Institute of Christian Instruction (Freres Mark i, 16); He cured there the centurion's servant,
La Mennais) and the Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny. Peter's mother-in-law, a paralytica demoniac, the
The sisters had arrived'. May. 1 NT-'; lie Freres La Men- Hoemorrhoissa, etc.; it was there that He brought
nais came 9 November, 1S77. At this epoch, through
to life again the daughter of Jairus, and delivthe initiative of Pere Bertin. curr and honorary ered many discourses, especially the one concerncanon, the equipment of the cathedral was rendered ing the institution of the Eucharist (John, vii. The
complete by the erection of a presbytery. Upon he inhabitants, however, at the instigation of the
death of Monseigneur Guillons, Monseigneur Million Pharisees, broke off with Him, and Jesus, on leaving
succeeded him as Archbishop of Port-au-Prince, and their city, cursed it (Matt., xi. 23). Under ConstanMonseigneur Kersuzan, titular Bishop of Hippo and tine the Great, Count Joseph, a converted Jew, built
coadjutor to the late archbishop, was made Bishop of a church there which the pilgrim known as "PseudoCap Haitien, 10 November. 18S6. The Bishop of Cap Antoninus" visited in the sixth century. Since
Haitien had until then resided in a house too small then the town has not been mentioned in the history
for the gatherings of all the clergy in their annual reIt was never a Greek see, nor even a
of Palestine.
He found means to build a very fine episcopal Latin one in the Middle Ages. Lequien, it is true
treat.
residence, with a chapel and.adequate outbuildings, an
(III. 719), quotes a document concerning the ecedifice undeniably the most considerable in the city
clesiastical province of Scythopolis, in Palestina
This residence was destroyed by Secunda, wherein we read: "Ibi sunt adhuc Bethafter the cat hedral.
fire, but the construction of a more spacious and
saida, Nairn et Capharnaum, sed alio nomine vocitanequally imposing edifice is now (1906) in progress.
tur nee habent episcopos". Just when it became a
The diocesan seminary had been carried on at Pont- Latin titular see is not known, the title now being
Chateau, in Brittany, by the Society of Mary founded held by the coadjutor to the Latin Patriarch of Jeruby Bl. Rene de Mont fort. When the French Go vern- salem. Capharnaum must be identified with Tellment outlawed the religious orders, Monseigneur Houni on the north bank of the Lake of Tiberias.
Kersuzan succeeded in installing his present seminary There are splendid ruins there, chiefly of a magnifi(Saint-Jacques) at Lanpaul, in the Diocese of Quim- cent synagogue seventy-two feet long and fifty-four
It is under the care of secular priests:
per, Brittany.
In a little convent on this site some
feet wide.
a director, two administrators, and six professors, Franciscans reside for the reception of pilgrims.
with 50 students. The same bishop also founded at
to
some archaeologists the site of CaAccording
Cap Haitien the College of Xotrr-Dame de secours per- pharnaum is not at Tell-Houm, but in the vicinity,
pUuel, which affords Haitian youths the advantages on the way to Tiberias, either at Khan-Minieh or at
of secondary education without the expense and risks
Ain-Tabigah. In the latter place the Cologne
This college is administered Catholic Society conducts an agricultural colony.
of a sojourn in Europe.
Wilson, Lands of the Bible, II. 139-149: Thomson', The
by a director, two ecclesiastic, and two lay, teachers.
Lan4 and the Book, I, 542; EtoBZNSON, Biblical Researches
Lastly, the hospice owes to Monseigneur Kersuzan
iIII. 347-357; Conder, Tentwork in Palestine, II, 1S2;
the introduction of the sisters, whose ministrations
Kitchener in Quartirhi StaU m ni nf the Palestine Exploration
insure disinterested care for the sick with due consid- Fund (July, 1879).
t
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S. \ AILHE.
Religious and Educational Status. Since the
See John IapisCapistran (Capisteano), John.
establishment of the hierarchy the twenty-one par- tran, Saint.
ishes of this diocese have little by little been provided
Capital Punishment. See Punishment.
with pastors, and some with assistants. There are
Capitolias, a titular see of Palestine, suffragan
altogether sixty-three churches, chapels, and oratorAccording to
to Scythopolis in Palestina Secunda.
The number of practical Catho- the coins of the city, its special era begins a. d. 97
ies in the diocese.
lics has more than trebled and marriages have multior 98; it dates, therefore, at least under this name,
There still remains, however, an
plied everywhere.
from the time of Nerva or Trajan. It was originally
unconverted majority in the immense parishes, which a part of the Decapolis. Capitolias i- mentioned by
often contain a population of 30,000, while the smallmany geographers, among others by Hierocles and
est always contain several thousands.
Georgius Cyprius in the sixth and seventh centuries.
In addition to the college already mentioned there
III, 715).
The
Six bishops are given by Lequien
i- a boys' school, conducted by ten of the Freres La
Nicsa in 32.5; the
first, Antiochus, was present at
-'(1(1
pupils; and three other schools,
Mennais, with
second. Ananias, was at Chalcedon in 451; the last,
each employing three religious of the same order,
St. Peter, is said In have si lie red martyrdom at the
with from 150 to 200 pupils in each. The Sisters
hands of the Saracens early in the seventh century;
of St. Joseph of Cluny carry on six schools, one with
he seems, however, to have been only a priest of
ten
sisters,
and five, each with 150 Capitolias. In the twelfth century the see was an
250 pupils under
The Daughters of Wis- independent archbishopric, as appears from a
pupils under three sisters.
hospice.
dom supply, besides ten religious for the
of that time (II. Gelzer,
"Notitia episeopatuum
22 religious, teaching an aggregate of 750 girls in Bvzantin. Zeitschrift, I. 253)
Eubel, I, 169,
The number of mentions four Latin titulars in the fourteenth and
in six schools in as many parishes.
Protestants residing in the diocese is extremely small,
The site of Capitolias is identififteenth centuries.
from
almost
entirely of strangers
and is made up
fied with the ruins at Bet-er-Ras, near Irbid, the chief
the neighbouring islands. There are three Masonic
village of a kaimakandik in the vilayet of Syria.
temples at Cap Haitien. and probably one in each
ScHrM\cio:R. Northern Adjlun, 154 sq.; Leqcien, Oriens
of the other towns or considerable villages of the
Christianus (1740), III, 715-18.
S. Vailhe.
diocese.
When there was virtually no clergy, it

eration of their spiritual welfare.

—

(
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CAPITULARIES

certain legislative acts of bishops.

—

Episcopal Capitularies. The capitularies or
capitula of the bishops were compilations of eccleprevious legislapeople for their
guidance. Their general purpose was, on the one
ecclesiastics
make
easy
for
to know the
hand, to
it
canons or laws of the Church, at least in the summaries thus compiled; on the other, to keep intact
and uniform the discipline of the Church, and to
maintain the religious life of both clergy and laity
There are yet exat as high a standard as possible.
tant many such compilations, which may be divided
into two categories. Those of the first contain laws
whose content shows that they were not restricted to
one diocese, but were applicable to several. Those
of the second were meant primarily for one diocese
and are more properly called capitularies. To the
first order of capitularies belong the capitula of St.
Martin, Metropolitan of Braga (571-80) in Gallicia,
the present Portugal (Mansi, Sacr. Cone. Coll., IX,
His object was to render more intelligible
845, sqq.).
the canons of the Greek Church by a new translation
into Latin, and to arrange them in a systematic order.
siastical laws, drawn as a rule from
tion, and proposed to the clergy and

The

became very important in subsequent
was incorporated with the "Collectio
Hispana", and with this passed into the work of
After the tenth century it formed
Pseudo-Isidore.
part of nearly every compilation of ecclesiastical law.
Then follow two collections made by St. Boniface (d.
collection
ages, when it

754).

The

first

contains twenty-eight capitula issued

about 744 (Mansi, op. cit., XII, App. 107, sqq.); the
second has thirty-six statuta issued about 745 (op. cit.,
XII, 383, sqq.). The collection of Egbert, Archbishop
of York (735-51), known as "Excerptiones Egberti
Eboracensis Archiepiscopi " (op. cit., XII, 411, sqq.),
is but a summary made by the deacon Huncar about
1040 from a larger work of Egbert (q. v.) entitled

"De jure sacerdotali". The collection attributed to
Isaac, Bishop of Langres in France (S59-S0), and
known as "Canones Isaac Episcopi Lingonensis" (op.
cit., XVI, App. 633, sqq.), is merely an extract from
the three books of capitularies of Benedictus Levita.
capitula of Angilramnus, Bishop of Metz (76891), are said to have been published by him after he
had received them from Adrian I (772-95). They
are intimately connected with the pseudo-Isidorian
decretals, and hence not genuine; they were written
about the middle of the ninth century (Hinschius,
Decretales Pseudo-Isidorianae, 757, sqq.).
Among the capitularies of the second class we may
mention first the Rule of St. Chrodegang, Bishop of
Metz (742-66), written about 760 (Mansi, op. cit., XIV,
313, sqq.) which regulated the common or canonical life
of his diocesan clergy.
These decrees, modified by
Amalarius of Metz, were eventually made obligatory
upon the clergy of the whole Frankish Empire at the
Diet of Aachen (817). Then follow: the capitulary
of Theodulf, Bishop of Orleans (797-821), issued
towards the end of the eighth century, with several
additions (op. cit., XIII, 993, sqq.); the capitulary
of Hatto, Bishop of Basle (836), issued about 822 (op.
cit., XIV, 393, sqq.); the capitula of Rodulf, Archbishop of Bourges, issued about 850 (op. cit., XIV,
943, sqq.); (lie capitula of Herard, Archbishop of
Tours (S55 70), issued in 858 (op. cit., XVI, App.
677, sqq.); the i irious capitula of Ilinemar, Archbishop of Reims (845-82), issued in .852, 856, and 874
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Capitularies (Lat. Capitularia), collections of laws
or ordinances, chiefly of the Frankish kings, divided
into many single laws or chapters (capitula), so that
a capitulare meant the sum total of such single laws.
Sometimes such collections consisted of only one law
or capitulum; even then they were called capitularia.
The word capitulare was used officially for the first
time (779) in an enactment of Charlemagne (Mon.
Germ. Hist: Leges, II, i, 47). It was also applied to

XV,

475, sqq., 493, sqq.); the capitula
of Walter, Bishop of Orleans, issued about 871 (op.
cit., XV, 503, sqq.); finally, the constitutio of Kiculf,
Bishop of Soissons, issued about 8S9 (op. cit.. XVIII,
81, sqq.).
A number of these capitularies were published in diocesan synods, e. g. those of Herard of
Tours, of Hincmar of Reims (at least the ones of 852
and 874), and of Walter of Orleans. Perhaps this
was the usual custom, since the capitula of Theodulf
of Orleans and of Rodulf of Bourges mention the
diocesan synod as of obligation at stated intervals.
Royal Capitularies. The capitularies of the
Frankish kings were legislative or administrative
enactments. In the Merovingian period they were
known as epistola, prceceptum, edictum, decrctio, or
pactus if issued by several kings together.
In the
present acceptation of the word the capitularies comprise legislative acts issued by the Frankish rulers,
either Merovingians or Carlovingians, from the beginning of the sixth century to the end of the ninth.
They are usually distinguished from leges, or laws,
not because they lack legislative force, but because
since the sixth century the term leges is usually applied to the written or formally codified customs prevailing among the various Germanic nations; thus
we have the " Lex Salica", the " Lex Alamannorum",
and the like. The capitularies, on the contrary, may
have a wider application. They were usually drawn
up without any specific order and without such
formalities as the royal seal or signature; hence they
differed from other royal acts, e. g. the diplomata and
mandata. The capitularies were executed by the
royal officers or by the king himself; therefore they
did not need the formalities required for other documents as evidences of the royal will. The contents
Sometimes they
of the capitularies are manifold.
contain only directions given to royal officers, chiefly
the missi dominici; sometimes additions to, or modifications of, the leges; more generally they contain
ordinances bearing on almost every form of civil and
ecclesiastical life.
Among the civil ordinances are
regulations affecting the royal magistracy, commerce,
customs-duties, markets, currency, the army, safety
of travellers, procedure in criminal and civil suits,
private rights or prerogatives, and many other subConcerning ecclesiastical matters there are
jects.
regulations on the organization of the Church, its
relation to the civil power, monastic life, discipline
of the Church, education, manner of worship, ecclesiA division or systeastical feast-days, and the like.
matic classification of the capitularies is practically
impossible.
While some deal exclusively with ecclesiastical matters, in many of them tilings ecclesiastical
and civil are so intermingled that it is difficult to disNor can
tinguish in them two kinds of capitularies.
the capitularies bearing on civil matters be divided
into classes, though some have imagined that they
could distinguish three different kinds. Those of the
first class were called capitularia legibus addenda, and
were said to contain modifications of the leges, made
with the consent of the nation whose laws were thus
affected.
Those of the second class were called capitularia per se scribenda, said to contain ordinances
affecting the people of the Frankish Empire generally,
issued by the king with or without the consent of the
men of rank. Those of the third class were called
capitularia missorum, and were said to contain merely
instructions for the royal officers or counts known as
the missi dominici.
There is no sufficient basis, however, in the text
While the
of the capitularies for this classification.
matter contained therein has a bearing on all those
indiscriminately
subjects, still it is put together so
that no systematic division can be made; in fact, no
uniform system was aimed at in this legislation.
There is, moreover, no sufficient foundation for the
assertion that for a certain class of capitularies the
(op.

cit.,

—
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consent of a nation was required. The laws or ordinances were enacted either by the king himself and
alone, or after a consultation with his advisers, or
with the men of rank in a diet or parliament. It
was customary among the Franks, as indeed among
the Germanic nations generally, to assemble once a
year in the month of March, or at some other time in
the spring or summer, for legislative, military, or other
purposes. The attendance, which at first was general
on the part of all freemen, gradually shrank to the
men of rank or the nobles and ecclesiastical digniAt such
taries, such as counts, bishops, and abbots.
assemblies or diets legislative matters were discussed
between the king and his attendants, in which all,
bishops, abbots, counts, and other royal officers, took
part.
Once the subjects were sufficiently debated,
they were drawn up as capitula and published as laws.
For this reason a certain number of capitularies were
prepared and issued in the annual diets. But the
same cannot be asserted of all, since there are many
which were not issued in the diets, or at least of which
If matters of
this cannot be stated with certainty.
an ecclesiastical character came up for discussion,
submitted
always,
they were generally, though not
In fact, the
to the judgment of the bishops alone.
their
often
held
bishop of the Frankish Empire
synods contemporaneously with the diets. Someexclusively
almost
presented
an
times also the diets
ecclesiastical character, and thus they were called
synods as well as conventus or placita. In order to
preserve the capitularies and through them the written law, they were reduced to writing and kept in the
archives of the imperial palace. Copies of them were
sent to the royal officers throughout the empire, or
else the officers were themselves requested to secure
copies, send them to each other, and in turn make
them known to the people. In a capitulary of the
y< ;ir 825 Emperor Louis the Pious (814-40) ordered
that the archbishops and counts should secure copies
of the capitularies from the chancellor, and communi>jate them to other ecclesiastical or royal dignitaries
This
in their districts for the purpose of publication.
publication was to be done in the judicial assemblies
or courts of justice, in the market-places of cities, and
These orders were apparently
also in the churches.
not executed conscientiously; otherwise translations
into the vernacular would have been made, of which,
however, there is practically no trace.
As the number of the capitularies kept growing,
the need was felt of uniting them into one work.
The first (incomplete) collection of this kind was
made in 827 by Ansegisus (q. v.), Abbot of the monastery of Fontanelle, or, as it was called afterwards,
He divided his work
St-Vandrille in Normandy.
into four books: the first contained the ecclesiastical
capitularies of Charlemagne, the second the ecclesiasii
capitularies of Louis the Pious, the third the
capitularies of Charlemagne on civil matters, the
fourth the capitularies of Louis the Pious and his son
Three appendixes were
Loiv'iaire on civil matters.
added to the work containing titles of capitularies,
or capitularies that were doubled. This collection,
though owing to the private initiative of Ansegisus,
received the sanction of Louis the Pious in 829, and
Towards
in this way obtained an official character.
the middle of the ninth century a new collection in
continue
and
comappeared,
designed
to
three books
Its author states that
plete the work of Ansegisus.
of
Mainz
Benedictus
Levita,
deacon
a
it was made by
(847), at the suggestion of Bishop Autgar of that city.
In reality it contains few genuine capitularies; the
greater part of the work is a forgery, the materials
for which were taken from the Roman law, the Breviarium Aland, the leges of the Visigoths and Bavarians, the canons of councils, the decretals of the
popes, the penitential books, and the writings of the
Fathers.
It was published shortly after 847 and is

intimately connected with the decretals of PseudoIsidore.
Hence, according to many, it was most
probably written cither at Reims or Le Mans, the
birthplace of the Isidorian decretals.
The capitularies enjoyed great authority throughout the Middle Ages.
Bishops made use of them in
their legislation; thus the above mentioned Herard
of Tours in his capitula, Isaac of Langres in his
canones, and Walter of Orleans in his capitula. The
provincial councils of the ninth and tenth centuries
recommended their perusal, or else adopted their constitutions, e. g. a synod of Reims (SSI), a synod of
Mainz (88S), a synod of Ravenna (904), and a synod
of Trosly, Diocese of Soissons (909).
Finally, the
later compilers of canons, like Regino of Priim, Burchard of Worms, Ivo of Chartres, and Gratian,
borrowed much of their material from the capitulaThe text of the capitularies has often been
ries.
printed.
They were first edited by Vitus Amenpach
(Ingolstadt, 154.5) from a manuscript of the monastery of Tegernsee (Bavaria). An incomplete edition
of the capitularies of Ansegisus and Benedictus Levita
was published by Jean du Tillet (Paris, 1548). Five
books of capitularies were published by B. J. Herold
(Basle. 1557), but this edition is rather incomplete
defective.
The edition of du Tillet was completed by Pierre Pithou (Paris, 15S8), and again by
Francois Pithou (Paris, 1(303). Jacques Sirmond
published the capitularies of Charles the Bald and
his successors (Paris, 1623).
A very complete edition
of the capitularies was produced by Etienne Baluze
(Paris, 1677), was reprinted at Venice in 1772. and
re-edited by Pierre de Chiniac (Paris, 1780).
The
edition of Baluze has been inserted in various publications of law and history issued since then in Germany, France, and Italy. A new edition was made
by Pertz for the "Monumenta Germanise Historica"
(Leges. I— II, Hanover, 1835-37).
A later and better edition appeared in the same great collection, the
work of A. Boretius and V. Krause (Leges, I— II,
Hanover, 1883-97).
Baluze, Pertz, Boretius, and
Krause sought to give the complete text of all existing capitularies and to arrange them in their chronological order; in their editions, then-fore, the reader
will find much more than the capitularies of Ansegisus
and Benedictus Levita, which lat ter arc now accessible
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in special reprints.
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Capitulations, Episcopal and Pontifical, were
agreements, by which those taking part in the election of a bishop or pope imposed special conditions
upon the candidate to be fulfilled by him after his
Episcopal capitulations owe their origin to
election.
the fact that since the eleventh and twelfth centuries
the real election of bishops was restricted to the
canons of cathedral chaptt
ere anxious to
curtail the prerogatives or the income of the bishops,
and to secure for themselves privileges or larger revenues. Since the early part of the thirteenth century the canons of Mainz agreed amongst, themselves
not to elect a bishop unless he promised beforehand
to exact no financial contributions from the clergy.

CAPITULA
Such

capitulations

became

practically

universal

throughout Germany, where the election of bishops
remained in the hands of cathedral chapters. In the
diet held at Nuremberg in 1522 the chapters were
condemned for extorting such concessions from the
If these capitulations contain conditions
curtail the jurisdiction or the prerogatives of
the bishop, the privileges of the diocese, or the like,
then they do not bind the candidate-elect, even if he
has taken an oath to carry them out; the canons have
no jurisdiction in such matters. Several papal declarations forbade them and pronounced them invalid; thus the Constitution "Contingit" of Nicholas
III (1277-80) in the "Liber Sextus" (II, tit., xi, 1);
Pius V (1566-72) "Durum minis", SI .May, 1570;
Gregory XIII (1572-S5) "Inter apostolicas", 5 September, 1584; Innocent XII (1691-1700) " Ecclesise Catholicse", 22 September, 1695; and Benedict
XIV (1740-58) "Pastoralis regiminis". 15 July,
Severe penalties were imposed on those who
1754.
should act contraiy to these instructions, viz., suspension for those in the episcopal order, interdict
for the chapters, and excommunication for their individual members. Still the capitulations were maintained in Germany, partly because the constitution
of ecclesiastical states was often based on them;
partly because such privileges of the chapters were
acknowledged by the "Instrumentum pacis", or
Treaty of Osnabriick (1648); and partly because the
emperors at the beginning of their reigns promised to
protect the customary usages of the chapters.
The papal capitulations arose in about the same
manner when, from the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the election of apope was reserved to the cardinals.
The first authentic example occurred when Innocent
VI (1352-62) was chosen pope. The conditions then
laid down by the cardinals restricted the rights of the
future pope, especially with regard to the nomination,
punishment, or deposition of cardinals, the appointment to positions in the papal provinces, and the administration of temporalities in all of which the
Similar but more
cardinals wished to have a voice.
far-reaching capitulations were entered into at the
election of Eugene IV (1431-47), at the election of
Pius II (1458-64), at the election of Paul II (146471), and at the election of Innocent VIII (1484-92).
These papal capitulations were likewise forbidden and
pronounced null and void. Innocent, VI, in the Constitution " Sollicitudo " of the year 1353, rejected as
not binding upon him the capitulation entered into at
Innocent VIII believed
he time of his own election.
(hat he was not bound to observe those conditions of
the capitulation which were contrary to the prerogatives of the head of the Church.
More general declarations are contained in the Constitution "Ubipericulum" of Gregory X (1271-76), published in 1274;
in the "In eligendis", published by Pius IV (155965), 9 October, 1562; and in the "^Eterni Patris"of
Gregory XV (1621-23). 15 November, 1621.
Schmalzgri ber. Jus ecclesiasticum (Rome, 1S43\ I;
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See Triest.

See Asia Minor.

\t, historian and litterateur;
b. at Florence, Italy, 13 September, 1792; d. 3 FebHe came ol an ancient family, whose
ruary, 1876.
members had often figured in the annals of Italian
ruder private tutors of note. Count Capliterature,

Capponi, GlNO, Coi

poni was well trained in the humanities and in such
modem languages as English, French, and German.

Fond of travelling, he early began his peregrinations
throughout his native land, acquainting himself with
the past and present traditions of Italian art and letters. In 1813, when he had but barely reached man's
estate, he visited Paris, on a deputation to Napoleon.
He also visited England, where he contracted a close
friendship with the exiled Foseolo, and later he travelled in Holland and Germany.
Back in Florence
once more, he devoted himself to constant study,
maintaining all the while constant relations with the
best scholars and writers of the time, and figuring
prominently in the various learned and literary academies. To his initiative and active co-operation was
due the successful launching of a number of important periodicals dealing with many and varied interThus the "Antologia" was founded in 1S21 by
ests.
Vieusseux, who valued greatly the aid given him by
Capponi. and he was quite efficacious in starting the
"Giornale Agrario Toscano" (1S27). the "Guida dell'Educatore" (1836), and the "Archivio Storico Italiano" (1842). Entering into political life, he there
professed moderate sentiments and so recommended
himself by his self-restraint and prudence that he became head of a ministry in the Grand Duchy during
the troublous times of 1S4S. He was afterwards a
senator of the realm. He passed the latter part of his
life in darkness, having been stricken by blindness in
1840.
While engaged in translating from the French a
O. Allart, he conceived
history of Florence by
the idea of writing his own "Storia della Repubblica
di Firenze", which, after twenty years of labour, he
published in 1875 (Florence, 2nd revised ed., 1876),
by the advice of the German historian, Alfred von
Reumont. His history extends from the beginning
of the commune down to the fall of the republic in
1530, and is a statement of all that is told by the old
Florentine chronicles and by the early historians,
substantiated by documents and amplified with considerations on the state of culture in the various periods. Many of his lesser writings have been brought
together in the "Scritti editi ed inediti " published by
M. Tabarrini (Florence, 1877). Interesting still is the
polemic which he wrote in connexion with the controversy about Amerigo Vespucci. Those who treat
of the Lombards in Italy must take cognizance of his
" Lettere al professor Capei sulla dominazione dei

Mme

His views on pedagogical
Longobardi in Italia".
matters are expressed in the " Frammenti sull' educazione" and his studies in political economy take a
practical turn in the "Cinque letture di economia
toscana". With the zeal of an intelligent student of
folk-lore he arranged, amplified, and published the
" Raccolta di proverbi toscani" of the scholar Giusti.
Instructive not only with regard to the man himself,
but also for the general political, social, and literary
conditions of his time, is the " Epistolario" published
in six volumes by G. C. Carraresi (Florence, 1884-90);
it embraces many letters written by others to Count

Capponi, as well as those written by him.

The personality of Capponi reveals itself in every
respect as one of the most engaging that modern Italy
has possessed. He was a man of strong integrity, a
sturdy Catholic, friendly to those forms of political
liberty that obeyed the moral law, and thoroughly
imbued with love for all the arts of refinement.
Edinburgh Review (April, 1S76); Nuova Antologia (Feb..
1SS6); von Rei-moxt, (lino rnnjmni. Em /!'- uud /..'
(Gotha, 1SS0; this has also a bibliography*; Gcasti in Alii
I" Gobbbnatis, in Rivista
ddV Accademia della Crusea 1876
Europea (June. 1S761; his personal memoirs published as
.
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Capranica, DOMENICO, cardinal, theologian canonist, and statesman, b. at Capranica near Palestrina,
Italy,

in

1400;

d.

at

Home.

14 July.

115s.

After

canon and civil law at Padua and
Bologna, under such teachers as the later Cardinals
brilliant studies in

CAPRARA

t

nition of his

title.

This was granted,
lmt to punish

him

adhering to
Council EuV deprived
him of all honours and dignifor

the

gene

I

ties, also of all his
possessions. Cap-

ranica,

t

hen

served by .Eneas
Sylvius as secretary, bore himself

moderation

with

and caution, and
soon sought a reconciliation with the pope at Florence (30 April,

him his offices and goods,
eardinalitial Title of Santa Croce in
lerusalemme, and sent him to the Council at Ferrara, with special commission to treat with the Greek
bishops and theologians concerning the reunion of the
1434),

who
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Giuliano Cesarini and Nicholas of Cusa, he received
the titleof Doctor of Both Laws at the age of twentySoon he became secretary to Martin V, and
one.
Apostolic protlionotary. and in 1 123 or 1426 was made
cardinal in petto by this pope, though his nomination
was not published in scent consistory until 1430.
lie had earned this rapid promotion by various political and military services, notably by his administration of Imola and Forli and by his successful reduction of rebellious Bologna. In the meantime he had
become Bishop of Fermo. but for some reason did not
go to Rome for the public ceremonies of the cardinalDespite his protest, and their previous agreeate.
ment with Martin V, the cardinals of the conclave
that followed the latter's death (1431) refused to recognize Capranica's nomination, and the new pope,
Eugene IV, sustained their decision on the ground
that the delivery of the hat and assignment of the title
were necessary for the validity of a eardinalitial nomCapranica. having already suffered severe
ination.
losses at
Rome
through the enmity of theOrsini,
took refuge first
with the Visconti
of Milan and later
appealed
(1432)
to
he Council of
Basle for recog-

restored to

tween the Apostolic See and King Alfonso of Naples
and the princes of Germany. During the plague of
1456 he remained at Home when many others fled.
He took a very prominent pari in all the negotiations
for a crusade against the Turks in the hope of restoring Constantinople to the Palreologi. To posterity
he is best known as the founder of the lollegio CapraI

nica (see

Rome), an

institution

which ho opened

in his

palace (the oldest Roman monument of the early
Renaissance) for thirty-one poor scholars, sixteen in
theology and the liberal arts, anil fifteen in canon
law. Its constitutions, drawn up by himself (Rome,
1705, 1879), are praised as a model of their kind; the
college itself is the oldest of the Roman colleges and
therefore rejoices in the peculiar title of " Almo ColIn 1460 his brother Cardinal Angelo Capralegio".
nica erected nearby a special building for the college
He left all
(Denifle, Die Universitaten, I. 317 sqq.).
his property to ecclesiastical uses, saying:
"The
give it back, for I am not its
Church gave it to me;
master, but its steward. I should indeed have reaped
but little profit from the nights spent in studying

own

I

ecclesiastical discipline
tives the goods of the

if

were to leave to

I

my

rela-

Church which belong to the
poor" (Pastor, op. cit. II. 192). At his death the
Milanese ambassador wrote home that "the wisest,
the most perfect, the most learned, and the holiest
prelate whom the Church has in our days possessed is
gone from us". He added that he was universally
considered as (lie next pope (op. cit. II. 194). Pastoi
himself says that of all the cardinals of the Renaissance Age none but Albergati, Cesarini, and Carvajal
can be compared with him (ibid., 495). He lies buried
in Santa Maria sopra Minerva, near St. Catherine of
Siena.
He wrote an excellent opusculum known as
"The Art of Dying Well" printed in 1487. In his life
Catalanus
(see below) are some notes on the Counby
cil of Basle, and he is said by Mansi (in Moroni) to
written
a
history of that council, never printed.
have
He also drew up for the instruction of his nephew
certain "Rules of Life" that Pastor says reflect his
beautiful character.
The most complete recount of his life is found in the rare
work of Catalanus, De Vita •' scriptU Dominict Capranica,
1'lMtlln, 170.;
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He frequently administered important
departments of the States of the Church, always with
justice, prudence, and integrity. He executed twelve

cardinal, b. at Bologna, 2!) May, 1733; d. at Paris,
27 July, 1810. His parents were Count Francesco
Raimondo Montecuccoli and Countess Maria Vittoria
Caprara; it was from his mother that he took his
name. Having entered the ecclesiastical state, he
was appointed in 1758 vice-legate of Ravenna, in
17(17 nuncio at Cologne, in 1775 at Lucerne, and in
In this last and most important
1785 at Vienna.
position he did not always defend with sufficient
courage the interests of the Church against the
aggressions of the Emperor Joseph II (1765-90),
and the imperial ministers Prince Kaunitz and
Count Cobenzl. During the summer of 1792 he
was made Cardinal-Pries! of the Title of Sant'
Onofrio, and in August. 1800, Bishop of Jesi in the
Mark of Ancona. When the Concordat between
Pius VII (1800 23) and tin- French Republic was
concluded (July, 1801), Napoleon Bonaparte, then
First Consul, asked for the appointment of a papal
His choice fell upon
legate with residence in Paris.

Churches.

responsible embassies for the Apostolic See, and was
named il 149) Grand Penitentiary and Archpriest of
lapranica was one of the most earnest
the Latcran.
reformers in the Roman Church, inaugurated the restoration of primitive fervour among the Cistercians of
!!). a model
Tuscany, and drew up for Nicholas V, iii
plan of a general religious reformation (Pastor, Gesch.
lie was extremely
d. Papste, Ith ed. I, 394-96).
stem and severe in character, and in he duties of his
lie
Office open and free of speech, also quite' fearless,
insisted on a personal examination of the votes cast
for Nicholas V, whose election greatly surprised him,
and remonstrated vigorously with Cailistus III for his
nepotism, especially in the nomination of Don Pedro
Luis Borgia as \ icar (governor) of Spoleto (Pastor,
While very libera] to the poor,
op. cit., tr. II. 161
on the other hand he was austere and rigid towards
the worldly prelates ,,f the city and was wont to freely
reproach them. His household was a model for correctness and simplicity of life. Capranica was eminent as a peacemaker, notably at Genoa, where he
healed grievous municipal dissensions, and again beI

1

t

I.

1

Thomas
Caprara,

Giovanni

Battista,

J.

Shahan.

statesman

and

Cardinal Caprara. undoubtedly because he expected
in this way little or no opposition to his plans.
Caprara was appointed legate a latere for Prance in
August. 1801; he departed at once for his destination
and arrived in Paris on the 4th of October. During

CAPREOLUS

the negotiations which followed concerning the
execution of the Concordat lie displayed too conciliatory a spirit in dealing with the ten constitutional bishops who were to be appointed to as many
of the newly-established dioceses; in fact, he went
contrary to specific instructions from Rome. However, persistent pressure exerted by Napoleon may
be taken as an excuse for the legate's conduct.
Cardinal Caprara officiated at the solemn restoration
of public worship in the cathedral of Notre-Dame
on Easter Day (18 April, 1S02), at which function
the First Consul, the high officers of state, and the
new ecclesiastical dignitaries assisted. At times
the cardinal legate showed more strength in the
interest of the Church; thus, in a letter written 18
August, 1803. he protested most energetically against
the Organic Articles added to the Concordat by the

French Government.
In May, 1802, shortly after the above-mentioned
solemnities, he was appointed Archbishop of Milan,
and as such he blessed, on the 26th of May, 1805,
the Iron Crown, which Napoleon placed on his own
head in his new dignity of King of Italy. Otherwise
Caprara retained his position as papal legate in
France until his death, or rather until the imprisonmenl of Pope Pius VII in July, 1S09. His declining
health saved him from the embarrassment connected
with the divorce and second marriage of Napoleon
In his last will his entire fortune was
(April, 1S10).
In memory of all that
left to the hospital of Milan.
was done in behalf of France he published the "Concordat et recueil des bulles et brefs de N. S. Pie VII.
sur les affaires de PEglise de France" (Paris, 1802).
Cardinal Caprara was a man of simple and pure
habits, zealous for religion and very charitable,
but often inclined to yield to the imperious will of
princes and ministers, a weakness which at times
(

justified the reproaches of Pius

VI (1775-99) and

Pius VII.
Rinieri, La Diplomazia Pcmtijicia (Rome, 1902), I; Theiner.
Hist. As deux Concordats (Paris. 1S69), I; Gen-dry. Pie VI
d'ar^, 190.5); Aktu'ii, Hixtoirr du Pope Pie VII (Paris, 1837);

Werner

in Kirchenlex. (Freiburg, 1SS7), II.
Francis J.

Schaefer.

Capreolus, John, theologian, b. towards the end
of the fourteenth century (about 1380) in the Diocese of Rodez, France; d. in that city, 6 April, 1444.
He lias been called the "Prince of Thomists", but
only scanty details of his personal history are known.
He was a Dominican affiliated to the province of
Toulouse, and a general chapter of his order at Poitiers in 1407 assigned him to lecture on "The Sentences" in the University of Paris. He began in
The following year he
ins and achieved success.
I

ed the

first

part of his celebrated defensive

commentary on the theology of St. Thomas Aquinas.
He passed examinations for degrees at the Sorbonne
After serving for some time as
in 1411 and in 1415.
regent of studies at Toulouse,

In-

repaired to Rodez,

where he laboured assiduously at his commentaries,
completing the three remaining parts in 1426. 142S,
8 compendium of Capand 1133. In the pn fai
reolus'swork by Isidore de Isolanis, it is stated that
MSS. once narrowly escaped destruction by
fire, a lay brother having saved them, to the joy of
The
the author, who was then advanced in years.
same authority describes the erudite commentator
as having cherished through life a tender devotion
i..
Though following the order
the Blessed Virgin.
the commentaries of Capreolus
"f "The Sentences
calm, learned, and penetrating exposition of
the teachings of St. Thomas, as wefl as a comprehensive defence against sundry opponents and critics,
including Scot us, Henry ol Ghent, John of Ripa,
Guido (the Carmelite), Aureolus, Durandus, Gregory
of Rimini. William of >ckham, and other Nominalists.
pious and apt citations show thai the author had
these

,

i

<

(
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mastered Aristotle and his Arabic commentator,
Averroes; but a scrupulous fidelity to the Angelical
Doctor, that earned for him the extraordinary appellation of "Soul of St. Thomas", is his chief characteristic.

There is nothing in the wide field of the doctrinal
discussions of his time that Capreolus did not study
and elucidate with precision of insight and reasoning, and express in a style so terse and vigorous that
his work is rightly given a place among the most
enduring achievements of the golden age of ScholasThe commentaries, bearing slightly variant
ticism.
titles, were published in four folio volumes at Venice,
In 1881, Bishop Bourret of
1483, 1514, 1519, 1589.
Rodez, who had made the life and works of Capreolus
the object of considerable research, suggested a critically revised edition of the commentaries, which
was at length undertaken by two Dominicans. Its
publication was begun at Tours in 1900 and is now
(1907) nearly completed in the seventh volume, under the title: " Johannis Capreoli Tholosani, Ordinis
Prsedicatorum, Thomistarum principis, Defensiones
Theologia? Divi Thorna? Aq. de novo edita? cura et
studio RR. PP. Ceslai Paban et Thomae Pegues".
Early compendiums of the work by Paul Soncinas
and by Sylvester Prierias were much used in their
day.
Echard, Script. Ord. Prced., I, 795; Pegues in Revue
Tlmmi.itr. March. 1899. 6S sq.; July, 1S99, 317 sq.; Nov..
1S99, 507 sq.; Mandonnet in Vacant, Diet, de thiol, cath.
(Paris, 1905). col. 1693; Ude, Doclrina Capreoli (Graz, 1905);
II, col. 805.

Hurter, Nomenclalor,

John R. Volz.
Capsa, a titular see of North Africa. The city,
said to have been founded by the Libyan Hercules,
belonged to King Jugurtha, who had deposited his
treasures there; it was captured by Marius in 106
B. c. and destroyed, but later became a Roman colony.
When Africa was divided into two provinces by JustinUnder Justinian, it was assigned to Byzacena.
ian the Duke of Byzacena resided there and the
town, which was protected by a strong citadel, was
In the eleventh century,
called Justiniana Capsa.
after the Arab conquest, more than two hundred
flourishing villages stood in the surrounding region.
Five bishops, one a Donatist, are known from 255 to
484 (Morcelli, Africa Christiana, I, 118; Gams, 464).
of the town is Gafsa; it is situated
a most fertile oasis, about 81 miles west of Gabes
and 12S west of Sfax, with which it is connected by
The oasis has about 5000 inhabitants,
a railway.
trading in dates, carpets, and wool rugs. It is well
watered, has magnificent palm-trees, and is an important centre for French military and civil administration in Tunisia.
Smith, Diet, of Greek and Roman Geog. (London, 1S7S), I,

The modern name
in

510.

S.

Captain

(in

the Bible).

— In

Vailhe.

Douay version
Hebrew and
different
the

captain represents several
Latin words, and designates both civil and military
It is used without rule, other words being
frequently substituted where the same expression with
the same sense is translated, and this is true with regard to the Latin Vulgate as well as the Hebrew or
Gnck text. It is rarely used to designate civil offiThus we find "capcials, and then only the highest.
tain of my people" (IV Kings, xx, 5); "let us appoint
a captain" (instead of Moses; Num., xiv. 1; cf.rrov.,
vi, 7).
When applied to military officers it corresponds in most cases to the Hebrew sdr, and like it
designates officers of all grades, namely: (1) Generals,
" capt a ins of t lie host "(sdrhciffaba, ffTpar-nySs, i)yovp.tms,
princeps cxercitus, dux); but in many cases "general
(2)
of the army" or "prince of the army " is used.
The various grades of officers of infantry: "captains
of thousands" (sdr haalaphim, x<^ a PX°s- tribunus);
officers.

CAPTIVES

;

F.

Captives, Redemption of.
Captives.

Bechtel.

See Redemption op

—

Captivities of the Israelites.
I. The Assyrian
Captivity.
(1) The End of the Northern Kingdom.

—

The Kingdom of Israel, formed by the secession of
the Ten Tribes under Roboam, covered the whole
northern and north eastern part of the realm of David,
which constituted the bulk of the land of the Hebrews.
Politically and materially it was of much greater importance than its southern neighbour, Juda.
Under
Jeroboam II (7N2-746 b. c.) it had recovered from the
inroads of the Syrians and the pecuniary exactions of
Shalmancser II of Assyria, and had regained on the
easl and north-east the boundaries conquered of yore
by Solomon. In fact the Israel of Jeroboam II was
at the summit of its prosperity.
But beneath this
material bloom lay a depth of religious and moral
corruption.
Jehovah had always been acknowledged
as the supreme God, but His worship was still tainted
by the heathenish symbolism of the calf at the national temples of Bethel and Dan (Osee, viii, 5-7),
and affronted by the Chanaanitish cult at the highplaces and groves, where the Baalim or gods of fertility were offered rites accompanied by unbridled sexual licence (Osee, ii, 13, 17: iv. 12 sq.). The Prophets
Amos and Osee (A. V. Hosea), especially the latter,

paint in strung colours a picture of the dire iniquity
of the times: "There is no truth, and there is no
mercy, and there is no knowledge of God in the land.
Cursing, and lying, and killing, and theft, and adultery have overflowed, and blood hath touched blood."
Practically there prevailed the prin(Osee, iv. 1. 2.)
ciple that Jehovah could not fail to uphold His people,
sin as it might, so long as that people paid Him the
of sacrifice and ceremony.
Against
tins superstitious presumption ami the licence of the
land Osee and Amos spoke in burning words, and in
the very hey-day of Israel's prosperity foretold thedestruction of the kingdom as the penalty of its wicked-

outward homage

They announced

ness.

captivity in foreign countries:

"They

shall not dwell in the Lord's land; Ephraim is
returned to Egypt, and hath eaten unclean things

among

the Assyrians" (Osee,

Jeroboam

ix, 3).

II. political disintegration began
a series of short reigns of usurpers,
the throne and were hurled from it by
murder. At the same time a world-power. Assyria,
was looming up on the East ami menacing the existence of the small states which lay between it and
ill'
Mediterranean. An Assyrian king, Tiglath-pileser
III (D. V. Thcglathphalasa'r. the Phul of IV K., xv,
Id
19
Campaign against Damascene Syria, Hamath, and Palestine (712-738), and Manahcm, tin
\

1

1

.

r

from within by

who readied

i
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"captains of hundreds" (sdr hdmmedth, iKa.Tbvra.pxos.
centurio); "captains of fifty" (sdr hamishshfm, irtvrri"
nom-apxos. quinquagenarius) and " captains over tens
(SfKdpx^. decurio).
(3) "Captains of the chariots"
{sdr harfkib. The " captains of cavalry", Vulg. duces
equitatus in II Par., xviii, 30, 31, 32, xxi. 9, should be
" captains of the chariots").
(4) Commanders of the
body-guard (sdr hdttdbbCiMm. sdr haractm, translated
respectively "captain of soldiers", Gen., xxvi, 26,
xxxvii, 36, etc., and "captain of the shieldbearers",
III Kings, xiv, 27).
(5) Lastly, captain is used to
designate two special classes of officers, the sh6Icrim. probably officers charged with the organization
of newly levied troops and the order of the camp
(Deut., xx, 5, 9), and the shdHshtm, whose status is not
clear; under the later kings they were royal equerries
or aides-de-camp (IV Kings, ix, 2.5, xv, 25, cf. vii, 2,
It is also applied to the chiefs of marauding
17).
bands (III Kings, ii, 24). In the New Testament
"captain" occurs but once. Matt., ii, 6, in the prophecy of Micheas, ii, 5, " for out of thee shall come forth
the captain that shall rule my people Israel".

reigning prince of Israel, was fain to buy security
with a heavy tribute of silver. Manaheru's son Phaceia (Pekahiah), after a two years' reign fell a victim
to a conspiracy, and the throne was seized by its
leader, Phacee (Pekah).
The latter entered into an
alliance with King Rasin (Rczin) of Damascus, whose
object was the capture of Jerusalem and the placing
of a Damascene king over Juda, in order to consolfdate the Syrian-Israelitic defence against the everthreatening Assyrian domination.
But Achaz of
Jerusalem acknowledged Tiglath-pileser s suzerainty,
and called in his aid in opposition to the prophetic
warnings of Isaias. Later, at Damascus, he did
homage to the Assyrian emperor, and from that city
imported pagan ideas into the Temple ritual. The
power Achaz invoked was destined ultimately to
scourge his country, but it fell heavily first upon the
coalition against Juda.
Tiglath-pileser reappeared
in Syria in 734, and his advance forced the allies to
raise the siege of Jerusalem.
After defeating basin
and blockading Damascus, the Assyrians turned

westward and occupied Northern Palestine. The
cuneiform inscriptions tell us that Tiglath-pileser required Phacee's death as the penalty of his presumption, and made his slayer, Osee (Hoshea), king in his
stead.
(Cf. IV K., xv, 29 sq.)
Numbers of captives
were carried out of Israel, the first of the deportations
which depopulated the country. The prisoners were
taken from Galaad, Galilee, and other northern districts of the kingdom, both east and west of the Jordan
basin.
It was therefore over a crippled and impoverished
land that Osee ruled as a vassal-king.
For relief
from this galling pressure he turned to Egypt, the
only nation that could then pretend to cope with
He ceased paying the annual tribute and
Assyria.
allied himself with Sua (Soi, a ruler of Lower Egypt,
and Hanan, a Philistine prince of Gaza. The expedient was a ruinous failure; Egypt, always a false
friend of Israel, deserted Osee.
Tiglath-pileser's
successor, Shalmaneser (the fourth of the name), having learned of this conspiracy, came down upon the
Kingdom of Israel and made Osee a prisoner. But
the patriotic revolt was a national one and survived
the king's capture.
Samaria, the capital, held out
desperately against a besieging Assyrian army for
three years, and was not taken till 722 B. c, Sargon
II having meanwhile succeeded Shalmaneser.
It was
the death-blow of the Kingdom oi Israel.
An Assyrian inscription found in the ruins of Sargon's palace
at Nineveh informs us that he carried away 27,290
of the people.
War, famine, and earlier deportations
must have much reduced the population. To fill
the place of the dead and exiled Israelites, Sargon
brought in among the remnant Babylonians and other
pagan peoples from conquered lands. The Northern
Kingdom became the Assyrian province of Samaria,
and from the intermarriage of it-, various races arose
the Samaritans.
But the depopulation of the former
kingdom of its natives was far froi
mplete.
The
bulk of the populace, composed of the poorer and
least influential inhabitants was allowed to remain,
so that we read in the Assyrian monuments of a late]
futile effort of Bamath, Arpad, Simnira, Damascus,
and "Samarina ".
e. Samai
to hake off the lordshipof Sargon.
(Schrader, Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek, [1,56,57.)
But the Isiaelitie stock left in the
land was gradually merged into the composite race
of Samaritans.
" ExiL
(2) The Ten Trd*
The exiles were set
tied by their conquerors "in Halah and Habor [a
i.

i

I

;

:

by the river
Go/an. in the cities of the
Mo,|e>".
Their colonies were therefore in the heart
of Northern Mesopotamia and in western Persia, then
subject to Assyria.
Mesopotamia, or Assyria
In
proper, the Israelites were assigned to the n gion cen
tring about the city of Nisibis, which is mentioned by
river]

of
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Josephus as their leading settlement. The exiled of the
Ten Tribes remained and multiplied, never returning
(See authorities cited by Sehurer in art.
to Palestine.

"Diaspora" in sup. vol. of Hastings' Bib. Diet., 92.)
Wellhausen and others who assume that the banished
Israelites of the Northern Kingdom lost their identity
in the surrounding populations disregard the explicit testimony to the contrary of
Josephus in his "Antiquities": "the ten tribes are
beyond the Euphrates until now, and are an immense
multitude [>i>pidc5es Aireipoi], not to be estimated by
numbers." We may well believe that the swarming Hebrew population of Southern Russia is composed in large part of descendants of the Israelites
expatriated in Northern Assyria and the regions
south of the Caspian. No particulars of the lot of
these transplanted inhabitants of the Northern Kingdom have reached us. We may only surmise from
the manner in which they multiplied that their situation was at least a tolerable one.
The annihilation
(3) Assyrian Harrying of Juda.
of its sister kingdom laid open petty Juda to the full
pressure of Assyria. Thenceforward that unhappy
state, placed between the rival Assyrian and Egyptian Empires, was at the mercy of whichever happened at the time to be the stronger. A miraculous
intervention did indeed hurl back Sennacherib's Assyrian armv from the walls of Jerusalem in the reign of
Ezechias (Hezekiah), but the country outside the
city suffered cruelly from the ravages of that expediA monument of Sennacherib, who was Sartion.
gon's son and successor, records that he captured
forty-six fortified towns and numberless smaller places
of Juda, and took away as spoil, presumably to Assyria, 200,150 people and an immense number of
(Cf. IV K., xviii, 13, in confirmabeasts and herds.

and disappeared

—

tion of this.)

The Babylonian

of the Baalim under the symbols of obelisks and pillars or sacred trees, and the degrading cults of Astarte
and Moloch, that not even the holy precincts of the

Temple

of

Jehovah were

free

from such abomina-

The morality of a people given over to licentions.
The
tious and cruel syncretism may be imagined.
sweeping religious reform under Josias seems not to
have penetrated much beneath the surface, and the
inveterate pagan propensities of the nation broke out
in later reigns. The Prophets denounced and warned
Except in the spasm of Josias' reform they
in vain.
were not listened to. Only a supreme national chastizement could purify this carnal people, and effectually tear idolatrous superstitions from their hearts.
to undergo the fate of Israeli.
prelude to the process of national extinction was
the defeat of Josias and his army by Pharao Nechao

Juda was

A

Mageddo or Migdol. Egypt had thrown off the
Assyrian suzerainty and was threatening Assyria
Josias had encountered the Egyptians, probitself.
ably in an effort to keep the independence Juda had
enjoyed during his reign. But by this time the
second Assyrian Empire was tottering to its fall.
Before Nechao reached tin- Euphrates Nineve had
surrendered to the Modes and Babylonians, the Assyrian territories had been shared between the victors, and instead of Assyria Nechao was confronted
by the rising Chaldean power. The Egyptians were
defeated at Carehemish in the year till") by Nabuchodonosor (Nebuchadnezzar), the son and heir of the
If was now
the
Babylonian king Nabopolassar.
Chaldean Kingdom, with its capital at Babylon,
at

which

loomed

large

upon

the

political

Joakim (Jehoiakim), a son of Josias, was forced to exchange Egyptian for Babylonian vassalage. But a
fanatical patriotism urged defiance to the Chaldeans.
dwelling-place, as a national segis which would safeguard
Juda, or at least Jerusalem, from the fate of Samaria.
In vain Jeremias warned them that unless they turned
from their evil ways Sion would go down before the
enemy as the sanctuary of Shiloh had long before.
His words only stung the Jews and their leaders to
fury, and the Prophet narrowly escaped a violent
In the third year of his reign Joakim redeath.
belled, and Juda was able to ward off for four or five
years the inevitable taking of Jerusalem by Nabuchodonosor. Joachin (Jehoiachin), who meanwhile
had succeeded to the crown of Juda, was forced to sur-

The people looked upon the Temple, Jehovah's

render the beleaguered city, 597 B. c. His life was
spared, but the conqueror dealt Jerusalem a terrible
blow. The princes and leading men, the rank and
file of the army, the citizens of wealth, and the artificers, numbering in all 10.000, were carried captive
The Temple and palace were rifled of
to Chaldea.
Sedecias (Zedekiah), an uncle of
their treasures.
Joachin, was placed over the shadow of a kingdom
remaining.
(IV K., xxiv, 8 sqq.) After nine years
of a reign characterized by gradual decay and religious and moral chaos, revolt flamed forth again,
fed by the always illusory hope of succour from Egypt.
Jeremias' warnings against the folly of resistance to

Chaldean domination were futile; a blind, fanatical
When the patrifury possessed princes and people.
otic cause momentarily triumphed, the advance of the
Nabuehodonosor
to raise
army
causing
Egyptian
temporarily the siege of Jerusalem, the Prophet's was
exultant
peal by
the
broke
solitary
voice
that
the
the persistent refrain of ruin at the hands of the Chaldeans.

—
—

Captivity.
(1) The DeYet Jerusalem,
struction of the Kingdom of Juda.
trie Temple, and the dynasty remained intact. Under
the succeeding rulers, Manasses and Anion, the kingdom slowly recovered, but their potent example and
approval Ted the nation into unprecedented syncretic
So flagrant was the idolatry, the worship
excesses.
II.
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horizon.

The

issue verified his prediction.

The Egyptians

again failed the Israelites in their hour of need, and
the Babylonian army closed in on the doomed city.
Jerusalem held out more than a year, but a dreadful
famine weakened the defence, and the Babylonians
finally entered through a breach in the wall, 586 b. c.
Sedecias and the remnant of his army escaped in the
night, but were overtaken on the plain of Jericho, the
king captured, and his followers routed (Jer.. lii.
7-9).
He was carried to the Babylonian camp at
Reblatha in Emath, and cruelly blinded there, but not
The royal
before he had seen his sons put to death.
similar fate met Solomon's
palace was burnt.
splendid Temple, which had been the stimulus and
Its sacred
stay of the religious-national outbreaks.
vessels, of enormous value, were taken to Babylon
and in part distributed among the pagan shrines
there; the large brass fixtures were cut to pieces. The
destruction of the larger houses and the city wall left
Jerusalem a ruin. The people found in Jerusalem
and, presumably, the greater number of those who
had not sought refuge in the city were deported to
Chaldea, leaving only the poorest sort to till the land
and save it from falling into an utter waste. Some
local government being necessary for these remaining
inhabitants, Masphath (Mizpah), to the north of Jerusalem, was chosen as its seat and Godolias (Gedaliah),
On learna Hebrew, left asoverseer of the remnant.
ing this, many Israelites who had fled to neighbouring
countries returned, and a considerable colony centred
But a certain Ismahel, of the Davidic
at Masphath.
stock, acting at the instigation of the Ammonite king,
treacherously massacred Godolias and a number of
The murderer and his band of ten
his subordinates.
were leading away to Arnmon the terror-stricken rest
unity, when the latter were rescued by a
of the co
Hebrew military officer connected with the adminisHut tear that the Chaldean vengeance for
tration.
the overseer's death would smite indiscriminately
drove the colony into Egypt, and Jeremias, who had

A

,
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it

thither.

—

its Effects.
We are left to connumber deported from Juda by the
Babylonians. The 200,150 captives whom Sennacherib the Assyrian took from the Southern Kingdom three generations before its downfall we can
reasonably surmise to have been settled in Assyria,
i. e. Northern Mesopotamia, perhaps in the neighbourhood of the Israelitish communities (see above).
as properly in the BabylonThese cannot be nrk
ian Exile.
We have no data for a close estimate of
the numbers brought away by the Chaldeans.
Assuming the dates of Jeremias. Hi. 28-30 to be correct,
none of the deportations there noted took place in
the years of the great disasters, viz. 597 and .586.
Adding these minor expatriations a sum of 4600 to
the 10,000 of the first capture of Jerusalem, gives 14,600; and since the final catastrophe was more sweeping than the former we are warranted in trebling that
number as a rough estimate of the total of the Baby-

(2)

The Exile and

jecture

the

1

—

—

The exiles were settled in the
of Babylonia, partly at the capital, Baby-

Ionian Captivity.

Kingdom

but mostly in localities not very distant from it,
along the Euphrates and the canals which irrigated
the great Chaldean plain.
Nehardea, or Neerda, one
of the principal of these Jewish colonies, lay on the
lon,

great river.

(Josephus, Antiquities, XVIII, ix,

1.)

Nippur, an important city between the Euphrates
and the Tigris, also contained many Hebrew captives
its walls or vicinity.
One of the main canals
which fertilized the inlerlluvial plain, passing through
Nippur, was the n&r Kabari, which is identical with
the river Chobar "in the land of the Chaldeans" of

within

[See Hilprecht, Explorations
Ezeeh., i. 1, 3; iii, 15.
in Bible Lands (l(ll).'!). 410 sq.]
Other colonies were
at Sora and Pumbeditha.
It has been plausibly con-

jectured that Nabuchodonosor, whom the cuneiform
records show as a builder and restorer, would not fail
to uiilize the great labour power of the Hebrew captives in the work of reclaiming and draining waste
lands in Babylonia for, as its present condition proves,
that region without artificial irrigation and control
of the overflow of the rivers is a mere desert.
The
country about Nippur seems to have been thus restored in ancient times.
In any case it is a priori
quite probable that the mass of the exiles were for a
time at least in a condition of mitigated slavery. The
condition of slaves in Babylonia was not one of grinding serfage; they enjoyed certain rights, and could,
by redemption and other means, ameliorate their lot
and even gain entire freedom. It is evident that
soon after their deportation many of the Jews in
lhaldea were in a position to build homes and plant
gardens (Jer., xxix, 5). Babylonia was pre-eminently
a land (if agriculture, and the Southern Israelites, who
at home, on the whole, had been a vine-growing and
pastoral people, now by choice, if not by necessity,
gave themselves i<> the tilling of the soil and the rearing of rattle in the rich alluvial flats of Mesopotamia
(cf. I Esd., ii. 66).
The products <>f Babylonia, especially grain, formed the staples of its busy internal
commerce, and doubtless the great marts at Babylon,
Nippur, and elsewhere, attracted many Jews into
mercantile pursuits.
The trading activities and the
exact and well-regulated commercial methods of
Babylonia must have greatly stimulated and developed the innate commercial genius of the expatriated
;

i

race.

The

fact that the Jews were allowed to settle in
colonies, and this according to families and clans, had

a vital bearing on the destinies of that people.
It
kepi alive the national spirit and individuality, which
would have disappeared in the mass of surrounding
heathendom if the Southern Israelites had been dis
persed into small units.
There arc indications that
this national life wa
by a certain social
1
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taken asylum at Masphath, was compelled to accom-

organization, in which reappeared the primitive
divisions of leading family and tribal stocks, and that
their heads, the "elders", administered under royal
licence the purely domestic affairs of the settlements
(cf. Ezeeh., viii, 1
I Esd., ii, 2; II Esd., vii, 7).
As
long as the Temple stood it was the centre and pledge
of Jewish hopes and aspirations, and even the first
exiles kept their mental vision fixed on it as a beacon
of early deliverance.
The negative and ill-presaging
voice of Ezechiel was unheeded by them.
When
Jerusalem and the Temple fell, the feeling was one of
That Jehovah could forsake His dwellingstupor.
place and allow His sanctuary to be humbled to the
dust by deriding Gentiles was inconceivable. But
there was the terrible fact.
Was the Lord no longer
their God and greater than all other gods?
It was a
crisis in the religion of Israel.
The providential rescue was at hand in prophecy.
Had not Jeremias,
Ezechiel, and others before them repeatedly foretold
this ruin as the chastisement of national infidelity
and sin? This was remembered now by those who in
their fanatical deafness had not listened to them.
;

So far from Jehovah being a defeated and humbled
God, it was His very decree that had brought the
catastrophe to pass. The Chaldeans had been merely
the instruments of His justice. He now stood plainly
revealed to the Jews as a God of moral righteousness
and universal sway, as a God who would tolerate no
rival.
Perhaps they had never before realized this;
certainly never as now.
Hence it is that the Exile is
a great turning-point in the history of Israel a punishment which was a purification and a rebirth. But
Exilic prophecy did not merely point to the great

—

religio-ethical lesson of the visitations of the past

:

it,

more loudly than ever the note of hope and
promise.
Now that Jehovah's purpose had been accomplished, and the chosen people been humbled
beneath His hand, a new era was to come. Even the
mournful Jeremias had declared that the captives
would return at the end of seventy years a round
number, not to be taken literally. Ezechiel, in the
midst of the desolation of the Exile, boldly sketched
a plan of the resurgent Sion. And Deutero-Isaias,
probably a little later, brought a stirring and jubilant
message of comfort and the assurance of a joyful, new
life in the fatherland.
Several minor but important factors contributed
to the preservation and cleansing of the religion of
Israel.
One was negative: the forcible uprooting
from the soil where Chanaanitish idolatries had so
long survived, detached the Jews from these baneful
traditions.
The others are positive. Without the
Temple no sacrifices or solemn worship could be lawfully practised.
The want was in part supplied by
the keeping of the Sabbath, especially by religious assemblies on that day the beginnings of the future
raised

—

—

synagogues. The Mosaic Law. too. assumed a new
importance and sac-redness, because Jehovah therein
manifested His will, and in some sort dwelt, as an
ordaining Presence. The writings of the Prophets
and other Scriptures, in so far as they existed, also
Ceived a share of the popular veneration hitherto
concentrated on the Temple and external rites.
In
short., the absence of sacrifice ami ceremonial worship
during half a century had a tendency to refine the
monotheism and, in general, to spiritualize the religion
of the Hebrews.
Nabuchodono(3) The Prelude <>/ the Restoration.
sor after a long and prosperous reign was succeeded
by his son Evil MiTodach, the Amil Marduk of the
monuments. The latter showed himself benign to
the long-imprisoned ex-king Joachin (Jechonis
ri

—

leasing him ami recognizing in
measure his royal
dignity.
After a short reign Evil Merodach was deposed, and within the space of four years (5(10-556)
the throne was occupied by three usurpers.
Under
the last of these, Nabonidus, the once all-powerful
>
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Babylonian

Monarchy declined

rapidly.

political power appeared on the eastern
Cyrus, the King of Anzan
frontiers.

A new

and northern
(Elam) and
the Medes (or

had overcome Astyages, ruler of
Manda), and seized his capital, Ecbatana. Media,
by the partition of the Assyrian Empire and the
further conquests of Cyaxares, had grown powerful;
Armenia
its territories took in, on the north and west,
and half of Cappadocia. Cyrus extended these conPersia,

quests by the subjugation of Lydia. thus stretching
his sovereignty to the .^Dgean Mediterranean and
forming a vast' empire. The balance in Hither Asia
was destroyed, and Babylon was threatened by this
formidable new power. 'The Deutero-Isaian Prophet
hailed this brilliant star on the political horizon with
joy, and recognizing in Cyrus the foreordained servant
of* God, predicted through him Babylon's downfall
and Israel's deliverance (Is., xliv, 28-xlv, 7). In the
year 538 B. c. the Persian monarch invaded Chaldean
territory; helped by disaffection in the south, one of
his generals was able in a few days to take Babylon
without resistance, and Cyrus became ruler of the

Chaldean Kingdom.
(4) The Restoration under Cyrus: Zorobabel's Return.

deportation followed by
policy
—Cyrus reversed the
He deemed
Babylonian
of

this
kings.
the Assyrian and
the wiser statecraft, probably because he had experienced in the conquest of Babylonia the danger of
keeping an ill-affected population in the midst of a
country threatened by a foreign foe. At the same
time, to repeople Judea with a nation bound to the
Persian dynasty by ties of gratitude would strengthen
Thus did Provhis realm against Egyptian invasion.
idence "stir up the heart of Cyrus" to a liberal course
towards the Israelites, and employ him as an unwitting instrument in the reconstitution of a people
whose mission was not yet accomplished. Cyrus,
accordingly, in the first year of his rule at Babylon.
538 B. c, "forty-eight years after the destruction of
Jerusalem, issued an edict in which he allowed and
recommended the return of all the Hebrews in his
domain to the fatherland, ordered the rebuilding of
the Temple, for which a subsidy from the royal treasury was granted, directed the sacred vessels seized
by Nabuchodonosor to be sent back, and urged all
Israelites to contribute to the restoration of public
worship. The extreme liberality of the Persian
monarch in the matter of the Temple is less surprising when we consider that a restored Jerusalem was
Semitic
inconceivable without a restored sanctuary.
cities and districts rose or declined with the shrines
of their tutelary deities, and Cyrus' largeness towards
the Jews in religious affairs is quite in keeping with
his rehabilitation of certain Babylonian temples and
the return of images to their former abodes, as witnessed by his inaugural proclamation (Records of
That the Northern
the Past, new series, V, 143 sq.).
Israelites dwelling in Assyrian Mesopotamia were not
not merely by
explained
be
similarly favoured is to
the much longer time elapsed since their political exthem to bepermitted
which
had
tinction a lapse
come rooted to the land of their exile but principally
part
their
to set up the
desire
on
any
to the absence of
old symbolic, half-heathen sanctuaries of Jehovah.
lesson
of
the Captivstern
the
learned
They too had
It was a province of the Persian Empire, and
ity.
to
had
determined
Cyrus
that
of
Juda.
Kingdom
not a
create, and therefore Zorobabel, the grandson of
Joachin, alias Jechonias (I Paral., iii, 17-19), and
therefore the heir-royal of the Davidic line, was to be
only its governor. He was a young man who had
never known any court but that of Babylon, andso
far as history records never violated tl>e surprising
trust placed in him by attempting ti> recover the
crown of his fathers. A contrary thesis has been

—

defended on
l>el,

—

grounds by Sellin (SerubbaSassabasar, "the Jewish prince-"

insufficient

Leipzig, 1898).
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First Book of Esdras, is identical with
Zorobabel.
He and Josue, the high-priest, were entrusted with the Temple furniture, and made the
leaders of the gola, or expedition of the returning
Jews. Besides a considerable number of slaves,
42.360 followed Zorobabel on the long journey to
Judea. The data about this repatriation in the
Book of Esdras are fragmentary. "Every man went

mentioned in the

into his own city", and from later particulars we
should infer that the body of the immigrants took up

abode in the small cities and towns outside, and
mostly to the south of Jerusalem. The latter must
have been little more than a ruin. The returned
exiles found the neighbouring tribes and races, the
Samaritans, Ammonites, Moabites, Edomites, installed at many points on Jewish soil, alongside the
pitiful remnants of their countrymen, and it must
have needed the authority, if not the force, of the
Persian Emperor to make room for the Israelites on
Under Zorobabel the
their former homesteads.
struggling community enjoyed autonomy in its inIn the absence of the old system of
ternal affairs.
their

royal administration, the primitive organization by
clans and families, partially resumed in captivity,
gained added vigour, and the heads of these sections.
the "princes" and "elders", represented them in all
general assemblies.
But the new Israel was less a political than a
Only a fraction of the 250,000
religious community.
or more Jews who had gone into the East could have
lived to return, and, allowing for natural increase
among the captive people, a still smaller part of those

who might have looked upon Judea

as their

turned from the Exile to dwell within

its

home

re-

borders.

Only the most patriotic and religious, the zealous
elite, answered the call of Cyrus and migrated from
their abodes which had become fixed, moved by a
desire to restore the theocracy in a purer form with
the "house of God" as its heart and centre (cf. I Esd.,
One of the first measures, therefore, to which
i. 5).
the leaders addressed themselves was the rebuilding
of the altar of burnt-offerings, upon whose dedication
the faithful rejoiced at the resumption of the daily
Within less than a year after the cornersacrifices.
But an obstacle
stone of a new Temple was laid.
was encountered in the jealousy of the Samaritans,
on
the
north.
They
neighbours
the half-heathen
were largely represented in the alien elements living
with
distrust
reorJews,
and
viewed
the
the
among
ganization of a religion and community in which they
important,
much
less
predominanot
fill
an
a
would
They accordingly asked to join in the
ting role.
Zorobabel declined
construction of the Temple.
Hereby
their aid by referring to the decree of Cyrus.
he inaugurated that policy of separation from all contaminating influences long followed by later leadi rs
But the Samaritans, if they could not asof Israel.
sist, could hamper the enterprise by intrigues at the
Persian court. Owing to these difficulties the work
was suspended, and the zeal of the people cooled. It
was not till these were aroused by the reproaches of
the prophets Aggeus (Haggai) and Zacharias that
Zorobabel and Josue could begin anew the work under
Darius Hystaspis (521), sixteen years after its susEension. The external obstacles had been removed
y a decree of Darius; the undertaking was pushed
vigorously, and four years later the second Temple
was completed. But those who had seen the Temple
of Solomon sadly confessed that the new sanctuary
could not bear comparison with the glory of the
former.
The history of the Jewish Captivity properly embraces the additional migration from Babylonia of
led by tin' priest and scribe Esdras
(Ezra).
In the sacred narrative the account of this
second gola follows immediately that of the finishing
But its true chronological setting is
of the Temple.

about 1400 souls

—

|
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the history of the Restoration, mention in several
places a King Artaxerxes, without specifying which
of the three Persian monarchs of that name is meant,
viz. whether the first, surnamed Longimanus (465424 n. c.)i ''"' second, Mnemon (405-362), or the
The controversy turns on
third, Ochus (362^338).
the point whether the expedition of Esdras, referred
to in the Hrst book of that name (viii), preceded or
The
followed the first governorship of Nehemias.
hitherto accepted order places the Esdras gola in the
seventh year of Artaxerxes I (458 B. a), and hence
betore the appointment of Nehemias, which occurred
But several
in the twentieth year of an Artaxerxes.
exegetes have recently advanced strong reasons for
Van
Hoonacker, the leading
reversing this order.
advocate of the priority of Nehemias to Esdras, asexpedition
to the seventh year of
signs the latter's
Artaxerxes II, i. e. to 398. Lagrange, according to
whom the mission of Nehemias took place under the
second Artaxerxes, fixes the Esdras migration as late
as 355, a little more than a century after the prevalent
course a revision of the temporal relations of
date.
the missions of Esdras and Nehemias postulates a serious confusion in the text and arrangement of the books
bearing those names, as they have come down to us.
More or less involved in this chronological question is
that of the respective parts of Nehemias and Esdras
Van
in the reconstruction of the Jewish theocracy.
Hoonacker contends that the co-operation of Esdras
with Nehemias, described in II Esdras (also called
Nehemias), viii, occurred before Esdras had, as he
claims, gone to Babylon to organize the expedition in
order to strengthen the new community, and that we
must allow that the priest-scribe's place in the task of
reorganization was minor ami supplementary to thai
(

it"

According to this view
Nehemias, tin' gi ivernor.
and herein it is largely borne out by the terms of
commission as given by the Persian king (I
the charge of the priest-scribe was
Esd., vii, 13-26)
not the promulgation of the Law, but the embellishment and improvement of the Temple service, the
constitution of judges, and other administrative
The question is not without an important
measures.
bearing on the validity of the Graf-Wellhausen hypotli, i- of the origin of the Pentateuch. (See Esdras,
Nehemias, Books of.)
Jerusalem fell before
III. The Roman ('activity.
the Roman arms in August, A. D. 70, after a long and
dreadful
iege conducted by Titus, the son of the
ror Vespasian, and himself later emperor. Hosts
of prisoners were taken in this war; the number was
of

—

—

at 97, (MID, being substantially all that reof the nation in Palestine.
The severity of

estimated

mained

meted out to these unfortunates tells of
ration caused by the stubborn defence of
The weak and sickly prisoners were at
i!
The rest of the concourse were
to death.
gathered in the Gentile's Court of the ruined Temple
and told off into various classes. All those recognized
or reported as active in the rebellion were set aside
except seven hundred young men of the
treatment
thl

"

Jem.

ace, who were spared to grace the triumph
Lome. The remainder of the capt ives were di\ ided
into those over and those under seventeen.
Of the
i. pari were put in chains and sent to labour in
iiers. including thousands of
ex, were dispersed among the Roman
cities to be victims "I 'lie inhuman public games.
below seventeen were sold as slaves.
The
lealUion, John of Gishkhala and Simon
of Gei
iptives to Rome to appear in
the triumph of Titus; John was afterwards put to
death.

at

i

ndon.
\\ II.

I
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matter of considerable dispute. The obscurity involving the point arises from the fact that the books
of Esdras and Nehemias, the chief inspired sources for
a

1878.
'.'

',.

1880),

ti
,

h

'

It,',

IV,

V:

History, I'rophrcii and the Monuments (London and New York, 1898, 1801), I. 3S3, sq., III. For the
„„,/ das .1 T : Winckcuneiform evidence sec: /':. A> ',„ /,

1S9S);

McOurdy,

,

,-

the following works
History of Israel
i.i-.k.
Berlin, I'm.;
deal mainly with the period ol the Return and Restoration:
(] ouvain,
V in HnoN.u-Ki it, .V.'.m el Esdras in the .1/
Low un, 1892):
U second tempi
1890); Idem. Zerubabel
ci
Pai
no
if
restauration
li.iM. Nouv
j
I.ouvain, 1S9I)'; Ii-im. Xntis snr I' histoui d.
ion
juive in Rev. Bib chin., 1901), being a reply to certain argu<;< no iiiin :n /!„
ments of Nikk.l, ]>n ICl" brio
dim babi/lonisriu a Exit in Biblisclir Stud. (Freiburg,
iioel*
1900).
J. Reid.
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Capua, Archdiocese of (Capuana). The city of
Capua is situated in the province of Caserta, Southern Italy. Of Etruscan foundation, it was formerly
known as VMurnwm and was capital of Campania
About 424 b. c. it was captured by the 8amFelix.
nites and in 343 B. c. implored Roman help against
During the Second Punic War, after
its conquerors.
Hannibal's victory at Cannae (216 b. c), he and his
army were voluntarily received by Capua, where the
Carthagimans became demoralized by luxurious
The city was recaptured by the Romans
living.
its inhabitants were killed or enslaved,
territory declared common kind iai/cr publiJulius Caesar made Capua a Roman colony
In a. d. 456 the
the name of Jidia Felix.

(211 B. c),

and the
cus).

under
Vandals under Genseric sacked the city. During the
Gothic war Capua suffered greatly, and similarly a
About 840 it was
little later from the Lombards.
burned to the ground by the .Saracens, after which it
the former site,
distance
from
but
at
some
was rebuilt,
wdiere, however, another city was built and called
In
1058,
the Norman,
Capua
Vetere.
in
Santa Maria
Richard, Prince of Aversa, conquered it; thenceforth
history is linked with that of the Two Sicilies.
Christianity, it is said, was iirst preached tit Capua
by St. Priscus, a disciple of St. Peter. In the martyrology mention is made of many Capuan martyrs,
and it is probable that, owing to its position and importance, Capua received the Christian doctrine at a
very early period. The first bishop of whom there is
positive record is Protasius, present tit the Roman
Council under Pope Melchiades (313); he was sucits

a. Roman deacon and
Pope Sylvester I at Nica?a, who took a
prominent part in the Arian controversies, and was
At the conpresent at the Council of Sardica (343).
ciliabulum of Aries (353) he was led astray by Con-

ceeded by Protus Vincent ins,
legate of

and consented to the deposition of St.
Athanasius, an error for which he made amends at
Rimini. Bishop Memorius, \\ ho held a council to deal
with the Schism of Antioch and the heresy of Bonosus,
is often mentioned in the letters of SI. Augustine and
St. Paulinus, and was the father of that ardent PelaIn 443, Priscus, an exile
gian, Julian of Eclanum.
from North Africa and a man of great sanctity, was
elected bishop; possibly it is his name thai popular
tradition carried back to the head of the list of

stantius

Capuan bishops. Another incumbent nl this see was
Germanus, whom Pope Hormisdas sent twice to Constantinople to restore unity with the Roman Church.
In 541, Bishop Benedictus died and was ever afterwards held in repute of sanctity. His successor, VicIn Otis John NIII took
tor, was a learned exegete.
refuge in Capua, and in "latitude raised tin- see to
In UIN7. under Vict or III. and
archiepiscopal rank.
in Ills, under Gelasius 11. councils were held in
Capua; at the latter Henry V and tin- antipope,
Gregory VIII (Burdinus), were excommunicated.
Among other bishops, nearly all famous for their
learning, are: M. Marino (1252), a disciple of St.
Thomas Aquinas; Filippo dc Berilli (1506), who
suffered for justice' sake; Kra Nieolo Scliomberg
Cesare Co-la
(1520), a distinguished theologian;
(1573), active as a reformer of the clergy, and a
learned canonist; Cardinal Robert Bellarmine (1602);

;
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Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1844); Ann.

eccl.

(Rome, 1907), 367.

U. Benigni.

Capuchinesses, a branch of the Poor Clares of the
Primitive Observance, instituted at Naples, in 1538,
by the Venerable Maria Longo. This holy woman
had in early years embraced the rule of the Third
Order of St. Francis and devoted herself to active
works of charity. She founded a hospital for the
sick in which she herself served, and also gave herself
She adopted at her
to the saving of fallen women.
hospital the custom of ringing the bell at nightfall for
prayers for the faithful departed.
In 1630 the Franciscan Friars of the Capuchin Reform went to Naples,
and were for a time given shelter in her hospital. She
had long wished to undertake a pilgrimage to the
Holy Land, but about this time she was instructed in
prayer that she could please God more by building
a convent under the title of Santa Maria in Gerusalemme. She built the convent and established in it
a community of sisters under the Rule of the Third
Order, and was herself appointed superior. At first
the spiritual directors of the convent were the Theatine Fathers, but afterwards these gave over the direction to the Capuchins, by whose advice the sisters
in 1538 adopted the primitive Rule of St. Clare.
They also received constitutions based on those of
the Capuchin Friars, and were placed under the jurisdiction of the Capuchin vicar-general, whence they
are styled Capuchinesses. They made a foundation
in Rome in 1576 and very shortly afterwards were to
be found in various parts of Italy and France, where
They still
they flourished until the Revolution.
exist, in diminished numbers, in Italy and elsewhere.
Some of the convents are still under the jurisdiction
Capuchin Friars
of the Minister-General of the
Minor; others are under the jurisdiction of their respective diocesans. St. Veronica Giuliani wasamember of this observance, as was also the Blessed Mary
Magdalen Martinengo. The Capuchinesses flourished in many countries of Europe before the Revolution; they still have convents in Italy and Spain,
also in South America, and until lately in France.
Exiled French Capuchinesses opened (1904) a house
at Vaals in Holland, near Aachen, destined to serve
as a German novitiate.
Boverius, Annales Capucinorum (Lvons, 1032-39); ad an.
l.WS and i:>Ui: Bullarium Ord. Cap. (Rome, 1740-1 S83) Anton,
;

Life of Ven.

Maria Longo,

in

German

HeIMBlTCHER, Orden und Kongreg.

Munich-!)! 11 ingen. 1903)
Kalh. Kirche (Paderborn,

(

d.

1907), 11.486-87.

Father Cuthbert.
Capuchin Friars Minor, an autonomous branch
of the first Franciscan Order, the other branches being the Friars Minor simply so called, but until lately

usually known as Observants or Recollects, and the
Conventual Friars Minor. This division of the first
Franciscan Order has come about by reason of various
reforms; thus the Observants were a reform which
separated from the Conventuals, and the Capuchins
are a reform of the Observants.
The Capuchin
I. Genesis and Development.
Reform dates from 1525. It had its origin in the
Marches, the Italian province where, after Umbria,
he Franciscan spirit seems to have found its most
Cut <>ff by the mountains
congenial dwelling-place.
from the great highways of Italy, the inhabitants of
the Marches have to this day retained a delightful
simplicity of character and blend a mystical tendency

—
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and Cardinal Capeeelatro, Librarian of the Holy
Roman Church and author of many learned works.
The suffragan dioceses of Capua are: Caiazzo, Calvi
and Teano. Caserta, Isernia and Venafro, Sessa Aurunea. The archdiocese contains a population of
96,800, with 57 parishes, 90 churches and chapels,
255 secular and 18 regular priests, 16 religious houses
of women.

They may be said to
possess the anima naturaliter Franciscana, and it is
easy to understand the quick response of the people
of this province to the Franciscan teaching, and the
tenacity with which the friars of the Marches clung
to the primitive simplicity of the order.
We have a
monument of the enduring vigour of the Franciscan
spirit in the Marches in the "Fioretti di San Francesco", wherein the first freshness of the Franciscan
spirit seems to have been caught up and enshrined.
From the Marches, too, we get another book, of a
very different character, but which in its own way
bears eloquent witness to the zeal of the brethren of
this province for poverty, the "Historia VII Tribulationum" of Angelo Clareno. And at Camerino, on
the borders of the province, are preserved the relics
of Blessed John of Parma, another of the leaders of
the "Spiritual" Friars. The Marches were, in fact.
from the earliest days of the order, a centre of resistance to the secularizing tendency which found an
entrance amongst the friars even in the days of St.
Francis, of which tendency the famous Brother Elias
with a practical bent of mind.

is

the historic type.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century the
Franciscans in the Marches, as elsewhere, were divided into the two distinct families of Conventuals
and Observants or Zoccolanti.
The dividing line
between the two families was their adhesion to the
primitive ideal of Franciscan poverty and simplicity:
the Conventuals accepted revenues by papal dispensation; the Observants refused fixed revenues and
lived by casual alms.
At least such was the principle;
but in practice the Observants had come themselves
to relax the principle under various legal devices.
Thus, though they would not accept money themselves, they allowed secular persons, styled syndics,
to accept money for their use; they accepted chaplaincies to which were affixed regular stipends.
To
who looked to the primitive custom of the order,
such acceptances seemed but a legalized betrayal of
the rule, nor were t hese relaxations at any time allowed
to pass without protest from the more zealous of the
Observants. But the question was not merely concerning this or that point; it was one of general tendency. Was the order to maintain itself in the sim-

those

plicity and unworldliness of St. Francis, or was it to
admit and bow to the spirit of the world? Was it to
be dominated by the spirit of St. Francis or by the
Such was the question as it
spirit of Brother Elias?
shaped itself in the minds of the reforming friars; and
one has to recognize this truly to appreciate the his-

tory of the various Franciscan reforms. The difficulty which met each reform, as it arose and acquired
an independent constitution, was the difficulty which
meets every unworldly ideal in its attempt to propagate itself in the actual world. To live on and endure
it must take to itself a secular embodiment, anil in the
process is apt to acquire something of the secular
spirit; and the more unworldly the original ideal, the
more difficult is its process of secular development.
This is peculiarly so in the case of a religious community like the Franciscan Order, which aims at realizing
a principle of life so entirely opposed to the principles
commonly accepted in the world at large. Heme it
is that the Observants, after breaking away from the
Conventuals, themselves gave rise to various reforms,
which aimed at a more perfect return to the primitive
In this way the Capuchin Reform took its
type.
origin from amongst the Observants of the Marches.
The leader of the reform was Father Matteo di Bassi,
a member of the Observant community in the Diocese
of Fermo.
He was an exemplary religious and a zealous preacher. It is said that Leo X had given him
permission to institute a reform amongst the Observants; but if so Father Matteo did not avail himself of the permission, perhaps because of the death of
But in 1525, a year of Jubilee, he went
that pontiff.
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to Rome anil whilst there obtained from Clement VII
leave to wear t lie Capuchin habit and to live in strictest poverty.
Matteo di Bassi was finally led to this
Step by an incident which recalls to mind the history
The friar had been attending a funeral
of St. Francis.
and was returning to his convent, when he met a beggar by the wayside barely clad. Moved with compassion, Father Matteo gave the beggar part of his own
clothing.
Shortly afterwards the friar was in prayer
when lie heard a voice, which three times admonished him, saying. "Observe the Rule to the letter".
Whereupon he arose, and took an old habit, and made
a long pointed hood out of the cappa, and donning the
habit at once set out for Rome. This story, retailed
by all the earliest chroniclers, makes it certain that
the aspiration to observe the rule to the letter was the
one compelling motive of the reform, and that the
taking of the habit with the long pointed hood was the
symbol of this aspiration. For the habit in this shape
was supposed t" be the original form of the Franciscan
habit, whilst he habit with the cappa and small rounded hood was held by many to be an innovation introduced with the spirit of relaxation. Certain it is that
the habit adopted by Father .Matteo and his followers
was known in the order before their time. In the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, is a copy of an altarpiece dating from the fifteenth century, representing
Our Lady with a number of friars gathered under her
outspread mantle; and they are wearing a habit similar in form to that of the Capuchins,
In a picture of
St. Francis in the library of Christchurch, Oxford.
attributed to Margaritone. we find the same form of
habit; and in at least one other instance of early
portraiture of the Seraphic Saint he seems to have
been represented with a habit of this sort. (See "On
the Authentic Portraiture of St. Francis of Assist", by
N. H. J. Westlake, London, 1S97.) Thomas of Celano
again seems to speak of it as a novelty that a certain
friar went about wearing a habit "with the hood not
sewn to the tunic" (II Celano, 32 ed. d'Alencon,
Rome. 1906). And at the Ognisanti, in Florence, is
preserved a habit said to be one worn by St. Francis,
the hood of which is sewn to the tunic.
At any rate
the reforming friars, in assuming the pointed hood sewn
to the ia bit claimed to be assuming the form of habit
worn by St. Francis and the first friars, and in their
eyes it was a symbol of their return to the primitive
observance.
In putting his hand to the reform. Matteo di Bassi
had no intention of separating himself from the jurisdiction of the Observants; he thought rather to introduce the reform amongst them. All ho asked from
Clement VII was liberty for himself and other friars
of a like mind
wear the habit of St. Francis, to observe the rale strictly in accordance with the earliest
tradition, and to preach the Wurd of God in the world.
From the days of St. Francis himself the liberty of the
stricter observance had been allowed; and the friars
enjoying such liberty had usually dwelt apart in small
houses or hermitages, but under the effective jurisdiction of the superiors of the order. But when, on Matte., di Bassi's return from Rome, two other friars.
of Fossombrone and his brother Raphael, sought
to join the new reform, they were stoutly opposed by
the superiors, especially by the minister provincial,
John of Fano, who, however, himself eventually
joined the Capuchins.
Nevertheless, the two friars
it
length, through the intervention of the Duke
of Camerino, allowed to proceed to Rome.
On 18
May. 152(1, they received from the Cardinal-Bishop of
Palestrina, the Grand Penitentiary, the Brief,
Ex
parte vestra", whereby clement VII formally allowed
them together with Matteo di Bassi, to' separate
from the community of the observants and live in
hermitages, in order that thev might be free to observe
the rule as they desired; and, to protect them against
molestation on the part of the superiors of the order,
t
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they were placed under the protection of the Bishop
of Camerino. They were by the same Brief permitted
to aggregate others to their manner of life.
They
were, however, still considered to belong to the Observant family, though separated from the community; but on 3 July, 1528, owing to the continued opposition of the Observant superiors. Clement VII, by
the Bull "Religionis zelus", released them from their
obedience to the Observants and constituted them a
distinct family of the order, in a certain dependence,
however, upon the Master-General of the Conventuals, to whom it belonged to confirm the vicar-general to be elected by the new reform.
In the following April. 1529, the first chapter was
held at Albacina.
At this time the reform numbered
eighteen friars and four convents or hermitages.
Matteo di Bassi having been elected vicar-general, the
chapter drew up the new constitutions designed to
safeguard the primitive observance of the rule. No
one can read these "Constitutions of Albacina" without being struck with the similarity of tone and purpose between them and the "Speculum Perfectionis",
about which so much has been heard since M. Paul
Sabatier published his edition in 1898. The provisions relating to poverty and studies would almost
seem an echo of that celebrated legend. Thus, when
"hermitages or monasteries" are to be erected, the
constitutions decree that no more land is to be taken
than is in keeping with their poor estate; the houses
are to be built, if possible, of mud and wattles, but
earth and stones may be used where wattles cannot
be obtained; the churches, however, shall be of more
becoming structure, yet small and narrow. The friars
are to bear in mind the admonition of St. F'rancis that
their churches and houses must be such as to proclaim
that those who dwell in them are but pilgrims and
strangers on the earth. The houses are to be built
outside the cities or towns, yet not far distant from
them. In the houses near large cities not more than
twelve friars might dwell, and in the other houses not
more than eight " for such indeed was the will of St.

—

Francis as is set forth in the chronicles of the Order."
The proprietorships must always be vested in the
municipality or the donor, who may turn the friars
out at will, and should this happen the friars are
to go out at once without delay and seek another
place.
To each house a hermitage must be attached,
where the friars may retire for solitary contemplation.
In regard to alms they were not to quest for meat,
eggs, or cheese, but they might receive these things
when offered spontaneously. They were never, how"to depend on daily
alms. At the utmost 'hey might receive sufficient food
to last for three days, and rarely for one week.
They
are forbidden to have syndics or procurators to receive
property for them.
"No other syndic shall their be
for us save Christ our Lord: and our procurator and
protector shall be the most Blessed Virgin Mother of
God; our deputy shall be our blessed Father Francis:
but all other procurators we absolutely reject." The
preachers were to be kept busy in the vineyard of the
Lord, not only during Lent, but at .11 other times.
They were not, however, allowed to use many books;
two or three at most were deei
Their
sufficient.
sermons were to be simple and plain, without studied
rh.t..ri<-; nor were they to be allow..! to receive any
remuneration for their preaching, (lasses for the
study of literature were not to be established; but
they might study the Scriptures and such devout
authors as "love God and teach us to embrace the
Cross of Christ". The friars were not to hear the
confessions of seculars except in cases of extreme
necessity.
In the houses of the order only one Mass
was to be said each day. at which all the priests
should be present, except on Sundays and solemn
feasts, when all might celebrate; nor were they to
receive any honoraria for Masses.
They were, more-

ever, to lay in a store of food, but

—
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over, forbidden to follow funerals or celebrate dirges,
except in case of necessity. Finally, they were to go
barefoot, shod only in simple sandals; and to recite
the Divine Office at midnight even on the three last
days of Holy Week; and on no account were extra
Offices to be added to the canonical Office, so that
the friars might have more time for private prayer.
Such were the "Constitutions of Albacina". Their
intention is evident to any one conversant with the
early Franciscan legends: they sought to re-establish
the Franciscan life in the spirit and letter of the earOne point needs explanaliest Franciscan tradition.
In the earliest pontifical documents contion here.
cerning the new reform, it is stated that the friars are
to be free to observe the rule strictly in the eremitical
The meaning of this, however, was not that
life.
they should be hermits in the sense of living always
Matteo di Bassi had asked
a retired and solitary life.
of Clement VII liberty to observe the Rule of St.
Francis in hermitages, to preach the Word of God in
the world, and to bring sinners to repentance. The
preaching of the Word of God was an essential feature
We have already seen how
of the Capuchin Reform.
the constitutions of the order bade the preachers be
frequently employed in their work for souls at all
times of the year. Matteo di Bassi himself had no
sooner received the sanction of Clement VII than he
returned to the Marches and began to preach and to
nurse the sick during the pestilence which swept
through the Marches in 1525. The explanation, however, is simple enough to those who know the FranAmongst the Franciscans the herciscan legends.
mitage stood in opposition to the large convent. The
first houses of the order were built outside the city
walls in some quiet spot where the friars, when not
engaged in active ministry for others, could live undisturbedly in the cultivation of the spirit. These
houses were small, and only a few friars dwelt in the
same place. Besides the small communities, there
were also hermitages, technically so called, at some
distance from the community, whither the friars
might retire for a still more secluded life. The original Franciscan life was thus a commingling of the
As the order increased
active life with the eremitical.
in numbers, large convents were built in which the
simplicity and seclusion of the original Franciscan

community were in great measure lost; in these large
houses it became impossible to observe the primitive
standard of poverty, and the tendency was to conform to the more complex life and ceremonial of the
monastic orders, properly so called. Hence every
reform of the order turned again towards the ideal of
the small community and the more secluded situation, where the original simplicity and poverty could
more easily be maintained.
Matteo di Bassi remained vicar-general of the reform only for two months; then he resigned his jurisdiction into the hands of Louis of Fossombrone, as
commissary general, in order that he might be free

From
to give himself to the work of the apostolate.
this time he can hardly be said to belong to the famof the reform; though he seems to have still
availed himself of the privileges granted him in 1525
by Clement VII. He died in 1552 and was buried in
the church of the Observants in Venice, where his

ily

for a long time accorded the honours given
to the relics of a saint, until a recent decree of the
Congregation of Sacred Rites restricted such honours
But though not formally
to those formally beatified.
li
Bassi is styled "Blessed" in the
beatified, Mat!

body was

During the government
Fossombrone the reform began to spread
quickly and widely. Shortly after the Chanter of
Albacina the friars were invited to Rome and given
a house, Santa Maria dei Miracoli, near the Flaminian
Gate, from which they removed in the following year
to the convent of Santa Kuphemia near Santa Maria
martyrologies of the order.

of Louis oi
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Maggiore. Meanwhile a movement for reform was
taking place amongst the Observants of Ca/abria,
which was to have a marked influence upon the development of the reform in the Marches. Two friars,
Louis of Reggio and Bernardine of Reggio, surnamed
lo Giorgio, had, about the same time that Matteo di
Bassi had visited Rome, also arrived in the Eternal
City, and with the sanction of Clement VII had attempted a reform movement amongst the Observants
of Santi Apostoli.
Their efforts proving futile, they

obtained leave, in 1526, to return to Calabria and
choose three convents for their purpose. They assumed the name of Recollects a name very generally
given to the reforming friars, for the reason stated
above. Here, as in the Marches, the superiors of the
Observants regarded the reform with disfavour and
treated the reformers as rebellious subjects; hence,
at a chapter held by the Minister General of the Observants, at Messina, in 1532, the Calabrian Recollects petitioned to be allowed to pass to the Capuchin
jurisdiction.
Their petition, however, only drew upon them further rebuke. As they continued to persist in their demand, the minister general obtained
from the pope a Brief of excommunication against
them; but this was shortly withdrawn through the

—

intervention of the Duke of Nocera and the Duchess
and the Calabrian Recollects passed into
the Capuchin family, forming the first province of the
order outside the Marches.
Following the example of the Calabrians, the most
zealous Observants began to pass over to the Capuchins in such numbers that Paul III, at the instance
of the Minister General of the Observants, issued two
Briefs, the first dated 18 December, 1534, and the
second 12 January, 1535, forbidding any more Observants to be received by the Capuchins until the next
The second
general chapter of the Observant family.
of these Briefs is noteworthy by reason of the fact that
in it the friars of the new reform are for the first time
Capuchins. Hitherto, in the pontifcalled Capucini
ical documents they had been styled Fratres Ord. S.
Francisci Capucciati. But in the Brief of 12 January,
1535, the pope adopted the name already conferred
upon the new reform by the populace, who, seeing the
long hoods, at once called the friars Cappuccini.
Henceforth the friars are officially styled "Friars
Minor of the Order of St. Francis, Capuchin".
At the chapter of the order held at Rome in November, 1535, Bernardine of Asti was elected vicar-general.
He was a remarkable man the genius and
saviour of the new reform. He combined great prudence and power of organization with a rare humility
and sweetness of character. He had held high office
amongst the Observants before he joined the CapuHe died in 1554. and is styled Blessed
chins in 1534.
His
in the martyrology of the Franciscan Order.
was
providential,
for the Capuchin family
election
had now to pass through a time of storm and stress,
which the wisdom and fame of Bernardine of Asti, in
Hardly had
great measure, enabled it to survive.
Bernardine of Asti taken up the reins of govemmc t
than Louis of Fossombrone created a disturbance
amongst the friars, alleging that the election was inHe himself had aspired to the headship of the
valid.
of Camerino,

—

—

A

new chapter was thereupon convoked, in
order.
April, 1536, and Bernardine of Asti was again elected,
whereupon Louis of Fossombrone threw off the habit
and apostatized. His apostasy perhaps influenced
Paul III when, on 3 January, 1537, he forbade the
Capuchins to establish any houses of their reform
But a greater blow fell in 1542 when
outside Italy.
Bernardine of Siena the famous Occhino, not to be

—

confounded with Saint Bernardine. who d. in 1444
the successor of Bernardine of Asti as vicar-general,
apostatized and joined the Protestant Reformers.
The scandal caused by his defection gave new vigour
to the efforts of those who were opposed to the Capu-

"
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and at this time it was seriously considered at
the Roman Court whether they should be suppressed.
In fact it was generally said amongst the people that
To dispel
their suppression was already decreed.
this rumour the new vicar-general, Francis of Jesi,
assembled two hundred of lus brethren at Assisi for
the feast of the Portiuncula, in 1543. But it was
Bernardine of Asti who pleaded the cause of the reform at the Council of Trent and averted the threatened disaster. And by his eloquent pleading he saved
not only the new reform from extinction, but also the
For the
essential character of the Franciscan Order.
conciliar Fathers had resolved that in future all religious orders should possess common property, and
not be dependent upon alms. This resolution struck
at the very fundamental principle of the Franciscan
life, since, according to the Rule of St. Francis, his
Friars were to possess property neither individually
chins,

nor in common, but to depend for their daily sustenance upon their labour and upon alms. As St. Francis had pleaded for this absolute poverty before Pope
Innocent III, so Bernardine of Asti now pleaded before the council, and with such success that the Capuchin Friars and the Observants were expressly exempted from the general law and allowed the privilege
of common, as well as of individual, poverty.
By a
providential coincidence, whilst the fate of the new
reform was hanging in the balance, it received a new
recruit in a poor countryman who was destined perhaps more than anyone else to establish the Capuchin
family in the love and veneration of the Roman peothis was St. Felix of Cantalicio, the lay brother
ple:
friend of St. Philip Neri.
But in a short while the
cloud passed away, and the Capuchin family grew
with amazing swiftness in numbers and in fame. At
the chapter of 1536 the reform numbered five hundred
friars; in 1.5S7 it had increased to five thousand nine
hundred and fifty-three friars. In 1574 Gregory
XIII revoked the decree of Paul III, and granted
Capuchins the right to establish ultramontane provinces; and in 1619 the reform was released from all
dependence upon the Conventuals, and given a minister general of its own election.
It need hardly be
said that, as the order increased in numbers and
spread to various countries, it was found necessary
to modify the stringent regulations of the first constitutions.
The Council of Trent compelled the Capuchins to establish courses of studies for the friars
destined for the priesthood; larger convents were
built, and the regulation forbidding the friars to hear
the confessions of secular people was rescinded. Yet
a constant effort was made to maintain the simplicity
of the Franciscan life.
Notwithstanding the Council
of Trent, the Capuchins obtained from St. Pius V for
their lay brothers the privilege of voting in the elections of the order, thus conserving the original democratic character of the Franciscan family.
In the
ordinances of the general chapter of 1613 great
stress was laid on simplicity of life, and regulations
were made forbidding such innovations as high
and the introduction of spiritual exercises
for novices, after the manner of the Jesuits.
The
same spirit and intention are found in the definitive
constitutions formally approved by Urban VIII. in
This pontiff had already, by a decree of the
1643.
Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Regulars (30
April, 1i',l!7i. declared the Capuchins to be true sons
of St. Francis, and on 28 June of the same year had
issued the Bull "Salvatoris et Domini", in which he
reaffirmed a former constitution of Paul V, "Ecclesite
Militantis", of 15 October. Kids, setting forth that
the Capuchins are the spiritual descendants of St.
Francis in the direct line, and not a mere offshoot of
the Franciscan Order.
In the time <»f Urban VIII the reform numbered
over seventeen thousand friars in forty-two provinces;
a century later, at the general chapter of 1754, there

were representatives from sixty-three provinces, and
the number of the friars was given as thirty-two thousand eight hundred and twenty-one. But during the
French Revolution the order suffered severely; nearly
all the provinces were disorganized or suppressed;
and in the subsequent revolutions on the European
continent the Capuchins suffered the fate of all the
religious orders, being continually oppressed and dispersed. Yet during the last twenty years a notable
revival has taken place.
In 1NS9 the order had 636
houses and 7S52 friars; in 1906 there were 731 houses
and 9970 friars, divided into 56 provinces.
II.

Influence op the Reform upon the Gen-

—

eral History of the Church. The Capuchins, together with the Jesuits, were the most effective
preachers and missionaries of the sixteent h and seventeenth centuries. We have already seen that the
privilege granted by Clement VII to Matteo di Bassi
was not only to observe the Rule of St. Francis in its
primitive simplicity, but also to go about preaching
the Word of God. In this matter the friars of the
reform were but reasserting the primitive Franciscan
life;
and it is to be noted that the method of their
apostolate was also thoroughly in accord with what
the early legends of the order tell us about St. Francis's method.
In their preaching they eschewed artificial orator} and set forth their message with a simplicity and directness which came from the heart.
But perhaps what most endeared them to the people,
and gave them that singular power with all classes to
which the history of the times bears witness, was
their all-embracing charity.
The picture of the Capuchin friar drawn by Manzoni in "I Promessi Sposi
In their apostolate they not merely
is historical.
preached from the pulpits; the}' mingled in the daily
life of the people, ministering to suffering humanity
In the
in its temporal as well as its spiritual needs.
frequent pestilences which devastated Italy and Europe generally in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Capuchins were constantly found doing a
notable part in the service of the sick. The annals of
the order and the chronicles of the times tell us of the
heroism of the friars in the pestilences which swept
-

through Northern Italy and Spain in 15S9. through
Switzerland in 1609, through Germany in 1611. In
the great pestilence of 1630 the friars took charge of
the lazarettos at Milan, and acted as confessors, nurses,
They did the
cooks, and dispensers to the victims.
At Siena the friars
at Marseilles and Freiburg.
were assembled for a provincial chapter when the
pestilence broke out; they prorogued the chapter and
went out to nurse the sick, and forty-three of them
During the pestilence
fell victims to their charity.
of 1636 in Franche-Comte, so many Capuchins died
in ministering to the sick that Urban VIII allowed
young clerics to lie ordained priests before the canonical age to take the place of those who had succumbed.
St. Laurence of Brindisi, sent as missionary Apostolic
to Germany in 1509. began bis apostolate by nursing
Undoubtedly
the sick in the pestilence of that year.
their universal charity, united to tire austerity of their
lives, accounts for much of their success as missionaries, whether with Catholics or non-Catholics.
And not only were they popular with the multitude; they had the confidence of the authorities.
This is shown in the frequent choice of the friars by
the popes and princes to fill responsible positions.
Thus, in the wars against the Turks in (lie sixteenth
century, it was usually the Capuchins who were appointed chaplains and spiritual directors to the
Christian forces.
In the Venetian expedition of 1571,
a number of Capuchins accompanied the Venetian
navy by command of St. Pius V. and at the battle of
Lepanto, Pat her Anselmo da Pietramolara was in the
lni-tian forces with
thick of the fight, urging on the
raised crucifix; in fact, it was his indomitable bravery
which prevented the ship he was in from being cap-

same
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tured by the Turks. The friars were similarly employed in the struggles of the German princes against
the Turks in the seventeenth century. St. Laurence
of Brindisi, in 1610, went as chaplain general with the
Christian army, and so did Venerable Mark of Aviano,
It is pleasing to note that the friars obin 1687.
tained, from Gregory XIII, power to absolve Christians who, during the wars, freed or hid captive Turks.
They were moreover not infrequently commissioned
St. Laurence of Brindisi
to transact affairs of state.
was sent as ambassador by the Emperor Rudolph to
solicit the alliance of Spain with the Catholic League
Gregory XIII employed the Capuchins
of Germany.
to negotiate for the ransom of Christian captives in
Father Giacinto da Casale was commisAlgiers.
sioned by Gregory
to unite the Catholic princes
Sometimes
of Germany in defence of the Faith.
their personal influence, without any official status,
enabled them to intervene with success in public matters, as in Switzerland, when the canton of Appenzell
was hesitating whether to ally itself with the Catholic
cantons or with the Protestant, the Capuchins went
In simiin and drew Appenzell to the Catholic side.
lar fashion, in 1637, a Swiss Capuchin acted as arbitrator in the canton of Aargau.
These public acts
testify to the great influence acquired by the friars in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; but their influence was gained by hard and strenuous labours

XV

both as home and as foreign missionaries. They
were to be found everywhere, preaching and ministering to the people.
Not only were they established in
almost every country of Europe, but as foreign misAt
sionaries their activity seems almost incredible.
the general chapter of 1662 the list of foreign missions
served by the friars included the Congo, Benin, Morocco, Egypt, Ethiopia, Smyrna, Mingrelia, Cyprus,
Mesopotamia, Chaldea, Ecbatana, Kurdistan, Persia,
Tatary, Brazil, New Granada, Canada, Morea, the
Grecian Archipelago, whilst they also had missions,
under Propaganda, in Rhtetia, the Grisons, and the
Valtellina.

As "home" missionaries they were mainly instrumental in reforming the pulpit, substituting solid
teaching, with burning and convincing piety, for the
vapid rhetoric so common amongst the preachers of
the sixteenth century. Their object was always to
reach the heart of the people. To be convinced of the
solidity and piety of their preaching, one has only to
consult the many books of sermons and treatises of
devotion which the missionary friars have left us.
According to Baronius and the chroniclers of the
order, the devotion of the Quarant' Ore owes its origin
Father Giuto the missionary zeal of the Capuchins.
seppe da Ferno is said to have been the first to expose
the Blessed Sacrament for forty hours' prayer, during
a mission he was preaching in the Duomo at Milan, in
Giuseppe da Ferno certainly wrote a treatise
1637.
on the method of the Quarant' Ore, and from this time
we find frequent mention of the devotion in the misBut the supreme
sionary chronicles of the order.
monument to their missionary zeal is the Congregation of the Propaganda itself.
This congregation was
instituted by Gregory XV, in 1622, at the suggestion
of Father Girolamo da Narni, Vicar-General of the
Reform. He was a noted preacher and experienced

When

the congregation was
established, its first prefect was the Capuchin Cardinal of Sant' Onofrio; and its first martyr was another
Capuchin, St. Fidelis of Sigmaringen, whom the Propaganda had appointed Prefect of the Mission of
The friars had already been established for
Rhsetia.
some years in Switzerland, whither they had been
called by St. Charles Borromeo in his capacity as Protector of the Catholics in those parts. The saint,
backed by Pope Gregory XIII, had requested the
general chapter of 1581 to send friars thither, and the
chapter had at once acceded to the request. Such
in

missionary labours.
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their success in combating the errors of the Calvinists and in preserving the Faith in many cantons
that to this day they are accorded a privileged position in the churches of the Catholic cantons as confessors and preachers.
It was in the Grisons that
Saint Fidelis was martyred, in 1622.
Here the Calvinists had practically gained over the whole population, as also in the Valtellina, and only by heroic
efforts were the friars able to keep alive any remnant
of the Faith.
The missions in these parts are still
under the jurisdiction of the Capuchins.
In Savoy the friars, under the leadership of Father
Cherubino da Mariana, the friend of St. Francis of
Sales, were at work in 1596, and the mission of Thonon
was especially given into their charge in 1610. Father
Cherubino also introduced the friars into the Vallese
in 1610, at which time, as St. Francis of Sales reported, the religious condition of that country seemed
hopeless.
Under St. Laurence of Brindisi twelve
Capuchins were sent, in 1599, to combat the influence
of Protestantism in Germany, where by their public
controversies with Protestants, as well as by their
preaching, they did much to win back many to the
Faith.
They rapidly established houses in all parts
of Southern Germany, and in 1611 they were established in the Rhine Provinces by Father Francis Nugent, a distinguished Irish friar.
On the foreign missions they were equally energetic.
The first foreign mission was undertaken in 1551,
when two friars were commissioned by Julius III to go
to Constantinople.
They were, however, expelled,
after being imprisoned and tortured.
But we find
them shortly afterwards in Crete, where Father
Ignazio d'Apiro established five missionary centres in
two years, besides a hospital at Canea. He was a
man well versed in Oriental languages. He died in
1569.
About this time two Capuchins were put to
death in Palestine. But it was at the general chapter
of 1581 that the friars put their hand definitively to
the matter of foreign missions. They then obtained
a faculty from Sixtus V to send missionaries to the
East, and a band of friars, amongst whom was St.
Joseph of Leonissa, were despatched to Constantinople.
Imprisonment and torture awaited them; but
from that time the friars have held fast to their misIn 1623 the Propasions in the Turkish dominions.
ganda commissioned the Capuchins to found missions
Six friars were sent
in Syria, Egypt, and Abyssinia.
to Constantinople, where they at once established a
school for the study of Oriental languages; others
went to Aleppo, Alexandria, and Armenia. Their
method was to open schools wherever they settled,
and they were active in publishing books. As a result of their labours in Syria at this time, a schismatic

Armenian metropolitan and a schismatic Greek metropolitan sought reunion with the Church.
In 161S
the general chapter, at the request of Paul V, sent
missionaries to the Congo. They encountered great
difficulties, owing to the Dutch traders, and success
seemed hopeless. Yet they struggled on till 1654,
when a fresh effort was made, and a new band of missionaries was sent out, including Father G. Antonio
Cavazzi, the writer of a well-known work on the

Congo.

From Aleppo friars were sent, in 1630, to Cairo,
under the leadership of the Blessed Agathange de
Vendome, one of the most remarkable missionaries
He was an Arabic
of the seventeenth century.
scholar, and had published hooks in Arabic setting
coming of the friars
On
the
Catholic
forth the
Faith.
to Cairo Urban VIII addressed a letter to the Catholics in Egypt, bidding them welcome the frinrs and
accord them every assistance. But unhappily the
friars found that their work amongst the Copts, for
whose reunion with the Roman See they more particularly laboured, was hindered chiefly by the scandalous lives of the European Catholic merchants.
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obtained leave from the Coptic Patriarch of Alexandria to preach in the churches of the
Copts, and the pope even granted them permission
Father
to celebrate Mass in the same churches.
Agathange's influence with the Copts was such that
he persuaded the Coptic patriarch to appoint for the
Copts in Abyssinia a bishop who would live in peace
with the Catholics. In 1637 Father Agathange, together with Father Cassian de Nantes, entered Abyssinia, but owing to the treachery of a German Lutheran they were at once seized and imprisoned, and
the following year suffered martyrdom The Capuchin
mission in Abyssinia was thus brought swiftly to a
close, but only to be renewed in later years.
Towards
the end of the last century the friars were again established in the dominions of the Negus, chiefly
through the exertions of the celebrated Capuchin
missionary afterwards known as Cardinal Massaia.
He has left a record of his experiences in his book, "I
miei t rentacinque anni nell' altaEtiopia" (Rome and
Milan, 1S95).
Towards the middle of the seventeenth century the
friars established missions in India at Surat, Pegu,
Golconda, and Madras, and a little later at Pondicherry. The story of their Indian missions is much
the same as elsewhere; they established schools, wrote
books in the vernacular of the country, held public
conferences with the learned heathen, and found their
in this case,
chief obstacle in the European traders
the Portuguese. At the present, day the missions in
India are amongst the most important in the order:
the Archdiocese of Agra (the premier diocese in
India), the Dioceses of Lahore and Allahabad, and
t he
Prefecture of Rajputana, are entirely served by
Capuchins. They still carry on their work in Asia
Minor, where the}' have a flourishing missionary
seminary at Smyrna. Other present-day missions
are in Central and South America, in Arabia and
Son aliland, in the Seychelles, Philippines, and Caroline Islands, in Abyssinia and Mesopotamia; whilst in
Europe they carry on missionary work in ConstanIn 1906 eight hundred and
tinople and Bulgaria.
fifty-five friars of the reform were engaged in foreign
missionary labour.
The reform has produced few writers of the first
order in literature or scholarship, though the " Bibliotheca Scriptorum Ord. Min. Cap." (Genoa, 16S0;
Venice, 17-17) gives the names of a great number of
writers and a goodly list of works, many of them of
no mean merit. But most of their writings are connected with their apostolic labours books of sermons, devotional treatises, and works dealing with
the history of the missions.
In this hist department
they have produced several valuable works, such as
Cavazzi's treatise on the Congo, Dionigi Carli's book
on the customs, rites, and religion of the people of
Africa, Merolla da Sorrento's account of the Congo
and South Africa, and Cardinal Massaia's work on
Abyssinia. In the seventeenth century the French
tins were noted for their studies of Oriental
languages, and in view of the present revival of the
Celtic tongues, it may be recalled that a Breton
bin, iregorius de Rostrenen, published in 1732
lallo-Aremori"Dictionarium Gallo-Celticum, seu
nim" (Rennes, 1732) and "Grammatica cum Synlallo-Aremorica " (Rennes,
ta\i Gallo-Celtica, seu
In Scriptural exegesis Bernardine a Piconio
1738).
has a deservedly high name as the author of the
"Triplex expositio" (1706), whilst in the sixteenth
century Francis Titelmann, who left the theological
chair of Louvain to put on the habit of St. Francis,
gained European repute by his treatises on Scripture
ami his controversy with Erasmus. Amongst devo-

Yet the

Gaetano da Bergamo,

half of the eighteenth century,

nave an enduring value: his treatise on humility and
his meditations on the Passion have both been trans-

lated into English.
Benedict Canfield's treatise "On
the Holy Will of God" has an enduring place in ascetical literature.
Amongst modern theologians of
merit a place must be given to Albert of Bulsano; and
as an authority on canon law the Belgian Capuchin
Piatus is much esteemed.
In the late revival of
Franciscan historical studies, Pere Edouard d'Alencon
has issued new editions of the "Sacrum Commercium" (Rome, 1900), and the legends of Thomas of
Celano (Rome, 1906). Amongst the chroniclers of
the order the first place must be given to Boverius, a
man of great learning not only as an historian, but as
a controversial writer of the sixteenth century. In
1640 Carolus de Arembergh published at Cologne

"Flores Seraphici", a voluminous work concerning
the noted members of the order.
But the Capuchin friars have at all times been men
of action rather than students, and the enormous influence they possessed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was due to their extensive labours
as home and foreign missionaries and to the universality of their genius in dealing with the spiritual
needs of the people. Amongst the special marks of
favour shown them by the Holy See must be mentioned their custody of the Holy House of Loreto,
given to them in 1608, and the fact that since 1596
they have had the privilege of supplying the Apostolic
Pope Urban VIII
preacher at the Roman Court.
was a special patron of the order. His friendship
with the friars was in part due to the fact that his
brother, Antonio Barberini, afterwards Cardinal of
Sant' Onofrio, w as a member of the order.
This pope
built for them the famous convent of the Barberini in
Rome, the architect of which was himself a Capuchin
Friar, Fra Michaele da Bergamo: and the
church
attached to the convent was the first church in Rome
to be dedicated in honour of the Immaculate ConcepThe convent was opened
tion of the Blessed Virgin.
with great solemnity on 15 April. 1631, and Urban
VIII signalized the event by appointing Fra Michaele
architect of the Apostolic Palace.
The convent was
thi> headquarters of the order until a few years ago,
when the minister general and his curia were expelled
by the Italian Government, which now uses the greater
part of the convent as a barracks, leaving only a few
friars to take care of the church.
We may here take
note that the reform has given many cardinals and
bishops to the Church; sixteen of iis members have
been canonized or beatified, and tie cause of others
is in process at Rome with a view to canonization.
That the friars came in for much of the abuse
levelled against the Church and especially against
the religious orders, in the si vent een h and eighteenth
centuries, only testifies to their influence and zeal.
Except the Jesuits, no religious order has, perhaps,
been more vilely lampooned. In France, during the
seventeenth century, book after book appeared defaming the friars; one of these was translated into
English and published in London in 1671 under the
title of "The Monk's Hood pull'd off, or the Capuchin
Fryar described".
:
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III.

The Reform

—

English-speaking Coun-

ru

It was in 1599 that the first friars of the
reform came to England. These were Father Benedict Canfield, an Englishman, and Father ( Ihrysostom,
a Scotchman. Benedict 'anfield was of Puritan parentage, but had embraced the Catholic Faith whilst
yet a student.
As a friar he was reputed a powerful
preacher, and was a writer of note.
But he had
hardly landed in England when he and his companion
w< re seized and imprisoned. He was released at the end
of three years and expelled the kingdom.
Amo
other friars who came t,, England about this time
were Father Archangel, "tie Scotch Capuchin", who
became the subject of a popular Italian biography,
written by the Papal Legate Rinuccini, in which,
however, the author's imagination played freely

tries.
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around historical fact and Epiphanius Lindsay, described in the Memoir of P. Cyprien de Gamache as
"son of the Count of Maine", but probably of the
family of the Lindsays, lairds of Mains in KirkcudBut in 1630 the missionaries were withbrightshire.
drawn, when Henrietta Maria, Queen of Charles I,
brought over twelve Capuchins as royal chaplains.
Under the protection of the Court, the friars publicly
celebrated Mass and preached, sometimes holding
controversies with the Protestants, and they are said
Their mission,
to have made many conversions.
however, was abruptly terminated when Queen Henrietta went to Holland to solicit aid for the king
against the Parliament.
The royal chapel was closed,
and the friars told to consider themselves prisoners in
their own house.
They were afterwards sent back to
France. They returned at the Restoration of Charles
II, but only for a few years.
From this time no Capuchin seems to have come to England until Father
Arthur O'Leary, the brilliant Irish friar, settled in
London, in 1789, ostensibly as chaplain to the Spanish Embassy, but really to minister to the Irish Catholics, for whom he built St. Patrick's Church in Soho
Square. He died in 1802. The present province of
England was not established until the latter end of
the last century, through the instrumentality of
Father Louis of Lavagna, an Italian friar, who came
to England in 1850 with the intention of proceeding
to Canada, but having arrived in London he was induced to stay there and minister to the wants of the
Catholics in the district of Peckham.
Here he built
a small church, and at his request other friars were
sent over to assist him.
At this time the Franciscan
Order had virtually died out in England. Only one
Father of the Recollect Province founded in the time
of Queen Mary remained, and he ended his days a
few years later in the house of the Capuchins at
Pontypool, thus creating a link between the new
Franciscan foundation and the old.
The order rapidly took root on English soil. Ten
years after the coming of Father Louis of Lavagna
the friars had four canonical communities at Peckham, Pantasaph, Chester, and Pontypool, besides
several stations; during the next few years they
established several houses in the Diocese of Southwark, so that in 1873 it was thought expedient to
erect the English houses into a canonical province.
The province is yet too young to afford much matter
in the way of history of general interest; but it may
be noted that in little more than half a century the
;

friars have established thirty-five missions, most of
which have been given over to the bishops when they
were able to support a secular priest; besides the
parochial work thus entailed, they are continually
employed in missionary labours outside their own
parishes.
In 1904 several friars of the province were
sent to establish a house in Mendocino, California,
which is to be the centre for missionary work in
Mendocino county, now given into their charge by
the Archbishop of San Francisco. They also have
undertaken to supply missionaries for the Vicariate

Aden in Arabia. In 1905, at the request of the
of Southwark, the friars undertook a unique
mission to Catholic hop-pickers. Every year in the
month of September there is a large exodus of the
London poor into the hop-gardens of Kent; of these
poor the Catholics average yearly about ten thousand.
Until 1905 no provision was made for the spiritual needs of the Catholic hop-pickers, and hardly
any of them during the period of picking were able
to hear Mass or receive the sacraments.
Now each
year when the hop-picking begins, Capuchin friars,
assisted by Sisters of Mercy and lay workers, men
and Women, go down to the hop-district. The work
has distinctive characteristics. The majority of the
hop-pickers arc of the very poorest class, whence
chiefly comes the leakage from the Church; they sel-
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enter a church, and often are lost to the priest
in the shiftings and maze of London life.
In the
Kentish hop-gardens they come again under the influence of the priest and religion.
The work is as
yet in its infancy, but it is big with possibilities for
regaining to the Faith the indifferent and lapsed
amongst our Catholic London poor; and it is characteristically Franciscan in its object and methods,
for once again the friar is seen celebrating Mass and
preaching in the open fields amongst the ill-clad and
the hungry.
In 1906 the friars were able to restore
one of the broken links in the history of English
Franciscans by their return to Oxford, once glorified
by the learning amidst poverty of the sons of the
Poverello.
On the outskirts of the city they have
secured a school for the training of candidates for
the order, whence they can look down upon Merton
College, where, according to tradition, Duns Scotus
lectured, and upon the site of the ancient friary where
the relics of Blessed Agnellus of Pisa sent by St.
Francis to establish the English Province were
enshrined until their dispersion in the reign of
Henry VIII.
It was in 1615 that the first friar of the Capuchin
Reform came to Ireland, Father Stephen Daly. He
was sent over by Father Francis Nugent, who, in
1608, had received a papal commission to establish
the reform in his native land. According to Bernardine of Colpetrazo, the other branches of the
Franciscan Order had, in 1549, petitioned the general
chapter of the Capuchins to send over friars to introduce the reform into the Franciscan houses of that
country; but this was impossible, since at that time
the decree of Paul III was still in force which forbade
the Capuchin reform to establish houses outside Italy.
Francis Nugent, the actual founder of the Irish province, was a remarkable man.
He had already introduced the reform into the Rhine country when he
petitioned the Roman authorities to set aside a house
of the order for the reception of Irish friars.
Accordingly, the convent of Charleville, in the Low Countries,
was given him for his purpose, and thither the Irish
friars from all provinces were sent to form a community whence the Irish foundation might be begun.
The convent of Charleville thus became the novitiate
and alma mater of the province of Ireland. In 1615,
first Stephen Daly and then four other friars were
sent over.
At first they lived separately wherever
they could; but in 1623 or 1624 (the exact date seems
uncertain) they took a house in Bridge Street, Dublin, where they lived in community.
But in 1630 the
house was seized by the Lords Justices and conferred
upon the University of Dublin. The friars, however,
remained in the country, and were gradually reinforced in numbers: several of them suffered imprisonment and banishment for the Faith. In 1642, the
Irish mission numbered fifty-one friars, with houses
in Dublin, Slane, Limerick. Mullingar, Drogheda, and
Cork.
In 1733 they had fourteen houses in Ireland
and two in France, and were that year erected into a
canonical province. Just then began one of the saddest periods in the history of the Irish people.
Persecution and famine for a time seemed to break the
spirit of the people; vocations became scarce, and the
Irish province became almost extinct.
It lingered
on, however.
In 1771 Father Arthur O'Leary built
a church in Cork, and the friars reopened houses in
Dublin and Kilkenny. The last days of the old province were made illustrious by the apostolic labours of
the world-famous Father Theobald Mathew.the projv
After being
agator of the temperance movement.
for a while united witli the friars in England under a
commissary-general, the Irish friars were again, in
1S73, formed into a separate "custody", with autonomous government, and in 1SS5 the canonical
province was re-established. There are now four
convents of the order in Ireland, with eighty-nine
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From the days <>f Father Mathew,
have been to the front in forwarding the temmovement initiated by him; but in October,
the Irish

perance

1905, the Irish hierarchy formally entrusted to them
the preaching of a national crusade of temperance.
hen tli' friars are to be found in all parts of the
country carrying out their mission.
On the American continent the Capuchins not only
have flourishing; missions in Central and South America, they have also two provinces in the United
States, a missionary district in California, served by
the English province, and missions in Canada, served
by French friars. The present establishment of the
friars in the United States dates from 1857; but there
were missionary Capuchins in the present territories
of the United States and Canada early in the sevenIn 1032 friars of the province of
teenth century.
Paris were put in charge of the missions in Acadia.
The centre of the mission was at Port Royal, now
Annapolis, but it extended from Hancock County, in
Maine, northwards, to the Bay of Chaleur. They seem
also to have had missions in the Antilles, for in 11)4 the
friar. Father Pacifique, was murdi red there whilst on
a visitation of the missions. The missions in Acadia
were in a flourishing condition when the English
Puritans broke up the settlement in 1655 anil exYet in 1656 the friars were still at
pelled the friars.
work amongst the Micmac Indians. In 1714 French
Capuchins were invited to undertake missions in
Louisiana by the coadjutor Bishop of Quebec, de
Mornay, himself a Capuchin Friar. They remained
there till 1770, when, for political reasons, Spanish
They
friars took the place of their French brethren.
had missions in New Orleans, St. Louis, Galveston,
Mobile, Pensacola, Natchez. Natchitoches, and other
Hut in 1800 the friars were withdrawn. In
I7N7 two German friars were in charge of the Holy
Trinity Church, Philadelphia.
But. as has been said, the present establishment of
the friars
the United States dates from 1S.">7; and
its history is one of romantic incidents in the history
The chance visit of a young Swiss
of the reform.
from the United States to his native land, and his
recital of the spiritual needs of America, inspired two
secular priests in Switzerland with the idea of introducing the Capuchin Order into the United States.
They resigned their parishes and. going out to America, were given Mt. Calvary. Wisconsin, as the site of
a Capuchin convent, by the Bishop of Milwaukee.
Al the express wish of Pope Pius IX these two secular
priests were then clothed with the religious habit and
commissioned to lay the foundation of a new province.
\t tin- present day this province has houses at Mt.
Calvary, Milwaukee. New York, Brooklyn, Detroit,
1

I

1
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Appleton, and Yonkers.

In

New York

they have

four parishes, and three parishes in Milwaukee; at
Ml. Calvary they have a flourishing college, begun
in 1864.
Besides the province of Mt. Calvary, there
is also fhe province of Pennsylvania, established by
Bavarian and Westphalian friars, driven from their
The first house of
native home by the Kidturkampf.
this province was established at Pittsburg in 1874;
I. Hi
if was not till 1882 that tie
province became autonomous, at which time it had houses in Pittsburg,
Herman. Pa.; Victoria, Kan.: Peoria. Metamora, III.,
The fathers of this province
ind Cumberland, Md.
have introduce.! into tic United States a charitable
institution which has had remarkable success in Gerrl;
many, the Strap)
the "Seraphic
Work of Charity". This society aims at assisting
destitute Catholic children to obtain 'atholic education, by placing them in institutions or in private
families. The centre of this work is at the Capuchin
convent, 1'ittsburg. Pa.
In Canada, the French Capuchins have houses in
Ottawa and Quebec, and a missionary centre for
work amongst the Micmac Indians at Sainte-Anne de
1
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Kestigouche.
The work carried on here is reminiscent of the heroic days of the Canadian mission.
From the mission cent re the fat hers make missionary
The Micmac
lours amongst the scattered Indians.
number about four thousand they are much attached
to their religion and language, and show no signs of
decay.
Amongst Capuchins of note who have laboured in
North America, mention must be made of Ignazio
Persico, Bishop of Savannah from 1870 till 1872, and
afterwards cardinal. Another cardinal still living,
Cardinal Vives y Tuto, took his vows as a Capuchin
Friar at Santa Clara College, San Francisco, in 1872,
and was for a time a member of the community at
Milwaukee. Nor may we omit the name of Bishop
Charbonel, who resigned the See of Toronto to take
was he who invited the
the Capuchin habit.
It
saintly friar, Louis of Lavagna, founder of fhe present English province, to take up missionary work in
Toronto in 1856. The friar only lived nine months
after reaching Toronto, dying on 17 March, 1857;
yet during that short period he had gained the reputation of a saint.
Thus are the Capuchins, together with their brethren of the other families of the Franciscan Order,
taking up again in English-speaking lands the tradiThe
tions of past centuries with renewed vigour.
troubles of the past may have purified, they have
not broken, the Franciscan spirit.
By way of distinction from other religious, the
Capuchin Friars in most countries append the sign
"(). M. Cap." (Ordinis Mirwrum, Capuceinorum) after
their names: but in England and Ireland they sign
"O. S. F. C." (Ordinis Sancti Francisd, Capwxxnorurn)
in accordance with the use of the ancient English
province.
;

CoUectio AvXhenHca Ordinaiionum Cavit. Gen. in Analecia
On/, Cop., V. VI: Bovertos, AnnaLet Ord. S. AY. Cap. (Lyons,
.,,,
|(,„„p. 1710); Innsbruck,
1832), I. II: /.''
1883-4); BMiotheca Script Ord. Cap. (Venice. 1717 1; chronica
Fr. Joannis Romai, in inaleda Ord Cap., WII; d'Arembergh, Flares Seraphici (Cologne, 1640); Pellegrino da
FoB.u,AmtaliCiipi>nmrii iMilan. ls.s.'i; I;.,,,., i,v Cksinale.
.„„• dei Cappucniu
1/
Pan-. 1S671; Chronicle of the English
l'r, ,,,,,<:;, in Fmnasmn Annah (Crawley, Knckindl. XIII;
The
Capjichins in English-speaking Lands, in S.rapluc Child of
Mary (pub. by the Capuchins of Pennsylvania), IV, V.
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Father Cuthbert.
Capuciati (from caputium, hood), so named from
the headgear which was one of their distinctive marks.
founded in 182 or
I. A short-lived confraternity
1183 in France for the restoration and maintenance
It was one of the various attempts to
of peace.
put an end to the incessant wars and feuds which
were spreading ruin and desolation throughout that
country during the twelfth century. The origin of
the Capuciati is traced to a poor carpenter of Le Puy,
named Durand, who claimed to have had an appari1

In this vi182.
tion of the Blessed Virgin Mary in
sion he received a paper on which there was a representation of the Blessed Virgin seated on a throne with a
figure of the child Jesus in her hands, and bearing the
1

inscription, "Lamb of God who takes! away the sins
An association was to
of the world give us peace".
be formed whose members should hind themselves to
keep and procure peace and. as distinctive signs, wear
a white hood and a medal bearing a reproduction of
the picture and inscription.

Durand met with astounding success in the execuA confraternity was ortion of these instructions.
ganized under the direction of the clergy exactly on
the lines of Catholic confraternities of the present
The Church of 'ur Lady of Le Puy became the
day.
c.ntre of the movement, which spread with extraordinary rapidity over the provinces of France, south of
the Loire.
The Capuciati. in addition to pledging
themselves not to swear falsely, not to blaspheme,
not to play dice, enter taverns, or wear costly garments, also promised to do all in their power to re(
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and maintain peace. Their endeavours in this
were not ineffectual, an overwhelming defeat
which the "Koutiers", or undisciplined bands of
soldiery of the period, sustained in 1183 must be
Btore
line

largely ascribed to the co-operation of the Capuciati
The existence of the confrawas of short duration. Its disappearance is
involved in obscurity; but it senns to have directed
its efforts against the members of the nobility, and to
have been wiped out of existence by them, aided by
Its advocacy of heretical princithe "Routiers".
ples is not clearly and trustworthily indicated in hisThe accusation that it respected
torical records.
neither ecclesiastical nor civil authority may perhaps
be explained by its resistance to real or imagined

with the royal army.
ternity

abuses of power.
II. Capuciati was also a designation applied to that
special class of English Lollards who profited by the
preaching and denunciations of the former Augustinian monk, Peter Pateshull (c. 1387), to indulge in
deeds of iconoclasm. They owed their name to their
practice of keeping the hoods on their heads in presFor fuller details
ence of the Blessed Sacrament.
as to these Capuciati, see Lollards.
I. Geoffrey of Viqeois, Chronic. Lcmoincense in Recueil
des hist, de la Gaule (Paris. 1S79>. XVIII. 219; Chronic. Laudunense (ibid), 70.5-06; Hist. Epuc A utisswdorensium (ibid.),
729-30; Geracd, Les Routiers in Biblioth. de I'Ecole des
Charles (Paris. 1S12), III, 125-47; Alphandery. Les idees
,., Im
latins au debut du XIII e siecle
morales ehr: l,s
I.' t,

,
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Thomas of Walsingham, ed. Riley (London, 1864).
Vernet

He became joint ruler in 211 with his brother
whom he caused to be murdered in 212, and
thereby became sole emperor. He was slain himself
In
in the neighbourhood of Carrha? in Mesopotamia.
spite of his cruelty, immorality, avarice and treachery Caracalla was a brave soldier and successful ad217.
Geta,

ministrator and did much to restore the security of
the Empire by his campaigns against the Germans
and in the Orient. He had little sympathy with
Roman ideals or customs and his influence aided considerably in weakening the moral unity of the Empire
and destroying the ancient traditions of Rome. The
most noteworthy act of his reign was the extension
by the Constitutio Antoniana (212) of the rights of
Roman citizenship to all the inhabitants of the Empire.
It is impossible to estimate what effect this
rather doubtful boon had upon the fortunes of Christianity. While the martyrs henceforth could be executed as Romans the right of appeal to Csesar was
abrogated and new and heavy burdens of taxation
were imposed. No changes in the laws regarding
Christians were introduced by Caracalla and the policy followed in the reign of his father was continued
with unabated severity and many were put to death.
The weakened allegiance to the national religion of
Rome and the spirit of syncretism fostered by the
policy of this Emperor bore fruit in later reigns.
Tertullian..4</ Scapulam; DioCassics, Hist. Bk.

LXXVII;

Hehodian, Bks. VII and VIII; Spartianus, Vita Caracalla:
Aug.: Tillemont, Hist, des Empereurs. Ill,
Gibbon, Chap, vi; Allard, Hist, des persecutions pen-

in Seriptores Hist.

(Paris. 1903). 13-21.

157-59;
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II,

in Diet, dt thiol, cath. (Paris, 1905!. II, 1696.

N. A. Weber.

Caqueta, Apostolic Prefecture of, situated
South America on the southern border of the
Republic of Colombia, in the angle formed by the
Central Cordilleras and the Cordilleras del Caqueta,
on the river Caqueta, which, after changing its name
According
into Japura, empties into the Amazon.
to an agreement of 27 December, 1902, between
in

SS;

1
la premiere moitie du III slide (Paris. 1S86), II, 15S-69;
Schiller. Ce\ehuhte der mmischen Kaiserzeit. I, pt. II. 739-S9.
P. J. Healy.

dant

Caracas (or Santiago de Venezuela), Archdiocese of (Sancti Jacobi de Benezuela), in the
Republic of Venezuela, a metropolitan see with Barquisimeto, Calabozo, Guayana, Merida, and Zulia as
suffragans.
It was made an episcopal see in 1530,

the Government and the Holy See, this prefecture
comprises almost the entire Colombian province of
Mocoa; it formerly belonged to the extensive Diocese
The decree of erection is dated 20 Decemof Pasto.
ber, 1904, and the Capuchins of the Spanish province
of Cataluna are entrusted with the evangelization
of the aborigines, who as yet are in a very low state
of civilization, some being even addicted to cannibalIn 1906 there were two permanent missionism.
stations at Mocoa and Sibundoy, with 10 fathers
and 3 lay brothers in charge of 14 chapels. About
12,000 converted Indians live among 40,000 heathens.
In 1906, 245 baptisms, 130 marriages, and 118
funerals were recorded, and the five Catholic schools
It is subject not to the
numbered ITS children.
Propaganda but to the Congregation of Extraordi-

nary Ecclesiastical
ifcpcri

-
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Affairs.
M -h maries. in A naleeta Capuccinorum,
des Missions cath. (Steyl, 1906), 26,

I'm hi. -Inn
Atlas

Streit,
and plate 28

passim;

i

Church of Candelaria, Caracas

Otto Jeron.
Carabantes (or Caravantes),
Minor Capuchin and theologian,
1628;

d.

in

He

1694.

did

much

Josf. de, Friar
b. in Aragon, in
for the evangeliza-

He
tion of the Indian tribes in Spanish America.
wrote a work entitled "Ars addicendi atque docendi
idiomata", and likewise a "Lexicon, sen vocabularium verborum, adverbiorum, etc.", for the use of
A
missionaries among the Indians (Madrid, 1678).
biography of Father Carabantes was published at
Madrid in 1705 by Diego Gonzales de Quiraga.
/.'.. ,,..,./,
''„,„/,„„(,,, (Madrid, 1705); Cat in
.,/
ijt-ii: x.. v.
/

[X, 259.

Si

i

niEN M. Donovan.

Caracalla (Marcus Arm mis Severus Antoninus, nicknamed Caracalla), Roman Emperor, son
of Septimius Severus and Julia Domna, b. 188; d.

soon after the Spanish conquest, though until 1637
the residence was at Coro, was vacanl from 1721 to
1727. and was raised to the rank of an archdiocese in
1803. Archbishop Juan Bautista Castro, appointed in
1904, was the eighth metropolitan and the thirty-fourth
Bishop of Caracas. Rattandior gives (1907) the population of the archdiocese as 125,640; that oi the city
The latter has a pleasant and
is
(1904) 60,000.
healthful climate, is situated at the foot of the Silla
de Caracas 1017 ft.), and is connected with the sea|h,ii
La Guaira by a railway of twenty-three miles.
The city suffers from earthquakes, in one of which
(1812) 12,000 lives were lost. It was founded in 1567
(

by Diego Losada, and in 1595 was plundered and
burned by the English under Drake; Bishop Juan de
Manzanilio. a Dominican, soon rebuilt the Cathedral
Anna that still stands in the Plaza Bolivar.
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ropolitan seminary.
suffered in Caracas

The Church has

more perhaps

any other of the South American Republics.
university, therefore, the seminary, the convents
that once flourished in that beautiful city, have gone
through many hardships, and it is difficult to give an
accurate account of their present condition.
The
population on the whole can still be called Catholic,
while the recent International Eucharist ic Congress
celebrated in Caracas shows a revival in the Venezuelan Church.
Heknaez, Coleccion de Btdas Hrrres nfra* Darnaiftifas relatives (i A merira
Filipinas (Brussels. 1S7V>
Battanuier, .1 mi
Pont. Cath. (Paris, 19071. 244; Wernbr, Oriia Terrarvm Caththan
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Statesman's Year Book (London, 1908).

Montes de Oca y Obregon.
Sec Paul IV.

J.

Caraffa, Giovanni Pietro.

Caraffa, Vincent, seventh General of the Society
of Jesus, b. at Naples, 5 May, 15S5; d. at Rome, 8
He was of the family of the Counts of
Montorio and a relative of Pope Paul IV. He entered the Society of Jesus, 4 October, 1G04, and was
He died
sixty years of age at his election as general.

June, 1649.

four years after. He had taught philosophy and governed the principal house of the Society at Naples,
and was provincial at the time of the election to the
generalship. In 163.5 he had published his " Fascetto
di mirra" (Bundle of Myrrh), which has been transHe is the author of
lated into several languages.
several other ascetical works, such as the "Cammino
del Cielo", the "Cittadino del Cielo", "II Peregrino
della terra", "Idea Christiani hominis", and "II
He wrote
Serafino", all previous to his election.
under the name of Aloysius Sidereus. His only

known

writing when general is his Encyclical letter:
mediis conservandi primaevum spiritum Socie(The means of .preserving the primitive
spirit of lie Society).
His short term of office coincided with the beginning of the war of Jansenism on
the Society and the troubles with Palafox, Bishop
of La Puebla. A great scandal occurred in Spain becausi nt unsuccessful business speculations by a coadjutor brother, and in France on account of the open
apostasy to Calvinism of a priest; but the martyrdom of men like Jogues, Br6beuf, Cuthbert Prescot,
Neville, and others in Canada and England was an
assurance thai the Society's ancient fervour had not
The well-known Confraternity of the Bona
relaxed.
Mors, which is now so universal in the Church, was inted at the suggestion of Father Caraffa
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Caraites, a Jewish sect professing to follow the
to the exclusion of Rabbini..I tin' Biblel \tiqra'
traditions, and hence opposed to the Talmud.
They are called in Jewish writings Beni Miqra' Bn'
i.
Miqra', Qer&'im
e. followers of the Bible.
The
tendency to reject or minimize the traditions and
decisions of the Elders is rather old; the Saddueees were, in thai respect, the forerunners of Caraism.
Our Lord himself i- said to have discarded such raditest
cal

t

tions altogether, but. when more closely examined,
the passages quoted show simply thai He, knowing
such traditional lore to be human, insisted more on
He corrected individual
the true spirit of the Bible.
traditions to safeguard the true import of the Biblical
legislation, but He did not deny the principle. (Cf.
Matt xv. sq.)
Caraism in the strict sense owes its
,
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priests and 110 churches and chapels.
The University of Caracas, founded in 1822, has faculties of political, medical, mathematical, and ecclesiast leal sciences; the chairs of the latter faculty are in

There are 102

Anan (died about a. d.
the name of Anan ism.

780), and for a time
gained ground
It
the Jews up to the tenth century, but then
met with a decided and able opponent in Saadia alFayyumi, 892-942. During the eleventh century
there was a lively struggle between Rabbinites and
Caraites, especially in Spain, but through the influence of two statesmen, Joseph Faussol and Judah ben
Ezra, Caraism was almost entirely driven out of that
country, and practically out of Western Europe.
Since then it has succeeded in maintaining itself in
the East, but has steadily lost grovind to the parent
origin to

bore

it

among

orthodox Judaism. To-day Caraism numbers about
10,000 adherents in Russia and 2000 in other countries.
In keeping with their principle, that the text
of the Bible alone is authoritative, the Caraites have
valuable contributions to grammar and
Biblical philology; it must be granted, however, that
the desire of finding in the Bible a justification for
certain beliefs held on other grounds has led many of
the Caraites to vindicate rules of interpretation as
Anan
arbitrary as many of those of ancient Judaism.
and his successors have been greatly influenced by
Islamic models in deducing laws from their own
Sacred Books. Among the best-known authors of
Caraism we may mention Judah Hadassi (twelfth
century) whose "Eskhol ha-Kofer" n;is in the Middle
Ages, and still is, one of the main sources of Caraism;
Aaron ben Joseph (thirteenth century); Aaron ben
Elijah (fourteenth century); Elijah ben Moses Bashyasi
(fifteenth century).
In modern times the most celebrated Caraite scholar is Abraham Firkowich (17861874), whom his well-deserving labours and dis-

made some

coveries, and still more his literary forgeries in favour
of Caraism, have made especially fatuous.
The beliefs of Caraism wit h regard to < rod and man
are substantially those of orthodox Judaism. They
differ especially in religious observances.
The Caraites have retained, or reverted to. many of the mystical views of Essenism, particularly with regard to
The Sabbath law is very rigorous. It
cleanliness.
must be added, also, that whatever may be their in-

dependence from Rabbinism in theory, the Caraites
have adopted in practice many Rabbinical customs
and observances.
Jost, Gesehichte des Judenthumi u
einer Sekten (Leipzig,
r
r
II,
294-382; FOrst, Gesehichte des Kara,
1862-65); G ratz, History of tht Jews (Philadelphia,
1891-98), passim, espec. HI, 130 sqq.; DE ET.ARKAVY, s. v., in
Jewish Encyclopedia.
lS. i7-. )9>,

(Leipzig,

R. Btntv.

Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Juan, Spanish
and writer; b. at Madrid.
Vigevano, 8 September, 1682,

tic

2:1

ecclesias-

May. 1606;

He was

a

.1.

.it

precocious

child, early delving into serious problems in mathematics and even publishing astronomical tables in his
tenth year. After receiving a superficial education at
college, where his unusual ability brought rapid advancement, this prodigy turned his attention to the
Be was reAsiatic languages, especially Chinese.
ceived into the Cistercian Order at the monastery of
La Espina, in the Diocese of Palencia, and after ordination entered upon a singularly varied and brilliant
His sermons attracted the favourable attencareer.
tion of the Infante Ferdinand, Governor of the Low
Countries, while lie was attached to the monastery of
Dunes in Flanders and in 1638 he was honoured with
the degree of Doctor of Theology by the University
of I.ouvain.
When he was obliged to leave the Palatinate, the King of Spain made him his envoy to
the court of the Emperor Ferdinand 111. He was in
turn Abbot of Melrose (Scotland), Vbbol Superior of
the Benedictines of Vienna, and grand-vicar to the
In 1648, when the Swedes
Archbishop of Prague.
attacked Prague, he armed and led s band of ecclesiastics who did yeoman service in the defence of the
city. His bravery on this occasion merited for him a

CARAVAGGIO
collar

of gold

Soon after he be-

from the emperor.

came Bishop of Konigratz, then Archbishop of
Otranto, and at Ms death was Bishop of Vigevano.
His books are even more numerous than his titles
and his varied achievements; for, according to Paquot, he published no less than 262 works on grammar, poetry, oratory, mathematics, astronomy, physics, politics, canon law, logic, metaphysics, theology
and asceticism. But he produced little that is of
permanent value. He loved to defend novel theories,
and in "Theologia moralis ad prima atque clarissima
principia reducta" (Louvain, 1643) tried to solve
theological problems by mathematical rules. Some
of Ins moral opinions gained for him from St. Alphonsus Liguori the title of "Prince of the Laxists".
Muratori, Reflexiones sobre el buen gusto en las Ciencias, tr.
by Sempere (Madrid, 1782), 101; Niceron. Mimoires pour
servir a Vhisloire des hommts illustrcs tie la rtpublique des lettres
(Paris. 172S-45), XXIX, 259; Paqdot. Memoires pour servir
a I'histoire litteraire des dix-sept provinces des Paus-Bas (Loulli.pana nova
vain, 1765-70), II, 175: Antonio, Bibh .•»,.,
,,

(Madrid, 17831,

I,

666;

Werner, Gad

dtr katholischen

dUi

Theologie (Munich. 1889*. 56; Keusch, l>> h.d,j dtr rerbntenen
Bucher (Bonn, 1885), II, 501, 502; Hcrter. Xomenclator (Innsi

529; Bricker, Historia crdicn philosophim (Leipzig, 1743), IV, 132.

bruck, 1S76I.
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F. O'Neil.

Caravaggio, Michel Angiolo da.

Caravaggio, Polidoro da.

See Morigi.

See Caldara.

Carayon, Auguste, French author and bibliographer, b. in Saumur, France, 31 March, 1813; d. at
He joined the Society of
Poitiers, 15 May, 1874.
Jesus in 1848, and was at various times librarian and
historical works between
edited
many
He
procurator.
1864 and 1874, and is considered a leading authoof
order, especially in
history
his
rity upon the
New France. His principal works are: "Bibliola
Compagnie
de Jesus (Paris,
historique
de
graphic
1864); "Documents inedits concernant la Compagnie
1863-1874,
18
vols.);
"Premiere
(Poitiers,
de Jesus"
mission des Jesuites au Canada" (Paris, 1864); "Bande
la
Louisiane"
Jesuites
nissement des
(1865);
"Etablissement de la Compagnie de Jesus a Brest
par Louis XIV" (Paris, 1865); "Les prisons du Marquis de Pombal" (1865); "Notes hist oriques sur les
parlements et les Jesuites au XVIII e siecle" (Paris,
Carayon is also the author of several devo1867).
tional treatises published between 1854 and 1863.
SoMUERVOGEL, Bibl de la c. de J., II, 714-718; Thwaites,
.

Jesuit Relations (Cleveland, 1896-1901),
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Edward

P. Spillane.

Carbery, James Joseph, third Bishop of Hamilton,
Ontario, b. in the County YVestmeath, Ireland, 1 May,
His early educa1823; d.at Cork, 17 December, 1S87.
He ention was received at the Seminary of Navan.
St.
Order
of
Dominic, and
tered at an early age the
made his course of philosophy and theology at Viterbo
and Home. Returning to Ireland in 1849, he soon
became known for his learning, eloquence, and zealous labours. He filled many important positions
in his order, and became an assistant to the master
In 1883 he was appointed Bishop of Hamilgeneral.
ton, and was consecrated in Rome, 11 November
He died while seeking to restore
of the same year.
his broken health by a visit to his native country.
V. F. O'Daniei,.
Carbonari (Charcoal-burners), the name of a
secret political society, which played an important
part, childly in 1' ranee and Italy, during the first decThe improbable
ades of the nineteenth century.
claim was made thai the society originated sonic
apcenturies earlier, and the French king Francis
pears in the secret documents of the Carbonari as one
of their protectors.
In reality the association originated as the eighteenth century passed into the nineI

teenth;

it

was one

of the results of the political

movement which accompanied the
and

great French

Rev-

were proclaimed at that time. It is not certain whether the
Carbonari, as a political society, had its first organization in France or Italy. At any rate the power of
the association was first shown at the beginning of the
nineteenth century in the Kingdom of Naples and the
States of the Church. Just as the name "Carbonari"
was adopted from the charcoal-burners, so also in
their secret intercourse they made use of many expressions taken from the occupation of charcoalburning. The place where the members assembled
olution

of the political principles that

was

called baracca (hut), its interior rendita (place of
coal), and its surroundings foresta (forest).
called one another buon cug'ino (good
cousin); those not belonging to the society were
pagani (heathens). The Carbonari were divided into
two classes: apprentices and masters. No apprentice could rise to the grade of a master before the end
of six months.
The members made themselves
known to one another by secret signs in shaking
hands. These signs for masters and apprentices were
unlike. One of the underlying principles of the society, it is true, was that the "good brotherhood"
rested on religion and virtue; but by this was understood a purely natural conception of religion, and the
mention of religion was absolutely forbidden. In
reality the association was opposed to the Church.
selling

The members

venerated St. Theobald as its patron
to each separate
vendita, called thus from the place
of assembly. At the head was the alta vendita, to
which deputies were chosen from the other verir
diie.
A small hatchet, was the distinguishing symbol of a master, the apprentices were indicated by a
Initiation into
little fagot worn in the button-hole.
the society was accompanied by special ceremonies
which, in the reception into the grade of master, imitated the Passion of Christ in a manner actually blasphemous. The members were bound by a frightful
oath to observe absolute silence concerning whatever
occurred in the vendita. The similarity between the
secret society of the Carbonari and Freemasonry is
evident. Freemasons could enter the Carbonari as
masters at once. The openly-avowed aim of the Carbonari was political: they sought to bring about a
constitutional monarchy or a republic, and to defend
the rights of the people against all forms of absolutism. They did not hesitate to compass their ends by
assassination and armed revolt. As early as the first
years of the nineteenth century the society was widespread in Neapolitan territory, especially in the
Abruzzi and Calabria.
Not only men of low birth,
but also government officials of high rank, officers,
and even members of the clergy belonged to it.
In 1814 the Carbonari resolved to obtain a constiThe
tution for the Kingdom of Naples by force.
lawful ruler, Ferdinand I. was opposed to them, bul
the king placed on the throne by Napoleon, Murat.
connected himself with them in March, 1815. as he
believed the time was come to create a united and
independent Italy. However, Murat was captured
and shot in October of the same year and Ferdinand
once more mounted the throne. In the following
years the Carbonari grew in strength and power in all
the districts of the Kingdom of Naples and made
preparations for a new revolutionary movement.
From Naples the Carbonari spread into the neighbouring territories of the States of the Church, and
here also the Society sought to overthrow the absolute dominion of the papacy.
The Carbonari even
promulgated a forged papal Brief which contained an
On IS
apparent confirmation ol the association.
August. Ml, Cardinals Consalvi and Pacca issued
Nevertheless,

it

saint.

The members belonging

district

formed a

'diet

against

secret

societies,

Freemasonry and the Carbonari,

especially against
in

which

all

were

CARBONNELLE

forbidden under severe penalties to become members
of these secret associations, to attend their meetings.
Notwithor to furnish a meeting-place f<T such.
all this tlic propaganda of tin- Carbonari
went nn. chiefly in the district of Macerata, where an
outbreak occurred, 25 June, 1817, which, however,
was easily suppressed by the papal troops (cf. the important rcpiirt. "f Leggieri, Processo romano contro i

standing

congiurati di .Macerata di 1S17, nstrctto presentato
alia congregazione criminale, Rome, 1818).'
When In' Spanish revolution broke out in 1820, the
t

Neapolitan Carbonari once more took up arms, in order to wring a constitution from King Ferdinand I.
They advanced against the capital From Xola under a
military officer, Morelli, and the Abbot Minichini.
They were joined by General Pepe and many officers
and government officials, and the king on 13 July
took an oath to observe the Spanish constitution in
Naples (cf. Pepe's defence of himself, Relation des
ev6neinents politiques et militaires qui ont eu lieu a
Naples en 1820 et 1821, Paris. 1X22). The movement
also spread to Piedmont, and Victor Emmanuel resigned the throne in favour of his brother Charles
Felix. It was only through the intervention of Austria, which sent troops to Italy, that the movement
was crushed and the Neapolitan constitution suppressed. The Carbonari, however, secretly continued
their agitation against Austria and the governments
in friendly connexion with it. They formed, even in
Rome, a vendita, published in the press the most
violent accusations against the lawful rulers, and won
over to their cause members of deposed sovereign
families, among whom was Prince Louis, later Napoleon III. Pope Pius VII issued a general condemnation of the secret society of the Carbonari, 13 September, 1821. The association lost its influence by
degrees and was gradually absorbed into the new
political organizations that sprang up in Italy; its
members became affiliated especially with Mazzini's
"Young Italy". From Italy the organization was
carried to France where it appeared as the Charbonnerie, which, as in Italy, was divided into ventes.
Members were especially numerous in Paris, where the
society was formed in 1821 by three young men
named Hazard, Buchez, and Flotard. The chief aim
of the association in France also was political, namely,
to obtain a constitution in which the conception of
tin- sovereignty of the people could find expression.
From Paris as a centre the Charbonnerie spread rapidly through the country, and by the end of the year
1821 it was the cause of several mutinies among the
troops. The movement lost its importance after several conspirators had been executed, especially as
The Charquarrels broke out among the leaders.
bonnerie took part in the Revolution of July, 1830;
after the fall of the Bourbons, however, its influence
After this a Charbonnerie ,l'im>rapidly declined.
tornied among the French Republicans,
the aim of which was to obtain a republican const it uii
tin- country;
however, after 1^41, nothing
more was heard of it. Carbonari were also to be
found in Spain, but their numbers and importance
were more limited than in the other Romance countries.
1>)RI\>. ir
Unteritalien,

.
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I.

.

Carbonnelle, Ignatius, professor of mathematics
and science, writer on mathematical and scientific
subjects, and editor; b. at Tournai, Belgium, 1 Feb.
He entered the
1829; d. at Brussels, 4 March. 1889.
Society of Jesus 8 Sept. Ml, applying himself to
mathematical studies and contributing papers to the
" Bulletins de l'academie royale de Belgique".
After
his ordination to the priesthood he spent six years,
1861 to 1867, teaching at Calcutta and was the first
editor of the "Indo-European Correspondence",
1865-1867. On his return to Europe he became professor of mathematics and astronomy at Louvain,
but was soon appointed to the staff of " Etudes" and
thereafter was allowed to devote his time to writing.
He published many articles in " Etudes", the "Revue
catholique", the "Annales de la soci^te scientifique
de Bruxelles" and the ''Revue des questions scientifiques".
In 1875 he founded the Scientific Society
of Brussels, of which he became secretary in 1877, and
from that year until his death he was editor of "Annales" and the "Revue". Some of his essays were
republished under the title, "Les confins de la science
et de la philosophic" (second edition in 2 vols., Paris,
1881).
Revue des questions scientifique*
pin,
hisloriques (Brussels, ISN'.I
,

c.

deJ..

s

(Brussels.
S<

1869), 25: Prieis
Bibl. de la

jmmERVOGEL,

v.

John Corbett.
Carcassonne

(Carcassum), Diocese of, comprising the entire department of Aude, and suffragan

On the occasion of the Concordat of
1802 the former Diocese of Carcassonne, nearly all
the old Archdiocese of Xarbonne, almost the entire
to Toulouse.

CARDAN

41), who founded the Narbonne College at Paris;
Cardinal Georges d'Amboise, Prime Minister to Louis
XII and Archbishop of Xarbonne from 14S2 to 1485
and from 1492 to 1493; Cardinal Briconnet (1507-14),
chief instigator of the expedition of Charles VIII into
Italy, and famous for his opposition to Julius II in the
Council of Pisa; Giulio de' Medici (1515-23). who became pope under the title of Clement VII (1524-34),
and Cardinal de Joyeuse (1582-84). In medieval
times the Archbishopric of Narbonne was of great
For four centuries its jurisdiction eximportance.
tended over a part of Northern Spain, and in the
eleventh century it had as suffragans the Dioceses
of Toulouse, Beziers, Lodeve, Uzes, Agde, Maguelonne, Carcassonne, Elne, Gerona, Barcelona, Vich,
and Urgel. Important councils were held at Narbonne in 589 ami in the thirteenth century, and its
bishops presided legally over the meetings of the
Estates of Languedoc.
(3) The Diocese of SaintPapovl. A Benedictine abbey founded in 760 by
Pepin the Short, and named after the holy priest
Papoul, martyred near Toulouse in the third century,
was created an episcopal see by John XXII in 1317.
A Benedictine abbey
(4) The Diocese of Alet.
founded at Alet in S13 was made an episcopal see
Nicolas
Pavilion, a Jansenby John XXII in 1317.
ist, known for his resistance to the commands of the
from
1637 to 1677.
Holy See, was Bishop of Alet
See Pamiers.
(5) The Diocese of Mirepoix.
this
region
is
intimately
conThe history of all
nected with that of the Albigenses. The monastery
religious
St.
Dominic
established
a
of Prouille, where
institute for converted Albigensian women in 1206,
is still a place of pilgrimage consecrated to the
Blessed Virgin. St. Peter of Castelnau, the Cistercian inquisitor martyred by the Albigenses in 1208,
St. Camelia, put to death by the same sectarians,
and St. John Francis Regis (1597-1640), the Jesuit,
born at Fontcouverte in the Diocese of Narbonne,
are specially venerated in the Diocese of Carcassonne.
Notre-Dame de Canabes and Notre- Dame de Limoux,
both of which date back to the ninth century, are
The church of Saintsstill frequented by pilgrims.
Nazaire-et-Celse at Carcassonne was rebuilt toward
the end of the eleventh century, the first work upon it
being blessed by Pope Urban II, who came to Carcassonne to urge the Vicomte Bernard de Trincavel to join
the Crusade. The naves of this church are Roman,
and the transept and choir Gothic.
Previously to the enforcement of the Law of 1901,
there were in the Diocese of Carcassonne Capuchins,
Cistercians, Dominicans, Lazarists, Carmelites, and
Children of Mary Immaculate. Two important local
orders of women care for the sick, and teach: the
Sisters of the Holy Family (mother-house at Pezenas)
and the Sisters of the Holy -Name of Joseph (motherIn 1900 the diocese had the
house at Lusignan).
following religious institutions: 7 foundling asylums,
22 infant schools, 2 orphanages for boys, 6 for girls,
1 house of shelter, 9 hospitals and homes for the aged,
insane asylum,
2 houses of retnat. s dispensaries,
and 69 houses of hospital sisters. At the close of
1905 (the end of the period covered by the Concordat)
statistics showed a population of 313,531, with 37
pastorates, 378 succursal parishes (mission churches),
and 40 curacies formerly supported by the State.
1
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Clement IV (1265-126S); Bernard de Farges (1311-

I

Saint-Papoul.

Georges Goyau.

Cardan (Cardano, Cardanus), Girolamo, Italian
physician and mathematician, b. at Pavia, 24 September, 1501; d. at Rome, 21 September, 1576. He
was educated at the Universities of Pavia and Padua,
receiving at the latter the degree of Doctor of MediHe lectured on medicine at Milan in 1543 and
cine.
at Pavia in 1544. In 1562 he was appointed professor at Bologna through the mediation of St. Charles

Borromeo, and in 1571 he went to Rome where he
received a pension from the pope and resumed the
practice of his profession.
Cardan was an eccentric character. Perhaps it
was on account of his leaning towards astrology and
superstition that he was unjustly charged with atheism.
His philosophical views were characteristic of
the time in which he lived. He recognizes but three of
the Aristotelean elements, viz. air, water, and earth,
while warmth and moisture, according to him, are the
In
energizing principles which give all things life.
man he distinguishes between the mens, or spirit, and
the soul which is the seat of the sensitive facilities including the ratio. The latter belongs to the body and
perishes with it, while the former is immaterial and
immortal and partakes of the Divine. Moreover, one
and the same spirit dwells in all men. This spirit is
destined to be elevated in ecstasy to the contemplation of the Divine Essence. Cardan also characterizes
this ecstasy as the state of faith in which all the lower
faculties, including the ratio, become quiescent, so
that, according to him, faith and reason would seem
His whole system occupies a
to be incompatible.
position of little importance in the history of philosophy, and led logically to magic and astrology, in
which he became an adept. Cardan's fame rests on
his work in mathematics, and especially in algebra.
In 1545 he published his "Ars Magna", a treatise
on algebra which contains the solution of the cubic
equation, since named after him. This involved him
Cardan, it apin a lengthy dispute with Tartaglia.
pears, had obtained the solution from Tartaglia, its
original discoverer, under promise of the strictest
He however extended and developed it,
secrecy.
and after his pupil Ferrari had discovered the solution of the biquadratic equation by means of the
In the prefcubic, he felt justified in publishing it.
ace of his work he acknowledges his obligations to
Tartaglia and Ferrari. Cardan was also author of:
"De Subtilitate libri XXI" (Nuremberg, 1550);
"De Rerum Varietate libri XVII" (1557); "Opus
novum de proportionibus numerorum, motuum,
ponderum sonorum" (1570). Cardan's "Opera
Omnia" in 10 vols, appeared in Lvons in 1663.
H. Morley, Jerome Cardano (London. 1S54>; Monograph
bv Bittrini (Savona, 18841; Waters, Jerome Cardan* London, 18981; Marie, Hist, des sciences math, et phys. (1888). II;
Cajori. Hist, of Math. (New York, 1894); Comston, .Voles on
Life and Writings of G Cardano in Med. and Surgical Journal
i

.

(Boston),

CXLVI,

Miltelalters. Ill;

no. 4. p. 77; Stockl, Gesch. d. Phil. d.
in Kirchcnlex., II, 1943 sqq.

Idem

H. M. Brock.

Cardenas, Juan, moral theologian and author: b.
He entered the
at Seville. 1613; d. 6 June, 1684.
Society of Jesus at the age of fourteen and during
many years held in it the offices of rector, master of
Through his busy life he
novices, and provincial.
ever found time for intellectual work of a high order.
He composed several small ascetical treatises: "Seven
Meditations on Jesus Crucified" (originally published
at Seville. 1678) and "Geminum sidus Mariani diadematis" (Lyons, 1673). From his pen we have also
two pious biographies: "Historia de la Vida y Yirla Venerable Virgen Damiana de las Llagas"
(Seville. 1675) and "Breve relaeion de la Muerte,
Vida, y Virtudes del Venerabile Cavallero D. Miguel
Manara Vineentelo de l.eca" (Seville, 1679)
But he is chiefly remembered for his important
contributions to moral theology, which won for him

tudes de

;
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the highest praise from St. Alphonsus Liguori. In a
singularly clear style and with great profundity of
thought he examines some of the moral opinions
prevalent in his day, especially those tinged with extreme I.axism, in his well-known "Crisis theologica
tripartita, sive Disputationes selects" (Lyons, 1670).
This work, which appeared in two parts, opened up a
storm of controversy, and in the edition of 1680 he
reasserted his position in a supplement which defended moderate Probabilism against the twofold attacks of Laxists and Rigorists. Though the argument
is unquestionably strong, and the opinions advanced
moderate and sound, the many digressions that controversy suggests make this part of the book rather
In the Venetian editions of 1694,
uninteresting.
1700, and 1710 there was first published, together
with these three parts, an explanation of the propoThis last
sitions condemned by the pope in 1679.
work, of which Father P. J. Kugler, S. J., composed a
compendium in 1704, has often been published sepa"Crisis theologica in qua
rately under the title:
plures selectee difficultates ex morali theologia ad
fydium veritatis lapidem revocantur ex regula
morum posit a a SS. D. N. Innocentis XI P. M." etc.
(.Seville, 168.7; Venice, 1693, 1696).
Antonio. Bibliotheca Bispana nam (Madrid, 17S3), I, 671;
Rtbadenbira-Sotwell, Bibliotheca Scriptorum S. J. (Rome,
16701. I. 431; De Backer and Sommervogel, Bibliotheque de
la c. dej. (Brussels. Paris, 1891); II. col. 734-37; De Backer,
Bibliothf que des ecrivains de la

c.

de J. (LiCKe, 1869),

1078; Hurter, Xomenctah.r (Innsbruck, 1876 II. pt.
Dollinger-Recsch. Geschiehle der Moralstreitigkeiten
1,

/,',

„u

),:.„>:. I,

.rhen Kirche (Nordlingen, 1889),

Leo

I.

I,
I,

col.

231

in der
39, 41, 46.

F. O'Neil.

Cardica, a titular see of Thessaly. Cardica is a
Latinized medieval form for Gardicium, the true
Greek name being Gardikion. It figures only in later
"Notitia- episcopatuum" of the twelfth or thirteenth century as a suffragan of Larissa. Lequien
(II, 979) mentions five Latin Bishops of Cardica,
from 1208 to 1389, the first being Bartholomew,
to whom many letters of Pope Innocent III are
addressed.
Lequien was unacquainted with any
Greek bishop of the see. Manuscript lists, however,
contain eight names. They are: John, 1191-1192;
Metrophanes, degraded in 1623; Gregorius orCyrillus,
1623; Sophronius, 1646-1649; Gregorius, about 1700;
Meletius, 1743; Paisius, eighteenth century; GreWhen Thessaly was united
gorius, about 1852.
with Greece (1S82) the see had been vacant since
1875.
It
was suppressed in 1899, and Gardikion,
commonly Gardiki, is now but a little town with
about 3,000 inhabitants in the Diocese of Phthiotis.
S.

Petrides.

Cardinal, a dignitary of the Roman Church and
counsellor of the pope.
By the term cardinal (Car-

was originally understood every priest permanently attached to a church, every clericus, either intitulatusoTincardinatw. [C.3 (Gelasius 1,492-496), D.
XXIV. C.35 (Gregory 1, 595), D. LXXI. C. 6 (Gregory I. 603. D.LXXIV. C. 42 (Gregory 1,592), C. VIII,
q. 1.] It became the usual designation of every priest
belonging to a central or episcopal church, an ecclesiastical cardo il.at. for hinge). Cf. Hincmarof Reims,
"De jure metropolitan! ", c. 20 (Opp. ed. Sirmond,
II, 731); C. 2. § 6 Pseudo-Isidore), D. XXII.
Lastly
it was equivalent to principalis, i.e., excellent, superior, and is soused bvSt. Augustine (De baptismo, I,
6: ed. Bened. I\
The origin, development, and modifications of this
office will be treated as follows: I. Cardinal-priests;
Cardinal-deacons:
III.
Cardinal-bishops;
II.
IV.
Cardinalitial dioceses, titles, and deaconries; V. Relations of the cardinals to the bishops; VI. Relations
of the cardinals to the pope: VII, Nomination of
cardinals; VIII. Duties of cardinals; IX. Rights of
cardinals; X. The College of cardinals.
I. Cardinal-Priests.
Until late in the Middle
I

(

—
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Ages the title of cardinal was given to prominent
of important churches, e. g., at Constantinople, Milan, Ravenna, Naples, Sens, Trier, Magdeburg, and Cologne (cf. G. Phillips, Kirchcnrecht,
Ratisbon, 1845 sq., VI, 41 sqq.; P. Hinschius, "Das
priests

Kirchenreeht der Katholiken und

Protestanten in

Deutschland", Berlin, 1869, I, 318 sqq.). In keeping with this custom we find the term Cardinales
applied at Rome from the end of the fifth century to
priests permanently attached to the (twenty-five to
twenty-eight) Roman tiluli, or quasi-parishes (quasi
dioceses), belonging to the church of the Bishop of
Rome, the pope therefore to the Cardo ecclesia? par
excellence
in which tiluli the Sacraments of Baptism
and Penance were administered, and which were also
The "Liber Pontificaoften called tUidi cardinales.
lis" describes as follows this quasi-parochial system
of ancient Rome: "Hie [Euaristus, 99-107?] titulos
"; and
in urbe Roma divisit presbyteris
again: "Hie [Dionysius, 259-268] presbyteris ecclesias dedit et eymeteria et paroccias dioeesis constituit"; and elsewhere: "[Marcellus, 308-309]
titulos in urbe Roma constituit quasi dioeesis propter
baptismum et poenitentiam multorum qui convertebantur ex paganis et propter sepulturas martyrum"
(op. cit,, ed. Duchesne, Paris, 18S6, I, 126, 157, 164).
In other words, an ecclesiastical division of the city
for various parochial purposes is attributed to popes
Such a division,
of the second and third centuries.
scarcely possible in the period of persecution, is
vouched for at the end of the fifth century by the
signatures of Roman presbyters present at the Council of Rome in 499 under Pope Symmachus (cf. A.
Thiel, Epistoke Romanorum Pontificum genuinse,
Brunsberg, 1868, 651 sqq.). These presbyters were
thenceforth known as cardinales [C. 5. (Const itutum apocryphum Silvestri I. about the end of the
fifth century, c. 7), D. XCIII, C. 2 (Concilium apocryphum Silvestri I, about the end of the fifth century), C. II, q. 4; C. 3, 4, 5 (Roman Svnod under
Pope Stephen III. 7(59), D. LXXIX; Letter of Leo IX
(1053) to Michael Cserularius in Jaffe, " Regesta Pontificum Romanorum", 2d ed. (Leipzig, 1885), no. 4302].
However, not all the numerous priests attached
to these titular churches were known as cardinales,
but, in keeping with the then current use of cardinalis as the equivalent of principalis (see above),
only the first priest in each such church let us say
the archipresbyter. According to a constitution of
John VIII, published between S73 and 882, these
cardinal-priests [presbyteri cardinales were the super-

—

—

.

.

.

XXV

—

i

visors of ecclesiastical discipline at Rome and also
ecclesiastical judges.
read in this constitution
"De jure cardinalium" as follows: "Itemque ex
nostra prsesenti constitutione bis in mense vel eo
amplius vel apud ilium vel ilium titulum sive apud
illam vel illam diaconiam sive apud alias quaslibet
ecclesias vos convenire mandamus, et ob vestram et
inferiorum clericorum vitam et mores et qualitates et
habitus vestium perscrutandum et quallter quilibet
propositi se erga subditos habeant vel quod subditi
suis praepositis non obediant et ad quseque illicita
amputanda, clericorum quoque et laieorum querimonias, quae ad nostrum judicium pert incut quantum
fieri potest definiendas, quippe cum sicut nostram

We

,

mansuctudinem Moysi,

ita et

vestram paternitatem

LXX

seniorum. qui sub eodem causarum negotia
diiudicabant. vicissitudinem gerere, certum habea-

mus.

tum

Item monasteria abbatlbus viduata

et

abba-

nostra precedents conscientia substitutionem
qui sunt inter vel fuerinl monastics professionis,
disponenda committimus" (Jaff£, op. cit., no. 3366).
That is, the pope commands them to meet at least
twice a month, in their own or other churches, to investigate their own lives and those of the clergy, the
relations of superiors and inferiors, and in general to
check all violations of the laws; also to settle, as far
his,

CARDINAL

as is possible in the papal court, all conflicts between
laymen and ecclesiastics. The pope, he says, is like
Moses in gentleness of government, while the admin-

istration of the cardinals recalls the paternal character of the seventy elders who sat as judges under the
The pope also entrusts to them
patriarch's control.
the administration of vacant abbeys and the filling of
the vacant abbatial offices, but not without his fore-

knowledge.
Moreover, in virtue of a papal provision as old
as the reign of Pope Simplicius (468-S3), these cardinal-priests were wont to conduct Divine service
at the three principal cemetery churches (St. Peter,
St. Paul, St. Laurence), and later on at the same
churches raised (with St. Mary Major) to patriarchal rank. To each of these four churches were
assigned seven cardinals; the latter were therefore
twenty-eight in number. This is the sense of the
"Liber Pontificalis" when it says (ed. Duchesne, I,
249 sqq.): "Hie [Simplicius] eonstituit ad sanctum

Petrum apostolum et ad sanctum Laurentium martyrem ebdomadas, ut presbyteri manerent, propterpenitentes et baptismum: regio III ad sanctum
Laurentium, regio prima ad sanctum Paulum, regio
VI vel septima ad sanctum Petrum" (cf. Duchesne,
"Les tit res presbyteraux et les diaconies", in "Melanges d'archeol. et d'hist.", VII, 17 sqq.; J. Zettinger, "Die alt est en Nachrichten iiber Baptist erien
der Stadt Rom", in " Romische Quartalschrift ",
XIX, 326 sqq.). For the twelfth century we have
the statement of Johannes Diaconus in the sixteenth

chapter of his work " De ecclesia Lateranensi" (ed.
Mabillon. in "Museum Italicum", Paris, 1724, II,
574): "Cardinales Sanctae Maria? Maioris sunt ii: SS.
Apostolorum, S. Cyriaei in Thermas, S. Eusebii, S.
Pudentianae, S. Vitalis, SS. Mareellini et Petri, S.
Clementis. Cardinales Sancti Petri sunt ii: S. Maria? Transtiberim, S. Chrysogoni, S. Caecilise, S. Anastasiae, S. Laurentii in Damaso, S. Marci, SS. Martini
et Silvestri.
Cardinales Sancti Pauli sunt ii: S. Sabinse. S. Prisca?, S. Balbinae, SS. Nerei et Achillei,
S. Sixti, S. Marcelli, S. Susannas.
Cardinales Sancti
Laurentii sunt ii: S. Praxedis. S. Petri ad Vincula, S.
Laurentii in Lucina, S. Crucis in Jerusalem, S. Stephani in Caelio monte, SS. Joannis et Pauli, SS. Quattuor
J.

Coronatorum."

The

eldest of these cardinal-priests

acted as their head; he was known as arehipresbyter, and was the chief and immediate assistant of
the pope at all ecclesiastical functions; from the
twelfth century he was known as prior cardinalium
presbyterorum.

—

II. Cardinal-Deacons.
Besides the clergy attached to each Roman Church, there was in the city
a "regionary" clergy of almost equal antiquity, so
called because of its relations to the ecclesiastical
regiones or quarters into which, after the fashion of
the municipal regions, Christian Rome was at an
early date divided.
For the care of the poor the city
was divided into seven regions, each of which was
administered by a deacon. The "Liber Pontificalis"
dates this division into seven regions from the time of
Clement I, and ascribes to Popes Evaristus and
Fabian the assignment of the regions to as many
deacons. It says of Clement I (88-97): "Hie fecit

VII regiones,
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dividit notariis fidelibus ecclesiae, qui

martyrum sollicite et curiose. unusquisque per
regionem suam, diligenterperquireret" (ed. Duchesne,
<., he divided tin- city into seven regions
I, 123),

gestas

i.

and assigned them to as many faithful notaries of
the Church, whose duty it was earnestly and carefully
to collect in each region the acts of the martyrs.
And
of Evaristus (99-107'.'): "Hie titulos in urbe Roma
dividit presbyteris et VII diaconos ordinavit qui
custodirent episcopum pracdicantem, propter stilum
veritatis" (op. cit., I, 126), i. e., he divided among the
priests the " titles" of the city of Rome, and ordained
seven deacons to bear witness to the preaching of the

bishop.
Much more credible is the statement in the
of Fabian (236-250): "Hie regiones dividit diaconibus et fecit VII subdiaconos, qui VII notariis
imminerent, ut gestas martyrum in integro fideliter
colligerent, et multas fabricas per cymeteria fieri
pnecepit" (op. cit., I, 148), i. e., he divided the
"regions" among the deacons and created seven subdeacons, whom he placed over the notaries, that the
latter might collect with fidelity and completeness the
acts of the martyrs; he also commanded many buildings to be put up in the cemeteries.
In this way
there arose in each of the regions an edifice (diaconia)
for the reception of the poor, and close by a church.
These regionary deacons were wont to subscribe the
acts of Roman synods and other documents as diaconi
ecclesia? RomaruF, or deacons of the Roman Church,
sometimes, probably, adding their proper region.
Thereby also were expressed the fixity of their relations to the church of the Bishop of Rome and their
life

obligation to assist him at liturgical functions.
It
was natural enough, therefore, that the term cardinales should very soon be applied to these regionary
deacons (diaconi cardinales), as well as to the aforementioned twenty-eight priests of the immediate
papal entourage in ecclesiastical functions.
In the Middle Ages the ecclesiastical division of
Rome into seven regions disappeared, owing to the

changes in

Roman

topography;

consequently, the

cardinales ceased gradually to bear the
Of the latter there remain
of their regions.
only their number, seven, consecrated by antiquity
and their dignity. In the course of time other
charitable institutions took the place of the original
At the end of the sixth century Gregdeaconries.

diaconi

names

ory the Great had eighteen deacons. Under Benedict VII (684-85) we meet with monasteria diaconiw.
Adrian I (772-95) fixed at eighteen the number
of the diaconal churches, nor was there any alteration of this

number

until the sixteenth century.

In consequence, from the end of the eleventh to
the end of the twelfth century, the number of cardinal-deacons was fixed permanently at eighteen. The
chief source of this enlargement of their number
was the addition of the six diaconi palatirii and
their archdeacon, i. e., the ecclesiastical officers
whose duty it was to serve in turn during the
week at the papal Mass (" Liber Pontificalis", I, 364 1
,

509"°, and II, 18", 252'; Duchesne. "Les
regions de Rome au moyen-age", in "Melanges
d'arch^ologie et d'hist.", X, 144). The abovementioned Johannes Diaconus describes as follows
the manner in which these eighteen cardinal-deacons
assisted at the papal Mass: "In quibusdam vero
dominicis et festivis diebus sanctorumque praecipue
sollemnitatibus quandoque sacerdos est regalis et
imperialis episcopus, immo patriarcha; et idem apostolicus in supradicto sacratissimo altare Salvatoris
huius Lateranensis basilica; missam debet celebrare;
et quando celebrat dominus papa sancti Petri vicarius
debet etiam ibi pnesens esse archidiaconus cum
sex diaconibus palatinis, qui in palatio legere debent
evangelium et in basilica Lateranensi et alii duodecim diacones regionarii, qui solent evangelium
legere in stationibus ecclesiarum Roma? constitutis.
Isti decern et octo diaconi tot idem ecclesias habent
Et tamen omnes sunt canonici
infra muros civitatis.
patriarchalis basilica? Lateranensis" ("De Ecclesia
Lateranensi", C. viii, in "Museum Italicum", II,
567), i. e., on certain great feasts, bishops of superior
rank say Mass on the altar of the Lateran Basilica.
When the pope says Mass there must also be present,
with their archdeacon, the six palatine deacons,
whose duty it is to read the Gospel in the [papal]
palace, and in the Lateran Basilica; also the twelve
regionary deacons (diacones regionarii) who are wont
to rcadthe Gospel in the ••station" churches of
Rome. These eighteen deacons have each a church
504'°,

.

.

.
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Rome; they

are also, adds Johannes Diaconus,
canons of the Lateran Basilica. The head of the
cardinal-deacons was the archdeacon, also known as
In his quality of
prior diaconorum cardinalium.
supervisor of ecclesiastical discipline in the city, and
after the pope,
the
papal
finances,
he
was,
curator of
the most important person in the Roman Church
during the early Middle Ages.
Since, according to the foregoing, the name of
"cardinal" was linked with participation and cooperation in the papal Mass, or in ecclesiastical services at the principal papal churches of Rome, it need
not surprise us that, by reason of analogous participation in these services, other Roman ecclesiastics,
from the deacons downwards, came to bear the title
Cardinal-subdeacons are often menof cardinal.
In the
tioned, and once even cardinal-acolytes.
" Commentarius eleetionis Gregorii VII" the electors are said to be "Romans ecclesia; cardinales
clerici,
acoliti,
subdiaconi, diaconi,
presbyteri"
(Jaff<§,
Bibliotheca Rer. Germ., Berlin, 1864, II,
9 sqq.).
III. Cardinal-Bishops.
In the course of time
and according as the papal headship of the Church
manifested itself more and more, the volume of
ecclesiastical and temporal business increased greatly
at Rome, in consequence of which the popes
called in neighbouring bishops to represent them at
episcopal functions and to aid them with their counThey also followed the custom, widespread in
sel.
the early medieval period, of dealing with important
questions in synodal meetings. The "Liber Pontificalis" says of Stephen III (76S-772): "Erat enim
hisdem prsefatus beatissimus pncsul ecclesiie tradiHie statuit ut omni dominico die
tionis observator.
a septem episcopis cardinalibus ebdomadariis, qui in
eeclesia Salvatoris observant, missarum sollemnia
super altare beati Petri eelebraretur et Gloria in
excelsis Deo diceretur" (I. 478), i. e., the pope, as a
diligent custodian of tradition ordered that every
Sunday solemn Mass should be said on the altar of
St Peter, in the Lateran Basilica, by one of the seven
cardinal-bishops in weekly service, at which Mass also
the "Gloria in Excelsis" should be sung. This
statement takes it for granted that at the end of the
eighth century the weekly service of the cardinalbishops was already an ancient custom. That these
bishops also received the name of episcopi cardinales
intelligible enough after what has been said.
is
Though the number of cardinal-bishops has always
been seven, their particular sees have not shared the
same fixity. In the entourage and service of the
pope we meet not only bishops of Ostia, Porto,
Albano, Pnseneste, and Silva Candida, but also bishops
of Velletri, Gabii, Tivoli, Anagni, Nepi, and Segni
(Phillips, Kirchenrecht, VI, 178 sqq.; Hinschius.
Kirchenrecht. I. 324 sqq.). It is only since the beginning of the twelfth century that the cardinalitial
dioceses were finally fixed as the seven in the immediate vicinity of Rome, hence suburbiearice; Ostia,
Porto, Santa Rufina (Silva Candida), Albano, Sabina,
at

—

.

Tusculum

(Frascati). Prameste (Palestrina).
(Cf.
Johannes Diaconus. " De eccl. Later.", c. xvi, ed.
Mabillon. in "Museum Ital.", II, 574; L. Duchesne,
"Le sedi episcopali nell' antico ducato di Roma",

In the twelfth century the number
1892, 6 sqq.)
of the cardinalitial dioceses was diminished by one,
whenCallistUs II united Santa Rufina (Silva Candida)
with Porto, so that only six remained. In the Middle
Ages, therefore, the cardinals should have numbered
As a rule, however, they
fifty-three or fifty-four.
were fewer; after the thirteenth century their number often sank considerably.
Under Alexander IV
(1254-61) there were but seven cardinals.
During
the Western Schism their number increased, inasmuch as each of the contending claimants created
his own college of cardinals.
The Council of Con-

stance demanded that their number be fixed at
twenty-four (Martin V, in his Decree of Reform,
1418, C. 1 "De nuinero et qualitate cardinalium";
cf. B. Hiibler, " Die Konstanzer Reformation und die
Konkordate von 1418", Leipzig, 1867, 128). The
same number was demanded by the Council of Basle
in 1436 (Sess. XXIII, c. iv, " De numero et qualitate
cardinalium ", in Hardouin, "Acta Cone", Paris, 1714,
VIII, 1206 sq.).
In 1555 an agreement was reached
between Paul IV and the cardinals, whereby their
number was fixed at forty, but this agreement was
never carried out. On the other hand, Sixtus V, by
his yet valid constitutions "Postquam verus", of 3
Dec, 1586 (§4), and " Religiosa sanctorum", of 13
April, 1587, fixed the number of cardinals at seventy,
six cardinal-bishops, fifty cardinal-priests, and fourteen cardinal-deacons, in imitation of the seventy
elders of Moses, and declared null and void all nominations in excess of this number (Bullarium Rom.,
Turin, 1857, VIII, 810 sqq., 83.3 sqq.). As a matter
of fact, such nominations would not be invalid, and

have been made (Archiv

kathol. Kirchenrecht,
f.
167 sq.).
IV. Cardinalitial Dioceses, Titles, and Deaconries.
The actual cardinalitial dioceses are Ostia and
Velletri, Porto and Santa Rufina, Albano, Frascati
(Tusculum), Palestrina (Pneneste), and Sabina.

LXIX,

—

The

cardinalitial titles are as follows: S. Lorenzo in
Lucina, S. Agnese fuori le mura, S. Agostino, S.
Anastasia, SS. Andrea e Gregorio al Monte Celio, SS.
XII Apostoli, S. Balbina, S. Bartolommeo all'Isola,
S. Bernardo alle Terme, SS. Bonifacio ed Allessio, S.
Calisto, S. Cecilia, S. Clemente, S. Crisogono, S.
Croce in Gerusalemme, S. Eusebio, S. Giovanni a
Porta Latina, SS. Giovanni e Paolo, S. Girolamo
degli Sehiavoni, S. Lorenzo in Damaso, S. Lorenzo in
Panisperna, SS. Marcellino e Pietro, S. Marcello, S.
Marco, S. Maria degli Angeli, S. Maria della Pace, S.

Maria della Scala, S. Maria della Yittoria, S. Maria
del Popolo, S. Maria in Araceli, S. Maria in Cosmedin,
S. Maria in Transpontina, S. Maria in Trastevere, S.
Maria in Via, S. Maria sopra Minerva, S. Maria Nuova
e S. Franccsca Romana, SS. Nereo ed Achilleo, S.
Onofrio, S. Pancrazio, S. Pietro in Montorio, S. Pietro
in Vincoli, S. Prassede, S. Prisca, S. Pudenziana, SS.
Quattro Coronati, SS. Quirico e Giulftta, S. Sabina.
SS. Silvestro e Martino ai Monti, S. Silvestro in
Capite, S. Sisto, S. Stefano al Monte Celio, S. Susanna,
S. Tommaso in Parione, SS. Trinita al Monte Pincio,
The cardinalitial
S. Vitale, SS. Gervasio e Protasio.
deaconries are: S. Maria in Via Lata, S. Adriano al
Foro Romano, S. Agata alia Suburra, S. Angelo in
Pescheria, S. Cesareo in Palatio, SS. Cosma e Damiano, S. Eustachio, S. Giorgio in Velabro, S. Maria
ad Marty res, S. Maria in Aquiro, S. Maria in Cosmedin, S. Maria in Dominica. S. Maria in Portico, S.
Nicola in Carcere TuUiano, SS. Vito, Modesto e
There are, therefore, in all, seventy-five
cenzio.
churches ( 6 + 53+ 16) disposable for the three orders
And since, as a rule, the cardinals
of cardinals.
number less than seventy, there are usually several
churches without any cardinal. (Cf. P. M. Bauingarten, "Der Papst, die Regierung und die Verwaltungderheiligen Kirelie in Rom", Munich, 1905, 186
sq., following the data of the "Gerarchia Cattoliea",
I

i

Rome, 1904.)
V. Relations of the Cardinals to the Bish-

—

ops. The cardinals wen-, therefore, from a very early
period, assistants of (lie pope in his liturgical functions, in the care of the poor, the administration of
papal finances and possessions, and the synodal disThey took on a very
position of important matters.
much greater importance, however, after the decree
of Nicholas II (1059), "In nomine Domini'', reguIn accordance with this doculating papal elections.
ment the election of tin- pope and the government of
the Church, during the vacancy of the Apostolic See
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more and more into their hands; they passed to
them exclusively after the Decretal of Alexander III,
fell

at the Third Lateran Council
increasing insignificance of the regionclergy, from the middle of the
twelfth century, coupled with the disappearance of
the ]'udices palatini, tended to enlarge the share of
the cardinals in the administration of papal justice
and finances, also of the fiefs of the Holy See and of
may add to this that
the States of the Church.
after the cessation of papal journeys to the different
nations of Christendom and of the Roman synods
under papal presidency, the cardinals remained
almost the only counsellors and legates of the popes.
Henceforth their functions were equivalent to those
of the "permanent synod" and the syncelli at Constantinople (Sagmuller, " Die Tatigkeit und Stellung
der Kardinale bis Papst Bonifaz VIII", Freiburg,
1896, 16 sqq., 208 sqq.; S. Keller, "Die sieben romischen Pfalzrichter im byzantinisehen Zeitalter",
Stuttgart, 1904).
The place and the occasion of this manifold activity
of the cardinals was the consistory, i. e. the reunion
In it were regularly
of the cardinals and the pope.
treated questions of faith and important disciplinary
matters, e. g. dogmatic decisions, canonizations,
approbations of rules of new orders, affairs of the
Inquisition and the universities, indulgences for the
Universal Church, modifications of the rules for papal
elections, the convocation of general councils, also the
nomination and mission of Apostolic legates and
Moreover, in the consistory were treated all
vicars.
matters concerning dioceses and bishops, the socalled causa, majores par excellence, among them the
creation, transfer, division, reunion, and suppression
of dioceses, the nomination and confirmation of bishops, also their transfer, resignation, cession, suspenIt was in the consion, deposition, and degradation.
sistory that were granted to monasteries the numerous

"Licet de vitanda",
(1179).

The

'

'

ary" and "palatine"

We

privileges by which they were withdrawn from episcopal, and made subject to papal, jurisdiction; there
also took place frequently the confirmation of the
abbots and abbesses elected in such exempt monasBefore the consistory, moreover, were treated
teries.

the important questions that arose concerning the
properties of the Roman Church (bona ecclesiw
romance), the papal fiefs, the Crusades, and such
grave political matters as the settlement of disputed
royal elections, the approbation of newly-elected
In the meetings
kings, and the deposition of princes.
of the consistory, which in the Middle Ages were frequently held weekly, the cardinals also assisted the
pope in the disposition of an overwhelming mass of
lawsuits.
Finally, the cardinals were put in charge
of several of the great offices of the Church: in the
Chancery a cardinal-chancellor or rather vice-chancellor, in the administration of the papal revenues a
cardinal-camerarius, in the conduct of the penitenThe cardinals were
tiaria a cardinal-penitentiary.
also grand-inquisitors, likewise the "rectors" in the
States of the Church. Others were sent abroad as
cardinal legates; others again acted as cardinal protectors of nations and religious orders (Sagmuller,
Die Tatigkeit und Stellung der Kardinale, 46 sqq.).
Given the position of the pope and his intimate
relations both to the individual cardinals and to
such a close corporation as the college itself, at papal
functions, in papal elections, in synods, in the consistory, in the conduct of diplomatic negotiations, it
is easy to understand how all cardinals, including
cardinal-priests and cardinal-deacons came to outrank bishops and archbishops, and after the fourteenth century even patriarchs, just as at Constantinople the syncelli eventually outranked bishops and
archbishops. This pre-eminence, however, was a
matter of slow and uneven development. The cardinal-bishops were the first to outrank other bishops,
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then archbishops, and finally patriarchs. But as the
cardinals formed a college, and the collegiate rights
were equally shared by all, the cardinal-priests and
cardinal-deacons claimed the same rank as the cardinal-bishops, while the latter were quite willing to see
their colleagues placed on their own higher plane.
It
was occasionally maintained in the Middle Ages that
the cardinals were no less successors of the Apostles
than the bishops, and that their authority was of
Divine origin.
For argument appeal was made to
the seventy elders of Moses and to Deuteronomy,
xvii, 8 sqq., and to other texts.
Leo
declared in
the Bull "Supernal" of 5 May, 1514. that the cardinals
in a body should come immediately after the pope
and should precede all others in the church (Bullar.
Rom., V, 604 sqq.). The superior rank of the cardinals was clearly indicated when, after the time of
Alexander III, bishops and even archbishops became
cardinal-priests, and even (though less frequently)
cardinal-deacons (Sagmuller, Die Tatigkeit. und Stellung der Kardinale, 193 sqq.). The cardinals were on
an equality with emperors and kings, whom they addressed as "brothers", e. g. the cardinal legate
Roland at the Diet of Besancon in 1 157. It was only
natural, therefore, that in the end the name cardinal,
which until late in the Middle Ages was borne by the
principal ecclesiastics of the more important churches,
should be reserved for the Roman cardinals. Pius Y,
it is said, issued a decree to this effect 17 Feb., 1567.
There were never any "cardinals by birth" icardinales nati), i. e., no other office necessarily implied

X

elevation to the dignity of cardinal.
VI. Relations of the Cardinals to the Pope.
In the Middle Ages the cardinals attempted more
than once to secure over the pope the same pre-eminence which they had secured in a permanent way
over the episcopate, i. e., they sought to change the
monarchical form of government into an aristocracy.
What tended to bring about this result was the fact
that in all important matters the popes were accustomed not to act without the counsel or the consent
of the cardinals (de fratrum nostrorum consilio, dr jr. n.
consensu), or declared that they could not act otherwise.
Consequently, the conclusion was often drawn
by canonists, or by the enemies of the popes, that they
were obliged to govern in this manner. Moreover,
this was inferred from the current concert of corporations.
It was applied to both pope and cardinals
as well as to the bishop and his chapter; to the Ecclesia Romana as well as to any other cathedral church.
Hence, during the papal conclaves, which often lasted
a long time, the cardinals sought occasionally to bind
the new pope by "election -capitulations" (see
Capitulations), after the manner of the obligations imposed on new bishops by their chapters:
prevented the appointment of new cardinals; allied
themselves (at least individually) with the civil
power against the pope; maintained that the pope
could not abdicate without their consent; or even
that they could depose him, at least that they
could convoke a council for that purpose, as in
fact they did convoke the Council of Pisa in 1409
The Counto put an end to the Western Schism.
cil of Basle decreed that it was the duty of the
cardinals, first individually and then as a college, to
reprove any pope forgetful of his duty, or acting in a
way that no longer corresponded to his exalted posiThe first
tion (Hardouin, Acta Cone, VIII, 1208).
"election-capitulations" were drawn up in the conclave of 1352. and were often repeated, especially during the Western Schism, when the cardinal electors
were wont to bind t he future pope to do all that was
possible for the extinction of the schism.
Innocent
XII finally forbade all such previous agreements by
the Constitution "Ecclesise Catholicse" of 22 Sept.,
1695.
In face of such an attitude on the part of the
cardinals, some popes were very cautious and con-

—
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and might be classed as "parliamentary
Clement IV; others, like Boniface VIII,
and rightly, with great earnestness. [Cf.
Sagmiiller, "Zur Gesehichte des Kardinalats. Ein
Traktat des Bischofs von Feltre und Treviso, Teodoro
de'Lelli, uber das Verhaltniss von Primat und Kardinalat" (Rome, 1893); Idem, "Die Tatigkeit und
Stellung der Kardinale", 215 sqq.; M. Souchon. "Die
Papstwahlen von Bonifaz VIII bis Urban VI, und die
Entstehung des Schismas 1378" (Brunswick, 1888);
Idem, "Die Papstwahlen in der Zeit des grossen
Schismas" (ibid., 1S9S); ^'cnck, " Gottingische
gelehrte Anzeigen (1900). 139 sqq.; Sagmiiller, "Zur
Tatigkeit und Stellung der Kardinale bis Bonifaz
VIII", "Die oligarchischen Tendenzen des Kardinalkollegs bis Bonifaz VIII", " Zur Tatigkeit und Stellung der Kardinale bis Papst Bonifaz VIII" in "Tuciliatory

popes",

e. g.

resisted,

bingen theolog. Quartalschrift",

LXXX

sqq.,LXXXIII

LXXXVIII

(1901),

4.5

sqq.,

(189S), 596
(1906),

595 sqq.; also X. Valois, "La France et le grand
schisme d'Occident " (Paris. 1902), and J. Haller,
"Papst turn und Kirchenreform " (Berlin, 1903 sqq.).]
VII. Nomination of Cardinals.
In the nomination of cardinals the pope has always been, and is
still, free.
In the medieval period, according to the
detailed account given by Cardinal Giacomo Gaetani

—

Stefaneschi in his "Ordo Romanus XIV" (c. cxvi.
a work of the early' part of the fourteenth century, the pope was wont to ask the cardinals for their
opinions as to the new members of the college, but
afterwards decided quite freely (Mabillon, "Museum
Italicum", II, 424 sqq.; J. Kosters, "Studien zu
Mabillon's rdmischen Orain.es", Minister, 1905, 65
sqq.).
The above-mentioned "election-capitulations" and the Council of Basle demanded that the
nomination of cardinals should be made dependent
on the consent of the college (Hardouin, Acta Cone,
VIII. 1207).
According to the demand of the reform-councils (Constance. Basle) and the decrees of
the Council of Trent (Sess. XXIV. De ref., c. i), there
should be in the college representatives of all Christian nations.
Sixtus V decreed, in keeping with the
wishes of the reform-councils, that, above all. it
should contain doctors of theology (magistri theologies), and that there should be in the college at
least four theologians from the mendicant orders.
According to an ancient concession the wishes of
Austria, Spain, and Portugal are as far as possible
respected, when there is question of raising to the
cardinalate a bishop of one of these nations, known
thenceforth as a crown-cardinal. It is customary
for the governments of the same nations to contribute
at the crral ion of such a cardinal the incident " taxes"
or expenses (2832 scudi, or about $3000).
Similarly
they are wont to provide for the support of their
respective national cardinal protectors.
At the
Vatican Council the demand was made that in the
Sacred College and the Roman Congregations there
should be from every nation not only scholarly, but
also wise and experienced, men ("Coll. Lacensis ". Freiburg, 1890—VIII. 838; Granderath-Kirsch, "Gesch.
des vatik. Konzils", ibid., 1903—1, 440; [I. 167).
The person nominated must possess the qualifications of a bishop (Council of Trent. Sess. XXIV, De
He must, therefore, be at least thirty years
ref., c. i).
However, for the cardinal-deacons it suffices
of age.
to have entered on the twenty-second year, but the
new cardinal-deacon must receive deacon's orders
within a year, otherwise he loses both passive and
active vote (Postquam verus, § 6).
In keeping with
the provisions for promotion to nobility, illegitimates, even when legitimated by later marriagi are
ineligible (ibid., $,12), also (ibid.'. 516) the fathers of
(living) legitimate children, nephews of cardinals,
and (ibid., § § 17. IS) those who are related to a cardinal in the first or second degree of consanguinity.
Of course, the pope can occasionally dispense from

sq.),
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these disqualifying conditions (Archiv fur kath. Kirchenrecht, LXIX, 168).
The creation of cardinals takes place in secret consistory, during which those actually resident in
Rome are informed of their nomination. In the
afternoon of the same day the newly-created cardinals
meet in the pope's apartments, in the antechamber
of which the scarlet zucchetta, or skull-cap. is handed
to them; thereafter the scarlet biretta is placed by
the pope on the head of each. The "red hat" is
given in the next public consistory after they have
taken the customary oath. At the beginning of the
next secret consistory takes place the ceremony
known as the "opening of the mouth" (apcritin oris),
and at the close of the same consistory the "closing
of the mouth" (damura oris), symbolizing their
duties to keep the secrets of their office and to give
wise counsel to the pope. The ring is then given to
each, and at the same time the "title" or church by
which the new cardinal shall henceforth be known.
If the creation of a cardinal takes place outside of
Italy, the scarlet zucchetta is sent him by one of the
pope's Guardie Nobili (Noble Guards), and the scarlet
biretta by a special ablegate.
In Austria, Spain,
and Portugal the biretta is usually imposed by the
sovereign or civil ruler. Occasionally it is conferred
by some distinguished prelate especially delegated by
the pope. In all such cases the recipient must
promise under oath, and under pain of nullity of his
nomination, that wit hin a year lie will go personally to
Koine for the further ceremonies above described,
and to receive his "title" (Postquam verus, § 19).
Formerly the dignity of cardinal was acquired only
after public proclamation and reception of the hat
and ring. At present any form of publication suffices (Pius V, 29 Jan., 1571; Greg. XV, "Decet", 12
March, 1621, in " Bullarium Romanum", XII, 663
Creation of cardinals in petto is therefore withsq.).
out effect, unless there follows publication of the
names. A testamentary publication does not Buffice.
Pius IX announced (15 March. Is75> a creation of
cardinals in petto with publication of their names in
his testament, but this creation never went into
effect.
From the reign of Martin V. i. e. from the
end of the Western Schism, during which there were
many cardinals created by the contending popes, it
became customary for the pope to create cardinals
without declaring their names (creati ft reservati in
pectore), the Italian equivalent for which is in petto.
The publication of the names may, in given circumstances, be made at a much later date.
Only, at
whatever time such publication takes place, the cardinals so created rank in seniority according to the
date of their original announcement as reserved in
pith*, and precede all those created alter that time
1'. A. Kirsch, "Die Reservatio in petto bei der Kardinalscreation ", in "Archiv I. Kath. Kirehenrecht",
LXXXI, 421 sqq.; K. Eubel, "Zur Kardinalsernennung des Dominicus Capranica" in "R6m. Quartal
schrift ", XVII. 273 sqq.).
By virtue of canonical
obedience the pope could compel an unwilling pen on
(Cf. L. W'ahrto accept the cardinalitial dignity.
mund. " (Jeberdie kirchliche Zulassigkeit der Kekusation der ubertragenen Kardinal-« trde", in "Archiv
f. kath, Kirehenrecht",
LXVII, 3 sqq.) The oath
taken by the cardinals is unite similar to that taken
by bishops. But the cardinal iiiu.-t swear that lie
in
papal Hulls concernwill defend conscientiously
ing non-alienation of the po cssions ..I the Roman
Church, nepotism, and pupal elections, likewise his
1

t

own

cardinalitial

dignity.

It is the duty of
VIII. Duties of Cardinals.
the cardinals to assist the pope at the chiel liturgical
sendees known as capellir papalrs, to distinguish
them from the eapellw cardinalicice, at which the pope
also to counsel him and aid in
is not present;
the government of the Church (c. 17 in VI*° de
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electione, I, 6; Council of Trent, Sess. XXIV, de ref.,
de ref., c. 1). Hence the cardic. 1, and Sess.
nals are obliged to reside at Rome and cannot leave
the Papal States without permission of the pope.
The violation of this law entails grave penalties, even
the loss of the cardinalitial dignity (C. 2, X, de clerico

XXV,

residente, III, 4; Leo X, "Supernse", 5 May,
1514, § 28, in " Bullar. Rom.", V, 604 sqq.; Innocent
"Cum juxta", 19 Feb., 1646, in "Bullar. Rom.",
XV, 441 sqq.). Similarly, they would lose all the
benefices possessed by them (Council of Trent, Sess.
XXIV, de ref., c. 17). It is otherwise with foreign
bishops created cardinals; they retain their dioceses
and are not obliged to reside at Rome. The " suburbicarian" bishops, however, by ancient custom
The share of the cardinals in the
reside at Rome.
government of the Church is exercised partly in the
consistories, partly in the curial offices (Cancellaria,
Dataria, Penitentiaria), in the Roman Congregations,
and in various ecclesiastical commissions.
papal consistory is the assemThe Consistory.
bly of the cardinals about the pope and recalls the
con&istoriwm principis of the Roman Empire (G.
Paleotti, "De sacri consistorii consultationibus",
Rome, 1592; Sagmiiller, "Die Tatigkeit und Stellung
der Kardinale", 46 sqq., 97 sqq.). Consistories are
public (publico) or extraordinary, and secret (secreta)
or ordinary. Semi-public consistories are a combinaThe public
tion of a public and a secret consistory.
consistories are attended not only by the cardinals,
but by the bishops, prelates, princes, and ambassadors to the papal court present in Rome. They are
called for the purpose of giving the red hat to new
cardinals, the solemn conclusion of canonizations,
and public audiences to sovereigns and their ambasMuch more important are the secret consadors.
As already described, it was in them that
sistories.

non
X.

—A

during the Middle Ages were heard and decided the
numberless lawsuits and judicial matters that came
Innocent III was wont to
before the Apostolic See.
hold such a consistory three times a week ("Gesta
Innocentii", c. 41, in Migne, P. L., CCXIV, LXXX;
A. Luchaire, "Le tribunal d'Innocent III", in
" Seances et travaux de l'Acad. des sciences morales
et politiques", 1903, 449 sqq.; M. Spathen, "Giraldus

Cambrensis und Thomas von Evesham tiber die von
ihnen an der Kurie gefuhrten Prozesse" in "Neues
Archiv d. Gesellschaft f. alt. deutsehe Geschichtskunde", XXXI, 595 sqq.). With the transfer of
their judicial attributes to the great curial offices,
especially the Rota and the Roman Congregations,
Under Innocent
consistories became less frequent.

1689) they were held once a month (J. H.
Die romische Kurie, ihre gegenwartige
Zusammensetzung und ihr Gesehaftsgang, Miinster,
Secret consistories are now called more
1854, 75).
rarely, at intervals of several months, and deal with
the few subjects or questions actually pending. The
following matters are dealt with in them, and call for
he counsel of the cardinals: the creation, i. e. nomination proper, of new cardinals; the publication of
names reserved in petto; the giving of the cardinalitial
insignia with exception of the red hat; the opening
and closing of the mouth; the institution of patriarchs, metropolitans, and bishops, and lie nomination
of such titular bishops as do not belong to the missionary territories; the transfer of bishops; the granting of the pallium to archbishops; thecreation, division, and union of dioceses; the institution of abbots
whose abbeys are in the gift of the Holy See; the nomi1"
an 'rlengo and the vice-chancellor of the
nation ol
Roman Church; the choice and mission of cardinals
as legati a latere; the conclusion of concordats, conultation on differences and conflicts between Church
and state Generally, however, the consistory is
called only to inform the cardinals by a so-called
allocution of the status of important ecclesiastico-
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political matters, or to

the pope.

make known the

These allocutions are meant

opinion of
for the entire

Church, and are therefore published in ecclesiastical
organs.
After the death of the pope (sede vacante) the duties
of the College of Cardinals differ from those exercised
by them during his lifetime (sede plend). In the
earliest times the government of the Roman Church
was taken over by the presbyterium or presbyteral
clergy, as we know from a letter of that body addressed to St. Cyprian of Carthage after the death of
Pope Fabian in 250 (Cypriani, Opp. omnia, ed. G.
Hartel, Vienna, 1868, 486; A. Harnack, "Die Briefe
des romischen Klerus aus der Zeit der Sedisvacanz im

Jahr 250" in "Theolog. Abhandlungen Karl von
Weizsacker gewidmet", Tubingen, 1892, 1 sqq.).
From the sixth century on it was the archipresbyter
(archpriest), the archidiaeonus (archdeacon), and the
primicerius notariorum (chief notary) who represented the Apostolic See, locum servantes Apostoliccc
Sedis (Liber Diurnus, ed. Th. Sickel, Vienna, 1S89,
Formula LIX). After the full development of the
authority of the College of Cardinals, as above described, the latter took charge and exercised its power
in very many ways; some canonists went so far as to
maintain that during the vacancy of the Apostolic
See the College of Cardinals possessed the fullness of
the papal prerogative. Their authority was exercised chiefly in two ways, in the administration of
the States of the Church and in the election of the new
pope. (It is to be noted that Art. 6 if the Italian Law
of Guarantees, 13 May, 1871, provides for complete
The
liberty of the cardinals in papal elections.)
Bull "Ubi Periculum" of Gregory X, concerning
papal elections, issued at the Council of Lyons (1274),
confined the cardinals to the exercise of the abovementioned power. Among other things it says:
"Iidem quoque cardinales accelerandae provisioni sic
vacent attentius, quod se nequaquam de alio negotio
intromittant, nisi forsan necessitas adeo urgens incideret, quod eos oporteret de terra ipsius ecclesia?
defendenda vel eius parte aliqua providere, vel nisi
aliquod tam grande et tarn evidens periculum immineret quod omnibus et singulis cardinalibus pnesentibus videretur illi celeriter oecurrendum" (C. 3, § 1,
In other words, the pope
in VI to de electione, I, 6).
commands the cardinals to make all due haste with
the election and to concern themselves with nothing
else, except in case of necessity, e. g. the defence of
the States of the Church or any part of them, or some
danger so great and evident t fiat each and every one
of the cardinals present thinks it necessary to deal

with

it

immediately.

prevailing at present is based on the
Constitution "In eligendis" of Pius IV (9 October,
1562) §§ 6-8 (Bullarium Rom., VII, 233 sqq.).
This constitution provides that according to ancient
custom (evidently closely related to the abovedescribed interimistic administration by the archchief of the
priest, the archdeacon, and the
notaries) the administration of the States of the
Church shall be confided to the College of Cardinals
after the following manner: the cardinal camerlengo (della Santo Romana Chiesa) and three other
cardinals (a cardinal-bishop, cardinal-priest, and
cardinal-deacon, the so-called capita ordinum) shall
manage all current business. Every three days,
however, during the conclave, the capita ordinum are
renewed according to .seniority. These cardinals do
not possess papal jurisdiction: they cannot therefore
make laws, nor modify the system of papal elections,
create cardinals or bishops, nor issue commissions t<>
cardinal legates.
They could, however, in case oi a.
grave danger menacing the Church, provide by an
absolute majority anil secret vote for the necessary
ways ami means to meet the situation, issue urgent
temporary ordinances for particular dioceses, and

The law
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;

testamentary rights and

civil offices,

and excommuni-

VI to de

poenis, V, 9; "Apostolicae
12 Oct., 1869, I, 5).
Apart
from excommunication these penalties are no longer
practically applicable.
In accordance with the historical development of the office, the cardinals obtained place and vote in general councils.
They
alone can be sent abroad as leqati a latere. They
enjoy all the privileges of bishops. Any censure,
canonical, or otherwise threatened, or any odious
provision is applicable to cardinals only when it is
expressly so provided (C. 4, in VI to de sententia ex-

cation.

Sedis

(('.

5, in

moderationi",

communicationis, V, 11). They may choose a confessor in any diocese; he must, however, have the
approbation of Ins own bishop (C. 16,
de poenitentia V, 38).
Like the bishops, they have the right
to a domestic chapel, and may everywhere use portable altars (C. 12 in VI to de privilegiis, V, 7).
In
their titular churches the cardinals exercise a certain
quasi-episcopal jurisdiction, i. e. they may there use
the episcopal ornaments (pontificalia), give the episcopal blessing, and promulgate indulgences of 200
days (Congreg. Indulg., 28 Aug., 1903). They may
confer tonsure and minor orders on the members of
their ecclesiastical family, also on persons attached
to their titular churches (Benedict XIV, " Ad audientiam", 15 Feb., 1753. § 16, in " Bullar. Bened.". XIV.

X

When actually present in Rome,
11).
grant benefices in their titular churches
I, 6; C. 11,
de Metrop. et
Ord., I, 33). They may also hold visitations in their
own churches, and exercise therein corrective and
disciplinary authority; they may not, however, exerde Metrop. et Ord.,
cise judicial authority (C. 11,
I, 33; Innocent XII, "Romanus Pontifex
17 Sept.,
1692, § 9. in "Bullar. Rom.", XX, 464; F. Albitius,
IV, Const.

they

may

(C. 24,

X

X

de electione,

X

,

"De

quam habent

cardinales in ecclesiis
suonim titulorum", Rome, 1668). If a cardinal is
promoted to a bishopric, the usual informational
process is omitted; he is not obliged to take the usual
oath, and is relieved of the ordinary curial expenses
iurisdictione
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order the public recitation of prayers. In case of the
death of the cardinal camerlengo, the cardinal grand
penitentiary, and individual penitentiaries, this cardinalitial commission could nil their places for the
period of the vacancy (0. 2, § 1 in "Clem, de Electione", I, 6; Clement XII, "Apostolatus Officium",
4 Oct., 1732, §§ 6, 15, 18, in "Bullar. Roman.",
XXIII, 445 sqq.). No canonical provisions exist
regulating the authority of the College of Cardinals
sede RomanA impeditd, i. e. in case the pope became
insane, or personally a heretic; in such cases it would
be necessary to consult the dictates of right reason
and the teachings of history.
IX. Rights of Cardinals. To the many duties
of the cardinals correspond very extensive rights.
They enjoy, in a very special manner, the privilcijium
fori, or right to ecclesiastical court and judges; the
pope is their only judge, and alone can depose them
(C. 2, X, de clerico non residente, III, 4).
The provision that for the condemnation of an ecclesiastic
seventy-two, forty-four, or twenty-seven witnesses
were needed, according as he was bishop, priest, or
deacon, is no longer recognized (C. un. in VI to de
schismaticis, V, 3; Paul IV, "Cum ssepius", 9 Jan.,
1556 in "Bullar. Rom.", VI, 507 sq.).
Modern
states no longer recognize the privilegium fori even
for cardinals; in recent times they have often appeared before the civil courts at Rome (S. Brandi, I
Cardinali di S.R. Chiesa nel diritto pubblico italiano,
Rome, 1905). Inimical persecution of a cardinal,
personal injury to, or imprisonment of, him, are
counted high treason (crimen Iwsce majestatis) not
only the principals, but also those intellectually responsible for the wrong (originators, participants,
auxiliaries), and their maie descendants incur the
canonical penalties of infamy, confiscation, loss of

known

as taxn' (Sagmtiller, Die Tatigkcit und Stellung
der Kardinale, 153 sqq.). Every cardinal resident in
Rome has a right to a revenue of 4,000 scudi (about
$4,000). This is known as his piatto cardinalicio, or
ordinary means of support. If the ordinary revenues
assigned him do not produce as much, the papal
treasury makes up the deficit.
For their support
churches are also assigned to them, e. g. as commendatory abbots. Their right to elect the pope will
be treated in the article Conclave.
The honorary rights of the cardinals are also numerous. They come immediately after the pope, and

precede

all

other

ecclesiastical

dignitaries.

As

Roman princes they follow immediately the reigning
sovereign, and rank with the princes of reigning
houses (" Ca?remoniale cardinalium", 14 May, 1706,
" Die romische
§ 6; Decree of 16 April, 1858; Bangen,
Curie", 462).
Hence, only cardinals of reigning
houses retain their inherited titles of nobility and
their family arms, but without the crown and with
the cardinal's hat and the fifteen tassels (Innocent X,
"Militantis ecclesia;", 19 Dec, 1644, in "Bullar.
Rom.", XV, 339 sq.). They alone have the right to
the name of cardinal, and are addressed as Eminentia,
Eminentissimi (Your Eminence, or Your Eminences),
a title formerly borne by the ierman ecclesiastical
prince-electors and, to the present day, by the Grand
Master of the Knights of St. John. Urban VIII instructed them (10 June, 1630) to cease correspondence with any sovereign who refused them this title.
It may be added that the legislation of several states
takes cognizance of the exalted rank of the cardinals.
Chief among the insignia, of the cardinal is the red
hat, first worn by the legati a hitere (cardinal envoys
of the pope).
It was granted to the secular cardinals
by Innocent IV at the Synod of Lyons in 1245, and
to the religious cardinals by Gregory XIV in 1591;
the latter, it must be noted, continue to wear the distinctive habit of their order (Baumgarten, " Die
Uebersendung des rothen Hutes" in "Hist. Jahrbuch", XXVI, 99 sqq.). They wear also the red
(scarlet) biretta, that was granted to them, probably,
by Paul II (1464-71). They also have the right to wear
scarlet, particularly a scarlet mantle, which according
to tradition was probably granted them by Boniface
VIII (1294-1303). They also wear a ring with a
sapphire stone, and use the ombrellino that is held
over them whenever they quit their carriages to accompany with bare heads the Blessed Sacrament, if
perchance they meet it on their way. In their titular
churches a baldacchino covers the cardinalitial
throne, and they have the right to use in these
churches the episcopal ornaments, i. e. the mitre of
damask silk (since Paul II), the crosier and the pecThey also give the bencdictio mllemnis
toral cross.
Pius X by a decree of
after the manner of a bishop.
24 May, 1905, permitted cardinal-priests and cardinal-deacons to wear everywhere the pectoral cross,
even in presence of the pope ("Acta S. Sedis",
XXXVII, 681; Sagmuller, "Die Tatigkcit und Stel<

,

During lie vacancy
lung der Kardinale", 149 sqq.).
of the Apostolic See the colour of the cardinal's dress
saffron (J. M. Suaresius, Dissert, de crocea cardinalium veste, Rome, 1670).
X. The College of Cardinals. The cardinals,
as already said, are a corporation, a college alter the
manner of the cathedral chapters. When the latter
ceased to lead any longer the vita canonica or common
recognized by the
life, they became corporations
canon law, with free administration of their property,
chapter-meetings, autonomy, disciplinary authority,
and the right to have and use a seal. That the members of the chapter (capitulars, canons) were the only
counsellors and auxiliaries of the bishop helped to
round out the position of the former, and to unite
them as against the other clergy of the cathedral, all
the more so as this right of the capitulars to co-govI
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ernment of the diocese (partly by counsel, consilium,
and partly by consent, consensus) was constitutional
and recognized by the canon law. The cathedral
chapters reached their fullest development as corporations early in the thirteenth century, when they
obtained the exclusive right of episcopal elections.
In a similar way the cardinal-bishops, cardinalpriests, and cardinal-deacons came to form a corporation, by the fact that since Alexander III (1159-1181)
they alone had the right to elect the pope, they alone
were his immediate assistants at Mass, and were his
only counsellors in all important matters. Since
1150 the corporation of the cardinals becomes more
and more known as a collegium, though such synonymous terms as universitae, conventus, ccetus, capitulum
are occasionally used. The dean or head of the College of Cardinal"? is the Bishop of Ostia; the sub-dean
The dean is the successor of
is the Bishop of Porto.
the former archpriest, the first of the cardinal-priests,
known since the twelfth century as prior cardinalium
presbyterorum; he is also to some extent the successor
of the archdeacon, known since the thirteenth century as prior diaconorum cardinalium. The archpriest was the immediate assistant of the pope at
The archdeacon, as superecclesiastical functions.
visor of the discipline of the Roman clergy and adpossessions
of the Roman Church,
ministrator of the
was, after the pope, the most important person in the
vacancy,
During
a
as above stated,
papal court.
both archpriest and archdeacon, together with the
notariorum),
governed the
(primicerius
chief notary
Apostolic See. When later on the cardinals became
bishops
among
its memincluded
that
a corporation
bers, one of these bishops must naturally assume the
other
the
Bishop
of
no
than
could
be
headship; it
Ostia, whose immemorial right it was to bear the
of
the
newly-elected
pope,
consecration
at
the
pallium
in case the latter were not yet a bishop, and to whom
fell later the privilege of anointing the Roman Emperor, and of taking in general councils the first place
As president of the college it is the
after the pope.
duty of the dean to convoke the same, to conduct its
deliberations, and to represent it abroad.
As a legal corporation the cardinals have their
own revenues, which are administered by a camerlengo (camerarius) chosen from their own body (not
to be confounded with the cardinal camerlengo, administrator of the papal estate), and to some extent
the successor of the former archdeacon or prior diaconorum cardinalium. In the Middle Ages the revenues of the College of Cardinals were considerable.
They were jointly entitled, among other dues, to a
share of the moneys paid into the papal treasury on
such occasions as the conferring of the pallium, continuation of bishops, also by nations and fiefs that
acknowledged the sovereignty or protection of the
Holy See. Therefore, since the thirteenth century,
the' cardinals have had their own treasury (F.
papstlichen
Finanzgealteren
Schneider, "Zur
schichte" in " Quellen und Forschungen aus italien.
Archiv und Bibl.", IX, 1 sqq.). Nicholas IV allotted
to the College of Cardinals (IS July, 12S9) one half the
revenues of the Apostolic See, i. e. of the pallium
taxes, the dues for confirmation of bishops (servitia
communia), the "census" or tribute from the countries subject to the pope, the Peter's-pence, the visitation dues (paid in on the occasion of their visits to
Rome, oisitaMo liminum apostolorum, by all archbishops, by bishops immediately subject to the Holy
See or confirmed ami consecrated by the pope, and
by abbots freed from episcopal jurisdiction and immediately subject to the Holy See), besides other
sources of revenues (.1. 1'. Kirsch, "Die Rnanzverwaltung cles Kardinalkollegiums im 13. und 11.
Jahrhundert", Minister. 1895; Baumgarten, "I'litersuchungen und I'rkunden liber die Camera collegii
cardinalium fur die Zeif von 1295 1437", Leipzig,

18S9; A. Gottlob, "Die Servitientaxe im

13.

Jahr-

hundert", Stuttgart, 1905; E. Goller, "Der Liber
taxarum der papstlichen Hammer", Rome, 1905).
The common revenue of the College of Cardinals is
now inconsiderable; hence the rotulus cardinalicius,
or dividend paid yearly to the cardinals resident in
Rome, is comparatively small.
Precedence or rank among the cardinals is regulated
according o the three orders above described, and in
each order according to seniority. In the order of
bishops, however, seniority is not according to date of
reception in the cardinalitial body, but according to
the date of episcopal consecration (Clement XII,
"Pastorale officium", § 5, 10 Jan., 1731, in "Bullar.
Roman.", XXIII, 226). According to an ancient
custom dating from the thirteenth century, cardinals
resident in Rome enjoy what is known as jus optionis
or the right of option (Sagmuller, " Die Tatigkeit und
Stellung der Kardinale", 179 sqq.; Baumgarten,
" Die Translation der Kardinale von Innocenz III
bis Martin V", in "Hist. Jahrbuch", XXII, 85 sqq.).
This means that when a cardinalitial office is vacant,
the cardinal next in rank of seniority can choose
{optare) the vacant office.
Thus the oldest of the
cardinal-bishops can choose the office of Dean of the
College; he becomes at the same time Bishop of Ostia,
since according to ancient custom the Dean of the
Sacred College is always the Bishop of Ostia. However, in the interest of their dioceses, and apart from
the bishoprics of Ostia and Porto, the cardinalbishops are allowed to make such option but once.
jus optionis is also customary for the other two
orders, both within each order, and from one to the
other, given the necessary qualifications for such elevation.
A cardinal-deacon, already ten years in the
Sacred College, holds the jus optionis ahead of a cardinal-priest of later creation, provided, however, that
there remain in the college ten cardinal-deacons (Paul
IV, "Cum venerabiles", 22 Aug., 1555, in "Bullar.
Rom.", VI, 502 sqq.; SLxtus V, " Postquam verus",
§ 7, 8, 3 Dec, 1587, ibid., VIII, 810 sqq.; Benedict
XIII, "Romani Pontifices", § 5, 7, 7 Sept., 1724,
ibid., XXII, 94 sq.; Clement XII, "Pastorale Officium", § 8, 10 Jan., 1731, ibid., XII, 226; L. Brancatius, "Dissertatio de optione sex episcopatuum",
Rome, 1692). (See Roman Congregations; Conclave; Pope.)
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impartial way and without human respect. At presthe only state with a cardinal protector is the
of Portugal.

ent

Kingdom

Hieronvmi PlatI,
(Home. 1S36),

Trartatms de earilinalis dianitale et officio
Humphrey, Urbs et Orbis (London,

xxxiii;

1896).

U. Benigni.

i

'

-

Johannes Baptist Sagmi u.kk.
Cardinal Protector.— Since the thirteenth cenit
has been customary al Rome to confide to

tury

special solicitude in the
Koman Curia for the interests of a given religious
order or institute, confraternity, church, college, city,
nation, etc.
He was its representative or orator when
it sought a favour or a privilege, defended it when unjust ly accused, and besought the aid of the Holy See
when its rights, property, or interests were violated or
Such a cardinal came to be known as a
imperilled.
cardinal protector.
In ancient Rome a similar relaip existed between the client (cliens) and his
patron (patronus); as the power of the city grew, a
still closer analogy is visible between the Roman institution and the modern ecclesiastical protectorate.
Nearly every provincial city had its patnmns, or procurator, in imperial Rome, usually a Roman patrician
or knight, and such persons were held in high esteem.
Cicero, e. g., was patronus of Dyrrachium (Durazzo)
anil of ( lapua, in which city a gilded statue was raised
to him.
In time the office became hereditary in certain families; Suetonius, in his life of Tiberius, says
that the Claudian family (</<)is fluiniia) was from
ancient times (antiquitus) protector of Sicily and the

The Roman Church adopted

this,

with many other imperial institutions, as one serviceable for external administration, not that the popes
who first conferred this office and title sought to copy
an ancient Roman usage, but because analogous conditions and circumstances created a similar situation.
The office is conferred by the pope through the secretary of state, sometimes by spontaneous designation
of the Holy Father, sometimes at the request of those
who seek Mich protection. Such a cardinal protector
had the right to place his eoat-of-arms on the church,
or main edifice, of the institute, or the municipal
palace of the city in question. The first to hold such
office was Cardinal Ugolino Conti (Gregory IX
who sought thereby to paralyze the intrigues of his
many enemies at Rome; at the request of St. Francis
himself lie was named protector of the Franciscans by

an

i,

Innocent III. and again by Honorius III. Alexander
IV and Nicholas III retained for themselves the office
of protector of the Franciscans.

Indeed, the latter

were long the only order that boasted of a cardinal
protector; it was only in the fourteenth century that
gradually the office was extended.
As early as 1370
Gregory XI was obliged to restrain the abuses committed by tin- cardinal protector of the Franciscans;
Martin V (1417-31) forbade the acceptance by the
•••r of ;i religious order of any payment for his
While Sixtus IV and Julius II defined
protection.
mure particularly the limits of the office, Innocent
Nil (1691 1700) must be credited with the final
regulation of the duties and rights of a cardinal pro-

Kingdoms, empires, et"c. must have had cardinal
;7s S'.l
since that
protectors previous to Crban VI
pope forbade such cardinals to receive anything from
the respective sovereigns of these states, lest through
money they should be led to abet works of ini

I

,

i

l-'l Martin V forbade the cardinal- to
In
justice.
accept tin- protectorate of kings and princes, which
prohibition was renewed in 1402 by Alexander VI.
prohibition was not renewed by I.eo \ in the
ninth session of the Lateran Council of 1512; the cardinals, however, were urged to exercise the office in an
1

See Ostia;

Porto;
(Tusculum);

Vf.i.i.etri;

Frascati

Palestrina; Sabina.

some particular cardinal a

Peloponnesus.

Cardinal Sees.

Santa Rufina; Albano;

Cardinal Vicar, the vicar-general of the pope, as
Bishop of Rome, for the spiritual administration of
the city, and its surrounding district, properly known
as Vicarius Urbis.
List of Vicarii.
complete but uncritical list of
the vicarii in spiritualibus in urbe Generates, was published by Ponzetti (Rome, 1797) it was added to and
improved by Moroni (Dizionario, XCIX). From the
manuscripts of Canccllieri in the Vatican Library new
names were added by Crostarosa (Dei titoli della
Chiesa romana, Rome, 1893).
Eubel, by his own
studies 'or the first volume of his " Ilierarchia Catho
lica Medii ^Evi", and with the aid of the manuscript
notes of Garampi in the Vatican Archives, was enabled to present a new list substantially enlarged and
improved (1200-1552)
Many new discoveries of the
undersigned have enabled him to draw up a critical
list of the vicars and their representatives from 1100
to 1600.
For the period before 1100 a fresh examination of all the original sources is necessary; for the
present all names previous to that date must be held
as uncertain. The first vicarius in spiritualibus
clearly vouched for is Bovo (Bobo) episcopus Tusculanus (Lavicanus) about 1100 (Duchesne. Lib. Pont.,
11, 299 and 307, note 20; cf. also tJaffe, R.R. PP.
Until 1260 the vicars were chosen
12, 6069, 6106).
from among the cardinals; the first, vicar taken from
among the bishops in the vicinity of Rome was the
Dominican Thomas Fusconi de Berta, episcopus Se~
This custom continued until
nensis (Moroni, Eubel).
the secret consistory of 29 Nov., 1558, when Paul IV
decreed that in the future the vicars should be chosen
from among the cardinals of episcopal dignity; it was
then that arose the popular title of "cardinal-vicar",
never used officially; the formal title is, and has
always been. Vicarius Urbis.
Nomination and Oath. It seems certain that in
the twelfth century vicars were named only when the
pope absented himself for a long time from Rome or
When he returned, the vicar's
its neighbourhood.
duties ceased.
This may have lasted to the pontificate of Innocent IV (1243-54); on the other hand it
is certain that in the latter half of this century the
vicar continued to exercise the duties of his office
even during the presence of the pope at Home. Thus
the nomination of a vicar on 28 April, 1299, is dated
from the Lateran. The office owes its full development to the removal of the Curia to Southern France
and its final settlement at Avignon. Since then the
The oldest commissions
list of vicars is continuous.
do not specify any period of duration; in the Hull of
the first time that the
is
said
for
16 June, 1307, it
It
office is held "at our good will".
is only in the
sixteenth century that we meet with life-tenures;
the exact year of this important modification remains
yet to be fixed.
Formerly the nomination was by
Bull; when began the custom of Dominating by Brief
The oldest Hull of nomis difficult to determine.
ination known bears the date of 13 Feb., 1264 [Reg.
r. cap. XXXVIII (356); GuiVat., torn. 28. fol.
An imraud, Lea registres d'TJrbain IV. II, 359].
mi morial custom of the Curia demands that all its
officials shall be duly sworn in. and this was the ease
with the vicars.
In all probability during the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries such oaths were taken at the
hands of the pope himself. Later the duty fell to the
Apostolic Camera (q. v.). The oath, whose text

—A

;

—
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(though very much older) first appears in a document
May, 1427 (Armar., 29, torn. 3, fol. 194 v, Vatican Archives), greatly resembles, in its first part, the
usual episcopal oath (Corp. Jur. Can., ed. Friedbe, II,
360; Tangl, Die papst lichen Kanzleiordnungen von
of 21

1200-1500, p. 51) while the latter part applies to the
The oath is conceived in very
in question.
general terms and lays but slight stress on the special
The official named on IS Oct.,
duties of tin- vicar.
1412, as representative of the vicar was also sworn in,
and before entering on his office was admonished to
take, in presence of a specified cardinal, the usual
oath of fidelity to the pope and of a faithful exercise
of the office.
Aithority. According to the oldest known decree of nomination, 13 Feb., 1264, both Romans and
foreigners were subject to the jurisdiction of the
In this document, however, neither the spevicar.
cial rights of the vicar nor the local extent of his
authority are made known, but it is understood that
On 27
the territory in question is the city of Rome.
June, 1288, the vicar received the rights of "visitation, correction and reformation in spiritual matters
of dedicating churches and reconciling cemeteries, consecrating altars, blessing, confirming, and
ordaining suitable persons from the city" [Reg- Vat.,
torn. 44, fol. XCTIv, cap. XXVIIII (389); Langlois,
Les rSgistres de Nicolas V, 595]. On 21 July, 1296
[Reg. Vat., torn. 48, fol. CLXXVIIr, cap. 85 (750);
Theiner, Monumenta Slavonian Meridionalis, I, 112;
Potthast, Regesta, 24367; Faucon-Thomas. Les registres de Boniface VIII, 1640)] Boniface VIII added
the authority to hear confessions and impose salutary
penances. On 6 July, 1303 [Reg. Vat., torn. 50, fol.
CCCLXXXVIr, cap. XLVII (250)] the following variant is met with: "to reform the churches, clergy, and
people of Rome itself", and the additional right to do
His
other things pertaining to the office of vicar.
;

office

—

jurisdiction over all monasteries is first vouched for
16 June, 1307 (Reg. dementis papae V, ed. Bened.
The inclusion among these of monascap. 1645).
teries, exempt and non-exempt and their inmates,
without the walls of Rome, was the first step in the
He was
local extension of the vicar's jurisdiction.
also empowered to confer vacant benefices in the city.
For a considerable length of time the above-mentioned rights exhibit the fulness of the vicar's authorSpecial commissions, however, multiply in this
ity.
period, bearing with them in each case a special extenUnder Clement
sion or new application of authority.
VI (1342-52) the territory of the vicar-general's jurisdiction was notably increased by the inclusion of the
suburbs and the rural district about Rome (Reg. Vat.,
Until the
torn. 142, fol. 152r, cap. VII, XXXI).

XIV

(1740-58) this was the extent
time of Benedict
the "district of the
of the vicar's jurisdiction.
understood
Rome"
was
a distance of forty
city of
Since, however,
Italian miles from the city walls.
suburbicarian
sees lay partially
the territory of the
within these limits, the vicar came to exercise a jurisdiction concurrent with that of the local bishop and
cumulatively. This was a source of frequent conflicts, until 21 Dec, 1744, when the local jurisdiction

By

of the suburbicarian bishops was abolished by Benedict XIV, in so far as their territory fell within the
above-mentioned limits (Bangen, Die romische Curie,
Munster, 1854, 287).
In tin- course of time the vicar acquired not only
the position and authority of a vicar-general, but also
that ni :i real ordinary (q. v.), including all (he authorThis is quite evident from his
ity iif the latter office.
acquired right of subdelegation whereby he was allowed in name a vicesgerens, ins representative nut

alone in pontifical ceremonies (as many maintain), but
For the rest, being already
also in jurisdiction.
delegatus • principt In' ran canonically subdelegate
(Bangen, op. <it 288, note 2). By a Constitution of
.

.
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Clement VIII, 8 June, 1592, the vicar's right to hold
a visitation ordinary and extraordinary of churches,
monasteries, clergy, and the people (dating from 16
June, 1307) was withdrawn in favour of the Congregatio Visitationis Apostolical, newly founded, for the
Hencecurrent affairs of the ordinary visitation.
forth this duty pertains to the vicarius urbis only in
so far as he may be named president or member of
this congregation, the prefect of which is the pope
himself.
The great "extraordinary" visitations, held
generally at the beginning of each pontificate, are executed by a specially-appointed commission of cardinals and prelates, the presidency of which falls by
custom to the vicar. The Congregation of the Visitation is quite independent of the vicar, being constituted by Apostolic authority. The authority of the
vicar does not cease with the pope who appointed him.
But should he die during a vacancy of the Holy See,
his successor cannot be appointed by the College of
Cardinals; all current affairs are transacted by the
vicesgerens who thus becomes a quasi vicar-capitular
Theoretically at least, the vicar may hold
(q. v.).
diocesan synods; he could also formerly grant a
number of choir-benefices. Leo XIII reserved this
right in perpetuity to the pope.
The Vicesgerens. The first episcopal assistant of
the vicar known is Angelus de Tineosis, Episcopus
Viterbiensis named 2 Oct., 1321, as assistant to the
Vicar Andreas, Episcopus Terracine.nsis. His position
is not so well outlined in the documents that we can
form a clear idea of his duties. It is significant that
Angelus officiated as assistant even when the Vicar
Andreas was in the city. On the other hand, the
Vicar Franciscus Scaccani, Ejriscopus Xolanus, was
allowed to choose an assistant for the business of the
vicariate only in the case of his own absence from
Rome (Reg. Lateranense, torn. 68, fol. 83v, 19 Aug.,
1399). According to this document it was not the
pope but the vicar himself, though authorized thereto
by the pope, who chose his own assistant and gave
over to him all his authority or faculties, in so far as
they were based on law or custom. This shows that
the vicarius urbis was firmly established in the fulness
of Iris office and externally recognized as such; certain consuetudinary rights had even at this date
grown up and become accepted. We see from the
Bullarium Magnum (II, 75) that on 18 Oct., 1412,
John XXII nominated Petrus Saccus, a canon of St.
Peter's, as locum tenens of the Vicar Franciscus, abbas
monasterii S. Martini in Monte. Cimino O. S. B., and
himself conferred on this official all the faculties of the
vicar. The new locum tenens was bidden to take the
usual oath before the Apostolic Camera (see above).
A similar case is that (1430) of Lucas de Ilperinis, anWhen Petrus Accolti,
other canon of St. Peter's.
Bishop-elect of Aneona, was named vicarius urbis
(1505) he took over the jurisdiction, but the pontificalia or ceremonial rights were given to Franciscus
Berthleay, Bishop of Mylopotamos, until the consecration of Accolti. A similar case is that of Andreas
Jacobazzi, a canon of St. Peter's, named vicar in 1519.
but not consecrated as Bishop of Lucent until 1520;
the pontificalia were committed to Vincentius, Bishop
of Ottochaz-Zengg.
The series of assistants to the vicar, now known as
Until the time ,,f
vices-gerentes, begins with 1500.
Clement XI (1700) they were named by the vicar; since
then the pope has appointed them by a special Brief.
The vicesgerens is therefore not a representative
(locum tenens) of the vicar, but a subordinate auxiliary bishop appointed for life, though removable at
any time. His authority (faculties) relative to jurisdiction and orders is identical with that of the vicar;
for its exercise, however, he depends on the latter, as
In
is expressly stated in the Brief of his nomination.
particular, the vicar has committed to him the administration of the treasury of relics known as the

—

,
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Lipsanotheca or relic-treasury of the vicariate, the
censorship of books, and the permission to print.
of books was entrusted to the vicar by
a Bull of 4 May, 1515 (in the Magnum Bullarium);
this right, however, is now exercised by the vicesgerens subject to the Magister sacri jxilaiii, to whose
imprimatur he adds his own name without further
examination of the book in question. The really responsible censor is therefore the Magister sacri palatii.
Occasionally there have been
not the vicesgerens.
two assistants of the vicar, to one of whom were committed all matters of jurisdiction, to the other the
pontificalia and ordinations; the latter was known as
suffragan of the vicar.
Organization of the Vicariate. Ordinations.
In this respect the duties of the vicar are of primary
importance, since a multitude of ecclesiastics from all
parts of the world pursue their studies at Rome and
receive orders there on presentation of the required
authorization of their respective bishops. For every
order conferred at Rome there is a special examination conducted by a body of twenty-five learned ecclesiastics from the secular and the regular clergy,
which operates in sections of three. Orders are regularly conferred on the days prescribed by ecclesiastical law and in the cathedral of the Bishop of Rome,
they may, however, be
i. e. in the Lateral! Church;
conferred on other days and in other churches or
chapels.
They are usually conferred either by the
vicar himself or by the vicesgerens; by special delegation from the vicar, however, another bishop may
occasionally ordain candidates. For the rights of the
cardinals to ordain in their own churches (tituli,
diaconio?) see Cardinal.
By a general pontifical indult any bishop resident in Rome may administer the
Sacrament of Confirmation, it being still customary
at Rome to confirm all children who seem in danger
of death.
Religious Orders.
All matters concerning the monasteries of Rome and their inmates pertain to a special
commission in the vicariate composed of about eight
members and under the direction of the vicar.
Preaching. Strict regulations of Pius
permit
only those to preach in Rome who have been found
worthy after a thorough examination, scientific and
practical, before a special commission which issues to
each successful candidate the proper authorization.
A similar regulation exists for priests desirous of
hearing confessions in the city.
Parochial Clergy. The parochial clergy of Rome
form a special corporation, under a camerlengo (q. v.)
chosen annually by themselves.
Apart from the
rights secured them by their statutes, in so far as approved by the pope, they are entirely subject to the

The eensorslup
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Treasury oj Relies (Lipsanotheca). The administration of the large collection of relics preserved in
that part of the vicariato (palace of the vicar) known
as the Lipsanotheca, and whence relics are regularly
distributed to corporations, churches, or private persons, is confided by the vicar to his vicesgerens. On
the other hand the vicar himself is at all times the
president of the pontifical Commission of Sacred
Archaeology (see Arch.eolooy, Commission- ok Sacred) which has charge of the catacombs (q. v.); he
cannot confide this duty to another.
Since the vicar i< tin' ordinary judge of
the Curia Romana (see 1!o\i\n Cdhia) and its territory, it follows that lie has always had and now has
his own court or tribunal.
Formerly it took cognizance of both civil and criminal matters, either
alone or concurrently with other tribunals, whether
the case pertained to voluntary or to contentious
jurisdiction (q. v.).
bis court no longer deals with
I

criminal cases, though it still exists for certain matters provided for in the ecclesiastical law, tin' details
of which may be seen in any of the larger manuals of

The principal officials of the court of the
vicariate are the above-mentioned vicesgerens, the
civilis, the promotor fiscal is for cases of
beatification and canonization (q. v.). the promotor
fiscalis for other ecclesiastical matters, chiefly monastic vows.
In former times the auditor of the vicariate
was a very busy person, being called on to formulate
or to decide the various processes brought before the
vicar; to-day the office is mostly an honorary one.
.Matrimonial cases are dealt with by two officials who
form a special section of the vicariate.
Secretariate.
Among the minor officials of the vicar
the most important are those who have charge of t he
secretariate, i. e. the secretary, his representative,
two minvtanti or clerks, and the aforesaid auditor of
the vicar. The secretary is daily at his post and is
authorized by subdelegation to decide or settle a
number of minor matters of a regularly recurring nature; he also makes known the decisions of the vicar
in more important matters; and is accessible to every
one daily during a period of two hours. In view of a
speedier administration corresponding to modern demands Pius
has very much simplified the workings
of the vicariate; some of its departments he suppressed, others he combined, so that now of its former
fifteen sections and sub-sections only seven remain.
For the latest complete account of the Vicariate of Rome
see Bacmgarten. Die papstlicke Kirche unserer Zeit una] ihre
Dierier (Munich. 1906), 4S3-510;
note, however, that the
above-mentioned reform of Pius X was published after the
appearance of this work. See also Humphrey, f f rbs et Orbis:
or The Pope as Bishop and as Pontiff (London. 1899), 172-186.
canon law.

locum tenrns

—
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Paul Maria Baumgarten.
Cardinal Virtues, the four principal virtues upon

which the rest of the moral virtues turn or are hinged.
Those who recite the Divine Office find constantly
recurring what seems to be the earliest instance of the
word cardinal as applied to the virtues. St. Ambrose,
while trying to identify the eight Beatitudes recorded

by St. Matthew with the four recorded by St. Luke,
makes use of the expression: "Hie quattuor velut
virtutes amplexus est cardinales". A little later we
find cardinal employed in like manner by St. Augusof Many Martyrs, third nocturn, secalso Migne, P. L., XV, 1053; St. Thomas,
Theol., I-IT. Q. lxix. a. 1. ad 1). Thai St.
Jerome also uses the term is a statement which rests
on a treatise not written by him. but published among
his works; it is to be found in Migne, P. L., XXX,
596.
The term cardo means a hinge, that on which a
thing turns, its principal point; and from this St.
Thomas derives the various significations of the virtues as cardinal, whether in the generic sense, inasmuch as they are the common qualities of all other
moral virtues, or in the specific sense, inasmuch as
each has a distinct formal object determining it- naEvery moral virtue fulfils (he conditions of
ture.
being well judged, subserving the common good, being restrained within measure, anil having firmness;
and these four conditions also yield four distinct
virtues.
Fourfold System. —The origin of the fourfold
system is traceable to Creek philosophy; other
sources are earlier, but the Socratic source is most
definite. Among the reporters ol Socrates. Xenophon
is vague on the point;
Plato in "The Republic" puts
together in a system the four virtues adopted later,
Thomas. (In "The La
by
St
with modifications
Bk. I. 631, Plato recurs to his division: "Wisdom is
follows temperance; and
next
the chief and leader:
from the union of these two with courage -pnngs justake
tice.
four
These
virtues
precedence in the
of divine goods".)
Wishing to say what justice is,
the Socratic Plato looked for it in the city-state,
where he discovered four classes ol men. Lowest was
the husbandmen and the craftsthe producing class
tine

ond

(Common

series;

Summa

.
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(dvdpcla).
In this pair of cardinal virtues is exhibited a not very precise portion of Greek psychology,
which the Scholastics have perpetuated in the division of appetites as concupiscibtte and irascibile, the
latter member having for its characteristic that it

must seek

its

purpose by an arduous endeavour
This is a Scholastic modification

against obstacles.

of rb l-KiBvix-qTinbv and to Svnoeiois, neither of which are
rational faculties, while they are both amenable to
reason (/wra \470u); and it is the latter of them

especially which is to help the reason, as leading
faculty fVd Tiytnovticiv), to subdue the concupiscence
This idea of leadership gives us the
of the former.
third cardinal virtue, called by Plato o-o<pla and <pi\oo-o4>la, but by Aristotle 4>povT)o-is, the practical wisdom
which is distinguished from the speculative. The
fourth cardinal virtue stands outside the scheme
of the other three, which exhaust the psychological
trichotomy of man: rb i-ni6vp.-r\TiKbv, rb 6vp.oec8ts, rb

"Republic",
at least in this connexion, is the harmony between
these three departments, in which each faculty discharges exactly its own proper function without
Obviously
interfering in the functions of the others.

The Platonic

\oyiniv.

justice

of

the

the senses may disturb reason; not so obviously,
yet clearly, reason may disturb sense, if man tries
to regulate his virtues on the principles proper to
an angel without bodily appetites. In this idea of
justice, viz., as concordant working of parts within
the individual's own nature, the Platonic notion differs from the Scholastic, which is that justice is
Arisstrictly not towards self, but towards others.
totle, with variations of his own, describes the four
virtues which Plato had sketched; but in his "Ethics" he does not put them into one system. They are
treated in his general discussion, which does not aim
a complete classification of virtues, and leaves interpreters free to give different enumerations.
The Latins, as represented by Cicero, repeated
Plato and Aristotle: "Each man should so conduct
himself that fortitude appear in labours and dangers:
temperance in foregoing pleasures: prudence in the
choice between good and evil: justice in giving every
man his own [in suo cuiquc tribuendo]" (De Fin., V,
This is a departure
xxiii, 67; cf. De Offic. I, ii, 5).
from the idea prominent in Platonic justice, and
agrees with the Scholastic definition. It is a clearly
admitted fact that in the inspiration of Holy Scripture the ministerial author may use means supplied
by human wisdom. The Book of Wisdom is clearly
under Hellenic influence: hence one may suppose tinrepetition of the four Platonic virtues to he connected
with their purpose. In Wis., viii, 5, <i, 7. occur ao<t>ia
or (ppbvrjo-ts SiKatcKrvvTj, o-iatppoavv-q, avbptia. The same
list
appears in the apocryphal IV Mach., v, 22,23,
Philo compares
except that for <ro<j>La is put fiW/taa.
them to the four rivers of Eden.
Doctrine of St. Thomas. St. Thomas (Summa
Theol., III. Q. lxi.aa. 2 and 4) derives the cardinal
virtues both from their formal objects or the perceived kinds of rational good which they generally
seek, and from the subjects, or faculties, in which
ai

,

—

they reside and which they perfect.

The

is the more easily intelligible.
prudence; in the will ia justice;

sideration

latter conIn the in-

in the sentemperance restraining pleasure.
fortitude urging on impulses of resistance to fear
which would deter a person from strenuous action
under difficulties; also checking the excesses of foolhardy audacity, as seen in some who gratuitously
courted martyrdom in times of persecution. On the
side of the formal object, which in all cases is rational
good, we have the four specific variations. The ratellect

is

sitive appetites are

and
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men; they were the providers for the bodily needs,
for the carnal appetites, which require the restraint
Next came the police or
of temperance (aoKppoavvri)
soldier class, whose needful virtue was fortitude

good as an object

for the action of intellect
virtue of prudence; inasmuch as the
dictate of prudence is communicated to the will for
exertion in relation to other persons, there arises the
demand for justice, giving to every man his due. So
far the actions are conceived; next come the passions:
the concupiscible and the irascible. The order of objective reason as imposed on the appetite for pleasures demands the virtue of temperance; as imposed
on the appetite which is repelled by fear-inspiring
tasks, it demands fortitude. St. Thomas found four
cardinal virtues in common recognition and he tried
to give a systematic account of the group as far as it
admitted of logical systematization. In so doing he
naturally looked to the faculties employed and to the
objects about which they were employed. He found
it
convenient to regard the action of reason, prudence,
and the two passions of the sensitive appetite, lust and
fear, as internal to the agent; while he regarded the
action of the will as concerned with right order in regard to conduct towards others. As one exponent

tional

demands the

puts it: "Debitum semper est erga alteram: sed
actus rationis et passiones interiores sunt: et ideo
prudentia qua? perficit rationem, sicut fortitudo et
temperantia qua? regulant passiones. dicuntur virtutes ad nos." Thus with three virtues ad intra and
one ad extra were established four cardinal virtues,
contrary to Plato's scheme, in which all were directly
intra, referring to the inner harmony of man.
If it be urged against the cardinal virtues being
moral, that all moral virtues are in the rational will
and only justice among the four cardinal is so seated,
St. Thomas replies that prudence is practical, not
speculative; and so it has regard to the will, while the
two passions, the concupiscible and the irascible, receiving in their own department, at the dictate of
reason, the improving qualifications or habits which
are the effects of repeated acts, are thereby rendered
more docile to the will, obeying it with greater
promptness, ease, and constancy. Thus each cardinal
virtue has some seat in the will, direct or indirect.
At times Aristotle seems to imply what the Pelagians
taught later, that the passions may be trained so as
never to offer temptat inn: as a fact, however, he fully
allows elsewhere for the abiding peccability of man.
Those whose passions are more ordered may in this
regard have more perfect virtue; while from another
standpoint, their merit is less than that of those who
are constant in virtue by heroic resistance to perpetual temptations of great strength.
In the above account of the doctrine propounded
by St. Thomas, a number of his nice abstractions are
left out: for example, he distinguishes prudence as
concerned with means to good ends, which it belongs

ad

to another virtue to assign: "ad prudentiam pert met
pra^stituere finem virtutibus moralibus, sed de

non

his disponere qua- sunt
deresis, or synteresis, for

ad finem." He relies on sytir
primary, universal principles;

knowledge of the Divine; on counsel
for judging what prudence is to dictate; '>n what he
calls "the "potential parts" of the cardinal virtues for
filling up the description of them in various departments under cognate names, such as appear in the
relation of modesty, meekness, and humility to tem-

on wisdom

for

perance.
The theological virtues are so thoroughly supernatural that to treat them as they might appear in
the order of nature is not profitable: with the cardinal
What has been said
virtues the ease is different.
above about them makes no reference to grace: the
remarks are confined t<> what may belong simply to
natural ethics. There is a gain in the restriction, for
a natural appreciation of them is exceedingly useful,
and many characters suffer from a defective knowledge of natural goodness, si Thomas introduces the
discussion of cardinal virtues also as gifts, hut much
that he says omits reference to this aspect.
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ho intellectual element
and the affective. .Much has been said recently of
heart going beyond intellect in virtue; hut the cardinal virtues, while concerned with the appetitive or
affective parts, place prudence as the judge over all.
Similarly the theological virtues place faith as the
foundation of hope and charity. There is thus a completeness about the system which may be asserted
without the pretence that essentially these four vircardinal virtues unite

I

tues must lie marked off as a quartet among virtues.
If the (becks had not written, perhaps the Church
would not have had exactly this fourfold arrange-

ment.

Indeed the division of good conduct into sepis not an instance of hard and fast lines.

a series of historical frescoes which were practically
the first secular pictures seen in Castile.
Butron, Diseursos a pi'l'ui' liens n que se defiende la ingenuvdad del arte de la pintura (Madrid, 1626); CeXn Bkkmii.iv,
Dieeiemarw histiirico de Ins mas duslres pmjesnres de las Bellas
,

Aries en Eepaila (Madrid, 1800);
Baxdinucci, Notizie de
Cn\c\. lieseriziane
I'lcr ence. Kiss);
Profesori del diseiinn
adeparica delta Spmran (l'anii;,, I, a.:.. CossiO, /" pintura
eepaflola (Madrid, 1886); Madrazo, Caldlogo descriptive:
kiet&rico de los cuadroe 'lei \fuseo del Prado (Madrid, 1872);
Ori.andt, Abecedario Pittnrien (Naples, 1733); I'm beco, Arte
de la pintura (Seville, 1 649) Smith. Painting Spaniel and
French (London, 1884); Hartley. Spanish I\i,nl,n,i (London, 1904); Zarco DEL VaI-LF. Dneumenfeis meditns para la
/listeria de las Bellas Aries en Espaiia iMiolrid, 1870) STTRltko, Annals of the Artists of Spain (London, 1848).
I

i

:

;

George Charles Williamson.

arate virtues

The

solidarity of the virtues and their interplay must
for. while we recognize the utility
Within limits the carof specific differentiations.
dinal virtues may be said to be a scientifically arranged group, helpful to clearness of aim for a man
who is struggling after well-ordered conduct in a disordered world, which is not prudent, just, brave,

always be allowed

temperate.
Plato. Republic, Bk TV. 427-434; Idem, Lava, Bk. I. 631;
V. 1. III.
Idem. Thetrtetns. 17HU: Ahistmti.k. l-.lhws, VI,
Tan.l 10; Peter Lombard, Sent., Pt III, Hist, xxxiii, with the
various commentators on the text; St. Thomas, Summa TheoL,
II ,Q
hri; Wappelaert, Tradatue de Viriutibus Cardinalibus
.">:

1

(Bruges, 1886)

John Rickaby.
Alexander.

Cardot,
[C

See

Burma, Vicariate

OP.

Carducci,

Bartolommeo

and

Vincenzo,

both

known

in Spain as Carducho, Florentine painters,
brothers, usually grouped under the Spanish School.
these
two artists Bartolommeo, the elder (b. 1560;
Of
d. 1608), after executing a few paintings in Florence,
only two of which are worthy of note those representing the Immaculate Conception and the Nativity
accompanied Zuccaro to the
in the Jesuit Church
court of Philip II and assisted him in his paintings
Here Bartolommeo worked in conin the Escorial.
junction witli Tibaldi upon the decoration of the
library, the latter doing the ceiling and the former
the walls.
He took with him, in 1585, his younger
brother, who was then at so tender an age that he
declares he "had very faint recollections of Italy and
spoke Castilian as his mother tongue". The elder
brother worked also as an architect and as a sculptor, and executed a considerable amount of fresco
work in the Escorial for Philip II, notably the painting in the Cloister, and commenced to decorate a
gallery in the palace of the Pardo, for Philip III, with
taken from the life of Charles V.
He died.
however, before he had made much progress in this
work.
His most important production is his " Defrom the Cross", in the church of San Felipe

—

—

in

Madrid.

Vincenzo was appointed court painter by Philip
in 1609, and completed the work commenced
by his brother, adopting the history of Achilles as
III.

He was also court painter to Philip IV.
his subject.
He did not live to finish his last picture, a St. Jerome,
which is inscribed "Vincencius Carducho hie vitam
non opus finil 1638", and his death occurred while
undei confinement, as he lost his reason early in 1638.

He

painted for the Carthusians at Paular fifty-four
large pictures representing the life of St. Bruno: the
National Museum of Madrid, to... and the churches
and palaces of that city abound in his paintings. He
was also the author ol an excellent
I.
on painting.
" Dial
nid was
responsible for obtaining in 1633 the remission of a
tax on paintings which was a serious burden upon the
artists of his day.
Four years later he secured the
total ahold ion of the tax.
Be was also commissioned
to decorate the Palace of Bucn Retiro, and executed
I

I

Carem (Sept., Kapip; Hebrew, D13, vine or vinename of a town in the Tribe of Juda. The

yard),

name,

at least in this form, occurs but once in the
Bible, viz. in Josue, xv, 59, and here only in the
Septuagint translation; il is therefore absent, together with some other names mentioned in the same
passage, from the Vulgate and from the English ver-

sions.

By some scholars Carem has been identified with
the Bethaearem or Bethacharam mentioned in Jeremias vi. 1, and II Esdras, iii, 14; but be that as it
may, there is a general consensus of critical opinion
to the effect that the ancient Carem occupied the site
of the modern Win Karim, a flourishing village situated about four miles west of Jerusalem. In favour
of this identification is alleged, besides the substantial
identity of the name, the fact that around 'Ain Karim
are found other villages whose modern names correspond with considerable accuracy to the names mentioned with Carem in the Greek text of Josue, xv, 59.
It is probable that the remarkable fountain which
springs up close to the village on the north took its
present name, 'Ain Karim (Fountain of Karim). from
the ancient Carem, which has been replaced by the
modern town. The latter is a village of about 1000
inhabitants, more than half of whom are Mohammedans.
It is located on a hill beyond the mountains
that lie to the west of Jerusalem, and overlooks the
beautiful valley of Colonieh, in which olives and fruitTowards the easttrees flourish in great abundance.
ern extremity of the village stands the church of the
Nativity of John the Baptist, to which are attached
a monastery and lodging-place for pilgrims. The
present church and monastery were built by the Franciscan friars who have been established in the place
The older sanctuary which occupied the
since 1690.
same site had been abandoned after the Crusades and
had fallen to ruin. Five hundred yards south of the
church is the fountain of Carem ('Ain Karim), which
is sometimes designated by the Christians as the
It flows from the side of a
Fountain of the Virgin.
high mountain and is covered by a roofed structure
with stone arches, which is a place of prayer for the
Mussulmans. At a short distance from the fountain
is another convent, erected by the Franciscans in
1892 on the ruins ,,f ;,, ancient monastery.
'Ain Karim has acquired celebrity in the later Christian tradition, not only of the Latin, but also of the
From the twelfth century onOriental Churches.
ward many writers affirm thai it is the "city of Juda"
in the "hill country" whither, according to St. Luke
(i, 39), the Virgin Mary went to visit her cousin Elizabeth; consequently, the dwelling-place of Zachary,
This identificathe birthplace oi John the Baptist.
tion is noted in certain manuscript copies of tin
pel in Arabic and Coptic, sometimes in the margin,
mes iii 'he text, a fact which would seem to
indicate a standing tradition in the Christian communities of EgJ pt aid \livs-irua. receive 1. doubtless.
from their neighbours of Syria and Palestine. There
has been, moreover, since the twelfth century, a fairly
constant tradition, based chiefly on the relations of
I
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pilgrims to the Holy Land, according to which 'Ain
Karim was revered, at least during the Middle Ages,
In most of the
as the birthplace of the Precursor.
descriptions given by travellers the place is called St.
John, the home of Zachary, etc., but it is described
as located about five miles west of Jerusalem, and this
corresponds well with the location of 'Ain Karim.
Besides, the characteristic features of the modern
town are recognizable in the various descriptions.
text of the monk Epiphanius (Descriptio Terrte
Sancts, C'XX. 264), whom Rohricht (Bibliotheca
Geographica Palestinse, Berlin. 1890, p. 16) assigns to
the middle of the ninth century, shows that the tradition is at least of earlier origin than the time of the
This writer calls the birthplace of the PreJrusai les.
cursor "Carmelion", a name evidently derived from
anil!, and locates it about six miles west of the Holy
City, and about eighteen miles from Amoas (Emmaus). Against this nearly unanimous agreement of
medieval descriptions there are recorded only two or
three dissenting texts, and the.se being associated with

A

<

i

erratic topographical statements concerning other localities have little weight against the existing tradition.

A

far stronger objection is deduced from the
silence of early writers, notably i>f St. Jerome, who
wrote an ex professo treatise on the Biblical places of
the Holy Land; and, as a matter of fact, the tradition

concerning 'Ain Karim has never been recognized as
conclusive by the scholars, either ancient or modern,
who have written commentaries on the New Testament. Thus (1) the chief commentators of the medieval period, understanding the words of St. Luke
in a determined sense, viz. ''the city of Juda", referred them to Jerusalem, the city of Juda par excellence, giving to the word Juda a somewhat wide and
This opinion was given up by
indefinite meaning.
nearly all later scholars.
(2) Baronius, Papebroch,
Cornelius a Lapide, and after them a great number of
others, have for much better reasons identified the
hill country " with Hebron, the most celecity of the
brated and important of the cities originally within
the confines of Juda; Jerusalem, strictly speaking,
belonged to Benjamin. But this opinion also has
been abandoned by the majority of modern commenat ors.
(3) Other writers, following a conjecture of
Reland (Palsestina ex monumentis veteribus illustrata, Utrecht, 1714, p. S70). take the word 'lovSa in
this instance to be a proper name, and identify it
with Jota or Jeta, a levitical town of Juda mentioned
This
in the Book of Josue (Jos., xv, 55; xxi, 16).
opinion, though lacking positive historical evidence,
has been followed not only by the majority of Protestant commentators, but also by not a few Catholic
scholars, for instance the Abbe Constant Fouard in
his work "Christ the Son of God" (London, New
York, 1891). Nevertheless, some modern Catholic
writers, among whom is Victor Guerin, still adhere
to the tradition of 'Ain Karim; but in the absence of
positive early documentary evidence the controversy
cannot be definitely settled.
Heidbt in Via., Diet, de la Bible, s. v.
'

'

l

James
Carey,

F. Driscoll.

Mathew, author and

publisher, b. in
Dublin, Ireland, 28 January. 1760; d. in Philadelphia,
U. S. V. I"i September, 1839. He was the first Catholic of prominence in the publishing trade in the
United States, and brought out in 1790 the first ediHis
tion of the Douay Bible printed in America.
father was a baker who acquired a small fortune. In
early youth Mathew was a dull pupil, but later exhibited remarkable ability in languages and mathematics.
When fifteen years of age he disappointed
his father by deciding to be a book seller and printer,
and began .it once to learn the business as an apprentice.

He was an omnivorous

reader and acquired a

CARET

fund of knowledge through persistent application to
study. His first article, published in the " Hibernian
Journal" in 1777, was on duelling. A duel fought by
one of Carey's friends suggested the article which was
a strong argument against this means of settling differences.
In 1779 he published a pamphlet on the
"Urgent Necessity of an Immediate Repeal of the
Whole Penal Code against Roman Catholics". Before
publication the work was advertised and the prefwhich was a radical statement of the situation,
was printed. The pamphlet was regarded by Parliament as an evidence of the seditious character of the

its

ace,

The leaders of the Catholic party in
Dublin, who hoped for favourable legislation from
Parliament at this time, took up the matter, offered
forty pounds for the detection of the author and made
arrangements for his prosecution in the event of his
capture. Carey escaped to France where he remained
a year. While there he met Lafayette and worked for
a time in the printing office of Franklin at Paris.
After his return to Ireland he conducted the Dublin
"Freeman's Journal". With funds supplied by his
father he founded in 1783 the "Volunteers Journal".
"The object of the paper", to use his own words,
"was to defend the commerce, the manufactures.
and the political rights of Ireland against the oppression and encroachment of Great Britain." It was a
radical paper suited to the temper of the times, and
did much to form public opinion. On 5 April. 17M,
an article attacking Parliament and the Premier was
published. For this Carey was arrested, tried before
Parliament, and sent to Newgate. When Parliament
was dissolved he was released. He then accepted the
advice of his friends, left Ireland in disguise and emigrated to America, landing in Philadelphia.
Lafayette visited him in Philadelphia and gave
him S400 to establish the "Pennsylvania Herald".
He began to publish the debates of the House of Assembly in 1785 from notes he took himself, and as this
was an innovation in the newspaper business in America, the paper immediately had a large circulation.
There was great political bitterness at this time in
Pennsylvania, between the Constitutionals and the
Republicans. Carey became one of the leading advocates of the Constitutionals, and Oswald, who published the "Independent Gazetteer", was t he mouthpiece of the Republicans. The foreigners in America
were generally on the side of the Constitutionals.
Through his paper Oswald attacked them and Carey
became their defender. As a result of a personal attack by Oswald, Carey challenged him to a duel. It
was fought in New Jersey, and Carey was seriously
wounded. It is strange, as Carey admits in his autobiography, that he should have been led to fight a
duel after he had denounced duelling in his earliest
essay. In partnership with five others he began the
The discordant
"Columbian Magazine" in 17S6.
views of the publishers and the small profits accruing
to the proprietors led Carey to withdraw from the
enterprise within a year. In January, 1787, he began
the publication of the "American Museum" which
It was dedicated
continued until December, 1792.
to "Dr. Carroll, Bishop-elect of the Catholic Church."
and contained no essays of the editor, but was filled
with valuable articles from papers and documents
which were deemed of general interest and worthy
of preservation. It was not a financial success. After
quitting the " Museum" he began on a small scale the
business of book-selling and printing, to which he devoted himself closely for over twenty-five years, abandoning it tilt ogetherin 1821. In 1793 the yellow fever
epidemic broke out in Philadelphia, and he was appointed a member of the Committee of Health to devise means for the relief of the sufferers. He applied
himself in a painstaking way to arrest the spread of
the disease and published the results of his investigations in a volume on the " Rise, Progress, Effects, and
Irish people.
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Termination of the Disease" in 1793. Five editions
were published. In 1793 Carey called a meeting of
prominent Irishmen in Philadelphia, and with them
founded the " Hibernian Society for the Relief of Immigrants from Ireland". In 1796 he was engaged
with several others in founding t he "Sunday School
Society", the first of its kind established in the
United States. Becoming involved in a quarrel with
a publisher, William Cobbett, he published a. scathing
reply in a Hudibrastic poem, "The Porcupiniad", in
1799.

In 1S10 the question of the re-charter of the first
United States Bank came up and Carey, although a
Democrat, took sides with those who favoured the
bank. At first he published a series of articles in
"The Democratic Press", a paper which strongly opposed the bank. Later he went to Washington, took
an active part in the discussions there when the question of a re-charter came before Congress, and pubIn
lished two pamphlets favouring the re-charter.
is 14 he published the work for which he is best
known, "The Olive Branch". The second war with
Great Britain was still in progress, and the country
rival factions, and the aggressions of
the party hostile to American interests endangered
the success of the war. The work was written in the
interests of harmony and was. as stated in the preface.
"An Appeal to the patriotism, t he honour, the feeling, the self interest of your readers to save a noble
nation from ruin". It had a large circulation and exercised a good influence, but was not welcomed in
New England. In 1820 a second "Olive Branch"
was written to harmonize factional interests.
In his boyhood Carey had read everything published in behalf of t he Irish cause, and, aroused by
Great Britain's treatment of Ireland, he had resolved
to write some day in defence of his native country.
In 1818 the famous Godwin wrote "Mandeville". a
novel in which the fictions of the massacre of 1641
were exploited. This occasioned the publication by
Carey of "Vindicise Hibernicse" (1818). In it the
general unreasoning attitude of Great Britain toward
Ireland was discussed, but special emphasis was
placed on Catholic emancipation and the legendary
massacre of 1641. The plan pursued throughout the
work to vindicate Ireland and the Catholics was the
use of testimony taken exclusively from Protestant
historians.
In doing this some of the best material
available was excluded. The alleged plots against the
Protestants in the so-called massacre of 1641 were
shown to be absurd and the number of persons killed
greatly exaggerated. The claims of Temple and Clarendon and the assertions of later and uncritical historians were refuted in detail.
Carey began writing on the Tariff question in 1819.
Im -liking the cause of the financial depression of
lMs and 1N19 he was led to believe that the failure
to put a high tariff upon goods manufactured in the
mted States was responsible for the general disasPrior to this he found political economy as preter.
sented in Adam Smith's "Wealth of Nations" abstruse and uninteresting. He now took up this work
again with the purpose of answering t he Free Trade
arguments, and published in 1822 Ins "Essays on
Political Economy". Subsequently he published and
distributed at his own expense numerous pamphlets
on the tariff question. His essays had a large circulation and went far towards turning sentiment in the
In l^2ti he
direction of a protectionist policy.
founded the " Philadelphia Society for tin' Promotion
of National Industry" which consisted of the leading
citizens of Philadelphia.
Because the organization
was not sufficiently aggressive Carey withdrew from
to
exist.
Carey's tariff arguit
and it booh ceased
ments will not bear he test of scientific crit icism. In it

was divided into

not be admitted, the policy advocated had

it

must be remembered thai
While the soundness

training

lie

had no economic

of his conclusions can-

to

living in very
Later he acquired a considlimited circumstances.
erable fortune, but retained throughout habits of
frugality. He was the father of nine children, one of
whom was the distinguished economist, Henry C.
Carey. In 1833-34 he published his Autobiography

"New England

the

in

A

Magazine".

valuable col-

lection of Carey's letters is in the "Records" of the
American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia

for 1898, 1899, 1900, 1902, vols. 1\! X. XI. XII, and
XIII. Carey took a very active though anonymous
part in the disastrous schism occasioned in St. Mary's
parish. Philadelphia, by the rebellious priest William
Bogan (1819-22). He is credited with writing or inspiring, as well as publishing, many of the pamphlets
issued at the time.
An extended list of these publications is given in Finotti. " Bibliographia Catholica
Americana" (Boston, 1872), 137-172.
Alltbonb, Diet. of British and A merican A uthors (Philadelphia,
1S.W-71); Imperial Bioa. Diet. (London, 3. d.); Webb, A
m
pendium of Irish Biography (Dublin, 1878); Hint."'- lm< <can M rrrhanis (Boston. 1864); Life of William Cobbett
delphia, 1S3.5); Jansen, The Stranger in A
rU's
H
1807); Niks' Register (Baltimore, 1811 47) \Huni
Magazine (New York, 1S39) American Almanac (Boston, L841).
I. E. Hagerty.
<
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Carheil, Etienne de, French missionary among
the Indians of Canada, b. at Carentoir, France. Nov.,
1633; d. at Quebec, 27 July. 1726.
He entered the
Society of Jesus at Paris, 30 August. 1652; studied in
Amiens. La Fleche, and Bourges, and acted as inAfter his ordination
structor in Rouen and Tours.
in 1666, Carheil left for Canada, and spent two years
From
at Quebec in preparation for mission work.
his entrance into the novitiate he had longed to shed
his blood for Christ; the only martyrdom he found in
Canada was that of thirty years of hardships and
The
sufferings among the Hurons and the Iroquois.
first scene of his missionary labours was Cayuga,
where he remained until the chiefs drove him from
He taught grammar for three
their canton in 1684.
years at the College of Quebec, and was then assigned
His strenuous opposito the Mission of Mackinac.
tion to the brandy traffic provoked the enmity of La
Mothe ladillac, the French commandant at that post,
and he was compelled to return to Quebec in 1703.
During most of the ensuing years he ministered to the
Father CarFrench in Montreal and other towns.
heil was a ripe scholar and possessed a rare knowledge
He
of the languages of the tribes lie evangelized.
l.ft
two manuscript volumes entitled "Rarities
(
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commend it when Carey wrote.
He was married in 1791 while he was

P. Spillane.

Cariati (Paternum), Diocese of (Cariatensis),
suffragan of Santa Severina. Cariati is a city of Calabria in the province of Cosenza, Italy, healthfully
The first bishop mentioned in
situated mar the sea.
history is Menecrates, present at the Synod of Home
In one of his letters St. Gregory the Great
in 199.
recommends the church of Cariati to the Bishop of
According to some, during the eleventh or
Reggio.
Geruntia) was
twelfth century the Dioce
united to Cariati. though it is only in 1342 thai
tion is made of a Bishop of Cariati and Cerenza.
Noteworthy bishops were: Polychronius (1099),
founder of' the monastery of S. Maria di Attilia in
ed Matteo (12 I),
terci m Bli
Santa Severina the
i

I

i

;

Brsl

Abbot

of

Crivello (1561
in

San Giovanni
a

gallanl

<

1 i

soldier,

Spain: Era Filippo Gesualdo

II

Fiore; Alessandro
afterwards nuncio
>r

Con-
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and 60 secular priests.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1844), XXI, 257;

lar

Ann.

eccl.
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In 1818
ventual who died in the odour of sanctity.
Pius VII united with this diocese Strongoli and UmThe diocese contains a population of 60,briatico.
000, with 28 parishes, 70 churches and chapels, 1 regu(Rome, 1907), 368.

U. Benigni.

among

Arawak stock. These efforts,
which had already been very much hampered by the
aggressions of the Portuguese from Brazil, came to
naught, owing to the expulsion of the Jesuits. The
Franciscans continued the missions on a limited
scale after 1767, but the blow had been too severe
A few missions
to allow more than a feeble recovery.

as

tribes

of

subsist wanting, however, the strength of their
early organization.
The Caribs have been considered the cannibals
still

Caribs, next to the Arawaks, probably the most
numerous Indian stock, of more or less nomadic
They cannot, however,
habits, in South America.
compare in numbers with the sedentary aborigines
The Caribs were the second
of Peru and Bolivia.
group of Indians met by Columbus on the Antilles,
and even at that time the name was a synonym for
"cannibals". At the time of Columbus they held
the whole of the Lesser Antilles, whence they made
constant and cruel inroads upon the Arawaks of the
larger northern islands, killing the men and capturing
the women, whom they carried to their homes on
Guadalupe, Martinique, etc. as slaves. The Arawaks
were in great dread of them and of their weapons,
which were superior to the primitive fire-hardened
javelins and wooden war-clubs in use on the Greater
Antilles, although some of the natives had also
acquired the bow and arrows, probably from contact
with their hereditary foes, the Caribs. The latter
were also hardy and daring sailors, paddling fearlessly from island to island comparatively long disIn costume, mode of living, dwellings, etc.,
tances.
the Caribs differed but little from the Arawaks.

The distinctive
is totally different.
feature in dress consisted in this, that the Arawaks
wore the hair short, while the Caribs allowed it
to flow at full length.
The proper name of the Caribs is given as " Karina ".
How far the word may have been applied to designate
the stock in general is not certain. Of their preColumbian history only so much seems ascertained,
that they originally occupied Northern Venezuela
and parts of Guiana, and from the northern shores
of South America gradually extended to the Lesser
Had the
Antilles, driving northward the Arawaks.

Their language

landing of Columbus not interfered, they in all
probability would have exterminated the Arawaks
and spread over the Greater Antilles also. The enmity
between the Caribs and the Arawaks is hereditary.
But the former were not always successful. On the
Orinoco, for instance, the Arawaks held their own.
There was and is, on the South American mainland,
less disparity in warlike features between the stocks
than between the Caribs and Arawaks of the AnIn general
tilles, especially those of the Bahamas.
culture and social organization the two stocks are
much alike. The Caribs build excellent boats which
they equip with sails, and some groups make rather
Their religious creed is the animism
fair pottery.
and fetichism characteristic of all Indians, witchcraft forming the leading part of their rites and
Of the numerous groups into which
ceremonials.
the Caribs are divided, the Bakairis, on the upper
Shingu River in Brazil, are the most southerly, so
that the stock is scattered from the fourteenth degree
of latitude south to near the coast of Venezuela, and
from the Galibis in Guiana as far west, at least, as
the eastern confines of Colombia.
The almost complete extermination of the Antillean 'a ribs was brought about by their indomitable
ferocity and particularly by their addiction to cannibalism.
Every effort on the part of lie Spaniards
and French to abolish it proved fruitless. In centra]
South America the Catholic missionaries, chiefly
the Jesuits, worked with considerable success among
Carib tribes along the Amazon, devoting special
attention to the Motilones and establishing missions
among them. During the seventeenth century
Father Samuel Fritz laboured among them, as well
<

I

par excellence of Northern South America.

This

is

true of those formerly located on the Antilles; but
on the mainland, where not under strict control,
all the forest tribes of Indians are more or less anthro-

pophagous. There is, in this respect, no difference
between Caribs, Arawaks. Tapuyas, and other natives
of the Amazonian basin.
It is surmised, from results
of linguistic investigations, that the original home
of the Caribs was where the branch known as the

Bakairis is located to-day namely, on the upper
Shingu in north-eastern Matto Grosso (Brazil), and
that from there they spread to the north and northeast, driving the Arawaks before them.
The earliest information concerning the Caribs is contained
Of
in the letters of Columbus, beginning with the year 1493.
subsequent old sources must be mentioned: Oviedo, Historia
i,
natural (Madrid, 1S50); Herrera, Historia general
(Madrid, 1601-15).
From the seventeenth century we have very important
sources: Boyer, Writable relation, etc. (Paris, 1654); Pellepart. Relation des Mixtion* il< R. P- de la c. de J., etc. (Paris,
1655); do Tertre, Histoin dcx Antilles (Paris, 1667-1671);
Rochefort. Histoin natunlle et morale des lies Antilles (Rotterdam, 16S1); Biet, Voi/agr de la France cquinoxiale en
Vislr de Cayenne (Paris, 1664); Gumilla, //, forto del Orinoco
(Madrid, 1745).
Modern literature on the Caribs is largely in the shape of
transactions of European and American scientific societies.
Monographs: Schomburgk, Comparative Vocabulary, etc.
Vocabulary of the
(British Association Report, 1848); .4
Maiiongkong Language (Proceedings of the Philological Society,
London, 18.50), IV; Khrenreich, Verhandlungen dec Berliner

general

-

anthropol. Gesellschafl (1SS8).

Modern books: von den Steinen, Durch Ccnlral-Brasilirn
(important also for Arawaks and other stocks); Thurn.
the Indians oj Guiana; Brett, Indian Tribes of

Among

Guyana (New York,

1852).

Ad. F. Bandelier.
Carisiaca Capitula.

See Quiercy, Council of.

Carissimi, Giacomo, the most influential and prolific Italian composer of his time, b. in Kii>4 at Marino
in the Papal States; d. 12 Jan., 1674, in Rome.
After completing his musical education in Rome,
Carissimi became choirmaster at Assisi, and, in 1628,
he was appointed to a like position at the church of

He

is considered the father
St. Apollinaris in Rome.
of the modern oratorio form, which had its origin in
the simple laudi sacri composed by Palestrina and

for St. Philip Neri's meetings of young
By
people, held in his oratorio or place of prayer.
imparting a lyric quality to the recitative, lending
variety to the orchestral accompaniments and dramatic movement to the whole, he developed this form
to the point where it was taken up and carried to its
Although many of
perfection by Handel and Bach.
Carissimi's oratorios and other works have been lost,
contains the folin
Paris
Nationale
Bibliotheque
the
lowing oratorios in MS.: "La plainte des damnos",

Annimuccia

de Job", "Ezechias", "Baltazar". "DaJonathan", "Abraham et Isaac", "Jephte",
jugement
dernier", "Le mauvais riche", "Jo"Le
An almost complete collection of the works
nas".
made by Dr. Henry Aldrich (1647
master
of this
1710) is found in the library of Christ Church College,
settings to liturgical texts
Carissimi's
Of
Oxford.
two printed collections of motets for two. three, and
four voices, and masses for live and nine voices are
mentioned. An eight part "Nisi Dominus" and a
"l.auda Sion" in MS. are preserved in the Sanlini
Among Carissimi's pupils wirr
Library in Home.
Alessandro Scarlatti, J. K. Kerll, Johann Ph. Krieger,
Chr. Bernard, and M. A. Charpenticr.
' L'histoire

vid el

OARITAS
Ambros, Gesch.

Mendel, Musika-

Joseph Otten.
Caritas, Saint.
SS. MM.

Carletus,
Chivasso.

See Faith, Hope,

Angelus.

See

and Charity,

Angelo Carletti

di

Carli, Dionigi da Piacenza, one of a band of Franciscan friars of the Capuchin Reform, sent out to the
Congo in 1666. One of his companions was Padre
Michele Angelo Guattini da Rhegio, who wrote an
account of the voyage of tiie missionaries from Genoa
to Lisbon and thence to Brazil, Loanda, and the
Congo, that being the route the missionaries had to
take to get to their destination.
Padre Michele
Angelo died shortly after his arrival in the Congo,
leaving his manuscript in the hands of Dionigi Carli,
who, on his return to Italy a few years afterwards
owing to sickness, wrote an account of his own experiences in the Congo and on his homeward journey.
Carli gives a detailed description of the manners and
customs of the natives and of the doings of the missionaries.
He tells how the friars died in numbers,
owing to the climate, and speaks with discouragement of the peculiar difficulties of the situation. He
trusts that some of the 2700 children he baptized
will reach Heaven and be to his credit as a missionary
in the judgment book of God.
Finally he gives some
account of the various cities he passed through in Portugal, Spain, and France on his way home.
Carli
published at Rhegio in 1672 his own work together
with that of Guattini under the title: "II Moro transportato in Venezia ovvero curioso racconto de'
Costumi, Riti et Religione de' Populi dell' Africa,
America, Asia ed Europa". A second edition appeared at Bologna in 1674. An English translation is
oublished in Churchill, "Voyages" (London, 1704), I.

Father Cuthbert.
(Carleol, Karliolum), Ancient Dio-i.
of (Carleolensis, Karliolensis). The
was
smaller in extent than the present
Catholic
Anglican diocese, which was enlarged in 1856. The
territory it originally included first became a political unit in the reign of William Rufus (1087Carlisle

i
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der Musik (Leipzig, 1881);
lischea Lexikon (Leipzig, 1870).

—

1100), who made it into the Earldom of Carlisle, including therein most, but not all, of the two counties
of Cumberland and Westmoreland.
In the reign of
his successor, Henry I, the earldom was made a
bishopric.
Till that time it had formed part of the
Diocese of Durham, though there was a strong Celtic
element that looked to Glasgow for episcopal administration.
For the first bishop, the king secured
the appointment of his former confessor, .Ethelwulf
(1133-1155), an English monk, Prior of the Augustinian Canons, whom the king had established at
At the tune of his consecration,
Carlisle in 1102.
however, /Ethel wulf seems to have been Prior of
the August iuian house at Nostell in Yorkshire.
He
ruled the diocese until his death in 1156, and from
his charters it is clear that the see was from the first
well administered, and that there was a vigorous
.lEthclwulf built a moderate-sized
diocesan life.
Xonnan minster of which the transepts and pint of
the nave still exist, and to serve this cathedral he
introduced his own Augiistinians, with the result
tli.it
Carlisle was the only see in England with an
Augustinian cathedral chapter, the other monastic
**f the next
cathedral chapters being Benedictine.
bishop, Bernard, little is known, and after his death,
in or about 1186, there was m long vacancy, during
which the diocese was administered by another
During this period
Bernard, \rchbishop of Itagusa.
Carlisle suffered severely from the incursions of the
Scots, and early in Henry Ill's reign we find the
king complaining to the pope that Carlisle had revolted to Scotland, and that the canons had elected

a bishop for themselves. The papal legate, Gualo,
punished this action by exiling the canons and appointing Hugh, Abbot of Beaulieu, a good adminisIt was important to the English
trator, as bishop.

Government to have a reliable prelate at Carlisle,
as they constantly looked to the bishop to attend to
Scottish affairs, negotiate treaties, and generally
play the part of diplomat. The next bishop was
Walter Malclerk, formerly agent of King John, and
a prominent figure in the reign of Henry III. Always
a patron of the Friars Preachers, he introduced both
Dominicans and Franciscans into the city and
diocese.
He resigned his see in 1246 in order to join
the Order of St. Dominic. About this time a new
choir was begun and carried to completion, only
fresh
to be destroyed in the great fire of 1292.
beginning was made by energetic Bishop Halton
(1292-1324), a favourite of Edward I, and for nearly
a hundred years the building of the present choir
proceeded, though with many interruptions. Its
chief glory is the great east window, remarkable
both for its own beauty and as marking a transition
from the earlier style to the perfection of tracery.
During this time the see was governed by a line of
bishops, busy and useful diplomats in their day,
but not remarkable in other respects. One of these
was Thomas Merke, the intimate friend of Richard II,
who was later on tried for high treason under Henry
IV and deprived of his bishopric. The subsequent
bishops preserved the character of statesmen and
scholars, being frequently employed in negotiating
truces and treaties with Scotland, while several of
them were Chancellors of Oxford or of Cambridge.

A

Among them was Wolsey's friend, John Kite (15211537), who remained faithful to his master, and who
supported him in the poverty of his latter days.
The last of the Catholic bishops was Owen Oglethorpe,
the kindly-tempered prelate who was prevailed on to
crown Elizabeth when no other prelate could be
found to do that office for her an act he so much

—

regretted that,

Antony

il

Wood

says, the rest of his

days "were both short and wearisome". He disobeyed the queen openly when she forbade him to
elevate the Sacred Host in her presence; he refused
to appear at a disputation on religion, or to take the
Oath of Supremacy, was deprived of his bishopric
with the other Catholic bishops, and died a prisoner
With him the history of the
31 December, 1559.
Catholic see of Carlisle came to an end.
It was a
poor diocese, and when the Reformers plundered the
churches they found little but a chalice in each, and
even of these some were of tin. There was only one
archdeaconry, that of Carlisle. The cathedral was
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, though this was
changed at the Reformation to the Holy Trinity.
The arms of the see were: Argent, on a cross, sable,
a mitre with labels, Or.
Nicolson and Burn, History of Westmoreland "re/ Cumberland (London, 1777); HUTCHINSON, History of CarUeh (Cai
lisle, 1706), an extract from lus Jlrf^n/ of Cumberland 'Carlisle, 1794); Jefferson, History of Carli !
(Carlisle, 1838);
Prescott, Statutes of Carlisle Cathedral (Carlisle, 1879);
,v (CarPrbsoott, Visitations in the Anront /lsssi; Ferguson, D
of Carlish (London,
1889); Eley. The Cathedral Church of Carlisle (London, 1900).
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Edwin Btjrton.
Carlovingian Books.

See Caroline Books.

Carlovingian Schools. Under the Merovingian
scl
Kings there was established al the court
SCola palatimx, the chroniclers of tin eighth century
for the training of the young Prankish
styled it
nobles in the art of war and in the ceremonies of the
tern
court. This was not, however, a school in he
:i

I

—

t

i

acceptation of the term. Whatever education there
was of the literary kind al thai time was imparted it
the monastic and cathedral BChools. With the accession of Charlemagne (76S) a scheme of educational
reform was inaugurated, first in the palace school it-
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later in the various schools established or

reformed by imperial decrees throughout the vast
empire over which Charlemagne reigned. The reform
of the palace school, the change, namely, from a school
of military tactics and court manners to a place of
learning, was begun in 780, as soon as the victories
over the Lombards, Saxons, and Saracens afforded
leisure for domestic improvements. It was not, however, until the arrival of Alcuin at Aachen in 7S2 that
the work of educational reform began to have any
measure of success. Alcuin was not only placed at
the head of the emperor's school in the palace, but
was admitted to the council of the emperor in all
educational matters and became Charlemagne's
"prime minister of education". He represented the
learning of the school of York, which united in its
traditions the current of educational reform inaugurated in the South of England by Theodore of Tarsus
and that other current which, starting from the
schools of Ireland, spread over the entire northern
part of England. He was not, indeed, an original
thinker. Nevertheless, he exerted a profound cultural
influence on the whole Frankish Kingdom, by reason
of the high esteem in which Charlemagne and his
He taught grammar, rhetoric,
courtiers held him.
dialectic and the elements of geometry, arithmetic,
astronomy, and music (see Arts, Seven Liberal).
And his success as a teacher of these branches seems
to have been generally acknowledged by all the courtWe know from
iers as well as by his royal patron.
Einhard's biography of Charlemagne that the emperor, the princes and the princesses, and all the royal
household formed a kind of higher school at the palace in order to learn from Alcuin what would nowadays be considered the merest rudiments.
Charlemagne was not content with securing for his
palace school the services of the ablest teacher of that
age. Acting under Alcuin's advice he proceeded by
a series of enactments dating from 787 (two years
after the final triumph over the Saxons) to 7S9, to
inaugurate a reform in the educational conditions
throughout the empire. In 7S7 he issued the famous
capitulary which has been styled the "Charter of
Modern Thought". In it he addresses himself to the
bishops and abbots of the empire, informing them
that he "has judged it to be of utility that, in their
bishoprics and monasteries committed by Christ's
favour to his charge, care should be taken that there
should not only be a regular manner of life, but also
tin- study of letters, each to teach and learn them according to his ability and the Divine assistance".
He has observed, he says, in the letters which, during
past years, he has received from different monasteries, that though the thoughts contained therein
are most just, the language in which those thoughts
are expressed is often uncouth, and the fear arises in
his mind lest if the skill to write correctly were thus
lacking, so too the power of rightly comprehending
the Scriptures might be less than it should be. "Let
there, therefore, be chosen [for the work of teaching]

men who are both willing and able to learn and desirous of instructing others; and let them apply
themselves to this work with a zeal equal to the earnestness witli which we recommend it to them".
Copies of this letter are to be sent to all suffragan
bishops and to all (dependent) monasteries. In the
great council held at Aachen (789) he issued more
explicit instructions regarding the education of the
clergy.
From the wording or the capitulary of 787,
it is clear thai
Charlemagne intended to introduce
the reform of education into all the cathedral and
.i.i ic schools of the empire.
Again in the capitulary of 780 we read: "Let
every monastery and every abbey have its school,
the I'salms, the
in which boys may be taught
system of musical notation. Singing, arithmetic and
giammnr". There can be no doubt, that by boys
i
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are meant not only the candidates for the monastery and the wards (generally the children of
nobles) committed to the care of the monks, but
also the children of the village or country district
around the monastery, for whom there was usually
an external school attached to groups of monastic
buildings.
This is made evident by an enactment
of Theodulf, Bishop of Orleans, who, when Alcuin
retired to the monastery of Tours in 796, succeeded
him at the Court as adviser of the emperor in educational matters. The document dates from 797, ten
years after Charlemagne's first capitulary was issued,
and enacts explicitly "that the priests establish
schools in every town and village, and if any of the
faithful wish to entrust their children to them to learn
letters, that they refuse not to accept them but with
and let them exact no
all charity teach them
price from the children for their teaching nor receive
anything from them save what parents may offer
voluntarily and from affection" (P. L..CV., col. 196).
To Alcuin himself tradition has assigned the lines set
up in the streets of Strasburg in which the attractions of a school are compared with those of a nearby
tavern: "Choose, O traveller; if thou wilt drink thou
must also pay money, but if thou wilt learn thou wilt
have what thou seekest for nothing." In these free
schools the teacher was, apparently, the priest of the
town or village, and, as far as we can judge, the curriculum comprised what may be called the rudiments
of general education, with an elementary course in
Christian Doctrine.
The "new learning" inaugurated at the palace
school, which seems to have had no fixed location,
but to have followed the court from place to place,
was not slow in spreading throughout the empire.
Its first noticeable success was at Fulda, which since
the days of its first abbot, Sturm, had maintained a
tradition of fidelity to the ideals of St. Benedict. The
man to- whose enlightened zeal the success of the
schools of Fulda was largely due was Rhabanus
Maurus. While still a young monk at Fulda, Rhabanus, learning of the fame of Alcuin, begged to be
sent to Tours, where, for a year, he listened to the
aged teacher, and imbibed some of his zeal for the
study of the classics and the cultivation of the sciences. On his return to Fulda he was placed at the
head of the monastic school and, amid many difficulties, continued to labour for the intellectual reform of his own monastery and his own land. What
these difficulties were we may judge from the treatment which he received at the hands of his abbot,
Ratgar, who, believing that the monks were better
employed in building churches than in studying their
lessons, closed the school of the monastery and conRhabanus' unfiscated the teacher's note-books.
pleasant experiences on this occasion are reflected by
his saying: " He alone can escape calumny who writes
nothing at all." He was not, however, discouraged,
and the day finally came when, as Abbot of Fulda, he
could givefull authority to his measures for educaLater, as Archbishop of Mainz, he
tional reform.
continued to sustain the programme of the Carlovingian revival, and by his efforts for the improvement of popular preaching, and by his advocacy of
the use of the vernacular tongue, earned the title of
the "Teacher of Germany". His influence, indeed,
may be traced beyond the territory wlrich belonged
to the monastery of Fulda; to him and to his educational activity is due the revival of learning in the
schools of Solcnhofen, Celle, Hirsfeld, Petersburg and
Hirschau. Even Eteichenau and St. Gall owe much
to him, and it is perhaps no exaggeration to say that,
lie is the inspiration of all those who, like Ot fried of
Weisscnberg in Alsace, author of "Der Kris) ". first
tried in the ninth century to make the Old High German an instrument, of literary expression.
In France, the Carlovingian revival was, a* has been
.

.
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taken up by Theodulf, Bishop of Orleans, who,
both by his own diocesan enactments and by the advice which he gave the emperor, proved his right to

said,

Alcuin. himself, after
t he title of Alcuin's successor.
his retirement to the monastery of Tours, devoted his
attention almost exclusively to monastic education
and the transcription of liturgical and theological
works. Whatever love he had forthe classics changed
towards the end of his life into a deep-seated suspicion
of all "pagan literature." In this he offers a striking
contrast with Lupus Servatus, a disciple of Rhabanus,
wild, as Abbot of Ferrieres. early in the ninth century
encouraged and promoted the study of the pagan
classics with all the ardour of a fifteenth century
Humanist. Through the influence of Alcuin, Theodulf. Lupus and others, the Carlovingian revival
spread to Reims. Auxerre, Laon, ami Chartres,
where even before the schools of Paris had come into
prominence, the foundations of scholastic theology
and philosophy were laid. In Southern Germany and
Switzerland the Carlovingian revival was felt before
the close of the eighth century in Rheinau, Reichenau,
and St. Gall, and early in the following century in
Northern Italy, especially in Pavia and Bobbio. Under the successors of Charlemagne there sprang up the
schools of Utrecht. Liege, and St. Laurent in the Low
Countries which continued the movement.
With the extension and promotion of the Carlovingian revival of education are associated the names of
the Irish teachers who were Alcuin's rivals and who
are certainly entitled with him to a share in the credit
of having been the first masters of the schools. According to the St. Gall chronicler who wrote the history of Charles the ireat, two Irish monks arrived in
France before Alcuin had received Charlemagne's invitation, and having made known somewhat boastfully
their desire to teach wisdom, were received by the
emperor with honour, and one of them placed at the
head of the palace school. The story, however, is not
accepted as reliable. We know for certain that after
Alcuin left the court of Charlemagne, Clement the
Irishman succeeded him as master of the palace school,
and that he had pupils sent to him even from the
monastery of Fulda. The grammarian, Cruindmelus,
the poet Dungal, and Bishop Donatus of Fiesole were
among the many Irish teachers on the Continent who
enjoyed the favour of Charlemagne. Indeed, the emperor, according to Einhard, " loved the strangers "and
"had the Irish in special esteem". His successors,
likewise, invited the Irish teachers to their court.
Louis the Pious was the patron of the Irish geographer
Dicuil, Lothair II stood in a similar relation to the
Irish poet and Scribe Sedulius, founder of the school
at Liege, and Charles the Bald equalled his grandfather in his affectionate esteem for the Irish teachers.
Under him Elias taught at Laon, Dunchad at
Reims, Israel at Auxerre, and, the greatest of all the
Irish scholars, John Scotus F>iugena, was head of the
Naturally the Irish teachers flocked
palace school.
to tli.' places already known to them by the missionary activity of their fellow-countrymen of former
ions.
We find them at Reichenau, St. Gall, and
Bobbio, "a whole herd of philosophers" as a ninth
century writer expresses it.
Every monastery or
Oral school at which they appeared soon showed
the effect of their influence. To the curriculum already in vogue in the Carlovingian Schools the Irish
teachers added the study of ( ireek, and wherever they
taught philosophy or theology (dialectic and the interpretation of the Scriptures) they drew largely
from the writings of the neo-Platonists and from the
works of the Greek Fathers.
With regard to the details of schoolwork in the institutions founded or reformed by Charlemagne, the
chronicles of the time do not furnish us as much information as one would desire. We know that the
course of studies in the town and village schools (per
<
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villas-

et

vicos)

Christian

comprised at least the elements of
plain-song, the rudiments of

Doctrine,

grammar, and perhaps, where the influence of St.
Benedict's rule was still felt, some kind of manual
training. In the monastic and cathedral schools the
curriculum included grammar (corresponding to what
we now call language-work in general, as well as the
study of poetry), rhetoric, dialectic, geometry, arithmetic, music and astronomy. The text -book in these
.subjects was, wherever the Irish teaching prevailed,
Martianus Capella. "I)e \uptiis Mercurii et philologia?"; elsewhere, as in the schools taught by Alcuin,
the teacher compiled treatises on grammar, etc. from
the works of Cassiodorus, St. Isidore of Seville, and
Venerable Bede.
In some instances the works of
Boet hius were used as texts in dialectic. The master.
scholasticus or archischolus (earlier capiscola), had at
his command, besides his assistants, a proscholus, or
prefect of discipline, whose duty it was (in the monastic school of Fulda. at least to teach the children
"how to walk, how to bow to strangers, how to behave in the presence of superiors". The teacher read
(legere was synonymous with docere) while the pupils
took down his dictation in their wax-tablets. The
"schoolroom" was, until as late as the twelfth century the cloister of the monastery and. in the case of
some very popular teachers, the street or a public
square. The floor of the schoolroom was strewn with
straw on which the pupils sat boarded floors and
benches do not appear to have been in use in schools
until the fifteenth century, although seats of a certain
kind were provided at C'iuny, in the twelfth century,
I

—

namely, wooden boxes which served the double purpose of a seat and a repository for writing materials.
Discipline in the Carlovingian schools was maintained by the proscholus, and that the medieval
scholar dreaded he rod is clear from an episode in the
history of the school of St. Gall where, in order to escape a birching, the boys set fire to the monastery.
Regulations regarding neatness, the hours to be given
to work, and provision for the mid-day siesta, etc.
show that some attention was paid to the health and
comfort of the pupils. After the death of Charlemagne and the dismemberment of the empire, the
educational reforms introduced by him received a
set-back. There was a brief period under Charles the
Bald, when royal favour was once more bestowed on
scholars.
But with the advent of the tenth century
came other cares and occupations for tin- royal mind.
Nevertheless, the monastic and episcopal schools, and
no doubt the village schools too, continued wherever
war and pillage did not render their existence impossible.
Thus the educational influence of the Carlovingian revival of learning was continued in some
way down to the dawn of the era of university education in the thirteenth century.
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William Turner.

Carmel (Heb. tans, Kdrmd, "garden" or "gardenland"), designates in the >. T. a certain city and
territory in the tribe of Juda.
its adjacent
The
city was in the hill country of Juda. and its territory
was contiguous to that of Maon, Ziph, and Jota (cf.
It
was in Carmel that
Josue, xii. 22; xv, 20, 55).
Saul set up the trophy of his victory over Amalec
[I Kings (A. V., I Samuel), xv, 12].
As Nabal, a man
I
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Maon, was shearing

name

of

Kurmul.

—

his

The
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sheep in the pasture-land of
Carmel, there occurred between him and David, then
of
Saul, the episode in which
anger
from
the
fugitive
a
Abigail, Nabal's wife, played so conspicuous a part
It was apparently in
(I Kings, xxv, 2, 5, 7, 40).
Carmelof Juda that King Osias, son of Amasias, had
arable lands and vineyards [II Paralipomenon (A. V.,
These simple Biblical data
II Chronicles), xxvi, 101
enable us to understand why this city and its district
were actually called "Carmel"; in contrast to the
wilderness a little farther to the south and to the east,
the region appeared like a "garden" to the Hebrews
of old, and the city naturally derived its name from
In the fourth century
that of the adjacent territory.
of our era St. Jerome describes the town of Carmel
as a village with a Roman garrison and speaks of the
In the time of the Crusades,
district as a mountain.
the city was held by King Amalrich against Saladin,
anil then passed into oblivion till the nineteenth century, when it was recognized by travellers under the
of

now

utterly desolate,

but its ruins conspicuous among which are three
churches and a strong castle with bevelled stones
indicate a town of considerable extent and impor-

Its geological structure is no
ally parallel to its axis.
other than that of the central longitudinal section of
It is made up of the
Palestine, west of the Jordan.

In it there are numerous
in flints, geodes, and fossils.
the north-east, igneous rocks break out from a
basalt formation which runs through the plain of
Esdrelon and extends to the Sea of Galilee. As
nearly the whole range of Carmel is covered with
abundant and rich vegetable earth, it has still much
of that appearance which no doubt was the origin of
its name: "the garden" or "the garden-land".
Most
of the ridge is covered with thickets of evergreens.
Besides the pine, its most common trees are the
prickly oak, myrtle, lentisk, earob, and olive.
Carmel is also remarkable for its profusion of aromatic
Its woody heights are tenplants and wild flowers.
anted chiefly by the roebuck, leopard, and wild cat.
In various places of the range, ancient wine presses
can still be pointed out; but the vine is almost entirely extinct except in the neighbourhood of 'Esfiyeh
and of the German colony which was established in

same hard limestone.
caves, and it abounds
<

)n

tance. The ruins of the town are about ten miles S.E.
of Hebron, and close to those of Maon.
Robinson. Biblical Researches, II. 193-196 (Boston, 1S41);
Stanley, Sinai ami Palestine, 100. 479, 4S4 (New York, 1S59);
Smith, Historical Geography of the Holy Land (New York,
1897), 306, 317. note

FRANCIS E. GlGOT.

Carmel, Mount, a well-known mountain
in

Palestine,

usually called in

the

Hebrew

ridge
Bible

So"On, Hdkkdrmil (with the definite article), "the
garden" or "the garden-land". In later Hebrew it
is known simply as Karmil, and in modern Arabic as

Kurmul, or more commonly as Jebel M&r Elias
(Mountain of St. Elias). At its extremity, near the
Mount Carmel looks like a bold promontory
which all but runs into the waves of the MediterThis north-western end of Carmel is about
ranean.
nine miles south-west of Acre, and in 32° 50' N. lat.
and 35° E. long. From this point, the ridge gradually retires from the coast and stretches south-east,
ascending for about ten miles to its highest point and
sea,

Like its
then sinking for nearly three miles more.
northern, its southern end is marked by a bold bluff
above Wady el-Milh. This is the range of mountains
which is usually designated under the name of Mount
Carmel. The name is also applied at times to the
lower hills which, for another twelve or thirteen miles,
form the prolongation of the main range and extend
to the south-east as far as the neighbourhood of
These lower hills, however, are of a softer
Jenin.
formation than the main range of Carmel, and really
separate it from the Hill Country, or central longitu-

Hence they
dinal section of Western Palestine.
should rather be considered as forming a chain of
spoken
Carmel,
and
be
simply
from
distinct
heights
The three principal summits
of as hills of Samaria.
of the main range of Carmel are far inferior in altitude
to those of the mountains of either Galilee or Judea.
Its highest peak, a little to the south of the Druse
Next in altitude
village of 'Esfiyeh, is only 1810 feet.
comes the south-eastern summit of Carmel, near the
ruins called El Mahraka, and some 1700feet high; and
last, the north-western promontory or cape of Carmel.
where the Carmelite monastery is situated 560 feet
above the sea. The general shape of the range is
that of a triangle, the apex of which is near the Mediterranean, while the sides, to the east and west, look
very different from each other. The western side
sinks slowly by long ridges and dales upon that pari
of the sea-coast which is known as the plain of Saron.
The eastern side, on the contrary, is abrupt above
the plains of Haifa and Esdnlon, ami in many places
descends almost by precipices to the River Cison,
which flows at the foot of the mountain and is gener-

1869 near Haifa. Of its former numerous villages
but a few are at present inhabited, and only small
patches of land around these and near the sea-coast

now cultivated. Besides 'Esfiyeh, its principal
extant villages are Et Tireh, Daliet El Kurmul, and
T
L Ez Zeinat. Most of the villagers are Druses and
Christians.
In the present day, Carmel belongs to
the pashalic of Acre.
Mt. Carmel is never mentioned in the New Testament; but it is oftentimes spoken of in the Old
Covenant. Its conquest is referred to the time of
Josue (xii, 22), and its territory is given as forming the southern boundary of the tribe of Aser (xix,
Its luxuriant verdure, chiefly caused by the
26).
vicinity of the Mediterranean Sea and by abundant
dew, was regarded as singularly beautiful; hence
the poetical comparison, "thy head is like Carmel", found in the Canticle of Canticles (vii. 5;
Heb., vii, 6), and the distinct reference to the
"beauty of Carmel" in Isaias (xxxv, 2). As Nabuchodonosor towered proudly above the kings of the
earth, so Carmel was prominent above the sea (Jer.,
xlvi. IS).
Its great fertility made it the type of a
country which was favoured with the Divine blessing
(Jer., 1, 19; Mich., vii, 14); and its devastation was
conceived as the surest sign of God's severe punishment of His people (Is., xxxiii, 9; Jer., iv, 26:
are

m

Amos,

i,

2; Nali.,

i,

4).

Its

woody summits and

its

tortuous caverns formed a secure hilling place for a
See also III (A.V., I) K.,xviii,
fugitive [Amos, ix,3.
The sacredness of its heights was well known
4. 13].
Apparently long before Elias' time
in ancient Israel.
how long before cannot now be made out an altar
had been erected in honour of Yahweh on Mt. Carmel,
and its ruins were repaired by that prophet as soon
as this could be done with safety (III K.. xviii, 30).
It was the ridge of Carmel that the same Prophet

—
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Elias chose for the assembly of the people, such assemblies being usually held at some holy place (III
K.. xviii, 19 sq.).
Again, in IV K., iv, 23, there is a
manifest allusion to the custom of resorting to Carmel
for the celebration of the new moon and of the sabbath.
From various passages of Holy Writ it has
been inferred that this sacred mountain was the actual
of
residence of both Elias and Eliseus (Cf. IV
place
K.. ii. •_'">; iv, 25, 27, etc.); and. as a matter of fact,
Elias' grotto and the cavern known as the School of
the Prophets are still pointed out.
There is likewise
some reason to believe that the incident, told of Elias
in IV K., i, 9-15, took place on the mountain of Carmel.
In this passage our English translation speaks indeed
of the prophet as sitting down on "a hill ", when he
caused fire to come down from heaven on the two
"fifties" and their respective captains who had been
sent by King Ochosias to put him under arrest.
But
the rendering of the Hebrew original word "im by
"a hill", which would naturally suggest a place
different from the mountain range of Carmel, is very
probably a defective one. The Hebrew xpression
rather means "the mountain" with an implicit reference to Mt Carmel, since that expression, in connexion with Elias, is used for that range only, with the
exception of Sinai, which, of course, is not intended
in IV K., i, 19-15.
However this may be, there is another incident in
Elias' life which Holy Writ distinctly places on the
ridge of Carmel, and on account of which that mountain has been, and will ever be, particularly renowned.
The event is narrated in detail in III K., xviii. It
was that of a public contest between Elias, the great
champion of Yahweh worship, and the prophets of
Baal, the Phoenician deity whose cult had lately been
fully organized by the wicked Achab in the new capiFor two years a
tal of the Northern Kingdom.
severe drought, foretold by Elias. had prevailed in
Vet it hail not sufficed to convince the people
Israel.
that Yahweh, not Baal, was indeed the true God.
In the third year, when the drought was about to be
broken. Elias, according to the Lord's command, met
King Achab. and obtained from him that all the peoc

ple 1„- gathered together with the prophets of Baal
unto Mt. Carmel. There, in the presence of all, he,
the only surviving prophet of the Lord, proposed that
the God who would consume by fire a bullock laid
upon wood ami with no fire under it be alone recognized as God.
The challenge was accepted. In vain
did the four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal call
upon their sun-god till noon, nay even till the time
It was now he turn of Elias.
of the evening sacrifice.
Hi. itilt repaired an ancient altar of Yahweh by
means of twelve stones, the prophet disposed the
wood, laid a bullock upon it, and got filled with water
the trench which he had dug around the whole.
His
prayer to Yahweh was heard. The fire from heaven
consumed all. to the very water in the trench, and all
'In people seeing this worshipped, saying: "Yahweh
Yahweh is God". Then followed in rapid
is God.
succession, the slaving of all the prophets of Baal who
had been brought, down to the brook Cison; Klias'
Crayer on the top of Carmel for rain and his repeated
idding to bis servant: "Go up and look toward the
sea"; the arising of a cloud, the forerunner of a violent storm: the king's prompt departure for Jezrahel,
lest he should be stopped by the rain; and. lastly,
Elias' swift running before Achab to the entrance of
The scene marked out alike by tradition
Jezrahel.
and by natural features as the place of this glorious
victory of Yahweh and Elias over Baal and his prophets is the south eastern xtremity of Mt. Carmel. the
part of the mountain nearest to. and most accessible
i

•

from Jezrahel. The place now known as Kl Marahka.
"the burning" or "the sacrifice", is very probably
the spot on which stood the altar of Yahweh which
Elias

repaired.

III.— 23

It

is

marked by shapeless ruins
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whither Druses of neighbouring villages come to perform a yearly sacrifice. Its position, at the southeastern point of the ridge, easily allowed the altars
thereon erected to be seen by Achab and the priests of
Baal and the multitude who stood on a wide upland
sweep close beneath it. Not far from it there is a
well always supplied with water even in the driest
seasons, and from which Elias could draw the water
with which he could fill the trench around his altar.
>n the lower declivities of the mountains is a mound
called Tell El Kassis, which means "the hill of the
priest", or ''of the priests", which may mark the
place where the prophets of Baal were put to death.
The brook Cison which runs at the foot of Carmel was
no doubt absolutely dry after the two years' drought,
so that the multitude could easily go across its bed to
witness Yahweh's victory on Mt. Carmel, and King
Achab hasten across it to Jezrahel before the
threatening storm should fill it with water and render
it impassable. The corpses of the slain prophets of Baal
were hurled down into the Cison, and when the brook
was changed by the storm into an impetuous torrent,
they were carried swiftly to the Mediterranean Sea.
From the slaughter by the side of the river, the
prophet of the Lord "went up" again to I'd Marahka,
and there prayed fervently for the breaking of the
drought. There, too. he naturally bade his servant
to "go up and look toward the sea", for while from
the place where he prayed the view of the Mediterranean is intercepted by an adjacent height, the
height itself may be ascended in a few minutes and a
full view of the sea be obtained from the top.
Finally, both Achab and Klias having rushed down to the
plain, safely crossed the Cison before the rain could
interfere with them, because at this point the river is
very close to Mt. Carmel.
Thus it can readily be seen that the traditional site
of the public contest between Klias and the prophets
of Baal fulfils all the conditions required by the sacred
narrative.
The last Scriptural reference to the Carmel range is found in the opening chapter of the
deutero-canonical book of Judith.
There we find
stated that the inhabitants of Carmel were numbered
among the peoples of the Western districts whom
Xabuehodonosor threatened with destruction, should
they venture to deny him help in his present conflict
with powerful enemies (Judith, i. s, in \ ulgate and in
There also we are told that despite his
Septuagint).
menaces, they all. "with one mind", refused to obey
his orders, whereupon the Assyrian king swore to
I

himself of them (Judith, i. 11. 12).
In ancient
times the sacredness of Carmel seems to have been
known to other nations besides Israel. Thus in the
list of places conquered by the Egyptian King Thot limes III, there is a probable reference at No. 48 to
the "holy headland" of Carmel (see also Nos. 49, 96,
in " Records of the Fast ", new series. V, 17. 50).
In
the fourth century B. c. tin aeo Platonic philosopher
[amblicus, in his life of Pythagoras, speaks oi Mt.
Carmel as "sacred above all mountains and forbidden
The great Roman historian,
of access to the vulgar".
Tacitus, mentions an altar a- erected there without
temple or image; "tantum ara et reverent ia "; and
Suetonius, in his "Lives of tl
narrates that
before making war against the Jews Vespasian went
to Carmel and consulted the oracle of its god.
After
the destruction of Jerusalem by TitUfi 7u a. d.), tinJews did not lose sight of the mountain of Carmel
and of its connexion with Klias. In the twelfth century of our era Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela writes as
follows in the narrative of his journey to Palestine:
"Under the mountain of Carmel are many Jewish
sepulchres, and near the summit is the cavern of
Elias upon whom be peace.
On the summit of
the hill, you may still trace the site of the altar which
was rebuilt by Klias of blessed memory, in the time
of King Achab, and the circumference of which is
a vetige

i
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about four yards".

make similar references to Elias
connexion with Mt. Carmel; and it is well known
that in the eighteenth century the Jews used to join
with the Mohammedans and the Christians to celebrate the feast of that holy prophet on the mountain
which bears his name, "Jcbel Mar Elias". As we
have seen, the traditional site of Elias' contest is still
But it is Christianity
held sacred by the Druses.
which, through its pious pilgrims and its Carmelite
monks, has chiefly contributed to preserve the sacred
memories of Mt. Carmel. The best positions from
which to view the extensive prospect are furnished by
the flat roof of the Carmelite monastery at the northwestern end of the mountain, and by the platform of
the chapel recently erected by the Carmelites at its
south-eastern extremity.
Wright, Early Travels in Palestine (London, ISIS); Robinson, Biblical Researches (Boston, 1841), III; Guerin, Description lie la Palestine, etc. (Paris, 1S76), II; Conder, Tent Workin Palestine (London, 1SS9); Thomson, The Land and the l!<<"k
(New York, ISSl'i.II; Smith, Hist. Geaar. vj the Holy Land (New
following centuries
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York, 1S971; Baedeker, Palestine anil
York. 1906).
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The date of the foundation of the
Our Lady of Mount Carmel has been under

Origin.

orders.

discussion from the fourteenth century to the presenl
its founders the prophets
Elias and Eliseus, whereas modern historians, beginning with Baronius, deny its existence previous to the
second half of the twelfth century. As early as the
times of the Prophet Samuel there existed in the Holy
Land a body of men called Sons of the Prophets, who
in many respects resembled religious institutes of
later times.
They led a kind of community life, and,
though not belonging to the Tribe of Levi, dedicated
themselves to the service of God; above all they
owed obedience to certain superiors, the most famous
of whom were Elias and liis successor Eliseus, both
connected with Carmel, the former by his encounter
with the prophets of Baal, the latter by prolonged
With the downfall
residence on the holy mountain.
of the Kingdom of Israel the Sons of the Prophets
disappear from history. In the third or fourth century of the Christian Era Carmel was a place of pilgrimage, as is proved by numerous Greek inscriptions
on the walls of the School of the Prophets: " RememSeveral
ber Julianus, remember Germanicius", etc.
of the Fathers, notably John Chrysostom, Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, and Jerome, represent Elias and

day, the order claiming for

Eliseus as the models of religious perfection and the
patrons of hermits and monks. These undeniable
facts have opened the way to certain conjectures.
As
St. John the Baptist spent nearly the whole of his life
in the desert, where he gathered around him a number
of disciples, and as Christ said he was endowed with
the spirit and virtue of Elias, some authors think hat
he revived the institute of the Sons of the Prophets.
The glowing descriptions given by Pliny, Flavins
Josephus, and Philo, of the manner of life of the
Essenes and Therapeutes convinced others that these
sects belonged to the same corporation; unfortunately their orthodoxy is open to serious doubts. Tacitus mentions a sanctuary on Carmel, consisting
" neither of a temple, nor an idol, but merely an altar
t

worship"; whatever its origin may have
was at the time of Vespasian in the
Pythagoras (500
of a pagan priest, Basilides.
B. c.) is represented by Jamblichus (a. d. 300) as
having spent some time in silent prayer in a similar
sanctuary cm 'armel, a test iin.my of greater force for
the time of Jamblichus himself than for thai of Pythagoras.
Nicephorus Callistus \. i>. 1300) relatestli.it
the Empress Helena built a eliureh in honour of St.
This eviElias on the slopes of a certain mountain.
dence is, however, inadmissible, inasmuch as Eusebius
for Divine

been,

it

certainly

hands

(

(
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Rabbis of the thirteenth and

witness to the fact that she built only two churches
in the Holy Land, at Bethlehem and at Jerusalem,
not twenty, as Nicephorus says; moreover the words
of this author show clearly that he had in view the
Ireek monastery of Mar Elias, overhanging the Jordan valley, and not Carmel as some authors think;
Mar Elias, however, belongs to the sixth century.
These and other misunderstood quotations have enfeebled rather than strengthened the tradition of the
order, which holds that from the days of the great
Prophets there has been, if not an uninterrupted, at
least a moral succession of hermits on Carmel, first
under the Old Dispensation, afterwards in the full
light of Christianity, until at the time of the Crusades
these hermits became organized after the fashion of
the Western orders. This tradition is officially laid
down in the constitutions of the order, is mentioned
in many papal Bulls, as well as in the Liturgy of the
Church, and is still held by many members of the
is

(

order.

The silence of Palestine pilgrims previous to a. d.
1150, of chroniclers, of early documents, in one word
the negative evidence of history has induced modern
historians to disregard the claims of the order, and to
place its foundation in or about the year 1 155 when it
spoken of in documents of undoubted authenEven the evidence of the order itself was not
always very explicit. A notice written between 1247
and 1274 (Mon. Hist. Carmelit., 1, 20, 267) states in
general terms that "from the days of Elias and Eliseus the holy fathers of the Old and the New Dispensation dwelt on Mount Carmel, and that their successors
after the Incarnation built there a chapel in honour
of Our Lady, for which reason they were called in
is first

ticity.

papal Bulls " Friars of Blessed Mary of Mount CarThe General Chapter of 12S7 (unedited) speaks
of the order as of a plantation of recent growth (plan-

mel ".
tatio

novella).

More

some writings

definite are

of

about the same time. A letter "On the progress of
his Order" ascribed to St. Cyril of Constantinople,
but written by a Latin (probably French) author
about the year 1230, and the book "On the Institution of the First Monks" connect the order with the
Prophets of the Old Law. This latter v/ork, mentioned for the first time in 1342, was published in
1370 and became known in England half a century
It purports to be written by John, the fortyfourth (more accurately the forty-second) Bishop of
Jerusalem (a. d. 400). However, as Gennadius and
other ancient bibliographers do not mention it among
the writings of John, and as the author was clearly a
Latin, since his entire argument is based upon certain
texts of the Vulgate differing widely from the corresponding passages of the Septuagint, and as he in
many ways proves his entire ignorance of the Greek
language, and, moreover, quotes or alludes to writers
of the twelfth century, he cannot have lived earlier
than the middle of the thirteenth. A third author
leacon of Antioch,
is sometimes mentioned, Joseph, a
whom Possevin assigns to about A. D. 131). His work
later.

I

but

very

"Speculum

perfectte militia?
primitivse ecclesiffl", proves that he cannot have beas
Fathers,
indeed
he is enlonged to the Apostolic
His name is
tirely unknown to patristic literature.
fourteenth
century
and in
mentioned
before
the
not
all probability he did not live much earlier.
by
many
of
the
order,
The tradition
while admitted
of the medieval Schoolmen, was contested by not a
historians
negfew authors.
Hence the Carmelite
lected almost completely the history of their own
times, spending all their energy on controversial writ
iugs, as is evident in the works of John Baconthorpe,
John of Chimineto, John of Hildesheim, Bernard OlIn 137 t a disputation was
erius, and many others.
held before the University of Cambridge between the
Dominican John Stokes and tin- Carmelite John of
is lost

Ilorneby;

its

title,

the latter, whose arguments were chiefly
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(1399), Basil (1411), Hilarion (1490), and Klias (in
some places c. 1480, in the whole order from 1551)
had already been placed on the Carmelite calendar;
the chapter of 1504 added many more, some of whom

were dropped out twenty years later on the occasion
of a revision of the Liturgy, but were reintroduced in
1609 when Cardinal Bellarmine acted as reviser of
ii Mii-lit e
legends.
He, too, approved with certain
reservations the legend of the feast of Our Lady of
Mount Carmel, Hi July, which had been instituted
between lo76 and 1386 in commemoration of the
approbation of the rule by Honorius III; it now
(1609) became the "Scapular feast", was declared
the principal feast of the order, and was extended to
the whole Church in 1726. The tendency of claiming
for the order saints and other renowned persons of
Christian and even classical antiquity came to a
i

climax in the "Paradisus Carmehtici decoris" by
M. A. Alegre de Casanate, published in 1639, conthe Sorbonne in 1642, and placed on the
Roman Index in 1649. Much that is uncritical may
also be found in the annals of the order by J.-B. de
1645-56) and in "Decor Carmeli" by Philip
of the Blessed Trinity (1665).
On the publication,
in 1668, of the third volume of March of tin- Bollandists, in which Daniel Papebroch asserted that the
larmi lite )rder was founded in 1155 by St. Bert hold.
there arose a literary war of thirty years' duration
and almost unequalled violence. The Holy See, appealed to by both sides, declined to place the Bollandists on the Roman Index, although they had been
he Spanish Index, but imposed silence on both
permitted the
'hi the other hand
parties (1698).
erection of a statue of St. Elias in the Vatican Basiof
orders
the
towards the
among
founders
lica
72.">
cost of which (4064 scudi or $3942) each section of the
At the present
order contributed one fourth part.
time the question of the antiquity of the Carmelite
Order has hardly more than academical interest.
Foundations in Palestine. The Greek monk John
Phocas who visited the Holy Land in lis.", relates
thai he met on Carmel a Calabrian (i.e. Western) monk
who Some time previously, on the strength of an apnn of he Prophet Klias, had gathered around
him about ten hermits with whom he led a religious
life in a small monastery near the grotto of the
prophet.
Rabbi Benjamin de Tudela had already in
111'.:; reported that
the Christians had built then
chapel in honour of Klias. Jacques de Vitry and
several other writers of the end of the 1 welfth and the
beginning of the thirteenth centuries give similar
Tl
xad date of the foundation of the
accounts.
hermitage may be gathered from the life of Aymeric,
Patriarch of Antioch. a relative of the "Calabrian"
monk. Berthold; on the occasion of a journey to
or.in m
he follow ing year hi- app

demned by

I

(

t

i

it

1

1

i,

—

1

.".

1

1

I

t

visited he latter and assisted him in tin- establishment of the small community; it is further re111
port eil hat oil his return to \lltioeh le.
he took
with him some of he hermits, who founded a convent

have

t

t

1

I

I

I

t

town and another on a neighbouring mounboth were destroyed in 1268. Under Berthold's

in that

tain;

doubts .-irose as to he
pro|>er form of life of the 'armolitc hermits.
The Patriarch of Jerusalem, Albert de Veroelli, then residing
at Tyre, settled the difficulty by writing a short rule,
part of which is literally taken from that of St. Aut

(
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taken from canon law, not from history, was declared
victorious and the members of the university were
forbidden to question the antiquity of the Carmelite
trder.
Towards the end of the fifteenth century this
ably defended by Trithemius (or whoever
was u
wrote under his name), Bostius, PaUeonydorus, and
many others who with a great display of learning
strove to strengthen their thesis, filling in the gaps in
the history of the order by claiming for it numerous
Sts. Eliseus and Cyril of Alexandria
ancient saints.

gustine (c. 1210). The hermits were to elect a prior
to whom they should promise obedience; they were
to live in cells apart from one another, where they had
to recite the Divine Office according to the Rite of the
church of the Holy Sepulchre, or, if unable to read,
certain other prayers, and to spend their time in pious
meditation varied by manual labour. Every morning they met in chapel for Mass, and on Sundays also
for chapter.
They were to have no personal property; their meals were to be served in their cells;
but they were to abstain from flesh meat except in
cases of great necessity, and they had to fast from the
middle of September until Easter. Silence was not
to be broken between Vespers and Terce of the following day. while from Terce ill Vespers they were
The prior was to set a
to guard against useless talk.
good example by humility, and the brothers were to
honour him as t lie representative of Christ.
As will be seen from this
Migration to Europe.
short abstract no provision was made for any further
organization beyond the community on Carmel itself,
whence it must be inferred that until 1210 no other
foundation had been made except those at and near
Antioch. which were probably subject to the patriarch of that city. After that date new communities
sprang up at Saint Jean d'Acre, Tyre, Tripoli, Jerusalem, in the Quarantena, somewhere in Galilee
(rnonasterium Valini), and in some other localities
which are not. known, making in all about fifteen.
Most of these were destroyed almost as soon as they
were built, and at least in two of them some of the
brothers were put to death by tin- Saracens. Several
times the hermits were driven from Carmel, but they
always found means to return; they even built a new
monastery in 1263 (in conformity with the revised
rule) and a comparatively large church, which was
still visible towards the end of the fifteenth century.
However, the position of Christians had become so
precarious as to render emigration necessary.
Accordingly colonies of hermits wen sent out to Cyprus.
t

—

Sicily. Marseilles,

and Valenciennes

(c.

1238).

Some

of English nationality accompanied the
Barons de Vescy and Grey on their return journey
from the expedition of Richard. Karl of Cornwall
and made foundations at llulue near Alnwick
(1241
in Northumberland, Bradmer (Norfolk), Aylesford,
and Newenden (Kent). St. Louis, King of France.
visited Mount Carmel in 1254 and brought six French
hermits to Charenton near Paris where he gave them
a convent. Mount iarmel was taken by he Saracens

brothers

I,

(

I

1291, the brothers, while singing the Salve Regina,
were put in the -v.onl. and the convent was burnt.
With the migration of the
Character and Name.
in

—

Carmelite-: to Europe begins a new period in the history of the order. Little more than the bare names
of the superiors of the first period has come down to
us: St. Berthold, St. Brocard, St. Cyril, Berthold (or
Bartholomew), and Alan (1155-1247). At the lirst

chapter held at Aylesford, St. Simon Stock was elected
general (1247-65). As the oldest biographical notice
eoi
ruing him dates back only to 1430 and is not
very reliable, we must judge the man from his works.
H found himself in a difficult position. Although
the rule had been granted about 1211) and had received papal approbation in 1226, many prelates refused to acknowledge the order, believing it to be
founded in contravention of the Lateran Council
(1215) which forbade the institution of new orders.
In fact (he Carmelite Order as such was only approved by the Second Council of Lyons (1274 i, but
St. Simon obtained from Innocent IV an interim approbation, as well a- certain modifications of the rule
(12 17).
Henceforth foundations were no longer restricted to deserts but might be made in cities and
the suburbs of towns; the solitary life was abandoned
for community life; meals were to be taken in common; the abstinence, though not dispensed with, was
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rendered less stringent; the silence was restricted to
the time between Compline and Prime of the following day; donkeys and mules might be kept for travelling and the transport of goods, and fowls for the
needs of the kitchen. Thus the order ceased to be
eremitical and became one of the mendicant orders.
Its first title, Fratres eremita- de Monte Carmeli, and,
after the building of a chapel on Carmel in honour of

Our Lady (c. 1220), Eremitce Sancia Maria de Monte
Carmeli, was now changed into Fratres Ordinis Beatissimw Virginia Mariw de Monte Carmeli. By an
ordinance of the Apostolic Chancery of 1477 it was
further amplified, Fratres Ordinis Beatissimoe Dei
Genitrieis sempergue Virginia Mariop de Monte Carmeli, which title was rendered obligatory by the General Chapter of 1680.
Having oUained the mitigation of the rule, St.
Simon Stock, who was altogether in favour of the active life, o[iened houses at Cambridge (1249), Oxford
(1253), London (about the same time), York (1255),
Paris (1259), Bologna (1260), Naples (date uncerHe strove especially to implant the order
tain), etc.
at the universities, partly to secure for the religious
the advantages of a higher education, partly to increase the number of vocations among the underAlthough the zenith of the mendicant
graduates.
orders had already passed he was successful in both
The rapid increase of convents and novrespects.
ices, however, proved dangerous; the rule being far
stricter than those of St. Francis and St. Dominic,
discouragement and discontent seized many of the
brothers, while the bishops and the parochial clergy
continued to offer resistance to the development of
the order. He died a centenarian before peace was
fully restored. With the election of Nicholas Gallicus
(1265-71) a reaction set in; the new general, being
much opposed to the exercise of the sacred ministry,
favoured exclusively the contemplative life. To this
end he wrote a lengthy letter entitled " Ignea sagitta"
(unedited) in which he condemned in greatly exaggerated terms what he called the dangerous occupaHis
tions of preaching and hearing confessions.
words remaining unheeded, he resigned his office, as
did also his successor, Radulphus Alemannus (127174), who belonged to the same school of thought.
The approbation of the order by the SecHabit.
ond Council of Lyons secured its permanent position
among the mendicant orders, sanctioned the exercise
of the active life, and removed every obstacle to its
development, which thenceforth went on by leaps
and bounds. Under Peter de Millaud (1274-94) a
change was made in the habit. Hitherto it had consisted of a tunic, girdle, scapular, and hood of either
black, brown or grey colour (the colour became subject to numberless changes according to the different
subdivisions and reforms of the order), and of a mantle composed of four white and three black vertical
stripes or rays, whence the friars were popularly
called Fratres barrati, or virqulati, or de pica (magIn 1287 this variegated mantle was exchanged
pie).
for one of pure white wool which caused them to be

—

called Whitefriars.
The Thirteenth Century.

— Besides

the generals al-

ready mentioned, the thirteenth century saw two
saint's nf the order, Angelus and Albert of Sicily.
Very little is known of the former, his biography,
purporting to be written by his brother Enoch, Patriarch of Jerusalem, being a work of the fifteenth century; in those portions in which it can be controlled
by contemporary evidence it is proved to lie unreliable, e. g. when it establishes a whole Greek hierarchy
at Jerusalem during the period of the Crusades; or
when it gives the acts of an apocryphal Council of
Alexandria together with the names of seventy bishops supposed to have taken part in it. These and

some other
it is

particulars being altogether unhistorical,
say how much credence it deserves in

difficult to
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other matters for which there is no independent evidence. It is, however, worthy of notice that the Breviary lessons from 1458. when the feast of St. Angelus
first appears, until 1579 represent him simply as a
Sicilian by birth and say nothing of his Jewish descent,
his birth and conversion at Jerusalem, etc. Nor is there
any positive evidence as to the time when he lived or
the year and the cause of his martyrdom. According
to some sources he was put to death by heretics
(probably Manichseans), but, according to later
authors, by a man whom he had publicly reproved
Again, the oldest legends of St.
for grave scandal.
Francis and St. Dominic say nothing of a meeting of
the three saints in Rome or their mutual prophecies
concerning the stigmata, the rosary, and the martyrdom. The life of St. Albert, too, was written a long
time after his death by one who had no personal recollection of him and was more anxious to edify the
reader by an account of numerous miracles (frequently in exaggerated terms), than to state sober
facts.
All that can be said with certainty is that St.
Albert was born in Sicily, entered the order very
young, in consequence of a vow made by his parents,
that for some time he occupied the position of provincial, and that he died in the odour of sanctity on
7 August, 1.306. Though he was never formally canonized, his feast was introduced in 1411.
Foundations in the British Isles. The English province, to which the Irish and Scotch houses belonged
until 1.305, made rapid progress until about the middle of the fourteenth century, after which date foundations became less numerous, while from time to
time some of the smaller houses were given up. The
Carmelites enjoyed the favour of the Crown, which
contributed generously towards several foundations,
particularly that of Oxford, where the royal residence
was handed over to the order. The site is now occupied by the Beaufort Hotel, but there may still be
seen Friars' Walk, and the little church of St. Mary
Magdalen which for a time was served by the Carmelites.
Other royal foundations were Hitchin,
Marlborough, etc. John of Gaunt was a great benefactor of the order and chose his confessors from
amongst its members; the House of Lancaster likewise almost always had Carmelites as royal confessors, a post which corresponded to some extent to that
of royal almoner or minister of public worship.
These" confessors were as a rule promoted to small
The order became
bishoprics in Ireland or Wales.
very popular among the people. The life was one of
deep poverty, as is proved by various inventories of
goods and other documents still extant. During the
Wycliffite troubles the order took the leadership of
the Catholic party, the first opponent of Wyclif being
the Provincial of the Carmelites, John Cunningham.
Thomas Walden was entrusted by Henry V with important missions abroad, and accompanied Henry
VI to France. During the wars with France several
French convents were attached to the English province, sc that the number of English Carmelites rose to
fifteen hundred. But. ultimately there remained only
the house at Calais, which was suppressed by Henry
VIII. At the end of the fifteenth century the province

—

to about six hundred religious.
of the various reforms seems to have been
introduced into England, although Eugene IV and
the general, John Soreth, took steps in this direction.
The peculiar constitutions in vigour in England, and
the excellent organization of the province rendered
the spread of abuses less to be feared than elsewhere.
At the beginning of the Reformation a number of the
junior religious, affected by the new learning, left the
order; the remainder were compelled to sign the Art

had dwindled down

None

of Supremacy, which they apparently did without
hesitation, a tact not much to be wondered at if it be
borne in mind that Cardinal Wolsey had already obtained power from the Holy See to visit and reform
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the Carmelite convents, a measure which left no alternative but blind submission to the royal will or
suppression. Separated from the rest of the order,
the Carmelites were for a time subjected to the rule
of George Brown, general of all the mendicants, but

rained

a

comparative

independence

under John

Byrd, first provincial and then general of the English
section of the order. At the time of the final suppression there were thirty-nine houses, including that
of Calais. The suppression papers are very far from
complete, exhibiting the names of only about 140 religious, and containing the inventories of less than a
dozen houses. These wire in a state of abject povAt Oxford the friars had been obliged to sell
erty.
the benches of the church and the trees in the road,
and the commissioner stated that soon they would
have to sell the tiles off (he roof, to buy a few loaves
Yet one of the novices. Anthony Foxton,
of bread.
nothing daunted by this trying situation, fled to
Northallerton to continue his novitiate, whence a
few weeks later he was expelled for the second time.
The property of the order was squandered with the
same recklessness as other ecclesiastical goods. The
library of the London house, considered one of the
finest in England (this applies in all probability to
the building, not to its contents, which bear no comparison with other monastic libraries of that period),
came into the possession df Dr. Butt. The other
buildings were sold in parcels. Only two Carmelites
are known to have suffered death, Lawrence Cook and
Reginald Pecock; others seem to have recanted in
prison.
But as practically nothing is known of the
fate of a large number of convents, especially those
of the North, it is more than probable that during the

some were burnt and their inmates
Among the few remains of the English
hanged.
Carmelite convents must be mentioned the first two
foundations. Hulne, now a ruin, and Aylesford, in a

different risings

fairly good state of preservation,
ful cloister in what is now the

and also the beautiworkhouse for male

An attempt to revive the
paupers at Coventry.
English province during the reign of Queen Mary was
unsuccessful.
The history of the Irish and Scotch provinces has
never been exhaustively studied, owing chiefly to the
The total number of Irish
loss of many documents.
convents is variously given as twenty-five or twentyeight, but in all probability some of these had but a
short-lived existence.
The fact that the general
chapters repeatedly appointed Englishmen as provincials for Ireland seems to indicate that the prov-

was frequently troubled by disunion and strife.
At an early epoch the Dublin house was designated a
studium generate, but as it is never mentioned as such
in the official lists it probably served only for the Irish
students, foreign provinces not being required to send
For the pursuit of higher studies
their contingent.
facilities were given to the Irish and Scotch in
ince

!

London and
convents

M

fell

The Irish
the English universities.
without exception under the iron hand

at

Henry VIII.
The Scotch province numbered

at

the

utmost

twelve convents, of which that of South Queensferry
the foot of the Forth Bridge is still extant.
Here
ngain we have to content ourselves with stray notices,
from which, however, it is manifest that the order
•vas in high favour with the Crown.
Some Scotch
Carmelites played an important part at the University of Paris, while others were among the chief promoters of the Reform of Albi. At the suppression of
the English convents many religious betook themselves to Scotland where convents were allowed to
exist as best they could until I.Vi4.
Constitutions.—The oldest constitutions that have
come down to US are dated 132 1. but there is evidence
of a former collection begun about 1256 to supplement
the rule, which lays down only certain leading prin.it
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In 1324 the order was divided into fifteen
provinces corresponding to the countries in which it
was established. At the head of the order was the
general, elected in open scriitinixim (ballot) by the
general chapter; at each successive chapter he had to
render an account of his administration and if no
serious complaints were made he was confirmed in
his office until he was removed by the nomination to
a bishopric, or by death, or until he resigned of his
own accord. He chose his own residence which from
was usually Rome. He was given two com1 17panions (generally of his own choice) to accompany
him on his journeys and to assist him with advice.
The whole order contributed annually a fixed amount
towards the maintenance of the general and the costs
of the administration.
In theory, at least, the power
of the general was almost unlimited but in practice
he could not afford to disregard the wishes of the provinces and provincials.
The general chapter assembled fairly regularly every third year from 1247 to the
end of the fourteenth century; but from that period
onward the intervals became much longer, six, ten,
even sixteen years. The chapters had become a
heavy burden, not only for the order but also for the
towns which accorded them hospitality. Each province (their number was constantly increasing) was
represented by the provincial and two companions.
In addition to these there was a gathering of masters
in divinity and promising students who held theological disputations, while the definitors discussed the
affairs of the order; as the Holy See usually granted
indulgences on the occasion of chapters, the pulpits of
the cathedral and parochial and conventual churches
were occupied several times a day by eloquent preachers; travelling being performed on horseback, each
province sent a number of lay brothers to care for
the horses.
Thus the general chapters were always attended by
large numbers of friars, from five hundred to a thousand and more. To defray the costs each provincial
was bound to ask Iris sovereign for a subsidy, the
English Crown contributing as a rule ten pounds,
while board and lodging for the members of the chapter were found in other religious houses and among
the townspeople. In return the order used to grant
the town letters of fraternity and to place its patron
saints on the Carmelite calendar.
For the election of
the general all the provincials and their companions
assembled, but the remaining business was entrusted
to the definitors, one for each province; these were
chosen at the provincial chapter in such a way that
no one could act in this capacity in two successive
chapters. The duty of the definitors w;.s to receive
reports on the administration of the provinces; to
confirm provincials or to depose them, and elect
others in their stead; to audit the accounts and fix
the annual taxation; to nominate those who were to
lecture on Scripture and the Sentences at the universities, especially Paris;
to grant permission for the
reception of academical honours at he expense of the
whole order; to revise and interpret existing laws and
add new ones; and finally, to grant privileges to deserving members, deal with those guilty of serious
offences by meting out adequate punishment, or, if
cause were shown for leniency, by relaxing or condoning previous sentences. This done, the whole
chapter was again called together, the decisions of
the definitors were published and handed in writing
to each provincial.
Of the records of the earlier chapters only fragments are now to be found, but from 1318
the acts are complete and have partly been printed.
The provincial chapters were held as a rule once a
year, but there were complaints that some provincials
held only two in three years.
Each convent was
represented by the prior or viear and by one companion elected by the conventual chapter to take
complaints against the prior.
Out of the whole
ciples.

t
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of capitulars four definitors were chosen who
together with the provincial performed much the
same duties on behalf of the province as did the definitory of the general chapter on behalf of the whole
Among other things they had full authority
order.

number

to depose priors and to elect new ones; they also
selected students to be sent to the various studio,
generalia and particularia, and to the universities, and
made adequate provision for their expenses. They
decided subject to the approval of the general and
the Holy See on the foundation of new convents.
They dealt with delinquents. Attempts were made
from time to time to limit the duration of the office
of provincials, but so long as the general legislation
of the Church tolerated an indefinite tenure of office
these endeavours were practically unavailing.
The superior of a convent was the prior, or in his
absence and during a vacancy the vicar. The prior
was controlled in his administration by three guardians who held the keys of the common chest and
countersigned bills and contracts. Complaints against
the prior were sent to the provincial or to the provinThere was no limit to the tenure of
cial chapter.
office of the prior; he might be confirmed year after
year for twenty or more years. In the case of convents in university towns, especially Paris and the

—

Roman

—

Curia (Avignon, afterwards

Rome) the nom-

ination belonged to the general or the general chapter; and there appears to have been an unwritten law
that at Cambridge, Louvain, and other universities
the priorship should be filled by the bachelor who in
the course of the year was to take his degree as Master
From about the middle of the fourin Divinity.
teenth century it became customary to fill the offices
and prior (at least in the larger
provincial,
of general,
convents) exclusively with those who had taken desystematic exception to this
the
only
Almost
grees.
rule is to be found in the province of Upper Germany.
Sources of Membership. When St. Simon Stock established convents in university towns he obviously
counted upon the undergraduates as the future recruits of the order; nor was he deceived in his expectaTrue, the time had passed when in one day
tion.
sixty or more students with their professors flocked
Dominican convent at Paris to receive the
the
to
habit from the hands of Blessed Jordan. But there
were still many applicants, notwithstanding the severe
by-laws of the universities regulating the reception of
students in mendicant convents. It was perhaps
chiefly the poor scholars who by joining one of these
orders secured for themselves the necessaries of life as
Not only in the time
well as the means of education.
of St. Simon but even much later a good deal of trouble was caused by these young men, who had recently
exchanged the free and easy life of the scholar for the
In many convents we find
discipline of the cloister.
numerous instances of members of the families of the
founders and chief benefactors becoming conventuals;
in some cases the relationship of uncle and nephew
may be traced through several centuries; just as the
prebends of cathedrals and collegiate churches were
often in the gift of the founder and his family and
were handed down from generation to generation, the
more humble cells of a Carmelite convent remained
frequently in the hands of one and the same family
win. considered it their duty as well as their right to be
Again, it
ever represented by at least one member.
frequently happened that a father desirous of settling
In,.n in lite bought or endowed a cell for him in a
convent.
It was probably due to the ardent piety of
former times and the careful preservation from dangerous society that such casual calls ripened into
solid vocations.
In places where the Carmelites had
public or semi-public schools they found little diffiHut there remained
culty in choosing suitable boys.
a good many convents in small places, where the recruiting "as evidently not so easy and where with a

—
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number of inmates a dangerous relaxation
For,
of religious observance went hand in hand.
throughout the Middle Ages a friar belonged totheconvent in which he had taken the'habit, alt hough through
force of circumstances he might be absent from it for
the greater part of Ins life. Hence, the general chapters repeatedly commanded the priors to receive every
decreasing

year one or two promising young men even if they
brought no endowment, so as to gradually increase
the number of religious. In other cases where provinces were numerous enough but lacked the means of
subsistence the reception of novices might be stopped
for several years.

—

Probation and Formation of Members. The clothing of novices was preceded by certain inquiries into
their antecedents and the respectability of their famThe year of probation was spent in the convent
ilies.
which they entered, the "native convent" as it was
called, and a father was commissioned to take personal care of a novice, teaching him the customs of the
order and the ceremonies of the choir. According to
the oldest constitutions, each novice might have a
special master, but in practice one master, assisted,
if necessary, by a substitute, was appointed for all.
The novices were not allowed to mingle with the rest
of the community or with the boys of the convent
school no office that in any way could interfere with
their chief duty, viz. learning the Divine Office, was
given them. On the other hand the prior was not to
allow anyone to reprehend the novices or find fault
with them, except the novice-master himself, whose
business it was to teach, correct, guide, and encourTowards the end of the novitiate the
age them.
probationer was voted on; if he had given satisfaction he was allowed to make his profession, otherwise
he was dismissed. One of the conditions for profession was that the novice should be able to read fluently and write correctly. Those who might smile at
such elementary requirements should remember that
reading and writing implied a complete mastery of the
Latin grammar and a practical knowledge of the
system of abbreviations and contractions, a knowledge of palaeography which is not now required either
of schoolboys or advanced scholars.
After profession the provincial decided what was
to be done with the young religious. He might stand
in need of further training in grammar and rhetoric,
or he might begin at once the study of physics and
logic.
If his own convent offered no facility for these
pursuits, which was probably seldom the case, he
would be sent to another. Once a week or a fortnight
the teacher would hold a repetition with his scholars
in presence of the community so that it might become known who had studied and who had been negSpecial convents were assigned for the study
ligent.
of philosophy and theology; in England the former
was taught at Winchester, the latter at Coventry.
The higher studies were, however, pursued at the
studia generalia of which in 1324 there were eight:
Paris, Toulouse, Bologna, Florence. Montpeluer,
Cologne, London, and Avignon. Their number was
gradually increased until each province had its own,
but in earlier times every province was bound to send
a certain number of students to each of these studio,
and to provide for their maintenance; they were even
free to send a larger number than prescribed, but they
had to pay for the full number even if they sent less.
In addition to the students sent to the studia at the
expense of their provinces, others might be sent at
the expense of their parents and friends, provided the
superiors had given their consent. Thus the Dumber
of students at the Carmelite convent at Paris averaged three hundred, in London over a hundred. The
majority of students were sen' pro simplici forma,
that is just to complete their course, after which they
returned to their provinces. Only the most promising were allowed to study for degrees, because this
;
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involved a prolonged resilience at the universities,
tpn, twelve or more years, ami a corresponding outlay. (For the course of stuelie-s ami the various steps
leading to the degree of Master in Divinity see Uni-

The provincial and general chapters
succession of lecturers on Scripture and
ntences; particularly at Paris, the foremost
university, provision was often made for ten years in
advance, so as t" ensure a steady supply of a Me readers and to distribute as far as possible the honours
among all the provinces, for the universities would
allow only one friar of each of the mendicant orders
to take degrees in the course of a year, and each order
was naturally anxious to put its most capable men in
the foreground.
It was tin refore not an idle boast
when it was said, as we read sometimes, of one or
of
Carmelites,
that he was the best lecturer
other
the
of his term at Paris.
As Paris was the most celebrated university, so the doctors of Paris had precedence over those of the other universities. During the schism Paris took sides with the Clementist
The
party whose most powerful support it was.
Urbanist party in the Carmelite Order transferred
the prerogatives of the graduates of Paris to those of
There exists a fairly
Bologna, a poor makeshift.
complete list ii*' the Masters of Paris, but only fragvhKsiTiEs.1
ted

t

lie

mentary information concerning other

universities.

Unfortunately the register of the English province

was destroyed during the Reformation, while the
r part of the archives of Oxford and Cambridge
were lost during the Civil War, so that the priceless
notices collected by John Bale are the chief sources
our knowledge of Carmelite activity at the EngThis is the more regrettable as the
position of Carmelite friars was regulated by special
often alluded to, but nowhere preserved,
(hi their return from the universities the religious
wi re usually appointed to some readership, care being taken that in every convent there should be a
daily lecture on Scripture and theology.
Pen,.
The constitutions
ihed by Rule.
deal very fully with the faults committed by religious and their punishment. A few words will not be
out of place with regard to more serious breaches of
discipline, especially the violation of the religious
Faults against chastity were punished with six
VOWS.
months', or. if notorious, with a years, imprisonment,
and the loss of voice and place in chapter for from
three in five years. If special circumstances required
it this punishment was increased, and in the case of a
grave scandal the culprit was sent to the galleys for
hard labour for a number of years or even lor the reIf serious suspicion existed
mainder of his life.
against anyone which it was impossible either to
prove or to disprove, the accused was allowed the
benefit of canonical purgation, i. e. having himself
denied the charge on oath, he produced m\ other religious of good name and high standing to affirm on
oath th.it they considered the charge unfounded and
innocent.
the accuse
If unable to find such withed as though he had been con>ther
faults
recur frequently wire open
that
victed,
disobedience ami rebellion against the commands of
the superiors, the undue exercise of proprietorship,
theft, apostasy (by which was understood any absence from tin- convent without proper permission,
even if there was no intention of quitting the order
permanently). Thus, if a religious, being sent from
one place to another, tarried on the road without
proper cause, or went out of his way without neces(gain, a lecsity, lie was punished as a
turer at the universities leaving town before tin- end
of the course was judged guilty of the same' crime, his
action being prejudicial to the honour of the order.
In all these matters it must be- home in mind that the
penal system of the- Middle Ages was far less humane
than the- modern one, an. that many faults were
for

lish universities.

—
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will where we should make
allowance for weakness of character or even mental
Themore
derangement.
serious faults were judged
ami punished by the provincial and genera] chapters,
to whom also was reserved tin' absolution >f the cul'flu general chapters
prits and their reinstatement,
frequently granted free pardon hi all prisoners except
those recently condemned and then were occasional
complaints that some .if the- superiors showed undue
leniency; but the material before us proves that on
the whole- discipline was well maintained.
With an
average of twenty thousand friars fir more during the
fifteenth century, the "Chronique scandaleuse" is
singularly unimportant, a fact that tells in favour of
the order, all the more as a large percentage- of this
number consisted of students at the great universities
exposed to many temptations.
Constitutional Revisions.
These constitutions underwent numerous changes. Almost even chapter
made additions which were frequently cancelled or
John Balistarius
qualified by subsequent chapters.
(1358-74) published a revised edition in 1369 (inedited) and the mitigation of the rule by Eugene IV
necessitated a further revision under John Soreth
Nevertheless it must be ad(1462, printed in 1499).
mitted that the legislation of the order moved too
slowly, and that many measures wen- out of date
almost as soon as they were passed. Moreover, laws

ascribed to perversity of

<

1

—

-

that

may have

been excellent for Norway or England

were hardly applicable in Sicily or at Seville. These
simple facts account for many complaints about relaxation or want of discipline.
From the approbation of the order by the Council
of Lyons until the outbreak of the great Western
Schism (1274-1378) there was a steady increase in
provinces and convents, interrupted only temporarily
by the Black Death. At the time of the schism it
was not left to the provinces, much less tei individuals,
to choose their own party; they necessarily followed
the politics of the country to which they belonged.
A census taken in 139(1 shows the- following provinces
on the Urbanist si,!,.-. Cyprus (number of convents
not stated); Sicily, with is convents; England with
35; Rome with
Lower Germany with 12; Lombard}- with 12 or 13; Tuscany with 7; Bologna with
TheClem12; Ireland with 8; and Gascony with 6.
entist party with the .Scotch. French. .Spanish, and
the greater number of the ie-nu.in houses, was rather
more powerful. The general, Bernard Olerius 137583) being a native of Catalonia, adhered to Clement
VII, and was succeeded first by Raymond Vaquerius
and next by John Grossi (1389-1430), one of the most
active generals, who during the schism made numerous foundations and maintained excellent discipline
among the religious belonging to his party, so that at
the union in 1411 he was unanimously elected general
The Urbanist s had been less forof the whole order.
tunate.
Michael de Anguanis who succeeded Olerius
(1379-86) having become suspect, was deposed after
rial; the- financial aehninist ration was far from
satisfactory, and the loss of Paris proved a serious
blow to that section of the order. Soon after the reestablishment of the union a radical change of the
This, as has been Been, was
rule became necessary.
originally composed for a handful of hermits living in
Notwithstanding 'he few
a singularly mild climate.
changes made by Innocent IV, the rule had proved
too severe for those who spent one' half of their life in
the intellectual turmoil of the university and the
other half in the exercise of the sacred ministry at
home. Accordingly Eugenius IV granted in 1 132 a
mitigation allowing the use of flesh meat on three or
-pensing with the- law of
four days a
silence anel retirement.
But even so the chief abuses
that hail crept in during the fourteenth century were
.">;

(

(

i

li

by no means abolished.
Abuses, Irregularities.

—

It is

indispensable to have a
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clear idea of these abuses in order to understand the
reforms called into life to counteract them.
(1) The
permanency of superiors. Even an excellent superior
is liable to lose liis first energy after a number of years
while an indifferent superior seldom improves. This
is one of the most difficult problems in the history of
monasticism, but the experience of fifteen hundred
years has turned the scales in favour of a limited tenure of office. (2) The right of private property.
Notwithstanding the vow of poverty many religious
were allowed the use of certain revenues from hereditary property, or the disposal of moneys acquired
by their work, teaching, preaching, the copying of
books, etc. All this was fully regulated by the constitutions and required special permission from the
superiors.
It was, therefore, quite reconcilable with

a good conscience, but it necessarily caused inequality
between rich and poor friars. (3) The acceptance of
From the middle
posts of honour outside the order.
of the fourteenth century the popes became more and
more lavish in granting the privileges of papal chaplaincies, etc., to those who paid a small fee to the
Apostolic chancery. These privileges practically
withdrew religious from the rule of their superiors.
Again, after the Black Death (1348) thousands of
benefices fell vacant, which were too small to provide
a living for an incumbent; these were eagerly sought
after by religious, among others by Carmelites, who,
for an insignificant service, such as the occasional
celebration of Mass in a chantry, obtained a small but
acceptable income. The papal dispensation ab incompatibilibus and the necessary permission of the
Others again were
superiors were easily obtained.
empowered to serve high ecclesiastics or lay people
" in all things becoming a religious " or to act as chaplains on board ship, or to fill the post of organist in
All such exceptions, of which many
parish churches.
instances could be quoted, tended to loosen the bonds
of religious observance; they filled with pride those
who had obtained them and with envy those who
were less fortunate. (4) A further source of disorder
was found in the small convents with only a few religious, who, naturally, could not be expected to keep
up the full observance and sometimes appear to have
kept hardly any.
Reforms. These and other abuses were by no
means peculiar to the Carmelites; they occurred, to
say the least, in an equal degree in all the mendicant
orders, and awakened everywhere loud cries for reform. In point of fact, long before the end of the
Western Schism nearly every order had inaugurated
that long series of partial and local reforms which
constitutes one of the most refreshing elements in the
history of the fifteenth century; but though it seems
to have remained unknown to the strenuous reformers,
no lasting improvement was possible so long as the
root of the evil was not removed. This was not in the
power of individual reformers, even of saints, but required the concerted action of the whole Church. It
required a Council of Trent to raise the whole concepThe first step
tion of religious life to a higher level.
towards reform in the Carmelite Order dates from
near
Florence,
Le
Selve
three
convents,
when
1413,
Gerona, and Mantua, agreed to adopt certain principles, among which were the limitation of the tenure
of office to two years, with an enforced vacation of
four years between each two terms of office, the abolition of all private property, and the resignation of
all posts necessitating the residence of religious outside t heir convents.
After considerable difficulty, the
congregation of Mantua, as it was called, obtained in
1442 quasi-autonomy under a vicar-general. It gradually brought under its authority several other houses
in Italy, but it was only after the death of the general,
John Soreth, himself an ardent reformer but an enemy
of all separatist tendencies, that it began to spread
with rapidity. In 1602 it counted fifty-two houses.

—
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The most celebrated member of this reform was Blessed
Baptista Mantuanus (Spagnoli) (q. v.) who filled the
office of vicar-general six times ami became general
of the whole order.
The statutes of this congregation
were printed in 1540 and again in 1602. After the
French Revolution it was amalgamated with the
remains of the old stock of the order in Italy.
Blessed John Soreth (14.51-71) throughout his long
generalship carried out a similar reform, but on the
basis of the constitutions. His own fife and work are
a proof that under certain circumstances a protracted
tenure of office can be most profitable. While officially visiting numerous provinces he established in
each of them several reformed houses whither the
most fervent religious flocked. For these he obtained
many privileges; no superior could refuse permission
to one desirous of joining such a convent; the very
fact of entering a reformed house dispensed a religious from penalties previously incurred, which, however, would revive should he return to a non-reformed convent.
No superior could withdraw a
member of a reformed community except for the purpose of reforming other houses through his instrumentality.
If Soreth was, on the whole, successful
in his enterprise he also encountered a certain amount
of systematic opposition on the part of graduates
who were loth to give up their privileges of not attending choir, of taking their meals privately, and of
having lay brothers and "fags" for their personal attendance, and who preferred to withdraw to distant
convents rather than submit to the rules of the general.
The latter obtained leave from the Holy See to
fill up the gaps by bestowing the title of doctor on
those who were not qualified by a proper course at
the universities, a most dangerous proceeding, which
before long led to fresh and serious abuses.
It has
often been asserted that Soreth died of poison, but
there is no foundation for such a calumny.
Even
after his death the movement so happily inaugurated
did not lose all vigour, but neither of his two immediate successors understood the art of appealing to the
higher nature of his subjects, whereby Soreth had
gained his marvellous influence.
Christopher Martignon (1472-81) was considered an intruder, his
election being ascribed to the pressure exercised by
Sixtus IV, his personal friend, and Pontius Raynaud
(1482-1502) had the reputation of being a martinet.
Peter Terasse (1503-13) visited most of the provinces
and has left in his register (unedited) a vivid picture
of the condition of the order immediately before the
Reformation. Many convents, he is able to state,
were thoroughly reformed, while others were far from
perfect.
He himself, however, was too generous in
granting licenses and privileges, ami. though strict in
punishing, he contributed not a little to the very
abuses he intended to abolish. His successor, Blessed
Baptista Mantuanus (1513-16). was too old and worn
out to exercise any lasting influence. He obtained,
however, the recognition and approbation of the congregation of Albi.
This congregation had been established in 1499 by
Bishop Louis dAmboise, who, there being no reformed convent in the province of France, obtained
from Mantuanus two religious, one of whom died on
the road; the survivor found in the College Montaigu
in Paris some twenty students willing to embrace the
religious life.
They were placed in the convent of
Albi, while the legitimate inmates were dispersed.
Soon other convents, Meaux, Rouen, Toulouse, joined
the movement, at the head of which was Louis de
Lyra. It is related, though hardly credible, that the
general died of grief when he heard of this new rift in
the unity of the order. The General Chapter of 1503
excommunicated Louis de Lyra on the ground that
the right of reforming belonged to the general and
not to self-constituted reformers. But the congregation was already strong enough to offer resistance and

m
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Mantuanus obtained for the latter papal approbation
and an extension of the privileges of his own congreNotwithstanding this victory the new congation.
gregation became a prey to disunion and was unable
to make much headway. The evils brought about by
the Reformation and the civil and religious wars
weighed heavily upon it until, in 15S4, it was dis-

by the Holy See.
A further reform of somewhat different nature was
that of the convent of Mount Olivet near Genoa,
1514; it consisted in a return to the purely contemplative life and the ancient austerity of the order.
The general, Giovanni Battista Rubeo, has left a record that during his visit there in 1568, which lasted
only three days, he abstained from flesh meat. This
reform continued well into the seventeenth century.
A later reform modelled upon that of St. Teresa was
inaugurated at Rennes in 1604 by Philip Thibault
(1572-1638) and nine companions. With the assistance of the Discalced Carmelites he was able to give
it a solid basis, so that before long it embraced the
whole province of Touraine. Unlike the other reforms it remained in organic union with the bulk of
the order, and enjoyed the favour of the French
Court. Among its greatest ornaments were Leo of
St. John, one of the first superiors, and the blind lay
brother, John of St. Sampson, author of various
works on the contemplative life.
Affiliations, Carmelite Sisters.
About the middle
of the fifteenth century several communities of
Beguines at Gueldre, Dinant, etc., approached John
Soreth with the request that they be affiliated to the
order (1452). He gave them the rule and constitutions of the friars, to which he added some special
regulations which unfortunately do not appear to be
preserved.
The prestige of the Carmelite Sisters
grew rapidly when the Duchess of Brittany, Blessed
Frances d'Amboise (1427-S5). joined one of the convents, which she herself had founded. Before the end
of the century there were convents in France, Italy
(Blessed Jane Scopelli. 1491), and Spain. Especially
in the latter country the manner of life of the nuns
was greatly admired, and several convents became
so crowded that the slender means available hardly
solved

—

sufficed for their maintenance.
St. Teresa and St. John of the Cross.
The convent
of the Incarnation at Avila was destined to fashion
the brightest ornament of the Carmelite Order, St.
of Jesus. Born in 1515 she entered the con-

—

i

vent in 1.535 and mafic her profession in the following
Shortly afterwards she fell ill and, unable to
fulfil the usual duties of a religious, gave herself to
the practice of mental prayer. Frightened by her directors, who believed her trances to be diabolical illusions, she passed through a period of interior trials
which awakened in her the desire for a more perfect
life.
Learning that the primitive rule aimed at the
contemplative life and prescribed several austerities
which had since been dispensed with, she resolved
upon the foundation of a convent for thirteen nuns
in her native town, which after many difficulties was
established on 24 A
The general, Rubeo
(1564-78), who at thai time visited Spain, approved
of what St. Teresa had done and encouraged her to
make further foundations. In a letter written from
year.
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into the most important
convent of the order, that of Paris. The next year
Terasse spent five months there trying to win back
the dissidents. At last, by a strange error of judgment, he ordered the lecturers to leave Paris at the
conclusion of the term and the students to return to
their native convents within three days. The natural
result was that many of them formally joined the
congregation of Albi which now obtained complete
control at Paris.
compromise was then reached
whereby the vacancies wire alternately filled by the
order and by the congregation of Albi.
Baptista

had even found an entrance

Barcelona (unedited) he enlarged on the blessings of
the contemplative life and granted permission for the
establishment of two convents for reformed friars
within the province of Castile. But warned by what
had happened in the case of the congregation of Albi
he made some very stringent regulations so as to
suppress from the outset any separatist tendencies.
In the course of fifteen years St. Teresa founded sixteen more convents of nuns, often in the teeth of the

most obstinate opposition.

Among the friars she found two willing helpmates,
the prior Anton de Heredia who had already filled
important posts in the order, e. g. that of auditor of
civil causes at the General Chapter of 1564, and St.
John of the Cross, who had just completed his studies.
They entered with supernatural courage upon a life
of untold hardships and were joined not only by a
number of postulants, but also by many of their
former brethren in religion. The province of Castile
being numerically weak, it stands to reason that the
provincial resented the departure of so many of his
subjects, among whom were the most reliable and
promising.
The papal nuncio, Hormaneto, was favourably disposed towards the reform. As Apostolic
visitor of the religious orders he wielded papal powers
and considered himself entitled to overrule the restrictions of the general.
He granted leave for the
foundation of other convents of friars, besides the two
stipulated by the general, and for the extension of the
reform to the province of Andalusia. By an almost
incomprehensible error of judgment he appointed
visitor of the Calced Carmelites of this last named
province Jerome of the Mother of God (Jerome Gratian, 1545-1615) who had just made his profession
among the Reformed or Discalced Carmelites, and
who. however zealous and prudent, could lay no
claim to much experience of the religious life. The
Calced Carmelites appealed to Rome, and the result
was that the general took a great dislike to the new
reform. He himself was a reformer, and had favoured
the foundation of a convent of reformed nuns at
Aleala de Ibnares by Mary of Jesus (1563), and of a
reformed convent of friars at Onde in Aragon under
James Montanes 1565), and in his visitations he frequently resorted to drastic measures to bring about
improvements; moreover he was a strict disciplinarian, punishing faults with a severity which to us
seems inconceivable. When he found that the dangers he had striven to avert, viz. a repetition of the
disorders caused by the congregation of Albi, had
actually occurred, he resolved to root out the new
reform.
The General Chapter of 1575 decided to
abolish the Discalced Carmelites, threatened to send
Mariano del Terdo, formerly a hermit, and Baldassare Nieto, an ex-Minim, to their former abodes,
ordered the three Andalusian convents of Granada,
Seville, and Penuela, to be closed, and the friars to
return to their proper convents within three days.
The acts of the chapter (unedited are silent as to the
nuns, but it is known from the correspondence of St.
Teresa that she received orders to choose one of her
convents there to remain, and to abstain from further
i

I

foundations.
The Discalced friars, however, relying upon the
powers they had received from the nuncio, resisted
commands and went so far as to hold a provinThe general sent
cial chapter at Almod6var (1576).
a visitor with ample powers. Girolamo Tostado, who
for some years had been his official companion and
was fully acquainted with bis intentions. At this
juncture the nuncio died and was succeeded by 8
partial but SOOD began to pro
who at first remained
A second chapceed vigorously against the reform.
ter having been held at the same place (1578). the
nuncio excommunicated all the capitulars; St. John
of the Cross was seized in the convent of the Incarnation at Avila where he was confessor and hurried to
i
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Toledo, where he was thrown into a dungeon and
cruelly treated; others were imprisoned elsewhere.
The persecution lasted for nearly a year until at
length Philip II intervened. The reform having thus
proved too strong, it was resolved to give it a legal
standing by establishing a special province for the
Discalced friars and nuns, but under obedience to the
general (1580). The first provincial was Jerome Gratian who throughout had been the chief support of St.
To her it was given to see the triumph of her
Teresa.
work, but dying on 4 October, 1582, she was spared
the pain which the disunion among the friars of her
own reform must have caused her. When founding
her first convent she had a definite object in view.
Not only was she anxious to reintroduce the contemlife, but knowing how many souls were daily
being lost through heresy and unbelief she wished the
nuns to pray and offer up their mortifications for the
conversion of infidels and heretics, while the friars
were also to engage in active work. She was delighted when St. John of the Cross and his brethren
went from village to village instructing the ignorant
in Christian doctrine, and her joy knew no bounds
when, in 15S2, missioners of the order were sent out
to the Congo.
This first missionary expedition, as
well as a second, came to an abrupt end through misadventures at sea. but a third was successful, at least
so long as it received support from home.
Jerome Gratian. the provincial, was heart and soul
in these undertakings.
When his tenure of office expired he was replaced by a man of a very different
stamp, Nicold Doria, known in religion as Nicholas of
Jesus (1539-94), a Genoese who had come to Spain as
the representative of a large banking house, in which
capacity he was able to render important services to
the king.
Aspiring after a higher life, he distributed
his immense fortune among the poor, took Holy
orders and joined the reformed friars at Seville (1577).
He rapidly rose from dignity to dignity, and while
engaged in the foundation of a convent in his native
town, was elected provincial of the Discalced CarmelEndowed with an iron will and indomitable
ites.
energy, he at once began to fashion his subjects after
Having known only the old stock of
his own ideas.
the order during the troublous times preceding the
separation of his province, he was not attached to the
order as such.
He widened rather than lessened the
breach by laying aside, on a mere pretext and against
the wishes of the friars, the venerable Carmelite
Liturgy in favour of the new Roman Office books, and
by soliciting useless privileges from Rome; he withdrew the missioners from the Congo, renounced once
for all every idea of spreading the order beyond the
frontiers of Spain, restricted the active work to a
minimum, increased the austerities, and without consulting the chapter introduced a new form of government which, as it was said at the time, was more fit
for the policing of an unruly Italian republic than for
He relegated St.
the direction of a religious order.
John of the Cross to an out-of-the-way convent and
on the flimsiest, pretext expelled Jerome Gratian.
Finally at the General Chapter of 1593 he proposed
"for the sake of peace and tranquillity and for many
other reasons", the total separation of the Discalced
Carmelites from the rest of the order, which was
granted by a Bull of 20 December, of the same year.
Doria now became the iirst general of the Discalced
Carmelites.
He died a few months later. If would
be unjust to belittle his merits and talents, but it must
be acknowledged thai in many respects his spirit was
diametrically opposed to the lofty conceptions of St.
Teresa and the generous dispositions of St. John of
the Cross, while the unwarranted expulsion of Jerome
Gratian is a blot on his reputation.
It was. he said
on his death-bed, the only thing that troubled him.
The Spanish Carmelites having practically renounced
all exterior work and interest, the further history of
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that branch of the order reduces itself to notices on
the foundations of convents, and the truly edifying
life of numerous friars and nuns.
At the end of the
eighteenth century Spain possessed eight provinces
with about 130 convents of friars and 93 of nuns. The
greater number of these convents were suppressed in
1836, but many have been restored since 1875, when
the old Spanish congregation was united with the
Italian congregation.
They now constitute the Order
of the Discalced Carmelites, without subdivision.
The Portuguese province was separated from the
Spanish congregation in 1773 for political reasons; it
possessed twenty-one convents of friars and nine of
nuns, nearly all of which were secularized in 1834.
Missionary Work. As has been said, the first two
missionary undertakings came to a premature end,
one on account of shipwreck, the members of the
other being captured by privateers.
When set free
the missioners, instead of resuming their journey to
the west coast of Africa, proceeded to Mexico, where
they laid the foundation of a province which in the
course of time embraced twenty convents of friars and
ten of nuns, but was finally suppressed by the Government. As early at 1563 Rubco had granted leave
to the Calced friar, Francisco Ruiz, to make foundations in Peru, Florida, and elsewhere, nominating him
at the same time vicar-general.
By 1573 there were
convents at Sante Fe (New Mexico), New Granada,
and other places, and provision was made for further
increase.
The Chapter of 1660 took the matter seriously in hand and after certain reforms had been carried out the provinces of Bahia, Pernambuco, and
Rio de Janeiro were erected in 1720. There were also
convents in Guadeloupe and San Domingo, and there
is evidence that foundations were contemplated, if not
actually made, in the Philippine Islands as far back
as 1705.
The Discalced Carmelite nuns of the Spanish congregation found their way to the states of
South America as early as the beginning of the seventeenth century; several of their convents are still in
existence, and others have lately been erected in
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
and Peru.
The congregation of St. Elias of Discalced Carmelites, otherwise called the Italian congregation was
erected at the instigation of Clement VIII.
By a
strange irony of fate Nicolo Doria, who afterwards
resisted the spreading of the order beyond the Peninsula and the Spanish colonies, had been commissioned
in 1584 to establish a convent at Genoa.
This was
followed by one in Rome, Santa Maria della Scala,
destined to become the nursery of a new congregation
and the living example of perfect observance, and
another at Naples. Several of the most prominent
members of the Spanish congregation had been sent
to these foundations, among them Yen. Peter of the
Mother of God (1565-1608), and Ferdinand of St.
Mary (1538-1631), who became the first superiors;
Ven. John of Jesus Mary (1564-1615), whose instructions for novices have become authoritative, and
whose incorrupt body is still preserved in the convent
of St. Sylvester near Monte Compatri; Ven. Dominie
of Jesus Mary (1559-1630). the great wonder-worker
of his time, and Thomas of Jesus (156S-1627) to whose
genius for organization not only the order but the
With men such
Catholic Church is deeply indebted.
as these at its head the congregation spread rapidly,
not alone in Italy but through the length and bn adth
of Europe, and attracted men of high social position.
The Archduke Albert of Austria and his consort, the
Infanta Isabel Clara Eugenia of Spain having applied
in Rome for a colony of Discalced Carmelites, the
pope nominated Thomas of Jesus founder of the Belgian province.
So successful was he that in the course
of twelve years he erected ten convents of friars and
six of nuns.
The establishment in France was more
difficult
systematic opposition from various quarters

—

;
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rendered each foundation a hard task, yet from 1011
the end of the century almost every year saw the
foundation of one or two new convents. Germany,
Austria. Poland, even distant Lithuania, were opened
The spread of the conto tin- disciples of St. Teresa.
gregation may perhaps best be illustrated by statisIn 1632 the reform counted 763 priests. 471
tics.
clerics and novices, and 289 lay brothers, total 1523.
In 1674 there were 181 1 priests, 593 clerics and 747
lay brothers, total ,'il.r>4.
In 17:>1 the total hail risen
to 4193 members.
No later statistics are available,
but it may be taken that the increase continued for
another twenty years until the spirit of Voltaire began
to make itself felt.
Comparatively little has been
published about the foundations, the annals of the
order reaching only as far as 1612, and much manuscript material having been lost, but a great deal is
still waiting for the hand of the chronicler.
Although the exercise of the contemplative life was
given prominence even by the Italian congregation.
the active life received far wider scope than in the
Spanish fraction of the order. Almost from the beginning it was decided on principle and in full harmony with the known intentions of St. Teresa, that
missionary undertakings were quite reconcilable with
the spirit of the congregation.
The pope himself suggested Persia as the first field of labour for Carmelite
missioners.
Such was the a a] of the fathers assembled in chapter that each of them declared himself
ready to lay down his office and go forth for the conversion of unbelievers as soon as his superiors should
give him permission to do so. This promise is made
It
to the present day by every member of the order.
was not until 1604 thai the first expedition led by
Paul Simon of Jesus Mary was actually sent out to
Three fathers, a lay brother, and a tertiary.
Persia.
proceeded through German}', Poland, and Russia, following the course of the Volga, sailing across the Caspian Sea. until after more than three years of great
hardship they reached Ispahan on 2 December, 1607.
They met with surprising success, and being speedily
reinforced were soon able to extend their activity to
Bagdad, Bassora, and other towns, penetrating into
India where they founded flourishing missions at
Bombay, Goa. Quilon, Verapoly, and elsewhere, even
at Peking.
Some of these missions are still in the
hands of the order, although the political events of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries proved fatal to
others.
Another field of labour was the Near Irient
Constantinople and Turkey. Armenia and Syria. To
these was added in 1720 "a new mission in America
in the district called Mississippi or Lusitania, which
was offered by Captain Poyer in the name of the
French company, but under certain conditions". If
indeed this mission was accepted, it does not seem to
have been long prosperous.
One of the happy results of the establishment of
missions in the Levant was the recovery of Mount
Carmel, which had been lost to the order in 1291.
Prosper of the Holy Ghost on his journeys to and
from India had repeatedly visited tin- holy mountain
and convinced himself that with prudence and tact it
might be recovered. For a time the superiors were
by no means favourably disposed towards the project,
but at last they furnished him with the necessary
powers, and a contract to the said effect was signed
till

(

Caitfa. 2'.' November, 1631.
Onuphrius of St.
James, a Belgian, and two companions were commisat

sioned to re-establish religio'is life on the spot where
the Carmelite order had had its origin.
They reached

Alexandrette on
November 1633, and at the beginning of the following year took ]K)8session of Mount
Carmel. For cells, oratory, refectory, and kitchen
they used caverns cut in the living rock, ami their
.",

point of austerity and solitude was worthy of
the prophets who had dwelt on Carmel.
At length
became necessary to construct a proper convent,

life in

it
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which they were installed 14 December, 1720, only
to be plundered a few days later by the Turks, who
bound the fathers hand and foot. This convent
served as a hospital during Napoleon's campaign;
the religious were driven out. and on their return,
An Italian lay
1821, it was blown up by the Turks.
brother. John Baptist of the Blessed Sacrament (1777to
it. and havorders
rebuild
having
received
1849),
ing collected alms in France. Italy, and other countries, laid the foundation stone of the new fabric in
But as it became necessary to do the work on
1S27.
a larger scale than formerly, it was completed only
by his successor. Brother Charles, in 1853. It forms
a large square block, strong enough to afford protection against hostile attempts: the church is in the
centre with no direct entrance from outside: it is
erected over a crypt sacred to the Prophet Elias, and
has been elevated by the pope to the rank of minor
basilica.
There are few travellers of any creed who
in the course of their journeys in the Holy Land do
not seek hospitality on Mount Carmel.
It must not be supposed (hat the Carmelites were
spared the perils to which the missionary life is exposed.
John of Christ Crucified, one of the first band
of missioners sent out to Persia met with a hostile
reception in the neighbourhood of Moscow, and was
thrown into a dungeon where he remained for three
years.
At last he was released and, nothing daunted,
continued his journey to Ispahan. Another lay
brother Charisius a Sancta Maria, suffered martyrdom
in 1621 on the island of tnnuz; he was tied to a tree
and cut open alive. Blessed Dionysius of the Nativity (Pierre Bertholet), and Redemptus a Cruce, a
Portuguese lay brother, suffered for the Faith in
Sumatra on 2s November, 1638. The former had
been pilot and cartographer to the Portuguese viceroy, but gave up his position and became a Carmelite
novice at Goa. Soon after his profession the viceroy
once more demanded his services for an expedition to
Sumatra; Dionysius was ordained priest so that he
might at the same time act as chaplain and as pilot,
and Redemptus was given him as companion. No
sooner had the ship east anchor at Achin than the
ambassador with his suite was treacherously apprehended, and Dionysius. Redemptus. and a number of
others were put to death with exquisite cruelty. The
two Carmelites were beatified in 1000. Other members of the order suffered martyrdom at Patras in
Achaia in 1710.
In order to ensure the steady supply of missioners
the order established some missionary colleges. The
original idea had been to found a special congregation
under the title of St. Paul, which should entirely devote itself to missionary work. The Holy See granted
permission and placed the church of St. Paul in Rome
(now Santa Maria della Vittoria) at the disposition of
the congregation; but on second thought the project
was allowed to drop, and the missionary career was
opened to all members of the Italian congregation.
Those who manifested a talent in this direction, after
having completed their ordinary studies were sent to
the college of S. Pancrazio in Rome (1662) or to that
of St. Albert at Louvain (1621) to study controversy,
practical theology, languages, and natural sciences.
After a year they were allowed to take the missionary
oath, and after a second year they returned to their
provinces until a vacancy in one of the missions necessitated the appointment of a new labourer; by
these means the order was prepared to send out efficient subjects at very short notice. The seminars- of
the Missions etrangeres in Paris was founded by a
Carmelite, Bernard of St. Joseph, Bishop of Babylon
(1597 1663).
An attempt in this direction had been made soon
after the Council of Trent, but was not followed up.
The pope, struck with the missionary zeal of the Carmelites, consulted Thomas of Jesus as to the best
in
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means of bringing about the conversion of infidels.
This religious, in his works "Stimulus missionum"
(Rome, 1610) and especially "De procuranda salute
omnium gentium" (Antwerp, 1613), laid down the
principles upon which the Holy See actually instituted and organized the Sacred Congregation of
Propaganda; other fathers, particularly Yen. Dominic of Jesus Mary, contributed towards its success
by collecting funds; the Bull of institution by Gregory
pays a just tribute to the zeal of the Carmelites.
In establisliing missions the order had in view
not only the conversion of infidels but also that of
Protestants.
St. Teresa herself had been deeply
afflicted by the spread of Lutheranism; hence the
foundation of the Dutch, English, and Irish missions.
The history of the first of these is only partly known;
of the three it was the least beset with difficulties,
and although obstacles were never wanting, it did
not pass through the dangers which were a matter of
almost daily occurrence in England and Ireland.
The most prominent members were Peter of the
Mother of God (Bertius, d. 1683) and his brother
Caesar of St. Bona venture (d. 1662), the sons of Peter
Bertius, rector of the University of Leyden, a famous
convert to the Catholic Faith.
Missions in the British Isles. The establishment
of a mission in England dates back to the year 1615.
Thomas Doughty of Plombley, Lincolnshire (15741652), probably himself a convert, entered the Carmelite novitiate of La Scala in 1610 after having spent
some years at the English College where he had taken
Holy orders. After a few months he was obliged by
ill-health to return to England, but remained in correspondence with the order and sent some postulants
to Belgium. Finally he resumed the religious life and
after profession proceeded to London, where he had
charge of important negotiations. Having become
acquainted with the Spanish ambassador and having
secured a chaplaincy for himself and his successors,
he was introduced at Court and gained the confidence
of Queen Anne of Denmark.
Nevertheless he was
never secure from priest-hunters and had many hairbreadth escapes.
Other missioners having joined
him, he withdrew to a country place near Canterbury
where he died after a long illness. He was the
author of several controversial and spiritual books
much appreciated in his time. For years he loudly
advocated the establishment of an English novitiate
on the Continent, for which he collected the necessary
funds, but unfortunately the superiors did not see
their way to take up the idea and when at last it was
carried out it came too late to be of much practical

XV
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use.

The next missioner, Eliseus of St. Michael (William
Pendryck, 1583-1650), a Scotchman and a convert,

who had

received his religious training at Paris and
letters patent conhim vicar-provincial and superior of the
He led for the most part a very retiring life
but did not escape persecution; towards the end of
his activity he became involved in one of the innumerable disputes as to the extent of the pope's
powers; compelled to justify his attitude before the
nuncio in Belgium, he returned to England crushed
with disappointment. Among the prominent missioners must be mentioned Bede of the Blessed Sacrament (John Hiccocks, 1588-1647), a converted
Puritan, who had been the first superior of the missionary college at Louvain. Soon after his arrival
London he was offered a mission on the estates of

Genoa, arrived in London with

stituting
mission.

m

Lord Baltimore in Newfoundland, which he appears
to have been inclined to accept, but when the faculties from Home arrived, he was in prison, having been
surprised by the priest-hunters while writing to his
superiors. For several months his fate as well as that
of a brother religious and fellow-prisoner was uncertain, but being at last set free through the interven-
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ambassador he returned to Belgium.
He underwent imprisonment for a second time in
Holland, but after a long interval came back to London where he resumed his missionary work. Francis
of the Saints (Christopher Leigh, 1600-41) died of the
plague contracted in prison. John Baptist of Mount
Carmel (John Rudgeley, 1587-1669) spent a considerable portion of his life in prison.
Joseph of St.
Mary (Nicholas Rider, 1600-S2), after many years of
fruitful activity, devoted his old age to the training
of aspirants to the order; these were sent abroad for
their novitiate and studies and on their return were
appointed to one or other of the missionary stations
belonging to the order.
The most remarkable men in a long series of missioners were Bede of St. Simon Stock (Walter Joseph
Travers, 1619-96) and his half brother, Lucian of St.
Teresa (George Travers, 1642-91). The son of a
Devonshire clergyman, Walter Travers was articled
to a London solicitor. An elder brother having become a Catholic and a Jesuit, Walter, desirous of
guarding himself against a like fate, began to study
controversial works with the result that he became
convinced of the truth of the Catholic Church which
he went to Rome to join. He became a student at
the English College and afterwards entered the Carmelite Order in which he filled various offices. He
was active in London during the whole period of the
Restoration and has left a record of his manifold experiences. At the outbreak of the Oates' Plot he was
obliged to return to Italy, but after some years resumed his work in London, until old age and grief
over his brother's death compelled him to retire to
Paris where he died in the odour of sanctity. He had
had the consolation of solemnly inaugurating a chapel
in Bucklersbury in London, as well as those at Hereford and Worcester, but the Orange Revolution undid
the work begun by him. George Travers, after a dissolute life, accidentally met his brother in London,
was rescued by him, instructed, and received into the
Church. He made his studies under Joseph of St.
Mary, and entered the novitiate at Namur. At the
outbreak of the plot he was sent to London, where he
passed through many thrilling adventures.
Some
tune after the Orange Revolution he was betrayed by
a false friend, and thrown into prison, whither his accuser, on a different charge, followed him. This man
was suffering from a contagious disease which Lucian,
while nursing him, contracted, and of wliich he died,
26 June, 1691.
Much less is known of the missioners of the eighteenth century than of those of the seventeenth.
Their lives, though still exposed to dangers, were as a
rule quiet; moreover, the art of memoir writing
seems to have been lost under the House of Orange.
One of the more prominent missioners of this period
was Francis Blyth (q. v.). In 1773 the English mission acquired the college of the Society of Jesus, recently suppressed, at Tongres, where a number of
missioners were prepared for their work before the
French Revolution swept over Belgium. The disappearance of this short-lived establishment dealt the
death-blow to the Carmelite mission in England. A
few missioners remained stationed in various places,
but they received no fresh help and little encouragement; the property of the mission as well as its library and archives were lost through the iniquitous
laws which rendered the last will of a Catholic illegal.
On the occasion of the Catholic Emancipation, Francis Willoughby Brewster was obliged to fill up a parliament ary paper with the laconic remark: "No superior, no inferior, being the last man". He died at
Market Rasen in Lincolnshire 11 January, 1S49.
Cardinal Wiseman, anxious to introduce the Discalced Carmelites into his archdiocese, obtained in
1862 an order authorizing him to select some suitable
subjects. His choice fell upon Hermann Cohen (Aution of the French

.
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Mary of the Blessed Sacrament, 1820-71), a
converted Jew of Hamburg, originally a brilliant
musician, whose conversion and entrance into a strict
order had caused considerable stir in France.
He
opened a small chapel in Kensington Square, London,
6 August, 1S62, where the new community struggled
against many difficulties, not the least of which was
their deep poverty.
Before long a convenient site
was found for a spacious church, designed by Pugin
and inaugurated by Cardinal Manning in 1866, and a
convent, completed in ISSN. A second house having
been founded in a remote country district in Somerset, the English semi-province was canonically estabFather Hermann did not see the
lished in 1885.
completion of his work; having been called to Spandau to minister to the French prisoners of war, he
died of smallpox and was buried in Berlin.
Soon after the English mission a similar undertaking was begun in Ireland by Edward of the Kings
(Sherlock, 1579-1629) and Paul of St. Ubaldus, both
gustine

whom had made their novitiate in Belgium and
in all probability studied at the missionary college at Louvain. Although the persecution in Ireland
was, if possible, more brutal than that in England,
Catholic missioners had the support of the poorer
classes, who clung tenaciously to their Faith, and
from among whom they were recruited. Besides a
convent at Dublin they founded residences in the
ruins of several former Carmelite abbeys (as they
were called), viz. at Athboy, Drogheda, Ardee, Kilkenny, Loughrea, Youghal, and other places. Many
of these were but of ephemeral existence. About the
same time the Calced Carmelites returned to Ireland,
and there arose a dispute as to the ownership of these
convents. At the separation of the orders it had been
stipulated that the Discalccd Carmelites were not to
take away any of the convents of their Calced brethren.
The Holy See decided in 1640 that the former
should retain possession of the four ancient convents
of

had

they then inhabited, as there still remained twentyeight houses for the Calced Carmelites to revive. No
sooner had this decision reached Ireland than the
Cromwell persecution put a stop to any further increase and necessitated the dissolution of the communities that had been erected. Several friarsearned
the crown of martyrdom, viz. Thomas Aquinas of St.
Teresa, who was put to death at Ardee in 1642; Angelus of St. Joseph, cleric (George Halley), an Englishman who was shot 15 August, 1642; and Peter of
the Mother of God, lay brother, who was hanged at
Dublin, 25 March, 1643. There is reason to believe
that others met with a similar fate, but no particulars
have been preserved; many, however, suffered imprisonment. Such events told on the life of the province. Canonically erected in 1638, it was dissolved in
1653 but re-established during the comparatively
quiet time of the Restoration. In 1785 a chapel and
convent, were built near the ruins of the Abbey of
Loughrea, founded in 1300, and from 1640 in the
hands of the Teresian friars, who, nevertheless, were
several times obliged to abandon it. Further buildin" operations were carried out in 1829 and again towards t lie end of the century. The year 1793 witnessed the laying of the foundation stone of Si
Teresa's church, Clarendon Street, Dublin.
This
church, which also underwent frequent alterations
and enlargements, served as a meeting room during

Daniel O'Connell's campaign, which ended in the
Catholic Emancipation Act. It was felt that in this
be interests of the Church were identical with
those of the country. A third convent was built at

Donny brook near Dublin in 1SS1.
The Calced Carmelites appear to have attempted a
mission in England at the beginning of the seventeenth century when ieorge R.micr was put to death
(e. 1613).
No particulars arc known about his life
and the missionary project seems to have died with
I
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him. In Ireland, however, they carried on a flourishing mission from the early part of the same century,
and they have at present six convents and a college
which is well attended. Their church in Whitefriars
Street, Dublin, is well known to Catholic's and is an
architectural curiosity.

Steps were taken about 1635 to

make a

foundation

in America, and a petition was presented to the pope
for approbation of the mission founded there, but for

some reason or other it does not seem to have had a
lasting
result.
The Dutch province, however,
founded houses at Leavenworth (1864) and Scipio,
Anderson Co., Kansas (1865); Englewood, Bergen
Co., New Jersey (1869); New Baltimore, Somerset
Co., Pennsylvania (1870); Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Niagara Falls, Canada (1875); and St.
(1875);
Cyril's College, Illinois 1S99); while the Irish Calced
Carmelites settled in 1888 in New York City and at
(

New

York, and the Bavarian Discalced
Carmelites at Holy Hill and Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

Tarrytown,

(1906).
Daily Life. The life of
different according to the

—

a Carmelite is somewhat
branch of the order to
which he belongs, and the house in which he lives.
The life in a novitiate, for instance, is different even
for those who have taken their vows, from that in a
college, or in a convent intended for the care of souls.

among the Discalced Carmelites,
perpetual abstinence (except in case of
illness) and who rise in the night for the
recitation of the Divine Office, than among the Calced
Carmelites, who have adapted their rule to the needs
of the times.
Formerly the whole Office was sung
every day, but when in the sixteenth century the exercise of mental prayer became more and more universal, particularly through the influence of St. Teresa and St. John of the Cross, the singing was abandoned for a recitation in monotone except on certain
feasts.
The Calced Carmelites still adhere to the
liturgy of the church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, a Gallo-Roman Rite, practically identical with
that of Paris in the middle of the twelfth century. It
underwent certain changes during the Middle Ages
and was completely and sal islactorily revised in 1584.
The Discalced Carmelites, for reasons already stated,
adopted the new Roman Liturgy in 1586. In all
convents a certain time is given to mental prayer,
both in the morning and the afternoon. It is generally made in common, in the choir or oratory, and is
intended to impress the soul with the presence of
God and the everlasting truths. Other religious exercises and private devotions supplement those alIt is also stricter

who keep

weakness or

ready mentioned. The rule of fasting, somewhat less
among the Calced Carmelites, is preserved
everywhere, although the Church has in many respects mitigated her legislation in this matter. The
Discalced Carmelites (Teresians) are generally barefooted; otherwise the only distinction m the habit of
the two branches consists in the fashioning of the
various garments. The habit of the lay brothers is
like that of the choir religious, except that among the
Discalccd Carmelites they wear a brown mantle and
no hood: but in the Spanish congregation they use
the hood, and, since 1744, a white mantle. The correct colour of the habit has often been made the subject of somewhat animated discussions among the
different branches of he order.
Desert Convents.
A peculiar institution is thai of
"deserts". The recollection of Mount Carmel and
the purely contemplative life, as well as the wording
of the rule, which prescribes thai the brothers should
dwell in their cells or near them, meditating day and
night on the Law of the Lord, except when other necessary occupations call them away, had awakened in
severe

—

many

a desire for

t

an exclusively

been noticed that some of the

spiritual

first

It has
life.
generals resigned

their oliiees in order to dedicate the remainder of their
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and
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other documents exceptions are sometimes made in
favour of convents "situated in forests", far away

human habitations. Among such convents
were, to mention only two, Hulne in England and
Licdekerke in the Netherlands. One of the first Discalced Carmelites in Spain, Thomas of Jesus, who has
already been mentioned in connexion with the missions, conceived the idea of founding a "desert"
where the religious should find the opportunity for
devoting their whole time and energy to the cultivaWith the exception
tion of a spirit of contemplation.
of four or five who were to remain there permanently,
each friar was to spend but a year in the "desert",
and afterwards return to the convent whence he had
come, so that, the whole community being composed
of strong and healthy members, no relaxation however
After some hesitaslight should become necessary.
tion the superiors took up the idea, and a suitable site
having been found, the first " desert " was inaugurated
28 June, 1592, at Bolarque, on the banks of the Tagus
The result was so encouraging that
in New Castile.
it was decided to found such a house in every province, so that there have been altogether twenty-two
"deserts", many of which, however, have been swept
away during periods of political agitation. They
were constructed after the manner of a charterhouse,
but on a smaller scale. A number of cells, each
forming a little house of four rooms with a garden attached, were built in the shape of a quadrangle, one
wing of which contained the chapel, sacristy, library,
etc.
In the older "deserts" the chapel was placed in
the centre of the quadrangle. The refectory, kitchen,
robery and other dependencies were connected with
the principal cloister; all the buildings were plain,
imposing on account of their austerity rather than
The manner of life, too,
their ornamental character.
resembles that of the Carthusians, but is far more
severe.
The chant of the Divine Office is more solemn
than in other convents; more time is devoted to
mental prayer; the fast is extremely strict, the silence
all but uninterrupted only once a fortnight the hermits
after the manner of the ancient anchorites, assemble
for a conference on some spiritual subject; many
volumes of such conferences are still preserved and
some have been printed. An hour's social intercourse
The time not devoted to
follows the conference.
prayer and reading is spent in manual labour, the
religious finding occupation in the cultivation of their
gardens.
Study, strictly speaking, is not allowed,
lest the strain upon the mind should become too
from

;

severe.

Each "desert" possessed extensive grounds which
laid out as forests with numerous rivulets and
At equal distances from the convent and

were

ponds.

from each other there were small hermitages consisting of a cell and chapel, wliither the friars retired
at certain periods of the year, as Advent and Lent in
order to live in a solitude still more profound than
that of the convent. There they followed all the
exercises of the community, reciting their Offices at
the same time and with the same solemnity as the
brothers in choir, and ringing their bell in response to
Early in the morning two neighthe church bells.
bouring hermits served each other's Mass. On Sunwent to t lie convent for Mass,
feasts
they
days and
chapter, and Vespers, and returned in the evening to
their hermitages, with provisions for the ensuing
week. While in the hermitage they fared on bread,
fruit, herbs, and water, but when in the convent their
meals were less frugal, although even then the fast
almost equalled thai of the early monks.
Notwithstanding this rigorous observance the "deserts" were
never used as places of punishment for those guilty
of any fault, but on the contrary as a refuge for those
aspiring after a higher life.
No one was sent to tin'
"desert" except upon his own urgent request and
,
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even then only if liis superiors judged that the applicant had the physical strength and ardent zeal to
bear and to profit by the austerity of the hermit life.
Among the more celebrated " deserts" should be mentioned those of San Juan Bautista, founded in 1606 at
Simla Fe, New Mexico; Bussaco (162S). near Coimbra, Portugal, now a horticultural establishment and
recreation ground;
Massa (16S2), near Sorrento,
Italy, well known to visitors to Naples on account of
the marvellous view of the gulfs of Naples and Salerno
to be obtained from the terrace of the convent: ami
Tarasteix (1859), near Lourdes, France, founded by
Father Hermann Cohen.
The Calced Carmelites tried to introduce a similar
institute but were less successful.
Andre Blanchard
obtained in 1641 the papal approbation for the foundation of a convent at La Graville near Bernos, in
France, where the original rule of St. Albert, without
the mitigations of Innocent IV should be kept, and
the life led by the hermits on Mount Carmel copied;
all went well until the arrival, in 1649, of a pseudomystic, Jean Labadie, formerly a Jesuit, who in an
incredibly short time succeeded in so influencing the
majority of the religious, that at length the bishop
had to interfere and dissolve the community. Another " desert " was founded by the Calced Carmelites
in 1741 at Neti near Syracuse in honour of the Madonna della Seala. A suggestion made in the course
of the seventeenth century to the Discalced Carmelites of the Italian congregation to introduce perpetual
mental prayer after the manner in which in some convents the perpetual chant of the Divine Mice, or Perpetual Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament is practised, namely by relays of religious, was decided
against by the chapter as being altogether unsuitable.
Exterior Occupations.
Apart from the purely contemplative life led in the "deserts", and the specific
religious exercises practised in all convents (though in
different measure), the chief occupation of the order
consists now in the care of souls and missionary work.
So long as the Carmelites occupied a well-defined
position at the universities and took part in the academic work, a large number cultivated almost excluDuring the Middle Ages
sively the higher studies.
the subjects of Carmelite writings were almost invariable, including the explanation of a certain number
of Biblical writings, lectures on the various books of
<

—

Aristotle, the Sentences, and canon law, and sermons
In the long list of CarSanctis.
melite writings preserved by Trithemius, Bale, and
others, these subjects occur over and over again.
Several friars are known to have cultivated the study
of astronomy, as John Belini (1370) and Nicholas de
Linne (1386); others concerned themselves with the
occult sciences, e. g. William Sedacinensis, whose
great work on alchemy enjoyed considerable vogue
during the Middle Ages; Oliver Golos was expelled
the order on account of his too great knowledge of
astrology (1500). There were poets, too, within the
order, but while many were justly praised for purity
and elegance of style, as Lawrence Burelli (c. 1480),
only one secured lasting renown, Blessed Baptista
Mantuanus. The other fine arts were also represented, painting chiefly by Filippo Lippi of Florence,
whose life, unfortunately, caused him to be dismissed
with dishonour. Although many friars cultivated
music, no really prominent name can be mentioned.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries allusion is frequently made to Carmelite organists serving various
churches outside the order while one obtained leave
from the general to repair organs wherever his services
might be required.
When the Carmelites first apIn the University.
peared at tin- universities, the two great schools of the
Dominicans ami Franciscans were already formed,
and there remained no room for a third. Some attempts to elevate the teaching of John Baconthorpe

De tempore and De

—
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their faith.
Although Scholastic philosoMystical Theology.
phy and theology, as well as moral theology, have
found some of their chief exponents among the Carmelites (e. g. the Salmanticenses), other branches of
science being less generally cultivated, the field on
which absolutely fresh ground was opened by them
lost

—

is mystical theology.
During the Middle Ages this
subject had been treated only in so far as the ordinary
course of studies required, and those of the friars who

wrote on it were few and far between, nor do they
seem to have exercised much influence. All this was
changed with the establishment of the Teresian ReAs has already been said, St. Teresa was led,
form.
unknown to herself, to the highest planes of the mystical life.
With her marvellous gift of introspection
and analysis, and her constant fear of swerving, be it
ever so little, from the teaching of the Church, she
subjected her own personal experiences to severe
scrutiny, and ever sought the advice and direction of
learned priests, chiefly of the Dominican Order.
When St. John of the Cross joined the reform, he.
fresh from the lecture-rooms at Salamanca and trained
in the philosophy and theology of St. Thomas, was
able to give her light on the phenomena of psychol
Both of these saints have
ogy and Divine grace.
left writings on mystical theology, Teresa recording
and explaining in simple but telling words her own
experiences. John taking up the matter mure in the
abstract sense; still some of his writings, particularly
tie

Mount Carmel", might almost be con
commentary on the life and the Interior

" \seeiit of

sidered a

Castle" of St. Teresa. Then' is no evidence that hehad derived his knowledge from study; he was unacquainted with the works of St. Bernard, Hugh of
lerson, and the Low
lerman mystics, and
of the mystical school of the German
Dominicans;
to have known St. Augus
tine and the other fathers only in SO far as the Brevi

St. Victor,

<

<

knew nothing
ary and

theological

textbooks

contained
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rank of a theological school came to naught.
The majority of lecturers and writers belonged to the
Thomistic school, especially after the great controversies on grace had compelled various orders to
choose sides. This tendency became so intense that
the Carmelite Salmanticenses made it their duty to
follow the teaching of the Angelical Doctor even in
Controversy was inaugurated
the minutest details.
by Guy de Perpignan, general from 1318-20, author
of "Summa de hseresibus"; the subject was taken up
anew at the time of the Wycliffite troubles and ultimately led to the important works of Thomas Netter
de Walden, the "Doctrinale" and "De Sacramentis
et Sacramentalibus", which proved a gold-mine for
controversialists for several centuries.
No epochmaking work was done at the time of the Reformation, and the order lost all its northern and the greater
Although few Carpart of its German provinces.
melite controversialists are to be found on the Catholic side (the best known being Evrard Billick), there
were hardly any prominent members among those
to the

extracts

from their writings. He was therefore in no way influenced by the views of earlier mystics, and had no
difficulty in keeping aloof from the beaten track, but
he evolved his system from his own and St. Teresa's
personal experience as seen in the litffit of Scholastic
theology, and with constant reference to the v,
Holy Scripture. For the analogies and allegories of
previous mystics he had no taste, and nothing was
farther from him than the wish to penetrate tni a
crets of Heaven and gaze behind Divine revelal
An order which gives such prominence to the contemplative life could not but take up the subject and
study it under all its aspects, Tie experimental part,
which of course docs not depend on the will of the individual, but which, nevertheless, is assisted by a certain predisposition and preparation, found at all

times a home not only in the "deserts" and the convents of Carmelite nuns, but in other houses as well;
the annals of the order are full of biographies of profound mystics. Considering the danger of self-deception

and

diabolical illusion which necessarily besets

the path of the mystic, it is surprising how free the
Carmelite Order has remained from such blots. Rare
instances are on record of friars or nuns who left the
safe ground for the crooked ways of a false mysticism.
Much of this indemnity from error must be ascribed
to the training directors of souls receive, which enables them to discern almost from the outset what is
safe from what is dangerous.
The symptoms of the
influence of good and evil spirits have been explained
so clearly by St. Teresa and St. John of the Cross, and
a prudent reserve in all that does not tend directly
to the advancement of virtue has been so urgently
counselled, that error can creep in only where there
is a want of openness and simplicity on the part of
the subject. Hence, among he great number of mystics there have been but very few whose mysticism
is open to question.
Several great theologians endeavoured to reduce mystical theology to a science.
Among these must be reckoned Jerome Gratian, the
confessor and faithful companion of St. Teresa;
Thomas of Jesus, who represented both sides of the
Carmelite life, the active part as organizer of the missions of the Universal Church as well as of his order,
and the contemplative part as founder of the "deserts".
His great works on mystical theology were
collected and printed at the bidding of Urban VIII;
Philip of the Blessed Trinity (1603-71), whose
"Summa theologies mystics" may be taken as the
authoritative utterance of the order on this subject;
t

Anthony

of tin
Holy tihost. Bishop of Angola (d.
1677), author of a handbook for the use of directors
of souls, entitled " Directorium mysticum "; Anthony
of the Annunciation (d. 1714). and. finally, Joseph
of the Holy Ghost (d. 1739), who wrote a large work
on mystical theology in three folio volumes; all these
and many more strictly adhered to the principles of
St. Teresa and St John of the
ross and to the teaching of St. Thomas Aquinas. The ascetic part was not
less cultivated.
For elevation of principles and lucidity of exposition it would be difficult to surpass Ven.
John of Jesus Mary. The difficult art of obeying and
the more difficult one of commanding have been dealt
(

.

with

in

a masterly manlier by ModestUS

a S.

Amabili

The lalced larmelites, too, have furnished
(d. 1684).
excellent works on different branches of mystical theology.
/ utindalwns nj 11 omen.
The Carmelite nuns established by St. Teresa spread with marvellous rapidity.
Such was the veneration in which the foundress was
held in Spain during her life-time that she received
more requests for foundations than she could satisfy.
Although very careful in the selection of superiors
lor new convents she had not always he most capable persons at her disposal and complained in several
instances of the lack of prudence or the overruling
spirit of some prioresses; she even found that some
went so far as to tamper with he constitutions. Such
incidents may be unavoidable during the first stage
of a new order, but Teresa strove to counteract them
by detailed instructions on the canonical visitation of
nvents,
She desired one of her favourite subjects, Ven. Anne of Jesus (l.obera. b. 1545;
d.
1
March, 1621 I, prioress of Granada to succeed her in
the position oi "foundress" of the order.
Hence,
when Nicold Doria changed the manner of government of the Discalced Carmelites, ^nne oi Jesus submitted the Constitutions ol SI
reress
(already
i'
ed by the General
hapb oi 1581 to tic Holy
See for approbation.
Certain modifications having
been introduced by successive popes, Doria PI
to have anything further to do with the nuns.
He
successors, however, reinstated them, but main(

<

—

t

t

i

'

i

I

;
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tained the prohibition in vigour for the friars against
making foundations outside Spain and the Spanish
convent, however, had already been incolonies.

A

augurated at Genoa and another was in contemplation in Rome, where some ladies, struck with the
writings of St. Teresa, formed a community on the
Pincian Hill under the direction of the Oratorians,
one of the members being a niece of Cardinal Baronius.

On

the arrival of the Discalced friars in the

Holy City it was found that the nuns had much to
Other convents followed
learn and more to unlearn.
rapid succession in various parts of Italy, the beatiand canonization of St. Teresa (1614 and
1622) acting as a stimulus. Not all convents were
under the government of the order, many having
been from the first subject to the jurisdiction of the
local bishop; since the French Revolution this arrangement has become the prevailing one. In 1662
the number of nuns under the government of the
Fathers of the Italian Congregation was 810; in 166.5
it had risen to 906, but these figures, the only ones
available, embrace only a very small fraction of the
in

fication

order.

About the beginning of the seventeenth century
Aearie (Blessed Marie of the Incarnation, 15651618) was admonished in an apparition by St. Teresa
Several attempts
to introduce her order into France.
were made to obtain some nuns trained by the holy
foundress herself, but the Spanish superiors declared
themselves unable to send subjects beyond the PyreM. (afterwards ardinal) de Berulle, acting on
nees.
behalf of Mme Aearie and her friends, received a
Brief from Rome empowering him to proceed with
the foundation; but as it contained some clauses distasteful to him, e. g. that the new foundations should
be under the government of the friars as soon as these
should be established in France, and as it did not
contain some others he had counted upon, he obtained through the French ambassador an order from
the king commanding the general to send certain nuns
Among these were Anne of Jesus, and Ven.
to Paris.
Anne of St. Bartholomew (1549 to 7 June, 1626), then
a lay sister, who had been St. Teresa's attendant
during the latter years of her life. Altogether seven
sisters left Spain for Paris, where they arrived in
July, 1604, being received by Princessede Longueville
and other ladies of the Court. As it soon became
manifest that M. de Berulle had his own ideas about
the government of the order, which he was anxious to
associate with the French Oratory founded by him,
pending the establishment of an"0rder of Jesus and
Mary" he had in contemplation, six of the foundresses
left France within a few years, while the seventh re-

Mme

(

mained only under

protest.

The French Carmelite nuns were placed (with few
exceptions) under the government of the Oratorians,
the Jesuits, and secular priests, without any official
connexion either with the Spanish or the Italian congregation oi Discalced Carmelites, forming a congregation apart from the rest, of the order. They spread
very rapidly, being held in high esteem by the episUnfortunately
copate, the Court, and the people.
the mother-house in Paris (Couvent de l'Incarnation,
Rue d'Enfer) became for some years one of the centres
of the Jansenists, but otherwise the French Carmelites
have reflected glory on the Church.
Among the
most celebrated French Carmelite nuns may be mentioned Louise de la Misericorde (1644-1710), who as
Duchesse

ile

la

Valliere

had taken an unfortunate

part in the court scandals under Louis XIV, which
she expiated by many years of humble penance; Ven.
Then-se de Sainl Augustin (Mme Louise de France,
1737-87) daughter of Louis XV, notwithstanding her
exalted birth, chose for herself one of the poorest
convents, Saint-Denis near Paris, where she distinguished herself by the exercise of heroic virtue. During the Revolution all the communities were dissolved
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one of them, that of Compiegne, endeavoured to keep
up, as far as circumstances allowed, the observances
prescribed by the rule, until the sixteen nuns were
all apprehended, cast into prison, dragged to Paris,
tried, condemned to death, and consigned to the
guillotine, 17 July, 1794; they were beatified in 1906.
Another Carmelite nun, Mother Camille de 1'Enfant
Jesus (Mme de Soyecourt) underwent with her community long imprisonment, but being at last liberated
she became instrumental in re-establishing not only
her own but many other convents. When at the
beginning of the twentieth century the law on religious associations was passed, there were over a
hundred Carmelite convents in France with several
offshoots in distant parts of the world, even Australia
and Cochin China. In consequence of the French
legislation many communities took refuge in other
countries, but some are still in their old convents.
Quitting Paris for Brussels, Ven. Anne of Jesus became the foundress of the Belgian Carmel. At her
instigation the Infanta Isabel Clara Eugenia called
the friars from Rome, with the result that foundations increased rapidly.
One of these, at Antwerp,
was due to Ven. Anne of St. Bartholomew, who, while
in France, had been promoted from lay sister to
prioress, having learned to write by a miracle; she
was instrumental in delivering Antwerp from a siege.
The Belgian Carmel sent out colonies to other countries, Germany and Poland, where Mother Teresa of
Jesus (Marchocka, 1603-52) became celebrated. Another convent was founded at Antwerp for English
ladies (1619), who were reinforced by Dutch sisters;
in 1623 it was detached from the order and placed
under the bishop, and in its turn made foundations
at Lierre in 1648, and Hoogstraeten in 1678, all of
which became the abode of many noble English ladies
during the times of penal laws. At the outbreak of
the French Revolution the nuns had to flee the counAfter a short stay in the neighbourhood of Lontry.

don the community of Antwerp divided into two sections, one proceeding to America, the other settling
ultimately at Lanherne in Cornwall, whence they sent
out an offshoot which finally settled at Wells in Somerset (1870); the community of Lierre found a home
at Darlington, Co. Durham (1830), and that of Hoogstraeten, after much wandering, settled at last at
Chichester, Co. Sussex, in 1870.
Not counting the
French refugees, there are at present seven convents
An earlier project for
of Carmelite nuns in England.
a convent in London, with Mary Frances of the Holy
Ghost (Princess Elenore d'Este, 1643-1722, aunt of
the Queen of James II) as prioress, came to naught
owing to the Orange Revolution, but it appears that
about the same time a community was established at
Loughrea in Ireland. At times the nuns found it
difficult to comply with all the requirements of the
rule; thus they were often compelled to lay aside the
Several convents
habit and assume secular dress.
were established in Ireland in the eighteenth century,
but in some cases it became necessary for the nuns to
accommodate themselves so far to circumstances as
to open schools for poor children. There are at present twelve convents in Ireland, mostly under episcopal jurisdiction.
The second section of the English community at
of Mother Bernardine Matthews
as prioress and three sisters, arrived at New York, 2
July, 1790, accompanied by their confessor. Rev.

Antwerp, consisting

Charles Neale, and Rev. Robert Plunkett. On the
feast of St. Teresa, 15 October of the same year, the
first convent, dedicated to the Sacred Heart, was
inaugurated on the property of Mr. Baker Brooke,
about four miles from Port Tobacco, Charles Co.,
Maryland. Want of support compelled the sisters to
seek a more convenient .site, and on 29 September,
1830, the foundation-stone was laid for a convent in
Aisquith Street, Baltimore, whither the community
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the fasting severe, and there are many opportunities
for exercising virtue.
Various Carmelite Institutions. Several religious
institutions have gathered round Carmel.
In t he
Middle Ages we find attached to many convents and
churches anchorages, that is, hermitages for recluses
who at their own request were walled up by the bishop
and who exercised a great influence over the populace
by reason of their example, their austerities, and their
exhortations.
Lmone the more celebrated Carmelite

—

recluses

may

mentioned Thomas Scrope of Brad-

]»•

Norwich, afterwards titular Bishop of Dromore
Ireland and Apostolic legate in Rhodes; and
Blessed Jane of Toulouse (beginning of the fifteenth
century) whose cult us was approved by Leo XIII.
Probably ever since the coming of the friars to
Europe, founders of convents and benefactors were
admitted to the order under the title of Confratres,
which gave them a right to participation in the
prayers and good works of a section or of the entire
order, and to suffrages after their death.
Neither
the constitutions nor the ceremonial of admission of
such Confratres. nor even the text of confraternity
letters, contain any mention of obligations incumbent
ley, at
in

on them. The letters were at first granted only after
mature consideration, but from the end of the fifteenth century it was less difficult to obtain them; in
many cases the general handed numerous blank forms
to provincials and priors to be distributed by them at
their own discretion. Out of this confraternity, which
stood in no organic connexion with the order, arose in
the sixteenth century, according to all probability, the
Confraternity of the Scapular.
Another confraternity was a guild established in
1280 at Bologna, and perhaps elsewhere, which held
its meetings in the Carmelite church and from time to
time made an offering at a certain altar, but otherwise
was entirely independent of the order. As has been
seen, some communities of Beguines in the Netherto-', for affiliation to the order, and
lands asked, in
thus gave rise to the first convents of Carmelite nuns.
At a later period Herman of St Norbert (d. 1686),
preaching in 1663 at Termonde, determined five
Beguines, among them Anne Puttemans (d. 1671), to
sell their property and found the congregation of
1
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mfgrated the following year, Mother Angela of St.
Teresa (Mary Mudd) being then prioress. In 1872, during the priorship of Mother Ignatius (Amelia Bandy),
the present (1908) convent, corner of Caroline and
Biddle .Streets was inaugurated. This community
made a foundation at St. Louis, 2 October, 1863, first
established at Calvary Farm, and since 1S7S within
the city. The foundation at New Orleans dates back
to 1S77, when Mother Teresa of Jesus (Rowan) and
three nuns took a house in Ursuline Street, pending
the construction of a convent in Barrack Street, which
was completed on 24 November, 187S. The convent
at Boston was founded 2S August, 1890, and in its
turn established that of Philadelphia, 26 July, 1902,
Mother Gertrude of the Sacred Heart being the first
prioress.
In May, 1S75, some nuns from Reims arrived at Quebec and found a convenient place at
Hochelaga near Montreal, where they established the
convent of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart. Another
Canadian foundation attempted from Baltimore in
the same year was unsuccessful, and had to be given
up after a few yens.
The life of a Carmelite nun is
Life of the Xuns.
somewhat different from that of a friar, as there is
an essential difference between the vocation of a priest
and that of a lay person. Active work, such as nursing the sick and teaching, are out of the question in a
cloistered convent.
The Carmelite sister leads a contemplative life, a considerable portion of her time
being devoted to Divine service, meditation and other
pious exercises, the rest occupied with household work
and other occupations. The life is necessarily strict,

Maricoles or Maroles, which was aggregated to the
order 26 March, 1672; they occupy themselves with
the education of poor girls and with the care of the
sick in their own homes, and have still many convents
in the Dioceses of Mechlin, Ghent, and especially
Bruges.
community of thirty-seven hermits living
in various hermitages in Bavaria and the Tyrol having
asked for aggregation, the General Chapter of the
Discalced Carmelites of 1689 granted their wish under

A

certain conditions, among others that not more than
four or five should live in each hermitage, but the
decree was rescinded in 1692. for what reason is not
known, and all connexion between these hermits and
the order was severed.
Carmelite Tertiaries.
Tertiaries or members of the
Third or Secular Order may be divided into two
classes, those living in their own homes and those

—

living in community.
The former class is first met
with in the middle of the fifteenth century, when the
Holy See granted permission to the Carmelites to
institute a Third Order of secular persons, after the
model of similar institutions attached to other mendicant orders. The oldest printed Missals and Breviaries contain the rite of admission of such persons;
these were then known by the term of bizzoche, which
has since acquired a somewhat unpleasant meaning.
They were bound to recite certain prayers (in the
Teresian Reform also to practise meditation), to keep
certain fasts and abstinences, refrain from worldly

amusements, and to

live under obedience to the
superiors of the order; they might wear a distinctive
habit resembling that of the friars or nuns. Tertiaries
living in community observe a rule similar to, but less
austere than, that of the friars; there are two communities of Tertiary brothers in Ireland, one at Clondalkin, where they have a boarding-school established
previous to 1813. and another, in charge of an asylum
for the blind, at Drumcondra near Dublin.
There are
also Tertiary fathers (natives! in the Archdiocese of
Verapoly in India, established in 1855, who serve a
number of missions.
Tertiary sisters have a convent in Rome founded
by Livia Vipereschi for the education of girls; they
were approved by Clement IN in 1668. The Austrian
congregation has had. since 1S63. ten houses partly
for educational purposes, partly for the care of servants.
In India, too, there are native Tertian' sisters
in Verapoly and Quilon with thirteen houses, boarding
schools, and orphanages.
A Tertiary convent was
founded in Luxemburg in 1886.
Finally, mention
must be made of the Carmelite Tertiaries of t he Sacred
Heart lately established in Berlin, with orphanages
and kindergartens in various parts of Germany, Holland, England, Bohemia, and Italy.
Statistics.
At the present time there are about 80
convents of Calced Carmelite friars, with about 800

—

members and 20 convents

of nuns; 130 convents of
Discalced Carmelite friars, with about 1900 members;
the number of convents of nuns, including the French
previous to the passing of the Association law, was 360.
le j">

lished material

.

the following notices are necessarily incom-

635 sqq.; Bullarium Carmelitanum,
SK;nani-s (Rome, 1715. 17181. vols

vols. I
III and

and II. ed. MonIV (Home. 1768
.

ed. Ximenes (Rome. 17fisi; RmoTi, Speculum CarmeliUtrum,
ed. CvrHANEts (Venice. 1507). ed. IUmei, a Virqine
(2 vols, in fol., Antwerp. 16S0). containing the Corpv
medieval Carmelite historians together with numerous dissertations and polemical writings, and practically superseding
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A Jesu, Spirileaium epuiropnrum. Ordm. Carmel. (Pari". 1638
Daniel A Virg. Maria, liwo Carmeli (Antwerp, ltit.a svnchronologiral table embracing the events during the lifetime of St. Simon Stock (1165-1265) by Seqherls Pauli.
.
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(4 vols.. Rome. 1645, 1650. 1653, and 1656). contain the life
of the Prophet Elias, the history of the order during the Old
Law. at the coming of Christ, and during the Middle Ages as
far as 1140; the fourth vol., which might have permanent
value as it embraces the period from 1140 till 1515, is in many
Philippus a SS. Trinrespects unsatisfactory and superficial.
itate. Compendium historic Carmelitarum (Lyons. 1656); Idem,

Thcnlogia Cnrmelitana (Rome, 1665); Idem, Decor Carmeli
(Lyons. 166.5); Haitze d' Ache wrote against this work Les
motifs cinpriintis, to which Jean de Vaux replied by Rcponse
pour les Religieux Carmes ou livrc intitule: Les moines empr.

Louis de Ste Therese, La succession du S.
(Cologne, 1607).
praphete Elie (Paris, 1662); Johannes-Nepomucenus a S.
Familia, vere Petrus Renerus, Hisloire de VOrdre de N. D.
nous
Moid
Cormel
ses neuf premiers gcniraux (Maastricht,
du
1798), published anonymously; this author frankly adopts the
Alexis-Louis de S. Joseph, Histhesis of the Bollandists.
toire snmmaire de VOrdre de N.D. du Mont Carmel (Carcassonne.
IS55); Ferdinand de Ste Therese, Mcnologe du Carmel (3
vols., Lille, 1879), not always reliable; Caili.aud, OriginedeVOrdre du Carmel (Limoges, 1891); Zimmerman. Monumenta historica Cnrmelitana (L.'-rins, 1907), so far only one vol., containing
the oldest constitutions, acts of general chapters, biographical
and critical notes on the first generals, lists of the Masters of
No critical history,
Paris, and various collections of letters.
however compendious, has as yet been attempted, although
there is no lack of material in public archives as well as in
those of the various branches of the order.
Origins. The bibliography of the controversy anout the
antiquity of the order is extremely lengthy, but of no general
interest; the principal works are: (1) in favour of the traditional view: Daniel a Virgine Maria, op. cit.: Sebastianus
(2) against
a S. Paulo, Exhibilin crrorum (Cologne. 169U)
the tradition: .4r(a SS., April, I, 764-99, May, II. Commcntar.
npolnnel., 709-846: Papebroch, Responsio ad Exhib. error. (3
vols.. Antwerp, 1696); Idem, Elucidation Reusch, Der Index
der nerbotenen Biicher (Bonn, 1885), II, 267 sqq.

—

;

—

General History of the Order: Gulielmus de SanDe ortu et progress!/; de viris illus-

vico (1291), Trithemius:

Pal.eonydorus, Fasciculus trimerestus (Mainz, 1497;
Venice, 1570), reprinted in Daniel a Virgine Maria, op. cit.;
Lucius, Biblinlhcen Carmel. (Florence, 1593); Cosme de Villiers de S. Etienne, Bibliolheca Cnrmelitana (2 vols., Orleans,
1752), which should be compared with the MSS. corrections
and additions of Norrehtus a S. Juliana in the Royal Library
De Smedt. Inlroiluctio general, ad histor. eccles.
at Brussels.
tribus;

(Ghent,

1876);

Hurter,

Nomenclator

(Innsbruck,

1S93);

topn-bibliogr., s. v.; Koch, Die Karmelitcnkloster der nicderdeutschen Proeinz (Freiburg im Br., 1889);
Zimmerman, Die heil. Einsieilelcicn im Karmeliten-Orden, in

Chevalier, Rep.

Stimmen

v.
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which the student will do well to handle critically. The first
three vols, of Lezana, Annates sacri prophetici et Eliani Ord.

Berge Karmcl (Graz, 1S98-1900);

Idem, Die eng-

lischen Karmelitenklbster (Graz, 1901-1903).
Reforms: Reform of Mantua: Pensa, Teatro degli uomini
Fellini,
illustri delta famiglia di Mnntovn (Mantua, 1618);

—

Sacrum musceum s. Congreg. Mantuantr (Bologna, 1691);
de
Vaghi, Commentarium fratrum et suramin Ordin. B. V.
Monte Carm. Congreg. Mantuan. (Parma, 1725). On the reform of Touraine (Rennes). Leo a S. Johann-e, Tupus vestis
Paris, 1625), on change of colour of habit; Idem,
religiose*
_

M

.

i

Mathias a
Delineatio observantiir Rhedonensis (Paris, 1646).
Johanne, L'esprit de la reforme des Carmes en France (Bordeaux, 1666); Sernin-Marie ne S. Andre, Vie du Ven. Fr.
Jean de S. Samson (Paris. 1881). Reform of St. Teresa, (1)
Spain: Besides her own writings, Franciscus a S. Maria and
others: Reforma de los Descalros (6 vols., Madrid, 1644); part
of this work, which is partisan, in favour of Doria and against
St. John of the Cross and Jerome Gratian. has been translated
into Italian (Genoa, 1654) and French (Paris, 1665; Lerins,
1896); Gregoire de S. Joseph. Le Pcre Gralien et ses juges
(Rome. 1904). also tr. It. and Sp.; Idem., Peregrinacion de
(2) PortuAnastnsio (Burgos, 1905), published anonymously.
gal: Melchior a S. Anna and others. Chronica de Carmelitas
(3) Italy and other counDescalcos (3 vols., Lisbon, 1657).
tries: Isidor a S. Joseph, and Petrus a S. Andrea, Historia
generalis fratrum discaleeatnr. (2 vols.. Rome, 1668, 1671); Eu-

S.

sebius ab Omnibus Sanctis, Enchiridion rhronolngixum Carmel. Dvscalceat. (Rome. 1737); Louis de Ste Therese. Annates
des Carmes deehausses de France (Paris, 1066; Laval, 1891);

Henricus-Maria a SS. Sacramento, Collectio scriptorum Ord.
Carmel. Excalceat. (2 vols., Savona, 18S4), superficial. On the
missions: Joh. A Jesu-Maria, Liber sen historia missionum, in
Opp. omnia (Florence. 1774). Ill; Philippus a SS. Trinitate,
Ilinerarium orientate (Lyons, 1619; also Fr. and It); EusebiusabOmnib. Sanctis. Historia missionum (1730'; Pai i.inus
a S.Bart
.omjeo, Opera (Rome, 17'io>; Bertholde-Ignace
de S. Anne. //
de r \abh tmenl ' In mi ion de Perse
\,ii,, \l
,i
SaTJVEUR, l.csanc(Brussels. 1886);
DI
3
..n-unal edition
t!»
tuaire du )/•«.' Camel (Tournai, 189;
published without acknowledgment, bv.Hi.iEN de Ste Therese
(M.-ir-eillc. IS76);
IIenrictjs a S Familia, Leven dergAukns, 1900); R.U8HE, Carmel
n I; cd, m pi r
i
zaligni Dionn-nn
ilement, 1903); Zimmerman,
in Ireland 'Dublin. |s')7;
s
t

-

.

Vobservance des Carmelites dechaussees (2 vols., Reims.
lv.it), anonymous, by the Carmelite nuns of the Rue d'Enfer,
Paris, with a valuable bibliography; Chroniqy.es de Vordre des
Carmelites (9 vols., partly at Troyes, 1846: partly at Poitiers,
1.887); Berthoi.d-Ignace de Ste Anne, Vie de In Mi re Annedc
Jesus (2 vols., Mechlin, 1876, 1882'; La lie el les instructions
de la Ven. Anne de S. Barlhelcmy (anonymous, by a solitary of
the "Desert" of Marlaigne). (new ed.. Paris, 18951; Sylvain,
Yicdu P. Hermann (Paris, 1881). tr. Germ, and It.; Carmel in
India (anonymous) (London, 1895); Ignace de S. Jean
<l<
l'Evangeliste, Vie et vertus hcroigucs de la Mire Then
Jisus 'Marchocka) (Lillie. 1906); Vie de la R. Mire Camillc
de I'Enfant Jesus nee de Soyecourt (anonymous), ed. d'Hulst
(Paris, 1898); Bedingfield, Life of Margaret Mostiin (London.
1884); Hunter, An English Carmelite: Life of Catherine Burton (London, 1876); Currier, Carmel in America (Baltimore,

ment

et

i

1890).

Benedict Zimmerman.
Carneirc (Carnero), Melchior, missionary bishop;
b. of a noble family at Coimbra, in Portugal; d.
He entered the Society
at Macao, 19 August, 1583.
of Jesus 25 April, 1543, was appointed in 1551 the
first rector of the College of Evora, and shortly after
transferred to the rectorship of the College of Lisbon.
When, in 1553, Simon Rodriguez, the first provincial
of Portugal, was summoned to Rome by St. Ignatius
to answer charges made against his administration,
the visitor, Nadal, assigned him Carneiro as a companion. In the meantime King John of Portugal,
the great friend and patron of the Society, had written
both to Pope Julius III and to St. Ignatius, requesting the appointment of a Jesuit as Patriarch of
Ethiopia. The pope chose John Nugnez, giving him
at the same time two coadjutors with the right of
succession, Andrew Oviedo, titular Bishop of HierThey were
apolis, and Melchior Carneiro, of Niesea.
consecrated in 1555, and were the first Jesuits to be
The pope had given
raised to the episcopal dignity.
them an order of obedience to accept consecration,
and St. Ignatius acquiesced, considering that the
dignity carried with it hardship and suffering rather
than honour. Unable to enter his missionary field
of Ethiopia, Carneiro set out for the Indies and landed
at Goa.
He laboured there on the Malabar coast
until 1567, when he was appointed first Bishop of
Japan and China, which office he seems to have renounced soon after, for in 1569 Leonard de Saa succeeded him. He retired to the house of the Society
Carneiro has writof Jesus at Macao, where he died.
ten some letters of considerable historical interest,

one from Mozambique, one from Goa, and two from
Macao. They are printed in various collections.
Mon.Hist.Soc.Jesv (Madrid, 1894-96); Vita Ignatii Loyola;,
I-IV, passim; Litrra' Quadnmrstres, I-IV, passim; Sommervogel, Bibl. dc lac. de J. U, s. v.
,

B. Gtjldner.

Carnoy, Jean-Baptiste, Belgian

biologist, b.

at

Rumillies, province of Hainaut, near Tournai, 22
Jan., 1836; d. at Schuls, in Switzerland, 6 September,
After the usual course in theology at the semi1899.
nary of Tournai, he was ordained priest and then devoted some years to the study of natural science, for
which he had always shown great talent. His progress was rapid and, after receiving the degree of
Doctor of Science, lie was awarded a Government
travelling fellowship- He went to Germany, where he
worked with Ilanstein at Bonn ami also spent some
time in Leipzig, Berlin, and Vienna. lie was then
sent to Rome by hi: bishop on business pertaining t'>
While there he mode the
the Diocese of Tournai.

acquaintance of Buoncompagni and Castracane and

was associated with the hitler in his researches. In
1868 he was recalled to Belgium, his bishop, at the

i

Carmel

in

England (London, h'"

Hotjssayib, 1/ de Birulle el les Carmev, \ •'<•. s In to rig lies sur
Paris, S72> Hiini
lites de France
les origines (Pari-. 1873); Hoossaye, Les Carmelites de France
lei ,, ,„. .tit u lions
Albert-Marie dtj S.
et
(Brussels. 1S73);
Sauveur, Les Carmes dichausses 'le France (3 vols.. Pans. 1886)
with a supplement on the Jansenist troubles in the convent of
the Incarnation at Paris; Memoire surlafondation.le aouveme-

Carmelite Nuns

'

(

I

,

request of Monseigneur Laforet, having consented to
attach him to the University of Louvain to found a
Financial difficulties at
course in general biology.
the university, however, made it impracticable to
carry out this plan at the time, and he became, inlhiring his stay
stead, vicar at ('files near Tournai.

here he completed his "Recherches anatomiquea et
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H. M. Brock.
Caro, Francisco Lopez.
Caro, Giuseppe.
Blessed.

See Lopez Caro.

See Giuseppe Maria Tommasi,

Carochi, Hoeacio, b. in Florence, c. 1586; d. in
in ltititi.
He entered the Society of Jesus

Mexico

and before he had concluded

his philosophical studies

went to Mexico, where lie studied the Indian languages,
especially the Nahuatl and the Othomf, which he
mastered fully.
He was made Secretary of the
Province and wrote ''Arte de la l.engua mexicana
con la deelaracii'm de todos sus adverbios", printed
at
Mexico in 1645; "Vocabulario copioso de la
mexicana"; "Gramatica de la Lengua
Otomf"; "Vocabulario Otomf"; "Sermoncs en
His letters to the Bishop of
Puebla, Juan de Palafox, also deserve mention.
Only tin- lirst named work has been printed. It is
a much esteemed contribution to .Mexican linguistics
and a
i
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ime, 1876); Beribtain,
pig. Literature of Am. Aboi
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Chysiologiques sur les champignons" published in the
In
iiilcl in of tin- "Suin'i.
royale de botanique".
is7ti he was appointed curt at Bauffe, where his pastoral duties gave him little leisure for scientific work.
In 1876 he was again invited to Louvain i>n the proHe began his teachposal of Monseigneur Nameche.
ing with a course in practical microscopy, and in L879
This
he published his "Manuel de microscopie".
was. however, bu( preliminary to his work in biology,
upon which his fame as a teacher and investigator
rests.
Bui instead of taking the whole science for
his field he confined himself to thai phase of ii which
seemed to him of greatest interest and importance,
viz. the study of the structure and phenomena of the
cell.
He thus became the founder of the school of
cellular biology or cytology at Louvain
the first
whose laboratories he equipped at his
of its kind
own expense. He gathered about him students
whom he inspired with his own enthusiasm, and he
spared no pains or labour to advance his school and
its work and to secure recognition for it.
In 1884 he
founded "La Cellule", a journal of cytology, in which
much of his own work and that of his collaborators
was published. Carnoy did much to advance our
knowledge- of the cell.
He advocated Froniman's
tli
v of the reticulated structure of the cell, and
appears to have been the first to explain the true
lie devoted
nature of the albuminoid membrane,
Considerable study to the nucleus and was able to distinguish three species of nucleoli within the nucleus.
He also carried
differing in structure and function.
on important researches in cell segmentation. Hesides tin- works already mentioned, Carnoy was the
author of the "Trait.' .le biologie cellulaire" (1884),
an important work, which, however, was never
completed.
GlLSON, in I.a Cellule (I.ierre and Louvain, 1900), XVII,

riginal Language-,
\i>.

1.

Bandelier.

Caroline Books (Libri Carolini), a work in four
120 or l_'l chapters), purporting to be the
books
composition of Charlemagne, and written about v. hi
92. It is a very severe critique of the Seven! h General
I

Council, held at Xiea-a in 787, particularly as n
its acts and decrees in the matter of sacred images.
In fact, it is a grave theological treatise in which both
the Iconoclastic council of 751 and its opponent, the
aforesaid Second Nicene of 7^7. are brought before
the bar of Prankish criticism and judged equally erroneous, the former for excluding all images from the
churches as sheer idolatry, the latter for advocating
an absolute adoration of images. Though launched

under the royal name, the theological, philosophical,

and

Inphilological learning displayed far surpass
known powers of Charlemagne. The author may be
Alcuin; possibly one or more of the Spanish or Irish
theologians who were then residing at the Prankish
court (cf. Samuel Berger. Histoire de la Vulgate, Paris,
The work had its origin in a very faulty
1895).
(see Anastasius Bibliothecarius in Mansi, Coll. Cone.
XII, 981) Latin version of he Ireek nets ,,t lie Seventh General Council (Second Nicene) which the
negligence of the Roman copyists disfigured still
more; in one crucial text, e. g., the negative particle
was omitted, and in another the council was made
to assert that the images were to be adored as the
Trinity itself, whereas the genuine Greek text is quite
orthodox (Hefele gives a parallel list of the numerous
errors, History of the Councils, III, 709, German
text). This version was severely criticised by an assembly of Prankish theologians at which Charlemagne
assisted.
Some (85) obnoxious passages were gathered therefrom and brought to Pope Adrian I by AbAngilbert
for correction. This document is lost,
bot
but its content maybe gathered from he model ate and
prudent reply (794) of Adrian (P. L., 1217 -92; cf. Nam
absit. a nobis ut ipsas imagines, sicut quidam garriunt,
deificemus, etc.). Dissatisfied wit h
s defence of the
council (not reputed oecumenical by the king's theologians) Charlemagne caused the preparation (79092) of the large work in question, known since then
as "Quattuor Libri Carolini" (Hampe, Hadrians I
Verteidigung der zweiten nic&nischen Synode in
Neues Archiv, 1890. XXI, 85 sqq.; HergenrotherKirsch, Kircheng. 4th ed. Freiburg. 1904, II, 133;
Kncipfler-Hefele, Kircheng., 1902, 283).
In further explanation of this remarkable step, it
t

t

I

t

t

1

1

1

i

has been noted that Charlemagne was at this time
much irritated against the Greek Empress Irene,
partly for the failure of the marriage projected between her son and his daughter Rotrudis, partly
for the protection and help she was affording to
Adelchis, the son of the dethroned King of Lombard}-, to which may be added a certain jealousy
of any authority over his Frankish subjects by a
Greek council in which they had taken no part.
Some believe that he was even then contemplating
the assumption of the imperial title, and was therefore only too willing to discredit Creek authority
wherever possible. The work was first printed at
Paris in 1519 by the priest Jean du Tillet (Tilius),
later Bishop of Saint Brieuc and then of Meaux, hut

anonymously and without indication of the place
where he found the manuscript ('films was suspected
of a leaning to Calvinism). While the Centuriators of
Magdeburg (q. v.) at once made use of it as an evidence of Catholic corruption of the true doctrine con-

cerning images, some Catholic apologists asserted that
lharlemagne to
it was only an heretical work sent by
Rome for condemnation, others that it was a forgery
was,
after all. a
Tilius
manuscript
of
of Carlstad (the
very recent one; Floss. De suspects librorum CaroBonn.
cditorum
linorum a Joanne Tilio
fide,
1860).
They overlooked the fact that Aiigustinus Steuchus
(1469 1549) librarian of the Vatican, writing in defence of the Donation of Constantine. had already
quoteda passage from the " Libri Carolini " (1, 6) which
he declared In- had found in a Vatican manuscript
written in an ancient Lombard hand; it had disaphowever, by 1759, according to a letter of
Beared,
ardinal Passionei t" the learned Usbot Frobenius
Forster, then meditating a new edition of the work
(see preface no. 10 to his edition of the Opera AlFloss (op. cit.) maintained the thesis of a
cuini).
forgery, but the genuinity of the work can no longer
be questioned since the discovery (1866) by HcitTerscheid of a tenth century (imperfect
manuscript in
the Vatican Archives (Narratio de Vaticano Libror.
Carol, codice, Breslau, 1S73). Moreover, the work is
<
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evidenced as extant in the latter half of the ninth century by Hincmar of Reims (Adv. Hinemar. Laud., c.
20). Its genuinity was long since admitted by Cath-

Sirmond and Natalis Alexander
The work was reprinted
§ 6).

VIII, Diss. VI,

by the

imperialist editor Michael Goldast (Imperialia
decreta de cultu imaginum, Frankfort, 1608, p. 67,
sqq., and Collect. Constitute imper., I, 23) whence it
was taken by others, e. g. Migne (P. L., XCVIII,
989-1248), though the latter had at liis disposition
the better edition of G. A. Heumann, Augusta ConNicseni II Censura, i. e. Caroli M. de impio
eilii
imaginum cultu libri IV (Hanover, 1731). Some excerpts from it are re-printed in Jaffe, Bibl. Rer. Ger-

manic, VI, 220-42.
The authors of the "Libri Carolini" admit that
images may be used as ecclesiastical ornaments, for
purposes of instruction, and in memory of past events;
it is foolish, however, to burn incense before them and
to use lights, though it is quite wrong to cast the
images out of the churches and destroy them. The
writers are scandalized chiefly by the Latin term
adoratio, taking it wrongly to mean absolute adoration, whereas the original Greek word, Proskynesis
(irposKw^ffis), means no more than reverence in a
prostrate attitude. So they insist that God alone is
to be adored (adorajidus et colendus). The saints are
to be venerated, only in a suitable manner (opportuna
veneratw). Ecclesiastical tradition, they insist, holds
all images as far inferior, in point of reverential hon-

Holy Scriptures, the
sacred vessels, and the relics of the saints. They
blame the excessive reverence shown by the Greeks
to their emperors, criticize unfavourably the elevation of Tarasius (q. v.) to the Patriarchate of Constantinople, and find fault (not always unreasonably)
with the Scriptural and patristic exegesis of the
Greeks. On the other hand, they ignorantly confound the sayings and doings of this orthodox council
with those of the Iconoclastic conciliabulum of 754,
frequently misrepresent the facts, and in general exhibit a strong anti-Greek bias.
In explanation of
their attitude the following words of Cardinal Hergenrother (Kircheng., ed. Kirsch, 1904, II, 132) seem appropriate: "Apart from the [unrecognized] errors of
the translation, the acts and decrees of the Seventh
General Council offended in various ways the customs
and opinions of the Teutonic world where heathenism, but lately vanquished, was still potent in folkour, to the Cross of Christ, the

life and manners.
The rude semi-heathen Teuton
might easily misunderstand in an idolatrous sense the
honours awarded to images, as yet few in number
owing to the uncultivated taste of the people. While,
therefore, images were tolerated, they were not yet
encouraged and held but a subordinate place. The
Greeks had always reverenced highly, not alone the
person of the Emperors, but also their portraits and
statues, and in this respect incense and prostrations
(Gr. Proskynesis, Lat. adoratio) were immemorial
usages. It seemed to them, therefore, that they could
not otherwise pay due reverence to the images of the
Saviour and the saints. It was otherwise with the
Germans, unaccustomed to prostrate themselves or
to bend the knee before their kings.
Such acts
seemed fitted to express that adoration (latreia)
which was due to God alone; when exhibited to
others they were frequently a source of scandal. In
the Teutonic mind, moreover, the freer ecclesiastical
life of the West already shone by contrast with the
extravagance of Oriental emperor-worship."
As stated above, Pope Adrian I, in a letter addressed to Charlemagne, answered lengthily the
eighty-five Capitula submitted to him.
He reminded the king that twelve of his bishops had taken
part in a Roman Synod (previous to the Second
Nicene Council) and had approved the "cultus" of
images; he refuted a number of the arguments and

objections brought forward, and asserted the identity
of his teaclung with that of the highly- respected Pope
Gregory the Great concerning images. He also defended in a dignified way the Second Nicene Synod,
not yet finally acknowledged by him, calling attention
at the same time to his own just grievances against the
Greeks who still retained the churches and estates
that the Iconoclast Leo III (717-41) had violently

withdrawn from Roman jurisdiction. This letter of
Pope Adrian (d. 795) may not have been known to
the bishops and abbots of the synod which met at
Frankfort in 794 and on the above-described erroneous supposition rejected (can. 2) the Second Nicene
Council. Charlemagne sent the acts of this synod to
Rome, with a demand for the condemnation of Irene
and Constantine VI, but seems gradually to have
yielded to the mild and prudent firmness of Adrian
for whom he professed at all times the most sincere
admiration and friendship. A last echo of the theological conflict crystallized in the "Libri Carolini" is
heard at the Paris Synod of S25, which, no wiser than
predecessor as to the erroneous version of the acts
in question, sought in vain to obtain from Pope
its

Eugene II an abandonment of the position taken
by Adrian I. Despite the increasing favour of the
"cultus" of images among their people, the Frankish
bishops continued their opposition to the Second Nicene Council; the latter, however, eventually gained
recognition especially after a new and somewhat more
accurate version of its acts and decrees was made by
Anastasius Bibliothecarius under John VIII (S72-S2).
In the meantime the Frankish writer Walafrid Strabo
had summarized and popularized the true ecclesiastical doctrine in his excellent " Liber de exordiis et increments rerum ecclesiasticarum", written about 840
(ed. Knopfler, Munich, 1890).
See Iconoclasm;
Images; Frankfort, Council of; Dttngal, of St.

Denys; Jonas of Orleans.
Hefele, Coneiliengeschichte, III, 67S, 694-717; HergenrOther-Kirsch, Handbuch der Kirchengesehichte (4th ed.,
Freiburg, 1904), II, 132-137; Blanc, Cours d' hist, eeelesias(ique (Paris. 1896', II, 100-103; Nolte in Kathol. Literaturzeitung US61), 237;
Flos*. I..'.,-,, ,,„d Schriftcn Agobards,
Ki-hi.^rhofs i'on Lyon (( intt-r-l.,!,. ]v,
Dlmmler, Vber Leben
mid Lehre des Bisrhofs Claudius von Turin in Sitzungsberwhte
der preuss. Akadernie (Berlin, 189."ii, 427; Hauck, Kirchenfjisrhirfde Deutsrhlands (2ml ed., Leipzig, 1900), II; Hermes
in Kirchenlexikon VII, 189-96; Wagenman'N'-IIauok in Realeneijclopddie f. prot. Theologie tend Kirche (Leipzig, 1901), X,
88-97; Schafp, History of the. Christian Church (New York,
1S95), IV, 465-70; and the ecclesiastical histories of RohrBACHER, ALZOG, KrAUS, etC.
;
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Caroline Islands.

A

J.

Shahan.

group of about 500 small

coral islands, east of the Philippines, in the Pacific
Ocean. The distance from Manila to Yap, one of
the larger islands of the group, is 1200 miles. The
Caroline Islands were discovered in the sixteenth
century by the Spaniards and were so named in honour
of Charles V. The Jesuits, John Anthony Cantova and
Victor Walter, attempted missionary work there in
1731 the former was soon murdered, the latter obliged
to flee. Two other Jesuits were killed later.
In 1707
the Jesuits were suppressed in the Spanish dominions,
and during the next 120 years there is no trace of a
;

missionary. The controversy between Germany and
Spain concerning the possession of the Carolines
having been settled by Pope Leo XIII in favour
of Spain, the king directed Spanish Capuchins to the
islands, 15 March, 1SS6, and the Propaganda officially
established that mission, 15 May. 1886, dividing it
into two sections, named West and Last Carolines
Until then the islands had belonged
respectively.
ecclesiastically to the Vicariate Apostolic of Micronesia.

The aborigines, of the Polynesian race, are not
cannibals; they live mainly by hunting and fishing,
and know nothing of agriculture, though the soil
They wear very little clothing and
is very fertile.
build small huts of branches.
Immorality is riff
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liberty in this regard, and the somewhat lazy people
consequently began to neglect school as well as
church. The mission thereby suffered greatly, and
the Propaganda finally deemed it advisable to replace
the Spanish Capuchins with others of German nationality (7 Nov., 1904) and to erect one Apostolic
prefecture instead ef the two separate missions
(IS Dec, 1905). The Very Reverend Father Venantius of Prechthal was appointed first prefect Apostolic.
In 1906 twelve fathers and twelve brothers were
working in thirteen stations, and several Sisters of
St. Francis left Luxemburg to take charge of the ten
Ninety adult
schools, in which were 262 children.
converts were the harvest of that year, and the
is given as 1900 among 11,600
heathens and a few Protestants. The United States
Government sent, 1 July, 1905, a Jesuit from the
observatory at Manila to erect a meteorological
station on the island of Yap, of which station the
Capuchin Father Callistus was appointed director.
The origin of the East-Asiatic typhoons had been

Catholic population

traced to these regions, and twice a day observations
are made, and notice is frequently given to Manila

by
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among them, even the little children being infected
with it. The boys make progress in learning, the
girls are exceptionally slow.
The language spoken
in commerce is English, but the ahoriirines have
several dialects of their own. The Spanish Capuchins
had a catechism and prayer book printed in the
Ponape dialect, and Father Anthony of Valentia
wrote a small grammar and dictionary of the Yap diaThey believe in a Supreme Being (Yalect in 1S90.
lafar) and in a bad spirit (Can), yet they have hardly
any religious rites. When the Spanish Fathers hail
laid the foundations of the mission, these islands
passed by purchase into the hands of Germany (2
June, 1899). Spain had contributed more than
$5000 a year towards the mission; Germany granted
no support. Spain had compelled the aborigines to
send their children to school; Germany gave full

cable.

'Stolberg, Die Karoh'neninsel Yap (Berlin, 1906); BaumOabten, Das Wirhen der hath. Kirehe auf dem Erdenrund
(Munich, 19021; 8teidl. Die Uissumen der Kapuziner in der

iMeran. 1890); Katholisehe Mr.-,,.?,., i. XXXIIIChristian-, The Caroline Islands (London, 1899);
Year-Book (1907). IOL'3; Uissiones Calh.
\1
ions cath. (SteyL,
1907 ,713 14; Streit, lib d.
1906), 20, and plates l.i and -'1'; Shoemaker m. is., Islands of
the Southern Seas (New York, 1898
art

XXXV;

The Statesman's
II

.

Otto

.1;

BON.

an armed force. During the rule of the
Puritans he remained abroad, but returned to England at the Restoration and lived there for several
years.
He was throughout the supporter of Ormond
and his policy and wrote two works, in defence of
Peter Walsh's "Remonstrance": "Loyalty asserted,
and the late Remonstrance of the Irish Clergy and
Laity confirmed and proved by the authority of Scriphead

of

ture, Fathers, etc."

(London, 1662); and'"Remon-

strantia Hibernorum contra Lovanicnses" (London,
This conduct earned for him the character
1665).
of a loyalist; but it brought on him the condemnation of his own superiors and for a time he was under
ecclesiastical censure.
Ware-Harris, Writers of Ireland (Dublin, 1764); Gilbert,
Histor;/ of Irish Affairs, 1641-52 (ibid., 1SS0); Castlehaven,
Memoirs (ibid., 1815); Walsh, History of the Irish Ri monstrance (1674).

E. A. D'Ai.ton.

Caron, Rene-EdOTTARD, a French Canadian statesman and magistrate, b. at Sainte Anne de Beaupre,
Canada, 130ctober, 1800. of August in < !aron, a farmer,
and Elizabeth Lessard; d. 13 December, 1876. He
studied at the Quebec seminary and was admitted to
the Bar in 1S26. In 1833 he 'was elected Mayor of
Quebec, an office he held for ten years with zeal and
devotedness, particularly during the cholera of
ls.il. and the fire of 1845, which nearly destroyed
the whole city. Elected for the Legislative Assembly
in 1S34, he was called to the Legislative Council,
at the

Union

of the

two provinces (1841).

He was

appointed Speaker of the t'pper House successively
in 1843, 1848, and 1851, having likewise a seat in
the Cabinet on the last two occasions.
He shared
with Lafontaine and Morin the merit of wresting
from an ultra-Tory oligarchy equal rights for Lower
Canada. His patriotism and disinterestedness made
him twice forgo power and honours to assure to his
province the benefits of responsible government. In
1S53 he was appointed Judge of the Superior Court,
and in 1S55 of the Court of the Queen's Bench, an
office which he discharged for twenty years with prudence and impartiality, ever guided by conscience
and the sense of duty. lie took part in the codification of the civil laws (1859).
In 1872 his long career
of unsought honours was crowned by bis appointment to the Lieutenant-Governorship of the Quebec
Province, a position which he. held till his death.
Ttjrcotte, he Canada sous VUnion (Quebec, L872); Fennings-Taylor, Portraits of British Americans (Montreal, 1865).

Lionel Lindsay.
Caron, Pierre Atjgusttn.

See France.

Caron, Raymond (or Redmond), Franciscan friar
b. at Athlone, Ireland, in 1605; d. at
Dublin, 1666. Entering the Franciscan convent in
his native town he there made his preliminary studies,
after which he studied philosophy at Drogheda.
Subsequently he left Ireland and studied theology
at Salzburg and at the Franciscan college at Louvain.
At the latter place he was, immediately after his
ordination, appointed professor of theology, ami in
that capacity maintained the reputation he had
earned a- a student. In 1635 he published at Antwerp
a work "Roma triumphans Septicollis", in defence of
Catholic doctrine, and had he continued at Louvain the
quiet life of author and professor it would have been
well for his peace of mind. But in 164s he was sent by
the superior of his order in the Net herlands to I reland as
visitator with ample powers to correct and reform. He
resided at the Franciscan convent at Kilkenny and
plunged at once into the strife of faction then racing
there.
Opposing the nuncio and Owen Roe O'Neill,
la- sought to bring all to the side of
trmonde and imprisoned the members .if his order at Kilkenny who
refused to adopt his views, a proceeding which made
him so unpopular that his life was in danger, and
he had to he protected by Lord Castlehaven at the

and author,

,

(

Carpaccio, Yittore, a Venetian painter whose
real name was Scarpazza, b. at Venice about 1455;
He was
d. in the same city between 1523 and 1526.
one of those Venetian masters who formed a link
between the earlier artists, such a
'acobello del
Fiore and the classic painters like t orgione and
Lazzaro Bastiani was his teacher, not, as
Titian.
Being an artist
Vasari has maintained, his pupil.
who worked for the middle ck
oi
Venetian
society, Carpaccio enjoyed neither the official position nor the aristocratic patronage that fell to the
It was only m 1501 thai he relot of the Bellinis.
ceived orders for the Doge's Palace, where he painted
the "Lion of St. Mark", still to be seen there, and
the "Battle of Ancona", destroyed in the fire of
1577.
In 1508 he was one of the commission appointed to set a valuation upon Giorgioi
'

Fondaco

dei Tedeschi.
of Carpaccio's lifetime was spent in
or religious confrasi
was
It
ternities either of artisans or foreigners.
for one of these that he executed the most celebrated
and extensive of his works "The Life of St. Ursula ",
now preserved in the Academy of Venice. Bis other
paintings were produced, doubtless, under similar
circumstances. They usually depicted the lives of
at the

Nearly

all

painting for the
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the saints, and they included such subjects as: "The
Life of the Virgin", "The Life of St. Stephen",

Jerome", and "The Life of St.
George". The first two are found in museums of
Europe, but about 1560 the others were placed, with
the "Miracle of St. Tryphonius" and the "Call of St.
Matthew", in the little Venetian church of San
Giorgio de' Schiavoni, the best place in the world in
which to make Carpaccio's acquaintance. The eight
unframed panels found in the church of Saint
Alviso, signed "Carpathius" and dealing with the

"The

Life of St.

histories of Joseph, the Queen of Sheba, Job, and
Rebecca, are attributed, although without positive
proof, to the youthful period of the master.
Carpaccio's style, like that of all the Venetian
painters of the time, bore the imprint of Mantegna's
Architecturally he was inspired by Lominfluence.
bardi, but, his peculiar charm lay in knowing better
than any other artist how to reproduce the incomLong before the time of
parable grace of Venice.

Guardi and the Canalettis, Carpaccio was the

hishis

and the poet of its calle and canali, and
work, together with Marin Sanudo's Journal, provides the best picture extant of the golden age of
Carpaccio was the most truly Venethe republic.
tian of all the artists of Venice, and, of course, it
is there that he can be best understood and appreciMoreover, he was the most Oriental, and his
ated.
work abounds in the costumes and views of the East.
In 1511 he had completed a panorama of Jerusalem
that he offered in a letter to the Marquis of Mantua.
It might naturally be supposed that Carpaccio had
accompanied Gentile Bellini to Constantinople, but
it has been ascertained that he limited himself to
copying Reuwich's pictures in Breydenbach's " Itinerary", published at Mainz in I486.
His genius is of a most realistic turn. He has
nothing of Giovanni Bellini's deep, religious lyricism;
His "Martyrbesides, his expression lacks vigour.
dom of the Ten Thousand" in the Academy of Venice
being
merely
a happy,
is among his feeblest efforts,
tranquil, although quite pleasing, conception, luminous and life-like, and characterized by exquisite

torian

dignity and an indescribable air of cheerful heroism.
His great equestrian picture of St. Vitalis at Venice
of decorative painting
When pathetic,
prior to the time of Paul Veronese.
Carpaccio is charming. Nothing is more instructive

was the most beautiful piece

than to compare his "Life of St. Ursula" with Memfamous shrine in Bruges. With the Venetian
everything merges into splendid spectacles and ceremonies. However, his "Saint's Vision" is one of
the most beautiful paintings of virginal sleep ever
made. His "St. Jerome in his Cell" yields nothing
ling's

and his last
"The Holy Family" at Caen and
Berlin,
reveal
a soulful
"Pieta"
at
the eloquent
intensity of which his earlier productions gave no

in point of nobility to Diirer's fine print,

pictures, such as

promise.
Vasari, he ViU (15571; Ridolfi, Meraviglie dell' arte
(Venice, 164S, in 4to); Hi-skin, St. Mark's Rest (London);
Viltore Carpaccio, la vita e le opere
(Milan, 1906, in 4to); Rosen*hal, Carpaccio (Paris. 1907);
he Wyzewa, Les matins italims d' autrefois (Paris, 1907).

Ludwig and Molmknti,

Louis Gillet.
Carpasia, a titular see of Cyprus. Carpasia,
Karpasia, also Karpasion (sometimes mistaken for
Karpathos) is said to have been founded by King
Pygmalion near Cape Sarpedon, now Cape St. Andrea, at the extreme end of a peninsula on the
north-east shore of Cyprus, a short distance north
Its first-known bishop,
In- modern FLhizokarpaso.
Philo, was ordained by St. Epiphanius in the
fourth century; he hat lefl a commentary on the
Canticle of Canticles, a, letter, and some fragments.
Hermolaus was present at Chaleedon in 451. The
chroniclers mention three other names, and a fourth

of
St.

t
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occurs on a seal, all without dates. Another is quoted
in the "Constitutio Cypria" of Alexander IV (1260).
see was suppressed in 1222 by the papal legate,
Cardinal Pelagius, but it figures in later episcopal
During the Latin domination the Greek
lists.
Archbishop of Arsinoe (Famagusta) was obliged to
reside at Rhizokarpaso.

The

P. G., XL, 9-154; Kerameus, Analecta. I, 393-399: FabriBiblioth. grceca, ed. Harles. IV, 751. X, 479; MasLatrie. Histoire de Chypre, passim; Idem. L'ile de Chypre,
46; Hackett. .4 History of the Orthodox Church of Cyprus
(1901), 31S, 320.
cius,

S.

Petrides.

—

Carpi, Diocese op (Carpensis). The city of Carpi
is situated in the province of Modena, Centra] Italy.
It belonged originally to the famous Countess Matilda, from whom it passed to the Holy See (1115From 1215 to 1319 it was subject to Modena,
1215).
and from the latter date until 1525 was ruled by the
In 1 531 lharli s V, who
Pio, vassals of the Holy See.
had occupied Carpi since 1525, made it over to Alfonso (I) d'Este, Duke of Ferrara.
Carpi was created
a see only in 1779, by Pius VI, the first bishop
Under Julius II it bebeing Francesco Benincasa.
came immediately dependent on the Holy See, having previously been under the jurisdiction of Modena.
The cathedral, built by King Aistulf in 756, was entirely rebuilt and richly embellished by Duke Alberto
Pio.
In 1855 Carpi became a suffragan of Modena.
The diocese contains a population of 70,000, with .'il
parishes, 50 churches and chapels, 84 secular and 4
regular priests, and 4 religious houses for women.
Cappelletti, he chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1S44). XV, 401;
Ann. eccl. (Rome, 1907), 369.
)

(

U. Benigni.
Carpini, Giovanni di.

vanni

See Piano Carpini, Gio-

DI.

Carr,

Thomas.

See Pinkney, Miles

Carracci, Agostino, an Italian painter, engraver,
and etcher, b. at Bologna, 16 August, 1557; d. at
Parma, 22 March, 1602. The son of Antonio Carracci, a tailor, he was nephew of Lodovico and brother
He began his art life as a goldsmith;
of Annibale.
but, urged by his uncle, the youth abandoned plastic for graphic art, and studied painting, first with
Fontana, who had been Lodovico's master, and later
with Passerotti. The fame of Correggio's masterpieces drew Agostino to Parma, and afterwards, accompanied by Annibale, he made a long sojourn in
Venice, where he became a distinguished engraver
under the celebrated Cort. In 1589 he and his
brother returned to Bologna and with Lodovico
started the "School of the Carracci" (see below,
Lodovico), in which he taught while working devotedly at painting. In his native town is his
masterpiece, "The Last Communion of St. Jerome".
a beautiful work, showing Correggio's influence.
Agostino helped in the decoration of nearly every
great palace in Bologna, and his poetic imagination
was of great avail when with the matter-of-fact
Annibale he assisted in the decoration of the Farnese
Palace in Rome. He was a poet, and an interesting
sonnet of his tells the students of the "Academy"
what parts to choose from each school of painting
and from the masters of the past in order to attain
In 1600 Annibale and Agostino had a
perfection.
disagreement, and the latter left for Parma, where
Agosfor the rest of his life he painted for the duke.
tino was a master of engraving; he introduced what
is called "the large style", and the lines of his plates
were broadly and boldly laid. His influence in the
art of engraving was felt far beyond the bounds of
Italy, and his technic with the graver was widely
His plates were freely and beautifully
imitated.
executed, there is an admirable expression on all his
faces, and the execution of the hands and feet is

OARRAOOI
marvellous.
tion

may

be

made

of: "St.

Francis receiving the

Stigmata" (Vienna); "Triumph of Galatea" (LonAmong his numerous plates the best and
most celebrated are: "Antonio Carracci" (his
father); "Tiziano Vecelli"; "The Repose in Egypt".
Annibale, painter, etcher, and engraver, brother
of Agostino, b. at Bologna, 3 November, 1560;
don).

July, 1609.
The boy's father, after
persuasion by Lodovico an uncle, was induced
to let Annibale study painting instead of learning
the trade of tailor, and Lodovico became his first
teacher.
After a visit to Parma and a study of the
masters in that city, Annibale accompanied his
brother Agostino to Venice and worked with him
there.
He returned to Bologna in 15cS9, and with
his uncle and brother opened the Academy of the
Incamminati or Desiderosi, called later the "School
of the Eclectics" and the "School of the Carracci",
d. in

Rome. 15

much

" revive " art
In ItiOO Annibale
to Rome, whither Cardinal Odoardo Farnese
had invited him, to decorate the splendid Farnese
Palace. This was his greatest achievement, and up
to and through Sir Joshua Reynolds's time Annibale
was ranked with Raphael. Poussin says of He
Farnese decorations, "in them he surpassed every
artist who preceded him".
Agostino assisted him
in this work but left before a year was over, either
from Annibale's jealousy, as some assert, or because
nf the latter's quarrelsome disposition. In any event,
Annibale Btands as the most distinguished of the
five Carracci, and in perfection of drawing, delicacy
of colour, anil grace in modelling closely approaches
tin (.Id masters.
"The Three Maries" is his finest
easel picture, ami both in feeling and handling is
Although a founder of
beautiful and impressive.

whose object was to

.

wint

t

land-rapes possess great charm
even as backgrounds, and. what was unusual then,
landscapes
where figures were but ache painted
Mis etchings
ce orii i, and also worked in genre.
however,
are much inferior to his
engravings,
and
paintings, and, compared with Agostino's work with
When
the graver, conventional and amateurish.
Annibale died, his nephew Antonio, to whom he
was benefactor, teacher, and friend, gave him a
Among his prinsplendid burial in the Pantheon.
cipal paintings are: "The Three Maries" .i
the Dexidi

rust,

his

Howard, England); "Holy Family" (Berlin); "PorHimself" (Florence); " La Vierge aux Cerises"
"Pieta" (St. Petersburg). Of his engraved

trait of

(Paris);
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In addition to his masterpiece, men-

plates the best is: "The Dead Christ in
the Lap of the Virgin ", called the " Caprarola Christ ".
Antonio Marziale, an Italian painter, the natural
son of Agostino Carracci, b. in Venice, 1583; d. in
Rome, 1618. He began his art studies early and
proved an apt scholar. He was taught first by his
father, and later and chiefly by his uncle Annibale for

and etched

whom he developed a deep affection. With Annibale
he went to Rome where most of his work was done.
Cardinal Tonti employed the talented youth to
decorate his chapel, and on its completion he was
commissioned to paint the chapel of St. Charles
Borromeo, and a frieze in one of the rooms of the
pope's palace at Monte Cavallo.
His easel pictures
were few. and are to-day exceedingly rare. In
1609, when his uncle and teacher, Annibale, died,
he showed his devotion by burying him with great
.solemnity near the tomb of Raphael.
His wa an
uneventful career. Chief among his works are:

"The Flood" (Louvre

i

;

"Christ

healing

a

blind

man"

(Modena); "Lute Player" (Modena).
Francesco, painter and engraver, son of Giovanni

larracci, b. in Bologna, 1595; d.in Rome, 1622.
father was a brother of Agostino and Annibale.
Francesco was a youth of great talent and promise.
He was taught by Lodovico in the Academy of the
Incamminati, but left the school to start one in
opposition to his teacher, calling it the "True School
of the Carracci".
Like the other members of the
Carracci family he taught, engraved, and painted.
His "Adoration" iti the Church of Santa Maria
Maggiore, Bologna, is not only his masterpiece but
an excellent piece of vigorous painting. The "True
School" was not a success, anil, his students leaving
him, Francesco went to Rome ami made am. her
attempt to found an academy, only to fail again.
He died in abject poverty, lb- left a few engravings
after the works of Lodovico ami Annibale.
Lodovico, painter, etcher, engraver, and founder
of the " Eclectic School " ol painting b al Bologna,
He was
21 April, 1555; d. there, 13 November, 1619.
of humble origin, and his brother Antonio was a
Slow, plodding, but determined
tailor by trade.
the young Lodovico wa
advised by his masters,
font ana. and Tintoretto, to abandon his chosen career
of art, and his fellow-students jeered him. calling
him "the ox" on account of his physical and mental
characteristics.
But neither teachers nor pupils
could turn him from the path he had marked out
for himself.
He travelled throughout Italy to

Antoniol

The

i

"
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prosecute his studies, and was chiefly influenced by
the works of Andrea del Sarto, Titian, and Correggio.
He returned to Bologna in 1589 and with Agostino
and Annibale, his nephews, opened the Academy
degli Desiderosi, "the school of those who regret
the past, despise the present, and aspire to a better
future".
For eleven years these three worked
together, and then, the younger men going to Rome,
Lodovico remained the sole head of the Academy
until his death.
The object of the "Eclectics" was
to combine in their art Michelangelo's line, Titian's
colour,
Correggio's
chiaroscuro,
and Raphael's

symmetry and grace. Midway, however, in their
successful career, the three Carracci were forced
to modify their eclecticism and rely more and more
on nature. The fame of the Carracci Academy was
great, its influence spread over all Italy, and Lodovico's was a great name
great more on account of
the painters he developed than from his own work

—

with the brush. Albani, Guido Reni, Domenichino,
Lanfranco, Spada, Tiarini, and Bonzi (// Gobbo)
were among those who attended the school. Lodovico's paintings are pleasing in colour, and exhibit
much intelligence and technical skill, but lack
spontaneity, originality, and individuality. He was
a teacher rather than an artist. His engravings,
much more interesting than his other work, are very
beautiful; evidently he began his plates by freely
and simply etching them and then finished with an
elaborate use of the graver. Chief among his
works are: "Ecce Homo" (Rome); "Miracle of the
Loaves and Fishes" (Berlin); "Virgin and Child"
(Paris).

are the

Among

his

etched and engraved plates

"Holy Family" and "Samson overcoming

the Lion".
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, History of Painting in Italy
(London, 1864); Lvbke, Gesch. der italienischen Malerei
(Stuttgart, 1878); Michaud, Biog. Univ.: Landon, Vies el
fEuvr>s dcs peintrcs les plus celtbres de loutes les ecoles (Paris,
1803-25); Vasari, Vite de' piu eccellenti piltori, scultori e
architetti (Florence, 1849).

Leigh Hunt.
Carranza, Bartolome (also called de Miranda,
from his native town), Archbishop of Toledo; b. at
Miranda de Arga, Spain, 1503; d. at Rome, 2 May,
1576. Carranza belonged to a noble family which had
its estates at Miranda de Arga in Spanish Navarre.
He received his early education at Alcala and in 1520
entered the Dominican convent of Benalaque near
Guadalajara.
He continued his philosophical and
theological studies at Salamanca; in 1528 he was
made master of the liberal arts, and in 1534 lector of
theology, at the College of St. Gregory, Valladolid.
On account of some doctrinal opinions he was said to
hold, an accusation was about this time brought
against him, but nothing further came of it. Carranza's reputation as a learned theologian increased
rapidly, and he was appointed censor by the Inquisition and was commissioned to prepare opinions and
sermons. He was also sent by his order on various
important missions. Thus in 1539 he represented his
province at the general chapter of the Dominicans at
Rome.
After his return, in 1540, the Emperor
Charles V offered him the See of Cuzeo in Peru, but
Carranza declined the appointment and continued
performing his duties as lector of theology at Valladolid.
In 1545, when the Council of Trent was
opened, Charles V sent Carranza and another Dominican, Dominicus de Soto, :>s imperial theologians, to
the council, and by June, 1545, Carranza was in
Trent. During the first period of the council (154547) he took tin active pari in the discussions of the
theologians in the congregations, expressed opinions
concerning the various matters appointed for discussion, the sacraments in general, Baptism, the Eucharist, and the Sacrifice of the Mass, and preached at
Divine service, 14 .March, before the assembled council (Le Plat, "Monum. Trident". I, .">_> 62, gives the

CARRANZA

text of the sermon). He also showed great zeal in the
conferences concerning the reform of church discipline.
In the warm discussions as to the duty of
episcopal residence, Carranza, like all the Spaniards,
was strongly of the opinion that the duty of residence
was a Divine law (juris divini), and therefore could
not be delegated to a vicar. On this question Carranza wrote and issued a treatise, " Controversia de
necessaria residentia personali episcoporum et aliorum
inferiorum ecclesiai pastorum Tridenti explicata
(Venice, 1547), which may be found in Le Plat,
" Monum. Trident.", Ill, 522-584. Carranza also had
a share in drawing up the eleven articles proposed by
the Spaniards, which treated the duty of episcopal
residence and other questions of discipline relating to
the office of a bishop. When the council was transferred to Bologna he did not go to that city, but remained in Trent. In 1548 Charles asked him to accompany Prince Philip to Flanders as confessor, but
Carranza declined the position; in 1549 he refused
the appointment of Bishop of the Canary Islands.
After his return to Spain, in 1549, he was made
prior of the monastery at Palencia, and in 15.50 provincial.
In 1551, when Pope Julius III reopened the
Council at Trent, Carranza went once more to that
city to take part in the deliberations.
The council
was again interrupted in 1552, and Carranza went
back to Spain, where, besides his duties in his order
he also took part in the labours of the Inquisition.
As almoner of Prince Philip, Carranza came in contact with the prince, and often preached before him
and his court. When, in 1554, Philip was betrothed
to Queen Mary of England, and was preparing to go
to that country for the marriage, he sent Carranza
and other members of Spanish orders ahead of him,
in order to give support to the queen in her efforts to
bring back the country to the Catholic Faith. Car-

ranza remained until 1557 in England, where he was
actively engaged, in connexion with Cardinal Pole, as
visitator and preacher.
He sought to prevent the
sale of Piotestant books, preached frequently against
the false doctrines, and made an inspection of the
University of Oxford, from which, by his efforts, a
number of professors were expelled. After Charles V
had abdicated the throne and was succeeded, in
Spain, by Philip, Carranza returned, in 1557, to the
Continent, and went to Flanders, where the new king
had his principal resilience at that time. In Flanders
the zealous Dominican also busied himself with efforts to check the introduction and spread of Protestant writings and to maintain the Catholic Faith.
The See of Toledo falling vacant by the death of
the Cardinal Archbishop Stliceo, 31 May, 1557, the
king decided upon Carranza as successor to the position.
In vain did Carranza exert himself to win the
favour of the king for another candidate. Philip II
persisted in his choice, so that at last Carranza yielded
and was preconized by Pope Paul IV, 16 December,
1557, as Archbishop of Toledo anil, therefore, Primate
of Spain.
Carranza received episcopal consecration
at Brussels, in 1558, from Cardinal Granvella, then
Bishop of Arras. Equipped with important political
instructions the new archbishop left Flanders in June
and reached the court at Valladolid in August. Soon
after this he went to Yuste to visit Charles V, who
was dying; he remained with the emperor until the
latter's death.
A report arose in time that Carranza
had led Charles into heretical views, so that the emperor had not died in the true Catholic Faith. This
rumour was pure invention, but it gave a new ground
for the process before the Inquisition which had already begun against him. It was only for about a
year that Carranza was able to devote himself to his
diocese, where he bestowed especial attention upon the
care of the poor.
In 1558 his "Commentary on the
Christian Catechism" (Commentarios del revmo. Sen.
Fray Bartolome Carranza de Miranda sobre el cate(
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chismo cristiano) had appeared at Antwerp. A number of views suspected of heresy were found in the
book, and the Grand Inquisitor Valdes brought an
action against the author. Besides this work on the

influences out of Spain. At the same time it cannot
be denied that expressions which he used and propositions which he occasionally set forth would of
themselves give rise to the suspicion of heretical opinions.
At a later date the Congregation of the Index
also condemned his commentary. This work, a stout

Carranza's manuscripts, expressions he
in sermons, and letters found in his
possession, among them one from Juan de Valdes, the
heretic, were taken as evidence against him. Melchior
Cano, the famous theologian, and Dominicus de Soto,
both members of the same order as the archbishop,
drew numerous propositions from the commentary
catechism,

had employed

to ecclesiastical censure. A Brief of
7 January, 1559, had granted the
Inquisitor of Spain the power, for the space of
two years, to investigate the conduct of all Spanish
bishops; this measure was intended to counteract the
threatening danger of the spread of Protestant doctrine.
With the permission, therefore, of King Philip
II (2G June, 1558) the grand inquisitor had the archbishop arrested at Torrelaguna. 22 August, 1558, and
brought a prisoner to Valladolid. Pope Pius IV made
repeated requests to Philip II in the matter, and the
Holy Father was urged several times, in the years
1562 and 1563, by the members of the Council of
Trent, to bring the ease of the Archbishop of Toledo
before his court. The Congregation of the Index also
gave at the council a favourable testimony for Carranza in regard to his commentary.
Nevertheless the Spanish process pursued its tedious
In 1.364, when the Inquisition had closed its
course.
investigation, the king expressed the wish to Pius IV
that the matter lie decided in Spain by judges appointed
by the pope. The pope agreed to this and named (13
July, 156.5) four judges who were to pronounce judgment in Spain. These judges were: Cardinal Ugo
Buoncompagni, Ippolito Aldobrandini, Fel. Peretti,
S. F., and J. B. Castagna. Archbishop of Rossano;
However, after their arall four became popes later.
rival in Spain in November, 1565, they were not permitted to proceed independently of the officials of the
Inquisition, and the process, therefore, reached no
At last, in 1567, owing to the perfinal settlement.
emptory order of Pius V, the suit was brought before
the Curia, the official documents were sent to Rome,
and Carranza, who had been in prison eight years,
was taken to Rome, where he arrived 28 May, 1567.
The papal chambers in the Castle of Sant' Angelo were
appointed to be his residence during the trial. Once
more the case lasted a long time, being nine years
before the Curia. It was n<>t until the reign of Gregory XIII that a final decision was reached, 14 April,
1576. Carranza was not found guilty of actual heresy, but he was condemned to abjure sixteen Lutheran propositions of which he had made himself suspected, was forbidden to enter on the government of
his diocese for another five years, and was ordered
during this period to live in the monastery of his order
near the church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva, and
there to perform certain religious exercises as penance. Carranza died, however, in the same year, and
was buried in the choir of the church just mentioned.
Before this he had, on 23 April, visited the seven great
churches and had celebrated Mass on the following
day in the basilica of the Lateran. Previous to receiving the last sacraments he touchingly declared
that he had been all his life a true adherent of the
Catholic Faith, that he had never voluntarily understood and held the condemned propositions in a
heretical sense, and that he submitted entirely to the
judgment pronounced upon him. lie had borne the
imprisonment of nearly seventeen years with patience
and resignation, and was universally venerated it
Rome. Pope Gregory XIII gave permission for the
placing over his grave of a monument bearing an inscription in his honour.
Carranza's sorrowful fate was broucht about,
largely, by the intense desire to keep all Protestant

which were open
Paul IV, dated

Grand

O

folio, treated the doctrines of Christian faith and
morals under four heads: faith, commandments, sacraments, and good works. Besides the commentary,
Carranza published a "Summa Conciliorum et Pontificum a Petro usque Paulum III" (Venice, 1546),
often republished and enlarged by later editors. The
"Summa" was prefaced by four dissertations: " Controversies quattuor, (1) Quanta sit auctoritas traditionum in ecclesia: (2) Quanta Sacra? Scripture; (3)

Quanta Romani Pontificis et Sedis apostolicse; (4)
Quanta Conciliorum"; further, by the controversial
concerning episcopal resilience mentioned
above, ami by an 'Introduction to the Hearing of the
Mass" (Instruccion para oir messa). An edition was
treatise
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issued at

in 1555.
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Carranza, Diego, b. at Mexico, 1559; d. at Tehuantepec.
He entered the Dominican Order 12 May.
1577, and was sent to Nejapa in Oaxaca after being ordained a priest. He was assigned to the mission among
the Chontal Indians, who roamed through the forests
almost in a savage condition, although, by their
language, they belong to the same linguistic stock
as the sedentary Xahuatl.
Undergoing great privations, Carranza clung to these forest tribes, and
succeeded in partly settling them in hamlets and
hermitages where they might worship.
For twelve years he led this life of exposure and
contracted leprosy.
He must have died quite young,
but the exact date is unknown. Before his death
he erected a church for his wards in the village of
Santa Maria Tequiztlan. Details concerning this
devoted missionary are very meagre. We know
however, that he composed, in the Chontal idiom,
a " Doctrina cristiana ", "Exercicios espirituales ",
and "Sermones", which remained in manuscript,
but they are now lost. They would be of the greatest
value, since hardly anything has been published on
this idiom.
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unter,

at Aviles in Asturia, 1614; d. at Madrid, 1685.
a pupil of Pedro de \. A ~ Cuevas and Bartolome Roman, but at the age of twenty knew more
than his masters could teach him. and left them to

b.

He was

up a studio for himself. Velazquez is said to have
interested himself to gain permission for the young arii
b
t to study the frescoes of the royal palaces;
then obtained a commission to decorate the mirrors in
the palace of Alcazar, ami his talents so recommended
him to the Court that in 1660 lie was appointed by

set
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king as court painter (pintor de cdmara), a position he retained under the next king, Charles II.
He was a man of particularly happy, peaceable distlie

position, full of generosity, and an immense favourite
His work is tender,
with his pupils and friends.
suave, and of pure, fresh colouring, and in his parUnticular method he is only surpassed by Murillo.
fortunately, he was too much given to imitating the
work of Velazquez, and, although his portraits arc
powerful and truthful likenesses, their resemblance
in general pose to those of the master force them
to challenge the incomparable works of Velazquez,
His strongest
to the obvious detriment of Carreno.
Kiit rait is that of Prince Pedro Ivanovitz Potemkin,
Ambassador from the Emperor of Russia to the Court
of Spain, a full length figure in red, and he painted
three portraits of Charles II, life-like representations
He executed several etchings.
of the child-king.
His best paintings are to be seen at Madrid, St. Petersburg, Pamplona. Valenciennes, and Vienna.
Palomino gives a long account of his pictures in Alcala,
Segovia, and Pamplona, but very little about the
He was responsible, with Francisco
artist himself.
Ricci, for the decoration of the celebrated cupola
of San Antonio de los Portugueses, and the same two
artists collaborated in painting the " Magdalen in the
Desert " for the Convent of Las Recogidas.
Cean Bermcdez. Diccionario historico de los mas ilustres
profesores de las Bellas Aries en Espana (Madrid, 1800);
Baldinucci, Notizie de' Professor! del disegno (Florence,
16881; Conca, Descrizione odeporica delta Spagna (Parma,
1793); Cossio. La Pudura espanola (Madrid, 1886); Madh /*!,'tio> de los cuadros del Museo
razo, Cat<do<p> dismi'liro
1872); OrLANDI, Abecedario pittorico
del Prado (Madrid.
(Naples, 1733); Pacheoo, Arte de la Pintura (Seville, 1649)
Palomino de Castro y Velasco. Museo Pid'h-ico y Eseala
Optica (Madrid, 1715); Id-, El Par nam espanol pintoresco
laureado (Madrid, 1724); Stirling, Annals of the Artists of
Spain (London, 1848);
Smith. Painting. Spanish and
French (London, 1884); Hartley, Spanish Painting (London, 1904); Zarco del Valle, Documentos ineditos para la
I
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Historia de las Bellas Artes en Espa/la (Madrid, 1870).

George Charles Williamson.
Carrera, Rafael, b.at Guatemala, Central America,
24 October, 1814; d. there 14 April, 1865, one of the
most remarkable men that Central America has produced. A mestizo, he had no opportunity to secure an
education, and learned to sign his name only after he
had already risen to power.
The judgment usually
passed upon him is most unfavourable. He is described as a cruel, bloodthirsty upstart from the lowest
walks of life, opposed to liberty and progress and even
The last is certainly not true, since it was
to order.
Carrera who, in the end, brought order into the
bloody chaos in which political factions had plunged
Guatemala for decades. Two factions were then
opposing each other in Central America: the Centralists, who clung to Spanish colonial traditions,
and the Federalists, who dreamt of a federation of
the Central American States in imitation of the
United States of North America. Strife had been
bitter and bloody, at least since 1824, and on both
sides terrible excesses were committed.
The Federalists or Liberals had forcibly abolished the convents
and monastic orders, driven away the clergy in
general, levying contributions right and left on the
Church, making forced loans to gratify the rapacity
of unscrupulous and profligate office-holders under
pretext of supporting the Government. To this
kind of "liberty" Carrera was opposed. His opposition was intuitive, not from principle or reasoning.
Like the Indians, he clung to the Church from tradition and habit.
In 1829 he was an obscure drummerboy in one of the bands thai fought and pillaged
for the Centralist party.
General Morazan was the
leader of the Liberals and captured the city of
Guatemala in the same year, putting the Federalist
faction in power again.
Carrera abandoned the
military careei for the time and became a humble
swineherd.
Hut when, in ls:i7, the cholera made
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appearance in Guatemala, the Indians, attributing its ravages to the poisoning of the water by
the Federalist authorities, rose in arms against them.
The uprising was put down by force, called
forth by the usual cruelties perpetrated by Indians
on such occasions. Carrera s wife was outraged by
Liberals.
He vowed revenge and kept his vow.
On a later occasion his aged mother was also illtreated, which still further increased his wrath.
He gathered a band of followers and began a merciless warfare.
Extermination of the Liberal faction
was thereafter his aim. No pity had been shown to
those he most loved, and he felt no compassion for
those under whose orders they had been wronged.
Against the trained soldiers of Morazan he could not
for a long time prevail, but his incessant harassing
told upon the enemy in the end and, after Morazan
its

had recaptured the city of Guatemala in 1839, that
leader found himself entrapped.
In 1S40 Carrera
was absolute master of Guatemala. Until then he
had been concerned only with war; now he faced the
task of reorganization, for which he was little or not
at all prepared.
He re-established the clergy, the
convents, and recalled the Jesuits, thus laying the
foundation of a new life. He proved himself wiser
than the Centralists, who opposed all progress, more
practical than the Liberals, who refused to take into
account the historical development of the people
and their actual condition, striving by force to impose
changes for which the people were not prepared and
which they could not understand.
In 1847 Carrera was, by a kind of election, made
President of (luatemala, and seven years later he
became dictator, that is, president, for life with the
right to designate his successor.
In 1862 he attacked
San Salvador and took its capital. Towards the
end of his life he had to repress attempts at insurrection.
But no outbreak could succeed; he was too
firmly master of the situation, and his influence
over the Indians (who form three-fourths of the
population) was too powerful.
Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas,
and Yucatan (London, 1842); Bancroft, lli+tnni of the Pacific
St„l.s (San Francisco, 1S82>; Frobel, Seven Years' Travel in
Central America (Lund
1859); Squier, The Slates of Central
America (New York, 1858).
Ad. F. Bandelier.
Carrhas, a titular see of Mesopotamia. Carrlue
the Haran of the Bible. It is frequently mentioned
monuments under the name Harranu,
which means "Road". It was the centre of the
worship of the goddess Sin (the Moon), and was inhabited by Sabeans. Abraham came thither from
Ur, in Chaldea (Gen., xi, 31), with his family, which
remained there (xxvii, 43) while he went on to Canaan (xii, 1). Rebecca was born there (xxiv, 4), and
Jacob lived there during fourteen years with his
uncle Laban (xxviii, 2; xxxi, 3). Under King Hezekiahit was taken by the Assyrians (IV K., xix, 12; Is.,
xxxvii. 12).
Ezechiel (xxvii, 23) says it had commercial relations with Tyrus.
In the neighbouring
plain Crassus was defeated and killed by the Parthians (53 B. a); Emperor Galerius was defeated on
the same site (a. d. 296).
Christianity did not make rapid progress at Carrhae.
Julian the Apostate, before his expedition against the
Persians, resided there in preference to Edessa, a
Christian city; under Justinian most of its inhabitants were yet heathen (Procop. De bel. Pers., II,
13).
In time, however, it became a suffragan of
Edessa in Osrhoene. Lequien (II, 973) mentions
from the fourth to the sixth century eleven bishops;
among them are: Vitus, the friend of St. Basil, St.
Protogenes, and St. Abrahamius. The latter died at
Constantinople.
Emperor Theodosi us II was so impressed by his saintly life that he chose to wear his
poor tunic. From the sixth century the Jacobites
is

in Assyrian
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caliphs, and became the centre of a famous
Mussulman school, where, in the tenth century,
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Carriere, Joseph, moral theologian, thirteenth
superior of the seminary and Society of Saint-Sulpice,
b. 19 February, 1795, at La Panouze-de-Cernon, near
Rodez. Franco: d. at Lynns. 23 April, 1864. Heentered
the seminary of Saint-Sulpice in 1812, and five years
later, at the age of twenty-two, became a member of the
society and was ordained priest. The following year
he was called to Saint-Sulpice to teach the postgraduate course of moral theology, and, despite his extreme youth, distinguished himself as a brilliant and
sound teacher. In 1829 he came to America in the
capacity of official visitor to the Sulpician houses;
invited to take part in the First Provincial Council
of Baltimore, held in that year, he gained admiration
there by his learning as well as by his charming and
simple character. The works which have given him
a place in the history of theology were chiefly published between 1829 and 1850, when he was chosen
superior of the society, a position he retained till his
death.
Carrie-re's published writings are: "Dissertation
sur la rehabilitation des marriages mils " (ISL's 34);
'•Juris cultor theologus circa obligationes restitutionis", by I. Vogler, S. J., enlarged ami adapted to
tin French Law (1833), ami incorporated in Migne's
" Theologize CursusCompletus"; " Prselectiones theologies: De Matrimonio" r2 vols., Paris, is:i7; Louvain, 1838); a compendium of this work (1837), which
has had eight editions; " Pradectiones theoiogicEe:
De justitisS el jure" (3 vols., Paris, 1839; Louvain,
1845), and a compendium (1840) which also reached
its eighth edit ion; " Prelect iones theologie:e: De ContracODUS (3 vols.. Paris. 1844 47; Louvain. 8 Hi IS),
1S4S) has had four ediof which the compendium
tions.
Carriere was the first writer of note to treat
theology in its relations to the Napoleonic Code: his
expositions of the French Law were .so lucid, full, and
accurate that they were used as authorities by jurists,
and. it is s;iid. are even to-day so regarded. These
qualities characterize his whole work; the opinions
he rejects are treated as fairly and almost as fully as
those he adopts; his works abound in erudition, but
are clear, orderly, precise
admodum
ni-riirnlir. says Bather Hurter, S. J.
He was inclined
to the opinion, generally held in France in his day,
thai the State had the power to create diriment impediment! to marriage among Catholics; but he abandoned it as soon as it was disapproved at Rome.
Conservative in temperament and by education, he
was one of the first to combat the ideas of de Lamen1

(

His position at Saint-Sulpice afforded a wide
scope to the influence of his learning and solid judgment, and of his simple and upright nature as well,
antl made him one of the foremost figures of the
nais.

French Church

in his day.
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Harran, to-day a village in a wide, barren plain, destiis not far from the river Belikh (Bilichus), and about 25 miles from Orfa (Edessa) in the
vilayet of Aleppo.
Its houses are shaped like sugar
loaves and inhabited chiefly by bedouins. There are
ruins of a Roman camp, of many churches, and of a
Near the village
fortress dating from the Crusades.
is still to be found the well whence Rebecca was
drawing water when Eliezer found her.
Ainswobth, Researches in Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldeea,
tute of trees,

Chwolson,
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Church; Patriarch
Michael the Syrian enumerates seventeen bishops
from t lie eighth to the twelfth century (Revue tie
One Latin bishop
['Orient chretien, 1901, p. 197).
is known, but not with certainty (Eubel. I. 282).
Carrhse was the residence of Merwan, the last of the

had

Carrieres, Louis de, b. in the chateau de la Plesse
Avrille. Angers. France, 1 September, 1662; d. at
He entered the French >raParis, 11 June, 1717.
tory at a time when such masters as Le Cointe,
in

t

Thomassin, Malebranche, Richard Simon, and Bern.
Lamy were flourishing, and made the Holy ScripIn his
tures the favourite subject of his studies.
solicitude to promote Biblical science he founded a
scholarship, the first beneficiary of which was the
well-known C. F. Houbigant. He held various

community, and earned the reputation
was learned.
His work, "La Sainte Bible en francais, avec un
commentaire litteral insere dans la traduction", has
won for his name a widespread and long-lived celeb-

offices in his

of a priest as modest as he

rity among the readers of the Holy Scriptures in French.
It differs entirely from anything published by former

commentators. Taking Le Maistre de Sacy's translation as a framework, a few words of paraphrase are
here and there used to explain difficulties or clear up
obscure places. These simple and short, additions,
inspired for the most part by Vatable, Tirinus, Menochius, Bonfrere, and Jansenius, and printed in italics,
are at first glance discernible from the text itself, with
which at the same time they are so amalgamated as
There are no
to form but one continuous narrative.
notes to interrupt the text no tiresome enumerations
forward
in the
interpretations
brought
of the various
course of ages; hence no necessity for the reader to
compare and choose among them. A few blemishes,
however, mar these real qualities; besides occasional
mistranslations, some groundless hypotheses and
;

opinions now antiquated, the reader may think that
better judgment could at times have been shown in
the choice of authorities and interpretations.
The first volumes published at Paris and Reims in
the beginning of the eighteenth century were heartily
welcomed and highly recommended by Bossuet, who
encouraged the writer to pursue his work and augun d

The commentary, forming
lor its success.
twenty four volumes, duodecimo, was completed in
171U. New editions rapidly followed one another: the
second edition w it h preface, summaries, and dissertations compiled by the Abbe de Vence, twenty-two
third edivolumes, duodecimo (Nancy, 1738 ITU
well

1

:

volumes, octavo Paris. 1740) ; fourth edition,
Sfth edition, with maps
ten volumes, octavo (1747
and illustrations, six volumes, quarto (1750), etc. Carrieres' paraphrase, slightly corrected, toget her with an
abridged revision of Calmet's commentaries and a
few dissertations from the Abbe de Vence, made
up Rondet's -Bible d'Avignon " (1748 1750), widely
Hiring the nineknown later as " Bible do Vence".
teenth century Carrieres' version has been frequently
reprinted, often with the commentaries of Menochius, sometimes also with the notes of modern interpreters, like Sionnet (1840) and Drioux (1884).
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becauseof the persecutionof Catholics, 1 October, 1688.
He obtained considerable grants of land and was
made attorney-general under the third Lord Baltimore. The year he arrived in America, Lord Baltimore was deprived of his rights, and Maryland was
made a royal province. As Carroll was in favour
with the Baltimores, he enjoyed important political
positions in the colony before and after the restoration
of their rights in 1715.
Charles Carroll of Annapolis,
the father of Charles Carroll of Carrollton, was born
in 1703, and died in 17S3.
He was a wealthy landowner and bitterly opposed the political disabilities
under which the Catholics of Maryland suffered. The
mother of Charles Carroll of Carrollton was Elizabeth
Brooke, the daughter of Clement Brooke and Jane
Sewall, and was a near relation of her husband.
Charles Carroll's biographer, Rowland, divides his
life into three periods of about thirty years each; the
first was a period of preparation, the second a period
of public service,
and the third a
period of retirement, with scholarly observation
of public events.
At ten years of
age 'harles Carroll was sent to
school to the
(

Jesuits at

mia,

Bohe-

on Har-

mon's Manor in
Maryland, where
one of his fellowstudents was his
cousin, John Carroll,

afterwards

Archbishop

of

Baltimore.
The
following
year,
174S, they both
crossed the ocean
to the Jesuit
college at St-Omer in
French Flanders, where
harles remained six years.
After a year at the college of the Jesuits at Reims he entered the College
Louis le Grand at Paris.
In 1753 Carroll went to
Bourges to study civil law. He remained there for
a year, and then returned to Paris until 1757. In
this year he took apartments in the Temple, London,
where he studied law for several years. In later days
he spoke in highest praise of the training he received
at St-Omer and the College Louis le Grand.
To the
former he owed his deep conviction of religious truth,
and to the latter his critical ability, his literary style,
and the basis for the breadth of knowledge which
made him an invaluable citizen.
Upon his return to America, in 1765, the estate of
Carrollton in Frederick County, Maryland, was given
him and later he became known as Charles Carroll of
Carrollton, to distinguish him from his father Charles
Carroll, of Annapolis.
In the difficulties with the
mother country. Carroll aggressively defended the
position taken by the colonics.
In 1770. by a proclamation Governor Eden imposed certain fees upon
As fees were treated as taxes this was
the colonists.
vigorously opposed as violating the right of the
The jurist Daniel Dulaney
people to tax themselves.
defended the position of the Government in a series of
articles in the "Maryland Gazette" under the signature \ nt ill. in.
Carroll took up the debate as a champion of popular rights, maintaining the thesis that fees
were taxes and that taxes should not lie levied upon
the people excepl by the consent of their representaHe wrote four articles and tlie popular sentitives.
ment was decidedly with him. This controversy established Carroll's reputation as a debater and a scholar.
<
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In 1774 Carroll was elected with six others by the
Anne Arundel County and of Annapolis,
with full power to represent them in the provincial
convention. Catholics had been disfranchised and
declared ineligible to a seat in the Assembly, but
by this act the prejudice against them was swept
away. Carroll was from this time for a period of
twenty-seven years called to important public service in behalf of the colony and for the general
government. In December of this year he was appointed a member of a Provincial Committee of Correspondence. He was a member of the Maryland
Convention of 1775 which adopted the "Association
of the Freemen of Maryland" which became the charter of the colony until the adoption of the Maryland
Constitution in 1776. The Association was pledged
to an armed resistance to Great Britain.
He was appointed by the convention one of a committee of nine
to "consider the ways and means to put this province
in the best state of defense".
On 12 September, 1775,
the citizens of Anne Arundel County and the city
of Annapolis appointed a Committee of Observation
for the town and county of which Carroll was a member.
At this meeting he was elected one of the deputies to represent the county in the State Convention
for one year, and he was selected with six others to
license suits in the county for the same period.
The
Colonial Convention on the 13th of October appointed
Charles Carroll chairman of a committee of five "to
devise ways and means to promote the manufacture
of saltpetre".
On the 11th of January, 1776, the
Maryland Convention instructed the Maryland delegates to the Continental Congress, " to disavow in the
most solemn manner, all design in the colonies for independence". This position was strenuously opposed
by Carroll, who at tins time advocated independence.
In February, 1776, the Continental Congress appointed Carroll one of a committee of three to visit
Canada to secure the alliance of the Canadians in the
struggle for independence.
Franklin and Samuel
Chase were the other members of the committee, and
Father John, afterwards Archbishop, Carroll accompanied them. 1 he committee was clothed with almost absolute power over military affairs in that
country, and their failure to accomplish their object
was not due either to their want of zeal or lack of
ability.
On the 28th of June, 1776, the Maryland
Convention withdrew the instructions given on previous occasions to its delegates to Congress, and authorized them "to vote in declaring the United States
free and independent states".
Principally responsicitizens of

ble for this change of attitude by Maryland was
Charles Carroll, who was afterwards rewarded in being elected a delegate to the Continental Congress on
the 4th of July. He took his seat on the ISth of July
and signed the Declaration of Independence on the
2nd of August, wdien the copy engrossed on parchment was presented for signature. Of all the signers
he risked most. He was the wealthiest man in the
colonies at the beginning of the Revolution, his wealth
being estimated at $2,000,000. On the 19th of July
Carroll was appointed on the Board of War, a very
important appointment, as this board had charge of
all the executive duties of the military department,
subject to the direction of Congress.
In the fall of
1777 the Board of War was enlarged and some of

Washington's enemies were made members.

Out

of

new membership the Conway Cabal developed,
the objects of which were defeated by Carroll, Morris,
this

and Duer.
Charles Carrol] was appointed one of two delegates
from Annapolis to tin- Colonial Convention which was
to adopt a constitution for Maryland.
It met
August. Carroll was selected as one of the seven to
1

1

a constitution.
He was responsible for the
distinctive part of the constitution, the method of
choosing senators. The senate was to be composed

draw up
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of fifteen members, who were to be selected by a body
of forty electors, two from each county, and one each
from Baltimore and Annapolis. In the fall of 1778,
Carroll resigned his seat in Congress and returned to
Maryland to become a member of its senate. He was

placed on

all its

important committees.

He was

re-

elected to Congress in 1780, but promptly resigned
his seat.
He was elected president of the Maryland
Senate, 23 May, 1783, and a second time on 23 DecemCarroll was in the Maryland Senate from 1787
ber.
to 1789, when the constitution was adopted, and became a leader of the Federalists. He was elected to
the U. S. Senate from Maryland and took his seat in
On the 19th of May, Carroll was appointed one
1789,
of a committee of three to revise the journal of the
Senate for publication. As a Federalist Carroll fa-

voured the tariff, Hamilton's funding measures, and
the strengthening of the national government. He
of Virginia were the chief advocates of placing the capital at Philadelphia for ten years, thence
to be removed to the Potomac.
As a democrat he
opposed all distinctions and titles. Although favouring a centralized government he preferred to serve his
state, for when Congress at its session in 1792 passed
a law making it ineligible for a person to hold office in
Congress and in a State legislature, Carroll resigned
lii> seat in the U. S. Senate to retain his place in the
Maryland Senate. In this capacity he served the
State of Maryland till 1801.
In 1799 he served on
the committee to settle the boundary disputes be-

and Lee

tween Maryland and Virginia.
After the election of Jefferson to the presidency in
1800, Carroll viewed public events with anxiety and
He was out of sympathy with the prosecution
In later years
of a second war with (Ireat Britain.
His
lie became more hopeful of his nation's future.
last public act was t lie laying of the corner-stone of
the Baltimore and Ohio railroad on the 4th of July,
1828.
After the death of Adams and Jefferson on the
4th of July, 1826, he was the only surviving Signer of
the Declaration of Independence.
the 5th of June. 1768, Charles Carroll married
They
his cousin Man' Darnall. who died in 1782.
had seven chifdren, four of whom died in youth.
fear.

On

One

Richard Caton, an
Englishman, and another married the distinguished
statesman from South Carolina, Robert Goodloe
Harper. He outlived by several years his only son,
of his daughters married

Charles Carroll, Jr.
Rowland. Life and Correspondence trf Charles Carroll
raUlcm (New York. 1898); LatROBB, Sketch of Charles

of Car-

Carroll

Biography of the Signers of the Declaration of
VII; Niuss, Register (1827),
ve« Y..rk. IsjT
XXXVIII. 79; Appleton's Journal (New York. 1874). XII,
.'Ml, 2S7; Cathnlir World (New York, 1X76), XXIII, 537;
I,..r. S (New York, lss!t-<J2l; Chiffin,
SiiBA, //
Catholics in the Am. Revolution (Ridley P:irk, Pennsylvania,
A very full list of publications relating to Charles Carre, II a iirinte.l in Hist. Records and Studies IV. S. Cath. Hist.
Soc.. New York, Jan., 1903), III. pt. I.
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in

,
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J.

E.

Hagerty.

of Archbishop Carroll,
1733;
b. at Upper Marlboro, Maryland, 1'. S. A.,
Washington.
1829.
Politically he was, in his
d. at
time, one of the most influential men of his native
State, but. the wider fame of his illustrious brother has
somewhat overshadowed his repute. His early trainfather",
ing was like that of the archbishop.
he wrote, 20 Dec, 1 762. to his kinsman, James Carroll,
17.">0
and
six
children,
myself,
Ireland,
in
in
"died
left
Ann. John. Ellen, Mary and Betsey. My eldest sister
Brent
Virginia.
Mr.
in
They
is
Robert
Ann married to
brother John was sent
have one child a son.
Ellen,
return.
abroad for his education on
second sister, is married well, to Mr. Wm. Brent in
She has three boys
Virginia mar my eldest sister.
and one girl. My sisters Mary and Betsy are unmarried and live chiefly with my mother " (WoodAn elder brother, Henry, was
stock Letters. VII, 5).

Carroll, Daniel, brother

drowned while a boy at school. Until the Revolution
Daniel Carroll led the life of the country gentleman
of the day, but it may be noted that, the Catholic men
who had been sent abroad to school were far superior,
as a class, to their neighbours, whose narrow and insular
education rarely led them to interests beyond their
county limits. Carroll was an active partisan of the
colonists, serving as a member from Maryland of the
He was also a
old Colonial Congress (1780-1784).
delegate from Maryland to the convention that sat
in Philadelphia. 14 May to 17 Sept., 1789, and framed
the Constitution of the United States. Thomas FitzSimons of Pennsylvania was the only other Catholic
among its members. On his return to Maryland,
Carroll was by his efforts largely instrumental in
having the Constitution adopted by that State. In
opposition to the arguments of Samuel Chase, the
Anti-Federalist leader in Maryland, he wrote and
printed a public letter defending the proposed Constitution, the last sentences of which read: "If there
are errors it. should be remembered that the seeds of
reformation are sown in the work itself and the concurrence of two-thirds of the Congress may at any
Retime introduce alterations and amendments.
garding it. then in every point of view with a candid
and disinterested mind I am bold to assert that it is
the best form of government which has ever been
offered to the world" (Maryland Journal, 16 Oct.,
As one of the four laymen representing the
1787).
Catholics of the United States, his name is signed to
the address of congratulation presented to George
Washington on his election as President of the Republic under the Constitution.
In the sessions of the new Congress Carroll served
again (1789-1791) as a member from Maryland.
When the Congress, at. the session held in October,
1784, at Trenton, New Jersey, enacted that a board
of three commissioners should lay out a site, between
two and three miles square, on the Delaware for a
federal city, to be the capital of the nation, he was
named with Thomas Johnson and David Stuart as
The choice of the present site of
his associates.
Washington was advocated by him, and he owned
one of the four farms taken for it, Notley Young,
David Burns, and Samuel Davidson being the others

The capitol was built, on the land transinterested.
ferred to the Government by Carroll, and there is
additional interest to Catholics in the fact that, in
1663, this whole section of country belonged to a man
named Pope, who called it Rome. On 15 April, 1791,
Carroll and David Stuart, as the official commissioners
of Congress, laid the corner-stone of the District of
Columbia at Jones's Point near Alexandria, Virginia.
When the Congress met in Washington for the first
time, in November, 1800, Carroll and Notley Young
owned the only two really comfortable and imposing
houses within the bounds of the city. Young's name
is among those assisting as collectors of subscriptions
(1787) for the founding of Georgetown College.
Shea. Life and Times of the Most Rev. John Carroll (New
York, 1S88); Scharf, History of Western Maryland (Baltimore. 1882); Varncm, The Seal of Corrrnmcnt of the U. 8.
(WashiiiKton. 1854); Forh. Essays on The Constitution of The
rcbivea
r S Brooklyn, 1892); MadisonStatl
Uazctte,
of the State Department, Washington;
I

i

files

(1791).

Thomas

"My

My

my

my

F.

Meehan.

Carroll, John, first bishop of the hierarchy of the
United States of America, first Bishop and Arch-

bishop of Baltimore, b. at Upper Marlboro, Md., 8
His
Jan., 1735; died in Baltimore, 3 Dee., 1815.
father. Daniel, born in Inland, settled at Upper Marlboro, where he became a merchant, and married
Eleanor Darnall. a relative of the wife of Charles Carroll of

CarroUton.

She was very

rich

and had been

well educated in France. Their first son died in infancy: their second. Daniel, figured prominently in
Revolutionary history. John, their third son, was

—
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probably baptized at Boone's Chapel, now RosaryWhen twelve years of age, he went
ville, Maryland.

bell

to the Jesuits' grammar school at Bohemia in Cecil
Co., Maryland, where he was "assiduous in study,

the war was over Carroll and five other
priests met at Whitemarsh, Md., 27 June, 17S3, to
discuss ways and means to carry on their missionary
work and hold their property intact. They held a
second meeting 6 November, 1783, and a third 11 October, 1784, at the same place, when they formulated
the draft of the regulations binding all the clergy of
Maryland. Thereby every priest was maintained and
given thirty pounds a year, and each priest agreed to
offer ten Masses for every priest who died there.
They adopted the following:
" It is the opinion of a majority of the chapter that
a superior 'in spirit ualibus', with powers to give Confirmation, grant faculties, dispensations, bless oils,
etc., is adequate to the present exigencies of religion
Resolved therefore,
in this country.
" 1st, That a bishop is at present unnecessary.
" 2nd, That if one is sent it is decided by the majority of the chapter that he shall not be entitled to any
support from the present estates of the clergy.
"3rd, That a committee of three be appointed to
prepare and give an answer to Rome conformable to
the above resolution."
In response to a petition sent by the Maryland
clergy to Rome, 6 November, 17S3, for permission for
the missionaries here to nominate a superior who
should have some of the powers of a bishop, Father
Carroll, having been selected, was confirmed by the
pope, 6 June, 1784, as Superior of the Missions in the
thirteen United States of North America, with power
to give confirmation. He was asked to send a report
of the state of Catholicity in the United States. This
same year a minister named Charles Henry Wharton,
a Marylander, an ex-Jesuit, and distant relative of
Father Carroll, attacked the Church, and was answered by Carroll in " An Address to the Roman CathIts
olics of the United States of North America".
aim and spirit may be gauged from one of its passages
toleration,
wherein Carroll said: "General and equal
by giving a free circulation to fair argument, is a most
effectual method to bring all denominations of Christians to an unity of faith." The work was published
at Annapolis in 17S4, and is the first Catholic work
written by an American Catholic published in the
United States. Father Carroll was, all the while, distracted, personally wishing the rehabilitation of the
Society of Jesus and to remain himself a Jesuit. But
officially seeing the need of a bishop, and that too an
American, he decided to accept the pope's appointment of himself, and forthwith as Prefect Apostolic
sent (Feb., 1785), to Cardinal Ant onelli. his acceptance
of that office, but urged that some method of appointing Church authorities be adopted by Rome that
would not make it appear as if they were receiving
their appointment from a foreign power. A report of
the status of Catholics in Man-land was appended to
his letter, where he stated that 9000 were freemen.
3000 children, and 3000 negro slaves; that some of
the more prominent families, despite the dearth of
priests (there being then only nineteen in Maryland)
were still Catholics in faith, sufficiently religious,
though prone to dancing and novel-reading. The
pope was SO pleased with Father Carroll's report thai
he granted his request "that the priests in Maryland
be allowed to suggest two or three names from which
In the meanthe I'ope could choose their bishop".
while Father Carroll took up his residence in Haitimore (1786 7), where even Protestants were charmed
by bis sermons delivered in old St. Peter's church.
He took an active part in municipal affairs, especially
in establishing schools, Catholic and non-Cat liolic.
Female Humane Charity
lie
being president of
School of the City of Baltimore, one of three trustees
for St John's College at Annapolis, founder of leorge
town College (1791), head of the Library Company,

After one year there, he went
St. Omer's College in French Flanders, and
for six years pursvied a liberal education with "marked
capability of mind, attention to studies and docility
and kindness of manner". His father died in 1750,
and in 1753 John Carroll joined the Society of Jesus.
pious and amiable".

abroad to

In 1755 he began his studies of philosophy and
theology at Liege, and after fourteen years (1769)
was ordained priest at the age of thirty-four. The
next four years he spent at St-Omer and at Liege
teaching philosophy and theology. During the winter of 1772-3 Father Carroll travelled through Europe
as preceptor, with the son of Lord Stourton. Upon
his return to England he was, for a short time, the
guest and chaplain of Lord Arundel! at Wardour
This year, 1773, Pope Clement XIV issued
Castle.
(21 July) and' published (16 August) at Rome, the
and dissolving the Society of Jesus.
suppressing
Bull
This news reached Father Carroll 5 September, and
of the Society he had to
vindication
writing
a
after
provide for his future course of life. In the following
June)
to Maryland and hastreturned
(26
spring he
ened to his mother's home at Rock Creek, with whom
corresponded
faithfully
he
had
intimates
other
and
while in Europe. As a result of laws discriminating
against Catholics, there was then no public Catholic
Church in Maryland, so Father Carroll began the life
He built
of a missionary in Maryland and Virginia.
a tiny frame chapel on his mother's estate and here
said
Mass
weekdays)
he
on
her
house
(in
Sundays
on
when at home. During the next two years he devoted the time left from his devotions to the study of
ancient literature and current topics in order to increase his knowledge; yet he did not neglect his social
obligations. Apropos of his support at that time he
himself wrote: "Catholics contributed nothing to the
support of religion in its ministers; the whole mainthe protenance fell on the priests themselves
duce of their lands was sufficient to answer their
.

.

.

demands."
In 1776, when a committee composed of Benjamin
Franklin, Samuel Chase, and Charles Carroll of Carrollton was about to be sent by the Continental Congress to seek the neutrality of Canada during the
War of Independence, "by a special resolution (Feb.
15) Charles Carroll of Carrollton was requested to
prevail on Mr. John Carroll to accompany the committee to Canada, to assist them in such matters as
they shall think useful". He accepted the honourable office, and spent the remainder of the winter in
Canada; he found, however (Shea, Life and Times
of the Most Rev. John Carroll, New York, 1888,
148-53), that it was too late to discuss the question
of union with the revolted colonies, or even neutrality, and returned to New York at the end of May in
His influence
company with Benjamin Franklin.
on his fellow-countrymen even at this period may
be surmised from the fact that, though out of
the constitutions adopted by the Thirteen States,
only four did away with tin- "Id Penal Laws and allowed Catholics absolute equality with other citizens,
yet these (Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, and
Maryland) were situated nearest tn Father Carroll.
During these years he chose to live with his mother,
then seventy years old, and refused to accept an assignment elsewhere by Father Lewis, formerly Superior of the Jesuits in Maryland, and now Vicar-General of thr Vicar Apostolic of London (or the Western Distn.-t i.
Father Lewis, however, did not consider him entitled to support, from the income of
the property belonging to the Jesuits, although Inhad to labour very hard, often riding twenty-five
mil-: on sick-calls'.
(Shea, op. cit., 85 Mi; Camp-

in

U.

S.

Cath. Magazine, Baltimore, 1844, III,

364, 365.)

When

I

'

.
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the pioneer of the Maryland Historical Society, and
President of the trustees of Baltimore College (1803).
He represented to Congress the need of a constitutional provision for the protection and maintenance
of religious liberty, and doubtless to him, in part, is
due the provision in Article Sixth, Section :i. of the
Constitution, which declares that "no religious test
shall ever be required as a qualification to any office
or public trusl under the United States", and also
the first amendment, passed this same year by the
first Congress, that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof (for a more cautious view
sec Shea. op. cit .. 348).
Church troubles, Trusteeism in New York, and
Nationalism in Philadelphia, at this time decided the
priests oi Maryland (March, 1788) to petition Rome
for a bishop for the United States.
Cardinal Antonelli replied, allowing the priests on the mission to
select tin' city and. for this case only, to name the
candidate for presentation to the pope. Twenty-four
of the twenty-five other priests in the meeting voted
for lather Carroll.
Accordingly on 6 November,
His con1789, Pope Pius VI appointed him bishop.
sec-ration took place in .Mr. Weld's chapel at Lulworth
Castle, England, 15 August, 1790, al the hands of the
Rt. Rev. Charles Walmesley, Senior Vicar Apostolic
of England.
Bishop Carrol) returned to Baltimore in
triumph, 7 December, when he preached an appropriate and touching sermon in St. Peter's church.
Troubles in Boston required him soon to go thither,
where he removed much prejudice.
In common with their fellow-citizens, the Catholics
of the United States hailed with joy the election of
bJngton as first president under the new
Before the inauguration Bishop Cartitution.
roll, on behalf "f the Catholic clergy, united with the
representatives of the Catholic laity (Charles Carroll
<il
arrollton, and Daniel Carroll of Maryland, Domi<

Lynch of Xew York, and Thomas Fitz Simons of
Pennsylvania) in an address of congratulation, admirable for its sentiments of exalted patriotism [ "An
Address from the Roman Catholics of America to
Washington, Esq., President of the United
", London, 1790, fol.: reprint Xew York, I860,
facsimile and notes; see Shea. op. cit., 349-50, and
ibid., the memorable and cordial reply of Washington
(12 March. 1790) "To the Roman Catholics of the
United States", in which he says: "I presume that
nick

your fellow-citizens will not forget the patriotic pari
which you took in the accomplishment of their Revolution, and the establishment of your Government,
or the important assistance which they received from
a nation in which the Roman Catholic faith is pro-

The original of this reply is preserved in the
Archives of the Archbishop of Baltimore].
It may
not lie out of place to quote here the noble words of
Carroll
III
June.
himself,
addressed
I7N0
to
Bishop
a maligner of Catholics: "Theirblood flowed as freely
(in proportion to their numbers) to cement (he fabric
1

independence as that of any of their fellow-citizens.
They concurred with perhaps greater unanimity than
any other body of men in recommending and promot-

of

ing thai government from whose influence America
anticipates all the blessings of justice, ]>eace, plenty,
good order, and civil and religious liberty" (Brent.
Shea.
h low
in 7 Nov.. 1791, he held the First Synod of Baltimore, attended by twenty-two priests of five nationalities.
To train priest for hi - diocese of three million
tishop "arroll had asked the Fathers of
the Couii 'any oi Saint Sulpice to come to Baltimore,
where they arrived in 17'Jl and started the nucleus of
:

1

1

!

Mary-

and Seminary.

Bishop Carroll issued his fir.-t
<r 28 March. 1792; very
practical, yet fender, appealing for support for tinSt.

clergy

Collegl

by means
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of the offertory collections.

In 17 9

I,

for the first time, Bishop Carroll conferred Holy orders, the recipient being the Rev. Stephen Badin, the
first priest ordained within the limits of the original
thirteen of the United States.
In 17'.l.">. he ordained
to the priesthood Prince Demetrius Gallitzin who was
to add 6,000 converts fo his flock.
In 1 7! is. Bishop

won an interesting and important lawsuit, the
famous Fromm Case (Shea. op. cit., 448-5), in which
Judge Addison, President of the Court of Common
Carroll

Pleas of the Fifth Circuit of Pennsylvania, decided
that "The Bishop of Baltimore has the sole episcopal
authority over the Catholic Church of the United
Stales.
Every Catholic congregation within the
United States is subject to his inspection; and with
out authority from him no Catholic priest can exercise any pastoral function over any congregation
within the United States." In 792, says Shea (op.
cit.. 486-7) he interceded with Washington in regard
to missions among the Indians; eventually the president recommended to Congress a civilizing and Christianizing policy for the Indians, one result of which
was the acceptance of the services of a Catholic priest,
to whom a small yearly salary was allowed.
After
the death of Washington. Bishop Carroll "issued a
circular to his clergy (29 Dec, 1799) in regard to the
celebration of the 22d of February as a day of mourning, giving directions for such action as would be in
conformity with the spirit of the Church, while attesting to the country the sorrow and regret experienced
by Catholics at the great national loss" (Shea. op.
1

cit.. 495).
Having been invited by the unanimous
resolution of Congress, in common with the clergy of
all denominations and congregations of Christians
throughout the United States, he preached a panegyric of the president in St. Peter's church in Balti-

more, 22 February. 18(10, which was regarded by all
who heard it, or read it in print (Baltimore, 1800), says
Shea (op. cit., 495), as one of the most masterly which
were uttered on that day. Episcopal orders were
conferred for the first time in the United States by
Bishop Carroll on Bishop Neale, his coadjutor, with
right of succession to the See of Baltimore.
Plans for
building his cathedral now occupied Bishop Carroll's
mind, and on 7 July. 1806, he laid the corner-stone on
ground bought for Sl!0.iiii(), and the seventh design of
the architect. B. II. Latrobe, was accepted.
In 1S08, Bishop Carroll became Archbishop, with
suffragan sees at Xew York, Philadelphia. Boston, ami
Bardstown. At a meeting held in Baltimore in 1810,
Archbishop Carroll, with Bishop Neale and three of
his suffragans, drew up some important regulations
for the welfare and direction of their clergy and people
iSee Baltimore, Provdsciai, Councils of).
Owing
to ill-health Arch hi shop Carroll had to decline the proffered honour of laying the corner-stone of Washington's
Monument in Baltimore, in the autumn of 1815. His
end was now approaching.
To a Protestant minister
who said to the lying prelate that his hopes were mnv
directed to another world, Archbishop Carroll replied:
"Sir. my hopes have been always fixed on the loss of
Christ ". A short while after he said, "< If those things
that give me most consolation at tin present mo
ment, one is that
have always been attached to the
practice of devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary; that
I have established it among the people under my care.
and placed my diocese under her protection." (in
22 November he received tin- last sacraments, after
which he made a touching discourse to the priests
present. "The whole population of Baltimore", said
a letter from a relative, were "constantly calling to
inquire about, ami to urge permission to see him."
1

(

1

The

funeral

Mass

.•

in

St.

Peter's

pro-

Cathedra and tie- body temporarily laid in the chapel
of St. Mary's Seminary till 1824, when the cathedral
crypt was ready for the deposit it still guards.
"Archbishop Carroll, though of low stature, had a
commanding and dignified appearance", wrote the
I
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Rev. Dr. C. I. White. " The configuration of his head,
his whole mien, bespoke the metropolite. ... He
wrote them (Latin, Italian and French) not less readily
and tersely than his own. He mingled often in gay
society, relished the festivities of polished life, and the
familiar intercourse of both clergy and laity of the
Protestant denomination. He was wholly free from
guile, uniformly frank, generous and placable; he
reprobated all intolerance. ... He ranked and voted

He loved republicanism.
with the Federal party.
His manners were mild, impressive and urbane."
A Baltimore paper of the day said of the burial:
"We have never witnessed a funeral procession where
so many of eminent respectability and standing
among us followed the train of mourners. Distinctions of rank, of wealth, of religious opinion were laid
aside in the great testimony of respect to the memory
Another Baltimore paper said: "In
of the man."
him religion assumed its most attractive and amiable
form, and his character conciliated for the body over
which he presided, respect and consideration from the
liberal, the enlightened of all ranks and denominations; for they saw that his life accorded with the
benign doctrines of that religion which he professed
In controversy he was temperate yet compelling, considerate yet uncompromising.
Brent says he had " sound judgment, real piety and
pre-eminent talents". "The discourses from the pulpit, and the pastoral letters of Archbishop Carroll
were alike distinguished for their unction and classical
taste. His voice being naturally feeble, the exertions
which he made to be distinctly heard from the pulpit
rendered his elocution less agreeable there than in
His
other situations requiring less force of lungs.
colloquial powers and resources were great and rich,
and his kind and benignant feelings always prompted
him to apply them to the best advantage. There was
an irresistible charm and elegance indeed in his conversations."
The archives of the Baltimore cathedral contain
the original Brief making Father Carroll Superior of
the .Missions in the United States, and erecting the
See of Baltimore and appointing Bishop Carroll,
copies of the Briefs raising Baltimore to an archiepiscopal see and conferring the pallium on Bishop Carroll, also very many of his official and private letters, etc.
Brent, Biographical Sketch of the Mosl Bel). John Carroll
(Baltimore, 1843); Campbell, Memoirs of the Life and Times
of the Most Her. John Carroll in United States Catholic Magazine (1844-5); Idem. Desultory Sketches of the Catholic Church
in
Man/land in Religious Cabinet (1S42): White, Appendix
to Darras, Ilistoni of the Catholic Church: Shea. Life and
Times of the Mosl Rer. John Carroll (New York, 1888).

Louis O'Donovan.
Cartagena (Carthagena in Indus), Archdiocese
The city of the same name, residence of the archof.
bishop, is situated on an island to the north of Tierra
Bomba (Colombia). Heredia built and fortified it in
1533, and Philip II, King of Spain, in 1579, granted it

—

the title of city; it is now the capital of the State of
Pope Clement VII erected it into a bishopBolivar.
ric in 1534, and Leo XIII raised it to metropolitan
rank in 1900.
Its first bishop was the Dominican Tomas del Toro

Other bishops were: Fra Antonio de Hervia
(1535).
(1590), who was the first professor at the University
of Lima; Fra Juan de Labrada (1590), who rebuilt
the cathedral; the Franciscan, Jose' Diaz de Lamadrid
(1077), who built many churches and hospitals, and
who gave to the cathedral a pulpit of marble, mosaics, and a monstrance valued at ninety thousand
dollars.
Pedro Adan Brioschi was the first archThe diocese contains 300,000 inhabitants; it
bishop.
has !)s parishes, two religious orders of men and two
of women; it has also a university and a college directed by the Jesuits, a seminary, and various houses
of educal ion for girls, directed by nuns.
Varicny in La grandr encyclopedic, IX, 612; Ann. ponl.
eath. (Paris, 1907).
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M. de Moreira.

Diocese

Cartagena,

of

(Carthaginiensis),

suffragan of Granada in Spain since the concordat
It includes practiof 1851, previously of Toledo.
cally the provinces of Murcia and Albacete, with
some towns in those of Alicante and Almeria. The
bishop resides at Murcia, the civil capital of the
Cartaprovince, which has a population of 111,539.
gena was almost completely destroyed by the Vandals in 425, and some writers, e. g. La Fuente, infer
that it lost at that time its dignity of metropolitan
On the other hand the decrees of the Second
see.
Council of Tarragona (516) are signed, among others.

There is
of Cartagena named Hector.
for the statement that St. Fulgentius.
brother of St. Isidore of Seville, was Bishop of Cartagena.
The city was rebuilt by the Byzantines, and
under them attained some measure of its former
At the end of the sixth century Bishop
splendour.
Licinianus was known as author of several epistles

by a Bishop
no evidence

on theological subjects, some

of which have been preIn 674 the ByzanL., LXXII, 689-700).
were expelled, and Cartagena ceased to be an
Moorish
Under
rule
there is a record
episcopal see.
In
of a Bishop of Cartagena named John (998).
from
Moors, and the
was
retaken
the
1247 the city
Its first bishop was a Franciscan,
see was restored.
Fray Pedro Gallego, the confessor of King Alfonso X.

served (P.
tines

In 1291 Nicholas IV transferred the residence of the
bishop from Cartagena to Murcia. the former city
being much exposed to piratical attacks. Among its
best-known bishops have been Juan Martinez Siliceo
(1540), tutor of Philip II, and later Archbishop of
Toledo (1546), and Cardinal Luis Bellliga (1704), a
The Catholic populagreat promoter of agriculture.
tion of the diocese is 691,382; there are 132 principal
parishes and 87 filial parishes, 620 priests, and 217
churches.
Florez, De la Provincia Carlaginense in Espaiia sagrada
(Madrid, 1763), V, 64-157; La Ftjente, Hint ec. ca de Espana
II. 30-42. 94-96. 140-45, 389-90, III. 383;
(Madrid. IS73 ::.
Biblioteca historica dc Cartagena (Madrid,
.

VieKNTE Y Portillo,
1889),

I

Eduardo de Hinojosa.
Cartesianism.

See Descartes.

Carthage, Saint, whose name is also given as
Mochtjda, was born of a good family, in what is
now County Kerry, Ireland, about the year 555. He
spent his youth as a swineherd near Castlemaine, and
became a monk in a neighbouring monastery under
the guidance of St. Carthage the Elder, subsequently
In 580 lie determined to
receiving priest's orders.
lead a hermit's life, and he built a cell at Kiltallagh,
where his fame soon attracted pilgrims. After a few
years the jealousy of two neighbouring bishops forced
him to quit his hermitage, and lie proceeded on a visit
On the advice of
tn Bangor, where he spent a year.
St. Comgall he returned to Kerry and founded
churches at Kilcarragh and Kilfcighney. He then
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visited Waterford, Clonfcrt-molua (Kyle), and Lynally, whence, on the recommendation of St. Colman
Elo, he settled at Rahan, near Tullamore, in the present King's County.
St. Carthage founded his monastery of Rahan
about 590, and soon had hundreds of disciples. He
\v:is
consecrated Abbot-Bishop of the Fercal district, and composed a rule for h s monks,, an Irish
metrical poem of 5S0 lines, divided into nine separate sections one of the most interesting literary
relics of the early Irish Church.
Numerous miracles
At length, Blathmaic, a
are also recorded of him.
Meatman prince, instigated by the neighbouring
monks, ordered St. Carthage to leave Rahan. This
expulsion of the saint and eight hundred of his community took place at Eastertide of the year 635.
:

—

Journeying by Saigher, Roscrea, Cashel, and Ardfinnan, St. Carthage at length came to the banks of the
River Blackwater, where he was given a foundation by
the Prince of the Decies, and thus sprang up the
episcopal city of Liox-mor, or Lismore, County Water-

was the fame

was completely
eclipsed by that of Lismore, although St. Carthage
lived less than two years at his new foundation.
He
spent the last eighteen months of his life in contemplation and prayer, in a cave near the present St.
ireat as

of

Rahan,

it

When at the point of death, he
his monks and gave them his farewell exFortified by the Body of
hortation and blessing.
Christ he died on the 14th of May, 637, on which day
his feast is celebrated as first Bishop and Patron of
Lismore. Short as was St. Carthage's stay in Lismore, he left an ineffaceable impress of his labours in
a famous abbey, cathedral, and infant university, but
more so in the shining example of an austere and
blameless life.
Purity was his transcendent virtue,
and to guard it he practised the severest penances.
On this account St. Cuimin of Connor thus writes of
him in an Irish quatrain:
Carthage's Well.

summoned

The beloved Mochuda

of mortification,

Admirable every page of his history.
Before his time there was no one who shed
Half so many tears as he shed.
Usher had two manuscript copies of the Irish life of
St. Carthage; and in 1634 Philip O'Sullivan Beare
sent a Latin translation to Father John Bollandus,
The " Vita Secunda " is the one usually quoted.
S. J.
In 1891 the present writer discovered the site of the
!:•

|

Tertullian states that although but of yesterday the
Christians "have filled every place among you [the
Gentiles]
cities, islands, fortresses, towns, marketplaces, the very camp, tribes, companies, palaces,
senate, forum: we have left nothing to you but the
temples of your gods".
If the Christians should in a
body desert the cities of Africa, the governing authorities would be "horror-stricken at the solitude"
in which they would find themselves, 'at a silence
so all pervading", a stupor as of a dead world (Apol.,
xxxvii).
Fifteen years later the same author asks
tin' Proconsul Scapula: "What will you make of so
many thousands, of such a multitude of men and
women, persons of every age, sex and rank, when
they present themselves before you?
How many

—

fires, how many swords will be required?"
And
with regard to the Christians of the African capital
he inquires: "What will be the anguish of Carthage
itself, which you will have to decimate, as each one
recognizes there his relatives and companions; as he

sees there,

it

may

noble ladies, and

ford.
I
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Mochuda

in

which

St. Cartilage

was buried.

Ada S3. 14 May (III); Colgan, Acta Sanctorum Ihbernim
II
(Louvain. 164.il; I.inims. Ecrt.
of Inland (Dublin,
1829).II; Babi
Saintt (London, 1874),
V; O'Hanlon, Lives of tin- Irish Saint* (Dublin. 1889), V;
Grattan Flood, St. Carthage (Waterford, 1S98); Hi.u.v.
Insula Sanctorum ei Doctomm (Dublin, 1902): Power, PlaceKama of the Decie* (Waterford, 1907); Hyde, Literary History
I

of Ireland

I

London. 1901).

W.

II.

Grattan Flood.

—

Carthage, Archdiocese ok (Carthaginiensis).
The city of Carthage, founded by Phoenician colonists, and long the great opponent of Rome in the
duel for supremacy in the civilized world, was deA little more
Stroyed by a Roman army. 146 D. c.
than a century later (44 b. c), a new city composed
of Roman colonists was founded by Julius Csesar on
the site of Carthage, and became the capital of the
Roman province of Africa Nova, which included the
province of Africa Vetus, as well as Numidia.
From

Roman Africa made rapid progress in prosperity and became one of the most flourishing
colonies of the empire.
The history of African
Christianity opens in the year 180 with the accounts of two groups of martyrs who suffered at
Scillium, a city of Numidia, and Madaura.
Twenty
years later a flourishing Church existed in Carthage, already the centre of Christianity in Africa.
In his "Apology", written at Carthage about 197,

this date

HI.— 25

men of your own order, and
the leading persons of the city,

be,

all

in your own
Spare thyself, if not us poor Christians.
Spare Carthage, if not thyself" (Ad Scapulam, v).
It is clear from this that the Christian religion at the
beginning of the third century must have had numerous adherents in all ranks of Carthaginian society:
Tertullian, if the contrary were the case, would merely

and

either

kinsmen or friends of those

circle?

have stultified himself by making a claim which could
have been so easily disproved. A council of seventy
bishops held at Carthage by Bishop Agrippinus at
this epoch (variously dated between 198 and 222),
substantially corroborates the testimony of Tertullian as to the general progress of Christianity in
Africa in the early years of the third century.
It

impossible to say whence came the first preachers
of Christianity in Roman Africa.
It is worthy of
note in this regard, however, that from the moment
when African Christianity conies into historical
prominence, the bishops of Roman Africa are seen in
very close relations with the See of Rome. The
faithful of Carthage in particular were "greatly
interested in all that happened at Rome; every
movement of ideas, every occurrence bearing on
discipline, ritual, literature, that took place at Rome
was immediately re-echoed at Carthage" (Duchesne,
Hist. anc. de I'Eglise, I. 392; cf. Leclercq, L'Afrique
chret., I, iii).
Indeed, during the last decade of
is

the second centurv the Roman Church was governed
by an African, Po'pe Victor (189-199).
The two greatest names in the history of the Church
of Carthage are those of Tertullian and St. Cyprian.
The former comes on the scene, in the troubled days
of the persecution of Septimius Severn?, as an able
and valiant defender of his religion. He was born
In his youth he
at Carthage, about the year 160.
devoted himself to the study of law and lid ratine,
and thus obtained the intellectual training which was
to prove of the greatest service to his future coreligionists.
His conversion appears to have been influenced by the heroism of the martyrs, and one of
his earliest treatises was an exhortation to those
Mis first
ready to die for the Faith (Ad martyres).
work was a severe arraignment of pagans and polytheism (Ad nationesi, and this was followed in a
short time (197) by his "Apologeticus", addressed
The bit tor work was
to the imperial authorities.
calm in tone, "a model of judicial discussion" (Bardenhewer).
Unlike previous apologists of Christianity, whose appeals for tolerance were made in the
name of reason and humanity, Tertullian. influenced
by his legal training, spoke as a jurist convinced of
the injustice of the laws under which the Christians
were persecuted. The "Apologeticus" was written
before the edict ofSeptimiusSeverus(202),and, consequently, the laws to which the writer took exception
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were those under which the Christians of the first
and second centuries had been convicted. From
the year of the martyrdom of Scillium anil Madaura
(180) the Christians of Africa were not molested by

But in 197
the authorities for nearly two decades.
or 198 the governors recommenced the legal pursuit
of the followers of Christ, who soon filled the prisons
Tertullian encouraged the "blessed
of Carthage.
martyrs designate" by what he termed a contribution to their spiritual sustenance (Ad martyres, i),
and at the same time protested against the unjust
measures of which they were the victims. But
the magistrates took no heed of his protests.
Christians were daily condemned to exile, torture, death,
and, in at least one instance, to a still more dreaded
fate (Apol., 1).
In 202 the new anti-Christian legislation of Septimius Severus appeared in the form of an
edict which forbade anybody to become a Jew or a
Christian.
According to Tertullian the Church at
this period was recruited chiefly by conversions
(fiunt, non nascuntur Christian), Apol., xviii); the
new law, consequently, aimed at cutting off this
fertile source of membership, by imposing the deathpenalty both on converts and on those who were the
instruments of their conversion. Among the martyrs
executed at Carthage under the law of Severus were
the young matron Vibia Perpetua and the slave
Felicitas, the Acts of whose martyrdom, which,
perhaps, we owe to Tertullian (Duchesne, op. cit., I,
394), is one of the "jewels of ancient Christian literaThroughout the trying period inaugurated
ture".
by the new legislation (202-213), during which the
law was enforced with more or less severity according
to the disposition of the governor of the moment,
Tertullian was the central figure of the Church of
His rigorism indeed drew him, about the
Carthage.
opening year of the persecution, into the sect of the
Montanists, but in spite of this lapse he appears not
to have lost for many years the confidence of the
orthodox; as late as 212 he wrote his letter to the
Proconsul Scapula in the name of the Christians of
Carthage (Leclercq, op. cit., I, 165). It was only in
the following year (213) that he broke definitively
with the Church and became the head of an obscure
sect, called after him "Tertullianists", which maintained a precarious existence till the age of St.
Augustine.

From

time to the election of St. Cyprian (249)
of the Church of Carthage.
The Acts
of Sts. Perpetua and Felicitas mention a certain
Optatus, who was Bishop either of Carthage or Thuburbo minus. Agrippinus, already mentioned, was
Bishop of Carthage about 197, and the immediate
predecessor of St. Cyprian was Donatus, who presided
over a council of ninety African bishops which condemned as a heretic Privatus, Bishop of Lambesa.
Like Tertullian, Cyprian was a convert to Christianity; he was baptized at Carthage about 246.
The
period of his episcopate (249-258) is one of the most
important, as well as the best known, in the annals
of Christianity in Africa.
A year after his elevation
the edict of the Emperor Decius against the Christians
was promulgated, and its appearance was the signal
for wholesale apostasy.
During the long interval
of peace since the persecution of Severus the fervour
of the Christians of Carthage had suffered a notable
The time was therefore favourable for
decline.
effecting the emperor's purpose, which was to compel
the Christians to renounce their faith and offer sacrifice on the altars of the gods.
In the early stages of
the persecution capital punishment was not resorted
to, except in the case of bishops, but the mere threat
of even less severe penalties induced large numbers
Many others, however,
to comply with the law.
roved themselves worthy of their religion and died
little is

E

this

known

eroically.

At the beginning

of the storm, Cyprian,

knowing
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that as bishop he would be one of the first victims,
and judging that in a time so perilous it was his duty
for the moment to preserve his life for the good of his
flock, retired to a secure refuge.
His motives were
not, however, correctly construed by some of his
people, and even the Roman priests who directed the
chief Church of Christendom after the martyrdom
of Pope Fabian (236-250) made a rather uncomplimentary allusion, in a letter to the clergy of Carthage,
to "the Good Shepherd and the hireling".
Cyprian
was naturally offended at the tone of this missive,
and easily proved to the satisfaction of the Romans
that they had misjudged him.
But the difficulties
which arose in Carthage itself during his retirement
were not so easily overcome. In the absence of the
bishop five priests hostile to him took it upon themselves to receive back apostates (lapsi, libettatici)
into communion, merely on the recommendation of
confessors awaiting martyrdom in prison. The
intercession of confessors for the fallen was then customary, and was always regarded by the bishops
as a reason for remitting part of the canonical penance for apostasy. But in Carthage at this time
some of the confessors seem to have regarded themselves as having practically superseded the bishops,
and issued letters of communion in a tone of command. One of them, for example, gave a note ordering the restoration of the bearer and his friends to

communion (communicet

ille

cum

stii-s).

Cyprian

objected to this usurpation of his authority, which,
if not resisted, would destroy the Church's discipline,
and he was supported in this attitude by the clergy
and confessors of the Roman Church. On this
Novatus, one of the rebellious priests, set out for
Rome to obtain, if possible, support for his party.
But the schismatical envoy at first met with no success.
Eventually, however, he won over the priest
Novatian and some of the Roman confessors. The
object of the alliance was to elect a "confessors'
pope", who would support a "confessors' bishop",
to be elected in Carthage in opposition to Cyprian.
The allies were, however, defeated at the outset by
the election of Pope Cornelius, who was on the side
But this check did not at all dispose
of Cyprian.
them to yield; they proceeded to elect an antipope
in the person of Novatian.
Meanwhile Cyprian
had returned to Carthage, where he convened a
council of African bishops for the purpose of dealing
with the question of the lapsi. The decision of the
council was moderate: all apostates who repented
their fall were admitted to penance, which should
last a greater or less time according to the degree of
The decree to this effect was confirmed
their guilt.

by a Roman

council under Pope Cornelius.
But
now, curiously enough, Novatian, who had taken
the part of the laxists of Carthage, became a rigorist; he admitted apostates to penance, indeed, but
without hope of reconciliation with the Church, even
His views, however, were reat the point of death.
ceived with little favour, and eventually, through
the efforts of Dionysius of Alexandria, Cyprian, and
Pope Cornelius, the Roman confessors from whom
he hail derived his prestige deserted his party and
were admitted to communion. The attempts to organize a schism in Carthage were no more successful.
Cyprian was supported by all the bishops of Africa,
with five exceptions, three of whom were apostates
and two heretics.
The years 255-257 witnessed a controversy between
Rome and Carthage on a question of discipline which
for a short time produced strained relations between
The
these two great centres of Latin Christianity.
trouble arose over the different modes in vogue in
Rome and in Africa of receiving into communion
In Koine
persons baptized in heretical sects.
baptism conferred by heretics was per se admitted
to be valid; in Africa such baptism was regarded as

;
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wholly invalid. The matter was allowed to drop after
the death of Pope Stephen (2 August, 257). Africans
and Romans preserved their respective practices

"appointed in accordance with the advice of the
Bishop of Carthage". It was the right of the Bishop
of Carthage also to determine, a year in advance, the

till the fourth century, when the former, at the Synod
of Aries (314), agreed to conform to the Roman
custom (Hefele, Hist, of the Councils, I, 188).
Cyprian died a martyr in the persecution of Valerian,
September, 258.
From this date to the outbreak of the last persecution under Diocletian, in 303, very little is known
Two of
of the history of the Church of Carthage.

date for the celebration of Easter.

the bishops who succeeded St. Cyprian, Carpophorus
and Lucian, in this period of forty-five years are
mentioned by Optatus, but nothing is related of them

—

Councils of Carthage. The earliest council of
Carthage of which we know was held about 198 (?);
seventy bishops, presided over by the Bishop of
Carthage, Agrippinus, were present. According to
Cyprian the question of the validity of baptism conferred

by

heretics

came up

for discussion

and was

After this date more than
decided in the negative.
twenty councils were held in Carthage, the most important of which were: (1) those under St. Cyprian
relative to the lapsi, Novatianism, and the rebaptism

save their names. The worldly spirit which had been of heretics; and (2) the synods of 412, 416, and 418
the cause of so many defections in the African Church
which condemned the doctrines of Pelagius. (See
of St. Cyprian's age was equally in evidence in the
African Synods.)
early part of the fourth century.
A new form of
Bishops of Carthage. The Acts of the martyrapostasy characterized this persecution. In large dom of Sts. Perpetua and Felicitas mentioned, as
numbers Christians betrayed their faith by giving noted above, a Bishop Optatus, who, if he was a
up to the civil authorities copies of the Scriptures Bishop of Carthage, as is generally supposed, is the
and the liturgical utensils. These renegades, who first known incumbent of this see. it is possible,
received the name of "traditors", were indirectly the
however, that Optatus was Bishop of Thuburbo
cause of the gravest division that had yet been seen minus, and, if so, Agrippinus, who was bishop in 197.
The Donatist schism originated heads the list of Bishops of Carthage. From this
in Christendom.
in the consecration of Caecilian as Bishop of Carthage
date to the election of St. Cyprian (249) we know of
(311) by Felix of Aptunga, who was falsely accused
only two Bishops of Carthage, Cyrus and Donatus.
Its effects on the Church
of having been a traditor.
After St. Cyprian (249-258) the succession so far as
The obstinacy of the known (cf. Leclercq, op. cit., II, Appendix; Kirchenof Africa were disastrous.
Donatists kept the schism alive for more than a lex., II, 1998; Duchesne, op. cit., I, xx) is as folcentury, and it was only the intervention of the lows: between 258 and 311 Carpophorus, Lucian,
Emperor Honorius in 405 that dealt it a death-blow. and Mensurius; Ca>cilian (311 till after 325); Gratus,
The civil penalties then inflicted on the schismatics at Council of Sardica (344-), presided at Council of
brought them back to the Church in large numbers, Carthage (349) Restitutio, at Council of Rimini (359);
although the sect still existed in 429, when Carthage Aurelius (391), presided at Council of Carthage
was taken by the Vandals.
(421); Capreolus (431); Quodvultdeus (437): DeoThe Vandal occupation of Africa, which lasted gratias (454-458); Eugenius (481. exiled 496); Boniover a century (429-534), was a period of severe trial face (523-535); Repartatus (535, banished 551):
The disorganiza- Primosus, or Primasius (553 till after 565) Publianus
to the Catholics of that country.
tion of the African Church was arrested by the re(581 1; Dominicus(591); Fortunius (632) Victor (635).
conquest under Justinian of this portion of the After this date no Bishop of Carthage is heard of till
empire, but the heresies which, during the sixth and the middle of the eleventh century.
seventh centuries, proved so fruitful in dissensions
After eight centuries of abeyance the archiepiscoaffected this portion of Christendom like the rest.
was restored by Leo XIII (19
Sal See of Carthage
The final catastrophe came with he fall of Carthage
fov., 18S4) and confided to Archbishop (later CarFrom this time dinal) Lavigerie, to whose zeal it was owing that
into the hands of the Arabs in 698.
the once flourishing Church of Africa is rarely heard since 1S75 the ancient site of Carthage became again a
Apostasy became the order of the day, and in centre of Christian life (see Baunard, Le Cardinal Laof.
1053 only five bishops remained in the former pro- vigerie, Paris, 1S9S, passim). The territory of the
consulate.
new archdiocese, hitherto administered by Italian
Primacy of Carthage. In the time of St. Cyprian Capuchins, was enlarged by papal decree 31 March,
the Bishops of Carthage exercised a real though not
1885, and now includes the entire Regency (French
Roman Protectorate) of Tunis. By another decree of 28
official primacy in the African Church.
Africa at this period consisted of three provinces:
March, 1886 the eighteen titular canons of the newchapter and their successors enjoy the dignity of papal
(1) the province of Africa proper, which comprised
the proconsulate, Byzacena and Tripoli (2) Numidia
chamberlains. A magnificent cathedral was dediThese three civil divisions formed cated by Cardinal Lavigerie (15 May. 1890) on the
(3) Mauretania.
in the middle of the third century but one ecclesifamous Hill of Byrsa, in honour of St. Louis IX of
In 305 a Primate of Numidia is
astical province.
France: connected with it are several charitable and
mentioned for the first time, and in the course of the educational institutions. A Council of Carthage was
fourth century Byzacena, Tripoli, and the Maureheld 20 April, 1890, in which the decrees of the Council
of Algiers (1S73) were renewed and applied to the new
tanias each obtained an episcopua primal sedis. These
The archdiocese counts at
later primatial sees were, however, of little imporecclesiastical province.
present about 35,000 Catholics in a Mohammedan
tance; their metropolitans presided over the propopulation of 1,600,000; it has fifty-four parishes
vincial synods, appointed delegates to the annual
It was also owing to
(run b) and fourteen vicariates.
councils of Carthage, received the appeals of the
Cardinal Lavigerie that tin' fatuous excavations on
clergy of their provinces, and gave letters of travel
to the bishops of their jurisdiction
the site of ancient Carthage were begun about 1880
Qittera formata
who wished to visit Italy (Synod of Hippo, 393, can. by one of his missionaries. Father Delattre. They
xxvii). The provincial clergy had the right, if they prewere originally carried on at the cardinal's expense,
ferred, to ignore their immediate metropolitan and
and for some time the church of St Louis served as a
At first
museum for the preservation of the antiquities disappeal directly to the Primate of Carthage.
Apart from the light thrown by these exthe provincial primacy devolved ipso facto on the
covered.
senior bishop of the province, but as this method
cavations on the Phoenician and Roman life of ancient
proved a source of dispute the synod of Hippo of 393 Carthage, the discoveries of Father Delattre have
greatly increased our kn<>« ledge of lie early Christian
(can. iv) decreed that in case of difference of opinion
among the provincial bishops the primate should be life of Africa, particularly in the fourth and fifth cen-

—

;

;

;

.

—

;

>

.
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Many Christian epitaphs and inscriptions have
been made known, the Christian architecture of the
period has been illustrated by the ground-plans of
ancient basilicas, some of them quite famous in Christian antiquity (e. g. the Basilica Major of Carthage),
while Christian burial customs and domestic life have
had fresh light thrown on them; in a word, the importance of these excavations for our knowledge of Christian antiquity is second only to that of De Rossi's
epoch-making discoveries at Rome.
Leclercq, L'Afrique ehretienne (Paris, 1904); Afrique in
Diet d'Archeol. el de Liturgie (Paris, 19031; Duchesne. Histoire
tunes.

ancienne de Viglise (Paris. 1906),

Neher

I;

in Kirehenlex., s.v.;

Gsell, Monununts antiques d, f Algerie (Paris, 1901); Healy,
The Valerian Persecution (Boston. 1905); Benson, Cyprian,
his Life, his Times, his Work (New York, 1897).
For the modern period: Lavigerie, De Tulilite d'une mission

archeolngique permcuienle a Carthage Algiers 1881 >; DelattRE,
L'Epigr'apltie ehretienne a Carthage (Paris, 1SS1); Lampes
Archiologie
chr.li.nnes in Revue de Vart chr'lien (1S90I;
ehretienne ii Carthage (Paris, 1886); La basilique de Damous-elKarita (Paris, 1S92); and numerous contributions to Cosmos
and Revue de Vart chretien, also the local Bulletins of the
archaeological societie-s of Constantine, Hippo, and Oran, the
Bulletin areiiiotoQique du Cornite lies traraux historiques, and the
Nuovo Bullettino di areheologia eristiana; Babelon, Carthage
(Paris, 1S96>; Wielavd, Ein Ausftug ins allrhnstliehe Afrika
(Stuttgart, 1900>; and Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution (Washington, 1899), 601-14 (translation of the article of
Ph. Berger in Revue des deux monies, CI.III, 1899).
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Carthage, Councils of.

Maurice M. Hassett.
See African Synods.

—

Carthusian Order, The. The name is derived
from the French chartreuse through the Latin cartusia, of which the English '•charterhouse" is a corFor the foundation of the order see art.
ruption.
Bruno, Saint. The following points will be considered here: (I) The Rule; (II) Life of the Monks; (III)
Organization; (IV) Development; (V) Present State
(VI) Distinguished Carthusians; (VII)
English Province; (VIII) Carthusian Nuns.
We have two accounts of the manI. The Rule.
ner of life of the first Carthusians, the earliest, written
by Guibert, Abbot of Nogent, the second by Peter the
Venerable, Abbot of Cluny. The former runs as folthirlows: "The church stands upon a ridge
teen monks dwell there, who have a sufficiently convenient cloister, in accordance with the cenobitic
custom, but. do not live together claustraliter like
other monks. Each has his own cell round the cloisOn Sunter, and in these they work, sleep, and eat.
days they receive the necessary bread and vegetables
and is
of
food
only
kind
their
which
is
(for the week),
cooked by each one in his cell; water for drinking and
conduit.
a
supplied
by
for other purposes is
There are no gold or silver ornaments in their church,
except a silver chalice. They do not go to the church
for the usual canonical hours, as we do [Guibert was a
Benedictine], but only for certain of them. They hear
Mass, unless I am mistaken, on Sundays and solemThey hardly ever speak, and, if they want
nities.
anything, ask for it by a sign. If they ever drink
wine, it is so watered as to be scarcely better than
plain water. They wear a hair shirt next the skin,
and their other garments are thin and scanty. They
live under a prior, and the Bishop of Grenoble acts as
Lower down the
their abbot and promisor.
mountain there is a building containing over twenty
who work for
[laicos],
brothers
lay
faithful
most
Although they observe the utmost povthem.
very
rich library.
a
together
arc
getting
they
erty,
." (P. L..CLVI, 853 sqq.).
details,
lays stress
certain
adds
Venerable
the
Peter
on the poorness of their garments, and mentions that
they restricted their possessions both in land and
of the Order;
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cattle, and fixed their own number at thirteen monks,
eighteen lay brothers, and a few servants, or their
diet he says, "They always abstain from the eating of
meat, whether in health 'or ill. They never buy fish.
but accept them if given in charity. Cheese and eggs

are allowed
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on Sundays and Thursdays.

On

Tues-

days and Saturdays, they eat cooked vegetables, but
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, they take only
bread and water. They eat once a day only, save at
Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, Epiphany, and on certain other festivals.
On feast days they go to
the refectory, eat twice, and sing the whole office in
the church." (P. L., CLXXXlX, 944 D.)
Guibert wrote in 1104, Peter some twenty years
later, so there was time for development, which may
account for certain discrepancies between the two
accounts. The "Customs" of the Chartreuse were
not committed to writing till 1127. Bruno had left
the world in order to serve God in solitude, and without any intention of founding an order. In the earliest days the hermits had no rule, but all strove to live
after Bruno's example and in accordance with the
Evangelical counsels. When regular monastic buildings were erected and vocations began to increase,
.

some

sort

of rule

.

.

became a

necessity.

St.

Bruno

wrote none, but the customs which he introduced,
together with additions born of experience, were embodied in the "Consuetudines" written by Guigo, the
fifth prior, in 1127. This was not a rule written with
authority, but a record of the usages of the motherhouse of the order (Ann., I, 305), compiled at the request of the priors of the other charterhouses, and
finally accepted by them as their code. In the introduction the writer saj-s that almost all the customs
are contained "either in the epistles of the Blessed
Jerome, or in the Rule of St. Benedict, or in other
authorized writings". A later writer, Boso, the nineteenth prior of the Grande Chartreuse (d. 1313), says,
"It is clear that the contents of the Statutes come
either from St. Benedict's Rule, St. Jerome's Epistles,
the 'Vita? Patrum' or the 'Collationes' and other
writings of Cassian and the Fathers " (quoted in Ann.,
1,37). The Rule of St. Benedict (the only monastic
rule of those days') gave the norm of those duties which
were performed in common, and supplied the arrangement of the Divine Office, the treatment of guests, the
form of the vows. Many new departures were introduced to meet the needs of the solitude which is an
essential of the Carthusian life; from the Fathers
of the Desert came the laura-like arrangement of
the building and the solitary life of the cells, while
the statutes are probably also indebted to the Rule
of Camaldoli (see Camaldolese) (founded by St.
Romuald in 1012), which was reduced to writing by
the Blessed Rudolf in 1080. The fundamental principle of Camaldoli and the Chartreuse is the same,
namely, the combination of Western monastieism
as embodied in St. Benedict's Rule with the eremitical life of the Egyptian solitaries. In both orders
the superiors were to be priors, not abbots, and in
all the earliest Carthusian houses there was, as at
Camaldoli, a "lower house" for lay brothers who
served the external needs of the contemplative
monks at the "upper house". The first hermits
tended strongly to be purely eremitical, but the
cenobitic development was hastened both by the
necessities of life and by the influence of neighbouring
Benedictine houses, especially perhaps of Cluny. The
union of the two systems was only gradually evolved
under the pressure of circumstance.
Guigo's "Consuetudines" were first approved by
Innocent II in 1133 (Ann.. I, 305) and are still the
In 1258 the general.
basis of the modern statutes.
Dom Riffier, issued a new edition, adding various
ordinances passed by the general chapters since 1 127;
The
these are known as the " Statu ta Antiqua".
"Statuta Nova" with similar additions appeared in
1368.
In L509 the general chapter approved the
"Tertia Compilatio", consisting of a collection of the
ordinances of (lie chapters ami a synopsis of the statThe Carthusian Rule was printed for the first
utes.
time by Johann Amorbach at Basle in 1510. This
volume' contains Guigo's "Consuetudines", the
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"Statuta Antiqua", the "Statuta Nova", and the
"Tertia Compilatio". The "Nova Collectio Statutorum" was published in 15S1. This work, which had
cost eleven years of preparatory labour, includes in
one well-ordered series all the various legislation scattered throughout the cumbersome volume of 1510.
A century later a second edition was printed at the
Correrie or "lower house" of the Grande Chartreuse
by order of Dom Innocent LeMasson, and this, after
receiving certain corrections of slight importance, was
finally confirmed by Innocent XI by the Bull "Injunctum nobis" of 1.588. The fifth edition of the
statutes is a verbal reprint of the second. The first
part, or "Ordinarium", which is printed separately,
is concerned with church ceremonial, the second treats
of the government of the order and the observances
and occupation of the religious, the third is concerned
with the lay brothers and nuns. Guigo's "Consuetudines" contain in substance the customs introduced
by .St. Bruno with certain additions and modifications.
The many formal changes and accretions
which the original "Consuetudines" have undergone,
have affected neither their substance nor their spirit,
but. as Le Masson says, "have been like a change of
clothing, which adds nothing and takes nothing from
the substance of the body" (Discip. Ord. Cart., I, vii.
must remember that the pictures given by
9).
Guibert and Peter the Venerable depict the Carthusian life at a stage of semi-development.
The only
mitigation of importance introduced since Guigo's
day is the decrease of the fasts on bread and water
from thrice to once weekly. Additional duties have
been laid upon the monks in the shape of extra prayers, the singing of a daily conventual Mass, the lengthening of the night Office and of the Office for the Dead,
ami the withdrawal of the permission to take a midday siesta, while, instead of having, as formerly, seven
or eight hours uninterrupted sleep, their restisnow
broken by the long night vigils (P. L., CLIII, 699A).

We

II.

Life of the Monks.

—A Carthusian monastery

covers a great deal of ground owing to the system of
life.
It usually consists of the great cloister, round
which arc tin- separate houses, or "cells" of the monks,
the lesser cloister with cells of various officials, the
"obediences", or workshops of the lay brothers and
their living rooms, church, chapter-house, refectory,
and other conventual offices. The church is usually
small and without aisles, divided by a solid screen
with a door and two altars into the choir proper and
lay brothers' choir. No organ is allowed. There is
usually a tribune for visitors. No woman, save the
sovereign, may enter a charterhouse. At the side of
each cell door is the guichet or hatch, through which
the monk's food is introduced by a lay brother;
within, a covered ambulacrum with a small garden
beside it, leads to the house. This consists of five
rooms; on the ground floor, a store room for timber
and fuel, and a workshop with a lathe and other tools;
above, an antechamber, a small library with just suffice nt room for bookcase, chair, table, and the cell
roper, whose furniture consists of a wooden boxC
ad with woollen blankets, and mattress of
straw, a table for meals, a few chairs, a stove, and a
stall with a prie-Dieu, known as the oralorium.
The Carthusian life is essentially solitary and contemplative with a certain admixture of the cenobitic
element (see 1. A very large part of the day is devoted to saying the three ( •ffices (i. e. that of the .lay,
the )lh>e of )ur Lady, which is called dc Beatd, and
the Office of the Dead), while much time is given to
mental prayer. The rest is divided between manual
labour, study, and a little recreation.
The whole
horarium depends on whether the Office of the day be
that of the /. r,,i or of a Sunday or feast. The following is the ferial arrangement, which is by far the commoner. The Carthusian's day begins at half-past five,
when a junior monk, going the round of the cloister,
,

1

(

(
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a bell hanging near the sleeper's ear.
The
church bell rings at six, when Prime of the day is said
in the oratorium, followed by Terce de Beatd.
All
offices said in the oratorium are accompanied by full
choir ceremonial, as bowing, covering, and uncovering.
At half-past six the Angelus sounds, and the
monk remains at prayer till a quarter to seven, when
he goes to the church. The conventual Mass. which
is always sung, is preceded by adoration of the Blessed
Sacrament and the litanies of the saints. The Carthusian liturgy differs considerably from the Roman
Rite, being substantially that of Grenoble in the
twelfth century with some admixture from other
sources. There are no servers at the high Mass, and
the priest is attended by the deacon, who wears neither
alb nor dalmatic, but the cuculla ecclcsiastica (see below) and, for the Gospel only, a stole. The subdeacon
merely reads the Epistle at the lectern in the middle
of the choir. There are many other points of difference.
Copes and monstrances are unknown in the
charterhouse. After the conventual Mass the priests
say their private Masses, reciting Terce with the
server before vesting and Sext de Beatd after their
thanksgiving.
At about half-past eight the monk returns to his
cell and is occupied with manual work and meditation
till ten, when, after saying Sext of the day, he fetches
his dinner from the guichet. The meal is copious and
excellently cooked, consisting of vegetable soup, fish
or eggs, vegetables, cheese, butter and fruit, and a
small bottle of wine or, in England, of rather thin
beer. After dinner there is an hour and a half of solitary recreation, which may be spent in garden, ambulacrum, or cell at will, and is followed by None,
spiritual reading, study, and manual labour till halfpast two, when Vespers de Beatd are said. At a quarter to three the monk leaves his cell for the second
time, going to the church to sing Vespers, and, except
on feasts and their vigils. Vespers and Matins of the
Dead. He returns to his cell about four, and, after
half an hour's study, takes his supper, consisting generally of eggs and a little salad.
This is followed by
spiritual reading and examination of conscience,
known in the order as the "recollection". At a quarter to six, but earlier on the eve of a feast, the bell
sounds for Complin of the day and de Beatd. At
about half-past six the monk retires to bed, still
wearing the greater part, of his habit. Five hours
after the Complin bell. In- rises and says Matins and
Lauds de Beatd with the Psalm "Deus venerunt
gentes" and certain prayers for the recovery of the
Holy Land. These last were ordered to lie said during Mass by the Latcran Council in 1215, and were
retained voluntarily by the Carthusians after the law
ceased to bind, but transferred to this hour. At a
quarter to twelve the monk leaves his cell for the
third and last time to sing Matins and Lauds with
bauds of the Dead. This takes two and a half to
three hours. To a visitor it is very impressive. A
large portion of the Office is sung in complete darkness save for the sanctuary lamps, the rest by the
light, of small oil lamps carefully shaded to throw
their light only on the choir books, one of which is
provided for every three religious. The Carthusian
chant, a specie ofGi
rial
ha
pecial character
of its own, slow and plaintive. "As the duty of a good
monk is rather to lament than to sing", say the
rubrics, "we must so sing that lamentation, not the
joy of singing, be in our hearts. " At about a quarter
past two in the morning the Carthusian returns to his
lis total of sleep,
cell, where he says Prime ,/ /;.,//.'/.
thus broken into two parts, is seldom less than seven
hours. On Sundays and fi asi days this horarium is
considerably modified. The community assemble for
tffice iii church, and in the
till the Hours of the Great
refectory for both meals.
These latter are always
eaten in silence, while the Scripture or some homily of
rings

(
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the Fathers is chanted to the solemn tones of the
nocturn-Iessons. On these days also there is a comrecreation with talking in the cloister for the
solemnly professed, but only on Sundays for all.
Once every week, the monks go out for a walk together, during which they converse. This is known
as the Spatiamentum and usually lasts about three
and a half hours.
During the great monastic fast, which lasts from
14 Sept. to Ash Wednesday, except for Sundays and
feast days, dinner is an hour later, and supper consists
of a glass of wine and a crust of bread ne potns noreat
During Lent, Vespers are sung before
(Statutes).
dinner, which is not till midday and supper is as above.

mon

Meat

is
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never allowed on any account, though, in a

case of life and death, the monk may, if not solemnly
professed, be dispensed. Once a week there is a fast
on bread and water and during Advent and Lent, on
Fridays and on certain vigils lactieinia are forbidden.
The Carthusian wears the ordinary monastic habit
in white serge, but the scapular which is joined by
bands at the side and has the hood attached to it, is
known as the " cowl ". The long flowing garment with
wide sleeves, which usually bears this name, is used
only by the deacon at high Mass. No beard is worn,
and the hair is shaved except for a narrow strip round
Novices wear a black mantle and their
the head.
cowl is short and unjoined. The postulancy usually
lasts one month, the novitiate one year, at the end of
which simple vows are taken; the solemn vows are
taken four years later.
The lay brothers live an entirely cenobitical life,
and are occupied in the servile work of the establishment. Their habit differs only slightly from that of
the fathers. After two years postulancy and novitiate, the lay novice becomes a donne, wearing a brown
habit, but takes no vows. He may remain always in
this condition, but it requires eight more years to become a solemnly professed lay brother. The lay
brothers and donncs, collectively known as the Familia, are under the procurator, and have their own
Their Office
chapel, chapter-house, and refectory.
consists of a large number of Paters and Aves. They
attend the night Office, conventual Mass, and Vespers, on Sundays and feasts, but usually only the first
part of the night Office.
The prior of the Grande
III. Organization.
Chartreuse, who is elected by the monks of that
house, is always the general of the order. He wears
no insignia, but is the only one in the order who receives the title of "Reverend Father", all other reThe
ligious being known as "Venerable Fathers".
general chapter, which consists of the visitors and all
the priors, meets annually, and receives the resignations of all the superiors of the order including the
general. These it reinstates or removes at will. Its
ordinances have the force of law, but do not become
permanent unless twice renewed. The visitors, who
are appointed by the chapter, make a visitation of
each charterhouse every two years, to enquire into its
condition and reform any abuses. The first general
chapter of the order was held by St. Ant helm in 1 1 12,
and in the year 1258 its powers were confirmed by
Pope Alexander IV. To the wise ordinances of this
body and to its series of distinguished generals the
order owes its claim nunquam rejormnta quia nvnquam

—

de.jormata.

The prior of each house is, in strict law. elected by
monks of the community, if there are
four present who have been actually professed l«'i that
house or who arc original founders. Nowadays lie is
generally appointed by the father general ami the
chapter. The prior is assisted by various officials.
These are the vicar, who takes the prior's place in rase
of necessity, the procurator, who is cut rusted wit li he
temporal administration and the care of the lay
brothers, the coadjutor, who looks after guests and

the professed

(

retreatants, the antiquior, who takes the
place, the sacristan, and the novice-master.

vicar's

—

IV. Development. From its very nature the order grew slowly. In 1300 there were but 39 monasteries, but during the fourteenth century 113 were
founded, extending as far as Silesia, Bohemia, and
Hungary. During the Great Schism there were two
generals, but both resigned on the election of Alexander V in 1409 and the order was once more united.
During the fifteenth century, 44 charterhouses were
founded and in 1521 there were in all 206, but during the sixteenth century 39 were destroyed by the
Reformation and only 13 founded. In 1559 a foundation in Mexico was projected but fell through
owing to the opposition of the King of Spain. Writing in 1007 Le Masson says, "We number about
2,500 choir monks and 1,300 lay brothers and donncs,
giving an average of a dozen Fathers and eight or
nine lay brothers to each house". Between 1600 and
1667, 22 monasteries were founded, and then no more
The order entirely estill the nineteenth century.
caped the scourge of commendatory superiors. Joseph II suppressed 24 houses, and in 17S4 the Spanish
Government compelled its charterhouses to separate
from the order.
The French charterhouses were less infected with
Jansenism than most of the ancient orders. Owing to
the energy of the general, Doin Antoine de Mongeffond, only thirty monks out of a total of over 1,000,
and those mostly belonging to the Paris house, ultimately refused to sign the "Unigenitus". These fled
to Utrecht. At the outbreak of the Revolution there
were 122 charterhouses, which were nearly all suppressed, as the French armies swept over Europe. In
1816 the monks returned to the Grande Chartreuse.
The Spanish houses were suppressed in 1S35; the
Port-Dieu in Switzerland, which had escaped the
earlier storm, in 1847; the monasteries in Italy for a
second time during the course of the Risorqimento;
and the restored French houses as a consequence of
the Association Laws of 1901.
V. Present State of the Order. In 1900 the
monks possessed eleven monasteries in France and
nine in other parts of Europe. The French houses are
now empty and four new or restored houses have been
opened in Spain and Italy. The following is a list of
the charterhouses existing at the end of 1907. In
Italy: Farneta, near Lucca, recently repurchased and
occupied by the general and the convenhis Cartusiw;
Pisa; Florence, where the monks are merely custodians of a national monument; Trisulti, near Alatri;
La Torre, in Calabria; Vedana, in the Diocese of Belluno; La Cervara, near Genoa, recently repurchased.
The Procura of the order at Rome. In Spain: Monte
Allegro, near Barcelona; Aula Dei, Peiiaflor, near
Saragossa; Miraflores with its splendid royal tombs;
the liqueur is made at the Casa de los Cartujos, Tarragona. In England: Parkminster. in Sussex, is the
largest charterhouse in the world, with thirty-six cells
and 3,166 feet of cloister. It now contains the community of Notre-Dame des Pres, Montreuil. as well as
In Switzerland: Yal-Sainte in Canton Friits own.
burg. In Germany: Ham near Dusseldorf. In Aus-

—

tria:

Plettcrjack, founded in 1403,

abandoned 1595,

since rebuilt.
In Belgium: the printing works
belonging to Montreuil are now at Tournai. There
are 300 solemnly professed monks. 35 junior professed,

and
and

l"i

novices,

making 350 choir monks,

of

whom

about 20 are not ye1 priests; also about the same total

and ilonnis. The badge
of the onlcr is a globe surrounded by a cross and seven
stars, with the motto "Stat crux, dum volviturorbis".
The famous liqueur is a secret manufacture, in
vented by the monks in the nineteenth century, as a
means of subsistence, to take the place of the broad
of lay brothel's, lay novices,

acres lost in the Revolution.
after assist ing to

pay

for the

The

large

maintenance

proceeds,

of the vari-
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VI. Distinguished
Carthusians. Besides St.
Bruno the best known saints ..I the order are: St.
Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln (d. 1200); St. Anthelm, seventh prior of the Grande Chartreuse, and first general,

who

died Bishop of Bellev in 1178; St. Arthold,
Bishop of Belley (d. 1206); St. Stephen of Chatillon,
Bishop of Die (d. 1213). Many members have been
beatified, among them the English Carthusian martyrs and Bl. Nicold Albergati, Cardinal and Bishop of
Bologna. There have been about seventy Carthusian
bishops and archbishops, including a few cardinals.
There lias never been a Carthusian pope.
Guibert mentions the richness of the library of lie
I

chartreuse (see [),and in his "Consuetudines" Guigo
writes,
desire thai books be looked after most
carefully as the continual food of our souls, and that

"We

they be written [fieri} with the utmost diligence, so
that we may preach the Word of God by the work of
our hands, since we cannot do so with our mouths",
and again, "we teach writing to almost all whom we
receive" (P. L., CLIII, 693). Throughout the Middle
Ages the Carthusians were famous copyists.
St.
Bruno himself was the first Carthusian author, writing
commentaries on the Psalms and on St. Paul's Epistles (v. Lobbel, op. cit. infra. 1 7'.)— 241 ).
He was
followed by Guigo. who, besides the "Consuetudines", wrote " .Meditations" anda"Life of St. Hugh
Writers of the order have mostly
of Grenoble".
treated of ascetics and mystical theology. The folamong the more famous: Ludolf of Saxony
(d. after 1340), the author of a well known "Vita
Christi"; Henry of Kalkar (d. 140S), who converted
Gerhard Groot; Denis the Carthusian (d. 1471). the
Doctor Ecstaticus whose works are now being edited
by the order in 1.") vols. Lanspergius (d. 1.539); Surius
whose "Vitas" still form a useful supplement
(d. 157s
to I lie Bollam lists' unfinished
Acta"; Nicholas Molin
(d. 1(338); Pctreius (d. 1640): Innocent Le Masson (d.
1703); Le Couteulx (d. 1709); Tromby, who flourished e. 1783, all historians of the order. The first
book printed at. a charterhouse was issued from the
presses of the Schola Dei near Parma in li77. The
modern printing works of the order were transferred
in 1901 from the chartreuse of Montreuil to Tournai.
VII. En<;i.ish Province. The first English char-

lowing arc

;

i,

'

—

terhouse was founded at Witham in Somerset by
King Henry II in 1178, the tenth and last by Henry
V in 1411 at Sheen. (For list see llendriks.) At the
time of Henry VIII's breach with Rome the monks,
especially those of the London charferlioU.se (founded
1370), off ere. a stanch resistance. The fourth of May,
1535, is memorable for the deaths of the protomartyrs of the English Reformation, the Kridgettine
Monk Richard Reynolds, and the three Carthusian
Priors, John Houghton of London, Robert Lawrence
of Beauvale, and Augustus Webster of Axholme.
During the next five years fifteen of the London
Carthusians perished on the Bcaffold or were starve,
to death in Newgate Gaol. On Mary's accession nineteen monks belonging to various bouses gathered at
1

Sheen under Prior Maurice Chauncy, a monk of the
London Charterhouse, who, to his lasting sorrow, bad
lost the crown of martyrdom by taking the Oath of
Supremacy.
lie restoration was short-lived, for on
Mary's death the monks were once more driven into
I

exile.

Prior

Chauncy died

community kept together

Low

in

in
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cms charterhouses and the building of new ones, has
been entirely devoted to various works of charity
(Heimbucher, Die Orden und Kongregationen, Pader-

1581, but the English
parts ol the

different

Countries with varying fortunes, until the charterhouse of Sheen Anglorum at Nieuport, with a
community of six choir monks and two dermis, was
The lael prior.
suppressed by Joseph II in 17s.;.
Father Williams, died at Little Malvern Court, 2 June,
1797. His papers, the seal of Sheen Anglorum, and

various relics are

now

in the possession of the

Carthu-

A charterhouse was founded at
by King James I of Scotland, and a
short-lived foundation was made at Kinalehin in
South Connaught in 1280, being abandoned by the
sians of Parkminster.

Perth

in

142!)

order in 1321.

—

VIII. Carthusian Nuns.
In the Priorship of St.
Anthelm, about 124.5, the nuns of the ancient Abbey
of Prebayon asked to be received into the order, and
Blessed John of Spain, Prior of Montrieux, was ordered to adapt the Carthusian Rule to their needs.

The nuns have never been numerous.
were founded

Two

convents

in the twelfth century, nine in the thir-

and four in the fourteenth, but of all these
only nine were in existence in 1400. In 1690 when
Innocent Le Masson published the "Statutsdes Moniales" there were only five, four of which were in
France and one near Bruges; the last was suppressed by Joseph II in 1783, and the others disappeared in the French Revolution. In 1820 the surviving nuns reassembled at Lozier (Isere), and finally
settled in 1822 at Beauregard, some miles from the
Grande Chartreuse. Thence foundations were made
teenth,

in

18.54

at

Bastide-Saint-Pierre (Tarn-et-Garonne),

and in 1870 at Notre- Dame du Gard near Amiens.
The nuns are still at Beauregard, but the rest are in
exile at Burdine in Belgium, and at San Francesco,
and Motta Grossa near Turin. The total number of
nuns is about 140, of whom '.HI are "consecrated".
The Carthusian nuns have always been famed for
their regularity and fervour.
Convents which had
become lax were cut off from the order by the general
chapter. The small number of convents is explained
not only by the severity of the rule, but also by the"
great reluctance to accept new houses always displayed by the order. In 1368 the acceptance of new
houses was forbidden by the general chapter, and this
prohibition was frequently reiterated. The life of the
nuns is very similar to that of the monks, with certain
exceptions. They have single rooms instead of separate dwellings, two recreations every day, eat together daily, are not bound to wear the cUicium, and
if ill are cared for in an infirmary.
They are allowed
Eleven hours daily are given to
eight hours sleep.
prayer and meditation, as well as work for the poor
or for the church. The arrangement of their Office is
practically that of the monks.
Perpetual enclosure
has been practised since the thirteenth century, and
visitors are only received at a grille and in the presence of another nun. Each convent is divided into
two distinct parts: (I) the monastery proper with the
cells and conventual offices; (2) the dwelling of the
two monks, who are known as the vicar and the coadjutor. These two direct the nuns and have two or
three lay brothers to serve them.
The two fathers
live exactly as if in a chart erhouse, attending Mtice in
stalls placed in the sanctuary of the church, which is
divided from the nuns' choir by a curtained grille.
The nuns are subject to the general chapter which
appoints the vicar. They elect their own prioress,
though the vicar has the firs! voice in the election;
the prioresses must consult the vicar in all important
matters and. like the priors, are bound to tender their
resignation to each general chapter.
The habit is the same as that of the monks, with
the exception of the hood, for which a veil is substituted, white for the young religious, and black for the
"consecrated" nuns. According to the statutes the
vows should be solemn, but since the Revolution they
have been regarded as simp].' by the Church. No
widow is received.
The Carthusian nuns have n
tained the privilege of the consecration of virgins,
which they have inherited from the nuns of Prebayon.
The consecration, which is given four years after the
vows are taken, can only be conferred by the d
The rite differs but slightly from that given in the
"Pontifical".
The nun is invested with a crown.
I
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ring, stole and maniple, the last being worn on the
arm. These ornaments the nun only wears
again on the day of her monastic jubilee, and after
death on her bier. It is a consecrated nun who sings
the Epistle at the conventual Mass, though without
wearing the maniple. At Matins, if no priest be present, a nun assumes the stole and reads the Gospel.
There are also lay sisters, Donnces, and Sacurs TouriFamous among Carthusian nuns have been St.
eres.
Roseline of Villeneuve and Bl. Beatrix of Ornacieux.
The most complete general notice together with a full bibliogright,

is given in Heiribvcher, Orden u. Kongregationen der
Kirche (2d ed., Paderborn, 1907); see also La
Grande Chartreuse par un Charlreux (Lyons, 1N9S). Sources for
St Bruno's life are in Acta SS.. October, III; the only modern
critical life is Lobbel, Der Slifter des Karthauserordens, in

raphy

During twenty-five years he was the uncontested
leader of his province in the struggle for equal rights.
A man of indomitable energy, equally loyal to the
Catholic Faith, to his French-Canadian origin, and
to the British Crown, he directed his fellow-countrymen in the path of progress and prosperity, assuring
to them the advantages of responsible government
and a large share of influence in the councils of the
nation.
Turcotte, Le Canada sous I'Union (Quebec, 1872): Revue
canadienne (Montreal, 1S73); Courrier du Canada (Quebec,
1873); Tasse, Discours de Sir Georges Cartier (Montreal, 1893).

Lionel Lindsay.

katholischen

The ie
Kirehenncschiehtl. Studien (Monster, 1S99), V, pt. I.
de S. Bruno par un rcligieux de la Grande Chartreuse (Montreuil,
1S98) gives the traditional version. Thombt, Stnria criticacrnnnlnijiea e Jiplnmatira del patnarca s. Brunone e del sua online
Cartusiano (10 vols., Naples, 1773); Le Cocteulx, Annates
ordinis Cartusiensis (8 vols., Montreuil, 1901); Lefebvee, S.
Bruno el VOrdre das Charlreux (2 vols.. Paris. 1SS3); HendChaunct.
18*9
ricks. The London Charterhouse (London
Tin Chartreuse of
//, '. ni aliuuot marti/rum [Montreuil, ISsS':
August, 1SS7): Grattan
S. Hugh in Sussex, in Tin Month
Flood, The Carthusians in Ireland, in [r. Eecl. Bee. (Sept.,
The best description of the Carthusian life is.TnoROLD,
1907)
hs at the Gran le Chartreuse, in The Dab. Ber. (April,
!-:<_'
Statuta ordinii cartusiensis a domino Guigone priore
Basle. l.'.lOi; Stat uts des Maniala Chartreuses
eartn-.ie e.lila
For the spirit of the order see Le MaBSON,
(Correrie. 1690).
Direetorium Novitiorum utriusque sexus, in Nova Colleetio Statulorum (4th ed.. Correrie, 1736); The Carthusians (Rochdale.
1902), an official pamphlet; La vie contemplative, son rdle
apostolique par un Charlreux (Montreuil, 1900).
I

i

.

i

Ratmcxd Webster.
Georges-Etienne, a French Canadian
statesman, son of Jacques Cartier and Marguerite
Paradis, b. at St. Antoine, on the Richelieu, 16 Sept.,
He studied at
1N14; d. in London, 20 May, 1873.
Montreal College (Sulpicians). During the Canadian
Cartier,

(1837-38) he fought at the battle of St.
Forced to cross the frontier, he was reported
Denis.
He pracfrozen to death in the forests of Vermont.
Elected for
tised law successfully in Montreal.
Vercheres (1849), he followed Lafontaine and Baldwin, the founders of constitutional government in
Canada. He was successively honoured with important seats in the Cabinet. Under the Union
of the two Canadas (1841-67) he was four times
Attorney-General of Lower Canada: in 1856, in 1857,
with the leadership of his province; in 1S5S as Premier
After the Confederation
of Canada, and in 1864.
(1867) he was Minister of Militia.
The following important measures are mostly due
to his influence: the Grand Trunk Railway (1S52);
the final settlement (1854) of the seigniorial (feudal)
rebellion

tenure, which had become an obstacle to agriculture
and industry; Victoria Bridge (inaugurated in 1860);
the judiciary decentralization of Lower Canada; the
creation of normal schools (1857); the modification
of the criminal laws (1864); the codification of civil
laws (1865). To avert legislative union, detrimental
to the nationality and faith of the French Canaas a remedy
dians, Cartier concurred in effecting
the Confederation of Upper and Lower Canada
(Ontario and Quebec) with the Maritime Provinces
(Nova Scotia and New Brunswick). By his ability,
energy, and patriotism, he succeeded in securing
for his native province as a condition sine qua rum
a degree of autonomy and a parliamentary representa-

—

—

proportionate to its historical and political
importance, and in safeguarding the rights of the
English and French minorities respectively in the
provinces of the former Union. Under the Confederation, he contributed to the building of the Intercolonial Railway, the acquisition of the North-Wesl
Territories, framing for Manitoba a constitution which
tion

lie likewise
respected the rights of minorities,
shared in drawing British Columbia and Vancouver
into the Confederation, and in realizing the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Cartier was created a baronet in 1 S68.

Cartier, Jacques, the discoverer of Canada, b. at
Saint-Malo, Brittany, in 1491; d. 1 September, 1557.
Little is known of his youth, but it is probable that
he followed some of his countrymen on their adventurous expeditions to Newfoundland or to Brazil.
offered
Cartier
his
services to
Ph 1 ppe de
i

i

Chabot, Seigneur
de Brion and Admiral of France,
at a time

when

was
renew
those attempts
at French colonization in which
Thomas Aubert
Francis

about

I

to

(1508), Jean
Denys(1506),
the Baron de
Lery (1528), the

brothers Parmentier (1520).
Verrazano

and

the Florent ine
(1523) had been

the

principal

agents.

His

putation

re-

as a

mariner marked
him out for pre-

ferment. Two

Jacques Cartier

(From the

original Painting in the
Hall of Saint-Malo. France)

Town

small ships of sixty tons, equipped with sixty men
each, were placed at his disposition; he set sail,
20 April, 1534, from Saint-Malo, and in twenty days
made Cape Bonavista, Newfoundland. Continuing
his explorations northwards, Cartier entered the
Strait of Belle Isle and explored the coast of Labrador as far as Brest, then, turning south, followed
the western coast of Newfoundland as far as Cape
He then sailed towards the Magdalen
St. John.
Islands, which, as well as Prince Edward Island, he
sighted, and, advancing towards the west, he visited
the entrance of the Miramichi River. Chaleurs Bay.
and Gaspe Basin. Thence, crossing the estuary of
the St. Lawrence to the northern coast, he shaped
his course back to France.
This first voyage lasted 137 days. On his return.
Cartier made a circumstantial report of his expedit ion,
and next year the king offered him a commission to
continue his explorations. Three ships, fitted out
with 110 men, set sail 26 May, 1535, and this time,
determined to attempt the ascent of the great river,
Montreal'),
Cartier went up as far as Hochelaga
returning to pass the winter at Stadacona (Quebec),
near which were four or five Indian villages. 1 la\ ing
entrenched himself at the mouth of the River I.airet.
a tributary of the Sainte-Croix, he was able to live
quietly during the winter, but unfortunately the
scurvy broke out among his companions of whom
twenty-five died.
After planting a cross on the spot
where they had wintered, (artier sailed for France
He arrived safely at Saint-Malo, 16 July.
(6 May).
i

;
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arrival of the Sieur de Roberval, whom the king
had charged to colonize Canada (1540). However,
the spring having arrived without Roberval, Cartier
thought it wise to return to France. Reaching

Newfoundland, he met Roberval, who wished him
Cartier, however, persisted
to return to Canada.
in setting sail for France, and the issue of Roberval's
attempts at colonization afterwards justified the
conduct of the discoverer of Canada. The King of
France, as solicitous as was Cartier himself for the
safety of Roberval, resolved to send an expedition
Cartier assumed command of this
to his relief.
expedition, and hence his fourth voyage (1543), of
which we have no details. After that he crossed
the sea no more, but retired to his manor of Limoilou,
near Saint-Malo, where lie remained until his death.
Voyages de Jacques Carfier au Canada en 1534 (Paris, 1865)
Bret

r>

narration de la navigation faite

>

>ri

N. E. Dionne.

Bernardino Lopez

de, Cardinal, b.
1455. at Plasencia in Estremadura, Spain; d. at Home
He was a nephew of the famous Car16 Dec. 1523.
dinal Juan Carvajal. and owing to tin- universal esteem for the latter advanced rapidly in tin- ecclesiastical career at Rome, whither lie came during the
Under Innocent
pontificate of Sixtus IV (1471-84).
VIII lie held successively the Spanish sees of Astorga
Cartagena,
and
in which
Badajoz
(1489),
(1488),
latter quality lie was sent as nuncio to Spain, and by
their Catholic Majesties sent back as Spanish amlor to Alexander VI, by whom he was made
Cardinal of Sts. Peter and Marcellinus in 1493, which
title he exchanged in 1495 for that of Santa Croce in
Gerusalemme. In the next following years he was
sent twice as legate to the German imperial court,
also to Naples, ami acted as Governor of the Campagna. In 1503 he was made Bishop of Siguenza in
Italy, and Administrator of Avellino; from 1507 to
L509 lie was in turn Cardinal-Bishop of Albano, FrasIn spite of this
cati, Palestrina and Santa Sabina.
rapid advancement and his numerous benefices he is
best remembered as the leading spirit of the schismatical Council of Pisa (1.511), which he organized
with the aid of four other cardinals (Briconnet, FranBorgia, Sanseverino, and Rent? de Prie)
disit ion with his treatment by Julius II, and
subserviency to the excommunicated French king,
Louis XII led Carvajal to this rebellious attitude.
Moroni (I)iz.. X, 134) says that he went so far as to
accept the office of antipope (Martin VI) at Milan
whither the Council was soon transferred. Von Reuni.mt says (Gesch. d. Stadt Rom. Ill, ii, 78-70) that
in Piss he "as known to the urchins of the street as
"Papa Bernardino". It would seem, therefore, that
ambition was bis chief failing; otherwise he was reputed a good theologian and a friend of art and letters.
virtuous, eloquent, and skilful in the business of the
curia.
Both Carvajal and his colleagues were excom;

i

municated by Julius
ces, which act of tin

II.

and deposed from their offinfirmed by the Fifth
i

At

the seventh session
Lateral]
(1512).
(1513) of this council the Italian cardinals. Carvajal

Council

and Sanseverino, separated from

their

two French

colleagues, formally renounced the schism, and were
to their offices.
(Pastor, Gesch.
restored by Leo
d. Papste, Freiburg, 1906, IV (1), 37-40).
Carvajal
was later made Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia and Dean of

X

the Sacred College, with his uncle's former title of San
Marcello, and as such welcomed to Rome Adrian VI,
(op. cit. IV (2) 47-48), whom he survived, and ClemHe had lived at Rome under eight popes,
ent VII.
and was buried in his titular church of Santa Croce,
where a magnificent sepulchral monument perpettuates his memory.
The noble but modernized frescoes (Pinturieehio school) in the tribuna of the apse,
representing the Discovery of the Holy Cross, are
owing to his generosity. His natural gifts, inherited
prestige, numerous benefices, high offices, love of
splendour, and great wealth attracted to him more
than once the favourable attention of several conclaves, but at a critical period in his career he stood
in his own light by fathering an ugly and perilous
schism on the very eve of the Protestant Reformation.
Antonio, Bibl. Il'isp. nam (Ma.lri.l, I7s:;i, I. l'C Id; ]•:.;. ;s.
Purpura docta (Home. 17'JSl, III. 27S; Hefele-Hergenrother, Conciliengeschichte, \ III. 470sqq
Sandret, LeCon;

Ins.; i, X XXIV, 425 sqq.;
de Pise, in Renic </. • q»> ;t In t
Rossrach, Das Lebcn und die politisch>kirchliche WirksamkeU
des Bern. Lopez de Carvajal, Kardinal von Santa Croce (Breslau.
1893); Maurenrrecher, Gesch. der kalh. Reformation (Nordlingen, 1S801, I, passim.
J. Shahan.

cile

(

Thomas

/

tr /< Capitaine Jacques Cartier (Paris, 1863); Manet,
Biographic des Malouins c, l.hrcs (Saint-Malo, 1824); DuPLAIS,
La Brctagne et ses fits (Paris, 1887); Haroct. Jacques Cartier
(Nantes. 18S4); Jouon des Longrais, Jacques Cartier (Paris,
1885); Dionne, Jacques Cartier (Quebec, 1889).
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During a third voyage to Canada, undertaken in
the year 1541, with five ships, Jacques Cartier passed
the winter at the entrance of the River Cap-Rouge,
fortifying his position for fear of being molested by
the neighbouring savages. At this place, which he
named Charlesbourg-Royal, Cartier awaited the

Carvajal, Gaspar de, Dominican missionary, b.
in Estremadura, Spain, c. 1500; d. at Lima. Peru,
1584.
Having entered the Order of St. Dominic in
Spain, he went to Peru in 1533 ami devoted himself
to the conversion of the native Indians.
In 1540
Carvajal accompanied the famous expedition of Gonzalo Pizarro to the territory of Quixos and the Amazon.
After several months of toilsome travel Pizarro
and his followers reached Canelos, the limit originally
proposed for their expedition; but hearing from the
natives of the existence of a rich and fruitful land beyond, they resolved to press forward. They soon
found themselves in a country destitute of provisions
and infested with tribes of tierce and unfriendly
Coming to the River Napo, Pizarro decided
Indians.
to send a small band of men accompanied by Carvajal
and under the command of Francisco de Orellana
down the river in search of provisions. Having
reached the point of confluence of the Xapo and
Amazon, Orellana resolved to abandon his brigantine
Carvajal and another
to the course of the river.
member of the expedition, Sanchez de Vargas, protested against this proceeding of dishonour and
treachery.
They were both promptly landed by
Orellana, and later Pizarro and his men found them
The expedition returned to 0">to
in the wilderness.
in 1542 with only eighty survivors of the original
Carvajal was sent by his superiors
four hundred.
to the mission of Tucuman, where for several years
he laboured with unceasing zeal and devotion for
the conversion of the native tribes in this immense
territory.
Having been elected to the office of provincial, he spent the greater part of lour years in
organizing and extending the province ami founding
he was chosen to represent
new convents. In
the province of Peru at Rome, but in all probability
he did not cross the ocean.
.

1

AppUton's Cyclopaedia
Prescott. History of II*,
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Carvajal (Carvaoial), Juan, Cardinal, b. about
1400 at Truxillo in Estremadura, Spain; d. a1 Rome,
Little is known of his early youth.
6 December. 1409.
except that he made much progress in canon and civil
law. and by 1440 had attained distinction at
auditor of the Rota (q. v. and governor of the City.
Thenceforth his life was to be spent mostly in th
eign service of the Holy See; his contemporary, Cardinal Jacopo Ammanati, says (Comment., 1,2, 7) that
he was sent twenty-two times as papal legate to
various rulers and countries.
Between 1441 and lis
he spent much time in Germany and laboured, in
I

'

1

union with Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa

(q.

v.),

to

—

.
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In 1455 Carvajal was sent by Callistus III to Hungary to preach a vigorous crusade against the Turks,
and for six years was the soul of the first effectual
resistance made by Christian Europe to the ominous
progress of the Ottoman conquerors of Constantinople
Aided by the famous Capuchin preacher, St.
(1453).
John Capistran (q. v.), he gathered an army of about
40,000 men, effected a union with the troops of John
Hunyady (q. v.), and on 22 July, 1456, the siege of
Belgrade, the key of the Danube, was raised by a
glorious victor}'- that inaugurated the century-long
resistance of Christian Hungary to the propaganda of
Islam.
He reconciled King Ladislaus (1457), with
Emperor Frederick III, and in 1458 made peace
between the Magyar nobles in favour of Matthias
Corvinus as successor of Ladislaus. He was still in
Hungary, organizing the defence of that bulwark of
Christendom, when Pius II invited the princes of
Christian Europe to meet him at Mantua (1459) to
confer on the common danger and the need of a general

crusade.

While Cardinal Bessarion

(q. v.)

sought in

brilliant promises, Carvajal continued his labours in Hungary, which he left
only in the autumn of 1461, after six years of extraordinary service for the common good of Christian

Germany something more than

Europe, but "grown old and feeble", says Pastor
(History of the Popes), "in that severe climate, amid
the turmoils of the Court and the camp, and the fa[in] that bleak count ry of moorlands
tigues of travel
and marshes ". He was made Cardinal-Bishop of Porto
He had long held the
his return.
on
Rufina
and Santa
See of Plasencia in Spain, where a noble bridge across
theTagus, built by him, is yet known as " the cardinal's
bridge". In spite of his age and feeble health, he was
.

.

.

willing to take a foremost part in the crusade that
Pius II was preparing at Ancona in 1464, when the

still

death of that pope (14 August) put an end to the
His last legation was to Venice in 1466.
enterprise.
From all his journeys Carvajal brought back nothing but the reputation of an unspotted priesthood
"Such a legate", wrote
(Pastor, op. cit., IV, 131).
the King of Hungary, " truly corresponds to the greatBy his contemness of our need" (op. cit., II, 391).
poraries he was considered the ornament of the
Church, comparable to her ancient Fathers (Cardinal
Ammanati) and the sole reminder of the heroic grandeur of Rome's earliest founders (Pomponius Lastus).
Though genial in intercourse, there was something

awe-inspiring about this saintly man whose ascetic
life enabled him to provide liberally for the poor and
Denifle mentions (Die Univerfor needy churches.
Bitaten, I, 813) a college founded by him at Salamanea. His discourse in the papal consistories, says
Pastor, was brief, simple, clear, logical, and devoid of
n rhetoric; his legal me reports have the
same "restrained and impersonal character". Palacky, the non-Catholic historian of Bohemia writes of
Carvajal (Geschichte BShmens.IV, ii,372); "Nol only
in zeal for the Faith, in moral purity and strength of
Character, was he unsurpassed. nit lie was also unequalled in knowledge ol the world, in experience of
ecclesiastical affairs, and in the services which he ren1
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placate the strong feelings of the German princes
against Eugene IV, to overcome their "neutrality"
in the last, and schismatic phase of the Council of
Basle, and to bring about the treaties known as the
Concordat of the Princes (1447) and the Concordat of
Aschaffenburg or Vienna (1448; see Concordat).
He was rewarded by Eugene IV (14 December, 1446)
with the Cardinal's hat and the Title of St. Angelo in
In 1444 and again in 1448 he was sent
foro piscium.
to Bohemia to promote the cause of religious unity
but failed both times, owing to the stubbornness
of the Calixtines and the influence of John Rokyzana. Archbishop of Prague, beloved in Bohemia, but
whose orthodoxy was suspected at Rome (see Hus-

dered to the papal authority. It was chiefly due to
his labours, prolonged during a period of twenty years
that Rome at last got the better of Constance and
Basle, that the nations returned to their allegiance,
and that her power and glory again shone before the
world with a splendour that they had not seen since
the time of Boniface VIII."
Pastor says of him that
he was absolutely free from the restless ambition and
self-glorification so common among the men of the
Renaissance, and seemed born for ecclesiastical diplomacy. His dominant idea was the consecration of
his life to the Church and the promotion of the glory
and power of Christ's Vicar. "Pars hsec vit:e ultima
Christo neganda non est " (I must not refuse to Christ
this last portion of my life) were the words in which
he offered himself to Pius II as leader of a relief to the
diminutive Christian Republic of Ragusa hard pressed
He left no printed works;
in 1464 by the Turks.
among his manuscript remains are a defence of the
Holy See, reports of his legations, a volume of letters,
and discourses sacred and profane. He was buried in
San Marcello al Corso. A monument erected to him
there by Bessarion bears these words: Animo Petrus
pectore Cssar erat (A Peter in spirit, a Csesar in
courage)
Pastor, History of the Popes from the Close of the Middle Ages
London, 1S94), IV, 131-35 and passim; Lopez, De rebus
S R. E. Card, Carvajal eommeniarius (Rome, 1754) the

(tr.

—

gestis

chief source of information; Pray, Annates regni Hungarian
(Vienna, 1776), pt. Ill; S. Katona. Hist, eritiea return Hung,
stirpis mixta- (Pesth, 1780', VI. xiii. ii. 144S-5.S; Wadding,

Annates ( )rd Mmorum, XII. 332; Antonio. BiM. Hisp. Yetus
(17881. II. 296; Vast, he Cardinal Bessarion (Paris, 1S78).
Dr. Pastor says (IV, 145) that a complete and really critical
biography of Carvajal would be a valuable work.
.

Thomas

J.

Shahan.

Carvajal, Luis de, Friar Minor and Tridentine
theologian, b. about 1500; the time of his death is uncertain. Of the noble and wealthy family of Carvajal
in the old Spanish province of Bsetica, Carvajal was
possessed of extraordinary gifts of mind and heart,
and at an early age was sent to the University of
Having
Paris, where he completed his studies.
entered the Franciscan Order, he taught theology
at Paris, whence he was sent as legate of Cardinal
Angelus to the Council of Trent. During the fifth
session, in which the doctrine of original sin was discussed, Carvajal addressed the Council in favour of
the Immaculate Conception, in defending which he
had already won fame at Paris; it was doubtless
owing to him that the Council inserted the words
beginning "Declarat tamen" at the end of the fifth
canon of this session. The last glimpse we get of
Carvajal is at Antwerp in 1548. at which time he
brought out the third edition of his "Theologicarum
sententiarum liber singular-is". Besides this work,
he is the author of the "Declamatio expostulatoria
pro immaculate conceptione" (Paris, 1541) and of a
defence of the religious orders against Erasmus,
entitled "Apologia monastics professionis" (Antwerp. 1529).
Wadding, Annates Mmorum. XVIII, 154fi. XXIV; Mkrkle,
Cone. Trul. Diariorum, etc. (Freiburg, 19012. 1, 491; Hcrter,
Nomcnclator, IV, 1177; Acta Ord. Minorum, Dec. (1904'. 47;,.

Stephen M. Donoi

in.

Carvajal, Ltjisa de, b. 2 Jan., 1568, at Jaraizejo,
Spain; d. 2 Jan., 1614, at London, a lady of high
birth, who received from God what appears to have
been a special vocation to go to England and minister
Lett in
to those who were suffering for the Faith.
orphan at the age of six, she was brought up by her
uncle and aunt at Pampeluna, where she showed
evidence of extraordinary sanctity. She resolutely
refused to marry; ye1 she had no alt notion to the
On the death of her aunt and uncle
religious life.
she collected B feu women of her uncle's former
household, and they led a life of prayer together.
This continued for twelve years, until her Jesuit
confessor at length allowed her to fulfil her desire
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of setting out for England, in 1605.
in

London, Luisa assembled

a

little

On

arriving

community

She spent
similar to the former one at Pampelima.
hrr time in visiting those 1
prison, and going
to the houses of others in danger of apprehension.
She had the happiness of ministering to Father
Roberts, O. S. B., and Thomas Somers, a secular
Her
priest, immediately before their martyrdom.
life attracted t he attention of the authorities, who
said she was doing more to convert Protestants than
i

1

twenty priests. On two occasions pretexts were
found for putting her in prison; on each occasion
she was released at the instance of the Spanish
ambassador. Attempts were then made witli the
latter to procure her removal from the kingdom.
These would probably in the end have succeeded.
had they not been prevented by her death which
occurred on her forty-sixth birthday.
A Spanish Life was published in 1632; Lady Georgian*
Fl'LLKRTOX, Life of Louisa de Carvajal, in Quarterly Series
(London, 1S73. 1881, 1889).

Bernard Ward.
Carve, Thomas, historian, b.
Ireland, 1590; d. probably in 1072.

in Co. Tipperary,
His correct name

arew, that of a family of great influence in
Munster during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
From his own works it is clear that the
Butlers of Ormonde were his patrons during his early
years.
It is not certain where he was educated,
"but he was ordained priest, and passed some years
On the invitation of Walter
in an Irish diocese.
Butler, then Colonel of an Irish regiment serving
in Austria, he left Ireland and remained for some time
He returned to Ireas chaplain to Butler's regiment.
land twice (1030, 1632), and on the death of Butler he
acted as chaplain to Devereux, Butler's successor in
the command of the Irish forces fighting under Ferdinand II. He accompanied the troops during several
of the campaigns of the Thirty Years' War, and had
thus a gooil opportunity of observing the events recorded in his history of the war. In 1040 he was appointed chaplain to the English, Scotch, and Irish
forces in Austria, and continued to hold that position
till 1013, when he went to reside at Vienna as a choral
His last book
vicar of the Cathedra] of St. Stephen.
was published at Sulzbach in 1072. The principal
works from his pen are: (1) "Itinerarium R. D.
Thomte Carve Tipperariensis, Sacellani majoris in
ford .una juxta tt nobihssimi Ugicne strcnuicsinn
Colonelli D. W. Devereux". etc. (Mainz, 1030 41. pts.
I-II;Speyer, 1648, HI: new ed., 1 vol., 1010-41). A
new edition of the whole work was published at London, 185(1. It gives a good account of the Thirty Years'
War. In connexion witli the mysterious career of
Wallenstein it is particularly valuable.
(2) " Rerum
7 ad annum lOUgestarum
Germaniearu
Epitome" (1641). (3) "Lyra seu Anacephakeosis
Hibernica. in qua de exordio, seu origine. nomine,
moribus ritibusque tientis Hibernicse succinte tractatur, cui quoque accessere Annales ejusdem Hibernis
necnon rerum gestarum per Europam 1148-1650"
(Vienna. 1651; 2nd ed., Sulzbach, 1666).
(4) "Enchiridion apologetieum Noribergai" (1670). (5)"Responsio veridiea ad illotum libellum cui nomen Anatomicum examen IV Antonii Bruodini, etc" (Sulzbach, B. 7J
An MOOUnt of Carve i- eivM,, ),v Keahnev in his Preface to
(

I

W

ake-Hakhis. Writers of Irethe Itinerarium (London, ls.W;
land (Dublin, 1746), 144-161; Shiblet, Catalogue of the Library
ol Louah Fra (Dublin), 35-36; Lowndes. Bibl. Manual (Bohn),
382-383.

James MacCajtret.
Caryll, .h.iix, poet, dramatist, and diplomatist,
b. at West Hart ing. England. 1625; d.1711; not to be

confounded with his nephew, John Caryl], immortalHe was
ized by a line in Pope's " Rape of the Lock ".
head of an old English Catholic and royalist family at
His
that time settled at West Harting, in Sussex.

CARYSTUS

father, of whom he was heir, was likewise named John;
his mother was a daughter of William, second Baron
Petre.
Of his education he received part, at the English college of Saint-Omer, in Artois, pari at the English College in Rome.
During the reign of Charles II

he produced several plays and poems of morel ban average merit. In poetry his chief performances were a
translation of Ovid's Epistle of Briseis to Achilles,
first appearing in 16S0 in a work entitled "Ovid's
Epistles, translated by several hands", and after-

wards separately; also

a translation of Vergil's first

Eclogue, printed in Nichol's "Select Collection of
Miscellany Poems" and published in Kis3. His plays,
both of them brought out at the Duke of York's
Theatre, were a tragedy written in 1666 and called
"The English Princess, or the death of Richard III"
(Samuel Pepys, who saw this piece acted 7 March,
1007, found it no more than "pretty good"), and a
comedy entitled "Sir Solomon Single, or the Cautious
Coxcomb", which came out in 1071, upon the pattern
of Moliere's " Ecole des Femmes".
In 1679, during
the national madness brought on by Titus Oates's
pretended " Popish Plot", Caryll, as a !al holic of distinction, was committed to the Tower of London,
whence he had the good luck soon to be let out on
W'hen James II succeeded to the throne in
bail.
16S5, he sent Caryll as his agent to the court of Pope
Innocent XI, withdrawing him some months later
upon the Earl of Castlemaine's appointment to that
post.
Caryll was then appointed secretary to Queen
Mary of Modena, in whose service he continued after
the Revolution of 1688, when he followed the exiled
royal family across the sea to Saint-Germain.
From
his voluntary expatriation, however, there ensued no
confiscation of his property until lliitli, when, by
reason of his implication in one of the plots to overthrow William III, he having furnished money for
that purpose, his estate at West Harting was declared
His life interest in
forfeited and himself attainted.
West Harting was thereon granted to Lord Cutts, but
redeemed by Caryll's nephew aforesaid for £6,000.
The dethroned King James II died in 1701, being succeeded in his rights and claims by his son, the so-called
Pretender, who as King James III conferred upon
Caryll the empty title of Baron Caryll of Dunford and
Meanthe otlice of one of his secretaries of state.
while, in 1700, Caryll had published anonymously another work, this time in prose, entitled "The I'sahnes
of David, translated from the Vulgat".
He died 4
September, 1711, and was buried at Paris in the
church of the Scotch college, of which he had been
a benefactor and where there was set up a tablet to
He left no issue. His wile was Marhis memory.
garet, a daughter and co-heir of Sir Maurice Drummond. One of his sisters, Mary, became first abbess
The
of the English Benedictine nuns at Dunkirk.
last of the Caryll family, a grandson of the above
mentioned nephew, died in poverty at Dunkirk in
I

1788.
r
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Thompson, in Diet. Nat. Bioar., IX.
Dict.Eng. Cath., I, 419. 420: Foley, Bee. Eng Prm N../..II1,
534 et sqq.; Caryll MSB. (Brit. Mus.).
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Carystus, a titular see of Greece. According to
legend it was named after Carystus, a son of Chiron.
The ancient city is often mentioned by geographers,
chiefly on account of its beautiful marble and its
amianth obtained from Mount Oche. The see was
at first a suffragan of Corinth, but early in the ninth
century was made a suffragan of Athens and before
1579 of Euripos (Chalcis). Only two Greek bishops
are mentioned by Lequien (II, 197): Cyriacus, who
subscribed the letter of the bishops of Hellas to the
Emperor Leo in 458, and Joel at the beginning of
the eighteenth century At least another titular may
be mentioned, Demetrius, a friend of Michael Acominatos, the famous Metropolitan of Athens in the
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thirteenth century.
in 1833, but under the district

name of Carystia, its
Kyme. In 1900 it was united to
As to
Chalcis (Euripos), the capital of the island.
the Latin see, we read that Innocent III assigned it
with other suffragans to the Archbishopric of Athens.
In the "Gerarchia Cattolica" (1907, 244) it is assigned to its original metropolis, Corinth. No residenLequien (III, 857) mentions an
tial bishop is known.
obviously titular bishop of 1718. Carystus is to-day
inhabitants on the southern
2000
a village" of about
titular residing at

coast of Eubcea.
Hopf, On the History

Carystus from

of

!?»-

'°

!W

.
'
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555-606,
zungsb. Akarlem. Wissensch. (Vienna, 1853). XI,
555.
Smii h Diet of Greek and Roman Geogr. (London, 1878), I,
S. Petrides.

Casalanzio, Jose. Saint.

See Joseph Calasanc-

tids, Saint.

Casale Monferrato, Diocese of (Casalensis), a
Casale Monferrato, the ancient
suffragan of Vercelli.
Bodincomagus, is a city in the province of Alessandria,
Piedmont (Italy), on the River Po, and has been
a stronghold since the time of the Lombards. King
Liutprand enlarged it, and Emperor Otto II made it
the chief town of a marquisate, giving it to the sons
of Aleran, Duke of Saxony; later it was inherited by
Emperor Michael VIII, Pala?ologus, who sent thither
In 1533, the dynasty of the Pahis son Theodore.
la'ologi being extinct Charles V gave it to the Gonzaga.
From~1681 to 1706 it was in the hands of the French,
from whom, in 1713, it passed to the House of Savoy.
Casale was created a see in 1474 by Sixtus IV; previously it belonged to the Diocese of Asti. Its first bishop
was Bernardino de Tebaldeschi his successor was Gian
Giorgio Paleologo (1517), who also governed the marAmong its notequisate for his nephew, a minor.
worthy bishops were: the Dominican Benedetto Erba
(1570), most zealous for the Christian instruction of
children and the introduction of the Tridentine reforms, in which good work he was associated with St.
Charles Borromeo; he was also the founder of the monti
di pietfi; Giulio Careta (1614), who imitated other contemporary bishops and founded an oratory for priests,
and when the pest was ravaging Casale (1630) himself
nursed the sick; Scipione Pasquali (1645), author of a
history of the campaign of Charles Emmanuel of Savoy
Among the churches of Casale
against Montferrat.
are the cathedral, one of the finest monuments of
Lombard architecture, and that of St. Hilary (Ilario).
The diocese has a population of 200,500, with 140
parishes, 562 churches and chapels, 322 secular and 86
regular priests, 8 religious houses of men and 8 of
,

;

'

women.
CappelLETTI, he chiese

Ann.

a" Italia

1S44\ XIV, 563;

(Ven

(Rome, 1907), 324.

eccl.

IT.

Casali,
In-

held

tin'

From 1759

Benigni.
b. at

Rome

until his

death

Giovanni Battista, musician,

in 1715; d. there 1792.

position of choir-master in the church of

John Lateran. Of his numerous compositions a
mass in <• major and several motels (Confitebor
tibi, Ave Maria, Exaltabo, [mproperium) have been
St.

reprinted in Lueck's "Collection" (Katisbon, 1859).

These compositions, while liturgical in spirit and
form, show a considerable departure from the great
period of the Roman School in a live use of the dissonance, and they also bear witness to the influence
Most
wrote.
o) ill.' opera in which form Casali also
of his works are preserved in the library of AM. atr
Casali was one of the last of that
Santini in Rome.
period to write for voices " riijK-lln.
Kornmi l.I.KH, A'irc/if nmnsththsches Ltxikon; Mendel,
i
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was maintained

bishopric

nkon.

Joseph Otten.
Casanare, Vicaju \tk Ajostolic of, in the Republic of Colombia. South \merica, administered by the

Augustinians, subject to the Congregation of Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. The city of Casanare,
situated on the river of the same name, was formerly a
part of the Diocese of Tunja (Archdiocese of Bogota).
The vicariate was created in 1893, though efforts were
made in this direction as early as 1884. Its territory
forms an immense triangle bounded on the north-east
by the Meta, on the north-west by Venezuela, on the
west by the Andes. The conterminous dioceses are
Bogota, Tunja, and Pamplona. The population in
1893 was about 110,000 souls, ministered to by 10
The territory of the vicariate coincides with
priests.
the political district (Intendeneia) of Casanare and
takes its name from the Casanare River, an affluent
The seat of the vicariate is at Tamara;
of the Meta.
other important places are Nunchia, Tame, Arauca,
Orocue, Moreno, Trinidad, etc. Its first missionaries
were Jesuits, who established there 126 reductions
After their expulsion (1767) the
(see Paraguay).
original barbarism took the place of civilization and
religion.
The churches built by the first Jesuit missionaries were large and well furnished; even to-day
local merchants and private individuals exhibit candlesticks and other objects that once belonged to
these abandoned and despoiled churches. At present
(1907) there are about 30 missionaries in the territory
and 3 convents of Sisters of Charity. The revolutions
of 1895 and 1899 interfered seriously with the progress
of the missions.
Gerarchia Cattolica (Rome, 1907), 327; Ann. Pont. Calh.
(Paris, 1907), 341; Streit. Kathol. Missionsallas (Steyl, 1906),
p. 27 and map 28.

U. Benigni.

Casanatta), Girolamo, Cardinal, b.
at Naples, 13 July, 1620; d. at Rome, 3 March, 1700.
His father, Tommaso Casanatta, was a member of the
supreme council of the kingdom. Girolamo studied
law at the university of his native town and practised
Eventually he gave up
in the courts for some time.
the brilliant promises of a secular career and entered
the service of the Church, in deference to the advice
of Cardinal Pamphily whom he had met on a visit to
Rome. When that cardinal became pope as Innocent
X, Casanata was made private chamberlain and soon
advanced rapidly in the ecclesiastical career, becoming in turn Governor of Sabina, Fabriano, Ancona.
and Camerino. In the last-named city he became a

Casanata

(or

close friend of its bishop, Emilio Altieri, afterwards
In 1658 Alexander VII sent him as inquisitor to Malta, whence he was shortly recalled to
prelate of the "Consulta" and active
made
Rome and
member of the courts known as the "Scgnatura di
Crazia" and the "Segnatura di Giustizia". He was
'.>nsultor of the Congregation of Rites and of Propaganda, and governor of the conclave that chose the
successor of Alexander VII: under Clement IX he
was made assessor of the Holy Office (Congregation
He was appointed secretary of
of the Inquisition).

Clement X.

(

the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars by 'lement
X, and 13 June, 1673, was named Cardinal Deacon of
the Title of Santa Maria in Portico, and later 1686)
Cardinal-Priest of the Title of San Silvcstro in lapite.
In 1693 Innocent XII bestowed on him the office of
(

I

(

Librarian of the Vatican (Bibliotecario di Santa Romana Chiesa). On his death-bed he was assisted by
two Dominicans, Father Cloche, the general of the
He was buried in St.
order, and Father Massoulie.
John Lateran, though his heart was deposited in
Santa Maria sopra Minerva, the church of the Dominicans, to whom he was always warmly attached,
and who looked on him as their benefactor. The
many responsible offices held by Casanata are evidence
of his uncommon wisdom and his extensive curia] experience.
In the conduct of these offices it was necessary thai he study profoundly the numerous and
grave doctrinal, disciplinary, and political questions
brought before the Holy Sec in the latter half of the

CASARTELLI
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temporary popes.

The Casanatense Library (sir below) still preserves
1125 manuscript volumes of opinions, reports, and
statements (voti, relazioni, posizioni) concerning matters treated in the various Congregations to which
Casanata belonged. So far these precious materials
have been too little utilized to justify a satisfactory
account of the part he played in contemporary ecclesiastical administration. His curial duties did not prevent him from taking an interest in letters and the
He was on friendly terms and corresponded
Boiences,
with the learned men of his day. Among those whom
he encouraged most was Zaccagni (q. v.). whom he
induced to publish the well-known collection of materials for the ancient history of the Greek and Latin
Churches. "Collectanea monumentorum veterum EcHis
clesiae graca? et latina?"' (Rome, 1694, 4to).
chief service to learning, especially the theological
sciences, was the Casanatense Library (Biblioteca
While
Casanatense) founded and endowed by him.
living he had collected a library of about 25,000 volumes; this he left to the above-mentioned Dominican
convent of Santa Maria sopra Minerva, together with
an endowment fund of 80.000 scudi (almost as many
dollars), to provide for the administration of the
In 1655
trust and for the acquisition of new books.
the same convent had inherited the library of Giambattista Castellani, chief physician of Gregory XV,
with 12,000 scudi for the erection of a suitable edifice.
Cardinal Casanata, moreover, ordered that the new
library should be accessible to the public six hours
In addition to the lidaily, excepting feast-days.
brary staff he provided for a college (theologi casanatenses) of six Dominicans of different nationalities
(Italian, French, Spanish, German, English, Polish).

Each of them must previously have received the
degree of Doctor from one of the most famous univerAided by the resources of the
of Europe.
library, they were to devote themselves to the defence
and propagation of Catholic doctrine. Moreover, two
professors were to expound regularly the text of St.
Thomas Aquinas ("Surnma Thcologica" and other
writings).
In other words, by means of the new
library, he had created at Rome another centre of

sities

intellectual activity (see "Minerva", 1892-93, II,
622).
After the loss of the temporal power (1870)
the library was declared national property, but the
Dominicans were left in charge until 1884. At present the Casanatense Library is entirely under lay

has 5238 manuscripts, among them
of them the gift of Casanata),
(rolls and books), among
which are 5 Samaritan codices. The incunabula
(books printed before 1500) number 2030; there is

management.
til

It

Creek codices (15

and 230 Hebrew texts

al~o a large collection of

Roman governmental

proc-

ditti) from 1500 to 1870, comedies
lamatio
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, etc.
Father Cloche, the General of the Dominicans, placed
in the library a statue .if Cardinal Casanata, the work
An inscription records the
of the sculptor I.e Gros.
formal permission of Clement XI to preserve there
the books of heretical authors.

TouBOlf, Hommes Ulustrea de Vordre de .taint-Dominique
!V. 534 -.,.,
Monummla Ord. Prmd. Histonca,
(1743 in
XIII. ;j:j5: Bacalabi, Index codieum armcorum bibliotheca
Casanaiensis
Qusta vo Sacbhdotb, Cataloao
biblioteea
Casanatense (Florence, 1897);
dri codiri rhrau-i deUa
Vaqiao and Coi.ANF.iti, La Biblioteca Casanatense (Rome,
.

;
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seventeenth century.
It will suffice to recall the controversies concerning Quietism (Michael Molinos,
Fenelon, Madame Guyon), the Gallican Liberties, the
right of Rigale, the Four Articles of 1682, the Chinese
Hires controversy between the Jesuits and the Dominicans and other orders, not (o speak of various
doctrinal errors of he time, not unlike our own in its
extravagant theological fancies, and the diffusion of
lax moral theories so frequently condemned by con-

I

U. Benioni.

Casartelli,
cese OF.

Louis Charles.

See Salford, Dio-

Casas (originally Casaus), Bartolome de las,
at Seville, probably in 1474; d. at Madrid, 1566.
His family was from France and settled at Seville.
He called himself Casaus during his youth, and
changed the name to Casas later on.
Francisco Casaus, or Casas, the father of Bartolome\
had accompanied Columbus on his second voyage
and brought back an Indian boy whom he left to
his son as a servant.
Bartolome studied law at
Salamanca, took his degree of Licentiate, and enjoyed
a fair reputation as a lawyer. He possessed the
confidence of the Spanish Governors of the Antilles
after the departure of Columbus, and the first of
these, Ovando, took him to the Island of Hispanola
Both Ovando and his successor, Velasquez,
in 1502.
relied, in more ways than one, on the advice of
Las Casas, who did not, however, remain much longer
a layman, for in 1510 we find him a secular priest.
b.

The condition of the Indians, especially those of
the Greater Antilles, was not a satisfactory one.

The

earliest

Spanish colonists

in

America were not

the choicest examples of their race, neither were they
numerous enough to improve the country and its
resources as fast as they wished.
Hence it was that
the Indians were pressed into service; but those of
the Antilles were not fitted for labour.
With them
the women, not the men, formed the labouring class.
This the Spaniards did not know and, as Europeans,
could not understand.
Nor could they comprehend
how the Indian was physically unfit for manual
labour, owing to the lack of training.
Hence the
aborigines were overworked, and in many cases
harshly treated, while epidemics were imported from
the Old World, and a rapid decrease of the indigenous
population set in. Las Casas saw all this, and sought
to prevent it by every means at his disposal.
He
received, in the first, years of his activity, full support
from the clergy in America, and still more in Spain,

where Cardinal Cisneros was counted among

his

most

unfailing supporters.

In becoming a priest Las Casas gained two important points: almost complete freedom of speech
and material independence. As an ecclesiastic he
could penetrate nearly everywhere, and express
The rapid disappearance of the
himself as he liked.
Indians in the Antilles caused much concern in
Fears were entertained that it would ruin
Spain.
the colonies. Las Casas proposed a remedy.
He
suggested and, with characteristic vehemence, insisted that the natives should be placed under the
control of the Church, and separated from contact
with any portion of the laity. This measure could
not replace the many aborigines who had already
perished, and it gave but little relief to the remnant.
Yet the Crown, always anxious toassisl the Indians,
and most favourably impressed by the philanthropic
endeavours of Las Casas. was willing and eager that
he should make a trial. The north-eastern coast of
South America (Venezuela) was selected, and Las
Casas was sent there in 1519 with ample means for
It must be stated, however, that
the experiment.
when Las Casas was in Spain the second time, in
made
great efforts to secure farmers as
1517, he had
emigrants for the Antilles, but failed. About the
same time another measure of relief was proposed:
Las Casas was one of
the importation of negroes.
When he went to Venezuela lie took
its advocate,.
with him seven negroes as his own personal slaves,
it is certain that he recommended the distribution of negroes through the Antilles, allowing five
or six hundred to each island.
The charge often made against Las Casas, that
he introduced negro slavery into the New World,
is unjust.
As early as 1505 negroes were sent to

and
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After that they were investigations into the condition of the Indians,
the Antilles to work in mines.
chiefly in the regions last occupied.
repeatedly imported, but without his co-operation.
He therefore
went to Nicaragua in 1527. Everywhere he found
Besides, slavery was at that time sanctioned by
Spanish custom and law. But the fact that he abuses, and everywhere painted them in the blackest
tolerated slavery in the case of negroes, while con- colours, making no allowances for local conditions
demning Indian servitude, appears to us a logical or for the dark side of the Indian character. That
the natives, owing to centuries of isolation, were
inconsistency.
It did not occur to him that the
personal liberty of negroes and Indians alike was unable to understand European civilization did not
sacred, and that in point of civilization there was enter his mind.
He saw in them only victims of
At a later unjustifiable aggression. It is greatly to the credit
little difference between the two races.
period lie recognized his error, but the cause of the of the Spanish Government's goodwill to have not
Indians had so completely absorbed his sympathies only tolerated but encouraged the visionary designs
that he did nothing for the black race.
of Las Casas, who became more and more aggressive.
The first attempt of Las Casas to carry out his Some of his biographers have unjustifiably extended
plan of educating the Indian apart from the white the scope of his travels at that time. He is credited
man resulted in disastrous failure, caused by the with having made a journey to Peru in the execution
Indians themselves. After establishing a post at of his philanthropic mission; the truth is that Las
Cumana, Las Casas returned to give an account of Casas never touched South America, except on its
what he had done. In the meantime the aborigines, northern coast. Nevertheless, he addressed to the
seeing a large building of frail material, filled with king a memorial, couched in violent terms, on
commodities ultimately destined for distribution Peruvian affairs, of which he had not the least peramong them as time went on, forcibly appropriated sonal knowledge.
the supplies, set fire to the buildings, and, after killing
The critical question was that of Indian labour.
as many of the Europeans as could not escape, with- Slavery had repeatedly been abolished, except in the
drew to the interior with their booty. It was a sore case of prisoners of war and as a punishment for
blow to the priest, but, instead of drawing the true rebellion. The most rational solution appeared to
lesson from it, he laid the blame on his countrymen,
be to let the Indian pass to enfranchisement through
accusing them of having instigated the catastrophe progressive stages of training under the supervision
out of ill will towards himself and his projects. of the whites, such as might have the effect of initiatThereafter the colonization of the New World became ing him little by little in the ways of European civilizain his eyes a grave offence, even a sin.
Embittered tion. This plan demanded a feudal condition of
in spirit, he joined the Dominican Order and began
things, and the Repartimientos and Eneomiendas,
a fierce crusade for what he considered the rights while abolishing personal servitude, substituted for
and interests of the Indians.
agrarian serfdom.
it
While not eliminating the
In his active sympathy for the American aborigines possibility of individual and official abuses, however,
Las Casas had not stood alone. He had on his side, it checked them in many ways. Las Casas was
in principle, the sovereigns and the most influential
not satisfied with the improvement; it was not
men and women of Spain. He was sincerely ad- radical enough for him. He continued to agitate,
mired for his absolute devotion to the cause of human- and, though he does not appear as the framer of the
ity, his untiring activity and zeal.
He stood out "New Laws" for the Indies (promulgated in 1542),
among the men of his day as an exceptionally noble it is certain that those enactments were due to his
But the more perspicacious among influence with the Government, with the clergy, and
personality.
iiis admirers saw, also, that he was eminently unwith persons who, guided more by humanitarian
practical, and, while they supported within reason,
theories than by practical knowledge of the New
they could not approve the extremes which he per- World, would not have stopped short of complete
emptorily demanded. His very popularity spoiled emancipation, regardless of its consequences to
Among the clergy, the Hieronymites, European settlement. The strong support which
his character.
who had been entrusted with the conversion and Las Casas found in Spain discredits the accusations
training of the Antillean natives, were his first active
of tyranny brought against the Spaniards by Las
After his entry into the Order of Casas himself and by his partisans. His violent
supporters.
Preachers, the Dominicans naturally stood by him. denunciations were not only unjust, but extremely
The conquest of Mexico brought the Spaniards into ungrateful. Throughout his career he never lacked
intimate contact with the most numerous and most either the means for support or for carrying out his
cultured groups of Indians in America. The degree schemes. But his vehemence and sweeping injustice
of culture and the civil polity of these groups were
estranged more and more those who. fully desirous
overrated, and the character of the people misunder- of aiding the Indians, had to acknowledge that gradual
stood, as well as their social organization.
They reform, and not sudden re volution, was the true policy.
were represented as highly civilized, and the coercion
The " New Laws", with their amendments of 1543
accompanying the conquest, even if indispensable and 1544, were a surprise and a source of much confor the changes which alone could set the aborigines
They did not abolish
cern, especially in America.
upon the path of progress, appeared to many to be serfdom, but they limited it in such a manner that
wanton cruelty. Las Casas was prompt to raise the original settlers (Conqvistadores) saw before them
the cry of condemnation.
The
utter ruin by the eventual loss of their fiefs.
It was in 1522 that, after the failure of his plan
newly acquired territories belonged to the Crown.
at Cumana, Las Casas retired to a Dominican convent
Those who had suffered unspeakable hardships, exon the Island of Santo Domingo, where lie soon after posures, and sacrifices to secure this new continent
began to write his voluminous " Historia de las for Spain had a right to expect compensation for
His picture of the earliest times of Spanish themselves and their descendants. That expectaIndias".
He exaggerated the num- tion was now suddenly threatened with disappointcolonization is gruesome.
ber of aborigines on the island at the time of dis- ment.
Not only this, but the Indians obtained such
covery, and magnified into a deed of revolting cruelty favours that, as long as Spanish rule lasted in
every act which savoured of injustice. Sober com- America, the reproach was justly made to the mother
mon sense demands the revision and correction of his country that a native enjoyed more privileges than
The life which I. a- Casas would have a Creole. A storm of indignation broke out in
indictments.
desired to lead could not, in the face of his disap- America against the new code, and against Las
pointments, be led by a man of his temperament. Casas as its promoter. About that time the Emperor
At the same time the authorities favoured further Charles V had Las Casas proposed for the episcopal
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He had
see of Cuzco, in Peru, but he refused it.
often declared that he would never accept any high
office.
In the case of Cuzco it was not so much
modesty as prudence, for in Peru his life would have
been in imminent danger. Certain it is that he
afterwards accepted the Bishopric of Chiapas, in

Las Casas was so eminently successful. Although
for over fifty years an ecclesiastic, he always remained
under the spell of his early education as a lawyer.
His controversy with Juan Gines de Sepulveda on
the Indian question is a polemic between two jurisconsults, adorned with, or rather encumbered by,

Southern Mexico. Notwithstanding his egregious
failure in Venezuela, the Crown was disposed and
even anxious to give him further opportunities and
means to try once more the practicability of his
schemes. He was in Central America, with intermissions, until 1539, disseminating his views and
causing trouble everywhere. Received at Guatemala
in the most friendly manner by Bishop Marroquin,
he turned against his benefactor, because, while the
latter was in full harmony with him so far as concerned his efforts in favour of the natives, he differed

theological phraseology.

with him in regard to the mode of procedure.
Little
little he alienated the sympathy of the most influential members of his own order, such, for example,
as Fray Domingo de Betanzos.
Some of the Franciscans, among them the celebrated missionary Fray
Toribio de Paredes (Motolinia), took a decided stand
against the methods of relief urged by Las Casas.
Officials and private individuals, exasperated by the
violence of his language, retorted with equal acrimony,
and accusations of inconsistency were made against
him.
While he refused absolution to those who held
fiefs, he did not hesitate to take advantage of personal
service without compensation.
Even his private
It must
character was, though unjustly, assailed.
be said that Las Casas had set the example by his

by

treatment of Bishop Marroquin.
The laws of the Indies were gradually modified
so as to afford the necessary protection to the natives
without injuring too much the interests of the settlers.
But the bitterness of Las Casas grew with
age.
In 1552 there appeared in print his " Brevisima
Etelacion de la Destruycion de las Indias", a most
injudicious book, glaringly partial, based upon testi-

mony

often very impeachable and always highly
That so passionate and one-sided a
coloured.

document

should have been published with the
permission of the authorities argues a broad tolerance

on the part of the Spanish Government, which, moreover, still continued its support to Las Casas.
In
1555 an annual pension of 200,000 marandis was
granted to him. and five years later this was increased
Disappointed at the failure
to 350,000 maravedis.
of his extravagant plans, he spent the last ten years
of his life in comparative quietness, dying in the
convent of Atocha, at Madrid, in the ninety-third
year of his age.
Las Casas was a man of great purity of life and of
noble aspirations, but his conviction that his own
views were flawless made him intolerant of those of
By no means thoroughly acquainted with
others.
the character of his Indian wards, he idealized them,
but never took time to study them. His knowledge
of them was far less correct than that of such men as
Neither was lie in any exact sense a
Motolinia.
Between the years 1520
missionary or a teacher.

and 1540 he accompanied some of his Dominican
brethren on missions for instance, to Honduras.

—

He occasionally visited certain districts, but the life
of constant personal sacrifice among the aborigines
was not to his taste. With the exception of what he
wrote on the Indians of the Antilles, in the "Historia
de las Indias", he has left very little of value to
ethnology, for the bulky manuscript entitled "llistoria apolog^tica" is bo polemical in its tone as to
He did almost nothing to
inspire deep mistrust.
educate the Indians. The name "Apostle of the
Indies", which has been given him. was not deserved;
whereas there were men opposed to Ins views who
richly merited it, but who had neither the gifts nor
the inclination for that noisy propaganda in which

Las Casas left no linguistic contributions like those
of Marroquin, Betanzos. Molina, and other devoted
priests.
He was, however, a prolific writer, though
not all of his writings have been published.
The
"Historia apologetica de las Indias", for instance,
has been only partly printed in the " Documentos
para la Historia de Espana" I.Madrid, 1876). The
"Historia de las Indias", the manuscript of which
he completed in 1561, appeared in the same collection
(1875 and

His

1876).

best-known work

is

the

" Brevisima Relation de la Destruycion delas Indias"
(Seville, 1552).
There are at least five Spanish
editions of it.
It circulated very quickly outside
of Spain and in a number of European languages.
Appearing at a time when every seafaring nation of
Europe was jealous of Spain's American possessions,
and bent upon damaging Spanish reputation for
religious, as well as for political and commercial
reasons, tills violent libel, coming from a source so

highly considered as Las Casas. was eagerly welcomed.
Latin translations of it issued from Frankfort, 1598,

Oppenheim, 1614, Heidelberg, 1664; French translations from Antwerp, 1579, Amsterdam, 1620 and
1698, Rouen, 1630, Lyons, 1042. Paris, 1697 and
1S22; Italian from Venice, 1630, 1643. and 1645.
A
German translation appeared in 1599; Dutch translations at Amsterdam in 1610. 1621, and 1663.
There
is an English version: "A Relation of the first voyages and discoveries made by the Spaniards in
America" (London, 1699). Many of the writings
of Las Casas have been included in the work of J. A.
Llorente: "ffiuvres de Don Bartollome de las Casas"
(Paris, 1S22).

A biography, or rather panegyric, of Las Casas has been
written by Quintana in Yidas de Etpafioles eelebres (Madrid,
1807).
See also: YcazbaLCETA, Documentos para la Historia
de Mexico (Mexico, 1866). II, and Bibliografia Mexicana del
Passing over the innumerable
Siglo XVI (Mexico, 1886).
more or less correct sketches and mentions of Las Casas in
modern works, the sources may be noted which date from the
lifetime of the celebrated Dominican. (Iomaha, Historia
general de las Indias (Saragossa, 1552: Medina del Campo, 1553;
Antwerp, 1554: Saragossa, 1555). A most important but
partial source is Oviedo, Historia general ij natural de las
Indias (Madrid. 1850).
From the beginning of the seventeenth
century there is Herrera, Historia de los Heehos de los t'nsteUarwsenlaslelasy TierrahrmedelMaroceano Madrid. 1601-15:
Antwerp. 1728; Madrid. 1726-30). Lately there haye appeared
the interesting biographical data of the
DlEGO Gutierez DE Santa Clara, Historia de las Guerras eiviles del I'erit
(Madrid, 1904). I.
The most extensive- biographers of Las
Casas have been two monks of his own order: Antonio de
Remes\l. Historia general de las Indias occidentals, y particular de la gobernacion
Madrid. 1619,
and, under a somewhat different title. 1620); Arjor/STXN
Davila v Pamlla. Historia de fa Fun lacio'n
Discuno de la
Provmeia de Santiago d, Mexico
Madrid. 1596: Brussels,
Finally the voluminous
1625).
mrditos
de Indias, contains many documents touching upon Las Casas
or emanating from his pen.
'

-

'

<
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Caserta, Diocese of (Casertan.O. Caserta is the
capital of the province of that name in Southern Italy,
situated in a fertile and pleasant region about twenty
It attained a certain im]>ortance
miles from Xaples.
under the Lombards and later under 'he Xormans, and
the counts of Caserta were once powerful lords in that
Later it was held as a lief by various noble
vicinity.
families, last of all by the Gaetani, who made it over
to Charles III cif Savoy. King of Naples, by whom it.
was transformed into a -croud Versailles. The royal
castle, the work of the architect Vanvitolli. is an ediSplendid residences were
fice of great magnificence.
afterwards built in the vicinity by the aristocracy of
Naples.
It is not known when Caserta became an
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The first-known bishop was Ranulfo
episcopal see.
whose election in 1113 was confirmed by Senne,
Archbishop of Capua. Other bishops of note were:
Andrea (1234), who finished the beautiful belfry of
the cathedral; Secondo (1285) and Azzone (1290),
champions of ecclesiastical liberty; Antonio Bernardo
della Mirandola (1552), a famous student of Aristotle; Benedetto Mandina (1594), a zealous promoter
of an alliance of Christian princes against the Turks;
the Franciscan, Bonaventura Caballo (1669), renowned for his piety and his preaching. In 1818
Pius VII united this see with that of Caiazzo, but Pius
IX made them separate sees. Caserta is a suffragan
of Capua, and has a population of 96,800, with 51
parishes, 176 churches and chapels, 267 secular and 38
regular priests, and 7 religious houses of men and 10
of women.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'halia (Venice, 1844), XX, 241-60;
Ann. eccl. (Rome, 1907), 374-76.
U. Benigni.

Casey, John, mathematician, b. at Kilkenny,
land, 12 May, 1820; d. at Dublin, 3 Jan., 1891.

Ire-

He

received his early education in the school of his native

town. As soon as his age permitted he took service
under the Board of National Education and taught
in various schools, finally becoming head master of
the Central Model School of Kilkenny.
In his leisure
moments he cultivated his natural taste for mathematics, learning at the same time Latin, French, and
German. His success in obtaining a geometrical
solution of Poncelet's problem brought him to the
notice of mathematicians, including Dr. Salmon and
Professor Townsend of Trinity College, Dublin. Following the advice of the latter, he entered Trinity
in 1858, though approaching his fortieth year.
He
won a sizarship in 1859, a scholarship in 1861 and
took his B. A. degree in 1862. During the following
eleven years he was mathematical master in the
Kingstown School where he gained distinction by his
success in training candidates for the Indian Civil
Service examinations.
In 1873 he became professor
of higher mathematics and mathematical physics at
the Catholic University in Dublin. Shortly afterwards he was offered a professorship at Trinity which
he refused, preferring to devote his energies to the
advancement of Catholic higher education. In 1881
he was elected to a fellowship in the Royal University
and at the same time was appointed lecturer on mathematics at University College, Stephen's Green, a
position which he held until his death.
Casey carried on an extensive correspondence with
mathematicians at home and abroad, and during his

many distinctions in recognition of his
In 1866 he was elected a
the Royal Irish Academy, serving for
as a member of its council, and for four
years as vice-president.
He received the honorary
degree of LL.D. from Trinity in 1869. In 1874 he
was elected a member of the London Mathematical
Society, and in 1875 he was made a Fellow of the
Royal Society. In 1878 he served as secretary of the
British Association during its Dublin meeting.
From
1862-1868 he was one of the editors of the "Oxford,
life

received

work

in

mathematics.

member of
many years

Cambridge and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics"
and for several years Dublin correspondent of the
"Jahrbuch iiber die Fortschritte der Mathematik".
Casey was an enthusiastic and devoted teacher and
yet found time for much original work in mathematics, confining himself chiefly to geometry which
he treated with much ability. He was withal a man
of ardent piety, being a member of the
St. Francis and for many years a daily

Third Order of

communicant.

He was the author of' a number of mathematical
many of them published in the "Philosophical

papers,

Transactions" and in the "Proceedings of the Royal
Irish Academy".
In 1881 he began a series of textbooks which were highly esteemed. Among his
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works are: "On Cubic Transformations" ^'Dublin,
1880); "Sequel to Euclid" (Dublin, 1881); "Treatise on the Analytic Geometry of the Point, Line,
Circle and Conic Sections" (Dublin, 1885); "Treatise
on Plane Trigonometry containing an account of the
Hyperbolic Functions" (Dublin, 1888); "Treatise
on Spherical Trigonometry" (Dublin, 1889).
Irish Monthly (1S91), XIX, 106, 152; Prof. Rowl Society
(1891), XLIX, 30, p. xxiv.
H. M. Brock.
Casgrain, Henri Raymond, author of some of the
best works in French Canadian literature, b. at
Riviere Ouelle, 16 September, 1831; d. at Quebec, 2
February, 1904. His father, a proprietor of the old
feudal regime who had been a member of the Canadian ministry, gave him a careful education at the
College of Sainte- Anne-de-la- Pocatiere.
Having
finished his classics he studied medicine, but became
a priest in 1856. For several years he discharged
his clerical duties at Beauport and Quebec, until poor
health and a serious affection of the eyes compelled
him to retire; thenceforth he was free to devote himself entirely to literary pursuits.
He first wrote
tales, such as, "Le tableau de la riviere Ouelle",
"La jongleuse", " Les pionniers canadiens", for periodicals, liis work appearing, 1860-68, in the "Soirees
canadiennes et foyer canadien".
In these narratives, which were well received, he depicted the life
and customs of the early colonists of Canada. He
has also left several biographies of Canadian writers,
including lives of de Gaspe, Garneau, Cremazie, Chauveau. Casgrain's instinct for research led him to
devote himself almost exclusively to history. His
historical works include: "Histoire de la Mere Marie
de l'lncarnation" (1864); "Histoire de l'Hotel-Dieu
de Quebec" (1878); "Une paroisse canadienne au
XVII 8 siecle"; "Pelerinage au pays d'Evangeline"
(1885); "Montcalm et Levis" (1891); "Une seconde
Acadie" (1894); "Histoire de l'asile du Bon-Pasteur
de Quebec" (1890); "Les sulpiciens et les pretres des
Missions etrangeres en Acadie" (1897); not to mention numerous monographs, archaeological studies,
and letters of travel written for the press. Ill-health
compelled him to spend a long time in Europe, and
he turned necessity to profit by making researches
in the archives of France; thus he gathered many
valuable documents for the history of his own country.
Under his direction the Government of Quebec
published (1888-1S95) the collection known under
the name of "Documents de Levis", dealing with the
last wars between the French and English in Canada,
which he had secured from the family of this name.
He also collected and published the works of Cr6mazie, the national poet of the French Canadians,
under the title: "CEuvres de Cremazie" (1882).
Some of Casgrain's writings have been crowned by
the French Academy. He was professor of history
at Laval University, and president of the Royal
Society of Canada (1SS9-1890).
As historian,
poet, and literary critic Casgrain has exercised considerable influence upon the intellectual movement

Canada, and has accomplished much in making his
country known. Although almost blind he was gifted
with remarkable fecundity. That he had read in his
youth many of the works of the Romantic school is
betrayed by a style inclined to over-elaboration, but
his diction grew purer as time went on.
His literary
judgments are not always accurate, and liis appreciations of historical events are sometimes a fault. Ithas
even been said that he was better fitted to write tales
than history. However, everything considered, his
work, as a whole, has real worth. Above all he was
a patriot; his one thought was to increase the fame of
his country.
Casgrain's outlook is somewhat restricted, but his flights of fancy are frequently beautiful, and he is always interesting.
He left unedited
memoirs, which were bequeathed, together with his
in
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Routhier, Eloge

historique de

M.
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.

R. Casgrain in Royal

new ser., X, 35; also Presidential Address,
and Bibliography, XII; Laflamme, L'ahbe Henri
in Annuaire de Vuniversilc de Laval (190405). XLVIII, 174; Camille Roy. L'abbi Casarain. in La Nourellc-France (1904), III, 257, 408, 511.
For criticism see
Kerallain. La jeunesse de Bougainville (Paris. 1S96); Rochemonteix, Les Jcsuiles et la Nouvelle-France au XVIII' siecle,
Society Transactions,
1st ser., VIII,

Raymond Casgrain

II. 268.

J.

Edmontj Roy.

Cashel, a town in the County Tipperary, Ireland,
which is also a Catholic archbishopric and the see of
The Rock of Cashel, to
a Protestant bishop.
which the town below owes its origin, is an isolated
elevation of stratified limestone, rising abruptly
from a broad and fertile plain, called the Golden
Vein.
The top of this eminence is crowned by a
group of remarkable ruins. This ancient metropolis
has lost its importance and most of its inhabitants.
The population is less than 3000. Originally known
as Fairy Hill, or Sid-Druim, the "Rock" was. in
pagan times, the dun or castle of the ancient Eoghnacht Chiefs of Minister. In Gaelic Caiseal denotes
a circular stone fort and is the name of other places
in Ireland.
The "Book of Rights" suggests that the
name is derived from Cais-il, i. e. " tribute-stone",
because the Minister tribes paid tribute on the Rock.
Here, Core, the grandfather of Aengus Mac Natfraich. erected a fort, and Cashel subsequently became the capital of Munster. Like Tara and Armagh
it
was a celebrated court, and at the time of St.
Patrick claimed supremacy over all the royal duns
of the province, when Aengus ruled as King of
Cashel.
About 4.50, Patrick preached at the royal
dun and converted Aengus. The "Tripartite Life"
of the saint relates that while "he was baptising
Aengus the spike of the crozier went through the
foot of the King" who bore with the painful wound
in the belief "that it was a rite of the Faith".
And,
according to the same authority, twenty-seven kings
of the race of Aengus and his brother Aillil ruled in
Cashel until S97, when Cerm-geean was slain in
battle.
There is no evidence that St. Patrick
founded a church at Cashel, or appointed a Bishop
of Cashel.
St. Ailbe, it is supposed, had already
fixed his see at Emly, not far off, and within the
king's dominions.
Cashel continued to be the chief
residence of the Kings of Munster until 1 100. Hence
its title, "City of the
Kings". Before that date
there is no mention in the native annals of any
Bishop, or Archbishop of Cashel. Cormac MacCullinan is referred to, but not correctly, as Archbishop
hel, by later writers.
He was a bishop, but not
of Cashel, where he was king. The most famous man
in Ireland of his time, but more of a scholar and warrior than an ecclesiastic, Cormac has left us a glossary of In-h names, which displays his knowledge
of Latin. Greek, and Hebrew, and the "Psalter of
Cashel", a work treating of the history and antiquities of [reland.
He was slain in 903, in a great
battle near Carlow.
Brian Boru fortified Cashel in 990. Murtagh
O'Brien, King of Cashel, in presence of the chiefs
clergy, made a grant in 1101 of the "Rock"
with the territory around it to O'Dunan, "noble
bishop and chief senior of Munster". and dedicated
it to God and St. Patrick.
Then Cashel became an

and

archiepiscopal see, and O'Dunan its first prelate ,^
far as the primate, St. Celsus, could appoint him.
At the synod of Kelts, 1152, Cardinal Paparo gave a
pallium to Donat O'Lonergan of Cashel, and since
then his successors have ruled the ecclesiastical
province of Munster. In 1127 Cormac MacCarthy,
King of Desmond, erected close to his palace on the
"Rock" a church, now known as Cormac's Chapel,
which was consecrated in 1134, when a synod was
;
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manuscripts and a part of his fortune, to Laval Uni-

within its walls. During the episcopate of
Donal O'Hullican (1158-82), the King of Limerick,
Donal O'Brien, built in 1169 a more spacious church
beside Cormac's Chapel, which then became a chapterhouse.
The "City of the Kings" had a full share in the
vicissitudes of the times.
Maurice, a Geraldine,
filled the see from 1504 to 1523, and was succeeded by
a natural son of Pierce, Earl of Ormond, Edmund
In addition to the
Butler, prior of Athassal Abbey.
wars between the Irish and English there now arose
a new element of discord, the Reformation introduced
by Henry VIII. The archbishop shared in the
family failings, propensity for plundering and servility to the king.
While residing at Kilmeaden Castle
he levied black-mail on the traders of the Suir, robbing their boats and holding their persons for ransom. At a session of the privy council held at
Clonmel, 1539, he swore to uphold the spiritual
supremacy of the king and denied the power in
Ireland of the Bishop of Rome.
It does not appear
that he left the Church.
He died 1550 and was
buried in the cathedral. Roland, a Geraldine (1553was created archbishop by Queen Mary.
61),
After a vacancy of six years Maurice FitzGibbon
(1567-78) a Cistercian abbot was promoted to the
archbishopric by the pope, and James MacCaghwell
was put forward by Elizabeth. Thus began the new
religion at Cashel.
FitzGibbon, who belonged to
the Desmond family, being deprived of his see fled
to France and passed into Spain where he resided
for a time at the Court.
He conferred with the
English ambassador at Paris in order to obtain
pardon for leaving the country without the Queen's
sanction, and to get permission to return.
In this he
failed, and going back to Ireland secretly he was
arrested and imprisoned at Cork, where he died
On the death of Mac(1578) after much suffering.
Caghwell, Elizabeth advanced Miler MacGrath, a
Franciscan, and apostate Bishop of Down, to the
See of Cashel. He held at the same time four
bishoprics and several benefices, out of which he
provided for his numerous offspring. Having occupied the see fifty-two years and wasted its temporalities, he died 1622.
His monument in the
ruined cathedral bears a strange epitaph written
held

by

himself.

Dermod O'Hurley of Limerick, a distinguished
student of Louvain and professor at Reims, was
appointed (1581) by Gregory XIII. Having laboured
secretly for two years among his flock, he was discovered and brought before the Lord Justices at
Dublin. He suffered cruel tortures rather than take
the Oath of Supremacy.
He was hanged outside
the city (1583).
The story of the See of ( 'ashel varies
little for more than two centuries following; it is a
narrative of struggle and persecution for the old
Faith.
The roll of its prelates presents men illustrious by learning, wisdom, and piety, as in former
Meanwhile, on "the Rock" the monuments
days.
to the Faith and art of a noble period were yielding to the spoiler and falling to decay. Dr. James
Butler 2nd (1774-91), on being appointed settled in
Thurles, where the archbishops have since resided.
His successor, Archbishop Bray (1792-1S20), built a
large church in the early part of the nineteenth
century, on the site of which Archbishop Leahy
(1857-74) erected a splendid cathedral in Romanesque style. It was completed and consecrated in
1879 by Archbishop Croke (1874-1902), and dediSt. Albert
cated to Our Lady of the Assumption.
(feast 8 Jan.), a reputed former bishop, is the patron
Cashel
is Adminof
Archbishop
The
of the diocese.
istrator of the ancient Diocese of Emly.

The Ecclesiastical Province of Cashel comprises
the Archdiocese of Cashel with the Diocese of Emly and
eight suffragan sees: Cloyne, Cork, Kerry, Killaloe,
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Limerick, Ross, Waterford and Kilfenora. The
Bishop of Gahvay is Apostolic Administrator of
Archdiocese of Cashel
Kilfenora. Statistics for 1908.

—

of Emly: archbishop, 1, parishes, 46, parish priests, 44, administrators, 2, curates, 67, secular
clergy, 103, regular clergy, 3, parochial and district
churches, 84, houses of regular clergy (Augustinians),
1, theological seminary (at Thurles), 1, college (at
Rockwell, Cashel), 1, convents of nuns, 15, with 322

and Diocese

members, monasteries of brothers, 4, with 24 mem111,185, nonCatholic population (1901)
bers.
Catholic population (1901) 4659, total 115,844.
Colgan, Ada Sanctorum (Louvain, 1645); Lanigan. EccleWahe-Hakkis.
siastical II ixtnru of Ireland (Dublin. 1905);
Works on /reload (Dublin. 1764); Petrie. The Ecclesiastical
Architecture of Ireland (Dublin, 1845); Book of Rights, ed.
O'Donovan (Dublin, 1847); Renehan, Collections of Irish
Church History (Dublin. 1S61). I; Spicilegnim Ossonense
ed. Moran (Dublin, 1863); Healv, Life and Writings of St.
Patrick (Dublin, 1905).
J. J. Ryan.
Casimir, Saint, Prince of Poland, b. in the royal
palace at Cracow, 3 October, 1458; d. at the court of
Grodno, 4 March, 1484. He was the grandson of
Wladislaus II Jagiello, King of Poland, who introduced Christianity into Lithuania, and the second
son of King Casimir IV and Queen Elizabeth, an Austrian princess, the daughter of Albert II, Emperor
of

Germany and King

of

Bohemia and Hungary.

Casimir's uncle, Wladislaus III, King of Poland and
Hungary, perished at Varna in 1444, defending ChrisCasimir's elder brother,
tianity against the Turks.
Wladislaus, became King of Bohemia in 1471, and
King of Hungary in 1490. Of his four younger
brothers, John I, Albert, Alexander, and Sigismund
in turn occupied the Polish throne, while Frederick,
the youngest, became Archbishop of Gnesen, Bishop
The early
of Cracow, and finally cardinal, in 1493.
training of the young princes was entrusted to Father
Dlugosz, the Polish historian, a canon at Cracow, and
later Archbishop of Lwow (Lemberg), and to Filippo
Father Dlugosz
Buonaccorsi, called Calhmachus.
was a deeply religious man, a loyal patriot, and like
Callimachus, well versed in statecraft. Casimir was
placed in the care of this scholar at the age of
nine, and even then he was remarkable for his ardent
When Casimir was thirteen he was offered the
piety.
throne of Hungary by a Hungarian faction who were
discontented under King Matthias Corvinus. Eager
to defend the Cross against the Turks, he accepted
the call and went to Hungary to receive the crown.
He was unsuccessful, however, and returned a fugiThe young prince again became a
tive to Poland.
pupil of Father Dlugosz, under whom he remained
He was later associated with his father
until 1475.

who

initiated him so well into public affairs that after
his elder brother, Wladislaus, ascended the Bohemian
throne, Casimir became heir-apparent to the throne
When in 1479 the king went to Lithuania
of Poland.
to spend five years arranging affairs there, Casimir
was placed in charge of Poland, and from 1481 to 1483
administered the State with great prudence and jusAbout this time his father tried to arrange for
tice.
him a marriage with the daughter of Frederick III,
Emperor of Germany, but Casimir preferred to remain single. Shortly afterwards he fell victim to a
severe attack of lung trouble, which, weak as he was
from fastings and mortifications, he could not withstand. While on a journey to Lithuania, he died at
the court ot Grodno, 4 March, 1484. His remains
were interred in the chapel of the Blessed Virgin in
the cathedral of Vilna.
St. Casimir was possessed of great charms of person
and character, and was noted particularly for his jusOften at night lie would kneel for
tice and chastity.
hours before the locked doors of churches, regardless
He
of the hour or the inclemency "I the weather.
special devotion to the Blessed Virgin, and the
had
hymn of St. Bernard of Clairvaux, "Omni die die
:.
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mea laudes anima", was long attributed to
him. After his death he was venerated as a saint,
because of the miracles wrought by him. Sigismund
I, King of Poland, petitioned the pope for Casimir's
canonization, and Pope Leo
appointed the papal
legate Zaccaria Ferreri, Bishop of Guardalfiera, the
Archbishop of Gnesen, and the Bishop of Przemysl to
investigate the life and miracles of Casimir.
This
inquiry was completed at Thurn in 1520, and in
1522 Casimir was canonized by Adrian VI. Pope
Clement VIII named 4 March as his feast. St. Casimir is the patron of Poland and Lithuania, though he
is honoured as far as Belgium and Naples.
In Poland
and Lithuania churches and chapels are dedicated to
him, as at Rozana and on the River Dzwina near
Potocka, where he is said to have contributed miraculously to a victory of the Polish army over the Russians.
In the beginning of the seventeenth century
King Sigismund III began at Vilna the erection of a
chapel in honour of St. Casimir, which was finished
under King Wladislaus IV. The building was designed by Peter Danckerts, of the Netherlands, who
also adorned the walls with paintings illustrating the
life of the saint.
In this chapel is found an old painting renovated in 1594, representing the saint with
a lily in his hand.
Two other pictures of the saint
are preserved, one in his life by Ferreri, and the other
in the church at Krosno in Galicia.
Marise
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XIX. 210-12; Prileszky, Acta
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Casimiri theatrum set/ ipsius prosapia, vita, miracula (Vilna,
1604); ClATI, La santita prodigiosa di S. Casimiro (Luccoa,
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L.

Abraham.

titular see of Lower Egypt (Ptolemy, IV,
v, 12), not far from Pelusium, and near the sandhills

Casium, a

known by Greek geographers

as Kasion Oros, to-day
El-Katieh, or El-Kas. There was at Casium a temple of Zeus Kasios, the Aramean god Qasiou, and
Pompey, who had been murdered near the place, was
buried there. The town is mentioned in Georgius
Cyprius (ed. Gelzer, 694), Hierocles' "Synecdemos"
(727, 2), and Parthey's "Notitia Prima", about 840,
as a bishopric depending on Pelusium in Augustamnica Prima.
Only one bishop is known, Lampetius,
present at Ephesus in 431.
He was sent by St. Cyril,
with Hermogenes, Bishop of Rhinocorua, to Rome,
where both were present at the consecration of Pope
Sixtus III. Many letters of St. Isidore of Pelusium
are addressed to him (Lequien, II, 54.5).
Smith, Diet, of Greek and Roman Geogr. (London, 1878), I,
558.

S.

Petrides.

Casot, Jean- Jacques, the last surviving Jesuit of
the old Canada mission, b. in Liege, Belgium, 4 Oct.,
With him
1728; d. at Quebec, 16 March, 1S00.
ended the long line of the sons of St. Ignatius who
laboured in Canada during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. At his death the Society of
He first
Jesus became extinct in New France.
joined the Society as a lay brother at the novitiate
in Paris, 16 Dec, 1753, and left for Canada towards
the close of 17.">li. where In' was employed as cook at
Ho was ordained to the
the college of Quebec.
priesthood by Bishop Briand, of Quebec, in order to
preserve from extinction as long as possible the So-
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ciety of Jesus in Canada.
He was an humble and
devout religious who " deprived himself of the very
necessaries of life, in order that he might expend the
whole of whatever property he had received from his
deceased brethren in promoting and multiplying as
widely as he could different works of zeal and charity" (English Menology, S. J.)- Upon his decease,

the property of the Jesuits in Canada passed into the
possession of the British Crown.
His portrait forms
the frontispiece of Thwaites' "Jesuit Relations"
(Cleveland, 1896-1901), LXXI, 125.
Rochemontkix. Lea Jisuitea et la Xouvelle-France an
XVIII' sucle (Paris. 1906), II, 236; Menology of the Enq.
Kuehumpton, 1902), I, 127; Le« Ursutines de
Assistancy
(

Quebec (Quebec. 1804-00), III, 347.

Edward

P. Spillane.

Cassander, George, a Flemish Humanist and
theologian, b. 15 August, 1513, at Pitthem in West
Flanders; d. 3 February, 1566, at Cologne. He studied at Louvain, where he was graduated in 1533.
In
1541 he was appointed professor of belles-lettres at

Bruges, but resigned two years later, partly from a
natural desire to travel for instruction, and partly in
consequence of the opposition aroused by his proReformation views. On his journeys, which were
undertaken in the company, and at the expense of his
friend, Cornelius Wouters, he visited Rome, and in
1544 came to Cologne, where he settled permanently
in the summer of 1549.
He soon abandoned the
classics for the study of the Bible and ecclesiastical
questions, and had already published several classical, Biblical, and patristic treatises, when in 1556 he
commenced a series of liturgical works. His " Hymni
Ecclesiastici" (1556) were followed in 155S by the
" Liturgica de ritu et ordine Dominica? ccena: celebrand;e". Both publications were placed on the Index. Asa completion of the "Liturgica", his "Ordo
Romanus" appeared (1558); and in 1560 the " Preces
Cassander's activity
Ecclesiastic:!- " were published.
in. promoting religious peace between Catholics and
Protestants began with the publication of his anony"

De officio pii viri in hoc religionis dissiThis work, written at the request of
the jurist, Francis Baldwin, and submitted by him to
the Colloquy of Poissy (Sept., 1561), gave offence to
both sides. Calvin wrote a violent answer, in which
he unjustly berated Francis Baldwin as the author of
the publication. On the Catholic side, William Lindanus, afterwards Bishop of Roermonde, remonstrated with Cassander by letter, and would have attacked him publicly had it not been for the intervention of a secretary of the King of Spain.
At the request of William, Duke of Cleves, Cassander wrote in 1563 a treatise against the Anabaptists:
"De Baptismo Infant ium". It was supplemented
in 1565 by " De Baptismo Infantium: Pars Altera".
The treatise, " De sacra communione Christian] populi
in utraque panis et vini specie" (Cologne, 1564), a plea
in favour of the reception of communion under both
species by the laity, attracted the attention of the
Emperor Ferdinand I, who was himself a partisan of
the idea. The latter, wishing to use the author as
peacemaker between Catholics and Protestants, inCassander, prevented by illvited him to Vienna.
ness from acting upon the invitation, wrote his "Consultatio de articulis Religionis inter Catholicos et
Protestantes controversis", which he addressed to
Maximilian II (1564), as Ferdinand I had died before
This work, however, failed to satisfy
its completion.
either side.
It is most probable, though not universally admitted, hat lassander died in full submission
He certainly always wished
to the Catholic Church.
to remain a faithful member of the Church; but it is
equally certain that some of his opinions were Protestant to the core.
He advocated, for example, the
division of ecclesiastical doctrines into fundamental
and non-fundamental articles, the supremacy of
mous book:

dio" (1561).

t
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private judgment, arid the human origin of the papal
primacy. An incomplete collection of his works was
issued at Paris in 1616, and placed on the Index the
following year.
1M SfHREVFL, Hist, rln simin. de Bruges (BruRea, 1883-95),
I, 263-65. 387-609; Fritzen, De fassnmln ejmqite soeiorum
studios irenicis (Munster, 1S65);

Pastor

in Kirchenlel.,

s.

v.

N. A. Weber.

Cassani (also Casani), Joseph, b. at Madrid, 26
March, 1673, entered the Society of Jesus, 16 Nov.,

was still in active exercise of priestly functions
and d. in 1750. He was one of the founders
Academia de la Lengua espaOola at Madrid, and
published there a " Diccionario de la Lengua Castellana" in 1726-1730, in six volumes. He was a very
prolific writer.
Among his works may be noted:
"Admirable vida, singulares virtudes etc. del extatico
Varon P: Dionisio Rickel" (Madrid, 1738); "Varones
ilustres de la Compania de Jesus"; " Escuela militar
de fortificacion"; "Tratado de la nat.uraleza y orfgen
de los cometas" (Madrid, 1737). He was a member
of the Academia from 6 July, 1713.
Although he
1686,

in 1745,

of the

never visited America, he appeals particularly to
Americans through his "Historia de la Provincia de
la Compania de Jesus del Nuevo Reyno de Granada
en la America" (Madrid, 1741), the only regular
chronicle of the Jesuit Order in Colombia thus far extant.
The fact that Cassani was never in the New
World detracts somewhat from the usefulness of this
otherwise valuable history, as far as ethnologic and
ethnographic data are concerned; otherwise it is a
conscientious and earnest work, giving interesting
data, chiefly of the missions in the upper Orinoco
The work is exceedingly rare.
basin.
Sommervogel-de Bath eh. Bibl lies leiie. de la c. de J.;
.

Diceionario hispano-amiriciino; Salva, CnO'ilogo de In Biblioteca de Solvit (Valencia, 1874); Acosr\, ( Ymoi. ndio hist,
del Descub. y Coloniz., de la Nneea (Iranada (Paris, 1848);

Brinton, The American Race (New York, 1891).

Ad. F. Bandelier.
Ionio, Diocese of (Cassanensis),
suffragan of Reggio.
Cassano all' Ionio is a city of
Calabria, province of Cosenza, situated in a fertile
region in the concave recess of a steep mountain.
It
was already known in Caesar's time as Cassanvm. It
is not known when it became an episcopal see; in
1059 mention is made of a bishop of Cassano, otherwise unknown.
In 1096 we read of a bishop known
Other bishops worthy of menas Saxo (Sassone).
tion are: Antonello dei Gesualdi (1418), learned in
canon and civil law; Belforte Spinelli (1432), who
while yet a layman assisted at the Council of Constance, under Martin Y was sent on important missions, and later renounced the world and retired to
Venice, leaving his rich library to the Collegio Spinelli
of Padua: Cristoforo Giacoazzi (1523), later Cardinal,

Cassano

all'

called to Rome by Paul III on account of his skill in
ecclesiastical affairs; Giovanni Angelo Medici (1553),

afterwards Pius IV: the Englishman, Audoeno Ludovico

Cambrone

(1588).

who was sentby Pope Gregory

XIII on different missions, and never resided in
Cassano; the Franciscan. Deodato de Arze (1614);
tin- two Theatines, Paolo Palombo (1617) and Gregorio Caraffa (1648); the Augustinians, Luigi Balmaseda (1670) and Vmcente de Magistris (1671).
The diocese has a population of 130,000, with 46
parishes, 200 churches and chapels, 253 secular and
10 regular priests, 2 religious houses of men and
3 of women.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1844). XXI, 238;
Ann. eccl. (Rome, 1907), 376.
U. BenignI.

<

Casserly, Patrick

S.,

educator, b. in Ireland; d. in

many years he conducted a
He was also associate editor of the
"New York Weekly Register". He translated the

New

York, where for

classical school.

"Sublime and Beautiful" of Longinus, and "Of the
Garden of Roses and Valley of Lilies" of Thom-

Little
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as a Kempis; edited Jacob's "Greek Reader" (1836),
of which sixteen editions were published, and a textbook on Latin Prosody (1S45) which is still extensively
used in classical schools, and wrote and published a
pamphlet entitled "New England Critics and New
York Editors", in reply to an article in the "North
American Review" on the merits of certain Greek
class-books. Eugene, his son, b. in Ireland, 1822; d.
He was
at San Francisco, California, 14 June, 18S3.
graduated from Georgetown University, and in 1844
was admitted to the New York Bar. During the years
1846-7 he served as Corporation Counsel in New York,
and in 1S50 moved to San Francisco, where he took an
active part in both local and national politics. In 1869
he was elected United States Senator from California,
but resigned his seat and returned to San Francisco,
November, 1S73, to resume the practice of the law.
Pilot (Boston, 4 Jan., 1S6S); Catholic Family Almanac (New
York. 1SS5); Donahue's Magazine (Boston. INO.Vi; .Shea, History of Georgetown University (New York. 1S.S9). 207; Appleton's ('yd. of Am. Biog. (New York, 1900), I, 553.
,

Thomas Gaffney Taaffe.
Cassia, Simonb a Fidati

a.

See Simon of Cascia.

Cassian, John, a monk and ascetic writer of
Southern Gaul, and the first to introduce the rules of
Eastern monasticism into the West, b. probably in
Provence about 360; d. about 435, probably near
Gennadius refers to him as a Scythian
Marseilles.
by birth (natione Scytha), but this is regarded as an
erroneous statement based on the fact that Cassian
passed several years of his life in the desert of Scete
{heremus Scitii) in Egypt. The son of wealthy parents, he received a good education, and while yet a
youth visited the holy places in Palestine, accompanied by a friend, Germanus, some years his senior.
In Bethlehem Cassian and Germanus assumed the
obligations of the monastic life, but, as in the case of
many of their contemporaries, the desire of acquiring
the science of sanctity from its most eminent teachers
soon drew them from their cells in Bethlehem to the
Egyptian deserts. Before leaving their first monastic home the friends promised to return as soon as
possible, but this last clause they interpreted rather
broadly, as they did not see Bethlehem again for
seven years. During their absence they visited the
solitaries most famous for holiness in Egypt, and so
attracted were they by the great virtues of their
hosts that after obtaining an extension of their leave
of absence at Bethlehem, they returned to Egypt,
where they remained several years longer. It was
during this period of his life that Cassian collected
the materials for his two principal works, the
"Institutes" and "Conferences".
From Egypt the
companions came to Constantinople, where Cassian
became a favourite disciple of St. John Chrysostom.
The famous bishop of the Eastern capital elevated
Cassian to the diaconate, and placed in his charge the
treasures of his cathedral.
After the second expulsion of St. Chrysostom, Cassian was sent as an envoy
to Rome by the clergy of Constantinople, for the
purpose of interesting Pope Innocent I in behalf of
their bishop.
It was probably in Rome that Cassian
was elevated to the priesthood, for it is certain that
on his arrival in the Eternal City he was still a deacon.
From this time Germanus is no more heard of, and
of Cassian himself, for the next decade or more, nothing is known.
About 415 he was at Marseilles where
he founded two monasteries, one for men, over the

tomb

of St. Victor, a

for

women.

martyr of the

last Christian per-

Maximian (286-305), and be other
The remainder of his days were passed

secution under

t

very near, Marseilles.
His personal influence
and his writings contributed greatly to the diffusion
of monasticism in the West.
Although never formally canonized. St. Gregory the Great regarded him
as a saint, and it is related that Urban V (1362-1370),
who had been an abbot of St. Victor, had the words
at, or
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Saint Cassian engraved on the silver casket that contained his head. At Marseilles his feast is celebrated,
with an octave, 23 July, and his name is found among
the saints of the Greek Calendar.
The two principal works of Cassian deal with the
cenobitic life and the principal or deadly sins.
They
are entitled: "De institutis ccenobiorum et de octo
principalium vitiorum remediis libri XII" and "Collationes XXIV".
The former of these was written
between 420 and 429. The relation between the two
works is described by Cassian himself (Instit., II, 9)
as follows: "These books [the Institutes]
are
mainly taken up with what belongs to the outer man
and the customs of the ccenobia [i. e. Institutes of
monastic life in common]; the others [the "Collationes" or Conferences] deal rather with the training
of the inner man and the perfection of the heart."
The first four books of the "Institutes" treat of the
rules governing the monastic life, illustrated by examples from the author's personal observation in
Egypt and Palestine; the eight remaining books are
devoted to the eight principal obstacles to perfection
encountered by monks: gluttony, impurity, covetousness, anger, dejection, accidia (ennui), vainglory,
and pride. The "Conferences" contain a record of
the conversations of Cassian and Germanus with the
Egyptian solitaries, the subject being the interior
The first inlife.
It was composed in three parts.
stalment (Books I-X) was dedicated to Bishop Leontius of Frejus and a monk (afterwards bishop) named
Helladius; the second (Books XI-XVII), to Honoratus of Aries and Eucherius of Lyons; the third (Books
XVIII-XXIV), to the "holy brothers" Jovinian,
Minervius, Leontius, and Theodore. These two
works, especially the latter, were held in the highest
esteem by his contemporaries and by several later
founders of religious orders. St. Benedict made use
of Cassian in writing his Rule, and ordered selections
from the "Conferences", which he called a mirror of
monasticism (speculum monasticutn), to be read daily
Cassiodorus also recommended
in his monasteries.
the "Conferences" to his monks, with reservations,
however, relative to their author's ideas on free will.
On the other hand, the decree attributed to Pope
.

.

.

Gelasius, "De recipiendis et non recipiendis libris"
(early sixth century), censures this work as "apocryi.
containing erroneous doctrines. An
e.
abridgment of the "Conference" was made by Eucherius of Lyons which we still possess (P. L., L, 867
third work of Cassian. written at the request
sqq.).

phal",

A

Roman Archdeacon Leo, afterwards Pope Leo
the Great, about 430-431, was a defence of the orthodox doctrine against the errors of Nestorius: " De
Incarnatione Domini contra Nestorium " (P. L., L,
9-272).
It appears to have been written hurriedly,
and is, consequently, not of equal value with the
A large part consists of
other works of its author.
proofs, drawn from the Scriptures, of Our Lord's
Divinity, and in support of the title of Mary to be
regarded as the Mother of God; the author denounces
Pelagianism as the source of the new heresy, which
he regards as incompatible with the doctrine of the
of the

Trinity.

Yet Cassian did not himself escape the suspicion of
erroneous teaching; he is in fact regarded as the originator of what, since the Middle Ages, has been known
as Semipelagianism.
Views of this character attributed to him are found in his third and fifth, but esPreoccupecially in his thirteenth, "Conference".
pied as he was with moral questions he exaggerated
the role of free will by claiming that the initial steps
to salvation were in the power of each individual, unaided by grace. The teaching of Cassian on this
point was a reaction against what he regarded as the
exaggerations of St. Augustine in his treatise "De
correptione el gratia" as to the irresistible power of
grace and predestination. Cassian saw in the doc-

i
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Creator", which, however, must be "quickened by
the assistance of God". Without this assistance
"they will not be able to attain an increase of perfection" (Coll.. XIII. 12). Therefore, "we must take
care not to refer all the merits of the saints to the
Lord in such a way as to ascribe nothing but what is
We must not hold that
perverse to human nature".
" rod made man such that he can never will or be capable of what is good, or else he has not granted him a
free will, if he has suffered him only to will or be capable of what is evil" (ibid.). The three opposing
views have been summed up briefly as follows: St.
Augustine regarded man in his natural state as dead,
The error
Pelagius as quite sound. Cassian as sick.
of Cassian was to regard a purely natural act. profirst step
the
of
free
will,
as
ceeding from the exercise
In the controversy which, shortly
to salvation.
(
took
'assian
teaching,
death,
arose
over
his
before his
no part. His earliest opponent. Prosper of Aquigreat
to
with
without
alludes
him
taine,
naming him.
respect as a man of more than ordinary virtues.
Semipelagianism was finally condemned by the Couni

Orange

in 529.
works of Cassian is that of Petsche1SS6-1SSS): a tr. of his writings by Gibson is
>\published in the series of the Arum e and Post-Niei nr Fntlo
Fordand New York. 1894), XI. See also Hole in Diet, of Christ.
il
Bqq 'London, 1S771; Godet in Diet, de thiol, cath.
1824 sqq.
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Maurice M. Hassett.
Cassidy, William, journalist, essayist, critic, b.
T
S. A.. 12 Aug., 1815 ;d. there
at Albany. Xew York. I
23 .Ian.. 1873. One of the most accomplished and
brilliant journalists of his time, he was educated at
the Albany Academy and Union College, graduating
He studied law with John Van Huron.
in
[833.
eighth President of the United States, was appointed
State Librarian isi:i, and became editor of the Albany
On consolidation of the "Atlas" with the
"Atlas".
"Argus", he assumed the editorship of the new paper
and retained it to his death. As a writer he was terse,
incisive, vigorous, and scholarly, and was a conversaHe was a member of the
tionalist of rale power.
State Constitutional Convention in 1871, and in 1872
whs appointed by Governor Hoffman on the commis.

His influence was
thai of a pen wielded by a master of thought, and his
achievements those of the exponent of party and the
At his funeral held from
leader of political councils.
the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception. Albany,
Bishop McNeirny pontificated. Both houses of the
State Legislature then in session adjourned out of re-

sion to revise the Constitution.

spect to the deceased.
Argus files (Albany, 24-26 Jan.. 1873); Cassuly Memorial
(Albany, 1ST

I

J.

1

Marquis Malvasia invited him
was building an observatory.
the chair of astronomy at the uniToversity, left vacant by the death of Cavalleri.
gether with the Marquis Tanara he was sent to Pope
Alexander VII to plead for Bologna against Ferrara
in the dispute over the navigation and the courses
His studies in hydraulic
of the rivers Reno and Po.
engineering procured for him the position of inspector
Later he was appointed
of water and waterways
by Mario Chigi, the "brother of Alexander VII,
superintendent of the fortifications of Fort Urban.
In 1663 he was delegated to arrange the difficulty
that had arisen between the pope and the Grandduke of Tuscany, about the course of the River
Chiana. All this time he continued his astronomical
work. The Abb6 Picard. prior of Rill£ in Anjou
and successor of Gassendi in the chair of astronomy
at the College de France, recommended Cassini to
Colbert, the Minister of Louis XIV. and after some
delay Pope Clement IX consented to lend Cassini
He reached Paris in 1669.
to France for a few years.
In 1671 he went to live in the observatory which was
In 1673
then built partly under his direction.
he was finally persuaded by the king to become
Soon afterwards he married a Frenchnaturalized.
woman, Genevieve Delaitre, and became himself a
thorough Frenchman. His blindness (1711) was
probably caused by over-exertion in the course of
Fontenelle points out his calm and gentle
his work.
character, based on a deeply religious nature, which
made him bear almost cheerfully even total blindness.
While working for Pope Alexander VII he sent a
manuscript to the Jesuit Riccioli. a friend and
astronomer at Bologna, treating of the Immaculate
Conception, and recommending that it should be
celebrated as a special feast.

In 1644 the
science.
to Bologna, where he

In 1650 he

filled

We

owe
Cassini was principally an observer.
him the calculation of the rotation periods of the
planets Jupiter, Venus, and partly of Mars, by means
of observations of the motion of spots on their disks.
These results were very important in those days,
because they furnished analogues to the disputed
motion of the earth. With the aid of Campani's
long telescopes, he added four satellites of Saturn
He
to the one that had been seen by Huyghens.
the causes of the librations of the moon,
observed the zodiacal light, and developed a theory
His first achievement
of the motion of comets.
was the re-establishment and improvement of the
gnomon and the meridian, traced by Ignazio Dante
in the church of St. Petronius, Bologna, for the purpose of fixing the time of the solstices and reforming
the calendar.
He was very industrious, and constantly held the
He interested the king
attention of the public.
and the court in his work, and as director of the
observatory trained a great number of astronomers,
among whom were many of the Jesuits belonging
His Italian memoirs are
to the Chinese Mission.
to

1

all collected in his "Opera Astronomica"
(Rome, 1666). His very numerous French publications appear scattered in the "Journal des Savants"
and "Memoires de l'Aeademie des Sciences", of
i

which

latter he

was a member.

Histoire drVasir. (Paris. 1821); Fontenelle,
Cassini (Palis, 1825); Mm>i.ek. Oeschichie der
BimmeUhunae (Braunschweig. 1873); Drohojewbka. Let
savants modernrx; Cassini (Lille, 1887).
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T. Driscoll.

Cassini, Giovanni Domenico, astronomer, b. at
Perinaldo (Nice, Italy I, 8 June, 1625; d. at Paris,
September, 1712. After two years at Vallebone
he entered the Jesuit College at Genoa and studied
under Casselli. Coming by chanci
'books
on astrology, he took up the serious study of astronomy, abandoning his belief in the former pseudo1
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trine of St. Augustine an element of fatalism, and
while endeavouring to find a via media between the
opinions of the great Bishop of Hippo and Pelagius,
he put forth views which were only less erroneous
than those of the heresiareh himself. He did not
deny the doctrine of the Fall; he even admitted the
existence and the necessity of an interior grace,
which supports the will in resisting temptations :tn>l
But he maintained that after the
attaining sanctity.
Fall there still remained in every soul "some seeds of
implanted by the kindness of the
goodness

Cassino, Monte.

See

Monte

I

M.I AM

FOX.

Cassino.

Cassiodorus, Roman writer, statesman, and monk,
about 490; tl. about .">x:;. His full name was Flavius
Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator, the last being

b.

Although of Syrian ancestry, his family
for at least three generations one of the

a surname.

had been

CASSIODOBUS
in

Cassiodorus decided to retire. Several
years previously Benedict of Nursia had founded
among the ruins of a temple of Apollo at Monte
Cassino a monastery which was to serve as a model
for all the West, and it was undoubtedly in imitation
of Benedict's institution that Cassiodorus erected
the monastery of Vivarium on his own estate.
Here
he spent his remaining days, which must have been
numerous, as we are told that at the age of ninetythree he was still writing.
If born in 490, he could
not therefore have died before 583.
The writings of Cassiodorus may be classified according to the two great divisions of his life, namely,
his public career and time of religious retirement.
While in office he devoted himself to work relating
to politics and public affairs. There still remain
fragments of two of his panegyrics, which, conformably to an already ancient tradition among Roman
office-holders, lie dedicated to the Gothic kings and
queens. One was addressed to Eutharic, Theodoric's
son-in-law (518 or 519); the other was delivered at
Ravenna on the occasion of the marriage of Witiges
and Matheswintha (536). A great wealth of instances
drawn from Roman history and illustrations from
mythology serve the purpose of placing in relief
the story of high heroic deeds set forth amid a clatter
In 519 Cassiodorus published a
of empty phrases.
chronicle dedicated to Eutharic, the consul of the
general.

year.
It is in substance a list of consuls, preceded
by a table of the kings of Assyria, Latium, and Rome,
and accompanied by a few notes. Cassiodorus uses
successively an abridgment of Livy, the histories
of Aufidius Bassus, St. Jerome, and Prosper, and the
"Chronicle of Ravenna". The historical comments
appended to the names of the consuls are taken at
random from these sources without either skill or

accuracy.

From the year 496 Cassiodorus wrote

his own experience and with a pronounced
partiality for the Goths.
He betrays the same inclination in his "History of the Goths", published
between 526 and 533 and of which we have only the
abridgment edited by Jomandes in 5.51. Finally,
as the bequest of his official career, wo have his letters
gathered into twelve books, the "Varise", at the
close of 537.
This voluminous correspondence does
not contain as much historical information as one
would expect, dates, figures, names of men and places

from
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Bruttium (Southern Italy). His
great-grandfather successfully defended Bruttium during the Vandal invasion of 4.55; his grandfather was
signally favoured by Valentinian III and Aetius, but
chose to retire early from his honourable career, and
his father went through all the degrees of the magistracy, at length being made praetorian prefect and a
patrician by Theodoric.
Cassiodorus or, more properly, Senator, born on
the paternal estate at Seyllaeeum (Squillace) in 490
or somewhat earlier, made hit first appearance as
councillor to the praetorian prefect about 501. A
panegyric on Theodoric attracted this prince's attention, and between 507 and oil he appointed
Cassiodorus quaestor. The rule prohibiting a magistrate of that time to govern his own province was
waived by Theodoric in favour of Cassiodorus's
father and again a second time when Cassiodorus
himself was made corrector, i. e. governor, of Lucania
and Bruttium. Consul in 514, lie was minister in
526 when Theodoric died. From the lime of his
quaestorship he had remained the king's regular
councillor, and he retained his influence throughout
the regency of Amalaswintha, who made him praetorian prefect.
But Gothic power was passing through
a serious crisis. Athalaric, the son of Amalaswintha,
died in 534; Theodahadus, who had been made king
by Amalaswintha, had the latter slain and in 536
himself fell a victim to Witiges, who, in turn, was
taken prisoner in 540 by Belisarius, the Byzantine

most important

being frequently omitted as opposed to elegance of
style.
On the other hand, useless and pompous
digressions, commonplaces of ethics or history, form
the basis of these compositions. "The reader",
says Mommsen, "often hesitates as to the meaning
of what is said and is ever vainly seeking a reason
for its being said."
Cassiodorus carefully avoids
all concrete details of the troublous time in which
he lived, all that might in any way offend either
Goths, Romans, or Byzantines. He is even lavish
in his praise of those princes who were killing one
another: Amalaswintha, Theodahadus, and Witiges.
Books VI and VII of the "Varise" are a collection
of formulae, the first of a kind quite common in the
Middle Ages. These letters were designed for use
on any occasion where a magistrate was created,
needing only the insertion of new names. The
letters in the other books are scarcely more interesting.
However, such was the taste of the time,
and the correspondence of Symmachus is almost
equally insipid.
Cassiodorus seems to have begun his ecclesiastical
writings with the " De anima", which, after 540,
he added to the " Varise" as a thirteenth book. This
little treatise sets forth the nature and origin of the
soul, its vices and virtues, following chiefly the opinions
of Claudianus Mamertus and St. Augustine
Cassiodorus being still in secular life when he wrote it.
He indicates as the first fruit of his conversion a
commentary on the Psalms which occupied him for
several years. The works composed during his
religious retirement reveal his anxiety to make his

—

literary investigations serviceable to his monks;
they also manifest a peculiar taste for figures and
the symbolism of numbers. The commentary on
"
the Psalms is founded chiefly on the " Enarrationes

The " Complexiones in epistolas
of St. Augustine.
thus named
et acta apostolorum et apocalypsin"
because, in them, instead of commenting verse by
verse, Cassiodorus combines several verses in order
to paraphrase them ar c also compilations; perhaps
he refers to this work when he says that he has
purged of all heresy an exposition by Pelagius of

—

—

the Epistle to the Romans. He had the ''Jewish
Antiquities" of Flavius Josephus translated and
also the ecclesiast ical histories of Theodoret, Sozomen,
and Socrates. He himself made extracts from the
translations of these three historians and combined
them in the "Historia Tripartita", a hasty composition, teeming with errors and contradictions, but
nevertheless much used throughout the Middle Ages
In another compilation he
as a manual of history.
united the grammatical treatises and their commentaries ascribed to Donatus with the book of Sacerdos
on figures; towards the close of his life Cassiodorus
added thereto a treatise on orthography, merely
another collection of extracts. The "De computo
paschali" of 562 is not his but an anonymous work,
added by a copyist to the chronicle of Cassiodorus.

Of

all

the work achieved by this author in His

monastic retreat, what we of to-day find most interesting is the "Institutiones divinarum et ssecularium
His
litterarum ", written between 543 and 555.
object was to furnish the monks with means of inwhich
Writ,
the
plan
of
study
terpreting Holy
but
he suggests is far in advance of simple meditation
on the Bible. He demands the reading of commentators, of Christian historians, to whom he adds
Flavius Josephus, of chroniclers, and of the Latin
Fathers.
He recommends the liberal arts; he proclaims the merit gained by those who copy the Sacred
Books, and outlines the rules to be followed in the
correction of the text.
Finally, in a second part, he
resumes the theory of the liberal arts by following
the division worked out by St. Jerome, Martianus
Capella, and St. Augustine.
He distinguishes the
arts, not ably grammar and rhetoric, from the sciences,
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which are arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy. Dialectics, to which he attributes great
importance, he considers part art and part science.
Of course, Cassiodorus subordinates the profane
studies to theology, but, unlike Isidore, for example,
his extracts and compendiums do not dispense the
monks from making further researches; they rather
provoke such research by referring to books with
which he was careful to equip the convent library.
It had been his dream to found the first theological
faculty in Rome; at least he had the merit of putting
in the first rank of monastic occupations intellectual
work, to which St. Benedict had allotted no place.
During his public career Cassiodorus endeavoured
to reconcile two races, the Goths and the Romans;
in his religious retreat he laboured with greater
success to harmonize the culture of the ancient with
that

of the

Christian

Garet

Modern

world.

was the outgrowth of the
by him.

alliance

civilization

brought about

(Garetitjs), Cassiodori oprra onuria (Rouen. 1679;

LXIX-LXX;

Venice, 1729); also in P. L.,
lanV. ed. Mommpi:>j in Man. Germ, hist.: Auci. ant. (Berlin 1894), XII; Chronican
in Chronica minora, ed. Mommsen, II;
Germ, hist.: Auct.
ant. (Berlin. 1894), XI, 109-161; Hodgkin. The Letters of Cassiodorus, Being a Condensed Translation of the VaricE (London,
1SS6>: Mortet, Notes sur le trxfe des institutions de Cassiodore
(Paris, 1904). and in Revue de phtloloair (1900. 1903); Roger,
L Ensciom nun/ > hltres ilassui'iis d'Ansone a Alcuin (Paris,
1905). 175-187; Zimmer. Pelagius in Ireland (Berlin. 1901),
200-216; HaRTMANN in Pacly. Real-Ena/c. des class. Alt ed.
Wissowa, VI, part I, s. v. Cassiodoms (Stuttgart, 1899). 1671,
For earlier bibliography see Chevalier, Rip. Bw-bibl.
eqq.

Mon

.-

.

Influence of(

Paul Lejay.
Iassiodorus upon Church Music.

—

In his work on the liberal arts (De Artibus ac Disciplinis
Liberalium Litterarum) Cassiodorus writes of music
under the heading, Ivstitutiitncx musicce, and this latter
treatise has been reprinted by Gerbert (Scriptores
eccl. de mus. sacr., I) and is particularly valuable for
the study of the early beginnings of the music of
the Church.
Cassiodorus did not go to the original

—

—

sources the Greek theoricians for his knowledge of
the Greek system of music, which was the only one

then known and which he taught his monks. He
borrowed from the Roman author Albinus, whose
works are now lost. Cassiodorus, with Boethius, is
the chief exponent of the theory of music between
antiquity and the early Middle Ages. For this
reason his writings are of great assistance to the many
students who are occupied in restoring the chant of
the Church, especially as to its rhythm, in accordance
with the oldest tradition. His works also contain
instructive information about musical instruments in
use in his time, namely the flute, shawm, bag-pipe,
pipe of Pan, and the organ.
Dreves. Aurelius Ambrosias (Freiburg, 1893); Riemann,
Handbuch der
usikgeschiehie (Leipzig, 1906).

M

Joseph Otten.
Cassock.
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Sec Costume, Clerical.

Casson, Francois Dollier de, fourth superior ot
Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, Canada, b. near Nantes,
France, 1030; d. in 1701. He was first a soldier and
served as a captain under Marshal Tuienne, his bravery
eliciting this general's esteem. In 16.57 he entered the
Seminary of Saint-Sulpice, at Paris, was admitted into
the Company, and went to Canada in 1066. There he
devoted himself with great ardour to missionary
work and, in company with Father Galinee, a fellow
Sulpician, made a reconnoitring tour of Lakes Erie
and Ontario; unfortunately, his account of the expeIn 1071 Father de Cissnn sucdition has been lost.
ceeded Father deQueylus as superior of the Sulpicians,
and while in this position contributed largely to the
development of Yillemarie (Montreal), planned the
laying out of its streets, began the canal known since
by the name of Lachine, and, moreover, stimulated
the energy of the colonists under trying and hazardone circumstances. He wrote a "Histoire du Montreal" (Memoires de la soci(5t<§ historique de Montreal,

1S69), and " Recit de ce qui s'est passe au voyage que
M. de Courcelles a fait au lac Ontario" (Bibliotheque
nationale de Paris, old French supplement, no. 13,

516, 516, fol. 207-218).
Lobineau, Les vies des saints

prctres de Bretagne et des
pcrsonncs d'unc emincntc piite qui ont vecu dans cette province
(Pans. 1N3SI, V. 305-312; Letourneau, Les saints pritns
du
VI I' si, etc (Paris. 1S97); Bertrand, Bibliotheque
sulpicienne (Paris, 1900), I. 157-160.

X

fr.ineais

A. FoURNET.

Cassovia, (Hung. Kassa; Germ. Kaschau; Slav,
Diocese of (Cassoviensis), in Hungary,
founded in 1804 by the division of the Diocese of
Kostce),

Agria, in the archdiocese of the same name, and
the Dioceses of Cassovia and Szatmar.
It includes
Abauj, Saros, and Zemplen. Its first bishop was
Andrew Szabo (1804-19).
The chief benefactors
of the diocese were the Bishops Emerich Palugyay
(1831-38); John Perger (1868-76), and Constant in
Schuster (1877-87).
The episcopal city, situated
among vine-clad hills, on the Hernad, 130 miles
north-east of Budapest, is one of the principal towns
of Northern Hungary and the seat of numerous
industries.

The

population

in

1900

was about

40,000, mostly Catholic Magyars.
The Cathedral of
Elizabeth (restored 1882-96) is one of the most
beautiful monuments of Gothic art in Hungary.
There are in the diocese 197 parish churches and
St.

about 300 priests. The ecclesiastical seminary has
about fifty students of theology. Premonstratensian
Canons have houses at Cassovia and also at
Lelesz.
There are also in the diocese four small convents of Franciscans, two houses of Piarists, besides
Ursulines, Dames Anglaises, Sisters of Charity, etc.
In 1900 the Catholic population of Latin Rite was
307,186; Greek Catholics, 160,527,
The Protestant
population numbered 898,727; Israelites, 35,475. An
illustrated description of the diocese in two volumes
was printed on the occasion of its first centenary
history of the diocese was then published.
(1904).
A. Fischer-Colbrie.

A

Castabala, a titular see of Asia Minor, Latin title
suppressed, 1894. This city was situated somewhere
on the river Pyramos (now Djihan) in Cilicia, and
was also known as Hieropolis. It was probably near
Osmanie\ in the vilayet of Adana, perhaps at Kestel
or Kastal, a village five or six miles south of Anazarbus. Others have located it, erroneously, at
Karanlik or Kartanlik between the Pyramos and
jEgsea (now Ayas), or at Kara Kaya near Demir
Kapou (Amanica; ports). According to Hierocles,
Georgius Cyprius, and Parthey's " Notit i;e episcopatuum" (I), it was a suffragan of Anazarbus, metropolis of Cilicia Secunda.
About the tenth century
it seems to have been confounded with or united to
Mamista, i. e., Mopsuestus. Seven bishops are mentioned by Lequien (II, 901). The first, Maris, is
spoken of in an apocryphal letter of St. Ignatius, and
another letter is addressed to him. Moyses was
present at Nicaui in 325.
Theophilus, a semi-Arian

and friend

of St. Basil,

was sent

Rome on an em-

to

bassy with two colleagues. Th( last, Theodoras,
attended the Trullan Council in 692.
Ramsay. Hist. Geogr. of Asia Minor (London, 1890), 342;
a paper ir. Rertic da hides anciennrs (1901
III, 279 Amshan,
*

),

;

Stssouan (Venice, 1899), 173, 427, 476.
S.

Petrides.

Castagno, Andrea, or Andreino del, Florentine
painter, b. near Florence. 1390; d.
at Florence,
9 August, 1457.
Little is known of his life.
Vasari
tells us that his father was only a poor labourer and
that the painter himseif commenced life as a keeper
It
is nol
known wliat led him to Study
of cattle.
art, or who was his first master.
In 1 131, after the
return of the Medici, he was given a commission to
commemorate i'l painting on the faeade of the
palace the execution of the Albizzi, the Peruzzi,
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that time he went by the name of
Andrea degli Impiccati". In 1454 Pope Nicholas V
commissioned him to decorate the apartments of
the Vatican. Vasari recounts that Andrea, having
learned the secret of oil-painting from Domenico
Veneziano, and wishing to remain the sole master
It is known,
of the art, assassinated his comrade.
however, that Domenico survived him four years.
Castagno is one of the artists who, with Paolo
Uccello (b. 1497) and Filippo Lippi (b. 1406), contributed most actively to the Masaccio revolution
His works, however, show the influence of
in art.
He was
the frescoes of the Brancacci's chapel.
greatly influenced also by the work of the sculptor
Donatello.
He has neither the passion of the latter,
nor the moral grandeur of Masaccio, nor the elegance
of Lippi.
But in his own domain, which is the perfecting of plastic and of the resources of drawing,
no one has made more progress than he. His paintings have been scattered and cannot be studied anywhere but in Florence. The most celebrated of his
works is the life-like and strongly-executed equestrian portrait of Niecolo da Tolentino, in the Cathedral of Florence, which forms the pendant to that
Most
(1436).
of John Hawkwood by Uccello
remarkable is the " Last Supper" which hangs in the
The
refectory of the old convent of S. Apollonia.
etc.

From

,

almost colossal, have a power of anatomy, an
individuality, a savage life which forces one to forget
the absence of all religious emotion. Such characteristics are also found in the frescoes of the Villa
Carducci, which are now at the National Museum.
They represent Thomyris, Esther, and the Cumaean
Sibyl, the poets Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio,
statesmen such as Acciaiuoli, Farinata degli Uberti,
and Pippo Spano. These last, by the energy of their
attitude, the hang of their draperies, and their heroic
aspect, produce an impression of grandeur and solemnity which is found nowhere in the Florentine
school of the fourteenth century outside of the works
of Masaccio and Signorelli.
Vasari, Le Vile de' Pittori; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, History of Painting in ltohi; Mintz, La renaissance, 1, 623; Berenfigures,

son, The Florentine Painters.

Louis Gillet.

Castellammare di Stabia (Castri Maris, Stable),
Diocese of (Stabiensis). The seat of the diocese
is an industrial city, situated on the Bay of Naples,
on a slope of Monte Gauro, and famous for its healthgiving mineral springs. It is also a naval station. The
city was built near the ruins of the ancient Stabicc, buried in a. d. 79 under the ashes and scoria of Vesuvius.
The history of this city is more or less that of Naples.
It has been a fortified town since the time of the
House of Anjou, and it is supposed that Christianity
was introduced there at an early period. Previous
to Ursus, present at the Roman synod under Pope
Symmachus, in 499, no register was kept of

—

bishops of this city. Among its noteworthy
bishops were: Lubentius, present in Rome in 649;
the

St. Castellus (827); Palmerio (1196), champion of
ecclesiastical rights against Frederick II; Giovanni

Fonseca (1537), a famous theologian :it the Council
Ludovico Gravina (1581) and C. Vittorino
Maso (1599), learned theologians and canonists;
also the accomplished orator, Clemente del Pezzo
In 1818 Pius VII united with this see Torre
(1651).
The diocese has a
Patria, the ancient Liter num.
population of 70,400, with 26 parishes, 90 churches
and chapels, 220 secular and 30 regular priests, 4

a city of the province of Lecce, in Southern Italy,
about twenty-four miles from Taranto (Tarentum).

Nothing is known of this city previous to 1080, when
it was taken by Robert, Duke of Tarentum, who
expelled its Byzantine inhabitants, at which time,
probably, the episcopal see was created in the same
year Tarentum was made a metropolitan see. A
Bishop of Castellaneta, Joannes, is first mentioned
in 1088.
In 1818 the Diocese of Mottola was united
with the Diocese of Castellaneta. There is a record
of an otherwise unknown Bishop of Mottola who
died in 1040; his successor was a certain Liberius.
;

The

diocese has a population of 38,600, with 6
churches and chapels, 53 secular and
16 regular priests, 2 religious houses of men and 6

parishes, 41

of women.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 1S44I, XXI. 141;
eccl. (Rome, 1907), 378.

Ann.

U. Benigni.
Castellanos, Juan de, b. in Spain in the first half of
the sixteenth century; date of death unknown. He
came to America previous to 1545 as a cavalry
soldier, and acquired some means on the Pearl
Coast.
Abandoning t lie military profession he became
a secular priest at Cartagena and, declining the dignities of canon and treasurer, went as curate to
Tunja on the Colombian table-land. There he composed his epic poem, "Elegias de Varones ilustres de
Indias", the first part of which appeared at Madrid in
1588, and the first three parts in 1837.
The remainder
of the work is still in manuscript.
The Lenox
Branch of the New York Public Library possesses
a complete and handsome copy. The verse is better
than that of Ercilla's "Araucana"; it treats successively of the deeds of the principal Spaniards who
distinguished themselves in America, beginning with
Columbus, and is an invaluable source for the colonial
history of northern South America, including many
details of ethnography and ethnology.
Castellanos enjoyed the advantage of being among
the earliest "conquerors", and was acquainted with
nearly every prominent leader of the time.
He
relies to some extent upon Oviedo for many details,
stating that Oviedo communicated to him verbally
what he knew by personal experience of the settlement at Cartagena. Castellanos' poem is the second
of a series of epic compositions in Spanish treating
of the early colonization of America, Ercilla's being
the earliest in date of publication.
Besides the not always exact information imparted by
Aribau in his edition of the second and third part of the
Khrjias, the following may be consulted: Nicolas Antonio,
Bibliotheca hispana nova (Madrid. 1733-3S': Antonio Leon
I Pinelo, Epitome, etc. (Madrid, 2nd. e.l. 1737-38); Acosta,
Compendia hislorico del Descubrimienio y de la Cotonizacion
de la .Vnrra Granada (Paris. 1S4S).
A full discussion of the life of Caslellanns, as far as data arc
accessible, is given by Veroara, Hisloria de la literatura >ti

Nueva Granada.

The Hakluyt Society

in

Markham's

tr.

The Expedition of I'rsua and Aguirre has some biographical
Allusions to Castellanos are
information, taken from Acosta.
Bandelier, Gilded Man (New York, 1893). Mendiburc. Dicdonario hist. biog. (Lima, 1S76>. II. contains a notice
He attributes to Castellanos
in which there are some errors.
the authorship of a Historia Indiana, about which, however,
of

also in

nothing else

is

known.

Ad. F. Bandelier.

of Trent;

religious houses of men and 1
Cappelletti, Le chieee li'Itaha,

1

of

women.

XIX; Ann.

eccl.

(Rome,

1907), 1377.

U. Benigni.
Castellana,

Andrea

de.

See Scalimoli.

Oastellaneta (Castania), Diocese of (Castellanetensis), suffragan of Taranto. Castellan. ita i-

Castelli, Benedetto, mathematician and physicist; b. at Perugia, Italy, 1577; d. at Koine, 1644.
He was destined by his parents for the sen ice "I the
Church and entered the Order of St. Benedict, at

Monte lassino. Tin -re lie became abbot, and in 1640
he was transferred to the Abbey of San Benedetto
Aloysio. He was specially interested in the mathematical sciences and their application to hydraulics.
Galileo, his teacher, and Toricelli. one of his pupils,
speak very highly of his scientific attainments, and
In lf>2;>
both of them frequently asked his advice.
Urban VIII invited him to Rome and later appointed
him chief mathematician to the pope and public pro•
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fessor of mathematics in the University of Rome.
In 1625 he 'was sent with Monsignore Corsini to study
the disorders occasioned by the waters of the Romagna, and to propose a remedy. Here he completed his important work on the "Mensuration of
Running Water", in which lie developed the important relations, that the speed of a current varies
inversely as the area of its cross section, and that the
discharge from a vessel depends on the depth of the
tap below the free surface of the water. He was
often consulted in other provinces of Italjr in connexion with drainage, water-supply, prevention of floods,
and the like.
"
His chief work is"DellamisuradcH'acquacorrente
(Home, L628; 3d ed., 1660), translated into English
by Salusbury (London, 1661), and into French by
Saporta (1664), reprinted (Bologna, 1S23) in Cardinaii's collection "d'autori italiani che trattano del
moto dell'acqua". Another work is "Risposta alle
opposition! del Sig. Lodvico, Arc. contro al trattato
del Sig. (lalileo, Delle cose che stanno sopra acqua"
According to Poggendorf, the in(Bologna, 1655).
vention of the helioscope is ascribed to him.
m SBURT, Math Collections and Translations (London,
1661): La Crawl, Encycl., s v.

William Fox.
Castelli, PietbO, Italian physician and botanist,
He was
b al Koine in 1574; d. at Messina in 1662.
graduated in 1617, studied under the botanist Andrea
Cesalpino, and was professor at Rome from 1597
He laid out the
to 1634 when he went to Messina.
botanical gardens at Messina (1635), where he cultivated many exotic medicinal plants. He was equally
distinguished as a botanist, chemist, and surgeon.
He stoutly maintained the necessity for all physicians
of studying anatomy, and declared in 164S that he
had dissected more than one hundred corpses. The
learned Dane, Thomas Bartolinus, was led by Castelli's fame to visit him in Messina, in 1644, and
- of his activity as a publicist.
He wrote no

than one hundred and fifty pamphlets. Among
is one written in 1653 in answer to inHieronymus Bardi of Genoa, wherein
Hi speaks of the cinchona plant and its curative properties in cases of malaria.
He seems to
have had but little knowledge of the plant, and no
less

these there
quiries by

its medicinal application.
Still, the
is noteworthy as being the first Italian
publication that mentions the Peruvian febrifuge.
Roupel, Krilische Studien ubcr die Chinarindc (Feldkirch,

experience in

pamphlet
1905).

Charles G. Hebbermann.
Castello, Giovanni Battista. Italian painter,
sculptor, and architect; b. at Gandino, in the Yalle
Seriaha, in the territory of Bergamo, in 1509 (some
writers state 1500 or 1506); d. at Madrid, in 1579.
He is commonly called II Bergamasco, to distinguish
him from Giovanni Battista Castello. a Genoese, who
was a miniature-painter. When young, he was entrusted to the care of Aurelio Busso of Crema, a pupil
of Polidoro da Caravaggio, by whom he was taught
That painter took him
the first principles of his art.

and after some time left him in that city,
unprotected and without means, but considerably
advanced in his studies. AGei
Be nobleman, Tobia
Pallavicino, took him under his protection and sent
him to Rome to study the great masters there,
where he li"':iiii'' very proficient in painting, sculpOn his return to Genoa he
ture, and architecture.
decorated the palace of bis protector and painted
some frescoes in the church of San Marcellino. He
made a great reputation by his painting of the
to Genoa,

Martyrdom of St. Sebastian, in the monastery of
San Sebastiano and. together with Luca Cambiaso,
was employed by the Duke Grimaldi, in the Nunziata di 1'ortoria in
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Genoa, Castello painting on the

ceiling of the choir the Saviour as Judge of the World,
and Luca painting the laterals with the Fate of the
Blessed and the Reprobate.
On visiting his native
country, desiring to leave there something worthy of
his fame, he undertook his great work in the hall of

the Lanzi Palace at. Gorlago, where he has represented some of the most interesting subjects of the
Iliad.

Towards the latter part of his life (1567) he was
by Philip II to visit Spain and was employed by that monarch in the palace of the Prado,
which he ornamented with subjects from Ovid. He
also executed some works in the Escorial and other
palaces, and died holding the office of architect of the
royal palace.
As architect, he is supposed to have
remodelled the church of San Matteo in Genoa and to
have designed the imperial palace at Campetto. The
paintings of Castello show correct design, with excellent colouring, more nearly allied, however, to the
Venetian than to the Roman school.
invited

II. 65. 66; Pilkinoton.
Diet, of Painters and Engravers,

Milizia, Lives of Celebrated Architects,
Diet

of Painters, 105;

Bryan,

26S; ChaUPUN \sa>
I, 145.

I. '267.

ings,

PERKINS,

Cijcl. of

Painters and Paint-

Thomas H. Poole.
Castellon de la Rana.

See

Segorbe.

Castelnau (Chateauneff), Pierre de.
See
Pierre de Castelnau (Chateauneuf), Blessed.
Castelsardo, Diocese of.

See Ampurias.

Castiglione, Baldassare, an Italian prose-writer,
b. at Casatico, near Mantua, 6 December, 147S: died
After receiving
at Toledo, Spain, 7 February, 1529.
a classical education at Milan, he went to the court
Soon, however, owing to his
of Ludovieo il Moro.
father's death in 1499, he left the Sforza and became

a retainer of Francesco Gonzaga, Marquis of Mantua.
In September, 1504, 1'rbino became his new residence,
and here, in the service of Duke Guidobaldo da MonThe
tefeltro, he spent the best years of his fife.
splendour of the Montefeltro court was such as to

most distinguished writers and
and in their midst Castiglione,
though engrossed in momentous affairs of state,
drank at the fountain-head of art and literature. In
1513 Francesco Maria della Rovere, Guidobaldo's
successor, made him a count and later his ambassai lor
In 1524 Pope Clement VII sent him
to the Holy See.
as a special envoy to Charles V, but, in spite of his
good offices on behalf of the pontiff Rome was sacked
on the 6th of May, 1527, and Clement made a capThis melancholy event broke Castiglione in
tive.
health and spirits and hastened his death. Great
honours were paid to his memory, and Charles the
Fifth was said to have called him "one of the best
knights in the world". His fame, however, mainly
rests on his "Cortegiano" (Courtier), a work in four
books, describing the accomplishments and moral
He began writing it
character of the ideal courtier.
in 1514 and finished it four years later, but polished

attract thither the
artists of the time,

style so elaborately as to delay its publication until
A truly rep
1528, one year before his death.
tative son of the Renaissance, he exhibited in his
"Courtier" brilliant classical scholarship and exquisite
taste, combined with a keen spirit of observation
and noble conceptions. As a result "II Cortegiano"
gradually acquired a world-wide reputation, and was
its

translated into a dozen languages, including Japanese.
latest English translation is that of Opdyke (New
His many letters, in part unpublished,
are of considerable importance,

The

York, 1902).

Cian, // Cortegiano del Contc B. C. annotato c illustrate
Hakitnati, Natisie storico-bibliografiche
nee
1894);
inlorno al Conic B. C. (Florence. 1890).

Eiioardo San Giovanni.
Castiglione, Carlo Ottavio, Count, philologist
and numismatist, b. of an ancient family at Milaa
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Italy, 1784; d. at

He was

de-

scended from Baldassare Castiglione, the author of
Early in life he displayed a great
the "Cortegiano".
aptitude for languages and numismatics and quickly
acquired a mastery of almost all the Indo-Germanic
and Semitic languages. In 1819 he published a description of the Cufic coins in the Gabinetto of Brera at
Milan, under the title, "Monete cufiche del musee di
Milano" (Milan, 1819). His principal work in Oriental literature is entitled "Memoire geographique et
numismatique sur la partie orientale de la Barbarie
appelee Afrikia par les Arabes, suivi de recherches sur
les Berberes atlantiques " (Milan, 1826).
In this he
endeavours to ascertain the origin and the history of
the towns in Barbary whose names are found on
Arabic coins. Outside of Italy he is perhaps best

known by

his edition, begun in 1819, of some fragments of the Gothic translation of the Bible by Ulfilas,
which had been discovered in 1S17 by Cardinal Mai
among the palimpsests of the Ambrosian Library. At
first Castiglione brought out some specimens in con-

junction with the cardinal, but later at various times
he published by himself a number of fragments of the
Epistles of St. Paul.
Besides these he wrote numer-

ous unpublished works on

linguistics.

Biondelli, Vita di C. 0. Castiglione (Milan, 1856).

Edmund Burke.
Castiglione, Giovanni Benedetto, painter and
etcher, b. at Genoa, Italy, 1616; d. at Mantua, 1670.
In Italy he was known as // Grechetto from his beautiful colouring, and in France as II Benedetto.
Some
authorities make him a pupil of Paggi and Andrea de'
Ferrari, and others of Van Dyck. But as Van Dyck left
Genoa when Castiglione was nine years old, and since
Genoa was rich in Van Dyck's works, it is more than

probable that the young man never saw Van Dyck,
but had ample opportunity, in his native city, to
study his works and those of Rubens also. He
travelled throughout Italy and painted in nearly
every large city. In 1654 Charles II, Duke of Mantua, generously gave him an apartment in his own
palace and pensioned him.
Castiglione did his best
work in Mantua. His specialty was animal painting,
but he enjoys an excellent reputation as a landscape,

and portrait painter. He frequently chose
Biblical subjects, but, apparently only when these
him a chance to introduce animals. He
was fond of painting kermesses, village, market, and
rural scenes, and closely approached the marvellous
Dutchmen in this kind of work. His touch was
spirited, his colour beautiful and the chiaroscuro excellently managed.
His many pastoral scenes show
him possessed of a keen sense of the picturesque, and
historical,

afforded

he proved himself an admirable draughtsman and
figure-painter.
Orders poured in upon him from
England, France, and Germany. His rank as a
master is, however, due to his point-work more than
to his brush-work.
He etched in a free, spirited, and
effective style more than seventy plates, and so skillfully managed the light and shade that many of them
have, the effect of aquatint.
Unlike his Italian contemporaries, he seldom used the graver, but relied on
pure line, like Rembrandt and the etchers of the
North. Lipmann thinks Castiglione \s needle-work
was based "on contact with Van Dyck". Benedetto
had many imitators, especially his brother Salvatore
and his son Francesco, both his pupils. Salvatore's
work is often very difficult to distinguish from Castiglione's.
Among his noted works are "The Nativity"
(his masterpiece), at Genoa; "Adoration of the
Shepherds", at the Louvre, Paris; "Noah entering the
Ark", at Dresden. Some notable prints are: "Melancholy", "Landscape" (dated 1658), "Animals
Entering the Ark".
Soprani, he Vile de' pitlori genovesi (Genoa, 176S); Laroussb, Diet. Universe! (Paris, 1877); Lipmann', Engraving
n„.l Etching (New York, 1906); Maherly, The Print Collector

(New York,

1880).
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Genoa, 10 April, 1849.

LuiUH Hunt.

and Aragon,

the united kingdom which
by the marriage (1469) of Isawith Ferdinand the Catholic,
King of Aragon. Columbus made his voyages of discovery as the agent of "the Catholic Kings" (los
Reyes Catdlicos) of this united kingdom, which in the
course of history became the Kingdom of Spain or,
Castile

came

into existence

bella, heiress of Castile,

more

—

precisely, of the Spains.
The origin of the

Castile.

—

name

a matter of dispute, but it is more than probably derived
from the fortified castles (castillos), built first by the
Romans to protect themselves from the Cantabrians
whom they had not completely subjugated, and afterwards by the Christians todefend the northern regions
which they had conquered from the Moors. At the
present time this name is given to the extensive region
which forms the central portion of Spain, and is
bounded on the north by the Bay of Biscay (the
ancient Sinus Cantabricus), on the east by the Basque
Provinces, and the provinces of Navarre, Aragon, and
Valencia, on the south by Andalusia, and on the west
by Estremadura, Leon, and the Asturias, and is divided into Old Castile and New Castile.
Old Castile (Castilla la Vieja). It is asserted by
some (Fernandez Guerra, Cantabria) that Old
Castile was called Yellegia and afterwards Vetula.
whence Vieja. but the most probable explanation is
that it was called Vieja, or Antigua, to distinguish it
from Castilla la Xuera the New Castile formed from
the lands which since the eleventh century had been
reconquered beyond the mountain chain of the Carpetano-Vetoniea. Old Castile is in outline an irregular triangle, the western frontier bordering on the
ancient Kingdom of Leon, the south-eastern boundary
being the Sierras de Credos, Guadarrama, and the
Moncayo (Mons Caunus), and the north-eastern, the
river Ebro.
In the political division of Spain the
ancient province of Cantabria, whioh is included in
Castile, does not belong to it either ethnographically
or geographically, but forms a separate district called
by those who inhabit it de Penas al Mar, or more
commonly La Montana. In the present political
division Old Castile comprises a territory of 22,415
square miles, with a population of 1,654,5S5, and
since the division of 1833 it has included the eight
provinces of Burgos, Palencia, Valladolid, Avila,
Segovia, Soria, Logrono, and Santander. Old Castile
forms the highest plateau of Spain, perhaps of Europe,
the mean height being 880 feet. The mountain
streams of this region feed the river Ebro in the northeast, the Duero, which Hows through the centre, and
the Pisuerga, which is a tributary of the Duero.
Owing to its situation it has the most extreme climate
of Spain, both as to cold and heat, and its fertile soil
produces wheat and other cereals. The most important cities are: Burgos, population 29,683, famous for
its Gothic cathedral, which is one of the most beautiful in the world; Valladolid, population 52,181, which
was the capital of Spain until the time of Philip II;
Santander, population 41,021, capital of Cantabria, a
maritime city with an extensive commerce; Segovia,
population 11,318, where the ancient Alcazar and the
artillery school are situated; and Avila, population
25,039," the city of St. Teresa.
New Castile. As has already been said, this name
was given to the territory reconquered from the
Arabs, from the time of Alfonso VI to that of St. Ferdinand. This region also forms a great table-land,
not quite so lofty as that of Old Castile, ami is
bounded on the north by the mountain chain of the
Carpet ano-Vctc'miea, on the south by the Sierra
Morena, on the east by the mountains of Cuenca; he
mountains of Toledo, which merge into the Sierra de
Guadalupe in Estremadura, run through the centre
and separate the two great valleys into which New
Castile is divided, that of the Tagus to the north, and
that of the Guadiana to the south.
The river Jucar,
Castile

is

—

—

—

t

;
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which flows through the south-east, rises in the mounThe climate is not so cold as that of
tains of Cuenca.
Castile, and the soil not so fertile, there being a
Its presscarcity of water, especially in La. Mancha.
ent limits comprise an area of 28,017 square miles,

Old

with a population of 1,777,506, and is divided into
the five provinces of Madrid, Toledo, Ciudad Real,
Cuenca, and Guadalajara. The principal cities are:
Madrid, population 518,442, the capital of Spain since
the time of Philip II, noted for ils royal palace, picture gallery, containing specimens of Velasquez,
Murillo, etc., and armoury (Museo de la Real Armerfa)
Toledo, population 20,239, ancient capital of the
kingdom of the Visigoths, honoured by Charles I with
the title of "Imperial", and noted for its cathedral,
one of the finest monuments of Spain, and the see of
the cardinal primate, as well as for its military
school; Guadalajara, which has a military school for
engineers; Aranjuez, where one of the favourite country residences of the Spanish royal family is situated;
and AlcahS, the seat of the university founded by
Cisneros, which has since been transferred to Madrid.
The Escorial, near Madrid, contains the famous
mausoleum of Philip II, and is one of the historic
monuments of New Castile.

—

History. (1) The Countship (Condado) of CasThe territory of Old .Castile began to be reconquered in the time of the first three Alfonsos, who entrusted to several counts the repopulation and defence of these cities; thus Ordono I entrusted the repopulation of Amaya, on the Pisuerga, to Rodrigo, a
Goth by extraction, and his son, Diego Porcellos, fortified and repopulated Burgos under the orders of
Alfonso III. Nuno Nunez de Roa, Gonzalo Tellez de
Osma, and Fernan Gonzalez de Sepulveda appear also
In 910 a Count of Castile, Nuno
in the same role.
Fernandez, assisted the sons of Alfonso III in their
tile.

—

and Ordono II of Leon
was defeated by the troops of AbdeVraman

rebellion against their father,

(924)

Valdejunquera because the Counts of Castile did
not come to his assistance; in punishment of their
disloyalty, Ordono had them imprisoned and executed in Leon. Tradition hands down the names of
these counts as Nuno Fernandez, Abolmondar el
Blanco, his son Diego, and Fernando Ansurez.
Further on mention is made of the judges of Castile,
Lain Calvo and Nuno Rasura, established to facilitate
the administration of justice, but who fostered the
spirit of independence.
The hero of this movement
was Count Ferndn Gonzalez, to whom legendary lore
has attributed all manner of heroic achievements. It
is, however, known that, after having fought with
in

Raniiro II against the Arabs, and after the battle
Simancas and the retreat of Abderraman, this
count, dissatisfied, as it appears, because the King of
Leon distributed his troops in the frontier towns, rose
in rebellion against him.
He was, however, vanquished and made prisoner.
He became reconciled
with his sovereign, giving his daughter Urraca in
marriage to the king's son, OrdoBo.who afterwards
of

became Ordono

III.

Notwithstanding

this alliance,

Fernan Gonzalez continued to foment trouble and
discord in Leon, aiming to secure his independence.
He successively aided Sancho against his brother,
Ordono I II. and < >rdoiio,son of Alfonso [V (the Monk),
against Sancho the Fat (d Graso).
After the death
of Fenian Gonzalez (970) there followed the campaigns of Almanzor. in which all the reconquered
territory was at stake.
In 995 the King of Navarre
and Gania Fernandez, the son of Fenian Gonzalez,
made an attempt to oppose him, but were defeated .ii
Alcocer.
Sancho Garcia, grandson of Fernan i«mzalez, took part in the victory of Calataflazor, which
put an end to the campaigns of the victorious .Moslem
iii^ Count Sancho Garcfa was called
h&jib (1002).
/.'/./,
losFuero (literally, "He of the Rights", or "of
the Charters"), because of the rights or charters
I
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which he granted to the various cities. His son,
Garcfa Sanchez, gave one of his sisters, Elvira, in marriage to Sancho the Great of Navarre, and another,
Jimena, to Bermudo III of Leon, and was himself
about to marry Sancha, Bermudo's sister, when he
was assassinated by the Velas, Counts of Alava. At
his death Sancho of Navarre reclaimed the countship
of Castile, and took possession of it, notwithstanding
the resistance of

Bermudo

III.

—

Sancho the Great
(2) The Kingdom of Castile.
divided his possessions among his sons. Castile, with
the title of king, was given to Ferdinand, who had
married Sancha, the sister of Bermudo, who was to
have married Garcia Sanchez, the last independent
count.
Ferdinand I, of Castile, united Castile and
Leon, the latter having fallen to his wife upon the
death of her brother, Bermudo III. Thus reinforced,
Ferdinand extended his conquests as far as Coimbra;
but he committed the fatal error of dividing his possessions among his three sons and two daughters.
Sancho, who inherited the Kingdom of Castile, began
encroaching upon the rights of his brothers, but was
assassinated at the siege of Zamora, which he was trying to take from his sister Urraca, and was succeeded
by Alfonso VI. This monarch began to reunite the
estates of his father, and carried the war of reconquest
beyond the mountain chain of the CarpentanoVetonica, capturing Madrid and Toledo, and thus laying the foundations of New Castile. He gave his
daughter Teresa in marriage to Henry of Burgundy,
forming for them, with the western territory reconquered from the Moors, the Countship of Portugal,
which was the beginning of the Portuguese monarchy.
His daughter Urraca succeeded him, the first queen to
reign in the kingdom where Isabella the Catholic was
later to hold the sceptre.
Alfonso VII bore the title
of emperor, and extended his conquests as far as
Almeria, but he, also, at his death in 1 157, divided his
possessions among his children, giving Leon to Ferdi-

nand

II, and Castile to Sancho, in whose short reign
the Military Order of Alcantara was founded. Alfonso
VIII (1158-1214) conquered Cuenca and defeated
the Almohades in the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa
(1212), which definitively freed New Castile from the
Mussulman yoke. This decisive victory is annually
commemorated by the Church in Spain on the 16th
of July, under the title "El Triumfo de la Santa
Cruz" (The Triumph of the Holy Cross). After the
brief reigns of Henry I and Dona Berengaria, Castile
and Leon were definitively united under St. Ferdinand III (1219-52), who conquered the greater part
of Andalusia (Jaen, Cordova, and Seville, 1248), leaving the Mohammedans only the Kingdom of Granada.
The cathedral of Burgos occupies the first place
among the monuments of his greatness. His successors failed to carry on the reconquest.
Alfonso X,
"The Wise" (elSabio), was too much taken up with
his vain pretensions to the imperial crown of Germany, Sancho the Brave (1218-95) and Ferdinand
IV, "the Cited" [el Empla ado), with their domestic
In the time of Sancho IV the celebrated
struggles.
defence of Tarifa took place, giving to Alonzo Perez
de Guzman, to whom it was entrusted, the title of
"The Good " (el Bue.no). Ufonso XI (1310 50) in
the battle of Salado annihilated the last of the Mussulmans who attempted the reconquesl of Spain.
The irregularity of his private life, however, paved
the way for the disorders and cruel! ies of the reign of
his son Pedro, the Cruel, who tnel death al the hands

brother, Henry II (1369-79).
Bertrand du Guesclin, with his famous companies, was
attempted to obtain
the ally of Henry II. John
possession of Portugal, but was defeated by the Portuguese at Aljubarrota (1385), and his grandson
John II, turned over the government to his favourite,
Alvaro de I. una. whom he afterwards caused to be
Henry IV. "The Impotent",
decapitated (145:i>.

of his bastard

I
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These topographical conditions make the soil
Aragon very fertile; the mountains are covered
with great forests, and fruits grow abundantly, but,
on account of the isolation of the mountains and the
scarcity of water on some of the high table-lands, some
regions are but thinly populated.
According to the
modern division of provinces (30 Nov., 1833), Saragossa, Huesca, and Teruel belong to Aragon.
The
Teruel.
of

principal cities are Saragossa,

famous
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of the nobles, who forced him to declare
illegitimate his daughter Juana, known as la Beltraneja (the daughter of Beltran), and the succession thus passed to his sister Isabella the Catholic
(1474).
Abagon. Aragon derives its name from the river
Aragon, a small tributary of the Ebro near Alfaro,
and forms an irregular ellipse, bounded on the north
by the Central Pyrenees (Pic du Midi), on the east by
Catalonia and Valencia (Provinces of Lerida, Tarragona, and Castellon), on the south by Valencia and
New Castile (Provinces of Valencia and Cuenca), and
on the west by Navarre and Castile (Provinces of
Guadalajara and Soria). It is one of the most mountainous regions of Spain, perhaps of Europe, surrounded as it is on the north by the Pyrenees mountains and the Sierras de la Pena and de Guara, on the
west by the Moncayo and the mountains of Cuenca,
and on the soutli by the Montes Universales and the
From north-west to south-east it is
Sierra de Gudar.
traversed by the River Ebro, of which almost all the
rivers of this region are tributaries, the Aragon, Gallego, and Cinca emptying into it from the north, and
the Jiloca, the Jalon, and others of lesser importance
from the south. The Guadalaviar and the Mijares,
however, are fed directly from the mountains of

was the tool

for its sieges

the War of Independence and for the ancient
shrine del Pilar, where from very remote times the
Blessed Virgin has been venerated, and Huesca
(Osca), where Pedro IV established, in 1354, a university to which was given the name of the Sertorio,
in memory of Quintus Sertorius, who, in 77 B. c,
founded here a school for the sons of native chiefs.
History.
must depend principally on legend
for information about the origin of the Aragonese
monarchy. It is certain that a portion of the Goths
driven northward by the Mussulman invasion sought
refuge among the mountaineers, who were never completely subjugated by any conqueror (indoctus juga
Horace), and there formed certain independferre
ent countships, principally those of Sobrarbe, Aragon,
and Ribagorza. The legend designates the Montes
Uruel or S. Juan de la Pena as the spot where the
patriots assembled, and from a cross which appeared
over a tree the name, Sobrarbe, and the coat of arms
were derived, just as Aragon took its name from the
river which flows west of Jaca, which appears to have
been its capital. About 724 mention is made of a
in

— We

—

Garcia Jimenez who was Count of Sobrarbe, and
further on we find that Garcia Iniguez bestowed the
Countship of Aragon upon a knight named Aznar,
who had obtained possession of Jaca. This countship then embraced the valleys of Canfranc, Aisa,
Borao, Aragues, and Hecho. After Aznar (d. 975)
we find the names of several Counts of Aragon
Galindo, Jimeno Aznar, Jimeno Garcia Aznar, Fortunio Jimenez, and Urraca, or Andregoto, who married Garcia of Navarre, thus uniting Navarre and
Lragon. The Countship of Ribagorza, established
\inder the protection of the I' ranks, was reconquered
by Sancho the Great of Navarre, who at his death left
uagon to his son Etamiro, and Sobrarbe and Ribagorza to his son Gonzalo (1035), but at Gonzalo's
death Etamiro was elected to succeed him, the Aragonese monarchy being definitively founded. Sancho
Ramirez (1069 94) took a great pari of the deep valley of the Cinca from the Moors, wit li the strongholds
of Barbastro and Monzon, and died while besieging

Huesca. His son Pedro I, after vanquishing the
Moorish auxiliary army in the battle of Alcoraz, took
possession of the city. His brother, Alfonso the
Fighter (El Batallado'r, 1104-34), who succeeded him,
captured Saragossa (1118), but died from the effects of

wounds received in the siege of Fraga, willing Iris
estates to the military orders of Jerusalem, thinking
that they would be best able to bring the war of reconquest to a successful close. His subjects, however, would not accept this, and obliged his brother
Ramiro, who was a monk in the monastery of SaintPons de Tomieres, to accept the crown. Dispensed
by the pope from his vows, he married Agnes of Poitiers, and when the birth of a daughter, whom he
married to Raymond Berengar IV, Count of Barcelona, assured the succession, he returned to his cloister.
Thus a permanent union was effected between
Aragon and Catalonia. Raymond Berengar reconquered Fraga, and his son Alfonso II finished the reconquest of Aragon, adding Teruel. Pedro II, "The
Catholic" {El Catdlico, 1196-1213), made his kingdom
a dependency of the Holy See, although not with the
consent of his subjects, but died in the battle of Muret,
in which lie took part to aid his kinsman, the Count of
Toulouse, in the war against the Albigenses. Jaime
the Conqueror (El Conquistador) successfully terminated the conquest of Valencia (1238) and Majorca (1228), and aided Alfonso
of Castile to reconquer Murcia, thus accomplishing the reconquest of
the western part of the Peninsula. Pedro III, "The
Great" (El Grande, 1276-85), after the Sicilian Vespers took possession of Sicily as heir of the Hohenstaufen, and the wars and disputes which followed
in Italy, and the dissensions of the Aragonese
nobles occupied the reigns of Alfonso III (1285-91),

X

Jaime

II,

Alfonso IV (1327-36), and Pedro IV (1336-

John I and Martin (1395-1410) dying without
87).
heirs, the Compromiso de Caspe (a commission of nine
members, three from the Cortes of each province) was
assembled and gave the crown of Aragon to Ferdinand of Antequera, Infante of Castile. Alfonso V,
his son and successor, renewed the wars in Italy.
As
the adopted son of Joanna of Naples, he laid claim to
the throne of Naples, and obtained possession of it
(1416-58). John II disturbed the peace of his reign
by the unjust persecution of his son the Prince of
Viana, and at his death was succeeded by Ferdinand
the Catholic, who by his marriage to Isabella the
Catholic definitively united the Kingdoms of Castile

and Aragon.
Relations between Castile and Aragon.
will of Sancho the Great of Navarre had in 1035
separated these two kingdoms; in the twelfth century
they were temporarily united by the marriage of

—

The

Dona Urraca to Alfonso I, "The Fighter", but this
unhappy marriage caused a war which ended in the
separation of the couple (1114), and Alfonso VII was
afterwards obliged to recover the strongholds of La
Rioja. which had remained in the possession of the
Aragonese monarch (1134). At the death of Alfonso
I of Aragon Alfonso VII reclaimed and occupied
part of his estates, but Alfonso II aided by Alfonso
VIII in the siege of Cuenca (1177) obtained for his
kingdom freedom from the dependence on Castile, to
which it had been subjected since the time of Ramiro
the Monk. The two great warriors, St. Ferdinand
III and Jaime el Conquistador, were contemporaries
and lived in harmony. Jaime helped Alfonso X in
the conquest of Murcia, which remained to Castile.
Later, however, the relations between Castile and
Aragon again became involved, on account of the
claims for the succession to Alfonso X. which the Infantes of la Cerda, aided by Philip III of Prance and
The Compromiso
Alfonso III of Aragon, put. forth.
de Cospe placed the crown of Aragon on the head of
an Infante of Castile, Ferdinand of Antequera (1412),
and the marriage of Isabella, heiress of Henry IV of

—
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Castile, to Ferdinand, the heir of John II of Aragon,
finally united these kingdoms and formed the beginning of the Spanish monarchy.
The linguistic unity of Castile and Aragon is a very

notable fact, because although Aragon and Catalonia, united since the twelfth century (1137), possess two very different languages, Castile and Aragon,
although they had an entirely independent historical
development until the sixteenth century, have the
same language with the exception of some minor dialectical differences.
After the union the political individuality of Aragon was lost in that of Castile, and
in the time of Philip II, on account of the Antonio

kingdom lost part of its
In the War of Successided with the Archduke Charles, and the victor)' of Philip V served still more to increase its de-

P6rez incident, the ancient
fueros, or political liberties.
sion

it

pendence.
Civil and Ecclesiastical Divisions. It is difficult, on account of the different epochs in which they
were formed and the different principles which governed them, to give an exact idea of the relations be-

—

tween the civil and
and Aragon.

ecclesiastical divisions of Castile

The Judiciary

Divisions consist of the five district
courts of (1) Burgos, (2) Valladolid, (3) Madrid, (4)
Albacete-Murcia, and (5) Saragossa, which are subdivided as follows: (1) Provinces of Burgos, Santander, Logrono, and Soria; (2) Valladolid and Palencia; (3) Madrid, Avila, Guadalajara, Segovia, and
Toledo; (4) Ciudad Real and Cuenca; (5) Saragossa,
Huesca, and Teruel. The Burgos district comprises
thirty-seven Courts of First Instance and as many
Property Registries; that of Valladolid, seventeen of
each; that of Madrid, forty-nine Courts of First Instance and forty-two Property Registries; AlbaceteMurcia, eighteen Courts of First Instance and the
same number of Property Registries; Saragossa,
twenty-one Courts of First Instance and thirty Property Registries.
For Military Pur/mses there are four districts, subdivided into sixteen provinces, as follows: Old Castile,
subdivided into the provinces of Avila, Palencia, and
Valladolid; Burgos, with the provinces of Burgos,
Logrono, Soria, and Santander; New Castile, with the
provinces of Madrid, Segovia, Toledo, Cuenca, Ciudad Real, and Guadalajara; Aragon, with Saragossa,
Huesca, and Teruel.
Education. For university and secondary instruction the four districts are: Old Castile, with the University of Valladolid and four centres of secondary
instruction at Valladolid, Burgos, Palencia, and
Santander; New Castile, with the University of
Madrid, and centres of secondary instruction at
Madrid (S. Isidro and Cisneros), Ciudad Heal, Guadalajara, Segovia, Toledo, and Cuenca; Aragon, with
the University of Saragossa, and centres of secondary
instruction at Saragossa, Huesca, Teruel, Logrono,
and Soria; Leon, with the University of Salamanca
and a cent re of secondary instruction at Avila.
Primary instruction is under the care of one first— " /"> "•" at Madrid, the four second-class inValladolid, Burgos, Toledo, and Saragossa, and the eleven third-class inspecciones of
Avila, Ciudad Real, Cuenca, Logrono, Guadalajara,
Palencia. Santander, Segovia, Soria, Huesca, and
Teruel.
Ecclesia Heal Divisions. This is in many respects
not in conformity with the civil, and still subject to
the changes made by the Concordat of 1851, which
suppressed some sees and transferred others. In Old
Castile there are the two Archdioceses of Burgos and
Valladolid. the former of which has for its suffragan
dioceses Palencia, Santander, Calahorra (Logrono),
and Osma (Soria), while the latter has Avila and
Segovia.
In New Castile the Archdiocese of Toledo
he four suffragan dioceses of Madrid-Alcala,
bag

—

-

-

•
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Cuenca, Sigiienza (Guadalajara), and Ciudad Real.
In Aragon the Archdiocese of Saragossa has for its
suffragans Jaca, Huesca, Tarazona, Barbastro, and
Teruel.
The statistics of all these dioceses are given
in the following table:

CASTNER

recently introduced
lasso

de

la

Vega.

by Boscan, seconded by Garci-

He

vigorously opposed the inno-

vation, maintaining and demonstrating in his writings that the old metres were amply competent for the
expression of all sentiments. When he did use the
villancicos, canciones, and other measures of the new
school, it was only to attack and ridicule the innovators.

As a poet he was distinguished for purity of language, grace, fluency, and humour, the latter quality
in his " Dialogue between Himself and His
Pen". He used satire with simplicity and ease, and,
at times, freely and boldly.
Some of his satires,

abounding

notably the "Sermon on Love" and the "Dialogue on
the Condition of Women", were so offensive to the
clergy that the Inquisition prohibited the publication
of his poems until they had been expurgated. Among
his other works are the fanciful "Transformation of
a Drunkard into a Mosquito " and a satire addressed
"To those who give up the Castillian measures and
follow the Italian".
His poems are divided into
three books devoted to love; conversation and
pastime; moral and religious verses. In 1573 a collection of the "Works of Castillejo Expurgated by
the Inquisition" was published in Madrid, which was
one of the first books printed in that city. The most
complete edition is that published by Ramon Fernandez (Madrid, 1792).
Biblioteca de

autores
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in Austria as secretary to that prince, and late in life
took ecclesiastical orders, retiring to a monastery
near Vienna where he passed the remainder of his
days. Castillejo was the champion of the old school
of Spanish verse as opposed to the Italian measures

(Madrid.

1S32),

XXXII;

Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature (New York, 1849);
Fitzmaurice-Kelly, History of Spanish Literature (New York,
1906).

Ventura

Ftjentes.

Castner (or Kastner), Caspar, a missionary, b.
at Munich, Bavaria, 7 October, 1655; d. at Peking,
China, 9 November, 1709. He entered the Society of
Jesus. 17 September, 1681, and studied theology at
Ingolstadt where he finished his studies 22 March,
1694.
For a short time he taught logic in the gymnasium at Ratisbon; after this he devoted himself to
the work of missions and sailed in 1696 for China at
the head of a company of brother Jesuits from Portugal and Genoa.
In China he laboured with great
success on the island of Shang-chuen (St. John) and
in the city of Fatshan, then a competitor of Canton.
In 1702 he went with Father Franciscus Noel to
Lisbon and Rome in order, as representative of the
Bishops of Nanking and Macao, to obtain some settlement of the question of Chinese Rites. In 1706 he
returned to China, taking with him a number of missionaries.
Besides the merit of his apostolic labours, Father
Castner deserves much praise for his work in the
sciences of navigation, astronomy, and cartography.
He called the at t ention of the Portuguese Government
to the fact that the voyage to Macao would be much
shorter if the vessels followed a direct course from the
Cape of Good Hope by way of the Sunda Islands,
avoiding Mozambique and Goa, and the result showed
that he was right.
He did excellent work in the mapping of the Chinese Empire and had so great a repu-

tation as a mathematician that he was made president
of the mathematical tribunal and instructor of the
heir to the throne.
Besides a number of elaborate
reports cm the question of Chinese Kites which he
drew up with the aid of Father Noel. Father Castner
also wrote an interesting but rare little work called
"Relatio Sepulture Magno Orientis Apostolo S.
Francisco Xaverio erects in Insula Sanciano MDCC".
It is an exact descript ion of
he island where from 1!)
March to 2 June. 17(10. he bad
engaged in
erecting, at the command of his superiors, a memorial
I

I

over the grave of St. Francis Xavier. The book was
accompanied by a good map. One of the few copies
printed in China is in the so-called "Orban'sehe
Sammlung" of the library of the University of Munich.
A translation was published by Father Joseph
Stocklein in his "Welt-Bott" (Augsburg, 1729), No.
309.
The title-page and map are reproduced in the
work of Henri Cordier, " L'imprimerie sino-europeenne en Chine" (Paris, 1901), 11-15.
Franco.

Synopsis annalium Societatis Jesu (Auesburir,
Mederer. Annates Ingolstadien-ies (17S2I. III.
Zach, Monatliehe Correspondenz zur Beforderung der Erd1800), I. 589-93; Lipowski, Gesch.
der Jeauitai in Baiern (Munich, 1816). 11.253; Kalender fur
katholische fhnst.n (Sulzbaoh. 18891, 123-121; Backer-Sommervogel, Bibl. de la c. de J (1S91), II, 853-54; (1900), IX, 9;
Munstebbehg, Bauern und Asien im XVI., XVII., XVIII.
Jahrhundert in Zritsehrift des Munehener Alterthums-\ rre,ns
(Munich, 1894), VI, 12 sqq.; Huonder, Deutsche Jeniitmmisxtoniire, supplement to Slimmrn aus Mann-Laaeh (1X991.
17261. 39S, 424;

SO;

undHimm.lskunde (Gotha,

.
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Otto Hartig.
Castoria, a titular see of Macedonia. Livy (XXXI.
XL) mentions a town near a lake in Orestis, called
Celetrum, whose inhabitants surrendered to Sulpitius
during the Roman war against Philip V (200 B. c).
Procopius (De sedif., vii, 3) tells us that Justinian,
finding the town of Diocletianopolis ruined by the
barbarians, built a city on the lake of Castoria.
Tafel (De Via, Egnatiana, 44—46) suggests that Celetrum, Diocletianopolis, and Castoria are three successive names of the same place.
Be that as it may,
Castoria seems to have replaced Celetrum. There
Bohemond camped with his army at Christmas, 1083.
The Byzantine chroniclers describe it as a strong
fortress.
In the tenth century it must have been occupied by the Bulgarians. About 1350 it was given
up by the Emperor Joannes Cantacuzene to the King
of Servia, and in 1386 it was captured by the Turks.
As early at least as the reign of Basil II, Castoria was
the first suffragan see of Achrida.
Lequien (II, 315)
mentions only three bishops: Joasaph in 1564, Hierotheus, who went to Rome about 1650, and Dionysius
Mantoucas; this short list of course can be readily
completed. The see still exists for the Greeks and
has been made a metropolitan. Some ten Latin
bishops are known from the thirteenth to the fifteenth
centuries.
(Lequien, III, 10S7; Eubel, 1,179,11,134.)
Castoria is to-day the chief town of a mutessariftik in
the vilayet of Monastir, with about 10.000 inhabitants Turks, Greeks, and Bulgarians.
It is also the
see of a Bulgarian bishopric with 2224 families, 32
priests, and 22 churches.
du Dezert, Geogr. anc. de la Maccdoine (Paris, 1S63\ 40,
30S; Demitsas, Geogr. of Macedonia (Greek: Athens. 1S70),
I. 186, sqq.; II, S4-89; V.ulhe in Did. de thiol. cath.,s. v.
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Castracane

degli

Antelminelli,

PtTRinES.

Francesco,

naturalist, b. at Fano, Italy, 19 July, 1817; d. at Rome
27 March. 1S99. He was educated at the Jesuits'
school at Reggio nell' Emilia, and was ordained priest
in 1840.
Four years later he was made canon of the
cathedral at Fano, and at the same time resumed his
studies at the Collegio dei Nobili in Rome.
In 1852
he resigned his canonry, and took up his residence
at Rome.
Castracane had a great love of nature, and
during the latter half of his life devoted himself to
biological research.
He was one of the first to introduce microphotography into the study of biology.
His first experiments in applying the camera to the
microscope were made as early as 1862 with diatoma((((. and lie subsequently made these micro-organisms
his chief study.
While investigating their structure

and physiological functions and, particularly

in

his

years, their processes of reproduction, he valued
the knowledge which they afforded, not merely as an
end in itself, but also on account of its bearing on
some of the problems of biology, geology, and even
hydrography. The extensive collect ions of diutomacea
last

;

CASTRO
him

for description

and

classification.

He

dis-

covered among them three new genera, two hundred
and twenty-five new species, and some thirty new
varieties.
Castracane was a devout priest as well as
an enthusiastic investigator. He shrank from preferment and led a simple, regular life. He continued his
work to the end, saying Mass even on the day of his
He was the author of a large number of padeath.
pers, published chiefly in the proceedings of the Accademia del Xuori Lincei, over who.se meetings he
presided for many years.
Toni. CommcmoriKioih </. / conte ab. F. Castracane degli
AntelmineUi in Mem d«Xta Pont. Accad. del Nuovi Lincei
(Rome. 1S99). XVI; Mengarini-Traube, Castracane degli

Anldmindti,

in Biolug. Ccntratktatt

I

Leipzig, 19001,

XX, 401-

402, 433-447.

Henry M. Brock.
Castro, Alphonsos db, Friar Minorand theologian,
1495 at Zamora, Leon, Spain; d. 11 February,
1558. at Brussels. When fifteen years old he entered
a little convent of the Franciscan Order near Salamanca in the province of St. James. He taught
theology at the University of Salamanca, and for
forty-three years was confessor to Charles V and
Philip II, and preacher at the Court of Spain.
In
1545 he accompanied Cardinal Grennis as theologian
to the Council of Trent, and during the fourth session
took an important part in the discussion concerning
Holy Scripture. As representative of the cardinal
he subscribed to the canons of this session, and suggested that the words " prater hos sacros libros multa
alia sunt tenenda quse scripta non sunt, sed observantur Ecclesia; auctoritate
be added to the Decree
" De Canonicis Script uris".
In succeeding sessions
he addressed the council on the advisability of vernacular versions of Sacred Scripture, and on original sin.
He accompanied Philip II to England, returned with
that monarch to the Continent in 15.57, and was appointed to the archiepiscopal See of Compostella,
made vacant by the death of Cardinal John Tolenton.
His untimely death, however, prevented his consecration.
Castro's best-known works include (1) " Adversus omnes haereses ", first published at Cologne in 1 539
(2) "De justa ruereticorum punitione" (Salamanca,
Both these works were published in one edi1547).
tion at Paris (1571-78).
Wadding. .Inn. .\fin.. XVIII. 1546. IX-X; Hurter, Nomenb. in

11S4; Theiner. Acta Genmna Cone. Trid., I, 30,
Lingard, History oj England (Dublin, 1874), V. 231.

clalor, IV.

55. 63;

Castro, Diocese of.

Stephen M. Donovan.
See Acquapendente.

Castro, T. M. Ribeiro Vieira de.
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obtained by the Challenger Expedition were entrusted
to

;

See Saint

Diocese of.

Castro Palao, Fernando, Spanish theologian,

b.

Leon in 1581; d. at Medina, 1 Dec. 1633. From
his earliest youth he gave such proofs of sanctity that

at

he became known as "the saint", "the angel", "the
predestined child". At the age of fifteen, in 1596, he
Dtered the Society of Jesus, and here his fame for
learning equalled that of his holiness.
He taught
philososphy at Valladolid, moral theology at Compostella, Scholastic theology at Salamanca, and finally
became rector of the College of Medina, and consuitor and qualificator of the Holy Inquisition.
His
death overtook him while he filled these hist three
offices.
He excelled especially as a moral theologian;
his classes of moral theology were attended by a
greater number of students than were ever known to
follow the course at Compostella.
His decisions were
regarded as oracles, and the most difficult cases were
submitted to him for solution. St. Alphonsus numbers him among the principal authorities on moral
theology (Dissert, schol. mor., Naples, 1755, c. iv, n.
119), and Gury calls him "a probabilist, a most
learned, wise, erudite, and prolific author".
His
"Opus Morale" comprises seven volumes, and covers

in the

same number

of treatises the whole field of
appeared first at Lyons, 1631-51
dated 1700. A general index to
he whole work is found in the fourth volume of this
last edition, and also in the third edition, which appeared at Venice in 1721. Immediately after his
death (1633) there appeared at Valladolid a meditation book written by him, entitled "Manual del
Cristiano de varias consideraciones para el exercieio
santo de la oracion". The first part of this work
presents meditations on the end of man; the second
treats of the life of Christ and of His Blessed Mother;
the third considers God in Himself and in His relations
to us.
An English translation of a letter of Father
Castro Palao on the death of Father Thomas White
appeared in the "Month" for 1890 (vol. 69. pp. 91-

moral theology.
its

fifth

edition

It

is

•

93).
Sommervogei., Bibliolhique it la c. de J (Brussels. 1S9U.
II, col. st',7. sic; Mi i.i.endohff in Kirchenlex ., s. v.; IIcrtek,
Nomenclator (Innsbruck, 1S92), I, 363.
.
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Castro y Bellvis, Guillen de, Spanish dramatk
poet, b. of a noble family at Valencia in 1569; d. at
Madrid in 1631. He appears to have been early
distinguished in the world of letters, for when a very
young man we find him a member of the " Nocturnos ,
a brilliant Spanish imitation of the "Academies"
then fashionable in Italy. In early life he followed
a military career. At one time he was a captain of
cavalry; at another he had an important command
at Naples, through the friendship of the viceroy,
Count of Benavente. Returning to Spain, he gained
the favour of the powerful Count-Duke Olivares, who
gave him several posts that were lucrative as well
He also gained the friendship of the
as honourable.
Duke of Osuna, who settled an annuity upon him.
But if his literary ability won for him many influential friends, a haughty and sour temper, a disconspirit, and great obstinacy soon lost for him
whatever advantages he had gained. He was ol iligei

tented

1

then to turn to the theatre to earn a painful subsistence as a dramatic writer. He died in poverty and
was buried by charity. As a lyric and dramatic
poet Guilldn de Castro had few if any superiors.
He
wrote some forty comedies, all of which show the
inventive genius and patriotism of the author, and
they enjoyed great popularity both in and out of
Spain. The best known probably are "Las Mocedades del Cid" in two parts, "Enganarse engaSando",
and "Pagar en propia moneda". To the first mentioned Castro owed his European reputation, for
it is from the first part of this play that the French
dramatist Corneille gathered the materials for his
own brilliant tragedy " Le Cid", which, according to
Ticknor, did more than any other drama to determine
for two centuries the character of the theatre throughout Europe.
His comedies were published in two
parts at Valencia, in 1621 and I(i2.r respectively.
Ticknor. History o/ Spanish Literature (New York. 1857);
>

Fitzmaurice-Kei.ly, History of Spanish Literature (London!.
1907).

Ventura Fuf.ntes.
Casuistry, the application of general principles
of morality to definite and concrete cases of human
activity, for the purpose, primarily, of determining
what one ought to do, or ought not to do, or what one
may do or leave undone as one pleases; and for the
purpose, secondarily, of deciding whet her and to what
extent guilt or immunity from guilt follows on an action already posited.
Being merely a science of application, casuistry
must be based on the principles and established conclusions of moral theology and ethics.
These normative sciences it presupposes; to them it is ancillary;
and strictly speaking it is distinct from them. It
does not define objective morality, nor the objective
circumstances that modify morality, nor the psy-

—
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try.

The

necessity of casuistry and its importance are
obvious.
From the nature of the case, the general
principles of any science in their concrete application
give rise to problems which trained and expert minds
only can solve. This is especially true regarding the
application of moral principles and precepts to individual conduct.
For, although those principles and
precepts are in themselves generally evident, their
application calls for the consideration of many complex factors, both objective and subjective.
Only
those who unite scientific knowledge of morality with
practice in its application may be trusted to solve
promptly and safely problems of conscience. Personal, social, commercial, and political experience
proves this abundantly. Moral education requires
long, patient, and delicate training, and few acquire
it without the aid of casuistry.
The objections that
are urged against casuistry arise from misconception
of its purpose and scope, or from errors and abuses
that have sometimes accompanied its practice. The
former are sufficiently disposed of; the latter no more
discredit its legitimate use than the corresponding
difficulties which may be raised against therapeutics
or civil law impair the value of these sciences.
Historically considered, casuistry in some form or
another is as old as human conscience. Wherever
civilization has developed along moral lines, there the
casuist has been for the interior forum of conscience
what the judge was for the exterior forum of civil
legality.
The scope of this article, however, is confined to Catholic casuistry.
The history of this

may

be divided into three periods:
I. From the First to the Thirteenth Century.
During this period, though there are no works treating of casuistry in a formal and scientific way, practical applications of Christian morality to the conduct
of life are numerous and continuous; first, in the works
of the Fathers and other ecclesiastical writers, in the
decisions of popes and bishops, and in the decrees of
councils; later, in the Scriptural commentaries, the
Books of Sentences, ami the Penitential Books.
II. Thirteenth to the
Middle of the Sixteenth Century.— After the Fourth Council of
Lateran the reduction to a scientific form of the
casuistic doctrine, which had been gradually developed and elaborated during the patristic period, began
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chological conditions that fix motive and consent;
but, borrowing from the moralist the principles that
determine these elements of a volitional act, its inquiry regards the extent of their presence or absence
Neither does it establish the exisin a given case.
tence of moral obligation; but, assuming the precepts
of morality as already established, its only office is to
determine the subjective morality of an individual
In subordination to the sciences which it subact.
serves, its sphere comprises the whole range of man's
The decisions of the casuist are right
free activity.
or wrong, therefore, in so far as they are or are not in
accord with a science of morality, which is itself a
right interpretation of the natural or positive laws
promulgated by the Supreme Legislator of the universe.
They are of no worth, when based on an
arbitrary or purely self-sanctioned autonomous philosophy of conduct.
Since the special function of casuistry is to determine practically and in the concrete the presence or
absence of a definite moral obligation, it does not fall
within its scope to pass judgment on what would be
more advisable, or on what may be recommended as a
counsel of perfection.
It leaves these judgments to
the sciences to which they belong, particularly to
pastoral and ascetical theology.
The prudent director of consciences, however, being more than a casuist,
ought in giving advice to make use of these other
sciences in so far as they are applicable.
Should he
fail to do so, the blame cannot be attributed to casuis-

concurrently with an awakening of interest in theological studies and the apostolic activity of the now
nourishing mendicant orders. The work of the
Dominican, Raymund of Pennafort, entitled " Summa
de Pcenitentia. et Matrimonio", and published about
12.3.5, opened an era in the scientific study of casuistry, and fixed the manner of treatment which the
science retained for over two hundred years.
Two
other books exercised an influence during this period
on the formation of scientific casuistry: The " Summa
Astesana", published in 1317 by a Franciscan of
Asti in Piedmont; and the "Summa Pisana", written
by the Dominican Bartholomew of San Concordio,
or of Pisa (d. 1347), which treated casuistic subjects
alphabetically, and was the first of a long series of
similar works.
The "Summa Summarum", of Sylvester Prierias, O. P. (d. 1523), practically brings
the age of the great "Summists" to a close. St.
Antoninus, O. P., of Florence (d. 14,59) is notable
in this period for his "Summa Confessionalis" and
"Summula Confessorum", which were followed by
many manuals of a like kind. He was probably the
first who treated moral theology as a distinct science,
and thus prepared the way for that closer union of
treatment between it and casuistry which finally obtained in the following period.
III. Middle of the Sixteenth Century to the
Present Time. The first hundred years of this period
are characterized by a splendid development of theo-

—

due to the ecclesiastical reformation
begun and carried out by the Council of Trent, to the
institution of a new religious order, the Society of
Jesus, and to the intellectual activity evoked in defence of the Church against the pseudo-Reformation
of Luther and of contemporaneous heresiarchs.
In
this progress casuistry shared.
Besides the various
logical sciences,

"Summa= Casuum" which were published, the great
theologians of the time, in commenting on the second
part of the "Summa Theologica" of St. Thomas
Aquinas, treated fully and profoundly casuistical
questions regarding personal, social, political, and
religious duties, regarding the mutual relations of
states, and regarding the relative rights of Church
and State. During this time moral theology finally
attained the dignity of a special science, and became
the explicit basis of casuistry.
Prominent in bringing about this development were John Azor, S. J. (d.
1603), whose " Institutions Morales" was printed at
Rome in 1600; Paul Laymann, S. J. (d. 1635), who
published at Munich in 1625 his "Theologia Moralis";
and Hermann Busembaum (d. 1668), whose " Medulla
Theologia Moralis " became the text for the celebrated
commentaries of Claude La Croix, S. J. (d. 1714), of
St. Alphonsus Liguori, and in our time of Anthony
1

Ballerini, S. J.

The progress

of casuistry

was

inter-

rupted towards the middle of the seventeenth century
by the controversy which arose concerning the doctrine of probabilism.
This controversy might have
been conducted with scientific calm and finally disposed of by the Holy See, but by the injection into it
of Jansenistic fanaticism, sophistry, and satire, real
issues were confused, and an embittered strife arose,
which for nearly two centuries disturbed Catholic
schools.
The effects on casuist ry were deplorable.
Two extreme schools, the Rigorists and the Laxists,
came into being, and centred attention upon themThe vast body of conservative theologians
selves.
were practically ignored, or charged with laxity because they dkl not hold the opinions of a narrow
The Laxists were taken as typical casuists,
school.
and because some of them were Jesuits. Jesuit moralThe tenets of
ity became a byword of reproach.
both Rigorists and Laxists were repeatedly condemned by ecclesiastical authorities; nevertheless the
repute of sane casuistry suffered not only among the
enemies of the Church, but even to a degree among
Catholics also.
So much so, that by the middle of
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Casus Reservati. See Reserved Cases.
Caswall, Edward, Oratorian and poet, b. 1.5

July,

1814, at Vately, Hampshire, of which place his father,
the Rev. R. C. Caswall, was vicar; d. at the Oratory,
Birmingham, 2 January, 1878. He was educated
at Marlborough (irammar School and at Brasenose
College, Oxford, where he was Hulme exhibitioner.
Before leaving Oxford he published, under the
pseudonym of Scriblerus Redivivus, "The Art of
Pluck", in imitation of Aristotle, a witty satire
upon the ways of the careless college student, which
still lias a circulation.
To the eighth edition, in 1843,
he wrote a special preface of regret for certain passages, now excluded, which, at that later date, he
had come to regard as irreverent. In 1S38 he was
ordained deacon, and in 1839 priest, in the Church
of England.
In 1840 he became perpetual curate
of Stratford-sub-Castle in the diocese of his uncle,
Dr. Burgess, Bishop of Salisbury.
In 1846 he published "Sermons on the Seen and the Unseen", a
volume of thoughtful discourses marked by the
same tender and fervent piety found in his wellknown hymns, and by a clear leaning to certain elements of Catholic doctrine. Soon afterwards, having come under the influence of Cardinal (then Dr.)
Newman and the "Tracts for the Times", he resigned
his curacy and, in January, 1847, was received into
the Church by Cardinal Acton at Rome.
In 1849
Caswall's wife, who had also become a Catholic,
died suddenly of cholera, and early in 1850 he
became an Oratorian. In 1852 he was ordained
priest, and lived at the Oratory until his death.
He was buried at Rednal, in the private cemetery
of the congregation, near the grave of Cardinal
Newman. Besides various manuals of devotion,
several of which he translated from the French, his
principal works are: "Lyra Catholica", a translation
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the eighteenth century the very name of casuistry
became a synonym for moral laxity a signification it
yet unfortunately retains in the minds of many whose
information on the subject is drawn from prejudiced
When Jansenistic rigorism seemed to have
sources.
attained a permanent triumph, especially in France
and Spain, relief was obtained through Alphonsus
M nia de Liguori (d. 1787), the saintly founder of the
Congregation of the .Most Holy Redeemer. By recalling casuists to the study of their classic authors
he restored casuistry itself to the place its importance
and dignity demanded. His first publication was the
"Medulla Theologize Moralis" of Hermann Busembaum, S. J., with annotations. In eight successive
editions this work was enlarged and improved, until
it
became a synopsis of casuistical literature. The
last edition, entitled "Theologia Moralis", was published in 1785, and received the approbation of the
Holy See in 1803. In 1871 Pius IX proclaimed the
saintly author a Doctor of the Church.
The afterhistory of casuistry is one of peace and development
along the lines laid down by St. Alphonsus.
Zaccari \. Dissertatio (-in introduction to the Moral Theology
of St. Alphonsus); Bouquillon, Theologxa Moralis Fundamcntalis (Bruges, 1903) Hvrtkr, Nomendator Lit., apologetic or expository writers; Hon ax. Clerical Studu 8 (Boston, 1898): Lehmkuhl, Die katholische Moralthcolotiic und das Studium derselben
in Stimmen aus
aria-Loach (1901), 11; Idem. Die Moraltheoioiji, unddie Kniih ihrer Methode, ibid., 275; Brunetiere, line
apologie de la casuistique in Revue des Deux Monde* (January, 1885); Mausbach, Die katholische Moral, dire Methoden.
Gnmdsatze, una" Aufgaben (2d e.t.. Cologne, 1902); Meven-

of all the Breviary and Missal hymns with some
others (often reprinted; last edition, London, 1884);
"The Masque of Mary and other Poems", original
poetry, thoughtful, imaginative, tender, and full of
faith, a book which drew from Cardinal
in return, a remarkable poem addressed
author (reprinted several times; last edition,
London, 1887); "The Catholic's Latin Instructor
in the principal Church offices and devotions" (frequent Iv reprinted; last edition, London, 1897).

zealous

Newman,

to the

Weekly Register. 19 Jan., 1878, p. 38; Guardian, 9 Jan., 1878,
GlLLOW, Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath., s. v.; Cooper in Diet.
s. v.; Publisher's Note to The Art of Pluck (1893).

p. 41;
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K. M. Warren.

Catacombs, Roman.

—This subject

will

be treated

under seven heads:

I.
Position; II. History; III.
Inscriptions: IV. Paintings; V. Sarcophagi; VI. Small
objects Found in the Catacombs; VII. Catacombs

outside
I.
is

Rome.

Position.

—The

soil

on which the city of Rome
surrounding district, is

built, as well as that of the

of volcanic origin; alluvial deposits are found only on
the right bank of the 'liber, on the downward course
of the stream, below the Vatican.
Wherever the
volcanic deposits occur three strata appear, one above
the other: the uppermost is the so-called pozzolano,
earth from which the Romans, by an admixture of
lime, prepared their excellent cement; next is a
stratum of tufa, made up half of earth and half of
stone; the lowest stratum is composed of stone.
From the earliest times die lowest layer was worked
as a stone quarry, and, both in the lowest and uppermost strata, irregularly hewn galleries are discovered
everywhere, as in the Capitoline Hill and in the
suburbs of the city.
It was formerly believed that the early Christians
used these galleries as places of burial for their dead.
But all the catacombs are laid out in the middle
stratum of tufa, from which no building-material was
obtained.
It is only necessary to compare the irregular galleries of the sand-pits and stone-quarries
with the narrow straight passages and vertical walls
of the catacombs in order to recognize the difference.
In some cases an arenaria, or sand-pit, forms the
starting-point for the laying out of a catacomb; in
other spots the catacombs are connected by a gallery
with the arenaria: so that, entrance could be gained
into the Christian city of the dead, in times of persecuThe catacombs are,
tion, without exciting notice.
then fore, entirely of Christian construction. As a
rule a stairway leads below the surface to a depth of
from thirty-three to forty-nine feet or even more;
from this point diverge the galleries, which are from
ten to thirteen feet in height, and seldom broader
than would be necessary for two grave-diggers, one
behind the other, to carry a bier. Side galleries
branch off from the main galleries, intersecting other
From this level or story steps lead to
passages.
lower levels where there is a second network of galleries; there are catacombs which have three or even
four stories, as, for example, the Catacomb of St.
Sebastian. The labyrinth of galleries is incalculable.
It has been asserted that if placed in a straight line
they would extend the length of Italy. Along the
passages burial chambers (rubicula) open to the right
1

In the side
left, also hewn out, of the tufa rock.
walls of the galleries horizontal tiers of graves rise
from the floor to the ceiling; the number of graves
in the Roman catacombs is estimated at two millions.
The graves, or locu&i, arc cut out of the rock sides of
the gallery, so that the length of the bodies can be
When the
judged from the length of the graves.

ami

body, wrapped in cloths, without
sarcophagus, was
laid in the spot excavated for it, the excavation was
by a marble slab or sometimes by large tiles set
For the wealthy and for martyrs there
in mortar.
were also more imposing graves, known as arcosolia.
i

closed

,
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arcosolium was a space excavated in the wall
above which a semicircular recess was hewn out, in
which a sarcophagus was sometimes placed; in the
excavation below, the body was laid and covered with
a flat marble slab. It was not common to bury the
dead beneath the floor of the passages or burial
chambers. At the present day the majority of the
graves are found open, the slabs which once sealed
them having vanished; often nothing remains of the
The rock and broken material
ashes and bones.
loosened by the constant digging in the innumerable passages were piled up in the sand-pits near
by, or brought to the surface in baskets, or were
heaped up in the
passages which were
R^fl Tufa, or volcanic sto
the Catacombs wen
no longer visited

An

because the families
the dead had
In
passed away.
order to obtain light

of

and above
shafts

air,

all

fresh

called

someluminaria,
what like chimneys,
were cut through
the soil to the surface of the ground.
luminaria,
These
however, are seldom
found before the

fourth century,
when the great
numbers of the faith-

who attended the

ful

religious services in

the catacombs on
the feast days of the
rendered
martyrs
such precautions for
health a necessity.

At

this date also
wider and easier

stairways

were
made, leading from
surface of the
into the
depths below.
The early Christian name for these
places of burial was
the

ground

Koifi7iTTipioi>,

ccemete-

rium, place of rest.
When, in the Middle
Ages, the recollection of the catacombs passed away,

B

Early Christian maso

CATACOMBS

native method of burial, and imitated the rock-graves
of Palestine by laying out cemeteries in the stone-like
stratum of tufa around Rome. In this manner Jewish catacombs were laid out and developed before
Connected with the
Christianity appeared in Rome.
two chief Jewish colonies, one in the quarter of the
city across the Tiber, and the other by the Porta
Capena, were two large Jewish catacombs, one on the
Via Portuensis and one on the Via Appia, as well as
some smaller ones; all are recognizable by the sevenbranched candlestick, which repeatedly appears on

gravestones and lamps,
Until after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus
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a wide circle around the city, the majority being
about half an hour's walk from the city-gate.
The question, however, arises as to whether the
Christians were able to construct these subterranean
cemeteries without molestation from the heathens.
Undoubtedly the Romans had knowledge of the
spots where the Christians buried their dead; but
according to old laws every spot where a body lay
was under the protection of Roman law and custom
that guaranteed the inviolability of burial places.
It is true that the Emperors Deciusand Diocletian, at
a later date, declared the ground covering the eatanimbs to be the property of the State, thus making it

impossible to enter the catacombs by the ordinary
ways. But the successors of Decius and Diocletian
repealed these laws as contrary to the entire spirit
Even though the Christians
of the Roman State.
felt themselves secure in the catacombs, yet the laying
out of the galleries, the burial of the bodies, the odour
of decay, and the pestilential air in summer, made
the lives of the fossores, or excavators, one of the
greatest self-sacrifice, while visiting the graves of the
departed became much more difficult for the surTherefore, after the
viving members of families.
Emperor Constantine had granted freedom to the
Church, and hail set an example for the erection of
churches and chapels over the graves of martyrs by
building a basilica over tie- burial-place of Sts. Peter
and Paul, it became customary to lay out cemeteries
above ground, preferably in the neighbourhood of
such holy spots. At the same time, however,
burial in the catacombs did not fall into disuse,
especially as the piety of the popes and the faithful
of the fourth century led to the adorning of the resting-places of the early martyrs with marbles, paintings, and inscriptions (see Damasus, Saint, Popk).
Furthermore, by enlarging the burial chambers, by
opening shafts for light, and by the construction
of broader stairways, access was made easier for
the faithful of Rome and for pilgrims. Just as. in tie'
course of the fourth century, the veneration of the
martyrs, especially at their graves and on the anniversaries of their death, became more widespread,
so the confidence in their intercession found its expression in tie- endeavour to secure burial in the
vicinity of a martyr's tomb.
Then came that year of misfortune. 111), when the
Goths laid siege to Rome for months, devastated the
surrounding country, and plundered the city itself.
This naturally put an end to burial in the catacombs.
In the following centuries Goths, Vandals, and Lombards repeatedly besieged and plundered Rome;
plague and pestilence depopulated the region around
the city; both the churches over the graves of the
martyrs ami the catacombs sank into decay, and
shepherds of the Campagna even turned the deserted
for this reason I'ope
Sanctuaries into sheepfolds.
Paul
(757 67) began to transfer the remains of the
martyrs to the churches of the city; the work was
continued by Paschal I (817-24) and Leo IV (847I

As a result the catacombs lost their attraction
55).
for the- faithful, and by the twelfth century they were
completely forgotten.
In 1578
catacomb on the Via Salaria was acciIt
was not, however, until
dentally rediscovered.
the publication in 1632, after the author's death, 'if
the "Roma Sotterranea" of Antonio Bosio (q
that attention was once more called to the cats
Combs. Eor nearly forty years, from the year 1593,
Antonio Bosio had devoted himself to finding and
exploring the early Christian cemeteries. The real
Columbus of the catacombs, however, is Giovanni
!)• Rossis labours and
Battista de Rossi (q. v.).
publications have I'd to the wide diffusion of a
knowledge of archaeology and an increased
i

\

•

tion

for

"Roma
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tin'
Among his works are:
catacombs.
Sotterranea" in three volumes; "Inscrip-

tiones Christiana " in two volumes, and numerous
scattered pamphlets and articles; he also founded
and edited the "Bullcttino di archeologia cristiana"
(since 1863).
The Holy See gives between three
and four thousand dollars (18,000 lire) annually for
the work in the catacombs, and the excavations are
superintended by a special commission (see Akch.eoloqy, The Commission ok Sacred). De Rossi
died 20 September, 1894, after devoting nearly fifty
years, from his earliest youth, to the exploration
of the catacombs and the study of Christian antiquity.
His work was and is carried on by his pupils,
among them Armellini, Stevenson, Marucchl, Wilpert, and others.
The publications annually issued
1

Catholic and non-Catholic investigators bear
witness to the self-sacrificing zeal ami devotion as
well as to the sound scholarship with which the
science of Christian antiquities is pursued.
In addi-

by

'nil, ,i,uiii
tion to this tin'
Culiorum Martyrum, by
holding religious services followed by popular addresses on the feast, days of the martyrs, in the various
catacombs, endeavours to stimulate tin reverence
of Romans and strangers I'm' these noble memorials
of the Early Church and to diffuse the knowledge
of them.
In all quarters the example of Home acted
as a stimulus to the study of Christian antiquity and
unexpected
led to exploration and excavations;
treasures of the first Christian centuries have been
rescued from oblivion in other parts of Italy, in
France. Illyria, Greece, North Africa, Egypt, Palestine, and Asia Minor.
At Home, during the last half-cent ury. excaval ionwere undertaken in the following catacombs on the
outskirts of the city; the catacombs of Tina-la and
Commodilla on the Via Ostiensis; the catacomb of
Domitilla on the Via Ardeatina; those of Callistus,
Prsetextatus, and Sebastian on thi Via \ppia: Sta
Petei and Marcellinus on the Via Labicana; Lauren
tins and Ilippolvlus on the Via Tiburtina: Nico
medes. St. Agnes, and the in mi Icriiim nnijiis on the
[hraso and Priscilla on
Via Non
Hermes on the Via Salaria
the Via Salaria Nova
Vitus; Valentinus on the Via I'lamiiiia.
On the
i

:

—
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Papal Crypt,

III

Century, Catacomb or St. Caijjstu

the legendary accounts of the martyrs) were rediscovered.
At the same time there was dug up a
treasure, valuable beyond expectation, of early
Christian epitaphs and paintings, which gave much
unlooked-for information concerning the faith of the
early Christians, their concepts of life, hopes of
eternity, family relations, and many other matters.
Inscriptions. Although thousands of the
III.
inscriptions on the graves of the early Christians have
been lost, ami many more contain nothing of importance, there is still a valuable remainder that yields
more information than any other source concerning

—

That Christianity as
the first Christian centuries.
early as the days of the Apostles found entrance into
distinguished families of the Eternal City, and that,
as time went on, it gradually won over the nobility
of Rome is evident from the epitaphs containing the
titles clarissimi, clarissimce (of senatorial rank), as
well as from epitaphs in which appear the names of
noted clans (gentes). The change wrought by Christianity in tin- social relations of master and slave is
.lain from the exceedingly small number of Christian
inscriptions containing the words scrrux (slave), or
libertus (freedman), words which are constantly seen
on pagan gravestones; the often recurring expression
alumnus (foster-child) characterizes the new relation
between the owner and the owned. Many of the
epitaphs give eloquent voice to tin' love of married
couples, dwelling on the fact thai man and wife had
I
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right bank of the Tiber the catacombs explored were
those of Pontianus and Generosa on the Via PortuenThe most thorough explorations were carried
sis.
out in the catacombs of Callistus, Domitilla, and
In a large number of cases the graves of
Priscilla.
the martyrs mentioned in the old authorities (martyrologies, itineraries, the "Liber Pontificalis", and

—

lived chastely (virginius,

Virginia) before entering
the married state, on the virtues of the dead companion and the faithfulness to the departed observed
through long years of solitary life in order that, lying
side by side in the same grave, they might rise together at the Resurrection.
Others record the love
of parents for a dead child and conversely.
Reference
to the virgin state, which seldom appears in heathen
epitaphs, is often met with in the Christian inscriptions; from the fourth century on mention is made of
a virginity specially dedicated to God, virgo Deo
dicata, famida Dei.
Besides allusions in the inscriptions to the various ecclesiastical ranks of bishop,
priest, deacon, lector, and excavator (jossor), there
are references to physicians, bakers, smiths, and
joiners, often with emblems of the respective implements. Especially interesting are inscriptions which
throw light on the religious conceptions of the time,
which speak not only of the hope of eternity, but also
of the means of grace on which that hope rests
above all, of the faith in the one God, and Christ, His
They also dwell on membership in the Church
Son.
through baptism, and on the relations with the dead
through prayer. Naturally, the older the epitaphs
referring to dogma the greater their importance.
Next comes the question as to how the age of an
In the first place the
inscription can be ascertained.
inscriptions are limited to the first four centuries of
the Christian Era, since, after the invasion of the
Goths (410), burial in the catacombs occurred only in
The
isolated instances and soon ceased altogether.
later Roman inscriptions and all the inscriptions of
adOrient,
however
much
Africa,
and
the
Gaul,
ditional information they may give in regard to
dogma, cannot here be taken into consideration. The
most natural and certain method of determining
the age of an inscription, i. e. through the reference
usually contains to the annual consul, can
it
scarcely be used a dozen times in the epitaphs of
There are, however, many
the first two centuries.
auxiliary means of determining the question, as: the
names, the form of the letters, the style, the place of
discovery, the pictorial emblems (varying from the
anchor and the fish to the monogram of Christ);
these permit, with a reasonable degree of certainty,
the assignment of inscriptions to the fourth century,
to the time before Constantine, to the beginning of
the third or the end of the second century, or even to
an earlier period. The Roman gravestones of the
first four centuries furnish numerous proofs not only
for the fundamental dogmas of the Catholic Church
but also for a large additional number of its doctrines
and usages, so that the epitaphs could be employed
to illustrate and enforce nearly every page of a
modern Catholic catechism. Some inscriptions are
here given as examples.
Catacomb of Callistus, second century (text some-

what restored):

ponton

brohi<rcv

SEnTIMIOS nPAIrefrATOS kAIK-

iXtdvos

O AOYA05 TOY 0eoY AHIOS

Bin<roS

OY METENOHSA KAN OAE EOl YIIEPSTHlv
KAI EYKApiirTHEn TO ONOMATI SOY \\\p£dwK€
TUX *YXJ)C TO BED TPIANTA TPlCty (twv
E3
ETaip
lll'o

.

.

.

.

.

.

MRNON
TrapidnKE

IIETEIAos
ttjp

.

.

.

XaMIIP6roTos

\pvxv" T V # f <?

(TfirrEMHI'IUN

This inscription was found in a fragmentary eon
slang with other incinptions f th- ( i. ill in

d:ti::n

.

I'hronton made
family, near the grave of St. Cecilia.
the grave. The epitaph mentions two dead. Septimius I'nrtextatus Caa ilianus and PetiliuS, the latter
with the additional statement Xapirpiraros. rlarisSeptimius
simus, signifying one of senatorial rank.
is called a "servant of God" and is then represented
as speaking: "If 1 have lived virtuously I have not

——
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it and if I have served Thee [O Lord] I
thanks to Thy Name." He "gave up his
;it
the age of thirty-three years and six
months. The same expression, "he gave up his soul
to God", is used for Petilius, the dale of whose death
is given as before 1 September.
Catacomb of Domitilla, second century:
c. IVLIA. AGHIPPINA
SIMPLICI. DVLCIS IN

repented of

God"

jETERNVM

—

"Sweet Simplicius, live in eternity" is the wish
which Caia Julia Agrippina, whose aristocratic name
indicates a very early imperial date, sends after the
departed.

Catacomb

of Domitilla, third century:
.

.

.

.

SPIRITVS

TVVS IN REFRIGEKIO

The beginning

the inscription, containing the
name, has disappeared, ".May thy spirit be in refreshment". The very ancient prayer in the Canon
of the Mass entreats for the dead locum refrigerii,
facts el pacis (a place of refreshment, light, and
peace).
Catacomb of Pontianus, beginning of the fourth
century:
EVTYCHIANO FILTO DVLCISSIMO
of

EVTYrHIVS PATER

p
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will give

soul to

—

—

V. A.

I.

SVLATV NICOMACI. FLABIANI. LOCV MAR
MARARI QVADRISOMVM
Buried on 13 May, Osimus who lived twentyeight years, who was united to his wife seven years
i.

e.

May the well-deserving rest in
peace. He died during the consulate of Nicomachus
Flavianus. Grave of the stone-mason for four
bodies.
Catacomb of Callistus, third century:
PETRONI.E AVXENTI.E. C. F. QV.E VIXIT
and nine months.

ANN. XXX. LIBERTI FECERVNT. BENEMERENTI. IN. PACE

The freedmen

of Petronia Auxentia, the highly born
lady (clarissimas femirue), who died at the age of
thirty, made the grave where she rests in peace.
She seems to have had neither children, brothers or
sisters, nor, at the time of her death, parents.
Catacomb of Callistus, fourth century:
DASVMIA QVIRIACE HONE FEMINE PALVMBA SENe FELle
QV.E VIXIT ANNUS
XXI DEPOS1TA IIII
KAL MARTIAS IN PACE
Cyriaca, a member of the noble Dasumian family,
who died at the age of sixty-six years, is called a
"dove without bitterness", a eulogy that is found
on other female graves.
.

.

.

I,

M.

II. D IIII DEI SERVS y? IX8Y2
i.e."Eutychius,thefather[has
erected] the gravestone to his sweetest little son, Eutychianus. The child
who lived one year, two months, and four days the
servant p of God." The Greek monogram of the name
of Christ Nr (X=CH,P=R), and the IX9T2 scratched
gravestone, shows that the child had,
on
the
through baptism, died a Christian and had been
reci ived into heaven by "Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
the Saviour''.
(See Animals in Christian Art.)
Catacomb of Priscilla, third century (in verse):

ANTe'Ptoc^e'jfTT

.

vos precor o fratres. orare. hvc

QVANDO VENITIS
ET PRECIBVS. TipTIS. PATREM. NATVMQVE ROGATIS
SIT. VESTIi.E. MENTIS. AGATES. CAR.5E.
MEMIXISSE
VT DEVS. OMNIPOTENS. AGAPEN IN S.ECVLA. SERVET
"
i.e.
I beg you, brethren, whenever ye come hither
[to the service of God] and call in united prayer on
the Father and the Son, that ye remember to think on
your loved Agape, that Almighty God may preserve

Agape in eternity." A second, fragmentary, piece
of the inscription recalls the sentence of death pronounced in Paradise, tie terra sumptus terrte traderis
(thou wast taken from the earth and unto the earth
shall thou return),
Agape lived twenty-seven years;
so had it been appointed to her by Christ. The mother,
ucharis, and the father, Pius, erected the graveI

me to her.
Catacomb
377:—
i

Commodilla.

of

inscription

of

a.

d.

CINNAMIVS OPAS LECTOR TITVl.l PA8CIOLE
AMICVS PAVPERVM
yvi VIXIT ANN. XI.VI. MENS. VII. D. villi
DEP( isiT
IN PACE KAI,
i.

e.

MART

GRATIANO nil ET MEROBAVDE COSS
Cinnamius (>p;is, lector of the title [church] of

Fasciola. a friend of the poor, who lived forty-six
years, seven months, and nine days, and was buried
in peace on
March, when Gratian w:.^ consul for
the fourth time and with him Merobaudus.
latacomb of lommodilla, a. d. 39
I

<

(

I

DEI'

III

mvS

MAIl

I

I8IMVS

(JVI

ANNVS xxvin QV1 FECIT
CVM CONPAR1 S\ ANNVS BEPTE
MENSIS Villi BENEMERENTI IN PACE. CON
VIXIT

\

From the Tomb of Pope Anterub,

III

Centur?

300: " With the
permission of his Pope Marcellinus (296 -it'll Severus
the Deacon made in the level of the cemetery of
Callistus directly under that of the pope a family
vault, consisting of a double burial chamber (cublculum duplex) with arched tombs [arcoaoUa) and a
shaft for air and light, as a quiet resting-place for
himself and his family, where his bones might be
preserved in long sleep for his Maker and Judge.
The first body to be laid in the new family vault was
his sweet little daughter Severa, beloved by her
parents and servants. At her birth Cod had endowed her for this earthly life with wonderful talents.
Her body rests here in peace until if shall rise again

Catacomb

of Callistus, about

\.

r>.

in God, Who took away her soul, chaste, modest and
ever inviolate in His Holy Spirit; He, the Lord, will
reclothe her at some time with spiritual glory.
She
lived a virgin nine years, eleven months and fifteen
days.
Thus was she translated out of this world".
Besides the text of he epitaphs, on many of the
tombstones the ideas are also conveyed by pictures;
in this manner expression is given, above all, to the
hope of eternal life for the dead, first come symbolical pictures and signs: the anchor, the palm, the
dove with the olive-branch, are allegorical symbols of
hope, victory, and everlasting peace; from the third
century on appears the fish, the symbol of Christ.
The Good She] .herd carrying the lamb on His shoulders, and the Orante, both often depicted together,
were well-known and favorite allusions to the joy of
heaven. The carving on the tombstone also copied
those paintings on the catacombs ili.it represent
,

I

Biblical scenes, e. e. the awakening of Lazarus, the
adoration of the Wise Men. Carvings of an entirely
secular character are also found on the tumhsiom
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characteristic tools to
namely representations
indicate the rank in life or trade of the dead, e. g.
grain
measure;
for a joiner, a plane;
for a baker, a
If the dead had
for a smith, an anvil and hammer.
name
of
an
animal,
Leo (lion), Equithe
borne in life
tius (from equus, a horse), a picture of the particular
animal was also cut on the tombstone. From the
time of Constantine the monogram of Christ was
a favourite symbol for use on gravestones.
IV. Paintings. The paintings of the catacombs
conveyed pictorially the same ideas as the incepThese frescoes adorn the spaces between the
tions.
single graves, ornament the arched niches above the
arcosolia, and are employed to decorate the walls and
It is true that
ceilings of entire burial chambers.
the paintings are not so easily understood as the
inscriptions or epitaphs, but while the oldest epitaphs
afford little instruction, since they are limited simply
to the names of the dead, the paintings, of which
the number is very large, give information concernCertain fixed
ing the beginnings of Christianity.
of

—

types are repeated
in manifold forms,
so that one explains
another. In the
course of time new
types of pictures and
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the East having been the first called out of heathenism, were regarded by the Christians of the catacombs
as their predecessors in the Faith, as security for the
hope that they too might, at some time, adore the
Son of God above. The Mother of God is never separated from the Divine Child; one of the oldest paintings of the catacombs, painted under the eyes of the
pupils of the Apostles and found in the cemetery of
Priscilla, represents the Virgin holding the Child on her
lap, while the Prophet Isaias, who stands before her,
points to the star above the head of the Mother and
In the frequent pictures of the Wise Men the
Child.
Virgin is seated on a throne accepting in the name
A fresco
of her Child the gifts which the Magi bring.
of the third century in the cemetery of Priscilla
represents the Annunciation; a painting of the fourth
century in the ctrmeterium ma]us shows the Virgin
as an Orante, before her the Divine Child, who is
clearly indicated to be Christ by the monogram of the
name Christ painted to the right and left of the figure.
The enthroned Saviour surrounded by the Apostles,
the dead, who are
being led by the
saints before the
Judge to receive a
gracious verdict, the
Wise Virgins at the

wedding
form

new conceptions
developed
were

heavenly

which throw a stead-

on the belief and the
hopeof the primitive

the last links in the
chain of heavenly
hopes that bind together earth a n d

Christians in regard
to death.

eternity.

ily

increasing

feast, all these

light

time

heaven,

The

The heathen " who

and

themes

consolate

depicted in the purely
decorative painting
of the burial cham-

grave

bers, especially that

have no hope"
might

stand

dis-

by the
deof the
parted, they might
adorn the ceterna
domus (the eternal
home) of the dead
with gay pictures of

Early Chr stian Epitaphs n

The

Laterak

ordinary

life.

Christians in these
paintings of the catacombs conceived the souls
of the dead as Oranti, or praying female figures,
The Good Shepherd Who
in the bliss of heaven.
lovingly carries the lamb on His shoulders to the
flock that are pastured in Paradise signified to the
Christian the reason for his hope of eternity. The
representations of baptism and of the miraculous
multiplication of the loaves are allusions to the means
After favourof grace by which heaven is attained.
able judgment is pronounced, the saints, the advocates or intercessors, lead the souls into the joys of
heaven. To depict the belief of the early Christians
in a future life the art of the catacombs generally
chose episodes from the Old and New Testaments,
episodes to which many allusions still occur in the
If death is represented as
prayers for the dying.
having entered the world through the sin of Adam
and Eve, the escape from death is indicated in pictures from tlic (lid Testament showing the rescue of
Nor from the Deluge, the preservation of Isaac from
the sacrificial knife of his father Abraham, the rescue
of the Three Bebrew Children from the fiery furnace,
the escape of Jonas from the belly of the great fish,
Susanna's deliverance with the aid of Daniel from
From the New Testament the raisfalse accusation.
ing of Lazarus is use, as the ty]
E the resurrect inn
from the dead; the miracles of the Saviour, the healing of the blind, the cure of the palsied man, are all
taken as proofs of the omnipotent power of he Son of
God over sickness and death. The Wise Men from
I

I

of the ceilings, are
largely taken from
conci pts peculiar to
Christianity: the
dove with the oliveith Monograms and Figures,
branch ot peace, the
Moseum
peacock that in
springtime renews its gay plumage, the lamb, taken as
a symbol of the soul, all these continually reappear as
allusions to the consoling hopes cherished in this place

When the artist paints family life, e. g. a
of death.
picture of a husband, wife, and child, who occupy a
common grave, he represents the three as Oranti
standing with raised hands absorbed in the contemThere are some purely secular
plation of God.
paintings in the catacombs, e. g. a fresco in the cemetery of Priscilla representing vine dressers carrying
away a large cask: in the cemetery of Domitilla, cornmerchants superintending the unloading of sacks of
grain from ships; and in the cemetery of Callistus, a
market-woman selling vegetables.
Special reference should be made to the representations of the Eucharist in connexion with the
multiplication of the bread when the Lord fed the
multitude with the loaves and fishes. Since from
the second century the Early Church regarded the
live letters of the Greek word for fish LX6T2 (ichthys)
as the first letters of the words making up the phrase
IH20T2 XPI2T02 6E0T TI02 2QTHP (Jesus Christ,
the Son of God, the Saviour), bread and fish, the food
With which Christ had fed the multitude, were in
themselves an allusion to the Eucharist ic meal. Thus
in the catacomb of Domitilla a man and his wife arc
represented reclining on a cushion, before them a
small table holding loaves of bread and fish: in the
cemetery of Priscilla the presiding officer at the si mi
circular, table breaks for the guests the round loavesof
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broad; thr> wine-cup with handles stands ready near
bread and fish; baskets on either side holding the
miraculously multiplied loaves and fishes indicate the
deeper meaning of the scene.
Both paintings belong
There is in the catato the earliest Christian art.
comb of Callistus a painting of a large fish; close before or above the fish is a woven basket on the top of
which lie round loaves of bread; the front pari oi
the basket lias a square opening in which is seen a
glass containing red wine.
In the six so-called
Chapels of the Sacraments of the same catacomb
various representations of the Eucharist appear in
combination with pictures of baptism, the raising of
Bread and fish are shown lying
Lazarus, a ship, rtf.
on a table; on one side stands Christ. Who stretches
a hand in blessing over the food; on the other side is
an Orante, the symbol of the soul, which in this meal

CATACOMBS

there are for the paintings, as for the inscriptions, indications which serve as clues.
The artistic value of
the pictures increases the closer they approach the
golden age of profane art.
In the second and third
centuries the pictures were lightly sketched and
Eainted in transparent colours on a carefully prepan d
ackground of plaster. During this period the artist
did not follow set patterns, but was under the necessity at first of devising forms in which to express his
new Christian ideas. As secular art fell into decay
Christian art experienced the same decline.
Another
aid in determining the age of a fresco is given by the
site in a catacomb where a picture has been painted,
whether in the oldest part or in a later addition. As
time went on the painter's range of artistic conceptions enlarged; thus in the third and fourth centuries
scenes were depicted which were foreign to earlier

Fresco in the Catacomb of

The opreceives the pledge of the heavenly
In a
posite picture represents the sacrifice of Isaac.
third picture, placed between these two, guests sit
around a table on which are bread and fish; in the
foreground stand the baskets holding the miracuThese and similar pictures,
lously multiplied loaves.
all belonging to the first half of the third century, are
based upon the thought that the Ku diarist ie meal has
for us by the Saviour as the pledge and
type of the heavenly one.
Catholic writers have at times found a richer dogmatic cont. 'lit in the pictures of tin- catacombs than
a strict examination is able to prove; but Protestant
scholars go to the other extreme when they claim that
the "dogmatic results" obtained from the early
Although
Christian pictures are exceedingly small.
it is willingly acknowledged that non-Catholic writers
have occasionally placed a picture in a proper light,
is nevertheless necessary to protest
it
against tieattempt to eliminate from the early Christian memorials all dogmatic proof for the faith of the Catholic
otic.

I

Church.
Just as

it

is

of

importance to

settle the dates of
essential to determine as

inscripl

nearly as possible

when

paintings

were executed;

St. Prxscii la

When in the fourth century the newlyChristian art.
erected basilicas were ornamented with mosaics, the
same form of decoration was also introduced into the
catacombs; this is shown in a mosaic depicting as an
Orante a person who had died. The ornamentation
of the places of interment came to an end with the
above-mentioned cessation of burial in tin- cats
combs; in lieu of this the graves oi the martyrs were
now decorated, generally with pictures of the saints,
who are represented grouped around the Saviour,
These paintings form a class apart from the other
pictures of tin' catacombs on account of tic constant
decline in the artistic execution an. because of the
subjects of the composition. The last pictures pa int..
ed in the ninth cenin the catacombs an
tury in the crypt of St. Cecilia. Si. Cecilia herself is
represented a- an Orante in the garden of heaven;
there is also preserved in this crypt a bust. fresco of
Christ in a niche, next to which is a picture of Pope
St. Urban who buried the martyr. St. Cecilia.
Rome citizens of
In ancient
V. Sarcophagi.
rank built for themselves family tombs on the great
military roads; the structure above ground \monuadorned with statues and inscriptions,
while the bodies were deposited in stone coffins
I

I

—
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(sarcophagi) or, when cremated, in funerary urns in
a subterranean vault or hypogceum. The freedmen
and clients of the noble family to whom the tomb
belonged were buried in graves made in the upper
stratum of the earth of the area monumenti, or plot
These
of ground or garden in which the tomb stood.
graves were indicated by stelce, or stone slabs, which
gave the names of the dead. Those who were first
converted from heathenism to Christianity were inThis is evident both
terred in a similar manner.
from the hypogceum of the Flavian family, which has
horizontal niches to the right and left for the sarcophagi, and from the stelce with symbols or inscriptions that are Christian in character, although, as is
The
easily understood, such stehe are not numerous.
example of the Jews, however, led very early to the
excavation, in the enclosure of the area monumenti, of

strigili

came

together,

were carved on the

or

else

Christian

labella insert ptionis,

i.

e.

slab closing the grave in which the epitaph

symbols
the

fiat

was

cut.

A

Christian stone-mason, probably, cut these Christian emblems on sarcophagi made in heathen workshops.
The oldest sarcophagus showing Christian
emblems carved in relief is one found in the Vatican
quarter and now in the Lateran Museum; it has in
excellent work, between two scenes of family life, an
Orante, symbolical of the person buried, and the
Good Shepherd. Another sarcophagus, also belonging to the time before Constantine and in the same
museum, has as its chief decoration the story of
Jonas; around this scene are grouped representations
of Noe, the raising of Lazarus, Moses smiting the
rock in the wilderness, a pastoral scene, and purely
secular fishing scenes.

ophagus of Junius Bassus, Christian Prefec
Christ in glory giving the Law to His Apostles.
Panel:

Christ's

Entry into Jerusalem

subterranean galleries or passage ways, the walls of
which offered ample space for single graves or Inculi.
From the beginning burial in sarcophagi was, on account of the expense, a privilege of the rich and of
people of rank; this is also one reason why Christian
sculpture developed later than Christian painting. As
the Christians were obliged at first to buy sarcophagi
from heathen stone-masons they avoided purchasing
those with mythological scenes. They preferred
such as were ornamented with carvings of scenes
from pastoral life, the harvest and vintage; at times
they selected sarcophagi merely ornamented on the
front with wave lines (strigili), as for example, the
sarcophagus of Petronilla, a relative of the impeFlavian family, which was found in the catarial
comb of Domitilla. The only decoration of this
sarcophagus, outside of the wave lines, were figures
of lions at the corners; on the upper edge of the
sarcophagus was the inscription
Will UAK. PETRONILLAE. FILIAE. I>\ I.-

"To
are

CISSIMAE.
Aurelia Petronilla. sweetest daughter".

still

in tin-

Pnetextal us

:i

catacombs

number

of

There
and
sarcophagi, the most an-

of Priscilla, Domitilla,

which show no Christian sculpture.
not until Inwards (he end of the third century th'
hri inn sarcophagi were ornamented with
sculpture; at first the carvings were small figures of
the Good Shepherd or an Orante placed where the

i

iont of

It

was

1

(

Christian sculpture on sarcophagi was not fully
developed until about the middle of the fourth century; two sarcophagi of this period, that of Junius
Bassus in the crypt of St. Peter's, and another similar
in style, in the Lateran Museum, are the finest examples of early Christian carving. When it became
customary, in the vicinity of the great basilicas, to
build mausoleums or mortuary chapels, in which
the sarcophagi were either sunk in the ground or exposed along the walls, sculpture as a Christian art
developed rapidly. The growth was perhaps too
rapid, for the comparatively small number of Christian sculptors could only meet the constantly increasing demand by over-hasty or half-finished
work. To this period which extended from the
second half of the fourth into the first decades of the
fifth century belong by far the greater part of the
sarcophagi found, most of which are in the Lateran
Museum. The terrible misfortunes that befell Rome
after it had been conquered and plundered by the

Goths

in

I

Hi

checked and

finally put

an end to carved

decoration on Christian sarcophagi.
Naturally, the reliefs of the sarcophagi show the
same fundamental ideas as are expressed in the
Eaintings of the catacombs, and they an- conveyed
y the presentation of the same Biblical scenes.
Plastic art. however, followed its own course in the
development of the themes. This is evident from
the large number of figures employed for the scenes,

;
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still

more from the

gram

of Christ enclosed in a victor's wreath;
Christ is represent..! seated on the throne of

heavenly glory

vision of Ezechiel. intended as an allusion to the
resurrection of the body; more especially, however,
by fresh scenes from the life of Christ. The carvings
representing the manger, the scenes from the I'
and the prominence given to the position and office
of Peter in the Christian scheme of salvation, have no
Only
parallel in the paintings of tie- catacombs.
once in the catacombs i- the birth of Christ taken as
the subject of a painting, and this is a fresco of a very
late .late in the catacomb of St. Sebastian.
The reliefs on the sarcophagi show the little Child lying in
the manger with the virgin sitting near by on a knoll
behind her stands Joseph while the ox and a-- are
placed to one side, and above shines the star that
guides tl.e Wise Men.
The Virgin is often repre
seated sitting on a throne and holding the Child
forward on her hand
.ration of the
As regards scenes from tic Passion, chrisMagi.
tians preferred, during the centuries of persecution, to
represent the Saviour as the Son of God, full of miraculous power, as the conqueror of death an., surrounded by His heavenly glory, rather than in His
Bufferings and deatl
A- Christianity
I

I

advanced, however, in its COnqUesI of heathenism,
the faithful turned their attention more to the sufferChrist.
Still, although sculpture ventured
1

i

hi

isl

s Pa --ion. Bis

b

tion was always accompanied by an allusion to Higlory; at the fo.,1 of the empty Cross sleep the

watchers by

I

bove the Cross

is

the mono-

or

His

the midst of scenes from His Passion.
The subjects chosen from the Passion are the
prediction of the denial of Peter, the washing of
the feet, the crowning with thorns, Pilate's judgment, the carrying of the Cross; of these scenes the
one most frequently selected was Pilate's judgment,
with the Old Testament prototype of the sacrifice of
Isaac as contrasting relief.
The manner in which
the Church of the fourth century regarded the office
ot Peter is plain from the preference shown for representations of the traditio Ugis in which Peter, as the
.Moses of the New Covenant, receives from the hand
of Christ (Dominux legem dot), the New Testament,
the Lex or law that he was to proclaim and explain
to Christians. The different scenes of the reliefs were
separated from one another by arcades, or perhaps
by trees, or, frequently they 'followed one another

Bronzi Medallions 01 Bis
ru or Third Century.
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great variety of new subjects
which were introduced into the domain of Christian
When Adam and Eve air shown, it is not, as in
art.
the frescoes, merely with the tree and the serpent;
in sculpture the second Adam, Christ, is represented
Standing between the first pair, offering to Adam a
sheaf of grain and to Eve a goat, symbols of labour
in the field and household occupations.
While in
the frescoes Moses stands alone when he smites the
rock with his staff that the- water may gush out, the
sculptured relief includes the Jews quenching their
thirst.
The same difference is evident in the representation of the raising of Lazarus; whereas in sculpture the two sisters and some witnesses of the miracle
fill out the scene, in the frescoes the figures are limited to the chief personages.
The range of subjects
is increased by the addition of other incidents from
the Old Testament, e. g. tie' passage of the Israelites
through the Red Sea, symbolic of baptism, and the

and

in

ind Paul

l'

2.

Fourth

I

numerous incidents carved on large
sarcophagi were often arranged in two rows,oneover
dircctly,

the

the other.
In this disposition plastic art followed
the model set by the mosaics in the great basilicas.
Although single scenes carved on the sarcophagi
are not difficult to explain, yet where the composition
is more complicated it is often not easy to discover
the leading thought, as the artist was apt to run

An example

her.

will

make

this clear.

On

a sarcophagus in the Lateran Museum the following scenes succeed one another from left to right: the
es of Cain and Abel; Peter led to execution;
the triumph ..f the ross; the beheading of Paul; Job.
The question arises as to why the figures are thus
arranged.
In the death of Abel the judgment pronounced on the whole human race in Paradise was
executed for the first time-, while Job is th.
herald ..f the Resurrection: "I know that my Redeemer liveth, and in the last day I shall rise out of
(

And

ith.

skin,

and

in

my

I

shah be clothed again with

flesh

I

shall

m\

-..

my

i,.„l" i\i\. 25).

fulfilment of this hope i- shown by the two
\p..-ii,
and the glory of the risen Saviour. On
many ..t the arcophagi, however, especially
Ofi to the period of the decline of Home, the
compositions lack a central thought and are arranged
either according t.. the fancy of the sculptor or according to the command and desire of the purchaser.
Outside of the sarcophagi the most important early
Christian sculpture
statue of St. Hip-

The

i

i
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the Lateran Museum,

and martyr, in
which was dug up near the catacomb bearing his
name. The statue, of which only the lower half has
been preserved, belongs to the middle of the third
polytus, bishop

century. The figure of the Good Shepherd, also in
the Lateran Museum, belongs probably to the time
before Constantine; there are, besides, some other
statuettes of the Good Shepherd, which are assigned
Of the
to the second half of the fourth century.
work of the stone-masons and sculptors in the eubicula
of
the alornamentation
of the martyrs, and in the
tars, choir-screens, pulpits, Easter candlesticks, etc.,
of the great basilicas only scanty remains have been preserved. Early ( hristian sculpture reached its zenith in
the first half of the fourth century when it joined in
the triumph of the Christian religion as it emerged
from the catacombs. Sculpture was employed at
this period chiefly to ornament Christian graves with
symbols of religious hope in the risen Christ.

—

VI. Small Objects Found in the Catacombs.
The ornaments which the early Christians put in the
graves,

the lamps and perfume bottles that they

placed outside, the coins, pieces of glass, and rings, that
were pressed, to distinguish the spot, into the fresh
plaster that sealed the opening, all these remains of
early Christianity are often of artistic and scientific
Both the coins and the factory stamps on the
value.
tiles that sealed the grave are in many instances important clues to the age of a gallery in a catacomb, as
well as to the date of the inscriptions and paintings
that may be found in it.
Earthen lamps were set in the fresh plaster sealing
the slab which closed the grave, or were placed on
projecting mouldings in the eubicula, and these lamps
It was not
in the early period were very simple.
before the middle of the fourth century that Christian
potters began to ornament lamps with Christian
pictures and symbols; these consisted mainly of the
Biblical scenes already noted in the frescoes, e. g.
Jonas, the Good Shepherd, Oranti, the Three Hebrew
In addition to these,
Children in the fiery furnace.
other Biblical characters were introduced, e. g. Josue
and Caleb carrying the great, bunch of grapes, the
three angels visiting Abraham, Christ carrying the
A large number of the
Cross and adored by angels.
lamps of this period are ornamented with pictures of
animals (the lion, peacock, cock, hare, fish), shells,
trees, geometrical designs, for both Christian and
heathen potters chose ornaments without a religious
character in order to offend neitherChristian nor pagan
customers. A number of bronze lamps have also been
preserved, many with three small chains for hanging;
but metal lamps were more used in the homes than in
the catacombs.
The most important group of these
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6mall objects of early Christian times is that of the socalled " gilded glasses", or the bases of glass drinkingvessels with Biblical incidents, pictures of saints, or
family scenes, designed in gold-leaf and laid between
two layers of glass; most of these glasses belong to
the fourth century. Such drinking-cups or glass mugs
were popular as presents at baptisms and wedding
anniversaries; they were also probably used at the
love-feasts or agapw, which, on the great feast days
of the saints, were spread for the poor in the porticoes
of the churches.
This explains the great number of
gilded glasses ornamented with the portraits of the
two chief Apostles. The designs shown by such
glasses vary greatly; they throw valuable light on the
paintings, the ornamentation of the lamps, the carvings of the sarcophagi, and in many ways are of
dogmatic importance. Thus the design of Moses
smiting the rock in the wilderness and the water
gushing forth bears the inscription "Petrus", a proof
that the early Christians saw in the leader of the
Israelites the prototype of Peter, who in this case is
regarded as the mediator for the Christian springs of

and in the pictures of the Transmission of the
Law (Dominus legem dat), as the mediator of the
truths of salvation. When these gilded glass mugs
or cups were broken, the bases containing in gold-leaf
the religious pictures were set in the mortar sealing
the grave. No whole glasses have been preserved,
and these bases are only found in the catacombs.
Much discussion has arisen over the ampullae said
These are small earthen pots or
to contain blood.
phials and vessels of glass containing a reddishbrown deposit on the inner side, that have been
found secured in the outer surface of the mortar
This incrustation
seal of large numbers of graves.
was held to be the blood of the martyrs, and each
grave where such a phial was found was believed to
be the burial place of a martyr; accordingly in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the bones
discovered in these graves were presented, as the
remains of martyrs, to the churches of Italy and
beyond the Alps. This assumption was not shaken
by the fact that many of these vessels were found on
the graves of children, and that the statements as
to the consul given in the epitaphs showed dates at
tin' end of the fourth century when martyrdom a
It is now universally held by scholars
longer suffered.
that these vessels contained pungent essences intended
to counteract (he odour of the decay perceptible in the
In the same way folded
galleries of the catacombs.
linen has been found inside the graves, which when
burned still gives out a strong and agreeable scent this
linen must have been soaked with essences to attain
the same end, i. e. to overcome the smell of decay.
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While in the last few decades the places of Christian burial of the fifth and sixth centuries in Egypt
have yielded a large amount, of well-preserved materials and woven fabrics, the garments and cloths in
which the bodies in the Roman catacombs were
wrapped have all mouldered away. It is only
while the dead were enveloped in cloth worked with
gold threads that the threads have been partially
preserved, as in the case of St. Hyacinth,
be Rossi
found a body in the catacomb of PraetextatUS, and
one in the catacomb of St. Callistus that had been
wrapped in cloth with gold threads. Within recent
years a grave was discovered in the catacomb of
Priscilla where the cloths are still preserved in which
the bones lie, but it is rightly feared that they will
Once a year
fall to dust when brought into the air.

St. Peter's a large carpet is exhibited that has
into it the so-called caltre, or cloth, in which, it
supposed, martyrs were buried. Taking its genuineness for granted, this cloth is the only woven
fabric now existing at Rome which has been preserved iron the time of the primitive Roman Church.
VII. Catacombs Outside of Rome.
It was impossible to lay out subterranean passages in the Mons Yatibecause tic soil there is not of volcanic formation but consists of alluvial deposits.
Consequently
there is no catacomb around the grave of St. Peter;
tic- faithful who wished to have their last restingliear the tomb of the Apostle were buried close
to (he surface of the ground.
Such cemeteries were
probably laid out wherever the formation was not
suitable for the excavation of subterranean passages,
one time such area or cemeteries of the Christians had no protection against desecration by a
maddened mob. Where the soil allowed it, therefore,
underground cemeteries were excavated. A number
of small catacombs lay at a short distance from
Rome, e. g. those of St. Alexander on the Via N'omentana. and St. Senator at Albano; the former has some
import
ccount of its epitaphs, the latter
on account of its paintings. The town of Chiusi in
central Itah
ICOmb called St. Mustiola,
Christina.
At Naples the catacombs of St. Januarius preserve paintings, e. g. of
Adam and Eve, belonging to the best period of early
Christian art.
Sicily has numerous catacomb
the
pecially in the neighbourhood of Syracuse;
museum oi epitaphs, lamps, and
other objects, contains a very beautiful early Chrisare also several small
tian sarcoph;
nubs on the Island of Malta, and others in
at

sewn
is

i
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Sardinia, the latter having beautiful frescoes of the
fourth century.
In 1905 a large catacomb was dis-

covered in North Africa near Iladrumetum in which
the graves ae a rule had not been opened, but they are
poor in epitaphs, paintings, and small objects. Lamps
The ( Jreek monogram of
are most frequently found.
Christ, often found on the Roman lamps of the fourth
century, is also met on the lamps outside Rome, and in
some places is the only sure proof of the Christian
character of the burial-place.
For bibliography see Cemetery, under Early Roman Chi istian
Cemeteries.
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Catafalque, derived from the Italian word catameans a scaffold or elevation, but in its
strictly liturgical sense the word is employed to desig-

jalco, literally

nate the cenotaph-like erection which is used at the
exequial offices of the Church, and takes the place of
the bier whenever the remains are not. present.
It is
covered with a black cloth or pall, on which there is a
cross either of white or some other colour (De Herdt,
Praxis Sac. Lit., II. 328).
The catafalque is usually
placed immediately outside the sanctuary, and is the
centre of the ceremonies of that part of the exequial
office known as the absolution, receiving the same attention as the corpse would if present. Hence it is that
lights burn around the catafalque during the function,
and it is aspersed with holy water and incensed. During the absolution at the catafalque the cross-bearer
should always stand between it and the door of the
church, the celebrant or officiant being at the other
end, between it and the sanctuary.
When it is not
possible for any reason to have a catafalque, its
place may be supplied by a square piece of black cloth
(pannus niger), which should be laid in front of the
lowest step of the altar, and be sprinkled with holy
water and incensed at the proper time by the officiant.
Formerly the word was used to designate the bier or
structure on which the corpse rested.
No flowers
should be used in connexion with it, but it is allowable in the case of deceased prelates to mount their
insignia to show the dignity, and in flu- case of nobles
to display the family coat of arms, together with coronets, orders, and other insignia, to show the rank of
A very notable monument of this kind
the deceased.
was that erected to the memory of Michelangelo by
his brother artists on the occasion of his funeral in the
Church of Santa Croce, Florence.
Caremoniale Episeoporum (Rome. 190'2). 107; Van Der
Stappen, Ceremonial? (Mechlin, [901): VaVASBEUR, Le ceremonial remain (Paris. 1876), I, 500 seq.: De Herdt, Praxis
Sacra Liturgia (Mechlin, 1900), II. s.v. Absolulio />cf.
Patrick Mokri.sroe.

Catalani

(Catai.ano, Catalanus),

Giuseppe, a

liturgist of the eighteenth century, member
Carita. (Hieronymite), famous for his correct editions of the chief
Church, which arc still
liturgical books of the
in habitual use, and which he enriched with scholarly
commentaries illustrative of the history, rubrics, and

Roman

Oratory of San Girolamo dclla

of the

Roman

Roman Liturgy. Among these are
the "Pontificale Romanum" (3 vols, in fol., Rome,
1738-40, reprinted at Paris, 18,">0; re edited by Muhlbauer, Augsburg, 1878), with a learned introduction
and notes, and based on the best manuscripts;
seremoniale episeoporum" (2 vols, in fob. Rome,
reprinted at
1747. with copperplate engravings;
Paris, 1860); "Sacrarum Cseremoniarum sive rituum
ecclesiastioorum S. R. Kcclesi:e libri Ires" etc. (1 vol.

canon law of the

i

in fob.
dict!

Rome, 1750-ol )

XIV

;

jussu editum

"Rituale
et

Romanum

aucfum"

etc.

Bene-

(Home,

17o7, 2 vols, in fol.).
Catalani is also the author of
works on the history, series, duties, and privili
two important curial offices: "De Magistro Sacri
Palatii libri duo" (Rome, 1751) and "De Secretario
We
S. Congreg. Indicia libri duo" (Home, 17.">l).
owe him also annotated editions of two works much
used for the spiritual formation of the Catholic
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the letter of St. Jerome "ad Nepotianum
suum" (Rome, 1740) and St. John Chrysostom's
work on the priesthood (De Sacerdotio, Rome, 1740 >.
His (rare) historical treatise on the reading of the
Gospels at Mass, its origin, ancient usages, etc. ("De
codice Evangelii", Rome, 1733; see "Ada erudit.
Lips. ". L735, 497-99) is yet highly appreciated by all
He belongs also among the best historians
Iiturgists.
of the oecumenical councils by reason of his edition
clergy:

of their decrees, which Father Hurler calls a very
learned (plane docta) work, "Sacrosancta concilia
cecumenica commentariis illustrata" (Rome, 1736Finally, he offers no slight interest to the
49).
ecclesiastical scholars of the New World because of
his new edition (Rome, 1753, 6 vols, in fol.) of Cardinal d'Aguirre's "Collectio maxima conciliorum
Hispaniae et Novi Orbis", i. e Mexico and South
America (first published at Rome, in 1693).
Hurter, Nomenclator ; Thalhofkr, Liturgik, (Freiburg,
1883),!, 102; Buchberger, Kirchl. Handlex. (Munich, 1906),

Thomas

J.

Shahan.

a principality within the Spanish
Monarchy, occupying an area of 12,414 square miles
Catalonia,

in the north-east corner of the Iberian

Peninsula.
is derived either from the compound GothAlania, referring to the occupation of that region by
the Goths and Alans, or from Gothaland, or from Catalanos, supposed to have been the name of an indigenous people identical with Ptolemy's Catalauni, or,
according to others again, from Otger Catalo, a hero
of the Eastern Pyrenees who vanquished the Saracens
about the year 756. The principality forms a rightangled triangle, of which the least side lies along the
Eastern Pyrenees, the greater leg of the right angle
forming the boundary of Aragon, while the hypotenuse of the triangle is represented by the Mediterranean coastline. Thus Catalonia is bounded on the
north by France (the ancient province of Roussillon)
and the little independent republic of Andorra, on the
west by Aragon, on the south-west by Valencia, and
on the east by the Mediterranean. Its surface slopes
gently from the Pyrenees down to the sea-coast on t he
one side and the basin of the Mediterranean on the
other, the eastern portion being drained directly into
the Mediterranean by the Ter and Llobregat rivers,
the western by the Noguera and Segre into the Ebro.
Of these rivers, only the Ebro is really navigable in
any part of its course, though the Segre is used as a
waterway for timber and the produce of the upland
country.
According to the census of 1900, Catalonia had a
population of 1,960,620 an average of about 157.25
to the square mile.
Its climate, somewhat cold in the
north-east, is generally very temperate, the olive and
fig being cultivated throughout, and the orange in the
maritime regions, which compare in beauty with the
most celebrated portions of Greece and Italy.
History. Peopled, according to the most probable opinion, by Iberian races, Catalonia was from
the earliest ages invaded by foreign settlers, the
Greeks in particular founding the colonies of Rhodon
(Rosas) and Emporion (Ampurias) on the beautiful
Gulf of Rosas. The Carthaginians left no traces of
their presence in Catalonia, although Hannibal
marched across it; but the Romans, conquerors of
Carthage, making hemselves mast its of the country,
founded its civilization and it.:- language. The Catalan
language, a neo-Latin dialect, differs from Castilian
chiefly in the absence of doubled vowels and in the
suppression of the unaccented syllables which follow
an accent (e. g. temps, for Castilian tiempo, "time";
Catalonia forms pari of the
foe for fuego, "fire").
Roman Hispania Tarraconensis and Citerior, and the
Country is still full of Roman remains. It next
Formed the first State established by the Goths in
Spain, Astolfo having set up his court at Barcelona.

The name
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the Arabs took possession of Spain the lot of the
Catalans was particularly hard, since their country,
lying directly in the path which the Emirs followed on
their victorious expeditions into Gaul, found it impossible to begin such a struggle for independence as lie
Asturians and the Aragonese had begun. But after
the conquest of the Mohammedans by Charles Martel,
and their expulsion from Gallia Narbonensis, the
Catalans could lift up their heads among the recesses
of the Pyrenees, where they gathered under the
leadership of Quintillian, an independent chief in the
t

district of

Soon Charlemagne began

Montgrony.

his

expeditions into Catalonia (77S), conquering Gerona,
Barcelona, Ausona (the modern Vich), and I'rgel.
Louis the Pious, son and successor of Charlemagne,
formally undertook the conquest of Catalonia, which,
under the name of Marca Hispanica (the Spanish
March), he entrusted to Borrel. This district was
ruled by dependent counts from S01 to S77, and in the
latter year this dignity was made hereditary by the
Diet of Quercy, Wilfrid the Hairy beginning a dynasty
of counts who in a short time became independent.
Wilfrid set the boundaries of his dominions at the
rivers Segre and Llobregat, and founded the monasteries of Ripoll and Montserrat, the two centres of
Catalan national life.
Wilfrid was succeeded by Borrel I, Sutler, and
Borrel II, in whose time Almansor took and sacked
Barcelona (9S5). In this period we find Catalonia
divided into various countships Barcelona, Ausona,
Urgel, Ampurdan, Perelada, Besalu, Gerona, etc.
now united, now separated, until the time of Berenger
III.
Ramon Berenger I, the Old (1035-1076), published the Usatges (Customs), the first civil code of the
Reconquest (1071), and left the throne to his two
sons, of whom Ramon Berenger II, called the Fratricide, because he was believed to have put his brother
to death, was vanquished in an ordeal by combat, and
journeyed to the Holy Land in penance for his crime.
Ramon Berenger III, the Great, married Dulcia,
heiress of Provence, united the two countships, and
entered upon the Aragonese policy of intervention in
Italian affairs.
Ramon Berenger IV. the Saint, married Petronilla, daughter and heiress of Ramiro the
Monk, thus bringing about the union (1 137) of Aragon
and Catalonia (see Castile and Aragon); he also
finished the reconquest of Catalonia, capturing the
cities of Tortosa and Lerida.
After Alfonso-Ram6n,
who succeeded to the kingdom and the countship in
1162, the histories of Catalonia and of Aragon are one.
Especially worthy of note here are the conquests of
Valencia (1238) and the Balearic Isles (1229), won
chiefly by Jaim6 the Conqueror.
The latter were
peopled mostly with Catalans, as the island dialects
prove, the Majorcan still preserving a base of archaic
Catalan, while in the Valencian there is an influx of
Aragonese. The Order of Mercy, for the redemption of captives, originally an order of knighthood,
was founded on Catalan soil, in 1223, by St. Peter
Nolasco and St. Raymund of Penafort. In 1225,
Philip the Bold. jiing ci France, laid siege to Gerona
and was defeat^ or. the Coll de les Panises. An
expedition of Catalan and Aragonese allies, summoned to the Levant by the Byzantine Emperor
Andronicus Pakeologus, and commanded by Roger
de Flor, founded, in 1313, the Latin Duchies of
Athens and Neo Patra. Lastly, it was with Catalan
sailors and fleets that the kings of Aragon, intervening in the affairs of Italy, possessed themselves of
the Kingdom of Sicily 1282) and Naples 1420).
Castilian influence began to make itself felt in Catalonia from the time when the Castilian dynasty, in the
person of Fernando I, of Antcqucra, ascended 'he
throne of Aragon. The first important collision
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between Catalonia, and her Castilian rulers had its
Origin in the persecution which Juan II, the husband
of Dona Juana Enriquez, carried on against his son.
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the Prince of Yiana, who was generally beloved by the
Catalans.
From this resulted a war lasting twelve

The marriage of Fernando (Ferdinand) II of
Aragon with Isabel of Castile established Spanish
unity and Castilian preponderance, to which, also, the
discovery of America in the name of Castile, together
with the diversion of commerce from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic, and the consequently diminishing economic importance of Barcelona and other
ports on that coast, largely contributed. Catalonia
no doubt played an important part in the direction of
Spanish policies in Italy, and the principality lived
in a st ate of contentment under the first three Austrian
monarchs. But the misgovernment of Philip IV
provoked an uprising in Catalonia (Feast of Corpus
Christi, 1640), and the insurgents named Louis XIII
of France Count of Barcelona.
This insurrection,
however, was suppressed by the Castilians. In the
War of the Succession Catalonia embraced the cause
of the Archduke of Austria against Philip V, who
punished the Catalans (1713) by abolishing their
years.

ancient fueros, or constitutional rights. Catalonia
was the first region of Spain to rise against the Napoleonic tyranny, and overthrew the French in 1808.
The Catalan Renascence. A revival of the local
spirit, beginning with the cultivation of the Catalan
language, resulted in the birth of a considerable literature during the nineteenth century.
In 1859 the
Floral Games were revived, and. thanks to this institution, the study of Catalan history and literature
has been so fostered as to arouse, first among the
literary classes and then among the masses of the
people, new aspirations for a Catalan autonomy
within the Spanish monarchy. The literary movement has. indeed, developed into a political, and the
Catalans, bound together by one common aspiration,
are demanding of the Spanish monarchy the restitution of their ancient rights.
Actual Conditions. What was anciently the
Countship of Barcelona is now the Principality of
Catalonia, divided into the four provinces of Barcelona, Tarragona, Lerida, and Gerona.
The Province of Barcelona, with an area of 2965
square miles, includes 327 municipalities.
Its principal city, Barcelona (pop. 525,977), beautifully
situated between the sea and a chain of verdant
mountains, possesses a port which is considered one
of the best on the Mediterranean, both by nature and
by its recent improvements. The city combines the
attractions of a great modern metropolis with the
interesting associations of a long history, the presence
of so many magnificent old buildings seeming to
stimulate modern enterprise in the same direction.
(See
Barcelona.)
Many smaller cities e. g.
Sabadell. Tarrasa, Manresa (see Ignatius Loyola,
Saint), Reus depend industrially on Barcelona,
and the banks of the Llobregat and the Ter are bordered with paper-, spinnum-. and other mills, which
utilize the motive power of the numerous waterfalls.
The 184 municipalities of Tarragona aggregate
2503 square miles in area. The province produces
wine, vinegar, and fruits in great abundance.
Its
capital, Tarragona (pop. 25,000), was selected by the
Romans for its exceptionally fine situation upon a
slight eminence, the sea on one side, and a very fertile
fruit-producing district on the other: in spite of the
excellence of its harbour, its importance lias decreased

—
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through the transfer of industries to Reus and of commerce to Salou, a little farther south. Historically,
Tarragona is one of the world's most interesting
Tortosa, an ancient episcopal see, is also
its vinegar.
Lerida. the largest, but the least wealthy, province
of Catalonia, has an area of 4685 square miles, divided
Its resources are agriinto 324 municipal districts.
Besides Lerida.
cultural, chiefly fruits and timber.
the capital (the ancient llerda), the most important

cities.

commercially famous for
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province are: Cervera, in ancient times
the seat of a university celebrated for its theological
faculty, Seo de I'rgel. and Solsona.
The Province of Gerona (the ancient Marco. Hispanka), with an area of 2261 square miles, divided
into 249 municipal districts, has a generally mountainous surface, which produces large quantities of
cork of the best quality.
Its long coastline, with
numerous small harbours, is excellently adapted for
both fishing and navigation.
Its principal cities are:
Gerona. the capital (pop. about 15,000), a city of
great historical importance, famous for its remarkable variety of mineral waters: Figueras, with its
once redoubtable fortress: Olot, situated in a volcanic
region abounding in springs.
In the judiciary department of its government
Catalonia is served by a single district court {audiencia), that of Barcelona, with criminal tribunals in
the four provincial capitals. Barcelona having seventeen courts of first instance (five of them in the capital
itself). Tarragona eight, Lerida eight, and Gerona
six.
In the military administration, the CaptaincyGeneral of Catalonia is one of the fourteen military
districts of Spain, and is divided into four military
governments. It belongs to the naval department
of Cartagena, and has stations at Barcelona, Tarragona, Tortosa, Mataro, and Palamos.
It has only
one university, that of Barcelona, with four provincial and two local institutes (Figueras and Reus).
Ecclesiastical Divisions. The principality of
Catalonia forms the ecclesiastical province of Tarragona, the archiepiscopal see of which is. according to
tradition, one of the most ancient in Spain, dating
from the first century of Christianity. The suffragan
dioceses are Barcelona (a see claiming Apostolic
origin), Gerona, Lerida Solsona. Tortosa. Urgel, and
The following table gives briefly the most
Vich.
complete statistics obtainable of religious communities in the Province of Tarragona:
cities of this
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The city has suffered
fate of Sicily.
eruptions of Etna. Most of its old
buried under the lava. According
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monuments
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Faith was first preached there by St. Beryllus, an
immediate Disciple of Christ. During the persecution of Decius the virgin St. Agatha suffered martyrdom. At the same period or a little later the
Bishop of Catania was St. Events mentioned in the
acts of the martyrs of Leontini (303).
This same
year is marked by the martyrdom of the Deacon Euplius and others.
Domninus, Bishop of Catania, was
present at the Council of Ephesus (431); another
bishop, Fortunatus, was twice sent with Ennodius by
Pope Hormisdas to Emperor Anastasius I to effect
the union of the Eastern Churches with Rome (514,
516).
Bishops Leo and Junius appear in the correspondence of St. Gregory the Great. In 730 Bishop
Jacobus suffered martyrdom for his defence of images.
Another bishop, St. Leo II, was known as a wonderworker (thaumaturgus).
Bishop Euthymius was at
first an adherent of Photius, but in the Eighth Gen-
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arrangements were more and
When, however, Christianity
elaborated.
triumphed over paganism, the reasons for retaining the catechumenate became less urgent. The
majority were born of Christian families, and so
were brought up in the Faith, and were in no danger
of falling into paganism.
Moreover, with the increasing development of the doctrine of grace and
original sin. the practice of early baptism became
intervals of peace the

more

finally

the rule. Further, the conversion of the barbarians precluded the possibility of submitting them
to any prolonged period of preparation.
Hence the
catechumenate gradually fell into disuse, and has
merely left traces in the existing rites of baptism and
reception in the Church.
Still, even now, an informal
species of the old regulations should be observed in
the case of grown up converts.
II.
The catechumens were divided into mere inquirers (audientes, aicpoutiemi) and catechumens properly so-called; and in each stage there was a threefold preparation
catechetical, ascetical, and litur-

—
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pagan wished to become a Christian he was
given some elementary instruction in the fundamental
doctrines and practices of the Church (see Doctrine,
Christian). He had to-show by his conduct that he
was in earnest as to the step he was about to take. So
far, he was only in the stage of inquiry, and was not
counted as a Christian at all. He was allowed to be
present at the first part of the Mass, but he was dismissed immediately after the sermon.
(2) As soon as his instructors were satisfied that he
was likely to persevere, the inquirer was promoted to
the rank of catechumen. He was now entitled to
be called a Christian, though he was not looked upon
as one of the "faithful".
"Ask a man, 'Are you a
Christian?'
He answers, 'No', if he is a pagan or a
Jew. But if he says, 'Yes', ask him again, 'Are you
(St. Aug.,
a Catechumen or one of the Faithful''' "
"In .loan ", \liv. 2, P. I... XXXV, 1714).
(1) If a

.

In the early ages the rites of admission to the eate-

chumenate were quite simple, but in the course of
time they became more elaborate. At first the candidates were merely signed on the forehead with the
sign of the cross, or hands were imposed on them « illi
suitable prayers; and sometimes both ceremonies
were used. Thus St. Augustine, in his model of an
instruction to an inquirer, says: "He should be asked
whether he believes what he has heard, and is ready
If he answers in the affirmative, he
it.
should be solemnly signed and treated according to
the custom of the Church" (solemniter signandus est
De Cat. Rud., xxvi,
ecclesia man tractandus.
Eusebius mentions the imposition
P. L., XL, 344).
of hands and prayer (Vita Constantini, iv. 61, P. G.,
XX. 1213). Among the Latins, and especially at
Rome, breathing, accompanied with a form of exorind placing in the mouth a little exorcised salt,
was employed in addition to the signing with the
cross and imposition of hands.
Other rites were the
opening of the ears (Mark, vii, 34) and anointing.
See Mart one, " De Antiquis Fcclesia' Ritibus" (Rouen,
1700), I, where several ordines nil faciendum Christian inn, or catechumt num., are given; Chardon, "Hist.
des Sacrements", in Migne's "Theol. Cursus Completus", Paris, L874, XX, 31 sqq., 149 sqq.
Catechumens when present at Mass were not dismissed with the inquirers, but were detailed while a
They then
special prayer was recited over them.
also withdrew before the Mass of the faithful
The instruction which they received is described in

to observe
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As to their manner
the article Doctrini
Ihristi
of living, they had to abstain from all immoral and
pagan practices, and give proof by their virtue and
works of penance that they were worthy to begin
more immediate preparation for baptism. The duraIn general it lasted
tion of this stage was not fixed.
.

(
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long enough to test thoroughly the dispositions of the
catechumen. The Council of Elvira alludes to the
custom of making it last two years, and the civil lawBut the
fixed it at this (Justinian, Novel, cxliv).
causes which ultimately led to the abolition of the
catechumenate (see above) tended also to shorten it.
Thus the Council of Agde (506) allowed even Jews
(with regard to whom special caution was required)
to receive baptism after eighl months' preparation;
and later on, St. Gregory reduced the term to forty
days. On the other hand the duration of the catechumenate might he extended, and the catechumen
might be reduced to the ranks of the audientes, if
he was guilty of grave crimes (fifth canon of NeoWhat seems
ciesarea; fourteenth canon of Nicsea).
extraordinary to our modern notions is that the catechumens themselves put off their baptism for many

Conyears, sometimes even till their last illness.
stantine the Great is an example of this extreme
St. Ambrose, St. Basil. St. Gregory Naziandelay.
zen, and St. John Chrysostom were 'not baptized till
A question much discussed
after their thirtieth year.
was the fate of those who died in this stage. As we
have seen, they were looked upon as Christians, but
not as belonging to the " faithful ", because the cleansing waters of baptism had not been poured over
their souls.
St. Gregory describes his terror during
a storm at sea lest, he might be taken away unbaptized (Carmen de Vita Sua. 324 sqq., 1'. (!.. XXXVII,
994). However, St. Ambrose has no doubt about the
salvation of Valentinian the Younger, who had asked
for baptism, but had died before the saint could reach
him ("De obitu Valentini.", n. 51, 1'. L.. XVI, 1374).
Hence the common teaching was that the defect of

baptism might be supplied by desire.

This

was

especially held with regard to those who were in the
later stage of immediate preparation, to be described
presently.
On this whole question see Franzelin,
"De Ecclesia" (Rome, L887), 414 sqq.
(3) When the catechumens had completed this
stage of preparation and trial, their names were inscribed among the competentes, i. e. those seeking to
be baptized. The Greeks called them c/>wTtfA/xei<oi.
This might mean that they were being enlightened in
the mysteries of the faith; or. more probably, that
they were being baptized, for the Creeks commonly
spoke of baptism as "light" (cf. Heb., vi. I; x, 32).
In this advanced stage they were sometimes called
fideles by anticipation (e. g. St. Cyril of Jerusalem,
Lent
Cat., 1,4; V. 1; P. G., XXXIII, 373, 505).
was the time when the threefold preparation
was carried on.
instructive, ascetical, and liturgical
The ascetical preparation was severe. Prayer and
fasting naturally formed part of it; but tiie competentes were also exhorted to keep silence as far as
possible and. if they were married, to observe continence (St. Justin, "Apol.", Ixi. P. G., VI, 120; St.
Cyril of Jerusalem, Cat., i, sub fin., P.G., XXXIII, col.
376; St. August., "He hide el Op.", ix, P. L., XL,
Confession was also enjoined (Tertullian, "De
205).
Bapt." XX, P. I... I. 1222 where he quotes Matt., hi.
fi: "they were baptized, confessing their sins ".
aho St. Cyril, ib.; Eusebius, "Vita Const.", iv, 61)
The instruction given at this time is described
in the article DOCTRINE, Christian, where an account of St. Cyril's "catecheses" will be found.
The rites connected with this sta^e were elaborate,
There are considerable survivals of them in thl
in the
part of the order of baptism and
Lent en Masses, especially tie Mas oi the Wednesdaj
of the fourth week.
The assemblies were called
ol the
"scrutinies" examination ami p
At the In
candidates), and were seven in number.
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\Imi
scrutinv the candidates gave in their names.
the collect of the Mass, and before the lessons, the
ceremony of exorcism was performed over them.
This was done at all the scrutinies except the last, by
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them with

the exorcists, and
the Cross and laid hands upon them. It is interesting
to note that the words at present used in baptism
"Ergo, maledicte diabole" etc. belonged to the
exorcism, and the words "^Eternam ac justissimam
pietatem" etc. belonged to the laying on of hands.
The third scrutiny was of a specially solemn character, for it was then that the candidates received the
Gospel, the Symbol (Creed), and the Our Father.
Each of these was accompanied by a short explanaFor example, St. Augustine has left four sertion.
mons (lvi-lix) " De Oratione Dominica ad competentes" (P. L., XXXVIII, 377 sqq.), and three on the
delivery of the Symbol (ibid., 1058 sqq.). In our
present Missal the Mass of the Wednesday of the
fourth week in Lent has a lesson in addition to the
ordinary Epistle, or rather lesson. The former is
taken from the thirty-sixth chapter of Ezechiel, the
hitter from the fiftieth of Isaias; and both (together
with the Introit and the two Graduals, and the Gospel, the healing of the man born blind, John, ix) have
obvious reference to the "great scrutiny". The
seventh scrutiny took place on Holy Saturday, apart
from the Mass, as indeed there was formerly no Mass
The priest himself performed the
for that day.
exorcism and the ceremony of the Ephphetha (Mark,
followed
the anointing on the breast and
Then
vii).
back. The candidates pronounced the threefold reand recited the Creed. The
of
Satan,
nunciation
actual initiation (baptism, confirmation, and ComPaschal .Mass, at which the
place
at
the
munion) took
neophytes assisted for the first time, being now no
But until the Sunday
catechumens.
longer mere
after Easter they were considered as "infants", reespecially
on the sacrainstruction
further
ceiving
ments which had lately been conferred upon them
Finally,
on Low SunChristian).
Doctrine,
(see
day (Dominica in Albis depositis) when the Introit of
(I Pet., ii,
babes"
"new-born
speaks
of
the
the Mass
2), they put off their white garments, and were hence"
faithful".
the
regular
among
forth counted

then the priest signed

Funk (ed.1, Didache (Tubingen, 1887); St. Justin, Apol. I,
328 sqq.; Tertullian. De Baptismo. P. L.. I.
1197 sqq.; St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Caterheses, P. G., XXXIII,
369 sqq.; St. Augustine. De Catech. Rudibus. P. £,., XL, 309;
Sermones ad Competentes, lvi-lix, P. /.., XXXVIII. 377 sqq.;
In Tradilicme et Redditiunc Si/mlmli. P. L.. XXXVIII. 10nS sqq.;
Martene. DeAnliquis Ecclesia- Riiih,,* (Rouen, 1700\ torn. I,
Sacraments in Migxe, Cutsus
29 sqq.; Cmardon. Hist
hi.-m. tlripincn du culle ChreTheologicF Complelus. XX; In
tien (Paris. 1S9S). IX; Tin u-r.'V L,„l and Hula Week (London, 1904), 169 sqq.; Kupper in K ireh.nler s. v. KatechUr
menat; Bareille in Diet, de thiol, cath.. s. v. Catechumenat.
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T. B. Sc'ANNELL.

Categorical Imperative, a term which originated
It expresses the moral
in Immanuel Kant's ethics.
law as ultimately enacted by reason and demanding
obedience from mere respect for reason. Kant in his
ethics takes his point of departure from the concept
"Nothing can possibly be conceived
of a good will:
in the world or out of it that can be called good without qualification except a good will." But that will
alone is good which acts not only conformably to duty,
but also from duty. And again the will acts from
duty when it is determined merely by respect for the
law, independently of inclination, and without regard
to the agreeableness or the consequences of the action
prescribed. Therefore the first fundamental principle
of morality is: " Let the law be the sole ground or moKant further finds that the law is
tive of thy will."
capable of inspiring respect by reason of its universality and necessity, and hence laysdown the following
general formula of the moral law: "Act so that the
maxim [determining motive of the will] may be capable of becoming a universal law for all rational beNecessity and universality, he declares, canings."
not be derived from experience, whose subject matter

always particular and contingent, but from the
mind alone, from the cognitive forms innate in it.
Hence the moral law originates in pure reason and is
enunciated by a synthetical judgment a priori
priori because it has its reason, not in experience, but
in the mind itself; synthetical, because it is formed
not by the analysis of a conception, but by an extension of it.
Reason, dictating the moral law, determines man's actions. Yet it may do so in a twofold
manner. It either controls conduct infallibly, its dictates being actually responded to without conflict or
and in this case there is no obligation necesfriction
sary or conceivable, because the will is of itself so constituted as to be in harmony with the rational order
or it is resisted and disobeyed, or obeyed only reluctantly, owing to contrary impulses coming from sensibility.
In this case determination by the law of
reason has the nature of a command or imperative,
not of a hypothetical imperative, which enjoins actions
only as a means to an end and implies a merely conditional necessity, but of a categorical imperative,
which enjoins actions for their own sake and hence involves absolute necessity. While for God, Whose will
is perfectly holy, the moral law cannot be obligatory,
it is for man, who is subject to sensuous impulses, an
is

—
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imperative command. Accordingly, the categorical
imperative is the moral law enacted by practical reason, obligatory for man, whose sensibility is discordant from the rational order, and demanding obedience
from respect for its universality and necessity.
Kant essays to prove the existence of a categorical
imperative a priori from the idea of the will of a raWill is conceived as a faculty detertional being.
mining itself to action according to certain laws. Now
it is only an end that serves as an objective principle
for the self-determination of the will, and only an end
in itself that serves as a universal principle holding
But man, and indeed every
for all rational beings.
rational being, is an end in himself, a person, and must
in all actions, whether they regard self or others, be
respected as such. Thus arises a supreme practical
principle, objective and universal, derived not from
experience, but from human nature itself; a principle
from which, as the highest practical ground, all laws
of the will are capable of being derived. Tin's, then,
is the categorical imperative, to be enunciated in the
following terms: Act so as to use humanity, whether
in your own person or in others, always as an end, and

never merely as a means.

Hence Kant infers, first that the will of every raby commanding respect for humanity as
an end in itself, lays down a universal law, and is theretional being,

fore a law unto itself, autonomous, and subject to no
external lawgiver; secondly, that morality consists in
obedience to the lawof ourown reason, and immorality,
on the contrary, in heteronomy, that is, in obedience
to any, even Divine, authority distinct from our own
reason, or in action from any other motive than
respect for our reason as a law.
The merits of Kant's categorical imperative are said
to consist in this: that it firmly establishes the reign
of reason; elevates the dignity of man by subjecting
in him sensibility to reason and making rational nature free, supreme, and independent; overcomes egoism by forbidding action from self-interest; and upholds morality by the highest authority. But the
theist philosopher and the Christian theologian must
needs take another view. .Man is not an end in himself, but is essentially subordinate to God as his ultimate end and supreme good; nor is he autonomous,
but is necessarily subject to God as his supreme Lord
and lawgiver. Man, conceived as a law unto himself

and an end

in himself, is

emancipated from God

as his master and separated from Him as his supreme
good; conceived, moreover, as autonomous and independent of any higher authority, he is deified. This
is not building up true and lofty morality, bu> is it?

—
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of the supreme good.
It is, therefore, wrong
to denounce the pursuit of happiness as immoral or
repugnant to human nature. On the contrary, a
paralysis of all human energy and utter despair would
result from bidding man to act only from the motive
of stern necessity inherent in law, or forbidding him
ever to have his own good in view or to hope for blessedness.
The theory of the categorical imperative is, moreover, inconsistent.
According to it the human will is
the highest lawgiving authority, and yet subject to
precepts enjoined on it it is absolutely commanding
what is objectively right, and at the same time reluctant to observe the right order. Again, the categorical imperative, as also the autonomy of reason and
the freedom of the will, belongs to the intelligible
world, and is, therefore, according to the "Critique of
Pure Reason", absolutely unknowable and contradicted by all laws of experience; nevertheless in Kantian ethics it is characterized as commanding with unmistakable precision and demanding obedience with
absolute authority. Such a contradiction between
Kant's "Critique of Pure Reason" and his "Ethics",
between theoretical and practical reason, induces in
morals a necessity which resembles fatalism.
Kant sets forth the categorical imperative in his
"Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals" (1785) and his "Critique of Practical Reason"
(1788).
Porter. Kanl's Ethics (Chicago, 1886); Watson, The Philosophy of Kant (New York. 1SS8); Abbot, Tr. of Kanfs Critique
of Practical Reason and other M"<;rA-.s- on the Theory of Ethics
(London, 1896); Paulsen, Immanuel Kant, His [.if*- and Doctrine (German ed., Stuttgart, 1S9S);
tr. by Ckeighton and

ment

;

Lefeyre (New York,

1902).

John

J.

Ming.

Category (Greek Karcyopla, accusation, attribution). -The term was transferred by Aristotle from
its forensic meaning (procedure in legal accusation)
its logical use as attribution of a subject.
The
Latin equivalent, prtedicamentum given it by Boethius, aptly suggests its technical significance.
The
categories or predicaments arc the most widely generic classes or groups of predicates applicable to an

to

,

individual subject summa genera
preedicatorum.
Whether Aristotle originally intended them as aspects
and divisions of words, of ideas, or of things is a debated question. Nevertheless they lend themselves
readily to each of these subjects. They are divisions:
(a) of ideas in as much as they are the widest generalizations under which all other more restricted ideas
may be subsumed; (b) of words in that they are the
oral terms answering to those supreme notions; (c) of
things in the sense that they are aspects which the
mind abstracts from the objects falling under experience.
In the first acceptation they belong to logic,
where they stand as the ultimate classification of
6trictly universal ideas; in the second to grammar,
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complete overthrow; for the basis of morality is God
as the ultimate end, highest good, and supreme lawgiver.
Kant utterly ignores the nature of both inHuman reason does not enact the
tellect and will.
moral law, but only voices and proclaims it as the enactment of a higher power above man, and it is not
from the proclaiming voice that the law derives its
binding force, but from the majesty above that intimates it to us through our conscience.
Nor do the universality and necessity of a law determine the will. What really attracts the will, and
stirs it as a motive to action, is the goodness of the
object presented by the intellect; for the rational apHence
petite is by its nature an inclination to good.
it is that the desire of perfect happiness necessarily results from rational nature, and that the supreme good,
clearly apprehended by the mind, cannot but be deHence, too, a law
sired and embraced by the will.
is not presented as obligatory, unless its observance
is known to be necessarily connected with the attain-

—

where they represent the parts of speech; in the third
to ontology, where they are the ultimate classes of
In this latter sense they will be
real (finite) being.
here considered.

Since it is the business of philosophy to reduce the
world of real beings the self included to its simplest terms or aspects and their orderly relations, t lie
task of discovering and defining the corresponding
categories has been attempted by every philosopher
The results, however, have been by no
of note.
means identical. Thus we find the Indian sage, Kanada, th? reputed founder of the Vaiseshika philosophy, reducing all things to substance, quality, action,

—

—

generality, particularity, co-inherence, and non-existence, while the Greek (supposed) author of the word
philosophy, Pythagoras, discovers twenty ultimate
groups, ten of which he calls good and the opposite
ten bad.
Plato in turn subsumes all things under
In modern times
being, identity, diversity, change.
Descartes and Leibniz arranged seven categories:

matter (body), measure, shape, rest moKant, basing his division on the
judgment invented twelve categories or
which
he
makes the intellect (Vcrstand)
forms under
judge of all objects of experience. Aristotle's classification of ten categories which was taken up into
Scholasticism, and still holds its place in the logic and

mind

(spirit),

.

tion, position, while

varieties of

,

ontology of Catholic philosophy, is thus set forth in
the fourth chapter of the "Organon": "Of tilings incomplex enunciated (i. e. simple predicates), each
signifies either substance or quantity or quality or
relation or where (place) or when (time) or position
But substance is
or possession or action or passion.
to speak generally as 'man', 'horse'; quantity as
'two' or 'three cubits'; quality as 'white'; relation as 'greater'; where as 'in the Forum'; when as
yesterday
position as he sits
possession as he
is shod'; action as 'he cuts'; passion as he burns'".
Of these groups substance, quantity, quality, and
relation are obviously the principal; the remaining six
are reducible to some form of relation, for it should he
noted tliat between some of the categories a real distinction is not required; a virtual, i. e. an objectively
'

'

'

' ;

' ;

'

founded mental distinction

suffices, as, e. g.,

between

action and passion. The object or thing divided into
the categories is: (a) real being i. e. not the mere
being expressed by the copulative verb (eras copulas);
nor conceptual being {entia rationis); nor, at least according to many A list ot cleans, being as explicitly
actual (ens participium); but substantive or essential
being reality the object matter of ontology (ens
essentia, non ens existential) (b) being per se, i. e. being
having an essential not merely accidental unity
suchasan artificial or a random construction (ens per
se, non per accidens), or concrete adjectives which include a subject; (c) complete being, not the abstract
differential or the parts of things; (d) finite being; the
Though
Infinite of course transcends all categories.
the privilege of categorization is thus limited, a method has been devised whereby accommodation may
be secured for any (finite) reality whatsoever. For
(a) some beings enter a category directly (in linca
recta), as do genera, species, and individuals; (b) others
indirectly (a latere), as do specific and individual differentice; or (c) others come in by reduction as do the
parts of things and things having only an accidental
unity (entia per accidens), and even, by analogy, menThus for instance family
tal fictions (entia rationis).
and hand are reduced to the category of substance; intensity of heat to quality; a point to quantity and so
It should be noted, however, that being itself
on.
as such (ens transcendentate) cannot be confined to a
category since it is not a univocal, but only an analogous attribute of the supreme divisions of reality (e. g.
substance and accident), and is not therefore a genus
For the same reason accident is
as is each category.
not a genus by itself under which the nine classes

—

—

;
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purpose the simplification of the world of finite
and that on the
reality for the sake of investigation
far been de-

its

—

whole no more workable scheme has thus
vised.

Baldwin, Diet, of Phil. (New York. 1901); Ladd, Theory of
Frnlily (New York, 1899V. Maher. Psycholoau (New York,
1903)- Blanc, Did. de Philosophic (Pans, 19061; Eisler, Wortcrbuch der phil. Brqrifie (Berlin, 1904); Pes™, Instilutiones
Log. (Freiburg, 1890), III.
F. P. Siegfried.

Catenae (Lat. catena, a chain), collections of excerpts from the writings of Biblical commentators,
especially the Fathers and early ecclesiastical writers,
strung together like the links of a chain, and in this
way exhibiting a continuous and connected interpreIt has been well
tation of a given text of Scripture.
These
said that they are exegetical anthologies.
fragments of patristic commentaries are not only
quite valuable for the literal sense of Scripture, since
their text frequently represents the evidence of very
ancient (now lost) manuscripts; they are also serviceable to the theologian (dogmatic and mystical), to
the ecclesiastical historian, and to the patrologist,
for they often exhibit the only remains of important
patristic writings (see Mai, Pitra: cf. Hull, Fragmente
vornikanischer Kirchenvater, Leipzig, 1899). With
the disappearance of the great Scriptural theologians,
investigators, and commentators of the fourth and
fifth centuries, there arose a class of Scriptural compilers, comparable to Boethius and Isidore of Seville
in the provinces of philosophy, church history, and
general culture. The very antiquity of the patristic
commentators, so close to the origin of the Sacred
Books, and the supreme value set by Catholic theology on the unanimous consent of the Fathers in the
exposition of Scripture, naturally led, in an age of
The
theological decadence, to such compilations.
earliest Greek catena is ascribed to Procopius of Gaza,
in the first part of the sixth century, but Ehrhardt
(see Krumbacher, 211) points to Eusebius of Ca?sarea (d. about 340) as the pioneer in this branch of
Between the seventh and the
Scriptural exegesis.
tenth centuries appear Andreas Presbyter and
Johannes Drungarios as compilers of catena? to various Books of Scripture, and towards the end of the
eleventh century Nicetas of Serra?, perhaps the best
representative of Byzantine scholarship in this re-

Both before and after, however, the makers
spect.
of catena; were numerous in the Greek Orient, mostly
anonymous, and offering no other indication of their
personality than the manuscripts of their excerpts.
Similar compilations were also made in the Syriac and
Coptic Churches (Wright, de Lagarde, Martin, in
Krumbacher, 216).
In the West, Primasius of Adrumetum in Africa
(sixth century) compiled the first catena from Latin

He was imitated by Rhabanus Maurus (d. 865), Paschasius Radbertus, and Walafrid
Strabo, later by Remigius of Auxerre (d. 900), and
by Lanfranc of Canterbury (d. 1089). The Western
catena', it musl be noted, have not the importanceattached to the Creek compilations. The most famous
of lie medieval Latin compilations of this kind is that
tauinas, generally known ;i-< the
of St. TIh.iih"Catena Aurea" (Golden Catena) and containing excerpts from some eighty (Ireek and Latin commentators on the Gospels (ed. J. Nicolai. Paris, lsii'.L
vols.'.
Since the sixteenth century much industry
has been expended in collecting, collating, and editing
these exegetical remains of the early Christian Fathrs, fully one-half of whose commentaries, Paulhaber
asserts (see bibliography), have reached us in this
way. Among the modern editors of Greek catena;
much credit is due to the Jesuit Bartholomew Cordier,
who published (1628-47) important collections of
commentators.

t
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mentioned above are subsumed as species. If the
foregoing restrictions are taken into account it will
be found that the Aristotelean classification answers

patristic commentaries on St. John and St.
Luke and, in conjunction with his confrere Possin, on
St. Matthew; the latter scholar edited also (1673)
similar collections of patristic excerpts on St. Mark

Greek

The voluminous catena; known as Biblia
(Paris, 1643) and Biblia Maxima (Paris, 1660),
edited by J. de la Haye, were followed by the nine
and Job.

Magna

volumes

of

well-known "Critici Sacri, sive clarissiannotationes atque tractatus in
by Pearson, London, 1660; Amster-

morum virorum
biblia" (edited

dam, 1695-1701), containing

selections,

not

only

from Catholic but also from Protestant commentaAn important modern collection of the Greek
catena; on the New Testament is that of J. A. Cramer
tors.

(Oxford, 163S-44). See also the twenty-eight volof the Migne commentary in his "Scripturae
sacra; cursus completus" (Paris, 1S40—45).
Similar collections of Greek patristic utterances
were constructed for dogmatic purposes. They were
used at the Council of Chalcedon in 451, at the Fifth
General Council in 533, also apropos of Iconoclasm in
the Seventh General Council in 787; and among the
Greeks such compilations, like the exegetical catenas,
did not cease until late in the Middle Ages. The oldest of these dogmatic compilations, attributed to the
latter part of the seventh century, is the " Antiquorum

umes

Patrum doctrina de Verbi incarnatione" (edited by
Cardinal Mai in Scriptor. Vet. nova collectio, Rome,
1833, VII, i, 1-73; cf. Loofs, Leontius von Byzanz,
Leipzig, 18S7).
Finally, in response to homiletic and
practical needs, there appeared, previous to the tenth
century, a number of collections of moral sentences
and parsenetic fragments, partly from Scripture and
partly from the more famous ecclesiastical writers;
sometimes one writer (e. g. Gregory of Nazianzus,
Basil the Great, especially St. John Chrysostom
whom all the catenae-makers pillage freely) furnishes
the material. Such collections are not so numerous as
the Scriptural or even the dogmatic catenae. They
seem all to depend on an ancient Christian " Florilegium" of the sixth century, that treated, in three
books, of God, Man, the Virtues and Vices, and was
Ere long its
known as ra iepd (Sacred Tilings).
material was recast in strict alphabetical order; took
the name of to. lepd. irapd\\r)\a, "Sacra Parallela"
(because in the third book a virtue and a vice had
been regularly opposed to one another); and was
attributed widely to the great Greek theologian of the
eighth century, St. John Damascene (Migne. P.G.,
XCV, 1040-1586; XCVI, 9-544), whose authorship
has lately been defended with much learning (against
Loofs, Wendland, and Conn) by K. Holl in the abovementioned " Fragmente vornikanischer Kirchenvater" (Leipzig, 1899), though the Damascene probably based his work on the "Capita theologica" of
Maximus Confessor. The text of these ancient compilations is often in a dubious state, the authors of
most of them are unknown, and many are still unedited; one of the principal difficulties in their use is
the uncertainty concerning the correctness of the
names to which the excerpts are attributed. The
carelessness of copyists, the use of "sigla", contractions for proper names, and the frequency of tranFor the
scription, led naturally to much confusion.
Byzantine collections of ethical sentences and proverbs (Stoba;us, Maximus Confessor. Antonius Melissa,
Johannes Georgides, Macarius, Michael A post olios)
partly from Christian and partly from pagan SO
see Krumbacher, 600-4, also A. Liter. De tinomologiorum Gracorum historia atque origine (Bonn,
1893).
best modern treatise on the catena is thai of Ehrhardt,
Kiu'Mbaohek. Gcsi'h. d. Infant tnis<l<>
bibliography and manuscript indicaM'Wio\mong the older works cf. Ittio, D«
Iheeis Leipzig. 17071, and Fahriciis, liihliotha-a Grmca, VIII,
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Munich, 1897), 206-18
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manuscripts in the Vatican, see Pitra, Analecta
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Cathari (from the Greek KaOapii, pure), literally
"puritans", a name specifically applied to, or used
by, several sects at various periods.
The Novations
of the third century wen- frequently known as Cathari. and the term was also used by the Manichaeans.
In its more usual sense, Cathari was a general designation for the dualistie sects of the later Middle Ages.
Numerous other names were in vogue to denominate
Without speaking of the corrupted
these heretics.
forms of "Cazzari'', " Gazzari". in Italy, and" Ketzer"

Germany, we find the following appellations:
"Piphili", "Piphles", in Northern France and Flanin

ders;

"Arians

,

"Manichaeans",

and "Patareni",

owing to real or alleged doctrinal similarity: "Tesserants", "Textores" (Weavers), from the trade which
many of the members followed. Sometimes they
were erroneously styled "Waldcnses" by their
contemporaries.
From the demagogue Arnold of
Brescia and tin- heretical bishop Robert de Sperone,
they were called "ArnoldistSB
and " Speronistas ".
To their geographical distribution they owed the
names of "Cathari of Desenzano" or "Albanenses"
(from
between Brescia and Verona, or
from Alba in Piedmont, Albano, or perhaps from the
province of Albania): "Bajolenses" or " Bagnolenses"
(from Bagnolo in Italy): "Concorrezenses" (probI

ably from Concorrezo in Lombardy) "Tolosani"
(from Toulouse); and especially "Albigenses" (from
Albi).
The designations "Pauliciani", of which
"Publicani", "Poplicani", were probably corruptions, and "Bulgari", "Bugri", "Bougres", point to
their probable Oriental origin.
Among recent historians there is a pronounced tendency to look upon
tin
Cathari as the lineal descendants of the Mani;

The doctrine, organization, and liturgy of
chaeans.
the former, in many points, reproduce the doctrine,
organization, and liturgy of the early disciples of
Mams. The successive appearance of the Priscillianists, the Pauheians. and the Bogomili, representatives to some extent of similar principles, fairly
establishes tin historical continuity between the two
extreme links of the chain the Manichaeans of the
third, and the Cathari of the eleventh, century.
In
the present state of our knowledge, however, conclusive proofs in favour of the genetical dependence
of tin- Cathari on the Manichaeans are lacking. Some
differences between the two religious systems are too
radical to find a sufficient explanation in the appeal
to the evolution of human thought.
Among the
Cathari we look in vain for that astronomical mythology, that pagan symbolism, and the worship of the
orj of Manes, which were important characterisHowever attractive it may be
tics of MatiieliM'isin.
to trace the oriL'in of the Cathari to the first centuries
of Christianity, we must be cautious not to accept as
::i
historical fact what, up to the present, is
only a probable conclusion.
I.
Catharist Principles. The essential chartharist faith was Dualism, i. e. the
acteristi
belief in a good and an evil principle, of whom the
former created the invisible and spiritual universe,
while the latt.r was the author of the material world.
difference of opinion existed as to the nature of
Their perfect equality was adthe-,, two principles.
mitted by tic- absolute Dualists, whereas in the
mitigated form of Dualism the beneficent principle
alone was eternal and supreme, the evil principle
In the
being inferior to him and a mere creature.
tin- Wet thi ae two different interpretations
The Bogomili in the East
of Dualism coexisted.
In the West, the
profeased it in its modified form.

—

—
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Albanenses in Italy and almost
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350. 359. 405, and In lhaber. Die Prophelenx*^t
unch Jen rtimiscnen Handachriftm (Freilmrsr,
CathMc University Ilulldin OVashington, D. C, 1S99), V, 36S;
(1900). VI, 94,
.Sacra.

all

the non-Italian

Cathari were rigid Dualists; mitigated Dualism prevailed among the Bagnolenses and Concorrezenses,
who were more numerous than the Albanenses in
Italy, though but little represented abroad.
(For an
exposition of absolute Dualism, see Albigenses; on
the mitigated form, see Bogomili.)
Not only were
the Albanenses and Concorrezenses opposed to each
other to the extent of indulging in mutual condemnations, but there was division among the Albanenses
themselves.
John of Lugio, qr of Bergamo, introduced innovations into the traditional doctrinal system, which was defended by his (perhaps only spiritual) father Balasinansa, or Belesmagra, the Catharist
Bishop of Verona. Towards the year 1230 John became the leader of a new party composed of the
younger and more independent elements of the sect.
In the two coeternal principles of good and evil he
sees two contending gods, who limit each other's
liberty.
Infinite perfection is no attribute even of
the good principle; owing to the genius of evil infused
into all its creatures, it can produce only imperfect
beings.
The Bagnolenses and Concorrezenses also
differed on some doctrinal questions.
The former
maintained that human souls were created and had
sinned before the world was formed. The Concorrezenses taught that Satan infused into the body
of the first man, his handiwork, an angel who had
been guilty of a slight transgression and from whom,
by way of generation, all human souls are derived.
The moral system, organization, and liturgy of absolute and mitigated Dualism exhibit no substantial
difference, and have been treated in the article on the
Albigenses.
II.
History. France, Belgium, and Spain.
Although there is no historical foundation for the
legend that the Manichaean Fontanus, one of St.
Augustine's opponents, came to the castle of Montwimer (Montaimfi in the Diocese of Chalons-surMarne) and there spread dualistie principles, yet
Montwimer was perhaps the oldest Catharist centre
in France and certainly the principal one in the country north of the Loire.
It is in the central part of
France that we come upon the first important manifestation of Catharism.
At a council held in 1022 at
Orleans in presence of King Robert the Pious, thirteen Cathari were condemned to be burned.
Ten of
these were canons of the church of the Holy Cross
and another had been confessor to Queen Constance.
About the same time (1025), heretics of similar

—

—

tenets, who acknowledged that they were disciples
of the Italian Gundulf, appeared at Liege and Arras.
Upon their recantation, perhaps more apparent than

they were left unmolested. The sectarians appeared again at Chalons under Bishop Roger II
(1043-65), who in 1045 applied to his fellow-bishop,
W.azo of Liege, for advice regarding their treatment.
The latter advised indulgence. No manifestation of
the heresy in North France is recorded during the
second half of the eleventh century; its secret existence, however, cannot be doubted.
A new outbreak of the evil occurred in the twelfth
century both in France and Belgium. In 1114 several heretics who had been captured in the Diocese
of Soissons were seized and burned by the po] ulace
while their case was under discussion at tin Council
of Beauvais.
Others were either threatened with,
or actually met a similar fate at Liege in
III: some
of them were spared owing only to tl
nergetic intervention of the local bishop, Adalbero II.
During
the rest of the twelfth century, Cathari appeared in
rapid succession in different places.
In
162 Henry,
Archbishop of Reims, while on a visit to Flanders,
found them widely spread in that part of his ecclesireal,

1

1

Upon his refusal of a bribe of six
to have offered
for toleration, the heretics appealed to the pope,
Alexander III, who was inclined to mercy in spite of
astical province.

hundred marks, winch they are said

him
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King Louis VII's advocacy of rigorous measures.
At Vt'zelay in Burgundy seven heretics were burned
Towards the end of the century the Count
in 1167.
of Flanders, Philip I, was remarkable for his severity
towards them, and the Archbishop of Reims, Guillaume de Champagne (1176-1202), vigorously seconded his efforts. Confiscation, exile, and death were
the penalties inflicted upon them by Hugues, Bishop
The execution of about
of Auxerre (11S3-1206).
one hundred and eighty heretics at Montwimer in
May, 1239, was the death-blow of Catharism in those
Southern France, where its adherents
countries.
were known as Albigenses, was its principal stronghold in Western Europe. Thence the Cathari penetrated into the northern provinces of Spain: CataPartisans of the
lonia. Aragon, Navarre, and Leon.
heresy existed in the peninsula about 1159. At the
beginning of the thirteenth century. King Pedro II
of Aragon personally led his troops to the assistance of
Raymond VI of Toulouse against the Catholic CrusaDuring
ders, and fell at the battle of Muret in 1213.
that century a few sporadic manifestations of the

heresy took place, at Castelbo in 1225 and again in
The Cathari however never
1234, at Leon in 1232.
gained a firm foothold in the country and are not mentioned after 1292.
Upper Italy was, after Southern France, the
Italy.
Between 1030-1040 an
principal seat of the heresy.
important Catharist community was discovered at
the castle of Monteforte near Asti in Piedmont.
Some of the members were seized by the Bishop of
Asti and a number of noblemen of the neighbourhood,
and, on their refusal to retract, were burned. Others,
by order of the Archbishop of Milan. Eriberto, were
brought to his archiepiscopal city, where he hoped to

—

convert them.

by attempts

to

They answered his fruitless efforts
make proselytes; whereupon the civil
them the choice between the Cross

magistrates gave

For the most part, they preferred
death to conversion. In the twelfth century, when,
after prolonged silence, historical records again speak
of Catharism, it exhibits itself as strongly organized.
We find it very powerful in 1125 at Orvieto, a city of
the Papal States, which, in spite of the stringent
measures taken to suppress the heresy, was for many
subsequent years deeply infected. Milan was the
great heretical capital; but there was hardly a part
It
of Italy where the heresy was not represented.
penetrated into Calabria, Sicily, and Sardinia, and
appeared even in Rome. The prohibitions and penalties enacted by the civil and ecclesiastical rulers
of the thirteenth century could not crush the evil,
although the merciless Frederick II occupied the imperial throne and Popes Innocent III, Honorius III,
and Gregory IX were not remiss in their efforts to
suppress it. To prevent the enforcement of the punishment decreed against them, the members of the
sect, on a few occasions, resorted to assassination, as
is proved by the deaths of St. Peter Parenzo (1199)
and St. Peter of Verona (1252); or, like Pungilovo,
who after his death (1209) was temporarily honoured
as a saint by the local Catholic population, they outwardly observed Catholic practices while remaining
According to the Dominican infaithful Catharists.
quisitor, Rainier Sacconi, himself a former adherent
of the heresy, there were in the middle of the thirteenth century about 4000 perfected Cathari in the
Of these there were in Lombardy and the
world.
Marches, 500 of the Albanensian sect, about 200
Bagnolenses, 1500 Concorrezenses, and 150 French
refugees; at Vicenza 100, and as many at Florence
and Spoleto. Although the increase in the number
.if "Believers" was very probably not proportionate
in consequence of the arrival
to that of the" Perfecti
of refugees from France, yel the Cathari of the northern half of Italy formed at this time over three-fifths
The heresy, however,
of the' total membership.

and the stake.

,
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could not hold its own during the second half of the
thirteenth century, and although it continued in existence in the fourteenth, it gradually disappeared from
the cities and took refuge in less accessible places.
St. Vincent Ferrer still discovered and converted
some Cathari in 1403 in Lombardy and also in Piedmont, where in 1412 several of them, already deNo definite referceased, were executed in effigy.
ence to their existence is found at a subsequent date.
Germany and England. Catharism was comparaIn
tively unimportant in Germany and England.
Germany it appeared principally in the Rhine lands.
Some members were apprehended in 1052 at Goslar in
Hanover and hanged by order of the emperor, Henry
III.
About 1110 some heretics, probably Cathari.
and among them two priests, appeared at Trier, but
do not seem to have been subjected to any penalty.
Some years later (c. 1143) Cathari were discovered at
Cologne. Some of them retracted; but the bishop of
the sect and his socius (companion), not so ready to
change their faith, were cited before an eeclesiasticoDuring the trial they were, against the
lay tribunal.
will of the judges, carried off by the people and
burned. The heretical Church must have been completely organized in this part of Germany, as the
presence of the bishop seems to prove. To these
events we owe the refutation of the heresy written
by St. Bernard at the request of Everwin, Abbot
In 1163 the Rhenish city witnessed
of Steinfeld.
another execution, and a similar scene was almost
simultaneously enacted at Bonn. Other districts,
Bavaria, Suabia, and Switzerland, were infected, but
It disapthe heresy did not gain a firm foothold.
peared almost completely in the thirteenth century.
About 1159, thirty Cathari, German in race and
speech, left an unknown place, perhaps Flanders, to
seek refuge in England. Their proselytizing efforts
were rewarded by the temporary conversion of one
woman. They were detected in 1166 and handed
over to the secular power by the bishops of the CounHenry II ordered them to be scourged,
cil of Oxford.
branded on the forehead, and cast adrift in the cold
of winter, and forbade any of his subjects to shelter
or succour them. They all perished from hunger or
exposure.
The Balkan States. Eastern Europe seems to have
been, in point of date, the first country in which
Catharism manifested itself, and it certainly was the
The Bogomili, who were
last to be freed from it.
representatives of the heresy in its milder dualistic
form, perhaps existed as early as the tenth century
and, at a later date, were found in large numbers
Bosnia was another Catharist centre.
in Bulgaria.
Some recent writers make no distinction between the
heretics found there and the Bogomili. whereas others
rank them with the rigid Dualists. In the Western
contemporary documents they are usually called
"Patareni", the designation then applied to the
Cathari in Ualy. At the end of the twelfth century.
Kulin, the ban or civil ruler of Bosnia (1168-1204),
embraced the heresy, and 10,000 of his subjects followed his example. The efforts made on the Catholic side, under the direction of Popes Innocent III,
Honorius III, and Gregory IX, to eradicate the evil,
were not productive of any permanent success.
Noble work was accomplished by Franciscan missionaries sent to Bosnia by Pope Nicholas IV (1288But though arms and persuasion were used
92).
against flu heresy, it continued to flourish.
As the
country was for a long time a Hungarian dependency, Hungary was conspicuous in its resistance to
the new faith. This situation developed into a
source of weakness on the Catholic side, as the Cathari identified their religious cause with that of
national independence.
When, in the fifteenth century, the Bosnian king, Thomas, was converted to the
Catholic Faith, the severe edicts which he issued

—

—
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against his former coreligionists were powerless
The Cathari, 40,000 in number, left
against the evil.
Bosnia and passed into Herzegovina (1446). The
heresy disappeared only after the conquest of these
provinces by the Turks in the second half of the fifSeveral thousand of its members
teenth century.
joined the Orthodox Church, while many more embraced Islam.
III.

The Cathari and the Catholic Church.

—

The

Catharist system was a simultaneous attack upon
the Catholic Church and the then existing State. The
Church was directly assailed in its doctrine and hierThe denial of the value of oaths, and (he
archy.
suppression, at least in theory, of the right to punish,
undermined the basis of the Christian State. But
the worst danger was that the triumph of the heretical
principles meant the extinction of the human race.
This annihilation was the direct consequence of the
Catharist doctrine, that all intercourse between the
sexes ought to be avoided and that suicide or the
Entlura, under certain circumstances, is not only
lawful but commendable.
The assertion of some
writers, like Charles Molinier. that Catholic and
Catharist teaching respecting marriage an' identical,
is an erroneous interpretation of Catholic doctrine
and practice. Among Catholics, the priest is forbidden to marry, but the faithful can merit eternal
happiness in the married state.
I'm- the Cathari, no
salvation was possible without previous renunciation
of marriage.
Mr. H. ('. Lea, who cannot be suspected
of partiality towards the Catholic Church, writes:
"However much we may deprecate the means used
for its [Catharism] suppression and commiserate
those who suffered for conscience' sake, we cannot
but admit that the cause of orthodoxy was in this
case the cause of progress and civilization.
Had

Catharism become dominant, or even had if been
allowed to exist on equal terms, its influence could
not have failed to prove disastrous." (See Lea,
Inquisition, I. 106.)
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Cathedra,

Wooden

episcopal chairs were in use in Africa. The
marble chair supporting the famous statue of St.
Hippolytus (third century) is an excellent example
of an ancient cathedra; the back has less than half
the elevation of the thrones of the fourth and fifth
In several Roman basilicas, e. g. St.
centuries.
Petronilla. St. Balbina, and Sts. Nereusand Achilleus,
a niche for the bishop's cathedra was constructed
in the wall of the apse, but this arrangement was
An example of a cathedra with a
exceptional.
perforated seat, like-those used in the Roman baths,
is
preserved at Monte Cassino. The form and
decoration of the most ancient of episcopal cathedra?
were borrowed from paganism; one side of the chair
of St. Hippolytus, however, is engraved with the
saint's computation of the paschal cycle from the
year 222 to 334.
During the early
centuries ofChris-

tianity it was
customary lor the
bishop to deliver

sermon or
homily while

his

seated in his chair
facing the
congregation, but in
the great basilicas
oft he ionstantinian era, as well as
subsequently, this
(

arrangement

came

be-

impracti-

would
have been ex-

cable;

it

tremely difficult
in a large church
to be heard fro u
this location, par-

ticularly
Pair.

/•
1.MY.-S4; St. Bernard. N. rmon,
,,,
/
CI. XXXIII. HISS llll_'; Bern
e iihim<, Prartica lin/iusitinms
p,,,\ \h&relica? pravitatis,ed Dor us (Paris. lss>.
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Weber.

(1) the chair or throne (#p6ros) of a
bishop in his cathedral church, on which he presides
Originally the bishop's catheat solemn functions.
dra stood in the centre of the apse, flanked on either
side, though on a lower plane, by the benches of the
assisting priests.
A good idea of the arrangement
may be had from the catacomb frescoes representing Christ seated on a throne surrounded by the
Apostles, whom He is instructing in their future
duties, and in the fourth-century mosaic in the apse
of St. Pudenziana.
The earliest type of bishop's
throne consisted of a high-backed arm-chair, rounded
at the top, made out of a single block of marble.
The stone seats in the Roman catacombs of similar
form were probably used by the bishop in the occasional
services
of
the subterranean
chapels.

a

in

church where lie
r was surt

alt a

m ountcd

1

>y

a

St,
ciboriuni.
John Chrysostom
was accustomed

Ivory Chair op Bishop Maximian
(Ravenna, Sixth Century)

to address his great audience from the better-adapted
lector's ambon in front of he altar.
It appears probable also that in some instances the episcopal cat nedra
was movable, and thus could be placed near the
chancel while the bishop addressed the congregation.
This inference is suggested by the famous
chair of Bishop Maximianus at Ravenna, the back
of which, as well as the sides, contains sculptured
ornamentation; if the chair was to remain stationary
against the wall of the apse, the adornment of the
back would have been superfluous. In a church
ornamented with an iconostasis, a movable episcopal
chair became especially necessary if the bishop wished
to preach from his throne, for otherwise he would be
almost wholly shut out from \i< » of the congregat

ithedne still
The two most fan.'
6 mentioned
preserved are the chair of Maxirni
above and the chair of St. I'eter. The latter, a
movable chair, stood in the time of Ennodius of Pa via
(d. 521), who alludes to it. in the baptistery of St.
During the pontificate of Alexander VII
Peter's.
(1655-1667) it was encased in the bronze tin-one in
the apse of the new St. Peter's, where it remained
It
was then, on the occasion
invisible till 1867.
of the eighteenth centenary of the martyrdom of
Sts. Peter and Paul, by order of Pius IX, removed
from its bronze enclosure and exposed to the gaze
of the faithful.
De Hossi took advantage of the
moment, and gave a description of the .'hair in his
"Rulletlino" (1867, 33 Sqq.). The oak framework,
in which four large rings are fastened, is regarded as
tion.

i
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much greater antiquity than the other parts of
the cathedra; the presence of the rings suggests the
inference that originally the chair was one of the
"sedes gestatoria>", which came into fashion in the
reign of Claudius (41-54). The wear and tear of
time, and the zeal of the relic-hunter, made extensive
repairs necessary at a later period, perhaps in the
of

The oak frame was reinreign of Charlemagne.
forced by the insertion of pieces of acacia, and newpanels of the same wood were made for the front and
The front panel is adorned with square slabs
sides.
of ivory, disposed in three rows of six each, representSome of these slabs are
ing the labours of Hercules.
placed upside down and were not, apparently, made
The ivory ornaments
for the places they occupy.
of the back, on the contrary, are well adapted to the
form of the chair; they represent the combats of
In the centre of
animals, of centaurs and of men.
the horizontal bar of the tympanum is the figure
of an emperor, between two angels, variously supposed to represent Charlemagne, Charles the Bald,
or an emperor of the seventeenth century. The
ivories of the front panel arc attributed to the fifth
century. The beautiful ivory chair of Bishop
Maximianus (so called from the monogram in front,
"Maximianos ep.") preserved in the sacristy of the
cathedral of Ravenna is an excellent specimen of
Until recently
fifth- or sixth-century ivory carving.
it was attributed to the pontificate of Bishop Maximianus of Ravenna (d. 556), but Venturi (Storia dell'
Arte Ital., I, 46G) attributes it rather to Maximianus
The back is engraved
of Constantinople (d. 431).
with twenty-four scenes from the life of Christ and
the Blessed Virgin, the front represents St. John
the Baptist with the four Evangelists, while on the
sides the story of Joseph, in ten scenes, is depicted.
Occasionally the cathedra was covered by a baldacThe marble
chino, e. g. at Torcello and Grado.
cathedra of St. Mark, in his church at Venice, is of
great antiquity (Secchi, La catedra di San Marco,
Venice, 1853).
The term cathedra was applied also to the see
(2)
The earliest use of the word in this
of a bishop.
sense occurs in Tertullian, who speaks (De praescriptione, XXXVI) of ''cathedra; Apostolorum"
in allusion to Apostolic succession in episcopal sees.
In the councils and ecclesiastical writings of the
early Middle Ages such expressions as "cathedra
viduatse", "cathedra principales", "cathedrae maFor the feast
trices" have a similar signification.
of the "chair" or "cathedra" of St. Peter at Rome
and at Antioch, see Chair of Peter.
(3)—Canon 41 of the Council of Aachen, held in
789, refers to the cathedral church as distinguished
from the other churches of a diocese as "principalis
cathedra"; the term for the official seat of the bishop
By a
is thus employed for the bishop's church.
definition "ex cathedra" is meant a formal infallible
faithful.
on
all
the
obligatory
decision of the pope,

—

See also, Faldstool.
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Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,
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1S75), I; Lowhik, Monuments of the Early Church
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Maurice M. Hassett.

Cathedral, the chief church of a diocese, in which
the bishop has his throne (cathedra) and close to
which is his residence-; it is, properly speaking, the
bishop's church wherein he presides, teaches, and
conducts worship for the whole Christian community.
The word is derived from the Gr. Ka.8eSpa through
In early ecthe Lat. cathedra, throne, elevated seat.
clesiastical literature it always conveyed the idea of
Christ Himself spoke of the scribes and
authority.
Pharisees as seated on the chair of Moses (Matt.,
xxiii, 2), and it suffices to recall the two feasts of the

Chair of St. Peter (at Antioch and Rome) to show
that, in the language of the Fathers as well as among
the monuments of antiquity, the cathedra was the
principal symbol of authority.
(Martigny, Diet, des
antiq. chret., Paris, 1877, s. v. Chaire.)
In the Latin
Church the official name is ecclesia cathedralis; nevertheless, this expression is not wholly identical with
that of ecclesia episcopalis, also an official title, which
indicates the church of one who is only a bishop, while
the churches of higher-ranking prelates take their
names from the dignity of their incumbents: ecclesia; archiepiscojxilcs,

metropolitaiUB, primatiales, patriarchates.
In the East the word cathedral does not
exist, the episcopal church being known simply as
"the church" or "the great church". (L. Clugnet,

Dictionnaire grec-fran^ais des noms liturgiques en
usage dans l'Eglise grecque, Paris, 1S95, s. v.'EwcX^irta.)
What seems to predominate is the name of the city;
at the consecration of a bishop it is simply said thai
he is destined for the Church of God in a given city.
In popular usage the cathedral is variously named.
In France, England, and English-speaking countries,
the word cathedral is general; occasionally it gives
way to the expression, metropolitan church (la mctropole).
In Lyons it is known as the primatial
church, in reference to the special dignity of the archbishop.
In Spain it is called la seo or la seu (the see).
In one instance the city itself is thus known, Urgel
being called la Seo d'Urgel or simply la Seo. In Italy
the cathedral is called il duomo, and in some parts of
Germany, especially in the ecclesiastical province of
Cologne, der Dom (whence the German term Domherr,
canon), the episcopal church being looked on as preeminently the house of God or of the saint from whom
it
s.

was named (DuCange, Glossar., med. et inf. latin.,
w. Ecclesia, domo, and domus). At Strasburg

in Germany the cathedral is called
Miinster (monasterium) because some cathedrals were
served by monks, or, rather, were the abode of canons
living in community, the church being thus converted
into a sort of monastery, especially where the reform
(Du
of St. Chrodegang (d. 766) had been adopted.

and elsewhere

,

Cange, Glossar.,

s.

v.

Monasterium).

Medieval writ-

and documents offer other names for the cathedral
church. The following are found in the above-mentioned work of Du Cange (s. v. Ecclesia) ecclesia
major, ecclesia mater, ecclesia principalis, ecclesia senior,
more frequently ecclesia matrix. The last appellation
was current in Northern Africa (Fulgentius Ferrandus, Breviatio canonum, nos. 11. 17. 38, in Migne, P.
L., LXVII.950) and has been consecrated by the canon
law; Innocent III says quite explicitly (c. Vencrabili,
12, de verb, signif.): Per matricem ecclcsiam cathedra lem intelligi columns.
Hence the juridical character or standing of the
cathedral does not depend on the form, dimensions,
or magnificence of the edifice, since, without undergoing any change, a church may become a cathedral,
\\ hat
especially when a new diocese is founded.
properly constitutes a cathedral is its assignment by
competent authority as the residence of the bishop in
his hierarchical capacity, and the principal church of
a diocese is naturally best adapted to this purpose.
Such official designation is known as canonical erection and necessarily accompanies the formation of
a new diocese. At present, and for a long time past,
new dioceses are formed by the division (dismembratio) of older ones.
Erection and division being what
are known in canon law as important alTairs [causa
majores) are reserved to the sovereign pout iff, and the
erection of cathedrals likewise belongs to him.
Very
often the Apostolic Letters by which a new diocese
is created expressly designate the cathedral church;
again, however (and such is usual in the United
States), the episcopal city being named, the bishop is
left free to select his church (III Cone. Bait., n. 35).
The transfer of a cathedral can occur in two ways:
ers

:
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First, the episcopal residence may be moved from one
city to another within the same diocese, in which
event the cathedral also would have to be changed;
such a transfer would require the intervention of the
Holy See, since it created the diocese and assigned the
bishop to his first residence. Second, the cathedral
may be transferred from one church to another within
the" same city, either to a church already in use or one
As the mere act of rebuilt specially for the purpose.
building does not necessitate a removal to another
city and hence a change of episcopal title, this second
kind of transfer requires no papal authorization. The
consent of the bishop and the clergy of the cathedral
would therefore regularly suffice, presupposing, of
course, reasonable motives, e. g. inadequate size of
the church, unhealthy or inconvenient location, etc.
(Pallottini, Collect, resolut. S. Cong. Cone, s. v. EcIn both of the
clesia cathedralis, § II, n. 1 sq.).
above methods it is necessary to transfer with the
cathedral all that is characteristic of it or essential to
it
as svich: first the name and the pre-eminence of
cathedral, then the chapter and clergy, and finally the
title in all movables and real estate, except what belongs to the former cathedral in its capacity of parish
church. The suppression of a cathedral follows that
just as its establishment follows the
of a diocese;
but does not do away with the
creation of a diocese
church itself as a place of worship.
Ecclesiastical law, based on the constitution of the
Church, provides that there shall be but one bishop of
each diocese. The bishop, of course, is at home in all
the churches of his diocese, and in any or all of them
he is at liberty to erect a temporary throne or seat
{cathedra) symbolic of his episcopal jurisdiction, but
This unity of residence
there is only one cathedral.
is implied by the unit}- of headship and direction, and
canonists add that the unity of the mystical marriage
of the bishop with his church signifies the unity of his

—

—

To this rule of residence there are
spiritual spouse.
two so-called exceptions. The first deals with two or
even three dioceses united ceque principal iter, i. e.
without forfeiting their existence or rights as dioceses,
and yet having but one bishop.

Such cases are not

uncommon

in Italy, e. g. the three united Dioceses of
Terracina. Sezze, and Piperno. This combining of
dioceses was authorized by the Council of Trent (Sess.

XXIV, c. xiii.de ref.) to meet the insufficiency of reBut while in this case the
sources in certain cases.
same bishop has several cathedrals, yet there is but
one in each diocese. The following passage relative
t:> :i seminary in the Diocese of Piperno clearly establishes the legitimate existence of these cathedrals of
united dioceses l'rivernen., Aperitionis semmarii, 10
March, 1771. in Pallottini, loc. cit., n. 17, 18): "The
union on an equal level of dignity does not affect the
internal status of the particular dioceses so united;
each continues to hold its rights, privileges, etc., as
before. The union is really only a personal one, inasmuch as henceforth one bishop is charged with the
government of all the sees thus united." The second
apparent exception is in regard to ancient churches
which, for one reason or another, have ceased to be
cathedrals, yet preserve their ancient title, retain a
certain degree of pre-eminence, and occasionally enjoy some honorary privileges. One of the oldest examples is thai of the ancient cathedral on Mount Sinn
at Jerusalem, which ceased to be a cathedral when the
bishop's Bee was transferred to the great Constantinian church erected on Calvary (Duchesne, Christian
Worship, tr. London, 1903, 491-92). Sometime an
episcopal see was transferred to another city of the
diocese without losing its first title: thus the Sec of
Perpignan still preserves the ancient title of the city
Several of the ancient French episcopal
of Fine.
title-, suppressed by the Concordat of 1801 and never
re-established, have been revived in memory of the
past and added to the titles of existing sees; thus the
I
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Archdiocese of Aix carries with it the titles of the
suppressed Archdioceses of Aries and Embrun. But
such honorary survivals of ancient cathedrals in no
wise conflict with the unity of the real cathedral.
Formerly a solemn consecration or dedication was
requisite to set apart churches for purposes of worship.
But for many centuries it has sufficed, at least
for churches of minor importance, t hat they be blessed
according to the form prescribed in the Ritual. The
obligation, however, of consecrating cathedrals has
always been maintained in the liturgical books of the
Roman Church, and was formally renewed for the ecclesiastical province of Rome by the Roman provincial council of 1725 under Benedict XIII (tit. XXV,
c. i). Moreover, the Congregation of Sacred Rites acknowledged this as a general law when (7 August,
1875) it replied as follows to the Bishop of Cuneo in
Piedmont: "Incumbere debent episcopi ut ecclesiae
saltern cathedrales et parochiales solemniter consecrentur" (Cuneen., ad I n. 3364) i. e. the bishops
should see to it that at least the cathedral and the
parish churches (strictly so-called) be consecrated.
This is all the more imperative for the cathedral because the anniversary of its dedication must be celebrated by all the clergy of the diocese. Canon law
does not specify the form and dimensions of the cathedral; nevertheless, it supposes the edifice sufficiently
spacious to accommodate a large assemblage of the
faithful on the occasion of elaborate pontifical ceremonies. If possible, the sanctuary, choir, and nave
should be of suitable proportions, and besides the altar and general equipment necessary in ot her churches,
the cathedral should have a permanent episcopal seat.
The word cathedra, so expressive in the language of
antiquity, has gradually been replaced, even in liturgical usage, by throne (thronus) or seat (series). According to the " Cseremoniale Episcoporum " (I.e. xiii) the
throne should be a fixture and placed either at the extreme end of the apse when, as in the ancient basilicas, the altar is in the middle of the church and the
celebrant faces the people- or else to the front of the
altar on the Gospel side, when the altar is placed, as is
usual, against the rear wall, and the celebrant turns his
back to the people. In either case the throne should
have an approach of three steps and be surmounted by
a canopy as a sign of honour. When the bishop pontificates, the steps of the throne should be carpeted
and both the throne proper and the canopy decorated
with costly materials. The thronos of t he ireek bishop
is the same, except that its very high back is surmounted by an icon, or sacred image. The cathedral
should also have its baptismal fonts (q. v.) or, if it be
desirable to conform to the ancient custom, a separate
Finally, not only should it have
baptistery (q. v.).
an ample supply of the sacerdotal vestments and
sacred vessels required in all churches, but also of the
vestments and pontifical insignia used by the bishop
in solemn ceremonies.
As personnel or st aff eeclcsiast ical law requires that
the cathedral should have a chapter (q. v.), taking the
place of the ancient presbyterium and constituting, as it
were, the senate of the church and the bishop's counThe chief obligation of the chapter is daily to
cil.
celebrate the Divine Iffice and Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass in the name of he entire !hristian community.
Its member.", dignitaries, and canons escort and assist
the bishop when he pontificates; even when he merely
presides at the services they form an entourage of
honour for him. In the United States there arc no
chapters, properly so called, these being to a certain
extent replaced by "consultors" '111 Cone. Bait.,
The solemnity ol the ceremonies also calls
passim).
for a greater or lesser number of ecclesiastics of lower
rank; there exists, however, no definite legislation on
It is sometimes asked whether the cathethis head.
As the bishop is undral can be a parish church.
questionably the first pastor of the diocese he might,

—

;

—
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Originally, the cathecure of souls (euro anirnarvm).
dral was the only parish church for the entire diocese,
later, after the establishment of rural parishes,
In Christian antiquity it was
for the episcopal city.
only in large cities like Rome that certain ministerial
functions were habitually discharged in presbyterial
churches; these iituli or "titles", however, were always dependent on the bishop (see Parish, CardiBut in a general way, the division of cities
nal).
into distinct and independent parishes does not date
beyond the eleventh century (M. Lupi, He parochis
ante annum millesimum, 1788). Once this division
was made it was quite natural that the cathedral
should retain as parish territory the district immediately surrounding it.
Indeed, there are very few
cathedrals that are not at the same time parish
churches, although in this regard the law prescribes
nothing. The cure of souls does not, then, devolve
on the bishop, but on the chapter, which exercises it
through a vicar chosen either from its own number or
from outside. A chapel in the cathedral church is
frequently set apart for parochial ministrations, this
custom being very general in Spain and Italy. But
the ancient Christian discipline has not entirely disappeared, and it is interesting to observe how. in many
places, certain ceremonies are reserved to the cathedral, especially the administration of baptism.
In
Florence, Siena, Pisa, and other cities, the parish

and

churches have no baptismal fonts, and all children,
unless in urgent cases, must be baptized in the cathedral, or, rather, in the baptistery.
It is to be noted
that the revenues, accounts, and administration of
the cathedral parish are entirely distinct from those
of the cathedral as such.
As the principal church of
the diocese and the residence of the chief pastor, the
cathedral is pre-eminent among all the other churches
of the diocese
no matter what their privileges in
other respects even over those that may have received from Rome the title of minor basilica; hence it
is that the clergy of the cathedral church when walking in large processions take precedence of those of
all the other churches of the city and diocese, collegiate churches included.
Canonists compare to a spiritual marriage the union
of a bishop with his church, and although this expression may be truer with respect to the Church as understood in the moral sense than to the cathedral, it is
nevertheless not inappropriate. They say that the
bishop should love his cathedral, adorn and embellish
it. and never neglect it.
Metaphors apart, the bishop

—
—

receives his cathedral as his "title" (titulus) or right;

head.
He should
it by a solemn entrance into his
episcopal city and by the ceremony of enthronement
(inthrnnisatio) as prescribed in the Roman Pontifical
andthe "Caeremoniale Episcoporum" (I.e. ii) in so far,
at least as custom will permit
Except when the visitation of his diocese or some other just cause necessitates his absence, he should reside near his cathedral,
attend services there, pontificate (i. e. perform the
more solemn services) on the days specified in
the above-mentioned "Caeremoniale Episcoporum",
preach and teach Divine truth, and find there a last
resting-place.
Theoretically, the diocesan clergy are
the clergy of the cathedral delegated by lie bishop to
minister in his stead to the distant members of his
flock.
Hence the clergy of the diocese should feel at
home in their cathedral and in its sanctuary find by
right their place whenever occasion arises.
There is
much, indeed, to bind the diocesan clergy to their
mother church, since it is there that the general ordinations regularly take place, that by Tridentine law

he is its governor
take possession of

.

(rector)

and
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a certain sense, be said to be its first parish priest
were it not that this title implies jurisdiction of an inferior kind and confined to a portion of the diocesan
Moreover, the bishop does not personally
territory.
and immediately exercise the duties of the parochial
in

its

.

i

the thcolooolis should expound the Holy Scripture for
the benefit of all the clergy (Cone. Trid., Sess. V. c. i.
de ref.), and that the seminarians participate in the
services of the Church feasts and learn the ecclesiastical ceremonies (Sess. XXIII, c. xviii, de ref.).
In
order that all the clergy may, in a way, belong to the
cathedral, the obligation is imposed upon them of
celebrating the two feasts proper to the cathedral, its
patronal feast and the anniversary of its dedication,
just as they would observe these feasts for their own
particular churches. The patronal feast of the cathedral, i. e. the commemoration of the religious mystery or the saint for whom it has been named or
indeed of its two patrons, if it have two, a-que principales
must be duly solemnized as a first-class double
with octave, the regular clergy only being dispensed
from the octave. Although the observance of the anniversary of the dedication is also of obligation for all
the clergy, there is this difference: the priests of the
episcopal city celebrate it as a second-class double
with octave, white only those regulars who reside in
the episcopal city are obliged to celebrate it, and they
observe it as a second-class double without octave
(General Decree of 9 July, 1895, in Decret. authent.
S. Cong. Rit.. n. 3863).
A cathedral cannot subsist without resources, i. e.
without temporal possessions. Canonically speaking,
these are provided by the establishment of a fund
(dotatio) for the support of the cathedral.
Strictly
speaking, the latter should not be established unless
sufficient resources are assured for the performance
of Divine worship and the maintenance of the cathe-

—

—

(III, tit. 48, de eccles. Eedificandis vel
The same law applies to all other
In the thirteenth century, when the decretal legislation arose, the endowment of a church,
benefice, or monastery was not conceivable except by
an allotment of land, whose fruits or revenues constituted the necessary means of support for the in-'
stitution or persons in question.
To-day such endowment, when not maintained by the State or
municipality, is in the form of personal estate and is
seldom adequate, so that both cathedral and parochial
churches depend largely on the annual contributions

dral clergy
reparandis)

.

churches.

of the faithful.
The repairs, renovation, and rebuilding of cathedrals are the object of many decisions of
the Sacred Congregation of the Council. The cathedral property either belongs to the Church in full right
or is claimed by the State, the municipality, etc.
In
the first case the cost of the repairs falls principally on
the bishop, but not on him alone. First, the income
of the Fabrica, i.e. the funds destined to the support of
the edifice, like the Fabbrica of St. Peter's or the
Opera at Siena and elsewhere, is used to defray these

second, the episcopal revenue properly
speaking (mensa episcopalis) is drawn upon, i. e. when
it is large enough to suffer a drain without undue inconvenience to the bishop; third, the canons and other
beneficed ecclesiastics of the cathedral are assessed
proportionately to the amount of their income; an
assessment may then be levied upon the diocesan
clergy, and finallv an ecclesiastical tax may be imposed upon the faithful. When these different means
are either impracticable or insufficient, foundations
for Masses may be temporarily suspended (Pallottini,
op. cit., § I, per totum; Benedict XIV, Inst, eccl.,
The aforesaid measures, however, suppose an
C.)-

expenses;

organization of ecclesiastical benefices which are now
about extinct; at present the practical method is an
appeal to tin' generosity of the clergy and the faithful.
It may be. however, that the cathedral is held to be
property of the State or city, in which case, if either
has pledged itself to care for the building, the responsibility of the bishop or clergy ensues only in default
of the former (Permaneder-Kiedl, Die kirchliche BauThe question sometimes arises
last, Munich, 1890).
as to whether the bishop has any claim upon the tern-
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According to the
be made for the
personal support of the bishop at the same time that
it is made for the revenue of the cathedral; this endowment of the episcopal office {mensa episcopalis)
should be totally distinct from the endowment oi the
cathedral; in tins event, the bishop should come to
the assistance of his cathedral rather than take from
Like the cathedral clergy, however, the
its income.
bishop can with all propriety claim the adventitious
revenues of foundations in proportion as he discharges
the duties involved. But there are many countries
in which the system of ecclesiastical benefices does
not exist. In such countries the Apostolic Letters
that create the diocese assign the bishop a suitable
support (cathedral icum) instead of the canonical revenue.
In the collection of this cathedraticum the
bishop may assess the cathedral for as much as (even
more than) he asks from the other churches of the
diocese.
He may even consider himself the real
pastor of his cathedral church and apply to himself
the diocesan rule whereby a pastor is assigned an appropriate salary out of the income of his church.
Finally, as regards the temporal administration of
the cathedral, local customs. <|iiite variable as a rule,
It will suffice if we menare to be duly considered.
tion here the common ecclesiastical law according to
which the administration of the cathedral belongs
It is not
conjointly to the bishop and the chapter.
only the bishop's right and duty to control the administration of the cathedral by exacting financial reports, as in the case of all the churches and ecclesiastical institutions of the diocese; in the administration
of the cathedral he participates personally and interHe assists either in person or by his
venes directly.
vicar-general at the deliberations of the chapter or
administrative council, whatever its name and composition, being rightfully its first member and president and he alone is qualified to sanction measures for the use of the funds and revenues of all
kinds belonging to the cathedral. See: Bishop; Diocese; Cathedraticum; Buildings, Ecclesiastical;
poral possessions of the cathedral.
letter of the law, provision should

,

Canon.
Mien. A\t. Frances, D> eccfestu cathedralibu* eorunujue
The Canonists, in tit..
us wdificandis vel reparandis, lib. III. tit. 4S; Deereta
authenticn 8. C. Riluum (Rome, 1901), s. vv. Eaiesia, <••
thedralia Bedesia, Episcopus; Taunton, The Law of the Church
(London, 190(5), 134; E. W. Benson (Anglican), The Cathedral, (London, 1878).
privilegiis et prwrogativis (Lyons, 166S);
'.

A. Boudinhon.

Cathedral Chapter.

Cathedraticum

See Chapter.

(Lat., cathedra,

episcopal seat or

throne), a certain sum of money to be contributed
annually for the support of the bishop, as a mark of

honour and

in sign of subjection to the cathedral
In the early ages of the
church, hence its name.
Church, contributions for the support of the bishop
were tendered rather through custom than by law.
The earliest legislation on the subject seems to be a
canon of the Second Council of Braga (572). According to the decree of this council, only parish churches
and chapters wen- obliged to pay the cathedraticum
The reason given for this
(Can. Plactlit. 10, qu. 3).
limitation is that at the time of the Council of Braga
the sacraments were administered to the faithful in
When in the course of time,
parochial churches only.
many other ecclesiastical edifices wen- built and endowed, it was judged pro]>er that these also should
pay the cathedraticum. Hence Pope Honorius III
made a universal law (cap. Conquerente. de )1T.
Ordin.) that not only chapters and parish churches.
but also endowed chapels and benefices should be
subject to the same i,
(Rota coram Tan. decis, 228).
This sum was to be paid to the bishop on the occasion
(

.

of his
of the

two

Tic amount
annual visitation of his diocese.
cathedraticum was fixed in ancient times at
asolidus was one seventy second part of a

soliili:
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pound

According to canonists, this remains
of gold.
the obligatory amount of the tax. unless custom establishes a different sum.
If a smaller amount than the
original tax becomes customary in a diocese, the
bishop must be content with this reduced pension,
nor can lie command a return to the higher sum
(S. C. C. inAmalph., 1705).
In general it is presumed
that the quantity of the cathedraticum will be determined by reasonable custom according to the exigencies of various dioceses and countries.
Where custom
has not fixed the sum. the S. Congregation of the
Council declared that either the amount paid by a
neighbouring diocese or the equivalent of the original
two solidi must be taken as the proper tax (In Albin.,
1644).
The regular clergy are not obliged to pay the cathfor their monasteries and conventual
churches, as is xpressly stated in the "Corpus Juris"
(cap. Inter ca'tera. viii. cans. Itli. The reason is found
in tic very idea of the cathedraticum, which is given
by a church or benefice in sign of subjection to the
jurisdiction of the bishop.
As exempt regulars are
immediately subject to the Holy See. there is no obIn the
ligation on them to pay the cathedraticum.
case,
however, that regulars administer parish
churches or secular benefices, they are subject to the
tax. inasmuch as such institutions fall under diocesan
It
law.
has also been declared that confraternities
which have no churches in the strict sense of the word,
but only chapels, are exempt from this episcopal tax
("In Finnan... Cathedr.").
As the cathedraticum
pertains to episcopal rights, it is privileged and consequently no prescription can totally abrogate it. This
is expressly declared by the S. Congregation of the
Council (In Amalph., 17(17), when it decrees that no
contrary custom, even of immemorial antiquity, can
exempt from the payment of this tax. It is also to be
noted that, according to the common law, the cathedraticum is to be uniform for all institutions in a
diocese, without regard to the opulence or poverty of
the benefices.
Owing to the phraseology of the Council of Trent
(Sess. XXIV, cap. ii). a controversy arose as to
whether this council had abrogated tic cathedraticum.
The S. Congregation of the Council gave the following
interpretation: "The Council did not abolish the
cathedraticum; but desired that it be paid, not at
the time of the episcopal visitation, but rather at the
diocesan synod."
It is owing to the custom of paying this tax at the synod that the name synodaticum
has been given to it. By law, however, there is,
strictly speaking, no fixed time for making this payment.
For although as a rule it is customary to do
so in the synod, yet custom or agreement can place it
at another time.
In fact the S. Congregation of the
Council has declared that the cathedraticum must be
paid, even in those years in which no diocesan synod
is celebrated (In Perus., Cathedr., 1735).
As the cathedraticum is a mark of .subjection to the cathedral
church, the bishop cannot exempt any benefice from
this tax.
On tic other hand he cannot demand it

edraticum

i

from clerics or priests who have no benefices, even
though he plead ancient custom to the contrary (S. C.
Be can require it, however,
Ep. In Compsan,. 1694).
from the diocesan seminary if benefices have been inIn like manlier he can demand
corporated with it.
the cathedraticum from monasteries with which secuAn exlar churches and benefices have been united.
ception to this law was made, however, for the Order
of St. John of Jerusalem in L6
All this concerns the laws on the cathedraticum
>bwhere the Church is canoiiically established.
viously, in so-called missionary countries, where beiisuch
laws
unknown,
cannot
are practically
efici
As, however, it is only equitable that the
apply.
diocese should support its bishop, especially as he
has no episcopal benefice, a pension which retains
:

>

<
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the canonical name of cathedraticum is usually paid
There
to the bishop in most missionary countries.
no uniform law on the subject. The question necessarily occupied the attention of various synods and
the conclusion was unanimous that a tax analogous
to the cathedraticum should be imposed on dioceses
Thus the Eighth
for the support of their bishops.
Provincial Council of Baltimore (see Baltimore,
Provincial Councils of), held in 1855, declares in
its seventh decree: "As it is just that the bishop who
watches over the salvation of all, should receive from
all the faithful of the diocese whatever is necessary
is

for his proper support and for enabling him to execute
his office, we decree that he may demand for this purpose a part of the revenues of all churches in which the
The Cardinal Prefect of
care of souls is exercised".

the Propaganda, writing to the bishops of the Province of Cincinnati in 1857, says: "The right of the
bishop to receive support from his diocese has been
recognized; nevertheless, the application and determination of the means of support can best be treated
of in diocesan synods, because cognizance can then be
taken of the state and condition of each diocese".
The Provincial Council of New Orleans in 1856 calls
this subsidy the "right of cathedraticum, either to
sustain the bishop or to provide for various necessities
It states that each bishop of the
of the diocese".
province should determine the amount in a diocesan
In Canada, the Provincial Council of Halifax
synod.
in 1857 declares: "As the bishop is constituted not
for one part but for all parts of his diocese, and as he
labours and watches for all alike, all are obliged to
contribute for his proper sustenance". The Second
Plenary Council of Baltimore in 1866, likewise states
that "it is evidently equitable and just that all the
faithful of each diocese should contribute to the support of their bishop, who bears the solicitude for
all".

As to the determination of the quantity of the cathedraticum, we find the First Provincial Council of Cincinnati requesting Propaganda to sanction some uniform method, but the latter preferred to commit this
In the acts of the First Proto the diocesan synods.
vincial Council of Quebec in 1851 we find the following
,

scheme "proposed" to Propaganda.

It is there said
to be similar to that already sanctioned for some
bishops in Canada and Ireland: each bishop is to receive a third of the revenues of one or two parishes;
or the fourth or fifth part of three or four parishes; or
the tenth part of practically all the parishes in his diocese, having regard to the circumstances of each parPropaganda sanctioned the employment of the
ish.
In the Province of
last-named provision in 1852.
Halifax, Canada, it was decreed in 1857 that a collection be taken up annually in October for the support
In England, the Third Provincial
of the bishops.
Council of Westminster in 1859 placed the amount of
It dethe cathedraticum at one half pound sterling.
clared that the liability to pay this tax was obligatory
on each cathedral chapter; on priests ordained for the
mission, who receive salaries from churches or oratories; on those who have the cure of souls; and on
all who preside over churches and public oratories
unless they can prove a special exemption.
In the United States, the Eighth Provincial Council
of Baltimore, when vindicating the right of the bishop
to part of the revenues of the churches, enumerates
as such revenues, the renting of pews, the collections
taken up during Mass, and the offerings made at baptisms and marriages. An identical decree was adopted
by the Second Council of the Province of Australia in
1869, but Propaganda did not sanction it and declared that the matter should preferably be determined by the various diocesan synods. This was likewise the opinion of the Fathers of the Second Plenary
As a consequence, diflouncil of Baltimore in 1866.
ferent methods of computing the cathedraticum pre(
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vail throughout the United States.
In one prominent
diocese, for example, the rector of each church must
pay one-fifth of his revenue if it exceed one thousand
dollars, or one-third if it be less.
The revenue in
question is declared to be made up of the pew rents,
the collections during Divine service and the funeral
Finally the diocesan arrangement for the
stipends.

cathedraticum has been declared by Propaganda (as
in 1872) to be a binding law on those whom it concerns.
Acta

et Decrela Cone. Recent. Coll. Laeensis (Freiburg im Br..
1S75), III; Ferraris, Bibl. J„r. Can. (Rome. 1886), II, s. v.;
Smith. Notes on II Cone. Bait. (New York, 1874); Benedict,
XIV, T)e Si/nodo diacesand, V, 67; Taunton, The Law of the
Church (London, 1906), s. V.

William H. W. Fanning.
Catherick, Edmund, Venerable, English priest
and martyr, b. probably in Lancashire about 1605;
executed at York, 13 April, 1642. He was descended
from the old family of Catherick of Carlton and Stanwick, in the North Riding of Yorkshire, known for its

Educated at Douai College,
loyalty to the Faith.
he was ordained in the same institution, and about
1635 went out to the English mission where he began
his seven years' ministry which closed with his death.
During this time he was known under the alias Huddleston, which was probably his mother's maiden
name.

Apprehended in the North Riding, near Watlas,
Catherick was brought by pursuivants before Justice
Dodsworth. a connexion by marriage possibly an
uncle.
Gillow states (IV, 310) that it was through
admissions made to Dodsworth, under the guise of
He was
friendship, that Catherick was convicted.
arraigned at York and condemned to death together
execution
was
Lockwood.
The
with Father John
stayed by the king for a short time, but he finally
during
his
carried
out
signed the warrant and it was
presence at The Manor in York. Catherick and LockYork
on
a
dragged
through
the
streets
of
wood were
hurdle to the place of execution and hanged, drawn,
placed
on
head
was
quartered.
Catherick
's
and
Micklegate Bar, and what fragments remained, alter
the hangman's butchery, were buried at Toft Green.
The "body" is now at St. Gregory's Monastery,
Downside, and the skull, said to have been found at

—

Hazlewood

Castle,

was

carefully

examined by Lin-

gard in 1845.
Gillow, Bibl.
II; De MaRSYS,

432; Challoner, Memoirs,
Hist, de la persecution jtns, nle ties enlti.. III.
Diet.

Eng. Cath.,

I,

E. F. Saxton.

Catherine, Monastery

of

Saint,

situated

on

Mount Sinai, at an altitude of 4S54 feet, in a picturesque gorge below the Jebel-Musa, the reputed Mountain of the Law This Byzantine convent, perhaps the
most interesting of the Christian Orient, is under the
Rule of St. Basil, and is well-known for its hospitality.
It is chiefly famous, however, on account of its library,
in which was discovered the Codex Sinaiticus, a valuable Biblical manuscript dating from the fourth cenAlthough now in a state of decay, the Monastury.
tery of St. Catherine is still held in great veneration
by the Orthodox Greeks, both because it is believed to
contain the remains of the famous virgin of Alexandria,
and because of its intimate connexion with some of the
most sublime events recorded in Holy Scripture. In
a little oratory where a lamp is kept always burning,
and which is only to be entered unshod, the monks
show the supposed location of the Burning Bush.
The earliest known historical fact is the erection of a
A
church by Emperor Justinian about A. D. 550.
Byzantine mosaic, which is still in existence, shows
the
Transof
church
called
the
that this was formerly
figuration; here were gathered the hermits who had
previously lived in separate cells and caves among
It is not known when or
the rocks* of Mount Sinai.
how the monastery obtained possession of lie remains
of St. Catherine of Alexandria and adopted her name.
I
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According to legend her body was transported thither
by the hands of angels. The name, however, does
To
not appear in literature before the tenth century.
protect the monks and pilgrims against the Saracens
the monastery was fortified like a castle, the exterior
wall of which forms a quadrangle resting on solid
The fact that a castle presupposes a military
rock.
force accounts for the mention some authors make of
a military order of »St. Catherine, founded in 1063,
which would thus antedate any other military order.
No trace has been found, however, of the ride of any
such order, or of a list of its grand masters. From
the Crusades the monastery of St. Catherine attracted
many Latin pilgrims, who gradually formed a brotherhood, the members of which pretended to the knighthood. In return for a vague promise to protect
sacred shrines and pilgrims, they were granted the
coveted St. Catherine's Cross, a cross inserted in the
wheel of St. Catherine. See Catherine of Alexandria; Sinai; MSS. of the Bible.
Palmer, Sinai to the Present Day (London, 1S78); Wilson
and Palmkk, Ordnance Survey of Sinai (London. 1S7_o;
Rokhrioits and Mosnkr. Deutsche PUqerreUe nach dem
)i,i!,,i,n

1. fin,!.

(London, 1882)

(Berlin,
;

lSslV;

Julian, Sinai

Sivmiv.

el

Syrie

Sinni atid Palestine

(Lille, 1903).

Ch. Moeller.

Catherine de' Medici, b. 13 April, 1519; d. 5 Jan.,
1589; she was the daughter of Lorenzo de' Medici
(II), Duke of Urbino, and Madeleine de la Tour
d'Auvergne who. by her mother, Catherine of Bourbon, was related to the royal house of France. Left
an orphan when only a few weeks old, Catherine had
barely reached the age of thirteen when Francis I,
King of France, eager to thwart the projects of the
and to court the friendship of
mperoi Charles
Clement VII, Catherine's uncle, arranged a marriage

V

1

second son Henry, Clement
Vll coming to Marseilles in October, 1533, for the ceremony. The death, however, of the pontiff during the
ensuing year prevented Francis I from realizing the
political advantages he had hoped for from this union.
Having brought to the French court only 100,000 ecus
and a few poor appanages, Catherine was relegated
to tin' background, where she remained even when. on
the death of her husband's elder brother, she atObliged to contained the dignity of Dauphiness.
tinue in this comparative obscurity for ten years because of being childless, her entire policy meanwhile
consisted in trying to retain the favour of Diane de
1'nit iiis. her husband's mistress, and of the Duchesse
d'Etampes. mistress of Francis I. On the accession
of bury 11.31 March, 1547, Catherine became Queen
of France, but she still remained inconspicuous, except
during Henry's short campaign in Lorraine, when she
acted 08 regent, and even then showed her political

between 'atherine and
(

his

I

abilities.
It was only on Henry IPs death. 10 July, 1559,
Catherine's political career really began.
Her
son Francis II. husband of Mary Stuart, was king, and
the Guises, Mary Stuart 's uncles, were in power, a condition that overtaxed Catherine's patience.
The
Huguenots relied on her because everyone knew
that the psalms of Maroi had always delighted her,
and that she had recently promised the Prince de
and the Vdmiral de Coligny, who were Huguenot leaders, liberty and security for their followers.
But tin intriguing Huguenots developed a State
within the State in France, and Castelnau tells us that
1

1

:

1

1

1

at their

synods they were urged t" adopt "all means

and attack, of furnishing money to
military men and making attempts upon cities and
fortresses".
Catherine was obliged to allow the
Guises to quell the conspiracy oi Amboise, March.
1500, and for a few months to exercise a sort of Catholic dictatorship.
Then, to check and paralyze their
power, she appointed Michel de l'Hopital chancellor,
a man whose wife and children were Calvinists, and

of aelf-defence
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convoked an assembly of notables at Fontainebleau
(August, 1.560) at which it was decided that the punishment of heretics should be suspended, and that the
States-General, from which religious peace was looked
for, were to meet at Orleans in December.
Meanwhile Francis II died, 5 December, 1560.
Catherine's policy remained just what it had been
during Francis' brief reign. She continued to oscillate between the Catholics and Protestants in order
to establish the dominion of the royal family, and was
forever manoeuvring between Protestant England,
whose queen, Elizabeth, site sought at certain times as
a daughter-in-law, and Catholic Spain, whose king,
Philip II, was her son-in-law.
Thus did Catherine
strive to insure the independence and political selfgovernment of French royalty. As Charles IX.
Catherine's second son and the successor of Francis II,

was scarcely ten years old, Catherine was regent and
virtually sovereign.
She named Anthony of Bourbon, King of Navarre and a Protestant, lieutenantgeneral of the kingdom, increased l'Hopital's power,
inflicted upon the Guises a sort of political defeat by
imposing an obstacle to the marriage of Mary Stuart
with Don Carlos, son of Philip II, and convoked the
conference of Poissy in an endeavour to bring about a
theological understanding between Catholics and
Huguenots. "It is impossible", she wrote to Rome,
"to reduce either by arms or law those who are separated from the Roman Church, so large is their number". She also opposed her son-in-law, Philip II of
Spain,

who demanded

severity against the Huguenots,

edict of January, 1562, insured them toleration.
The political interests that helped to set the
religious factions at variance did not abate: the arro-

and the

gance of the Huguenots exasperated the Catholics,
and the Vassy massacre (March, 1562) opened the
first religious war, which fact alone was a victory for
the Guise policy and a defeat for that of the regent.
At one time Catherine thought of taking sides with
Cond£ against the Guises, and accordingly wrote him
four letters, which the Huguenots subsequently
claimed to have contained her orders to Conde to take
up anus, but which Catherine declared had been
Events then occurred in rapid succession,
altered.
and she had the humiliation of seeing Guise bring
Charles IX back to Paris.
Thenceforth Catherine fluctuated between the
She negotiated and
Catholic and Huguenot forces.
watched the intrigues of Spain when it would interfere
in behalf of the Catholics of England when it would
;

Huguenots and of the emperor
of French anarchy to reclaim the
three bishoprics recently conquered by Henry II.
The assassination of Guise by the Huguenot, Poltrot
de Mere' (18 February, 1563), hastened the hour of
peace, and when the treaty of Amboise (12 March,
1563) had granted certain liberties to Protestants,
Catherine, to show Europe that discord no longer existed in France, sent, both Catholics and Protestants to
recover Le Havre (28 July, 1563), which Admiral de
Coligny had yielded to the English. It was indeed a
great period in Catherine's life: Charles IX who had
attained his majority on the 27th of June solemnly
declared to her that she should govern more than ever;
interest itself in the

;

who took advantage

the treaty with England, 11 April. 1564, assured
Calais to France; and Catherine and the young king
made a tour of the provinces, The Bayonne interview between Catherine and the Duke of Alba (.Line,
1565) caused a renewal of trouble; the Protestants
spread the rumour that the queen-mother had conspired against them with the King of Spain, and a
For Cathserious resort to arms was under way.
erine's growing hatred of Coligny; her fear lest Charles
IX, susceptible to certain Huguenot influence, should
ally himself with the Prince of Orange and wage war
against Spain; her order for the murder of Coligny
that she might regain her control over Charles IX;

—
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and, finally, for the connexion of Coligny's murder
with the massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day and
Catherine's responsibility in the matter see the arti-

—

cle St.

Bartholomew's Day.

Charles IX died 30 May, 1574, and Henry, Duke of
Anjou, whom Catherine had but lately made King of
Poland, became King of France. She was very fond
of this third son, but had only a limited influence over
him. The concessions which he made to Protestants
in the treaty known as the "Peace of Monsieur" (5
May, 1.576) brought about the formation of the Holy
League for the protection of Catholic interests. For
twelve years the power of the Guises in France was
constantly on the increase, the relentless warfare
against the Huguenots serving only to fortify it, and
as a consequence Catherine suffered cruelly.
Surrounded by his favourites, Henry III let his dynasty
fall

into

disrepute.

Francis of Valois, Catherine's

youngest son, died 10 June. 1584, and Henry III
being without issue, Henry of Bourbon, a Protestant

Henry IV), fell

crown of France.
And now the discouraged queen-mother and the childless king saw France become the bone of contention
between the League and the Huguenot party; the
royal family of Valois, doomed to extinction, watched
the struggle as would supernumeraries assisting at a
(the future

heir to the

theatrical performance.
Catherine, ever ambitious,
crown of Portugal for a member of
her family, and dreamed in vain of giving the crown
of France to her daughter's son, the Marquis de Pont
a Mousson; but the matter rested between the Guises
and the Bourbons. At the close of 1587 the real master of Paris was no longer Henry III, but the Duke of
Guise, and on the "Day of the Barricades" (12 May,
1588) Catherine saved her son's honour by going in
person to negotiate with Guise who received her as
would a conqueror. She thus gained time for Henry
III to fly secretly from Paris, and then she provisionally reconciled Henry III and Henry of Guise by the
"Edict of Union" (July, 1588). This intriguing
woman, who used these means to prolong the wearing
of the crown by a Valois, was at Blois with her son,
Henry III, for the meeting of the States-General,
when she learned, on 23 December, 1588, that through
assassination Henry III had rid himself of Guise.
Her surprise was tragic. "Vou have cut out, my
son, but you must sew together ", she exclaimed upon
hearing the news, and thirteen days later she died in
despair at leaving her son in this critical situation.
It was soon ended, however, when, on 1 August, 1589,
the dagger of Jacques Clement cut short Henry's
earthly existence.
Catherine had always placed the
interests of her children and her family first, and she
died oppressed with anxiety whether this last representative would remain king of France until his
death.
Dictatorial, unscrupulous, calculating, and crafty,
the subtlety of her policy harassed all parties concerned and perhaps contributed to the aggravation of discord, although Catherine herself was peaceMoreover, being intensely superstiably inclined.
bious, she surrounded herself with astrologers.
But
she was sadly wanting in strong religious faith, and
acted in favour of Catholicism only because in so doing she saw some advantage to her crown.
There
was never any joint interest between the Catholic
Church and Catherine's religious policy. Indeed her
methods were so essentially egotistical as t.i border
on cynicism, and it was because (lie interests of France
and of royalty were al thai time identical that Catherine, in working for her children, incidentally rendered direct political service to France and, for thirty
years, prevented foreigners from interfering with, or
exploiting, in religious discords.
Despite her many
cares she found leisure in which to enrich the Biblioto
theque Royale,
have Philiberl Delorme erect the
Tuileries, and Pierre I.cm-oi build the Hotel de Soislaid claim to the
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sons.
In a word she was a woman of the Renaissance, a disciple of Machiavelli, and the objective
point of her policy may be perceived when we remember that she was a mother, crowned.

De Reumont, La jeunesse de Catherine de Medicis. tr.
Baschet (Pans, lSfi4>: Chercel, Marie Stuart et Catherine de
Medieis (Paris. 1S.5S); Zeller, Le mouvement guisard en 15SS:
</.
Midiris et la Journee des Barricade* in Revue
1

;.

Histarique (1SS9); Lettres de Catherine ,le Medieis, ed. DE LA
Ferriere, I-VI. and de Puchesse, VII (Paris, Imnrimerie
Natinnale); de Lacombe, Les debuts des guerre* de religion:
Catherine de Medici-? entre Guise et Condi (Paris. 1899);
BoecHOT, Catherine de Me'dicis (Paris. 1899); Sichel. Catherine
de Medieis and the French Reformation (London, 1905).

Georges Goyau.
Catherine de' Ricci, Saint (in baptism, Alessandra Lucrezia Romola), a Dominican nun, of the
Third Order, though enclosed, b. in Florence, 23 April,
1522; d. 2 February, 1590.
She is chiefly known to
the world for her highly mystical and miraculous life,

and

especially as the subject of a marvellous, but
carefully authenticated ecstasy, into
rapt every week, from Thursday at
on Friday, for several years. In this
through all the stages of Our Lord's
Passion, actually realizing, and showing forth to
others with wonderful vividness, all that His Blessed
Mother suffered in witnessing it. Her father. Pier
Francesco de' Ricci. was one of an old and respected
family of bankers and merchants. Her mother of
the Ricasoli family died when she was a small child,

and most
which she was
noon till 4 p.m.
state she went
fully

—

—

and she was brought up by a devoted stepmother,
Fiammetta da Diacceto. The latter soon observed

—

the child's unusual tendency to holiness particuand did her utmost to foster
larly to solitary prayer
and develop it. Whilst still a child, Alessandra resolved to join some strictly observant religious order;
but the state of relaxation just then was so universal
that it was long before she could find what she deHer vocation was finally decided during a
sired.
stay at Prato. where she made acquaintance with the
Dominican Convent of San Vincenzio, founded in
1503 by nine ladies who had been devoted followers
of Savonarola.
Alessandra there found the spirit of
religious fervour high enough to satisfy even her
ideal; and, after some difficulties with her father, she
entered the novitiate, was clothed in 1535 (taking
the name of Catherine), and professed in 1536.
Both during her novitiate and for four or five years
after profession, she was subjected to humiliating
trials from the community, owing to their misunderstanding of some of the high supernatural favours she

—

received; but her holiness

triumphed.

and humility eventually

She was then appointed to one impor-

tant office after another, finally remaining prioress or
During all these years,
sub-prioress till her death.
whilst conscientiously fulfilling every religious duty,
she was feeling and showing keen interest in all her
and in numerous
relations
especially her brothers
friends and "spiritual children".
The great "Ecstasy of the Passion", above referred to, happened
for the first time in February, 1542, and was renewed
every week afterwards for twelve years, when it
ceased in answer to the prayers of Catherine herself
and the community. The fame of it was bringing so
many people of every rank and calling to Prato that
the peace and strict observance of the convent were
suffering. Catherine de' Ricci lived in an age of great
saints; among her contemporaries were St. Charles
Borromeo. St. Philip Neri. and St. M. Magdalen de
Pazzi.
With the two last-named she is said to have
held, in different ways, miraculous intercourse, never
having met them in a natural way. She was beatified in L 732 by Clement XII, after many delays in the
process, and canonized by Benedict XIV in 1746
on both occasions amid great rejoicings at Prato,
where her memory is always kept fresh. The lineal
descendants of her community still inhabit the convent of San Vincenzio (now commonly called Santa

—

—
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Letters of Catherine dV
(Florence. 1S90); also two old Italian lives

For the original sources see the

Kicei, ed. Ghkrardi
by R.vzzi and Guidi with documents mentioned. A number
of her letters with full details of her life mav be found in
Capes, Life of St. Catherine de' Ricci (London, 19051.

F.

M. Capes.

Catherine of Alexandria, Saint, a virgin and
martyr whose feast is celebrated in the Latin Church
and in the various oriental churches on 2"> November,
and who for almost six centuries was the object of
very popular devotion. Of noble birth and learned
:i

when only eighteen years old, Cathpresented herself to the Emperor Maximums

in the sciences,

erine
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Caterina), and there her body still reposes.
feast is kept on the 13th of February.

by

marvellous. The importance attached throughout the Middle Ages to the legend
of this martyr accounts for the eagerness and care
with which in modern times the ancient Greek, Latin
and Arabic texts containing it have been perused and
studied, and concerning which critics have long since
expressed their opinion, one which, in all likelihood,
they will never have to retract. Several centuries ago
when devotion to the saints was stimulated by the
reading of extraordinary hagiographical narrations,
the historical value of which no one was qualified to
qviestion. St. Catherine was invested by Catholic peoples with a halo of charming poetry and miraculous
power.
Ranked with St. Margaret and St. Barbara as one
of the fourteen most helpful saints in heaven, she was
unceasingly praised by preachers and sung by poets.
It is a well known fact that Bossuet dedicated to her
his most beautiful panegyrics and that Adam
of Saint-Victor wrote a magnificent poem in her
honour: "Vox sonora nostri chori", etc. In many
places her feast was celebrated with the utmost
solemnity, servile work being suppressed and the devotions being attended by great numbers of people.
In several dioceses of France it was observed as a
Holy Day of obligation up to the beginning of the
seventeenth century, the splendour of its ceremonial
recitals of the

i

eclipsing that of the feasts of

some

of the Apostles.

Numberless chapels were placed under her patronage
and her statue was found in nearly all churches, representing her according to medieval iconography with
a wheel, her instrument of torture. Whilst, owing to
several circumstances in his

life,

Nicholas of

St.

Myra

was considered the patron of young bachelors and
students. St. Catherine became the patroness of
young maidens and female students. Looked upon
as the holiest and most illustrious of the virgins of
Christ, it was but natural that she, of all others,
should be worthy to watch over the virgins of the
cloister and the young women of the world.
The spiked wheel having become emblematic of the
saint, wheelwrights and mechanics placed themselves

who was

Violently persecuting the Christians, upbraided him for his cruelty and endeavoured to prove
iniquitous was the worship of false gods.
Astounded at the young girl's audacity, but incompetent to vie with her in point of learning the tyrant
detained her in his palace and summoned numerous
scholars whom he commanded to use all their skill in
specious reasoning that thereby Catherine might be
led to apostatize.
But she emerged from the debate
victorious. Several of her adversaries, conquered by
her eloquence, declared themselves Christians and
were at once put to death. Furious at being baffled,
Maximums had Catherine scourged and then imprisoned. Meanwhile the empress, eager to see so extraordinary a young woman, went with Porphyry, the
head of the troops, to visit her in her dungeon, when
they in turn yielded to Catherine's exhortations, believed, were baptized, and immediately won the martyr's crown. Soon afterwards the saint, who far from
forsaking her Faith, effected so many conversions.
was condemned to die on the wheel, but, at her touch,
this instrument of torture was miraculously destroyed.
The emperor, enraged beyond control, then had her
beheaded and angels carried her body to Mount Sinai
where later a church and monastery were built in her
honour. So far the Acts of St. latherine.
Unfortunately we have not these acts in their original form, but transformed and distorted by fantas
tic and diffuse descriptions which are entirely due
to the imagination of the narrators who cared less
to state authentic facts than to charm their readers

how

<

under her patronage. Finally, as according to tradition, she not only remained a virgin by governing her
passions and conquered her executioners by wearying
their patience, but triumphed in science by closing
the mouths of sophists, her intercession was implored
by theologians, apologists, pulpit orators, and philosophers. Before studying, writing, or preaching, they
besought her to illumine their minds, guide their pens,
and impart eloquence to their words. This devotion
to St. Catherine which assumed such vast proportions
in Europe after the Crusades, received additional
eclat in France in the beginning of the fifteenth century, when it was rumoured that she had appeared to
Joan of Arc and, together with St. Margaret had bet n
divinely appointed .loan's adviser.
Although contemporary hagiographers look upon
,

the authenticity of the various texts containing the
legend of St. Catherine as more than doubtful, it is
not therefore meant to cast even tic shadow of a
doubt around the existence of the samt.
But the
conclusion reached when these texts have been carefully studied is that, if the principal facts forming the
outline are to be accepted as true, the multitude of
details by which these facts are almost obscured,
most of the wonderful narratives with which tie
embellished, and the long discourses that are put into
rejected as inthe mouth of St. Catherine, are to
An example will illusventions, pure and simple.
trate.
Although all these texts mention the miraculous translation of the saint's body to Mount Sinai,
the itineraries of the ancient pilgrims who visited
,\
Sinai do not contain the slightest allusion to it.
a
in the eighteenth century Horn Deforis, the Benedictine who prepared an edition of Bossuet 's worl.
clared the tradition followed by this orator in his
I

.

I

,
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saints Ecaterine et Pierre cC Alexandrie, Barbara et Anysia
(Paris. 1897); Varnhagen, Zur Geschichte der Legcnde der
Knth<ir,na von Alerondnen (Erlangen. 1891); Analecta Bollan-

diana (Brussels, XXII, 1903, 423-436;

Catherine of Aragon.

See
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panegyric on the saint, to be in a great measure false,
and it was just at this time that the feast of St. Catherine disappeared from the Breviary of Paris. Since
then devotion to the virgin of Alexandria has lost all
its former popularity.
Mignk, P. C, CXVI. col. 276-301; Yiteac Passions des

1907. 5-321.

Leon Clugnet.
Henry VII 1.

Catherine of Bologna, Saint, Poor Clare and
mystical writer, b. at Bologna, 8 September, 1413; d.
When she was ten years old,
there, 9 March, 1463.
her father sent her to the court of the Marquis of Ferrara, Nicolo d'Este, as a companion to the Princess
Here Catherine pursued the study of
Margarita.
literature and the fine arts; and a manuscript illuminated by her which once belonged to Pius IX is at
present reckoned among the treasures of Oxford.
After the marriage of the Princess Margarita to
Roberto Malatesta, Prince of Rimini, Catherine returned home, and determined to join the little com-

pany of devout maidens who were living in community and following the rule of the Third Order of St.
Augustine in the neighbouring town of Ferrara.
Later the community, yielding to the entreaties of
Catherine, adopted the Rule of St. Clare, and in 1432
they were clothed with the habit of the Second Order

by the provincial of the Friars Minor.
increasing number of vocations, however, made it
necessary to establish other monasteries of the Poor
Clares in Italy, and in pursuance of the Brief of Callistus III, "Ad ea quae in omnipotentis Dei gloriam",
convents were founded at Bologna and Cremona. St.
Catherine was chosen abbess of the community in her
native town, which office she held until her death.
The grievous and persistent temptations which in the
early days of her religious life had tried her patience,
humility, and faith, especially the latter virtue, gave
place in later years to the most abundant spiritual
consolation, and enjoyment of the heights of contemplation.
A large part of St. Catherine's counsels and
instructions on the spiritual life are to be found in her
"Treatise on the Seven Spiritual Weapons", which
contains, besides, an account of the saint's own struggles in the path of perfection, and which she composed with the aid of her confessor shortly before her
death. The body of St. Catherine, which remains incorrupt, is preserved in the chapel of the Poor Clares
St. Catherine was canonized by Pope
at Bologna.
Benedict XIII. Her feast is kept on the 9th of March
throughout the Order of Friars Minor.
Waddinc, Innoles Minm-um, X, 184; XII. 307; XIII, 324,
and passim; ActaSS., Mir, h. 11.::.", s'.i; In,, Lit;.< ,d the Saints
and Blessed of th, Three Orders <>/ St. Francis (Taunton. 1SS5),
I, 394-437; Zamboni, La Vita di Santa Caterina di Bologna
of St. Francis

The

(Bologna, 1877).

Stephen M. Donovan.

her supernatural state and "doctrine", regardless of
sequence, and in an almost casual fashion that makes
them entirely subservient to her psychological history. These facts are as follows:
St. Catherine's parents were Jacopo Fieschi and
Francesca di Negro, both of illustrious Italian birth.
Two popes Innocent IV and Adrian V had been of
the Fieschi family, and Jacopo himself became Viceroy of Naples. Catherine is described as an extraordinarily holy child, highly gifted in the way of
prayer, and with a wonderful love of Christ's Passion

—

—

and of penitential practices; but, also, as having been
a most quiet, simple, and exceedingly obedient girl.

When about thirteen, she wished to enter the convent,
but the nuns to whom her confessor applied having
refused her on account of her youth, she appears to
have put the idea aside without any further attempt.
At sixteen, she was married by her parents' wish to a
young Genoese nobleman, Giuliano Adorno. The
marriage turned out wretchedly; Giuliano proved
faithless, violent-tempered, and a spendthrift, and
made the life of his wife a misery. Details are scanty,
but it seems at least clear that Catherine spent the
first five years of her marriage in silent, melancholy
submission to her husband; and that she then, for
another five, turned a little to the world for consolaThe distractions she took were
tion in her troubles.
most innocent; nevertheless, destined as she was for
an extraordinary life, they had the effect in her case
of producing lukewarmness, the end of which was
such intense weariness and depression that she prayed
earnestly for a return of her old fervour. Then, just
ten years after her marriage, came the event of her
She went one day,
life, in answer to her prayer.
full of melancholy, to a convent in Genoa where she
had a sister, a nun. The latter advised her to go to
confession to the nuns' confessor, and Catherine
agreed.
No sooner, however, had she knelt down in
the confessional than a ray of Divine light pierced her
soul, and in one moment manifested her own sinfulness and the Love of God with equal clearness. The
revelation was so overwhelming that she lost consciousness and fell into a kind of ecstacy. for a space
during which the confessor happened to be called
away. When he returned, Catherine could only murmur that she would put off her confession, and go
quickly home.
From the moment of that sudden vision of herself
and God, the saint's interior state seems never to have
changed, save by varying in intensity and being accompanied by more or less severe penance, according
to what she saw required of her by the Holy Spirit,
Who guided her incessantly. No one could describe
but she does so, minutely, in her
it except herself;
writings, from which may here be made one short
extract :— " [The souls in Purgatory] see all things,
not in themselves, nor by themselves, but as they are
in God, on whom they are more intent than on their
For the least vision they have of
own sufferings.
God overbalances all woes and all joys that can be
conceived. Yet their joy in God does by no means
This process of purification to
abate their pain.
which I see the souls in Purgatory subjected, I feel withFor
(Treatise on Purgatory, xvi. xvii.)
in myself."
about twenty-five years, Catherine, though frequently
making confessions, was unable to open her mind for
direction to anyone; but towards the end of her life
a father Marabotti was appointed to be her spiritual
guide. To him she explained her states, past and
present, in full, and he compiled the- "Memoirs"
above referred to from his intimate personal knowOf the saint's outward life, after this
ledge of her.
great change, her biographies practically tell us but
two facts! that she at last converted her husband,
who died penitent in 14>l7; anil that both before and
though more entirely after it she
after his death
gave herself to the care of the sick in the great Hos.

Catherine of Genoa, Saint, (Caterina Fieschi
1447. d. at the same place
of St. Catherine of Genoa
14 Sept., 1510.
may be more properly described as a state than as a
When about twenty-six
life in the ordinary sense.
years old she became the subject of one of the most
extraordinary operations of God in the human soul
of which we have record, the result being a marvellous
inward condition that lasted till her death. In this
state, she received wonderful revelations, of which
she spoke at times to those around her, but which
are mainly embodied in her two celebrated works;
the "Dialogues of the Soul and the Body", and the
Her modern biographies,
"Treatise on Purgatory".
chiefly translations or adaptations of an old Italian

Adorno),

b. at

Genoa in
The life

one whirl, is itself Founded on "Memoirs" drawn tip
by he saint 's own confessor and a friend, mingle what
facts they give of her outward life with accounts of
t
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pital of Genoa, where she eventually became manager
and treasurer. She died worn out with labours of
body and soul, and consumed, even physically, by
the fires of Divine love within her. She was beatified
in 1675, by ('lenient V. but not canonized till 1737, by
Meantime, her writings had been ex'lenient XII.
amined by the Holy Iffice and pronounced to contain
doctrine that would be enough, in itself, to prove her

on the above

,-t

.

on a mission from the pope to secure the neutralIn June, 1376, she went to
ity of Pisa and Lucca.
Avignon as ambassador of the Florentines, to make
their peace; but, either through the bad faith of the
republic or through a misunderstanding caused by
the frequent changes in its government, she was unsent

Nevertheless she made such a profound
impression upon the mind of the pope, that, in spite
of the opposition of the French king and almost the
whole of the Sacred College, he returned to Rome
Catherine spent the greater
(17 January, 1377).
part of 1377 in effecting a wonderful spiritual revival
in the country districts subject to the Republic of
Siena, and it was at this time that she miraculously
successful.

,

!

.

\1.

Capes.

Catherine of Siena, Saint, Dominican Tertiary,
b. at Siena. 25 .March, 1347; d. at Home. 29 April,
She was the youngest but one of a very large
1380.
family.
Her father. Giacomo di Benincasa, was a
dyer; her mother, Lapa, the daughter of a local poet.
he lower middle-class faction of
liiiv belonged to
tradesmen and petty notaries, known as "the Party
of the Twelve", which between one revolution and
another ruled the Republic of Siena from 1355 to
From her earliest childhood Catherine began
1368.
At
\ isions and to practise extreme austerities.
the age of seven she consecrated her virginity to
in her sixteenth year she took the habit of the
nican Tertiaries. and renewed the life of the
anchorites of the desert in a little room in her father's
house.
After three years of celestial visitations and
ir conversation with Christ, she underwent the
mystical experience known as the "spiritual espousals", probably during the carnival of 1366. She
now rejoined her family, began to tend the sick,
especially those afflicted with the most repulsive
diseases, to serve the poor, and to labour for the conThough always suffering terrible
version of sinners.
physical pain, living for long intervals on practically
no food save the Blessed Sacrament, she was ever
radiantly happy and full of practical wisdom no less
t

,

All her contemthan the highest spiritual insight.
poraries bear witness to her extraordinary personal
over
the
continual
persecuwhich
prevailed
charm,
tion to which -In- was subjected even by the friars of
She
in
religion.
her
sisters
own
order
and
by
her
began to gather disciples round her, both men and
fellowship,
wonderful
spiritual
who
a
women,
formed
During
united to her by the bonds of mystical love.
the summer of 1370 she received a series of special
manifestations of Divine mysteries, which culminated
in a prolonged trance, a kind of mystical death, in
which she had a vision of Hell, Purgatory, and
haven, and heard a Divine command to leave her
She began
cell and enter the public life of the world.
to dispatch letters to men and women in every condition of life, entered into correspondence with the
princes and republics of Italy, was consulted by the
fiapal legates about the affairs of the Church, and set
If to lieal the wounds of her native land by staying the fury of civil war and the ravages of faction.
She implored the pope, Gregory XI. to leave Avignon,
to reform the clergy and the administration of the
Papal Mate-, and ardently threw herself into his
design foi a crusade, in the hopes of uniting the powers of Christendom against the infidels, and restoring
peace tn Italy by delivering her from the wandering

on

learned to write, though she still seems to have chiefly
relied upon her secretaries for her correspondence.
Early in 1378 she was sent by Pope Gregory' to FlorUnfortuence, to make a fresh effort for peace.
nately, through the factious conduct of her Florentine associates, she became involved in the internal
politics of the city, and during a popular tumult (22
June) an attempt was made upon her life. She was
bitterly disappointed at her escape, declaring hat her
sins had deprived her of the red rose of martyrdom.
Nevertheless, during the disastrous revolution known
as "the tumult of the Ciompi", she still remained al
Florence or in its territory until, at the beginning of
August, news reached the city that peace had been
signed between the republic anil the new pope.
Catherine then instantly returned to Siena, where
she passed a few months of comparative quiet, dicta
ting her " Dialogue", the book of her meditations and

ourth Sunday of Lent. 1375. she received the
Stigmata, although, at her special prayer, the marks
ardly in her body while she lived.
did
Mainly through the tnisgovernment of the papal
officials, war broke out between Florence and the
Holy See. and almost the whole of the Papal States
Catherine had already been
rose in insurrection.

In the meanwhile the Great Schism had broken
out in the Church.
From the OUtsel Catherine enthusiastically adhered to the Roman claimant, Urban
who.
VI,
in Xovember. 137s, summoned her to Rome.
In the Eternal City she -pint what remained of her
life, working strenuously for the reformation of the

I

companies

i,.

il

o)

mercenary

soldiers,

While at

Pisa,

t

revelations.
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Church, serving the destitute and afflicted, and dispatching eloquent letters in behalf of Urban to high
and low in all directions. Her strength was rapidly
being consumed; she besought her Divine Bridegroom to let her bear the punishment for all the sins
of the world, and to receive the sacrifice of her body
for the unity and renovation of the Church; at last it
seemed to her that the Bark of Peter was laid upon
her shoulders, and that it was crushing her to death
with its weight. After a prolonged and mysterious
agony of three months, endured by her with supreme
exultation and delight, from Sexagesima Sunday
until the Sunday before the Ascension, she died. Her
last political work, accomplished practically from her
death-bed, was the reconciliation of Pope Urban VI
with the Roman Republic (1380).
Among Catherine's principal followers were Fra
Raimondo delle Vigne, of Capua (d. 1399), her confessor and biographer, afterwards General of the
Dominicans, and Stefano di Corrado Maconi (d.
1424), who had been one of her secretaries, and became Prior General of the Carthusians. Raimondo's
book, the " Legend ", was finished in 1395. A second
life of her, the "Supplement", was written a few
years later by another of her associates, Fra Tommaso Caffarini (d. 1434), who also composed the

"Minor Legend", which was translated into Italian
Between 1411 and 1413 the
by Stefano Maconi.
depositions of the surviving witnesses of her life and
work were collected at Venice, to form the famous
"Process". Catherine was canonized by Pius II in
1461. The emblems by which she is known in Christian art are the lily and book, the crown of thorns, or
sometimes a heart referring to the legend of her
Her principal
having changed hearts with Christ.
feast is on the 30th of April, but it is popularly celebrated in Siena on the Sunday following. The feast of
her Espousals is kept on the Thursday of the carnival.
The works of St. Catherine of Siena rank among the
classics of the Italian language, written in the beautiful Tuscan vernacular of the fourteenth century.
Notwithstandingtheexistenceof many excellent manuscripts, the printed editions present the text in a frequently mutilated and most unsatisfactory condition.
Her writings consist of (1) the " Dialogue", or "Treatise on Divine Providence"; (2) a collection of nearly
four hundred letters; and (3) a series of "Prayers".
The "Dialogue" especially, which treats of the whole
spiritual life of man in the form of a series of colloquies between the Eternal Father and the human soul
(represented by Catherine herself), is the mystical
counterpart in prose of Dante's " Divina Commedia".
A smaller work in the dialogue form, the "Treatise
on Consummate Perfection", is also ascribed to her,
but is probably spurious. It is impossible in a few
words to give an adequate conception of the manifold character and contents of the "Letters", which
are the most complete expression of Catherine's
many-sided personality. While those addressed to
popes and sovereigns, rulers of republics and leaders
of armies, are documents of priceless value to students of history, many of those written to private citizens, men and women in the cloister or in the world,
are as fresh and illuminating, as wise and practical in
their advice and guidance for the devout Catholic today as they were for those who sought her counsel
while she lived.
Others, again, lead the reader to
mystical heights of contemplation, a rarefied atmosphere of sanctity in which only the few privileged
The key-note to Cathspirits can hope to dwell.
erine's teaching is that man, whether in the cloister
or in the world, must ever abide in the cell of selfknowledge, which is the stable in which the traveller
through time to eternity must be born again.

—
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(Siena and Lucca, 1707-54); Tommaseo, Le Lettere di S.
Caterina da Siena (Florence, I860); Grottanelli, Leggenda
minore di S. Caterina da Siena e lettere dei suoi THacepoti
(Bologna, 1868); Capecelatro, Storia di S. Caterina da Siena
e del papato del suo tempo (4th ed„ Siena. 1S78); Draxe, The
HuJoni of .S7. Catherine of Siena and her Companions (London,
1SS7); Thorolb, The Dialogue of St Catherine London. 1S98);
Scudder, .S'(. Catherine as seen in her Letters (London and
New York, 1905 1; Gardner, St. Catherine of Siena (London
and New York, 1907). Italian translations of the Legend and
the Supplement are included in the first and fifth volumes of
Gigli's Edition; important portions of the Process are still left
unpublished in MSS. in the Biblioteca Comunale of Siena and
the Biblioteca Casanatense at Rome.
I

Edmund

G. Gardner.

Catherine of Sweden, Saint, the fourth child of
Bridget (q. v.) and her husband, Ulf Gudmarsson,
1331 or 1332; d. 24 March, 1381. At the time of
her death St. Catherine was head of the convent of
Wadstena, founded by her mother; hence the name,
Catherine Vastanensis, by which she is occasionally
At the age of seven she was sent to the abcalled.
bess of the convent of Riseberg to be educated and
soon showed, like her mother, a desire for a life of
St.
b.

and devotion to spiritual things.
of her father, when about thirteen
or fourteen years old, she married a noble of German
descent, Eggart von Kiirnen. She at once persuaded
her husband, who was a very religious man, to join
her in a vow of chastity. Both lived in a state of
virginity and devoted themselves to the exercise of
Christian perfection and active charity. In spite of
her deep love for her husband, Catherine accompanied
her mother to Rome, where St. Bridget went in 1349.
Soon after her arrival in that city Catherine received
news of the death of her husband in Sweden. She
now lived constantly with her mother, took an active
part in St. Bridget 's fruitful labours, and zealously
imitated her mother's ascetic life. Although the distinguished and beautiful young widow was surrounded by suitors, she steadily refused all offers of
marriage.
In 1372 St. Catherine and her brother,
Birger, accompanied their mother on a pilgrimage to
the Holy Land; after their return to Rome St. Catherine was with her mother in the latter's last illness
and death.
In 1374, in obedience to St. Bridget's wish, Catherine
brought back her mother's body to Sweden for burial
at Wadstena, of which foundation she now became
the head. It was the mother-house of the Brigittine
Order, also called the Order of St. Saviour. Catherine
managed the convent with great skill and made the
life there one in harmony with the principles laid
down by its founder. The following year she went
again to Rome in order to promote the canonization
of St. Bridget, and to obtain a new papal confirmation of the order. She secured another confirmation
both from Gregory XI (1377) and from Urban VI
(1379), but was unable to gain at the time the canonization of her mother, as the confusion caused by the
Schism delayed the process. When this sorrowful
division appeared she showed herself, like St. Catherine of Siena, a steadfast adherent of the party of the
Roman Pope, Urban VI, in whose favour she testified
before a judicial commission. Catherine stayed five
years in Italy and then returned home, bearing a special letter of commendation from the pope.
Not long
after her arrival in Sweden she was taken ill and died.
In 1484 Innocent VIII gave permission for her veneration as a saint and her feast was assigned to 22
March in the Roman martyrology. Catherine wrote
a devotional work entitled "Consolation of the Soul"
(Sielinna Troest), largely composed of citations from
the Scriptures and from early religious books; no
copy is known to exist. Generally she is represented
with a hind at her side, which is said to have come to
her aid when unchaste youths sought to ensnare her.
Vila S. Catharince Surer,, 'r, auct. Ulphont monaehio [d. 1433]
self-mortification

At the command

Wadatenensi: in Sikhs. /)< prcbatia Sanctor. his(Cologne. 1571), 11,346 sqq.: in Acta SS., March, III, 503

in camobia
toriis
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18691,

Miracula a commisi

epiacopalibus fxrrpta, in Acta S.S., loc. cit.. 519 sqq.; Translatio
KalcrtniT anno 1489 auct. Xic Ravaldi (in Swedish), in Fant,
Script, rer. Sueccicarum (1871), III, § II, 26S sqq,; Schroder,
Translatio S. Catharinrc 1489 Wailslrnsis cclcbrala (Upsala,
1832-33), III parts; Karsman, Dc lull. Kalrina von Zwnlen

(Antwerp, 1S43).
J.

P. KlRSCH.

—The word

Catholic (ko.6o\ik6s from raff'
S\ov
throughout the whole, i. e., universal) occurs in
the Greek classics, e. g., in Aristotle and Polybius,
and was freely used by the earlier Christian writers
in what, we may call its primitive and non-ecclesiastical sense.
Thus we meet such phrases as " the catholic resurrection" (Justin Martyr), "the catholic goodness of God" (Tertullian), "the four catholic winds"
(Irenaeus), where we should now speak of " the general
resurrection", "the absolute or universal goodness of
God", "the four principal winds", etc. The word
seems in this usage to be opposed to fttpiKbi (partial)
or tdtos (particular), and one familiar example of this
conception still survives in the ancient phrase "Catholic Epistles" as applied to those of St. Peter, St. Jude,
etc., which were so called as being addressed not to
particular local communities, but to the Church at

Catholic.

—
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Kleming (Stockholm,

men", and

noteworthy that in various early
Latin expositions of the Creed, notably that of Nicetas
of Remesiana, which dates from about 375 (ed. Hum,
1905, p. lxx), the word Catholic in the Creed, though
undoubtedly coupled at that date with the words
Holy Church, suggests no special comment. Even in
St. Cyprian (c. 252) it is difficult to determine how far
he uses the word Catholic significantly, and how far as
a mere name. The title, for instance, of his longest
work is "On the Unity of the Catholic Church", and
we frequently meet in Iris writings such phrases as
catholica fides (Ep. xxv; ed. Hartel, II, 538); catholica
it

is

unitas (Ep. xlv, p. 600); catholica regnhi (Ep. lxx, p.
The one clear idea underlying all is ortho767), etc.
dox as opposed to heretical, and Kattenbusch does
not hesitate to admit that in Cyprian we first see how
Catholic and Roman came eventually to be regarded
as interchangeable terms.
(Cf. Harnack, Dogmengeschichte, II, 149-168.) Moreover it should be noted
that the word Catholica was sometimes used substantively as the equivalent of ecclesia Catholica.
An example is to be found in the Muratorian Fragment,
another seemingly in Tertullian (De Prsescrip, xxx),
and many more appear at a later date, particularly

among

African writers.
the Greeks it was natural that while Cathoserved as the distinctive description of the one
Church, the etymological significance of the word was
never quite lost sight of. Thus in the "Catechetical
Discourses" of St. Cyril of Jerusalem (c. 347) he insists on the one hand (§ 26): "And if ever thou art
sojourning in any city, inquire not simply where the
Lord's house is for the sects of the profane also attempt to call their own dens, houses of the Lord
nor merely where the church is, but where is the
Catholic Church.
For this is the peculiar name of
the holy body the mother of us all." On the other
hand when discussing the word Catholic, which already appears in his form of the baptismal creed, St.
Cyril remarks: (§ 23) "Now it [the Church] is called
Catholic because it is throughout the world, from one
end of the earth to the other." But we shall have
occasion to quote this passage more at length later on.
There can be no doubt, however, that it was the
struggle with the Donatists which first drew out the
full theological significance of the epithet Catholic and
passed it on to the schoolmen as an abiding possession.
When the Donatists claimed to represent the one true
Church of Christ, and formulated certain marks of the
Church, which they professed to find in their own
body, it could not Fail to strike their orthodox opponents that the title Catholic, by which the Church of
Christ was universally known, afforded a far surer
test, and that this was wholly inapplicable to a sect
which was confined to one small corner of the world.
The Donatists, unlike all previous heretics, had not

Among

large.

The combination "the Catholic Church"

(v KaffoXtK^
in the letter of St.

found for the first time
Ignatius to the Smyrnacans, written about the year
The words run: "Wheresoever the bishop shall
appear, there let the people be, even as where Jesus
may be, there is the universal [koSoXik?)] Church."
However, in view of the context, some difference of
opinion prevails as to the precise connotation of the
italicized word, and Kattenbusch, the Protestant professor of theology at Giessen, is prepared to interpret
this earliest appearance of the phrase in the sense of
(i.la. vMtrn, the "one
and only" Church [Das apostolische Symbolum (1900), II, 922],
From this time forward the technical signification of the word Catholic
meets us with increasing frequency both East, and
West, until by the beginning of the fourth century it
seems to have almost entirely supplanted the primitive and more general meaning.
The earlier examples have been collected by Caspar! (Quellen zur
Geschichte des Taufsymbols, etc., Ill, 149 sqq.).
Many of them still admit the meaning "universal".
The reference (c. 1.5.5) to "the bishop of the catholic
church in Smyrna" (Letter on the Martyrdom of St.
Polycarp, xvi), a phrase which necessarily presupposes a more technical use of the word, is due, some
critics think, to interpolation.
On the other hand
this sense undoubtedly occurs more than once in the
Muratorian Fragment (e. 180), where, for example, it
is said of certain heretical writings that they "cannot
be received in the Catholic Church". A little later,
tKK\r)<rla) is

110.

Clement of Alexandria speaks very clearly. "We
say", he declares, "that both in substance and in
seeming, both in origin and in development, the primitive and Catholic Church is the only one, agreeing as
it does in tie- unity of one faith"
(Stromata, VII,
xvii; P. G, IX, .5.52).
From this and other passages
which might be quoted, the technical use seems to
have been clearly established by the beginning of the
third century.
In this sense of the word it implies
sound doctrine as opposed to heresy, and unity of
organization as opposed to schism (Lightfoot, Apostolic Fathers, Part II, vol. I, 414 sqq. and 621 sqq.;
II, 310-312).
In fact Catholic soon became in many
cases a mere appellative
the proper name, in other
words, of the true Church founded by Christ, just as
we now frequently speak of the Orthodox Church,
when referring to the established religion of the Russian Empire, without adverting to tlie etymology of
It was probably in this sense that
the title so used.
the Spaniard Pacian (Ep. ad Sempron.) writes, about

—

i

370: "Christianas mihi

III.— 29

nomen

est, catholicus

cogno-

lic

—

gone wrong upon any Christological question.

It

was

their conception of Church discipline and organization which was faulty.
Hence, in refuting them,
a more or less definite theory of the Church and its
marks was gradually evolved by St. Optatus (c. 370)
and St. Augustine "(c. 400). These doctors particularly insisted upon the note of Catholicity, and they
pointed out that both the Old and the New Testament represented the Church as spread over all the
earth.
(See Turmel, "Histoire de la theologie positive, 1904, I, 162-166, with references there given.)
Moreover, St. Augustine insists upon the consensus
of Christians in the use of the name Catholic.
"Whether they wish or no", he savs, "heretics have
to call the Catholic Church Catholic" ("De vera
rcligionc", xii).
"Although all heretics wish to be
styled Catholic, yet if any one ask where is the Catholic place of worship none of them would venture to
point out his own conventicle" (Contra Epistolam

quam

vocant Fundament!,

of this

same

thesis the

iv).
Of later exponents
most famous is Vincent of
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His canon of Catholicity is "That
which has been believed everywhere, always, and by
"This", he adds, "is what is truly and propall."
erly Catholic" (Commonitorium, I, ii).
Although belief in the " holy Church " was included
in the earliest form of the Roman Creed, the word
Catholic does not seem to have been added to the
Creed anywhere in the West until the fourth century.
Kattenbusch believes that our existing form is first
met with in the "Exhortatio" which he attributes to

No doubt the enumeration of four precise " notes" by which the Church
is marked off from the sects is of comparatively recent
development, but the conception of some such external tests, as pointed out above, is based upon the
language of St. Augustine, St. Optatus, and others,
in their controversies with the heretics of their time.
In a famous passage of St. Augustine's treatise " Contra Epistolam quam vocant Fundament! ", directed
against the Donatists, the holy doctor declares that

Gregorius of Eliberis (c. 360). It is possible, howMorin
ever, that the creed lately printed by
(Revue Benedictine, 1904,'p. 3) is of still earlier date.
In any case the phrase, " I believe in the holy Catholic

besides the intrinsic acceptability of her doctrine
" there are many other tilings wliich most justly keep
me within the bosom of the Church", and after indicating the agreement in faith among her members, or,
as we should say, her Unity, as well as " the succession
of priests from the installation of Peter the Apostle,
to whom our Lord after His resurrection entrusted
His sheep to be fed, down to the present episcopate",
in other words the quality which we call Apostolicity
(q. v.), St. Augustine continues in a passage previously cited in part, " Lastly there holds me the very
name of Catholic which not without reason so closely
attaches to the Church amid the heresies which surround it, that although all heretics would fain be
called Catholics, still if any stranger should ask where
the Catholic service is held, not one of these heretics
would dare to point to his own conventicle" (Corpus
It was very
Scrip. Eccles. Lat., XXV, Pt. I, 196).
natural that the situation created by the controversies of the sixteenth century should lead to a more
exact determination of these "notes". English
theologians like Stapleton (Principiorum Fidei Doctrinalium Demonstratio, Bk. IV, cc. hi sqq.) and
Sander (De Visibili Monarchia, Bk. VIII, cap. xl)
were foremost in urging this aspect of the question
between the Churches, and foreign scholars like Bellarmine, who engaged in the same debates, readily
caught the tone from them. Sander distinguished
six prerogatives of the Church instituted by Christ.
Stapleton recognized two primary attributes as contained in Christ's promises to wit, universality in
space and perpetuity in time and from these he deduced the other visible marks. Bellarmine, starting
with the name Catholic, enumerated fourteen other
qualities verified in the external history of the institution which claimed this title (De Conciliis, Bk. IV,
In all these varying schemes, it may be recap. iii).
marked, the universality of the Church was given a
foremost place among her distinctive marks. However, already in the fifteenth century the theologian

Lenns

(c.

434).

Dom

Church" occurs in the form commented on by Nicetas
of Remesiana (c. 375).
With regard to the modern use of the word, Roman
Catholic is the designation employed in the legislative
enactments of Protestant England, but Catholic is
that in ordinary use on the Continent of Europe, esIndeed, historians of all
pecially in Latin countries.
schools, at least for brevity's sake, frequently contrast Catholic and Protestant, without any qualificaIn England, since the middle of the sixteenth
tion.
century, indignant protests have been constantly
against the "exclusive and arrogant usurpaname Catholic by the Church of Rome.
Protestant, Archdeacon Philpot, who was put to
death in 1555, was held to be very obstinate on this
point (see the edition of liis works published by the
Parker Society) and among many similar controversies of a later date may be mentioned that between
Dr. Bishop, subsequently vicar Apostolic, and Dr.
Abbot, afterwards Bishop of Salisbury, regarding the
"Catholicke Deformed", which raged from 1599 to
According to some, such combinations as Ro1614.
man Catholic, or Anglo-Catholic, involve a contradic(See the Anglican Bishop of Carlisle in
tion in terms.
"TheHibbert Journal", January, 1908, p. 287.) From
year
1580, besides the term papist, emabout the
ployed with opprobrious intent, the followers of the
often
called Romish or Roman Cathold religion were
olics.
Sir William Harbert, in 1585, published a
pretended
Catholique", and in
a
Roman
"Letter to
1587 an Italian book by G. B. Aurellio was printed in
different
doctrines
"dei Protthe
regarding
London
Neither do the
estanti veri e Cattolici Romani".
Catholics always seem to have objected to the appelOn the
lation, but sometimes used it themselves.
other hand, Protestant writers often described their
conspicuous
opponents simply as "Catholics".
instance is the "Pseudoniartyr" of Dr. John Donne,
printed in 1610. Moreover, if only for brevity's sake,
such burning questions as "Catholic Emancipation"
have commonly been discussed by both sides without
any qualifying prefix. In connexion with this matter
we may call attention to a common Anglican view
represented in such a popular work of reference as
Hook's "Church Dictionary" (1854), s.v. "Catholic"
" Let the member of the Church of England assert
his right to the name of Catholic, since he is the only
person in England who lias a right to that name. The
English Romanist is a Roman Schismatic and not a
The idea is further developed in Blunt's
Catholic."
"Dictionary of Sects and Heresies" (1874), where
"Roman Catholics" are described as "a sect organised by the Jesuits out of the relics of the Marian
party in the reign of Queen Elizabeth". An earlier

made

tion" of the

The

;

A

—

and less extreme view will be found in Newman's
"Essays Critical and Historical", published by him
as an Anglican (see No. 9, "The Catholicity of the
Anglican Church "). The Cardinal's own note on this
essay, in the last revised edition,

may

be read with

advantage.

So far we have been considering only the history
and meaning of the name Catholic. We turn to its
theological import as it has been emphasized and

formalized

by

later theologians.

—
—

John Torquemada had set down the notes of the
Church as four in number, and this more simple arrangement, founded upon the wording of the familiar
Mass Creed (Et unam, sanctain, catholicam et apostolicam Ecclesiain), eventually won universal acceptIt is adopted, for instance, in the "CatechisParoclios", which in accordance with a decree of the Council of Trent was drawn up and published in 1566 with the liighest official sanction (see
Doctrine, Christian). In this authoritative document we read:
"The third mark of the Church is that she is Catholic, that is, universal; and justly is she called Catholic,
because, as St. Augustine says, 'she is diffused by the
splendour of one faith from* the rising to the setting
Unlike republics of human institution, or the
sun'.

ance.

mus ad

conventicles of heretics, she is not circumscribed
within the limits of any one kingdom, nor confined
to the members of any one society of men, but embraces within the amplitude of her love, all mankind,
whether barbarians or Scythians, slaves or freemen,
male or female."
In confirmation of this, various prophetic utteranoes of Holy Scripture are quoted, after which the
Catechism proceeds: "To this Church, built on the
foundation of the Apostles and Prophets (Ephes., ii,
20) belong all the faithful who have existed from
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to the present day, or who shall exist in the
profession of the true faith to the end of time, all of
are founded and raised upon the one cornerstone, Christ, who made both one, and announced
peace to them that are near, and to them that are
afar.
She is also called universal, because all who
desire eternal salvation must cling to and embrace
her, like those who entered the ark to escape perishing
This, therefore, is to be taught as a
in the flood.
most just criterion to distinguish the true from a false

whom

church."
This multiplex and somewhat confused presentment of the note of Catholicity undoubtedly finds its
warrant in the equally wide interpretation of some
Thus, for example, St. Cyril of
of the early Fathers.
Jerusalem says: "The Church is called Catholic because she is diffused throughout the whole world [i. e.
the habitable world, oiVou/i^tjs] from one end of the
earth to the other, and because she teaches universally and without curtailment all the truths of faith
which ought to be known to men whether they concern visible or invisible things, heavenly things or the
things of earth; further because she brings under the
yoke of God's true service all races of men, the mighty
and the lowly, the learned and the simple; and finally
because she tends ar.d heals every kind of sin committed by body or soul and because there is no form
of virtue, whether in word or deed or in spiritual gifts
of any kind whatever, which she does not possess as
her own" (Cateches., xviii, 23; P. G., XXXIII, 1043).
In similar terms speaks St. Isidore (De Offic, Bk. I),
a variety of other
xplanations might also, no doubt, be appealed to.
But of all these various interpretations, which,
after all, are not inconsistent with one another, and
which are probably only characteristic of a fashion of
exegesis which delighted in multiplicity, one conception of Catholicity is almost invariably made prominent.
This is the idea of the actual local diffusion
of the Church, and this is also the aspect which, thanks
no doubt to the influence of Protestant controversy,
has been most insisted upon by the theologians of the
last three centuries.
Some heretical and schismatical teachers have practically refused to recognize
Catholicity as an essential attribute of Christ's
Church, and in the Lutheran version of the Apostles'
Creed, for example, the word Catholic ("I believe in
the holy Catholic Church") is replaced by Christian.
But in the majority of the Protestant professions of
faith the wording of the original has been retained,
and the representatives of these various shades of
opinion have been at pains to find an interpretation
of the phrase which is in any way consistent with geographical and historical facts. (For these see Christendom.) The majority, including most of the older
Anglican divines (e. g. Pearson on the Creed), have
contented themselves with laying stress in some
shape or form upon the design of the Founder of the
Church that His Gospel should be preached throughout the world.
This diffusion de jure serves its purpose sufficiently as a justification for the retention of
the word Catholic in the Creed, but the supporters of
this view are of necessity led to admit that Catholicity
so understood cannot serve as a visible criterion by
which the true Church is to be distinguished from
Those Protestant bodies who do
schismatical sects.
not altogether reject the idea of "notes" distinctive
of the true Church consequently fall back for the most
part upon the honest preaching of God's word ami the
regular administration of the sacraments as the only
criteria.
(See the "Confession of Augsburg", Art. 7,
etc.)
But such notes as these, which may be claimed
by many different religious bodies with apparently
equal right, are practically inoperative, and. as Catholic controversialists have commonly pointed out, the
question only resolves itself into the discussion of the
nature of the Unity of the Church under another

among the Fathers of the West, and
i
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Adam

form.

The same must be

said of that very large
class of Protestant teachers who look upon all sincere
Christian communions as branches of the one Catholic
Church with Christ for its invisible head.
Taken
collectively, these various branches lay claim to worldwide diffusion de facto as well as de jure. But clearly,
here again the question primarily involved is that concerning the nature of the Unity of the Church, and it
is to the articles Church and Unity, that the reader
who wishes to pursue the matter further must be
referred.

As against these and other interpretations which
have prevailed among Protestants from the Reformation until quite recent times, the scholastic theologians of the last three centuries have been wont to
put forward the conception of the note of Catholicity
in various formal propositions, of which the most essential elements are the following. The true Church
of Christ, as it is revealed to us in prophecy, in the
New Testament, and in the writings of the Fathers
of the first six centuries, is a body which possesses
the prerogative of Catholicity, i. e. of general diffusion, not only as a matter of right, but in actual fact.
Moreover, this diffusion is not only successive i. e.
so that one part of the world after another should in
course of ages be brought in contact with the Gospel

—

— but

it is such that the Church may be permanently
described as spread throughout the world. Further,
as this general diffusion is a property to which no
other Christian association can justly lay claim, we
are entitled to say that Catholicity is a distinctive
mark of the true Church of Christ.
It will be seen from this that the point upon which
stress is laid is that of actual local diffusion, and it
can hardly be denied that both the Scriptural and
Patristic arguments adduced by Bellarmine, Thomassin. Alexander Natalis, Nicole, and others, to take
but a few prominent names, afford strong justification for the claim.
The Scriptural argument seems
first to have been developed by St. Optatus of Mileve
against the Donatists, and it was equally employed
by St. Augustine when he took up the same controversy a few years later. Adducing a large number of
passages in the Psalms (e. g. Pss. ii and lxxi), with
Daniel (eh. ii), Isaiah (e. g. liv, 3), and other prophetic writers, t lie Fathers and modern theologians
alike draw attention to the picture which is there afforded of the Kingdom of Christ the Messiah as something gloriously and conspicuously spread throughout the world, e. g. " I will give thee the Gentiles for
thy inheritance and the utmost parts of the earth for
thy possession", "He shall rule from sea to sea",
"All the nations shall serve Him", etc., etc. Moreover, in combination with these we have to notice
our Lord's instructions and promises: "Go ye therefore and teach all nations", "You shall be witnesses
unto me
even to the uttermost part of the
earth" (Acts, i, 8), or St. Paul's words quoting Psalm
xviii, "Yes, verily, their sound went out over all the
earth and their words unto the ends of the whole
world" (Rom., x, 18), etc. But the real strength of
the argument lies in the patristic evidence, for such
words of Scripture as those just quoted are cited and
interpreted, not by one or two only, but by a large
number of different Fathers, both of the East and of
the West, and nearly always in such terms as are
consistent only witli the actual diffusion over regions
which to them represented, morally speaking, the
whole world. It is indeed particularly important to
note that in many of these patristic passages the
writer, while insisting upon the local extension of the
Church, distinctly implies that this diffusion is relative and not absolute, that it is to be general indeed,
but in a moral, not in a physical or mathematical
sense.
Thus St. Augustine (Epist. excix; P. L.,
XXXIII, 922, 923) explains that nations which
formed no part of the Roman Empire had already
.

.

.
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joined the Church, which was fructifying and increasing throughout the whole world. But he adds
that there will be always need and room for it still to
grow; and, after quoting Rom., x, 14, he adds: "In
those nations therefore among whom the Church is
not yet known it has still to find a place [in quibus
ergo" gentibus nondum est ecclesia, oportet ut sit],
not indeed in such a way that all who are there should
become believers; for it is all nations that are promOtherwise
ised, not all the men of all nations.
how shall that prophecy be fulfilled, 'Ye shall be
hated by all for my name's sake', unless among all
nations there are those who hate as well as those who
.

.

.

are hated?"
Lastly, it should be said that among some confused
thinkers of the Anglican communion, as also among
certain representatives of Modernist opinions, an interpretation of the Catholicity of the Church has
lately come into fashion which has little connexion
with anything that has hitherto fallen under our noStarting with the conception familiar in such
tice.
locutions as "a man of catholic tastes", meaning a
man who excludes no rational interest from his sympathies, these writers would persuade us that a catholic church either does or should mean a church en-

dowed with unlimited comprehensiveness, i. e. which
is prepared to welcome and assimilate all opinions

To this it
honestly held, however contradictory.
be answered that the idea is absolutely foreign
to the connotation of the phrase Catholic Church as
we can trace it in the writings of the Fathers. To
take a term consecrated by centuries of usage and to
attach a brand-new meaning to it, of which those
who through the ages had it constantly on their lips
never dreamed, is to say the least extremely misleadIf this comprehensiveness and elasticity of being.
lief is regarded as a desirable quality, by all means
let it have a new name of its own, but it is dishonest
to leave the impression upon the ignorant or the
credulous, that this is the idea which devout men in
past ages have all along been groping for, and that
it has been left to the religious thinkers of our own
day to evolve from the name catholic its true and real
significance. So far from the idea of a nebulous and
absorbent substance imperceptibly shading off into
the media which surround it, the conception of the
Fathers was that the Catholic Church was cut off by
the most clearly defined of lines from all that lay outside. Its primary function, we might almost say, was
to set itself in acute opposition to all that threatened
It is true
its vital principle of unity and stability.
that patristic writers may sometimes play with the
word catholic, and develop its etymological suggestiveness with an eye to erudition or edification, but
the only connotation upon which they insist as a
matter of serious import is the idea of diffusion
throughout the world. St. Augustine, indeed, in his
letter to Yineentius (Ep. xciii, in "Corpus Scrip.
Eccles. Lat.", XXXIV, p. 468) protests that he does
not argue merely from the name. I do not maintain,
he declares equivalently, that the Church must spread
throughout all the world, simply because it is called
Catholic. I base my proof of its diffusion upon the
promises of God and upon the oracles of Holy ScripBut the saint at the same time makes it clear
ture.
that the suggestion, that the Church was called Cath-

may

olic because it observed all God's Commandments and
administered all t lie sacraments, originated with the
Donatists, and he implies that this was a view in
which he did nut himself concur. Here again the
demonstration of the unity of the Church as built
upon a dogmatic basis is fundamental, and the reader
must be referred to the article CHURCH. The Anglican
Bishop of Carlisle, in an article published in the Hibbert Journal for January, 1908, and entitled "The
Catholic Church, What Is It?", seems to carry the
comprehensive, to its
modern formula, Catholic

=
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No principle of cohesion
most extreme lengths.
seems to be left except this, that the Catholic Church
nothing.
The bishop conceives of
is that which bans
it, apparently, as an institution invested by Christ
unlimited
power
to
add
to its numbers, but no
with
power to expel. It must surely be plain that prac-

common sense pronounces against such a conception not less strongly than the plain words of our
Lord in the Gospel or the consistent attitude of the
Fathers.
tical

In addition to the references given in the course of the article,
see Wilhelm anp Scannell, Manual of Catholic Theology
(1898), II, 351-4; Rraus, Real-Encyklopndie dec christl.ich.cn
AUerthiimer (Freiburg, 1882), s. v. Catholicus; Mazzella, Dc
Rdigione et Ecclesia (Rome. 1S85); Schanz, A Christian Apology (tr. Dublin, 1891); Moureau, in Diet, de thiol, cath., s. v.
Catholicite; Billot, Dc Sacra Tra.litome (Rome, 1904), 72-134;
Semeria, Dogma, Gerarchia e Culto (Rome. 1902). 23.5-257;
Turmel, Histoire de theologie positive (Paris, 1906), II, 117;
Newman, Essays Historical and Critical, Essay ix, with note.
For the Protestant view see the latest (Hauck) ed. of Herzog, Realencyklopddie fur protestantische Theologie and Ktrchc,
s. v. Kirche; Harnack, History of Dogma (tr. London, 1S96),
II; Pe arson. Exposition of the Creed; Fairbairn, Catholicism,
Roman and Anglican (London, 1899).

Herbert Thurston.
Catholic Benevolent Legion, a fraternal assessment life-insurance society organized in Brooklyn,
New York, U. S. A., 5 Sept., 1881. The charter members were Dr. George R. Kuhn, John C. McGuire, John
D. Carroll, John Rooney, Thomas Cassin, John D.
Keiley, Patrick F. Keany, William G. Ross, David T.
Leahy, and Robert Myhan Bishop Loughlin of Brooklyn was the spiritual adviser of the
supreme council, the body through
which the legal incorporation was
made, and which governed the entire
organization. The objectof the Legion
was, as stated in its constitution, to
unite fraternally, for social, benevolent,

and

intellectual

improvement,

Catholic men between the ages of
eighteen and fifty-five years at the time of admisLife insurance not to exceed $5,000 was
sion.
given in various amounts to members according to an
optional classification, assessments for which were
governed by the age of the member. The original
figures of these assessments were increased in 1905
to meet the requirements of sounder insurance
experience, as was the case with most of the other
Reports to 1908
organizations of this character.
showed that the Legion had, from its establishment,
paid in death insurance $19,000,000. It had 20,000
members out of a total, from time of organization, of
74,188, and was represented by councils in six States.
New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Indiana, Illinois,
and Connecticut.

Thomas

F.

Meehan.

Catholic Club of New York, The, a social organization described by its constitution as a club which
"shall consist of Catholic gentlemen who arc governed by a spirit of devotion to the Church and fidelIts objects, as defined by
ity to the Holy Father".
the constitution, "shall be to advance Catholic interests, to promote the moral improvement of its

members, to foster among them a true Catholic spirit,
to encourage the study of Catholic history, literature,
science and art, and for these purposes to maintain a library, and by frequent social intercourse to
bind themselves more closely in the pursuit of these
and kindred ends". The club sprang from the Xavier
Alumni Sodality, which was organized in ISO.;, in
connexion with" the College of St. Francis Xavier,
New York, with the object of encouraging Christian
piety among the educated Catholic men of the city,
and for many years directed by the Rev. P. F. lealy,
S. J. In March", 1871. the Xavier Cnion was organized
by members of the Sodality to promote other desirable
ends not embraced in the scope of a purely religious
I
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A

Catholic Committee.
Catholic Relief Bill.

John Jerome Rooney.
See England, Roman

Catholic Educational Association.
tional Association, Catholic.
Catholic Emancipation.
Catholic Relief Bill.

See Educa-

See England,

Roman

Catholic Epistle, the name given to the Epistle of
James, to that of St. Jude, to two Epistles of St.
Peter and the first three of St. John, because, unlike
the Epistles of St. Paul, they were addressed not to
any particular person or church, but to the faithful
fenerally after the manner of an Encyclical letter,
'hough addressed to particular persons the other
two Epistles of St. John are also styled Catholic, because they have always been grouped with the episSee James, St.; John, St.;
tles bearing that name.
Jude, St.; Peter, St.
St.

—

Catholic Knights of America. A fraternal lifeinsurance company chartered under the laws of the
It was founded in
State of Kentucky, U. S. A.
Nashville, Tennessee, by James J. McLoughlin,
D. N. Burke, John Broderick,

and John McDonald. The first
meeting was held, 23 April,
1877, at Emmett Hall, Nashville, with James J. McLoughlin as temporary chairman.
At
the second meeting, 1 May,
1S77,
the
first
permanent

branch was organized with
.).
J.
McLoughlin, president,
John McDonald, secre-

and
°F

Aiioi'"""

,:ir>'-

The name

selected

for

the new organization was
the Order of United Catholics, which w:ls subsechanged,
on
the recommendation of Bishquently
op P. A. Feehan, of Nashville, to Catholic Knights
of America.
The bishop gave his cordial approval
new society, and accepted the office of spiritual
director.
In June, 1877, plans were drawn up for
the establishment of a supreme council form of
government and branches were organized in Grafton,
West Virginia; Louisville, Kentucky; New Albany,
Indiana; and Gabon, Ohio.
,
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to unite the members more intimately in social intercourse. The club was formally
opened 13 March, 1871, with a membership of about
150, and Joseph Thoron was elected its first presiIn 1872 Archdent, on 28 March of the same year.
bishop McCloskey took the club under his formal protection, and the organization has ever since enjoyed
the active patronage of the archbishops of New York,
and has co-operated with them in promoting Catholic
interests. On 1 January, 1888, the name was changed
from the Xavier Union to the Catholic Club of the
Its growth was soon such that a
City of New York.
building was erected for it on a site purchased at No.
Here a build120 Central Park South, for SI 15,000.
ing, 75 by 200 feet, was erected at a cost of $225,000,
From
of which formal possession was taken in 1892.
this period the club grew with great rapidity until the
normal resident membership numbers about 1000,
the non-resident over 500, and, in addition, there is a
considerable army and navy membership consisting
The club is
of officers of these arms of the service.
governed by a board of officers and managers, and has
a spiritual director appointed by the Archbishop.
Committee on Catholic Interests has special charge
of all matters within the scope indicated in which
Catholic lay activity or co-operation with the archbishop may seem necessary. The library contains
over 35,000 volumes. Many lectures are given during
the season, and the club co-operates with leading
educational and charitable Catholic enterprises.

organization,

The

session of the supreme council was held
July, 1878.
in Louisville, Kentucky, 9
Sixteen
branches were represented; a supreme constitution
was adopted, the Hon. W. C. Smith of Louisville
was elected first Supreme President, and Bishop
Feehan was chosen Supreme Spiritual Director. At
the second annual session, held in Indianapolis,
S July, 1879, seventy-two branches were represented.
It was then decided to hold biennial sessions.
Like
most of the fraternal societies that were founded at
this period, the Catholic Knights had to learn by
experience that their rates were inadequate, and the
association was among the first of these bodies to
change the rate system. Although the organization
sustained a loss of several thousands, the wisdom of
the change of rates was early recognized by the loyal
first

members, and the

loss

was soon made good by the

influx of nearly 5000 young members in a period
of a little over two years.
Financially it is one of
the strongest organizations of its kind in the United
States.
It has a membership of 20,000, divided
among 560 branches, located in forty-two States of
the Union. Since its inception to 1 August, 1907,
it has paid to the heirs of over S500 deceased members nearly fifteen million dollars.
The total resources of the order on 1 August, 1907. were .3828,000.
The head-quarters are located at St. Louis, Missouri.

Anthony Matre.
Catholic Missionary Union, the corporate name
of a society whose directors are chosen from among
the bishops of the United States, the seminaries, the
parishes and the missionary organizations of that
country, its purpose being to engage priests and laymen as missionaries to non-Catholics in the United
States, to provide for their maintenance, to distribute
Catholic literature, and in every way to assist the
bishops in establishing and carrying on home missions
in their various jurisdictions.
It was formed by the
Paulist Fathers in carrying out the vocation of their
founder, Isaac Thomas Hecker, i. e. the conversion of
non-Catholics in America.
This movement recognizes ami helps to meet the
responsibility of clergy ami people for the spiritual
welfare of Catholics, of baptized non-Catholics, as
being even sacramentally part of Christ's fold; and
of all others, as called by God to be saved and brought
to the knowledge of the truth by the Church's ministrations.
Thus, instead of ignoring the religious
condition of their non-Catholic countrymen, all classes
of Catholics will be aided by this society in zealously
striving to convert them.
Among the practical efforts ofthis movement is the forming in each diocese
of bands of missionaries composed of diocesan priests
These assemble nonacting under their bishops.
Catholics wherever possible and explain to them the
doctrines of the Catholic Church.
The mode of explanation is more expository than controversial.
Through a "quest ion box "queries are invited concerning the Church's teaching, and through carefully
prepared lectures and the widespread dissemination
of literature misunderstandings are dispelled and an
attractive presentation of the Catholic teaching provided.
The Catholic Missionary Union owns the Apostolic
Mission House, the training school for the missionaries, located at the Catholic University, Washington,
It
provides a
D. C, and dedicated in April. 1904.
normal course of instruction for priests who are
desirous of devoting themselves to tin' conversion of
non-Catholics in the diocesan mission bands, or even
in the parochial ministry.
The following dioceses are
the missionnow provided with these a]
ary bands are called: Providence, Hartford, Burlington, New York, Pittsburg, Cleveland, Wheeling,
Covington, Peoria. St. Paul, Dubuque, St. Louis.
Sioux Falls, Fort Wayne, Richmond, North Carolina,
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namely in Springfield, Buffalo, and Winona.
Meanwhile priests are making their courses of study
in the Apostolic Mission House for Ogdensburg, Erie,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Alton, Baker City, Peoria,
dioceses,

Pittsburg, Sioux City, St. Augustine, and St. Paul,
together with several members of religious communities, some domiciled, and others attending classes
Giving missions, or preparing to do so, there is now a
total of 82 priests.
For the more necessitous dioceses
not only are the missionaries trained without any expense to the bishops, but financial support is furnished
them after they begin their work. During a decade
of years the missionaries in the movement that centres about the Apostolic Mission House have given
1008 missions to Catholics, 1468 missions to nonCatholics, and received many converts into the
Church, besides placing many more under instruction
It is not
to be received later by the parochial clergy.
possible to give precise statistics, but it is sure that
conversions have been stimulated by these missionary
During the year 1906 it is computed that
activities.
about 25,000 converts were received into the Church
in the United States by various missionary agencies.
An important feature of the missions is the free
distribution of Catholic literature.
The books are
given into the hands of non-Catholics by the missionaries themselves standing before the altar after the
public services, it being expressly stated that they
are accepted to be read.
In this way a great deal
more than a million of Catholic books have passed
into non-Catholic hands during the last ten or twelve
These are Cardinal Gibbons' "Faith of Our
years.
Fathers", Searle's "Plain Facts", Conway's "Question Box", Faa Di Bruno's "Catholic Belief", Xavier
Sutton's "Clearing the Way", and others; not counting a very great number of catechisms, Mass-books,

pamphlets, and leaflets.
A public convention of missionaries to non-Catholics is assembled by the society every two or three
years.
The delegates discuss fully the religious conditions in America and the prospects of converting
the people to the Catholic Church.
Carefully prepared papers are read, and addresses delivered, and
their topics debated, all looking to the choice of means

and methods for increasing the number of converts.
The proceedings of each convention are published in
book form and circulated very extensively with remarkably good results. It is noteworthy that at
the latest convention (June, 1905) the principal religious orders were present by their representatives.
The Missionary Union depends wholly on charity for
funds to support its work. The principal medium of
collection is its monthly magazine "The Missionary",
which, by edifying Catholics with authentic accounts

of the results of the propaganda, stimulates their
charitable offerings.
The whole movement has from
the beginning enjoyed the fullest approval of the
bishops and the co-operation of the religious orders,
and has received the express commendation of the
Holy See.

Walter
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Charleston, St. Augustine, Mobile, Natchez, and Oklahoma, numbering altogether 51 priests. There are
six other priests assisting at missions in these dioceses
in preparation for forming apostolates in their own

Elliott.

separation of the East from the West and to theological disputes, several attempts were made during the
fifth century to secure religious independence.
In
the synod held at Seleucia under Dadjesus in 424 (cf.
Synodicon, 51, text, and 296, tr.) it was forbidden to
appeal from the Catholicos of Seleucia to the Patriarch of Antioch. The breach, however, became complete and permanent under the Nestorian Mar Babai.
The synod held under him (497 or 499) renewed the
decree of independence from Antioch, and henceforth
Seleucia became the centre of Nestorianism. The
list of the Nestorian catholieoi is given by Bar Hebrceus (Chronicon, ed. Abbeloos, and Lamy, III passim); the list is supplemented by the editors, III, 566
sqq.
In the middle of the sixteenth century, in opposition to the Catholicos Mar Mama, several bishops
met, elected Sullaka, and sent him to Rome for consecration.
Since then there has been a Catholic
patriarch whose residence is now at Mosul.
A list of
the catholieoi united with Rome is given by Abbeloos
and Lamy, op. cit., 570 sqq. (See Nestorians.)
Armenians. Among the Armenians also
II.
catholicos was originally a simple title for the principal bishop of the country; he was subordinate to the
The bishops of AlSee of Ctesarea in Cappadocia.
bania and Georgia, although dependent on the Catholicos of Armenia, bore the same title.
Under King
Pap and the Catholicos Iousik Armenia asserted its
independence of Csesarea. In the fifth century the

—

Armenians adopted Monophysitism and anathematized the Council of Chalcedon, 491.
Many of the
catholieoi, however, especially after the Crusades,
professed the orthodox Catholic Faith. The see of
the Armenian catholicos, originally Achtichat, has

Besides many schisms have
taken place, and to-day there are no less than five
Armenian catholieoi. One of them, the successor of
the old catholicos, is at Sis in Cilicia, with jurisdiction
over the Turkish provinces of Asia. His power in
varied considerably.

ecclesiastical matters, supreme in theory, is considerably curtailed in practice by the appointment of a
catholicos with additional civil powers in ConstantiSince 1113 there is also an Armenian cathonople.
licos at Aghtamar with jurisdiction over the island of
that name and the villages surrounding Lake Van.
Another catholicos resides in Jerusalem, but with

greatly reduced powers. In 1441 another schism occurred, and a catholicos was elected in Etchmiadzin
To-day he bears the title of
in Greater Armenia.
"Supreme Patriarch and Catholicos of all Armenians", and, at least theoretically, is considered the
principal catholicos by all non-Catholic Armenians.
Since 1740 there has also been a Uniat catholicos in
Constantinople with the title of Patriarch of Cilicia.
He is recognized by the Porte as having jurisdiction
over all Catholic Armenians in the Turkish possessions.
(See Armenia; Constantinople.)
In the beginning of the fourth century Albania and
Georgia (Iberia) were converted to Christianity by
Armenian missionaries, and the principal bishop of
each of these countries bore the title of catholicos,
although neither of them was autocephalous. They
followed the Armenians in rejecting the Council of
Chalcedon. At the end of the sixth, or beginning of
the seventh, century the Georgian catholicos asserted

independence and came back to orthodoxy.
Henceforward the Georgian Church underwent the
same evolutions as the Greek. In 17S;i (leorgia
abolished the office of its catholicos, and placed itself
under the Holy Synod of Russia, to which country it
The Albanian cathowas united politically in 1 SO
licos remained loyal' to the Armenian Church, with
towards
schism
the end of the
the exception of a brief
Shortly afterwards Albania was assixth century.
partly
with Georand
with
Armenia
similated partly
gia.
There is no mention of any catholicos in Al-

his

Catholicos (Gr. K<z0oXikAs, universal), ecclesiastical
title of the Nestorian and Armenian patriarchs.
Nestorians.
During the first five centuries
I.
Seleucia in Mesopotamia, subsequently the see of the
Nestorian catholicos, was under the Patriarchate of
Antioch.
In the fifth century, as can be seen in the
"Synodicon Orientale" (ed. Chabot), almost all the
bishops of Seleucia-Ctesiphon bore the title of catholicos, without, however, severing their relations with
Antioch; hence, originally, the word catholicos was not
synonymous with patriarch. Owing to the political

—

1

bania after

t

.

he seventh century."

It

is

asserted

by

;
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Abuna,

of the Abyssinian Church, the
also bears the title of catholicos, but, although

this name may have been applied to him by analogy,
there is, to our knowledge, no authority for asserting
that this title is used by he Uivssinian Church itself.
I.i ui'lEN, Oriens Christ. (Paris, 1740),
Petit
I. 1333 sqq.;
t

in Diet, de thiol, cath., s. v. Arm<rm; Kaiien in hirchenlex.,
Kirch,' in ihnn
s. v. Iberien; Ter-MinassIantz. Die arnu n
Beriehungen zu der syr. Kirchc (Leipzig, 1904); Chevalier,
Rtp.; Topo-bib., 215 sq.

R. Butin.
Catholic

Summer Schools.

Catholic Truth Societies.

See

See

Summer .Schools.
Truth Societies,

Catholic.
Catholic University of America, The, a
tifical

institution located at

Washington,

I).

pon-

C.

It

comprises the Schools of the Sacred Sciences, Philos-

and the Right Hev. John J. Keane, then Bishopof
Richmond, was appointed rector. Pope Leo XIII, in
1887, sanctioned the undertaking and by the Apostolic Letter "Magni nobis gaudii" (7 March, 1889)
approved the constitution and statutes, and empowered the university to grant the usual degrees.
The scope of the university as defined by Leo XIII
was "to provide instruction in every department of
learning to the end that the clergy and laity alike
might have an opportunity to satisfy fully their laudable desire for knowledge".
The pope furthermore
urged that the seminaries, colleges, and otherCatholic
site,

institutions of learning should be affiliated to the
university; and he ordained that no step should be

taken towards founding any other university without
the approbation of the Holy See.
The School of the Sacred Sciences was opened in

MrM\HON
ophy, Law, Letters, and Science, each oi which includes several departments.
Under the supreme authority <.f the Holy See, the governing power of the
university resides in the episcopate of the United
Statu b, and by their delegation in the board of trustees, composed of bishops, priests, and laymen.
The
president of the board is the Chancellor of the University, and this office is held by the Archbishop of
Baltimore es officio. The immediate government of
the university is entrusted to the rector who is assisted by the academic senate.
Instruction is given
by professors, associate professors, and tutors. The
number of these in 1907 was 32; the number of stu-

dents (1906-07) was 'Jill. The library contains
he official organ of the university
100,000
is "The Catholic University Bulletin" published quarterly 1895 1907, and since 1908 eight times yearly.
I

I

It

her official publications are the "General Announce-

ments",

the "Announcements" of the different
Schools and the rector's "Annual Report".
In the Second Plenary Council of Baltimore, October, 1866, the Bi
their desire for the
ilishmenf of a university.
The project took definite shape in the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore
(1884) which included in its "Acta et Decreta" the
decision to found a university and accepted Miss
Mary Gwendoline Caldwell's offer of $300,000 to inaugurate the work. Washington was selected as the
:
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some that the head

I

Hali.

November, 1889.

This was followed in 1805 by the
School of Philosophy for which Mgr. James McMahon
of New York donated the hall bearing his name.
Chairs were founded by Miss Caldwell (2); the Missis
Andrews, Baltimore; the Misses Drexel, Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kelly, New York (2);
Hon. M. P. O'Connor, San Jos6, California; Patrick
Quinn, Philadelphia; Mrs. C. B. Whitford, Baltimore; Joseph Banigan, Providence; Col. M. P.
O'Brien, New Orleans (3); Rev. A. H. Walburg, Cincinnati; Miss Margaret Gardiner, Baltimore; The
Catholic Total Abstinence Union; The Ancient Order
of Hibernians; and the Knights of Columbus.
Founders of fellowships were Miss Anna Hope Hudson,
Baltimore, and Rev. Thomas Brehony, Wilkcsbarre,
Pennsylvania.
Scholarships were endowed by the
Messrs. Benziger, New York; Duke Joseph de Loubat,
New York; Michael Jenkins. Baltimore; Miss Emily
Harper, Baltimore; Charles M. Routt Alton. Illinois;
Rev. W. A. Nolan, Butler, Pennsylvania;
Rev.
Dwight Lyman. Govanstown, Maryland; Miss Winifred Martin, Baltimore; Rev. P. J. Lavin, Necedah,
Wisconsin; Miss Mary IX Peabody, Washington;
Rev. Thomas Carroll. >il City. Pennsylvania; The
Mitchell Memorial Committee, Brooklyn; The Cathothe Right Rev.
lic Young Men's National Union;
John J. Conroy, second Bishop of Albany, New York
Very Rev. Mgr. R. L. Burtsell, Rondout, New York;
.

(
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Miss Ruth C. Dana, Boston; the Most Rev. John Hennessy, Archbishop of Dubuque; Rev. E. W. J. Lindesmith, Rootstown, Ohio; Rev. James Brennan, Erie,
Pennsylvania; Timothy Riordan, Baltimore; Edward Johnson, Milwaukee; the Right Rev. T. M.

Burke, Bishop of Albany, New York; Rev. P. J.
Murphy, Oliphant, Pennsylvania; the Right Rev. Mgr.
D. W. Murphy, Dover, New Hampshire; the Right
Rev. Mgr. J. M. Mackey, Cincinnati.
The university lias also received donations and
bequests from Albert P. Ryan. Norfolk. Virginia;
Michael Cudahy, Chicago, Illinois; Miss Lina Caldwell. Newport, Rhode Island; Miss Rebecca Reyburn,
Baltimore, Maryland; Miles P. O'Connor, San Jose,
California; Mrs. A. R. Reynolds. Philadelphia; David
T. Leahy, Brooklyn, New York Messrs. Leopold Huffer
and Sons, Paris, France; O. Andrews, Baltimore,
Maryland; Miss Eliza P. Blight, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Sylvester Johnson, Louisville, Kentucky;
Rev. J. Lambert, Laconia, New Hampshire; Gen.
John Lawlor, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin; John McCaffrey, Albany, New York; Miss M. Moran, Bal;

timore; M. Murphy, Chicago, Illinois; J. F. Sinnott,
Philadelphia; Mrs.Staley, Baltimore; J. Walsh, Baltimore; Rev. J. J. Doherty, Hernsdale, Pennsylvania;

Morgan, C. A. Hoyt and A. Dougherty, New York.
subscriptions were also made to the Divinity. University Chapel, and Guarantee Funds, as
also to the Archbishop Kenrick Chair and the Archbishop Williams Chair.
In 1896, Bishop Keane was succeeded in the rectorship by Rev. Thomas J. Conaty of Worcester,
Massachusetts, who became (1903) Bishop of Los
His successor was the Right Rev. Denis J.
Angeles.
O'Connell, appointed (1907) Bishop of Sebaste. His
prudent administration and the generous response of
the Catholic people in the collection which Pius X directed to be taken up annually in each diocese enabled
the university to overcome the financial difficulties
which it encountered in 1904.
Since its foundation the university has gradually
become a centre of learning for the laity, the diocesan

J. P.

Numerous

and the religious orders. The institutions
it, with the dates of establishment, are
as follows: St. Thomas College (Paulist Fathers),
18S9; Marist College (Marists), 1891; Holy Cross
College (Congregation of the Holy Cross), 1895; College of the Holy Land (Franciscans), 1S97; St. Austin's College (Sulpicians), 1901; The Apostolic Mission
House (Catholic Missionary Union), 1902; College of
the Immaculate Conception (Dominicans), 1903.
These colleges are the novitiates and houses of study
of the several communities; their advanced students
pursue courses in the University. Other affiliated
institutions, outside the city of Washington, are the St.
Paul Seminary, St. Paul, Minnesota, and the Institute
In compliance with
of Scientific Study, New York.
the express desire of the Holy See the university has
contributed toward the improvement and co-ordination of the Catholic schools in the United States and
has taken an active pari in the organization and proceedings of the Catholic Educational Association esiblished for the purpose of unifying and furthering
educational work. Though as yet but partially developed and inadequately endowed, H has exerted a
iii iv influence by encouraging research, maintaining a high standard of scholarship, and impressing
upon the minds of the Catholics throughout the
.,
the need of providing university education
under Catholic auspices.
clergy,

grouped about

Catholic University of Ireland.

See Ireland.

Young Men's National Union.

Catholic

See

Young Men's National Union, Catholic.
Catrou, Francois, French historian, b. at Paris,
28 December, 1659; d. there 12 October, 1737. He
was the son of Mathurin Catrou, secretary to Louis
XIV. During his college days a marked facility
and grace in composition gave promise of his future
literary success.
At eighteen he entered the Society
During his regular period of Jesuit probaof Jesus.
tion and study his talents for preaching were discovered, and at the completion of his course in 1690
he began his active career as a preacher, in which
office he continued for ten years with remarkable
success.
In 1701 he founded the "Journal de

Trevoux", and was an active member of its staff
for twelve years.
While thus engaged in journalistic
duties he found time for historical research, and to
his productions in this line his fame is chiefly due.
His principal works are: (1) "Histoire generale de
l'empire du Mogul", published in five duodecimo
volumes, 1715, the matter being drawn, in the main,
from the memoirs of the Venetian traveller Manuzio
(translated

into

Italian

as

"Istoria

generale

del

Imperio del Mogul" by Domenico Occhi, Venice,
1751, and into English as "History of the Mogul
Dynasty", London, 1826). (2) * "Histoire du
fanatisme dans la religion protestante", a controversial work dealing principally' with the Anabaptists and the Quakers; the best edition, 1740, in two
duodecimo volumes, Paris. (3) "Histoire romaine",
with geographical and critical notes in twenty-one
quarto volumes (1725-37), edited a second time in
1737.
The notes are from the pen of P. Rouill6, S. J.
This gigantic work was translated into Italian by
Fra Zannino Marsecco, Venice, 1730-37, and into
English by R. Bundy, as "The Roman History with
Notes, done into English from the Original French
of the Rev. Fathers Catrou and Rouille", London,
1728-37, in six folio volumes. The French work
was highly praised at the time for its deep research
and solid reasoning, but its somewhat pompous style
soon brought severe censure from the critics. Its
appearance in an English dress gave occasion to some
very bitter attacks; but, though censured, this work
was the source of Nathaniel Hooke's inspiration.
In his "Roman History" he drew freely from the
text of Catrou and more* freely from the critical notes
"Traduction de Virgile", with
of Rouille.— (4)

—

—

—

critical

and

historical notes.

The

translation

is

at

times free and not infrequently inaccurate. The
notes and the accompanying life of Virgil manifest
all

a thorough acquaintance with both poem and poet.
Catron's Virgil was a constant companion of the
" I always
historian Gibbon during his early studies.
consulted the most learned and ingenious com'Torautobiography;
his
mentators", he writes in
rent ius and Dacier on Horace, and Catrou and
on
Servius
Virgil".
Sommervogel, Bibl. de la c. de J.. II, 882-89

Dennis

J.

Kavanagh.
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Cattaro (Catharum), Diocese of (Catarensis),
Cattaro, the principal town in
suffragan of Zara.
one of the four divisions of Dalmatia, is situated at the
foot of steep limestone rocks, on one of the small bays
of the Adriatic, and nearly surrounded by mountains.
The Gulf of Cattaro, itself a natural port, is divided
into four smaller bays called Bocche di Cattaro, one
inlh.
pioturesque sitsa in lur p:
dents called the town Ascririum. ami its gull
Early in the Christian Era Ascrivium
Rhizonicus.
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became a Roman colony; it was destroyed aboul 860
by the Saracens, but was rebuilt by the inhabitants
of the town of Cattaro, who had been driven from
home by the Hungarians. In the twelfth century, Cat-
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faro seems to have been a republic; as early as 1178
its coins appear, bearing the image of St. Trypho.
Later on it passed successively under Byzantine and

Servian rule, and in 1368 formed an alliance with
Kins Louis of Hungary. Having sided with the
Genoese against the Venetians, it was captured and
burned by the latter (1378). In 1423 Cattaro voluntarily submitted to Venice, though retaining a cerThe long rule of Venice is reflected
tain autonomy.
in the architecture of the town.
During the Napoleonic period it passed successively into the hands of
the Austrian*, the French, the Russians, the French,

and the Montenegrins, who sacked it after the departIt then fell under Ausure of the French (1814).
trian rule, and is now a seaport of the AustroHungarian Monarchy, and the commercial outlet of
Montenegro. Situated as it was, Cattaro must have
received the Gospel at an early period, according to
legend from St. Boimus. The list of bishops, howThe Cathoever, does not go farther back than 877.
population of the diocese is 13,363, the nonlic
Catholic, 15,000.
There are 19 parishes, 11 vicariates, .50 secular and 12 regular priests.
Faruti, lUur.mcr. (1800) VI, 421-518; Giurovich. Palriologia

d-

1844);

Ann.

<r.

<;

Valentinki.i.i, Hiblinth.
pont. cath. (1907), 321.

di Botche di

(

'attaro (Venice,

Dalmaziana (1855), 242-53;

U. Benigni.

Caubert, Jean.

See

Commune, Martyrs of the

Paris.
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Cauchy, Augusttn-Louis, French mathematician,
at Pari-;. Ill August, 1789; d. at Sceaux, 23 May.

1857.
He owed his early training to his father, a man
of much learning and literary taste, and. at the suggestion of La Grange, who early detected his talents
and took a lively interest in him, he received a good
classical education at the Eeole Centrale du Panin Paris.
In ISD.'i he entered the Ecole Poly-

technique, where he distinguished himself in mathe
Two years later he entered the Ecole des
matics.
et Chaussees and, alter a brilliant course of
study, he was appointed one of the engineers in
charge of the extensive public works inaugurated by
While here he devoted boa
N^apoleon at Cherbourg.
leisure moments to mathematics.
Several important
from
his
among
them those relating to
memoirs
pen,
the theory of polyhedra, symmetrical functions, and
particularly his proof of a theorem of Fermat which
had bafHed mathematicians like Gauss and Euler,
made him known to the scientific world and won
him admittance into the Academy of Sciences. At
about the same time the Grand Prix offered by the
Academy was bestowed on him for his essays on the
propagation of waves. After a sojourn of three

Ponts
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years at Cherbourg bis health began to fail, and he
resigned his post to begin at the age of twenty-two
his career of professor at the Ecole Polytechiiique.
In 1818 he married Mile, de Bure, who, with two
daughters, survived him.
Cauchy was a stanch adherent of the Bourbons
and after the Revolution of 1830 followed Charles \
into exile.
After a brief stay at Turin, where he occupied the chair of mathematical physics created for
him at the university, he was invited to become one
of the tutors of the young Due de Bordeaux, grandson
of Charles, at Prague.
The old monarch conferred
the title of baron upon him in recognition of his services.
He returned to France in 1838, and was proposed by the Academy for a vacant chair at the College de France.
His conscientious refusal to take the
requisite oath on account of his devotion to the prince
prevented his appointment. His nomination to the
Bureau des Longitudes was declared void for the
same reason. After the Revolution of 1848, however, he received a professorship at the Sorbonne.
Upon the establishment of the Second Empire the
oath was reinstated, but an exception was made by
Napoleon III in the cases of Cauchy and Arago, and
he was thus free to continue his lectures.
He spent
tin' last years of his life at Sceaux, outside of Paris,
devoting himself to his mathematical researches until
the end.
Cauchy was an admirable type of the true Catholic
A great and indefatigable mathematician,
savant.
he was at the same time a loyal and devoted son of the
Church.
He made public profession of his faith and
found his greatest pleasure and recreation in works
He was an active member of
of zeal and charity.
the Society of St, Vincent de Paul, and took a leading
part in founding the " Ecoles d'< Irienl " in L856, and
the "Association pour la liberie du dimanche".
During the famine of 1816 in Ireland Cauchy made
an appeal to the pope on behalf of the stricken people.
He was on terms of intimate friendship with Pere de
Ravignan, S. .1., the well-known preacher, and when,
during the reign oi Louis-Philippe, the colleges of
the Society of Jesus were attacked he wrote two memoirs in their defence. Cauchy is best known for his
achievements in the domain" of mathematics, to
almost every branch of which he made numerous and
important contributions.
He was a prolific writer
and, besides his larger works, he was the author of
over seven hundred memoirs, papers, etc., published
chiefly in the "Comptes Etendus".
A complete edition of his works has been issued by the French Government under the auspices of tin- Academy of
Sciences.
Among his researches may be mentioned
his development of the theory of series in which he
established rides for investigating their convergency.
To him is due the demonstration of the existence and
number of real and imaginary roots of any equation,
and he did much to bring determinant 3 into general use.
In connexion with his work on definite integrals, his
treatment of imaginary limits deserves special menHe was the first to give a rigid proof of Taylor's
tion.
theorem. The "Calculus of Residues" was his invention, and he made important n searches in the
theory of functions.
'inuity
By hi
of functions and the method of hunt- he placed the
differential calculus on a logical basis.
Cauchy was
also a pioneer in extending the applications of n
matics to physical
cially to molecular
mechanics, optics, and astronomy.
In the theory of
dispersion we have Ins well-known formula giving
the refractive index in terms ,,f the wave length and
three constants.
irs, he
Besides hi- qui
was the author of "Couts d 'analyse de I'Ecole royale
polytechnique" (1821
'Resumi di lecom donnees
tei
H pie sur les applications du
calcul infinitesimal" (1823) " Lecons sur les applications du calcul infinitesimal a la gcomeirie" (1826,
i

:

1

1
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:

—
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1828); "Lemons sur le calcul diff erentiel " (1829);
"Anciens exercices de math£matiques " (1826-1830);
"Resumes analytiques " (1833); " Nouveaux exercices
de mathematiques " (1835-1836); "Nouveaux exerde physique mathernatique
cices d'analyse et
(1840-47).
Valson, La vie et les travaux da baron Cauchij (Paris,
186S); Marie, HUt. des sciences math, et phys. (1888), XII;
Ball, Hist, of Math. (London, 1893); Kneller, Das Chrislenium, u. die Vertreter der neueren Naturwissenschaft (Freiburg,
1904); Idem in Stimmen aus Maria-Laach (Freiburg, 1903),
LXIV; The Month, No. 516 (New Series. 126), June, 1907.

Henry M. Brock.
or Sault St. Louis, an Iroquois
reservation, situated on the south bank of the St.
Lawrence, about ten miles above Montreal. Area,
Population, in 1905, 2,100; all Catho12,327 acres.
The language is the
lics, except five or six families.
Mohawk dialect. The Saidt (or Rapids) was an
old seigniory, or concession, granted to the Jesuits
in 16S0.
To P. Raffeix, S. J., is due the idea of thus
grouping the Iroquois neophytes on the banks of the
St. Lawrence, to guard them from the persecution
and temptation to which they were subject amid the
pagan influences of their own villages. In 1667 the
missionary prevailed upon seven communities to take
up their residence at Laprairie, opposite Montreal.
Other Christian Iroquois, from different localities,
soon came to join the settlement, and in 1670 there
were twenty families. As the proximity of the whites
was prejudicial to the Indians, the mission was transferred, in 1676, several miles higher up the river.
This second site is memorable as the scene of the
saintly life and death of Catherine Tegakwitha (d.
In 1890 a granite monument was erected on
1680).
the site, in memory of the humble Iroquois virgin.
In 1689, to escape the threatened attacks of their pagan tribesmen, the Christian Iroquois sought refuge in
Montreal, where they remained eight or nine months.
When the danger had passed, they founded another
settlement a mile or two above the last. In 1696
another migration took place to a fourth site. Here
it was that P. Lafitau, S. J., discovered the famous
"ginseng" plant, so valuable in the eyes of the
Chinese. The discovery created a great sensation,
and was for a time the source of a lucrative commerce.
This fourth site still proving unsatisfactory, the settlement was moved to the present site of Caughnawaga in 1716. From 1667 to 1783 the mission was
conducted by the Jesuits; from 1783 to 1903 by
In 1903 it was again
secular priests and Oblates.
confided to the Jesuits. Among the more noted
missionaries were Fathers Bruyas, S. J., Chauchetiere, S. J., Lafitau, S. J., Burtin, O. M. I., Marcoux,
who composed an Iroquois dictionary and grammar,
and Forbes, who drew up complete genealogical
The Indians are intelligent
tables of the settlement.
and industrious. Some are engaged in farming,
others take rafts down the Lachine rapids. The
industries are principally bead-work and the making
Besides the presof lacrosse rackets and snowshoes.
bytery, dating from 1716, and the church, built in
1719 and restored in 1845, there are in the village the
ruins of a French fort of 1754, two schools, and a
hospital.
The government by chiefs was, in 1889,
replaced by that of a mayor and council.
Jesuit Relations (Cleveland, 1901); Ohauchetiere, La Vie de
la B.C. Tegakouila (Manate, 1SS7); Shea, Ilistori/ of Catholic
Missions among the Indian Tribes of the V S. (New York, 1854
new ed. 1S99) De Rochemonteix, Les jisuites et la NouvelleFrance au XVIII' sucle (Paris, 1900).

Caughnawaga,

.

the French Oratory, and then joined M. Olier in
founding the Vaugirard Seminary and the Company of Saint-Sulpice. When M. Olier accepted the
parish of Saint-Sulpice (1642), Caulet became practically the head of the seminary.
In 1644 Louis
XIV, at the suggestion of St. Vincent de Paul, made
him Bishop of Pamiers. Caulet had not sought episcopal honours, but once a bishop he showed great
zeal in the reformation of the clergy, the annual visitation of the diocese, the holding of synods, and the
founding of schools, one of which was devoted especially to the training of teachers.
His impulsive
zeal did not fail to raise opposition.
The chapters of
Foix and Pamiers, which he tried to reform, revolted
openly, and had to be coerced into submission by
Briefs of Alexander VII and ordinances of Louis XIV.
For an account of his conflict with the Jesuits of
Pamiers (1668) regarding approbation for hearing
confessions, see Bertrand, "Hist. Litt. de la Compagnie de Saint-Sulpice" (Paris, 1900), III, 55, 57.
For the lengthy previous controversies see Approbation; Penace, Sacrament of, and Ferraris (Roman
ed., 1885) s. v. "Approbation"; Santi (ed. Leitner,
Rome, 1905), " Pra?lectiones juris canonici ", III, 366;
Bouix, " De episcopo ", II, 250, and " De jure regularium", II, 213 sqq.
Two facts stand out prominently in Caulet's episcopal career, his dubious attitude with regard to
the formulary of Alexander VII (Denzinger, "Enchiridion", no. 971) and his noble conduct in the
affaire de la regale, i. e. the royal pretension to
the revenues and the administration of vacant
On receipt of the formulary of Alexander
sees.
VII Caulet issued a pastoral letter requesting his
clergy to subscribe to it, but with certain qualifications (foi aux dogmes reveles, deference respectueuse
aux faits non reveles). Most people see in that respectful deference the silence respectveui of the Jansenists.

However, De

la

Chambre

(Trait e

du formu-

Bouix (De Papa, II, 95), and Bertrand (Histoire litteraire, III, 19) are of opinion that Caulet
really meant an internal adhesion of the mind, albeit
this adhesion may not have come up to the "ecclesiastical faith" as proposed by Fenelon, and later ad-

laire),

mitted commonly by theologians. Clement IX did
not urge the point, and accepted Caulet's adhesion
such as it was. In February, 1673, Louis XIV. in
need of funds, attempted to extend to all French
bishoprics the droits de regale. Caulet was one of the
few bishops who stoutly resisted the royal encroachment. Betrayed by his metropolitan, despoiled by
the king, he appealed to Innocent XI, who issued several Briefs lauding his courage and his lovaltv to the
Church. The last of these Briefs, dated 17 Jiilv, 16S0
(Inn. XI, Epistols. Rome, 1S90, I, 357), reached
Pamiers just after Caulet's death, and it contained
the best eulogy a bishop could receive. Caulet left a
mass of episcopal ordinances, synodal statutes, memTwo
oirs, etc., analyzed by Doublet and Bertrand.
treatises on the regale were published under his name
in 16S0 and 1681.
Doublet. Vn prclat janscniste (Paris. 1S95); Francois Caulet (Foix, 1896); In diocese pyrenecn SOUS Louis XIV (Touand other monographs- Bertrand. Histoirc litCompagnie de S. Sulpicc Paris. 1900). III. 19;
Reroignk, Vie des quat re GvSques engagfs dans la cause de PortRoyal (Cologne. 1756); Rapin, Mcmoires (Paris, 1865).
louse. 1896),
teraire dc la

I

J.

F. Soulier.

;

;

Joseph Gras.

Francois-Etienne (also called M. de
Foix from an abbey of which he was commendatory
abbot), a French bishop and Jansonist, b. at TouCaulet,

After completing
louse, 1610; d. at Pamiers, 1680.
his studies at the College de La Fleche he laboured
Pcre
Condren,
Superior of
de
for some time under

Caunus (Kaunos), a titular see of Asia Minor.
Kaunos was said to have been founded by Kaunos.
son of Miletos and Kyane, on the southern coast of
Caria, opposite Rhodes, and was known as Rhodian
Its acropolis
Persea, at the foot of Mount Tarbelos.
was railed Imbros. It exported, chiefly to Rome,
highly prized figs.
It was the home of the painter
Protogenes. The " Synecdemus " of Hieroeles and

CAUSE
most "Notitiae episcopatuum

or thirteenth century, place it
Four bishops are mentioned by Lequien
of Myra.
I. USD: Basil, who attended the council at Seleucia
in 359; Antipater, at Chalcedon in 451; Nieolaus,
who subscribed the letter to Emperor Leo in 458;
The interesting
Stephanus at Nicsea in 7S7.
the
ruins of the city are half an hour from
modern village of Dalian, in the vilayet of Konia,
on the right bank of a little brook, the ancient Kalbis.
Among them are a theatre, a large rectangular building thai was probably a temple, others of uncertain
destination, a Byzantine church, and very curious

rock-hewn tombs.
CoLXJGNON,

in Bulletin de eorrespondance JielUnique (1877), I,

338—46; Smith. Diet, of Greek and

Roman Geography (London,

1878). 576.
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Pktrides.

Cause

(Gr. airta. atnov, Lat. causa, Fr. cause, Ger.
Ursache; from the Latin both the Italian term cosa
and the French chose, meaning " thing ". are derived),
as the correlative of effect, is understood as being that
which in any way gives existence to, or contributes
towards the existence of, any thing; which produces
a result
to which the origin of any thing is to be
The term cause is also employed in several
ascribed.
other suppositions, philosophical, scientific, legal,
etc., to which reference will be made in the course of
The description just given is
the present article.
thai of cause taken in the philosophical sense, as well
as in its ordinary signification in popular language,
for. strictly speaking, cause, being a transcendental,
It is that also
cannot receive a logical definition.
commonly advanced as a preliminary to the investigation of the nature of causality, in the schools.
Although the ideas of cause and of causality are
quite obviously among the most familiar that we possess, since they are involved in every exercise of
:

human
of

reasoning, and are presupposed in every form
argument and by every practical action, a very

great vagueness attaches to the popular concept of
them, and a correspondingly great ambiguity is to be
found in the use of the terms expressing them. In
view of this fact, it will be necessary to clear the
ground traversed in the main portion of the present
article by stating that it is concerned, not so much in
treating of individual causes considered in the concrete, as witli the analysis of the idea of causality
underlying and involved in that of every cause.
There is also a psychological, as well as a metaphysical. asiK-ct of the subject, which ought not to be lost
sight of, especially in that part of the article in which
the more recent speculations with regard to causality

are touched upon.
V a matter of fact, all mankind by nature attributes to certain phenomena a causative action upon
This natural attribution of the relationship
others.
of cause and effect to phenomena is anterior to all
Objects of
philosophical statement and analysis.
sense arc grouped roughly into two classes those
No necesaci and those that are acted upon.
sarily conscious reflection seems to enter into the
judgment that partitions natural things into causes
and effects. But when we proceed to ask ourselves
precisely what we mean when we say, for example,
that A is cause and B effect, that A causes B, or that
B is the result of A. we raise the question of causality.
Whatever answer we put forward, it will be the statement of our conception of causation. It will be the
expression of our judgment as to the actual relationship between A and B involved in the conception of
It will
the one a.s cause and of the other as effect.
probably be found, when we attempt to formulate
any answer to tin- question, that much more is in-

—

volved than we had at first sight thought; anil, since
we should pursue would probably
proceed upon lines analogous to those upon which
the investigation
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as late as the twelfth
in Lycia.as a suffragan

",

philosophy has, as a matter of fact, travelled, it will
not be amiss to trace the history and development of
the problem concerned with causes and causality, and
to set down briefly the various solutions advanced.
We shall begin, therefore, with the first crude conception of power or efficiency, and pass on through the
stages of hyloism and idealism to the full analysis of
cause and statement of causality made by Aristotle.
This will be considered merely in outline, and filled
in in the following more detailed account of the doctrines of the Schoolmen upon the subject, who, while
adopting it in all its main lines, in several respects
modified the teaching of the Stagirite. The critical
attack upon the possibility of a knowledge of causality, made by the Scottish sceptic Hume, will next be
considered in its relation to the reply of the Common
Sense School, as represented by Reid. The doctrine
of Kant, with its double sequence of idealism and materialism, will be touched upon briefly; and, with a
comparison of the mechanical concept of modern
science with regard to causes and the more fundamental metaphysical analysis of causality, the philosophical treatment of the topic will be brought to an
end.
Before the inception of the pre-Socratic schools
of Greek philosophy, the first rude and popular conception of causes was mixed up with much that was
extravagant and, in the proper sense of the word,
superstitious.
The powers of nature were personi-

and thought of as intelligent and wilful. They
were conceived of as far more powerful than man, but
fied,

was necessary to
them and enlist their favour by offering
and praying to them. Thus there was
the idea of power, and a loose attribution of effects to
one or another of the natural forces that had vaguely
come to be looked upon as causes. It was in order to
uncertain and capricious, so that

it,

propitiate

them

sacrifices

provide a ground of unity, rather than thus to distract causes, that the early philosophers took up their
search for the principles of things. The problem immediately before them was that of explaining similarity and diversity, as well as change, in the visible

With them, though the term atria was emworld.
ployed, and even occasionally in several of the senses
in which Aristotle later distinguished it, the commoner term was apx'n, with which the former was apBy this term a
parently generally interchangeable.
principle was designated that, in some vague sense,
approaches in meaning to the material cause of the
It was used to signify an entity prior to
Stagirite.
existing entities, and yet in some way coexisting
with them and furnishing the ground or reason for
But it did not connote the idea of
their existence.
cause in the strict sense, namely as that which actually gives being to its effect, such as is involved in
later concepts of causality and is derived from the
observation and analysis of the conditions of physical
change. The problem thence arising had not yet
been definitely set. The task of the philosophers of
these early schools was the investigation of nature,
with, for result, the discovery of its elemental constituent or constituents, its primordial principles.
Thus the representatives of both the Ionian and
Eleatic Schools, in reducing all things to a single
purely material basis, or to several bases, assign, indeed, a principle that may be considered as a concrete
cause, but do not raise the real question of causality,
or give any satisfactory account either as to how one
thing differs from another or as to how things can
come to be at all. Nor, in explaining diversity and
change by assigning heat, rarefaction, condensation,
arrangement in space, number, etc., was more than
an attempt made to call closer attention to the fact of
causation and to determine more accurately than did
popular opinion what were the concrete causes by
which things came to be what they are. This, obviously, is not an analysis of causality, and in no sense

—
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really touches the heart of the question.
It hardly
calls for the remark that at most the causes, or more
properly the principles, assigned, even if understood
in the sense of inherent differentiating principles,
were such as would account for no more than an accidental diversity, leaving all things, the diversity of
which was the very point to be explained, really iden-

substance.

The progress from this first search for the elemental
principles of being to the later investigation and interpretation of alteration, or change, in itself was
Something had to be found that would
gradual.
account for the regularity of the succession of phenomena in the physical world, as well as for their
diversity and alteration.
The Pythagoreans put forward their doctrines of number as an explanation;
Plato, his theory of ideas.
Thus, in his advance upon
his predecessors, he clearly allows, in a very real
sense, for formal causes of existence.
But he does not
specify the nature of these ideas, other than as substances, separate from the individual entities that
they cause. In some manner not fully explained,
these individual entities are precisely what they are
by participating in the idea. In different passages in
his writings Plato alludes to the relation between the
ideas and the concrete entities as a participation, a
community, or an imitation. Thus he states the fact
of similarity in the essences and processes of the
physical world, but does not offer any explanation or
In common with the earlier
definite account of it.
nature philosophers, Plato assigns concrete causes
but does not attempt to give any solution of the real
problems of causality. Not until Aristotle formulated
his famous doctrine of the four causes of being can it
be said that the question was envisaged with sufficient
clearness to admit of exact presentation or fruitful
Instead of explaining diversity in the
discussion.
physical world by a reference to a common underlying
principle and an accidental modification, either fortuitous or designed, proceeding from it and in it at
best the crude makeshift of an incipient philosophy
that has yet to state correctly the problem to be
solved, instead of looking outside the object, or effect,
for that which specifies it, and finding a substance
entirely separated from it, to which its substantial
existence in the world of phenomena, in some cryptic
manner, is to be attributed, Aristotle instituted a profound inquiry into the essentially diverse modes in
which any one thing can be said to contribute to the
existence of any other.
In so doing he changed the
nature of the inquiry. The result was not only the
discovery of the four causes, but a solution of the
really far more important question of causality.
There is no doubt but that his teaching is, in a very
real sense, a synthesis of all that had gone before it;
but it is a synthesis in which no one of the preceding
doctrines is adopted precisely as it stood in the earlier
systems. The secret which governed the adaptation
of the currently accepted "principles" and made the
synthesis possible, lay in the signification that he gave
The task he had to perform had
to the formal cause.
ceased to be that of discovering merely physical constituents or principles, and hail shifted to the fundamental issue of metaphysical inquiry. Aristotle gives
the opinions of his predecessors at considerable

—

length in the "Physics", and again in the "Metaphysics", in which he submits them to a careful
analysis and rigorous criticism.
Hut the elements of
his own doctrine with regard to the four causes, as
'flic signification of
causes, were there in solution,
the term ipx'h. already used, was sufficiently comprehensive to include that of curia, since all causes
come necessarily under the head of principles. The
had dealt with matter.
1
Ionians of the older scl
Later Ionians had treated vaguely of efficient causes.
The method and moral teaching of Socrates had
involved and brought out the idea, of the final, while

Plato had definitely taught the existence of separated
formal, causes.
All these factors contributed to the
result of his inquiry, and the splendid historical criticism and review to which he submits the earlier
philosophers and their teachings on this point show
not only his wide and profound acquaintance with
their doctrines, but his readiness also to credit them
with whatever they had advanced that at all made for
knowledge. Still, to this point, as has been said, it
was a question of principle rather than of cause; and,
when of cause as such, of cause considered in the concrete rather than of the causality of causes.
The problem, then, for Aristotle, took the form of
an analysis of essences in such wise as to perceive,
separate, and classify those principles which, in conspiring to bring the essence of any effect, object or
event, actually into existence, as it were, flow into it.
For the idea of cause is of that which in any way
influences the production of an effect as an essence.
And, to declare the manner in which such causes, once
discovered, are found to correspond, and play their
several parts in causation, will be to state causality.
Now, as our notion of principles in general, whether
in the being, in the becoming, or in the understanding
of any thing, is primarily derived from observation of
motions taking place in space, so our notion of cause
is derived from observation of changes, whether
ical,
quantitative, qualitative, or substantial. The explanation of any change leads to the doctrine of the
four distinctions, or classes, of causes as formulated
by Aristotle. They were:
li

—

matter, ii\y to i£ ov yiverat ti Innripxovros
form, nopipri, eioos 6 Xi7o? 6 toO ti fiv elvai
moving, or efficient, cause, to klvtiti.k6v S$ev
7} apxv T ys p.tTafio\ris ij irpwTTj
t6 oS fraca. (Cf Physics, II,
final cause, to tAos

—

—

—

These are severally related

—
—

.

in

various ways.

hi.)

It

in the declaration of this relationship that the
notion and explanation of causality is to be found.
The material cause, that out of which the principiate, or effect, is made or caused, is conceived as
an indeterminate potentiality. It is determined to
a definite substantial essence by the formal cause.
This, in turn, is conceived as an actuality specifying
the material potentiality.
Formal causes are the
changeless essences of things in themselves, permanent in them amid the flux of accidental modifications,
yet by actual union with the material cause determining this to the concrete individual; and not, like
the ideas of Plato, separated from it. They are,
under the action of the moving, or efficient, cause, the
accomplishment of the determinability of matter.
The moving, or efficient, cause, which, as will be seen
later, is that which has come to be chiefly regarded as
the true cause, and that round which most controversy has arisen, is, in this fourfold division of causes,
that one by the operation or agency of which the
effect is brought into being; i. e. by the operation of
which t lie formal cause of the effect is induced in the
Lasthy, the final cause is that principle on
material.
account of which the efficient cause moves towards
the production of its effect. It is the effect itself
formally considered as the term of the intention of the
agent, or efficient cause.
Neither Aristotle nor
Plato is very clear as to the precise sense in which the
The Aristot clean
final cause is to be understood.
phrase is loose enough to cover the two meanings: i.e..
the end considered as the object desired, and the end
Aristotle perConsidered as the desire of the object.
ceives and teaches that the end is frequently identified
with the form, and that this is also frequently ident ified Ml species wit h t he moving cause; for man. as he
says in the example that he gives, begets man. It
does not, however, follow that all moving causes are
always identified, even in species, with their effects.
Indeed, Aristotle teaches that this is not the case.

is
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He holds that the world is eternal; but, in virtue of his
fundamental principle that no potentiality can precede actuality, he makes it a participative eternity.
Hence the material and the formal causes that
together go to make up the world are created, or more
properly, eternally concreated.
From this fundamental principle of the priority of actuality over
potentiality. Aristotle proves also t ho fact "of the
existence of God as the first moving cause. As each
effect of a process is now to be reckoned an actuality
that was before no more than potential, and postulates a moving cause in order that it should have come
into being as the term of a motion, so all things in the
world, taken together, necessitate an absolutely first
cause of the same nature. This first moving cause
must, on Aristotle's principle, be an absolute actuality, since, were it not entirely in act, it could not be
t he moving cause of all t lungs nor keep them eternally
in motion.
Similarly, it must be pure form, or poOs,
with no admixture of matter, since this would import
a limitation of its actuality. Thus did Aristotle raise
and answer the question of causality, dividing causes
into four classes, and indicating the nature of the
causal influx with which each contributes towards the
production of their common effect. For, according
to this theory, all tiie four causes, taken together, are
really the cause of any given physical effect.
The teaching of Aristotle is that which substantially passed current in the medieval schools.
With
certain important
modifications concerning the
eternity of the material cause, the substantiality of
certain formal causes of material entities, and* the
determination of the final cause, the fourfold division
was handed on to the Christian teachers of patristic
and scholastic times. As Aristotle had developed and
improved the doctrine of Plato with regard to inherent
substantial forms, so the leaders of Christian thought,
guided in their work by the light of revelation and the
teaching of the Church, perfected the philosophical
teaching of Aristotle. It is not. indeed, advanced that
the Christian philosophy of this period was merely
theological; but it is contended that certain purely
philosophical truths, verifiable in and by philosophy,
were obtained as a result of the impetus given to metaphysical research by the dogmas of revelation. This
is not the place for enlarging upon such a topic except
in so far as it is directly pertinent to the question of
causes; anil it is principally in other matters that the
contention obtains. Still, at least in the three cases
to which allusion has just been made, it is true that
speculation was helped forward on the right lines by
the teaching of the Church. The truth of the contention is patent.
In the patristic period, particularly in the works of St. Augustine, who was a Platonist rather than an Aristotelean, and in the scholastic
Period, the foremost representative of which is St.
Thomas Aquinas, the doctrine of the four causes of
being is set forth in connexion with t he modifications
The theory of causality, as held and taught
noted.
in the Middle Ages, and as taught in the schools
to-day, will in this section be exhibited in some detail.
"The ancient philosophers came to the knowledge
of truth by degrees and slowly ", writes St. Thomas.
" For at first, being as it were less cultivated, they did
not recognize any beings other than sensible bodies.
And those of them who acknowledged movement in
them only admitted movement as to accidents, as in
rarity and density, aggregation and disgregation.
And, supposing that the substance of bodies was
uncreated, they assigned certain causes for accidental
changesof this kind, as, forexample, friendship, strife,
intellect .or something of this nature. Proceeding, they
distinguished intellectually between the substantial
form and the matter, which they considered as uncreated; and they perceived that substantial transmutation takes place in bodies with respect to their substantial forms." (SummaTheologica, Q. xliv, a. 1,2.)

The last sentence of this passage gives the basis
of the Scholastic doctrine with regard to causes.
"Consider", a Scholastic would say, "a substantial
change that is to say, a change in which one substance, made known to the understanding by its
qualities, ceases to be what it was in the instant A,
and becomes, in the instant B, another substance. In
order that such a change should be possible, four
things are necessary: namely, (1) the thing that is
changed; (2) the term, or manner of being, or essence,
that is induced in that which is changed; (3) the
active agent that produces the change, or accomplishes the existence of the new term, manner of
being, or essence; and (4) the motive, or reason why
There is also, though it cannot be
this latter acts.
reckoned as a cause, the terminus a quo, or the original
determinative of the thing changed, which passes out
of being with the advent of the newly induced term.
These four necessary things, since they produce the
final result by a mutual action and interaction, in
which they give being to it considered as result, arc its
causes.
They are to be discovered, moreover, wherever and whenever any change takes place, not only
in substantial, but also in accidental, changes, or mere
changes of qualities." Consider the two cases, the
one of accidental, the other of substantial, change.
A cube of wax is moulded by the hand into a sphere.
The wax, as permanent substratum of the change of
figure, is considered to be the matter, or material
cause.
The spherical figure supervening upon that of
the cubical, is the induced formal cause. The
moulder, or fashioner of the sphere, is the efficient
cause. The final cause is to be sought for in the intenThe substance of the wax
tion of the moulder.
remains throughout the entire process of the moulding.
It is affected only accidentally by the operation.
Consequently the example is one of accidental
change, and gives us no more than an accidental
formal cause. But in cases of substantial change,
such as, for example, the electrolysis of water, the
induced formal cause is a substantial one; and, moreover, since the substance of the water does not
remain after the change has taken place, the material
cause cannot be other than a subject, or permanent

—

substratum, that is neither water nor oxygen and
hydrogen taken together. In such a case, it is called
primordial, or first matter, and is conceived as being a
subject potential to information by any and all
formal causes. It is a potentiality, but. as a permanent substratum, or determinable entity, is capable
of receiving new substantial determinations in the
place of that which actually denominates it.
It
cannot exist alone, but exists only as informed, or
actuated by a formal cause. It is no! eternal, but
created, or, more properly, concreated with substantial

form.

The material

cause, as presented in the Scholastic
fulfils the conditions of a cause
It gives being to the effect, since
without it this could neither exist nor come into being. Though it is conceived a> an essentially incomplete subject, as a merely passive potentiality, it is
distinguished from the complete effect, to the becoming and being of which it contributes. The
diversity of primordial matter from the forms which
actuate it is exhibited by the consideration that
there is an essential distinction between the subject
of change and the states, modifications, or determined
natures from which and towards which the change
Hence primordial matter
is conceived as acting.
is reasonably held to be a reality, belonging reducand determinable
of
substance,
the
category
tively to
to even- kind of corporeal substance by reason of
to
the
reception
of a form.
ordination
essential
its
Quantity is said to be a coneequenl of material substances by reason of the matter entering into their
physical composition; and by matter, as quantified,

system of philosophy,
as given above.
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forms, specifically the same, are held to be numerically individuated.
The doctrine of the school with regard to formal
causes must be understood in the light of the thesis
that all forms are, of their nature, acts, or actualities.
The formal cause of material entities has been described as that substantial reality which intrinsically
determines matter in any species of corporeal subIt is conceived as the actuating, determinstance.
It is
ing, specifying principle, existent in the effect.
a substance, not of itself as form, but reductively, as
the quidditative act, as the material cause belongs to
the same category in the sense of being a receptive
potentiality.
But substantial form, with which we
are here dealing, is not of its nature either dependent
or independent of the matter that it informs, or
Certain substantial forms are said to be
actuates.
drawn from the potentiality of matter those,
namely, that for the exercise of all their functions are
totally dependent upon material dispositions or
organs.
Of this nature are said to be all substantial
forms, or formal causes, specifically below that of the
human being, i. e. the soul of man. This, as intrinsically independent of matter in its chief functions
of intellection and volition, is, although the formal
cause of man, as such, held to be immaterial, and to
necessitate a special and individual creative act on the
part of God.
While the material cause of corporeal
entities is one, in the sense that it is one indeterminate
potentiality, the formal cause is said to be one in the
sense that one substantial formal cause only can exist
in each effect, or result, of the union of form and matter.
For formal causes, as the specifying factors in
diverse corporeal entities, are diverse both numerically and specifically.
They are so specifically, in that
they proceed in an order of varying perfection, from
the formal causes of the simple elements upwards,
just as the various effects, or results, of the union of
matter and form, which are specified by them, proceed
in an order of varying perfection, to the lower of
which, in each subsequent grade, a higher is superadded. They are numerically diverse, in the same
species, because of the differentiation that accrues to
them on account of their reception in quantified
matter (materia signata).
Consistent with this teaching is that in which the
angels are said to be distinguished specifically, and
not numerically, as lacking the material subject by
which substantial forms of the same species are
differentiated.
In the same way the human soul,
when separated from the body at death, is held to
retain its "habit" towards the quantified matter
that it actuated as formal principle, and from
which it received its differentiation from all other
human souls. In a sense similar to that of substantial forms specifying primordial matter, accidental
formal causes are conceived as informing corporeal
substances already in existence as entities. The
causality of the substantial formal cause is shown in
It concurs
the same manner as that of the material.
in the being of the effect, or result of the union of
matter and form, as actually constituting this in its

—

Yet it is distinct from it
proper and specific essence.
in that it does not include in itself matter, which the
A parallel consideration will
composite effect does.
show the nature of the causality of accidental formal
causes.
The specific qualities of material substances,
as well as of immaterial, are said to depend upon their
formal causes.
It may be noted that, while both the
material and the formal principle arc. pro|icrly speaking, causes, in that they contribute, each in its proper
manner, towards the resultant effect, their causal nature is intrinsic.
The informed matter is the effect,
produced and sustained by the acl "f information.
Form and matter are physically component parts of

the effect. The theory derived from an examination
of corporeal changes, both accidental and substantial,

is that commonly known
It permeates the whole of Schophysical science and philosophy, and is employed, both as to terminology and signification, in
the exposition of Catholic theology.
In this place it
will be well to note that the terminology and meaning of this doctrine are not only consecrated to theology by the usage of theologians, but have also been
employed in the solemn definitions of the Church. In
the general Council of Yienne it was defined that whosoever shall presume to assert, defend, or pertinaciously hold that the rational or intellective soul is not
the form of the human body, of itself and essentially.
is to be considered as a heretic.
(Cf. "Cone. Yiennen.
Definitiones ... ex Clementina de Summa Trinitate" in Denzinger, "Enchirid.", n. 408.) This teaching was reasserted in the decree of Pope Leo X, in the
Fifth Lateran Council (Bull, Apostolici Regiminis),
and again by Pope Pius IX, in a Brief to the Cardinal
Archbishop of Cologne, concerning the books and
teaching of Gunther (1857).
The efficient cause is that which, by its action, produces an effect substantially distinct from itself. It
is denominated efficient on account of the term produced by its action, i. e. the effect itself, and not
necessarily from any presupposed material principle
which it is conceived as potent to transform. The
action, or causality, of the efficient cause is conceived
as one which educes the actuality of the effect from its
potentiality.
This it is held to do in virtue of its own
actuality, though precisely how no one has ever explained. No explanation of the essential nature of the
action of the efficient cause would seem to be possible.
St. Thomas Aquinas tells us that "an effect shows the
power of the cause only by reason of the action, which
proceeds from the power and is terminated in the
effect.
But the nature of a cause is not known
through its effect except in so far as through its effect
its power is known, which follows upon its nature".
(Contra Gentiles, III, lxix, tr. Rickaby.) Both the
fact of efficient causality, and an account of its mode
of action, as to accidents, are thus expressed by St.
Thomas, in answer to the objections of "some Doc"Now this is a ridiculous
tors of the Moorish Law":
proof to assign of a body not acting, to point to the
fact that no accident passes from subject to subject.
When it is said that one body heats another, it is not
meant that numerically the same heat, which is in the
heating body, passes to the body heated; but that by
virtue of the heat, which is in the heating body, numerically another heat comes to be in the heated body
actually, which was in it before potentially.
For a
natural agent does not transfer its own form to
another subject, but reduces the subject upon which
it acts from potentiality to actuality."
(Op. cit.. Bk.
Ill, lxix.)
The same argument, mutatis mutandis,
would likewise hold good if applied to the efficient
causes of substances. The efficient cause, unlike the
material and the formal, is thus seen to be entirely extrinsic to its effect.
It is held to act in virtue of its
form.
The fact and mode of this action is given in the
above quotation from the "Contra Gentiles": but the
precise nature of the action, or relation, between the
efficient cause and its effect is not stated.
It is quite
clear that the accident, quality, power, or motion in
the cause A is not held to pass over into the effect B,
since a numerically new one is said to be reduced from
potentiality.
Equally clear is it that nothing of the
first efficient cause is supposed to pass over into its
effects, as creation is said to be rx nihila sui et subiecti;
and there is nothing in God to pass over, since all that
we conceive of as in God is God Himself. Consequently it would seem that the concept of efficiency
in general includes no more than the activity of the
cause as producing the effect by educing an accidental
or a substantial form from the potentiality of matter.
In the one case of forms not so educible, the efficient

that has just been outlined,
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cause (God) creates and
(Cf.

In III Phys., Lect.

many

infuses

into matter.

divisions

and subdivisions

cvii).
(2) No entity
(op. cit., II, xxi).
(3) There

can be its
no effect

(Contra Gent., Ill,

own cause

is

without a cause.
(4) Given the cause, the effect folThis
lows; the cause removed, the effect ceases.
axiom is to be understood of causes efficient in act,
and of effects related to them not only in becoming
but also in being (op. cit., II, xxxv).
(5) An effect
This axiom is to be
requires a proportionate cause.
understood in the sense that actual effects respond to
actual causes, particular effects I" particular causes,
(op. cit., II, xxi).
(6) The cause is by nature
Priority is not necessarily underprior to its effect.
stood here as relating to time.
(Op. cit., II, xxi;
"Summa theol.", Ill, Q. lxii. a. 6; " De potentia",
C}. iii. a. xiii; " De veritate",Q. xwiii, a. vii.)
(7) The
perfection of the effect pre-exists in its cause (formally,
(t'f. Summa theol., I, Q. vi,
virtually, or eminently),
a. 2.)
(8) Whatever is the cause of a cause (precisely
This axiom
as cause) is the cause also of its effect.
enunciates a truth with regard to series of connected
(Cf. Summa
causes formally acting by their nature.
Theol.. I. Q. xlv, a. 5.)
(9) The first cause (in any
order of causes dependent one on the other) contributes more to the production of the effect than the
Argusecondary cause.
(Cf. De causis, in cap.)
ments, besides that given above, for the establishing
of the fact of efficient causality in the physical world
are to be found in the "Contra Gentiles", III, lxix.
Il may be pointed out, in anticipation of the conception of purely mechanical, or dynamical, causation to
be referred to later on, that in this system causation
is not merely taken to mean an impulse, or change,
The theory advanced is one to account
in motion.
for change of any kind, and, by a profound analysis,
to reach the causes upon which things depend for
etc.

becoming and

their actual being.
or end. is that tor the sake of
or result of an action, is produced.
It is distinguished in the following manner: I (1) The
end considered objectively, or the effect itself as
desired by the agent; (2) the end formally considered,
The end of
or the possession or use of the effect 1 1
the efficient operation, or that effect or result to
which the operation is directed by the efficient cause;
(2 the end of the agent, or that which he principally
and ultimately intends by his operation. Ill (1) The
end prior to the activity caused by it, both as cause
and in the line of being; (2) the end prior to the
activity as cause, but posterior to this in the line of
There are other divisions of the final cause,
being.
for the details of which the reader is referred to the
literature upon the subject.
The causality of the
" As the
final cause is to be referred to its appetibility.
influx of the efficient cause is in its act, so the influx
of the final cause is in its being sought after and
desired."
(St. Thomas. De veritate, Q. xxii, a. ii.)
That it is a true cause Aquinas shows in the following
words: "Matter does not ic<|iiire form, except according as it is moved by an acting cause (agent i; for
nothing reduces itself frorn potency to act.
Hut the
acting cause doe- not move, except by reason of the
For if the acting cause were not
intention of an end.
their

The

final cause,

which the

The

the efficient, is extrinsic to the
the latter being the cause of the existence of the
former, and the former causing the lat ter, not in its existence, but as to its activity here and now exercised.
Efficient causes acting towards ends are distinguished
as: (1) acting by intelligence; or (2) acting by nature.
Ultimately, the tendency of the operation of the
latter class is resolved into operation by intelligence,
since the determined operation following on their
nature is, and must be, assigned to an intelligent first
cause, either of a particular series, or of all series: i. e.
God. Thus deliberative operation is seen not to be of
the essence of operation towards the attainment of
ends.
It is shown that, in no one of the four classes
into which causes are differentiated is an infinite progression possible; and, upon the doctrine advanced
as to causality in general, and the four classes of
causes in particular, are based arguments demonstrating rationally the existence of God.
It may be
of interest to refer in this section to the exemplary
cause, or exemplary ideas, as conceived by St.
Thomas. He writes (Summa theol., I, Q. xv, a. 1):
" In all those things that are not generated by chance,
it is necessary that form should be the end of the
generation of each.
But the efficient cause [agents]
does not act on account of the form, except in so far as
the likeness of the form is in it. And this happens in
two ways. (1) For in certain efficient causes the
form of the thing to be made pre-exists, agreeably to
natural essence, as in those things that act by nature;
as man begets man, and fire produces fire.
(2) But in
others it pre-exists agreeably to intelligible essence;
as in those things which act by intellect; as the likeness of the house pre-exists in the mind of the
builder."
He concludes that, since the world is not
the result of chance, there is an idea (in the succeeding
article of the same question, many ideas) in the
Divine mind, as the archetype forms of things. But
these ideas are the essence of God understood by Him
as imitable in diverse modes on the part of His
creatures.
In this sense, perhaps, did Aristotle idenIn the mutability
tify form, end. and moving cause.
on the part of creation. St. Thomas finds the secret of
Viewed with his theory of
the world of phenomena.
causality as exposed above, it is perhaps the most
complete and consistent explanation that has ever
been given of the problem. When we find Spinoza
putting forward substance, with its two attributes of
thought and extension, determined to modes (unreal
as these ultimately turn out to be); when Berkeley
teaches that what we take to be causal changes in the
phenomenal world are illusory, that there are no
secondary causes, and that <!od and the human mind
alone are real; when Hegel posits the unfolding of
thought as the cause of phenomenal change, or
Schopenhauer will manifesting itself in phenomenal
succession we seem to have found some clue to the
labyrinth of causality, some common ground of unification.
But it is at the cost of doing violence to our
sense perception and immediate necessary judgments
In the
that the unification is brought about.
Scholastic solution of the problem a ground of unifithan
rather
transcendence,
the
cation is provided in
the immanence, of the first and original source of all
of
isolation
with
the
Moreover,
efficient causality.
the four causes and the declaration of their relationgiven
of
is
account
interaction,
ships and
a coherent
the working of secondary causality, as a matter of
fact, in the phenomenal world.
There is one aspect of the present topic that
usually has a treatment apart from tin' more general
How. it is asked, can causal
question of causality.
action be conceived as taking place between soul and
body—between mind and matter, or between matter
and' mind? For a fuller statement of the answer to
the latter part of this question the reader must be
It may be
referred to the article Epistemoi.ogy.
final cause, like

effect,

5.)

of the
efficient cause commonly made in Scholastic treatises,
to which the reader is referred for a more complete
development of the subject. Under this head, however, will be added the principal dignities, or axioms
of causality, as laid down by the Schoolmen: (1) Whatever exists in nature is either a cause or. an effect

There are
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them

effect,

.

(

1

>

i

;

determined to some effect, it would not act to produce
one rather than another.
In order, therefore, that it
should produce a determined effect, it is necessary
that it should be determined to something certain as
end."
(Summa theol., I—II, Q.
Metaphysic., Lect. 2.)

i,

a. 2; cf. also

In

V

—
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pointed out here, however, that in the Scholastic
philosophy, man is not regarded as being a double
but as a single one. The
entity i. e. body + soul
soul is the true and proper form of the body, which is
It is, consequently, man who sees, hears,
its matter.
feels, etc., just as it is man who understands and wills.
The communication from the outside world to his
consciousness is made by the action of phenomena
upon his organs of sensation. He is in touch with
things external to himself through the medium of
These, as phantasmata,
their "sensible species".
under the abstraction of the "acting intellect", are
transformed into "intelligible species". Thus, from
the observation of causal action in the concrete, man
rises to a true intellectual knowledge of causality in

—

—

itself.

The

part of the question includes two issues.
actions, either becoming the
cause of effects, or causing efficient causes to
act.
God wills and creates the world. In the second
case philosophy must confess to a mystery. It is
held to be proved, by a consideration of the multiplicity and mutability of the entities that together
form the world, that they have their origin in that one
supreme and immutable entity which is God. It is
further held to be proved that they are neither produced out of Him nor out of an already existing subject.
To such a production of effects is given the
name Creation. How God, as efficient cause of
creation, acts, it is impossible to conceive.
In the
first case, will is a faculty of the soul, which is the subConsequently a man wills,
stantial form of man.
rather than the will (or the soul) and, by reason of the
intimate union of body and soul as matter and form
(i. e. one suppositum, thing, or person), man acts.
As informed by "soul" man is capable of willing to
act and of acting; as body, or matter informed by
"soul", he is capable of acting upon other bodies.
For a more complete development of this point see

Man

first

wills

and performs

efficient

,

Psychology.

Though the Scholastic philosophy never fell into
complete desuetude, nor ever lacked distinguished
exponents of its principles, the upheaval of the sixteenth century was productive of new systems of
thought in the development of which the idea of
causality was profoundly modified, and ultimately
was, in

any

intelligible

sense, to

a

great

extent

abandoned. In this period two main lines of thought
with regard to causes and causal action are pursued.
On the one hand there is a tendency to revert to a
purely mechanical conception, on the other to a purely
idealistic one.
The later Schoolmen had, by indulg-

and often useless, speculawhich a perplexing number of concrete cases

ing largely in stereotyped,
tions, in

of causality figure, brought. Scholasticism into disrepute; while a general vague unrest and a desire for
practical results from philosophy contributed to the
formation of a new empirical system, constructed
upon the principles of what is called the scientific

method.

In his "Instauratio magna", Bacon gave

impetus to the movement. While accepting the
traditional fourfold division of causes, he was of opinion that any speculation with regard to final causes is
fruitless.
The material cause, also, is not a proper
Even the efficient cause,
subject for investigation.
except in given conditions, is such as cannot lead us
forms alone help the interpreter of
to knowledge,
nature and this in the practical sense that by a
knowledge of forms In- is in a position to become an
What is meant by form
efficient minister of nature.
is not very clearly explained; but it is fairly safe to
say that by it Bacon intended something approximating in meaning to the eiSos of Aristotle. Both
Bacon, as is In be seen in his treatment of heat in the

—

"Novum Organum", and Descartes make motion the
cause of the "apparently diverse changes in nature".
latter entirely rejected the Scholastic system of

The
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formal causes, and considered matter as entirely inert.
Hence diversity and change are to be accounted for
immediately by motion -(-matter; while ultimately the
sole efficient cause of all things is nothing else than
the Will of God. The opinion of Descartes on this
head, together with his complete dualism of body and
mind, lea to the theory of causality, already advanced
by certain Arabs in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and known as Occasionalism.
This is one of the
most curious causal theories that has ever been put
forward, and merits some notice. The Occasionalists
Malebranche, Geulincx (Leibniz) taught
that
created things do not themselves possess any effective
activity, but are merely occasions in which the activity of the sole efficient cause, God, is manifested.
A
cause in nature does not produce any effect; but is
the condition or, more properly, the occasion of the
production of effects. Similarly, there is no causal
connexion or relation between body and soul. When
God acts in nature producing effects, or things, occasioned by the previous existence of other things,
He acts directly likewise upon our minds producing
the corresponding idea of causal change.
When we
will, our volition is no more than the occasion of His
acting on our bodies and effecting a movement, or
change, corresponding to our willing. Akin to this
explanation of the origin of our concepts of causality
and of volition, is the doctrine of Leibniz on "pre-

—

—

—

—

established harmony" between the soul-monad and
the material-monads. Conformably to the theory of
the Occasionalists, there is no transeunt, but only
immanent, action to be admitted in causal changes.
Several of the considerations given above in the section developing the doctrine of the Schoolmen anticipate this theory as an objection, notably that which
deals with the reductive nature of efficient causality,
by which the potential is said to become actual and
thus constitute the effect.
The problem of causation, for which a solution was
advanced by the Occasionalists in the introduction of
God as sole efficient cause, was disposed of by Hume
His critical examinain a still more drastic manner.
tion of the idea of causality issues, in full accordance
with his sensistic principles, in sheer scepticism.
Having previously reduced mind to no more than a
succession of perceptions, he declares: "To me there
appear to be only three principles of connexion among
ideas, namely, Resemblance, Contiguity in time or
Thus,
place, and Cause or Effect" (Works, IV, 18).
for Hume, causality is no more than a relation be-

tween ideas. It is not an a priori relation, "but
arises entirely from experience, when we find that

any

particular objects are constantly conjoined with
each other" (ibid., 24). However, we can never comprehend any force or power, by which the cause operates, or any connexion between it and its supposed
effect.
The same difficulty occurs in contemplating
the operations of mind on body. ... So that, upon
the whole, there appears not, throughout all nature,
any one instance of connexion, which is conceivable
by us" (ibid., 61 sqq. ). Whence, then, does our conception of cause come? Not from a single observed
sequence of one event from another, for that is not a
sufficient warranty for us to form any general rule,
but from the conjunction of one particular species of
event with another, in all observed instances. "But
there is nothing", he writes, "in a number of instances, different from every single instance, which is
supposed to be exactly similar; except only, that after

a repetition of similar instances, the mind is carried by
habit, upon the appearance of one event, to exjicct its
.'
usual attendant and to believe that it will exist.
When we say, therefore, that one object is connected
with another, we mean only, that they have acquired
a connexion in our thought, and give rise to this inference, by which they become proofs of each other's
existence
Hence Hume defines cause as
(p. 63).
.

.

.
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that object, followed

by another, "where,

had not been, tlte second would never have existed",
or "an abject followed by another, and whose appearance
In
alivays conveys the thought to that other" (ibid.).
this doctrine Hume advances a psychological explanation of the origin of the idea (habit), but inculcates
an utter scepticism as to the reality of causation.
object

Hume's

position

was sharply attacked by Thomas

who invoked "common sense"

to confute him,
his scepticism in the region of natural theology.
But Reid,
mistaking the doctrine of the Schoolmen as to perception he supposed that Scholasticism taught that
the species sensibilis was that which is perceived,
rather than that by which the sensible object is perceived went so far as to assert that sense perception
Reid was acis the same as intellectual judgment.
cused by Kant of having altogether misunderstood
the point of the question raised by Hume; and was
defended by Galluppi, who instead makes Kant mistaken as to Hume's meaning. Kant represents Hume
as saying: "Metaphysical causation is not in the objects observed; therefore it is a product of the imagination based on custom or habit." This he alters to:
"Causation is not in the things observed; therefore
But Hume's real argument is:
it is in the observer."
"Metaphysical causality is not in the things observed:
therefore it cannot be in the observer, in whom all
This, he says, Reid
is derived from observation."
thoroughly understands, and pertinently retorts:
"As a matter of fact the concept of metaphysical
causation is in the intellect; and, since it is not derived from the things observed, it must therefore be
a subjective law of the observer." Had Reid not
misunderstood the import of the species sensibilis his
appeal to "common sense" would have given him a
His division of
greater affinity to the Schoolmen.
first principles as necessary or contingent has the
metaphysical in the first category. Among these he
places the principle of causation, thus assigning it a
place as a necessary first principle, prior to all experience and independent of it.
Thomas Brown, whose work was said by Mackintosh to be "an open revolt against the authority of
Reid", agrees with Hume in resolving causality into
invariable succession, but dissents from his theory
that the idea has its origin in "habit", and contends,
with Reid, that it is an intuitive, or first truth. His
analysis of consciousness into "the whole series of
states of the mind", and consequent denial that there
is a consciousness capable of knowing its own states,

Reid,

principally on account of the consequences of

—

—

however, in explicit contradiction with Reid's
teaching.
Thus, Reid having overlooked the point
of transition from phenomenal observance to noumenal truth, Brown still further separates the two
and prepares the way for Hamilton ami Mill, the
former of whom makes our notion of causality a belief dependent upon a powerlessness of our nature to
think otherwise. The latter explains causality as
uniform antecedence, the growth of human experience, and not to be extended beyond the realm of
" In distant parts of the stellar regions",
experience.
he writes, "where the phenomena may be entirely unlike those with which we are acquainted, it would be
folly to affirm that this general law prevails."
(System of Logic, III, xxi.)
Hume was the philosophical predecessor of Kant.
accordingly find in the "Kritik der reinen \'ernunft" that, on the question of causality, the doctrine of Kant, to a considi rable extent, is in substantial agreement with that of the Scottish sceptic.
Where Hume posited a repetition of similar instances
of connexion, by the observance of which is set up a
habit that accounts psychologically for the idea of
necessary causation, Kant advances a regular succession of effect from cause.
This regular succession,
whatever it may chance to be in nature, is physical
is,

We
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if the first

But we cannot know anything of it a
There is, as far as we can discover, no reason

causation.
priori.

why A

should succeed to B, rather than to C, D, or E.

Whatever the order of succession is de facto, we must
by observation, since there is nothing in the

learn

nature of things, so far as we can judge, to make one
the consequent of another rather than of some third.
We do, however, know and this a priori that the
order of succession, whatever it may actually happen
This follows from a
to be, is, and must be, regular.
fundamental position of the Kantian philosophy.
Space and time are a priori concepts, or subjective
forms.
All phenomenal successions, whatever they
may be, exist in time and space. Or, rather, time is
regular succession, just as space is regular reciprocal
occupancy. Hence, whatever the things existing in
space may de facto be, and however the order of succession may happen to take place, the one must be
definitely determined to some set of reciprocal relations, and the other must be one, definite, and irreversible.
We arrive at a knowledge of the one actual
order of succession, of which some one order 7?>ust be,
by observation; but the datum of a regular order is
known beforehand. Efficient causality, therefore, in
the world, as regular succession, is an a priori item
of knowledge.
What the precise order is remains to
be discovered, and its formulation is the formulation
of natural laws.
Between cause, then, and effect
there is a constant and necessary relation; but the
effect is not in the cause.
In the scheme of categories
developed by Kant, cause and effect fall under the
head of Relation, together with substance and accident, and action and passion.
But the relation is
known through experience, and consequently is of no
value beyond the realm of experience.
No inference
can be made from it to God, as cause. The cosmological proof is thus rejected by Kant.
From Kant onwards the two lines of thought
already noted become yet more clearly marked.
Indeed the elements of both are to be found in his own
writings.
On the one hand, the idealistic development of philosophic thought reaches its expression in
Hegel, Schopenhauer, etc. On the other, science, as
such, limits itself more and more to purely mechanical
concepts. The problems of causality are referred to
the idealistic standpoint, or else are treated in terms
of matter and motion, with no reference to the
essences of the effects.
With Hegel causality takes
the form of the development of the Idea, as the Absolute in itself (on sich), through its manifestation as
otherness (fiir sich), and back to identity (an und fur
All that is, in the way of cause, is the working
itch i.
out, or unfolding, and coming back to itself, of the
Absolute Idea. Being is becoming. The Hegelian
notion of Being as essentially pure thought issues
naturallv in a kind of inversion of the ordinary notion
of causality; for, with Hegel, the notion of causality is
causality itself.
Although he opposed Hegel and his
philosophy with great violence, the system of Schopenhauer is not greatly dissimilar to this. Sehopenhauer
substitutes Will for Idea.
The world, and its proHut.
cesses, are the objectivized form of the Will.
strictlv speaking, Will cannot be considered as cause
and effect. Rather are these but wo aspects of one
and the same thing. Thus Schopenhauer (as does to
some extent von Hartmann reduces causality to the
universal operation of a single ideal principle.
Both
attenuate the idea of it, Schopenhauer by his ext rcme
doctrine of relativity, von Hartmann by his conception of the all-oneness of the Unconscious. According
to Schopenhauer, we call cause thai -late of objects
which is followed by another state (i. e. the effect),
on account of the principle of sufficient reason of
becoming prineipitim rationis sufficientis fiertdi.
This last notion of causality, as mere sequence, but
without any idealistic ground to account for it, is that
which principally obtains in current science.

—
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given event, in the instant A, is uniformly followed with this only in requiring clearer evidence, using
by a second given event in the instant B. No impli- stricter analysis and sharper criticism. Also, it proceeds farther, though still along the lines traced by
cation of power, or dependence, is conceived or stated.
common sense, in its analyses and syntheses, until
Similarly, a group of events, in one instant, is followed by another group in the next; the total sum of it has presented natural knowledge as a complete and
co-ordmate whole.
things comprising the world is succeeded by the total
The fact, already alluded to, that several of the
sum of things comprising the world in two succeeding
instants.
In all these cases, as far as they are consid- systems given to the world, even after Hume's critiered by science, the event or events of the prior cism, have much in common with, yet lack the conclusive and convincing force of, the Scholastic system
instant are always the cause of what follows, provided
the succession is invariable. Thus the same thing on this issue, would seem to argue in favour of the
may conceivably be, and is sometimes said to be. both claim of the latter to common sense or naturalness.
cause and effect, identical in all respects but that of As a metaphysical theory, it has the merit of being
succession in time. There need be no necessary con- straightforward, clear, and consistent; and it accounts
for that for which it professes to account without
tradiction between such a view and that of philosophy
ambiguity or circumlocution. That, as a matter of
for science, as such, does not consider the questions
history, modern speculation on this point did not
of metaphysics or seek to determine the essential
causes of beings. A relationship, given that it is return, confirmed and justified, to the earlier lines,
after the criticism of Hume, is probably due, in the
invariable, as the unconditional constant succession
main, to the fact that the full concept of causality had
of John Stuart Mill, between the two or more phenomena, is all that science demands and, under the been more or less lost sight of during the period preceding him. His criticism was aimed at the possiparticular abstractions with which it deals, this is
enough to ensure scientific results. A knowledge of bility of a knowledge of causal efficiency; and without
the conditions of the existence of certain phenomena an adequate theory of cognition, as well as a proper
grasp of the relationships between efficient cause
is the principal aim of science; and this is strictly pursued by observation, experiment, and the application and effect in the process of becoming, the idea of
There is, consequently, efficiency, or power, is indeed inexplicable. Thus,
of mathematical methods.
no Tadical opposition between the two provinces of while in the idealistic theories the attempt is made to
knowledge, since both the ends sought and the means restate the problem on a new basis, and solve it by
employed in their search differ. Indeed were a man reference to the manifestation, in one or another
form, of Spirit, modern science pursues its own
of science to make any pronouncement as to the
nature of essential causes or their mode of causality, course and limits itself to the investigation of purely
he would have overstepped the boundaries drawn by scientific conditions. Neither the one nor the other,
properly speaking, raises the question as to the true
his science and declared himself a metaphysician.
As a matter of fact, there have not been wanting and immediate causes of the qualities or essences of
entities, for both have abandoned that standpoint
scientists, whose habit of mind and training are
from which alone the problem, in this sense, is
entirely scientific and in no sense metaphysical, who
have done this very thing and attempted to give a envisaged.
Cause, in iaw, embraces any action, suit, or other
scientific solution of a purely metaphysical problem.
There will be no need to give any detailed account of original proceeding, between a plaintiff and a desuch an attempt, the success of wluch is obviously fendant. A cause of action is the entire set of facts
that give rise to an enforceable claim. It includes the
impossible. The scientific means at disposal are not
equal to the task. But, on the other hand, in its own right of action; but the right does not necessarily
sphere and working with its own particular abstrac- include the cause. Thus, by lapse of time, a cause
may cease to be actionable; or by legal enactment, as
tions, science is quite competent to reach its own
in the ease of a solicitor, who cannot sue for his bill of
results in its own way, and this without any necessary
costs until one month after its delivery.
correction on the part of metaphysics.
Until the
expiry of the time there is no cause of action.
It will be perceived that the period of groping for
Histories of Philosophy. Hitter and Preller, Historia
the concrete causes of things gave place to one in
GriFca- (7th pit.. Gotha, 1888); Ueberweg, Grundwhich the synthesis of causes provided an explanation Philosophic
nss der Gescli. tier Philosophic (Berlin, 1862 66). tr. .Mourns,
The concept of the efficient cause not A History of Philosophy (London, 1S72-74); Stanley. The.
of causality.
History
Philosophy
<2j eel., London. 16S7); Turner, History
of
of the causal nexus and interaction as a whole
was,
of Philosophy (Boston, 1903); Gomperz. Griechische Denker
in the next stage, submitted to a critical analysis
(Leipzig, 1896), tr. Magnus. Greek Thinkers (London. 1901);
resulting in scepticism, then rehabilitated either on
Erdmann, Grundriss tier Grschichte der Philosophie (Berlin,
idealistic or mechanical lines.
But the critical analy- Jena, 1866), tr. Hough (London. 1892); Merz. A History of
European Thought in the Nineteenth Century (Edinburgh. Lonsis, though it certainly led indirectly to both these
don, 1903); de Wulf, Histoire de la philosophie medo vole
later views as to causality, was answered, by the
(Louvain, 1900).
Sources. Plato, Works, especially Timivus; Aristotle.
sense
appeal to "common
in a way that, but for
Works, especially
Physies and Metaphysics; St. Augustine,
one missing factor, would probably have turned the ll'ort.s, especially the
Confessions, ed. Congregation of St. M mr
of
philosophic
thought
back
to Scholasticism
current
(Paris. 1689-1700), also P. L.; St. Thomas Aquinas, Workt
and the Aristotelean doctrine, as the only one pro- (Parma. 1S52-73), especially the following; Summa theol..
Contra Gentiles, Commentaries on the Physies and \felaphysics,
viding a satisfactory account, either of the action of De veritate, De prineipns naiunp,
De pluralitnte fammram, De
what we call causes and the production of effects in formis, De principio individuation^, De at, nutate mundi, De
natura
materia*; Bacon, Works, ed. Ellis, Spedding, and
he
world,
or
of
the
true
origin
of
the
idea
of
t
necessary
Heath (London, 1858-59); Berkeley, Works, ed. Phaser
causality.
For the theory of Aristotle and the (Oxford, 1901); Malebranche, De la rechi the tie la veriiS
Schoolmen can lay claim, most truly, to a character (Amsterdam, 1688; Paris, 1712); Leibniz, Second et troisi me
iloi ieis:.,in, nt ilu nu>ii,,iu si,sl,iu,
.A
to ,,:•:
It is based upon the observation,
of common sense.
substances in Works (Berlin. 1840); Hume. The Philosophical
by the senses, of individual cases of causal action in
Works of David Hume, ed. Green and Grose London, 1878),
So far it is no
tlic plicuiimi iial world
c than in
especially, Treatise on Human Xalure, and Essay; Of Qu Idea
of Necessary Causation; EIeid, The Works of Thomas Itcid.
agrei unit with the common experience of mankind.
preface, notes, etc. by Sir William HAMILTON
Edinburgh,
But beyond this, it provides a suitable account of the
lslli 63); Brown, In fnquirii into the liclnthn of fa:,, a, el
manner in which an observation of individual cases Effect (Edinburgh, 1804); InEM, Lectures on the Philosophy of
Human
the
Mind (Edinburgh, 1S20); Kant, Kritik der
can become an intellectual concept. This it does in
Vernunft (Riga. 1781), tr
Meiki.kjoiin (London. 1S44);
its theory of the origin of ideas.
In this point, then,
Hegel, Werke (Berlin. L832): Schopenhauer, Werke -l
Is'.H); von Hkrtmann, Philosophie d*
lie Scholastic system of philosophy can be repre1869): Stewart. Elements of Philosophy of th, Human Mind
sented as in full accord with, and built out of, the
Edinburgh, London, 1792 -1827
Hvmii.ton, Notes on Works
common judgments of mankind. It parts company of lieid (Edinburgh,
1S46-C3); Idem, Lectures on Metaphysial
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1859-60). Nos. 39. 40; Mill. System of Logic (London, 1S43);

Joseph Rickaby, God and His Creatures,
(London, 1905).

Commentaries.

— Grote,

Aristotle, ed.

tr.

of Contra Gentile*

Bain and Robertson

(London, 1872); Saint-Hilaire, Works, especially prefaces and
notes to Logique d'Aristote (Fans. 1844), Psychologic d'Aristote
(Paris, 1S46), Physique d'Aristote (Paris, 1862), Mctaphysiquc
d'Aristote (Paris, 1879); Harper. Metaphysics of the School
(London, 1S81); Lorenzelli. Philosophic Theoreticiv InstiDe Mandato, Institutions* Philotutions* (Rome, 1896);
sophical (Prato. 1894); Cornoldi. tr. Dering. The Physical
System of St. Thomas (London, 1S93); Rickaby, First Principles, in Stonyhurst Manuals (London. ISSN); Ralmez, tr.
Browngon, Fundamental Philosophy (New York, 1896); de
Wulf, Introduction a la philosophic neo-scholastique (Louvain,
1903), tr. Coffey, Scholastic Philosophy (Dublin, Mew York,
1907); Bradley, Appearance and Reality (London, 1893);
Stirling. The Secret of //.././ (London. 1865); McCosh, The
Scottish Philosophy (London, 1875); Dictionary of Philosophy
and Psychology, ed. Baldwin, I: (New York, London, 1901);
Ttndall. Address delivered before the British Association at
Mr. Mill on Causation in Dublin
Belfast (London. 1874);
Review (July, 1876), XXVII.
Francis Aveling.

Caussin, Nicolas, a famous Jesuit preacher and
moralist; b. at Troyes in France, in 1583; d. at Paris,
2 July, 1651. His father, a physician of extensive
practice, was able from a competent income to aid
materially in the development of the remarkable
Young Caussin's
talents that his son early displayed.
success in oratory, part icularly after his entrance into
was
brilliant,
and drew
of
Jesus
the Society
(1609),
When the
to him the attention of the royal family.
kingdom of Henry IV was fast declining under the
impotent sway of the queen-regent, Marie de' Medici,
Louis XIII came to the throne. Richelieu summoned Caussin to Court to direct the young king's
The task was a difficult one in those disconscience.
turbed times, but Caussin, with scrupulous earnestheart
and soul to the work. The king,
gave
ness,
who relied implicitly on him, was made to realize
that peace would once more reign in his realm and
in his own soul when he recalled the queen-mother
and other members of the royal family from the
banishment in which they were languishing. Richelieu disliked this advice and accused Caussin of
raising false scruples in the king's mind, and even
of holding communications that savoured of treachery, or that were at all events disloyal to his sovereign,
with another of the royal chaplains. Caussin was
at once banished to Quimper-Corentin in Brittany,
where he remained until the death of Richelieu in
1643, when he returned to Paris to prepare his works
for the press.
Many false statements regarding Caussin's disgrace were current. The Jansenist Arnauld claims
that "it was well known from persons intimately
connected at the former Court of Louis XIII, that
Father Caussin considered himself obliged to tell His
Majesty that attrition, arising from the fear of hell
alone, was not sufficient for justification, as there
could be no justification without love of God, and
Many more
this was what caused his disgrace".
surmises were indulged in by other Jansenist s. hut
the reason given above is admitted by unfriendly
biographers of the father. Among his works are:
"La Cour Sainte" (5 vols.) "A comprehensive
system of moral maxims, pious reflections and historical examples, forming in itself a complete library
of rational entertainment. Catholic devotion, and
It was translated into several
Christian knowledge."
languages, and lias .lone much to perpetuate his
fame. The English translation was printed in Dub" be parallele de 1'eloquence sacree et
lin in 1815.
profane"; "La vie de Sainte Isabelle de France,
soeur du roi St. Louis"; "Vie du Cardinal de RicheFor his other
lieu"; "Thesaurus Gracae Poeseos".
works see De Backer, " Bibl. des ecriv. de la c. de J.
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(Liege, 1855), and Sommervogel (new ed., Liege), II.
Feller. Biog. Univ. (Paris, 1834), III, 252; Dchr J esuiten
Fabelen (4th ed., 1904) , 670 sqq. ; CbErot in Diet, de theal. cath.,
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Mansell and Veitch (London, Edinburgh,

John

J.

Cassidy.

Cava and

Sarno,

Diocese of

(Cavensis

et

Sarnensis). Cava dei Tirreni is a city picturesquely
situated in the province of Salerno, in Southern Italy.
It was built by the inhabitants of Marina, after the
destruction of that city by the Vandals (c. 455).
In
980 St. Alferio Pappacarbona, monk of Cluny. withdrew to a deep cleft in Monte Finestre which dominates the city, and became the founder of one of the
most celebrated of Italian monasteries. Its abbots
received many privileges from the popes, especially
from Urban II, who visited the monaster}', and from
Boniface IX, who in 1394 attached the episcopal
dignity to the abbot's office. The cathedral of Cava,
famous for its organ, has been since 1513 the principal church of the city.
The library of the monastery
is very rich in ancient parchments, mostly private in
character, written in Greek, Latin, Italian, and
Arabic.
It has also a beautiful gallery of paintings.
Since 1S60 the monastery has been one of the "national monuments"; some monks remain as its custodians.
There are in Cava a college, gymnasium,
and lyceum, in charge of Benedictines. In 1818 the
Diocese of Sarno was united to that of Cava. Sarno
is a city in the province of Salerno, situated on the
river of the same name.
It was made an episcopal
see in 1066, the first bishop being Riso.
Cardinal
Sfondrato, Archbishop of Anialfi, was at one time
Bishop of Sarno. The united dioceses are immediately subject to the Holy See. They contain a population of 58,200, with 27 parishes, 5 religious houses of

men and

7 of women.
Cappelletti, Lechiese a" Italia (Venice. 1844>. XXI. 380 si;
Annoles ('licenses '569 -1315 in M<m (,'erm ///./; Script.
(1839), III. 186-97; Morcaldi, Codex diplomaticus Cavensis
(Naples, 1870); A. Dantikr, Les couventa aVItalie: La Cava in
Rev Contempor. (1854), XIII, 523 48; Gruyer, Urn abbayi
ben, diet ine our inriroii.- .' S.itenn. ',< Sunit, Trinil, J. t'uvii,
/..
ir,
I'orrespondant Pans, lSS(l). 846-7:1; liroin, .,„'.* Quart
Rev. (1848). V, 183; C. I. Hemans in The Acad, my (1875),
VIII, 262-63, 364-65.
1
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U. Benigni.

Cavagnis, Felice, canonist, b. in Bordogna, Diocese of Bergamo, Italy. 13 January. 1841; d. at Rome,
29 December, 1906. After a brilliant course in the Pontifical Roman Seminary he received the doctorate in
philosophy, theology, and in civil and canon law.
Leo XIII named him professor of public ecclesiastical law in the Roman Seminary in 1880, a position
which he retained for fifteen years, during which time
he proved himself an eminent canonist, especially in
all that related to the constitution of the Church and
its relations with civil society.
The Roman Congregations vied with one another in securing his serHe was appointed Consultor of the Sacred
vices.
Congregations of Bishops and Regulars, of the CounConsultor and Secretary of the
cil, and of Studies;
Congregation of Extraordinary Ecclesiastical AfCanonist of the Sacred Penitentiary; and
fairs;
member of the Commission for the Codification of
Canon Law. In all these exalte, offices he left profound traces of his acuteness and skill in handling
arduous and delicate questions. Austria, Spain, and
Portugal honoured him with titles and distinctions.
while the sovereign pontiff made him successively
canon of several Roman basilicas, rector of the
Roman Seminary, Domestic Prelate, and finally, 18
He is
April, 1901, raised him to the cardinalate.
best known by his important work: " Institutiones
Juris Public! Ecclesiastici" (Elements of Public Ecclesiastical Law), a reliable and even classical manual
He was conspicuous
of ecclesiastical government.
for gentleness of manner and the modest retirement
which he observed even as cardinal. His death was
mourned as a public loss to religion and science. The
most important of his publications are: " Delia natura
di societa giuridicae pubblica competente alia Chiesa"
(Rome, 1880); "Xozioni di diritto pubblico natuxale
ed ecclesiastico" (Rome, 1886); "La Massoneria quel
1

CAVALIERI
e,

Bonaventura,

Italian mathematician,
b. at Milan in 1598; d. at Bologna, 3 December, 1647.
At the age of fifteen he entered the Congregation of
Hieronymites, or Jesuates. He taught theology
for a time, but, as he showed a decided preference
and talent for mathematics, his superiors sent him to
Here lie studied under
the university at Pisa.
Castelli, and became one of the most illustrious of the
In 1629 he became professor of
disciples of Galileo.
mathematics at Bologna, where he continued to teach
He suffered many years from gout,
until his death.
and, like Pascal, sought relief from pain in mathematical researches. Cavalieri was one of the leading
mathematicians of his time, and is celebrated for his
"Method of Indivisibles", to which he was led by
his investigations on the determination of areas and
volumes. The principle was known to Kepler.
Cavalieri published an account of his method in
1635 in his "Geometria indivisibilibus continuorum
nova quadam ratione promota". It is an improvement over the method of exhaustions employed by
the Greek mathematicians and was a forerunner of
the integral calculus, which has since superseded it.

Cavalieri,

In his "Geometria" he assumes that lines are

made

number of points, surfaces of an
of lines, and solids of an infinite
number of surfaces. This statement was attacked,
especially by Guldinus, as being unscientific, and in
1647 in lus " Exercitationes Geometrical sex",
up

of

an

infinite
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quel che ha fatto, quel ohe vuole" (Rome, 1905);
"Institutiones Iuris Publici Ecclesiastici" (Rome,
S. Luzio.
1906), in three volumes.

che

infinite

number

endeavours to put it into better form,
and answer the objections of his critics. In this
work he also gives the first rigid demonstration of
the theorem of Pappus, which Guldinus had rediscovered, though he was unable to give a statisfactory

forty-two years.
For a number of years before his
death he was attached to the New York Custom

House

as a special customs inspector.
Conyngham, The Irish Brigade and its Campaigns (Boston,
The Irish American (New York), files; Michael
Cavanagh, Memoirs of Gen. Thomas Francis Meagher (Wor1869);

cester, 1892).

Thomas

it.
A later edition of the "Geometria"
Cavalieri did much to render
the use of logarithms in Italy. Besides
the works already mentioned, he was the author of
"Lo Specchio ustorio, ovvero trattato delle settioni
"Directorium generale uranoconiche",
1632;
metricum in quo trigonometriae logarithmicae fundamenta ac reguke demonstrantur", 1632; "'Rota
planetaria", 1640; "Trigonometria plana et sphaerica
linearis et logarithmica", 1635.

proof of

common

Math. (London, 1S93); Cajori, Hist, of Math.
(New York. 1894); Bwg. Univ.. VII; Frisi, Elogio di B.

Ball, Hist,

of

Cavalieri (Milan, 1829),

I.

H. M. Brock.

Cavanagh, James,

soldier, b. in

County Tipperary,

He
Ireland, 1831; d. in New York, 7 January, 1901.
emigrated to New York when he was sixteen years
In 1852 he
old and went to work as a carpenter.
enlisted as a private in the Sixty-Ninth Regiment
of the Militia, and was captain of Company C of the
same command when it went to take part in the Civil
War, 23 April, 1861. When the regiment returned
after the battle of Bull Run and was reorganized as
the Sixty-Ninth New York Volunteers of the Irish
Brigade, he again went to the front as its major.
In this rank he served during the campaigns of the
Army of the Potomac, until the battle of Fredericksburg, 13 December, 1862, when he was shot in the hip
while leading the regiment in one of the charges up
He was then discharged from the
of the disabilities from his wound.
the State Militia was reorganized as the National Guard, In- rejoined the regiment and was
made its lieutenant-colonel. In 1867 he was elected
colonel, which command he held for more than
twenty years. He received the brevet of brigadiergeneral, 10 January, 1893, the first time that rank
was conferred on an officer of the New York State
Militia, and in 1894 he retired, after a service of
Marye's Heights.

army because

When

Meehan.

and amongst the new-comers was Cavazzi. He
much on the long sea- voyage, yet his zeal was
unabated when he landed in the Congo, where he
laboured for many years with much spiritual fruit.
Being invalided. home, he was summoned by the Propaganda to give an account of the mission, and from this
ness,

suffered

he got the idea of setting down in writing his
observations and experiences. He produced a voluminous work, but had hardly finished it when he was
again sent on the mission.
The manuscript was
entrusted by the superiors of the order to Fortunato da Bologna, who rewrote the book in more
elegant style, and published it at Bologna in 1687
under the title "Istorica Descrizione de' Tre Regni
Congo, Matamba et Angola". The work is profusely
illustrated. In the "BibliothecaScriptorumOrdinis"
Fortunato da Bologna is stated to have rewritten an
already published work of Cavazzi, but the "Bibliotheca " seems in error on this point as may be gathered
from Fortunato's prefatory remarks.
,

Father Cuthbert.

Cavalieri

appeared in 1653.

F.

Cavazzi, Giovanni Antonio, of Montecucolo, a
Capuchin friar of the province of Bologna, date of
birth uncertain; d. at Genoa, 1692.
In 1654 a band of
friars was sent to the Congo to supply the place of
those who had died or were incapacitated by sick-

Celestino, an Italian ecclesiastic,
and numismatist; b. 18 May, 1795, at
Levizzano-Rangone, near Modena; d. 26 November,
He pursued his theological studies
1865, at Modena.
in the diocesan seminary, and from 1816 to 1821

Cavedoni,

archaeologist,

distinguished

himself in the study of archaeology

and the Greek and Hebrew languages at the UniverHe was then appointed custodian of
sity of Bologna.
the Numismatical Museum of Modena, and received
a position in the City Library, of which he became

From 1830 to 1863 he held the
librarian in 1847.
chair of hermeneutics at the University of Modena.
Cavedoni was, moreover, a corresponding member
of the commission created by Napoleon III to edit
the works of Count Bartolommeo Borghesi, to which
collection he contributed numerous scientific notes.
Among his numismatic works may be mentioned:
" Saggio di osservazioni sulle medaglie di famiglie

romane"

(1829); "Carellii

nummorum

Italian

Veteris

(Leipzig, 1850); " Numisniatica Biblica"
(Modena, 1850; German tr. by Werlhof, Hanover,
his1855-56). Cavedoni contributed numerous

tabulae"

and archaeological papers to the "Annali"
and the "Bullettino" of the Archaeological Institute
In reof Rome and to other Italian publications.
ligious polemics he wrote a refutation of Renan's
" Life of Jesus", which passed through four editions
in several months: " Confutazione dei principali
errori di Ernesto Renan nella sua Vie de Jesus"
(Modena, 1863).
torical

Bertadx, in La Grande Enciiclojn'dic. IX, 967;
Nomenclator (Innsbruck 1S95), III, 1024-25.

Horter,

N. A. Weber.
Cavellus, Hugo.

See MacCaghwill, Hugo.

Cavo, Andres, a writer frequently quoted on
Spanish-Mexican history; b. at Guadalajara in
Mexico, 21 January, 1729. He entered the Society
of Jesus, 14 January, 175S, and went to Italy with
the other members of the order after their expulsion
from Mexico in 1767. An important chronicle of
events from the date of the conquest of Mexico
(1521) to the year 1767, which Cavo wrote for the

OAXTON

municipality of the City of Mexico, Bustamente
asserts was composed after his expatriation and
From considerations of delicacy,
while at Rome.
Cavo desisted from the work after his order had
expelled from Mexico.
He has preserved
and co-ordinated a large number of facts that are
found nowhere else. Bustamente edited and continued the chronicle to 1836, but not with the
The book was published at
impartiality of Cavo.
Jalaps m Mexico in 1S70.
Bbbistaxn pe Souza. Bibiiolcca hispano-amrricana srtcntrumal (Mexico, 2nd ed., L885, by Fortino Hipouto Vera);
en flf&rtco (Jalapa, 1870); Diccionario
Cavo, L*

been

universal de Histona y Geografia (Mexico).

Ad. F. Bandelier.

Caxton, William, b
1422;

d.

at

in

Westminster.

the Weald of Kent c.
1491; the first English
printer and the introducer of the art
of printing into England.

have

Of

his life we
definite

little

irmation beyond
that given us by
himself in the prefaces and epilogues
to his printed books.
He thanks his parents for having given
inf

him an education
that fitted him to
earn a living, though
he says nothing as to
the place where he
had been educated.
From the records of
WlI.MAM C\\o
the Mercers' Company we learn that in 1138 (the first definite date
of his life that is known) he was apprenticed to
Robert Large, a well-known and wealthy London
mercer.
About 1446 he became a merchant on his own
account and settled at Bruges, and, being a good man
of business, soon became prosperous.
In 1453 he

appointed
governor for
Bruges of, he
Merchant Adventurers an
t

association of

some evidence

to show that Caxton first
Cologne, where other famous
but the question is still under
His first book, the "Recuyell", was undebate.
doubtedly printed at Bruges in 1474, at the press
of Colard Mansion, an illuminator of manuscripts,
who had set up a press in that city in 1473. Caxton's
second book, the "Game & Pleye of Chess", another
translation from the French, came, it is almost
certain, from the same press in 1475.
The highest point of interest in Caxton's life is
reached when in 1476. returning to England, he set
up a printing press of his own at Westminster. The
first dated book issued from this press was the "Dictes
and sayings of the Philosophers" and bears the imprint 1477.
From this date to the end of his life
he issued ninety-six books from the Westminster
press, including, amongst others, the works of Chaucer
and (lower. Sir Thomas Malory's "Morte d' Arthur",
and various translations of more or less classical
works from French. Latin, and Dutch, together with
a number of smaller books, a good many of which
His industry was very great, and he
are religious.
He was not only a
died in the midst of his work.
master
printer
and publisher of books, but to
skilful
some extent a man of letters editor, author, transwith a certain style of his own and a true
lator
enthusiasm for literature. His work as writer and
ranslator helped to fix the literary language of EngSpecimens of his
land in the sixteenth century.
printed books exist in various public and private
libraries.
The Britisli Museum possesses eighty-three
axt.in volumes, twenty-five of which are duplicates.
BiiADES, liiie and Typography of Wm. Caxton (London,
1861-63): condensed smd revised edition of the above (London,
ISS.'i;
Cordon- Duff, William Carton (Chicago, 1903);

There

is

learned

printing at

printers

had learned

it

,

—

—

t

(

in Did. Nat. Biog., s. v.; British Museum Catalogue.
K. M. Warren.
Cayes, Diocese of (Cajesensis), in the Republic

Lee,

The actual
of Haiti, suffragan to Port-au-Prince
ecclesiastical province of Port-au-Prince (the archdiocese and the four suffragan dioceses of Cap Haitien,

Gonaives, Cayes, and Port-de-Paix) dates only from
reorgant he
foli z ati o n
(jfttifuelmtmtp)teltob£eon£
lowing upon
the Concordat
of feUfburi n(e of 1860 betin*

went to England for his
formal admittance to the
Mercers' Company, and in
1465 he was
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jeitplefeonp man
tommtoratios
ppes oEttijo ant)
cnprjmtiD after t&fiwme o£

tfjis ptrfetfetttei&ljitfjc

fcn tort ano ttulp correct/late t#m cotnc to voefimo*

mftecinto

tfc

*

aimomft^att^mDjBfeanDfjcCbal

Ijjauetfrmaootirfjepe

t

ween

Pope

Pius IX and
the Republic
of Haiti; but
the Faith was
planted in his
t

Santo
iming" towards the end of
the fifteenth
part of
I

)<

merCaxton's Advertisement at Westminster (Bodleian Library)
This
important position involved delicate and respon- century, and despite the many political and social vicissitudes of the island has never been quite extinBible commercial negotiations, and Caxton seems
guished there. The jurisdiction of the Bishop of Cayes
to have fulfilled his duties honourably and with
About 1 170 a change took place in his (Monscigneur Jean-Marie-Alexandre Morice, elected
success.
He gave up his connexion with commerce, March. 1893) extends over the whole civil Departlife.
and entered the service of Margaret, Duchess ment of the South (Werner, Orb. Terr. Cath., Freiburg,
It is not known
1890). and his episcopal see is at Caves (commonly
of Burgundy. sisteT of Edward IV.
why lie did this, but it may well be that he wished for spoken of as Aux Cayi S a seaport in he ex! reme
He had already south-western part of the island. This diocese is digreater freedom for literary work.
begun his first translation from the French, the vided into 25 parishes containing altogether a popu"Recuyell of the Bistoryes of Troye", and this lie lation of 500,000, almost without exception Catholics
"
by profession. According to the" Am ma ire pontifical
finished in 1471, dedicating it to his patroness, the
Duchess of Burgundy. It was this piece of work for 1907, there were 95 churches or chapels in the diowhich led him to turn his attention to the art of cese, with 35 secular priests.
The Catholic progress of Caves since the first
The book in manuscript was much sought
printing.
after, and the labour of copying was too heavy and
settlement of Santo Domingo, as well as the educatoo slow to meet the demand. Therefore, he says,
tional, racial, and economic conditions and develop"I have practysed & lerned at my grete charge & ment of the district, have been substantially the same
(See Cap
dispense to ordeyne this said book in prynte.
as in the northern dioceses of Haiti.
M. Chatte.
Haitien.)
that every man may have them attones."
English
chants.

I

I,

.

.

t

"
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CAYLUS
Caylus,

Anne-Claude-Philippe

de

Tubieres-

Grimoard de Pestels de Levis, Comte de, French

He
archaeologist, b. at Paris, in 1692; d. in 1765.
was the eldest- son of Lieutenant-General de Caylus
and was educated with the greatest care by his mother,
a woman of much ability and literary distinction,
whose "Souvenirs" are full of valuable information
When only seventeen
for the history of the time.
years old he enlisted and took part in the campaigns
of the French army in Spain and Germany. After the
peace of Rastadt (1714), he left the army and devoted himself entirely to the study of the arts and
He first travelled for a few years in Italy,
sciences.
Greece, the East, England and Germany, visiting old
ruins and gathering inscriptions and antiquities. His
desire to see everything himself and verify the information given by ancient historians was such that
he sometimes risked his life. He went even so far,
during his excursion to the ruins of Ephesus and
Colophon, as to take as guides and bodyguards a
troop of much-dreaded highwaymen who infested the
country. After his return to Paris, he wrote his most
important book, " Recueil d'antiquites egyptiennes,
etrusques, grecques, romaines et gauloises" (Paris,
1752-67, seven vols., the last two volumes published
He also worked, with Mariette,
after his death).
Barthel£my and Rive, at the collection of ancient
paintings known as "Peintures antiques trouve'es a
Rome" (three vols, folio), which was published in
1783-87, long after Caylus' death. A member of the
Academy of Painting in 1731, and of the Academy of
Inscriptions in 1742. he wrote no fewer than fifty reports on various topics of erudition. Caylus was also
a painter and an engraver of no little merit, and he
is credited with finding a new process to inlay colors
Many engravings were made at his own
in marble.
expense, such as those of the "Histoire de Saint Joseph", after Rembrandt (Amsterdam, 1755). In his
moments of leisure Caylus took pleasure in composing novels, humorous pieces, and fairy tales,
which were published together under the title of
His "Oriental
"CEuvres badines" (Paris, 1787).
Tales" were translated into English (London, 1817).
Le Beau, Eloge de Caylus, in Memoires de V Academic des
Inscriptions

et

Belles-lettres (April.
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1766); Serieys, Souvenirs

du Comte de Caylus (Paris. 1805); Cochin, Memoires inedits
sur le Comte ,le Caylus (Paris. 1800); Nisakd, Cerrespondance
inedite du Comte de Caylus avec le P. Paciaudi, theatin, 1755-65
(2 vols., Paris, 1877).

Louis N. Delamarre.
Cazeau, Charles-Felix, a French-Canadian priest,
b. at Quebec, 24 December, 1807, of Jean-Baptist
Cazeau and Genevieve Chabot; d. 26 February, 1881.
He studied at Nicolet Seminary and in 1825 joined
the clergy, acting as under-secretary to Bishop Plessis
He shared more or less directly in the
of Quebec.
diocesan administration during fifty-six years, serving successively under Bishops Plessis, Pallet, Signay,
Turgeon, Baillargeon, and Taschereau. With his
arduous duties as secretary, vicar-general, and, at
four different periods, administrator of an immense
diocese, he combined the direction of the men's
sodality and, later, the chaplaincy of the Good Shepherd Institute, from 1856 until his death. His
generosity and charity were boundless. His chief
title to veneration and gratitude is his devotedness
to the "exiles of Erin", whom, in 1S47, famine and
pestilence forced to seek a home on the shores of the
St. Lawrence.
Not content with risking his life in
the quarantine station with so many heroic priests,
nine of whom fell victims to duty, the Abbe Cazeau,
moved with compassion at the sight of the many
orphans, took foi his share 300, placed them in
French-Canadian families, and helped to provide
for their maintenance and education out of his
Few of these failed to respond to
slender means.
his zeal; many graced the Church and society by
He kept
their brilliant qualities and virtuous lives.

a register of his 300 orphans, in which were inscribed
the chief events of their careers, and he was always
ready by word, by letter, or by a gift, tD reform the
wayward, comfort and relieve the stricken and the
The Abbe Cazeau was appointed a Doafflicted.
mestic Prelate by Pius IX in 1875.
Maguire, The Irish in America (New York.
Portraits of British

1868);

Taylor,

Americans (Montreal, 1865).

Lionel Lindsay.
Ceadda, Saint, commonly known as St. Chad,
Abbot of Lastingham, Bishop successively of York
and Lichfield, England, date of birth uncertain; d. 672.
He is often confounded with his brother, St. Cedd,
also Abbot of Lastingham, and Bishop of the East
Saxons. He had two other brothers, Cynibill and
Probably NorthCaelin, who also became priests.
umbrian by birth, he was educated at Lindisfarne
under St. Aidan, but afterwards went to Ireland,
where he studied with St. Ecgberht in the monastery
Thence he returned to
of Rathmelsige (Melfont).
help his brother St. Cedd to establish the monastery
On
of Laestingseu, now Lastingham in Yorkshire.
his brother's death in 664, he succeeded him as
abbot. Shortly afterwards St. Wilfrid, who had
been chosen to succeed Tudi, Bishop of Lindisfarne,
went to Gaul for consecration, and remained so long
absent that King Oswiu determined to wait no longer,
and procured the election of Chad as Bishop of York,
to which place the Bishopric of Lindisfarne had been
As Canterbury was vacant, he was
transferred.
consecrated by Wini of Worcester, assisted by two
As bishop he visited his diocese
British bishops.
on foot, and laboured in an apostolic spirit until the
arrival of St. Theodore, the newly elected Archbishop
of Canterbury, who was making a general visitation.
St. Theodore decided that St. Chad must give up the
When
diocese to St. Wilfrid, who had now returned.
he further intimated that St. Chad's episcopal consecration had not been rightly performed, the Saint
replied, "If you decide that I have not rightly received the episcopal character, I willingly lay down
the office; for I have never thought myself worthy
of it; but under obedience, I, though unworthy, consented to undertake it". St. Theodore, however,
desired him not to relinquish the episcopate, and
himself supplied what was lacking ("ipse ordina-

tionem ejus denuo catholiea ratione consummavit
(Bede, Hist, eccl., IV, 2). Ceadda then returned to
Lastingham, where he remained till St. Theodore
called him in 669 to become Bishop of t he Mercians.
He built a church and monastery at Lichfield, where he
dwelt with seven or eight monks, devoting to prayer
and study the time he could spare from his work as
He received warning of his death in a
bishop.
vision.
His shrine, which was honoured by miracles,
was removed in the twelfth century to the cathedra!
at Lichfield, dedicated to Our Lady and the Saint
At the Reformation his relics were rescued
himself.
from profanation by Catholics, and they now lie in the
Catholic cathedral at Birmingham, which is dedicated
His festival is kept on the 2nd of March.
to him.
All accounts of his life are based on that given bv
Venerable Bede, who had been instructed in hoiy
Scripture by Trumberct, one of St. Chad's monks

and disciples.
Yk\\ Bf.de. Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum, III, 28:
IV, 2 and 3, practically the only source of information, and
followed by subsequent writers, such as William or Malmesbury. Gesta Pontificum (Rolls Series. London, 1870), III. and
Capgrave, Nova Legenda Analnr (1516, latest edition <>\f<ird.
Bede's account is printed with Introduction and Xotes
1901).
bv the Bollandists in Acta Sanctorum, 2 March, VII. 1-13, sqq.
See also Colgan, Acta SS Scotia scu Hibemia (1645), I. It— 7.
Accounts in English, all based on BEDE, are: Challoner.
Britannia Sancla (London, L745), 1, 117; Hitler,
the Saints, 2 March (London, 1756): Hole, in Diet, of Christ.
Biog. s. v.; Stephens, in Diet. Nat. Hon,. (London, 1887), IX,
There are a few allusions in Hakode's contemporary Life
s. v.
The account civen by Trithemius. De viris
of St. Wilfrid.
illustribus mdinis S. Beaedieti, VII. is untrustworthy and erI

/

roneous.

For the

history' °f the relics, see History of St.

Chad's

CEARA
Cathedral, Birmingham, compiled
(Birmingham, 19041, vii; Catholic
III, 298.

Edwin Burton.
Ceara, Diocese of.

See Fortalezza.

Cebu (Dicecesis Nominis Jesu), Diocese of
(C.EBUANENSis^in the Philippine Islands. Cebu, the
diocesan city, spelled also Sebii and Zebu, in the province of the same name, is so called from the island on
which it is situated, in turn so called from the Indian
ox (box indicus), (in account of a fancied resemblance
between that animal and the outline of the island.
Magellan discovered Cebu in April, 1521, but he lost
his life in a foolhardy battle on the island of Mactan,
opposite Cebii, and no trace of his expedition was left
except the celebrated statuette of the Holy Child,
called the Santo Xiiio, still held in the greatest veneration.

The Diocese

of

Cebu was separated from the Dio-

cese of Manila, which originally included the whole
Philippine archipelago, 14 August, 1595. The new
territory comprised the present Dioceses of Cebii and
Jaro, and the Vicariate Apostolic of the Marian Islands.
The diocese now consists of the islands of
Cebii, Leyte, Samar, Bohol, Siquijor, Camaguin, and
the smaller islands adjacent. Since its establishment
in 1595. twenty-two bishops have governed the
Church of Cebu. The northern half of the island of
Mindanao remains under the jurisdiction of the
Bishop of Cebii, until the appointment of a bishop
at Zamboanga, as provided for (1903) by Leo XIII,
Cebii was the birthin the Bull "Qua- Mari Sinieo".
place of the Christian religion in the Philippine Islands. It was here that it made its first stand against
the gradually advancing forces of Mohammedanism.

Father Urdaneta, an Augustinian
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by the cathedral clergy
Magazine (London, 1833),

accompanied
by six others of the same order, went to Cebii in
April. 1565, and immediately began his work of evangelization.
The first convert was a niece of Tupas,
friar,

a native chief of great influence. Two other friars,
Fathers Juan de Vivero and Juan de Villanueva, arrived with Salcedo in 1567.
Shortly afterwards the
Jesuits went to Bohol, in 1595, and also to Leyte,
Samar. and Mindanao. They built fortified churches
for defence against the Moros everywhere, and forts
Vim. Iloilo, Misamis, Zamboanga, and other
at
places. They also began, in 1595, the College of San
Ildefonso. now called San Carlos College, in Cebii.
The work of the missionaries was facilitated by tindisposition of the brave but naturally peaceful Visayan people, who occupied most of the territory. The
missionaries were opposed by the ferocious tribes
of the Mohammedans, who for centuries had been
gradually extending their sway eastwards, and by
l.'iJl were strongly established in the western part of
the island of Mindanao, in the Sulu archipelago. The
efforts of the missionaries were threefold in character:
defensive against the bloodthirsty Moros, who roamed
over these seas in flotillas of ships; active in the
evangelization of the tribes: and also didactic in the
arts of peace, agriculture, trades, and the rudiments
of learning.
The natives, already well forward in
trades, soon became expert carpenters, masons, workers in metals, weavers
in a word, well equipped to
make the best use of the natural resources at hand.
'he missionaries advanced, the domination of the
Moros was gradually restricted, though even as late
as 1856 occasional fleets of Moro boats appeared,
striking terror into the peaceful Visayans.
With the
beginning of steam navigation, the Spanish ships of
war at once assumed offensive tactics against the
Moros, whose vessels were easily captured and de(

Many

of their churches were destroyed, not only by
the insurrectos, but also by United States troops.
The chief evil, however, was the lack of priests. The

parishes average about ten thousand souls.
In the
mountainous regions about half a million of souls
were without spiritual succour. The Franciscans, by
whom many churches were formerly supplied, began
to return, and the Jesuits worked with great success
Redemptorist Fathers from Ireland
in Mindanao.
are exclusively occupied in giving missions to the
people.
The Lazarists have two colleges for boys,
one in Cebii with 600, another in Samar with 350
pupils.
The same Fathers have also charge of the
ecclesiastical seminary, in which there are 85 students.
A college for girls is conducted in Cebii by the Sisters
of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, with 500 pupils.
An orphan asylum and trade school under the same
Sisters care for 85 girls and a few small boys.
leper hospital was maintained for fifty years until
1906. The diocese contains 135 secular priests and
123 religious, of the following communities: Augustinians, Recollects, Franciscans, Benedictines, Jesuits,
Lazarists, and Redemptorists.
There are fifty-five
schools in the diocese, with an attendance of about
12,000 pupils. The people are practically all Catholics, and are very devout and loyal to the Church.
Estimated population, 2.145,679. The Right Rev.

A

Thomas Augustine Hendrick, the first American
bishop, was consecrated at Rome, 23 Aug., 1903,
and took possession 6 March, 1904.

Dw

Redondo, Historia de la
«.
,/,
Chi), in Guia Official de
Fdipinas (10071; Bourne, The Philippine Islands; The Philippine Commission Reports; The CathoHc Directory (Milwaukee,
1908).

Thomas

A. Hendrick.

Cecilia, Saint, virgin and martyr, patroness of
church music, d. at Rome. This saint, so often glorified in the fine arts and in poetry, is one of the most
venerated
mar-

tyrs of Christian
antiquity.
The
oldest historical
account of St.
is
found
"Martyr-

Cecilia
in

the

ologium
on

1

lii

r-

ym anum"
i

from

this

it

;

is

evident that her
feast

was

brated

in

cele-

the Ro-

man Church
the

fourth

tury.

in

cen-

Her name

occurs under different
dates in
the above-menmartyrtioned
ology; its mention under 1 August, the feast of
the martyr Tibur1

stroyed.

Detail from Raphael's St. Cecilia
(Academy, Bologna)
evidently
a later and erroneous addition, due to the fact that this
Tiburtius, who was buried on the Via l.aliieana, was
wrongly identified will Tiburt ins. the brother-in-law of
St. Cecilia, mentioned m the Acts ol her martyrdom.
Perhaps also there was another Roman martyr of the
name of Cecilia buried on the Via Labicana. Under the
date of L6 September lecilia is mentioned alone, with
the topographical note: "Appia' vii in
Romanataleet passiosanctsi leciUai Virginia" it he text
This is evidently the day of
is to be thus corrected!.
the burial of the holy martyr in the Catacomb of

After the insurrection of 1898, and the SpanishAmerican War that followed, the people suffered
greatly, not only from the evils of war, but also from
the loss of their cattle and horses by epidemics.

The feast of the sain! mentioned under 22
November, on which day it is si ill celebrated, was
kept in the church in the Trastevere quarter at Rome,
dedicated to her. Its origin, therefore, is to be traced

—
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most probably to this church. The early medieval
guides (Itineraria) to the burial-places of Roman
martyrs point out her grave on the Via Appia, next
to the crypt of the Roman bishops of the third century (De Rossi, Roma sotterranea, I, 180-181). De
Rossi located the burial-place of Cecilia in the Catacomb of Callistus in a crypt immediately adjoining
the erypt or chapel of the popes; an empty niche in
one of the walls contained, probably, at one time the
sarcophagus with the bones of the saint. Among the
frescoes of a later time with which the walls of the
sepulchre are adorned, the figure of a richly-dressed
woman appears twice and Pope Urban, who was
brought personally into close relation with the saint
by the Acts of her martyrdom, is depicted once. The
ancient titular church of Rome, mentioned above
was built as early as the fourth century and is still
preserved in the Trastevere. This church was certainly dedicated in the fifth century to the saint
buried on the Via Appia; it is mentioned in the signatures of the Roman Council of 499 as "titulus
Banctse Cfficilia>" (Mansi, Coll. Cone. VIII, 236).
Like some other ancient Christian churches of Rome,
which are the gifts of the saints whose names they
bear, it may be inferred that the Roman Church owes
this temple to the generosity of the holy martyr herself; in support of this view it is to be noted that the
property, under which the oldest part of the true
Catacomb of Callistus is constructed, belonged most
likely, according to De Rossi's researches, to the
family of St. Cecilia (Gens Ca?eilia), and by donation
passed into the possession of the Roman Church.
Although her name is not mentioned in the earliest
(fourth century) list of feasts (Depositio martyrum),
the fact that in the "Sacramentarium Leonianum",
a collection of masses completed about the end of the
fifth century, are found no less than five different
masses in honour of St. Cecilia testifies to the great
veneration in which the saint was at that time held
in tin' Roman Church [''Sacram. Leon.", ed. Muratori, in "Opera" (Arezzo, 1771), XIII, I, 737, sqq.].
About the middle of the fifth century originated
Acts of the martyrdom of St. Cecilia which have been
transmitted in numerous manuscripts; these acts
were also translated into Greek. They were utilized
in the prefaces of the above-mentioned masses of the

"Sacramentarium Leonianum".

They inform

us,

that Cecilia, a virgin of a senatorial family and a
Christian from her infancy, was given in marriage by
her parents to a noble pagan youth Valerianus.
When, after the celebration of the marriage, the
couple had retired to the wedding-chamber, Cecilia
told Valerianus that she was betrothed to an angel
who jealously guarded her body; therefore Valerianus must take care not to violate her virginity.
Valerianus wished to see the angel, whereupon Cecilia
sent him to the third milestone on the Via Appia
where he should meet Bishop (Pope) Urbanus. Valerianus obeyed, was baptized by the pope, and returned
a Christian to Cecilia. An angel then appeared to
the two and crowned them with roses and lilies.
When Tiburtius, the brother of Valerianus, came to
them, he too was won over to Christianity. As zealous children of the Faith both brothers distributed
rich alms and buried the bodies of the confessors who
had died for Christ. The prefect, Turcius Almachius, condemned them to death; an officer of the
prefect, Maximus, appointed to execute this sentence,
was himself converted and suffered martyrdom with
Their remains were buried in one
the two brothers.
tomb b\ Cecilia. \nd nnw Cecilia herself w as sought
by the officers of the prefect. Before she was taken
arranged that her house should be preserved as a place of worship for the Roman Church.
After a glorious profession of faith, she was condemned to be suffocated in the bath of her own house.
But as she remained unhurt in the overheated room,
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the prefect had her decapitated in that place. The
executioner let his sword fall three times without
separating the head from the trunk, and fled, leaving
the virgin bathed in her own blood. She lived three
days, made dispositions in favour of the poor, and
provided that after her death her house should be
dedicated as a church. Urbanus buried her among
the bishops and the confessors, i. e. in the Catacomb
of Callistus.
In tins shape the whole story has no historical
value; it is a pious romance, like so many others
compiled in the fifth and sixth century. The existence of the aforesaid martyrs, however, is an historical
fact.
The relation between St. Cecilia and Valerianus, Tiburtius, and Maximus, mentioned in the
These
Acts, has perhaps some historical foundation.
three saints were buried in the Catacomb of Prastextatus on the Via Appia, where their tombs are mentioned in the ancient pilgrim Itineraria. In the " Martyrologium Hieronymianum" their feast is set down
under 14 April with the note: "Roma? via Appia in
cimiterio Prsetextati"; and the octave under 21 April,
with the comment: "Rome in cimiterio Calesti via
Appia". In the opinion of Duchesne the octave was
celebrated in the Catacomb of Callistus, because St.
If, therefore, this second
Cecilia was buried there.
notice in the martyrology is older than the aforesaid
Acts and the latter did not give rise to this second
feast, it follows that before the Acts were written this
group of saints in Rome was brought into relation with
The time when Cecilia suffered martyrSt. Cecilia.
dom is not known. From the mention of Urbanus
nothing can be concluded as to the time of composition of the Acts; the author without any authority,
simply introduced the confessor of this name (buried
in the Catacomb of Pra?textatus) on account of the
nearness of his tomb to those of the other martyrs
and identified him with the pope of the same name.
The author of the "Liber Pontifiealis" used the Acts
The Acts offer no other
for his notice of Urbanus.
Venantius
indication of the time of the martyrdom.
Fortunatus (Miscellanea, 1, 20; 8, 6) and Ado (Martyrology, 22 November) place the death of the saint
in the reign of Marcus Aurelius and Commodus (about
177), and De Rossi tried to prove this view as hisIn other Western sources
torically the surest one.
of the early Middle Ages and in the Greek "Synaxaria' ; this martyrdom is placed in the persecution of
Diocletian.
P. A. Kirsch tried to locate it in the time
Aube, in the perseof Alexander Severus (229-230)
cution of Deeius (249-250); Kellner, in that of Julian
the Apostate (362). None of these opinions is sufficiently established, as neither the Acts nor the other
sources offer the requisite chronological evidence.
The only sure time-indication is the position of the
tomb in the Catacomb of Callistus, in the immediate
proximity of the very ancient crypt of the popes, in
which Urbanus probably, and surely Pontianus and
Anterus were buried. The earliest part of this catacomb dates at all events from the end of the second
century; from that time, therefore, to the middle of
the third century is the period left open for the martyrdom of St. Cecilia.
Her church in the Trastevere quarter of Rome was
rebuilt by Paschal I (817-824), on which occasion the
pope wished to transfer thither her relies; at first,
however, he could not find them and believed that
they had been stolen by the Lombards, In a vision
he saw St. Cecilia, who exhorted him to continue his
search, as he had already been very near to her, i. e.
near her grave. He therefore renewed his quest; and
soon the body of the martyr, draped in costly stuffs
of gold brocade and with the cloths soaked in her
blood at her feet, was actually found in the Catacomb
They may have been transported
of Praetextatus.
thither from the Catacomb of Callistus to save them
from earlier depredations of the Lombards in the
;
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Popes Urbanus and Lucius, were taken up by Pope
Paschal, and reburied under the high altar of St.
The monks of a convent
in Trastevere.
in the neighbourhood by the same pope were
charged with the duty of singing the daily Office in
From this time the veneration of the
this basilica.
holy martyr continued to spread, and numerous
churches were dedicated to her. During the restoration of tlic church in the year 1599 Cardinal Sfondrato
had the high altar examined and found under it the
i

1

sarcophagi, with the relics of the saints, that Pope
Paschal had transported thither. Recent excayaions beneath the church, executed at the instigation
and expense of Cardinal Hampolla, disclosed remains
i

of

Roman
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The relics of St. Cecilia with those
vicinity of Rome.
of Valerianus, Tiburtius, and Maximus, also those of

buildings, which have remained accessible.

A richly adorned underground chapel was built beneath the middle aisle, and in it a latticed window,
opening over the altar, allows a view of the receptIn a
acles in which the bones of the saints repose.
side chapel of the church there have long been shown
the remains of the bath in which, according to the
Acts, Cecilia was put to death.
The oldest representations of St. Cecilia show her in
the attitude usual for martyrs in the Christian art of
the earlier centuries, either with the crown of martvrdom in her hand (e. g. at S. Apollinare Nuovo in
Ravenna, in a sixth-century mosaic) or in the attitude
of irayer, as an Orans (e. g. the two sixth and seventhIn the apse of her
century pictures in her crypt).
church in Trastevere is still preserved the mosaic
under Pope Paschal, wherein she is represented
Medieval
in rich garments as patroness of the pope.
saint are very frequent; since the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries she is given the organ
tttribute, or is represented as playing on the
organ, evidently to express what was often attributed
in panegyrics and poems based on the Acts, viz.,
that while tin- musicians played at her nuptials she
sang in her heart to God only ("cant ant ibus organisilla
in corde suo soli domino decantabat"); possibly the
mtOrus nrganis was erroneously interpreted of
In this way the saint
Cecilia herself as the organist.
was brought into closer relation with music. When
tin- Academy of Music was founded at Rome (1584)
she was made patroness of the institute, whereupon
In r veneration as patroness of church music in general
became still more universal; to-day Cecilian societies
(musical B aociations) exist, everywhere. The organ
is now her ordinary attribute; with it Cecilia was represented by Raphael in a famous picture preserved
at Bologna.
In another magnificn it masterpiece, the
neatb the high altar of the. abovemarbli
mentioned church of St. Cecilia at Rome, Carlo
Maderna represented her lying prostrate, just as she
had received the death-blow from tin' executioner's
Hi r feast is celebrated in the Latin and the
hand.
In tin' 'MartyroloGreek Church on 22 November.
giuni Hieronymianum" are commemorated other
martyrs of this name, but of none of them is there
any exact historical information. One suffered martyrdom in Carthage with Dativus in .'iii4.
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Cedar

[IIS (£r&), «'opos, mints], a coniferous tree
The Hebrew
frequently mentioned in the Bible.

the corresponding Arabic arz, the Greek
Latin cedrus, or the English cedar, may be
applied to several different species of conifers, but
usually it, designates the celebrated cedar of Libanus
(Cedrus Libani). In Lev., xiv, 1, li, 49, ">'_'. and
Num.. xix. 6, the cedar of Libanus seems out of the
question, as the tree must be one whose wood the
Israelites could readily obtain during their sojourn in

erez, like
KtSpos, the

i

i

1.

:

,i

the desert, which is plainly not the case with the cedar
Juniperus Phaenicea, a species of juniper
of Libanus.
which is found in the Arabah, and probably also in
the adjoining Sinaitic Peninsula, and whose wood, like
that of the cedar, possesses aromatic properties, is
In Num.,
most, likely the tree meant in these texts.
xxiv, (5, too, the cedar of Libanus, which thrives best
on high, dry ground, can hardly be intended, unless,
as has been suggested, the terms of comparison in the
last two members have been accidentally transposed.
In all the other passages the cedar of Libanus is
referred to, though in a few cases a doubt might
be raised as to whether it is meant exclusively. The
cedar is described as a tree "of a high stature"
IV K.. xix, 23),
(Ezech.,xxxi, 3;Is.,ii, 13; xxxvii, L'
whose" height was exalted above all the trees of the
Judges,
ix. 15; HI K.,
cf.
xxxi,
country" (Ezech.,
.5;
It is "the cedar of
iv, 33; IV K., xiv, 9; Amos, ii, 9).
which He
Lord
the
the
tree
of
God" (Ps. lxxix, 11),
It
is the type of
has planted [Ps. civ, 16 (Hebr.)].
xl.
12
(Hebr.
17)]. the
Job,
[Ps.
xxviii,
strength
5;
symbol of lofty pride (Ps. xxxvi. 35; Is., ii. 13), the
ttoMBRiTIUS, Sanctvarium, I. 1*6 sqq.; Bosio, Atti di S.
xxii,
(Jer..
Zach.,
••In rum (Venice,
power
7;
and
greatness
of
emblem
V], iiii -S'i
Laderchj, S. CacUitB virg. it mart, acta ac
58]
xi, 2), and of surpassing excellence Ecclus., \\iv. 17).
Rome, 17-'-'
B0LLANDI8T8 fil
beau"most
Libanus"
Ix,
of
(Is.,
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the
"glory
It
is
is 'in
I. 221;
Simki.n
hagiographica tm
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in /'
G
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branches"
iriitm ConsUmiinapolitanum (Brussels.
All this is verified in the cedar of Libanus, which is
1.
xciii sq.,
Nfl,
It.
Ill, _'.">9 sqq.;
TlLLBMONT, //'
well
the stateliest and most majestic tree of Palestine.
II, wmi sq.,
1;
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old
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is extremely durable.
Pieces found by Layard in the ruins of the palace of Assur-nasirpal were
still in a good state of preservation after 2700 years.
These qualities caused it to be much sought for buildIt was extensively used in the palaces
ing purposes.
built by David and Solomon, and especially in the
first Temple (II K., v, 11; vii, 2; III K., v, 6 sq.; vi,
9 sq.; vii, 2 sq.).
It was also used in the second Temple (I Esd., iii, 7).
Because of its close grain and
lasting qualities, statues and images were fashioned
out of it (Is., xliv, 14, 15; cf. Pliny, "Hist. Nat.",
XIII, ii).
Young trees were made into masts
(Ezech., xxvii, 5).
The statement that the cedar is
unsuitable for masting rests on insufficient observation; in dense growths trees suitable for masts are not
uncommon. There is no reason, then, why, in the
last text, "cedars from Libanus" should be referred
to the Aleppo pine, which, moreover, is not special to
the Libanus and could have been obtained by the
Tyrians nearer home. The large forests of cedartrees which once adorned Libanus, and from which
the Hebrews drew the wood, have almost entirely disappeared. They were laid under contribution by
Phoenician and Hebrew Egyptian and Assyrian,
Greek and Roman, till only a few (eleven) small
groups of trees remain. The most important and
best-known is situated below the summit of Dahr elQodib, the highest peak of the chain, four miles from
Besherre.
Here are found about 400 trees, among
which are some ten venerable patriarchs probably
about 2000 years old, more remarkable, however,
for their girth of trunk than for their height.
Extensive forests exist farther north in Mt. Amanus and
Mt. Taurus. There are two other varieties of cedar,
considered by some botanists as distinct species;
namely, Cedrus deodara, or deodar-tree, a native of the
Himalayas, and Cedrus Atlontica, growing in the
Atlas mountains.
The cedar is often used in Scripture for figures and
comparisons. Besides the uses already indicated the
following may be mentioned.
Because of its lux-

quence

uriant growth and length of life it is an emblem of
prosperity (Ps. xci, 13), and because of its stateliness
it is a figure of beauty and majesty (Cant., v, 15;
Ecclus., 1, 13).
It is also used as the symbol of the
Messias and His kingdom (Ezech., xvii, 22 sq.).
Post, Flora of Syria (Beirut, 1896), 751; Idem in Hastings, Diet, of the Bib., I. 364; Tristram, Nat. Hist, of the Bibl.
(London, 1SS9). 343 sq.; Hooker in Nat. Hist. Rev. (1S62),
11-18; Anderund. in Zeitschr. d. D. Pal. Yer. (1884). S9 sq.;
BoiSSIEK, Flora Orient. (Basle and Geneva, 1807-88), V, 699;
Misi.in. Les lieux saints (Paris, 185S). I, 337; Levesqtte in
Vig., Did. de la Bible, II, 374; Fonck in Lexicon Bibl., I, 799.

F.

Bechtel.

name of
I Par., i, 29);
also of an Arabian tribe descended from him, and of
the territory occupied by it.
This tribe is repeatedly
mentioned in the Bible and in Assyrian inscriptions;
in these latter the people is called Qidrai and the country Qidri.
The Cedarenes are represented as a nomadic people differing but little from the modern
desert-dwelling Arabs.
They lived in tents, which
are called black no doubt because, like those of the
bedouins, they were made of goat's and camel's hair
(.Tit., xlix, 29;
Cant., i,
Heb. 5); they were gathCedar (Heb. Tip, Qedar ; Gr.

K-nSip), the

the second son of Ismael (Gen., xxv, 13;

4—

ered in hacbrim or encampments protected merely by
a r< >hlc1 enclosure like the dollars of the tribes of North
Africa (Is., xlii, 11, Heb.); they possessed many camels and much other cattle, in which they carried on a
trade with Tyre (Jer., xlix, 29; Ezech., xxvii, 21);
they were a restless, warlike people and skilful archers
(Ps. cxix,5sq.; Is.,xxi, 17). These frequent references,
>
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of the larch, but unlike these they persist through the
winter.
The wood is reddish-white, fragrant, and
close-grained, at least in older trees.
Moreover, by
reason of the resinous oil with which it is impregnated,
it is proof against dry-rot and worms, and in conse-

as well as the use of Cedar for Arabia and the Arabians
in general [Cant., i, 4 (5); Ps. cxix, 5], show that before they were crushed by the Assyrian power the
Cedarenes were a people of considerable importance.
In the Assyrian inscriptions they are associated with
certain kings of the Arabs (Aribi).
From the fact
that Hazael, one of them, is once called King of Cedar
in cylinder B of Assurbanipal, the conclusion has been
drawn that these kings were Cedarenes, and that
towards the middle of the seventh century b. c. Cedar
held the hegemony among the tribes of the SyroArabian desert the Arabs of the Bible and of the
inscriptions.
However, as a certain Ammuladi is

—

King

of Cedar, while his contemporary Ya'uta'
or Uaite' is styled King of the Arabs, it is probable
that the Cedarenes were merely allies of these kings.
The prophecy of Isaias, "within a year ... all the
glory of Cedar shall be taken away" (xxi, 16), probably refers to an expedition of Sennacherib against

called

Hazael, when the latter's gods were carried by the
conqueror to Ninive. Still, Cedar may possibly be
used as synonymous with Arabs, in which case the
prophecy may refer to the severe punishment inflicted
by Sargon on some Arabian tribes.
However this may be, the Cedarenes met with disastrous reverses at the hands of Assurbanipal.
When
Samas-sum-ukin rebelled against his brother, Ya'uta'
or Uaite', the son of Hazael, sided with him and sent
a force to his aid under the Cedarene generals Abiyate'
and Aimu, while he and Ammuladi, King of Cedar,
invaded and plundered Syria. After the taking of
Babylon and the death of Samas-sum-ukin, Assurbanipal turned his attention to the Arabs. Uaite'
and Ammuladi were defeated in a series of engagements.
Uaite' fled to the Nabataeans for refuge, but
was given up to the Assyrians; Ammuladi was

captured in Moab. Both were carried to Ninive and
chained with dogs near the principal gate. In the
place of Uaite' Assurbanipal appointed Abiyate',
who had led the Arab contingent sent to help Samassum-ukin, but who, after being defeated, had surrendered and obtained pardon. Abiyate', however,
in conjunction with another Uaite', for whom he
seems to have resigned, soon organized a new revolt,
in which the Nabata?ans now also joined.
Assurbanipal, hastening to the scene of rebellion by the most
direct but most difficult road across the Syrian desert,
crushed and almost annihilated the rebel tribes. He
carried with him to Ninive a multitude of prisoners,
among them Abiyate', Aimu, and Uaite', and an immense number of camels, oxen, and other cattle. The
Cedarenes met with further reverses under Nabuehodonosor (Jer., xlix, 2S). They never fully recovered from these heavy blows and henceforth history
is silent concerning them, though their name is mentioned till the fifth century a. d. While there is no
doubt that the Cedarenes dwelt in the Syro- Arabian
desert, known to the ancients as Arabia Deserta, there
is some diversity of opinion about their exact location.
As both in the Bible and in the inscriptions of Assurbanipal they are mentioned in connexion with the
Nabata?ans (Heb. nV3J, NebaiMh; Assyr. Xnbaite),
they most probably lived in close proximity to
these.

Pliny, in fact, states (Hist. Nat., v, 12) that

who doubtless are the Cedarenes, were
neighbours of the Nabatoeans. Now before the Persian period the Nabatceans were settled south-east of
Idumaca, on the northern limits of the Hidjaz, with
Egra as their capital. We may therefore conclude
that tin' Cedarenes were located in the south-western
part of Arabia Deserta, or of the modern Hamad, extending perhaps into Arabia proper. They would
thus have been sufficiently remote for a resilience
the Cedrei,

among them

to convey the idea of distant exile (Ps.
.")), and
yet near enough to be w. 11 known to
the Hebrews. Theoiloret mentions (Patr, I. at., I.\ \ X.
1S78) that in his time (fifth century a.i>.) they dwelt
cxix.

CEDD
near Babylon.

The

all pre-Islamitic Arabs, was Sabianism, or
worship of the heavenly bodies. Their chief divinity

that of

was Atarsamaim,

i. e.
"Atar [Athtar-Astarte] of the
heavens". In Judith, i, 8. instead of "Cedar" we
must probably read "Galaad" with the Septuagint.

Smith. Hist. 'of Assurbanipal (London, 1871), 256 sq., 383
BH.;Cundf.Inscnpt. of West. Asia, III.pl. 24-28; Records of the
Ser. I), I, 93 sq.. Ill, 115; Vigouroox, La Bible et les
Pa
deeouv. mod. (Paris. l.SS'.t:, l\\ 293 sq
Delitzsch, Wo lap das
Parodies, 296 sq.; Glaser, Skilze der Geseh. Aratiiens (Berlin.
1901), II, 267 sq.; Margoliocth in Hast., Diet. Bib., II. 832;
'

:

Halevy

in Diet, dc la Bible,

I.

862, 865;

Legendre,

ibid., II,

357.

F.

Bechtel.

Cedd (or Cedda), Saint, Bishop of the East Saxons,
the brother of St. t'eadda; d. 26 Oct., 664.
There
were two other brothers also priests, Cynibill and
Caelin, all born of an Angle family settled in
Northumbria. With his younger brother Ceadda, he
was brought up at Lindisfarne under St. Aidan. In
653 he was one of four priests sent by Oswiu, King
of Northumbria, to evangelize the Middle Angles
at the request of their ealdorman, Peada.
Shortly
after, however, he was recalled and sent on the same
missionary errand to Essex to help Sigeberht, King
of the East Saxons, to convert his people to Christ.
Here he was consecrated bishop and was very active
in founding churches, and established monasteries
Occasionally he reat Tilbury and Ithancester.
visited his native Northumbria, and there, at the
request of .lEthelwald, founded the monastery of
La?stinga?u, now Lastingham, in Yorkshire.
Of this
house he became the first abbot, notwithstanding
his episcopal responsibilities.
At the Synod of
Whitby, like St. Cuthbert, he, though Celtic in
his upbringing, adopted the Roman Easter.
Immediately after the synod he paid a visit to Lsestingaeu, where he fell a victim to the prevalent
plague.
Florence of Worcester and William of
Malmesbury in later times counted him as the second
Bishop of London, but St. Bede, almost a contemHis festival was
porary, never gives him that title.
kept on 7 January.
Hist. Eccl. Gentis Ang
III. 21-23, 25; IV, 3.
the only source and followed by William of
Gesla Pont., Ill (Rolls Series, 1S70); Capgrave,
Angliee 1516. Oxford, 1901), and Boli.andists,
Acta 88., I, Jan. 7; Bollandists, BM. Hag. Lat. (1899),
258; Ohalloner. Britannia Sancta (London, 1745). I. 10, and
Memorial of Ancient British Piety (London. 1761): Bctler,
Lives of the Saints, 7 Jan.; Hole in Diet, of Christian Biog.
(London, 1877). I, 430; Tout, in Diet. Nat. Biog. (London,
1887). IX, 413.

Yen. Bede.
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religion of the Cedarenes, like

(

Edwin Burton.

Jerome, Cidissus (in de Lagarde, "Onomastica,"
271,53; 110,8). Cedes was a city of Upper Galilee,
close to and north of Asor (Jos., xix, 37; IV K., xv,
29; I Par., vi, 76; I Mach., xi, 63, 67-73; Joseph.,
Ant.,V,i, 18, 24; IX, xi. 1; XIII. v, 6, 7). As the latter lay in the neighbourhood of Lake Huleh, the Biblical "Waters of Merom". or Lake of Semechonitis of
Josephus (Jos., xi, 1-10; Joseph., Ant., V, v, 1),
Cedes cannot have been far distant from its shores.
There can be no doubt, then, that it is to be identified
with the village of Qades or Qedes, situated on a hill
north-west of the lake. Here are found the foundations of an ancient wall, ruins of a temple and of a
large mausoleum, a number of fine specimens of sarSt.

cophagi, some of which are double, besides pieces of
broken columns, bases and capitals, scattered over the
hill or imbedded in the walls of the houses.
These
remains show that in the Greek or Roman period, to
which they are due, Cedes was an important city.
Such it must always have been by reason of its strong
position on one of the trade routes from Tyre to the
regions across the Jordan, though after the time of the
Judges it hardly figures in Hebrew history.
Exception has recently been taken by Conder,

Hummelauer, Zanecchia,

Cades; Heb., znp,Qedtsh, sanctuary;
Gr., K&ons, Kddes or Ke^es), two cities of Palestine.
(1) A Levitical city and place of refuge in Nephtali
(or

(Jos., xix, 37; xx, 7; xxi. 32; 1 Par., vi. 76), hence
called "Cedes in Nephtali" (Judges, iv, 6), or "Cedes
in Galilee" (Jos., xx, 7, etc.), to distinguish it from
Cedes in Issachar and Cades (Heb. Qidish) in the
The form Cades occurs in the Vulg. only in
Negeb.
The name
Jos., xii, 22, and I Mach., xi, 63, 73.
would indicate that it was a sacred city before the
Hebrew occupation. Cedes was the home of Barac,
and here he and Debbora gathered their army, consisting mainly of men of Nephtali, Zabulon and Issachar, before giving battle to Sisara, mar Mt. Thabor
(Judges, iv. 'i. 10 sq.; v. 1.")). In the reign of Phacee,
King of Israel, it was taken by Theglathpbalasar and
its inhabitants were carried captives to Assyria (IV
K.. xv, 29).
During the ftfachabean wars Jonathan
defeated the generals of Demetrius II. Nicanor, in its
neighbourhood (I Mach., xi. 63-74). At the time of
the great Jewish rebellion it was in the hands of the
Tyrians. and Titus camped under its walls before taking Gischala (Joseph., Bell. Jud., II, rviii, 1; IV, ii.
In Josephus it appears
variously as VLtbiori,
3).
KVSaffa, K&Saaa, and Ku5a<r<i. Euscbius calls it KvSut<t6s,

the

common

opinion

explain why the battle with Sisara came to be fought
near that mountain. Lastly, the arrival of the flying
Sisara at the tent of Jahel, apparently on the day of
the battle itself, would be more readily understood.
The only direct argument however, for the existence of
this second Cedes is the similarity of the name Qadlsh.
The identification of Sennim (Heb. Ca dnannim or
Be(d dndnnim), where the tents of Haber the finite
were pitched, with Sinn-en-Nabrah (Hummelauer) or
with Khirbet Bessum (Conder) is too uncertain to
base any conclusions upon it.
(2) A Levitical city of Issachar assigned to the
family of Gersom (I Par., vi, 72 Heb. 57).
In the
parallel list of Jos., xxi, 28 it is called Cesion.
The
Cades of Jos., xii, 22, commonly held to be Cedes in Gali.

—

lee, is

Cedes

etc., to

which connects this Cedes with the events of Judges,
iv.
They would place the home of Barac at another Cedes, in the south of Nephtali, which they
identify with Khirbet Qadlsh on the Lake of Genesareth, south of Tiberias.
A city of Cedes existing at
this point would throw light on some of the details of
the narrative.
It would help to explain how Barac
managed to assemble a large force without interference on the part of Jabin, King of Asor, which is hard
to understand if the rendezvous was at the Cedes of
Upper Galilee. Its nearness to Mt. Thabor would also

by some

identified with this

Cedes of Issachar.

Robinson, Bibl. Research. (London. 1856) 111,367; Surrey
W. Pal.. Mem., I, 204, 226 sq.; Guerin. Galilee (Paris. ^71
75), II. 355 sq.; Zanecchia, La Pal. d'auj., II, 715; Buhl,
Geoo. des alt. Pal., 235 sq.; HrMMELArER, t'oinw. in Jos.. 437,
442; Legendre in Vig.. Diet, de la Bible, II, 360.
1

I'.

Brook of (Heb. p-np
"Wadi Qidron"; only once

Cedron,
Qidhrim,

Bechtel.
!>n3,

Ndhdl

jiTTp ni"TJ'
"fields of Qidron"; John, xviii, 1, 6 x^^ppos ° K^Spwv;
in R. V., Kidron).
The name designates in Holy
Writ the ravine on the east of Jerusalem, between
the Holy City and the Mount of Olives.
The word

Cedron is usually connected with the root "Tip,
Qadar, "to be dark", and taken to refer to the colour
of the stream or ravine; but its exact origin and pre-

meaning arc really unknown. The Valley of
Cedron begins with a slight depression near the
Tombs of the Judys, a mile and a quarter north-wesl
of Jerusalem.
It runs first south towards the Holy
City, and then turns nearly east, passing to the north
bends to the
of the Tombs of the Kings.
Next,
right towards the Bouth, deepening as
follows this
general direction between Jerusalem and the Mount of
cise

it

ii

(Hives.
Opposite St. Stephen's gate, it is fully 100
feet deep and about 400 feet broad; its bed is shaded
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by venerable olive-trees and crossed by an old bridge.
Below the bridge, the valley presents the first traces
It narrows gradually and sinks
of a torrent bed.
more rapidly, leaving to the east the church of the
Tomb of the Blessed Virgin, and next, Gethsemani.

A

thousand feet from the old bridge, the valley is
merely a deep gulley across which another bridge is
thrown, and on the banks of which are, to the right,
Mohammedan tombs, and to the left, the sepulchres
of Josaphat, Absalom, St. James, and the Jewish
cemetery. About a thousand feet farther, there is in
a cave, on the right bank, the Fountain of the Virgin,
and higher up, on the left, the village of Siloe. Somewhat farther down, the Tyropoeon valley falls from
the right into the Cedron, which now expands down
to the Valley of Hinnom.
Here, the Cedron is about
200 yards wide, and has on its left the Mount of Offence.
Shortly after the junction of the Valley of
Hinnom with the Cedron, there is Job's well, to the
south of which Sir C. Warren found, in 1868-1869, the
shaft of a great rock-cut aqueduct.
On leaving the Holy City, the Valley of the Cedron
runs its winding and gradually precipitous course
through the Wilderness of Judea to the north-western
shore of the Dead Sea. The Cedron is perfectly dry
during the summer and most of the winter. North
of Jerusalem, it bears the name of Wddi al-Jos (Valley
of Nuts) between the city and the Mount of Olives, it
is known as Wddi Sitti Mariam (Valley of St. Mary),
or again as the Valley of Josaphat (cf. Joel, iii, 2, 12);
after leaving Jerusalem, it is called Wddi en-N&T
;

(Valley of Fire), and also Wddi er-Rahib (Valley of
the Monks).
Its whole length is some 20 miles in a
straight line, and its descent nearly 4000 feet.
Its
bed east of Jerusalem is now about 40 feet higher
than in ancient times. The Cedron is first mentioned
in Holy Scripture in connexion with David's flight

from Absalom, during which he crossed it [II K.
(A. V. II Samuel) xv, 23]: and next, in connexion with
the prohibition to Semei against his ever crossing it
[III K. (A. V. I K.) ii, 37].
It was at the torrent
Cedron that King Asa burnt the filthy idol of his
mother [III K., xv, 13; II Par. (A. V. II Chron.) xv,
It was into it that Ezechias and Josias cast all
16].
the impurities which had polluted the House of the
Lord (cf. II Par., xxix, 16; xxx, 14; IV K., xxiii,
The torrent Cedron is last mentioned in
4, 6, 12).
the O. T. in Jer., xxxi, 40, apparently as part of the

common cemetery of Jerusalem. In the N. T. it is
spoken of only once, in connexion with Christ's
going forth over it to Gethsemani (John, xviii, 1).
In the present

day

it is

the desired resting-place of

both Jews and Mussulmans, and the supposed scene
of the Last Judgment.
Robi.n'son, Biblical Researches in Palestine US56), I; Mislin,
Les Saints tivres (3ded., 1S76), II; Palestine Exploration Fund,

Jerusalem; Buhl, Geog. des alien Palastina.

Francis E. Gigot.
Cefalu

(Cephalcedium), Diocese op (Cephaludexsis). The city of the same name in the province
of Palermo, in Sicily (Italy), is situated nearly in the
centre of the northern coast of the island.
Destroyed

—

by the inhabitants

of Messina,

it

was reconstructed

about 1130 by King Roger I of Sicily. Its first
bishop was Nicetas who, in 869, assisted a1 the Eighth
General Council held .it Constantinople for the trial
of Photius.
When Roger rebuilt the city. Tocelmo
was bishop. Among its bishops were: Arduino II,
suffered exile twice on account of his opposition to
Frederic II; Nicold (1352) died in the prison ofCastel
trio; and Fra Francesco of the ducal house of
d L 587), founder of the first seminary opened
in Sicily.
The cathedral was built by Roger Land,
hough often restored, is a tine monument of Norman
I

i

t

architecture.

Tin- adjoining cloister,

still

kept

in its

primitive state, is remarkable for graceful columns
adorned with sculptures and arabesques. The dio-

CEILLIER

cese is a suffragan of Palermo, it has 22 parishes, 300
secular clergy, 265 churches, chapels, and oratories,

—
CELEBRET

that dealing with the Fathers of the first six centuHere the author was able to draw upon the
ries.
writings of Tillemont. and to use the scholarly BeneCharges of Jansendictine editions of the Fathers.
ism made against Ceillier in his lifetime and afterwards find no substantiation in his writings, and the
treatment accorded to the author and his works by
Benedict XIV shows that the pope had no doubts as
to his orthodoxy.
Calmet, Bibliothequc lorraine (Nancy, 1751); Michaud,
BiograpkU universelle, VII; Guxllatjmb, Notice sur le prieuri
de Flaviffnu-tur-Moselli
(Nancy, 1N77, extract from the
'
<: lorraine); Hcrter, NomenM,m,,,r,
Vara
-

,!,

clator, II,

Dom Rum

cnth..

II,

Bcnedicli,

>

Bsugnbt, Eiwle hmumphique et critique sur
Mar-le-I)uc, 1S91); Idem in Did. de thiol,
2049-2051; Ziegelbaueb, Hist. Littcraria Ord. S.
l:!7.">:
i

I,

u

nu

640, IV, 516 sq.

Patrick

J.

Healy.

Celebret, a letter which a bishop gives to a priest,
that he may obtain permission in another diocese
to say Mass, and for this purpose bears testimony
that he is free from canonical censures. The Council
of Trent (Sess. XXIII, chap, xvi on Reform) lays
down the rule that "no cleric who is a stranger shall
without letters commendatory (q. v.) from his own
ordinary be admitted by any bishop to celebrate
the divine mysteries". Ordinarily permission is not
to be given to a priest from another diocese to say
Mass without this certificate signed and duly sealed.
The seal is obviously the more important requisite,
as it is the safer guarantee against forgery. The
celebret should be officially recognized by the
diocesan authority of the place where a priest may
wish to say Mass. One who has his celebret in due
form, or who is certainly known to be in good standing in his own diocese, may be allowed to celebrate
till he has had a sufficient time to comply with this
rule.
A priest with proper credentials cannot
reasonably be prevented from saying Mass, though
he will be expected to comply with reasonable restrictions which may be imposed.
The Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, as a
regulation against collectors of funds for other dioceses
or countries, enacted a decree (No. 295) that priests
on such a mission should not be allowed to celebrate
Mass even once till they had received permission from
the ordinary. This rule has generally been enforced
The absence of the celebret does
in diocesan synods.
not suffice for the refusal of permission to say Mass,
it
persons worthy of belief bear positive testimony
If the perto the good standing of the priest.
mission were unreasonably refused, the priest may
Yet the
say Mass privately, if no scandal is given.
rectors of churches are not obliged to incur any expenses the celebration may involve (S. C. O, 15 Dec,
L703).
Craisson, Man.
1892).

Punctum

Jul".

I

W i'.neb, Did.

Can.,

I.

r>e

Ion, St.

Potest. Episc.

(Poitiers,

s<iq.; Taunton, The
Louis, 1!)06), s. v.; Andre-

N'nmerus 1012.

II.

et

de droit canon (Paris, 1901).

R. L. BtJRTSELL.

—

Celenderis
a port and fortress in Isauria, founded by the
Phoenicians or, according to legend, by Sandacos,
VstynoOa and grandson of Phaethon. It
son ot
I'arthev's "Notitise episcopatuum" as
figures in
late as the twelfth or thirteenth century, as a suffragan
Lequien (II, 1015) gives four titulars:
of Seleuceia.
Musonius in 3sl .lulianus, or Julius, in 451 and 458,
Piter at the Trullan Council in 692, and Eustathius
Another, whose name is unknown,
at Nicsea in 787.
was amongst the friends of Photius in 878. We must
add two names: Asterius, a correspondent of Severus
in .".0s and 511. and Pelagius in 518 (E. W. Brooks,
"The Sixth Book of the Select Letters of Severus", 11,4;

Celenderis, a titular see of Asia Minor.

was

.
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work so comprehensive in character was made possible by the assistance which Ceillier received from his
The most valuable portion of the work is
confreres.

"Vita Severi", 2S; "Chronique de Michel

le

Syrien",

Celenderis is to-day a little village,
ed. Chabot, 267).
commonly called Kilindria, the chief centre of the
Gulnar
in
the vilayet of Adana, with 210
caza of
It has a pretty roadinhabitants, mostly Greeks.
There, are Roman
stead, but of difficult approach.
and medieval ruins, among them those of an aquebeautiful
sarcophagi,
etc.
castle,
duct, a
Ramsay, Hist. Oeog. of Asia Minor (London, 1S90);
Ctinet, Turquie d'Asie, II, SO; Alishan, Sissouan (Venice,
1899), 3S4-385.

S.

Petrides.

—

Nothing is known of
Saint, Pope.
his early history except that he was a Roman and that
Celestine

I,

He is said to have
his father's name was Priscus.
lived for a time at Milan with St. Ambrose; the first
notice, however, concerning him that is known is
in a document of St. Innocent I, in the year 416,
where he is spoken of as Celestine the Deacon. In
418 St. Augustine wrote to him (Epist. lxiii in very
reverential language.
He succeeded St. Boniface I
hough
as pope, 10 Sept., 422 (according o Tillemont
the Bollandists say 3 Nov.), and died 26 July. 432,
having reigned nine years, ten months, and sixteen
In spite of the troublous times at Koine, he
days.
was elected without any opposition, as is learned from
a letter of St. Augustine (Epist. eclxi), written to him
shortly after his elevation, in which the great doctor
begs his assistance in composing his difficulties with
Antonius, Bishop of Fessula in Africa. A strong friendship seems to have existed between Celestine and
Augustine, and after the death of the latter in 430,
ielestine wrote a long letter to the bishops of Caul on
the sanctity, learning, and zeal of the holy doctor,
and forbade all attacks upon his memory on the part
of the Semipelagians, who, under the leadership of
the famous ascetic, John Cassian, were then beginning to gain influence. Though his lot was cast in
stormy times, for the Manicha'ans. Donatists, Novatians, and Pelagians were troubling the peace of the
Church, while t he barbarian hordes were beginning
their inroads into the heart of the empire, Celestine's
firm but gentle character enabled him to meet sucWe see
cessfully all the exigencies of his position.
him everywhere upholding the rights of the Church
and the dignity of his office. In this he was aided by
Placidia, who, in the name of her youthful son. Valentinian III, banished from Rome the .Manicha'ans
and other heretics who were disturbing the peace.
Celestine not only excluded Ccelestius, the companion
and chief disciple of Pelagius, from Italy, but procured the further condemnation of the seci from the
Council of Ephesus, while through his instrumentality
St. Germanus of Auxerre and St. Lupus of Troyes,
who had been sent to Britain in 129, the native land
of Pelagius, by the Gallic bishops, succeeded in cxtirpating the error from its native soil.
firm upholder of the ancient canons, we find
Celestine writing to the bishops of Illyria, bidding
them observe the canons and their old allegiance to
the Bishop of Thessalonica, the papal vicar, without
whom they are not to consecrate any bishop or hold
any council. He also writes to the Bishops of Vienne
and Narbonne, whom he warns to keep the ancient
canons, and, in accordance with the warning of his
predecessor, to resist the pretensions of the See of
Aries.
.Moreover they must not refuse to admit to
penance those who desire it at the moment "i death;
bishops, too, must not dress as monk-, and severe
action is to be taken against a certain Daniel, a monk
from the Orient who had been the can-.' o_i serious
To tin- Bishops oi
disorders in the Church of Caul.
Apulia and Calabria he writes that the clergy must
not remain ignorant of the canon-, neither are the
laity to be advanced to the episcopate over lie heads
of the clergy, nor i- he popular "ill. no matter how
strong, to be humoured in this matter populus docenr
t

,

(

A

l

t

t
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Moreover he threatens severe

In upholding the
penalties for future transgressors.
rights of the Roman Church to hear and decide appeals from all quarters, he came for a time into conflict with the great Church of Africa (see Apiarius).
The African, bishops, however, though manifesting
some warmth, never called into question the Divine
supremacy of the Holy See, their very language and
actions expressed its fullest recognition; their complaints were directed rather against the sometimes
indiscreet use of the papal prerogative.
The last
years of the pontificate of Celestine were taken up
with the struggle in the East over the heresy of
Nestorius (see Nestorius; Cyril op Alexandria;
Ephesus, Council of). Nestorius who had become
Bishop of Constantinople in 428 at first gave great
satisfaction, as we learn from the first letter addressed to him by Celestine.
He soon aroused suspicions of his orthodoxy by receiving kindly the
Pelagians banished from Rome by the pope, and
shortly after, rumours of his heretical teaching concerning the twofold personality of Christ reaching
Rome, Celestine commissioned Cyril, Bishop of Alexandria, to investigate and make a report.
Cyril having found Nestorius openly professing Iris heresy
sent a full account to Celestine, who in a Roman
synod (430), having solemnly condemned the errors
of Nestorius, now ordered Cyril in his name to proceed against Nestorius, who was to be excommunicated and deposed unless within ten days he should
have made in writing a solemn retractation of his
errors.
In letters written the same day to Nestorius,
to the clergy and people of Constantinople, and to
John of Antioeh, Juvenal of Jerusalem, Rufus of Thessalonica, and Flavian of Philippi, Celestine announces
the sentence passed upon Nestorius and the commission given to Cyril to execute it.
At the same time
he restored all who had been excommunicated or deprived by Nestorius. Cyril forwarded the papal sentence and his own anathema to Nestorius. The emperor now summoned a general council to meet at
Ephesus. To this council Celestine sent as legates,
Arcadius and Projectus, bishops, and Philippus, a
priest, who were to act in conjunction with Cyril.
However, they were not to mix in discussion but were
to judge the opinions of the others.
Celestine in all
his letters assumes his own decision as final, Cyril and
the council are but to carry it out. Nestorius proving obdurate was excommunicated and deposed by
the council, " compelled by the sacred canons and the
letters of Our Most Holy Father, Celestine, Bishop of
the Roman Church."
The last official act of Celestine, the sending of
St. Patrick to Ireland, perhaps surpasses all the
rest in its far-reaching consequences for good.
He
had already sent (431) Palladius as bishop to the
" Scots [i. e. Irish] believing in Christ. "
But Palladius soon abandoned Ireland and died the year following in Britain. St. Patrick, who had previously
been refused, now received the long-coveted commission only a few days before the death of Celestine,
who thus becomes a sharer in the conversion of the
race that in the next few centuries was to accomplish
such vast works by its countless missionaries and
scholars in the conversion and civilization of the barbarian world.
In the local affairs of the Roman
Church, Celestine manifested great zeal. He restored
and embellished the church of Santa Maria in Trastevere, which had suffered from the Gothic pillage of
Rome, also the church of St. Sabina. besides decorating the Cemetery of St. Priscilla with paintings of
the Council of Ephesus.
The precise date of his death
is uncertain.
His feast is kept in the Latin Church
on 6 April, the day on which his body was placed in
the Catacombs of St. Priscilla, whence it was transferred in 820 by Pope St, Paschal I to the church of
Sta Prassede, though the cathedral of Mantua like-

wise claims his relics. In the Greek Church where he
is highly honoured for his condemnation of Nestorius,
his feast falls on 8 A^ril.
The extant writings of St. Celestine consist of sixteen letters, the contents of many of which have been
indicated above, and a fragment of a discourse on
Nestorianism delivered in the Roman Synod of 430.
The "Capitula Coelestini " the ten decisions on the
subject of grace which have played such a part in the
history of Augustinianism, are no longer attributed
to his authorship.
For centuries they were affixed
as an integral part to his letter to the bishops of Gaul,
bu! at present are considered as most probably the
work of St. Prosper of Aquitaine. Anastasius Bibliothecarius attributes to him several other constitutions but with little authority.
Doubtful also is the
statement of the "Liber Pontificalis" that Celestine
added the Introit to the Mass.
,

Sancti Calestini Epistolce et Decreta, P. L., L; Acta .S.S'., X
of the Councils, II, III; Duchesne, Liher
I;
Gkisar. Geschichte Roms und der Papste im
(Freiburg im Br.. 1S98). I; Cardinal de Noris,
II Utoria Pelaouina; Tillemont, Memoires pour servir a V histoire ecclesiastique,X.TV Natalis Alexander, Historic Ecclesiastica, ed. Roncaglia-Mansi, IX; Mansi, Sacrorum Conciliorum
Amplusima Collectio, IV; Rivington. The Roman Primacy.
J. F. X. Murphy.
;

Hefele. History
l'i>n( {lira/is,

Mittelaller

;

Celestine

II,

Pope, (Guido del Castello, de
Roman Tuscany, date of

Castellis), a native of

unknown; d. 8 March, 1144. He was a disciple
of Abelard, and added to great learning the reputation
of a grave and upright priest.
He was made cardinal
in 1128, and in 1140 legate to France where he inbirth

curred the displeasure of St. Bernard for the protection he accorded Arnold of Brescia.
He succeeded Innocent II, 25 September, 1143, and at once
lifted from France the interdict that his predecessor
had inflicted because of the act of Louis VII in opposing his own candidate to the rightfully elected
Bishop of Bourges. On the eve of a serious conflict
with Roger of Sicily he died, after a short reign of

about six months.
Watterich, VitaPontiticum (Leipzig, 1S62), II, 276; Jaffe,
Reg. Rom. Pont. (1S8S1, II, 1-7; Mansi. Vila et epislcias in Coll.
Cone, XXI, 591; Baronius, Ann. eccl. 11-13-1144; Vacandabd, Vie de S. Bernard (Paris, 1S95).

Thomas
Celestine

III,

J.

Shahan.

Pope (Giacinto Bobone), the

first

Roman

Orsini to ascend the Chair of Peter, b.
Rome, 8 January, 119S. He was
forty-seven years a cardinal when, in his eighty-fifth
year, he was elected (30 March, 1191) successor of
Clement III; being only a deacon he was ordained
priest (13 April) and consecrated bishop the next
day, respectively Holy Saturday and Easter. The
following day he anointed and crowned King Henry
VI of Germany as emperor, and as empress his
queen Constantia. The king was then on his way
to Southern Italy to enforce against Tancred the
claims of Constantia to the crown of the Two Sicilies.
The Roman people, however, did not permit the afore-mentioned solemnities to take place
until both pope and king had aided them to satisfy
their wrath against the neighbouring Tusculum. The
town was levelled with the ground and abandoned
The
to the savage vengeance of the Romans.
aged pope has been blamed for this act of cruelty,
who
II
Innocent
in this so unlike his predecessor
withstood (1142) a similar passionate insistence of
the Romans for the destruction of Tibur (Tivoli).
of the

about 1106;

d. at

responsibility, however, rests chiefly on the
emperor, whose blood-thirsty Italian career was thus
becomingly inaugurated. In spite of the pope the
emperor proceeded southward to make good his
claims to Sicily, but was defeated anil compelled
to retire, leaving the empress a prisoner of Tancred,
who freed her at the papal petition. The aged Celes-

The

tine astonished

many by

his

longanimity

in

dealing

CELESTINE

with the young and violent Henry VI who in Germany
surpassed his predecessors in cruelty and oppression
of the churches.
The pope was also slow and cautious
in threatening Henry with excommunication for his
imprisonment of King Richard the Lion-Hearted
whom Henry had caused to be seized (1192) by
Duke Leopold of Austria, and delivered to himself,

Richard was on the way back to England, nor
was the English king set free until he had paid
great
ransom 6100,000). It was a violation of
a
the law of nations that a younger and more vigorous pope would not have so long tolerated. Only
in
1193 were the duke and his associates excommunicated and an attempt made to compel restitution of the ransom.
Shortly after, on the death
of Tancred (1194) Henry VI again crossed the Alps,
resolved to finally compass the union of the German
as

I

Yown with that of the Two Sicilies. Amid incredible
cruelties he accomplished his purpose, defied the rights
of the pope as overlord of Sicily, deceived the pope
t

with vain promises of a crusade, and would probably
have hastened by a generation the memorable conflict of Rome with his son Frederick II had not death
carried off the cruel and lawless king, 28 Sept., 1197,
in his thirty-sixth year, not, however, before he had
induced the pope to acknowledge the aforesaid infant
Frederick as King of the Two Sicilies. Celestine himself soon passed away, in the ninety-second year of

He showed more resolution in dealing with
other princes of Europe, particularly in defence of the
He induced King Alecclesiastical marriage laws.
fonso IX of Leon to abandon his project of an incestuous union with a Portuguese princess, and defended
with vigour the validity of the marriage of Queen
Ingeburg with Philip Augustus of France, to whom
he refused a divorce, while he declared invalid the
divorce accorded to Philip by the bishops of his kingdom. A serious crusade was the constant ideal of
Pope Celestine; he confirmed the new military Order
of Teutonic Knights
191), and favoured greatly the
Knights Templar and the Hospitallers. St. Mafachy
of Armagh. St. Bernward of Hildesheim, St. John
Gualbert, and St. Dbaldus of Gubbio were canonized
by him. (See Henry VI.)
his age.
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Pope (Gofeedo Castiglioni), a
native of Milan, nephew of Urban III, and probably a
Cistercian: d. 10 November, 1241.
He was made carCelestine

IV,

dinal by Gregory IX and succeeded him, 2.5 October,
1211, at the height of the papal warfare with Emperor Frederick II.
He died after a reign of fifteen

days.
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Celestink V. Saint. PorE (Pietro

Dl Mi/krone),
Neapolitan province of Molise; elected
1294; consecrated and crowned
Lquiia, 29 August; abdicated at Naples, l.'i Dec,

b. 1215, in tieat
at

Perugia

•">

July,

L294; d. in tl.e castle of Fumone, 19 May. 1296.
of humble parentage, became a Benedictine
at the age of seventeen, and was eventually ordained
His love of solitude led him first
priest at Rome.
into the wilderness of Monte Morone in the Abruzzi,
whence his surname, and later into the wilder reHe took for his model the
cesses of Mt. Majella.
Baptist.
His hair-cloth was roughened with knots;
a chain of iron encompassed his emaciated frame;

He was
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he fasted every day except Sunday; each year he
kept four Lents, passing three of them on bread and
water; the entire day and a great part of the night
he consecrated to prayer and labour. As generally
happens in the case of saintly anchorites, Peter's
desire for solitude was not destined to be gratified.
Many kindred spirits gathered about him eager to
imitate his rule of life, and before his death there
were thirty-six monasteries, numbering bill) religious,
The order was
bearing his papal name (Ccelestini).
approved, as a branch of the Benedictines, by

Urban IV,

This congregation of (Benein 1264.
Celestines must not be confounded with
Celestines, extreme Spirituals
whom Pope Celestine permitted (1294) to live as
hermits according to the Rule of St. Francis, but
were pendent of the Franciscan superiors.
In gratitude they called themselves after the pope (Pauperes
eremitw Domini Celestini), but were dissolved and
dispersed (1302) by Boniface VIII, whose legitimacy the Spirituals contested [Heimbucher, Orden
und Kongregationen, (2nd ed. Paderborn, 1907), I,
In 1284, Pietro. weary of the cares of
280; II, 360].
government, appointed a certain Robert as his
vicar and plunged again into the depths of the wilderness.
It would be well if some ( 'at holie scholar would
devote some time to a thorough investigation of his
relations to the extreme spiritual party of that age;
for though it is certain thai the pious hermit did
not approve of the heretical tenets held by the
leaders, it is equally true that the fatuities, during
his life and after his death, made copious use of his
dictine)

other

(Franciscan)

name.
In July, 1294, his pious exercises were suddenly
interrupted by a scene unparalleled in ecclesiastical
history.
Three eminent dignitaries, accompanied
by an immense multitude of monks and laymen,
ascended the mountain, announced (hat Pietro had
been chosen pope by unanimous vote of the Sacred
College and humbly begged him to accept the honour.
Two years and three months had elapsed since the
death of Nicholas IV (4 Apr., 1292) without much prospect that the conclave at Perugia would unite upon a
candidate. Of the twelve Cardinals who composed
the Sacred College six were Romans, four Italians
and two French. The factious spirit of Guelph and
Ghibelline, which was then epidemic in Italy, divided

the conclave, as well as the city of Home, into two
hostile parties of the trsini and the Colotma, neither
A personal visit
of which could outvote the other.
to Perugia, in the spring of 1294, of Charles [I of
Naples, who needed the papal authority in order to
regain Sicily, only exasperated the affair, hot words
being exchanged between the Angevin monarch and
lardinal Gaetani, at that time the intellectual leader
of the Colonna, later, as Pope Boniface VIII, their
(

i

When the situation seemed hopeless,
bitter enemy.
Cardinal Latino Orsini admonished the fathers that
God had revealed to a saintly hermit that if the
cardinals did not perform their duty within four
months, He would visit the Church with severe
chastisement. All knew that he referred to Pietro di
Murrone. The proposition was seized upon by the
exhausted conclave and the election was made
unanimous. Pietro heard of his elevation with tears;
tin'
but, after a brief prayer, obeyed what sect
clear voice of God, commanding him to sacrifice his
personal inclination on the altar of the public welflight Was impossible. eVeD if he colli el] pi a ted
fare,
it; for no sooner did the news of this extraordinary
event spread abroad than multitudes (numbered at
His elevation was pai
200,000) flocked about him.
ticularly welcome to the Spirituals, who saw in il the
realization of current prophecies that the reign of the
1

I

Holy Spirit ruling through the monks was at hand:
pop.
and they proclaimed him the first legitimate
to pope
since Constantine's donation of wealth and worldly
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tion of his subject, hastened with his son Charles
Martel, titular King of Hungary, ostensibly to present
homage to the new pope, in reality to take the
simple old man into honourable custody. Had Charles
known how to preserve moderation in exploiting his
good luck, this windfall might have brought him incalculable benefits; as it was, he ruined everything
by excessive greed.
In reply to the request of the cardinals, that he
should come to Perugia to be crowned, Pietro, at the
instigation of Charles, summoned the Sacred College
to meet him at Aquila, a frontier town of the
Kingdom of Naples. Reluctantly they came, and
one by one, Gaetani being the last to appear.
his

Seated on an humble ass, the rope held by two
monarchs, the new pontiff proceeded to Aquila, and,
although only three of the cardinals had arrived,
the king ordered him to be crowned, a ceremony
which had to be repeated in traditional form some
days later, the only instance of a double papal coronation.
'animal Latino was so grief -stricken at the
course which affairs were evidently taking that he fell
sick and died.
Pietro took the name of Celestine V.
Urged by the cardinals to cross over into the States
of the Church, Celestine, again at the behest of the
king, ordered the entire Curia to repair to Naples.
is
It
wonderful how many serious mistakes the
simple old man crowded into five short months.
We have no full register of them, because his official
acts were annulled by his successor.
On the 18th of
September he created twelve new cardinals, seven
of whom were French, and the res*, with one possible
exception, Neapolitans, thus paving the road to Avignon and the Great Schism. Ten days later he embittered the cardinals by renewing the rigorous law
of Gregory X, regulating the conclave, which Adrian
V had suspended. He is said to have appointed a
young son of Charles to the important See of Lyons,
but no trace of such appointment appears in Gams or
Eubel. At Monte Cassino on his way to Naples, he
strove to force the Celestine hermit-rule on the
monks; they humoured him while he was with them.
At Benevento he created the bishop of the city a cardinal, without observing any of the traditional forms.
Meanwhile he scattered privileges and offices with a
lavish hand.
Refusing no one, he was found to have
granted the same place or benefice to three or four
rival suitors; he also granted favours in blank.
In
consequence, the affairs of the Curia fell into extreme
disorder.
Arrived in Naples, he took up his abode in
a single apartment of the Castel Nuovo, and on the
approach of Advent had a little cell built on the model
of his beloved hut in the Abruzzi.
But he was ill at
ease.
Affairs of State took up time that ought to
be devoted to exercises of piety.
He feared that his
soul was in danger.
The thought of abdication
seems to have occurred simultaneously to the pope
and to his discontented cardinals, whom he rarely
(

consulted.
That the idea originated with Cardinal Gaetani
the latter vigorously denied, and maintained that he
originally opposed it.
But the serious canonical
doubt arose: Can a pope resign? As he has no
superior on earth, who is authorized to accept his
lion'.'
The solution of tin' question was reserved to the trained canonist. Cardinal Gaetani, who,
li:i>inn his conclusion on common sense and the
Church's right to self preservation, derided affirmMi

ively.

interesting to notice how curtly, when he
Boniface VIII, he dispatches the delicate
subject on which the validity of his claim to the
In the "liber Sextus" I, vii, 1,
depended.
Eapacy
e issued the following decree: "Whereas some
curious persons, arguing on things of no great exIt

is

ie
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power to "the first rich father" (Inferno, Canto
XIX). King Charles of Naples, hearing of the elec-

pediency, and rashly seeking, against the teaching of
the Apostle, to know more than it is meet to know,
have seemed, with little forethought, to raise an
anxious doubt, whether the Roman Pontiff, especially
when he recognizes himself incapable of ruling the
Universal Church and of bearing the burden of the
Supreme Pontificate, can validly renounce the papacy,
and its burden and honour: Pope Celestine V, Our
predecessor, whilst still presiding over the government of the aforesaid Church, wishing to cut off all
the matter for hesitation on the subject, having deliberated with his brethren, the Cardinals of the
Roman Church, of whom We were one, with the concordant counsel and assent of Us and of them all, by
Apostolic authority established and decreed, that the

Roman

Pontiff

may

freely

We,

resign.

therefore,

should happen that in course of time this enactment should fall into oblivion, and the aforesaid
doubt should revive the discussion, have placed it
among other constitutions ad perpetuam rei memoriam
lest it

by the advice of our brethren."
When the report spread that Celestine contemplated
resigning, the excitement in Naples was intense. King
Charles, whose arbitrary course had brought things
to this crisis, organized a determined opposition.
huge procession of the clergy and monks surrounded
the castle, and with tears and prayers implored the
pope to continue his rule. Celestine, whose mind
was not yet clear on the subject, returned an evasive

A

answer, whereupon the multitude chanted the Te
Deum and withdrew. A week later (13 December)
resolution was irrevocably fixed: summoning the cardinals on that day, he read the constitution mentioned by Boniface in the "Liber Sextus",
announced his resignation, and proclaimed the cardinals free to proceed to a new election. After the lapse
of the nine days enjoined by the legislation of Gregory
X, the cardinals entered the conclave, and the next
day Benedetto Gaetani was proclaimed Pope as
Boniface VIII. After revoking many of the provisions made by Celestine, Boniface brought his predecessor, now in the dress of a humble hermit, with
him on the road to Rome. He was forced to retain
him in custody, lest an inimical use should be made of
the simple old man. Celestine yearned for his cell
in the Abruzzi. managed to effect his escape at San
Germano, and to the great joy of his monks reappeared among them at Majella. Boniface ordered
his arrest;
but Celestine evaded his pursuers for
several months by wandering through the woods and
mountains. Finally, he attempted to cross the
Adriatic to Greece; but, driven back by a tempest,
and captured at the foot of Mt. Gargano, he was
delivered into the hands of Boniface, who confined
him closely in a narrow room in the tower of the
castle of Fumone near Anagni (Analecta Bollandiana,
1897, XVI, 429-30).
Here, after nine months passed
in fasting and prayer, closely watched, but attended
by two of his own religious, though rudely treated
by the guards, he ended his extraordinary career in
That Boniface treated him
his ninety-first year.
harshly, and finally cruelly murdered him, is a calumny. Some years after his canonization by
Clement V in Kilo, his remains wire transferred from
Ferentino to the church of his order at Aquila, where
they are still the object of great veneration. His
feast is celebrated on 19 Mav.
Celestine 's
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See Celestine V,

forcing celibacy

upon her clergy

utilitarian aspect

is not limited to this
but goes even deeper. From the

Church was personified and conceived of by her disciples as the Virgin Bride and as
the pure Body of Christ, or again as the Virgin
Mother (vap64vos /utjttjp), and it was plainly fitting
that this virgin Church should be served by a virgin
priesthood.
Among Jews and pagans the priesthood
was hereditary. Its functions and powers were
transmitted by natural generation. But in the
Church of Christ, as an antithesis to this, the priestly
character was imparted by the Holy Ghost in the
Virginity
Divinely-instituted Sacrament of Orders.
is consequently the special prerogative of the Christian priesthood.
Virginity and marriage are both
hoi}', but in different ways.
The conviction that
virginity possesses a higher sanctity and clearer
spiritual intuitions, seems to be an instinct planted
deep in the heart of man. Even in the Jewish Dispensation where the priest begot children to whom
his functions descended, it was nevertheless enjoined
that he should observe continence during the period
in which he served in the Temple.
No doubt a mystical reason of this kind does not appeal to all, but
such considerations have always held a prominent
place in the thought of the Fathers of the Church; as
is seen, for example, in the admonition very commonly addressed to subdeacons of the Middle Ages it
the time of their ordination. "With regard to them
it has pleased our fathers that they who handle the
sacred mysteries should observe the law of continence, as it is written 'be clean ye who handle the
(Maskell, Monumenta Ritvessels of the Lord'"
earliest period the

Celibacy of the Clergy is the renunciation of
marriage implicitly or explicitly made, for the more
perfect observance of chastity, by all those who receive
the Sacrament of Orders in any of the higher grades.
The character of this renunciation, as we shall see,
is differently understood in the Eastern and in the
Western Church. Speaking, for the moment, only of
Western Christendom, he candidates for orders, when
they are presented for the grade of subdeacon, are
solemnly warned by the bishop at the beginning of the
ceremony regarding the gravity of the obligation which
"You ought", he tells them,
they are incurring.
"anxiously to consider again and again what sort of a
burden this is which you are taking upon you of your
ownaccord. Up to this you are free. You may still,
if you choose, turn to t he aims and desires of the world
t

But
(licet vobis pro arbitrio ad scecidaria oota transire).
you receive tliis order (of the subdiaeonate) it will
no longer be lawful to turn back from your purpose.

if

You will be required to continue in the service of
God, and with His assistance to observe chastity and
to be bound for ever in the ministrations of the AlBy stepping fortar, to serve whom is to reign."
ward despite this warning, when invited to do so, and
by co-operating in the rest of the ordination service,
the candidate is understood to bind himself equivalent ly by a vow of chastity. He is henceforth unable
to contract a valid marriage, and any serious transgression in the matter of this vow is not only a grievous sin in itself but incurs the additional guilt of

ualia, II. 242).

sacrilege.

Before turning to the history of this observance
will be convenient to deal in the first place with
certain general principles involved.
The law of
celibacy has repeatedly been made the object of attack, especially of recent years (see, for example,
H. C. Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy, third
edition, 1907, in two volumes), and it is important
at the outset to correct certain prejudices thus
created.
Although we do not find in the New Testament any indication of celibacy being made compulsory either upon the Apostles or those whom they
ordained, we have ample warrant in the language of
Our Saviour, and of St. Paul for looking upon virginity as the higher call, and by inference, as the condition befitting those who are set apart for the work of
the ministry.
In Matt., xix, 12. Christ clearly commends those who, "for t ho sake of the kingdom of
God", have held aloof from the married state, though
He adds: "he that can take it, let him take it".
"I would", he says,
St. Paul is even more explicit.
"that all men were even as myself; but every one
hath his proper gift from God.
But I say
to the unmarried and to the widows, it is good for
them if they so continue, even as I." And further
on: "But I would have you to be without solicitude.
He that is wit hout a wife is solicitous for the things
that belong to the Lord, how he may please God.
But he that is with a wife, is solicitous for the things
of the world, how he may please his wife: and he is
And the unmarried woman and the virgin
divided.
thinketh on the things of the Lord, that she may be
holy both in body and spirit. But she that is married thinketh on tlie things of this world how she may
please her husband.
And this I speak for your
profit, not to cast a snare upon you, but for that
which is decent and which may give you power to
attend upon the Lord without impediment." (I
Cor., vii, 7-8 and 32-35.)
Further, although we grant that the motive
here appealed to is in some measure utilitarian,
we shall probably be justified in saying, with the
it

.

.

.

distinguished canonist George Phillips, that the
principle which underlies the Church's action in enIII.— 31

On

the other hand, such motives as are dwelt upon

in the passage just quoted from the Epistle to the
Corinthians are of a kind which must appeal to the
intelligence of all.
The more holy and exalted we
represent the state of marriage to be, the more we
justify the married priest in giving the first place in
his thoughts to his wife and family and only the
second to his work. It would be hard to find more
unexceptionable testimony to this point of view than
No scholar of this generation
that of Dr. Dollinger.
was more intimately acquainted with the by-ways of
medieval history. No one could have supplied so
much material for a chrtmiqve scandaleuse like that
which Dr. Lea has compiled in his history of celibacy.
Moreover, when Dr. Dollinger severed his connexion
with the Church after the Vatican Council, he had
absolutely no motive to influence his judgment in
favour of Rome's traditional discipline, if it were not
that he believed that the lesson both of the past and

the present was char.
Nevertheless, when the Old
Catholics abolished compulsory celibacy for the
priesthood, Dr. Dollinger, as we are told by an intimate friend of his, an Anglican, was "sorely grieved"
by the step, and this seems to have been one of the
principal tilings which kept him from any formal participation in the Old Catholic communion.
In reference to this matter lie wrote to the same Anglican
friend
:

"

You

in

England cannot understand how comit
is into our people that a priest is
sacrifices himself for the sake of his paHe has no children of his own, in order that

pletely engrained

a

man who

rishioners.

the children in the parish may be his children.
his small wants are supplied,
all his time and thought to
it is quite otherwise with the
married pastors of the Protestants. The pastor's

all

His people know that

and that he can devote
them. They know that

may be enough for himself, but it is not
for his wife and children also.
In order to
maintain them he must take other work, literary or
scholastic, only a portion of his tunc can be given to
his people; and they know that when the interests
of lus family and those of his flock collide, his family
income
enough

1
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In short, he
must come first
has a profession or trade, a Gewerbe, rather than a
has
earn
a
livelihood.
In
almost all
to
vocation; he
Catholic congregations, a priest who married would
his
influence
would
gone.
The
be
be ruined; all
people are not at all ready for so fundamental a
clergy
circumstances
of
the
do
not
change, and the
admit of it. It is a fatal resolution. " (A. Plummer
December,
A
Expositor",
1S90,
470.)
in "The
p.
testimony given under such circumstances carries
more weight than long explanations would do.
Neither was it the only occasion on which the his"When a priest", Doltorian so expressed himself.
linger wrote in a letter to one of his Old Catholic
his flock second.

friends in 1876, "can no longer point to the personal sacrifice which he makes for the good of
his people, then it is all over with him and the
cause which he represents. He sinks to the level
of men who make a trade of their work [Er
(See
rangitrt dann mit
den Gewerbetreibenden}."
Michael, Ignaz von Dollinger, ed. 1894, p. 249.)
Supposing always that the vow of celibacy is faithfully kept, the power which this practical lesson in
disinterestedness must lend to the priest's exhortations when addressing his people is too obvious to
need insisting upon. Numberless observers, Protestant and Agnostic as well as Catholic, have borne
On the other side,
witness to the effect so produced.
the obstacles to really confidential relations and more
especially to confession in the case of the married
clergy even if this difficulty is often quite unfairly
exaggerated in the many current stories of Anglican
clergymen sharing the secrets of the confessional with
When the
their wives
are certainly real enough.
once famous Pere Hyacinthe (M. Loyson) left the
Church and married, this was the first point which at
once struck a free-thinker like George Sand. "Will
Pere Hyacinthe still hear confessions?" she wrote.
"That is the question. Is the secrecy of the confessional compatible with the mutual confidences of
conjugal love? If I were a Catholic, I would say to
my children: 'Have no secrets which cost too much
in the telling and then you will have no cause to fear
the gossip of the vicar's wife'."
Again, with regard to missionary work in barbarous countries, the advantages which lie with
a celibate clergy can hardly need insisting upon
and are freely admitted both by indifferent observers and by the non-Catholic missionaries themThe testimonies which have been gathselves.
ered in such a work as Marshall's "Christian Missions" are calculated perhaps, from their juxtaposition, to give an exaggerated impression, while the
editor's bantering tone will sometimes wound and
repel; but the indictment is substantially accurate,
and the materials for a continuation of this standard
work, which have been collected from recent sources
by the Rev. B. Wolferstan, S. J., in every respect
bear out Marshall's main contention. Over and over
again the admission is made by well-qualified observers, who are themselves either indifferent or opposed to the Catholic Faith, that whatever genuine
work of conversion is done, is effected by the Catholic
missionaries whose celibate condition permits them
to live among the natives as one of themselves. See,
fur example, to speak only of China, Stoddart, "Life
of Isabella Bird" (1906), pp. 319-320; Arnot Reid,
"Peking to Petersburgh" (1897), p. 73; Professor
E. H. Parker, "China Past and Present" (1903), pp.
95-90.
The comparatively slight cost of the Catholic missions with their unmarried clergy need not be dwelt
upon. To take a single example, the late Anglican
Bishop Bickersteth, the much-respected Bishop of
South Tokio, Japan, describes in one of his published
letters how he had "a good deal of talk" with a Catholic vicar Apostolic, who was on his way to China.

—
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Whereupon Bickersteth remarks that "Roman Cathcan teach us much by their readiness
to bear hardships.
This man and his priests are at
times subject to the most serious privations I should
fear.
In Japan a Roman priest gets one-seventh of

olics certainly

what the Church Missionary Society and the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel allow to an unmarried deacon.
Of course they can only live on the food
of the countrv."
(See "The Life and Letters of
Edward Bickersteth", 2nd ed., London, 1905, p. 214.)
With regard again to the effect upon a priest's work
the following candid testimony from a distinguished
married clergyman and professor of Trinity College,
Dublin, is very striking.
"But from the point of
view of preaching", writes Professor Mahaffy, "there
can be little doubt that married life creates great difficulties and hindrances.
The distractions caused by

and other human misfortunes increase necessarily in proportion to the number of the household;
and as the clergy in all countries are likely to have
large families the time which might be spent in meditation on their discourses is stolen from them by other
duties and other cares.
The Catholic priest when his
daily round of outdoor duties is over, comes home to
a quiet study, where there is nothing to disturb his
thoughts.
The family man is met at the door by
troops of children welcoming his return anil claiming
his interest in all their little affairs.
Or else the disagreements of the household demand him as an
umpire and his mind is disturbed by no mere speculative contemplation of the faults and follies of mankind but by their actual invasion of his home."
(Mahaffy, The Decay of Modern Preaching, London,
1882, p. 42.)
To these general considerations various replies are
urged.
In the first place, it is asserted that celibacy
is a mere specious device invented to ensure the subjection of the clergy to the central authority of the
Roman See. Such writers as Heigl (Das Colibat,
Berlin, 1902) contend that the deprivation of home
and family ties tends to rob the priest of all national
feeling and of standing in the country, and consequently to render him a willing tool in the hands of
the spiritual autocracy of the popes. The historical
summary which follows will help to do justice to this
objection.
But for the moment, we may note that
St. Dunstan, who more than any other character in
early English history is identified with the cause of a
celibate clergy, was Archbishop of Canterbury from
960 to 988, a period during which the papacy was subjected to oppression and disorder of the worst kind.
In fact the practice of celibacy was almost universally
enjoined long before the resolute energy of Gregory V 1
(Hildebrand) built up what it has of late years been
the fashion to call the papal monarchy. Again, the
consistently nationalist tone of such a chronicler as
Matthew Paris, not to speak of countless others, lets
us see how mistaken it would be to suppose that celibates are devoid of patriotism or inclined to lay aside
their racial sympathies in deference to the commands
And a similar lesson might be drawn
of the pope.
from the Gallicanism of the French clergy in the
sickness

seventeenth century, which seemingly was not inconsistent with at least ordinary fidelity to their vows of
continence.
Another objection which has been urged against
sacerdotal celibacy is that the reproduction of the
species is a primary function and law of man's nature,
and therefore constitutes an inalienable right of which
no man can deprive himself by any vow. In view of the
fact that social conditions of every sort, as well as the
moral law, necessitate celibacy on the part of millions
of the race, no one takes this objection seriously.
So
far as any justification of this position has been attempted, it has been found in the analogy of tin' animal
or vegetable kingdom, in which the reproduction of its
own kind has been represented as the main object of its
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But such a comparison applied to
pirated existence.
intellectual being like man is hardly more than
puerile, and if the argument is pressed we might answer that, as horticulturists are well aware, some of
the most beautiful and highly-developed of the natural products of our flower-gardens are only to be
obtained at the sacrifice of their fertility. The argument if anything tells the other way. The one serious
objection against the law of clerical celibacy is the
difficulty which its observance presents for all but
men of exceptionally strong character and high prinan

ciple.

Such writers as Dr. H. C. Lea and M. Chavard
have set themselves to gather up all the scandalous
excesses which have been charged against a celibate
priesthood since the beginning of the Middle Ages.
It has been their aim to show that the observance of
continence in a much-exposed life is beyond the
strength of the average man. and that consequently
to bind the rank and file of the clergy by such a law
is only to open the door to irregularities and abuses
far more derogatory to the priestly character than
the toleration of honourable marriage could possibly
be.
They urge that, in point of fact, the law during
long periods of time has become a dead letter throughout the greater part of Christendom, and that its only
result has been to force the priest into courses of
licence and hypocrisy which have nibbed him of all
power to influence men for good. As to the historical
evidence upon which such charges are based, there
will probably always be much difference of opinion.
The anti-clerical animus which prompts a certain type
of mind to rake these scandals together, and to revel
in and exaggerate their prurient details, is ai least as
marked as the tendency on the part of the Church's
apologists to ignore these uncomfortable pages of history altogether.
In any case, it may be said in reply,
that the observance of continence with substantial
fidelity by a numerous clergy, even for centuries together, is assuredly not beyond the strength of human
nature when elevated by prayer and strengthened by
Divine grace.
Not to speak of such countries as Ireland ami Germany, where, it might be contended, the
admixture with other creeds tends to put the Catholic
clergy unduly upon their mettle, we might turn to the
example of France or Belgium during the last century.
Xo candid student of history who reviews this period
will hesitate to admit that the immense majority of
many thousands of secular priests in these two countries have led lives which are clean and upright, in
We prove it not
accordance with their professions.
only by the good report which they have enjoyed
with all moderate men. by the tone of respectable
novelists who have portrayed them in fiction, by the
testimony of foreign residents, and by the comparatively ran' occurrence of scandals, but, what is most
striking of all. we argue from the tributes paid to (heir
integrity by former associates who have themselves
severed their connexion with the Catholic Church,
men, for example, like M. LoVBOn (I'ere II yacinthe
or M. Ernest Kenan.
Speaking of the wholesale
charges of incontinence often levelled against a celibate priesthood, \I. Kenan remarks: "The fact is
that what is commonly said about the morality of
the clergy is. so far as my experience goes, absolutely
thirteen years of my
devoid of foundation.
I spent
never saw the
life under the charge of priests, and
shadow of a scandal \jr n'ai pus VIA i'ombre it' tin srondalc]: I have known no priests but good priests.
The
ional may possibly be productive of evil in
some countries, but
saw no trace of it in my life as
i

I

I

an

(Renan, Souvenirs d'Enfance

ecclesiastic

et

de

Jeunesse. p.
0,
Similarly M. Loyson. when seeking to justify his
own marriage, does not attempt to suggest that the
obligation of celibacy was beyond the strength of the
average man, or that the Catholic clergy lived other]

|
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wise than chastely.

am

On

the contrary, he writes:

"I

aware of the true state of our clergy. I
of the self-sacrifice and virtues within its ranks."
His line of argument is that the priest needs to be
reconciled with the interests, the affections, and the
duties of human nature which seems to mean that he
ought to be made less spiritual and more earthly. " It
is only", he says, "by tearing himself away from the
traditions of a blind asceticism, and of a theocracy
well

know

;

more political than religious, that the priest will
become once more a man and a citizen. He will find
himself at the same time more truly a priest." We
are not contending that the high moral standard conspicuous in the clergy of France and Belgium is to be
found in an equally-marked degree all over the world.
Our argument is that the observance of celibacy is
not only possible for the few called to be monks and
enjoying the special safeguards of the monastic life,
but that it is not beyond the strength of a great body
of men numbered by tens of thousands, and recruited,
as the French and Belgian clergy mostly are, from the
ranks of the industrious peasantry. We have no
wish to deny or to palliate the very low level of morality to which at different periods of the world's history,
and in different countries calling themselves Christian, the Catholic priesthood has occasionally sunk,
but such scandals are no more the effect of compulsory celibacy than the prostitution, which is everywhere rampant in our great cities, is the effect of our
marriage laws. We do not abolish Christian marriage because so large a proportion of mankind are not
faithful to the restraints which it imposes on human
concupiscence. No one in his heart believes that
civilized nations would be cleaner or purer if polygamy
were substituted for monogamy. Neither is there any
reason to suppose that scandals would lie fewer and
the clergy more respected if Catholic priests were perstill

mitted to marry.

—

—

History of Clerical Celibacy. First Period.
Turning now to the historical development of the
present law of celibacy, we must necessarily begin
with St. Paul's direction (I Tim., iii, 2, 12, and Titus.
" the husi, 6) that a bishop or a deacon should be
These passages seem fatal to any
band of one wife
contention that celibacy was made obligatory upon
the clergy from the beginning, but on the other hand,
the Apostle's desire that other men might be as himself (I Cor., vii, 7-8, already quoted) precludes the inference that he wished all ministers of the Gospel to
be married. The words beyond doubt mean that the
fitting candidate was a man who, amongst other qualities which St. Paul enunciates as likely to make his
authority respected, possessed also such stability of
character as was shown, in those days of frequent
The didivorce, by remaining faithful to one wife.
rection is therefore restrictive, not injunctive; it exeludes men who have married more than once, but it
does not impose marriage as a necessary condition.
This freedom of choie, seems to have lasted during
tin' whole of what we may call, with Vacandard, the
first period of the Church's legislation, i.e. down to
about the time of Constantine and the Council of
'

'.

Nic;ea.

A strenuous attempt has indeed been made by
some writers, of whom the late Professor Bickell
was the most distinguished, to prove that even at this
early date the Church exacted celibacy of all her ministers of the higher grades.
But the contrary view,
represented by such scholars as Punk and Kraus,
much better founded and has won general acIt is not. of course, disceptance of recent years.
puted that at all times virginity was held in honour,
and that in particular larce numbers of the clergy
practised it or separated from their wives if they were

Tcrtulhan comments with admiraupon the number of those in sacred orders who
have embraced continence (De exhortatione castitaalready married.
tion
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while Origen seems to contrast the
spiritual offspring of the priests of the New Law with
the natural offspring begotten in wedlock by the
Clearly,
priests of the Old (In Levit. Horn, vi, § 6).
however, there is nothing in this or similar language
which could be considered decisive, and Bickell, in
support of his thesis, found it needful to appeal
mainly to the testimony of writers of the fourth and
Thus Eusebius declares that it is befifth century.
fitting that priests and those occupied in the ministry
should observe continence (Demonst. Evangel., I, c.
ix), and St. Cyril of Jerusalem urges that the minister
of the altar who serves God properly holds himself
aloof from women (Cat. xii, 25). St. Jerome further
seems to speak of a custom generally observed when
he declares that clerics, " even though they may have
wives, cease to be husbands".
But the passage most confidently appealed to is
one of St. Epiphanius where the holy doctor first of
all speaks of the accepted ecclesiastical rule of the
priesthood (k6.vovo. rjjs Uooairris) as something established by the Apostles (Ha?r., xlviii, 9), and
then in a later passage seems to describe this rule or
tis,

cap.

canon

xiii),

in

some

detail.

"Holy Church", he

says,

"respects the dignity of the priesthood to such a
point that she does not admit to the diaconate, the
priesthood, or the episcopate, no nor even to the subdiaconate, anyone still living in marriage and begetShe accepts only him who if married
ting children.
gives up his wife or has lost her by death, especially in
those places where the ecclesiastical canons are
strictly

attended to"

(Haer.,

lix.

A).

Epiphanius

goes on, however, to explain that there are localities
in which priests and deacons continue to have children, but he argues against the practice as most unbecoming and urges that the Church under the guidance of the Holy Ghost has always in the past shown
her disapproval of such procedure. But we need
hardly insist that all this is very inadequate evidence
(even when supplemented by some few citations from
St. Ephraem and other Orientals) to support the contention that a general rule of celibacy existed from
Apostolic times. Writers in the fourth century were
prone to describe many pract ices (e g. the Lenten fast of
forty days) as of Apostolic institution which certainly
had no claim to be so regarded. On the other hand,
there are facts which tell the other way. The statement
of Clement of Alexandria at an earlier date is open to
no ambiguity. After commenting on the texts of St.
Paul noted above, and expressing his veneration for a
"All the same, the
life of chastity, Clement adds:
Church fully receives the husband of one wife whether
he be priest or deacon or layman, supposing always
that he uses his marriage blamelessly, and such a one
shall be saved in the begetting of children" (Stromateis, III, xiii).
Not less explicit is the testimony given by the
church historian, Socrates. He declares that in the
Eastern Churches neither priests nor even bishops
were bound to separate from their wives, though he
recognized that a different custom obtained in ThesFurther,
saly and in Greece (H. E., Bk. V, cap. xxii).
in his account of the Council of Nicaea (Bk. I, cap. xi)
Socrates tells the story of Paphnutius rising in the
assembly and objecting to an enactment which he conIt would
sidered too rigorous in behalf of celibacy.
be sufficient, he thought, that such as had previouslyshould
matriabjure
calling
sacred
on
their
entered
mony according to the ancient tradition of the Church,
but that none should be separated from her to whom,
while yet unordained, he had been united. And these
sentiments he expressed although himself without experience of marriage. Some attempt has been made
to discredit this story, but nearly all modern scholars
(notably Bishop von Hefele, with his most recent
editor. Pom II. Leelercq) accept it without reserve.
The (act that the attitude of Bishop Paphnutius dif.

but little from the existing practice of the Eastern Churches is alone a strong point in its favour.
These testimonies, it will be observed, are from Eastern sources and indicate, no doubt, the prevailing

fers

Wernz expresses the opinion that
Oriental discipline.
from the earliest days of the Church the custom, if not
the law, was for bishops, priests, and all in major
orders, to observe celibacy.
Second Period. In the history of clerical celibacy
conciliar legislation marks the second period during
which the law took definite shape both in the East
and in the West. The earliest enactment on the subject is that of the Spanish Council of Elvira (between
295and302) in canon xxxiii. It imposes celibacy upon
the three higher orders of the clergy, bishops, priests,
and deacons. If they continue to live with their
wives and beget children after their ordination they
This would seem to have been the
are to be deposed.
beginning of the divergence in this matter between
East and West. If we may trust the account of
Socrates, just quoted, an attempt was made at the
Council of Nicaea (perhaps by Bishop Osius who had
also sat at Elvira) to impose a law similar to that
passed in the Spanish council. But Paphnutius,
as we have seen, argued against it, and the Fathers of
Nicaea were content with the prohibition expressed
in the third canon which forbade mulieres subintroductas.
No bishop, priest, or deacon was to have any
woman living in the house with him, unless it were hit
mother, sister, or aunt, or at any rate persons agains'
whom no suspicion could lodge. But the account of
Socrates at the same time shows that marriage on the
part of those who were already bishops or priests was
not contemplated; in fact, that it was assumed to be
contrary to the tradition of the Church. This is
again what we learn from the Council of Ancyra in
Galatia, in 314 (canon x), and of Neo-Caesarea in

—

Cappadocia, in

315 (canon

i).

The

latter

canon

absolutely forbids a priest to contract a new marriage
under the pain of deposition the former forbids even
a deacon to contract marriage, if at the moment of his
ordination he made no reservation as to celibacy.
Supposing, however, that he protested at the time
that a celibate life was above his strength, the decrees
of Ancyra allow him to marry subsequently, as having
tacitly received the permission of the ordaining
There is nothing here which of itself forbids
bishop.
even a bishop to retain his wife, if he were married
before ordination.
In this respect the law, as observed in the Eastern Churches, was drawn gradually
Justinian's Code of Civil Law would not
tighter.
allow anyone who had children or even nephews to be
consecrated bishop, for fear that natural affection
The Apostolic Conshould warp his judgment.
stitutions (c. 400), which formed the principal factor
of the church law of the East, are not particularly
rigid on the point of celibacy, but whether through
imperial influence or not the Council of Trullo, in W2,
Celibacy
finally adopted a somewhat stricter view.
If he were
in a bishop became a matter of precept.
previously married, he had at once to separate from his
On the other hand, this
wife upon his consecration.
council, while forbidding priests, deacons, and subdeacons to take a wife after ordination, asserts in
emphatic terms their right and duty to continue in
conjugal relations with the wife to whom they had
This canon (xiii of Trullo)
1
n wedded previously.
still makes the law for the great majority of_ the
Churches of the Fast, though some of the I'niat
communions have adopted the Western discipline.
In Latin Christendom, however, everything was
We have already Bpoken of
ripe for a stricter law.
the Council of Elvira, and this does not seem to have
" As a rule ",
been an isolated expression of opinion.
:

remarks Bishop Wordsworth from his anti-celibate
standpoint, "the great writers of the fourth and fifth
century pressed celibacy as the more excellent way
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would thrust upon

it in this matter.
Such writers as
Augustine, St. Ambrose, St. Jerome, St. Hilary,
could hardly be described as acting in collusion
with the supposed ambitious projects of the Holy See
to enslave and denationalize the local clergy.
Although it is true that at the close of the fourth cen-

St.

etc.,

tury, as
I, 1),

we may
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with an unfair and misleading emphasis which led to
the gravest moral mischief and loss of power in the
Church." (The Ministry of Grace, 1902, p. 223.)
This, one would think, must be held to relieve the
papacy of some of the onus which modern critics

learn from St. Ambrose (De Officiis,
clergy were still to be found, espe-

some married

country districts, many laws
then enacted were strong in favour of celibacy. At a
Roman council held by Pope Siricius in 386 an edict
was passed forbidding priests and deacons to have
conjugal intercourse with their wives (Jaffe-Ldwenfeld, Regesta, I, 41), and the pope took steps to have
the decree enforced in Spain and in other parts of
Christendom (Migne, P. L., LVI, 558 and 728).
Africa and Gaul, as we learn from the canons of
various synods, seem to have been earnest in the
same movement, and though we hear of some mitigation of the severity of the ordinance of Elvira.
6eeing that in many localities- no more severe penalty
was enforced against transgressors than that if they
took back their wives they were declared incapable
of promotion to any higher grade, it may fairly be
said that by the time of St. Leo the Great the law of
celibacy was generally recognized in the West.
With
regard to subdeacons. indeed, the case was not clear.
Pope Siricius (3S5-39S) seems to rank them with
acolytes and not to require separation from their
wives until after the age of thirty when they might be
ordained deacons if they had previously, during some
short period of trial, given proof of their ability to
Writers like Punk
lead a life of stricter continence.
and Wernz regard them as bound to celibacy in the
time of Pope Leo the Great (446). The Council of
Agde in Gaul, in 506, forbade subdeacons to marry,
and such synods as those of Orleans in 538 and
Tours in 567 prohibited even those already married
from continuing to live with their wives. As other
councils took an opposite line, the uncertainty continued until King Pepin, in 747. addressed a quesEven then
tion upon the subject to Pope Zachary.
the pope left each locality in some measure to its
own traditions, but he decided clearly that once a
man had received the subdiaconate he was no longer
The doubtful point
free to contract a new marriage.
was the lawfulness of his continuing to live with his
wife as her husband.
During this Merovingian period
the actual separation of the clergy from the wives
which they had previously married was not insisted
on.
A law of the Emperor Honorius, in 420, forbids
that these wives should be left unprovided for, and
it even lays stress upon the fact that by their upright
behaviour they baa helped their husbands to earn
that good repute which had made them worthy of
However, this living together in the
ordination.
relation of brother and sister cannot have proved
entirely satisfactory, even though it had in its favour
such illustrious examples as those of St. Paulinus of
cially in the outlying

Nola, and of Salvinianus of Marseilles.
At any rate the synods of the sixth and seventh
centuries, while fully recognizing the posit inn of these
former wives and according them even the formal
designation of bishopess, priestess, deaconess, and
presbytera,
diaconi&sa,
Bubaeaconess (episcopissa,
tubdiaconissa), laid down some very strict rules to
guide their relations witli their former husbands. The
bishopess, as a rule, did not live in the same house
with the bishop (see the Council of Tours in 567, c
xiv).
For the lower grades actual separation does not
Beem to have been required, although the Council of
Orleans in 541, can. xvii, ordained; "ut sacerdotes sive
>>

conjugibus suis non habeant commune
while curious regulations were
lectum et cellulam
enforced requiring the presence of subordinate clergy
diaconi

cum

,

in the sleeping apartment of the bishop, archpriest,
etc., to prevent all suspicion of scandal (see, e. g., the
Council of Tours, in 567, canons xiii and xx). A good
deal seems to have been done at the beginning of the
Carlovingian epoch to set things upon a more satisTo this St. Chrodegang (q. v.
factory footing.
formerly the chancellor of Charles Martel, and after
742 Bishop of Metz, contributed greatly by his institution of canons. These were clergy leading a life in
common (vita canon ica), according to the rule composed for them by St. Chrodegang himself, but at the
,

their hours of study and
prayer from giving themselves like ordinary secular
This
priests to the pastoral duties of the ministry.
institution developed rapidly and met with much encouragement. In a slightly modified form the Rule
of St. Chrodegang was approved by the Council of
Aachen, in 816, and it formed the basis of the cathedral chapters in most of the dioceses throughout the
dominions of Charlemagne.
The influence both of these canons who devoted
themselves principally to the public recitation of the
Office, as also of those who lived with the bishop
in the episeopium and were busied with parochial
work, seems to have had an excellent effect upon the
general standard of clerical duty.
Unfortunately,
"the Iron Age", that terrible period of war, barbarism, and corruption in high places which marked the
break-up of the Carlovingian Empire, followed almost
immediately upon this revival. " Impurity, adultery,
sacrilege and murder have overwhelmed the world",
cried the Council of Trosly in 909.
The episcopal
sees, as we learn from such an authority as Bishop
Egbert of Trier, were given as fiefs to rude soldiers,
and were treated as property which descended by
hereditary right from father to son (Imbert de la
Tour, Les elections 6pics., I, vii; III, iv). A terrible
picture of the decay both of clerical morality and
of all sense of anything like vocation is drawn in the
writings of St. Peter Damian, particularly in his
"Liber Gomorrhianus". The style, no doubt, is
rhetorical and exaggerated, and his authority as an
eyewitness does not extend beyond that district of
Northern Italy, in which he lived, but we have evidence from other sources that the corruption was
widespread and that few parts of the world failed to

same time not precluded by

feel the effect of the licence and venality of the times.
How could it be otherwise when there were intruded
into bishoprics on every side men of brutal nature
and unbridled passions, who gave the very worst example to the clergy over whom they ruled? Undoubtedly during this period the traditions of sacerdotal celibacy in Western Christendom suffered
severely, but even though a large number of the
clergy, not only priests but bishops, openly took
wives and begot children to whom they transmitted
their benefices, the principle of celibacy w:us never
completely surrendered in the official enactments of
the
hurch.
(

With Pope St. Leo IX. St. Gregory VII (Hildebrand),and their successors, a determined and sui
stand was made against the further spread of corruption. For a while in certain districts where effective
interference appeared hopeless, it would seem that
various synodal enactments allowed the rural clergy
to retain the wives to whom hey had previously
married.
See, for example, the Councils of Lisieux
in 1064 (DeUsle in the "Journal ^'^ Savants", 1901,
p. 517), Rouen in 1063 and 1072, and Winchester,
this last presided over by Lanfranc, in 1076.
In all
these we may possibly trace the personal influence of
William tin' Conqueror,
But despite these concessions, the attitude of Gregory VII remained firm, and
tin
reform which he consolidated has never subseful

I
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quently been set aside. His determined attitude
brought forth a whole literature of protests (see the
Libelli de Lite, 3 vols., in Mon. Germ. Hist.), amongst
others the letter "De Continentia" which Dr. H. C.
Lea (Celibacy, 1907, I, 171) is not ashamed even now
to attribute to St. Ulric of Augsburg, though every
modern scholar admits it to be a forgery, fabricated
more than a hundred years after St. Ulrie's death.
The point is of importance because the evidence seems
to show that in this long struggle the whole of the
more high-principled and more learned section of the
clergy was enlisted in the cause of celibacy. The incidents of the long final campaign, which began indeed
even before the time of Pope St. Leo IX and lasted
down to the First Council of Lateran in 1123, are too
complicated to be detailed here. We may note, however, that the attack was conducted along two distinct lines of action.
In the first place, disabilities
of all kinds were enacted and as far as possible enforced against the wives and children of ecclesiastics.
Their offspring were declared to be of servile condition, debarred from sacred orders, and, in particular,
incapable of succeeding to their fathers' benefices.
The earliest decree in which the children were declared
to be slaves, the property of the Church, and never to
be enfranchised, seems to have been a canon of the
Synod of Pavia in 1018. Similar penalties were promulgated later on against the wives and concubines
(see the Synod of Melfi, 1189, can. xii), who by the
very fact of their unlawful connexion with a subdeacon or clerk of higher rank became liable to be seized
Hefele (Coneiliengeas slaves by the over-lord.
schichte, V, 195) sees in this the first trace of the
principle that the marriages of clerics are ipso jacto
invalid.

As regards the offenders themselves, the strongest
step seems to have been that taken by Nicholas II in
1059, and more vigorously by Gregory VII in 1075, who
interdicted such priests from saying Mass and from all
ecclesiastical functions, while the people were forbidden to hear the Masses which they celebrated or to
admit their ministrations so long as they remained
contumacious. In the controversies of tliis time the
Masses said by these incontinent priests were sometimes described as "idolatrous"; but this word must
not be pressed, as if it meant to insinuate that such
priests were incapable of consecrating validly.
The
term was only loosely used, just as it was also sometimes applied at the same period to any sort of
homage rendered to an antipope.
Moreover the
wording of a letter of F/rban II (Ep. cclxxiii) enforcing the decree makes an exception for cases of urgent
necessity, as, for example, when Communion has to
be given to the dying. Clearly, therefore, the validity
of the sacraments when consecrated or administered
by a married priest was not in question. Finally, in
1 123, at the First Lateran Council, an enactment was
passed (confirmed more explicitly in the Second Lateran Council, can. vii) which, while not in itself very
plainly worded, was held to pronounce the marriages
contracted by subdeacons or ecclesiastics of any of
the higher orders to be invalid (contracta quoque
matrimonia ab hujusmodi pcrsonis disjungi
judicamus can. xxi). This may be said to mark the
victory of the cause of celibacy.
Henceforth all conjugal relations on the part of the clergy in sacred
orders were reduced in the eyes of the canon law to
mere concubinage. Neither can it be pretended that
this legislation, backed, as it were, by the firm and
clear pronouncements of the Fourth Council of Lateran in 1215, and later by those of the Council of
lout, remained any longer a dead letter.
Laxity
among the clergy at certain periods and in certain
localities must undoubtedly be admitted, but the
principles of the canon law remained unshaken, and
despite all assertions to the contrary made by unscrupulous assailants of the Roman system the call

—
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to a

life of self-denying continence has, as a rule,
been respected by the clergy of Western Christendom.
In England. A few words may here be added in
particular about the history of clerical celibacy upon
English soil. Very extreme views have been put forward by various Anglican writers. Passing over Dr.
Lea as quite untrustworthy, the following statement
of a more sober writer, the Bishop of Salisbury (John
Wordsworth), may be taken as a specimen. After
declaring that during the Anglo-Saxon period the
English clergy were undisguisedly married, he adds:
"It would be easy to multiply evidence for the continuance of a practically married clergy in this country up to the time of the Reformation.
Sometimes I
believe that they were privately but still legally married so that their wives and children might have the
benefit of their property after their death.
For all
marriages properly performed in England were valid
according to the civil law, unless they were voided by

—

action in the Bishop's Court, down to the passing of
Lord Lyndhurst's Act in 1835, however much they
might be contrary to law" (Ministry of Grace, p. 236).
It can only be said that this is a quite gratuitous
assertion, unsupported by any evidence yet produced,
and founded in the main upon that strange misconception, so well exposed in Professor Maitland's
" Roman Canon Law in the Church of England ", that
ecclesiastical law in England differed from, and was
independent of, the jus commune (i. e. the canon law)
of the Catholic Church.
Objectors may safely be
challenged to produce a single case during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in which a clerk in
sacred orders went through the marriage ceremony
with any woman, or in which his wife or the children
born after his ordination claimed to inherit his property upon his death.
On the other hand, the denunciations of all such unions as mere concubinage are innumerable, and the evidence for any great prevalence
of these irregular connexions, despite the rhetorical exaggerations of such writers as Gower or Langland, is
relatively slight.
Unfortunately, nearly all the bestknown popular histories (Trevelyan's "Age of Wicliffe"
might be cited as a specimen) are written with a strong
anti-Roman or anti-sacerdotal bias, particularly disastrous in matters in which there can be no question of
compa rati ve statistics, but only of general impressions.
With regard to the Saxon and Angevin period
again, careful study of the evidence has convinced
the present writer that a very exaggerated estimate
has been formed of the prevalence of marriage or
concubinage among the secular clergy. Two points
deserve especially to be remembered. First, that the
Anglo-Saxon word preost does not necessarily mean a
priest but simply a cleric.
The ordinary word for
priest in the sense of sacerdos, was maesse-preost.
This is continually ignored, but the evidence for it is
quite unmistakable and is fully admitted in BosworthToller's "Dictionary" and in the important monograph. "The Influence of Christianity upon the Vocabulary of Old English" (1902) by the American
scholar Dr. H. MacGillivray. To take one illustration, Abbot jElfric writes: "Gemaenes hades prcostum is alyfed
thaet hi syferlice sincipes brucon "
i. e. "To clerics [preostum] of the common order [i. e.
.

.

.

minor orders]

it is permitted that they
enjoy marriage soberly"; and then he continues:
"but in sooth to the others that minister at God's
and deacons
altar, that is to say to mass-priests
(mmsseprcostum and diaconum), all conjugal relations
are forbidden" (yElfric, Homilies, ed, Thorpe, II. 94).
Similarly, where Bede speaks of St. Wilfrid receh ing

to clerks in

the tonsure, the Anglo-Saxon translation, as in many
similar cases, renders it, "he waes to preost gesceoWilren", i. e. he was shorn into a cleric (preost),
frid's ordination as priest did not take place until
Now the importance of this will
several years later.
be appreciated when we find a well-known historian
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writing thus: "Celibacy was avowedly not practised
by the northern clergy [in Anglo-Saxon England].
The law of the Northumbrian Priests declares 'if a
priest, forsake a woman and take another let him be
excommunicate'. A priest might therefore take a
wife and cleave tn her without rebuke". (Hunt, The
English Church to the Norman Conquest, 1S99, p.
Now this piece of evidence is quite inconclu383.)
sive; the word preost which is here used, may or may
not mean a cleric in sacred orders.
We have no right
to assume that it refers to any other class of preost,
i. e. cleric, than those in minor orders who were always
entirely free to many.
The second point which it is
equally important to remember is that clerics in minor
orders were a very numerous class in Saxon, Norman,
and Angevin times. With us there are, practically
speaking, no clerics but those who are immediately
preparing for ordination to the priesthood, while such
candidates now from their earliest years lead a life
apart from the world in the seclusion of colleges and
seminaries.
In the medieval Church things were very
different.

Almost

all

young men with any

edu-

little

cation preferred to enroll themselves in the ranks of
the clergy by receiving the tonsure, hoping that some
chance of employment or of a benefice might come
their way.
They were still .free to marry and sometimes they married openly. But often, it seems, they
entangled themselves in rather ambiguous relations
which in the then state of the marriage law might
easily lie legitimized afterwards, but which also might
be repudiated and broken off if they desired to receive
ordination.
All this, which up to a certain point was not inconsistent with good faith, unfortunately prepared the
way for easy relapses into incontinence, and generated
a public opinion in which it was not accounted a reproach to be known as the son of a priest. Undoubtedly the sons of priests formed a large class. There
was a natural tendency to bring them up also as
clerics, ami there was no doubt an immense amount of
scheming, not (infrequently successful, to secure their
promotion to the benefices held by their fathers. But
it would be a great mistake to regard these sons of
priests as all necessarily born in flagrant violation of
the canons. The situation was a very complicated
one, and it is impossible to pronounce any sober opinion upon its moral aspects without a careful study,
on the one hand, of the conditions of social, and particularly of student, life, which in many respects contradict all the usages with which we are now familiar;
and secondly, without an appreciation of the ambiguities of the marriage law, as regards which the difficulties raised by the sponsalia de prwsenti have long been
the despair of canonists (see Freisen, Geschichte des
kanonise hen Eherechts, 2nd ed., 1893). One of the- 'oust it utioris of the Legate Otho, issued in 12.37, is particularly instructive in this connexion. He has learnt, he
declares, on good authority that "many clerics [not yet
priests, be it noted] forgetful of the salvation of their
souls, after contracting a clandestine marriage, do not
fear to retain the churches (to which they may previously have
D appointed without putting away
their wives, and to acquire fresh ecclesiastical benefices
and to be promoted tn sacred orders contrary to the provisions of the sacred canons, and finally in clue course
of time after children have been reared from this
union, to prove at the proper moment, by means of
witnesses and documents, whether they themselves
be still living or have passed away, that a marriage
had really been contracted between the parties".
(Wilkins, 'I, 653.)
To meel this, Otho decrees that
any married clerk in possession of a benefice, loses all
title to it ipso jure, and secondly, that all property in
possession of such clerks or priests who have been
clandestinely married before their promotion to Holy
orders, is to go to the Church and none of it to their
children.
But the whole legal aspect of the celibacy
(

I
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question in England can best be studied in the pages

Lyndewode's " Provincial*' ". (See particularly
pp. 1(3 sqq. and 12(3-130, of the standard edition of
The one thing which Lyndewode makes clear,
1079.)
contrary to the statement of Bishop Wordsworth,
quoted above, is that the English Church in the fifteenth century refused to recognize the existence of
any such entity as a priest's "wife".
It knew of
nothing but concubintr and denii d I" these any legal
right whatever or any claim upon the property of the
partner of their guilt.
Present Position.
With regard to the law of celibacy and its canonical effects in the Western Church
at the present day, only one or two points can be
briefly touched upon.
For the details the reader
must be referred to such a work as that of Wernz, "Jus
Deeretalium", II, 295-321. Clerks in minor orders,
as already stated, are free to marry, and by such marriages they forfeit the privilegia canonis and the privilegia fori only in part, provided they observe the required conditions (cf. Decreta Cone. Trid., Sess
XXIII, cap. vi); though in our day such observance is practically impossible; but they are incapable
of being promoted to sacred orders unless they
separate from their wives, and make a vow of perpetual continence.
Further, if as clerks they held
any benefice or ecclesiastical pension, these are at
once forfeited by marriage, and they become incapable of acquiring any new benefice.
Historically there
has been some little variation of practice with regard
to married clerks, and the severe measures enacted in
their regard by Pope Alexander III were subsequently
mitigated by "Boniface VIII and the Council of Trent.
As regards ecclesiastics in sacred orders (i. e. the subdiaeonate and those that follow), the teaching of both
theologians and canonists alike, for many centuries
past, has been unanimous as regards tin- facts, though
some little divergence has existed regarding the manner of explaining them.
All are agreed that the
subdeacon in presenting himself of his own free will
for ordination binds himself by a tacit vow of chastity
(see Wernz, IV, n. 393), and that this even constitutes
a diriment impediment in view of any subsequent
marriage. The idea of this votum annexion seems to
be traceable in one form or another as far back as the
time of Gregory the Great. Although the opposition
to the law of celibacy frequently took the form of
open agitation, both in the earlier Middle Ages and
again at the Reformation period, only one such movement calls for notice in modern times. This was an
association formed principally in Wurtemberg and
Baden in the early part of the nineteenth century to
advocate the mitigation or repeal of the law of celibacy. The agitation was condemned by an Encyclical
of Pope Gregory XVI, on 15 August, 1832, and no more
permanent harm seems to have resulted than the
publication of a certain amount of disaffected literature, such as the pretentious but extremely biassed
ami inaccurate work on compulsory celibacy by the
brothers Theiner, a book which was at once prohibited by authority and repudiated by Aug. Theiner
before he was reconciled to the Church (see bibliogr.).
Law nj Celibacy in Oriental Churches. Upon this
head something has already been said above, and the
general principle has been stated that in the Oriental
Churches deacons and priests are free to retain the
wives to whom tiny have been wedded before ordination, but are not allowed to contract any new marriage when once they are ordained.
A few details
may here be added about the practice of the different
Churches, taking first the Bchismatical communions
and then those united to the Holy Set
In the Greek Churches acknowledging the jurisdiction of the schismatic Patriarchs of Constantinople,
Alexandria, etc., lectors and cantors, who are clerics
in minor orders, are still free to marry, but if they contract a second marriage they can be promoted to no
of

—

—
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no longer allowed to exercise their functions. Subdeacons seem to be able to marry a second time without being deposed, but in that ease they cannot be
promoted to the priesthood. Again, a priest who
before his ordination has contracted an unlawful marriage, even unwittingly, is no longer permitted to ex-

when

the fact is discovare bidden to practise
continence during the time of their service of the
In 1S97 there seem to have been 4025 parish
altar.
churches in Greece, and these were served by 5423

married and 242 unmarried priests.
In the Russian Church, though a previous marriage
seems to be, practically speaking, a conditio sine qua
non for ordination in the case of the secular clergy,
their canonists deny that this is a strict obligaThe candidate for orders must either be already
married or must formally declare his intention of remaining celibate. Any marriage attempted after
the reception of the subdiaconate is invalid and the

still

tion.

ecclesiastic so offending renders himself liable to
severe penalties. Further, to have been already

married, or to have married a widow, or to have contracted any other marriage which offends against the
canons e. g. with a near relative, an unbeliever, or
person of notoriously loose character, e. g. an actress
constitutes
a disqualification for ordination.
Formerly the priest who lost his wife was required to
He is still free to do so and
retire into a monastery.
in this way may qualify for higher functions, e. g. for
the episcopate, etc., the bishops in the Greek and
Russian Church being selected exclusively from the
monastic clergy. Since the beginning of the eighteenth century, widower priests are no longer compelled to retire into monasteries, but they need the
permission of the Synod to continue to discharge
their parochial functions.
In the Armenian Church, again, clerics in minor
orders are still free to contract marriage, and such
marriage is required as a condition for ordination to
the simple secular priesthood. Besides monks and
the ordinary clergy, the Armenian Church recognizes
a class of Yartapeds, or preachers, who are celibate
From their ranks the
priests of higher education.
bishops and higher clergy are as a rule selected. It
is only by exception that a monk is chosen to the
episcopate.
Amongst the Nestorians celibacy is not so much
honoured as amongst most of the Oriental Churches.

—

—

Priests and deacons may marry even after ordination,
and if their wife should die they may marry a second
Still, bishops are required to
or even a third time.
live as celibates, though formerly this does not seem
the
case.
to have been
The Copts and also the Abyssinian Monophysites
resemble the Greek Church in their laws regarding
marriage contracted after the
clerical marriage.
reception of Holy orders, or any second marriage, involves deposition.
All the Coptic bishops are chosen
from the monastic clergy. Among the Syrian JacoBishops, as a rule, are
bites similar rules prevail.
chosen from the monks and a second marriage is forIf, howbidden to a priest who is left a widower.
ever, he marries, the marriage is regarded as valid
though he is deprived of bis clerical functions.
Turning now to the Oriental Churches in communion with the Holy See, we may note that as a
ineligible for
il principle married clerics are not
As in
the subdiaconate. diaconate, and priesthood.
the Russian Church they must either be married in
accordance with tin' canons (i. e. not to a widow, etc.),
or else as a preliminary to ordination they are asked
whether they will promise to observe chastity. The
full recognition of the right of the Oriental clergy to
retain their wives will be found in the Constitution of

A
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higher grade, and if they are guilty of incontinence
with any other person or marry a third time, they are

ercise his priestly functions
ered.
Priests and deacons

— —

Benedict XIV, "Etsi pastoralis", 2G May, 1742.
There has, however, been a strong movement of
recent years among the Oriental 1'niat Churches
favouring conformity with Western Christendom in
For example, the Armenian
this matter of celibacy.

Church dependent upon the Patriarch of Cilicia, even
as far back as July, 1869, passed a resolution that
celibacy should be required of all the higher orders of
the clergy. Again the Synod of Scharfa in Syria, in
1888, decreed that "the celibate life which is already
observed by the great majority of the priests of our
Church should henceforth be common to all", although the deacons and priests who were already
married were allowed to continue as before, and
though a certain power of dispensation in cases of
Similarly in
necessity was left with the patriarch.
1898 a synod of the Uniat Copts at Alexandria decandidates
for
any of the
creed that henceforth all
higher orders must be celibate "according to the
Alexandria
and
the
Church
of
ancient discipline of
the other Churches of God".
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Herbert Thurston.
Cella, one of the

names by which the small me-

morial chapels sometimes erected in the Christian
cemeteries of the first age were known; these edifices
are also referred to as memories martyrum confessiones,
The term cella in this sense occurs in a very
etc.
interesting inscription of Caesarea in Mauretania
quoted by De Rossi (Bullet., April, 1S64):—
,

AREAM AT

[ad]

SEPULCHRA CULTOR VERBI

CONTULIT,

ET CELLAM STRt'XIT SVIS CTJNCTIS SUMPTIBUS.
[This cemetery (area) was given by a worshipper of
the Word, who also erected a chapel (cella) at his
own expense.] It is the general opinion of archaeologists that the edifices erected in the Roman cemeteries by Pope Fabian (236-250) [Multas fabricas
per cymeteria fieri pnecepti (Lib. Pont., 1. 148)] were
memorial cilia: constructed primarily as places for
the celebration of the funeral agapa or anniversaries
by friends of the deceased, when the oblatio pro dorTwo such
mitione, or Mass for the dead, was offered.
celUe, or cemeterial basilicas, dedicated respectively to
Sts. Sixtus and Cecilia and St. Soter, may still be
Men in the cemetery of St. Callistus. In form they
belong to the class of edifices known as cclhc trichora,
each consisting of a rectangular nave terminating in
three semicircular apses, the chords of which form
In other instances cetta terthree sides of a square.
minate in a single apse. Originally eat hof these a Ua
consisted of three apses alone which probably served
as a choir or sanctuary for the clergy during the celebration of the liturgy, while the congregation assisted
Owing to
at the services from the adjacent lawn.
the great respect of the Roman civil authorities for
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places of interment, it is conjectured that, except in
the more rigorous persecutions, the Christians may
have sometimes held their regular Sunday liturgical
services in the manner described, under the pretext
of memorial services for the dead.
VENABLEa in Diet. Christ. Antii]., a. v.: Kraus, Gesch. der
chrisU. Kunst (Freiburg, 1896), I; Kacfmann, Handbuch der
Archaologic (Paderborn, 1905).
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Maurice M. Hassett.
Elizabeth, a noted London midwife, who
prominence through the pretended " MealTub Plot" of 16S0. Nothing seems known of her life
till her marriage with Peter Cellier, a Frenchman,
and her conversion from Anglicanism. In 1678
the prisons were filled with Catholics in consequence
of the national alarm caused by the fabricated plots
Cellier,
came into

Mrs. Cellier's charity led her to visit
of Titus Oates.
relieve these prisoners, and as her profession
procured for her the acquaintance of many leading
Catholic ladies, she often became the channel of their
charity towards the prisoners. Among these ladies

and
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to Roger North, was to prevent her from giving
evidence in favour of the imprisoned Catholic peers.
For this she was sentenced to pay a fine of £1,000
and to stand three times in the pillory. During the
reign of James II she planned the foundation of a
corporation of skilled midwives and a foundling
hospital.
It is stated that she is buried in Great
Missenden Church, Buckinghamshire. She wrote:
(1) "Malice Defeated; or a brief relation of the Accusation and Deliverance of Elizabeth Cellier" (London, 1680); (2) "A scheme for the Foundation of a
Royal Hospital and raising a revenue of £5000 or
£6000 a year by and for the maintenance of a Corporation of skilful midwives" (London, 16S7),
printed in the " Harleian Miscellany" (IV, 142) and
the "Somers Tracts" (11,243); (3) "ToDr.
An answer to his Queries concerning the College of
Midwives" (London. 1687-88).

m

,

Trial and Sentence of Elizabeth Cellier for writing, printing,
pul'lixhing a scandfilims libit called Malice Defeated (London, 1680); Linoard, Hixtani of England (London. 1SS3I, IX.
461; Gillow, Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath. (London, 1SS5). I. 441;

and

Cooper

was the Countess of
Powis, whose kindness
was shown to, among

Edwin Burton.

others, a clever impostor,

this

character,

Powis ceased to
him further, and
revenge,

medallist,
sculptor,
b.
in
Florence 3 November,

and

man's

Lady

1500; d. there 13 February. L571.
He came
of old Florentine stock,
his father being Giovanni lellini, an archi-

assist

he, in

decided

Bexvenuto,

goldsmith,

Becoming

aware of
true

Cellini,

Thomas Danger-

field.

in /)

(London, 1SS7), IX, 417.

to

denounce her to the
Government as con-

(

tect

cerned in a new popish
plot.
His story was
that he had been re-

his

and musician, and
mother Eliza bet ta

Granacci. Benvenuto's
musical education was
begun very early by

from prison
through the good officesof Lady Powis and
Mrs. Cellier, on condition that he would
leased

his

father,

the

boy's

but since
ambitions

and longings were

assassinate the king,
Lord Shaftesbury, and
others.
He further
pretended that he was
to be engaged in manufacturing false plots
to be foisted on those who were known to be unfavourable to the Catholic cause. One of these

shams was to be based on a document which, he
was hidden in a meal-tub in Mrs. Cellier's
house.
Search was made, and in a meal-tub the
paper in question was found. It charged with
treason most of the leading Protestants, including
the Icing's natural son, the Duke of Monmouth, the
Earl of Shaftesbury, and Sir Thomas Waller, who
was the very official charged with the search. In
alleged,

consequence of Dangerfield's accusation founded on
this document. Lady Powis and Mrs. Cellier were arrested, as well as some other Catholics, among them
Mrs. Cellier's trial took place
the Earl of lastlemain.
1680.
11 June.
She was charged with high
treason, but practically the only evidence against
her was that of Dangerfield himself, and she had
little difficulty in proving him a witness entirely
unworthy of credence. She w:is found not guilty.
and Dangerfield himself was arrested on account of
a felony, for which he had been previously outlawed.
After her acquittal she published a briel relation of
the whole affair, under t lie it le of "Malice Defeated",
This led not only to a long series of pamphlets for
and against her, but also to her second prosecution.
The charge this time was that of libel against the king
and ministry, because she alleged that two witnesses
in the Edmundbury Godfrey case had !>een tortured.
But the real object of this prosecution, according
I

on

t

all

for plastic art, he was
permitted, at the age
of fourteen, to enter
on a career that made

him the most famous goldsmith of the
world.
It
was not
until his fortieth year that he commenced his
efforts in statuary.
Cellini was ever a dutiful son
and unselfishly devoted to his brother and sister. He
was brave, generous, self-reliant, notoriously hottempered, and quick to avenge a slight or an insult.
His self-confessed crimes are mostly street fights,
where his ungovernable temper overmastered him,
as, forinstance, when the taunts of Pompeo, with his
band of friends, provoked a blow from Cellini that
proved immediately fatal. It was a street brawl,
not unusual among the Florentines of the sixteenth
century, and the blow was meant to wound but not
Pope Paul III investigated the affair and
to kill.
was pardoned.
To please his old father, Cellini did not discontinue his musical studies, and became for a
time a member of Pope Clement's band of musicians,
but all his energies were given to the goldsmith's
art.
He became "unique in his profession"

Cellini

(Pope Paul til).
He began bis studies under
Marcone and Francesco Salimbene in Florence, and
them at Rome under Giovanni, called

continued

whom he quarrelled, choosing,
With ArsagO he
Pagolo Arvago as
master.
remained two years and then went back to Florence
and his old master Salimbene. He wrote treatises
0D the goldsmith's art sculpture, and bronze-casting;
he composed verses, and acquired world-wide fame
by his minute and lengthy autobiography. In his
"II l'irenzuola". with

later.

:i
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God".
Cellini's marvellous work in precious metals made
him famous throughout Europe. His services in
gold, his flagons, rings, and jewels exhibit the highest
skill, the perfection of execution, and the widest range
to

of invention.
Cellini made the dies for the mints of
Pope Paul III and Pope Clement VII, and designed
the coins for Duke Alessandro de' Medici of Florence.
Everything minted under his direction attained the
highest artistic excellence.
And, too, his work in
alto-rilievo was as fine as that in basso-rilievo.
His
small figures in gold are beautiful, a morse for Pope
Clement's cope, on which the figure of God the Father
surmounts a diamond, surrounded by a group of
cherubs, and a foil for the pope's diamond being two
of his greatest achievements.
If there be any fault
in his productions, it is a tendency to be luxuriant.
In 1540 Cardinal Ferrara, his benefactor, •who obtained his release from prison, took Cellini to Paris,
to the Court of Francis I.
Here he made a colossal
statue of Mars and a silver Jupiter.
He began casting life-size and gigantic figures in bronze, and was
supremely successful. He consummated his career
in 1515. when he returned to Florence to model and
c:ist
in bronze for Cosimo de' Medici, the famous

"Perseus". The sturdy demi-god, with tense
muscles, stands firmly, holding aloft in his left hand
the head of Medusa, his right tightly gripping a short
sword. His calmly triumphant gaz,. rests on the
torso prostrate beneath his foot.
In the wax model
the body of Perseus is not so short and thick, and his
limbs are not as coarse as in the finished bronze.
casting of this celebrated statue, which is still
in Florence, was the acme of technical dexterity,
" lie metal filling the mould from the head of Medusa
to the foot of Perseus". Cellini's last important work
was the crucifix in white marble presented to Philip
II of Spain by the Duke of Florence, and now in the
Among his other works still preserved
Escorial.
are a golden salt-cellar (Vienna) and a shield, elabo-

The
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rately wrought
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"Life" he shows himself, with intense reality of selfdelineation, to be a vain and boastful man, and while
the style is simple, even plebeian, there abound
dramatic movement and Florentine wit, which make
the book "more amusing than any novel" (Walpole).
This wonderful romance has great historical value,
and sixteenth-century Rome and Florence are therein
Goethe translated it into German.
vividly portrayed.
Cellini was a soldier, and did yeoman duty at the
sack of Rome in 1527; it was claimed he aimed the
gun that killed the enemies' leader, Constable Bourbon. Accused of stealing the Church's funds,
Cellini was arrested and imprisoned in the Castle
of Sant' Angelo from 1537 until 1539, when he made
his escape.
After his recapture he was treated with
a harshness out of all proportion to the crime. Indeed, the evidence distinctly pointed to his innocence,
and in 1540 the pope granted him a full pardon.
Cellini was admitted to the Florentine nobility in
1554.
Without pledging himself to enter into religion, he took the first tonsure in 1558, but gave up
his aspirations to the priesthood two years later.
At
the age of sixty-four he married Piera, daughter of
Salvadore Parigi who, with a son and daughter, survived him. In 1564 occurred the obsequies of
Michelangelo, and, with Ammanati, Cellini represented Sculpture in the funeral procession. Beset
with many worries and physical ills he died, and was
buried with public honours in the church of the
Annunziata, an oration being then delivered " praising him for his life and work".
He was a man of
sincere faith and, as he says, "took all his difficulties

(Windsor Castle).

M

Benvenuto Cellini, Orfevre,
fdailleur
Sculpleur
The Life of Benvenuto Cellini, tr. Stmonds (Lon,

(Paris. 1S83);

don, 1901).

Leigh Hunt.

Cellites.

Celsus.

See Alexians.
See Nazarius

and Celsus.

Celsus the Platonist, an eclectic Platonist and
polemical writer against Christianity, who flourished
towards the end of the second century. Very little
is known about his personal history except that he
lived during the reign of Marcus Aurelius, that his
literary activity falls between the years 175 and
180, and that he wrote a work entitled dXijflijs XA70S
("The True Word", or "The True Discourse"),
against the Christian religion.
He is one of several
writers named Celsus, who appeared as opponents of
Christianity in the second century; he is probably
the Celsus who was known as a friend of Lucian,
although some doubt this, because Lucian's friend
was an Epicurean, and the author of the "True Discourse" shows himself a Platonist. It is generally

supposed that Celsus was a Roman. His intimate
acquaintance, however, with the Jewish religion and
his knowledge, such as it was, of Egyptian ideas and
customs incline some historians to think he belonged
Those who
to the Eastern portion of the empire.
believe him to have been a Roman explain his knowledge of Jewish and Egyptian matters by assuming
that he acquired that knowledge either by travelling,
or by mingling with the foreign population of Rome.
Celsus owes his prominence in the history of Christian polemics not so much to the pre-eminent character of his work, as to the circumstance that about the
year 240 a copy of the work was sent to Origen by his
friend Ambrosius, with a request to write a refutation
of it. This Origen, after some hesitation, consented to do, and embodied his answer in the treatise
"Against Celsus" (icard K{\<rov). So careful is Origen to cite the very words of his opponent that it is
possible to reconstruct the text of Celsus from Origen's answer, a task which was accomplished by

Jachmann in 1836, and more successfully by Keim in
The original of Celsus's treatise having per1873.
ished, the text reconstructed from Origen (about ninetenths of the original has in this way been recovered)
is our only primary source.
Celsus's work may be divided as follows: a preface,
an attack on Christianity from the point of view of
Judaism, an attack on Christianity from the point of
view of philosophy, a refutation of Christian teachings
in detail, and an appeal to Christians to adopt paganIn the preface Celsus forecasts the general plan
ism.
of his attack by describing in the first place the general character of Christianity and then proceeding to
accuse both Christian and Jew of "separatism", that
is to say, of arrogating to themselves a superior wisdom, while in reality their ideas concerning the origin
of the universe, etc., are common to all peoples and to
In the second portion,
the wise men of antiquity.
Celsus argues that Christ did not fulfil the Messianic
expectations of the Hebrew people. Christ, he says,
claimed to be of virgin birth; in reality. He was the
son of a Jewish village woman, the wife of a carpenter.
The flight into Egypt, the absence of any divine intervent ion in favour of the Mother of Jesus, who was
driven forth with her husband, and other arguments
are used to show that Christ was not the Messias.
During the course of His public ministry Christ could
not convince His countrymen that Mis mission was
As followers He had ten or twelve " infamous
divine.
publicans and fishermen". Such is not the company
(This is one "lit of many instances
that befits a god.
in which Celsus suddenly passes from the Jewish to
the pagan point of view.) As to the miracles ascribed
to Christ, some, said Celsus, were merely fictitious
narratives, the others, if they did really take place,
are not more wonderful than the deeds of the EgypHe next
tians and other adepts in the magic arts.
proceeds (cf. Orig., "Contra Celsum", II) to upbraid
those Jews who, "abandoning the law of their fa-
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thers", allowed themselves to be deceived by one
their nation had condemned, and changed
Jesus did not
their name from Hebrew to Christian.
fulfil His promises to the Jews; instead of succeeding
expected
the
Messiaa
should
have
to succeed,
as they
He failed even to keep the confidence and loyalty of
His chosen followers. His alleged prediction of His
death is an invention of His Disciples, and the fable
of His Resurrection is nothing new to those who remember the similar stories related of Zamolxis, PyIf Christ rose from the
thagoras, and Rhampsinit.
dead, why did He appear to His Disciples only, and
not to His persecutors and to those who mocked Him?
In the third portion (cf. Origen, op. cit., Ill) Celsus

whom

inaugurates a general attack on Christianity from the
He upbraids both Jews
point of view of philosophy.
and Christians with their ridiculous disagreement in

matters of religion, whereas, in fact, both religions
on the same principles: the Jews revolted from
the Egyptians and the Christians from the Jews;
sedition was in both cases the true cause of separation.
Next, he upbraids the Christians with lack of unity
among themselves; so many sects are there, and so
different, that they have nothing in common save the
name Christian. Like almost all the pagan opponents of Christianity he finds fault with Christians
because they exclude from their fellowship the "wise
and good", and consort only with the ignorant and
sinful.
He misunderstands the Christian teaching
regarding the Incarnation, "as if", he says, "God
could not by His own power accomplish the work
which lie sent Christ on earth to accomplish". With
rest

this misunderstanding is connected Celsus's false view
of the Christian teaching on the subject of Divine
Providence and God's special care of mankind as

compared with the plants and animals.

The world,

he says, was not "made for man's use and benefit",
but for the perfection and completion of God's plan
In the fourth part of his "True Dis(cf. Origen, op. cit., V) Celsus takes up the
teachings of the Christians in detail and refutes them
from the point of view of the history of philosophy.
Whatever is true in the doctrines of the Christians
was borrowed, he contends, from the Greeks, the
Christians having added nothing except their own
perverse misunderstanding of the tenets of Plato,
Heraclitus, Socrates, and other Greek thinkers. " The
Greeks", he says, "tell us plainly what is wisdom and
what is mere appearance, the Christians ask us at the
in believe what we do not understand, and
invoke the authority of one who was discredited even
among his own followers." In like manner the
Ihristian teaching concerning the Kingdom of God is
merely a corruption of Plato's doctrine; when the
Christians tell us that God is a spirit, they are merely
repeating the Baying of the Stoics that God is "a
spirit penetrating all and encompassing all".
Finally, the Christian idea of a future life is borrowed from
tinireek poets and philosophers; the doctrine of
the resurrection <>f the body is simply a corruption of
the world-old idea of transmigration of souls.
In the
fifth, ami last, portion of his work (cf. Origen, op. cit.,
VII, l\ii sqq.; VIII) Celsus invites the Christians to
hi their "cult" and join the religion of the
majority.
He defends the worship of idols, the invocation of demons (Sal/tovcs), the celebration of
popular feasts, urging among other considerations,
that the Christian who enjoys the bounties of nature
ought, in common gratitude, to render thanks to the
powers of nature.
He concludes his treatise by an
appeal to Christians to abandon their "vain hope" of
establishing the rule of Christianity over all the
earth: he invites them to give tip their "life apart",
and take their place among those who by word and
deed and active service contribute to the welfare of
the empire.
In an epilogue he promises another
work (whether it was ever written we do not know)
of the universe.

course"
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in which he is to explain in detail how those who would
and could follow his philosophy of life should live.
The aim of Celsus's work is different from that of
the other opponents of Christianity in the early centuries.
He exhibits comparatively little of the bitterness which characterized their attacks.
He does not
descend to the lower level of pagan polemics. For
instance, he omits the customary accusation of atheism, immorality, "Thyestian leasts and CEdipodean
gatherings", accusations which were very commonly
urged against the Christians for the purpose of rousing
popular indignation. His aim was, perhaps, eirenic.
His appeal to his Christian contemporaries to abandon
their separatism ami make common cause with the
pagan subjects of the empire may have been more
than a rhetorical device. It may have been inspired
by a sincere wish to "convert." the Christians to an
appreciation and adoption of the pagan philosophy
of life.
Indeed, Origen acknowledges that his opponent is not blind to the unfavourable side of pagan
religion, especially to the abuses of particular cults
and the absurdities of popular mythology. It is only
just to Celsus, therefore, to ascribe to him all possible
sincerity in his wish to "help all men", and to bring
all men to the ideal of "one religion".
On the other
hand, Celsus's attitude towards the Christian religion
was, it hardly need be said, that of a pagan not well
informed on all points and devoid of that sympathy
which alone would enable him to understand the
meaning of the most essential tenets of Christianity.
He was remarkably well read in pagan literature,
and, besides, was acquainted with the religious ideas
of the " barbarous" peoples.
His knowledge of Judaism and Christianity was
such as could not have been obtained from books
He must have consorted with Jewish and
alone.
Christian teachers, and with the representatives of
the Gnostic sects. Hence arose the danger of confounding with the official doctrine of Christianity the
tenets of a particular school of Gnostic interpretations, a danger which Celsus did not succeed in
escaping, as is evident in many passages of his work,
and as Origen was very careful to point out. He was
acquainted with the Old Testament only in part. He
used the "books of the Christians", the Gospels and,
fiossibly, some of the Pauline Epistles, but on the
Celsus may
atter point there is room for doubt.
have obtained his knowledge of St. Paul's teaching
by conversation with Christians. There can be no
doubt, however, that he used the Gospels, not merely
some proto-evangelical documents, but the four narCelsus
ratives substantially as we have them to-day.
took pains to make himself acquainted with the beliefs of his Christian contemporaries, and he is unquestionably conscious of his knowledge of Christianity.
Yet, he has no suspicion of the distinction
between the universally accepted teachings of the
"great Church" of the Christians and the doctrines
peculiar to Ophites, Marcionites, and other heretical
sects.
Moreover, he is, if indeed well-intentioned,
yet a partisan; he adopts the current Roman notion
that Christianity is merely an offshoot of Judaism;
in regard to the person of Christ he exhibits none of
that respect which the later Platonists manifested
towards the founder of Christianity: towards the
miracles ascribed to Christ he shows a sceptical
spirit, at one time describing them as fables invented
by the Disciples, at another paralleling them with the
wonders wrought by Egyptian sorcerers; he looks
upon the Resurrection of Christ as either a silly story
invented by the followers of Jesus, or a ghost-appanmil inli as is narrated of many of the heroes of antiquity.
Above all. he fails to attain a correct understanding of the doctrine of Incarnation and atonement. When he comes t" speak of the manner of life
of his Christian neighbours, he, in common with all
his pagan fellow-writers, cannot see the reasonablet

,
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ness of Christian humility, nor can he reconcile with
the Christian hope of conquering the world to Christ,
the fact that Christian proselytizers shun encounters
with the learned and powerful and seek out the poor
and the sinful, women, children, and slaves, and
preach the Gospel to them. His manner too, in spite
of the probable eirenic scope of his work, is that of a
special pleader for paganism who uses all the resources of dialectic and rhetoric, all the artifices of
wit and sarcasm to make his opponents seem ridicuPerhaps the secret of his efforts to render Chrislous.
tianity ridiculous is betrayed in his open disapproval
of the attitude of aloofness which Christians adopted
towards the interest and welfare of the empire. " You
refuse to serve the state," he says, "in peace or in
war; you wish its downfall; you use all the force of
your magic arts to accomplish the ruin of mankind".
Celsus anticipated in his criticism of the New Testament the objections which have in our own time become identified with the names of Strauss and Renan.
Similarly, in the objections which he urged from the
point of view of philosophy he anticipated in a striking manner the arguments used by modern rationalists and evolutionists.
Too much stress has, perhaps,
been laid on the last point. Nevertheless, it is interesting, to say the least, to find a second-century
opponent of Christianity off-setting the Christian idea
of a direct divine origin of man by the theory that
men and animals have a common natural origin, and
that the human soul is sprung from the animal
soul.

Celsus is generally described as a Platonist in philosophy. This is correct, if not understood in a too
exclusive sense. Although he antedates Plotinus, the
first great neo-Platonist, by almost half a century,
he belongs to the age of syncretism in which Greek
philosophy, realizing the inadequacy of its own resources, developed an eclectic spiritualism which
welcomed and strove to assimilate the religious teachings of the various Oriental peoples.
This syncretic
tendency was resorted to as a remedy against the
materialism and scepticism in which philosophy had,
as it were, run to seed.
Thus Celsus draws his philosophy not only from the genuine works of Plato, but
also from the pseudo-Platonic writings, especially the
so-called lettersof Plato, from Heraclitus, Empedocles,
the Stoics, the Epicureans, and from the religious systems of the Egyptians, Assyrians, Persians, Hindus,

The fundamental principles, however, on which
he builds this syncretic system, are Platonic. God, he
teaches, is the ineffable, unknowable One, the Source
of all things, Himself without source, the All-pervading Logos, the World-Soul.
God is a spirit, and
whatever has come directly from His hands is spirit.
Material things He made through the agency of
created gods. The substance of material things is
eternal matter; all force is spirit (angel or demon) in-

etc.

dwelling in matter. The human soul is divine in its
origin
it was placed in the body on account of some
primordial sin.
All change, all growth and decay in
the universe, is not the result of chance or violence
but part of a plan of development in which spirits
minister to the design of an all-seeing, infinitely benelirent spirit.
Even the vicissitudes of the idea of God,
tlir various religions of ancient and modern times, are,
says Celsus, part of the divinely appointed scheme of
things.
For no matter how the religions "f the world
may differ among themselves, (hey all hold that there
is one God who is supreme.
Moreover, the various
mythological concepts must be understood to mean
the same powers (8vvdp.fis) which arc worshipped in
different countries under different names.
Those are
he beneficent [lowers which give increase and fruit
to the tiller of the soil.
Christians arc, therefore, ungrateful for the gifts of nature when they refuse to
worship the deities who symbolize the forces of nature.
Finally these powers, spirits, or demons, mediate be;
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tween God and man, and are the immediate source
prophecy and wonder-working. This last point

of
is

important. To understand Celsus's criticism of the
Gospel narrative it is necessary to remember that he
was a firm believer in the possibility of cures by magic.
Celsus's treatise is contained in Origen's work for the Greek
text cf. Koetschau, Origen.es Werke
(Leipzig, 1899). also
;

Mxgne, P. G. XI. A German translation of the treatise is
published by Keim, Cdsus* wahres Wort (Zurich, 1873);
Patrick, The Apahniu of Orioen in reply to Celsus (Edinburgh.
1897); Bigg, Neoplatonism (London. 1895); Gem, Christian
I'latioiists „f Alcamlria (Oxford. 1886); Lightfoot. Apostolic
Fathers, Part II, II (London, 1885); Fairweather, Ongen
t

(New York, 1901); Crutwell, Literary History of Early
Chr, stimuli, Loud. hi. 1893). II, 498 sqq.; Kayser, La philosophic ,le else (Strasburg, 1813); Pklagadd. Etude sur Celse
(Paris, 18781; Bum,, La pnlcmique ile Celse (Strasburg, 1844);
Khrhard, Altchrisllirhe Litteralur, Part I (Freiburg, 19(101.335
sqq.; Harnack, (,'esch. der altehrislliehen Litteralur (Berlin,
1897), II, pt. 1,314-5; Bardenhewer.oV.vWi. der altkirchlichen
Litteralur (Freiburg. 1S92>. I, 15s sqq
Fink. K irrhenijesehiehtt.
Abhandl.u. Untersuch. (Paderborn, 1899), II, 152 sqq.
I

;

William Turner.
(properly Conrad Pickel, or
Meisel; called also in Lat. Protusius), a German
Humanist, b. at Wipfeld in Lower Franconia, 1
February, 1459; d. at Vienna, 4 February, 1508. He
pursued his studies at Cologne (1477) and Heidelberg (1484), and
at the latter university
received
the stimulating instruction of such
men as Dalberg
and Agricola. After

Celtes,

Conrad

this he wandered
about for a time
as a " travelling

scholar", delivering humanistic lectures at Erfurt
Rostock, and Leipzig. While atLeipzig he issued his
first

work,

"Ars

versificandi et carniinum" (14S(i),as
well as an edition
of Seneca. In 14S6
he went to Rome,
h e r e he had
friendly relations

w
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Pomponius

with
Lsetus;

through

travelling
Italy he

became acquainted at Florence with Marsilio Ficino,
at Bologna with Beroaldus, and at Venice with Sabellicus and the celebrated printer, Aldus Manutius.

On

the return of Celtes to

Germany

Frederick III,

the instance of the Elector Frederick of Saxony,
crowned him Poet Laureate. This ceremony took
place with much pomp at Nuremberg, and he received,
Soon after this
:it the same time, a doctor's degree.
Celtes made a wandering tour throughout the whole
In the course of his travels he went
of Germany.
to Cracow (c. 1488), where he busied himself with
mathematics and the natural sciences, and formed
friendships with a number of able Humanists, such
:is
Lorenzo Rab and Honacursius. In imitation
of the Roman Academy (see Academies, Roman)
he founded at Cracow a learned society called the
Sodalitas hUterarum Vistulana, and another, entitled
the Sodalitas bitterarum Hungarorum in Hungary, to
which country he proceeded by way of Prague and
at

(

)lmutz.

The name

of this latter association was after-

wards changed to Sodalitas Litterarum Danubiana, and
On the return
seat transferred to Vienna (1494).
journey Celtes stopped at Passau, Ratisbon, and
Nuremberg, and went as far as Mainz and Heidelberg,
where the Sodalitas Litterarum Rhenana was founded.
its
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a second tour, in 1491, lie reached Liibeck, where
his efforts to form an association of scholars proved
In 1494 he became professor at Ingolunsuccessful.
stadt; this position, however, put. no check on his
propensity for wandering, and when the pest raged
at tngolstadt he was at Heidelberg as tutor to InIn 1497 the emperor called him to
Palatine princes.

On

I

Vienna, where he gave

humanistic and historical
lectures, some of which were on the works of classic
writers, as Apuleius, Cicero, Tacitus, etc.
The lectures of Celtes were as permanent in their
effects on the advancement and spread of the spirit
of humanistic learning as was the founding of his
Especially was he of
various learned associations.
great importance for the science of history, in that
he was the first to treat the history of the world
as a whole, and to bring the history of the empire
His
into connexion with that of other nations.

greatest labour, however, the "Germania Illustrata",
a work in which he desired to preserve the results
both of his long journeys and of his researches in the
history of the empire, remained a fragment.
He
gained a name for himself in the literary world by
the discovery and publication of the writings of the

nun Roswitha (Hroswitha). Although Aschbach's
assumption that Celtes had forged these works excited
for a time serious discussion, yet Kiipke and others
succeeded in clearing him of this charge (Ottonische
Studien, II). Still further literary credit is due
Celtes

for

publication

his

of the

" Ligurinus "

of

Gunther, and for the discovery of the "Tabula
Peutingeriana" (a map of the military roads of the
Roman Empire). No less creditable to his literary
sagacity is the collection of Creek and Latin manuscripts which he made as librarian of the imperial
library founded by Maximilian I at Vienna.
He
also won fame as a poet, and was the guiding spirit
of the Poets' Academy at Vienna, the first institution
of this kind to be established.
Nevertheless his

"IV Libri Amorum", "IV Libri Odarum", and "V
Libri Epigrammatum" are works of no great merit;
their contents are in part very free, if not erotic.
Celtes was an Epicurean, and, like many of the
more free-thinking Humanists, in his concept of the
standards of life he placed a higher value on the
ancient heathen, than on the Christian, ideal. On
this point he was obliged to bear much blunt reproof
from his friend, Charitas Pirkheimer.
Klipfel. De vit.i el scriptis C. Celtis (Freiburg, 1827),
list of his writings; Hi mm. C
Celtes (18.521; Abchbach, Die frOheren Wanderjahn des C.
Celtes in Sitzungsberichte tier Wiener Akad., phitos.-hist. Klasae
2 vols., contains an exhaustive

US681. LX. 75-150. and

in fli-srh. tier

I'nirmitat

H'lV-n, II.

189-

Habtfelder, Celtes ais Lehrcr in Xeue Jahrb. f. Phil. u.
128. 299. and in Zeilaehr. f. remit irhewle Literal
;1890); new series, 3. 331 Bqq.; Geioeb, C. Celtes in seinen

270;

I'ad-.

Bcziehungen zur Geographic (Munich, 1896).

Joseph Sauer.
Celtic Church.

See Ireland.

Celtic Rite, The.— This subject will be treated
under the following seven heads: I. History and
Origin; II. MS. Sources; III. The Divine Office; IV.
The Ma^; V. The Baptismal Service; VI. The Visitation, Unction, and Communion of the Sick; VII.
The Consecration of Churches; VIII. Hymns.
I. History ash Origin.
The term "Celtic Rite"
is generally, but rather indefinitely, applied to the various rites in use in Great Britain. Ireland, perhaps in
Brittany, and sporadically in Northern Spain, and in
the monasteries which resulted from the Irish missions of St. Columbanus in France. Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, at a time when rites other than the
then existing rite of Rome were used, wholly or partially, in those places.
The term must not be taken
to imply any necessary homogeneity, for the evidence,
such as it is. is in favour of considerable diversity.

—

This evidence

is
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very scanty and fragmentary, and

much of what has been written about it has been
largely the result of conjectures based upon very in-

secure foundations, and has been influenced by controversial motives.
The beginning of the period is
vague. There is no evidence before the fifth century
and very little even then. The extreme end of it
may be taken as 1172, when the Synod of Cashel finally adopted the Anglo- Roman Rite. The existence
of a different rite in Britain and Ireland has been used
to prove that the Christianity of these islands had an
origin independent of Rome, though, even if it were
true, it is not easy to see how that should prove anything more than the fact itself.
In reality the existence of a Celtic Rite has no bearings, one way or
the other, on the Anglo-Roman controversy.
In the
period before the eighth century diversity of rites was
the rule rather than the exception. Rome, though

when

its advice was asked it might naturally recomits own way of doing things, did not then make
the smallest attempt to force uniformity on any local
church.
With a very complete unity of faith, and at
times a considerable amount of intercourse between
different parts of the Western Church, there existed
great diversity of practice in things in which diversity,
as St. Gregory's answer to St. Augustine seems toimply, was not considered to matter very much.
Gradually, no doubt, the influence of important centres,
such as Rome itself on one side, and Toledo on anot her,
tended to lessen the diversity and to draw divergent
Churches together into larger liturgical districts, so
that by the time of the final fusion, which happened
in the Charlemagne period, the Roman Rite with its
Ambrosian variant, the Romanized Celtic Rite, and
the Hispano-Gallican Rite, now represented by the
Mozarabic survival, were practically all that were
left, but we must beware of antedating this classification.
The essential unity of the Roman Empire was
such that whether Christianity came to Britain from
Rome, from Gaul, or from the East in the first instance, the fact would have no bearings on the origin
and spread of the liturgical customs, which certainly
developed at a later period than its first introduction.
In the fourth century we find an apparently organized
British Church, with bishops who represent it at the
Council of Aries in 314, perhaps at Nicsea in 325, and
at Sardica in 347, and certainly at Rimini in 359.
This Church was evidently in close communication
with the Church in Gaul, as may be inferred from the
dedication to St. Martin of the two churches at Whit hern and at Canterbury, and from the mission of Victricius of Rouen in 396, and those of Sts. Gennanus
and Lupus in 429, and Sts. Germanus and Severus in
417, directed against that heresy of Pelagius which
had its origin in Britain. It is not unreasonable to
suppose that at the period when liturgies were beginning to be differentiated more or less by districts and
provinces the liturgy of the Church of Britain should
resemble that of the neighbouring Church of iaul, and
it is possible to infer from St. Augustine's question
to St. Gregory, concerning the different customs of
observed in Rome and in Gaul, that he found
But St.
Gallican customs prevailing in Britain.
Augustine may only be referring to the use of Queen
Bertha's Prankish chaplain. Bishop Luidhard, at
Canterbury, and there is no evidence one way or the
other as to what liturgy was in use among the Romanize] Britons themselves.
The passage attributed to
Gildas (Haddan and Stubbs. I, I1_M. "Britones toti

mend

<

—

mundo

contrarii.

moribus

Romania

inimici,

non

solum in missa sed in tonsura etiam", is probably of
the seventh century. —Vet upon this frail foundation
of conjecture an elaborate theory has been built and
still remains almost an article of faith with so large
and important a school of Anglican controversialists
that it IS impossible to ignore its existence, though it
has been given up by all serious liturgiologists. This
theory (for which see also Ambrosian Liturgy and
Rite is to he
3t. Irenseus, the disciple of
St. Polycarp, who was the disciple of St. John the
i

t
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Divine, brought the Rite of Ephesus to Provence,
whence it spread through Gaul and to Britain. This
so-called " Ephesine " Kite (a term often used as synonymous with " Hispano-Gallican"), say the supporters of the theory, was the foundation of the Sarum
Rite, and from this is derived a belief that the Church
of

England had an

origin independent of

Rome.

It

hardly necessary to assert here that the Sarum
Rite is merely a local variety of the Roman, and that
the influence of the Gallican Rite upon it is no
greater than upon any other Roman variety, so that
the deductions, which have recently been reasserted
with great certainty by the Bishop of Chichester
in his "Story of the English Prayerbook", are quite
is

unwarranted by

facts.

But on examination

it

will

be seen that the Ephesine origin of the Gallican Rite
rests only upon the assertion of an eighth-century
Irish writer (in Cott. MS. Nero A. II in the British
Museum), who, by the way, derives the Celtic Rite,
as far as the Divine Office is concerned, from Alexandria, and on a statement by Colman at the Synod of
Whitby, in 664, respecting the origin of the Celtic
Easter, which, as St. Wilfrid pointed out at the time,
was certainly incorrect. The theory seems to have
been first put forward in modern times by Sir William
Palmer in his "Origines Liturgies", on the authority
of the said Irish writer, and has found its way into
many Anglican textbooks. Yet the only points of
difference between the British Church of St. Augustine's time and the Roman of which we can be certain
are: (1) The rule of the keeping of Easter; (2) the
tonsure; (3)

some

difference in the

ing.

—The

manner

of baptiz-

Britons adhered to
the old Roman cycle of 84 years instead of the newer
They counted the third week of
cycle of 19 years.
trie moon, on the Sunday of which Easter must fall,
from the 14th to the 20th instead of from the 15th to
the 21st, and they took March 25th instead of March
Until 457, when the
21st as the vernal equinox.
532-years cycle of Victorius of Aquitaine was adopted
at Rome, Britain agreed with Rome in its differing
from Alexandria and the East. In 525 Rome altered
its rule again to the 19-years cycle of Dionysius Exiguus, to conform to the Eastern usage, and from that
time until the change of style in 1582 Rome and the
East agreed in their rule of Easter, and even now calculate by the same rule, though the fact that the
Greek 21st of March is only an imaginary vernal equinox, thirteen days later than the real one, makes the
actual Greek Easter generally fall on a different day
from the Roman. Yet it is still argued (e. g. in Archbishop Nuttall's Catechism; S. P. C. K., 1907) that
the Easter difference proves the Eastern origin of the
If it proves anything it is the exact
British Church.
Colman at the Synod of Whitby evidently
opposite.
had some vague memory of the long extinct Quartodeciman controversy in his mind when lie claimed an
Ephesian origin for his Easter, and St. Wilfrid rightly
pointed out that the essence of the Quartodeciman
rule was that Easter might be kept, on any day of the
week, whereas the Celts kept theirs on Sunday only.
St. Aldhelm, in his letter to King Geruntius of Cornwall, seems to charge the Cornish with Quartodecimanism, but he also mistook the point of that controThe Easter question was eventually settled
versy.
:it
various times in different parts of the Celtic
Church. The following dates are derived from Faddan and Stubbs: South Ireland, 626-X; North Ireland, 692; Northuinbria (converted by Celtic missions), 664 East Devon and Somerset, the Celts under
Wessex, 705; the Piots, 710: lona, 710-8; Strathclyde, 721; North Wales, 768; South Wales, 777.
Cornwall held out longest of any, perhaps even, in
parts, to the time of Bishop Aedwulf ofCrediton (909).
The Britons were ac(2) The form of the tonsure.
customed i" shave Ilie whole head in front of a line
(1)

The Easter question.

;

—
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drawn from ear to ear, instead of using the coronal
tonsure of the Romans. This, though there is no real
evidence that it was the practice of the Druids, was
nicknamed tonsura magorum. (Magus was accepted
as equivalent to druid, and to this day the M0701 of
St. Matt., ii, are druidhean in the Scottish Gaelic
Bible.)
Later, the Roman party jeered at it as the
tonsura Simonis Magi, in contradistinction to their
''tonsure of St. Peter".
This is mentioned in the
passage attributed, probably wrongly, to Gildas
(Haddan and Stubbs, I, 113).
(3) Some unspecified difference in the manner of
baptizing.
It has been conjectured, on no real evidence, that the British Church resembled the Spanish
in baptizing with a single immersion.
But this form
had been allowed by Rome in the case of Spain. It

—

would seem, however, from a

letter

from Pope Zach-

ariastoSt. Boniface (1 May, 748, Haddan and Stubbs,
III, 51), that an unnamed English synod had forbidden any baptism except in the name of the Trinity,
and had declared that whoever omits the Name of
any Person of the Trinity does not truly baptize.
Spelman and Wilkins put this synod at London in
Mansi makes its date
the time of St. Augustine, 603.
It would
the first year of Theodore of Tarsus, 668.
seem by this that, it was the formula that was at fault,
and certainly in the time of Theodore the possibility

presumably Celtic, having been invalidly
"Si quis presbiter ordinabaptized was considered.
tus deprehendit se non esse baptizatus, baptizetur et
ordinetur iterum et omnes quos prius baptizavit baptizentur", says the "Panitentiale Theodori" (Lib. II,
cap. iii. 13), and in cap. ix of the same book, after
ordering the reordination of those ordained by Scottish and British bishops, "qui in Pascha et, tonsura
catholici non sunt", and the asperging of churches
consecrated by them, Theodore adds: "Et qui ex
horum similiter gente vel quicunque de baptismo suo
dubitaverit, baptizetur".
Thus it may be seen that, with these exceptions,
and excepting also one statement by Gildas (to the
effect that certain lessons, differing from those of any
known rite, were read at ordinations), and a possible
allusion by him to the anointing of hands at ordination, we have no information about the rites of the
They may have been Gallican, but
British Church.
they may just as well have been Roman in type, or,
if the Christianity of Britain preceded the construction
of definite liturgies, they may have been indigenous,
with or without, foreign influences. The Britons
were quite capable of composing their own liturgy on
that nucleus which was common to all Christendom;
but we do not know whether they did so or not.
One part of Britain, indeed, derived a great part of
its Christianity from post-Patrician Irish missions.
St. la and her companions, and St. Piran, St. Sennen,
St. Petrock, and the rest of the Irish saints who came
to Cornwall in the late fifth and early sixth centuries,
found then', at any rate in the West, a population
which had perhaps relapsed into Paganism, under
When these saints introthe Pagan King Teudar.
duced, or reintroduced, Christianity, they probably
brought with them whatever rites they were accustomed to, and Cornwall certainly had its own separate
ecclesiastical quarrel with Wessex in the days of St.
Aldhelm, which, as appears by a statement in Leofric's Missal, was still going on in the early tenth cenof priests,

tury, though

(lie

details of

it

are not specified.

the Irish Church stand on firmer
ground, though even there the information is scanty.
There were Christians in Ireland before St. Patrick,
but we have no information as to how they worshipped, and their existence is ignored by the "Cata-

The

rites

of

logus Sanctorum Hibernise", attributed to the
seventh-century Tireehan. This interesting document, which, though its dates need not be accepted
too exactly, is worthy of general credit, divides the

—
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saints of Ireland into three orders, each of which
orders is stated to have lasted during the reigns of
four kings, the three orders covering, between them,
a period of about 225 years, from the coming of St.
Patrick in -440, in the reign of Laoghaire MacNeil, to
the reign of Blathmac and Diarmait, sons of Aodh
Symmetry is attained by 'omitting
Slaine, in 665.
about six intervening reigns, but the outside dates >>t
each period are clear enough, and the litiirgiological
value of the document consists in the statements,
very probably true in the main, respecting the customs of the saints of these orders as to Masses and
i.
e. the Divine Office, and the Easter
and tonsure questions. (Celebratio " Divine Office "
Dr. MacCarthy in his edition of the
Irish, Celebrad.
Stowe Missal gives several instances of this use of the
word.) The first order was in the time of St. Patrick.
They were all bishops, 3.50 in number, founders of
churches.
They had one Head, Christ; one leader,
Patrick; one Mass, and one tonsure from ear to ear,
and they celebrated one Easter "quarta decima luna
post oequinoctium vernale".
All these bishops were
sprung from the Romans, the French (i. e. the Gauls),
the Britons, and the Scots.
Their period is given.
from the reign of Laoghaire to that of Tuathal Moelgarbh (e. 440-544). The second order were a few
bishops and many priests, 300 in number. They had
one head, Christ, they celebrated different Masses and

—

celebrationes,

"diversas regulas", they luul one Easter, the fourteenth of the moon after the equinox, and one tonsure
ear.
They received a Mass from the
Britons, David, Gilla (Gildas), and Docus (Cadoc). It
may be noted that the "Vita Gildse" tells how King
Ainmerech sent for Gildas to restore ecclesiastical order
in his kingdom, "quia pane catholicam fidem in ipsa
insula omnes reliquerant ".
The second order lasted
from the end of the reign of Tuathal to that of Aodh
MaeAinmerech (e. 544-99). The third order were
priests and a few bishops, 100 in number, "qui in
locis desertis habitabant et oleribus et aqua et eleemosynis vivebant, propria devitabant", evidently
hermits and monks. They had different Masses, different rules, and different tonsures, "alii enim habebant coronam. alii csesariem", and celebrated different Fasters, some on the fourteenth, some on the sixteenth, of the moon, "cum duris intentionibus "
which perhaps means "obstinately". These lasted
from the reign of .Eda Alia in (Aodh Slaine) to that of
his two sons (Blathmac and Diarmait. e. 599-665).
The meaning seems to be that tin' first order celebrated a form of Mass introduced by St. Patrick, the
second and third orders used partly that Mass and
partly one of British origin, and in the ease of the
third order Roman modifications wire also introThough we have no direct evidence one way
duced.
or the other, it would seem probable that St. Patrick,

from ear to

who was

the pupil of St. Germanus of Auxerre and
llonoratus of Lerins, brought with him a Mass of
iallican type, and it is clear that the British Mass
introduced by Sts. David, Gildas, and Cadoc differed
from it. though to what extent we have no mean oi
St.

thi'

(

knowing.

The "unam celebrationem"

of

tin'

first

order and the "diversas regulas" of the second and
third probably both refer to the Divine Office, and
we may take the authority oi tin- eighth-century
trait in Cott. MS. Xito A. II for what it is worth
in its not improbable statement that St. Germanus
taught the "Cursus Scottorum" to St. Patrick, who

was under his instruction lor some time,
wording of the "( ;ii:il"L 'is " seems to imply that
and second orders were Quartodecimans, but
this is dearly not the meaning, or on tin' Bame
argument the third order must have been partly
Sextodecimans if therr wire such things and more
over we have the already mentioned -tatement of St.
Wilfrid, the opponent of the Celtic Easter, at the
Synod of Whitby, that such was not the case. Tire-

certainly
Tin-

r

tin- first

—

—
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chan can only mean what we know from other
sources: that the fourteenth day of the moon was the
earliest day on which Easter could fall, not that it
was kept on that day, Sunday or weekday. It was
the same ambiguity of expression which misled Solman in 664 and St. Aldhelm in 704. The first and
second orders used the Celtic tonsure, and it seems
(

the Roman coronal tonsure came partly into
use during the period of the third order.
After that
period, during which the Roman
Easter, which had been accepted in South Ireland in
626-28, became universal, being accepted by North
Ireland in 692, and it seems probable that a Mass mi
the model of the Carlsruhe and Piacenza fragments
and the Stowe and Bobbio Missals, that is to say a
Roman Canon with some features of a non-Roman
type, came into general use.
But it was not until the
twelfth century that the separate Irish Rite, which,
according to Gilbert, Bishop of Limerick (1106-39),
was in use in nearly all Ireland, was abolished. St.
Malachy, Bishop of Armagh (1134-48), began the
campaign against it, and at the Synod of Cashel, in
that

we have an obscure

1 172, a Roman Rite "juxta quod Anglicana observat
Ecclesia" was finally substituted.
In Scotland there is very little information. The
intercourse with Ireland was considerable, and the
few details that, can be gathered from such sources as
Adamnan's Life of St. Columba and the various relics
of the Scoto-Northumbrian Church point to a general
similarity with Ireland in the earlier period.
Of the
rite of the monastic order of the Culdees i(',li 1)< or
Giollidhc-Dc, servants of God, or possibly Cultores
Dei) very little is known, but they certainly had a
rite of their own, which may have been similar to the
Irish.
The Roman Easter and tonsure were adopted
by the Picts in 710, and at Iona in 716-1S, and much
later, in about KIM). St. Margaret of Scotland, wife of
King Malcolm III, wishing to reform the Scottish
Church in a Roman direct ion. discovered and abolished
certain peculiar customs of which Theodoric, her
chaplain and biographer, tells us less than we could
wish.
It seems that the Scots did not begin Lent on
Ash Wednesday, but on the Monday following. This
is still the Ambrosian practice.
They refused to
communicate on Easter Day, and the arguments on
the subject make it seem as if the laity never communicated at all. In some places they celebrated
Mass "contra totius Ecclesise consuetudinem, nescio
quo ritu barbaro". The last statement may be read
in connexion with that in the Register of St. Andrew's
(drawn up 1144 53), " Keledei in angulo quodam
ecclesiie, qua' modica nimis est, suum officium more
suo celebrabant". How much difference there may
have been cannot be judged from these expressions.
Scotland may have retained a primitive Celtic Rite,
or it may have used the greatly Romanized Stowe
or Bobbio Mass.
The one fragment of a Scottish
Rite, the Office of tin' Cou nun loii of the Sick, in the
Book "i Deer, probably eleventh century, is certainly
non-Roman in type, and agrees with those in the
extant Irish books.
In 590 St. Oolumhanus and his companions
invaded the Continent and established monasteries
throughout France. South Germany. Switzerland,
and North Italy, of which the best known wire
I.uxeuil, Bobbio, si. Gallen, and Ratisbon.
Ii
ifrom the Rule of St. Columbanus that we know
something of a Critic Divine Office. These Irish
missionaries, with their very strict rule, were not
altogether popular among the lax Gallican clergy,
who tried to get tlirm discouraged. At a council at
'I
in
623, certain charge* brought by one
Agrestius were considered.
Among them Is the
following: "In summa quod a ea'tcrorum ritu ao
norma desciscerent et sacra mysteria sollemnia
orationum et collectarum multiphci varietate celebrarent". There has been more than one interpreii

—

—

——
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tation

of

this

phrase,

Benedict XIV, that

it

some holding, with Pope

many

refers to the use of

collects before the Epistle, instead of the one collect
of the then Roman Missal, others that it implies a
multiplicity of variables in the whole Mass, analogous
The
to that existing in the Hispano-Gallican Rite.

Columbanian monasteries gradually drifted into the
Benedictine Order.
The ultimate origin of the various prayers,

etc.,

found in the fragments of the Celtic Rite and in the
books of private devotion, such as the Book of
Cerne, Harl. MS. 7653, and MS. Reg. 2. A. xx, which
are either Irish or have been composed under Irish
influence, is still under discussion.
The Turin
Fragment and the Bangor Antiphoner (see Bangor,

Antiphonary

of) contain for the most part pieces
that are either not found elsewhere or are only found
The Book of Cerne is very
in other Irish books.
eclectic, and pieces therein can also be traced to
Gelasian, Gregorian, Gallican, and Spanish origins,
and the Stowe Missal has pieces which are found not
only in the Bobbio Missal, but also in the Gelasian,
Gregorian, Gallican, Spanish, and even Ambrosian
books. The general conclusion seems to be that,
while the Irish were not above borrowing from other
Western nations, they originated a good deal themselves, much of which eventually passed into that
composite rite which is now known as Roman. This
seems to be a rough statement of the opinion of Mr.
Edmund Bishop, who is the soundest English authority on the subject, which involves the much larger
question of the origin and development of all the

Western rites.
II.
MS. Sources.

—

The following MSS. contain
fragments of the Celtic Rite:
British, i. e. Welsh, Cornish, or Breton: None.
i.
There is a Mass in Bodl. MS. 572 (at Oxford), in
honour of St. Germanus, which appears to be Cornish
and relates to "Ecclesia Lanaledensis", which has
been considered to be the monastery of St. Germans,
in Cornwall, a few miles on the western side of the
Tamar. There is no other evidence of the name,
which was also the Breton name of Aleth, now part
The MS., which contains also certain
of Saint-Malo.
glosses, possibly Cornish or Breton
it would be
impossible to distinguish between them at that date
but held by Professor Loth to be Welsh, is probably
of the ninth century, and the Mass is quite Roman
in type, being probably written after that part of
Cornwall had come under Saxon influence. There
is a very- interesting Proper Preface.

—

whether

or continental: (1)
The Turin Fragment. A MS. of the seventh century
in the Turin Library.
It was published by W.
Meyer, with a dissertation comparing it with the
Bangor Antiphoner, in the Gottingen " Nachriehten "
of 1903. Mayer considers the fragment to have been
written at Bobbio.
It consists of six leaves and eontains the canticles, "Cantemus Domino", " Benedicite", and "Te Deum", with collects to follow those
and the Laudate psalms (cxlviii-cl) and the"Benedictus", the text of which is not given, two hymns
with collects to follow them, and two other prayers.
There is a facsimile of one page and a description in
"Collezione paleografica Bobbiese", Vol. I.
A MS. from the
(2) The Bangor Antiphoner.
monastery of Bangor, in Down, written or copied
from a MS. written during the time of Abbot Cronan
It
is now in tlie Ambrosian Library at
(680 91).
Milan.
It has been edited, in facsimile, for the Henry
Bradsliaw Society IS! I", (Mi), by I-'. K. Warren, having
been already printed in Muratori's " Anecdota Bibl.
Ambros.", IV, pp. 121 59, in Migne's "Patrologia
Lat.", LXXII, 579, and in the "Lister Journal of
Archaeology", 1853. It contains a large collection
of canticles, hymns, collects, and antiphons, all. with
very few exceptions, relating to the Divine Office.
ii.

Irish,

—

(

insular
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two of the twenty-one pieces in the Turin
fragment are found in this MS. also. (See Bangor,
All but

Antiphonary

of.)

—

A MS. of the seventh cen(3) The Bobbio Missal.
tury found by Mabillon at Bobbio in North Italy,
now in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris (Lat.
Published by Mabillon (Lit. Rom. Vet.,
13,246).
II) and by Neale and Forbes (Ancient Liturgies of
the Gallican Church). There is an analysis of it by
Dom Cagin in " Paleographie musicale", V. By
Neale and Forbes it is entitled "Missale Vesontionense seu Sacramentarium Gallicanum", its attribution to Besancon being due to the presence of
a Mass in honour of St. Sigismund. Monseigneur
Duchesne appears to consider it to be more or less
Ambrosian, but Mr. Edmund Bishop (liturgical note
to Kuypers' "Book of Cerne") considers it to be "an
example of the kind of book in vogue in the second
age of the Irish Saints", and connects it with the
undoubtedly Irish Stowe Missal. It contains a
"Missa Romensis cottidiana" and Masses for various
days and intentions, with the Order of Baptism and
the "Benedictio Cerei".
(4) The Stowe Missal.— A MS. of the late eighth
or early ninth century, with alterations in later
hands, most of them written by one Moelcaich,
who signs his name at the end of the Canon, and
whom Dr. MacCarthy identifies, not very convincingly, with Moelcaich MacFlann, c. 750.
It was
discovered abroad, in the eighteenth century, by
John Grace of Nenagh, from whom it passed to the
Duke of Buckingham's library at Stowe. It was
bought by the late Earl of Ashburnham in 1849, and
from his collection it went to the Royal Irish Academy.
It contains part of the Gospel of St. John, probably
quite unconnected with what follows, bound up with
the Ordinary and Canon of the Mass, three Masses,
the Order of Baptism and of the Visitation, Unction,
and Communion of the Sick, and a treatise in Irish on
the Mass, of which a variant is found in the " Leabhar
Breac". The liturgical parts are in Warren's
"Celtic Church". It was edited for the Royal Irish
Academy in 1885 by Dr. B. MacCarthy, and is now
being re-edited (a facsimile having been already
issued) for the Henry Bradsliaw Society, by Mr.
G. F. Warner, to whose work the present writer is
indebted for much help. A translation, by J.
Charleson, of the Ordinary and Canon of the Mass
appeared in thi "Transactions" of the Glasgow
Eeclesiological Society, in 1S98.

—

The Carlsruhe Fragment: A. Four pages in an
hand of the late eighth or early ninth century in
the Library of Carlsruhe. It contains parts of three
Masses, one of which is "pro captivis". The
arrangement resembles that of the Bobbio Missal, in
that the Epistles and Gospels seem to have preceded
the other variables under the title of "lectiones ad
(5)
Irish

misam".

—

Four pages in an
(6) The Carlsruhe Fragment: B.
Irish hand probably of the ninth century.
It
contains fragments of Masses, and includes a variant
of the intercessions inserted in the Intercession for the
Living in the Stowe Missal and in Witzel's extracts
from the Fulda MS. There are also some fragments
of Irish in

it.

—

The Piarenza Fragment. Four pages (of
(7)
which the two outer are illegible") in an Irish hand.
The two inner pages
possibly of the tenth century.
contain parts of three Masses, one of which is headed
"ordo missa' Sanctis maris". In the others arc
contained the Prefaces of two of the Sunday Masses
in the Bobbin Missal, one of which is used on the

Sunday after the Epiphany in the Mozaranic.
[The text of these three fragments ("> 7\ with a
dissertation on them by the Rev, II. M. Bannister, is
given in the "Journal of Theological Studies",
October, 1903.]

eighth

—
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eighth century, in Trinity College, Dublin. It contains the Four Gospels, an Office for the Unction and
Communion of the Sick, and a fragmentary directory
or plan of a service. These have been printed, with a
dissertation, in Lawlor's "Chapters on the Book of
Mulling", and the Unction and Communion Office in
Warren's "Celtic Church".
(10) The St. Gall Fragments.—These are eight hand ninth-century fragments in MSS. 1394 and 1395
The first book (1394)
in the Library of St. Gallen.
contains part of an ordinary of the Mass, which as
The
far as it goes resembles that in the Stowe Missal.
second (1395) contains the confession and litany,
which also begin the Stowe Missal, a fragment of a
Mass of the Dead, a prayer at the Visitation of the
Sick, and three forms for the blessing of salt and
water. All these are given in Warren's "Celtic

Church".
(11) The Basle Fragment (A. vii. 3 in the Basle
Library). This is a ninth-century Greek Psalter with
a Latin interlinear translation. On a fly-leaf at the
beginning are two hymns in honour of Our Lady and
of St. Bridget, a prayer to Our Lady and to the
Angels and Saints, and a long prayer "De con-

—

scientiae reatu

ante altare".
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in;

—

A MS. probably of the
(8) The Book of Dimma.
eighth century now at Trinity College, Dublin. It
contains the Four Gospels and has an order for the
Unction and Communion of the Sick written between
the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John. This last is
printed in Warren's "Celtic Church".
(9) The Book of Mulling.— A MS., probably of the

The

last

is

printed in

Warren's "Celtic Church".
The Zurich Fragment (Public Library,
(12)
This is a tenth-century leaf containing
Zurich).
It is
part of an office for the profession of a nun.
written in an Irish hand. The fragment is printed in
Warren's "Celtic Church".
This is not exactly a
(13) The Liber Hymnorum.
liturgical book, but a collection of forty hymns in
Latin and Irish, almost all of Irish origin, with canticles and " ccclxv orationes qu3S beat us papa Gregorius
de toto psalterio congregavit ". There are explanatory prefaces in Irish or Latin to each hymn. Some
of the hymns are found in the Bangor Antiphoner,
the Leabhar Breac, and the Book of Cerne. There

—

—

are two MSS. of this collection, not agreeing exactly,
one in Trinity College, Dublin, of the eleventh century,
and one in the Franciscan Conv.-nt at Dublin, of
later date.
A combination of both MSS.
has been edited for the Henrv Bradshaw Society
(1897-98) by Dr. J. H. Bernard and Dr. R. Atkinson.

somewhat

—

Scottish: The Book of Deer.
A Book of the
iii.
Gospels of the tenth century formerly belonging to
tlic Monastery of Deer in Buchan, and now in the
Cambridge University Library. It contains part of
an order for the Communion of the Sick, with a
Gaelic rubric, written in a hand of perhaps the end
of tin- eleventh century.
This is printed in Warren's
The whole MS. was edited by Dr.
"Celtic Church".
Stuart for the Spalding Club in 1869.
Besides these MSS. there are certain others bearing
on the subject which are not liturgical, and some of
which are not Celtic, though they show signs of Celtic

Among these are: (1) The Book of Cerne,
influences.
a large collection of prayers, etc., for private use, associated with the name of .Ethclwald the Bishop, possibly a Bishop of Lindisfarne (721 -401. but perhaps
This late
a later Bishop of
Lichfield (818 30).
eighth- or early ninth-century MS., which once belonged to the Vbbey of Cerne in Dorset, but is now

University Library at Cambridge, though actuNorthumbrian or Mercian in oriein. is full of
It
Irish, Gelasian, and Hispano-Gallican matter.

in tin-

ally

has been edited (with a most valuable "Liturgical
Note" bv Mr. E. Bishop) by Dom A. B. Euypers
(Cambridge, 1902).
(2) Had. MS. 7663, British
III.— 32

—

Museum. A fragment of seven leaves of an Irish
MS. of the ninth century, containing a litany, the
Te Deum, and a number of private devotions. It has
been edited by Mr. W. de G. Birch, with The Book of
Nunnaminster, for the Hampshire Record Society
(1889), and by Mr. Warren in his monograph on the
Bangor Antiphoner (Vol. II, p. 83). (3) Reg. 2. A. xx,
British Museum.
An eighth-century MS. of probably Northumbrian origin, containing selections from
the Gospels, collects, hymns, canticles, private devotions, etc.
It has been fully described in Mr. War-

—

"Bangor Antiphoner" (Vol. II, p. 97). (4)
The Leabhar Breac, or Speckled Book. An Irish MS.
of the fourteenth century, belonging to the Royal
Irish Academy, and containing a very large collection of ecclesiastical and religious pieces in Irish.
The contents are not as a rule of a liturgical character, but the book contains a variant of the Irish tract
on the Mass which is also in tin- Stowe Missal. This
has been printed, with a translation, in Dr. MacCarthy's edition of the Stowe Missal, and in "Transactions of the Aberdeen Ecclesii (logical Society",
with translation and notes by Mr. D. Macgregor
The whole book has been published in fac(1898).
simile, but without transliteration or translation,
though with a detailed table of contents, by tin' Royal
Irish Academy (18701, and tin Passions and Homilies
contained in it have been edited with a translation
and glossary by Dr. R. Atkinson in the Todd Lecture
series of the same Academy (1887).
The chief evidences as
III. The Divine Office.
to the nature and origin of the Celtic Divine Office
are found in the Rule of St. Columbanus, in the Turin
fragment and the Bangor Antiphoner. in the eighthcentury tract in Cott. "MS. Nero A. II., and in allu1
The
sions in the "Catalogns Sanctorum Hibernia ".
Rule of St. Columbanus gives directions as to the
number of psalms to be recited at each hour, the

ren's

—

—

Turin fragment and the Bangor Antiphoner give the
text of canticles, hymns, collects, anil antiphons, and
the Cottonian tract gives what was held in the eighth
century to be the origin of the "Cursus Seottorum".
(Cursus psalmorum and SyntZXlS are terms used for
the Divine Office in the Rule of St. Columbanus.)
The last differentiates between the "Cursus Gallophasus
win b
rum
derrv a imaginatively frcm
1

.i

John, through St. Polyearp and St. [renseus,
this "Cursus Seottorum". which, according to
this writer, probably an Irish monk in France, origiWith St. Minknated with St. Marie at Alexandria.
it
came to Italy. St. Gregory of Nazianzus, St.
St. Paul, St.
Anthony,
hermits
St.
Basil, and the
Maearius, St. John, and St. Malclms used it. St.
of Lerins,
St.
and
Porcarius
St.
Honoratus,
Cassian,

and
and

St.

St.

(

:esarius of Aries. St.

also used

and

it,

St.

Germanus, ami

Germanus taughl

it

St.

Lupus

to St. Pat-

There "Wandiloehus
Senex" and "Gomogillus" (Comgall) used it, and
St. Wandiloehus and St. Columbanus brought it to
rick,

who brought

it

to Ireland.

part of the story from St. Germanus
The
possibly be founded mi fact.
The statements of the
not so probable.
"Catalogus" concerning "unam celebrationem" in
diversas regulas" during tin- second
the first, and
and third, ages of the saints probably refer to the
original cursus of St. Patrick and to the introduction
of other cursus. partly (perhaps with the Mass of Sts.
David. Gildas. and Cadoc) from Britain; and it does

Luxeuil.

The

onwards

may

other part

is

'

n.it quite follow that what St. Columbanus carried to
'i
which St. Patrick had
Caul wa< tht
he Rule of St.
brought from Gaul in an earlier age.
Columbanus and the Bangor book distinguish eight
lied "ad VesHours, "ad duodecii
pertinam" and "ad Vesperum" in the Bangor
I

Adamnan's

Life of St.

"Vespertinalis

swering

to

Columba calls
"ad initium noctis" (an"ad aOcturnam", or "ad

missa"],

Complin),

it

—
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March, seventy-five psalms were recited on each day,
under one antiphon for every three psalms. From
25 March to 24 June these were diminished by three
psalms weekly to a minimum of thirty-six psalms.
It would seem, though it does not say so, that the
minimum was used for about five weeks, for a gradual increase of the same amount arrives at the maximum by 1 November. On other days of the week
there was a maximum of thirty-six and a minimum
The Rule does not say how the
of twenty-four.
Psalter was distributed, but from the Bangor book it
"Laudate"
that
the
psalms (cxlviii-cl) were
seems
said together, doubtless, as in all other rites, Eastern
or Western, except certain eighteenth-century French
uses, at Lauds, and that "Domine, Refugium" (Ps.
lxxxix) was said "ad secundam".
Adamnan mentions that St. Columba sang Ps. xliv, "Eructavit cor
meum", at Vespers on one occasion. The psalms at
the lesser Hours were to be accompanied by a number
of intercessory versicles.
In the Bangor book these,
somewhat expanded from the list in the Rule, but
certainly to be identified with them, are given in the
form of one, two, or three antiphons and a collect for
each intercession. There are six canticles given in
the Bangor Antiphoner:
1.
"Audite, cceli", headed "Canticum Moysi".
This has no antiphons, but a repetition of the first

—

verse at intervals, after the
tory to the "Venite" in the

manner

of the InvitaRite.

— "Cantemus Domino", Roman
headed "Canticum
Moysi".
— "Benedicite",
"Benedictio trium Pueroalso

3.

called

rum".
4.

— "Te Deum", preceded by Ps.

cxii, 1,

"Laudate,

—"Benedictus",
—"Gloria

pueri".

also called "Evangelium".
in excelsis", followed by psalm and
other verses similar to those which, with it, make
up the Ao£oXo7(a /j.eyi\r} of the Greek Rite. It is
ordered to be used "ad vesperum et matutinam",
resembling the Greek Rite use of it at Complin
5.

6.

('A7r65ei7ri'oi') and Lauds ('Opftpos).
was written the Irish used
Mass also, in its Roman position.
The Bangor Antiphoner gives sets

Missal

When the Stowe
this canticle at

of collects to be
used at each hour. One set is in verse (cf. the Mass
in hexameters in the Reichenau Gallican fragment).
It also gives several sets of collects, rot always complete, but always in the same order, to be said after
certain canticles and after the hymn.
The Turin
fragment gives some of the same sets in the same
order.
It may be conjectured that these sets showsome sort of skeleton of the Bangor Lauds. The
order always is: (1 ) " Post, canticum" (evidently from
the subjects, which, like those; of the first ode of a
Greek canon, refer to the Crossing of the Red Sea,

"Cantemus Domino"); (2)
trium Puerorum"; (3)"Post

"Post Benediction,
tares Psalmos", or "Post
Laudate Dominum de ccelis" (Ps. cxlvii-cl); (4)
"Post Evangelium" (clearly meaning "Benedictus",
which is the only Gospel canticle in the book and the
only one not otherwise provided for. The same term
is often applied
e. g. in the York Breviary
to
"Benedictus". "Magnificat", and "Nunc Dimit'tis");
"Super
bymnum";
"De
Martyribus".
The
(<>)
(5)
last may perhaps be compared with the commemorations which come at the end of Lauds in. for instance.
the present Roman Divin" Office.
There are also

—
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medium noctis", "ad matutinam" (Lauds), "ad
secundam" (answering to Prime), "ad tertiam",
"ad sextam", and "ad nonam". At the four lesser
Hours St. Columbanus orders three psalms each; at
Vespers, "ad initium noctis", and "ad medium noctis" twelve each, and "ad matutinam", a very curious and intricate arrangement of psalmody varying
On
in length with the longer and shorter nights.
Saturdays and Sundays from 1 November to 25

2.

—

m

—
—

Cantemus Domino et BeneDominum de ccelis", and
Martyribus". In the Bangor book there are
collects to go with the "Te Deum", given apart from
the preceding, as though they formed part of another
Hour; but in the Turin fragment they, with the text
of the "Te Deum ", follow the "Benedicite and its collects, and precede the "Laudate Dominum de ccelis".
In the Book of Mulling there is a fragment of a directory, or plan, of some service.
Dr. Lawlor seems to
think it to be a plan of a daily Office used morning
and evening, but the editors of the "Liber Hymnorum" take it to be a special penitential service and
compare it with the penitential office sketched out in
the "Second Vision of Adamnan" in the Leabhar
Breac, which, as interpreted by them, it certainly
resembles.
The plan in the Book of Mulling is: (1)
illegible; (2) "Magnificat"; (3) stanzas 4, 5, 6 of St.
Columba's hymn, "Noli pater"; (4) a lesson from St.
sets of antiphons, "super
dicite", "super Laudate

"De

'

'

Matt., v; (5) the last three stanzas of the hymn of
Secundinus, "Audite omnes"; (6) two supplementary stanzas; (7) the last three stanzas of the hymn
of Gumma in Fota, "Celebra Juda"; (S) antiphon
"Exaudi nos Deus", appended to this hymn; (9)
last three stanzas of St. Hilary's hymn, Hymnum
dicat"; (10) either the antiphon "Unites in Trinitate" or (as the sketch of Adamnan seems to show)
the hymn of St. Colman MacMurchon in honour of St.
Michael, "In Trinitate spes mea"; (11) the Creed;
illegible, but possibly the
(12) the Paternoster; (13)
St.

—

collect

"Ascendat oratio".

The Mass. —Two

books, the Bobbio and the
Stowe Missals, contain the Irish Ordinary of a daily
Mass in its late Romanized form. Many of the variables are in the Bobbio book, and portions of some
Masses are in the Carlsruhe and Piacenza fragments.
A little, also, may be gleaned from the St. tail
fragments, the Bangor Antiphoner, and the order for
the Communion of the Sick in the Books of Dimma,
Mulling, and Deer. The tract in Irish at the end of
the Stowe Missal and its variant in the Leabhar Breac

IV.

<

add something more to our knowledge. The Stowe
Missal gives us three somewhat differing forms, the
original of the ninth century, in so far as it has not
been erased, the correction by Moelcaich, and. as far
as it goes, the Mass described in the Irish tract.
From its size and contents it would seem to be a sort
of Missale Itinerantium, with an Ordinary that might
serve for almost any occasion, a general Common of
Saints and two Masses for special intentions (for
penitents and for the dead). The addition of the
Order of Baptism, not, as in the Bobbio book or in the

"Missale Gothicum" and "Missale Gallicanum", as
part of the Easter Eve services, but as a separate
thing, and of the Visitation of the Sick, points to its
being intended to be a convenient portable minimum
The pieces said by the people are in
for a priest.
several cases only indicated by beginnings and
endings. The Bobbio book, on the other hand, is a
complete Missal, also for a priest only, of larger size,
with Masses for the Holy Days through the year.
The original Stowe Mass approaches nearer to that
The result of
of Bobbio than the revised form does.
to produce something more
Moelcaich's version
than a Gelasian ('. on inserted into a non-Roman
Mass. It ha.- become a mixed Mass, Gelasian, Roman,
or Etomano-Ambrosian for the most pan. with much
of a Hispano-t lallican type underlying it, and perhaps
with some indigenous details.
It
may lie taken to
represent the latest type of Irish Mass of which we
have any information. The title of the Hiilil.ie dailj
Mass is "Missa Komensis cott idiana ". and the same
"Deus qui culpa
title occurs before the Collect
offenderis" at the very end of the "Missale Gothicum". This collect, which is in the Gregorian
Sacramentary, occurs in both the Bobbio and the
Stowe, and in the latter has before it the title,

—
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i.

1.

Missal,

is:

Proeparatio Saeerdotis.

—Confession

of

beginning " Peccavimus,
the Litany

sins,

Domine, peccavimus". This and
which follows are found also in the
ments, but not in the Bobbin book.

St. Gall frag-

—

Litany of the Saints. In the original hand
there are only thirteen invocations (Our Lady,
Moelcaich
ten Apostles, St. Mark, and St. Luke).
added thirty-one more, of which twenty-four are
The MS. is wrongly bound, so that these
Irish.
additions look as if they were associated with the
diptychs in the Canon.
2.

—

3.
"Oratio August ini": " Rogo te Deus Sabaoth".
This is found in various ninth- and tenth-century
French books (see Warren's "Celtic Church").
4.
"Oratio Ambrosi": "Ante conspectum divinse

—

majestatis". Inserted by Moelcaich. Found in
several French books.
5.
This
Collect: "Ascendat oratio nostra".
occurs after the Creed and Paternoster in the
" Liber Hymnorum ".

—

ii.

1.

The Mass

itself.

— From the Irish tracts

it

seems that the chalice

was prepared before the Introit, a very usual pracIt is
tice in both East and West in early times.
still tin Kastern practice, and is retained to this day
by the Dominicans at low Mass. and in the Moz•

arabie Rite (see Dr. Legg's Ecclesiologieal Essays,
Water was poured in first with the
pp. 91-17S).
words " Peto (Lcabhar Breac, Quaeso) te, Pater,
deprecor te, Fili, obsecro te, Spiritus Sancte".
The Leabhar Brcac directs that a drop shall be
poured at naming each Person. The wine was
similarly poured on the water, with the words,
."Remit tit pater, indulget Filius, miseretur Spiritus

Sanctus".
2.

—The

Introit.

Mentioned

in the Irish tracts,

but not given in the Ordinary or elsewhere in either
Missal.
Probably it was sung from a Psalter.
3.
That in the Stowe and Bobbin OrdiCollect.
naries is " Deus qui de beato Petro", the collect for
St. Peter's Day, "hi Kal Julias" in the Gelasian
Sacramentary. In the Stowe a corrector, not
Moelcaich, has prefixed "in solemnitatibus Petri

—

et Christ i [<ic]".
4.

— "Imnus angelicus",

i.

e.

"Gloria in excelsis".

Begun in the original hand, continued by Moelcaich
on an inserted slip. This comes after the conclusion of the "Missa Romensis cnttidiana" in
the Bnbbin book and is preceded by a prayer
"post Aios", which probably means the Tnsagion
6c6s, k. t. V), or the Greek of the
( A710S
Sanctus, as used elsewhere in the Mozarabic, one or
nther of which may have come at this point, as it
did (according to St. Germanus of Paris) in the
Gallican Elite. This in the last was followed by
Kyrie eleison and "Benedictus", the latter being
called "Prophetia". There are collects styled
"post Prophetiam" in the Bobbio Missal at the
beginnings of several Masses. After the Gloria in
the Bobbio there is a collect " post Benedictionem ",
which means after the " Benedicite". This was said
in the Gallican, as part is still said in the Mozarabic,
The collects "post Precem",
after the Epistle.
according to Mabillon, mean the same, but that
seems improbable, and this name may possibly
refer to the prayers after the Bidding Prayer
Litany, which has been known as "Prex".
5.
Colled " lens qui diligentibus te", given as a
Sunday collect in the Gelasian. It is written by
Moelcaich over erased matter (probably the nriginal
continuation of "(lloria in excelsis"), and another

—

.

I
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"Orationes et preces missse a>cclesia> romane", so that
it is evident that the Roman additions or substitutions were recognized as such.
The Order of the daily Mass, founded on that in the

hand has prefixed a

direction for its use, "in
cotidianis diebus". instead of that which follows.
6.
Collect "Deus qui culpa offenderis".
In the
original hand, with inserted heading already menIt follows
tioned, and "hsBC oratio prima Petri".

—

the St. Peter collect in the Bobbio Ordinary.
7.
"Hie augmentum". Inserted by Moelcaich.
This, whatever it may mean, is mentioned in the
Irish tract as tormach (increase, expansion) coming
before the " Lesson of the Apostle".
Later, at the
Offertory, one finds "secunda pars augment i hie
super oblata". Probably it means additional
proper collects. St. Columbanus uses the word, in
the sense of addition, with reference to the petitions
added to the psalms at the day hours, "cum versieulorum augmento intervenientium".
8.
The Epistle. In the Stowe daily Mass, I Cor.,
xi, 26-52.
On certain days the Bobbio has a lesson
from the Old Testament or Apocalypse before the

—

—

Epistle.

—

The Gradual. The tract calls it salm digrad.
everything between the Epistle and Gospel may
be included under that name, the construction is (a) Prayer, "Deus qui nos regendo conservas",
added, but not by Moelcaich. Found in the later
Gelasian MSS. (b) Prayer, "Omnipotens sempiterne Deus, qui populum tuum". An Easter collect in the Bobbio Missal, given also by Gerbert as
9.

If

Ambrosian. (c) Psalm civ, vv. 4 1-3, 4. (d)
Prayer, "Grata sint tibi Dnmine". The secreta of
an Advent Mass in the Gelasian. (e) Alleluia. Ps.
cxvii.

14.

(f)

Domine ". The
the Gelasian.

Prayer, "Sacrificiis pnesentibus,
seereta of another Advent Mass in
" Deprecatio Sancti Martini pro

(g)

populo". (The title added by Moelcaich.) This is
a Bidding Prayer Litany or Prr.r resembling very
closely the Great Synapte of the Greek Rite and the
litany used on the first four Sundays of Lent
instead of "Gloria in excelsis" in the Ambrosian.
(h) Prayer, "Saerificiuni tibi, Domine". Thesecreta
of another Advent Mass in the Gelasian. Perhaps
here an " Oratio post Precem " of the Gallican
(i) Prayer, "Ante oculos tuos, Domine".
type,
It occurs in the same place in the Mass published
by M. Flaccus Illyricus (Martene, I, 182). (k)
Lethdirech sund [a half uncovering (of the chalice
and paten) here]. This is referred to in the tract
s>s indinochtad corrici leth inna oblce agus incailich
(the uncovering as far as half of the oblation and
chalice), and is associated there with the singing
of the Gospel and All.-iir. Earlier it is mentioned
(1) Psalm cxl. 2, sung
as following the Gradual.
thrice, (m) "Hie elivatur lintiamen calicis". Dr.
Lcgg (Ecclesiologieal Essays, p. 133) mentions
that this lifting of the veil was the practice in
England just before the Reformation, and in the
Dioceses of Coutances and St.-Pol-de-Leon much
(n) Prayer, "Veni Domine sanetificator".
later,
Nearly the "Veni sanetificator" of the present
Roman Offertory.
[Of these (a) to (h) are in the original hand, part of
(i) is inserted by Moelcaich, possibly over erasures,
the rest of (i) and (k) to (n) are written by Moelcaich nn added leaves.
The psalm verses are only
indicated by their beginnings and endings.
It
were said, and the cereprayers
may be that the
monies with the chalice veil were L'niie through by
the priest while the congregation sang the psalms
and Alleluia. Nothing of all this is in the Bobbio.
Possibly, judging from the collect "Post Benedictionem", which is the collect which follows the
"Benedictus es" (Dan., iii) on Ember Saturdays in
the Roman Missal, either the " Benedicite " or this
"Benedictus" came between the Epistle and Gospel,
as in the Gallican of St. Germanus's description.]
10.—The Gospel. In the Stowe Mass, St. John, vi.
51-57. This begins in Moelcaich \s hand on an init is
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Roman
11.

Kite.
— "Oratio
Gregorii super evangelium".

On an

In the Gregoinserted slip in Moelcaich's hand.
rian Sacramentary on the second Saturday and
third Sunday of Lent, but not in connexion with
the Gospel.
12.
The Creed. In the original hand, with the
"Filioque" inserted between the lines, possibly by

—

Moelcaich.

13.— The Offertory. The order in the Stowe Missal
In
is: (a) Landirech sund (a full uncovering here).
Moelcaich's hand,
(b) "Ostende nobis, Domine,
"
Domine,
Oblata,
misericordiam", etc. thrice, (c)
munera sanctifica, nosque a peccatorum nostrorum
maculis emunda." This is in the Bobbio Missal
(where it is called "post nomina") and in the
Gelasian and Gregorian.
It is the secreta of the
third Mass of Christmas Day in the present Roman
the
tract, the chalice was
Missal.
According to
elevated while this was sung, after the full uncovering.
The Leabhar Breac says that it was elevated
"quando canitur Imola Deo saerificium laudis".
This
(d) Prayer, "Hostias qusesumus, Domine".
occurs in one set of "Orationes et preces divinte"
It is written here
in the Leonine Sacramentary.
by Moelcaich over an erasure which begins with
"G", probably, as Mr. Warner conjectures, the
prayer "Grata sit tibi", which follows "Oblata,
Domine" in the Bobbio Missal. In Moelcaich's
correction this in an amplified form occurs later.
(e) Prayer, "Has oblationes et sincera libamina".
This prayer, which includes
In Moelcaich's hand.
an intercession "pro animabus carorum nostrorum
N. et cararum nostrarum quorum nomina recitamus", is evidently a relic of the former reading of
the diptychs at this point, as in the Hispano-Gallican liturgies. It and the next prayer in its Stowe
form, as Mr. Warren points out, resemble Gallican
(f) "Seor Mozarabic "Orationes post nomina".
cunda pars augment! hie super oblata". Probably
refers to additional proper prayers, analogous to
the Roman secreta (see 7, supra),
(g) Prayer,

"Gratasit tibi ha^e oblatio". An expanded form of
the prayer which followed "Oblata" in the original
writing.
A long passage referring to the diptychs
Most of this prayer is on the first page
is inserted.
of an inserted quire of four leaves in Moelcaich's
In the Bobbio, only "Oblata" and "Grata
hand.
sit tibi" are given at the Offertory, one being called
"Post nomina", the other "Ad Pacem". Perhaps
the Pax came here in the seventh century, as in the
Gallican and Mozarabic.
14.
The "Sursuni Corda", not preceded by " Do-

—

minus vobiscum".
1.").— The Preface.

Unlike the Bobbio daily PrefRoman Missal, goes

ace, which, like that of the
straight from "per
hristum
<

Dominum nostrum"

to " Per quern", this inserts a long passage, reminding one, at the beginning and near the end, of the
Trinity and Sunday Preface of the Roman Missal,
At the end
but otherwise being peculiar to itself.
of this passage is a direction in Irish to the effect
that here the (lignum of the addition (dignum in
e. tin- Proper Preface, comes in, if it
After the "Per quern"
ends with "Per quern
clause there is a similar direction if the "addition"
ends with " Sam-tils ".
10.
The Sanctus, with a Post-Sanctus, resembling somewhat that in the Mozarabic Missal for
Christmas Day. and that for Christmas Eve in
he " Mi sale Sothicum".
There is a Post-Sanctus
also in the first of the three Masses given in the
i.

.

—

t

<
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The
serted sheet and ends in the original hand.
traits say that the Gospel was followed by the
Alli'ir. which Dr. Stokes translates "Alleluia", but
Mr. Macgregor takes to mean "Blessing" and compares with the "Per evangelica dicta", etc., of the

Stowe. It is followed by "Qui pridie", as though
the Gelasian Canon were not used in that case.
17.
"Canon dominicus papa? Gilasi". This is the
Gelasian Canon (as given in Mr. H. A. Wilson's edition) with certain variations, the most noticeable
of which are: (a) "Te igitur" adds, after "papa
nostro", "episcopo sedis apostoliea?", and after
" fidei cultoribus ", "et abbate nostro n. episcopo".
"Sedis apostolics " is added also in the Bobbio.

—

1

(b)

A

direction follows,

"Hie recitantur nomina

vivorum". (c) "Memento etiam domine", contains a long list of intercessions for various
classes of persons.
This is also found in Carlsruhe Fragment B, but not in the Bobbio. (d)
"Communieant.es". Variants for Christmas. Circumcision (called Kalentlis), "Stella?" (i. e. Epiphany cf. Welsh, Dydd Gwyl YsturyU; Cornish,
Degl Stul; and "in stilla domini" in the St.
Cuthbert Gospels.
The actual variant here is
natalis c(dicis, i. e. Maundy Thursday, the end of
one and the beginning of the other having dropped

—

out in copying), Easter, Clausula pasca (i. e. Low
Sunday), Ascension, and Pentecost. The inserted
quire ends with the second of these, and the others
are on a whole palimpsest page and part of another.
The original hand, now partly erased, begins with
part of the first clause of the Canon, "tuum, dominum nostrum supplices te rogamus", and contained
all but the first line of the "Te igitur" and "Memento" clauses, without the long intercessory passage, the "nomina vivorum" direction, or the
variants, (e) The original hand begins ,"Et memoriam venerantes", continuing as in the present
Roman Canon without variation until the next

The Bobbio Canon includes Sts. Hilary,
Martin. Ambrose, Augustine, Gregory, Jerome, and
Benedict,
(f) "Hanc igitur oblationem" contains
an interpolation referring to a church "quam famusedificavit", and praying that the
lus tuus
founder may be converted from idols. There are
many variables of the "Hanc igitur" in the Gelasian.
In the daily Mass the Bobbio inserts
"quam tibi offerimus in honorem nominis tui
Deus" after "cuncta? familia? tuffl", but otherwise
is the ordinary Gelasian and Gregorian,
(g) In
"Quam oblationem" and "Qui pridie" there are
only a few variations, egit for agens, accepitfcalieem]
for accipiens (as also in the Bobbio book), and
" ealix sancti sanguinis mei " (sancti is erased in the
Bobbio), until the end. when Moelcaich has added
the Ambrosian phrase "passionem meam predicabitis, resurrectionem meam adnuntiabitis, adventum
clause.

.

meum
ccelis".

.

.

sperabitis,

donee iterum veniam ad vos de

Similar endings occur also in the Liturgies

Mark and St. James and in several Syrian
liturgies. The tracts direct the priest to bow thrice
of St.

panem" and after offering the
to chant "Miserere mei Deus" (Leabhar Breac) and the people to kneel in silence during

at "accipit Jesus
chalice to
this,

God

the "perilous prayer".

Then

the priest takes

(h) "Unde
three steps backwards and forwards,
et memores" has a few evident mistakes, and is
Gelasian in adding sumus after memores. (i)

"Supplices te rogamus" adds et petimus and omits
(k) "Memento etiam Domine et eorum
nomina qui nos pra-eesserunt cum signo fidei et
dormiunt in somno pacifl. " This clause, omitted in
calculi,

In the latter
the Gelasian, agrees with the Bobbio.
the words " commemoratio defunctorum" follow.
In the Stowe there is an intercessory interpolation
with a long list of names of Old Testament saints,
Apostles, and others, many of whom are Irish.
The list concludes with the phrase, used also in the
Mozarabic, "et omnium pausantium". Moelcaich's
addition to the "Prajparatio" Litany is wrongly inserted before these names.
(1) "ftobis quoque"
differs from the Gelasian in the order of the names

r
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20.— The Pax. "Pax

of the female saints, agreeing with the Bobbin, ex(in) After " Per
oept that it does not add Eugenia,
quern htec omnia" Moelcaich has added "ter cani
tur" and an Irish direction to elevate the principal
Hostoverthe chalice and to dip half of It therein.
Then follows in the original hand "Fiat Domine
misericordia tua", ete. (Ps. xxxii,22), to which " ter
eanitur" probably refers.
18.
The Fraction. Moelcaich adds an Irish direcThe
tion, "It is here that the Bread is broken".
original hand has " Cogno[v]erun1 Dominum in
Panis quern frangimus corpus est
fractione panis.
D. N. J. C. Calix quern benedieimus sanguis est
D. N. J. C. in remissionem peccatorum nostrorum",
Then, over an
interspersed with six Alleluias.
erasure, Moelcaich inserts "Fiat Domine miseri-

ilasti.

21.

pacem

— The

X.

J. C. et

com-

dedisti". etc.

Commixture.

"Commixtio

corporis et

sit nobis salus in vitam perJ.
These words are not in the Bobbio or
Call fragment, but in the latter the com-

sanguinis D. X.

(

'.

petuam."

the St.
mixture is ordered to be made lure (mittit sacerdos
sancta in ccdicem), and then the Pax to be given.
In St. Germanus's description a form very like the
Pax formula of the Stowe was said here by a priest,
instead of a longer (and variable) benediction by a
bishop.
These were not in any way associated
with the Pax. which in the Gallican, as now in the
Mozarabic, came just before " Sursum corda". The
two ideas are mixed up here, as in the Roman and

Cognoverunt Dominum. Alleluia", and
a prayer or confession of faith, "Credimus, Domine,
eredimus in hac confraetione". This responsory
answers to the Ambrosian Confractorium and the
cordia. etc.

Ambrosian.

—The Communion.

" Ecce Agnus Dei. eece qui
peccata mundi." These words are not
Bobbio or the St. Gall. They are nearly
the words said before the Communion of the

22.

Mozarabic Antiphona ad Confractionem /hi nix.
"Fiat misericordia". etc., is the actual Lenten Moz-

tollis \sic]

in the

arabic antiphon. The prayer "( tredimus", etc., has
a slight likeness to the recitation of the Creed at
The tract directs an
this point in the Mozarabic.
elaborate fraction, varying according to the day,
and resembling that of the Mozarabic Kite an.l the
arrangement (before Consecration) in the Fa-tern
Hfiee of the Prothesis, and like these bavin;;
The common division is into
mystical meanings.
five, for ordinary days: for saints and virgins seven;
for martyrs, eight: for "the oblation of Sunday as a
figure of the nine households of heaven and nine
grades of the Church", nine; for the Apostles, eleven;
on the Circumcision and Maundy Thursday
twelve; on Low Sunday (minchasc) and Ascension,
thirteen; and on Faster. Christmas, and Whitsunday, the sum of all the preceding, sixty-five.
Directions are given to arrange the particles in the
form of a cross within a circle, and different parts
are apportioned to different classes of people. The

people in the Roman Rite of to-day. In the St.
Gall the rubric directs the Communion of the
Probably these words hail
people after the Pax.
the same association in the Stowe as at present.
Then follows in the Stowe, "Pacem meam do
vobis, Pacem relinquo vobis [John. xiv. 27].
Pax
multa diligentibus legem tuam Domine. Et non
est in illis scandalum.
Regem cadi cum pace,
Plenum odorem vitse, Xovum carmen cantate,
Omnes sancti venite. Venite comedite panem
Dommi'iim, Et bibite vinum quod miscui vobis.
inus regit me" [Ps. sarii, I], with Alleluia after each
clause.
(The St. ia.ll has only the quotation from
St. John, xiv, 27, before Ps. xxii, but "Venite
In the Bangor Anticomedite" conies later.
phoner is a hymn of eleven four-lined stanzas,

(

(

"Sancti venite, Christi corpus sumite". entitled

"Ymnusquandocomonicarentsacerdotes".) Then
tin- Stowe, the St. Gall, and in the Comof tin- Sick in the Stowe, and in the Books
of Deer. Dimma, and Mulling, a number of Communion antiphons. The Bangor Antiphoner also
gives a set.
No two sets are alike, but some aiiti-

Leabhar Breac omits all this and only speaks (as does
the Stowe tract earlier) of a fraction in two halves,
a reuniting and a commixture, the last of which in
the Stowe Canon comes after the Pater Xoster. There
is nothing about any fraction or commixture in the
Bobbio, which, like the Gelasian, goes on from the
" Per quem ha>c omnia " clause to the introduction
of the Pater Xoster.
In the Ambrosian Rite both
the Fraction and Commixture occur at this point,

follow in

munion

lions are

common

to nearly

all.

There

C lance to the Communion responsory,

is a resemcalled "Ad

accedentes", of the Mozarabic Rite, and similar
forms are found in Eastern liturgies, sometimes
with the same words. Possibly the Tricanum of
At
St. Germanus was something of the same sort.
" MOelthe elld of these ill the St OWL'
t llC COl(>pllOIl
Caich scripsit ". with which Moelcaich's corrections
and additions to the Mass end.

instead of after the Pater Xoster. as in the Roman.
[In the St. Gall fragment there are three collects
(found in the Gelasian. Leonine, and Gregorian

books), and a "Collectio ante Orationem Dominicam". which ends with thi same introductii in to the
Pater Xoster as in Stowe and Bobbio.
These are
all that come between the Pre lac. and Pater Noster.]
The rest onward to the end of the Communion is in
Moelcaich's hand.
19.
The Pater Xoster, preceded by the introduction: "Divino magisterio edocti [instead of the
Roman "Prseceptis salutaribus moniti'l et divina
This is the
institutione formati audemus dicere".
same in the Bobbio and the St. Call fragment.
There is nothing to show that this and the Embol
ism which follows were variable, as in the Gallican
(cf. Missale Gothicum and others! and the present
Mozarabic. The Embolism in the Stowe is nearly
exactly the Gelasian, except that it omits
of Our Lady and has "Patricio" for "Andrea".
The Bobbio Embolism does not omit Our Lady, but
has neither St. Andrew nor St. Patrick. The St.
Gall fragment agrees with the Stowe. The Pater
Xoster in the Books of Deer, Dimma. and Mulling
has a different introduction and Embolism and in
the Communion of the Sick in the Stowe there is
yet another.

et caritas D.

municatio sanctorum omnium sit semper nobiscum.
Et cum spiritu tuo." This is in the St. Gall fragPrayer, " 1'acem manment, in the same place.

—

.
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23.

— The

Post-Communion, "Quos

coelesti

dono

i-li".
This is a Sunday |>ost -communion in the
Gelasian. for the Sixth Sunday after Pentecost in the
Gregorian and for the Sixth Sunday after Trinity in
It is given in the daily Mass in the
the Sarum.
Bobbio, with the title "Post communionem", and
There are post -conn nun ions to M,
in the St. Gall.
Two are lelasian.
three Masses wdiich follow later.
and the third is in the form of a Gallican "I't.e
lai io" or Bidding Prayer.
24.
"Consummatio miss:e". This is the title in
the Bobbio to the prayer, "Gratias til.i agimus
qui nos corporis et sanguinis Christi
til u tui communione satiasti", which ends the Mass
It seem- to
there, in the Stowe and in the St. Gall.
be compounded oi two prayers in the Leonine (Jul.
[n the Gallican books it is a
xxiv, and Sept. iii
The dismissal formula in he
Variable prayer.

—

(

—

i

.

i

I

(I

The non-Roman elements in th. Stowe Mass are:
The Bidding Litany between the Epistle and

Gospel, which, however,

came

after the Gospel in the

—

,
;

CELTIC

(6) The Communion Antiphons, and ResponIn the "Missa apostolorum et martirum et
sanctorum et sanctarum virginum", in the Stowe, the
Preface and Sanctus are followed by a Post-Sanctus
of regular Hispano-Gallican form, "Vere sanctus, vere
benedictus". etc., which modulates directly into the
"Qui pridie", with no place for the intervention of
"Te igitur" and the rest of the first part of the
Gelasian Canon. This may represent an Irish Mass

tion.

sory.

was before the Gelasian interpolation. In the
other two Masses this is not shown.
In the Bobbio the Masses throughout the year seem
to be Gallican in arrangement up to the Preface, and
Gelasian Roman afterwards. They contain at their
fullest, besides Epistle, Gospel, and sometimes a
lesson from the Old Testament or the Apocalypse
(the Prophetia of the Ambrosian Rite), the following
as

it

"Post Prophetiam", sometimes not named. (2) Bidding
Prayer, sometimes called by its Gallican name, " Pra?jatio ". This is followed by one or more collects.
(3)
Collect "post nomina".
(4) Collect "Ad Pacem".
(5) Sometimes secreta, but whenever this title is used
the Mass is wholly Roman and has no "Prcejatio"
"Post nomina", nor "Ad Pacem", but only one collect
variables: (1) Collects, sometimes called

precedingit. (6) "Contestatio", in one case called "Immolatio missae". This is the Prirfatio in the Roman
sense.
Here the Mass ends, with apparently no
variable post-communion, though these are given in
the three Masses in the Stowe. The Masses are: three

Advent; Christmas Eve and Day; St. Stephen;
Holy Innocents; Sts. James and John; Circumcision;
Epiphany; St. Peter's Chair; St. Mary; the Assumption (this and St. Peter's Chair are given in the Martyrology of Oengus on 18 Jan., evidently its place
here); five for Lent;" In symboli traditione"; Maundy
Thursday; Easter Eve and Day; two Paschal Masses;
for

Invention of Cross; Litany days; Ascension; Pentecost
(called "in Quinquaginsimo"); St. John Baptist; "in
S. Johannis passione"; Sts. Peter and Paul; St. Sigismund; Martyrs; one Martyr; one Confessor; St.
Martin; one Virgin; for the Sick; Dedication; St.
Michael; for travellers; for the priest himself; "Missa
omnimoda"; four votive Masses; for the Living and
seven Sunday Masses
the Dead " in domo cujuslibet
for the king two daily Masses for a dead priest for the
Dead sixty-one in all. The Mass "in symboli traditione" includes the traditio and expositio symboli,
that for Maundy Thursday is followed by the Good
Friday Lectio Passionis, and the Easter Eve Mass is
preceded by preces and intercessory orationes similar
to those now used on Good Friday, by the " Benedicts cerei" (for which a hymn and a prayer occur in
the Bangor Antiphoner), here only represented by
"Exultet", and by the order of Baptism.
V. The Baptismal Service. There are two Celtic orders of baptism extant: one in the seventhcentury Bobbio Missal and one in the ninth-century
They differ considerably
part of the Stowe Missal.
from one another in the order of the ceremonies,
though they have a good deal of their actual wording
'

;

'

—

;

;

;

;

—

The Stowe is the longest of any early
in common.
form, and on the whole has mosl in common with the
In .some of its details it has
Gelasian and Gregorian.
of it rather unskilful combination of
orders. f;ir the Exorcism, the Renunciation, and
tin
lonfession of Faith conn- twice over, and the long
Blessing of the Font and Baptismal Water is a combination of the Gelasian and Gregorian forms. The
actual formula of baptism is not given in the Stowe,
but in the Bobbio it reads: "Baptizo te in nomine
I'atris et I'ilii et SpilitUS Saneti imam habentem [sic]
tin'
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Gallican.
(2) The Post-Sanctus.
(3) The Responsory of the Fraction.
(4) The position of the Fraction before the Pater Noster. (5) The elaborate Frac-

appearance

two

(

Bubstantiam lit habeas vitam ceternam partem cum
This form resembles those in the "Missale
Sanctis."

Gothicum",

the "Vetus Gallicanum", and the
eleventh-century Mozarabic "Liber Ordinum", in
adding "ut habeas vitam seternam", though all differ
in other additions.
Both the Stowe and the Bobbio
have the Gallican washing of the feet after Baptism,
with words very similar to those in the "Gothicum"

and "Vetus Gallicanum".
The Bobbio form is:

— "Ad Christianum— faciendum",
Exorcism,
Signum Cruris,
—Blessing of Font,
Exorcism of water,
1.

(b)

(c)

2.

(a) First
Insufflation.

(b)

(a)

Two

collects,

(c)

"Sursum Corda" and

Preface,

(d) Chrismation of Font.
3.

—Second Exorcism: "Exorcidio
— Ephpheta". The form "Effeta,

te spiritus

im-

munde".
4.

"

is

effecta est

in odorem suavitatis".
Cf.,
later,
the
Stowe form.
5.
Unction with oil of catechumens on nose, ears,
and breast. The form is "Ungo te oleo sanctificato sicut unxit Samuel David in regem et prophetam".

hostia

—

6.

— Renunciation.

The

three renunciations of the

Stowe (and general Roman) form, combined under
one answer.
7.

8.

—Confession of Faith, with
—Baptism.

full

—Chrismation,

Creed.

with which is said
"Deus D. N. J. C. qui te regeneravit ",
10.
Vesting with white robe.

9.

—

11.— Washing

—
—

the

form

etc.

of Feet.

12.
" Post Saptismum", two collects.
The Stowe jorm is:
1.
Exorcism and Signum Cruris. Three prayers.
The first is in Moelcaich's hand and includes the
signing, the second occurs also in the Bangor Antiphoner as "Collectio super hominem qui habet
diabolum", and the third "Deus qui ad salutem"

—

repeated later before the Blessing of the Font.
Consecratio salis, with an exorcism from the
Gelasian.
3.
Renunciation. Three separate answers.
4.
Confession of Faith. The Creed in its shortest
possible form, a simple profession of faith in each
Person of the Trinity.
is

2.

—
—

5.
6.

—
—

Insufflation, without words.
First LTnction on breast and back with oil and
saying, "Ungo te oleo sanctificato in

chrism,

nomine", etc.
7.
Second Renunciation,

the same words as
—
— Four prayers exorcism, two of which are
Gelasian and two Gregorian.
—
"It
here that
put into
the mouth
the child."
— "Ephpheta".
The form
"Effeta quod
in

before.

of

8.

9.

Irish rubric.
of

10.

salt is

is

is:

est

apertio effeta est hostia in honorem [sic] suavitatis
in nomine" etc.
The Gelasian and Gregorian (like
the modern Roman) have, "Effeta quod est adaCerire in odorem suavitatis, tu autem effugare Diaole, appropmquabit enim judicium Dei".
The
play upon the words effeta and effecta is peculiar to
In other books "Ephthe Bobbio and Stowe.
pheta" is not associated with the giving of the salt.
as it appears to be here, but with the touching of
the nose and ears with spittle.
11.
Prayer, " Domine sancte Pater omnipotens
aeterne Deus, qui es et qui eras et qui venturus es".
This occurs in the Gelasian as "Ad catechumenum
ex Pagano faciendum", and is said in the present
Roman Baptism of Adults before the giving of the
salt in the case of converts from Paganism.
12.
-Prayer, "Deus qvii ad salutem humani genThis, which forms part of the "Bencdictio
eris".
Aqua?" in the Gelasian, Gregorian, ami modem
Roman, is repeated here for the second time, having
been said already with the first exorcism.

—

—

—
CELTIC

—
—

—

—

anima mea usque vivum, quemadmodum.
Vox Domini super aquas multas. Adferte." This
is an inverted way of expressing Ps. xli. 2, and Ps.
xxviii, 3.
The whole of Ps. xli is said in the Ambro"Sitivit

sian.

and

Ps.

xxviii in the

Roman (Baptism

of

Adults).
17.

—The Blessing of the Font.

The

first

part con-

of exorcisms which, though they occur in
various parts of the existing Gelasian books, are
always connected with the Blessings of the Font,
The last part consists, with a
or of water therein.
few verbal variations, of the prayer "Omnipotens
sempiterne Deus, adesto magna; pietatis tua? mysteriis". and the Preface and prayers that follow in
the Gelasian, Gregorian, and modern Roman Easter
Eve ceremonies, down to the pouring of chrism into
The direction which follows orders the
the Font.
chrism to be poured "in modum crucis" "et
quique voluerit implet vasculum aqua benedict ionis
ad domos consecrandas et populus praesens aspergitur aqua benedicta".
18.
The Confession of Faith repeated, but with a
slightly amplified form.
19.
triple immersion or asperThe Baptism.
sion is ordered, but no formula is given.
20.
The Chrismation. The anointing is in cerebrum in fronte. The prayer is "Deus omnipotens
Pater D. X. J. C. qui te regeneravit", etc. This is
found in the Gelasian, Gregorian, modern Rinnan,
and Ambrosian, and in the Bobbio and "Vetus
Gallicanum". The formula is "Ungo te de oleo
et de Chrismate salutis et sanctificationis in nomine .... nunc et per omnia in sa?eula sseculorum", and "operare creatura olei operare in
sists

—

—
—
—

A

nomine",

—

etc.

The Vesting with the White Robe by the
deacon, with the usual words (said by the priest),
21.

"Aecipe vestem candidam",

—

etc.

The Signing of the Hand. The priest says,
"Aperiatur manus pueri", and. "Signum crucis
Chnsti aecipe in manum tuam dexteram et consirvi't te in vitarn aeternam."
Mr. Warren finds an
instance of this ceremony in an eleventh-century
Jumieges Ritual, but otherwise it does not Beem to
22.

known.
Washing of the Feet. This ceremony is
peculiarly Gallican and Celtic, and is not found in
Roman books. An order was made in Spain by
lie

23.

—The

the Council of Elvira, in 305, that it should be performed by clerks, not by priests. The StOWe form
begins with verses from tin- Psalms, " Lueerna
pedibus" and others, with Alleluias. Then follow
a formula and a prayer, both referring to Christ
21.

s

tic feet of fit—

Ihe

Communion.

D.N. J. C.

I

tisciples.
"( orpus et

sanguinis

[sic]

vitam aeternam ". followed by
thanksgivings for both Communion ami Baptism.
At the end are
Blessing of Water (found also in
the Gregorian
and an Exorcism (found also in
Gallican and Ambrosian books, and. in a slightly
sit

tibi in

;i

varied form, in the eleventh-century M
" Liber Ordinum
These, if they belong to the
Baptism, are clearly out of place, rendered unnecessary, as Mr. Warren suggests, by the introduction
of the larger Roman "Benedictio Fontis".
It is
'

,i.
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Prayer, "Exaudi nos Domine
et
The prayer used at the "Asmittere dignare".
perges" in the modern Roman Rite.
14.
The Second Unction. "Hue usque catechumenus. Incipit oleari oleo ct erismate in pectus et
item scapulas antequam baptizaretur."
15.
The Litany. "Circa fontem canitur." The
text is not given.
In the Ambrosian Rite the
Litany is said after the Baptism, and in the modern
Roman on Easter Eve after the Blessing of the
Font.
16.
Two psalms (or rather verses of two psalms):
13.

—

possible, however, that they belong to the Visitation of the Sick, which follows immediately without
any break in the MS. That service in the Book of
Mulling has a "Benedictio Aqua? " at the beginning.
VI. The Visitation, Unction, and Communion
of the Sick. There are four extant specimens of

—

these services: in the St owe Missal and in the Books of
Dimma, Mulling, and Deer. The Stowe and Dimma
are the longest and most complete, and agree very
closely.
The Mulling differs in the preliminary bidding prayers and in adding at the beginning a " Benedictio aquae" and "Benedictio hominis", the latter
of which comes, in the Stowe and Dimma, at the end,
though in a different form, and it agrees with the
Dimma in inserting a recitation of the Creed, which is
not in the Stowe. The Deer form has only the Communion, which agrees substantially with the other
The order in the Stowe is:
three.

—

1.
"Benedictio Aqua;." "Benedic, Domine, banc
creaturam aquae" (Gregorian) and "Exorcizo te,
immunde" (found in the Bobbio Baptismal
Order before the "Ephpheta" and in an Ambrosian
Order quoted by Martene, but in both as an "exorcismus hominis"). These two are considered by
Warren to belong to the Baptismal Order, but cf.
the position of the "Benedictio super aquam" and
"Benedictio hominis" in the Book of Mulling.

spiritus

the Gallican sense, "Oremus fraDominum Deum nostrum pro fratre nostro",
followed by six collects, all but one of which, as
well as the Proefatio, are in the Dimma.
3.—Two Gospels. Matt., xxii. 23. 29-33, and
xxiv. 29-31.
The first is in the Dimma, where
there is also an Epistle, I Cor., xv, 19-22.
4.
The Unction. In the Dimma this is preceded
by a declaration of faith in the Trinity, in eternal
In the Mulling (he
life, and in the Resurrection.
Credo follows the Unction. The form of the Unction here is "Ungo te de oleo sanctificato ut salPrcefatio, in
tres,
2.

—

veris in nomine
in
The Dimma is "Ungo te de oleo
nomine Trinitatis ut salveris in

saecula", etc.
sanctificato in
sa>cula saeculorum", and the Mulling "Unguo te de oleo sanctificationis hi nomine Dei Patris et Filii et Spiritus
Sancti ut salveris in nomine Sancti Trinitatis".
The forms in the' old Ambrosian Rituals and in the
pre-Tridentine Rite of the Venetian Patriarchate
began with "Ungo te oleo sanctificato".
very
similar form is given by Martene from a twelfthcentury Monte Cassino Breviary (Vol. IV, 241),
and another is in the tenth-century Asti Ritual described by Gastoue (Rassegna Gregoriana, 1903).

A

The Roman and modern Ambrosian forms begin
with "Per istam unctionem". Nothing is said in
the Celtic books about the parts of the body to be
anointed.

—

The Pater Xoster, with introduction, "Concede
Domine nobis famulis tuis". and Embolism,
"Libera nos Domine". The Dimma has the same
5.

introduction, but after the Pater Xoster the Inftrmus
to recite "Agnosce, Domine, verba
is directed
qua- precipisti", as another (or it may lie as an
alternative) introduction to a Later Xoster.
The
Mulling and Deer have an introduction. "Creator
naturarum omnium". In each case the Pater
Xoster and its accompaniments arc' preliminary to
tin'

6.

(

otiiiTiunion.

— Three prayers for the sick

man, referring to his
These are not in the Dimma,
One, "Domine sancte Pater te

Communion.

Mulling, or Deer.
fideliter",
7.

— The

in
8.

—The

is

in

Pax.
the M:i~s

th

>

"Pax et caritas D.

Communion.

ual.

N. J.C.",

The words

etc., as

of administration as given in the Stowe are "Corpus et sanguis
t
I). X. .1. C. filii Dei vivi altissimi,
reliqua". The
Dimma omits altissimi and gives the ending in full,
<

—

1

CEMETERY

"conservat animam tuam in vitam aeternam".
The Mulling has "Corpus cum sanguine D. N. J. C.
The Deer has
sanitas sit tibi in vitam aeternam".
the same, except that

ends "in vitam perpetuam

it

Then follow Communion anthems
et salutem".
These differ in order
similar to those in the Mass.
and selection in the Stowe Mass, the Stowe, Dimma,
Mulling, and Deer Communions of the Sick, and
the

in

common

Bangor Antiphoner, though several are
to them all.

—The Thanksgiving, "Deus

tibi gratias agimus".
found in the Dimma, Mulling, and Deer
forms, where it ends the service. In the Dimma it is
preceded by the Blessing.
10.
The Blessing, "Benedicat tibi Dominus et
9.

This

is

—

custodiat te", followed

and "Pax

tibi in

by the signing

of the Cross

vitam arternam".

The Consecration of Churches.

—

In the
is a tract describing the consecration of a church. The ceremony is divided into
five parts, the consecration of the floor, and of the
altar with its furniture, the consecration out of doors,
the aspersion inside, and the aspersion outside. The
consecration of the floor includes the writing of two
alphabets thereon. There are directed to be seven
crosses cut on the altar, and nothing is said about
relics.
On the whole the service appears to be of the
same type as the Roman, though differing in details,
and if the order of the component parts as given in
the tract may be taken as correct, in order also. The
tract, edited with a translation by the Rev. T. Olden,
D.D., has been printed by the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society (Vol. IV., 1900).
VIII. Hymns. There are many native Irish hymns
VII.

Leabhar Breac there

—

both in Latin and Irish. Of these, most, no doubt,
were not intended for liturgical use, but rather for
private reading, but a certain number were undoubtIn the
edly used in the services of the Celtic Church.
"Liber Hymnorum" there are hymns by Patrick,
Columba, Gildas, Sechnall, Ultan, Cummaim of Clonfi-rt

Colman mac UiCluasaigh, Colman Mac

Mvigint,

.

Murchan, Cuchuimne, Oengus, Fiach, Broccan,
Sanctam, Scandlan Mor, Mael-Isu ua Brolchain, and
Ninine. besides a few by non-Irish poets. The Bangor
Antiphoner adds the names of Comgall and Camelac
to the list.
Of the twelve hymns given in the latter,
eight are not found elsewhere, and ten are certainly
intended for liturgical use.
Martexe, De Antiquis Ecclesia- rilibus (Bassano, 178S);
Muratori, Liturgia Romana vetus (Venice, 1T4S); Mabillon,
7!
Italicum (Paris, 1637); In., De Liturgia GaUicand
(Paris, 1685); Gerbert, Monumenla veteris Liturgia? Allemanniea- (St. Blaise, 1777); Neale and Forbes, Ancient
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Transactions of Aberdeen Ectlesiological Soc,
No. XI, 1S96 (Aberdeen, 1S9S); Warren, The Irish Missal
belonging to Corpus Christi College, Oxford (London, 1879); Id.,
The Leofnc Missal (Oxford, 1SS3); Forbes. Missale Drummemdiense (Burntisland, 1SS2); E. Bishop, Liturgical note in
Kuypers' Prayerbook of .Elhelwald [Book of Cerne] (Cambridge,
1902); Id., The Earliest Roman Mass Book, in Dub. Rev. for
Oct., 1894; Id., The Litany of Saints in the Stove Missal, in
Journal of Theol. Studies for Oct., 1905; Id., Spanish Symptoms
(in Gallican, Irish and Roman Service Books), in same Journal
for Jan., 1907; Mercati, More Spanish Symptoms in same
Journal for April. 1907; Lejay, Articles in Rev. d'hist. et de litt.
rel. (1897), II, 91, 189; (1903), VIII, 556; (1904), IX, 556;
Ferotin, Le Liber Ordinum en usage dans realise uisigothique
et mozarabe, in Cabrol, Man. Eccl. Lit.
(Paris, 1904), V;
Legg, Ecclesiological Essays (London, 1905); Sti Columbnni
Regula, in Flemingius, Collectanea Sacra (Louvain, 1667);
Reeves, On the Celi-De, commonly called Culdees, in R. I.
Acad. (Dublin. 1874), XXIV; Bury, Life of St. Patrick (London. 1905); Healy, Life and Writings of St. Patrick (Dublin,
11)051; Dottin, .Xot.s biblioijraphiques sur Vancienne liUerature
d'lrlande, in Rev. d'hist. et de lit. rel. (Paris, 1900), V, 161.— It
should be added that there is also a considerable mass of
quasi-historical literature on both sides, Anglican and Roman,
from which a certain amount of information may be gleaned,
but it requires to be used with great discrimination, owing to
its controversial character.
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—The

word

c(emeterium

or

rimiterium (in Gr. Koifinr-qpiov) may be said in early
literature to be used exclusively of the burial places
single doubtful example
of Jews and Christians.
(Corp. Inscript. Lat., VIII, n. 7543), where it seems to
be applied to a pagan sepulture, can safely be disregarded, and though the word, according to its etymology, means sleeping place (fromKoi^S(rf)ai, to sleep),
its occurrence in this literal sense is rare.
Moreover,
the phrase "their so-called cemeteries" (to. KaXovfieva
Koifivr-ripia), used in an imperial edict of 259, shows
that it was even then recognized as a distinctive name.
The word occurs in Tertullian (De anima, c. li) and
Let us add that though what we
is probably older.

A

now understand by a cemetery

is a separate, parknot being the "yard" of any church,
the word was originally of much more general application.
It was applied either to any single tomb or
to a whole graveyard, and was the usual term employed
to designate those subterranean burial places now
commonly known as the catacombs (q. v.).
Early History- There can be little doubt that in
the beginning of the preaching of Christianity the
converts to the Gospel were content to be interred
without distinction in the graves of their Jewish
brethren (Acts, v, 6. viii. 2, and ix, 37). But it is
also plain from the nature of things that this arrangement could not have been of long duration. To the
Jew the dead body and all connected with it was an
uncleanness. To the Christian it involved no contamination, but was full of the hope of immortality
The practice of separate interment
(I Cor., xv, 43).
must, therefore, have begun early both in Rome and
in other places where there were large Christian
colonies.
It would seem .that the earliest Christian
burial piaces were family vaults (to use a rather misBut
leading word) erected upon private property.
the desire to rest near those of their own faith who had
passed away before must have been especially strong
in Rome, where even artisans practising the same
trade sought to be buried side by side with their fellowcraftsmen and formed associations for the purpose.
Wealthy Christians accordingly enlarged their family
burial places and admitted their poorer brethren to
" For himself, for his freedmen, and for
share them.
charity" (siW el li " rtis et niifcricordia) is an inscripPartly
tion found in a construction of this class.
owing to the nature of the soil, partly, no doubt, to
the desire of imitating the burial places in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, and in particular the sepulchre of Christ, the practice was largely followed of
excavating a subterranean chamber or series of chambers in the recesses of which bodies could be laid and
walled in with bricks or marble slabs. The need of
interring a disproportionately large number of persons
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upon one small property probably led to the early
development of a system of narrow galleries tunnelled
through the tufa, with horizontal niches (Joculi)
scooped out in the walls on both sides. At the same
time it would be a mistake to suppose that Christians
throughout the Roman Empire were compelled to
to great secrecy regarding their interments.
On the contrary, the well-understood principle of law
that a burial place was a. loins rcli<)iopus and consequently inviolable seems at normal times to have
guaranteed to the Christians a large measure of
immunity from interference. The jurisdiction which
the pagan College of Pontiffs possessed over all places
of sepulture no doubt caused difficulties, especially at
those epochs when active persecution broke out, but
the general tendency of the Roman magistrates was
Moreover it is
to be tolerant in religious matters.
probable that for many years after the Gospel was
first preached in Rome the Christians were looked
upon merely as a particular sect of Jews, and the
Jews, as we may learn from Horace and other preChristian writers, had long held a recognized and
assured position which excited no alarm.
Hence from Apostolic times down to the persecution of Domitian, the faithful were interred upon
private burial allotments, situated like the pagan
tombs along the border of the great roads and of
course ovitside the walls of the city. Moreover, as
Lanciani says, "these early tombs whether above or
below ground, display a sense of perfect security and
an absence of all fear or solicitude" (Lanciani, Pagan
and Christian Rome, 309). The vestibule and crypt
of the Flavians, members of Domitian's own family,
The ground,
afford a conspicuous example of this.
bordering on the Via Ardeatina, belonged to Flavia
Here a catacomb
Domitilla, the niece of Domitian.
was excavated, a portion of which seems to have been
The enset aside for the interment of the family.
trance can plainly be seen from the road, and the vestibule and adjoining chambers still remain in which,
according to Roman custom, anniversary feasts took
In this case the 6
place in honour of the dead.
would have been the agapce, or love feasts of the
Ihristians, probably preceded or followed by the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass; but the custom of honouring
the third, ninth (afterwards seventh), thirtieth, and
anniversary day of the decease seems to have been
borrowed from the religious observances of Greece
and Rome and to date from the earliest times. In
contrast to these original private tombs the portion
of the catacomb excavated for the use of the Christian
community at large consisted of a vast network of
galleries dug at more than one level.
For a while.
like many other underground Christian cemeteries,
this catacomb seems to have been known by t he name
I

(

of the donor, Domitilla, but later

it

was

called after the

holy martyrs Nereus and Achilleus, who were subsequently buried there. Further, toward- the close of
the fourth century a basilica in honour of these two
martyr- was erected upon the spot. Their tomb was
near the entrance and consequently it was not disturbed, but the ground was dug away and the church
built immediately over the tomb, much below tin
level of the surrounding soil.
On the other hand,
through devotion to these saints interments multiplied and numerous fresh galleries for the purpose
were excavated in the immediate vicinity of the
church.
All this is typical of what took place in
many other instances. The early burial places, which
were certainly in private ownership and confined to
isolated plots of ground (area), seem in the third century to have often become property held by the
Christian community in common, Other adjoining

allotments

being bought

honeycombed with

We

up and the whole

galleries at

learn from the

many

area

different levels.

"Philosophumena" that Pope

Zephyrinus appointed Callistus
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(c.

198) superintend-

So again we have distinct
ent of the cemeteries.
record of the restoration of the cemeteries to the
Christians in 259 after the Valerian persecution.
According to De
(Euseb., Hist. Eccles., VII, \iii.)
Rossi the freedom which the Church at normal times
enjoyed in their possession was due to the fact that
the Christians banded themselves together to form a
collegium fv.ru raticium, or Initial society, such associations, of which the members paid a certain annual
contribution, Vicing expressly recognized by law.
For this view(See Roma Sotterranea, I, nil sq.)
there is very good evidence, and though objections
have been raised by such authorities as Monseigneur
Duchesne and Victor Schultze, the theory has by no
means been abandoned by later scholars. (See Duancienne de l'eglise, I, 384;
chesne,
Histoire
Maruichi, Elements d'archeologie, I, 117-124.)
When martyrs were thus buried, crowds of their
fellow-Christians desired to be buried near them;
moreover, some sort of open space forming a small
chamber or chapel was generally opened out where
Mass could be celebrated upon or beside the tomb.
The cataStill, this was only an occasional use.
combs, owing to difficulties of light and ventilation,
were not ordinarily used as places of Christian worship except at times of fierce persecution.
After
Constantine's edict of toleration (312), when peace
was restored to the Church, basilicas were .sometimes
built over portions of the catacombs, especially over
the known burial place of some favourite martyrs.
At the same time, during tlte fourth century the eagerness to be interred in these subterranean galleries
gradually waned, though the zeal of Pope Damasus in
honouring the tombs of the martyrs seems to have revived the fashion for a few years at a later date.
After 410, when Rome was sacked by Alaric, no more
burials took place in the Roman catacombs, but the
earlier spread of Christianity is well illustrated by
the excavations made.
Any accurate estimate is of
course impossible, but Michael de Rossi calculated
that in the zone of territory lying within three miles
of the walls, more than five hundred miles of subter-

ranean galleries had been tunnelled and that the

number of Christians buried therein must have exThe use of open-air cemeteries in
1 ,700,000.
place of catacombs had probably begun in Rome before
ceeded

Constantine. Many have been identified in modern
times (De Rossi, Roma Sotterranea, vol. III. bk.
Ill), though it is not always easy to determine exactly
the period at which they started. In other parts of
the world it is quite certain that innumerable openair Christian cemeteries were in existence long before
We may cite
the close of the period of persecutions.
as characteristic the discoveries of Dr. W. M. Ramsay
in Phrygia, where many Christian graves clearly belong to the second century, as also those of Northern
Africa, of which we hear already in Tertullian. and in
particular those of Salona in Dalmatia (second to
sixth century; sec Leclercq, Manuel d'archeologie, I,
327-329). this last is particularly interesting because the surviving remains illustrate o learly the
extreme antiquity of the practice of interring the
dead in the near neighbourhood of the oratories in
which the Christians assembled to otter the Holy
i

Sacrifice.

It is

probably to

this

custom

that

we may

trace the origin of the lateral chapels which have be-

come so notable a feature ol ail our greater churches.
No doubt the tendency to surround the church with

graves was long kept in check by the Roman lawforbidding the .lead to he interred within the walls .if
cities; but this law at an early date began to be disregarded and after the pontificate of John III (560
575 it would seem that burials at Rome generally
took place within the walls.
As a rule the Christians, though their cemeteries
were separate, accommodated themselves in things
permissible to the burial usages of the peoples among
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they lived. Thus in Egypt the early Coptic
Christians converted their dead into mummies with
the use of asphalt and natron. Again, though catacombs existed far away from Rome in many places
where the soil favoured such excavations, e. g. in
Naples and Sicily, still, in certain tracts of country
otherwise suitable, e. g. in Umbria, the early Christians abstained from this method of interment, apparently because it was not used by the pagan inhabitants (see N. Miiller in Realencyklopadie f. prot.

whom

upon the neglect

of this prohibition were constantly
complained of. The passage in the capitularies of
Theodulfus (c. 790) is particularly interesting because
it was afterwards translated into Anglo-Saxon (c.
1110) in the following form:
"It was an old custom in these lands often to bury
departed men within the church and to convert into

cemeteries [lictunuin] the places that were hallowed
to God's worship and blessed for offering to Him.
Now it is our will that henceforth no man be buried
within a church unless it be some man of the priestTheol., X, 817).
the
tombs
of
hood [saccrdhadot] or at least a layman of such piety
Burial in Churches. The fact that
that it is known that he by his meritorious deed's
the martyrs were probably the earliest altars (cf.
desire
be
earned when living such a place for his dead body to
the
eager
to
Apoc, vi, 9), together with
buried near God's holy ones, gradually led up to the rest in. It is not our intention however that the
to
individuals
bodies which have been previously buried in the
custom of permitting certain favoured
be interred not only near but within the church. It church should be cast out but that the graves which
the
way.
emperors
led
are seen therein be either dug deeper into the eartli
may be said that the Roman
Constantine and Theodosius were buried under the or else be levelled up and the church floor be evenly
Constantinople.
Apostles
in
and decently laid so that no grave [na?i byrgen] be any
of
the
portico of the church
At Rome, when the restrictions against burial within longer apparent. But if in any place there be so
the
entrance
of
St.
aside,
many graves that it is impossible to effect this, then
set
the city began to be
let the place be left as a cemetery [Thonne late man
Peter's became the usual place of interment for the
was
no
persons.
It
tha stoxve to lictune] and the altar be taken from thence
distinguished
popes and other
doubt in imitation of this practice that King Ethel- and set in a clean [i. e. new] place and a church be there
Augustine
St.
persuaded
by
raised where people may offer to God reverently and
was
bert of Canterbury
decently " (Thorpe, Eccles. Institutes and Laws, 472).
to dedicate a church to Sts. Peter and Paul outside
"
his
own
body
and
that
both
This decree plainly shows both that the law against
the
intent
with
the town,
the bodies of his episcopal successors and at the same burying within the churches had often been disre".
there
laid
to
rest
in the past and also that any attempt to
might
be
garded
kings
of
Kent
the
time of
They were in point of fact buried in the vestibule. enforce it rigidly was looked upon as impracticable.
may
tendency
could determine the precise degree of piety
the
same
one
phase
of
No
varying
Probably a
be recognized in the practice of erecting little shelters which merited a relaxation, and in most countries
graves
in
dignity, wealth, or benefactions enabled
favoured
whose
certain
those
basilica,
over
or oratories,
the open. The Salic law prohibited outrages upon them to press their claims with vigour had little diffisecuring
this coveted privilege for themselves
quis
in
penalties:
"Si
basiliculty
heavy
under
basilicas
such
cam super hominem mortuum cxspoliaverit 1200 de- or for their friends. The English liturgist, John
Beleth, seems to admit that any patronus ecclesia, i. e.
narios culpabilis iudicetur", i. e. "If any one shall
plunder a basilica erected over the dead he shall be the patron of a living, could claim to be buried in the
church as a right, and his words are adopted by
fined 1200 denarii" (cf. Lindenschmidt, Handbuch d.
But interment Durandus, though possibly without a full appreciation
deutsch. Alterthumskunde, I, 96).
within the church itself had been known from an early of their meaning. Still, such lay interments within
date in isolated cases. St. Ambrose allowed his the sacred building and especially in the chancel
brother Satyrus, although he was a layman, to be always stood in contradiction to the canon law. and
In
buried within the church beside the tomb of a martyr. some show of resistance was generally made.
As for himself, he wished to be buried under the altar particular, it was insisted on that tombs should not
conshould
at
least
be
" Hunc ego locum (sc. sub altari)
project above the pavement or
of his own basilica.
prsdestinaveram mihi. Dignum est enim ut ibi re- fined to the side chapels. The ecclesiastical legislaquiescat sacerdos ubi offerre consuevit ", i.e. "This tion of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries continued to recognize the right of the clergy to be buried
place (beneath the altar) I had chosen for myself.
For it is fitting that where the priest has been wont to within the sacred building, but it need hardly be
remarked that the intervention of state legislation in
sacrifice, there should he rest (Migne, P. L., XVI,
In the earlier periods, however, when we almost all modern countries has deprived these de1023).
hear of burial in churches we may as a rule presume crees of much of their practical importance.
Medieval Cemeteries. When the tribes of the
that the cemetery basilicas are meant (cf. De Rossi,
Roma Sotterranea, III. 548 sq.), and for a long time North were first converted to Christianity an effort
the resistance made to the growing practice of burial was generally made to restrain the converts from
Of the numerous being buried in the barrows used by the pagans. This
in churches was very determined.
does not seem to have been the case to the same extent
conciliar decrees upon the subject that of Vaison in
442 may be taken as a specimen. " According to the when the Gospel was preached to the Romanized
There, says Boulanger (Le mobilier fun6Gauls.
tradition of our ancestors", it says, "measures must
be taken that on no account should anyone be buried raire gallo-romain et franc, 27), the pagan and the
Roman will often be seen resting side by
Christian
in
the
within the churches, but only in the yard or
But within side. "Glass with biblical subjects or pottery bearing
vestibule or in the annexes [exedris].
inscriptions may be found next door to a
Christian
the
dead
the church itself and near the altar
must on no account be buried." This decree grave which contains the obol intended for Charon."
and Saxon interments there is not
Frank
the
inIn
was
afterwards
with others of similar purport
At
corporated in the canon law. As may be learned usually this confusion of pagan and Christian.
the national burial custom, which
time,
same
disthe
from St. Gregory of Tours it was frequently
his arms and
regarded in the' case of bishops and royal per- required the warrior to be buried with
the implements of her
sonages, but on the other hand we have record of the girl with her ornaments and
by Chrisother bishops, abbots, and other distinguished daily occupation, was long observed even

—

—

many

in the sixth century ami later who were
buried juxta urban, or in cam pis, or in communi ccemeteno.
St. Area (q. v.i might be mentioned as an
None the less in the first
English example in point.
half of the ninth century the serious abuses attendant

men'both

The temptation which this custom offered for
the rifling of graves was viewed with much disfavour
by the Church, and under Charlemagne an ecclesiastical council passed a decree which seems to
have been effective in putting an end to this burial

tians.
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cemeteries the orientation of the tombs was carefully
Each corpse was laid with its feet to
to.
it has been remarked as a curious
fact that pagan Prankish sepultures also commonly
exhibit the same peculiarity (Boulanger, op. cit., 32).
With regard to England it may probably be assumed,
though clear evidence is lacking, that separate Christian graveyards were formed almost from the beginning in all those places where the faithful were
numerous. It would seem that even before a church
was built it was the practice of our Saxon forefathers
to Bet up a cross, which served as a rendezvous for the
Christians of the district.
An instance may be quoted
from the almost contemporary life of St. Willibald,
born in 699, who when he was three years old was
consecrated to God at the foot of such a cross in a
remote part of Hampshire. The suggestion has been
recently made with much plausibility that round such a
cross the Christian converts loved to be laid to rest, and
that these primitive crosses marked a site upon which
church and churchyard were established at a later
time (see Baldwin Brown, Arts in Early England, I,
254-266). Certain it is that the churchyard cross
was always a conspicuous feature of the consecrated
enclosure and that the churchyard usually afforded
sanctuary as secure as that of the church itself for those
who were fleeing from justice or private vengeance.
Numerous ecclesiastical ordinances enjoin that the
churchyard was to be surrounded by a wall or other
boundary sufficient to keep out straying cattle and to
secure the area from profanation.
As a specimen we
may take the following ordinance of the Bishop of
Lincoln in 122!':
" Regarding the arrangements of a
church-yard [rirnnicrium] let the ground be properly
enclosed with a wall or a ditch, and let no part of it be
taken up with buildings of any kind, unless during
time cif war. There should be a good and well-built
cross erected in the church-yard to which the procession is made on Palm Sunday, unless custom prescribes that the procession should be made elsewhere"
This churchyard pro(Wilkins, Concilia, I, 623).
cession on Palm Sunday, in which, as early as the time
of Lanfrane, the Blessed Sacrament was often carried
in a portable shrine, as well as all the relics of
the church, was a very imposing ceremony.
Many
descriptions of it have been left us, and traces still
survive even in Protestant countries, where, as for
example, in Wales, the country people to this day
often visit the churchyard on Palm Sunday and
scatter flowers on the graves (see Thurston, Lent and
Holy Week. 213-230; The Month, April, 1896, 378).
Less admirable was the use of the churchyard in
medieval times as a sort of recreation ground or
market-place.
Numerous decrees were directed
against abuses, but it was difficult to draw a clear line
between what was legitimate and permissible and
what was distinctly a profanation of the sacred preThe very fact that people congregated in the
cincts.
churchyard on the way to and from service on Sundays and holidays made it a convenient place of
Down to modern times the day <>f the
assembly.
village feast or fair is often found to coincide with the
sometimes forgotten original dedication "i the church
or with the festival of its patron saint.
Moreover,
there was a tendency t'> regard the church and its
precincts as a sort of neutral ground or place of
Hence ancient contracts
security for valuables.
often include a clause that such and such a sum of
money is to be paid on a certain date in a particular
church or churchyard.
In any case it cannot be
denied that the erection of stalls and booths for fairs
in the churchyard persisted in spite of all prohibitions
(Baldwin Brown, op. cit., 274, 364).

attended

the east, though

—
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with accoutrements (Boulanger, op. cit., 41). Still
Hincmar, Archbishop of Reims, in 8.57, found it necessary to issue a whole series of instructions De
In all these early Christian
sepulcris non violandis.

A

curious feature found in many churchyards from
the twelfth to the fourteenth century, especially in
France, is the so-called lantcrne des marts, a stone
erection sometimes twenty or thirty feet high, surmounted by a lantern and presenting a general resemblance to a small lighthouse. The lantern seems to
have been lighted only on certain feasts or vigils and
in particular on All Souls' Day. An altar is commonly
found at the foot of the column. Various theories
have been suggested to explain these remarkable
objects, but no one of them can be considered satisfactory.
Besides the churchyard cross and the lanter?w des nwrts, cemeteries, especially when not
attached to the parish church, frequently contained a
mortuary chapel similar to those with which modern

usage is still familiar. Here, no doubt, Mass was
offered for the souls of the departed, and the dead
were on occasion deposited, when for some reason the
service at the graveside was delayed. These mortuary
chapels seem usually to have been dedicated to St.
Michael, probably from the function attributed to him
of escorting the dead to and from the judgment seat
(cf. the Offertory in the requiem Mass: "Signifer
sanctus Michael repra?sentet eas in lucem sanetam".
In other graveyards a " lych-gate", i. e. a roofed gate-

K<H|<
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chamber

in niches

and robed

Moreover, even here, secular persons, following
medieval precedents, have been admitted in some
The
cases to share the sepulture of the religious.
curious practices observed in many ancient cemeteries, for instance in the arcade known as the
Charnier of the Cemetery of the Innocents at Paris,
would afford much matter for discussion, but lie outA very favourite
side the limits of the present article.
decoration for such erections or for cemetery walls
was the Dance of Death (q. v.), otherwise known as
the Danse Macabre. The frescoes of this character,
however, seem none of them to be older than the
fourteenth century.
Monastic Cemeteries. From an early date every
religious house possessed a cemetery of its own.
An
interesting discovery of such a graveyard belonging
to Anglo-Saxon nuns of the eighth century was made
a few years ago near Hull. It is possible that these
monastic cemeteries in early missionary days often
formed the nucleus of a churchyard intended for all
the faithful. In any case it became the ardent desire
of many pious persons to be laid to rest among the
religious of monastic institutions, and they often
sought to purchase the privilege by benefactions of
various kinds.
Formal compacts dealing with this
matter are to be met with among early charters, e. g.
those of Anglo-Saxon England; and the question, as
will easily be understood, led to much friction at a
somewhat later date, between the religious orders and
secular clergy, resulting in a great deal of ecclesiastical legislation upon the right of choosing a sepulture
and the claims of the parish priest.

—

—

Consecration of Cemeteries. The practice of
blessing the grave or the vault in which any Christian
laid to rest is extremely ancient, and it may be
traced back to the time of St. Gregory of Tours (De
Gloria Conf., c. civ). In many early pontificals, e. g.
those of Egbert of York and Robert of Jumieges, a
special service is provided with the title Consecratio
Cymiterii, and this, wit h certain developments and additions, is still prescribed for the blessing of cemeterAccording to this rite five
ies at the present day.
wooden crosses are planted in the cemetery, one in
the centre and the others at the four points of the
compass. After the chanting of the Litany of the
Saints with special invocations, holy water is blessed
and the bishop makes the circuit of the enclosure
sprinkling it everywhere with this water. Then he
comes to each of the crosses in turn and recites before
it a prayer of some length, these five prayers being
identical with those appointed for the same purpose
in the Anglo-Saxon pontificals of the eighth century.
Candles are also lighted before the crosses and placed
upon them, and this feature, though not so ancient as
the prayers, is also of venerable antiquity. On each
of these occasions incense is used, and finally a consecratory preface is sung at the central cross, after
which the procession returns to the church, where
solemn Mass is celebrated.
cemetery which has
thus been consecrated may lie profaned, and it is in a
measure regarded as losing its sacred character when
any deed of blood or certain other outrages are committed within its enclosure.
For example, as the
ground has been blessed for those who arc in communion with the Church, the forcible intrusion of
someone who has died under the Church's ban is
looked upon as a violation which unfits it for the purInnocent III depose for which it was designed.
cided that in such a c;is<\ if for any reason it was impossible to exhume the remains and cast them out of
tlir enclosure, tin cemetery must be reconciled by a
form of service specially provided for the purpose.
In a celebrated instance, known as the Guibord Case,
which occurred in Montreal. Canada, in 1875, the
bishop, seeing the civil law uphold lie intrusion, laid
lie portion of the cemetery so profaned under an inwas

A
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in their religious habits.

Finally we may note the quasi-conseeration
imparted to the famous Campo Santo of Pisa, as well
as to one or two other Italian cemeteries, by the
alleged transference thither of soil from Mount Calvary.
terdict.

—

Cemeteries and the Civil Law. It would be
impossible here to deal in detail with the various
enactments which now almost everywhere
prevent the Church's requirements from being carried
effect.
into
(See Burial.)
"From the principles
which now obtain in German law", writes Dr. Peter
Lex in his recent work, " Das kirchliche Begrabnissrecht", " the idea of a Catholic churchyard from the
point of view of Catholic teaching and" practice, has
been completely suppressed and the cemetery has
been degraded into a mere burial-ground belonging
to the civil corporation."
In such matters as the
burial of Protestants or non-Christians in ground
formerly blessed for the faithful only, the Church
w hen opposed by the civil power allows her ministers
to give way rather than provoke a conflict.
In England, according to the Burials Act of 1852, the " Burial
Boards " in different parts of the country are empowered to provide adequate graveyards out of the rates.
In these a certain portion is consecrated according to
the rites of the Church of England and the remainder
is left unconsecrated.
Of this last such a proportion
as may be necessary is assigned for the use of Catholegislative

:

who are free to consecrate it for themselves.
Moreover, when a chapel is erected upon the Church
of England portion of the cemetery, a similar building
must as a rule be provided in the other sections. The
act assigns to the Burial Board ", at least indirectly,
the control of the inscriptions to be set up upon the
tombstones in the cemetery, but these powers are
generally administered without hardship to Catholics.
When Catholics are buried in ground which is not
specially consecrated for their use the priest conducting the funeral is directed by the "Rituale Romanum" to bless the grave, and if the priest himself
cannot conduct the funeral further, to put blessed
earth into the coffin. Children who have died before
baptism, we may notice, should be interred apart in
ground which has not been consecrated; and it is
usual even in the consecrated portion to assign a
separate place for infants that have been baptized.
For other points not touched upon here, see the
lics,

article

Burial.
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Herbert Thurston.
United States. The

—

several States of the Union have upon their statute
hooks legislation, in its broader outlines identical,
providing for the incorporation of cemetery associa-
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tions, the safe and sanitary location and regulation
In
thereof, and the protection of sepulture therein.
some States this statutory protection is more or less

restricted to incorporated cemetery associations and
not directly applicable to church cemeteries. As a
rule cemeteries throughout the United States are ex-

is

empt from taxation and monuments therein from
execution. The law is adverse to the disturbance of
In Alabama
the dead in their last resting-place.
cemetery authorities removed the body of a child
from a cemetery, which had been discontinued, to
another cemetery that had been founded in place
the child's parents notice.
The parents recovered damages to the amount of
$1700 from the cemetery authorities. (18 So. R.,
In many of the States there are statutes mak565.)
ing it. a criminal offence to remove or deface tombstones, fences, or trees in a cemetery.
The bodies of the dead belong to their surviving
relatives to be disposed of as they see fit, subject, of
(Bogert vs.
course, to public sanitary regulations.
The title of the lotIndianapolis, 13 Ind. R., 434.)
holder in a cemetery is rarely a title in fee simple.
The right of burial conveyed by written instrument
in a churchyard cemetery is either an easement or a
(Mclicence, and never a title to the fee-holder.
Guire vs. St. Patrick's Cathedral. 54 Hun. N. Y.,
Where, for instance, the certificate of purchase
207.)
reads, "to have and to hold the lots for the use and
purpose and subject to t he conditions and regulations
mentioned in the deed of trust to the trustees of the
church", this was construed as a mere licence; and,
as such, revocable. The regulations of the Church
may, and usually do, limit the right of interment in
the cemetery to those who die in communion with the
Church; and the courts have held that the Church is
(Dwenger vs. Gearv, 113
the judge in this matter.
One
a Catholic,
Ind. 114, 54 Hun. N. Y, 210.)
received from the proper officer of a Catholic cemetery a receipt for seventy-five dollars, being the purchase money for a plot of ground in the cemetery. C
died a Freemason, and the cemetery authorities would
not allow his body to be buried in the lot which he
had bought. The case went to the highest courts in
New York, and the cemetery authorities were upheld,
it satisfactorily appearing that the rules of the Catholic Church forbid the burial, in consecrated ground,
of one who is not a Catholic or who is a member of the
Masonic fraternity. (People vs. St. Patrick's Cathedral, 21 Hun. N. Y., 184.)
The Guibord Case at
Montreal (187.5) may be recalled in this connexion.
Guibord, an excommunicated man, was interred in
the Catholic cemetery by a decree of a civil court.
Bishop Hourget laid the portion of the cemetery thus
desecrated under interdict.
Bishop Dwenger, of the
Fort Wayne Diocese, secured an injunction against
Geary,
who
one
desired to bun' the body of his suicide
son in a lot owned by him (Geary) in the Catholic
cemetery. The Supreme Court of Indiana upheld the
bishop.
(113 Ind., 106.)
While the right of eminent domain may be invoked
to condemn lands for cemetery purposes, the same
right may be employed to take the cemetery lands for
such public purposes as extending a highway. However, in some States there are statutes prohibiting the
opening of streets through cemeteries. The Slate
exercising its police power, or a municipality, when
authority is delegated to it by the legislature, may forbid the "further use of a cemetery for interments, or
declare it a nuisance and a danger to public health.
and authorize the removal of the dead therefrom;
and this may he done by such authorities without
recourse to eminent domain proceedings.
Various
questions have arisen as to the right of a cemetery
lot-owner to erect a monument thereon ami as to his
right to compel the cemetery authorities to keep the
cemetery walks and grounds in good order and repair.
thereof, without giving

C—

,

In the absence of special regulations reserving such
matters to the discretion of the cemetery authorities,
the right of the lot-owner has been affirmed in these
particulars.
(61 N. W. Rep., 842; :;ti S. \V. R., 802.)
Trusts for the purpose of keeping the graves in repair
are held to be charitable to the extent of excepting
them from the statute against perpetuities. (Am.
and English Encycl. of Law, V, 790.) The heir-atlaw has a right of property to the monuments of his
ancestors in the graveyard, and may sue any person
defacing them.
(3 Edw. Ch.. Rh., 155.
i

For the cemetery
Mignault, he Droit

legislation of the Province of Quebec, see
Paroissial, etc. (Montreal, 1893), in Index
Qln'bcc
53 b. and 66 sqq.: Tyi.eh,

V. Cimctirres; Dorais, Cntli
(2nd ed., Montreal, 1905), nos.

S.

I

i

;

American Eccl. Law, Ch. 71-85; American and English
of Law, V, 781-98; Desmond, The Church and the Law (ChiI

cago, 1898),

c.
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Humphrey

J.

Desmond.

Canadian Legislation Concerning Cemeteries.

— In the

Dominion of Canada, cemeteries are under
the authority of the legislatures of the different
provinces.
Outside of the Province of Quebec, in the
English-speaking provinces, the laws regarding them
In all the
are, with slight variations, the same.
provinces, cemeteries are exempt from taxation.
Cemetery companies are authorized by general statutes.
In the Province of Ontario provision is made
for the amount of capital to be subscribed, and a certain percentage to be paid thereon, before an act of
incorporation shall be granted, and "no such cemeteries shall be established within the limits of any
city".
In the case of incorporated villages or towns,
a cemetery may be established when the lieutenantgovernor, in council, considers that there is no danger
for the public safety, and that in the opinion of the
Provincial Board of Health the proposed cemetery
may, underall the circumstances, he safely permitted.
It
is enjoined that "no body shall be buried in a
vault or otherwise, in any chapel or other building in
the cemetery, nor within fifteen feet of the outer wall
No grave may be reof such chapel or building.
opened for the removal of a body, without permission
or
authorities,
the order of a judge
of the corporation
of the County Court, excepting cases where the
Crown may order the removal of a body for the purpose of legal inquiry". The company must furnish
a grave for strangers and for the poor of all denominations free of charge, on a certificate, in the latter case,
of a minister or a clergyman of the denomination to
which the deceased belonged, thai the represental ives
of the deceased are poor and cannot afford to buy a
The shareholders in such cemelot in the cemetery.
tery, cannot receive more than eight per cent on their
investments. All excess must be applied to the
preservation, improvement, and embellishment of the
Penland of burial-grounds, and to no other purpose.
alties are imposed upon any one destroying or di
ing any tomb, injuring trees or plants, or committing
any nuisance in the cemetery (see ch. cccvii, of the
Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1897, an " Ait respecting
the Property of Religious Institutions").
The Criminal Code of Canada enacts penalties for
not burying the dead, for indignity to dead bo
for forging, mutilating, destroying, or concealing
The body of every offender
registers of burials.
executed, shall be buried within the walls of the
prison, within which judgment of death is executed
on him, unless the lieutenant-governor in council
orders otherwise.
Any religious society or congregation of Christians
may. among other tilings, acquire land for a cemetery.
These are subject to the general rules, as the
The provisions of this
precautions for health, etc.
law have been extended to the Church of England, and
"all rights and privileges conferred u]
any society
or congregation of Christians, in virtue of this statute,
shall extend in every respect to the Roman Catholic
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Church, to be exercised according to the government
Since 7 April, 1891, the same
of said Church".
privileges have been extended to those professing the
In
the Province of Quebec, proJewish religion.
visions are also made for the incorporation of cemeThe
lieutenant-governor may at
companies.
tery
any time, by order in council, confirm any deed of
sale or grant, executed with prescribed formalities,
of any one piece of land not exceeding twenty-five
arpents in extent, to any persons not less than five in
number named in such deed, such persons not being
trustees for a religious congregation or society, or

Roman

Catholics.
These associations are subject to
the general laws as regards health regulations, and are
further obliged to keep registers of all interments or
disinterments, as well as a record of all proceedings
and transactions of the corporations. Any parish
mission, congregation or society of Christians not
being a parish recognized by law, may, in the mode
indicated by the statute, acquire lands for cemeteries,
and, subject to the approval of the lieutenant-governor, may exchange such lands for others for a like
purpose. Each parish must have its cemetery, the
exception being in favour of large cities, where many
parishes use the same place for interments. This
cemetery belongs to the parish represented by the
parish priest, or Protestant rector or pastor, and
churchwardens. No cemetery can be acquired, exchanged, or enlarged without the authorization of the
bishop.
Lands may be expropriated for cemetery
purposes.
No body may be buried until at least
twenty-four hours after death. Special laws exist
in all the provinces with reference to burials in time
In the Province of Quebec, interments
of epidemic.
in churches are permitted, but the coffin must be
covered by at least four feet of earth, or encased in
masonry, of at least eighteen inches in thickness if in
stone, or of at least twenty inches if in brick, both
brick and stone having been well covered with cement. The same regulations apply to burials in
private vaults. Interments in churches or cemeteries may be prohibited in the interest of public
health by the superior or diocesan ecclesiastical
authority. In the Province of Quebec the civil and
religious authorities are interwoven, thus the pastor
of every parish is bound to keep in duplicate registers
At the end of each
of births, marriages, and deaths.
year he deposits one of the copies at the court-house
of the district, and the other is retained in the parish
record.
As regards burials in consecrated ground, no question can now be raised affecting the powers of the
Catholic Church authorities.
By Art. 3460, Revised
Statutes, P. Q., 18S8, it is enacted: "it belongs to
the Roman Catholic ecclesiastical authority to designate the place in the cemetery, in which each individual of such faith shall be buried, and if the
deceased, according to the canon rules and laws,
in the judgment of the ordinary, cannot be interred
in ground consecrated by the liturgical prayers of
.such religion, he shall receive civil burial in ground
reserved for that purpose and adjacent to the cemeti tv."
Virtually the same law is in force in the Province of Ontario as that shown above. This legislation in the Province of Quebec arose from a celebrated action at law. commonly known as the

Joseph Guibord was a member of
the "Institut Canadien", an organization which had
by
the bishop, and whose members
been condemned
were excommunicated as a body. Guibord died, 18

"Guibord Case".

November, 1869. Bis widow applied to the religious
authorities for the burial of his body in the cemetery.
The parish priest of the church of Notre- Dame, under
instructions from diocesan authorities, refused to accede to this demand, offering however to bury the
deceased in an adjoining lot, where children who
die without having been baptized, public sinners, etc.,

are interred. This the widow refused, and she applied for a writ to force the church authorities to
grant a Christian burial. Tins petition was granted by
the Superior Court. The Court of Review, reversing
the judgment, held that the civil courts had no jurisdiction to inquire into the reasons for the refusal of
the parish priest to grant Christian burial, and that
he and his wardens had the right to subdivide the
burial grounds into such lots as they might think fit.
and to regulate as to where and how the mode of
burial should be carried out.
Many other questions
were raised, but these were the principal grounds.
The Court of Appeal for the Province of Quebec
unanimously confirmed the Court of Review. The
case was carried before the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council in England, where the judgment of the
Quebec Court of Appeal was reversed. It was held
that a Catholic parishioner, who had not been ex-

communicated nominatim

(i.

e.

by name), and who

had not been proved to have been a public sinner, was
not, according to the diocesan regulations, which had
been invoked by both parties, under any valid ecclesiastical censure wliich would deprive his remains of
Christian burial. The report of the case may be
found in "Lower Canada Jurist", Vol. XX, and
covers all the relations of Church and State since the
cession of Canada by France to England.
Strict regulations exist as to the disinterment of
bodies, which cannot be effected without authority
from the Superior Court, as well as from the diocesan
authorities. These apply equally to cemeteries, and
to churches and chapels where burials have been
made. Registers of all such disinterments have to be
kept.
In 1907 a petition was presented by the
Franciscan Order to the Superior Court at Three
Rivers, against the rector of the Anglican parish
church. It set forth that, prior to the cession of.
Canada to England, the Franciscans were known as
the "Recollets", and had established a missionary
post at Three Rivers, in the earliest days of the colony, where they built a church, wherein they buried
the members of their order, and some Catholic laymen as well. When the cession took place, their
properties were confiscated. They urged that for

many

years they had no representatives in the countheir church had passed into, and then
was in the possession of the minister of the Church of
England. The latter body, they said, had never used
their church for burial purposes, as was established
by the register of burials. They further set forth
that recently the Franciscan Order had built a new
church, where they desired to have the remains of
their brethren who had been buried during the
French regime interred according to the discipline
of the Catholic Church, and they prayed for an order
from the court, to be permitted to make such disinterments, undertaking to pay all damages. On 3
December, 1907, a judgment was rendered dismissing
the petition because, prior to making their application, the Franciscans had not obtained permission
from the authorities of the Church of England, in
whose possession and under whose control the church
was when the order for the disinterment was sought
to be obtained.
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treats briefly of the individual catacomb
For general
cemeteries in the vicinity of Rome.
information on the Roman catacombs, see Catacombs, Roman. This summary account of the inarticle
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dividual catacombs will follow the order of the great
Roman roads along which were usually located the
Christian cemeteries:
Sources of the History of the Catacombs. There is
but the faintest hope that any new documents will
ever turn up to illustrate the pre-Constantinian
period of the ancient cemeteries of Rome. Their
place is taken necessarily by late martyrologies,
calendars. Acts of the martyrs, writings of popes,
historico-liturgical books of the Roman Church, and
by old topographies and itineraries come down to
us from the Carlovingian epoch. Among the old
martyrologies he most famous is that known as the
Martyrology of St Jerome (Marly rologium Hieronymianum). Its present (ninth-century) form is that essentially of Auxerre in France, where it underwent considerable remodelling in the sixth century.
But it is
older than the sixth century, and is surely an
Italian compilation of the fifth century, out of rare
and reliable documents furnished by the churches
of Rome, Africa, Palestine, Egypt, and the Orient.
Xo martyrology contains so many names and indications of saints and martyrs of a very early
period, and it is of especial value for the study of the
catacombs, because it very frequently gives the
roads and the cemeteries where they were buried and
venerated in the fifth century, while the cemeteries
were yet intact. By dint of transcription, however,
and through the neglect or ignorance of copyists, the
text has become in many places hopelessly corrupt,
and the restitution of its dates and local and personal
indications has been one of the hardest crosses of
ancient and modern ecclesiastical archaeologists.
Besides its very ancient notices of the cemeteries, this
martyrology is of great value as embodying a catalogue of martyrs and basilicas of Rome that surely
goes back to the early part of the fifth century, and
perhaps a third-century catalogue of the Roman
pontiffs.
Several other martyrologies of the eighth
and ninth centuries contain valuable references to the
martyrs and the cemeteries, especially that known
as the Little Roman (Parvum Romanian) Martyrology, and which served as a basis for the well-known
compilation of Ado. Next in importance comes an
ancient Roman Calendar, published between the
years 334 and 356, written out and illustrated by a
certain Furius Dionysius Philocalus.
This calendar
contains a list of the popes, known formerly as the
"Bucherian Catalogue", from the name of its first
editor, and the Liberian, from the pope (Liberius,
352-56) with whom it ends. The whole book is now
usually known as the "t'hronographer of a. d. 354".
Besides this ancient papal catalogue, the book contains an otlicial calendar, civil and astronomical,
lunar cycles, and a Paschal table calculated to 412,
a list of the prefects of Rome from 253 to 354 (the
only continuous
known), a chronicle of Roman
history, the "Natalitia Csesarum", and other useful
contents, which have caused it to be styled "the
oldest Christian Almanac".
It contains numerous
traies of having been drawn up for the use of the
Roman Church, and hence the value of two of its
documents for the cemeteries. They are, respectively,
a list of the entombments of Roman bishops from
Lucius to Sylvester 253 335), with the place of their
burial, and a /> pa itia Marbrrum, or list of the more
solemn fixed fca>t^ i>f the Roman Church, with indications of several famous martyrs and their cemeThe importance of all this for the original
topography of the catacombs is too clear to need
comment. We will only add that closer examination of the ecclesiastical documents of the "Chronographer of 351 " lea-.
laded that they date
from the third century and represent the location of
the cemeteries at that time and the martyrs whose
cult was then most popular.
In the latter half of the fourth century Pope St.

—
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did much to beautify the ancient
cemeteries and to decorate the tombs of the
martyrs. As he possessed a fine
composed many elegant inscriptions,

Damasus (366-84)

Roman
most

illustrious
poetic talent, he

which were engraved on large marble slabs by

his

"friend and admirer", Furius Dionysius Philocalus,
already known to us as the calligrapher of the preceding document. The lettering used by this remarkable man was very ornamental, and as its exact
like is not found before or after, it has been styled
the hieratic writing of the catacombs. In time these
inscriptions were copied by strangers and inserted
in various anthologies and in travellers' scrapbooks
or portfolios.
Many of the original stones perished
from various causes, but were piously renewed
in situ during the sixth century.
To these Damasan
inscriptions De Rossi owed much, since any fragment
of them in a cemetery indicates an "historic crypt",
and their copies in the manuscripts are links for the
construction of the chain of history that connects
each great cemetery with the modern investigator.
To the above jontes, or sources of information and
control, must be added the historic-liturgical literature of the Roman Church from the fourth to the
eighth centuries the period in which the bodies of
the most celebrated martyrs began to be removed
en masse from the catacombs, through fear of the
marauding Lombards. Such are the Liber Pontificalis in its several recensions, the Acts of the martyrs, chiefly the Roman ones, the calendars of the
Roman Church constructed out of the missals or
sacramentaries, the antiphonaries, capitularies of the
Gospels, and the like, in which not infrequently there
are hints and directions concerning the cemeteries and
the martyrs of renown who were yet buried there.
Finally, there has been extracted almost endless information from the old Roman topographies of
Of the
travellers and the itineraries of pilgrims.
former we possess yet two curious remnants, entitled
"Notitiae regionum Urbis Ronue " and "Curiosum
Urbis Roma> also a list of oils collected at the shrines
of the Roman martyrs by Abbot Johannes for Queen
Theodolinda, and known as the Papyrus of Monza.
An Old Syriac text of the sixth century and a note of
the innumerce cellula martyrum consecrate in the
almanac of Polemius Silvius (499) complete the list
Certain itineof strictly topographical authorities.
raries of pilgrims from the seventh to the ninth century are not less useful as indicating the names and
sites of the cemeteries, whether above or below
ground, and what bodies were yet entombed therein,
as well as the distance between t ho cemeteries and
their position relative to the great monuments of the

—

,

city.

After the middle of the ninth century the historic
crypts had been emptied, and the bodies brought to
Roman churches. Naturally, the written references
to the catacombs ceased with the visitors, and a
stray chapter in the "Mirabilia Urbis Romae" or an odd
indication in the " Libri Indulgentiarum" kept alive
the memory of those holy places which once attracted
a world of pilgrims.
It is not easy to explain how
one of the best of the old itineraries, referable to the
sevent h century, should have fallen into the hands of
William of Mahnesbury, and been by him copied into
his account of the visit of the crusaders to Rome
under Urban II (1099). Neither is it easy to explain
why the old itineraries of Einsiedeln, Wurzburg, and
Salzburg make no mention of the tombs of such celebrated Roman martyrs as .St. Clement the consul,
St. Justin the philosopher, Apollonius the Roman
senator, Moses a famous priest of the time of St.
Cornelius, and many other celebrities of the early
Roman Church, who were, in all likelihood, buried
What the
in some of the many Roman cemeteries.
old pilgrims saw they related honestly and faithfully;
more they compiled from guides now lost. They
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were not learned men, but pious travellers, anxious
to benefit their successors and unconsciously enabling
us to form some exact idea of the solemn scenes that
they once assisted at. (Shahan, The Beginnings of
Christianity, New York, 1905, 410-16.)
The Vatican Cemetery. The first popes were
buriednearthebodyof St. Peter, "inVaticano" "juxta
corpus beati Petri". St. Anaeletus, the second successor of St. Peter raised over the body of the Apostle
a memoria, or small chapel (Lib. Pontif., ed. Duchesne, I, 125). This narrow site was the burialplace of the popes to Zephyrinus (d. 217), with whom
began the series of papal burials in the cemetery of
St. Callistus (Barnes, The Tomb of St. Peter, London,

—

1900).

Among

the

epitaphs
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discovered

near the

St. Callistus

tomb

of St. Peter are two celebrated ones, dogmatic
in content, that of Livia Primitiva, now in the
Louvre, and that known as the Ichthys Zonton (Fish
of the Living), symbolic of the Eucharist.
In the

sixteenth century a marble fragment showing the
word Linus was found on this site, not improbably
from the epitaph of the first successor of St. Peter.
The building of two basilicas, the Old St. Peter's in
the fourth and the New St. Peter's in the sixteenth
century, easily explains the disappearance of the early

papal monuments "in Vaticano". The cemetery
was probably above ground.
From 258 to 260 (de
Waal, Marucchi) the bodies of the Apostles reposed in
the catacomb of St. Sebastian on the Via Appia,
in a cubiculum or chapel (the Platonia), yet extant.
whither they were taken from their original restingplaces for some not sufficiently clear reason.
In the
fiftli century members of the imperial family found a
resting-place in the vicinity of the Apostle's tomb.
It was long a favourite burial-place; in 689 the Saxon
king, Cedwalla, was laid to rest there, "ad cujus [sc.
apostolorum principis] sacratissimum corpus a finibus
tense pio ductus amore venerat ". says Bede (H. E., v.
7), who has preserved the valuable metrical epitaph
put up by order of Pope Sergius ending with: "Hie
di posvtus est Caedual, qui et Pelrus, rex Saxonum,"

The "Grotte Vecchie" and the "Grotte
Nuove", or subterraneous chapels and galleries in the

etc.

tomb of St. Peter, cover the site of this
ancient Christian cemetery; in them he buried also
a number of popes; St. Gregory I, Boniface VIII,
Nicholas V, Alexander VI. The rich sarcophagus of
Junius Bassus, important for early Christian symbolism, is in the "Grotte Nuove" [de Waal, Der Sarkophag des Junius Bassus in den Grotten von St.
Petrus, Rome, 1900; Dufresne, Les Cryptes vaticanes.
Rome, 1900; Dionisi (edd. Sarti and Settele), Sacrar.
vicinity of the

Vatican®

basilica?

cryptarum monumenta, Rome,

1828-40].
I.

ViaAurelia, beyond the Porta

Cavallegieri.

—

1.

Cemetery of St. Pancratius, a very youthful martyr,
probably of the persecution of Diocletian. His body
was never removed to a city church as were so many
others, hence the cemetery remained open in the
Middle Ages. Its galleries have suffered a complete
devastation, last of all during the French Revolution,
when the relics of the martyrs were dispersed. 2.
Cemetery of Sts. Processus and Martinianus, the
jailers of St. Peter in the Mamertine Prison, converted by him, and soon after his death beheaded
on the Aurelian Way. The pious matron Lucina
buried their bodies on her own property. The cemetery, it is believed, extends beneath the Villa
Pamfili, and perhaps beyond under the Vigna Pellegrini.
The accessible galleries exhibit a complete
devastation, also very large loculi, an indication of
remote Christian antiquity. In the fourth-century
overground basilica St. Gregory preached his sermon
"Ad. SS. martyrum corpora consistimus, fratres"
etc.
(P. L. LXXVI, 1237). Paschal I transported
the bodies of the two saints to a chapel in the Vatican.
After the twelfth century the cemetery was totally
forgotten.
3. Cemetery of the "Duo Felices".
The
origin of the name is obscure, though connected
somehow with Felix II (355-58) and Felix I (269-74);
the latter, however, was certainly buried in the papal
crypt in St. Callistus.
4. Cemetery of Calepodius, a
very ruinous catacomb under the Vigna Lamperini,
opposite the "Casale di S. Pio V", or about the third
milestone.
Calepodius was a priest martyred in a
popular outbreak, and buried here by Pope St.
Callistus.
Later the pope's own body was interred
in the same cemetery, not in the one that bears his
name. St. Julius I (337-52) was buried there, and a
little oratory long preserved the memory of St. Callistus.
His body was eventually transferred to

Santa Maria in Trastevere, where it now lies.
II. Via Portuensis, the road leading to "Portus"
or Porto, the new "Havre" of Rome.
5. Cemetery of
St. Pontianus, to the right beneath Monte Verde.
It
is so called, not from Pope Pontianus (230-35) but
from a wealthy Christian of the same name mentioned
in the Acts of Callistus, and whose house seems to
have been the original nucleus of the present Sta
Maria in Trastevere, the site once claimed by the
cauponarii under Alexander Severus, but adjudged by that emperor to the Christians. It was
discovered by Bosio in 1618. Many famous martyrs
were buried there, among them Sts. Abdon and
Sennen, noble Persians who suffered martyrdom at
Rome, it is thought in 257. In an overground
fourth-century basilica were deposited the bodies of
two popes, Anastasius I (d. 405) and Innocent I
Byzantine frescoes of the sixth century
(d. 417).
attract attention, also the "historic chapel" of Sts,
Abdon and Sennen, whose bodies were removed to the
basilica magna above ground about 640, finally in
820 to the city basilica of St. .Mark, when the ceme6. Cemetery of St. Felix, intery was abandoned.
dicated in several "Itineraria" as located on the Via
Portuensis, not far from the cemetery of Pontianus,
but not yet found; also known as "ad insalsatos"
probably a corruption (Marucchi) of "ad infulatos".

—
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Abdon and

in reference to the Persian tiara of Sts.

Generosa was a
7. Cemetery of Generosa.
lady who buried on her property the bodies
of tin- martyrs Simplicius, Faustinas, and Beatrix,
transferred later (683) to St. Bihiana, in the city.
The cemetery, a poor rural one, is now famous for
important inscriptions of the "Fratres Arvales"
found there between 1858 and 1874. (Henzen, Acta
quse supersunt, Berlin, 1874.)
fiat rum Arvalium
The cemetery probably grew up (Marucchi) from a
neighbouring quarry whence later it took in the
wood of the ancient pagan brotherhood of the
" \i\alos", who seem to have died off or removed
elsewhere about the middle of the third century. An
ancient basilica, built by St. Damasus, was also uncart lied when the aforesaid inscriptions were disAs in most catacombs an overground
covered.
cemetery grew up, which was used until the eighth
Sennan.

Roman

I

century.
[II.

body
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Via OsTiENsra.—8. Tomb of St. Paul. The
was buried on the Ostian Way, near
martyrdom (adAq tas Salvias) on the

of St. Paul

the place of his

property {in prcedio) of Lucina. a Christian matron.
St. Anacietus. second successor of St. Peter, built a
small memoria or chapel on the site, and about 200
the Roman priest Caius refers to it (Euseb., H.E.,ii,
From 258 to 260 the body of
25) as still standing.
St. Paul with that of St. Peter lay in the "Platonia"
in
Sebastian;
of St.
the latter year, probably, it was
In the meanreturned to its original resting-place.
time a cemetery had been growing in the aforesaid
proedium of Lucina.
Constantine replaced the
Anacietus with B great basilica.
little oratory oi
nder Gregory XVI, the sarcophagus of St. Paul
was discovered, but not opened. Its fourth-century
inscription bears the words paulo apost mart
(Paul, Apostle and Martyr).
The museum of the
modern basilica contains some very ancient epitaphs
from the aforesaid cemetery of Lucina, antedating
the basilica; two of them bear dates of 107 and
After these we must come down to 217, be111.
fore finding any consular date on a 'htistian epitaph.
Dom Cornelio Villain proposed (190.5) to publish
all the ancient Christian epitaphs found here.
9.
Cemeten/ of
at a little distance from
that of Lucina. Commodilla is an unknown Christian
matron, on whose property were buried Felix and
Adauctu-. martyrs of the persecution of Diocletian.
In- cemetery, once extensive, is now difficult of acini its frescoes and inscriptions have disapThe open loculi are an
peared almost entirely.
evidence of the pillage to which such cemeteries were
Timothy
once subject,
10. Tomb of St. Timothy.
was possibly a priest of Antioch, martyred at Rome
under Diocletian, and buried by the pious matron
Thcona in her garden, not far from the body of St.
Paul, " ut Paulo apostolo ut quondam Timotheus
adhareiel ". says the Martyrnlogy (22 May). De
Rossi identifies with this tomb a small cemetery disby him 1872) in the \ igna Salviucci to the
let
ni tin Ostian Way. and opposite the apse of St.
Paul.
11. Cemetery of St. Thecla, discovered by Ar-

Way; the ancient Porta Ardeatina between the
churches of St. Sabas and St. Balbina was destroyed
in the sixteenth century to make way for the fortifications of Sangallo.
13.
Cemetery of St. DomitiUa
(Tor Marancia), the largest of all the Roman catacombs known to Bosio, who thought it a part of Saint
Callistus, and nearly perished (1593) in its depths.
It is the ancestral burial-pin
lavia DomitiUa,
She was
wife of the consul Flavins Clemens (95).

—

1

i

exiled by Domitian for her Christian Faith to the
island of Pontia; her faithful servants Nereus and
been baptized by St.
said
AchilleUS,
to have
Peter, followed her into exile, were beheaded at Terracina. and their bodies brought bark to the family
sepulchre of their mistress.
In lS7:i l)e Rossi discovered the important ruins of the large three-nave
basilica erected here between 390 and 395 in honour
of these saints and of St. Petronilla, whose body was
transferred thence to St. Peter's in the eighth century.
At an earlier date (1865) he had the good fortune to
discover, close to the highway, the primitive entrance
to the cemetery, one of the most ancient Christian
monuments. It is a spacious room or gallery, with
four or five separate niches for as many sarcophagi,
the walls finished in fine stucco, with classical decorations.
On either side are similar edifices, a little later
in date, but evidently used by the guardian of the
monument and for the celebration of the Christian
agapae or love-feasts. The sarcophagi, whole or

I

(

•

I

l

I

i

mellini in

|s70.

named from some unknown

Thecla. and certainly ant
epitaph of Amelia Agape has
savour and is cut on tin- back of a
time of Claudius Gothicus (268

Aqua;

1,'oiuan

Constantine; an
an early Christian
pagan epitaph of tin
70T. 12. Cemetery of
There was certainly a cemetery in
i

Salinas.

to

!

early Christian timi
the decapitation of Si Paul now Tie ontane
it probably
bore tip
Zeno.
Farther on was the cemetery of St. CyriacUS, mentioned in the " Mirabilia
I'rbis Romas" and Been by Bosio at the end of the
Its exact site is no longer known.
sixteenth century.
Ostia itself, at the end of the road, had a remarkable
Christian cemetery.
IV. Via Ardeatina, to the right of the Appian
.

III

—
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fragmentary, the brick tiles, and the names on the
epitaphs (Claudii, Flavii, Clpii. Aurelii) show that
this hypogceum or "vestibule of the Flavians", as
it is called, belongs to the early part of the second
century. De Rossi believed it the tomb of the martyred consul, Flavins 'lemcns (9.5
The site has suffered from the vandalism and greed of earlier visitors,
but the frescoes yet extant exhibit great beauty of
execution and a rich variety of Christian symbolism.
"We are quite sure", say Northeote and Brownlow
(I, 120-27), "that we have been hen- brought face to
face with one of the earliest specimens of Christian
subterranean burial in Rome; and it shows u the
was exesense of liberty and security under which
cuted." Not far away was discovered in 1S7."> the
famous epitaph of "Flavins Sabinus and his sister
Titiana", possibly the children of Flavins Sabinus,
brother of the Emperor Vespasian, mentioned by Taci(

.

it

tus (Hist., III. 65) as a mild, but indolent and ai
man, terms that to so
seem to make him out a
Christian and therefore the origin of the new religion
among the Flavii. Quite near also are the touching
third century inscriptions of M. Antoni
"sibi el suis fidentibus in Domino", i. e. for himself
and his own who trust in Cod; likewise the very ancient and fine crypt of Ampliatus, whom De Rossi identifies with the Ampliatus of]
Not to
ri, 8.
speak of numerous dogmatic epitaphs, the cemetery
of DomitiUa is famous for a beautiful third-century
Adoration of the Ma
r in number, and for
the venerable second-century
lallion of Sts. Peter
and Paul, the oldest known monument of Christian
portraiture, and a signal proof of their simultaneous
i

—
1
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presence at Rome and their religious authority. It
was also, according to De Rossi, the burial-place of Sts.
Marcus and Marcellianus. and the family sepulchre
of St. Damasus, whose mother (Laurentia) and sister
(Irene) were buried there, likewise himself. The .site
was discovered by Wilpert in 1902.
14. Cemetery of St. Callistus, one
V. Via Appia.
of the oldest underground burial-places of the Roman
As a public Christian cemetery it dates
Christians.
from the beginning of the third century. The original
nucleus from which it developed was the famous
crypt of Lucina, a private Christian burial-place from
the end of the first century, very probably the family
sepulchre of the Csecilii and other closely related
Roman families. From there grew, during the third
century, the vast system of galleries and cubicula
that then took and has since kept the name of Ccemeterium Callisti; early in the third century it was
known as The Cemetery (t6 Koifirir^piov) par excellence, and owed its new name, not to the burial there of
Pope Callistus (for he was buried in the cemetery of
Calepodius), but to his zeal in developing and perfecting the original area?, or private Roman sepulchral plots, that in his time had come to be the first
landed property ever possessed by the Catholic
Church. The chief interest of this cemetery lies in
the so-called Papal Crypt, in whose large loculi were
buried the popes from St. Zephyrinus (d. 218) to St.
Eutychianus (d. 283). Of the fourteen epitaphs it
once contained there remain but five, more or less
fragmentary: Anterus, Fabian, Lucius, Eutychianus,
Urban? (Marucchi, II, 138-144). In the fourth century Pope St. Damasus ornamented richly this venerable chapel, and put up there two epitaphs in
honour of the numerous martyrs buried in St. Callis-

—

among them several of his predecessors. One of
these epitaphs was found in situ, but broken in minute
fragments. Its restoration by De Rossi is a masterly
specimen of his ingenious epigraphic erudition; the
closing lines are now celebrated:
Hie fateor Damasus volui mea condere membra
Sed cineres timui sanctos vexare piorum
(I, Damasus, wished to be buried here, but I feared to
For
offend the sacred remains of these pious ones).
a view of the (near-by) countless graffiti or pious
scratchings of medieval pilgrims (names, ejaculations)
see Marucchi, "Elements d'archeol. chret.", II, 140Popes St. Marcellinus and St. Marcellus (d. 304;
41.
d. 309) were buried in the cemetery of Priscilla (see below); on the other hand Popes St. Eusebius (d. 309)
and St. Melchiades (d. 314) were buried in the cemetery of Callistus, but elsewhere (see below). The
neighbouring very ancient crypt of St. Cecilia offers
an interesting Byzantine (sixth-century) fresco of the
saint, and in the niche whence her body was transferred (817) to the church of St. Cecilia in Trastevere,
a recent copy of Stefano Maderna's famous statue of
the saint as she was found when her tomb was opened
In the same cemetery, and close by, sepain 1599.
rated only by a short gallery, is a series of six chambers
known as the "Sacramental Chapels" because of the
valuable frescoes that exhibit the belief of the early
Roman Christians in the Sacraments of Baptism and
the Holy Eucharist, and arc at the same time precious
jewels of early Christian art. Pope St. Eusebius, assaid,
was buried in this cemetery, in the gallery called after
him the crypt of St. Eusebius, andin which oncereposed
quite close to him another martyr pope, St. Cains id.
In the sepulchral chapel of the former may still
296).
be seen the epitaph put up by Damasus, and from
alone we learn of an unhappy schism
monument
which
(In cither
that then devastated the Roman Church.
perpendicularly the words:
side are sculptured
"Furius Dionysius Philocalus, Damasis pappse cultor atque amator". i.e. the name of the pope's famous
At some
calligrapher, also his friend and admirer.
distance lies the crypt of Lucina, in which was once
tus,
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buried Pope St. Cornelius. Lucina is identified bj
De Rossi with the famous Pomponia Gnecina of Tacitus (Annates, XIII, 32); the crypt, therefore, is oi
Apostolic origin, an opinion confirmed by the classical
character of its symbolic frescoes and the simplicity
of its epitaphs; its Eucharistic frescoes are very ancient and quite important from a doctrinal standpoint.
The body of St. Cornelius, martyred at Centumeellae
(Civitavecchia) was brought hither and long remained
an object of pious veneration, until in the ninth century it was transferred to Santa Maria in Trastevere.
His epitaph (the only Latin papal epitaph of the
third century) is still in place: "Cornelius Martyr Ep
[iscopus]",

i.

e.

Cornelius, martyr

and bishop.

15.

Cemetery of St. Sebastian. This cemetery, from two
to three miles out of Rome, was known through the
Middle Ages as Ccemeterium ad Catacumbas,
whence the term catacomb, a word seemingly of uncertain origin (Northcote and Brownlow, I, 262-63).
The chief importance of this cemetery now lies in the
fact that here were deposited (258) for a time the
bodies of St. Peter and St. Paul, taken respectively
from their Vatican and Ostian repositories under
somewhat obscure circumstances; they were restored
in 260.
The chapel in which they were thus temporarily placed (see Liber Pontif., ed. Duchesne, Introd.,
I, civ-cvii, and i, 212) beneath the church of St.
Sebastian, is still accessible. Close by arose in time
the cemetery known as " ad Catacumbas " or " in Catacumbas", a local indication that was eventually extended to all similar Christian cemeteries. St. Philip
Neri loved to visit the crypts of St. Sebastian; an inscription in one of them recalls his veneration of these
holy places. From the fourth century on, an overground cemetery was formed around the Basilica
Apostolorum that was then built and which included
the Platonia or aforesaid mortuary chapel of the Apostles.

The

rich

mausolea of

this

cemetery added to

the dignity of the underground burial-place that was,
like the others of its kind, no longer used for burials
after 410.
The body of St. Sebastian, buried there
"apud vestigia apostolorum'', is still in the church,
modern
chapel.
It was only after the eighth
in
a
but
century that the original fourth-century name of
Basilica Apostolorum gave way to that of St. Sebastian.
16. Cemetery of Proetertatus, dates from the
second century, when the body of St. Januarius.
eldest son of St. Felicitas, was buried there (c. 162)
The chapel of that saint exhibits a fine Damasan epitaph and elegant symbolical frescoes representing the seasons, with birds, genii, etc. Among
the famous martyrs buried in tins cemetery were
Felicissimus and Agapitus, deacons of Pope Sixt us 1
and colleagues of St. Laurence, put to death under
Valerian in 2.58, also St. Urbanus, a bishop and conCertain
fessor mentioned in the Acts of St. Cecilia.
portions of this cemetery, hitherto inaccessible by
reason of the proprietor's unwillingness, are said to
offer traces of great antiquity, and perhaps contain
historic chapels or tombs of much importance.
VI. Via Latina.—The cemeteries on this road, like
those on the Aurelian Way, have never been regularly explored, and their galleries are at present quite
choked or dilapidated. Marucchi (II, 229) distinguishes three groups of ancient Christian monuments
that appear in the afore-mentioned "Itineraria";
the church of Sts. Gordian and Epimachus; the
basilica of Tertullinus. and the church "I St. Eugenia
with the cemetery of Apronianus, also a la rue basilica
dedicated by St Leo 1 to St. Stephen Protomartyr,
discovered in is;>7. in the heart of an ancient Roman
villa, near the remarkable pagan tombs of the \alerii
.'

and Pancratii.
VII. Via Labicana, outside the Porta Maggiore.
17. Cemetery of St. Caxtuliis. a martyr under Diocletian, and according to the Acts of St. Sebastian the
husband of Irene, the pious matron to whose house
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was brought the body of the soldier-martyr. The
cemetery was discovered by Fabretti in 1672 and reopened in 1864, when the railway to Civitavecchia
was building, but was again closed because of the
18. Cemeruinous state of the corridors and crypts.
tery of Sts. Peter and Marcellinus, known also as ad
duas lauros, ad Helenam from the neighbouring
(ruined) mausoleum of St. Helena (Tor Pignattara),
and sub Augusta, in comitatu, from a neighbouring
villa

of

Emperor Constantine.

St.

Peter and St.

Marcellinus suffered under Diocletian. They were
honoured with a line Damasan epitaph known to us
from the early medieval epigraphic collections. Here
also were buried St. Tiburtius, son of the city prefect,
Chromatins, and the obscurely known group called
the "Quattuor Coronati", four marble-cutters from
the Danubian region. The splendid porphyry sarcophagus at the Vatican came from the mausoleum
In 826 the bodies of Peter and Marof St. Helena.
cellinus were stolen from the crypt and taken to
Germany, where they now rest at Seligenstadt the
story is graphically told by Einhard (Mon. Germ. Hist.,
Since 1896 excavations have been
Script., XV, 39).
resumed here, and have yielded important results,
among them the historic crypt of Sts. Peter and MarWilpert
cellinus and a small chapel of St. Tiburtius.
discovered here and illustrated a number of important
frescoes: Our Lord amid four saints, the Annunciation, the Adoration of the Magi, the Good Shepherd,
Oranti, and some miracles of Christ (Wilpert, Di un
ciclo di rappresentanze cristologiche nel ennitero dei
Elsewhere
SS. Pietro e Marcellino, Rome, 1892).
are scenes that represent the agape, or love-feast,
of the primitive Christians, symbolic of paradise or of
There is also a noteworthy fresco of
the Eucharist.
the Blessed Virgin with the Infant Jesus between two
adoring Magi. This cemetery is said to have been
more richly decorated with frescoes than any other
except that of Domitilla.
VIII. Via Tiburtina.
19. Cemetery of St. Cyriaea.
According to ancient tradition, represented by the
pilgrim-guides (itineraria), she was the widow who
buried St. Laurence (martyred 6 Aug., 258) on her
property " in agro Verano "
In 1616 Bosiosawin this
cemetery an altar, a chair, and an inscription, with a
dedication to St. Laurence. The enlargement of the
modern cemetery of San Lorenzo damaged considerably this venerable catacomb. Many important or
interesting epitaphs have been found in this cemetery, among them those of a group of Christian virgins of the fourth and fifth centuries (De Rossi,
Bullettino, 1863).
In the fourth century Constantine built here a basilica over the tomb (ad corpus)
of St. Laurence; here were buried Pope Zosimus
lis). Sixtus III (440), and Hilary (468); in one of
hese three niches, later vacant, lie buried the remains
In 432 Sixtus III added another church
of Pius IX.
(basilica major) facing lie Via Tiburtina; it was not
until L218 that Honorius III united these churches
and made the basilica of Constantine the Confessio
of the earlier Sixtine basilica, on which occasion the
presbyieriwn, or sanctuary, had to be elevated. 20.
Cemetery nf St. Hippolytus. On t he left of tin- Vis
Tiburtina under the Vigna Gori (nowCaetani). Considerable uncertainty reigns as to the identity of this
Hippolytus, both in his Acts and in the relative
verses of Prudentius; possibly, as Marucchi remarks,
this confusion is as old as the time of St. Damasus
and is reflected in his metrical epitaph, discovered by
De Rossi in a St. Petersburg manuscript. According
to this document Hippolytus was at firsta follower ol
Novatian, about the middle of lie third century, but
returned to the Catholic Faith and died a martyr.
The famous statue of Hippolytus, the Christian
writer of the third century, mule in 222, and now in
the Lateran Museum, was found in the Vigna Gori
in the sixteenth century; our martyr and the Chris;

—
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tian scholar are doubtless identical.

In 1882-83 a

small subterranean basilica was discovered here witli
three naves and lighted by an air-shaft. According
to the "Itinerary of Salzburg" this cemetery contained the body of the actor-martyr Genesius and the
bodies of the martyrs Triphonia and Cyrilla, the
(alleged) Christian wife and daughter of Emperor
Decius, of whom nothing more is known.
IX. Via Nomentana. 21. Cemetery of St. Nicomedes, near the Porta Pia, in the Villa Patrizi, known
Nicomedes
to Bosio but rediscovered only in 1864.

—

is said to have suffered martyrdom under Domitian
and to have been buried by one of his disciples "in
horto juxta muros". Very ancient masonry, Greek
epitaphs, and other signs, indicate the great age of
tins small cemetery, that may reach back to Apostolic
times.
22. Cemetery of St. Agnes.
The body of St.
Agnes, who suffered martyrdom probably under
Valerian (253-60), w as buried by her parents "in
prsediolo suo", i. e. on a small property they owned
along the Nomentan Way. There was already in
this place a private cemetery, which grew rapidly in
r

size after the interment of the youthful martyr.
The
excavations carried on since 1901, at the expense of
Cardinal Kopp, have revealed a great many fourth- to
sixth-century graves (forma') beneath the sanctuary
of t tie basilica.
The cemetery (three stories deep)
is divided by archaeologists into three regions, the
aforesaid primitive nucleus (third century), a neighbouring third-century area, and two fourth-century
groups of corridors that connect the basilica of St.
Agnes with the ancient round basilica of St. Constantia.
It is not certain that the actual basilica
of St. Agnes, built on a level with the second story
of the catacomb, is identical with that built by Constantine; there is reason to suspect a reconstruction
of the edifice towards the end of the fifth century.
St. Damasus composed for the tomb of Agnes one of

his

finest

Symmachus

epitaphs.

(498-514),

and

Honorius I (625-38), restored the basilica, if the
former did not reconstruct it; to the latter we owe
the fresco of St. Agnes between these two popes.
In the sixteenth century, and also in the nineteenth
(Pius IX, 1855), it was again restored; in 1901 (25
Nov.) new excavations laid bare the heavy silver
sarcophagus in which St. Pius V had deposited the
bodies of St. Agnes and St. Emerentiana. In the
neighbouring Cocmeterium majus (accessible from the
cemetery of St Agnes through an arenaria or sand-pit)
is the famous crypt or chapel of St. Emerentiana,
opened up in 1875, at the expense of Monsignore
CroBtarosa, and identified by De Rossi with the
Ccemeterium Ostrianum, the site of very archaic
Roman memories of St Peter, a position now strongly
disputed by liis disciple Marucchi (see below, Cemetery of Priscilla).
In the vicinity of the crypt of St.
Emerentiana is an important arcosolium-fresco representing t he Blessed Virgin as an Orante, with the
Infant Jesus before her.
It belongs to the first half
of the fourth century, and is said by Marucchi (II,
343) to be almost the latest catacomb fresco of Our
Lady, a kind of hyphen between the primitive frescoes and the early Byzantine Madonnas; it seems at
In' same time a very early evidence of theadorational
use of paintings in public worship (Le Bourgeois,
Sainte Emercntienne. vierge ct martyre, Paris,
23. Cemetery of St. Alexander, between four
1895).
and five miles from Rome, and within the limits of an
early Diocese of Pieulea. It is the burial-place of two
martyrs, known as Alexander and Eventius. Whether
this Alexander is the second-century pope and martyr (c. 105-15), as his legendary Acts indicate, is
.

,

.

t

quite doubtful; possibly he is a local martyr of
The matron Severina buried here the bodies
Piculea.
of the two saints in one tomb, and near to them the
body of Saint Theodulus; early in (lie ninth century
they were all transferred to the city, after which the
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cemetery fell into ruins. As in the cemetery of St.
Laurence and in that of St. Symphorosa, there arose
here two basilicas, one built by Constantine (ad
corpus), rediscovered in 1S55, another in the fifth
century; there remain yet some important relics of
the former, an altar with its marble cancellns, or
front, in which was opened a fenestella eonfessionis
through which could be seen the bodies of the martyrs, the site of the schola cantorum in front of the

and in the apse the episcopal chair.
X. Via Salaria Nova. 24. Cemetery of St. FeliciThis famous Roman matron and her seven sons
were put to death for the Christian Faith, under Marcus Aurelius. The very ancient Acts of their martyrdom are extant in a Latin translation from the Greek,
and are probably based on the original court records.
The place of burial of the mother and Silanus, her
youngest son, not given in the Acts, is learned
from the fourth-century Liberian Catalogue and
from sixth- and seventh-century itineraries, as the
cemetery of Maximus (otherwise unknown) on the
Via Salaria. A basilica, built there in the fourth
century, was ornamented with a fine epitaph by St.
Damasus (Verdun MS.). Early in the fifth century
it served Boniface I (418) as a place of refuge from
the adherents of the Antipope Eulalius; Boniface was
also buried there, according to the " Martyrologium
Hieronymianum". Gregory the Great preached
there one of his homilies "Ad martyres". The two
bodies were transferred to the city in the ninth century, and the cemetery was lost sight of until De Rossi
discovered it in 1S58, almost simultaneously with his
discovery of the crypt of St. Januarius in the cemetery of Praetextatus.
In 1S84 the "historic crypt"
was discovered, beneath a basilica of the fourth century; it is surmised that this must have been the site
of the house of Felicitas, or at least of the trial
25.
Cemetery of Tkraso, Cccmeteriiim Jordanorum. The
cemetery of Thraso, a rich and aged martyr in the
persecution of Diocletian, was discovered in 1578 by
Bosio.
It once contained a fine Damasan epitaph;
its chief oratory or crypt was restored in 326 and was
open until the end of the thirteenth century. The
body of St. Thraso was at some unknown time taken
to Sts. John and Paul in the city.
In this cemetery
altar,

—

tas.

excellent

third- or fourth-century frescoes are still
visible, among them an interesting one symbolic of
the Eucharist. A little farther on, to the right of the
road, is the Caem.eteri.um Jordanorum, possibly, says
Marucchi (II, 369), the deepest of the Roman catacombs; it has four stories, but the groups of galleries
are separated by sand-pits (arenaricc). The name,
says the aforesaid writer, may be a corruption of
Germanorum, i. e. the other sons of St. Felicitas.
Here, too, it seems, ought some day to be found the

on naria, or sand-pit, in which Sts. Chrysanthus and
Daria were buried during the persecution of Valerian
(257), and in which it heir Acts tell us) some Christians who came there to pray were stoned to death
and walled up by the heathen Via Salaria in arenaria
:

illic viventes terra et lapidibus obrui).
In the sixth
century this venerable sanctuary was still visited.
and through its fenesteUa the bones of the martyrs
scattered on the ground within could still be seen
(Marucchi, op. cit., II, 371). Many important and
interesting epitaphs have been found here.
26. Cemetery of Pnacilla.
This is the oldest general cemetery
of Early christian Rome (Kaufmann) and in several
respects the most important.
It takes its name from
Priscilla, the mother of the Senator I'udens in whose
hou e Si l'ei,
according to ancient tradition, found
The sepulchral plot (area) of Pudens on the
refuge.
New Salarian \\ ay became the burial-place of Aquila
and Prisca (Ram., xvi, 3), and of Sts. Pudentiana and
Praxedes, daughters of I'udens.
In this manner the
history Of the \ tv ancient Unman churches of Santa
Pudentiana ami Santa Prassede, also that of Santa
]-,

.
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Prisca on the Aventine, being originally the meetingplaces (domesticw ecclesice, Rom., xvi, 5), of the little
Christian community, became intimately connected
with the burial-site of the family to which they originally belonged.
In this catacomb were buried Sts.
Felix and Philip (two of the seven martyr sons of St.
Felicitas), also Popes St. Marcellinus (d.~304) and St.
Marcellus (d. 309), both victims of the persecution of
Diocletian.
In the basilica (see below) that was soon
raised on this site were buried several popes, St. Sylvester (d. 335), St. Liberius (d. 366), St. Siricius (d.
399), St. Celestine (d. 432), and Vigilius (d. 555).
Their "fine group of sarcophagi remained intact",
says Marucchi (II, 385) until the ninth century, when
the transfer of their bodies to various city churches
brought about the usual neglect and final decay of
the cemetery, above and below ground. Marucchi
maintains that here and not at St. Agnes' is the true
Caemeteriuin Ostrianum mentioned in ancient Roman
Acts of martyrs as containing a reservoir where St.
Peter was wont to baptize, also the chair in which he
first sat (ad nymphas ubi Petrus baptizaverat, sedes
ubi prius sedit Sanctus Petrus, etc.) when he began his
Roman ministry. With much erudition and acumen

he develops this thesis in his oft quoted work (Elements d'arcWologie chretienne, II, 432 sqq.), his
principal arguments being based on a detailed study
of two ancient reservoirs in this cemetery, according
to him the original Petrine baptisteries, through deep
veneration for which holy places came about the later
development of the cemetery of Priscilla, the burial
there of several fourth- and fifth-century popes, the
overground basilica of St. Sylvester, etc. It was only
in 1S63 that earnest and continuous efforts were made
to explore in a scientific way this vast necropolis; in
1887 the finding of the burial-crypts of the Acilii
Glabriones amply repaid the efforts of the Sacred
The corridors and
Commission of Archaeology.
cubicula of this portion of the cemetery of Priscilla
of
Apostolic
offer numerous evidences
antiquity, and
there is sufficient reason to believe (a) that the aforesaid Acilii Glabriones were closely related to the family of Senator Pudens, and (b) that their Christian
family epitaphs of the second century began with the
(not yet found) epitaph of Manius Acilius Glabrio,
consul in 91, and put to death by Domitian for charges
(Suetonius, Domit., 15; Dio Cassius. LXVII, 13) now
recognized as equivalent to the profession of the
Not far from the modern entrance
Christian religion.
to the cemetery is the elegant subterranean chapel or
crypt known as the Capella Greca, from two Greek
epitaphs found there; this crypt is ornamented with
very ancient symbolic frescoes, the most important of
which is the celebrated Eucharistic painting in the
apse, known as the Fraetio Panis, because in it a figure (the priest) is breaking bread and giving it to
persons seated at the same table (Wilpert, Fraetio
Panis, la plus ancienne representation du sacrifice
eucharistique, Paris, 1896). In the vicinity was found
in 1820 the epitaph of St. Philomena (.facsimile in
Christian Museum of the Lateran); according to
Marucchi the current legend of St. Philomena is a
The three tiles of
nineteenth-century invention.
this epitaph were removed at some early dale from
their original place and used to close another grave,
so that the body found in 1820 was not that of Philomena, nor are the tracings on the epitaph those of
instruments of martyrdom but anchors, palms, etc.
(op. cit., II, 409-10; cf. do Waal, "Die Grabschrift
der heiligen Philumena", in "R6m. Quartalschrift",
IS'.isi,
There is also here a very ancient fresco of the
Blessed Virgin holding to her breast the Infant Jesus,
while a prophet (Isaias?; cf. is., ix. 2; \lii. 6) points
It is a clear evidence of the
to a star above her head.
sentiments of Christian veneration for the Mother of
God in the second century, to which period the best
Elsearchaeologists refer this fresco (see Mary).
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where in Saint Priscilla is the oldest known liturgical
fresco of the early Christian Church, the virgo sacra
or Deo dicuta, i. e. a Christian virgin whose solemn
consecration to the service of God is quite dramatically set forth by the artist (cf. Marucchi, II, 417-18,
and Wilpert, " Gottgeweihten Jungfrauen", in bibliogFrom a theological point of view not the least
raphy).
important discovery in Saint Priscilla was the fresco in
which Our Lord is represented as giving the Christian
law to St. Peter with the inscription " Dominus legem
dat" (the Lord gives the law); De Rossi considered
it as confirmatory of the primacy of Peter; Monsignor
Duchesne saw in it a reference to the traditio symboli
or Apostles' Creed communicated to the neophytes at
It belonged to the fourth
the moment of baptism.
century and was discovered in 1887, but has since
(reproduced
in De Rossi's
entirely
perished
almost
" Bullettino", 1887, 23 sqq.).
The once rich and imbuilt
Sylvester
over
the scene
basilica
by
St.
posing
of so many early and valuable Christian memories has
Rossi
published
("Bulletsince
perished.
De
long
tino", 1890, plates VI-VII) a plan of its probable outlines; Marucchi suggests (ingeniously and with verisimilitude) that in the apse of this basilica stood the
ancient Chair of Peter, the "sedes ubi prius sedit"
when he baptized in the suburban villa of Senator
Pudens, the true Ccemeterium Ostrianum in whose
venerable precincts Pope Liberius took refuge about
the middle of the fourth century, and confirmed the
faith of the Romans by baptizing regularly amid the
Apostolic memories yet fresh and influential at that
place.
Some of the papal epitaphs in this basilica
h;<\
reached us by way of the various medieval epigraphic collections, among them ["Sylloge Corbeieni-

sis

,

in

1)''
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Rossi. " Inscript. Christ.", II (1) 83, 85]

an epitaph that tin' latter, with Marucchi (II, 4(39-70)
and others, believes to be the epitaph of Pope St. Liberius; if so it offers indisputable evidence of the conrthodoxyof that much maligned pope.
XI. Via Sai.aria Vetus, beyond the present Porta
27. Cemetery
l'inciana (see Marucchi, II, 437-74).
It was disof St. PamphUus, an unknown martyr.
covered by De Rossi in 1 865. Among some rude
charcoal sketches in one of its cubicula is one representing the demolition of a pagan idol, an index
Cemetery of
28.
of the end of the fourth century.

—

St. Hermes (or Basilla), a little farther on, in a vineyard of the German College. Hermes seems to have
been a martyr of the early part of the second century
The fourth-century Liberian Catalogue
(c.
119).
mentions him as buried in the cemetery of St. Basilla;
Padre March] and De Rossi had the good fortune to

fourth-cent ury basilica raised
it proves to be the largest
of the subterranean churches of Rome, and was probIt was conably built on the site of an older edifice.
structed in the tufa rock, lined with masonry, and
vault.
basilica
was
a favourite
This
had quite a high
burial-place, for its floor was found covered with
sepulchres.
The body of St. Hermes was removed
This cemetery
to the city by Adrian I (772-95).
also held the bodies of Sts. Protus and Hyacint litis,
martyrs in the persecution of Valerian (257), and
mentioned in the Liberian Catalogue. Their mistrc--. Saint Basilla, suffered at the same time; the

—

Museum

It

aries

'.

Martyris hie sancti Liberalis membra quiescunt
Qui quondam in terris consul honore fuit
(Here reposes the body of Saint Liberalis, who in life
was honoured as a Consul). The exact site of this
cemetery is unknown, though De Rossi believed for a
while (1S92) that he had discovered it.
XII. Via Flaminia, outside of Porta del Popolo,
the great northern highway, as the Via Appia was the
30. Cemetery <>j
great southern highway, of Rome.
This martyr, according to his (late)
St. Valentinus.
Acts a priest and a physician, seems to have suffered
under Claudius Gothicus (26S-70). He was buried
on the site of his martyrdom by the pious matron
Sabinilla at the first milestone on the Flaminian
Way. In time a small cemetery grew up about the
tomb of the martyr which in the Middle Ages was in
charge of the Augustinians; one of them, the historian
Onofrio Panvinio. wrote a description of it. Eventually, however, the cemetery became a wine-cellar.
In 1S77 Marucchi discovered the "historical crypt"
of St. Valentinus, with its interesting Byzantine frescoes of the seventh century, among them a Crucifixion, the only one found in the catacombs, and one of
the oldest artistic representations of this scene. As
in the ancient Crucifixion in Santa Maria Antiqua
(Roman Forum), the figure of Christ is clothed in
a colobium, or long mantle. An overground cemetery on the site is said to have been the most extensive of its kind.
The epitaphs collected there yield
only to the epigraphic collection in the Lateran Museum for number and importance; many are dated,
from 318 to 523, i. e. to the final period of the consular
dignity.
A fourth-century basilica built on this site
has recently been discovered (lSSSi, showing, like so
many others, the fenesteUa confessionis through which
the tomb of the martyr could be seen. The cemetery
was open and respected as late as the middle of the
eleventh century. With the transfer of the martyr's
body (fourteenth century) to Santa Prassede in the
city began the decay of the catacomb; the basilica
had fallen by the time of Bosio (1594), whose " Villa
Bosia " was over the cemetery, and yet exists as Villa
Trezza.
The best English introduction to the study of the catacombs
The
is the work of Northcote and Brownlow (see below).

—

ami best literature is found in the works, quoted below,
in the
Kaufmans:, Marucchi, and Lf.ci.f.i
Koimeterien, in
of NxcHOLAa MuLL&R. art

latest

discover the ancient

of

exhaustive study

Hicmnvmianum

calls

them "docto-

The body of St. Basilla has not
res sanctse legis".
been found, but that of St. Ilyaeinthus now n
in the church of the Propaganda at Rome whither it
discovery by Padre
Slarchi; thai of St. Protus, though once buried in the
ems to have been removed in
neighbouring hn'iilu
Since 1894 excavathe ninth century by Leo IV.
tions have been renewed in this cemetery, in consequence of which the crypt and stairs built by St.
Darnasus, or about bis time, have been found. The
cemetery of Hermes has already yielded a number of

was transferred

in

1846 after H
<

kept in the Kirehe-

at
Rome. 29. Cemetery ad clivum
was located in the vicinity of Aqua
cucumeris.
Acetosa, and was the burial-place of several martyrs,
among them the Consul Liberalis, whose fin: metrical
epitaph has come down to us through the "Itiner-

rian

above the martyr's tomb;

Mart vnilngium

now

valuable dogmatic epitaphs

-

—

Thrul. inn! Krrihr. X, 794-377.
The
chief collections of materials are those of GIOVANNI Bathsta
De Rossi, and in them are also seen on the largest scale the
methods of investigation that have rendered such excellent
results for theology and church history, also the history of
For the life
ihr art-. Bodal life, etc. of Christian antiquity.
The titles of his writings number
oi De Rossi, see that article.
over 200, but
epoch-making works are the following: 1. Roma
snttrrrnnra rri.-Hana (3 vols Rome, 1864—7' \ large quarto with
imlv with the cememaps and illustrations,
onumental piece
rheinti
tery of Saint Callistu
of work.
As these works are rare, even in public libraries, Dr.
f their content
De
Kaufmann gives (pp. 24 27 full tabl
Rossi planned :t complete collection of the in
2. Inof the catacombs but only partially finished it.
-

/

prof.

&e

.

'

I

—

tcrivlvma Christiana urbu Roma
folio

I.

septimo bgcuIo aniinuiorez

Kome. 1861; II, ibid
n-.w vely rare) conducted by

results of his sin. lies and iii\<
loaia cristiana (Rome. 1863 1894
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...special peri-

him be consigned many

its official

"iued as
in fivi
record bv the Commission of Sacred Archaeology

under the

till.
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count

of

numen
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udie we may mention his acpictures of the Ble jed Virgin in the
pecial
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the earliest

I

mteterw
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read now in con863l to
Malereien of Wii.i'f.rt). and bis
hristian Museum of the
of the inscriptions of the
Rome, ls77
Lateran, // mu-wo en
icnii, Guiila del muses r n .slw,in-I.n!rr nn m*r (Rome.
1898). Two fundamental studies of De Rossi, made at the
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nexion with the magisterial
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beginning of his career and yet of value for catacomb re'('irclies, are his De Christianis monumentis i\»ye erhibentibus,
Christianis
in Spicileg. Solesm. (Paris, 1855), III, 544-77;
titulis Carthaginen. (ibid.), 505-538.

De

The Jesuit writer, Raffaele Garrucci, deserves an honourable mention for his voluminous (6 large folios) and learned
work that deals largely with the catacombs, Storia deli arte
cristiana nei primi otto secoli dclla Chiesa (Prato, 1S73-80),
with numerous illustrations. The writings of De Rossi, especially his Roma soltcrranea, soon gave rise to a number of adaptations in various European languages; one of the most useful
and reliable is that of Northcote and Brownlow, Roma
Sotterranea, or an Account of the Roman Catacomb*, especially
1878-79),
of the Cemetery of St Callistus (London, 1S69; 2d ed.
published also in briefer form. Quite similar are the German
work (same title) of Kraus (Freiburg, 1873 2nd ed. 1879), and
the French manual of Reusens, Elements d'archeologie chretienne (Louvain, 1871-75; 2nd ed., 1885).
The constant activity of excavation, literary research, and
criticism, creates as constant a demand for newer manuals of
the science which has thus grown up; among the later works
of this kind we may mention with praise; Armellini, Lezioni

—

.

;

di archeologia sacra (Rome, 1898); Idem, Gli antiehi cimiteri
enstmni di Roma e d' Italia (Rome. 1893); Marucchi, Les elements d'archeologie chrctienne (Paris, 1902-1905, 3 vols.);
Kaufmans, Handbuch dec chrisllichen Archdologie (Paderborn,
190.5; an Italian tr., Manuale di archeologia cristiana (Rome,
1907); Leclercq. Manuel d'archeologie chrctienne depuis les
origines jusqu'au VIII' siccle (3 vols., Paris. 19071, the latter
being a resume of the rich materials of the new Benedictine
Among
dictionary of Christian archa?ology quoted below.
later English works similar in intention, if not equal in execution, are: Cheetham, History of Early Christian Art (NewYork, 1895), and the praiseworthy summary of Lowrie, Christian Art and Archirologu (London, 1901).
The natural desire to obtain some easy control over the
enormous mass of facts and opinions that all these labours
developed led soon to the creation of illustrated encyclopedias
of Christian antiquities, all of which are useful beyond expresThe first of these, based
sion for the study of the catacombs.
on De Rossi's work, was Martigny, Diet, des antiquites chreIt was followed by a good
tiennes (Paris, 1S05; 3d ed., 1889).
English (non-Catholic compilation of the same nature, Smith
and Cheetham, .4 Dictionary of Christian Antiquities (London,
1876-80), and shortly by the German (Catholic) work edited
by Kraus, Rcalenzyklopadie d. christl. Alterthiimer (Freiburg,
In the mean time the
1882-86), now out of print and rare.
French Benedictines of Farnborough, England (Cabrol chief
editor) have begun a very exhaustive encyclopedia of both
Christian archaeology and liturgy under the title of Diet.
Among the
d'areheol. chret. el de lilurgie (Paris, 1903 sqq.).
French disciples of De Rossi who contributed most to spread
the principles and methods of the new catacomb excavations
may he mentioned Le Blant, Inscriptions ehretiennes de la
Gaule (Paris. 185(3-65), and Nouveau recueil des inscriptions,
Idem, Etudes sur les sarcophages chrclicns
etc. (ibid., 1892);
antiques de la ville d' Aries (Paris, 18781, Les sarcophages Chretiens de la Gaule (ibid., 1S86), and other important works.
Easily foremost, however, among the scientific students of the
i

—
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Monsignore Joseph Wilpert, whose

accurate reproduction of the originals of the catacomb frescoes
has placed before all scholars reliable copies of these famous
relics of ancient Christian life, and enables everyone to study
them scientifically and at his ease: Wilpert. Die Malereien
der Katakomben Roms (Freiburg, 1903, 2 folio volumes, 596
pages of text, 267 plates and 54 figures, published also in
Italian as Pitture delle Catacombc romane, same place and date).
He had previously published a number of valuable researches,
both patristic and archa?ological in content; among them:
Prinzipienfragen der ehrislliehen Archdologie (Freiburg, 18S9,
with supplement, ibid., 1890); Die gollgciceihten Jungfrauen in
den ersten Jahrhunderten der Kirrhe (ibid., 1S92); Ein Cyklus
christologischer Gemdlde, etc. (ibid., 1891); Fractio Panis, die
dlteste Darstellung des eucharistisehen Opfers (ibid., 1S95); Die
Malereien in der Sakramenlskapelle i. d. Katak. des hi. Callistus
Among the scholarly Protestant writers on the
(ibid., 1897).
catacombs the following deserve credit: Piper, Einleilung in
die memumentale Theologie (Gotha, 1867); Muller, Archaologische Studien, etc. (Leipzig, 1895-1901). and since 1902, as
Studien uber chrisllichc Dcnkmdler, particularly his articles in
the Rcalenzyklopadie f. prot. Theologie u. Kirche, on Koimeterien,

—

Christusbilder and Inschriften; Schultze, Die Katakomben
(Leipzig, 1882), Der theologisehe Erlrag der Kalakombcnforschung (ibid., 1882), Die altchristlichcn Bildwerke, etc. (ibid.,
1889); and Archdologie der allchrisllichen Kunst (Munich, 1895).
Important for the study of the catacombs, their excavations,
history, problems, sources, literature, etc., are the above-mentioned official Xuorn Hullettino, the Christian archaeological
bulletin of the Ci cilia Cattoliea by Ghisar, the Comptes rendusoi
Kirsch in the RnmisehcQuartalschrift fur chrislliche Altcrthumskunde (Freiburg and Home), conducted, for the archaeological
content, by Mgk, Db WAAL to which may be added the Orient
Christianus, conducted byA.BAUMSTABK(CampoSantoTede8CO,
or German College, Rome), a useful repository of arclueoloHere it may
gical information from the Christian Orient
not be out of place to mention the merits of (he Roman association known as the " Collegium Cultorum martyrum", especially devoted to the veneration of the holy martyrs and the
sites of their sepulchres, and the Christian Archieologieal ConThe American Journal of Arrhargresses of 1891 and 1900.
olomi (Baltimore, 1885 sqq.) also devotes attention to the
results of catacomb studies and researches.
It is easily undertood that the researches in every field of early Christian
,

—

antiquities throw light on the catacombs and in turn are helped
by the special researches in these cemeteries; hence the importance of the remarkable discoveries of Pf.re Delattre of
the Peres Blancs on the site of ancient Carthage (for a bibliography of his writings see Le Musce Larigerie de Saint-Louis de
Carthage (Tunis, 1900); cf. Damon, Catalogue of Early Christian Antiquities, etc., in the British Museum (London, 1901).
Similarly it is of interest to know the sources of the early
art-impulses among the Roman Christians, attributed mostly
to the Orient (Egypt, Syria, Palestine), by Stezygowski,
Orient odcr Rom (Leipzig, 1901), Kleinasien (ibid., 1903).
Finally it may be useful to add that any serious study of the
catacombs demands some acquaintance with the excellent

introductory pages of the above-mentioned manuals of Ivaufmann, Marucchi, or Leclercq, also with the earlier volumes
of the histories of the City of Rome bv the Catholic writers

Von Reumont

(Berlin, 1867), and Grisar (Rome, 1900. I.
unfinished): and the non-Catholic Gregorovius (Eng. tr.),
to which must be added the excellent introduction and notes
of the critical edition of the Liber Pontificalis (2 vols., 4°,
Paris, 1886, 1892), by Mgr. Louis Duchesne.
J. Shahan.

Thomas

Cenacle.

See Last Supper.
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Cenacle, Religious of the. The Society of Our
of the Cenacle was founded in 1826, at La
in France, near the tomb of St. John Francis

Lady

Louvesc

Regis, the Jesuit apostle of the poor, by Jean-PierreEtienne Terme, a holy and zealous missionary priest
of the Diocese of Viviers, and Marie-Victoire-Therese
Couderc, a woman twenty years of age, but already
mature in courage, energy, and the living resources
Desirous to attract pilgrims to the tomb
of faith.
of St. John Francis Regis, and induce them to there
recollect themselves in solitude, prayer, and meditation, they resolved to open houses where women
might follow the exercises of a retreat; the first of
Father
those houses was opened at La Louvesc.
Terme was not to see the full development of his
work; he died in 1834, leaving his religious family
Encouraged
to the direction of the Jesuit Fathers.
by episcopal authority, and then by Popes Gregory
XVI, Pius IX, and Leo XIII, the last of whom
definitely approved its constitutions, the new institute grew rapidly and soon counted houses in
France, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, and Holland. In
England, the first house was opened at Manchester,
The year 1892 saw the first foundation in
in 1888.
America, at New York.
The Society of Our Lady of the Cenacle honours
particularly, and proposes to itself for its model, the
retirement of the Blessed Virgin in the Cenacle, after
the Ascension of our Lord, while the whole Church,
expecting the Holy Ghost, "were persevering with
one mind in prayer with the women, and Mary the

The religious of this
of Jesus" (Acts, i, 14).
society aim, first, at their own personal sanctification; secondly, at procuring the salvation and perIt is this twofold end that
fection of their neighbour.
they endeavour to attain by the invisible apostolate
of perpetual prayer, the recitation of the Divine Office,
and the daily Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament,
as well as by the exercise of exterior forms of apostolate, principally in providing for spiritual retreats
and the teaching of Christian doctrine.
The houses of the society are open at any time to
women of all classes wishing to make the Spiritual
Exercises, that is, to apply themselves for a few days
to the consideration of the truths of faith, to recollection and prayer, either in order to make a choice
for the disposition of their future life, or because
they fool it necessary to regulate their lives in a
more Christian manner. From its origin, the Bociety
has taken up the teaching of Christian doctrine as
a powerful means of apostolate, and receives all
persons who are desirous to [earn the truths of faith,
so as to dispose themselves I'm- the reception of the
sacraments, also all who are preparing to outer the
Catholic Church, or who, after their return to God,
seek to strengthen themselves in faith and piety. Other
moans used are the day's retreat, associations, etc.:
in fact all offices of spiritual charity proper to extend

mother

,
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Cenalis,

Robert (sometimes

written

Ceneau

and Ccenalis, whence the nickname, le Soumer),
bishop, historian, and controversialist, b. in Paris,
In 1.513 he became doctor of
1483; d. there, 1560.
the Faculty of Theology in the Sorbonne, and in 1515
was made Bishop of Vence. From here he was transferred in 1530 to the See of Riez, and in 1532 to that
He took an act ive part in the religious
of Avranches.
and polemical discussions that attended the Reformation. and wrote several controversial works, the most
"
important of which are: " Pro tuendo sacro coelibatu
"Tractatus de utriusque gladii facullegitimo" (Paris, 1546, and Leyden,
divortio matrimonii mosaici per
legem evangelieam refutato" (Paris, 1549); "Traductio larvae sychophanticse petulantissima;que impie(Paris, 1545);
tate. usuque

1558);

"Axioma de

(Paris, 1556); "Methodus de compescendahoereticorum ferocia" (Paris, 1557). In the
same year and place in which the last-named work
was published, there appeared his "Historia Gallia",
tatis Calviniacae

dedicated to King Henry II.' This was a folio volume,
treating of the name, origin, and achievements of the
It has but little
Gauls, Franks, and Burgundians.
Not long afterward he produced
critical value.
While
"L'bistoire ecelosiastique de Normandie".
Bishop of Riez he issued synodal statutes of that diocese, and wrote an erudite treatise on weights and
measures under the title: "De liquidorum leguminumque mensuris, seu vera mensurarum ponderumque ratione" (Paris, 1532, 1535, 1547).
GBNEBBABD, Chronographia (Cologne, 1581); JoCHER, Gelekrn, s. v.; Hurtkr, Nomenclator.
John A. Ryan.

Ceneda, Diocese of (Cenetensis). The city of
Ceneda is situated in the province of Treviso, in
former Venetian territory, on a declivity of the RhseIn ancient times
tian Alps, in a picturesque region.
It was pillaged
it was known as Ceneta or Acedum,
by Attila in 452. and a century later by Totila. During the domination of the Lombards it was governed
by a duke, anil afterwards became part of the marLater (994) the bishop of that
quisate of Treviso.
city was also its temporal lord, even after it was inwith
Venice, since in 1447 and in 1514
corporated
Bishops Francesco and Oliviero gave the republic
civil investiture of the territory of Ceneda, reserving
for themselves and their successors (until about 1768)
authority over the city and a few villas. The Gospel,
is sail
was preached in this region in the first century by St. Fortunatus, deacon of St. Hermagoras of
it

I

.

The earliest known bishop is Vindemius,
579 at the Synod of Grado, held to conSchism of the Three Chapters. In 680
(Jrsinus, Bishop of Ceneda, was present at the Council
Monothelites.
Other
of Rome convened
bishops were: Azzo (1140), Sigifredo (1170), during
whose time there were many conflicts between
(Vim. la and the neighbouring towns; Antonio Correr
(1409); Lorenzo da Ponte (1739), the last bishop to
Since 1818 Ceneda has
exercise temporal power.
been a suffragan "f Venice; previously it was under
Aqiiileia.
present in

tinue

the

the jurisdiction of (Jdine. The diocese has a population "f 183,000, with 118 parishes, 500 churches and
chapels, 216 secular and 2.". regular priests, 5 religious
houses of men and 3 of women.
Cappki.lfth.

Ann.

eccl.
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the kingdom of God in souls, according to the spirit
of the Cenacle, are employed by the Society of Our
Lady of the Cenacle, for the love of Christ and the
Blessed Virgin.

is 11),

221-320;

(Rome. 1907), 386-87.

U. Benigni.

prevailing shape the censer consists of a cup, or bowl,
which rests on a firm base and is provided wit h a hollow
movable pan for holding ignited charcoal, a lid or
covering, and four chains about three feet in length,
three of which unite the bowl to a circular disc, while the
fourth is used for raising the lid, to which one end is
attached, the other passing through a hole in the disc
and terminating in a small ring. To carry the censer
he chains are grasped in the hand just under the disc,
care being taken to keep the base elevated to a height,
of six or eight inches from the ground and to swing it.
gently to and fro in order that, the current of air thus
created may cause the fire to burn the fragrant gums
or incense which is placed on it whenever the censer
is being used.
The censer played an important, part,
in the ancient religious worship both of the Jews and
Pagans. It is no wonder, then, that its employment
in Christian ceremonies goes back to the very earliest
times.
Its primitive form, however, was quite difi

from what it. is now, being something like a vase
with a perforated cover to emit the perfumed odours.
Later on chains were added for greater convenience
These vessels in the Middle Ages
in manipulation.
were often made of gold and silver and enriched with
numerous details of most elaborate ornamentation.
In the archives or inventories of many Continental
and English cathedrals (such as St. John Lateral),
Trier, Louvain, Lincoln, and York Minster) minute
descriptions are given of some ancient specimens in
ferent,

the possession of these churches.
Bona, Dc Rebus Liturgicii (Turin, 1747), I, xxv: Dcodale,
Monasticum Anglicanum (London, 1682), passim; Pugin,
0/,,.v.v„r7 of Ecclesiastical Ornament (London. 1S6S), s. v. Censer;
O'Loan, Ceremonies of Ecclesiastical /'„/, .•'...,. (Dublin, 1893),
27; Levasseur, Manuel Liturgigue (Paris. 1N90), I, 275; Van
der Stappen, Dc Celebralione Missw (Mechlin, 1892), X, 92.

Pathick Morrisroe.
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ages of a pernicious press, has the right, of exercising
censorship of books. This censorship is either ecclesiastical or civil, according as it is practised by the
spiritual or secular authority, and it may be exercised
in two ways, viz.
before the printing or publishing
and
of a work, by examining it (censura prcevia)
after the printing or publishing, by repressing or prohibiting it (censura repressiva).
This is the double
meaning of the classical word censura, especially as
used in the legislation of the Roman Church. Later
on, however, particularly in civil law, censura denoted almost exclusively censura pravia. Wherever
the abolition of censorship in past centuries is referred to, only the latter is meant.
The reverse of censorship is freedom of the press.
In all civilized countries, however, that have abrogated the censura prcevia, freedom of the press is by
no means unlimited. Its abuse may, in the worst
cases, be condemned and punished according to common law, and the old censorship has nearly everywhere been replaced by more or less severe presslaws. Although the censorslu'p of books (in a wider
sense) did not begin precisely with the invention and
spread of the art of printing, yet in our definition of
it, only productions of the pr"ss are spoken of.
In
the first place, censorship now, as well as in centuries
past, is concerned exclusively with printed works;
secondly, in the narrower sense (censura pramia), it
has taken that definite form, which is expressed by
"censorship of books", only after the invention of
the printing press.
When explaining, however, the
historical development of censorship, we must ut;iii
with an earlier period, because we are here dealing
with it as exercised by the Universal Church of Rome.
From the beginning and at all times in principle, the
Church adhered to the censorship, although in the
:

;

1

Censer, a vessel suspended by chains, and used for
burning incense at solemn Mass, \ espers, Benedict ion,
processions, and other important offices of the Church.
In its present
It is now commonly called a thurible.

—

Censorship of Books (Censura librorum).
Definition and Division. In general, censorship of
books is a supervision of the press in order to prevent
any abuse of it. In this sense, every lawful authority,
whose duty it is to protect its subjects from the rav-
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course of time the application was modified according
to conditions and circumstances. The censorship of
books, as well as the press-laws of states or of churchcommunities other than Catholic, can here be mentioned for the sake of comparison only.
Historical Development. As soon as there were
books or writings of any kind the spreading or reading of which was highly detrimental to the public,
competent authorities were obliged to take measures
against them. Long before the Christian Era, therefore, we find that heathens as well as Jews had fixed
regulations for the suppression of dangerous books
and the prevention of corruptive reading. From numerous illustrations quoted by Zaccaria (pp. 248-256)
it is evident that most of the writings condemned
or destroyed offended against religion and morals.
Everywhere the books declared dangerous were cast
the simplest and most natural execuinto the fire
tion of censorship. When at Ephesus, in consequence
of St. Paul's preaching, the heathens were converted,
they raised before the eyes of the Apostle of the Gentiles a pile in order to burn their numerous superstiNo doubt, the new
tious books (Acts, xix, 19).
Christians moved by grace and the Apostolic word
all
the more was their
accord;
but
did so of their own
action approved of by St. Paul himself, and it is reimitation by the
of
worthy
example
corded as an
author of the Acts of the Apostles. From this burnas
from the Second
as
well
Ephesus,
ing of books at
Epistle of St. Peter and the Epistles of St. Paul to
Timothy and Titus, it clearly appears how the Apostles judged of pernicious books and how they wished
them to be treated. In concert with the Apostle of
the Gentiles (Tit., iii, 10), St. John most emphatically
exhorted the first Christians to slum heretical teachers.
To the disciples of the Apostles it was a matter
of course to connect this warning not only with the
persons of such teachers, but first and foremost with
their doctrine and their writings. Thus, in the first
Christian centuries, the so-called apocrypha (q. v.),
above all other books, appeared to the faithful as
libri non recipiendi, i. e. books which were on no account to be used. The establishment of the Canon of
Holy Writ was, therefore, at once an elimination and
a censuring of the apocrypha. The two documents referring to this, both from the latter half of the second
century, are the Muratorian Canon (q. v.) and the
Apostolic Constitutions (see Hauler, Didascalia? Apostolorum fragmenta, Leipzig, 1900, p. 4).
When the Church, after the era of persecution, was
given greater liberty, a censorship of books appears
more plainly. The First (Ecumenical Council of Nicsea (325) condemned not only Arius personally, but

—

—

book entitled "Thalia"; Constantine commanded that the writings of Arius and of his friends
should everywhere be delivered up to be burned; concealment of them was forbidden under pain of death.
In the following centuries, when and wherever heresies sprang up, the popes of Rome and the oecumenical councils, as well as the particular synods of Africa, Asia, and Europe, condemned, conjointly with
tin' false doctrines, the bunks and writings containing
(Cf. Hilgers, Die BUcherverbote in Papstthem.
briefen.) The latter were ordered to be destroyed by
also bis

fire,

and

illegal

preservation of

them was treated

as

a heinous criminal offence. The authorities intended
to make (lie reading of such writings simply imposenumerating in a letter of
sible. Pope St. innocent
4ii") a number of apocrypha] writings, rejects them as
non solum repudianda sed eiiam damnanda. It is the
first attempt at a catalogue of forbidden books. The socalled "Decretum Gelasianum" contains many more,
not only apocryphal, but also heretical, or otherwise
I

,

objectionable, writings. It is not without reason thai
this catalogue has been called the firs! "Roman In
dex" of forbidden books. The books in question
were not unfrequently examined in the public sessions
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There are also cases in which the popes
themselves (e. g. Innocent I and Gregory the Great)
read and examined a book sent to them and finally
condemned it. As regards the kinds and contents of
writings forbidden in ancient times, we find among
them, besides apocryphal and heretical books, forged
acts of martyrs, spurious penitentials, and superstitious writings.
In ancient times information about
objectionable books was sent both from East and
West to Rome, that they might be examined and, if
necessary, forbidden by the Apostolic See. Thus at
the beginning of the Middle Ages there existed, in all
its essentials, though without specified clauses, a prohibition and censorship of books throughout the
Catholic Church. Popes as well as councils, bishops
no less than synods, considered it then, as always,
their most sacred duty to safeguard the purity of
faith and to protect the souls of the faithful by condemning and forbidding any dangerous book.
During the Middle Ages prohibitions of books were
Their hisfar more numerous than in ancient times.
tory is chiefly connected with the names of medieval
heretics like Berengarius of Tours, Abelard, John
Wyclif, and John Hus. However, especially in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, there were also
issued prohibitions of various kinds of superstitious
writings, among them the Talmud and other Jewish
books.
In this period, also, the first decrees about
the reading of translations of the Bible were called
forth by the abuses of the Waldenses and Albigenses.
What these decrees (e. g. of the svnods of Toulouse in
1229, Tarragona in 1234, Oxford in 1408) aimed at
was the restriction of Bible-reading in the vernacular.
A general prohibition was never in existence. During the earlier Christian centuries, and till late hi the
Middle Ages, there existed, as compared with our
As they were multiplied by
times, but few books.
handwriting only, the number of copies to be met
with was very small moreover none but the learned
could make use of them. For these reasons preventive censorship was not necessary until, after the invention of the printing press and the subsequent large
circulation of printed works, the harm done by pernicious books increased in a manner hitherto unknown.
Nevertheless, a previous examination of books was
not altogether unknown in more remote times, and in
the Middle Ages it was even prescribed in some places.
St. Ambrose sent several of his writings to Sabinus,
Bishop of Piacenza, that he might pass his opinion on
them and correct them before they were published
In the fifth century Gennadius
(P. L., XVI, 1151).
sent his work "De Scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis" to
Pope Gelasius for the same purpose. The chronicler,
Godfrey of Viterbo, applied expressly to Urban III
(1186) for examination and approbation of his "Pantheon" which he dedicated to the pope. These are,
of course, examples of a merely private preventive
censorship.
Yet in the most flourishing period of the
Middle Ages we find censorship of that kind establaw
in the very centres of scientific life.
lished by
According to the papal statutes of the University of
Paris (1342), the professors were not allowed to hand
any lecture over to the booksellers before it had been
examined by the chancellor and the professors of
ding century the booksellers
(In the pn
theology.
were bound by oath to offer for sale only genuine and
"corrected'' copies.) A similar censorship occurs
in the fourteenth century at all universities.
Down to more recent times forbidden hooks were
got out of the way in the simplest manner, by deIt is worthy of note
stroying or confiscating them.
that «hen the Roman synod of 745 ordered the burning of the superstitious writings sent by St. Boniface
to the Vpostolic See, Pope Zachary ordered then, to
be preserved in the pontifical archives (Mansi, XII,
Again, while the provincial synod of Paris
380).
(1210) strictly forbade certain works of Aristotle as
of councils.

;

—
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70, 13S).
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The Roman expurgation

of

suspected books, so often unjustly held in ill repute,
had. therefore, no inglorious beginning under this
last-named great ecclesiastical legislator. In general,
it may be said that in the examination and prohibition of books Rome displayed wise moderation and
true justice, since it intended only to keep faith and
morals unpolluted. With the invention and spread
of typography began a new period in the censorship
It was in the nature of things that the disof books.
coveries and tendencies of the end of the fifteenth,
and commencement of the sixteenth, century should
very soon abuse the "divine art" of printing for
the purpose of multiplying and disseminating all
kinds of pernicious books. The religious disruption
of Germany had not yet begun when Home took precautionary measures by insisting on a preventive
censorship of all printed works.
The beginnings of
tln> censorship just mentioned are nut to be traced In
the Curia «>f Rome, but to Cologne, where we find it
established in the university in the reign of Sixt 1- V.
In a Brief of is March, 147!!, this pope granted the
fullest powers of censorship to the university, and
praised it for having hitherto checked with such zeal
In
the printing and selling of irreligious books.
182
the Bishop of Wiirzburg enacted a law of censorship
for his diocese; in 1485 ami I486 the Archbishop of
Mainz did the same for his ecclesiastical province.
Thus the way was paved for the Bull of Innocent
VIII (17 Nov.. 1487), which universally prescribed
the censorship of books and entrusted the bishops
with its execution. Nevertheless, this first universally binding papal edict of censorship remained unheeded.
We only hear of its being promulgated by
Herman IV, Archbishop of Cologne. Consequently,
in Venice, the papal legate, Nicold Franco, issued in
1491 an order of censorship for this republic.
As
early, however, as 1480 we find books published with
the approbation of the Patriarch of Venice. The
decree of 1491 ordered the censorship of theological
and religious hooks only.
On 1 June, 1.501, followed the Bull of Alexander
VI. an exact copy "f Innocent VIII's. but issued only
for the ecclesiastical provinces of Cologne, Mainz,
Trier, and Magdeburg.
Finally. duritiL' the Lateran
Council, Leo X promulgated, 3 May, 1515, the Bull
This is the first papal cen"Inter sollicit udines".
sorial decree given for the entire Church which was
All writings without excep
universally accepted.
The examination
tion were subjected toe n oi hip.
was entrusted to the bishops or to the censors apbj them and to the inquisitor; in Home it
appertained to the cardinal-vicar (q. v.) and the
Printers offending against
er Saen Palatii.
-a
the
incurred the punishment of excommunication; n
w ere liable to a fine and had
their
After examination,
ks destroyed by fire.
approb
be given free of charge and without delay, and this under pain of excommunication.
ks had been mainMeanwhile the prohibition of
tained by the pope and the bishops as usual.
In 1482
the Bishops of Wurzbure and Basle forbade certain
printeel work- in their dioceses, and by a Bull of 4
August, 1487. Innocent VIII prohibited Giovanni
Pico della Mirandola's nine hundred theses, printed al
Rome in December, 186. This prohibition was rati1

1

1

1

1

:

,

I

I

1

fied by Alexander VI in 1493.
In Germany great
excitement prevailed, it being the eve of the R
mation. A book containing
"Humanism,
the " F.pistola obscurorum virorum", was suppressed
by a Brief of Leo X. 15 March. 1517. The case of
Reuchlin's " Augenspiegel " was a long time pending
l

1
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the erroneous Arabic edition. Pope Gregory
IX 1231) merely suspended the use of these writings
until they had been minutely examined and cleared
of all suspicion (Du Plessisd'Argentr6, Collectio judieiorum, I, 1, 133; Denifle, Chartularium Universitatis

found

Rome; the book was ultimately prohibited 23 June,
Some days previous (15 June, 1520) Leo X
1520.
issued the Bull "Exsurge Domine ", by which all writin

ings of Luther, even future ones, were forbidden under
pain of excommunication.
Adrian VI again set forth
this prohibition in divers Letters of the year 1522,
and in 1524 Clement VII inserted in the Bull "Consueverunt" {in ccena domini) a clause proscribing
under pain of excommunication all heretical writings,
notably those of Luther.
After being reorganized by Paul 111 (Bull of '21
July, 1542) the General Inquisition took charge of
the supervision of books, chiefly in Home and Italy.
Subsequent to a proclamation of 12 July. 1543, enjoining with special emphasis the suppression and
censorship of books, this tribunal composed a catalogue of forbidden books, which, together with a
rather too rigorous decree (30 Pec.. 1558) and another
that mitigated it, was promulgated in the reign of
Paul IV. some days after the date just mentioned.
Similar catalogues had been published since the twenties of the sixteenth century, by political as well as
ecclesiastical authorities, particularly in England, the
Low Countries, France. Germany, and Italy (Venice,
Milan. Lucca).
But the catalogue of the Inquisition

was the first Roman list meant for tin' whole
was also the very first that bore the title
it
"Index". This Roman catalogue, like all others
published up to that time, contained almost exclusively works distinctly heretical or suspected of heresy;
and since these were considered as already condemned
and forbidden, especially by the Bull "In Ccena
Domini", the catalogue seemed to be merely the detailed list or register, in short the "Index", of the
of 15.59

world;

prohibited books. This Index of Paul IV. however,
contained one particularly rigorous enactment, viz.:
that all books
published as well as to be published
of the writers mentioned in the catalogue (of the socalled first class); all books of the second and third
class; an d even books thereafter published by printers of heretical works, wen- declared forbidden under
\,, other
the same most severe pains and penalties.
entirely new enactments or regulations of censorship
Later editions of the
were contained in this edition.
Index imitated this first one only in name. The
typical Index for Roman decrees of this kind appeared
soon after and abolished the too rigorous one of Paul
IV.
During the fourth session (1546) of the Council of
Trent the assembled Fathers, discussing the 'anon of
Holy Scripture, insisted expressly on the censorship
of books, such as had been universally prescribed bj
the Lateran Council, and on the sanctions therein
decreed, especially with regard to books and writings
treating of religious things, or, in their own words, ae
a* rig.
For members of religious orders wishing;
to publish works of this sort, examination and approbation of their writings on he part of heir superiors was prescribed, in addition to the approbate
the ordinary. Towards the end of the council the
reorganization of thi
md prohibition of
books was more particularly debated
The result was
the so-called "Index Tridentinus". which, however,
was not published until 1564, by order of the council,
along with a Brief of Pius IV; wherefore it is also
called "Index of Pius l\ ".
Besides a revised catalogue of forbidden books this index contained, as
a most important modification, ten general rules
com]
us
the
by the council, sino
"Tridentine Rules".
First, these ten rules contain
prohibitions (a) of all heretical and superstitious
writing-; (b) of all immoral (obscene) books, he old
classics alone excepted, which, however, arc not to be
used in teaching the young; (c) of all Latin ti
tions of the Xew Testament coming from heretics.
peculiar statement is made wit h n
or heads of sects sprung up since 1.51.5, whose names

—

(

t
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1

t
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are mentioned in the so-called first class of the Index.
All their books, even those free from objection, i. e.
not treating of religious questions, as well as future
publications, are to be considered as forbidden. Secaid, the rules contain conditional prohibitions, i. e.
books published by heretics, or even by Catholics,
that are in the main good and useful but not altogether free from dangerous passages, are forbidden
To these
until corrected by the lawful authorities.
writings belong chiefly those mentioned in the Index
Third, on certain conitself as needing correction.
ditions, and after asking special permission, leave is
granted for the reading of Latin translations of the
Old Testament edited by heretics, and for the use of
Bible-versions in the vernacular written by Catholics.
Fourth, preventive censorship and approbation, as
prescribed by the Bull of Leo
(1515), are insisted
on. The punishment of excommunication is extended also to the author who has his book printed
without the necessary approbation. A copy of the
examined and approved manuscript is to remain with
the censor. Moreover, printers and booksellers are
forbidden both to offer for sale prohibited books and
to sell conditionally interdicted works to anyone not
producing a permit; they are ordered to keep ready
an exact list of all writings they have in stock. At
the same time bishops and inquisitors are urged to
supervise printing and book-shops and to have them
Finally, the rules inflict the punishment
inspected.
of excommunication on such as read and possess forbidden heretical works, or those suspected of heresy.
Any person reading or keeping a book prohibited for
other reasons commits a grievous sin and is to be
punished according to the bishop's discretion. The
ten rules remained in force until Leo XIII abrogated
them by the Constitution "Ofliciorum ac Munerum"
(25 Jan., 1897) and replaced them by new general
decrees.
In the course of time, however, the rules
not only received some few additions, especially when
a new index was published, but in consequence of
contrary custom also gradually lost their binding
force with regard to certain regulations.
The most important event regarding the administration of the censorship after the Council of Trent
was the institution of a special congregation, the
(See
S. Congregatio Indicis Librorum Prohibitorum.
Roman Congregations.) The first task of this
body of cardinals was to be the promulgation of newindexes as well as the expurgation of books needing
correction.
It also soon took in hand the examination and prohibition of dangerous new writings, together with the supervision and management of all
that pertained to the production and distribution of
The Congregation of the Index was called
books.
into existence by Pius V in March, 1571, formally
and solemnly confirmed by the Bull of (iregory XIII,
"I't pestiferarum" (13 Septembsr, 1572), and its
rights eventually defined by Sixtus V in the Bull
" tmmensa .-Eterni Patris" (22 Jan., 15SS). with those
Sixtus V inof the other congregations of cardinals.
tended to replace, in his new index (printed 1590), the
This
ten Tridentine rules by twenty-two new ones.
index, however, never passed into law; Sixtus died,
and its publication was stopped by the succeeding
In the next Roman index the ten rules were
popes.
reinstated instead of the twenty-two of Sixtus V.
The new index, published at length by Clemen VIII
L596), contained, besides additions to the catalogue
of forbidden books, not only the ten rules but, direct ly
after them, an instruct ion on the prohibition, expurgation, and printing of books, some remarks on the
fourth and ninth rules, and on several of the forbidden
books.
The instruction reminds bishops and inquisitors both of their duties and rights regarding
Outside Italy they, as well
the prohibition of books.
as tlie universities, are ordered to draw up and promulgate indexes of forbidden books for their respect

X
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ive districts, copies of wTiich are to be sent to Rome.
As regards expurgation of books, the instruction sets
forth in detail who is authorized for this purpose, how
it is to be practised in different cases, and what is to be
cancelled.
After completing the corrections, bishop
and inquisitor are to publish a "Codex expurgatorius", according to which the books in question are
Practically, neither of these first
to be expurgated.
two parts of the instruction was of much consequence.
Outside Italy, apart from Spain and Portugal, Poland

and Bohemia, particular indexes were almost unknown. A short time after it was even forbidden to
do this without special leave of the Congregation of
the Index.
As regards expurgation, it was only in
Rome itself, apart from Spain, Portugal, and Belgium, that an "Index expurgatorius " (one volume)
was published in 1607, the author of which was the
then Magister Sarri Palatii. But this never became
legally binding.
The third part of the instruction exactly states the rules to be observed ( 1 ) when examining a book previous to the printing. (2) when approvThe whole is a
ing, and (3) when actually printing it.
more detailed specification of the decree of the Lateran
Council as well as of the regulations laid down in the
tenth Tridentine rule. The observations appended to
the instruction refer chiefly, on the one hand, to the
permission of reading translations of the Bible; on
the other, to the prohibition of astrological works,
of the Talmud, and of other Jewish books.
In the early part of the seventeenth century both
the Congregation of the Index and the Magister Sacri
Palatii published in Rome, from time to time, decrees
containing new prohibitions of books. These decrees were collected in smaller indexes considered as
additions to the index of Clement VIII, and in 1632
the then secretary of the Congregation of the Index
edited (in his private capacity only) a complete alphabetical list of all books forbidden up to that time. But
it was not until 1664, under Alexander VII. that by
order of the congregation a new official index was
published which differed from all prior ones in form
and arrangement of the subject-matter: as to the
contents, the only difference was that all prohibitions
from 1596 to 1664 were inserted. Tin- same is to be
said of the abridged edition of the index of Alexander
VII, which was published the following year (1665).
In the introductory Brief, '' Speculators ", this pope
decreed that in the prohibition of books none but the
penalties fixed, both in the tenth rule and the Bull
"In Ccena Domini ", should be in force. In the second
half of the seventeenth century and the first of the
eighteenth, many (chiefly Jansenistic) books were
condemned by the Congregation of the Index, the
Roman Inquisition, and papal Bulls or Briefs. The
works interdicted by letters Apostolic were, as a rule,
During
forbidden under pain of excommunication.
this time it was not unusual that in addition to single
books whole classes of writings of a similar kind were
forbidden, just as had been done formerly, particuOriginally these classes of
larly in letters Apostolic.
books were inserted in the alphabetical list mostly
under the word libri, until the Index was reformed
under Benedict XIV. This new index (1758) in
surpasses all former ones by reason of the correction
of the many typographical errors and inaccuracies to
be found in the earlier indexes, so that it is in every
It
sense the best edition published prior to 19011.
was also notable for the novel arrangement by which
the aforesaid classes of works were now expressly
registered, at the commencement of tin- catalogue of
forbidden books, in four paragraphs headed: "De,

Concerning Forbidden Books n ,,t Mentioned
Among the works
in
the Index".
enumerated, we find especially books and writings on
certain dispute, questions, such as the Immaculate
Conception, the theory of grace, the Malabar and
Chinese Kites.
crees

Individually
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Even now this Bull furing literary productions.
nishes the principal directions for all decisions conBenedict XIV
cerning the prohibition of books.
stales as his motive for publishing this constitution
the many unjust complaints against, the prohibition
of books as well as against the Index.
All such complaints, even in our own times, are best refuted by
In the following century neither index
this Bull.
changes.
nor censorship underwent substantial
Quite spontaneously, however, the prescriptive law
was formed to no longer submit, for ecclesiastical
censorship all books and writings, but only theological
and religious ones. This right was assented to first
tacitly, then also indirectly by other ecclesiastical enactments.
When later on, by the Bull "Apostolica:
Scdis" (12 Oct., 1869) Pius IX reorganized the ecclesiastical censures (penal laws of the Church), he
abolished the penalty of excommunication which,
both in the Tridentine (1564) and Clementine (1596)
indexes, was inflicted upon printers as well as authors
not submitting their works for ecclesiastical censorship.
Since the publication of that Bull only three
definite classes of books are still forbidden under pain
of excommunication (see below).
During the Vatican Council great exertions were made, especially on
the part cif Germany and France, to induce the assembled Fathers to mitigate the ecclesiastical laws
relating to censorship (cf. Coll. Lacens. Concil., VII,
1075), but before this question could be discussed,
Leo XIII, therefore, took
the council was dissolved.
it
upon himself to reorganize the ecclesiastical legislation in this respect, which he accomplished by the
Constitution "Ofnciorum ac Munerum" (25 Jan.,
397 and the reform of the Index, published in 1900.
Since that time, for all literary matters, for censorship and prohibition of books no other laws and rules
are in force than those contained in the new index of
Leo XIII. Of former enactments, the Bull "Sollicita
ac Provida" alone has been retained; together with
the new Bull "( Hficiorum ac Munerum" it forms the
first and general part of the Leonine Code, whereas
the second and larger, but not therefore more important, part comprises the special, alphabetically arranged catalogue of books forbidden by particular deerees since 1600.
Pius
issued in 1905 orders regarding the printing and publication of liturgical
melodies,
and
in
and
the Encyclical Letter
chants
"Pascendi dominici gregis" (8 Sept., 1907) most
urgently enjoined on all the prohibition and censoring ol nioks.
Ecclesiastical Laws in Operation since 1900.
The end of the Church founded by Christ is the propagation and preservation of the genuine teachings
One of the
of Christ and a life after these teachings.
most formidable dangers threatening purity of faith
and morals among the members of the Church arises
from pernicious books and writings.
For this very
the Church has from the beginning and at ail
I

X

I

times taken such precautions against bad literature
as were appropriate for the different times and the
If the ( Ihurch had
peculiar character of the dangers.
ever neglected doing this, she would have failed in
one of ler most important and solemn duties. In
our own days the danger caused by bad books has
risen to a degree never thought of before.
Unrestraint of intellect and will is the real cause of this
The so-called freedom of the press or the
increase.
abolition of public censorship is largely responsible
for this unrestraint. All the more the Ihurch IS bound
to put an end to the evil by wise and just laws.
The
highest ecclesiastical authority. I.eo XIII himself,
(

has done so in the most solemn
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The most important addition to this new index
was the Bull "Sollicita ac Provida" (9 July, 1753),
which, for the Congregations of both the Inquisition
and the Index, uniformly regulated and definitively
settled the whole method of conducting cases concern-

way by

the aforesaid

Munerum" (25 Jan., 1897) which
obliges very strictly all the faithful.
This papal constitution contains the general legal enactments (decreta generalia) arranged under two headings of ten
and five chapters respectively, in forty-nine paragraphs or articles. The forty-nine paragraphs exhibit not only the prohibition of certain classes of
Bull "Officiorum ac

books, together with the injunction of preventive
censorship for other classes, but also detailed regulations concerning the application and sanction of the

whole law.

The first paragraph decrees that the books mentioned in former indexes and forbidden previous to
1600, remain forbidden even though not individually
enumerated in the new index of Leo XIII unless
they be allowed by the new general paragraphs. To
this class, however, belong almost exclusively heretical books and a few others forbidden also by the
following general decrees.
Here it is to be remarked
that heretical works of ancient times, or even of the
Middle Ages, are no longer held to be forbidden, so
that the words of the first paragraph seem to refer
exclusively to the sixteenth century.
In accordance
with the main end of the law, paragraph 2 forbids
books of apostates, heretics, schismatics, and in
general of all writers defending heresy or schism or
undermining the very foundations of religion; paragraph 11 prohibits books falsifying the notion of
"Inspiration of Holy Scripture"; paragraph 14 condemns all writings defending duelling, suicide, divorce, or representing as useful and innocuous for
Church and State Freemasonry and other secret societies, or maintaining errors specified by the Apostolic
See [those mentioned, e. g., in the Syllabus of Pius
IX (1864) or of Pius
(1907)]; paragraph 12 interdicts superstitious writings in the following words:
" It is forbidden to publish, read or keep books teaching or recommending sorcery, soothsaying, magic,
spiritism or similar superstitious things"; paragraph
9 reads as follows: "Books systematically (ex professo) discussing, relating or teaching obscene and immoral things are strictly prohibited"; paragraph 21
says: "Dailies, newspapers and journals which aim at
(data opera) destroying religion and morality are
interdicted not only by natural law but also by ecclesiastical prohibition".
All works forbidden in the
above-mentioned paragraphs may be put together in
one group, viz. irreligious, heretical, superstitious, and
immoral writings. It will readily be understood that
these classes of books constitute a serious danger to
faith and morals, and consequently must, needs be
forbidden by the Church. Works, however, composed by heterodox authors are, agreeable to paragraphs 3 and 4, not forbidden even if treating of
religion, provided that they contain nothing serious
Paragraph 1(1 grants
against the Catholic Faith.
leave for the use of the classics, ancient as well as
modern, though not free from immorality, in consideration of the elegance and purity of their style.
This exception is made for the benefit of those whose
official or educational duties demand it; for teaching
purposes, however, only carefully expurgated edit ions
Concerning newspapers
are to be given to students.
and journals forbidden in paragraph 21, the bishops
are specially reminded to deter the faithful from such
reading; and in paragraph 22 it is warmly recommended to all Catholics, and particularly the clergy,
to publish nothing in dailies, journals, and writings
of that sort, except for just and sensible reasons.
A second group of prohibited books comprises all
insulting writings directed against Cod and the
Regarding them paragraph 11 says: "All
Church.
books are forbidden that insult God or the Blessed
Virgin Mary or the saints or the Catholic 'hurch and
In
her rites, the sacraments or the Apostolic See.
like manner all hooks are forbidden that aim at the
defamation of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, the clergy

—

X
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or the religious". It is hardly necessary to say that
a fair historical work, for example, on an individual
member of the hierarchy, of a religious order, or even
on any particular order who have but disgraced their
calling or the Church, is not included in paragraph 11.
With this second group may also be reckoned, among
the works forbidden by paragraphs 15 and 16, all
novel religious pictures that deviate from the spirit
and the decrees of the Church, also all works on indulgences containing spurious or falsified statements.

The third and last group also comprehends several
To these belong, in the
classes of forbidden books.
first place, all editions and versions of Holy Writ not
approved by competent ecclesiastical authorities.
For by paragraphs 5, 6, and S, leave to use editions
and versions published by non-Catholics, provided
they do not attack Catholic dogmas either in the preface or the annotations, is given only to such as are
occupied with theological or Biblical studies. And
by paragraph 7 all vernacular versions, even those
prepared by Catholic authors, are prohibited if they
are not, on the one hand, approved by the Apostolic
See or, on the other, are not supplied with annotations
taken from the works of the Holy Fathers and learned
Catholic writers and accompanied by an episcopal
approbation. Second, according to paragraph 18,
there belong to the third group of prohibited works
all liturgical books such as missals, breviaries and the
like, in case any change is made in them without
special sanction of the Apostolic See.
By a new decree of Pius
(1905), all editions of ecclesiastical
liturgical chant differing from the pontifical edition
are now forbidden. Third, by paragraph 20 are forbidden prayer and devotional books or booklets, catechisms and books of religious instruction, books and
booklets of ethics, asceticism, and mysticism, or any
others of like kind, if they are published without permission of the competent ecclesiastical authorities.
Fourth, the works condemned by paragraph 13 must
here be mentioned, viz., books and writings containing novel apparitions, revelations, visions, prophecies,
miracles, or those endeavouring to introduce novel
devotions, private or public, in case these works appear without legitimate ecclesiastical approbation.
These four classes of prohibited works are here put
together in the third group because all of them are but
conditionally forbidden, i. e. only in case the previous

X

ecclesiastical approbation be wanting.
It is just
these classes of books that may be very dangerous,

particularly to pious people, unless previous examination and approbation sufficiently guarantee the absence of anything contrary to Christian Faith or the
Church. It was proper, therefore, to forbid them.
Besides the three groups just quoted the Constitution
"Officiorum ac Munerum" prohibits no other class
of books.
For all works individually mentioned in
the Index and held to be still forbidden, belong one
w ay or the other to one of those groups, and for this
very reason they have been put on the Index.
The Index of forbidden books is a general law
strictly binding on all. inclusive of the learned, and
this even if in a particular case no gnat risk would
be incurred by the reader or owner of a forbidden
book. The obligation refers to the reading as well as
to the possession of the book in question.
It is in
itself a grave obligation by reason of the importance
of the matter, since the safeguarding and protection
of faith and morals are involved.
This is also apparent both from the existence of ilir constitution
and from its wording. Nevertheless it is self-evident
that not only for subjective, but also for objective,
reasons lighter transgressions and venial sins may be
committed when offending against the prohibit ion of
books. Only in the event of more serious offences,
in two particular cases, the heaviest ecclesiastical
punishment is inflicted by the law. According to
paragraph -17, the penalty of excommunication
r
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specially (speciali niodo) reserved to the

pope

is

forth-

with incurred by all who, though conscious of law and
penalty yet read or keep or print or defend books of
heretical teachers or apostates maintaining heresies.
Under the same penalty, and in like manner, books
individually condemned by letters Apostolic are interdicted by paragraph 47, in case the letters referred to
are still in full force, and punish the reading of the
condemned book with excommunication reserved to
the pope. The penalty of the said paragraph applies
solely to books, not to smaller pamphlets or manuThe paragraphs 23 to 26 deal
scripts of any kind.
with the permission to read and keep forbidden books.
Whosoever desires such permission may obtain it
from the competent ecclesiastical authorities. To
these it appertains to judge of the need for the permission requested. It is evident that the permission
granted by the Church can exempt only from the
ecclesiastical law.
In spite, therefore, of a special
dispensation the licensee would not be at liberty to
read such books as would for some reason or other
For
cause him grievous harm in faith and morals.
him also, the obligation of the natural law remains
intact, just as before the license was granted.
Since the prohibition of books concerns all, anyone
wishing to use forbidden books is bound to get a dispensation either from the Apostolic See or from some
person specially authorized by the pope (paragraph
23).
By paragraph 24 full powers to that effect are
given to the Roman Congregation of the Index as well
as to that of the Holy Office; also to the Congregation
for the Propagation of the Faith with regard to the
countries under it, and to the MagiMer Sacri. Palatii
Bishops as well
Apostolici with reference to Rome.
as prelates with episcopal jurisdiction have the aforesaid power, according to paragraph 25, by virtue of
their office, only in urgent cases for individual books;
they are, however, invested with full power, either
directly by the Apostolic See or through the CongreDispensagation of the Index or the Propaganda.
tions are to be granted with prudence and on just and
reasonable grounds. The general authority given to
the bishops directly by the pope, in the so-called
quinquennial faculties, may be delegated by them to
others since the decree of 14 December, 1898 (Acta
The bishops of England have
S. Sedis, XXXI, 384).
this power from the Congregation of the Propaganda,
and they make use of it by delegating it to their
priests; thus the latter may, without further formalities, give permission (e. g. to their penitents) to read
forbidden books. Still, a confessor or even a bishop,
who foresees that the reading of prolubited writings
would expose the petitioner to great risk regarding
faith or morals, would not be free to grant the desired
dispensation;
tains

it,

he

is

and if the petitioner nevertheless obnot allowed to make use of it, since he is

law.
Whoever lias
permission to use forbidden books may not read works
distinctly forbidden by the bishop for his own diocese
unless the dispensation refers expressly to "all books
at all times

bound by the natural

prohibited by whomsoever"; otherwise he must ask
leave of his bishop.
In addition to this.
paragraph 26 states that anyone having obtained a
dispensation is strictly bound to keep forbidden looks
in such a way as to prevent them from falling into
special

1

(lie

hands

of others.

absolutely impossible for both the
of the lnde\ to watch over
countries in order to suppress at once
Nor is this neceseach and every pernicious writing.
sary after tin' aforenamed definite classes have been
marked out as pernicious ami consequently forbidden,
for with regard to the worst and most dangerous
works, even they who are unskilled in such things
will soon perceive that these are strictly prohibited
by the Church through the general deenes of the
index, though they have never been individually
It is, of course,

pope and the Congregation
the press of

all

)
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condemned nor put on the Index. There happen,
however, at all times and in all nations eases in which
the writings of celebrated scholars, even of distinguished Catholic theologians, contain erroneous docThe better the author is known as an orthotrines.
dox Catholic, the greater his reputation as a writer,
(he more easily will his work influence and mislead
In these and similar eases, though
the unsuspecting.
the savant may have acted in good faith and written
his hook in the best of intentions, the Church as a
Divinely appointed guardian must protect the imIf such a book is circulated and read
perilled faithful.
only in small districts, it may he sufficient that the
competent bishop, after careful examination, forbid it
If, however, the work in question confor his diocese.
stitun s a danger to the faithful of a whole country, it
must as soon as possible be denounced to the Apostolic See, above all by the bishops concerned, in order
that the book may lie examined in Home and forbidden, if necessary, to all Catholics.
This is a sacred
obvious duty of all bishops: nevertheless, the ecclesiastical law specially reminds them of it by paragraph
In the different countries and dioceses the bish29.
ops are the appointed guardians of faith and morals.
Hence, the highest ecclesiastical authorities in Rome
do not, as a rule, take any steps until a book has been
denounced to them. It is for this reason that the law
contains three paragraphs, 27 to 29, on the obligation
The tenor of
of giving information about bad books.
paragraph 29 has been stated above; the two others
read as follows:

—

is the concern of all Catholics and
particularly of the educated to give notice of
pernicious books to the bishops or the Apostolic
See, still it is above all the official duty of the
nuncios, the Apostolic delegates, the ordinaries
(bishops) and the rectors of universities of high
scientific repute.
It is desirable thai anyone giving information
against bad books should mention not only the
title of the book, but also, as far as possible, the
reason why he thinks the book deserving of con-

Although

it

Those, however, to whom information is given, have the sacred duty to keep private the names of informers.

demnation.

From

these plain regulations it will be readily seen
much abused so-called "denunciation" has
it
at all; that, on the contrary,
just as in the case of a public prosecutor, it is part
and parcel of the most indispensable official duties,
e. g. of a bishop.
So far the Constitution of Leo XIII with regard to
the prohibition of books.
In addition, however, it
contains exact regulations concerning preliminary exthe
"preventive
so-called
censorship",
amination,
(tf this, the censorship <>i books in the proper sense,
the aecond title .,t the '.nil "< ifficiorum ac Munerum"
I'rom the notion and scope
treats in live chapters.
orship it is evident that it appertains exclusively to the pope and the bishops, not, however, to
scholars nor to any university.
f
any commitb
The pope, of course, has the right of censorship for
the entire Church.
In the general decrees here
spoken of, he has (by paragraphs 7 and 30) reserved
to himself the examination and approbation of all
vernacular •.htjon-, of Holy Scripture, if they are to
From paragraph 18 it
ir without annotations.
is apparent that in like manner authentic editions of
the .Missal, Breviary, Ritual Cseremoniale Episcothat the

nothing odious about

I

porum, Pontificate Romanum, and other

liturgical

books (to which also belong works on liturgical chant
require the approbation of the Apostolic See (see
above).
book forbidden for the entire Ihurch may
If, however, in a parnot, as a rule, be reprinted.
ticular case tin-. I"- nen gsary or desirable, it is to be
done only with permission of, and on the conditions

A
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laid down by, the Congregation of the Index (paraThe same holds good also for any work
forbidden not absolutely but with the clause donee
corrigatur (i. e. until it be corrected).
Paragraph 32
prescribes that writings on matters appertaining to
a still pending process of beatification or canonization
require the approbation of the Congregation of Rites.
Generally speaking, collections of decrees of the
Roman Congregations may be published only with
the express permission of the congregation concerned
(paragraph 33).
For censorship and approbation of
grants of indulgences see Indulgences. Since Apos-

graph 31).

tolic vicars and missionaries are immediately under
the Congregation of Propaganda, they must, according to paragraph 34, observe the regulations of
the said congregation regarding censorship of books.
Apart from the particular cases mentioned above, in
which censorship is reserved to the pope or to one of
the Roman Congregations, it appertains in general to
the bishop of the place in which a book appears (paragraph 35). This does not imply, however, that the
said bishop may not simply agree to the censorship
of another ordinary, v. g. the bishop of the author.
Paragraph 30 warns the rcijulttrcs, i. e, members of
religious orders with solemn vows, that beyond an
episcopal imprimatur they shall also require, according to the regulation of the Council of Trent
at least
for books de rebiis sacris
the approbation of their
own superior. Finally, paragraph 37 states that a
writer living in Koine, even if he wish to bring out his
work elsewhere, need not have any other approbation
than that of the cardinal-vicar and the Magister
Sacri Palatii A postal ici.
After this first chapter (paragraplis 30 to 37) the
second instructs bishops (paragraph 38) to appoint
as censors none but conscientious and capable men.
The next paragraph (39) recommends to the censors
themselves, warmly and above all, the exercise of impartial justice.
When examining books, they must
have before their eyes solely the dogmas of Holy
Church and the universal Catholic doctrine as contained in the decrees of oecumenical councils, the constitutions of the Roman pontiffs, and the unanimous
teaching of theologians. The last paragraph (40)
prescribes that the bishop, if after finishing the examination nothing is to be said against the publication of the book, should grant the author the required
permission in writing and free of charge. The imprimatur is to be printed at the beginning or end of
the book.
Pius
in the Encyclical " Pascendi
Dominici Gregis" of 8 September, 1907 (Acta S.
Sedis, XL, 045), expressly orders all bishops to appoint as censors qualified theologians, to whom the
censorship of books appertains ex officio,
hike appointments are to be made also at Koine. The official
censor is to present to the bishop a written verdict
on every book he has examined. In case he decision
is favourable to the book, the bishop will give the
approbation using the formula Imprimatur, which is
\ hi I ah tut, toget her with the name
t<> be preceded h\
If after the cxaniin.it ion the bishop
of the censor.
refuses approbation, but thinks the book capable of
improvement he must make known to the aul hor the
points to b
Ted ed.
In the third chapter paragraph 41 mentions more
exactly which books arc to be submitted for previous
" Ml the faithful must submit for precensorship.
vious censorship at least those books that deal \sith
Holy Scripture, theology, church history, canon law.
natural theology, ethics on
es ol religion
or morals, and in general, all writings having special
To this class bereference to religion and morality."
long also the more important journals treating of
religious or theological matters, as far as they are
equivalent to books, not, however, writings of lesser
extent, booklets or papers discussing similar topics.
Publications of this sort need only be submitted for

—
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censorship when for special reasons, in consideration
of circumstances of matter or time, examination
and approbation seem to be necessary. Hence, for
example, pastoral gazettes seem to require ecclesiIn the first title (paragraph
astical approbation.
19), episcopal approbation is expressly prescribed for
The litanies of the Saints, of the
all novel litanies.
Blessed Virgin, the Holy Name, and the Sacred Heart
of Jesus have been explicitly approved by the AposParagraph 42
tolic See or the Congregation of Rites.
demands of secular priests that in token of their submissiveness they should confer with their bishops,
even for such books as are exempted from censorship.
They must also obtain permission from their bishop
Supif they wish to be editors of a paper or journal.
posing that the paper or journal in question is subject
as
bishop
may,
of
course,
appoint
to censorship, the
In that case
its censor the editor approved by him.
published
even
frequently
the censorship of a paper

would have no

special difficulties.

The fourth chapter, which consists of four paragraphs, is chiefly meant for Catholic printers and
Paragraph 43 provides that: "No book
publishers.
subject to ecclesiastical censorship may be published
without stating at the beginning the name and surname of both author and publisher; moreover, place
and year of printing and publication ought to be mentioned.
If for good reasons it be advisable in special
cases to suppress the name of the author, the ordinary
can give leave to do so." Paragraph 44 reminds
printers and publishers that for each new edition, as
well as for translations of a work already approved,
Books condemned by
fresh approbation is required.
the Apostolic See are, according to paragraph 45, to
be considered as forbidden everywhere and in any
The last paragraph (46)
translation whatsoever.
prohibits booksellers from selling, lending out, or
keeping in stock, such books as explicitly treat of
obscene matters. To put up for sale other forbidden
But
books, they require permission of their bishop.
even then they must not sell them to any person unless they can reasonably suppose him to be qualified
for using such literature.
As regards the last (fifth) chapter, which deals
with the penalties incurred by trespassers against
the general rules, the first paragraph (47) has been
mentioned previously, as it fixes the punishment
for reading, etc., special classes of forbidden books.
(4S) inflicts excommunication
(q. v.) "reserved to no one" on any person printing
or causing to be printed, without approbation of the
ordinary, books of Holy Scripture or annotations or

The next paragraph

commentaries on them. The closing paragraph (49)
of the whole constitution declares it to be the duty
of the bishops to watch over the observance of the
law and to employ, at discretion, monition or even
punishment in case of contraventions not provided for

by paragraphs 47 and

48.

The above-mentioned

Decreta generalia, as they are
forty-nine paragraphs
Bull— exhibit the proper ecclesiastical
law regulating prohibition and censorship of books.
There remain now to be ascertained the full import
and binding force of these general decrees. This is
best done by quoting the pertinent words of the Constitution "Offieiorum ac Munerum":
On mature consideration of the matter, and
after consulting with (lie cardinals of the Congregation of the Index, we have decided to issue
the general decrees embodied in this constituThe tribunal of the aforenamed Congregation.
tion shall henceforth be guided solely by these
decrees, to which, for the sake of God", Catholics
of the entire world must submit.
It is our will
that the said decrees alone shall have legal power,
and we abrogate the rules published by order of
the Council of Trent together with the commentaries annexed to them, as well as our predecalled in the
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cessors' instructions, decrees, monita, and every
other order or enactment referring to this matter, with the sole exception of the Constitution of
Benedict XIV, "Sollicita ac provida", which, as
it has hitherto been in full force, shall remain so

in future.

The Encyclical

of Pius X, "Pascendi Dominici Gregis" (Acta S. Sedis, XL, 593 sqq.), not only confirms
the general decrees of Leo XIII, but also lays special
stress upon the paragraphs concerning previous censorship.
The pope demands of all bishops strictest
vigilance over all works about to appear in print; he
recommends warmly to them to take, if necessary,
measures against dangerous writings; he expressly
commands them to institute in all dioceses a council
the members of which are, in a special manner, to
watch carefully the teachings of innovators (Modernists), in order to assist the bishop in combating their

books and writings.
Motives of Ecclesiastical Laws Regulating
Censorship. Every law is in one way or another a

—

restriction of human liberty.
In the domain of
thought especially, mankind resents such an interference on the part of any human authority. The
precept of fasting is more easily submitted to than an
order relating to prohibition of books. Thus, apart
from all slander against, and misconception of, the
ecclesiastical laws regulating censorship, apart also
from all deficiencies to be met with in these as in all
other laws, it is easily understood that proud human
nature is from the first opposed to everything these
laws prescribe. This is all the truer the more distinctly and unequivocally the commands and prohibitions are worded, and the more strictly and universally they are applied, even to the educated and
the learned. There are, of course, books forbidden to
man by mere natural law. Still, in such cases, man
fancies himself to be guided by his own judgment, by
the dictates of his own conscience; whereas with
regard to the ecclesiastical laws he sees himself de-

pendent upon, and restrained by, human authority.
Moreover, ecclesiastical legislation, since it is meant
for all, contains not only prohibitions but also positive orders, and even in its prohibitions it goes, in
places, beyond the limits of natural law. For human
law is universal in its provisions, and obliges even
when, for subjective reasons, natural law does not
bind the individual. It must be added that in past
centuries particularly the censorship of the State
often made itself decidedly unpopular with the people, and that their hatred was but too easily, though
without reason, transferred to the censorship of the
Church. What has been said explains to some extent
why the ecclesiastical laws relating to books and the
Index are so much disliked. Nevertheless, these laws
constitute a perfectly reasonable guidance for the
human will. They are, therefore, good laws, nay, for
the faithful taken as a whole they are morally necessary and extremely useful even at the present time.
It is universally granted that especially in our days
there exists hardly a greater danger to faith and morals than that which we may call the literary danger.
From the greatness or rather indispensableness of the
good at stake, the opportuneness and even necessity
of preventive and strictly binding measures undoubtedly follow. In other words, the object in view of the
law, that of safeguarding and keeping pure religion
and morality, is absolutely necessary; now this object is at the present time more than ever endangered
by a bad press; consequently those authorities whose
principal office it is to protect the faith and morals of
their subjects, must needs make suitable provisions
Hence the moral necessity of
against that press.
such laws. Natural law empowers the father to keep
away from his child bad and corrupt companions:
the highest public authorities are bound to protect
by stern measures, if necessary, their communities
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from epidemics and infectious maladies; State and
police rightly allow the selling of poison and the like
only under strict supervision. In the same way the
competent ecclesiastical authorities in their sphere
justly claim the right to protect the faithful by appropriate precautions from the poison, the danger of
infection, the corruption springing from bad books
and writings. Faith and morals in a very special
sense are the domain of the Church; within their
limits she must have independent, sovereign power
and be able to discharge autonomously her most
sacred duties. It ought to be clear, also, without
special proof, at least to orthodox Catholics, that such
morally necessary laws issued by the Church of
Christ cannot be other than substantially good and
reasonable. Considering, moreover, that the matter
in question is a legislation which is really as old as the
Church herself, which was applied according to circumstances by Leo the Great and Gregory the Great
just as by Benedict XIV and Leo XIII, and which in
its present form comes from such legislators as the
last-named popes everyone must admit that the
wisdom and suitableness of the regulations are fully
guaranteed. While with regard to these laws, as far
as they are of a disciplinary nature, there can be no
question of real infallibility, still they remain strictly
binding precepts of Christ's Church guided by the
Holy Ghost. As the origin and aim of the law, so
likewise do its provisions make known its reasonableness and suitableness. Allusion to this has been made

—

in the general history of censorship, and more detailed
references have been given in the summary of the re-

cent Leonine laws.
From the previously mentioned arrangement of all
forbidden books in three groups it clearly follows that
the Church not only keeps within the limits of her
right, but also forbids only as much as she is bound
to fori )id by reason of her office as teacher and guide
of all the faithful. She suppresses solely those books
that are in fact dangerous to all, those writings that
every man of common sense must call destructive to
faith and morality. Thus only the real dangers and
the unrestraint of free research are checked. Neither
do the paragraphs stating penalties contain intolerable rigorousness, since ecclesiastical punishment is
Beinflicted solely for the most grievous offences.
sides, as to the sale of immoral, obscene bonks, the
hurch is not more exacting towards booksellers than
the natural law; and with regard to the sale of other
prohibited books she is more indulgent than any
well-ordered government towards sellers of poison or
dangerous explosives. There are cases, just as in all
general laws, in which an individual is in need of a
dispensation. But for these very cases the law makes
provision by exactly stating how and where the
During late
needed permission is to be obtained.
years especially, the Church has most liberally
Likewise
such
dispensations.
in
the matter
granted
of previous censorship the Church confines herself to
what is absolutely required, by subjecting to examination only theological and religious writings, i. e.
such as are most likely to imperil true Christianity
and religion. If it be admitted that the Church of
Christ is the mistress of all the faithful, even of the
(

profoundest scholars, and Divinely endowed with
power to teach all, then in truth free research and
scientific study are not hampered by previous censorship any more, at least, than profane learning is
hindered by its most qualified and renowned representatives at the universities. In the laws of censorship itself, impartiality and true justice are most
strongly impressed upon censors and judges, who an'
aware from its terms that it is heir most solemn duty
to exercise their functions solely in conformity with
the dogmas and the universal teaching of the Catholic Church, but in no case whatever according to pri-

—

t

vate prejudice or the doctrine of
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any particular school.

This is why the censorship of the Catholic Church
from every other ecclesiastical or political
censorship, and why it has been guarded no less from
biased injustice than from arbitrary rigour and conJust these defects, on the other
flicting inconstancy.
hand, characterized non-Catholic censorship, particuof
all
the
Protestant
larly that
sects with their continual variations of doctrine in Great Britain and
Holland, the Northern Kingdoms, and Germany. The
same shortcomings disgraced the political censorship of
past centuries, and rightly led in the end to the failure
of Gallican, Josephinistic, Napoleonic, and Prussian
censorship.
This, however, is no proof of the objectionableness of censorship in itself, merely evidences
It may be added that
of its defective execution.
prohibition of books and preventive measures against
a bad press are indispensable even where in appearance, and according to the letter of the law, absolute
freedom of the press prevails. The truth of this is
established by the political history of the last century
no less than by the civil legislation of more recent
During the past decades the freedom of the
years.
press, sanctioned by the laws, has degenerated in so
many places into absolute lawlessness, that on all
sides and from all parties has arisen a demand for
The Catholic Church was therefore
legal protection.
bound to adhere all the more firmly to her system,
though in its practical application she was able to
introduce many opportune mitigations.
As to the
censorship here dealt with, all factors of importance
concur to demonstrate its usefulness and even necessity as practised in the Church of Christ, viz. the
eminent importance for time and eternity of the doctrines that are to be safeguarded; the trustworthy
foundation of revealed truth and universal Catholic
teaching on which the previous examination is based;
the guarantee of judicious and impartial censors.
At the same time the historical development of
Catholic censorship on the one hand and of Protestant
and political censorship on the other, furnishes the
best illustration and the most lucid commentary on
For the historical evidence, see Hilgers,
the subject.
" Der Index der verbotenen Biicher", quoted below.
(See Index of Prohibited Books; Modernism.)
Zaccaria, Storia polemica delle proibizioni de*libri (Rome,
1777); Fessler, Sammlvng vcrmischtrr Schriften (Freiburg,
1X69). s. v. Censur unit Index, lL'.'.-L'l t: Itirsni (Old Catholic).
Der Index der verbotenen Biirh,-r (Bonn. 1883-1885); Taunton.
The Law of the Church (London. 1906), s. v. Censorship of
differs

Books; Vermeersch, De prohibilume ct censur, lihrorum
(Rome, 1906). For historical evidence see Hilgers, Der
Index der verbotenen Biicher (Freiburg, 1904); Idem, Die
Bucherverbote in Papstbriefcn (Freiburg. 1907).
i

Joseph Hilgers.
Censures, Ecclesiastical, medicinal and spiritual
punishments imposed by the Church on a baptized,
delinquent, and contumacious person, by which he
is deprived, either wholly or in part, of the use of
certain spiritual goods, until he recover from his
contumacy.
History and Development. The name and general nature of this punishment date from the Roman
Republic. With the ancient Romans, in the year \.

—

u. c. 311, we find established the office of public
censor (censores), whose functions were the keeping of a register (census) of all Roman citizens and
their proper classification, e. g. senators, knights,
Furthermore, their functions were the discietc.

plinary control of manners and morals, in which
their power was absolute, both in sumptuary matters and in the degradation of any citizen from
his proper class, for reasons affecting the moral or
This punishment
material welfare of the State.
v..
As the Roman
called censure (censwra).
jealous in preserving the dignity of their citizenship, so also was the Church solicitous for the purity
and sanctity of her membership, i. e. the communion of the faithful. In the early Church the
i
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coercive remedies used against delinquent members
of the Church, and there were as many kinds of excommunication as there were grades of communion
in the Christian society, either for the laity or for the
Thus some of the grades of the laity in the
clergy.
Church were the expiatores and pctnitentes, again subdivided into consistentes, substrati, audientes, and
Then also, as now, some goods of
flentes or lugentes.
tli'' Church were common to all its members, e. g.
prayer, the sacraments, presence at the Holy SacriOther goods again were
fice, and Christian burial.
proper to the various grades of clerics. Whoever was
deprived of one or all of these rights, came under the
general designation of excommunicated, i. e., one
placed outside of the communion to which his grade
in the Church entitled him, either wholly or in part.
(Berardi, Com. in Jus Eeel., II, pt. II, diss. 3, cap. 5.)
In earlier ecclesiastical documents, therefore, excommunication and similar terms did not always
mean censure or a certain species of censure, but
sometimes meant censure, sometimes poena, as explained below, and very often penance.
In the later

Roman legal terminology (Codex Theod., I, tit. I,
7 de off. rector, provinc.) we find the word censure used in the general sense of punishment.
Accordingly, the Church, in the early ages, used this
term to designate all her punishments, whether
these were public penances, excommunications, or,
in the case of clerics, suspension or degradation.
In her ancient penal legislation the Church, like the
Roman State, looked on punishment as consisting,
not so much in the infliction of positive suffering, as in
the mere deprivation of certain goods, rights, or privileges: these in the Church were spiritual goods and
graces, such as participation with the faithful in
prayer, in the Holy Sacrifice, in the sacraments, in the
general communion of the Church, or, as in the case of
clerics, in the rights and honours of their office.
Some centuries later, however, in the period of the
Decretals, we note a great advance in legal science.
In the schools and in the courts a distinction was
made between internal and external forum, the
former referring to matters of sin and conscience, the
latter to the external government and discipline of
the Church. The different kinds and the nature of
punishments were also more clearly defined by commentators, judges, and doctors of law.
In this way,
from the beginning of the thirteenth century, though
not expressly so stated in the Decretals, the term
censure became the equivalent of a certain class of
ecclesiastical penalties, i.e. interdict, suspension, and
Innocent III, who in 1200 (cap.
judiciis, II, 1 had used the term for punishgeneral,
at
ment in
a later date (1214), answering a
query as to tin' meaning of ecclesiastical censure in
distinguished (cap.
pontifical document
De verb, signif. Y, 10) censure from any
20,

excommunication.
13,

X

De
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in communion with her were inscribed in
a certain register; these names were read in public
gatherings, and from this list were excluded those
who were excommunicated, i. e. put out of the communion. These registers were called diptychs or
canons, and contained the names of the faithful,
The Canon of the Mass
both living and dead.
still preserves traces of this ancient discipline.
Excommunication was then the generic term for all
faithful

•

X

other ecclesiastical penalty (respondemus quod per
cam non solum interdicti, sed suspensionis et excommunicationis sententia valet intelligi), thereby authentically declaring that by ecclesiastical censure
were meant the penalties of interdict suspension, and
excommunication.
Furthermore, in accordance with
the internal nature oi these three penalties, glossators
and commentators, and. in their wake, later canonists
introduced and maintained the distinct ion, still universally recognized, between medicinal or remedial punishments (censures) and vindictive punishments.
,

The primary scope

of the former

is the correction or
reformation of the delinquent this being properly accomplished, they cease. Vindictive punishments (pcence
vindicativee) while not absolutely excluding the correction of the delinquent, are primarily intended to
repair violated justice, or to restore the social order of
;

,

by the infliction of positive suffering. Such are
corporal and pecuniary punishments, imprisonment
and seclusion for life in a monastery, deprivation of Christian burial, also the deposition and degradation of clerics, as well as their suspension for a
definite period of time.
(Suspension latir sentential.
e. g. for one or for three years, is a censure according
to St. Alphonsus, Th. Mor. VII, n. 31 4.)
Confession
penances are vindictive punishments, their chief purpose being, not reformation, but reparation and satisfaction for sins.
The irregularity arising from a crime
is not a censure, nor is it a vindictive punishment; in
fact it is not a punishment, at all, properly speaking,
but rather a canonical impediment, an inability to
support the honour of the sacred ministry, which
forbids the reception of orders and the exercise of
those received.
The matter of censures was seriously affected by
the Constitution "Ad vitanda" of Martin V in 1418.
Prior to this constitution all censured persons, known
to be such by the public, were to be avoided (vitandi),
and could not be communicated with in divinis or in
humanis, i. e. in religious or in civil intercourse.
censure, being a penal withdrawal of the right of participating in certain spiritual goods of the Christian
society, was of course something relative, that is, it
affected the person thus enjoined and also those who
participated with him in the use of these goods.
In
this way the sacraments or other spiritual services
could not be accepted from a suspended cleric. But,
by virtue of the Constitution of Martin V, only those
censured persons were in future to be considered and
treated as vitandi who were expressly and specifically
by name declared to be such by a judicial sentence.
The S.Cong. Inquis. (9 Jan. 1S84) declared this formality unnecessary in the case of notorious excommunicates
vitandi for reason of sacrilegious violence to clerics.
Nor is the validity of the denunciation restricted to the
locality where it takes place (Lehmkuhl, II, n. 884).
On the other hand, Martin V expressly declared that
this relaxation was not in favour of the censured party,
so that the tolerati really gained no direct privilege,
but was only in favour of the rest of the faithful, who
could henceforth communicate with tolerated excommunicates, and, as far as the censure was in
question, could deal with them as not-censured persons all this on account of the grave changes in social
conditions.
In 1869 Pius
(See Excommunication.)
IX modified seriously the ecclesiastical discipline in
the matter of censures by his Constitution "Apostolica? Sedis Moderationi" (q. v.), which abrogated
many lata sententia censures of the common law,
changed others (thus reducing their number), and
made a new list of common law censures lata « ntia.
justice

A

—

Nature of the Penalties.

—

If

every

human

society has the right to protect itself by laying down
conditions according to which men can be and remain
members and enjoy the benefits of such society, it is
easily conceivable how necessary such a righf is for the
ral principles,
Church, being a society founded mi
aiming at higher ends, and dispensing spiritual bene
fits, in view of the eternal welfare of her members.
'1'hi'
power to enforce these conditions the Church
receives from Christ.
It is certain that the Church
has the right to make disciplinary laws to govern her
subjects.
This right would be meaningless if she
had no way of enforcing the observance of her laws.
Christ Himself gave her this power when He gave to
Peter the power to govern the whole Church (John,
xxi, L5 sqq.).
He meant as much when He said of
the offending brother that "if he will not hear the
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against the incestuous Corinthian

Cor., v,

(I

1

sqq.)

and against Hynieneus and Alexander (I Tim., i, 20).
for which the Church is striving is the

The end

In dealing with
eternal salvation of the faithful.
delinquent members, therefore, she seeks principally
their correction; she wishes the reformation of
the sinner, his return to God, and the salvation
This primary effect of her penalties is
of his soul.
often followed by other results, such as the example
gi\en to the rest of the faithful, and, ultimately, the
On the Divine
preservation of Christian society.
principle, therefore, that God does not desire the
death of the sinner, but that he be converted from his
ways and live (Ezechiel. xviii, 23), the Church has
always inclined to the infliction of censures, as medicinal or remedial in their nature and effects, rather
than to vindictive punishments, which she uses only
when there is little or no hope for the sinner himself.
It follows, then, that the primary and proximate
end of censures is to overcome contumacy or wilful
stubbornness in order to bring back the guilty person
to a better sense of his spiritual condition the secondary and remote end is to furnish an example of punishment, in order that other evil-doers may be deContumacy is an act of stubborn or obstinate
terred.
disobedience to the laws: but it must imply contempt
of authority, i. e., it must not only be directed
against the law. but must also, generally speaking,
express contempt for the punishment, or the censure
attached to the law. (Lehmkiihl, Cas. Consc, Freiburg,
Ignorance of the threatened punish1903, no. 984.)
ment or grave fear, would, therefore, generally excuse
a person from incurring a censure under such circumstances there can be no question of real contumacy.
Since contumacy implies obstinate persistence in
crime, in order to become liable to these punishments
a person must not only be guilty of crime, but must
also persist in his criminal course after having been
duly warned am admonished. This warning (monitio
;

;

1

ca7ionica).

emanate

which must precede the punishment, can
from the law itself or from the ec-

either

-tieal

superior or judge.

Contumacy can

there-

fore occur in one of two ways: first, when the delinquent does not heed the warning of his ecclesiastical
superior or judge, addressed to him personally and
individually; second, when he violates a law of the
Church with full knowledge of the law and of the cen-

sure attached, in the latter case the law

itself

being a

standing warning to all (Lex interpellat pro homim
ensures, being a privation of grave spiritual benehristians only for a sin internally
fit, are inflicted on
I.

i

<

and externally grave, and in generesuo, i.e. in its own
kind, or thai contemplated by the censure, perfect
There must be a just proportion
and complete,
Being medicibetween the crime and its penalty.
nal, the punishment of a censure consists, not in depriving the delinquent of the spiritual goods themselves, H if only of the use of the spiritual goods: and
this not perpetually, but for an indeterminate time,
i. e., until he repents, in other words, until the patient
Hence exis convali scent from his spiritual illness.
1

communication, being by

far the gravest of censures,
never inflicted for a certain definite time: on the
other hand, suspension and interdict, under certain
conditions, may be inflicted for a definite time.
The real punishment of ecclesiastical censures consist - in the privation of the use of certain spiritual
spiritual goods are those
goods or In
which are within the power of the Church or those
Church,
which depend on the
e. g. the sacraments,
public prayers. Indulgences, sacred functions, juris

isdiction, ecclesiastical benefices
sures, however, do not deprive

III.— 34
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Church let him be to thee as the heathen and publican" (Matt., xviii, 17). Moreover, from her veryorigin the Church has used this right to enforce her
laws, as may be seen from the action of St. Paul

and

offices.

of grace

Cennor of

the private prayers and good works of the faithful; for, even if censured, the internal communion
of the saints still remains by virtue of the indelible character imprinted on the soul by baptism.
Thus, to distinguish the various effects of the three
censures: Excommunication may be inflictei Ion clerics
and laymen, and excludes from the communion of the
faithful, prohibits also the use of all spiritual goods in
which the faithful participate as members oi (he visible body whose visible head is the Roman Pontiff.
Suspension is for clerics only, leaves them part icipating
in the communion of the faithful, but directly prohibits
them from the active use of sacred things, i. e. as ministers (qua ministri), and deprives them of some or all of
the rights of the clerical state, e. g. jurisdiction, the
hearing of confessions, the holding of office, etc. Interdict prohibits the faithful, either clerics or laymen,
from the passive use of some ecclesiastical goods, as
far as these are sacred things (res sacree), or as far as
the faithful are participants, e.g. certain sacraments,
Christian burial, etc.
Division. Besides the particular division of censures into excommunication, suspension, and interdict, there are several general divisions of censures.
First censures a jure and nb homine.
Censures a jure
(by the law) are those inflicted by a permanent edict
of the lawgiver, i. e. which the law itself attaches to
a crime. We must distinguish lure between a law,
i.
e. an enactment having, of itself, permanent and
perpetual binding force, and a mere command or precept, usually temporary in obligation and lapsing
with the death of the superior by whom it was given.
Censures a jure, therefore, are annexed either to the
common law of the Church, such as decrees of popes
and general councils, or arc inflicted by particular
law, e. g. by bishops for their particular diocese or
territory, usually in provincial or diocesan synods.
Censures ab homine (by man) are those which are
passed by the sentence, command, or particular precept of the judge, e. g. by the bishop, as contradistinguished from the law described above.
They are
usually owing to peculiar and transient circumstances,
and are intended to last only as long as BUch circumstances exist.
The censure ab homine may be in the
form of a general order, command, or precept, binding
all subjects (per senlentiam generalcm), or it may be
only by a particular command or precept for an individual case, e. g. in a trial where the delinquent is
found guilty and censured, or as a particular precept
to stop a 'articular delinquency.
Another general division of censures is important
and peculiar to the penal legislation of the Church.
A censure a jure or nb homine may be either (1) later
sentential or (2) ferendcB sentential.
(1) ('ensure- loinsentcntitr (of sentence pronounced) are incurred ipso
fact/) by the commission of the crime; in other words
the delinquent incurs the penalty in the very ad
of breaking the law, and the censure binds the eon
science of the delinquent immediately, without the
process of a trial or the formality of a judicial sen
tence.
The law itself inflicts the penalty in the
moment, when the violation of the law is complete.
This kind of penalty is especially effective in the
Church, whose subjects are obliged in conscience
tn obey her laws.
If the crime be secret the censure
also is secret, but is binding before God and in cone; if the crime be public the ci
public;
but if the secret censure thus incurred is to be made
public, then a judicial examination of the crime is
had. and the formal declaratioi
sentence) is made that the delinquent has incurred the
censure.
(2) Censur.
awaiting pronouncement) an
to the law
or to the precept that the delinquent does not incur
the penalty until, after a legal process, it is formally
imposed by a judicial or condemnatory sentence.
Whether a censure be lata or jerenda: sentential is

—

]

i

—

1

—
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later

sentential are:

ipso facto, ipso jure, eo ipso sit

excommunicatus, sciat se esse excommunicatum, etc.
and
If, however, the expressions are of the future
imply judicial intervention, the censure is ferendee
suspendatur,
susexcommunicetur,
sentential, e. g.
In doubtful cases the censure is
pendetur, etc.
presumed to be ferenda: sentential, because in penal
matters the more benign interpretation is to be
Moreover, before the infliction of the
followed.
latter kind of censures three warnings (monitiones)
or one peremptory warning, except
necessary,
are
when both the crime and the contumacy of the delinquent, are notorious and therefore sufficiently proved.
Censures are again divided into reserved and nonreserved censures. As sins may be reserved, so also
may censures, reservation, in this case, being equivalent to limitation or negation of an inferior's jurisdiction to absolve from the censure, and the retention

power by his superior. (See Reservation.)
Requirements for Censures. For the infliction

of this

—

of censures, either a jure or ab homine, are required:
(1) Jurisdiction in the legislator or in the judge; (2)
sufficient cause; (3) correct method of procedure.
As to jurisdiction, since censures belong to the forum
externum, or external government of the Church,
it necessarily follows that for their infliction, either
by law or by judge, jurisdiction or power to act in this
forum is required. Sullieieut cause, moreover, must
censure,
be had for the infliction of a censure.
as a sanction of the law, is an accessary to the law;
therefore a substantial defect in the law, e. g. injustice
or unreasonableness, nullifying the law, nullifies also
the censure attached to the law. This sufficient
cause for a censure may be lacking in the law, either
because in its formation the legal order was not observed, or because the fault considered in the
law was not sufficiently grave to justify the
The penalty
penalty of ecclesiastical censure.
must be in proportion to the crime. If in the
legislative act the legal order was observed, but
the proportion of punishment to crime was lacking,
i. e.. if the offence did not justify the extreme penalty
attached to the law, then, as the law has two parts,
it is sustained in the first part. i. e. the precept, but
not in the second, i. e. the penalty or censure (Suarez,

A

In doubt, however, both
Disp. IV, sect. VI, n. 10).
law and penalty are presumably valid. As to the
correct

method

of procedure, a sentence of censure

may

be void if any substantial rule of procedure
be not observed, e. g. the warnings in a censure
ab homine. The censure is valid, howif there be any objective proportion between
the gravity of the penalty and the gravity of the
fault, even if the sentence have some accidental
defect, e. g. a censure inflicted through hatred for a
person, who, however, is a transgressor, or if some
other accidental rule of procedure has not been
observed. A question arises concerning censures
invalid in foro interno or according to truth, but
valid in foro externo or according to presumption of
For instance, a person is convicted in foro
law.
externo of a crime to which a censure is attached,
but in his conscience he knows himself to be innocent.
\\ hat
are the effects of a censure thus inflicted?
Having been found guilty in foro externo, the censure
valid
effects in that forum and must lie observed
has
externally, to avoid scandal and for good discipline.
aets
of
Ml
jurisdiction in foro exU rno of such a cenBut in foro
sured party might be declared invalid.
lie
would possess jurisdiction, and, should
interno
there be no danger of scandal, he could act as though
uncensured without incurring the penalty of violatA censure may also
ing a censure, e. g. irregularity.
be inflicted conditionally; if the condition is fulfilled
the censure is valid.
inflicted

ever,
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ascertained from the terms in which it is couched.
The expressions most commonly used in the censure

Can censures be

inflicted as vindictive penalties,

e. not primarily as remedial measures, but rather
avenge a crime? This is a graver question and
canonists have sought to solve it by an interpretation of certain texts of the law, chiefly from the
"Decretum" of Gratian (Eos qui rapiunt, Raptores.
Caus. XXXVI, Q. 2, c. 1, 2, and Si quis episcopus,
These laws, however,
Caus. XXVII, Q. 1, c. 6, etc.).
contemplate the earlier discipline of censures, when
the name was applied to punishments in general,
without any specific signification. It is evident,
therefore, that the solution must now be sought in
positive law.
In the law of the Decretals no express
decision of the question is to be found, although the
accurately
species of penalties are there more
In later law the Council of Trent
distinguished.
(Sess. XXV, c. iii, De ref.) most wisely warns bishops
that the sword of censures is to be used only with
sobriety and with great circumspection. Censures,
being essentially a deprivation of the use of spiritual
goods or benefits, are to be inflicted medicinally,
and should therefore be lifted as soon as the delinquent recedes from his contumacy. We have
seen above that St. Alphonsus and other authors
after him, hold that secondarily, a censure may
have a punitive and deterrent motive, and from
that point of view, may be inflicted for a given
Generally speaking, therefore, censures cantime.
not be inflicted as vindictive punishments, for
a certain time, but must be inflicted indefiThis is
nitely, i. e. until the delinquent repents.
generally speaking, for while it is certain that
excommunication can never be thus inflicted as
a vindictive punishment, suspension and interdict
can be inflicted, rarely and for a short period, as vinThe reason of this
dictive penalties by positive law.
is that suspension and interdict do not, like excommunication, cast out the delinquent from the communion of the faithful, neither do they deprive him
absolutely of all spiritual goods; they may, therefore,
for grave reasons take on the nature of vindictive
This is especially true when their effect
penalties.
is the privation of some temporal right, e. g., when
a cleric is suspended from his office or benefice; for
whenever censures deprive primarily of the use of
temporal goods, they are rather punishments properly
so called than censures, whose primary character
of the use of spiritual goods
is the deprivation
(Suarez, op. cit., Disp. IV, sect. V, 29-30).
Subject of Censures, Active and Passive. As
regards the active subject of censures, i. e. who can
inflict them, it must be stated that censures belong to
They can
the external government of the Church.
therefore be inflicted only by those who have proper
jurisdiction in the external government of the Church
Censures a jure, i.e. incorporated
(forum externum).
in laws binding Christian society, in whole or in part,
him
who has power to thus legislate.
passed
by
can be
Thus the pope or a general council can inflict such
censures upon the whole world, the Roman congregations in their own spheres, the bishop within his diocese, the chapter or vicar capitular during the vacancy of a see (sede vacante), regular prelates having
external jurisdiction, legates of the Holy See. also
Parish
chapters of regulars over their own subjects.
priests, abbesses, and secular judges, however, have no
such power. Censures ab homine or inflicted by an
ecclesiastical judge, whether his jurisdiction be ordinary or delegated, can he inflicted to enforce a cerVicars general
tain law or to prevent certain evils.
and delegated judges not having legislative power
cannot inflict censures a jure, but only ub homine, in
order to assert and protect their power, e. g. to enIn respect
force the execution of a judicial decree.
to the passive subject of censures, i. e. who can be
censured, it must be noted that censures, being spir-

i.

to

—

—

itual

punishments, can only be inflicted on Christ

ians,

.
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baptized persons. Moreover, being punishments,
they can only be inflicted on the subjects of the superior inflicting the censure; such subjection may arise
from domicile, quasi-domicile, or by reason of the
crime committed (ratione delicti). Pilgrims violating
a particular law are not subject to censure, but if they
transgress the common law with a censure ferendae
sententice attached, the latter can be inflicted on them
by the local bishop. Cardinals and bishops are not
subject to censures a jure (except excommunication)
unless in the law express mention be made of them.
Kings and sovereigns cannot be censured by bishops,
nor can communities or chapters be excommunicated
by them. However, a community can suffer interdict
and suspension, only in that case it would not be a
censure, properly speaking, but rather a penal privation; ceasing to be a member of the community one
would cease to undergo the penalty.
Absolution from Censures. AH canonists agree
in this, that a censure once incurred can only be taken
away by absolution. Although censures are medicinal punishments and are destined to overcome contumacy, they do not cease at once upon repentance.
As the sentence was a judicial act, so there is required
a judicial absolution, lawfully given when there is
amendment. Not even the death of the censured
party, if excommunicated or interdicted, would remove the censure, because even in this case there
would still remain some of the effects of the censure,
The only case
e. g. the privation of Christian burial.
in which formal absolution would not be required is
when a censure is inflicted W'ith a conditio resolutiva,
e. g. suspension pending the performance of a certain
hi
When ^u^f > usion or interdict are inflicted as
vindictive punishments, not being censures properly
they may cease, not by absolution, but by
called,
so
lapse of the time for which they were inflicted.
Centhemselves, i. e. not yet incurred, cease by the
abrogation of the law to which they were annexed, by
revocation, or (usually) by the death of the superior,
if issued ah homine as a particular precept.
Absolution, which is the loosing or relaxation of
the penalty by competent authority, is an act of justice and a res javorabilis in censures, and hence cannot
be denied to a penitent censured person. It can lie
given in two ways: (1) In the forum internum, that is,
This can be given by
for the sin and hidden censure.
any priest having the necessary jurisdiction; can be
given in confession or outside of confession, in what
is called the forum of conscience (jorum conscientia?)
In cither case, however, the formula used is that of the
sacramental absolution referring to censures.
(2) In
the jorum externum absolution can only be given by
those vested with the necessary judicial power, i. e.
by the one who inflicted the censure, his successor,
ili legate, or his superior, e. g. the pope.
The formula
us il Inn' is either the solemn one or the shorter formula, as the occasion demands; both are found in the
Roman Ritual. Absolution can either be given absolutely or conditionally, i. e. depending on the fulIt is also
filment of some condition for its validity.
given (id cauteiam (for safety's sake) in all rescripts,
Bulls, and Apostolical privileges, lest the effects of
the concession be impeded by some hidden censure.
Lastly, we have absolution ad reincidentiam; this
takes effect immediately, but if the penitent, within
a certain time, does not do something prescribed, he at
once incurs, ipso jncto, a censure of the same kind as
lie who
that from which he has just been absolved.
takes away the censure can impose the reincidenlia.
I" day there is only a reincidentia ab homine, i. e.,
although sometimes called for and provided for in tinlaw, it must be applied ab homine, i. e. by the absolving person (Lega, lib. II, vol. Ill, nos. 130-31).
In regard to the question of the minister of absolution, or as to who can absolve from censures, we have
the general principle: "only he can loose who can
i.

bind"

in other
words, only those can absolve who have the necessary
This jurisdiction is either ordinary or
In cases of censures ab homine, by pardelegated.
ticular sentence or by way of precept, also in the case
of reserved censures a jure, only he who inflicted the
censure or his successor, superior, or delegate can abHence a vicar capitular can absolve from the
solve.
censures passed by the ordinary power of the late
bishop, having succeeded to the power held by that
prelate.
In regard to the power of the superior, the
pope as universal superior can always remove the cen(illius est

solvere cujus est ligare);

jurisdiction.

sures inflicted by his inferiors, bishops, etc. An archbishop, not being the absolute superior of his suffragans, but only in certain things, can remove censures
imposed by his suffragans only when on visitation or
When, however, the superior abin case of appeal.
solves from the censure imposed by an inferior, he
must in all cases notify the inferior and must demand
that the delinquent give him full satisfaction. The
extent of the power of a delegated judge to absolve
must be clearly stated in his letters.
When censures are passed a jure communi or ab
homine by a general sentence, if these censures be not
reserved, any approved confessor having jurisdiction
to absolve from sin may absolve from them both in
the external and the internal forum, the absolution
in the one forum being valid for the other, except
when the censure has been carried to the forum conlentiosum, i. e. is already in litigation before a court,
in which case the absolution of the internal forum
priest not apwould not hold for the external.
proved or not having jurisdiction to hear confessions
cannot absolve from censures, even if not reserved,
Lastly, when censures
except in danger of death.
are reserved a jure no one can absolve except the one
to whom they are reserved, or his superior, successor,
or delegate. Censures which are reserved to the pope
are either simply reserved or reserved in a special
manner. In relation to the former, the Council of
Trent (Sess. XXIV, c. vi, De ref.) formulated the
common law according to which a bishop or one delegated by him can absolve, in foro conscientice and in
his own diocese, his subjects from these censures when
the crime is occult and not notorious, or when it has
not been brought before a judicial tribunal. By
bishops are here meant also abbots having ecclesiastical territory, vicars capitular, and others having
episcopal jurisdiction; not, however, vicars-general
by virtue of their general commission, nor regular
prelates.
The subjects for whom these faculties may
be used are those who live in the bishop's diocese, or
outsiders who come to confession in his diocese, these
being his subjects in view of the absolution to be imparted.
Such absolution, however, cannot be given
in joro externa, but is limited to the forum
i. e. to the domain of conscience.
If censures are reserved to the Roman pontiff in a special manner, a
bishop by his ordinary power cannot absolve, except
Special concessions for these
in case of necessity.
cases are, however, given to the bishops by the Holy
See for a certain time, or for the life of the bishop, or
('ensures which are
for a certain number of cases,
reserved by pontifical Ian to bishops or ordinaries
can be absolved by all bishops, abbots, \ icars capitular and vicars-general, in any forum, and even in notorious cases.
articulo
At the point of death
mortis) any priest, even if not approved, can absolve
from all censures, even if reserved. Not only the
number and character of censures, but also all absolution from them is now regularly governed by the
provision of the afon lid papal Constitution (Pius
IX. 1869), "Apostolieae Sedis Moderationi".
For
serious changes in the method of absolution (in cases
of necessity from papal censures, owing to the decree
of S. Cong. Inquis. (23 June, 1886) and later interpretations, see Tanquerey, Synop. Th. (for., Ill (II),
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1907, pp. 321-24, and Gury-Ferreres, Th. Mor., II,
nn. 575-76; also articles Excommunication; Sus-

pension.

—

Conditions for Absolution. These conditions
both the priest who absolves and the person
absolved. The absolution of a priest is invalid if
obtained by force or if extorted by grave, unjust fear.
Furthermore the absolution would be invalid if the
principal moving cause be false, e. g. if the judge
absolves precisely because the penitent alleges that
he has already made satisfaction, when in reality he
has not done so. The conditions to be fulfilled by
the penitent to be absolved are generally expressed
in the above-mentioned formula, injunctis de more
injungendis, i. e. enjoining those things which the law
requires.
These are: (1) satisfaction to the offended
party; (2) that the delinquent repair the scandal according to the prudent judgment of the bishop or
confessor and remove the occasion of sin, if there be
any; (3) that, in the ease of one absolved from censures specially reserved, he promise (in joro externo,
on oath), to abide by the further directions of the
Church in the matter (stare mandalis ecclesia;) (4)
sometimes also, in graver crimes, an oath is required
not to perpetrate them again; (5) that, apart from
the penance imposed in confession, the absolved person receive and perform some other salutary penance
as a satisfaction for his fault.
BuccEROOT, DeCerasuris, 4th ed. (Rome. 1896); Hollweck.
affect

;

Dip kirchlichen Slrufqesetzc (Mainz. 1899).
ki

111

,

p. Sfi sqq.

;

Lehm-

Theol. Mor., lOthed. (Freiburg. 1902). II. nn. SOO-lO.'iO;

Laurentius, Inslitutinnex Juris Ecct. (Freiburg, 1903), nn.
300-327; Lega. Dp Judiciis Eccles., L. II. vol. Ill (Rome.
1899), nn. SO-197; Hilarius a Sexten., Tractatux de Censurix
Eccles. (Mainz, ISIISi: Taunton, The Law of the Church (London, 1906),

s.

v. Censure.

Leo Gans.
Censures, Theological, doctrinal judgments by
which the Church stigmatizes certain teachings detrimental to faith or morals. They should not be confounded with canonical censures, such as excommunication, suspension, and interdict, which are spiritual
punishments inflicted on delinquents.
The right of censuring adverse doctrines has ever
been asserted by the Church, from St. Paul, who de-

anathema upon them who should pervert the
Gospel of Christ unto another Gospel (Gal., i, S), and
warns his disciple to avoid the profane novelties of
words and the oppositions of knowledge falsely so
called (I Tim., vi, 20), down to Pius X, who condemned the errors of "Modernism". It is an essenclares

part of her magisterium, which, says Newman,
"acts in two channels, in direct statement of truth
in condemnation of error".
See the letter
"Gravissimas inter" of Pius IX and the constitution
" De fide" (ch. iv) of the Vatican Council (Denzinger,
mis. 1524 and 1645). That right belongs to the Church
herself, but she may exercise it through popes, councils, Roman congregations,
universities, or special
commissions. Bishops, by virtue of their office, hold
the power of censuring doctrines, but their judgment
is not final, and their prohibition binds only within
the limits of their respective dioceses. Private
tial

and

theologians, either individually or collectively, have
no authority officially to censure propositions; however, they may, unless expressly enjoined from so
doing in special eases, judge and qualify them according to existing doctrinal standards, and their initiative
often goes far towards preparing the official action of
History shows considerable variation
the Church.
lie censuring power.
in the exercise of
In early
days, when the cardinal truths of Christianity were
at stake, an author, book, or tract was purely and
simply pronounced heretical and anathematized.
In
the Middle Ages, which were the ages of theological
speculation and also of subtilty, a more minute notation had tn be resorted to, and even special organs
were created for thai purpose (see Index of ProI
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hibited Books). In recent times specific notes are
often discarded in favour of a more comprehensive
mode of censuring: damnandas et proscribendas esse.
The various documents embodied in nearly all modern textbooks of moral theology and in Denzinger's
"Enchiridion" (to which we must now add the Holy
Office Decree, 3 July, "Lamentabili sane exitu
and the papal Encyclical, 8 Sept., 1907, "Pascendi
dominici gregis") show a large number of theological
censures or notes. Those most in use will be found
in the Bulls "Unigenitus" and "Auctorem fidei"
(Denzinger, CI and CXIV). We may divide them
into three groups according as they bear principally
upon (1) the import, or (2) the expression, or (,3) the
consequences, of condemned propositions.
(1) Hceretica (heretical), erronea (erroneous), hceresi
proximo (next to heresy), errori proximo (next to
error),
temeraria (rash), etc.
A proposition is
branded heretical when it goes directly and immediately against a revealed and defined dogma, or dogma
de fide; erroneous when it contradicts only a certain
(certa) theological conclusion or truth clearly deduced
from two premises, one an article of faith, the other
naturally certain.
Even though a statement be not
obviously a heresy or an error it may yet come near
to either.
It is styled next, or proximate, to heresy
when its opposition to a revealed and defined dogma
is not certain, or chiefly when the truth it contradicts,
though commonly accepted as revealed, has yet
never been the object of a definition (proximo fidei).
The censure next, or proximate, to error, whose meaning may be determined by its analogy to the foregoing, is of less frequent use than that of rashness or
temerity, which means opposition to sound common
opinion (communis), and this either for paltry reasons
or no reasons at all. A still finer shade of meaning
attaches to such censures as sapiens harresim, errorem
(smacking of heresy or error), suspecta de hceresi,
Propositions
errore (suspected of heresy or error).
thus noted may be correct in themselves, but, owing
to various circumstances of time, place, and persons,
are prudently taken to present a signification which
is either heretical or erroneous.
To this group belong also some special stigmata with reference to
determined topics, v. g. the preambles of faith (infidelis, aversiva a fide), ethical principles (improbabUis,
non tuta), history (anliquata, nova), and Holy Scripture (verbo Dei contraria), etc.
Ambigua (ambiguous), captiosa (captious),
(2)
male sonans (evil-sounding), piarum aurium offensiva
(offensive to pious ears), etc.
proposition is ambiguous when it is worded so as to present two or
more senses, one of which is objectionable; captious
when acceptable words are made to express objectionable thoughts; evil-sounding when improper
words are used to render otherwise acceptable truths;
offensive when the verbal expression is such as rightly
to shock the Catholic sense and delicacy of faith.

—

—A

(3) Subsannaiiva religionis (derisive of religion),
decolorativa candoris ecclesia; (defacing the beauty of
the Church), inducens in schisma (leading to schism),
subversive hierarchic (subversive of the hierarchy),
(destructive of governments),
eversiva regnorum
seandalosa, perniciosa, periculosa in moribus (scandalous, pernicious, dangerous to morals), blasphema,
idololatra, superstitiosa, magica (blasphemous, leading to idolatry, superstition, sorcery), afro
This enumeration,
acerba (arrogant, harsh), etc.
though incomplete, sufficiently shows the aim of the
third group of censures; they are directed against such
propositions as would imperil religion in general, the
Church's sanctity, unity of government and hierarchy, civil society, morals in general, or the virtues
of religion, Christian meekness, and humility in par-

—

ticular.

The authority of theological censures depends upon
the source from which they come and the intention

—
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Condemnations coming
from th<> seat of infallibility, pope or council, and
vested with the usual conditions of an ex cathedrd
pronouncement are themselves infallible, and consequently require both our external obedience and inThere is no reason for restricting the
ternal assent.

be minimized by what Newman calls "a generous loyalty towards ecclesiastical authority" and the

censures to the sole note hceretica,
as some theologians would do. The difference between
the note of heresy and other inferior notes is not

criteres

with which they are issued.

infallibility of the

one of

by

infallibility,

but of different matters covered

The note of heresy attached to a
makes its contradictory an article of

infallibility.

proposition

which is not the case with other notes even if
they arc infallible. Condemnations coming from an
official source which, however, is not infallible are to
be received with the external respect and implicit
obedience due to disciplinary measures, and, moreover, with that degree of internal assent which is jusIn every case the extent of
tified by circumstances.
outward compliance, or of interior submission, or
of both is determined by a proper interpretation of
the censures:
I. Sometimes, as in the condemned propositions of
Pistoia, there is little room for doubt, the precise
meaning of the condemnation being explained in the
very tenor of it.
II. When categorical propositions are condemned
in their import, and not in their wording or consequences only, their contradictories present themselves for our acceptance as de fide, proximce fidei,
faith,

or communes as the case may be.
III. Condemnations issued on account of bad wording or evil consequences should at least put us on our
guard against the hidden falsehood or the noxious
tendency of the proposition.
IV. Modal propositions require special attention.
The principal modalities in use are in individuo, in
Propoglobo, Tprout iacent, >n sensu ab nucloreintento.
sitions are not always, as was the case for the errors
the
proper
condemned
one
by
one,
qualiof Pistoia,
fications being attached to each individually (in
Luther,
case
of
Wyclif,
Hus,
In the
individuo).
Baius, Molinos, Quesnel, etc., to a whole series of
propositions a whole series of censures was attached
This mode of general censure
generally {in globo).
i- tint ineffectual.
To each of the propositions thus
condemned apply one, or several, or all of the centhe task of fitting each censure to
sures employed
each proposition being left to theologians. Again,
are censured according to their
propositions
some
obvious tenor and without reference to their context or author (prout iacent); while others, v. g
those of Baius, Jansen, etc.. are stigmatized in the
sense intended by their author {in sensu "' a
Obviously the Church does not claim to
intt nto).
What she claims is
read into the mind of a writer.
an operative doctrinal power including the double
faculty of pointing out to her children both the error
of a doctrine and the fact that such an erroneous doctrine is contained in such a book written by such an
author.
In such cases a Catholic is bound to accept
the whole judgment of the Church, although some
theologians would make a difference between the
assent due to the condemnation of the error and the
assent due to the designation of the book or author.
V. Vague censures of this kind, Damnandas el pr<>'las esse, are more in the nature of simple proThey mean that a Catholic
hibitions than censures.
ought to keep clear of such teachings absolutely, but
they do not point out the degree of falsehood or danger attached to them.
VI. In a general manner censures are restrictive
law-, and. as such, to be interpreted strictly.
Catholic is not debarred from the right of ascertaining, for his own guidance or the guidance of others,
the danger, not
their legitimate minimum; but
always unreal, of falling below that minimum should
certce,

—
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Census, a canonical term variously defined by
Zitelli (Appar. Jur. Eccl.) calls it
different writers.
a real obligation or annual tribute imposed on a pious
institute by the bishop and payable to himself or
Aichner (par. 79) says that it is an offering
others.
to be made by a benefice in sign of subjection, or for
some exemption or other right conceded to it. Laurentius (III, p. 70) defines it as the obligation of an

annual payment in money or kind perpetually imFerraris (s. v.) considers
posed upon a benefice.
census as the right of receiving an annual payment
from something that is fruitful and on which it is
founded. He insists that the census is not the thing
itself or the property which affords the tribute, but
the right of drawing the annual tribute from it.
Other authorities, however, as Von Scherer, seem to
consider census to be the property itself or its equivalent in money, viewed as giving to some one a right
to draw revenue from it.
Census canonically considered must be distinguished from pensio. The latter is the right which a
superior concedes to a person of receiving a portion of
the revenues of a benefice in the possession of a third
Later canonists sometimes use the words cenparty.

A census
sus and pensio as practically synonymous.
is called ancient if it is imposed on a benefice at its
bishop.
the
very foundation and has been approved by
It is called new if it is placed upon a benefice already
to
Third
Council
of
the
a canon
According
erected.
of the Lateran (1179) no one but the pope can impose
on a benefice a new census, or increase an ancient one.
A census is said to be reservative when a person transfers the property to another, keeping only the right to
an annual revenue for himself. It is named consignative when he sells or consigns to another the right to
an annual pension from something of which he himSuch consignative census
self retains the dominion.
is reducible to a species of buying and selling, and is
as such in the decrees of Martin V and 'allistus
III embodied in the Corpus .Juris Canonici.
The imposing of a census upon a benefice is conI

I

sidered as equivalent to dismemberment or division,
inasmuch as it diminishes the revenues. If the census be perpetual il is looked on as a species of alienation of church property and as such falls under the
Gen
ecclesiastical laws governing such alienation.
erally the census is imposed by the patron <>f a new
benefice retaining the right to a pari of its revenues,
or by a bishop requiring licit a portion of the income
of a church which lie incorporates with a monastery be
paid to himself, or the census may take the form of a
tribute paid to a mother church by one of its daughter

establishments which has become independent. The
" Liber Censuum Romans Ecclesise", edited byFabre
and Duchesne (Paris, 1889 sqq.), not only throws light
i.n the subject at issue but also affords an explanation
of many historical events of th.- Middle Ages.
reiburg, 1903); PerLaurenttos, hwtiluti
nuns. Bibliotheca [Rome, 1886); Aichner, Compendium Jur.
I

Eccl. (Brfaten, 1895).
\\ n.i.iwt
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CENTRAL

Verein of North America, GermanCatholic (Deutscher rdmisch-katholischer

Central

Roman

—

run Nordamerika).
The origin of the
Central Verein dates back to 1854, in which year
the presidents of three German Catholic benevolent
societies of Buffalo, New York, issued a call to various German Catholic societies for the purpose of forming a central body. The movement was inspired and
advocated by zealous missionary priests, and approved by Bishop Timon of Buffalo. The success of
a similar organization among their Catholic brethren
in Germany (founded at Mainz, 1848), lent additional
force to the arguments for a union in the United

Central re n in

States.

The

call

was responded

to

by seventeen

and on 15 April, 1855, the Central Verein
was duly organized in St. Alphonsus Hall, Baltimore,
Maryland. The main object at the outset was to
societies,

unite the energies of the various associations against
freemasonry and secret societies in general. Hence
the efforts of the new organization were directed
chiefly towards defending the menaced rights of the
Catholics in the United States, as also " to promote
a vigorous religious activity in the united societies
according to the spirit of the Roman Catholic Church
and mutually to aid and materially to benefit one
another". Membership was restricted to Catholic

benevolent societies whose official language was German. The growth by decades was as follows:
1,500 members
1855, 17 societies,
"
8,340
1865, 62
"
31,672
1875, 302
"
"
32,783
1885, 37S
"
1895. 548
48,989
From the last named date, however, the growth

became

marked, and

1901 a reorganization
Instead of affiliating
formation of state
organizations was encouraged, and these so-called
"Staatsverbande" were then incorporated as a
whole, the various local societies losing their direct
This plan proved a
affiliation to the Central Verein.
complete success. In 1907 the report of the secretary
showed sixteen state organizations and fifty-two
local societies from states in which no "Staatsverband" existed, with a total paid-up membership of
99,291. The unreported membership would bring
The Holy See apthis total far beyond 100,000.
proved the work of the Central Verein in a reply to a
letter of allegiance sent by the eleventh general convention held at Buffalo, 1866, to Pope Pius IX. The
reply praises the spirit of Catholic unity prevailing
among the members and wishes them success and the
ever copious assistance of Divine grace. It gratefully
acknowledges and appreciates the contributions the
Central Verein had gathered for the support of the
Holy See. During fifty-two years the society contributed about 812,000 to the Peter's-pence collection.
The care of the immigrants was made a prominent
feature of the work of the society, and special agents
were appointed to look after their interests in New
York and Baltimore. Later on the Central Verein
was affiliated to the St. Raphael's Society. The result of their combined efforts was the establishment
in New York of the Leo House for the use of Catholic
immigrants. Aid was extended to a similar undertaking at Galveston, Texas. The cause of Catholic
education has a conspicuous advocate in the Central
Venin. The Teachers' Seminary at St. Francis, Wisconsin, was founded mainly by contributions from this
society.
In his address to the delegates assembled
in Dubuque, Iowa, 1907, Archbishop Falconio, the
Apostolic Delegate, said: "What your society has
done in the interest of Christian education is truly
admirable and an example worthy of imitation for ail
Catholics". The annual conventions, under the
name of " Katholikentage ", have assumed large
Extending over four or five days, they
proportions.
less

movement was
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in

inaugurated.

local societies as heretofore, the

include solemn church festivities, parades, addresses
by prominent clergymen and laymen, business meet-

and social gatherings.
Matt, The German. Roman Catholic Central Verein

ings,

(St.

Paul,

Minn.).

Peter

J.

Bourscheidt.

—

Centuriators of Magdeburg. In 1559 there appeared at Basle the first three folio volumes of a work
secundum sinentitled " Ecclesiastica Historia
gulas centurias

per aliquot studiosos et pios

Urbe Magdeburgica." (i. e. A History of the
done at
according to centuries,
Church
Magdeburg by some learned and pious men). It was
the work of a group of Lutheran scholars who had
gathered at Magdeburg, and who are now known to
viros in

.

.

.

.

.

history as the "Centuriators of Magdeburg" because
way in which they divided their work (century
by century) and the place in wdiich the first five
of the

volumes were written; most of the others were written
Wismar or elsewhere, but the sub-title "in Urbe
Magdeburgica" was retained. The originator of the
idea and the moving spirit of the organization which
produced the work was Matthias Vlacich (latinized
Flacius), also known as Francovich, and, from the
country of his birth (Istria), Illyrieus. Born in 1520,
the influence of his uncle Baldo Lupertino, an apostate friar, prevented him from becoming a monk and
directed his steps in 1539 to Germany, where, at Augsburg, Basle, Tubingen, and Wittenberg, he developed
a fanatical anti-Roman temper. The Augsburg Inat

terim of 1547 led to the Adiaphoristic controversy, in
the course of which he poured forth a flood of calumnious abuse upon the Reformer Philip Melanchthon;
the bitter feeling generated gave rise to the hostile
All attempts to
parties of Philippists and Flacians.
restore peace failed, and the Lhiiversity of Jena,
where Flacius was appointed professor of theology in
1557, became a centre of rigid Lutheranism in strong
opposition to Melanchthon. His wanderings after
1562, and the numerous domestic controversies between the Reformers, in which Flacius took part until
his death (11 March, 1575), did not prevent him from
becoming the most learned Lutheran theologian of
his day, while, in addition to numerous minor controversial works, his untiring energy led him to devise
the vast historical work known as "The Centuries".
After Luther's death (1546) anti-Catholic controversy tended to lose its dogmatic character and to become historical. Flacius sought historical weapons
wherewith to destroy Catholicism, and in that spirit
wrote his once famous and influential catalogue of
anti-papal witnesses, "Catalogus testium veritatis qui
ante nostram setatem Pontifici Romano eiusque erroribus reclamarunt" (Basle, 1556; enlarged ed.,
Strasburg, 1562; ed. by Dietericus, Frankfort, 1672).
Some four hundred anti-papal witnesses to truth were
cited, St. Gregory the Great and St. Thomas Aquinas
being included in the number of those who had stood
up for truth against "the Papal Antichrist". As
early as 1553 Flacius was seeking patrons whose financial support should enable him to carry out his comprehensive plan of a church history which was "to
reveal the beginnings, the development and the ruthThe German princes,
less designs of the Antichrist".
and the burghers particularly of Augsburg and Nuremno support was
but
generously,
him
berg, helped
forthcoming from the followers of Melanchthon. He
of material.
in
search
Germany
through
travelled
while his zealous fellow-worker. Marcus Wagner (from
Weimar near Gotha), searched the libraries of Austria. Bavaria. Scotland, and Denmark for the same
Into the vexed question of the dishonourpurpose.
able means alleged to have been used by Flacius in acquiring MSS., and his use of the knife to mutilate
them, thus giving rise to the proverbial Manus Flooiana ami cuUer Flacianus, we cannot enter here.
An examination of the remains of his library, now at

;
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Wolfenbuttel, dors not tend to lessen the force of the
Recent research emphasizes the imaccusation.
portance of the assistance given by the crypto-Protestant, Caspar von Nydbruck, imperial councillor,
and head of the Imperial Library of Vienna, whose
influence was exerted throughout Europe on behalf
The editorial board, Gubernatores et
of the work.
Inspectors institute Materia Ecclesiastics, was composed of Flacius. John Wigand (b. 1523, d. 1587),
superintendent at Magdeburg, Matthew Judex (b.
1528, d. 1504), preacher at Magdeburg, Basil Faber
(b. 1525, d. 1576), humanist, who collaborated in the
first four "Centuries", Martin Copus, a physician
who acted as treasurer, and Ebelinck Alman, a burgher
of Magdeburg, each of whom had his own assistants.
SeveD junior assistants were appointed to compile
extracts from early Christian writers and historians
in accordance with a fixed plan, two more mature
scholars acted as "Architects", grouped the material, and submitted it to the editors.
When approved of, the materials were worked up into chapters and again submitted before the final form was
fair-copied.

Even when at Jena, and during his subsequent
wanderings, Flacius retained the direction of the
work. Each century was systematically treated
under sixteen headings bearing uniform titles in the
various volumes. An analysis of the "Quarta Centuria", which appeared in 1560, will give an idea of
the contents: Title page; dedication to Queen Elizabeth (col. 3-12) (i) brief statement of the chief events
of the century (col. 13); (ii) spread of the Church:
;

where and how (13-35) (iii) persecution and peace of
the Church under Diocletian and Maximian (35-159);
(iv) the Church's teaching and its history (160-312);
(v) heresies (312-406); (vi) rites and ceremonies
(406-483); (vii) Church discipline and government
(483-582) (viii) schisms and controversies (583-609)
(ix) councils (609-880); (x) leading bishops and doc;

;

(880-1337); (xi) leading heretics (1338-1403);
(xii) the martyrs (1403-1432); (xiii) miracles and miraculous occurrences (1433-1456); (xiv) political relations of the Jews (1456-1462); (xv) other non-Christian religions (1462-1560); (xvi) political changes
(1560-1574); Scriptural index (8 cols.); general index
This method was ap(92 pages of four columns).
plied only to the first thirteen centuries, which were
published separately in folio volumes at Basle; I— I II
in 1559; IV in 1560; V and VI in 1562; VII and VIII
and XI in 1567; XII in 1569;
in 1564; IX in 1566;
tors

X

and XIII in 1574. The three remaining centuries
were completed in manuscript by Wigand (who was
largely responsible for all the work done between
1564-74), but never published, and the various attempts made in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to continue the work came to naught.
In
1624 a complete edition of the "Centuries" in six
volumes was issued at Basle by Louis Lucius,
the authors' names and the dedications,
and introduced various modifications of the text in
A third edition appeared at
a Calvinistic sense.
Xurcmburg 1757-1765, but did not get beyond the

early appearance of characteristic Catholic teaching.
The plan of the book was a noble one, and, as the
work of the first among modern writers on ecclesiastical history who profess to treat the subject critically,
it marks an epoch in church history; its method, with
its return to original sources, is quite sound, and the
skill with which the vast masses of material were
marshalled is worthy of all praise, hampered though
Yet
it is by the chronological division of the work.
noble as was the plan, the same cannot be said of its
execution; virulent anti-papal abuse is common to the
whole work. The exercise of the critical faculty is
limited by the demands of anti-Roman controversy,
and no attempt is made to take a calm and impartial
survey of the Church's history. Its constant polemical tone, its grouping of facts coloured by party
spirit, its unjust treatment of the Church, its uncritical accumulation of anti-papal story and legend,
made the "Centuries" for a long time the arsenal of

Protestant controversialists.
From its pages they
learnt to look upon St. Boniface as "the apostle of
lies", who "shamelessly imposed the yoke of Antichrist upon the necks of the Germans"; and upon
Pope Gregory VII as a man to whom every imaginable crime was ascribed, and whose iniquities were the
despair even of the vituperative vocabulary of
Flacius.
"The marks of Antichrist" were to be found
in Pope Alexander III, who is said to have "worshipped strange gods, strengthened and confirmed the
teaching of the devil, and thought highly of Baalism".

Through the ages no crime

is too monstrous, no story
too incredible, provided it furnish a means of blackening the memory of the occupants of Peter's Chair.
It
was this work, stigmatized by Canisius as opus pestil< nlissimum, that led Cesar Baronius (q. v.) to write
his "Annales Ecclesiastici ", in twelve folio volumes
(Rome, 1588-1607), covering the period from the
birth of Christ to the year 1 198. Such was its success
that it completely superseded the work of the Centuriators, the principal value of which now is its use as a
key to the historical arguments of Protestant controversial writers in the late sixteenth and the seventeenth century.
Dollinoer, Die Reformation (Ratiabon, 1848), IT. 224-62;
Janssen. Gesrh. dee d.
t. (Freitit d. A
xmq d.
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For the important eleventh century
(Erlangen, 1859-61).
liturgical MS. (episcopal ceremonial) known as the Mieea
Illi/rir/i or FlncifiTia. because it once belonged to Flacius
Cod.
Hehnstad. 1151. at Wolfenlmttel). see BkaTJN in Stimm
Maria-Laach (1905), LXIX, 143 sq.
,

Edward Myers.

folio

who omitted

fifth "century".
The underlying idea of the work, and that which
determined the choice and use of materials, was to
show that while "at the beginning of the Church it
was not popish anti-Christian doctrine, but evangelical doctrine and religion, which had prevailed",
from the death of the last of the Apostles down to the
restoration of the true religion by Martin Luther, the
Church had gone astray, misled by the Roman Antichrist.
Consequently as early as the second century
errors are discovered in the teachings of Clement,
Justin Martyr, and Irenaus on the fundamental doc-

On the other
trines of free will and justification.
hand Catholic controversialists were not slow to make
and
important
admissions
of the
use of the numerous

Centurion (Lat.

Centurio, Gr. Ktrrvplwir, tKarbvrapxos, iKaTovrdpxvs), a Roman officer commanding a century or company, the strength of which
varied from fifty to one hundred men; but in the
Vulg. and the D. V. the term is also applied to an ofIn New Testament times
ficer of the Hebrew army.
there were sixty centurions in a legion, two to the
to
six
maniple and
the cohort. They were not all of
ank. The centurion who commanded the first
of the two centuries composing the maniple ranked
above the commander of the Becond; tlir firs! centurion of the first maniple (triarii) of the cohort was
higher than the first centurion of (he second (prinand he higher than the ranking centurion of
There wa also precedence
the third (hastait), etc.
of rank according to the number of the cohort. The
chief centurion in the legion w;ts the primipUus or
first centurion of the triarii of the first cohort.
He
'
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of the legion's eagle, assisted at the counwar, and in the absence of a superior officer
of the legion. The auxiliary cohorts
had six or ten centurions according as they consisted
of 500 (cohortes quitigenaricc) or 1000 men (cohortes
milliariw). These were inferior to the legionary cenThe centurions carried as insignia of their
turions.
rank a staff made of a vine-branch, with which, on
occasion, they chastised their men; whence vitis
(vine) was used to designate the centurionship. Ordinarily they could rise no higher than the rank of
primipihis and at the expiration of their term of
service they retired into private life. With the grant
of land they received and with what they acquired
during the wars they were usually well off. The
prhnipili often became wealthy enough to gain entrance into the equestrian order. The post of centurion, it should be noted, was not, as a rule, held by
men of family, though occasionally a young man of
rank aspiring to a higher military career served first
as centurion in a legion.
Of the two centurions mentioned in the Gospels
only one was a Roman officer. He who asked Our
Saviour to cure his servant and whose faith the Saviour so highly commended (Matt., viii, 5 sq. Luke,
vii, 2 sq.), though a Gentile, belonged to the army of
Herod Antipas, since Capharnaum lay in this prince's
territory. The tetrarch's army was probably organized after the manner of the Roman auxiliary troops.
The other, who commanded the detachment of soldiers at the Crucifixion (Matt., xxvii, 54; Mark, xv,
39, 44, Luke, xxiii, 47), was of course an officer of the
imperial cohort stationed at Jerusalem (Acts, xxi,
In the Acts two centurions are mentioned by
31).
name, Cornelius, centurion of "the Italian band" or
cohort, the first Gentile admitted into the Church
(Acts, x, 1 sq.), and Julius, centurion of "the band
Augusta", who brought St. Paul to Rome (Acts,
Others are spoken of in connexion
xxvii, 1, etc.).
with the Apostle's arrest and transfer to Caesarea
(Acts, xxi, 32, xxii, 25, xxiii, 23). Since no legion was
stationed in Palestine before the time of Vespasian,
these centurions all belonged to auxiliary cohorts.
For this reason it is unlikely that either Cornelius or
Julius was a member of the patrician family whose
name he bore; both were probably the sons of freedmen. In a number of places in the O. T. centuriones
stands in the Vulg. for mXD ,_IK', sard me'otk
("captains of hundreds"), once [I Sam. (I K.), viii, 12]
even for D^ISn '"It?, sari' hamishshim ("captains of
fifty"), though here the agreement of the Sept. with
the Vulg. would seem to show that the Hebrew text
In several of these places the D. V. has
is defective.
"centurions", but in the others "captains", "captains of" or "over hundreds"; in two cases (Ex.,
The
xviii, 21, 25) "rulers of" or "over hundreds".
centuriones of Ex., xviii, 21, 25, Num., xxxi, 14, etc.,
Deut., i, 15 were both civil and military officers.
Smith, Diet. Gr. and Bom. A nix,. (London, 19011,1,787,790:
Mmmmsen, Nomina el Gratlus t'nituritinum, in Ephcmer. Epigraph. (1S79), 226-245; Miller, Die Rangordnung und das

had charge
cils of

took

command

;

Avancemenl d. Centurionen, in Philologus <1S791, 126-149;
Desjardins, in Melanges Grain. (1884), 676-679: M.irqimhdt,
R&m, StaatsvcTWaltung (2nd ed.,) 4o0 sq Mommsen and Marquardt, Manuel des Antiqu. Rum. (Paris, 1891), XI, 65 sq.
F. Bechtbl.
;

Ceolfrid,

Saint,

Benedictine

Wearmouth and Jarrow,
known;

monk, Abbot

of

b. 642, place of birth not

d. 29 Sept., 716, at. Langres on the frontier of
Burgundy. His family belonged to the highest rank
of the Anglo-Saxon nobility.
The name Ceolfrid is
(lie Teutonic form of Geoffrey.
At the age of eighteen lit' became
monk in the monastery of Ripon,
then ruled over by St. Wilfrid. After ten yerrs of
sluilv and preparation he was ordained priest by St.
Wilfrid.
He soon afterwards visited Canterbury ami
spent some time with Botulph, founder and Abbot of
Icanhoe, now the town of Boston (Botulph's town)
:i
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On his return to Ripon he fulfilled
the duties of novice-master, in which capacity he became noted for his profound humility and love of
menial work. His fame reached the ears of St. Benedict Biscop, then in the midst of his great monastic
He begged him
enterprise on the banks of the Wear.
from St. Wilfrid, and soon after reaching Wearmouth
Ceolfrid was made prior of the monastery and left in
charge during the absence of Benedict on his journeys
Meeting with difficulties as superior, he
to Rome.
went back to Ripon, but was afterwards persuaded to
return.
From this time he became the constant companion of Benedict and accompanied him to Rome
on his fifth journey to the Holy City.
About 681 Benedict began the foundation of a second monastery at Jarrow on the banks of the Tyne
about six miles from Wearmouth. Ceolfrid was appointed the first abbot to act as the deputy of BeneHe
dict, who in reality was abbot of both houses.
in Lincolnshire.

took with him seventeen monks from Wearmouth, and
from an inscription formerly on the wall of the church
we learn that the monastery was completed about 684
Benedict died 12 January, 690, and directed
or 685.
the brethren to elect Ceolfrid to be his successor.
Ceolfrid proved himself a worthy disciple of his
master, carefully carrying out the ideals of Benedict.
His disciple, the Venerable Bede, has thus described
his character and work: "This last [Ceolfrid] was himself a man of most extraordinary diligence and superior quickness of apprehension; prompt in carrying
into effect but prudent in forming designs and unrivalled in piety . . . During this long administration Ceolfrid brought to a happy conclusion all the
admirable plans for promoting piety which his distinguished predecessor had begun. Time also sug-

gested and enabled him to carry into execution numerous improvements of his own. Amongst a great
variety of these, we ought particularly to notice that
he considerably augmented the number of private
oratories or chapels of ease; added largely to the plate
and sacred vestments of the Church, and with an
ardour which equalled the past energy of Benedict in
founding, he nearly doubled the libraries of both his
monasteries.
Besides innumerable other literary acquisitions he procured three pandects of the new,
added to one of the old translations of the Bible
which he had brought from Rome. In his latter days,
departing again for that city, he took with him as a
donative one of these three valued volumes, leaving
to his monasteries the other two" (Liber de Yitis

Abbat. Wirim, Wilcock tr.).
This volume, which Ceolfrid carried with him on his
last journey to Rome, was the famous "Codex AmiaUntil recent years it was thought to have
tinus".
been the work of Servandus, abbot of a monastery mar

The name of CassioAlatri in Italy (sixth century).
dorus has also been connected with this MS., owing to
its striking resemblance to his Bible; but Vigouroux
concludes that it is absolutely independent of Cassiqdorus, though the prologue it contains on the divisions of the Bible may possibly be of Cassiodorian
origin.

The famous

Catholic antiquarian,

De

Rossi

(lsssi, discovered its true origin.
He has conclusively proved that it was written at Wearmouth or
Jarrow between the years 690 and 716; that it amis one
of the three epics of St. Jerome's Vulgate which Bede
and that Ceolrefers to in the passage quoted abov
frid carried it with him on his last journey to Rome to
He died on the
present it to the sovereign pontiff.
;

journey, but some of his parly reached Home and
For many years it
presented the MS. to the pope.
wa preserved in the Abbey of Monti' Amiato near
Siena; it now rests in the" Laurent ian Library at
Florence, where it was transferred at the suppression
This Codex gives the oldest
of the abbey in 1786.
text of St. Jerome's Vulgate and has played a most
important role in its history; in the publication of the
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of Easter (q. v.).

Speusippus, Eleusippus, and Meleusippus. His relics
were afterwards transferred to Jarrow and thence, in
the time of the Danish invasions, to Glastonbury.
Bede, Ecclesiastical History of England (London. 184*0). 229,
317,318, 342; Idem, Liber de vitis Abbot. Wirim:, Montalembert, Monks of the West, IV, xiii; Butler, Lives of the .Saints.
September 25th: Wt m iHi-Jottow unit Horn im 7. .lain
in Der Katholik fur September, L901; Cornelt, Introd. Gen. in
k. De Vhistaire de la Vulgate en
8. Scripturas, I, 436: B
Franc. I; Winn Tie >•,! r Imiatinvs and its Birthplace in
:

<

.

BMica
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their thrones to enter the monastic state.
He was
buried in the cathedral of Lindisfarne next to the
tomb of St. Cuthbert, and, according to Malmesbury,
many miracles were wrought at his tomb. The body
was afterwards transferred to the mainland of

Northumberland, probably along with St. Cuthbert 's,
in order to preserve it from desecration at the time
His feast day in the calendar
of the Danish invasion.
is the loth of January.
Bede, Ecdes. History ted. Giles), I, :j:jt, 335, 340j
Jan. 25, I; Lingarp, Hist, of England (London. 1854). I. 71. 7.';
Dixon and Raine'9 Fasti Ehorae... 94; Anglo-Saxon
(ed. Giles), index; Raine, Hist, of North Durham, t;x
I

Ceolfrid obtained from Pope Sergius I letters of
immunity for his two monasteries, and had them presented before a synod of English bishops in the presence of King Alcfrid. tin is obtaining both royal and
episcopal sanction. With the advance of years came
sickness and infirmity, and he resigned his office with
the intention of journeying to Rome, there to end his
He also wished to give his brethren an oppordays.
tunity of "living under the direction of a younger
abbot, that the example of a more active leader might
inspire them with greater ardour in the pursuit of
virtue". He died on this last journey at Langres, and
was buried in the church of the three martyrs, Sts.

Sludia
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Sixtine and Clementine editions of the Bible it was
preferred to all other MSS.
Samuel Berger says of it:
"It is from Northumberland that the correct texts of
the Vulgate were sent out not only throughout Italy,
tn which England was thus paying a debt, but also
throughout France. Alcuin was from York and had
been chosen by Charlemagne to correct the text of the
Bible."
He was instrumental in extinguishing the
last remnants of Celtic particularism in the celebration

EccUsiastica, II, 273-308.

G. E. Hind.

Ceolwulf (Ceolwilph or Ceolttlph), King of
Northumbria and monk of Lindisfarne, date and
His
place of birth not known; d. at Lindisfarne, 764.
ancestry is thus given by the "Anglo-Saxon Chronicle": "Ceolwulf was the son of Cutha, Cutha of
Cuthwin, Cuthwin of Leoldwald, Leoldwald of
Egwald, Egwald of Aldhelm, Aldhelm of Ocga, Ocga
Harpsfeld says that he sucof Ida, Ida of Eoppa. "
ceeded Osred on the throne, but most authorities
say that he was adopted as heir by Osric in 729.
Learned and pious, he lacked the vigour and authority
necessary for a ruler. Bede bears witness to his
learning and piety in the introductory chapter of his

He dedicated this work
"Ecclesiastical History".
"to the most glorious King Ceolwulph", sent it to
him for his approval, and addresses him thus: "I
cannot but commend the sincerity and zeal, with
which you not only give ear to hear the words of
Holy Scripture, but also industriously take care to
become acquainted with tin- actions and sayings of
former men of renown."
His unfitness for his duties as king prompted his
subjects to seize him ami confine him in a monastery
He escaped from
in the second year of his reign.
this confinement and reascended the throne.
During
his reign he appointed his cousin Egbert to be Bishop
of York, and Bede tells us th.it the ecclesiastical affairs
of his kingdom were presided over by the four bishops,

'

'
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Cepeda, Francisco (also called Zepeda and Zepedas), b. in the province of La Mancha, 1532; d. at
Guatemala, 1602. He became a Dominican at the
convent of Ocana, and was sent to Chiapas in Mexico.
He was a very active missionary among the Indians,

and when the differing modes of instructing them became an obstacle to their conversion, Cepeda was sent
to Mexico to simplify the Indian grammars printed
there, and obtain a standard for the guidance of the
In consequence of that journey, the
" Artes de los idiomas Chiapanecos, Zoque, Tzendal
y
Chinanteco" (probably the work of several authors)
was published in 1560 under his name. The book
lias disappeared, but its former existence is well established, by Remesal at first, and by subsequent
authors.
It is the first book printed in America in
missionaries.

The

four languages (five with the Spanish).

title is

given variously, but the above is the correct one.
Cepeda became Provincial of the Dominicans in Guatemala, 1593, and Commissary of the Inquisition.
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An. F. Bandelier.

Cephalonia, Diocese of.

See Zante.

Ceramus, a titular see of Asia Minor. Ceramus
(or Keramos) was a city of Caria, subject at first to
Stratonicea, afterwards autonomous, and one of the
chief cities of the Systema Chrysaorikon (Bulletin de
corresp. hellen., IX, 468).
In Roman times it coined
It is mentioned in the "Notitia?
its own money.
episcopatuuin" until the twelfth or thirteenth century as suffragan to Aphrodisias, or Stauropolis.
know but three bishops: Spudasius, at Ephesus in 431;
Maurianus, at Nicaea in 787; and Symeon, at the
council which reinstated Photius in S79.
Ceramus
has preserved its old name, but. is now only a small
village in the vilayet of Smyrna, on the north shore of
Gueuk-Abaa bay (the Keramic Gulf), not far from

We

the sea.
s.

Smith, Diet, of Greek and
Cerameicus.

Roman

Geog.

(London, 1878),

v.

S.

in

Petrides.

Cerasus, a titular see of Pontus Polemoniacus
Asia Minor.
Cerasus (KcpaaoCs) is remembered

Huntingdon, whin enter-

for the sojourn of Xenophon and his Ten Thousand
on their famous retreat. It seems to have stood in
the valley at a short, distance from the modern city.
The latter was founded by Pharnaces, after whom
it was called Pharnacia; but owing to the abundance
of cherry-trees in the country, it was soon na
Cerasus like the old town, and this appellation has
remained. It was from Cerasus that Pompey imported the first cherry-trees to Rome, whence they
afterwards spread through all Europe. The citv is
mentioned by Pliny and Ireek geographers, but does
not appear to have been very important. It was a
suffragan of Neoca2sarea (Niksar); in the eleventh

ing into detail with regard to his retirement, says_
he was principally urged to it by reading the writings
of Bede on the lives .>f f, ,rmer kituxs who had resigned

century it became a metropolis, and was still extant
at the end of the fifteenth century, but by the seventeenth the see was suppressed.
From the fifth to

Wilfrid, Ethelwald, Acca, and Pecthelm.
After a
reign of eight years lie wearied of "the splendid cares
of royalty", and voluntarily resigned to become a
monk at Lindisfarne (738). Mis cousin Eadbert
succeeded him. Ranulphus Cestrensis speaks of his
retirement to St. Bede's monastery of Jarrow, but
all others agree that it was Lindisfarne-.
He brought
to the monastery many treasures and much land,
and after his entrance the monks were first allowed

to drink wine and

handed down from
milk or water.

contrary to the tradition
Aidan. who only allowed them

beer,
St.

Henry

of

1

i
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the twelfth century Lequien (II, 513) mentions
nine titulars; his list might be increased. The
Turkish Kerassoun, or Ghiresson, is a port on the
Black Sea, and the chief town of a caza in the vilayet
of Trebizond; it has about 10,000 inhabitants (5000
Greeks, 1000 Armenians, and a few Catholics,
visited from time to time by Capuchins from Treb-

The climate

izond).

is

mild.

The town

is

sur-

rounded by a large forest of hazel- and cherry-trees,
the latter being still very numerous. There are
ruins of ancient walls, of an amphitheatre, a fortress,
and of Byzantine churches.
Cuinet, Turquie d'Asie, I. 64-78; Papamichalopoulos, A
Tour in Ponlus (Greek; Athens, 1903). 256-282; Smith, Did.
of Greek and Roman Geogr. (London, 1878), I, 590.
S.

Vailhe.

Cerdo, Gnostic. See Gnostics.
Cerdonians. See Gnostics.

Ceremonial, the book which contains in detail the
order of religious ceremony and solemn worship
prescribed to be observed in ecclesiastical functions.
At present there are only two official liturgical books
that bear the titles, " Cseremoniale Romanum" and
" Cseremoniale Episcoporum". The Missal, Breviary,
Ritual, and Pontifical likewise contain directions for
the celebration of Mass, the recitation of the Office,
the administration of the sacraments, and episcopal
functions respectively. They may, therefore, in a
certain sense be considered ceremonials; but since the
primary purpose of these books is to serve as texts of
the liturgical prayers, the added directions being only
general, they are not looked upon as ceremonials in
the accepted sense of the term. The most ancient
ceremonials and rituals of the Roman Church are
the so-called " Ordines Romani". Mabillon (Mussum
Italicum, Paris, 1687-89, II) enumerates fifteen of
They treat of the election of the Roman
Mass, the Sacraments of
Baptism and Holy Orders, the functions for special
days of the year, etc. Authors do not agree as to
Abbot Hilthe date at which they were composed.
duinus, Walafridus Strabo, Sigebertus (in his chronicle), and after them Leopoldus Bambergensis, record
that the Roman pontiff sent a copy of one of these
"Ordines" to Pepin of Heristal (d. 714) or to Charles
Martel (d. 741). It was probably composed by the
pontifical master of ceremonies and contained, besides
the functions observed in the various churches at that
time, many rites and customs taken from a similar
book which dates back to the time of Gelasius I (d.
406), and was corrected and augmented by Gregory
the Great (d. 604).
The " Ordines Romani " were the ground- work of
the "Cseremoniale Romanum", compiled by Augustinus Patricius, surnamed Piccolomineus, Bishop of
Pienza (14S3-1496), who had been formerly pontifThe work, which was
ical master of ceremonies.
dedicated to Innocent VIII, 1 March, 1488, was not intended originally for publication, but in 1516 it was
printed by pontifical permission at Rome and Venice
by Christ ophorus Marcellus, Archbishop of Corcyra,
under the title "Rituum Ecclesiasticorum, sive Sa-

them.

pontiff, the Sacrifice of the

crarum Caeremoniarum S. Romanoe Ecclesiae libri
non ante impressi". The pontifical master of
ceremonies at that time, Paris de Grassis, was incensed at its publication, averring that it would

tres

lower the papal dignity in the estimation of the
masses, and asked Leo
to destroy the copies of it
and censure the editor. It was, however, not suppressed, but reissued at Florence (1521); Cologne
(1557); Home (1560); Venice (1573, 1582, 1616);

X

Iieipzig (1733),

and

at

Rome

(1750), witli a

commen-

tary by Joseph Catalanus under the title "Sacrarum
Cseremoniarum, sive Rituum Ecclesiasticorum S.

Romans
ordinal

i

Ecclesiae libri tres. ab Augustino Patricio
a
Marcello Corcyrensi Archiepiscopo

el

primuui editi".

It consists of
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three books, the

first

of which contains extra-liturgical functions, such as
the election and consecration of the Roman pontiff,
the coronation of an emperor, the canonization of
saints, the creation of cardinals, etc.; the second
describes the liturgical functions at Mass, Vespers, and
the other canonical Hours; the third gives general
rules and instructions.
In 1587 Sixtus V established
the Congregation of Ceremonies for the purpose of
watching over the rites and ceremonies which are to
be observed in the Papal Court, to decide questions
regarding pre-eminence among the persons who assist
at the papal functions, to arrange all the details for
the presentation of princes and their envoys to the
Roman pontiff, and to give directions to the ablegates
who carry the insignia of the cardinalate to newlycreated cardinals residing outside of Rome. Many
dioceses and monastic orders have their proper ceremonials, and those compiled by individual authors for
giving assistance to the clergy in the performance of
their ecclesiastical functions are very numerous.

Zaccaria, Bibliotheca Kitualis, torn.
1

(Rome, 1776).

I, lib. I,

A.

J.

cap.

vii, art

ScHULTE.

Ceremony (Skt., karrnan, action, work; from kar
or ker, to make or create; Lat. cceremonia) in liturgy
an external action, gesture, or movement which
accompanies the prayers and public exercise of divine
worship. To these the Council of Trent (Sess. XXII,
cap. v.) adds the things over which or with which the
prayers are pronounced, e. g. blessings, lights, incense,
vestments, etc. Ceremony is the necessary outcome
of the twofold nature of man, intellectual and sensible,
on account of which, as St. Thomas Aquinas says
(Contra Gentiles, III, cxix), he must pay God a twofold adoration, one spiritual, which consists in the
interior devotion of the soul, the other corporal, which
manifests itself in the outward form of worship, for
there is no inward sentiment or feeling which man
is not wont to express outwardly by some suitable
gesture or action. Ceremonies are employed to
embellish and adorn sacred functions; to excite in the
faithful sentiments of respect, devotion, and religion,
by which the honour of God is increased and the sanctification of the soul is obtained, since these constitute
the principal object of all liturgical acts; to lead the
illiterate more easily to a knowledge of the mysteries
of religion; to indicate the dispositions necessary to
receive the sacraments worthily; and to induce the
faithful to fulfil with greater docility the obligations
which the reception of the sacraments imposes on
,

them.

Some ceremonies owe their institution to purely
physical reasons or necessity, e. g. the lights used in
the catacombs, which were retained by the Church for
the mystical reason that they represent Christ, the
Light of the World; others are founded on mystical or
symbolical reasons, e. g. all the ceremonies at baptism
which precede the pouring of the water on the person
to be baptized; many are founded on historical,
natural, and mystical reasons at the same time, e. g.
the mixing of wine and water at Mass recalls to our
mind what Christ did at the Last Supper, ami represents the blood and water that flowed from His side
on the Cross as well as the union of the faithful with
Catholic ceremonies, therefore, are not superChrist.
observances or relies
of heathen and Jewish customs, but regulations
of Divine, Apostolic, and ecclesiastical institution.
They may be grouped, according to Snare.-. (IV
Sacramentis, Disp. lxxxiv) into three classes: (a)
Some invest a function with decorum, dignity, and
reverence, e. g. washing the hands, striking the breast,
approaching the altar with downcast eyes, (b)
Others serve as external acts of worship, e. g. bending
(c) Many are prescribed
the knee, bowing the head,
for a moral and mystical signification, e. g. elevating
the bread and wine at the Offertory of the Mass.
stitious practices, meaningless

CERENZA

hands and eyes, giving the kiss of peace,
making the sign of the cross. To these
be added another class which not only symbolize,
but produce, spiritual effects, and obtain Divine grace,
the hands of the bishop
e. g. the imposition of
together with the form of words by which priestly
power and inward grace are conferred on the recipient
The sum total of the ceremonies of
of Holy orders.
an individual function is called a rite (ritus), e. g. the
rite of Mass, baptism, extreme unction; the totality
(See
of the rites of religion is called its cult (cultus).
Rite).
Menghini, ElemaUa juris liiurgici (Rome, 1906); Coppinraising the

frequently

may

compendium (Tournai, 1903); Stella,
Institution?* lUurqica- (Rome, 1S95); Magana, Saarada hturaia
(Pamplona, 1905); Van per Stappen, .Sacra Liturgia (Mechlin,

Stimart. Sacra1904).

lHurr/ire

I.

A.

Cerenza, Diocese of.
Cerignola, Diocese of.
AND ClRIGNOLA.

J.

SCHULTE.

See Cariati.
See Ascoli, Satriano

Cerinthus (Gr. Kripirffos). a Gnostic-Ebionite heretic,
contemporary with Si John; against whose errors on
the divinity of Christ the Apostle is said tohave written
We possess no information conthe Fourth Gospel.
cerning this early sectary which reaches back to his
own times. The first mention of his name and de.

scription of his doctrines occur in St. Irenreus (Adv.
riser., I, c. xxvi; III, c. iii, c. xi), written about 170.

Further information is gathered from Presbyter Caius
(c. 210) as quoted by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., Ill,
Hippolytus, in "Philosphoumena", VII, 33
xxviii,2).
Cerinthus
(c. 230), practically transcribes Irenreus.
is referred to by Pseudo-Tertullian in "Adv. Omnes
Hseres", written about 240. A fragment of Dionysius
of Alexandria, taken from "De Promissionibus",
written about 250, is given by Eusebius after his quoTin- most detailed account is
tation from Caius.
given by St. Epiphanius ("Adv. Hares", xxviii,
written about 390), which, however, on account of its
date ami character must be used with some caution.
A good summary is given byTheodoret ("Haer. Fab.",
Cerinthus was an Egypl\, :>, written about 4.50).
tian, and if not by race a Jew, at least he was circumThe exact date of his birth and his death are
cised.
unknown. In Asia he founded a school and gathered
disciples.
No writings of any kind have come down
Cerinthus's doctrines were a strange mixture
to us.
He
in >st icism, Judaism, < 'hiliasm. and Ebionitism.
of
admitted one Supreme Being; but the world was produced by a distinct and far inferior power. He does
not identify this Creator or Demmrgos with the
Jehovah of the Old Testament. Not Jehovah but
the angels have both made the world and given the
These creator-angels were ignorant of the exislaw.
The Jewish law was
tence of the Supreme God.
most sacred, and salvation to be obtained by obedience to its precepts.
Cerinthus distinguished beJesus was mere man, though
tweerj Jesus and Christ.
eminent in holiness. He suffered and died and was
raised from tin
dead, or, as some say Cerinthus
taught, He will be raised from the dead at the Last
Day and all men will rise with Him. At the moment
of baptism, Christ or the Holy Ghost was sent by the
Highest God, and dwelt in Jesus teaching Him, what
not even tin- angels knew, the Unknown God.
This
union between Jesus and Christ continues till the
(

;

1

Passion, when Jesus suffers alone and Christ returns
Cerinthus believed in a happy millento heaven.
lie realized here on earth previous
to thi- resurrection and the spiritual kingdom of God

nium which would

heaven.
Scarcely anything is known of Cerinthus's disciples;
they seem soon to have fused with the Nazareans and
Ebionites and exercised little influence on the bulk of
Christendom, except perhaps through the Pseudoin
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Clementines, the product of Cerinthian and Ebionite
They flourished most in Asia and Galatia.
circles.
Bareille,

in Diet, de Thiol. Cath.,

aneienne de VEglise (Paris,

1907);

s.

I>>.

Hi

v.;

:

>

<

mesne. Hist.

Christ.

Biogr.;

Mansel, The (inostic Heresies of the Fir and Second Cent.
(1875); Davidson, Introductions to X. Test. (18,94), I, 345; II.
245-6; Kunze, De Hist. Gnosticismi Fontihus (Leipzig, 1894).
f

J.

Cerne,

Book

op.

Cerreto-Sannita.

—The

P.

Arendzen.

See Celtic Rite.
See Telese.

word

certitude indicates both a
state of mind and a quality of a proposition, according
This
as we say, "I am certain", or, "It is certain".
distinction is expressed in the technical language of

Certitude.

philosophy by saying that there is subjective certitude and objective certitude. It is worthy of not ice,
as regards the use of English terms, that Newman
reserves the term certitude for the state of mind, and

employs the word

certainty to describe the condition
Certitude is corof the evidence of a proposition.
relative to truth, for truth is the object of the intelKnowledge means knowledge of truth; and
lect.
hence we are in the habit of saying simply of a proposition that "it is certain", to express that it is true,
and that its truth is so evident as legitimately to
produce certitude. Certitude is contrasted with
other states of mind in reference to a proposition: the
state of ignorance, the state of doubt, and the state
The last-named signifies, in the strict
of opinion.
use of the term, the holding of a proposition as probable, although in common parlance it is loosely used
in a wider sense, as in speaking of a man's religious
opinions, meaning not his speculations or theories
about religious questions, but his dogmatic convictions.
Certitude is such assent to the truth of a

Here it is
proposition as excludes all real doubt.
proper to observe a distinction between merely unassent,
the
mere
absence
doubting
i. e.
of doubt, and
an assent that positively excludes doubt, an assent
with which doubt is incompatible. Thus one may
give to a statement in the morning newspaper an
undoubting assent and credence, yet readily withdraw that assent if the statement be contradicted in
the afternoon papers.
Such assent, though undoubting, is not certitude.
But, there is a kind of assent
from which doubt

is not only in fact absent but
absent of necessity, because such assent and doubt
are incompatible.
Such is the assent which one
gives to the truth that he really exists, and that he

feels well or

that

it is

ill, or to the truth of the proposition
impossible for a thing in the same respect

both to be and not to be, or to the moral law, the
existence of God, and the immortality of the soul.

Of these truths we are

certain, and such assent is
properly called certitude. Certitude differs from
opinion in kind, not in degree only; for opinion, that
is assent to the probability of a proposition, regards
the opposite proposition as not more than improba
ble; and therefore opinion is always accompanied
by the consciousness that further evidence may
cause a change of mind in favour of the opposite opinOpinion, therefore, does mil exclude doubt;
ion.
certitude does.
It has been disputed among philosophers whether certitude is susceptible of degrees,

whether we may rightly say (hat our certitude of
one truth is greater than our certitude of another
truth.
In Zigliara's judgment, this question may
easily be solved if a distinction is made between the
exclusion of doubt (in which our various certitudes
of different truths are all equal, and by which they
are all equally marked off in kind from opinion) and
the positive firmness of assent, which may be more
intense in one case than in another, though in both
it be equally true that we are certain.
And. in fact,
if we examine experience on this point, it
is clear
that our certitude of a self-evident truth, e. g. of
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any human

science.

it is

In the first
divided into metaphysical, physical, and

moral certitude. Metaphysical certitude is that with
which self-evidently necessary truth is known, or
necessary truth demonstrated from self-evident truth.
The demonstrative sciences, such as geometry, possess metaphysical certitude.
The contingent fact
of one's own existence, or of one's present state of
feeling, is known with metaphysical certitude.
Physical certitude is that which rests upon the laws of

nature.
These laws are not absolutely unchangeable,
but subject to the will of the Creator; they are
not self-evident nor demonstrable from self-evident
truth; but they are constant, and discoverable as
laws by experience, so that the future may be inferred from the past, or the distant from the present.
It is with physical certitude that a man knows that
he shall die, that food will sustain life, that electricity
will furnish motive power.
Astronomers know beforehand with physical certitude the date of an
eclipse or of a transit of Venus.
Moral certitude is
that with which judgments are formed concerning
human character and conduct for the laws of human
nature are not quite universal, but subject to occasional exceptions.
It is moral certitude which we
generally attain in the conduct of life, concerning,
for example, the friendship of others, the fidelity of
a wife or a husband, the form of government under
which we live, or the occurrence of certain historical
events, such as the Protestant Reformation or the
:

French Revolution. Though almost any detail in
may be made a subject of dispute, espewhen we enter the region of motives and try
to trace cause and effect, and though almost any one
of the witnesses may be shown to have made some
mistake or misrepresentation, yet the occurrence of
the events, taken in the mass, is certain.
Father
John Rickaby (First Principles of Knowledge) observes that certitude is not necessarily exclusive of
all misgiving whatsoever (such as the thought of the
these events
cially

bare possibility that we may lie mistaken, for we are
not infallible), but of all solid, reasonable misgivings.
certitude is used by some philosophers
in a wider sense, to include an assent in matters of
conduct, given not <>n purely intellectual grounds of
evidence, but through the virtue of prudence and
the influence of the will over the intellect, because
we judge that doubt would not be wise. In such a
case, we know that an opinion or a course of action
would ho right as a rule, let us Bay, in nine- cases out
of ten, though we cannot shut our eyes to the possi-

The term moral

which we are considerlie the exceptional ease in which such a
judgment would 1"- wrong
Other philosophers say
that in such a case we are not certain, but only judge
it wise to act as if we were certain, and put doubts
aside because useless.
But it seems clear that in
such a case we are certain of something, whether
that something be described as the truth of a propoThis
sition or the wisdom of a course of action.
certitude might perhaps better be called practical
.since
it mainly concerns action.
Hence, it
Certitude,
is said that in cases in which it is necessary to act, in
which great issues are involved, and yet the evidence,

bility that (lie particular case

ing nun/

when

would seem to amount to
no more than a higher probability for one course than
for another, the standard of judgment, or criterion,
is the judicium prudentis viri, the judgment of a wise
man, whose mind is unclouded by passion or prejudice, and who has some knowledge derived from
experience of similar cases. Such a judgment is
totally different from the spirit of the gambler's
throw, which is reckless not only of certainty but
even of probability.
logically set forth,

Certitude

is

likewise divided into natural certitude

(termed also direct, or spontaneous) and philosophNatural certitude is that which belongs to
"common sense", or the spontaneous working of the
judgment, which is common to all men not idiots or
insane.
This certitude belongs chiefly to self-evident truth and to the truths necessary for the conduct of life. e. g. the existence of other beings besides
ourselves, the duties existing between husband and
wife, parents and children, the existence of a Supreme
Being deserving of reverence. To these and similar
truths the mind comes with certitude, without any
special education, in the ordinary course of life in
ical.

There are several kinds of certitude.
place,
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the axioms of geometry, is greater than our certitude
of a proposition demonstrated by a long and complex series of proofs, and that our certitude of such
a fact as our own existence or our own state of feeling (gladness or health) is greater than our certitude
of the existence, for instance, of a republican form
of government in this country, though we are certain in
both cases. We are more certain when we assent to a
truth as certain which falls in with our inclination than
when we are forced to a conviction. It should be
noted, too, that in the common opinion of theologians
there is a greater certitude in Divine faith than in

human

society.
Philosophical (or scientific) certithat which results from a process of reflection,
of the evidence for and against our
convictions, a perception of the reasons which support them and of the objections which may be urged
against them, together with an examination of the
powers and the limits of the human intelligence.
The term natural certitude is sometimes used in
another sense, in contradistinction from the certitude of Divine faith, which is supernatural certitude,
and which, according to theologians generally, is
greater than any degree of certitude to be had in
science, because it rests not upon human reason, which
is liable to be mistaken, but upon the authority of God,
who cannot err. (St. Thomas, Summa, I,Q. i,a. 5.)
A great part of philosophy is taken up with the
questions whether certitude is possible, what is the
extent of the sphere of certain knowledge, and by
what tests or criteria truth may be certainly distinguished from falsehood, so that we may know when
we have a right to be certain. A few philosophers
in ancient and modern times have, seriously or not,
denied the possibility of attaining certitude on any
subject whatsoever, and professed universal scepticism.
Such are Nicholas of Cusa, Montaigne, Charron, and Bayle, the last of whom aimed at producing
the impression that everything is disputable by showing that everything is disputed.
Literally universal
scepticism is impossible, for it is a profession of
knowledge to assert that nothing can be known, and
to believe that there can be no belief.
It is thus a
contradiction in terms. A sceptic should in consistency be sceptical as to his own scepticism; but
no attention would be given to such a sceptic unless
as one attends, for amusement, to a jester.
Nevertheless, universal scepticism may practically produce
pernicious consequences, because its universality is
overlooked, and its arguments are viewed as if they
applied only to some particular sphere in which the
reader (if it so be) is tempted to doubt.
Thus.
sceptical objections against the principle of causation may be employe,! against the proofs for the
existence of God. while the reader is not warned, and
does not remember, that they would equally avail
against taking food and sleep for the restoration of
strength, or against the anticipation that the sun
It should be added that some
will rise to-morrow.
Christian apologists, in endeavouring to prove the
necessity of Divine revelation, have used language
differing but little from that of scepticism, to the
disparagement of human reason. A noted example
is Suet, "Traite de la faiblesse de J'esprit hunuiin"

tude

is

upon an analysis

(Paris, 1723).

What

ia

more common than a profession

of univer-
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a scepticism as to the possibility of
Many who have no doubt as
philosophic certitude.
to natural certitude, or the certitude acquirable by
natural,
spontaneous action of
sense",
the
"common
the unsophisticated mind, regard philosophy as more
questions
than
settle them, anil to
open
to
apt to
This seems to
raise objections than to solve them.
position
of
Pascal,
who says: "Reason
been
the
have
confounds dogmatists, ami nature confounds sceptics"; and, "The heart has reasons of its own which
This seems to
the understanding does not know".
have been the position also of a very different man,
David Hume, who says: "Fortunately since reason
is incapable "I dis h lling these clouds, nature herself
suffices for that purpose and cures me of this philosophical delirium" (Treatise on Human Nature, I,
He said to a friend who spoke to him concern297).
ing the future life and the existence of God: "Though
I throw out my speculations to entertain the learned
and metaphysical world, yet in other things I do not
think so differently from the rest of the world, as
you imagine." And he gives his idea of scepticism
in a remark upon Berkeley's arguments against the
real externality of the sensible world: "That these
sal scepticism is

arguments are in reality merely sceptical appears
from this, that they admit, of no answer, and produce no conviction: their only effect is to cause that
momentary amazement and irresolution and confusion, which is the result of scepticism." (Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding, ch. xii, note 4.) Kant s
system, which denies that the speculative reason can
attain to real knowledge, and admits only practical
certitude, and consequently denies the possibility of
any system of metaphysical philosophy, is virtually
It
needless to say that, in
is
the same view.
philosopher, such a view is self-contradictory.
a
Kant's "Critique of Pure Reason", as well as his
other works, was an exercise of the speculative
If certitude of knowledge is not obtainable
reason.
on any subject by the speculative reason, how could
he indulge in such positive and dogmatic proposiIf we consider this view of philosophy, as it
tions?
is held by some men of sense and virtue, who point
to the disputations and wranglings of philosophers,
the variety of opinions, the number of infidel philosophers, and the general suspicion felt by earnestly
religious people, the answer to it is, that this view
has some measure of truth, but is a great exaggeration.
It
is quite true that
philosophical inquiries
concerning morals and religion, if not conducted
with proper moral dispositions, an- likely to terminate
in doubt.
If there be any bias, whether conscious or
unconscious, against the obligations of morality and
religion, there can of course be only one issue.
If
the understanding seeks to know everything: if it
rejects facts,
font

however

well attested, because it does
so; if it will accept no truth,

they can be

however firmly demonstrated, unless the harmony
system can be madi
clear; if the mind makes itself "the measure of possibility; if it claims to see through and through the
universe, and its origin, and its end; if it refuses to
submit to mystery, or to acknowledge that it is
limited; and
cannot know everything,
it
will proudly not consent to know anything, of
course with such a disposition philosophizing cannot
in philosophic certitude.
Hut that is not the
fault of philosophy, nor of reason: and the abuse
cannot take away the use, but only be a warning
lie misuse of philosophy.
Methodic doubt", that is, provisional doubt of
every truth, was put forward l.\ Di cartes as the
propercour.se for the discovery of truth.
This philosopher teaches that in ord. r to be certain of the truth
of our convictions we should begin by doubting
everything, except one thing: "I think, and therelb professes to hold that every other
fore 1 mi"
with every other part of

il

t

a
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He suggests
truth may be doubted and needs proof.
that we may doubt whether we can discover the
truth on any other point whatsoever, for it may
appear possible that we have been created by a
malign or mischievous being, who so constituted our
mind that we must invariably be mistaken. The
Cartesian method is self-contradictory. To make
the supposition that possibly the human intellect
cannot know the truth, on any point whatsoever,
is to assume that this supposition may be true,
and that there is such a tiling as truth, and that it
can be known. To attempt to disprove the supposition, to undertake to show the veracity of the
cognitive faculties, presupposes their veracity or
power of knowing the truth on some points at least.
In fact, Descartes proved the veracity of the cognitive faculties from the veracity of God.
The
veracity of God, however, is known as the result of
a demonstration of some length and complexity;
and the undertaking of such demonstration shows
a previous belief in the power of the mind to disIn fact, the very doubt on sucha
cover the truth.
subject is a self-contradiction; for doubt as well as
certitude is correlated to truth.
To doubt whether
a particular view may not be false is to suspect that
the opposite may be true.
To doubt that the intellect can know any truth is to question whether it
may not be true that we are ignorant. Hut this
implies that there is such a thing as truth, and that
the truth, at least about our own power of knowing,
can be discovered.
Without such a presupposition,
thought cannot, be carried on at all. Nor is it a
blind presupposition, or animal instinct.
For in the
perception of first principles, or truths evident by
their own light, there is implicit the perception dial
there is such a thing as truth and knowledge.
The
error in Descartes' method is its exaggeration.
It
is wise to be on our guard against the prejudices, or
opinions, peculiar to a particular time and place,
the place of birth or education, the class or party
to which our early associations have attached us;
but the principles which are self-evident, or which
are accepted by the human race, should be exempted
from doubt.
It must be remembered, too, that lite
Church teaches that a Catholic cannot without sin
entertain doubts against the Faith:
though, of
course, he may lawfully doubt whether it is true that
a particular doctrine is taught by tin- Church, or
whether he has correctly apprehended what the
Church intends to teach, and whether a particular
teacher expounds it correctly or, again, he may
investigate the evidences of Christianity and of
Catholicism, and may doubt whether a particular
argument is valid proof, lint the method of doubt,
taken as a whole, has been condemned by the
Church.
Since, then, some things can be known with certitude, some things can be seen to be probable, and
some things must remain forever a matter of doubt;
and since the human reason is liable to error, the
need has been fell for some criterion or criteria by
which we may know that we really know, and by
which genuine certitude concerning the truth may
be distinguished from the spurious certitude of
delusion.
The proper lest of truth is evidence, whether the
evidence of a truth in itself or by participation in
the evidence of some other truth from which it is
proved.
Many truths, indeed, have io be accepted
on authority; but then it has to be made evident
that such authority is legitimate, is capable of knowing the truth, and is qualified to teach in the particular department in which il is accepted.
Many truths
which are at first accepted on authority may afterwards be made evident to the reason of the di
Such in fact is the ordinary way in which learning
and science are acquired. The error of Donald's
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system of Traditionalism (which was condemned by
the Church) consists in its exaggeration, in its main-

anathema of the contradictory proposition (ibid.,
can. i).
The condemnation of the Agnostic position

taining that the truths of natural religion are known
solely on authority, that each generation simply
inherits them from the preceding, and that unless
they had been revealed to the first parents of the race

concerning

human reason never could have discovered them.
If we take the cognitive faculties, one by one, the
senses are not in themselves deceived concerning their
proportionate object, but owing to circumstances
they are so liable to deception that they need the
The nature of
vigilant supervision of the reason.
sensible phenomena is not their object, but that of
the reason. It should be remembered, however,
that the scientific theories concerning the nature of
sound, of colour anil light, and of heat, have been
thought out by the aid of data furnished by the
senses, and therefore confirm the trustworthiness of
the senses within certain limits. That men of science
have no doubt as to the reality of extension, figure,
movement, and space, any more than of force, is
shown by their discussions concerning atoms, elecConsciousness is infallible as to the
trons, and ions.
fact of its present states, e. g. that I am feeling
warm, or well, or that I am thinking. The memory
often errs, but often is trusted with certitude. Reason,
within a narrow sphere, is infallible, viz. in the perception of self-evident truth, e. g. that whatever is
is, that every movement or change must have a
cause, that things equal to the same are equal to
each other. Truths which are clearly and easily
deducible from self-evident truth share in their
Next to such certitude, we may place
certitude.
the certainty of truths affirmed by the whole human
especially as regards practical principles.
race,
"That which seems to all men, this we say is; and
he who rejects this ground of belief will not easily
assign a more solid one" (Aristotle, Ethics, X, ii).
Universal consent is not, however, the sole criterion.
To make it such was the error of Lamennais. Besides the truths resting on self-evidence (or easy
deduction from it) and those resting on the authority
of the human race, there is a considerable body of
truth which each man of average intelligence comes
to know with certitude in the course of his life.
Most of these truths are first learned upon authority
and afterwards verified by one's own reflection or
experience.
It may even be said that a practical
Christian in the course of his life has by experiential
verification an additional moral certitude of the
truth of revelation, since he has experience of the
power of the Christian religion to sustain the soul
against temptation and to strengthen every virtuous
and noble aspiration.

God may be studied in the Encyclical
"Paseendi gregis dominici", in which the subject is
admirably treated.
That "the freedom of the human will and the
spirituality of the soul may be known with certainty,
by the natural light of the reason", is a truth which
the pope, approving of a decree of the Sacred Congregation of the Index, obliged Bonnetty, editor of
the "Annales de philosophic chretienne", in 1855, to
subscribe (Denzinger, "Enchiridion", n. 1506).
It
would seem that these truths concerning the human
soul are also in some measure implied in the definition
and anathema cited above, concerning our knowledge
God; for the attributes of God are known by the
natural reason only, through the things that are
made; and therefore freedom and morality must be
known to be attributes of some creature before they
can be attributed to God.
The limitation of natural knowledge and certitude
has been repeatedly asserted by the process of placing books upon the Index, by the "condemnation"
of propositions, by papal Briefs, and finally by a
dogmatic decree, which alone is sufficient, viz: that
of the Vatican Council (De Fide, cap. iv) which declares that "there are two orders of knowledge, distinct both in their source and their object; distinct
in their source, for the truths of one order are known
by natural reason, and those of the other by faith in
divine revelation; and distinct in their object, because, over and above the truths naturally attainable, there are proposed to our belief mysteries hidden
in God, which can be known through divine revelation alone".
This solemn affirmation is supported
by an anathema against any one who shall deny that
there is an order of knowledge higher than the natural, or who shall say that man can naturally by
progress attain at length to the knowledge of all
truth (De Revelat., can. iii). Moreover, even as regards the natural knowledge of God, the Vatican
Council teaches that "truths not unattainable by the
natural light of the human reason have, by divine
mercy, been revealed in order that they may be
known by all easily, and with certainty, and without
any admixture of error" (De Fide, cap. ii).
As regards certitude concerning the fact of Divine
revelation, the Vatican Council teaches that the
proofs are not, indeed, such as to make assent intellectually necessary (De Fide, cap. iii and can. v),
but that they are sufficient to make the belief
"agreeable to reason" (rationi consentaneum), being
"most certain and accommodated to the intelligence

of

this subject

Anathema is pronounced
cap. iii).
shall say that Divine revelation
cannot be made credible by "external signs" but
only by "inner experience or personal inspiration"
(De Fide, can. iii), and against any one who shall say
that "miracles are not possible", or that "miracles
can never in any case be certainly known" to be

ing ecclesiastics. or teachers in Catholic institutions,
or editors of Catholic periodicals to subscribe some
proposition; (2) by "condemning" a proposition extract.''! from some work, in the sense in which it is
found in that work; (3) dogmatically, by a solemn
affirmation of some truth or the anathematization
When a proposition is "condemned"
of a falsehood.
or anathematized, th>' contradictory (not the contrary) proposition is asserted as true.
Concerning (In- sphere of certitude in religion,
"Holy Mother Church holds and teaches that God,
the first cause (prineipium) and last end of all things,
may be known with certainty, by the natural light
of the human reason, through the medium of things
1" (Vatican Council. Constitut. de Fide Cath.,
cap ii); an.l this affirmation is supported by an

1890);

The Teaching of the Church Concerning Cer-

—

titude. The Church pronounces judgment concerning the sphere of certitude, not so much for the sake
of speculative knowledge, as in the interest of religion

and morality.

The mind

of the

Church upon

is manifested (1) by placing books dealing with the question upon the Index, or by oblig-

Ir ide,

of all"

(De

against

any one who

such, or that "by miracles the divine origin of the
Christian religion cannot be properly proved" (rite
It is, then, moral certiprobari; De Fide, can. iv).
tude that is attainable by the reason as to the fact
The certitude of faith is superof Divine revelation.
natural, being due to Divine grace, and is superior
not merely to moral certitude, but to the certitude of
physical science, and to that of the demonstrative
sciences.
When it is a question whether any particular truth is contained within the deposit of revelation, the certainty of faith can be obtained only
from the authority of the "teaching Church", but a
human certitude may !>< obtained by arguments
drawn from the inferior and subordinate authorities
.such as the Fathers and the "Schola Theologica".

John Rickaby, The First Principles of Knowledge (London,
Newman, Grammar of Assent (London. 1870); \V. G.
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Certosa.

Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de, Spanish author,
b. at Alcala <li' Benares, Spain, in 1547; d. at Madrid,
Of Cervantes it may be most truly
23 April, 1616.
said that the narrative of his life is no less fraught with
interest than the most exciting novel of adventure.
He received the best part of his early training in a
school at Madrid conducted by the cleric, Juan Lopez
Despite sundry affirmations to the conde Hoyos.
trary effect by this or that biographer, he does not
seem to have attended any of the universities then
However, as was the ease with
flourishing in Spain.
many of the leading Spanish spirits of the age, he had
early an opportunity to perfect his training by a sojourn in the land where the movement of the Renaissance had begun, for when but twenty-one years of
age, he became attached to the suite of an Italian
prelate who was on a mission to the Spanish (curt.
With this ecclesiastic, later Cardinal Acquaviva, he
went to Rome. Once in Italy he doubtless began
straightway to familiarize himself with Italian litera-

knowledge of which is so readily discernible in
own productions. He did not find the service of
the cardinal to his liking, for in a short time he was
figuring as a simple volunteer among the Spanish
troops that played a part in the campaign against the
Turks.
He fought bravely on board a vessel in the
great battle of Lepanto in 1571, and was shot through
the left hand in such a way that he never after had the
entire use ol it.
ture a

his

When his wound was healed he engaged in another
campaign, one directed against the Moslem in Northern Africa, and then after living a while longer in Italy
he finally determined to return home. Hut the ship
on which he was making the trip back to Spain was
by

who took him,

with his fellow
There he spent five years, uncaptives, to Algiers.
dergoing great sufferings, some of which seem to be
reflected in the episode of the "Captive" in "Hon
Quixote", and in scenes of the play, "El trato de
Unsuccessful in several attempts at an esArgel".
cape, he was at last ransomed just when he was in
Had
great danger of being sent to Constantinople.
he really been taken there, the world would probably
the
imperishable
be now without its greatest novel,
Back once more
of the Knight of La Maneha.
said, but on no too certain evidence, to have spent a year or two in military sen ice.
However that may be, he was certainly engaged in
literary pursuits from 1582 on; for about this time, a
affair—his attachment to Catalina de Palacios,
whom he soon made his wife gave the impulse to the
This
first literary work to bring him public notice.
[red

corsairs,
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mentioned, and the impassioned tragedy, "NuraanThis latter is the best of all his dramas and
cia".
yet, correctly appreciated, it is rather a powerful
patriotic declamation than a piece of real scenic ex-

was not printed until 1784.
did in the years directly following the time
of becoming a great
dramatic poet is hardly clear.
It is safe to assume
that he was in sore straits, or he would nut have been
content to earn his livelihood as a collector of taxes
in the province of Granada. An irregularity in his accounts, one due rather to some subordinate than to
himself, led to his incarceration for a while during
1597 at Seville.
If a remark which Cervantes himself
makes in the prologue of "Don Quixote" is to be
taken literally, the idea of the work, though hardly
the writing of its "First Tart", as some have maintained, occurred to him in prison.
At all events, during this period of tribulation he must have been evolving in his mind the great work of fiction soon to be
published as "El ingenioso hidalgo Don Quijote de
La Maneha", whereof the first part was printed in
1605.
(The English spelling, "Quixote", transliterates an early Spanish spelling with "x", current
atatime wdien "x" ami "j" werestill frequentlyinterchanged. On etymological grounds the "x" represents
the original sound.)
The vogue obtained by Cervantes's story led to the
publication of a continuation of it by an unknown
who masquerades under the name of Fernandez Avellaneda.
In self-defence Cervantes produced his own
continuation, or "Second Part", of "Don Quixote",
which made its appearance some ten years after the
fust part.
Two years before this event, that is, in
1613, he put forth a Collection of tales, the "Novelas
cjcmplares", some of which had been written earlier.
Not included in the original form of the " Exemplary
Tales" is the novelette. "La tia fingida" (The Fictitious Aunt), now often printed with them.
Some
critics would deny it to Cervantes, and it appears not
to have been printed until 1814.
On the whole, the
"Novelas ejemplares" are worthy of the fame of
ten antes: they bear the same stamp of genius as the
" Don Quixote".
The picaroon strain, already made
familiar in Spain by the "Lazarillo de Tormes" and
its successors, appears in one or another of them,
especially in the "Rineonete y Cortadillo", which is
the best of all.
The remaining works of our author
cellence.

It

What he

when he renounced the hope

I

embrace

his

"Entremeses"

(Interludes), little

di

matic trifles not wholly negligible; the "Viajc del
Parnaso", a rhymed review of contemporary poets.
written in tcrza rima; and the "Persiles y Sigismunda", a novel of adventurous travel completed

and the

just before his death.
For the world at large, interest in Cervantes centres
particularly in "Don Quixote", and this has been
It is
regarded chiefly as a novel of purpose.
again and again that he wrote it in order to ridicule
the romances of chivalry and to destroy the popularity of a form of literature which for much more than
a century had engrossed the attention of a large proportion of those who could read among his countrymen,
and which had been communicated by them to the ignorant. Byron has taken a very tragic view of he results
wrought by the Spanish romancer; according to him:

inventiveness and some depth of real emotion on the
part of its author.
Cervantes next turned his attention to the drama,
hoping to derive an income from that source; but the
failed to achieve their purplays which
In the main they show that he was out 01 his
pose.
element in purveying for the stage, that he lacked
dramatic instinct and had never mastered the details
He is least infeliciof the technic of dramatic art.
tous in two of his plays, the "Trato de Argel", already

Cervantes smiled Spain's chivalry away.
And therefore have his volumes done such harm,
That all their glory, as a composition,
Was dearly purchased by his land's perdition.
(Don Juan, XIII, 11.) Then
of truth, and
much exaggeration in Byron's statement It Is true that
the Spanish writer set out with he purpose of assailing
the books of chivalry; the friend whom he introduces
into the prologue of the work asserts that from the beginning to end it is an attack upon them.
Mon
these works had long called for attack. The countless novels of knightly daring which had followed

i-:

—

ner

"

ralatea ". a pastoral romance after the manalready established in the peninsula by the

was the

(

"Meninae moca"in Portuguese of Bernardim

Ribeiro,

" I liana enamorada " of Jorge de Montemayor.
It is inferior to the " Diana" and as artificial as most
works of its kind, still it exhibits a certain power of

I

I

.
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ing them, she clung too closely to the medieval past.
Serious historians had cried out against them, so had
scholars, theologians, preachers and mystics, and yet
many, even the greatest in the land, continued to be
no less ardent admirers of them than the innkeeper in
For administrative
the first part of " Don Quixote".
reasons, the Emperor Charles V felt compelled in
1553 to forbid the introduction of the chivalrous
romances into the American Indies, and this law the
Spanish Parliament would fain have extended to
Spain itself in 155S, in order to penalize the further
publication of works of the class. But, up to 1602, the
novels of knight-errantry continued to appear in constantly new although weaker forms, for this was the
date of the "Don Policisne de Beocia" of Juan de
Silva. Three years later, Cervantes's book was published, and it instantly accomplished what all previous
agitation had failed to achieve, for after its appearance
no new chivalresque romance was issued, and the reprinting of the old ones practically ceased.
Now, granting that Cervantes gave the coup de
grace to the books of chivalry, we must not overlook
the consideration that the lasting value of " Don
Quixote" is not to be sought in the fact that it killed
the taste for the medieval stories of chivalrous adventure, which it parodied with fatal efficiency, but
rather in the fact that the author acliieved something
immeasurably greater than what he had premediHe wrote a novel which as a social document
tated.
has never been surpassed in the annals of narrative
fiction, one in which the main interest is found in the
behaviour of the two contrasting, yet mutually com-

Elementary, figures of Don Quixote and his squire,
ancho Panza, thrown by their creator into contact
with a world of materialism, where but scanty respect
To say that
is entertained for the idealistic past.
the decline of Spain is in any way attributable to the
success of "Don Quixote" is only Byronic hyperbole;
independently of the existence of this marvellous
product of the fancy of the genius named Miguel de
Cervantes, Spain's loss of its former power is amply
explained by political, social, and moral phenomena
of various kinds.
From time to time there come forward those who
persist in believing that " Don Quixote" was intended
to satirize certain important noble personages of the
It was aimed at the Duke of Lerma, say some;
time.
at the Duke of Medina Sidonia, say others. This
latter idea was echoed in England by Defoe in the
preface to his "Serious Reflections during the Life,

and Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe"
The sober fact is that no foundation exists
(1720).
for any such interpretations of the author's purpose.
In the episodical by-plays, in one or another intercalated tale such as that of Lucinda and Cardenio,
there may be veiled references, satirical or not, to
noted characters of the time, but we have no reason
to suppose that underlying " Don Quixote" as a whole
there is any serious satirical purpose other than to
attack the romances of pseudo-chivalry. The book
was probably intended by Cervantes chiefly as a
work of entertainment; as such it succeeded in his
time, and as such it still elicits the enthusiastic interest of constantly increasing generations of readers.
The many attempts that have been made to detect
didact ic purposes of different kinds in bis or h.it byThose
factor of the novel may be regarded as futile.
ma are far asl ray who suppose that Cervantes
meant to assail the Inquisition, to attack the firmly
devotion to the Blessed Virgin, or to deride
the clergy as a class.
During its author's lifetime, the first part of the
novel passed hrough at least nine editions in Spanish.
t

I

t
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worthy " Amadis de Gaula"
had obtained an unwonted vogue and had created an
air of false idealism which tended to leave Spain unduly in the rear of advancing civilization, for, cherish-

wake

in the

t

The

went all over Northern
By that date it was known in England, and
was promptly placed under contribution by the
English playwrights. Thus Middleton utilized it,
Ben Jonson and Fletcher drew matter from it, and
there is even a tradition that Shakespere collaborated
with Fletcher in the composition of a play based on
one of its episodes. That a stranger should, in view of
the success achieved by the book, conceive the idea of
edition of Brussels, 1607,

Europe.

it

writing a sequel to it is not surprising; Cervantes, in
fact, invited a continuation of it in the closing words
Notwithstanding tliis, he became
of his first part.
indignant when the so-called "Avellaneda" published his prolongation of the adventures of Don
Quixote and Sancho Panza, and he bestirred himself
to furnish his own rounding out of the story and to
make all other spurious sequels impossible by killing
As to the personality back of the pseuoff his hero.

donym "Avellaneda" many surmises have been
made; Lope de Vega has been suggested, so have
Tirso de Molina and Juan Ruiz de Alarcon, but all
proposed identifications have to be rejected. Whoever "Avellaneda" was, it must be said in simple
justice to him that his literary merits are not slight,
and that those critics err who seek to minimize them.

He

certainly reveals much narrative power, considerable humour, a mastery of dialogue, and a forcible
style.
Of the two parts written by Cervantes, the
first has ever remained the favourite. The second part
is inferior to it in humorous effect; but, nevertheless,
the second part shows more constructive insight, better delineation of character, an improved style, and
more realism and probability in its action. The influence exerted by the glorious work has been enorfor what modern man of genius has not read it?
the more immediately imitative writings may
be mentioned: in French, Charles Sorel's "Berger extravagant" and Marivaux's " Pharsimond"; in English, Butler's " Hudibras", Mrs. Charlotte Lennox's
"The Female Quixote", and Smollett's " Sir Launcelot
Greaves"; in German, Wieland's "Don Silvio RoEnglish and French playwrights have borsala".
rowed liberally also from the "Exemplary Tales",
Hardy, Fletcher, Massinger, and Rowley, to mention
but a few, are much indebted to them.
As a story, the "Persiles y Sigismunda", just completed at the time of Cervantes's death, and published
posthumously, is less interesting than his other narThe element of adventurous travel Inrative works.
sea and land, of which much is made in the late Greek
romances, is prominent here; it contains a bewildering
entanglement of love episodes, and the characters
are always narrating interminable tales which delay
the progress of the action. As a result the work is
too prolix and becomes somewhat tedious despite the
exuberance of fancy and fertility of resource that

mous,

Among

Its rhetoric is more pompous, and
characterize it.
in general there is in it greater elaboration of style
was
wont to show in his compositions.
than Cervantes
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and notes valuable to the historian and archaeologist.
Not less interesting is the "Tiimulo Imperial de la
gran Ciudad de Mexico", printed 1560, and reprinted
in 1886 by Ycazbalceta in his "Bibliograffa".
It
refers to the funeral honours celebrated at Mexico
on the occasion of the death of Charles V, and gives
not only a minute description of the ceremonies,
but of the decorations and temporary structures
for the

occasion, with one fairly executed
For the customs of the times ft is highly
The " Dialogos" were published at Mexico
in 1554 in the original Latin, and in 1875 Ycazbalrepublished them in Latin, with an excellent
cel
Spanish translation and valuable notes. Cervantes
has left several other works, mostly of a theological
nature, and it is known that he also "wrote a " History
of Mexico" which is lost, but was highly praised by
those who were able to consult the manuscript.
raised
plate.

valuable.
.
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Cervia,

Diocese of (Cerviensis). suffragan

Ravenna.
venna,

Cervia

is

a city

in the

of

province of Rain a

on the ancient Via Flaminia
marshy district not far from the sea. It was
Italy,

called

anciently Phknchr, but took its present name before
997, perhaps after the destruction of the city by lire
in 708.
Its political vicissitudes are more or less the
same as those of Ravenna. During the episcopate of
Bishop Rustico (1210), Cervia was placed under an
interdict for its maltreatment of an envoy of the

Archbishop of Ravenna.
of Cervia

Si.

is

The

Gerontius.

first

He was

known Bishop
returning with

Viticanus,
Bishop of Cagli, from the
Roman
council held In 501
to treat accusations made
against Pope Symmachus. when he was assaulted
and killed by bandits. (The legend says •heretics",
perhaps Goths, or more probably Ileruli. of the
army of Odoacer.)
His relics are venerated at
Cagli.
Other bishops worthy of mention were: the
iap Pietro Barbo (1440), later Pope Paul II:
Bonifacio Bevilacqua (1601), afterwards Cardinal,
and an intimate friend of Gregory XV, who made him
Duke of Fornano. The diocese has a population of
12,696, with 12 parishes. 26 churches and chapels,
43 secular priests, and
religious house of women.
1
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Venice, lsll), II. 557-78;

Cenni Slorici (Bologna.
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Cesalpino (('.ksm.pim-si. Axdrka. physician, philosopher, and naturalist, distinguished above all as a
botanist, b. at Axezzo in Tuscany, Italy. 6 June. 1519;
d. at Rome, 23 February, 1603.
For his studies at
the University of Pisa his instructor in medicine was
R. Colombo (d. 1559), and in botany the celebrated
Luca Ghini (d. 1556)
\iter completing his course
III
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Cervantes, Salazar Francisco, b. at Toledo,
Spain, probably in 1513 or 1514, went to Mexico in
1550, died there in 1575.
He deserves mention,
especially as one of the first professors of t he University of Mexico, established by order of Charles
CerV, and opened formally, 25 January, 1553.
vantes occupied the chair of rhetoric. He wrote
several important works on the history of the city
of Mexico and the province of New Spain in general.
In Spain he was a professor at the University of
i.-ima.
He was a man of solid learning and of
considerable influence during his lifetime. Of his
numerous writings the " Dialogos Latinos" are
best known.
They give in three parts a description
of the young city of Mexico as it was about 1554,

he taught philosophy, medicine, and botany for many
years at the same university, besides making botanical explorations in various parts of Italy.
At this
time the first botanical gardens in Europe were laid
out; the earliest tit Padua, in 1546; the next at Pisa
in 1547 by Ghini, who was its first, director.
Ghini
was succeeded by Cesalpino, who had charge of the
Pisan garden 1554-1558. When far advanced in
years Cesalpino accepted a call to Rome as professor
of medicine at the Sapienza and physician to Pope
Clement VIII. It is not positively certain whether
he also become the chief superintendent of the Roman
botanical garden which had been laid out about 1566
by one of his most celebrated pupils, Michele Mercati
(1541-1593).
All of Cesalpino's writings show the
man of genius and the profound tliinker. His style,
it is true, is often heavy, yet in spite of the scholastic
form in which his works are cast, passages of great
beauty often occur. Modern botanists and physiologists who are not acquainted with the writings of
Aristotle find Cesalpino's books obscure; their failure
to comprehend them has frequently misled them in
their judgment of his achievement.
No comprehensive summing up of the results of Cesalpino's investigations, founded on a critical study of all his works,
has appeared, neither has there been a complete edition of his writings.
Seven of these are positively
known, and most of the seven have been printed
several times, although none have appeared since the
seventeenth century. In the following list the date
of publication given is that of the first edition.
His

most important philosophical work

"Qusestionum

is

peripatctiearum libri V" (Florence, 1569). Cesalpino
proves himself in this to be one of the most eminent
ami original students of Aristotle in the sixteenth
century.
His writings, however, show traces of the
influence of Averroes, hence he is an Averroistic
Aristotelean; apparently he was also inclined to
Pantheism, consequently he was included, later, in
the Spinozists before Spinoza. A Protestant opponent of Aristotelean views. Nicholas Taurellus (d.
1606, at Altdorf),

who

called

is

"the

first

German

philosopher", wrote several times against Cesalpino.
of Taurellus entitled "Alpes csesae", etc.
(Frankfort, 1597), is entirely devoted to combating
the opinions of Cesalpino, as the play on the name
Nearly one hundred years later
Csesalpinus shows.
Cesalpino's views were again attacked, this time by
an Englishman, Samuel Parker (d. 1688), in a work
entitled; " Disputationes de Deo et providentia di-

The work

.in a

\

i
<

London, 1678).
alpino repeatedly asserted the steadfastness of
I

his Catholic principles and his readiness to acknowledge the falsity of any philosophical opinions ex-

pounded by him as Aristotelean doctrine, which
should be contrary to revelation. In Italy he was in
high favour both with the secular and spiritual rulers.
Cesalpino's physiological investigations concerning
the circulation of the bl
are mII known, but even
up to the present time tbej have ben as often over\n examination of the
estimated as undervalued,
various passages in his writings which bear upon the
question shows that although it must be said that
Cesalpino had penetrate, further into the secret of
the Circulation of the blood than any other physiologist before William Harvey, still he had not attained
to a thorough knowledge, founded on anatomical research, of the entire course of the blood. Resides the
work "Qusestionum peripatctiearum " already mentioned, reference should be made to "QuSBBtiomim
I

I

medicarum libri duo"

(Venici
1593
and to his most
"De plantis libri XVI" (Floriniido Sesalpino immortal; tin- date of its publication. 1583, is one of the
most important in the history of botany before I.innaus. Tln> permission to print tie- book is dated 27
September, 1581.
The work is dedicated to the

important publication

(

CESARINI
Grand Duke Francesco
tion and the indexes,

de' Medici

many and Bohemia, where

including dedica-

devoted Humanist, while his private life was marked
by sanctity and austerity. In 1426 Martin V created
him cardinal and sent hirn to Germany to preach a
crusade against the reformers who were committing
grievous excesses there.
After the failure of this
appeal to arms Cesarini was made President of the
Council of Basle in which capacity he successfully
resisted the efforts of Eugene IV to dissolve the
council, though later (1437) he withdrew from the
opposition, when he perceived that they were more
anxious to humiliate the pope than to accomplish
When the reunited council assembled at
reforms.
Ferrara he was made head of the commission appointed to confer with the Hussites and succeeded at
In 1439, owing to
least in winning their confidence.
a plague, the council was transferred from Ferrara to
Florence, where Cesarini continued to play a prominent part in the negotiations with the Greeks.
After the successful issue of the council, Cesarini was
sent as papal legate to Hungary (1443) to promote a
national crusade against the Turks. He was opposed
to the peace which Ladislaus, King of Hungary and
Poland, had signed at Szegedin with Sultan Amurath
II, and persuaded the former to break it and renew
the war. It was an unfortunate step and resulted in
the disastrous defeat of the Christian army at Varna
in 1444, when Cardinal Giuliano was slain in his
His two well-known letters to iEneas Sylvius
flight.
about the pope's relations to the Council of Basle are
printed among the works of Pius II (Pii II Opera
Omnia, Basle 1551, p. 64).
Vespasiano da Bisticci, Vile di Vomini illuslri, first printed
at Rome, 1763; also printed in Mai, Spicilegium Homanum.
I
166-1S4; and in the new ed. of Vespasiano (Bologna.
1892), I. Jenkins, The Last Crusader: The Life and Times of

A

Cardinal Julian (London. 1861); Pastor, History of the Popes,
the
tr. Anthobus (London. 1899), I; Gregohovius, History of
City of Rome in the Middle Ages, tr. Hamilton (London, 1900),
V It, Part I, Bk. XIII, i.ii; Chevalier. Rep.: Bio-bibl. (Paris,
1905-1907) gives an extensive bibliography.

Edwin Burton.

lines:

Quisquis hie exstiterit, primos concedat honores
Cassalpine Tibi primaque certa dabit.
Linn.eus, Classes plantarum (Halle-Magdeburg, 1757);
Fuchs, A. Ccesalpinus (Marburg, 1798); Flui-kens, Histoire
rouverte de la circulation du sang (Paris, 1S57); Sachs,
Geschichte der Botanik (Munich, 18751, an exhaustive work but
somewhat one-sided ami not always right in its judgments;
Haser, Geschichte der Median (Jena, 1881), II; Mabchesini,
,(,,•,•.
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the Hussites were in open

rebellion.
The cardinal thought so highly of his
services that lie used to say that, if the whole Church
were to fall into ruin, Giuliano would be equal to the
task of rebuilding it. He had all the gifts of a great
ruler, commanding intellectual powers, and great perHe was a profound scholar and a
sonal charm.

it contains some 670 quarto
pages, of which 621 are taken up with the text proper.
Unlike the "herbals" of that period, it contains no
The first section, including thirty
illustrations.
pages of the work, is the part of most importance for
botany in general. From the beginning of the seventeenth century up to the present day botanists have
agreed in the opinion that Cesalpino in this work, in
which he took Aristotle for his guide, laid the foundation of the morphology and physiology of plants and
produced the first scientific classification of flowering
plants.
Three things, above all, give the book the
stamp of individuality: the large number of original,
acute observations, especially on flowers, fruits, and
seeds, made, moreover, before the discovery of the
microscope; the selection of the organs of fructification for the foundation of his botanical system;
finally, the ingenious and at the same time strictly
philosophical handling of the rich material gathered
by observation. Cesalpino issued a publication supplementary to this work, entitled: "Appendix ad
libros de plantis et qusestiones peripatetieas " (Rome,
Cesalpino is also famous in the history of
1603).
botany as one of the first botanists to make a herbarium;" one of the oldest herbaria still in existence is
that which he arranged about 1550-60 for Bishop
Alfonso Tornabono. After many changes of fortune
the herbarium is now in the museum of natural history at Florence. It consists of 260 folio pages arranged in three volumes bound in red leather, and
work of some
contains 76S varieties of plants,
value for chemistry, mineralogy, and geology was
issued by him under the title: ''De metallicis libri
tres" (Rome, 1596). Some of its matter recalls the
discoveries made at the end of the eighteenth century,
as those of Lavoisier and Haiiy; it also shows a correct understanding of fossils. The Franciscan monk,
Karl Plumier (d. 1704), gave the name of Cesalpinia
to a species of plants, and Linnaeus retained it in his
system. At the present day this species includes not
over forty varieties and belongs to the sub-order
Cassalpinioideae (family Leguminosa?), which contains
Linnaeus in his
a large number of useful plants.
writings often quotes his great predecessor in the science of botany and praises Cesalpino in the following
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Cesena, Diocese of(C.esenatensis). The ancient
Ccesena is a city of Emilia, in the province of Fori!

(1891);

r dua, 1893

;

tains a hihliogidriss der Geschichte der PhUaice.
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Joseph Rompel.

Giuliano (also known as Cardinal
Julian), b. af Rome, 1'398; d. at Varna, in Bulgaria,
He was one of the group of
10 November, Mil.
brilliant cardinals created by Martin V on the conclusion of the Western Schism, and is described by
Cesarini,

Bossuet as the strongest bulwark thai the Catholics
could oppose to the Ireeks in the Council of Florence.
Be was of good family and was educated at Perugia,
where he studied Etonian law with such success as to
be appointed lecturer there, Domenico Capranica and
Nicholas of Cusa being among his pupil-. \\ hen the
ignition of
schism was ended by the universal r
Martin V as pope, iiuliano returned to Rome, where
Suggestions
Branda.
he attached himself to Cardinal
"i were rife, and the principles of theoutof wide r
mitv ..I the Church and its reformation from
In 1419 he
within became the ideals of bis life.
accompanied Branda on his difficult mission to Ger<

(

ib Century)
It is
former States of the Church.
situated picturesquely on a hill at the base of
was probably of Gallic
It
which Hows the Savio.
origin, and was taken by the Romans in the third
It was destroyed during the civil wars
century b. c.
between Marius and Sylla. 'After the overthrow of
the Ostrogoths it became a part of the exarchate.

(Italy), in the

CESLAUS
By

it became a fief of
Holy See, which was confirmed in its possession
by Rudolph of Hapsburg (127S). In medieval times
it was governed by various families, e. ,g. the Ordelaffi
di Forli and the Malatcsta, the latter being remembered for their justice and good government. After

the Donation of Pepin (752)

the

the death of Caesar Borgia, Cesena, with the rest of
Romagna. acknowledged the immediate authority of
Among its many famous men
the Holy See (1503).
we may mention two popes: Pius VI (Gian Angelo
Pius
VII
and
(Barnaba
Chiaramonti). The
Bra-schi)
best known of its bishops were: St. Maurus (d. 946);
Gian Battista Acciaioli (1332), exiled by Francesco
degli Ordelaffi; Gregorio Malesardi (14(18), who built
the cathedral; Jacopo (1379), under whom occurred
the massacre ordered by the pseudo-pope, ('lenient
VII; the Dominican Vincenzo Maria Orsini, later
Benedict XIII. Cesena is suffragan of Ravenna
and has 59 parishes, 66,700 inhabitants, and possesses 5 convents for men and 8 for women.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia, II, 525-56; Brasciii,
Annates f'irsni. in Muu.vMemorial Cresenales (Rome. 173s
tohi, R, r. llal. Script., XIV, 1089-11S6.
;

U. Benigni.
Ceslaus, Saint, b. at Kamien in Silesia, Poland
(now Prussia), about 1184; d. at Breslau about 11242.
He was of the noble family of Odrowatz and a relaHaving
tive, probably a brother, of St. Hyacinth.
studied philosophy at Prague, he pursued his theological and juridical studies at the University of Bologna,
after which he returned to Cracow, where he held the
office of canon and custodian of the church of SandoAbout 1218 he accompanied his uncle Ivo,
mir.
Bishop of Cracow, to Rome. Hearing of the great,
sanctity of St. Dominic, who had recently raised to
life the nephew of Cardinal Orsini. Ceslaus, together
with St. Hyacinth, sought admission into the Order
of Friars Preachers. They received the religious habit
from the hands of St. Dominic in the convent of Santa

Their novitiate completed, St. Dominic sent
Sabina.
the two young religious back as missionaries to their
own country. Establishing a monastery at Friesach
in Austria, they proceeded to Cracow, whence Ceslaus
was sent by St. Hyacinth to Prague, the metropolis of

Bohemia.
Labouring with much

fruit

throughout the Diocese

of Prague, Ceslaus went, to Breslau, where he founded
a large monastery, and then extended his apostolic
labours over a vast territory, embracing Bohemia,

SomePoland, Moravia. Pomerania. and Saxony.
time after the death of St. Hyacinth he was chosen
provincial of Poland.
Whilst he was superior of the
convent of Breslau all Poland was threatened by the
Tatars.
The city of Breslau being besieged, he
people sought the aid of St. Ceslaus, who by his prayers miraculously averted the impending calamity.
Four persons are said to have been raised to life by
him.
Having always been venerated as a saint, his
cull was finally confirmed by Clement. XI in 1713.
His feast is celebrated throughout the Dominican
Irder on 16 .Inly.
t

(

heilige,

July, IV; riiRzvszcY, Drci schl
der heU.
Hyacinth, der teltt/e Cealaue, und d
lei, L807): CtiRisirs, VergnQgvmgen tnOesiger
V, 106 sq.; Pol. Jahrb. der SUidl Bretlau, I, 51, 57;

.
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A.

W.u.mtoN.

Hierocles
Cestra, a titular see of \-ia Minor.
(709), Georgius Cyprius (ed. Gelzer, p. 836), and Parthey (Xotitia? episcopatuum) place this city in
Bishop EpiIsauria, as a suffragan of Seleu (ei a.
phanius was present at Chalcedon in 451, and subscribed the letter to Emperor Leo in 45S (Lequien,
II.
1025
Another,
Ipidius, was a partisan of
Severus (Chronique de Michel le Syrien, ed. Chabot,
267; Brooks, The Sixth Book of the Select better,
of Severus, 159, 161).
Lequien supposes that the
town was situated near the River Cestros, in Pam.
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name from that stream. This
inadmissible hypothesis caused an odd mistake in
the "Gerarchia cattolica" (Rome, 1895, 302), according to which Cestra is Ak-Sou; this is the name
of the River Cestros, not a city. The site has not
yet been identified.
S. Petrides.
phylia,

and took

Cethim.

its

See Cyprus.

Ceylon, an island (266$ miles long and 140$ miles
broad), to the south-east of India and separated from
it only by a chain of reefs and sand-banks called
Adam's Bridge. The maritime districts, which are flat
and low, are distinguished from the central parts,
which are mountainous, by great difference in
temperature. The mean temperature has been calculated at 76.3°, the lowest being 28.2° at Newera Eliya,
and the highest 103.8° at Anuradhapura, the ancient

sacred capital of the island. The climate of Ceylon is influenced by two monsoons: the south-west
prevailing from May to September, and he north-east
from November to February. Pidurutalagala (8296
ft.) is the highest mountain, and Adam's Peak (7353
ft. is the best known, as containing the legendary footprints of Buddha worshipped by Buddhists and Mohammedans alike, and as the yearly resort of a multitude of pilgrims. The country is well watered by
rivers, of which the Kelani-ganga enters the sea at
Colombo, the capital of the island, and the Mahaviliganga at Trincomalee. Ceylon is rich in vegetation
and scenery, and as the traveller proceeds from
Colombo to Kandy (the seat of the ancient kings)
and thence to Xewara Eliya, it presents a panorama of
t

)

beauty. The country abounds in tropical fruits, such
as pineapples, plantains, oranges, and mangoes, and in
such trees as ebony, satin, calamander, and ironwood.
The plantations produce, principally, cocoanuts and
cinnamon, tea, cinchona, cocoa, and, more recently,
rubber. The most noted up-country product formerly
was coffee. This has given place to tea, Ceylon now
being one of the chief tea-growing countries in the
The island has from very ancient times been
world.
famous for its gems, of which the chief are sapphires,
rubies, and cat's-eyes; the Gulf of Manaar on the
north-west coast is the scene of the famous pearl
fishery'.
Plumbago or graphite is the only mineral
product of any importance. The animal kingdom is
well represented in Ceylon, which has from olden
times been renowned for its elephants.
History and People. Ceylon's history goes back
to a remote past.
Galle in the south of the island is
by some believed to be the seaport of ancient Tarshish
from which King Solomon drew his "ivory, apes, and
peacocks". Under the name of Taprobane it was
known to the ancient Greeks and Romans. Hence
Milton's reference to Ceylon as " India's utmost isle,
Taprobane". To the people of India, however, it
was "Lanka", the resplendent, a name still in use.
It is celebrated in the great Indian epic, the " Ramayana" in which is related the story of the abduction
of the Indian Princess Sita by Ravena, King of Ceylon, and of the war which followed in consequence.
pass from legend to actual history at about the
year 5 13 B.C. w lien Wijeya.a prince of Northern India,
invaded Ceylon and conquered the natives known as
Yakkos and, having married the native princess
Kuveni, settled in the country with his 700 followers.
Wijeya was son of King Sihabahu, "the slayer of the
lion' (dha or sinha), hence the name "Sinhale e",
given to the people of Ceylon. The Sinhalese (Cingalese) being thus the descendants of the Wijcyan
settler> belong to the Aryan stock, and their language
and customs bear out this origin. The wild men of
Ceylon, known as the Veddas, " hunters", who inhabit
a small area in the remote interior of the island and
live principally by the bow and arrow, are the representatives of the aboriginal inhabitants whom Wijeya
subdued. The Wijeya n dynasty was not allowed 'rid is-

—
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puted sway in Ceylon, for from the third century
B. c. Ta-mil princes from Southern India made incursions into Ceylon, while at times the tide of invasion
was rolled back into India by the much-harassed
Sinhalese.
The Sinhalese kings most famous for
success in their conflict with the Tamils, as well as
for the internal development of the country during
their reigns, were Dutugemunu (200 b. c), Gajabahu

Ceylon was 3,565,954 distributed according to nationality as follows: Sinhalese, 2,330,807; Tamils,

951-

740; Moors, 228,034; Burghers, 23,482; Europeans,
6,300 others, 25,591. The last includes the Veddaa
of Ceylon (3971) who are gradually disappearing.
Civil Government. Ceylon has the distinction
of being the premier Crown Colony of England.
It is
accordingly under the direct control of the Secretary
(100 B. a), and Prakramabahu (a. d. 11.50). The anof State for the Colonies whose authority, subject to
cient capital of the Sinhalese kings was Anuradhathe will of the sovereign and the Imperial Parliament,
pura, whose splendour is even now attested by its vast
is supreme.
The local administration is vested in a
ruins.
In the eighth century it was transferred to governor assisted by an executive council and a legisPolonnaruwa, which was soon abandoned to the con- lative council. The executive council is an advisory
quering Tamils. The seat of government was thence
board and consists of the colonial secretary, the officer
shifted to various places, until in the fifteenth century
commanding the military forces, the attorney-general,
it was finally fixed at Kandy, now the second city of
the auditor-general, and the treasurer. The legislathe island and famous for the Buddhist temple
tive council whose president is the governor comknown as the "Dalada Maligawa", the repository prises the members of the executive council and
of the tooth-relic of Buddha.
During this period twelve other members, of whom four are official and
of trouble the trade of the country fell principally into
eight unofficial.
The unofficial members who are
the hands of the Arabs. Many of these formidable
nominated by the governor, subject to the approval
warriors settled in the maritime parts of the island;
of the secretary of state, represent (1) the low-country
their trading instincts are inherited by their deSinhalese; (2) the Kandyan Sinhalese; (3) the Tamils;
scendants, generally known as "Moors"; with accre(4) the Moors; (5) the Burghers; (6) the European
tions from their co-religionists of the neighbouring
merchants; (7) the European planters, and (8) the gencontinent they form the Mohammedan community of
eral European community. The unofficial members are
Ceylon.
supposed to be selected in accordance with the wishes
It was in the beginning of the sixteenth century
of the respective communities, though this is not often
that modern Europe first came in contact with Ceylon.
the case, except in regard to the mercantile and planter
In 1505 a Portuguese fleet, while operating in the members whose selection is practically left to the
Indian seas against Arab traders, touched accidentally
Ceylon Chamber of Commerce and the Ceylon Plantat
ialle on the southern coast; in 1517 the Portuers' Association respectively.
The members of the
guese re-appeared and with the consent of the Sinlegislative council may speak and vote on all queshalese king established a factory at Colombo.
The tions brought forward; still not only are the official
Portuguese having begun as traders soon made them- members in the majority but they are bound to vote
selves political masters of the entire sea-board, forts
for the Government in matters of policy, whatever
were established, and European civilization was in- their private opinions may be. For administrative
troduced.
In 1658 the Portuguese were driven out
purposes Ceylon is divided into provinces, of which
by their rivals the Dutch, who then added Ceylon to there are now nine, viz. the Western, Central, Norththeir East Indian possessions.
The descendants ern, Southern, Eastern, North-Western, North Cenof the Dutch, being the product of intermarriage
tral, Uva, and Sabaragamuwa, each of which is prewith the Portuguese and the natives, constitute the sided over by a superior officer called the Govern"Burgher" community of Ceylon. The English first ment agent. Other important departments are
cast their eyes upon Ceylon in 17S2 during the war
those of the director of public works, the surveyorwith Holland, when a British force reduced and took general, the principal collector of customs, the
possession of Trincomalee, which was, however, soon
registrar-general of lands, the principal civil mediretaken by the French and restored to the Dutch.
cal officer, and the director of public instruction. The
But in 1795 an appeal came to the British from the civil service is recruited in England by means of a
Sinhalese king who was then maintaining an unequal
competitive examination which is open to all British
contest against Dutch aggression, and in 1796 the
subjects including Ceylonese
a limited number
Dutch were overcome by the British forces and of locally-born persons appointed by the governor
yielded Ceylon to England; the cession was formally
form a subordinate service, while the minor officers
confirmed by the Treaty of Amiens in 1S02. The in the clerical service are partly selected by competiEnglish thus succeeded the Portuguese and the Dutch
tive examination and partly nominated without exin the possession of the maritime districts -of the
amination. Colombo, Kandy, and Galle have municisland, but the central provinces were still under the
ipal councils the members of which are partly elected
feeble rule of the Sinhalese king who reigned at
by the rate-payers and partly nominated by the govKandy. The king was out of favour with his subjects ernor, and local boards are established in many
on account of his cruelty and misgovernment, and at smaller towns. An important part of the machinery
the request of the disaffected chiefs a British force
of government in the country districts is the system
was dispatched to Kandy in 1815. King Sri Wick- of native headmen of various grades, who perform
rama Raja Sinha was taken prisoner and the Kand- both revenue and police duties under the direction of
yan provinces were added to the British Crown which the Government agents or their assistants.
has since held the sovereignty of t he whole of CeyLaw and Judicial Administration. The Dutch,
lon.
What may be called the indigenous population during the existence of their rule, had applied to Ceylon their admirable system of laws known as the
of Ceylon comprises various races; to which must
be added the European residents cither in the
Roman-Dutch Law, and after the annexation of the
employ of the Government or engaged in commerce country by England it was declared by proclamation,
or industries, and the Indian immigrants, some of
dated 23 September. L799, that the administration
whom carry (in a petty trade, but who in their larger should thenceforth be exercised according to the
number constitute the labour-supply of the island. laws and institutions that had subsisted under the
The chief native races arc: (l the Sinhalese, consist- ancient government of the United Provinces" of Holing of the low-country Sinhalese and the up-country
land, subject to such deviations and alterations as
or Kandyan Sinhalese; (2) the Tamils, inhabiting
might thereafter be enacted. Accordingly lie Konianchiefly the Northern ana Eastern Provinces; f.'i' the
Dutch haw became and has continued to be what may
Moors; (4) the Burghers.
According to the de- be called the common law of Ceylon, but by various
cennial census of 1901 the total population of subsequent ordinances and other legislative enact;
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heritance, marriage, and other personal questions.
Thus, the Moors are governed in such matters by their
own customs, which conform more or less to the general Mohammedan law as found in the Koran and the
commentaries thereon. The Tamil inhabitants of the
Jaffna peninsula, or what is now the Northern Province, have their customary code of laws known as the
"Thesawalamai" (customs of the country), and similarly the Kandyan Sinhalese observe their ancient
customs, which they were allowed to retain by the
Kandyan Convention made between the British and
the chiefs on the annexation of the Kandyan provThese various systems of laws are adminisinces.
tered by a series of courts, viz: (1) the Supreme Court
of Judicature, consisting of a chief justice and three
puisne judges with unlimited original criminal jurisdiction and an appellate jurisdiction with an ultimate
appeal to His Majesty the King in civil cases above
5000 rupees in value; (2) District courts, with unlimited original civil jurisdiction and limited criminal
jurisdiction; (3) Courts of Request, with limited civil
4
Police courts, which are courts both
jurisdiction;
of trial and of preliminary investigation for committal
to the Supreme Courl or District courts;
5) Gansabhawas, or village tribunals, which have jurisdiction
over natives in regard to small civil claims and trivial
offences, especially breaches of communal rules, and
in which the proceedings are conducted in the native
language of the inhabitants.
M xrhiagk. In the eye of the law all marriages are
civil contracts and may be contracted freely between
persons who are not within prohibited degn
kindred or within the prohibited ages. The law now
applicable generally in the island is the Ordinance
No. 2 of 1895, under which a marriage may be entered
into! efore the registrar of marriages after certain formalities as to previous notice of marriage and the
issue of a certificate thereof, while marriage by special
But the ordinance so far
license is also provided fur.
recognizes the Christian views of marriage that according to it the parties holding the above-mentioned
registrar'- certificate as t" notice may present theni\
Berves t<> a Christian minister and have the cerei
performed in a place of Christian worship. In this
case the minister is required to register the marriage
in a book and to transmit a duplicate of the entry to
the registrar of marriages, and the ordinance further
provides that no minister shall be compelled to solemnize a marriage between persons either of whom
shall not be a member of the church denomination or
body to which such minister belongs nor otherwise
than according to the rules, customs, rites, and ceremonies of such church denomination or body. An
Ite divorce can be obtained only by decree of
court :ifter full inquiry and upon the ground either
or malicious desertion or incurable imadultery
of
potency at the time of marriage. The ordinance
above mentioned does not apply to the Moors, who,
as already indicated, are governed by the Mohammedan
law both as to marriage and divorce, nor to the Kandyan Sinhalese, with regard to whom there is a special
ordinance No. 3, of 1873) which, while abolishing
their ancient custom of "associated marriages" or
polyandry and in other respects L'i\ itig effect to British public p< ilii
P ir the contract of
marriage and its dissolution in a manner more oi
in conformity with ancient Kandyan sentiment, such

—
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ive marriage by mutual consent
without the intervention of a court of justice. The
main difference, however, between marriages gener-

ally

and Kand

-

that, while in
the best though not the
is

to the former, registration

is

only proof of marriage,

thus
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law has been either repealed ormodified. In
addition to the general laws applicable to the whole
are certain special laws or customs pecuthere
island,
liar to certain communities in matters relating to inmerits this

admitting of proof

aliunde of an actual marriage or the presumption of a
valid marriage from cohabitation and repute, registration is essential in the case of the latter.
The system
of caste prevails in Ceylon though not in such a vigorous form as in India, and while the contact with
Western civilization has weakened social barriers in
many respects, intermarriage between various castes
does not take place to any appreciable extent among
the pure native population.
EorcATioN. The educational system of Ceylon is
as simple as it is efficient, and is controlled by the
Department of Public Instruction. It comprises English, vernacular, and mixed schools, which are either
Government or (with the exception of private unregistered schools) "Grant-in-Aid schools". The Government maintains an English high school called the
Royal College, having the standard of an English
grammar school. It maintains also a technical school
mainly for the purpose of supplying the Government
departments, and a training school for teachers. The
Grant-in-Aid schools belong to the missionary and
other religious bodies, and receive yearly grants according to certain scales on the result of examinations
in secular subjects held by Government inspectors.
The system of payment by results has helped to solve
the religious difficulty so often experienced in many
other countries. The chief institutions belonging to
religious communities and having the same status as
the Royal College are St. Thomas's lollege Anglican),
Wesley College (Wesleyan), St. Joseph's College (Catholic), and Ananda College (Buddhist).
< 'eylon forms a
centre for the Cambridge University local examinations, which are largely used as educational tests.
The
Government also maintains a medical college whose
diploma is a qualification for practising medicine. Law
studies for the admission of advocates and proctors
(solicitors) arc under the control of a Council of Legal
Education consisting of the judges of the Supreme
Court and a number of members of the Bar. There is
no special organization for the systematic prosecution
of the study of Oriental languages and literature, but
on' at least of the temple schools conducted by the
Buddhist priesthood, in which Sanscrit and Pali are
taught, receives a subsidy from the Government.
According to the statistics published for 1905 the
number of the Government schools and the scholars
was 554 and 70,715; and of the Grant-in-Aid schools,

—

(

i

1582 and 150.01(1.

RELIGION.—The

chief religions in Ceylon are

Bud-

dhism. Hinduism. Mohammedanism, and Ihristianity.
Buddhism is professed by the greal bulk of the Sinhalese population.
Being fi r~ propounded by Gautama
Buddha in Magadha in Northern India in the sixth
century n. r., it was introduced into Ceylon in the
reign of the Sinhalese King Devanampiyatissa about
300 B. c, when the great Buddhist King Asoka of
India sent his son Mahinda to Ceylon to preach (lie
faith.
The Sinhalese king became a zealous convert
and under hi- patronage the new religion spread
rapidly among hi- subjects.
Ceylon thus became a
stronghold of Buddhism, and it was here that the
Buddhist scriptures were first reducer! to writing in
88 b. c. The magnificent ruins of dagobas and viharas
in the ancient cities attest the piety of the ancient
kings and people of C, \ Ion. Buddhism suffered much
during tin Tamil wars, with the further consequence
that by reason of the contact thus brought about with
India popular Buddhism received an admixture of
Hinduism which is still traceable in the devalas in
which Kali and other Hindu god
ped by
the Buddhists.
After the advent ot Europi 11
ami the consequent introduction of Ui
(

i

civilization.

as it had
activity.

Buddhism
previously

|

st

much
much

of

it-

prestige just

of its purity and
twenty-five years there
has been a great Buddhist revival, mainly due to the
efforts of the Thcosophical Society founded by Col.
lost

But within the

last
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Schools have sprung
Olcott and Madame Blavatsky.
up, pride in the ancient religion has revived, and
under the leadership of educated Buddhists the masses
have learned to resist. Christian influences and have
even shown a spirit of aggression. The large majority of the Tamil population are Hindus, especially in
the Northern and Eastern Provinces, and the form of
Hinduism most in favour is Sivaism or the worship of
Siva.
Besides the Moors already mentioned a community of Malays, said to be descendants of the
natives of Java imported into Ceylon during the
Dutch period and recruited by Inter immigrants from
the Straits Settlements, profess Mohammedanism.
The first form of Christianity in Ceylon was of
course Catholicism. The conversion of heathens
was part of the public policy of the Portuguese, and
accordingly we find that in 1518 a number of Franciscan friars arrived in Ceylon and under the protection of the Portuguese Government, preached the
Faith, and converted many thousands.
We read of
many churches built and many monasteries established within the Portuguese territories, and of the
conversion of many even of noble and royal blood
among the Sinhalese. Among the more notable
converts was Prince Dharmapala, grandson of a Sinhalese king, who was baptized and crowned king in
Lisbon in 1541 under the name of Don Juan and
reigned a Christian monarch in Ceylon from 1542 to
1597.
About this time also took place the visit to
Ceylon of St. Francis Xavier, the Apostle of the East,
by whom large numbers were converted to the Faith,
especially among the Tamils of the North Catholicism
progressed until it encountered the antagonism of the
Dutch who were all of the Dutch Reformed Church,
and who made that form of Christianity the established religion of the State.
The Catholic religion
was proscribed during the Dutch rule, penal laws
were enacted, and the Catholics suffered severe persecution.
Ne\ ertheless the light of the Faith was not
wholly extinguished and the practice of religion was
continued especially through the exertions of missionaries from the Portuguese settlement of Goa, who
amidst persecution and hardship ministered to the
Catholic people and even converted many heathens.
A new era, however, dawned with the conquest of
the island by the British Government which put
in practice the principles of religious liberty, though
the Church of England became in turn the estabThe greater part of the
lished form of Christianity.
"Dutch Christians" among the natives were either
absorbed by the Anglican Church or relapsed into
Buddhism, and at the present day Dutch Presbyterianism is represented only by a few hundred Dutch
descendants who are served by Presbyterian ministers
from Scotland. The Church of England in Ceylon
is gi verned by a bishop who is suffragan to the Bishop
The clergy consist of members of the
of Calcutta.
Church Missionary Society and of the sister Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel.
The Anglican
Church continued to be maintained by the Government till the year 1SS1 when by act of the local
legislature it was disestablished and provision was
made for the constitution of a synod, consisting of
clergy and laity under the presidency of the bishop, for
the regulation of its affairs, and for the election of
trustees to hold and administer its property and
Other Protestant bodies are: Wesleyan
funds.
Methodist mission, begun in 1814, it holds many
important stations ami does much for education;
Baptist Missionary Society, first missionary landed
in Ceylon in 1812; American Mission (Congregation.

>

under the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, whose work is confined to the
Tamils of the Northern Province. The decennial census of 1901 gave the following religious statistics:
Buddhists, 2.111.101; Hindus. 826,826; Christians,
alists),

349,239;

Mohammedans, 246,118;

others, 2367.

The
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Christians were: Catholics, 2S7, 119; Anglicans, 32,514;
Presbyterians, 3337; Wesleyan Methodists, 14,991;
Baptists, 3309; Congregationalists, 2446.
Authentic
Catholic statistics gave a total of 293,929 Catholics
in 1904 and this number has since probably reached
300,000.
The Catholic Church, as the above figures show, is
the largest Christian body in the island. As it was
first in the field, so it has been the most fruitful in
results.
At the date of the British occupation
(1796) the Catholic population was only 50.000. At
first Ceylon was under the jurisdiction of the Portuguese Diocese of Cochin with a local vicar-general.
In 1834 it was erected into a separate vicariate Apostolic by Pope Gregory XVI, and in 1845. as the Catholics were increasing in numbers, the island was divided into two vicariates Apostolic, Colombo and
Jaffna, the former being entrusted to the Benedictine
Congregation of the Silvestrines, and the latter to the
Oblates of Mary Immaculate. Again, in 1883. the
central provinces of the island were separated from
Colombo and constituted as the Vicariate Apostolic
of Kandy under the same Benedictines, while Colombo was transferred to the Oblates. The year 1886
witnessed a notable development of the Church in
Ceylon, the Right Rev. C. Bonjean, O. M. I., being
then the Vicar Apostolic of Colombo, the Right Rev.
C. Pagnani, O. S. B., the Vicar Apostolic of Kandy,
and the Right Rev. A. Melizan, O. M. I., the Vicar
Apostolic of Jaffna.
In that year the Holy See by
agreement with the Crown of Portugal abolished the
royal patronage which had been exercised in the
East Indies from the time of the Portuguese domination; as a consequence, and in accordance with the
needs of the time, the Catholic hierarchy was estabMonsignor (afterwards
lished in India and Ceylon.
cardinal) Agliardi was sent as delegate Apostolic to
put in force the new arrangements and on the 6th of
January, 1887, the hierarchy was formally established
in Ceylon, Bishop Bonjean being appointed Archbishop of Colombo, Dr. Pagnani, Bishop of Kandy,
and Dr. Melizan, Bishop of Jaffna. Further changes
took place in 1893, when two new dioceses, Galle and
Trincomalee, were formed from the Archdiocese of

Colombo, and the Diocese of Jaffna respectively.
Jesuits of the Belgian province were placed in the
former and Jesuits of the French province in the latter,
with Fathers Van Reith, S. J. and Lavigne, S. J. as the
These five bishops have assisting them
first bishops.
nearly 200 priests, both European and native, and
communities of Sisters of the Good Shepherd, the
Sisters of the Holy Family, the Franciscan nuns,
Missionaries of Mary, the Little Sisters of the Poor,
and the Sisters of Charity of Jesus and Mary, in charge
Although Monof various schools and institutions.
signor Agliardi was sent especially to establish the
hierarchy, the Apostolic Delegation to the East Indies
was intended to be permanent; accordingly when
he departed in 1887 he was succeeded by Monsignor Aiuti, who in turn was succeeded in 1892
by Monsignor Ladislaus M. Zaleski, who took
up his residence at Kandy. At the same time the
Holy See took steps to place the education and the
supply of native priests in the East on a solid and
more secure basis, and accordingly in 1893 a general
seminary was established by Leo XI II, which is conducted by professors of the Society of Jesus at Kandy.
Ceylon, the students being of various nationalities
and races, recruited from all parts of the East. The
Catholic bishops are on excellent terms with tinBritish Government and are held iii high esteem by
Their legal status,
the people of the island gl nerallv.
however, was not quite assured in respect of succession to ecclesiastical property though no practical
difficulty was experienced; but the Supreme Court
of Ceylon, having recently held that the Catholic
bishops had no legal corporate capacity and could not

CHABANEL

therefore claim, merely by virtue of their office, title
to property held by their predecessors, the legislature, inconsequence of representations made to the
Government on the subject, passed the Ordinance
No. 19 of 1906, whereby the Catholic archbishop and
bishops, and their respective successors, appointed
according to the laws and usages of the Catholic
Church, are constituted corporations sole with perpetual succession, and with full power to acquire
and hold all species of property, and to sue or be sued
in respect of such property in all eourts of justici
While the ecclesiastical system of the Church is thus
complete, the Catholic laity arc not backward in
respect to organization and public action, for in addition to various religious and social institutions they
have formed an association representative of all
Catholics under the name of "The Catholic 1'nion of
Ceylon ". having for its object the protection and advancement of Catholic interests. The general statistics for 1905 are: churches and chapels, 692; schools,
.570. with 45,549 pupils; seminaries, 5, with 174 students (in the central or "Leonianum'' Seminary at
Kandy there are 88); orphan asylums. 16, with 975
orphans; 133 European secular priests, 43 native
priests, and 2S8 religious (Oblates, Jesuits, Benedictines); and 430 sisters in the various educational and
charitable institutions.
Cath<.:
Direct
Madras. 190S): Ceylon Handbook and
Director,/ (Colombo, 1908); Tbnnent, A History of Ceylon
'akpenter. From A/lam's Pent; to Elephanta
(London, ISiiO)
(London. 19114) Statesman's Year Book (London. 1908) 120-27.
T. E. DE Sampayo.
.
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college for three years, after which he taught humanihe was appointed professor of philosophy,
a post he occupied for five years. In 1849 he became
vice-president of the college anil professor of dogmatic theology. After a few months his health broke
down, and he found the change he needed among a
little body of secular priests who devoted themselves
to preaching missions and retreats.
In 1856 their
house at Wooler was burnt, and Father Chadwick
returned once more to I'shaw as professor of philosophy. From 1S59 to 1863 lie was chaplain to Lord
Stourton, but again returned to I'shaw as professor
of pastoral theology.
He was fulfilling these duties
when he was elected bishop of the diocese in 1866;
he was consecrated 28 Oct. in the college chapel by
Archbishop Manning. For sixteen years he ruled
the diocese, and for one year during thai time (1S77)
he also held the dignity of president of Ushaw, being
the eighth in that office. A man of great personal
dignity and charm, he is remembered for his meekness and sweetness of manner.
His works include:
an edition of Leutlmer's "Coelum Christianum"
(London, 1871); "St. Teresa's Own Words: Instructions on the Prayer of Recollection" (Newcastle,
1878); "Instructions How to Meditate" (published
ties until

many pastoral letters.
Brady, rtnale of Ou 'aihoUc Hierarchy (Rome and London,
1877); GlLLOW, Bibl. Dirt. Ena. Call,. (London, 1885). I. 444;
Anon., Records awl Ri eo
o (Preston, 1SS9), 127;
Laing, Ushaw College Crnterum/ Memorial (Newcastle, 1S95),

anonymously), and
I

<

222-23.

;

Chabanel, Noel, Jesuit missionary among the

Huron Indians, b. in Southern France, 2 February,
1613: slain by a renegade Huron, S December, 1649.
Chabanel entered the Jesuit novitiate at Toulouse at
the age of seventeen, and was professor of rhetoric in
several colleges of the Society in the- province of Toulouse.
He was highly esteemed for \ irtue and learning.
In 1643. he was sent to Canada and, after
studying the Algonquin language for a time, was appointed to the mission of the llurons, among whom
In these apostolic labours
he remained till his death.
he was the companion of the intrepid missionary,
Father Charles Gamier. As lie felt a strong repugnance to the life and habits of the Indians, and feared
it might result in his own withdrawal from the work,
he nobly bound himself by vow never to leave the
mission, and he kept his vow to the end.
In the
"Relation" of 1649-50, Father Ragueneau describes
the martyr deaths of Chabanel and Gamier, with
biographical sketches of these two fathers.
Sketch XXIII. 328, Eulogy,
Thwaites, J

XX W.

151 59, and XI.. :!7-i:S: Sin *. History of the Catholic
Mission* New York, 1855), 194; Menology of the Englishspeaking AeeieUxncy Hoehampton, 1902), II, 273; Tanner,
Societas Jesu Militans (German ed.
687.
Edward P. Si-ii.lane.
<
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Newcastle, b. at Drogheda, Ireland, 24 April. 1813;
May. 1SS2. and buried at I'shaw.
d. at Newcastle.
He was tin- third son of a gentleman of an old
dc Lancashire family, John Chadwick, who
1

1

settled in Ireland, and an Irish lady. Frances
Dromgoole. He was educated at I'shaw College
from Hay, 1825, until his ordination as priest on
He then was general prefect at the
17 Dec, 1836.

had

Chaignon, Pierre, b. at Saint-Pierre-la-Cour,
Mayenne, France, 8 October, 1791, entered the
Society of Jesus 14 August, 1S19; d. at Angers, 20
Sept., 1SS3.
He passed his whole life in the ministry,
chiefly in the spiritual direction of priests.
In thirty
years he gave three hundred retreats to the clergy of
the principal dioceses of France. His chief literary
work is his " Meditations sacerdotales" which has appeared in several languages. Bohemian. Polish, ItalBishop De Goesbriand of Burian, and English.
lington. Vermont, U. S. A., translated it into English
from the eleventh edition. Chaignon wrote also " Le
salut faeilite aux peeheurs par la devotion all tres saint
el iinmaeuie Coeur de Marie"; " l.es six dimanehes do
St. Louis dc Gonzague"; "Le pretre a I'autel";
" 1'aix de I'arae"; and also several brochures on a
good death, the jubilees of Isii'i anil 1S75. etc. He
established a 1'iiion of Prayer for Deceased Priests
which was eanonicallv erected into a confraternitv in
I
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under the name of Chachapoyas. It has
about 96,000 souls, divided into 15 parishes. The
population of the episcopal city is about 6,000; it has
a fine cathedral.
in

Edwin- Burton.
See Fonseca So ares,

da.

See Habor.

Chachapoyas, Diocese of, in Peru, created by
VI in 1803, under the name of lhachapoyas and
Maynas; made a suffragan to Lima by Gregory XV!
I'ius

Chagas, Antonio das.

Antonio

—

Chair of Peter. Under this head will be treated:
The annual Feast of (lie Chair of l'ofor {Cathedra
1.
Petn at Home; II. The Chair itself.
I. Tin, Annual
Feast of Cathedra Petri at
Rome.- rom the earliest times the Church at Koine
celebrated on IS January the memory of the day
I

I

when the Apostle held

his first service with the faithEternal City. According to Duchesne and
the " Mart yrologium Ilieronymianum"
(Weissenburg manuscript) reads as follows: "XV
.Id
ledicatio cathedra- sci petri apostoli qua
Kl..
primo Rome petrUS apostolus sedit" (fifteenth day
ful of the

de

Rossi,
I

I.

I

before the

1

call

od

o

Febi

the

di

tical

ion of tin-

Chair of St. Peter the Apostle in which Peter the
Apostle firs! sal at Rome). The Bpternach manuscript (Codex Epternacensis) of the same work, says
briefly: "cath. petri in roma" (the Chair of Peterin

Home
In

i.

its

present (ninth-century) form the "Martyro-
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logium Hieronymianum" gives a second feast of the
Chair of St. Peter for 22 February, but all the manuscripts assign it to Antioch, not to Rome. Thus the
oldest manuscript, that of Berne, says: "VIII kal.
mar. cathedrae sci petri apostoli qua sedit apud ant iochiam". The Weissenburg manuscript says: "Natl
[natale] sci petri apostoli cathedrae

qua

sedit

apud

However, the words qua sedit apud
antiockiam arc seen at once to be a later addition.
Both feasts are Roman; indeed, that of 22 February
was originally the more important. This is clear
from the Calendar of Philocalus drawn up in the year
354, and going back to the year 311; it makes no
mention of the January feast but speaks thus of 22
February: "VIII Kl. Martias: natale Petri do cathedra" (eighth day before the Calends of March, the
birthday [i. e. feast] of the Chair of Peter). It was
not until after the insertion of Antioch in the copies
nf the "Martyrologium Hieronymianum" that the
antiocia."

February nave way

feast "t

in
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importance to that of

cathedra on which the pope sat amid the Roman
clergy during the pontifical Mass, there was also in
the same building a second cathedra from which the
pope administered to the newly baptized the Sacrament of Confirmation. The Chair of St. Peter in the
apse was made of marble and was built into the wall,
that of the baptistery was movable and could be carried.
Ennodius calls the latter a gestaioria sedes;
throughout the Middle Ages it was always brought
on 22 February from the above-mentioned consigna-

torium or place of confirmation to the high altar.

That day the pope did not use the marble cathedra at
the back of the apse but sat on this movable cathedra,
which was, consequently, made of wood. The importance of this feast was heightened by the fact that 22
February was considered the anniversary of tic day
when Peter bore witness, by the Sea of" Tiberias, to
the Divinity of Christ and was again appointed by
Christ to be the Rock of His Church. According to
very ancient Western liturgies, 22 February was the
day "quo electus est 1. Petrus papa" (on which Peter
was first chosen pope). The Mass of this feast calls
it at the beginning:
"solemnitatis praedicandae dies
prsecipue nobilis in quo .... beatus Bar-Jona voce Redemptoris fide devota pralatus est et per hanc Petri
petram basis ecclesia? fixus est", i. e. this day is called
especially praiseworthy because on it the blessed
Bar-Jona, by reason of his devout faith, was raised
to pre-eminence by the words of the Redeemer, and
through this rock of Peter was established the foundation of the Church. And the Oratio (collect) says:
"Deus, qui hodierna. die beatum Petrum post te dedisti caput ecclesia?, cum te ille vere confessus sit"
(0 God, who didst this day give us as head of the
Church, after Thyself, the Blessed Peter, etc.).
The second of the aforementioned chairs is referred
to about 600 by an Abbot Johannes.
He had been
commissioned by Pope Gregory the Great to collect
in special little phials oil from the lamps which burned
at the graves of the Roman martyrs (see Catacombs;

.Martyr) for the Lombard queen, Theodolinda. According to the manuscript list of these oils preserved
in the cathedral treasury of Mcnza, Italy, one of
these vessels had on it the statement: "oleo de sede
ubi prius sedit sanetus Petrus" (oils from the chair
where St. Peter first sat). Other ancient authorities
describe the site as "ubi Petrus baptizabat" (where
Peter baptized),

Nymphas

sancti

or "ad fontes sancti Petri; ad
Petri" (at the fountain of Saint

Formerly this site was pointed out in the
cameterium majvs (principal cemetery) on the Via
Nomentana; it is now certain that it was on the Via
Salaria. and was connected with the carmeterium, or
cemetery, of Priscilla and the villa of tin' Acilii (Acilii
Glabriones), situated above this catacomb. The foundation of this villa, showing masonry of a very early
Both villa and
date (opus reticvlatum), still exists.
cemetery, in one of whose burial chambers are several
Peter).

January. The Roman Church, therefore, at an early
date celebrated a firs! and a second assumption of
the episcopal office in Rome by St. Peter.
This
double celebratioD was also held in two places, in the
Vatican Basilica and in a cemetery (cwmetcriiim) on
At both places a chair (cathedra)
the Via Salaria.
was venerated which the Apostle had used as presiding officer of the assembly of the faithful. The first
of these chairs stood in the Vatican Basilica, in the
baptismal chapel built by Pope Damasus; the neophytes in albis (white baptismal robes) were led from
the baptistery to the pope seated on this aneienl
cathedra, and received from him tin' consignatio,'\. e.
the Sacrament of Confirmation.
Reference is made
to this custom in an inscription of Damasus which
contains the line: "una Petri sedes. iiinini verumque
lavacrum" (one Chair of Peter, one true font of bapm
St. Ennodius of Pavia id. 521
speaks" of it
ibellus pro Synodo", near the end): "Ecce
nunc ail gestatoriam sellam apostolic® confessionis
tnittunl hmina candidates; ei uberibus gaudio
exactore fietibus collata Dei beneficio dona geminantur" B.l ml. now the neophytes go from the dripping
tho hold to the portable chair of the Apostolic confession; amid abundant tears called forth by joy the
gifts of Divine grace ate doubled
While therefore
in the apse oi the Vatican Basilica there stood a
:

:

i

I

i

1

i.

epitaphs of members of the family, or gens, of the
It
is most
Acilii. belong to the Apostolic Period.
probable that Priscilla, who gave her name as foundress to the eat a Comb, w as the wife of Acilius Glabrio,
executed under Domitian. There is hardly any doubt
that the site, "ubi prius sedit sanetus Petrus, ubi
Petrus baptizabat " (where Saint Peter first sat, where
Peter baptized), should be sought, not in an undercubiculum (chamber) in tin- catacombs, but in
an oratory above ground. At least nothing has been
i

found

in 'the oldest

part of the

cemetery Ot

Priscilla

now fully excavated, referring to a cathedra, or chair.
The feast of the Cathedra Petri was therefore celebrated on the Via Salaria on 18 January: in the VatiIt is
can Basilica it was observed on 22 February.
l.v to beh 'vi that aft rtii triumph of Christ units
rival could be celebrated with greater pomp in
the magnificent basilica erected by Cotistantine the
Great over the confessio, or grave of Peter, than in a
:

—
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city itself.

—

The Goths, who conquered
II. The Chair Itself.
and pillaged Rome in -410. advanced towards the city
by the Via Salaria and the Via Nomentana; the same
roads were traversed in the sixth and seventh centu-

by later German invaders of Roman territory.
Not only the churches, therefore, but even the cemeteries on these thoroughfares were easily given to
plunder and devastation. We have seen, moreover,
that as late as (ion a lain]) was burning on the site "ubi
ries

If the original chair of
prius sedit sanctus Petrus".
the Apostle had still been there at that time, would it
have been saved from destruction in the pillage that
did not spare the sarcophagi in the catacombs? The
words of the Abbot Johannes, "oleo de sede. ubi prius
sedit sanctus Petrus", seem to leave scarcely a doubt
as to this.
The fart, evidenced by the martyrologies
(see above), that by the ninth century one of the two
feasts of the Roman cathedra had drifted away to
Antioch, shows that the cathedra of the Via Salaria
must have perished as early as the sixth or seventh
century.
We come now to the question, where stood originally the chair shown and venerated in the Vatican
On the strength
Basilica during the fourth century?
of ancient tradition it has been customary to designate the church of Santa Pudenziana as the spot
where, in the house of the supposed Senator Pudens.
the two great Apostles not only received hospitable
But
entertainment, but also held Christian services.
the legends connected with Santa Pudenziana do not
offer sufficient guarantee for the theory that this
church was the cathedral and residence of the popes
At the close of his Epistle to the
before Constantine.
Romans (xvi, 5), St. Paul mentions a place where rewire
held, the house of Aquila and
ligious services
Prisca (jh» nar' o'Ikov airruv iKK\rj<rlav now Santa
Aquila and Prisca are firs!
Prisca on the Aventine).
among the many to whom the Apostle sends salutaconnexion
with the Catacomb of
tions.
Aquila's
Priscilla is still shown by the epitaphs of that burial
there
lTTii
In
was excavated on the \\ entine,
place.
near the present church of Santa Prisca. a chapel with
of
fourth
frescoes
the
century; in these frescoes pictures of the two Apostles were still recognizable.
Among the rubbish was also found a gilded glass with
Tin' feast of the dedithe figures of Peter and Paul.
cation of this church (an important point still falls
on the same day as the above-described cathi dra feast
of 22 February; this church, therefore, continued to
tc the traditional feast even after the destrucIn the crypt
tion of the object from which it sprang.
of Santa Prisca is shown a hollowed capital, bearing in
u'Tismis
thirteenth -century letters the inscription:
Sani it I'! nu Baptism of Saint Peter), undoubtedly
tit
tradition of the administration
the echo oi an
In tins way we have linked
of baptism here by Peter.
insiderations which make it probth- -pot "ubi Becundo sedebat sanctus
able' that
Petrus'' (where Saint Peter -at tor tin- second time),
must be sought in the pn sent churl h of Santa Prisca:
in other words, that the chair referred to by St. Damasus was kept there in the period before Constantine.
It was there, consequently, that was celebrated

—

i
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chapel far distant from the city on the Via Salaria.
Yet the latter could rightly boast in its favour that it
was there Saint Peter first exercised at Rome the
episcopal office ("ubi prius sodit sanctus Petrus", as
Abbot Johannes wrote, or "qua primo Home petrus
apostolus sedit", as we read in the "Martyrologium
Hieronymianum " at IS January). This double festival of the Chair of St. Peter is generally attributed to
a long absence of the Apostle from Home. As, however, the spot, "ubi s. Petrus baptizabat, ubi prius
sedit " was distant from the city, it is natural t<> think
that the second feast of the cathedra is connected with
the opening of a chapel for Christian worship in the

the "natale Petri de cathedra", set for 22 February
in the calendars beginning with the year 354.
It follows also that this is the cathedra referred to in the
oldest testimonial which speak of the chair from which
Peter taught at Rome. The (third-century) poem,
"Adversus Marcionem", says (P. L., II, 1099):

Hac cathedra, Petrus qua sederat ipse, locatum
Maxima Roma Linum primum considere iussit.
(On

this chair, where Peter himself had sat, great
placed Linus and bade him sit.)
Further.
Cyprian,
writing about 250, during the vacancy of
St.
the chair after the death of Pope St. Fabian, describes
it as follows:
"Cum locus Fabiani, id est locus Petri
et gradus cathedrae sacerdotalis vacaret" (when the
place of Fabian, i. e. the place of Peter and the step of
Still earlier, about
the sacerdotal chair were vacant).

Rome first

200, Tertullian writes, in his

"De

pra?scriptione hocre-

ticorum": "Percurre ecclesias apostolicas, apud quas
adhuc cathedra? apostolorum suis locis president.
Si Italia? adjaces habes Romam" (Visit the Apostolic
churches in (among) which the very chairs of the Apostles still preside in their places.
If you are near Italy,
ipsa?

there

is

How

Rome).
Pope Damasus might be

led to transfer the

Cathedm

Petri from Santa Prisca to the Vatican, can
be readily understood from the circumstances of that
time.
From the reign of the first Constantine the
Lateran had been the residence of the popes, and its

magnificent basilica their cathedral, while the neighbouring baptistery of Constantine served for the
of baptism on the eve of Easter.
In the half-century from 312 to 366 (date of the
accession of Damasus), the importance of Santa
Prisca, its baptistery, and its cathedra must naturally
have declined. Damasus could therefore be certain
of the approval of all Rome when he transferred the
venerable Apostolic relic from the small chapel in
Santa Prisca to his own new baptistery in the Vatican,
where it certainly remained to the first quarter of the
sixth century, after which it was kept in different
chapels of the Vatican Basilica.
During the .Middle
Ages it was customary to exhibit it yearly to the faithfid;
the newly-elected pope was also solemnly enthroned on this venerable chair, a custom that ceased
at the transfer of the papal capital to Avignon, in the
early part of the fourteenth century. In order to preserve for posterity this precious relic, Alexander VII
1655 67) enclosed, after the designs of Bernini, the
Cathedra Petri above theapsidal altar of St. Peter's in
a gigantic easing of bronze, supported by four Doctors
of the Church (Ambrose, August me. Athanasius, Chrysostom). Thenceforth, for 200 years, it was not exhibited to the public.
In 1S67, however, on the occasion of the eighteenth centenary of the martyrdom of
the two great Apostles, it was exposed for the veneraAt that time the Alessandri
tion of the faithful.
brothers photographed the chair, and that photo-

solemn administration

i

The seat is about one foot
is reproduced here.
ten inches above the ground, and two feet eleven and
seven-eighths inches wide; the sides are two feet one
and one-half inches deep; the height of the back up to
the tympanum is three feet five and one-third inches;
the entire height of the chair is four feet seven and
According to the examination
one-eighth inches.
then made by Padre Garucci and Giovanni Battista
de Rossi, the oldest portion (see illustration, preceding
page i- a perfectly plain oaken arm-chair with four
graph

lies

connected by cross-bars. The wood is much
eaten, and pieces have been cut from various

worm

.1

different times, evidently for relics.

To

the

and left of the seat four strong iron rings, mended for carrying-poles, are set into the legs. At a
later date, perhaps in he ninth century, this famous
chair was strengthened by the addition of pieces of
acacia wood. The latter wood has inlaid in it a rich
ornamentation of ivory. For the adornment of the
right

t

t

;
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Egypt. Antioch and Alexandria, the two most important patriarchates of the East, were, in common
with Rome, founded by Peter. Gregory the Great
refers as follows to this spiritual relationship with the
Roman Patriarchate of the West, in a letter to the
Patriarch Eulogius (P. L., LXXVII, 899): "Quum
multi sint Apostoli, pro ipso autem principatu sola
Apostolorum principis sedes in auctoritate convaluit,
quae in tribus locis unius est. Ipse enim sublimavit
sedem, in qua etiam quiescere et praesertim vitam
Ipse decoravit sedem, in qua
finire dignatus est.
Evangelistam (Marcum) discipulum misit. Ipse
firmavit sedem, in qua septem annis, quamvis discesQuum ergo unius atque una sit sedes,
surus, sedit.
cui ex auctoritate divina tres nunc episcopi president,
quidquid ego de vobis boni audio, hoc mihi imputo"
(Though there are many Apostles, pre-eminence of
authority belongs permanently to none other than the
Chair of the Prince of the Apostles, which Chair,
though established in three places remains nevertheHe lifted it
less that of one and the same [Apostle].
to the highest dignity in the place [Rome] where he
deigned to fix his residence and end His life. He honoured it in the city [Alexandria] to which he sent his
He strengthened it in
disciple, the Evangelist Mark.
the city [Antioch] where, though destined to depart,
Since therefore the Chair in
he sat for seven years.
which now by divine authority three bishops preside
is the identical chair of the self-same [Peter], I take to
myself whatever good I hear concerning you).
Wc conclude, therefore, that there is no reason for
doubting he genuineness of the relic preserved at the
AccordVatican, an. known as the Cathedra Petri.
ing in Eiiscbius, Jerusalem preserved the cathedra of
jdx), Alexandria that of
St. .lames (Hist. I'.crl. VI
St. Mark (G. Secchi, La cattedra alessandrina di San
Marco, Venice, 1853). Tertullian, in the abovequoted passage, refers to the value placed by the
Ipostolic Churches on the possession of the chairs of
their founders (apud quas ipsa' adhuc cathedra apostolorum suis locis prasident), and in enumerating
tl.
Moreover, the other wrihe puts Rome first.
ters above quoted, and whose testimony reaches back
t

I

,

;
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front of the seat eighteen small panels of ivory have
been used, on which the labours of Hercules, also fabulous animals, have been engraved; in like manner it
was common at this period to ornament the covers of
books and reliquaries with ivory panels or carved
stones representing mythological scenes. The back
is divided by small columns and arches into four fields
and finishes at the top in a tympanum which has for
ornamentation a large round opening between two
smaller ones. The tympanum is surrounded on all
sides by strips of ivory engraved in arabesques. At the
centre of the horizontal strip a picture of an emperor
(not seen in the illustration) is carved in the ivory;
The
it is held to be a portrait of Charles the Bald.
arabesque of acanthus leaves filled with fantastic
representations of animals, and the rough execution
of the work, would make the period of this emperor
What still remains of the old
(SS4) a probable date.
cathedra scarcely permits an opinion as to the original
form.
In any case it was a heavy chair made of plain,
straight pieces of wood, so that it cannot be considered
a sella curulis of Pudens, as earlier tradition held it to
be.
If the four rings on the two sides belong to the
original chair (Ennodius of Pavia about the sixth century used the term sedes gestatoria as an expression
universally understood in reference to this chair), then
it was probably an ordinary carrying-chair, such as
was commonly used in ancient Rome.
While the two chairs were the visible memorials of
the earliest origins of Peter's Apostolic work at Rome,
the recollection of his first arrival in the city is still
preserved in the litanies majores (greater litanies) on
25 April. On this day is also celebrated the feast of
St. Mark, whom St. Peter had sent to Alexandria in

to the second century, all postulate the presence in
Rome of an actual Cathedra Petri. See also Peter,

Saint; Primacy.
The most exhaustive study

of these subjects is that of De
Rossi, in Bullettino di arrheolooia cristiana (Rome, 1867), 33,
Cf. Stevenson, in Kraus, Realencyklopddie d. christlichen Allerlhumer (Freiburg im Br.. I8S61. II. 156-61; Sanguinetti. De Sede romana head Petri, etc.. commentarius historico-criticus (Rome, 1867); Rampolla, De Cathedra romand

sqq.

—

beati Petri (Rome, 1868);
North cote-Beownlow, in Roma
Sotterranea, I. 494; Barnes. St. Peter in Rome and his Tomb
on the Vatican. Hill (London, 1900). 35. 55. 79-82; Smith and

Cheetham

(non-Catholic I. Dictionary of Christian Antiquities
(Hartford, 1880), II, 1625-27.— Among the older works conPhcebeus, De identitate Cathedra? Petri Romano- lil-ri 11
(Rome. 1666); ed. Pieralisi (Rome. 18S6); Torrigio, Grotte
Vaticane (Rome, 16391; Cancellieri, De Secrctariis basilica
Vatican* (Rome, 1788); Acta SS., June, V, 425-75; also
Foggini, De romano beati Petri ilinere (Florence, 1741; and
Mamachi's similar work, Rome, 1S72). Cf. Zaccaria, De
sancti Petri apost. princ. primatu (Rome, 1776).
For the feast of the Chair see Kellner, Die Fesle Cathedra
Petri und des antiochenischen Episkopats dieses Apostels, in
Zeitschrift f. kath. Thcoloqie (1889), XIII. 566-76; Mardcchi,
Le memorie dei SS. Apostoli Pictro e Paolo nella citta di Rnma
(ibid., 18941; Morin, Un sermon ancien pour la ft'te de la Chaire
de St-Pierre. in Revue benid., 1896, XIII, 343-46.
Cf. Benedict XIV, Su le feste della Cattedra di San Pietro, due dissertazioni inedite (Rome, 1S28).
ANTON DE WAAL.

sult,

Chalcedon, a titular see of Asia Minor. The city
was founded 676 B. c. by the Megarians on the Bithynian coast, opposite the place where a little later
Byzantium rose. It was captured by the Persian
general Otanes after the expedition of Darius against
the Scythians. Allied alternately with Athens and
it became eventually a part of Bithynia,
in 74 b. c. passed over to the Romans, who lost
temporarily to Mithradates. In the imperial
period it was a free city, but was dismantled by
Valens (364-78). The Persians held it from 616
Chalcedon was the birthplace of the phito 626.
losopher Xenocrates, a disciple of Plato, and of the

Sparta,

and
it

sculptor

Beotes.

The

virgin

St.

Euphemia and

her companions suffered martyrdom there, probably
under Galerius (305-11). It is in her magnificent
church that the Fourth General Council against
Eutyches, known as the Council of Chalcedon (451),
was held. This church was situated on the top of the
hill at Haidar- Pasha (Haider Pasha)
it was destroyed by Suleiman to build his mosque in Constantinople.
Among other martyrs who suffered
at Chalcedon mention may be made of the Persian
Chalcedon was an
St. Sabel and his companions.
episcopal see at an early date; after the great council it
became a metropolis, but without suffragans. There
is a list of its bishops in Lequien (I, 599). completed
by Anthimus Alexoudes in "Anatolikos Aster"
(XXX, 108). revised for the early period bv Pargoire
in "Echos d'Orient" (III, S5, 204; IV, 21, 104).
Among others are St. Adrian, a martyr; St. John;
Sts. Cosmas and Nicetas, during the Iconoclastic
period; Maris, the Arian; Heraclianus. who wrote
against the Maniehseans and the Monophysites;
Leo, persecuted by Alexius Comnenus. The titular
Latin see is suffragan of Nicomedia.
Lequien
(III, 1019) mentions eight Latin bishops, from 1345
to 1 143; Eubel (I, 190; II. 141) has ten names, from
1293 to 1525. Five other titular bishops of the
sixteenth eenturv are mentioned in the "Revue
benetiictine" (1904, 114 45, 155-56).
Chalcedon is to-dav Kadi-Keui (Kadikoi). It
lias about 30.000 inhabitants;
15,000 Greeks, 5000
;

Catholics). 2000
Latins,
6000
2000 Jews
200 Protestants. The
conducted by the Assumptionists;
they have also a seminary for Catholic Greeks, with
a Greek chapel, and a high school for Orient al st udies,
which publishes a review, the "Echos d'Orient".
The Christian Brothers have there a large college
with commercial and elementary courses. The
D3mes de Sion have a school for girls; the Sisters
of the Immaculate Conception of Lourdes a convent

Armenians

(500

Mussulmans.

Latin parish

is

;
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the Capuchins a scholasticate. There are also public
chapels belonging to the Franciscans and the Cat holic
Armenians. The Armenian Sisters of the Immaculate
Conception have a house at Chalccdon, and the Armenian Mechitarists a college. Two Greek churches,
one Armenian, and one English Protestant church
complete the list of Christian institutions. At
Haidar-Pasha, the port of Kadi-Keui and head
station of the Anatolian railway to Bagdad, the
Assumptionists have a public chapel, and there are
schools conducted by the Christian Brothers and
the folate Sisters of the Assumption, also a synagogue,
German Protestant and Jewish schools, and an
English cemetery, with a monument to the soldiers
who died in the Crimean War. At Fanaraki (ancient
Hiereia) the Assumptionists have a chapel, and the
Oblate Sisters of the Assumption a school. Near
Kadi-Keui and within the limits of the Greek diocese
Scutari is the Turkish name
are places of interest.
of Chrysopolis, a city which the Mussulmans consider
sacred on account of its cemetery and its beautiful
mosques. It has a hospital for lepers and a Catholic
church, cared for by Georgian Benedictines, also
schools in charge of the Marists and of Sisters of
It was there that Licinius was defeated by
Charity.
Constantine (324); there also lived St. Maximus, the
Confessor (580-662), the hero of the Monothelite
Tchiboukli, on the Bosphorus, is
controversies.
the Byzantine Irenaion, where stood the fatnous
monastery of the Accemetae, founded by St. Marcellus;
at Kalam'ish (the port of Eutropius) lived the stylite,
Djadi-Bostan is the ancient Rufiniana,
St. Luke;
where the famous councils Ad Qucrcum were held
In the vicinity were the monasteries
in 397 and 103.
On the Kaiah-Dagh
of St. Bypatiua and St. John.
lived St Auxentius, St. Bendidianus, and St. Stephen,
and at Touzla (Cape Acritas) St. Athanasius of
Paulopetrion and St. Gregory. Finally, in full view
of Kadi- Keui, are the celebrated Prince's Islands,
with their numberless political and ecclesiastical
t

.

I

ions.

Lequikn. Orient Chrialianua (1740), I; Smith. Diet, of Greek
and Roman Ueog. (London, 1878) Eehos d' Orient, III, 85 sqq.
;

S.

1'i;

ruini'.s.

Chalcedon, Council of, the Fourth (Ecumenical
Council, held in 451, from 8 October until 1 November
inclusive, at Chalcedon, a city of Bithynia in Asia
Minor.
Its principal purpose was to assert the orthodox Catholic doctrine against the heresy of Eutyches
and the Mouophysites, although ecclesiastical discipline and jurisdiction also occupied the council's
attention.
Scarcely had the heresy of Nestorius
concerning the two persons in Christ been condemned

by the Council of Ephesus, in 431, when the opposite
errorofthe Nestorian heresy arose. Since Nestorius
mi inllv divided the Divine and the human in Christ
that he taught a double personality or a twofold being
in Christ, it became incumbent on his opponents to
emphasize the unity in Christ and to exhibit the Godman, not as two beings but as one. Some of these
opponent- in heir efforts to maintain a physical
t

unity in i'i i-i held that the two natures in Christ,
the Divine and the human, were so intimately united
hysieally one. inasmuch as the
that they became
human oat 'in- was completely absorbed by the Divine.
resulted
one
Christ,
not only with one personThus
ality but also with one nature. After the Incarnation
no
could be made in Christ
said,
distinction
they
between the Divine and the human. The principal
teaching
of
this
were Dioscurus, Patrirepresentatives
arch of Alexandria, and Eutyches. an archimandrite
or president of a monaster.' outside Constantinople.
The Monophysitic error, as the new doctrine was
call I'd (Gr. iibrr) 0«m. one nature), claimed the authority ot St. Cyril, but only through a misinterpretation
of some expressions of the great Alexandrine teacher.
The error of Eutyches was first detected by Domi
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A formal accusation was
nus, Patriarch of Antioch.
preferred against the former by Eusebius, Bishop of
Doryla-um (Phrygia), at a synod of Constantinople
This synod declared it
in November of that year.
a matter of faith that' alter the Incarnation, Christ
consisted of two natures (united) in one hypostasis
or person; hence there was one Christ, one Son,
one Lord. Eutyches, who appeared before this synod,
protested, on the contrary, that before the Incarnation there were two natures, but after the union _
there was only one nature in Christ and the humanity
of Christ wasnot of the same essence as ours/ These /
statements were found contrary to Christian ortho;

doxy; Eutyches was deposed, excommunicated, and
deprived of his station in the monastery. He protested, and appealed for redress to Pope Leo I

'

(440-61), to other distinguished bishops, and also to

Theodosius II. Bishop Flavian of Constantinople
informed Pope Leo and other bishops of what had
occurred in his city. Eutyches won the sympathy of
the emperor; through the monk's representations

and those of Dioscurus, Patriarch of Alexandria,
the emperor was induced to convoke a new council,
Pope Leo, Dioscurus, and
to be held at Ephesus.
a number of bishops and monks were invited to
attend and investigate anew the orthodoxy of Eutyches.
The pope was unable to go, but sent three
delegates as his representatives and bearers of letters
to prominent personages of the East and to the impending synod. Among these letters, all of which
bear the date of 13 June, 449, is one known as the
"Epistola Dogmatica", or dogmatic letter, of Leo I,
in which the pope explains the mystery of the Incarnation with special reference to the questions
Thus, he declares that after •-»
raised by Eutyches.
the Incarnation what was proper to each nature I
and substance in Christ remained intact and both /
were united in one person, but so that each nature /
acted according to its own specific qualities and \
characteristics.
As to Eutyches himself, the pope did )
not hesitate to condemn him. The council was held '
at Ephesus, in August, 449. Only the friends and
partisans of Dioscurus and Eutyches were allowed
to have a voice. The Alexandrine patriarch presided; he ignored the papal delegates, would not
permit the letters of Pope Leo, including the "Epistola Dogmatica", to be read in the assembly.
Eutyches was declared orthodox and reinstated in
On the other hand,
his priestly and monastic office.
Flavian of Constantinople and Eusebius of Doryheum
were deposed. The former was banished, and died
shortly afterwards in consequence of ill-treatment
he was succeeded by the deacon Anatolius, a partisan
Owing to the gross violence of Diosof Dioscurus.
curus and his partisans, this assembly was called by

Leo

I

the

"Latrocimum", or Robber Council,

of

/

V
Ephesus, a name that has since clung to it.
Theodosius II, who sympathized with Eutyches,
approved these violent deeds; Leo I, on the other
hand, when fully informed of the occurrences at
Ephesus, condemned, in a Roman synod and in
several letters, all the Acts of the so-called council.

He

refused

also

to

recognize

Anatolius as lawful

Bishop of Constantinople, at least until the latter
would give satisfaction concerning his belief. At the
same time he requested the emperor to order the
holding of a new council in Italy, to right the wrongs
committed at Ephesus. Asa special reason for the
opportuneness, and even necessity, of he new council,
he alleged the appeal of the deposed Flavian of
Constantinople. Theodosius, however, positively deAt this
clined to meet the wishes of the pope.
stage the sudden death of the emperor (28 July,
religious
si
East.
once
the
nation
in
the
changed
at
450)
t

i

iu

,

offered her hand,

lid

eeded

and with

brave general named

b;

hi

i

i

it.

Pulcheria,

who

the imperial throne, to a
Both MarMarcian (150 57).
it

;
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cian and Pulcheria were opposed to the new teaching
of Dioscurus and Eutyches; and Marcian at once
informed Leo I of his willingness to call a new council
according to the previous desire of the pope. In the
meantime conditions had changed. Anatolius of
Constantinople, and with him many other bishops,
condemned the teaching of Eutyches and accepted
the dogmatic epistle of Pope Leo. Any new discussions concerning the Christian Faith seemed
Western Europe, moreover,
therefore superfluous.
was in a state of turmoil owing to the invasion of the
Huns under Attila, for which reason most of the
Western bishops could not attend a council to be held
in the East.
Leo I therefore protested repeatedly
against a council and wrote in this sense to the Emperor Marcian, the Empress Pulcheria, Anatolius of
Constantinople, and Julian of Cos; all these letters
bear the date of 9 June, 451. Meanwhile, 17 May,
in the name
451, a decree was issued by Marcian
also of the Western Emperor Valentinian III (425-55)

—

complete

or the historians passed over in silence several sessions held for secondary purposes.
According to the deacon Rusticus, there were in all sixteen
;

sessions; this division is commonly accepted by
scholars, including Bishop Hefele, the learned historian of the councils.
If all the separate meetings
were counted, there would be twenty-one sessions;
several of these meetings, however, are considered as
supplementary to preceding sessions. All the sessions were held in the church of St. Euphemia, Martyr,
outside the city and directly opposite Constantinople.
The exact number of bishops present is not known.
The synod itself, in a letter to Pope Leo, speaks of 520,
while Pope Leo says there were 600; according to the
general estimate there were 630, including the representatives of absent bishops.
No previous council
could boast of so large a gathering of bishops, while the
attendance at later councils seldom surpassed or even
equalled that number. The council, however, was not

equally representative as to the countries whence came
metropolitan bishops with a number so many bishops. Apart, from the papal legates and
two African bishops, practically all the bishops belongedl
of their suffragan bishops to assemble the following
September at Nictea in Bithynia, there to hold a to the Eastern Church. This, however, was well repre-l
general council for the purpose of settling the ques- sented; the two great civil divisions (prefectures), of'
J
the Orient and of Illyricum, comprising Egypt, the
tions of faith recently called in doubt.
Though displeased with this action, the pope never- Orient (including Palestine), Pontus, Asia, Thrace,
Dacia, and Macedonia, sent their contingents.
The
theless agreed to send his representatives to Niccea.
He appointed as legates Paschasinus, Bishop of Lily- more prominent among the Eastern bishops were
bseum (Marsala) in Sicily, Lucentius, also a bishop, Anatolius of Constantinople, Maximus of Antioch,
Dioscurus of Alexandria, Juvenal of Jerusalem,
Julian, Bishop of Cos, and two priests, Boniface and
Thalassius of Cassarea in Cappadocia, Stephen of
Basil; Paschasinus was to preside over the coming
Ephesus, Quintillus of Heraclea, and Peter of Corinth.
council in the pope's place. On 24 and 26 June, 451,
Leo I wrote letters to the Emperor Marcian, to his The honour of presiding over this venerable assembly
was
reserved to Paschasinus, Bishopof Lilybseum, the
legate Paschasinus, to Anatolius of Constantinople, to
first of the papal legates, according to the intention of
Julian of Cos, and to the synod itself, in which he exPope
Leo I, expressed in his letter to Emperor Marpressed the desire that the decrees of the synod
should be in conformity with his teaching as contained cian (24 June, 451). Shortly after the council, writin the aforesaid dogmatic epistle.
A detailed in- ing to the bishops of Gaul, he mentions that his
legates presided in his stead over the Eastern synod.
struction was also given to the papal legates, which
Moreover, Paschasinus proclaimed openly in presence
contained directions for their guidance in the council
of the council that he was presiding over it in the
this document, however, has perished, with the exname and in the place of Pope Leo. The members
ception of two fragments preserved in the Acts of the
council.
In July the papal legates departed for their of the council recognized this prerogative of the
Many bishops arrived at- Niccea during papal legates. When writing to the pope they prodestination.
the summer, but the opening of the council was fessed that, through his representatives, he presided
postponed owing to the emperor's inability to be over them in the council. In the interest of order
and a regular procedure the Emperor Marcian
present.
Finally, at the complaint of the bishops,
who grew weary of waiting, Marcian requested them appointed a number of commissioners, men of
high rank, who received the place of honour in the
to come to Chalcedon, in the near vicinity of Constantinople.
This was done, and the council opened council. Their jurisdiction, however, did not cover
the ecclesiastical or religious questions under discusat
'halcedon 8 October.
The commissioners simply directed the order
sion.
In all likelihood an official record of the proceedings
was made either during the council itself or shortly of business during the sessions; they opened the
meetings, laid before the council the matters to
afterwards. The assembled bishops informed the pope
be discussed, demanded the votes of the bishops
that a copy of all the "Acta" would be transmitted to
him in March, 453, Pope Leo commissioned Julian of on the various subjects, and closed the sessions.
Besides these there were present several members of
Cos, then at Constantinople, to make a collection of all
the Senate, who shared the place of honour with the
the Acts and translate them into Latin. Very ancient
imperial commissioners.
versions of the Acts, both in Creek and Latin, are still
At the very beginning of the first session, the
eMant. Most of the documents, chiefly the minutes
of the sessions, were written in Greek; others, e. g.
papal legates, Paschasinus at their head, protested
against the presence of Dioscurus of Alexandria.
the imperial letters, were issued in both languages;
Formal accusations of heresy and of unjust actions
others, again, e. g. the papal letters, were written in
Latin.
Eventually nearly all of them were translated committed in the Robber Council of Ephesus were
into both languages. The Latin version, known as the
preferred against him by Eusebius of Doryiaeum; and
" versio antiqua .", was probably made about 500,
at the suggestion of the imperial commissioners he
perhaps by Dionysius Exiguus. About the middle was removed from his seat among the bishops and
deprived of his vote.
In order to make a full investiof the sixth century the Roman deacon Rusticus,
gation Of bis case the .Vets nl he Robber 'oiiucil, with
then in Constantinople with Pope Vigilius (537-55),
made numerous corrections in the "versio antiqua", those of the synod held in 448 by Flavian of Constantinople, were read in full; this occupied the whole first
after comparison with Greek manuscripts of the Acts,
session.
chiefly with those of the "Acoemeta>'' mona terj
At the end the imperial commissioners deeither at Constantinople oral ('halcedon.
As to the clared that since Flavian of Constantinople and other
number of sessions held by the Council of Chalcedon bishops hail been unjustly deposed by the Robber
Council it would be just that Dioscurus and the lead
there is a great discrepancy in the various texts of the
ers in that synod should now suffer the same punish,V
also in the ancient historians of the council.
ment. A number of bishops agreed, but finally all
Either the respective manuscripts must have been in-

— ordering

all
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;
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declared themselves satisfied with the deposition of
Dioscurus alone. The second session (10 October)^
was occupied with the reading of testimonia bearing on
questions of faith, chiefly those under discussion. (
Among them were the symbols or creeds of the !oun-

'

(

of NIcsea (325) and of Constantinople (381 ); two
letters of St. Cyril of Alexandria, viz. his second letter
to Nestorius and the letter written to the Antiochene
bishops in 433 after his reconciliation with them;
All these
finally the dogmatic epistle of Pope Leo I.
documents were approved by the council. When
the pope's famous epistle was read the members of
the council exclaimed that the faith contained therein was the faith of the Fathers and of the Apostles;
that through Leo, Peter had spoken.
The third session was held 13 October; the imperial
commissioners and a number of bishops were absent.
Kusebius of Dorybeum presented a new accusation
against Dioscurus of Alexandria in which the charges
of heresy and of injustice committed in the Robber
Council of Ephesus were repeated. Three ecclesiastics and a layman from Alexandria likewise presented
lions against their bishop; he was declared
guilty of many acts of injustice and of personal misconduct. At the end of the session the papal legates
declared that Dioscurus should be deprived of his
bishopric and of all ecclesiasticabdignities for having
supported the heretic Eutychesi for having excommunicated Pope Leo, and for having refused to answer t he charges made against him. All the members
present agreed to this proposition; and the decree of
deposition was communicated to Dioscurus himself,
cjla
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emperor and to the empress, in which they were compared to Constantine
and Helena, the proceedings were closed.
The object of the council was attained in the
sixth session, and only secondary matters were
joyful acclamations to the

transacted in the remaining sessions. The seventh
sessions were both held 20 October.
In

and eighth

seventh an agreement between Maximus of
Antioch and Juvenal of Jerusalem was approved,
according to which the territory of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem was restricted to the three
provinces of Palestine. In the eighth session Theodoret of Cyrus, a former partisan of Nestorius, was
compelled to condemn the name of his friend under
threats of expulsion from the council.
He was then
reinstated in his bishopric. The ninth and tenth
sessions (27 and 28 October) dealt with the case of
Ibas, Bishop of Edessa, who had been deposed on
charges made by some of his ecclesiastics. The accusation proved to be unfounded, and Ibas was reinstated in his office. A decision was also given to the
effect that a pension should be paid by Maximus of
Antioch to his deposed predecessor Domnus. The
eleventh and twelfth sessions (29 and 30 October)
dealt with a conflict between Bassianus and Stephen,
both raised successively but. irregularly to the See
The council declared that a new
of Ephesus.
bishop should be chosen for Ephesus, but the two
aforesaid should retain their episcopal dignity and
receive a pension from the church revenues of EpheThe thirteenth session (30 October) decided a
sus.
Eunomius of Nicocase of conflicting jurisdiction.
him
Chalcemedia
and Anastasius of Nicsea both claimed metroAlexandrine
ecclesiastics
with
at
the
to
don.tothe Emperors Ma rcian and Valentinian III .and politan rights, at least for a part of Bithynia. The
to he Empress Pulcheria.
The fourth session, which council decreed that in a province there could be only
comprised two meetings, was held on 17 and 20 Octo- one metropolitan bishop, and in favour of the Bishop
ber.
At the request of the imperial commissioners of Nicomedia.
The fourteenth session (31 October) decided the
the bishops again approved the dogmatic epistle of
Pope Leo I; Juvenal of Jerusalem, Thalassius of rival claims of Sabinian and Athanasius to the See of
Perrha in Syria. Sabinian had been chosen in place of
Csesarea in Cappadocia, Eusebius of Ancyra, EustaAthanasius deposed by an Antiochene synod in 445;
thius of Berytus. and Basil of Seleucia in Cilicia, former partisans of Dioscurus in the Robber Council of later Athanasius was reinstated by the Robber CounEphesus, were pardoned and admitted to the sessions; cil of Ephesus. The council decreed that further inan investigation was made into the orthodoxy of a vestigation should be made into the charges against
number of bishops from Egypt, and of a number of Athanasius, Sabinian meanwhile holding the see.
monks and archimandrites suspected of Eutychian- If the charges should prove untrue, Athanasius
i-m: finally a dispute between Photius of Tyre and
should be reinstated and Sabinian receive a pension
Eustathius of Berytus concerning the territorial from the diocese. In the same session a letter of
Pope Leo was read, and the council approved the
extent of their respective jurisdiction was adjudicated.
The most important of all the sessions was the fifth, decisions in regard to Maximus of Antioch in his
conflict with Juvenal of Jerusalem, and his obligation
held 22 October; in this the bishops published a deIn the fifcree concerning the Christian Faith, which must be/ of providing for his predecessor Domnus.
considered as the specific dogmatic decree of the/ teenth session (31 October) the council adopted and
The
fourth ieneral Council. A special commission, con-) approved twenty-eight disciplinary canons.
i-'
papal legates, however, as well as the imperial comsistingol the papal legates, of Anatolius of Constant
missioners departed at the beginning of the session,
Qople, Maximus of Antioch, Juvenal of Jerusalem and
several others, was appointed to draw up this creed or
probably foreseeing that the hierarchical status of
symbol. After again approving the decrees and sym- the Bishop of Constantinople would be defined,
bols of the Councils of Niea:a (325), Constantinople
as really occurred in canon xxviii. The first canon
and Ephesus (431), as well as the teaching of approved the canons passed in previous synods.
(381
.allies against those
St. Cyril against Nestorius and the dogmatic epistle / The second establish.
pe Leo I, the document in question declares:/ who conferred ecclesiastical orders or positions for
one and the same Christ, Son, Lord, money, or received such orders or positions for
"We teach
Only-begotten, known in two natures, without con- money, and acted as intermediaries in such transfusion, without change, without division, without
The third forbade secular traffic to all
actions.
After the recitation of the decree all
ecclesiastics, except in the interest of minors, orseparation."
phans, or other needy persons. The fourth forbade
the bishops exclaimed that such was the true faith,
and that all should at once sign their names to it. the erection of a monastery or an oratorj without the
The imperial commissioners announced that they permission of the proper bishop; recommended to the
would communicate to the emperor the decree monks a life of retirement mortificat ion, and prayer;
'Phi- sixth
and forbade the reception of a -lave in a monastery
as approved by all the bishops.
without the permission of his master. The lift h incul(25 October) was celebrated with special solemnities;
Marcian and Pulcheria were present with a great at- cated the canons of previous synods concerning the
mere and the transfer of bishops and clerics from one rit\
tendance, w it It all
Senate. The emperor made an appropriate a. MiThe sixth recommended that no one should
other.
made
in the preceding Session was
be ordained except he were assigned to some ecclesiasllie decree of faith
provitical otiiee.
Those
read again and approved by the emperor; and with
the
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mendation (littenr pacijifiv) from the churches. The
twelfth forbade the bishops to obtain from the emperors the title of metropolitans to the prejudice of
the real metropolitan of their province. The thirteenth forbade to strange clerics the exercise of their
office unless provided with letters of recommendation
from their bishop. The fourteenth forbade minor
clerics to marry heretical women, or to give their children in marriage to heretics. The fifteenth decreed that
no deaconess should be ordained below the age of forty

and no person once ordained a deaconess was allowed
to leave that state and marry.
The sixteenth forbade the marriage of virgins or monks consecrated to
God. The seventeenth ordained that the parishes
in rural districts should remain under the jurisdiction of their respective bishops; but if a new city
were built by the emperor, its ecclesiastical organization should be modelled on that of the State.
The
eighteenth forbade secret organizations in the
Church, chiefly among clerics and monks. The nineteenth ordained that the bishops of the province
should assemble twice a year for the regular synod.
The twentieth forbade again the transfer of an ecclesiastic from one city to another, except in the case
of grave necessity.
The twenty-first ordained that
complaints against bishops or clerics should not be
heard except after an investigation into the character
of the accuser.
The twenty-second forbade ecclesiastics to appropriate the goods of their deceased bishop.
The twenty-third forbade clerics or monks to sojourn
in Constantinople without the permission of their
bishop. The twenty-fourth ordained that monasteries once established, together with the property
assigned to them, should not be converted to other
purposes. The twenty-fifth ordained that the metropolitan should ordain the bishops of his province within three months (from election).
The twenty-sixth

ordained that ecclesiastical property should not be
administered by the bishop alone, but by a special
procurator.
The twenty-seventh decreed severe penalties against the abduction of women.
The twentyeighth ratified the third canon of the Council of Constantinople (381), and decreed that since the city of
Constantinople was honoured with the privilege of
having the emperor and tin' Sena e within its walls,
its bishop should also have special prerogatives and
be second in rank, after the Bishop of Rome. In
consequence thereof he should consecrate the metropolitan bishops of the three civil Dioceses of Pontus.
This last canon provoked
Asia, and Cappadocia.
another session of the council, tin' sixteenth, held on
The papal legates protested therein
1 November.
against this canon, alleging that they had special
instructions from Pope Leo on that subject, that the
canon violated the prerogatives of the Patriarchs
hi Uexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, and was contrary to the canons (vi, viii of the Council of Nicsea.
Their protests, however, were not listened to; and
the council persisted in retaining this canon in its
Wiih this incident the Council of Chalcedon

was closed.
\t

the closing of the sessions the council wrote a
Pope Leo I, in which the fathers informed
of what had been done; thanked him for the

letter to

him

exposition of Christian
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The seventh
sion were not to exercise their order.
forbade ecclesiastics to exercise the military art or to
hold a secular office. The eighth decreed that the
clerics of charitable homes, monasteries, or oratories
of martyrs should be subject to the bishop of the territory.
The ninth ordained that ecclesiastics should
conduct their lawsuits only before their bishop, the
synod of the province, the exarch, or the Bishop of
Constantinople. The tenth forbade ecclesiastics to
be enrolled in the church-registers of different cities.
The eleventh ordained that the poor and needy, when
travelling, should be provided with letters of recom-

Faith contained in his dog-

matic epistle; spoke of his legates as having presided
over them in his name; and asked for the ratification of the disciplinary matters enacted, particularly
canon xxviii. This letter was handed to the papal
legates, who departed for Rome soon after the last
session of the council.
Similar letters were written
to Pope Leo in December by Emperor Marcian and
Anatolius of Constantinople. In reply Pope Leo
protested most energetically against canon xxviii and
declared it null and void as being against the prerogatives of the Bishops of Alexandria and Antioch,
and against the decrees of the Council of Nicsea.
Like protests were contained in the letters written
22 May, 452, to Emperor Marcian, Empress Pulcheria, and Anatolius of Constantinople.
Otherwise
the pope ratified the Acts of the Council of Chalcedon, but only inasmuch as they referred to matters of
faith.
This approval was contained in letters written
21 March, 453, to the bishops who took part in the
council
hence the Council of Chalcedon, at least as
to the first six sessions, became an oecumenical synod,
and was considered as such by all Christians, both
The Emin the time of Pope Leo and after him.
peror Marcian issued several edicts (7 February,
13 March, and 2S July, 452) in which he approved the
decrees of the Council of Chalcedon, forbade all discussions on questions of faith, forbade the Eutychians to have priests, to live in monasteries, to hold
meetings, to inherit anything, to bequeath anything
The clerics
to their partisans, or to join the army.
among the followers of Eutyches, hitherto orthodox,
and the monks of his monastery, were to be expelled
from Roman territory, as once the Manichaans were.
The writings of the Eutychians were to be burned;
their authors, or those who spread them, were to be
punished with confiscation and banishment. Finally
Eutyches and Dioscurus were both banished. The
former died about that time, while the latter lived
to the year 454 in Gangra in Paphlagonia.
The Council of Chalcedon with its dogmatic definition did not put an end to the controversy concerning
the natures in Christ and their relation to each other.
Many people in the East disliked the term person useck
by the council to signify the union of, or the means
They believed
of uniting, the two natures in Christ.
that Xestorianism was thereby renewed; or at least,
they thought the definition less satisfactory 'han St.'
Cyril's concept of the union of the two natures in
Christ (Bardenhewer, Patrologie, 2nd ed., 321-22).
In Palestine, Syria, Armenia, Egypt, and other
;

countries, many monks and ecclesiastics refused to
accept the definition of Chalcedon; and Monophy(See Diosci i;i s;
sites are found there to this day.
Jacobites; Eutychianism; Monophysitism.)
The \<-ts of the council are in Mansi, Sacrorum ConcUiorum
VI, VII.
For its history see EvAORiDS, Historia
,>Il,, tin,
in /'. (,'., I.XXXVI;
Facundus of Hekmiane.
Pro defenaione trium capilulorum, in P. L., LXVII; Liberatcs,
Breeianum. in P. L.. LXVIII; also Bakoxics, Anno
ad an. 4.31 (Lucca, 1741); Natalis Alexander, H
Mimidn-.i Venice,
Vr
e, 17TS', V; Tili.emont,
17321, XV; Hefele, History of the Councils itr Edinburgh,
1S71 >. II, and vol. II of the new Benedictine (French transla1'iiisi;
der vatrisliDoomengeschichte
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Chalcis, a titular see of Greece. The city v,
capital of the island of Euboea (Negro]. on; I, and has
been called Eubcea, Stymphelos, Balicarne, HypoIt was
chalcis, and later Buripos, and Negropont.
founded in prehistoric times, was prosperous in the
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H :i!1p,

1855);

Obkriummi

ii.

Chaleis,

in

Paci.y-Wissowa,

Real-EnneJopiidie, III, 207S-20XS; Smith, Diet, of Greek and
Roman Geogr. (London, 1S7S), I, 599-600.
S. Vailhe.

Chaldea.

See Babylonia.

Chaldean Christians, the name of former NesNbstorianism) now reunited with the

torians (see

Roman Church.

Ethnologically they are divided into

two groups (Turco-Persian and Indian), which must
be treated apart, since in their vicissitudes one group
The first group
differs considerably from the other.
is

known as Chaldeans, the second as Christians
Thomas (see Syro-Malabar Church).

usually

of St.
I.

Name and Territory of Chaldeans.

—

Strictly,

the name of Chaldeans is no longer correct; in Chaldea
proper, apart from Bagdad, there are now very few
adherents of this rite, most of the Chaldean population being found in the cities of Kerkuk, Arbil, and
Mosul, in the heart of the Tigris valley, in the valley of
It is in
the Zab, and in the mountains of Kurdistan.
the former ecclesiastical province of At5r (Assyria)
that are now found the most flourishing of the CathThe native population
olic Chaldean communities.
accepts tie- name of Atoraya-Kaldaya (Assyro-Chaldeans), while in the neo-Syriac vernacular Christians
generally are known as Syrians. The territory now
occupied by these Chaldeans belonged once to the
ancient Sassanid Empire of Persia, later Imayyad and
then the Abbassid Caliphs of Islam. Turkish and
Mongol inva ions, and later efforts to reconstruct
the former Kingdom of Persia shattered effectually
the earlier political unity of this region; since the end
of the sixteenth century tie- territory of the Chaldeans
In fact, howhas been under Turkish or Persian rule.
ever, a number of the mountain tribes are only
either.
to
subject
nominally
Turks* and Persia. From the
II. Chaldeans
fifth century, the Persian Church quietly, almost unPri
consciously, adopted the Nestorian errors.
to that period, its relations with Rome had been insignificant owing to distance, language, racial temper,
and a certain ardour of nationalism begotten by the
|>
almost perpetual wars with the Roman Empire.
to the end of the Middle Aires, there also lay between
Persia and Rome another, and insuperable, obstacle
It is true that at the end of
the Byzantine Church.
(

m
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tenth century B. c, and sent colonies as far as
Macedonia and even Italy. From 506 B. c. to the
reign of Alexander the Great it was alternately the ally
and enemy of Athens. In 194 B. c. it fell into the
power of the Romans. Justinian fortified it; tinArabs captured it in 880, but it was reconquered by
the Byzantines, and during the Middle Ages its trade
was extensive. It was captured by the Venetians
Since
in 1209 and by Mohammed II. 12 July, 1470.
1833 it has formed a part of the Kingdom of Greece.
LeChalcis has to-day about 10,000 inhabitants.
quien (II. 214) mentions eleven bishops of Chalcis
from the fourth to the eighteenth century. The see
was originally a suffragan of Corinth, then of Athens;
The
finally it became an independent metropolis.
Greek titular bears to-day the double title "Chalcis
and Caryetia " (from Carystus). The Lati bishops
bore in the thirteenth century the title of Negropont
(Lequien, III, 845; Eubel, I, 384). On 8 February,
1314. the see was united by Clement V to the Latin
Patriarchate of Constantinople and remained so till
the sixteenth century, when it was again independently established. Chalcis in Thrace was another
see, suffragan of Heracleia (Lequien, I, 1149); its
A third Chalcis, known
site has not been identified.
by the sojourn of St. Jerome, was a bishopric depending on Seleucia Pieriffi in Syria Prima (Lequien,
II. 7"v>).
This city is often mentioned in Jacobite
documents under its native name Kinnesrin.
Leake, Northern Greece, II, 254-266; Baumeister, TopoEuboia; Dondorff, De rebus Chalcidicis
izzt / r I ns>

—

I

the seventh century a Nestorian prelate, Sahdona, accepted the Council of Chalcedon and returned to
Christian orthodoxy, but this implied only a renewal
of union with the Melchite (Orthodox Greek) Church
of Antioch and the Fast, by no means a recognition
of the supremacy of the Pope of Old Rome.
The
present Chaldeans do not therefore descend from
Sahdona.
It
was not until the thirteenth century
that the political revolutions of Central and Farther
Vsia permitted closer relations between the Nestorian
Christians and the Roman Church, whose missionaries
then reached the valley of the Tigris by way of the
new Latin principalities. Innocent IV, an earnest
promoter of the Eastern missions, had sent two
Dominicans to Sabhrisho'ibn-al-Masih, the Catholicos of the Nestorians.
Through his vicar Ard
(perhaps Adda!) the catholicos sent to Rome a profession of faith and a theological treatise by the Archbishop of Nisibis, Iso'yahb bar Malkon (1247). The
result of this mission is unknown; certainly Makkika
and Denha, successors of the aforesaid catholicos
pursued the matter no further. Yahbalaha III, however, elected in 1281, sent to the pope, in his own
name and in that of Argun, King of the Tatars, the
Chinese monk, Barsauma (1287). Nicholas IV welcomed the Nestorian envoy and sent him home with
many gifts for the catholicos, requesting kind treatment for such Dominican missionaries as might traverse his province.
In 1304 the same Yahbalaha took advantage of the
return ti Rome of the Dominican James to address
to Benedict XI a profession of faith dated from the
city of Maraga.
The frightful disturbances of the
fourteenth century interrupted these friendly relations.
Towards the middle of the fifteenth century
the office of catholicos became hereditary and passed
from uncle to nephew in the same family. Meanwhile the Nestorian communities, dispersed throughout the former Arabian Empire, cut off from all communication with their natural religious centre, dwindled to insignificant proportions or disappeared altogether.
In 1445 Andreas, Archbishop of Colossae,
was sent by Eugene IV to reconcile with Rome the
Nestorian prelate Timothy, known as the Archbishop
of Tarsus, but then resident in Cyprus.
After obtaining from this prelate certain modifications of the Nestorian Liturgy, Andreas forbade the Latin Christians
of Cyprus to treat the Chaldeans as heretics.
In
1551 the Catholicos Simeon bar Mama was succeeded
by his nephew, Simeon Denha. According to a custom then about a century old, the latter was consecrated by Henanisho, the only remaining metropolitan.
A numerous anti-synod met at Mosul, convoked
by the Bishops of Arbil, Salamas, and Aderbaidjan.
In agreement with the principal laymen they chose for
bishop a monk of the monastery of Rabban-Hormizd
bar Daniel, known as Sulaqa (Ascension).
8
Probably at the suggestion of some hat in missionary,
pi copal
eni linn to Rome, where he received
consecration from Julius III, with the title of Patriarch of the Chaldeans.
On his return to his own
atry, Sulaqa consecrated two metropolitans and
three bishops.
In the meantime, the aforesaid Nestorian catholicos, Simeon Denha, won over the Pasha
of Diarbekir; John Sulaqa was imprisoned and later
on (1555) was put to death. The united Chaldeans
\bdishcV. the Metropolitan
of Djeziret ibn-Omai (Beit Zabdal), who went to
during
Rome (1502)
the pontificate of Pius IV, received there the pallium, and was invited to assist
at the Council of Trent.
He declined this honour,
hut addressed to the assembly a profession of faith
that was read at the twenty-second session.
He
,4 after a few years died
returned to
i

I

i

i

1.

among them

at Seert

(1507).

The patriarchal
Though very

office

remained vacant for some time.
is

known

of Aitalaha, the successor of Abdishd',

little
it is
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deed, they had ever abandoned it). Simeon died
in 1.593.
In 1619 his successor, Simeon II, wrote
that he would visit Rome, which promise, howIn 1650 Simeon
ever, he was unable to execute.
III corresponded with Innocent X, and in 1658 Simeon IV entered on relations with the Congregation of
Propaganda, for which attitude his subjects tried to

Alexander VII, however, defended him
earnestly in a letter to the King of Persia and urged
that he might be permitted to retain his patriarchal
depose him.

office.
There is still extant a letter of Simeon V
(1670) to Clement X.also one of Simeon VI (1770) to
Clement XIV. Since the election of Simeon VII
(1S39) no further attempts have been made by the
Chaldeans of Persia to renew relations with Rome.

The establishment (1837) of a
near Urmia probably accounts
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certain that he did not go to Rome for the pallium, as
did his predecessors. His energetic auxiliary, however, Hormizd-Elias Amas Abid, who had been consecrated by Sulaqa as Archbishop of Amid and Jerusalem, was always in friendly communication with the
In the meantime a large body of Nestorians
Latins.
headed by Denha Simeon, the Archbishop of Gelu,
Salamas, and Seert, rejected the authority of the
successor of bar Mama and submitted to Aitalaha,
on whose death Simeon was chosen to succeed him.
The Turco-Persian wars obliged Simeon to reside
in the mountains, near Salamas in Persia, whereas
This
his predecessors had resided at Amid (Amida).
change of residence had important consequences:
the successors of Simeon in the end retained jurisdiction only over the provinces subject to the Persians, and had no longer any intercourse with Rome
except at long intervals. In this way many Chaldeans returned to the Nestorian heresy (if, in-

Protestant mission
for this regrettable

Nevertheless, the present Nestorian paattitude.
triarch, resident at Kotchannes in the mountains of
Kurdistan, is a direct successor of John Sulaqa, one
of those who initiated the aforesaid union with Rome.
Simeon bar Mama was succeeded in 1576 by Elias
Simeon Denha who in 1586 sent a profession of faith to
Sixtus V. It was, however, judged heretical.
Elias
II (1591-1617) took up again the question of reunion
and in a letter to Rome (1610) complained that he and
his people were regarded as heretics by the Franciscans of the Holy Land. In 1616 he assembled at
Amid (Diarbekir) a general synod, attended by eight
metropolitans and in which Padre Tommaso da Novara, superior of the Franciscan convent of Aleppo,
took part. In preparation for tins synod an embassy
had been sent to Rome (1612) headed by the archi-

The union was consummated, but
appearance only. Two persons appeared to have
been sincere in their conversion: Addai, consecrated at
the aforesaid synod as Bishop of Amid and Jerusalem,
and (perhaps) the patriarch. The latter, however, died
the following year. His successor, Elias (III) Simeon
(1617-1660) also solicited from Rome the pallium,
but his profession of faith was not found orthodox.
The negotiations soon ceased and were not resumed,
mandrite, Addai.

in

by Elias (IV) John (1660-1700), or by Elias
(V) (1700-1723). It is said that Elias (VI) Denha
(1723-1778) corresponded with Rome. If so, his
successor, Elias (VII) Ishoyahb, observed an attitude
Finally, John Hormizd, the last
of independence.
descendant of the patriarchal family of bar .Mama.
s ;n
went over definitely to the Catholic Church
and took with him the Sec of Bagdad-Mosul and
many Nestorians.
In 1672, Joseph, the Nestorian Archbishop of >iarbekir, following the advice of the Capuchin missionaries, withdrew from communion with the Patriarch
Elias IV. The latter tried to have him assassinated,
and roused against him the vigorous enmity of the
Turkish authorities, Joseph fled, to Rome (1675), but
after an understanding with the Propaganda, and with
either

i

I

1

the sanction of Clement X, returned to his own country
where he was very active in organizing the union of
his people with Rome.
Innocent XI granted him the
pallium (1681) and the title of patriarch. He resigned in 1693 and died at Rome. The learned Joseph
(II) Ma'aruf (1693-1713), received from Clement XI
(1701) the title of Patriarch of Babylon. His successor, Joseph (III) Moses Timothy (1714-1756), had
a very troubled career. In 1731 he went to Constantinople to protest against the incessant annoyances of the Nestorians. Thence he proceeded to
Rome, where he promptly received an intimation
to return to his diocese.
He was unable, however, to
reach it and appeared again in Rome (1735), where
for six years he was kept in seclusion.
At the end of
this period he was restored, at the prayers of his
flock, and returned to Amid (1741), where he died in
1756.
Joseph (IV) Timothy (1759-1779) followed
him in the patriarchal office. Joseph (V) Augustine
Hindi succeeded (1779-1826) with the title of Archbishop and Administrator of the Chaldean Pat riarchate
of the Province of Diarbekir; for the Diocese of
Mosul he had as auxiliary the priest George of
Alkosch. Owing to the scarcity of documents the
history of this period is little known.
From letters
edited by Giamil (Genuince relationes, 391-399) it
would appear that properly speaking Joseph IV had
no successor, perhaps because of the aforementioned
conversion to Catholicism of John Hormizd, the last

descendant of bar Mama.

John Hormizd had been
excommunicated in 181S, but was reconciled with
Rome in 1S30 and proclaimed Patriarch of Babylon
by Pius VIII; he owed this happy settlement to the
kind efforts of Pierre Coupperie, the Latin Bishop of
Babylon. In 1838 Nicholas Isaias Jacob, Bishop of
Aderbaidjan, and a former pupil of the College of
Propaganda at Rome, was appointed his coadjutor
with right of succession. The same year John Hormizd
died, and in 1847 Isaias Jacob resigned. His successor,
Joseph (VI) Audo (1S4S-1S7S), entered on a serious
conflict withPiusIX. Though the Bull "Reversurus"
had provoked (1867) a schism in Armenia, it was imposed upon the Chaldeans in 1869. Joseph Audo
maintained his prerogative in the matter of episcopal ordinations and was threatened with excommunication by the papal Encyclical of September.
Audo died in 1S7S, but had previously been
1876.
Leo XIII appointed as his
reconciled with Pius IX.
successor Elias (XII) Abolionan (1S78-1894), who
was followed by the learned George Abdishd' (V)
Khayvath (1894-1899) and Joseph Emmanuel (II)

Thomas.
III.

Present Status.

—The latest and most com-

plete statistics of the Catholic Chaldeans were furnished in 1896 by Mgr. ( leorge 'Abdisho' Khayyath
to the Abb6 Chabot (Revue de 1 'Orient Chretien, I, no.
The patriarch considers Bagdad as the principal
4).
His title of Patriarch of Babylon recity of his see.
sults from the erroneous identification (in the seventeenth century) of modern Bagdad with ancient
Babylon. As a matter of fact the Chaldean patriarch
resides habitually at Mosul and reserves for himself
the direct administration of this diocese and that of
Bagdad. There are five archbishops (resident respectively at Bassora, Diarbekir, Kerkuk, Salamas,
and Fnnia) and seven bishops. Eight patriarchal
vicars govern the small Chaldean communities dis-

The Chalpersed throughout Turkey and Persia.
dean clergy, especially the monks of Rabban-Hormizd, have established some missionary stations in
the mountain districts inhabited by Nestorians.
Three dioceses are in Persia, the others in Turkey.
There an' in all '.'33 parishes and 177 churches or
The Catholic Chaldean clergy number 248
chapels.
priests; they arc assisted by the religious of the Congregation of St. Hormizd (Rabban-Hormizd) who
number about one hundred. There are about fifty-
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whom are in the Diocese of Mosul. This number is
perhaps a little exaggerated. The figure of about
66,000 given by Dr. Oussani (see Asia) as against
The liturgical
1-40,000 Nestorians is more correct.
language of the Chaldean Church is Syriac. Arabic,
variously
spoken
by the
Turkish, Persian, Kurd are
people; in some districts the vernacular is neo-Syriac.
ancient
the
Nestothose
of
The liturgical books are
ri:m Church, corrected in the sense of Catholic orthonecessity,
Unfortunately,
without
doctrinal
doxy.
they have in some places been made to conform with
Latin usage.
Religiously and morally the Chaldeans are on a
level with the other Catholic communities of the Oriental Rite.
They are becoming daily better instructed, owing in part to the zeal and devotion of
Latin missionaries and religious (Dominicans at
Mosul, Carmelites at Bagdad, Lazarists in Persia I.
Their clergy counts among its members such learned
men. as Mgr. Giamil, Mgr, Addai' Scher, and Mgr.
Minna, authors of numerous publications interesting
to Orientalists. This literary revival is mostly due to
the Lazarist, Pere Bedjan, a Persian Chaldean. He
devoted much industry and learning to popularizing
among his people, both Catholics and Nestorians,
their ancient chronicles, the lives of Chaldean saints
and martyrs, even works of the ancient Nestorian
doctors.
IV. Malabar Christians. The west coast of
India exhibits since the sixth century a number of
flourishing Christian communities subject to the
Nestorian Catholicos of Persia. In the sixteenth century Portuguese invaders of India found on the aforesaid coast over 200,000 of these ancient Persian or
Syriac Christians, who called themselves Christians

—

They acknowledged their dependof St. Thomas.
ence on the Nestorian Church; for a long time, however, on account of the dangers of travel and continual wars, their intercourse with it was only intermitMost of the time, therefore, they were without
tent.
The clergy of Goa tried to annex them by a
bishops.
process of latinization, and the Jesuits, successors of
St. Francis Xavier, followed a similar policy, but with

much moderation and

practical sense.

renewal of relations bethe Chaldean Catholics, their procurator, Bishop Hormizd Elias, was sent to India
(1562) by the pope and the Patriarch 'Abdishd with
two Dominican missionaries, one of whom was a
bishop.
'Abdishd' ordained as Bishop of Malabar a
certain Joseph whom the Portuguese detained at Goa,
so thai In' was able to reach his mission only after two
years.
In the meantime, because of urgency, a sucVfter the above-described

tween

Rome and

1

,

had been named. Bishop Abraham of AngaThis was the cause of misunderstandings and
lisputes to which Pius IV put an end 1565) by dividing the Malabar territory.
This step did not greatly
relieve the anxieties of the United Chaldeans of MalaAbraham
Bishop
complained
to the pope "that
bar.
ih.
Lathers of the Society [of Jesus] and the Latin
Portuguese" tried to withdraw him from obedience
to the Chaldean patriarch and to persuade him to
demand the pallium directly from the pope. In this
way they sought to compel him to "conform to the
Latin Rite and to turn over gradually to the Holy See
the administration of this province".
The King of
liishop
Cochin himself asked from thi' po]
Abraham a Bafe-conducl to attend at < loa the Provincial Council of the Indies, without fear of imprisonIn 1599, Alexis Menezes, Archbishop .of Con.
ment.
ked at Diamper a celebrated synod, in which
cessor

male.

(
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two Chaldean schools (not counting those conducted
by Latin nuns and missionaries). At Mosul there is a
patriarchal seminary, distinct from the Syro-Chaldean seminary directed by the Dominicans. The
total number of the Chaldeans according to the abovementioned authority is nearly 7S,000, 24,000 of

was decided to unify the hierarchy and to correct
the rituals, missals, and other liturgical books of

it

the Malabar Christians in the sense of the Roman
Liturgy. Portuguese authority enforced these decisions on the Malabar Coast, but the policy eventually failed.
Many Catholics left the Latin Church
and joined the Nestorians. A little later (1653)
the Jacobite (Monophysite) patriarch sent a bishop
to India, whereupon more than a hundred thousand Malabar Christians accepted him with a viewto the preservation of their liturgical (Syriac) tongue,
heedless of his Monophysitism, which was, no doubt,
quite unintelligible to them. Owing to the Carmelite missionaries, who succeeded the Jesuits, nearly
250,000 persevered in Catholic unity, and have remained to the present loyal to the Holy See and submissive to the Latin hierarchy though they have never
ceased their petition to be restored to the obedience
This re-affiliation has not
of the Chaldean patriarch.
been accorded them, even after the Encyclical of Leo
XIII "Orientalium Dignitas". The pope, however,
has withdrawn them from the jurisdiction of the
Latin bishops and has given them three vicars AposThese native bishops
tolic of their nation and rite.
administer the Dioceses of Trichur, Ernakulam and
Changanachery, and are directly subject to PropaThis is only a provisional solution.
ganda (1897).
TheCatholicChaldeansof Malabar look always tow aids
the (Catholic) Chaldean patriarchs, who never tire of
urging the extension of their jurisdiction over the
distant Malabar churches, historically united with the
Church of Persia and it- legitimate representatives.
Giami:

Or
parte prwium edit a- hist
This work contains an imp
1902).

R
ion of official
'

I

rtai

Roman

and documents exchanged betwe
and the Chaldeans. The Syriac ink. In
Latin, would be: Liber relation urn eodi
Sede Aposlolicd Ramos; Chabot, (1) Les
letters

Curia

ranslated into
Idaorum run.
i

(

.

\Ialabai

.

ehaldien de
Etat religieux des dioceses formant l> pat oi
'<>
-.
hnti.n
Vie de Mar Joseph I in Bemu
i'.i)
and Nesto(Paris. 1S06); Oussani. The Modern Chaldean
rians, and the Study of Syriac among them in Johns Hopkins,
anions earlier works see,
Semitic Papers (Baltimore. 1901!)
J. Al.. Asse.mam. De Calhoheix sen potnarchis f}iald,i.
Nestorianorum commeniarius (Rome, 1775); Jos. S, Asse.mam:
Bibliotheca Orientalis, III. pt. II, passim.
(2)

il

lin'niloiie;

t

;

J.

Labourt.

— History. — The chalice occupies the
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first

place among sacred vessels, and by a figure of speech
the material cup is often used as if it were synonymous with the Precious Blood itself. "The chalice
of benediction, which we bless", writes St. Paul, "is
it not the communion of the blood of Christ?" (I.
No reliable tradition has been preserved
Cor.,x, 16).
to us regarding the vessel used by Christ at the Last
Supper. In the sixth and seventh centuries pilgrims
to Jerusalem were led to believe that the actual
chalice was still venerated in the church of the Holy
Sepulchre, having within it the sponge which was
Curiously
presented to Our Saviour on Calvary.
enough, while Antoninus of Piacenza refers to it as

made

of

onyx, Adamnan,

less

than a century

later,

describes it as a "silver cup holding the measure of a
Gallic sextarius and with two opposite handle
Geyer, Itinera EQerosolimitana, pp. 154, 173, 234,
At a much later period two other vessels have
305).
been venerated as the chalice of the Last Supper.
»ne, the sacro catino of Genoa, is rather a dish than a
cup and is made of green glass, though long supposed
to be an emerald, fourteen and a half inches m diamTheother,al Valencia in
eter and of priceless value.
The fact is that the whole
Spain, is a cup of agate.
It
will
tradition is untrustworthy and of late .late
be referred to further under tin- article GRAIL, and
meanwhile we may be content to quote the words of
•
in Matt.); "The tabli
St. ChrvBOstom (Horn.
of silver, the chalice was not ol gold in which Christ
gave His blood to His disciples to drink, and yet
(

1
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to inspire
awe." So far as it is possible to collect any scraps
of information regarding the chalices in use among
early Christians, the evidence seems to favour the
prevalence of glass, though cups of the precious and
of baser metals, of ivory, wood, and even clay were
(See Hefele, Beitrage, II, 32.3-5.)
also in use.
passage of St. Irenseus (Hser., I, c. xiii) describing a
pretended miracle wrought by Mark the Gnostic who
poured white wine into liis chalice and then after
prayer showed the contents to be red, almost necessarily supposes a vessel of glass, and the glass patens
(patenas vitreas) mentioned in the "Liber Pontificalis" under Zephyrinus (202-19), as well as certain
passages in Tertullian and St. Jerome, entirely favour
the same conclusion.
But the tendency to use by
preference the precious metals developed early. St.
Augustine speaks of two golden and six silver chalices
dug up at Cirta in Africa (Contra Crescon., Ill, c.
xxix), and St. Chrysostom of a golden chalice set with
gems (Horn. 1 in Matt.). As regards shape, our principal information at this early period is derived from
certain representations, said to be meant for Eucharistic
chalices, which are found in early mosaics,
sarcophagi, and other monuments of Christian art.
The general prevalence of an almost stemless, vaseshaped type with two handles, inclines us to believe
that a glass vessel of this nature discovered in the
Ostrian catacomb on the Via Nomentana, and now
preserved in the Lateran Museum, may really have
been a chalice. At an early date it became common
to inscribe the donor's name upon costly vessels presented to churches. Thus it is known that Galla
Placidia (d. 450) offered a chalice with such an inscription to the church of Zacharias at Ravenna, and
the Emperor Valentinian III sent another to the
church at Brive. Such goblets were sometimes
known as adices literati. The earliest specimen of
a chalice of whose original purpose we can feel reasonably confident is the chalice of Chelles, preserved until the French Revolution and believed to have been
wrought by, or at least to date from the time of, the
famous artificer St. Eligius of Noyon, who died in
659.
The material was gold, richly decorated with
enamels and precious stones. In shape it was without handles and like a celery glass, with a very deep
cup and no stem, but the cup was joined to the base
by a knop, which under the name of nodus or pomellum became a very characteristic feature in the chalIn many of the specimens
ices of the Middle Ages.
described or preserved from the Merovingian, Carlovingian, and Romanesque periods, it is possible to
make a distinction between the ordinary sacrificial
chalice used by bishops and priests in the Mass and
the calices ministeriales intended for the Communion
of the faithful at Easter and other seasons when many
received.
These latter chalices are of considerable
size, and they are often, though not always, fitted
with handles, which, it is easy to understand, would
have afforded additional security against accidents
when the sacred vessel was put to the lips of each
turn.
In a rude and barbarous age
communicant
the practical difficulties of Communion under the
species of wine must have been considerable, and it
is not wonderful that from the Carlovingian period
onwards the device was frequently adopted of using
a pipe or reed (known by a variety ot names, fistula,
./.j,
pipa, calamus, siphon, etc.)
tor the Communion of both clergy anil people.
To
this day at the solemn papal high Mass. the chalice
is brought from the altar to the pope at his throne.
and the pontiff absorbs its contents through a golden
his practice also lasted down to the reformation among the Cistercians.
The Chalices of the Middle Ages. Of chalices
earlier than the time of Charlemagne the existing
specimens are so few and so doubtful that generalizafit

A
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any kind is almost impossible. Besides the
already mentioned chalice of Chelles, now destroyed,
only two of those still preserved can be referred contion of

fidently to a date earlier than the year 800.
The
is that of Tassilo, which
bears the inscription tassilo dux fortis + luitpirg virga (sic) regalls. This beautiful piece of
metal work exhibits an egg-shaped cup joined to a
small conical base by a knop. The character of the
ornamentation shows clearly the predominance of
Irish influences, even if it be not actually the work
of an Irish craftsman.
Plainer in design, but very
similar in form, is the chalice said to have belonged
to St. Ledger.
Its Eucharistic character is proved
beyond doubt by the inscription which it bears:
hic calix sangvinis dni ihv xti. If, as is possible,
these words are intended to form a chronogram,
they yield the date 788. Of the succeeding period,
by far the most remarkable example preserved is the
magnificent relic of Irish art known as the Chalice of
Ardagh, from the
place near which it
was accidentally
discovered in 180S.
This is a "minis-

most remarkable of these

terial" chalice and
it has two handles.

seven inches
height but as
as nine and
a half inches in
diameter, and the
bowl is capable of
containing nearly
The material is silver alloyed
three pints of liquid.
with copper, but gold and other metals have been used
It is

in

much

in its wonderful ornamentation, consisting largely of
An inscripinterlacing patterns and rich enamels.

tion in very interesting ancient characters gives simply the names of the Twelve Apostles, a list of course
highly suggestive of the Last Supper. The date conjecturally assigned to this masterpiece from the letters of the inscription is the ninth or tenth century.
But in any case the broadening of the cup and the
firm and wide base indicate a development which is
noticeable in nearly all the chalices of the Romanesque period. The chalice known as that of St. Gozlin. Bishop of Toul (922-02), is still preserved in the
In its broad, low, circular form
cathedral of Nancy.
Another
it much resembles the last-named chalice.
very beautiful ministerial chalice with handles, but
of later date (twelfth century?), is that of the Abbey
of Wilten in the Tyrol.
It may be added that
although these double-handled cups of precious metal
were no doubt primarily intended for the Communion
of the people, they were also on great occasions used
by the celebrant in the Holy Sacrifice. The fresco in
the under-church of San Clemente in Rome (eleventh
century?), representing the Mass of St. Clement,

shows a two-handled chalice upon the altar, and the
same may be seen in the famous liturgical ivory panel
of the Spitza collection (Kraus. Christliche Kunst,

1

1,

18).
It is certain, however, that tin' chalices commonly
used for the private Masses of parish priests and

monks were of a simpler character, and in the eighth,
ninth and following centuries much legislation was
devoted to securing that chalices should be made of
becoming material. From a remark attributed lo St.
Boniface (c. 740) that in the early ages of the church
the priests were of gold and the chalices of wood, hut
that now the chalices were of gold anil the priests of
wood, it might be inferred that he would have favoured simplicity in the furniture of the altar, but the
synodal decrees of this period only aimed at promotEngland seems
ing suitable reverence for the Mass.
to have taken the lead in this matter, and in any case
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may

be quoted as typical of those
which soon afterwards were enforced everywhere.
Thus the Council of Celchyth (Chelsea) forbade the use
of chalices or patens of horn auod de sanguine sunt,
and the canons passed in the reign of Edgar, under
St. Dunstan, enjoined that all chalices in which the
" house! is hallowed" should be of molten work {colic
gegoten) ami that none should be hallowed in a
wooden vessel. The laws of tin' Northumbrian
priests imposed a fine upon all who should "hallow
nousel" in a wooden chalice and tin' so-called canons
of /Elfric repeated the injunction that chalices of
the English canons

molten material, gold, silver, glass (glaescn) or tin
should be used, not horn, and especially not wood.
Horn was rejected because Mood had entered into its
composition.
Probably, however, the most famous
decree was that included in the "Corpus Juris" (cap.
xlv, dist. i, de consecratione) "that the chalice of the
Lord, together with the paten, if not gold, must be
entirely made of silver.
If, however, anyone is so
poor, let him at least have a chalice of pewter.
The
chalice must not be made of brass or copper, because
it generates rust (i. e. verdigris) which causes nausea.
And let no one presume to say Mass with a chalice of
wood or glass". This decree is traditionally attril>uted to a certain council of Reims, but Hefele is unable to identify it.
From the eleventh century onwards sufficient
chalices and representations of chalices survive to
enable us to draw conclusions regarding their evolution of form.
A round knop, short stem, broad firm
base, and wide, rather shallow cup are characteristic
of the earlier period.
One of the richest surviving
examples is the chalice known as that of St. Remi.
It is remarkable for the maledictory inscription engraved on its base: quicxnque hunc calicem ixVADIAVERIT VEL AB HAC ECCLESIA REMENSI ALIQtrO MOIIO ALIEXAVERIT ANATHEMA SIT. FIAT AMEN.
In the thirteenth century, while the cup of the ordinary chalice still remains broad and rather low, and
the base and knop are circular, we find a certain
development of the stem. On the other hand the cup,
inalarge numberof examplesof the fourteenth century,
tends to assume a conical or funnel shape, while the
stem and knop become angular, or prismatic in secThe base is often divided
tion, generally hexagonal.
into six lobes to match the stem, and the knop itself
is sometimes resolved into a group of studs or bosses,
which in certain fifteenth-century specimens give
place to a mass of arcading and architectural ornament set with figures. The stem is at the same time
elongated and becomes much taller.
Under Rcnaisinfluences, on the other hand, the ornamentation in the more sumptuous specimens of chalices is
often excessive, spending itself in the form of figured

The cup
repousse' work upon the base and stem.
almost invariably assumes a tulip shape, which continues during tin seventeenth and eighteenth centuliil"
the chalice greatly increases in height.
With this, in the seventeenth century, often went a
stem,
or again a quite inadequate base, so
very thin
that many chalices of this period leave the wellimpression
of being either fragile or topfounded
heavy. The question of the restriction of Communion under both kinds and the consequent withdrawal
of the chalice from the laity is a matter of some obnot belong to the present article.
scurity ami do.
In
where the Precious Blood was no longer
given to the people, it seems that to reconcile them
more easily to the change, a cup containing simple
wine was presented to each communicant as he lefl
the sanctuary after receiving the Sacred Host. Parish
priests were enjoined to explain very carefully to the
people that this was only ordinary wine intended to
enable them to swallow the Host more readily. This
practice, called
is still prescribed as part
of the rite of the General Communion on Easter Day

"Cseremoniale Episcoporum" (II, cap. xxix).
Probably a special chalice of large capacity was reserved for this purpose.
As it was very probably a
chalice of large capacity, with handles, it seems impossible to distinguish such a goblet from the calix
ministerialis of earlier times.
Another kind of chalice
referred to by archaeologists is that said to have been
used after baptism to give milk and honey to the
neophytes, but no definite surviving example of such
a vessel seems to be known.
Present Legislation. According to the existing
law of the Church the chalice, or at least the cup of it,
must be made either of gold or of silver, and in the latter case the bowl must be gilt on the inside.
In circumstances of great poverty or in time of persecution
a calix stanneus (pewter) may be permitted, but the
bowl of tliis also, like the upper surface of the paten,
must be gilt. Before the chalice and paten are used
in the Sacrifice of the Mass they require consecration.
This rite is carried out according to a form specially
provided in the "Pontificale" and involving the use
of holy chrism.
The consecration must be performed
by a bishop (or, in the case of chalices intended for
monastic use, by an abbot possessing the privilege),
and a bishop cannot in an ordinary way delegate any
priest to perform this function in his place.
Further,
in the

—

—

the chalice lose its consecration which happens for
if it be broken or the cup perforated, or even
has had to be sent to have the bowl regilded it
is necessary that it should be reconsecrated by the
bishop before it can again be used. Strictly speaking, only priests and deacons are permitted to touch
the chalice or paten, but leave is usually granted to
sacristans and those officially appointed to take
charge of the vestments and sacred vessels.
Adjuncts of the Chalice. These are the corporal, the purificator, the pall, the burse, and the
chalice veil.
The corporal (q. v.) will be considered
separately.
The purificator (purificatorium or more
anciently emunctorium) now consists of a rectangular
piece of linen usually folded twice lengthwise and laid
across the top of the chalice.
It is used for wiping
and drying the chalice, or the paten, or the priest's
lips, e. g. after the ablutions.
Unlike the corporal
and the pall, it requires no special blessing. In the
Middle Ages it was not customary, as it is nowadays,
if

example

—

if it

—

for each priest to have a purificator of his own. frequently renewed, but it seems that a cloth of this kind

was kept at the altar which was used in common by
all.
The pall is a small square of stiffened linen ornamented with a cross, which is laid upon the orifice of
the chalice to protect its contents from

flies

or dust.

The word pallium, or

palla, was originally used of all
kinds of coverings, notably of what we now call the
altar-cloths, and also of the corporal.
Even in St.
Gregory of Tours (Hist. Franc, \TI. xxii) we read of
e red gifts being veiled by a pallium, which was
the
probably some sort of corporal.
But about the time
of St. Anselm (c. 1100) the custom seems to have
grown up in some places of using two corporals at the
altar.
One was spread out. ami upon [i the chalice
and host were laid. The other, folded into smaller
compass, served onlv to cover the chalice (see Giorgi,
I.iturgia Rom. Pont., II, 220, III, 79-81).
This
folded corporal is now represented by the little disk
of linen which we call the pall.
At one time it was
forbidden to cover the pall with silk or rich embroidery; now the upper surface may be of silk and embroidered, but the under-side, which is in contact
with the chalice, must still be linen.
The original
identity of the pall and tic corporal is further illustrate,! by the fact that both alike require to be spe-

cially blessed before use.
Tin' chalice veil ami the
burse (q. v.) arc of comparatively recent introduction.
Even Burchard, the compiler of the "Ordo

now

represented by the rubricce gen-

Roman

Missal, supposes that the chalice

Missa?" (1502),
erates of the
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and paten were brought by the priest to the altar in a
sacculum or lintheum, which seems to have been the
ancestor of the present veil. The burse, which is
simply a cover used to keep the corporal from being
soiled, and which for that reason was known in Old
English as a "cor-

poras-case", is
somewhat older.
Several medieval
burses are still preserved in the collection at Danzig.

Nowadays

both

burse and veil are
usually made of
the same material
as that of the set

vestments to
which they belong,

of

and they are

simil-

arly ornamented.
The Chalice in

—

Art. From what
has already been
said it will be clear
that the chalice, as
the most important of all the ves-

church use,
have exercised an incalculable influence upon
the early developments of the goldsmith's craft.
Such monuments as the Ardagh chalice and the Tassilo chalice, both of Irish origin,
stand almost alone in the information they afford
of an otherwise unsuspected mechanical skill and
richness of ornament, particularly in the matter
of enamels, in a remote and barbarous age.
The
earliest documents connected with the life of St.
Patrick reveal the fact that the artificers of chalices
and bells had a certain status which in that rude
age won respect for the arts of peace. The chalice in a particular way was identified with the
priesthood.
This sacred vessel, which now stands
upon the priest's coffin during his obsequies, recalls
the time when a small chalice of metal or of wax was
buried with him in his tomb; and the chalice which is
the recognized emblem of so many saints e. g., St.
John the Evangelist suggests in many instances the
promise made by Christ to His followers, "if ye shall
sels in

must

—

—

drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt you". To
attempt, to illustrate the characteristics of the artistic
silver work in the different countries of Europe would
take us too far.
But it is much to be desired that by
the favour shown to good material, skilful workmanship, and a pure type of art, the chalices
constructed for the. liturgical use of the Church

may

still

lust in
metals.

is

serve as an encouragement of all thai
the craft of the worker in the precious
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CHALLONER

Challoner, Richard, Bishop of Debra, Vicar
Apostolic of the London District, author of spiritual
and controversial works, b. 29 Sept., 1691; d. 12 Jan.,
1781. This prelate, who, during the greater part of
the eighteenth century, was to be the leading figure
of English Catholicism, was not born of Catholic
parents, but was the son of a Presbyterian winecooper of Lewes, Sussex, England. After his father's
death his mother became housekeeper to the Catholic
family of Gage, at Firle in Sussex.
It is not known
whether she was already a Catholic, or whether she
was converted as a consequence of her new surroundings, but her boy was not received into the Church
till he was about thirteen years old.
This was at
Warkworth, in Northamptonshire, the seat of another
well-known Catholic family, that of Holman. Lady
Anastasia Holman, wife of George Holman, Esq.,
was a daughter of the martyred Viscount Stafford,
and their chaplain, the well-known controversial
writer, John Gother, instructed Richard Challoner in
Catholic doctrine, and procvired for him a nomination
The boy entered
to a foundation at Douai College.
college on 29 July, 1705 (Dicconson's Diary), and
spent the next twenty-five years there, first as
student, then as professor, and as vice-president.
His abilities enabled him to complete the usual twelve
years' course in eight years, and in 1708 he took the
college oath, binding himself to return to England,
when required, to labour on the mission. At the age
of twenty-one he was chosen to teach the classes of
rhetoric and poetry, which were the two senior classes
in "humanities"; and a year later his success as a
teacher justified his appointment as professor of philosophy, a post which he held for eight years. Ordained
priest 2.8 March, 1716, he graduated Bachelor in Divinity of the University of Douai in 1719, and in the
following year was chosen by the president. Dr.
Witham, to be his vice-president, an office which involved the supervision of both professors and students.
At the same time he was appointed professor of theology and prefect of studies, so that he had the direction of the whole course of studies.
His success as a teacher was probably due rather to
his untiring industry and devotion to his work than
to any extraordinary mental power, for he was never
an original thinker, but his gift lay in enforcing the
spiritual reality of the doctrines he was expounding.
His fervent piety was his chief characteristic, and
In
this appears even in his controversial works.
1727 he defended his public thesis and obtained the
degree of Doctor in Divinity. In 172S he published
his first work, the little book of meditations so well
known under the quaint title of "Think Well on't".
He had long desired, however, to leave the college
and to take up the harder work of the mission, and
in 1730 he was at last allowed to return to London,
where he threw himself with zeal into the laborious
work of the ministry. Though the penal laws were
no longer enforced with extreme severity, the life of
Disguised
the Catholic priest was still a hard one.
as a layman, Dr. Challoner ministered to the small
number of Catholics, celebrating Mass secretly in
obscure ale-houses, cockpits, and wherever small
gatherings could assemble without exciting remark.
He was an untiring worker, and in the poorest quarters of the town, in the prisons and sponging-houses,
he sought out souls to save. In his spare time he
gave himself to study anil writing, and was thus able
to produce several works of instruction and controversy.
One of these, "The Catholic Christian instructed in the Sacraments, Sacrifice and Ceremonies
of the Church", led to trouble, for in the preface he
assailed a recent work of Dr. Conyers Middle ton, an
Anglican divine, who had attacked the Church.
This gentleman so resented Dr. Challoner's reply that

ho set the law in motion against him, and it was
though! prudent for him to leave England for a time

.
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This was in 1738, the
retire again to Douai.
year in which the able president of Douai, Dr.
William, died, and strenuous efforts wore made by
the superiors of the college to have Dr. Challoner appointed president. But Dr. Pet re, the Vicar Apostolic of tlic London District, opposed this on the
ground that he desired to have him as his own coadPropaganda had apparently already
jutor bishop.
arranged Challoner's appointment as president of
Douai, but the representations of Dr. Petre were so
strong that he prevailed, and Briefs were issued on
12 Sept., 1739, appointing Challoner to the See of

and

Debra in partibus.
These Briefs, however, were not carried into effect
for the bishop-elect, endeavouring to escape the
of the episcopate, raised the point
that he had been born and brought up a Protestant.
so caused lasted a whole year, and it was
not till 24 Nov., 1740. that the new Briefs were issued.
The consecration took place on 29 Jan., 1741, in the
private chapel at Hammersmith. The new bishop's
first work was a visitation of tin- district, the first
methodical visitation of which there is any record
The dissince the creation of the vicariate in 1688.
trict
included ten counties, besides the Channel
Islands and the British possessions in America chiefly

responsibility

The delay

—

Maryland and Pennsylvania and some West Indian
The missions beyond seas could not be visited
at all, and even the home counties took nearly three
years.
In the intervals of his travels the bishop was
engaged in writing. In 1740 he brought out a. new
prayer book for the laity, the "Garden of the Soul",
which has ever since remained the favourite work of
devotion, though the many editions that have since
appeared have been so altered that little of the
Next, finding that the sufferoriginal work remains.
ings of the English martyrs were in danger of being
forgotten, he published in two volumes, "Memoirs
of
Missionary Priests", in which he gives an
account of the martyrs from 1577 to 1681. This
work, laboriously compiled from original records,
has been the chief means of perpetuating the tradition of the English martyrs and remains the standard
work on the subject. In 1745 he produced his longest
and most learned book, "Britannia Sancta", conislands.

taining the lives of the British, Engli>h, Scottish,
and Irish saints. Another work to which he devoted
much energy and time was the preparation of a revised edition of the Douay Bible and Reims New
Testament. The chief points to note in his edition
are the elimination of the obscure and literal translation-; from the Latin in which the original version
abounds, the alteration of obsolete words, a closer
approximation in some respects to the Anglican
version, as. for instance, in the substitution of "The
Lord" for " Our Lord", and finally the printing of the
verses separately. The first edition of the New
Testament appeared in 1749, the second, together
with lie first edition of the Old Testament, in 1750.
Between these two editions there are but few differences, but the third edition, published in 1752, had
important changes both in text and notes, the variaDr. Challoner's
tions numbering over two thousand.
Bible has been the groundwork of nearly all subsequent English versions. An American edition was
published in Philadelphia in 180.5.
In 1753 Dr. Challoner brought out another of his
best-known works, the popular "Meditations for
every Day in the Year", a book which has passed
through numerous editions and been translated into
French and Italian. In the same year Pope Bi nedicf
\IY put an end to the long disputes that had been
carried on between the secular clergy and the regulars,
in the lastages of which Dr. Challoner took a leading part.
There were several points at issue, but
the matter was brought to a head over the content n ,n
put forward by the regulars, that they did not need
t
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the approbation of the vicars Apostolic to hear conThe bishops opposed this and, after a
fessions.
struggle lasting for several year's, obtained a final
settlement of this and other questions, a settlement,
In 175S
in the main, satisfactory to the bishops.
Dr. Petre, Vicar Apostolic of the London District,
died, and Dr. Challoner, as his coadjutor, succeeded
him at once. He was, however, nearly seventy years:
old, and was so ill that he was forced immediately to
apply for a coadjutor. The Holy See appointed the

Hon. and Rev. James Talbot to this office, and with
the help of the younger prelate, whose assistance
considerably lessened his labour, his health somewhat
recovered.
But from this time he lived almost entirely in London, the visitations being carried out by
Dr. Talbot. He continued to write, and almost
every year published a new book, but they were
more usually translations or abstracts, such as "The
Historical Part of the Old and New Testament ".
One more work of original value remained, and that
was his little " British Martyrology " published in 1761.
As an administrator he was always unfailing i:i
supplying deficiencies in the face of extraordinary
difficulties.
He had already provided for his people
a suitable prayer book and meditation book, as well
as convenient editions of the Holy Scriptures, the
" Imitation of Christ ", and the catechism of Christian
Doctrine. But, besides this literary work, he caused
two schools for boys to be opened, one at Standon
Lordship, now represented by St. Edmund's College,
Old Hall, and the other at Sedgley Park, in Staffordshire.
He also founded a school for poor girls at
Brook Green, Hammersmith, besides assisting the
already existing convent school there. He also instituted conferences among the London clergy, and he
\\a>
instrumental in founding the still-existing
"Benevolent Society for the Relief of the Aged and
Infirm Poor". His manifold activity is the more
remarkable because his life was spent in hiding, owing
to the state of the law, and often he had hurriedly
to change his lodgings to escape tin- Protestant informers, who were anxious to earn the government
reward of £100 for the conviction of a priest. One
of these, John Payne, known as "The Protestant
Carpenter", indicted Dr. Challoner. but was compelled to drop the proceedings, owiirg to some documents, which he had forged, falling into the hands
lor some years Ire and
of the bishop's lawyers,
the London priests were continually harassed in this
way. Finally the evil was remedied by the Catholic
Relief Act of 177S, by which priests were no longer
This concession,
liable to imprisonment for life.
slight as it was, speedily kindled a fierce blaze of
bigotry, and two years later the Gordon Riots broke
The chapels and houses of Catholics were
out.
wrecked and plundered by frenzied mobs. From
his hiding-place the bishop, now neatly ninety
years of age, could hear the howls of the mob. H ho
were searching for him with the intention of dragging
hiirr through the streets.
They failed to find his
richrefuge, and on the following day he escaped to
ley, where he remained till the riot- came to an end.
But he never fully recovered from the shock. Six
months later he was seized with paralysis, and died
I

i

He was buried in the vault
after two days' illness.
of his friend Bryan Barrett, at Milton in Berkshire.
His

private

was mailed

life

by extraordinary

mortification, while large charity passed through his
He had the
r in a marked degree,
hands.
atrd orr two occasions at least he spoke prophetic
rea on
which later events verified. Forth
In
tg
Dame
as much as for the office
has ever been held in singular veneration by English
his
formerly
hung
in
which
portrait
Catholics.
The
owrr house is now preserved, with his cassock and
other relies, at St. Edmund's College, Old Hall. Eng>r.
land.
Besides the works mentioned above.
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CHALONS-SUR-MARNE

"A

Grounds of the ChrisSpecimen of the Spirit of

in the

tian Religion" (1735);

"A

the Dissenting Teachers" (1736); "The Catholic
Christian Instructed" (1737); " Rheims Testament "
ed. with F. Blyth (173S); translation of St. Augustine's "Confessions" (1740?); "The Grounds of the
Old Religion" (1742); "A Letter to a Friend concerning the Infallibility of the Church " (1743) " A Papist
Misrepresented and Represented", abridged from
Gother; "Remarks on Two Letters against Popery"
(1751); "Instructions for the Jubilee" (1751); "The
Wonders of God in the Wilderness: Lives of the
Fathers of the Deserts" (1755); "The Life of St.
Teresa", abridged from Woodhead (1757); "Manual
of Pravers" (175S); "A Caveat against the Methodists" (1760); "The City of God of the New Testament" (1760); "The Morality of the Bible" (1762);
"Devotion of Catholics to the Blessed Virgin" (1764);
"Rules of Life for a Christian" (1766). He also
issued some minor works in the nature of tracts and
pastoral letters.
A complete life of Bishop Challoner
is nearing completion (1907).
Miln-er, A Funeral Discourse on the Death of the Ven. and
Rt. Rev. Rich, ml Challoner (17S2); Barnard. Life of Venerabh
and Rt. Rev. Richard ChaUonrr (London. 1784); MlLNER, Brief
;

of the Life of the Rt. Rev. Richard Challoner (London,
1798); Butler, Biographical Account of Rt. Rev. Dr. Challoner.
published anonymously in Catholic Spectator (1824) and
reprinted in Catholic Magazine (1831 >; Brady. Annals of
the Catholic Hierarchy (London, 1877), III. 164; Gillow,
Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath. (London 1885), I; Cooper in Diet.
Nat. Bioa. (London, 1SS7), IX. 440; Burton, Bishop Challoner
in Penny Biographical Series (Catholic Truth Society, London, 1S97).

Account

Edwin Burton.
Chalons-sur-Marne, Diocese of (Catalaunensis), comprises the department of Marne, exclusive of
United in 1S02 with
the arrondissement of Reims.
the Diocese of Meaux and in 1S21 with that of
Reims, the diocese of Chalons was re-established in
Local legends
1822, and is suffragan to Reims.
the evangelization of Chalons by
sent thither by St. Peter and assisted

maintain that

Memmius,
by Ms sister Poma,
St.
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other writings were: "Grounds of
Challoner's
Catholic Doctrine" (1732); "Unerring Authority of
the Catholic Church" (1732); "Short History of the
Roman Catholick's
Protestant Religion" (1733);
Reasons why He cannot Conform" (1734); "The
Touchstone of the New^ Religion " (1734); " The Young

Gentleman Instructed

—

also by Sts. Donatian and
Domitian, took place in the first century, but in
revised list of the diocesan saints in the
Breviary these legends have been suppressed. Abb6
Duchesne assigns the founding of the See of Chalons
to the fourth century, Amandinus, who attended the
Council of Tours in 461, being its ninth bishop. St.
Lumier (Leudomerus), Bishop of Chalons about
5S0, was noted for his miraculous power over animals.
The bishops of this see played an important part in
early French history, and at the coronation of the
Oapetian kings the Bishop of Chalons always carried
the royal ring. The cathedral was consecrated in
1147 by Eugene III, assisted by St. Bernard and
Among its celebrated abbeys the
eighteen cardinals.
diocese counted those of St. Meinniius. founded in the
fifth century by Alpinus; Toussaints, founded in the
eleventh century; Montier-en-Der. founded in the
seventh century by St. Bercharius, a monk from
Luxeuil; Saint-Pierre au Mont, founded during the
same period. Not re-Dame de l'Epine, near Chalons,
was a place of pilgrimage as early as the beginning

the

of the fifteenth cent
Prior to the law of 1001 there were Jesuits and
Lazarists in the Diocese of Chalons, which lias many
schools in charge of the local congregation of NotreDame, founded in 1613 by Venerable Mire Ali\
In 1900 there were in the diocese the folLeclerc.
lowing religious institutions: 16 infant schools, 3
boys' orphanages, 9 girls' orphanages, 7 dispensaries,

15 hospitals and asylums, 11 houses for religious
nurses, 1 house of retreat, and 1 insane asylum.
close of 1905 (the end of the period under the
Concordat) statistics showed that the diocese had
a population of 231,411, with 25 parishes (cures),

At the

312 succursal parishes (mission churches), and 6
vicariates supported by the State.
Gallia Christiana (nova) (1751), IX. SS6-905: X. Instrumenta, 147-86; lh chi sne, Faates episcovaux, I. 1.3; Edouard

de Barthelemi. Diociee anden de Chulons-sur-Marne

(Paris,

1861).

Georges Goyau.

Cham, Chamites. I. Cham (A. V. Ham), son
Noe and progenitor of one of the three great races

men

of
of

wdiose ethnographical table is given by Gen., x.
Wherever the three sons of Noe are enumerated in
the Bible, Cham is placed between Sem and Japhet.
We may gather, however, from Gen., ix. 24 that this
enumeration is not based on their age, since Cham is
there spoken of as the "younger son" of Noe. as compared, apparently, with both his brothers. The only
incident of the life of Cham after the deluge, which
is recorded in the Bible, is that related in Gen., ix,
21-24. Cham sees his father under the influence, of
wine lying naked in his tent. He tells his brothers,
who respectfully cover the patriarch. The sequel
makes it plain that Cham was, on this occasion, guilty
of great irreverence. For when Noe hears of the conduct of his sons he blesses Sem and Japhet, with their
posterity, and he pronounces a curse, not on Cham,
but on his son Chanaan and his descendants, predicting that they will be the servants of their brethren.
(For a fuller treatment of this point see Chanaan,
r

Chanaanites.)
The Chamites. The natives and tribes
II.
which descend from Cham are enumerated in Gen.,

—

x, 6-20.

They

are divided into four great families:
Chus, Mesram, Phuth, and Chanaan. The Cushites
are found in the valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris,
Mesram is Egypt.
in Arabia, and also in Africa.
Phuth, less known, seems to have occupied regions
west of Egypt, particularly Libya. Chanaan comprised the numerous tribes whose country was

The Chamites
subsequently occupied by Israel.
were, consequently, spread over an immense extent
They founded the greatest em; ires of
of territory.
antiquity. Assyria, Babylonia, Egypt, Phoenicia. In
Asia they were early replaced or subjugated by SemIn Africa they have likewise been overcome, in
ites.
the course of time, by the races of Sem and Japhet.
This subjection has meant, in general, the triumph
of a higher civilization, purer morals, and a more
(See Lenormant, "Hist, ancienne
spiritual religion.
del'Orient", I, '.Mi sq.)

W.

S.

Reilly.

Chambery (Cambewtjm), Archdiocese of (Cam
beriensis), comprises

t

lie

entire arrondissement of

Chambery in Savoy (with the exception of S communes 10 communes in the arrondissement of Annecy
(Haute-Savoie), and 8 communes in the arrondisse1.

ment

nf Albert villc (Savoie).
built for the Holy

In 1467.

m

the ducal

Winding-Sheet (Santo
by Amadous IN, Duke of Savoy, and the
Duchess Yolande of France, Paul II erected a chapter
direct h subject to the Holy See. and his successor,
Sixtus [V, united this chapter with the deanery of
Savoy.
In 1515 Leo N published a Bull making the
deanery an archbishopric, but Francis I objected, and
it was only in 177") that this deanery was separated
from the Diocese of Grenoble by Pius VI, who, in 177'.'.
created it a bishopric with the see at Chambery.
The Duchy of Savoy, politically subject to the King
of Sardinia, had thenceforth 4 bishoprics: Chai
Saint-Jean de Maurienne, Tarentaise, and Geneva
chapel

Stularii))

In October. 1792, the
(with residence at Annecy).
commissaries to the Convention formed the constitu-
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tional Diocese of Mont-Blanc, with Anneey as the
The Concordat
see and Lyons as the metropolitan.
of l s 02 created a Diocese of Chambery and Geneva,
A Bull dated 17 July, 1M7,
suffragan of Lyons.
lhambery, once more a city of the Sardinian
the scat of an archdiocese, with Aosta for
3,
suffragan; the Dioceses of Anneey (re-established
in 1822), Saint-Jean-Maurienne, and Tarc.ntaise (iv
1825), -""'i also beca ne suffragans oi Chambery.
After the annexation of Savoy to France, in I860,
this condition continued, except that the Diocese
of Aosta was made a suffragan of Turin.
The Cistercian Abbey of Bautecombe, founded in
1135, is one of the burial places of the House of Savoy.
The ri-lic known as the Holy Winding-Sheet of Chris!
was kept at Chambery until 1598, in which year the
Duke of Savoy had it transported to Turin, when Si

army in its expeditions against the
Huguenots. The career of a soldier did not appeal
to the youth, whose ambition was to become a
navigator.
"Navigation", he wrote, "has always
seemed to me to occupy the first place. By this
art we obtain a knowledge of different countries,
regions, and realms.
By it we attract and bring to

Charles Borromeo wished to venerate it. Notre
rlc Myaiis (antedating tliet welfth century), where St.
Francis de Sales officiated, and where diocesan missionaries now reside, and Notre-Dame de l'Aumone
omilly (thirteenth century); whither Francis I

led

of

France went as a pilgrim, arc still places of pilBefore the execution of the law of 1901
there were in the archdiocese Capuchins. Cistercians
of the Immaculate Conception, and Trappists; the
The Sisters of St. Joseph, an
last are there yet.
order founded at ChamU'ry in 1S12 and devoted to
work, are now widespread,
charitable
and
teaching
having 12 establishments in Brazil, 9 in North
in Sweden. .5 in Russia, 10
in
2
1
Iceland,
America,
In 1900 the archin Denmark, and s in Norway.
diocese had the following religious institutions: 1
foundling asylum. '2 maternity hospitals, 1 orphanage
for boys, 5 for girls. 1 insane asylum, 1 house of

France, where

grimage.

have always de-

i

1

I

retreat. 3 houses for nursing sisters, 8 hospitals

and

industrial schools.
At the close ol
end of the period under the Concordat
showed a population of 164,424, with 18

asylums, and

."i

i,

statistics

parishes, 153 succursal parishes (mission churches),
and 49 vicariates supported by the State.
Bili.u:t. Mtmoirta p"ir terror o :
iattique
Chamb'Tv (Chambery, 1865); Hoband, P
1893):
du diocese de Chambtry
'

ilieh, Topo-bibl.s. v.
Geokgf a Go's m.

de la Sarnie (Anne

of the Catholic

our own land

all

kinds of riches; by
the idolatry of
it
paganism is overlirow n.andChristianityproclaimed
t

throughout

all the
regions of the
earth. This is the

art

.

.

me

.

is

portion of
ica,

which

to explore
of

a

Amer-

especially

those
sired
lily

of

New
I

to see

the

flourish,

to-

gether with the
only religion,
Catholic,
Apostolic,

il.es

Samv
and Roman"
voyages du Sieur de Champlain.
'

1613,

Paris.

Pt. V).

Champlain returned to Brouage and made
preparations for a voyage to Spain in the interest
While at Seville he was
of his fellow-countrymen.
In 159S

offered the command of the Saint Julien, one of
the vessels fitted out by Spain to oppose the attack
made on Porto Rico by the English. It was during
his cruise in the Saint Julien that Champlain first
suggested t he possibility of uniting the Atlantic and
the Pacific oceans by cutting through the Isthmus of
Panama. Champlain kept a journal of his explorations in the Gulf of Mexico, and after his return to
France, in 1601 or 1602, he received a pension and the
appointment of geographer to the king. It was in the
year 1603 that Champlain first visited the shores of
Canada, as the lieutenant of Aymar de Chastes,
Pierre de Chauvin had
viceroy under Henry IV.
proposed to make a permanent settlement at Tadoussac, but Champlain was not in favour of this place.

and, having cast anchor at the foot of Cape Diamond,
he considered that the point of Quebec would be the
most advantageous site for the future colony. He
then proceeded with Pont -Grave to explore the St.
Lawrence as far as Sault Saint Louis, and gathered
from the native- such information as he could concerning Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, the Detroit River.
Niagara Falls, and the rapids of the St. Lawrence, and
returned to France in August. 1603. The next year
he followed the fortunes of de Mont-' expedition in
Acadia, as geographer and historian. The party
wintered on the island of Sainte-Croix, and in the
spring Champlain explored the country between the
island and Port Royal, continuing this work until the
As the lieutenant of de Montfall of 1607.
plain laid the foundation of the Vbiiati n dt Quebec on
the 3d of July. 1608, and around this modest dwelling
r later the
arose the little villifounder joined the Hurons in an expedition against
Criticism
they
has
whom
defeated.
the Iroquois
been directed against Champlain for having become
involved in Indian warfare; hut with a knowledge of
the conditions of trade, and of the situation of the
few Frenchmen at this time, his action seems to have
been in the U
during this expedition that Champlain discovered the
On his visit to
lake which still bears his name.
I

Champlain, Samuel de, founder of Quebec and

New

France, b. at Brouage, a \ illage in the
of Saintonge. France. 1570. or. according
to the "Biblipgrapbie Saintongeoise", 1567; d. at

Father of
province

1635.
Be was he
a mariner, and Marguerite
education was entrusted to the
While still a youth Champlain acparish priest.
companied his lather on several voyage-, and thus
became familiar with the life of a mariner. When
ws nty vears of age he tendered his services to
the Marechal d'Aumont, one of the chief commanders'

Quebt"
Antoine

ber,

Champlain,

Le Roy, and

I

his early

I

"
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France in 1610 he married Hellene Boulle\ then a girl
only twelve years of age. According to the marriage
settlement tiie young wife remained with her parents
In 1620 she arrived at Quebec, and
for two years.
Madame Champlain
resided in the fort until 1624.
was beloved in New France, and after her husband's
death she founded the Ursuline Convent at Meaux.
In the year 1611 Champlain continued his exploraWithin a short distance of
tion of the St. Lawrence.
Mount Royal, discovered by Jacques Cartier seventyfive years before, he found a place suitable for a future
settlement, and ordered the ground to be cleared and
prepared for building. La Place Rot/ale, the name
given to the site by Champlain. is now in the heart of
the commercial portion of the city of Montreal. The
island opposite, now a popular summer resort, he
named Sainte-Helene, in honour of his wife. After
his return from France in 1613 he set out from SainteHelene with four Frenchmen and an Indian, to exIn the
plore the region above Sault Saint Louis.
month of June he came in sight of the River Gatineau.
the River Rideau, and the Chaudiere Falls, and went
Two years later, on the
as far as Allumette Island.
14th of August, 1615, he set out from Carhagouha
at the head of a small band of Frenchmen to assist
The place of
the Hurons against the Iroquois.
rendezvous was Cahiagu6. On their journey they
passed by Lake Ouantaron, now known as Lake
Simcoe. and proceeded by way of Sturgeon Lake.
Following the River Trent they reached the Bay of
Quints, where, says Champlain, "is the entrance to
the grand river St. Lawrence". Crossing Lake Ontario they penetrated the woods and passed over the
River Chouagen or Oswego. This journey had occupied five weeks, and the expedition had endured
many hardships before meeting the enemy. During
the skirmishes Champlain had been severely wounded
in the knee by an arrow, but the pain from the wound
he says "was nothing in comparison with that which
I endured while I was carried, bound and pinioned,
on the back of one of the savages". The Hurons
were forced to retreat, and it was not until the 23d
of December that the party again arrived at Cahiague.
Champlain had now prepared the way for colonization in New France, but for a time his efforts were
The merchants were not disposed to assist
fruitless.
him in developing the country, seeing that the fur
After crossing
trade held out prospects of large gain.
the ocean several times, however, he induced a few
hardy settlers of sterling merit to seek their fortune
on the banks of he Si. Lawrence. These were the
In 1629 the little setreal pioneers of New France.
tlement received a check, when an English fleet under
three brothers named Kirke appeared before Quebec,
and the fort was compelled to surrender. Under the
'

t

Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye Quebec was restored to France, and Champlain again took up his
residence in the fori, where he died, after having
spent forty years of his life in the heroic endeavour
to promote the religious and commercial interests of
the land of his fathi re in the New World.
Champlain published tin- following works: "Bref
hits des choses plus remarquables que Samuel
Champlain de Brouage a reconnues aux Indes Icci" Des sauvages on voyage de Sieur
dentales" (1598
" beile
Jhamplain faict en l'an 1603" (Paris, s d.
Sieur Champlain Xamctongeois, 1604
iges
'

;

t

:

I

<

i

L613); "Voyages el Descouvertures
Nouvelle-France, depuis 1'annee 1615
Pai !• Sieui 'I'
la I'm de 1'annee 1618.
Nou
mplain" Paris. 1619 i; " Les
velle-France Occidentale, dicte Canada, faits par le
Sieur de Champlain Xainctongeois, depuis l'an 1603
jusques en 1'annee 1629" Paris, 1632); " Trait e de la
Par le Sieur
marine et du
n inier.
deChamplain" (s.d.). In I870the Vbbei Laverdiere

1613"

Paris,

en
jusques a
faites

la

1

(

I

i

I

edited the works of

Champlain

in six
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volumes under

title of "(Euvres de Champlain pubises sous le
patronage de 1' University Laval, par l'Abb6 C. H.

the

Laverdiere, M.A., professeur d'Histoire a la Faculty
des arts et Bibliothecaire de l'Universit6" (2d ed.,
Quebec, 18701. While the work was in the press the
plates were destroyed by fire and only the proof
sheets were saved.
This edition does not contain the
account of the visits to Mexico and the West Indies.
The first volume has an excellent biographical sketch
of Champlain by Abbe Laverdiere.
The " Voyages
du Sieur de Champlain " was published in two volumes
(Paris, 1830), and another edition in the same year
the expense of the French Government.
The
al
" Voyage to the West Indies and Mexico (1599-1602)

appeared in 1859.
The literature concerning Champlain is very extensive, and
only some of the best-known publications are given here.
I.WEROii rf. and Casgrain, Decouverte du tombeau de Champlain (Quebec, 1866): Drapeau, Observations sur la brochure de
.)/.)/ Laverdiere et Casgrain. Broc. Can., vol. CLIII, Library' of
Parliament, Ottawa; Idem, Le journal de Quebec et le tombeau de
Champlain, Broc. Can., vol. CLIII; Chavaray, Documents inidits sur Champlain (Paris. 1875); Audiat, Brouage et Champlain. 157S-1667 (1879); Russell, On Champlain s Astrolabe,
Found in Aug., t867 (Montreal, 1879); Dionne, Le tombeau de
Champl'iin (Quebec, 18801; sketches bv Hvrlbutt (Chicago,
1885) and Dionne (Quebec, 1891, 1906); Casgrain. Champlain, sa vie, son caractere (Quebec. 1898); the literature which
appeared at the time of the unveiling of the monument to
Champlain in Quebec, 21 Dec, 1S98. such as the special number of the Courrier du livre; Champlain, not Cartier Made First
];,
n nee <• Niagara Falls (1S99); Gr.wier, Champlain. sa vie
(Paris and Toronto, 19001; Sedgewick in Riverside Biog. Ser.
Diow-i in The Uaken of Canada (Toronto,
Bn=t.,n em
19051; Corbeil, Champlain et Maisonneuve: Dix, The Founder
of A »• France (New York. 19031.
.
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Arthur

G.

Doughty.

Champney, Anthony,

controversialist, born in
England c. 1569; died there c. 1643. He studied at
Reims (1590) and Rome (1593). As priest he was

imprisoned at Wisbech, and was active against the
Jesuits, acting later for the Appellant Clergy in Rome
Afterwards he was appointed president of
(1602).
the English College of Arras near Paris, becoming
doctor of theology and Fellow of the Sorbonne. He
was vice-president of Douai College, from 1619 to
1625, and from 1628 till he returned to England, where
he died some time after 1643. He published: "An
Answer to a Letter of a Jesuited Gentleman" (1601);
"A Manual of Controversies" (1614): "A Treatise of
the Vocation of Bishops" (1616); "Mr. Pilkington
"An Answer to a
his Parallela Disparalled" (1620
Pamphlet (by D. Featley) intituled, 'The Fisher
his
owne
"A
Defence of the
Net'"
(1623):
catched in
Appendix to the Antidote" (before 1624); "Legaturn
Fratribus suis Cleri Anglieani Saeerdotibus Testamento relictum" (in Bishop Smith's "Monita").
His "History of Queen Elizabeth" is still in manuFormerly, as stated by Gillow. Cooper. Knox,
script.
etc., it « as preserved in the archives of the Old Chapter, but since 1S79 has been restored to Westminster
there are also some
Archives, to which it belonged
other works in manuscript.
1

:

;

I
I

British Museum.
Diet. Eng. Cath..

X.ldit
I,

462;

17371. III. SI; USS. in
1S393. 1S394; Gillow. Bibl.
in Diet. Mat. Biog., X. 35.

o„,lon,

USS

,

Cooper

Edwin Burton.
Champollion, Jean-Francois (called The Youngeb
to distinguish him from his elder brother. Champolot,
lion-Figeac), Trench Orientalist, born at Figeac,
While
23 He,-.. 1790; died in Paris. 4 March. 1S32.
1

young, he studied Hebrew. Syriac Fthiopic. and
Arabic, to which he added later on. Persian. Sanskrit,

still

His special Held of activity
and in particular Cootie.
was Egyptology, and his great glory is to havi
ered the key for the understanding of the hieroglyphs.
the \eademy of Grenoble an
In 1807 he tend bet,.
introduction to the geography of Egypt under the
This was inPharaohs, which he published in 1811.
r.

tended as the introduction to a complete description
Egypt under the Pharaohs. The publication of
work was begun in 1814 under the title

of

the main
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Irs Pharaona"; only the lirst two
His
bearing on geography, were issued.
decipher the hieroglyphics began in 1808.
By means of the triple inscription of the Rosetta
Stone, he succeeded in ascertaining several of the
signs, and on 17 Sept., 1822, he read before the Academy of Inscriptions his now famous "Lettre a M.
Dacier". in which he gave the fruits of his researches.
The mystery of the hieroglyphics had been solved.
With the exception of a brief controversy with Dr.
Young, relative to the priority of the discovery, his
In 182:i he outclaims have never been disputed.

"L'Egypte sous
volumes,

efforts to

system more thoroughly in a series of memoirs read in the Institute. These memoirs were put
printed under the title "Precis du sysand
together
teme hieroglyphique des aneiens Egyptiens" (Paris,
In 1824 he was sent to
2 vols., 182S).
2nd
ed.,
1824;
Italy by the King of France on a scientific mission, and
on his recommendation a rich collection of Egyptian
It
antiquities was secured by the Mus6e du Louvre.

Paris, 1648), which occasioned the "Antonii
Ricardi Theologi Responsio ad objectiones Vincentianas" Paris, 1648).
He defends the Sorbonne

aca"

i

i

in his "

I

>e

Iheresi

He then received a commission to explore Egypt, in
company of Rosellini. The enthusiastic letters
which he wrote were published day by day; after his
death, they were reprinted in book form by his
the

brother, in 1833, and again by his daughter, in 1SG8.
In 1830 he was named member of the Academy of
Inscriptions and elected to the chair of Egyptian
archaeology, founded for him at the College de France.
Soon, however, he retired to Quercy, and devoted the
last months of his life to the completion and revision
He was a
of his Egyptian grammar and dictionary.
genius, but it is the testimony of all those who came
bitter
even
was
in contact with him that the man
than the scholar.
a
works
were
"Deux
lettres
M. le
Among his other
due de Blacas d'Aulps, relatives au musee royal

egyptien de Turin" (Paris, 1824-1826); "Catalogue
des monuments egyptiens du musee du Vatican"
(Rome, 1826); "Pantheon egyptien", etc. (18231831), published in parts, the whole work was to have
formed two volumes, but was not completed. His
manuscripts were acquired by the French Government and published by his brother. Among these
posthumous works, the most important arc': ".Monuments de I'Egypte et de la Nubie d'apres les di
executes sur les lieux", etc., 4 vols. (Paris, 18351845);" Monuments de I'Egypte etde la Nubie,]
descriptives" (Paris. 1814-is, |i: "Grammaire cgyptienne", 3 parts (Paris, 1836-1841); " Dietionnaire
egyptien en ecriture hieroglyphique, in 4 parts Paris,
1841-1844).
Loret m /.,, Grande Erir;/,-/,>;i.',/i, s. v .Tolowicz,
I

;

,

theca JBgyptiacn

(_>

v,,!s..

Hilprecht, Exploration

i-ip/u-,

I

in

BiSli

Ihkaham-Hilmy, The
629 >qq
Swtan (London, L886-88).
.

lv'.s

i

Lands (Philadelphia, 1903),
Literature o/ Egypt and the

R. Bt TIN.

Champs, Etienne Agard de, a distinguished theologian and author, b. al Bourges, 2 September, 1613;
according to D< Backer, at La
d, :it Paris
He enter, ,! lie .1, ill ]|. e, it III,- III
31 July, 1701.
lti:i0. and later, in Paris, was professor of rhetoric,
philosophy, and theology; he was rector at Rennes,
thrice rector at Paris, head of the professed house,
twice provincial of France, and once provirn
Lyons. Jansenism, the one topic of debate in the
Prance of his day. is the theme of all his books.
Writing tinder the name of Richard Antonius, he
composed: "Defensio Censurse Sacra Facultatis I'arisiensis
sou Disputatio Theologjca de libero arbiThis solid treatise was well retrio" Paris. 1645).
litions in two years.
ceived, and went through Sv
Itcalled forth a reply from Vincent I.enis in his Thorili

1

—

i

'

his

i<

(

Ih i.ni:. \ mendatoi
DENF.IHA-Sui WIILL, Hll>>
1676), II. 1749;
//,,,/„,

,/,

/„

Cm, /,,;,/„,.

brack, 1876),

I

II,

pt.

723/;

I,
<•

Riba./,

'

,/

Bacxer-Sommervooel, B

Di
.-'

.

1

1
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1

-

,

1891), II.

Paris,

,

1863-1869.

Leo

lined his

was during his sojourn in Italy that he catalogued the
Egyptian monuments of Naples, Florence, and Rome.
Appointed curator of the Egyptian Museum of the
Louvre, he issued his "Notice descriptive des monuments egyptiens du musee Charles X" (Paris, 1827).

Among

Jansenianfi," (1654).

other works the best Known is "Le secret du Jandecouverl et refute par un Docteur Catholique" Paris, 1651 ).

Chanaan,

Ohanaanites.

— The

F. O'Neil.

Hebrew

word

Kend'dn, denoting a person, occurs: (1) in
the Old Testament as the name of one of Cham's
sons; (2) in a. lengthened form, Kend'&nah (1). V.,
Chanana, Chanaana) as the name of two other people
1
Par., vii. 10; II Par., xviii, 10); (3) denoting a
country, as the name of the region of the Chanaanites,
In the days when the
or descendants of Chanaan.
trading Phoenicians held a prominent place, especially
among the Chanaanites, this «ord {Kend'&nt), and
even Chanaan (e. g. Is., xxiii, S), got the significaAs the name of the count ry
tion of me reliant trader.
Kinahni, and
it occurs under the forms Kinahhi,
Kinahna, as early as two centuries before Moses
in the cuneiform letters of Syrian and Palestinian
princes to Egyptian Pharaos, found at Tell elIV33.

1

.

Aniarna; and earlier still in Egyptian inscriptions,
The Phoenician town of
in the form Ka-n-'-na.
Laodicea calls itself on coins from the second century
In Grecian literature.
B. c. "a mother in Kend'dn".
too, evidence remains that the Phoenicians called one
heir country, X»S,
of their ancestors, as well as
and even at the time of St. Augustine the Punic
themselves
country people near Hippo called
If the word be of Semitic
Chanani, l. e. Chanaanites.
from the root y:3
origin, it should be derived
Kdnd', and mean, originally, low; or, in a figurative
Followsense, small, humble, despicable, subjected.
ing this derivation in its original sense, "the land
of Chanaan" has been explained by various scholars
whether the name may have
as "the low land"
originally denoted only the Hat seashore, or the
mountainous country of Western Palestine as well,
in opposition to the still higher mountains of the
Lebanon and the Hennon. But Biblical tradition
rather seems to derive the name of the country from
It takes the "land of Canaan"
that of the person.
as "the border of the Canaanites" (A. V.,Gen. x, 19),
Chain's son, and
Chanaan.
i. o. of the race of
not seem advisable to put against this so uncertain
etymology
the
as
given above. The less
a conjecture
so. a- the figurative
aning of the word, as a
fits in very well with
or
of
slave
servant,
synonym
the little we know of Xoe's grandson.
In Gen., ix, 18
Sun
Cham.
of
Chanaan, tup.
'•"
an,
22,
ham appears as lie l:il Ina oi
25
(verses
27) Chanaan
and in Noe's prediction
stands side by Bide with his "I, rot hers" (in the larger
,,f the Hebrew word) Sem and Japheth
" lie said: Cursed be
'haiiaan. a servant of servants
shall he be unto his brethren.
\nd he said: Blessed be the Lord God of Sem,
I

,

<

1

I

I

<

l.e

i

hanaarj his servant.

God enlarge Japheth, and may ho dwell in
ban tan be his servant."
Sem, and
curse called down on Chanaan is undoubtedly
connected with the sin of his father. Cham verse 22).
Bui it is rather hard to indicate the precise nature
" May

the

tent.- ot

I

The

I

of

this connexion.

way a

Had chain
-in.

and

what was said in verse 18
the sin, viz.: that Cham

is

is

it

for this reason that
in the story of
of Chanaan?

repeated

Or is the latter struck by Xoe's
for the sins of his posterity, who

i

prophetic curse
wire to imitate

CHANAAN

Certain it is, that this curse,
as well as the blessing invoked upon Sem and

Cham's wickedness?

Japheth, was especially fulfilled in their posterity.
The descendants of Chanaan were partly rooted out,
partly subjected by the Israelites; and all the Chanaanite races, as such, disappeared from the scene of
Others have tried to solve the problem by
liistory.
It was supposed that (ien.. ix,
critical methods.
20-27 was derived from a source in which Chanaan
had taken the place of his father, Cham, and so was
passed off as Noe's third son. It is as conceivable that
in the original prophecy the name of Cham occurred,

prophecy fulfilled,
especially in the posterity of Chanaan, might have
changed it to that of the son. But none of these

and that the

Israelites, seeing the

conjectures has any solid foundation.
Quite uncertain, too, is the opinion which represents

critical

Chanaan as the youngest of Cham's four sons. It
is based on Gen., x, 6: "And the sons of Cham: Chus,
and Mesram and Phuth, and Chanaan". But this
whole

of the descendants of Noe's sons

list

is,

at

least in substance, ethnographical, and the order
of succession geographical; hence an enumeration
of tribes beginning with the most distant and ending
in Palestine.
In verses 16-20, therefore, there is
question only of Chanaanite tribes, and they occupy
the last place because they dwell in, or near, Palestine.
Consequently it cannot be concluded from this that

Chanaan was the youngest son of Cham.
The Land of Chaxaan. With a few exceptions
the Biblical writers seem to indicate by this name,

—

at the least, the whole of Western or cis-Jordanic
Palestine.
It extends from the desert of Sin in the
south to near Rohob and the entrance to Emath

north (Num., xiii, 3, 18; cf. 22). A more
accurate demarcation of the land of Chanaan is in
Num., xxxiv, 3-12, and Ezech.. xlvii, 15-20. For
though the name does not occur in Ezechiel, the
identity of the boundary lines drawn there is not to
be doubted. In either text the western boundary
is formed by the Mediterranean, and the greater part
of the eastern by the Dead Sea and the lower course
of the Jordan.
The southern frontier coincides with that of the
territory of Juda (Jos., xv, 1-4), whilst Cadesbarne
(.lilt Kedis), 30° 33 X. hit., may be taken as the most
southern point. From St. Jerome's time (In Ezech.,
Migne, XXV, 476—478) the northern frontier was
placed in Middle or even Northern Syria. From
this passage of St. Jerome even a fons Daphnis
(Daphne near Antioch) found its way into the Vulgate (Num., xxxiv, 11) instead of the town of Ain.
But though some of the border towns are not yet
known witli absolute certainty, we may take for
granted nowadays that this northern boundaryline of Chanaan must be drawn to the south of the
Lebanon and Hermon, at about 33° 18' NT. hit.; and
that it completely coincides with the northern frontier
of the country conquered and inhabited by the
Israelites, which, according to numerous quotations,
stretched "from Han to Bershabee" or "from the
entering in of Emath unto the brook of Egypt",
The northern pari of the eastern boundary, however,
seems to follow, not the upper course of the Jordan,
Imt the course of the Rukk&d from H&n&r-'En&n (/.'/Hadr) to
Lwi r LyUn), so that here the whole of
Western Jaulan still seems to lie included in the land
not, however, the land of Galaad or
of Chanaan
•he country in general beyond the Jordan to tinsouth of the Jarniuk. All the places (incited above
agree with this conception, and only twice docs the
name of the count ry Chanaan occur in a more limited
in the

'

—

first
for the l'hicnician coast (Is., xxiii, 11).
for the low land of the Philistines
hut
in a time when only these regions
(Soph., ii 5)
along the coast! were still inhabited by Chanaanites.

sense:

and secondly

1

1

We
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have already seen how the name was honoured

even later

still in Phoenicia itself.
In Egypt the
of the country seems to be used especially
for the sea-coast; at the same time the name Chanaanites is also applied to the inhabitants of the moun-

name

tainous country behind it.
In the Tell el-Amarna
letters the country of Kinahhi seems to include both
the Phoenician coast and the mountains of Upper
Galilee, and probably, farther to the north, the

country of Amurri (Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon).
Cf. H. Clauss, Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palastinavereins (1907). XXX, 17, 29, 30, 35, 36. 64. 67.
Gen., x, 15-18 enumerates as the descendants of
Chanaan a series of tribes, most of which, and originally perhaps all, were settled outside Palestine pro] ier,
and up to Northern Syria: "And Chanaan begot
Sidon, his firstborn, the Hethite, and the Jebusite,
and the Amorrhite, and the Gergesite, the Hevite and
the Aracite: the Sinite, and the Aradian, the Samarite, and the Hamathite: and afterwards the families
of the Chanaanites were spread abroad."
These latter are the tribes peopling Biblical Chanaan or Western Palestine: "And the limits of Chanaan were from
Sidon as one comes to Gerara even Gaza, until thou
enter Sodom and Gomorrha, and Adama, and Seboim
even to Lesa. " If we may identify Lesa (A.V.
Lasha) with Lesem (Jos., xix, 47) or Lais (Judges,
xviii, 14, etc.), the Dan of later days, the coast from
Sidon to Gaza and Gerara is here indicated as the
western boundary of Chanaan, and the valley of the
Jordan from the Pentapolis to Lais- Dan as the eastern
boundary. But the "Codex Samaritanus" has in
verse 19 quite another statement: "And the border
of the Canaanite was from the river of Egypt to the
great river, the river Euphrates, and [from the Euphrates] to the hindmost [or Western] Sea." Apparently by "the Canaanite" are here meant all the descendants of Chanaan, mentioned in verses 15-18, of
whom the Hethites, at least, lived close to the Euphrates.
It is hard to decide which reading is the
original one.
Both show the descendants of Chanaan
settled in the Biblical "land of Chanaan". i. e. the
later "land of Israel".
As a rule it is the pre-Israelitish inhabitants of this "land of Chanaan", taken
collectively, who are indicated by this common name
Thus in the Pentateuch, especially
of Chanaanites.
in parts attributed to a Jahvistic source, as c. g.
Elsewhere,
Gen., xii, 6, xxiv, 3, 37, xxxviii. 2, 1, 11.
however, chiefly in so-called Elohistic parts, the name
And
of Amorrhites is used in the same general sense.
very often as many as six or seven, or even eleven, different tribes or peoples are distinguished, one of
which in particular bears the name of Chanaanites.
Thus e. g. Exod., iii, 8: "The Chanaanite, and Hethite,
and Amorrhite and Pherezite, and Hevite, and Jebusite."
Repeatedly (e. g. Jos., iii. 10), the Gergesites,
mentioned above (Gen., x, 16), are added; and in
(ien., xv, 19-21, we find "the ('means and Cenezites,
the Raphaim also"; whilst in
the Cedmonites
Num., xiv, 25, the Amalecite;inAV. Deut., ii, 23, and
vims; and in Jos., xi. 21 (and elseJos., xiii. 3, the
where), the Enacims are named, leaving out other
older, and probably trans-Jordanic. tribes like the
Zuzim, the Emim, and the Chorreans (Gen., \i\. 5,6).
Of most of these tribes little or nothing is known.
The
For Amorrhites see article under that title.
.

.

.

A

founded a mighty kingdom in Northern
lletliiie.
Syria. oi t it is uncertain whether their namesakes in
the south of Palestine (Ceil.. x\iii. 3. wvi. 34, etc)
had anything in common with them besides the name.
\1m.ui tin- Chanaanites in a more limited sense we
learn that they had their dwelling-place to the east
and west of the mountains, i. e. along the coast of the
Mediterranean and in the valley of the Jordan and
the Araha to the south of the Dead Sea i.N'uni.. xiii.
\i, 3, xiii.
30, \iv. 25; Deut.. i. 7, xi. 29 sq. Jos., v.
3). So it is by this name that the Phoenicians are
still called in Abd., 20; and the "Syrophenician"
1

:

I

.
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of Mark, vii, 26, is a Chanaanitish woman in
It is not likely that all the various
Matth.. xv. 22.
pre-Israelitisb tribes remained sharply distinguished
from one another. "There are good reasons for believing that at a very early period the population of Palestine already presented a mixture of races, and that
through intermarriage the dividing lines between
these raees became fainter in the course of time, until
all sharp distinctions were obliterated.
The problem
of distinguishing between these various groups whom

Hebrews encountered upon

ding

in Palestine
(Morris Jastrow
does not seem
too great a venture to distinguish (with Hughes Vin"Canaan", p. 455) two principal groups of
tribes: the Amorrhites in the mountains and the
Chanaanites along the sea-coast and in the valley of
the Jordan, and perhaps in the plain of Esdrelon
(Jos., xvii, 12-18).
On the other hand, when the
Israelites under Josue penetrated into Chanaan they
found this mixed " Chanaanitish" or "Amorrhitish"
population, not bound together politically under one
government, but divided into more than thirty petty
kingdoms (Jos., xii, 7-14), a state of things which
must have made the conquest considerably easier for
them. This same system Of cutting up the country
into small parts obtained two or three centuries earlier, in the time of the Tell el-Amarna letters, which
were for the- greater part written by. or to a number
of these city-kings -and apparently even earlier still in
In
the days of Abraham (Gen., xiv. 2. S, 18. xx. 2).
this respect these letters contain a striking corroboAlter the campaigns of
ration of the Biblical story.
Tothmes III in the sixteenth century B. c. all these
small states acknowledged the supremacy of the
Egyptian Pharaos and paid them tribute. After a
time, however, this sovereignty must have gradually
become more and more nominal, and in spite of the
later campaigns of Seti I and Ramses II against the
Hethites. it left no traces after the conquest by Josue.
The further particulars given by the Bible about
the Chanaanites are rather scanty.
We read occasionally of their cities " great and walled up to the sky"
(Dent., i. 2S; cf. Num., xiii, 29); of their "charioti of
iron'' (Jos., xvii. 16); and repeatedly of their gods
Baal and Moloch and their goddesses Astarte and
Ashera; of their altars and their stone pillars
bMh) and wooden posts {ash&i '>••
in connexion with
these altars, .if their sacrifices of children and manifold forms of noral perversity; the abominations on
account of winch "the land itself vomiteth out her
inhabitant-'
VW.Lev., xviii. 25), and which, in
prohibition of the Law and the
admonitions of the Prophets, found but too much
Most ol these particulars
imitation in Israel itself.
have of late received a splendid corroboration and
explanation in archaeological discoveries, principally
in consequence of the systematic excavations conducted in Palestine by W. II. Flinders Petrie and
.1.
Bliss at Tell el-Hesy; by Bliss and M. It. A.
Stewart Macalister at Tell Zakartya, Tell es-Safy, and
TellJedeide; by Macalister at Tell Jezer; by E. Sellin
at Thenac; by G. Schumacher at Tell el-Mutesallim
to all of which Sellin added in 1907 his labours at old
is
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set

at present incapable of solution."
Encyclop. Bibl., 1,642.)
Still

Jr.,

it

I

:

I

Jericho.

Even before the tribes who are introduced to us as
Chanaanites in the Bible penetrate, int.. Palestine
(between 3000 and 2500 n. c.) there must have lived
for many centuries an older population, dwelling
1

there partly in civ.-, but also possessing their primi-

"towns" Burrounded by earthen wall-.
is characterized
especially by stone instruments and v.ry primitivi earthenware. The Chanaanitish lril.es who gradually took their place came
tive

period

from the north and were for a long time, if not under
the supremacy, without a doubt under the manifold
In the fifteenth century b. c,
influence of Babylon.

when

the country was already politically subject to
Egypt, the kings of the Chanaanitish towns used in
their correspondence, not only with the Pharaos but
also between themselves, the Babylonian cuneiform
characters, anil
with the addition of a number of
Chanaanitish words the language of Babylon as
well.
Macalister (Pal. Expl. Fund Quart Stat. 1905,
323 sq.) and, quite lately, Sellin (Mitth. und Xach.
des Deutschen Palastinavereins, 1907, 70) found
some scanty evidence that the Old Hebrew or Phoenician characters were also known in those days.

—

Civilization,

—

meanwhile, had made immense progress,

evident from the use of bronze and other metals
too, of iron: from the building of dwellingplaces, city walls, towers, and strongholds; from the
increasing number and value of objects of domestic
and religious use; from the designs and fitting up of
sanctuaries and burial caves; and from the richer
variety of form, ornamentation, and painting in the
products of the potter's art -though art does not
appear to have enjoyed a continuous and even developas

is

— soon,

ment.

When the Israelites (Num., xiii, 29; Deut., i, 28)
in awe of " great cities", the hyperbole is nearly
as great as in the expression "walled up to the sky'':
those explored have covered, at most, seven or eight
hectares (about 19 acres), but the fortifications have
been excellent. The wall of Jericho, built of burnt
bricks, had a width of from three to twelve metres,
i. e. from about
9 to 39 feet (Sellin, op. cit., p. 69). If
the ancient inhabitants offered their sacrifices in dishlike cups cut in the surface of the rocky ground, the
Chanaanites had their open-air temples, or B&mdth
(high places), with altar, sacrificial pit, and stone
At Gazer
pillars from about seven to nine feet high.
eight pillars were found, still standing, the smallest of
which (about 5J feet high) seems to be the oldest, and
Of the
is perhaps the real emblem of the deity.
OShi rim. or wooden posts, only the stone bases seem
to be left.
'I wo
large grottos situated under the
sanctuary must also have played a part in this
But the most disgusting traces of this
worship.
mostly newidolatry are the skeletons of infants
born babes sacrificed to the deity,which at Gazer
were found buried in jars beneath the floor of the
sanctuary, and elsewhere, especially at Mageddo, in
Several times thereits immediate neighbourhood.
mains of these human victims, among which have
been adults, were found beneath or in the foundations of houses and other buildings; a striking
illustration of the words of Jos., vi, 2li: "Cursed
be the man before the Lord that shall raise up
and build the city of Jericho. In [or with] his
firstborn maybe lay the foundation thereof, and in
[or with] the last of his children set up its gat.
The naturalistic character of this religion becomes
especially evident in the numerous Astarte pi
or statuettes, of divergi nt types, and likewise in the
Among these
often occurring phallic emblems.
latter some class part of the baetylic stone pillars,
and find in a f.w bulls' beads representations of Baal
Some representations of Babylonian
Moloch.
..r
-et it-, and. still more frequently, images
deities als
from Egyptian mythology. The Astarte pis
In short, the
likewise show Egyptian inspiration.
speak

—

—

hit

initish civilization
influence of both

the

illy

these

nations.

Sgean-Phcenician
milked results from the beginning
tery,

moreover,

art

to
In

the
the other hand, the
of

have
pot-

produced
four-

teenth cent u ry it. r.
On
in. nt of the Israelites in Chanaan. judging from the
explorations made, opened no new period in so far
as archseology is concerned, so that the "Chanaanitish" period (i. e. the va
c" periods of
'..ration Fund Quarterly
Macalister, Pal
Statements, ran; ,,. 203 hae been extended to about
the ninth or eighth century n. c.
i

-
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Indeed, the submission of the Chanaanites was not
effectual nearly so soon as some chapters of the
Particularly
of Josue might lead us to expect.
the places that have become best known to us
through the excavations. Thenac. Mageddo, and
Gazer, are among those that submitted to Israel only
after a lapse of time (Jos., xvii, 1 1-13 Judges, i, 27-29).
Gazer even in the days of Solomon was still inhal >ited
by Chanaanites (III K., ix, 16). And in the same
context (verses 20-21) we learn that Solomon, through
forced statute labour, subjugated "unto this day"
the whole of the Chanaanitish population of his
realm. Thus Chanaan had become once and for all
the servant of Sem.
Afterwards Phcenicia with its
colonies was subjugated by the Romans, sons of
Japheth, and soon vanished altogether from the roll

made
Book

;

of nations.
In addition to general encyclopedia

articles, archaeological
Biblical reviews, sec especially Palestiru Exploration Fund
Quarterly Statements (1891-191)7 i; Mitth, ilinm, n unci Xachnchten des Deutschen
Palastinavereins (1902-1907); and the
separate works: Petkii, Tell el-Hesy (Lachish),
London.
il.
Ion. LS94); Exca1S91); Buss. A Mound 0} 1/ n
vations in Palestine during thi
Years 1898-1900 (London,
1902); Sellin, Tell Ta'annek: Berichi Bber eine Ausgrabung in
Palaslma (Vienna, 1904 1; Em, \, iehl.se auf dem Tell Ta'annek
(Vienna, 190o); and the masterly critical compilation of the results obtained, bv VINCENT, Canaan d'apres Vexploration r<
ce-nle (Paris, 1907).

and
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John

P.

van Kasteren.

Chanca, Diego Alvarez, physician-in-ordinary to
Ferdinand and Isabella of Castile and Aragon; dates
of birth and death uncertain.
Owing to his professional skill and learning, he was appointed by the

Crown to accompany the second expedition of Christopher Columbus to America in 1493. Shortly after
landing on the shores of the Island of Haiti, Dr. Chanca
proved his skill as a physician by successfully treating
Columbus for an attack of pernicious malarial fever, and
saving the lives of other prominent members of the
expedition who were attacked by disease. On a site
select edbyChanca, whose professional advice had been
sought, was established the first Christian settlement
in the New World, to which Columbus gave the name
of Isabella in honour of his illustrious patroness.
In
this locality Chanca wrote his letter to the municipal
council of his native city, which was the first document describing the flora, the fauna, the ethnology,
and the ethnography of America. A remarkable
circumstance in connexion with this letter is the fact
that everything therein contained was the result of
only three months of observation and study. Upon
his return to Spain, Chanca published in 1506 a
medical treatise entitled " Para curar el mal de Costado" (The Treatment of Pleurisy), and in 1514, he
published a work in Latin criticizing a book entitled
"De conservanda juventute et retardanda seneotute", the work of Arnaldo de Villanova, a brotherChanca 's work was published under the
physician.
title "Commentum novum in Parabolas divi Arnaldi
de Villanova ".
Dr. Diego
,,f
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preserved in place. A clear idea of the normal arrangement can be had in St. Clement's at Rome,
where the sixth-century screens of the choir and presbyterium were simply removed from the lower church
and set up in the twelfth-century church above. In
St. Clement's the chancel screen of the presbyterium
coincided with the chord of the apse, and the altar
also stood upon this line the approaches had therefore
to be constructed on either side of the altar.
The
chancels of the presbyterium are surmounted by a light
colonnade for the support of curtains. The term was
used in England before the Reformation, and the
Anglicans still retain it. Among English Catholics
it is now little used, that portion of the church near
the altar, separated by rails from the nave, being
designated the sanctuary. In cathedrals and conventual churches, where space is required to accomodate the canons or the religious, a portion of the
church between the sanctuary and the nave is taken
for the purpose; it is not, however, called the chancel,
but the choir.
Bond, Gothic Architecture in England (London, 1906>;
Fletcher. .1 History of Architecture (London. 1905); Atkinson,
;

Glossary of English Architecture (London. 1906).

Thomas H. Poole.
Chancellor.

See Diocesan Chancery.

Chancery, Apostolic.

Chancery, Diocesan.

See

Roman

Curia.

See Diocesan Chancery.

Chanel, Pierre-Louis-Marie, Blessed, Protomartyr of Oceanica, b. at diet, dep. of Ain. France,
1803, d. at Futuna, Friendly Islands, Oceanica, 28
April, 1841.
Being of humble parentage, a zealous
priest, M. Trompier, assisted his education.
Ordained
priest in 1827, he went as curate to Amberieux and
later as pastor to Crozet.
His desire to serve in the
foreign missions drew him, in 1831, into the newlyfounded Society of Mary which, having been formally
approved, 29 April, lfyiO, was entrusted with the
evangelization of Occidental Oceanica.
Chanel, after
taking the three religious vows at the hands of Father
Colin, founder and first superior of the Marists,
embarked that same year for his distant mission
under the leadership of Bishop Bataillon, and was
sent to the island called Horn, or Allofatu, by geographers, and Futuna by the natives.
War between
rival tribes and the practice of cannibalism had
reduced its population to a few thousands when

Chanel landed on its shores. The religion he found
there was a worship of terror offered to evil deities.
Chanel laboured faithfully amid the greatest hardships, learning the native language, attending the
sick, baptizing the dying, and winning from all the
name of "the man with the kind heart". Niuliki,
the then ruler, showed first an amicable disposition
towards the missionary and even declared him
"taboo", or sacred and inviolable; but when he saw
that his subjects were being drawn away from the
idols into the white man's religion, he issued an edict
against him to avert the movement towards ChrisAt that very time his son Meitala joined the
tianity.
missionary.

.

Chancel, part of the choir near the altar of a
church, where the deacons or sub-deacons stand to
assist the officiating priest.
It was originally railed
off by cancelli or lattice work, from which the name
The term is now generally confined to
is derived.
parish churches, and such as have no aisles or chapels
round the choir.
In some churches, in addition to
the principal chancel, there are others al the ends of
the side-aisles.
The Latin word cancellus was commonly used for the low screen which marked the
separation of the presbyterium and choir from the rest
In a later time the name el
of the church.
to be applied to the presbyterium itself.
Very
few chancels, however, of the early period have been

Musumusu, Xiuliki's prime minister and an
implacable enemy of Christianity, then concocted a
plot with the petty chiefs against the Christians,
At daywhich was carried out with great cruelty
break, on 28 April, 1841, the conspirators assembled
together and, after wounding many neophytes whom
they had surprised sleeping, proceeded to Chanel's
One shattered bis arm and wounded bis left
hut.
temple with
war club. Another struck him to the
ground with a bayonet. A third beat him severely
The missionary was uttering the while
with a club.
words of gentle resignation: 'Malic fuai" (it is
Musumusu himself, enraged at the
well for me).
tardiness of death, split open the martyr's skull
The remains of the martyred miswith an adze.
:
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tionem".
Acta authcntica beatificationis (Rome, 1SS9); Bourdin, Viedu
P. Chanel (Lyons. 1867'; Nicolet, Vic du Bienheureux P. M.
Chanel (Lyons, 1S90), two abridgments in English of the foregoing were printed at Dublin and Abbeville <1S(101; M\\geret, Mar. Baiaillon et tea Missions deVOceanit (Paris, Lyons,
1884), I, 225; Hervier, Les missions Manstcs <n (h-innic
(Paris, 1902); Annate* a\
dela foi (Lyons, 1842,
1843); Our First Beatified Martyrs (pamphlet issued by the
Society for the Propagation of the Faith, New- York, 1907).
J. F. SOLLIER.

Changanacherry, Vicariate Apostolic of (( !hanganacherensisI. in Travancore, British India, created
Its first actual vicar Apostolic, Matitular Bishop of Tralles, was conse-

2S July. 1N00.

thew Makil.

crated 25 Oct., 1896. This vicariate was established
to meet the needs of native Indian Christians of
It includes five deaneries
the Syro-Malabar Rite.
of Nordist Syrians (descendants of native Malabar
castes) and two of Sudists (descendants of fourth century immigrant Syrians), a social distinction originating long ago in their residence at Cranganore.
Its
territory extends south as far as Purakad, and is
bounded on the north by the Vicariate of Ernakulam,
on the tast by the Ghats, and on the West by the
Gulf of Arabia. The Catholic population numbers
There are 95 churches
140.172 in a total of 900,1
and 57 chapels; the native clergy number 283 (253
secular, 30 regular); besides these there are 20
brothers.
There are four Carmelite monasteries.
The convents of religious women have 70 members (3.5
Carmelites. 20 Visitation nuns, and 15 Clarissesi. The
annual conversions reach about 1000. There an- 75
theological seminarists with 2(1 pupils in preparatory
work.
In 3 English (boarding) high schools there are
650 boys, and in 4 middle schools 360 girls. In IIS
native parish schools then' are 14,328 pupils. The
Catholic press is represented by one native Malaya-

lam weekly paper and 2 monthly periodicals. The
Jacobite Syrians and tin- Protestants number 13,000;
the pagan population about 600,000.
(Rome, 1907), 821-25; Illustrated
Mar. h, June, 1903); I.a Verb Roma
1/,
n ger of the Sacred Heart
Ipril, 1897
India H9f)li, XXVII, Travancore, part 1. 109-110,
and Cochin, part I, 44-15, 60.
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Mathew Vattakalan.
See Portsmoi

Channel Islands.

Chant. See Amhrosia\,
hint.
Plain

<

hi,

Diocese of.

Iregorian, Liturgical,

(

Chantal, Jane Frances de, Saint.
s DE
II UMTAL,
S WNT.
l

See Jane

<

Chantelou, Ci.aide.
Vion,

in

the present

patristic scholar, b. in 1017. at
Diocese of Le Man-,
ranee; d.
I

28 November, 1664, al the Monastery of Saint-GerHaving spent some time in
main-des-Pres in Paris.
the >rderof Fontevrault, he left
to become a Benedictine in the Congregation of Saint-Maur. in which
it

'

he

made

February, 1640, al Toulouse.
When the General Chapter oi 651 ordained thai two
religions be entrusted with the preparation of a history of the congregation, Chantelou was one of the
appointees, and from that time until his death resided
at Saint-Germain-des-Pres.
Be is the author of the
following works: "Bibliotheca
i'atrum ascetica"
(Paris, 1661-64), a collection of extracts from the
writings of the Fathers regarding the spiritual life;
bis profession, 7
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sionary, hurriedly buried, were later claimed by M.
Lavaux, commander of the French naval station of
Tahiti, and taken to France on a government transport, 1842.
The cause of the beatification of Father
Chanel, introduced 1857, terminated by the Brief
" Quemadmodum " of 1G Nov., 1889. The solemnities
took place the following day in the basilica of St.
Peter, Rome. "Oceanicffi protomartyr" is the official
title given Blessed Chanel by the Congregation of
Rites in the decree declaring: "tuto procedi posse ad
solemnem Ven. servi Dei P. M. Chanel beatifica-

"S. Benedicti abbatis Clarevallensis Parseneticon"
(Paris, 1662), an edition of sermons of St. Bernard
preceded by a life of the saint written by Alain.
Bishop of Auxerre (a life of St. Malachy, Archbishop
of Armagh, concludes the work); "S. Basilii Caesareae
Cappadociae archiepiscopi regularum fusius disputatarum liber" (Paris, 1664), answers of St. Basil to
questions proposed by his monks respecting the monastic life; "Carte geographique de la France benedictine", published by Le Chevalier in 1726.
Marin de
Caraurais edited and completed Chantelou 's manuscript, "History of the Abbey of Montmajour ". near

Aries (Marseilles,

Nobilleau

1878).

published

his

"Analyses du cartulaire tourangeau de Marmoutier"
(Tours, 1879).
Chantelou was also a collaborator in
the publication of important Benedictine historical
collections, e. g. the "Spicilegium" of D'Achery.
Le Cerf, Btbliotheque hiat et crit. dea auteura de to conare'~
gallon de St-Maur (The Hajrue, 172ii), 5s no; lam, liiblioih.
ccrivains de la canon aalion d> St-Maur (Munirh and
Paris. 1S82). 43; Heurtebize in Diet, de thiol, cath. (Paris,

ilrs

1905), II, 2215.

N. A. Weber.

Chantry (M.

E. chaunierie; O. ]>. chanterie; Fr.
chanter, to sing; M. Lat. cantaria, cantuaria, whence
cantarie, cantuarie), the endowment of one or more
priests to say or sing Mass for the soul of the endower,
or for the souls of persons named by him, and also, in
the greater number of cases, to perform certain other
offices, such as those of choir member in a collegiate
church or cathedral, or of curate in outlying districts,
or of chaplain in hospitals and jails, or of schoolmaster or librarian. It was thus essentially, though
not solely, a liturgical institution requiring as a
c/ua rum of its existence a place where the incumbent
might, say Mass.
As a rule this was provided for by
screening off a space between the great pillars of the
nave or transept of some parish church or cathedral,
and erecting an altar there. Bui frequently an addition was made to and opening into the choir, or a de-

tached building was erected for the purpose. These
detached chantry chapels, built in a churchyard, or
in an outlying district, or at the entrance to bridges,
often consisted of two stories, the lower one being
devoted to the strictly religious uses of the foundation, while the incumbent used the upper one as his
home or as a schoolroom. To erect a chantry the
consent of the ordinary, which was given only when
it was found that a fund sufficiently large for its building and maintenance hail been set aside, had to be obtained; then the permission of the Crown to alienate
lands in mortmain had to be secured; and then, to
provide against the violation of the rights of the
mother-church, the priest in whose parish the chantry was to be erected hail to be consulted finally, to
give it a legal character, it had to be instituted by
;

the civil authorities of the locality.
In the erection
of some chantries, beyond giving his permission, the
bishop played no part. The donor, or his trustees.
retained the funds a.s well as the right of appointing
and removing the incumbent. Chantries 01 this kind
were called "mercenary", and were erected u
only for a definite period of time. Two ot her forms,
called "collative" and "in private patronage", were
erected, as a rule in perpetuity,
Both ol tinecclesiastical; the only difference between them being
that in he latter the donor or his trustees named the
incumbent, whereas in the former the bishop alone
had the right.
Traces of the chantry system are to be found
in England as far back as the Conquest, but these
foundations were not numerous until the middle of
Alter that time, however,
the fourteenth century.
owing largely, no doubt, to the tremendous revolution effected by the great
quent growth in wealth and influence of 'lie middle
classes, their number constantly increased until, at
the time of their suppression, there were, according
-

t

|
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2374 of them. The work of suppressing
and despoiling the chantries, begun by Henry VIII,
was taken up and completed by his successor,
to Heylin,

Edward VI, in 1547. They yielded to the harpies
But
that swarmed about his court 180,000 pounds.
the spirit which gave them birth could not be destroyed, and we see it manifesting itself in our own
time in the erection of the Vaughan Chantry in the
new cathedral of Westminster. Among the many
evils attendant upon the suppression of the chantry
the most grievous, perhaps, was the effect upon eduFor the chantries were the grammar schools
cation.
the incumbent "teaching gratis the
of the period
poor who asked it humbly for the love of God". Just
how many of them had taken on this character of
grammar school it is difficult to say. But that it
was very large is seen from the fact that in 1562, nine
years after Edward, the long-heralded "Father" of
grammar schools, was dead, we find Williams, the
Speaker of the House of Commons, in an address to
the queen, referring to "the want of schools: that at
least a hundred were wanting in England which before

—

—

allusion which we may
that time had been"
safely assume had reference to the chantry schools.
hesitate
to call Edward
does
not
And" Leach, who
"the Spoiler", instead of "the Father" of schools,

an

grammar school
in England which had not already exSchools.)
(See
chantry.
isted as a
Sharps, Calendar of Wills Proved and Enrolled in the Court
r
of Hustmg, London. l!. ,ii-li;sS, ed. Page (2 vols., London,

says that between 1547 and 1645 no

was founded

1SS9-1S90); Yorkshire Chantry Surveys, Being the Certificates of
;,,
Comm ionei .!/'''"' nied ta Survey the chantries. Guilds,
'•'.',
".,
e.|
Kaines (-' vols. Sur1
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Wis

Cfiantnes within
Cc me, l-.u.ihu. of Lanca ter, at mg the Reports of the
th<
Royal Commissioners of Henry 17//. Edward VI, and Queen
York, Beverly,
Yorkshire
Schools,
Man/; Leach ed.. Early
Rinm 'Yorkshire An-ha, >mr;il Surietv). I. in Record Series
(London. 1X991. XXVII: Stow, .4 Survey of the Cities of
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London and Westminster and of the Borough of Southwark
(2 vols., London. 17.54-5>; Moves in Academy, XXXVII.
Leach in Contemporary Review (1892); Milbcrn- in Dublin
April, 1S991; Jessop in Nineteenth Century (March.
1S9S>; Moves in Dublin Review (January and April. 1S99);
Saturday Review, LIX. 344; Holland in Catholic University
223;

Bulletin (Jan., 1903).

Cornelius Holland.
Chapeauville, Jean, a Belgian theologian and
historian, b. at Liege. 5 January, 1551; d. there 11

Mav. 1617. He made his philosophical studies at the
Oniversities of Cologne and Louvain, and at the
latter received the degree of Licentiate of TheolHe then entered the priesthood, and in
ogy.
1578 was appointed one of the synodal examiners
for the Diocese of Liege, and in 1579 parish priest

Liege, and even wrote an account of the episcopate of
Liege, commencing with Erard de la Marck (1506) and
ending with the year 1613. His principal works are:
"Tractatus de necessitate et modo administrandi
sacramenta tempore pestis" (Liege, 1586); "Petit
traite des vices et des vertus" (Liege. 1594); "Abbr6g£ de la somme des pechez M. J. Benedicti"
(Liege, 1595); "De casibus reservatis tractatus"
(Liege, 1596); "Catechismi Romani elueidatio scholastics " (Liege, 1600); "Historia admirandarum curationum qua? divinitus ope deprecationeque divi Per-

petui Leodiensis episeopi contigerunt. Adjecta est
vita B. Perpetui" (Liege, 1601; Fr. tr., 1601);
"Summa catechismi Romani" (Liege, 1605); "Epistola ad catechistas de tsedio quod catechistis obrepere
solet" (Liege, 1605); "Catechista, sive brevis tractatus de necessitate et modo administrandi doctrinam
christianam " (Liege, 1608); "Qui gesta pontificum

tungrensium, trajectensium et leodiensium scripserunt auctores praecipui" (3 vols., Liege, 1612, 1613,
1616).
copies of the first volume of Chapeauville's
gesta pontificum contain a short biography of the author:
obitum contracta.
vitas auctoris fideliler post ipsius
Foppexs. Bibliotheca Belgica (Brussels, 1739 1. II. 60S-10;
Becdelievre. Biographic Uigeoise (Liege, 1S39\ I. 407-12;
de Thecx de Montjardin, Lc chapitre de Saint-Lambert a
in Biographic
Liege (Liege. 1S71-72), III. 1S6; Helbig
nationale de Belgiguc (Brussels. 1872), III, 42S-32; Poncelet,
Invrntaire anali/tiquc des chartcs de la collegiate de Saint-Pierre
Bibliographic
Theux,
xxviii;
de
a Liege (Brussels. 1906),
liegeoise (Brussels, 1867).

A number of

Qui

Periocha

A.

—

(Lat.

cape (rapella). This cape, or its representative, was
afterwards preserved as a relic and accompanied the
Frankish kings in their wars, and the tent which
sheltered it became known also as cappeUa or capella.
In this tent Mass was celebrated by the military

When at rest in the palace
chaplains (crtpellani).
the relic likewise gave its name to the oratory where
it
was kept, and subsequently any oratory where
Mass and Divine service were celebrated was called
The word is first found
capella, chapelle. chapel.
used in this sense by Marculfus (seventh century),
who gives the above etymology, an explanation
which has been generally accepted ever since, though
Durandus ventures upon an alternative derivation,
to wit, eapra, because the tent above mentioned was
made of goat-skins. Another, but improbable,
derivation is cupella, a domical or cup-shaped monuThe canopy over an altar was
(see Cupola).
In ecclesiastical
also at one time called a capella.
documents the main sanctuary of a church is often
termed the caj)eUa major, to distinguish it from the
side-altars (cf. St. Charles Borromeo's "Instruc-

He performed the
of St. Michael's in the same city.
functions of the latter office for about ten years.
Having been a canon of the collegiate church of St.
Peter's in Liege since 1582, he was elevated in 1599
In
to the dignity of a provost of the same church.

ment

1587, Pope Sixtus V appointed him the first penitenOn 12
tiary canon of St. Lambert's Cathedral.
June, 1600, he was promoted to the archdeaconship
Meanwhile, in 1582. he had been
of Famenne.
nominated Inquisitor of the Faith, and in 15! is, Ernest
of Bavaria, Bishop of Liege, appointed him vicargeneral, in which office he was retained, despite his
protests, by Bishop Ernest's successor, Ferdinand of
Bavaria. Chapeauville was distinguished for bis
great charity in attending the sick, especially during
the pestilence that visited Liege in 1581, and for his exemplary piety and his zeal for the progress of sacred
studies!
He taught theology with great success in

tions").

several monasteries of Liege and published works on
He endeavoured to enforce in
theological subjects.
the diocese the reforms decided upon by the Council
of Trent, particularly the establishment of a clerical
seminary and the conctirsnu for the nomination of
He also published a valuable collecparish priests.
tion of the chief works on the history of the bishops of

Van Hove.

When St.
capella; Fr. chapelle).
Martin divided his military cloak (cappa) and gave
he
wrapped
Amiens,
half to the beggar at the gate of
the other half round his shoulders, thus making of it a
Chapel

altar

is

In Spain the sanctuary containing the high
day called the capiUa mai/or. The

to this

however, much more ancient than the name.
and Thomassin quotes numerous early references to
In dealing with the
oratorio, sacella, and evKT-qpia
thing

is,

subject a large number of different kinds of chapels
are to be considered, which vary according to their
connexion with, or dependence upon, other buildings,
Or tO the Specific Uses tO which they were put,
we have chapels which .structurally form part of a
larger church, those which are included within Other
buildings not churches, and those which are entirely
separate and detached. We have also papal, royal,
episcopal, votive, wayside and mortuary chapi Is.
to
It seems best for the purposes of this article, first
trace the origin and development of chapels in general, and then to .leal with the different kinds
ing to their special uses, and under their respective
titles, in

alphabetical order.
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Dame), Hexham and Ripon.
The spread of Christianity from the cities into the
country must have early occasioned the erection of
oratories and chapels for the use of believers living
at a distance from the bishop's church.
St. Chrysostom Horn, xviii in Act.) exhorts nobles and rich men
to build chapels in their country homes and to employ priests, deacons, and other clerks to offer there,
on Sunday-, the Unbloody Sacrifice, on weekdays, to
celebrate the morning and evening Offices, and to
the table, and teach the children and servants
on the estate.
The prohibition by the Council of
oi the celebration of the liturgy in
Laodici
150
private houses is considered by Thomassin to refer
only to the cities where regular churches already
This freedom in the erection of chapels
existed.
had soon to 1«' restricted. There being as yet no parochial system, as now understood, it became necessary to safeguard the jurisdiction of the city-bishop
throughout the circumscription of influence and activity recognized as belonging to thi cathedral or motherJustinian .Novel. Iviii) made private orachurch.
i

if such chapels
01 simple prayer
were separate from the dwelling, the bishop might perir, be held there, but clerks were not to be
il,
Apparently this edict
ordained to the-" :i- "titles".
for the Quinisext Council of Constanti;

hal clerks who in oratories within
or baptize must submit to the
of the bishop in each case (can. xxxi).
The
fifty-ninth canon of the same council positively forbids
baptism in such chapels. < >rdination, since the close
•

judgment
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Christian worship may be called chapels, inasmuch as
hey wen- informal churches, i. e. a chamber in a house,
or the atrium and tablinum of the house adapted for the
purpose; but the earliest oratories or chapels, as distinct fmm the buildings where the bishop and presbytery presided over the regular assemblies of Christians,
were probably martyrs' memorials. Thus, the Council of Gangra (350) censures desecrators of the sepulehra martyrum and of the synaxes. sacrifices, and memorials celebrated therein.
The Fifth Council of
Carthage WO) orders the bishops to raze all unauthorized altars and martyrs' monuments erected in
the open fields or at the roadside unless authenticated.
The first instance on record of a private chapel is that
of Constantine (the prototype of the chapel royal, and
ol i'h saintes chapettes of France, viz.: at Paris, Vincennes, and St-Germain-en-Laye) the emperor had
a chapel in his palace at Constantinople, and carried
with him in his wars and progresses a facsimile of it
in the shape of a portable tent Socrates, Hist, eccl., I,
xiv).
Another early example of a chapel within
another building is the small one now known as the
Sanctorum, in the still remaining fragment of
the ancient Lateran palace.
It
was the private
chapel of the popes and existed as early as 583. when
Pelagius II placed certain relics in it (MSS. Bibl. Vat.,
in Baronius).
The private chapel also of the archbishops of Ravenna, in their palace there, is still to be
seen; it was built, or at least decorated, by Archbishop Peter Chrysologus about 430. Instances are
extant of the original meeting-places of Christians
being preserved under the level of the subsequent
church, the soil having risen in the course of ages.
under the lower church of San Clemente at
Rome is a chamber, at present inaccessible, that may
have have been part of the house of Clemens. Under
the existing church of St-Gervais at Rouen is a third
or early fourth-century chamber which is now a
crypt.
Under the high altar of Chartres cathedral
is tie- chapel of St-Lubin, bounded on the west by a
piece of the Gallo-Roman wall of the fortress of the
Carnutenses, and here, it is believed, the first Christians of Chartres, who were allowed to erect a chapel
Other examples
against the wall itself, worshipped.
occur at Nti- St-Savinien), Crlteil, Etampes (Notre-

of the age of persecutions, has never been given without a "title" or definite sphere of work and corresponding maintenance having been first secured to the
ordained. In the Council of Chalcedon were read Acts
of the Constantinopolitan Council under Flavian,
mentioning priests attached to martyria or suburban
churches at Constantinople, and the sixth canon forbade the ordination of any save to some title, these
martyria being in the list of those recognized.
In the

Wesl the same enactment was repeated by the seventh
canon of the Fourth Council of Aries (524).
The royal example was soon followed by the nobles,
over whose chapels the bishops were constantly asserting and enforcing their jurisdiction and safeguarding the interests of the paroehia or mother-church.
of Agde (506) conceded to the nobles that
the Mysteries might be celebrated in their oratories,
except on the principal feasts, on which days they
and their households must attend the parish church
(cf. below, the present legislation); otherwise the
offerings of the faithful on those days would have
been made in the chapel, to the detriment of the
mother-church and parochial clergy. Charlemagne,
as head of the revived Empire of the West, followed
his imperial predecessors in legislating for the Church,
or rather in giving imperial sanction to needful reforms in the Church. "It hath pleased us", he says
in his Capitularies (V, clxxxii), "that neither in our
palace nor elsewhere shall a chapel be set up without permission of the bishop in whose diocese (paroehia) it is"; and (V, ccxxx), "Those who have oratories in their houses may pray there, but may not
have Masses celebrated without permission of the
bishop". And Thomassin quotes, as proceeding from
a Gallican council of this time, a canon to the effect
that on Sundays and feasts all shall come to the
church and none shall invite priests to celebrate Mass
in their houses.
In course of time many chapels,
both those set up by nobles, and those furnished by
the ecclesiastical authority, became regular parish
churches.
In England particularly many foundations, now parochial, were originally manorial chapels, and on the other hand the parish church was often
founded independently of the manor-house, as at
Deerhurst, on the Severn, where exist side by side
and of the same date, both the manorial chapel and
the Saxon parish church.
Some of these manorial
chapels, while still remaining private property, with
chaplains appointed and maintained by the lay proprietor, were given semi-parochial privileges and came
to be looked upon as chapeLs-of-ease to the parish
church.
notable example of a nobleman's chapel
becoming a cathedral is found at Moulins-sur-Alher,
where the ancient chapel of the Dukes of Bourbon
now forms the choir of the cathedral, the nave having
been added by Yiollet-le-Duc. Other buildings sin h
as court-houses, hospitals, and of course all religious
houses and t heir grange-, had e ha pels attached to them
in medieval times; but. from the very first, except in
the case of exempt monasteries and their dependencies, the appointment of priests to serve such chapels
was always subject to he control of the bishop, which
remains the law oi he Church to this day.
Kinds of Chapels. Chapels within u largerChurch.
Under this head must be included Lady chapels,
side-chapels, ante-chapels, etc., attached to, or under
the roof of a larger church.
'hint ry chapels will be
treated in a separate section.
The earliest form, perhaps, of the subsidiary chapel wit hin a larger church,
is to be seen in the parallel apses which in some ancient churches Hank the great apse or main sanctuary.
These originated in the East, where, however, they
served as sacristies or the like. The Iriental Rites,
unlike the Roman, have always had a preliminary
offertory or jirnthcsis at which the oblations are handled before Mass.
This ceremony, at first performed
at the altar itself, was in some rites (notably the
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Byzantine) elaborated into a preliminary offering at
a subsidiary altar or "table of prothesis", the prepared oblations being solemnly conveyed to the main
The northaltar in the course of the actual liturgy.
ern apse or chapel became the place of prothesis, and
the other remained a sacristy or diaconicon. Although the architectural feature of parallel apses was
early introduced into the West, they had no effect
upon the rite in places where the Roman Liturgy was
In
in use, but remained at first mere sacristies.
France and Spain, where the Gallican Rite prevailed,
they would doubtless be used in the Oriental way.
Paulinus of Nola, in the fifth century (Ep., xxxii),
speaks of two chambers, possibly apses, flanking the
altar of Iris church whereof the right-hand one was a
sacristy and the other a library or place of retirement
In the ninth century the Roman church
for prayer.
of Santa Maria in Cosmedin was altered for the use of
the Orientals by the addition of side apses, and the
well-known basilica of Torcello was similarly furnished at about the same time. If the word chapel includes places set apart for prayer as well as those for
the celebration of the liturgy, theseexamples must be
considered as rightly coming under this division of the
subject The same must be said also of the apart ments
opening out from the naves of the churches of Santa
Croce in Gerusalemme and Santa Balbina, both at
Rome and dating probably from the fifth century.
Similar chapels existed in the ninth-century churches
of Santa Christina at Pola de Lena and Santa Maria de
All these exNaranco, both near Oviedo in Spain.
amples and many others that might be enumerated
differed only from the side-chapels of later ages in haying no altars. The ancient discipline of " one altar in
one church" has always been preserved in the East, at
least in theory, though an exception to its corollary
"one Mass at one altar" must be made in the case of
Jerusalem, where in the fourth century Mass was offered twice on the Calvary altar on Maundy Thursday,
and twice in the Anastasis on Easter Day. The Gallican Rite required this latter restriction; thus, in a
synod of Auxerre, it is decreed that two Masses must
not be said at one altar on the same day, and, moreover, that no presbyter may celebrate at an altar which
had that day been used by the bishop. Also, for many
centuries, the Ambrosian Rite preserved the same
theory and it was for one altar only that Milan catheBut when the members of the
dral was designed.
priesthood, instead of concelebrating with the bishop
in the basilica, began each to say his own Mass, a plurality of altars became a necessity if the ancient rule
In the
of "one Mass at one altar" was to be kept.
East, where the matter was not of great urgency, as
individual Masses remained the exception, the subsidiary altar, if required, was enclosed in a chapel
forming a complete though miniature church. The
Blazhenny church in Moscow, which contains eight
complete and enclosed chapels grouped round a cennil one, is probably an extreme example. In churches
subject t<> leltic rule a group of separate chapels was
sometimes formed, e. g. the Seven Churches at Glendalough, Ireland, the Ten Churches of Twineham, in England (remaining as late as the eleventh century), and
ili.' marvellous group of sanctuaries at Rocamadour,
in France, a famous place of pilgrimage in tin Middle
Ages ami probably an isolated survival of the Celtic
plan.
In churches of the Roman Rite altar- were
simply set up in any convenient pari of the church, although, in the Middle Ages, they were partly screened
An extreme example of tins may I"- seen in the
off.
well-known plan, never carried out. for the abbey
church of St. iall (ninth century), which is so filled up
with enclosed altars thai congregational worship would
In existing churches the parhave been impossible.
allel apses at once suggested a pair of chapels, and
larked
this
feature were sometimes althose which
tered accordingly. I n others, smaller apses were often

from the main apse; the church of the Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem seems to have been thus
treated in the tenth century, if not earlier, and other
chapels were added to the original plan. The sanctuary or "station" on the site of the Crucifixion, which
stood between the Holy Sepulchre and the basilica of
the Holy Cross, may be taken as an early example of
a chapel within a church, for although it was originally
in the open air and not included under the roof of the
church, as at present, it was used daily in the fourth
century after the morning and evening Offices in the
Sepulchre church (Anastasis) and had an altar on
which the Holy Oblation was offered on Maundy
Thursday and the True Cross exhibited on Good Friday (Peregrinatio ad Loca Sancta, ed. Gamurrini,
built out

Rome, 1S88).
As access to the chapels radiating from the main
apse was inconvenient, later builders devised the
ambulatory, or passage behind the apse proper and
connecting all the apsidal chapels with the "procesThis was an important innovation dession path".
tined to revolutionize the plan of most large churches;
it

issued at length in the chevet, or

crown of chapels,

a design which found favour in most European countries, but was nowhere carried to the height of beauty

and elaboration that

it

realized

in

France.

The

Tours is considered to have
been the common source from which most examples
of this idea were copied, none of them being older
than about 900. They were comparatively rare in
England, owing to the prevalent square east -end, but
there are beautiful examples, as at Westminster, NorThe transept, eastern or
wich, and Peterborough.

basilica of St.-Martin at

western, also invited the formation of chapels, and
this position is almost universal in the great Norman
cross-churches. It was used in preference to the chew
plan in England, where the transept was a more frequent and more developed feature than elsewhere; for
while in continental churches the need for increased
chapel space was supplied by utilizing the intervals
between buttresses (first at Notre-Dame, Paris, in
1290), the English preferred to form extra chapels
along the east wall of the transept, and even to
lengthen or rebuild the transept for that purpose,
their buttresses being as a rule too shallow to afford
At Gloucester there are three
the space required.
stories of chapels, one above the other, the crypt and
the triforium containing altars exactly corresponding
with those of the ground level. Where the buttresses
were interior, as at Albi, the church was from the outset provided with a series of chapels, sometimes in two
stories, along its whole perimeter.
The dedication of the chevet chapels to important
saints led naturally to the easternmost being assigned
In France this chapel is frequently
to Our Lady.
somewhat larger than the rest, as at Bayeux, Reims,
I

Seez,

and Troyes;

much

larger at

Amiens and Le

larger at Rouen (both in the
the abbey church of St. Ouen) and
loutances. The number of the chevet chapels varies
from three at St-Etienne of Nevers to the magnificent
sweep of thirteen which are the glory of Le Mans.
Langres is singular, for so large a church, in having but
one such chapel, and Sens seems to have had originally
on.' circular chapel :ii the east end. like "Becket's
Crown" at Canterbury. It was in the Lady chapel
towards the close of the Middle Ages, that innovations in church music were allowed, only the strict
.ham being heard in the choir. At Gloucester the
Lady chapel is furnished with two galleries (with
chantry chapels below) for the singing of "prieksonn"; each is provided with a broad stone desk for
the necessary books, thus differing from the choir
where 8Uch accommodation was unusual and unnecessary, but few books being used there except on the

Mans; and very much
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chapels, which sometimes contained altars and were
used for liturgical purposes. They usually take the
form of an enlarged western entrance or narthex.
Those of St-Front (Perigueux), Romain-Moutier, and
Jumieges are early examples, while those at Vezelay
and Cluny are conspicuous for their size. The finest
example in England is that at Durham (really the
Lady chapel), and there is a smaller one at Ely. At
Lincoln there is a Galilee on the western side of the
Two parochial Galilees exist in
south transept.

Norwich, at St. Peter Mancroft and St. John Maddermarket, both being the ground story of the western
In most of the medieval college chapels of
tower.
Oxford and Cambridge, what is usually called the
ante-chapel is really only the space outside the entrance to the choir, occupied nowadays at service
time by those who are not members of the college.
Baptisteries were often built in the form of chapels,
and either contained altars or had chapels with altars
opening out of them, as in the Lateran basilica
(fourth century).
.4 mbassaHors' Chapels.

—

The use of a private chapel
of a Catholic country at a Protvice versa, has frequently been
allowed as a matter of courtesy, though not of strict
In England,
right according to international law.
even at a time when the exercise of the Catholic religion was proscribed by the penal laws. Catholic ambassadors were permitted to have such chapels attached to their embassies. The Sardinian. Xeapolifor the

ambassadors

estant Court, and

Venetian, Bavarian, Portuguese, and Spanish
ambassadors were thus favoured, all having their priThe Sardinian (erected
chapels in London.
1 742) chapels
L648), Bavarian (1747), and Spanish
even opened to the public and became eventuThe two former
ally ordinary parochial churches.
while the latter was replaced (1890) by a
ill exist,
r

;

1

1

.

1

--st

handsome church.

—

Bishops' Chapels.
The bishop's chapel was, at first,
nothing less than the basilica or cathedral where he
was accustomed to preside with his presbytery, but
the feudalization of the bishop and the installation in
cathedrals of choirs of monks or canons, under an
ordinary superior of their own, made it necessary' that
the bishop should possess a separate private chapel.
Of these episcopal chapels there remain many beautiful examples, of which that at Reims is one of the
finest.
Anotl it deserving of mention is that which
was formerly attached to the London residence of the
It was
bishops of Ely, dedicated to St. Etheldreda.
built in 1290; though dismantled at the Reformation,
it was for a short period during the Stuart times refitted and lent for the use of the Spanish ambassador.
Afterwards it passed into the hands of a Welsh Protcongregation, from whom it was bought by
of Charity in 187(i, and reopened by them
tor latholic worship. In the Middle Ages the chapel,
whether of the bishop or of the noble, often signified
his whole nuiison eccUsiastique (see section, Papal
\ e. his chaplains, clerks, choristers and the
ecclesiastical furniture, which accompanied him from
All bishops have the right to a private
to place.
chapel in their houses, and they retain this right even
(

i.

when

travelling.

—

( Impels.
These are of veryearly origin, whether special, as at the burial-place of
a martyr, or general, as in the common resting-places
of the faithful.
The Roman catacombs furnish many
examples of both kinds. After the days of persecution,
hi is) ians were able to worship at the resting-places of
the dead withoul secrecy or fear of profanation, and
thus the cemetery anil mortuary chapels of the Middle A.ges arose.
Two of the most curious are: that at
Sarlat, in the Dordogne, which is a conical structure
some forty feet high, containing a circular mortuary
on the ground-floor and towards the top a
pharos or lantern, and that at Avioth (Meuse), con<

I
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taming an open sanctuary supported by columns and

The former is of the twelfth
a glazed lantern above.
and the latter of the fifteenth century. Magnificent
chapels were often built to serve as the burial-places
of kings and other great men.
Becket's Crown, at
Canterbury, and Henry the Seventh- chapel at Westminster, are examples, as also is tin circular chapel
containing the tomb of King Emmanuel of Portugal,
in the Abbey of Batalha.
The most famous of all,
perhaps, is the Cathedral of Aachen, which enshrines
the tomb of Charlemagne.
Chantry Chapels. These differ from other interior
chapels only in being erected and endowed for the celebration of Masses of requiem, in perpetuity, for some
individual soul, generally that of the founder himself.
Special priests were usually appointed to serve them,

—

It was not until
called "chantry priests".
the thirteenth century that such chapels became common, and by that tune, most of the available space in
the churches had been already occupied, hence we
find chantry chapels stowed away in corners and odd
places. Being intended for private, not public, Masses,

and were

they were frequently smaller than other chapels.
Vacant spaces in aisles and transepts, or, as in many
larger churches, between the pillars of the nave, lent
themselves to their accommodation, though sometimes they were distinct buildings annexed to the
church. Whenever possible they were placed near the
tomb of their founder, and very often such tombs were
either enclosed within the chapel itself or actually adjoined it.
Like other chapels they were invariably
screened oft from the rest of the church: wooden
screen-work was perhaps the more common, but some
notable examples still exist in England of chantry
chapels, like miniature sanctuaries, screened and
vaulted in stone and of surpassing beauty. Such are
Prince Arthur's chantry at Worcester, the Founder's
chapel at Tewkesbury, the chantries of William of
Wykeham and Cardinal Beaufort at Winchester, and
those of Bishop Bubwith and Dean Sugar at Wells.
Sometimes the chapel was placed above the tomb and
reached by a winding staircase, as a( Christ Church,
Oxford, in what is commonly but wrongly called "St.
FYideswide's Shrine". Chantries were also sometimes built and maintained by a local guild, such as
the Guild of the Holy Ghost at Beccles, and the Palmers' Guild at Ludlow.
Strictly speaking, the chantry
is the endowment, and in some cases it was attached
to an existing chapel in which other Masses were
commonly celebrated.
See it wtry.)
Charnel Chapels and Charnel-houses. These were in
the same class as cemetery chapels and consisted generally of a vault or chamber in which were deposited
the bones displaced in the digging of graves, with a
Brittany
chapel adjoining or, more usually, above.
abounds in such chapels, of which Viollet-le-Duc gives
two curious examples, at Fleurance and Faouet. In
England there were specimens at \\ orcester, Norwich,
Old St. Paul's (London), Bury SI. Edmunds. Grantham, Stratford-on-Avon, and many other places
That at Norwich, a detached building fo the west of
the cathedral, now used a- a grammar-school, is perhaps the most perfect example still standing.
Chapeh of Ease. These were separate buildings,
churches in everything but name, built in remote portions of large parishes and so called because they were
intended to ease the parish church and the parishClergy appointed
ioners living at a distance from it.
for the purpose served them as vicars of the parish
allowed to
lj
priest.
These chapels weri
contain a font or have a cemetery adjoining them, but
in liter times both these privileges were often conceded, and many such chapels have since become
independent of the mother-church.
The enclosure wall of mo-!
Oate-house Chapels.
medieval monasteries was entered through a gateIn England
house, many of which contained chapels.
I

—

I

—
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such chapels existed at. Furness, Evesham, Llanthony,
Similar
Mailing, Merivale, and Bury St. Edmunds.
chapels were to be found also in the gate-houses of
Chapel"
of
walled
The
"Hanging
many
towns.
Langport, Somerset, is a fine example.
Technically
Capella
Papalc
sigChapels.
the
Pa-pal
nifies the entire staff of dignitaries and officials privileged to assist at one of the greater papal functions,
and includes the College of Cardinals, the patriarchs,
assistants at the pontifical throne, Apostolic prothonotaries, domestic prelates, private chamberlains,
chaplains, heads and procurators of religious orders,
papal choristers, and a host of other officials such as
the vice-chamberlain of the Roman Church, the
majordomo, the prelates of the Rota, etc., who rank
Regarded in
as members of the pope's household.
this sense, the papal chapel originated on the removal of the papal court from Rome in 130.5, when
the traditional feasts and ceremonies celebrated formerly in the different basilicas of Rome were transferred to the Palatine chapel of Avignon.
On the
return to Rome in 1377, the popes continued, for
various reasons, to perform these ceremonies in a
private chapel instead of in the basilicas.
Nicholas
V built a chapel in the Vatican for the purpose, w-hich
was demolished by Paul III to make room for the
Pauline chapel erected by him. The other chapel in
the Vatican, now used for most of the important
papal functions, is the Sistine, built by Sixtus IV in
1473.
It is noted no less for its famous choir than for
the paintings of Raphael, Michelangelo and others
which adorn its walls and ceiling. Since 1870 the
number of days on which the full capella assists the
pope has been greatly curtailed. Formerly there
were thirty-two such days in the course of the year;
now they are not more than half a dozen. These are
the anniversary of the coronation of the reigning
pontiff, the requiem for his immediate predecessor,
and the public consistories. To them are occasionally added such special ceremonies as jubilee Masses
and the canonization of new saints, the latter functions often taking place in St. Peter's instead of the
Sistine chapel.
With regard to the term "papal
chapel ", taken in its untechnical meaning, such
chapels would seem to correspond more or less with
other private chapels, like those of bishops or reigning
sovereigns.
One of the earliest of these existed in the
Lateran palace in the fourth century, and since that
time the pope's place of residence has always contained a private chapel for his own use. One is that
in the villa of Innocent VIII (now the Belvedere),
which that pope built in the Vatican gardens in the
fifteenth century; that in the Quirinal during the time
that it was a papal residence; that in the Castel Gandolfo, the former summer residence of the popes; and
the small chapel in the Vatican, adjoining the pope's
private apartments, where the Holy Father says his
daily Mass.
The last-named is the only one that is

—

now

in regular use,

and

it

differs in
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no way from any

other private chapel.
Chapels of Repose. According to the old English
Rite it was lie custom in medieval times, on the afternoon of (iood Friday, to deposit one of the Hosts
consecrated on Maundy Thursday, together with the
cross that had been used in the morning office (see
Cross), in what was called the Easter sepulchre or
chapel of repose, and to bring them forth again on
Easter morning with solemn chant and ceremony,
thus symbolizing the burial of Christ's Body in
the sepulchre and its resurrection therefrom. The
usual position for the Easter sepulchre was in a niche
lie sepulchre
Oil the north side of the sanctuary, and
itself was commonly a movable wooden structure
erected year by year for the purpose.
Among the
entries in the old churchwarden's accounts still extant, nunc occurs with more frequent regularity than
that of the payment made for putting up and taking

—

t

t

down the Easter sepulchre. In some instances it was
a permanent stone structure, and among the few examples still existing the best known is that in the
church of Arnold (Nottinghamshire). In the Roman
Rite the term "chapel of repose" is applied to the altar or chapel where the Blessed Sacrament is solemnly
reserved between the Mass of Maundy Thursday and
the Mass of the Presanctified on Good Friday. (See

Holy Week.)

—

Royal Chapels. It has always been the privilege of
royal palaces, in Protestant as well as Catholic countries, to possess private chapels for the use of the
Court. That of Constantine has already been mentioned.
Chapels royal have often been merely apartments in the palace itself, but sometimes separate
buildings have been specially erected for the purpose.
St. George's, Windsor, and La Sainte-Chapelle, Paris,
are noteworthy examples of the latter class. The
last-named beautiful building is perhaps the most
famous of all royal chapels. It was built in 124S by
St. Louis of France to house the relic of the Crown
of Thorns which he had obtained from Constantinople,
and it adjoined his palace of La Cite. The architect
was Pierre de Montereau, whose wonderful creation is
still one of the most admired and most imitated buildings of its kind in the world.
In the lower story was
a chapel for the palace servants and above was the
royal chapel proper, with its sumptuous shrine.
It
was, of course, desecrated at the Revolution, but became once more a chapel royal for a short time under
Louis Philippe. Since then it has, until recently,
been used only once a year, for a "Red Mass" said at
the opening of the law courts hard by. It is now
merely a national monument. Of English chapels
royal, besides St. George's, Windsor, already mentioned, those of St. James and the Savoy date from
Catholic times. The latter was rebuilt by Henry VII
on the site of the old Savoy Palace. From 1564 to
1717 it was used as a parish church and only became
a chapel royal in 1773. Besides this and the chapel
in St. James's Palace, there is also a Protestant chapel
royal in the palace of Hampton Court.
In the seventeenth century the presence in England of the Catholic consorts of three of the Stuart kings brought about
the existence of Catholic chapels royal in London during a period of about eighty years, One was built at
St. James's in 1625 for the use of Henrietta Maria,
consort of Charles I, and her retinue, which was used
occasionally up to 1642.
It was reopened in 1662 for
Queen Catherine of Braganza, Charles the Second's
consort, but closed again in 1671 when she removed
her court to Somerset House. Under James II it once
more served for Catholic worship, from 1685 to 1688,
since which date it has been assigned to the use of the
Lutheran members of the Court and is now known as
the "German chapel". At Somerset House a new
Catholic chapel was built for Queen Henrietta Maria
in 1636, which was in use until 1642, and again from
1662 until her death in 1669. When Queen Catherine
removed her court hither from St. James's in 1671, it
was reopened for Catholic worship and so continued
until her death in 1705, when it passed into the hands
of the Protestant Government. There was also a Catholic oratory at Whitehall, used occasionally up to 1642
when Queen Henrietta Maria was resident there, and
in 1687 James II opened a new chapel in the same
palace, which was closed again the following year.
In Scotland the chapel royal was originally located
in Stirling Castle, but was transferred to Holyrood
by Queen Mary in 1542. At the Reformation it was
used for a time as a Protestant parish church, but
again became a Catholic chapel royal in 1687 under
James II (James VII of Scotland). After his tli^ht
to France in 16SS, it was plundered and partially destroyed by fire. It was subsequently re-roofed, but
since 1768 it has been in a state of ruin.
Sh ip Chapelx. Thomassin ment ions a few examples,
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the best known being that of St. Louis, who was
allowed to carry the Blessed Sacrament on board ship
and to have Mass, without consecration, celebrated
before It, the rolling and tossing of the vessel being
considered prohibitive of the full ceremonial.
The Middle
Votive, Wayside, and Bridge Chapels.
Ages furnish numerous examples of votive chapels,
persons,
often to
devotion
of
private
erected by the
commemorate some special event or to enshrine some
valued relic. Among these may be classed many of
the famous places of pilgrimage, both in England and
elsewhere.
Akin to these are the wayside and bridge
Exchapels which testify to the piety of the times.
isting examples of the latter are to be seen at Pisa,
Avignon, Wakefield, Rotherham, Bradford-on-Avon,
and St. Ives, while a century ago the remains of such
buildings still stood at Rochester, York, Bath, and
London.
(See Bridge-Building Brotherhood.)
Wayside chapels, intended for the use of travellers, were often to be found on the way leading
to some pilgrimage shrine.
The "Slipper Chapel",
in Norfolk, is a well-preserved example, formerly
used by the pilgrims going to the celebrated shrine
of Our Lady of Walsingham.
It has in recent years
been restored and once more placed in Catholic hands.
Ecclesiastical Law as to ( hapels. The presentday law of the Church, while placing no restriction on
the erection of chapels that form part of a larger
church, lays down very definite regulations respecting any that belong to the category of private chapels.
This applies, however, only to those intended for the
celebration of Mass; there is no restriction whatever
as regards the setting apart of a particular chamber
in a private house merely for purposes of private
prayer and devotion. But for a chapel in which
Mass is to he said, canon law legislates very strictly.
Cardinals, bishops (even titular), and regular prelates, are allowed the use of a private chapel by right
for all others a special indult is required.
The ordinary of the diocese can give the necessary permission
for the chapel or oratory of an institution such as a
religious house, an orphanage, hospital, workhouse,
or prison, such chapels being usually public or semipublic.
But for a strictly private chapel in a private
house, intended only for the convenience of the
inmates of the house, a papal indult must be obtained, and such indults are only granted for sufficient reasons, e. g. distance from a church, permanent
ill-health of a member of the household, etc.
With
regard to the fulfilment of the obligation of hearing
Mass in such private oratories, the ancient law of the
Church was that the obligation could only be satisfied by attendance at the parish church.
The Council
of Trent Bomewhat modified this rule and since then
theologians have differed as to what was the exact
law.
To settle the matter. Leo X
in 1899 (S. R. C.
no. 40D7). decided that (I) the obligation can !*•
d by any one in all public or semi-public
chapels to which the faithful have access; but (2) it
cannot ordinarily be satisfied in a strictly private
chapel by any persons other than those for whose
convenience the chapel exists. This rule, in practice.
capable of a somewhat wide interpretation, and
is
the indult by which the permission for the chapel
is granted usually extends the privilege to various
other persons, e. g. relations, guests, servants, etc.
All places of worship in England belonging to Catho
lies, like those of other religious bodies outside the
Established liureh, were formerly termed "chapels."
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G. Cyprian Alston.

Chapelle, Placide-Loitis, Archbishop of New Orleans, U.S. A., b. at Runes, Lozere, France, 28 August,
1842; d. at New Orleans, 9 August, 1905.
He began
his classical studies at Mcnde, France, and concluded
them at Enghien, Belgium. After a brilliant course
of philosophy and theology at St. Mary's Seminary,
Baltimore, he received the degree of S.T.D. Ordained
priest, 28 June, I860, he was sent as pastor to St.
John's Church, Rockville, Maryland, and four years
later was named pastor of St. Joseph's, Baltimore.
In 1882 he was appointed to St. Matthew's, Washington, where he soon became the leading Catholic
clergyman. Dr. Chapelle was consecrated November, 1891, at Baltimore, titular Bishop of Arabissus
and coadjutor to Archbishop Salpointe of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the right of succession; he succeeded to that see, 7 January, 1894. He was transferred to the Archbishopric of New Orleans. 7 December, 1897. The Holv See appointed him, 11
October, 1898, Apostolic Delegate to Cuba and Porto
Rico and Envoy Extraordinary to the Philippine
Islands.
He proved himself equal to this important
and delicate mission. He spoke with facility French,
Spanish, and English, was thoroughly acquainted
with the laws of the Church and the spirit of the
American Constitution, and rendered valuable services to the Holy See and to the United States.
Being in Paris during the negotiations for the treaty
of peace between the United States and Spain, he
obtained the insertion therein of the clause which
confirmed to the Catholic Church the possession of
properties to which she had a right under the

all

Spanish Government.
He was appointed by Leo
Apostolic Delegate to the Philippines, 9 August,
\
1899, and arrived at Manila. 24 January, 1900.
His
first act was to persuade General Otis to liberate the
priests and religious held prisoners by Aguinaldo
After reorganizing the affairs of the Church, he
helped greatly in the general pacification of the
Pope Leo XI 11 acknowledged and highly
country.
praised in a pontifical Brief the work of Archbishop
Chapelle.
His mission in the Philippines being at an
end, Leo XIII retained him as Apostolic Delegate to
Cuba and Porto Rico and named him Assistant to the
Pontifical Throne and Count of the Holy Roman EmPius X. in an autograph letter of 8 October,
pire.
1904, Said to Archbishop Chapelle: "You have rendered most, signal services to the Ihurch in luba and
Porto Rico." Though having an auxiliary bishop, he
wished to visit personally all the parishes of Louisiana, and he returned from Havana, 30 May, 1905,
Yellow fiver had just
to fulfil this pastoral duty.
broken out in New Orleans, and he started without
delay for the city, to be with his stricken people.
He took the fever himself, and died, August, 1905,
after having in a pastoral, written four days before
1

1

1

<

<

'.'

his death, offered to

God

his life for his people.

A. Orban.

Chaplain (Lat. eapeUanu

1. chapel).
origin of capiila has been a fruitful source of controversy. The opinion most favoured is hat which D11
Cange (< lloss. Med. et Inf. Lat.) has drawn from earlier
writers, viz. that the word is derived from the capa
or capella of St. Martin of Tours,
This was a short
cloak preserved as a relic by the Kings of Frame
They carried it with them when they went to war and
on the field enshrined it under a tent. This tent grad
ually received the name capella, and the custodians of

The

1

the

relic

that the

were thence called capellani. Others think
word capella simply signifies a covering, and
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that the name arose from the tent-like structure
erected by the kings of France to canopy the altar
for soldiers in the field, and that the word has no relation to the relic of St. Martin.
Court Chaplains. If the derivation of capella from
the capa Sancti Martini be the correct one, we must
look for the origin of court chaplains in the clerics
who were guardians of the sacred relics in royal
Gradually these clerics were empowered
palaces.
to say Mass in the oratories committed to their care,
and thence there was but a step to endowing them
with spiritual jurisdiction for the benefit of those
living in the palaces.
They became the confessors
and instructors of all who frequented the court
chapel.
When such chaplains had increased to a
large number, in France, an arch-chaplain was appointed as their superior.
From the time of Charlemagne onwards, this latter office was committed to
abbots and bishops, and its holder became an important personage in the realm.
Not only had he
spiritual jurisdiction over the chaplains and members
of the royal court, but he was also entrusted with the
expedition of such ecclesiastical concerns as were
brought to the cognizance of the sovereign from
various parts of his kingdom.
Both in the Holy
Roman Empire and in France, the arch-chaplain or
palatine chaplain long held the office of high chancellor of the realm.
In France, the arch-chaplain
was also grand almoner. The revolution of 1789
swept away the office, but it was restored by Pope
Pius IX in 1857 and lasted to the fall of the Second

—

Beneficed Chaplains. There are a large number
of clerics whose duty it is to say certain prescribed
Masses or to procure their celebration, or to take part
in various church services, such as choir service.
Such persons receive their support from a pious foundation erected for the purpose.
Such chaplaincies are
called either ecclesiastical or lay. They are ecclesiastiif the property donated by a founder has been formally erected into a benefice by the proper spiritual
authority.
If, however, the property designed for
the purpose of procuring certain acts of Divine service
has not received ecclesiastical erection it is called a
lay chaplaincy.
The latter is, strictly speaking, not
a benefice in the canonical sense of the term. When
a founder erects a chaplaincy, he is at liberty to
define the duties of the person who is to enjoy the
benefit of his foundation.
Thus he may prescribe
that a certain number of Masses be said by the chaplain; he may designate the intention for which they
are to be offered, the altar at which they are to be
said, and other like prescriptions.
He can also determine whether the chaplain is to say the Masses
or
only
be
responsible
for
their due celeEersonally
ration.
The Church has always been most liberal
in confirming the conditions prescribed by such
founders and insisting on their due observance.
If
the testator has left his goods to a layman, with the
obligation of procuring the celebration of certain
Masses by any priest whom he shall choose, such
chaplaincy is called mercenary, and it does not partake of the nature of an ecclesiastical benefice, as the
latter requires generally that the holder should be
appointed for life. The controllers of such mercenary
chaplaincies can of course be laymen, or even women

cal

At times the name of lay chaplains is
given to such persons.
A chaplaincy is called colla
five if the founder bestOWB his goods for spiritual
purposes in such a way that the bishop is to ereel the
foundation into a benefice, for no layman can erect
a sacred edifice or institute a spiritual office without
or children.

Such benefices arc
the episcopal authorization.
called collative because the bishop collates or confers the right to hold them upon the acceptable candidate, even if such candidate has been presented or
nominated by lay authority. To exclude the epis-

copal confirmation would be to make it impossible
for the chaplaincy to be held as an ecclesiastical
benefice.
Hereditary or family chaplaincies are
those to which, by the will of the founder, the holder
of the benefice is to be nominated by the testator's
heirs or assigns.
In such cases also the confirmation
of the bishop is of absolute necessity.
If the chaplaincy be attached to a definite edifice or to an altar
in that edifice, it may not by common law be removed to another place. Instances, however, are on
record where the Holy See has sanctioned the removal of such chaplaincies from one castle of a noble
family to another, where the request has been made
by the heirs of the founders.

Regulations Concerning Beneficed Chaplains.

— When the founder

of a chaplaincy has not expressly
stipulated that the beneficiary is to celebrate personally the prescribed Masses, it is not requisite that the
chaplain be in Sacred orders, as he can procure otherwise the celebration of the Masses. If it be an ecclesiastical benefice, however, the incumbent must
When the founder explicitly
at least be a cleric.
stipulates that the chaplain is to be a priest, this condition must be adhered to.
If, however, he says
merely that the chaplain is personally to celebrate the
stipulated Masses, then the benefice can be given to a
simple cleric, provided he is of such age that he can
receive the priesthood within a year.
If the foundation requires that the chaplain take part in the Divine
Office in a cathedral or collegiate church, then personal service is obligatory on the beneficiary, nor can
he employ a substitute, if by obtaining the benefice
he becomes a mansionary of that church. In cases
where a daily Mass is one of the conditions of the
foundation, it is generally held that the chaplain can
occasionally intermit this duty for a proper cause.
He can also, if hindered by sickness, omit the application of the daily Mass for a fortnight, without being
obliged to secure the fulfilment of the foundation requirement by another priest. If the chaplain is
obliged to offer his Mass for a definite intention specified by the founder, he may not receive an alms for
another intention and satisfy both by the same Mass
As to residence, the chaplain is only bound to observe
it when local ecclesiastical regulations, or customs, or
the will of the founder has imposed it as a duty. The
bishop cannot impose on a chaplain any care of souls
that will interfere with his peculiar obligations. The
duration of the chaplain's office depends on whether
his chaplaincy be lay or clerical; if lay, he may be
arbitrarily removed by the one who has the right of
appointment, unless the will of the founder lie expressly to the contrary; if clerical, the chaplain, like
all other holders of benefices, is presumably appointed
for life, unless the laws of foundation provide otherwise.

—

Parochial or Auxiliary Chaplains. This name
is given in Europe to those priests who render assistance to a parish priest, who cannot care for his whole
parish owing to the large number of the faithful within
The position and duties of such paroits confines.
chial chaplains are in many ways analogous to those
The
of vicars and curates (see Curate; Vicar).
Council of Trent allows parish priests to appoint the
chaplains necessary for their parish, but in most dioceses custom has reserved their appointment to the
ordinary.
In case the appointment lie made by the
parish prie8t himself, lie may delegate the chaplain to
perform the necessary offices, with the exception of
Tin' latter authorization
the bearing of confessions.
Chaplains have no fixed
must come from the bishop,
powers. The bishop or the parish priest can make the
Whenever they exer
[imitations they judge proper.
cise the care of souls, it must always be with dept nd
ence on the parish priest as to time and method
They need a special delegation of the pastor to assist
The support of parochial chapvalidly at a marriage.
»
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to be derived from the parish funds, unless
they possess a benefice in the church having the annexed obligation of assisting the parish priest. In
the latter case, they are irremovable.
When their
faculties have been conferred by the bishop, they do
not lose them by the death of the parish priest.
Domestic Chaplains. Benefices possessed by
chaplains are often attached to the residence of distinguished families.
In many countries of Europe,
noblemen or their ancestors have provided for the
sustenance of such private chaplains. Often such a
priest takes on himself the duty of instructing the children of the house. If the position of the domestic
chaplain be really of the nature of a benefice, it folic. ws the rules already given for beneficed chaplains:
otherwise the incumbent is considered as an auxiliary
chaplain of the parish or diocese where he resides.
Chaplains of Convents. According to various
decrees of Roman congregations, the chaplains of
nunneries must be men of mature age, if they can be
procured. This rule is so strict that if the bishop
without necessity has appointed a junior to the position, the superior may refuse to receive him. (S. C.
Ep., In Messan., 1(30'2.)
Chaplains unworthy of their
charge are to be immediately removed. As a rule,
regulars are not to be appointed chaplains in convents
'inlets there be a dearth of secular priests.
The chaplain receives his faculties from the bishop, except in
the case of nuns who are subject to some order of
regulars.
Only in the case of exempt nuns can the
chaplain administer all the sacraments to them, to the
exclusion of the parish priest. As a rule, convent chaplains should not be appointed for life.
If a convent
claims t have the right of presenting an irremovable
chaplain to the bishop, the latter should forward the
claim to Rome to obtain judgment upon it.
If this
is favourable, a perpetual chaplain is to be approved.
Chaplains of public institutions, such as colleges,
hospitals, prisons, etc. receive their power from the
intention of the bishop when apppointing them or
from the laws of the foundation if there be one. As a
rule they are allowed to say Mass and preach in the
community chapel, and to exercise various quasiparochial functions for the community.
lains

is

—

—
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Pontifical Chaplains.

— Attached

to the pope's

chapel are various grades of chaplains. The private
chaplains are those who assist the pontiff at the altar
when he celebrates Mass, and are assisted by the
honorary private chaplains, who minister directly to
the pope only occasionally. There are also the private clerics of the chapel, the common chaplains and
the supernumerary chaplains.
Honorary chaplains
"outside the city"are those who assist the pope only
when he is outside Rome. The honorary private
chaplains were instituted by Pope Clement XII; the
common chaplains by Pope Alexander VII. In 1907,
Pope Pius X confirmed to the common chaplains the
title of Monsignon and their distinctive dress.
Mii.itakv Chaplains.
Priests appointed to minister to the needs of the army and the navy are commonly called military chaplains.
In Catholic countries where the numbers of such chaplains have been
large, the governments have usually appoint,,! ,
T'nless this appointment has been
chaplain-major.
sanctioned by the Holy Sec. such chaplains-major possess n,, spiritual jurisdiction over the other chaplains.
The common law of the church is thai military
lains should be approved by the ordinary of the place,
not by the chaplain-major, otherwise confessions and
marriages performed by them are invalid.
When
there are exceptions to this rule, it can only be in virtue of a special papal indult. Such indults have been
granted for various countries.
In Spain the vicargeneral of the army has jurisdiction independent ,,f
the ordinary.
In France military chaplains have
been abolished since the separation of Church and
State.
Chaplains were formerly granted to the

—
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French soldiers only when

their barracks were far from
the parish churches.
In ls;s7. Pope Leo XIII concluded a convention with the United States of Colombia in which various privileges for military chaplains
were confirmed. In some countries, as Austria and
Prussia, the chaplains are distinguished into parish
They are subject to
priests, curates, and assistants.
an army vicar Apostolic, who generally receives episcopal consecration. The exemption of military chaplains in Austria from the jurisdiction of the ordinary
For the British Army and Navy, a
dates from 1720.
decree was issued by the Sacre, 'ongregation of Propdeclares that the pro
aganda, 15 May, 1906.
It
tem/iore Archbishop of Westminster is the ecclesiastical superior of all commissioned army and navy chapAs regards the former, he is to treat with the
lains.
Government concerning their nomination, and take
such measures as he shall deem expedient for their
spiritual well-being.
They are to report to him semiannually, or at least annually, whatever concerns
Commissioned chaplains
their state and occupation.
(except in Ireland and India) are to receive exclusively from the archbishop the faculties which he may
grant them in virtue of his ordinary or delegated
1

jurisdiction.

<

These faculties they

may

exercise in

the place determined by the archbishop, in favour
only of the soldiers, their wives, and families. When
a chaplain is transferred, his faculties endure until he
has taken charge of his new station: but as soon as he
receives notice of his transfer, he must inform the
archbishop of it. As to their conduct as clerics these
chaplains are subject to the local ordinary, to whom
their special faculties must be shown, though his
consent is not needed for their exercise so long as it
is not extended to civilians.
On retirement from a chaplaincy in the army, the
priest must return to his former diocese.
In South
Africa the local clergy are to supply the place of
The Archbishop of
chaplains as far as possible.
Westminster alone is to treat with the Government
for the appointment of navy chaplains, and is to
grant them faculties which may be used in any part
If, however, by
of he world, but only on shipboard.
the arrangement of the commander of a ship, it be
necessary for the chaplain to exercise his faculties
on land, he must if possible notify the ordinary of
the place, not to obtain authorization, but simply to
show proper deference, except in the case that he
exercises his functions for others than the members
of the navy, for then he is obliged to have recourse
the ordinary of the place where he is (Acta S.
t,,
Sedis. Vol. XL. fasc. 5).
In Ireland the military
The
chaplains are subject to the local bishops.
Provincial Council of Dublin in 1853 requires that
army chaplains report to the bishop at stated times
the religious condition of those under their charge.
In the United States ^nny probably the first chaplains commissioned by the Government were
appointed during (he Me\iean War.
At present the
Government appoints a limited number ol chaplains
lor the army and navy. To administer lie sa era n lent s
to soldiers in garrison, army chaplains need tin- approbation of the ordinary; when the soldiers are
mobilized, chaplains may exercise their functions
anywhere without such authorization. Navy chaplains if. Smith, op. cit. infra.) seem to fall under the
general law that faculties must be obtained from the
bishop of the pori whence 'he vessel sails.
Hoti
Vpril 1900, they would
ever, by the general decree ol
have faculties on shipboard from the mere fact that
they were .approved bv their own proper ordinaries.
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CHAPTAL
Chaptal, Jean-Antoine,

Comte de Chantelotjp,

and statesman b. at Nogaret, Lozere, France, 4 June, 1756; d. Paris, 30 July, 1832.
He graduated as doctor of medicine from the Montpellier University in 1777.
In 1781, he filled the
technical chemist

;

newly established chair of chemistry at the same university, and established chemical works there, which
acquired a European celebrity. Refusing to yield to
the solicitations of the King of Spain or of President
Washington, he prosecuted his work in France
through the stormy times of the Revolution, up to
the days of the Restoration.
In 1793, he assumed
charge of the Grenelle saltpetre works, where he
greatly improved the manufacture of gunpowder.
In the Polytechnic School of Paris he was given the
chair of organic (vegetable) chemistry.
After the
fall of Robespierre, he was placed in charge of the
reorganization of the Montpellier University, again
taking his old chair of chemistry. Upon the foundation of the French Institute, he was admitted as
member. He returned to Paris, and established other
chemical works near the city. Under the Consulship
of Napoleon, he was called to the Council of State,
and later became Minister of the Interior. His work
in this department was very extensive, including the
establishment of commercial exchanges, of chambers of commerce, the reorganization of loan offices
(monts-de-piitc),
the introduction of productive
labour in prisons, and many other advances in local
Government. He introduced the Sisters of Charity
into the hospital service; regulated the mineral
water industry, of which the present French Government takes very full cognizance, and arranged for the
exposition of industrial products for five years. He
established the study of viniculture at the Luxembourg. Roads and canals received his attention; the
roads over the Simplon and Mont-Cenis Passes are
largely his work. He was in the Ministry from 1S00
to 1804.
When Napoleon became emperor he made
Chaptal senator, Grand Officer of the Legion of
Honour in 1806, and, soon after, treasurer of the
Senate and Count of the Empire. During the Hundred Days, the general control of manufacture and
commerce was entrusted to him. During the Restoration, he was member of the Academy of Sciences in
the chemical section.
In 1819, he entered the Chamber of Peers.
His technical activity covered a wide field, such as
improvements in the manufacture of sulphuric acid,
saltpetre for gunpowder, beet-root sugar, wine, dyeing, bleaching and other things. His principal printed
works, some eleven volumes, were published from
1790 to 1823. Chaptal occupies a peculiarly interesting position in the long list of Catholic scientists.
His career covered the stormy period of the French
Revolution, and, more fortunate than the brilliant
Lavoisier, he was spared to prosecute his useful work.
The seeking of his services by Washington in the new
republic, although he did not yield to the solicitation,
brings him the nearer to Americans. He was a
worker on the technical side of chemistry, supplementing the theoretical investigations of Lavoisier,
and developing the field of chemical manufacture,
which to-day is its all-important division.
T.
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name Chapter

Lat.
capitidum),
designating certain corporate ecclesiastical bodies,
is said to In' derived from the chapter of the rule book,
which it was the custom In read in the assemblies of

monks. By degrees the meeting itself was called the
chapter and the place of meeting the chapter house.
From these conventual chapters or meetings of
monks for the transaction of business connected
with their monasteries or orders, the designation
passed over to somewhat analogous assemblies of
other ecclesiastics.
Hence we speak of collegiate

chapters and cathedral chapters. In general a chapmay be defined as an association of clerics of a
certain church forming a moral body and instituted
by ecclesiastical authority for the purpose of promoting the divine worship by means of choir service.
If it be a cathedral chapter, however, its principal
object is to assist the bishop in the government of
his diocese, and the choir service is only secondary.
Members of chapters are called canons.
ter

—

Origin and Development. From the earliest
times the priests and deacons of the cathedral city
aided the bishop in conducting ecclesiastical affairs.
Considered as a body, these clerics were called
the Presbyterium. The custom often obtained of
bishop and clergy occupying a common dwelling,
and this fact, joined with the example of the monks,
led to a uniform method of life.
About the end of
the fourth century St. Augustine, Bishop of Hippo,
reduced this common life to a more perfect form,
and when, later, many of his clerics themselves became bishops, they introduced similar rules in their
churches.
In Spain, Italy, and England (Bede, Hist.
Eccl., I, xxvii) early traces are found of this common
of the bishop and his priests.
Among the Franks,
especially, St. Chrodegang, Bishop of Metz (d. 766),
formed his clergy into a community bound by a rule,
which was, however, distinct from that of regulars.
From this rule or canon, the members of the body
derived their name of canons.
Later on other
larger churches, in imitation of the cathedral, adopted
a similar mode of life, and hence arose the distinction
between canons of cathedral and collegiate churches,
some of whom were secular and some regular. The
main object of the last-named capitular bodies is to
promote the splendour of God's worship by choir
service.
This article will treat particularly of cathedral chapters.
life

Constitution of Cathedral Chapters.

— A cathe-

dral chapter constitutes a moral body or corporation.
Inasmuch as it is an ecclesiastical corporation it can
be erected only by the pope, according to the prevailing discipline.
The chapter can be considered as
forming one body with the bishop, in as far as it constitutes his senate and aids him in the government of
his diocese; or as forming a body distinct from the
bishop, having its own regulations and interests.
Viewed under the first aspect the cathedral chapter
has the bishop for its head; under the last, it has its
own proper superior. Taking the chapter in its
strict sense, however, canonists generally declare that

the bishop must always be distinguished from it; nor
can he be called a member of the chapter. Anciently,
the principal dignitary of the chapter was the archdeacon, but from the eleventh century the dean, who
was also archpriest, had the internal government of
the chapter.
In some countries this dignitary is
called the provost.
The collation to canonries, by
common law, pertains to the bishop and the chapter
conjointly, unless in the case of such canonships as
are papal reservations.
The nomination of the head
In some counof the chapter belongs to the pope.
tries, as Austria, Bavaria, Spain and until recently
France, the Government, in virtue of concordats or
ancient privileges, has the right of nomination to
some or all of the vacant canonries.
Officl\ls of the Chapter. At the head of the
chapter as a corporate body, is a president who, as
before said, is called in different countries by various
names, though the prevailing one is that of dean.
The duty of this official is to convoke the chapter and
preside over it.
He is also to see that the canonical
statutes are observed in all that relates to capitular
meetings and the choir service. The chapter ap-

—

points a treasurer, a secretary,

and

a sacristan.

The

Council of Trent decreed (Sess. V. Cap. i' that a
canon theologian should lie constituted in cathedral
His office is to explain the Holy Scriptures
churches.

,
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and the dogmas

of the Faith, and also to treat quescanon penitions pertaining to moral theology.
tentiary is likewise to be appointed (Sess. XXIV,
cap. viii) with power to hear confessions in the whole
As to other dignitaries or officials of the
diocese.
chapter, there is no uniformity among the various
capitular bodies.
The Council of Trent approved
of this variety (Sess. XXV, cap. vi), and hence the
peculiar statutes it customs of each chapter or diocese or country must be examined to know what
dignitaries, in addition to those mentioned, form part
of the capitular body.
Among such other officials
may be named the custos, primicerius, portarius,
precentor, hospitalarius, eleemosynarius or almoner,

A

and camerarius or chamberlain. Punctator and
hebdomadarius are not distinct offices but special
functions committed to certain canons.
Other Members of the Chapter. These are
called by the general name of capitulars or canons.
The division of such canons into seniors and juniors,
residential and forensic, prebendalandsemi-prebendal,
The number of
etc., belongs rather to archaeology.
simple canons is not fixed by a general law of the
Church, and the bishop can, with the consent of his
chapter, increase their number, except in cases where
the pope has absolutely determined how many canons
shall compose a particular chapter.
In the latter
case no new capitulars can be added except by AposHonorary canons have neither a
tolic authority.
canonry nor a vote in the chapter, but they are en-

—

titled to a stall in the choir.

The number

of such

honorary canons must not exceed that of the titular
ones.
Leo XIII prescribed in 1894 that a bishop is
not to nominate to an honorary canonship a subject
of another diocese, without the consent of the chapter

and the goodwill of the candidate's own ordinary.
The honorary canons who do not belong to the
diocese must never be equal to the third part of all the
capitulars.
In England and Scotland the number of
canons is usually ten, and the president is called provost.
In Ireland the chapter is presided over by a
dean, and besides the canons penitentiary and theologian, there are usually also a number of other

dignitaries.

—

Rights and Duties of Capitulars. Cathedral
canons (capitulars) have precedence, after the bishop
or vicar-general, over all the diocesan clergy when
th y go in procession as a chapter.
They have also
a certain pre-eminence, so that they may be made
judges delegate of the Holy See in preference to the
other clergy and to canons of collegiate churches.
They also wear certain honorary insignia, as a ring, a
cross, a violet Boutane, etc., and sometimes even the
mitre.
Leo XIII decreed in 1894 that canons of
minor basilicas in Rome can use such insignia only
within their churches, and that canons "outside the
city" can employ them only within their dioceses.
A capitular has a right to receive his prebend or
ine.mie from the day of installation.
He likewise
has a place and vote in the chapter and a stall in
tic choir.
He is obliged to make a profession of
faith before the bishop or his vicar at a meeting of
the chapter, within two months of his installation.
Residence near tic cathedral church is required, as
his duties arc to be performed personally and not
by substitutes, except in very rare cases. The conventual Mass is to be assisted at daily by the canons
according to their rotation.
If the Mass be offered
for benefactors, all must be present.
Choir service is
also of obligation, and the canons must not merely
Absence is allowed
assist but also chant the psalms.
only for a legitimate cause or through dispensation of
the
proper ecclesiastical authority. They must
assist at the deliberations of the chapter and fulfil
whatever duties may be imposed upon them by it
When the bishop celeunless legitimately excused.
brates Mass or takes part in other pontifical func-
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tions, the capitulars must assist him according to the
form prescribed in the "Ceremonial of Bishops" and

"Roman Pontifical". They are also to accompany the bishop when he goes in procession to the
cathedral, and after the service they must go with
him to the church door in a body.
Capitular Meetings. Chapters, being true ecclethe

—

siastical colleges in the strict sense of the

word, have

the rights such bodies possess by their nature or
by the positive sanction of law. ( 'onsequently, they
can hold sessions, ordinary or extraordinary, to expedite matters concerning the chapter.
By common
law, they need no previous approbation of the bishop
for such meetings, but the bishop can require that
they give him notice of a capitular congregation and
of the resolutions approved by it.
The convocation
of the chapter to consider its own affairs belongs to
the dean or provost, except where a particular statute
intervenes.
The bishop convokes it when it is to
treat of diocesan matters.
All the canons present in
the city are to be called to meetings of the chapter.
At times even those absent are to be summoned, as
for the election of a prelate, the reception of newcanons, etc. The meeting is to be held at the prescribed time and place.
Two-thirds of the capitulars
form a quorum, according to the regulations of some
chapters; canon law requires only a majority. Business is to be transacted by a general ami public deliberation, followed by a vote.
This vote need not be
unanimous, unless the subject matter refers to the
canons as individuals. The chapter has authority to
make laws for itself, provided they lie not contrary to
These statutes, according
the general canon law.
to the prevailing discipline, must be approved by the
bishop.
In particular cases, where there is a tie vote,
the dean or bishop has the casting vote or a double
suffrage.
Like every other ecclesiastical corporation,
the chapter has the right of possessing and administering the property over which it has the dominion.
Consequently the chapter can appoint its ow n officials to administer its possessions, even without the
ordinary's approbation.
The supreme administrator
of capitular property, as the dean or other dignitary,
is to be determined by local statutes or customs.
Chapters Sede Plena. As the chapter constitutes
the diocesan senate, the bishop is obliged to ask its
counsel or consent for various administrative acts.
Where consent is required, the bishop cannot validly
proceed against the will of the capitulars. Where
only counsel is prescribed, the ordinary fulfils his
obligation by asking their advice, but be is not conIn some cases defined by law,
strained to follow it.
the acts of the bishop are null, if the counsel of the
chapter be not asked. The consent of the chapter is
requisite in general for all matters of grave importance, especially such as place a perpetual obligation
on the diocese or on property, unless the bishop is
allowed greater liberty either by custom or Apostolic
delegation.
In particular, the consent of the capitulars is necessary for buying, selling, or alienating ecclesiastical property; for mortgaging church property,
for uniting, dividing, or suppressing spiritual benefices
or parishes; for erecting new canonries, even honorary
ones; for collating to benefices, if the right be held by
the chapter conjointly with the bishop; for nominating prosynodal examiners: for assuming a temporal?
coadjutor for the bishop; for committing parish
churches to regulars; for imposing new taxes or contributions on the diocese; for measures that would be
prejudicial to the chapter or diocese, because the
chapter is the lawful defendant of diocesan rights.
The counsel of the chapter is to be asked for the making and promulgating of new diocesan laws, whether
composed in the synod or out of it; for correcting and
punishing the faults of clerics; for the building of new
monasteries; for administrative acts of some moment
as in appointments to parishes and other diocesan
all

r

—

;
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be committed (see Vicar Capitular), and the chapcan reserve no jurisdiction to itself. Lastly, it
nominates the new bishop.
Cathedral Chapters in Missionary Countries.
In England, Ireland, Scotland, Holland, and some
other countries, cathedral chapters have been erected.
As the circumstances of these countries are different
from those in lands where the Church is canonically
established, the Holy See has made some changes in
the common law governing cathedral chapters. The
canons are dispensed from residence near the cathedral church, and may be parish priests or missionaries
They are likewise disdispersed through the diocese.
pensed from the daily chanting of the Divine Office
It is generally prescribed, however, that
in choir.
when the capitulars come to the cathedral for their
monthly meetings, they must recite Terce together
and assist at a conventual Mass. As a general rule
thi' rights and offices of canons in missionary count ries
arc thi' same as those already enumerated for places
when- canonical law is in full force. The Bishop is
therefore to ask their counsel or consent, as the case
may be, in matters referring to diocesan administration ami when the episcopal see is vacant, the chapter
succeeds to the deceased bishop and elects a vicar
capitular.
In the United States, cathedral chapters
have not as yel been constituted. In 1883 Propaganda consulted the American bishops on the advisability of erecting theni.but the prelates judged that
the time was nut yet opportune.
Wehnz, Jus DeereUUium (Rome, IS99), II; Smith, ComT\, De Capilvlis
pendium Jur. Can. {New Y.irk, VI
I!,,
(Paris, 1SS2); Ferraris, Prompta Bibl. (Roman ed., 1886), II.
ter

—

I
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For the matters cited, the consent or counbusiness.
sel of the chapter is required by the bishop when he
In cases, howis exercising his ordinary jurisdiction.
ever, where he acts as delegate of the Holy See, no
such counsel or consent need be asked. The chapter
on its side is obliged to show due obedience to the
bishop in the observance and execution of his lawful
commands, in submitting to his canonical visitation,
and in obeying his just judgment in judicial causes.
Chapters Sede Impedita.
When on account of some
physical or canonical impediment, the bishop cannot
govern his diocese, the episcopal administration does
not pass to the chapter, but it becomes its duty to
notify the pope, who alone appoints the administrator of a diocese, except in certain cases determined by
law, when the chapter can conduct diocesan affairs;
as when the bishop has been imprisoned by heretics
or pagans when he is excommunicated or suspended
when the vicar-general dies and the bishop is far away.
In the above exceptional cases the chapter may administer the diocese until the Holy See provides otherwise.
Chapters Sede Vacante. On the death of the bishop,
the chapter succeeds to Iris ordinary and customary
jurisdiction in spirituals and temporals, except to
those which he had by virtue of Sacred orders, or by
special privilege, or by special delegation of the Holy
The faculties delegated to bishops as delegates
See.
of the Apostolic See by the Council of Trent also pass
Within eight days of the bishop's
to the chapter.
death, the chapter must elect a vicar capitular to
whom the whole administration of the diocese must

,

11.

W. Fanning.

Chapter House, a building attached

to a monastery or cathedral in which the meetings of the chapter
are held.
In monasteries the chapter house was used
daily after Prime (and sometimes alter Terce
foi
the reading of the "Martyrology " and the "Necrology", lor the correction of faults, the assigning of the
tasks for the day, and for the exhortation of the superior, and again for the evening Collation or reading
befon Complin. Secular canons used the chapter
house for similar purposes, and fur the formal transaction of public business of common interest to the

body corporate. The chapter house is not mentioned
by St. Benedict (d. 543), nor is it indicated in the
ancient plan of the Abbey of St. Gall, drawn up in 820;
the monks then probably assembled for chapter in a
part of the cloister near the church. The need of a
separate building made itself felt, and the chapter
house is mentioned in the statutes approved by the
Council of Aachen in 816. The shape of the chapter
houses varied: some were rectangular, others rectangular with an apsidal termination, others again were
circular or polygonal.
The rectangular room, with
a wooden roof, and little architectural distinction, is
characteristic of the continent of Europe.
In England the chapter house was the object of very careful
designing and elaborate ornamentation; the polygonal-shaped chapter house is a triumph of English
thirteenth-century architecture, and no single instance
of it is found either in France or Germany.
The
earliest example is probably that of Lincoln, decagonal in shape, which was built from 1240-12(ii).
Other instances are those of York, Lichfield, Southwell, Salisbury, and Wells.
English examples of the
elongated form will be found at Bristol, Canterbury,
Chester, Durham, Gloucester, and Oxford.
The
ingenious theory which seeks to identify the polygonal shape with secular foundations, and the rectangular shape with monastic foundations, breaks
down in presence of the circular chapter house of
Worcester, and the octagonal chapter house of Westminster Abbey, both Benedictine in origin.
Martene, De Antiquis Monachorum R/tibus (Rouen, 1700);
Rock, Church of our Fathers (London, 1849), III, 79;
Du Cange, Glossarium (Paris, 1S83), s. v. Capitulum; Gasquet,
Kmihsh Monastic Life (London, 1904); Cabrol, Dictionnaire
chret. (Paris, 1903\ s. v. Abbaye; Bumpus.
The
Cathedrals of England and IVales (London, 1905-6); Bond.
d'areheol.

Gothic Architecture (London, 1905).

Edward Myers.
Chapter Schools.

See Schools.

Chapters, Strife of Three.

See

Three Chap-

ters.

— Quite

distinct from the technical
meaning which the term character possesses in theological controversy is that attached to it in the
language of common life, as well as in the literature
devoted to psychology, ethics, and education. The
interest surrounding the conception of character in
these latter branches of speculation has been con-

Character.

stantly increasing during the past hundred years.
Psychology and Character. Different shades
of meaning pertain to the term in different contexts.
In general we may say that character is the expression
of the personality of a human being, and that it reveals
In this sense every man has a
itself in his conduct.
At the same time only human beings, not
character.
animals, have character: it implies rationality.
But
in addition to this usage, the term is also employed in
a narrower sense, as when we speak of a man "of
character". In this connotation character implies a
certain unity of qualities with a recognizable degree
It is the
of constancy or fixity in mode of action.
business of psychology to analyze the constituent
elements of character, to trace the laws of its growth,
to distinguish the chief agencies which contribute to
the formation of different types of character, and to
classify such types.
If anything approaching a
science of character is ever to be built up. it must be a
French psychologists during the
special psychology.
last thirty years have given us a large quantity of
acute observations on the topic of character. Chief
amongst them have been: MM. Azam. Perez, Ribot,
Paulhan, Fouillee, and Malapert. Still these contributions do not constitute a science.
The behaviour of each human being at any stage of
his existence is the outcome of a complex collection
of elements.
The manner in which he apperceives or
takes in certain present impressions, the sort of

—

—

a
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of two distinct classes of fact ors t lie original or inherited elements of his being, and those which he has
:

On

the one hand, every human
being starts with a certain nature or disposition
native endowment of capacities for knowledge, and
feelings, and tendencies towards volitions and action
which varies with each individual. This disposition is dependent in part on the structure of the
bodily organism and especially of the nervous system
which he has inherited; in part, perhaps, also on his
soul which has been created.
It forms his individuality at the beginning of life; and it includes susceptibilitiea for responding to external influences, and
potentialities for developing in various ways which
himself acquired.

—

—

A

with each human being.
fundamental erroi
in English psychology from Locke to John Stuart
Mill was the ignoring or under-estimating of this
diversity of native aptitude in different individuals.
Much of the Associationist treatment of the development of the human mind proceeded on the assumption of an original equality or similarity of mental
faculty, and consequently tended to ascribe all subsequent differences to a diversity of circumstances.
It vastly exaggerated what has been called the part
played by nurture as compared with that of nature.
It overlooked the fact that the original capacity and
disposition of the individual mind largely determines
how it shall appropriate the experience presented to
differ

it
by its environment. This error was peculiarly
unfavourable to t he affording of an adequate account
of character.
Since Darwin there has been a return
to the older and truer doctrine which recognized
fully the importance of the original endowment of
each individual. For, although the author of the
" >rigin of Species" himself exaggerated the influence
of the environment in his biological theory, he ami his
followers were driven to lay great stress upon heredity
and the transmisson from parent to offspring of
individual variations and acquired habits.
<

The Four Temperaments. —The

ment or native element
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thoughts which they awaken, the particular feelings
with which they are associated in his mind, and the
special volitions to which they give rise are, in spite
of the common nature in which he participates with
other men, in a certain measure peculiar to himself.
Taken collectively they are said to constitute or, more
accurately perhaps, to reveal his character. At any
epoch in mature life a man's character is the resultant

original

endow-

with which the
individual starts life is practically identical with \\ hit
the Ancients and the Schoolmen recognized under the
term temperament. From the times of Hippocrates
and Galen they distinguished four main types of temperament: the sanguine, the choleric, the phlegmatic,
Curiously enough modern
and the melancholic.
speculation from Kant to Wundt and Fouillee tends
in character

to accept Hie same general classification, though sometimes under other names. These different types of
temperament the Ancients held to be due to tin' pre
dominance in the organism of different humours.
Modern writers variously account for them by differences of texture and varying solidity of the tissues of
the body, by varying development of different parts.
by diverse rates of activity in the processes of nutrition and waste, in the changes of nerve-energy, or in
circulation, and by differences of tonicity in the nerves.
Whatever be the true physiological explanation, tin-

fourfold classification seems fairly to represent certain

markedly contrasted types of disposition, though
they leave room for subdivision and intermediate
forms.
Moreover, though scientists are still far from
being agreed as to the precise elements in the organism
on which temperament depends, the fact that different
forms of temperament have an organic basis seems
certain. The transmission from parent to offspring of
hereditary dispositions, therefore, involves no conflict
with the doctrine of the creation of each human soul.

Although our original temperament

is thus given
to us independently of our will, we ourselves play an
important part in the moulding of our character, and
we thus become responsible for certain ethical qualities in it.
Character has been defined as "a completely fashioned will".
It would be more accurate
to say that character is "natural temperament completely fashioned by the will".
It
is,
in fact, a
resultant of the combination of our acquired habits
with our original disposition. As the quality, shape,
and structure of the organism and of its different
parts may be variously modified in the process of
growth especially during the plasticity of early life
by variations in nutrition, exercise, and environment,
so may the faculties of the soul be variously developed

—

by the manner in which it is exercised, and by the
nature of the objects on which its faculties are employed. Among the acquired elements which go to
the building up of character may be distinguished
those pertaining to cognition, whether sensuous or
intellectual, and those belonging to the emotional and
volitional activities of the soul.
Exercise strengthens
the power and widens the range of each faculty,
creating, not uncommonly, a craving for further exercise in the same direction.
The regular use of the
intellect, the controlled activity of the imagination,
the practice of judgment and reflexion, all contribute
to the formation of habits of mind more or less
thoughtful and refined. The frequent indulgence in
particular forms of emotion, such as anger, envy,
sympathy, melancholy, fear, and the like, fosters
tendencies towards these sentiments which give a
subconscious bent to a large part of man's behaviour.
But finally the exercise of the will plays the predominant part in moulding the type of character which is
being formed. The manner and degree in which currents of thought and waves of emotion are initiated,
guided, and controlled by the will, or allowed to follow
the course of spontaneous impulse, has not less effect
in determining the resultant type of character than
the quality of the thoughts or emotions themselves.
The life of the lower animal is entirely ruled by
instinct frotn within, and by accidental circumstances from without.
It
is therefore incapable of
acquiring a character.
Man, through the awakening
of reason and the growth of reflexion, by the exercise
deliberate choice against the movements of
impulse, gradually develops self-control; and it is by
the exercise of this power that moral character is
Character is in fact the outco
especially formed.
of a series of volitions, and it is for this reason we are
responsible for our characters, as we are for the
individual habits which go to constitute them.
Types of Character. Starting from the basis of
the four fundamental temperaments, various classifications of types of character have been adopted by
The intellectual, the emotional,
different writers.
and the volitional or energetic stand for the chief
types with A. Bain.
M. Perez, taking for his principle of division the phenomenon of movement, discharacters
as lively, slow, ardent, and
tinguishes
well balanced.
M. Ribot, proceeding
01
subjective
ground of division and
more
from a
excluding indefinite and unstable types as strictly
speaking characterli bs, recognizes as the most general
forms: the sensitive, subdivided into the humble,
contemplative and emotional; the at ti\e. subdivided
into the great and the mediocre: and the apathetic,
subdivided into the purely apathetic or dull; and the
By combination these
calculateurs or intelligent.
of

—

again afford

new

intellectual,

and

M. Fouillee take- sensitive,
types.
volitional for his scheme anil by

cross-combinations and subdivisions works out an
MM. Paulhan, Queyral and
equally complex plan.
Fouillee and Malapert have each different divisions of
their own, thus establishing, at all events, the impossibility of attaining agreement on the subject,
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a science of character.
Ethics and Character.

—Whilst
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Ethology. These efforts naturally suggest the
question: Is a science of character possible? Mill
devoted an important section in Book VI of his
"Logic" to answering this query. He argues that
there may be a true science of human nature, though
not, as in the case of the physical sciences, an exact
The laws which it can formulate are only
science.
approximate generalizations expressive of tendencies.
not
attempt exact predictions, owing to the
It may
complexity and uncertainty of the causes at work.
Though mankind have not one universal character,
there exist universal laws of the formation of characThe ascertainment of these laws constitutes the
ter.
The phenomena
object of the science of ethology.
being so comolex the method of investigation must be
deductive.
We have to draw inferences from general
psychological principles, and then to verify them by
study of concrete individual cases.
It is very unwise to lay down limits to the progress
of knowledge; but it may be affirmed that, at all
events, we have at present nothing approximating to
a science of character. As we have said, there is
already in existence a considerable literature devoted
to the psychological analysis of the constituents of the
different forms of character, to the study of the general conditions of its growth, and to the classification
But the results, as yet reached,
of types of character.
have little claim to the title of a science. There are
moreover two obstacles, which though not, perhaps,
absolutely fatal to the possibility of such a science are
graver difficulties than Mill realized. Firstly, there
is the element of individuality lying at the root of each
character and variously determining its growth, even
in like circumstances, as we see in two children of the
same family. The mistaken view as to the original
equality and similarity of different minds naturally
involved an erroneous under-estimate of this difficulty.
Secondly, there is the fact of free-will, denied by Mill.
We do not maintain that free-will is irreconcilable
with a science whose laws are approximate generalizations as Mill conceived those of ethology to be.
All anti-determinists allow enough of uniformity in
the influence of motive upon action to satisfy this condition.
Still the admission of free-will in the building up of character does indisputably increase the
unpredictableness of future conduct and consequently
psychology

in-

vestigates the growth of different types of character,
ethics considers the relative value of such types and
The problem of
the virtues which constitute them.
the true moral ideal is, in some ethical systems
mainly, and in all systems partially, a question of the
The
relative value of different types of character.
effect on the agent's character of a particular form of
conduct is a universally accepted test of its moral
Different systems of ethics emphasize the
quality.
importance of different virtues in the constitution of
With the Utilitarian, who
the ideal moral character.
places the ethical end in the maximum of temporal
liappiness for the whole community, benevolence will
form the primary element in the ideal character.
For the Stoic, fortitude and self-control are the chief
The egoistic Hedonist would seem
excellences.
bound to praise enlightened prudence as the highest
For the Christian, Christ is, of course, the
virtue.
The vast multitude
true example of ideal character.
of varied types of moral perfection presented to us in
the lives of the saints who have striven to copy Him
show the infinite many-sidedness and rich fruitfulness
of that ideal.
In all conceptions of ideal character
Firmness of
strength forms an essential feature.
will, fortitude, constancy in adhering to principle or
in pursuit of a noble aim hold so important a place
that in common language to be a man of character is
frequently equivalent to being capable of adhering to
But strength of this kind may
a fixed purpose.

easily degenerate into irrational obstinacy or narrow
fanaticism.
Another essential is the virtue of justice,
the constant, practical recognition of the rights and
claims of others involving, of course, all our duties
towards Almighty God. In addition to these, habits
of charity and magnanimity, with temperance and
self-restraint in the control of our lower appetencies,
Finally, the richer the culture of the
will be included.
mind, the larger the intellectual horizon, the broader
the sympathies, and the more balanced the springs of
action in the soul, the more will the character approximate to the ideal of human perfection.
Education and Character. The true aim of
education is not merely the cultivation of the intellect
but also the formation of moral character. Increased
intelligence or physical skill may as easily be employed to the detriment as to the benefit of the com-

—

—

Both
if not accompanied by improved will.
do not necessarily go together. As it is the function
munity,

of ethics to determine the ideal of human character,
it is the business of the theory or science of education to study the processes by which that end may be
attained and to estimate the relative efficiency of
different educational systems and methods in the
prosecution of that end.
Finally it is the duty of the
art of education to apply the conclusions thus
reached to practice and to adapt the available machinery to the realization of the true purpose of education
in the formation of the highest type of ideal human
character.
Carpenter, Principles of Mental Physiology (London. 18761;
245-267, 336-370; Bain. Study of Character (London, 1S61);
Hkrbakt, The Science of Education, tr. Felkin (London and
New York, 1897); Malapert, Les elancnts du caractcre et
leurs lois de combinaison (Paris, 1906); Paulhan. Les caractcrcs (Paris, 1902); Fouili.ee, Temperament et caractcre selon
les indirtdus. les seres, et les races (Paris. 19011; Qi'EYRat, Les
1S96);
Perez, Le
caracteres et Veducation morale (Paris,
caraetire de V enfant a I'homme (Paris. 1S92); Etmietj, Le
gouvernement de soi-mime (Paris, 1907) ; Ellis, The Education
of Character (London, 1856).

so

Michael Maheb.
Character (in Catholic Theology) indicates a
special effect produced by three of the sacraments,
This
viz. Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy orders.
special effect is called the sacramental character.
The term implies a relation (as will be explained
below) to a term used in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(i, 3) concerning the Son of God, who is there deaiVrou,
vnoaTdtTews
scribed as the XapaKT-qp T77S
In
or "figure [figura] of the Father's substance".
Protestant theology, the term character is used in
another sense in treatises concerning the Blessed
Trinity; the phrase "hypostatic character" being
employed to signify the distinctive characteristic (or
what "Catholic theologians call the proprietas personalis) of each of the Three Divine Persons. Father,
Here we are concerned only
Son, and Holy Ghost.
with the sense of the word in Catholic theology, that
is. with sacramental character.
Sacramental character means a special supernatural and ineffaceable mark, or seal, or distinction,
impressed upon the soul by each of the Sacraments of
Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy orders: and it is
by reason of this ineffaceable murk that none of these
three sacraments may be administered more than
once to the same person. This is express Catholic
doctrine declared both in the Council of Florence
(Sess. ult.. Deeret. Eugenii IV, § 5) and in the Council
of Trent (Sess. VII, can. ix. and Sess. XXIII, cap. Lv
and can. iv). "If any one shall say that in three

sacraments,

viz.

Baptism, Confirmation, ami Holy

orders, there is not a character impressed upon the
soul, that is a certain spiritual and ineffaceable
mark [signvm], whence these sacraments cannot be
iterated, let him lie anathema" (Concil. Trid Sess.
indeed, there be grave doubt
If,
can. vii).
ult.,
whether any one of these Bacraments has really been
the manner of its adminiswhether
or
administered,
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tration has been valid, then it may be administered
But if they really have been
in a conditional form.
validly administered, they cannot again, without
The
sacrilege, be conferred upon the same person.
character imparted by these sacraments is something
distinct from the grace imparted by them.
In common with the other sacraments, they are channels of
sanctifying grace.
But these three have the special
prerogative of conferring both grace and a character.
In consequence of the distinction between the sacramental grace and the sacramental character, it may
even happen, in the reception of these sacraments,
that the character is imparted and the grace withheld; the lack of proper dispositions which is sufficient to prevent the reception of the grace may not
prevent the reception of the character. Thus, an
adult who receives baptism without right faith and
repentance but with a real intention of receiving the
sacrament, obtains the character without the grace.
The sacramental character, then, is not in itself a
sanctifying gift; it is of a legal and official, rather
than of a moral, nature. Nevertheless, normally,
the character has a connexion with grace.
It is
only accidentally, by reason of some faulty disposition in the recipient of the sacrament, that the
association between the character and the grace is
broken.
In the Divine intention, and in the efficacy
of the sacraments, the grace and the character go
together: and the grace is proportioned to thespecial
function which the character indicates.
So that
the character is sometimes called a sign, or mark, of
grace.
The sacramental character, as we have said, is
ineffaceable from the soul.
This means, not that
the effacement <>f this spiritual mark is an absolute
metaphysical impossibility, but that in the established order of Divine Providence there is no cause
which can destroy it in this life neither sin, nor
degradation from the ecclesiastical state, nor apostasy.
This is of faith; and it is a theological opinion
of great probability that the character is not effaced
from the souls of the blessed in Heaven; while it is
an opinion of some probability, that it is not effaced
from the souls of the lost. Theology further tells us
that character is a mark. sign, or badge by which
the recipient is devoted to the work of worshipping
God according to the ordinances of the Christian
religion and Christian life; and that this is the reason
why a character should be impressed by the Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy orders
rather than by the others.
Not all of the sacraments
are directly and immediately ordained for the work
of Divine worship; e. g. the Sacrament of Penance
only absolves from sin, restoring the sinner to his
former state, but not conferring on him any special
Again, among the sacraments
privilege or faculty.
immediately connected with the worship of God, we
may distinguish between the sacrament which constitutes the very act of worship (that is the Eucharist), and those sacraments which qualify a person to
take part, as an agent or recipient, in the worship.
Now these last are Bapt ism. Confirmation, and Holy
I he Sacrament of
orders.
trders consecrates a man
to the work of Divine worship as an agent, i. e. for
the conferring of the sacraments upon other persons;
baptism dedicates a person to Divine worship by
qualifying him to receive the other sacraments; and
confirmation, which confers spiritual manhood (as
distinguished from the new birth of baptism), qualifies the recipient for the duty of honouring God by
professing the Christian Faith before its enemies.
The sacramental character is compared by theologians to a military badge, or the insignia of an order

—

(

of knighthood.

Scotus illustrates

drawn from the analogy of
names three official ranks:

it
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by an argument

which he
(1) the royal household,
or that of the chief magistrate, by whatever name
civil society, in

he

may

be called; (2) the public service, e. g. the
(3) the officers of the army.
baptism, he
are enrolled in the household of Christ; by
confirmation, we are made soldiers of Christ; by Holy

army;

says,

By

we

orders, we are made officers.
And as these ranks
have their distinctive badges in civil society, so in
the spiritual society, or Church, the ranks are distinguished in the sight of God and His angels by
spiritual badges, marks, or sacramental characters.
All theologians affirm that the sacramental character is not a mere external denomination; and practically all are agreed that it is a sort of quality or
state made inherent in the soul.
Those, such as
Scotus, who say that it is a relation (to Christ') mean
that it is a relation with a real fundamentum, or
ground, and whether we say that it is a relation
having a ground in the sold, or a state or quality
involving a relation, seems to signify quite the same
thing, the difference being only in the expression.
The category of quality being divided by Aristotelean and Scholastic philosophers into four kinds,
theologians for the most part classify the sacramental character as something akin to the genus
of quality called power.
Theologians also tell us
that the character inheres not in tin' very substance
of the soul but in one of the rational faculties; but it
is a question in dispute wdiether the faculty in which
the character inheres as its subject be tin- will or the
practical reason (the Scotists holding that it is the
will; the Thomists, that if is the practical reason).
The sacramental character or mark is the character
or mark of Christ, not of the Holy Spirit, and as the
Redeemer has three prerogatives, as Pro'ihet, Priest,
and King, this mark is the mark of Christ as Priest.
It is a participation in His priesthood and an assimilation to it.
Now, every created perfection is a
shadow of some perfection of the Deity, and therefore assimilation to Christ even in His human nature
is assimilation to God.
And as the Son is described
in the Epistle to the Hebrews as "the Character of
the Father's substance", hence the sacramental character has been defined as "a distinction impressed by
the Eternal Character [the Son] upon the created
trinity [i. e. the soul with the intellect and the will]
sealing it into a likeness (secundum imaginem consignans) unto the Trinity which creates and anewcreates (Trinitati creanti et recreanti)."
For theology distinguishes in the soul (1) the natural image
and likeness of God; (2) the likeness produced by
sanctifying grace and faith, hope, and charity; (3)
the likeness not moral, but, so to say, legal and official, produced by the sacramental character.
The doctrine of the sacramental character is one
of those which have been developed, and its history
is traceable with sufficient
clearness.
It is to be
observed, however, that the doctrine rests upon the
authority of the Council of Trent, and that the history is given as history, not for the purpose of invoking the authority of the primitive Church.
Though first solemnly defined by the Council of

Trent, it had already been officially declared in the
Council of Florence; and it was the unanimous opinion of all theologians, long before the time of Wyclif,
who questioned it. It was set forth with the utmost
explicitness by St. Augustine in the controversies
of the fifth century,
lb- points out that all who
favoured rebaptism did so because they failed to
distinguish between two effects of the sacrament,
that is between the sanctifying gift of grace and the
Holy Spirit, on tl
ne hand, and the gift, on the
other hand, which was not in itself sanctifying but
which was a mark dedicating the recipient fcf. Contra
Ep. Parm.. II. n. 28. with Ep. xcviii ad. Bonifac).
In
this controversy the doctrine of the sacramental
character was but asserting itself with greater emphasis because it was (constructively) attacked.
The Church was but bringing out into distinctness
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For the Fathers of the
all along.
fourth century habitually speak of baptism as a
permanent, an everlasting, or an ineffaceable, seal;
and what they say of baptism may be applied to
confirmation, since the two sacraments were usually
They compare the seal, or mark, of
associated.
baptism with the insignia of soldiers, with the mark
upon sheep, with circumcision,
shepherds
by
placed
with the marking of the doorposts of the Israelites
as we have from the earlier
evidence
Such
in Egypt.
ages all tends to prove that the Fathers of the fourth
thinking out more exonly
were
centuries
fifth
and
plicitly what they had received from their predecesThus Hippolytus contrasts the seal (or mark)
sors.
of baptism, the mark given by Christ to his believers,
with the mark of the Beast (Hippolyt., De Christo et
Antichristo, n. 6); the writer of the Second Epistle to
the Corinthians (see Clement I, St., Pope; Clementines) calls it (c. 7, 8) the "seal impressed"; the
"Pastor" of Hennas (lib. Ill, Simil., IX, cc. 6, 16,
At the end of
17. 31) speaks of baptism as a seal.
the second century we find in the work known as " Excerpta Theodoti " (n. lxxvi), generally attributed
to Clement of Alexandria, historical evidence of the
As the coin circulating
existence of the doctrine.
in Judea in Christ's time bore the image and superscription of Caesar, so, the writer says, does the believer
obtain through Christ the name of God as an inscription, and the Holy Spirit as an image, upon his
soul; as even brute animals by a mark show their
owner and by a mark are distinguished, so the
believing soul, which has received the seal of truth,
bears the marks (<jTlyp.a.Ta.) of Christ.
In the light of this traditional teaching it is possible to see some reference to this truth in the
Apostolic writings. Thus St. Paul says: "Now he
that confirmeth us with you in Christ, and that hath
anointed us, is God: Who also hath sealed us, and
given the pledge of the Spirit in our hearts " (II Cor., i,
21, 22). Here there is a distinction made between the
"unction", i. e. grace, and the "sealing", or impressing of a mark (character), and the gift of the Holy
Again he says: " In whom [Christ] also believSpirit.
ing you were signed with the holy Spirit of promise"
(Ephes., i, 13), and "grieve not the holy Spirit of God:
whereby you are sealed unto the day of redemption"
(iv, 30). It is obvious, therefore, that this doctrine has
been taught from the beginning, at first, indeed, without emphasis or clearness, in an obscure and only halfconscious manner, but with growing clearness; and
though some theologians in the Middle Ages may
have doubted whether it could be proved to be contained in the deposit of revealed truth, they did not
at all doubt that it was true, or that it was a part of
Catholic teaching.
Fuanzelin, De Bacramenti* in genere (Rome, 1SSS); De
St. Thomas,
Aogusttnim. De re saeramenla n,i (Hemic vK!l

a doctrine held

1

i

;

Siuni'ia tli.nl.. Ill, Q. lxiii; Suahez, disp. \i;SeoTUS, Lib.
I\.
Sentent., IV. dist. vi; St. Bonaventure, Lib. Senieni
.

dist.

vi;

Wimielm and ScANNELL, A Manual

of

Catholic

Tlirology (London. 1S9S). II, :i7."» (Iihr, Die hi. Sakramente d.
knlhol. Kirche. 2d ed. (Freiburg. 1902), I; Laakb, Ueberdcn
:

siikratn.

Charakter (Munich, 1903); Fakine, Der sukram. Char-

akter (Freiburg, 1904)
Pohle, Lehrhuch d. Dogmaiik. 2d ed.
(Paderbora, 1906), 111,41 sqq.
M. J. Ryan.
;

AccordOtaaradniS, a titular see of Asia Minor.
ing to Strabo (XIV, 669) and Skylax, 102, it was a
harbour and fortress in Cilicia Trachcia, between
Anemuriuin and Antioch. The Greek name is
Xapadpos, or XapaSpovs, still retained in the actual
name Kalandran, a little village in the vilayet of
Adana, with 2N0 inhabitants. Nounechios, Bishop
151
of Charadrus, was present at Chalcedon in
(Lequien, II, 1017). The same prelate subscribed,
in 158, the letter of the bishops of Isauria to Emperor
l,co, with the double title Lamos and Charadrus
This
(Mansi, Cone, VII, r>(i:!; see Lequien, loc. cit.).
.
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means that Charadrus was at an early date united
with Lamos, a see in Isauria, suffragan to Seleuceia.
S.

Charcas.

Petrides.

See Plata.

Chardon, Jean-Baptiste, Indian missionary in
Canada, and in the Louisiana territory, b. at Bordeaux, France, 27 April, 1672; d. at Quebec, 11 April,
1743.
He entered the Society of Jesus at Bordeaux,

and arrived in Canada in 1699. He
was on the Ottawa mission in 1700. In the following
year he went to Green Bay, Wisconsin, to aid the
venerable Henri Nouvel, who had been nearly forty
In 1711 he was evanyears on the mission there.
Acgelizing the Illinois on the St. Joseph River.
cording to Marest, he was a missionary full of zeal,
7 Sept., 1687,

with a rare talent for learning languages. He remained at Green Bay until about 1728, and was the
only priest on the old mission ground west of Lake
Michigan for several years. No further information
regarding Chardon, except the date of his death, is
available.

Thwaites, Jesuit Relations (Cleveland. 1S96-1901), LXVI,
347:

LXXII,

148;

Shea,

Hislori, of the Catholic

York ISM). 376, 423: Idem, the
Days (New York, 1886), 622.

Missions (New

Catholic Church in Colonial

Edward
name

P. Spillane.

religion was
Chardon, Mathias (his
Charles), a learned French Benedictine of the ConYvoi-Varignan
in the
Vannes,
b.
Saintat
gregation of
present department of Ardennes, France, 22 SepSt-Arnold
in
monastery
of
the
tember, 1695; d. at
Metz, 21 October, 1771. He took vows in the monasand
in
Verdun
in
(St-Viton)
1712,
Vannes
tery of Stsoon became famous for his learning. At the general
chapter of the Congregation of St- Vannes, held
at Toul, in 1730, Chardon was forced to resign his
office as a professor because he opposed the Bull
" Unigenitus ".
He is the author of "Histoire des
Sacrements" (Paris, 1745, 6 vols.), an historical treatise refuting the errors of the Sacramentarians by
showing how the sacraments were administered in the
Church, and how they were used from the time of the
Apostles to the present. There is also an Italian
translation (Verona, 1754; Brescia, 1758; Capolago,
1835), and it is reprinted in Migne, "Cursus Theologian" (Paris, 1840), XX, 1-1152.
Francois. Bibl. generate des ecriv. de Vordre de S. Benott
(Bouillon, 1777). I, 194; Querard. La France lillerairc (Paris,
in

II, 134; BorrlLLOT, Biographic ardennaise
1S30I, I, 220; Hecrtebize, in Diet, de thiol, cath.
19051, II, 2216; Hurter, Nomenclator, III, 55.

1827-64),

(Paris,
(Paris,

Michael Ott.
Nothing is
Chariopolis, a titular see of Thrace.
known about this city during antiquity. In K)87
it

was plundered by Tselgou and Solomon, Kings

and of the Hungarians. In 1205
Villehardouin passed there, after the unsuccessful
It figures only in later " Notitise
siege of Adrianople.
episcopatuum " of the twelfth or thirteenth century
An act of
as a suffragan of Heracleia in Thrace.
Patriarch of Constantinople, dated 13
Isidorus,
August, 1347, places it again under the jurisdiction
Lequien (II, 1133) mentions but lour
of Heracleia.
bishops, the first present at Nicaea in 787, the last
m L351. It is not known when the see ceased to Ua residential one for the Creeks; they frequently use
Chariopolis is now a
the name lor titular bishops.
lit
le town with about 3000 inhabitants in the vilayet
of Adrianople, northwest of Rodosto; the Turks call
it
Khairebolou, Aireboli, or Irebol.
S. Petiudi's.
of the Patzinaces

t

Charismata.— The Greek term xipicp-a. denotes
any good gift that flows from God's benevolent love
(xdpis) unto man: any Divine grace or favour, ranging from redemption and life eternal to comfort in

communing with brethren

in

the Faith (Rom., v, 15,
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The term lias, however, a nar16; vi, 23; xi, 29).
rower meaning: the spiritual graces and qualifications
granted to every Christian to perform his task in the
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Christ: "And these signs shall follow them that believe: In
name they shall cast out devils: they
shall speak with new tongues," etc. (Mark, xvi. 17,
The Lord's promise was fulfilled on the day
18).

(11) the gift of tongues; (12) the interpretation of
tongues.
(1) The Apostolate deservedly heads the list of
God's extraordinary gifts to man for the building
up of the Church. The Apostolic office contains in
itself a claim to all charismata, for the object of its
ordinary working is identical with the object of these
special gifts: the sanctification of souls by uniting
them in Christ, with God. The Apostles received the
first great effusion of charismata when the Holy
Ghost, descended on them in the shape of fiery
tongues, and they began to speak in diverse tongues.
Throughout, their whole missionary activity they are
credited with supernatural powers by Scripture, history, and legend alike. The legend, however fanciful in
its facts, is built upon the general sense of the Church.
Through the Apostles the fullness of Christ's gifts
flowed on to their helpers in various measure, according to the circumstances of persons and places.
(2) Prophecy, the gift of knowing and being able
to manifest things hidden from the ordinary knowledge of man. "There were in the church which was
at Antioch prophets and doctors, among whom was
Barnabas, and Simon who was called Niger, and

of Pentecost (Acts,

Lucius of Cyrene, and Manahen,

Church: "Every one hath his proper gift [charisma]
from God; one after this manner, and another after
Lastly, in its narrowest
that" (I Cor., vii, 7 etc.)sens.', charisma is the theological term for denoting
extraordinary graces given to individual Christians
for the good of others.
These, or most of these, are
enumerated by St. Paul (I Cor., xii, 1. 9, 28, 30, 31),
and form the subject-matter of the present article.
They are: "The word of wisdom, the word of knowledge, faith, the grace of healing, the working of
miracles, prophecy, the discerning of spirits, diverse
kinds of tongues, interpretation of speeches" (I Cor.,
xii,
8-10).
To these an- added the charismata
of apostles, prophets, doctors, helps, governments
(ibid., 28).

These extraordinary gifts were foretold by the
Prophet Joel (ii, 28) and promised to believers by

my

ii,

4) at Jerusalem, and, as the

Church spread, in Samaria (Acts, viii, 18), in Csesarea
(x, 46), in Ephesus (xi\, 6), in Home (Rom., xii, 6>,
in Galatia (Gal., iii, .">), and more markedly in Corinth (I Cor., xii, 14).
The abuses of the charismata,
which, had crept in at this latter place, induced St.
Paul to discuss them at length in his First Epistle
to the Corinthians.
The Apostle teaches that these
"spiritual things" emanate from the Spirit who
quickens the body of the Church; that their functions
are as diversified as the functions of the natural
body: and that, though given to individuals, they
are intended for th
lification of the whole com-

munity

(1

Cor., xii).

Theologians distinguish the charismata from other
graces which operate personal sanctification: they
call the former gratia; gratis data: in opposition to the
The "gifts and fruits of the
gratia! gratum facientes.
Holy Ghost", being given for personal sanctification,
are not to be numbered among the charismata.
St.
Thomas (Summa Thcol., I— II, Q. cxi, a. 4) argues thai
the Apostle (I Cor., xii, 8-10) "rightly divides charismata; for some belong to the perfection of knowledge,
as faith, the wold of wisdom, and the word of science;
some belong to the confirmation of doctrine, or the
grace of healing, the working of miracles, prophecy,
th
discerning of spirits; some belong to the faculty
ression, a< kinds of tongues and interpretation
It must, however, be conceded that
of sp
ihes."
St. Paul did no! intend to give in these two verses a
complete enumeration of charismata, for at the end
of the chapter he mentions several more; besides he
makes no attempt at a scientific division. Englmann
lie Charismen, Ratisbon, 1848) distinguishes two
lies of charismata: (a) charismata tending to
further the inner growth of the Church; (h) charismata tending to promote her outer development.
To the former belong the gifts which help the dignitaries of the Church in performing their offices;
to the latter the gift of performing miracles.
This
division seems indicated in
Peter, iv, 10, 11: "As
every man hath received grace [charisma], ministerIf any man speak,
ing the same to one another
let him speak, as the words of God.
If any man
minister, let him do it, as of the power, which God
Seven of the charismata enumeradministereth. "
ated by St. Paul fall into the first category: (I) the
Apostolate (2) the cognate office of prophecy; (3)
the discerning ol spirits; (!) the office of teacher;
(5) the word ol wisdom and science; (6) helps; (7)
five belong to the second
the gift of governing,
category: (8l increased faith; (9) the power of
miracles; (10) in specie the healing of the sick;
1

1

I

;

.

.

.

and Saul"

(Acts, xiii, 1).
Agabus "signified by the Spirit, that
there would be a great famine over the whole world,
which came to pass under Claudius" (Acts, xi. 28).
Philip the evangelist "had four daughters, virgins,
who did prophesy" (Acts, xxi, 8, 9). These prophets were at times allowed to know and reveal the
secrets of hearts (I Cor., xiv, 24, 25); they spoke

"that all may learn, and all may be exhorted" (I
Cor., xiv, 31), which implies that they were enlightened in the Faith above their fellows. Their gift
was not a permanent one: for while one prophet was
speaking a sudden revelation might come " to another
sitting" and then the speaker must "hold his peace"
The object of prophecy was to
(I Cor., xiv, 30).
speak "to men unto edification, and exhortation,
and comfort" (ibid., 3, 4). Paul ranks this charisma
above all others: "be zealous for spiritual gifts; but
rather that you may prophesy" (I Cor., xiv, 1 ).

"For greater is he that prophesiet h, than he that speakIt, appears to have
eth with tongues: ..." (ibid., 5).
been so frequent in the early Church as to be considered a special, although extraordinary, office.
At
Antioch "prophets and doctors" are linked together
(Acts, xiii. 1), and "God indeed hath set some in the
church; first apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly
doctors ... " (I Cor., xii, 28 cf. Eph., iv, 11).
In
the course of time prophecy became less common,
without, however, ever disappearing altogether.
(3) The discerning of spirit.? should be distinguished
from natural or acquired insight, or shrewdness of
judgment; it is the supernatural gift enabling its possessor to judge whether certain extraordinary manifestations are caused by a good or an evil spirit,
or by natural agents.
St. Paul associates it with
prophecy: "Let the prophets speak, two or three;
This judgand let the rest judge" (I Cor., xiv, 29).
ing or discretion was necessary to prevent and correct abuses which might easily come in the train of
prophecy. The discerning of spirits was possessed
in a marked degree by many saints, and it is not
uncommon now among confessors and spiritual
;

directors.
(4) The Doctors' office was to preach and teach the
Faith permanently in some community assigned to
The Apostles themselves and the evantheir care.
gelists mentioned with apostles, prophets, doctors,
and pastors (Eph., iv, 11) went from place to place
founding new Churches; the Faith could only be

maintained by permanent teachers fitted for their
work by special gifts. Thus St. Paul writes to
Timothy: "The things which thou hast heard of me
by many witnesses, the same commend to faithful

.
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sionary countries.
of wisdom and the word of knowledge
X670S yviiaem).
Wisdom (stipientin)

The word

(5)
(X6701
is

ffo0/cts,

in St.

Paul the knowledge of the great Christian

mysteries: the Incarnation, Passion, and Resurrection of Christ, and the indwelling in the believer of
the Spirit of God (I Cor., ii, passim; cf. Eph., i, 17).
Knowledge (yvuxris, seientiu) likewise implies acquaintance with the religion of Christ, though in a
lesser degree (I Cor., i, 5).
In I Cor., viii, 1-7,
"knowledge" denotes the special knowledge that all
heathen religion is vain, that "there is but one God,
the Father, of whom are all things, and we unto
him; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all
things,

and we by him".
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men, who shall be fit to teach others also" (II Tim.,
ii, 2).
Such faithful men are the catechists in mis-

The word

of

wisdom and

the word of knowledge seem to be degrees of the same
charisma, viz., the grace of propounding the Faith
effectively, of bringing home to the minds and hearts
of the listener with Divine persuasiveness, the hidden
mysteries and the moral precepts of Christianity.
The charisma in question was manifested in the
speech of St. Peter to the multitude on the day of
Pentecost (Acts, ii) and on many occasions when the
heralds of the Faith being delivered up, took "no
thought how or what to speak", for it was given
them "in that hour what to speak" (Matt., x, 19).

—

most

The

plural is used to indicate the
great number of infirmities that were healed and the
variety of means used in the healing, e. g. by pronouncing the name of Jesus (Acts, iii, 6), by the
imposition of hands, by anointing with oil, by the
sign of the cross.
(11) The gift of tongues and (12) the interpretation
of tongues are described at length in I Cor., xiv.
In
what did glossolalia exactly consist? (a) It was
speaking, opposed to being silent (I Cor., xiv, 28),
yet (b) not always in a foreign tongue.
On the day
of Pentecost the Apostles did indeed speak the
various languages of their hearers, but the still
unbaptized Gentiles in the house of Cornelius "speaking with tongues, and magnifying God" (Acts, x, 46)
and the twelve newly baptized Ephesians speaking
with tongues and prophesying (Acts, xix, 6) had no
reason for using any strange tongue. Again, instead
of the expression "speaking with tongues" Paul uses
the alternative phrases, "speaking in a tongue", "by
a tongue", "with a tongue" (I Cor., xiv, 2, 4, 13, 14,
The object of the gift was not to convey ideas
27).
to listeners, but to speak to God in prayer (ibid., 2, 4),
an object for which a foreign language is unnecessary.
Lastly and this argument seems conclusive Paul
compares glossolalia, as regards its effect, with talking in an unknown language: it is, therefore, not itself
striking.

—

—

—

an unknown language

(ibid.,

11).

(c)

It

was an

A charisma
(6) Helps (di-TiX^fcis, opitulationes).
connected with the service of the poor and the
sick performed by the deacons and deaconesses (Acts,
vi, 1).
The plural is used to mark the many forms

articulate language, for the speaker prays, sings,
gives thanks (ibid., 14-17).
(d) The speaker was in
a kind of trance "If I pray in a tongue,
spirit
[xwO/ta]
prayeth,
but
understanding [w>0s,

assumed by

mens]

this ministry.

Government

(7)

(Kvpepvi)cm.s
,

gubernatlones)

—-The

special gifts bestowed on the rulers of the Church
for the faithful exercise of their authority.
This
charisma is connected with all the grades of the
hierarchy, with the Apostles and their successors,

the bishops and priests, with doctors and deacons
and administrators. St. Gregory calls the government of souls the art of arts; if it is so at all times,
we must expect to find it endued with more special
Divine assistance when the nascent Church was
struggling against all the powers of Jew and Gentile.
The second series of charismata (those tending to
promote the outer development of the Church) is not
connected with any special office. These graces show
the power of God at work in the members of the new

Church; they were intended to strengthen the faith
of believers

and

to dispel the incredulity of out-

siders.

a charisma, is that strong faith
which removes mountains, casts out devils (Matt.,
(8) Faith,

xvii,

19, 20),

as

and

faces the

most

cruel

martyrdom

without flinching. Such faith, common at the beginning, has been granted by God in all ages to
saints and martyrs, and to many holy men and
women whose hidden lives offered no occasion for
miracles or martyrdom.
(9) The working of miracles (Ivtpyrma. Swdfieuiv
is the God-given power to perform
deeds beyond the ordinary power of man. Under
this charisma are comprised the many signs mentioned by Mark (xvi, 17, 18): "In my name they
shall cast out devils: they shall speak with new
tongues.
They shall take up serpents; and if they
shall drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them:
they shall lay their hands upon the sick, anil they
shall recover".
St. Peter heals the infirm and sick
and such as were troubled with unclean spirits (Acts,
,

operatio virtutum)

v, 15, 16); Philip works miracles in Samaria (Acts,
viii, 6); St. Paul suffers no harm from tin- viper that
hung on his hand (Acts, xxviii. 3-5); St. Peter raises
Tabitha from the .lead (Acts, i\, 40).
(10) Healing (x^pLapa. laparuv, (/rut in snnitatum)
is

singled

because

it

out by St. Paul among other miracles
was probably the most frequent and the

—

my

my

without

fruit " (ibid., 14).

On

unbelievers
glossolalia made the impression of the marvellous;
perhaps it recalled to their mind the religious ravings
of hierophants: "Wherefore (i. e. because unintelligible) tongues are for a sign, not to believers, but to
unbelievers.
If
all speak with tongues, and
there come in unlearned persons or infidels, will they
not say that you are mad?" (I Cor., xiv, 22, 23).
(f) The gift of tongues is inferior to that of prophecy:
"Greater is he that prophesieth, than he that speaketh
with tongues: unless perhaps he interpret, that the
church may receive edification" (ibid., 5). (g) The
charisma of interpretation is, then, the necessary
complement of glossolalia; when interpretation is not
forthcoming, the speaker with tongues shall hold his
Interpretation is the work
peace (ibid., 13, 27, 28).
either of the speaker himself or of another (ibid., 27).
It takes the form of an intelligible address; the explanation was to follow the speech with tongues as
regularly as the discerning of spirits succeeded
is

prophecy

(e)

(I Cor., xiv, 28, 29).

Among the Fathers it is sententia communissima
that the speaking with tongues was a speaking in
Their interpretation is based
foreign languages.
upon the promise in Mark, xvi, 17, "They shall
speak with new tongues", and on its final fulfilment
in the gift of tongues to the Apostles (Acts, ii, 4).
A new tongue, however, is not necessarily a foreign
language, and a gift which had a special use on the
day of Pentecost appears purposeless in meetings of
people of one language. There are, besides, textual
objections to the common opinion, although, it must
be owned, not quite convincing [cf. (b) above].
Many explanations of this obscure charisma are proposed, but not one of them is free from objection.
It may indeed be that there is some truth in all of
them. St. Paul speaks of "kinds of tongues", which
may imply that glossolalia manifested itself in many
forms: e. "g. in the form of foreign languages when
reqviired by circumstances, as with the Apostles; as
"a kind of speech distinctive of the
a new language
spiritual life and distinguished from common speech,
which to the exuberant feeling of the new faith appeared unsuitable for intercourse with God" (Weizsacker); or as the manifestation of the unspeakable

—
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II-II.
xii-xiv, with commentaries; St. Thomas,
clxxvi-chncviii; Enc.i.manv. Dir Chariamen (Ratisbon,
1848 beat book on the subject); Schram, Theol. mt/stica,
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Kirchl. Handlezikon; YVeizsacker, Apost. Age, II, 254-75.
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charity, as employed by the courts and used
as descriptive of uses and trusts which will be upheld
as charitable, has been the subject of a number of defIn the famous Girard will case (Vidal v.
initions.
Girard. 2 How. U. S. 127). Horace Binney defines a
charitable gift " Whatever is given for the love of God
or for the love of your neighbor, in the catholic and
universal sense given from these motives, and to these
ends free from the stain or taint of every consideraAnd he
tion that is personal, private, or selfish."
further says: " Uncertainty of individual object would
seem to be a characteristic of charity, for personal or
individual certainty has often been held fatal to it."
The following comprehensive definition is given by
a leading authority: "A charity, in the legal sense of
the term, may be defined as a gift to be applied consistently with existing laws, for the benefit of an indefinite number of persons, either by bringing their
minds or hearts under the influence of education or
religion, by relieving their bodies from disease, suffering, or constraint, by assisting them to establish
themselves in life, or by erecting and maintaining
public buildings or works or otherwise lessening the
burdens of the government" (Amer. & Engl. Ency. of
Law, V, 894).
By a statute passed in the reign of Elizabeth (43
Eliz.. c. 4) certain uses were defined as charitable
which would be upheld by the court in contradistinction to those which were held to be superstitious after
The objects enumerthe Reformation in England.
ated in the statute were: "Relief of aged, impotent
and poor people: maintenance of sick and maimed
soldiers and mariners, schools of learning, free schools
and scholars in universities; repairs of bridges, ports,
havens, causeways, churches, seabanks and highways;
education and preferment of orphans; relief, stock or
maintenance for houses of correction; marriage of
poor maids; supportation, aid and help of young
tradesmen, handicraftsmen and persons decayed;
relief or redemption of prisoners or captives; aid or
ease of any poor inhabitants concerning payments of
fifteens, setting out of soldiers, and other taxes".
Under this statute the Court of Chancery was
authorized to appoint commissioners to superintend
the application and enforcement of charities, and if
from any cause the charity could not be applied precisely as the testator had declared, the court had the
power in some cases to appropriate it according to
the principles indicated in the devise as nearly as posThis was
sible to the purposes expressed therein.
called an application of cv pres, from the French
words meaning " as near as ", the words of a will being
interpreted so as to give effect to the testator's general
The application of this doctrine depends
intention.
chiefly upon judicial expression in each particular
In many of the United States it has been
case.
repudiated, in others sustained. The statute of Elizabeth diil not create a new law upon the subject of
charitable uses, though it did create a new jurisdiction, and as it has not been enacted in many of the
American States, tie' better opinion seems t<> be thai
tie' enumeration of charities in the statute had for its
aim to show by familiar examples what class or kind
of uses wen- considered charitable, rather than to
enumerate all of tie' purposes whirl, would fall within
the scope and intent of tie- statute.
The Supreme Court of the United States has held,

The word

:

—

—
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groanings of the Spirit, asking for us, and causing
us to cry, "Abba. Father" (Rom., viii, 15, 26). (See

following ancient authority, that there is an inherent
jurisdiction in equity in cases of charity, and that they
were valid in such courts independent of and previous
" The character of the obto the statute of Elizabeth.
the purpose to which the
ject sought to be attained
gift is to be applied
not the motive of the donor, is
the best test of a legal, public charity" (Pepper and
Lewis, Dig. Pa., p. 2753). The following have been
held to be charities: the erection and repair of
churches, the support of ecclesiastical denominations; of missions; the education of theological students, and kindred objects.
In England, bequests
for Masses for the dead are void in law, as being for
superstitious uses; on the other hand, bequests for
Masses have been sustained as charitable bequests in
Ireland and in Canada icf. Lilly and Wallis. " \
Manual of the Law Specially Affecting Catholics",
London, 1803, p. 144, and Desmond. " The Church and
the Law". Chicago, 1898, p. 49). In the United States,
some jurisdictions have sustained such trusts, while
others have held them void (cf. Dillon, Bequests for
Masses, Chicago, 1897). The support of education in
its various forms is sustained, also the relief of the poor,
the maintenance of hospitals and institutions, works
of public utility, the abolition of slavery, and the
Trusts subversive of morality
benefit of freedmen.
and religion will not be sustained. Trusts for the
encouragement of sport and trusts for the care of
private tombs or graveyards have not been sustained.
Technically speaking, a bequest is a gift of personal
property by will; a devise, a gift of real property
by will; but these terms are frequently used interchangeably in popular language, and wills are
always interpreted in accordance with the intention
of the testator so far as the same can be gathered
from the language of the instrument; therefore any
language which will serve to express a desire to vest
either personal or real property in a charity will be

—

—

effective.

According to Sir William Blackstone, the power of
bequeathing " is coeval with the first rudiments of the
law", but this power was not originally extended to
all a man's personal estate.
By the common law, he
tells us, one-third of the goods went to the heirs, onethird to the wife, and the remaining one-third was at
the testator's own disposal. By imperceptible degrees the law was changed in different parts of England, until, in order to favour the power of bequeathing and to reduce the whole kingdom to the same
standard, statutes wen' passed in the reign of William
and Man- of William III, of Anne, and of George II,
giving the right to testators within certain parts of the
,

Kingdom

of England to dispose of their entire personal
estates, notwithstanding existing customs restricting
this power to one-third only, and the claim- of widows

and children were utterly barred.
in

the

first

By an

year of the reign of Victoria

(

1

act passed

Vict., c. 26),

was enact ed t hat all real and personal estate may be
disposed of by will executed as required by that act.
it

The

right of testamentary disposition either of real or
of personal estate exists, with certain limitations in
in all of the United States.

some of them,
Lands were

originally devisable, it would seem, to
a qualified extent with the Anglo-Saxons. The development of the feudal system, after the Norman
Conquest of England, laid upon the holders of land

certain obligations to their paramount lords, which
made it necessary thai these lands should not pass
into the hand- oi charitable corporations and be thus
withdrawn from the feudal obligation, because such
corporations were of necessity unable to render the
services usually due t<> the overlord, e. g. military
duties, which are ncit compatible with religious life.
This was the moving cause of tic passage nf certain
statute- called Statutes nf Mortmain, which it is
necessary to consider further in order to understand
the law governing gifts to charitable corporations.

CHARITY

at
(4

Kent, 504), " lands held in tenure ceased to be divisible in consequence of the feudal doctrine of nonThe
alienation without the consent of the lord.
restraint upon the power of devising did not give way
.

.

.

to the demands of the family and public convenience,
so early as the restraint upon alienation in the lifetime
of the owner. The power was covertly conferred by
means of the application of uses; for a devise of the
use was not considered a devise of the land. The
mode of doing this was by a feoffment to the use of

the feoffor's last will, and the feoffee being considered
as seized of the use, not of the land, could devise it.
devise of the use was supported by the courts of
equity, as a disposition binding in conscience; and
that equitable jurisdiction continued until the use
became by statute the legal estate. The Statute of
Uses of 27 Henry VIII, like the introduction of feuds,
again destroyed the privilege of devising, but the disability was removed within five years thereafter by
the Statute of Wills of 32 Henry VIII."
In the beginning of the reign of Charles II, military
tenures were abolished so as to render the disposition
of real property by will absolute.
While the power
of disposition of real property, as well as personal
property either by the common law or by virtue of
the statute above referred to, has been made thus
free, there still remain certain restrictions upon individuals which must be considered.
All persons of sound mind are competent to bequeath and devise real and personal estate, excepting
infants and married women.
In England a married
woman may now by statute make her will as freely
as if unmarried. In some of the United States, if
not in most of them, the power of married women
over their separate estates, saving to the husband
certain proportions in case he should elect to take
against the will, is as great as that of unmarried
women; that is, married women are for the most part
put on the same plane as men; they have certain
rights in a proportion of the real and personal estate
of their husbands, which he cannot void by will.
There are, however, certain restraints upon alienation
either by deed or by will, the first of which has already
been mentioned, viz: alienation in "mortmain", a
word coined to represent the condition where land has
come into the possession of a dead hand, or in Latin
mortua manus. An alienation of lands and tenements
to any corporation, sole or aggregate, ecclesiastical or
temporal, is such an alienation.
After the introduction of the feudal system it was
always, and is still, necessary in England to have a
licence in mortmain from the Crown to enable a corporation to purchase lands, because the king is the
ultimate lord of every fee, and save by his own consent lie cannot lose liis privilege of escheats and other
feudal profits by the vesting of lands in tenants that
can never be attainted or die. "In strictness, however, the license to hold in mortmain was only a
waiver of the right of the Crown to enter on the lands
alienated; for as no royal charter can per se take
away the property or prejudice the interest of the
subject, such license did not abrogate the right of the
mesne lords to enter, and therefore with respect to
them, the corporation was not secure until the lapse
of the periods respectively limited for the assertion of
their rights" (Grant on Corp., 101, quoted in Farrington v. Putnam, 90 M. 418).
Originally the prohibition extended only to religious houses, bishops, and other sole corporations, excluding the parsons of parishes, who were in effect
wile corporations and not included therein, but by
the Statute "de Religiosis" (7 Edward I, c. 2) it was
provided that no person, whether religious or otherwise, should sell, buy, or receive under pretence of a
gift, or term of years or any other title whatsoever,
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"Upon the development of the feudal system
the Norman Conquest", says Chancellor Kent

any lands or tenements

in mortmain under penalty
of a forfeiture.
Various attempts to evade this statute were met by subsequent statutes. In the reign
of George II (9 George II, c. 36) a statute was passed
that no lands or tenements or money to be laid out
thereon should be given or charged with any charitable uses whatsoever, excepting by deed indented,
executed in the presence of two witnesses, twelve
calendar months before the death of the donor and
enrolled in the Court of Chancery within six months
after its execution.
This act and its amendments
were repealed in 1888, but new legislation codified
the law on the subject, practically re-enacting the
provisions of the existing law.
As the object of the statutes of mortmain was solely
political, they were held not to apply to the alienation
of land in the West India colonies or in Scotland.
These statutes were not re-enacted in the United
States, and therefore we must look to the special
restrictions contained in the statutes of the several
States, whether general or special, whence corporations derive their existence, for the limitations upon
their power to purchase and hold real estate, and also
to the force to be given to the exception of corporations out of the English Statute of Wills, which declares that all persons other than bodies politic and
corporations may be devisees of real estate.
At common law every corporation has the capacity
to purchase and alienate lands and chattels, but in
England corporations, both ecclesiastical and lay,
under the statutes above referred to have lost this
capacity.
In the United States, as has been said,
the statutes of mortmain are for the most part not
recognized, but conveyances by deed or will of lands
and tenements made to bodies corporate are void
unless sanctioned by charter or act of legislature,
and the inference from the statutes creating corporations and allowing them to hold real estate to
a limited extent is that statutory corporations cannot hold real estate for purposes foreign to their
institution.

The object of the exception of corporations from
the English Wills Act was to prevent the locking up
of property in perpetuity and also to prevent the
imposition upon dying persons, who might thus be
persuaded to give their estates from their families to
charitable objects. The English, statute of charitable
uses has not been re-enacted probably in any of the
United States, and it would seem that a devise not
directly to a charitable corporation but in trust for
such corporation would be good, on the principle that
a court of equity has jurisdiction over bequests and
devises to charitable uses independent of the statute.
It is no valid objection to a grant or devise to a
charitable use that it creates a perpetuity or renders
the estate granted or devised for the purposes inalienable.
(See Trusts and Bequests.)
Lilly and Wallib, A Manual <>f the Law Specially Affecting
Cathol irs (London, 1893), under Trusts anil Bequests, 135-67;
Desmond, The Church and the Law (Chicago. 1898), under
Bequests to Charity, 44 to 56.

Walter George
Charity and Charities.

—

Smith.

In its widest and highcharity includes love of God as well as love
Tin- latter kind of love is so closely connected with, ami dependent upon, the former, that
neither it nor its fruits, under the Christian dispensation, can be adequately set forth without a brief
preliminary glance at the relations existing between
the two kinds.
Introductory. As a virtue, charity is thai habit
or power which disposes us to love God above all
creatures for Himself, and to love ourselves and our
neighbours for the sake of Coil. When this power
or habit is directly infused into the soul by God, the
virtue is supernatural; when it is acquired through
ost sense,

of

man.

—
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repeated personal acts, it is natural. If, in the last
sentence but one, for the words, "power or habit
which disposes us to" we substitute the words, "act
by which we", the definition will fit the ad of charity.
Such an act will be supernatural if it proceeds from
the infused virtue of charity, and if its motive (God
lovable because of His infinite perfections) is apprehended through revelation; if either of these condiThus, when
tions is wanting the act is only natural.
a person with the virtue of charity in his soul assists a
needy neighbour on account of the words of Christ,
" as long as you did it to one of these my least brethren, you did it to me", or simply because his Christian
training tells him that the one in need is a child of
God, the act is one of supernatural charity. It is
The same act
likewise meritorious of eternal life.
performed by one who had never heard of the Chrismotive
of love of
from
the
same
revelation,
and
tian
God, would be one of natural charity. When charity
towards the neighbour is based upon love of God, it
belongs to the same virtue (natural or supernatural,
according to circumstances) as charity towards God.
However, it is not necessary that acts of brotherly
love should rest upon this high motive in order to
deserve a place under the head of charity. It is
enough that they lie prompted by consideration of
Even
the individual's dignity, qualities, or needs.
when motived by some purely extrinsic end, as popular approval or the ultimate injury of the recipient,
they are in essence acts of charity. The definition
given above is at present scarcely ever used outside
In current
of Catholic religious and ethical treatises.
speech and literature the term is restricted to love of
neighbour. Accordingly, charity may be popularly
defined as the habit, desire, or act of relieving the
physical, mental, moral, or spiritual needs of one's
'See Aims and Almsgiving.)
The obligation to perform acts of charity is taught
both by revelation and by reason. Under the
former head may be cited the words of Christ "thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself"; "as you would
that men should do to you, do you also to them in
Fellows.

:

like manner"; and particularly the description in
St. Matthew (xxv) of the separation of the good from

the bad at the Final Judgment. Reason tells us that
we ought to love our neighbours, since they are
children of God since they are our brothers, members
of the same human family; and since they have the
same nature, dignity, destiny, and needs as ourseh es
This love, or charity, should be both internal and
The former wishes the neighbour well,
external.
and rejoices in his good fortune; the latter comprises all those actions by which any of his needs are
Charity differs from justice, inasmuch as
supplied.
it conceives its object, i. e. the neighbour, as a brother,
and is based on the union existing between man and
man: whereas justice regards him as a separate individual, and is based on his independent personal
The spirit of the Gospel as redignity and rights.
gards charity is far superior to that of any of the
other greal religions.
Its excellence appears in the
following points: love of the neighbour is akin to
neighbour
is to be loved even as the
of
the
love
Sod
self; men are brothers, members of tin same family;
extends
to
the whole human race,
of
law
charity
the
thus making all persons equal; men are obliged to
enemies;
their
the
neighbour
is not merely
even
love
a rational creature made in the image and likeness
adopted
son of
also
the
supernaturally
but
of God,
the Father, and the brother of the Father's OnlyBegotten Son; finally, the Gospel presents the supreme exemplification of brotherly love in the death
In no other religion are all
of Christ on the Cross.
these characteristics found; in most they are totally
wanting. The charity inculcated by Judaism is of a
very high order, but it falls considerably below that
Although both love of the
of the New Testament.
;

;
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neighbour as one's self (Lev., xix, IS) and care of the
poor (Deut., xv, 4, 11) are strictly commanded in the
Pentateuch as duties to God, the neighbour meant
only the Jews and the strangers dwelling within their
The writers
It did not embrace all mankind.
gates.
of the "imprecatory" Psalms, for example xvi and
Indeed,
rejoice in their enemies' misfortune.
liii,
hatred of enemies was so generally regarded as lawful that Christ proclaimed His injunction of love of
enemies as something new and unfamiliar. While the
Jewish religion taught and still teaches the Father-

hood

of

Ciod, this doctrine

is

much

less attractive

than the Christian conception of the same truth.
The
Besides, it embraces only the children of Israel.
Hebrew idea of the brotherhood of man is corresAmong the other religions,
pondingly restricted.
Buddhism probably has the highest form of caritative
doctrine, but the motives of its charity are cold,
It does not command its folutilitarian, and selfish.
lowers to love their enemies, but merely to refrain
from hating them.
The charitable achievements of the non-Christian
religions

have exhibited

defective

first

all

the limitations of their
the Creeks and the

Among

principles.

Romans the human person had no inherent worth.
He was of importance only as a citizen. The majority of the subjects of these two great powers, being
The poor,
slaves, were without any legal rights.

whether slaves or freemen, were treated by even the
noblest and wisest of the Checks and Romans with
contempt, or at most with that pity which is akin to
contempt. Owing to its doctrine that the emotions
should be suppressed anil that pain should be borne
with indifference, Stoicism had the practical effect of
discouraging sympathy with, or charity towards,
Human wretchedthe unfortunate and the indigent.
ness was regarded as a minor evil or as no evil at all.
Gifts to beggars were few, and usually from motives
Although the assertion is sometimes
entirely selfish.
made that Athens and Rome possessed hospitals, the
weight of evidence seems to show conclusively that
no public institution for the regular treatment of
diseases existed anywhere before the coming of Christ.
The rich citizens of Rome annually distributed large
sums of money among their clients and dependents,
and the Government regularly provided for the needs
of thousands upon thousands, but neither of these
practices was intended to benefit any of the poor
who were not citizens. The dominant motive of both
was political to secure the goodwill and civic influence of the crowd. In Athens the subventions of
public money to the poorer artisans were similarly
restricted and directed to the same ends.
Hebrew charity was of a much higher order, being
motived by obedience to God and genuine pity fol In'
unfortunate. One of its ideals was thus expressed
"there shall be no poor or
in the words of Jehovah
beggar among you". Owners were warned that
their possessions were from God, and that they were
but stewards. The widow, the orphan, the blind,
and the lame, were objects, of spi cial ompassion and
The poor were permitted to gather up
assistance.
for themselves the gleanings left in the field by the
reapers, and to take possession of everything that
grew spontaneously in the year of thi Sabbath.
Those who lent money were forbidden to take inter-

—

I

:

t

from their fellow-Hebrews or from the rti
The fact that labour was held in
honour went far towards making the condition oi the
lowly much less hard than among the heathen peoples.
Nevertheless, Jewish charity was essentially national,
for it took no account of the alien dwelling without,
Interest, and frequently exorbitant interest, was exacted from the latter, 'in the later centuries of their
existence as a nation, the Chosen People departed
to a great extent from both the letter and tin- spirit
of their excellent legislation on behalf of the poor.
est

within their land.
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Hence Christ's frequent condemnation of their
leaders as hypocrites, self-seekers, oppressors of the
poor, and givers of alms in order to be seen of men.
While the Koran strongly enjoins the duty of almsgiving, and while the Mohammedans seem to be
fairly charitable toward their coreligionists, their
treatment of non-believers has been uniformly devoid
The acts of oppression,
of either charity or justice.
cruelty, and murder which they have perpetrated
against other peoples, show that Mohammedans have
no conception of charity in the Christian sense. It
is true that Christian nations have frequently been
cruel towards one another and towards unbelieving
races, but not in the consistent, unmitigated, and
unlimited fashion of the followers of Islam.
Since the body of this article is to be occupied
with a somewhat detailed account of the charitable
activity of the Church, only a word need now be said
concerning its general superiority over that of PaganThis word
ism, Judaism, and Mohammedanism.
cannot lie more effectively uttered than in the following sentences of Lecky: "Christianity for the first
time made charity a rudimentary virtue, giving it a
leading place in the moral type, and in the exhortaBesides its general influence,
tion of its teachers.
in stimulating the affections, it effected a complete
revolution in this sphere, by regarding the poor as the
special representatives of the Christian Founder, and
thus making the love of Christ, rather than the love
vast
of man the principle of charity.
organization of charity, presided over by bishops,
and actively directed by the deacons, soon ramified
over Christendo,m, till the bond of charity became
the bond of unity, and the most distant sections of
the Christian Church corresponded by the interchange of mercy" (History of European Morals, II,
3rd ed., 79, SO).
History of Charity in the Church. (1) The
The conception of love and of
Apostolic Age.
brotherhood which Christ brought into the world
obtained ample expression and development in the
Acts of the Apostles and in the Epistles, particularly
There is no longer any disthose written by St. Paul.
tinction of Jew and Gentile, Barbarian and Scythian,
"Christ
is all, and in all" (Col.,
bond and free; but
iii,
Even those who are not of the household
11).
of the Faith are to be loved and assisted (Rom., xii,
14-20; Gal., vi, 10). In the sight of God the slave is
tin equal and the brother of his master (Phil., 16).
Labour is no longer dishonourable, but the normal
"Religion
condition of livelihood (II Thess., iii, 10).
is this: to
clean and undefiled before God
visit the fatherless and widows in their tribulation"
(James, i, 27). 'While the Church has especial solicitude for widows and orphans, she is not to be
burdened with those who can be supported by their
own relatives (I Tim., v, S, 16). Persons who seek to
become rich are exposed to many snares and temptations, " for the desire of money is the root of all evils"
(ITim., vi, 9, 10). Fraternal charity done in the spirit
of Chri&l effects an equality among :il! tin- members
of the Christian family, for the material gift of the
giver is balanced by the love and prayers of the
receiver (II Cor., viii, 13, 14; ix, 11, 12).
Even the
poor can and should contribute their mite (II Cor.,
The rich should give to the
viii, 11, 12).
in the
spirit of Chris! who became poor for our sake ill Cor.,
Hence charity is tint to be performed as
viii, 9).
under the compulsion of law, but freely ami spontaThe gift should be from the heart, for
neously.
"Gm! loveth a cheerful giver" (II Cor., ix, 7).
These doctrines were carried into the everyday
In Jerusalem, "the multitude
life of the new believers.
of believers had but "lie heart and one soul: neither
diil any "in- saj
that aught of the things which he
possessed was his own: but all things were common
unto them.
For neither was there any one
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needy among them"

As soon as
(Acts, iv, 32, 34).
the Apostles realized that their spiritual mission was
impeded by personal attention to the material works
of charity, they appointed as their representatives
the seven deacons to serve the tables and provide
for the widows (Acts, vi, 1-6).
Thus the caritative
function of the Church became specialized. Both the
spirit and the deeds of charity were exemplified in the
agapse, or love-feasts, where rich and poor partook of
a common meal to which all had contributed according to their means.
(See Agape.) When some rich
Corinthians introduced the practice of consuming
their own contributions before the poor had arrived
at the place of the meal, they were reprimanded by
St. Paul (I Cor., xi, 21, 31).
Each congregation had
a treasury for the relief of its own poor, and many of
them shared their stores with other congregations in
times of unusual distress. During a famine in Jerusalem assistance came from the Church at Antioch,
and from the Gentile Churches (Acts, xi, 29; Gal.,
ii,

10).

—

As compared with
(2) The Age oj the Persecutions.
their numbers and resources, the charity of the
Christians of this period seems to have surpassed
anything that the world has witnessed since. The
explanation is to be found in four principal causes:
(a) the principles that were kept constantly before
the minds of the faithful: (b) the social and political
conditions surrounding them; (c) their excellent administration of charity; and (d) the manifold sources
from which it was provided.
(a) At the basis of all their giving was a thorough
grasp of the truth that the human possessor of goods
is only a distributor and steward for the supreme
owner, who is God. The rich believer recognized
his obligation to give to the needy all of his resources
that were left after his own wants had been supplied.
And he was taught that his own wants were to be interpreted rather strictly, that he was to forego luxuries, and even unnecessary comforts and conveniences.
Like other believers, he was to be distinguished from his pagan neighbours by his life of contentment, simplicity, and moderation. Clement,
Cyprian, and Tertullian describe minutely the complex and luxurious life of the heathens, and denounce
it as wholly unworthy of imitation by Christians who
really love their poor neighbours (Ratzinger, "Armenpflege", p. 85 sq.; TJhlhorn, "Christian Charity
And their
in the Ancient Church", p. 129 sq.).
interpretation of simple and proper Christian life
seems to have been adopted by substantially all the
believers.
In this respect the latter were far in advance of the Christians of modern times. This duty
of distribution was discharged by placing the gifts
on the altar, whence they were received and dispensed by the bishop. Through this practice the
rich were impressed with the truth that they were
merely making a return to God, while the poor were
taught to look upon what they received as the gift of
God. Moreover, they were enabled to accept it
without injury to self-respect, and in a spirit of gratitude both to God and to the human giver who was
only God's instrument. By praying for the latter
they made an equitable return, were in truth dispensers of charity themselves. Two important consequences of this method and this view of charity
were: first, the faithful gave SO freely and spontaneously thai no specific definitions of the duty or penaltie
For the neglect of almsgiving were formulated
by the Church during this period ami second, no
contributions were accepted from unbelievers, public
sinners, extortioners, unjust possessors, or persons
;

engaged in sinful occupations.
il.) The second cause to which the superabundant
charity of the early Christians has been attribute,

1

was

tlieir social and' political
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environment.

the authority of the
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State in mat-
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idlers" (op. cit., p. 180).
(d) Among the sources of the material relief dis-

pensed by the Church during the age of the persecutions, the most important seems to have been the
oblations of natural products placed upon the altar
time of the F.ucharistic Sacrifice.

at the

All the faith-

who could do so participated in this offering, since
was regarded as an element of the religious service.
The names of the contributors were announced to the
congregation. Distinct from the oblations were the coblectcE, which were likewise natural products, but which
were handed in on certain fast days immediately
Another source
before the reading of the Epistle.
ful

it

money contributions to the church treasor area.
These were usually given
Kxtraordinary collections were taken up
from the richer members, and large sums were obfrom those who on the occasion of their conversion sold all their goods for the benefit of the poor.
In their capacity aBcouegia, or corporations, some of the
churches may have taken dues from their memb
which helped to swell their resources for works of charconsisted of
ury, o
t

secretly.
I

i

ity.
Finally, the needy of all classes received a great
Heads of
deal of assistance directly from individuals.
families were obliged to care not only for their children and other dependent relatives, but for all the

members

of their household,
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worship, and religion, they were
brought under the displeasure of the civil power.
Refusing to offer sacrifice or to take oaths in the
name of false gods, they were shut out from the
everyday life of the Geld, the market-place, the social
gatherings, the theatre, and the forum, as well as
from most of the gainful occupations. Forced to
live a life apart, they easily became objects of misunderstanding, suspicion, and calumny. Then came
that long and frightful series of persecutions, which
they met with a uniform policy of non-resistance.
The important consequence of all these conditions
was that the normal life of the Christian became one
of sacrifice and suffering, of prayer, fasting, and
A very large proportion of them looked
chastity.
forward complacently to martyrdom for themselves,
and to the near approach of the end of the world for
all.
In these circumstances the possession and enjoyment of earthly goods could have very little atAlmsgiving, and
traction and very little meaning.
almsgiving in abundance, became one of the ordinary
activities of the earnest Christian who had anything
in excess of his own simple needs.
(c) In the third place, the administration of charity
was under the immediate and exclusive direction of
the bishop.
The details of the work, as investigating
and registering those in distress, and distributing the
amount of relief which the bishop deemed proper in
each case, were attended to by the deacons, and in the
The latter
case of needy women by the deaconesses.
were either unmarried women or widows of mature
given
only
to
persons
unable
Assistance
was
years.
io .urn their living and in real need, and to these only
Vnturies
of
subwas
strictly
necessary.
in so far as
sequent experience, combined with the latest theoretical knowledge, have neither produced a better system
nor achieved more satisfactory results than this primiIn the words
tive Christian organization of charity.
of the Lutheran Chlhorn, "never has she [the Church]
more highly reverenced the poor, more kindly and
lovingly treated them; never also has she been farther from fostering beggary, and making life easy to
ters of morality,

both bond and

free.

So

cheerfully and so generously did the Christians give,
so generally did tney part with all their superfluous
revenues for the benefit of the distressed, that the
Church was not called upon to determine the duty of
ible contributions by any precise ordinance or
law.
The imposition of tithes did not begin until
after the victory of Constantine in 312 (Ratzinger,
op. cit., pp. 71, 72).

The

produced by the four factors just described were remarkable not only in the material
results

order but also in the realm of thought.
Assistance
was afforded to the clergy, to widows and orphans,
to the destitute, the aged, the siek. the persecuted,
the imprisoned, and the stranger; and decent burial
was given to the neglected dead. Although the clergy
had the first claim upon the charily of the faithful,
only those were assisted who were unable to support
themselves from their own resources or by their own
labour.
Indeed, it was through the latter means that
the greater number obtained their livelihood.
The
claims of the widows and orphans were recognized as
second only to those of the clergy. Children abandoned by the pagans received support from the
Church. In general all members of the community
who were wholly or partially incapable of self-maintenance were given the measure of assistance that
they needed. Owing to the frequent pestilences, sickness was one of the very important forms of distress,
and it received from the charity of the Christians all
the care and comfort that the knowledge and resourMaterial and moral
ces of the time made possible.
aid was extended to the victims of persecution.
Prisoners were visited and comforted, especially those
condemned to inhuman conditions of life and toil in the
mines. Succour was frequently brought to the latter
from a distance of hundreds of miles.
'hrist tans who
were compelled, through economic conditions or on
account of the persecutions, to seek shelter or a livelihood far from home, obtained abundant hospitality
from their fellow-Christians. Another form of charity practised by the faithful at this time, anil a most
necessary one in view of the indifference of the pagans,
was tin buryingof thedead. Although their charity was
organized on congregational lines, it was not confined
Aid was given to other congregato parochial needs.
Thus Cartions, even to those at a great distance.
thage came to the relief of Numidia, and Home to the
(

Even the Pagans and the Jews
assistance of Caesarea.
were not forgotten: witness the touching instances
furnished by the Christians of Carthage and Alexandria (Ratzinger, op. cit.. p. 84).
Another beneficent work of Christian charity in the
material order consisted in transforming the attitude
of men towards labour, and the relations between masters and slaves.
Freemen who had hitherto been
ashamed to work, and who had led a mendicant and
parasitic life, became self-supporting and self respect-

In the Christian workshop master and servant
regarded each other as brothers instead of enemies,
and the worker performed his task freely instead of
under compulsion of the chain and the lash. In the
pagan view and in Roman law, the slave had no
riglits, neither to humane treatment nor to marriage
nor to life. He was not a person, but a thing. Christianity taught the master that the slave was his
brother in Christ, and his equal both in tin Ihristian
It commanded
assemblies and in the sight of God.
the master to treat his slaves with mildness and humanity, to grant them freedom from toil on Sum lays
and holidays, to permit them to live a family life in
the same conditions of privacy, security, and indissolubility that ought to mark his own marital rela
tions.
It enjoined upon the slave the duty of respect
ing himself as a man and a brother of hrist and bade
him obey his master not out of fear but out of regard
It permitted him
for the social authority of Christ.
to aspire to the highest honours in the Ihurch.
\\ bile
the Church made no effort during this period towards
attitude
this
emancipation
in
the
of the slaves, her
respect was dictated by motives "t tin- greatest kinding.

(

-

(

.

(

ness and the truest charity.
Socially and
ically the Christian slave was no worse off

econom-

than his
persecuted fellow-Christians, whereas if he obtained
liis freedom he would be unable to find an occupation
compatible with a moral life. Tin agape not only
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helped to feed the poor, but promoted the doctrine of
Here the poor man and
equality and brotherhood.
the slave sat down with the rich man and the master
to partake of a meal to which all had contributed according to their means: and the wealthy and the
powerful were strikingly reminded that possessions
and authority were relatively insignificant in the eyes
Abuses did, indeed,
of the common Father of all.
gradually creep in; in many places the love-feast
took on' the character of a sumptuous banquet, or
was wholly provided by some rich man as a meal for
but these changes were
the poorer Christians only
largely due to the increase in the size of the congregations,*and to the dangers of meeting openly during the
time of persecution.
The most notable achievement of Christian charity
in the world of ideas sprang from its teaching concerning ownership, and concerning the intrinsic value of
It was in large measure owing to the
the individual.
thoroughness with which the Christians put into practice the truths that God created the earth for all the
children of men. and that the human owner is merely
the steward and distributor of his possessions, that
they were so soon able to triumph over a hostile
:

civilization which was built
ness.
In reproach of that

upon

force and selfishcivilization Tertullian

could proudly exclaim: "All things are common
among us except women". The Christian preaching
and exemplification of the truth that not merely the
Roman citizen, but every human being is clothed with
the dignity of personality, brought about at length
the end of slavery, and exerted a considerable influence upon legislation even before the victory of ConTrajan encouraged the emancipation of
stantine.
slaves; Hadrian deprived the masters of the right to
put them to death; Plutarch and Epictetus held far
more humane views concerning the claims of slaves
than did Cicero and Cato. Xerva and Trajan extended public assistance to the needy children throughout Italy, instead of confining its benefits to the idlers
in the city of Rome, after the manner of all their predUhlhorn maintains that as soon as the
ecessors.
Church had freed herself from the heresy of Montanism, the Christians began to lose their grasp of the
higher motives of charity, and to lay stress upon the
distinction between the counsels and the Commandments (op. cit., p. 205 sq.). For the majority, who
aimed only to comply with the Commandments, the
duties of charity became, like all other duties, less
The motives of their charitable activity
rigorous.
also degenerated into the desire to obtain personal
in' lit in the supernatural order, and release from their
According to Uhlhorn, these doctrines first
sins.
found definite statement in the works of Hernias,
Cyprian, and Origen; but they soon became the prevailing view of the Church, and so continued until the
Reformation, when a return was made to the primiThese, however, are
tive teaching (pp. 397, 398).
the facts: whatever diminution of charitable work
occurred is explained by the change in the political
and social conditions surrounding the Christians; the
distinction between counsel and precept was originated by Chris! Himself (Matt., xix, 11, 12); the
meritorious character of almsgiving was likewise
taught by Him (Matt.. \w. 31-46, and frequently
elsewhere); and both these doctrines, together with
thai of almsgiving as expiatory of the temporal punishment due to sin (not of sin itself), are found in all
tie early writers, a.s well as in the liturgy of that age
(.
Itatzinger, op. cit., pp. 89-92).
(3) From Constantine to Gregory the Great—As a
result of the freedom and social importance which the
Church obtained through the victory' of Constantine,
she was called upon to relieve the distress not merely
of her own children, but of the whole population.
Thi universal corruption, cruelty, and extravagance
the civil officials, the relentless and grinding usury
1

>l
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money-lenders and the almost continuous invasions of the barbarians, combined to produce a
greater amount of wretchedness than had ever before
Over the three classes just
existed in the empire.
mentioned the Church had very little influence, since
none of them became fully Christianized until long
after Christianity had become the established religion.
Among the means available to meet this distress
there remained the oblations at Mass, the collections
on fast days, and the extraordinary collections. But
none of these was relatively as fruitful as in the age
of the persecutions.
Hence exhortations to almsgiving become much more frequent, and towards the
end of the sixth century the law of tithes makes its.
appearance A new source of charitable relief was
created by the contributions of the emperors, and of
the powerful and wealthy generally.
Many of the
latter were converted on their death-beds, and endeavoured to atone in their wills for previous neglect
The bishops not only
of the duty of almsgiving.
condemned this postponement of a grave Christian
obligation, but refused to accept money which was
acquired through dishonesty or extortion, even when
As in the preceding
it came from the hands of kings.
period, the relief of the poor was recognized as a primary function of the Church, and all her revenues,
even the sacred vessels, as subject to the demands of
charity.
Hence arose the custom of referring to the
possessions of the Church as "the patrimony of the
poor". In the interests of security and system, the
church revenues were divided into four parts, of
which one went to the bishop, another to the clergy,
a third to the maintenance of worship, and the fourth
This practice became quite
to the relief of distress.
general in Rome during the fifth century, whence it
gradually extended over the whole Christian world
The adminis(of. Ratzinger, op. cit., p. 116 sq.).
tration of charity remained in the hands of the bishop,
assisted by the ceconomus, who was usually a priest.
The latter was in turn assisted by the deacons, subdeacons, and deaconesses. In every episcopal city,
and in other places of importance, were houses called
of the

diaconice, at

which and from which assistance was

given to the poor, the sick, and the aged. A new
institution of charity appears in t he xenodochia, hospitals, which originated during the reign of Constantine.
They were primarily intended for the reception of strangers, but soon undertook the care of the
sick, the homeless poor, widows, abandoned children,
and other helpless classes. In brief, they performed
the tasks that are now divided among hospitals,
Towards the end
hotels, almshouses, and asylums.
of the fourth century they increased very rapidly,
and by the time of Gregory the Great were to be
found in almost every city of the empire. They
were all under the control of the bishop, and were
maintained by landed endowments, the general
revenues of the Church, and special contributions
from the faithful. A form of charity which in the
latter half of the Middle Ages becanr the dominant
one, came into existence during the period now under
consideration. This was the monastic system of
poor relief. The precept of labour, which occupied
a primary place in the rules both of Basil and Benedict, was the means of providing a most strikini; and
most beneficent example to an age that had not yet
And a large
learned the dignity and value of work.
share of the product >f the industry of the monks was
The monasteries supdistributed among the poor.
plied physicians for all the sick of the neighbourhood,
maintained hospitals for all classes of the distressed,
reared and educated the young, and during the fifth
century were about the only places of refuge for persons whose homes lay in the path of the devastating
On the other hand, the present period
barbarians.
witnessed the decay of the once important agape.
More and more they became repasts for the poor
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provided by the rich, until at length they degenerated
into displays of the lavish generosity of their pro-

and came under the condemnation of the
Church. Among the practices of charity by private
viders,

alms given to those of the poor
to solicit aid at the doors of the
churches; large donations of property for the endowment of hospitals, such, for example, as those made
by Fabiola, Pammachius, Demetrias, Zoticus, Pulcheria, and Olympia; the direct distribution of all
their goods to the poor by many of the wealthy; and
many other forms and practices which have necessarily been overlooked by the historian.
In the preaching of the Church at this time the
fundamental truths ot Christian charity were constantly applied to the different social needs and institutions.
The bishops protested strongly and frequently against the excessive taxes and the harsh
methods employed in collecting them; against the
landowner's oppression of hia tenants, and the extortion practised by the usurer; against the forcible
enslavement of freemen, the tyranny of civil officials,
and the injustice of the courts; against the inhuman
treatment of slaves, and in favour of emancipation.
In opposition to the almost universal selfishness of
the age. hey incessantly proclaimed the duty of almsgiving, the stewardship of wraith, and the solidarity
of mankind.
To those possessors who refused to distribute their superfluous goods among the needy,
some of the Fathers applied the terms "robber",
"thief", "extortioner".
And they regarded as superfluous all hat remained after the reasonable needs
They exacted a
of the owner had been supplied.
restitution for the benefit of the poor of all the proof extortion and usury.
Nevertheless they all
defended the principle of private ownership. Finally,
they kept constantly before the faithful the doctrine
that almsgiving is an offering to God by the rich, and
a gift from God to the poor. The results of the
Ihurch's preaching and practice of charity during this
period were that widows, orphans, abandoned children, friendless young women, prisoners, the sick, the
helpless poor, and the victims of the barbarian invasions, received all the care and assistance which their
condition and the available resources permitted.
In
fact the unrelieved poverty of that day seems to have
been less appalling than is the pauperism of our own
time.
The vigilance of the deacons and deaconesses
seems to have been fairly successful in preventing
a waste of charity upon beggars and idlers.
While
the Church was not able to tiring about the abolition
of the manifold social abuses of the time, she was
directly instrumental in modifying them to a conThus, the bishops gave a humane
siderable degree.
example by their treatment of the tenants on the
lands owned by the Church, punished the murder of
slaves by excommunication, frequently emancipated
their own lion. linen, and demanded for the slave as
well as for the freeman the privilege of Sunday rest.
The civil legislation of the time granted this demand, abolished the gladiatorial sports and the right
of life and death which the father bad possessed over
his children, conceded the right of asylum to the
Christian churches, recognized the duty of the State
towards.! 11 tli. poor, prohibited indiscriminate begging,
and made the bishop president of a court for the
trial ot cases which concerned the poor, the widow,
and the orphan. The bishop's title, "father of the
poor and protector of widows and orphans", was
recognized by the State as well as by the Church. No
doubt the more frequent stress now laid upon the
supernatural rewards of charity does indicate a decline from the fervour of the preceding age. but there
is no evidence
hat he change in he generosity of the
individuals were:

who had permission

t

t

(

.

t

t

t

great as many historians assume.
is sufficiently explained by the more bet*
neous character of the Christian population after the
faithful

And

it

was

as
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danger of persecution had passed. Failure to preach
the meritorious character of almsgiving would not
only have been an injury to the poor, but would have
shown contempt for the teaching of Christ.
The first important event in
(4) The Middle Ages.
the world of charity after the reign of Gregory the
Great was the deterioration that it suffered in Gaul
under the Merovingians. Owing to the anarchic
social and political conditions of the time and the
resulting demoralization of the clergy, the poor were
all but forgotten, and institutions of charity either
disappeared or were diverted to other uses. Although
the monasteries discharged their duties fairly well
during the early part of the Merovingian period, they
became involved later on in the general disorder,
worldliness, and negligence which reached a climax
under Charles Martel. Then came the great lawgiver, Charlemagne, who effected a manifold and
far-reaching reform.
He recovered the church
property that had been misappropriated, and reestablished the law of tithes, the fourfold division
of church revenues, the oblations during Divine
service, and other offerings to the priest for charity,
and the custom of regarding all the goods of the
Church as primarily the patrimony of the poor.
According to his legislation, the bishop was to remain
the supreme director of charity administration, but in
the beneficed parishes the immediate control was in
the hands of the person who occupied the benefice.
Every form of genuine distress was to be relieved,
but idlers, beggars, and vagabonds were to be turned
away and compelled to work. The feudal lord was
charged with the duty of caring for all the needy
among his own vassals. This provision was merely

—

an application to feudal conditions of St. Paul's injunction that everyone should maintain the dependents of his own household.
It continued in force,
theoretically at least, throughout the whole of the
Middle Ages. The monasteries, too, were required
to resume their former practices of charity and their
more important function as centres of industry,
religion, morality, and civilization for all the surrounding populations. Thus it came about that the
work of civilizing and Christianizing the Germanic
peoples was for the most part accomplished by the
monks of St. Benedict and the. monks from Ireland
(cf. Ratzinger, op. cit., pp. 216-218).
A great impetus was given to charitable activity
by the discipline of penance, according to which
fasting, prayer, and other forms of penitential exercises were, to a considerable degree, replaced by almsgiving.
The amount to be contributed was proportioned to the offence; for some of the gravest sins
the penalty was total renunciation of one's possessions
and entrance into a monastery. Especially large
donations to charity were required of those who had
neglected the corporal works of mercy. The bishops
and other Christian teachers of the time of Charlemagne frequently reminded the kings, princes, and
lords that all earthly power was from God, and that
their subjects were their equals before lod and their
brothers in Christ. Through this teaching Germanic
slavery (which, indeed, had never been SO general nor
SO deep-rooted as among the Greeks and the Romans)
was mitigated into serfdom. Through the Christian
teaching and example concerning the dignity of
labour, there arose a class of artisans who were not
ashamed of their calling, and who wire therefore able
at length to free themselves from subjection to the
feudal lord. The doctrine that all superfluous
wealth ought to be employed for the benefit of the
poor, was as clearly proclaimed, at least by the great
Christian teachers, such as Hedc and Alcuin, as it ever
had been; but it was not preached so generally nor
observed so faithfully. After the death of Charlemagne his organization of charity fell rapidly into
decay.
Feudalism, all-powerful, haughty, belligcr'
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ent, unscrupulous, acknowledging no claims but those
of might, demoralized both ecclesiastical and civil
The spiritual leaders of the people were to a
order.

very great extent incompetent, worldly, and avariClerics as well as nobles exploited their serfs
From the middle of the
ninth to the beginning of the twelfth century these
deplorable conditions were general throughout EuIn England, however, the demoralization did
rope.
not reach its lowest depths until the second half
of the tenth century; in Ireland it did not come until
the eleventh. Nevertheless the doctrine of charity,
as expressed in the documents accompanying charitable foundations, and in the writings of the great
teachers like St. Bernard, was everywhere identical
with that of the Scripture and the Fathers. The old
truths about property as a trust, about the duty of
distributing superfluous goods among the poor, about
the supernatural rewards of almsgiving, and its value
as expiatory of the temporal punishment due to sin
are all clearly taught. Owing to the relatively lower
average of Christian fervour, the last two features
assume a relatively greater prominence than they
had in the teaching of the age of the persecutions.
During the three centuries following the death of
Charlemagne, the work of relieving the poor was
steadily and rapidly transferred from the diocesan
clergy to the monasteries.
The demoralization of
the diocesan clergy, the misappropriation of church
property and revenues by the clergy and the lords,
the theory that the lords were to care for all the poor
within their domains, the deflexion to some of the
monasteries of tithes that formerly went to the parish
clergy, the practice of giving landed endowments to
the monasteries instead of to the parish churches, the
humane treatment generally accorded to their tenants
by the monks, and the fact that Christian life became
more and more centred about the monasteries combined to effect this transformation. The new and
dominant position of the monasteries is thus described
by Ratzinger: "The energy of Christian life had gone
over from the diocese to the monastery. The latter
became the centre for rich and poor, high and low, for
innocent youth and repentant age.
It provided in
some measure a substitute for the primitive episcopal
parish.
In every district, alike on towering mountain
and in lowly valley, arose monasteries which formed
the centres of the organized religious life of the neighcious.

and neglected the poor.

—

bourhood, maintained schools, provided models for
agriculture, industry, pisciculture, and forestry, sheltered the traveller, relieved the poor, reared the
orphans, cared for the sick, and were havens of refuge
for all who were weighed down by spiritual or corporal
misery.
For centuries they were the centres of all
religious, charitable, and cultural activity" (op. cit.,
pp. 287, 288)— that is, until the end of the fifteenth

century.
The orders that took the most prominent
part in the work of poor-relief were the Benedictines,
Cistercians,

Premonstratensians,

Dominicans,

and

Through the purtarius alms were daily
Franciscans.
distributed at the monastery gate.
The needy who
win- unable to come for a portion of this received
Connected with the monassistance in their homes.
asteries were hospitals for the treatment ami relief of
In addition to their material
all forms of distress.
works of charity, the monasteries did much for the
improvement of social conditions and ideals. They
treated their tenants and servants a great deal better
than diil the secular lords, and in their schools maintained a genuine equality between the children of the
mil and the poor. The teaching and example of St.
Francis and his followers concerning the solid worth
of holy poverty, recalled millions of souls from selfishness, luxury, and avarice to simpler and saner ideals
of life, and as a further result not merely gave an immense impetus to charitable activity among all the
people, but contributed not a little towards the aboli-
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tion of serfdom in Italy (cf. Dubois, Saint Francis
of Assisi, pp. 59-61).
During the fourteenth and
more frequently in the fifteenth century, however,
many abuses got a foothold in the richer monasteries.
Avarice, luxurious living, lavish entertainment of
guests, favouritism towards relatives, and other forms
of relaxation rendered these institutions unable and
unwilling to attend properly to the relief of distress.
Moreover, the mendicant orders withdrew in the later
Middle Ages to the towns, where they devoted themselves almost exclusively to the contemplative life
and to preaching.
Next in importance to the monasteries came the
hospitals.
As already noted, these institutions discharged the functions of guest-house, asylum, almshouse, and hospital in the modern sense.
Many of
them were managed by secular brotherhoods whose
members lived a common life and wore a distinctive
garb, but did not claim the privileges of a religious
order.
The first of these hospitals was established
at the end of the ninth century, in Siena, by a certain Soror.
Similar institutions in charge of similar
brotherhoods soon made their appearance in many
of the other cities of Italy.
About the middle of the
twelfth century the Brotherhood of the Holy Spirit
was founded by one Guido in connexion with his hospital at Montpellier.
This association grew very rapidly.
In 1198 Pope Innocent III took it under his
special protection, and entrusted to it a large hospital
which he had endowed at Rome. This was but one
of the many hospitals established under the direction
of that remarkable pontiff.
By the end of the thirteenth century there was hardly an important town
in Germany that did not possess one or more hospitals
of the Brotherhood of the Holy Spirit.
St. Elizabeth
The military
of Hungary founded three hospitals.
orders, such as the Knights of St. John and the Hospitallers in Germany, whose existence is due to the
spirit of service and self-sacrifice created by the Crusades, established and maintained hospitals in nearly
every country of Europe. These orders did an immense amount of good while they remained true to
their original spirit, but their usefulness had come to
an end by the middle of the fifteenth century. In
the later Middle Ages numerous hospitals were main-

Every town in
tained by the free towns and cities.
Italy and Germany had at least one, while the larger
possessed several. They were superintended by
a layman, but the attendants and nurses were memAkin to the hospitals
bers of religious associations.
were the leper houses and leper huts in which were
sheltered the victims of that form of leprosy which
In the
the Crusaders brought back from the East.
thirteenth century these institutions numbered, according to Matthew Paris, nineteen thousand (cf.
Ratzinger, op. cit., p. 341). To meet this plague there
arose in the twelfth century the military order of St.
Lazarus.
It spread rapidly over the whole of Europe,
hail charge of many hospitals, and obtained extensive
possessions.
Having finished its task and belanded
come somewhat demoralized, it was dissolved by Pope
Innocent VIII at the end of the fifteenth century.
Several other religious communities and pious associations having for their chief object the relief of
distress arose during the period which we are now
A group of women belonging to the
considering.
Third Order of St. Francis, and under the patronage
of St. Elizabeth of Hungary (now known as Elisabetherinnen in Germany and Grev Nuns in France),
were f rmed into a community by Pope Martin V
Their work on behalf of the poor, the sick,
in 142 J
and t' e distressed in Germany, France, Austria, and
Italy, has been noteworthy in amount and quality.
At the end of the twelfth' century a lay sisterhood,
called Beguines, was organized to care for tin' sick
Later on they gave inin the homes of the latter.
struction to poor girls, and shelter to uoor girls and
cities

;
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congregation founded by Raymund of Pennafort and
Peter Nolasco, both of which appeared about the beginning of the thirteenth century, and in the course
of the next five hundred years relieved an immense
amount of physical and mental wretchedness by ransoming captive s, particularly from the Mohammedans;
(Bridge Builders),
finally, the "Fratres Pontlfices
who during the last four centuries of the Middle Ages
made bridges and roads, erected inns for poor and
sick travellers, and protected merchants and other
wayfarers against the thievery and violence of highwaymen. Their diffusion was rapid and general
throughout Europe, and their services to the social and
commercial life of the period wire incalculable. To
the modern mind an organization bound by a religious
\ ow tu tin- avocation of bridge-building may seem fantastic, but it wasmerelya particular illustration of the
general fact that in the Agesof Faith the Church was
able to create an institution for the relief of every
(See Bridge-Building Brotherhood.)
in the charitable activity
Ages was that of pious foundations
They consisted of lands or other revor endowments.
enue-producing property, the income of which was to
be expended for the benefit of the poor.
In return for
this charity the beneficiaries were expected to pray
Here we
for the donor, or for the repose of his soul.
see the same conception of charity as an instrument
of equality between rich and poor, which was enunciated by St. Paul and exemplified in the primitive
Many of the foundations required that
oblations.
requiem Masses should be celebrated for the beneThe greater number were connected with
factor.
monasteries and hospitals, although some were entrusted to the parish churches and, in the cities, to
tin- civil magistrates.
Besides their hospitals, the
free cities gradually undertook other works of charity,
until in the fifteenth century they either directly or
indirectly discharged the greater part of the task of
relieving the poor, the helpless, and the stranger.
The guilds, which played such an important and
varied role in the life of the cities, were not merely
associations having charge of trade and industry;
they were often mutual benefit societies which cared
for all needy members and for the dependent families
of needy ami deceased members.
As a result of the
charitable activity of Church, municipality, guild.
like
Catenderii
the
in Germany
and other associations
and the HumUiati in Italy, there was practically no
unrelieved poverty in the cities during the later MidThe spectre of the modern proletariat,
dle Ages.
wretched, debased, with no definite place in the social
organism, and no definitely recognized claims upon
any social group or institution, had no counterpart in
the municipal life of that time.
From the fact that in the cities the care of the poor
bad for the most part been taken over by municipal
us in the fifteenth century, and that the parish
ml of the
system of relief had ceased before tl
eleventh, it is not to be inferred that the charitable
activity and influence of the Church were restricted
The
to the religious orders and religious associations.
social need.

A very important agency

of tic later Middle
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quite numerous in the Netherlands and Germany, but failed to retain their early
spirit, especially in the matter of respect for ecclesiasBy the end of the sixteenth century
tical authority."
Among the other
their career hail practically ceased.
communities worthy of mention are: that of St.
Anthony of Vienne. which arose in the second half of
the eleventh century to minister to those afflicted
with the disease known as St. Anthony's fire, and
whose period of usefulness lasted about two centuries
the Alexian Brothers, originally a lay association
whose chief work was to bury the dead, but which
Boon undertook other charitable functions; they were
formed into a religious congregation in 1458, and still
exist in charge of hospitals; the Trinitarians, and the

widows.

whole structure of municipal charity was built up
under her inspiration, encouragement, and direction.
All through the Middle Ages the diocesan clergy continued to collect and distribute the means of charitaIn the cities tiny supplied the needs of
ble relief.
those persons

who had been overlooked by

the monas-

guilds.
In the country the
responsibility for all dependents
caused the charity of the diocesan clergy to be conMoreover, Ratfined to travellers and strangers.
zinger maintains that in England the system of parish
efficiency
up to the
vigour
and
relief continued in full
Protime of the Reformation (op. cit ., p. 421 sq.).
lessor Ashley contends that it had disappeared before
the twelfth century, but his conclusion is based on the
presumption of similarity of conditions in England
and on the Continent rather than upon positive argu-

hospitals,
theory of feudal
teries,

and

ments (English Economic History, II, 309 sq.).
Then, there was the beneficent influence of the Church
upon social and political institutions. Her prohibition of usury, which was also under the ban of the
civil law, was a great boon to the poor and all the
economically weak. For in those days money was
nearly always borrowed to meet temporary and perWhile
sonal needs, and not as now for use as capital.
the theological proof that interest-taking was unlawful may not have been any better understood by the
mass of the medieval population than by many of its

modern

critics,

ecclesiastical

reinforced

by the

civil legislation, effectively

taught

the doctrine

and

itself,

men

that gains ought to Be the fruit of labour not of
exploitation, and on the whole protected the economically weak against the economically strong (cf.
Ashley, op. cit., II, 434 sq.). When the increased
need for loans threatened to place large numbers of
the people at the mercy of the Jewish usurers, the
Monies Pietatis were established, mostly by the Franciscans, from which money could lie borrowed on payment of a sum sufficient to cover risks and the cost of
maintenance. Finally, the ( Ihurcb successfully inculcated what Dr. Cunningham has called, "a keen sense
of personal responsibility in the employment of secular power of every kind" (Western Civilization, II,
King, prince, and feudal lord held their office
104).
from God, and were responsible to Him for the people
lie poor, the weak, and
committed to their charge.
the helpless were, in theory, and to a considerable deWhile
gree in practice, objects of their special care.
the cultivators of the land remained, until the latter
part of the Middle Ages, unfree, "bound to the soil ",
they enjoyed security of tenure, and could claim the
The mutual
protection ami support of tin- lord.
duties and rights of lord and serf were in a high degree personal, and not reducible to any mere cashThe principles of charity expounded durnexus.
1

ing the last three centuries remained the same as those
found in the Scripture and in the Christian teaching
(Inly tiny were
of every age from the beginning.
Thus
presented more precisely and systematically.
St. Thomas, whose treatment of the matter m:i\ be
taken as typical, declares that charity towards the
neighbour should have as its motive tin- love of Cod,
ami that almsgiving may be made meritorious of
eternal rewards and expiatory of the temporal punlie insists that fraternal charit y
ishment due to sin.
ought to be free. -p. nit a in'.. is, fr..m the heart.
When
he speaks of it as a duty In- has in mind moral duty,
not the constraint oi ext< mal la\* (cf. Summa TheoWhile he maintained
logica. I II I. nil of Q, JCCtii).
that the contemplative hie is in itself of higher moral
ami supernatural worth than the active life, inasmuch
as it is more directly coii. rned with love oi God, he
also pointed out that a life of activity and labour may
become strictly obligatory, ami hence more merit. .ii
lor example, in
ous than a life ,.f contemplation
order to gain a livelihood, escape the moral dangers of
idleness, or give alms to the needy (II [I,Q.clxxxii,aa.
i

i
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and 2; Q. cbcxxvii, a. 3). In spite of some occasional
exaggeration of the contemplative, and disparagement
of the active, life, the utility and dignity of labour have
never been more generally recognized than in the second half of the Middle Ages. As to private property,
St. Thomas taught that, while it was useful and lawful, all superfluous goods should be used for social
In no age has the
purposes (II—II, Q. lxvi, a. 2).
conception of ownership as a social trust been put
into practice by so large a proportion of the commuFor proof we need only
nity as during this period.
point to its innumerable and magnificent institutions,
foundations, and expenditures for the glory of God
and the service of mankind (cf. Ratzinger, op. cit.,
1

p. 392).

.

There are certain serious and oft-repeated criticisms
of Catholic charity in general and of medieval charity
in particular which may be conveniently noticed at
They are all reducible to the general
this point.
assertion that the Church's teaching concerning the
meritorious character of almsgiving led to so much
indiscriminate charity as to raise the question whether
Catholic work on behalf of poverty was not producWith regard to this
tive of more harm than good.
contention, the first observation to be made is that
the Church did teach that charitable actions from the
proper motive promoted the spiritual welfare of the
giver, but that this was the teaching of Christ Himself, as well as of the Christian authorities in every age
If the doc(cf. Ratzinger, op. cit., pp. 89, 160, 388).
trine seems to have been more frequently and more
strongly inculcated in the Middle Ages than in the
first centuries of the Christian Era, the explanation is
to be sought not merely in a lesser spirit of self-sacrifice, but also in the more developed and systematic
presentation of the theory, as well as in the fuller
accounts which history has handed down to us concerning the beliefs and deeds of the later time. In
the second place, the contention, or assumption, that
the Church, or any of her authoritative exponents.
ever taught that almsgiving was meritorious regardin other words, that
less of the need of the recipient
it is a good work to give the neighbour something

—

—

which does him harm is simply false. How could
any sane and intelligent Christian defend the proposition that an act of injury to the neighbour would win

man

the favour of God? To Him
If this a priori conis as dear as that of another.
sideration seem inconclusive, let us cite the admissions of the economic historian, Professor Ashley:
"It is not difficult to adduce a long catena of passages
from the Fathers and from the canons of Councils,
which declare in the most explicit fashion the duty of
In this way, he
investigation" (op. cit., II, 315).
says, "Ehrle is able to make a very effective reply to
the exaggerations of Emminghaus" (p. 369). His
conclusion is: "It must be allowed that so far as the
theory of almsgiving is concerned, the medieval
Church was free from the fault that has been imputed
." (p. 316).
to it.
But the important question concerns neither the
motives nor the doctrine of medieval charity, but its
Here are three
effectiveness in the relief of poverty.
typical answers to this question: "... in the sphere
of simple poverty it can hardly be doubted that the
Catholic Church 1ms created more misery than it has
ky. History of European Morals, II, 95,
"For eighteen centuries the charitable and
3rd <<1.).
legislative efforts of suci.ty have been pauperizing instead ol elevating men" (11. B. Adams, in Johns Hopkins University Historical Studies, tilth series, p. 319).
"This [private charity], like the charity of the Church,
was wholly ^discriminating and, therefore, evil in its
consequences" (Charles A. Ellwood, in Henderson's
Modern Methods of Charity, p. 167). In all probability these statements are a fairly adequate reflection
of what is still the prevailing view outside the Caththe welfare of one

.

I

,
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Church. As a matter of simple fact, this viewhas never been justified by evidence; all the available
evidence tends to show that it is a gross exaggeration.
It seems to be due partly to prejudice, partly to a
priori inferences, ami partly to hasty generalizations
from isolated and inadequate data. That a large
part has been played by the element of religious prejudice, becomes clear when we reflect that most of the
descriptions of monastic corruption and incompetence
which have formed the original basis of the theory
under discussion, were written by men who were bitolic

ter opponents of the monks, their religion, and their
In a considerable proportion of cases
institutions.
(v. g. the case of Fuller, who is quoted below, and of
the King's Commissioners of 1535, quoted by Froude,
II, 434) their object was not so much to write history
as to discredit the old religion and the old regime.
Careful historians of to-day recognize this, but popular writers on the history of charity have not yet given
The other two causes of the
it sufficient attention.
theory, illicit use of the a priori method and hasty

generalization, usually appear together, though now
very common
one, now the other, predominates.
misuse of the a priori method is seen in the contention
particularly
unjustifiable
begging,
that the amount of
This
begging, in the Middle Ages was enormous.
statistics
which
upon
not
so
much
charge is based
are almost entirely wanting nor upon authentic general descriptions, as upon two assumptions: first, that
a good Catholic would give indiscriminately to all beggars for the sake of the supernatural merit attached to
charitable actions; and second, that the practice of
begging was made honourable by the mendicant orders, who employed it as their regular means of obAgain and again we meet with
taining a livelihood.
this form of argument.
Catholics
have never believed that almscourse
Of
giving which is not beneficial to the receiver could be
Consequently belief
spiritually helpful to the giver.
in the meritorious character of works of charity no
more necessarily leads to indiscriminate giving than
belief in the virtue of mercy involves indiscriminate
condoning of crime. Secondly, the fact that certain
religious orders got their living and performed their

A

—

—

functions

charitable

through

begging,

no

more

sanctified unworthy begging (which was always under
the ban of the Church) to the people of the Middle
Ages than the solicitations of clergymen and charity
organizations, both of whom live by a species of begging, justifies the general practice of mendicancy to our
minds. Concerning generalizations from insufficient

data, two instances will suffice. Emminghaus, whose
work heads the list of authorities in many non-

works, has, as Professor Ashley admits,
misrepresented the position of the Church on meritorious almsgiving, apparently because he did not
study sufficiently the sources. If he has been guilty
of such a fault concerning the theory of Catholic
charity, need we be surprised to find that his generalizations about the practice and results are likewise
based upon insufficient acquaintance with the
sources? Ratzinger calls attention to several instances of this, and declares that the conclusions of
Emminghaus with regard to charity in the early
Church are due to unpardonable ignorance (op. cit.,
Professor Ashley writes thus: "There are
p. 93).
strong reasons for believing that for a couple of centuries at least before the Reformation, the English
monasteries had done but little for the relief of
that, in the strong words of
poverty;
Fuller, 'the Abbeys dill but maintain the poor which
In proof of this
II. p. 312).
cit.,
they made'" (op.
Statement, he quotes two passages from Ratzinger
monastic
of
the
system of rethe
decline
concerning
lief on the Continent, and declares that the sa::te
with the
connexion
occurred
in
have
must
thing
In the first of the passages in
English monasteries.
Catholic

.

.

.
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question. Ratzinger says that grave abuses, such as
avarice, luxury, and a diminution of love fo. the
poor, got into the richer monasteries, and he intihat to some extent in the fourteenth, and to a
greater extent in the fifteenth, century, these abuses
longer mere exceptions; but he adds that no
no
were
other period can show as many foundations and
works of benevolence (op. cit.. p. 311). All that he
tells us in the second
passage quoted is that the
monasteries,
multiplicity of charitable agencies
without any cenhospitals, orders, and associations
tralized directions, was less effective than the old
parish system, and was unable to overcome begging
Obviously these limited and qualified
(p. 397).
statements are not equivalent to Professor Ashley's
It would seem that in spite of
sweeping assertion.
his usual fairness, he is here unable to emancipate
himself from the long prevailing English tradition
concerning all pre-Reformation institutions. Similar
errors have no doubt been committed more frequently by writers who are less competent and less
fair than Professor Ashley.
Assuming that the extreme view under discussion
rests upon no sufficient Inundation, what conclusion
concerning Catholic charity in the later Middle Ages
seems to be justified by the evidence? Notwithstanding the well-recognized danger of generalizing
from historical facts, it serins safe to say that the
amount of culpable waste and of unwise and indiscriminate giving to the poor was considerable; but
that the amount of distress that went unrelieved was
not. relatively to economic resources and standards
of living, greater than the unrelieved want of any
age sine'.
The first part of this conclusion seems to
In' abundantly established by the investigations of
Ratzinger (op. cit., pp. 311, 313, 315, 319, 323, 360,
Justice,
362. 396-399, 437 sqq., and elsewdiere).
however, requires that we make some qualifications.
The prevalence of begging during the fifteenth century was due not so much to misdirected charity as
to the breaking up of feudalism and to the agrarian
changes, such as enclosures and sheep-farming (cf.
Ashley, op. cit., p. 3.52), which deprived immense
numbers of persons of all means of livelihood. The
fact that the duty of discrimination in giving was not
so generally preached and practised as to-day, is
largely accounted for by a less developed appreciation of the evil of social dependency.
This was inevitable in feudal society.
In the third place, much
of tie inefficiency of tin- medieval agencies must be
attributed solely to their lack of co-ordination and
centralization.
The second part of our generalization
calls to mind the words of the Rev. Dr. Gibbins:
" But poverty was neither so deep nor so widespread
a< ir is now. nor as it soon became, and the monasteries and guilds (when they did their duty) were possibly quite as efficient as a modern Board of Guardians" (Industry in England, p. 195).
Dr. Gibbins is
Dr. Ellwood maintains (Hendernot a Catholic.
Modem Methods of Charity, foot-note, p. 167)
that the dissolution of the English monasteries
"revealed" rather than "caused" a large amount of
ism and vagrancy.
We may pertinently ask
whether the Poor Law "covered", i. e. relieved, these
conditions as fully and as humanely as the monastic
system which it supplanted. Some of its early provisions for the repression of begging constitute a foul
Cruel as
blot on the history of English legislation.
they were, these measures proved ineffective. Speaking of European conditions generally, Ratzinger declares that it wis precisely in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, when the prohibition of begging
was most severe, that the practice was most ex-

i

—

—
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\fter more than two centuries of variations, during
which the defects of the Statute of lilizal n't h had been

corrected by the Settlement

Law
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of Charles II, which,

words of Dr. Ellwood (Henderson, op. cit.,
173) was "disastrous to rich and poor alike", the
English Poor Law went to that extreme of indiscriminate liberality provided for by the Allowance
System of 1782. So demoralizing was this measure
that, to quote General Walker, "the condition of the
person who threw himself flat upon public charity
was better than that of the labourer who struggle,!
on to preserve his manhood in self-support" (cf.
Warner, American Charities, p. 15). Despite the
great reform which the law underwent in 1834, and
despite the intelligent administration which it ought
to receive at the end of the nineteenth century, Mr.
Thomas Mackay is constrained to write: "the Poor
Law as administered throughout the greater part of
the country is simply a disaster to the best interests
of the poorer classes, and succeeds in maintaining a
head of pauperism which, though it continues to decrease, is still a disgrace to the intelligence of the
country" (The State and Charity, p. 137). Now, if
the case be so with the English Poor Law, which
represents the most systematic, determined, and
long-continued endeavour to find an adequate substitute for pre-Reformation agencies; if not only in
England but in every other European country, the
amount of unrelieved want is still, relatively to national resources and standards of living, greater than
it was in the Middle Ages; if. as even Uhlhorn admits.
"no period has done so much for the poor as the
Middle Ages" (op. cit.. p. 397): if the possessors of
wealth of those days were imbued with saner ideas
as to its worth and a broader and more generous conception of its uses, we can bear with some complacency the knowledge that medieval charity is chargeable with much injudicious distribution and even
with considerable misappropriation. Professor Patten, who is one of the leading authorities on economics and economic history in America writes: "The
economic aims of the Church w-ere also fairly well
realized.
It provided food and shelter for the workers, charity for the unfortunate, and relief from
disease, plague, and famine, which were but too
common in the Middle Ages. When we note the
number of the hospitals and infirmaries, the bounties
of the monks, and the self-sacrifice of the nuns, we
cannot doubt that the unfortunate of that time were
at least as well provided for as they are at the present.
If the workmen were well fed, warmly clothed, and
comfortably housed, surely the economic aims of the
age were fairly well realized" (The Development of
English Thought, pp. 90, 91).
in the
p.

5.

From

the

End

—

of the Fifteenth

Century

to

the

Present Time.
The great increase of distress which
followed so soon upon the Reformation was due in
some measure to the rapid decay of feudalism and the
agrarian changes, but in greater measure to the contiscat ion of the monastic and other sources of Catholic
charity, and to the substitution of an extortionate
set of secular landlords for the monasteries and the
churches.
The last factor was especially harmful in
England (cf. Gibbins. op. cit., pp. 203-205 but its
evil results were considerable in all the regions where
the Reformation triumphed (Ratzinger, op. cit., pp.
Luxury and selfishness tncri aa d among
456-463).
the wealthy, while charitable contributions decreased
among all classes. Uhlhorn admits that the purer
motives of giving, which were the gift of the Reformation, did not lead to the expected results; "that our
Church has in this reaped also, and perhaps most of
all in this, come short in practice of what has been
How far
given her in knowledge" fop. cit.. p. 398).
the practice of giving and the spirit of charity had
declined since the advent of the new religion is sufficiently indicated by the litter complaints of Luther
As a necessary
(cf. Ratzinger, op. cit., pp. 457, 458
consequence the relief of the poor fell more and more
to the care of the civil authorities, national, provin1.
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Municipal poor-relief did not,
cial, and municipal.
however, originate with the Reformation. As noted
above, it had been quite general in the fifteenth cenIn the first half of the sixteenth it underwent
tury.
important developments in the cities of Belgium,
beginning with Ypres (1524). The new ordinances
of this city were, it seems, chiefly due to the ideas of
tin Spanish theologian and humanist, Vives. His work,
"De Subventione Pauperum", was written while he
resided at the court of Henry VIII, and was published
at Bruges in 1526 (cf. Ratzinger, op. eit., pp. 438
sq.).
It was soon translated into Spanish, Italian,
and French. In the second part, which deals with
public charity, Vives declares that it is the duty of the
civic authorities to care for the needy, and lays down
provisions by which the work can best be accom-

His most important recommendations are:

plished.

that a census be taken of the indigent; that all who
are able be compelled to work; that the authorities,
and that begging
if necessary, provide employment;
be prohibited. These proposals aroused considerable
opposition on the ground that they savoured of
Lutheranism, denied the natural right of man to beg,
and were too harsh upon the deserving poor. The
faculty of the Sorborme, to which the controversy
was referred for adjudication, decided that the recommendations of Vives were contrary neither to the
Gospel nor the Fathers, but made the reservation
that begging should not be prohibited unless the
public resources were sufficient to relieve all the distressed.
In the w"ork of Vives, says Ratzinger, we
find all the fundamental principles of every sound
system of relief that has ever existed. And we
might add that, as they were not due to the Reformation, but to the intellectual revival winch preceded it,

they would have been much more fruitful had their
application not been hindered by the social, political,
and religious disturbances for which the Reformation
was responsible. In 1531 the proposals of Vives
were embodied in a general law of the Emperor
Charles V, with the proviso that the local authorities
should have discretionary power to license certain
persons to beg. The means of caring for distress
under t he new ordinances were to be provided by t he
hospitals and other foundations, and by voluntary
contributions.

The Council of Trent laid down minute regulations
concerning the administration of hospitals and hospital funds, and reaffirmed the duty of the bishops
not only to enforce these regulations, but to examine
and oversee all measures for the relief of the poor
(De Reformation, Sess. VII, XXII, XXV). In
many portions of the Catholic world these ordinances
soon bore considerable fruit, especially in connexion
with tin re-establishment of the system of parish
The greatest name identified with this work
relief.
is that of St. Charles Borromeo, Bishop of Milan.
As
a result of his boundless zeal and tireless activity, his
diocese before long possessed a complete organization
nt y u hich was worthy of comparison with that
the early hurch, and surpassed any system of his
own time. One of the must important features of the
period now under consideration has been the rise of
religious communities and other associations to reThe Unit hers of Charlieve various kinds of list ress.
ity, founded by St. John of the Cross in Granada,
1534, to rare fur the sick, soon spread over Spain.
In North
Portugal, Italy. France, ami Germany.
America appeared the hospital orders of the Brothers
of St. Hippolytus (Mexico, 1585) and the Bethlehemites (Guatemala, 1660).
A. congregation whose members are at once priests and physicians arose in
1
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Turkey under the name of "fathers of the Pestilence".
The Daughters, or Sisters, of Charity.
founded by St. Vincent de Paul about the year 1633
have become celebrated for their manifold works of
mercy in every part of the world. St. Vincent's

work on behalf

of foundlings, galley-slaves, and the
wretched of all descriptions, makes him the most
remarkable worker in the field of charity that the
world has ever known. The Piarists whose object is
the instruction and care of poor children were instituted in 1597 by Joseph of Calasanza, and have
become very numerous in Austria, Italy, Spain, and

Poland.

The

Institute of the

Blessed Virgin, the

"English Ladies", founded by Mary Ward in 1611,
to be chiefly a teaching order, though
it also has orphan asylums, chiefly in Bucharest
and Bavaria. The Sisters of the Good Shepherd devote themselves to the reformation of wayward girls.
Their founder was a Frenchman, Father Eudes
The Little Sisters of the Poor had their
(1642).
origin in the charitable work of a French servant
girl, Jeanne Jugan, and received the approbation of
the Holy See in 1854. Their splendid work on behalf

was intended

of the aged, as also the rescue work of the Sisters
of the Good Shepherd, is recognized by all classes in
Although the congregations
all civilized countries.
just mentioned are among the most important that
have been established for the relief of distress since
the Reformation, they are in reality only a small
part of the whole number (cf. Ratzinger, op. cit.,
By far the greatest lay association
pp. 508-536).
that has arisen during this period is the Society of
It was originated in 1833 by
St. Vincent de Paul.

Ozanam and seven other Catholic students
At present, branches of the society, called
conferences, are to be found in almost every country
of Europe, North and South America, and in many
In 190o the
parts of Asia, Africa, and Australasia.
whole number of conferences throughout the world
was estimated at six thousand, with a combined
membership of one hundred thousand, or two hundred thousand, including the honorary members.
The individual conferences of each city are usually
combined into a particular council, the particular
councils of a large locality, province, or country, are
federated into a central or a superior council, while
the superior councils of all the countries are represented in the council-general in Paris. The society
does not confine its ministrations to direct material assistance, but in many places maintains nurseries, libraries, orphanages, schools, and employment
bureaus, and strives everywhere to extend moral and
religious aid and encouragement to those in need of
Owing to its religious spirit,
these forms of charity.
its centralized organization, and its method of personal contact with the needy, the St. Vincent de Paul
Society is, relatively to its resources, probably the
most effective of all existing associations for the
relief of distress.
To-day the characteristic agencies of Catholic charity are: institutions in charge of religious communities, as monasteries, hospitals, reformatories, and
asylums for homeless infants, for orphans, for the
deaf, dumb, blind, aged, crippled, and insane; the
Society of St. Vincent de Paul, and other associations
of the same general character; and the parish, through
the informal and unorganized, yet very important,
work of the parochial clergy. In conformity with the
regulations of the Council (if Trent, all these arc under
Some statistics
the supreme direction of the bishop.
pertaining to France and the United States may be
In 1901 the number
tak.n as fairly representative.
of persons assisted bv Catholic societies in the former
countrv was 107.100, or S3.0U0 children. Too girls
and women in refuges, 17.000 aged, and 6.70(1 insane
The total number of Catholic charitable
persons.
Frerleric
in Paris.

societies exceeded 4000 (Henderson, Modern Methods
100
In the preceding year the
of Charity, p. 527).
French conferences of the St Vincent de Paul Society
expended 440,000 dollars in relief work. According
to the Catholic Directory for 1908, there were in the
United States 272 orphan asylums with 42,597 in1

.
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mates, and 1054 other charitable institutions. The
Report of the Superior Council of New York for the
year 1905 informs us that there were in the United
States 443 conferences of the St. Vincent de Paul
Society, whose combined membership was 7,423.
During that year they assisted 19,193 families and
expended 233.69S dollars.
If the charitable work of the Church since the
Reformation seems to compare unfavourably with
her record before the Middle Ages, and during the
latter half of the Middle Ages, and if in some places
and times it seems to have lacked energy, foresight,
vigilance, and progressiveness
these appearances are
almost wholly explained by the obstacles that have
confronted her during that period. The most serious

—

hindrance was, of course, the confiscation of monastic

and other church properties from which the poor had
been relieved. This occurred not merely in places
where the Reformation triumphed, but in Catholic
countries also, as in France and Spain during the
eighteenth century, and in Italy during the nineCivil legislation in general has likewise been
teenth.
frequently obnoxious. A great part of the Church's
energies both in Catholic and non-Catholic lands has
been absorbed in defending the Faith. The policy of
state support of the poor through taxation, which has
everywhere been increasing its scope, has not only
diminished the field of Catholic charity, but has inflicted serious injury upon the spirit of charity among
all classes.
The trend of political economy, especially
in its popularized forms, during the greater part of the
nineteenth century, was strongly against charitable
activity, on the ground that compulsory self-reliance
would in practically all cases best develop strength of
character and capacity for self-support (cf. Warner,
American Charities, ch. i). Finally, the materialistic
theory of life, according to which the supreme good
is abundant and diversified satisfaction of the senses,
has produced an immense increase of self-love and
selfishness, and a profound diminution of love of God
and effective love of the neighbour. While these deplorable conditions have been most general among
persons outside the Church, they have seriously affected a large proportion of the Catholic populations
Surveying the whole historical field of
everywhere.
Catholic charity, we are justified in saying that, in
proportion to her resources, the Church met the
various forms of distress of every age more adequately
than any other agency or system that her shortcomings in charitable activity were due to the nature of
the peoples and civilizations, and to the political,
social, economic, and religious conditions in which she
worked; that the instances of heroic charity which
stand to her credit surpass by an immeasurable distance all instances of that class outside her fold; that
the individual gifts to charity which she has inspired
are likewise Bupereminent; and that, had she been
permitted to reorganize and develop her charities
without the interference of the Reformation, the
amount of social distress, and of social injustice as
well, would be much smaller than it is to-day.
Place of Catholic Ch.vhity in Present SoBefore the Reformation all charities were
ciety.
administered by the Church; to-day most of them
Nevertheless the
are under the control of the State.
field still open to 'atholic charity is neither small nor
likely to become smaller.
The limitations and defects of public charity are well known: it is almost
inevitably more mechanical and less sympathetic than
private charity; it is more wasteful, not only because
is les- carefully administered, but also on accounl
it
of the readiness of many persons to claim public relief
as a right: and, inasmuch as it supplants appeals to
the individual conscience by the imposition of a tax,
it inflicts a mortal injury upon the spontaneity of
rharity and the sense of personal responsibility towards
the unfortunate. The inferiority of state-adminis;

—
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tered charity, so far as outdoor relief is concerned,
has received striking illustration in the achievements
of Dr. Chalmers in Glasgow more than half a century
ago, in the experiment of substituting voluntary for
public relief in Whitechapel and Stepney, London,
and in the policy of refusing public outdoor relief
which prevails in Brooklyn and Philadelphia (cf.
Bliss, Encyclopedia, s. v. Chalmers:
Mackay, The
State and Charity, pp. 164 sq. and Warner, American Charities, pp. 162-176). The general principles
underlying the whole problem of state charity would
seem to be these: instead of assuring every person a
living, the State ought so to regulate economic conditions that every person able to obtain a livelihood belabour should have that opportunity; that it should
have charge of certain extreme forms of distress, such
as virulent disease and insanity; and that in general
it should co-operate with voluntary charitable agen:

cies, and stand ready to relieve all serious want which
not met by them. At any rate, students and workers in the field of charity seem to be practically unanimous in the belief that the scope of private charity
ought to be extended rather than restricted. In this
is

field

place,

Catholic charity should occupy the foremost
and do by far the largest and most effective

work. The principles of Catholic charity, concerning
the ownership and use of goods, the true equality ana
brotherhood of men, spontaneity in giving, and the
motives for giving, are supremely great. Especially
is this true of the motives.
The neighbour ought to
be assisted out of love of God. As the highest form
of this is to love God for His own sake, so the highest
form of fraternal charity is that which is motived by
the thought that the neighbour is the creature, the
image, the child of God, and the brother of Christ.
Inasmuch as this motive points to a worth and sacredness in the individual which is higher than anything
that he possesses when considered in himself, it is
more effective and more comprehensive than the
motive which is restricted to love of the neighbour
for his

own

sake.

Many needy

individuals are in

themselves repellent rather than sympathy-compellWhile the second form of fraternal charity for
love of God. namely to obtain the spiritual rewards
which God has annexed to this form of good works,
is lower than the first, it is entirely natural, entirely
praiseworthy, and has the approval of Christ Himself.
This motive appeals to multitudes who would
rarely be able to rise to the higher one, and is occaing.

sionally effective in the ease of the least selfish.
Warner declares that, "of all the churches the one
that still induces the largesf amount of giving in proportion to the means of those who give is no doubt
To a large
the Roman Catholic" (op. cit.. p. 316).
extent this fact is due to the Church's practice of
insisting upon both motives, and thus touching all
At
the springs of charity in man's complex nature.
the same time it is a patent fact that large numbers
of men and women devote themselves and their
means to works of charity solely out of love for the
neighbour regarded in himself. This motive is likewise in harmony with the promptings of human
nature.
It is particularly effective in lofty souls who,
lacking any positive religious faith, find in works of
charily satisfaction of the desire to serve and worship
something outside of themselves. \\ bile (he number
of such persons will in all probability be largely augmented in the near future, neither in numbers nor in
achievements will they be worthy of comparison with
those who come under the influence of the motives
supplied by Christianity.
be second advantage possessed by Catholics in
the work of charity lies in their ecclesiastical organization.
Relief can be tidi viduali /.<< by means of the
parish, and centralized by means of the diocese.
In
many places Catholics are. moreover, co-operating
with non-Catholics through the charity organization
I

i
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This is entirely fitting, for two reasons:
societies.
First, because the methods and purposes of what has
come to be called organized charity namely, investigation, attention to causes, specific treatment, selfhelp, record-keeping, and co-operation among the different charitable agencies in order to eliminate duplicated and misdirected effort are entirely sound.
Second, because Catholics have a prior claim upon all
these principles and practices.
As noted above, the
general principles were first formulated by the theo-

speaks in the highest terms of rightly-administered
individual charity, and declares that, "it is a question
whether the unmeasured but certainly large amount
of neighbourly assistance given in the tenementhouses of the city, precisely as in a New England
village or in a frontier settlement, does not rank first
of all among the means for the alleviation of distress "

and received their first applisame time in the Catholic cities of the
Netherlands and Germany. They were developed
and applied along the specific lines of present practice
by Fr&ieric Ozanam in 1833 (cf. O'Meara, Life of
Ozanam). The first non-Catholic to exemplify these
modern methods was Chalmers in 1850, while the first
charity organization society did not come into exist-

tion of the Blind; Homes; Protectories; Philanthropy; Monastery.

—

—

logian, Vives, in 1526,

cation about the

ence until 1868 (cf. Warner, op. cit., pp. 377-392).
True, these methods are liable to abuse: the work
may become too formal, too mechanical, too much
given to investigation, and the results may be waste
of money, lack of sympathy, and unnecessary hardship to the deserving poor. Nevertheless time and
experience seem, in most places, to have reduced these
evils to the lowest proportions that can reasonably be
expected in a human institution. In many localities
it is desirable that Catholic charitable agencies should
make a fuller use of these methods, and in general
become better organized and better systematized.
Where the St. Vincent de Paul Society lives up to the
standard set by its founder in this matter, it is the

most effective relief society in existence. Some of
the American conferences of the association have in
recent years begun to employ paid agents with gratifying results. This is a wise feature, inasmuch as
voluntary workers cannot always be obtained in sufficient numbers who possess the time, ability, and
experience essential to the largest achievement.
Again, Catholic charity-workers will follow the best
traditions of Catholic charity by co-operating with
the tendency, which is every day becoming stronger
in the circles of organized charity, to attack the social
causes of distress (cf. Proceedings of the Thirty-third
National Conference of Charities and Correction, pp.
1-10).
This is, of course, the wisest, most effective,
most difficult, and, therefore, most meritorious form
In the Middle Ages the social
of charitable effort.
causes of poverty were much better controlled than
present,
because
the
Church had infused into all
at
classes the doctrine that social power carries with it
To-day the chief social causes
social responsibility.
of poverty arc the worship of money, and the lack of
social responsibility in those who possess social power,
economic power. Only within the Catholic
i.
e.
Church can be fount! the principles, resources, organization, and authority through which vhese causes can

be repressed.
finally, the opportunities of private charity, the
direct assistance of individuals by individuals, are
still and will continue to be- large.
This form of char-

always been encouraged by the Church, and
wisely administered it has advantages which
It makes
are not attainable by the organized form.
possible that exchange and that equalization between
giver and receiver spoken of by St. Paul, and promotes that mutual understanding and mutual sympathy which are especially necessary in our day. when
the gulf separating those who have and those who
Indihave not lias become so wide and so ominous.
vidual charity also increases vastly the total amount
that passes from the more to the less fortunate, thereby producing a more equitable distribution of the
earth's bounty than would take place if all cases of
were referred to the already overburdened
organizations.
Dr. Devine, who is one of the foremost authorities in the field of organized charity.
ity has

when

("The Principles of Relief", p. 332, and the entire
chapter).
See Alms and Almsgiving; Hospitals;

Poverty; Orphanages; Deaf and Dumb; EducaBaluffi. The Charity of the Church a Proof of Her Diiinity.
Gargan (Duhlin, 1885), general and popular rather than
and systematic; Broglie, Si. Vincent de Paul, tr.
Partridge (London. 1S99); Uhlhorn, Charity in the Ancient
Church, tr. (New York, 1883), excellent except for some
erroneous notions of doctrine: Lecky, History of European
Morals (New York, 18801, II, iv; Ashley, English Economic
History
New York and London, 1803', II. v; Dollinger,
Gentile and Jew, tr. Darnell (London, 1906), II; Jans-en.
History of the German People, tr. Mitchell and Christie (St.
Louis, 1S96-1900\ I, II, III, IV; O'Meara, Life of Oranam
(London, 1878'; Warner. American Charities (New York,
1894); Devine. The Principles of Relief (New York. 190.5);
Mackat, The State and Charity (London and New York,
1898); Henderson, Modern Methods of Charity (New York.
1904), the best work in English on the subject with which
it deals, and comparatively fair to Catholic charity;
it contains an excellent bibliography;
International Congress of
Charities at Chicago in 1893 (Baltimore and London, 1S94);
Proceedings of the National Conferences of Charities and Correctr.

definite
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tion (Indianapolis, 1874-1907); Proceedings of the International
Convention of the St. Vincent de Paul Society (St. Louis, 1905);
The St. Vincent de Paul Quarterly (New York); Chan',
the Commons (New York); Palgrave and Lalor, Dictionaries
of Political Economy; Bliss, Encyclopedia of Social Reform,

w. Charity, Poverty, Pauperism, Poor Laws, Philanthropy:
Ratzin-ger, Armenpflege (Freiburg. 18S4i. in all probability
the best work on Catholic charity; it contains the fullest references to the sources; Ehrle, Beitrage ~ur Geschichte
der
Armenpflege (Freiburg. 1881); Uhlhorn, Christlichc lAebesthdtigkeit (Stuttgart, 1883-1S90); Emminghaus, A rmenwesen
tr. under title. Poor Relief
in europdischen Staat>n ls7o
in Different Parts of Europe (London, 1873; this work was so inaccurate that it called forth the works of Ratzinger on the
Catholic side and Uhlhorx on the Protestant; Stein, in
Kirchenlex., s. v. Armenpflege; Lallemand, Hisloire de la
charite (Paris, 1902); Monnier, Histovre de Vassistanee publique
dans les temps anciens et modernes (1866); De Gerando, De la
bienfaisance publique (1839); La grande encyclopedic, s. v.
s.
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Charity, Congregation

A. Ryan.

of the Brothers of,

founded in Belgium early in the present century:
the rule and constitutions were approved and confirmed by Pope Leo XIII, 4 July, 1S99. The founder,
the Very Rev. Pierre J. Triest, titular canon of St.
Bavon of Ghent, on account of his services in the
cause of charity, was surnamed the Vincent de Paul

and was three times decorated
royal hands with the highest civic orders of the
After his death his countrymen erected a
superb mausoleum to his honour in Brussels, the
capital of the kingdom.
The special aim of this congregation is the sanctification of its members in the
religious state by the exercise of works of charity,
which, in the spirit of its founder, embrace every
phase of moral and physical suffering and want.
They consist in a special manner in tending the sick,
in sheltering poor workmen, in the care of the aged,
and of insane or idiotic persons, in instructing and
bringing up orphan children and young people of
every condition. The services rendered by the
Brothers of Charity were appreciated by the people
and Government of Belgium, and in a short time
they had marvellously developed.
In 1906, in the
mother province, they counted 12 communities in
Belgium where about 1,000 brothers care lor about
6,000 insane persons, hundreds of old ami sick men.
and a large number of blind adults. In this same
province they instruct and care for more than 9,000
Eoor children, orphans, idiots, deaf and dumb, and
Here is also found the normal school of the
lind.
congregation affiliated to the Government, the
graduates of which teach in the numerous boarding
of his native country,

by

land.

,
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arrival of 5 Belgian brothers in Montreal; the congregation was incorporated in 1869 under the title
of: "Brothers of Charity of Vincent de Paul of
Montreal". The Brothers of Charity direct, among
other establishments, the Montreal Reformatory
School, and Protectory in the city of Montreal where
30 religious are stationed, and which contains 265 inmates and 27 boarders: the S. Benolt-Joseph Labre Insane Asylum and S. Philippe de Nori Retreat at LonguePointe near Montreal with 25 religious. 8 novices, 7
postulants, 106 inmates; the Mont S. Bernard Commercial and Scientific College at Sorel. P. Q., with 16
religious and 160 students: the S. Frederic Academic
School at Drummondsville, P. Q., and the House of
the Angel Guardian, orphanage and industrial institute, Boston, Massachusetts, with 25 religious and

317 pupils.

The novitiate

for the

American province

is

at the

Benoit Asylum. Longue-Pointe, near Montreal.
Canada. The Congregation is placed under the
S.

authority of a superior general, who is elected by the
brothers from among themselves and who resides
Ghent, Belgium, the cradle of the congregation.
He is assisted by a council composed of four members
who constitute with him the central council of the
Moreover, assistant visitors, a general
congregation.
secretary, and a general procurator are appointed to
aid him in governing.
in

Brother Philemon.
Charity,

Daughters

ok.
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and model schools belonging to the order. So rapid
an expansion early attracted the attention of foreign
bishops.
Calls for brothers came from every quarter.
America, England, Holland, Ireland have in turn become large and flourishing provinces. There are 3
houses in England, one in Ireland, and 2 in Holland.
The American province was founded in 1865 with the

See Charity, Sisters

OF.

spread from the rural districts to
Paris, where noble ladies often found it hard to give
personal care to the wants of the poor. The majority
sent their servants to minister to those in need, but
St. Vincent remedied
often the work was slighted.
this by inducing young women from the country
to go to Paris and devote themselves to the service of
the poor under the direction of the Ladies of Charity.
These young girls formed the nucleus of a very large
community of the Sisters of Charity now spread over
the world, and who have done so much to make the
name of St. Vincent de Paul a household word. Mile
Le Iras, who had recently devoted herself at St. Vincent's request to the superintendence of the various
confraternities of charity, had charge of these young
girls, who lodged at some convent or with the ladies
They met on Sundays al St.
of the confraternity.
Vincent's house for instruction and encouragement.
But after three or
four years Mile Le
Gras received a
few of the most
promising of them
at her house, where.
on 29 Nov., 1633,
she began a more
systematic training in the care of
the sick and in
spiritual life. This
is looked on as the
real foundation of
the
community.
This little snowsuccessful that

it

<

ball,

as

St.

Vin-

cent

playfully

called

it,

was not

long in increasing,

and on

Charity, Irish Sistersof.

See Aikenhead, Mary.

Charity, Sisters of.—The various sisterhoods included under this general title are treated of below

under their respective names.
Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, a
congregation of women with simple vows, founded
in 1633 and devoted to corporal and spiritual works
of mercy.
Their full title is Sisters or Daughters of
Charity (the founder preferred the latter term), Servants of the Sick Poor. The term " of St. Vincent de
Paul " has been added to distinguish them from several
communities of Sisters of Charity, animated with a
similar spirit, among whom they rank in priority of
origin and greatness of numbers.
They have always
been popularly known in France as "the Grey Sisters" from the colour of their habit, which is bluish
grey, but are nut to be confounded with the Grey
Nuns, a community well known in Canada and New
England. They are not infrequently called the Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul, though a recent French
congregation having this saint for their patron, bears
that name.
In the United States several diocesan communities
who follow a modified form of the rule of the Sisters
inly of St. Vincent de Paul and wear a black
habit, are often called the " Black Cap Sisters", while
the "White Cap "or "Cornette" Sisters are those who
follow the original rule and form part of the worldwide community under the direction of the Superior
General of the Congregation of the Mission, or LazarThese la Iter sisters were founded by St.
ists, in I'aris.
\ incenl de Paul and the Venerable Louise de Menllac
(15(11-1660), and the widow of Antoine Le Gras,
known according to a quaint usage of the time as Mile
Le (Iras. The need of organization in work for the
poor suggest ed to St. Vincent the forming of a confraternity among the people of his parish. It was so
1

31 July,
1634, St. Vincent
initiated a series
of conferences, ex-

tending overt wen-

ty-five

yea

A

Sister of Cha

(Cornpltol

rs

which, written down by the sisters, have had ever
since a powerful effect in their formation.
For more than twelve years St. Vincent guided
them thus without written rule or constitution and
without seeking approval of them as a distinct organization.
He let the work grow gradually as the
needs of the times demanded, and little did he imagine
the vast structure he was laving the foundation of.
He used to explain that neither he nor Mile Le Gras
was the founder of the Sisters of Charity, for neither
he nor she had ever thought of founding such a community. It sprang from the practical need for such
an organization. When the idea developed it was at
variance with the notions and customs of the limes.
Hitherto women who publicly consecrated their lives
to God's service did so in convents thai cut them off
from the world, but his sisters were to spend their
time nursing the sick in their homes having no monastery but the homes of the sirk. their cell a hired
room, their chapel the parish church, their enclosure
lie Greets of the city or wards of the hospital, " having", as St. Vincent says in the rule he finally gave
them, "no grate but the fear of God, no veil l>ut holy
modesty". After a few months spent with the sisters in her house. Mil. Le Gras bound herself irrevocably by vow to the work she had undertaken, 25
March, 1634. This anniversary is religiously kepi m
the community, for even- year thi
ki
their
annual vows on the feast of the Annunciation. The
sisters had hitherto helped the poor ami the sick in
their homes, but they were now called on for hospital
work. A society was formed by some ladies of rank
to better the condition of the sick poor in the 11 til
t
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Dieu at Paris. A community of Augustinian nuns
was in charge, but the miseries of the times had overcrowded the wards, and the revenue was inadequate.
It was as helpers of the ladies who in turn aided the
nuns of the institution that the Sisters of Charity took
up hospital work which has since become so prominent
large

made

a

feature

in

their

beneficent

activity.

A

room near by was hired for their use, where they
delicacies for the sick and also for sale, to swell

the income of the hospital. During the first year the
labours of the ladies and sisters were blessed by seven
hundred and sixty conversions, of Lutherans, Cal-

and even of Turks wounded in sea-fights.
In May, 1636, Mile Le Gras moved to more commodious quarters with her community. A house at
La Chapelle was chosen because of its nearness to
vinists,

Saint-Lazare, the priory recently given to St. Vincent
for the Congregation of the Priests of the Mission he
had founded. Here the instruction of the poor
children in religion and in elementary branches was
taken up, the beginning of the wide-spread labour of
the Sisters of Charity in teaching the children of the
poor. The charge of foundlings so characteristic of
St. Vincent and his sisters came to them through his
finding out how miserably these tiny waifs were cared
for by the State.
The modern foundling asylums
owe, if not their origin, at least their excellent system
to the work of the Sisters of Charity.
On 1 Feb.,
1640, at Angers the sisters assumed complete charge
of a hospital in which hitherto they had acted as aids
In 1641 the head-quarters
to the charitable ladies.
of the community was transferred to a house opposite
Saint-Lazare.
Here they remained until driven away
by the French Revolution. In answer to their desire
to be bound by vows, authorization was finally
granted to four of the sisters, and these on 25 March,
1642, took simple vows for one year.
copy of
these first vows is preserved in t He archives of the
mission in Paris and says: " I, the undersigned, renew

A

my

baptismal promises and make a vow of poverty,
chastity and obedience to the Superior of the Priests
of the Mission in the Company of the Daughters of
Charity, to apply myself all this year to the corporal
and spiritual service of the sick poor, our true masters, with the help of God, which I ask through His
Son, Jesus crucified, and by the prayers of the
Blessed Virgin. Signed, Jeanne de la Croix."
During the war of the Fronde, whole provinces were
reduced to the utmost destitution, and St. Vincent
took upon himself the burden of relieving all this
misery.
In this the sisters had a large share.
What
they did in Paris is seen from St. Vincent's letters:
"they shelter from 800 to 900 women they distribute
soup every day to 1300 bashful poor. In St. Paul's
parish they aid 5000 poor, and altogether 1400 persons have for the last six months depended on them
;

means of subsistence". At the request of
Queen of Poland, a former Lady of Charity, three

for their

the

were sent to her dominions. Here for the first
time the sisters appear on the field of battle. This is
a ministry often given by them since and which has
secured for them the title nf "Angela of the Battlefield", some dying "sword in hand", as St. Vincent
used to style it. Their usefulness opened the eyes of
many a dying soldier to the light of the Faith, and
inspired tin- wish to die in the religion which produced
such heroism.
While tin' sisters were on the battle-field in Poland,
St. Vincent's daughters took up a new work in the
care of the aged and infirm at tin House of the Name
of Jesus, the pioneer of those homes for the aged so
multiplied in our day through a kindred community,
At (hi' same time a
the Little Sisters of the Poor.
sisters

1

hospital for the insane was committed to their care,
practically completing the list of human miseries to

which they brought

On
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alleviation.

the death of Mile Le Gras

and

St.

Vincent de

Paul there were, in 1660, more than forty houses of
the Sisters of Charity in France, and the sick poor
were cared for in their own dwellings in twenty-six
parishes in Paris. As years went on their numbers
grew. Switzerland received the sisters in 1750.
In
1778 they were established in Piedmont, whence they
spread over Italy. The Spanish community was
started by six sisters from Paris in 1790.
In 1789
France had 426 houses the sisters numbered about
6000 in Europe. At the very beginning of the
Reign of Terror, the mother-house of the sisters was
invaded by the revolutionists, who had attacked
Saint-Lazare across the street the night before, but the
sight of this band of angels of mercy on their knees in
the chapel, moved their assailants to leave them unmolested.
In August, 1792, the sisters were ordered
to quit the mother-house; and the end of 1793 saw
their community disbanded officially, though the
superior, Sister Antoinette Duleau, strove to keep
them together as far as practicable. As soon as the
Consular government was established, in 1801 the
society was recalled by an edict setting forth the excellence of their work and authorizing Citoyenne Duleau, the former superior, to reorganize. Their greatest
growth has been in France during the nineteenth century.
Persecution has driven them from all their
schools for the poor and from most of their works of
mercy, but this has given hundreds of new labourers
to the foreign missions.
During the last hundred
years their growth has been extraordinary. They
have gone to Austria, Portugal, Hungary, England,
Scotland, Ireland, North and South America.
The
Orientals call them "The Swallows of Allah" from
their cornettes, and they have houses in Constantinople, Smyrna, Alexandria, Jerusalem, Damascus,
Persia, Abyssinia, and China.
Their number is about
;

25,000.

The

first

house in the province of the British

Isles

was opened at Drogheda, Ireland, in 1855. The first
house in England in Sheffield in 1857; and in Scotland at Lanark in 1860. The number of foundations
in 1907 was: England, 46 houses and 407 sisters; Ireland, 13 houses and 134 sisters; Scotland, 8 houses
and 62 sisters, making a total of 67 houses and 603
besides 20 aspirants at the Central House. Mill
London. The principal works under the care of
the sisters are as follows, several of these works being
carried on in the one house: orphanages, 23; industrial schools, 7; public elementary schools, 24; norma! school, 1 asylum for the blind, 1 asylum for
deaf mutes, 1
home for crippled boys, 1 reformatory, 1; training homes, 7; homes for working girls,
asylum for
2; home for women ex-convicts, 1;
insane women, 1; hospitals, 8; houses from which
the sisters visit the poor, in which they have soupkitchens, take charge of guilds and do various other
works for the poor, 35.
In the United States the first community was
started by Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton (q. v.) in
She arranged to have sisters come over from
1809.
the mother-house in Paris in 1810 to affiliate her
young community at Emmitsburg, Maryland, to the
daughters of St. Vincent, but Napoleon forbade the
departure of the sisters for America. She had received, however, from Bishop Flaget. the rules of the
Sisters of Charity, and put them in practice with some
modifications which were suggested.
Houses were
founded in Philadelphia and New V>rk. when through
the request of Archbishop Hughes of New Vork. in
1846, the majority of the sisters labouring there
were released from the Emmitsburg jurisdiction and
formed an independent community following the
sisters,

Hill,

;

;

;

;

same ride.
Four years after the withdrawal of the \ew Vork
sisters, Mother Seton's community at Emmitsburg
was received under the jurisdiction of the Siq>erior
General of the Sisters of Charity in France, and as-
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sumed the French

habit and St. Vincent's rule in its
Their general mother-house is 140 Rue du
entirety.
Bar. Paris, and their central house at St. Joseph's

Academy, Emmitsburg, Maryland. They have establishments in the Archdioceses of Baltimore, Boston. Chicago, Milwaukee, New Orleans, Philadelphia,
and San Francisco, and the Dioceses of Albany, Alton,
Buffalo, Dallas, Detroit, Grand Rapids, Harrisburg,
Hartford, Indianapolis, Kansas City. Mobile, Monterey, and Los Angeles, Nashville, Natchez, Richmond, Rochester, St Joseph, San Antonio, Syracuse,
Wilmington, Porto Rico, and the Vicariate of North
Carolina, where there are 1704 sisters in charge of
these institutions: academy, 1: hospitals, 38; orphanages. L'S; infant asylums, 14; industrial schools,
">:
parochial schools, 33; asylums and schools, 6;
insane asylums, 5.
The growth of St. Vincent's community has been
gradual, and the slowness of their founder in giving
it a written rule allowed that rule to have a practicability that has made it as fitted for the democratic
notions of our day as for the aristocratic ideas of the
But this is most of all because its aniold regime.
mating principle is the saying of Christ, "So long
as you do it to the least of these my brethren, you do
In 164(3 the approbation of the Archit unto me".
bishop of Paris was asked by St. Vincent for his community, and this was granted in 1655. Though
numerous privileges have been granted to the sisters
by various popes, no approbation has ever been asked
from the Holy See because their founder wished this
community to be a lay one with only private vows.
Hence the canon law concerning religious communities does not apply to them.
Their confessor is the
pastor or secular priest approved by the bishop. The
interior administration is subject only to the superior
general, or his delegates, while their exterior works are
This
of course under the jurisdiction of the bishop.
has been the case from the very beginning, and the
Holy See has on several occasions ratified their long
established custom, notably in 1882.

The

rule
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and constitution have remained unchanged

To his successor, as
since the days of St. Vincent.
Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission
Charity,
sisters vow obethe
Daughters
of
the
and
He ratifies the election of the mother general
dience.
every
vote
three
years.
The
community is
rhosen by
divided into several provinces governed by a visitatrix and a director, a priest of the Congregation of the
Mission, who are appointed by the central government. There is no distinction among the sisters;
those from the highest as from the humblest walks of
The
life associate together as servants of the poor.
hour of rising is everywhere at four o'clock; then follow meditation and Mass and usually Communion.
At noon there is the particular examination of conscience which is made again before supper.
In the
afternoon there are spiritual reading and another
No office is recited, for "Charity is your
meditation.
All the rest of the time is
office", said St. Vincent.
He used to tell them that when
given to the poor.
they left prayer to wait on the poor they were leaving
God for God. After three months of approbation the
candidate is sent to the "seminary", where she is
trained for six months and then admitted to the
habit, which is put on without any ceremony whatever, and after a trial of five years she is permitted
to take the four animal vows of poverty, chastity,
The dress is
obedience, and the service of the poor.
that of peasant women of the neighbourhood of Paris
at the date of the foundation, a grey habit with wide
The head-dress was
sleeves and a long grey apron.
at first a small linen cap. but to this was added in the
At first it was
early days the white linen cornette.
used only in the country, being in fact the head-dress
of the He de France district, but in 1685 its use became general. Seven sisters were martyred during

the French Revolution, and ten laid down their lives
for the Faith in 1870 at T'ien-tsin, among whom was
an Irishwoman, Sister Alice O 'Sullivan. But no one
can count the numbers that have died martyrs to duty
on the battle-field, or among the plague-stricken, or in
the hidden ways of continuous hard work for the poor.
In 1830 at the mother-house of the sisters, Rue du
Bac, Paris, Sister Catherine Laboure (declared Venerable in 1907) had a vision of the Blessed Virgin, who
urged her to have a medal madeand distributed, since
well known as the miraculous medal, through the wonders wrought in favour of those who wear it devoutly.
Pope Leo XIII granted a special feast of Our Lady of
the Miraculous Medal to the double family of St. Vincent.
The scapular of the Passion, or red scapular,
was revealed to Sister Apolline Andreveau in 1846 and
approved by Pope Pius IX in 1847.
In the archives of the Sisters of Charity, Rue du Bac, Paris,
a collection of the Conferences of St. Vincent to the Sisters
of Charity in thirty small hooks in MSS.: IIemoi
in, Letters
of St. Vincent (Paris, 1SS0); Bougard, Life of SI Vincent, tr.
is

i

.

Brady (London,

1899); de Brogue, ,87. Vincent in The
Saints series (London, 1906); Bedford, Life of St. Vincent
(London, 1901): Adderly, Monsieur Vincent (New York,
1901); Life of Mile Le Gnu (tr., New York, lss-li; Sadlier,
Louise de Merillae, in Heroines of Charity (New York, s. d.);
Ml'HPIlT, Terra Incognita or the Concents of Cecal Britain London. 18731; Religions tlrders ,,r Sketches of Some „f the tlrders
ami Congregations of Women (London. 1862); Steele. Monasteries ami Religious Houses of Great Britain awl Ireland (London, 1903); huhlin Renew :.Inlv, ls.sli; The First Sisters ,,f
Charitg, in The Catholic World (October, 1S99);
Barton.
Angels of the Battle-field (Philadelphia, 18(171; Ahelley. Vie
de Vincent de Raul (Paris, 16001. revised hv Mii.on (3 vols.,
Paris. 1891 I; Mavnari., St. Vincent ,le Paul (Paris, I860; Paris,
1874), tr. Italian (Bologna, 1S77>, Latin (Peking. 1887), Polish
(Cracow, 1876); GoBILLON, Vie de Mile Let, ras (Paris, 1676);
ed. La Comtesse de Richemoxt (Paris, 1880); H. P. A., Histoid- da Dames, Sceurs
el
Filial de Charile (Paris. 1824);
Lyi.en. Le Sours de Charili (Paris. 1879); Marcel, Les Su-urs
de r),.,', r.
I\,ris, 1888); BovER d'Agen. Heroines de la Cor>>"•
aliims (1891) (Paris, 1892); Cosmier. Les Sawrs
/
Ho ,,,1,11.. ;.s .Pin-, IMl.si; IIklyot, Des Ordres Monastigues
Reiigietirct
ilitavres (Paris, 1719); Sane, C ompendio de la historia de S. V irente dc Raul y de las H ijas de la Caridad (Madrid, 1844); Shea, Hist, of Call, CI, in C. S (New York, 18891S92); Seton, Letters and Journal of Flr.ul.elli Setnn (New
Y'ork. 1869); White. Life of Mrs. Scion, Foundress and First
Superior of the Sisters of the V. S. (10th ed., New Y'ork. 1904).
An extensive bibliography can be found in the Annals of the
Congregation of the Mission, No. 32 Emmitsburg, Maryland.
1902); the Annals, printed quarterly in several languages but
not published, contains much historical information on the
Sisters of Charity.
I

i

..

M

I

B. Randolph.
Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul
(mother-house at Mt. St. Vincent-on-Hudson, New
York).— In 1817 Sisters Hose White. Cecelia ('Conway
and Elizabeth Boyle were sent by Mother Seton to
found a community of the Emmitsburg Sisters of Charity in New York.
It was he second branch of the new
American institute, the first being at Philadelphia
(1814). They took charge of the orphanage, a small
wooden building al Prince and Mott Streets. In the
early thirties, a young ladies' academy was opened in
(

t

Oliver Street.
Another academy, St. Diary's, begun
shortly afterwards, was located in Grand Street, and
then transferred to East Broadway, where three generations of the young women of the old East Side of
New York, now the heart of its! diet to, were educated.
Meanwhile at the mother-house at Emmitsburg
negotiations were in progress for affiliation with the
Sisters of Charity in France.
In consequence there
had been for some time a tendency to abandon certain customs observed there, because these changes
were required by the French superiors; for example,
the sisters in charge of boys' asylums were everywhere to be withdrawn. The measure threatened at
that period the very existence of the New York orphanage. At this juncture, also, sisters could not be
obtained from Emmitsburg to carry on the work of a
projected and much-needed hospital in New York,
the St. Vincent's of to-day. The correspondence that

ensued betwen Archbishop Hughes and Father Dethe director of the sisterhood, in relation to
these matters, resulted in a notification that all the
luol,
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were to be recalled to Emmitsburg from New
in July of the same year. This and other circumstances proved to the archbishop the necessity
of establishing a separate community in New York,
to supply the needs of the diocese. In 1846, therefore, a proposition to that effect was made to the
Emmitsburg sisters, and the matter was amicably
Those who wished to continue in New
arranged.
York were dispensed from the vow of obedience to
their former superior, and of the forty-five sisters then
in the diocese, thirty-five remained (8 Dec, 1846).
Sister Elizabeth Boyle- became in December, 1846,
the first superior of the new community. The novitiate for the New York community was at once
opened at St. James's Academy, 35 East Broadway.
In the following year it was removed to the new
mother-house on an estate purchased at McGown's
sisters

York

Pass, situated within the limits of the present Central
Park. Here, in 1847, the Academy of Mount Saint

Vincent had

its foundation.
In 1849 the affiliation
Emmitsburg Sisters with the community in
France took place and in the same year a band of
sisters was sent from Mount Saint Vincent to Halifax,
Nova Scotia. The mission was most successful and
In
in 1856 was erected into a separate company.
1S59, under Mother Xavier, a local community was
labouring
in
the
Diocese
of
formed of the sisters then
Newark. Meanwhile in 1857 the "Old Mount" havnew
"Mount"
ing been absorbed in Central Park, a
rose on the east bank of the Hudson just below Yonkers, fourteen miles from the heart of the city. Here
to-day are to be found the mother-house of the community, the novitiate with a finely equipped training-

of the

and the Academy

school,

of

Mount Saint Vincent.

The superiors succeeding Mother Elizabeth Boyle
have been, Mother Jerome Ely, for over fifty years a
prominent factor in New York's Catholic educational
and charitable work; Mother Angela Hughes, sister
of Archbishop Hughes;
Mother Regina Lawless,
Mother Ambrosia Sweeney, Mother Rosina Wightman, Mother Mary Rose Dolan, Mother Melita McClancy and Mother Josepha Cullen. Some idea of the
growth in numbers of this community and of the importance of its present activities may be learned from
It counts about
the following statistics for 1908.
1400 members who conduct missions in the Dioceses
Albany, Brooklyn, and Harrisburg as well as in the
These establishments
Archdiocese of New York.
comprise 20 academies; 73 parochial schools with
about 50,000 pupils; 5 asylums with 1800 orphans;
of

6 high schools approved by the State; several homes
containing 600 children; 11 hospitals in which 12,000
patients were treated during the year; 1 home accommodating 270 aged poor; an industrial school
and a protectory with 1620 girls; a foundling asylum
with 3340 children and 554 needy and homeless
mothers; 2 small day nurseries caring for 100 little
ones, and a retreat for the insane with 150 patients.
The superior general is the Archbishop of New
York, and the community is governed by a council
(•(insisting of the mother superior and her three assistants, all residing at the mother-house, to which
These
the seventy-four missions are subordinate.
sisters retain the black cap and religious dress
adopted by Mother Seton when she founded the
American Sisters of Charity. They follow the Rule
of the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul
with some slight modifications. On 20 June, 1847,
the Holy See extended to them all the privileges, Indulgences, and other spiritual graces already granted to the
community of the Sisters of Charity at Kmmitsburg.
White,

Bbusowb,
M <.
;

1890
1904

;

;

Lift
.-l

of

Mrs. Eliza A. Seton (Baltimore, 1852);

Famous Convent

School
Hmilr

(New York,
(New York,
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1897);

A. M.

lS«.):ti;

Shea.

of Ih. Catholic Church in the t'nile,! Slates (New York.
I'l.vw, The Catholic Church in New Jersey (Morristown,
Catholi, Director]/, 1908

Maky Ambrose Dunphy.

Sisters op Charity of St. Elizabeth (motherhouse at Convent Station, near Morristown, New Jera community founded at Newark, in 1S59, by
Mother Mary Xavier Mehegan, who for twelve years
previously had been a member of the Sisters of Charity of St". Vincent de Paul in New York.
In 1858
Bishop Bayley, of Newark, applied to the superior at
Mount Saint Vincent's, New York, for sisters to form
a separate mother-house in his diocese. Sister Mary
Xavier, who was in charge of St. Mary's, Newark,
was at his request appointed superior of the new
foundation, with Sister Mary Catherine Nevin assistant.
The habit and the constitutions of the Sisters
On 29 Sepof Charity in New York were retained.
tember, 1859, the new community was formally
opened in St. Mary's, Newark, the first superior
general being the Reverend Bernard J. McQuaid,
later Bishop of Rochester, New York. In less than a
year the first Catholic hospital in New Jersey was
opened at St. Mary's, Newark. On 2 July, 1860, the
mother-house was removed to the old Chegaray mansion at Madison, which had recently been vacated by
Seton Hall College. An academy was opened the
same year and named St. Elizabeth's, in honour of
Mother Elizabeth Seton, the foundress of the American Sisters of Charity. Bishop Bayley had strongly
advocated a change in the head-dress of the sisters.
This, however, was not carried into effect until 1874,
when the black cap adopted by Mother Seton was
replaced by a white one with a black veil. To accommodate the rapidly growing community the
mother-house and academy were removed in 1880 to
Convent Station, near Morristown.
The principal work of the sisters is teaching, but
they also labour for the poor and the sick in various
charitable institutions. According to the report for
1907, there are 1073 of these sisters in the Dioceses of
Newark, Trenton, and Hartford, and the Archdioceses
of New York and Boston. They have one college, six
academies, one preparatory school for small boys,
sixty-seven parochial schools with 40,100 pupils, five
orphanages, five hospitals, one home for incurables,
one home for the aged, one foundling asylum, and
two day nurseries. Their principal educational censey),

tre is at

Convent Station, where there are schools

of

primary, grammar, high school, and college grades.
college course was founded in 1899 for the
higher education of women. Students are admitted
by examination or by certificates from approved
academies or high schools. The courses of study are
partially elective and lead to the degrees of B. A. and
M. A. In 1907 the college library contained 20,000
volumes. The college has no endowment. In connexion with the college department is a School of
Pedagogy requiring two years of college work for admission. The High School, the School of Pedagogy,
and the College are registered by the New Jersey
State Board of Education and by the Regents of the
University of the State of New York. At the motherhouse of the community is a normal training school
for the young sisters.
Flynn, The Catholic Church in New Jersey (Morristown,

The

1904); Catholic Directory (1908).

Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth.
Sisters of Charity (St. John, New Brunswick).
founded in 1854 by Bishop, subsequently Archbishop.
Connolly. Two years before this the bishop had sent
Miss Honors Conway (Mother Mary Vincent) to the
novitiate of the Sisters of Charity in New York to
prepare for the foundation of a local community.
The cholera epidemic of 1854 left many orphans in

of the province. When Miss
finished her novitiate she returned to
St. John and in a short time was joined by four other
young ladies for whom Bishop Connolly drew up
St.

John and other parts

Conway had

The care of
rules, and thus the congregation began.
the orphans and aged poor, and the Christian educa-
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tion of the young
fully carried out

is the work undertaken and successby these sisters. In St. Jolm they
girls, a home for the aged, and
Falls a Boys' Industrial School. The sisters
Is, and the entire education
the public scl

have an orphanage for
at Silver
teach in

of the Catholic girls of the city is in their hands.
From their High School the pupils enter the Provin-

Normal School and the New Brunswick InivcrThe congregation has houses and schools in
places in the diocese and also takes charge of
an orphanage in the Diocese of Prince Albert. The
mother-house and novitiate of this congregation are
cial

sity.

many

at St. John, N. B.

Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
a congregation begun by five young women in Dublin,
Ireland, 8 December, 1831, with the purpose of devoting themselves to the service of God in the educaThey opened a school in North Ann
tion of children.
Eager for more
Street, Dublin, on 19 March, 1S32.
complete self-sacrifice, tiny resolved to leave their
native land, and chose Philadelphia, U. S. A., for
their field of labour, arriving there friendless and
Tin- Reverend
penniless, on 4 September, 1833.
J. Donoghoe, pastor of St. Michael's Church, who
had been seeking suitable teachers for his parochial
school, heard of these strangers, and with the permission of Archbishop Kenrick, employed them, and
drew up a rule of life for their approval. As they
organized themselves into a community under this
rule, Father Donoghoe is rightly called the founder of
this sisterhood with Mary Frances Clarke the first
superior, ami Margaret Mann the assistant and misOn
tress of novices.
November, 1833, they received the title. Sisters of Charity of the Blessed

T.

1

In 1843 the congregation left the
Mary.
flourishing vineyard of the F.ast, to do pioneer work,
and accepted the urgent invitation of Bishop Loras of
Dubuque. Iowa, to settle in his diocese whither he also
called Father Donoghoe to be his vicar-general.
The
mother-house of lie' congregation has since that time
been located in Dubuque. A decree of the Sacred
Congregation of Bishops and Regulars approved the
rules in 1877, and on 26 April, 1885, Leo XIII con-

Virgin

firmed this.
Tin' work of the sisters is that of eduThey had in Sepcation; they engage in no other.
tember, 1907, .hi, thousand members having under
their direction 25,000 children.

M

\ry Cecilia Dougherty.

Sisters of Charity of Providence.

— The

I

<

reci ived the religious habit at his hands.
institution developed rapidly.
Its object is
to provide for the poor and sick spiritual and temporal relief, to shelter children and tin aged, to visit
the homes of the poor and the ill, to shelter the infirm
and the homeless, lo maintain dispensaries for the
needy, and to instruct the young. The rule of ih.
Institute of Providence was definitively approved by
Leo XIII 12 September.

seven Bisters

The new

1'.

The community numbers about 1600 religious with
more than eighty establishments, of which the principal in Montreal are the mother-house and the Game
lin Asylum, the Longue Pointe Refuge, tin- Hospital
III

—

39

Home

for

Asylum, and

the.

Deaf Mutes, the Bourget

Auclair Asylum.

Outside the Dio-

cese of Montreal there are foundations of these sisters
in the dioceses of Quebec, Ottawa, Trois-Rivieres,
Saint-Hyacinthe, New Westminster, Yalleyfield. Joliette, Vancouver, Alberta, and Saskatchewan in Canada; and in San Francisco, Oregon City, Burlington,
Great Falls, Helena, Boise, and .Manchester in the
United States.
The general administrative body,
which is located at the mother-house in Montreal, is
composed of the superior general, four assistants, a
secretary, and a treasurer. The community comprises
seven provinces:
Montreal.
Hochelaga, Joliette,
Trois-Rivieres, Washington, Montana, and Oregon.
Fie de Mire Oamelin, by a Religious of her inter (Montreal,
1900); Auclair, Vie de MtreCaron (Montreal, 1908).
(

Elie

J.

Auclair.

Sisters of Charity* of Jesus and Mary a congregation founded in 1803 by Canon Triest, who was
known as "the St. Vincent de Paul of Belgium",
for he was the founder as well of the Brothers of St.
John of God, and the Sisters of the Infant Jesus.
When cure of Lovendeghem he laid the foundations
of this congregation, and gave up his living to devote
himself to training its members.
He obtained the
first papal recognition in lsoti and in 1816 he went
to Rome to get the final approbation, which he
received by Brief on September 9th of that year.
The mother-house is at Ghent and there are forty
branch-houses. The congregation is one of the
largest in Belgium.
In 1889 some of the sisters at
the request of the Belgian Government went to the
Congo Missions in Africa, and founded several
houses there. In 1895 they went to India and
opened two boarding-schools in the Punjab, and
one in Ceylon. In 1888, at the invitation of the late
Cardinal Vaughan, the sisters went to England and
founded a large convent at Tottington near Manchester.
Their principal work is teaching in their
training-colleges, boarding and day-schools, and
orphanages; they also nurse the infirm; they are
inclosed and there are no lay-sisters.
The interior
spirit is one of simplicity, devotion and zeal for
tin- salvation of souls.
The congregation has over a
thousand members. The habit is white with a black
scapular for the professed, the novices wearing a white
-

,

veil

and scapular.

The

novitiate lasts a year.

Felm
B
Steele, Convents of
(1848), VIII;
London, 1892
Heimbucher, Die Orden unit
Konnrenationen (Paderborn, 1907).
i

;

Francesca M. Steele.

com-

munity of Sisters of Providence, or, more accurately,
Daughters of Charity. Servants of the Poor, was
founded in Montreal, 'anada, by Bishop Bourget and
Madame Jean Baptiste Gamelin (Marie Emedie Eugenie Tavernier), 25 March, 1843. With the approbation of the religious and civil authorities Madame
Gamelin had for some time been sheltering in her own
house a number of infirm and poor old women. After
a voyage to Europe Bishop Bourget wished to bring
to Montreal some French Sisters of Charity, but the
project came to nothing, and he decided to appeal to
hi 25 March.
the young women of his own diocese.
1843, ill the chapel Of the first asylum in Montreal

for Incurables, the
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Sisters of Charity of St. Forts. This congregation was founded at Vannes in Brittany, in 1803,
by Madame Mole, ne'e de Lamoignan, for the education of poor girls, at the suggestion of Bishop de
Pancemont, of Vannes, who was her director. In
1805 Pius VTI blessed the undertaking, but the final
approbation of Rome was not obtained till 1840.
The founder was elected superior for life as Mere
St. Louis.
There were at first no lay sisters, but
finding this plan did not answer, < folates of St. Louis
n ere -i
cted to act in this capacity, but they are not
allowed to take vows until they have been ten years
in the community; they then, like the choir-sisters,
take a fourth vow of stability, when they have
reached the age of forty. The interioi Bpirit of the
congregation is one of penitence and mortification.
Its work is the education of poor girls who live in
Orphanages attached to their convents, and to support these orphanages the sifters have pay schools.
'I'he
congregation is under the government of a
mother-general and the bishop, or a superior appointed by the bishop. 'I'he sisters had twenty
houses in nance, most of which were in Brittany,
but all their schools were closed by the Government;
the greater number of the sisters in consequence
went to Canada, where they met with a hospitable
1.

reception,

and

established

fourteen

houses.

In
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The

novitiate lasts two years.
Steele, Convents of Great Britain (London, 1902).

Francesca M. Steele.
Sisters of Charity of St. Paul.

— These

sisters

who now add (of Chartres) to their title to distinguish them from another congregation of the same
name, were founded at Chartres in 1704 by Monsignor
Mareehaut, a theologian of the Cathedral of Chartres,
assisted by Mile de Tilly and Mile de Tranche.
Their first house formerly belonged to a sabot-maker,
and this gave them the name of " Les Sceurs Sabotiers", by which they were originally known.
They
devote themselves to teaching, nursing, visiting the
poor and taking care of orphans, the old and infirm,
and the insane. There are no lay-sisters, but every
sister must be prepared to undertake any kind of
work. The interior spirit is a love of sacrifice and
labour for the spiritual and temporal good of others.
The postulancy lasts from six to nine months, the
novitiate a year, after which the sisters take vows
annually for three years, and then perpetual simple
vows. The congregation was dispersed under the
Commune at the French Revolution, but it was restored by Napoleon I, who gave the sisters a monastery at Chartres, which originally belonged to the
Jacobins, from which they became known as "Les
Sceurs de St. Jacques".
They settled in England in
1847 at the invitation of Cardinal Wiseman. In 1907
they had fifty-six houses in various towns. Their
work in England is mainly educational, schools being
attached to all their houses; the English branch is
under the government of a mother general. Until
1902 they had over two hundred and fifty houses in
France where, besides various kinds of schools, they
undertook asylums for the blind, the aged, and the
insane, hospitals, dispensaries, and creches.
Since
that date more than one hundred and sixty of these
schools have been closed, also thirty of the hospitals,
military and civil, in the French colonies, three convents at Blois and a hospice at Brie. On the other
hand they have in the meanwhile opened five or six
hospitals in the French colonies, two hospitals and
three elementary schools in the Philippines, and
three educational houses in Siam.
Steele, Convents of Great Britain (London, 1902).

Francesca M. Steele.
Sisters of Charity of Our Lady- Mother of
Mercy, a congregation founded in Holland in 1SM2 by
the Rev. John Zwijsen, pastor of Tilburg, aided by

Mary M.

Leijsen, for the instruction of children and
the betterment of a people deprived of spiritual aid
by the disastrous effects of the Reformation. The
See of Utrecht had been vacant for about three hundred years when, on the restoration of the Catholic
hierarchy in Holland in 1853, Bishop John Zwijsen,
of Gerra, was made Archbishop of Utrecht and Primate of Holland. He found no Catholic institutions
for the education of girls in this vast diocese, neither
were there any teaching orders, with the exception
The founder's accession
of his humble congregation.
to the See gave fresh impetus to his cherished work,
and from this time the congregation spread rapidly
throughout Holland and Belgium. There is now
hardly a city of the Netherlands that has not one or
more of its communities. Among these institutions
are homes for the aged and infirm, the blind, the mutes
and also hospitals. The Rules were approved by
Gregory XVI in 1843, and 'ins [X approved the conion in IMS.
About the middle of the eighteenth century, when the cholera was raging in Holland, the heroic charity of the sisters won the recognition of King William 111 who conferred decorations
of honour on the congregation.
It has three houses
in England devoted to school and hospital work.
In
I
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189S they went to England, and opened a house at
Minehead in Dorsetshire; they have since made a
foundation at Glastonbury and another at Frome.

in the United States was founded
at Baltic, Connecticut, where there is a parochial
school and an academy for young ladies.
The congregation has other houses at Willimantic and Taftville where the same work is carried on.
In 1907 St.
Joseph's community of Willimantic donated one of the
convent buildings for a city hospital, which from the
outset proved a success.
In 1S94 the congregation
took charge of the leper settlement, city and military
hospitals of Paramaribo, South America and in East
India, the sisters are doing missionary work among
the natives. In December, 1907, this congregation
had 2621 professed members, 488 aspirants and
novices and 102 houses. The number of schoolchildren enrolled was estimated at 54,300; the sick,
aged and infirm eared for 3446.

1S74 the

first

house

;

Mother Aloysio.
Charity,

The Virtue

See Love.

of.

Charlemagne (French for Carolus, or Carlus,
M MjNus, i. e., Charles the Great Ger. Karl der
GROSse), the name given by later generations to
Charles, King of the Franks, first sovereign of the
Christian Empire of the West; b. 2 April, 742; d. at
Aachen, 28 January, 814. Note, however, that the
place of his birth (whether Aachen or Liege) has
never been fully ascertained, while the traditional
date has been set one or more years later by recent
writers; if Alcuin is to be interpreted literally the
year should be 745. At the time of Charles' birth,
his father, Pepin the Short, Mayor of the Palace, of
the line of Arnulf, was, theoretically, only the first
subject of Childeric III, the last Merovingian King
of the Franks (see Franks); but this modest title
implied that real power, military, civil, and even
ecclesiastical, of which Childeric's crown was only
the symbol.
It is not certain that Bertrada (or
Bertha), the mother of Charlemagne, a daughter of
Charibert, Count of Laon, was legally married to
Pepin until some years later than either 742 or 745
("Annal. Franc, ad an. 750", quoted by Kurze).
His career led to his acknowledgment by the Holy See
as its chief protector and coadjutor in temporals,
by Constantinople as at least Basileus of the West.
This reign, which involved to a greater degree than
that of any other historical personage the organic
development, and still more, the consolidation of
Christian Europe, will be sketched in this article in
the successive periods into which it naturally divides.
The period of Charles the Great was also an epoch of
reform for the Church in Gaul, and of foundation for
the Church in Germany, marked, moreover, by an
efflorescence of learning which fructified in the great
Christian schools of the twelfth and later centuries.
To the Fall of Paiia (774). In 752, when Charles
was a child of not more than ten years, Pepin (see
Pepin the Short) had appealed to Pope Zachary to
recognize his actual rule with the kingly title and
dignity.
The practical effect of this appeal to the
Holy See was the journey of Steph.n 111 across the
Alps two years later, for the purpose of anointing
with the oil of kingship not only Pepin, but also his
son 'harles and a younger son, Carloman. The pope
then hud upon the Christian Franks a precept, under
e
the gravest spiritual penalties, never "to cl
their kings from any other family''.
Primogeniture
of
succession;
not
the
Prankish
law
the
did
hold in
monarchy was elective, though eligibility was limited
to the male members of the otic privileged family.
Thus, then, at St. Denis on the Seine, in the Kingdom
hi Neustria, on the 28th of July, 754, the house of
Arnulf was, by a solemn act of the supreme pontiff,
established upon the throne until then nominally
Occupied by the house of Merowig Merovingians).
Charles, anointed to the kingly office while yet a
mere child, learned the rudiments of war while still
many years short of manhood, accompanying his
;

—

(
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campaigns. This early experience
is worth noting chiefly because it developed in the
those
military
virtues which, joined with his
boy
extraordinary physical strength and intense nationalhim
a
popular
made
hero of the Franks long
ism,
At length, in
before he became their rightful ruler.
September, 768, Pepin the Short, foreseeing his end,
father in several

a partition of his dominions between his two
Not many days later the old king passed

away.

To better comprehend the effect, of the act of partition under which Charles and Carloman inherited
their father's dominions, as well
as the whole subsequent history
of Charles' reign, it is to be ob-

monk

twenty years, and stirred up a revolt in the
western part of the duchy. By Prankish custom
Carloman should have aided Charles; the younger
brother himself held part of Aquitaine; but he pretended that, as his dominions in the south-east were
unaffected by this revolt, it was no business of his.
Hunald, however, was vanquished by Charles singlehanded; he was betrayed by a nephew with whom
he had sought refuge, was sent to Rome to answer for
the violation of his monastic vows, and at last, after
once more breaking cloister, was stoned to death by
the Lombards of Pavia. For Charles the true imfor

portance of this Aquitainian
episode was in its manifestation
of his brother's unkindly feel-

served that those dominions
comprised:
first,
Frankland
(Frankreich) proper; secondly,
as many as seven more or less
dependencies,
self-governing
peopled by races of various origins and obeying various codes
of law.

Of these two

;

divisions.

t

in

power by his extraordinary gift
of personal attractiveness.
Carloman died soon after
December, 771), and a
certain letter to Charles from
this (4

" the Monk Cathwulph", quoted
by Bouquet (Hecueil. hist., V,
634), in enumerating the speblessings for which the
cial
king was in duty bound to be
.God
grateful, says, " Third
.

wiles of

of Aquitaine, lying,

most part, between the

Carloman may

with

a decidedly Gallo-Roman population;

.

preserved you from the
your brother
Fifth, and not the least, that
God has removed your brother
from this earthly kingdom".

has

ish and Gallo-Roman population; to the south of Neustria

Duchy

Charles was an affecionate son; it also appears that,
general, he was helped to

elder.

;

Loire and the Garonne,

lost

friends whom he judged likely
to be most valuable first and
foremost of these was his
mother, Bertha, who had striven
both earnestly and prudently
to make peace between her
sons, but who, when it became
necessary to take sides with
one or the other could not
hesitate in her devotion to the

;

for the

danger he

taking precautions, chiefly by
winning over to himself the

the former extended, roughly
speaking, from the boundaries
of Thuringia, on the east, to
what is now the Belgian ami
Norman coastline, on the west
it bordered to the north on
Saxony, and included both
banks of the Rhine from Cologne (the ancient Colonia Agrippina) to the North Sea; its
southern neighbours were the
Bavarians, the Alemanni, and
the Burgundians. The dependent states were:
the fundamentally Gaulish Neustria (including within its borders Paris),
which was. nevertheless, well
leavened with a dominant
Prankish element to the southwest of Neustria, Brittany,
formerly Armorica, with a Brit-

the

and against
no time in

ing in his regard,
this

and east

of Aquitaine.
along the valley of the Rhone,

Burgundians, a people of
the same mixed origin as
those of Aquitaine, though with
a large infusion of Teutonic
blood. These States, with per[deal
haps the exception of Brittany,
recognized the Theodosian Code as their law. TheGer
in hi dependencies of the Frankish kingdom were Thuringia, inthcvalleyofthcMain, Bavaria, and Alemannia
the

much

i

ponding to what was later known as Swabia
last, at the time of Pepin's death, had but
recently been won to Christianity, mainly through
the preaching of St. Boniface (q. v.).
The share
which fell t" Charles consisted of all Australia the
original Frankland). mosl of Neustria, and all Aquitaine except the south-east corner.
In this way the
possessions of the elder brother surrounded thi
the younger on two sides, but on the other hand the
distribution of races undi r their respective rules was
surh as to preclude any risk of discord arising out of
the national sentiments of their various subjects.
In spite of this provident arrangement, Carloman
contrived to quarrel with his brother.
Hunald,
formerly Duke of Aquitaine. vanquished by Pepin the
Short, broke from the cloister, where he had lived as a

not

have been

quite so malignant as the
enthusiastic partisans of Charles
made him out, bul the division
of Pepin's dominions was in itself
an impediment to the
growth of a strong Prankish
realm such as Charles needed
;),',,.
for the unification of the Ihristian Continent. Although Carloman had left two sons by his wife, Gerberga, the
Prankish law of inheritance gave no preference to
sons as against brother; left to their own choice, the
Prankish lieges, whether from love of Charles or for
the fear which his name already inspired, gladly accepted him for their king.
ierberga and her children
In the mean
fled to the Lombard court <•< Pavia.
while complications had arisen in Charles ' foreign
policy which made his newly established supremacy
'

i

(

|

,

|

'

at

home doubly opportune.

Prom his father Charles had inherited the title
Patricius Romanus" which carried with it a special
obligation to protect the temporal rights of the Boly
See.
The nearest and most menacing neighbour of
St. Peter's Patrimony was Desiderius (Didier), King
of the- Lombards, and it was with this potenate that
the dowager Bertha had arranged a matrimonial alliance for her elder son. The pope had solid temporal
reasons for objecting to this arrangement
Moreover.
"

.
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Charles was already, in joro conscientice, if not in
Frankish law, wedded to Himiltrude. In defiance of
the pope's protest (P. L., XCVIII, 250), Charles married Desiderata, daughter of Desiderius (7701. three
years later he repudiated her and married Hilde(See Hergenrother,
garde, the beautiful Swabian.
Naturally, DesiKircheng., 4th ed., 1904, II, 71.)
derius was furious at this insult, and the dominions
of
his wrath.
of the Holy See bore the first brunt
But Charles had to defend his own borders against
Rome
against the
the heathen as well as to protect
Lombard. To the north of Austrasia lay Frisia,
way a
equivocal
some
in
which seems to have been
dependency, and to the east of Frisia, from the left
Holland-Westpresent
bank of the Ems (about the
phalia frontier), across the valley of the Weser and
Aller, and still eastward to the left bank of the Elbe,
extended the country of the Saxons, who in no fashion whatever acknowledged any allegiance to the
Frankish kings. In 772 these Saxons were a horde
of aggressive pagans offering to Christian missionaries
no hope but that of martyrdom; bound together,
normally, by no political organization, and constantly
engaged in predatory incursions into the lands of the
Franks. Their language seems to have been very like
that spoken by the Egberts and Ethclreds of Britain,
but the work of their Christian cousin, St. Boniface,
had not affected them as yet; they worshipped the
gods of Walhalla, united in solemn sacrifices sometimes human to Irminsul (Igdrasail), the sacred
tree which stood at Eresburg, and were still slaying
Christian missionaries when their kinsmen in Britain
were holding church synods and building cathedrals.
Charles could brook neither their predatory habits
nor their heathenish intolerance; it was impossible,
moreover, to make permanent peace with them while
they followed the old Teutonic life of free village communities.
He made his first expedition into their
country in July, 772, took Eresburg by storm, and
burned Irminsul. It was in January of this same
year that Pope Stephen III died, and Adrian I (q. v.),

—

—

an opponent of Desiderius, was elected. The new
pope was almost immediately assailed by the Lombard king, who seized three minor cities of the Patrimony of St. Peter, threatened Ravenna itself, and set
about organizing a plot within the Curia. Paul
Afiarta, the papal chamberlain, detected acting as
the Lombard's secret agent, was seized and put to

death. The Lombard army advanced against Rome,
but quailed before the spiritual weapons of the Church,
while Adrian sent a legate into Gaul to claim the aid
of the Patrician.
Thus it was that Charles, resting at Thionville
after his Saxon campaign, was urgently reminded of
the rough work that awaited his hand south of the
Alps. Desiderius' embassy reached him soon after
He did not take it for granted that the
Adrian's.
right was all upon Adrian's side; besides, he may have
seen here an opportunity to make some amends for
Before
his repudiation of the Lombard princess.
taking up arms for the Holy See, therefore, he sent

commissioners into Italy to make enquiries, and
Desiderius pretended that the seizure of the
papal cities was in effect only the legal foreclosure of
a mortgage, Charles promptly offered to redeem them
by a money payment. Hut Desiderius refused the
money, and as Charles' commissioners reported in
favour of Adrian, the only course left was war.
In the spring of 773 Charles summoned tin- whole
military strength of the Franks lor a great invasion
He was slow to strike, but he meant
of Lombardy.
Data for any approximate- estimate
to strike hard.
of his numerical strength are lacking, but it is certain
that the army, in order to make the descent more

when

Swiftly, crossed the Alps

by two passes: Mont Cenis

St. Bernard.
Einhard, who accompanied the king over Mont Cenis (the St. Bernard

and the Great
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by Duke Bernhard), speaks feelingly
the marvels and perils of the passage. The invad-

column was

led

of
ers

found Desiderius waiting for them, intrenched at
Susa; they turned his flank and put the Lombard
Leaving all the cities of the
to utter rout.
plains to their fate, Desiderius rallied part of his
forces in Pavia, his walled capital, while his son Adalghis, with the rest, occupied Verona.
Charles, having been joined by Duke Bernhard, took the forsaken
cities on his way and then completely invested Pavia
(September, 773), whence Otger, the faithful attendant of Gerberga, could look with trembling upon the
array of his countrymen. Soon after Christmas
Charles withdrew from the siege a portion of the army
which he employed in the capture of Verona. Here
he found Gerberga and her children; as to what became of them, history is silent; they probably entered the cloister.
What history does record with vivid eloquence is
the first visit of Charles to the Eternal City. There
everything was done to give his entry as much as posThe
sible the air of a triumph in ancient Rome.
judges met him thirty miles from the city; the militia
laid at the feet of their great patrician the banner of
Rome and hailed him as their imperator. Charles
himself forgot pagan Rome and prostrated himself to
kiss the threshold of the Apostles, and then spent
seven days in conference with the successor of Peter.
It was then that he undoubtedly formed many great
designs for the glory of God and the exaltation of
Holy Church, which, in spite of human weaknesses
and, still more, ignorance, he afterwards did his besl
His coronation as the successor of Conto realize.
st ant ine did not take place until twenty-six years
later, but his consecration as first champion of the
Catholic Church took place at Easter, 774. Soon
after this (June, 774) Pavia fell, Desiderius was banished, Adalghis became a fugitive at the Byzantine
court, and Charles, assuming the crown of Lombardy,
renewed to Adrian the donation of territory made by
Pepin the Short after his defeat of Aistulpn. (For a
good defence of the genuineness of this donation, see
Huffer, Hist. Jahrbuch, 1881, II, 242; it is now generally admitted, as well as the original gift of Pepin
The so-called " Privilegium Hadriat Kiersy in 752.
ani pro Carolo" granting him full right to nominate
the pope and to invest all bishops is a forgery; see
Baronius, Ann. Eccl. ad. an. 774. no. 10, and Hergenrother-Kirsch, 1th ed., 1904, II, 76.)
From 774 to the Baptism of Wittekind (Widukind) in
The next twenty years of Charles' life may be
7S5.
considered as one long warfare. They are filled with
an astounding series of rapid marches from end to end
of a continent intersected by mountains, morasses,
and forests, and scantily provided with roads. It
would seem that the key to his long series of victories,

army

—

as much by moral ascendency as by
physical or mental superiority, is to be found in
the inspiration communicated to his Frankish champion by Pope Adrian I. Weiss Weltgesch., II, 549)
enumerates fifty-three distinct campaigns of Charles
the Great of these it is possible to point to only twelve
or fourteen which were not undertaken principally
or entirely in execution of his mission as the soldier
and protector of the Church. In his eighteen campaigns against the Saxons Charles was more or less
actuated by the desire to extinguish what he and his
people regarded as a form of devil-worship, no less
odious to them than the fetishism of Central Africa

won almost

I

;

is

to us.

While he was still
Bubdued by the

in Italy the Saxons, irritated but
fate of Eresburg and of irminsul,
risen in arms, harried the country of the Hessian
Franks, ami burned many churches; that of St.
Boniface at Fritzlar, being of stone, had defeated their
Returning to the north, Charles sent a preefforts,
liminary column of cavalry into the enemy's country

not

had
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while he held a council of the realm at Kiersy (Quercy)
in September, 774, at which it was decided that the
Saxons (Westfali, Ostfali, and Angrarii) must be presented with the alternative of baptism or death. The
north-eastern campaigns of the next seven years had
for their object a conquest so decisive as to make the
execution of this policy feasible. The year 775 saw
the first of a series of Frankish military colonies on
the ancient Roman plan established at Sigeburg
among the Westfali. Charles next subdued, temporarily at least, the Ostfali, whose chieftain, Hessi,
having accepted baptism, ended his life in the monastery of Fulda (see Boniface, Saint; Ftjlda).
Then, a Frankish camp at Lubbecke on the Weser
having been surprised by the Saxons, and its garrison
slaughtered, Charles turned again westward, once
more routed the Westfali, and received their oaths of

Lombardy

inter-

acted the Saxon crusade. Areghis of Beneventum,
so
in-law of the vanquished Desiderius, had formed
Ian with his brother-in-law Adalghis (Adelchis),
a
then an exile at Constantinople, by which the latter
wa to make a descent upon Italy, backed by the
Eastern emperor; Adrian was at the same time involved in a quarrel with the three Lombard dukes,
Reginald of Clusium, Rotgaud of Friuli. and Hildebrand of Spoleto. The Archbishop of Ravenna, who
called himself "primate", and "exarch of Italy",
was also attempting to found an independent principality at the expense of the papal state, but was
finalfy subdued in 776, and his successor compelled
to be content with the title of " Vicar" or representa|

Pampelona. But Ibn-el-Arabi,
who had prematurely brought on his army of Berbers,
tain passes straight to

was assassinated by an emissary of Abderrahman,
and though Pampelona was razed, and Barcelona
and other cities fell, Saragossa held out. Apart from
the moral effect of this campaign upon the Moslem
rulers of Spain, its result was insignificant, though the
famous ambuscade in which perished Roland, the
great Paladin, at the Pass of Roncesvalles, furnished
to the medieval world the material for its most
glorious and
influential epic, the "Chanson de

Roland ".
Much more important to posterity were the next
succeeding events which continued and decided the
long struggle in Saxony.
During the Spanish
crusade Wittekind had returned from his exile, bringing with him Danish allies, and was now ravaging
Hesse; the Rhine valley from Deutz to Andernach
was a prey to the Saxon "devil-worshippers"; the
Christian missionaries were scattered or in hiding.
Charles gathered his hosts at Duren, in June. 779,
and stormed Wittekind's entrenched camp at Bocholt,
after which campaign he seems to have considered
Saxony a fairly subdued country. At any rate, the
"Saxon Capitulary" (see Capitularies) of 781

jiwii^-y-^

pope (seeCiviltaCattolica, 1865, 364, 133).
of the aforesaid powers, all inimical to
the pope and the Franks, while Charles was occupied
in Westphalia, was only prevented by the death of

hum

irlTOii

pr-

tive of the

The junction

Copronymus

September, 775 (see
Byzantine Empire). After winning over Hildebrand
and Reginald by diplomacy, Charles descended into
Lombardy by the Brenner Pass (spring of 776), defeated Rotgaud, and leaving garrisons ami governors,
or counts [comUes), as they were termed, in the reconquered cities of the Duchy of Friuli. hastened back
to Saxony.
There the Frankish garrison had been
forced to evacuate Eresburg, while the siege of Sigeburg was so unexpectedly broken up as to give occasion later to a legend of angelic intervention in favour
Constantine

in

of the Christians.
As usual, the almost incredible
nness of the king's reappearance and the moral
of his presence quieted the ragings of the
heathen. Charles then divided the Saxon territory
into missionary districts.
At the great spring hosting
(champ <!< Mai) "f Paderborn, in 777, many Saxon

effect

converts were baptized; Wittekind, however, already
the leader and afterwards the popular hero of the
-.

had

fled to his brother-in-law,

Sigfrid

the

Dane.

The episode

of the invasion of Spain

comes next

The condition of the venstill Buffering under Moslem
domination, appealed strongly to the king's sympathy.
In 777 there came to Paderborn three Moorish emirs, enemies of the Ommeyad Abderrahman,
These emirs did
the Moorish King of Cordova.
homage to Charles and proposed to him an invasion
of Northern Spain; one of them. Ibn-el-Arabi, promised to bring to the invader-' assistance a force of
Berber auxiliaries from Africa
the other two promised to exert their powerful influence at Barcelona
and elsewhere north of tie Ebro. Accordingly, in
the spring of 778, Charles, with a host of anas
speaking many tongues, and which numbered among
its constituents even a quota of Lombards, moved
towards the Pyrenees. His trusted lieutenant, Duke
Bernhard, with one division, entered Spain by the
coast.
Charles himself marched through the moun-

in chronological order.
erable Iberian Church,

:

>r

Mainz. Aug. 31.790.)

Saxons not only to accept baptism (and
this on pain of death) but also to pay tithes, as the
Franks did, for the support of the Church moreobliged

all

;

it confiscated a large amount of property for the
This was Wittekind's last
benefit of the missions.
opportunity to restore the national independence and
his people, exasperated against the
paganism;
Franks and their God, eagerly rushed to arms. At

over

Suntal on the Weser, Charles being absent, they defeated a Frankish army killing two royal legates
and five counts. But Wittekind committed the error
of enlisting as allies the non-Teutonic Sorbs from
beyond the Saale; race-antagonism soon weakened
his forces, and the Saxon hosts melted away.
Of
the so-called "Massacre of Verden" (783) it is fair
to say that the 4.500 Saxons who perished were not
prisoners of war; legally, they were ringleaders in a
rebellion, selected as such from a number of other
prisoners, and convicted on the information of their
See Schiifer, "Die Hinrichtung d.
fellow rebels,
Sachsen durch Karl den Grossen" in "Hist. Zeitschrift " for 1897.) Wittekind himself escaped beyond
It was not until after another defeat of the
the Elbe.
Saxons at Detmold, and again at Osnabruck, on the
"Hill of Slaughter", that Wittekind acknowledged
In 785
the God of Charles stronger than Odin.
Wittekind received baptism at Attigny, and Charles
stood godfather.
Last Steps to the Imperial Throne. The summer
of 783 began a new period in the life of Charles, in
which signs begin to appear of his less amiable traits.
It was in this year, signalized, according to the chroniclers, by unexampled heat and a pestilence, that the
two queens died. Bertha, the king's mother, and
Both of
Hildegarde, his second (or his third) wife.
these women, the former in particular, had exercised
Within a fewover him a strong influence for good.
months the king married Faetrada, daughter of an
Australian count. The succeeding years were, comparatively speaking, years of harvest after the stui

—
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pendous period of ploughing and sowing that had
gone before; and Charles' nature was of a type that
appears to best advantage in storm and stress. What
was to lie the Western Empire of the Middle Ages was
already hewn out in the rough when Wittekind received
baptism. From that date until the coronation of
Charles at Rome, in 800, his military work was chiefly
in suppressing risings of the newly conquered or quelling the discontent of jealous subject princes. Thrice
in these fifteen years did the Saxons rise, only to be
defeated. Tassilo, Duke of Bavaria, had been a more
or less rebellious vassal ever since the beginning of Ins
reign, and Charles now made use of the pope's influence, exercised through the powerful bishops of Freising, Salzburg, and Regensburg (Ratisbon), to bring
him to terms. In 786 a Thuringian revolt was quelled
by the timely death, blinding, and banishment of its
leaders.
Next year the Lombard prince, Areghis,
having fortified himself at Salerno, had actually been
crowned King of the Lombards when Charles descended upon him at Beneventum, received his submission, and took his son Grimwald as a hostage, after
which, finding that Tassilo had been secretly associated with the conspiracy of the Lombards, he invaded Bavaria from three sides with three armies
drawn from at least five nationalities. Once more
the influence of the Holy See .settled the Bavarian
question in Charles' favour; Adrian threatened Tassilo
with excommunication if he persisted in rebellion,
and as the Duke's own subjects refused to follow him
to the field, he personally made submission, did homage, and in return received from Charles a new lease
of his duchy (October, 787).
During this period the national discontent with
Fastrada culminated in a plot in which Pepin the
Hunchback, Charles' son by Himiltrude, was implicated, and though his life was spared through his
father's intercession, Pepin spent what remained of
his days in a monastery.
Another son of Charles
(Carloman, afterwards called Pepin, and crowned
King of Lombardy at Rome in 781, on the occasion of
an Easter visit by the king, at which time also his
brother Louis was crowned King of Aquitaine) served
his father in dealing with the Avars, a pagan danger on
the eastern frontier, compared with which the invasion
of Septimania by the Saracens (793) was but an insignificant incident of border warfare.
These Avars,
probably of Turanian blood, occupied the territories
north of the Save and west of the Theiss. Tassilo had
invited their assistance against his overlord; and after
the Duke's final submission Charles invaded their
country and conquered it as far as the Raab (791).
By the capture of the famous "Ring" of the Avars,
with its nine concentric circles, Charles came into possession of vast quantities of gold and silver, parts of
the plunder which these barbarians had been accumulating for two centuries.
In this campaign King
Pepin of Lombardy co-operated with his father, with
forces drawn from Italy; the later stages of this war
(which may be considered the last of Charles' great
wars) were left in the hands of the younger king.
The last stages by which the story of Charles' career
is brought to its climax touch upon the exclusive spiritual domain of the Church.
He had never ceased to
interest himself in the deliberations of synods, and this
interest extended (an example that wrought fatal results in after ages! to the discussion of questions which
would now be regarded as purely dogmatic. Charles
interfered in favour of orthodoxy in the dispute about

the Adoptionist heresy (see Adoptionism; Alctjin;
Frankfort, Council op). His interference was less
pleasing to Adrian in the matter of (conoclasm, a heresy with which the Empress-mother Irene and TaraPatriarch of Constantinople, had dealt in the
Second Council ol Nicsa. The Synod of Frankfort,
wrongly informed, but inspired by Charles, took upon
itself to condemn the aforesaid Council, although the

had the sanction of the Holy See (see Caroline
Books). In the year 797 the Eastern Emperor Constantine VI, with whom his mother Irene had for
some time been at variance, was by her dethroned,
imprisoned, and blinded. It is significant of Charles'
position as de facto Emperor of the West that Irene
sent envoys to Aachen to lay before Charles her
latter

side of this horrible story.

It is also to be noted
that the popular impression that Constantine had
been put to death, and the aversion to committing
the imperial sceptre to a woman's hand, also bore

upon what followed.

Lastly, it was to Charles alone
that the Christians of the East were now crying
for succour against the threatening advance
of the Moslem Caliph Haroun al Raschia.
In 795
Adrian I died (25 Dec), deeply regretted by Charles,
who held this pope in great esteem and caused a Latin
metrical epitaph to be prepared for the papal tomb

out

(Gregorovius" Les
Ampere,
tombeaux
des

papes",

Paris,

1859, also "Lib.

Pont.", ed.
Duchesne, Paris,
1886,1,523). In
787 Charles had
visited

Rome

for

the third time in
theinterestofthe
popeand his secure possession of the Pat rimony of Peter.
Leo III (q. v.), the immediate successor of Adrian
I, notified Charles of his election (26 Dec, 795) to the
Holy See. The king sent in return rich presents by
Abbot Angilbert, whom he commissioned to deal with
the pope in all matters pertaining to the royal office of

Roman

Patrician.

While

this letter is respectful

and

even affectionate,

it also exhibits Charles' concept of
the co-ordination of the spiritual and temporal powers,
nor does he hesitate to remind the pope of his grave
spiritual obligations (Jaffe, Bibl. Rer. Germ., IV, 354The new pope, a Roman, had bitter enemies in
56).
the Eternal City who spread the most damaging
reports of his previous life. At length (25 April, 799) he
was waylaid in the streets, maltreated, and left unconscious.
After escaping to St. Peter's he was rescued
by two of the king's missi, who came with a considerable force. The Duke of Spoleto sheltered the fugitive pope, who went later to Paderborn, where the
king's camp then was.
Charles received the Vicar of

Leo was sent back to
Christ with all due reverence.
Rome escorted by royal missi; the insurgents, thoroughly frightened and unable to convince Charles of
the pope's iniquity, surrendered, and the missi sent
Paschalis and Campulus, nephews of Adrian I and
ringleaders against Pope Leo, to the king, to be dealt
with at the royal pleasure.
Charles was in no hurry to take final action in this
matter.
He settled various affairs connected with the
frontier beyond the Elbe, with the protection of the
Balearic Isles against the Saracens, and of Northern
Gaul against Scandinavian sea-rovers, spent most of
the winter at Aachen, ami was at St. Riquier for
About this time, too, he was occupied at the
Easter.
deathbed of Liutgarde, the queen whom he had married
on the death of fastrada (794). At Tours he conferred with Alcuin, then summoned the host of the
Franks to meet at Mainz and announced to them his
Filtering
intention of again proceeding to Home.
Italy by the Brenner Pass, lie travelled by way of
Ancona and Perugia to Xoinent uni. where Topi- Leo
met him and the two entered bom. together. A
synod was held and the charges against Leo proIn this occasion the Prankish bishops
nounced false.
declared themselves unauthorized to pass judgment on
Of his own free will l.eo. under
the Apostolic See.
oath, declared publicly in St. Peter's that he was inno'
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Augustus crowned by God, mighty and pacific emperor, be life and victory" iCarolo, piisimo Augusto
a Deo coronato, magno et pacifico Imperatori, vita et
victoria).
These details are gathered from contemporary accounts Life of Leo III in " Lib. Pont.", ed.
Duchesne, II, 1—18 "Annates Laurissensesmajores";
Einhard's "Vita Caroli"; Theophanes). Though not
all are found in any one narrative, there is no good
reason for doubting their general accuracy. Einhard's
statement (op. cit., c. xxviii! that Charles had no suspicion of what was about to happen, and if preinformed would not have accepted the imperial
crown, is much discussed, some seeing in it an unwillingness to found imperial authority on an ecclesi(

;

astical basis (Hodgkin, in bibliography, VIII, 202),
others more justly a natural hesitation before a momentous step overcome by the positive action of
friends and admirers, and culminating in the scene
just described (Funk, "Kirchengeschichte", 3d ed.,
Freiburg, 1902, 27.5). On the other hand there
seems no reason to doubt that for some time previous
the elevation of Charles had been discussed, both at

home and

at Rome, especially in view of two facts:
the- scandalous condition of the imperial government
at Constantinople (J. B. Bury, Later Roman Empire,
395-800, London, 1892) and the acknowledged
grandeur and solidity of the Carolingian house. He
owed his elevation not to the conquest of Rome, nor
to any act of the Roman Senate (then a mere municipal body), much less to the local citizenship of
Home, but to the pope, who exercised in a supreme
juncture the moral supremacy in Western Christendom which the age widely recognized in him, and to
which, indeed, Charles even then owed the royal
title that the popes had transferred to his father
Pepin.
It is certain that Charles constantly attributed his imperial dignity to an act of God, made
known of e nirse through the agency of the Vicar of
<i
Deo coronatus, in
Christ (divino nutu coronatu
"Capitularia", ed. Baluze, 1.247, 341, 345); also that
after the ceremony he made very rich gifts to the
Basilica of St. Peter, and that on the same day the
pope anointed (as King of the Franks) the younger
Charles, sonof the emperor and at that time probably
to succeed in the imperial dignity.
de-iine,
The
Roman Empire (Imperium Romanum), since 476
practically extinguished in the West, save fur a brief
interval in the sixth century, was restored by this
papal act, which became the historical basis of the
future relations between the popes and the successors
throughout the Middle Ages no
of Charlemagne
Western Emperor was considered legitimate unless
he had been crowned ami anointed :it Home by the
Despite the earlier good-will
lOrof -t. I'eter).
and help of the papacy, the Emperor of Constantinople, legitimate heir of the imperial title (he still
called himself Roman Emperor, and his capital was
officially New- Rome) had long proved incapable of
preserving his authority in the Italian peninsula.
Palace revolutions and heresy, not to speak of fiscal
oppression, racial antipathy, and impotent but
.
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cent of the charges brought against him (see Jaff(?,
Leo requested that bis acBibl. Her. Ger., IV, 378).
cusers, now themselves condemned to death, should be
punished only with banishment (C. Bayet, "LeonUI
et la revolte des Romains" in "Ann. de la Fac. des
lettresde Lyon- ". 1883, 173 97).
Two days later (Christinas Day, S00) took place
During the
the principal event in the life of Charles.
Pontifical Mass celebrated by the pope, as the king
knelt in prayer before the high altar beneath which
lay the bodies of Sts. Peter and Paul, the pope approached him, placed upon his head the imperial
crown, did him formal reverence after the ancient
manner, saluted him as Emperor and Augustus and
anointed him, while the Romans present burst out
with the acclamation, thrice repeated: "To Carolus

vicious intrigues, made him odious to the Romans
and Italians generally (C. Diehl, "Administration

Byzantine dans l'Exarchat dc Ravenne", 568-752;
In any ease, since the Donation of Pepin
(752) the pope was formally sovereign of the duehy
of Rome and the Exarchate; hence, apart from its
effect on his shadowy claim to the sovereignty of all
Italy, the Byzantine ruler had nothing to lose by the
elevation of Charles.
However, the event of Christmas Day, 800, was long resented at Constantinople
(Hergenrother, "Photius", II, 170 sqq.; A. Gasquet,
" De translatione imperii ab imperatoribus Byzantinis
ad reges Francorum", Paris, 1879), where eventually
the successor of Charles was occasionally called
"Emperor", or "Emperor of the Franks", but never
Paris, 1888).

"

Roman Emperor".

u.

(Otto Harnack, " Das Karoling.
das Byz. Reich in ihren wechselz. polit. Beziehun", Gottingen, 1880.)
For a more specific account

gen

new Western Empire; its nature, scope, and
Holy Roman Empire;

of the

other important points, see

Temporal Power.

Suffice it to add here that while
the imperial consecration made him in theory, what
he was already in fact, the principal ruler of the West,
and impropriated, as it were, in the Carolingian line
the majesty of ancient Rome, it also lifted Charles at
once to the dignity of supreme temporal protector
of Western Christendom and in particular of its head,
the Roman Church. Nor did this mean only the
local welfare of the papacy, the good order and peace
of the Patrimony of Peter.
It meant also, in face of
the yet vast pagan world (barbarce nationes) of the
North and the Southeast, a religious responsibility,
encouragement and protection of missions, advancement of Christian culture, organization of dioceses,
enforcement of a Christian discipline of life, improvement of the clergy, in a word, all the forms of governmental co-operation with the Church that we meet
with in the life and the legislation of Charles. Long
before this event Pope Adrian I had conferred (774)
on Charles his father's dignity of Patricius h'lmiunus, which implied primarily the protection of the

Roman Church

in all its rights

and

privileges,

above

in the temporal authority which it had gradually
acquired (notably in the former Byzantine Duchy of
Rome and the Exarchate of Ravenna) by just titles in
the course of the two preceding centuries,
For proofs
of this see Cenni, "Monum. dominat. pontif.", Rome,
II,
50-52,
"Codex
diplo1760,
60, 02, 72, 75; Theiner,
matics dominii temporalis Sanctse Sedis", Rome,
1861-62; Duchesne, "Les premiers temps de l'ea'at
pontifical", Paris. 1898, tr. 1908; Schnurer, "Die Entstehung des Kirchenstaates", Cologne, 1894; Brunengo, " Leoriginidella so vranit a temporal e de' papi ",
all

i

Rome,

1862.)

See Temporal Power.

Charles,

it is

true, after his imperial consecration exercised practically at Rome his authority as Patricius, or protector of the Roman Church.
But he did this with
all due recognition of the papal sovereignty and
principally to prevent the quasi-anarchy which local
intrigues and passions, family interests and ambitions, and adverse Byzantine agencies were promotIt would be unhistorieal to maintain that as
ing.
emperor he ignored at once the civil sovereignty of
the pope in the Patrimony of Piter.
This (the
Duehy of Home and the Exarchate) he significantly
of the Prankish state
the Diet of Thionville, in 8()ii.
It is to be
in this public division of his estate he
made HO provision for the imperial title, also that he
committed to all three sons "the defence and protecIn 817 Louis the Pious,
tion of the Roman Church".
by a famous charter whose substantial authenticity
(Hergenrother-Kirsch, op. cit. II, 102) there is no
good reason to doubt, continued to Pope Paschal and
his successors forever "the city of Horn.- with its
dllehy and dependencies, as tie- same have been held
to this day by your predecessors, under their author-

omitted from the partition

made

at

noted that
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and jurisdiction", adding that he did not pretend

to any jurisdiction in said territory, except when
(Gosselin, op. cit. II,
solicited thereto by the pope.

See the documentary works, quoted above,
of Cenni and Theiner, also the collection of Roskovany
"Monum. Catholica pro independentia potest, eccl. ab
imperio civili ", Nitria, 1847-78; cf Ottolenghi, "Delia
dignita imperiale di Carlo magno", Verona, 1897.)
It may be noted here that the chroniclers of the ninth
century treat as "restitution" to St. Peter the various cessions and grants of cities and territory made at
this period by the Carolingian rulers within the limits
The Charter of Louis the
of the Patrimony of Peter.
Pious was afterwards confirmed by Emperor Otto I
in 962 (see Sickel, "Das Privilegium Ottos I fur die
romische Kirche", Innspruek, 1883, and Hefele, "Con262-63.

.

ciliengesch."IV, 608)and by Henry II in 1020. These
imperial documents make it clear that the acts of
authority exercised by the new emperor in the Patrimony of Peter were only such as were called for by
Kleinhis office of Defender of the Roman Church.
clausz (l'Empire carolingien, etc., Paris, 1902, 441
sqq.) denies the authenticity of the famous letter
(871) of Emperor Louis II to the Greek Emperor
Basil (in which the former recognizes fully the papal
origin of his own imperial dignity), and attributes it
His arguto Anastasius Bibliothecarius in 879.
ments are weak; the authenticity is admitted by
Gregorovius and O. Harnack. Anti-papal writers
have undertaken to prove that Charles' dignity of
Palricius Romanorum was equivalent to immediate
and sole sovereign authority at Rome, and in law
and in fact excluded any papal sovereignty. In
reality this Roman patriciate, both under Pepin and
Charles, was no more than a high protectorship of
the civil sovereignty of the pope, whose local independence, both before and after the coronation, of
Charles, is historically certain (Gosselin, op. cit. I,

275-84), even apart from the aforesaid
imperial charters.
(For the patriciate of Charles,
to which he no longer laid claim after his imperial
coronation, see G. Brunengo, "II patriziato di Carlomagno ", in Civilta Cattolica, 1864-66, and the same
writer, " II patriziato romano di Carlomagno ", Prato,
1893; also Braun, "Carlo Magno imperante qus
inter ecclesiam et imperium intercesserit ratio ", Freiburg, 1863. For divergent views see Heinemann,
" Der Patriziat der deutschen Konige ", Halle, 1889,
and Freeman, "The Patriciate of Pippin", in English Hist. Review, 1889, 684-713; cf. Hist. Jahrbuch,

262-63;

XI, 349).

The personal devotion of Charles to the Apostolic
While in the preface to his
is well known.
Capitularies he calls himself the "devoted defender
and humble helper of Holy Church", he was especially
fond of the Basilica of St. Peter at Rome. Einhard
relates (Vita, c. xxvii) that he enriched it beyond all
other churches and that he was particularly anxious
that the City of Rome should in his reign obtain again
its ancient authority. He promulgated a special law on
the respect due the See of Peter (Capitulare de honoranda sede Apostolica, ed. Baluze I, 255). The letters
of the popes to himself, his father, and grandfat her,
were collected by his order in the famous ''Codex
Carolinus", printed in Jaffe, Biblioth. Her. Germ. IV.
1-306.
Gregory VII tells us (Regest., VII, 23) that lie
placed a part of the conquered Saxon territory under
the protection of St. Peter, and sent toRomea tribute
from the same. He received from Pope Adrian the
Roman canon law in the shape of the "Collectio
Dipnysio-Hadriana", and also (784-91) the "Gregorian Sarramcntary" or liturgical use of Home, for the
fuidance of the Prankish Church (Jaff<5, op. cit. 274).
Ie furthered also in the Frankisli churches the introduction of the Gregorian chant (Varin, "Alterations de
la liturgie (iregorienne en France avant le treizieme
sidcle", Paris, 1852; Schubiger, "Die Sangcrschule St.
See
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Gallens vom 8 bis 12 Jahrhundert ", Einsiedeln, 1859;
E. Souillier, "Causeries sur le plain chant Charlemagne
:

et les 6coles francaises", in Etudes religieuses etc.,
Paris, 1891, LIV, 87-99). It is of interest to note that
just before his coronation at Rome Charles received

three messengers from the Patriarch of Jerusalem,
bearing to the King of the Franks the keys of t he Holy
Sepulchre and the banner of Jerusalem, "a recognition
that the holiest place in Christendom was under the
protection of the great monarch of the West " (HodgShortly after this event, the Caliph Haroun al
kin).
Raschid sent an embassy to Charles, who continued to
take a deep interest in the Holy Sepulchre, and built
Latin monasteries at Jerusalem, also a hospital for pilgrims. To the same period belongs the foundation of the
Schola Francorum near St. Peter's Basilica, a refuge
and hospital (with cemetery attached) for Frankish
pilgrims to Rome, now represented by the Campo
Santo de' Tedeschi (q. v.) near the Vatican.
The main work of Charles the Great in the development of Western Christendom might have been considered accomplished had he now passed away.
Of all
that he added during the remaining thirteen years of
his life nothing increased perceptibly the stability of
the structure. His military power and his instinct
for organization had been successfully applied to the
formation of a material power pledged to the support
of the papacy, and on the other hand at least one pope
(Adrian) had lent all the spiritual strength of the Holy
See to help build up the new Western Empire, which
his immediate successor (Leo) was to solemnly consecrate.
Indeed, the remaining thirteen years of
Charles' eartlily career seem to illustrate rather the
drawbacks of an intimate connexion between Church
and State than its advantages.
In those years notliing like the military activity of
the emperor's earlier life appears; there were much
fewer enemies to conquer. Charles' sons led here and
there an expedition, as when Louis captured Barcelona (SOI) or the younger Charles invaded the territory
of the Sorbs.
But their father had somewhat larger
business on his hands at this time; above all, he had to
either conciliate or neutralize the jealousy of the Byzantine Empire which still had the prestige of old
tradition.
At Rome Charles had been hailed in due
form as "Augustus" by the Roman people, but he
could not help realizing that many centuries before,
the right of conferring this title had virtually passed
from Old to New Rome. New Rome, i. e. Constantinople, affected to regard Leo's act as one of schism.
Nicephorus, the successor of Irene (S03), entered into
diplomatic relations with Charles, it is true, but would
not recognize his imperial character. According to one
account (Theophanes) Charles had sought Irene in
marriage, but his plan was defeated. The Frankish
emperor then took up the cause of rebellious Venetia

and Dalmatia. The war was carried on by sea, under
ICing Pepin, and in 812, after the death of Nicephorus,
a Byzantine embassy at Aachen actually addressed
Charles as Bqsileus. About this time Charles again
trenched upon the teaching prerogative of the Church,
in the matter of the Filioque (q. v.), although in this
instance also the Holy See admitted the soundness of
his doctrine, while

condemning

his usurpation of its

functions.

The other source of discord which appeared in the
new Western Empire, and from its very beginning, was
Charles made no pretence
that of the succession.
either of right of primogeniture for his eldest son or to
name a successor for himself. As Pepin the Short had
divided tile Frankish realm, so did Charles divide the
empire among his sons, naming none of them emperor.
By the will which he made in 806 the greater part of
what was later called France wenl to Louis the Pious;
Frankland proper, Frisia, Saxony, Hesse, and Franconia were to be the heritage of Charles the Young;

Pepin received Lombardy ami

its

Italian dependencies,
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magne et la civilisation maritime au IX siecle". in
"Moyen Age", 1S97, 1, 201-23),bothdomesticand foreign.
The civil legislative work of Charles consisted principally
in organizing

and codifying the principles

law handed down from antiquity; thus

in

of Prankish
802 the laws

of the Frisians. Thuringians, and Saxons were reduced
to writing.
Among these principles, it is important to
note, was one by which no free man could be deprived
of life or liberty without the judgment of his equals in
the state. The spirit of his legislation was above all
religious; he recognized as a basis and norm the ecclesiastical canons, was wont to submit his projects of law
to the bishops, or to give civil authority to the decrees

More than once he made laws at the sugof synods.
For administrative purgestion of popes or bishops.
State was divided into counties and hundreds, for the government of which counts and hundred-men were responsible. Side by side with the
counts in the great national parliament {Reichstag,
in
which normally met in the spring, sat the bishthe spiritual constituency was so closely intertwined with the temporal that in reading of a "council" under Charles, it is not always easy to ascertain
whether the particular proceedings are supposed to be
Nevertheless
those of a parliament or of a synod.
this parliament or diet was essentially bicameral (civil
and ecclesiastical), and the foregoing description applies
to the mutual discussion of >• mixta or subjects pertaining to both orders.
(See Hincmar, "De online
palatii", ed. Prou, Paris. L885, ui "Biblioth. de l'ecole
des Chartes, fasc. 58.) The one Frankish administrative institution to which Charles gave an entirely new
character was that of the missi dominici, representatives (civil and ecclesiastical) of the royal authority.
who from being royal messengers assumed under him
functions much like those of papal legates, i. e. they
were partly royal commissioners, partly itinerant govThere were usually two for each provini
ernors.
ecclesiastic and a lay lord), and they were bound to
visit their territory
our times each year.
Between these missi and the local governors or
counts the power of the former great cro\vn-\
(dukes, Herzdgi
was parcelled out. Local justice
was administered by the aforesaid count [comet
in his court, held three times each year [pUtcitun
erale), with the aid of sevi
cdbini, rachimbwrgi), but there was a graduated appeal ending in
Ii
the person of theemperor(seeFustcldeCoulanges.
gouvernement de Charlemagne ", in " Revue des deux
(

I

-

ii

1

I

I

"Transformations de la
pendant l'lpoque carolingienne ", Paris. 1892,

-". Paris, 1876; also his

royaute*
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Bavaria, and Southern Alcmannia. But Pepin and
Charles pre-deceased the emperor, and in 813 the
magnates of the empire did homage at Aachen to
Louis the Pious as King of the Franks, and future sole
ruler of the great imperial state.
Thus it was that the
Carlovingian Empire, as a dynastic institution, ended
with the death of Charles the Fat (SS8), while the
Holy Roman Empire, continued by Otto the Great
(968-973), lacked all that is now France.
But the
idea of a Europe welded together out of various
races under the spiritual influence of one Catholic
Faith and one Vicar of Christ had been exhibited in
the concrete.
It remains to say something of the achievements of
Charles the Great at home.
His life was so full of
movement, so made up of long journeys, that home in
his case signifies little more than the personal environment of his court, wherever it might happen to be on
any given day. There was. it is true, a general preference for Austrasia, or Frankland (after Aachen,
Worms. Nymwegen, and Ingleheim were favourite
residences).
He took a deep and intelligent interest
in the agricultural development of the realm (see the
"Capitularede villis", ed. Guerard, Paris, 1853) and in
the growth of trade (see "Capitulare of N).r ", in " Mon.
Germ. Hist.: Leges", I, 133, also Ronciere, "Charle-

and the

classic

work of G. Waitz. "Deutsche Verfas-

", 3d ed., Berlin, 1882).
While enough has been said above to show how
ready he was to interfere in the Church's sacred
domain, it does not appear that this propensity arose
from motives discreditable to his religious character.
It would be absurd to pretend that Charles the Great
was a consistent lifelong hypocrite if he was not, then
his keen practical interest in all that pertained to the
services of the Church, his participation even in the
chanting of the choir (though, as his biographer says,
"in a subdued voice"), his fastidious attention to
questions of rites and ceremonies (Monachus Sangallensis), go to show, like many other traits related of
him, that his strong rough nature was really impregnated with zeal, however mistaken at times, for
the earthly glory of God. He sought to elevate and
perfect the clergy, both monastic and secular, the
latter through the enforcement of the
Ua Canonica

sungsgeschichte

;

I

or

common

life

(Bartoli,

"La polizia ecclesiastica
Rome, 1899). Tithes

nella legislazione carolingica ",
were strictly enforced for the
support of the clergy and the
dignity of public worship.
Ecclesiastical immunities (q.

were recognized and prothe bishops held to
frequent visitation of their
dioceses, a regular religious
instruction of
the people
provided for, and in the vernacular tongue.
Through
Alcuin he caused corrected
copies of the Scriptures to be
placed in the churches
("Monumenta Alcuiniana",
ed. Jafte,
1873, VI, 529),
and earned great credit for GB T °PN ^DootSt
his improvement of the much
given at Aachen, 9 May,
813
depraved text of the Latin
Vulgate (S. Berger, "Hist, de la Vulgate pendant les premiers siecles du moyen age". Paris, 1893).
Education, for aspirants to the priesthood at least,
was furthered by the royal order of 787 to all bishops
and abbots to keep open in their cathedrals and monasteries schools for the study of the seven liberal
arts and the interpretation of the Script ures.
He did
much also to improve ecclesiastical music, and
founded schools of church-song at Metz, Soissons, and
St. Gall.
For the contemporary development of
Christian civilization through Alcuin, Einhard, and
other scholars, Italian and Irish, and for the king's
personal attainments in literature, see Cahi.ovincian
.s;Alccjin; Einhard. He spoke Latin well, and
» ii
loved to listen to the reading of the works of St. Augustine, especially "The City of God".
He understood
Greek, but was especially devoted to his Frankish
(Old-German) mother tongue; its terms for the
months and the various winds are owing to him. He
v.)

tected,

^

attempted also to produce a German grammar, and
Einhard tells us that he caused the ancient folk-songs
and hero-tales (barbara atque aniiquissima enrmina)
to be collected; unfortunately this collection ceased
to be appreciated and was lost at a later date.

From boyhood

Charles had evinced strong domes-

affections.
Judged, perhaps, by the mon
fectly developed Christian standard's of a later day,
his matrimonial relations were far from blameless;
tic

but it would be unjust to criticize by any such ethical
rules the obscurely transmitted accounts of his
domestic life which have come down to us. For a
defence of his reputation in this respect, see Weber in
" kirchenlexikon".VII,ir>7
70;cf."CiviltaCattolica",
1863, V, 40, and Liechty, "Les Pemmes de Charle-

magne",

in

"Revue du Monde Cathohque"

(Paris,

1880). What ascertain (and pleasant er to contemplate)
the picture, which his contemporaries have left us. of

is
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gigantic frame

would suggest.

Except on

Rome he wore the national dress

his visits to
of his Frankish peo-

and drawers, a tunic held by a silken
cord, and leggings; his thighs were wound round with
thongs of leather; his feet were covered with laced
shoes.
He had good health to his sixty-eighth year,
when fevers set in, and he began to limp with one foot.
He was his own physician, we are told, and much disliked his medical advisers who wished him to eat
boiled meat instead of roast. No contemporary portrait of him has been preserved. A statuette in the
Mus6e C'arnavalet at Paris is said to be very ancient.
ple, linen shirt

For original materials, see
Bouocet, Recueil des historiens

P.

XCLVII-C11I, and

L.,

—

des Games (Paris, 1737
), II—
royal record, contemporary and general in
character (7SS-S13). the Annals of Lorsch (Annales Lauriesenses majores) are of primary importance; after 829 valuable
additions were made to it in the so-called Annates Einhardi.
To these must be added other local annals, all found in Pertz,
His prime minister Einhard
Man. derm. Hist.: Script., I.
has left us a sketch (Vita Caroli) full of valuable details writAt the end of the ninth
ten in close imitation of Suetonius.
century the Poeta Saxo wrote a metrical life in five books and
ili-\Io\k of St. Gall (Monachus Sangallensis) a prose
life in two books, quite anecdotal and illustrative of contemporary life. The lives are best read in the Monumenta CaroJaffe [Bibl. Rer. Germ. (Berlin, 1S67), IV, 4S7-700].
His legislation (Capilularia. Leges) may be seen in the earlier
edition of the Capitularia (q. v.) of Baluze and in the recent
critical edition of BoltETirs and Kracse [Man. Germ. Hist.:
His letters, with those sent
Lews. II, Hanover, 1893-971.
him by Alcuin, Einhard, and Leo III {Codex Carohnus) are
Numerous other importalso found in Jaffe, op. cit., I, 4S6.
ant public documents pertaining to his reign are found in the
Mon. Germ. Hist.: Script. Leges Diplomata. The most
complete account of his reign is that of Abel, continued and
finished by B. Simson, Jahrbuchcr des frankischrn Rcichcs
in Waitz. Deutsche
imtei Karl dem Grossen (Berlin, lslis ss
\', rfassunqsgeschiehte (Berlin. 2d ed., lsss) is found an exhaustive description of his political activity (legislative and conValuable material is found in the pages of the
stitutional'.
porary Liber Poniificalis, ed. Docjtesne (Paris, 1886rols., It,., with rich historical and antiquarian notes.
English wnrks on Charlemagne are frequently coloured by
inti papal prejudice.
Among the latest arc ("tils (London.
(WOO); see
hMOHBERI (18881. Weils (1S98), Davis
r
The best
also Buchanan in Diet. <! Christ. Bioor., I, 4. >5-6l.
the
great emperor (not always impartial)
English account of
is thai of IIi'J'okin in the seventh and eighth volumes of his
ixford. 1899). BttvrE. The Holy Roman
Halt, and he, Innidei
hie of the
is scholarly, but ti"t always equitable
holarrv accounts of his reign is that of Dollingkh. Das
Kaiserthum Karls des Grossen (Munich, 1865; tr. London,
1897) criticized in the Zeitschrift f. Kath. Theol. (1S93), XVII,

IX.

An
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—

—
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the delight he found in being with his children, joining
in their sports, particularly in his own favourite
recreation of swimming, and finding his greatest
relaxation in the society of his sons and daughters;
the latter he refused to give in marriage, unfort unately
for their moral character. (See F. Lorentz, " Karls des
Grossen Privat und Hofleben" in "Hist. Taschenbuch ", 1832, III.) He died in his seventy-second year,
after forty-seven yearsof reign, and was buried in the
octagonal Byzantine-Romanesque church at Aachen,
built by him and decorated with marble columns
from Rome and Ravenna. In the year 1000 Otto
III opened the imperial tomb and found (it is said)
the great emperor as he had been buried, sitting on a
marble throne, robed and crowned as in life, the book
of the Gospels open on his knees.
(See "Bulletin
Monumental", 1867, III, S19-22.) In some parts
of the empire popular affection placed him among
the saints.
For political purposes and to please
Frederick Barbarossa he was canonized (1165) by the
anti-pope Paschal III, but this act was never ratified
by insertion of his feast in the Roman Breviary or by
its extension to the Universal Church; his cultus,
however, was permitted at Aachen [Acta SS., 28 Jan.,
3d ed., II, 490-93, 303-7, 769; his office is in
Canisius, " Antiq. Lect.", Ill (2), ed. Basnage, p. 205;
Walch, "Hist, canonizat. Caroli Magni", Jena, 1750].
According to his friend and biographer, Einhard,
Charles was of imposing stature, to which his bright
eyes and long, flowing hair added more dignity. His
neck was rather short, and his belly prominent, but
the symmetry of his other members concealed these
defects.
His clear voice was not so sonorous as his

(

<
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Janssens, Karl der Grosse (Frankfort,
1868); Vetault, Charlemagne, with introduction by Leon
Gautter, notes by Barthelemy ( 2d ed., Tours, 1880) and
Haureau, Charlemagne el sa cour (4th ed., Paris, 1880).
See also

J.

Among recent studies on ecclesiastical anil religious life in
the reign of Charles the following are of interest; Merchier,
le goarernement de Veglise au temps de Charlemagne
(St.-Quentin, 1887); Imbart de la Tour, De ecclesiis rusticanis aetate Carolingicn (Bordeaux, 1891); Jerome, La question metropolitaine dans VEglise franque in Revue canemiqite
(Paris, 1898); Dubois, De conciliis el theologicis disputaiionibus apud Francos Carolo Magna regnante (Alencon, 1902);
Girt, Les Archives des eglises et monasteres de Vepoque Carolingienne (Paris, 1901).
Among studies on Church and State in the time of Charlemagne
Essai sur

may

be mentioned: Gosselin, The Power of the Pope during
Middle Ages. tr. M. Kelly, 2 vols. (Baltimore, London,
Ketterer, Karl der Grosse und die Kirche iMunich,
Greenwood, Empire and Papacy in the Mid.lt, Ages
(London, 1902); Hergenrother, Kathotische Kirche and
christlieher Staat (Freiburg, 1872, Eng. tr„ London. 1876);
Hofler, Kaiserthum unci Papsthum (Prague, 1862); Nieim ks,
Gesch. des Verhallrtisses zu-isehen Kaiserthum und Papsttum im
Mitlelalter, 2 vols., vol. I, 2d. ed., (Minister, 1877); Glasson,
Les rapports du pouvoir spirituel et du pouvoir temporel au
mm/en age (Paris, 1890); J. de la Serviere, Charlemagne et
the

1853);
1S98);

VEglise (Paris, 1904).

Thomas

J.

Shahan.

E. Macpherson.

Charlemagne and Church Mr sic.

— Charlemagne's

interest in church music and solicitude for its propagation and adequate performance throughout his
empire, have never been equalled by any civil ruler
either before or since his time.
Great as was his
father Pepin's care for the song of the Church,

Charles's activity

was

infinitely

more

intelligent

and

comprehensive. Aided by a technical knowledge of
the subject, he appreciated the reasons why the
Church attaches so much importance to music in her
cult and the manner of its performance.
He used all
his authority to enforce the wishes of the Church
which he had made his own. The key-note of his
legislation on this subject, as on every other point
regarding the liturgy, was conformity with Rome.
To this end, tradition tells us, he not only took members of his own chapel to Rome with him, in order
that they might learn at the fountain head, but begged
Pope Adrian I, in 774, to let him have two of the papal
singers.
One of these papal chanters, Theodore, was
sent to Metz, and the other, Benedict, to the sclwla
cantorum at Soissons. According to Ekkehart IV, a
chronicler of the tenth century of the monastery of
St. Gall, the same pope sent two more singers to the
Court of Charlemagne. One of these, Peter, reached
Metz, but Romanus at first being detained at St. Gall
by sickness, afterwards obtained permission from the
emperor to remain there, and it is to the presence in
St. Gall and elsewhere, of these monks from Rome,
that we owe the manuscripts without which a return
to the original form of the Gregorian chant would be
impossible. The great Charles made strenuous though
not wholly successful efforts to wean Milan and its
environs from their Ambrosian Rite and melodies.
In 7S9 he addressed a decree to the whole clergy of his
empire, enjoining on every member to learn the Cunt us
!;,. in nuts and to perform the office in conformity « ith
the directions of his father (Pepin), who for the sake
of uniformity with Rome in the whole (Western)
Church, had abolished the Gallican chant. Through
the synod held at Aachen in 803, the emperor commanded anew the bishops and clerics to sing the office
xirut psallii eedesia Romana, and ordered them to
establish schola- cant on m in suitable places, while he
himself provided fur the support of those already in
is. those
in Metz. Paris, Soissons
that
existence
Orleans, Sens, Tours, Lyons, Cambrai, and Dijon in
France, and those of Fuld-i, Reichenau, and Si. Gall.
The sons of nobles of his empire and of his vassals were
expected, by imperial command, to be instructed in
grammar, music, and arithmetic, while the boys in the
public schools were taught music and how to sing,
The emperor's agents and
especially the Psalms.
representatives were everywhere ordered to watch

CHARLES

over the faithful carrying out of his orders regarding
music.
He not only caused liturgical music to flourish in his own time throughout his vast domain, but
he laid the foundations for musical culture which are
still potent to-day.

Kornmi
Grosse;

i.lf.k.

Ktrchenmusikaliachea Lezikon,

Ambros, Muaikgeecl

s.
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Joseph Otten.
Charles Borromeo, Saint, Archbishop of Milan, Cardinal-Priest of the Title of S. Prassede, I 'a pal Secretary
of State under Pius IV, and one of the chief factors in
the atholic Counter-Reformation, was b. in the Castle of Arona, a town on the southern shore of the Lago
Maggiore in Northern Italy. 2 October, 1538; d. at
Milan, 3 November, 1584.
His emblem is the word
hdmilitas crowned, which is a portion of the Borromeo shield. He is usually represented in art in his
cardinal's robes, barefoot, carrying the cross as arch
bishop; a rope round his neck, one hand raised in
blessing, thus recalling his work during the plague.
His feast is kept on 4 November. His father was
Count Giberto Borromeo. who, about 1530, married
Margherita de' Medici. Her younger brother was
Giovanni Angelo, Cardinal de' Medici, who became
pope in 1559 under the title of Pius IV. Charles was
<-ond son, and the third of the six children, of
Giberto and Margherita.
Charles' mother died about
lie yar 1547. and his father married again.
His early years were passed partly in the Castle of
Arona, and partly in the Palazzo Borromeo at Milan.
At the age of twelve his father allowed him to receive the tonsure, and. upon the resignation of his
uncle, Julius Caesar Borromeo, he became titular Abbot of Sts. Gratinian and P'elinus at Arona.
When he received the tonsure he was sent by his
father to Milan, where he studied Latin under J. J.
Merla.
In
Ictober, 15.32, he left Arona for the University of Pavia, where he had as his tutor p'rancesco
His correspondence
Alciato, afterwards cardinal.
i

<

shows that he was allowed a very small sum by his
father, and that often he was in very straitened circumstances, which caused him considerable inconvenience.
It was not only that he himself suffered,
but that his retinue also were not suitably clothed.
Charles evidently felt bitterly his humiliation, but he
Leavdoes not seem to have shown impatience.
ing Pavia tn meet his uncle, Cardinal de' Medici, at
Milan, he was, within a few weeks called upon to attend the funeral of his father, who died early in August, 1558, and was buried in the church of -

Maria delle uazie. Milan.
Fresh responsibilities at once came to Charles, for
<

though he was not the elder son, yet, at the request
of his family, including even his brother, he assumed
charge of all the family business. The question of
possession of the Castle of Arona was one of great
difficulty, as it was claimed by both prance and Spain.
Charles conducted the negotiations with great energy
and diplomatic skill, and as a consequence of the
Peace of Cambrai (3 April, 1559) the castle was
d over to Count Francesco Borromeo, in the
of his nephew, Federigo Borromeo, to be held by him
He also did much to restore
for the Eting of Spain.
to their ancient monastic discipline the religious of
his

Abbey

studies

of Sts. (iratinian

ami

errupted
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Felinus. Though his
yet lus seriousness

and attention enabled him to complete them with
success, and in 1550 he maintained his thesis for the
doctorate of ri\i| and canon law.
In the summer of 1559 Paul IV died, and the
conclave h>r the election of his successor, which
began
nber, was not concluded till 26
December, when Cardinal (iiovanni Angelo de' Medici
In the
was elected and took the name of Pius IV.
3rd of January, 15(50, Charles received a message
by a courier from the pope, asking him to proceed at
He started immediately for the
once to Rome.
i

<

Eternal

was not

City, but though he travelled rapidly he
in time for the pope's coronation (6 Jan-

On

22 January he wrote to Count Guido
Borromeo that the pope hid given him the charge
of the administration of all the papal states.
On 31
uary).

January he was created cardinal-deacon, together
with Giovanni de' Medici, son of the Duke of Florence, and Gianantonio Serbellone, cousin of the pope.
Charles was given the title of Sts. Vitus and Modestus,
which was in the August following changed to that of
He wished for no rejoicings at
S. Martino-ai-Monti.
Milan: all the celebration was to be at Arona. where
were to be said ten Masses de Spirilu Sancto. At tintime Cardinal Ippoiito d'Este, of Perrara. resigned
the Archbishopric of Milan, and on 8 February the
pope named Charles as administrator of the vacant
see.
In succession he was named Legate of Bologna.

He was named
of Ancona.
of Portugal, of Lower Gerof Switzerland.
Under his protection were placed the orders of St. Francis, the Carmelites, the Humiliati, the Canons Regular
of the Holy Cross of Coimbra, the Knights of JeruRomagna. and the March
Protector of the

Kingdom

many, and the Catholic cantons

salem (or Malta), and those of the Holy Cross of Ihrist
in Portugal.
By a motu propria (22 January. 1561)
Pius IV gave him an annual income of 1000 golden
crowns from the episcopal mensa of Ferrara.
(

Charles' office of secretary of state and his care
for the business of his family did not prevent him
from giving time to study, and even to recreations
in the form of playing the lute and violoncello, and
lie lived at first at the Vatican,
a game of ball,

but in July. 1562, removed to the Palazzo Colonna,
Piazza Santi Apostoli. Soon after his arrival in
Rome he founded at the Vatican an academy, which
was a way of providing, by literary work, a distraction from more serious occupations.
The members
whether ecclesiastics or laymen, met nearly every
evening, and many of their contributions are amongst
the works of Charles as "NocteB Vaticanae". Charles
was very soon occupied as secretary of state in using
his influence to bring about the re-assembling of the
Council of Trent, which had been suspended since
1552.
The state of Europe was appalling from an
ecclesiastical point of view.
Many wire the difficulties that had to be
overcome with the emperor,
with Philip II of Spain, and. greatest of all. with
France, where the demand was made for a national
council.
Still, in spite of obstacles, the work went
on with the view of re-assembling the council, and
for the most part it was Charles patience and devotion that accomplished the object.
It was not till 18 January, 1562. that the council
resumed at Trent, with two cardinals, 106 bishops, 4
mitred abbots, and 4 generals of religious orders present.
The correspondence which passed between
Charles and the cardinal legates at Trent is enormous,
and the questions which arose many times threatened
to bring about the breaking-up of the council.
tifficulties with the emperor, the national principles put
forward on behalf of France bj thi
irdinal Charles
of Lorraine, Archbishop of Reims, required from
charl.s constant attention and the greatest delicacy
and skill in treatment. The twenty fifth, and last, session of the council was held 3 and 4 December. 1563; at
it were present 255 Fathi rs.
At s consistory on the
26th of January. 1564, Pius IV continued the di
of the council, and later appointed s congn gation of
eight cardinals to see to the execution of these decrees.
During the sitting of the re-assembled council 'hades'
elder brother, Count Federigo, had died (28 November, 1562).
This event had a very determining
as to hades, for lie immediately resolved to give himself with greater strictness to spiritual matters, and he
looked upon his brother'- death as a warning to him
to give up all worldly things.
Bis resolution was well
needed, for, as he was now the head of the family,

—
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forts to influence Charles, but finally he resolved to
definitely fix himself in the ecclesiastical state by
being secretly ordained priest. The ordination took
place, by the hands of Cardinal Federigo Cesa, in
Santa Maria Maggiore, on the 4th of September, 1563.
He writes that he celebrated his first Mass on the
Assumption, in St. Peter's, at the altar of the ConfesHe said his second Mass at his house, attached
sion.

an oratory where St. Ignatius had been
to celeCharles at this
time had as his conto the Gesu, in

accustomed
brate.

fessor
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great pressure was brought to bear upon him to give
up the ecclesiastical state and to marry. This view
was even suggested to him by the pope, at the instance
Some months passed in these efof other relatives.

his desire, but at the same time
declared his opinion that it was God's will that he
should not abandon his position. Charles was now
assured that it was his duty to remain in the world;
but all the more he felt he ought to visit his diocese,
though the pope always opposed his departure.
Bartholomew counselled patience, and represented
the assistance he could give to the pope and the
whole Church by remaining in Rome. Charles was
satisfied, and stayed on, doing the great work necessary by sending zealous deputies.
After the Council
of Trent he was much occupied with the production of
the catechism embodying the teaching of the council,
the revision of the
Missal and Breviary.

tholomew applauded

He also was a member
of a commission for
the reform of church

Father Giovanni

Battista Ribera, S. J.
( )n
the 7th of December, 156.3, the feast of
St.

music,

consecrated bishop
in the Sistine Chapel
on the 23rd of March,
1.364, he received the
pallium, and was preconized on the 12th
of May. In the following June his title was
changed to that of
Santa Prassede.
Meanwhile Charles
had provided for the
spiritual
diocese.

wants
'

and chose

Palestrina to compose
three masses; one of
these is the "Missa
Paps Marcelli".
Pastoral solicitude,
which is the charac-

Ambrose, he was

chosen
for
mention in the collect
of his feast, made him
teristic

ever anxious to have
the most suitable representatives in Milan.
He heard of the ex-

qualities of
Monsignor
Nicolo
cellent

of his

Ormaneto,

Antonio

Diocese

Roberti, in May, 1560,
had, as his vicar, taken
possession of his archbishopric, and Charles

and

of

of

the

Verona

succeeded

in

obtaining the consent
of Iris bishop to his
transference to Milan.

sent Monsignor Donate, Bishop of Bobbio,
as
his
deputy for
functions.
episcopal

Ormaneto had been
the household of
Cardinal Pole, and
also the principal assistant of the Bishop
of Verona. On the 1st

in

Monsignor Dona to
soon died, and in his
place ( 'harles commissioned Monsignor Girolamo Ferragato, O.
S. A., one of his suffra-

of July, 1564,

Orma-

neto

Milan,

reached

and at once carried out

Charles'
instructions
gans, to visit the dioby calling together
m and to report on
St. Charles Borromeo (By Crespi, Ambros
a diocesan synod for
Ferragato
its needs.
the promulgation of
entered Milan, 23
tin
decrees of the Council of Trent.
There were
April, 1562; on 24 June of the same year Charles sent to
It was with the clergy
1200 priests at the synod.
Milan Fathers Palmio and Carvagial, S. J., with the obthat Charles began he reform, and the many abuses
ject of preparing the faithful of the diocese, both clergy
and laity.for the carrying out of the reforms prescribed needed skilful and tactful treatment. Father Palmio
contributed much in bringing the clergy to a sense
>y he Council of Trent. While anxious for the spiritual
of the necessity for reform.
The synod was folwelfare of his flock, he was no less solicitous for his own.
There came to him the thought of what was the will lowed by a visitation of the diocese by Ormaneto.
In September Charles sent thirty Jesuit Fathers to
of God concerning him, and whether he was to continue
as the spiritual father of his diocese or retire to a assist his vicar; three of these were placed over the
monastery. It happened in the autumn of 1. "><;:;. seminary, which was opened on the 11th of Novembetween the sessions of the Council of Trent, that he ber (feast of St. Martin of Tours). Charles was constantly direct im; the work of restoration of ecclesiastiCardinal of Lorraine went to Rome, accompanied
by Yen. Bartholomew of the Martyrs, O. 1'.. Arch- cal discipline, and the education of the young, even
down to minute details, was foremost in his thoughts.
bishop of Braga, in Portugal (see BARTHOLOMEW "i
Hi; m;a).
Bartholomew had already shown himself The manner of preaching, repression of avaricious
priests, crele.Mast ical ceremonies, and church music are
to be of a like spirit to Charles, and when Pius IV
some of the subjects on which Charles wrote many
introduced them, and suggested that he should begin
letters.
The revival of strict observance of rule in
the reform of the cardinals in the person of Charles,
Bartholomew answered that if the princes of the the convents of nuns was another matter to which
Church had all been like Cardinal Borromeo, he Charles urged Ormaneto's attention; the setting up
would have proposed them as models for the reform of grilles in the convent parlours was ordered, and,
to remove material difficulties, Charles ordered his
In a private interview,
of the rest of the clergy.
Charles opened his heart to Bartholomew and told agent, Albonese, to pay the cost of this where the
him of his thought of retiring to a monastery. Bar- convents, through poverty, were unable to bear the
<•.
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This order brought about

with
Two of his aunts, sisters of Pius
his own relations.
IV, had entered the Order of St. Dominie; they resented the setting up of the grilles as easting a slur
on their convent. Charles, in a letter (2sth April,
1565) displaying much thought and great tact, strove
to bring his aunts to see the good purpose of the
order, but without success, and the pope wrote on the
26th of -May, 1565, telling them that lie had given
expense.

difficulties

that concerned liimself personally the greatest economy should be used; for his position as archbishop
and cardinal he required due respect. He practised
great mortification, and whatever the Council of
Trent or his own provincial council had laid down for
the life of the bishops he carried out, not only in the
letter, but also in the spirit.
The rules for the management of his household,
both in spiritual and temporal affairs, are to be
found in the ''Acta Ecclesise Mediolanensis". The
result of the care that was taken of his household was
seen in the many members of it who became distin-

general orders for the setting up of the grilles, and
that it would be pleasing to him that those united to
nim by ties of blood and affection should set a good
guished bishops and prelates. More than twenty
example to other convents.
Notwithstanding the support which Charles gave, were chosen to fill important sees on account of the
Ormaneto was discouraged by the checks with which bright example they had shown while members of the
he met, and wished to return to his own diocese.
cardinal's household; one of these was Dr. Owen
Charles pressed the pope to allow him to leave Rome, Lewis, fellow of New College, Oxford, who taught at
and at the same time encouraged Ormaneto to re- Oxford and Douai, and after being vicar-general
main. At last the pope gave his consent to Charles to St. Charles was made Bishop of Cassano in Calabria.
visiting his flock and summoning a provincial counThe administration of the diocese needed to be percil; but, desiring his stay to be a short one, he created
fected; he therefore chose a vicar-general of exemCharles legate a latere for all Italy. Charles prepared plary life, learned in law and ecclesiastical discipline.
He also appointed two other vicars, one for civil
to start, chose canonists to help t he council, and
wrote to the Court of Spain and Philip II. He left and the other for criminal causes. He associated
Rome 1 .September, ami, passing through Florence, with them other officials, all chosen for their integrity,
Bologna, Modena, and Parma, he made his solemn and took care that they should be well paid, so as to
entry into Milan on Sunday, 23 September, 1565. His preclude all suspicion of venality. Corruption in such
matters was specially distasteful to him. Whilst
arrival was the occasion of great rejoicings, and the
people did their utmost to welcome the first resident providing for upright officials, the needs of the prisarchbishop for eighty years. On the following Sun- oners were not forgotten, and in time his court was
day he preached in the Duomo, on the words: " Wit h known as the holy tribunal. He so organized his
desire I have desired to eat this pasch with you"
administration that by means of reports and conferences with the visitors and the vicars forane, his
(Luke, xxii, 15).
On the 15th of October the first provincial council pastoral visits were productive of great fruit. The
met. It. was attended by ten out of the fifteen bish- canons of his cathedral chapter were in turn the
ops of the province, those absent being represented object of his reforming care. He put before them
by their procurators. Three of these prelates were his plan of giving them definite work in theology
cardinals, and one, Nicolo Sfondrato of Cremona,
and in connexion with the Sacrament of Penance.
was afterwards pope with the title of Gregory XIV. They welcomed his reforms, as he wrote to Monsignor
Charles announced that the reform must begin with Bonome: "The result of the way I have taken is very
the prelates: "We ought to walk in front, anil our different to that in vogue to-day" (27 April, 1566).
spiritual subjects will follow us more easily."
lb'
Pius V congratulated Charles on his success and excommenced by fulfilling all things required in himself, horted him to continue the work.
and his wonderful energy astonished the prelates.
Another great work which was begun at this time
The council was finished on the 3d of November, and was that of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine,
Charles sent a minute report to the pope. On the in order that the children might be carefully and
systematically instructed. This work was really the
6th of November he went to Trent as legato, to meet
beginning of what is now known as the Sundaythe Archduchesses Giovanna and Barbara, who were to
be married to the Prince of Florence and he Duke of school, and there is a remarkable testimony to this in
Barbara
to
Ferrara.
an
inscription under a statue outside the Kssex UniCharles conducted
Ferrara and
Giovanna toTuscany, whereat Fiorenzuola, he received tarian Church. Kensington, London, where Cardinal
the news of the pope's serious illness.
He reached Borromeo is mentioned in connexion with the work.
Rome to find that the pope's condition was hopeless, The visitation of his flock was steadily carried out and
aiid he it once bade the Holy Father turn .ill his
various pious foundations were made to succour the
thoughts to his heavenly home.
needy and sinners. In 1567 opposition began to be
)n the 10th of
December Pius IV died, assisted by two saints, made to his jurisdiction. The officials of the King of
Spain announced that they would inflict severe penCharles and Philip Xeri. On the 7th of January,
1566, the conclave for the election of his successor alties on the archbishop's officers if they imprisoned
was concluded by the election of Cardinal Michele any more laymen, or carried arms. The matter was
Ghislieri, O. P., of Alessandria, Bishop of Mondovi,
referred to the king, and finally to the pope, who
who. at he request of Charles, took the name of Pius
il Milan to support the ecclesiV. It has been maintained that Charles al first fav- astical authority.
Peace was not restored; and lie
oured Cardinal Morone, but his letter to the King of bargello, or sheriff, of the archbishop was imprisoned.
Spain (Sylvain, I. 309) seems to prove that he did his The archbishop pronounced sentence of excommuniutmost to secure the election of Cardinal Ghislieri.
cation on the captain of justice and several other
Much trouble followed, a, id again the matPius V wished to keep Charles to assist him in
officials.
Home; but though Charles delayed his dip
ter was laid before the pope, who decided in favour
for some time, in the end his earnest represent
of the archbishop.
In October, 1567, Charles started to visit three
obtained permission for him to return to Milan, al
least he
r.
He returned to his see, 5 April, Swiss valleys, I.evantina. Bregno, and I. a Riviera.
most part-, indeed, there was much to reform.
1566, having made a detour to visit the sanctuary of
Ill
Our Lady of LoretO. Charles showed admirably The clergy especially were in many cases so lax and
how lie Church had the power to reform from within. careless, and even living scandalous lives, that the
and, though the task he had to do was gigantic, he people had gTOWS Up to lie equally negligent and
set about its execution with great calmness and consinful.
The hardships of this journey were great;
fidence.
He began with his household, save up much
Mi' e||, ,| nn a mule. ml sometimes on h.oi
of his property to the poor, and insisted that in all
over most difficult and even dangerous ground. His
t
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labours bore great fruit, and a new spirit was put into
both clergy and laity. In August, 156S, the second
diocesan synod was held, and it was followed in April,
In August,
1569, by the second provincial council.
1569, matters came to a head in connexion with the
This
collegiate church of Santa Maria della Scala.
church had been declared by Clement VII, in 1531,
exempt from the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of
Milan, provided that the consent of the archbishop
was obtained; but this consent had never been obtained, and consequently the exemption did not take
Now the governor, the Duke of Albuquerque,
effect.
had been induced by the opponents of the archbishop
to issue an edict declaring that all who violated the
king's jurisdiction should receive severe punishment.
The canons of La Scala claimed exemption from the
archbishop and relied on the secular power to support
them. Charles announced his intention of making
his visitation in accordance with the wishes of the
pope, by sending Monsignor Luigi Moneta to the
He was met with opposition and open insult.
canons.
Early in September Charles himself went, vested

The same violent demeanour was
for a visitation.
again shown. The archbishop took the cross into his
own hands and went forward to pronounce the sentence of excommunication. The armed men raised
their weapons; the canons closed the door of the
church against Charles, who with eyes fixed on the
crucifix, recommended himself and these unworthy
men to the Divine protection. Charles was indeed
in danger of his life, for the canons' supporters
opened fire, and the cross in his hand was damaged.
His vicar-general then put up the public notice that
the canons had incurred censures. This act was followed by blows and cries, removal of the notices, and
the declaration that the archbishop was himself suspended from his office. Pius V was shocked at this
incident, and only with very great difficulty allowed
Charles to deal with these rebellious canons, when
they repented.
In October, 1569, Charles was again in great danger.
The Order of the Humiliati, of which he was
protector, had by his persevering care been induced
But some of its
to accept certain reforms, in 1567.
members strove to bring about a return to their
former condition. As Charles would not consent to
this, some of the order formed a conspiracy to take
his life.
On the 26th of October, whilst Charles was
at evening prayer with his household, a member of the
Humiliati, dressed as a layman, having entered with
others of the public who were admitted to the chapel,
took his stand four or five yards from the archbishop.
The motet "Tempiis est ut revertar ad eum qui me
misit", by Orlando Lasso, was being sung; the words
" Non turbetur cor vestrum, neque formidet" had
just been sung, when the assassin fired his weapon,
loaded with ball, and struck Charles, who was kneelCharles, thinking himself mortally
ing at the altar.
wounded, commended himself to God. A panic
arose, which allowed the assassin to escape, but
Charles motioned to his household to finish the
prayers.
At their conclusion it was found that the
ball had not even pierced his clothes, but some of the
shot had penetrated to the skin, and where the ball
had struck a slight swelling appeared, which remained
through his life.
It was seen how far the unruly-minded had gone,
and the serious turn affairs had taken. At once
the governor took prompt steps to assure Charles of
his sympathy and his wish to find the assassin.
Charles would not allow this, and asked the governor
tip use his efforts to prevent the rights of the Church
being infringed.
In sonic measure this occurrence
led the canons of La Scala to sue for pardon, and on
the •'''ill of February, L570, Charles publicly absolved
them before the door of his cathedral. Notwithstanding his wish to forgive those who had attempted

life, and his efforts to prevent
four of the conspirators (amongst
actually fired) were sentenced to
of the clergy, they were handed
power (29 July, 1570); two were

his

their prosecution,

them Farina, who
death.

All being
over to the civil
beheaded; Farina

and another were hanged.
Charles at this time made a second visit to Switzerfirst visiting the three valleys of his diocese, then
over the mountains to see his half-sister Ortensia,
Countess d'Altcmps.
Afterwards he visited all the
Catholic cantons, everywhere using his influence to
remove abuses both amongst the clergy and laity, and
to restore religious observance in monasteries and
convents. He visited Altorf, Unterwalden, Lucerne,
Saint Gall, Schwyz. Einsiedeln, where he said that
he nowhere, except at Loreto, experienced a greater
religious feeling (10 September, 1570).
Heresy had
spread in many of these parts, and Charles sent to
them experienced missionaries to win back those who
land,

had embraced

it.

At this time Pius V came to the conclusion that
nothing less than the suppression of the Order of
the Humiliati was adequate.
He therefore issued a
Bull (7 February, 1571) suppressing the order and
providing for its property. This same year, owing
to the short harvest, the whole province suffered from
a terrible famine, during which Charles worked with
unceasing toil to help the starving, relieving at his
own expense as many as 3000 daily for three months.
His example induced others to help, the governor,
especially, giving large alms.
In the summer of 1571
Charles was for some time seriously ill, in the month
of August; having partly recovered, he was making
his visitation when he heard of the serious illness of
the governor, the Duke of Albuquerque. Charles returned to Milan only in time to console the duchess.
He made use of the prayers ordered by Pius V for the
success of the Christians against the Turks, to urge
on his flock the necessity of averting God's anger by
penance. Great were the rejoicings at the victory of
Lepanto (7 October, 1571). Charles was especially
interested in this expedition by reason of the papal
ships being commanded by Marco Antonio Colonna,
whose son Fabricio was married to his sister, Anna
Borromeo.

The archbishop remained in bad health, suffering
from low fever and catarrh. It was feared that consumption would set in; in spite of his illness he prepared for the third diocesan synod, which was held
He soon afterwards
in his absence in April, 1572.
heard of the death of Pius V (1 May, 1572), and,
though still feeble, he started for the conclave, which
lasted one day and resulted in the election of Cardinal
Ugo Buoncompagni, with the title of Gregory XIII,
13 May, 1572. As medical treatment had not restored Charles to health, he now abandoned it and
returned to his ordinary rule of life, with the result
that he was before long quite well. On his homeward journey he again visited Loreto, in November,
and reached Milan on 12 November. He at this time
resigned the offices of Grand Penitentiary, Archpriest
In
of Santa Maria Maggiore, and other high dignities.
April, 1573, he held his third provincial council.
The new governor of Milan was Don Luigi di
Requesens, who had known Charles in Rome. However, as soon as he took office, being urged by the
opponents ut' Charles, he published some letters falsely
incriminating Charles in questions of the royal authority and containing much that was contrary to the
Charles protested against their
rights Of the Church.
publication; with great reluctance, and after much
anxious deliberation, he publicly pronounced, in August, sentence of excommunication explicitly against
the grand chancellor and implicitly against the go-*
As a consequence of this, libels were pubernor.
The governor
lished in the city against Charles.

showed

his displeasure

by placing

restrictions

on the
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meetings of the confraternities, also depriving Charles
Arona. Various rumours were in circuwicked plans against Charles, but his
tranquillity was maintained, and he carried on his
work with his usual rare, despite the fact that the
governor had placed an armed guard to watch his
None of the governor's actions succeeding,
palace.
the governor was led to ask for absolution, which he
obtained by deception.
When Gregory XIII learned
of this, he compelled the governor to make satisfaction
This was done, and on 26 November
to Charles.
Charles announced that, the governor was absolved
from all penalties and censures. In this year Charles
founded a college for the nobility at Milan.
In August, 1574, Henry III of France was passing
through the Diocese of Milan on his way from Poland
to take the French throne.
Charles met him at
Monza. The fourth diocesan synod was in NovemGregory XIII proclaimed a jubilee for
ber, 1574.
157."), and on the 8th of December, 1574, Charles left
for Home.
He visited many shrines and. having
reached Rome, performed the required devotions and
started for Milan, in February.
He assisted at the
death-bed of his brother-in-law, Cesare Gonzaga, and
continued the visitation of his province. In 1570 the
jubilee was kept in the Diocese of Milan.
It began
on the 2nd of February. Whilst the jubilee was being
celebrated, news came of outbreaks of plague in Venice
and Mantua. The fourth provincial council was held
in May.
In August, Don John of Austria visited
Religious exercises were being carried out,
Milan.
of the Castle of
lation of more

and his arrival was made the occasion of rejoicings
and spectacular effects. All at once everything was
changed, for the plague appeared in Milan. Charles
was at l.odi, at the funeral of the bishop. He at once
returned, and inspired confidence in all. He was convinced that the plague was sent as a chastisement for
sin, and sought all the more to give himself to prayer.
At the same time he thought of the people. He prepared himself for death, made his will ill September,
1576), and then gave himself up entirely to his people.
Personal visits were paid by him to the plague-stricken
houses.
In the hospital of St. Gregory were the worst
cases; to this he went, and his presence comforted the
Though be worked so arduously himself, it
sufferers.
was only after many trials that the secular clergy of
the town were induced to assist him, but his persuasive
words at last won them so that they afterwards aided
him in every way. It was at this time that, wishing
to do penance for his people, he walked in processii in,
barefooted, with a rope round his neck, :it one time
in In- hand the relic of the Holy Nail.
At the beginning of 1.577 the plague began to abate,
and though there was a temporary increase in the
number of cases, at last it ceased. The Milanese
I

vowed

to build a church dedicated to St. Sebastian,
he would deliver them.
This promise was fulfilled.
Charles wrote at this time the "Memoriale", a small
if

work, addressed to his suffragans, which had for
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its

object to recall the lessons given by the cessation of
the plague. He also compiled books of devotion for
persons of every state of life. By the beginning of
1578 the plague had quite disappeared from all part
\t tii. end "f 1578 the fifth diocesan synod was held.
It lasted three days.
Charles endeavoured at this
time to induce the canons of the cathedral to unite
with himself in community life. In this year, on the
16th of August, he began the foundation of the congregation of secular pri.-sts under the patronage of
Our Lady and St. Ambrose, giving it the title o
Oblates of Si Ambrose. Though he had been helped
by various orders of religious, especially by the Jesuit
and the Barnabites. one of whom (now BI. Alexander
Sauli) was for many years hi- constant adviser, yet
he felt the need of a body of men who could ad as his
assistants and, living in community, would be more
easily impressed by hi- spirit and wishes.
He v.
!

master mind of this new congregation, and he ever
insisted on the need of complete union between himand its members. It was his delight to be with
them, and, looking to him as a father, they were ready
to go where he wished, to undertake works of every
kind.
He placed them in seminaries, schools, and
confraternities.
The remaining synods were held in
1579 and succeeding years, the last (the eleventh) in
self

15S4.

His

first pilgrimage to Turin, to visit the Holy
in 1578.
About this time he
visited the holy mountain of Varallo to meditate
on the mysteries of the Passion in the chapels there.
In 1578-9 the Marquis of Ayamonte, the successor of
Requesens as governor, opposed the jurisdiction of
the archbishop, and in September of the latter year
Charles went to Rome to obtain a decision on the
question of jurisdiction. The dispute arose in consequence of the governor ordering the carnival to be
celebrated with additional festivities on the first Sunday of Lent, against the archbishop's orders. The
pope confirmed the decrees of the archbishop, and
urged the Milanese to submit. The envoys sent
by them were so ashamed that they w'ould not
themselves present the pope's reply. Gregory XIII
had welcomed Charles and rejoiced at his presence.
Charles did much work during his stay for his
province, especially for Switzerland.
In connexion
with the rule which Charles drew up for the Oblates of
St. Ambrose, it is to be noted that when in Rome he
submitted it to St. Philip Neri, who advised Charles
to exclude the vow of poverty.
Charles defended its
inclusion, so St. Philip said, "
will put it. to the
judgment of Brother Felix". This brother was a simple Capuchin lay brother at the Capuchins, close to the
Piazza Barberini.
St. Philip and St. Charles went to
him, and he put his finger on the article dealing with
the vow of poverty, and said, "This is what should be
effaced ".
Felix was also a saint, and is known as St.
Felix of Cantalicio.
Charles returned to Milan by

Winding Sheet, was
first

We

Florence, Bologna, and Venice, everywhere reviving
the true ecclesiastical spirit.
When he reached Milan,
the joy of his people was great, for it had been said he
would not return. After the beginning of Lent (1580),
Charles began his visitation at Brescia; soon after,
in April, he was called back to Milan to assist at the
death bed of the governor, \yamonte.
In this year
Charles visited the Valtelline valley in the Grisons.
In July he was brought to know a youth who afterwards reached great sanctity. lie was invited by the
Marquis Gonzaga to stay with him, and refused, but
while staying at. the archpriest's house he met the
eldest son of the marquis, Luigi Gonzaga, then twelve
years old, now raised to the altars of the church as

Charles gave him his first
St. Aloysius Gonzaga, S. J.
Communion. The next year (1581) Charles sent
to the King of Spain a special envoy in the person of

Father Charles Bascape of the Barnabites, charging
him to endeavour to eoinc to an understanding on the
question of jurisdiction. The result was thai a governor, the Duke of Terra Nova, was sent, who was
instructed to act in concert with Charles.
After this
no further controversy arose.
In 15X2 Charles started on his last journey to Rome,
both in obedience to the decrees of the Council of
Trent, and to have the decree- of the sixth provincial
council confirmed,
This was his last visit, and during
it he resided at the monastery attached to his
titular
church of Santa Prassede, where -till are shown pieces
of furniture used by him.
Be left Rome in January,
tnd travelled by Siena and Mantua, whi
ne J ij the pope to pronounce a
n commit
judgment. A great portion of this year was taken up
by visitations. In November he began a visitation as
Apostolic visitor of all the cantons of Switzerland and
the Grisons, leaving the affairs of his diocese in the
hands of Monsignor Owen Lewis, his vicar-general.
i

.
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He began

;

It was his especial care to
terrible state of things.
leave holy priests and good religious to guide the peoNext he visited Bellinzona and Ascona, working
ple.
strenuously to extirpate heresy, and meeting with
much opposition from the Bishop of Coire. The negotiations were continued into the next year, the last
All his work bore fruit, and his
of Charles on earth.
efforts in these parts ensured the preservation of the
Faith.
The heretics spread false reports that Charles
was really working for Spain against the inhabitants
of the Orisons.
In spite of their falsehoods Charles
continued to attack them and to defend the Catholics,

who had much to suffer.
At the beginning of 1584 he had an

attack of erywhich obliged him to remain in bed.
a congress of the rural deans, sixty
in number, with whom he full}' discussed the needs of
the diocese.
He also made great exertions to supKnowing
press the licentiousness of the carnival.
the needs of the invalids who left the great hospital
found
convalescent
hospital.
he determined to
a
He did not live to see it completed, but his immediate
During
successor saw that the work was executed.
September and early October he was at Novara,
Vercelli, and Turin.
On the 8th of October he left
Turin and thence travelled to Monte Varallo. He
was going to prepare for death. His confessor, Father
Adorno, was told to join him. On 15 October he began the exercises by making a general confession.
On the 18th the Cardinal of Vercelli summoned him
to Arona to discuss urgent and important business.
The night before Charles spent eight hours in prayer
on his knees. On the 20th he was back at Varallo;
on the 24th an attack of fever came on; he concealed
it at first, but suffering from sickness he was obliged
For five days this state lasted,
to declare his state.
but still he said Mass and gave Communion daily, and
He seemed to know
carried on his correspondence.
that death was at hand and determined to work as
long as he had strength left. The foundation of the
college at Ascona was not completed, anil it was
urgent that it should be finished in a short time, so
Charles pressed on and started, in spite of his sufferings, on 29 October, having previously paid a farewell
visit to the chapels.
He was found prostrate in the
chapel where the Burial of Our Lord was represented.
He rode to Arona, thence went by boat to Canobbio,
where he stayed the night, said Mass on the 30th, and
proceeded to Ascona. He visited the college, and
afterwards set out at night for Canobbio, staying a
short time at Locarno, where he intended to bless a
cemetery, but, finding himself without his pontifical
vestments, he abandoned the idea. When he
reached Canobbio the fever was decreasing, and he
was very weak. The next day he took the boat for
Arona and stayed there with the Jesuits, at the novitiate he had founded, and on All Saints' Day he said
Mass for the last time, giving Communion to the
novices and many of the faithful. The next day he
assisted at Mass and received Holy Communion.
sipelas in

one
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Mesolcina Valley here not only was
there heresy to be fought, but also witchcraft and
sorcery, and at Roveredo it was discovered that the
provost, or rector, was the foremost in sorceries.
Charles spent considerable time in setting right this
in the

leg,

He however had

His cousin, Rene Borromeo, accompanied him on the
bout, and thai evening he reached Milan.
It was not
known there that he was ill. He at once was visited
by doctors, whose orders hi' obeyed. lie would not
allow Mass to be said in his room.
A picture of Our
Lord in the tomb was before him together with two
others of Jesus at ( lethsemani and the body of the
dead Christ. The physicians regarded the danger as
extreme, and though there was a slight improvement,
it
was not maintained, and the fever returned with
The archpriest of the cathedral gave
great severity.
him the Viaticum, which he received vested in
,

rochet and stole. The administration of extreme
unction was suggested. "At once", Charles replied.
It was at once given, and afterwards he showed but
little sign of life. The governor, t he Duke of Terra Nova,
arrived after great difficulty in getting through the
crowds which surrounded and had entered the palace.
The prayers for a passing soul were said, the Passion
was read, with Father Bascape and Father Adorno at
the bedside, the words "Ecce venio" (Behold I come)
being the last words he was heard to utter (3 November, 1584).
On the 7th of Xovember his requiem
was sung by Cardinal Xicold Sfondrato, Bishop of
Cremona, afterwards Pope Gregory XIV. He was
buried at night in the spot which he had chosen.
Devotion to him as a saint was at once shown and
gradually grew, and the Milanese kept his anniversary
as though he were canonized.
This veneration, at
first private, became universal, and after 1601 Cardiinal Baronius wrote that it was no longer necessary
to keep his anniversary by a requiem Mass, and that
the solemn Mass of the day should be sung. Then
materials were collected for his canonization, and
processes were begun at Milan, Pavia, Bologna, and
other places.
In 1604 the cause was sent to the Congregation of Rites.
Finally, 1 Xovember, 1610, Paul
V solemnly canonized Charles Borromeo, and fixed his
feast for the 4th day of November.
The position which Charles held in Europe was
indeed a very remarkable one. The mass of correspondence both to and by him testifies to the way in
which his opinion was sought. The popes under
whom he lived as has been shown above sought
his advice.
The sovereigns of Europe, Henry III of
France, Philip II, Mary, Queen of Scots, and others
showed how they valued his influence. His brother
Carcardinals have written in praise of his virtues.
dinal Valerio of Verona said of him that he was to the
well-born a pattern of virtue, to his brother cardinals
an example of true nobility. Cardinal Baronius
styled him "a second Ambrose, whose early death,
lamented bv all good men, inflicted great loss on the

—

—

Church".
It is a matter of interest to know that Catholics
England late in the sixteenth or at the beginning of
the seventeenth century had circulated some life of
Doubtless some knowledge
St. Charles in England.
of him had been brought to England by Blessed

in

Edmund Campion, S. J., who visited him at Milan in
1580, on his way to England, stopped with liim some
eight days, and conversed with him every day after
dinner.
Charles had much to do with England in the
days of his assistance to Pius IV, and he had a great veneration for the portrait of Bishop Fisher.
Charles also
had much to do with St. Francis Borgia. General of
the Jesuits, and with St. Andrew of Avellino of the
Theatines, who gave great help to his work in Milan.
The complete works of St. Charles "Noctes Vatieana'and "Homilies" were edited by J. A. Sassi
and published in five volumes (Milan, 1747-8). The

—

—

Ecclesise Mediolanensis" contain many works
They wen' first
not included in the edition of Sassi.
published in 2 vols.. Milan, 1599, and there have been
several reprints, the last forming vols. II and III of
Vol. I of this edition will
the "Acta Eccl. Med."

"Acta

contain Acts previous to, and vol. IV Acts subsequent to. St. Charles. Some of his works which have
been published separately are: "Pastorum Instructiones el Epistolse
ed. by Westhoff, Munster, 1846;
"Sermoni familiari di S. Carlo Borromeo fatti alle
monache dette Angeliche", ed. by Volpi, Padua,
1720: "St. Charles' instructions on Church Building",
For St.
London, is.">7.
tr. by George J. Wrigley,
Charles' life (and bibliography) consult also a valuable
in Diet ionnaire de theologie
article by F. Vernet
catholique, l'aseie. XVII, cols. 2207-2272.
,

.

The chief source- for the life of St Charles Borromeo are the
Valerio, Vila
three lives written by his contemporaries:
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:

Spaniards, instead of foreigners, in positions of authority.

I

Borromto (Rome. 1610); another edition with Office of
by Giissan... an.l Instructions
to Parents and Children by St. Charles (Venice. 1613), Latin
version bv De Rossi, and notes by Oltrocchi; De vita el rebus
St. Charles prefixed, additions

—

the notes by OltrocCaroli Borroma (Milan, 1751)
English verchi are most valuable as a mine of information.
sion of GinssANO, with preface by Manning, The Life of St.
gestis S.

,

Charles Borromeo, Cardinal Archbishop of Milan (2 vols., London, 1884).
There are also the following: Pexia, tr. Wihth, S. Caroli
Borronuri ,-itn Cologne. I'.ii
Tot RON, Tm meet I esprit de S.
Charity (3 vols.. Paris. 1761); Martin. Histoin <lc la vie >t
repiscopatdeS. Charles Borromee Paris. 1847); Antonio Sala,
Btografia di S. Carlo Borromeo iMilan. lS.wv Aristides Sua,
:

:

i

Docummti circa

...,,,,

la vita

:.

.,.]-

.

Milan, 1857-61); Locatei.i.i, Vita di S. Carl,, (Milan, lss;
Stlvain. Histoxre de S. Charlet Borromie (3 vols.. Lille, 1884
Heai.v Thompson led). Life <./ St. Charles Borromeo (London,
1858 and 1893).
The following may also be consulted: Butler, Lives of the
Saints, 4 Nov.; Feller, Biographic univereeUei Newman,
Essays. Critical ami I! ist,, tieal, 11. 140: (for St. Charles on
fVinerstfyiSuojecte (9th
Preaching) In., 7 «
ISSrt); Catholic Record Society, vols. II, IV, Records
e.l
of English Catholics, 11; Douay Diaries (London, 1878); Jameson, Legends of 1/
ere (London, 1S67); Life of Dom
Bartholomew of the Martyrs, tr. Herbert (London, lssot;
Prat. Vie de Ribadeneyra (Paris, 18621; Fabeh, Foreign
Churches and Peoples (London, 1842); Cambridge Modern History, II, III;
RoHRBACHER, Hist, arc de V Eglise eatholique
(Liege, 1S471. XXIV; Ranks, History of the Popes, tr. in
Bohn's Library (London, 1847),
;

:

!

,

William Ffrench Keoqh.
Charles V,

Emperor (Charles

I,

King of

Spain), b. at Ghent, 1.300; d. at Yuste, in Spain,
1558; was a descendant of the house of Hapsburg,
and t.i this descent owed his sovereignty over so
many lands that it was said of him that the sun never
his dominions.
Charles was the son of Philip,
I hike of Burgundy, by Joanna, daughter of Ferdinand
and Isabella, and Burgundy was the first heritage to
which he succeeded, on his father's death in 1500.
As he was a minor at that time, his aunt, Margaret of
William of
Austria, undertook the regency for him.
Chievres, his father's chief counsellor, had charge of
the prince's household; Adrian of Utrecht, the Humanist and professor of theology at Louvain, who
undertook In- education, appears to have exercised a
deep and lasting influence on the opinions and convictions of his pupil.
Like many princes of his house, the boy developed
In Januslowly, showing no signs of a strong will.
ary, 1515, he was declared to be of age, through the
influence of Chievres, who sought t.. destroy the
power by which Margaret was forcing the Burgundian
nobility into a too dynastic policy regardless of the
Tin- peace of the country
country's need of peace.
demanded an alliance with France, even though
France should thus gain considerable influence in the
internal affairs of Burgundy.
Charles at once acnobility
creaties of Paris,
ceded to the
24 March, 1515. and Noyon, 13 August, 151''.
Upon
the death of Ferdinand of Aragon in January. 15b.,
Charles was named as his successor; but as the
.

Duchess Joanna was
Ferdinand, educated

and Charles' brother
in Spain, was popular in that
country, the realization of this arrangement was still in
)f his own motion Charles immediately asdoubt.
sumed the title of King of Castile, and announced his
still

living,

(

intention of going to Spain as soon as possible.
It
was not till the autumn of 1517 that he effected this
purpose, and the Spanish opposition had meanwhile
been silenced. But the power h ft in the h
Chievres, and the Burgundians provoked the uprising
It
in Castile known as the War of the Communidad.
was a movement of the cities. In Castile the discontent of the ruling classes was joined to that of the
handicraftsmen and labourers; in Valencia the movement was exclusively ..tie of mechanics and the prole
tariat.
The rebellion failed because the commercial
cities of Southern Castile took no pari in it, and because Charles, acting upon his own judgment, placed
I
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Caroli Borroma-i (Rome. 1586); lUsnn, T)r vita el rebus
\l,;li,,lam
Malta Caroli Cardinally ,s\ I'rarnlis An In, /a •,'],
(Jussano. Vita di S.
.Mi. ls.vo:
Qngolstadt, 159'.'. an.!

In 1520 Charles

left

Spain to take possession of the

German Empire to which he had been elected. The
French king, Francis I, had been his rival for the
dignity; Leo X thought that his interests in Italy
The Kingdom
ere endangered by Charles' election.
of Navarre was already a matter of contention between France and Spain, while France and the Netherlands wrangled over the original Dukedom of Burgundy as well as Tournai, Flanders, Axtois, and some
lesser territories.
"War had not broken out over these
questions, and nothing indicated that Charles would
be a warlike prince; but he had broken the alliance
with France made under Chievres. The Holy See
opposed the election of Charles even more vigorously
than France. As King of Aragon, Charles was heir to
...

the

Kingdom

of Naples, a papal

fief;

the investiture

had not yet taken place, but it could not be withheld.
If he should also become emperor, and thus obtain a
title to Milan as well, there would result a political
condition against which the popes since Innocent III
had constantly fought the union of Milan and
Naples in one hand.
In spite of the opposition of Rome and France,
Charles was elected (28 June, 1519), and everywhere
received the title of "Emperor Elect".
Leo X put
no difficulties in Charles' way at Naples. The foundation had been laid for his universal empire. Not
yet twenty years of age at the time of his election, he
had shown a marked precocity of development.
During a stay in the Netherlands of several months,
after his return from Spain, and on his arrival in
Germany, it became apparent that he had taken the
reins of government into his own hands.
His chief
counsellor, Chievres, died in May, 1521, and thenceforward Charles was practically free in all his deci-

—

sions.

His

first,

important service to the empire was to

effect the successful issue of the Diet of Worms, exhibiting his entire independence and intellectual maturity.
The Lutheran movement had extended so
widely over Germany, that AJeander, the papal repre-

sentative at the imperial Court, strenuously urged
its suppression.
Charles had already told him, in the
Netherlands, that the affair seemed to him to be settled by the papal Hull of 15 June, 1520.
Bui in Germany he was convinced that the opposition to the
Roman Curia was widespread and that this opposition helped the monk, even among those who did not
hold heretical doctrines. Still, as he told Meander,
Charles did not think it right to mix up his affairs
with those of the pope.
He promised the const it in nt
estates of the empire a hearing for the monk before the
imperial diet and in return received their promise that
if Luther persisted in his heresy they would abandon
him. Thus he gained time to turn his attention to
temporal politics.
He meant lo bring to successful
conclusion the efforts which for a gem ration bad been
making to give the empire a better constitution, and
increase its financial and military strength.
An
agreement was reached as to how- the estates of the
realm should share in its government, according to a
scheme called the /.'
penses
of the imperial chamber .te. were i" !" met and how
tates were to furnish the emperor military assistance in war.
In April, 1521, Luther appeared
.Next day
the diet, but .lid rn.t retract.
in person appeared againsl
him before the
estates, and expressed his own views with an emphasis not expected from so taciturn a youth.
On
the vh of May he prepared the ban against Luther,
but it was not published until the 26th.
In accordance with the promise given by the .states in Febru..

ary, he spoke for

them

all.

Had Charles had his way, he would have devoted
himself for some time to the pressing internal needs

,
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of his country.
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The

constitution especially needed
improvement; the finances were so
disordered and
the debt so large that the
monarch was hampered in
whatever he did, and could provide
for the foreign
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himself.
Judged by its results, Charles'
economic policy was successful in the Netherlands,
but it succeeded only indifferently in Spain, where
industrial progress, though much greater during this
loyal

than ii had l>een, was generally slow and never
marked as to produce great political changes. In
Spain the opposition to Charles' policies was found
in the Cortes and in the city governments, but still
more among the lesser nobility, the Hidalgneria, who
resisted all agricultural progress as well as the emMost of the Castilians reperor's external policy.
mained under Charles' rule the same frugal, contented, rustic people as before, in marked contrast to
Yet by industrial
the people of the Netherlands.
improvement and political training. Charles was able
to make of Spain the instrument by which his son
Philip, in the time of the counter-Reformation,
brought effective aid to the Catholics of Europe, and
under the unfavourable circumstances this result is as
remarkable as the prosperity which the Netherlands
attained under his rule.
No less noteworthy were his services to the great
empire rapidly springing up in America. Economical

in their states.

As early as 1526 Charles was aware- of these two
growing dangers. He had thought that by the Peace
of Madrid he would obtain freedom to carry on a war

so

considerations being, in the early period of colonization, the most important, the management of American affairs was confided to a bureau of commerce
[casa de contrataddn) in Seville; but at the same time
in Spain a special political "Council of
In the colonics two viceroyalties and

he established
the Indies".

twenty-nine governments, four archbishoprics, and
twenty-four bishoprics were gradually organized.
Already all those great problems had arisen which
still vex colonial politics —the question, how far the
mother country should monopolize the products of
the colonies; the question of colonization; the question of the treatment of the natives, doubly difficult
because on the one hand their labour was indispensable and on the other it was most unwilling; the question, hiiu Christianity and civilization might best be
established; finally the question, how science might
be systematically promoted by the government that
opened up these new countries. On account of the
great distance separating Spain and her colonies, the
unsatisfactory means of communication, and his lack
of funds, Charles was unable to carry out the principles laid down by his government.
But he made the
first, perhaps the only, attempt on a large scale to
deal with colonial polities, in practical effect, from the
double standpoint of political and economical interests and with the realization of a duty to promote
(

hristian civilization.

When Charles received news of the Peace of Cambrai, he determined to go to Italy and settle Italian
affairs by a personal interview with the pope.
This
question, which had occupied him for almost
he thought, settled definitively. At
Bologna he discussed with the pope principally two
questions affecting all Christendom: the Turkish and
In 1.VJ1 the Turks had taken possesthe Lutheran.
sion of Belgrade, the key to Hungary; in 1522,
of Rhodes, the bulwark which had hitherto barred their
way westward of the .Egean Sea. In the following year
the daring pirate, Chaireddin Barbarossa, an ally of
the sultan, placing himself at the head of the North
African corsairs who were continually harassing the
Italian and Spanish coasts, had built up a formidable
i the small Mohammedan States of the North
African coast.
On land the Turks had defeated the
cs, and taken possession of almost
Hungar
Their way was thus opened to
the entire kingdom.
Vienna, which they entered in 1529.
Equally great
was the danger threatening hristianity from within.
Lutheranisin had boldly advanced when the edict
against Luther remained unenforced, and it had been
greatly stimulated by the social-revolutionary movements in Germany from 1522 to 1525. Since 1526 an
independent State Church had been organized by the
difficult

de, was, as

<
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Protestants in several provinces with the aid of their
sovereigns, and in 1529 these sovereigns declared at
the Diet of Spires that they would allow no attacks on
these organizations, nor tolerate any Catholic worship

to

against the Turks, as well as to assume the regulation
of religious affairs in Germany.
But the new outbreak of war in Italy prevented him from giving attention to this work till 1529. On 24 February, 1530,

he received the imperial crown from Clement VII at
Bologna. On 1 February he had concluded a general
peace with the pope and most of the Christian states.
The retreat of the Turks from Vienna enabled Charles,
before beginning war against them, to make an effort
towards religious unity in Germany. In the summer
he appeared at the Diet of Augsburg, accompanied by
a papal legate, to hear the Protestants.
The adherents of the new creed were disposed to approach
him in a submissive temper, though on German soil
Charles did not possess all the power they ascribed to
him. He had disbanded his troops, and the purely
political resources at his command were not great.
Holding the Duchy of Wurtemburg, he could thence
exert pressure on several neighbouring princes, but
his title to that duchy was not clear.
Having convinced himself that Catholics as well as
Lutherans were irritated against Home, Charles informed the pope that only the immediate summoning
of a general council could bring about peace.
He had
always desired this; henceforth it became one of his
principal aims, of which he never lost sight.
At Rome
lie urged it with all his energy, using every effort to
remove political obstacles. At the same time he was
preparing to meet the next attack of the Turks.
This
came in 1532, on land. Charles was successful in
forcing them back, and in recovering a large part, of
Hungary, but without inflicting any decisive defeat
on the Turks. He transferred the war to the Mediterranean Sea.
In 1530, by the advice of the pope,
he had given to the Knights Hospitallers, the defenders of Rhodes, the island of Malta, which barred the
approach of the Turkish fleet to the Tuscan Sea. In
1531 and 1532 Andrea Doria had sought the Turks in
their own waters, but the Turkish fleet avoided a battle.
The sultan now sought to prevent the return of
Doria by giving the chief command of his navy to
Chairaddin, thus making the cause of the pirates
his own.
Charles thereupon decided to clear the
Mediterranean Sea of piracy. In 1535 he personally
took part in the campaign against 'Tunis under the
leadership of Doria.
He had the largest share in the
victory, and urged an immediate advance on Algiers
to complete his success.
His commanders, however,
opposed this plan, as the season was far advanced.
This campaign
established
Charles'
reputation

throughout Europe.

While Charles delivered the first serious blow
against Islam on the Mediterranean, Paul III, the
successor of Clement VII, had summoned a general
council.
Hut new difficulties prevented both Unassembling of the council and (he continuation of the
war against the 'Turks. When Charles returned home
from Africa it was evident that In- must again go to war
with France.
Francis I opposed the meeting of the
council and, moreover, entered into relations both with
the 'Turks and with the Stnalkaldic League of lerman
'ml est.ant princes formed against Charles soon after
the Diet of Augsburg, while, upon the death of he last
Sforza Duke of Milan, he renewed his claim to that
fief.
Charles, eager to push the war against the
Turks, as well as to restore the unity of Christendom,
was ready to partly forego his strict rights both in the
Milanese and Burgundy, and to consider the question
of the balance of power between his house and that
(

I
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Family alliances were proposed with this
of Valois.
end in view. A war which Francis nevertheless began
proved abortive, and in 1539 the rivals met at Nice,
and peace seemed likely. Visiting the Netherlands
and Germany, Charles soon found that new troubles
awaited him, once more fomented by France. In
1538 the line of the Counts of Guelders had become
extinct; but the last of that line had provided that,
after his death, the countship should pass to the
Dukes of Cleves-Julich, the strongest temporal prinGuelders, accordingly,
cipality on the Lower Rhine.
resisted annexation by Burgundy, and Charles would
not consent to its annexation to the Duchy of ClevesJulich, which was favoured by Francis I and the
Smalkaldic League. Moreover, Henry VIII of England, having married Anne, daughter of the Duke of
Cleves, threatened to join this coalition.

Hungary, meanwhile, the Turks were again
and preparations were being made to unite the
French and Turkish fleets in the Mediterranean.
Francis sought the aid of the Danes and ScandinaCharles thought it best to avoid hostilities
vians.
until he could break up the too formidable coalition
In

active,

He succeeded in detaching Henry of
England from the alliance, and during the Diet and
religious conference at Ratisbon, in 1541, where he
was present in person, he brought Philip of Hesse, the
leading spirit of the Smalkaldic League, under his
control.
He turned then upon the Turks. He intended that the imperial army should operate in
Hungary while he attacked Algiers; but both plans
failed.
The year 1542 was an unfortunate one for
of his enemies.

the French entered the Netherlands, and the
Smalkaldic League, with Hesse, attacked Henry of
Brunswick, Charles' only ally in North Germany, and
occupied his territories. The patriotism of the
Netherlands held the French in check. Charles returned from Spain and, in 1543, attacked Cleves. A
few days sufficed to make Guelders a part of Burgundy, which was thus protected on the side of Germany, though still exposed on its French frontier.

him

;

to remedy this weakness that Charles estaba line of fortresses which for centuries barred
In 1544 he inagainst French invasion.
vaded France. The strength of Francis was exhausted, and, as Charles, too, was weary of war, a
peace was concluded at Crespy (17 September, 1544).
Charles had now to consider whether he would
allow liberty of action to the Protestant princes of
Germany, to whom, under pressure of war, he had
made concessions, especially at the Diet of Spires in
1544.
Up to this time he had let affairs take their
own course in Germany, and his brother Ferdinand
had been unable to exert effectual pressure. The
power of the feudatory princes, steadily increasing
In
since 1521, was now established on a solid basis.
the emperor's absence they had, on their own initiative, found means to suppress several disturbances
which might otherwise have plunged Germany into
the horrors of civil war first the League of the
Knights, then the Peasants' War, then the disorders
of the turbulent clergy who had embraced Lutheranism and led the masses astray, and lastly the rebellion
By supporting Luther
of tin- Anabaptists (q. v.).
againsl Charles, the princes secured tin' means of
maintaining the power which they had acquired by
their resistance to the emperor.
Charles perceived
the gravity of the situation at least sufficiently to lead
him to resolve upon open war against the princes.
To deprive them of their religious leverage, he awaited
In the
the opening of the Council of Trenl
1545).
summer of L546 he opened hostilities. Be began by
conquering South Germany, then pushed forward
into Saxony, and defeated and captured the Elector
at Muhlberg, 24 April, 1547.
Soon after this he im(The charges of treachery
Crisoned Philip of Hesse.
rought against Charles on this account, are not well
It
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Charles now believed the princes to be
humbled to permit him to reorganize the
empire with their help at a Diet at Augsburg, as he
had previously reorganized Spain and the Netherlands.
The settlement of religious difficulties was to
be the basis of this reconstruction. He insisted that
the council was to have the final decision in matters
of doctrine; but until this decision was pronounced he
wished for peace and was willing to make certain concessions to the Protestants (the Interim).
His sense
of justice, however, reserved from these concessions
both the retention of the ecclesiastical property seized
by the Reformers and the temporary abrogation of
episcopal authority in the reformed districts.
In consequence of this resolution the Interim lost all its attraction for the Evangelical princes. In dealing with
sustained.)

sufficiently

the political reconstruction of the empire, Charles
was ready to recognize the condition of Germany so
far as it was the result of historical development. He
required the feudatories to promise obedience to the
imperial power only in specific cases affecting the
general welfare, to bind themselves by certain recognized formula?, and not to seek individual profit under
pretext of the welfare of the empire. He therefore
made here concessions like those already made to his
Spanish subjects namely, a certain degree of autonomy to the several States, in return for their aid in
the unquestioned necessities of the empire. No open
opposition was made at the Diet, but nothing was
done. The Catholics demanded that the Interim
should apply to them also; that instrument now no
longer made for harmony, and the Protestants resisted
it more strenuously than before.
On the other hand,
the German princes were as selfish and provincial as
the hidalgos of Castile, and less patriotic. They
procrastinated until affairs took an unfavourable
turn for the emperor.
But Charles was now ready to dispose of his earthly

—

possessions.

His recent campaigns had so undermined

his strength as to render it advisable for him to make
his will.
Warned by the grasping policy of Francis I,
he determined to keep the possessions of his family
together.
He would not, however, leave them all to
one heir, knowing how impossible it had been for even
him to govern all to his own satisfaction. What his

plans were is unknown, but while he was considering
them the Turks and the French king (now Henry II)
once more began hostilities against him (1551). In
the following year some of the German Protestant
princes, led by Maurice of Saxony, unexpectedly
attacked the imperial forces, while Charles lay sick at
Innsbruck, and Henry II occupied the Bishoprics of
Metz, Toul, and Verdun. Charles escaped, but
abandoned his plan for the reorganization of the imperial government.
He empowered Ferdinand to
conclude the Treaty of Passau with the insurgents in
April, 1552, which finally gave the ascendency in the
German Empire to the princes. His attempt to
retake Metz, in the autumn of 1552, failed, and the
war was transferred to the Netherlands, where it was
waged without decisive result. In North Africa,
also, and in Italy, where the Turks, the French, and
some Italian States were attacking the emperor, matStill the emperor hoped to win
ters became critical.
a final victory. For in 1553 the accession of Mary
Tudor to the throne of England suddenly excited his
hope that he might extend his influence in that kingdom. Mary Tudor was ready to marry his son Philip,

and

in

1554 this alliance

became

a fact.

When

their

marriage proved childless, the emperor gave up the
tight and decided to turn over the conclusion of peace
to Philip and Ferdinand.
Ferdinand insisted that
the authority of princes in the empire, as settled by
the agreement of Passau. should be legally recognized

by a decree of the Diet, and the equality of the atholicand Lutheran religions accepted. This was done
Charles then requested the
at Augsburg in 1555.
(

,
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electors to accept his abdication and to elect Ferdinand his successor. This was done on 28 February,
1558. Shortly after the final decree of the Diet of
Augsburg, in IT)")."), Charles convened the Estates of
the Netherlands, ami in their presence transferred the
government to Philip, Three months later (16 January, 155(5) he transferred the Spanish Crown to his
In spite of this he could not free himself from
son.
was September, 1556; before he
It
political cares.
leave
for his long chosen place of retirement in
could
Spain, accompanied by his two sisters, the widow of
But he did
the French king, and Maria of Hungary.
Messengers
not live a monastic life even at Yuste.

with political despatches came to him every day.
However, he took no active part in affairs. He lived
few remaining months on earth amid works of art
of which he had a keen appreciation (Titian was his
favourite painter), amid (he bonks which, as a cultured man, lie studied and look pleasure in, and enjoying the music which he loved, while he prepared
himself for the life to come.
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Martin Spahn.
Charles Martel,

about 688; d. at Quierzy on the
He was the natural son of Pepin
Oise, 21 Oct., 741.
of Herstal and a woman named Alpai'de orChalpaide.
Pepin, who died in 71 1, had outlived his two legitimate sons, Drogon and Grimoald, and to Theodoald,
a son of the latter and then only six years old, fell the
burdensome inheritance of the Prankish monarchy.
Charles, who was then twenty-six, was not excluded
from the succession on account of his birth, Theodoald himself being the son of a concubine, but
through the influence of Plectrude, Theodoald's
grandmother, who wished the power invested in her
own descendants exclusively. To prevent any opposition from Charles she had him cast into prison and,
having established herself at Cologne, assumed the
guardianship of her grandson. But the different
nations whom the strong hand of Pepin of Herstal
had held in subjection, shook off the yoke of oppression as soon as they saw that it was with a woman
they had to deal. Ncustria gave the signal for revolt
(715), Theodoald was beaten in the forest of Cuise
and. led by Haginfrid, mayor of the palace, the
enemy advanced .-is far as the Meuse. The Frisians
flew to anus and. headed by their duke, Ratbod, destroyed the Christian mission and entered into a confederacy with the Neustrians. The Saxons came and
devastated the country of the Hattuarians, and even in
Austrasia there was a certain faction that chafed
under the government of a woman and child. At
this juncture Charles escaped from prison and placed
himself at the head of the national party of Austrasia.
At first he was unfortunate. He was defeated by
Ratbod near Cologne in 716, and the Neustrians
b.
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forced Plectrude to acknowledge as king Chilperic,
the son of Childeric II, having taken this Merovingian
prince from the seclusion of the cloister, where he lived
under the name of Daniel. But Charles was quick to
take revenge. He surprised and conquered the Neustrians at Amblevc near Malmedy (716), defeated
lien, a second time at Vincy nearCambrai (21 March,
I

Then re717), and pursued them as far as Paris.
tracing his steps, he came to Cologne and compelled
Plectrude to surrender her power and turn over to
him the wealth of his father, Pepin. In order to give his
recently acquired authority a. semblance of legitimacy,
he proclaimed the Merovingian Clotaire IV King of
Austrasia, reserving for himself the title of Mayor of
the Palace. It was about this time that Charles banished Rigobert, the Bishop of Reims, who had opposed him, appointing in
unpriestly Milon,

his stead the warlike

who was

already

and

Archbishop of

Trier.

The ensuing years were full of strife. Eager to
chastise the Saxons who had invaded Austrasia,
Charles in the year 718 laid waste their country to the
banks of the Weser. In 719 Ratbod died, and Charles
seized Western Friesland without any great resistance
on the part of the Frisians, who had taken possession
The Neustrians, always
of it on the death of Pepin.
a menace, had joined forces with the people of Aquitaine, but Charles hacked their army to pieces at
After this defeat they realized the necesSoissons.
sity of surrendering, and the death of King Clotaire
IV, whom Charles had placed upon the throne but
two years previously, facilitated the reconciliation of
the two great fractions of the Prankish Kmpire.
Charles acknowledged Chilperic as head of the entire
monarchy, while, on their side, the Neustrians and
Aquitanians endorsed the authority of Charles; but,
when Chilperic died, the following year (720), Charles
appointed as his successor the son of Dagobert III,
Thierry IV. who was still a minor, and who occupied
the throne from 720 to 737. A second expedition
against the Saxons in 720 and he definitive submission
of Raginfrid, who had been left the County of Angers
(72 .. re-established the Prankish Monarchy as it had
t

I

been under Pepin of Herstal, and closed the first series
The next six years
of Charles Mart el's struggles.
were devoted almost exclusively to the confirming
over
Frankish
authority
the dependent Gerof the
manic tribes. In 72o and 728 Charles went into
ia. where the Agilolfing dukes had gradually rendered themselves independent, and re-established
He also brought thence the
Frankish suzerainty.
Princess Suanehilde, who seems to have become his
mistress.
In 730 he marched against l.antfrid, Duke
of t lie Alemanna, whom he likewise brought intosubjeci

and thus Southern Germany once more became
Empire, as had Northern Gerduring the first years of the reign. But at the
extremity of the empire a dreadful storm was gathering.
For several years the Mohammedans of Spain
Banished thence in 721
had been threatening Caul.
by Duke Eudes, they had returned in 725 and penetrated as far as Burgundy, where they had destroyed
Autun. Duke Eudes, unable to resist them, at length
contented himself by negotiating with them, and to
Othmar, one of their chiefs, lie gave the hand of his
daughter. But this compromising alliance brought
him into disfavour with Charles, who defeated him
in 731 and the death of Othmar that same year again
it
Eudes at the mercy of Mnlianmieda.ii enterprise.
In 732 Abd-er-Rahman. Governor of Spain, crossed
the Pyrenees at the head of an immense army, overcame Duke Eudes. and advanced by way of Bordeaux
as far as the Loire, pillaging and burning as he went.
In October, 732, Charles met Abd-er Rahman outside
of Tours and defeated and slew him in a battle which
must ever remain one of the great events in the history of the world, as upon it- issue depended whether
tion,

part

of the Frankish

many

,

I.

—
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,
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Christian civilization should continue or Mohammedanism prevail throughout Europe. It was this battle, it is said, that gave Charles his name, Martcl
(Tudites) "The Hammer", because of the merciless
way in which he smote the enemy.
The remainder of Charles Martel's reign was an
In
uninterrupted series of triumphant combats.
733-734 he suppressed the rebellion instigated by
the Frisian duke, Bobo, who was slain in battle, and
definitively subdued Friesland, which finally adopted
Christianity.
In 735, after the death of Eudes,
Charles entered Aquitaine, quelled the revolt of Hatto
and Hunold, sons of the deceased duke, and left the
duchy to Hunold, to be held in fief (736). He then
banished the Mohammedans from Aries and Avignon,
defeated their army on the River Berre near Narbonne, and in 739 checked an uprising in Provence,
the rebels being under the leadership of Maurontus.
So great was Charles' power during the last, years of
his reign that he did not take the trouble to appoint
a successor to King Thierry IV, who died in 737, but
assumed full authority himself, governing without
legal right.
About a year before Charles died, Pope
Gregory III, threatened by Luitprand, King of Lombardy, asked his help. Now Charles was Luitprand's
ally because the latter had promised to assist him in
the late war against the Mohammedans of Provence,
and, moreover, the Frankish king may have already
suffered from the malady that was to carry him off
two reasons that are surely sufficient to account for
the fact that the pope's envoys departed without
gaining the object of their errand. However, it
would seem that, according to the terms of a public act
published byCharlemagne, Charles had, at least in prin-

Martel shares, to a certain degree, the glory and merit
of Boniface's great work of civilization.
He died
after having divided the Frankish Empire, as a
patrimony, between his two sons, Carloman and
Pepin.
Chronicorum Fredegarii scolastici continuntio, in Scriplores
rrrum mrrnringicarum, II; Cauer, De Karolo Martello, (Berlin.
1S4H1; Veltman, DeKaroli Martelli pntriatihi (Minister, 1836);
Breysig, Jahrbucher des frdnkisrh, n /iVcV. Leipzig. 1S69);
Richter, Annalen der deutveh. Grech. im M. A (Halle. 1873), I;
,

i

.

Buchanan in Diet,

of Christian Biog. (Boston, 1877), I, 461-63.

GODEFROID KURTH.
Charleston, Diocese of (Carolopolitana), now
comprises the entire State of South Carolina, U. S.
A. (area 30,170 sq. miles).
It was established 12
July, 1820, and then included both Georgia and
North Carolina. The former state became the territory of the new Diocese of Savannah in 1850, and in
1S6S North Carolina became a vicariate Apostolic.
Mass was first .-aid in Charleston in 780, by an Italian
1

agreed to defend the Roman Church, and death
must have prevented him from fulfilling this
agreement. The reign, which in the beginning was so
full of bloody conflicts and later of such incessant
strife, would have been an impossibility had not
Charles procured means sufficient to attract and
compensate his partisans. For this purpose he conceived the idea of giving them the usufruct of a great
ciple,

alone

of St. John the Baptist

ecclesiastical lands, and this spoliation is what
referred to as the secularization by Charles Martel.

many
is

was an expedient that could be excused without,
however, being justified, and it was pardoned to a
certain extent by the amnesty granted at the Council
of Lestines, held under the sons of Charles Martel in
743.
It must also be remembered that the Church
remained the legal owner of the lands thus alienated.
This spoliation and the conferring of the principal
ecclesiastical dignities upon those who were either
totally unworthy or else had naught but their military qualifications to recommend them as, for instance, the assignment of the episcopal Sees of Reims
and Trier to Milon were not calculated to endear
It

—

—

lharles Martel to the clergy of his time. Therefore, in
the ninth century Hincmar of Reims related the story

(

of the vision with which St

.

Eucher was said to have

been favoured and which showed Charles in hell, to
which lie had been condemned for robbing the Church
of its property.
But notwithstanding he almost exclusively warlike
character of his reign, Charles Martel was not indifi

to the superior interests of civilization and
Christianity.
Like Napoleon after the French Revoferent

upon emerging from the years 715-71'.),
who had not only tolerated but perpetrated
an act of violen -e against the Church, set about
the re-establishment o. social order and endeavoured
This
to restore the rights of the Catholic hierarchy.
explains the protection which in 723 he accorded St.
Boniface (Wmfrid), the great apostle of Germany, a
lution,

Charles,

many

protection all the more salutary as the saint himself
explained to his old friend, Daniel of Winchester, that
without it he could neither administer his church,
defend his clergy, nor prevent idolatry. Hence Charles

priest on his way to South America, for a congregayear or two later the contion of twelve persons.

A

gregation

numbered about 200,

at

which time an

named

O'Reilly (according to Ramsay)
or Ryan (according to Shea) celebrated Mass for 200
Catholics in an abandoned Methodist meeting-house.
In 1789 this property was purchased by the Rev.
Thomas Keating and the building renovated as St.
Mary's Church. Religious disabilities were still on
the law-books, but in 1791 an Act of the Legislature
incorporated the Roman Catholic Church of Charleston.
The first Bishop of Charleston, the Rt. Rev.
John England, was consecrated in Cork, Ireland. 21
Sept., 1820, and reached Charleston in December of
Because of dissensions in St. Mary's conthat year.
gregation he erected a plain wooden structure in 182]
and made it his cathedral under the title of St. John
and St. Finbar. His admirable administration marks
in epoch not only in the history of the diocese, but
also in that of the Catholic Church in the United
States, and is more fully treated in the article ENGLAND, John. He died 11 April, 1842, lamented by
His former coadjutor, the Rt. Rev. William
all.
Clancy was transferred in 1843 to the Vicariate AposThe second Bishop of Charleston,
tolic of Guiana.
th.
Rt. Hev. Ignatius A. Reynolds, was consecrated
Irish priest

March. 1X11. and signalized his episcopate by the publication of an edition (in five volworks
of his predecessor and tic erection
umes) of the
He was a very ascetic man and
of a new cathedral.
lie third
worker,
tireless
and died 9 March. 1855.
bishop of the see was the Rt. Hev. Patrick Neisen
of
Propaganda
the
graduate
Colbrilliant
Lynch, a
in Cincinnati, 10

.
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of the most learned members
atholic hierarchy in the United States; his
lectures, essays and treatises exhibit the
His episversatility and accuracy of his knowledge.

Rome, and one

lege at

of the

(

numerous

marked by grievous

copate was

The

afflictions.

trous fire of 1S61, closely following the opening
of hostilities in Charleston harbour during the Civil
W.r, destroyed the cathedral, the bishop's. residence,
and other valuable property, together with the diocesan library. The subsequent Bombardment of the

damage,
and impoverished the congregations. General Sherman's
lation of Columbia was marked by the burning

city for nearly two years wrought further
closed most of the churches, and depleted

St.

i

Mary's College,
Convent

(lie

Sisters'

Home and

the

(Jrsuline

Towards the end of the war Bishop Lynch went to
Europe as the accredited representative of the Conracy on a confidential mission. On his return
immediately after the war. he stood in the midst of
ruins, among a destitute and dejected people, with
j, debt of over $200,000 pressing upon him.
He at once began to collect funds throughout the
country for the immediate needs of his diocese and to
.Most of the succeeding
liquidate itseventeen years wire devoted to this work; he left
of
debt
the
unpaid at his death,
but a small balance
22 February, 1882, having in the meantime built a
pro-cathedral, purchased an episcopal residence and
He was a member
restored much church property.
i.i
the Vatican Council (1869-70) to which he was
accompanied by the Rev. Dr. .lames A. Corcoran
(q. v.) one of the most erudite of the American priesthood then working in the Charleston Diocese. During
the frequent absence of Bishop Lynch tin- diocese
My governed by his vicar-general. Dr. Quigley,
pastor of St. Patrick's Church, under whom was
ed St. 1 rancis Xavier's Infirmary, built with the
bequest of a devout lady, and conducted by the
•

i
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1

Sisters of Mercy.

The fourth bishop, the Rt. Rev. Henry Pinckney
Northrop (consecrated 8 January, 1882), was transferred (27 .la unary. 1883) from the Vicariate Apostolic
On the night of 31
of North Carolina to Charleston.
August, 1886, Charleston was visited by an earthquake which wrecked the pro-cathedral and episcopal
residence, and wrought great damage to ecclesiastical

orphans cared

for, 7:?;

Catholic popula-

hospital, 1;

tion, 9,650.
of Cnlh. Ch. in V. S. (New York. 1SS9-92);
O'Gorman, Hist, o! the Cath. Ch.itl the U.S. (New York, 1895),
passim; Thr I'niteil States Catholic Miscellany, tiles ^Charleston, 1822 L862)
P. L. Duffy.

Shea, Hist,

Charlevoix, Fkancois-Xavier, historian, b. at
October, 1682, d. at La
He entered the Society of
Jesus, 15 September. 1698, at the age of sixteen,
studied philosophy at the College de Louis le Grand
(1700-1704), and' then went to Quebec, where he
During the
taught grammar from 1705 to 1709.
years spent in Canada, he gathered material for his
returned
to
New
France".
He
"History
of
future
Paris in 1709 and studied theology for four years.
In 1720, under instructions from the French Court,
he began his travels through the French colonies to
information for the discovery of the Western
sea.
He embarked at La Ilochelle in July of that year,
and reached Quebec towards the end of September.
He proceeded up the St. Law fence River and through
the Great Lakes to Michillimackinac, from which
place he journeyed to the lower end of the territory
Entering Lake
of the Puans or Winnebago Indians.
Michigan he continued along the eastern shore and
at, length after much endeavour reached the Illinois,
whence he descended the Mississippi to its mouth.
The vessel upon which he embarked for San Domingo
was wrecked near the Bahamas and the expedition
was temporarily abandoned.
Charlevoix and his companions returned to the
Mississippi by way of the coast of Florida.
His second attempt to gain the Island of San Domingo proved
more successful, and he reached this colony at the beginning of September, 1722, and left at the end of the
sami month.
He embarked for Havre 24 December,
After his return to France, in 172M, he made a
1722.
journey to Italy, fulfilling the various duties of his
order and working for twenty-two years as an editor
of the "Memoires de Trevoux". a monthly journal of
St-Quentin. France, '24
February, 1761.
Fleche,
1

bibliography, history, and science.
His works are: (1) " Ilistoire du Japon" (3 vols.,
l_'mo, Rouen, 1715); cut inly rewritten (2 vols.. 4tO,
revised and re-edited
am 9 vols., 12mo, Paris, 736
'Die history is enriched
(6 vols., l-'m.i. Paris, 1754).
with maps and plates, and embraces all that is intcr1

1

|

;

property in the city. Through the generous contributions of benefactors in the North, churches, rectories
and institutions were completely restored. Under
previous bishops churches were erected in the princiBishop Northrop kept pee
pal cities of the diocese.
with the material progress of the State, ami dedicated
twelve churches, besides the new Cathedral of St .John
the Baptist, one of the most beautiful in the South.
April. 1907.
The solicitude of Bishop
England for the spiritual welfare of the coloured peowas
In 1867 Bishop
£le
emulated by his successors.
ynch purchased and dedicated a church for them
Its
school
is
in
flourishing
charge of the
exclusively.

esting in Kampfer's work, "History of Japan and
Siam ". At the end is a resume of all the works on
Japan published up to that time. (2) "La Vie de la

Convent

tion (2 vols., 8vo, London. 1761; London, 1763; 2 vols.,
The English version <>f 176:! has
8vo, Dublin, 1706).
.lowing descriptive title: " Letters to the Duchess of Lesdiguieres giving an \ecoiuit oi a voyage to
Canada, and travels through that vast Country, and
ndertaken
Order
Louisiana to the Gulf of Mexico.
ather Charlevoix.
present King of France. Bj
a. lion of CanBeing a more full and ai
ada, and the neighbouring Countries than has been
published; the character ol every Nation or
Tribe in that vast Tract being given: their Religion,
a inn.
Tradition-, Government, LanMannei
guages, and Towns; the Trade carried on with them,
and at what places; tic P
Lakes,
Water Falls and Livers, with tin

.

I

Sisters of

1

Mercy residing

at

St. Catherine's

the church, established under
Northrop, and named for Mother Catherine Dn eel,
generous
benefactress of this church and school
the
and of the coloured congregation at ('atholic Cross
Sisters
of Mercy, who were introduced
The
Roads.
in 1829, care for the orphans and devote their educato
labours
and parochial schools.
academies
tional
The Ursulines began their foundation in 1834, and
have had as pupils daughters of the leading citizens
In 1907 Bishop Northrop introduced
of the State.
rhe religious statistics
idies of the Cenacle.
puis are as follows: Priests, 19; churohes with resident priests, 12; missions with churches, 17; si
75; religious women and postulants, 'as; students in
seminary, 1; academies for young ladies. 5; pupils,
337; parishes with parochial schools, 8; pupil
I

i

Men

Marie

de

ITncarnation" (8vo, Paris,

1724)

Sistoire de l'Isle Espagnole ou de S. Domingue"
(2 vols., 4to, Paris, 1730 31; 2 vols., 8vo, Amsterdam,
This work u as compiled from data and manu1733).
scripts furnished him by Pore Le Pers, who had lived
for twenty-live years, and also from
San
Domingo
in
p ports which are preservi d in the Depot de la Marine
Histoire et di eripi ion generate de
of France
bo, and 6 vols. 12mo,
la \ou\ elle-Franc.
3 vols
I7l!i. with maps ami plates; English translaI

"

;

By

1

1

i

,

!

i

ing them; the Min>

P!

tnd

\nimals
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With reflections on the Mistakes
the French have committed in carrying on their Trade
and Settlements; and the most proper method of proceeding pointed out. Including also an account of
the Author's Shipwreck in the Channel of the Bahamas, and return in a boat to the Mississippi, along the
Coast of the Gulf of Mexico, with his voyage from
thence to St. Domingo and back to France." John
Gilmary Shea issued a translation in six volumes
(New York, 1866-72). The edition, limited to 25 copies
in quarto and 250 in octavo, contains several portraits
of these Countries.

engraved on copper (ef J. R. G. Hassard, in Catholic
World, September, 1873). (5) "Histoire du Paraguay" (3 vols., 4to, Paris, 1756; 6 vols., 12mo, Paris,
1757; tr.,2vols.,8vo, London, 1769). (6) "Eulogy on
Cardinal de Polignac", published in the "Me'moiresde
Trevoux", 1742. pp. 1053 -1091. (7) " Suggestions for
a History of the New World ', founded upon the chronological records of America, also in the "Memoires
de Trevoux", 1735, pp. 161-172, and inserted in the
"History of New France".
What the critics thought of his works may be found
in his own preface to " L'Histoire de la NouvelleFrance". One censor found the whole first volume
useless, another complained that he was too concise.
He is accused of depreciating Kampfer's work in the
"Histoire du Japon" and of having given too much
Rochemonteix, though
space to religious matters.
.

'

regarding him as a "historien <le valeur", finds fault
with him for occasional carelessness and for differing
somewhat in his history from the accounts of the missionaries.
With regard to his "Histoire de la Nouvelle-France ", John Gilmary Shea says that "it is too
well known and too highly esteemed both for style and
matter to need any explanation of its scope or object.
The praise of Gibbon will alone assure the reader that
as an historical work it is of no inconsiderable merit".
Shea, Sistory
72)

;

of

(translation, New York, 1866Jesuties et la Nourelle-France au

New France

Rochemonteix,

Le.s-

XVIIe

svele (Paris. lS9.")-96>, III, 367; Thwaites, Jesuit
Relations (Cleveland, 1S96-1901), index. 149; Michaud, Biog.
Univ., VII, 6"'S; Sommeryogel, Bibl. de la c. de J., II, 1075ioso.
E. P. Spillane.

Charlier, Jean.
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See Gerson.

Charlottetown, Diocese of (Carolinapolitana),
includes all Prince Edward Island (formerly called St.
John's Island), the smallest province of the Dominion
It is situated in the southern waters of
of Canada.
the Gulf of St. Lawrence and, together with the
Magdalen Islands lying about sixty miles to the
north-east of it, constitutes a diocese which takes
its name from Charlottetown, the chief town of
Prince Edward Island. The history of Catholicity in
the territory now comprised in the Diocese of Charlottetown goes back to the year 1719, when all the
islands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence were granted by
the King of France to Count Saint-Pierre, a nobleman of his court. t'ii tci that time the population
of Prince Edward Island consisted of a few Indians,
but on its concession to Count Saint-Pierre immigration set in, and soon a number of settlements were
formed, the chief one being at Port La Joie, where
the count had established his head-quarters. The
first priest to labour in the new colony was ReneCharles De Breslay, a Sulpician who came from
Prance in April, 1721, and who was joined a few
months later by Marie-Anselme de Metivier, a priest
of the same community.
These wo priests remained
only about two years, anil on their return to France
their place was taken by Franciscans, who for thirty
years ministered to the spiritual wants of the colony.
Meanwhile, by the influx of settlers from France and
Acadia, the population had so increased that a sysp in of parochial organization became necessary, and
parishes were gradually formed, to preside over
which four priests came from Prance by request of
the Bishop of Quebec, whose diocese then comprised
I

the whole of Canada. Thus, in 1753, five priests
laboured in Prince Edward Island, viz., Father Girard
at Point Prim, Father Cassiet at Scotchfort, Father
Biscaret at St. Peter's, Father Dosquet at Malpeque,
and Father Aubr£, a Franciscan, at Port La Joie.
PJnfortunately, these prosperous conditions did not
long endure. They gave way before the English invasion of 1758, when most of the people were driven
out, the churches razed to the ground, and the clergy
For these reasons Prince
forced to leave the country.
Edward Island was without a resident priest from
1758 till 1772, when there arrived an immigration of
Scottish Catholics, accompanied by a priest, the Rev.
James Macdonald, who continued in charge of the
whole colony till his death in 1785. Five years later
a second band of Scottish Catholics came to swell
the population, bringing with them the Rev. Angus

Bernard MacEachern, the most striking

figure in the
early history of Catholicity in the Diocese of Charlottetown.
At this time Father Le Roux laboured in the Magdalen Islands, having been sent thither by the
Bishop of Quebec to minister to the Acadians who
had settled in that locality. He built a small church
at.
the foot of Demoiselle Mountain on Amherst
Island, where he remained till 1793, when he was
succeeded by Father Alain. In 1798 two priests,
Father De Calonne and Father Pichard, came to
Prince Edward Island and took up their residence,
the former in Charlottetown, the latter at Rustico.
The first bishop to visit Prince Edward Island was
the Rt. Rev. Pierre Denaut, Bishop of Quebec, who
went there in the summer of 1803. In 1812 his
successor, the Rt. Rev. Joseph-Octave Plessis, visited
the Maritime Provinces, bringing with him a priest,
the Rev. Jean-Louis Beaubien, whom he stationed
at Rustico, and to whom he entrusted the spiritual
care of all the Acadian missions in Prince Edward
In the year 1819
Island and the Magdalen Islands.

Father MacEachern was named titular Bishop of
Rosea, and received episcopal consecration in Quebec
17 June, 1821. The following year witnessed the
ordination at Quebec of the first native priest, Father
Bernard Donald Macdonald, who returned home in
the early autumn to take charge of the Acadian
missions.
The Bishop of Rosea at first was merely
vicar-general to the Bishop of Quebec, and, though
performing episcopal duties throughout the greater
part of the Maritime Provinces, he did so without
independent jurisdiction. But in August, 1829,
Charlottetown was raised to the dignity of an episcopal see, and the Rt. Rev. Angus Bernard MacEachBesides Prince Edward
ern became its first bishop.
Island and the Magdalen Islands, the new diocese
comprised the whole of New Brunswick.
On taking possession of his see, one of the first
duties to devolve on Bishop MacEachern was to
establish an institution for the education of students
destined for the priesthood, and accordingly St.
Andrew's College was founded at St. Andrews,
Prince Edward Island, in November, 1831. On 22
April, 1835, the first Bishop of Charlottetown died
and was succeeded by the Rev. Bernard Donald
Macdonald, consecrated bishop at Quebec, 15 Octo
Five years later the diocese was dismemher. 1837.
bered. New Brunswick being made a separate dioBishop Macdonald
cese, with the see at St. John.
closed the college at St. Andrews in L844, and in
(lie beginning of the year 1855 the present College of
St. Dunstan opened' its doors to its first students.
On the 28th of September. 1S57, four sisters of the

Congregation of Notre-Dame opened a convent in
Charlottetown, where they began to give instruction
Bishop Macdonald was
to about sixteen pupils!
called to his reward 30 December, 1859. and in the
following year his successor, the Rt. Rev. Peter
Maclntyre, received episcopal consecration in the
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over one thousand pupils, and St. Dunstan's College,
with a roster of one hundred and thirty students,
tell what is being done for Catholic education, whilst
a fully-equipped hospital, under the care of the Sisters
of Charity of Quebec, furnishes relief to the sick and
suffering.

Casgrain, Les Sulpiciens el les pretres lies Mission* Ktrotoi' r.
en Aeadie (Quebec, 1807); Idem, t 'n<- Secemde Aeadie;
n hives
of the Archdioce.se of Quebec; A rehires of the Diocese of 'horleillctoicn; Macmillan, Tht Earhi lie Ion/ o,' l/u Catholic Church in
Prince Edward Island (Quebec, 1905).
J. C. Macmillan.
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Charpentier,

Francois-Philippe, a French en-

graver, inventor, and mechanician, b. at Blois, 1734;
His father was a bookbinder,
d. there 22 July, 1817.
a poor man who made many sacrifices that his son
might, attend the Jesuit College at Blois; but after
young Charpentier had studied there a few years he
was compelled to leave and work to support himself.
He chose to pursue the art of engraving as best suited
to his talent and inclination, and entered the atelier
of an excellent copperplate engraver in Paris whom
he very soon surpassed. Charpentier is celebrated,
however, far more for his inventions, which revolutionized reproductive art, than for his own work with
His first discovery was
the burin or in aquatint.
that of a purely mechanical process for engraving in
aquatint (gravure an lavis) and in colour. Wash-

drawings and water-colours were copied with marvellous exactitude, sketches by the great masters were
reproduced by his machine, and thus otherwise un-

known

art

was placed within the reach

of the people.

made many beautiful and effective plates
new appliance, and then sold the secret.

Charpentier
witli

his
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The
cathedral of Charlottetown, 15 August, 1860.
episcopate of Bishop Maclntyre covered a period of
over thirty years, during which many churches and
He
schools were erected throughout the diocese.
died 30 April, 1891, and was succeeded by the Rt. Rev.
James Charles Macdonald, who had been named coadjutor with right, of succession in the preceding year.
Catholicity is flourishing in the Diocese of CharA population of fifty thousand, under
lottetown.
the guidance of forty-five priests, worship in fiftyone churches, of which many are neat and elegant
Eight convents, wherein fifty nuns of
structures.
the Congregation of Notre-Dame give instruction to

That admirable engraver and great patron of art.
Count Caylus, was one of the first to use the new
machine.
Louis XVI gave him the appointment of "Royal
Mechanician" (Micanicien du Hoi), and provided a
studio for lum in the gardens of the Louvre, where he
used the burning-mirror for melting metals without
He invented a fire-engine which was very genfire.
erally adopted and, in 1771, a machine for drilling
metals.
Another invention for mechanical engraving was one which enabled lace-manufacturers to engrave in a few ln'iirs elaborate patterns and designs
which formerly had required at least six months' work
Charpentier's device for lighthouseof the burin.
illumination >o pleased Louis XVI that he offered the

inventor a pension and a place as the head of the Defiartment of Beacons, asking him to fix the price for
Charpentier refused the pension and
lis discovery.
suggest ed that, the office be given to a younger man,
saying that he would "prefer freedom in order to devote himself to the development of his ideas". He
received a thousand crowns for his discovery.
During the Directoire he made an instrument for
boring six gun-barrels at once, and a machine to
saw six boards simultaneously.
For these the
government paid him 24,000 francs and named him
director of the Atelier de perfectionnement, established at the Hotel Montmorency.
Charpentier received many flattering offers from Russia and England for his labour-saving devices, but refused them
all.
Pious, generous, simple, credulous, Charpentier

of beggars and schemers, many of whom
affixed their names to his inventions and made fortunes thereby.
He died as he had lived, in poverty.
The chief extant works of his, all prints, are: "Education of the Virgin ". after Boucher; " Death of Archimedes", after Ferri; "Shepherdess", after Berchem;
"Descent from the Cross", in colour, after Vanloo.

was the dupe

Biographic lenivcrscllc s. v.; Rry.yn, Diet, of Painters and
Engravers (London, 1903).
LeIGH Ht'NT.

Charron, Pierre, moralist, b. in Paris, 1541; d.
there 6 Nov., 1003. He studied law at Bourges,
but after several years' practice he embraced the
ecclesiastical state.
For thirty years he preached
with so much success that the bishops vied with one
another to engage his services. Queen Margaret of
Navarre entertained him as her preacher in ordinary,
and King Henry delighted to hear him even before
his conversion to the Catholic Faith.
In Bordeaux he
met the famous Michel de Montaigne. Their acquaintance ripened into a close and lasting friendship.
Montaigne bequeathed to his friend the right to wear
his coat of arms, and Charron in return made the
sister of Montaigne heir to his possessions.
Charron
published three books: " Les trois verites" (Bordeaux, 1594), "Les discours chrestiens" (Cahors,
1600), and "Sagesse" (Bordeaux, 1601).
Whilst, engaged in bringing out a second edition of the latter, he
died suddenly of apoplexy.
At a period of extraordinary religious agitation the
"Trois verites" (Three Truths) proved to be a very
opportune and valuable apology.
The "Discours
chrestiens" were published only a few months before
"Sagesse", and, like "Trois verites", they were perfectly orthodox.
But the book which carried ('barren's influence and fame beyond the borders of France
and down to our time is his "Sagesse". Its rich material, which Charron had gathered chiefly from Montaigne's conversations and essays, he divides into
three parts: the nature of

man; the

duties of

man

as

man; and the particular duties of the various classes
and conditions of men. His standpoint is invariably
that of a human philosopher. The sceptic spirit which
pervades the whole book allows it to be summed
up in a very few words: by his own natural light and

man is incapable of finding principles of religion and morality sufficiently certain; and, being
sure of nothing, it is consequently wise to live as conveniently and pleasurably as the common usage of the
people among
one lives allows. No attempt
is nude anywhere in the body of the book to conceal
the baldness of this doctrine.
Had Charron, instead of engraving his easy-going
"Je ne scay" as the essence of all his worldly wisdom
on the title-page of his "Sagesse" and over the
entrance of his house, taken, like Descartes, the time
and the trouble of finding a solid basis of moral and
religious certainty, he would have shown himself a
strength

whom

more independent philosopher and a
worthier moralist. As il is, we need not wonder that
the second edition of the " Sagi
end luntered great
Opposition and was allowed to appear only after some
passages had been softened down, and others explained or corrected.
.Nor is the fierce onslaught of
Garasse, who called lharron "athte et l patriarche <J i
deeper and

'

i

'

I

esprits forts", surprising, especially

when, even

in

our

nearly the same charge is made and ably supported by Ad. Franck in the " Dictionnaire des sciences
philosopniques ". These accusations, however, take
account neither of the time in which Charron lived,
when philosophic uncertainty was not held to imply
clearly the rejection of revealed authority; nor of the
author's explicit professions thai he intended his
"Sagesse" as the best introduction to his "Trois
verites" and his "Discours direst iens"; nor of the
oil good opinion in which the author was held to
COD
the ud of his life by his many ecclesiastical superiors.
d

i\

.

I

i
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CHARTERHOUSE
Pierre Charron, De

la

Ad. France,
G. Lanson in La

Sagesxr (Paris, 1632);

in Dictionnaire des sciences philosophiques ;

Grande Encyclopedic

Charles B. Schrantz.

—

Charterhouse. From the fact that St. Bruno
founded the first house of his austere order at Chartreux. near Grenoble, the institution has ever since
been known by the name of that place. By lingual
corruption, just as each house of that order is known
in Spain as cartuja and in Italy as certosa, so in England the corruption of Chartreux took the form of
charterhouse. The first English house of the order
was founded by King Henry
the first charterhouse

—

II at

Witham

in Somersetshire, in 1181 (with a cell

on Mendip) the last was the celebrated charterhouse
of Sheen in Surrey, founded in 1414 by King Henry V.
The other charterhouses were those of Hethorpe,
;

&.
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the large cloister, within which is generally found
From this cloister open out the
the cemetery.
monks' cells, each of which is a complete dwelling by
itself.
Besides the garden allotted to each recluse,
which he cultivates according to his taste, he has a
corridor where he may walk in the recreation hour.
On the ground-floor a workroom stocked with tools
affords him the necessary relaxation from his spiritual exercises, which fill up a considerable portion
Above are two rooms: one, for sleeping,
of the day.
furnished with a board covered with a blanket the
other containing a stall and prie-Dieu, a work-table,
bookshelf, two chairs, and a "refectory" set in the
:

window

recess.

The Carthusian's habit is white; his food consists of
bread, fruit, herbs, and vegetables, varied on feast
days by fish and cheese; once a week, at least, the

CATHEDRAL
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NOTRE DAME, CHART

CHARTOPHYLAX

he was sleeping on a bench in her palace, to honour,
she said, "the mouth which elicited so many virtuous
words". However pretty this story may he, it is
only a legend.
ause Margaret of Scotland came
ranee only in 1436, and, according to the best
to
1

!•'

authorities, Chartier was already dead.
nothing of Chartier's youth. His first

We

know

work was

quatre dames", written not long after
the defeat of Agincourt (1415).
During the civil
war and amidst the horrors of the English invasion,
the poet devoted himself to allegorical and controversial love poems, in which lie attained a considerAnion;; them are " Le debat de reveilleable skill.
matin"; "Le dehat des deux fortunes d'amour";
''Belle dame sans merci".
These compositions
were highly praised by contemporaries, but to a
modern reader they appear lifeless and pedantic, a
most complete example of the scholarly method
whirli. at that time, tended to take the place of
inspiration in French poetry.
His " Breviaire des
Nobles", a code of the perfect knight, is better than
In 1417 Chartier was driven from
his love songs.
Bayeux by the English invasion, and in 1418 from
Paris by the Burgundian fiction.
He entered the
service of Dauphin Charles, "King of Bourges",
afterwards King Charles Vll. whom he served as
private secretary most faithfully.
He was entrusted
with important missions for the king. In 1424 he
went to Germany and in 1 12s to Scotland.
"

Le

livre des

:

Chartier is noteworthy as a prose writer, his prose
being far superior to his poetry; liis style is full of
harmony, constantly enlightened by fine sentences,
which are compared by Pasquier to those of Seneca.

The "Quadrilogue

invectif", composed in 1422. is a
which France entreats nobility, people,
their efforts to save her from
invasion and civil war.
The " Livre de l'espexance"
or " Livre des troia vertus" is a moral dissertation.
The "Curial" deals with the dangers and corruption
of the courtier's life.
Because of the loftiness, courage, and dignity of his life, Chartier was entitled to
teach moral lesson- and to preach disinterestedness
and Christian virtues. Chartier's works were edited
by Duchesne (Paris. 1617); Buchberger mentions
an edition of his works by Montaiglon (Paris. 1861

dialogue

and

in

clergy, to unite

I.

Petit de Jttllf.vti.i.f.. // inirr dr la langue et de la literature
francaite Paris, ism;.. II; Delaonat, Alain Chartier
1876); Lenient, l.n satire <n< mayenriae (Paris, 1876), \\
Chevalier, Rep Bio-bibl. (Paris. 1905), 892-93.
1

Louis N. Delamarre.
Chartophylax.

See

Greek Church.

Chartres (Carnutum), Diocesi of, comprises the
department of Eure-et-Loir. Dismembered by the
formation of the new Diocese of Blois, in 1697, it was
suppressed in 1802, the entire department of Eure-etI.oir being placed under the jurisdiction of the new
Bishopric of Versailles.
However, in 1822, he See of
t

chart;.

and made suffragan to the
The catalogue of the church

tablished

Archbishopric of Paris.
of Chartres gives a- it-

first bishops, Adventus,
»ptatus. and Valentinus, the last-named being contemporAccording to the Abbe Duary with St. Martin.
chesne tlii> Bishopric of Chartres may thus he traced
back to the time of Const ant inc. Among its bi
the church of Chart re- claims; Saints Martimis
IE
didus and Anianus (fifth century; S( Solennis, instrumental in tin- conversion of Clovis; St. Adventinus. present at the Council of Orleans in oil; St.
Leobinus, at the Souncil of Means in 549; Si
'haletricus, at the Council of Tour- in 567; St. Boetharius
o
lotaire II and. for a while.
(about 59
My. King of Burgundy; Fulberl
the cap!
t. who-,, none i- iden(1007-1029), professor and
tified with the history of the cathedral: Si
Abbot
of
1090 1115),
Saint-Quentin-de-Beauvais,
noted as an ecclesiastical writer and canonist, and imprisoned for two years by King Philip I for having
I

'

<

<

.

I

i

i
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opposed the repudiation of Queen Bertha; John of Salisbury (1176-1 ISO), an illustrious writer, former secretary to St. Thomas Becket and Alexander III;
Godet des Marais (1690-1709), a writer and the
arch-enemy of Quietism, also co-operator with Madame de Maintenon in the founding of Saint-Cyr; the
future Cardinal de Latil (1821-1824), at first chaplain
totheComte d'Artois and subsequently Archbishop of
Reims; Monseigneur Clause] de Montals (1824—1853),
ardently attached to Gallican ideas and noted for
his opposition to the Abbe Chat el's schismatic " French
Church", and for his efforts in favour of freedom of
instruction.

Special honour is paid to St. Arnulphus (Arnoul),
assassinated in the forest of Yveline about 534; to St.
Avitus (Avit) who, in the beginning of the sixth century, founded a monastery at Chateaudun; to St.
Latimer (d. 593), founder and Abbot of Saint-Martin
de-Dreux, and to Blessed Bernard fend of the eleventh
century), founder and Abbot of Tiron. The mystic
Arnaud (twelfth century), author of the "Traits de
l'ceuvre des six jours" and biographer of St. Bernard, and Francois- August e de Thou, beheaded for
political reasons under Richelieu, were both Abbots
of Bonneval in the Diocese of Chartres; Philippe Desportes. poet (1546-1606). and the Abbe de SaintPierre (165S-1743), author of the famous " Projet de
paix perpetuelle", were Abbots of Tiron. Among
the natives of the diocese may be mentioned: Godeau,
the poet, Bishop of Vence 1605 -1672) known at the
Hotel de Rambouillet as ''Julie's dwarf" and also
J.-B. Thiers (1636-1703), cure of Champrond. noted
for his disagreements with the Chapter of Chartres
and his history of wigs ("Histoire des perruques").
According to Didron, the archaeologist, the Chartres cathedral is "the most curious monument in
France, perhaps even in all Europe; a unique monument". "If elsewhere may be found more beautiful
parts", said the archaeologist Visconti, "nowhere
else is there a more beautiful whole".
The substructure of the present cathedral encloses a well and a
vault around which cluster traditions of the origin of
the church. The earl] Christians of the place, it was
said, found here an altar surmounted by a
representing a woman seated with her child upon her
knees hot h the alt a rand statue. " Yirgini pariturae",
had been erected by the Druids. About the year 67
Saints Altinus and Kodaldus. sent from Sens by
Saints Savinianus and Potent ianus, built a church
over this grotto, where, during the persecution tinvirgin Modesta, daughter of the governor, Quirinus,
was martyred, and her body flung into the well.
Whatever may he held as to the time in which Saints
Savinianus and Protentianus lived.it would seem hat
the foundation of he primitive church of 'hart res. all
that now can be seen, was laid in the days of Const antius Chlorus (beginning of the fourth century).
The
church was several times destroyed by lire. Al.oul
1020 Bishop Fulbert invited all the sovereigns of
Europe to contribute towards the rebuilding of the
cathedral, hut three more lues (1030 1134 1194) inwith the progress of the work.
However, in
1220, Guillaume le Breton could write: "entirely rebuilt in dressed -tone and terminating in a vault
that may be compared to the shell of a tortoise, the
eat hedral of
'ha it ns need fear nothing further from
temporal lire until the Day of Judgment ."
The pious enthusiasm of winch Xotre-Dame of
Chartres was then the object is attested by the
" I'oenie des Miracles" (1210). recently published
by
Vntoini
by Jean
Vfarcnand's poem of
I

—

1

(

t

i

<

1

I

1262.

1

The

ithedral occurred in
to have at ten, led the
stained glass window- date back to
the thirteenth century, and are the finest in
hi?
they contain :iss<j figures. The upper winworld
dows were presented by St. Louis, and St. I'erdiI2i iti.

and

ceremony.

coi
St. Louis is
I

supposed

lie

t
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Mary. The choir enclosure with its
beautifully sculptured groups dates from the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries.
Among the pilgrims who came to Chartres history
mentions St. Louis who, in order to reach there,
travelled seven leagues on foot; Philip the Fair;
Charles the Fair; Philip of Valois; John the Good who
went there three times and left his pilgrim's staff,
which has become the bdton cantoral of the Chapter;
Charles V (of France) who went thither twice barefooted; Louis XI; Henry III who made eighteen pilgrimages; Henry IV who was crowned there 27 February, 1594; Louis XIV and Popes Pascal II, Innocent II, and Alexander III. The object of this yet
glorification of

very popular pilgrimage is threefold: to venerate (1)
the statue of Notre-Dame-sous-Terre, inaugurated in
1857, and modelled alter the old statue burned in
1793, being therefore a reproduction of the figure
honoured by the Druids. Devotions are held in the
crypt which is the largest in France; ('_') the " Vierge
Noire de Notre-Dame-du-Pilier" (Black Virgin: in
the upper church; (3) the "Voile de la Vierge" (Veil
of the Blessed Virgin), given to Charlemagne by
Constantine Porphyrogenitus and Irene, transferred
about 876 by Charles the Bald from Aachen to
Chartres, ami raised as a standard in 911 by Gantelme, the bishop, to put to flight he Norman Ftollo.
In L360 Edward II! ol England, and in 1591 Henry IV
of France, passed reverently beneath the reliquary
Containing his veil, which, until the end of the eighteentli century, was considered a chemise, and "chemisettes", emblematic of this veil, were worn on the
The church of Saint-Pierre of Chartres of the
breast.
twelfth and thirteenth centuries has some very beautiful fourteenth-century windows; it was dependent
upon a Benedictine abbey founded in the sixth cenl

I

tury.

Several local congregations of

women
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nand and Queen Blanche of Castile. The porches
and windows represent in magnificent symbolism the

take charge

of the schools and the sick: the Sisters of Providence
(founded in Chartres, 1654); the Sisters of St. Paul of
Chartres (founded 1690), who have 123 establishments in the French colonies and others in the countries of the extreme East; the Sisters of the Bon-Secours (founded 1736); the Sisters of the Immaculate
Conception of Nogent-le-Rotrou (founded 180S), and
the Sisters of Our Lady of Chartres (founded 1853).
In 1900 the diocese had the following religious institutions: 1 foundling asylum, 17 infant schools, 1
school for deaf-mutes, 17 orphanages, 21 hospitals and
hospices, and 2 houses of religious nurses. At the end
of 1905 (the close of the Concordat period) the population was 275,433, and there were 25 pastorates, 351
succursals, or second-class parishes, and 15 curacies
then remunerated bv the State.

GalMa Christiana

.

e.

1

nova.

1744\ VIII,

W89-120S and

instrunu-nta. 287—110; Fisquet, La France pontificate (Chartres, Paris, 1873t; Henault, Oriainea chrttienna dela Gaule
Recherchhistorigues sur la fondation dr TEghse de
Chartres et des Eglises de Paris, de Trams et a" Orleans (Paris.
1SS4I; m:J1ei.v, ie tresor de Charlies (Paris. ISSli); Bultf.au
and Bhou, Monographic de la catliedrale de Chartres (Chartres,
1887-92); Clf.rvai.. Chartres, sa cathidrale, ses manumfnts
(Chartres, Hill.")'; Huysmans. I .a cathidrale (Paris, 1902);
M i«h, The City of Chartres, its Cathedral and Churchu (London,
r.

.

1900);

Chevalier, Topo-bM., 601-04

Georges Goi

\r.

—

Chartreuse, La Gkanoe. The mother-house of
the Carthusian Order lies in a high valley of the Alps
of Dauphine. at an altitude of 4268 feet, fourteen
Medieval writers were awemiles north of Grenoble.
struck by (lie desolation of the spot, and Martcnc.
who visited it in 1760, writes: •One cannot com rive

how it could enter into the mind of man. to establish
a community in a spot so horrible and SO barren
Modern writers praise its picturesqueness,
but some, like Kuskin, find the mountains around,
"the simplest commonplace of Savoy cliff, with no
peaks, no glaciers, no cascades, nor even any slopes
The monastery lies
of pine in extent of majesty".
On the east the ridge of the
in an open pasture.
as this."

CHARTULARY
Grand-Som towers above

plan, with the addition of the great guest-houses
and capitular hall, constructed to accommodate the
Carthusian priors attending the general chapters,
together with their attendants. The most ancient
portions are the Gothic parts of the grand cloitre
(over 700 feet long) and the church, which dates in

part from 1320 or perhaps ear.lier. but owes its present
form to restoration in the seventeenth and nineteenth
centuries.
The monastery, with a small portion of
the surrounding pastures, was rented from the State
till, in accordance with the Association Laws of 1901,
the last monks were expelled by two squadrons of
dragoons on the 19th of April, 1903. For the history
of the monastery and order and for the famous liqueur
see Carthusian Order.
La Grande Chartreuse p.ir un rharlrcuj (Lyons, 1898), tr.
Whitehkad (London, 1S93); Chevalier, Topo-bibl. (Paris,
1894-99), 665.

Raymund Webster.
Chartulary (Cartidarium, Charbdarium, aiso called
Pnncartn and Codex DiplomaHcus), a medieval manuscript volume or roll (rntidus) containing transcriptions of original documents relating to the foundation, privileges, and legal rights of ecclesiastical
establishments,
associations,

municipal

institutions

corporations,

of

learning,
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on the south the
road approaches through a narrow gorge, while on
the north and west the valley is shut in by heights
covered with woods, due to the planting of the earlier
monks, but now the property of the State. The first
monastery, built by St. Bruno in 1084 on the spot
marked by the chapel of Notre-Dame de Casalibus,
was destroyed by an avalanche in 1132, and the new
buildings were erected on part of the site of the
The monastery was burnt
present grand cloitre.
eight times between 1320 and 1676.
At the latter
date the prior, Innocent Le Masson, began to rebuild
the greater part of it in the somewhat cold and heavy
His work was solid, and there
style of the period.
is a severe monastic element about it.
The buildings
of to-day are substantially as he left them, though
they have been extensively restored during the nineteenth century. They are on the typically Carthusian
its roof,

industrial
and private

The term is also, though less appropriately,
families.
applied to collections of original documents bound
in one volume or attached to one another so as to
form a roll. The allusion of St. Gregory of Tours
to chartarum tomi in the sixth century is commonly
taken to refer to chartularies; the oldest, however,
that have come down to us belong to the tenth cenThose belonging to the centuries from the
tury.
tenth to the thirteenth are very numerous. Sometimes the copyist of the chartulary reproduced the
original document with literary exactness.
Sometimes, however, he took liberties with the text to
the extent of modifying the phraseology, modernizing
proper names of persons or places, and even chancing the substance of the meaning for some such
purpose as to extend the scope of the privileges
or immunities which the document granted.
The
value of a chartulary as an historical document depends, of course, on the extent to which it reproduces the substantial meaning of the original, and
this question must be settled by the well-known
canons of historical criticism. Generally speaking, a
chartulary should rank as a public document possess
ing greater value than a private letter or the narrative ,,f an annalist.
We ia \<- .-is yet no complete
inventory of the chartularies of the various institutions of the Middle Ages.
In recent years many
chartularies of medieval monasteries and churches
have been published, more or less completely. The
"Catalogue general des cartulaires des archives
de-partementales " (Paris, 1847) and the " Inventaire
des cartulaires" etc. (Paris, 1878-9) are the chief
sources of information regarding the chartularies of

medieval France.

For the principal English (printed)
chartularies, see Gross, "Sources and Literature of
English History", etc. (London, 1900), 204-7 and
402-67. The important chartulary of the University
of Paris was edited by Father Denifle, O. P., and M.
Chatelain, "Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis"
(Paris, 18S9, sqq.).
Girt, Manuel de diplomatique

(Paris, 1894), I. 2S sqq.;
(Leipzig, 1889); Oesterley, Weghiteratur der Vrlcundensammlungen (Berlin,
1855—6); Grande encyclopedic, s. v. Carhdaire.

Bresslw. Urkundenlehre
.lurch die

William Turner.
Chastellain (or Chastelain), Georges, a Burgundian chronicler, b. in the County of Alost, Flanders,
in 1403; d. at Valenciennes in 1475.
He studied at
I.ouvain, and, after a few years in the army, travelled
in England and France.
He next entered the service
of Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy, whose successor, Charles the Bold, coming to Valenciennes in
1473. to hold a chapter of the Golden Fleece, conferred upon him the honour of knighthood, with the
title of Indiciarius of the order.
Chastellain's more important works include (1)
"Chronique des ehoses de mon temps ", a history of the
years 1417-74, of which only fragments remain, continued after Chastellain's death, by his disciple, Jean
Molinet.

It

was

first

edited

by Buchon

in

"Les

chroniques nationales" (1827) and re-edited by
Kervyn de Lettenhove (8 vols., Brussels, 1863-67).
(2) " Recollections des merveilles advenues en mon
temps" (Antwerp, 1505). (3) "Chronique de Messire
Jean de Lalaing", a delightful biography. In spite
of excessive partiality to the Duke of Burgundy.
Chastellain's historical works are valuable for the
accurate information they contain. As a poet he
was famous among his contemporaries. He was the
great master of the school of grands rh&oriquews,
whose principal characteristics were fondness for the
most artificial forms and a profusion of latinisms

and

grsBcisms.

Buchon, Notice sur Chastellain (in vol, I of hie edition, 1S27I;
Reiffenbero. Xotie, y,rt, rims', tl-i „ ls:;r,. QricHEuvr in
Bibliothique de Vecole des chartcs (1842). IV, l>2 sq.
I. "I !M LAMARRE.
N.
;

1

Chastellain, Pierre, missionary among the Huron
Indians, b. at Senlis, France, in 1606; d. at Quebec,
14 August, 1684.
He entered the Society of Jesus in
1624 and at the age of thirty sailed from France with
two future martyrs, Fathers Isaac Jogues and Charles
Gamier, and the new Governor of Canada, Montmagny, the successor in that post of Champlain. In
July, 1636, Chastellain and Gamier left Three Rivers
with the Indian trading canoes to join the mission in
the Huron country.
In the September following,
both were attacked by smallpox, but recovered. For
nearly fifty years Chastellain toiled on the mission of
Canada at different stations among the llurons as
well as in Quebec.
With great strength of character
he combined a gentleness thai was never ruffled and
an unfailing charity towards others. During his
laborious mission work he composed his book "Affectus amantis Christum sen Exercitium amoris erga
Dominum Jesum pro tota hebdomada", a quarto of
483 pages (Paris, 1647).
Menology if the Society of Jesus, English Astutancy (Roehampton, I902i, II. 70. 71: Thwutes.
./

land, 1896-1901), VIII, 307;
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Chastity. In this article chastity is considered as
a virtue; its consideration as an evangelical
will lie found in the art
Clergy, Contbtenct, and Virginity. As a vow,
chastity i- discussed in the article Vow.
As a Virtue. Chastity is the virtue which excludes or moderates the indulgence of the sexual
appetite.
It is a form of the virtue of temperance,
i

ii

—

!

CHASTITY

which controls according to right reason the desire
for and use of those things which afford the greatest
sensual pleasures. The sources of such delectation
are food and drink, by means of which the life of the
individual is conserved, and the union of the sexes,
by means of which the permanence of the species is
secured. Chastity, therefore, is allied to abstinence
and sobriety; for, as by these latter the pleasures of
the nutritive functions are rightly regulated, so by
chastity the procreative appetite is duly restricted.
Understood as interdicting all carnal pleasures, chastity is taken generally to be the same as continency,
though between these two, Aristotle, as pointed out
in the article on Continency, drew a marked distincWith chastity is often confounded modesty,
tion.
though this latter is properly but a special circumstance of chastity or rather, we might say, its complement. For modesty is the quality of delicate reserve
and constraint with reference to all acts that give rise
to shame, and is therefore the outpost and safeguard
of chastity.
It is hardly necessary to observe that
the virtue under discussion may be a purely natural
one. As such, its motive would be the natural
decency seen in the control of the sexual appetite,
according to the norm of reason. Such a motive
springs from the dignity of human nature, which,
without this rational sway, is degraded to brutish
levels.
But it is more particularly as a supernatural
virtue that we would consider chastity.
Viewed thus,
its motives are discovered in the light of faith.
These
are particularly the words and example of Jesus Christ
and the reverence that is owing to the human body
as the temple of the Holy Ghost, as incorporated into
that mystic body of which Christ is the head, as the
recipient of the Blessed Eucharist, and finally, as
destined to share hereafter with the soul a life of
eternal glory.
According as chastity would exclude
all voluntary carnal pleasures, or allow this gratification only within prescribed limits, it is known as
absolute or relative. The former is enjoined upon
the unmarried, the latter is incumbent upon those
within the marriage state. The indulgence of the
sexual appetite being prohibited to all outside of
legitimate wedlock, the wilful impulse to it in the
unmarried, like the wilful impulse to anything unlawful, is forbidden.
Moreover, such is the intensity of
the sexual passion that this impulse is perilously apt
to bear away the will before it.
Hence, when wilful,
it is a grave offence of its very nature.
It must be
observed too, that this impulse is constituted, not
merely by an effective desire, but by every voluntary
impure thought. Besides the classification already
given, there is another, according to which chastity
is distinguished as perfect, or imperfect.
The firstmentioned is the virtue of those who, in order to
devote themselves more unreservedly to God and
their spiritual interests, resolve to refrain perpetually
from even the licit pleasures of the marital state.
When this resolution is made by one who has never
known the gratification allowed in marriage, perfect
chastity becomes virginity.
Because of these two
elements the high purpose and the absolute inexperience
just referred to. virginal chastity takes on the
character of a special virtue distinct from that which
connotes abstinence merely from illicit carnal pleasure.
Xor is it necessary that the resolution implied
in virginity be fortified by a vow, though as practised
ordinarily and in the most perfect manner, virginal
chastity, as St. Thomas following St. Augustine.
would imply, supposes a vow. (Sutnma Theol., IIII, Q. clii, a. '(. ad 4.)
The special virtue we are here
considering involves a physical integrity.
Vet while
the Church demands this integrity in those who
would wear the veil of consecrated virgins, it is but
an accidental quality and may be lost without detriment to that higher spiritual integrity in which formally the virtue of virginity resides.
The latter in-

—

—
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tegrity is necessary and is alone sufficient to win the
aureole said to await virgins as a special heavenly
reward (St. Thomas, Suppl., Q. xevi, a. 5). Imperfect chastity is that which is proper to the state of
those who have not as yet entered wedlock without
however having renounced the intention of doing so,
of those also who are joined by the bonds of legitimate
marriage, and finally of those who have outlived their
marital partners.
However in the case of those last
mentioned the resolution may be taken which obviously would make the chastity practised that which
we have defined as the perfect kind.
The Practice op Chastity. To point out the
untenableness of the arguments advanced by McLennon, Lubbock, Morgan, Spencer, and others, for an
original state of sexual promiscuity among mankind,
belongs more immediately to the natural history of
marriage. Westermarck, in his "History of Human
Marriage" (London, 1891), has clearly shown that
many of the representations made of people living
promiscuously are false and that this low condition
may not be looked upon as characteristic of savages,
much less be taken as evidencing an original promiscuity (History of Human Marriage, 61 sqq.).
According to this author, " the number of uncivilized
peoples among whom chastity, at least as regards
women, is held in honour and as a rule cultivated, is
very considerable" (op. cit., 66). A fact which cannot be overlooked, of which travellers give unfailing
testimony is the pernicious effect, as a rule, upon
savages of contact with those who come to them from
higher civilization. According to Dr. Nansen, "the
Eskimo women of the larger colonies are freer in their
ways than those of the small outlying settlements
where there are no Europeans" (Nansen, The First
Crossing of Greenland, II, 329). Of the tribes of the
Adelaide plains of South Australia, .Mr. Edward
Stephens says: "Those who speak of the natives as
a naturally degraded race, either do not speak from
experience, or they judge them by what they have
become when the abuse of intoxicants and contact
with the most wicked of the white race have begun
their deadly work.
I saw the natives anil was much
with them before those dreadful immoralities were
known and I say it fearlessly that nearly all their
evils they owed "to the white man's immorality and
to the white man's drink" (Stephens, The Aborigines
of Australia, in Jour. Roy. Soc. X. S. Wales. XXIII,
480).
Of the primitive Turko-Tatars, Professor
Yambrey observes: "The difference in immorality
which exists between the Turks affected by a foreign
civilization and kindred tribes inhabiting the steppes

—

becomes very conspicuous to anyone living among
the Turkomans and Kara Kalpaks, for whether in
Africa or Asia certain vices are introduced only by
the so-called bearers of culture" (Yambrey. Die primitive Cultur des Turks tartanschen Volkes, 7_'».
Testimonies to the same effect could be multiplied
indefinitely.

The Practice of Chastity among the

Jews.

Several of the Mosaic ordinances must have operate d
strongly among the ancient Jews, to prevent sins
The legislation of Dent., xxii, 20against chastity.
21, according to which a bride who had deceived her
husband into thinking her a virgin was stoned to
death at her father's door, must in the circumstances
have powerfully deterred young women from all impure practices. The effect, too. of the law, Deut.,
According
xxii, 2S 29, must have been wholesome.
to this enactment, if a man sinned with a virgin "he
shall give to thfi father of the maid titty sides of silver
and shall have her to wife because he hath humbled
He may not put her away all the days of his
her.

The Mosaic law against prostitution of Jewish women was severe, nevertheless through foreign
women this evil became widespread in Israel. It is to
life."

be observed that the Hebrews were ever prone to

fall
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into the sexual sins of their heathen neighbours, and
the inevitable result of polygamy was seen in the

absence of a recognized obligation of continence in
the husband parallel to that imposed on the wife.
The unchastity of the post-Homeric Greeks was
With this people marriage was but an
notorious.
institution to supply the State with strong and sturdy
The consequence of this to the position of
soldiers.
women was most baneful. We are told by Polybius
that sometimes four Spartans had one wife in common. (Fragm. in Ser. Vet. Nov. Coll., ed. Mai, II,
The Athenians were not so degraded, yet here
the wife was excluded from the society of her husband,
who sought pleasure in the company of hetairai and
concubines. The hetairai were not social pariahs
among the Athenians. Indeed many of hem attained
t

Although the Romans
to the influence of queens.
styled excess of debauchery "Grcrcizing". they never- sounded greater depths of filthy wantonness in
the 'lays following the early republic than ever did
their eastern neighl >ours. The Greeks threw a glamour
of romance and sent iment about t heir sexual sins. But
with the Romans, immorality, even of the abnormal
kind, stalked about, its repulsiveness undisguised.
We gather this clearly from the pages of Juvenal,
.Martial, and Suetonius.
Cicero makes the public
statement that intercourse with prostitutes had never
been a tiling condemned in Rome (Pro Ca?lio, xv), and
we know that as a rule marriage was looked upon as
a mere temporary relation to be severed directly it
became irksome to either party. Never did woman
sink to such degradation as in Rome.
In Greece the
enforced seclusion of the wife acted as a moral protecThe Roman matron was not thus restricted,
tion.
and many of these of highest social rank did not hesitate in the time of Tiberius'to have their names inupon the eediles' list as common prostitutes in
order thus to escape the penalties which the Julian
Law attached to adultery.
1

1

—

Christianity and the Practice of Chastity.
Under Christianity chastity has been practised in a
manner unknown under any other influence. Christian morality prescribes the right order of relations.
It therefore must direct and control the manner of
relationship sustained to each other by soul and body.
Between these two there is an ineradicable opposition.

the flesh with its concupiscences contending unceasingly against the spirit, blinding the latter and weaning il away from the pursuit of its true life. Harmony
ami due order between these two must prevail. But
this means the pre-eminence and mastery of the
spirit, which in turn can only mean the east igat inn
body. The real as well as the etymological
kinship between chastity and chastisement then is obvious. Necessarily, therefore, chastity is a thing stern
and austere. The effect of the example as well as of
the words of Our Saviour (Matt., xix, 11— 12) is seen
in the lives of the many celibates and virgins who have
d the history of the Christian Church, while the
idea of marriage as the sign and symbol of the ineffable union of Christ with His spotless spouse the
Church a union in which fidelity no less than love
has borne its fruit in beautifying the world
is mutual
with patterns of conjugal chastity.

—
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Johx W. M>
Chasuble, 'ailed in Latin casula phineln or pn?nand in early Gallic sources amphibalus, the
llla,
principal and most conspicuous \b-s vestment, coverNearly all ecclesiolnyists are now
ing all the rest.
agreed that liturgical costume was simply an adaptation of the secular attire commonly worn throughout

the

Roman Empire

in the early Christian centuries.
priest in discharging his sacred functions at the
was dressed as in civil life, but the custom
probably grew up of reserving for this purpose gar-

The

altar

ments that were newer and cleaner than those used
in his daily avocations, and out of this gradually
developed the conception of a special liturgical
attire.
In any case the chasuble in particular seems
to have been identical with the ordinary outer garment of the lower orders. It consisted of a square
or circular piece of cloth in the centre of which a hole
was made; through this the head was passed. With
the arms hanging down, this rude garment covered
the whole figure.
It was like a little house (casula).
This derivation is curiously illustrated in the prophetic utterance of Druidical origin preserved in Muirchu's " Life of St. Patrick ", almost the oldest allusion to the chasuble and crosier which we possess.
Before St. Patrick's coining to Ireland the Druids
were supposed to have circulated this oracle:
"Adze-head [this is an allusion to the peculiar
Irish form of tonsure] will come with a crook-head
staff; in his house head-holed [in sun domu capiti
perjnratA. i. e. chasuble] he will chant impiety from
his table [i. e. the altar]; from the front [i. e. the
eastern] part of his house all his household [attendant
clerics] will respond, 'So be it!
So be it!'"
The fact that at an early date the word casal established itself in the Celtic language, and that St. Patrick's casal in particular became famous, makes the
allusion of the "house head-holed" almost certain.
can hardly help being reminded of St. Isidore's
definition of casula as "a garment furnished with a
hood, which is a diminutive of casa. a cottage, as, like
a small cottage or hut, it covers the entire person".
In the earliest chronicles some modification seems
to have already taken place in the primitive conception of a hole cut in a round piece of cloth.
The
early medieval chasubles were made of a semicircular
piece of stuff, the straight edge folded in the middle,
and the two borders sewn together, leaving an aperFrom this it will be seen that the
ture for the head.
chasuble is only a cope of which the front edges have
been sewn together. The inconvenience of the primitive chasuble will be readily appreciated.
It was
impossible to use arms or hands without lifting the
whole of the front part of the vestment. To remedy

We

this,

more than one expedient was resorted

to.

The

were gradually cut away while the length before
Thus, after being
first curtailed at the sides until it reached but little
below the elbows, it was eventually, in the si\i
century, pared away still farther, until it now hardly
extends l>elow the shoulders and leaves the arms enWhile this shortening was still in progtirely free.
ress, it became the duty of the deacon and subdeacon, assisting the celebrant, to roll back the chasuble
and relieve as far as possible the weight on his arms.
sides

and behind remained unaltered.

Directions to this effect are

still given in the "CsereF.piscoporum", where it speaks of the
vesting of a bishop (Cseremon. Episc. lib. II. cap.
viii, n.
Another device adopted in some me19).
dieval chasubles, to remedy the inconvenience caused
by the drag of the vestment upon the arms, wa
insert a cord passing through rings by which thi
of the chasuble could !» drawn up to the shoulders
and secured in that position. This, however, was
rare.
The chasuble, though now regarded as the
priestly vestment ;»
he early centuries worn by all ranks of the clergy.
"Folded
chasubles " (ptnnettr plicaUB), instead of dalmatics,
are still prescrilx'd for the deacon and subdeacon at
The precise
high Mass during penitential seasons.
origin of this pinning up of 'he chasuble is still obscure, but. like the deacon's wearing of the broad
'ImI.
(stolons)
which represents the chasuble rolled
up and hung over his shoulder like a soldier's great-

moniale
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adjustment.
Like the other sacred vestments the chasuble,
before use, requires to be blessed by a priest who has
faculties for that purpose.
When assumed in vesting
for Mass, the act is accompanied with a prayer which
speaks of the chasuble as the "yoke of Christ". But
another symbolism is indicated by the form attached
to the bestowal of the chasuble in the ordination
services: "Receive", says the bishop, "the priestly
vestment, by which is signified charity."
Bravn, Die liturgischeGeuandung (Freiburg. 1907), pp. 149239; Rohault de Fleury, La Messe (Paris, lxsfi) VII; Bock.
,

Geschichte tier liturgiichen Gewander (Bonn. 1856-71), II— IIIThauiofer, Liturgik (Freiburg. 1S83), I; De Vert. Explication des ceremonies de Vegliie (Paris, 1706-8); Rock, Church
of Our Fathers (London, 1903). II; Barbier de Montault,
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(Paris, 1901), II;

Van

der Stappen, Sacra Liturgia (Mechlin, 1902), IV. 1"4-1S8Thurston, in The Month (Dec. lSUSl, and in The Tablet (Dec.
28, 1907); Hefele, Beitrage (Tubingen, 1864), II, 150-223.

Herbert Thurston.
Chateaubriand,

Francois -Rene

de,

French

writer, b. at Saint-Malo, Brittany, 4 September, 1768;
d. at Paris, 4 July, 1848.
He studied at Dol, then at
Rennes, and later at Dinan. Although at first destined for the navy, for a while he believed himself
called to the ecclesiastical life, but finally, in 1786,
obtained a commission as lieutenant in the regiment
of Navarre, then quartered at Cambrai.
Meanwhile
the young officer spent much of his time in Paris,
whiiv his brother and one of his sisters resided.
Upon the fall of the monarchy, he embarked at
Saint-Malo for America, 8 April, 1791. The American wilderness was indeed a revelation to his poetic

mind, and furnished

it
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coat during the active part of his functions in the
Mass, it probably had something to do with the
inconvenience caused by the medieval chasuble in
impeding the free use of the arms.
Of the chasuble as now in common usage in the
Western Church two principal types appear, which
may for convenience be called the Roman and the
French. The Roman is about 46 inches deep at the
back and 30 inches wide. It is ornamented with
orphreys forming a pillar behind and a tall cross in
front, while the aperture for the neck is long and
tapers downwards. The French type, also common
in Germany and in a more debased form in Spain, is
less ample and often artificially stiffened.
It has a
cross on the back and a pillar in front.
In medieval
chasubles these orphrey crosses often assume a
form, and the crosses themselves seem really to have
originated less from any symbolical purpose than
from sartorial reasons connected with the cut and

with an inexhaustible supply

of imagery.
However, when King Louis XVI was
arrested at Varennes, Chateaubriand believed it his
duty to place his sword at the service of imperilled
royalty and, returning to France, landed there
2 January, 1792. He married, emigrated, joined the
army of Conde, was wounded and left for dead during
the expedition against Thionville, and succeeded in
escaping to England in 1793. Here he lived in London in the most abject misery, being unable to return
to France until 1S00, and even then only under an

assumed name.
"Le genie du Christianisme" (Paris, 1S02) soon
afterwards made him famous, and Bonaparte appointed bim secretary of the embassy at Rome and
then minister at ValaiS, Switzerland, a post which he
resigned even before occupying it.
Admitted to the
I'Yeneli Academy to fill the vacancy caused! >v thedea h
I

of Marie-Joseph Chenier, he refused, despite
treaties of Napoleon, to withhold his opinion

the enon the

revolutionary ideas of his predecessor, and this retarded his reception until after the fall of lie Empire,
he was plunged into party strife.
Mis
political life has been divided into three distinct parts:
(1) the purely Royalist period up to 1824; (2) the
t

Liberal period from 1824 to 1830; (3) the period of

Royalism and ideal Republicanism between 1830 and
the time of his death. Appointed Minister of State
after Waterloo, he eloquently and energetically opposed the Decazes ministry (1S16-1S20), became

ambassador successively

in Berlin and in London,
plenipotentiary to the Congress of Verona, and finally
.Minister of Foreign Affairs during the Villele ministry.
In 1824 the king
dismissed him for
the haughtiness of
character that had

him

rendered

in-

tolerable
to
his
colleagues.
Cha-

teaubriand from
that time on waged
a merciless war for
Liberal

principles

against

all

the

ministerial depart-

ments, sparing not
even royalty itself.

Made ambassador
to

Rome

in 1828,

he resigned upon
Polignac's
accession to office next
year, and when, in
VOIs-Renfj de Chateaubriand
1830, Louis-Philippe ascended the
throne, he refused to take the oath of allegiance to
the new regime. This was the end of his active political career.

Chief among the writings of Chateaubriand are the
"Essai historique, politique et moral sur les revolutions anciennes et modernes " (London, 1797); "Atala"
(Paris, 1801), an episode from "Le genie du Christianisme" (Paris, 1802, 5 vols., 8vo); "Rene",
which, like ''Atala", belonged to "Le genie du

Christianisme", and was published separately by the
in 1807
a morbid romance exhibiting a picture of fatal melancholy and foolish dreams; "Les
martyrs" (Paris, 1809), a prose poem intended to
prove by example the superiority of Christianity over
Paganism as a source of poetic inspiration. With a
literary scrupulosity, rare indeed in those days,
Chateaubriand made a point of visiting the places
which he was to describe in the last-named work.
In fact it was this tour that brought forth the " Itin6raire de Paris a Jerusalem" (Paris, 1811), a delightful
ami accurate book of travels. After that there appeared a series of political works: "De Buonaparte et
des Bourbons" (Paris, 1814), a famous brochure said
by Louis XVIII to have been worth a whole army to
the Restoration; "De la monarchie selon la charte"
(Paris, 1S16), a brochure which deprived the author
of both the title and income of Minister of State;
"De la restauration et de la monarchie elective"
(Paris, 1831), in which Chateaubriand made the following profession of faith: "I am Bourbon as a
matter of honour, royalist according to reason and
conviction, and republican by taste and character";
"Etudes, ou discours historiques" (Paris. 1831, 4
vols., Svo), a work replete with original views ami
Writings in which the
not wanting in erudition.
author's own personality figures are his " Voyage en
Amerique" (Paris. 1SJ7) and his great posthumous
work, "Les memoires d'outre-tombe" (Paris, 18491S.50, 12 vols, in l.Nmo), a vast panorama of the
events which made up his life or with which be was

author

—

ideni ilied.

In the perusal of this long series of works one easily
Chateaudiscovers the author's diversified talent.
In his prose
briand's style is marvellously varied.
poems, such as " Les martyrs", or his romances, like
"Atala", or his poetic descriptions, such as occur in

—
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du Christ ianisme", his colouring is vivid
and his phraseology most harmonious.
plays the harpsichord on all my heartstrings",
said a great lady of the early nineteenth century (II
joue du clavecin sur toutes mes fibres).
Without apparent effort he gives to his thoughts a luxuriant
opulence of expression, richness, and elegance, even
also a certain grandiloquence which may now appear
somewhat antiquated. On the other hand, upon

and

g<5nie

peerless,

"He

his political books one will find him
bright, crisp, and incisive.
Nor must it be said, as
indeed it has been, that Chateaubriand's delightful
and masterly style only serves to conceal deplorable
poverty of thought, like a gorgeous drapery thrown
over a feeble and insignificant body. Chateaubriand
has beautiful ideas; on the past, in his historical
pages; on the present, in his political writings, though
the latter may not be free from error; and he has
abundant views on the future, particularly on the
subject of religion and the social role which he believed it called upon to play.
His influence on
literature is unanimously acknowledged.
Romanticism may be traced back to him, and it may even lie
said that the whole literary movement characteristic
of the nineteenth century begins with him.
Admitting that he had predecessors, and that his style is
reminiscent of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, he undoubtedly
inaugurated a new literature.
Despite lamentable moral infirmities, Chateaubriand was a sincere Christian from the time of his
conversion until his death.
For he had need of conversion.
Not, indeed, that his education was not
religious.
He himself relates with what pious zeal
he prepared for his First Communion, and what
memorable emotions that solemn day awakened
within his heart.
Some sixteen years later, in 7*. Mi,
he published he scept teal " Essai sur les revolutions".
In the interval
hateaubriand's youthful mind had
been contaminated by t he anti-Christian spirit then
pervading France, by the reading of dangerous
especially those of J.-J. Rousseau, and by his
'Hon with the infidel literary men of Paris
between 17S7 and 1791. When, at lie age of twentyone, he sailed for America, his faith was but a flickering flame likely to be extinguished at any moment.
Finally, the miserable life that he was afterwards
obliged to lead in London so harassed his soul as to
turn him against everything, both institutions and

opening one of

1

t

(

t

men.
It was
religion.

indeed a rude shock that awoke his dormant
On the 1st of July, 179S, his sister, Mme
of his mother's death, adding
that, grief-stricken at his abandonment of the Faith
in inn Badly manifest in his " Essai sur les revoshe had made it her dying request that he
lutions"

de Farcy, wrote him

—

would become reconciled to it. Chateaubriand
heeded the appeal. It seemed to come as a last
prayer, a tear-laden supplication from the tomb that
enclosed tin- mortal remains of one who had loved
him devotedly, and whose anguish he had so ruthlessly augmented.
His heart was touched by the
recollection of his childhood's days, by the pious
memories with which the picture of his mother was
inseparably connected, and. comparing the awful
void made within his soul by false philosophy with
the ineffable peace with which his religion hart formerly filled it, his cruel doubts were suddenly submerged in a flood of tears. " wept ", said he, "and
I believed" (Preface to the first edition of " Le genie
du Christianismi •"). This change of heart is the
more easily explained as it was brought about by the
progress of his ideas.
His "I'.ssai" is not the work
I

of a confirmed infidel.
If occasionally the author
speaks like an eighteenth-century philosopher, he
also speaks as a Ihristian; he believes and doubts by
turns.
The mind is not always the dupe of the heart,
it is sometimes its debtor.
Chateaubriand's mind
<

lit.
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between the faith of the Christian and the
incredulity of the sceptic, but his heart, never wholly
indifferent, threw its entire belief into the scale, and
faith triumphed forever.
On the strength of Chateaubriand's moral shortcomings Sainte-Beuvc has insinuated that he was
not genuinely Christian; but this is a calumny.
Chateaubriand, unfortunately, was not the only man
who, though strong in his faith, was weak in his conHis religious sincerity is a well-established
duct.
fact, and the critic of the day does homage to it.
Indeed, this sincerity must be acknowledged, even
oscillated

though his word was not strictly reliable in less
For instance, J. Bodier tried to
prove that the "Voyage en Amcrique" was a. mere
fiction, maintaining that the traveller had not the
means of accomplishing such a tour within the five
months spent on the American continent. Hut this
position cannot be accepted.
In a work entitled
" Sainte-Beuve et Chateaubriand" it has been di monstrated that the illustrious writer had all the time
required for the journey, which he actually made and
did not merely imagine, as Bedier had claimed.
Having had the misfortune to attack the Faith,
Chateaubriand craved the honour of defending it, and
in various parts of his writings he realized this ambition, but most especially in " Le genie du Christianisme". His defence of religion presented in this
celebrated book is invested with a new character.
Moreover, the sub-title of the first edition clearly
indicates that the writer's intention was to point out
the "Beauties of the Christian Religion". The
apology is based on the esthetic, and he fundamental argument of the work is thus expressed in its
closing lines:
"Though we have not employed the
arguments usually advanced by the apologists of
Christianity, we have arrived by a different chain of
serious matters.

I

reasoning at the same conclusion: Christianity is
men are imperfect. Now, a perfeel conse-

perfect;

quence cannot spring from an imperfect principle.
Christianity, therefore, is not. the work of men."
This argument certainly has great intrinsic weight,
but it must be admitted that here and there the
writer insists on details which contribute nothing to
its strength, while, on the other hand, he omits views

which might have established it more solidly. Besides, considered apart from its literary merit, the
real apologetic value of "Le genie du Christ ianisme"
is but relative.
It was due to circumstances; the

work came at the right moment and was what it
should have been at that moment; hence ifs success.
In his "Memoircs" the author was clearsighted
enough to see this and courageous enough to admit it
The eighteenth century had sought to destroy Christian dogmas by holding them up to ridiculd, and had
thus deluded cultivated minds. Chateaubriand took
up the challenge; he proved hat his derided religion
was the most beautiful of all. and likewise the most
was just
favourable to literature and the arts.
It
then that Bonaparte was rebuilding overthrown
altars, and the author of " Le genie " and he victorious
general worked towards the same end, each in hi
way.
Chateaubriand's influence is incontestable. The
Abbe Pradt, a writer who was hostile to his book,
t

I

t

said in 1818:
"He reinstated religion in the world,
establishing it on a better footing than it had occufor
until
then
it had followed, 80 to speak, in the
pied,
wake of society, and since then it has marched visibly
This apology, moreover, ezerci ed a
at the head."
In the cou
great influence upon the apologists.

the nineteenth century Chateaubriand's idea
taken up; the beauty of Christian doctrine and its
profound harmony with the inspirations of humanity
were no longer studied from a mi
etic, but
from a social and moral point of view. It is the
glory of pioneers to open up productive ways in
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which others go farther than they, but where they
retain the merit of having boldly taken the first

still

steps.

Sainte-Bedve, Chateaubriand el son groupe litleraire sous
V Empire (Paris, newed., 1S89); for all works on Chateaubriand
appeariiiK prior to 1890 one may generally consult Kerviller.
',n,' b'bUoarupiiie de Chateaubriand (Vaunes, IsOiii;
Bfhtrin La sineerile retigicuse de Chateaubriand (Paris. 1900);
Sainte-Beuvi el Chateaubriand (Paris, 1906); Bedier,
Id
,-ritiques (Paris, 1904); Giraud, Chateaubriand (Pans,
1904). Bire, Mi moires d'oulre-tombe (Paris, new ed., 6 vols, in
12mo, not dated).

Chateauneuf, Pierre de.
telnau, Blessed.
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Georges Bertrix.
See Pierre de cas-

VI, 28 Aug., 1873). The lad followed this prince
France, serving through the final and futile
Edwardian invasion, which ended in the Peace of
Bretigny (1360), and was taken prisoner at "Retters",
identified by unwary biographers as Retiers near
Rennes, but by Skeat as Rethel near Reims, a place
to

mentioned by Froissart in his account of this very
campaign. Thence Chaucer was ransomed by the
king, who, when the Lady Elizabeth died, took over
her page, and later (1367) pensioned him for

life.

Chaucer was married before 1374; probably the
Philippa Chaucer named in the queen's grant of 1366
was then Geoffrey Chaucer's wife (Lounsbury,

Chatham, Diocese op (Chathajiensis), comprises
the northern half of the Province of New Brunswick,
Canada, i. e., the counties of Gloucester, Madawaska,
Northumberland, Restigouche, Victoria, and the part
This terriof Kent north of the Richibueto River.
tory formerly belonged to the Diocese of St. John,
itself originally a portion of the Diocese of Quebec.
On 8 May, 1860, the Diocese of St. John was divided,
and the present Diocese of Chatham created. The
Rev. James Rogers was appointed the first bishop and
consecrated 15 August in the same year. On his arrival at Chatham, Bishop Rogers found only seven
priests to attend an immense stretch of country.
During his episcopate of forty-two years a wonderful
improvement was witnessed, and when he resigned,
7 August, 1902, he left a diocese of 47 parishes and 51
He died 22 March, 1903. On the resignapriests.
tion of Bishop Rogers, the Rev. Thomas Francis
Barry, consecrated titular Bishop of Thugga and
Coadjutor of Chatham, on 7 August, 1902, succeeded
to the See of Chatham. The steady march of defacility of communication, and immigration, require the formation of new parishes each year;

velopment,

now in the

diocese 57 churches with resident
The Catholic
population is about 66,000; a large percentage of
which is French Acadian by descent and language.
The secular clergy number 65 priests, with 5 theological students, and the regular 31 priests and 7 brothers.
Sisters, numbering about 200, of several religious congregations, are in charge of various institutions.
There are 8 parochial schools with about 1000 pupils,
one classical college (at Caraquet) for boys, directed
by the Eudist Fathers, with 1 30 pupils, and 3 schools
taught by Sisters under the Government School Law,

there are
priests

and 25 missions with churches.

with about 400 pupils. Two orphan asylums support
100 orphans, and 4 hospitals are directed by the Hospital Sisters of St. Joseph, among them the government hospital for lepers at Tracadie. The Trappist
Fathers and the Trappistine Sisters, expelled from
France, have opened monasteries in the parish of
Rogers ville.

Louis O'Leary.
Chatillon,

Cardinal

de.

See Huguenots.

Chaucer, Geoffrey, English poet, b. in London
between 1340 and 1345; d. there, 25 October, 1400.
John Chaucer, a vintner ami citizen of London, married Agnes, heiress of one Bamo de Copton, the city
moneyer, and owned the house in Upper Thames
Street, Dowgate Hill (a site covered now by the
arrival platform of Cannon Street Station), where
That Ins birth was not
his son Geoffrey was born.
in 1328, hitherto the accepted date, is fully proved
JFurnivall in The Academy, 8 Dec, 1888, 12 Dec,
John Chaucer was connected with the Court,
1887).
and once saw Flanders in the royal train. Geoffrey
waa educated well, but whether he was entered at
lie figures by
either university remains unknown.

from the year 1357, presumably in the capacity
household books of the Lady Elizabeth de Burgh, wife of Prince Lionel, third son of
King Edward III (Bond in Fortnightly Review,

of a page, in the

Geoffrey Chaucer.

(From a

Portrait Gallery,

portrait in the National

London)

It seems clear that he
Studies in Chaucer, I, 95-7).
could not have been happy in his marriage (Hales
He had two sons and
in Diet. Nat. Biog., X, 157).
a daughter, if not other children. Gascoigne tells
us that his contemporary, Thomas Chaucer, was the
This statement, long discredited, is now
poet's son.
fully endorsed by the best authorities (Hales in
Athenanim, 31 March, 1888; Skeat. ibid., 27 Jan..
Thomas Chaucer's mother was Philippa
1900).
Roet, daughter of Sir Paon or Payne de Roet,
Guienne king at arms. Roet had another daughti r,

Catherine, widow of Sir Hugh Swynford, who was
for long John of Gaunt's mistress and eventually
Thus Chaucer became the brother-inhis third wife.
law of the great duke, who from 1368 onwards had
been his most powerful patron. Thomas Chaucer
(b. about 1367; d. 1434), later of Woodstock and
Kwelme, became chief butler to four sovereigns,
as well as Speaker of the House of Commons (in
His sister Elizabeth (b. 1365) at sixteen
1414).
entered Barking Abbey as a novice. John of Gaunt
Lewis
providing lift v pounds as her religious dowry.
Chaucer, the" "litel sonne Lowys", for whom the
Astrolabe" was written, is supposed to have
died in childhood.
From about his twenty-sixth year Chaucer was
on important diplomatic
frequently employed
••

,
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engraved upon a leaden plate, and hung up, probably
at Caxton's instigation, on a pillar near the grave.
The present canopied grey marble altar-tomb, on
the south side, was set up by Nicholas Brigham, in

marks the turning-point
he was sent to Italy;
circumstances make it extremely probable that
or
at
Padua
he made Petrarch's
in
Florence
either
acquaintance (Lounsbury, Studies, I, 67-68). The
Richard
II
granted
Chaucer a second
King
young
is startling to find him, in
It
13S0,
life pension.
concerned in a discreditable abduction (Atheiwum,
29 Nov., 1S73; from the Close Roll of 3 of Richard
He was made comptroller of the petty customs
II).
of the port of London, and complains
of the burden of official life in "The
missions; the year 1372-3

of his literary life, for then

House
(lines
it

of
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All trace of its votive portrait of the vener1556.
ated master disappeared long ago.
The "Canterbury Tales" were first printed by
Caxton, from a faulty manuscript, in or about 1476-7;
later by Pynson, and by Wynkyn de Worde. Other
pieces were collected, and, between 1526-1602, often
published with the
Many of
"Tales".
these, attributed to

Chancer even by

his

earliest great modern editor, Tyrwhit t

Fame"

652-60); and

are now known not
(Skeat,
to be his.

would appear,

from the prologue to

the " Legend of
Good Women ".that
h rough the influence of the new
qaeen, Anne of Bo-

Minor

"Chaucer's

Oxford,

Poems",

1896;

t

"

(

in

or,

Idem,

ihaucerianPieces"
the "Complete

Oxford,

hemia, he was enabled by 1385 to
secure a permanent
deputy. At this
t
in e
he gave up

Works",

housekeeping

chronological order:

1897,

major

in

sumably at Greenwich, where he had
a garden and ar-
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he
1385 6; a n d
"t lanterburyTales",
asa u hole, from 1386
t

lean

years to undergo.
For a while lie was
Canterbury Pilgrims. (From
Clerk of the Works
at Windsor, Westminster, and the Tower, but proved
thriftless and unsuccessful in business affairs, and gave
little satisfaction. Unrivalled opportunities and the fostering care of successive sovereigns could not keep him
from anxiety, if not penury, towards the end. It is
noticeable that his latest and most troubled period
produced the " Canterbury Tales ". Within four days
after his accession King Henry IV, the son of
Chaucer's first benefactor, increased Chaucer's
remaining income by forty marks per annum. The
poet then leased a pleasant house in the monastery
garden at Westminster, and there, hard by the Lady
Chapel of the Abbey (now replaced by the loftier
erection of Henry VII), he died.
For a century
and a half his only memorial in Westminster Abbey
was a Latin epitaph written by Surigonius of Milan,

,

"House of Fame''
from
1383-4; the
" Legend of Good
Women "from about

)biiti>9<niii

it.
Until King Richard recovered power

Chaucer

Serie

riod; the "Book of
the Duchess" from
"Comthe
1369;
plaint of Pity" from
1372; "Anefida and
False Arcite" from
1372 1; "Troilus
and Cressid " from
1379-83; the "Parliament of Fouls"
from 1382; the
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the remainder being rejected as not
Chaucer's (see Chaucer Society Publi-
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Aldgate, and settled
in the country, pre-

bour.

vol.)

genuine

poems

assigned

i

of the

suppl.

Chaucer's

in

that

the

British

first

Muse

draft

of
of

the

onwards until after
If is curious
1390.
lovely Tales by the
the Clerk, the Knight,

Second Nun, the Man
Law,
and part of that of the Monk, should have been produced early; and that the Tales by the Miller, the
Reeve, the Shipman. and the Merchant, as well as
the Wife of Bath's Prologue, should have been produced after 13S7. Chaucer's objectionable work is,
therefore, not the work of his youth.

To the intense affection, frequently expressed, of
Hoccleve, we owe the first and best of Chaucer's porIt appears in
traits, familiar through reproduction.
the margin of "The Governail of Princes", or "He
Hegimine Principum " (Marl. MS. 4866, in British
Museum). In it we see Chaucer, limned from memory, in his familiar hood and gown, rosary in hand,
plump, full-eyed, fork-bearded. (For detailed ac-
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brightness, its sense of eternity. The so-called
"Counsel of Chaucer" sums up, at a holy and serene
moment, his philosophic outlook. He had unequalled
powers of observation, and gave a highly ironic but
most humane report. He is an artist through and
through, and that artist had been a soldier and a
diplomat; hence his genius, even in its extremes
of mirth, has balance and health, remoteness and
neutrality; it is never bitter, and never in the
Matthew Arnold (Introduction to
least "viewy".
Ward's "English Poets", 1S85, I, pp. xxxiv-v) accuses him of a lack of what Aristotle calls " high and
excellent seriousness ". But " high seriousness " is not
quite the note of the fourteenth century. Chaucer's
is the master-note (submerged all over Europe since
the Reformation) of joy. This brings us to the question of his personal religion.
Foxe (Acts and Monuments of the Church, 1583, II,
839) started the absurd theory that Chaucer was a
The poet's own abstract habit;
follower of Wyclif.
his association with the prince who (probably actu-

ated by no very high motives) withdrew his favour
from the contemporary reformer when solicitude for
a purer practice ran into heresy and threatened revolt; his close friendship with Strode, a Dominican
these things
of Oxford and a strong anti-Lollard
tend of themselves to denote Chaucer's views in the
matter. The opposite inference is "due to a misconception of his language, based on a misconception of his character" (Lounsbury, Studies, II, 469).
Like Wyclif, Chaucer loved the priestly ideal; and he

—

it incomparably in his " Poor Parson of a
Yet, as has been said, that very "Parson's
Tale", in its extant form, goes far to prove that
its author, even by sympathy, was no Wyclifite (A.

draws

Town".

W.Ward, "Chaucer", London, 1879, p. 134, in "EngPassionless justice was
lish Men of Letters Series").
the bed-rock of Chaucer's mind. He paints that
parti-coloured Plantagenet world as it was, not interfering to make it better, nor to wish it better.
Where the churchman type was gross, he represents
It is well, however, to recall that the
it grossly.
famous episode of his "beating a Friar in Fleet
Street" is the invention of Speght, further embroidered by Chatterton; and that the prose tractate,
"Jack Upland", full of invective against the religious
His attitude
orders, is proved not to be Chaucer's.
towards women is just as two-sided. He shows in
many a theme a reverence toward them which must
have been fed by t hat " hv devocioun" to Our Lady
which is beautifully apparent in his pages, and

which Hoccleve mentions in recalling his memory;
but dramatic exigencies, Boccaccio's example, presumable hard domestic experience, a laughingly
merciless psychology, and a paralyzing outspokenness, contrive too often, as readers regret, to fight it
down. He has been held up as a rationalist, on the

strength of a few passages, and against the enormous
mass of testimony which lie furnishes on the soundOf that after all. as of its
ness of his Catholic ethos.
absence, Catholics are the best judges. The "Nuns'
,

Priest's

Tale"

the question
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counts see Spielmann, "The Portraits of Geoffrey
Chaucer", London, 1900, first issued in the "Chaucer
Memorial Lectures". 111-41.) Like Dryden, he was
silent, and had a "down look"; this physical characteristic was partly due to a most genuine modesty,
partly to the habit of constant reading. Chaucer indeed read and annexed everything, and transmuted
everything into that wonderful vocabulary of his, all
He is a cosmopolite, chiefly
plasticity and all power.
influenced by Ovid, and by his own contemporary
Italy, a debtor, if ever man was, to the whole spirit
of his age; he has its fire, its impudence, its broad
licentiousness; he has rather more than his share of
its true-hearted pathos, its exquisite freshness and

(Skeat's ed., lines 4421 40) raises
of predestination, only to drop it.

The context shows

that the poet thinks his sud-

den side-issue not trivial or tedious, but quite the
contrary; he quits it only because he cannot "boult
it to the bren", i. e., sift it down, analyze it satisfactorily.
Again, the "Knight's Tale" (Skeat's ed.,
lines 2809-14) implies that the author has no mind
to dogmatize upon the final destiny of poor Arcite,
newly slain. Both these instances have been ci + ed
in the masterly chapter on "Chaucer as a Literary
Artist" (Lounsbury, Studies, II, 512-15, 520), to
prove, in the one case, an easy dismissal of a mere
scholastic dilemma; in the other, Chaucer's disbelief,
or half-belief, in immortality. They prove, rather,
a restraint in dogmatizing about the destiny of the
individual, a restraint practised by the church it" The Legend of Good Women " opens with some
self.

purport of which need never have
been questioned. They mean nothing if they do not
that knowledge by evidence is one thing, assurance by faith another thing; and that lack of sensible
proof can never discredit revelation. A somewhat
playful confession of belief has here been turned into
a serious profession of agnosticism, through sheer lack
of spiritual understanding.
His "hostility to the
Church", as Professor Lounsbury calls it, is certainly
not borne out by Chaucer's going out of his way, as
he does, to defend her from age-long calumnies; for
fifteen lines, the

mean

instance, in the " Franklin's Tale", and in the section
" De Ira" of the " Parson's Tale", he witnesses to her
horror of superstitions and false sciences. Chaucer,
in short, though none too supernatural a person, had
a most orthodox grip on his catechism.
The "Preces", or prose "retracciouns", which are
usually printed at either end of the "Canterbury
Tales", date from the evening of Chaucer's life. To

Tyrwhitt, Hales, Ward, and Lounsbury, who suspect
undue priestly influence, the "Preces" are, in their
own words, "morbid", "reaction and weakness", "a
betrayal of his poetic genius", "unbearable to have
In the course of them,
to accept as genuine".
Chaucer disclaims of his books "thilke that sounen
in-to sinne", i. e., those which are consonant with, or
sympathetic with sin. Skeat is the only editor who
understands Chaucer in his contrition (Notes to the
"Canterbury Tales", in the Oxford Press complete
Gascoigne (Theological Dictionary,
edition, 475).
Pt. II, 377, the MS. of which is in the library of Lincoln College, Oxford) unwittingly parodies the situation, and represents the old sinner "Chawserus" as
dying while lamenting over pages, quce male scripsi de
malo et turpissimo amore. To the secular point of
view it has all seemed, and may well seem, mistaken
and deplorable. But nothing is manlier, or more
touching and endearing, than this humble self-sub" Exordination to conscience and the moral law.
cept ye become as little children" is the hardest sayThere
are
world.
the
intellectual
given
to
ing ever
great geniuses, Geoffrey Chaucer not least among
given
in
vain.
not
whom
it
was
them, to
The standard recent editions of Chaucer are: (1)
"Chaucer's Canterbury Tales Annotated and Accented, with Illustrations of English Life in Chaucer's
Time. New and revised edition, with illustrations
from the Hllesmere MS." (Saunder's ed., London,
1894); (2) "The Student's Chaucer; being a Complete
Edition of his Works" (Skeat ed., Oxford. 1895): (3)
"The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, edited

from numerous Manuscripts" (Skeat ed., 7 vols., Oxford, 1894-7); (4) "The Canterbury Tales done into
Modern English, by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat " (The
King's Classics Series, Gollancz ed., 1904
The critical study of Chaucer began with Tyuwiiitt (1730I.

was splendidly revived and extended by scholars
in the seventies and eighties of the nineteenth oentury,
notably by Kurnivau.. Child, KOlbinq, ECaluza, Graf,
I,\m;k, Koch, etc., and lias come to its perfection, under
The chief puhlii at ions dealII \i.K.B, l.oiiNBBi'RY, and ski \i
no- wilh Chaucer published since 1S90 are: HiECKM., D<M
SpricAwort bci Chaucer (ErlanRen, 1S90); Ballkuktept, L'ebtr
1786);

it
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Chaucert Naturschildervngen (Gottingen, 1891); Lchinrbury.
and M ritinge (3 vols., New York,
if,
iHBB.Cnauo Memorial Lectures, ed. with an Introduc1892
Skeat, YV«, Chaucer Canon: with a DisIon, L900
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short notice of Chaucer is

v.

Louise Imogen Gtjiney.

Chaumonot, Pierre-Joseph, Jesuit missionary
New York and Canada, b. near Chatillon-sur-Seine

in
in

Quebec, 21 February, 1693. His
name is sometimes written Calmonotti or Calvonotti.
Be entered the Jesuit novitiate at Rome, at the age
nty-one, and arrived at Quebec, 1 August, 1639.
In September he was already at work on the missions
of Lake Huron, where Brebeuf was superior.
He remained there until after the death of Brebeuf and his
France, 161)

d. at

;

companions and the destruction of the missions. He
puted to conduit 400 Hurons to Quebec, and he
established them on a reservation on the Isle of Orleans
opposite the city. After Le Moyne had arranged for a
mission among the Onondagas of New York, Chaumonot and Dablon viae sent to organize it. This
mission lasted only two years; the priests and the fifty
colonists who joined them subsequently being obliged
to escape in the night to avoid a general massacre.
Ret Mining to lanada, he devoted himself for the rest
He established his
of his life to his Huron converts.
Christian settlement, known as Lorette, which
after shilling several times was located finally on the
rivei St. Charles when' it still exists, though it is called
.incite " in contradistinction to the "Ancienne Lorette " established by Chaumonot, who died
He was the founder of the
before the last migration.
Congregation of the Holy Family which figures extenlanadian history.
earlj
Tinvuns
Jesuit Relations, passim; Charlevoix,
,
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then joined the Carthusians of Sheen

who had

On the accession of Mary they resettled in Bruges.
turned to Sheen, and in 1556 Chauncy was elected
prior.
In 1558 they retired again to Bruges, living
with their Flemish brethren until 1569, when they
obtained a house of their own in St. Clare Street.
in
hostility of the Calvinists compelled them to
Failing to settle at Douai,
leave Bruges in 1578.
they retired to Louvain (May, 1578). Chauncy died
at the old house in Bruges.
In his history of the
I

Carthusians he frequently laments his weakness in
taking lie oath of supremacy.
He wrote: "Historia
Martyrum in Anglia", etc.
aliquot nostri sseculi
i.Ma in/. 1550, and Bruges, 1583): "Commentariolusde
vit:e ratione e( martyrio octodecim Cartusianorum
qui in Anglia sub rege trucidati sunt" (Ghent, 1608),
I

which was reprinted "VitSB Martyrum
ianorum aliquot, qui Londini pro (Jnitate Ecadversus harotioo- ", etc. Milan. KiO(i).
"The
Divine Cloud of Unknowing", in manuscript, is

a portion of

;

j

i

him by Vnthony a Wood.
trd. Allen (London, 1878), 31;
M
Diaries (London, 1878), 1J0. 166, 180; Woon. Athenat
ed to

I
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Chauveau,

Canadian

Pierre-Joseph-Octave,

b. at Quebec, ,.0 May, 1820; d. at Montreal,
After a brilliant course al the prepara4 April, 1890.
tory seminary of Quebec, he studied law, and was
admitted to the Bar in 1841.
He was already a contributor to "Le Canadien" and "Le Courrier des
Etats-Unis", and his ready pen showed that he was
fitted to be a journalist rather than a barrister.
In
1853 he published a novel dealing with Canadian
customs which brought him an enviable reputation
Chauveau played a prominent political
as a writer.
Having been elected by the County of Quebec,
role.
in 184S, to a seat in the Legislative Assembly, he was
made a minister in 1851, and later solicitor-general
and provincial secretary, but, in 1855 abandoned
In that year he was chosen superintendent
politics.
During the twelve years of his office
of education.
Chauveau gave a great impetus to primary instrucHe also established the first normal schools,
tion.
and for twelve years published the "Journal de
1
'Instruction Publique".
Having resigned his position as superintendent of education, in L867, he returned to political life, to become first minister at
Quebec. In 1873 Chauveau was called to the
Senate, and became president of that body.
Later
he was appointed president, of the Harbour Com-

statesman,

mission of Quebec, and in 1877 was made sheriff of
Montreal, an office which he held until his death
He published an important work on the history oJ
public education, as well as a detailed biography ol
the historian Garneau, several poems, a paraphrase
of the "Dies irae", and a number of remarkable
articles in the "Journal de ('Instruction Publique".
OiiMF.T, Les noces d'or de la Saint-Jean-BaptisU !', M
(Montreal, 1884); BlBADD, Le Pantheon canadien (Montreal,
1891); Bourassa, M. Chaui'cau ,1 I'ulie nalionale (M.inr real.
1895).

N. E. DlONNE.

Campbell.

Chauncy, Maurice, Prior of the English Carthusians at Bruges, date of birth unknown; d. at Bruges,
2 July, 1581. He was the eldest son of John Chauncy,
-,
of Xrdi'liy. Hertford.
Wood thinks he studied
Ixford, and afterwards went to Cray's Inn for a
at
Finally he entered the London Charcourse of law.
In 1535 the majority of the Carthusians
terhouse.
refused to take the oath of supremacy, but Chauncy,
on his own confession, consented to take it. After
the surrender of he monastery in 1537. Chauncy with
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Chavannes, Puvis de.

See

Puvis de

Cha-

VANNES.

Chelm and Belz (Chelmensis et Belthiensis
Rutenorum), a diocese of the Greek-Ruthenian Rite
Russian Poland, subject directly to the Holy See,
and formerly a suffragan of Kijow. Established in
1592, this diocese was the last of the Uniat Church to
in

withstand the persecution of the Russian Government. In 1841 Bishop Felix Szumborski (d. 185]
consented to order a return to the rite which had been
in use before the union with Rome; but, admonished
by the pope, he recalled the order. A struggle en
sued between the Church and the civil authorities.
All the priests who remained true to their faith were
I

exiled and the faithful oppressed.
As a result ol
secution and schism, the Diocese of Chelm and Belz

was virtually abolished.
Kirchcnler. (Freiburg

i

m

Br.. 1891), VII, 145 Sq.i W'kunkr,
Hr.. 1890
113; I,

Orliix Ten-arum Catholtcus (Freiburg im
tandier, Ann. pant. cath.

.

Leo
Cheminais

de

Montaigu,

A.

Kelly.

Timoleon,

pulpit
orator, b. at Paris, 3 January, 1652; entered tinSociety of Jesus at fifteen, d. 15 September, 1689
After teaching rhetoric and the humanities at Ol
leans, Cheminais was assigned to the work of preaching.
Bayle declares that "many regarded him as
the equal of Bourdaloue", though others declan
this exaggerated.
Before many years his health
gave way. He was appointed court -preacher, ml
I

was unable to accept the honour, though De
His voice partly failBacker asserts the contrary.
ing him, he devoted himself to the instruction of
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;

M.rrure (Feb., 1720).

19;

De Backer,

de J.,

Bibl. de

c.

Fellek, Biog. time.
first series

Paris, 1813);
(Liege, 1853).
I

T. J. Campbell.

Cherokee Indians, the

largest and most important tribe of Iroquoian stock of the southern section of
the United States, and formerly holding the whole

southern Alleghany mountain region of North and
South Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee, with considable portions of Alabama, Virginia and Kentucky.
They now reside in Oklahoma, with the exception of
some 1300 souls on reserved lands in Western North
Carolina, the descendants of those who remained in
heir old home when the rest of the tribe was removed
to the West in 1839.
The origin and meaning of the
name, which they pronounce Tsaragi or Tsalagi, are
unknown. They commonly call themselves Y&nwiya,
" real people".
The history of the Cherokees begins with De Soto,
who passed within their territory in 1540. In 16S4
they made their first treaty with the English of Carolina, with whom thereafter they maintained friendly
relations throughout the Colonial period, except in
the Yamasee war in 1715-1716, and in a war waged
on their own account in 1759-1761. They took sides
also with the English against the Americans during
the Revolution, but made a treaty of peace with the
United States in 1785, although the border fighting
went on some years longer. In 1821 Sequoya, a
mixed-blood of the tribe, invented a syllabic alphabet
for the language which has been an immense factor in
their progress toward civilization.
In 1827 they
adopted a regular form of government modelled upon
that of the United States, but after long controversy
with the State of Georgia, which claimed jurisdiction
over most of their territory not already ceded, a
treaty was forced upon them in 1835 by which they
bound themselves to remove to their present home in
Oklahoma. The removal was accomplished in 1839,
and their tribal existence continued under the style
of the "Cherokee Nation", until dissolved for American citizenship in l!K)(i. As already noted, a small
body remained behind in the old home in the East.
The tribe at present numbers altogether about 20,000
persons of pure and mixed blood, exclusive of several
thousand names carried upon the rolls, but repudiated
by the Indians.
The Cherokees were a sedentary and agricultural
people, with hunting and fishing as subordinate occuThe women were expert potters and basketpat ions.
(veavers, and the men skilful carvers of stone and
wood. They had no central government, each town
being independent in its action. They had a system
oi
even clans, with descent in the female line. In
religion they were pantheists, holding in special reverence the Sun. Fire and Water. Their great religious
ceremony was the Green Corn .lance, a thanskgiving
t

new crops, and their chief athletic amusement was a ball-game which is the original of our
lacrosse.
They buried their dead in caves or under
for the

piles of stones.

The story
inn

t

the

first

l.c

of a Cherokee mission as early as 1643
regarded as apocryphal. So far as known,

Christianizing, or" at
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the people of the villages and country places. The
sermons of Cheminais were edited by Bretonneau
(4 vols., 12mo, Paris, 1690-91 7th ed., Brussels, 1713).
They were translated into German (Augsburg, 1739;
Pressburg, 178S), Dutch (Rotterdam, 1724), Italian
He was also the author of a work
(Venice, 1735).
called "Sentiments de pi£te" (Paris, 1691, 1693,
A later edition (Toulouse,
1700; Brussels, 1702).
1706) contained the "Sentiments of James II, King
of Great Britain".
This work was translated into
German (Cologne. 1723; Vienna, 1786), Dutch (Antwerp), and Italian (Milan, 1837).
Remargins du feu P. Cheminais sur Veloquence in he Nouveau

least civilizing effort

among them was undertaken about 1 736 by Christian

Priber, possibly a Jesuit, but more probably a French
officer or agent, who established himself among them,

learned the language, organized the tribal governcivilized basis, and taught them the
principles of Christian morality for some years, until
he was seized by the English and eonveyedto Charleston, South Carolina, where he died in prison.
In
1801 the Moravians began work among the tribe, and
were followed by Congregationalists, Presbyterians
and Baptists. Catholic mission schools, in whole or
part for Cherokees, are now conducted at Vinita,
Tulsa, and Muscogee, Indian Territory. The whole
tribe may be considered as civilized and Christian,
although still retaining much of the old time belief

ment upon a

and custom.
Mooney, Myths

Am.

of (he Cherokee, in Nineteenth Report,

Bureau

Elhnoloan Washing. >n. 1900); Adair, Hist, of the Am.
Indians (London, 1775); Bartbam, Travels (London, 1792).
i

Jambs Moonet.
Chersonese.

See Tiraspol.

Chersonesus, (1) a titular see of Crete. The city
stood on a little peninsula of the north-east coast,
between Cnossus and Olous, and was the seaport of
Lyttos.
In the fourth century b. c. it struck coins,

and was known

for its temple of Britomartis.
Its
modern village of Khersonisi.
269) mentions four Greek bishops, from
441 to 780; the see still figures in later ''Notitise
Episcopatuum" of the twelfth or thirteenth century.
Seven Latin bishops are mentioned by Lequien (III,
915), from 1298 to 1549, of whom the last two, Dionysius and Joannes Franciscus Verdura, were present
at the Council of Trent.
Another bishop of Chersonesus was Pietro Coletti, at the beginning of the
seventeenth century a Catholic, but whether of his
native Greek Rite or of the Latin is unknown (E.
Legrand, "Bibliographic hellenique, 17 e siecle", III,
143).
(2) A titular see of Thrace, and suffragan to
Heracleia.
The city was situated near Callipolis
(Gallipoli) and Agora (Malgara?).
One Greek bishop
is mentioned in 449 and one Latin in 1527 (Lequien, I,
1128; 111,973).
Corner, Creta Sacra (Venice, 1755); Pashley, Travels in

ruins are near the

Lequien

(II,

—

—

Crete (Cambridge, 1S37). I, 268 sq.; Spratt, Travels and Researches in Crete (London, 1S67). I, 104 sq.; Smith, Diet, of
Gr. and Rom. Geogr. (London, 1S7S), I, 507, 508.

S.

Cherubim.

—Angelic

Petridi';s.

or symbolic representations thereof, mentioned frequently in the Old
and once in the New Testament.
I. In Philology.
The word cherub (cherubim is the
Hebrew masc. plural) is a word borrowed from the Assyrian kirubu, from kardbu, "to be near", hence it
means near ones, familiars, personal servants, bodyguards, courtiers.
It was commonly used of those
heavenly spirits, who closely surrounded the Majesty
Hence it
of God and paid Him intimate service.
came to mean as much as "Angelic Spirit". (The

beings

—

change from K of Kardbu, to K. of Kiruli is nothing
unusual in Assyrian. The word has been brought into
connexion with the Egyptian Xefer by metathesis from
Xercf=K-r-bh.) A similar metathesis and play upon
sound undoubtedly exists between Kerub ;\mi tiakab,
"to ride", and Merkeba, "chariot ". The late Jewish
explanation by analogy between Ki rub and Rektib, "a
youth ".seems worthless. The word ought to be pronounced in English qerub and qervbim, and not with
a soft eh.

—

II. In Art.
Cherub and Cherubim are most frequently referred to in the Bible to designate sculptured, engraved, anil embroidered li^nr.-s used in the
furniture and ornamentation of the Jewish Sanctuary.
(a) According to Exod., xxv, 18-21 therewere placed
on the kapporeth, or lid of the Ark, i. e. "the MercymassSeat ", the figures of two cherubim of wrought
ive?) gold.
(b) According to III Kings, vi. 23 sqq.,
and II Paralip., iii, 11 sqq., Solomon placed in the

—

(
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Holy of Holies two huge ( Iherubim of olive-wood overlaid with gold. "They stood on their feet and their
faces were towards the house", which probably means
(c)
that they faced the Holy Place or the Entrance.
According to Exod., xxvi, 31, cherubim were embroiseparating
"ii
Veil
the
Tabernacle,
the
the
of
dered
Holy Place from the Holy of Holies. "With blue and
purple and scarlet and fine twined linen'' they were

—

made. How many such cherubim were embroidered
on the Paroket, or Veil, we do not know. It is often
supposed that as this veil screened the Holy of Holies,
two large-sized figures to represent guardian spirits or
(d) According to III
keepers were thereon depicted.
Kings, vi and vii, cherubim were engraved apparently
as an art isi ie " mot if " in wood and metal. The panelling of the Temple, both interior and exterior, was covred -.villi them, as well as with palm-trees and open
Bowers. The brazen sea was adorned with figures of
lions, oxen, and cherubim.- (e) According to Ezechiel,

—

i

18 sqq., in his visionary descript ion of the Temple,
the wall-space of the Sanctuary was ornamented with
cherubim and palm-trees, and each cherub had two
faces, that of a man and that of a lion, the faces respectively turned to the palm-tree to the right and
ft.
Hut there is no ground whatever to suppose
that the actual cherubim of' the Solomonic Temple
or pre-Solomonic Sanctuary were double-faced: the
contrary seems certain, but from the Scripture text
we cannot with certainty conclude what sort of fares
these Temple cheruliiui had. whether animal or human. It is sometimes concluded from Ezech., x, 14,
"the tirst face was the face of a cherub and the second
that of a man, the third the face of a lion and the
fourth the face of an eagle", that a cherub's face canan ox lias
not have bet n a human one, and the fa
naturally been suggested, but the argument, is not
conclusive.
In Egyptian art. figures with a human face and
two outstretched wings attached to the arms are exIn Assyrian art, also, winged
Bgry common.
human figures on either side of a palm-tree are very
often used in decoration.
They are sometimes hawkHowheaded, hut more usually possess men's faces.
ever, even the Jews at the time of Christ had completely forgotten the appearance of the Temple cherubim. Josephus (Antiq., VIII, iii. § ."> says thai no
one knows or even can guess what form they had.
The very fart, however, that the Bible nowhere gives
a word of explanation, but always presupposes them
well-known, makes us believe that they wen- among
the most common figures of contemporary art.
As Jehovah was surIII. In Inspired Vision.
rounded by figures of cherubim in His Sanctuary on
earth, so lie is, according to Scripture, surrounded
The
in reality by elieruliim in His Court above.
f unci ion ascribed to these heavenly servants of God's
of throne-bearers, or "carriers", of
i- ili.it
[nPs.xviithe psalmist describes
Sis Divine Majesty.
Jehoi iii to rescue a soul in
in
"He bowed the
the following words:
heavens and came down, and darkness was under His
II'
rode upon a cherub and flew, and flew upon
Some see in the cherubim
the wings oi the wind "
a species of storm-spirits, or angels through whose
Btorm-clouds gathered, as if they were God's
living chariot, swift :i- the wings of the wind.
The
idea of cherubim as the chariot of God
Paralip. 18, where David gives gold for the
Cated in
Temple cherubim, who are described as rusiQ
"tie Chariot", not, probably, because they had the
outward shape of M vehicle, but because 'lie
cherubim symbolized the swift-winged living thrones
upon which the Almighty journeys through the heavens.
chiel mention! the
hi
in a
Pro]
til >im
two-fold connexion: (a) in his vision of the living
chariot of God
h
and J
b) in his prophei
the Prince of Tyre (Ch xxviii, 14 sqq).
Ezechiel's

xli.

1

I'

—

j

i

ii

.

I

I

i

i

'

i
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t

practically the same
one of the most
rise to a multitude
prophet first saw a luminous

vision of the Cherubim, which
in the tenth chapter as in the
difficult in Scripture,

The

of explanations.

is

first, is

and has given

cloud coming from the north from a distance it seemed
a heavy cloud fringed with light and some intense brilliancy in the centre thereof, bright as gold, yet in perpetual motion as the flames of a (ire. Within that heavenly fire he began gradually to distinguish four living
beings with bodies as men, yet with four faces each: a
human face in front, but an eagle's face behind; a
lion's face to the left and an ox's face to the right.
Though approaching, yet their knees did not bend in
;

their march, straight and stiff they remained; and
for feet they had the hoofs of oxen, shod as it were
with shining brass. They had four arms, two to act
i

)f
shoulder, and attached along each arm a wing.
these four winged arms two were outstretched above,
and two were let down and covered their bodies.
These four living beings stood together, facing in four
opposite directions, and between them were four
great wheels, each wheel being double, so that it
could roll forward or sideways. Thus this angelic
chariot, in whatever of the four directions it moved,
always presented the same aspect. And both angels
and wheels were all studded with eyes. And over the
heads of the cherubim, so that they touched it with
the points of their outstretched wings, was an expanse
of crystal, and on this crystal a sapphire throne, and
on the throne one resembling a man, the likeness of
the glory of Jehovah.
The mystical meaning of each detail of this vision
will probably remain a matter of speculation, but the
meaning of the four faces seems not difficult to grasp:
man is the king of creation, the lion the king of Beasts
of the forest, the ox the king of the kine of the field,
the eagle the king of the birds of the air. On this
account the cherubim have of recent years been explained as mere symbols of the fulness of earthly life,
which, like the earth itself, is the footstool of Cod
But these faces are more naturally understood to
signify that these angelic beings possessed the intelligent wisdom of man, the lithe strength of the lion,
the ponderous weight of the ox. the soaring sublimity
of the eagle.
Early Christianity transferred this Old
Testament vision to a New Testament sphere and
gradually used these cherubic figures to designate the
four Evangelists a thought of rare grandeur and
singular felicity, yet only a sensus accommodatus.
Ezechiel's Prophecy against the Prince of Tyre
contains a description of the almost more than
earthly glory of that ancient city. Tyre is spoken of as
an angel fallen from elory.Of the King of Tyre it is said:
(

—

"Thou, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. In
Eden, the garden of God wert thou, nil precious stones
were thy covering. Thou wert a cherub with wings
outstretched in protection, thou wert on the holy
mountain of God, thou didst walk amongst fiery
stones. Thou wert innocent in thy ways from the day
on which thou wert created until iniquity was found
thou didst sin, therefore I will
in thee.
cast thee out from the mountain of God and destroy
thee,
protecting cherub away from the fierj stone
Indirectly we can gather from this passage thai
Cherubim were conceived to be in a state of perfect ion,
wisdom, einlessness, nearness to Cod on Hi Holy
Mountain and of preternatural glory and happiness.
Unfortunately, the words paraphrased as "with
wings outstretched in protection" are difficult to
translate:
"piDH PICDO may mean "cherub of
.

.

.

—

anointing, who cover- ", therefore
royal, anointed
being, overshadowing others with its wings to shelter
them.
If this be so, we must add royalty and benefto the characteristics of cherubim.
IV. In Theology.- Notwithstanding the present
common opinion of advanced Protestant scholars,
that cherubim are only symbolic representations of
i

-

.
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abstract ideas, the Catholic Church undoubtedly holds
thai there are actually existing spiritual beings corresponding to the name. That Old Testament writers
used the word cherubim to designate angels, not merely
to express ideas, can be best gathered from Gen., iii, 24,
where God sets cherubim at the entrance of Paradise.
This sentence would bear no sense at all if cherubim did not stand for ministerial beings, differing
from man, carrying out the behest of God. Likewise,
it is difficult to read Ezechiel and to persuade oneself
that the Prophet does not presuppose the actual
existence of real personal beings under the name of
Cherubim; in chaps, i and x he speaks again and
again of nvn "living beings", and he says riTin rvn
the Spirit of Life was within them, and repeatedly
points out that the bodily forms he sees are but appearances of the living beings thus manifested. The
living beings (fwa) so often mentioned in St. John's
Apocalypse can only be taken as parallel to those of
Ezechiel, and their personal existence in St. John's

mind cannot be doubted. The frequent sentence
also: "who sittest upon the Cherubim" (I Sam., iv,
4; II Sam., vi, 2; IV Kings, xix; Is., xxxvii, 37, 16;
Pss. lxxix, 2, and xcviii, 1), though no doubt referring
to Jehovah's actual dwelling in the Holy of Holies,
yet is better understood as referring to the heavenly
throne-bearers of God. There can be no doubt that
the later Jew-s that is from 200 B.C. onwards looked
upon t he cherubim as real angelic beings the angelology
of the Book of Enoch and the apocryphal Books of
Esdras give us an undeniable testimony on this point.
So the Christian Church from the first accepted
the personality of the cherubim and early adopted
Philo's interpretation of the name.
Clem. Alex.:
"The name Cherubim intends to show much understanding (ato-Bvaiv TroW-qv)." (Stromata, V, 240.)
Though counted amongst the angels during the first
centuries of Christianity, the cherubim and seraphim
were not mentioned in the lists of the angelic hierarchy. At first but seven choirs of angels were reckoned, i. e. those enumerated (Eph., i, 21, and Col., i,
l(i), with the addition of angeli cl archangeli. Thus St.
Irenanis, Hser. II, xxx, and Origen, liepl dpxuv, I, v.
But soon it was realized that the Apostle's list was
not intended to be a complete one, and the Old Testament angelic beings mentioned by Ezechiel and Isaias,
the cherubim and seraphim, and others were added, so
th.it we have eight, nine, or ten, or even eleven ranks

—

—

;

The cherubim and seraphim were
sometimes thought to be but other names for thrones
in thai hierarchy.

of Nyssa, "Contra Eunom.", I;
Since Pseudo-Dionys.,
(written about A. D. 500), the ninefold division of the angelic order has been practically
universal; and the cherubim and seraphim take the
highest place in the hierarchy, a rank which was
ascribed to them already by St. Cyril of Jerusalem
(370) and by St. Chrysostom (about 400), and which
Pope iregory the Great, once aprocrisarius or nuncio
at Constantinople, made familiar to the West.
Pope
Gregory divided the nine angelic orders into three
choirs, the highest choir being: thrones, cherubim,
and seraphim. Of the cherubim he says (Horn, in
Ev., xxxiv, 10), thai cherubim means "the fulness of
knowledge, and these most sublime hosts arc thus
called, because they are filled with a knowledge which
the more perfecl as they are allowed to behold the
This explanation of St
glory of loci more closely".
Gregory is ultimately derived from Philo's similar
was
already combined with the Old
statement, and
imiii function of the cherubim by St. Augustine
I.

and virtues (Gregory
Augustine
I

>e

I

in Ps., xcviii, 3).

'ilesti Ilier.

i

i

i

(

i

sublime comment on Ps., bnrix, 2, "Whositteth
upon the Cherubim": "Cherubim means the Seal oi
the ilory of led and is interpreted: Fulness of Knowlin his

(

edge.

(

lod then has Mis scat upon Fulness of Know 1rhough we realize thai cherubim are exalted
elv powers and virtues; yet if thou wilt, thou
<
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too shalt be one of the cherubim.
For if cherubim
means, Seat of God, remember what the Scripture
says: The soul of the just is the Seat of Wisdom."
Keil, Commentary on Ezechiel, I, 20-46. in Clark's Foreign
Lib. (Edinburgh, 1ST6\ IV; Knabenbacer,
Ezechielem (Paris, 18U0), 21-41: Zschokke, Theologie der
Prapheten (Freiburg im Br., 1877), 250 sqq.; Bareille in
i

Diet,

ile

,

Angus, 1206-11: WuLFF, Cherubim,
Altenl.urs. lsiu
Pehrot am> Chipiez,

thiol, cath., s. v.

Throne und Seraphim
Le temple tie Jerusalem
i

:

(Paris, 1889);

dicouverteB modernes,
Bible DM., s.v.
les

Yigouroux, La E

IV, 35S-409;

j

Rvi.e in Hastings,

p

ARENDZEN.

Cherubini, Maria Ltjigi Carlo Zenobio Sai.vatore, composer, b. in Florence, 14 September, 1760;
d. at Paris, 15 March, 1842.
His instruction in music
began at the early age of six, his father being a musician, and at thirteen he had composed a Te Deum, a
Credo, a Miserere, a Mass, and a Dixit.
When he
was eighteen he attracted the attention of the Grand
Duke, afterwards the Emperor Leopold II of ier(

many,

who

al-

lowed him a pension. Thisenabled
Cherubini tostudy
counterpoint and
the

Roman School

under

Giuseppe

Sarti (1729-1802)
in Bologna. Sarti

advised his pupil
to abandonthe Ne-

apolitan
School,
and take Palestrina and his contemporaries as his
It
was
models.
part
of
Sard's

plan of instruction to have his
pupils copy the
scores of the masters of the Roman
schools, a practice

which Cherubim kept up throughout his life and
enforced when he became director of the Paris
Conservatoire, for he held that, while text books
While still under the
are good, analysis is better.
influence of his master he wrote music to liturgical
texts, but soon yielded to the trend of the time by
In 1780
turning his attention to the operatic stage.
his first opera, "Quinto Fabio", was produced at
Alessandria.
This was followed by six other operas
In 784 Cherubrought out in various Italian cities.
bini was invited to visit London, where he composed
and had represented two operas, "La 1'inta Prin1

cipessa" and "Giulio Sabino", works which brought
In,
him the appointment of composer to the ourl
year 1786-87 he spent in Paris, returning to Italy for
He then definitely took up
the winter of 17,87-88.
his abode in Paris, at that time the scene of the
operatic war between Gluck and Piccini, the former
representing the principle that music should be the expression of dramatic truth, and the latter the pre\ ailing notion of the Italian school, that music is mainly
ai external ornamental addition to the dramatic situation, an opportunity of display for vocal virtuosi.
From 1788 to 1805 were trying years for Cherubini.
All through this period of political change and unrest
he underwent many hardships and humiliations and
laboured for recognition and an artistic existence in
Bis operas, "D6Paris without permanenl success.
tnophon", "Lodoiska", " 1'lisa ". " Medee''. " 1. letellcrie
portugaise", "La Punition", "Emma" (La
icure", 'Ana
prisonniere)," Les deux jouri
creon", written during litis time, had to be performed
oin Saint Germain (where
in the small Theatre de la
he direeted the ,erforinanees from 1789
cause the grand opera house was closed to him.
(

i

I

]

I
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When the Conservatoire was

organized in 1795, CheruThis was
of the inspectors.
about the only distinction conferred upon him during
His high ideals,
all the years he laboured in Paris.
his independent disposition, but above all the pure,
lofty character of his music, were responsible for his
failure to become popular with his eontemporaries,
and especially with Xapolron I. In 1805 Cherubini
n ceived an invitation from Vienna to write an opera
and to direct it in person. " l'aniska" was produced
the following year and received the enthusiastic approbation of the musical world in general, and in particular, of Haydn and Beethoven.
The latter especially admired Cherubini, considering him to be the

bim was appointed one

test

dramatic composer of his time.

Napoleon,

holding his court at SehSnbrunn during Cherubini's
to Vienna, pressed him into service and commanded him to take charge of his court concerts. In
spite of this, Cherubini could not win the approval of
The latter preferred the lighter Italian
the emperor.
visit

style of Paisiello and Zingarelli, who wrote music to
winch, in the words of Cherubini, Napoleon might
listen without ceasing to think about affairs of slate.
It was hoped thai the opera "Pygmalion", which he
brought out after lie returned to Paris, would secure
for the composer the favour and protection of the
head of the State, but in vain.

Disappointed and discouraged by lack of recogproduced scarcely anything in the
two years which followed. He was broken-hearted
and in ill health. He accepted an invitation from the
Prince de Chimay to visit him and recuperate, and
then devoted most of his time to drawing and the
study of botany, Thi dedication of a church in
the village of Chimay was the circumstance which
changed his career. He was requested to write a
mass for this occasion, and the great Mass in F was
the result.
For thirty years he had written for the
and hail failed to find popular favour. His art
was too lofty for general appreciation. Although he
did not now entirely forsake the dramatic form (five
more operas cam.- from his hand after the Mass in F)
he was more and more drawn again toward the field
of church music, which he had not cultivated for
Cherubini's great inventiveness and
eighteen years.
powers of expression were now at their height. His
previous activity and experience had developed and
matured him both morally and artistically, fitting
him for the creation of works he has left us. In
a material sense also there was soon to be a change
nition, Cherubini

for the better.
In 1815 the London Philharmonic
Society commissioned him to write a symphony, an
overture, and a composition for chorus and orchestra,
the performance of which he went especially to LonTliis increased his fame abroad.
don to conduct.
After the accession of Louis XVIII to the throne,
Cherubini's fortunes rose rapidly.
He was successively appointed Royal Superintendent of Music and
Director of the Conservatoire.
He was now at the
head of music in prance. Lor the first time in his
career he enjoyed tie- favour and approval of those
in power and the recognition of the people in general.
His greatest works were written during this period,
the head of the Sonservatoire he influenced the
growing generation of musicians, and was an effective
barrier against the incipient school of impressionism
headed by young Berlioz. Cherubini remained active
until 1841, when he resigned his various official positions.
Remarkable for organic unity of style, elevation of form, truth of expression and ingenious orchestration as are Cherubini's dramatic works, he became
truly himself in his creations for liturgical texts. The
sublimity of conception, vividness, and sustained
lower displayed in his Mass in F, in the Mass in A written for the coronation of Charles X. his two requiems
ially the one in I) minor for three men's voices
and orchestra, which he wrote for his own funeral).
(
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place these works among the greatest in all musical
literature.
Pathetic tenderness alternates with epical
grandeur and brilliancy. They are master-works of
religious music but are not, available for liturgical
purposes.
The immoderate length of most of them
and their violently dramatic character at times exclude them from use during Divine service.
.Moreover, he takes liberties with the sacred text.
Cherubini's masses, like Beethoven's " Missa Solemnis ", are
frequently performed in Germany and elsewhere on
festival occasions when large vocal and instrumental
bodies unite for the interpretation of the loftiest
musical productions of the human mind. Cherubini
left some 450 works, about 100 of which have appeared in print. Among them are 1 1 masses, 2 requiems, motets, litanies, cantatas, and 25 operas.
Chowest, Cherubini, A Monograph (London, 1890); Bellasis, Memorials of Cherufnni i,I.uii<lnii, lS7lil; Uriel, Vie de
Cherubini (Paris, 1842).

Joseph Otten.
Chester, Ancient Diocese of (Cestrensis), in
England. Though the See of Chester, schismatically
created by Henry VIII in 1541, was recognized by
the Holy See only for the short space of Queen Mary's
reign, the city had in earlier times possessed a bishop
and a cathedral, though only intermittently. Even
before the Norman Conquest the title "Bishop of
Chester" is found in documents applied to prelates
who would be more correctly described as Bishops of
Mercia or even of Lichfield. After the Council of
London in 1075 had decreed the transfer of all episcopal chairs to cities, Peter. Bishop of Lichfield, removed his seat from Lichfield to Chester, and became
known as Bishop of Chester. There he chose the
collegiate Church of St. John the Baptist as his cathedral
The next bishop, however, transferred the see
to Coventry on account of the rich monastery there,
though he retained the episcopal palace at Chester.
The Diocese of Coventry and Lichfield was of enor-

mous

extent, and it was probably found convenient
to have something analogous to a cathedral at Chester, even though the cathedra itself were elsewhere;
accordingly we find that the church of St. John
ranked as acathedral for a considerable time, and had
its own dean and chapter of secular canons down to
the time of the Reformation. But the chief ecclesias-

foundation in Chester was the Benedictine
monastery of St. Werburgh, the great church of
which finally became the Cathedral Church of Christ
and the Blessed Virgin Mary. The site had been occupied even during the Christian period of the Roman
occupation by a church dedicated to Sts. Petei nil
Paul, and rededicated to St. Werburgh and Si.
Oswald during the Saxon period. This church was
Served by a small chapter of secular canons until
1093, when Hugh Lupus, Earl of Chester, converted
it
into a great Benedictine monastery, in which foundation he had the co-operation of St. Anselm, then
Prior of Bee, who sent Richard, one of his monks, to
be the first abbot. A new .Norman church was built
by him and his successors. The monastery, though
suffering loss of property both by he depredations oi
the Welsh and the inroads of the sea. prospered, and
in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries
the monks transformed their Norman church into a
Gothic building which, though not to be reckoned
among the greatest cathedrals of England, yet is not
unworthy of its rank, and affords a valuable study in
tical

t

It
has been
he evolution of Gothic architecture.
said of it that "at every turn it is satisfying in small
particulars and disappointing in great feature-".
The last of the abbots was John, or Thomas, Clark,
who resigned his abbey, valued at £1,0011 5s. lid.
per annum, to the king.
I

In 1541 Henry VIII, having thrown off all obedience to the pope, created six new bishoprics, one of
which was Chester. The archdeaconry of Chester,
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from the Diocese of Coventry and Lichfield, and
that of Riclimond, from York, were combined to
form the new see, and the abbey church, now the
cathedral, was to be served by a dean and six prebends, the complaisant ex-abbot becoming the first
dean. At first, the diocese was annexed to the Province of Canterbury, but by another Act of Parliament
The first
it was soon transferred to that of York.
bishop was the Provincial of the Carmelites, John
Bird, a doctor of divinity who had attracted the
king's attention by his sermons preached against the
pope's supremacy.
Having already been rewarded
by t he Bishopric of Bangor, he was now translated
On the accession of Mary he was deto Chester.
prived as being a married man, and died Vicar of
Dunmow in 1556. The diocese being now canonically recognized by the pope, George Cotys, Master of
Balliol and Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, in
which university he had been a distinguished lecturer
in theology, w-as appointed bishop by the Holy See.
In 1556 he was succeeded by Cuthbert Scott, a very
learned theologian and Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge
University. On the accession of Elizabeth he was
one of the four Catholic bishops chosen to defend
Catholic doctrine at the conference at Westminster,
and immediately after this he was sent to the Tower.
Being released on bail, he contrived to escape to the
Continent. He died at Louvain, 9 Oct., 1564. The
arms of the see were: gules, three mitres with their
labels, or.

Lysons, Cheshire (1S10); Hemingway, History of Chester
Obmerod, History of Cheshire (1882); Morris,
r during thi
l'lanlatj' tut and Tudor Periods (privately
printed, 1S9J); Chester Architectural and Archtrological Society
Journal; IIiatt, Chester: The Cathedral and See (London,
(Chester. 1831);

<
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1905).

Edwin Burton.
Chester Plays.
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See Miracle Plays.

talents, wide learning, innate refinement, transparent
holiness, and Christ-like charity, deepened respect
into confidence, veneration, and love.
Ministers invited him to their pulpits. The legislature sought
and acted on his counsels. At a state banquet to President John Adams (whose name had headed a list of
Protestant contributors to the Catholic Church building fund), he was placed next the guest of honour.
Named first Bishop of Boston, 8 April, 1808, he was
not consecrated owing to the non-arrival of the Bulls
until 1 November, 1810.

Philadelphia sought him as pastor, France as a
bishop, Baltimore as coadjutor; "I pray, I supplicate, I entreat with heartfelt earnestness", he besought the pope, "that I may never be transferred;
that I may be permitted to consecrate all my cares to
my small but beloved flock". He had conquered
prejudice, but his delicate constitution could not
withstand a harsh climate. Impending loss of health
was made the valid excuse of his recall to France,
and he was transferred to the See of Montauban, 15
January, 1823. His departure struck Catholics with
consternation. Non-Catholics
formally protested.
"What will become of the American church?" cried
Archbishop Marechal. "You were, next to God, my
greatest dependence".
Montauban was a Huguenot
stronghold, but shortly after his arrival there a resident wrote: "There are no longer Protestants at
Montauban; we are all bishop's people ". On 30 July.
1826, he was elevated to the Archbishopric of Bordeaux; Charles
made him a peer; and on 1 February,
In Massachusetts his
1835, he was created cardinal.
career became an apologia for Catholicity.
Dr. Channing, the eminent Unitarian divine, asked: "Who
among our religious teachers would solicit a comparison between liimself and the devoted Cheverus?
How can we shut our hearts against this
proof of the Catholic religion to form good and great
men?
It is time that greater justice were
done to tins ancient and widespread community".
(See Boston, Archdiocese op.)
Hamon, Vie du Cardinal Cheverus (Paris, 1837, 1883), tl
Stewart (Boston, 1S:!9>: Shea, Life and Times of Archbishop
Carroll (New York. 1SSS); Leahy, Archdiocese of Boston in
History of the Catholic Church in the New England States (Bos-
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Cheverus, Jean-Louis Lefebvre, de, first Bishop
of Boston, U. S. A., Bishop of Montauban; Archbishop of Bordeaux, France, and Cardinal, b. at
Mayenne, France, 28 January, 1768; d. at Bordeaux,
19 July, 1836. Ordained priest by dispensation
when not yet twenty-three, he was appointed assistant to an uncle, whom he shortly succeeded as pastor
of Mayenne, receiving faculties, also, to act as vicargeneral.
Refusal to take the oath imposed by the
Revolution cost him his parish, and very nearly his
life.
He escaped from Paris to London, in disguise.
Preferred aid on his arrival, he replied: "The little I
have will suffice until I learn something of the language. Once acquainted with that, I can earn my
living by manual labour, if necessary".
In three
montlis he knew English enough to teach, and within
a year gathered a congregation. A letter from a
former professor, the Rev. Francis A. Matignon, then
pastor at Boston, told him of the hard conditions and
crying needs of Catholic work there, urging, also, his
peculiar fitness for bringing it to success, if he would
only come there. The call was heeded. Arriving in
Boston, 3 October, 1796, he wrote Bishop Carroll:
Send me where you think I am most needed, without
making yourself anxious about the means of my support.
I am willing to work with my hands, if need
'"

His work in New England, covering twenty-seven
years, included every form of missionary activity.
lie lived among the Indians, mastering their dialect
trudged on foot long distances, attending scattered
Catholics; nursed the sick anil buried (lie dead during
two yellow-fever epidemics; collected funds and
built a church in Boston; was business-man, adviser,
peacemaker, servant, doctor for his flock, failing hem
in no form of helpfulness.
This disinterested devotion to humble duties joined with extraordinary tact
gradually won the respect of the prejudiced Puritans.
Closer acquaintance, revealing Cheverus's brilliant
t

.
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ton, 1S89).

Joseph V. Tracy.
Chevreul, Michel-Eugene, chemist, physicist, ami
philosopher, b. at Angers, France, 31 August, 17S6;
His father was a physician,
d. at Paris, 9 April, 1889.
who had liimself been an investigator and had reached
Educated in his native
the age of ninety -one years.
town at the Ecole Centrale, formerly the university,
Chevreul went to Paris at the age of seventeen and
obtained a place in the laboratory of Vauquelin, a
Subsequently he became
chemical-manufacturer.
At the age of twenty he
chief of this laboratory.
began contributing to scientific literature, and at
twenty-six had attained the rank of professor at
Later he became director
the Lycee Charlemagne.
of the Gobelins,

member

of the

Academy

of Sciences,

and was admitted to the Legion of Honour, in which
he won every promotion until he ultimately received
the Grand Cross. His centennial jubilee in 1886
was a very remarkable demonstration which the
Government directed, ami in which Chevreul participated with bodily ami mental vigour. His funeral,
which took place two years and seven months later,
was made the occasion of paying great honour to his
memory.
Although he is renowned for the extensive range
of his work. Chevreul's fame rests chiefly upon two
particular and important lines of investigation which
he entered upon and followed up with great success:
namely, in chemistry. "The Constitution of the
Fats", and in physics, "The Harmony of Colours".
is set "forth in his " Kecherches chimiques

The former
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He demonrespective fatty acids and glycerine.
strated the reactions occurring when this phenomenon, known as saponification, is brought about by
He distinguished the
strong bases or strong acids.
constituent acids
of the
common
fats
and determined their conPractical
stants.
corollaries of this

discovery were the
establishment of
the great industry
of stearin candle

manufacture and
the
of

introduction
glycerine into

commerce

on a
These

large scale.

researches also led
to a broadening

amongst chemists
of all countries in
the study of the

theory

the

of

constitution

of

organic bodies.
Chevreul's position as director of the Gobelins, to
which he had been appointed by Louis XVIII, led to
his important discoveries, both in the chemistry of
_
previously little understood, and in the phyciil. mi- and colour effect.
His papers on the
latter subject began in 1828, in the "Memoires de
I'Academie", and his great work, "The Law of Simultaneous Contrast 'if Colours", was published in 1839.
Similar studies had engrossed the attention of Abb<i
Hauy, tin' crystallographer, and of Scherffer, a Jesuit
7-'i I
but Chevreul was able to deduce from a vast
number of his own observations the laws governing changes in intensity of tone and shade or modification of colour, and particularly the influence of
one colour on another in juxtaposition. A practical
application of this knowledge, together with practical
results from the study of dye-stuffs, and the blending
of colours in dyeing, served to bring this art to a
perfection which, increased again by the variety of
dyes obtainable from benzol, has been of the utmost
Use industrially.
Chevreul also participated in many of the philosophical debates of his century.
He strongly combated scepticism and materialism, and constantly
ed that the harmony of the universe and nature, and of man's life and place in them, deinon'In
a wisdom which must be called Divine.
some who had written of him as an advocate of an
irreligious science he answered by asserting in an
open letter to a friend (published in " Le Bien Public"
17 September, 1886) that he wished to be known as
a savant, and at the same time a faithful Catholic:
"Those who know me", he wrote, "also know that
burn a Catholic, the son ,,l Christian parents.
live
and 1 nuan to die a Catholic." While Chevreul will
not occupy a place in the history of chemistry as high
as his fellow-countryman ami contemporary, Dumas,
i

i

I

!

;
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he nevertheli

the

beerf

examples of

the union of research with technical practice resulting in changes great enough to affect the history of
nations. The following are his principal works: "LeCons de chimie appliquee a la teinturo" ( s_'s V'.l );
"De la loi du contrasts Bimultane' des couleurs"
"
-adi
mi canique chimique"
185 i)
"De la baguette divinatoire (1854); "Considerations sur l'histoire de la partie de la mgdecine qui
I

I

-
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sur les corps gras d'orgine animale" (1823), in which
he demonstrated thai fats have the constitution of
ethereal salts and are neutral glycerine ethers of fatty
acid;-; that is, that they can be separated into their

I

(

;

concerne la prescription des remedes" (1865); "Histoire des connaissances chimiques" (1866).
Farge, Biographic de Chevreul; Huffman, Nckrolop auf
Cherreol, Bcrichlc ,l.:r deutxehen rhemisch, n ticsclhchaft. XXII,
hermit iii Jour.Amer.Chem.
8, 1163; Bounce ..n-.,n, 1/ /;.
Soc, XI, 71; Deny* i'.i.-hin. Le Doyen da Eludiants, in Le
<

Correspondant (25 August, IsMi til!); iUn.l.v, .1/. E. Chevreul,
in Cosmos I'i September, lssfii, l.M; Knei.i.eh, .V. E. Chevreul
in Das Christcnthum und die Vcrtrctcr dcr neucrcil Naturwissenschaft, p. 197 (St. Louis, 1904).
,

Charles

F.

McKenna.

Cheyenne, Diocese of (Cheyennensis),

established 9 August, 1887, is coextensive with the State
of Wyoming, an area of 97,.">7.r) square miles. Its first
bishop, Rt. Rev. Maurice F. Burke, was consecrated
28 October, 1887. Wyoming had been included in the
Diocese of Omaha, established in 1SS5; before that
it belonged to the Vicariate Apostolic of Nebraska.
The first Mass, of which there is a record, offered up
within the territory of Wyoming was celebrated by
the Jesuit missionary, Father De Smet, on the open
prairie at the fur-traders' rendezvous on Green River,
Sunday, 4 July, 1840. The congregation was composed of Flathead, Snake and other Indians, and a
motley group of trappers and hunters. Father De

Smet passed through Wyoming many times within
the next eleven years on missionary trips, and as
army-chaplain and Indian pacificator. Priests from
Canada passed through en mute to Indian missions,
anil ministered to Canadian fur-traders and other
Catholics whom they met at Fort Laramie and elsein Wyoming. Owing to the naturally arid soil,
the settlement of Wyoming has been very slow. Absentee cattle-owners ranged vast herds freely everywhere within its boundaries. The development of
mines waited on the tardy building of railroads.
Scores of Catholics lived in this territory over thirty
years and reared families without sacraments. Mass
or priest. The losses to the Faith in Wyoming, as in
neighbouring states, have been appalling.
Vicars
Apostolic, afterwards bishops, had no funds for educating or supporting missionary priests.
It would
seem that in 1887, as indeed for nearly a decade after,
Wyoming's need was not so much diocesan organization as travelling missionaries.
The ecclesiastical
census of 1907 gives the diocese about 10,000 Catholics in a population of about 100,000; 22 churches, 7
of which had been built within the year: 17 priests,
20 missions without churches, one academy and dayschool in Cheyenne and an Indian school at St.
Stephen's Mission.
I'lilsi;
'miTENliEN AND
Catholic Directory (Milwaukee.
Richardson, Life, Letter* and Travel* </ Father I urrc-J can

where

I

'

De

Smet, S. J.

(New York,

1905), I-II, passim.
J. A.

Dotty.

Chezy, Antoine-Leonard de, a French Orientb. at Neuilly, 15 January, 1773; d. at Paris,
31 August, 1832.
His father was an engineer, and he
was originally destined for a scientific career, but he
preferred linguistic studies, and devoted himself to
In 1799
Arabic and Persian under Sacy and bangles.
he was appointed assistant librarian in thedepartment
of manuscripts of the Bibliotheque Nationale.
Att racted by the Sanskrit
manuscripts, he was the first
Frenchman who took up the study of India's sacred
language, though he had neither grammar nor dictionary Pi assist him.
When, in is] I. the first professorship of Sanskrit in Europe was established at the
College de France, Chezy was called to the position.
Many of the foremost European Sanskritists were his
pupils, among them Burnout'. Langlois, LoiseleurIn 1805 Chezy married
Deslongcharnps, and Lassen.
Wilhi'lmine 'hristiane von Klencke. belter kin
authoress
ni some reputation.
von
Chezy.
an
Helmina
The couple separated after five yi
the
author
editions
and (ran
He is
of numerous
In |si)7 appeared "Les
tionj of Oriental works.
translation
de
Leila",
Amours
Medjnoun et
of
a
alist,
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poem "Laila u Majnun". "La Mort
de Yadjnadatta" (Paris, 1S14, and again, with Sanskrit text, 1826) is a translation of a well-known episode of the Ramayana, describing the slaying of a
hermit by King Dasaratha (Bombay ed., II, 63). A
ra n-lation of another episode from the same poem t he
fight of Lakshmana with the giant Atikaya (VI, 71),
appeared in 181S. Ch6zy's most notable work, however, was the publication in 1830 of Kalidasa's famous drama, "Sakuntala", under the title "La reconnaissance de Sacountala". This was the first time
hat he Sanskrit text of this masterpiece was printed.
Other works of his are an analysis of the Meghadfjta
(1817), "Anthologie erotique d'Amarou", a transla" Amarusataka " which appeared under t he
t ion of the
Jaml's Persian

i

,

t

i

.

of Apudy in 1831, and "La theorie du
Sloka" (1829), a disquisition on Sanskrit metre.
Besides this he has left much work in manuscript.
Houdas in La Grande Encyclopedic, s. v.
Arthur F. J. Remt.

pseudonym

Chiabrera, Gabriello, poet, b. at Savona, Italy,
8 June, 1552; d. there, 1638. When nine years of age
he went to Rome to live with an uncle and there received his early education. He attended lectures on
philosophy at the Jesuits' College until his twentieth
year.
When a youth at Rome, he was on familiar
terms with the learned men of the day, and favours
came to him unsought from the Dukes of Savoy,
Mantua, and Florence, Pope Urban VIII and the Republic of Genoa. He spent most of his time in Florence and Genoa. When fifty years of age he married.
He is said to have written this distich to be inscribed
over his tomb:

Amico,
In vivendo cervava il conforto per lo Monte Parnasso.
Tu, meglio consigliato, fa di cercarlo sul Monte Calvario.

Chiabrera and G. Marini were the greatest lyric
Chiabrera, especially, was a
poets of the century.
devoted student of the Greeks and is often called the
Italian Pindar, but Anacreon, Alcaeus, and Horace
as well as Pindar, and, of the French poets, Ronsard,
wcn> his models. He used to say that he strove to
follow Columbus in discovering a new world, a new
world of poetry, as a reaction against the conventionalities of Petrarchism and the degenerated taste of the
century. This reaction led the way for the classical
lyric of the eighteenth century.
Although he declared himself opposed to the use of rhyme, and even
wrote some of his longer poems unrhymed, many of
his poems show that he was master of it; he even introduced some new metres into Italian verse; he

seems to have preferred short lines and some of his
poems are in the form of the Pindaric ode, with
strophe, antistrophe, and epode. On the whole, his
poems are marked by splendid epithets, beautiful
images, grace of form, richness of rhyme, yet, in spite
of all that, they seem exaggerated and cold. All that
he wrote was done with exactness, but it is only his
Less known are his five
lyrics that arc read tOHlay.
long heroic poems.
He left, besides, a dozen draworks
in
eulogies
matic
verse and
and dialogues in
prose.
A quaint and amusing;

life of Chiabrera, written by himself,
A good selecprefixed 0> Vol.
<>f his liimc (Milan. lsoTe
a
t'lurenee, lsii..
Pot
tion of nispoema was edited by F
in the older editions, see \'\h\i.i>o. Itiblmumlia drllc opere a
slampa di Gabruilo Chiabrera (Genoa, ISSCl.
is
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Joseph Dunn.
Chiapas, Dioci

comprises almost the entire
San
state of that name in tin- Republic of Mexico.
Crist6bal Las Casas, formerly called Ciudad Real, is
"i

-i

.

the episcopal seat, and is the principal city of the
lie diocese is bounded by those of Guate
co and
ehuantepec.
From he time of
erection, 11 April, 1538, by Pope Paul 111, this
was the centre of a successful Christianizing
I

1

I
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movement, due

to the apostolic labours of the

first

who occupied this see, the great Bartolome' de
The baptismal record of the diocese bein 1541.
The Indians were gathered together

bishop

Las Casas.

gins
by the Dominican brethren of the first bishop into
settlements and were taught the crafts which they
still practise, and instructed in Christian doctrine in
their own tongue, as well as in many religious prac-

tices and customs which they have preserved to tin
present day. The chapter of the cathedral now
numbers 7 capitulars. There are 15 secular priests
and 6 Jesuits in the city. The seminary has all the
ordinary classes and a good number of students. A

well-equipped school for primary instruction is directed by the Marist Brothers, and a school for girls
is under the care of the Sisters of the Divine Providence. There are other Catholic schools in this and
other cities of the diocese. The see city possesses a
good cathedral and nineteen other churches. The
diocese has been governed by thirty-six bishops since
its foundation.
Vasqtjes, Historia de la Provincia del
Nombre de Jesus
.S'.S'.

de Guatemala (1714); Pineda. Historia de las Sublecaciones
Ijidigena-i habidas en el I la
pas, con Gramdtica de la
lengwa Tzeltal (1888); Colea
D imentos ineditos para la
Historia de Chiapas, ed. (inparlncibco' Orozco t Jime/>."
nez; Idem, Colecci-m de
>i
la Virgen de
Caridad, en relacv'm con la subleraci>''n de los Indigenes en 1712;
Larrainzar, Historia del Soconusco (1S43).
'
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Fraxcisco Orozco y Jimenez.
Chiavari (Clayarium). Diocese of (Clavarensis),
suffragan of Genoa.
Chiavari is a city of the province of Genoa in Northern Italy, situated on a little
bay of the Gulf of Genoa. It became a diocese in
1892, but until 1896 was administered by the Archbishop of Genoa, to which diocese it originally belonged.
The first bishop was Fortunato Vinelli.
is famous for its industry and commerce,
also for its cherrywood chairs first made by Giuseppe
Desealzi.
Many of the inhabitants devote themselves to fishing, there being an abundance of fish
about that coast. There are also many slate quarries
The beauty of tin- city is
in the neighbourhood.
much enhanced by the churches of the Madonna. San

Chiavari

Francesco, and San Giovanni.

After

tin-

discovery

of the conspiracy of the Fieschi (1542), and the capture of Chiavari by the Counts of Lavagna, this
city suffered much, being suspected of friendliness
towards the conspirators. Among its illustrious citizens were: Luca Cantiano <li Moneglia, founder of a
school of painting, and Giuseppe Gregorio Solari,
translator of many Latin poets.
The diocese has a
population of 99 .21111. with 138 parishes. 33.") churches
and chapels, 293 secular and 28 regular priests, [00
ecclesiastical students, 4 religious houses of men and
5 of women.
Ann. reel. (Rome, 1907), 392-95; Garibaldi,
anlico, fino al 1797 (Genoa, 1853).
(

U. Benigni.

Chibchas (or Mtjyscas).— Nexi to the Quichuas
and the Aymaras in Bolivia, the Chibchas of
the eastern and north-eastern Highlands of Colombia
were the most striking of the sedentary Indians in
South America. Al present they have ceased to
form autonomous tribes anil are practically extinct.
In the beginning of the sixteenth century they occupied what is now the departments of Boyacd and
Cundinamarca with, possibly, a few outlying settle
The extent of territory indicated was only
incuts.
that of the tribes to which the name "Chibi
The linguistic stock was
is
specially
applied.
scattered over a greater area, ami indications even
to
admit as highly probable
authorize philologists
a connexion between the Chibcha dialects and
the
idioms
of
if
Whence the Chibcl
Costa Rica.
came is not established; indications seem to favour
Their traditions
the North rather than the South.
allude to the appearance among them, untold ages
of Peru

,
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two (or three) powerful men (possibly Shamans) who performed miracles and attempted to

ago, of

teach the Indians a different mode of life. It is not
quite clear whether the names "Bochica", "Nemthequeba", and "Zuhe" apply to one or several
Bochica. however, appears most frepersonages.
quently in Chibcha folk-lore, and is represented as an
old man who came to Cundinamarca from the eastern
plain- of Venezuela and lived for a fabulous length
of time at Sogamoso on the plateau of Bogota.
The creed of the Muysca was the pantheistic
Human
fetishism of American aborigines in general.
sacrifices were not uncommon, but most of the offerings consisted of gold, emeralds, and fruits of the

Shamans, or Zeques, were numerous, and
medicine men, diviners, oracles. The
Chibchas lived in villages, the houses being mostly
circular, and of wood and thatch.
In 1571 the population was approximately given at 1.50,000 souls.
At the head of each tribe stood the usual council.
guided by the oracular utterances of the leading
shamans, while an elective war-chief (Uzaque)
The clan system prerepresented the executive.
field.

as

acted

Agriculture, the gathering of salt, limited

vailed.

—

hunting, and war with their neighbours and among
themselves were he chief occupations. In certain
cases plurality of wives was licit. Traditional lore
lead- to the inference that, until the second half of
he fifteenth century, the tribe of Tunja was the most
powerful one of the Chibchas. About 1470 the
Indians of Bogota rose, and when Gonzalo Ximenez
de Quesada began the exploration of the mountains
in 1536, the Indians led by the Zippa, or war-chief of
Muequeta, bad to be encountered. By 1538 the
Chibchas were virtually conquered, and considerable
wealth in gold and emeralds was secured by the
t

t

1

Spaniards at Tunja. Subsequent attempts at revolt
on ii" part of the Chibchas proved ineffectual
A short mention (from early hearsay)
\N!'\'.i>v\,

i

/r. /-/i-.

/.iv

</.

;t

the Chibchas

of

dr

„,,..,,..,

ii.i i.lm,w iMa.lri.l,

is

1'idrarias

HackXXXIV. Report of conquests
1>\
Lebreca and Ji vn de San Mvutin in Oviedo, Hist.
general y natural (Madrid, 1850), who also gives data obtained
Important is Pedbo Siuon, Noticiae
from Quesada
">
sections relative to Chihehas
The
unpublished; Bishop PiedrahUa (Antwerp,
1688).
same may be said of Cabct llanos, Elegias (see Castellanos).
though very rare, is ZaMORA, Hist. '/< hi
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Chicago, Archdiocese at (Chicagiensis

i;

dioo

created 28 \< vember, 1843; raised to the rank of an
archdiocesi
10 September, 1880; comprises the State
of Illinois, r. s. A., north of the south line ol White
aide, Lee, Di Kalb, Grundy and Kankakee Counties,
a territory of 10,379 square miles.
Any historical sketch of the Archdiocese of Chicago, however brief, must commence with the name
of the intrepid Jesuit missionary .lames Marquette,
who on 25 October, 1674, set out with two attendants
from the station ol St. Francis Xaxieron Green Bay.
to found a mi- ion OD the Illinois River.
This was in
pursuance of a promise he had made to the Illinois

whom

he had met

at
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their village of

Kaskaskia when

returning from his voyage down the Mississippi tha
year previous. On the 4th of December he reached
on his journey the mouth of the Chicago River. With
his two companions he pushed his way over the
frozen surface of the river, following the South Branch.
Having proceeded about, four miles, he was obliged to
halt because of sickness. Here he built a cabin, tin
first white habitation, it, would appear, erected on the
site of the city of Chicago.
After Marquette many
of the French missionaries ami voyageurs traversed
the land now covered by that municipality,
lather
St. Cosme in all probability passed this way in 1699.
Father Gravier was there in the year following,
In
1 7'. i.>

the Pottawotomies

by the

treaty of Greenville

ceded to the United States a tract of land six miles
Here, in
square at the mouth of the Chicago River.
1804, Fort Dearborn was erected, and about this garrison settled the Catholic pioneers. The Rev. Gabriel
Richard of Detroit preached at the fort in 1821. In
1822 Alexander Beaubien was baptized there by
Father Badin, the first priest ordained within the
limits of the original thirteen of the United Slates.
As far as known this was the first case of the administration of baptism to a white person in the vicinity of

Fort Dearborn. In 1833 a petition was addressed to
the lit. Rev. Joseph Rosati, Bishop of St. Louis and
Vicar-General of Bardstown, in which latter diocese
the State of Illinois then lay, praying for the appoint-

ment of a resident pastor. The petition declared
that there were about one hundred Catholics in Chicago and was signed by thirty-eight men representing
one hundred and twenty-two souls. In answer to this
request Bishop Rosati appointed Father John Mary
Irena'iis St. Cyr to take charge at Chicago, ami he
celebrated the first .Mass in Mark Meaubion's loo cabin
on bake Street, near Market. 5 May. 1833. Shortly
thereafter Father St. Cyr secured a lot near the corner
of Lake and State Streets and put up a church building twenty-five by thirty-five feet, at a cost of four
hundred dollars. This modest structure was dedicated in October. 1833.
A little later, when Bishop
Brute, the first Bishop of Vincennes, visited Chicago,
he found there a congregation of four hundred souls.
The growing necessities of the missions in Northern
Illinois soon demanded the services of more than one
priest.
So, at the solicitation ol Bishop Rosati,
Bishop Unite sent thither Fathers Fischer, Shaefer,
St.

Palais

and Dupontavice.

appointed to

The

(asl

named was

Father St. Cyr was recalled in
succeeded as pastor of the Englishspeaking congregation by Father O'Meara, who removed the church building erected by Father St. Cyr
1837.

Joliet.

He was

to Wabash Avenue and .Madison Street.
After the
departure of Father I'Moaia, Father St. Palais built
this site a new brick structure.
To the priests
already mentioned the names of Fathers Plunketl
and Gueguen should lie added as having rendered
good service in the first period of the lmrch's history
in Chicago.
Creation of Diocese. The needs as well a
abilities of the Catholic settlement about Fori Dearborn and its vicinity were recognized to be such that
the Plenary Council ol Haiti more recommended, in
May. 1843, the formation of the new See of Chicago
Home acted favourably upon the advice, and in 1844
appointed as first bishop of the see the Rev. William
Quarter of
York
He was born in Killurine,
Kings Co., Ireland. 21 January, 1806.
After aclassi
cal course made in private academies, he attended
Maynooth College. He emigrated to America in
1822, where, soon after his arrival, he entered Mt. St.
Mary's College at Emmitsburg, Maryland.
Ordained
priest, 19 September, 1829, he laboured thei
with marked auccess m the Diocese ol
York,
until summoned to the new Bee ol the H st, for which
he was consecrated bishop in St. Patrick'- lathedral
New York, by the Rt. Rev. John Hughes, 13 March,
<

on

(

—

\™
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i
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work

of this religious

community, begun

in the first

days of the Chicago diocese, has kept pace with the
city's development.
It was due principally to Bishop
Quarter that the legislature of the State of Illinois
passed in 1S45 the bill according to which the Bishop
of Chicago was incorporated as a "corporation sole",
with power to "hold real and other property in trust
for religious purposes ".
Bishop Quarter died 10 April,
1848.
The four years of his episcopacy were years
of foresight, zeal, and energy, fraught with lasting
blessings for the Diocese of Chicago.
Second Bishop. The successor of Bishop Quarter
was a Jesuit, James Oliver Van de Velde, born 3
April. 1795, near Tearmonde in Belgium.
His early

—

education was obtained from a French priest, who
had escaped to Belgium during the time of the French
Revolution. Young Van de Velde had a marked
talent for languages and, while a professor of languages
in Hi- Seminary of Mechlin, hearing the apostolic
Father Nerinckx appeal for priests for the American
missions, he decided to go to the New World, where he
entered the novitiate of the Society of Jesus at
Georgetown. In 1827 he was ordained priest in the
Cathedral of Baltimore. After some years of missionary work in Maryland, Father Van de Velde was

made

professor of rhetoric and mathematics in the
He was rector of this inJesuit ( 'ollege at St. Louis.
stitution in 1820, and a year later was sent to represent the Missouri province a! a general congregation
Consecrated Bishop of
of the order held in Pome.
Chicago in St. Francis Xavier's Church, St. Louis. 11
February, 184!), he was installed in his see 1 April
following.
At this time there were in the diocese
forty pnests and fifty-six churches.
In the city of
IhicagO itself there were four churches: the cathedral
<

Mary; St. Patrick's, founded in 1846 by I\Yv.
,1. Quarter; St.
Peter's (German), started by
John Jung; and St. Joseph's (German), the lust
pastor of which was the Father Jung above men-

of St.

Walter
I.Vv

Bishop Van de Velde in 1849 erected, on
\ venue between Jackson and Van Buren
Streets, an orphan asylum, to shelter the little ones
tioned.

Wabash
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On his arrival in Chicago, the 5th of May fol1844.
Of
lowing, he found there less than twenty priests.
these only two were in Chicago, and they were of the
number loaned to the mission by Bishop Brute.
Hardly a month after Bishop Quarter's arrival they
were recalled to Vincennes. But one church, St.
Mary's, was in the city limits at the time. The new
building commenced by Father St. Palais was unfinished, and the parish moreover was encumbered with
a debt of nearly five thousand dollars. This, owing
to their poverty, the parishioners were unable to
It is eloquent of the unselfish zeal of the
liquidate.
bishop and his brother that out of their private means
they paid off all the indebtedness of the parish. The
demand for the services of more priests was in large
measure soon met. Only two years after his arrival
Bishop Quarter was able to summon to a diocesan
synod thirty-two clergymen. To the credit of his
administration it must be noted that he established
the first theological conferences held in America.
Thirty days after his arrival in Chicago, Bishop
Quarter opened a college. Two professors, Rev.
Jeremiah Kinsella and Rev. B. R. McGorsk, constituted the teaching corps of this institution in the beginning, while six young men made up its student
body. Not content with a college, however, the
bishop projected a university.
In December, 1844,
a charter was granted for the University of St. Mary's
of the Lake, and on the 4th of July, 1846, the new institution, the first of its kind to appear in the city of
Chicago, was ready to receive students. To provide
for the religious instruction of young ladies, Bishop
Quarter secured the services of five Sisters of Mercy.
These, with Sister Mary Francis Ward, arrived in
Chicago from Pittsburg, 23 September, 1846. The

bereft of their parents through the cholera that
visited the city that year.
His name is to be associated too with the General Hospital of the Lake,
founded at this tune by the faculty of Rush Medical
College, but in which, with the permission of the
bishop, the Sisters of Mercy took care of the sick.
Bishop Van de Velde found the climate of Chicago
detrimental to his health, and tendered his resignation to the Holy See.
This was at first refused;
finally, however, he was transferred to the diocese of
Natchez, where, after two years, he died a victim of
yellow fever.
Third Bishop. The third Bishop of Chicago was
the Right Rev. Anthony O'Regan, b. at Lavalleyroe,
County Mayo, Ireland, in 1809. After completing
his studies at Maynooth College he was ordained
priest November, 1833, and for ten years was professor
of Scripture, Hebrew, and dogmatic theology at St.
Jarlath's College, Tuam, of which institution he later
became president. He then accepted the invitation
of Archbishop Kendrick to become the head of the
theological seminary of St. Louis, U. S. A.
It was
from this post that he was summoned to occupy the
See of Chicago. Consecrated in St. Louis, 25 July,
1 854, he was installed in St. Mary's Cathedral the third
of September following.
Bishop O'Regan invited the
Jesuits to establish themselves in his diocese.
One
of those sent in response to this call was the Rev.
Arnold Damen, who arrived in Chicago in May, 1857,
and though offered the pastorate of the Church of the
Holy Name, preferred instead to found a parish out

—

upon (what then appeared) an uninhabitable prairie.
Undaunted by obstacles, he persevered until a monument to his zeal appeared in the capacious edifice
of the church of the Holy Family.
But Father
Damen's work was not circumscribed by the limits of

No quarter of the diocese but could
testify to his zeal as a missionary. Gifted with a power
of rugged eloquence, Father Damen was particularly
effective as a preacher to the masses.
Adjoining the
Holy Family Church is St. Ignatius' College, begun in
1869.
For years it was the only Catholic institution
of its kind in the city of Chicago, and its alumni are
counted in large numbers not only among the priests
of the archdiocese but among the repres?ntatives of
all the higher walks of civic life.
In 1857 Bishop
O'Regan was relieved of a portion of his responsibility
by the erection of the new See of Alton. However,
he w as anxious to resign the high office which in the
beginning he had sought to escape. His administration had met with severe complaint on the part of
some of his clergy. And so, after two years and a half
in the administration of his diocese, he set out for
Rome to resign his charge. His resignation (3 May.
1858) was accepted, and he was appointed titular
Bishop of Dora 25 June, 1S5S. He died in London,
a single parish.

r

13 November, 1866, having never returned to
America.
Fourth Bishop. The Right Rev. James Duggan,
who had acted as administrator of the diocese. was
then appointed its bishop. He was born at Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland, 22 May, 1S25, and
emigrated, in ls)2, to St. Louis, 1". S. A., where he
was ordained priest 29 May, 1847. In 1S57 he was
appointed auxiliary to Archbishop Kendrick, and
consecrated titular Bishop of Antigone. Two years
later he was transferred to the vacant see of Chicago.
From this is dated a new era in the life of Catholic
Chicago. Tin' parochial school system was organized, and charitable institutions sprang up on all sides.
m'.II the EtedemptOristS, and in the following year
Iii
the Benedictines, established foundations among the
Germans of the North Side. The Religious o
Sacred Heart opened the institution that has since
rendered high service in the cause of Catholic education.
Bishop Duggan chose as his vicar-general the
Rev. Dennis Dunne, pastor of St. Patrick's, a priest

—
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whose noble and generous nature endeared him

to all

who knew him. The Rev. Thaddeus Butler was
made secretary and the Rev. John McMullen chancellor.
It was the last named who induced the Sisters
of the Good Shepherd to take up their beneficent
work in Chicago. St. Columbkill's, St. Bridget's, St.
James's, the Immaculate Conception, and St. John's
The reparishes were also organized at this time.
finement and gentleness of Bishop Duggan, his ease
and grace of manner, made him socially very popular;
while his public spirit was much appreciated by the
community at large. In 1862 he went to Rome to be
present at the canonization of the Japanese martyrs,
and he attended in 1866 the Second Plenary Council
of Baltimore.
It was about this time that he gave
unmistakable signs of the mental aberration to which
was
to
fall a victim.
Acting upon the adfinally
he
vice of friends, he went to Carlsbad, expecting to recuperate his shattered health, but the effort was vain,
and the condition of Bishop Duggan became such
that he was removed, II April, 1N00. to the asylum of
the Sisters of Charity in St. Louis. There, without
recovering his mental powers, he remained till his
Bishop Duggan being indeath, 27 March, 1899.
capacitated, the Rev. T. J. Halligan took charge of
the diocese.
Administrator appointed. The Right Rev. Thomas
Foley was .appointed coadjutor and administrator of the practically vacant see. and consecrated titHe
ular Bishop of Pergamus, 27 February, 1870.
was born in Baltimore. Maryland, 6 March, 1822.
On the completion of his preparatory studies at St.
Mary's lollege, in his native city, and of his theological course at the seminary attached to this college, he
was ordained priest by Archbishop Eccleston in the
Cathedral of Baltimore, 16 August, 1846. After a
short period spent on the missions of Montgomery
County. Maryland, and as assistant pastor of St. Patrick's Church. Washington, he was appointed rector
of the cathedral.
He was made chancellor by Archbishop Kendrick, ami attended, in the capacity of
Secretary anil notary, the plenary councils held in that
He was installed in the procity in 1852 and 1866.
Cathedral of the Holy Name, Chicago, 10 March.
ls7u.
Bishop Foley had hardly more than become
acquainted with the needs of his charge when he was
called upon to witness the devastation of the church
Seven churches
property by tic gnat Chicago lire.
together with their parochial residences and schools.
llousr
of Provitlir \
x
Brothers' Hospital. The
dence, St. Xavier's Academy and Convent, an orphan
asylum, and a Belect school conducted by the Christian
The bishop sustained
Brothers were swept away.
th'- disaster with courage, and set himself to the work
St.
of reconstruction with commendable energy.
Mary's cathedral being thus destroyed, the new cathedral of the Holy Name soon appeared on the site of the
This structure is one of the
old church of that name.
With generimpressive church edifices of Chicago.
other
dioeesos
from
ami the exercise of
ous assistance
indomitable energy on the pari of its priests and laity,
arose from the prostrate state
lie Chicago s
At this time
in which it had been left by the fire.
many of the religious orders began to assist in the

—

(

1

.

i

:

1

1

1

i

development of the new life which seemed to have
been infused into the diocese, The bishop welcome.! to
his diocese the Franciscans, the Lazarists, the Servites,

the Fathers of Saint-Viateur, and the ResurrectionOwing to the growth attained by the diocese.
ist,
Bishop Foley in 1872 recommended that a portion of
it be cut off and er.ct.d into a new see. and the Diocese of Peoria was created.
The period of Bishop
administration was for much of the Diocese
of Chicago a new birth.
He saw churches, convents,
the work of years, wiped out in a
asylum
few hours.
He saw these for the most part replaced
by structures more commodious. He witnessed the
•
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erection of more than twenty-five new churches, and
saw in process of construction five new convents and

He purchased the Soldier's Home
st reel for an orphan asylum,
church, at Wabash Avenue and
Eldridge Court, he bought from the Congregationalists.
At his death, on the loth of February, 1879,
there were about three hundred churches in the diocese, and the number of priests had increased from
one hundred and forty-two to two hundred and six.
On the occasion of his installation he had declared
that he came to do honour to the peace of Christ.
That his episcopacy had rendered this promised
service was universally admitted.
Upon his death,
after a brief administration of the diocese by the Rev.
Dr. John McMullen, who had been the late bishop's
vicar-general, Bishop Feehan of Nashville, Tennessee,
was promoted to the vacancy.
Cheated Archdiocese. Patrick At gustine Feehan was born at Spring Hill, Co. Tipporary. Ireland, on
20 August, 1820. At sixteen years of age I" entered
Castle Knock College, going from there to Maynooth,
where he was appointed to the Dunboyne establishIn 1852 he departed for America, proceeding
ment.
to St. Louis, where he was ordained priest
NovemTwo years later he was appointed succesber, 1852.
sor to Father O'Regan in the Theological Seminary of
He was made pastor of St. Michael's
Carondelet.
church in 1858, and shortly after was transferred to
the pastorate of the church of the Immaculate Conception, in both of which charges lie ever showed himself the devoted and zealous priest. On the 7th of July,
1865, Father Feehan was chosen to succeed Bishop
Whelan of Nashville, Tennessee. This diocese had
Under the
suffered severely during the Civil War.
quiet but energetic administration of Bishop Feehan
the demoralization of religion that followed in the
wake of battle passed: churches multiplied, convents
and parochial schools were reared, while the number
of priests increased during his administration from
twelve to twenty-seven.
During the visitation of his
diocese by cholera and yellow fever the labours and
)n 10
self-sacrifices of the bishop were unremitting.
September. 1880, Chicago was raised to the dignity of
an archdiocese, and Bishop Feehan was made its first
archbishop. The ceremony of his installation took
place in the cathedral of the Holy Name in the
November following. The archdiocese at this time
comprised eighteen counties in the northern part of
Illinois and there were one hundred and ninety-four
In 1883
churches and two hundred and four priests.
the archbishop went to Home with the other archbishops of the country to prepare the matter to be
submitted to the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore.
In the next year he participated in the deliberations
of this council.
In December, 1887, the first synod..!
the Archdiocese of bicago was convened for the purpose, principally, of promulgating the decrees of the
council.
At this synod the first irremovable rectors
in the archdiocese were appoint.. I.
seven academies.

the foot of Thirty-fifth

at

and

St.

Mary's

—

1

1

(

I
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November, 1890, Archbishop

eehan commem-

I

orated the twenty-fifth anniversary of his elevation
to the episcopacy, and the demonstration with which
ili.
at holies of the archdiocese celebrated this event
gave touching proof of the love and
teem they felt
In 1899 the archfor their venerable archbishop.
onbishop, failing in health, and pressed with (1
stantly multiplying cares of his charge, asked for an
In answer to this request the
episcopal assistant.
Rev. Alexander McGavick was chosen auxiliary
bishop to the diocese and consecrated titular Bishop
Poor health, however,
of Narcopolis,
May. 1899.
directly incapacitated him. and the Holy Set
again petitioned for the needed aid, and the Rev.
\lul. 1... .ii wa- consecrated titular Bishop
I'. i.
Jami
His energy and zeal
of Tamassus, 2"> July, 1901.
were of valuable assistance to the archbishop, while
(

i

1

r

-
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Archbishop Feehan <lied 12 July, 1902. His
rely.
administration in Chicago saw a development of
Catholic life unprecedented in any other period of
When he was installed there were
tin city's history.
in the diocese two hundred and four priests, while at
were
there
five hundred and thirty-eight.
bii
death
At his advent there were one hundred and ninetywhen
died there were two hundred
he
four churches,
and ninety-eight. The city of Chicago, when he was
had
thirty-four churches, at his
see,
to
the
promoted
passing away there were in the city one hundred and
tilt y churches. Some idea of the manner in which Catholic education was promoted under this archbishop
can be gathered from the list of institutions which
sprang up in his time, among them the De La Salle

Institute. Saint Cyril's College, St. Vincent's College,
Viateur's College at Bourbonnais, St. Patrick's

St.

Academy, and the Loretto Academy at Joliet.
Bishop James Edward QuigSecern,/ Archbishop.
Buffalo, New York, was promoted (8 January,
1903) to the Archbishopric of Chicago, and installed
.March following. Born at Oshawa, Ontario, 15

—

i

1

1

he attended St. Joseph's College in
In
Buffalo, from which he was graduated in 1872.
this year he won in a competitive examination for
entrance to the Military Academy at West Point, but
relinquished military ambition to study for the
October, 1855,

To this end he entered the seminary of Our
In the following
of Angels at Niagara Falls.
year he went for a time to the University of Innsbruck
in the Austrian Tyrol, and thence to Rome, where,
having completed his theological course in the college
ol the Propaganda, he was ordained priest 13 April,
1879.
He was appointed rector of St. Vincent's
Church, Attica, New York, in 1879, leaving this mission to become rector of St. Joseph's cathedral in
Buffalo in 1884. Two years later he became pastor
o! St. Bridget's church in the same city and while
ministering in this parish was appointed Bishop of
Buffalo, his consecration taking place 24 February,
1897.
The administration of Bishop Quigley in Buffalo was characterized by a clear, far-reaching discernment. His public spirit, too, made him ever a controlling power in the community, and he was particularly alert to the weal of the labouring classes.
His
mediation in the dock strike of Buffalo in 1899 and
his forceful pronouncements on Socialism were especially noteworthy.
In Chicago his talent for
mastering details and his regard for due procedure
brought a new order and system into the government
of the archdiocese, while the synod held 14 December,
1905, marked the introduction to the see of a body of
A diocesan college for ecbeneficent legislation.
clesiastical students was opened in 1905, and the measures of previous administrations for the spiritual care
of the immense foreign-born and constantly increashureh.

(

Lady

ini; population was continued and broadened.
.-i vnsrirs.
Ten nationalities other than Englishspeaking were represented in the archdiocese in 1908.
Of the total of 314 churches they had 96 divided as

—

follows:

German

Lithuanian
2,

7,

Ruthenian

33, Polish 21,

Slovak

6,

Bohemian

Croatian
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upon his personal loyalty the aged prelate could ever

5,

9, Italian s,

French

3,

Syrian

2.

Religious orders and congregations having foundations in the archdiocese are: Men
Augustinians,

—

Benedictines (St. Proeopius Abbey), Benedictines (St.
Vincent's Abbey), Carmelites, Franciscans, lathers
ami Brothers of the Holy Cross, Jesuits, Lazarists,
Fathers of the Precious Blood, Passionists, Redempts, Fathers of the Resurrection, Servites, Clerics
ol
St. Viateur, Missionary Society of St. Paul the
Vpostle, Alcxian Brothers, Brothers of the ChrisIs. Congregation of St. Charles
tian Scl
Borromeo,
Brothers of Mary, Society of the Divine Word. ComSisters of St. Agnes, Benedictine
munities of Women
Sisters.
Bohemian Benedictine Sisters. Sisters of

Charity of St. Vincent de Paul (Emmitsburg, Maryland), Sisters of Christian Charity (Wilkesbarre,
Pennsylvania), Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Dubucme, Iowa), Poor Clares, Sisters of
the Third Order of St. Dominie (Sinsinawa, Wisconsin), Sisters of St. Dominic (Blauvelt, New York),
Sisters of St. Dominic (Adrian, Michigan), Sisters of
the Third Order of St. Dominic (St. Catharine, Kentucky), Franciscan Sisters (St. Louis, Missouri),
Franciscan Sisters of the Sacred Heart (Joliet, Illinois), Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis
(Peoria, Illinois), School Sisters of St. Francis (Milwaukee, Wisconsin), Sisters of the Third Order of St.
Francis (Joliet, Illinois), Sisters of the Third Order of
St. Francis of Assisi, M. C. (St. Francis, Wisconsin),
Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis (under the
protection of St. Cunegunde), Sisters of St. Francis
(Lafayette, Indiana), Sisters of St. Francis (Clinton,
Iowa), Felician Sisters, O. S. F. (Detroit, Mich.), Sisters of the Good Shepherd, Sisters of the Holy Cross
(Notre Dame, Indiana), Sisters of the Holy Family of
Nazareth, Sister-Servants of the Holy Heart of Mary
(Paris). Hospital Sisters of St. Joseph. Sisters of St.
Joseph (St. Louis, Missouri), Sisters of St. Joseph
(Concordia, Kansas), Sisters of St. Joseph (La Grange,
the Poor, Little Company of
of Loreto (Toronto, Ontario),

Illinois), Little Sisters of

Mary (Rome), Ladies

Illinois), Sisters of Mercy
(Oakley Ave., Chicago, Illinois), School Sisters of
Notre Dame (Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Sisters of the
Congregation of Notre Dame (Montreal), Sisters of
the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ (Ft. Wayne.
Indiana), Sisters of the Precious Blood (O'Fallon,
Missouri), Sisters of Providence (St. Mary of the
Woods, Indiana). Ladies of the Sacred Heart (Chicago Province), Sisters of Jesus and Mary (Montreal),
Daughters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary (Buffalo, New York), Polish Sisters of St. Joseph (Stevens
Point, Wisconsin), Sisters of the Holy Ghost (Holland), Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart (Nev
York), Sisters of Misericorde, Visitation Nuns, Sisters

Sisters of

Mercy (Chicago,

of the Resurrection, Sisters of St.
Missouri).

Mary

(St. Louis,

mitred abbot 1 priests
631: secular 440, of religious orders 191; churches
314: with resident priests, city of Chicago, 176, counmissions with churches 35, stations 5,
try 138
chapels 61; ecclesiastical students 115, seminaries of
religious orders 3, students 330; colleges and academies for boys 11, students 2575, training-schools 2,
pupils 452; academies for girls 27. students 7-">s;>
parishes and missions with parochial schools, city

Archbishop

1,

bishops

2,

:

;

125, pupils 68,520, outside the city CI. pupils 10,650;
9, orphans 1499; infant asylums 1.
67(5; industrial and reform schools for boys J,

orphan asylums
inmates

working boys' homes 1. inmates 350; working girls' homes 1, inmates 19.">; total
persons under Catholic care 93,657; hospitals l9,homi s
loll, communities nursfor the aged poor 9, inmates
Catholic population, about
ing sick in their homes
for girls 2, inmates 710;

1

:;.

1,200,000.
in The History of Chicago; O'Goruan, A Hist of
S i\eu \..rk. Is'l.", Siika, fftSl of
<!,„,, I, ,„ lh,
McGovern, The
t'h
in the V S. iNe« York, Hint
Ii'FM, Souvenir of the
Mullen Chii-nK"
Life „f Bishop
Silver Jul,, lee of the Most It, v. P. II, Feehan; Catholic Directory

\miiiews.

r

the It. C
the Coil,

;

.

Me

'

i

:

(Milwaukee, 1U08).
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Chichele (or Chicheley), Henry, Archbishop of
Canterbury, b. at Higham Ferrers. Northamptonshire, England, L362; d. at Oxford. 12 April. 1443.
He was the son of Thomas Chichele, a yeoman, and
Educated
\gnes, daughter of William Pvnclieon.
by William of Wykeham at St. John the Baptist's
College, Winchester, he passed from there to New
College. Oxford.
He took the degree of B.C.L. in
Llanvar1389-90, and the degree of LL.D. in 1396.

CHICHESTER

Diocese of St. Asaph, was his first living,
and he held in succession the rectory of St. Stephen's,
Walbrook, the archdeaconry of torset, together with a
prebend of Salisburj 1397), a canonry in the collegiate church of Aberguilly (1400), a canonry of Lichfield (Horn, the archdeaconry of Salisbury (1402),
diall, in the

I

I

the chancellorship of Salisbury, together with the living of Odiham in the Diocese of Winchester (1403),
and the livings of Melcombe and Sherston in the Diocese of Salisbury.
Following upon these came his
appointment by provision to the Bishopric of St.

David by Gregory XII, who consecrated him

at

Early in his career In' was admitted an advocate in
the( Jourt of Arches and for a time acted as the lawyer
for Richard Mitford, Bishop of Salisbury.
His skill
in legal matters attracted the king's notice, and in
July. 1405, he was sent with Sir John Cheyneon a mission to Innocent VII.
Later in the same year he
treated with the King of France as a commissioner
of peace, and in
1(17 he journeyed again to Italy on
an embassy to Gregory XII, then at Siena.
It was
on this occasion that he received the Bishopric of
1

David from the pope, with the king's approval.
was again in Italy at the Council of Pisa (1409),
was not until May. 1411, that he first visited
it
his diocese and was enthroned.
The Diocese of St.
David must have seen very little of him, for he
went as king's ambassador to France with the Earl
of Warwick in 141.'!. and early in the following year,
on the death of Arundel, the king nominated him
to the See of Canterbury (1!) February, 1414), to
which he was elected on the 4th of March. As archbishop lie was the king's trusted friend and councillor.
He seems to have favoured the policy of war with
SI

lb-

and

France, collecting much money for its support; in
1419 and again in 1420 he accompanied Henry V into
A keen and skilful lawyer, he was active in
France.
all legislative matters, particularly with regard to ecclesiastical affairs, and vigorous in searching out and
suppressing the Lollards. His loyalty to the pope's
policy of opposing the statutes of Provisors and Prsemunire has been doubted; the opponents of the Catholic Church have looked upon him as the upholder of
the independence of the national Church against the
claims of Rome.
He certainly displeased Martin V,
who slighted him by offering a cardinal's hat and the
powers of a legate ./ latere to Henry Beaufort, Bishop
of Winchester.
The pope again passed him by in
CIO, when Kemp, Archbishop of York, was created
cardinal and given precedence over him in Parliament in spite of Chichele's appeal against such treatment. On two occasions, in 1421 and 1422, Martin Y
severely reprimanded 'hichele for his weakness in not
ing tin- abolition of the obnoxious statutes.
The pope charged him with hindering the liberties of
the Church, and suspended him from the office of
legate which pertained to his see.
Though he appealed from the pope to the judgment of a future
council we find him submitting to the pope's wishes
ii ing to persuade the Commons to cease
withstanding the pope (1428).
Chichele was a munificent benefactor to his birthplace, his university, and his cathedral church.
At
lligham Ferrers lie built and endowed a college for
eight
priests, lour clerks, and six choristers; he
founded also a hospital there for twelve poor men.
He gave two hundred marks for the relief of poor
students at Oxford; this sum was preserved in a chest
-t ".
known
To New College he
gave a similar sum "I money.
He built the Cistercian College of St. Bernard, now St. John's, Oxford,
but his greatest work for his university was the foundation of tic- College of All Souls for a warden and
forty fellows, who were to spend their time in prayer
HI- name is still perpetuated in Oxford,
and study.
for the one who fills the chair of modern history is
(

I

III.—42

known

as the "Chichele Professor".

The

last years

of his life were chiefly spent at
ing his great foundation there.

Oxford superintendOld age and infirmity
prompted him to suggest his resignation to the pope
(1442), but before the necessary arrangements could
be made he died.
Hook, Archbishops of Canterbury (London, 1800-73), V.
Duck, Life of H. Chichele (1699); Wilkins, Concilia,
Anstet, Mummenta Academica (Rolls Series), 291; Le
Neve, Fasti Eccl. Anglicanm; Miluan, Latin Christianity.
1-129;

III;

VIII, 326, 328.

G. E. Hind.

Lucca

(17 June, 1408).
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Chichester, Ancient Catholic Diocese op
(Cicestrensis), in England. This see took its rise in
consequence of the decree passed at the Council of
London in 107.5, requiring all bishoprics to be removed from villages to towns. The old see of the
South Saxons, which had been founded towards the
end of the seventh century by St. Wilfrid of York,
had been filled by a long line of bishops whose cathedral church was at Selsea.
In consequence of the
new decree, Stigand, Bishop of Selsea, transferred the
see to Chichester in 1082.
This town, called Regnum
by the Romans, obtained its present name from
Cissa, son of ^Elle, the Saxon chieftain who landed
in 477. the town becoming Cissa's Ceaster, or fort
(castrum), and, in time, Chichester.
The most notable of the early bishops was Ralph de Luffa (10911123), who built the cathedral; much of the structure
as it still exists was his work.
In 1108 he was able
to consecrate at least a part of it, but in 1114 the first
fire occurred, and extensive rebuilding was necessary.
The cathedral was completed and consecrated in
1184, but in 1186 it was again greatly damaged by
fire.
Bishop Seyffrid II (11S0-1204), who had completed the building, now undertook its reconstruction, making considerable changes and introducing
Early English work into the Norman building, which
accounts for the composite character of the nave.

His successor, Simon Fitz Robert of Wells (12041207), being a favourite of King John, obtained
privileges for the see, but after his
death John kept it vacant for many years. The
next bishop was Richard Poore (1215-1217), known
as the builder of Salisbury cathedral.
After him
came Ranulf of Warham (1217-1224) and Ralph
Neville, the Chancellor (1224-1244), who was remarkable as a statesman. On his death there was a
contest over the appointment to the see, which the
pope settled by naming and consecrating Richard
of W'ych (1245-1253), better known as St. Richard
of Chichester, the friend and chancellor of St.
Edmund. King Henry III, enraged at this, refused
him the temporalities of his see. Having for a time
been compelled to live on the alms of his own clergy,
St. Richard ultimately succeeded in overcoming the
king's anger, and for eight years ruled the see with
wisdom and holiness, his last act being to consecrate
a church at Dover in honour of his friend and master,
St. Edmund.
In 1270, during the pontificate of
Stephen of Berghsted (1262-1288), he was canonized, and his relies were enshrined above the high

many important

altar.

Chichester had another saintly prelate in Gilbert
de S. I.cophardo (1288-1305), who added to the Lady
Chapel.
William Rede (1369-1385) was a scholarbishop who collected the early records of the see, and
his namesake, Robert Rede (1397-1415) compiled
the earliest register now existing.
Bishops succeeded one another rapidly, many being transferred
Among them Reginald Pecock (1450to
her sees.
1459), famous for his learning, was accused of heresy
and resigned his see. His successor, John Arundel
(1459-1478), built the rood screen in the cathedral.
i

But the diocese fell into bad condition, as is shown by
the register of the next bishop, Edward Storey (14781503), a wise administrator who founded the Chiches-
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Robert Sherburne (1508-1536)
school.
protest against the encroachments of

Henry VIII, but being unable to withstand them
effectually, resigned the see, and was succeeded by
the schismatic Richard Sampson (1536-1543), who
1538 destroyed the shrine of St. Richard at the
command. The next bishop, George Day
(1543-1557), though he had accepted schismatical
institution from Henry VIII, yet proved a good Catholic, on which account he was imprisoned, and replaced by John Scory. Bishop Day regained his see,
however, in 1554. He was succeeded by John Christopherson (1557-1559), the last Catholic Bishop of
After him the notorious William Barlow
Chichester.
inaugurated the line of Anglican prelates. There
were in the diocese two archdeaconries, Chichester
and Lewes, and, according to the valuation made in
1291, which remained the basis of all valuations until
the reign of Henry VIII, there were nearly three
in

king's

hundred parishes. Battle Abbey and Lewes Priory
were the chief monasteries, and all the chief orders
were well represented. One consequence of Sussex
being originally so largely in the hands of Norman
proprietors was the existence of an unusually large
number of small priories dependent on houses in
Normandy, such as the Abbey of Fecamp. The
bishop had ten episcopal manors, and the Archbishop of Canterbury held the collegiate church of
South Mailing and twenty-five parishes. The arms
of the see were azure, a Presbyter John sitting on a
tombstone, in his left hand a book open, his right
hand extended, or, with a linen mitre on his head,
and in his mouth a sword, all proper.
Walcott, Early Statutes of Chichester Cathedral in Archvologia (1877), XLV, 143-244; Dugdale, Monasticon Anglic.
(1846), VI. iii. 1159-71; Lk Neve, Fasti Eccl. Anglican*
(1854), I, 235-85; Stephens. Memorials of Ike South Saxon See
and Cathedral Church of Chichester (London, 1876); Idem,
Diocesan History of Chichester (London, 1881); Corlette,
Chichester: the Cathedral and See (London, 1901).

Edwin Burton.
Chicoutimi, Diocese of, created, 28 May, 1878,
a part of the civil and the ecclesiastical Province of
Quebec, which embraces the counties of Charlevoix,
Chicoutimi, and Lac St.-Jean, and is situated in the
north-eastern section of the Province of Quebec,
north of the St. Lawrence River. Charlevoix county
was settled by the French in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and Chicoutimi and Lac St.Jean were founded in the middle of the nineteenth
by the settlers from the valley of the St. Lawrence.
This mountainous region contains the Saguenay
River, the extensive lakes known as the St.-Jean and
the Mistassini. Chicoutimi and Lac St.-Jean were
centres of an extensive lumber trade earlier in the
century; to-day they are better known for their
This
agricultural development and the paper pulp.
vast region has communication with the West
through the Canadian Northern Railway, with the
interior of the continent and Europe through the
Saguenay and the St. Lawrence Rivers. It was
served by the Jesuit missionaries till the end of the
eighteenth century; by the Oblates until the middle
of the nineteenth; since then by secular priests.
A
small church built by the Jesuits in 1747 at Tadousac is still standing. The see is at Chicoutimi, a
town of 7000 inhabitants, situated on the Saguenay.
The diocesan seminary comprises a classical college
with 200 pupils and the theological school with 28
students. The parishes have increased from 24 in
1878 to 55 in 1907. There are 105 secular and IS
regular priests (Oblates, Trappists, Evidists). The
Marist Brothers have 6 colleges, and the Brothers of
St. Francis Regis an agricultural Orphan Asylum.
There are 340 sisters of the following institutes:
Hospitalieres, Ursulines, Good Shepherd, Congregation of Notre Dame, Sisters of Charity, Sisters of
the Holy Rosary, the Petites-Franciscaines Mis-

sionaires de Marie, Sisters of Good Council, Sisters
of St. Anthony of Padua, Servants of the Blessed
Sacrament. They have charge of an orphan asylum,
3 hospitals, 2 female schools of domestic economy.
7 convents, and many parochial schools. There are
15,000 children in the 310 parochial schools. The
population of the diocese is about 65,000 inhabitants
of French origin, who, with the exception of about
fifty, are all Catholics.
The first bishop was Mgr
Dominique Racine, consecrated 4 Aug., 1878; d.
28 Jan., 1888. His successors have been Mgr L. N.
Begin, consecrated 28 Oct., 1888; appointed CoadjuMgr M. T.
tor Archbishop of Quebec, 22 Dec, 1891
Labrecque, consecrated 22 May, 1892, and Administrator of the Apostolic Prefecture of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence from 1872 to 1903.
Rapports sur les Missions du diocise de Quebec (Quebec. 1839;

1874); Relations des Jesuit.es iQuebec, 1S5S);

du Saiiuenui/ (Quebec. 1895);
(Montreal, 1S97);

he Canada
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Idem. Labrador el Antir.^ti
Ecclesiastique (Montreal, 1908).

(Chieregato),

Huard.

Francesco,

papal
nuncio, b. at Vicenza, 1479; d. at Bologna, 6 DecemLittle is known of his early career.
He
ber, 1539.
as papal nuncio to England (151 5 was sent by Leo
17), and also filled a similar office in Portugal and in
Spain (1519), in which latter country he became acquainted with Cardinal Adrian Florent, Bishop of
Tortosa, the Dutch preceptor of Charles VI, and later
Pope Adrian VI. One of the latter's first acts, after
his entry into Rome, was to make Chieregati, whose
learning and virtue the pope esteemed, Bishop of
Teramo in the Kingdom of Naples; he then sent him
to the Diet of Nuremberg, called for the autumn of
1522.
He was commissioned to obtain from t lie
German princes a more energetic pursuit of the war
against the Turks in Hungary, which nation was then
and long after the bulwark of Christian Europe, also a
more vigorous suppression of Lutheranism and the
In
execution of the Edict of Worms against Luther.
two discourses (19 November and 10 December) he
urged the princes to co-operate for the expulsion of
the Turks from Christian Hungary; on the latter date
he also demanded the immediate execution of the
Edict of Worms (26 May, 1521), whereby Luther had
been put under the ban of the empire, which formal
outlawry he had hitherto escaped through the protection of Frederick of Saxony and other friendly
Finally, on 3 January, 1523, Chieregati read
princes.
publicly two important documents, sent after him
from Rome. They were a papal Brief (issued on tie
previous 25 November) to the members of the Diet
and an Instruction for Chieregati himself. The
former contained an eloquent appeal to the Catholic

X

t

piety,

immemorial

religious traditions,

and magna-

nimity of the representatives of the German people,
and besought the Diet to quench at once the brand
of religious sedition and compel the submission of
Luther and his adherents. The personal Inst ruction,
issued probably on the same date, and read to the
Diet by Chieregati, is one of the most important docu
for the early history of the Protestant l!>
mation. In it Pope Adrian frankly confesses that
the sins of ecclesiastics were the chief cause of the
grievous tribulations of the Church, and that in the
Roman Curia itself, both head and members, popes
and prelates, had been guilty of scandalous abuses.
For the text of the Inst nut ion see Kama Mils. "Ann.
eccl." (1522), 65; Le Plat, " Monuments ad hist. Cone.
Trid." (Louvain, 1781), 11. 114 sqq.; Pallavicino,
"Storia del Concilio di Trento" (Rome, 1656),
(2),
4-6; especially Wrede. "Deutsche Reiehstagsakten
(Munich, 1893), 111, 391; see below. Pastor, and Hergenrothcr-Kirsch. The reply of the Diet was discouraging; the princes and representatives avoided a
satisfactory answer to the pope's urgent requests,
proposed the celebration of a general council in some

ments
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CHIETI
and renewed

city,

The latter has often
been blamed for his frankness (see remarks of Pallavicino in Hergenrother-Kirsch), but Pastor (p. 94)
defends him both from exaggeration of facts and
from untimeliness of speech. His unique and heroic
admissions were necessary, says this writer, in the interest of a genuine reformation, nor was this remarkable Instruction made public without papal approval.
The subsequent history of Chieregati offers little in'.'

'

I

I

" liburg, 1007). IV, pt. II, 88-97;
1880), VI; Morsolin, Fran-

Wensino, Papst Hadrian (Vienna,

H.vRBAKANO, Hist. ErcL di
1'ortioli, Quaitrc documenli d'lnghillerra
Hkii'.kvhi.i hku-Kiksch, Kirchcnge.srhichtc
(4tb ed., Freiburg, 1907), III, pt. I, 46.
an.
J.

hen

\

Viccttza

i.il.iil.

(Mantua,
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Chieti, Archdiocese of (Theatensis), with the
perpetual administration of Vasto. Chieti is the
ancient Teate. capital of the Marrucini, and now an
important town of the Abruzzi, Central Italy. It is
situated on a mountain, at the base of which runs the
River Pescara. Though tin' .Marrucini, like the
Marsi and other kindred people, were originally enemies of Rome, in 'HI B.C. they concluded a league
with the Romans, which lasted until the War with
In the
the Allies, when Teate became a municipality.
Gothic War it was captured by Totila; later it fell into
Is of the Lombards, from whom it was captured
by Pepin and devastated. The Normans rebuilt the
city, which thenceforth belonged to the Kingdom of
St. Justinus is venerated as the
the Two Sicilies.
first Bishop of Chieti, and the cathedral is dedicated
Several of his successors are also venerated
to him.
as saints, among them Gribaldus (S74), whose portrait is yet visible mi the bronze doors of the monastery of St. Clement in the Island of Pescara. Another bishop worthy of notice was Giovanni Pietro
Caraffa, who in 1524 resigned the see, and associated
himself with St. ajetan of Tiene in the foundation of
Later Caraffa became pope
the Theatine Order.
under the name of Paul IV. Since 1525 Chieti has
The
archbishopric, but has no suffragans.
archdioo e hs a population of 300,500, with 113
parishes, 442 churches ami chapels, 170 secular and
religious houses of men and 17
<

ii

;

of

women.
Cum-

I
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396-98.

XXI,

95; Ann.eccl.
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Chihuahua, Diocese

(Rome,

l'.KNIGNI.

op, in the north of Mexico,

comprises the State of Chihuahua, with a population
of about 327,000, mostly Indians and mestisos.
The
s 'ii and lias had two bishops:
e was erected in
Jose de J, Ortiz, promoted to the archbishopric of
and
Nicolas
Perez Gavilan.
There are
Guadalajara,
42 parishes, lit churches and chapels, and a seminary
seminarists.
with 50
Battandif.h. Ann. pant, rath. (Paris, 1907), 222; Heili'Rin
I

in Lippincotl's Co.-

PI
.1.

.

lis

Ii

Iphia, 1907), 402.

MuMi.s de Oca y Obregon.

Chilapa. Dio< bsi op, in Mexico, suffragan of the
Archdiocese of Mexico, comprises the State of GuerThe diocese was created
rero, in the south of Mexico.
in 1863, since which time it has had three bishops:

Ambrosia Serrano, Ramon Ibarra, and Bomobono
Anaya. The population (all Catholic) is 361,239.
There are 64 parishes and 'J priests, The episcopal
city of Chilapa, about 125 mile- south-west of Mexico
had in 1S95 a population of S25<i.
I

BaTTaMDIEB,

.Inn. poni
J.
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sion of the noble-hearted pope.

Pastor,
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an offensive manner the
earlier antipapal complaints of the Germans, the
famous ''Centum (101) gravamina teutonicse nationis"; Pastor adds (op. cit. 97) that the failure of
Chieregati was in large measure owing to the timidity
and selfishness of the great German prelates who
were by no means ready to repeat the humble confes-

German

rati,,

r

Paris, 1907), 222.

Montes de Oca y Obregon.

Children of

See Abortion; Pregnancy.

Mary.—The

Mary Immaculate owes

its

Sodality of Children of
origin to the manifestation

Immaculate of the Miraculous Medal, on
which the Church has placed a seal, by appointing the
twenty-seventh of November as the feast. This manifestation was made to Sister Catherine Laboured a
novice in the mother-house of the Daughters of Charity in Paris, in 1830.
Associations were formed, by
way of trial, in various houses, and a rescript of 20
June, 1847, to Very Rev. John Baptist Etienne, Superior General of the Mission, empowered him to erect
of the Virgin

each house of the Sisters of Charity a pious confra-

in

ternity, dedicated to Mary Immaculate, made up of
young girls attending their schools or work-rooms.
This same rescript also granted to this association,
not by affiliation but directly, the same indulgences
as are enjoyed by the Prima Primnria of the Society

Three years later the sovereign pontiff extended a similar favour to the youths educated by the
Priestsof the Lazarists, and to the little bo}'s under the
charge of the Sisters of Charity. The Brief of Pius
IX, 10 September, 1876, permitted the admission into
this association of young girls not attending the
schools or work-rooms of the Sisters of Charity.
Leo
XIII confirmed these privileges by the Briefs of 21
Mav, 1897, 2 August, 1897, and 29 April, 1903. The
badge adopted by the Children of Mary Immaculate
is the miraculous medal, suspended from a blue ribof Jesus.

bon.
sand

The

statistics of

living

1897 gave one hundred thou-

members throughout

the

world,

four

hundred thousand having been registered from the
canonical erection, in Paris, 19 July,
1847.
From the same date to 1908, forty thousand have been registered in the institutions of the
Daughters of Charity in the United States alone.
Aladel, Miraculous Medal, tr. P. S. (Baltimore, 1S80);
Chevalier, Circular to Children of Mart/ (Paris, lsllT
MlLON,

date of the

first

'

;

Annals Cong. Mission. XII, 22; .Mott, Annals Cong. Mission,
XII, 189.

Frances Gildart Ruffin.

—

Mary

of the Sacred Heart, the.
A Sodality of the Blessed Virgin, founded by the
Venerable Mother Barat of the Society of the Sacred
Heart, in the Paris school about. 1818, almost simul-

Children of

taneously with the convent

itself.

Fat her Varin

drew

up

its rules.
It had from the first, its laws, feasts,
privileges and duties, its directors, president .and other
dignitaries.
The most fervent among the elder girls
were enrolled. The principal end which the members
proposed to themselves, was to love and serve the
Immaculate Heart, of Mary, by imitating her virtues,
above all her fortitude and spotless purity. The lily
was the first emblem of the socialists, and "Semper
Fidelis" their motto.
In 1824 their medal was
struck, and from an essay by on.' ..i them, Hose de
Joigny, the inscription on it, "Cor meum jungatur
vobis", was chosen. The remarkable fresco of Mater
Admirabilis at the Trinitu dei Monti in Home is the
sensible representation of the spirit of the sodality.
By thus placing the ideal of true womanhood
the future wives and mothers of the next generation.
Mother Barat sought to lay the foundation of many
I

noble Christian homes.
This beginning led to a work of wider scope and
even greater importance. As years advanced,
Mother Barat longed to do something more towards
securing a higher tone among women.
She « rote in
1831: "How rare it is to meet a valiant woman! It
must be so, because Holy Wril says: 'Far and from
the uttermost coasts is the price thereof; Let us
labour then to form some at any COSt. They will
form others and good will come of it."
When Mother Barat visited Lyons in 1832, the mistress general of the school had lately established an
association composed originally of the former pupils
of the Sacred Heart, but afterwards joined by other

.
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the association under the patronage of the archbishop.
A little later she obtained for it the authorization of
Rome, and constituted it on a like basis for all houses
Mother Barat wrote on that occasion:
of the Society.
" Your mission is a very high one, and I do not fear to
call it an apostolate, for you are to act as apostles in
the midst of a perverse world. You must lead into
the right path those who are wandering from it, encourage those kept back by human respect, and stop
the downward course of those in danger." To be
apostles in the world these Children of Mary are expected by their rules to practise many virtues, but
it is still the lily of Mary's spotlessness which must
shine pre-eminent, hence their love for her ImmacuTheir devotion to the Heart of
late Conception.
Jesus prompts the making of vestments and other
altar requirements for poor churches and distant misTheir zeal takes many other forms: supportsions.
ing orphans, visiting hospitals, helping the poor in
their homes, opening work-rooms and guiding readingcircles for young girls, providing for the maintenance
of youthful aspirants to the priesthood:
in a word,
all the interests of God and Holy Church are theirs.
Few large cities of continental Europe are without
one such sociality connected with some convent of the
Sacred Heart. From New York to San Francisco,
Halifax to Buenos Ayres, they exist in both Americas.
Algiers and Cairo in Africa, Melbourne, Sydney and
Wellington in Australasia have theirs, active and
flourishing.
Bishops and pastors find them efficienthelpers, and the sovereign pontiffs have appealed to

—

—

them, never in vain. Many members have led lives
of eminent usefulness, some have risen to unusual
distinction in the practice of virtue, whilst not a few
have died in the odour of sanctity. Monseigneur

Baunard
honour

is

sums up their character: "A place of
here due those thousands upon thousands

well

of women and maidens, Children of Mary, whose association, now spread throughout France, was born
of the desire to serve her and imitate her virtues. . .
vast secular association of Christian perseverance,
it has Mary Immaculate for model and patroness,
spiritual exercises for means, charity and mutual support for resource, and sanctification of self and others
for aim, the glory of the adorable Heart of Jesus for
.

A

final end.
Associations imitated from this type and
bearing the same names, are founded everywhere, and
prosper to-day throughout the Catholic Church" (Un
siecle de l'Eglise de France, Paris, 1902).
Lady Georgians Fullerton, herself a president of
one of these sodalities, thus writes concerning them:
"What struck us as eminently, if not peculiarly, distinctive of this institute, is the intense desire, and we
might almost say the special gift of imparting to those
they educate, and those they influence, the spirit of
active apostleship in the world, which is limited to no
particular sphere of action, but spreads itself in every
place and throughout every social circle, where those
inspired with it and trained to it may be thrown.
It was the ardent thought of Mother Barat, and the
thought which she was continually placing before her
.

community, to follow souls through life, and by
means of congregations for the rich and for the poor,
never to lose sight of the children educated in their
This thought and this desire led to the founschools.
dation of those associations of the Children of Mary
of the Sacred Heart, which have won so many com-

mendations

and

encouragements

from successive

pontiffs."
de France (Paris. 1902);
Cm
Madam* linrnt (Paris, 1S77); Goopy, Sommaire
Reglemmt eta Enfantt dc Marie (Paris); Reolttmeni eta
Enfanls dc Marie da dehors (Paris, for private circulation);

Baunabd, Un Stick de VUglise

Tdem,
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The work was in its infancy, yet Mother
Barat saw what it might lead to, and resolved to develop it. Father Druilhet, S. J., then drew up the
rules by which the Children of Mary of the Sacred
Heart are still governed, and Mother Barat placed
ladies.

Life of the Ven. Mother Barat (Roehampton, 1900); Life of
Madame Barat, tr. Fullerton {Roehampton, 1876); Vie de
Madame Goetz (Roehampton. 1S9.5, for private circulation);
Vie de Madame du Rousier (Paris, for private circulation); Vie
de Madame Perdrau (Roehampton, for private circulation).

Alice Power.
Chile, (also written Chili), a comparatively narrow strip of coast-land in South America between the
Pacific Ocean on the west and the Andes Mountains
on the east, including the watershed. It extends
from 17° 30' S. lat. to the extremity of South America
(Cape Horn), about 57° S. lat., thus including Tierra
del Fuego and the islands of Navarino, Hoste, and
smaller isles to the south, besides, in the west, the
islands of Chiloe\ Wellington, with their surroundings,
and farther out in the Pacific, Juan Fernandez. The
surface of the country, including the main islands, is
calculated at about 290,000 sq. miles. Civile is approximately 2600 miles long, while the width varies

between 18.5 and 100 miles. Ascent from the Pacific
shore to the eastern crests is therefore very abrupt,
the highest mountain peaks rising to over 22,000 feet
in the Aconcagua.
The whole chain and its ramifications are dotted with more than forty volcanoes,
some of which are active. Northern Civile, including
the recently occupied Peruvian province of Tacna
and the Bolivian province of Tarapacd, etc., are arid
along the coast, and the soil is alkaline; south of these
provinces fertile valleys abound; the timbered southern extremity is cold, and glaciers reach the seashore.
The eastern shores of the Strait of Magellan are barren.
The agricultural sections of the republic lie
almost exclusively in the temperate zone and are
very productive in cereals, fruit, and grapes: in short,
alimentary products characteristic of temperate
Chile has gold, silver, copper, iron, nitrates,
and coal; all of these minerals are worked by
the people of the country as well as by foreign enterThe country is therefore progressing rapidly,
prise.
owing chiefly to the character of its inhabitants, who
distinguish themselves by energy and intense patriotism. The gold production of Chile from 1544 to
August 1894, has been stated at about 9,917,000
ounces. Chile has, in its southern and central sections, a number of rivers, some of which are partly
navigable, at least for smaller craft. The most important of these, from south to north, are the Cautin
or Imperial, the Biobio. and further north, the
Maule, Rapel, and Maip6. The streams are short
and descend from mountain lakes, of which there are
The southern coast is remarkably
a great number.
indented and the Strait of Magellan, with countless
islands and islets, terminates the mainland about 53°
The north of Chile (Tacna, Tarapaca, AntoS. lat.
fagasta and Northern Atacama) is ven' dry. and rains
all

regions.
borates,

are scarce. The climate of the coast, further smith,
is usually from seven to eight degrees cooler than that
Variaof corresponding latitudes on the Atlantic.
tions are abrupt, storms frequent, not seldom violent.
and rain falls in great quantities. Towards the extremity of the continent and in Tierra del Fuego the
rams are still heavier, the climate colder, approaching
Tempests
Arctic conditions, with heavy snowfalls.
increase in violence towards the south, along the coast
Population. According to the census of 1903, the
population of Chile numbered 3,205,992 souls, most
Of these, however. 15 per
of whom are Catholics.
In 1S95 it included
rent
were only estimated.
72,812 foreign residents; Italians. Jermans, and English being the most numerous.
Since 1835 the popuIt is the most homolation hud increased threefold.
geneous of any country in South America, he Northern Indians having completely disappeared as such.
In the South, the Araucanians continue to enjoy a
sort of autonomy under military surveillance; their
number is variously stated, but is probably more ban
The
20,000. while some put it as high as 60,000.

—
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number of Patagonian aborigines is inconsiderable,
and Tierra del Fuego has about 1000 inhabitants.
Government.—The form of government is republican. The legislative power is vested in Congress,
consisting of the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies.
The latter are elected directly in the provinces,

Spanish
all

is the national language, but lorcigners enjoy
reasonable liberties.
In 1850 the establishment

for a term of three years, one deputy for every 30,000
inhabitants or fraction thereof, not less than 15,000.
Senators also arc elected directly by the people, one
senator for three deputies, or one senator for two
deputies, two if the number of inhabitants does not
permit three for the province. The senators' term
of office is six years, at the end of which they may be
Tin- president, who is the chief execure-elected.

of a specifically German colony was begun at Valdivia, and the development of that province is largely
due to German settlers. German immigrants arc
numerous throughout Chile, and their business standing is quite high. The English also have a good
share in larger mining operations and they control to
some extent the Chilian lines of steamers on the
Pacific.
There are private institutes of education
founded and supported exclusively by foreigners.
The Chilian army and navy are the best in South
America. The army has, since the war with Bolivia
and Peru, been specially trained by officers obtained

tive, is chosen by indirect suffrage, that is, by electors
by the people.
For judicial purposes the territory is divided into six sections, at the head of each
of which is a Court of Appeals.
The Supreme Court
at the capital, Santiago, and has the superiniii of all inferior courts.
In addithe provincial appellate tribunals, there are. in
apei i'l judges of criminal and
ercial affairs.
Chile consists ol twenty-three
provinces and the Territory of Magallanes.
Each
province is subdivided into departments, each department into subdelegations, which in turn

from Germany. The number of the regular troop,
fixed annually by Congress.
The metric system obtains in the republic. There
are three gold coins: t he condor (20 Chilian pesos, a
peso is equivalent to 36j cents); the dobl6n (10
pesos), and the escudo (5 pesos); but paper monej
and si her are the usual currency. The smallest
(one and two cents or centavos) contain 95 per cent
per cent of nickel.
Imports rose.
ol copper and
iron, 1885 to 1905 inclusive, from 14,000,000 to over
188,000,000 Chilian pesos; exports during the same
period, from 51,000,000 to 265,000,000 pesos.
The

composed

nitrate exports in 1903 alone amounted to
10,000,The exports are chiefly to England and GerThe chief commercial port i- Valparaiso,
established 1543; it now has a population of 150,000.
In l!M).i. there were 11,080 miles of telegraph lines in

\t the head of each province
of districts.
Btands an intendant, who is directly dependent on the
departments
president; the
have their governors,
under whom are the subdelegates, who control the
inspectors of each district.
The municipal governments of the provincial capi
ided over by
he intendants, those ol subdeleg itioru by the subdelegate.
AM citizens are equal before the law and eligible to public offices, except in special cases.
deuce at all points, association, and education are
free, as also the pros.
The courts decide all eases
t

of abuse of the liberty of the press.
The great ma
jority of the population being of Spanish descent,

is

.".

I

000

many.

operation and
1

in

1906, 2,875 miles of railroads

On

January, 1904, the foreign national debt of Chile

to 16,449,960 pound- sterling, and the
Sixty millhome debt to 103,815,821
ions of the latter were represented by paper money
in circulation.

amounted

I

Education. -The cost of supporting public educais paid by the government which, in 1903, spent

tion
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Instruction is free
4,146,574 pesos for the purpose.
and is divided into primary, secondary, and profesPrimary instruction is supervised
sional or superior.
by a body of instructors headed by an inspector-genIn 1903, there were 1,961 primary schools with
eral.
166,928 pupils and 3608 teachers. Besides, there
were 506 private institutions of primary education,
and the private secondary schools were frequented by
Normal schools for men and for
11,184 students.
women also exist. The national institute and the
lyceums (11 male and 4 female), and likewise the
university at Santiago, the highest institution of
learning, are under the immediate control of the CounLicences to practise law,
cil of Public Instruction.
medicine, and engineering are issued by the university.
Furthermore, there are the agricultural institute and
schools of agriculture and mining, a school of arts and
crafts, academy of painting, pedagogic institute, conservatory of music, and military and naval schools.
The Council of Technical Instruction at Santiago
superintends the agricultural institute, school of arts
and crafts, and the professional school for girls. Public libraries and scientific societies of a rather high
order flourish, and museums exist as well as a botanical garden, astronomical and meteorological observatories, and a hydrographic bureau.
Religion. While the State religion is Catholic,
In
still the Church has not enjoyed entire peace.
1768 the Jesuits, who had begun missionary work
beginning
at
the
of
Araucanians
v.)
among the
(q.
the seventeenth or end of the sixteenth century, were
however,
in
1843.
re-admitted,
They were
expelled.
The State confiscated the Church property in 1824,
ami fixed a salary for the clergy. Tithes and most of
In 1883 ecclethe religious houses were abolished.
siastical tribunals were placed under lay supervision,
and in 1884 civil marriage was introduced, and is the

A

conflict arose, in
1883, between Chile and Rome concerning the right
was satisthis
difficulty
vacant
sees;
to
of nomination
Diplomatic relations are
factorily adjusted in 1888.
internuncio
residing
Holy
See,
an
the
with
maintained
permanently at Santiago.
province,
ecclesiastical
comone
constitutes
Chile
prising the Archdiocese of Santiago; the suffragan
(Chiloe),
and
de
Ancud
San
Carlos
Concepeion,
sees o?
Serena; and the Vicariates Apostolic of Tarapaca and
Congregation
on
the
of
dependent
both
Antofagasta,

Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. In Southern
Chile there are Indian missions conducted by the
Franciscan Recollects, the Capuchins, and the SaleThere are numerous schools and colleges in
sians.
the State conducted by the religious, but even in the
public schools religious instruction is compulsory.
(For further religious statistics, see articles Santiago

de Chile; Concepcion; San Carlos be Ancud;
Serena; Antofagasta; Tarapaca.)

—

Previous to 1535 very little is known
History.
Several,
of the conditions of the Indians of Chile.
and possibly numerous tribes like the Quulotanos and

I'romaucas cr Purumaucas, held the northern sections
They, at least the former,
present republic.
been of Peruvian stock, but they have completely disappeared and hardly anything is known

of the

may have

The word Chile is variously extheir idioms.
Southern
plained, but there is no certain etymology.
Chile (Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego omitted) ap
pears to have been held by Indians of Araucanian stock,
the warlike people which now bears that name ami is
organized into a loose confederacy of tribes, forming
The first Spanish exthe most considerable cluster.
pedition to Chile was commanded by Diego de AlmaIt penetrated
ero the Elder about 1535 and 1536.
into Northern Chile (rum Bolivia, across the Alaeaina
among the
Claro
Rio
and ivached as far as the
Purumaucas. After an indecisive engagement with
that tribe, Almagro retraced his steps to Cuzct
about

m

It was only in 1540
Peru, there to meet his death.
that a permanent conquest was begun, led by Pedro
de Valdivia. Valdivia was more successful than his
predecessor.
He occupied the country as far as about
38° S. lat., and came in contact with the Araucanians,
who destroyed him with his entire force on 1 January,
1554.
The Indians north of the Araucanians had
been subjected in the years previous, although not
without much resistance and repeated uprisings
against the Spanish invaders.
Valdivia had founded
at least seven Spanish settlements, such as Serena.
Concepeion, Angol, Imperial, etc. An Indian war of
unequalled duration and fierceness followed.
It
lasted with short interruptions for more than two
centuries and was brought to a close only after 1773
by a treaty of peace in which the Araucanians negotiated with the Spanish officers as an independent and
foreign power.
According to the treaty the Araucanians maintained the integrity of their territory, and
were to be represented at Santiago by one of their
chiefs in the quality of an envoy.
During the past
century, these conditions were gradually changed,
and the Araucanian territory is now merely the Indian
reservation of Chile.
The protracted resistance of the Araucanians has
no parallel in the history of America. The Iroquois
held their own for not quite two centuries, but their

between rival European colonies (first
France and England, then England and the United
States) was much more favourable.
They always
had a civilized power to fall back upon, whereas the
Araucanians were isolated. The feeble attempts
made in the seventeenth century by Dutch and English corsairs to establish relations with them had no
permanent results. As already mentioned they displayed a remarkable aptitude for improvement in the
art of war, whereas in the arts of peace they advanced
bur little. During that protracted warfare the Spanish colonies in Southern Chile were often in a most critical position, for the Spanish arms sometimes suffered
disastrous reverses. The old settlement of Imperial had
to be definitively abandoned in 1600. In the same year
Angol (founded 1553) suffered the same fate. Tucapel was still more short-lived.
The Araucanians repeatedly destroyed Concepeion. In several engagements in the open field the Indians also obtained considerable successes, their horsemen encountering the
Spanish cavalry successfully. In 1563 the governor,
Pedro de Villagran, was defeated and killed by the
Araucanians. Some of the Spanish leaders, however,
like Garcia Hurtado de Mendoza, obtained signal victories on various occasions.
This state of things was
not favourable to a steady development of the SpanDependent on the Vice-Royalty
ish colony in Chile.
of Lima, and frequently molested by English and
Dutch filibusters, communication with the outer
world was difficult and occasionally interrupted.
Left mostly to their own resources, the Chilian Spaniards developed into a hardy and eneiget ie race, proud
of having maintained themselves in spite of adversity.
Spain was unable to take care of its colonies in the
first decade of the nineteenth century.
A provisional
government {junta gubernoHva) was installed in 1810.
Attacked by the Spanish authorities in Peru, Chile
had to resort to arms, but its army, led by the brave
General Bernardo O'Higgins was defeated at Rancagua in 1814, and Spanish authority was restored for
a while.
At the battle of Chacabuco, however. (12
February, 1817), and the subsequent action of Maipo
position,

achieved their independence, which was formally declare, 1. 12 February,
isis and recognized by Spain in 1846,
the island of
Chiloe alone held out for Spain until 1826.
Since
then Chile has had its internal troubles, though not as
many as other South American republics. The
worst was in 1891. Then the people lose against the
attempt of Halmaceda to establish a dictatorial power.
(5 April), the Chilians definitively
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CHILIASM

at I>a Placilla. in August of
that year, ensured the triumph of the constitutional
Since then, there have been no internal
party.
Chile has had several foreign wars.
In
troubles.
[839 the Chilian army was called to the aid of the
Bolivian and Peruvian opponents of the "Protector"
Santa Cruz, who attempted to enforce a union between Peru and Bolivia. Tiie Chilians and their

The bloody engagement

from Peru achieved a complete victory at Yungay, January. 1839, and the Chilian flag was displayed
In 1866 a difficulty arose with
in Northern Peru.
Spain that brought about the bombardment of Valparaiso by a Spanish squadron.
Finally war broke
out between Chile and Bolivia, afterwards also with
Peru, in the course of which the Chilian forces destroyed the Peruvian navy, penetrated victoriously
as near Central Bolivia as Puno, occupied the whole
of the Peruvian coast after severe campaigning, and
even reached Cajamarca in Northern Peru. As a result of this long and serious contest (in which Lima
was taken after several bloody engagements) Chile
obtained possession of the maritime provinces of Boallies

A

and the Peruvian department of Tacna.
truce, which has not yet been converted into a formal
treaty of peace, was made in 1S84, putting an end to
these hostilities.
For works on the anthropology of Chile, see article Aimi can) \xs. The natural history [and also the anthropology) of
Chile icis been the subject of exhaustive treatment by Ct.acoio
Gat, Hietoria Fisica / Politico de Chile (Paris ami Santiago
lsll is.'.]
In the V crhandlungen des deulschm wissctiscfnif(lichtn Vcriins (Santiago), much valuable material is found,
The very numerous offiilly by Philxpf] ami R. Lenz.
livia

i.

publications of the Chilian Government afford a great
wealth
.'ondensed in the publications "l the
Bureau of Ambbxcan Republics, at Washington; in the

cial

'.-'I

Ol

\

i

1906

Paris,

LTZAR. Lr 1 'Inli dr ji,,s >..i/r.1, in Antnnnn
Of KSPJNOXA, GiroQrnfia di >:. r/ /.' nn d, Ui

'Utiago, 1897), of ENRIQUE DB SlLVA,
bibltografia hist&rica y geoardfica de Chile
"<>.
l'.M)2), and of several others.
For the history of
Chile the tw«. very important collections. Historiadoree primu
tin!', begun by Babbos Arana, and the Documentor
in-di/os pnm In htetoria </' Chile, must be consulted, since they
contain most, if not all, of the older literature on the country
.

and

its

To

inhabitants.
Ii

i

hili

these must be added BABROS Arana,
(Santiago, lss| ]ss.Vi; also. Docu':<!.>:;

I

r.al.iirg,

La 1'mrin

1895).

Ad. F. Bandei.ieh.
Chiliasm, Chiliasts.

See Millennium.

Chimalpain, Domingo (San Anton y Munon), a
Mexican Indian of the second half of the sixteenth
and first half of the seventeenth centuries, who
B lib) ral 'ducat ion in the colleges for Indians
Mexico City under the direction of the clergy. His
Family having acquired some wealth, he undertook
the investigation of the antiquities of his race, and

received
oi

wrote several works in Spanish and Nahuatl, 01
f
which was published by Bustamante as the chronicle
Gomara, of which it appears to he either a copy or a
paraphrase.
ie is credited with the following hooks,
although it is not yet certain how far the attribution
of an! horshipis correct " Historiamexicana ant igua "
"Cr6nica de Mexico desde el ano 106N hasta el do
1597"; " Ipuntamientos de sucesos desde 1064 hasta
1521"; "Relaciones originales de los Reinos de
Aculhuacan, Mexico, See.": " Relaci6n de la Conquista
de Mexico por los Espafioles".
of

I

:

Madrid. 1746); Leon y
Epilomr 4c. (Madrid, 173a 1738); Clavioebo, Sturm
Mt8*ico (Cescna, 17S0); Beristain, Bxbliotrca Ac.
meca, 1883); Bbxnton, Aboriginal Authors; Auoum
Vktancurt, Teatro mexieemo (Mexico, 1698 and 1870).
An. F. P.
1
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— The Chinese

Empire, the largest political
division of Eastern A-ia, extends from 18° Hi' to 53°
I.V \. lat., and from 73° 47' to 131° 2.-,' K. long.
It
includes china proper or the Eighteen Piw inces (Shipa sheng), theoretically a subject territory of -Manchuria, the cradle of the present dynasty, and the
dependencies: Mongolia, Hi (or Sin-kiang), and Tibet.
Its boundaries are on the north, Siberia; west, Rus-

Turkestan; south,

sian

British

Burma and Tong-king;
north-east,

Korea.

east,

India; south-east,
the Pacific Ocean;
is concerned only

This article

with China proper.

Area and Population.

— Roughly

speaking,

the

Eighteen Provinces occupy neatly one-third of the
The area of China proper is estimated in round numbers at 2,000,000 square miles:
l'cre Richard gives 1,532,800 square miles.
The
length is 1860, the breadth 1520, miles.
According
to the official trade returns for 1900, the estimated
population of China was 438,214,000, which includes
that of Feng-tien (Manchurian province, 16,000,000).
The "Almanach de Gotha" (1904) and the "Statesman's Year-Book" (1905) give for the Eighteen
Provinces 319,510,000 and 407,335,305 respectively,
but the Hon. W. W. Roekhill in a careful study
surface of the empire.

(Smithson.
Miscel. Col., quart, issue 47, part III)
gives so low a figure as 270,000,000.
The population at various epochs is as follows: in 13110, 60,545,812; in 1500, 53.281,153; in 1019, G0,G92.S56; time
of Macartnev. 333.O0U.000; in 1S42,
119.1,00.000;
in 1894, 421.800.000.
Names. The Chinese called their empire Cluing
Kwo (Middle Kingdom"), a name first applied to
Ho-nan, the country of the Chou dynasty; a Chinaman is designated Chung-kiro-jcn or man of the
Middle Kingdom; in diplomacy China is Tarts'ing
Kwo (the great empire of Ts'ing, the present dynasty), as it was formerly Ta Ming Kwo (the great

—

empire of Ming). In literature it is called T'ien Ilia
(Under Heaven), See Hai [the four (surrounding)
Chung Hwa Kwo (the Middle Flowery King-

seas],

dom); some names refer to celebrated dynasties,
Hwa Hid (glorious Hia), Han-jen or Han-tze (men
or sons of Han), T'ang-jen or T'ang-shan (men or
mountains of T'ang).
The Arabs called China Sin, Chin, Mahachin, Machin.
The Sinw and Seres of Ptolemy and other claswriters probably represent the Chinese.
In the
Middle Ages, Europeans made a distinction between
Northern (Cathay) and Southern (Man/ii China.
It
is
probable that the name China, from the Ts'in
dynasty (third century b. a), reached the West by
sic

way of Burma and India.
Physical Features. Coast and Islands. The
to the south
Pacific Ocean bears several nanus;
china) Sea, farther
it
is called Xan-hai. or South
up the coast, Tung-hai, or Eastern Sea, ami Hwang
hai, or Yellow Sea.
The coast forms a semicircle,
the islands of the Che-kiang province (123° E.
to the
long. Greenwich), extending farthest east;
north is the Gulf of Chi-li and Shan-tung Penin ilia
to the south the Gulf of Tong-king, the Island of
llai-nan, and Lei-chou Peninsula.
There are also
the Gulf of Liao-tung, Miao tao [slandi
the Chusan

—

—

.

Archipelago, with Tmg-hai and the celebrated pilgrimage of P'u-tu, the islands of Amoy. Sam sa.
II
'an, Kin-men, T'ung-shan, Tai-wan of Formosa
ii

i

Japanese); Xan-hai, Mirs Bay iTa-p'ong-hai),
Eiiang-kiang (Hong-Kong). Lappa, and Kwang-chou
Bays: the islands of Xanioa. Hong-Kong, l.an Ian,
l.amma Archipelago, the Ladrones (Lao-wan-chan),
the Chw'an Islands (Shang-chw'an, also called Sancian "i St. John's, where St. Francis Xavier died in
1552), llla-eh'wan. and the I'araooK iT.'i chou).
The first beacon light was kindled al the mouth of
tin'
Yang-tze in 1855; the first lighthouse was
ni Od on tic island of Kung-tung, near Che-fu, in
In 1907 the o
1867.
U of China had L16
lighthouses, 5 lightships, 24 ughtboats, 137 buoys,
lo beacons, 392 in all.
i

I

Hirers.

— The

chief

river

is

tin-

Yang

tze,

called

simply Ta-kiang (Croat Diver) or Kiang (River);
as far as the Sze-ch'wan bend it is called Kin she
kiano; its general course is from
mil its
length about 4000 noli-.
[1
navigable from the

;
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ocean to I-ch'ang and semi-navigable, on account of
the rapids, from I-ch'ang to P'ing-shan-hien. In the
province of Sze-ch'wan its tributaries, on the left, are
the Ya-lung-kiang, the Min-kiang (Ch'eng-tu River),
and the Kia-ling-kiang; on the right the Ho-kiang
ami the Wu-kiang; in~Hu-pe it receives on the left
the Han-kiang; in Kiang-su it crosses the Grand
Canal; near its mouth it receives the Hwang-pu or
Shanghai River; at its estuary it is divided into
tun branches by Chung-ming Island; it waters the
cities of Chin-kiang, Nan-king. Wu-hu, Ngan-king,
Kiu-kiang. Han-kou, I-ch'ang, Ch'ung-k'ing, Sui-fu,

and P'ing-shan.
Mention should be made of the following rivers:
north of the Yang-tze the Liao-ho which rises in the
Great K'ingan, north-east of Dolon-nor, and waters
Southern Manchuria; the Pei-ho (Hai-ho) which flows
through T'ien-tsin; at its mouth is Taku, formerly
with forts at the entrance; the Hwang-ho (Yellow
River) or simply the Ho, which is nearly as long as the
Yang-tze, and is the scourge of China on account of
its floods
in its middle course it forms a large bend,
where it runs down between the provinces of Shen-si
ami Shan-si, encircling regions of the Ordos country;
it
receives on the right, its principal tributary, the
large river Wei, and on the left the Fen-ho; at one
time it ran into the Y'ellow Sea, south of the Shantung Peninsula, but now it follows the course of the
Ts'i-ho and runs north of the peninsula; the basin
of the Ho is considered the cradle of China.
South of the Y'ang-tze are: the Ts'ien-tang-kiang;
the Hang-chou River, celebrated on account of its
bore; the Min-kiang. formed by the Kien-k'i. the
Shao-wu-k'i, and the Ning-hwa-k'i; the Fu-chou
River. The Si-kiang (West River) from Yun-nan receives on the right the Yu-kiang, already increased
by the influx of the Tso-kiang, the Nan-ning River;
on the left the Liu-kiang, the Kwei-kiang, the Pei
(North) kiang; just this side of Chao-k'ing-fu, the Sikiang divides into a number of branches; the north
branch which waters Canton is called Chu-kiang or
Pearl River and flows into the sea through the Hu-men,
called also the Bocca Tigris or the Bogue, into which
The
also empties from the east the Tung-kiang.
Grand or Imperial Canal, called the Yu-ho or Yun-ho,
was begun, it is said, during the sixth century b. C, and
was finished only in A. D. 1283 under the Mongol
dynasty; it runs from T'ien-tsin to Hang-chou, crossing the Yang-tze at Chin-kiang and is the watercourse of the Great Plain.
Lakes. The chief lakes are the T'ung-ting in the
Hu-nan province and the P'o-yang in Kiang-si, both
south of the Yang-tze; the former fed by the Siang,
Yuan, and Su, connects with the Yang-tze by the
Yo-chou Canal; the latter is fed by the Kan-kiang.
Mention should also be made of the Ta-hu near SuKiang-su), and the Si-hu, near Hang-chou
chou
;

—

i

((

'he-kiang).

—

Mountains. The two chief mountain ranges of
China, offshoots of the highlands of Tibet, are the
Eastern Kwen-lun and the Nan-shan. The Eastern
Kwen-lun include the A-la-shan and the Kan-su
mountains; the Ts'in-ling, between the Hwang-ho
and the Yang-tze; the Min-shan, and the Kiu-lung.
The Nan-shan or Nan-ling extend from Yun-nan,
Kwei-chou, and Kwang-si, between the Yang-tze
and the Si-kiang, to Kwang-tung and Fu-kien, their
last spurs appearing in the Chusan Archipelago.
Mention should also be made of the O-mi-shan, i.e.
Mount O-mi (in Sze-ch'wan), the Wu-t'ai-shan (north
Shan-si), and the Dokerla, near Aten-tze, all celebrated pilgrim resorts. The ireal Plain of China extends from T'ien-tsin to Hang-chou, forming part of
the provinces of Chi-li, Ho-nan, Ngan-hwei. Kjang-su,
and western Shan-tung; it may be considered the
valley of the Grand Canal.
A certain deposit called
loess or huany-t'u (yellow earth) covers a great part
I
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of Kan-su, Shen-si and particularly Shan-si; this tertiary formation is characterized by its tendency to
split vertically and by the numerous clefts caused by
erosion; the caves in this deposit are easily deepened
and often serve as dwellings for the inhabitants; it
is exceedingly fertile, for which reason the Shan- j
province has been called the "granary of the em-

pire".

Political Geography.— The territorial divisions cf
the Chinese Empire have varied greatly at different
times.
Under the Emperor Yu the Great and the
Hia dynasty, the capital was Yang-hia (in Ho-nan),
and China was divided into nine chou: K'e, Ts'ing,
Yen, Su, Y'u, Yung, Leang, King, and Yang. Under
the Shang, the capital was Po, near modern Kweite-fu (Ho-nan), and the division remained the same.
Under the Chou (1122-660 B.C.) the capitals were
successively Hao (Ch'ang-ngan) and Lo-yang (781
B. c), and there were still nine chou: Y'ou, Ping, Yen,
r
Ch'ing, Ch'e, Y'ung, Y u, Ching, Y'ang.
During the
period covered by the "Spring and Autumn Annals"
the capital was Loyang, and there were the following kingdoms: Chou
(1122-249), Loo (1121-248), Wei (1077-413), Ts'ai
(1106-446), Tsin (1106-376), Ts'aou (1051-486),
Ch'eng (805-374), Woo (1290-472), Y'en (863-221),
Ch'en (853-478), Sung (1077-285), Ts'e (1076-220),
Ts'u (1077-222), Ts'in (90S-245). Under the Ts'in
dynasty (220-204 b. c.) China was divided into 36
Under the Han dynasty (206 b. c.-a. d. 25) the
kiun.
capital was Ch'ang-ngan; there were 103 principalities, 241 marquisates, 32 too or provinces, 1314 Men.
Under the Eastern Han dynasty (a. d. 25-220). there
were 13 chou and the capital was Lo-yang. The
capitals of China were in turn or at the same time
Lo-yang (Wei dynasty), Ch'eng-tu (Shu of Szech'wan), Kien-kang, or Nan-king (Wu), Hang-chou
(Southern Sung, 420-477), Ta-tung (Northern Wei,
386-532), Ch'ang-ngan
(Sui,
581-618), Lo-yang
(Tang, 618-907), K'ai-feng and Hang-chou (Sung,
960-1126), Peking, called Yen-king under the Kin,
and Cambaluc under the Yuan. During the Mongol
period China was divided into ten sheng or provinces; under the Ming dynasty there were fifteen sheng,
of Confucius (781-519 b. c.)

Kan-su having been taken from Shen-si, Kiang-nan
being divided into Kiang-su and Ngan-hwei, and

Hu-kwang into Hu-pe and Hu-nan. There are now
eighteen provinces. At one time Formosa formed
one province; Kiang-hwai, or Northern Kiang-su.
was temporarily detached from Kiang-su (1905).
The Eighteen Provinces (SM-pa-sfu ng) consist of:
(1) Chi-li (meaning direct rule), in which is Peking

—

(Shun-t'ien-fu), the capital of the empire. The capital
Pao-ting; principal places: Sien-hwa, Cheng-te
(Shehol), Yung-p'ing, T'ien-tsin. Ho-kien, Cheng-ting;
mention should also be made of Shan-hai-kwan, the
is

most important pass through the Great Wall, Dolonnor (Lama-miao), the old summer residence of the
Mongol emperors; the population is 29,400,000. (2)
Shan-tung (east of the mountain, the Heng !
capital, Tsi-nan; principal places: Tsi-ning-chou
Ts'ing-chou-fu, Chou-ts'un, Lai-chou, Teng-chou, the
treaty port Che-fu, the British establishment Weihai-wei, the German port Ts'ing-tao (Kiao-chou);
the T'ai-shan is a celebrated place of pilgrimage.
Confucius and Mencius were burn in this province;
population, 38,000,000.— (3) Shan-si (west of the
mountain); capital, T'ai-yuan-fu; principal products,
coal and iron; principal mountain. Wu-t'ai-shan;
Kuei-hua-ch'eng (also called Kuprincipal cities:
blue city). Ta-tung, P'ing-yang-fu,
ku-choto or
fing-ting-chou; the population of Shan-si, Shen-si.

Ho-nan, and Kwei-chou is estimated at
I)
Ho-nan [smith of the river (the
Bwang-ho)]; capital, K'ai-feng; near Ho-nan-fu is
the sacred mountain Sung, to the west of which
banks arc
is situated the Lung-men defile, whose

Kan-su,

55,000,000.
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with

ancient

Bculptures.

Shen-si;
Slit.,
Shantung; Si.,
Kwang-si; Sin., Sin-kiang; Sze., Sze-ch'wan; Tung.,

Shan-si;

(.">)

Kwang-tung;

—

i

Lake Si-hu;
Hu-chou, Shao-hing, Ning-po,
places:
Lan-k'i-hien, Kin-hwa; population, 11,800,000.— (9) Fu-kien (first syllables of Fu-chou and
of Kien-ning); capital, Fu-chou, on the left bank of the
Min; principal places: Ts'ean-chou, Amoy (Hiaof the Ts'ien-t'ang. near the celebrated

principal
Ting-hai,

iiieni.l thang-chou, T'ung-ngan, Yen-p'ing, Kien-ning,
Ch'ung-ngan, Lien-kiang, Fu-ning; population. 20,-

Hu-pe (north of the lake. TungWu-cn'ang, on the right bank of the

ID)

capital,

ae at the mouth of the Han-ho; opposite, on the
right bank nf the Han, is Han-yang, on the left, llan:

knu; other important places: I-ch'ang, Sha-shi, Siangyang; population, 34,000,000.— (11) Hu-nan (south
of the lake); capital, Ch'ang-sha, on the right bank
Heng-chou,
of the Siang-kiang; principal places:
fan, Siang-yin, Yo-chou, and the great marpopulation, 22,000,000.— (12)
ket-city. Ch'ang-te;

Kwang-tung

(east of the

Kwang);

capital,

Kwang-

cho.u (Canton) after 1664, when it superseded Chaoprincipal
places:
Chao-cnou, Fa-chan,
k'ing-fu;

Swatow, Pak-hoi, Kiung-chou (Hai-nan) population,
(13) Kwang-si (west of the Kwang);
32,000,000.
Kwei-lin, on the Kwei-kiang:
principal
capital,
places: Wu-chou on the Si-kiang, Nan-ning on the
Vu-kiang. Lung-chou on the Tso-kiang, Liu-chou
;

on

the

Po-se;

Liu-kiang,

population,

8,000,000.

(14) Yun-nan (south of the clouds); capital, Yun-nanprincipal places: Ta-li-fu, capital of the Moham

fu;

inedan rebels, Tung-ch'wan. Chao-t'ung, Meng-tze,
io,Aten-tze,Momein (Teng-yueh); this province
iirge
n ign population, chiefly Minchia, Lolos,
a
,

h

i

t

:

population,

chou (precioui region
i

;

L5
KweiKwei-yang; principal

8,000,000

capital,

Ngan shun, Hing-i-fu.
Shin T'ung-kwan Pass),

fu, Pi-tsieh-hien,

of the
capital Si-ngan-fu near the Wei-ho, where the impeOUXl repaired .luring the Boxer rebellion (1900);
places:
Ban-chung,
Hing-ngan.
principal
(17)
Kan-su (first syllables of Kan-chou and Su-chou);
il, Lan-chou, on the right bank of the Hwang-ho;
principal places: Si-ning; to the south-west the celei

—

brated monastery Gum-bum, Ning-hia, Liang-chou,
Kan-chou, Su-chou.
(18) Sze-ch%an (four rivers,
e. Yang-tze. Min.
'h'ung, and Kia-ling): capital,
i.
(

large and rich plain, well irrigated;
places:
Ta-tsien-lu, Ya-chou, Kia-ting,
principal
Su-chou or Sui-fu, Sh'un-k'ing, Wan. Ling-yuen,
the Lolo region, Li-tang, and
il of Kien-ch'ang,
,000; estimated in 1904
Ba-tane; population, 79,1
iv A. Home al 15,0
The following abbreviations are used in the customs,
\n Ngan hwei
'he.,
postal, and telegraphic servio
Che-kiang; Chi.. Chi-li; Fu., Fu-kien; Hei., Hei-lungi

in. in a

I

;

<

kiang (Manchuria;; Ho., Ho-nan; Hun., Hu
Hup., Hu-pe; Kan.. Kan-su; Ki.. Kiang-si; King.,
king;
kwci.,

Kir.,

Kirin

Kwei-chou;

(Mam
Man.,

i

Ku

Manchuria;

I

Sha.,

She.,

Yun., Yun-nan.

—

Ethnography. It would be a great mistake to
think that the Chinese people arc all of one race. The
ordinary Chinaman is of middle size, strongly built,
with a round, full face, high cheek bones, a short,
depressed nose, thick lips, and fine teeth. His eyes
are black and often oblique, his complexion varying
between pale white and dark brown, his forehead
shaven, and his coarse black hair hanging down his
back in a plait; his beard is black and scanty, his
feet small.
The true Chinaman, that is to say. the
native of the central provinces, from the banks of
the Hwang-ho and lower Yang-tze, differs greatly
from his countrymen of the maritime provinces of
Kwang-tung and Fu-kien.
Not only are (lure
racial differences between the various types of Chinese, but still further differences arise from the various
peoples living on the borders as well as in the provinces.
On the north the Tatars, Manchus, and
Mongols, on the west the Tibetans are important
groups.
The Chinese call the non-Chinese tribes
"barbarians" or Yi. Fan, and Man: the term Yi was
used to designate Europeans and was prohibited
by Article 51 of the British Treaty of T'ien tsin
(185S); Fan-lao or Fan-jen according to S. W. Williams was used at Canton for foreigners; the general

i
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Kiang-su
syllables of Kiang-ning (Nan-king) and Su[first
ction]; capital, Su-chou; principal city, Kiang-ning
(Nan-king), formerly capital of the empire, and now
residence of the viceroy of the Liang-kiang or Two
Kiangs; chief cities: Shanghai, the most important
trading mart of China, and Y ang-chou, on tin- Grand
anal; population, 23,980,000.— (6) Ngan-hwei (first
syllables of Ngan-k'ing and Hwei-chou); capital,
Ngan-k'ing, on the left bank of the Yang-tze; principal places: Wu-hu, a treaty port, Hwei-chou, Fengvang, the birth-place of the Mings; population,
36,000,000— (7) Kiang-si (west of the Kiang); capital, Nan-ch'ang, on the Kan-kiang, south of the
celebrated P'o-yang lake; principal places: Kiukiang, a treaty port, Yao-chou. King-te-chen, the
centre of the manufacture of porcelain, with 160,000
workmen; population, 24,534,000. (8) Che-kiang
nn iked river); capital, Hang-chou, on the left bank

adorned

names Man and Mantze are employed more particularly in the West and the South and include such
non-Chinese tribes as the Yao, I'hwang, Tho, Lolo,
or V-kia, Chung-kia, Si-fan, Miao tribes, etc. dispersed

Sze-ch'wan and Yun-nan, while the
There are also
reside in Kwang-tung.
avage tribes in Formosa, on the western slope of the
central range of mountains.
The queue (pirn-tzc) worn by the Chinese and so
characteristic of the race, was imported by Manchu
conquerors in 1627. To compress the feet of the
females is far from being a universal custom, and has
no connexion with position or fortune. Manchu
ladies (i, e. those of the imperial family) and most
oi the southern women do not treat their feet in this
unnatural way: there are DO trustworthy data as to
the origin of this torture, which goes back, some say,
to 583 \. D.
A few years ago some European ladies
started an anti foot-binding movement under the
name of Tien Tsu llirri, which seems to have met
Some Chine
with a fair amount of success.
pecially scholars, wear extraordinarily long nails.
which are intended to show that, their owners are
above manual labour. Sometimes they sheathe their
nails with brass or silver.
i\ bbnment.
Since the beginning of the fifteen! h
century the seat of the government Eas been Peking
northern court), its name being Shun-tien-fu in the
Chi-li province; the southern court (Nan-kins
Kiang-ning in the Kiang-su province, the capital of the
empire in the beginning of the Mini! dynasty. The

throughout

Hakkas

(

ii

—

or Hwangi;
tn]
mperor is styled Hwang ti
Wan-sui Yeh, T'ien-tze (son of Heaven),
T'ien-wang (heavenly prime); the empress is
Hwang-heu or Chung-kung; where there an
empresses they are designated Tiing-kung and Sii

i

i

9hang,

kung (respectively eastern and wi
the part of the palace
is the Hwang-1 ai-tze
include: Ts'in-wang,
wang, of the second
third order; 1'ei-tze,

they live

in.

oil;

to

The heir-apparent

the hereditary imperial nobility
order; Kiunprince ol the fit
order: Pei-leh (Bei-leh) of the
of the fourth order; Fung-ngen
Chen Kwo-kung, duke of the first order; Fung-ngeii
Pu JU, Pa-fen
Fu Kwo-kung. of the second ordei
'hen Kwo-kung, of the thud ord
Fen 1
Kwo-kung, of the fourth order; Chen
kiun. Fu Kwo Tsiang-kiun, Fung Kwo Tsiang-kiun,
and Fung-ngen Tsiang-kiun, gem
of the
first, second, third, and fourth classes respectively.
;

'

<
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are the imperial clansmen, descendants
Hien Tsu (1583-1615), the founder of the Manchu
dynasty, and are distinguished by their yellow girdles;
all affairs relating to the imperial famuy are treated
by the Tsung-jen-fu, the Imperial Clan Court. There
are eight princely families with perpetual inheritance:
Li T'sin-wang, Prince of Li; Jui T'sin-wang, Prince
of Jui; Yu Ts'in-wang, Prince of Yu; Su Ts'in-wang
Prince of Su; Cheng Ts'in-wang, Prince of Cheng;
Chwang Ts'in-wang, Prince of Chwang; Shun-ch'eng
Kiun-wang, Prince of Shun-ch'eng; K'e-k'in Kiunwang, Prince of K'e-kin. I Ts'in-wang, Prince of I,
not included in the eight, is also perpetual.
The central government includes: (1) the Kiun-ki
Ch'u, Council of State, created by Yung Cheng in
April 1 732, including a few ministers and sixty secretaries, Chang-king; (2) the Nei-ko or Grand Secretariat,
including four grand secretaries, Ta-hio-she or Chung
T'ang, two Manchus, and twoChinese, each designated
by one of the pavilions of the Imperial Palace: Wen
Ying-tien, T'i Jen-ko, Tung-ko under
Hwa-tien,
the Ming dynasty, the Chung T'ang were called Kolao; this was the title of the celebrated Paul Siu (Siu
Kwang-k'i); two assistant grand secretaries styled
Hie-pan Ta-hio-she; (3) the ministerial boards or
Liu Pu, which, prior to 1906, numbered six Li Pu,
Board of Civil Appointments; Hu Pu, Board of Revenue; Li Pu, Board of Rites; Ping Pu, Board of
War; Iling Pu, Board of Justice; Kung Pu, Board of
Public Works. The Yo Pu or Board of State Music
Some of
is a dependency of the Board of Rites.
these boards or ministries have been remodelled, and
new ones created since 1906, and they now include,
besides the Wai-wu Pu, the following boards: Li Pu,
the Board of Civil Office; the Min-cheng Pu, Board
of Home Affairs; the Tu-chi Pu, Board of Finance;
Hio Pu, Board of Education, or of public Instruction; Fa Pu, Board of Justice; the Lu-kiun Pu, Ministry of War; Nung-kung-shang Pu, Board of Agriculture, Works, and Commerce; the Yu-chw'an Pu,
Board of Posts and Communications, including steam
navigation, posts, and telegraphs; Li Pu, Board of
Rites Siun-king Pu, Board of Public Safety. Previous
to 1906 each board had two presidents (Shang-shu),
Manchu and Chinese, two senior vice-presidents (Tso
She Lang), and two junior vice-presidents (Yeo She
Lang) there are now one presi dent and two vice-presiThe Tsung-li Ko Kwo-she-wu Yamen, comdents.
monly called Tsung-li Yamen, the Foreign Office, was
created by Hien Fung, 20 January, 1861, after the war
with France and England; previously foreign affairs
had icon dealt with by the Li Fan-yuan, board for the
administration of vassal countries, controlling Mongolia, Tibet, etc. and formerly Russia; the Li Fanyuan has now become a ministry of colonies; the
Tsung-li Yamen was replaced (24 July, 1901) by the
Wai-wu Pu. The Court of Censors or Censorate (Tu
Ch'a Yuan) has two presidents (Tu Yu-she), four
vice-presidents, twenty-four supervising censors (Liuk'o), divided into six boards, and thirty-eight cenu-che), distributed over fifteen Tao or circuits.
The llan-lin Yuan, college of academicians, has two
presidents (Chang-yuan Hio-she). There are also the
Kan Tze Kien or imperial college, and K'in-t'ien

The Tsung-shi
of

,

Wu

;

:

;

;
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board of astronomy,

etc.

—

Pri ivincial Administration.
There are eighteen
provinces (Shi-pa-sheng)
these sheng are divided
into Tao (circuits), I'u (Prefectures), T'ing (independent
sub-prefectures), Chou, and Hien; indepen
dint chou are called Chi-li Chou.
Tin- Eighteen
inces,
together with Sin-kiang, an- under
eight
in ml
or viceroys (T tung u or
n and twelve governors, three of whom
The eight viceroyalties are the
are independent.
Chi-li,
Liang-kiang (including
NganKiang-su,
hw< i. and Kiang-si), Min-che (Fu-kien, Che-kiang),
Liang-hou (Hu-pe, Hu-nan), Liang-kwang (Kwang;

>
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tung, Kwang-si), Yun-kwei (Yun-nan, Kwei-chou),
Shen-kan (Shen-si, Kan-su), and Sze-ch'wan. Each
province is presided over by a governor (Siun-fu,
Fu-t'ai) except Chi-li, Fu-kien, Kan-su, Sze-ch'wan,
Kwang-tung, Yun-nan, and Kan-su; there is one
in Sin-kiang; the Fu-t'ai of Shan-tung, Shan-si,
and Ho-nan are not under a governor-general
but are directly under Peking. Immediately after
the governor are the high provincial treasurer
(Pu-cheng She-sze or Fan-t'ai), the high provincial
judge (Ngan-ch'a She-sze or Nieh-t'ai), the salt
controller (Yen-yun She-sze), and the grain intendthese various officials constitute
ant (Liang-tao)
each provincial government under the collective
name of Tu-fu Sze-tao. Next in order come the
Fen-siun Tao: the intendant of a circuit (Tao-t'ai
—98 in all), the prefect of a Fu (Che-fu— 181), the
T'ung-che (170); the T'ung-p'an (141); the Chechou (140); the Che Hien, district magistrate (1290);
there is a Hio-cheng (Hio-yuan, Hio-t'ai), or provincial director of instruction in each province, who
presides at the prefectural examinations.
The Chinese functionaries known to Europeans as
Mandarin (from mandar, command) are called Kwan
by the Chinese there are nine ranks of kwan, divided
into civil and military officials, who are distinguished
by the button worn on the official hat, by the square
embroidered badge on the breast and back of official
robes (a bird for the civil, a quadruped for the military), and by the clasp of the girdle.
;

;
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Pe-kia-sing" (Hundred
Character Classic), the
Family Names), and the " Ts'ien-tze-wen " (One
Thousand-Character Classic); later they studied the
Shu", or "Four Classical Books". Memory
veloped a( the expense of the critical facility,
A good
science being almost entirely neglected.
calligraphy and a thorough knowledge of the Confucian classics were the main requisites for passing
an examination, in which an essay on texts selected
from these classics, and called wen-chang, played a
considerable part. The wen-chang, suppressed in
is: is .luring the short period of reform, has been
The civil officers were redefinitely abolished.
cruited from those who passed the three examinations:
''

[i

held triennially in the
Iliang-she
autumn; Hwai-she (metropolitan), held at Peking,
spring;
Tien-she,
the palace examination.
the
in
The student (T'ung-sheng) took in succession the
three degrees: Siu-ts'ai, Ku-jen, and Tsin-she; at the
last examination the first four competitors received
the titles of Chwang Yuan, Pang Yen, T'an Hwa,
and Ch'wan Lu.
After the war with Russia China felt the necessity
thorough change; Confucianism was no longer a
of
Elesufficient weapon against v7estem enterprise.
mentary, higher primary, middle, higher, and special
A
schools wire established on foreign principles.
university and a technical school were opened at
Peking, while young students wire sent abroad, espeIt must he admitted that the latter
eially to Japan.
brought hack from the Empire of the Rising Sun an
(provincial),

.1

They have been responsible, to
entirely 1»-\\ spirit.
great extent, for the reorganization of the secret
Societies, which aim not only at reform, hut also at

ment

two

principles: (1) Hi, the breath of
nature, governed not by arbitrary, but by fixed inscrutable, laws; (2) Li, the laws of nature; (3) So,
the numbers or numerical proportions of the universe; (4) Ying, the appearance of forms of nature.
This philosophical system is represented by diaof the

Sometimes the three powers of nature
(San-tsai), i. e. T'ien (Heaven), 77 A (Earth), Jen
The two
(Man), are indicated by a triangle Z-A
primitive principles are shown, the first by a straight
line
which corresponds to Yang, the male
principle, heaven, light, etc.; the second by a broken
line
which corresponds to Yin, the female
principle, earth, darkness, etc. Combinations of these
lines give the following four figures:
grams.

—

(2)

(1)

Yang, corresponding to sun. heat, eyes,
T'ai Yin corresponding to the moon,
Slum Yang corresponding

(1) T'ai
etc.; (2)

The

ears, etc.; (3) The
the stars, daylight,

I'. Id,

to

(4)

(3)

the

nose,

etc.;

il)

The

Slum Yin corresponding to the planets, night, the
mouth, etc. A new combination of these figures
was revealed to Fu-hi |2N.">2 '_'7.'iS b. c), by a dragonhorse which rose from the Yellow River and presented to the gaze ..f the emperor a scroll upon its
back inscribed with mystic diagrams which, being
arranged, consisted of eight trigrams or symbols
called Pa-kwa:

—

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

(8)

(7)

1

tin-

overthrow

of the present

dynasty.

By an

im-

perial decree which was dated 2 Sept., 1905, ami went
inm effect at the beginning of 1906, the former programme and methods of examination were abolished,

This
a new system of education inaugurated.
includes the study of the Chinese language, literanid composition, the various sciences studied
in the West, history, geography, foreign languages,
especially Japanese, gymnastic exercises and drills,
and in the higher grades the study of political economy, and civil and international law. As a natural
consequence new degrees corresponding to P. A.,
It is evident thai
M.A., LL.D., etc. were created.
the Chinese attitude of mind is undergoing a great
change through contact with Western ideas and
learning; what is less evident is that the deeper layers
i.i
the nation have not been reached.

ami

— Chinese philosophy,

Philosophy.
fundamental,

at least in

what

is embodied in the religious bonks,
is
ton
or rather in the classical works called " King''.
fucius was more of a collector than a creator; he
moral teacher, imbued with traditions which
he had studied and mastered, and of which he was the
The
il.al representative, but he was no inventor.
(

i

who stamped Chinese philosophy with

man

his

Strong personality, or rather his genius, was the
philosopher Chu Hi (a. d. 1130-1200), bom in Fu-kien
He had a retreat for
during the Sung dynasty.
intervals of meditation at the White Deer Grotto in
the hills near P'o-yang Lake. The "Book of Changes"
(Y-king) Levins with the T'ai-ki, the Great Ubso
lute; according to Chu Hi there was in the beginning
the primordial principle, the abstract monad called
When moving, the
the "absolute nothing", Wu-ki.
Great Absolute produced by the congealing of its
the Vang, the great male principle; when it
finally rested it produced the Yin, or the great female
.

after this great division what was above
was heaven, beneath was earth, and during the suband movement were created in
turn, the sun and the moon, the stars and tie planets,
water and fire, men and animals, vegetables and
Four laws regulate the present moveminerals, etc.
principle;

(1) Corresponds to Heaven and the pure
ciple, being entirely composed of whole

male prinlines;

(2)

vapours, watery exhalations, lakes; (3) lire, heat,
light; (4) thunder; (5) wind; (6) water; (7) mountains; is) earth and the pure female principle, being
entirely composed of broken lines.
An octagonal
arrangement devised by the philosophers of the Sung
dynasty gives the figures called Sun-tien:

—

SlEN-TIEN

III

II!

Shen-nung, the second of the Five Emperors,

is

held

to have multiplied by eight the original Kwa "i
This number
Fu-hi, forming sixty-four hexagrams.
multiplied by li gives 384, the maximum to which the
calculations can be carried practically, though H is
staled that a scries of 16,777,216 different form can
be obtained. The two principles forming the Tai fct

were sometimes represented by two opposite semia circle, the two portions of the circle in
dark and clear respectively; later on a dark disk was
inserted in the clear portions and a clear disk in the
dark portions.
circles in

Diagrams Representing the

©

I'm

m

The male and female principles may also be represented by a circle and a square; for instance at
Peking the Temple of Heaven is circular while the
Temple of Earth is square; the common coin called
being round with a square hole in the centre is
eel symbol of Heaven and Earth.
The doctrine of Confucius and his
Classics.
school is contained in the classical books called
" King ".
Five of the classics of the highest grade
i

i

—
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include: (1) The "Y-king" (Book of Changes) with
24,107 characters; (2) the "Shu-king" (Book of History) in fifty-eight chapters with 25,700 characters,

the chief of the Taoists resides at Lung-hu-shan
(Kiang-si); most of the hierarchy are extremely

extends from Emperors Yao and Shun to Ping
Wang of the Chou dynasty (720 B. c.) (3) the " Sinking" (Book of Odes) with 39,234 characters, a collection of popular poetry in use in the petty states of
China, collected and arranged by Confucius; (4) the
" Li-ki" (Book of Rites) in forty-nine chapters (including the "Ta-hio" and the
Chung-yung", 99,010
characters); (5) the "Ch'un-ts'ew" (Spring and Autumn), or the annals of Lu, the native State of Confucius, from 722 to 484 B. c.
The " Yo-king" (Book
of Music) was lost.
Next came the lesser ''King":
'1) the "Sze-shu" (Four Books), "Ta-hio" (Great
Study), "Chung-yung" (Invariable Medium), " Lunyu" miscellaneous conversations between Confucius and his disciples), and " Meng-tze", the conversations of the sage Mencius (34,685 characters; with

or Fo-kiao, the religion of Fo (Buddha)
is said to'have reached China
this is hardly probable.
The
first certain fact regarding Chinese 'Buddhism is thai;
it was orally taught in the year 2 b. c. to an ambassador of the Emperor Xgai by the Ta Yue-chi or
[ndo-Scythians; it was officially recognized by the
Emperor Ming-ti (\. n. 01). The search for manuscripts in India id pilgrims like Fa-hian and Sung- yun
(Fo-kwo-ki), Hwei-shih, the celebrated Hiuan-tsang
(seventh century), I-tsing, Wang Hiuan-ts'e, Wuk'ung, and others to undertake long voyages which
have thrown gnat light on the geography'of Northern
India and Central Asia.
In spite of their exertions
and of the numerous manuscripts they brought home,

;

I

ignorant.

Buddhism

comes from India; it
in 221 or 219 B. C, but

1

the commentary 209,749);
(2) the two rituals,
"I-li" and "Chou-li" (45,806 characters); (3) the
"Iliao-king" (Book of Filial Piety with 1903 charI) the three ancient commentators of the
acters);
(

" Kung-yang",
"Ch'un-ts'ew":
"Tso-shi",
and
"Ku-liang"; (5) the "Eul-ya" (Literary Exposition), a dictionary of terms used in the classical
writings of the same period.
It must be borne in
mind that Confucius was an administrator, a statesman, in a word, a practical man, as well as a moralist,
but entirely devoid of originality.
The most distinguished followers of Confucius (b.
551; d. 479 B. c.) were Tsang-shen (506 b. c), and
Meng-tze (Mencius, 372-289 b. a).
The rival of
Confucius was Lao-tze or Lao-kiun, a far deeper
philosopher, author of the "Tao-teh-king" and of the
" Kan-ving-pien", with his disciples, Kang-sang-tze
(570-43 b. a), Li-tze (500 b. a), and Wen-tze (500
b. a).
The heterodox philosophers were Meh-ti (450
mil Yang-chu (450 B. c); the Taoists, Chwangtze (330 b. c.) and Hwai-nan-tze (second century
b. a).
Mention should also be made of Wangch'ung, author of the" Lun-heng" (first century a. d.),

or Han Wen-Kung (a. d. 708-824), and
under the Sung, the reformer Wang Ngan-shi
(1021-86) and the illustrious Chu-hi (a. d. 1130-1200).
State Religions. The three state religions of
China (San-kiao or three doctrines) are Confucianism,
Taoism, and Buddhism. Confucianism or Ju-kiao
(a name adopted by the disciples of Chu-hi in a. d.
1150) is the religion of the literati: from the moral
principles taken from the books arranged by Confucius a state religion has been created; the trinity
{San-ts'av), Heaven, Earth, and Man, is represented
by the emperor, T'ien-tze, Son of Heaven, the highpriest of the cult, who pays his homage to heaven at
the winter solstice at midnight and to earth at the
summer solstice. The state worship includes three
grades of sacrifices, the victims being things, though

Han-yu
finally,

The Pi-Yung-Kung or Hall of

—

—

persons are
offered only
Mini) (great
of the land

not excluded: (1) the great sacrifices
to T'ien (Heaven), 77, (Earth), Tai
temple of ancestors) and Shieh-tsi (gods

and

grain);

(2)

the

medium

sacrifices,

an homage to the sun, the moon, the names of the
emperors and kings of foreign dynasties, Confucius,
I

ancient patrons of agriculture and silk, the gods
heaven, earth, and the cyclic year; (3) the inferior

lie

of

crowd of sacrifices), offered to
the patron of medicine, the spirits of celebrated men,
.

wind, and thunder, the five celemountains, the four seas, four rivers, etc.

'"inls,
lirate.l

rain,

The supreme ruler of heaven is Shang-ti.
There is
in Confucianism.
th
'mi in or Too kiao was invented by the disciples
oi
Lao-tze, bu1 the lofty theories of this philosopher
have degenerated into the grossest superstitions,
and the worship of a 1'antheon
of idols, the highest of which is Yu-hwang Shang-ti;
I

I

Classics,

Pbkin

1410 that the Chinese procured a
it was
complete copy of the Buddhist canon; some of the
sanctuaries
are famous places of pilgrimage:
Buddhist
the island of P'u-tu (Chu-san), tin- Wu T'ai-shan
(Shan-si); the Omei-shan (Sze-chw'an), the Dokerla
(Vun-nan). The Buddhist priests gather in monasnot until

teries;

the superiors of a district or prefecture are

called Seng-lu-sze; they are selected from the leading
besides the superiors (Sengabbots (fang-chang)
;

kang, Seng-cheng, Seng-kwei), there are preceptors,
preachers, expositors, and clerks.
Buddhism, with
its numerous monks, is the most popular religion of
China, though a member of one sect very often borrows practices from the other cults and. if an official,
will invariably perform the ceremonies of Confucianism.
Whatever be the importance of these three
religions, they are insignificant as compared with the
am
real, national religion of all the Chinese
worship.
Ancestor-worship originated in filial piety which,
being of paramount importance in the eyes of the
Chinese, is the object of a special book, the 'IliaoFilial piety, however, is not a natural sponking''.
taneous feeling, but a well-defined duty, embracing
the obligations towards the emperor, princes, officials,
parents, and these vary according to the classes and
Ill every house there i< a tablet, if not a
he people.
room; a rich family has a separate building; tins is the
hall of ancestors; the tablets are called p'ai wei and
the temples tze-t'ang. During the period called tximjmiiuj, in the first part of April, a general worship ol

—

I

;

.
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ancestors takes place in the form of libations. an<l the
burning of candles, paper, and incense; this cult was
prohibited the Christians by a Bull of 1742.
Another great and popular superstition is Fungshui (wind and water). To describe this is impossible,
though it is the daily guide in a Chinaman's life. It
the "Y-king",
is a system of geomancy founded on
systematized in the twelfth century; the date of a
marriage, the proper place for a burial ground, a
lucky site for a building, etc.. the settlement of all
these questions depends on the laws of Fungshui
laid down by the professors, who, besides a knowledge of Buddhist and Taoist doctrines, hail some
superficial ideas regarding natural science, medicine,

and astronomj

—

—

M [Ssions. A ncient Christian. The introduction of
Christianity into China has been ascribed not only to
the Apostle of India. St. Thomas, but also to St. Bartholomew. In the third century. Arnobius, in "Adversus Gentes". speaks of the Seres, with the Persians
and the Medes, as among the nations reached by
"that new power which has arisen from the works
wrought by the Lord and his Apostles". Though
there is evidence that Christianity existed in Mesopotamia and Persia during the fourth century, as
evidenced by the persecutions which began in 345
under Sapor (309-379), there is no proof that it
After the condemnation of Nesspread to China
torius. Patriarch of Constantinople, at the Council of
Ephesus (431) and his banishment, his disciples
spread his errors through Asia. They seem to have
reached China in the seventh century, according to
It should be added that,
the Si-ngan-fu inscription.
according to Ebedjesus, some thought that Achaeus,
Archbishop of Seleucia, had created a metropolitan
see in China in 41 1, while others said that the metrois
of China dated only from Saliba Zacha,
patriarch of the Nestorians from 714 to 728. According to Pauthier, the T'ang Emperor, Hiuan T'sung
issued in 74."i an edict wherein it was stated that tintemples of the religion from Ta Ts'in being known
popularly as Persian temples, it was ordered that,
tins being inaccurate, thenceforward the latter name
should be changed to Ta Ts'in temples.
In the year 1625, tieSi-ngan-fu Inscription.
Jesuits at Peking were informed that a slab referring
to the Christian religion had been found not long be-

—

fore, possibly in

Father

1623, at
Nicolas Trigault

Ch'ang-ngan (Si-ngan-fu).

was

sent

to

inspect

the

which had been discovered at Cheu-che, some
It was one of the monudistance from Ch'ang-ngan.
ments called by hinese antiquaries pei. The French
Gronard.
who
traveller.
visited Si-ngan-fu a few years
ago eives the following measurements: height 7 ft.
ft.
ins.,
thickness
10 ins.
At the top
width
2
9
ms..
is incised, under which nine large characters
the
which
three
heading,
reads as
columns
form
in
<

'.!

follows: "Monument commemorating the introduction and propagation of the noble law of Ta Ts'in in
According to the text of
the Middle Kingdom".
the inscription, Olopen arrived from Ta Ts'in at
Ch'ang-ngan in the ninth year of the period Changkwan (635); Emperor T'ai Tsung sent his minister,
Duke rang Huan-ling, to receive him and conduct
him to tie- palace; the Scriptures were translated,
and the emperor becoming convinced of the correctMopen's religion, gave special orders
or -- and truth of
<

propagation, and in tin- seventh month of the
twelfth year of Chang-kwan (638), in the autumn.
issued a proclamation: a Ta Ts'in monastery was
The conclusion of the inscription runs as
built, etc.
follows: "Erected in the second year of the period
Kicn-chung (781) of the great T'ang dynasty, the
year star being in Tso-yo. on the seventh day of the
iirst
month, being Sunday". The inscription conf
1780 characters: in addition to the Chinesi
characters, at the foot and on the sides, the stele
for its
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also exhibits a series of data in the Syriac language,
in Estrangelo characters.
Sir Henry Yule (Marco
Polo, II, 27) thinks that Olopen is only a Chinese form
for rabban. a monk, while Prof. Hirth makes Olopen
stand for Ruben, or Rupen.
appears from a
It

paper by J. Takakusu (Ts'ung-pao, VII, 589-591) that
Adam (King-tsing), who erected the monument under
Te-tsung, under the same emperor, translated, with
a Buddhist, a Buddhist Sutra, the "Satparamita",
from a Hu text.
The question of the authenticity of the inscription
has been formerly often raised, but to-day no one can
doubt the genuineness of this most important document for the history of the propagation of the Faith
in the Far East; we fully agree with A. Wylie, who
writes: "If the Nestorian tablet can be proved a
forgery, there are few existing memorials of bygone
dynasties which can withstand the same style of
arguments. " This inscription is generally considered
as emanating from Nestorians but this is supported
only by circumstantial evidence, for it must be remarked that nothing in it is characteristic of Nestorianism.
The Nestorians were successful in conNestorians.
verting the Keraits to Christianity at the beginning
of the eleventh century, as related by the Christian
The Keraits remained Chrishistorian, Bar Hebrseus.
tians till the time of Jenghiz Khan, as is attested by
;

—

Rashiduddin; their head is spoken of by Rubruck
and Marco Polo as Ung Khan (Wang Khan), identified with Prester John: when Wang Khan was defeated by Jenghiz, his niece, Sorhabtani, married
Tuli, the fourth son of the conqueror, and became
When Kublai removed his
the mother of Kublai.
capital to Peking, he founded in 1289 the chief
Christian consistory, under the name of Ch'ung-futhe priests of the Nestorian sect were known as
(Ye-li Ko-wen), but this term was later ap(71
plied to Christians in general, who were called by the
Mohammedans Tersa (transcribed Tie-sie). The last
name, however, disappeared with the removal of the
Mar Sergius, a Nestorian. and
capital to Peking.
other Christians are mentioned in a description of
The Nestorians had a number of
Chin-kiang-fu.
bishoprics throughout Asia and two archbishoprics,
one at Cambaluc (Peking), one at Tangut (Tanchel
there is even a record of a Chinese Nestorian, Mar
Jabalaha (b. 1245), a pupil of another Nestorian,
Rabban Sauma (b. in Peking), being appointed
Patriarch of Persia when Denha died, though he
was unacquainted with the Syriac tongue. This is a
proof of the influence of the Mongols of China.
Buddhism, however, prevailed at court, and two of
the Nestorian churches were converted into heathen
temples. The prosperity of the Nestorians in China
continued throughout the Mongol period. We may
judge of their numbers and influence by the fact
that Friar Odoric. about 1324, found three Nestorian
churches in the city of Yang-chou, but soon afterwards they fell into decay. Evidence of their existence was found by the Jesuits at the beginning of the
- \ enteenth century.
Medieval Catholic Missions. The great religious
crusade in Asia during the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries dates from the Council of Lyons, held in
The interests of Chris1245 by Pope Innocent IV.
ten, loin were threatened by the Mongolian conquest,
and it became necessary to send ambassadors to tieTatar chief to find out his intentions. Two mendicant
orders, the Franciscans and Dominicans, who had
been instituted at the beginning of the thirteenth
century, were ready to furnish the agents for the
John of Piano Carpini, a Franciscan,
mission.
accompanied by Friar Stephen of Bohemia, left
Lyons on 16 April, 1245, and was joined at Breslau
by Friar Benedict, a Pole. They went by way of
Moscow and Kieff, and in February, 1246, reached
Ize;

I

—
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camp of Batu, grandson of Jenghiz, on the Volga;
thence they went to Karakorum to the court of
Kuyuk Khan. On 13 November they began their
return voyage with the Mongol chief's reply to the
papal letter and reached Avignon in 1247. As a reward Carpini was appointed Archbishop of Antivari.
the

Four Dominican friars, Anselm of Lombardy. Simon
of Saint-Quentin, Alberic, and Alexander, joined at
Tiflis by Andrew of Longjumeau and Guichard of
Cremona, were sent on a mission to the Mongol
general, Baiju, in Persia, but were badly received and
dismissed on 25 July, 1247, with a haughty letter
St. Louis, King of France, sent the
for the pope.
Franciscan, William of Rubruck (known as Rubruquis), to the court of Mangu Khan, successor of
Kuyuk; he returned to his convent at Acre (1255),
where he wrote an account of his voyage. Speaking
of Carpini and Rubruck, Yule says (Cathay, I, p.
CXXIII): "These were the first so far as I know, to
bring to Western Europe the revived knowledge of a
great and civilized nation lying in the extreme east
upon the shores of the ocean. To this kingdom they

now

first

Europe,
thay."
the

name,

the

give

heard in
of Ca-

Though
mission-

first

aries

were sent to

Kuby Nicholas

the court of
blai

HI

(1277-80), the
real founder of
the mission of

C a m b a u c was
1

John

of

Monte-

corvino, a Franciscan friar (b. at
Salerno,
1247),
sent by Nicholas
IV.
Giovanni

probably reached
the Mongol capibefore
the

tal

death

of the
Pekin
Great Khan.
In
sent seven friars having the rank
of bishop, who were to consecrate Montecorvino as
Archbishop of Cambaluc and Primate of the Far
East; only Andrew of Perugia, Gerard, and Peregrinus reached China in 1308 and consecrated Montecorvino; a bishopric was erected at Zaitun in Fukien, which was occupied in turn by Gerard (d. 1313),
Peregrinus (d. 1322), and Andrew of Perugia; Monteeorvino died in 1333 and was succeeded by Nicholas, a
Paris theologian, who arrived in China with twentysix friars and six lay brothers.
mission was also
created at Ili-baluc in Central Asia with Richard of
Burgundy as its bishop, but it was destroyed. In 1362
the fifth Bishop of Zaitun, James of Florence, was
In 1370 William of Prato, professor
ma ind.
cil the University of Paris, was appointed to the See of
Peking.
An Apostolic legate, Francisco di Podio,
with twelve companions, was sent out in 1371, but
they were never heard from; all the Christian missions disappeared in the turrnoU which followed the
fall of the Mongols and the accession of the Ming
1307 Clement

V

A

dynasty

i

Modem

L368)
Missions.

—
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frontier town of Su-chou, where he died, IS March,
1606, from the fatigue of his long journey.
The
Jesuits soon found eager competitors in the Domini-

cans and the Franciscans, who arrived in 1633, but
were expelled from China four years later.
In August, 1635, Lei, Prefect of Kiang-chou, in
Shan-si, issued a proclamation which was in reality
an apology for the Christian religion, praising Kan
(Father Alfonso Vagnoni, b. in the Diocese of Turin.
1566; d. at Kiang-chou. lit April, 1640). In July. 1641.
Tsuo, Sub-prefect of Kien-ning-hien in Fu-kien mentions Aleni as a master eminent among the learned
men of the West, and speaks in high terms of the
Christian religion.
The conquest of China by the
Manchus (1644) was the cause of great suffering to
the Church. The celebrated Jesuit, Johann Adam
Sehall von Bell, head of the Board of Mathematics,
was thrown into prison, but he soon regained favour
under the first Manchu emperor, Shun-che. In 1664,
during the minority of K'ang-hi, Yang Kwei-sien, a
Mohammedan astronomer, in charge of the Board of
Mathematics, accused Sehall, then old and paralyzed,
of hostility to Chinese traditions, and obtained against
him a sentence of death (15 April, 1665), which was
not carried out; when K'ang-hi took the power in
hand, the errors of Yang were discovered, thanks to
the Belgian Father, Ferdinand Verbiest. who was appointed in Yang's place head of the Board of Mathematics.
It was Verbiest and not Sehall who cast the
astronomical instruments of the Peking observatory,
some of which date from the Mongol period. The
arrival of the priests of the Missions Etrangeres of
Paris and of the French Jesuits sent by Louis XIV to
Peking gave a new impetus to the Christian missions.
In March, 1692, Ku Pa-tai, President of the Board
of Rites and some of his colleagues addressed to the
emperor a note to the effect that as Europeans were
not guilty of any breach of the laws, it seemed unfair
to prohibit their religion; that it would be proper
therefore to let churches subsist and to allow persons
bearing perfumes and other offerings freedom to
enter them. An imperial decree approved of this
note, and copies were sent to all the provincial govThe Jesuits, as astronomers or interpreters,
ernors.
were in high favour at Court and the question of
rites which was disadvantageous to other missionaries, did not impair their credit during the reign of
were different under Yung
K'ang-hi. Matters
Cheng, son and successor of K'ang-hi. who in 17_'t
issued an edict exiling to Canton all missionaries
with the exception of those occupying various offices
at Court; in 1736, an edict of K'ien Lung, son and
successor of Yung Cheng, prohibited the preaching
hi
of Christian doctrine under penalty of death,
25 June, 1746, a cruel persecution broke out in Fukien during which the vicar Apostolic, Bishop Sanz,
and four other Spanish Dominicans, Serrano, Alcohar.
Royo, and Diaz were martyred. The Jesuits Attimis
andHenriquez were putto death at Su-chou on !2Sep1
i

.

A

great change was made in the christian
Church at Peking, the- Jesuits being replaced by the
Lazarists.
During the Kia K'ing period (1796-1820), perseA decree was issued 4
cution was very severe.
Sept., 1811, prescribing a search for foreign preachers,
There were bui seven Europeans residing al Court.
17

is.

Ku Wen-kao); Hiberio (Li Ilung-cheiO;
Ferreira
Serra (Kao Sheu-kien), all Portuguese Lazarists in
charge of the observatory; Nan Mite, interpreter
of the Privy Council; Cajetan Pires (Pei Bo-yuan),
a mathematician, and wo other missionaries too old
Monsignor Dufresse, Bishop of
to be sent home.
Tabraca and Vicar Apostolic of S e-cn'wan, was
Father Clet, a French
beheaded 11 Sept.. 1 S25
was strangled at Wu-ch'ang (Hu-pe),
Lazarist,
(

If

the

Dominican

friar.

Caspar

da Cruz, was actually the first modern missionary to
China where, however, he stayed but a short time,
the Jesuits under Matteo Kicci were the first to give
basis in (he missions in the Celestial Empire.
They spread through the Kwang-tung province to
the central provinces, Nan-king, Shanghai,
uhl;
chou, endeavouring to reach Peking.
In 1602 the
Jesuit, Benedict de Goes, started from Agra in an
attempt to reach Peking by land. He arrived at the
l
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I

;

is

Feb.,

Gabriel

1820.

On

Perboyre,

11

a

Sept.,
Lazarist,

ism. Father Jeanwas martyred at
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Brighter days

the signing of

treaty

a

al

Wham-poa

(1844)

!>y

the

French ambassador, fheodose de Lagrene, expectawhich were fulfilled after the Peking Convention of 1860.
In an edict of 20 Feb., 1S46, Tao-kwang ordered
that the establishments belonging formerly to Christians be restored to their owners and that henceforward officers searching for and arresting harmless
The edict was not sent
Christians should be tried.

the governors, and the same year the missionHue and (Jabet, were arrested at Lhassa and
Franciscan Father Navarro in ilu-pe, and all
taken under escort to Canton and .Macao; it. was not
till the war of I860 that the churches of Peking were
surrendered to Bishop Mouly. The murder of
Auguste Chapdelaine (Missions Etrangeres de Paris)
at Si-lin-hien, in Kwang-si on 2!) Feb., 1856, was the
pretext chosen by France to join England in a military
privileges
were
China.
Special
action
against
awarded to missions by Art. XIII of the French
[Yeaty of Tientsin IS.is) and Art. VI of the French
Peking Convention 1800). The old churches of the
capital were restored to the Lazarists, and passports
for inland transit or sojourn issued to twenty-eight
missionaries.
Korea, already ill-famed on account
of the massacre of Monsignor Imbert and Fathers
I anl Maubant on 21 Sept., 1839, was the
Bishop Berif a terrible persecution in 1866;
see
neiix, with Fathers de Bretenieres, Beaulieu, and
s March),
Pburthie' and Petitnicolas (11
Dorie
\1
rcn
the coadjutor Bishop Daveluy, and Fathers
ttre and Hum (30 March) were all decapitated.
Of the flourishing establishment of the Missions Etranle Paris, there were left only Fathers Ridel, later
on Wear Apostolic, Feron, and Calais. This led to an
intervention of France in Korea which did not,
however, achieve any great degree of success. Things
were going from bad to worse in china. In KwangDejean (1868),
Verchere
1867),
were persecuted; in Sze-ch'wan,
1868
and Rigaud (2
Mabileau
Aug.,
1865)
Fathers
(29
Jan., 1869) were murdered at Veu-yang-chou, near
Kwei -elii.ii. and Filler- ("lilies and Lcbrun were illtreated 1869 7(1); anti-foreign placards were posted
up in Ilu-nan (1809); the French Minister, Count de
Rod houart, was nearly murdered at T'ai-yuan,
Finally came the
in the Shan-si province (1869).
ot T'ien-tsin, 21 June, 1870.
Fontanier,
the French Consul, Simon, his chancellor, Thomassin,
the interpreter and his wife, the Lazarist Father
Chevrier and the Cantonese priesl lu. Challemaison,
a merchant, and his wife, ten sisters of St. Vincent
of Paul, Bass, ,n and Protopopoff, Russian merchants,
and the 'i
the latter—-in all twenty-one persons, were pul to death with greal barbarity.
The Franco Prussian War prevented France from
taking any energetic action in China, but a special misto

all

aries,

the

i

i

.

.

I

i

Seaded by the High Commissioner, Ch'ung Hon,
apologize.

The lack of

retaliation
to

on the part of France encouraged Prime Kung
to the foreign ministers at Peking ilsTli
irandum relating to missions and regula
pplied to

I

a

This circular

hristian mis ionaries.

net with a protest not only from the French
11 Nov..
1871), bui also
Minister, Rochechouarl
from Mr. Wade, British Minister. The murder of
Nov.,
the German missionaries, Nies and Henle
in the Shan-tung province led to the occupain
>d
hou by the iermans.
1898,
Chan.'Kwang-tung);
lered at Pak-tung
in
Delbrouck, a Belgian, was killed in Bu pi
M Dec, 1898
satisfaction was given by the Chinese
for th'-s.- crimes, which had been perpetrated in the
two imperial decries of the same year, dated
The Boxer rebellion brought
12 July and 6 October.
sad days for the missions. The list of martyrs is
not,

1
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were looked for after

<

1

I

(

.

lengthy. The following bishops were put to death:
Fantosati of Northern Hu-nan, Grassi and Fogolla of
Shan-si, Italian Franciscans; Guillen, Missions Etrangeres of Manchuria, Hamer (Dutch) of Kan-su (burnt to
death), and the Franciscans, Ceseda and Joseph (Hunan); Facchini, Saccani, Balat, and Egide (Shan-si);
Ebert (Hu-pe); the Jesuits, Andlauer, Isord, Denn,
and Mangin (Chi-li); the Lazarists d'Addosio, Garrigues, Dore., Chavanne (Peking); Emonet, Viaud,
Agnius, Bayart, Bourgeois, Leray, le Gudvel, Georjon, Souvignet, of Manchuria, all of the Missions
Etrangeres of Paris; Segers, Heirman, Mallet, Jaspers, Zylmans, Abbeloos, Dobbe, of Mongolia, all of
the Congregation of Scheut.
Mention should be made of the fact that in 1895,
the French Minister Gerard made an agreement with
the Tsung-H Yamen that all passages in the official
codes disadvantageous to the Christian religion should
beerased. The Berthemy Convention, finally sett lei II >y
M. Gerard (spoken of below), and the reorganization
of the protectorates and the hierarchy, treated of
hereafter, are the chief events of the last few years.
The Question op Rites. Father Ricci, the first superior of the Jesuits in China, had remarkable Buccess
in his work of evangelizing because of the greal
tolerance he showed the cult rendered by the Chinese
to Heaven, to Confucius, and to ancestors.
Indeed,
mandarins being obliged to honour officially Heaven
and Confucius on certain days, it would have been

—

difficult to convert any of them if they had not been
allowed to carry out the functions of their office.
Ancestor worship is, practically, the principal religion
of China.
Ricci's successor, Longobardi, was

mind and finally in 1G28, when Emmanuel
Diaz (Junior) was vice-provincial, a meeting was
called to study the question, but no decision was
reached. Affairs reached a crisis when the Dominican, Moralez, and the Franciscan, Santa Maria, arrived in China (1633). Excess of zeal, ignorance of
local customs, or some such reason was the cause of
the expulsion of Dominicans and Franciscans 1637).
In addition to different views about the religion of
the Chinese there was another cause of discord between the Jesuits and the Dominicans. The former
were protected by Portugal and their protectors were
at Macao.
The latter were Spaniards, and they
looked for support to Manila. In 1639, Moralez
addressed to Diaz Senior, then Visitor of the Jesuit
mission, a memorandum in twelve articles regarding
Chinese practices. Diaz having delayed his ai
Moralez went to Rome and on 12 Sept., 1645, obdifferent

(

X

tained from Innocent
a decree condemning
The Jesuits thereupon dispatched to Rome
Martin Martini, who after a stormy voyage, was
Jesuits.

carried to the Norwegian coast and was obliged to
cross Holland and Germany to Italy.
lie bucci eded
in having a contradictory decree issued by Alexander
VII (23 March. L656). Then followed a m
mem
orandum of Moralez to the Sacred Congregation
and a new decree of Clement \
1661
Jesuits (20 -Nov.. 1669).
Moralez died
L664) but
his successor as Prefect of the Dominicans in China,
I

.

Domingo Fernandez Navarrette, published his "Tratados historicos"; the Dominicans, however, found
an adversary among themselves, The Chinese
Dominican, (iregorio Lopez, Bishop of Basilea and
Vicar Apostolic of Nan-king, sent the Saend Congregation a memoir in favour of the
New elements were brought into the disCVJ
I

when French

Jesuits

Etrangeres arrived

in

and

priests

China.

ol

lie

Mi

The publication

in

m

1682, of a work entitled " Fa Morale pratique
des Jesuit es", a bitter criticism of the Jesuit
ictedae
a firebrand.
Pere la- Tellier answered with 'D
Paris,

fense dee Nouveaux Chretiens" (1687). which was
later censured at Rome (23 May, 1694).
On 26
March, 1693, Charles Maigrot, of the Missions Etran-

;
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Kwei-chou, Hu-kwang (now Hu-pe and Hu-nan Szech'wan, Kwang-si, and Laos, the other including, in addition to Cochin-China, the Chinese provinces of Chekiang, Fu-kien, Kwang-tung, Kiang-si, and the Island
of Hainan.
In 1690, Alexander VIII, to satisfy the
*>.

Portuguese, created the Diocese of Peking, including
Chi-li, Shan-tung, Shan-si, Shen-si, Ilo-nan, I.iao-tung.
Kurra, and Tat ary, am the Diocese of Nan-king, both
dioceses being under the Archbishop of Goa.
By a
Bull of 15 Oct., 1696, Innocent XII erected the vicariates Apostolic of Shen-si and Shan-si by taking part
of the territory included in the Diocese of Peking
(Chi-li, Shan-tung, Liao-tung, Korea, and Fatary),
and limited the Diocese of Nan-king to Kiang-nan
1
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geres, Vicar Apostolic of Fu-kien, and later titular
Bishop of Conon. issued a mandate condemning the
Chinese Rites. Following the example of the Dominicans, the Missions Etrangeres sent to Rome Louis
deQuemener, who presented the pope with Maigrot's
Nicolas Charmot, Maigrot's enmandate (1696).
voy, obtained a Brief from Innocent XII (15 Jan.,
1697) and a decree from the Holy Office (3 July,
1697). The works of the Jesuit Father Le Comte,
"Memoires sur la Chine" and "Lettre a Mgr le Due
du Maine surles ceremonies de la Chine", added fuel
to the flame and were censured by the Faculty of
Theology of Paris (18 Oct., 1700), together with the
"Hist, de l'eidit de l'Empereur de la Chine" by Pere
Le Gobien, S. J. Finally, the Holy Office published
a decree prohibiting the Chinese ceremonies (20 Nov.,
This was approved by Clement XI who ap1704).
pointed as legatus a latere Charles Thomas de Tournon,
Patriarch of Antioch, to carry the decree to China.
Tournon arrived at Canton 8 April and was received
at Peking by the Emperor K'ang-hi, who was favourable to the Jesuits (31 Dec, 1705). After various
controversies in which Maigrot and the Jesuit Visdelou sided with the legate, K'ang-hi, who found the
Jesuits better informed about China than their adversaries, ordered Tournon to leave Peking (2S Aug.,
1705) and banished Maigrot (17 Dec, 1705). Tournon issued a mandate at Nan-king (25 Jan., 1707).
When he arrived at Macao he was thrown into a
prison w here he died (8 June, 1710) immediately
On 19 March, 1715,
after being named a cardinal.
Clement XI issued the Bull "Ex ilia die". Anew
legate, Mezzabarba, Patriarch of Alexandria, was sent
He arrived at Macao (26 Sept., 1720),
to China.
went to Peking and was received by the emperor, who
refused to accede to his demands. Finally, the whole
knotty question was settled (11 July, 1742) by a Bull
of Benedict XIV "Exquo singulari" condemningthe
Chinese ceremonies and choosing the expression 1" n nchu which was to be used exclusively to designate
God. Missionaries to China had to take an oath not
The
to discuss at any time the terms of the Bull.
bitterness of this celebrated quarrel was greatly increased by various causes: the rivalry of Portugal
and France for the protectorate of the missions, the
disputes between Jansenists and Jesuits, and the Bull
"Unigenitus"; while the final decision was delayed as
much by the question of episcopal sees in China as
by the rites themselves. Rome having spoken, no
more can be said here on the question, but it may be
noted that the Bull "Ex quo singulari" was a terrible
blow to the missions in China; there are fewer Christians than formerly and none among the higher
classes, as were the princes and mandarins of the
court of K'ang-hi.
Creation of Vicariates Apostolic. In 1577 Gregory XIII created for China, Japan, and the Far
Eastern Islands, the Diocese of Macao, which was
divided in 1587 into two dioceses, Macao and Funay
(Japan).
On 9 Sept., 1659, Alexander VII erected
from the territory included within the Diocese of
Macao, two vicariates Apostolic, one including besides Tong-king, the Chinese provinces of Yun-nan,

The following

and Ho-nan.

vicariates were created
out of the Diocese of Nan-king (1696): Hu-kwang,
Fu-kien, Che-kiang, Kiang-si, Yun-nan, Sze-ch'wan,
Kwei-chou; in 1737 these last two provinces were
joined into one vicariate, to which Yun-nan was
added in 1781. In 1840 Yun-nan was again detached,
and in 1846 Kwei-chou became independent.
In
1858 Sze-ch'wan was subdivided into Eastern and
Western Sze-ch'wan. In 1860 Eastern Sze-ch'wan,
with part of Western Sze-ch'wan, was divided into
the Vicariates Apostolic of Southern Sze-ch'wan and
Eastern Sze-ch'wan.
In 1790 Fu-kien, Che-kiang,
and Kiang-si were combined into one vicariate, but
in 1838 divided into the vicariates of Fu-kien and
Che-kiang Kiang-si. In 1883 Amov was se] is rated from
Fu-kien; in 1846
Kiang-si was separated from Ihekiang:
1879
in
the vicariates of
(

Northern

and

Southern Kiangwere erected in
1885 the Vicariate
of Eastern Kiangsi

si

;

was created. In

Hu-kwang

1762
%vas

amalgamated

with Shan-si and
Shen-si but separated in 1838. Out
of

Hu-kwang were

formed

1S56

in

the vicariates

of

Hu-nan and Hupe; in 1879 Hunan was divided
into the vicariates
of Northern and

Southern Hu-nan
in
1876 Hu-pe

was divided
ern,

into

West-

Eastern,

and North-

In
ern Hu-pe.
1843 Shen-si and
Shan-si were separated;
into two vicariates,
in a similar manner.

and

in
in

1885 Shen-si was divided
1890 Shan-si was divided

From the Diocese of Peking, Korea was detached in
1831, Liao-tung, Manchuria, etc., in 1838, and Shan1S.39 in 1S56 the Diocese of Peking was divided
into three vicariates: Northern, South- Western, and

tung in

;

South-Eastern Chi-li; from the last named, Eastern
In 1SS3 Shan-tung
Chi-li was separated in 1899.
was divided into Northern and Southern Shan-tung;
In 1S40
Eastern Shan-tung was detached in 1S94.
the vicariates of Mongolia and Kan-su were separated
from Manchuria and later subdivided; in 1S43 HongKong was taken from Macao; at Erst a prefecture,
it was erected into a vicariate in 1S71; the two provinces of Kwang-tung and Kwang-si were detached
from Macao in 1856 and formed into a prefecture, but
were erected into separate prefectures in 1878. In
1856 Ho-nan was detached from the Diocese of Nanking, and erected into a vicariate which was later
subdivided.

Religious Orders.

— Tin-

Suc'uiij

.>/

J mux

Jesuits are the true founders of the missions in China.
St. Francis Xavier, after evangelizing India and
Japan, died in December, L552, on the Island of
Shang-ch'wan (Saint Johns), before he could reach
Macao or 'anion. His successors, AJessandro Valignani (d, 20 Jan., 1606), Michele Ruggieri (d, 11 May.
L607), and Francisco Pasio id. 30 Aug., 1612) did
not penei rate beyond these two places and t lhao-k'ing
Matteo Kicci had the honour
in the same province.
i
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of being the pioneer missionary at Peking; he was
born at Macerata, Italy, 6 Oct., 1552, and arrived at
.Macao in 1583, mooting there Ruggieri. From Chaok'ing Father Ricci went to Nan-ch'ang in the Kiang15.SM, thence to Nan-king (1595); he
si
province
visited Peking twice
1595 and 1598), where he
finally settled, leaving Nan-king for the last time
IS May, 1600.
He left behind him Lazzaro Cattaneo and Joao da Rocha, who in 1603 baptized,
under the name of Paul, the celebrated Sin Kwang-k'i.
The latter on going to Peking showed himself a stanch
supporter of Ricci, who died 11 May, 1610. Ricci
was the first superior of the Peking mission. His
two successors, Nicolo Longobardi (1610) and Joao
da Rocha (1622) held the same office; Emmanuel
Diaz (Junior) was the first vice-provincial. Ricci
under the Chinese name of Li Ma-teu, wrote many
works still appreciated by the Chinese, among them
"T'ien-chu Shi-yi" (the true doctrine of God), published in 1601, translated into Manchu, Korean,
Japanese, and French; " Ki-ho Yuan-pun", the first
six books of Euclid, etc.
The following are the
names of some of the best known members of this
mission: Emmanuel Diaz Junior (Yang Ma-no),
b. in Portugal, 1574; arrived in China, 1610; d. at
Hang-chou, 4 March, 1659; author of "T'ang-king
Kiao-pei-sung-eheng-ts'iuen", a translation of the
celebrated inscription of Si-ngan-fu.
Nicolas Trigault (Kiu Ni-ko), b. at Douai, 3 March, 1577; arrived in China, 1610; d. at Hang-chou, 14 Nov..
1628; author of the life of Ricci (De Christiana
Expeditione apud Sinas, 1615), a dictionary (Siju-eul-mu-tze), and a translation of .lEsop's Fables
( Hwang- yi).
Giulio Aleni
(Ngai Ju-lio), b. at
Brescia, 1582; arrived in China, 1613; d. at Fu-chou,
3 Aug., 1649; author of no less than twenty-five
works in Chinese, including a life of Christ. Johann
Adam Schall von Bell (T'ang Jo-wang), b. at Cologne,
1591; arrived in China, 1622; d. at Peking, 15
Aug.,. 1666;
a celebrated mathematician. Luigi
Buglio (Li Lei-sse), b. at Mineo (Sicily) 26 Jan., 1606;
arrived in China, 1637: d. at Peking, 7 Oct., 1682;
author of twenty-one works in Chinese, of which
a "Missale romanum" (Mi-sa King-tien, 1670), a
"Breviarium romanum" (Ji-k'o Kai-yao, 1674), a
"Manuale ail Sacramento minis tranda" (Shengsse-li-tien. 1675), still remain.
Gabriel de Magalha\gan Wen-sse), b. at Pedrogao. 1611; arrived
in China. 1640; d. at Peking, 6 May, 1677; author of
description of China which was translated into
English (168Si.
Martino Martini (Wei Kwang-kwo),
b. at Trent, 1614; arrived in China, 1643; d. at Hangwho published in 1655 the first
chou, 6 June, 106]
good atlas of China. Ignacio da Costa (Kouo Naarrived in China,
b. at Fayal, Azores, 1599;
a, May, 1666; the translator, with
Intorcetta, of the "Lun-yn" and "Ta-hio" of Confucius (1662 i.
Prospero Intorcetta (In To-che),
b. at Piazza. Sicilv. 28 August, 1628;
arrived in
China, 1659; d. at Hang-chou. 3 Oct.. 1696.
Philippe
Couplet (Pe Ing-li), b. at Mechlin, 31 May, 1622;
arrived in China in 1659; died at sea, 16 May, 1693;
he made known to Europeans the works of Confucius
Albert Dorville and Johann Gruber, who
(1672).
Ferdinand Verbiesl (Nan llwai-jen),
visited Tibet.
b. at Pitthem, 9 Oct., 1623; arrived in China, 1659;
d. at Peking, 29 Jan., 1688; a great astronomer,
who east .some of the instruments of the Peking
observatory and guns for the war against the
Francois Noel (Wei Fang-tsi), h. at
(Sleuths.
drud (Hainault i. IS Aug.. 1651: arrived in China
in 1687; d. at Lille.
17 Sept.. 1729; astronomer
and translator of the Confucian classics.
Ignaz
Kogler (Tai Isin lien
Landsborg, 11 Mav,
b. at
1680; arrived in China, 30 Aug.. 1716; d. at Peking, 29 March. 1746.
Augustin von Hallerstein,
b. at Laibach, 2 Aug., 1703; arrived in China in

1738; d. 29 Oct., 1774.

The two

last

named were

mathematicians.

Most

of the Jesuits of this mission were

Italian,

Portuguese, Spanish, German, Swiss, or Belgian;
but few were French. In 1685, however, Louis XIV,
King of France, sent six French Jesuits to the Far
East; Guy Tachard remained in Siam, but Jean de
Fontaney, Joachim Bouvet, Louis Le Comte, JeanFrancois Gerbillon, and Claude de Visdelou, who
reached China, 23 July, 1687, laid the foundation of the
celebrated French Peking mission, which lasted till
the suppression of the Society.
Their mission under
the protectorate of the French king was distinct from
the mission of the other Jesuits, who were known in
a general manner as "Portuguese", to distinguish
them from their French brethren. The superiors of
the French mission were: Jean de Fontanev (1687),
Gerbillon (1699), Dentrecolles (1706), Julien-Placide
Hervieu (1719), Joseph Labbe (1736), Hervieu, a
second time (1740). Valentin Chalier (1745), Jean
Sylvain de Neuvialle (1747), Louis-Marie Du Gad
(1752), Neuvialle, a second time (1757), JosephLouis Le Febvre (1762), Jean-Baptiste de la Roche
(1769), and Francois Bourgeois.
The following are the names of the most remarkable among these French Jesuits:
Jean-Francois
Gerbillon (Chang Ch'eng), b. at Verdun, 21 Jan.,
1654; arrived in China. 1887; d. at Peking, 22 March,
Having been superior of the house at Peking
1707.
he was appointed, 3 Nov., 1700, superior of all the
French Jesuits in China. He was the interpreter for
the treaty signed with Russia at Nerchinsk in 1689,
and the author of a Manchu grammar. Claude de
Visdelou (Livi-in), b. 12 Aug., 1656, in Brittany; d.
at Pondicherry, 11 Nov., 1737.
He arrived in China
in 1687.
He left the Society, was appointed Vicar
Apostolic of Kwei-chou and Bishop of Claudiopolis
His very valuable "Histoire de la
(12 Feb., 1708).
Tartaric" was published as an appendix to B. d'l [er
belot's "Bibliotheque orientate
(1780).
Joachim
Bouvet (Pe-tsin), b. at Mans, 18 July, 1656; arrived
in China in 1687; d. at Peking, 28 June, 1730; a man
of great activity.
Francois-Xavier Dentrecolles
(In Hong-siu), b. at Lyons, 5 Feb., 1663; arrived
in China in 1698; d. 2 July, 1741; author of various
papers of scientific value. Joseph-Marie de Pretnaro
(Ma Jo-shi), b. at Havre-de-Grace, 17 July, 1666;
arrived in China in 1698; d. at Macao, 17 Si-]<t.,
1736; author of the well-known "Notitia Lingua;
Sinicae", published at Malacca in 183] at the expense

Lord Kingsborough. Dominique Parrenin (Pa
To-ming), b. at Russcv, 11 Sept., ]i:(i.">; arrived in
China in 169S; d. at Peking, 29 Sept., 1711; a learned
and influential man, author of the Chinese [iv<
St. Aloysius Gonzaga (Tsi-mei-pien) and St. Stanislaus Kostka (Te-hing-p'u).
Antoine Gaubil (Sung
Kiun-yung), b. at Gaillac, 14 July, 1689; arrived in
China in 1722; d. at Peking, 24 July, 1759: remarkable as astronomer, historian, and geographer.
Pierre dTncarville (T'ang), b. 21 Aug., 17116; arof

rived in China in 1740; d. at Peking, 12 May. 1757;
well known as a botanist.
Joseph-Marie-Anne de
Moyria de Mailla (Fung Pin-chengi. 1>. at Moirans
(Isere), 16 Dec., 1669; arrived in China in 1703; d. at
Peking, 28 June, 1748; translator into French of the

huge Chinese historical work "T'ung-kien-kang-mu"
(ed. Grosier, 13 vols. 4to, Paris, 1777-1785).
J
Joseph-Marie Amiot (Tsien Teh-ming), b. at Toulon,
1718; arrived in China in 1750; a. at Peking, 9
1793:
the most active contributor to ih
Oct.,
"Memoires concernant les Chinois" and a regular
correspondent of the French Minister Bcrtin.
Numerous and important works were compiled or
written by these hard-working missionaries.
Among
these are: (1) Maps of China. This labour was UD
taken by order of the Emperor K'ang-hi and executed
between 1708 and 1718, under the direction of Father
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An

important magnetic and meteorological observatory has been erected in the neighbourhood of
Shanghai, at the village of Zi-ka-wei, so called in
the local dialect on account of the proximity of the
tomb of the celebrated convert Paul Shi, under the
direction of Fathers Augustin Colombel (1873-74),
Henri Le Lee (1875-76), Marc Dechevrens (187787), Bernard Ooms (1888, 1891), Stanislas Chevalier
(1889-97), Louis Froc (1888).
Here are published
valuable bulletins and memoirs which render the
greatest service to navigators by forecasts of the
weather, special study being made of typhoons. A
yearly calendar full of useful data is also issued. An
astronomical observatory was established at Zo-se
(Che-shan) in 1899 by Father de Beaurepaire.
Since 1901 annals have been published; in 1897-9S
the director, Stanislas Chevalier, surveyed the
Upper Yang-tze from I-ch'ang to P'ing-shan-hien and
published a fine folio atlas of the great river, consist-

issued between 1729 and 1734 (2) "Description
geographique de la Chine" by J. B. Du Halde (Paris,
1735), compiled from materials sent by twenty-seven
missionaries in China.
(3) "Lettres edifiantes et
curieusea", a collection of letters from missionaries
in all parts of the world, begun in 1702 by Charles Le
Gobien, and after his death by Du Halde, Patouillet,
and Marechal (34 vols., 1703-76). This work was
reprinted in 1780-83 by Yves-Mathurin-Marie de
Qucrbcuf. There have been numerous editions and
translations since.
(4) "Memoires concernant l'histoire,
les
sciences
des Chinois" (Paris,
1776-1S14), containing a mass of information sent
mainly by Amiot and Cibot, and edited by Brotier,
Brequigny, and others; the last volume, containing
he end of the history of the T'ang dynasty, was
edited by Silvestre de Sacy.
(5) Sixteen plates
drawn by order of Emperor K'ien-lung to commemorate his conquests in Central Asia.
The artists at
Peking were Jean-Denis Attiret (d. 8 Dec, 1768),
Jean Damascene, Giuseppe Castiglioni, Ignaz Sichelbarth, all Jesuits except Damascene, an Augustinian.
The plates were engraved at Paris under the direction
of C. N. Cochin.
Besides Attiret there was another
.Jesuit painter at the imperial court, Giuseppe Panzi
(b. at Cremona, 2 May, 1734).
The Jesuits had four churches at Peking: The
Northern or French church {Pe-t'a7ig), the Southern
or Portuguese church (Nan-t'ang), the Western church
(Si-t'ang), ami the Eastern church (Tung-t'ang),
the old house of Adam Schall. The two beautiful
cemeteries of the Jesuits outside the walls of Peking,
one Portuguese (Sha-la-eul or Teng-kong-cha-lan),
the other French (Ch'eng-fu-sse), were destroyed by
the Boxers in 1900. The Jesuits had residences in
the provinces of Chi-li, Shan-si, Shen-si, Shan-tung,
Ho-nan, Sze-ch'wan, Hu-kwang, Kiang-si, Kiangnan, Che-kiang, Fu-kien, Kwang-tung, and Kwangsi.
The Jesuits, on their suppression in 1773, were
replaced at Peking by the Lazarists. The Jesuit
Archbishop of Nan-king, Xavier von Laimbeckhoven,
an Austrian, died 22 May, 1787, near Su-chou.
There were but few fathers at Peking when the news
of the suppression of the Society reached the Chinese
Hallerstein and Benoit died of
capital in Sept., 1774.
grief; the last member, Louis de Poirot, died before
October, 1815.
In 1841 Luigi de Besi, Vicar Apostolic of Shantung and Ho-nan, was also placed temporarily in
charge of the Diocese of Nan-king. The work was
oo heavy for one man, and Monsignor de Besi wrote
to the General of the Jesuits (IS Sept., 1841), asking
him that some missionaries be sent to help him as
soon as possible. The Christians of Kiang-nan had
already applied to the general, the Very Rev. Father
Roothaan (25 April, 1832), to the Queen of Portugal
and to Pope Gregory XVI (1X40). At last
two Jesuits, Claude Got (eland (b. in Savoy, 12 June,
1803; d. at Shanghai, 17 July, 1856) and EugeneMartin-Francois Esteve (,1>. at Paris, 26 March,

maps

.

.

.

t

L807;

d. at

Shanghai,
ivere joined

Zi-ka-wei,

1

July,

1848),

June. 1842.
Soon
by Benjamin Brueyre

12

arrived

afterwards
il>.

'-'()

at

they

May, 1810;

Hien-hien, 24 Feb., 1880). who had remained in
MonIhusan Islands, then held by the British.
signor de Besi had as successors Monsignor Maresca
L855), and Monsignor Spelta, transferred in 1856
to llu-pe.
The diocese was left in charge of the
Jesuit, \niltv Borgniel (b. 11 Feb.. 1811; d. 31
July, 1NC,2, at lien-hien I, who was finally consecrated
lituIarBi hopoi Beri a and appointed vicar Apostolic.
2 October. 1859.
The mission of Kiang-nan suffered
during the T'ai-p'ing rebellion when Fathers
Luigi Mai a and Victor Wuillaume were massacred
al
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Jartoux, by Bouvet, Cardoso, Bonjour (Augustinian),
Mailla, Hinderer, de Tart re. and especially Fridelliand
They were the basis of d'Anville's celebrated
Regis.

ing of

sheets

sixty-four
|

1899

I.

Under the direction of Pierre
Heude (b. at Fougeres,Brittany, 25
June, 1836; d. at
Zi-ka-wei, 3 Jan.,
1902), a museum
of natural history
was started, in

connexion
with
which were issuec
"Memoires concernant

l'histoire

naturelle de l'em-

p i rec h n o i s"
which are of great
interest. Mention
i

be
also
of the valu-

should

made

ableseriesof

monographs

(twenty-five up to
1908) printed under the general
heading "Yarieles sinologiques"; in this work Henri
Havret took the leading part after 1892. These
monographs treat of various provinces, of examinations, of the Grand Canal, of landed property,
It may be added that Fathers
of the Jews, etc.
Couvreur, Debesse, and Petillon published good
guides or dictionaries of the Chinese language, and
Angelo Zottoli compiled the "Cursus Litteraturse
The Jesuits of this mission belong to the
sinicse".
province of France. Since 1903, a quarterly under
the title of "Relations de Chine" has been issued at
the head-quarters in Paris.
In 1856 part of the Chi-li province was also entrusted to the care of the Jesuits, and Adrien Languillat (b. 28 Sept., 1S0S; d. at Zi-ka-wei, 29 Nov.,
|s?m was consecrated 22 March, s."i7. Bishop of
Sergiopolis, and was the fust Vicar Apostolic ol
South-Eastern Chi-li. This mission suffered greatly
during the Boxer rebellion. Some of its members
have distinguished themselves by their publications:
1

Seraphin Couvreur lie 1 Jan., 1S:;,"i>, who compiled large dictionaries and made translations of the
classics; Leo Wieger (1>. 9 July. 1856), author

e. E.

I

Chinese

of "Rudiments de la langue chinoise
of this mission belong to the province of
.

The Jesuits
Champagne,

Since Novemthe head-quarters being :ii Amiens.
periodical entitled
ber. 1898, they have edited
:i

"Chine, Ceylan, Madagascar."
Dominicans. The firsl missionary to arrive in
hina in modern times was tin- Portuguese Dominican, Caspar da Cruz (1555), whose successors were
expelled by the mandarins, the latters' fears having
i

CHINA
.

.

On

7 August, 10.51. Propaganda begged the pope
to appoint a patriarch, two or three archbishops,
and twelve bishop', lo
lie
various churches ol
Eastern Asia.
By a Brief of 17 August, 1658,
Alexander VII nominated Francois l'allu. Canon
of St. Martin of Tours, and titular Bishop of Heliopolis,
and Pierre de la Motto Lambert, titular Bishop of
Berytus, to take charge of the missions of China
and the neighbouring countries, with the powei
of choosing a third vicar Apostolic.
Their choice
fell on Cotolendi, vicar of Sainte-Madeleine at
Vixen-Provence.
The vicars Apostolic asked Propaganda for authority to found a seminary for the
conversion of infidels and the training of mission-

.

I

(b. at Ecija, Spain, 1597; d. in Fu-kien, 17
1664), who took an energetic part in the quesIn 1747 the
of the Rites, arrived in 1637.
Dominican Bishop Sanz, of Maurocastrum. was

Moralez
Sep)
tion

martyred with Fathers Alcobar, Royo, Diaz, and
Bishop Francisco Serrano. Francisco Varo (Wan
Tsi-kwo), who arrived in China in 1(3.54, published
the "Arte de la lehgua mandarina" (Canton, 1703),
which was the basis of Fourmont's "Grammatica
Duplex". Beginning in 1866, the Dominicans
printed for many years at Manila " El Correo SinoAnnamita'', which embodied the letters from their
missionaries in China, 1"' rmosa, and Tong-king. The
Dominicans have but two vicariates in China: Fukien and Amoy (the latter embracing Formosa), the
Philippine Islands being the centre of their activity.
In 1.579, Pedro d'Alfaro, Guardian of
Franciscans.
the province of St. Joseph, in the Philippine Islands,
with Giovanni Battista of Pesaro. Sebastian de Baera
(or of Saint Francis and Agustfn de Tordesillas, made
a stay of seven months in China, but the first Franciscan with a special mission to China was Antonio de
Santa Maria (Li, b. at Baltanas, Palencia, Spain;

—

)

,

Canton, 13 May. 1669), who was sent to China
in May, 1633, and took an active part in the disAmong the most remarkcussion over the Kites.
able of these friars, should be mentioned Basilio
Brollo, letter known as Basile de Glemona (Ye
T'sung-hien, b. at Gemona, Italy, 25 March, 1648;
d. in the Shen-si province, 13 August, 1703), who
went to China in 1680, became Vicar Apostolic of
Shen-si in 1700; compiler of the Chinese-Latin dictionary " Han-se-tze-yi ". copied by De Guignes in his
great work published in Paris in 1S13, by order of
Napi >leon I. Also Carlo Orazio Castorano (eighteenth
Most of the Francentury), author of many works.
ciscans of China are Italian, though Eastern Shantung was made a separate vicariate Apostolic in
1894, lor French Friars Minor.
In 1.577 two Spanish Augustinians,
Augustinians.
Pedro Martin de Ilerrada and (leronimo Marin, came
to Fu-kicn. where they remained but four months and
The first general work on China was
sixteen days.
written by the Augustinian Juan Gonzalez de Mendoea (Home, 1.5S.5) and translated into most languages.
It was not till 1680 that Alvaro de Benevente arrived in China; lie was consecrated titular
Bishop of Ascalon and placed at the head of the newly
Vicariate of Kiang-si (1699), with his resiHe died suddenly at Macao in
dence at Kan-chou.
170.5 anil was not replaced, the Vicars Apostolic
of Fu-kien taking charge also of Kiang-si and CheThe Augustinians had been absent from China
kiang.
time. when, in 1X79, they sent from Manila
Vjustin Yillanueva to take charge
.lias S
ot put of Bu-nan, which on 19 Sept. was erected
into a vicariate under Saturnin de la Torre.

—

I

i>

I

14
Etrangbres.
The creat ion in
gatbo de Propaganda Fidi
the
made it possible to centralize the work of missions in
order thai their wants might be studied and their
No apostle was more
field of action broadened.

1622

oi

i

eager than Alexandre de Rhodes, S. J. (I). at Avignon, 15 March, 1591; d at Ispahan, 5 Nov., 1660 in
appealing to Rome to make known the want of priests
He had thoroughly
for the numerous missions.
d travelled extensively in
studied the
China. Tong-king. and Persia.
Pope
Innocent X wished to consecrate Pere de Rhodes
bishop, but through modesty the missionary deHis reward was to consist in
clined this honour.
the success of the cause he so warmly advocated.
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Caspar da Cruz wrote a book entitled
da China" (1569). The Dominican mission was created in 1631 and 1633 in the Fukien province by Angelo Coqui and Thomas Serra.
The well-known Dominican, Juan Bautista de
been aroused.
"Tractado

.

Jean Duval,

aries.

in religion

Dom

Bernard of

Si.

Teresa, a Barefooted Carmelite, Vicar Apostolic
Persia and titular Bishop of Babylon, donated a
suitable site in Paris (16 March, 1663), and the
directors took possession 271 »ct., 166 I.
This was Inbeginning of the Societedcs Missions F.I rangeres. The
first superiors were
Vincent de Meurs of Treguier
(1664-6S) and Michel Gazil of Tours (1668 70).
fhe
first directors were Michel Gazil id. 14 Jan.. 1697),
and Armand Poitevin (d. 1682).
Pierre de la Motte
Lambert and Jacques de Bourges were the first
missionaries who left Paris.
The first departure from
the Paris seminary took place 8 Nov., 166.5. The missionaries embarked at La Itochelle, 14 March, 1666.
The Missions Etrangeres had priests at, Nan-king
(Cotolendi died on the journey; Laneau, who resided
at Siam); in the province of Fu-kien (Pallu, 1679-84;
Charles Maigrot, 1697-1707); in the province of Szech'wan (Artus de Lyonne, 1697-1713); in the province of Vun-nan (Philibert le Blanc, 1697; Enjobert
de Martillat, 1727-52). Notwithstanding the hostility of Portugal, the Missions Etrangeres continued
to flourish, and to-day they are spread over a great
portion of the Chinese Empire, besides having missions in Japan. Tong-king, Cochin-China, Cambodia, Siam. Malacca. Burma, and India.
There is
a procurator at Hong-Kong and one at Shanghai, and
a sanatorium (Bethanie) at Hong-Kong.
In
laisland of Hong-Kong the society conducts a printing
office at Pokfulum, called "Imprimerie de Nazareth
where books are issued not only in French and Latin,
but also in Chinese, Annamite, Japanese. Korean.
Cambodian, Bahnar, Malay, and Tibetan. Tinpriests of the Missions Ft rangeres have made a special
study of languages and have published the following
dictionaries: Pigneaux and Taberd, "Diet. Anamito
Latinum" (Serampore, 1833); Taberd, " Diet. Latino
Anamiticum" (Serampore, 1838);
"Vocabulaire
Cochinchinois" (1838); Theurel, "Diet. AnamiticoLatinum" (Ninhnphu, 1877); Ravier, "Diet. I.atinoAnamiticum" (Ninh-phu, 1880); Pallegoix, "Diet,
linguae Thai" (Paris. s.5 1)
"Diet. coreen-francais"
(Yokohama, 1880); "Diet, chinoi
dialect
of Western China, Hong-Kong, 1893); Dourisboure,
>i

t

""

t

,

]

" Diet,

bahnar-francais"

;

(Hong-Kong,

godins, " Diet, thib&ain-latin-francai
1899).
LazarisU (Cong. 1// sionis). The

1889);

Di

Hong-Kong,

first
Las
were sent to China by Propaganda l.uigi \ iii oiiio \ppiani (Pie),Johann Mullener(Mo) in 1699, T. Pedrini
le in
in.
ini,22 March. [663;
_ \ -p
d. 29 Aug.. 1732), was vice-visitor in China. Mullener
(b. at Bremen, I Oct., L673; d. 17 Dec, L742), titular Bishop of Myriopons, h
tolic of Sze-ch'wan
Pedrini (born at Fenno, Italy;
d. at Peking. It) Dec., 1716) took a very active part
in the discussion over the Bites.
Howeverit was not
until they rep]
Peking, that t he
\i
LazaristS got a linn footing in China.
When the
Society of JesUS was suppressed by 'lenient XTV, the
offer of the succession was declined by the \li
Etrangeres of Paris, ami was finally accepted, though
not without reluctance, by the
con*
:

1

I

|

,

i

I

I
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Jacquier, chose for the new missions Nicolas-Joseph
Raux (b. at Ohain, Hainault, 14 April, 1754; d. 16
Nov., 1S01), Jean-Joseph Ghislain (b. at Salles, Diocese of Cambrai, 5 May, 1751; d. 12 Aug., 1812),
and Brother Charles Port is. They arrived at Canton,
29 August. 17.S4. Peking, however, had to be abandoned during the greater part of the nineteenth century, and was finally recovered after the war of 1S60,
by Bishop Joseph-Martial Mouly (b.at Figeac, 2 Aug.,
1807; d. 4 Dec, 1868), Vicar Apostolic of Northern
Chi-li. Monsignor Alphonse-Pierre Favier, a Lazarist. titular
Bishop of Pentacomia (b. 22 Sept.,
1837), Vicar Apostolic of Peking during the Boxer
rebellion, was one of the successors of Bishop Mouly.
Among the remarkable Lazarists of China mention
may be made of Joachim-Affonso Goncalves (b. in
Portugal, 23 March, 1781; d. 3 Oct., 1844), a great
sinologist, author of "Arte China" and several grammars and dictionaries, and the celebrated naturalist
Armand David (b. at Espalette, 7 Sept., 1826; d.
in Paris, 10 Nov., 1900).
The well-known traveller
in Tibet, Evariste-Regis Hue (b. at Caylus, 1 June.
In the
1813; d. March, 1860), was also a Lazarist.
vicariates administered by the Lazarists are a number of Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul, who are devoted
nurses in the hospitals. The Lazarists also have
charge of the Work of the Holy Childhood, for the
redemption of forsaken native children, with headquarters at Ting-hai (Chusan Island). The Lazarists
have a procurator at Shanghai. Since 1832 they have
published the "Annales de la Congregation de la Mission ". The head-quarters of the mission are at Paris.
The Belgian Congregation of the Immaculate Heart
aj Mary (Imm. Cord. B. M. V. de Scheiitreld).— This
congregation was established at Brussels by a retired
military chaplain, Theophile Verbist (b. at Antwerp,
His first com1823; d. in Mongolia, 24 Feb., 1868).
panion was Van Segvelt, and he was soon joined by
Francois Vranckx and Verlinden, and later by Jac-

ques Bax and Ferdinand Hamer, who were afterwards vicars Apostolic. The Belgian missions extend
over Mongolia, Kan-su, and Central Asia. In February, 18S9, this congregation established the periodical "Missions en Chine et au Congo", published at
Brussels in both French and Flemish. The headquarters of the missions are at Scheutveld near
Brussels.

Foreign Missions of Milan (Sent. Mediol. Miss. Ext.).

— A new seminary was established at Milan, 31 July,
1S50,

by Monsignor A. Ramazzotti,

later

Bishop of

Pavia, and Patriarch of Venice, with the help of
Fathers Reina, Mazzucconi, Salerio, Ripamonti, and
Giuseppe Marinoni (b. at Milan, 11 Oct., 1S10; d.
27 Jan., 1891). The last named was the real founder
of the order and its first director.
The head-quarters are at Milan.
Priests of Stexjl (Sem.Steylen. pro Hfiss. Ext. Soc.
Verbi Divini).
This congregation was founded in
1875 by Arnold Janssen, a priest of the Diocese of
Minister (Westphalia), chaplain of the I'rsuline

—

Kempen (Rhenish Prussia), and editor of
the "Kleiner Herz Jesu Bote", at Steyl (Holland),
near Tegelen and Venloo. The new German congregation obtained from the Franciscans the cespari of Shan-tung of which Johann Baptist
Anzer
pro-vicar, 2 Jan., 18S2, and vicar
Apostolic, 22 Dec, 1885.
When Bishop Anzer of
relepta died (24 Nov., 1903), he was replaced by
Bishop Ilenninghaus. This mission is under German
orate, with head-quarters at Steyl.
The Seminary of Sts. Peter and Paul (Sem. SS.
Pauli de Vrbe), founded in Rome by
I'll
l\ in 1874, has a small mission in Southern
sisters at

•

I

•

Shai-si.

I
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by a Roman decree of 7 Dec, 1783, approved of by King Louis XVI of France at Versailles, 25 Jan., 1784.
The superior general, Antoine
firmed

—

Protectorate. The partition of the newly-found
lands by the Holy See, at the end of the fifteenth
century, assigned Asia to Portugal, which had the control of missionaries in China, by a Bidl of Nicholas V (8
Jan., 1454).
The first blow struck at this protectorate was the creation of the Sacra Congregatio de
Propagandd Fide, by Gregory XV, 22 June, 1622,
and the appointment of two French vicars Apostolic
in 165S.
The next was the sending of five Jesuits
to China, in 1685, by Louis XI V, who pledged himself
to protect his subjects.
The rivalry of Portugal and
France in this mission field was no slight factor in
the failure of the special mission of Cardinal de
Tournon. Lazarists took the place of Jesuits at
Peking, with the agreement of France. When the
Portuguese bishop, Gaetao Pires, died at Peking,
2 Nov., 1838, his country did not name a successor,
and the place was taken by the French Lazarists

Cathedral

and

their bishop,

<>f

Saint-Sauyevr, Peking

Mouly.

1

The French ambassador,
at Whampoa, 24 Oct.,

Th. de Lagrene signed a treaty
,

stipulated (art. XXIII) that the
French shall have the right to establish churches,
hospitals, schools, and cemeteries.
Again in art.
XIII of the French Treaty of T'ien-tsin, it was stipulated that protection should be granted to missionaries travelling with regular passports in the interior
of China, and that all edicts against the Christian
religion should be abrogated.
By art. VI of the
French Peking Convention of 1S60, it was agreed that
all the buildings confiscated by the Chinese should
be restored to the Christians through the French
Legation at Peking. The four churches of the capital (or their sites) were then surrendered to the
French ambassador. Baron Gros, who issued passports to twenty-eight missionaries of various congrePortugal did not protest
gations and nationalities.
or interfere, leaving France undisturbed in the exercise of her protectorate over all the missions in
China.
On 20 February, 1865. M. Berthemy, the French
Minister at Peking, had a correspondence with the
Tsung-li Yamen, with regard to the purchase of lands
and houses by French missionaries. The question
was definitely settled by M. Gerard. 14 April, 1895,
and the agreement is known as the " Berthemy Convention". In 1S85 an attempt was made to send a
papal nuncio or legato to Peking, but when 1' ranee
observed that it would interfere with her protectorate,
Rome did not insist. In 1890-91, after lengthy negotiations with the Holy See and the German Bishop
Anzer of Shan-tung, the German Government succeeded in having German missions placed under
Of course France could not object
its protectorate.
to the protection given by a sovereign to his own
subjects.
Arrangements have also been made with
Italy for the protection of Italian subjects, but the
1844, in which

it is

CHINA

is nol so simple in this case on account of the
relations between the Italian Government and the
Holy See. These claims have no practical effect on
the protectorate of France-, which, with the Missions
Etrangeres of Paris, the Lazarists, and the French
Jesuits, has the lion's share in this immense field of

matter

evangelization.

—

Empire

into five ecclesiastical regions.
First Region, including the following vicariates
Apostolic: In the Chi-li province: (1) South-Eastern
Chi-li, erected 1S56; under the care of the Jesuits, residence, Chang-kia-chwang, in the prefecture of II<>kien; Vicar Apostolic Henri Maquet, appointed titular
Bishop of Amathus in 1901; 49 priests, 20 native
priests, 62,454 Christians, 8030 catechumens, 332
churches and chapels.
(2) Northern Chi-li, erected
1856; under the Lazarists; residence. Peking; vicar
Apostolic. Stanislas Jarlin. appointed titular Bishop
of Pharbsetus in 1900; 43 priests, 54 native priests,
1(15,170 Christians, 20,000 catechumens, 456 churches
and chapels. (3) South-Western Chi-li, erected 1853;
under the Lazarists; residence, Cheng-ting; vicar
Apostolic, Monsignor Brugniere, titular Bishop of
d. 1907): 19 priests, 22 native priests. 44.500
Christians,
6530 catechumens, 344 churches or
Eastern Chi-li, erected 23 Dec., 1S99:
chapels.
I)
under the Lazarists; residence, Yung-p'ing; vicar
Apostolic, Ernest Francis Geurts, appointed titular
Bishop of Hhinocolura in 1900; 9 priests, 1 native
5S23 Christians, 1000 catechumens, 25
priest,
churches and chapels. In the Ho-nan Province:
(5) Northern Ho-nan. erected 1S69; under the priests
of the Seminary of Foreign Missions of Milan; residence, Wei-hwei; vicar Apostolic, Giovanni Menicatti, appointed titular Bishop of Tanis in 1903; 12
2 native priests, 5432 Christians, 3827 catechumens. 70 churches and chapels. In Manchuria:
under the
(6) Southern Manchuria, erected 1S9S;
Of the Seminary of Foreign Missions of Paris;
Mukden; vicar Apostolic. Felix-Marie
residence,
Choulet, appointed titular Bishop of Zela in 1901;
32 priests, 8 native priests, 20,628 Christians, 6950
h irchi
and chapels. (7) Northern
catechumens,
Manchuria, erected 10 May, 1898, under priests of
the Seminary of Foreign Missions of Paris; resilience,
Kirin; vicar Apostolic, Pierre-Marie Lalouyer, appointed titular Bishop of Raphanese in 1898; 25 priests,
8 native priests, 15,823 Christians, 8725 catechumens.
In Mongolia: (8) Eastern
93 churches and chapels.
Mongolia, erected 21 >ec, 1883; priests of Scheutveld,
vicar
Brussels;
Sung-tsoei-tze;
Apos
residence,
I

.

1

Conrad

Mbels,

appointed

titular

Bishop

of

Lagania in 1897; 39 priests, 9 native priests. 17,466
M
7
catechumens, 47 churches and
Christians,
Central Mongolia, erected 21 Dec.,
chapels.
(9)
1883; priests of Scheutveld; residence, Si-wan t.-e;
vicar Apostolic, Jerome Van V >i elaer, appointed
titular Bishop of Zarai in 1898; 17 priests, 23 native
1

<

)

catechumens, 125
South-Western Mongo-

6244

churches and chapels.
lia,

erected

21

Second Region, including the following vicariates
May,
(1) Northern Kan-su, erected 2]
priests of Scheutveld
residence, Liang-chou;
vicar Apostolic, Ubert <)tto, appointed titular Bishop
native priest, 2702
of ASSUT in 1S91; 20 priests,
Christians, 233 catechumens. 23 churches and chapels.
Kan-su
Southern
erected
Pref. Ap.),
28 April, 1905;
(2)
priests of Scheutveld; residence. Ts'in-chou; prefect
Apostolic, Evrard Terhtak; 12 priests, 3 native priests,
1106 Christians, 626 catechumens, 13 churches and
chapels.
(3) I-li or Kuldja (Mission), erected 1 Oct.,
1888; priests of Scheutveld; residence, I-li; superior of
the mission, Jean-Baptiste Steeneman; 6 priests, 300
Christians, 2 churches and chapels.
(4) Northern
Shen-si, erected 1S44; Franciscans; residence, Kaolin-Men, near Si-ngan-fu; vicar Apostolic, Athanasius
Goette, appointed titular Bishop of Lampa in 1905;
11 priests, 26 native priests, 24,100 Christians, 5000
catechumens, 203 churches and chapels.
(5) Southern
Shen-si, erected 6 July. 1887; priests from the Semin
ary of Sts. Peter and Paul, Home; resilience. Ku-lu-pa;
vicar Apostolic, Pio Giuseppe Passerini, appointed titular Bishop of Achantus in 1895; 16 priests, 2 native priests, 11,489 Christians, 6305 catechumens, 56
churches and chapels.
(G) Northern Shan-si, erected
3 Feb., 1844; Franciscans; residence, T'ai-yuan; vicar
Apostolic, Agapito Augusto Fiorentini, appointed
titular Bishop of Rusaddir in 1902; 15 priest-. 16
native priests, 18,200 Christians, 7302 catechumens,
174 churches and chapels.
(7) Southern Shan-si,
Apostolic:
I.X7S;

;

1

I

—

Hierarchy. An important imperial decree of 15
March. IS!)!), established on an official basis the relations between the Catholic clergy and the local authorities of China; the bishops were placed on an
equal footing with the viceroys and the governors, the
vicars-general ranked with the treasurers, provincial
This dejudges, and Tao-t'ai, priests with prefects.
cree was signed at the suggestion of Bishop Favier of
Peking, but its wisdom has been much disputed.
Present State of the Catholic Missions.
On 27 April, 1879, the pope gave his approval to
a resolution of Propaganda dividing the Chinese

tolic,
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Dec.

(10
1

SS3

;

priests

of

Scheutveld;

residence, San tao-ho-tze; vicar Apostolic. Alphonse
Bennyn. appointed titular Bishop of Stratomcea, in
1901; 17 priests, 1 native priest, 11,430 christians,
itches and rhapels.
4091 c
7i

Franciscans;
17 June, 1890;
residence,
Lu-ngan, vicar Apostolic, Albert Oderic Thinner,
appointed titular Bishop of Drusipara in 1901
26
priests, 6 native priests,
14,316 Christians, 7926
catechumens, 133 churches and chapels.
(8) Northern Shan-tung, erected 1839;
Franciscans; resilience. Tsi-nan;
vicar Apostolic, Ephrem Giesen,
appointed Bishop of Paltus in 1902; 26 priests, 19
native priests, 23,568 Christians. 15,735 catechumens,
1S7 churches and chapels.
(9) Eastern Shan-tung,
created 16 Feb., ISO); Franciscans; residence, Chevicar Apostolic. Casar Schang, appointed titular
fn
Bishop of Yaga in 1X91; 26 priests. 5 native priests.
9000 Christians, 1500 catechumens, 153 churches
and chapels. (10) Southern Shan-tung, erected
22 Dee., 1885; priests of Steyl residence, Yen-chou;
vicar Apostolic, August Henninghaus, appointed
titular Bishop of Hypsepa in 1904; 46 priests, 12
native priests, 35.301 Christians. 36,367 catechumens,
131 churches and chapels.
Third Region, including the following vicariates
Apostolic: (1) Che-kiang, erected 1696; re-estabvicar
lished 1845; Lazarists; residence, Ning-po;
Apostolic, Paul-Marie Reynaud, appointed titular
Bishop of Fussola in 1884; 30 priests, 16 native
153
priests, 25,126 Christians, N633 catechumens.
Southern
Ho-nan.
churches
chapels.
and
(2)
erected 28 Aug., 1882; priests from the Seminary of
Milan: residence, Nan-yang: vicar Apostolic, Lngelo
Cat a lie. appointed titular Bishop of Hippus in 1905
13 priests. 13 native priests, 12,000 Christians, 6000
(3) Western
Catechumens, S3 churches and chapels.
Ho-nan (Pref. Ap.), erected 22 Jan., 1906; Congregation of St. Francis Xavier Of Parma; residence.
Siang-ch'eng; prefect Vpostolic, Lodovico Calza; 8
priests, 1055 'hrist ians. 201 10 catechumens, S churches
and chapels. (4 Southern llu-nan, erected 1856;
Franciscans ; residence, Sean-sa-van, near Heng-chou;
vicar Apostolic, Pellegrino l.uigi Mondaini, appointed
titular Bishop of Synaus in 1902; 15 priests, 6 native
priests, 6499 Christians, 1000 catechumens, 22 churchei
erected

;

;

;

t

i,

(

i

(5) Northi rn Hu nan, erected 19 Sept
1879; Augustinians; residence, She men. near l.i-chu;
Vpostolic, Lodovico Perez y Perez, appointed
titular Bishop of Corycua in 1896; 24 priests, 2 native
2677 Christians. 3317 catechumen
priests,
churches and chapels.
(6) \orth-\Yestern Hu-pe,

and chapels.

.,

;
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erected 1870; Franciscans; residence, Lao-ho-k'ou
vicar Apostolic Fabiano Landi, appointed titular
Bishop of Taenarum in 1904; 16 priests, 1-1 native
75
Christians, '.MOO catechumens,
17,211
priests,
Hu-pe,
(7) South-Western
churches and chapels.

from the Seminary of Milan: vicar AposDomenico Pozzoni, appointed titular Bishop

1874; priests
tolic,

i\ia in 1905; 12 priests, 10 native priests, 14,ol
L95 Christians, 1000 catechumens, 7:; churches and
chapels,
t-1) Kwang-tung (Pref. Ap.
erected 1850;
I

.

from the Seminary of Paris;' residence, Canton;
prefect Apostolic. Jean-Marie Mcrel, appointed titular Bishop nf Orcistus in 1901; 67 priests, 15 native
priests, 56,355 Christians. 4N0 churches and chapels.
(5) Kwang-si (Pref. Ap.), erected (i Aug., 1875; priests
of the Seminary of Paris: residence. Nan-ning; prefect Apostolic, Joseph-Marie Lavest, appointed titular
priests

Franciscans; residence, l-ch'ang; vicar
Mo lestus Everaerts, appointed titular
Vpostolic,
Bishop ol Tadama in 1904; 20 priests, S native priests,

erected 1870;

10,5 16 Ihristians, 6384 catechumens, 7") churches and
chapels.
(8) Eastern Hu-pe, erected 1870; Franciscans: residence, Wu-ch'ang; vicar Apostolic, Epifanio
Carlassare, appointed titular Bishop of Madaura in
18S4; 23 priests, 18 native priests, 24,792 Christians.
•Jll.ooo rateehuinens, 105 churches and chapels.
(9)
Kiang-nan or Nan-king, erected 1660; re-estabvicar
resilience. Shanghai:
Jesuits;
lished 1856;
(

Bishop

of Sophene in 1900;
28 priests, 4 native
3610 Christians, 4312 catechumens,
17
churches and chapels.
priests,

Prosper Paris, appointed titular Bishop
tolic,
Silandus in 1900; 131 priests, 60 native priests,
05,013 catechumens, 984 churches
Christians,
164,088
and chapels. (10) Northern Kiang-si, erected 1845;
resilience,
Kiu-kiang;
vicar Apostolic,
Lazarists;
Paul Louis Ferrant, appointed titular Bishop of
Barbalissus in 1898; 18 priests, 4 native priests,
11,397 Christians, 8861 catechumens, 110 churches
and chapels. (11) Southern Kiang-si, erected 1879;
vicar Apostolic,
residence,
Ki-ngan;
Lazarists;
biguste Coqset, appointed Bishop of Cardica in
1887; 15 priests, 6 native priests, 8637 Christians,
2932 catechumens, 43 churches and chapels. (12)
Eastern Kiang-si, erected 14 Ana., 188§j Lazarists;
vicar Apostolic, Casimir Vic.
residence, Fu-chou;
appointed titular Bishop of Metellopolis in 1885; 21
priests, 10 native priests,
16,295 Christians, 3.500
catechumens, 56 churches and chapels.
Fourth Region, including the following vicariates
Apostolic: (1) Kwei-chou, erected 1708; re-estabpriests of the Seminary for Foreign
lished 1847;
Missions of Paris; residence, Kwei-yang; vicar Apostolic, Francois-Mathurin Guichard, appointed titular
Bishop of Torone in 1S84; 49 priests, 17 native priest
24,018 Christians, 22,825 catechumens, 106 churches
and chapels.
(2) North-Western Sze-ch'wan, erected
residence,
priests of the Paris seminary;
16S0;
Ch'eng-tu; vicar Apostolic, Marie-Julien Dunand, appointed titular Bishop of Caloe in 1893; 39 priests, 4.">
uative priests, 40,000 Christians, 8,672 catechumens,
(3) Eastern Sze-ch'wan,
105 churches and chapels.
erected I860; priests of the Paris seminary; residence,
Ch'ung-k'ing; vicar Apostolic, Celestin-Felix Chouvi Hi. ii, appointed titular Bishop of Dansara in 1891;
•is priests, II native priests, 34,800 Christians, 17,000
li Southcatechumens, 103 churches and chapels,
ern Sze-ch'wan, erected I860; priests of the Paris
\|.i

nl

i

seminary; resilience, Sui-fu; vicar Apostolic, Marc
Chatagnon, appointed titular Bishop of Chersonesus
in 1887;
46 priests, 1-1 native priests, 26,000 Christians, liOOO catechumens. 1(1 churches and chapels.
(,,)
Yun nan, erected 1702; re-established 1843;
in
.if the
Paris seminary; residence, Yun-nan;
29 priests, 13 uative priests, 10,390 Christians, 13,097
(6) Tibet,
catechumens, 71 churches ami chapels.
erecied 1846; priests of the Paris seminary; residence,

sze-i ti'wan

\

tear

hj
Philippe Giraudeau, appointed titular Bishop of
native priest, 2050 Ihri
15 priests,
in 1901
nia
and
chapels.
ii in
1000 catechumens, 11 churches
I

I

1

;

,

Region, including the following vicariates
1696; Dominican
1) Fu-kien, erected
Apostolic:
ci
lie. Salvalor Masol
m -Ii
u
leu
\|
icai
17
Vvara
in
1884;
ted titular Bishop of
.'."..sue,
priests, 16 native priests, 14,799 christians,
Aiiiny.
chapels.
I'-')
churches
and
116
Catechumen
I

.

I

i,

.

m

i

I

.

\

.

inicans; residence, Amoy;
1883; I'
[sidoro Clemente Gutierrez, apApostolic,
s priests,
in
li
B
p of Vicila in 1900;
native priest, 4242 Christians, 1773 c itei h
&7 churches and chapels.
C3) Hong-Kong, erected
ted 3

I

vicar

i

I

I

il

-

(

i

Pierre-

Apostolic,

me

of Canossa, of St. Paul of Chartres; Servants of
the Holy rhost, Daughters of Purgatory, etc.; in the
Vicariate of Kiang-nan there are 32 Carmelite Sisters
one house : 91 33 native) Helpers of the Souls in
Purgatory (3 houses) 31 Sisters of Charity; 9 Little
There
Sisters of the Poor, and 17:; Chinese girls.
is at
Hong-Kong a Procurator General of Propaganda
for Ihinese and Indo Chinese mission
\l NNH'u i: \\s.
The Manichaeans were called by
thej ire
the Chinese Sfo-ni, a transcription of M&i
mentioned as early as 631, and were intimati I]
m re d with the Uigurs, who suffered a crushing deNo doubt as a result of this d
feat. 13 Feb., 843.
in the edict of 845, prohibiting all foreign religions.
Probably it is the
the Mo ni are nni men!
:mi ihai of the Nestorians or
language of the Mi n
cis,

;

i

en-lu

of the various misIn the head-quarter
sions twenty-three priests officiate in eight chapels
and churches. There are six foreign and live native
Macao is the seal of a diocese. There
[VappistB.
are 38 vicariates Apostolic; 4 prefectures Apostolic,
1 mission (I-li), 1 diocese (Macao), with 1280 foreign
ami 577 native priests for 1,01 1,266 Christians. Mention should also be made of the Marist Brothers
(Maristce) and many sisters, both foreign and native
Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul, of St Joseph, of Prot
,li
of Portieux, of the Third Order of St. Fran-

I

i

of the

Mohammedans

Balgasun inscription
However,
century.

that

is

mentioned

of the firs!
pas
ige of

in thi

of

half

I

the ninth

Ihinese wot k,
the
8
,,
u-t'ung-ki", mentions the Mo ni as "still
the
right hank
Mountains",
on
existing in the Three
I

I

i

5 in
e aboi e Nan King.
fhe firsl Protestanl
Protestant Missions,

of the

11

i

\\ f-
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Ihinese whs Joshua Marshman, though he did not go to China, his labours
being carried cm in Bengal, at Serampore, where he
Thi actual founderof the Protdied 7 Dec, 1837.
hinese was Robert Morrison
estant Missions to the
(Ma Li-sun), born of Scottish parents at Buller's
Green, in Northumberland. 5 Jan., 1782; he entered
imenced
the London Missionary Societj in L805,
tin- study of Chinese in London with a Chinaman,
807 he embarked for
Yong Sam-tak, and on 31 Jan
Sept.. he reached -Macau,
China via America. On
:dc
to Canton, where he died, 1 Aug.,
whence he pro
many
works in Chinese and
He published
1S34.
English, the bes( known of which is "A Dictionary
published
at Macao at the
of the Chinese Language",
Morrison was
press of the East India Co. (1815-23).
William
Milne
d.
2 June, 1822),
followed by
(b. 1785;
hinese lollege of Malacca and
principal of the \a-'
Walter Henry Medhurst b. 29 April. 1796; d. -'1
In 1827 Karl Friedrich Giitzlaff (b. at
Jan., 1857).

SM-JWao)workei

I

I

Shan-tung (1). These provinces belonged mainly to
the China Inland Mission, the christian and Missionary Alliance, the American Board, etc.
At
various times no less than 111 societies have had
representatives in China, more than half having
begun their work betwei n 887 and 1907. In Is7n
there were 29 societies working in China, which by
1

1906 had risen to 82.

i

I

.

I

1

.

<

.

Prussia, 8 J
d. at Hong-Kong, 9
Aug.. 1851) was sent to China by the Nederlandsch
Zendelinggenootschap. On 19 Feb., 1830, Elijah
oleman Bridgman b. 22 April, 1801, at Belchertown,
Mass.; d.
Nov., 1861> arrived, the first agent of
the \meriean Board of Commissioners for Foreign
.Missions.
Then cami
1834) William Dean, for the
American Baptist Missionary Union; Henry Lockw
1835) for the Board of Foreign Missions of the
ial Ch irch in the [Jnited States;
tant Episi
Pro1
< i. Tradescant
Lay (1836), for the British and Foreign

Pyritz,

(

'_'

1

Bible

Society;

Edward

B.

Church Missionary Society.
ind the

Squire (1836)
In lsi7 the

for

the

German

Rhine sent representatives.

The China Inland Mission which is still in full vigour
irted in 1862 by James Meadows.
During the
last

few years American and Scandinavian missions

have great

ly increased.
the more noteworthy of Protestant misalready named, the following may be
mentioned; Americans: David Vbeel (b. New Brunswick, N. J., 12 June, L804; d. 1 Sept., 1846)
S. W.
'mm.;
b 8 M i-'li. 1815, at Ni
d. 27 July, 1864); William Jones B
le (d. 17 .Inly,
the first missionary bishop; Justus Doolittle
rune, 1824; d. 15 June, 1880); W. A. P. Martin, late President of the Peking University;
Peter
Parker (b. 1804; d. 10 Jan., 1888), at one time American Minister to China Samuel Wells Williams b. at
I'lica, X. V.. 22 Sept., 1812; d. 16 Feb., 1884, at New

Among

sionaries

not

;

I

•

;

Haven

American sinologists, at one
Charge d'Affaires at Peking and towards
I

time U.

of

1

s.

the end of his
versitv.
d.

life, Professor of Chinese at Yale T'niBritish: Carstairs Douglas b. 27 Dec, 1820;
July. 1877); Joseph Edkina (d. 23

Amoy, 20

at

1905), the author of innumerable books and
Griffith John (b. 1831); Ja
b. at lluntlv. Aberdeenshire, 20 Dec, 1815;
d. 29 N
great Scholar, and translator of
the Chi
Arthur Evans Moule arrived in
China in 1861); J. Hudson Taylor (b. 21 May, 1832; d.
1905), who gave a great impulse to thi
Missi m: Alexander W ylie (b. 6 April, 1815;
i.,
1887), bibliographer and historian; the
German, Ernst Faber (b. 25 April, 1839; d. 26 Sept.,
the Swede, Th. Hamberg d. 13 May, 1854 i.
April.

papers on China;

i

I

Medii
including the establishmi
general and ophthalmic hospitals have no doubt
greatly helped to di
were
q] ... but
now they have spread into the interior of the country,
mainly through the medium ol the china Inland
:i
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I

among the Protestant missionaries under the
"Term Question", because of the lack of

raised

name

fne question of Rites ha

of the

term to express the Deity:
etc. being
proposed.
to meel the approval of the majority.
The Bible or portions of the Bible have been translated under the auspices of the three Bible societies,
British and Foreign, American, and the National
unity
Shin,

in

the choit

T'ien-shin,

f

a

T'ienrcku,

Shang-H seems

Society of Scotland, into the following dialects: Mandarin. Fu-chou, Canton. Shanghai, Su-chou, Ilakka,

Swatow (printed in Chinese characters Ning
chou, Amoy, Mandarin, Kien-ning, T'ai-chou, Shanghai, Ilakka, Swatow, Hai-nan, Hing-hwa, Wen-chou,
Kien-yang, Canton, Peking, Shan-tung, Su-chou (in
Roman characters). In 1000 the publications of the
'hinese agencies of the three Bible societies amounted
to 1,523,930 copies of the whole Bible or port ions thereof (991,300 in Mandarin, 291,900 in simple Wen-li,
187,000 in classical Chinese, etc). The well-known
periodical " The Chim
>rv" was edited from
May. 1832 to Dec, 1851 (20 vols.), at anton, by two
American missionaries, E. C. Bridgman and his sucThe "Chinese Recorder",
cessor, S. W. Williams.
:

;

(

I

1868, at Fu-chou by the Rev. S. L.
Baldwin has been conducted at Shanghai since
January, 1S74. On the 1 January, ran::, according
to "The Encyclopedia of Missions" Dwight, Tupper,
and Bliss Protestant missions in China [including
Manchuria) included 2708 foreign missionaries. 7)7(10
native workers, 3316 places of religious worship, 1570
elementary schools, 129 high schools. 138 hospital

started in May,

i

i,

dispensaries, 24 printing establishments,
144,237
According to the "Shanghai
professing Christians.
Mercury the number of foreign workers (men and
women), which in 1876 had been 173, was on -il Dee.,
1907, 3833; the total number of baptized christians
and catechumens being 256,779.

—

Russian Ecclesiastical Mission. This mission
was begun by thirty-one Russians, made prisoners at
first siege of Albasinl 7. Inly. 1684), and
taken to Peking with the "Pope" Maxim I.eontielT.
The firs* mission was started in 171o by lie Archimandrite Ililarion. accompanied by a "pope" and a
deacon; the mission is first mentioned in a diplomatic
document, Article 5 of the treaty signed in 1727 by
Count Yladislavitch; the"po]
tied to make
converts; they simply acted as chaplains to the Alba sin
refugees and later also to the Russian embassy.
Between 1852 and 1866 the members of this m
issued four volumes of memoirs relating to various
Chinese subjects; twocfthe "popes" lis.
in Chinese studies, Father Yakiuf Bichurin and
Archimandrite Palladius, compili c of a very valuable
dictionary.
The Russian mission suffered much
during the Boxer rebellion, and its valuable library
yed.
Jews in 'hina. -The first mention of Jews {Tiaokin-kuto) in China is found in the records of the Jesuit
the time of the

I

-•

<

Peking.
\t
the beginning of the
a
young Israelite, Ngai, on
(1605) to Matteo Ricci, declared that
'!_' at
he mission a
picture representing the Virgin with the Child Jesus,
He
Jacob.
he believed ll
ited that he came from K'ai-feng, the capital of
Ilo-nan. where his brethren resided.
However, the

missionaries

eenth

paying

of

century

a visit

t

i

losing 188

omen, 56 Suede-.
and beyond (159), Chi-li

:;_'

members 100

Americans): in Shan-si
Che-kiang (11), and

(17),

oi

Mohamn

mentioned under the name of Chu-hu
Chinese Annals (Ywm-shi) of 1329, for the

had been
in the

.

CHINA
and again

time,

in

of theChou (1122-955 B.C.), which is manifestly wrong.
The Jews came to China through Persia after the
capture of Jerusalem by Titus, during the first century of the Christian Era, under the Emperor Ming-ti
of the Han dynasty.
This statement is based upon
oral tradition.
Professor Chavannes writes that the
Jews came to China from India by sea under the Sung
dynasty, between 960 and 1126 (Revue de Synthese
historique. Dec, 1900).
Father Joseph Brucker,

after reading carefully Ricci's original manuscripts,
finds that his informer, Ngai, stated that there were
but ten or twelve families at K'ai-feng, where they
had been settled but five or six hundred years,
and that they were much more numerous at Hanghou (Etudes, 20 Nov., 1907). This seems to confirm the theory of Chavannes and the text of the
inscription of 1489: the arrival of the Jews at the
court of the Sung, which was Lin-ngan, or Hangcliou.
The Jews call themselves Tiao-kin-kiao (the
sect which extracts the sinew), referring to the struggle of Jacob with the Angel (Genesis, xxxii, 32); they
suffered greatly and were scattered during the T'aip'ing rebellion (1857). They have since gone back
to their old seat, but they are neither numerous nor
prosperous.
Mohammedans (Hwei-hwei-kiao) The first mention of the Arabs, called Ta-shi, is found in the annals
of the T'ang dynasty (618-907); in 713 there is a
record in China of a Ta-shi ambassador.
In 75S a
large Mohammedan colony, settled at Canton, rebelled,
burnt their houses, and fled by sea. They had a large
i

—

mosque

under the T'ang dynasty, which was destroyed by fire in 1343, and rebuilt in 1349-51; only the ruins of a tower mark the
(Ihrci-shrnq-sze), built

the first building. Two inscriptions of the
sixteenth century refer to the mosques of Nan-king;
one of the same date was found at Si-ngan-fu, as well
as the following which is considered apocryphal by
some savants. Palladius writes (Russian Mission,
IV, 438) that a Mohammedan tablet was discovered
at Si-ngan-fu bearing the date A. D. 742, and recording
the fact thatduring the reign of the Sui emperor, K'aihwang (581-600) Islamism penetrated into China.
The difficulty is to make this date tally with the
Hegira (622). It is the belief of the writer that the
nn induction of Islam was gradual. The adherents
were first known as Ta-shi (Arabs), but have since
been known as Hwei-hwei. They paid tribute to the
the Si Liao or Kara K'itai and in the twelfth
there was a regiment of Hwei-hwei in the
Kin army. Many distinguished Mohammedans
served in the Mongol armies, among them NasrIn the fouruddin, who was governor of Yun-nan.
century some of the Mongol chiefs, Barak Khan,
Kabak Khan, and finally die Knakan Tughluk Timur,
embraced [slamism. The influence of Mohammedanism in Central Asia rose as the Mongol authority
was declining.
The Arab geographer. Ahu'lfeda,
mentions the following cities of China {Sin): Khanfu
site of

i
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1354.

Ricci sent to K'aifeng a Chinese Jesuit, who was followed later on by
Giiflio Aleni (1613), Gozani (1704), Gaubil, and Domenge. Finally it was discovered that these Jew's
had a synagogue (Li-pai-sze), looking to the East, and
Facsimiles of some of the
possessed many books.
books were made at Shanghai in 1851. Three tablets bearing inscriptions have been found at K'aifeng: (1) The oldest, dated 1489, commemorated
the reconstruction of the synagogue Ts'ing-chen-sze,
states that seventy Jewish families arrived in China
at the court of the Sung (960 to 1278).
(2) The
second, dated 1512, placed in the synagogue Ts'venchong-tao-king-sze, was taken to China under the
Han dynasty. (3) The third, dated 1663, commemorating the rebuilding of the synagogue Ts'ingchen-sze, says that the Jewish religion had its origin
in India and was introduced into China at the time
first

(Hang-chou), Khandju, Yandju (Yang-chou), Zaitun
(Ts'ean-chou), Khangu,
Sila (Korea),
Khadjou,
Sankdju (Su-chou). The city of Si-ngan was called
Khamdan. Ibn Batuta (fourteenth century) visited Sin Kalan (Canton), and remarks that in every
city of China there was always a sheikh id islam and
a cadi to act as judges among the Mussulmans. The
Arabs called the Chinese emperor Fagh/ur, an alteration of the Persian Baghpur (Son of God), equivalent
to "Son of Heaven".
China was Chin or Mahachin,
sometimes Tung-t'u, "Land of the East".
An imperial edict, dated 4 May, 1729, says of the
Mohammedans: "They muster strongest in Shen-si,
and there they are persecuted more than anywhere
else, on account of their clubbing together to gamble,
their secreting weapons, and various other illegal
acts.
There they also give expression unreservedly
to their wrath about the imperial decrees forbidding
the slaughter of horned cattle, which are so indispensable to agriculture. They should therefore be
constantly reminded to be kind and tolerant" (De
Groot).
In 1648 a rebellion broke out in Kan-su
in the part west of the Hwang-ho, and the Mohammedans occupied the jus of Kan-chou, Liang-ehou,
Min-chou, etc. Su-chou was retaken in 1649 by the
imperial troops and the rebel leader, Ting Kwo-tung,
was killed with his followers. In 17S1 the blackturbaned Salar Mussulmans dwelling at Si-ning. east
of Ku-ku-nor, killed the prefect of Kan-chou, took
Ho-chou, and besieged Lan-chou. Imperial troops
were called from all parts of the empire, and after
a fierce resistance and great bloodshed, the chief,
Tien ^Yu, was killed and other leaders were exiled
New difficulties arose in August,
(1784) to Hai-nan.
1789, and a number of Moslems were sent to Hehlung-kiang, as slaves to the Tatars. They rebelled
again in 1861, 1862, and 1895. In this region they
are divided into "white-capped" Hwei-hwei. who
burn incense as the other Chinese do, and the "black
capped" Hwei-hwei, or Salar, who condemn this
practice as pagan, and are more fanatical.
These
live at Salar Pakun, in the vicinity of Ho-chou.
In 1855 a quarrel between Mussulmans and Chinese
miners working near Ta-li in the Yun-nan province,
was the occasion of a general rising of all the Mohammedans of the region under two chiefs, Ma Te-sing
and Ma-hien, who submitted in 1S60, though they

were victorious.

However, a young

chief,

Tu Wen-

established himself as a sultan in the stronghold of
where he resisted the imperial troops until 19
Jan., 1S73, when a wholesale massacre of Mohammedans took place. In 1863 another great rebellion broke
out in the T'ien-shan region, or Hi, which had been
conquered for the empire by K'ien Lung in 1759.
Burzuk Khan, a descendant of the ancient chieftains,
with the help of Yakub, an adventurer, taking advantage of the difficult position of the Chinese, capEventually
tured the territory south of T'ien-shan.
Yakub replaced his chief assumed his title of Ameer,
and founded a short-lived empire which came to an
end with the death of Yakub and the capture by
General Tso Tsung-tang of Aksu. the capital ( 19 Oct.,
1877), Yarkand (21 Dec, 1S77>. Kashgar (26 Dec,
1877), and Khotan (4 Jan., 1^7-m.
Though some Chinese Mohammedan pilgrims
probably visited Mecca between the fifteenth and
eighteenth centuries, there is no mention of them in
Chinese literature dealing with Islam. This does not
date further back than 1681. The land-route of later
hadjis (pilgrims) to Arabia ran through Kia-yusiu,

Ta-li,

,

kwan. llanii, Turfan, Aksu. Andijan. Khokand,
Samarkand, Bokhara, Charjui, Meshed, Hamadan,
Kermanshah, Bagdad, Mossul, Diarbekir, Aleppo.
Some embarked at
Damascus, Jerusalem, ('aim.
After leaving Bokhara they
Jaffa others in Mekran.
passed through Balkh, Tash-kurgan, Kabul. Kandahar, Kelat.
The sea routes were through Ava to
:

—
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and the Si-kiang. Of course with
modern navigation the sea-route is

or Po-se

the facilities of
used.
The

writer has known one of these
He could recite the Koran, though he did
not understand what he said, nor could he read
Arabic.
Mohammedans have many mosques in the
large cities of the empire, some of great importance
Peking,
In
at
Si-ngan, Hang-chou, Canton, etc.
form they are much like Chinese temples, Arabic
Many
inscriptions being their characteristic feature.
Moslems are officials of the empire, some occupying
No accurate
high positions, especially in the army.
statistics are obtainable.
According to M. Dabry,
is,
author,
there are
however,
very
unreliable
who
a

much

hadjis.

in China between twenty and twenty-two million
Mussulmans, of whom 8,350,000 are in Kan-su,

0,500,000 in Shen-si, 3,500.000 to 4,000,000 in Yunnan. According to A. H. Keane, the numbers reach
30,000,000.
Sara Chandra Das places them at 50,000.000, while the late Dr. Andrew Happer brings
the figures down to 3,000,000.
History. The question of the origin of the Chinese
has been discussed by several foreign savants: J.
Edkins (China's Place in Philology) seeks in Armenia or Mesopotamia a common origin of European
Gust. Schlegel (Sinicoand Asiatic languages.
Aryaca) made a comparison between the primitive
roots of the Chinese and Aryan languages; the theory
of an Egyptian origin has found favour with Kircher,
Mairan, lie Guignes, and Pauthier. Terrien de Lacouperie has pushed to the limit the theory of socalled Bak tribes migrating from Elam to the banks
of the Hwang-ho, 2500 B.C., and taking with them the
The foundacivilization of what was later China.
tions of these clever and lightly-built theories are
slight; the only alternative is to follow Chinese
tradition with its legends.
The first man was P'an-ku. the Chinese Adam,
followed by the thirteen celestial kings, T'ien-ivang,
the eleven terrestrial kings, Ti-vxmg, and the nine human kiiiL's, Jen-wang. These ages comprise the first
eight of the ten periods or K'l, into which Chinese
historians divide the early history of their country.
Next come the Five Sovereigns: Fu-hi, inventor of
the art of writing; Shin-nung, who invented the
plough and taught the art of husbandry; Hwang-ti,
tor of the fine arts, of ships, etc., whose wife
taughl men to raise silk worms and to weave silk;
Shao-hao, who established the different classes of
civil and military officials; Chuen-hiu, author of the
These were followed by the two great
calendar.
emperors, the sages of China, Yao (2357 2257 b. c),
during whose reign occurred the great flood, and
Shun.
Yu. chosen by Shun as his successor, founded
the first or Ilia dynasty (2205 B.C.), which comprised
seventeen sovereigns, under whom the monarchy
The last emperor, Ti-kwei, fled
ie hereditary.
to \:ni chao.—The second dynasty, known first as
the Shane 1766 B. c.) and after 1401 n. c. as the Yin.
comprised twenty-eight sovereigns, and was founded
by Ch'eng-t'ang. The last prince, Chou, was burnt
The third or Chou dynasty, which
to death (1122).
began in 11-'-' n. c. and comprised thirty-eight sovereigns, was founded by YVu-wang, son of H'cn-wang.
other of Chou-kung.
1'nder this dynasty
appeared Confucius. Mencius, and Lao-tze. At the
end of this dynasty China was divided into nine
(if these states only Han and Ts'in
small states,
The dynasty of Ts'in
lasted lor any length of time.
prevailed over the other states. The fourth or Ts'in
dynasty, dating from 249 B. c. and comprising four
sovereigns, was founded by Chwan Siang-wang,
who reigned but three years. His son, Prince Cheng
(246), in the twenty-sixth year of his reign assumed
the title of Shi Hwang-ti 'first universal emperor),
the sovereign having been hitherto styled Wang.
Shi Hwang-ti may be considered as having consol-

—

l

—

r

—

idated China, doing away with the old feudal states,
and dividing the empire into thirty-six kiun. Tostop
the incursions of the Hiung-nu he built the Great Wall
of China (Wan-li-ch'ang-ch'eng^ or wall 10,000 lis
long), which extends from ('iii'-li to Kan-su.
The
three principal passes through the ireat Wall arc the
Shan-hai-kwan Pass, at the eastern extremity, the
Chang-kia-k'ou (Kalgan) Pass, and the Kia-yu Pass at
the extreme west. Shi Hwang-ti ordered all books to
be burnt, to suppress all traces of former dynasties.
His house was short-lived, and Liu-pang, Prince of
Han, under the dynastic title of Kao-ti or Kao Tsu,
founded the fifth or Han dynasty (20G B. a), which
comprised twenty-five sovereigns. This was a period
of reconstruction.
The classics were collected again;
Buddhist works were introduced into the empire;
relations were begun with the Roman Empire; the
penal code was compiled; and examinations estab<

—

In a. d. 25 Kwang Wu-ti (Kien-wu) transferred the capital from Ch'ang-ngan to Lo-yang, and
the dynasty called the Former San {Ts'ien Han) or
Si Han (Western Han) became the Hon Han lAfter
Han) or Tung Han (Eastern Hani. Sixth dynasty:
In 220, under the reign of Chao Lieh-ti, the "empire
was divided into three kingdoms (San-kwo-chi). The
three dynasties include: (1) the Minor Han in Shu
(Sze-ch'wan); (2) the Wei, at Lo-yang; and (3) the
at Kien-kang (Nan-king).
General Se Ma-shao
having subjugated China, his son under the title of
Wu-ti founded at Lo-yang the Western Tsin (265
The eighth dynasty, which became the Eastern Tsin
(317), or ninth dynasty, when the capital was removed to Nan-king. These Tsin dynasties comprised fifteen sovereigns.
Emperor Kung Ti having
been killed by Liu Yu, the murderer established at
lished.

—

Wu

—

.

Nan-king the Sung dynasty

(420).

This is the "period of division between North and
South" (.Van Pe Ch'ao), and there were various dynasties: the Sung (420) at Hang-chou; the Ts'i, at Nanking, the Liang, the Ch'en, the Northern Wei House of
Toba, 3S6-532 at Ta-tung and later at Lo-yang), the
Western Wei, Eastern Wei lend of dynasty. 550), the
Northern Ts'i, and Northern Chou. Finally, the
minister Yang-kien

restored

order,

destroyed

the

Ch'en (583), and under the none of Wen-ti founded
at Ch'ang-ngan the Sui dynasty (590), which com[n618 KungTi T'ung was deposed
Crised three kings.
y Li Yuan, who established at Ch'ang-ngan (Shensi) the great dynasty of T'ang (620 907
[prising
twenty sovereigns, restored order, and gave to the
empire a period of unrivalled prosperity. The Empress Wu-hou (684-705) who usurped the government, under Jui Tsung, was followed by a long series
of weak princes, which led to the fall of this once
Then came the period of anarchy
brilliant dynasty.
and civil wars called Wu-tai (five generations) or Ten
Liang
States: Posterior
(907 21) at Lo-yang; PosLo-yang; Posterior Tsin
terior T'ang (923-34), at
l,

i

(936-44), at Pien-liang (K'ai-feng); Posterior Han
at
(947-48), at Pien-liang; Posterior Chou (951 60
Finally, after the death of Kung-ti,
Pai-liang.
,

emperor, and
Kwang-in was proclait
founded the Sung dynasty (960 1280), which comprised eighteen sovereigns.
The Sung were attacked
by the Eastern Tatars or K'itans of Tungusic

Chao

1

who founded in .Northern China a
under Yeliu A-pao-ki 907), which asThe capi937 the dynastic title of Liao
tal of the Liao was hi firs! Liao-yang, in Liao tung,
and was transferred by A-paO-ki to Yen-king
king).
They "ere expelled by another Tungusic
tribe, the Ju-chen or N'iii-cheii
1125), and retired to
Kashgaria. where they created the empire of Karak'itai or Si-liao from the territory of the Kara(Tatar) origin,

dynasty,

sumed

in

I

I

khanides; the Niu-chen, at lir-t vassals of Kon
became independent under Hien-phu. Their chief,
ko-ta), founded the Kin dynasty (1113)
i

i

i
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capital K'ai-feng, and their emperor Kao Tsung reChina
tired to Hang-chou, called Lin-ngan (1129).
was then divided into two empires. The northern, or
Kin. with the capital at Yen-king (Peking) was

The
the southern was the Nan-sung.
also known as Marizi (Man-tze).
The
both
empires,
the
Kin
in
destroyed
1234,
Mongols
Cathay;
latter

was

and the Sung in 1280.
The Mongol or Yuen dynasty (1280-1368) comJenghiz, the first great Khan,
prised ten sovereigns.
established his capital at Karakorum (Ho-lin); he
His successors were Ogotai,
died is Aug., 1227.

Cuyuk

(1246),

Mangku

(1251), Kttblai (1260).

The

Chinese emperor of the dynasty 12S0) was
also under the names of Chung T'ung
Kublai,
and Che-yuan. He transferred his capital to Cam(Peking)
and undertook an unsuccessful war
baluc
against Japan, but was more fortunate against Mien
(Burma). This is the period of successful Catholic
missionaries, such as John of Montecorvino, and
In 1356, Chu, a
of great travellers like Marco Polo.
BuddHist monk, rebelled, took Nan-king (1356),
and under the title of Hung \Yu founded the Ming
dynasty (1368-1644), which included sixteen sovereigns.
The third emperor, Yung-lo, transferred the
capital from Nan-king to Peking.
In 1514 the Portuguese arrived in China. The weakness of the last
Ming emperors caused rebellions. One of the rebel
chiefs, l.i Tze-ch'ing, who had subjugated Ho-nan
and Shen-si, captured Peking, and Emperor Ts'ung
first
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His successor compelled the Sung to leave their

real

1

known

Kn during the Middle Ages.

The monk Cosmas had

a correct idea of the position of China (sixth century).

The

Byzantine

Theophylactus Simocatta
(seventh century), gives an account of China under
the name Taugas. There is a Chinese record o) a
Roman embassy in a. i>. lliii. The sea voyages of
Arabs and the pilgrimages of Chinese Buddhists to
India have thrown considerable light on the geography of Asia during the Middle Ages.
The voyage of Yasco da lama
197) and the capture of Malacca by Albuquerque opened the Par East
to the Portuguese, who arrived at Canton in 1514;
Perestrello came in 1516; Femao Perez de Ahdrade
followed in 1517 with Thomas Pires, but the misconduct of Simon de Andrade caused tin expulsion
of the Portuguese from Canton (1521) and the dewriter,

<

I

1

Cheng hanged himself
faithful general,

Wu

in despair (1643).
But the
San-kwei. who was at the head

of the imperial troops in Liao-tung, called the Manchus to the rescue. For many years the Tatars had

threatened the empire. Their chief, Ts'ung Teh, son
T'ien Ming, defeated Li.
Shun Che, the son
Ts'ung Teh, entered Peking ami founded the
Ts'ing dynasty, the dynasty now reigning over
China. Shun Che, the first emperor, was succeeded
in 1662 by his son, the illustrious K'ang-hi, who after
a short minority took charge of the empire. He had
many struggles to sustain in Fu-kien and Formosa
against Koxinga, the rebellious
San-kwei, and
the Kalmuks (Eleuths).
Arts and letters were prosperous during this reign. In 1716 K'ang-hi published the celebrated dictionary "K'ang-hi Tze-tien",
including 44,449 characters, classed under 214 radicals.
K'ang-hi died 20 Dec. 1722, and was succeeded
of

of

Wu

by

his fourth son,

Yung Cheng

secuted the Christians.
I. mig
(1736 96), son of

(1723-36),

who

per-

The fourth emperor, K'ien

Yung Cheng, annexed

T'ien
hi
1759), carried on an unsuccessful war against
the Burmese, subjugated the Miao-tze (1775), and
established Chinese power in Tibet.
He abdicated
mi 8 Feb., 17!)(i. in favour of his son, Kia K'ing,
an. Idied 7 Feb., 1799.
Kia K 'ing's reign (1796-1820)
was marked by internal troubles; the members of
the secret society of Pet Lien-Woo seized the imperial
palace at Peking, L8 July, 1813.
Kia K'ing died 2
li

1820, and was succeeded by Tao Kwang
(1821 51), during whose reign began the T'ai Ping
rebellion.
This reign and the following, those of
llien Fung (1851 HI), T'ung Che (l.Slil 75), and

Sept..

Kwang Sin ib. 15 Aug., 1871), will be treated in the
section on the foreign relations of China.
Foreign Relations.—Some commentators have
Chins in this passage of [saias
\. V., xlix,
"these from the land of Sinim".
Ptolemy
divide Ea tern \ ia into the country of Since and
Serice, north of Sinse, with its chief city Sera.
Strabo,
Virgil, Horace, Pomponius Mela, Pliny, and AmmiMarcellinus, speak of the Seres, and thej
ire
mentioned by Florus among the nations which ent
sies to Koine at the time of Augustus.
i

I

i

12):

1

hi

I
,

Empire

(Syria,

tern

pari

of the

Roman

Egypt, and Asia Minn,. Ta Ts'in,Fu-

Gbeat Wall

Coutinho (1522): the Portuguese establishments of Liampo (1545) and Changchou (1549) were completely destroyed, and the
inhabitants massacred.
Finally,
the
Portuguese
settled on the island of Hiang-shan ai Macao, either
in 1553 or in 1557.
The Dutch commander, lornelis
Reyersz, took the Pescadore Islands in L624; but
after an agreement made with the Chinese (19 Feb.,
L625), Martin Sonk, the governor, transferred the
Dutch colony to Tai-wan (Formosa), where it was
captured by the Ihinese pirate. Koxinga 1661 ). The
',.
capture in 1592 of the Pom
Ma, Ire de
tins, gave the English the secret of the East-Indian
struction of the

fleet

of

i

(

I

I

Trade

In

1596 three ship,, the Bear,

the

Bear's

Whelp, ami the Benjamin, under the command of
Benjamin Wood, were fitted out al the expense of
Robert Dudley, anil Queen Elizabeth wrote a letter
il(i July) to the Emperor of China in favour of the
London merchants Richard Allen and Thomas
Broomfield. The expedition, however, never reached
china. The first English vessel that visited China
It
reached there by accident.
was the Unicorn
which, going from Bantam to Jaj
was east by a
storm mi tin' coast of Mean at the en. of June, 1620.
In L634 Captain Weddell explored the Canton Rivei
Tin' lust English Company organized for the purpose
rading with India, commonly called the "Old
Company", was incorporated by Queen Elizabeth,
lit II), under the title of "The
iovernour and
31 Dec,
Company of Merchants of I. on Ion trading into tie
I

1

i

1

(
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Queen Anne, under the title of "The United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East
Indies", commonly known as "the Honourable East

Company".
The Russians crossed the Ural Mountains

in the

middle oi the ixteenth century under Ivan IV, and
from the Lena River they
subjugated Siberia;
Steppassed, in 1642, into the basin of the Amur.
anof, one of their chiefs, mel the Chinese for the first
time in 1654, when exploring the Sungari River.
After withstanding two sieges of their principal fort,
Albasin, the Russians signed a treaty with the Chinese ai Nerchinsk 27 Aug., 1689), which destroyed
their influence in tin region of Amur, and from which
they did not recover until the middle of the nineteenth century.
In 1727 Count Sava Vladislavitch
signed a treaty regulating the inland trade between
the two countries.
In 1660 the French organized a "Compagnie de
Chine" which in liiiil was amalgamated with the
"Compagnie des ludes", which gave up its China
privileges in 1697 us to "Compagnie Jourdan, la
".
"
which made Canton a trading
Coulange el
New companies were organized for the
centre.
commerce of China in October, 1705, and November,
Finally, in 171!t. all the companies wire
1.712.
merged into the "Compagnie des Indes", whose
'

I

privilege was suspended in 1769, and which was
A new "Compagnie
finally dissolved 6 Vpril, 1770.
irporated It April, 1785, and disdes End
:; April,
IT'.M.
A French consulate wa
Canton :: Feb., 177n. Tie- Danes had two
companies organized in 1612 and 1670. Austria was
represented bj tic Ostend Company, incorporated

solved

lished at

he t Company. Prussia had
In 1627 a Swedish company
organized; in 1655 Nils Matson Kioping visited
June.
China.
14
On
1731, a charter was granted by
King Frederick of Sweden to a company organized
17 Dec, 1722, and th<
tic Emden Company.

The

Gothenburg.

first

American

commercial

expedition to China was undertaken by the Empress
en
nded by John Ireen, which
from New York for Canton. 22 Feb., 1784.
<

i

Trading was carried on

at

Canton through

privi-

nls called Hong merchants, whose counTheir
called Co-hong, was incorporated in 1720.
number varied, but never exceeded thirteen. The
traded in thirteen hongs, or facibo
00 feet from the banks of
The
the Pearl River, and about 1000 Feel broad.
cil,

Hong merchants, hard pressed by the Hoj
>m mandarin, ran into debt with the foreign
merchants.
\
irisH "I Commodore Anson (1742), a
special mission of Captain Panton, evens transfer of
mother part of the empire, did not remmces of Europeans, who
were not allowed to reside permanently at Canton.
but were' compelled to retire to Macao when business
nglisa -in! an embassy, headed by
Macartney, in the I, ion and tie- Hindi
tney reached Peking. 21 Aug., 1793, but did not
obtain permission for the English to trade at Chusan,
Ning-po, and T'ien-tsin, or to have a warehi
Peking for their goods. Macartney's
£80,000 about (380,000), but was without result.
Still
was the emba j ol
ord \m
Lord Napier, who was sent on a
herst (1816).
ted worn out by his negotiations.
Grievances continued to increase year aftei
until the destruction (June, 1839) of 20,283 chests
of opium by Commissioner Lin brought matters to a
i

i

<

I

'

|i

was proclaimed by Admiral Sir John Gordon Bremer
Ting-hai (Chusan) was captured, 7 July, 1841. Sir

Henry Pottinger was now appointed plenipotentiary,
and Sir William Parker commander-in-chief. Amoy
was captured 27 August, Ning-po 13 Oct., 1841,
Shanghai, 16 June, 1842, and the British squadron
the Ta-kiang (Yang-tze).
Finally a treaty
was signed at Nan-king by PotKi-ying, 20 Aug., 1842, on board thi

1

of thirteen articles

India

at
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" English Company Cor General Society)
Indies".
trading to the Easl Indies" also called the" NewComSept.,
by William 111,
incorporated
pany" was
1698, and the two were amalgamated in 1708 9 bj

The

I

climax.
On 9 June, 1810, a blockade of the Canton

linger and
Cornwallis.

Canton, Amoy, Fu-chou, Ning-po, and
Shanghai were to be opened to trade, and consuls
appointed to reside at each of these cities. The
island of Hong-Kong was ceded to Great Britain,
and indemnities were paid: 80,000,000 for the opium
seized, $12,000,000 for the expenses of war, ami
$3,000,000 for the debts of the Hong merchants,
whose guild was abolished. The United States and
France followed the example of Great Britain. A
treaty was signed with the United States at \\ angina, near Macao, 3 July, 1844, by Caleb dishing, and
one with France by Theodose de Lagrene' at WhamAm agreement with Belgium
poa, L'l Oct., 1844.
was signed at Canton, 25 July, 1845, and a treaty with
Norway and Sweden, 20 March, 1847. The Chusan
Archipelago was surrendered to the Chinese in 1*17
by Sir John F. Davis, governor of Hong-Kong.
Hong-Kong had been declared a free port, Feb., 1842
to the great damage of Macao.
The advantages, however, obtained through the
Treaty of Nan-king were soon found insufficient.
The murder of the French priest Chapdelaine in
Feb., 1856) and the seizure at Canton
Kwang-si
of the lorcha Arrow (8 Oct., 1856) by the Chinese furthe pretext for a joint action of England and
France against China. The bombardment of Canton
Soli
the great rebellion in India (May,
(27 29 let.,
L857), the appointment of Lord Elgin and Baron
tiros as envoys to China by the two belligerents,
the capture of Canton (29 Dec, 1857) and of the
Taku forts i20 May. 1S",S|, are the chief events which
preceded the signing of the English (26 June) and
French (27 June. 1858) tn aties of T'ien-tsin. These
treaties permitted the appointment of French and
h
ambassadors to Peking, and allowed the
Ihinese a like privilege of appointing ambassadors at
the Court of St. James and the Court of Paris,
provided for the opening of the ports of New ch
Tang-chou (Che-fu), Tai-wan (Formosa), Chao-chou
(Swatow), and Kiung-chou (Hai-nan), granted an indemnity of 2,000,000 taels for damages to the British
and a like sum to both powers for war expenses,
besides an indemnity to French subject-, for the lo
sustained through plunder, when ''anion was taken,
and guaranteed the punishment of the murderer of
Father hap.lelaine.
On the 25th of June, 1859, the plenipotentiaries,
Bruce and Bourboulon, who were on their
ratified, were fired
Peking to have these treatii
upon by the Taku forts. A second war ensued.
Elgin and Gros wen- appointed special envo
China; Sir Hope (Irani and Admiral Hop.-. General
de Montauban and Admiral Charner were placed in
command of the British and French land and naval
forces.
The forts of Taku were recaptured (21 Aug.,
The allies married past T'ien tsin, and. aftei
I860).
withstanding a treacherous attack by the Chin
12»">

(

!

i.

1

I

(

(

Tung

is Sept..

I860
iptured
k'iao bridge 21
6 Oct.,
Palace (Yuan-ming-yuan),
ban, another
which was plundered.
pin of id.- imp. rial summer resort, was burnt by
order of Lord Elgin (18 Oct
l.arou
oflicted upon tic
oners taken in tie- dastardlj attack at Tun
to
Shehol, and his brother, Prim-.
The emperor Bed
Kung, who had remained at Peking, signed thi
25<
I860, with the allies.
The
24
>ct
ventfone of
i-lioii

the

the

i

I'a-li

Summer
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indemnity was raised to 8,000,000 taels,and Kow-loon,
opposite Hong-Kong, was ceded to England as a
dependency of this island. A like indemnity was to
be paid to France, and T'ien-tsin was to be opened to
Meanwhile a treaty had been made at T'ientrade.
tsin with the United States (18 June, 1858), signed
by William B. Reed, and one with Russia (13 June,
185S) signed by Admiral Putiatin, and another treaty
was made with Russia at Peking (9-14 Nov., 1860),
and signed by General Ignatiev. A still earlier treaty
had been made with Russia at Aigun (16 May,
1858) and signed by Muraviev. The final result of
these various treaties was a rectification of the
frontier between Russia and China, the Amur and
Usuri rivers forming the new boundary lines.
The wretched Hien Fung, who had replaced Taokwang in 1851, died 22 Aug., 1861, and was succeeded by his sonT'ung-chi (b. 17 Nov., 1834), under
the regency of the two dowager empresses, Tze-ngan

the ports
establish missions and consulates abroad
of I-ch'ang, Wu-hu, Wen-chou, andPak-hoi were to be
opened to trade; British officers might be sent to
Ch'ung-k'ing, which was to be opened to trade when
steamers succeeded in ascending the river.
special
mission, including the Hon. T. G. Grosvenor, A.
Davenport, and E. C. Baber, was sent to Yun-nan to
witness the trial and the punishment of the murderers
On 28 August, 1S75, Kwo Sung-tao
of Margary.
was appointed envoy extraordinary to the Court of

and Tze-hi, and Prince Kung. With the help of
foreigners, the American, Ward, the English general,
Gordon, and the " Ever Victorious Army", the French
admiral Protet, Lebrethon, and others, the T'aip'ing rebels, who had captured Nan-king (19 March,
1853) and made a raid on T'ien-tsin, were expelled
from Su-chou (4 Dec, 1863) and Nan-king (19 July,
Trea1864), and their power completely destroyed.
ties were signed with Prussia and the German States

contested territory was ceded, together with the
Muzart Pass, to Russia, and great inland commercial
facilities were also granted to the Muscovite merCh'ung-hou was denounced by the censor,
chants.
Chang Chi-tung, and sentenced to death; his treaty
came to naught. It was a casus belli, but the intervention of England and France prevented the war.
Tseng Ki-tze, the Chinese minister in Paris, was sent
to St. Petersburg, where he signed a treaty restoring
to China the greater part of the Hi and the Muzart
Pass (12-24 Feb., 1881).
The third difficulty arose through the occupation of
Tong-king by France. China interfered, as the suzeA treaty was signed at T'ienrain power of Annam.
tsin by Commodore Fournier (11 May, 1884), but
was soon followed by the Bac-le affair (23 June,
Admiral Cour1884), and hostilities were resumed.
bet bombarded the Fu-chou arsenal (23 Aug.,
Ki-lung in northern Formosa was captured
1884)
(1 Oct., 1884); the Pescadores were taken (29 March,
1885); finally the Billot-Campbell peace protocol,
signed in Paris (4 April, 1SS5), was followed by a
treaty signed at T'ien-tsin (9 June, 1S85) byPatenotre,
minister, a commercial convention (T'ien-tsin, 25 April,
18S6) by Cogordan, minister, and an additional convention (26 June, 1887) under Constans, minister.
France retained possession of Tong-king.
Emperor Kwang Siu became of age 7 Feb., 18S7,
and took control of the government 4 March, 1889. On
26 Feb., 1889, he married Ve-ho-na-la-shi, daughter
The imperial audience took place 5
of Kwei-siang.
March, 1891. For a long time matters had gone from
bad to worse between China and Japan, Korea being
the coveted prey of both nations. The murder of the
Korean Kim-ok Kyum, a friend of the Japanese, by

(T'ien-tsin,

2 Sept., 1861), Portugal (T'ien-tsin, 13

1S62\ though not ratified, Denmark (T'ienSpain (T'ien-tsin, 10 Oct., 1864),
Holland (T'ien-tsin, 6 Oct., 1863), Belgium (Peking,

Aug.,

tsin, 13 July, 1863),

1865), Italy (26 Oct., 1866), and Austria
2 Sept., 1869). A new convention, negotithe British minister, Sir Rutherford Alcock
23 Oct., 1869), was not ratified by the BritIn 1868 a special embassy headed
ish Government.
by Anson Burlingame, formerly American Minister to
Peking, was sent to the W'estern countries. They
went first to the United States, and additional articles
to the Treaty of 1858 were signed at Washington
(28 July, 1868); thence they proceeded through
Europe. Burlingame died at St. Petersburg. A
few months afterwards news was received of the
awful massacre of French and Russian subjects by
A mission
the Chinese at T'ien-tsin, 21 June, 1870.
under Chung-hou was sent to Versailles to apologize
T'ung-chi married Oct., 1872, and being of
for this.
age, received in audience the foreign envoys; Japan,
France, Great Britain, Russia, the United States,
and Holland were represented by their ministers, and
Germany by an interpreter (29 June, 1873). Relations were strained between Japan and China, owing
to an attack made by the aborigines of southern Formosa on the wrecked crew of a Luch'uan junk, and
Through British
for a time war seemed inevitable.

2 Nov.,
(Peking,
ated by
(Peking,

intervention, however, satisfaction was obtained by
Japan, and an agreement between the two Asiatic
T'ungnations was signed at Peking, 31 Oct., 1874.
chi died 12 Jan., 1875.
The situation in China at this time presented
many difficulties. There were grave questions to be
On 21
Bettled with England, Russia, and France.
I...
L87S tin' English interpreter, A. R. Margary,
an
attack
was murdered a1 Manwyne (Yun-nan), and
was made on the British exploring party from Burma
Margary
had
which
headed by Col. Horace A. Browne,
preceded.
Protracted and knotty negotiations conWade,
led
minister,
Thomas
I'".
ducted by the British
'he-fu,
to lli' conclusion of the convention signed at
were
this:
regulations
Sept..
ISTli.
to
13
According
to be framed for the frontier trade of Vim-nan;
British officials were to be stationed at Ta-li, or some
inialili
place in Yun-nan, for a period of
Other
live years', the Viceroy of India was given permission to send a mission to this province; tile indemnity was fixed at 200,000 taels; China was t"
I

i

<

;

A

St.

James.

Russians, who had signed a treaty with China,
1851, at Kuldja, took possession of this
region (4 July, 1871), during the rebellion of Yakub.

The

25 July,

When

the Mohammedan rising was crushed by Tso
Tsung-tang (1877-78), China claimed the territory
occupied temporarily by Russia. A special Chinese
mission with Ch'ung-hou as chief was sent to Russia
and concluded a treaty at Livadia (Oct., 1879). The

;

countryman, Hung Tjung-wu, at Shanghai (28
March, 1894), and the attack made on the steamship
Kow-shing by the Japanese at the mouth of the Va-lu
River (25 July, 1894) were the starting points of a war.
The principal events during the course of this war
were: the battle of Sei-kwan (29 July, 1894); a
declaration of war (1 Aug.); a convention between
Korea and Japan (26 Aug.) the battles of l'ing-yang
(16 Sept.)] and the Va-lu (17 Sept. ); the capture of
Port Arthur (21 Nov.) and Wei-hai-wei (30 Jan., 1S95)
by the Japanese; the occupation of New-chwang by
the Japanese (6 March); the landing of the Japanese
at
Formosa. The negotiations between Li Hungchang, who had been wounded by a fanatic Japanese,
and Ito and Mutsu, resulted in the signing of the
Treaty of Shimonoseki (17 April, 189S). The principal articles of this treaty were the cession of I.iaotung, Formosa, and the Pescadores to the Japanese.
an indemnity of 200,000,000 Kuping taels to be paid
by china, the opening t" Japanese trade of Sha -In
or Kin-chou (Hu-pe), Chung-k'ing, Su-chou, and
his

;

1

1

On the interference of France,
Ilang-chou, etc.
Russia and Germany, Liao-tung was retroceded to

CHINA

to obtain satisfaction for the

murder

of

Korea

fell

Ostensibly

two mission-

Germans seized Kiao-chou Bay (Shan-tung)
Nov., 1S97), which was granted to them on long
Following the example of
(6 March, 1898).
Germany, Russia obtained a similar lease of Ta-lienwan and the adjacent waters (27 March, 1898); England, Wei-hai-wei (2 April, 189S); France, Kwangchou-wan (27 May, 1898). On 9 June the territory
(if Kow-loon ceded to Great Britain was extended to
include Deep Bay and Mir's Bay; moreover, various
declarations stipulated the non-alienation by China
of the Vang-tze valley (11 Feb., 1S98), the provinces
bordering on Tong-king (10 April, 1898), and Fu-kien
April, 1898).
Prince Kung died 29 May, 1898.
From 10 June, 1S98, until 20 Sept., 1898, when a
coup d'itai of Empress Tze-hi deprived Emperor
Kuans Siu of all his power, he made a strong attempt
to reform the administration of his empire with the
Then folassistance of K'ang Yu-wei and others.
lowed a terrible reaction, which culminated in the
Boxer rebellion. This began in Shan-tung and extended to Ohi-li, secretly fostered by the empress
dowager and her camarilla; Prince Twan, and General
l'u nt;
Fu-Siang.
Everywhere missionaries were
murdered. The German minister, Von Ketteler,
was murdered (20 June); the legations at Peking
were besieged by the troops and the infuriated mob.
A relief column, under the command of the English
admiral, Sir Edward Seymour, failed to reach the
The allied fleet captured the Taku forts
capital.
17 June,
Finally a strong international
1900).
army entered Peking (14 Aug., 1900), relieving the
(Pe-tang),
Catholic cathedral
legations and the
while the emperor, the empress dowager, and the
court fled to Si-ngan-fu (Shen-si).
Peking was looted
aries, the
1

I

lease

and
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China by the convention of 8 Nov., 1905.
entirely into the hands of the Japanese.

left in ruins.

The

negotiations were long and involved, and on
their completion a final protocol was signed at Peking,
7 Sept., 1901, by the representatives of the ten foreign powers. The principal clauses included: a mission of reparation to Berlin and an expiatory monument to Baron von Ketteler on the spot where he was
assassinated; the punishment of the principal authe rehabilitation of officials
In us of the outrage;
executed for being favourable to foreigners; the
suspension of official examinations for five years in
all cities where foreigners had been massacred or illtreated; missions of reparation to Japan for the
,ii it ion
of Sugiyama of the Japanese legation;
expiatory monuments in cemeteries where foreign
tombs had been desecrated; prohibition of the import.'it inn of arms; a total indemnity of 450,000,000
Haikwan taels (about $300,000,000), special quarters
for the legations at Peking; the destruction of the
the reorganization of the foreign
forts of Taku;
office.
An imperial edict of 24 July, 1901, transformed the Tsung-li Yamen into a Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (W'ai-wu Pu), which takes precedence over the
other ministries of State.
Treaties were signed at
aai by China with Great Britain (5 Sept., 1902),
with Japan (commercial, 8 Oct., 1903), and with the
United States for the extension of commercial relai

tions (S (let., 1903).
The great victories gained by Japan over Russia
of the Treaty of Portsmouth (23 Aug.,
Sept., 1905), tin' various agreements signed by
ions
with the victorious power, the
European nil
tremendous ffeel produced on all Asiatic peoples by
the triumph of one of them, the latent discontent in
China, the delusive and superficial attempts at reform in the Middle- Kingdom, leave to the future
prospects which arc anything but encouraging for the
\\ est' ni countries.

and the signing
.">

The imperial maritime customs were
Customs.
started in Shanghai in 1854 when, the city being

threatened by rebels, the collection of dues on foreig
trade became impossible.
Representatives of the
three consuls from Great Britain, France, and the
United States, were placed in charge of the custom
service, which was inaugurated on 12 July, 1854.
The American and the French delegates having retired in the course of years, the British delegate,
Horatio N. Lay, remained in charge until he was
superseded in Nov., 18(13, as inspector general, by
Robert Hart (b. 20 Feb., 1835, at Portadown, Irei

land).
The Shanghai system was extended to Canton (Oct., 1859) and afterwards to the other treaty
ports.
The importance of the service has grown
with years and now includes also the postal sen ice.
It is divided into four departments: (1) revenue de-

partment (Indoor, Outdoor, and Coast staff), with
957 foreigners of various nationalities, the majority
being British, and 4138 Chinese (1903); (2) marine
department; (3) educational department (4) postal
department. An imperial decree of 9 May, 1905,
placed at the head of the custom service two high
mandarins.
At the end of 1906, 2096 localities were open to
postal business, and in 1907 the number of articles
;

dealt with increased to nearly 113 millions. The number of parcels reached 1,383,000, and money transacMoreover, there are some fortions taels 1,539,000.
eign (British, German, French, Japanese, American,
Russian) postal agencies at some of the treaty ports.
On 6 Nov., 1906, a new Chinese ministry was created,
styled the Yu-ch'wan Pu (Board of Posts and Communications) with a president and two vice-presidents.

Telegraph System.

— In

1905 the Imperial Com-

pany had 379 stations throughout China, Manchuria,
and Mongolia. Other companies are the Imperial

German Telegraph

Co.,

through Shanghai, Tsing-tao,

and Che-fu the French Telegraph Co., from Amoy to
Tourane the Great Northern Telegraph Co., through
;

;

Shanghai, Gutzlaff, Nagasaki, Yladivostock,

Amoy,

and Hong-Kong the Eastern Extension, Australasia
and China Telegraph Co., connecting Shanghai, Gutzlaff, Fu-chou, Hong-Kong, Indo-China, and the Phil;

ippines;

the Deutsch-Niederlandische Telegraphen-

gesellschaft, three cables connecting

Yap

(Carolines)

and Shanghai, Menado (Celebes), and Guam (Mariannes); the Commercial Pacific Cable Co., connecting
San Francisco, Honolulu, Midway, Guam, Manila, and
Shanghai with a branch line between Guam and Yokohama; the Japanese Telegraph Co., connecting Sharp
Peak (Fu-chou), Formosa, Ishigakishima, Naha,
Oshima, Japan, and Korea.
Trade. The revenue of the customs in 1906 was

—

taels 36,068,595 (1 Haikwan tael = .•>(>. s(),
as against Haikwan taels 22,742,104 in 1897.
It included import duties, taels 16,100,954; export
duties tls. 9,825,706; coast trade duties, tls. 2,208,192; tonnage dues, tls. 1,326,619; transit dues incoming, tls. 1,831,934; transit, dues outgoing, tls.
445,167; opium Likin, tls. 4,330,083. The
value of the foreign trade was Hk. tls. 682,767,231 in
1906, as against Hk. tls. 385,142,721 in 1897, the
net value being Hk. tls. 6 16,726,821, as against tls.
366,329,983 in 1897. The value of the direct trade:
Continent of Europe (Russia excepted), tls. 82,677,826; Russian European ports, tls. 5,757,036; Russia
and Siberia by land frontier, tls. 2, 565, !.'U1; Russia,
Pacific ports, tls. 11,018,087; Korea, tls., 1,811,037;
Japan (including Formosa'), tls. 94,357,287; Philippine Islands, tls. 2,536,704; Canada, lis. 5,192,127;
United States, including Hawaii, tls. 70,107,657;
Mexico and Central America (including Panarj
South America, tls. 27,309; Australia,
tls. 54,142;
New Zealand, etc., (Is. 1,014,469; South Africa including Mauritius), lis. 58,136, a total of tls. 616,
726,821 (net imports, (Is. ll(}.270.()sj; export
236,456,739).
The chief imports arc: opium, tls.

Haikwan

U.

S.),

;

CHINA

32,2S5,377 (weighing 54,225 piculs); cotton goods,
152,727,S45; woollen and cotton mixtures, tls.
2,269,812; woollen goods, tls. 4,382,958; miscellaneous piece goods, tls. 3,062,711; copper, iron, steel,
cigarettes,
tls.
5,846,781;
tls.
17,289,855;
etc.,
fish and fishery products, tls.
tls. 408,081;
8,125,721; flour, tls. 6,295,753; matches, tls. 5,139,80S; machinery, tls. 5,730,221 medicines, tls. 2,137,The chief exports are: beancake, tls. 7,134, etc.
064,108: beans, tls. 3,158,394; bristles, tls. 2,756,262; camphor, tls. 1,310,791; cattle, tls. 3,357,924;
cotton, tls. 11,631,138; fire-crackers, tls. 3,585,7:;:'.:
mattimr, tls. 3,064,458; medicines, tls. 2,430,322; raw white silk, tls. 16,485,481; steam filature
raw white silk, tls. 29,614,449; yellow silk, tls. 3,214,873; wild silk, tls. 6,372,970; silk cocoons, tls. 1,089,872; silk waste, tls. 3,208,162; silk cocoons, refuse,
tls. 4.50,254;
silk piece goods, tls. 8,474,750; Shantung pongees, tls. 1,279,104; silk products, unclassed, tls., 1,105,610; undressed skins and hides of
cows and buffalos, tls. 5,491,908; of horses, asses,
and mules, tls. 5,129; of goats, tls. 4,382,138; sheep,
tls. 176,567; unclassed, tls. 33,509; straw braid, tls.
8,650,861; vegetable tallow, tls. 1,057,401; black
tea, tls. 12,252,518; green tea, tls. 7,645,121; black
brick tea, tls. 4,392,064; green brick tea, tls. 2,083,641; tea tablet, tls. 254,958; tea dust, tls. 1028;
sheep's wool, tls. 4,847,015; chinaware, tls. 1,579,In 1906, S7.949 steamers (70,117.628
204, etc.
tons), and 120,598 sailing vessels (5,702,260 tons),
in all 208,547 vessels (75,819,888 tons) entered and
cleared Chinese ports, of which Chinese shipping
vessels (foreign type) numbered 45,847 (12,212,373
tons), Chinese junks 93,457 (3,974,378 tons), British
28,192 (33,450,560 tons), Japanese 25,108 (11,376,430
tons), French 5514 (3,125,749 tons), German 6315
(7,477,518 tons), American 582 (1,351,200 tons),
Norwegian 1978 (1,616,460 tons), Portuguese 976
(183,908 tons), Danish 108 (172,826 tons), Swedish
75 (65,992 tons), etc.
tls.

;

—

Treaty Ports. I. Northern Ports :(1) New-chwang,
Sheng-king province, Manchuria, in accordance with
British Treaty of T'ien-tsin, 1S58;
custom office
opened 9 May, 1864 Chinese population 74,000. (2)
Ching-wang-tao, Chi-li, in accordance with imperial
decree, 31 March, 1898; opened 15 Dec, 1901;
Chinese population, 5,000. (3) T'ien-tsin, Chi-li,
in accordance with British and French Peking Conventions, I860, opened May. 1861; Chinese population, 750,000.
(4) Che-fu, Shan-tung, in accordance
with British and French treaties of T'ien-tsin, 1S58;
opened March, 1862; Chinese population, 100,000.
(5) Kiao-chou, Shan-tung, German Convention, 6
March, 1898; opened 1 July, 1899. II. Yang-tze Ports:
(6) Ch'ung-k'ing, Sze-ch'wan; opened Nov., 1890;
Chinese population, 702,000. (7) I-ch'ang, Hu-pe,
in accordance with Che-fu Convention, 1S76; opened
1
April, 1877;
Chinese population, 50,000. (8)
Sha shi« Hu-pe, Treaty of Shimoneseki, 1895; opened
let., L896; Chinese population, 85,000.
(9) Changsha, Hu-nan; opened 1 July, 1904; Chinese population, 230,000.
(10) Yo-chou, Hu-nan, imperial
decree of Ml March, 1898; opened 13 Nov., 1899;
Chinese population, 20,000.
(11) Han-kou, Hu-pe,
;

I

(

regulations, 1861;
opened Jan., 1862;
(12) Kiu-kiang, Kiangregulations; opened Jan., 1862; Chinese
population, ;i6,ooo.
(13) Wu-hu, Ngan-hwei, Che-fu
ation, L876; opened 1 April, 1S77; Chinese
.Ill
123,000.
Nan-king,
Kiang-su,
[reatj of Tientsin. 1858; opened 1 May,
l899;Chine e population, 261,000. (15) Chin-kiang,
i.
British Treaty, 1858; opened April. L861
population, 170,000.
111.
Central Ports
Ki
\ in king
Treat)
18 12;
illy
17
No\ .. L843; Chinese population, 651,000.
(17) Su-chou, Kiang-su, Shimon-

provincial

Chinese population, 530,000.
si;

same

i.

ii

i
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oseki Treaty; opened 26 Sept., 1896; Chinese popu500,000.
(18) Hang-chou, Che-kiang, Shimonoseki Treaty; opened 26 Sept., 1896; Chinese
lation,

population, 350,000.
(19) Ning-po, Che-kiang, Nanking Treaty, 1842; opened May, 1861; Chinese popu(20) Wen-chou, Che-kiang, Che-fu
Convention, 1876; opened April, 1877 Chinese population, 80,000. IV. South Coast Ports: (21) San-tuao,
Fu-kien, imperial decree of 31 March, 189S; opened
1 May, 1S99;
Chinese population, 8000.
(22) Fuchou, Fu-kien, Nan-king Treaty, 1S42; opened July,
1861; Chinese population, 624,000.
(23) Amoy,
Fu-kien,
Nan-king Treaty, 1842; opened April,
1862; Chinese population, 114,000.
(24) Swatow,
Kwang-tung, English, French, and American Treaties of T'ien-tsin, 1858; opened Jan., 1S60; Chinese
population, 65,000.
(25) Canton, Kwang-tung, Nanking Treaty, 1842; opened Oct., 1859; Chinese population, 900,000.
(26) Kow-loon, Kwang-tung; opened
April, 1887; (27) Lappa, Kwang-tung; opened 27
June, 1871; (28) Kong-moon, Kwang-tung; opened
7 March, 1904; Chinese population, 55,000.
(29)
San-shui, Kwang-tung, Anglo-Chinese Convention,
4 Feb., 1897; opened 4 June, 1897; Chinese population, 5000.
(30) Wu-chou, Kwang-si, same convention;
opened 4 June, 1897; Chinese population,
59,000. (31) Kiung-chou (Hoi-hou), Kai-nan. Kwangtung, French and English Treaties of T'ien-tsin,
opened April, 1S76; Chinese population,
1858;
38,000.
(32) Pak-hoi, Kwang-tung, Che-fu Convention, 1S76; opened April, 1877; Chinese population,
V. Frontier Ports: (33) Lung-chou, Kwang20,000.
si,
French Treaty, 26 June, 1887; opened 1 June,
(34) Meng-tze,
1899; Chinese population, 12,000.
Yun-nan, French Treaty, 18S7; opened 30 April,
(35) Sze-mao,
1889; Chinese population, 15,000.
Yun-nan, French Convention, 1895; British, 1896;
opened 2 Jan., 1897; Chinese population, 15,000.
(36) Teng-yueh or Momein, Yun-nan, Convention of
4 Feb., 1897; opened 8 May, 1902; Chinese population, 10,000.
(37) Ya-tung, Tibet; opened 1 May,
1894.
Kwang-si, opened by imperial
Nan-ning,
yet,
As
Acdecree, 3 Feb., 1899, has not a custom office.
cording to the customs statistics (1906), 6,917,000
Chinese inhabit the treaty ports. The foreign population include 1837 firms and 38,597 persons (Americans 3447, British 9256, Japanese 15,548, French
2189, Germans 1939, Portuguese 3184, Italians 7N6,
Spaniards 3S9, Belgians 297, Austrians 236, Russians
273, Danes 209, Dutch 225, Brazilians 16, Koreans 47,
Norwegians 185, Swedes 135, subjects of non-treaty
lation, 260,000.

;

powers 236).
Railways. The first railroad was built in 1876,
from Wu-sung to Shanghai, but was purchased by
the Chinese and taken by them to Formosa in 1877.
The following is a list of the railways completed and
under construction at the end of 19011: in Manchuria
(1) from Irkutsk through Manchuria, Harbin, Pogranichaya to Vladivostock, 925 miles; (2) from
Harbin to Kwang-cheng-tze (not completed), 117
miles; (3) from Kwang-cheng-tze through Mukden,
Sinmin-fu, Liao-yang, New-chwang, Talien, to Port
Arthur, 4S1 miles (in addition to 36 miles under
construction); (4) from Mukden to Antung marrow
gauge), 187 miles under const met ion; (5) from KowpangtzetoSin-min-fu, 70 miles. Chi-li and Manchuria:
Peking through T'ien-tsin, Shan-hai-kwan, KewChi-li: Peking
pang-tze, to New-chwang, 600 miles.
Chi li and Mongolia: Peking
to Tung-chou, 13 miles.
through Nan-kou, to Kalgan, 33 miles (in addition
'hi-li. llo-uan. and
to 92 miles under construction').
Hu-pe: Peking, through Pao-ting-fu, Cheng-ting, Wei
llo-uan:
hwei, Cheng-chouto Han-kou, 754 miles,
Tao-kou, through Wei-hwei, to Ching-hwa, 93 miles.
Tai-yuan-fu.
87
Chi li and Shan-si: Cheng-ting to
miles (in addition to 68 under construction)- Ilo-nan:
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Kai-feng, through Cheng-ehou, to Ho-nan-fu, 41 miles
'in addition to 75 miles under construction).
Shantung: Tsing-chou, through Tsi-nan, to Po-shan, 270
mile s; Hwang-tai-kiao to Lo-kou, 1 miles.
Kiang-su:
Shanghai, through Su-chou, Chin-kiang, to Nan-king,
90 miles in ad. lit inn to 113 miles under construction ),
Che-kiang: Hang-chou City to Hang-ehou Settlement,
3 miles, under construction. In Kiang-si and Hunan: Yuen-chou to Shui-chou,64 miles. Kwang-tung:
Swatow to Chao-chou-fu, 25 miles; Kung-yik through
Sun-ning, to Sam-ka-hoi, ri~> miles under construction;
Canton to Sam-shui, 30 miles. Kwang-tung, Hu-nan.
and Hu-pe: Canton, through Chang-sha, to Ilan-kou,
720 miles. Yun-nan: Ilo-kou, through Meng-tze to
Yun-nan-fu, 19 miles (in addition to 273 under coni

struction).

—

Ilan-kou to Ch'eng-tu via
Projected Railways.
Ch'ung-k'ing: Su-chou to Hang-chou and Ning-po;
Chang-sha to Chenn-chou-fu; Shanghai to Kia-sing;
Amoy to yen-ping, Tsean-chou-fu, Fu-chou-fu; Singan-fu toTung-kwan (Shen-si); Tai-yuan-fu to Pingyang-fu (Shan-ei
Tse-chou to Tao-kou; Ta-tung-fu
to Kalgan; Tien-tsin to Te-chou and Chin-kiang;
:

Kow-loon; Wu-hu to Kwang-te-chou
(Ngan-hwei); Canton to Amoy; Canton to Kan-chou
(Kiang-si) Chenn-chou-fu to Chang-te (Northern HuHeng-chou-fu to Yung-chou-fu (Hu-nan);
Tung-kwan to Pu-chou-fu (Shen-si, Shan-si); Kiukiang to Nan-chang Kiang-si); Sin-ning to Yungkiang (Kwang-tung); Kalgan to Kulun (Mongolia);
Lan-chou-fu to Hi (Sin-kiang).
Weights and Measures. Measuresof length: one
hih), 1 tj inches = 10 tsun; 1 tsun = 10 fen;
= 1 cliang; lo chang = 1 yu. One li
360
kimg or 867 yards. The land measures are the mao
= 240 pu or 26.73 sq. ft.; 100 mao one
king or 16.7 acres. The t'ou
10 cheng or 2.269
Measuresof weight: The tan or picul
100
kin oi catties = 133J His.; 1 kin (pound or catty)
= 16 taels or 1J lb.; 1 tael (ounce or Hang) 24

Canton

to

;

1

1

.

:

1

1

1

;

—

=

or li oz.;
1

fen

=

10

li.

mace

=
=
=
=

Hang = 10 tsien; 1 tsien = 10 fen;
Money: 1 tael or Hang = 10 tsien

1

=

10 fen (candareen); 1 candareen
10 li or cash (in French sapkgue).
The tael is a
weight of silver which varies considerably in value;
in 1906 the Haikwan tael, in which the custom revenues and all values are given, was equivalent to
2. Hi Indian rupees, 1.60 Japanese ven, Mexican $1.54,
Chinese lump silver.
English 3s. 3id., U. S. 10.80.
cailed sycee (fine silk), is made into ingots resemThe silver experts are called
bling in shape a shoe.

(mace);

=

1

shroff.

Calendar.

—The

common

year has twelve lunar

months.

In a period of 19 years there are seven
Years are
intercalary years, each of 13 months.
either
from the beginning of the reign of the
reckoned
emperor, or from th-'r place in the cycle of 60 years.
The sexagenary cycle was devised by Ta-nao. MinisBwang-ti, the sixty-first year of whose reign
ras taken for the first cyclical sign.
A
common civil year consists of 354 or 355 days, and the
intercalary year of from 383 to 385 days.
Since the
time of Emperor K'ang-hi the day is divided into 96
re, sub-divided into 15 /en, or minutes,
the minute into 60 rtliao, or seconds, each second into
in turn are divided into 12 shih, subdivided into 2
iiuly name of a Chinaman is
DIAL]
ii,i,
the "hundred
families".
Tin- preiiomen is ming-tzi; the Christian
name sheng-ming; the name given to children by
parents niii-ming; the official name kinm-ming.
An emperor, besides his personal name, has a title
title or posthumous name miao-hao; some of the emperors
have had several nien-hao. Thus Iliwm-yi was the
personal name of the emperor, whose nien-hao
i
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(period)

was K'ang-hi, and

The marriage ceremonies

include the

visit to the
pro.pectiv: bri l<
fath.r an 1 brother |i in intr
mediary (mei-jin) sent by the prospective bridegroom's father and brother to inquire her name,
which is to be examined by the horoscope; if the
horoscope be auspicious, the met fin is senl to make
an offer of marriage which, if accepted, is confin
in writing: presents are sent to the parents of the
bride; a lucky day is selected for the wedding, and
the bridegroom sends some of his friends to hiing
the bride to his house. The seven valid grounds for
divorce are: talkativeness, wantonness, theft, barrenness, disobedience to a husband's parents, jealousy, and inveterate infirmity; to these infidelity
:

1

has been added.

The burial ceremonies are more or less varied,
short or long according to the wealth of the deceased,
and the dead are buried in graves. The graves of the
Ming emperors at Nan-king and in Mongolia are
famous. The emperors of the present dynasty are
buried in Chi-li in mausoleums called Tung-ling and
Si-ling; their ancestors rest at Mukden.
The period
of mourning for a father is three years, which is reduced in practice to twenty-seven months. \\ hue
is the mourning colour in China:
it is blue for the
emperor, and the seals are inked blue instead of vermilion.

The main food is rice (fan), and as it does not grow
in Northern China, great quantities are transported
from the southern provinces and Cochin-China.

Among Chinese delicacies are birds' nests i!Yit-»7i>,
nests of the colloculia brevirostris, which arc ma<
a sea-weed (gelidium); dried shark's fins, black inwhite (pe-yu-ehi or he-yu-rhi); beehe-de-mer
sari); preserved eggs (pi-tan, sung-hwa-tari).
The
Chinese use a great deal of oil (hiang-yu) extracted
from the sesamum orientals, the Arachis hypogasa, or
the Brassica sinensis. The Chinese drink tea
and fermented liquors (sam-shoo and others). They
eat with small wooden or ivory sticks, called chopsticks (kwai-tze); they know the use of the fork
(cho-tze), the spoon (pian-keng), and the knife (too).
Festivals. The first day of the first moon (Fuontan) or New Year's Day, is the occasion of great
Houses are decorated with paper ft
festivity.
and small strips of gilt and red paper; debt-- are
paid, and accounts are settled.
The first Full moon
of the year is the Feast of Lantern- Shang-yuan
when lanterns of various forms, colours, and mile
rials are suspended before each door.
The fifth day
of the fifth moon is the Feast of the Dragon's Boats
(T'ien-chung-sieh), instituted in the memory of (he
statesman K'iu Yuan, who drowned himself in the
river Mi-lo, an affluent of the Tung-ting lake, in the
fourth century B. c. Other festivals are those of the
village gods (T'u-ti-tiut), of the god of literature
ch'ang-tan), of Sakyamuni. Kwan-yn, Confucius, etc.
On 9 Oct., 1907, an imperial edicf wat issued in
Peking, ordering the Board of Revenues and Commerce forthwith to introduce a uniform system of
weights and measures throughout the Chinese Empire, the standards to be fixed within six months.
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Chinooks, an aboriginal tribe of the extreme northwest of the United States, which might be adduced
as an instance of the baneful effects of our civilization
on a people not prepared for it by the influence of
religion.
Iw. habitat was the basin of the lower Columbia, from the Dalles to its mouth, except a small
area of land on the south bank of the river occupied by
a Deii<; tribe. The family was divided into the Lower
and the Upper Chinooks, and they all lived in large
houses of wood, each containing several families and
forming villages situated, as a rule, on the north side
Each village
of the Columbia and Willamette rivers.
was presided over by a chief, who was independent
A few of these head men
of all outside influence.
attained wealth and enjoyed a consideration unusual
among savages. The most prominent of them wit bin
historical times was Comcomly, who received the
Lewis and Clarke expedition. According to Father
De Smet, this man, when at the height of his power,
was preceded by 300 slaves whenever he visited
Fort Vancouver, "and he used to carpet the ground
that he had to traverse, from the main entrance of the
fort to the governor's door, several hundred feet, with
beaver and otter skins" (Chittenden and Richardson,
Life, Letters, and Travels of Father Pierre Jean De
Smet, New York, 190.5, II, 443). The staple food of
the Chinooks was salmon, with a few roots and berThese people were great traders and, as most
ries.
maritime races, thev used to barter with the interior
It
tribes the objects obtained from white skippers.
seems that even before the advent of the whites on
their coast, they were famous for their commercial
excursions, which they accomplished in their beautiful high-prowed canoes, reaching as far as Nootka
Sound, on Vancouver Island. A stray member of
the tribe has been met in the very centre of British
These
Columbia and another at Wrangel, Alaska.
expeditions, bringing into contact, people of different tongues, called for a means of communication
which was provided in the shape of a jargon originally
made up of Chinook anil Xootkan words more or less
disfigured according to the nationality of the speaker.
To this was added, after the coming of the whites, a
considerable number of French anil English terms,
until it became an intertribal idiom of the greatest
use to trader anil missionary alike.
The Chinooks were somewhat taller than the genThey were universally
erality of the coast tribes.
addicted to the custom of deforming the heads oi
their infants, through the agency of a board secured
to the top of the cradle and pressing down the loreTheir character was none of the
head and occiput.
best.
Proud and haughty, their notions of honesty.
at least as applied to their relations with strangers.
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were at best rather hazy, and the readiness with
which their females fell preys to unprincipled whites
does not speak well of their consideration for chastity.
Practically their first contact with the whites dates
from the visit of Captains Lewis and Clarke in 1805.
Their numbers were then estimated at no less than
Though their first intercourse with the
16,000.
strangers was of a peaceful nature, they lost no opportunity later on to pilfer from the Astorian traders
who established themselves among them in 1812. In
1829, however, their arrogance was somewhat curbed
by the visitation of an epidemic which carried off
four-fifths of their entire population.
Through the French Canadians in the employ of
the Pacific Fur Company, they had heard of the
Christian religion; and the Rev. F. N. Blanchet
(later Archbishop of Oregon City) even tells us that
"very old crucifixes were found among them" when
first visited by the Catholic priests (Memoire present e
a la S. Congregation de la Propagande, p. 12). Tliis
was in 1838, when, accompanied by the Rev. M.
Demers (later Bishop of the Diocese of Vancouver)
he arrived in the valley of the lower Columbia. The
Chinooks who, by this time, had acquired most of the
vices of the whites, did not show any particular enthusiasm for the creed of the missionaries. On the
other hand, the latter were too few, and they had to
limit their ministrations to the French Canadians
with their large half-breed families, and to such of
the natives as were sufficiently well disposed. Occasionally, however, some Chinooks would come to
see them at Fort Vancouver, more out of curiosity
than through a desire for instruction. In 1839 Father
Demers speaks of "their abominable lives", and it
was only the following year (1840) that he could
visit them at their homes, which he reached on 22
May, as a band of Methodist preachers were landing
During a stay of three weeks' duration,
at Astoria.
he instructed the adults and baptized the children,
but they soon relapsed into indifference. In 1851
another special effort was made, with little success,
to reclaim them from their degenerate condition.
Gradually 'vice and disease further thinned tlicir
ranks, and it actually came to pass that the Lower
Chinooks became extinct, while what remained of the
upper part of the family, being scattered abroad, was
soon more or less mixed with the neighbouring tribes
and shared with them in the spiritual assistance profTo-day, there are not more than 300 Chinooks
fered.
extant, who are found mostly on the Warm Springs,
Yakima, and Grande Konde reservations in Oregon.
Dl Smet, Letters and Sketches (Philadelphia. 1843); DoFLOT,
Mufkas, Exploration du territoire de I Oregon (Paris. 1844);
('i.aukf,, Hist, of the Expedition (Toronto, s. d.J;
Iikmeks. Chinook Dictionary, Catechism, Prayers and Hymns
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Gabriello Fiamma (1584), one of the greatest orators
of his time.
Cardinal Pietro Bembo was a canon of
the cathedral. This cathedral is remarkable for its
magnificent pulpit and baptistery. The Diocese of
Chioggia is a suffragan of Venice; it has 93,500 inhabitants, 31 parishes, 2 religious houses for men
and 1 1 for women.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d" Italia, X, 341-415; Bdllo, Delia
Cittadmanza di Chioggia, etc., in Archivio Yeneto, 1875-82.

U. Benigni.

Chios (Gr. X/ot, It. Scio, Turkish, Sakiz Adassi),
one of the Sporades in the ./Egean Sea, separated from
the mainland of Asia Minor by a strait five miles wide
in its narrowest part; also the chief town of this
island. Its origin is lost in the remotest antiquity. In
historical times it became a rich Ionian colony with
a great navy, and took an important part in the
Medic wars. Allied with Athens during the Peloponnesian War, it was conquered by Lacedsemon, wavered
in allegiance between Philip of Macedon and the Persians, entered into an alliance with the Romans, and
at last became a Roman possession (70 b. a). Under
the Byzantine Empire it was ravaged by the Arabs
in the eighth century, and by the Turkish pirate,
Tsachas, in 1089. The Venetians occupied it from
the beginning of the thirteenth century till 1261, and
the Genoese from 1346 to 1566, when it was conquered
by Piali Pasha. Since then it has remained a Turkish
possession, except for a short occupation by the Tuscans in 1595, and by the Venetians in 1694. In
1822, on the occasion of the Greek insurrection, 30,000
Greeks were killed or sold as slaves, and 20,000 fled
from the island, most of them to Syros, where they
built Hermopolis.
On 22 March, 1881, a great
earthquake afflicted the island. With some neighbouring islets Chios forms a sanjak of the archipelago
vilayet.
The population is said to be 60,000: 1500
Mussulmans, 400 Catholics, 250 Jews, and the rest
Greeks. The town itself (Scio) has 15,000 inhabiChios is a metropolitan see for the Greeks (see
tants.
the episcopal list in Lequien, " Oriens Christianus ", I,
have several churches and schools, and a
they
931);
There is also a Latin bishopric, a suffragan
library.
of Naxos, which has three churches served by some
ten priests. The religious are the Capuchins, Brothers
of Christian Doctrine, and Sisters of St. Joseph of the
Apparition, with schools. The list of Latin bishops
since the fourteenth century is in Lequien, op. cit. II,
1062; more complete in Gams (448) and Eubel, I,
,

The

diocese also includes the island of
Samos, with 100 Catholics, a church, and school
conducted by Fathers of the African Missions from
191; II, 141.

Lyons.

The fertile valleys of Chios are like vast orchards,
which grow oranges, lemons, and other fruits. The
island also produces wine, mastie, resin of a lentiscus,
used chiefly in perfuming the raki, turpentine, silk
and cotton, wax, marble, and antimony. In extreme
length the island is about thirty-two miles, north to
south, and at its widest part eighteen, narrowing down
to about eight miles. Chios is one of the sites that
lay claim to the honour of Homer's birthplace; the
Dascalopetra, or Homer's school, a rock where he is
Chios is also the
said to have taught, is still shown.
birthplace of the tragic poet Ion, the historian Theoin

A. G. Morice.

—

Chioggia (Chiozza), Diocese of (Clodiensis).
is a sea-coast city in the province of Venice.
Ikis an important harbour and extensive fisheries.
In antiquity it was known as Fossa Clodia; in the
Middle Ages as Clugia. In 452 it offered a safe refuge

Chioggia
It

to the inhabitants of the neighbouring cities of Monand Kste who fled before Attila. Later, howit shared the political vicissitudes of that region,
falling successively into the power of the Goths, the
Lombards, and finally of Pepin, King of Italy, son of

selice

ever,

During the tenth and eleventh cenIt was ruined and subturies it became a republic.
jugated by the Genoese during their war with the
Venetians, but was freed by the Venetian general Zeno
(1378-81), and Boon flourished under the rule of
In llOfi, Enrico Grancarolo, Bishop of the
island of Malamocco, then nearly deserted, transferred his see to Chioggia.
Other noteworthy bishops
are: the Dominican Marco Medici (1578), a famous
theologian at the Council of Trent, and his successor
44
III.

Charlemagne.
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pompus, the philosopher Metrodorus, and many
artists; of the Catholics, Giustiniani, a defender of
Constantinople in 1453, Allatius (q. v.), and Pepanos;
the Greeks, Coresios, Corals, and others.
Cramer, A Geogr. and Ilistor. Description of Asia Minor (Oxford, 1832), II. 395-402; Smith. Diet, a) Greek nnd Roman
I. fi()9;
Tozer. The Islands of the .Fgran (Oxford, 1890).
139 166; Cl imt, Turouie d'Asie, I. 406; Oiurtiniani, La
Scio sacra del rito latino descritta (16581; Blabtos, Chiaca, or
I'm v WlSSOWA, RealII, to,,, of the Island of Chios Kir );
Encyc. III. 2286-2297 (important bibliography); Hocbbaye,
file de (7u.i. in Heme des l>,„, Mondes ISM
\ I. VI. 82-103;
Pernot, En pays lure: Vile de Chio (Paris, 1903).
S. Petrides.
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CHIPPEWA
Chippewa Indians,

tribe north of Mexico, numbering some 30,000 souls,
about equally divided between the United States
and Canada. The popular name is a corruption of
Ojibwa, a name of uncertain etymology, but generally supposed to refer to the "puckered up" appearance of the seam along the front of the tribal moccasin.
They call themselves Anishinabag, "original
men", and on account of having formerly had their

principal residence at Sault Sainte Marie, at the outLake Superior, they were known to the French
as Saulteurs. The Ojibwa belong to the great Algonquian stock and are closely related to the Ottawa and
the Cree.
According to their own tradition they
came from the east, advancing along the Great Lakes
and had their first settlement in their present country
at Sault Sainte Marie and at Shaugawaumikong
(French Chegoimegon^ on the southern shore of Lake
Superior, about the present Lapointe or Bayfield,
Wisconsin. Their first mention in history occurs in
the "Jesuit Relation" for 1640. Through their
friendship with the French traders they were able to
procure guns and thus to prosecute most successfully
their hereditary wars with the Sioux and Foxes on
their west and south, with such result that the Sioux
were driven out from the U/pper Mississippi region,
and the Foxes forced down from Northern Wisconsin
and compelled to confederate with the Sauk. By
the end of the eighteenth century the Ojibwa were
the almost unchallenged owners of nearly all of the
present Michigan, Northern Wisconsin, and Minnesota,
including most of the Red River country and westward to the Turtle Mountains of North Dakota, together with the entire northern shores and drainage
let of

of Lakes Huron and Superior on the Canadian side.
They have never been removed as have been so many
other tribes, but by successive reat y sales they are now
restricted to reservations within this home territory,
t

with the exception of a few families resident in Kansas.
Notwithstanding their importance as a tribe the
Ojibwa are not prominent in colonial history, owing
chiefly to their remote situation.
In conjunction
with the French they had greatly reduced the formidable Foxes early in the eighteenth century, and finally
crushed them, single-handed, in a decisive battle
about 1780. At a much earlier period they had
turned the westward march of the conquering Iroquois.
The hereditary war with the Sioux continued
until within the past half-century, in spite of repeated
efforts of the Government to bring about peace.
In
common with most of the western tribes they were
allies of the French throughout the colonial period,
but joined the side of England against the Americans
in the Revolution and again in 1812, being especially
active in the latter war.
They first entered into
treaty relations with the United States in 1785.
Uthough to a certain extent a sedentary people,
he (jibwa were not agricultural, their country being
too cold for profitable farming by the rude Indian
method, but depended for subsistence upon fishing,
hunting, and tin- gathering of wild rice. Their territory abounded in lakes and clear streams well
stocked with fish, with vast fields of wild rice in the
quieter waters.
They also gathered cranberries and
manufactured maple sugar, the latter being itself an
Indian discovery. Their pottery was rude and unimportant, but they were expert in basket and mat
weaving, arid in the manipulation of birch-bark for
canoes, boxes, and other purposes.
Their
dwellings were either rectangular, round-topped
Structures of poles covered with mats or bark, or wen'
T tent shape and covered usually with bark.
They were murh upon the water anil were noted tor
their skill in making and handling their beautiful
birch
Living in a timber country they
travelled ami fought on foot, except when going by
water, and had Imt lilfl" aca uaintance with cither
t
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the largest and most important

Physically and intellectuthe buffalo or the horse.
ally they ranked high among the tribes.
In their system of government each band was
practically independent of the others, although according to their tradition it had been more centralized in ancient times, when the tribe had dwelt
within a smaller compass. They had the clan system
with some twenty clans, the exact number being a
matter of controversy owing to the wide dispersion
of the bands.
Each clan had its own special precedence in war, deliberation, ceremonial function, etc.
They buried in the ground, leaving articles of property and food offerings at the grave, as was he almost
universal Indian custom. They had the usual multiplicity of gods, but there were no great ceremonial
tribal gatherings such as were found among the agricultural and the buffalo-hunting tribes, the religious
and ceremonial observances being in the keeping of
various societies, of which the Mide (Meda) secret
society was the dominant one and preserved the
sacred tribal tradition. Despite centuries of missionary effort these societies still flourish and the majority
of the tribe continues pagan.
The mission history of the Ojibwa begins in 10G0,
when tiie Jesuit Ren£ Menard established himself
about Keweenaw Bay in Upper Michigan. Five
years later another Jesuit, Father Claude Allouez,
founded the mission of Saint-Esprit at Chegoimegon
(Bayfield, Wisconsin), the principal gathering-place
Other misfor all the bands south of Lake Superior.
sions were soon after begun at Sault Sainte Marie
t

ami Mackinaw.

The work continued under

Jesuit

auspices down nearly to the end of the eighteenth century when it was taken up by secular priests. Within
the last few years a large share of the labour has again
devolved upon a Jesuit worker stationed at the Sault,
the only priest in Upper Michigan who knows the language. Chief among the later missionaries may be
mentioned the well-known philologist, Bishop Frederick Baraga (q. v.), who, beginning in 1830, devoted
thirty-six years of Iris life to the Ojibwa and Ottawa,
The narrative
chiefly at L'Anse on Keweenaw Bay.
of his career is one long record of heroic sacrifice.
<

His great grammar and dictionary is the accepted
standard upon the Ojibwa language. Another noted
in the Red River country, was Father George
Belcourt, 1S31-1S46, author of another dictionary
which still remains in manuscript. Of more recent
period is the Franciscan, Father Chrysostom Verw yst
stationed at Bayfield, Wisconsin, who has also given

worker

much

Protestant effort in
attention to the language.
the tribe was inaugurated in 1823 in Ontario on the
side, by the Wesleyari Methodists, followed
the next year by the Baptists at Sault Sainte Marie.
In 1S27 the Congregationalists began work at Mackinaw, and about 1S30 the Episcopalians established
themselves at the Sault. The majority of the Christian portion of the tribe is Catholic.
M ION1 T.
Thwaiti s,./.
Missions in Handbook of American Indians (Washington,

Canada
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Jambs Moonet.
Chiusi-Pienza, Diocese of (Clusiitensis bt
Chiusi is an
Pientcnensis), suffragan of Siena.
important town in the province of that name- in TusIt is the ancient Clusium, one of the twelve
cany.
Even yet
cities of the
Etruscan Confederation.
many vestiges of Etruscan fortresses and tombs are
At an early period it became Bubjecl to the
visible.
Romans. The Gospel, if is said, was preached there
by the immediate disciples of the Apostl s. Better
authenl icated, however, is the story of the martyrdom
of the deacon Lrenteusand the virgin Mustiola, which
probably took place under Valerian, not under
Aurelian.
'atacomhs are found at Chiusi. The first
(
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degil Atti (1348) was a famous canonist, and
Chiusi formerly
the odour of sanctity.
of a famous relic, the betrothal ring of the

in
I

Blessed Virgin, which was taken to Perugia about
149 bj an Augustinian friar; in consequence of this
broke out between them, in which Perugia was
victorious and remained in possession of the ring.
Chiusi was at first immediately subject to the Holy
but was made a suffragan of Siena by Pius II.
77:: Clement XIV added to it the Diocese of
In
Among the famous abbeys of the diocese
Picnza.
was that of UnmiatO, which was built by Rachis,
King (,| thi' Lombards, and afterwards rose to great
power ainl influence. The diocese has a population
of 26,300, with 50 parishes. 12.5 churches and chapels,
50 regular priests, 4 religious houses for
9] secular an
I

1

1

men and

7 for
Cappi- i-i.itti.

Ann.

women.
ckiese

/.'

(Venice,

it'Italia

1844),

XVII;

100-02.
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Chivalry (derived through the French cheval from
the Latin caballns) as an institution is to be cond from three points of view: the military, the
social, and the religious.
In the military sense, chivalry was
itary.
x
heavy cavalry of the Middle Ages which constituted the chief and most effective warlike force.
The knight or chevalier was the professional soldier
of tin time; in medieval Latin, the ordinary word
w - equivalent to "knight".
This
pre-eminence of cavalry was correlative with the
Four pecudecline of infantry On file battle-field.
liarities distinguished the professional warrior:
(1)
(4) flag.
his weapons;
(3) attendants;
(2) horse;
Tin' medieval army was poorly equipped for long1
distance fighting, and bows and cross-bows were still
employed, although the Church endeavoured to prohibit their use, at least between Christian armies as
Ai ill events, they were recontrary to humanity.
as unfair in combat by the medieval knight.
I is only offensive weapons were the lance for the
encounter and the sword for the close fight, weapons
common t" both light-armed and heavy cavalry.
characteristic distinction of the latter, which
really constituted chivalry, lay in their defensive
weapons, which varied with different periods. These
weapons were always costly to get and heavy to
./.Mir hauberk of the tarlovingian
Era, the coat of mail, winch prevailed during the
lastly
tie' plate-armour, introduced in
and
les,
ourteenth century.
(2) No knight was thought
to l.e properly equipped without at least three horses,
viz. the battle horse, or dexterarius, which was led by
hand, and used only for tie- onset (hence the saying,
"to mount one's high horse" a second horse, palfrey
er, for ill" route, and the pack-horse for the
knight required several attendants: one to conduct the horses, another to bear the
heaviest weapons, particularly tie- shield or escutcheon
r.
n »</' r, esquire);

—
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another to aid his master to mount his battle
or to raise him if dismounted; a fourth to
fly those of quality, for whom a
guard
These attendants, who
high ransom was expected.
'ion, were not to he confounded
win
with the armed retainers, who formed the escort of a
From the thirteenth century the squires
knight.
al-o went armed and mounted and. passing from one
rrade to the other, were raised finally to knighthood.
mners were also a distinctive mark of chivalry.
They were attached to. and carried on, the lance.
There was a shop distinction between the pennon,
a Hat: pointed or forked at the extremity, used by a
single chevalier or bachelor as a personal ensign, and
the banner, square in form, used a- the ensign of a
still
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known bishop was Florentius, present in 465 at the
Roman synod under Pope Hilary. Bishop Fran-

band, and reserved to the baron or baronet in command of a group of at least ten knights, called a con-

Each flag or banner was emblazoned
stabulary.
with the arms of its owner, to distinguish one from
another on the battle-field. These armorial bearings
afterwards became hereditary and gave birth to the
complicated science of heraldry.
Social.
The career of a knight was costly, requiring personal means in keeping with the station;
for a knight had to defray his own expenses in an age
when the sovereign had neither treasury nor war
budget at his disposal. When land was the only kind
of riches, each lord paramount who wished to raise
an army divided his domain into military fiefs, the
tenant being held to military service at his own personal expense for a fixed number of days (forty in
France and in England during the Norman period).
These fees, like other feudal grants, became hereditary, and thus developed a noble class, for whom the
Knightknightly profession was the only career.
hood, however, was not hereditary, though only the
sons of a knight were eligible to its ranks. In boyhood they were sent to the court of some noble, where
they were trained in the use of horses and w-eapons,
and were taught lessons of courtesy. From the thirteenth century, the candidates, after they had attained the rank of squire, were allowed to take pari
in battles; but it was only when they had come of
age, commonly twenty-one years, that they were
admitted to the rank of knight by means of a peculiar
Every knight was
ceremonial called "dubbing ".
qualified to confer knighthood, provided the aspirant
fulfilled the requisite conditions of birth, age, and
training.
Where the condition of birth was lacking
in the aspirant, the sovereign alone could create a
knight, as a part of his royal prerogative.
In the ceremonial of conferring knightReligious.
hood the Church shared, through the blessing of the
sword, and by the virtue of this blessing chivalry
assumed a religious character. In early Christianity,
although Tertullian's teaching that Christianity and
the profession of arms were incompatible was condemned as heretical, the military career was regarded
with little favour. In chivalry, religion and the
This change in
profession of arms were reconciled.
attitude on the part of the Church dates, accordingto
some, from the Crusades, when Christian armies were
Even
for the first time devoted to a -acred purpose.
prior to the Crusades, however, an anticipation of
this attitude is found in the custom called the " Truce
It was then that the clergy seized
of God" (q. v.).
upon the opportunity offered by these truces to exact
from the rough warriors of feudal times a religious
vow to use their weapons chiefly for the protection
of the weak and defenceless, especially women and
orphans, and of churches. Chivalry, in the new-

—

—

on a vow; it was this vow which dignithe soldier, elevated him in his own esteem, and
raised him almost to the level of the monk in medieval
As if in return for this vow, the Church orsociety.
dained a special blessing for the knight in the ceremony called in the "Pontificale Romanum", "BeneAt first very simple in its form,
dictio novi militis".
this ritual gradually developed into an elaborate
ceremony. Before the blessing of the sword
sense, rested
fied

many preliminaries were required of
pirant. such as confession, a vigil of prayer, fasting,
a symbolical bath, and investiture with a winfor' the purpose of impressing on the candidate the
purity r.f soul with which he was to enter up
a noble career. Kneeling, in the presence of the
clergy, lie pronounced the solemn vow of chivalry,
at the same time often renewing the baptismal vow;
the one chosen as godfather then struck him lightly
the name
on the neck with a sword (the dubbing)
of lod and St. George, the patron of chivalry.
History.
There are four distinct periods in the
altar,

i

m

i
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The period of foundation, i. e.
history of chivalry.
the time when the Truce of God was in force, witnessed the long contest of the Church against the violence of the age, before she succeeded in curbing the
savage spirit of the feudal warriors, who prior to this
recognized no law but that of brute force.
The Crusades (q. v.) introduced the golden age of
chivalry, and the crusader was the pattern of the
The rescue of the holy places of
perfect knight.
Palestine from Moslem domination and the defence
In
of pilgrims became the new object of his vow.
return, the Church took him under her protection in
a special way, and conferred upon him exceptional
temporal and spiritual privileges, such as the remission of all penances, dispensation from the jurisdiction of the secular courts, and as a means of defraying
the expenses of the journey to the Holy Land,
knights were granted the tenth of all the church
revenues. The vow of the crusader was limited to a
For the distant expeditions into
specified period.
After
Asia, the average time was two or three years.
the necessity of a standing
of
Jerusalem,
the conquest
army became peremptory, in order to prevent the
loss of the Holy City to surrounding hostile nations.
Out of this necessity arose the military orders (q. v.)
which adopted as a fourth monastic vow that of perpetual warfare against the infidels. In these orders,
wherein was realized the perfect fusion of the religious and the military spirit, chivalry reached its apoThis heroic spirit had also its notable repregee.
sentatives among the secular crusaders, as Godfrey of
Bouillon, Tancred of Normandy, Richard Cceur de
Lion, and above all Louis IX of France, in whom
knighthood was crowned by sanctity. Like the
monastic, the knightly vow bound with common ties
warriors of every nation and condition, and enrolled
them in a vast brotherhood of manners, ideals, and
aims. The secular brotherhood had, like the regular,
its rule imposing on its members fidelity to their
lords and to their word, fair play on the battle-field,
and the observance of the maxims of honour and
Medieval chivalry, moreover, opened a
courtesy.
new chapter in the history of literature. It prepared
the way and gave ready currency to an epic and
romantic movement in literature reflecting the ideal
of knighthood and celebrating its accomplishment
Provence and Normandy were

the chief centres of this kind of literature, which was
spread throughout all Europe by the trouveres and
troubadours.
After the Crusades chivalry gradually lost its
religious aspect.
In this, its third period, honour
remains the peculiar worship of knighthood. This
spirit is manifested in the many knightly exploits
which fill the annals of the long contest between
England and France during the Hundred Years War.
The chronicles of Froissart give a vivid picture of this
age, where bloody battles alternate with tournaments
and gorgeous pageants. Each contending nation has
If England could boast of the victories of
its heroes.
the Black Prince, Chandos, and Talbot, France could
pride herself on the exploits of Du Guesclin, Boucicaut, and Dunois.
But with, all the brilliancy and
glamour of their achievements, the main result was
a useless shedding of blood, waste of money, and
misery for the lower classes. The amorous character
of the new literature had contributed not a little to
deflect chivalry from its original ideal.
Under the
influence of the romances love now became the mainspring of chivalry.
As a consequence there arose a
new type of chevalier, vowed to the service of some
tiol •!< lady, who could even be another man's wife.
This idol of his heart was to be worshipped at a distance.
Unfortunately, notwithstanding the obligations imposed upon the knightly lover, these extravagant fancies often led to lament able results.
In its last stages, chivalry became a mere court

The Order of the Garter, founded in 1348
by Edward III of England, the Order of the Golden

service.

Fleece (Toison d'or) of Philip of Burgundy, dating
from 1430, formed a brotherhood, not of crusaders,
but of courtiers, with no other aim than to contribute
to the splendour of the sovereign. Their most serious
business was the sport of jousts and tournaments.

They made

their vows not in chapels, but in banquetnot on the cross, but on some emblematic bird.
of 1306, was instituted during
the feast of the dubbing of the son of Edward I. It
was before God and the swan that the old king swore
with his knights to avenge on Scotland the murder
of his lieutenant.
More celebrated is the " vow of the
Pheasant", made in 1454 at the court of Philip of
Burgundy. The motive was weighty indeed, being
nothing else than the rescue of Constantinople, which
had fallen the past year into the hands of the Turks.
But the solemnity of the motive did not lessen the
frivolity of the occasion.
A solemn vow was taken
before God and the pheasant at a gorgeous banquet,
the profligate cost of which might better have been
devoted to the expedition itself. No less than one
hundred and fifty knights, the flower of the nobility,
repeated the vow, but the enterprise came to nought.
Chivalry had degenerated to a futile pastime and an
empty promise. Literature, which had in the past
so greatly contributed to the exaltation of chivalry,
now reacted against its extravagances. In the early
part of the fourteenth century this turning-point becomes evident in the poetry of Chaucer. Although
he himself had made many translations from the
French romances, he mildly derides their manner in
The final blow was reserved for t he
his " Sir Thopas "
immortal work of Cervantes, " Don Quixote ", which
aroused the laughter of all Europe. Infantry, on its
revival as an effective force on the battle-field during
the fourteenth century, began to dispute the supremacy which heavy cavalry had so long enjoyed. Chivalry, which rested entirely upon the superiority of the
halls,

The

"

vow of the Swan "

.

horseman in warfare, rapidly declined. At Crecy
(1346) and Agincourt (1415) the French knighthood
was decimated by the arrows of the English archers
The Austrian nobility
of Edward III and Henry V.
at Sempach (1386) and the Burgundian chivalry at
Morat (1476) were unable to sustain the overpowering
onslaught of the Swiss peasantry. With the advent
of gunpowder and the general use of firearms in battle, chivalry rapidly disintegrated and finally disappeared altogether.
Oman, The Art of War in
Kohler, Kriegwesen in der
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RUterzeil (Breslau. 1S86-1S90);
Institutions militaires de la Franee avant les armees
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Choctaw Indians, an important tribe or confederacy of Muskogean stock formerly holding most of
Southern Alabama and Mississippi, with adjoining
portions of Louisiana, U. S. A., but now resident in
Eastern Oklahoma. The origin and meaning of the
are uncertain. According to their own tradiwhich agrees with linguistic evidence, they were
formerly connected witli the Chickasaw and Crossed
Their first
the Mississippi together from tin- West.

name
tion,

appearance in history was in 1540, when their giant
>e
chief, Toscalusa the "Black Warrior", opposed
Soto's march in what was perhaps the most terrible
Indian bat tie ever fought in the Eastern United States.
I
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Their connected history dates from the establishment
of the French at Biloxi in 1690.
They were generally
more friendly to the French than to the English, but
always
unsatisfactory
and
were
uncertain allies. They
made their first treaty with the United States in 1786,
since which time they have never been at war with the
Government. In 1820 they sold their last remaining
lands east of the Mississippi and agreed to remove to
Oklahoma, but the removal was not completed until
about twenty years later.
Even then a considerable
band, known later as Mississippi Choctaw, remained
behind, most of whom, however, have recently joined
the main body, though there are still hundreds in
Louisiana.
Those in the Territory constituted an autonomous Government under the title of the Choctaw
Nation until 1906, when they were admitted to Americ an citizenship.
They number now altogether about
(

18,000 souls, probably their original number.
The
agricultural, dwelling in regularly ar-

Choctaw were

ranged towns, with houses of logs plastered with clay,
or of poles covered with mats or thatch.
They were
noted for their beautiful pottery and artistic basketry.
In temperament they were considered rather indolent
and without the sense of honour which characterized
some tribes. Among their peculiar customs was that
of flattening the head, and of digging up and cleaning
the bones of the dead, after a short interment, for
preservation in the family.
They were much given
to an athletic ball-play, which is still a favourite
among them in the \\ est. Not much is known of their
myths or religion, which probably resembled those of
the Muskogean tribes generally.
Their tribal organization was lax and without central authority.
They
hail the clan system, with descent in the female line,
but the number of their clans is not definitely known.
Catholic mission work in the tribe was begun early
in the French period, and though renewed effort was
made under Jesuit auspices some years later, there
were few results. In later years the work has
been more successful, and the majority of those still
remaining in their old homes are now Catholics, while

two mission schools are also in operation among those
Oklahoma. The earlier missions among the Choctaw were intrusted to the Jesuits. Father Mathurin
le Petit began work in the tribe in 1726, and continued

in

New Orleans as superior of the
Louisiana missions about two years later. He was
led by Father Michel Baudouin, who continued
with them eighteen years, often in extreme danger
from their treacherous and insolent disposition and
the hostility of the English traders, until both governor and superior deemed it necessary to recall him
and discontinue the work for a time. It was afterwards taken up by Father Nicholas le Febvre, who
appears to have continued it until the expulsion of
until his transfer to

Protestant work was begun in
ippibythe American Hoard of Foreign Missions
in 1818, and continued with success in the West.
The
Baptists began work in the Territory about 1832.
Of
tie Protestant missionaries the most noted names are
those of the Revs. Cyrus Byington and Allen Wright,
both of whom have made important contributions to
our knowledge of the language. In accordance with
a former policy the earlier Protestant establishments
were supported largely by Government funds.

CHOIR

and the sanctuary.

In non-collegiate churches the
eastern arm is called the chancel, the eastern portion
of which is the presbytery or sanctuary.
In the
earliest Christian churches, e. g. Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome, there were but two parts, a nave and
sanctuary; there was no architectural choir. The
sanctuary occupied the apse, and the apse was joined
immediately to the nave, or, in the double-aisled
basilicas of the fourth century, such as those of St.
Peter and St. Paul at Rome, to the transept: there
was no interposition of a choir between nave and
The choir was simply the east part of the nave,
apse.
and was fenced off by low walls, usually of marble,
carved or perforated with interlacing patterns
peacocks (the symbol of immortality), lions, doves,
etc.
These walls were called canrelli, hence tin'
English word "chancel".
The word choir is first
used by writers of the Western Church. Isidore of

and Honorius of Autun derive it from the
corona or circle of clergy or singers who surrounded
the altar.
The choir proper did not exist until tin
time of Constantine, when the clergy were able to
develop the services of the Church. The introduction of the choir, or enclosed space in the centre
of the nave, attached to the bona or presbytery, as
the raised space came to be called, was the last great
change of plan. Round three sides of this choir the
faithful were allowed to congregate to hear the
Gospels or Epistles read from the two pulpits or
ambones, which were built into its enclosure, one on
either side; or to hear the services which were read
or sung by the inferior order of clergy who occupied
The enclosure of the choir was kept
its precincts.
low, so as not to hide the view of the raised presbytery.
In the south-western districts of France and
throughout Spain, also in St. John Lateran, St.
Clement, St. Laurence Without-the-walls, and St.
Mary Major at Rome, the choir occupies the centre
of the nave with an enclosed passage to the sanctuary.
In parts of Italy the choir still retains its ancient
position behind or eastward of the altar.
In the
Duomo of Fiesole, and at Lucca, there are two
choirs, one behind and the other in front of the high
altar.
In the north of Germany choirs are usually
elevated upon crypts (that of Milan stands over the
confessio) and shut in with solid stone screens; the
same arrangement exists at Canterbury, Auch.
Augsburg, Chartres, Bourges, St-Denis, Amiens, and
Notre-Dame in Paris. The finest existing enclosures
are those of Paris and Amiens.
Bond, Gothic Architecture in England, 183-85; Fergubson,
History of Architecture, I, 407; Parker, Glossary of Archl
lecture, 1. 102, 103; Walcott, Sacred Archaeology, 146, 117.
14S; Rebeh, History of Medieval Art, 712; Lethaby, Medieval
Seville

Art, 182, 183.

Thomas H. Poole.

the Jesuits in 1764.

James Mooney.
Choir.
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much ambiguity about

the terms
and presbytery. Strictly speaking, the choir
that part of the church where the stalls of the
The term is often loosely used for the
clergy are.
whole of the eastern arm, including the choir pro) er,
sanctuary, retro-choir, etc.
At Westminster Abbey
he stalls are in the east nave and therefore no part of
the choir is in the eastern arm.
At Canterbury the
stalls are in the eastern arm and the choir occupies
its western bays, i. e. the space between the crossing
rlunr
is

t

is

Choir, a body of singers entrusted with the musical
parts of the Church service, and organized and instructed for that purpose. The Talmud witnesses to
the careful organization of the Temple choir, and as
the first Christians worshipped with the Jews, we find
them from the first using the psalmodic solo with
congregational refrain, and from the fourth century.
psalmody in alternating chorus, both possibly ba ed
on Jewish practice. Thus early, and all through the
plain-chant period, the choir seems to have been influenced by the liturgical division of the music into
Soon after Cotistantine's
solo and chorus chants.
conversion we hear of lector-schools in which, as boys.
many of the clergy had received their training, lint
perhaps the most famous song-school of history was
the Etonian schola cantorum of St. Gregory, describi d
by John the Deacon, called also orphanotmphinm as
its singing boys came chiefly from orphanages.
Many
of the popes of the seventh century were connected
with or came from it.
Following this we have the
establishment of many other schools, of which the
,

w
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year 1100, after the introduction of the musical staff,
they began to decline in importance. So thoroughly
was music practised in the medieval song-schools connected with churches or monasteries, founded for the
purpose of setting forth the liturgy with the utmost
splendour and beauty, that until the Protestant Reformation, the history of music is practically the
Yet even about the fourhistory of church music.
teenth century the gradual substitution of musica
in, nr.iirata for the cantilena romana, part-music for
unisonous, wrought an increasing change in the relaThis change was marked when
tion of choir to altar.
Pope Gregory XI, in 1377, returned to Rome from
Avignon, where the new music had nourished, and
amalgamated His choir with the schola cantorum, reorganizing it under the title Collegia dei CapeUani
Cantori and placing it under a Maestro della Capella

The choir now became more laicised
It had grown out of, and been
self-contained.
liturgical needs.
Its place was in the

Pontificia.

and

shaped by

its members were ecclesiastics or boys
brought up under ecclesiastical direction in a house
attached to the cathedral. Now it might occupy a
Yet the school of
gallery and be ruled by a layman.
composition associated with this change was largely
built upon plain-chant, and produced such masters
of religious music as Palestrina, Vittoria, and Byrd.
Later, the introduction of female voices, the toleration of mixed choirs, and the secularization in style of
the music sung, brought about a still greater departure from the idea and influence of St. Gregory's schola
cantorum. During the present liturgical revival, however, boys who have been actively employed in church
music for so many centuries (we find them mentioned
indeed as early as the fourth century) are gradually
taking their old place in the constitution and func-

sanctuary,

tions of the Christian choir.
Gerbert, De Cunlu
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Wilfrid G. A. Shebbeare.
Choiseul, Etienne-Francois, Due de, French
statesman, b. 28 June, 1719; d. in Paris 8 May, 1785.
Until his thirty-seventh year lie pursued a military
career and was known as the Comto de Stainville,
his social standing being such as to permit him to
marry the daughter of Crozat, the wealthy financier,
in 1750.
So caustic was his speech that he was often
leclared o be t he original of Gresset's " Mediant " and
despite his clever manoeuvring, he was in no special
favour at court until he rendered Madame de Pompadour a service by informing her of d'Argenson's
scheming to make his kinswoman, Madame de
Choiseul-Romanet, the mistress of King Louis XV.
He even went so far as to transmit to the favourite
a letter from Madame de Choiseul-Romanet which
Madame de Pompadour
proved the conspiracy.
recompensed Clioisenl by having him appointed amlie occupied this post
bassador to Home in 1754.
from 5 November, 1754, to 23 January, 1757, at
religious
France
was disturbed by the
which time
contest between parliament and the clergy in regard
1752 the Parliament of
In
to the Bull "UnigenitUS".
Paris had condemned the practice of certain priests
who exacted a certificate of confession from all sick
pie requesting the sacraments and deprived of the
those whom they called appelants, thai is to
say, who refused to acknowledge the Bull "UnigeniLouis X\ look issue with the clergy, dissolved the parliament at Pontoise in 1753 and summoned it to Paris again in 1751, ordering silence on
t

i
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Metz and St. Gall, in the
eighth century. The current system of oral instrucAbout the
tion rendered such schools necessary.

most famous were those

controversies.
At
Clergy of France in 1755, it was
question of confession-tickets
divided, and the pope had to

the Assembly of the
manifest that on this
the episcopate was
Choiseul
intervene.
negotiated with Benedict XIV, and the Bull "Ex
Omnibus", solicited by Louis XV, was the occasion
of numerous conferences between Rome and Versailles, being finally published, 16 October, 1756.
This re-established religious peace in France. " By
following the course it prescribes", said de Pressy,
Bishop of Boulogne, "one wall be in no danger of
exposing the sacrament to scandalous profanation by
administering it to the refractory or of subjecting to
unjust defamation those to whom it should not be
publicly refused." Thanks to this peaceful adjustment of affairs, the Jansenists lost all political prestige in France.
A few days after issuing the Bull
Benedict XIV fell ill and Choiseul wrote several
letters and memoirs concerning the expected conclave.
These were recently published and they
enlighten us as to how the ambassadors of that
time watched the pontifical court and planned how
they should use the right of veto in the conclave.
However, Choiseul left the Roman embassy in
1757 for that of Vienna without having seen a
conclave.
Reaching Vienna, 20 August, 1757, he gave his
attention to the confirmation of the Franco- Austrian
alliance, a decisive episode in the French politics
of the day.
France renounced its secular struggle
against the House of Austria and joined forces with
the latter against Prussia. This policy of the Henversement des Alliances, regarding which historians
have held very conflicting views, received but poor
support from the courts of Paris and Vienna where
political anarchy then reigned supreme; it was with
great regret that Choiseul declared that "both
courts lacked the good order indispensable to the
furtherance of great projects". In November. 1758,
Choiseul replaced the Abbe de Bernis as Minister of
Foreign Affairs; in 1761 he became Minister of War,
and in 1762 Minister of the Navy. "I am like the
all religious

miser's coachman", said he, "sometimes in stablecoat, sometimes in apron; at the command of all."

For twelve years he governed France, his meat capacwork and unusual gift of assimilation being of
decided value to him. At first he was said to be "a
dandy utterly lacking in ability but in whose mind
gleamed a bit of phosphorus"; a few years later, according to Catherine of Russia, this dandy had beity for

come "the coachman

of

Europe".

Nothing

was

beyond the scope of his activity. He reduced tinexpenses of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from
fifty-eight to seven millions, reorganized the artillery
and military engineering corps, and, although confronted with perpetual threats of war, sought to
avenge the insults that France had received from
England during the Seven Years' War. "The navy",
he said, "will achieve cither the salvation or the
downfall of France"; and thanks lo the combined
efforts of Choiseul and his cousin Praslin to re-establish the navy, France was enabled in 1768 to annex
Corsica without any opposition whatever on the part
Moreover, ill 177V it aided the United
of England.
States in shaking off the yoke of England and in 1783
recovered its place as a colonial power.
"Choiseul", said Talleyrand, was "the man who
had the
dreamed

clearest

insight

into

tin-

future".

He

of a greater France and contemplated
nations for the cession of Egypt to France.
Hofl
ever, owing to lack of persistency his attempts ai
colonizal
were not verj successful; the venture in
Guiana ended disastrously, and that in Madagascar,
due lo the private initiative "i the Comte de Man
dave, did not receive sufficient encouragement from
Nevertheless, Choiseul, by his
the Government.
colonial plans at least, initiated a policy which was

CHOISEUL

ily

Compact"

of all the Bourbons,

or alliance

has

been widely discussed and he has been censured for
not having understood the Polish question.
It was
under Choiseul's government that the Jesuits were
expelled.
In the letters and memoirs that date from
his embassy at Home the Jesuits are not mentioned.
But, according to Besanval's " Memoires", Choiseul
was thenceforth in disfavour with the Society because,
at a court supper, he remarked that Fere Laugier. a
Jesuit who had preached vehemently against the
Jansenists, ought to be banished from Versailles.
When in Rome, Choiseul excluded the Jesuits from
his negotiations but always received them courteously,
and there is no proof that from this period he planned
However, when one day
the abolition of the order.
in 17'ii) the Dauphin spoke with great earnestness
about the Jesuits. Choiseul, who was present, replied: "Monsieur, how can a Dauphin become so enamoured of monks!" Some days later the Dauphin,
having called the king's attention to a memoir in
which Choiseul was accused of pursuing, with the
parliament, the destruction of the Jesuits, the duke.
addressing the Dauphin said: " Perhaps some da}
shall be so unfortunate as to become your subject but
I shall never be it your service."
Hence, in 17ti'-'. Choiseul was quite reatly to have
parliament close the Jesuit colleges and. in 17tU, deIn his
cree the suppression oi the Society in France.
"Memoires" he denies having inspired the intrigues
of parliament.
It seems proved, however, that, far
from deploring these schemes, he took advantage of
his influence over Louis
in order to further them;
in the
onllict between the Duke of Aiguillon and the
magistrate Fa ('halotais, the Jesuits enemy, Choi-vmpathies wire with La ('halotais.
"It is
difficult", he wrote to the king, "to attack me directly on religion because I never speak of it.
Formally I am a strict observer of decorum and in public
affairs it is my principle to uphold religion."
Apparently, like his friend Voltaire, whose property at
Ferney he exempted from taxation, Choiseul deemed
religion good for the people, but the spirit of his
religious policy was what was called at that time "an
enlightened despotism", evei ready to suspect and
paralyze the Church; the expulsion of the Jesuits.
d to by all the Bourbons, was the greatest effort
ol
lay absolutism against ecclesiastical autonomy
and vitality. In 1770 a conspiracy formed by the
Duke of Aiguillon, the Chancellor Maupeou, and
Madame du Barry, caused Choiseul's downfall and
a lettre de Cachet, dated 1!1 December. 1770, sentenced
him to exile at Chanteloup, bis estate in Touraine.
His departure Ironi Paris was a veritable triumph and
the last fourteen years of his life were spent at
Chanteloup, where he was surrounded by a n
court and sustained by the affection of his wife and
his friend the Abbe Bartheletny. a celebrated archa'Ile died in Paris, being well nigh financially
ruined owing to his extravagant manner of life.
His
brother. Leopold-Charles (1724 1781), was Bishop of
Fvreux and Archbishop of Albi and Cambrai.
.
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Choiseul du Plessis-Praslin, Gilbert, French
bishop, b. 1613; d. at Paris. :;i December, 1689. He
was a descendant of the noble family ol du Plessis.
He devoted himself from his earliest youth to the
ecclesiastical state, while his brother Cesar entered
the military career.
ilBoth attained distinction.
licit received the title ot Doctor at the Sorbonne in
1640, was consecrated Bishop of Comminges in 1644,
and at once set about visiting his diocese, restoring
<

la

X

among the eleven who requested the
Holy lather by special letter to issue no decision in
the case.
Unable to prevent a formal condemnation
of the Jansenists, he exerted himself to bring about
an agreement between the contending parties. These
efforts had no other result than to reveal in the zealous
bishop a regrettable leniency towards a heresy which
proved so disastrous to France. His standing towards hdlicanism was clearer.
For his bold and constant advocacy of the "Gallican Liberties" he was
chosen, in the Assembly of the Clergy of 16S2, member of the committee on resolutions, and was personally entrusted with the duty of formulating in Latin
the propositions on which the Assembly was to vote.
Louis XIV had in 1673 extended to his entire kingdom the royal right of rigale. Two bishops only
protested against the usurpation and appealed to
Rome. This was the beginning of a stubborn struggle between Innocent XI and Louis XIV.
To obtain
public approval and support from his clergy, and to
have limits set to the pontifical power, the king, at
the instance principally of his minister. Colbert, ''invoked the French clergy in a genera] assembly.
Choiseul had no sooner presented his draft than
Bossuet rose against it.
An animated discussion,
Choiseul was

i

related in full

Daubiont. La
Bot

De Summi

Pontiticis

Choiseul saw that Bosbetween the Holy See's

(Kissed into history.

Choiseul's leaning towards Jansenism betrayed him
into another false step.
He approved the French
translation of a little book published in Cologne under
the title "Monita salutaria Beats Maria' Virginis ad
cultores suos discretos".
This book was justly reproved by so many that Choiseul thought it well t..
publish, in a pastoral letter on the Blessed Virgin, a
justification of himself.
Fortunately the attitude ot
this prelate towards Gallieanism and Jansenism did
not affect his zeal for souls and the Church.
He pub
lished (Paris, bis] 85) his "Memoires touchant la
Religion.", against atheists, libertines, and Protestants.
His "Psalms and Hymns of the Church",
done into French, ran through several editions. He
also arranged and gave the literary finish to the interesting memoirs "I his brother, the Marecha! Choiseul

du
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Cholonec, Pierre, biographer and French missionamong the Canadian Indians. Ii. in the Diocese of
St'-Pol-de-Leon, Finistere, 29 June, 1641; d. in Queary

BOBS GOYAD.

in his "

When

infallibility in teaching the Faith and its indefectibility in holding it found favour with both clergy and
Court, he resigned his special commission.
Bossuet
took his place and drew up the four articles as they

leur tempt

1892

by F^nelon

Auctoritate", ensued.

suet's conciliatory distinction

ilu, h,

(Paris, 1902).

i

discipline among the clergy, and establishing schools
and colleges. In time of famine he pawned his own
property to assist the poor; and during the plague
until stricken by the disease he ministered in person
to the sick.
In 1671 he was transferred to the Diocese of Tournai, where he displayed the same pastoral zeal.
His influence on the ecclesiastical affairs of France
at large was less successful.
When, in 16.51, the
majority of the French bishops petitioned Innocent
to decide upon the five propositions of Jansenius,
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and productive of results. In 170S and
I7ii!i when Bougainville and Surville discovered the
archipelago to the south-east of New Guinea, it was
very appropriate that two harbours in the Louisiade
group iii islands sliuiild have been called respective!}
Fort Choiseul and Port Praslin.
Choiseul's great
political achievement in Europe, known as the " Famconsistent

i

—

i

CHORON

bee, 30 October, 1723. Cholonec entered the Society of
Jesus in Paris, 8 October, 1659, and taught in the colleges of Moulinsand Eu from 1661 to 1670, except three
years spent at La Fleche in the study of philosophy.
After four years of theology in Paris, he departed for
Canada in August, 1674. For many years he was
stationed among the Indians at St. Francis Xavier
du Sault, where the saintly Indian maiden Catherine
Tegakwitha died. Father Cholonec wrote her life
which was published in the "Lettres 6difiantes"
transla(1781), VI, 40-100; (1839), I, 647-662.

A

tion is given in Kip, "Jesuit Missions" (New York,
1846), I, 79, 116; but this is only an abridgment of a

more extended biography preserved

in the archives
In later years Cholonec
of the Jesuits in Montreal.
was superior of the Jesuit residence in Montreal.
Sommervogel. Bibl. delac.de J., II. 1153: IX, 39;

Thwaitek, Jesuit Relations (Cleveland, 1896-1901), LIX, 315316; LXII. 158; Shea, Catholic Church in Colonial Days (New
York, 1886), 309.

E. P. Spillane.

Choron, Alexandre-Etienne, French musician
and teacher of music, b. at Caen, 21 October, 1772:
Being denied by his father the perd. 29 June, 1834.
mission to study music under proper guidance, he
nevertheless endeavoured to master the theories of
Later he received inJ.-P. Rameau and his school.
struction in harmony for a short time, from the Abb6
Roze and Bonesi. Through Bonesi, Choron became
acquainted with the treatise of Nicolo Sala (1701-1800)
on fugue and counterpoint, and with Italian musical

The result was his work " Principes
ecoles d'ltalie".
In order to
acquire thoroughly the science of Kirnberger, Marpurg, and Albrechtsberger, he studied the German
language. Thus equipped, Choron entered upon his
wonderful career of reform in all branches of musical
activity.
In 1811, he was entrusted by the Government with the important task of reorganizing the
more important church choirs of Paris and other
cities and of directing the musical performances on
solemn public and religious occasions. In 1816 Choron became musical director of the Grand Opera, but
this engagement lasted only one year, on account of
the unpopularity of his endeavours towards reform.
He now brought about the reopening, under the
name of "Ecole royale de Chant et de Declamation",
of the Conservatoire, which had been closed in 1815.
In 1817 Choron founded the " Institution royale de
Musique classique et religieuse", which was subsidized by the Government and was destined to exert
a far-reaching influence through the distinguished
musicians it produced and its publication and performance of important choral works, especially those
By the withof Palestrina, Bach, and Handel.
drawal of the Government subsidy on the death of
Charles X, the school's efficiency was crippled. This
caused such disappointment to Choron that he did not
long survive.
Besides accomplishing all this work, Choron published, in collaboration with Francois-Joseph-Marie
Fayolle (1774-1S52), "Dictionaire historique des
musiciens", "M<5thode eJementaire de musique et de
plain chant", a revised and enlarged edition of Francoeurs' "Traits general des voix et des instruments
d'orchestre", translations of theoretical works by
Albrechtsberger
Azopardi, " Methode concertante
a plusieurs voix" (which treatise formed the basis of
instruction in Choron's school), "Mcithode de plain
chant", "Manuel complet de musique vocale et instrumentale", and an " Encyclopedic musicale" in
eight volumes.
Choron's school was afterward revived, as the "Ecole Niedermeyer", by Louis Niedermeyer (1802-61), who, by means of a small Government subsidy, succeeded in keeping alive Choron's
art in general.
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1

tradition.

Choron's principal service to musical art in France

and purified French taste.
like Louis Niedermeyer and
Joseph d'Ortigue there gradually developed among
musicians that appreciation of the essential difference between sacred music and profane music
between music of the Church and music of the theatre
which finally culminated in the foundation of the
now flourishing "Schola Cantorum" and the famous
association " Les Chant eurs de Saint-Gervais". Both
institutions were founded by Charles Bordes and
became the principal agencies in France for the realization of the aims of Pope Pius X in regard to the
reform of church music.
consists in having trained

Through him and men

—

Lahodsse, Dictionnaire unirerscl

(Paris,

1865).

IV,

194;

Rie.mann. Musiklexikon (Leipzig, 1905), 232; Grove. DicMusic (New York, 1904), I, 531, 532.

tionary of

Joseph Otten.
Chosroes.

See Khosru.

Chrism, a mixture of oil of olives and balsam,
blessed by a bishop in a special manner and used
in the administration of certain sacraments and in
the performance of certain ecclesiastical functions.
That chrism may serve as valid matter for the
Sacrament of Confirmation it must consist of pure
oil of olives, and it must be blessed by a bishop, or
at least by a priest delegated by the Holy See.
These two conditions are certainly necessary for
validity; moreover it is probable that there should be
an admixture of balsam, and that the blessing of the
chrism should be special, in the sense that it ought
to be different from that which is given to the oil of
the sick or the oil of catechumens.
(Cf. Lehmkuhl,
Cas. Cons. II, n. 102.)
If either of the last two conditions is wanting the sacrament, will be doubtfully
valid.
To deal with the subject in a sufficiently exhaustive manner, it will be enough to touch upon
(1) the origin and antiquity of chrism; (2) its constituent nature; (3) its blessing; and (4) its use and

symbolical significance.
In its primitive meaning the word
(1) Origin.
chrism, like the Greek xp'^mo, was used to designate
any and every substance that served the purpose of
smearing or anointing, such as the various kinds of
oils, unguents, and pigments.
This was its ordinary
signification in profane literature, and even in the
Gradually however, in the
early patristic writings.
writings of the Fathers at all events, the term came to
be restricted to that special kind of oil that was used in
religious ceremonies and fimctions, especially in the
administration of the Sacraments of Baptism and Confirmation. Thus Origen refers to the visible chrism
in which we have all been baptized: St. Ambrose
venerates in the chrism the oil of grace which
makes kings and priests; and St. Cyril of Jerusalem
celebrates the praises of the mystic chrism (cf. Diet.

—

de

theol. cath..

s.

v.

Chreme, where

many

refereni es

are given topatristic passages in which the word occurs).
early councils of the Church have also references
to chrism as something set apart for sacred purposes
and making for the sanctification of men. Thus the
Council of Constantinople held in 3S1 (Can. vii) ami
Regarding the
the Council of Toledo, 398 (Can. x).
institution of chrism, or its introduction into the
sacramental and ceremonial system of the Church,
some theologians like St. Thomas (Sum., III. Q. lxxii.
a. 4) and Suarez (De Conf., I), xxxiii) hold that it
was instituted immediately by Christ, while others
contend that it is altogether of ecclesiastical origin.
Eugene IV, in his famous "Instruction for the Armenians" (Bull "Exultate Deo", apud Denzinger,
"Enchiridion", p. 160), asserts that chrism is the
matter of the Sacrament of Confirmation, and, indeed,
this opinion is so certain thai it may not be denied
without incurring some note of theological eensun-.
(Cf. Catechism of the Council of [Vent, PI II,c.iii,q. 7.)
All that the Council of Trent has defined in this connexion is that they who attribute a certain spiritual

The
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and salutary efficacy to holy chrism do not in any
way derogate from the respect and reverence due Jo
the Holy Ghost (Sess. VII, c. iv).
Two elements enter into the constitu(2) Nature.

—

and balsam.
indeed the preponderating, as well as
the principal, ingredient, but the latter must, be added
in greater or lesser quant ity, if not for reasons of validit y
at all events in obedience to a grave ecclesiastical
Frequent reference is made in the Old Testaprecept.
ment to the use of oil in religious ceremonies. It
was employed in the coronation of kings, in the consecrat ion of the high priest and in the ordination of the
Levites, and indeed, it figured very prominently in the
Mosaic ordinances generally, as can be abundantly
gathered from Exodus (xxx, 22sqq.), Leviticus (viii),
and Deuteronomy (xxviii, 40). Such being the prevailing usage of the Old Testament in adopting oliveoil for religious ceremonies, it is no cause for wonder
that it also came to receive under the New Dispensation a certain religious recognition and approval.
The second element that enters into the constitution
of genuine chrism is balsam.
This is an aromatic,
resinous substance that is extracted from the wood of
certain trees or plants, especially those belonging to
the terebinthine group or family. In the manufacture of this sweet-smelling unguent the early Greek
Christians were wont to employ as many as forty different perfumed spices or essences (Goar, Euchologion, p. 627).
In the beginning of the Christian Era
balsam was obtained from Judea (opobalsam) and
from Arabia Felix (balm of Mecca), but in modern
times it is also procured, and in superior quality,
from the West Indies. What is required for chrism
should of course be such as is sanctioned by the usage
The first mention of balsam as an
of the Church.
ingredient in the composition of chrism seems to be
found in the "Gregorian Sacramentary", a work be'"iiging to the sixth century.
(Cf. Perrone, Prael.
Now. however, according to exrheol.. III. 13.5.)
isting legislation, the addition of balsam is requisite
for lawful chrism, but whether it is necessary for the
validity of the sacrament, assuming that chrism is
the matter of confirmation, this is a matter about
which theologians do not agree. (Cf. Bellannine,
The modern view appears to be that
De Conf., ix.
it is not so required.
But owing to the uncertainty
mere olive-oil alone would be doubtful matter and
could not, therefore, be employed apart from very
t

ion of legitimate chrism, viz. olive-oil

The former

is

,

|

grave necessity.

—

For proper and legitimate chrism
(3) Blessing.
-sing by a bishop is necessary, and, probably
ill
uch a blessing as is peculiar to it alone. That
the bishop is the ordinary minister of this blessing is
certain.
So much is amply recognized in all the writings of the early centuries, by the early councils (cf.
\pos., VII, 42; the Second Council of Carthage
of 390, and Third Council of Braga, 572), and by all

modern

theologians

(cf.

may

whether a priest
of this blessing, and,

Frassen,

xi,

440).

But

what circumstances,

bestow the same delegated authority ex jure ordi-

They

exercised, it seems, this prerogative in
the East, but the power of delegating
priests to bless chrism is now strictly reserved to the
Holy See in the Western Church. (Cf. Perrone, Pnel.
Theol., III. 135.) The rites employed in consecrating
the sacn-d chrism go in show that il is a ceremony of
the highest importance.
Formerly it could be blessed
on any day of the year according as necessity arose.
Now. however, it must be blessed during the solemn
high Mas- of Holy Thursday.
(Cf. Deer. S. R. C.ed.
For the full solemn ceremonial
Gardellini, n. 2475.)
the consecrating prelate should be assisted by twelve
narin.

former times

in

seven deacons, and seven subdeacons. The
and balsam, being prepared in the sacristy beforehand, are carried in solemn procession to the
sanctuary after the Communion, and placed on a
table.
Then the balsam, held on a silver salver, is
blessed, and similarly the olive-oil, which is reserved
in a silver jar.
After this the balsam is mixed with
the oil. Then, the chrism, being perfected with a
final prayer, receives the homage of all the sacred
ministers present, making each a triple genuflection
towards it, and each time saying the words, Ave
sanctum chrisma. After the ceremony it is taken back
to the sacristy, and distributed among the priests
who take it away in silver vessels commonly called
oil-stocks, what remains being securely and reverently
guarded under lock and key. (Cf. Catalani, Com. in
Rom. Pont., 1, 120 Bernard, Le Pontifical, II, 470-495.)
Chrism is used in the
(4) Use and Significance.
administration of the Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy Orders, in the consecration of
churches, chalices, patens, altars, and altar-stones,
and in the solemn blessing of bells and baptismal
water. The head of the newly-baptized is anointed
with chrism, the forehead of the person confirmed,
the head and hands of a bishop at his consecration,
and the hands of a priest at his ordination. So are
the walls of churches, which are solemnly consecrated,
anointed with the same holy oil, and the parts of the
sacred vessels used in the Mass which come in contact with the Sacred Species, as the paten and chalice.
If it be asked why chrism has been thus introduced
into the functions of the church liturgy, a reason is
found in its special fitness for this purpose by reason
of its symbolical significance.
For olive-oil, being of
its own nature rich, diffusive, and abiding, is fitted to
represent the copious outpouring of sacramental
grace, while balsam, which gives forth most agreeable
and fragrant odours, typifies the innate sweetness of
Christian virtue. Oil also gives strength and suppleness to the limbs, while balsam preserves from corruption.
Thus anointing with chrism aptly signifies
that fulness of grace and spiritual strength by which
we are enabled to resist the contagion of sin and produce the sweet flowers of virtue. "For we are the
good odour of Christ unto God" (II Cor., ii, 15).
Isidore of Seville, De Offieiis Ecclesiastic™, II, n. 26 in P.
L. LXX.XIII; Rupert, De offieiis Eeclesiaaticis, V. xvi, xvii,
xviii in P. L. CLXXII; St. TnoM\s. Summa Theol. (Home.
1894), Ill, Q. lxxii, a. 2; Goar. Eucholooion (Paris, 1647),
618-642; Binoham, Antiquities of the Christian Church, s. v.
Chrism (London, I860); Catalani, Pontificate Homanum
(Rome. 1 850 1,1,1 20; Df.nzinuf.r, lyilus Orientalium Eeelesiarum
(WOnsburg, 1883), I. 54 so,.; Perrone, Prn-lerlianis Theologica. III. Dt Confirmntione (Paris, 1S87); Bellarmine, III. De
Confirmatione (Naples. 18581; Leiimkuhl, Casus Comcicnlia
priests,

oil

;

—

(Kreihuri; im Br., 1002); Janssens, La Confirmation (Lille,
1888), 100-120; Van Der Stappf.n. De Saeramrntorum AHmimstralione (Mechlin, 1002). passim; Bernard, Le Pontifical
(Paris. 1902) II, xi; Duchesne, Christian Worship: Its Origin
and Evolution (London. 19031.300; Cabrol. Lrs Oriaines l.iturgiques (Paris, 1906), 164 sq.; Dictionnnire He Theoloai, Catholiaue. s. v. Chrtme (Paris, 1905); Kirehenlec, art. Chritma
(Freiburg im Br., 1882).

Patrick Morrisroe.

be the extraordinary minister
so, in

this
is a question that is more or less freely discussed.
It
seems agreed that the pope mav delegate a priest for
this purpose, but it is not so clear that bishops can
if
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Chrismal, Ohrismatory, were formerly used to
designate

the

sheath, or

cloth-covering

(theca)

in

which relics were wrapped up. The Latin chrismale
was also applied (a) to the pall or corporal, (b) to the
vessel for the Blessed Eucharist, (c) to the cere-cloth
covering the table of the altar (see Altah-Cloths),
and (d) sometimes to the long white-hooded robes in
which the newly-baptized were clothed (cf. Roman
Ritual. II, cap. ii. n. 24). and which they wore from
Holy Saturday evening till Low Sunday called consequent ly Dom in ica in AUris (cf Du Cange, Glossar. infixnse el medise I.atinitatis).
This garment, however,
was more commonly known as the enrisome (cf. Pugin,
Glossary), and resembled in shape the modern alb, ex
Itcept that it had a kind of hood for the head
representative is now the vestis Candida still used
In present-day usage the words chrisat baptism.

—

.

CHRISMARIUM

almost universally to refer to the vessels that are
employed to hold the oils that are solemnly consecrated by the bishop on Holy Thursday, viz.,
It
oil of catechumens, oil of the sick, and chrism.
is the last mentioned that has given its name to
Two kinds of these vessels are
these receptacles.
One set is employed to reserve the yearly
in service.
supply and is kept in the sacristy of the cathedral,
the
other
contains what is required for daily
while
Both kinds
use and is kept in the parochial church.
should be made either of gold, silver, or at least of
tin and pewter {stannum), and should have sheaths
They cannot be made of any substance that
or cases.
In shape the longer ones
likely to become oxidized.
resemble little jars, while the smaller sort are like
small cylindrical boxes and are commonly jointed toAs the vessels for each oil are similar in apgether.
pearance, they should be stamped with distinctive
marks to discriminate one from the other. The letters
'AT., and CHR. are usually engraved on
I (or INF.),
the outside to designate respectively oil of the sick, oil
Many interesting speciof catechumens, and chrism.
mens of these vessels have come down from the Middle Ages and are still preserved in the treasuries of
English and continental cathedrals. These vessels
are not blessed, but when containing the oils they
may not be handled or carried by lay persons except
in cases of necessity (Cong, of Rites).
>.,

(

Romamim (Home,

1903), passim; Catalani, Rituale
Romanum: De Sacramenti Baptismi A<(mini$tratione (Rome,
1850); Du Cange, Glossarium Latimlatis (Venice. 17M6), s. v.
>, etc
Bon \, Ii, Rebus Lilurgicis (Turin, 1747), I, xxv;
O'Kane, Notes on Roman Ritual (Dublin, 1867), 14S; Van Der
Stappen, De Sacramentorum Administratione (Mechlin, 1900).

Rilualc

;

Patrick Morriseoe.
Chrismarium.

—

A

place in a church set apart
(2) An amfor the administration of confirmation.
pulla or jar, globular in form, usually made of silver
or pewter, and used for containing the holy oils. See
(

(1)

'IIKISMAL.

Christ, Jesus.
Christ,

See Jesus Christ.

Monogram

of.

Christ, Offices of.

See

Monogram of Christ.

See Jesus Christ.

Christ, Order of the Knights of, a military
order which sprang out of the famous Order of the

Temple

(see

Knights Templars).

As Portugal

was the first country in Europe where the Templars settled (in 1128), so it has been the last to preserve any remnant of that order. The Portuguese
Templars had contributed to the conquest of Algarve
from the Moslems; they were still defending that conquest when their order was suppressed (1312) by
Pope Clement V (q.v.). King Diniz, who then ruled
Portugal, regretted the loss of these useful auxiliaries
all the more because, in the trial to which the order
had been submitted everywhere throughout Christendom, tin' Templars of Portugal had been declared innocent by the ecclesiastical court of the Bishop of
Lisbon. To fill their place, the king instituted a new
order, under the name of Christi Militia 1317).
He
hrn obtained for this order tin' approbation of Pope
John XXII, who. by a Hull (1319), gave these knights
the rule of the Knights of Calatrava (see Calatrava,
(

i

Military Order of) and put them under the conAbbot of Aleobaea. Further.
by another Hull (1323), the same pope authorized
King Diniz to turn over to the new Order of Chris!
tin
Portuguese estates of the suppressed Templars,
manj oi the latter hastened to become

trol of the Cistercian

Knights of Christ, it may fairly be said that the
ition of Dora Diniz was both in its personnel
territorial position a continuation in Portugal of the Order of tho Temple.
Seated first at
I

it
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mal and chrismatory are taken indiscriminately and

Castro Marino, it was later (1357) definitively established in the monastery of Thomar, near Santarem.
By this time, however, Portugal had rid its soil of
the Moslem, and it seemed that the Order of Christ
must waste its strength in idleness, when Prince
Henry, the Navigator, son of King Joao I, opened a
new field for its usefulness by carrying the war against
Islam into Africa. The conquest of Ceuta (1415) was
the first step towards the formation of a great Portuguese empire beyond the seas. It may at present be
taken as demonstrated, that the motive of this great
enterprise was not mercenary, but religious, its aim
being the conquest of Africa for Christ and His Faith.
Nothing could have been more in accord with the
spirit of the order, which, under Prince Henry himself
as its grand master (1417-65), took up the plan with
enthusiasm. This explains the extraordinary favours
granted by the popes to the order favours intended
Martin V, by
to encourage a work of evangelization.
a Bull the text of which is lost, granted to Prince
Henry, as Grand Master of the Order of Christ, the
right of presentation to all ecclesiastical benefices to
be founded beyond the seas, together with complete
jurisdiction and the disposal of church revenues in
those regions. Naturally, the clergy- of these early
foreign missions were recruited by preference from
those priests who were members of the order, and, in
confirmed to it the right of pres1514, a Bull of Leo
entation to all bishoprics beyond the seas, from
which privilege afterwards arose the custom by which
incumbents of such sees wear pectoral crosses of the
form peculiar to the Order of Christ. After this campaign King Manoel of Portugal, in order to overcome
the repugnance of the knights to remaining in
African garrisons, established thirty new commandLeo X. in order to
eries in the conquered territory.
further increase the number of the order's establishments, granted an annual income of 20,000 cruzadas
to be derived from Portuguese church property, and,
as a result of all this material assistance, the total of
seventy commanderies of the order at the beginning
of Manoel's reign had become four hundred and fifty-

—

X

four at its end, in 1521.
While these foreign expeditions kept alive the military spirit of the order, its religious discipline was dePope Alexander VI. in 1492. commuted the
clining.
vow of celibacy to that of conjugal chastity, alleging
the prevalence among the knights of a concubinage to
which regular marriage would be far preferable. The
order was becoming less monastic and more secular,
and was taking on more and more the character of a
After Prince Henry the Navigator,
royal institution.
the grand mastership was always held by a royal
prince; under Manoel it became definitively, with
thoseof Aviz and Santiago, a prerogative of the crown;
III, Manoel's successor, instituted a special
council (Mesa das Ordens) for the government .if
Brother Antonius
these orders in the king's name.
of Lisbon, in attempting a reform, succeeded in bringing about the complete annihilation of religious life
among the knights of the order. The priests of the
Order of Christ were compelled to resume conventual
life at Thomar, the convent itself becoming a regular
cloister with which the knights thenceforward mainThis unwholesome
tained only a remote connexion.
change the young king. Dom Sebastian, tried to
reverse (1574 I. hut the glorious, though useless, death,
prein Africa, of this last of the crusaders i],">7s
During
vented the accomplishment of his ilesiLm.
the period of Spanish domination (1580 1640)
another attempt to revive the monastic chara<
lie u hole order resulted in the stat utes enacted by a
general chapter, at rhomar, in Hill), ami promulgated
By Philip IV of Spain, in 1027. The three vou
re established, even tor knights not In ing in houses of
tin- i.nler. though with certain mitigations, marriage,
for instance, being permitted to those who could ob-

Joao

t
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tain a papal dispensation.
The conditions of admission were noble birth and either two years' service in
Africa or I luce years with the lleei but commandei
.ill be held only by those who had served three
years in Africa or five years with the fleet.
The last attempt at a reform of the order was that
ol the Queen Donna Maria, made with the approbation of Pius VI (1789).
This, the most important oi
all the schemes of reformation designed for the order's
benefit, made the convent of Thomar once more the
headquarters of the whole order, and instead of the
conventual prior, who, since 1551, had been elected
by his brethren for a term of three years, there was a
grand prior of the order, acknowledged by all classes
ami invested with all the privileges ami the whole
jurisdiction formerly granted by the popes.
The
ign, however, remained grand master, and the
last Grand Triors of the tinier of Christ, as official
subordinates of the Crown, did not fail to enter into
the political entanglements of the nineteenth century.
the last of .ill. Furtado de Mendoca, was identified
with the Migu -li-t party in the troubles of 1829-32,
and it was in the general confiscation of monastic
property following the defeat of I loin Miguel that the
con- cut of Thomar and four .hundred and fifty commanderies were lost. The King of Portugal is still
officially "Grand Master of the Order of Our Lord
Jesus Christ ", and as such confers titular membership in the order, with the decoration of the crimson
cross charged with another, smaller, cross of white.
The Order ok CHRIST, as a. papal decoration, or
if merit, is also a historical survival of the right,
anciently reserved to t he Holy See, of admitting new
bers into the Portuguese order.
(See Decora.

i
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fied
by Father Ginaty. S. M.. this subsequently
served as a pro-cathedral from 1887 till 1905. On
the discovery of gold in 1864 there was a great influx
of people to Wcstland, which led to the formation
of missions in Hokitika, Greymouth, and elsewhere
on the West Coast. The Dioc'ese of Christchurch. formerly part of the Diocese of Wellington, was established
by papal Brief, 10 May, 1887. Its first bishop, the
Right Reverend John Joseph Grimes, S. M.. was consecrated in London, 26 July, 1887.
On his arrival
in Christchurch there were in the diocese
churches,
16 schools, 7 convents, and 17 priests (S secular and
Marists).
The history of the diocese since then is
one of closer organization and steady progress. The
Marist Brothers and the Sisters of Nazareth were
introduced;
new parochial districts formed; 30
churches built or enlarged; 15 presbyteries, 9 schools,
10 convents, and 3 monasteries (Marist Brothers)
erected; ami a white stone cathedral, one of the
most beautiful religious edifices in Australasia, was
opened 12 February, 1905.
Statistics (August, 1907): Parochial districts, 21;
priests .'38 (20 Marists, 18 seculars); Marist Brothers,
13; nuns, 150; convents, 17: Marist '.rot hers' monasteries, 3;
boarding schools (girls), 6; primary
schools, 30;
charitable institutions, 2 (Nazareth
Home and a great Magdalen Asylum); Catholic
population, about 25,000.
nihi^ni (Sy.l
MORAN, History of tin- fiitl.nhi- fluuili in
'',.'>
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Christendom. In its wider sense this term is
used to describe the part of the world which is inhabited by Christians, as Germany in the Middle
Ages was the country inhabited by Germans. The
word will be taken in this quantitative sense in tinReligions (q. v.) in comparing the extent
Christendom with that of Paganism or of Islam.
But there is a narrower sense in which Christendom

article

of
Cir.

Moeller.

stands for a polity as well as a religion, for a nation

Christchurch, Diocese op (Christopolitana),

its

centre being Christchurch, the capital of Canterbury,
New Zealand. It comprises the provinces of Canterbury and Wcstland, a small portion of the Province
on. and tin- Chatham Islands.
In July. 1840,
the French corvette I'Aube started for Akaroa
rbury) to land a body of settlers there, and to
to France the South Island of New Zealand.
he former project was accomplished; tin latter was
frustrated by Lieutenant-Governor Hobson.
Having
lined the destination and purpose of the expe
dition, he raced the corvette to Akaroa in the warship l'.ritoinart and, four days before the arrival
of the French settlers, proclaimed the South Island
The first English colonists (the
British territory.
"Canterbury Pilgrims'') landed at Lyttelton 1C> DeThey,
and many that followed them,
cember, 1850.
wen sent out by the Canterbury Association, a High
Church organization whose colonizing scheme was
described by Low Churchmen as a "Puseyite invasion of New Zealand".
The Canterbury concessions
(nearly 3,000,000 fertile acres) were intended to be
and remain a great Anglican monopoly. This, however, was prevented by the Constitution Art of 1852.
In all Canterbury, including Akaroa, there were 136
.

1

'I

lies in 1851.
During the first two decades they
were ministered to by the Maris! l'atlurs ('.mile.

In I860
Seon, Petitjean, and others.
Christchurch received it, first resident priest.
Chataignier, S. M. On 11 September of that year he
laid the foundations of the first church in lanterbury,
a wooden structure, 28 by IS ft.
A more spacious
church was erected in 1864. Enlarged and beauti-

Pesant, Tripi

.

I

(

pie.
as well as for a
Christendom in this sense
was an ideal which inspired and dignified many ecu
turies of history and which has not yet altogether
lost its power over the minds of men.
The foundations of a Christian polity are to be
found in the traditions of the Jewish theocracy soft
]

ened and broadened by Christian cosmopolitanism,
in the completeness with which Christian principles
..i
were applied to the whole of life, in the aloofne
the Christian communities from the world around
in
the
organization
them, and
hierarchical
of the
The conflict bet ween he new religion and the
clergy.
Roman Empire was due partly to the very thoroughness of the Christian system and it naturally emphasized the distinction between this new society and lie
t

t

old state.
Thus when ( 'onstant ine proclaimed tinPeace of the Church he might almost be described as
From that
signing a treaty between two power,.
Peace to the time of the Barbarian inroads into the

West. Christendom was
Roman Empire, and

the

but conterminous with
might bethought that the

all
it

ideal of a Christian nation was hen at least lea zed.
The legal privileges which wen- granted to the bishops
from the first and which em lei o increase, t he protect ion given to the churches anil tin- property of the
I

t

I

1

i

t

clergy, and the principle admitted by the emperors,
thai questions of faith were to be freely decided by
the bishop,, all these concessions seemed to show that
the empire had become positively as well as negaTo St. Ambrose and the bishops of
tively Christian.
the fourth century the destruction of the empire
seemed almost incredible except as a phase of the
final

catastrophe, and the system which prevailed

in

;
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the days of Theodosius seemed almost the ideal
Yet there was about it much that
Christian polity.
In many
fell short of the ideal of Christendom.
ways, as a contemporary bishop expressed it, "the
church was in the empire, not the empire in the
church". The traditions of Roman imperialism
were too strong to be easily mitigated. Constantine,
though not even a catechumen, in a sense, at least,
"
presided over the Council of Nica>a and the " Divinity
of his son Constantius, though formally observing
the rule that decisions of faitli belonged to the bishops,
was able to exert such pressure upon them that at
one time not a single strictly orthodox bishop was left
in the occupation of his see.
The officious interference of a theologian emperor was more dangerous to
the Church than the hostility of Julian, his successor.
But the wish to dominate in every sphere was not
the only relic of pagan Rome. Though the emperor
was no longer pontifex maximus and the statue of
Victory was removed from the senate house, though
Theodosius decreed the final closing of the temples
and put an end to pagan public worship, the ancient
world was not really converted, it was hardly a
catechumen. In philosophy, literature, and art it
clung to the old models and reproduced them in a
debased form. Pagan civilization had not been
renewed in Christ.
Such a rebirth demanded
Christians of a simpler character and a more spontaneous vigour than the inhabitants of the degenerate
empire. The formation of Christendom was to be
the work of a new generation of nations, baptized in
their infancy and receiving even the message of the
ancient world from the lips of Christian teachers.
But it was to be long before the great future hidden
in the Barbarian invasions was to become manifest.
At their first irruption the influence of the Teutonic
tribes was only destructive; the Christian polity
seemed to be perishing with the empire. The Church,
however, as a spiritual power survived and mitigated
even the fury of the Barbarian, for the helpless population of Rome found a refuge in the churches during
the sack of the city by Alaric in 410. The distinction
between Church and empire, which this disaster illustrated, was emphasized by the accusations brought
against the patriotism of the Christians and by St.
Augustine's reply in his "De Civitate Dei". He develops in this encyclopaedic treatise the idea of the
two kingdoms or societies (city, except in a very
metaphorical sense, is too narrow to be an adequate
translation of civitas), the Kingdom of God consisting
of His friends in this world and the next, whether men
or angels, while the earthly kingdom is that of His
enemies. These two kingdoms have existed since the
fall of the angels, but in a more limited sense and in
relation to the Christian dispensation, the Church is
spoken of as God's kingdom on earth while the Roman
Empire is all but identified with the civitas terrena;
not altogether, however, because the civil power, in
securing peace for that part of the heavenly kingdom
which is on its earthly pilgrimage, receives some kind
of Divine sanction.
We might, perhaps, have expected, now that the empire was Christian, that St.
Augustine would have looked forward to a new civitas
terrena reconciled and united to the civitas Dei; but
this prophetic vision of the future was prevented, it
may be, by the prevalent opinion, that the world was
near its end. The "De Civitate", however, which
had a commanding influence in the Middle Ages,
helped to form the ideal of Christendom by the development which it gave to the idea of the kingdom
of God upon earth, its past history, its dignity, and

the doctrines of the Church. In the West Christendom became a temporal polity and a society as
well as a Church, and the empire of Charles, brief
though its existence proved to be, remained for many
centuries an ideal and therefore a power.
Yet the
Carlovingian civilization was in most cases a return to
late Roman models.
Originality is not its characteristic.
Charles' favourite church at Aachen is supported on the columns which he sent for from the
ruined temples of Italy. Even in his relations with
the Church he would have found the closest precedents
for his policy in the attitude of Constantine or even
perhaps of Justinian. Great as was his respect for
the successor of St. Peter, he claimed for himself a
masterful share in the administration of matters
ecclesiastical: he could write, even before his coronation as emperor, to Pope Leo III, "My part is to
defend the Church by force of arms from external
attacks and to secure her internally through the establishment of the Catholic faith your part is to render
us the assistance of prayer". Still every step forward has usually begun with a return to the past
it is thus that the artist or the statesman learns his
craft. If the Carlovingian system had lasted, no doubt
much that was new would have been developed, and
even under Charles's successor the spiritual and temporal powers were placed on a more equal and more
appropriate footing. But Charles was too great for
his age; his work was premature.
The political bond
was too weak to prevail over tribal loyalty and Teutonic particularism.
Disorder and disruption would
have broken up Carlovingian civilization even if Northman, Saracen, and Hungarian had not come to plunge
Europe once more into anarchy.
During the tenth century the work of moral and
political reconstruction was slowly carried on by the
Church and feudalism; in the eleventh came that
struggle between these two creative factors of the
new Europe which saved the Church from absorption
into feudalism.
This century opened with what was.
perhaps, the most hopeful attempt, after Charles the
Great, to give the medieval empire a really universal
character.
The revived empire of Otto I in the middle of the tenth century had been but an imperfect
copy of its Carlovingian model. It was much more
limited geographically, as it included only Germany,
its dependent states to the east, and Italy;
it was
limited also in its interests, for ( Itto Kit to the hureh
nearly all those spheres of ecclesiastical, educational,
literary, and artistic activity for which Charles had
done so much. But Otto's grandson, the hoy-emperor Otto III, "magnum quoddam el improbabile
cogitans", as a contemporary expressed it attempted
to make the empire less German, less military, more

universality.
From the fifth century

Roman, more universal, and more
He was in intimate alliance with

Great

with almost startling originality he established in
Rome the first Icrman and then the tir>t I'rench pope
He seems to have realized the truth that it was only
by leaning on and developing the religious aspect of

till the days of Charles the
Charlemagne) there was no effectual
unity in the West, and the Church had
no civil counterpart. But Charles' dominions extended from the Elbe to the Ebro and from Brit-

(see

political

tany to Belgrade; there was but little of Western
Christendom which they did not include.
Ireland and the South of Italy were the only parts
of it which his power or his influence did not
reach.
Over the territories actually comprised in
his empire he exercised a real control, administrative and legislative, as well as military.
But thts
Carlovingian empire was far more than a mere political federation: it was a period of renewal and reorganization in nearly every sphere of social life.
It
was spiritual, perhaps, even more than political.
In war conversion went hand in hand with victory;
in peace Charles ruled through bishops as effectively as through counts; his active solicitude extended to the reform and education of the clergy,
the promotion of learning, the revival of the Benedictine Rule, to the arts, to the liturgy and even

;

(

.

<

of a Spiritual force.
tin- Holy See, and
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the empire that he could hope at that stage of history
Europe
to make its influence universal in the West.
was so unformed politically that the long reign of a
« ise and determined emperor backed up by the
Church might perhaps have changed its future history, have brought together into one broad and rather
indefinite channel the small but already divergent
streams of national tendencies, and built up Europe
on the basis of a Christian federalism. But Otto,
mirabile mundi, died at the age of twenty-two,
and the dream of a Christian empire faded away.
Never again did a successor of his make a serious
attempt to throw off his German character and to
make the sphere of his rule conterminous with Christendom. Fascinating as is the theory of the Holy
Roman Empire, and great as was its influence on
history and speculation, it was always something of
a sham. It claimed in political matters a sphere of
action as wide as that of the popes in things spiritual;
but, unlike the spiritual, this political plena potestas
was never admitted. Even before the War of Investitures and the First Crusade had made so wide a breach
in the imperial prestige, an Abbot of Dijon of Italian
origin could contrast the still enduring unity of the
Church with the disruption of the civil power. The
empire is generally held to have reached its zenith in
the middle of the eleventh century, but that is not the
century in which we find the ideal of a united Christendom nearest its realization.
Political unity in the West was never restored after
the fall of the 'arlovingian Empire, religious unity
Is ted till the Reformation, but in the twelfth century
we find, in addition, a very large measure of what
may compendiously be called "social unity". Before
that time isolation, disorder, and the predominance of
feudalism had kept men apart; after it the development of national distinctions was to have something
The twelfth century is therefore
of the same effect.
the period in which Christian cosmopolitanism can
The Church was naturally the chief
best be studied.
unifying force in the darkest days she had preached
the same gospel to Frank, Saxon, and Gallo-Roman,
and her organization had been, at critical moments
when the civil power had almost sunk under the flood,
the only bond which linked together the populations
The opening century found the Church
of the West.
in the midst of that Hildebrandine movement, in
favour of clerical celibacy and against simony, which
was necessary to save the spiritual character of the
clergy from being obliterated by too close a contact
with temporal administration and the material ambitions of feudal society.
The reform, though its cenIts
tre was at Rome, was a European movement.
forerunners had been found in the monasteries of
Burgundy and among the students of canon law in
tin Rhine cities; at the height of the struggle its leaders included Italians, Lorrainers, Frenchmen, and a
German monastic revival. When Paschal II showed
f faltering, the movement was carried on almost
Even
in spite of him by the zeal of French reformers.
Spain, England, and Denmark caught the saving infection, and the eventual settlement between Church
and empire was foreshadowed in the concordat, devised probably by a French canonist, which was
agreed to by St. Anselm and Henry I. Thus did all
the nations which were to be have their share in the
victory of Hildebrandine principles, and there was
roused throughout the West a revival of the spiritual
The ideals of the clergy were raised, or rather
life.
they acquired strength and confidence to pursue
ideals which they hail always, though despairingly,
hi- crusade against selfishness, pasacknowlcdgi d.
sion, and weakness brought together the clergy of the
West, a.s the attack on more material foes united its
peoples, and as a consequence the ecclesiastical body
in the twelfth century is a real society almost contemptuous of political or racial frontiers. We find

Frenchmen and an Englishman in the chair of St.
Peter an Italian, St. Anselm, at Canterbury a Savoyard, St. Hugh, at Lincoln an English John of Salis;

;

;

bury at Chartres: instances such as those could be
multiplied almost indefinitely.
In medieval Latin
this vast society possessed a language suited to the
varied wants of the age, and it is as living as any
vernacular if we read it in a letter of St. Anselm, a
sermon of St. Bernard, a poem of Adam of St. Victor,
the " Polycraticus" of John of Salisbury, an assize of

Henry II, the desultory chronicle of Ordericus Vitalis,
or the finished history of William of Tyre.
It was a
language which might have had a greater literature
if the less simple amongst those who wrote had not
been continually harking back to classical models.
The spirit of Catholicity in the Church was guarded
and prompted by the ever increasing power of the
popes. The days when the Holy See had had to be
rescued by the emperors from the petty and passionate Roman nobility must have seemed far off, and the
most definite result of the War of Investitures was a
second liberation, the conquest of the complete independence of papal elections. Never was the papal
power in Europe so great as in the years between the
end of that war in 1122 and the great disaster of the
Second Crusade. Besides being the guardian of the
Faith, the papacy was fast becoming the central court
of Christendom.
For close on two centuries, from
Nicholas I to Leo IX in the middle of the eleventh
century, the plenary powers of the pope had teen but
exceptionally exercised north of the Alps, though they
in principle, but in this most
legal of centuries the exercise of papal jurisdiction becomes habitual. The Curia was treated as a court of
Hardly any
first instance as well as a court of appeal.
subject was too small or too local to be referred to
Rome: the pope, for instance, decided whether or not
the Duke of Lorraine might have a castle within four

had been acknowledged

Papal legates might be met on all the
of Christendom; papal courts sat in every
land. Canon law grew fast, and the " Decretum " of
Gratian, about the middle of the century, though it
was not an authoritative collection, provided legates
and judges with an admirable synthesis of papal pronouncements. St. Bernard was much troubled at the
amount of legal business which poured in upon the
pope; it must, he. considered, interfere with the more
But the movement
spiritual duties of his high office.
was irresistible; the papacy had become de facto the
centre of a vast Christian nation. The empire was,
It was in the papacy
as we have seen, out of court.
that Christendom, a temporal as well as a spiritual
society, found its head in temporal and spiritual things
miles of Toul.

highways

alike.

After the faith and the hierarchy of the Church the

monastic orders have usually formed the strongest
bond of Catholic union, and in the twelfth century
In the previous
the monastic spirit was full of life.
epoch the Cluniac Benedictines had played an essential part in the work of reconstruction; but life was
now more complicated, and monasticism took many
forms. The contemplative spirit of the old hermits

inspired the Carthusian foundation of St. Bruno, "the
only ancient order which has never been reformed and
never required reforming", the increased demand for

parish work led to the revival of regular canons, and
foundation of the Premonstratensians,
the Crusades produced the military orders, while in
the Cistercians the new spiritual fervour with its
ascetical and mystical tendencies found appropriate
Seldom has a new order spread with
expression.
such rapidity throughout Europe as these white Benedictines, and St. Bernard, their great representative,
is the most marvellous instance of the power of a single man, without official position, over all classes and
The settlement of a disputed papal
different nations.
election practically depended on his verdict, he apin part to the
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peased the feuds of German noble families and reconciled Italian cities, he led one emperor to the South of
Italy and sent another on a crusade to the East; more
wonderful still, single-handed he persuaded the Ro-

man people to forsake the antipope. Though not the
originator, he was the motive power of the Second
Crusade, and his eloquence seemed as persuasive in
the Rhine cities as in Burgundy, and as successful in
saving the Jews from the fanaticism of the crusaders
as in rousing the crusading spirit.
Besides the Church and its many activities, there
were other forces at work, other expressions of the
energy of youthful Christendom which must at least
The twelfth-century renaissance
be enumerated.
was a rapid development of what may be called
Franco-Norman civilization. France, if the name is
given a comprehensive meaning, had conquered England and South Italy, had brought about the Crusades,
and had helped the papacy to victory over the empire.
It was in France that the new monastic movements
took their rise, and the intellectual movement as well.
The University of Paris was the university of Christendom, and the problems stated by the Breton Abelard
excited the curiosity and the enthusiasm of young
men from every country. French was spoken nearly
as widely as Latin, and the medieval epic, the romances of the Arthurian legend, and the lyrics of the
troubadours, the three most characteristic forms of
medieval vernacular literature, all were developed
amongst men who spoke one of the dialects of French.
Politically the Franco-Norman world was divided between Plantagenet, Capetian, and the princes of the
South, and the personality of Frederick Barbarossa
gave a splendour to German politics, but intellectually
and socially French civilization dominated Europe.
It was, however, a supremacy which lay in the rapidity and logical thoroughness with which she expressed
The development
ideas common to the whole West.
of Gothic architecture in England was almost parallel
to the French, the epic and the Arthurian legend
found a congenial soil in Germany, and the lyrical
poetry of Italy was almost a younger sister to that of
Provence. The same spirit seemed to be abroad from
Scotland to Palermo, and the Christians of the West
must have felt that they were indeed citizens of a
great city.
For this sense of a common Christendom was not
confined to the clergy or the knightly and baronial
The peasantry and the town-population had
classes.
much improved

their economic and legal positions
since the beginning of the eleventh century; they had
also profited by the education of action and expeIn the movement for the Truce of God, in
rience.
the Hildebrandine reform, in the Crusades, in all these
"
struggles of a crowded age, " the holy people of God
had taken a prominent part; all had increased their
drawn
them
closer
to
the
self-confidence, all had
clergy and to one another. Though the aim of the
Hildebrandine reform was to preserve the distinctive
features of the priestly life, it had not formed the
Gregory VII had appealed to the
clergy into a caste.

and the reformers found among the people allies
most enthusiastic, at times indeed fanatical and cruel.
too, had consecrated the devotion of
ili<'
At one
pilgrims as well as knightly valour.
hi, when the leaders had forgotten the Holy
City for the sake of Syrian castles, it was (he zeal of
tin' poor that alone saved the fortunes of tin- expedi
tion,
[n the other movements of the time clergy and
people wiiv often united, and municipal liberties, at
least in their earlier stages, found a support in the
Church. Alexander III. the greatest pope of the
century, was allied with the Lombard republics in
their struggle with Frederick Barbarossa, tin' greatest
of itsemperoi
It isat leasl probable that since the
early ages of the Church, clergy and laity have never
Few medieval
o united as in this century.
laity,

The Crusades,
|

i
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have excited so much universal and popular
enthusiasm as St. Thomas of Canterbury, a martyr
for the rights of the Church and the clergy, and the
pilgrims who thronged to Canterbury from all parts
of Christendom are perhaps the best evidence of the
union between people and clergy, and between the
different nations of the West.
The pontificate of Innocent III, which began before
the close of the twelfth century, was the climax of this
It illustrates
period of Christian cosmopolitanism.
both the splendour of the ideal and the increasing difficulty of realizing it.
Few popes have had nobler
aims than Innocent, few have been more favoured by
nature and circumstance or have been apparently
more successful. He was enabled to put himself at
the head of a national movement in Italy, to govern
Rome, where his predecessors had been weakest, to
compel the King of France to respect tin- rights of
marriage and the King of England those of the Church,

saints

to help in the success of two papalist candidates to the
empire, and to see a crusade sail for the East. These
are but some of the successes of his reign, yet it is
impossible to study the fortunes of his pontificate
without observing that nearly every one of his victoOf the
ries is marked by the signs of ultimate failure.
two emperors whom he helped to the throne, the first
repudiated all his engagements and declared open war
upon him in Italy, the second was that Frederick II
who was to be the most thoroughgoing foe of the

papacy. The homage which Innocent won from King
John contributed in a later generation to embitter the
In his
relations between England and the Holy See.
Italian policy, disinterested as it was, can be traced
first beginnings of future evils; the political power
he had acquired led to the first case of nepotism and
to the first appeal to a French noble for help in tinSouth of Italy. He lost control over both the religious campaigns which he set in motion, for he en-

the

deavoured unsuccessfully to protect Raymond of
Toulouse from the Albigensian crusaders and to prevent the Venetians diverting the Fourth Crusade from
Jerusalem to Constantinople.
That so great a pope should meet with failures so
signal was significant of the change coming over EuThe control over temporal and even ecclesiasrope.
tical matters was slipping away from the head of
Christendom, though the gnat personality of Innocent and the successful war waged by his successors
against the empire might disguise the fact from conIn the fourteenth century the national
temporaries.
wars, the Great Schism, the unimpeded progress of
the Turks, these were all witnesses to the divisions of
Christendom. For a moment, at the time of the
lit. th.re seemed to he a
Council of Constance in
rally: the Christian society appeared to be drawing
together again in order to put an end to the schism
and to reform the Church: hut as a matter of facl
that council was the first of European congresses, a
meeting of national delegates rather than a parliament of Christendom. The history of this change
from the Christendom of the twelfth century to the
nations of the Reformation epoch, is the history of
It is possible, however, to
the later Middle Aims.
disentangle some of the elements ol this complicated
process of disintegration.
To the modern student, who is wise after he event,
it
is clear bj the eleventh century thai the Europe of
the future is. not going to In- liuill up politically as an
empire, and that the ultimate development of some
form of national slate is assured, the Church, though
she might have preserved a large measure of social
unity and linked the nations together, could never
have formed a permanent, universal stale, lor ChrisIVlititianity is not, like Islam, a political system.
cally, there seem but two alternatives: empire or nations.
Indeed the roots of nationality can he traced
deep down in geographical ami racial differences and
1
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in the varying degrees in which the Teutonic invaders
of the Roman Empire coalesced with its old inhabiIn the twelfth century, though the sense of a
tants.

common

Christianity

is

the predominant character-

the age, the development of national distinctions proceeded apace.
Germany was long to regret
the glories of the reign of Frederick Barbarossa, yet
even his power failed to level the Alps politically and
rcome the still hardly conscious nationalism of
The social and intellectual influthe Lombard cities.
ence which France had exerted in the middle of the
century began under Philip Augustus to take a politiirm; while in England conquerors and conquered
were fast amalgamating, and a national feeling, fostered by insular position, had grown up. though it
was concealed for the moment by the extent of the
Angevin Empire and the foreign interests of Henry II
and Richard I. This empire broke into pieces under
John, and. after an interval of weakness and hesitation. England appears in the reign of Edward I as the
i

country where nationality had most rapidly develElsewhere, too, the process continued. The
oped.
personality of St. Louis gave to the French monarchy
a halo comparable to the spiritual character which
was to cling for 30 many centuries to the Holy Roman
Empire. The fall of the Hohenstauffen decided finally

what had

lo

that

i.

be not

it

any

rati

a

Germany was

to

nation severed from

that Italy its If was to live its own turbulent city life so fruitful in war. in tyranny, in saints,
Italy,

and

and in works
Meanwhile the new monarchies
i

of the West became
self-conscious through their lawyers.
Secular law in
the twelfth century had given its support to the
civil power, but
had been overshadowed, on the
whole, by the great development of canon law.
Towards the close of the thirteenth it had its revenge
it

as the ally of the national sovereigns.

Edward

I

was both one of the most legal and one of the most
powerful of English kings, yet in his ease legal absolutism was mitigated by customary law.
In France
the enigmatic figure \i Philip the Fair was half-concealed by his legist ministers, men who combined a
lericalism, ready to go any lengths, with
the most frank acknowledgment ol the absolute
"ii.
It is an instance of the irony
of history that Edward and Philip should be the contemporaries of Boniface VIII, the boldest assertor
The probable explanation is
of papal supremacy.
that the recent victory over the empire misled the
papalist writers and perhai
themselves.
The disappearance of the Hohenstauffen seemed to
leave the papacy an undisputed supremacy in the
Christian world.
It
hail been the practice to speak
of the spiritual and temporal powers in terms of pope
motor, and it was l"ng before it was realized,
on the papal side, that the civil power, dehad returned to the attack with
'

more aggressive vigour

as

the

Monarchy and the

the papal-imperial controversy continued,
though with increasing unreality, when the pope was at
>n, and
he emperor was Louis of Bavaria, and
I

to

the

new conditions
era of

ie.

li.it!

i

of

i

Church

nn Mediate Divine origin but

differ-

ing in dignity.
The struggle between Boniface and Philip culminated in the me
igni, where Nogaret,
the French lawyer.
.,[ pope.
It was a
brutal
ful only to the p. rpet rator.
Unfortunately, it was follower) by the migration, a fewyears later, of the papal court to the prison-palace
of Avigi
remature development of French
absolutism was followed by year- of war and anarchy;
!

i

but from her misfortunes France rose up a consolidated monarchy.
In England, aristocratic misrule

and some

fort
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intermittent civil

war pro-

duced the same result. In Spain, and even in the
German and Scandinavian principalities and kingdoms, different causes tended in (he same direction.
Thus grew up those monarchies, powerful at home,
jealous of foreign interference, which contributed so

much

to the

Reformation.

While in the political sphere nations were drawing
apart, in the social sphere the Church was losing
much of her influence on the thoughts of men. Some
of this loss was perhaps inevitable.
New interests
were springing up on every side with the growth of
wealth, of education, and of the complexity of life,
new professions, other than that of arms, were being
opened to the educated laity. Religion could hardly
expect to keep the hold she had exercised on the
outward lives of Christians. Meanwhile the improvement of secular law would in time render unnecessary and invidious many of the clerical privileges
which had been so essential in a simpler age. Thus,
as European society developed, the clergy, the most
cosmopolitan element of it, would necessarily lose
some of the commanding influence they had exercised in the ages when they represented civilization
as well as religion.
But other causes were at work.
The high religious enthusiasm of the earlier twelfth
century was not maintained at the same level either
in clergy or people.
And indeed even that Christian
age had had its dark side. Passion, the fierce pas
sionate character of a primitive people, was not yet
subdued. What had been won by the Hildebrandine
movement had to be preserved. No moral victory
is final:
no generation can afford to disarm. The
very success of the Church brought its dangers, and
increased power tended to ambition and worldliness.
The faults and the wealth of the clergy must have
contributed something, it would be difficult to say
how much, to the darkest feature of the age. the heresy
which even in St. Bernard's time lurked in secret
This evil spread like a plague
through Southern France and Italy, and kept appear
ing sporadically north of the Alps.
It seemed to
threaten Christian morals and Christian faith alike
So acute did the danger become in France that
almost justified the violences of the Albigensian Crusade; but the Church of the thirteenth century had
nobler weapons than those of l)e .Mont fort or the
nearly everywhere.

it

Inquisition: the Friars and Scholastic movement
attacked heresy, morally and intellectually, and
routed it.
Henceforth, however, till the sixteenth
century, no great religious or monastic movement,
eon a ion to 'hristendom. was provoked by the many
moral and intellectual causes which led to the decline
and fail of the medieval system and finally to the
i

i

Reformation

itself.

The history of the papacy cannot be separated
from that of the Church. The great popes of the
past had had a share which can hardly be oxer-estimated in binding together Christian society and
raising its moral level; it is not surprising that the
diminished influence of

among

thi

tin'

It
icauses of the disintegration of Christendom.
not to trace the decadem
'niggle
Before that struggle, in the days
with Frederick II.
of Innocent III, the difficulties ol tie papacy were
due to its agents, its subjects, to the very grea
of the bask it had undertaken, not to tie character
Hit from Gregory
or aims of the popes themselves,

ditlieult

<

IX a different spirit seemed to prevail. Tie popes
itl a power
were engaged in a hand-to
which aimed at establishing a strong monarchy in
Italy which threatened to stifle Roman and papal
in<j waged with an
freedom: tin- contest was not
imperious but distant German: it was Italian, 'ei
ruler seemed
ritorial
ami bittei
ual
Rome and the
ol
almost merged in
and in
Money w a
feudal lord of Sicily.
order to obtain it funds lad to be raised in
•

I

I

,.

it

:

'
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and by means
and
which aroused much discontent and which affected
especially, transalpine

lands,

the credit of Rome as the central court of Christendom. The conception of canon law, of a system of
courts Christian and a sacred jurisdiction over-riding
political frontiers, is a magnificent one, and the debt
which European law owes to the canonists is admitted by the modern masters of legal history. It
was a system, however, which had many rivals, and
Unit required the support of a high moral prestige.
fortunately, the machinery was, from the first, defective; there was no organization at Rome capable
of dealing with the press of legal business, and even
in the twelfth century complaints of venality and
Litigants are not
delay were frequent and bitter.
easily satisfied, nor has the law often been at once
impartial, cheap, and speedy in any country; yet it
can hardly be denied that in the thirteenth century
the Roman courts suffered from very serious abuses.
It is unnecessary to follow the fortunes of the papacy after the thirteenth century; the lesson of the
French influence, of the schism, of the Italianization
of the fifteenth-century popes, is but too clear.
Though the essential rights of the Holy See were but
seldom denied in those years, it was clear, when the
crisis came, and when the papal supremacy had to
bear the first attack, that that devotion which makes
martyrs and the enthusiasm which inspires righteous
It would seem, then,
rebellion were sadly lacking.
that the growth of national divisions, the increased
secularism of everyday life, the diminished influence
of the Church and the papacy, that all these interdependent influences had broken up the social unity
of Christendom at least two centuries before the
Reformation, yet it must never be forgotten that
religious unity remained.
As long as Christendom
was Catholic it was a reality, a visible society with
head
and
one
liierarchy.
Though for the moment
one
centrifugal tendencies were in the ascendant, the
possibilities.
future was full of
A great religious
movement, a revival of the Christian spirit, the
reform which should have come when the Reformation came, any such appeal to the common faith and
to Catholic loyalty might have brought the Christian
nations together again, have put some check upon
their internal absolutism and external combativeness,
and have removed from the Christian name the
reproach of mutual antagonism.
Such speculation is, however, as idle as it is fascinating; instead of the reform, of the renewal of the
spiritual life of the Church round the old principles of
Christian faith and unity, there came the Reformation, and Christian society was broken up beyond the
hope of at least proximate reunion. But it was long
before this fact was realized even by the Reformers,
and indeed it must have been more difficult for a
subject of Henry VIII to convince himself that the
Latin Church was really being torn asunder than for
us to conceive the full meaning and all the consequences of a united Christendom. Much of the
weakness of ordinary men in the earlier years of the
Reformation, much of their attitude towards the
papacy, can be explained by their blindness to what
was happening. They thought, no doubt, that all
would come right in the end. So dangerous is it,
particularly in times of revolution, to trust to anything but principle.
The effect of the Reformation was to separate from
the Church all the Scandinavian, most of the Teutonic, and a few of the Latin-speaking populations of
Europe; but the spirit of division once established
worked further mischief, and the antagonism betw een
Lutheran and Calvinisl was almost as bitter as that
between Catholic and Protestant. At the beginning,
however, of the seventeenth century, Christendom
was weary of religious war and persecution, and for a
moment it almost seemed as if the breach were to be

The deaths of Philip II and Elizabeth, the
conversion and tolerant policy of Henry IV of France,
the accession of the House of Stuart to the English
throne, the pacification between Spain and the
Dutch, all these events pointed in the same direction.
closed.

A

like

tendency

is

apparent in the theological specu-

the learning and judgment of
beginnings of the High Church
of Arminianism in Holland,
these were all signs that in the Protestant Churches
thought, study, and piety had begun to moderate the
fires of controversy, while in the monumental works
of Suarez and the other Spanish doctors, Catholic
theology seemed to be resuming that stately, comprehensive view of its problems which is so impressive
in the great Scholastics.
It is not surprising that
this moment, when the cause of reconciliation seemed
in the ascendant, was marked by a scheme of Christian
Much importance was at one time
political union.
attributed to the grand dessein of Henry IV. Recent historians are inclined to assign most of the
design to Henry's Protestant minister, Sully; the
A
king's share in the plan was probably but small.
coalition war against Austria was first to secure
Europe against the domination of the Hapsburgs,
but an era of peace was to follow. The different
Christian States, whether Catholic or Protestant,
were to preserve their independence, to practise
toleration, to be united in a "Christian Republic"
under the presidency of the pope, and to find an outlet
These
for their energies in the recovery of the East.
dreams of Christian reunion soon melted away. Religious divisions were too deep-seated to permit the
reconstruction of a Christian polity, and the cure for
international ills has been sought in other directions.
The international law of the seventeenth-century
jurists was based upon national law, not upon Christian fellowship, the balance of power of the eighteenth century on the elementary instinct of selfdefence, and the nationalism of the nineteenth on
It has never ocracial or linguistic distinctions.
curred to anyone to take seriously the mystic terminology with which in the Holy Alliance Alexander I of
Russia clothed his policy of conservative intervenThe Greek insurrection and the Eastern question.
tions generally restored the word Christian to the
vocabulary of the European chanceries, but it has
come in recent times to express our common civilization rather than a religion which so many Europeans
now no longer profess. (See Religions.)
Olderworks are: GrizoT, Civilization in Europe; Bryce.Ho^
Roman Empire; Hergenruther, Handbuch der allgemcinen
lation of the time:

Hooker, the

first

movement, the spread

Kirchengeschichte (3 vols.. 1884-80), with his Catholic Church

and Christian State (London. 1S7G); Kraus. Lehrbuch der KirAmong more modern works the following
chengeschichte.
might be consulted: Majtland, tr. (with commentary) o f
Giki-ke, Political Theories of the Middle Age (Cambridge,
1000); Grupp, Kidturgeseh. des Miltelalters (2 vols., Stuttgart
1S04); Devas, The Keu of the World's Progress (London.
1906); KJuu. MthLutH, Kirchmgetch. (Tubingen, 1002V Ilm.
Of
.4 History of Diplomacy (London, 1000), especially vol, I.
these writers Hergenrother, Kraus, Devas, and GRUPPare
Catholics.

Francis TJrqohart.
Christening.

See Baptism.

Christian,

Bishop of Prussia,

first

d. 1245.

Before

becoming a missionary he was a Cistercian monk at
the monastery of Oliva near Danzig or, as appears
more probable, at Lekno or some other Polish monasIn 1209 he was commissioned by Innocent III
tery.
to direct the Prussian missions between the Rivers
Vistula and Memel, which had been begun by Abbot
Godfrey of Lekno and the monk Philip in 12(17. He
was appointed bishop in 1212, anil, when, in 1215, lie
went to Home in order to report to the pope on the
condition and prospects of his mission, lie was consecrated

Rome

first
Bishop of Prussia. On his journey to
he was accompanied by two converted Prus-

sian noblemen,

Warpoda and Suavabona, who were
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then solemnly baptized by Innocent III. Soon after
Christian's return to Prussia the pagans rose against
the foreign Christians who had settled there, destroyed their fortifications, and compelled many of
the newly converted to return to paganism.
With
the permission of Pope Honorius III, Christian gathered an army of crusaders who, however, were too
few ti. gain a decisive victory.
The bishop was even
forced to leave Prussia.
In a contract made with
Duke Conrad of Masovia and Bishop Gedeon of
Plock, in 11222. Christian received rich possessions and
incomes as well as episcopal jurisdiction in Culmerland.
He, therefore, decided to erect his episcopal
see at Culm, and from there direct the affairs of the
Prussian missions. But soon the Prussians invaded
Culmerland also. In his extremity Christian founded
the Order of the Knights of Dobrin, which was approved by Pope Gregory IX about 1228. When these

knights were unsuccessful Christian and Duke Conrad of -Masovia applied for assistance to Herman of
Salza, the Grand Master of the Teutonic Order in Palest inc.
In 1228 Conrad entered into a contract with
the Teutonic Order, by virtue of which his possessions in Culmerland became the property of the
order.
In 1230 Bishop Christian added to this
grant all his own possessions in Culmerland and, a
year later, one-third of his possessions in Prussia,
retaining, however, for himself ecclesiastical jurisdiction both in Culmerland and in Prussia.
Under the leadership of Herman Balk the Teutonic trder began the great conflict which after more
than half a century of bloodshed dealt the death-blow
to paganism in Prussia and made the Teutonic Order
one of the greatest powers in Europe. When Christian asked for the assistance of the German Knights
he was determined to keep the ecclesiastical administration of Prussia under his control.
Soon, however,
he became aware that the order laid claim to the
spiritual as well as the temporal management of the
conquered territory. Up to the year 1227 none but
(

listercians assisted Christian in his apostolic labours;
but with the arrival of the German Knights, the
Dominicans, who were favoured by the order and by
Pope Gregory IX, took a strong foothold in Prussia,
while Christian and his Cistercian colabourers were
thrown into the background.
William of Modena,
(

who had been appointed papal

legate for Prussia, dis-

regarded the rights of Christian and proceeded as if
there were no Bishop of Prussia.
In addition to
these misfortunes, Christian was captured and his
attendants slain by some pagan Prussians who pretended to have been converted and to desire the
Sacrament of Baptism from the bishop. During the
us of bis captivity (1233-39) the Teutonic
trder and the papal legate did nothing for his release.
In 12:i(> Gregory IX, who, it appears, considered the
liberation of 'hristian impossible, empowered William
I

(

Modena to divide Prussia into three dioceses. The
bishops for these new sees were, in accordance with
the wish of the Teutonic Order, to be selected from
the Dominican Order, while no provision whatever
was made for the imprisoned Bishop Christian.
Finally, in the winter of 1239—40, Christian obtained his liberty.
He was obliged to give hostages,
whom he afterwards ransomed for a sum stated as of
eight hundred marks (at that time a large amount),
which was granted him by Pope Oregon,'. Immediately upon his liberation Christian complained to the
pope that the Teutonic (trder refused baptism to the
catechumens who desired it. oppressed the newly converted, claimed episcopal rights, and refused to
restore property which belonged to the bishop.
The
first two accusations may have been wrong or exaggerated, but the last two were founded on truth.
In
1240 the pope instructed Bishop Henry and two
provosts of Meissen to induce the Teutonic 'rder to
satisfy the demands of Christian.
The legate's inoi

I
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tended division of Prussia into three dioceses did not
take effect, and after Gregory's death (22 Aug., 1241)
Christian and the Teutonic Order agreed that twothirds of the conquered territory in Prussia should
belong to the Order, and one-third to the bishop;
that, moreover, the bishop should have the right to
exercise in the territory belonging to the order those
ecclesiastical functions which only a bishop can perform.
William of Modena, the papal legate, did not give
up his plans of dividing Prussia into various dioceses.

He finally obtained from Pope Innocent IV permismake a division, and on 29 July, 1243, Prussia
was divided into the four dioceses: Culm, Pomerania,
Ermland, and Samland. The only recognition which
Christian received for his apostolic labours of more
than twenty years consisted in the privilege to select
for himself any one of the four new episcopal sees.
When Christian refused to make a selection he was
severely reprimanded by the pope.
Despite numerous petitions sent by Cistercian abbots in favour of
Bishop Christian, the pope in a Brief of 6 Feb., 1245,
threatened to deprive him of all episcopal jurisdicsion to

tion unless he selected one of the new Prussian dioceses within two months.
In the spring of the same
year, probably before the two months had passed,
Christian died.
Plixsky in Sdrai.ek's KirchgeschichUiche Abhandhinam,
1902, I. 151-249; Kktrzynski. Deutschorden and Konrad nm
Ma.^irirn (I.embers, 1904'; Haih-k, K i/r/u m;t silnvhtv DtutschUmda (Leipzig, 1903). IV, 643 sqq.; Prctz, Preussisch*
Gc.icliichte (Stuttgart, 1900), I. 42 sqq
Michael, Grsrhtchtr
dc.i deutschen
Volkes (Freiburg im Br., Isq7). I. 10S sqq,;
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Christian Archaeology. Christian archaeology is
that branch of the science of archaeology the object
of which is the study of ancient Christian monuments. The modern historian who endeavours to
reconstruct the life of the primitive Christians has
two sources of information to draw upon, namely:
literary
and monumental sources. By literary
sources is commonly understood the existing remains of early Christian literature; monumental
sources consist of the various classes of objects of
a material character surviving from antiquity, which
were produced by Christians or under Christian influence, sepulchral inscriptions, paintings, sculptures,
churches, and the products of the minor arts. The
principal aim of Christian archaeology, as indicated,
is possible relative to the
is to ascertain all that
manners and customs of the early Christians from
Any atthe monuments of Christian antiquity.
tempt to determine the date when the period loosely
designated "Christian Antiquity" gave place to the
medieval period must of necessity be more or less
arbitrary.
As a consequence of this difficulty, differences of opinion exist among archaeologists as to
the chronological limits to be assigned to Christian
However, such authorities as De
arch.Tology.
Rossi and Le Blant regard the beginning of the
seventh century, or the death of Gregory the Great
(604), as a date which marks sufficiently well the
end of the ancient, and the beginning of the medieval,
period.
In Gaul and Germany Christian monuments preserved much of their ancient character
till a century later.
I.

Summary of

its

History.

—The

honour of

inaugurating the scientific study of Christian antiquity belongs to an Augustinian monk, Onofrio
Panvinio, who in 1554 and 1508 published two important works on the basilicas of Rome (De praecipuis urbis Romas sanctioribus basilicis) and on the
cemeteries and sepulchral rites of the early Chris-

("De ritu sepeliendi mortuos apud veteres
Christianos et de eorum muneteriis").
Ten years
after the publication of the latter work, some latians
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composition of which
Ecclesiastic! ", the
absorbed his whole attention. For fifteen years
after the discovery on the Via Salaria the only
persons to attempt any explorations in the catacombs were a Spanish Dominican, Alfonso Ciacconio,
and two Flemish laymen, Philip de Winghe and
Jean PHeureux. Ciacconio accomplished nothing of
importance. The investigations of the two Flemish
explorers gave promise of better results, but their
writings remained unpublished, and consequently
had no influence on their contemporaries.
The first to begin the systematic exploration of
the ancient Roman cemeteries or catacombs, was
the "Father of Christian Archaeology", Antonio
Born in Malta in 1575, Bosio was placed at
Bosio.
an early age under the care of an uncle who resided
at Rome, as procurator of the Knights of Malta.
At the age of eighteen he was attracted to the
study of the early Christian sepulchral monuments
of Rome, and from that date till his death, in
1629, a period of thirty-six years, he devoted his
Three
life to the exploration of the catacombs.
years after his death (1632), the results of his investigations and studies were made known to the
world in an Italian work entitled " Roma Sotterranea",
edited by the Oratorian Severano, and published at
the expense of the Order of Malta. The great merit
of this work was at once recognized, and led to the
publication by Aringhi, in 1651, of a Latin translation for the benefit of the savants of Europe.
The
scientific character of Bosio's explorations has recently been confirmed by an interesting discovery.
De Rossi, in spite of his admiration for Bosio, maintained that the cemetery of Sts. Mark and Marcellianus, in which Pope Damasus was interred, lay
to the right of the Via Ardeatina, and not to the left,
In 1902 both the crypts of
as Bosio believed.
nates

Pope Damasus and

of Sts.

Mark and Marcellianus

were discovered by Wilpert, and in the locality indicated by Bosio. Important as was the work of
Bosio, it was, however, in one department defective.

The

copies

of

catacomb paintings made
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bourers accidentally discovered (31 May, 1578), on
the Via Salaria an ancient subterranean cemetery
containing inscriptions and frescoes of an unmistakably Christian character. Among the first to
visit the newly-discovered cemetery was the ecclesiastical historian Baronius, who, though he recognized the importance of the find, yet took no part
He had, however,
in contemporary explorations.
already commenced his great historical work, " An-

for

his

"Roma Sotterranea" have been very often found by
Wilpert to be quite inaccurate. This fault must be
attributed to Bosio's copyists.
For more than two centuries after the death of
Bosio, little advance was made in the exploration
of the Roman catacombs, the great treasure-house
of the monuments of primitive Christianity.
Protestant writers either altogether ignored the discoveries of Bosio or refuted them to their own
satisfaction, without ever having seen the monuments.
Even Bingham, whose work on Christian
Antiquities was published nearly a century after the
first edition of Bosio's work appeared, made no use
of the results of his investigations.
Yet Catholic
authors scarcely showed more appreciation of the
monuments than their Protestant contemporaries.
Unlike De Rossi in our own age, Bosio founded no
school of trained archaeologists to cany on the work
he so happily inaugurated; the consequence of which
was that all systematic exploration ceased at his
death.
Fabretli, in his collection of inscriptions
published in 1699, devoted only one chapter (viii)
Twenty-one years later,
to Christian inscriptions.
Boldetti, who held the office of custodian of the
catacombs, published an apologetic work of little
Value on the "Cemeteries of the holy Martyrs and

ancient Christians of Rome". A work of Buonarotti
on cemeterial glasses (Florence, 1716) is of greater
merit.
But the eighteenth century will be longer
remembered for the destruction of Christian monuments than for the labours of its archaeologists.
Under the direction of Boldetti numerous inscriptions were removed from the places where they were
originally erected, and scattered through various
Roman churches, without any clear indication of
the localities from which they were taken. These
inscriptions were afterwards collected by Benedict XIV (1740-58) in the Christian Museum of the
Vatican, of which he was founder.
Many invaluable
frescoes, also, were injured or destroyed during the
eighteenth century.
It would be natviral to expect
that the establishment of a department in connexion with the Vatican Library for the collection of
Christian inscriptions and other relics of the early
Church would arouse the curiosity of Roman antiquarians.
Such is not the fact, however. For
several years after the death of Benedict XIV no
one took any interest in the catacombs. In view
of later occurrences it was, perhaps, as well that this
was the case. About 1780, S6roux d'Agincourt
(q. v.) visited several of the ancient cemeteries, and
copied for publication in his " Histoire de l'art par
les monuments " (Paris, 1823), a number of catacomb
frescoes.
But M. d'Agincourt was not always satisFollowing the example of other
fied with copies.
explorers in the same field, he was too often desirous
of obtaining the original paintings, and thus inaugurated a more systematic destruction of monuments

than any of his predecessors.

With the first half of the nineteenth century
began a new epoch in archaeological studies. The
of M. Raoul Rochette " Discours sur l'origine

work
etc.

des types qui constituent l'art du Christianisme

"

(Paris, 1834), and his "Tableau des Catacombes de
(Paris, 1837) had the merit of arousing interest in the Christian monuments of Rome, although
In Italy,
his conclusions were not at all convincing.
Sarti, Settele, Pasquini, De Minicis, Valentini. Manara, Cordero, and others produced works of minor

Rome"

importance on the subterranean-eemeterial monuments, the Christian sarcophagi, and the early
basilicas of their country.
The honour of inaugurating really important work, however, belongs to
the Jesuit Father Marchi. Marchi was the first to
demonstrate the essential difference between the
arenaria, or sand-pits in the vicinity of Rome, and
In 1S41 he pubthe galleries of the catacombs.
lished the first volume of what he intended to be an
exhaustive work on early Christian art; for various
reasons he was unable to complete the undertaking.
But Marchi had associated with him, from the time
he began to devote particular attention to the
Christian monuments of Rome (1841), a young man,
not yet twenty years of age, who was destined to
take up the work of Bosio and elevate Christian
This was
archaeology to the dignity of a science.
Giovanni Battista De Rossi (1822-94). The first
important work undertaken by De Rossi (q. v.) was
a collection of the Christian inscriptions of Rome
prior to the seventh century (Koine, 1S61 SM.
While engaged in collecting materials for this great
work, the young archaeologist had frequent occasion
His observations soon conto visit the catacombs.
vinced him that the real work of exploring these
venerable sanctuaries of Christian antiquity had
merely been commenced by previous investigators,
and that results of the greatest interest and importance for the history of the early Church might
De obtained by systematic investigations carried out
on scientific principles. No one was better qualified
than himself to execute his plans, a fact recognized
by Pope Pius IX, who commissioned him to begin
the work destined to be so fruitful in results.
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The work of De Rossi which best reveals his immense learning and the scientific manner in which
were carried out is his "Roma
Sotterranea" (Rome, 18G4-77, 3 vols., fol.). The
time that has elapsed since the publication of the
last volume of this truly magnum opus has conhis

investigations

firmed in the main the theories of its author. on the
and religious conditions of the primitive Christians, and on the symbolic character of early Christian
In 18(53 he began the publication of his " Bulletart.
tino d'archeologia cristiana", a periodical almost as
indispensable to the student of Christian archaeology
De Rossi left at his
as the "Roma Sotterranea".
death a school of archaeologists, trained in his scientific methods, and capable of continuing his work.
The three earliest of his disciples, Armellini, Stevenson, and Marucchi, have published numerous works
giving the results of their own investigations, or
popularizing the general results of Christian archaeological discoveries, besides continuing the publication
of the Bullettino under the title " Nuovo Bullettino
A publicist who accomd'archeologia cristiana".
plished considerable work of permanent value in
the domain of Christian archaeology was the Jesuit
Garrucci.
His most important publication was a
"History of Christian Art", in six volumes, which
five
hundred tables of illustrations.
contains
Many of these, however, have been found inaccurate
and must be used with caution. His text also has
been in a great measure superseded by that of recent
The best results achieved since the death
writers.
of De Rossi are attributable to a young German priest,
whose love for archaeological studies drew him to
Rome nearly two decades ago: Mgr. Joseph Wilpert.
Wilpert has devoted himself in a special manner to
the study of early Christian painting, a department
of archaeology to which De Rossi was unable to give
In 1889 Wilpert
the attention the subject deserved.
published his "Principienfragen der christlichen
Archaologie", a brochure defending the principles of
interpretation of the Roman school of archaeologists
against the attacks of German non-Catholic authors.
In 1892 appeared his study on "Die Gottgeweihten
Jungfrauen", a valuable contribution on the origins
In 1S95 he published his
of the religious life.
"Fractio Panis," wherein he describes the cycle of
sacred representations in the crypt of St. Priscilla,
known as the "Capella Greca", and shows their
relation to the principal scene depicted in that
chapel, the eucharistic, or sacred-banquet, scene of
the apse, which he appropriately named "fractio
panis , the Breaking of Bread. The signification of
Orantes (praying) figures so frequently depicted on
early Christian tombs was first satisfactorily explained by this writer in his "Cyclus christologischer
civil

Gemalde"

His greatest work is his "Male(1891).
reien der Katakomben Roms" (Freiburg, 1903).
It consists of two folio volumes, one of plates reproducing more than six hundred catacomb frescoes,
half of them in colours; the other of text, in which
the author, after laying down his principles of interpretation, classifies and describes the various
cycles of the cemeterial paintings and interprets
Another German priest
their symbolical meaning.
resident in Rome, Mcr. de Waal, the founder and
editor of the "Romische Quartalschrift", has written
extensively on archaeological subjects; one of his
best known works is a description, with illustrations,
of the sarcophagus of Junius Has. us (Home, 1900).
The impetus given to the study of early Christian
monuments by the discoveries and publications of

De
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Rossi was immediately felt in every country of
Europe. Two Enirlisli priests, Xortheote and Brownlow, were among the first to appreciate (lie importance of his work, which they popularized in
their excellent "Roma Sotterranea" (London, 1869;
second edition, 1878). Dr. Northcote also published

a useful work on early Christian inscriptions under
the title "Epitaphs of the Catacombs" (London,
The former of these works was translated
1878).
into French by Allard; Kraus's "Roma Sotterranea"
was partly a translation of Northcote and Brownlow,
and partly an original work. Smith and Cheetham's
"Dictionary of Christian Antiquities" (London,
1875-80) is an evidence of the influence on English
Protestants of the Roman explorations, and the
recently published manual of Lowrie, "Monuments
the Early Church" (New York, 1901), bears
witness to the intelligent interest of American
Protestants in the most recent results of Christian
archaeological studies.
Among the first in France
to be influenced by the archaeological revival of
De Rossi was the Abb<5 Martigny, who in 1865 published his, for that time, remarkable "Dictionnaire
des antiquites chrefiennes" (third edition, Paris,
of

1889).

"Catacombes de
a pretentious work of

Perret's

1851-55)

is

Rome"
little

(Paris,
his

value;

and his text unreliable.
Desbassayns de Richemont's "Catacombes de Rome"
appeared in 1870, and in the following year Allard's
These
translation of Northcote and Brownlow.
works did good service as popular manuals, but
illustrations are inaccurate,

original investigations of great importance were
carried on by another French archaeologist, Edmond
Le Blant. The first volume of Le Blant's "Inscriptions chreriennes de la Gaule" appeared in 1856,
the second in 1S65, the third in 1892. These were

followed by two volumes on the Christian sarcophagi
of Aries and of France (Paris, 1878-86), and various
At the present time
studies on Christian epigraphy.
(1906) a highly useful and excellent work in course
of publication, is Cabrol and Leclercq's "Dictionnaire d'arche'ologie et de liturgie" (since 1903).
The discoveries of Count de Vogii6 in Central Syria
["La Syrie Centrale" (Paris, 1865)], and in the Holy
Land ["Les eglises de la Terre Sainte" (Paris, I860)]
were of great importance for the history of early
Christian architecture.
The writings of Pere Delattre and of Stephen Gsell are indispensable for
the study of the Christian monuments of North
Africa.
In Germany Professor Franz Xaver Krans
did more, probably, than any other writer to popularize the results of Christian archaeological studies.
Besides his "Roma Sotterranea" Kraus edited the
excellent "Real-Encyklopiidie der christlichen Alterthiimer" (Freiburg, 1882-86, 2 vols.), and published
(Freiburg, 1896-97), an (unfinished) history of Christian art in three volumes, of which only the first
concerns Christian archaeology.
It is
the most
complete general work on this subject that has yet
appeared. Kraus also published in two volumes
(Freiburg, 1890-94), a collection of early Christian
inscriptions from the Rhineland, besides a number
monographs of an archa>ological character.
of
Among German Protestant archaeologists may be
mentioned Victor Schultze, uhose studies on the
catacombs of Naples and Syracuse, and "Archaologie
der altchristlichcn Kunst " (Munich, 1895) are of
importance. Of contemporary German writers on
the monuments of Christian antiquity space will not
permit more than the mention of a few of the principal: Midler, Ficker, Krumbacher.Strzygowski, Kirsch,

Kaufmann, and Baumstark.
II
LrrEBARl Sim i,, i- -The knowledge of early
Christian society derived from the study of the oldest
existing Christian monuments has thrown light on
many obscurities in the Church's early history, as
it was known from the literature that has come down
is equally
It
to us from the first age of Christianity.
true that the study of Christian monuments would
be impossible apart from the study of the various
Christian
literary sources of Christian antiquity.
literature and Christian monuments supplement one
another.
First among the literary sources indis-
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pensable for the study of the monuments is the
Christian art from the first century was inBible.
After this primary
spired by the Sacred Scriptures.
source, the Acts of the Martyrs, Christian liturgies,
certain liturgical prayers, particularly those relative
to death, Church calendars, the so-called Pontifical
Books, especially the famous Roman " Liber Pontificalis " (q. v.), ancient missals and sacramentaries,

and

in general all Christian literature,

till

well

on

in

medieval times, have proved invaluable aids in the
interpretation of the monuments.
Especially useful
were the medieval pilgrims' itineraries, the Baedekers
of their time, because of the indications they contain
relative to the topography of the ancient subterranean cemeteries of Christian Rome.
III. Character of the Earliest Monuments.
Principal Results of Christian Arch.eologicai,
Investigations. The principal monuments of the
earliest Christian ages have been found in the sub-

—

terranean cemeteries of Rome. The oldest portions
of several of these cemeteries date from the first
century of the Christian Era, so that, within their
range, whatever information they supply bears the
stamp of the Apostolic Age. The fact that these
monuments are of a sepulchral character must always
be borne in mind.
No one would expect to find in
the inscriptions and sculptures of a modern Catholic
cemetery a complete exposition of Catholic theology;
neither should such an exposition of dogma be
looked for in the inscriptions and frescoes of the
catacombs. Any information we might reasonably
expect, therefore, from sepulchral monuments should
have some relation to the ideas concerning death
that were uppermost in the minds of those who
Within this range, and to a certain
erected them.
extent beyond it, the monuments are perfectly
clear.
The inscriptions and paintings of the catacombs, as well as the sculptured sarcophagi of the
fourth and subsequent centuries, exhibit in the most
unequivocal manner the beliefs of their authors on
the momentous question of existence beyond the
grave.
IV. Inscriptions. The
earliest
Christian
inscriptions are simple in the extreme: they barely
mention the name of the deceased, with a brief
prayer for his soul "Regina, mayest thou live in
the Lord Jesus", "Peace be with you", "In peace",
"In God". By the third century these formulae had
developed so far as to express belief in the Trinity
and the communion of saints the Sacrament of
Baptism is implicitly alluded to in the mention of
neophytes, and in such inscriptions as "Fidem accepit", "post susceptionem suam" (he received the
Faith, after his reception); the Eucharist in the two
famous epitaphs of Abercius of Hieropolis (q. v.) and
Pectorius of Autun. The three highest orders of
the hierarchy, and several of the minor orders, are
also mentioned, as well as consecrated virgins and
widows; frequent reference is, of course, made to
the lay members of the community.
Still more interesting, perhaps, are the deductions which may
legitimately be drawn from certain peculiarities of
these very early Christian memorials.
The equality
of all before God, for example, is taught by the eloquent silence of the epitaphs as to the worldly rank
or titles of the deceased.
Allusions to slaves and
freedmen, so common in contemporary pagan inscriptions are found in only a few instances on
Christian epitaphs, and then in the kindliest manner.
Even more remarkable, in an age when persecution
was ever imminent, is the silence of Christian inscriptions on that subject.
No thought was given
to the persecutors; the attention of the followers of
Christ was wholly absorbed by the world beyond
the tomb. And with regard to this better world
they entertained a perfect confidence; the very
name of cemetery given by them to their last rest ing-

—

—

;
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dormitorium, "a sleeping-place")
place
reveals their confidence in the promises of the
Saviour. The metrical inscriptions erected in the
latter part of the fourth century by Pope Damasus
(366-384) manifest the great veneration in which
the martyrs were then held, and at the same time
supply valuable data as to their history.
V. Paintings.
Following the custom then in
vogue of decorating the tombs of deceased friends,
the Christians of Rome, from the first century, began
to adorn with frescoes the burial chambers of the
catacombs. The catacombs were, therefore, "the
cradle of Christian art".
Although some of the early
Christian writers looked upon artistic productions
with suspicion, the Roman Church never seems to
have had any misgivings in this regard. Art in
{itotij.T)T-r)pLov,

—

itself was indifferent; why not adopt and purify it?
This was precisely what was done. Even in the
oldest paintings of the catacombs, which date from
the end of the first century, the process of purification
has already begun. The pictorial ornamentation
of the Acilian and Flavian family tombs, which
belongs to this period, though chiefly decorative in
character, like that of contemporary pagan tombs,
is
yet wholly free from idolatrous or indelicate
The foundations of a specifically Christian
motifs.
art were also laid in the first century, in a few frescoes
representing Daniel in the lions' den, Noe in the
All of these subjects
ark, and the Good Shepherd.
were symbols, and symbolism (q. v.) was the special
characteristic of Christian art down to the fourth
The source of inspiration of the symbolic
century.
paintings of the catacombs was the Bible.
In selecting their subjects from the Sacred Writings the

who directed their operations, did
not proceed at random, but followed certain definite
regulations.
These regulations were suggested by
the fact that the frescoes were to form a sepulchral
ornamentation. The dominant idea, therefore, in
making a selection of subjects was that the latter,
according to the views prevailing among Christians,
should be adaptable, as symbols, to the condition
after death of those on whose tombs they were to
be erected. The funeral liturgies, consequently,
prayers for the dying, and invocations of like tenor,
served as guides in the choice of symbols. Thus,
for example, in the Litany for a Soul Departing, still
in use, we have the invocation "Deliver, O Lord,
the soul of Thy servant, as Thou didst deliver Daniel
from the den of the lions". The figure of Daniel
standing between the two lions, so frequently depicted in the catacombs, is an early pictured form
The cycles of sacred representaof this prayer.
tions of the catacombs were, therefore, selected because of their appropriateness to the condition of
From the point of
the Christian soul after death.
view of doctrine and discipline, many of them are
For
instance, with
of the greatest importance.
regard to the sacraments, the cycle of frescoes
which
baptism,
some
of
date from the
relative to
early second century, show clearly that baptism was
administered by affusion; while several of the cycle
referring to the Eucharist indicate quite plainly a
In
belief in the sacrificial character of the Mass.
numerous frescoes belief in the divinity of Christ
is manifested; and the prominent place occupied by
the Blessed Virgin in the thoughts of the Christians
of the first three centuries is apparent in the many
representations of Mary (the most ancient belongs
to the first half of the second century), with the
Infant Saviour in her arms. The gradual development of the idea of Mary's important place in the
scheme of redemption is ascertained by comparison
of the earlier with the later frescoes of the Mother
and Child; a painting of the latter half of the third
century in the catacomb of St. Priscilla represents
her in the character of model for a virgin taking the
artists, or those
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while in a fresco of the middle of the fourth
century, in the Ccemeterium majus, she is seen in the
attitude of prayer, interceding, according to the
interpretation of Wilpert, with her Divine Son, for
the surviving friends of the deceased persons on
whose tomb this representation appears. The dogma
of the communion of saints is as clearly expressed
in the paintings, as in the inscriptions of the catacombs. The various Orantes, or praying figures,
are symbols of the deceased in heaven interceding
with God for friends still members of the Church
Militant.
Other frescoes represent the particular
judgment, with saints in the attitude of advocates
pleading with the Judge for their admission to
heaven. St. Peter and St. Paul were also favourite
subjects with the Christian artists of Rome, especially
in the fourth century.
The earliest fresco of St.
Peter, in the cemetery Ad Duas Lauros, represents
the Prince of the Apostles reading from an open roll,
in the character of " Legislator of the New Covenant".
The high place in which the ecclesiastical authorities
were held is indicated by the special garb in which
they are represented; the priests administering baptism are clad in tunic and pallium, two articles of
apparel which, with sandals, constituted the dress
reserved to personages of a sacred character.
VI. Sculpture.
During the first age of the
Church a specifically Christian sculpture was almost
unknown. Many reasons have been given to account for this circumstance, the chief of which,
besides that of cost, is the practical difficulty encountered in producing works distinctively Christian
without the knowledge of a hostile public and Government. Only a few statues and sarcophagi with
representations inspired by the Scriptures survive
from the first three centuries. Christian sculpture,
consequently, began its real development in the
fourth century, in the age of peace inaugurated by
Constantine. The principal sculptured monuments
of this period consist of the many sarcophagi, mostly
found in Rome, Ravenna, and in various parts of
France, in which Christians of the Constantinian and
post-Constantinian
epochs were interred. Being
sepulchral monuments, the symbolic subjects of the
catacomb frescoes were equally appropriate on
Christian sarcophagi. But Christian sculptors quickly
felt the influence of the new development of Christian
art first seen in the basilicas erected under Constantine.
The triumphant symbols of the basilicas,
and the historical scenes depicted on their walls,
are also found on Christian sarcophagi, side by side
with some of the earliest and most venerable symbols
of the catacombs.
The transition from symbolic to
historic art is, consequently, nowhere better represented than in the carved sarcophagi of the fourth
and following centuries.
VTJ. Basilicas.
According to the Acts of the
Apostles the first Christians were accustomed to
meet in private houses for the celebration of the
liturgy: "Breaking bread from house to house"
ii, 46).
The first separate places of worship
of the Christians were, therefore, the homes of those
veil;

—

—

g them which were sufficiently large to accommodate a considerable number of people. Down to
the reign of Constantine the custom thus established
in the Church of Jerusalem, of assembling for the
celebration of the liturgy in private residences, seems
to have been generally followed.
It is very probable,
however, that there were churches of the basilica
type in Asia Minor before Constantine. The church
it
Xicomedia, destroyed in the persecution of Diocletian, was erected in the third century.
According to an ancient tradition, the house of Senator Pudens at Rome, as well as that of Saint Cecilia, was
used for such a purpose.
The third-century romance known as the "Clementine Recognitions" has
two references of interest in this regard: the author

who invited St. Peter to preach
in a hall of his mansion, capable of holding five hundred persons (Recog., iv, 6), and, in another place,
he speaks of a man named Theophilus who had a
similar hall of his house consecrated as a church
(ibid., x, 71).
The Christian churches of the fourth
century, known as basilicas (q. v.), derived their
tells of

a certain Maro

name, and some of their principal features, either
from the public basilicas, like those of the Roman
forum, or from the private basilicas of great mansions,
such as the halls of Maro and Theophilus. These
churches consisted of a large oblong hall, divided
by columns into a central nave and two or four
The apse at the extremity of the hall opposite the entrance derives, according to Kraus and
others, from such early structures as the three-apsed
cemeterial churches, two of which may still be seen
in the cemetery of St. Callistus.
The apse, however,
is a feature of the two civil basilicas of Trajan and
Maxentius. The atrium, or court-yard before the
entrance, is a feature of the Christian basilica not
seen in the civil basilicas, and is evidently a reminiscence of the domvs ecclesice of the first three centuries.
The baptisteries (q. v.) erected adjacent to basilicas
were, as a rule, circular or polygonal in form.
Circular edifices were also erected as mausoleums; two
of the best examples are the church of St. Costanza
in Rome and the mausoleum of King Theodoric at
Ravenna. Following the precedent of the church
of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, circular or octagonal churches also were sometimes erected; the
church of St. Vitale at Ravenna is the best known
Western structure of this type. The interior decoration of the earliest Christian basilicas exhibits a
aisles.

new development

in Christian art.
The symbols
in the catacombs were perfectly appropriate for the purpose for which they were intended,
but a different style of adornment was demanded
in edifices whose object was not so immediately
associated with death.
Moreover, the Church of
Christ had at length triumphed over paganism, and
this triumph suggested to the Christian artists of
the Constantinian Age the idea of commemorating
the victory in the new basilicas. In this way a new
symbolism, representing Christ triumphant on His
throne, came into existence.
Historical scenes from
the life of Christ or from the Old Testament were
frequently represented in the frescoes and mosaics
o( basilicas, and these served not only as an appropriate adornment, but also as an excellent illustration of the Sacred Scriptures.

depicted

VIII. The Minor Arts. -Under this heading are
usually classified such remains of early Christian
times as textile fabrics, liturgical clothing and implements, objects of devotion, domestic articles,
coins and medals, and illustrations in miniature.
The last named are of especial importance for the
history of art in the Middle \^cn.
(See Catacombs,
and De Rossi, Giovanni Battista.)

—

General Works. Bosio, Roma Botierranea (Home, 1652);
Rossi. Roma Sotterranea (Rome, 1864-77); /•'
d'orcheoloayi
cristiana (Rome, 1863-94); Nuovo
Bullellino
d'archeologia cristiana (Rome, sinre 1894); NoRTHCOT]
wro
Brownlgw, Rama Salt, rran.a [2d ed., London. 1 87S A
mische Quartalechrifi (Rome, since 1887); Lowrje, Monu-

De

:

Church (New
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18951;
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i

1879);

Munich,
Mains,

Mart, cm,

1900):

J

chritienm (Rome, 1899
Idem
(Rome, 10031; Armcm ini, Lezioni
(Rome. 1898); l'FRM.

oloaie

;

1892

Rome Souterraint

.

(Paris, 1877); Smith indChj rtham,
A Dictutnan, of Christian Antirpiitirs il.nn.lnn. S7S 30
Kraus, Real-Enrvklopadie der chrie&ichen AUerti Imei
naibnrK, 1882-86); Hartiont, Dictionnaire del antiguiUt thrh
ran;*.
(3d p.!..
1889); Cabroi
and Lbclercq,
Dirliannairr d'arckeologte el de liturgie (Paris, in course of
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De

Rossi, Inscripliones christians urbis
Inscriptions Rhenana
1861-88); Kraus,
Roma: (Rome,
Christiana: (Freiburg, 1890-94); Hcbner. Inscriptions Hispaniee Christiana: (Berlin, 1871); Le Blant, Recueil des
de
la
Gaule (Paris,
1856-65);
chretiennes
inscriptions
Nouveau Recueil des inscriptions de la Gaule (Paris, 1892);
Inscriptions.

Manuel d'epigraphie

chretienne

(Paris,

1869);

Northcotk,

Epitaphs of the Catacombs (London, 1878); McCall, Christian Epitaphs of the First Six Centuries (London, 1869).
Wilpkrt, Die Malereien
Christian Art and Architecture.
der Katakomben Roms (Freiburg and Rome, 1903); Id., Die

Katnkombenqemalde und ihre alien Kopien (Freiburg, 1891);
Id Fractia Panis (Freiburg, 1895); Kraus. Geschichte der chnsthchrn Kunst (Freiburg, 1895-1900); Venturi, Storia dell arte
Italiana (Milan, 1901-3); Michel, Histoire de I'art (Paris,
1905); Garrdcci, Storia dell'arle cristiana (Prato, 1875-81);
Bayet, Recherches pour servir a ihisloire de la peinture et de
,

sculpture chretiennes en Orient (Paris, 1879); Muntz,
Etudes sur Vhistoire de la peinture et de iiconographie chritiennes (Paris, 18S6); De Rossi, Mosaici delle chiese di Roma
(Rome, 1S72-1906); Muntz, La mosaique chretienne (Paris,
1893); Kurth, H'amlmosaiken von Ravenna (Leipzig, 1901);
The Lost Mosaics of Rome in Amer. Journal of Archn?ology,
(1900); De Vogue, Monuments de la Syrie Centrale (Paris,
1865-77); Gsell, Les monuments antiques de I Algene (Paris,
1901); Butler, Architecture and Other Arts (New York, 1903);
Dehio. Kirchliehe Baukunst des Abendlandes (Stuttgart,
1892); Kirsch, Die christliehen Kultus Gebaude im Allertum
(Cologne, 1893); Crostarosa, Le basiliche cristiane (Rome,
Marucchi, Elements d'archeologie chretienne //.
1892);
Bosiliques (Paris, 1902); Le Blant, Etude sur les sarcophages
chretiens de la Gaule (Paris, 1886); Grousset, Etude sur
ihisloire des sarcophages chretiens (Paris, 1SS5); De Waal,
Der Sarcophag des Junius Bussus (Rome, 1900).
Minor Arts. Forrer, Romischt und Byzanl s Seidentextilien
la

—

Achmim-Panopolis (Strasburg, 1891); Wilpert,
. von
Gewamiung der Christen in der ersten Jahrhunderten (Cologne,
1898); StrztGOWBKY, Die Kalenderbilder des Chronographs
von Jahre 354 (Berlin. 1888); Nolhac, Le Yirgile du Vatican
(Paris, 1897); Hartel and Wickhoff, Die Wiener-Genesis
(1895); Haseloff, Codex purpureus Rossanensis (Berlin,
1898); Tikkanen,
Die Psalter-Illustration im Mittclnller
.

.

(Helsingfors, 1895); Beissel, Yaticanische Miniaturen (Frei1893); Molinier, Histoire des arts appliques a Vin-

burg,

dustrie.

Maurice M. Hassett.
Christian
Art.

Architecture.

See

Ecclesiastical

Christian Art is a term which, while it always
applies to the fine arts and their creations only, is
nevertheless used in more than one meaning which
we must distinguish in this encyclopedia. Most frequently we designate by Christian art, the fine arts,
inasmuch as we find them in the service of the Church,
i. e. in so far as they serve either to construct or to
embellish houses of worship, the homes of the consecrated servants of God, monasteries, convents, the
last resting-places of the faithful, etc., or inasmuch
as they beautify the rites and ceremonies of the
Church. In this sense, Christian art is also called
ecclesiastical art, and we find it convenient to treat
this subject under the title Ecclesiastical Art (q. v.).
But Christian art is sometimes also used to denote
the fine arts and their creations, inasmuch as they
are in harmony with Christian ideals and principles.
In this regard Christian art will be treated under the
several special headings into which its divisions natu(See Painting; Music; Sculpture, etc.)
rally fall.
Christian

Brothers.

See

Institute

of

the

Brothers of the Christian Schools.
Christian Brothers of Ireland, an institute
founded at Waterford, Inland, in 1802, by Edmund
At the
Ignatius Rice, a merchant of that city (q. v.).
close of the eighteenth century a cloud of ignorance
and misery hung over the Catholics of Ireland, the

two centuries of dreadful penal
During (hose unhappy years it was ille-

inevitable result of

enactments.

gal either for a Catholic to educate his children as
Catholics or for a teacher to undertake the work.
lie wretched state of the Catholic boys of Waterford
He had some idea of
excited the pity of Mr. Rice.
I

joining :i religious order on the Continent, but the
miserable state (if his surroundings decided his future
cnurse.
The bishop of the diocese, the Most Reverend
Dr. Bussey, warmly approved of his intention and
promised him every support. Mr. Rice's career as a
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merchant came to an end in 1800, and his whole fortune and future life were devoted to the great work he
had selected. In 1802, in Waterford, he opened his
first school, assisted for a time by a few secular teachers.
Soon after, some pious young men, drawn by
the influence of his zeal and example, came to his
assistance and in 1803 a monastery was built for them

by the citizens of Waterford. As the number of assistants increased and the reputation of the school
became known through the island, many applications
for brothers reached Mr. Rice.
Houses were soon
opened in Carrick-on-Siur, Dungarvan, and Cork. The
Most Rev. Dr. Moylan, then Bishop of Cork, summoned
a meeting of the principal citizens and expressed to
them a strong desire to procure similar advantages
for that city.
Two gentlemen offered to devote their
lives and fortunes to the good work, and the first
house was opened there in 1811. For almost a century the history of the Christian Brothers' schools of
Cork has been one unbroken record of progress in
primary, secondary, and technical education. The
Most Rev. Dr. Murray, Archbishop of Dublin, in 1812,
established a community in Dublin.
A second community was founded in 1818, and in 1907 there
were ten communities in Dublin, educating more
than 6000 pupils. These establishments comprise
not only extensive primary and secondary schools,

but orphanages, industrial schools, and a large deaf
and dumb institution. The Limerick community
was founded in 1816, and enlargements were made in
1825 and 1828, while many houses were opened later

on in the principal towns of the county.
In 1820 came the crowning of Mr. Rice's work in
the Apostolic Brief by which the Holy See constituted
his little band of workers into a religious institute of
the Church. The Christian Brothers was the first
Irish order of men formally approved by a charter
from Rome. Encouraged by this great privilege from
the Holy See and blessed by a regular succession of
excellent members, the order gradually spread not
only through the principal Irish towns, but also to
Liverpool, London, and other large centres in England.
Having gradually strengthened itself in the British
Isles during the remaining years of the nineteenth
century, the institute ultimately extended its inIn 1S6S a colony was
fluence into distant countries.
sent to Australia, and so fruitful was the effort that,
province
has grown up
out of a community of four, a
containing about fifty establishments, schools, colnovitiate.
flourishing
Anleges, orphanages, and a
other extension of great importance was the opening
(187.")).
Newfoundland
of a school in St. John's,
From the beginning the efforts of the brothers there
have been very successful, and through the zeal
and energy of the Benevolent Irish Society there are

now

five large institutions under their management.
Between the regimental schools on one side and those
and Methodists on the other. Catholic
education was at a very low ebb in Gibraltar, when

of Anglicans

the Most Rev. Dr. Scandella introduced the brothers
there in 1878.
Soon the whole aspect was changed,
and there are now on the Rock four establishments
of the highest, repute.
land, from Australia to

From

Gibraltar to

New

Zea-

Newfoundland, the brothers
had carried the standard of Irish monastic education
when, in 1886, Cardinal Sinieoni conveyed to the
superior general the wish of the Holy Father that they
should extend their influence to India. The superior
at once complied, and at present there is a flourishing
province there with many schools, orphanages, and
Since receiving the Brief of approbation in
1820, no event in its history wa< of greater moment to
the order than the request of the Holy bather, through
Cardinal Jacobini, to the superior general, to send a
community of brothers to Koine (1900). The proselytizing efforts of Anglican and American agencies had
given the ecclesiastical authorities some anxiety, and
colleges.
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to counteract these insidious influences the Holy
Father called the Irish brothers to his side. The reamply justified his confidence.
foundation
was made in New York, the first in the United States,
in 1906.
The schools of the Irish Christian Brothers are of
many types, representing divers phases of educational
work, primary, secondary and industrial, with orphanapes and schools for the deaf and dumb. These various institutions arc nearly all equipped with laboratories for the practical teaching of physical and chemical
science, and in many eases with workshops for manual
training.
Their secondary schools and colleges crown
the educational edifices, affording to clever boys, irrespective of their position in life, an opportunity of
pursuing a course of higher studies which would be
In foreign countries
otherwise entirely denied them.
provinces of the order are established with the sanction of the Holy See, but as prescribed by the Brief,
the whole institute is governed by the superior general, who, with his assistants, resides at St. Mary's,

A

sult

Marino, Dublin.
J.

L. Slatteky.

Christian Charity, Sisters of, also called

ters of

the

Immaculate

Conception,

Daughan

in-

stitute for teaching poor schools and for the care
of the blind, founded at Paderborn, Germany, on

21 August, 1849, by Pauline von Mallinckrodt (b.
3 June, 1817, at Minden, Westphalia; d. 30 April,
1881), sister to the famous Hermann von Mallinckrodt.
The institute, which was confirmed 7 Feb.,
1888, by Leo XIII, had attained great success
throughout Germany when, in 1873, its members were
forced into exile by the persecution of the Kullurknmpj. Some went to South America, where there
are now many flourishing communities.
Others
emigrated to New Orleans, U. S. A., where, in April,
1873, they founded a house and took charge of a
Mother Pauline followed shortly
parochial school.
after and established a new provincial mother-house,
at
Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania. Since then these
sisters have opened houses in the Archdioceses of
Baltimore, Chicago, Cincinnati, New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and St. Paul, and in the Dioceses
nf Albany, Belleville, Brooklyn, Detroit, Harrisburg,
Newark, Sioux City, and Syracuse. They have in
these establishments 668 sisters, 46 novices, 25
postulants, conducting 2 academies, 54 parochial
schools, 2 orphan asylums, and 1 industrial school.
In 1887 the sisters were allowed to return to Ger-

many.

lie

mother-house at Paderborn

was

re-

and the activities of the religious extended
with their former success throughout Germany.
Tliev have houses in Belgium and Bohemia.
I

It' kff.r, Pauline ton
in Kirchenla., VII,

Mallinckrodt (Minister, 18921; Beis2001; Heimbvcher, Orden und Kongrcnationen (Paderborn, 1897); Catholic Directory (Milwaukee,
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Christian Doctrine, Confraternity of, an assoestablished at Rome in 1562 for the purpose
o! giving religious instruction.
Till about the thirteenth century, the Apostles' Creed ami Paternoster
:i

cony.
Similar manuals were published elsewhere.
The Council of Trent, seeing how multitudes had fallen from the Faith through ignorance of their religion,
and recognizing the truth proclaimed by Gerson more
than a century before, that church reform must begin
with the religious instruction of the young, issued the
"Catechismus ad Parochos", and decreed that
throughout the Church instructions in Christian doctrine should be given on Sundays and festivals.
But the work of organizing religious instruction had
already begun. In 1536 the Abbate Castellino da
Castello had inaugurated a system of Sunday-schools
in Milan.
About 1560, a wealthy Milanese nobleman,
Marco de Sadis-Cusani, having established himself in
Rome, was joined by a number of zealous associates,
priests and laymen, pledged to instruct both children
and adults in Christian doctrine. Pope Pius IV in
1562 made the church of Sant' Apollinare their central institution; but they also gave instructions in
schools, in the streets and lanes, and even in private
houses. The association growing, it divided into two
sections: the priests formed themselves into a religious congregation, "The Fathers of Christian Doctrine", while the laymen remained in the world as
" The Confraternity of Christian Doctrine".
Encour-

agement from the Holy See was quickly forthcoming.
In 1571, Pope St. Pius V, in the Brief "Ex debito pasoralis officii ", bore witness to the good already accomplished, and recommended bishops to establish it in
every parish. Pope Paul V, by the Brief "Ex credito
nobis", in 1607, erected it into an archconfraternity,
with St. Peter's, Rome, as its head centre.
rescript of the Sacred Congregation of Indulgences, in
1686, urged its establishment wherever possible. From
t

A

Rome

it spread rapidly over Italy, France, and GerIt found advocates in Cardinal Bellarmine,
Francis of Sales, and St. Charles Borromeo, who
drew up a code of rules and established it in every
parish of his diocese.
The First Provincial Council of Westminster urged
that its members should be utilized in both Sundayand day-schools; but while Sunday-schools are plentiful, the confraternity is only sparsely established in
England. Lastly, in 1905, Pope Pius
strictly ordained that "in each and every parish the society
commonly called the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine shall be canonically erected".
If the central
confraternity in a diocese is affiliated to the Archconfraternity of Santa Maria del Pianto in Rome, all
others participate in all the confraternity Indulgences.
Similar in scope and character to the above are the

many.
St.

X

Pieuses Unions de la Doctrine Chretienne,
founded by the Dames de V Adoration Perpiiuelle at
Brussels in 1851, for giving religious instruction to
boys ami girls. In Brussels they are found in about
thirty parishes.
In 1894 Leo XIII erected it into an
archconfraternity for Belgium.

The Archconfraternity of Voluntary Catechists {(Euvre des Catcchumes) was founded to help
parish priests in giving religious instructions to children attending the primary schools in Paris and other
parts of France, after these had been laicized.
In
1893 Leo XIII gave it the rank of an archconfraternity with power to affiliate all similar confraternities
in France.
The Indulgences granted to all these confraternities are very numerous.
Berinoer, La Indtigei
Pari
1905); La Voia de Dim:
un JubUt Eucharittimu (Tournai, 1898); Vauohan, Manual

formed the general basis of religious instruction; all
the faithful had to know them by heart, and parish
priest-, were commanded to explain them on Sundays
and festivals. Thru the range of instruction was
widened to include the Command
nts and sacraments, the virtues and vices. The Synod of Lambeth
under Archbishop Peckham, in 1281, was content to

enlex.t

order priests t" explain the truths of faith four times
a year, but the Provincial Council of Lavour, in 1368,
unded parish priests to give instruction on all
Sundays and feast days. This council also published
is a
textbook for the clergy in
giving instructions in Christian doctrine, which was
followed in all the dioceses of Languedoc and Gas-

Christian Instruction, Brothers of, a congregation founded in 1817 at Saint-Brieuc, Cotes-duNord, France, by Jean-Marie Robert de la Mennais
(b.
780; d. I860), for the instruction of youth.
The
institute was founded primarily to supply the de-

<>!

the Confraternity

m

Christian Doctrine:

Hanqbnot

in Diet.

f

eath.,s.x.Catcchismc (Paris, 190:i); OiiBL in Kirch8.

v. Christenlehre.

M. C. Glancey.
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one brother. The first novices, consequently, were
trained under the Christian Brothers, whose rule was
The congregation was
to a large extent adopted.
recognized by the Holy See in 1851 and canonically
The
erected by Brief of Leo XIII, 13 March, 1891.
members are bound by the simple vows of poverty,
From the mother-house
chastity, and obedience.
at Ploermel foundations were made in England,
In 1886 the
Africa, Asia, America, and Oceania.
first brothers arrived in Montreal and were shortly
afterwards introduced into the United States. Owing
to the French Law of Associations of 1901, the
mother-house was transferred to Taunton, England.
In 1903 the congregation comprised 3000 members,
with 420 educational institutions, including a number of orphanages, agricultural schools, trade schools,
and boarding schools, the total number of students
being 75,000.
Keller, Les congregations
628 sqq.;

Heimbuchek

Jean-Marie de

religieuses en France (Paris, 1880),
Kirchenlcx., X, 1967; L.WEILLE,
1780-1860 (Paris, 1903).

in

Mennais

la

M. Rudge.
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Christianity. In the following article an account
is given of Christianity as a religion, describing its
origin, its relation to other religions, its essential
nature and chief characteristics, but not dealing with
its doctrines in detail nor its history as a visible
organization. These and other aspects of this great
subject will receive treatment under separate titles.
Moreover, the Christianity of which we speak is that
which we find realized in the Catholic Church alone;
hence, we are not concerned here with those forms
which are embodied in the various non-Catholic Christian sects, whether schismatical or heretical.
Our documentary sources of knowledge about the
origin of Christianity and its earliest developments
are chiefly the New Testament Scriptures and various
sub-Apostolic writings, the authenticity of which we
must to a large extent take for granted here, as with
much less grounds we take for granted the authenticity of "Caesar" when dealing with early Gaul,
and of ''Tacitus" when studying the growth of the
Roman Empire. (Cf. Kenyon, "Handbook of the
Textual Criticism of the N. T.") We have this further
warrant for doing so, that the most mature critical
opinions amongst non-Catholics, deserting the wild
theories of Baur, Strauss, and Renan, tend, in regard
to dates and authorship, to coincide more closely with
thr Catholic position.
The Gospels, Acts, and most
of the Epistles are recognized as belonging to the
Apostolic Age. " The oldest literature of the Church ",
says Professor Harnack, "is, in the main points and in
most of its details, from the point of view of literary
history, veracious and trustworthy.
He who attentively studies these letters (those i.e. of Clement
and Ignatius) cannot fail to see what a fullness of traditions, topics "I preaching, doctrines, and forms of
organization already existed in the time of Trajan
[a. d. 98-117], and in particular churches had reached
permanence"
'lm nmlogie der altcliristlichen Litteratur, Bk. I, pp. 8, 11).
Other points will, of course,
be touched on and other results assumed, which are
more fully and formally treated under Jesus 'iihist;
Church; Revelation; Miracles.
For clearness'
sake we shall arrange he subject under the following
chief heads:
I.
ORIGIN OF CHRISTIANITY AND ITS
Relation- with Other Religions; II. The Essentials of Christianity; III. The Divine Purpose
in Christianity.
.

i

.

.

<

<

i

I.

Origin of Christianity and

—

its

Relation

with Other Religions. Christianity is the name
given to that definite system of religious belief and
practice which was taught by Jesus Christ in the
1
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ficiency left by the regulation of Blessed John Baptiste d"e la Salle forbidding members of his congregation to go on missions singly, whereas in many places
there were need and means of maintenance for only

country of Palestine, during the reign of the Roman
Emperor, Tiberius, and was promulgated, after its
Founder's death, for the acceptance of the whole
world, by certain chosen men among His followers.
According to the accepted chronology, these began
their mission on the day of Pentecost, a. d. 29, which
day is regarded, accordingly, as the birthday of the
Christian Church.
In order the better to appreciate
the meaning of this event, we must first consider the
religious influences and tendencies previously at work
in the minds of men, both Jews and Gentiles, which
prepared the way for the spread of Christianity
amongst them. The whole history of the Jews as
detailed in the Old Testament is seen, when read in
the light of after events, to be a clear though gradual
preparation for the preaching of Christianity.
In
that nation alone, the great truths of the existence
and unity of God, His providential ruling of His
creatures and their responsibility towards Him, were
preserved unimpaired amidst general corruption.
The ancient svorld was given to Pantheism and creature-worship; Israel only, not because of its "monotheistic instinct" (Renan), but because of the periodic
interposition of God through His prophets, resisted in
the main the general tendency to idolatry.
Besides
maintaining those pure conceptions of Deity, the
prophets from time to time, and with ever increasing
distinctness until we come to the direct and personal
testimony of the Baptist, foreshadowed a fuller and
more universal revelation a time when, and a Man
through Whom, God should bless all the nations of the
earth.
We need not here trace the Messianic predictions in detail; their clearness and cogency are such
that St. Augustine does not hesitate to say (Retract.,
I, xiii, 3): "What we now call the Christian religion
existed amongst the ancients, and was from the beginning of the human race, until Christ Himself came in
the flesh; from which time the already existing true
religion began to be styled Christian".
And thus it
has been remarked that Israel alone amongst the nations of antiquity looked forward to glories to come.
All peoples alike retained some more or less vague
recollection of a Paradise lost, a remote Golden Age,
but only the spirit of Israel kept alive the definite
hope of a world-wide empire of justice, wherein the
The fact that, eventFall of Man should be repaired.
ually, the Jews misinterpreted their oracles, and identified the Messianic Kingdom with a mere temporal
sovereignty of Israel, cannot invalidate the testimony
of the Scriptures, as interpreted both by Christ's own
life and the teaching of His Apostles, to the gradual
evolution of that conception of which Christianity is
Mistaken national
the full and perfect expression.
pride, accentuated by their galling subjection to Rome
led them to read a material significance into the predictions of the triumph of theMessias, and hence to lose
The
their privilege of being God's chosen people.
wild olive in St. Paul's metaphor (Rom., xi, 17) was
then grafted upon the stock of the Patriarchs in place
of those rejected branches, and entered upon their

—

spiritual inheritance.
may trace, too, in the

We

world at large, apart from
the Jewish people, a similar though less direct preparaWhether due ultimately to the Old Testament
predictions or to the fragments of the original revelation handed down amongst the Gentiles, a certain
vague expectation of the coming of a great conqueror
seems to have existed in the East and to a certain extent in the Roman world, in the midst of which the
tion.

new

religion

had

its

birth.

But a much more marked

predisposition to Christianity may be noticed in certain prominent features of the Roman religion after
The old gods of Latium
the downfall of the republic.
had long ceased to reign. In their stead Greek philosophy occupied the minds of the culture, 1, whilst the
populace were attracted by a variety of strange cults
imported from Egypt and the Fast. Whatever their
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corruption, those new religions, concentrating worship on a single prominent deity, were monotheistic
Moreover, many of them were characterin effect.
ize.! by rites of expiation and sacrifice, which familiarized men's minds with the idea of a mediatorial
They combined to destroy the notion of a
religion.
national cultiis, and to separate the service of the
Deity from the service of the State. Finally, as a
contributory cause to the diffusion of Christianity, we
must not fail to mention the widespread Pax Romania,
resulting from the union of the civilized races under
one strong central government.
Thus much may oe said with regard to the remote
preparation of the world for the reception of Christianity.

What immediately preceded

its institution,

as it was born in Judaism, concerns the Jewish race
alone, and is comprised in the teaching and miracles
of Christ, His death and resurrection, and the mission
of the Holy Spirit.
During His whole mortal life on
earth, including the two or three years of His active
ministry, Christ lived as a devout Jew, Himself observing, and insisting on His followers observing, the
injunctions of the Law (Matt., xxiii, 3).
The cum
of His teaching, as of that of His precursor, was the
approach of the "Kingdom' of God", meaning not
only the rule of righteousness in the individual heart
("the kingdom of God is within you" Luke, xvii,
21), but also the Church (as is plain from many of the
Yet,
parables) which He was about to institute.
though He often foreshadowed a time when the Law
as such would cease to bind, and though He Himself
in proof of His Messiahship occasionally set aside its
provisions ("For the Son of man is Lord even of the
sabbath", Matt., xii,8), yet, as, in spite of His miracles, Hi' did not win recognition of that Messiahship,
still less of His Divinity, from the Jews at large, He
confined His explicit teaching about the Church to
His immediate followers, and left it to them, when the
time came, openly to pronounce the abrogation of the
Law. (Acts, xv, 5-11, 28; Gal., iii, 19; 24-28;

—

Eph., ii, 2, 14-15; Coloss., ii, 16, 17; Heb., vii, 12.)
It was not so much, then, by propounding the dogmas
of Christianity as by informing the Old Law with tin'
spirit of Christian ethics that Christ found Himself
able to prepare Jewish hearts for the religion to come.
Again, the faith which He failed to arouse by the
numerous miracles He wrought, He sought to provide
with a further and stronger incentive by dying under
every circumstance of pain, disgrace, and defeat, and
then raising Himself from the dead in triumph and
glory.
It was to this fact rather than to tin' wonders
II.
worked in His lifetime that His accredited witOn the
nesses always appealed in their teaching.
marvel of the Resurrection is based in the counsels of
God tin- faith i>f Christianity. "If Christ is not risen
again, your faith is vain", declares the Apostle Paul
(I Cor., xv, 17), who says no word of the other wonhrist performed.
By His death, therefore, and
His return from the dead, Christ, as the event proved,
furnished the strongest means for the effective preaching of the religion He came to found.
third antecedent condition to the birth of
Christianity, as we learn from the sacred records, was
a special participation of the Holy Spirit given to the
Irs on the day of Pentecost.
According to
Christ's promise, the function of this Divine gift was
to teach them all truth and bring hack to thi
membrance all that [Christ] had said to them (John,
"I send the Promised of
xiv, 26; xvi, 13).
Father upon you, but remain ye in the city till ye

my

be clothed with power from on high" (Luke,
xxiv, 49).
"John indeed baptized with water, but
you shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost, not many
days hence" (Acts, i, 5). As a result of that Divine
visitation we find the Apostles preaching the Gospel
with wonderful courage, persuasiveness, and assurance in the face of hostile Jews and indifferent Genshall
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their

"the Lord working with them and confirming
words by the signs that followed" (Mark, xvi,

20).

We have now to consider the circumstances of
Christianity at the outset, and to estimate to what
extent it was affected by the already existing religious
beliefs of the time.
It took its rise, as we have seen,
in Judaism: its Founder and His disciples were orthodox Jews, and the latter maintained their Jewish practices, at least for a time, even after the day of Pentecost.
The Jews themselves looked upon the followers
of Christ as a mere Israelitish sect (aXpe<ns) like the
Sadducees or the Essenes, styling St. Paul "the instigator of the revolt of the sect of the Nazarenes"
(Acts, xxiv, 5).
The new religion was at first wholly
confined to the synagogue, and its votaries had still
a large share of Jewish exelusiveness; they read the
Law, they practised circumcision, and they worshipped in the Temple, as well as in the upper room
at Jerusalem.
need not wonder, then, that some
modern rationalists, who reject its supernatural origin
and ignore the operation of the Holy Spirit in its first
missionaries, see in early Christianity Judaism pure
and simple, and find the explanation of its character
and growth in the pre-existing religious environment.
But this theory of natural development does not fit
the facts as narrated in the New Testament, which is
full of indications that Christ's doctrines were new,
and His spirit strange.
Consequently, the records
have to be mutilated to suit the theory. We cannot
pretend to follow, here or in other places, the rationalists in their New Testament criticism.
There is the
less need of doing so that their theories are often
mutually destructive. A dozen years ago an observer
computed that since 1850 there had been published
747 theories regarding the Old and New Testaments,
of which 608 were by that time defunct (see Hastings,
"Higher Criticism"). The effect of these random
hypotheses has been greatly to strengthen the orthodox view, which we now proceed to state.
Christianity is developed from Judaism in the sense
that it embodies the Divine revelation contained in
the latter creed, somewhat as a finished painting embodies the original rough sketch. The same hand was
employed in the production of both religions, and by
type and promise and prophecy the Old Dispensation
mints clearly to the New. But type, and promise, and
prophecy as clearly indicate thai the New will be
something very different from the Old. No mere organic evolution connects the two. A fuller revelation,
a more perfect morality, a wider distribution wa to
mark the Kingdom of the Messias. "The end [or
object] of the Law is Christ ", says St. Paul (Rom., x,
I. meaning that the Law was given to the Jews to
'\iiti' their faith in the Christ to come.
"Wherefore", he says again (Gal., iii, 24), "the law wa oui
pedagogue unto Christ", leading the .lews to Christianity as the slave brought his charges to the school
door.
Christ reproached the Jews for not reading
their Scriptures aright.
"For if you believed Moses,
you would perhaps believe me also; for he wrote
of me" (John, v, 46).
And St. Augustine sums the
whole matter up in the striking words: "In tin- fid
Testament the New lies hidden; in the New, the Hd

We

I

(

.

made manifest" (De

<

catechtz. rud., iv, 8).
But
claimed to fulfil the Law by substituting the
nee for the shadow and the gift for the promise,
and, the end having been reached, all that was temporary and provisional in Judaism came to a concluStill, a direct Divine intervention was necession.
sary to bring this about, just as, in any rational account of the theory of evolution, recourse must be had
to supernatural power to bridge tin gulf between being and non-being, life and non-life, reason and nonreason.
"God, who, at .sundry times and in divers
manners, spoke in times past to the fathers by the
prophets, last of all in these lays hath spoken to us
is
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his

Son" (Heb., i, 1, 2), the message growing in
and in content with each successive utter-

clearness

reached completion in the Incarnation of
the Word. The Christianity, then, which the Apostles preached on the day of Pentecost was entirely
distinct from Judaism, especially as understood by
the Jews of the time; it was a new religion, new in its
Founder, new in much of its creed, new in its attitude towards both God ami man, new in the spirit of its moral
code. "The law was given by Moses; grace and truth
came by Jesus Christ" (John, i, 17). St. Paul, as was
to be expected, is our clearest witness on this point.
"If any man be in Christ", he says, "he is a new
creature; old things are passed away; behold all

ance

till it

How new Christhings are new" (II Cor., v, 17).
tianity was, the Jews themselves showed by putting
its Author to death and persecuting His adherents.
Renan himself, who is not always consistent, admits
that "far from Jesus being the eontinuer of Judaism,
what characterizes His work is its breach with the
Jewish spirit" (Vie de Jesus, c. xxviii). It may be
granted that there is a certain resemblance between
the Essene communities and the earliest Christian
But the resemblance is only on the outassemblies.
The spirit of the Essenes was intensely naside.
tional except in the matter of worship in the Temple,
they were ultra-Jewish in their observance of external
forms, ablutions, the Sabbath, etc., and their mode of
;

life

and discouragement of marriage were essentially

anti-social.

Harnack himself owns that

Christ

had

no relations with this rigoristic sect, as was shown by
His mixing freely with sinners, etc. (Das Wesen des
Christenthums, Lect. ii, p. 33, tr.). But Christianity
did not reject anything in Judaism that was of permanent value, and so the Jewish converts on the day of
Pentecost could not have felt that they were abjuring
their ancient faith, but rather that they were then for
the first time entering upon the full understanding of
More will be said on this point when we come to
it.
consider what is the essence of Christianity, but we
may notice that the Church very early found it necessary to emphasize her distinctness from Judaism by
abandoning the essentially Jewish rites of circumcision, Temple-worship, and observance of the Sabbath.
Judaism is not the only religious system that has
been requisitioned by rationalistic writers to account
Points of simifor the appearance of Cliristianity.
larity between the teaching of Christ and His Apostles
and the great religions of the East have been taken to
indicate a derivation of the latter system from the
earlier, and the elaborate eschatology of the Egyptian
religion has been quoted to account for certain ChrisIt were a long and
tian dogmas about the future life.
not very profitable task to state and refute these various theories in detail. Underlying all of them is the
rationalistic postulate which denies the fact and even
the possibility of Divine intervention in the evolution
of religion.
In virtue of that attitude rationalism is
confronted with the impossible task of explaining how
a universal religion like Christianity, with an extensive yet logical system of dogma, could have been
evolved by a process of promiscuous borrowings from
existing cults and yet preserve everywhere its unity
and coherence. If the selection were made by Christ
and His adherents, rationalists must tell us how these
"ignorant and unlettered men" (Acts, iv, 13; cf.
Matt., xiii, .54; Mark, vi, 2) knew the religions of the
East, when it was a matter of astonishment to their
contemporaries that tiny knew their own. Or, if the
dogmas and practices under consideration were the
additions of a later age, the questions arise, first, D.OW
to reconcile this statement witli the fact that the
essence nf Christianity is discoverable in the earliest
'hristian witnesses and, secondly, how scattered communities composed of various nationalities and living
under different conditions could have united in selecting and maintaining the same dogmas and rules of
(
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conduct. We may ask, furthermore, why Christianity which, on this hypothesis, only selected preexisting doctrines, excited everywhere such bitter
hostility

and persecution.

"About

this sect", said

to St. Paul in prison, "we are inmeets with opposition everywhere"
Immense erudition has been
(Acts, xxviii, 22).
wasted in the attempt to show that Buddhism (q. v.)
in particular is the prototype of Christianity, but,
apart from the difficulty of distinguishing the original
creed of Gautama from later and possibly post-Chris-

the

Roman Jews

formed that

it

tian accretions, it maybe briefly objected that Buddhism is at best only an ethical system, not a religion,
for it recognizes no God and no responsibility, that
in so far as it emphasizes the comparative worthlessness of earthly things and the insufficiency of earthly
delights it is in accord with the Christian spirit, but
that in aim it is essentially diverse. The supreme aim
of Christianity is eternal happiness in a state involving
the employment of all the soul's activities, that of
Buddhism the ultimate loss of conscious existence.
Let us grant, once for all, that God's intercourse
with His creatures is not confined to the Old and New
Covenants, and that Christianity includes many doctrines accessible to the unaided human reason, and
advocates many practices which are the natural outthus expect
come of ordinary human activities.
to find that, human nature being the same everywhere, the various expressions of the religious sense
Accordwill take similar shapes amongst all peoples.
ingly, false religions may very well inculcate ascetic
practices and possess the idea of sacrifice and sacrificial banquets, of a priesthood, of sin and confession,
of sacramental rites like baptism, of the accessories of
worship such as images, hymns, lights, incense, etc.

We

in false religion is false, nor is everything in the true religion (or Christianity) superna"We must not look", says M. Miiller. "in the
tural.
original belief of mankind for [distinctively] Christian
ideas but for the fundamental religious ideas on which
Christianity is built, without which as its natural and
historical support, Christianity could not have become
what it is" (Wissenschaft der Sprache, II. 395).
These remarks apply not only to the religious systems which are alleged to have influenced the conception of Christianity, but to those which it met as soon
Here, we are
as it issued from Judaism, its cradle.
face to face with history, and not with mere hypotheFor Christianity, on its first
sis and assumption.
essaying to realize its destiny as the universal religion,
did actually come in contact with two mighty religious systems, the religion of Rome, and the widespread body of thought, more of a philosophy than a
The
creed, prevalent in the Greek-speaking world.
effect of the national religion of pagan Rome on early
Christianity concerned rites and ceremonies rather
than points of doctrine, and was due to the general
With Greek philosophy, on
causes just mentioned.
the other hand, representing the highest efforts of the
human intellect to explain life and experience, and to
reach the Absolute. Christianity, which professes to
solve all these problems, had, naturally and necessaIt is on this connexion
rily, many points of contact.
that modern rationalists have brought all their learning and research to bear in their effort to show that
the whole later intellectual system of Christianity is
something more or less alien to its original conception.
It was the transference of Christianity from a Semitic
to a Greek soil that explains, according to Dr. Hatch
(Hibberl 'Lectures. 1SSS). "why an ethical sermon
stood in the forefront of the teaching of Jesus, and a
metaphysical creed in the forefront of the Christianity
Professor Harnack states the
of the fourth century".

Not everything

problem and solves

it

in similar fashion,

lie ascribes

the change, as he conceives it, from a simple code of
conduct to the Nicene Creed, to the three following
causes: (1) The universal law in all development of

;
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when the first generation of converts
who have been in contact, more or less immediate,
with the founder, and endowed with his spirit, have

religion, that

passed away, their successors, having no personal
grasp of their creed, must depend on formulae and
(2) the union of the Gospel with the Greek
spirit (a) due to the conquests of Alexander and the
consequent mingling of Jew and Gentile, (b) further
strengthened about a. d. 130, when Greek converts
brought into Christianity the philosophy in which
they were educated, (c) again, about a century later,
when Greek mysteries and Creek civilization in its
widest range were admitted, and finally, (d) about the
middle of the fourth century, when the Greek spirit
finally prevailed and polytheism and mythology (i. e.
the worship of the saints) were admitted; (3) the internal struggles with Gnosticism, which aimed at a
"The struggle with
synthesis ofall existing creeds.
Gnosticism compelled the Church to put its teaching,
its worship, and its discipline into fixed forms and
ordinances, and to exclude everyone who would not
yield them obedience" (Das Wesen des Christen-

dogmas;

thums, Lect. xi. p. 210).
It is the second of these reasons for the birth and
of dogma that concerns us immediately; but
we may remark in regard- to the first that it ignores
the direct working of God on the soul of the individual, the perpetual renewal of fervour through prayer
and the use of the sacraments, that have always

growth

marked the course

Herein, the spirit
of Christianity.
its first days is seen still to be energetic, notwithstanding the comparative elaborateness of creed and
The saints are admitritual of modern Christianity.
ted to be the most perfect exponents of practical
they
are
not
exceptions or accidents or
Ihristianity;
by-products of the system; yet they did not find
their
perfect service of God
hindrance
to
dogma any
and man. As regards the third cause above menhas always been the
grant
that
it
we
may
tioned,
providential function of heresy to bring about a
clearer definition of the Christian creed, and that
Gnosticism in its many varieties undoubtedly had
Rut long before Gnosticism had suffithis effect.
ciently developed to necessitate the safeguarding of

of

i

doctrine by conciliar definition, we find traces of an
organized Church with a very definite creed. Not to
mention the traditional ''form of doctrine" spoken of
by St. Paul (Rom., vi, 17) and the act of faith required
by Philip from the eunuch (Acts, viii, 37), many critic s.
including the Protestants Zahn and Kattenbusch
(Das Apostolische Symbol., Leipzig, 1894-1900), agree
that the present Apostles' Creed represents a formula
which took shape in the Apostolic Age and was uninfluenced by Gnosticism, which Protean heresy first
became formidable about a. d. 130. And as regards
organization, we know that the episcopate was a fully
recognized institution in the time of Ignatius (c. 110),
whilst the Canon of New Testament Scripture, the
final establishment of which was undoubtedly helped
by Gnosticism, was in process of recognition even in
St. Peter (assuming the Second
Apostolic tines.
Epistle to be hisi classifies St. Paul's Epistles with
the "other Scriptures" (II Pet., iii. Hi), and St. Polycarp, early in the second century, quotes as Scripture
those thirteen Pauline documentsnil
Concerning the "'union of the Gospel with the
Greek spirit" which, according to Hatch and Harnack. resulted in such profound modifications of the
former, we may admit many of the statements made,
without drawing from them the rationalistic inferences.
We readily grant that Greek thought and
Greek culture had thoroughly permeated the society
Alexander's coninto which Christianity was born.
quests had brought about a diffusion of Creek ideals
The Jews were dispersed westthroughout the Easl
wards, both from Palestine and from the towns of the
Captivity, and established in colonies in the chief
t

.
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The
cities of the empire, especially in Alexandria.
extent of this dispersion may be gathered from Acts,
ii, 9-11. Greek became the language of commerce and
social intercourse,

and Palestine

itself,

more particu-

The
larly Galilee, was to a great extent hellenized.
Jewish Scriptures were best known in a Greek version,

—

Old Testament the
the Second Book of Machabees
In addiin that tongue.
tion to this peaceful permeation of the Hebraic by the
Greek genius, formal efforts were made from time to
time, both in the political and the philosophical sphere
to hcllenize the Jews altogether.
It is with the latter attempt that we are concerned
for the writings of Philo, its chief and earliest advoPhilo
cate, coincided with the birth of Christianity.
was a Jew of Alexandria, well versed in Greek philosophy and literature, and at the same time a devout
The genbeliever in the Old Testament revelation.
eral purpose of his principal writings was to show that
contained
in
Greeks
was
the admirable wisdom of the
substance in the Jewish Scriptures, and his method
narratives
of
simple
the
into
the
was to read allegory
Pentateuch. To the pure and certain monotheism of
Judaism he wedded various ideas taken from Plato
and the Stoics, trying thus to solve the problem, with
which all philosophy is ultimately confronted, how to
bridge the gulf between mind ami matter, the infinite
and the finite, the absolute and the conditioned.
Philo's writings were, no doubt, widely known
amongst the Jews, both at home and abroad, at the
time when the Apostles began to preach, but it is extremely unlikely that the latter, who were not educated men, were acquainted with them. Not until
the conversion of St. Paul and the beginning of his
apostolate can Christianity be said to have come, in
the mind of one of its chief exponents, into immediate
contact with Greek religious and philosophical theories.
St. Paul was learned, not only in Hebrew, but
also in Hellenistic lore, and a singularly apt instrument
in the design of Providence, on account of his Jewish
origin and education, his Greek learning, and his
Roman citizenship, to aid Christianity to throw off
the swaddling-bands of its infancy and go forth to the
conquest of the nations. But whilst recognizing this
providential dispensation in the election of St. Paul,
we cannot, in face of his own express and emphatic
testimony, go on to assert that he universalized Christianity, as Philo attempted to universalize Judaism,
by adding to its ethical content the merely natural
religion of the Greek thinkers or his own more subIn one of his earliest
lime and pure conceptions.
letters, the First Epistle to the Corinthians, St. Paul
rebukes their factious spirit, whereby some of them
had styled themselves partisans of Apollos, a learned
Alexandrian, and repudiates again and again that
very attempt to make Christianity plausible by trick"But
ing it out in the garb of current speculations.
we preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews indeed a
foolishness"
Gentiles
(1
stumbling-block, and to the
Cor., i, 23; see chaps, i and ii, passim, and Col., ii, 8).
St. Paul, at any rate, was not indebted for his Christology to Philo or his school, and any similarity of
terminology which may occur in the works of the two
authors may quite reasonably be ascribed to the metaphors already embodied in the language they both

and the

Book

of

last additions to the

Wisdom and

—were entirely composed

used.

More insistence has been laid, perhaps, on the resemblance between the Christology set forth by St.
John in the opening chapters of his Gospel and in the
Apocalypse, and the Logos theories which Philo elab
orated," and which he is said to have taken from
Greek sources. If he did so, we may remark, he
neglected others older and Dearer to hand, for the
conception of a Divine Word of Cod, by which the
Deity enters into relation with tie' created universe,
is

by no means exclusively

or originally Greek.

The
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idea, expressed in the opening verses of Genesis, is
frequently repeated in the rest of the Old Testament
(see Pss.,"xxxii, 6; cvi, 20; cxlvii, 15; Prov., viii, 22;
Philo, therefore, was not
vii. 24-30, etc.).
compelled to seek in the Platonic Notts, which is

Wisdom,

ments of truth amid their error, and had Christianity
been as they, it might have resolved into them but it
had that hold of the truth which gave its teaching a
gravity, a directness, a consistency, a sternness, and a
force to which its rivals, for the most part, were
;

merely the directive cause of creation, or the Stoic
Logos, as the rational soul of the universe, the founda-

strangers"

His Logos theory is not at all
tions of his doctrine.
clear or consistent, but. apparently, he conceives the
Word to be a quasi-personal, subordinate, intermediate

so far seen, in its origin and growth, the essential independence of Christianity of all other religious systems,
except that of Judaism, with which, however, its relaIt is
tion was merely that of substance to shadow.
now time to point out its distinctive doctrines. In
early Christianity there was much that was transitory
and exceptional. It was not presented full-grown to
the world, but left to develop in accordance with the
forces and tendencies that were implanted in it from
the first by its Founder. And we, having His assurance that His Spirit would abide with it for all time,
to inspire and regulate its human elements, can see in
its subsequent history the working out of His design.
Hence, it does not trouble us to find in primitive
Christianity qualities which did not survive after
they had served their purpose. Natural causes and
the course of events, always under the Divine guidance, resulted in Christianity taking on the form
which would best secure its permanence and effiIn Apostolic times, supreme authority as to
ciency.
faith and morals was vested in twelve representatives
of Christ, each of whom was commissioned to proclaim and infallibly interpret His Gospel. The hierarchy was in an inchoate condition. Special charismata, like the gifts of prophecy and tongues, were bestowed on individuals outside the official teaching
body. The Church was in process of organization,
and the various Christian communities, united, doubtless, in a strong bond of charity, and in the sense that

being between

God and

the world, enabling the Crea-

come into contact with matter. He calls this
Logos "the eldest" and the "first-born" son of God,
and uses phrases that suggest the Fourth Gospel; but
there is no resemblance in substance between the bold,
clear, categoric statements of the inspired Apostle,
and the misty, if poetical, conceptions of the Alexandrian philosopher. We may conjecture that St. John
chose his language so as to impress the cultivated
Greek mind with the true doctrine of the Divine
Logos, thus connecting his teaching with the older
revelation, and, at the same time, putting a check
upon the Gnostic errors to which Philoism was already
tor to

giving birth.

Abandoning the Apostolic Age, Harnack, in his
"History of Dogma", ascribes the hellenization of
Christianity to the apologists of the second century
This contention can best
(1st German edit., p. 253).
be refuted by showing that the essential doctrines of
Christianity are contained already in the New Testament Scriptures, while giving, at the same time, their
due force to the traditions of corporate Christianity.
If the Nicene Creed cannot be proved article by article
from the sacred records, interpreted by the tradition
that preceded them and determined their canon, then
the rationalist assertion will have some support. But
the point of comparison with the Creed must be not
only the Sermon on the Mount, as Hatch desires, nor
the' merely verbal teaching of Christ, but the whole
New Testament record. Christ taught by His life no
less than by His words, and it was His actions and

sufferings as well as His oral lessons that His Apostles
preached. For the fuller exposition of this, see Revelation. Here it suffices to note that Christian theology became, in the hands of the apologists the synIt met and conquered
thesis of all speculative truth.

the various imperfect systems that possessed men's
minds at its birth or arose after that event. The early
Sabellianism, Arianism. and the rest were
heresies
but attempts to make Christianity one of a number of
philosophies; the attempts failed, but the scattered
truths that those philosophies contained were shown,
as time went on, to exist and find their fulfilment in
"The Church", says Newman,
Christianity as well.
"has been ever 'sitting in the midst of the doctors, both
hearing and asking them questions claiming to herself
what they said rightly, correcting their errors, supplying their defects, completing their beginnings, expani 1ing their surmises, and thus gradually by means of
them enlarging the range and refining the sense of her
teaching" (Development of Doctrine, viii). In the
same section Newman thus summarizes the battle
and tin' triumph: "Such was the conflict of Chris-

—

—

'

;

tlir old established Paganism, which was
almost dead before Christianity appeared; with the
Oriental Mysteries, Hitting wildly to and I'm like spectres; with tin' Gnostics, who made Knowledge all in
he many, and called 'at holies mere chilall, despised
dren in the Truth: with the Neo-Platopists, men of
literature, pedants, visionaries, or courtiers; with the
Manichees, who professed to seek truth by Reason, not
by faith; with the fluctuating teachers of the school
oi Anti.ieh. the time-serving Eusebians, and the reckless vex atile Brians; with the fanatic Montanists and
harsh Nov.il u n
who lnank from the Catholic docThese
trine, without power to propagate their own.

tianity witli

(

I

.

i]

consistence, yet they contained ele-

(ibid., viii).

The Essentials op Christianity.

II.

— We have

they had one Lord, one faith, and one baptism, were
to a large extent independent of one another in the
matter of government.
Such was the fashion in which Christ allowed His
Church to be established. It has greatly changed in
outward appearances during the ages. Has there been
any corresponding change in substance? Are the essentials of Christianity the same now as they were
then? We affirm that they are, and we prove our assertion by examining the main points of the teaching,
both of Christ and His Apostles. We must look upon
We cannot judge of Christhe matter as a whole.
tianity properly before the coming of the Holy Spirit.
The Gospels describe a process which was not consummated till after Pentecost. The Apostles themselves were not fully Christians till they knew through
their God and their Refaith all that Christ was
deemer as well as their Master. And as Christianity
furnishes a regulative principle for both mind and
will, teaching us what to believe and what to do, faith
no less than works must characterize the perfect

—

Christian.

Taking, then, first of all. Christ's own dogmatic
teaching, we may divide it into (a) what
did not reveal but only reaffirmed, (b) what He
drew from obscurity, and (c) what He added to the
(1)

ami mural

He

sum

total of belief

and

practice.

(a) The Jews, at the time of Christ, however
worldly-minded, were at any rate free from their
They were strict
ancestral tendency to idolatry.
monotheists, believing in the unity, power, and holi-

Supreme Deity. Christ reaffirmed, purified, and continued the Jewish theology, both moral
and dogmatic.
He asserted the spiritual nature of
the Godhead (John, i, IS: iv. 24), and insisted on the

ness of the

importance of worshipping Mini in spirit, i. e. with
more than merely external rites. And He exacted
the same right dispositions of heart in the whole of
God's service, showing how both guilt and merit depend on the will and Intention (Matt., v, 28; XV, L8).
He recalled the original unity and indissolubility of
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He brought into prominence the
the marriage-tic.
immortality, and hence the transcendent importance,
human soul (Matt., xvi, 20), as against the
hiii \ of the Sadducees and the worldliness of the
Jews in general. In all those points He fulfilled the

of the

I,

aw by showing

its real

and

full

significance.

il.i But
He did not stop here. Taking the great
the love of
central precept of the Old Dispensation
out all its implications and made
pointed
He
God
cleat that tlir doctrine of the Fatherhood of God, so
imperfectly grasped under the law of fear, was the
immediate source of the doctrine of the brotherhood
He
of men, which the Jews had never realized at all.
never tired of dwelling on the loving kindness and the
tender providence of His Father, and He insisted
equally on the duty of loving all men, summing up the
whole of His ethical teaching in the observance of the
law of love (Matt., v, 4:1; xxii, 40). This universal
charity He designed to be the mark of His true followers (John, xiii, 35), and in it, therefore, we must
see the genuine Christian spirit, so distinct from everything that had hitherto been seen on earth that the
precept which inspired it He called "new" (John,
xiii. 34).
Christ's clear and definite teaching, moreover, about the life to come, the final judgment resulting in an eternity of happiness or misery, the
strict responsibility which attaches to the smallest
human actions, is in gnat contrast to the current
Jewish eschatology.
By substituting eternal sanctions for earthly rewards and punishments, He raised
and ennobled the motives for the practice of virtue,
and sot before human ambition an object wholly
worthy of the adopted sons of God, the extension of
their Father's Kingdom in their own souls and in the
souls of others.
(c) Among the doctrines added by Christ to the
Jewish faith, the chief, of course, are those concerning
Himself, including the central dogma of the whole
Christian system, tin- Incarnation of God the Son.
In regard to Himself. Christ made two claims, though
not with equal insistence.
He asserted that He was
the Mossias of the .lows, the expected of the nations,
Whose mission it was to undo the effects of the fall
and to reconcile man witli God; and He claimed to be
Himself God. equal to. and one with, the Father. In
support of this double claim. He pointed to the fulfilment of the prophecies, and \\r worked many miracles.
His claim to be the Messias was not admitted
by the leaders .if His nation; had it been admitted,
He would doubtless have manifested His Divinity

—

—

Most modern rationalists (Harnack,
arid others) acknowledge that Christ
beginning of His preaching knew Himself as
the Messias, and accepted the various titles which
in the Scripture to that personage
Son of
David. Soti of Man (Dan., vii. Hi), the Christ (see
John, xiv. 24; Matt., xvi. 16; Mark, xiv, 61, 62). In
one passage and a very significant one He applies
the name to Himself — •• But this is eternal life: That
they may know thee, the only true God, and Jesus
Christ, whom thou hast sent" (John, xvii, 3).
In regard to His Divinity, His claim is clear, but
not emphasized.
We cannot say that the title "Son
of God", which is repeatedly given to Him in the
Gospels (John, i, 34; Matt., wvii. 40; Mark, iii, 12;
and which He is described as taking to
Himself Mat*., wvii. 43; John. \. 36 necessarily of
itself connotes a
Divine personality; and in the
mouths of several of the speakers, e. g. in the exclamation of Nathaniel, "Rabbi, Thou art the Son of
God", it presumably door, not. But in the contests aft., xvi, 16) the circumstances
point to moi
amplification of the MesHat title was at that time in habitual
sianic title.
use in regard to JeSUS, and there would have been
nothing significant in Peter's expression and in

more
\\

clearly.

ellhausen.

from

tin

—

_•

—

—
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had not gone

fur-

ther than the common belief. Christ hailed St.
Peter's confession as a special revelation, not as a

mere deduction from external

facts.

When we com-

pare this with that other declaration narrated in t he
same Gospel (Matt.. xvvi. 62-66), where, in answer to
the high-priest's adjuration. "I adjure thee by the
living God, that thou tell us if thou be the Christ the
Son of God", Jesus replied, "Thou hast said it"
(i. e., "I am";
see Mark, xiv, 62), we cannot reasonably doubt that Christ claimed to be Divine. The
Jews so understood this and put Him to death as a
blasphemer.
Another prominent feature in the theology of Christ
was His doctrine about the Paraclete. When, in St.
John's Gospel (xiv, 16, 17), He says: "And I will ask
the Father, and he shall give you another Paraclete,
that he may abide with you forever, the spirit of
truth", it is impossible to believe that what ]\r promises is a mere abstraction, not a person like Himself.
In verse 26, the personality is still more marked:
"And the Paraclete, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father
shall send in my name, He will teach you all things".
(Cf. xv, 26, "But when the Paraclete shall come
whom I shall send you from the Father, the Spirit of
Truth who proceeds from the Father" etc.) It may
be that the full meaning of those words was not realized till the Spirit did actually come; moreover, the
revelation was made, of course, only to His immediate
followers; still, no unbiased mind can deny that
Christ here speaks of a personal influence as a distinct Divine entity; a distinction and a Divinity
which is further implied in the baptismal formula He
afterwards instituted (Matt., xxviii, 19).
Christ took up the burden of the preaching of His
precursor and proclaimed the advent of the Kingdom
of God, or the Kingdom of Heaven, a conception already
familiar in the 01dTestament[Ps. cxliv(A.V.,cxlv),ll13], but furnished with a wider and more varied content in the words of Christ.
It may be taken to moan,
according to the context, the Messianic Kingdom in
its true spiritual sense, i. e. the Church of God which
Christ came to found, wherein to store up and perpetuate the benefits of the Incarnation (cf. the parables
of the wheat and the tares, the drag-net, and the wedding feast), or the reign of God in the heart that submits to His sovereignty (Luke, xvii. 21 ), or the abode
of the blessed (Matt., v, 20 etc.).
It was the main
topic of His preaching, which was occupied in showing what dispositions of mind and heart and will,
were necessary for entrance into "the Kingdom",
what, in other words, was the Christian ideal. Regarded as the Church, Uf preached the Kingdom to
the multitude in parables only, reserving fuller explanations to private intercourse with His Apostles
(Acts,

i,

3).

The last great dogma which we learn from the life,
preaching, and death of Christ is the doctrine of Redemption. "For the Son of Man also came not to bo
ministered unto but to minister, and to give His life
a redemption for many" (Mark, x. 45).
The sacrificial character of His death is clearly stated at the
Last Supper: "This is my blood of the new testament, which shall be shed for many unto remission of
sins" (Matt., xxvi, 28).
And He ordained the perpetuation of that Sacrifice by His Disciples in the
words: "Do this in commemoration of me" (Luke,
xxii.
Christ, knowing the counsels of His
10).
Father, deliberately sot Himself to realize in His own
person the portrait of the suffering servant of Jahveli,
so vividly painted by Isaias (ch liii
a Mi- ias Who
should triumph through death and defeat
This was
a strange revelation to Israel and the world.
What
wonder hat so novel an idea, could not enter the Apostles' minds till it had actually been realized and further explained by the Divine Victim Himself (Luke,
xxiv, 27, 45).
Thus, first of all in iction Christ
preached the great doctrine of the Atonement, and,
t
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raising Himself from the dead, He added another
proof to those establishing His Divine mission and
His Divine personality. But, naturally enough. He
His
left the more explicit teaching on these points to
chosen witnesses, whose presentment of Christianity
examine.
presently
we shall
To turn now to what is new in the moral teachings
of Christ, we may say, once for all, that it embodied

by

There may be development of
ethical perfection.
doctrine, but, after the Sermon on the Mount, there
can be no further evolution of morals. God's own
perfection is set as the standard (Matt., v, 48). Duty
was the principal motive in the Old Dispensation; in
Men were
the New this was sublimated into love.
taught to serve not on account of the penalties atgenerosity.
principles
of
on
but
non-service,
to
tached
Before, God's will was to be the aim of the creature's
performance; now, His good pleasure also was to be
"What things are pleasing to Him, these do
sought.

more
I always" (John, viii, 29), and by action even
than by word Christ taught the lesson of voluntary
Never till His time were the Evangelself-sacrifice.
voluntary poverty, perpetual chastity,
ical counsels
and entire obedience preached or practised. From
no previous moral code, however exalted, could the
Beatitudes have been evolved. Meekness and humility were unknown as virtues to the heathen, and deChrist made them the groundspised by the Jew.
work of the whole moral edifice. To realize what new
thing Christ's ethical teaching brought into the world
and put within the grasp of everyone, we have only to
For
think of the great host of the Christian saints.
they are the true disciples of the Cross, those who
imbibed and expressed His spirit best, who had the
courage to test the truth of that Divine paradox
which forms the substance of Christ's moral message:
"He that shall wish to save his soul shall lose it, but
he that shall lose his soul on my account shall find it"
(Matt., xvi,25; cf. Mark, viii, 35; Luke, ix,24; xvii.
That was the course He Himself
33; John, xii, 25).
adopted the way of the Cross and His disciples
were not above their Master. Self-conquest as a preliminary to conquering the world for God that was
the lesson taught by Christ's life, and still more by
His passion and death.
Does the Chris(2) The Teaching of the Apostles.
tianity presented to us in the rest of the writings of
the New Testament differ from that described in the
Gospels? And if so, is the difference one of kind or
one of degree? We have seen that Christianity must
not be judged in the making, but as a finished product.
It was never meant to be fully set forth in the Gos" I have
pels, where it is presented mainly in action.
yet many things to say to you: but you cannot bear
"But
discourse.
His
last
Christ
in
them now", said
when he, the Spirit of truth is come, he will teach

—

—

—

—

—

—

and the things that are to come
all truth
he shall show you" (John, xvi, 12, 13). We may
presume that Christ Himself told them these many

you

.

.

.

things when "He showed himself alive after his
passion, by many proofs, for forty days appearing to
them, and speaking of the kingdom of God" (Acts,
permanent in the
i, 3), and that they were rendered
minds of the Apostles by the indwelling of the Spirit
Accordingly,
we must exPentecost.
after
of Truth
pect to find in their teaching a more formal, more
Christianof
exposition
dogmatic
more
theoretic, and

than in the drama of Christ's life. But what we
have no right to expect, and what rationalists always
do expect, is to find the whole of Christianity in its
ity

written records. Christ nowhere prescribed writing
It was comas a means of promulgating His Gospel.
paratively late in the Apostolic Age, and apparently
in obedience to no preconceived plan, that the sacred
books began to appear. Many Christians must have
lived and died before those books existed, or without

knowledge

of

them.

And

so
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we cannot argue from

the non-appearance of any particular tenet to its
non-existence, nor from its first mention to its first
invention fallacies which often vitiate the erudite
researches of the rationalists.
The main heads of the Apostolic preaching, as far
as we can gather from the records, vary with the character of the audiences they addressed. To the Jews
they dwelt upon the marvellous fulfilment of the
prophecies in Christ, showing that, in spite of the
manner of His life and death, He was actually the
Messias, and that their redemption from sin had
really been accomplished by His sacrifice on the Cross.
This was the burden of St. Peter's discourses (Acts, ii
and iii) and those of St. Stephen and of all who addressed the Jews in their synagogues (cf. Acts, xxvi,
22-23). Once convinced of the reality of Christ's
mission and the seal God set upon it by His Resurrection, they were received into the Christian body to
discover more at leisure all the implications of their
belief.
In regard to the Gentiles, the same striking
fact of the F.esurrection was in the forefront of the
Apostolic teaching, but more stress was laid upon the
Divinity of Christ. Still, St. Paul, whose peculiar
mission it was to approve the new revelation to those
that sat in darkness and had no common ground of
belief with the Jews, did not consider that his Gospel
was anything different from that of the others. " I
have laboured more abundantly than all they: yet not
I, but the grace of God with me: for, whether I, or they,
so we preach, and so you have believed" (I Cor., xv,
This definiteness and uniformity of content
10, 11).
in the Apostolic message, and this sense of responsibility in regard to its character, is still more strikingly
emphasized by the same Apostle in his next Epistle,
wherein, rebuking the Galatians for giving heed to innovators " who would pervert the Gospel of Christ
he exclaims: " Yet, though we ourselves or an angel
from Heaven preach a gospel other than that we ha \ e
preached to you, let him be accursed" (Gal., i, 7, 8).
There is no trace here of uncertainty or ignorance as
to what Christianity meant, or of any tentative gropEven then, when theological
ing in search of truth.
science was in its infancy, we find the Apostle exhorting Timothy to keep to the very phrases in which he
has received the Faith, "the form of sound words",
avoiding "profane novelties of expression" (I Tim.,
Once again, " Therefore, brethvi, 20; II Tim., i, 13).
ren, stand fast and hold the traditions which you have
learned, whether by word or by our epistle" (II
And those traditions were directly
Thess., ii, 14).
communicated by Christ Himself to His Apostle, as he
"For I have received of
tells us in many passages
the Lord that which also I delivered unto you" (I
Cor., xi, 23), and again, "For I delivered unto you
Many
first of all what I received" (I Cor., xy, 3).
rationalists have professed to discover in the Apostolic writings various kinds of Christianity mutually
antagonistic and all alike illegitimate developments
We have Pauline. Petrine,
of the original Gospel.
Joannine Christianity, as distinguished from the
But those theories which
Christianity of Christ.
ignore Catholic tradition and supernatural guidance,
and rest on the written records alone, are gradually
being abandoned, helped to their disappearance by
the critics themselves, who have little respect for each
We may take the Apostolic
others' hypotheses.
messages as one self-consistent whole, any apparent
discrepancies or want of coherence being amply accounted for by the different circumstances of theirdeThis preaching, therefore, reduced to its
liverance.
simplest form, was: The Resurrection of Chris! as a
proof of His Divinity and Incarnation, a guarantee of
His teaching, and a pledge of man's salvation. On
the historic fact of the Resurrection the whole of
If He was not truly slain.
Christianity is based.
Chrisl cannot have been man; if He did not rise again,
He cannot have been Cod. St. Paul does not hesi-

—

—
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God's providence has so arranged matters that the
proofs of Christ's Resurrection place the fact beyond
all reasonable doubt.
But if St. Paul is so emphatic about the foundation
of the Christian Faith, he is also careful to erect the

him that we owe the stategrace, that wonderful gift of
Christ had already taught,
in the allegory of the vine and the branches (John,
xv, 1-17), that there can be no salutary action on the
part of the faithful without vital communication with

edifice

upon

it.

It is to

ment of the doctrine of
God to regenerate man.

Him. This great truth is expanded in many passages
by St. Paul (Phil., ii, 13; Rom., viii, 9-11; I Cor., xv,
10; II Cor.,

iii,

5; Gal., iv, 5, 6)

wherein regenerate

man

learns that he is God's adopted son and united
Him by the indwelling of His Holy Spirit. This
privilege is what man gains by Christ's redemption,
the benefits of which are applied to his soul by baptism and the other sacraments.
And St. Paul is not
only the chief exponent of this doctrine, but he alone
of the Apostles promulgates anew the mystery of the
Blessed Eucharist, the principal fountain of grace
(I Cor., xi, 23, 24; cf. John, iv, 13, 14).
need not pursue farther the development of docThe Christianity they
trine amongst the Apostles.
preached was received from Christ Himself, and His
Spirit prevented them from misconceiving or misinterpreting it. On the strength of His commission
they insisted on the obedience of faith, they denounced heresy, and with skill, incredible had it not
been Divine, they preserved the truth committed to
them in the midst of a perverse, subtle, and corrupt

with

We

That same Divine skill has remained
with Christianity ever since; heresy after heresy has
attacked the Faith and been defeated, leaving the
The
fortress all the more impregnable for its onset.
Christianity we profess to-day is the Christianity of
Just as they were more exChrist and His Apostles.
plicit than He in its verbal formulation, so the Apostolic Church has ever since laboured to express more
civilization.

and more clearly the treasures of doctrine originally
committed to her charge. In a sense, we may believe
more than our first Christian ancestors, inasmuch as
we have a more complete knowledge of the contents
of our Faith in a sense, they believed all that we do,
;

[ «t c<
as we the principle of a Divinelythey a
commissioned teaching authority, to whose dogmatic
utterances they were ever prepared to give assent.
The same essential oneness of faith and the same

for

1

variety in its content for the individual exist side by
side in the Church to-day.
The trained theologian,
deeply versed in the wonders of revelation, and the

young or the uneducated who know explicitly little
more than the bare essentials of Christianity, knowing the One True lod, and Jesus Christ whom He hath
sent, believing in the Incarnation, the Atonement,
<

the Church, are equally Christians, equally possessed
of the integrity of faith.
III. The Divine Purpose in Christianity.
It
remains now to set forth, as far as we can determine
records and from the course of
it from the sacred
history itself, the purpose of God in establishing
We gather that the Divine Founder
Christianity.
meant Christianity to be (1) a universal religion,
2
a perfect religion, (3) a visibly organized religion.
I'niversality includes both space and time.
As regards space, we Bee that Christianity is intended
the
for
whole World (a) from the prophecies that foreshadowed it in the * Hd Testament. Among these
were the promises made to Abraham and his descendants, the constantly recurring note of which is
that in them "all the nations of the earth shall be
blessed",
(b) From the plainly expressed purpose

—

I
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tate to stake everything on the truth of this fact: " If
Christ be not risen again, then is our preaching vain,
and your faith also is vain. Yea, and we are found false
witnesses of God " (I Cor., xv, 14, 15). Consequently,

who, while proclaiming that His
personal mission concerned only the "lost sheep of
the House of Israel" (Matt., xv, 24), announced the
future extension of His Kingdom: "Other sheep I
have who are not of this fold" (John, x, 16); "Many
from the east and the west shall come and shall recline with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven" (Matt., viii, 11); "And this Gospel
of the Kingdom shall be preached throughout the
whole world in testimony to all nations" (Matt., xxiv,
14); "Go ye and teach ail nations" (Matt., xxviii, 19).
(c) From the actual conduct of the Apostles, who,
though they required the special inspiration of the
Holy Spirit to bring home to them the practical bearing of this commission, did finally leave the synagogue
and proclaim the Faith to all without distinction of
race or country. The universality of Christianity, in
time as well as space, is implied in Christ's promise,
"Behold, I am with you all days, even to the consummation of the world" (Matt., xxviii, 20). It follows,
furthermore, from the next element in God's purpose
to be considered.
(2) Christianity is meant to be a perfect religion.
A priori, we should expect that a religious system
which was revealed and instituted, not by a prophet
or even an angel, but by the personal action of God
Himself, and was designed, moreover, to supplant an
imperfect and provisional form of religion, would lack
nothing of possible perfection in end or means.
Christ's own teaching satisfied this expectation, and
precludes the notion entertained by some early heretics, and still alive in the minds of men, of a fuller and
more perfect revelation to come. First of all, He, its
Founder, is God, and therefore had all the knowledge
and all the power requisite to establish a perfect
Secondly, He promised His Apostles the
religion.
abiding presence of the Spirit of Truth, who should
teach them all truth. Thirdly, He promised that the
body enshrining this deposit should never be vitiated
by error "The gates of hell shall not prevail against
Fourthly, the
it" (Matt., xvi, 18; cf. Ephes., v, 27).
same truth is insinuated by St. Paul's words: "God,
hath spoken
last of all
who at sundry times
to us by His Son" (Heb., i, 1), and by the expression,
the fulness nj time, used in Gal., iv, 4, to indicate the
epoch of the Incarnation. Fifthly, by the character
of the Christian revelation itself and the Christian
ethical ideal which is the imitation of Christ, the
No possible development of manPerfect Being.
kind can be thought of which should not find all that
it needs in Christ.
We are compelled, therefore, to believe that the
Christian revelation closed with the death of the last
We
of those originally commissioned to set it forth.
are thus brought counter to a modern view regarding
condemned
been
as
heretrevelation which has lately
ical by Pius X (Encyclical, "Pascendi Gregis", Sept.,
It is to the effect that revelation is nothing
1907).
external, but a clearer and closer apprehension of
tilings Divine by the Christian consciousness, which
in each particular age is the expression of the experience of the best men of that age. Consequently,
revelation grows, like a material organism, by waste
and renewed supply, and therefore what is truth for
one age may be quite different from what is truth for
The error which has these developments
another.
is ultimately philosophical, being based on the false
assumption that the finite mind can know only the
phenomenal and can have no certainty of what is beyond experience. Were that so. any external revelamiration would be impossible, for it- guarantees
could not be grasped by human
cle and prophecy
'rinse errors wen- lone ago exposed and
intelligence,
condemned by the Vatican Council. The most
casual glance at the history of Christianity shows
en development of doctrine; the
that il
grew only gradually; but that development is
of Christ Himself,

—

.

—

.

.

.
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intended, in the third place, that Christianity should be a visible organization. Christ established a Church and, in a variety of parables, sketched
many of the features of its character and history, all
of which point to something external and perceptible
by the senses. It is the "house built upon a rock"
(Matt., vii, 24), showing the security and permanence
of its foundation, and "the city set upon a hill"
Its doctrine
(Matt., v, 14), indicating its visibility.
works in the three great races descended from Noe's
sons like the leaven hidden in three measures of meal,
silently, irresistibly (Matt., xiii, 33).
It grows great
from humble beginnings, like the mustard seed (Luke,
xiii, 19).
It is a vineyard, a sheep-fold, and finally a
kingdom, all of which images are unintelligible if the
bond that unites Christians is merely the invisible
bond of charity. The old distinction between the
body and soul of the Church is useful to prevent confusion of ideas.
Christian baptism constitutes membership in the Visible Church; the state of grace,
membership in the Invisible. It is obvious that one
membership does not necessarily connote the other.
Some of these parables apply only to the Church fully
developed, and so they indicate Christ's ultimate purHistory shows us that, in establishing Chrispose.
tianity as an institution, He was content that on its
human side its organization should be subject to the
same laws of growth and development as other human
institutions.
He did not give His Apostles a draftscheme of the Church's constitution beforehand, to be
worked out in the course of ages, prescribing the various stages of progress, and indicating the final term.
But the organization which existed in germ in the consecrated hierarchy of the Apostles was left to unfold
itself under the guidance of the abiding Spirit, according to the needs of time and place. The presence of
the Holy Ghost and Christ's promise sufficiently guarantee that the result, however obtained, is in accordance with the original design. It may well be that
the development was very largely natural, modelled,
first of all, on the synagogue, and then on the existing
civil government; its progress may have been hastened or retarded by the passions of individuals, but
any account of it that ignores the directing finger of
Providence cannot be true.
This, then, is Christianity, a supernatural religion
and the only absolute one; in a sense (developed in
the Epistle to the Hebrews), the oldest, for the
Church is not an afterthought, but instituted by God
in the fullness of time, and containing a revelation of
Himself, which all to whom it has been adequately
presented are bound under pain of eternal loss to
accept (Mark, xvi, 16), offering to all, who are sincere
in seeking, the solution of all the world's problems;
enabling human nature to rise to the sublimest
heights and "to play the immortal"; full itself of
i.
t'Ties and Divine paradoxes, as bringing the
Infinite into contact with the finite; the one bond of
civilization, the one condition of progress, the one
hope of humanity. Its fortunes have been the fortunes of its Founder; "not all obey the gospel"
(Rom., x, 16). The Jews rejected Christ in spite of
the evidence of prophecy and miracle; the world rejects the Church of Christ, the "city set upon a hill",
conspicuous though she be through the notes that proLinn her Divine What men call the failure of Christianity is no proof that it is not God's final revelation.
It only makes evident how real is human liberty and
how grave human responsibility. Christianity is furnished with all the necessary evidence to create conviction of its truth, given good will.
"He that hath
ears to hear, let him hear
(3)

—

,

I'n uihiivi
best studied in the New Testament Scriptures,
authenticated and interpreted by the Church of Christ: of th»
1
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produced by analysis of the content
(See Development of Docof the original deposit.

merely

uninspired literature on the subject only a small selection can
be given here:
Catholic. A. Weiss. Apologie des Christenthums (3rd ed.,
Freiburg. 1894-8) (also in French tr.); Courbet, Introduction
scientifique a la }oi chretienne; Superiority du Christianisme
(Paris, 1902); De Broglie, Problimes et conclusions de I'his-

—

toire des religions (4th ed., Paris, 1904);

Lingens, Die innere

SchOnheil des Christenthums (Freiburg, 1S95);

Turmel, Hia~

Schanz, A Christian
Apology (Eng. tr.. Dublin, 1891-2); Newman, Grammar of
Assent: Idem, Development of Christian Doctrine; Duchesne,
liisloire aneienne de VEglise (Paris, 1906); Lilly, The Claims
of Christianity (London. 1894); Devas, The Key to the World's
Progress (London, 1906); Hettinger, Apologie des Christenthums (9th ed.. Freiburg, 1906); Semeria, Dogma, Gerarchia
e Culto nella Chiesa primitiva (Rome, 1902); Chateaubriand
Genie du Christianisme (Eng. tr.. Baltimore. 18.56);
Pesch,
Articles in Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, Vol. LX, 1901.
Non-Catholic. Harnack, Das Wesen des Christenthums
(Eng. tr,, London, 1901); Idem, The History of Dogma: Pfleiderer, Christian Origins London, 1906); Putllan, History of
Early Christianity (London, 1898); W. M. Ramsay, The
Church in the Roman Empire (London and New York. 1893);
Lowrie, The Church and Its Organization; the Primitive Age
(London, 1904); YVeizacker, The Apostolic Age (London, 1897);
Joseph Butler. Analogy of Religion in Works, vol. I, ed.
toire de la theologie positive (Paris, 1904):

C

—

i

Gladstone (Oxford, 1896)
cism (London, 1904).

;

Wace,

Christianity

and Agnosti-

Joseph Keating.
Christianity in Prehistoric America.
dan, Saint; Mexico; Thomas, Saint.

See Bren-

Christian Knowledge, Society for Promoting,
the greatest and most important society within the
Church of England. It was founded 8 March, 169S,
when four laymen, Lord Guildford, Sir H. Mackworth, Justice Hook, and Colonel Colchester, and one
clergyman, Dr. Thomas Bray, met on the initiative of
the last-named and agreed among themselves "as
often as we can conveniently to consult, under the
conduct of the Divine providence and assistance, to
promote Christian Knowledge". Dr. Bray had been
the Bishop of London's Commissary in Maryland, and
was a man of wide experience, energetic zeal, and
ability for organization.
The society soon received
the countenance of several Anglican bishops, including Gilbert Burnet of Salisbury. Other well-known
men also took a speedy interest in the work, such as
Strype the antiquary, Gilbert White of Selborne,
John Evelyn, and the Rev. Samuel Wesley, father of
John and Charles Wesley. The first aim of the society was the education of poor children. Within two
years they had founded six schools in London, and by
1704 there were .54 schools with over 2000 scholars.
Eight years later the schools numbered 117, the
scholars 5000.
The movement spread, and by 1741
the charity-schools of the S. P. C. K. reached the
number of nearly 2000. This educational work at
length became so great that a new society, "The National Society for the Education of the Poor in the
Principles of the Established Church", was formed to
undertake it. Since 1870 this work has been done by
the State, and the society has turned its educational
It entirely mainefforts to the training of teachers.
tains St. Katharine's College, Tottenham, supports
the various diocesan training-colleges, and contributes towards the foundation of Sunday-school buildThe educational branch of
ings and mission-rooms.
the society's work has not been confined to England,
but in India it has founded scholarships for native
Christians, both in the boys' colleges and in the
schools provided for the higher education of women.
It also provides technical training for the native
The same
Christians by means of industrial schools.
work is being developed in Australia. Japan, Africa,
Burma, and among the American Indians of t he
North-West.
Besides providing for children, the
society has done much for "unlettered adults".
From almost the beginning of its existence it has established evening schools and provided for the instruction of prisoners in penitentiaries or prisons.
For a time the society paid chaplains to help prisoners,
in an age when the Government often neglected this
duty.
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of the society's activity is the hoswork. The members visit the sick and dying,
supply the hospitals with Bibles, prayer books,
and other religious works. Important under this
head are the medical missions, which aim at winning
the soul of the heathen by earing for his body. These
medical missions have been founded in Sierra Leone,
Madagascar, South Africa, India, Palestine, China,
Japan, Korea, and British Columbia. Students, male
and female, are specially trained for this work, and

Another branch

pital
:uul

hospitals are built

and furnished.

Perhaps more widely known than any

is

the work

of the S. P. C. K. as "the great publishing house" of
Simultaneously with the
the Church of England.
foundation of its first schools it began to print and
One of its first subcirculate cheap and good books.
scriptions was begun " for promoting Christian knowledge by raising Lending Libraries in the several
Market Towns of the kingdom and by distributing
good books". The first publication was an edition of

600 copies of Dr. Bray's "Discourse concerning Baptismal and Spiritual Regeneration" which appeared
in 1(>99.
The society, while maintaining its position
as the great Bible and Prayer Book Society of the
Church of England, has not confined itself to purely
Its catalogue includes volumes of
religious works.
popular science, travel, biography, and fiction, as well
lie special class devoted to theology and history.
Even translations of Catholic books are not, excluded,
and though Catholic,-, objecting to publications such
as Dr. Littledale's "Plain Reasons", in which misrepresentation becomes a fine art, cannot approve of
much that is issued in thesociety's volumes, they can
acknowledge the general good taste of the society's
publications even when directed against themselves.
They may also be excused for regarding as objectionable the versions of English church history which are
popularized throughout the country, not only by attractively produced manuals, but also by popular
lantern lectures.
Besides the books published, popular tracts, pictures, and illuminated texts are issued
The latest figures available show
in great numbers.
exclusive of Bibles, prayer books, and tracts
the circulation of the society's publications in 1905
as

I

amounted

to 11,078,135.
An important development of recent growth is the
organizing of lay help.
In 1889 the society opened a
Training College for Lay Workers, in Commercial
Road, in the East End of London. Here there is accommodation for K) students, who are trained to ashe parochial clergy in holding mission services,
giving classes to adults and children, and conducting
temperance and other meetings. Such students, on
Completion of their course, arc formally set apart to
the ollice of Reader in the Church and are licensed for
the work by their respective diocesan,-.
Yet another branch of work is concerned with emigrants.
This was undertaken in 1836 at the request
dad-tone, who had been acting as Underoi Mr.
Secretary tor the lolonies, ami who wa- impressed bj
the spiritual destitution of the crowds of emigrants
The society's "port chaplains" undertake a systevisitation of out-going vessels, and the chaplains at the ports of departure give letters of introduction to the chaplains at the ports of arrival, and often
the long-voyage chaplains accompany the ships.
Missionary work was, from the first, aimed at by
the S. P. C. K.
Dr. Bray's personal experience of the
condition of those members of the Church of England
who were scattered through what are now the Northern and Southern States of the Union convinced him
that the work to be done was so gigantic that it called
->,
for a special society, and therefore, in 1701 tin
ety for the Propagation of the Gospel" wa- founded.
This did not prevent the parent-society helping on the
work in every way. Since those days its field of
labour has been extended to Canada and Australia.
i

(
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and it has been active in spreading the influence of the
Church of England. During the reign of Queen Victoria the society expended £100,000 in helping to
found and endow colonial and missionary bishoprics.
Besides this, large sums have been voted for the
building of colleges, churches, and schools. One aspect of this missionary work which calls for special
notice is the translation of the Bible into foreign lanBeginning in 1713 with a Bible in Welsh, it,
guages.
proceeded in 1720 to the dissemination of 10,000
Arabic New Testaments, and at the present day it
claims to publish Bibles and other books in a hundred
different languages and dialects.
In regard to some
of these the difficulties are great, as it sometimes happens that a dialect has never been reduced to writing,
and the missionary has to put the syllables into some
written form and send them home to be printed again
and again until it is found that they finally represent,
the inflexions of the dialect and are capable of conveying the impressions desired.
The society also
supplies printing presses and types to missions which
are in a position to use them. The first effort in this
direction was the S. P. C. K. Press in Madras, founded
in 1728, and now employing 400 work-people.
The organization and management of the society is
efficient and vigorous, and there can be no doubt that
it remains to-day one of the chief means of preserving
for the Church of England its hold over the people.

Remarkable, too, is the manner in which it has managed to keep on good terms with the various warring
sections in the Anglican Church.
A recent, writer has

"The society comes in for a little friendly
criticism from time to time from one side or the other
of the Church, but it, should be borne in mind that it
has always striven to be the handmaid of the Church,
not the tool of a section."
(Cochrane, "An Important Chapter in English History ", 13.) The influence
of the society, especially displayed in the colonies, has
also made itself felt in the drawing together of the entire Anglican episcopate.
Speaking of the S. I'.C. K.
and the S. P. G., Dr. Lewis, the first Anglican Archbishop of Ontario, one of the originators of the Lambeth Conferences, declared that the influence of those
two societies did much to make such conclaves possiThe magnitude of the work annually accomble.
plished, of which the main branches have been here
indicated to the exclusion of many minor activities.
justified the eulogy by the late Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Benson, when he wrote: "Of all our societies
in England, this is the oldest and grandest, and its
observed,

work the very largest ever conceived".
Si u it,, '/'/,, Sncirti/ for Promoting Christian
a Short Account oi UsWorl andO
An Important Chapter in /-'m//, A A
1698-1905 (London, 1905).
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There
Christian Retreat, Congregation of.
are two branches of this congregation, tin Fathers of
It
was founded
Christian Retreat and the Sisters.
on the 19th of November, 1789, at Fontenelle, Doubs,
France, by Father Antoine-Silvestre Receveur, who
was declared Venerable in 18S3 by Pope Leo XIII.
He had an extraordinary love of the Cross, and was
fond of saying "it was a cross to !» without one"'.
The Revolution raging at the time of its birth caused
the society to endure many privations and forced its
members to make many sacrifices.
or three years
the sisters, who at that time numbered seventy, were
subjected to great persecution, and then a revoluThe
tionary mob drove them out of their convent.
-iven them of death or separation from
I

Father Receveur, which would have involved abanbe sisters
doning the life they had adopted
unanimously chose death rather than give up their
vocation, and their persecutors, touched by their
I

bravery, allowed them to go into

exile,

After ten
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years the storm of the Revolution subsided, they
returned to France, and in 1S00 the congregation
Its work is
received the approbation of Pius VII.
the education of youth and the giving of spiritual
The Fathers of Christian Retreat used to
retreats.
direct colleges in France, and still act as chaplains to
The
the different convents of the congregation.
Sisters of Christian Retreat teach in elementary and
secondary schools, and their rule allows them time
and opportunity for higher studies. Those sisters
who from age or ill-health are unable to teach spend
the greater part of the day in silence and prayer for
They
the members who are engaged in active work.

do needlework and embroidery of every descripSeven times a day the rule calls all the
to the foot of the altar, and every night at
midnight a bell is rung in all the convents to rouse
the sisters to thank God for the grace of their vocaOn the 19th of November a special midnight
tions.
s?rvice is held in memory of the entry at midnight
also

tion.

members

A

special service called the
into the first convent.
Adoration of the Cross is held every day in all the conThere are no lay sisters; the work of the
vents.
is done by all the sisters according to the
direction of the superior.
In 1902 the congregation had seventeen houses,
thirteen in France, four in England, and more than a
There were then three novitiates,
t Ik msand members.

house

two in France and one in England, but all the French
houses except one have since been confiscated under
Convents were then opened
the Association Law.
in Belgium and Switzerland, and in England there
The
are now seven convents, including a novitiate.
novitiate lasts two years; postulants without dowry,
if qualified for teaching in secondary schools, can be
The habit is of white serge, with a white
received.
cape and scapular no veil or wimple is worn, but instead a white linen band across the forehead and a
white serge cap. The sisters are not enclosed; when
they go out they wear a black habit and a long black
cloak.
The government is under a mother-general.
In England the convents are at Shepherd's Bush,
near London; at Clapham; at Redhill, Surrey; at
Cannock, Staffordshire, and three new foundations.
;

Steele, Convents

of Great Britain

(London,
F.

St. Louis, 1902).

M. Steele.

Christians, Persecutions of the.
cutions, Christian.

Christian Science.

Christie,

See Perse-

See Suggestion.

Christians of St. Thomas.

See India; Malabar.

Alex. See Oregon City, Archdiocese of.

Christina Alexandra, Queen of Sweden, child
Gustavus Adolphus II of Sweden, b. at Stockholm,
1626; d. at Rome, 19 April, 1689. Her
December,
8
father (d. 1632) was the famous soldier whose interposition in the Thirty Years' War wrought so much
harm to Catholicism. Maria Eleonora of Brandenburg, her mother, had hoped for a son and was so disappointed at the birth of a daughter that she had little
love for the child, who was left to the care of nurses.
Gustavus Adolphus. however, was tenderly attached
to hisdaughter; in 1630, when he sailed for Germany,

of

commended Christina to the loyalty of his people
his sister Catherine, who held her court at
Stegeborg, in charge of the child's education. Three
years later Maria Eleonora brought back the body of
For
her husband, Gustavus Adolphus, to Sweden.
a while after this her love eemed to be transferred to
the child, but this affectionate relation did not last
in obedience to the command of her father.
long,
Christina was brought up like a hoy and received instruction in the various branches of learning from
distinguished men, among whom was the learned Dr.
The princess was an
Matthia;, Bishop of St rcngnas.
he

and put
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indefatigable student, and a great reader of good
Feminine occupations and amusements had
books.
no attraction for her, and she was indifferent to dress
and finery of all kinds. The mother wished rather to
see her daughter lead a life of pleasure, and encouraged
her in the enjoyment of wine and other stimulating
drinks, so that the country was alarmed for the
morals of the heir to the throne, and Christina was
When the aunt died she was
sent again to her aunt.
put under the care of the sister of the celebrated chanIn her new surroundings the
cellor Axel Oxenstiern.
great talents of Christina rapidly developed. She
soon mastered several languages, gained a comprehensive knowledge of history and politics, and showed,
in particular, a strong liking for theologico-philosophical speculations. At the same time the masculine qualities of her character grew steadily more
evident. Her favourite amusement was bear-hunting,
and she could outride most men. At eighteen (8
December, 1644) she was of age and entered on the
It was
duties of government with a strong hand.
not, however, until two years later that she was
crowned, the ceremony taking place with great pomp
at Stockholm.
At first Christina devoted herself to the affairs of
It was owing to her
state with most laudable zeal.
intervention that the peace negotiations at Minister

and Osnabriick were more quickly concluded than
had been expected. Christina strove to raise her
people to a higher plane of civilization, to promote
their welfare in every way, and to insure their prosperity.
Without lowering the dignity suitable to her
station she treated all her subjects with justice and
condescension. She drew to Sweden artists and

among whom were

scholars,

the philosopher Descartes,

and Hugo Grotius, the expounder of international
law; by the payment of large pensions she kept these
attached to her court. The praise with which
these scholars repaid their royal patron was often
As time went on Christina gradually
lost interest in the task of government and developed
an intense desire for new and exciting pleasures, often
The health of
for those of a most costly character.
the queen suffered from the changed method of her
life, and it was with great difficulty that her French
physician, Dr. Bourdelot, effected a cure. In the
meantime the debts thus incurred rose to a huge
amount. The Swedish people wished the queen to
marry and to give them an heir to the throne, but
Christina was not willing to hear of this as she desired
She was
to preserve her personal independence.
much more inclined to abdicate her position and to
become a ruler in the realm of genius and learning.
At the same time she showed a continually growing
inclination to the Catholic Church, for she took no
pleasure in the simple forms of the Lutheran belief
which was all-powerful in Sweden. It is not possible
to prove positively whether Dr. Bourdelot or the
Spanish ambassador, Pimentelli, influenced ChrisIt is certain, howtina's change of religious views.
ever, that several members of the Society of Jesus,
Fathers Macedo, Francken, Malines, and Casati, succeeded in removing her last doubts as to the truth of
Catholicism. Christina perceived that she could not
continue to reign in Sweden as a convert to Catholicism, and resigned the throne in favour of her cousin.

men

immoderate.

Charles iustavus of Pfal/.-Zwcihrucketi. a member of
the Wittelsbach family. On 6 June. L654, al Cpsala,
she transferred her authority to him with much ceremony, and on the following day started on her ravels.
She bade farewell to her mother at Nykdping, then
hastened to Halmstad, where she dismissed her retinue,
ami went to Brussels by way of Hamburg ami AntAt Brussels she made private confession of
werp.
her belief in Catholicism; her public entrance into the
Church took place in the beginning of November
1655, in the parish church of Innsbruck.
(
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It was from Innsbruck that the European Courts
were officially informed of her change of faith. On
2M December she reached the capital of Christendom,
which was decorated in her honour. The pope came
personally to meet her. administered the Saeramenl
Confirmation, and added Alexandra to her name.
Al Home Christina's home was the Palazzo Farnesc;
during her residence here she sought to satisfy her
intellectual ambitions as well as the longings of her
devout and loving heart. She visited the sacred
places to pray, went as a ministering angel into the
hovels of the poor, and devoted herself to the study of
the collections of art and the libraries. She drew into
the circle of her fascinations the leading families of
the Eternal City, arranged concerts and plays, and
!

After the death of Charles
iustavus (1660) she
returned to Sweden to have her rights again legally
confirmed.
A second visit home (Kill?) was not of
long duration as, in the pettiest manner, difficulties
were thrown in the way of the exercise of her religion.
After this for a time she lived at Hamburg, but she
made her continued stay in that city, then very rigidly Lutheran, impossible by organizing festivities
in honour of the newly-elected pope which ended in
tumult and bloodshed. In Kids she returned to
Rome and never again left the Eternal City. Her
new home was the Palazzo Riario, and she filled her
residence with great collections of books and objects
of art.
Her palace became a centre both for the
learned world and for artists and sculptors; to the
latter Christina both gave aid and generously paid
commissions. Her forethought and care were not
limited to her acquaintances and the members of her
household, the poor of Rome also found in her a
charitable mother.
As she grew older she fulfilled her
religious duties with increasing intelligence and zeal,
and the approach of death had no longer any terrors
Piously and bravely she prepared herself for
for her.
the end; after arranging her worldly affairs she rereived the sacraments with humble devotion and died
Against her exa true child of the Catholic Church.
press wish the pope had the body embalmed and
brought to St. Peter's, where it was buried under the
high altar. Her ostentatious but not prepossessing
monument is the work of Carlo Fontana. Christina
made Cardinal Azzolini her principal heir, while the
Papal See and various Catholic - ivereigns also received legacies. Unfortunately, after he death of Azzolini much of her valuable art collection passed into
the hands of strangers; the greater part of her very
rich library is, however, in the Vatican.
Pictures and
plastic art of various kinds have preserved the knowledge of Christina's features. Although not beautiful, yet in her youth her appearance must have been
In later years she grew too stout to
interesting.
retain any trace of good looks.
Only the flashing,
piercing eye gave any evidence of the fiery spirit
which the exterior concealed. In character the
northern sovereign remained very much the same
through life. Receptive for everything good and
great, she unfalteringly inn-sued her quest after knowledge of the truth and after many wanderings found it
She had a tenin the bosom of the Catholic Church.
der, sympathetic heart, yet was subject at times to
(

t

Monument ok Christina

of s

fits

knew how

to delight everyone by her acuteness ami
She was not willing, however, to drop
learning.
rough Sv. edish customs, and allowed herself to display
various peculiarities of dress and manner, so that
many people avoided her. In 1656 and lti.">7 Chris
tins went to France, the first time with a retinue, the'
second time incognito. On the latter trip her eon\cited much displeasure, as among other eccentricities she dressed as a man.
Much more severe
i

censure was aroused by the trial, without proper legal
forms, of an old servant, Monaldeschi, and his subsequent execution, although as a sovereign she had the
right to pronounce sentence of death, or at least believed herself entitled to this authority.
Returned
to Home she gradually fell under the displeasure of
the pope, for like a t rue da lighter of rUStavUS Adolphus
she at times defied foreign laws and customs in too
arrogant a fashion. Christina suffered much annoyance from the failure to receive with regularity from
the income to which she was entitled; sometime^ no money came at all.
Moreover a woman so
active intellectually had no taste or time for keeping
Dishonesty in the management oi her
accounts.
money affairs naturally followed, and the disorder in
her finances was not overcome until the Curia through
Cardinal Azzolini provided her with a competent
bookkeeper.

She was no

even of cruelty.

of severity,

saint,

but was probably better than the members of her
former confession pictured her. Any objective portrait of her will always bear out the judgment of Axel
Oxenstiern, "After all she was the daughter of the
Great Adolphus", both in her faults and in her
virtues.
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Christine de Pisan, a French poetess and historiographer, b. at Venice, i:i(>:i; d. in France, 1130.
Although an Italian by birth, she was French at
When she
heart as well as in education and fame.

CHRISTINE
five

graceful.

edition of Christine's works
her talent will no longer be judged

As a complete

being made,
from extracts and separate poems. Though she is by
no means a great poetess, she was mentioned with
She is
praise eighty years after her death by Marot.
superior to Eustache Deschamps, her master.
is

Petit de Julleville, Histoire de la tongue et de la litteraturr
frantaise (Paris. 1S96>. XI; Paris, La htUrature jrancaise au
moyen-age (Paris. 1S90); Robineau, Christine de Pisan
(.Saint-Omer, 1882); Roy, (Euvres de Christine de Pisan
(Paris, 1895), 3 vols.; Minto, Christine de Pisan, a Medieval
Champion of her Sex, in Macmillan's Magazine (1886), LIII,
'
.11 NBEE, Christine de Pisan and .S'l'r John Mandeville in
Romana (1892) XXI, 228-39.
.
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Louis N. Delamarre.
Christine of Stommeln, Blessed, b. at Stommeln near Cologne, in 1242; d. 6 November, 1312.
Stommeln, called in the fourteenth century Stumbcln,
is situated about nine miles north-west of Cologne and

about six miles west of the Rhine. Christine's father
was a well-to-do peasant named Heinrich Bruso; the

Dame of her mother was Hilla. When five years old
Christine had visions of the Christ Child to whom she
was mystically married in her tenth year. When
eleven years old she learned to read the Psalter, but
could not write. When twelve her parents wished to
give her in marriage, but she went to the convent of
he Beguines at iologne, where she led a life of severe
pi aance, spent much time in prayer, and often fell
In her fifteenth year she received
into convulsions.
the stigmata on her hands and feet and the marks of
She suffered many
the Crown of Thorns on the head.
of the devil, had many trials of her faith,
t

(
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years old she went to Paris with her father,
Thomas de Pisan, who had been appointed astrologer
and secretary to King Charles V. She was reared at
the court, and educated in the ancient languages and
At the age of fourteen she married a
literatures.
nobleman from Picardy, Etienne du Castel. When
her husband died she was only twenty-five years old.
Her father and her protector, King Charles, having
died several years before, she found herself in straitened circumstances, with three children to provide
for.
Henry IV, King of England, and Galeazzo Visconti, Tyrant of Milan, each invited her to come and
live at his court, but she refused to leave France,
where she had been so well treated, and resolved to
make a living with her pen. Her writings in prose
and verse soon gained her great renown. Her contemporaries compared her eloquence with that of
Prompted
Cicero and her wisdom with that of Cato.
by necessity she wrote incessantly. She declares
herself that "in the short space of six years, between
1397 and 1403, she wrote fifteen important books,
without mentioning minor essays, which, compiled,
make seventy large copy-books." Among her works
in prose we may cite: " Le Livre des Faitz et bonnes
Mceurs du Saige Roy Charles", an elaborate biography, written at the solicitation of Philip of Burgundy, who was rearing her eldest son as his own
child; this book is full of moral lessons, but its merit
is somewhat impaired by a useless display of erudition and a diffuse style; " Le Livre de Paix", a treatise dealing with the education of princes, who, according to the author, should be trained in honesty
and uprightness, rather than in diplomatic trickery;
"Tresor de la Cit6 des Dames" and "Lettre a, Isabeau de Baviere", in which she endeavours to rehabilitate the character of a woman who had been
defamed by the " Roman de la Rose".
Her poetical works consist mostly of long poems,
such as "Le Livre des Mutations de Fortune", "Le
Chemin de Longue Etude", "Le Livre des cent HisThese are ambitious and heavy
toires de Troie", etc.
Her ballades, rondeaux, and lesser
compositions.
poems are more commendable; they are clear and

was

-:

and was tempted to suicide. The Beguines thought
her crazy and treated her with contempt, so she went

back home. As early as 1267 the parish priest,
Johannes, took Christine into his house, where she
made the acquaintance of Peter of Dacia, a Dominican from Gotland who was at Cologne as a pupil of

A mystical bond of devotion,
God, was formed between the
Peter visited Christine in 1270 on his way back
from Paris to Gotland, and again in 1279: in his account of her he mentions altogether fifteen visits.
Christine's brother followed Peter to Gotland anil
entered the Dominican Order.
Peter became lector
and in 1283 was prior in Gotland, where he died in
In this same year the torments which Chris12S8.
tine suffered through the devil ceased, and she lived a
peaceful life, wearing always the dress of the Beguines,
until her death.
Her body was first buried in the
churchyard at Stommeln and then in the church
itself; in 1342 her remains were carried to Niedeggen
in the Eifel; a couple of centuries later, 22 June, 1569,
they were transferred to Julich, where a monument to
her still exists.
At Julich are also to be seen the
notes made by Peter of Dacia and the collection of
her letters which the Bollandists have published
under the date of 22 June (IV, 271-430). It is difficult to decide just how much literal truth exists in
Christine's visions and apparitions from Purgatory.
But even Renan did not doubt the puritv of her life
(Hist. lift, de la France, XXVIII, 1-26).
The veneration of the Church has not been granted to Christine; however, the anniversary of her death, 6 NovemSt. Albert the Great.
the object of which was

two.

ber, is observed in Julich.
Wollersheim, Das Leben der ckstatischen und stigmatischen
Jungfrau Christina von Stommeln (Cologne, 1859); Paulson*
edited the Latin life (Gotaburg, 1S96); Bone in Kirchenlex.,
III. 236; Michael, Gesch. des deutschen Volkes, III, 165-167.

Gabriel Meier.
Christmas.

—The word

for Christmas in late O. E.
is Cristes Maesse, the Mass of Christ, first found in
1038, and Cristcs-messe, in 1131.
In Dutch it is
Kerst-misse, in Lat. Dies Natalis, whence Fr. Noel,
and Ital. // natale; in Ger. Weihnachtsfest, from the
vigil.
The term Yule is of disputed
unconnected with any word meaning
The name in A. S. was geol, feast: geola,
the name of a month (cf. Icel. idl, a feast in December).
Early Celebration. Christmas was not among
Irenaeus and
the earliest festivals of the Church.

preceding sacred
origin.

It is

"wheel".

—

Tertullian omit

from their

lists of feasts; Origen,
glancing perhaps at the discreditable imperial Naialitia, asserts (in Lev. Horn, viii in Migne, P. G., XII,
495) that in the Scriptures sinners alone, not saints,
celebrate their birthday; Arnobius (VII, 32 in P. L.,
V, 1264) can still ridicule the "birthdays" of the
The first evidence of the feast is from Egypt.
gods.
Clement of Alexandria, c. 200 (Strom.. I, xxi in P. G.,
VIII, 888), says that certain Egyptian theologians
''over curiously" assign, not the year alone, but the
day of Christ's birth, placing it on 25 Pachon (20 May)
[Idcler
in the twenty-eighth year of Augustus.
(Chron., II, 387, n.) thought they did this believing
that the ninth month, in which Christ was born, was
the ninth of their own calendar.] Others reached
the date of 24 or 25 Pharmuthi (19 or 20 April).
With Clement's evidence may be mentioned the "De
pascha computus", written in 24.' > and falsely ascribed
to Cyprian (P. L., IV, 963 sqq.), which places Christ's
birth on 28 March, because on that day the material
sun was created. But Lupi has shown (Zaccaria,
Dissertazioni ecc. del p. A. M. Lupi, Faenza. 17s,',, p.
219! that there is no month in the year to which re-pe. -table authorities have not assigned Christ's birth.
Clement, however, also tells us thai the Basilidians
celebrated the Epiphany (q. v.). and with it, probably, the Nativity, on 15 or
Tybi (10 or 6 January).
At any rate this double commemoration became popular, partly because the apparition to the shepherds
was considered as one manifestation of Christ's glory,
it

1
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eb56K7)<Ta (in thee I am well pleased), read in
iii.
Abraham Ecchelensis (Labbe, II,
22.
quotes the Constitutions of the Alexandrian
Church for a dies Nativitatis et Epiphanke inXica;an
times; Epiphanius (User., li.ed. Dindorf, 1860, II, 483)
quotes an extraordinary semi-Gnostic ceremony at
Alexandria in which, on the night of 5-6 January, a
cross-stamped Kore was carried in procession round
a crypt, to the chant, "To-day at this hour Kore gave
birth to the Eternal"; John Cassian records in his
"Collations" (X, 2 in P. L., XLIX, 820), written
41S-427, that the Egyptian monasteries still observe
he "ancient custom"; but on 29 Choiak (25 December)
and 1 January, 433, Paul of Emesa preached before
Cyril of Alexandria, and his sermons (see Mansi, IV,
293; appendix to Act. Cone. Eph.) show that the December celebration was then firmly established there,
and calendars prove its permanence. The December
feast therefore reached Egypt between 427 and 433.
In Cyprus, at the end of the fourth century, Epiphinius asserts against the Alogi (Ha?r., li, 16, 24 in
1'. G-, XLI, 919, 931) that Christ was born on 6 JanuEphraem Syrus
ary and baptized on 8 November.
(whose hymns belong to Epiphany, not to Christmas)
proves that Mesopotamia still put the birth feast thirteen days after the winter solstice, i. e. 6 January;
Armenia likewise ignored, and still ignores, the
I.

uke.

Iiil'

i

I

December

festival.

(Cf.

Euthvmius, "Pan. Dogm.",

(XXX,

P. G..
117.5; Niceph., "Hist. Eccl.",
XVIII, 53 in P. G.. CXI. VII, 440; Isaac, Catholicos
of Armenia in eleventh or twelfth century, "Adv.

23

in
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and was added to the greater manifestations celebrated on 6 January; partly because at the baptismmanifestation many codices (e. g. Codex Bezae)
wrongly give the Divine words as av el 6 wis /wv 6
i-7)t6s, iyu ai]ii.tfiov ~te-/ivviiKa ere (Thou art. my beloved S.>n. this day have I begotten thee) in lieu of

Armenos", I,xii,5inP.G.,CXXII, 1193; Neale,"Holy
In Cappadocia,
Eastern Church". Introd., p. 796.)
Gregory of Nyssa's sermons on St. Basil (who died
before 1 January, 379) and the two following,
preached on St. Stephen's feast (P. G.. XLVI, 788;
cf. 7(11. 721), prove that in 3S0 the 25th of December
was already celebrated there, unless, following Usener's too ingenious arguments (Religionsgeschichtliche
I'ntersuchungen, Bonn, 1889, 247-250), one were to
place those sermons in 383.
Also, Asterius of
Amaseia (fifth century) and Amphilochius of Iconium
(contemporary of Basil and Gregory) show that in
their dioceses both the feasts of Epiphany and Xativ-

But

Julius died in 352, and by 385 Cyril
had made no change; indeed, Jerome, writing about
411 (in Ezech., P. L., XXV, 18), reproves Palestine
for keeping Christ's birthday (when He hid Himself)
on the Manifestation feast. Cosmas Indicopleustes
suggests (P. G., LXXXYIII, 197) that even in the
middle of the sixth century Jerusalem was peculiar
in combining the two commemorations, arguing from
Luke, iii, 23 that Christ's baptism day was the
anniversary of His birthday.
The commemoration,
however, of David and James the Apostle on 25
December at Jerusalem accounts for the deferred
feast.
Usener, arguing from the "Laudatio S. Stephani"ofBasilof Seleucia (c. 430.
P. G.,
469), thinks that Juvenal tried at least to introduce
this feast, but that Cyril's greater name attracted
that event to his own period.
In Antioch, on the feast of St. Philogonius, Chrys-

the festival.

—

LXXXV,

ostom preached an important sermon. The year
was almost certainly 386, though Clinton gives 387,
and Usener, by a long rearrangement of the saint's
sermons, 388 (Religionsgeschichtl. Untersuch., pp.
227-240).
But between February, 386, when Flavian
ordained Chrysostom priest, and December is ample
time for the preaching of all the sermons under diseussion.

(See Kellner, Heortologie, Freiburg, 1906,

In view of a reaction to certain Jewish
p. 97, n. 3.)
rites and feasts, Chrysostom tries to unite Antioch in
celebrating Christ's birth on 25 December, part of the
community having already kept it on that day for at
least ten years.
In the West, he says, the feast was
thus kept, 6.i>w$ei>; its introduction into Antioch he
had always sought, conservatives always resisted.
This time he was successful in a crowded church he
defended the new custom. It was no novelty; from
Thrace to Cadiz this feast was observed rightly, since
its miraculously rapid diffusion proved its genuineness.
Besides, Zachary, who, as high-priest, entered the
Temple on the Day of Atonement, received therefore
announcement of John's conception in September;
six months later Christ was conceived, i. e. in March,
;

—

and born accordingly

in

December.

Finally, though never at Rome, on authority he
knows that the census papers of the Holy Family are
there.
as Justin

still

Roman archives is as old
I, 34, 35) and Tertullian
Julius, in the Cyrilline for-

[This appeal to

Martyr (Apol.,

(Adv. Marc. IV.

7. 19).

have calculated the date from Josephus, on the same unwarranted assumptions about
Zachary as did Chrysostom.] Rome, therefore, has
it v
were separate (P. G., XL, 337, XXXIX, 36). In observed 25 December long enough to allow of Chrysostom speaking at least in 388 as above (P. G.,
385, Silvia of Bordeaux (or Etheria, as it seems clear
she should be called) was profoundly impressed by XLVIII, 752, XLIX, 351).
In 379 or 380 Gregory
the splendid Childhood feasts at Jerusalem. They Xazianzen made himself tt,apxo^ of the new feast,
had a definitely "Nativity" colouring; the bishop i. e. its initiator, in Constantinople, where, since the
proceeded nightly to Bethlehem, returning to Jerusa- death of Valens, orthodoxy was reviving.
His three
[em for the day celebrations. The Presentation was Homilies (see Horn, xxxviii in P. G., XXXY1 were
celebrated forty days after.
But this calculation preached on successive days Usener, op. eit., p. 253)
starts from 6 January, and the feast lasted during the
in the private chapel called Anastasia.
to his exile.
(Peregr. Sylv., ed. Geyer, pp.
in 381, the feast disappeared.
Again (p. 101) she mentions as high fes-.
According, however, to John of Xikiu, Honorius,
75 sqq.)
In 385, therefore, when he was present on a visit, arranged with Arcarivals Easter and Epiphany alone.
25 December was not observed at Jerusalem. This ,-dius for the observation of the feast on the I.'"
checks the so-called correspondence between Cyril of man date. Kellner puts this visit in 395; BaumJenisalem C'.In li.siii and Pope Julius I (337-352), stark (Oriens Chr., 1902, 441 146), between 398 and
quoted by John of Xikiu (c. 900) to convert Armenia 402. The latter relies on a letter of Jacob ol
in i
Cyril
December (see P. I... VIII, 964 sqq.).
quoted by George of Beelt&n, asserting that Christmas
was brought to Constantinople by Arcadius andChrysdeclares that his clergy cannot, on the single feast of
Birth and Baptism, make a double procession to
ostom from Italy, where, ''according to the histoBethlehem and Jordan. (This later practice is here as ries", it had been kept from Apostolic times. ChrysHe asks Julius to assign the true ostom's episcopate fasted from 398 to 402; the feast
anachronism.)
date of the nativity "from census documents brought
would therefore have been introduced between these
": Julius assigns 25 December,
dates by Chrysostom bishop, as at Antioch by
by Tit
Another document (Cotelier, Patr. Apost., 1, 316, ed. Chrysostom priest. But Lubeck (Hist. Jahrbuch.,
17241 makes Julius write thus to Juvenal of JeruXXVIII, 1. 1907, pp. 109-118) proves I'.aumstark's
adding that Gregory Xazianzen evidence invalid.
salem (c. 425 158
More important, but scarcely
at Constantinople was bring criticized for "halving"
better accredited, is Frl.es' contention (Zcitschrift f.
geries, is said to

i

(

(

I

1

''

.
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1905, 20-31) that the feast

was brought in by Constantine as early as 330-35.
At Rome the earliest evidence is in the Philocalian
Calendar P. L., XIII, 675; it can be seen as a whole
Strzygowski, Kalenderbilder des Chron. von
Jahre 354, Berlin, 1888), compiled in 354, which conIn the civil calendar
tains three important entries.
25 December is marked "Natalis Invicti". In the
" Depositio Martyrum " a Ust of Roman or early and
universally venerated martyrs, under 25 December
is found "VIII kal. ian. natus Christus in Betleem
Iudeae". On "VIII kal. mart." (22 February) is also
mentioned St. Peter's Chair. In the list of consuls are
four anomalous ecclesiastical entries: the birth and
death days of Christ, the entry into Rome, and martyrdom of Saints Peter and Paul. The significant
entry is "Chr. Caesare et Paulo sat. XIII. hoc. cons.
Dns. ilis. XPC natus est VIII Kal. ian. d. ven. luna
XV," i. e. during the consulship of (Augustus) Caesar
and Paulus Our Lord Jesus Christ was born on the
eighth before the calends of January (25 Dec), a Friday, the fourteenth day of the moon. The details
clash with tradition and possibility.
The epact, here
XIII, is normally XI; the year is a. d. c. 754, a date
first suggested two centuries later; in no year between
751 and 754 could 25 December fall on a Friday; tradition is constant in placing Christ's birth on Wednesday. Moreover the date given for Christ's death
(duobus Geminis coss., i. e. a. d. 29) leaves Him only
twenty-eight and one-quarter years of life.
Apart
from this, these entries in a consul list are manifest interpolations.
But are not the two entries in
the " Depositio Martyrum " also such?
Were the
day of Christ's birth in the flesh alone there found,
it
might stand as heading the year of martyrs'
spiritual natales; but 22 February is there wholly
out of place.
Here, as in the consular fasti, popular feasts were later inserted for convenience' sake.
The civil calendar alone was not added to, as it
was useless after the abandonment of pagan festivals.
So, even if the "Depositio Martyrum" dates,
as is probable, from 336, it is not clear that the calendar contains evidence earlier than Philocalus himself,
i. e. 354, unless indeed pre-existing popular celebration must be assumed to render possible this official
recognition.
Were the Chalki Ms. of Hippolytus
genuine, evidence for the December feast would exist
as early as c. 205. The relevant passage [which exists in the Chigi MS. without the bracketed words and
is always so quoted before George Syncellus (c. 1000)]
runs: 'H yap irpwrrj irapovaia rod Kvptov TjpQv ij evaapKos
[iv rj yeytw-qrai] £v Be0W/i 4ytvero \jrpb 6ktw Ka\av5uv
(

in J.

t

iavovapluv ijutpa rerpd5t] /^atnXeiWros AuyovffTov [retrtraairb 5t A5a^t] iretTaK«rxt\too"r£
Kal TT€vraK0(7L0(rT(p era- iiradev bt TptaKOtjTQ Tptrip [irpb 6ktuj
KaXavdCiv airptXlw, rjp.^pa tt apaa Kei'7) OKTUKaibeKarcfi Irei

paKourbv Kal bevrepoi' eros,

'

,

Tt^t]piou Kattrapos, virarttiovros 'PoOtpov Kal 'PovficWiuji'Os]

—

"For the first
23; Brotke, 19)
corning of Our Lord in the flesh fin which He has been
begotten], in Bethlehem, took place [25 December, the
fourth day] in the reign of Augustus [the forty-second
year, and] in the year 5500 [from Adam].
And He
suffered in His thirty-third year [25 March, the parasceve, in the eightecnt h year of Tiberius Caesar, during
the consulate of Rufus and Hubellio]."
Interpolation
(Coram, in Dan.,

iv,

certain, and admitted by Funk, Bonwetsch, etc.
The names of the Consuls [which should lie Fufius and
Hubellius] are wrong; Christ lives thirty-three years;
in the genuine Hippolytus, thirty-one; minute data
are irrelevant in this discussion with Severian millenniarists; it is incredible that Hippolytus should have
known these details when his contemporaries (Clement, Tertullian, etc.) are, when dealing with the matter, ignorant or silent; or should, having published
them, have remained unquoted. (Kellner, op. cit.,
p. 101. has an excursus on this passage.)
St. Ambrose (de virg., iii,
in 1'. I,., XVI, 219)
is

1
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preserves the sermon preached by Pope Liberius in
when, on Natalis Christi, Ambrose' sister,
Marcellina, took the veil.
This pope reigned from
May, 352 until 366, except during his years of exile,
355-357. If Marcellina became a nun only after the
canonical age of twenty-five, and if Ambrose was
born only in 340, it is perhaps likelier that the event
occurred after 357. Though the sermon abounds in
references appropriate to the Epiphany (the marriage
at Cana, the multiplication of loaves, etc.), these seem
due (Kellner, op. cit., p. 109) to sequence of thought,
and do not fix the sermon to 6 January, a feast unknown in Rome till much later. Usener, indeed,
argues (p. 272) that Liberius preached it on that day
in 353, instituting the Nativity feast in the December
of the same year; but Philocalus warrants our supposing that it preceded his pontificate by some time,
though Duchesne's relegation of it to 243 (Bull, crit.,
1890, 3, pp. 41 sqq.) may not commend itself to many.
In the West the Council of Saragossa (380) still
ignores 25 December (see can. xxi, 2).
Pope Sirieius,
writing in 385 (P. L., XIII, 1134) to Himerius in
Spain, distinguishes the feasts of the Nativity and
Apparition; but whether he refers to Roman or to
Spanish use is not clear. Ammianus Marcellinus
(XXI. ii) and Zonaras (Ami., XIII, 11) date a visit
of Julian the Apostate to a church at Vienne in Gaul
on Epiphany and Nativity respectively. Unless there
were two visits, Vienne in a. d. 361 combined the
By the
feasts, though on what day is still doubtful.
time of Jerome and Augustine, the December feast
is established, though the latter (Epp., II, liv, 12, in
P. L., XXXIII, 200) omits it from a list of first-class
festivals.
From the fourth century every Western
calendar assigns it to 25 December. At Rome, then,
the Nativity was celebrated on 25 December before
354; in the East, at Constantinople, not before 379,
unless with Erbes, and against Gregory, we recognize it there in 330.
Hence, almost universally has
it been concluded that the new date reached the East
from Rome by way of the Bosphorus during the great
anti-Arian revival, and by means of the orthodox
champions. De Santi (L'Orig. delle Fest. Nat., in
Civilta Cattolica. 1907), following Erbes, argues that
Rome took over the Eastern Epiphany, now with a
definite Nativity colouring, and, with an increasing number of Eastern Churches, placed it on 25
December; later, both East and West divided their
feast, leaving Epiphany on 6 January, and Nativity
on 25 December, respectively, and placing Christmas
on 25 December and Epiphany on 6 January. The
earlier hypothesis still seems preferable.
Origin of Date. Concerning the date of Christ's
birth the Gospels give no help; indeed, upon their
data contradict ory arguments are based. The census
would have been impossible in winter: a whole popuAgain, in
lation could not then be put in motion.
winter it must have been; then only field labour was
suspended. But Rome was not thus considerate.
Authorities moreover differ as to whether shepherds
could or would keep flocks exposed during the nights
Arguments based or. Zachary's
of the rainy season.
temple ministry are unreliable, though the calculations of antiquity (see above) have been revived in
yet more complicated form, e. g. by Friedlieb (Leben
The
J. Christi des Erlosers. Minister, 1887. p. 312).
twentv-four classes of Jewish priests, it is urged,
served each a week in the Temple; Zachary was in
The Temple was destroyed
the eighth class. Abia.
9 Ab, a. d. 70; late rabbinical tradition says that
From these unclass 1, Jojarib, was then serving.
trustworthy data, assuming that Christ was born
a. u. c. 749, and that never in seventy turbulent years
the weekly succession failed, it is calculated that the
eighth class was serving 2-9 October, a.
c. 748,
whence Christ's conception falls in March, and birth
presumably in December. Kellner (op. cit., pp. 106,
St. Peter's,

—

i

.

'

;
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hopeless is the calculation of Zachary's
week from any point before or after it. It seems impossible, on analogy of the relation of Passover and
Pentecost to Easter and Whitsuntide, to connect the
Nativity with the feast of Tabernacles, as did, e. g.,
Light foot (Horse Hebr. et Talm., II, 32), arguing from
O. T. prophecy, e. g. Zach., xiv, 16 sqq.; combining,
too, the fact of Christ's death in Nisan with Daniel's
prophecy of a three and one-half years' ministry (ix,
As
27), he puts the birth in Tisri. i. e. September.
undesirable is it to connect 25 December with the

Eastern (December) feast of Dedication (Jos. Ant.
Jud. XII, vii 6) The well-known solar feast however,
of Natalis Invicti, celebrated on 25 December, has a
strong claim on the responsibility for our December
date.
For the history of the solar cult, its position
in the Roman Empire, and syncretism with Mithraism,
,

Bee

.

.

,

Cumont's epoch-making "Textes

etc., I,

ii,

355.

4, 6, p.

Mommsen

et

Monuments"

(Corpus Inscrip-

tionum Latinarum, V, p. 33S) has collected the evidence for the feast, which reached its climax of popuFilippo del Torre in
larity under Aurelian in 274.
1700 first saw its importance; it is marked, as has
been said, without addition in Philocalus' Calendar.
It would be impossible here even to outline the history
of solar symbolism and language as applied to God,
the Messiah, and Christ in Jewish or Christian canonical, patristic, or devotional works. Hymns and Christ-

mas

abound

offices

the texts are well

in instances;

arranged by Cumont (op. cit., addit. note C, p. 355).
The earliest rapprochement oi the births of Christ and
the sun is in Cypr., "De pasch. comp.", xix, "O quam
prxeclare providentia ut lllo die quo natus est Sol
nasceretur Christ us."
"O, how wonderfully acted
Providence that on that day on which the Sun was born
In the fourth century,
Christ should be born."
Chrysostom, "de Solst. et JEquin." (II, p. 118, ed.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

"Sed

1588), says:

decembris

.

.

.

dominus noster nascitur mense
VIII Kal. ian.
Sed et Invicti
et

.

Natalem appellant.
dominus noster?

.

.

Quia utique tarn invictus nisi
Vol quod dicant Solis esse nataipse
est
iustitia;.
lem,
Sol
"But Our Lord, too, is
born in the month of December
the eighth before
the calends of January [25 December]
But they
call it the 'Birthday of the Unconquered'.
Who indeed is so unconquered as Our Lord
?
Or, if they
say that it is the birthday of the Sun, He is the Sun
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

of Justice."

.

.

.

.

Already Tertullian (Apol., 16;

cf. ad.
Nat., I, 13; Orig. c. Cols., VIII, 67. etc.) had to assert
that Sol was not the Christians' God; Augustine
(Tract xxxiv, in Joan, in P. L.,
1652) denounces the heretical identification of Christ with Sol.
Pope Leo I (Serin, xxvii innat. dom., VII, 4; xxii, II, 6
in P. L., LTV, 21S and 198) bitterly reproves solar
survivals—Christians, on the very doorstep of the
Apostles' basilica, turn to adore the rising sun.
Sunworship lias bequeathed features to modern popular
worship in Armenia, where Christians had once temporarily and externally conformed to the cult of the
material sun (Cumont. op. cit.. p. 356).
Hut even
should a deliberate and legitimate "baptism" of a
pagan feast be seen here no more than the transference
of the date need be supposed. The "mountain-birth"
of Mithra and Christ's in the "grotto" have nothing

XXXV,

common:

shepherds (Cumont,
op. <it., I. ii, 4. pp. 304 sqq.) are rather borrowed from
Christian Bources than vice versa.
The origin of Christmas should not be sought in the
Saturnalia 1-23 December) nor even in the midnight
holy birth at Eleusis (see J. E. Harrison, Prolegom.,
p. 549) with its probable connexion through Phrygia
with the Naasene heretics, or even with the Alexandrian ceremony quoted above; nor yet in rites analogous to the midwinter cult at Delphi of the cradled
Dionysus, with his revocation from the sea to a new
birth (Harrison, op. cit., 402 sqq.).
Duchesne (Les
origines du culte chretien, Paris, 1902, 262 sqq.) adin

i

Mit lira's adoring
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how

107) shows

vances the "astronomical" theory that, given 25
March as Christ's death-day [historically impossible,
but a tradition old as Tertullian (Adv. Jud., 8)], the
popular instinct demanding an exact number of years
in a Divine life, would place His conception on the
same date, His birth 25 December. This theory is
best supported by the fact that certain Montanists
(Sozomen, Hist. Eccl., VII, 18) kept Easter on 6
April; both 25 December and 6 January are thus simultaneously explained. The reckoning, moreover,
is wholly in keeping with the arguments based on
number and astronomy and "convenience", then so
popular.
Unfortunately, there is no contemporary
evidence for the celebration in the fourth century of
Christ's conception on 25 March.
The present writer
is inclined to think that, be the origin of the feast in
East or West, and though the abundance of analogous
midwinter festivals may indefinitely have helped the
choice of the December date, the same instinct which
set Natalis Invicti at the winter solstice will have sufficed, apart from deliberate adaptation or curious cal,

culation, to set the Christian feast there too.
Liturgy and Custom. The fixing of this date
fixed those too of Circumcision and Presentation; of

—

Expectation and, perhaps, Annunciation B. V. M.
and of Nativity and Conception of the Baptist (cf.
Thurston in Amer. Eccl. Rev., December, 1898).
Till the tenth century Christmas counted, in papal
reckoning, as the beginning of the ecclesiastical year,
as it still does in Bulls; Boniface VIII (1294-1303)
restored temporarily this usage, to which Germany
held longest.
Codex Theod., II, 8, 27 (cf. XV, 5, 5)
forbids, in 425, circus games on 25 December; though
not till Codex Just., Ill, 12. 6 (529) is cessation of
work imposed. The Second Council of Tours (can.
xi, xvii) proclaims, in 566 or 567, the sanctity of the
"twelve days" from Christinas to Epiphany, and the
duty of Advent fast; that of Agde (506), in can. lxiii,
lxiv, orders a universal communion, and that of
Braga (563) forbids fasting on Christmas Day. Popular merry-making, however, so increased that the
"Laws of King Cnut", fabricated c.
10, order a
fast from Christmas to Epiphany.
The lelasian and
Gregorian Sacramentaries give three .Masses to this
feast, and these, with a special and sublime martyrology. and dispensation, if necessary, from abstinence,
still mark our usage.
Though Rome gives three
Masses to the Nativity only. Ildefonsus, a Spanish
bishop, in 845, alludes to a triple Mass on Nativity,
Easter, Whitsun, and Transfiguration (P. L., CVI,
These Masses, at midnight, dawn, and in die,
888).
were mystically connected with the aboriginal, JuI

1

(

daic. mikI Christian dispensations, or (as by St. Thomas,
Theol., Ill, Q. lxxxiii, a. 2) to the triple
"birth" of Christ: in Eternity, in Time, and in the
Soul.
Liturgical colours varied: black, white, red,
or (e. g. at Narbonne) red, white, violet wire used
(Durand, Rat. div. off., VI. 13). The Gloria was at
first sung only in the first Mass of this day.
The
historical origin of this triple Mass is probably as follows (cf. Thurston, in Amer. Eccl. Rev.. January,

Summa

1S99; Grisar, Anal. Rom., 1. .V.i5; Geschichte Roms
im Mittelalter I. 607, 397; Civ. Catt., 21 September, 1895, etc.): The first Mass, celebrated at the
Oratorium Proesepis in St. Mary Major a church
probably immediati K a imitated to the Bethlehem
basilica -and the third, at Si. Peter's, reproduced ill
Hume the double Christmas Office mentioned by
Etheria (see above) at Bethlehem and Jerusalem.
was celebrated by the pope in the
The second Ma
" chapel royal "of the Byzantine 'ourt officials on the
Palatine, i. e. St. Anastasia's church, originally
called, like the basilica at Constantinople, Anasta.sis,
and like it buill at firsl to reproduce the Jerusalem
.

.

.

—

-

(

Ana. ta-is
tin'

basilica

—and

name "Anastasis"
isia (q. v.).
The

like

for
set

it,

finally, in

that

of the

abandoning
martyr St.

aid therefore
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(fifth century).
The earliest German Weihnachtslieder date from the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
the earliest noels from the eleventh, the earliest carols

The famous "Stabat Mater
is attributed to Jacopone da Todi (1230"Adeste Fideles" is, at the earliest, of the
seventeenth century. These essentially popular airs,
and even words, must, however, have existed long before they were put down in writing.
Pagan customs centring round the January calends
gravitated to Christmas. Tiele (Yule and Christmas,
London, 1899) has collected many interesting examples.
The strenoe (ftrennes) of the Roman 1 January
il'ittcrly condemned by Tertullian, de Idol., xiv and
\, and by Maximus of Turin, Horn, ciii, de Kal. gentil., in P. L., LVII, 492, etc.) survive as Christmas
presents, cards, boxes.
The calend fires were a scandal even to Rome, and St. Boniface obtained from
Pope Zachary their abolition. But probably the
from the thirteenth.
Speciosa"
1306);

Yule-log in its many forms was originally lit only in
view of the cold season. Only in 1577 did it become
a public ceremony in England; its popularity, how-

grew immense, especially in Provence; in Tuscany, Christmas is simply called ceppo (block, log
ever,

— Bonaccorsi, op.

cit., p.

145, n. 2).

Besides,
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be a papal compliment to the imperial church on its
patronal feast. The three stations are thus accounted
for, for by 1143 (cf. Orel. Romani in P. L., LXXVIII,
1032) the pope abandoned distant St. Peter's, and
said the third Mass at the high altar of St. Mary
Major. At this third Mass Leo III inaugurated, in
800, by the coronation of Charlemagne, the Holy
Roman Empire. The day became a favourite for
court ceremonies, and on it, e. g., William of Normandy was crowned at Westminster.
The history of the dedication of the Oratorium
Prcesepis in the Liberian basilica, of the relics there
kept and their imitations, does not belong to this
discussion [cf. articles, Crib; Relics. The data are
well set out by Bonaccorsi (II Natale, Rome, 1903,
eh. iv)], but the practice of giving dramatic, or at
least spectacular, expression to the incidents of the
Xativity early gave rise to more or less liturgical mysteries.
The ordinaria of Rouen and of Reims, for
instance, place the ojfeium pastorum immediately
after the Te Deum and before Mass (cf. Ducange,
Gloss, rned. et inf. Lat., s. v. Pastores); the latter
Church celebrated a second "prophetical" mystery
after Tierce, in which Virgil and the Sibyl join with
(For Virgil and
O. T. prophets in honouring Christ.
Xativity play and prophecy see authorities in Com"To
paretti, "Virgil in Middle Ages", p. 310 sqq.)
out-herod Herod", i.e. to over-act, dates from Herod's
St. Francis of Assisi in 1223
violence in these plays.
originated the crib of to-day by laicizing a hitherto
ecclesiastical custom, henceforward extra-liturgical
and popular. The presence of ox and ass is due to a
misinterpretation of Is., i, 3, and Hab., hi, 2 (" Itala"
version), though they appear in the unique fourthcentury "Nativity" discovered in the St. Sebastian
catacombs in 1877. The ass on which Balaam rode
in the Reims mystery won for the feast the title Festum Asinorum. (Ducange, op. cit., s. v. Festum; see
Asses, Feast of). The degeneration of these plays
in part occasioned the diffusion of noels, pastorali,
and carols, to which was accorded, at times, a quasiliturgical position.
Prudentius, in the fourth century, is the first (and in that century alone) to hymn
the Nativity, for the "Vox clara" (hymn for Lauds
in Advent) and "Christe Redemptor" (Vespers and
Matins of Christmas) cannot be assigned to Ambrose.
"A solis ortu" is certainly, however, by Sedulius

it

became

connected with other usages; in England, a tenant
had tin- right to feed at his lord's expense as long as a
wheel, i. e. a round, of wood, given by him, would
burn; the landlord gave to a tenant a load of wood
on the birth of a child; Kindsfuss was a present given

to children on the birth of a brother or sister, and even
to the farm animals on that of Christ, the universal
little brother.
(Tiele, op. cit., p. 95 sqq.)
Gervase
of Tilbury (thirteenth century) says that in England
grain is exposed on Christmas night to gain fertility
from the dew which falls in response to "Rorate
Cceli"; the tradition that trees and flowers blossomed

on

this night is first

quoted from an Arab geographer
and extended to England. In

of the tenth century,

a thirteenth-century French epic, candles are seen
on the flowering tree. In England it was Joseph of
Arimathea's rod which flowered at Glastonbury and
elsewhere; when 3 September became 14 September,
in 1752, 2000 people watched to see if the Quainton
thorn (Crataegus prircnx) would blow on Christmas New
Style; and as it did not, they refused to keep the New
Style festival.
From this belief of the calends practice of greenery decorations (forbidden by Archbisho'i
Martin of Braga, c. 575, P. L., LXXIII mistletoe was
bequeathed by the Druids) developed the Christmas
tree, first definitely mentioned in 1605 at Strasburg,
and introduced into France and England in 1840
only, by Princess Helena of Mecklenburg and the
Prince Consort respectively. Only with great caution should the mysterious benefactor of Christmas
night
Knecht Ruprecht, Pelzmartel on a wooden
horse, St. Martin on a white charger, St. Nicholas and
his "reformed" equivalent, Father Christmas
be ascribed to the stepping of a saint into the shoes of
Woden, who, with his wife Berchta, descended on the
nights between 25 December and 6 January, on a
white horse to bless earth and men. Fires and blazing wheels starred the hills, houses were adorned,
trials suspended, and feasts celebrated (cf. Bonaccorsi,
op. cit., p. 151).
Knecht Ruprecht, at any rate
(first found in a mystery of 166S and condemned in
1680 as a devil) was only a servant of the Holy Child.
But no doubt aboriginal Christian nuclei attracted
pagan accretions. For the calend mumming; the
extraordinary and obscene Modranicht; the cake in
honour of Mary's "afterbirth", condemned (692) at
the Trullan Council, can. Ixxix; the Tabulae Fortunes
(food and drink offered to obtain increase, and con-

—

—

—

demned

—

in 743), see Tiele, op. cit., ch. viii, ix

Tiele 's

data are perhaps of greater value than his deductions
and Ducange (op. cit., s. vv. Cervula and
Kalenda?).
In England, Christmas was forbidden by
Act of Parliament in 1644; the day was to be a fast
and a market day; shops were compelled to be open;
plum puddings and mince pies condemned as heathen.
The conservatives resisted at Canterbury blood was
shed; but after the Restoration Dissenters continued
to call Yuletide "Fooltide".

—

;

Besides the works mentioned in the article see also. Die
deutschen Weihnaehts (Leipzig, 1S93); Mawhardt. WeihnacMsbluthen in Silte u. Sags (Berlin. 1864);
Kietschel, Waknachten in Kirche, Kunst u. Vulkslehei, I'.i.lr
feld and Leipzig. 190:2'; Schmid, Darstelluini der (J, hurt
m ,i.r taldmden Kunst (1S901; Miller, he costumanzi del
Xntnlr (Hume, 1SSOI; C'orrieri, // Xatale nelle lelteraturt
Xord in Cosmos Calk. (December. 1900 i; Erbes. Das
(iesehiehte des
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M.irti/rologium, etc., in Zeitschr. f. Kirehent7eseh. (1905', IV
Bardenhewer, Marin VerkOnaioung (Freiburg,
1906', I:
1905); de Kersaint-Gilly, Fetes de Noel en Provence (Montpellier, 1900': De Coussemaker, Dromes lituraiqucs du
Ave (Paris. 18611; Docket, Diet, des mysteres in Mic.nf '
encyel.theol., XLIII; Peremks, Diet, de Xmls, ibid. LXIII;
Smith and Cheetham, Diet. Christ. Antie/., s. v. Christmas.
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Cyril Martixdale.
Christology.

See Jesus Christ.

Christopher, Saint

xp<v t{".

(Gr.

Christ,

epipav,

bear.
Lat. Christophorus i. e. Christ bearer
a
martyr, probably of the third century.
Although
St. Christopher is one of the most popular saints in
the East and in the West, almost nothing certain is
known about his life or death.
The legend says. A
heathen king (in Canaan or Arabia', through the
prayers of his wife to the Blessed Virgin, had a son.
whom he called Offerus (Offro. Adokimus. or Reprebus) and dedicated to the gods Machine! and Apollo.

to

,

.

CHRISTOPHER

Acquiring in time extraordinary size and strength,
Offerus resolved to serve only the strongest and

been chosen as patron by Baden, by Brunswick, and
by Mecklenburg, and several other cities, as well as by
bookbinders, gardeners, mariners, etc.
He is invoked
against lightning, storms, epilepsy, pestilence, etc.
His feast is kept, on 25 July; among the Greeks, on
9 March; and his emblems are the tree, the Christchild, and a staff.
St. Christopher's Island (commonly called St. Kitts), lies 46 miles west of Antigua in
the Lesser Antilles.
Erskine. Symbols and Stories of the Saints (Boston. 18S6);
Analecta Bollandiana, I, 121
10, 393; Kekler, Die Patrtmate
der Heiliaen (Ulm, 190,5);
Gcnter, Legenden Studien (ColoL'tie.
1906); Lindemann, Geschichte der dmtsrhm Litcratttr
(Freiburg im Br., 1906).

He bound

himself successively to a mighty
king and to Satan, but he found both lacking in
courage, the former dreading even the name of the
devil, and the latter frightened at the sight of a cross
by the roadside. For a time his search for a new
master was in vain, but at last he found a hermit,
(Babylas?) who told him to offer his allegiance to
'hrist, instructed him in the Faith, and baptized him.
Christopher, as he was now called, would not promise
to do any fasting or praying, but willingly accepted
the task of carrying people, for God's sake, across a
raging stream. One day he was carrying a child who
continually grew heavier, so that it seemed to him as
if he had the whole world on his shoulders.
The
child, on inquiry, made himself known as the Creator
and Redeemer of the world. To prove his statement
the child ordered Christopher to fix his staff in the
ground. The next morning it had grown into a palmtree bearing fruit.
The miracle converted many.
This excited the rage of the king (prefect) of that
region (Dagnus of Samoa in Lycia?). Christopher
was put into prison and, after many cruel torments,
bravest.

(

beheaded.
The Greek legend may belong to the sixth century;
about the middle of the ninth we find it spread
through France. Originally, St. Christopher was
only a martyr, and as such is recorded in the old
martyrologies.
The simple form of the Greek and
Latin passio soon gave way to more elaborate legem Is.
We have the Latin edition in prose and verse of 983
by the subdeacon Walter of Spcyer, " Thesaurus anecdotorum novissimus" (Augsburg, 1721-23), II, 27-

An
124, and Harster, "Walter von Speyer" (1878).
edition of the eleventh century is found in the Acta
SS., and another in the "Golden Legend" of Jacob de
The idea conveyed in the name, at first
Voragine.
understood in the spiritual sense of bearing Christ in
the heart, was in the twelfth or thirteenth century
taken in the realistic meaning and became the characteristic of the saint.
The fact that he was frequently called a great martyr may have given rise to the
story of his enormous size.
The stream and the
weight of the child may have been intended to denote
the trials and struggles of a soul taking upon itself
the yoke of Christ in this world.
The existence of a martyr St. Christopher cannot be
denied, as was sufficiently shown by the Jesuit Nicholas Serarius. in his treatise on litanies, "Litaneutici" (Cologne, 1609), and by Molanus in his history
of sacred pictures, " De picturis et imaginibus sacris"
(Louvain, 1570).
In a small church dedicated to
the martyr St. Christopher, tin- body of St. Remigius of Reims was buried, 532 (Acta SS., 1 Oct., 161).
St. (regory the Great (d. 604), speaks of a monastery
The Mozarabic
Christopher (Epp., x, 33).
Breviary and .Missal, ascribed to St. Isidore of Seville
(d. 636), contains a special office in his honour.
In
brotherhood was founded under the patronage
"1 Si.
hristopher in Tyrol and Yorarlbcrg, to guide
travellers over the Arlberg.
In 1517, a St. Christopher temperance societi was established in Krain;
a.similar society existed in Carinthia, Styria. in SaxGreat veneration was shown to
ony, and at Munich.
"it in Venice, along the shores of the Danube,
the Rhine, and other rivers where floods or ice-jams
frequent damage.
The oldest picture of the
saint, in the monastery on Mount Sinai dates from the
time of Justinian (527-65). Coins with his image
(

i

I

were cast

Wilrzburg, in W'urtemberg, and in
His statues were placed at the entrances
of churches and dwellings, and frequently at bridges;
and his pictures often bore the inscription: "Whoever shall behold the image of St. Christopher shall not faint or fall on that day." The
saint, who is one of the fourteen Holy Helpers, has
at
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Francis Mershman.
Christopher, Pope (903-904). Some hold that
Christopher, once Cardinal-Priest of the Title of St.
Damasus, a Roman and son of Leo, was an antipope.
But though his manner of taking possession of the
papacy was wholly uncanonical, lie appears to have
been subsequently recognized as pope. Hence we
find his name included in all the more or less contemporary catalogues of the popes (Liber Pontificalis,
II, ed. Duchesne; Watterich, Pontificum Romanorum
Vita?, I; and Origines de l'eglise romaine, I, par les
membres de la communaute de Solesmes, Paris,
1836).
His portrait figures among the other likenesses of the popes in the church of St. Paul Outside
the Walls, at Rome, and among the frescoes of tenthcentury popes painted in the thirteenth century on the
walls of the ancient church of San Pier-in-Orado, outside Pisa.
He was, moreover, acknowledged as pope
by his successors; for, in confirming the privileges of
the Abbey of Corbie in France. St.. Leo IX mentioned
the preceding grants of Benedict, and Christopher
(Jaffe, Regesta RR. Pont., I, n. 4212).
This privilege is the only one of Christopher's acts which is
extant (ibid., 3532, 2d ed.).
He became pope by
forcibly dethroning his predecessor, Leo V, and putting him into prison, seemingly about October, 903.
As Leo appears to have soon died in his prison,
Christopher may be regarded as pope after his death.
One writer, indeed, Eugenius Vulgarius, who was interested in blackening the character of Sergius III,
pretends that he murdered both Leo V and Christopher.
But his evidence is unsatisfactory in itself,
and is opposed to evidence better substantiated. At
this period, however, the darkest ever known in papal
Rome, when its barons were making and unmaking
popes at their pleasure, and when both Italy and
Rome were in such a state of turmoil that men could
find no leisure to write history, we have to grope about
in the dark and when we have grasped some detail
we can scarcely tell whether it is fact or fiction. A
Creek eleventh-century document (Mon. Gra-ca ad
Photium pertinent., p. 160, ed. Hergenrother, Etatis
bon, 1869) says that Christopher was the first pope
who, in his profession of faith which he sent according
to custom to Sergius, Patriarch of Constantinople,
stated that the Holy Ghost proceeded "from the
Father and from the Son". The difficulty in the way
of accepting this statement is that there was no
Christopher was
Patriarch Sergius at this time.
driven from the Chair of Peter by his successor.
Sergius III (Jan., 904), and compelled to end his days
as a monk (Chronicle of Hermannus Contractus, ad
an. 904), though Vulgarius says lie was strangled in
prison [Dummler, Auxilius
1866), 160, 135J
Jaffe, Regesta HI;

CXXXI,

45; Mann,
Pontificalis, II. .'.;

und Vulgarius

i

Leipzig,

I'ont. (2d ed.), I, -111 so,.; Mione, /' /...
Lives «/ the Popes, IV; Duchesne, Liber

i
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Chrodegang,
'

,

.

i.

\

Saint (called also Chrodegand,
Ml Gl noigkan, RaTGANG, Id mho am;, anil

»a Bishop of Metz. b, at the beginning of the
eighth century at Hasbania, in what is now Belgian
I,

;

CHROMATIUS

Limburg, of a noble Frankish family; d. at Metz, 6
March. 766. He was educated at the court of Charles
Martel, became his private secretary, then chancellor,
and in 737 prime minister. On 1 March, 742, he was
appointed Bishop of Metz, retaining his civil office at
the request of Pepin.

In his influential position St.

Chrodegang laboured earnestly for the welfare of
lurch ami State, and was ever solicitous to strengthen
the bonds of union between the temporal and spirit(
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v-vi,
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In his diocese he introduced the Roman
Liturgy and chant, community life for the clergy of
his cathedral, and wrote a special rule for them.
He founded (748) the Abbey of Gorze (near Metz),
and remained its friend and protector. He also
established St. Peter's Abbey, on the Moselle, and
For the latdid much for Gengenbach and Lorsch.
ter he is said to have obtained the relies of St. NazaIn 753
rius, and for Gorze those of St. Gorgonius.
he was sent by Pepin to Pope Stephen III to assure
him of the sympathy of the Frankish rulers against
He
the inroads of Aistulf, King of the Lombards.
accompanied the pope to Ponthieu. After the death
of St. Boniface, Pope Stephen conferred the pallium
on St. Chrodegang (754-55), thus making him an
archbishop, but not elevating the See of Metz. St.
Chrodegang was buried in the Abbey of Gorze. He
was a man of imposing appearance, of a mild, though
firm character, of great liberality to the poor, and of
more than ordinary ability, well versed in Latin and
German. The rule containing thirty-four chapters
which he gave his clergy (c. 755) was modelled
according to the rules of St. Benedict and of the Canons
of the Lateran (Mansi, XIV, 313; Hardouin, IV, 1181
Migne, P. L., LXXXIX, 1097). Through it he gave
a mighty impulse to the spread of community life
among the secular clergy. It was later increased
to eighty-six chapters (DAchery, Spicilegium, I,
In 762, during a dangerous illness, he intro565).
duced among his priests a confraternity of prayer
known as the League of Attigny.
Mm. Germ. Hist., II, 276, X, 562; .Ida S3., March, I, 453;
Heimbucher, Ordcn und Kongregationrn (Paderborn, 1896), I,
389; Butler, Lives of the Saints, 6 March.
ual rulers.

Francis Mershman.
Chromatius, Saint, Bishop of Aquileia, d. about
406-407.
He was probably born at Aquileia, and
He became a priest of
in any case grew up there.
that church and about 387 or 388, after the death of
Valerianus, bishop of that important city.
He was
one of the most celebrated prelates of his time and
was in active correspondence with his illustrious contemporaries, St. Ambrose, St. Jerome, and Rufinus.
Himself a scholarly theologian, he urged these three
friends to the composition of many learned works.
St
Ambrose was encouraged by him to write exegetical works; St. Jerome dedicated to him different
translations and commentaries, which he had written
at his suggestion (translations of the Books of Paralipomenon, Tobias, the books of Solomon, commentaries on the Prophecy of Habacuc).
In the bitter
.

quarrel between St. Jerome and Rufinus concerning
Origenism, Chromatius, while rejecting the false doct riries of
Origen, attempted to make peace between
the disputants.
He always maintained ecclesiastical
communion with Rufinus and induced him not to
answer the last attack of St. Jerome, but to devote
himself to new literary works, especially to the translation of the " Ecclesiastical History" of Eusebius.
Chromatius opposed the Arian heresy with much zeal
and rooted it out, in his diocese. He gave loyal support
to St. John Chrysostom, Bishop of Constantinople,
when unjustly oppressed, and wrote ill his favour to
Honorius, the Western emperor, who sent this letter
to his brother, Arcadius.
This intercession, however, availed nothing.
Chromatius was also active
as an exegete. There are preserved seventeen treatises by him on the Gospel according to St. Matthew

24),

Beatitudes

besides

(counted

a

homily on
an eighteenth

fine

as

treatise).
His feast is celebrated 2 December.
P. L., XX, 236 sqq.; Fontanini, Histor. litteror. Aquileien.,
122-14S in P. L., XX, 375-406; de Rubeik, Monuments eceles.
Atpnlnen (Strasburg, 1740). I. 90-1 13 in P. L., XX, col. 407430; Tii.lemont. Mem. d'hisl. eecles. (ed. 1706), XI. 534 sqq.,
652 653; Fessler-Jungmann, Institidiones Patrologia? (Innsbruck, 1892), II, i, 215-217.
J.
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Chronicon Paschale (Paschal Chronicle), the
name ordinarily given to a valuable Byzantine chroniworld written in the seventh century, so
designated because, like many other chronicles of
the Middle Ages, it follows a system of Christian
chronology based on the paschal canon, or cycle. It
is also indicated at times under other titles, as:
Chronicon Alexandrinum, Antiochenum, Casaubonianum, Constantinopolitanum, or Fasti Siculi. The
anonymous author who wrote the chronicle called it,
cle of the

however: 'Eirirofiri "Kpbvuiv t&v atro 'ASap. tov trpuToir\6.<XT0v dvdpunrov £ws k erous rijs /SatrtAetas 'HpaA'Xefou tov
evae^eaTCLTou Kal fiera vtraTtiav ctovs id' Kal itj' erous ttjs
/3a<rtXday 'Hpa/cXcfov v4ov Ktovaravrtvov tov aurod vlov
Iv&iKTiCbvos y'
[Summary (or epitome) of the ages from
the first man to the 20th year of the reign of
the most august Heraclius, and the 19th consulat
(18th regnal) year of his son Constantine, the third
indiction.]
It is, therefore, one of those numerous
universal chronicles which imitate the method of Eusebius.
Being a Byzantine chronicle, it shows all the
peculiarities of this branch of the literature of the
Eastern Empire. The Byzantine chroniclers were devoted especially to universal history, began with the
Creation, and carried the narrative down to their own
Ordinarily they ended their histories with
epoch.
the beginning of the imperial reign in which they
wrote. These histories were intended to be popular
narratives; the authors introduce many trifling anecdotes, stop with pleasure to describe the physical and
intellectual qualities of the chief personages, and at
times execute careful portraits of them, like those
miniatures of old manuscripts in which the hero of
the story is elaborately depicted. The writers enjoy
describing extraordinary events, such as earthquakes
and the appearance of comets.
They regarded
most events from the point of view of church history,
with which the chronological plan of the Bible was
made to agree. The idiom used was that of common
life, little polished, but finically ornate.
Thus these
productions were intended for the mass of the people,
and above all for the countless monks of the Eastern
Empire, eager to learn the ordinary and extraordinary occurrences of the world's history. Sempronius Asellius himself points out this difference in the
public appealed to and in the style of composition
which distinguished the chroniclers (Annates) from
the historians (Historia) of Byzantium.
The "Chronicon Paschale", an example of this
type of composition, has for its basis a chronological
list of events extending from the creation of Adam
to the year A. D. 629.
At least this is the ground it
covers in the principal manuscript, the Codex Vaticanus grsecus 1941 of the tenth century; this codex
is damaged at the beginning and end and stops at
The chronicle proper is preceded by an
A. D. 627.
introduction which contains some reflections on
Christian chronology and on the calculation of the
paschal cycle. The author was a contemporary of the
Emperor Heraclius (610-41), and was probably a cleric
attached to the suite of the oecumenical Patriarch
Sergius.
The work was probably written luriiiLT the
last ten years of the reign of Heraclius.
It was for.

Adam

>

merly maintained that it had been originally begun
in the time of Constantine the Great, then brought
down to 354, and finally revised under Heraclius.
This view has been solidly refuted by Gelzer in his
work on Sextus Julius Africanus.

CHRONOLOGY

Else, e. g., why two parallel hisof view of history.
Kings and Chronicles? It is
tories of the kingdom
because, as Father Comely says of the Book of Kings
("Introductio", Vol. II, i| p. 284), it had a higher end
than the historical, viz., to show the peoples of Israel
and of Juda that it was their wickedness that brought
destruction on them, and, by setting before them the
proofs of God's mercy, to lead them back to the ob-

—

of the writer is based on the figures
and begins with 21 March, 5507. It is
attempt
at chronology of the so-called
the first
Byzantine, or Roman, Era followed by the Greek
For its influence on
modern
times.
until
Church
Greek Christian chronology, also, and because of its
takes its
Paschale"
"Chronicon
the
scope,
wide

place beside Eusebius, and the chronicle of the monk
Georgius Syncellus which was so important in the
Middle Ages; but in respect of form it is far inferior
to these works.
Where the chronicle treats of Julius Csesar a
later hand has inserted a list of the Roman and Byzan-

Emperors, the latter ending with Constantine
Monomachus (1042). In the Bonn edition of the
Byzantine historians (Corpus Scriptorum Historise
Byzantia;, Bonn, 1828-78, II, 90) this addition is
rightly rejected and put in an appendix.
The Met edition is that of DlNDOKF, taken from the Vatican
tine

thn second volume of the Corpus Script Histories liy<;
lv, hn, 1832), and reproduced in
JCCII,
1

The most important work on the subject is Gi i.zmi. SaLeip
tufi Julius Africanus unddiebi/saniiniseheChronooraphu
Cf. [oeler, Handh
II, 138-176.
tig, I**",
-1 158.

'.
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servance of the Law. On the other hand, the Book
of Chronicles (D.V. Paralipomenon) written after the
Exile, by setting forth the splendours of ancient ritual,
sought to move them to the worthy celebration
What compliof Divine worship (op. cit., p. 321
cates the earlier periods of Bible history is the fact
that there was no recognized era (such as the Dionysian Era of our own times) to reckon events from,
though for the Roman world the founding of Rome
in the eighth century B. c. gradually began to be recognized as such, and, in later times, among the Jews,
the date of the defeat of Nicanor by Seleucus Nicator,
and the establishment of the Seleucid domination in
Syria (312 b. c.) came to be looked upon as a fixed era.
In this article the data that exist for the formation
of a chronology of the Bible will be briefly discussed
under the following heads: (1) Creation of the World;
(2) Creation of Man; (3) Creation of Man to the
Flood; (4) Flood to the Birth of Abraham; (5) Birth
1.

The chronology

y»j<

_

Vax der Essen.

Chronology, Biblical, deals with the dates of the
It has to convarious events recorded in the Bible.
aider how far the Bible contains a chronology at all;
to what extent the Sacred Writers aimed at exactness,
or were satisfied with round numbers; whether, and
to what extent, textual errors and other sources of
corruption have crept into the numbers of the Bible;
and finally, what relation exists between the chronologies that have been handed down by neighbouring
"There
nations and that which exists in the Bible.
is no Chronology of the Bible", wrote Silvester de
Sacy; and, though this saying is too sweeping, it may
be said with truth that for large parts of the Bible
there is little to guide us to an exact determination
It is not
as to when the events related happened.
merely that in the matter of numbers the Hebrew
text has not always reached us incorrupt (cf. the
differences between the Hebrew, Scptuagint. and
Samaritan Pentateuchs), but the Books of Scripture,
moreover, are not a mere history. Some of them,
And even those
as the Psalms, are in no sense such.
that are so, are not written primarily from the point

of the Bible

,

Roman Empire (London,
L.

interesting.

P

of the Later

1900).

Eusebius (always bearing in mind his ecclesiastical
purpose) and another authority which probably
agreed with the old Byzantine chronicles of Panodorus
(395-408) or Annanius (412). He also makes use of
the " Chronographia " (XpovoypaQla) of Malalas (537)
When he reaches the
in its most complete text.
history of the Roman Republic he depends for his
authorities on the Fasti consulares (register of events,
the dates being indicated by the respective consuls)
and on the so-called Annates consulares. Here the
author gives in Greek the version of the Fasti which
But, as
the chronicle of Hydatius gives in Latin.
Frick has pointed "out, the "Chronicon Paschale"
combines what it borrows from the Fasti, or from
their source, with extracts from Eusebius and esFor certain chronological
pecially from Malalas.
annotations the writer may have made use of the
l\aster tables of the Dioceses of Alexandria and
Ant inch. In recounting the events of ecclesiastical
history the principal sources used by the writer are
the "Chronicle" and the "Ecclesiastical History" of
Eusebius and the "Chronographia" of Malalas. He
also employs the Acts of the martyrs and the
Ucpl lUrpwv koI aTa.8p.Civ (On measures and weights)
From 532
of Epiphanius of Cyprus (d. 403).
until about the close of the reign of the Emperor
gives
little
inforMaurice (582-602) the Chronicle
mation and contains nothing more than the Fasti
hand,
from
600
to
'•trcs.
627,
On the other
that is, for the last years of the Emperor Maurice,
the reign of Phocas, and the first seventeen years of
the reign of Heraelius, the author is a contemporary
historian, and his narrative is in every way quite

in

Bakuy, History

282;

The "Chronicon Paschale" is a huge compilation.
For the earlier part of his history the author follows
the antediluvian chronology of the work of Sextus
In his genealogies he makes use
Julius Africanus.
of the Bible, quoting passages from it, and also
employs another, unknown, source. After reaching
the history of Abraham he follows the " Chronicle " of

codex,
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;

Abraham to the Exodus; (6) Exodus to the building
of Solomon's Temple; (7) Building of the Temple to
fall of Jerusalem; (8) Destruction of Jerusalem to

of

Jesus Christ; (9) Date of the Nativity; (10) Beginning of the Ministry; (ID Duration of the Ministry;
(12
Date of the Crucifixion; (13) The Acts of the
i

Apostles.
(1) Creation of the

World.— In an

article

on

Biblical

chronology it is hardly necessary in these days to
At teas! 200 dates
discuss the date of the Creation.
have been suggested, varying from 3483 to 6934 years
b. c, all based on the supposition thai the Bible enBut it does nothing of
ables us to settle the point.
he early days of the
It was natural that in
the Sort.
writing
with little scientific
Church, the Fathers,
knowledge, should have had a tendency to explain
the days of Genesis, i. as natural days of twenty-four
Thus the
all did so.
Still, they by no mean
hours.
t

Alexandrian Fathers (St. Clement, Origen, St. %i
and St. Cyril interpreted the day- ol Creation
ideally, and held thai God created all things simulSo did St. Augustine; and St. Thomas
taneously.

Bius,

i

Aquinas hesitated between

The

literal

abandoned;

ideali

m and

litei

interpretation has now been entirely
and the world is admitted to be of im-

CHRONOLOGY
mense antiquity. Professor Dana declares

age to be

years; others suggest figures still more
(cf. Guibert, "In the Beginning"; Molloy,
"Geology and Revelation"; Hummelauer, "Genesis"; Hastings, "Dictionary of the Bible"; Mangenot
fifty millions of

startling

Vig., "Diet, de la Bible"; Driver, "Genesis".
Perhaps the words of Genesis (i, 2): "The earth was
void and empty, and darkness was on the face of the
deep", refer to the first phase of the Creation, the
astronomical, before the geological period began. On
such questions we have no Biblical evidence, and the
Catholic is quite free to follow the teaching of science.
The question which this
(2) Creation of Man.
subject suggests is: Can we confine the time that man
has existed on earth within the limits usually assigned, i. e. within about 4000 years of the birth of
Christ? The Church does not interfere with the freedom of scientists to examine into this subject and
form the best judgment they can with the aid of
science.
She evidently does not attach decisive influence to the chronology of the Vulgate, the official
of
the Western Church, since in the Martyrversion
ology for Christmas Day, the creation of Adam is put
down in the year 5199 B. c, which is the reading of
It is, however, certain that we canthe Septuagint.
not confine the years of man's sojourn on earth to
that usually set down. But, on the other hand, we are
by no means driven to accept the extravagant conAs Mangenot says (Vig.,
clusions of some scientists.
Diet, de la Bible, II, 720 sq.), speaking of the right of
Catholics to follow the teaching of science: "certains tenants de l'archeologie prehistorique ont abuse
de cette liberie et assigne une antiquite tres reculee a
in

—

—

—

I'humanite" (certain champions of prehistoric archaeology have abused this liberty and assigned to the
human race an extremely remote antiquity). Thus
Guibert writes (op. cit., p. 28): "Haeckel names more
than 100,000 years; Burmeister supposed Egypt was
peopled more than 72,000 years ago; Draper attributes to European man more than 250,000 years; according to M. Joly, certain geologists accord to the
human race 100,000 centuries; and G. de Mortillet
shows that man's existence reaches to about 240,000
years." He adds, however: "These numbers have
been built up on such arbitrary and fragile bases, that
In fact,
true science could not tolerate them long."
M. Guibert is of opinion that with our present knowledge there is nothing compelling us to extend the exSuch questions
istence of man beyond 10,000 years.
as the antiquity of civilization, which had reached a
high pitch in Babylonia and Egypt 4000 years b. c,
the radical differences of language at the same early
period, differences of race (cf. the white, black, and
yellow races), which do not seem to have been modified within the historic period, and the remains of
human workmanship going back to a very remote
antiquity all these things seem to lead to the conclusion that the existence of man on earth goes back
Professor
far beyond the traditional 4,000 years.
Driver says ("Genesis", p. xxxvi): "Upon the most
moderate estimate it cannot be less than 20,000
years."
The period from the
(3) Creation to the Flood.
nation to the Flood is measured by the genealogical
table of the ten patriarchs in Genesis, v, and Genesis,
vii, 6.
But the exact meaning of chapter v has not
Critical writers point out that
n clearly defined.
the number ten is a common one amongst ancient
peoples in the list of their prehistoric heroes, and that
they attribute fabulous lengths to tht- lives of these
men; thus, the Chaldeans reckon for their first ten
heroes, who lived in the period from the Creation
This seems to
ti> the Flood, a space of 432.1 mn years.
point to .some common nucleus of truth or primitive
in
and
exaggerated
tradition which became distorted
Various explanations have been
the course of ages.
seems
.short
time
it
v
to
explain
the
chapter
given of

—

—

(

1
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between the Creation and the Flood. One is
that there are lacunse in it, and, though it is not easy
to see how that can be, still it has to be remembered
that they exist in St. Matthew (i, 8) in precisely simiThat there are difficulties about
lar circumstances.
the genealogical table in chapter v, we know; for, as
may be seen from the accompanying table, the total
number of years in the Hebrew, Samaritan, and Septuagint differs, in the Hebrew, it being 1656, in the
to allow

Samaritan, 1307, and in the Septuagint, 2242.

Names

of the Patriarchs

CHRONOLOGY
t

hat as a rule, the
.

Greek

anil

Indeed they are identical, except that
the Hebrew.
the name of Cainan, whose age at the birth of
Sale is given as 130 years, is to be found in
Whether or not the original table
the Creek duly.
contained the name Cainan. we cannot tell. Some
hold that it was introduced into the Septuagint to
increase the length of time between the Flood and
Abraham, or again to make the number of the patriarchs between the Flood ami Abraham equal to that
of those between Adam and the Flood.
At any rate
this genealogy gives rise to many questions, thus: Is
the name Cainan a later insertion, or has it dropped
out from the Hebrew? It is given by St. Luke (iii, 36).
Again, are there any lacuna?? For, according to
science, the length of this period was much greater
than appears from the genealogical table. There is

no

difficulty in

that St.

admitting such lacuna?, for we know
(i.S) says:
"Joram begot Ozias ",

—

Matthew

though between the two intervened Ochozias, Joab,
and Amasias. For, as Professor Sayce says (Early
History of the Hebrews, 144), "son in Semitic idiom
was frequently equivalent to descendant ". We have
also instances of similar omissions in I Chron., vi, 1,
and in I Esdr., vii, 1-5. With critical scholars the
Flood was a very partial affair. It is not, however,
the business of the chronologist to enter into a discussion of that matter.
In any case, whether we follow
the traditional or critical view, the numbers obtained
from the genealogy of the Patriarchs in chapter xi
must be greatly augmented, in order to allow time for
such a development of civilization, language, and
race type as had been reached by the time of Abra-

ham.

—

At the birth
(5) Birth of Abraham to the Exodus.
of Isaac, Abraham is said to have been 100 years old
(Gen., xxi. .5): Isaac was sixty at the birth of Jacob
(Gen., xxv. 26); Jacob arrived in Egypt, at the age
These figures, added, give 290;
of 130 (xlvii, 9).
add to this 430 (the number of years spent by Israel
in Egypt
and we get 720 years, which would be the
length of time between the birth of Abraham and the
Exodus, A difficulty arises, since the Samaritan
i

Pentateuch and the Septuagint read

in

Exodus,

xii.

"The abode of the Children of Israel that they
made in Egypt and the land of Canaan was 130 years."
40:

If this be correct, then only 215 years are left for the
sojourn in Egypt. 21.5 years being required for the
sojourn in Canaan, as we have to subtract 75, the age
of Abraham when he came to Canaan, from 290 (see
above). Still, not all the MSS. of the Septuagint
adopt this reading; and. in any case, we are only
face to face with another such diversity between the
Creek and Hebrew as is to be found in t he genealogies
of the Patriarchs.
Let us now bring these farts into relation witli the
Christian Era. lor fill Kings, vi.
the fourth year of
King Solomon is said to have Fallen in the 480th year
after the Exodus; and bsshcr dates the reign of King
Solomon from 1011-975 B. r. But as the Temple
was begun in he Fourth year of that king, or in 1010,
the Exodus took place in the year 190 n. c.
How do
these results square with the teaching of science? Professor Sayce, from the connexion of Abraham with
I'liel in the episode related in Genesis, xiv, says
that " we can approximately lix the period when the
family of Terah migrated from I'r of the Chaldees.
It was ab.mt 2300 b. c, if the chronology of the native
Babylonianhistorian."
correct
(Early Historyofthe
Hebrews, 1_'
Then again he tells us that "Cnanaan
could not have been invaded by the Israelites until
after the fall of the eighteenth dynasty. When Khu-naten died it was still an Egyptian province, garrisoned
by Egyptian troops" Higher Criticism and the Monuments, 241). This we learn from the Tel-el-amarna
tablets.
So we are taken to a period after the death of
Ramses II in 1281 b. c. for the date of the Exodus,
1

t

1

'

i

.

l

)
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Samaritan agree against

which most likely took place in the reign of Meneptah,
son and successor of Ramses, earlier ban the year 1200
B. c.
This is not the traditional date of the Exodus,
but as Father Hummelauer (Genesis, p. 29) says, it is
the conclusion of most men in these days. Nor is there
anything to prevent the student of the Old Testament
from endeavouring to throw all the light he can upon
the vexed question of Biblical chronology, considert

ing

how

involved

often is in obscurity.
Building oj Solomon's Tt m/ple.
(vi, 1) states that Solomon
began to build the Temple in the 480th year (the Septuagint gives 440 years) after the Exodus.
For the
Catholic, that passage seems to settle the question.
But a difficulty arises from the fact that there is almost a consensus of scientific opinion that the Exodus
from Egypt took place in the reign of Meneptah. or,
possibly, that of his successor, Seti II.
Moreover we
are driven to a date later than the year 1400 for the
Exodus, since up to that date, Assyriologists and
Egyptologists agree, Palestine was an Egyptian province, with an Egyptian governor (Driver, "Genesis",
Ramses II, the builder of Pithom and
p. xxix).
Raamses, was the Pharaoh of the oppression, and as
he reigned from 1348-1281 (Sayce) we have to descend
to one of his successors to find the Pharaoh of the
Exodus. Hence we are driven to his immediate successor. Meneptah, at earliest, anil to about the year
1277 (Early History of the Hebrews, 150) for' the
date of the Exodus. On the other hand, the date of
the building of the Temple cannot be put later than
the middle of the tenth century b. c. But if wc take
the time between these two dates, we are left with
only about 327 years, as against 480 required by III
Wellhausen does not treat the chroKings, vi. 1.
nology seriously (Prolegomena, 229), but, in company
(6)

The Exodris

it

to the

—The Third Book of Kings

with

many

artificial.

other

critics,

They say

pronounces

that the

it

to be merely

number 480

is

made up

of twelve times 40; forty being taken as a generation;
and so the number 10 predominates amongst chronological numbers in this part of Scripture.
Thus the
time in the desert was 40 years; Othoniel, Debora,
Gedeon, each ruled for 40 years. Aod ruled for twice
40, or 80 years; the land was under the Philistines 40
years, and David reigned for the same period.
But
the following facts must lie taken into consideration.

Professor Sayce points out that "40 years in Hebrew
idiom merely signified an indeterminate and unknown
period of time, and the Moabite Stone shows that the
same idiom existed also in the Moabite language"
(Early History of the Hebrews, 146). Chronology
in those days was in its infancy; and that the dates
were only roughly given is obvious from the recurrence of round numbers. If we were to write down
all the numbers that occur during this period, as
lather Hummelauer does in his commentary on
Judges (p. 12), we should find that the number 40
recurs by no means as often as we are led to suppose.
The difficulty remains that III Kings, vi, 1, gives for
the length of this period 480 years; science seems
say "not more than 327". But we have to notice
the uncertainties that surround the chronology of
this period.
We have also to point out that Wellhausen and Stade regard chapter vi. 1. as a late insertion (Burney, "Hebrew Text of Kings", 58).
If
this were the case it would meet the difficulty: and
perhaps it is rendered more likely by the fact that in
the Creek this verse is inserted before 31 anil 32 of
chapter v, and also that it reads 110 instead of ISO.
We conclude, therefore, that the date ol the Exodus
was about 1277, the monarchy was founded by Saul,
t,

1020; David mounted the throne, 1002; Solomon in
962. and the Temple was begun, 958 B. C.
"On
(7) Building of the Temple in it* Destruction*
le voit ", says Mangenot (in Yig., Diet, de la Bible, S. V.
"Chronologic", 732), "la chronologie de I'gpoque des
rois d'lsrael et de Juda n'est pas aussi ferine et aussi

—

—
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Elle aurait
assuree qu'on le croit commun6ment.
besoin d'etre raccordee avec la chronologic assyrienne"
(It is plain that the chronology of the period of the
kings of Israel and Juda is not so settled and ascerIt must be made
tained as is commonly supposed.
There are
to accord with the Assyrian chronology).
Comcertainly textual errors among the numbers.
paring IV Kings, viii, 26, with II Chron. (D. V. Paral.),
xxii, 2, we find that in the former, Ochozias is said to
have been twenty-two years old when he began to reign,
Nor can a critical writer say
in the latter, forty-two.
that the chronicler was ill-informed; one of the principles of Wellhausen and all his school is that Kings
was the principal source of Chronicles. Is not this an
obvious case of text-corruption? How else, too, can
we account for the fact that the Book of Kings gives
the sum of the reigns of the kings who reigned from
Roboam to the death of Ochozias as 95, whereas it
gives the sum of the years from Jeroboam to the
death of Joram as ninety-eight, though Jeroboam
came to the throne the same year as Roboam, and
Ochozias died the same day as Joram? For if the
writer of Kings made use of all the clever artificial
devices, with which he is credited by critical writers,
it is quite incredible that such an obvious error should
have been committed by him. And so it may be said
of his giving as the sum of the years from the accession of Jehu of Israel to the fall of Samaria as
143 years, whilst he gives the interval between the
accession of Athalia of Juda (who began her reign
in the same year as Jehu) and the same event as
16.5 years.

A development in the method of recording dates
seems to have taken place among the Jews during this
period.
Events were dated in Babylonia by the reign
of the kings; in Assyria, regular officials were appointed every year, called limmi, by whose name the
year was known, just as the consuls in Rome and the
eponymous archons in Athens. Lists of the limmi for
the years 91)9-666 B. c. have been discovered (Sayce,
"Early History of the Hebrews", 147). This chronological system affected the Jews records or chronicles
were thus kept among them, and are frequently re;

ferred to in the Book of Kings.
So, too, we read,
among the lists of royal officials, of a recorder or
chronicler.
It is true an objection is sometimes
raised (cf. Hastings, Diet., I, 400), that the references
are not to the Clironicles themselves, but to works
based in some way upon them. This, however, seems
a purely gratuitous assertion. That the references
are to the Book of Chronicles, and not simply to the
chronicles, would seem to imply no more than that
the chronicles of the different kings were in some way
united so as to form a single volume, of which it is
quite possible that copies were made.
Nor is it extravagant to suppose that great efforts would have
been made to save the royal records at the destruction of Samaria, especially as there was a royal official, called the chronicler, who would have had care
of them.
If we come now to the actual figures themselves,
there is not a serious divergency between them and
the results of profane history, whilst in many cases
they correspond exactly.
What we should naturally
expect is. that the farther back we go, the more general would be the knowledge of chronology shown,
and so we find it is in regard to the history of the
kings.
That for the most pari fractions of a year are
neglected, makes it clear that the writer dealt in round
numbers. Anil yet We find that from the death of
Solomon to the accession of Athalia ami Jehu, who
began to reign in the same year, there is only a divergency of three years in 00 between the Kingdoms
of Juda and Israel; whilst from that date to the
destruction of Samaria the difference is only 21 years
on the oilier side. So thai the total difference, in a
period of about 2.V> years, is one of only 10 years.

But then it cannot be admitted that this is a pure
Many writers say that the deficiency in the
length of the years of the kings of Israel is to be supplied by the introduction of two interregnums in the list
of the kings of Israel, perhaps one after Jeroboam II,
the other after Phacee; or again, that two of the kings
of Juda reigned contemporaneously with their fathers.
It cannot be pretended that, the true explanation has
been found. The practical point is that the student
is at liberty to throw what light he can on the problem from external sources; and that the chronology
of the Book of Kings, as it now stands, is quite adequate for the purposes for which it was supplied.
One thing is certain, that the equation of Cheyne's
"Encyclopaedia Biblica" (I, 779) is a mere caricature: "This table shows that at the end of the 258th
year after the division of the kingdom, there had
elapsed 25S synchronistic years, 241 ^ years of reign
in Israel, and 260 such years in Juda; and we have
260." No
thus the singular equation 258
241 -fa
doubt this is very clever; whether it is equally instructive, from the point of view of serious history,
is another matter.
Let one illustration show: in III
Kings, xv, 1, we are told that Abiam reigned over
Juda in the eighteenth year of Jeroboam. King of
Israel.
In verse 9 we are told that, after his death,
recorded in verse 8, Asa his son became king, in
In the second
the twentieth year of Jeroboam.
verse we read of Abiam that "he reigned three years
Now what does Cheyne's "Encycloin Jerusalem".
paedia" do in the "singular equation"? Computing
the years from the eighteenth to the twentieth year
of Jeroboam, according to the modern fashion, it puts
them down under one heading of the equation as two
years, then under another heading it gives the same
period, computed, as is known perfectly well, according to the old Jewish fashion, as three years; and,
having finally drawn up in this way three different
lists of figures, it works out "a singular equation".
No wonder; yet the writer, apart from the passage
in question, must have known that from the fourth
to the sixth year of Ezechias was counted as three
years by the Jews (IV Kings, xviii. 0. 10). and that
from Friday to Sunday was likewise reckoned as
three days (Luke, xxiv, 7).
In places the chronology of the kings is far from
clear.
What light is thrown upon it by the chronology of the surrounding nations? Egypt may be left
Sayce
out, because little help can be got from it.
says of its chronology that "it is more disputable
even than that of Israel." ("Hebrews", 453.) But
bringing to our help the fragment of the Tyrian annals
quoted by Josephus, the foundation of the Temple
may be fixed, according to Sayce, for about the year
969, which would be very near the date given above.
Having fixed the year when the Temple was begun,
we know that Solomon reigned from 973 to 936, and
David from 1013 to 973. So, to speak roughly, the
revolt of the Ten Tribes must have taken place somewhere about the year 936.
Although St. Jerome says, in writing to the priest
Vitalis, that to dwell on such matters is rather for a
man of leisure than for a studious person, still we
must confess it would be satisfactory to know how
the general discrepancy arose between the Biblical
from
dales and the corresponding Assyrian dates
the accession of Roboam to the taking of Samaria.
We have fixed roughly the date of the revolt of the
Ten Tribes for he year 936 B. C. Hut the traditional
dale is 075. and if we follow the dates for the kings
down to the taking of Samaria, it will be found that
the usual interpretation of the Biblical chronology
makes those dales about 10 years earlier than is possible according to the Assyrian chronological canon.
Thus King Achab of Israel reigned from 918 to 896;
but in the Assyrian inscriptions hi- is said to have
been present at the Battle of Karkar in 854. Ozias
error.

=

t

=
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was King of Judafrom 810 to 75S, but, according to the
inscriptions, In' was at war with Tiglat h-pileser about
Again. Manahen's reign over Israel exthe year 741.
tended from 770 to 700, but on the monuments he is
inscribed as a tributary of Tiglath-pileser in 738.
These examples seem to show that, according to the
traditional interpretation, the dates of the kings are
about 40 years too high.
On the other hand, it has to be remembered thai
there is no fixed Bible chronology, though (here are
synchronisms and lengl hs of reigns given in the Books
of Kings.
There are, moreover, textual errors, uncertainty in regard to pre-dating and post-dating, unreliability as to the accuracy and interpretation of
names on the Assyrian tablets. So that, as we
should expect, "few tables of dates furnished by Old
Testament chronologists exactly agree" (Hastings,
Another point lias to be re"Bible Diet.", I. 103).
membered. Elaborate artificial explanations of the
chronology of the Bible from the building of the
Temple to the fall of Jerusalem are given. These
explanations embrace not only the period from Solomon to Achaz (741 B. a), but down from that time
to the fall of Jerusalem (586 b. a).
But it is certain
that the chronology of the Books of Kings from Achaz
to the destruction of Jerusalem, a period of 15.5 years,
is not artificial (cf. Hastings, 401); it is in agreement
with the Assyrian chronology. And does not this
fact throw considerable doubt upon the whole theory
of artificiality?

Finally, the Moabite Stone, referred to above,
that Israel dwelt in Medeba during the days
altogether 40
of < )mri and half the days of his son
The real length
years. Of t his Professor Sayce says
was
not
15
(Early Histime
more
than
years"
of
tory of the Hebrews, 146).
Now, if this be so, may
we not at least argue that either the Moabite Stone is

—

'

:

'

accurate or not? If it is accurate, then the number 40
was used in a most loose fashion as a round number
in those days; if inaccurate, then it is clear that even
the contemporary stone records of the age of the
How does this
kings cannot be always trusted.
affect the Babylonian tablets and their evidence?
We conclude then t hat the Temple was built about
969.
The secession of the Ten Tribes took place about
937. The fall of Samaria in 722 or 721, and the destruction of Jerusalem 536 B. c.
(8) From tfu Destruction of Jerusalem to the Birth
I.
The two great authorities for Jewish
chronology after the destruction of Jerusalem are the

—

and the First Book of Machabees.
There are other books too, but their evidence is so unand in certain cases so much disputed, that
we do not propose to make use of them. Such are, for
instance, the prophecy of Daniel and the prophecies of
Aggeus and Zaclmrias. In the First Book of Machind the Books of Esdras we have generally admitted ti rst -rate authorities. ThusCheyne's "EncycloII. 2X65) writes of Machabees I. "The book
las proved itself worthy to hold the highest rank as
trustworthy chronology", and again, "The accuracy
of the dates given being in the main beyond all question".
The book embraces the years 175-135 8. ft,
and the chief events are dated according to theSeleuOf the Books of Esdras, Hat ten
trid Era, 312 b. c.
says, in Hastings, "The historical value of these books
is very great".
Difficulties exist in regard to the
names of Darius and Artaxerxes. Is the Darius reor Darius II?
ferred to Darius
Without much
doubt. Darin- I.
Van Hoonacker is inclined to identify the Artaxerxes of chapter \ ii with the second
of that name, and so would place the return of Esdras
to Jerusalem under Artaxerxes II. in 404, contrary
to the view of most commentators.
Xehemias, he
says, returned under Artaxerxes
in 444.
But it is
commonly held that Esdras returned in 457 and
Nehemias in 14 it. c. The first band of captives re-

Books

of Esdras

certain,

fl

—

I

I
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turned to Jerusalem under Zorobabel in the first year
of Cyrus, i. e. 536 B. c.
They laid the foundation of
the Temple, which was finished in 516.
We know nothing of the chronology of the Jews
after this till the time of the Machabees.
But the
First Book of Machabees gives information about the
period 174-135; it opens with a description of the
position of the Jews under Antiochus Epiphanes.
Then comes an account of the rising under Mathathias, in 167, and his death.
Next followed his son
Judas who continued the struggle till he died in 161.
Jonathan, Judas's brother, was the next leader till
143.
In the following year the Jews recovered their

independence under Simon.

Simon was made ruler
was murdered in 135, and was succeeded by
John Hyrcanus in the same year.
Date of the Nativity of Jesus Christ. At first
it seems a simple thing to fix the date of the

in 141,
his son
_

(9)

sight

—

birth of Jesus Christ.
Was it not in the beginning of
the first year of the Christian Era?
It was a monk of
the sixth century, named Dionysius Exiguus (the
Little) who fixed our present Christian Era. laying
down that Jesus Christ was born on the 25th of
December, a. r. c. 753, and commencing the new era
from the following year, 754. That date, as we shall
see, cannot be correct and, instead of being an improvement on, is farther from the truth than the
dates assigned by the early Fathers, St. Irena?us and
Tertullian. who fixed the date of the Nativity in the
41st year of Augustus, that is to say. 3 years b. c, or
A. u. c. 751.
We must note first that' St. Matthew
says (ii, 1) that Our Saviour was born "in the days of
King Herod". Josephus tells us (Antiquities, XVII,
viii, 1), that Herod died "having reigned 34 years de
facto since the death of Antigonus, and 37 years de
jure since the Roman decree declaring him king".
We know also that he began to reign in the consulship
of Domitius Calvinus and Asinius Pollio, 40 B. c, in
the lS4th Olympiad (Ant., xiv, 5); and that he hecame king de facto in the consulship of Marcus Agrippa
and Canidius Callus, in the 185th Olympiad (Ant.,
XIV, xvi. 4). These calculations do not make it sure
whether Herod died in the year 3, 4, or 5 b. c, but it
is most probable that it was in the year 4 b. c.
That
date is corroborated by an eclipse of the moon which
occurred (Ant.. XVII, vi, 4) on the very night that
Herod burnt Matthias alive, a few days before his own
death; for there was an eclipse of the moon from 12
March u< 13 March, 4 B. c. All this points to the
fact that Herod died in the year 4 b. c, and th
Our Saviour must have been born before that date.
In May, October, and December of the year 7 B. c., a
conjunction of the planets Jupiter and' Saturn took
place.
Kepler, the astronomer, suggested that perhaps this phenomenon was connected with the star
seen by the Magi (Matt., ii, 2).
But this idea is altogether too uncertain to be entertained seriously, or
to form a basis for any reliable chronology.
Nor can
we come to any more definite conclusion from what
St. Matthew says of the sojourn of the child Jesus in
Egypt (ii, 14, 19,22), where he remained till the death
of Herod.
Herod ordered a massacre of the children
up to two years old according to the information
about the date of the Nativity which he had received
from the Magi. In itself there is nothing unlikely in
that, for we know that Herod was a uio-l cruel and
whimsical man. having, for instance, summoned fo
his bedside all the principal men of the Jewish nation
with a view to having them shot with darts at the
moment of his death, so thai there might be universal

We

lamentation when he left this life.
do not. however, know what information Herod possessed as to
the date of the Nativity, whether the Magi gave him
accurate information, or whether tiny possessed it
themselves: what the incident would seem to show
was. that < )ur Saviour was born some time before
Herod's death, probably two years or more. So that,
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if Herod died in the year 4 b. c, we should be taken
to 6 or 7 B. c. as the year of the Nativity.
But a difficulty is raised as to the date of the Nativity in connexion with the Roman census mentioned
The Nativity took
in the second chapter of St. Luke.
place after a decree had gone forth from Caesar Augustus that the whole Roman Empire should be enThe words. This enrolling was first made by
rolled.
Cyrinus, the governor of Syria" (verse 2), or, more
correctly, "This first census was taken whilst Quirinius was governor of Syria", are the source of the
For we know that Publius Sulpicius
difficulty.
Quirinius was governor of Syria, and that a census
was made in A. d. 7, about eleven years after Herod's
death, and it is not denied that Cyrinus was Quirinius.
Schtirer, in "The Jewish People in the Time of Jesus
Christ" (Div. I, Vol. II, 105-143), endeavours to
prove that the statement is an inaccuracy on the part
of St. Luke, and, with more or less emphasis, practically all the critical school takes up the same attitude.
But prima facie we are not disposed to accept the
contention that St. Luke was in ignorance on such a
very elementary subject. C. H. Turner, in Hastings'
"Dictionary of the Bible", thinks he may have been
misinformed, since "his acquaintance with Palestine
was perhaps limited to the two years' imprisonment
Such an idea seems most
of St. Paul in Caesarea".
unlikely.
St. Luke had made careful inquiry about
the facts he relates in his Gospel; he had "diligently
attained to all things from the beginning", and that
too from those who "were eyewitnesses and ministers
For such a man it seems inof the word" (i, 2, 3).
credible that he should not have taken the trouble to
inquire, not as to some petty Jewish custom, but as to
such a public and important event as a Roman census,
and to have made himself acquainted with the name
of the Roman governor at the time.
At the same time it is not clear what the explanaSome suggest
tion of the note about Quirinius is.
that irpuiTTi has, as it undoubtedly has sometimes in
classical Greek, the force of irpbrepa, so that the sense
of the passage would be: "This census was held before
that which took place when Quirinius was governor of
It is true
Syria". But there is another explanation.
the writer of the article on Chronology in Cheyne's
" Encyclopaedia " says, with characteristic positiveness, that "any census in Judea before the well-known
one in the year A. D. 7, is impossible". But on the
other hand, Turner, in Hastings' "Dictionary",
thinks that there is no inherent improbability in the
hypothesis of a census in Judea somewhere within the
years 8-5 b. c. There is very little doubt, from an
'inscription found at Tivoli in 1764, that Quirinius
was twice governor of Syria; once, as is well known,
from A. d. 6-11, but also once at an earlier period.
Not at the time of Herod's death, for Quinctilius
Varus was then governor; and before him came Sentius Saturninus from 9-6 b. c, before him Titius. But
there is no reason why Quirinius should not be placed
In that case Saturninus would have
after Varus.
been the one to begin the census; it would have been
suspended for a time, on account of the death of
'

'

Herod, and then continued and completed under Quiname would have been associated
with it.
Perhaps this may explain why Tertullian
speaks of a census made by Sentius Saturninus under
Augustus (Adv. Marcionem, iv, 19); but it is hardly
likely, ii he had found another and, apparently, a
wrung name in St. Luke, that he would not have
taken any notice, or given any explanation of it.
From the evidence it seems that the date of the
Nativity given by Dionysius Exiguus is not the right
Tertullian and
one, for it is after Herod's death.
rinius, so that his

nearer to he trut Ii with the years 2 or 3
but it must be placed still further back, and
probably the year 7 b. c. will not be found to be much
astray.
Irrna'iis are

B.

<'.;

I
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There
(10) Date of the Beginning of the Ministry.
reason to suppose that the early Fathers (such as
St. Clement of Alexandria and Tertullian) and later
writers (as Dionysius Exiguus), in trying to fix a
date for the Nativity, argued back from the synchronisms connected with the beginning of Our Saviour's
is

public life, joined with St. Luke's statement, "And
Jesus himself was beginning about the age of thirty

years"

(iii,

23;

atirbs

?iv

'ItjaoOs

apxbp-cvos

oiatl

for they took that passage to mean
that Jesus Christ had not completed thirty years, but
was in the beginning of his thirtieth year (cf EpiphaBut dpxbp-evos does not bear
nius, "Haer.", Ii, 16).
such a meaning here; it is not immediately connected
with the phrase o>ael iruiv rpidKoma, which means
"about thirty years", and might without any straining of its sense be used for a year or two more or less
than thirty. So that, to determine the date of Our
Lord's baptism from this passage, we should have to
add on about thirty years to the date of the Nativity
(about 7 years B. a), which would leave us with the
indefinite result that it might have taken place anywhere between A. d. 23 and 27. But in the Gospel
of St. John (ii, 20), shortly before the Pasch, and after
the miracle of Cana, Jesus cast the buyers and sellers
out of the Temple; and the Jews in upbraiding Him
used the words, reaaapaKovra icai ?£ irztnv i^Ko5op.-q8t]
6 vadi ovtos (Six and forty years has this temple been
a-building), meaning, that at that time the Jews had
been forty-six years at work building the Temple.
In that passage is contained a clear mark of time.
For though Josephus tells us in one place (Bell. Jud.,
I, xxi, 1), that the Temple was begun in the fifteenth
year of Herod, and in another (Ant., XV, ii, 1) in the
eighteenth, still in all probability, as Turner says in
Hastings (p. 405), the former is a correction of the
latter date, and the fact is that the Temple was begim
in the eighteenth year of Herod's de facto reign (which
began in 37 b. a), or in other words, that it was begun
We should thus arrive at the year A. d. 27,
in 19 b. c.
for the date of the Pasch following Our Saviour's
baptism. Again, St. Luke (iii, 1), assigning a date
to the beginning of St. John the Baptist's mission,
says it was "in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar".
The fifteenth year of Tiberius Caesar
would be A. n. 28, and would make it necessary for us,
if correct, to alter the date fixed for Our Saviour's
baptism. But Professor Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller, p. 3S7) thinks the fifteenth year of Tiberius is
reckoned from a. n. 12, when he was associated with
Augustus in the government of the empire. That
would take us to A. d. 6 for the beginning of St.
John's ministry, and would allow enough time for the
iruiv rptdKovra);

.

baptism of Our Lord in A. D. 27.
Various periods
(11) Duration of the Ministry.
have been defended for the length of Christ's min-

—

St. Irenaeus (Haer., II, xxii, 3-6) goes so far
On the other
as to suggest a period of fifteen years.
hand, many of the early Fathers, as well as many
public
life of
confine
the
writers of our own time,
Jesus to one year. Thus von Soden. in Cheyne's
• Encyclopaedia", says, "The evidence here points on
The difference of opinion is
the whole to one year".
based, for the most part, upon the different accounts
given by St. John and the Synoptists of Christ's pubBe life." Whilst the Fourth Gospel indicates three or
even more paschs, it is not so easy to deduce even two
from the Synoptist narrative. It would be possible

istry.

to interpret St. John's Gospel so as to fit in with t he
theory of there being only one year's ministry, provided we could omit, with Westcott and Hurt, the
words t6 Trdcrxa from the passage (vi, 4), Jjv Si fyyi'

the pasch,
irdffxa V iopr^ ru>v 'lovSalwv (Now
But
the festival day of the Jews, was near at hand).
even the great names of these two textual critics cannot outweigh the fad thai all the MSS. and versions,
and nearly all the Fathers, contain tA ird<rxa.
t6
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Accordingly, St. John mentions at
paschs in the course of the ministry. One (ii. 13)
shortly after the baptism, another of which we have
just been speaking (vi, 4;, and the third, at the time
of the Passion (xi. 55).
So that the simplest explanation of the length of the ministry would be to say it
111 over two years.
But how does that conclusion lit in with the narrative of the Synoptists? The
St.
is
.Mark,
difficulty
that
the most complete witness
of what is railed the "synoptic tradition", does not
take much account of time. As Papias said, " he
wrote accurately, if not orderly" (dcpt^us typaipev, oi
p.tvToi rdfei— Eus.. III. xl).
Still, even if St. Mark
does not make mention of paschs, it does not followthat there were none. Thus, we know that there was
a pasch shortly after our Saviour's baptism (Jolin, ii,
He does,
13), and yet St. Mark does not mention it.
however, mention one in xiv, 1, the Pasch of the Passion.
And if he does not mention another pasch, he
makes remarks from which we can infer the existence
of one. Thus in ii, 23, he speaks of the plucking of
the ears of corn and evidently refers to the early summer, whilst vi. 39, with its allusion to the green grass,
seems to take us to the spring-time. From the events
related between these two paints it seems clear that
a year intervened, and so, as in St. John, we have to
find room for another pasch.
Our conclusion is that
the most natural explanation of St. Mark would lead
us to a duration of two years for the ministry.
It is clear that the
(12) Date of the Crucifixion.
Crucifixion took place under Pontius Pilate, and hence
Our Saviour must have died between a. d. 26 and 36
(Ant.. XVIII, iv, 2).
It is also clearly laid down in
the Gospels that the Crucifixion took place on a Friday. For we are told that the Resurrection took
place on Sunday, and also that it occurred three days
after the Crucifixion, but according to the Oreek and
Jewish mode of reckoning, the third day is what we
should call the second day. A difficulty is. however,
raised as to whether Our Saviour died on the 14th or
loth ot Nisan.
Some are of opinion that, whilst St.
held the Crucifixion to have been on the
ltd
(xix. 31 i, the Synoptists were in favour of the 15th
(Mark. xv. 42).
But it does not seem possible that
either St. John or St. Matthew, who were so intimately connected with the facts related, should have
been mistaken in this matter, or that, in the same
way, either the Synoptists or the Fourth iospel erred.
Nor are we without explanations to reconcile the apparent differences between the tospels.
St. John, we
know, favours the 1th of Xisan. Hut St. Mark, too,
tells us how Simon of Cyrene helped Christ to carry
the Cross (xv, 21), and how Joseph of Arimathea
buried the Body
facts which seem to tell against the
.1
Day (xy, 13 sqq.). Besides, the weight of
Christian antiquity is in favour of the Hth of Xisan. as
competent modern scholars as Professor
Sanday and the late Bishop Westcott.
If we could make up our mind fully that the
rucifixioii took place on the 14th of Xisan. it would help
us to determine in what year it happened,
lor
though we cannot always lie certain whether a Friday
fell on the Hth or 1.1th of Xisan, still we can be fairly
satisfied that the years 29, 30, and 33 fulfilled the
,.ry conditions, though von Soden, in Cheyne's
"Encyclopedia", is of opinion that the year 29 does
not do so. It has already been seen that the Cruci-

—

1

(

<

1

ii

Ii

(

fixion

must have happened somewhere between 26

:;i;.
It may also be taken tint
after 33, because in the next year

and

I

it

did not occur
li

posed

from the high-priesthood by Vitellius. We are left,
then, with the years 29, 30, and 3.3 to choose between

We

for the death of Jesus Christ.
cannot be certain
in our choice.
But naturally we should expect the
date of such an important evmt to be handed down
by tradition: and We find a very ancient tradition,
going back to a. d. loll, for the date a. d. 29, in the
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consulship of the Gemini.
In favour of it are Clement
of Alexandria. Origen, the Apocryphal Acts of Pilate,
Ilippolytus, and the Pseudo-Terfullian.

The Apostles.

—

Frederick Blass (Acta Aposus of the chronology of the Acts
certain of our dates
within a less period than about ten years. That is a
strong statement, but nothing will bring home to us
bitter how ambiguous the chronology is than the
large number of different systems that have been
adopted by interpreters of this book.
Taking the year 29 as that of the Crucifixion, three
other dates are at once fixed.
For the Resurrection
took place three days after the Crucifixion; the
Ascension 40 days after that, and ten days later the
Holy Ghost descended on the Apostles. Other dates
are not so simple.
In Acts, xii, 1-25, is given an account of Herod's persecution, the martyrdom of St.
James, St. Peter's miraculous liberation from prison,
the death of Herod, and the return .if Sts. Paul and
Barnabas from Jerusalem, whither they had travelled
to convey the alms of the Church in Antioeh (xi, 30).
All these events seem closely connected with the
death of Herod (xii. 23); and from what Josephus
says, and the evidence of the coinage, we cannot be
far wrong in placing that event in the year 44.
From
the date of the recall of Felix, governor of Judea, and
the arrival of his succe ..»
e tus, we ought to be
able to decide the year of the end of St. Paul's career,
as sketched in the Acts.
For shortly after the arrival of Festus, St. Paul was sent a prisoner to Home.
Harnack places this event in 57, Lightfoot in 61,
Ramsay in 60. Perhaps we may say 02, for he was
sent to Home by Festus, shortly after his arrival in
Judea. But this was not long before the death of
Pallas in a. D. 62 (Tac, Ann., XIV. lxv).
In Rome
St. Paid remained two years, hence till 64 (Acts,
xxviii. .30).
The Acts end here, but tradition says
that St. Paul was released at the end of two years'
captivity in Rome, and paid his long-contemplated
visit to Spain (St. Clement. Muratorian Fragment,
etc.).
He also visited Southern Gaul and. as we learn
from the Epistles to Timothy and Titus, among other
place-., Crete, Macedonia, and Miletus.
This expedition would have taken about three years.
St. Paul's recorded missionary journeys, which
began wdien he and Barnabas wen' sent forth by the
Holy Ghost to preach (xiii, 4), ended with his arrest
in Jerusalem in the year 59 (xxii before ins imprisonment at Csesarea and Rome. The third missionary
journey (xviii. 23-xxi. 15) must have occupied <piit'e
four years, for he spent over two years at Ephesus
(xix, 10). besides passing through Macedonia and
Greece, going slowly through Macedonia and spending three months in Corinth.
This journey would
have begun, as far as we can see, in the summer of 55.
The second journey (xv, 36-xviii, 22), a work mostly
of revisiting churches (xv, 36), ended not very long
before the third missionary expedition began, probably in 54, and began about tine, years previously,
in 51.
The first _'
ter \\ are taken up
with the Council of Jerusalem.
There is much differJ
opinion as to
to it.
(13)

tolorum, p. 21)

tells

of the Apostles that

we cannot be

I

i

I

i

I

Thus Hamack places it in 47, Lightfoot in 51, Ramsay
It would seem most likely to have occurred in
in 50.
51, the year of the beginning of the second missionary
journey, for it was concluded only "some days''
(xv, :;iii Let, .re that expedition was begun.
Having
fi\..l the .late ..f the 'ouiicil of Jerusalem. we a re in a
ttO .'tie the .late if Si Paul'
Jerusalem after his conversion.
For (Gal., ii, 1) it
was
years before the council, oi in the year .37.
From the same Epistle (i, 18) we know that St. Paul's
conversion took place three years previously, in 34.
U.'nm place the martyrdom of St. Stephen a year
earlier (i.e. in 33 not more; for Saul was still "breathing
out threatenings and slaughter" icts, ix, l)at the (late
(

.

,

I

I

|

I
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The date of the first missionaryof his conversion.
journey (xiii, 1 xiv, 26) still remains to be dealt with.
Herod Agrippa died in 44, and St. Paul's first journey
Moreover, it was
did not begin till after that event.
There
finished before the Council of Jerusalem (51).
in
sufficiently
definite to
the
Acts
indication
is no
It can, however, be safely stated
settle the question.
that the journey must have been finished some time
previous to the council; because between the two
events Paul and Barnabas "abode no small time with
;

the disciples" (xiv, 27).
It may be well to explain here that the uncertainties which surround its chronology in no way detract
from the trustworthiness of the Bible as an historical
document, or from its authority as an inspired record.
The further back we go, the more general and in outline are our ideas of history; and so, in Genesis, the
whole history of the world to the Flood is contained
in a few brief chapters.
As it is with the narrative of
Coming farther
events, so it is with chronology.
down in Jewish history, it is obvious that in regard
to numbers the text is often at fault, equally obvious
that the inspired writer often only wishes to place
before us round numbers.
Of the latest period the
evidence we possess for fixing the chronology of the
Bible is often inconclusive.
It may be safely affirmed
that the time has not yet come to fix an authoritative
chronology of the Bible. A good deal of obscurity

and uncertainty remains to be removed.

But when

the time does come, it may be confidently asserted
that the ultimate result will contain nothing derogatory to the authority of the Bible.
Hummelauer, Genesis (Paris, 1895); Judges (1SSS); Samuel
(18S6); CnHNELY, Introductio (Paris, 1SS6); Vigouroux, Diet,
de la Bible (Paris. 1S99); Driver, Genesis (London, 1904);
Burnet, Hebrew Text of the Books of Kings (Oxford, 1903);
Sayce, Early History of the Hebrews (London, 1897); Sayce,
Higher Criticism and the Monuments (London, 1894); GlGOT,
Introduction (New York, 1900); Wellhatjsen, Prolegomena (tr.
Edinburgh, 1885); Hastings, Diet, of the Bible (Edinburgh.
1898); Cheyhe, Encyclopedia Biblica (London, 1899); Van
Hoonacker, Various works about the return from exile (Paris
and Ghent); Lenormant, The Beginnings of History (Eng. tr.,
London. 1S93); Ramsay, St. Paul the Tra idler (London, 1S95i;
Ramsay, The Church in the Roman Empire (London, 1895);
Soni her, Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Christ (tr.
Edinburgh, 1906)
Blass, Acta Apostolorum (Gottingen,
1895).
See also works referred to in article.
;

A.

J.

HOWLETT.

Chronology, General (Gr. xpi"»s, time, X670S, discourse), the science of time-measurement, has two
branches: (1) Mathematical Chronology, which determines the units to be employed in measuring time, and
(2) Historical Chronology, of which we here treat, and
which fixes in the general course of time the position of

any particular occurrence, or, as

it is

generally termed,

It is thus for history what latitude and
longitude are for geography. The first requisite in
any system of historical chronology is an era, that is
its

date.

to say a fixed point of time, the distance from which
shall indicate the position of all others.
The term era,

the derivation of which is not certainly known, appears first to have been employed in France and Spain
Since the need of a defito signify a number or rule.
nite system of chronology was first recognized by mankind, many and various eras have been employed at
different periods and by different nations.
For Tac]

tical

purposes

it

most important

is

to understand

those which affect Christian history.

—

Christian Era. Foremost among these is thai
which is now adopted by all civilized peoples and
known as the Christian or Vulgar Era, in the twentieth century of which we are now living.
This was introduced about the year 527 by Dionysius Exiguus,
a Scythian monk resident at Home, who fixed its
starting point in the year 753 from the foundation of
Home, in which year, according to his calculation,

Making this t lie year of
'hrist occurred.
counted the years which followed in regufrom it. calling them years "of the Lord",

the birth of (
his era, he
lar course
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and we now designate such a date A. D. (i. e. Anno
Domini). The year preceding A. d. 1 is called Ante
Chrislum (a. c.) or Before Christ (b. c). It is to be
noted that there is no year intervening, as some have
imagined, between b. c. and A. d. It is supposed by
many that the calculation of Dionysius was incorrect,
and that the birth of Christ really occurred three years
earlier than he placed it, or in the year of Rome 750,
which he styles 3 B. c. This, however, is immaterial
for the purposes of chronology, the first year of the
Christian Era being that fixed, rightly or wrongly, by
Dionysius.
His system was adopted but gradually,
first in Italy, then in other parts of Christendom.
England would appear to have been among the earliest regions to have made use of it, under the influence
of the Roman missioners, as it is found in Saxon
charters of the seventh century.
In Gaul it made its
appearance only in the eighth, and its use did not be-

come general in Europe until after A. D. 1000: accordingly in French the term millcsime was frequently
In Spain, although not
used to signify a date A. d.
unknown as early as the seventh century, the use of
the Christian Era, as will presently be shown, did not
become general until after the middle of the fourteenth century.
Pre-Christian Chronology. Of the chronological systems previously in use it will be sufficient to
briefly describe a few.
The Greeks dated events by
Olympiads, or periods of four years intervening between successive celebrations of the Olympic games,

—

and this mode of computation, having been largely
adopted at Rome, continued to be frequently used in
The Olympiads
the first centuries of Christianity.
started from 776 b. c, and consequently A. D. 1 was
The Romans
the fourth year of the 194th Olympiad.
frequently reckoned from the traditional foundation
a. u. c), which date,
of their city (ab urbe condita
They likeas has been said, coincided with 753 B. c.

—

wise often designated years

by the names

suls then in office (e. g. console Planco).

Romans dated by

of the con-

Sometimes

post-consular years (i. e. so
long after the consulate of a well-known man).
Naturally the regnal years of Roman emperors presently supplanted those of consuls, whose power in
later times was merely nominal, and from the emperors this method of describing dates was imitated
by popes, kings, and other rulers, with or without the
It became in fact uniaddition of the year A. D.
versal in the Middle Ages, and it subsists in documents, both ecclesiastical and civil, down to our own
day.
Regnal Years. The pontifical years of the popes
are historically important (see chronological list in
Care must be taken, of course, in the
article Pope).
case of such dates, to observe from what point of time
each reign is reckoned. In an elective monarchy like
the papacy there is necessarily an interval between
successive reigns, which is occasionally considerable.
Moreover, the reckoning is sometimes from the election of a pontiff, sometimes from his coronation.
In determining dates by the regnal years of other
sovereigns there are of course various points to w Inch
attention must be paid. Confining ourselves to English history, the earlier kings after the Norman Conquest dated their reigns only from their coronation, or
some other public exhibition of sovereignty, so that
there was sometimes an interval of days or even
weeks between the close of one reign and the commencement of the next. Only from the accession of
Richard II (22 June, H>77) was the reign of a. monarch
held to begin with the death or deposition of his preEven subsequently to this it was reckoned
decessor.
sometimes from the day itself upon which the preceding monarch ceased to reign. Sometimes from the day
Not till the first year of Queen Elizabeth
following.
was it enacted hat the former should be the rule. In
certain particular instances the matter was still furthe

—

t
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adopted in Western Christendom. They appear to
have been of Anglo-Saxon origin, and to have owed
their popularity to the authority of the Venerable
Bede. The day he chose for the starting point was
due to an erroneous astronomical calculation which
made the autumnal equinox fall on 24 September.
Further confusion was caused by the mistake of some
chroniclers who wrongly began the indictional cycle
21 September, 313.
(3) The Roman,
a year late
Papal, or Pontifical Indictions, introduced in the
ninth century, made the series start from the first day
of tin civil year, which was in some cases 25 DecemThis system was also comber, in others 1 January.
mon in Western Christendom, but in spite of its ap1

pellation

it

documents.

was by no means exclusively used

in

papal

countries.
When Julius Csesar reformed
the calendar (45 n. c.) he fixed 1 January BS New
Year's Day, a character which it seems never quite to
have lost, even among those who for civil and legal
purposes chose another starting point. The most
common of such starting points were 25 March (Feast
*'
and
of the Annunciation. " Style of the Incarnation
25 December (Christmas Day, Style of t he Nat ivity ")•
different

i

'

In England before the Norman Conquest (1066) the year
began either on 25 March or 25 December; from 1087
to 1155 on 1 January; and from 1155 till the reform of
the calendar in 1752 on 25 March, so that 24 March
was the last day of one year, and 25 March the first
day of the next. But though the legal year was thus
reckoned, it is clear that 1 January was commonly
spoken of as New Year's Day. In Scotland, from
1 January, 1600, the beginning of the year was reckoned from that day. In Prance the year was vari
ously reckoned: from Christmas Day, from Easter eve,
or from 25 March.
Of all starting points a movable
feast like Easter is obviously the worst.
From 1564
the year was reckoned in France from 1 January to 31

December. In Germany the reckoning was anciently
from Christmas, but in 1544 and onwards, from 1
January to 31 December. In Rome and a great part
of Italy, it was from 25 December, until Pope Gregory
XIII reformed the calendar (1582) and fixed 1 January as the first day of the year. The years, however,
according to which papal Bulls are dated, still commence with Christmas Day. Spain, with Portugal
and Southern France, observed an era of its own long
after the rest of Christendom had adopted that of
Dionysius. This era of Spain or of the Caesars, commenced with 1 January, 38 b. c, and remained in
force in the Kingdom of Castile and Leon till A. n.
1383, when a royal edict commanded the substitution
of the Christian Era.
In Portugal the change was not
made till 1422. No satisfactory explanation has been
found of the date from which this era started.
The Gregorian Reform. The introduction of
the Iregorian Calendar entailed various discrepancies
between the dates which different people assigned to
The Julian system of time-measurethe same events.
ments, introduced by Csesar, was not sufficiently accurate, as it made the year slightly too long, with the
result that by the sixteenth century it had fallen ten
days in arrear, so that, for instance, the day of the
vernal equinox, which should have been called 21
March, was called 11 March. To remedy this, besides substituting an improved system which should
prevent the error from operating in future, it was
necessary to omit ten full days in order to bring things
lack to the proper point. Pope Gregory XIII, who introduced the reformed system, or "New Style", ordained that ten days in October, 1582, should not be
counted, the fourth of that month being immediately
followed by the fifteenth.
He moreover determined
that the year should begin with 1 January, and in order
to prevent the Julian error from causing retardation in
the future as in the past, he ruled that three leap years
should be omitted in every four centuries, viz. those
of the centennial years the first two figures of which
are not exact multiples of four, as 1700, 1800, 1900,
2100, etc. The New Style (N. S.) was speedily
adopted by Catholic Stales, but for a long time the
Protestant States retained the »ld (O. S.), from w bich
there followed important differences in marking dates
In the
according as one or other style was followed.
first place there was the original difference of ten days
bel reen them, increased to eleven by the O. S. 29
February in a. d. 1700, to twelve days in 1800, and to
Moreover, the period from 1 Januthirteen in 1900.
ary to 24 March inclusive, which was thi
rnenl of the year according to X. S.. according to O. S.
was he conclusion of the year previous. From want

—

<

I

<

t

—

BEGINNING of the Year. The date at which the
year commenced varied at different periods and in

'
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ther complicated.
King John dated his reign from
his coronation, 27 May, 1199, but this being the Feast
of the Ascension, his years were counted from one occurrence of this festival to the next, and were accordingly of varying length.
Edward I dated from noon,
20 November, 1272, and in consequence this day in
each year of his reign was partly in one regnal year
and partly in another. In the civil wars of York and
Lancaster, Henry VI and Edward IV equally ignored
the period during which his rival assumed or recovered power, and counted their years continuously onwards from the time when they mounted the throne.
Charles II, though he began to reign de facto only at
the Restoration (29 May, 1660"), reckoned his years,
de jure, from his father's execution, 30 .January,
1648-9, ignoring the Commonwealth and Protectorate.
Queen Mary Tudor reckoned her reign from the
death of Edward VI, 6 July, 15.53, but the interval until 19 July of the same year being occupied by the
abortive reign of Lady Jane Grey, public documents in
her name commence onlv with the latter date.
William III and .Mary II began to reign 13 Feb., 1688-9,
BS "William and Man,'".
Man died 2N December,
1694, when the style was altered to " William " alone;
but no change was made in the computation of regnal
years.
Within the >r ear, it was long usual to specify
dates by reference to some well-known feast in the ecclesiastical calendar, as, for instance, "the Friday before Pentecost " or " the day of St. John the Baptist ".
Indictions. In papal and other documents, another epoch is often added, namely, the Indiction.
This had originally been a period of fifteen years,
at the close of which the financial accounts of the
Empire were balanced; but for purposes of
chronology the indictions are conventional periods of
fifteen years, the first of which began in the reign of
Constantine the Great. Unlike the Olympiads, the
indictions themselves were not numbered, but only the
place of a year in the indiction in which it fell. Thus
Hone quart*} signifies not "in the fourth indiction". but "in the fourth year of its indiction ". whatever this was. It was obvious that such an element
of computation could serve only to verify more
precisely the date of a year already approximately
Known. Moreover, the indictions were calculated on
different systems, which have to be understood and
distinguished: (1) The Greek, Constantinian, or ConStantinopolitan Indictions were reckoned from 1 September, 312. These were chiefly used in the East. (2)
The Imperial. Cesarean, or Western Indictions eommenced with 21 September, 312. These were usually

to this, important event.-, have sometimes
been misquoted by a year. In illustration maybe
Considered the death of Queen Elizabeth.
This occurred in what was lien My led in Ingland 2 March,
In France and
1602, being the last day of that year.
wherever the N. S. prevailed, this day was described
as 3 April, 1603. To avoid all possible ambiguity
such dates are frequently expressed in fractional
21 March
2
form, as ~ *.
In our modern histories
=-, 100 s.
3 April
3
oi at lent ion

t

—

I

I
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years are always given according to N. S., but dates
are otherwise left as they were originally recorded.

Thus Queen Elizabeth is said to have died 24 March,
Not till 1700 was the Gregorian reform ac1603.
cepted by the Protestant States of Germany and the
Low Countries, and not till 1752 by Great Britain,
there being by that time a difference of eleven days
between O. S. and N. S. Sweden, after some strange
vacillation, followed suit in 1753.

O. S.

is still

fol-

lowed by Russia and other countries subject to the
authority of the Greek Church, and their dates consequently are now thirteen days behind those of the rest
of Christendom.
Julian Period. The Christian Era has this disadvantage for chronological purposes, that dates have
to be reckoned backwards or forwards according as
they are B. c. or a. d., whereas in an ideally perfect
system all events would be reckoned in one sequence.

—

The difficulty was to find a starting point whence to
reckon, for the beginnings of history in which this
should naturally be placed are those of which chronAt one period it was atologically we know least.
tempted to date from the Creation (A. M. or Anno
Mundi), that event being placed by Christian chronologists, such as Archbishop Usher, in 4004 b. c, and
by the Jews in 3761 b. c. But any attempt thus to
determine the age of the world has been long since
abandoned. In the year 1583, however that following the Gregorian reform Joseph Justus Scaliger
introduced a basis of calculation which to a large extent served the purpose required, and, according to Sir
John Herschel, first introduced light and order into
chronology. This was the Julian Period one of 7980
Julian years, i. e. years of which every fourth one conThe same number of Gregorian years
tains 366 days.
would contain 60 days less. For historians these
commence with the midnight preceding 1 January,
4713 B. c, for astronomers with the following noon.
The period 7980 was obtained by multiplying together 2S, 19, and 15, being respectively the number
of years in the Solar Cycle, the Lunar Cycle, and the
Roman Indiction, and the year 4713 b. c. was that for
which the number of each of these subordinate cycles
equals 1. [For a fuller explanation of this see Bond,
" Handy Book " (ed. of 1875), p. 257.] The astronomical day is reckoned from noon to noon instead
Scaliger calculated
of from midnight to midnight.
his period for the meridian of Alexandria to which

—

—

—

Ptolemy had referred

—

his calculation.

Other Eras. Various eras employed by historians and chroniclers may be briefly mentioned, with
the dates from which they were computed.
The Chinese Era dates probably from 2700 B. c,
and time is computed by cycles of sixty lunar years,
each shorter by eleven days than ordinary solar years.
Era of Abraham, from 1 October, 2016 b. c.
Era of the Olympiads, 13 July, 776 B. c, and continued to a. d. 396 (Olympiad 293).
Era of the Foundation of Rome, 21 April, 753 B. c.
Era of Nabonassar, 26 February, 747, the basis of
all calculations of Ptolemy.
Era of Alexander, 12 November, 324 B. c.
Greek Era of Seleucus, 1 September, 312 B. c.
Era of Tyre. 19 October, 125 n. c.
Qesarian Era of Antioch, 9 August, 4S b. c, instituted to commemorate the battle "i Pharsalia.
Julian Era, 1 January, 45 B. c, instituted on the
Julian reformation of the calendar.
Era of Spain or of the Caesars, 1 January, 38 b
Era of Augustus, 2 September, 31 B.C., instituted to
commemorate the Battle of Actium.
Egyptian Year, 29 August, 26 B.C., instituted on the
reformation of the 1\"\ ]•< mm e:ilendar by Augustus.
Era of Martyrs or of Diocletian, 29 August, a. d.
284, employed by laisebius and early ecclesiastical
i

writers.
Era of the

rates the consummation of the Armenian schism by
their condemnation of the Council of Chalcedon.
Era of the Hegira, 16 July, a. d. 622, dates from
the entrance of Mohammed into Medina after his flight
from Mecca; its years arc lunar, of 354 days each, except in intercalary years, of which there are eleven in
each cycle of thirty.
In these there are 355 days.
Persian Era of Yezdegird III, 16 June, A. D. 632.

At the French Revolution it was determined to introduce an entirely new system of chronology, dating
from that event and having no affinity with any previously adopted.
In the first form this was the Era
This was
of Liberty, commencing 1 January, 1789.
replaced presently by the Republican Era, at first appointed to commence 1 January, 1792, and afterwards 22 September, 1792. This was the date of the
proclamation of the Republic, which coincided with
the autumnal equinox, calculated on the meridian of
Paris.
The year was divided into twelve months of
thirty days each, and the days into decades, weeks
being abolished. The months had names given to
them according to their seasonal character. The
autumnal months (22 Sept. onwards) were: Ven-

—

Brumaire (Foggy), Frimaire
Winter Months: Nivose (Snowy), PluSpring Months:
viose (Rainy), Ventose (Blowy).
Germinal (Budding), Ploreal (Flowery), Prairial
(Meadowy). Summer Months: Messidor (Harvesting), Thermidor (Torrid), Fructidor (Fruitful).
As
these months contained only 360 days, five jours complanentaires were added at the end of Fructidor, offidemiaire

(Vintage),

A. D. 552,

commemo-

—

(Sleety).

—

Duodi, Tridi, Quartidi, Quintidi,
but commonly known as Sans-culottides. Olympic or
leap years occurred every fourth year of the Republic,
and had a sixth intermediary day called Sextidi. The
period thus terminated was called Franciade. This
calendar was enforced in France till 1 January, 1806,
when it was abolished by Napoleon, and the use of the
Gregorian calendar resumed.
Days of the Month and Week. Various methods
have been devised for ascertaining upon what day of
the w eek any given date falls.
The best known is
that of Dominical Letters, which has this disadvantage,
cially called Primidi.

—

r

that a table is usually required to find out what is the
Dominical Letter for the year in question. Complication is likewise caused by the necessity of passing
from one letter to another in leap years, on reaching
the intercalary day in February. The following
method is free from these inconveniences, and can be
worked without any reference to tables:
The days of the week are numbered according to
their natural order, viz. Sunday =1, Monday
2,
Tuesday 3, Wednesday
4, Thursday
5, Friday
(At the time from which the
6, Saturday =7.
Christian Era starts there were of course no weeks, such
a measure of time not being known among the Greeks

=

=

=

=

and Romans.

=

Counting backwards, however, according to our present system, we can divide all time
into weeks, and it is to be noted that in the Christian
period the order of days of the week has never been
interrupted. Thus, when Gregory XIII reformed the
Calendar, in 15S2, Thursday,-! October, was followed
by Friday, 15 October. So in England, in 1752,
U ednesday, 2 September, was followed by Thursday,
September. What we style 14 August, 1907, the
Russians style 1 August but both call it Wednesday.)
For our present purpose the year commences with
March; January and February being reckoned as the
11th ami 12th months of the preceding year: thus
29 February, when it occurs, is the hist day of the
year and causes no further disturbance.
\s a matter
of fact, it is found by computation that 1 March of
the year known as A. !>.
was a Tuesday. Assigning to this year tin- figure
as its year number, to
March the figure 1 as its month number, and adding
March, we get 3, indithe day number of
these to
From this
cating Tuesday tile third day of the week.
l

I

,

1

1

1

Armenians, 9 July,

—
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When 7 is passed it is
the increased day number.
only the figures which remain, after division by that
number, which are to be considered; thus 11 may be
treated as 4 (7 + 4) and 30 as 2 (28 + 2).
In general, any exact multiple of 7 (14. 21, 28) may be
added or subtracted when convenient without affectInstead of adding any number (e. g.
ing the result.
1 or 4) we may subtract its difference from 7 or a mulThe remainder in a division
tiple of 7 (e. g. 6 or 3).
is equivalent to 7. and thus in calculating for the day
of the week it signifies Saturday.
As the days of the leading month, so those of the
months preceding it follow naturally. As March
contains 31 days (i. e. 28 + 3), April necessarily begins
witli a day 3 places later in the weekly sequence, and
its month number instead of 1 is 4.
So of other
months, according to the number of days in that
which preceded. The following are the month numbers throughout the year which never change:
March 1; April 4; May 6; June 2; July 4; August 0;
September 3; October 5; November 1 December 3;
January 6; February 2. a. d. 1, being a common
.52 weeks +1 day), ends with
the same day of the week Tuesday with which
Consequently the next year, A. d.
it commenced.
2, commences a day later, with Wednesday for
.March, and as its year number is increased to 2,
we get 2+1 + 1=4. So in A. D. 3, the year number
b.n imes 3, and 1 March is Thursday.
But on
account of 29 February preceding 1 March, A. d.
4. this day falls 366 days (or 52 weeks + 2 days)
after 1 March, A. D. 3, or on Saturday, and its year
number must be increased to 5; 5+1 + 1 = 7. Thus,
to find the number belonging to any year within its
own century, we must find how many days beyond an
exact number of weeks there have been since that century commenced. As every common year contains
one day more than fifty-two weeks, and every leap
year two days more, by adding at any period the
number of leap years which there have been in the
;

year of 365 days (or

—

—

1

century to the total number of years
number of days required.

in

obtain the

number

the same,

To obtain

we
the

two figures of
the date (i. e. those in the tens and units place)
by four. The quotient (neglecting any remainder)
shows the number of leap years; which, added to the
same two figures, rives the number of days over and
above the sets of fifty-two weeks which the years conThus, for example, the year '39 of any century
tain.
of leap years,

we divide the

last

53 I, 1839, 1939) will have 6 for its year number, for in such year is extra days will have accumulated since the corresponding day of the centurial
year (00), viz. 1 day for each of the 30 common years,
and 18 days for the 9 leap years.
The Century. One more element of calculation
remains to be considered, viz. the Century.
begin

—

—

We

with the Julian system, or O. S. according to which
all centuries contain 75 common years of 365 days,
and 2"> leap years .>f 366, and accordingly 125 days in
all, over and above 5200 weeks.
But 125 days=17
weeks +6 days. Therefore a Julian century ends
with the day of the week tiro days previous to that
with whicb it began, and the succeeding century will
begin with the day of the week, one day earlier than
its predecessor.
Thus, a. d. 1 March, 11500, being
Tuesday, in 1400 it would be Monday, in 1500 SunHaving obtained the cenday, in 1600 Saturday.
turial number for any century, we add to it the year
numbers of the years which follow to the close of thai
century.
Centurial numbers O. S. are obtained by
subtracting the centurial figure or figures (viz. those
preceding 110 from the multiple of 7 next above, the
remainder being the number required. Thus for A. D.
1100 the centurial number is 3 (14-11), for 1500, 6
(21-15), for 1900, 2 (21-19).
1
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datum all the rest follows. The succeeding days
of March increase their figures each by 1, on account of
first

Under the N.

every four contain 76 common years and 24 leap years, and thus
have only 124 days over 5200 weeks, or 17 weeks and
5 days, and end with the day of the week three earlier
than they began. The following century, beginning
two days earlier than that which it follows, has its centurial number less by 2.
Thus 1 March, a. d. 1700,
was Monday, and the centurial number (or 7). 1
March, 1800, was Saturday, and the centurial number
Every fourth centurial year N. S., being a leap
5.
year (1600, 2000, 2400, etc.), has 366 days; and the
century to which it belongs, like those of the O. S.,
diminishes its centurial number only by 1 from the
preceding.
N. S. having been introduced in the sixteenth century, it is only for dates 15
and upwards
S. three centuries in

—

that N. S. centurial numbers are required.
They are
asfollows: for 1500=3; 1600=2; 1700 7; 1800=5;
1900=3; 2000=2. It will be seen that the same
figures constantly recur.
Leap year centuries (with
the first two figures exactly divisible by 4) having
the centurial number 2, and the three centuries following having 7 (or 0), 5, and 3 respectively, after
which 2 comes round again. The centurial number
N. S. can be obtained from that of O. S. if the
difference of days between O. S. and N. S. be allowed
for.
This is done by subtract ing the said difference
from the O. S. centurial number, increased by as
many times 7 as the subtraction requires. As we
have seen, for the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the difference was 10 days; for the eighteenth,
11; for the nineteenth. 12; for the twentieth and

=

twenty-first, 13.
a.d. 1500 etc.

Thus:—

—
CHRYSANTHUS
It

was

According to N.
Century (N.

S.)

S. it

Year 1586

would be:
Month Day

+2

8= =

15
Sunday.
2
+
+
3
This is an illustration of February being reckoned in
the preceding year.
Giry. Manuel de Diplomatique (Paris, 1894); Mas-Latrie, Trcsor de chronologic (Paris. 1889), Introduction; Grotefend. Taschenbuch der Zeitrechnung (Hanover and Leipzig,
1905)- Grotefend, Zeitrechnung des d. Mitlelaltcrs und der
Other valuable works of
(3 vols.. Leipzig. 1891-8).
reference are the Benedictine Art de verifier les dates (Paris,
181S-42); Bond, Handy Book for Verifying Dates (1875);
Ideler, Handblich der Chronologic (Berlin, 1825-6); Hampson,
Medii .£vi Kalcndarium (London, 1841); Krusch, Studien zur
christhch-mittrlaltertichen Chronologic (Leipzig, 1881); Sachse,
Das Aufkommen der Datierungen nach dan Fatkedender in L'rkimden, etc. (Erlangen, 19041; Nilles, Calendarium Utriusque
Bedesiae (Innsbruck, 1896); Marzi, La Questione della Riforma
del Calendario nel quinto concilio Lateranensi (Florence, 1896);
Macdonald, Chronologies and Calendars (London, 1897); GoldSchneider, lleber die Einfuhrung der neuen Kalender in Danemark und Schwcden (Berlin, 1898); Lersch. Einleitung in die
Chronologic (Freiburg, 1889); Ledouble, La Connaissance des
Annees ct des Jours (Soissons. 1887). a convenient little handbook; Arbuthnot, The Mysleriesof Chronology (London, 1900).
Neuze'it
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John Gerard.
Chrysanthus and Daria, Saints, Roman martyrs,
buried on the Via Salaria Nova, and whose tombs, according to the testimony of the itinerary guides to the
tombs of the Roman martyrs, were publicly venerated (De Rossi, "Roma Sotterranea", I, 176). A
church erected over the tomb was situated near that
of St. Saturninus, which was built over the catacomb
of Thraso (ccemeterium Thrasonis ad S. Saturninum).
Their tomb was in fact in a disused sandpit (arenaria)
near this catacomb. The two martyrs were revered
in Rome in the fourth century, as the appearance of
"
their names in the " Martyrologium Hieronymianum
proves.
The existing Acts of these Martyrs are withdid
not
originate
until
the
value;
they
out historical
a longer
fifth century, and are compiled in two texts
one, written originally in Greek, but afterwards translated into Latin, and a shorter one in Latin. The
historical notices of Chrysanthus and Daria in the socalled historical martyrologies of the West, as in the
Greek Synaxaria, go back to the legend which makes
Chrysanthus the son of the noble Polemius of Alex-

—

He came

Rome

with his father and was
andria.
converted by the presbyter Carpophorus. Everyapostatize.
Daria, a
make
him
was
done
to
tliing
beautiful and very intelligent Vestal, entered into
relations with him, but she herself was won over to
the Christian Faith by Chrysanthus, and both concluded a virginal matrimonial union. Many Romans
and Roman ladies were converted by these, among
them the Tribune Claudius, his wife Hilaria, and two
sons Maurus and Jason, all of whom, with the excepChrysantion of the mother, suffered martyrdom.
thus and Daria were themselves condemned to death,
led to a sandpit in the Via Salaria, and there stoned.
This legend is evidently connected with a number
of Roman martyrs, whose tombs were venerated in
the catacombs of the Via Salaria, near those of Chrysanthus and Daria. The story, apart, from the assured
to
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martyrdom and the veneration of their
lias, perhaps, some historical value, in assigning the date tn tin' roisrn of Mir Emperor Numerianus
(283-Sli
As this ruler was never in Rome, some
historians believe (fur instance, AUard; see below)
that the name is Valerianus, and transfer the martyrdom to the persecution under this emperor. But perhaps the name of Xumcrianus ought to be adhered
to, and the origin of this indication is to be found in
the legend of an Oriental martyr having the same
name. There is another martyrdom closely connected with the tomb of (he two saints, which is re\
lated at tin' end of the Acts of these martyrs.
the death of Chrysanthus and Daria, when many of
the faithful of Rome were assembled, at their tomb '"
fact of their

tombs,

1

1

i

.

celebrate the anniversary of their death, they were
surprised by the persecutors, who filled in with stones
and earth the subterranean crypt where the Christians
were assembled, so that all perished. Later, when
the tomb of Sts. Chrysanthus and Daria was looked
for and found, the bones of these martyrs, and even the
liturgical silver vessels, which they used for the celebraEverytion of the Eucharist, were also discovered.
tliing was left as it was found, and a wall was erected,
so that no one could enter the place.
Only through
a window-opening in the wall could be seen the tomb
of Sts. Chrysanthus and Daria, as well as the bones
This tomb, like
of the Christians killed in the tomb.
so many others, was embellished by Pope Damasus,
who had poems in praise of the martyrs engraved on
marble and placed there. Gregory of Tours describes
this sanctuary in an interesting chapter of his "De
gloria martyrum", I, xxxviii (P. L., LXXI, 7.39).
During the invasions of the Gotlis the sanctuary was
desecrated, but later it was restored, as a metrical
inscription composed at that time and falsely atIn the ninth
tributed to Pope Damasus asserts.
century the remains of Sts. Chrysanthus and Daria
were brought to Priim and were thence transferred
to Miinstereifel in Rhenish Prussia, where they are
The feast of these saints
still greatly venerated.
stands in the Roman Martyrology on the 25th of
day,
also, it appears in some
October, on which
martyrologies dating from the seventh century. In
the "Martyrologium Hieronymianum" the martyrs
are mentioned on 12 August and 29 November; acThe
cording to some MSS., on other days also.
Greeks celebrate their feast on 19 March.
Mombritius, Sanctuarium, I, 152 sqq.; Acta SS-, October,
XI, 437-495;

De

ROSSI, Inscriplioncs christians urbis Roma:.
DnFOCRCQ. Gesta martyrum remains

84, 87, 116. 135;
(Paris, 1900). 255 sqq.;

II,

Tillev

-.

:

.

U

p

IV, 565 sqq.; Db Rossi, Butlettino di arch*
1873,9-12: Allard, Htttoire da /'•
(Pa™, 1887), III,
Rome,
calm
46 sq., 72, 314 sq.; Marccchi,
1900), 310 sqq.; Wattenbach, Dcutsehlands lieschirhtsqnetlen
im MiUdalter (Stuttgart, 1904), 310; Floss. Rumreisedes Abtes
Marcward von Prum und Vebertraffung derhVL. Chrysanthus und
Daria nach Miinstereifel i. J. SUU (Cologne, 1869).
J. P. KlRSCH.
I'hist.eccles.,

''

La

Chrysogonus, Saint, Martyr, suffered at Aquileia,
probably during the persecution of Diocletian, was
buried there, and publicly venerated by the faithful of
His name is found in the so-called " Marthat region.
tyrologium Hieronymianum" on two different days,
31 May and 24 November, with the topographical
note, "in Aquileia" ("Martyrol. Hier.", ed. De Rossi;
Duchesne in "Acta SS.", Nov. II). The Weissenburg manuscript of the " Mart. Hieron. " alone menthe primitive topographical indication on
the latter date; the Echternach manuscript says,
"Roma? natale Crisogoni", while under 23 November
Chrysogonus appears again among the Roman martyrs.
Very early indeed the veneration of this martyr
of Aquileia was transferred to Rome, where a titular
church, in Trastevere. bears his name to this day.
This church (Tilulus Chrysogoni) is first mentioned in
the signatures of the Roman Synod of 499 (Duchesne.
"Notes sur la topographie de Rome au moyen age" in
" Melanges d'archeol. et d'histoire", VII, 227), but it
probably dates from the fourth century (De Rossi,
Inscript. ehrist.", II, 152, N. 27; " Bullet ino di archeIt is possible that the founder
ol. crist.", 1NS7. UiS).
of the church was a certain Chrysogonus, and that, on
account of the similarity of name, the church was soon
devoted to the veneration of the martyr of Aquileia; it
is also possible that from the beginning, for some unknown reason, it was consecrated to St. Chrysogonus,
and takes its name from him. In a similar way the
veneration of St. Anastasia of Sirmium was transplanted to Rome (see Anastasia, Saint, martyr).
Al.niit the sixth century arose a legend of the martyr
that made him a Roman and brought him into relation with St. Anastasia. evidently to explain the ventions

••
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sqq.;

Melaplira.ili

Elude $ur
i-akii,

a,

Ees Qesta
Hittoire cU

chi, Basiliquea

in

P.

<,.

CXVI, ">73 sqq.; Dufourcq,
Paris, 19001, 121; Al(Paris, 1890), IV, 372- Maruo-

Martyrum romains

et ifflisea

de

(

Home (Rome,

1902), 452 aqq.
J. P. KlRSCH.

Chrysopolis, a titular see of Roman Arabia, not
to be confounded with Chrysopolis (to-day Scutari),
opposite Constantinople, which latter place was never
a see. Our Chrysopolis was suffragan to Bostra
in Arabia.
It does not figure in Hierocles nor in
Georgius Cyprius; perhaps it had a native name
which has not been identified. Its name is, however,
found in the "Notitise episcopatuum" of Anastasius,
Patriarch of Antioch in the sixth century.
(See
Echos d'Orient, X, May. 1907.) One Greek bishop
known, John, present at Chalcedon in 451
is
(Lequien. II. 867).
Seven Latin titulars are
known from 1207 to 1648 (Lequien, III, 1307;
Eubel, I, 193 and 191, note 1; II. 143).
S.

Chur
Fr.

(anciently

Coire,

in

Curia Rh.etorum,

the local

Diocese of (Curiensis

in

Vailhe.
Ital.

Coira,

Romance language Cuera),
),
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eration of St. Chrysogonus in the Roman church that
bears lus name. According to this legend, Chrysogonus, at first a functionary of the vicarius UrbU, was
the Christian teacher of Anastasia, daughter of the
Being thrown into prison
noble Roman Pnetextatus.
during the persecution of Diocletian, he comforted by
By order
his letters the severely afflicted Anastasia.
of Diocletian, Chrysogonus was brought before the
emperor at Aquileia, condemned to death, and beheaded. His corpse, throw n into the sea. was washed
ashore and buried by the aged priest, Zoilus. In the
legend the death of the saint is placed on the 23rd of
November. In the actual Roman martyrology his
feast is celebrated on 24 November; by the Greeks on
16 April.
sneiorum. in Vita; Sane
Surius (ed.), Ada 8,
torum, XII, 313 sqq.; Mombritius (ed.), Sarutuarium, I, 200

comprises at present the

See.
According to local traditions, the first Bishop
of Chur was St. Lucius, a reputed Kingof Britain, who
is said to have died a martyr at Chur about the year

and whose

relics are preserved in the cathedral.
is venerated as the principal patron of the
(Seed. Mayer, "St.Luzi bei Chur", Lindau,
The country had to pass through very severe
1.876.)
Theodoric, King of the
struggles for the true faith.
Ostrogoths, and the Lombards after him, attempted
to introduce Arianism in the sixth and seventh centuries.
During the dispute between Barbarossa and
Pope Alexander III, Bishop Egino of Chur sided with
the emperor, and was rewarded with the dignity of
In later times the
Prince of the Empire (1170).
bishops were also temporal lords of the city, and sevThe
eral of them were better warriors than pastors.
struggles of Switzerland for liberty in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, and, later, the secret preaching of Zwingli and Calvin, did great harm to the diocese, especially as the Catholic clergy neglected the
instruction of the people.
The Reformation was
publicly proclaimed at Chur in 1524, and the two
Catholic churches of St. Martin and St. Regula were
given over to the Protestants, who retain possession
of them to this day.
The bishop fled, and his admin171).

St.

Lucius

diocese.

istrator, Abbot Tbeodor Schlegel, was publicly beheaded (1 January, 1529). Bishop Thomas Planta,
a friend of St. Charles Borromeo, tried, but without
He died, probsuccess, to suppress Protestantism.
ably poisoned, 5 May, 1565. (See Camenisch," Carlo

Borromeo und
Twenty years

die Gegenreform im Veltlin", 1901.)
later St. Charles sent the Capuchins
into the endangered region, but Bishop Peter II (de
Rascher) refused to admit them. His successor,
Bishop John V (Flugi d'Aspermont, 1601-27), a
saintly and courageous man, endeavoured to restore
the Catholic religion, but was compelled to flee three
times (1607, 1612, and 1617), and for several years a
bloody war was waged bet ween the Cat holies and the
'nit est ants.
Finally, the newly erected Congregation of Propaganda commissioned the Capuchins to
save the Catholic Faith among the people (1621 i.
The first Capuchin superior of the mission was St.
Fide] is of Sigmaringen, who. on his way from Sewis
to ( rrusch, a little north of Chur, was slain (24 April,
1622) by peasants whom the sermons of the Protestant preachers had wrought tip to a fury.
Some
relics of this martyr an' preserved in the cathedral at
A second mission, that of Misocco and
Chur.
Calanca, in the southern par) of the diocese, was enThese two mistrusted to the Capuchins in 1635.
sions (Rhaetise and Mesauci) are at present prefectures Apostolic under the care of Italian Capuchins,
and the prefects reside at the two cities of Micrvatz
and Cama, both in the Canton of Grisons.
I

<

at the

Synod

Several holy and extraordinary men have contributed to the splendour of the Diocese of Chur.
Four of its bishops St. Asimo (c. 450), St. Valentinian (530-48), St. Ursicinus (d. 760), an. St. Adalbert
151 -60)
are honoured as saints; St. Sigisbeii
llourished about the year 600, St Pirminua a century
later; St. Florian, whom the diocese li:is chosen as its
second patron, lived in the ninth century, the hermit
The Capuchin Theodosius
St. Ceroid in the tenth.
Florentini, vicar-general from I860 till his death (15
February, 1N65), was a very distinguished missionary; in 1S52 he erected the Hospital of the Cross at
Chur; before this he had already laid the foundations
of two female religious congregations, one for the inM in Hon of children, the other for the care of the sick.
Chur is the birthplace of the painter Angelina Kautf-

141).

The

111:111.

—

View of Chur

(

1

I

—

.

Cantons of Graubunden (Grisons), Glarus,
Zurich, Unterwalden, and 1'ri. as well as the little
The city of Chur, the
Principality of Lichtenstein.
residence of the bishop and capital of the Canton of
Graubunden, is very ancient, having once been a
Roman fortified camp. Its present population is
about 10,000, of which number one-third are Catho-

Swiss

lics.

The

first

mention of a Bishop of Chur

(St.

Asimo)

is

of Milan, as early as 151 (Mansi, IV,
Rt. Lev. John Fidelia Battaglia, consecrated 1 March, 1889, is the ninety-sixth Bishop of
Chur. The see was at first suffragan to that of Milan,
but after the treaty of Verdun (843) it became suffragan to Mainz.
In consequence of political changes
it became, in 1803, immediately subject to the Holy

i

The cathedral of Chur. which was begun by Bishop
Tello (758-73), has a highly interesting crypt: it is
built in Romanesque style, and contains remarkable
\
tiding to the
paintings by Dun-rand Holbein.
" Kirchlichcs Handlexicoii "
Munich, 1906) the dio1
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Augustinians,

(Franciscans,

Dominicans,

Benedic-

others), and eleven congregations.
Eichhorn, Episcopatus Curiensis (St. Blasien, 1797);
Mohr, Codex diplomaticus zur Ge.ich. Cur.-Rhcetiens. (1846-61);
Mont and Plattner, Das Hochxtift and der Staal Chur (Chur,
1S60); Fetz, Das Bistum Chur, histor .-statist isch beschrieben
(Chur. 1863-69); Werner. Kath. Kirchi-natlas (Freiburg.
INSxi; Mri.iNEN. Helvetia Sacra (Bern. 1S8S). I; C. F., Leben
und Wirken ties P. Theodos. Florentini (Ingenbohl, 1878);
LrTOLF, Glaubensboten der Schweiz vor dem hi. Gallus (Lucerne,
1871); Acta Canonizationis S. Fidelis a Sigmaringen (Rome,
tines,

and

Alexius Spirensis. Historialis relatio eorum qua* in
Misstone Rhmtic/i acciderunt, MS. in Capuchin Archives at
in Analeeta Capucc. (189S), 265 sqq.; Analeetn
Mayer, Yaticano-Curiensia (1888); Buchi,
Die katholische Kirche in der Schweiz (1902).
1749);

Rome, printed

Capucc., passim;

Otto Jeron.

—

Church, The. The term church (A. S., cirice, dree;
Mod. Ger., Kirche; Sw., Kyrka) is the name employed in the Teutonic languages to render the
Greek <=KKX7)<r<!a, ecclesia, the term by which the
New Testament writers denote the society founded
by Our Lord Jesus Christ. The derivation of the
word has been much debated. It is now agreed
that it is derived from the Greek Kvpianbv, cyriacon,
i. e.
the Lord's house, a term which from the third
century was used, as well as inKX-no-la, to signify
a Christian place of worship. This, though the less
usual expression, had apparently obtained currency
among the Teutonic races. The Northern tribes
had been accustomed to pillage the Christian churches
of the

long before their

empire,

own

conversion.

Hence, even prior to the arrival of the Saxons in
Britain, their language had acquired words to designate some of the externals of the Christian religion.
The present article is arranged as follows: (I) The
term Ecclesia; (II) The Church in Prophecy; (III)
Its Constitution by Christ; the Church after the
Ascension; (IV) Its Organization by the Apostles;
(V) The Church a Divine Society; (VI) The Church
the Necessary Means of Salvation; (VII) Visibility
of the Church; (VIII) The Principle of Authority;
Infallibility;
Jurisdiction;
(IX) Members of the
Church; (X) Indefectibility of the Church; Continuity;
(XI) Universality of the Church; the
"Branch" Theory; (XII) Notes of the Church;
(XIII) The Church a Perfect Society.
I. The Teiim Ecclesia.
In order to understand
the precise force of this word, something must first
be said as to its employment by the Septuagint
translators of the Old Testament. Although in one
or two places (Ps. xxv, 5; Judith, vi, 21; etc.) the
word is used without religious signification, merely
in the sense of "an assembly", this is not usually
the case. Ordinarily it is employed as the Greek
equivalent of the Hebrew Sip, qdhal, i. e., the entire
community of the children of Israel viewed in their

—

religious aspect.
in the-

of

Two Hebrew words

Old Testament

Israel, viz.

S,-|p,

to

qiilial,

signify

the

and my,

are employed

congregation
In the

'tdah.

Septuagint these are rendered, respectively,

IkkKtio-Io.

and avvayuyr).
Thus in l'ruv., v, 14, where the
words occur together, "in the midst of the church
and the congregation" (mjTl ?np -pri2). the Greek
rendering

is

in p.(cry 'e/cxXijcWat
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cese has a Catholic population of about 248,SS7 (nonThere are 358 secular and 226
Catholics, 431,356).
religious priests in charge of about 201 parishes,
The
besides many chaplaincies and mission-stations.
largest Catholic community is at Zurich (43,655).
The 35 Capuchins of the prefectures Apostolic had
charge of 79 chapels in 1906. Three Benedictine
abbeys Einsiedeln, Engelberg, and Disentis are
within the diocese and, with the church of St. Nicolaus von der Flue at Sachseln, are places of pilgrimThere is an ecclesiastical seminary at Chur,
age.
besides colleges at Schwyz, Disentis, Einsiedeln,
Engelberg, Sarnen, and Stans. There are in the
diocese nine orders of men, ten orders of women

Kal

ovpayuyijs.

The

distinction is indeed not rigidly observed— thus
in
Ex., Lev., Num., both words are regularly
represented by trvmyay/i but it is adhered to
in the great majority of cases, and may be regarded as an established rule. In the writings of
the New Testament the words are sharply distinguished. With them ecclesia denotes the Church
of Christ; synagoga, the Jews still adhering to the
worship of the Old Covenant. Occasionally, it is
true, ecclesia is employed in its general significance
of "assembly" (Acts, xix, 32; I Cor., xiv, 19); and
synagoga occurs once in reference to a gathering of
Christians, though apparently of a non-religious

—

character (James, ii, 2.) But ecclesia is never used
by the Apostles to denote the Jewish Church. The
word as a technical expression had been transferred
to the community of Christian believers.
It has been frequently disputed whether there is
any difference in the signification of the two words.
St. Augustine (in Psalm, lxxvii, in P. L., XXXVI. 984)
distinguishes them on the ground that ecclesia is indicative of the calling together of men, synagoga of the
forcible herding together of irrational creatures:
"congregatio magis pecorum convocatio magis hominum intelligi solet". But it may be doubted whether
there is any foundation for this view. It would
appear, however, that the term ~>?\p, qahal, was
used with the special meaning of "those called by
God to eternal life", while my, 'edah, denoted
merely "the actually existing Jewish community"
(Schiirer, Hist. Jewish People, II, 59).
Though the
evidence for this distinction is drawn from the
Mishna, and thus belongs to a somewhat later date,
yet the difference in meaning probably existed at
the time of Christ's ministry.
But however this
may have been, His intention in employing the
term, hitherto used of the Hebrew people viewed as
a church, to denote the society He Himself was establishing cannot be mistaken.
It
implied the
claim that this society now constituted the true
people of God, that the Old Covenant was passing
away, and that He, the promised Messias, was inaugurating a New Covenant with a New Israel.
As signifying the Church, the word Ecclesia is
used by Christian writers, sometimes in a wider,
sometimes in a more restricted sense, (a) It is employed to denote all who, from the beginning of the
world, have believed in the one true God, and have
been made His children by grace. In this sense, it
is sometimes distinguished, signifying the Church
before the Old Covenant, the Church of the Old
Covenant, or the Church of the New Covenant. Thus
St. Gregory (Epp. V, ep. xviii ad. Joan. Ep. Const.,
in P. L., LXXVII, 740) writes: "Sancti ante legem,
sancti sub lege, sancti sub gratia, omnes hi
in membris Ecclesia? sunt constituti" (The saints
before the Law, the saints under the Law, ami (lie
all these are constituted memsaints under grace
bers of the Church),
(b) It may signify the whole
body of the faithful, including not merely the members of the Church who are alive on earth but
those, too, whether in heaven or in purgatory, who
form part of the one communion of saints. Considered thus, the Church is divided into the Church
Militant, the Church Suffering, and the Church
Triumphant, (c) It is further employed to signify
the Church Militant of the New Testament.
Even
in this restricted acceptation, there is some variety
The disciples of a single
in the use of the term.
locality are often referred to in the New Testament
.

.

.

—

as a

Church (Apoc,

ii,

18;

Rom.,

xvi.

1;

Acts,

i\,

and St. Paul even applies the term to disciples
belonging to a single household (Rom., xvi, 5; I Cor.,
I'.i,
Moreover, it
\\i
Philem., i, 2).
Col., iv. 15;
may designate specially those who exercise the office
of teaching and ruling the faithful, the Ecclesia
Docens (Matt., xviii, 17), or again the governed as
31),
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et

eorumdem sacramentorum communione

colligatus,

sub regimine legitimorum pastorum et prcecipue unius

—

Romani Pontificis. Bellarmine, De Eccl., Ill, ii, 9). The accuracy of this
definition will appear in the course of the article.
Christi in Terris vicarii

—

The Church in Prophecy. Hebrew prophII.
ecy relates in almost equal proportions to the person and to the work of the Messias. This work was
conceived as consisting of the establishment of a
kingdom, in which he was to reign over a regenerated
The prophetic writings describe for us with
Israel.
precision many of the characteristics which were to
distinguish that kingdom.
Christ during His ministry affirmed not only that the prophecies relating
to the Messias were fulfilled in His own person, but
also that the expected Messianic kingdom was none
other than His Church. A consideration of the
features of the kingdom as depicted by the Prophets,
must therefore greatly assist us in understanding
Christ's intentions in the institution of the Church.
Indeed many of the expressions employed by Him in
relation to the society He was establishing are only
intelligible in the light of these prophecies and of the
consequent expectations of the Jewish people.
It will
moreover appear that we have a weighty argument
for the supernatural character of the Ihristian revelation in the precise fulfilment of the sacred oracles.
characteristic feature of the Messianic kingdom,
as predicted, is its universal extent.
Not merely the
twelve tribes, but the Gentiles are to yield allegiance
to the Son of David.
All kings are to serve and obey
him; his dominion is to extend to the ends of the
earth (Pss. xxi, 28 sq.; ii, 7-12; cxvi. 1; Zach., ix,
10
Another series of remarkable passages declares
that the subject nations will possess the unity conferred by a common faith and a common worship
a feature represented under the striking image of the
concourse of all peoples and nations to worship at
"It shall come to pass in the last days
Jerusalem.
[D'^-H n'"inS2, i- e. in the Messianic Era]
that many nations shall say: Come and let us
go up to the mountain of the Lord, and to the house
of he God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways
and we will walk in his paths; for the law shall go
forth out of Sion, and the word of the Lord out of
Jerusalem" (Mich., iv, 1-2; cf. Is., ii, 2; Zach., viii,
This unity of worship is to be the fruit of a
3).
Divine revelation common to all the inhabitants of
the earth (Zach., xiv, 8).
Corresponding to the triple office of the Messias as
fmest, prophet, and king, it will be noted that in reation to the kingdom the Sacred Writings lay stress
it is to be endowed with a new
on three point-:
and peculiar sacrificial system; (In it is to be the
kingdom of truth possessed of a Divine revelation;
(c) it is to be governed by an authority emanating
from the Messias. (a) In regard to the first of these
points, the priesthood of the Messias Himself is explicitly stated (Ps. <-ix. 4); while it is further taught
that the worship which He is to inaugurate shall
supersede the sacrifices of the Old Dispensation.
This is implied, as the Apostle tells us, in the very
I

A

.

,

.

"a priest after the order of Melehisedech"; and
the same truth is contained in the prediction that a
new priesthood is to be formed, drawn from other
title,

peoples besides the Israelites (Is., lxvi, 18), and in
the words of the Prophet Malachias which foretell the
institution of a new sacrifice to be offered "from the
rising of the sun even to the going down" (Mai., i,
The sacrifices offered by the priesthood of the
11).
Messianic kingdom are to endure as long as day and
night shall last (Jer., xxxiii, 20).
(b) The revelation
of the Divine truth under the New Dispensation is attested by Jeremias: "Behold the days shall come
saith the Lord, and I will make a new covenant with
the house of Israel and with the house of Juda .
and they shall teach no more every man his neighbour, saying: Know the Lord: for all shall know me
from the least of them even to the greatest" (Jer.,
xxxi, 31, 34), while Zacharias assures us that in those
days Jerusalem shall be known as the city of truth.
(Zach., viii, 3).
(c) The passages which foretell that
the kingdom will possess a peculiar principle of
authority in the personal rule of the Messias are
numerous (e. g. Pss. ii; lxxi; Is., ix, 6 sq.); but in
relation to Christ's own words, it is of interest to
observe that in some of these passages the prediction
is expressed under the metaphor of a shepherd guiding and governing his flock (Ezech., xxxiv, 23 xxxvii,
24-28).
It is noteworthy, moreover, that just as the
prophecies in regard to the priestly office foretell the
appointment of a priesthood subordinate to the
Messias, so those which relate to the office of government indicate that the Messias will associate with
Himself other "shepherds", and will exercise His
authority over the nations through rulers delegated
_

.

;

to govern in His

name

Augustine Enarr.

St.

in

(Jer., xviii, 6; Ps. xliv, 17; cf.
Psalm, xliv, no. 32). Another

kingdom
The way to

feature of the

is

to be the sanctity of

its

members.
it is to be called "the holy
way: the unclean shall not pass over it". The iincircumcised and unclean are not to enter into the
renewed Jerusalem (Is., xxxv, 8; Hi, 1).

The

later uninspired apocalyptic literature of the

Jews shows us how profoundly these predictions had
influenced their national hopes, and explains for us

—

the intense expectation among the populace described
in the Gospel narratives.
In these works as in the
inspired prophecies the traits of the Messianic kingdom present two very different aspects. On the one
hand, the Messias is a Davidic king who gathers together the dispersed of Israel, and establishes on this
earth a kingdom of purity and sinlessness (Psalms of

.

Solomon, xvii). The foreign foe is to be subdued
(Assumpt. Moses, c. x) ami the wicked are to be
judged in the valley of the son of Hinnon (Enoch,
xxv, xxvii, xc). On the other hand, the kingdom is

1.

I
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distinguished from their pastors, the Ecclesia Discens
(Acts xx, 28). In all these cases the name belonging
to the whole is applied to a part.
The term, in its
full meaning, denotes the whole body of the faithful,
both rulers and ruled, throughout the world (Eph.,
i.
It is in this meaning that the
22; Col., i, 18).
Church is treated of in the present article. As thus
understood, the definition of the Church given by
Bellarmine is that usually adopted by Catholic theologians: "A body of men united together by the
profession of the same Christian Faith, and by
participation in the same sacraments, under the
governance of lawful pastors, more especially of the
Roman Pontiff, the sole vicar of Christ on earth"
(Ccetus hominum ejusdem Christiana? fidei professione,

described in eschatological characters. The Messias
is pre-existent and Divine (Enoch, Simil., xlviii, 3);
the kingdom He establishes is to be a heavenly
kingdom inaugurated by a great world-catastrophe,
which separates this world (altiv oiros, ntri 0^11?),
from the world to come aldv nfKXwv, X3n D^U')- This
catastrophe is to be accompanied by a judgment
both of angels and of men (Jubilees, x. 8; v. 111;

The dead will rise (Ps.
1).
and all the members of the Messianic
become like to the Mi ia (Enoch,

Vssumpt. Sfoses, x,
Solom.,

iii.

kingdom

II

will

I

This twofold aspect of the Jewish
hopes in regard to the coining Messias must be borne
in mind, if Christ's use of the expression "Kingdom
of Cod" is to be understood.
Not infrequently, it is
true. He employs it in an eschatological sense.
Hut
Simil., xc, 37).

more commonly He uses it of the kingdom set
up on this earth of His Church.
These are indeed,
not two kingdoms, but one.
The Kingdom of God to
l.e established at the last day is the Church in her

far

final

—

triumph.

III.

Coxstitition by Christ.

— The

Baptist pro-
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claimed the near approach of the Kingdom of God,
and of the Messianic Era. He bade all who would
share its blessings prepare themselves by penance.
His own mission, he said, was to prepare the way of
the Messias. To his disciples he indicated Jesus of
Nazareth as the Messias whose advent he had deFrom the very commenceclared (John, i, 29-31).
ment of His ministry Christ laid claim in an explicit
way to the Messianic dignity. In the synagogue
at Nazareth (Luke, iv, 21) He asserts that the
prophecies arc fulfilled in His person; He declares
that He is greater than Solomon (Luke, xi, 31), more
venerable than the Temple (Matt., xii, 6), Lord of the
sabbath (Luke, vi, 5). John, He says, is Elias, the
promised forerunner (Matt., xvii, 12); and to John's
messengers He vouchsafes the proofs of His Messianic
He dedignity which they request (Luke, vii, 22).
mands implicit faith on the ground of His Divine
His public entry into Jerulegation (John, vi, 29).
salem was the acceptance by the whole people of a
claim again and again reiterated before them. The
theme of His preaching throughout is the Kingdom
St. Mark,
of God which He has come to establish.
describing the beginning of His ministry, says that He
came into Galilee saying, "The time is accomplished,
and the Kingdom of God is at hand". For the kingdom which He was even then establishing in their
midst, the Law and the Prophets had been. He said,
but a preparation (Luke, xvi, 16; cf. Matt., iv, 23;
ix, 35; xiii, 17; xxi, 43; xxiv, 14; Mark, i, 14; Luke,
iv. 43; viii, 1; ix, 2, 60; xviii, 17).
When it is asked what is this kingdom of which
Christ spoke, there can be but one answer.
It is His
Church, the society of those who accept His Divine
legation, and admit His right to the obedience of
His whole activity is
faith which He claimed.
directed to the establishment of such a society: He
organizes it and appoints rulers over it, establishes
rites and ceremonies in it, transfers to it the name
which had hitherto designated the Jewish Church,
and solemnly warns the Jews that the kingdom was

no longer theirs, but had been taken from them and
given to another people. The several steps taken by
Christ in organizing the Church are traced by the
He is represented as gathering numerEvangelists.
ous disciples, but as selecting twelve from their
number to be His companions in an especial manner.
These share His life. To them He reveals the more
hidden parts of His doctrine (Matt., xiii, 11). He
sends them as His deputies to preach the kingdom,
and bestows on them the power to work miracles.
All are bound to accept their message; and those who
refuse to listen to them shall meet a fate more terrible
than that of Sodom and Gomorrha (Matt., x, 1-15).
The Sacred Writers speak of these twelve chosen
disciples inamanner indicating that they are regarded
In several passages
as forming a corporate body.
they are still termed "the twelve" even when the
number, understood literally, would be inexact. The
name is applied to them when they have been reduced
to eleven by the defection of Judas, on an occasion
when only ten of them were present, and again after
the appointment of St. Paul has increased their
number to thirteen (Luke, xxiv, 33; John, xx, 24;
Cor., xv. .">: Apoc, \\i, 14).
In ttiis constitution of the Apostolate Christ lays
But it is not till the
tin' foundation of His Church.
I

action of official Judaism bad rendered it manifestly
impossible to hope the Jewish Church would admit
His claim, that He prescribes for the Church as a body
indent of the synagogue and possessed of an
After the breach had
administration of her own.
become definite. He calls the Apostles together and
to them of the judicial action of the Church.
distinguishing, in an unmistakable manner, between
the private individual who undertakes the work of
fraternal correction, and the ecclesiastical authority

empowered

to pronounce a judicial sentence (Matt.,
To the jurisdiction thus conferred He
xviii, 15-17).
sentence thus proattached a Divine sanction.
nounced, He assured the Apostles, should be ratified
further step was the appointment of
in heaven.
For this
St. Peter to be the chief of the Twelve.
position he had already been designated (Matt., xvi,
15 sqq.) on an occasion previous to that just mentioned: at Caesarea Philippi, Christ had declared him
to be the rock on which He would build His Church,
thus affirming that the continuance and increase of
the Church would rest on the office created in the
person of Peter. To him, moreover, were to be given
the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven an expression
signifying the gift of plenary authority (Is., xxii, 22).
The promise thus made was fulfilled after the Resurrection, on the occasion narrated in John, xxi.
Here
Christ employs a simile used on more than one occasion by Himself to denote His own relation to the
members of His Church that of the shepherd and
His solemn charge, "Feed
his flock.
sheep",
constituted Peter the common shepherd of the whole
collective flock.
(For a further consideration of the
Petrine texts see article Primacy.) To the twelve
Christ committed the charge of spreading the kingdom among all nations, appointing the rite of baptism as the one means of admission to a participation
in its privileges (Matt., xxviii, 19).
In the course of this article detailed consideration
will be given to the principal characteristics of the
Church. Christ's teaching on this point ma} r be
It is to be a kingdom ruled
briefly summarized here.
in His absence by men (Matt., xviii. IS; John, xxi,
It is therefore a visible theocracy; and it will
17).
be substituted for the Jewish theocracy that has rejected Him (Matt., xxi, 43).
In it, until the day of
judgment, the bad will be mingled with the good
(Matt., xiii, 41).
Its extent will be universal (Matt.,
xxviii. 19), and its duration to the end of time (Matt.,
xiii, 49); all powers that oppose it shall be crushed
Moreover, it will be a supernatural
Matt., xxi, 44).
kingdom of truth, in the world, though not of it (John,

A

A

—

—

my

l

xviii.

36).

It will

be one and undivided, and this

unit} - shall be a witness to all men that its founder
(John, xvii, 21).
It is to be noticed that certain recent critics contest
the positions maintained in the preceding paragraphs. They deny alike that Christ claimed to be
the Messias, and that the kingdom of which He spoke
was His Church. Thus, as regards Christ's claim to
Messianic dignity, they say that Christ does not declare Himself to be the Messias in His preaching:
that He bids the possessed who proclaimed Him the
Son of God be silent: that the people did not suspect

came from God

His Messiahship, but formed various extravagant
hypotheses as to his personality. It is manifestly
impossible within the limits of this article to enter
on a detailed discussion of these points. But, in the
light of the testimony of the passages above cited, it
will be seen that the position is entirely untenable.
In reference to the Kingdom of God, many of the
critics hold that the current Jewish conception was
wholly esehatologieal, anil that Christ's references to
must one and all lie thus interpreted. This view
it
renders inexplicable the numerous passages in which
Christ speaks of the kingdom as present, and further
involves a misconception as to the nature of Jewish
expectations, which, as has been seen, together with
esehatologieal traits, contained others of a different
character.
Harnaek (What is Christianity? p. 62)
holds that in its inner meaning the kingdom as conceived by Christ is "a purely religious blessing, the
Such an
inner link of the soul with the living God".
interpretation can in no possible way be reconciled
with Christ's utterances on the subject. The whole
tenor of his expressions is to lay stress on the concept of a theocratic society.
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of Christ just described.
St. Peter, in his first ser
tie- .lay of Pentecost, declares that
of
Nazareth
the
.Messianic
Jesus
is
king (Acts, ii, 36).
The means of salvation which he indicates is bap

mon, delivered on

tism; and by baptism his converts are aggregated
to tin' society of disciples (ii, 41).
Though in these
still availed themselves of the
Temple services, yet from the first the brotherhood of

days the Christians

Christ formed a society essentially distinct from the
synagogue. The reason why St. Peter bids his
hearers accept baptism is none other than that they
may "save themselves from this unbelieving generaWithin the society of believers not only were
tion".
the members united by common rites, but the tie of
unity was so close as to bring about in the Church of
Jerusalem that condition of things in which the

had

disciples

all

things

common

lii.

11

I.

Christ had declared that His kingdom should be
spread among all nations, and had committed the
execution of the work to the twelve (Matt., xxviii,
Yet the universal mission of the Church re19).
vealed itself but gradually. St. Peter indeed makes
mention of it from the first (Acts, ii, 39). But in the
earliest years the Apostolic activity is confined to
Jerusalem alone.
Indeed an old tradition (Apollonius, cited by Eusebius "Hist. Eccl.", V. xvii, and
Clem. Alex., "Strom.", VI, v, in P. G. IX, 264) asserts that Christ had bidden the Apostles wait twelve
years in Jerusalem before dispersing to carry their
.New here. The first notable advance occurs
gi
[Uent on the persecution which arose after the
death of Stephen, a. i>. 37. This was the occasion of
the preaching of the Gospel to the Samaritans, a
people excluded from the privileges of Israel, though
acknowledging the Mosaic Law (Acts, viii, .5). A
still further expansion resulted from the revelation
directing St. Peter to admit to baptism Cornelius, a
devout Gentile, i. e. one associated to the Jewish
From this time forreligion but not circumcised.
ward circumcision and the observance of the Law
were not a condition requisite for incorporation into
the Church.
But the final step of admitting those
(entiles who had known no previous connexion with
the religion of Israel, and whose life had been spent in
paganism, was not taken till more than fifteen years
after Christ's Ascension; it did not occur, it would
seem, before the day described in Acts xiii, 46, when,
at Antioeh in Pisidia. Paul and Barnabas announced
that sine.' the Jews accounted themselves unworthy
life they would " turn to the
lentiles".
In the Apostolic teaching the term Church, from
first,
takes the place of the expression Kingvery
the
-.
Where others than the
\.
v,
11
Jews were concerned, the greater suitability of the
former name is evident: for Kingdom of God had
special reference to Jewish beliefs.
But the change
of title only emphasizes the social unity of the memThey are the new congregation of Israel the
bers.
theocratic polity: they are the people (Xais) of God
I

1

t

.

—

\v. 14: Rom., ix, 25; II Cor., vi, 16; I Peter,
Heli, viii. 10; Apoc. xviii, 4 x.xi, 3).
ii, 9 s.p:
their admission to the !hurch, the lentiles have been
in and form part of God's fruitful olive-tree,
:

<

By

<

while apostate Israel has been broken off (Rom., xi,
.-st.
'entile converts at
Paul, writ;
24
Corinth, terms the ancient Hebrew Church "our
.

Cor., x, 1).
Indeed from time to time
the previous phraseology is employed, and the Gospel
message is termed the preaching of the Kingdom of

fathers''

God

i

I

(Acts. xx. 25; xxviii, 31).

Within the Chut
ties exercised that
power with which Christ had endowed
It was no chaotic mob, but a true society

regulative

them.

possessed of a corporate

life,
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The Church after the iscension. The doctrine of
the Church as set forth by the Apostles after the
Ascension is in all respects identical with the teaching

and organized

in various

The evidence shows

the twelve to have
possessed (a) a power of jurisdiction, in virtue of
which they wielded a legislative and judicial authority, and (b) a magisterial office to teach the
Divine revelation entrusted to them. Thus (a)
we find St. Paul authoritatively prescribing for the
order and discipline of the churches.
He does not
advise; he directs (I Cor., xi, 34; xxvi, 1; Titus, i,
He pronounces judicial sentence (I Cor., v. 5;
5).
II Cor., ii, 10), and his sentences, like those of other
Apostles, receive at times the solemn sanction of
miraculous punishment (I Tim., i, 20; Acts, v, 1-10).
In like manner he bills his delegate Timothy hear
the causes even of priests, and rebuke, in the sight of
all. those who sin (I Tim., v, 19 sq.).
(b) With no
less definiteness does he assert that the Apostolate
carries with it a doctrinal authority, which all are
bound to recognize. God has sent them, he affirms,
to claim "the obedience of faith" (Rom., i, 5; xv, 18).
Further, his solemnly-expressed desire, that even if
an angel from heaven were to preach another doetrine to the Galatians than that which he had delivered to them, he should be anathema (Gal., i, S), involves a claim to infallibility in the teaching of
revealed truth.
While the whole Apostolic College enjoyed this
power in the Church, St. Peter always appears in
that position of primacy which Christ assigned to
him. It is Peter who receives into the Church the
first converts, alike from Judaism and from heathenism (Acts, ii, 41; x, 5 sq.), who works the first miracle
Acts, iii, 1 sqq.), who inflicts the first ecclesiastical
penalty (Acts, v, 1 sqq.). It is Peter who casts
out of the Church the first heretic, Simon Magus
(Acts, viii, 21), who makes the first Apostolic visitation of the churches (Acts, ix, 32), and who pronounces the first dogmatic decision (Acts, xv, 7).
(See Sehanz, III, p. 460.)
So indisputable was his
position that when St. Paul was about to undertake
the work of preaching to the heathen the Gospel
which Christ had revealed to him, lie regarded it as
necessary to obtain recognition from Peter (Gal., i.
18).
More than this was not needful: for the approbation of Peter was definitive.
IV. Organization by the Apostles.
Few subjects have been so much debated during the past
half-century as the organization of the primitive
Church. The present article cannot deal with the
Its .scope is limited to a
whole of this wide subject.
single point.
An endeavour will be made to estimate the existing information regarding the Apostolic Age itself.
Further light is thrown on the
matter by a consideration of the organization that
is found to have existed in the period immediately
subsequent to the death of the last Apostle. (See
Bishop.) The independent evidence derived from
the consideration of each of these periods will, in the
opinion of the present writer, be found, when fairly
weighed, to yield similar results. Thus the conclusions here advanced, over and above their intrinsic value, derive support from the independent
witness of another series of authorities tending in all
essentials to confirm their accuracy.
The question
at issue is, whether the Apostles did. or did not,
establish in the Christian communities a hierarchical
organization.
All Catholic scholars, together with
some few Protestants, hold that they did so. The
opposite view is maintained by the rationalist
critics, together with the greater number of Protesorders.

—

tants.

In considering the evidence of the \Y\v Testament
subject, it appears at once that there is a
difference between the stale of things rein the later \eu Testament writings, and that
VI all
which appears in those of an earlier date. In the
earlier writings we find but little mention of an offiSuch official positions as may
cial organization.

on the
marked
1
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have existed would seem to have been of minor
importance in the presence of the miraculous charismata (q. v.) of the Holy Spirit conferred upon in-

and fitting them to act as organs
community in various grades. St. Paul
dividuals,

of the
in his

has no messages for the bishops or
deacons, although the circumstances dealt with in
the Epistles to the Corinthians and in that to the
Galatians would seem to suggest a reference to the
When he enumerates
local rulers of the Church.
the various functions to which God has called
various members of the Church, he does not give us
a list of Church offices. "God", he says, "hath set
some in the church, first apostles, secondly prophets,
thirdly doctors [SiSdo-xaXoi]; after that miracles;
then the graces of healings, helps, governments,
kinds of tongues" (I Cor., xii, 28). This is not a list
It is a list of "charismata"
of official designations.
bestowed by the Holy Spirit, enabling the recipient
to fulfil some special function.
The only term
which forms an exception to this is that of apostle.
Here the word is doubtless used in the sense in
which it signifies the twelve and St. Paul only. As
thus applied the Apostolate was a distinct office,
involving a personal mission received from the Risen
Lord Himself (I Cor., i, 1; Gal., i, 1). Such a position was of altogether too special a character for its
recipients to be placed in any other category.
The
term could indeed be used in a wider reference. It
is used of Barnabas (Acts, xiv, 13) and of Andronicus
and Junias, St. Paul's kinsmen (Rom., xvi, 7). In
this extended signification it is apparently equivalent to evangelist (Eph., iv, 11; II Tim., iv, 5) and
denotes those "apostolic men", who, like the Apostles, went from place to place labouring in new fields,
but who had received their commission from them,
and not from Christ in person. (See Apostles.)
The "prophets", the second class mentioned,
were men to whom it was given to speak from time
to time under the direct influence of the Holy Spirit as
the recipients of supernatural inspiration (Acts,
xiii, 2; xv, 23; xxi, 11; etc.).
By the nature of the
case the exercise of such a function could be occasional only.
The " charisma " of the "doctors" (or
teachers) differed from that of the prophets, in
that it could be used continuously. They had
received the gift of intelligent insight into revealed
truth, and the power to impart it to others.
It is
manifest that those who possessed such a power
must have exercised a function of vital moment to
the Church in those first days, when the Christian
communities consisted to so large an extent of new
converts. The other " charismata " mentioned do not
call for special notice.
But the prophets and teachers
would appear to have possessed an importance as
organs of the community, eclipsing that of the local
ministry. Thus in Acts, xiii, 1, it is simply related
that there were in the Church which was at Antioch
prophets and doctors. There ic no mention of
bishops or deacons. And in the Didache a work
as it would seem of the first century, written before the last Apostle had passed away
the author
enjoins respect for the bishops and deacons, on the
ground that they have a claim similar to that of the
prophets and doctors. "Appoint for yourselves",
he writes, "bishops and deacons, worthy of the
Lord, men who are meek, and not lovers of money,
and true and approved; for unto you they also perform the service [XeiToiy>7oO(ri ttjk Xcirovpylav] of the
prophets and doctors. Therefore despise them not:
for they are your honourable men along with the
prophets and teachers" (c. xv).
It would appear, then, indisputable that in the
earliest years of the Christian Church ecclesiastical
functions were in a large measure fulfilled by men who
had been specially endowed for this purpose with
"charismata" of the Holy Spirit, and that as long
earlier Epistles

—

—

as these gifts endured, the local ministry occupied
a position of less importance and influence. Yet,
though this be the case, there would seem to be
ample ground for holding that the local ministry
was of Apostolic institution: and, further, that
towards the later part of the Apostolic Age the
abundant "charismata" were eeasingj and that the
Apostles themselves took measures to determine
the position of the official hierarchy as the directive
authority of the Church. The evidence for the
existence of such a local ministry is plentiful in the
later Epistles of St. Paul (Phil., I and II Tim., and
Titus).
The Epistle to the Philippians opens with
a special greeting to the bishops and deacons. Those
who hold these official positions are recognized as
the representatives in some sort of the Church.
Throughout the letter there is no mention of the
"charismata", which figure so largely in the earlier
Epistles.
It is indeed urged by Hort (Christian
Ecclesia, p. 211) that even here these terms are not
official titles.
But in view of their employment as
titles in documents so nearly contemporary, as I

Clem.,

4,

c.

and the Didache, such a contention

seems devoid of

probability.

all

In the Pastoral Epistles the new situation appears
even more clearly. The purpose of these writings
was to instruct Timothy and Titus regarding the
manner in which they were to organize the local
Churches. The total absence of all reference to the
spiritual gifts can scarcely be otherwise explained
than by supposing that they no longer existed in the
communities, or that they were at most exceptional
phenomena. Instead, we find the Churches governed by a hierarchical organization of bishops, sometimes also termed presbyters, and deacons. That the
terms bishop and presbyter are synonymous is evident from Titus, i, 5-7: "I left thee in Crete, that
thou shouldest
ordain priests in every
city
For a bishop must be without crime."
These presbyters form a corporate body (I Tim., iv,
14), and they are entrusted with the twofold charge
of governing the Church (I Tim., iii, 5) and of teaching (I Tim., iii, 2; Titus, i, 9). The selection of
those who are to fill this post does not depend on the
possession of supernatural gifts. It is required that
they should not be unproved neophytes, that they
should be under no charge, should have displayed
moral fitness for the work, and should be capable
of teaching.
(I Tim., iii, 2-7; Titus, i, 5-9.)
The
appointment to this office was by a solemn laying
on of hands (I Tim., v, 22). Some words addressed
by St. Paul to Timothy, in reference to the ceremony
as it had taken place in Timothy's case, throw light
upon its nature. "I admonish thee", he writes,
"that thou stir up the grace (x<V">'Ma) of God,
which is in thee by the laying on of my hands"
(II Tim., i, 6).
The rite is here declared to be the
means by which a charismatic gift is conferred; and,
further, the gift in question, like the baptismal
.

.

.

character,

.

.

.

is

permanent

in its effects.

The

recipient

needs but to "waken into life "[dvafa-rrvpetv] the grace
he thus possesses in order to avail himself of it. It
There can be no reason
is an abiding endowment.
for asserting that the imposition of hands, by which
Timothy was instructed to appoint the presbyters
to their otfice, was a rite of a different character, a
mere formality without practical import.
With the evidence before us, certain other notices
in 1h. New Testament writings, pointing to the existence of this local ministry, may lie considered. There
is mention of presbyters at Jerusalem at a date appan iitlv immediately subsequent to the dispersion
of the Apostles (Ants, xi, 30; cf. xv, 2; xvi, 4; xxi,
Again, we are told that Paul and Barnabas, as
18).
they retraced their steps on their first missionary
journey, appointed presbyters in every Church (Acts,
xiv, 22).
So too the injunction to the Thessalonians

:
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(cf.

Luke,

xiii.

14).

Hence

it

.

has been argued

by some non-Catholic

writers that in the bishops and
there is simply the
'gal organization familiar to the first converts,
and introduced by them into the Christian communities.
St. Paul's concept of the Church, it is urged,
is essentially opposed to any rigid governmental
system; yet this familiar form of organization was
gradually established even in the Churches lie had
founded.
In regard to this view it appears enough
to say that the resemblance between the Jewish
"rulers of the synagogue" and the Christian presbyter-episcopus goes no farther than the name.
The
Jewish official was purely civil and held office for a
time only. The Christian presbyterate was for life,
and its functions were spiritual. There is perhaps
more ground for the view advocated by some (cf. de
Smedt, Revue des quest, hist., vols. XLIV, L), that
presbyter and episcopits may not in all cases be perfectly synonymous.
Tin- term presbyter is undoubtedly an honorific title, while that of episeopus primaIt is possible
rily indicates the function performed.
that the former title may have had a wider significance
than the latter. The designation presbyter, it is suggested, may have been given to all those who were
recognized as having a claim to some voice in directing the affairs of the community, whether this were
based "ii official status, or social rank, or benefactions
In tin- local Church, or on some other ground; while
those presbyters who had received the laying on of
hands would be known, not simply as "presbyters",
but as "presiding [irpoiuTiiuvoi
I
Thess., v. 12]

deacons of the

New Testament

.

—

presbyters

"
,
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Thess., v, 12) to have regard to those who are over
them in the Lord (irpo'icrTtiLixevoi; ef. Rom., xii, 6)
would seem to imply that there also St. Paul had invested certain members of the community with a
Still more explicit is the evidence
pastoral charge.
contained in the account of St. Paul's interview with
the Ephesian elders (Acts, xx, 17-2.S).
It is .told
that, sending from Miletus to Ephesus, he summoned
"the presb3'ters of the Church", and in the course of
his charge addressed them as follows: "Take heed to
yourselves and to the whole flock, wherein the Holy
Ghost has placed you bishops to tend [iroip.alfeii']
the Church of God" (xx, 28).
St. Peter employs
similar language: "The presbyters that are among
you, I beseech, who am myself also a presbyter
tend [irot^atveTe] the flock of God which is among
you." These expressions leave no doubt as to the
office designated by St. Paul, when in Eph., iv, 11, he
enumerates the gifts of the Ascended Lord as follows:
"He gave some apostles, and some prophets, and
other some evangelists, and other some pastors and
doctors [robs de -wct^vas Kal 8ida<TK&\ovs].
The Epistle
of St. James provides us with yet another reference
to this office, where the sick man is bidden send
for the presbyters of the Church, that he may receive at their hands the rite of unction (James, v, 14).
The term presbyter was of common use in the
Jewish Church, as denoting the "rulers" of the syna(I

presbyter-bishops", "presbyter-rulers"

(rfyoiiuvoi— Ileb., xiii, 17).
It remains to consider whether the so-called "monarchical " episcopate was instituted by the Apostles.

establishing a college of presbyter-bishops,
did they further place one man in a position of supremacy, entrusting the government of the Church in
him, and endowing him with Apostolic authority
over the Christian community? Even if we take into
account flu- Scriptural evidence alone, there are sufficient grounds for answering this question in the
From the time of the dispersion of the
affirmative.
Apostles, St. James appears in an episcopal relation
to the Church of Jerusalem (Acts, xii, 17: XV, 13
In the other Christian communities the
Gal., ii. 12).
institution of " monarchical " bishops was a somen hat
At first the Apostles themselves
later development.

would seem,

all the duties of supreme overestablished the office when the growing
it.
The Pastoral
Epistles leave no room to doubt that Timothy and
Titus were sent as bishops to Ephesus and to Crete
respectively.
To Timothy full Apostolic powers are
conceded. Notwithstanding his youth he holds authority over both clergy and laity.
To him is confided the duty of guarding the purity of the Church's
faith, of ordaining priests, of exercising jurisdiction.
Moreover, St. Paul's exhortation to him, "to keep
the commandment without spot, blameless, unto the
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ", shows that this was
no transitory mission. A charge so worded includes
in its sweep, not Timothy alone, but his successors
in an office which is to last until the Second Advent.
Local tradition unhesitatingly reckoned him among
the occupants of the episcopal see. At the Council
of Chalcedon, the Church of Ephesus counted a succession of twenty-seven bishops commencing with
Timothy (Mansi, VII, 293; cf. Eusebius, Hist. Eccl.,

fulfilled, it

sight.

They

needs of the Church demanded

HI, iv, v).
These are not the sole evidences which the New
Testament affords of the monarchical episcopate. In
the Apocalypse the "angels" to whom the letters
to the seven Churches are addressed are almost certainly the bishops of the respective communities.
Some commentators, indeed, have held them to be
personifications of the communities themselves.
But
this explanation can hardly stand. St. John, throughout, addresses the angel as being responsible for the
community precisely as he would address its ruler.
Moreover, in the symbolism of ch. i, the two are represented under different figures: the angels are the
stars in the right hand of the Son of Man; the seven
candlesticks are the image which figures the communities.
The very term angel, it should be noticed,
is practically synonymous with apostle, and thus is
aptly chosen to designate the episcopal office. Again
the messages to Archippus (Col., iv, 17; Philem., 2)
imply that he held a position of special dignity,
superior to that of the other presbyters.
The mention of him in a letter entirely concerned witli a
private matter, as is that to Philemon, is hardly explicable unless he were the official head of the Colos-

We

sian Church.
have therefore four important
indications of the existence of an office in the local
Churches, held by a single person, and carrying with
Nor can any difficulty be
it Apostolical authority.
occasioned by the fact that as yet no special title
distinguishes these successors of the Apostles from
It is in the nature of things
the ordinary presbyters.
that the office should exist before a title is assigned
to it. The name of npn.<tle, we have seen, was not
St. Peter (I Peter, v, 1) and
confined to the Twelve
St. John (II and III John, i, 1) both speak of themSt. Paul speaks of the Aposselves as "presbyters".
A parallel casein later ecclesiastolate as a Siaxovla.
This title
tical history is afforded by the word pope.
was not appropriated to the exclusive use of the Holy
Yet no one maintains
See till the eleventh century.
that the supreme pontificate of the Roman bishop
was not recognized till then. It should cause no
surprise that a precise terminology, distinguishing
bishops, in the full sense, from the presbyter-bishops,
is not found in the New Testament.
The conclusion reached is put beyond all reasonable doubt by the testi
ay of the sub-Apostolic
Age. This is so important in regard to the question
of the episcopate that it is impossible entirely to pass
It will be enough, however, to refer to the
it over.
evidence contained in the epistles of St. Ignatius,
Bishop of Antioch, himself a disciple of the Apostles.
In these epistles about I d 107 he again and again
asserts that the supremacy of tin- bishop is of Divine
institution and belongs to the Apostolic constitution
He goes so far as to affirm that tie
of the Church.
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bishop stands in the place of Christ Himself. " When
ye are obedient to the bishop as to Jesus Christ," he
writes to the Trallians, " it is evident to me that ye
are living not after men, but after Jesus Christ.
be ye obedient also to the presbytery as to the
Apostles of Jesus Christ" (ad Trail., n. 2). He also
incidentally tells us that bishops are found in the
Church, even in "the farthest parts of the earth"
It is out of the question that one
(ad Ephes., n. 3).
who lived at a period so little removed from the
actual Apostolic Age could have proclaimed this
doctrine in terms such as he employs, had not the
episcopate been universally recognized as of Divine
appointment. It has been seen that Christ not only
established the episcopate in the persons of the
Twelve but, further, created in St. Peter the office
Early Christian
of supreme pastor of the Church.
history tells us that before his death, he fixed his
residence at Rome, and ruled the Church there as its
bishop
It is from Rome that he dates his first
Epistle, speaking of the city under the name of
Babylon, a designation which St. John also gives
At Rome, too, he
it in the Apocalypse (c. xviii).
suffered martyrdom in company with St. Paul,
The list of his successors in the see is
a. d. 67.
known, from Linus, Anacletus, and Clement, who
were the first to follow him, down to the reigning
pontiff.
The Church has ever seen in the occupant
of the See of Rome the successor of Peter in the
supreme pastorate. (See Pope.)
The evidence thus far considered seems to demonstrate beyond all question that the hierarchical organization of the Church was, in its essential elements, the work of the Apostles themselves; and
that to this hierarchy they handed on the charge
entrusted to them by Christ of governing the Kingdom of God, and of teaching the revealed doctrine.
These conclusions are far from being admitted by ProtThey are unanimous in holdestant and other critics.
ing that the idea of a Church an organized society
It is
is entirely foreign to the teaching of Christ.
therefore, in their eyes, impossible that Catholicism,
if by that term we signify a world-wide institution,
bound together by unity of constitution, of doctrine,
and of worship, can have been established by the
In the course of
direct action of the Apostles.
the nineteenth century many theories were propounded to account for the transformation of the
so-called "Apostolic Christianity" into the Christianity of the commencement of the third centurv,
when beyond all dispute the Catholic system was firmiy
established from one end of the Roman Empire to the
other. At the present day (1908) the theories advocated by the critics are of a less extravagant nature
than those of F. C. Baur (1853) and the Tubingen
School, which had so great a vogue in the middle
Greater regard is shown
of the nineteenth century.
for the claims of historical possibility and for the
value of early Christian evidences. At the same
time it is to be observed that the reconstructions
suggested involve the rejection of the Pastoral
Epistles as being documents of the second century.
It will be sufficient here to notice one or two salient
points in the views which now find favour with the
best known among non-Catholic writers.
(a) It is held that such official organization as
existed in the Christian communities was not regarded as involving special spiritual gifts, and had
but little religious significance. Some writers, as
has been seen, believe with lloltzmann that in the
episcopi and prctshjitiri, there is simply the synagogal
system of &pxovTes and vTypfrai. Others, with Hatch,
derive the origin of the episcopate from the fact
that certain civic functionaries in the Syrian cities
appeal to have borne the title of "episcopi". Professor Harnack, while agreeing with Hatch as to
the origin of the office, differs from him in so far as he
.

admits that from the first the superintendence of
worship belonged to the functions of the bishop.
The offices of prophet and teacher, it is urged, were
those in which the primitive Church acknowledged
a spiritual significance. These depended entirely

on special charismatic gifts of the Holy Ghost. The
government of the Church in matters of religioii was
thus regarded as a direct Divine rule by the Holy
Spirit, acting through His inspired agents.
And
only gradually, it is supposed, did the local ministry
take the place of the prophets and teachers, and
inherit from them the authority once attributed
to the possessors of spiritual gifts alone (cf. Sabatier,
Religions of Authority, p. 24).
Even if we prescind
altogether from the evidence considered above, this
theory appears devoid of intrinsic probability. A
direct Divine rule by " charismata " could only result
in confusion, if uncontrolled by any directive power
possessed of superior authority. Such a directive
and regulative authority, to which the exercise of
spiritual gifts was itself subject, existed in the Apostolate, as the New Testament amply shows (I Cor.,
xiv).
In the succeeding age a precisely similar
authority is found in the episcopate. Every principle of historical criticism demands that the source
of episcopal power should be sought, not in the
"charismata
but, where tradition places it, in the
Apostolate itself.
(b) It is to the crisis occasioned by Gnosticism
and Montanism in the second century that these
writers attribute the rise of the Catholic system.
They say that, in order to combat these heresies,
the Church found it necessary to federate itself,
and that for this end it established a statutory, socalled "apostolic" faith, and further secured the
episcopal supremacy by the fiction of "apostolic
succession" (Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, II, ii; SabaThis view appears to be
tier, op. cit., pp. 35-59).
irreconcilable with the facts of the case.
The evidence of the Ignatian epistles alone shows that, long
before the Gnostic crisis arose, the particular local
Churches were conscious of an essential principle
of solidarity binding all together into a single system.
Moreover, the very fact that these heresies gained
no foothold within the Church in any part of the
world, but were everywhere recognized as heretical
and promptly excluded, suffices to prove that the
Apostolic Faith was already clearly known and firmly
held, and that the Churches were already organized
under an active episcopate. Again, to say that the
doctrine of Apostolic succession was invented to
cope with these heresies is to overlook the fact that
it is asserted in plain terms in the Epistle of Clement,
,

c.

xlii.

M. Loisy's theory as to the organization of the
Church has attracted so much attention in recent
years as to call for a brief notice. In his work.
" L'Evangileet TEglise", he accepts many of the views
held by critics hostile to Catholicism, and endeavours
by a doctrine of development to reconcile them with
some form of adhesion to the Church. He urges that
the Church is of the nature of an organism, whose
animating principle is the message of Jesus Christ.
This organism may experience many changes of
external form, as it develops itself in accordance
with its inner needs, and with the requirements of
its environment.
Yet so long as these changes are
such as are demanded in order that the vital principle may be preserved, they are unessential in charSo far indeed are they from being organic
acter.
alterations, that we ought to reckon them as implicitly involved in the very being of the Church.
The formation of the hierarchy he regards as change
of this kind.
In fact, since he holds that Jesus
Christ mistakenly anticipated the end of the world
to be close at hand, and that I lis first disciples lived
in expectation of His immediate return in glory, it
:i

—

—

;
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follows that the hierarchy must have had some such
origin as this.
It is out of the question to attribute
it to the Apostles.
Men who believed the end of the
world to be impending would not have seen the necessity of endowing a society with a form of government intended to endure.
These revolutionary views constitute part of the
theory known as Modernism, whose philosophical
presuppositions involve the complete denial of the
miraculous. The Church, according to this theory,
is not a society established by eternal Divine interposition.
It is a society expressing the religious
experience of the collectivity of consciences, and
owing its origin to two natural tendencies in men,
viz. the tendency of the individual believer to communicate his beliefs to others, and the tendency of
those who hold the same beliefs to unite in a society.
The Modernist theories were analyzed and condemned as "the synthesis of all the heresies" in the
Encyclical " Pascendi Dominiei gregis" (IS September.
1907). The principal features of M. Loisy's theory of

the Church had been already included among the
condemned propositions contained in the Decree "LaThe fifty-third of the
(3 July, 1907).
propositions there singled out for reprobation is the
following: "The original constitution of the Church
is not immutable; but the Christian society like human society is subject to perpetual change."
V. The Church a Divine Society.
The Church,
as has been seen, is a society formed of living men,
not a mere mystical union of souls. As such it resembles other societies. Like them, it has its code of
rules, its executive officers, its ceremonial observances.
Yet it differs from them more than it resembles them: for it is a supernatural society. The
Kingdom of God is supernatural alike in its origin, in
the purpose at which it aims, and in the means at its
disposal.
Other kingdoms are natural in their origin
and their scope is limited to the temporal welfare of
their citizens.
The supernatural character of the
Church is seen, when its relation to the redemptive
work of Christ is considered. It is the society of those
whom He has redeemed from the world. The world,
by which term are signified men in so far as they have
fallen from God, is ever set forth in Scripture as the
kingdom of the Evil One. It is the "world of darkEph., vi, 12), it is "seated in the wicked one"
To
(I John, vi, 19), it hates Christ (John, xv, 18).
save the world, God the Son became man. He offered
Himself as a propitiation for the sins of the whole
world (I John, ii, 2). God, Who desires that all men
should be saved, has offered salvation to all; but the
greater part of mankind rejects the proffered gift.
The Church is the society of those who accept redemption, of those whom Christ "has chosen out of
the world" (John, xv, 19). Thus it is the Church
alone which He "hath purchased with his own blood"
(Acts, xx, 28).
Of the members of the Church, the
Apostle can say that "God hath delivered us from
power
of
darkness,
and hath translated us into
the
the kingdom of the Son of his love" (Col., i, 13).
St.
Augustine terms the Church "mundus salvatus"
the redeemed world and speaking of the enmity
borne towards the Church by those who reject her,
says: "The world of perdition hates the world of salvation" ("in Joan.", Tract, lxxx. vii. n. 2 in P. L.,
XXXV, 1885). To the Church Christ has given the
means of grace He merited by His life and death.
She communicates them to her members; and those
who are outside her fold she bids to enter that they
too may participate in them. By these means of
the light of revealed truth, the sacraments,
grace
the perpetual renewal of the Sacrifice of Calvary
the Church carries on the work of sanctifying the
elect.
Through their instrumentality each individual
soul is perfected, and conformed to the likeness of the

mentabili"

—

i

—

—

Son of God.
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It is thus manifest that, when we regard the Church
simply as the society of disciples, we are considering
ii e external form only.
Its inward life is found in the
indwelling of the Holy Ghost, the gifts of faith, hope,

and charity, the grace communicated by the sacraments, and the other prerogatives by which the
children of God differ from the children of the world.
This aspect of the Church is described by the Apostles
figurative language.
They represent it as the
of Christ, the Spouse of Christ, the Temple of
In order to understand its true nature some
consideration of these comparisons is requisite.
In
the conception of the Church as a body governed and
directed by Christ as the head, far more is contained
than In' familiar analogy between a ruler and his subjects on the one hand, and the head guiding and coordinating the activities of the several members on
the other. That analogy expresses indeed the variety
of function, the unity of directive principle, and the
co-operation of the parts to a common end, which are
found in a society; but it is insufficient to explain
the terms in which St. Paul speaks of the union between Christ and His disciples. Each of them is a
member of Christ (I Cor., vi, 15); together they form
the body of Christ (Eph., iv, 16); as a corporate unity
they arc simply termed Christ (I Cor., xii, 12).
The intimacy of union here suggested is, however,
justified, if we recall that the gifts and graces bestowed
upon each disciple are graces merited by the Passion of Christ, and are destined to produce in him the
likeness of Christ.
The connexion between Christ
and himself is thus very different from the purely
juridical relation binding the ruler of a natural
society to the individuals belonging to it.
The
Apostle develops the relation between ( 'hrist and His
members from various points of view. As a human
body is organized, each joint and muscle having its
own function, yet each contributing to the union of
iln complex whole, so too the Christian society is a
body "compacted and firmly joined together by that
in

Body

God.

I

which every part supplieth" (Eph., iv, 16), while all
the parts depend on Christ their head.
It is He Who
has organized the body, assigning to each member
his place in the Church, endowing each with the
special graces necessary, and, above all, conferring
on some of the members the graces in virtue of which
they rule and guide the Church in His name (ibid.,iv,
Strengthened by these graces, the mystical
11).
body, like a physical body, grows and increases. This
growth is twofold. It takes place in the individual,
inasmuch as each Christian gradually grows into the
"perfect man", into the image of Christ (Eph.. iv,
But there is also a growth
13, 1">; Rom., viii, 29).
As time goes on. the Church is to
in the whole body.
increase and multiply till it fills the earth.
So intimate is the union between Christ and His members,
that the Apostle speaks of the Church as the "fullness" (irXJ/pufui) of Christ (Eph., i, 23; iv, 13), as
though apart from His members something were
lacking to the head.
He even speaks of it as Christ:
"As all the members of the body whereas they are
many, yet are one body, so also is Christ" (I Cor.,
xii. 12
And to establish the reality of this union he
).

refers it to the efficacious instrumentality of the Holy
Eucharist."
being many, are one bread, one body:
for we all partake of that one bread" (I Cor., x, 17
Greek text).
The description of the Church as God's temple,
in which the disciples are "living stones" (I Peter, ii,
5), is scarcely less frequent in the Apostolic writings

"We

than is the metaphor of the body. "You are the
temple of the living God" (II Cor., vi, 16), writes
St. Paul to the Corinthians, and he reminds the
Ephesians that they are "built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself
being the chief corner stone in whom all the building
being framed together, groweth up into a holy temple
;
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which signifies properly the inner sanctuary. The
Apostle, when he employs this word, is clearly comparing the Christian Church to that Holy of Holies
where God manifested His visible presence in the
Shekinah. The metaphor of the temple is well
adapted to enforce two lessons. On several occasions
the Apostle employs it to impress on his readers the
sanctity of the Church in which they have been incor"If any shall violate the temple of God",
porated.
lie says, speaking of those who corrupt the Church by
false doctrine, "him shall God destroy" (I Cor., iii,
And he employs the same motive to dissuade
17).
disciples from forming matrimonial alliance with unbelievers: "What agreement hath the temple of God
"
with idols? For you are the temple of the living God
(II Cor., vi, 16).
It further illustrates in the clearest
way the truth that to each member of the Church God
has assigned his own place, enabling him by his work
there to co-operate towards the great common end,
the glory of God.
The third parallel represents the Church as the
bride of Christ.
Here there is much more than a

The Apostle says that the union between
and His Church is the archetype of which
is an earthly representation.
Thus

metaphor.
Christ

human marriage

he bids wives be subject to their husbands, as the
Church is subject to Christ (Eph., v, 22 sq.). Yet he
points out on the other hand that the relation of husband to wife is not that of a master to his servant, but
one involving the tenderest and most self-sacrificing
love.
He bids husbands love their wives, "as Christ
also loved the Church, and delivered himself up for
Man and wife are one flesh and in
it" (ibid., v, 25).
this the husband has a powerful motive for love towards the wife, since "no man ever hated his own
flesh".
This physical union is but the antitype of
that mysterious bond in virtue of which the Church
is so truly one with Christ, that "we arc members of
his body, of his flesh, and of his bones.
'For this
cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and
shall cleave to his wife, and they shall be two in one
flesh'" (Eph., v, 30 sq. Gen.,ii,24).
In these words
;

;

the Apostle indicates the mysterious parallelism between the union of the first Adam with the spouse
formed from his body, and the union of the second
Adam with the Church. She is "bone of his bones,
and flesh of his flesh", even as Eve was in regard to
our first father. And those only belong to the family
of the second Adam, who are her children, "born
again of water and of the Holy Ghost". Occasionally the metaphor assumes a slightly different form.
In Apoc, xix, 7, the marriage of the Lamb to his
spouse the Church does not take place till the last day
in the hour of the Church's final triumph.
Thus too
St. Paul, writing to the Corinthians (II Cor., xi, 2),
compares himself to "the friend of the bridegroom",
who played so important a part in the Hebrew marriage

ceremony

John,

(cf.

iii,

20).

He

has, he says,

tin- Corinthian community to Christ, and
he holds himself responsible to present it spotless in
the bridegroom.
Through the medium of these metaphors the
Apostles set forth the inward nature of the Church.
Their expressions Leave no doubl thai in them they
always refer to the actually existing Church founded
tin' society of Christ's disciples.
by Christ on earth
Hence it n instructive to observe that Protestant
divines find it necessary to distinguish between an
actual and an ideal Church, and to assert that the
teaching of the Apostles regarding the Spouse, the
Temple, and the Body refers tO the ideal Church

espoused

-
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With a slight change
in the Lord" (Eph., ii, 20 sq.).
in the metaphor, the same Apostle in another passage
(I Cor., iii, 11) compares Christ to the foundation,
and himself and other Apostolic labourers to the
It is noticebuilders who raise the temple upon it.
able that the word translated "temple" is va6s, a term

alone
s.

v.

(cf.

Gayford

in Hastings, "Diet, of the Bible",

Church).

—

VI. The Necessary Means op Salvation. In
the preceding examination of the Scriptural doctrine
regarding the Church, it. has been seen how clearly
it is laid down that only by entering the Church can
we participate in the redemption wrought for us by
Christ.
Incorporation with the Church can alone
unite us to the family of the second Adam, and alone
engraft
can
us into the true Vine. Moreover, it is to
the Church that Christ has committed those means
of grace through which the gifts He earned for men
are communicated to them.
The Church alone dispenses the sacraments. It alone makes known the
light of revealed truth.
Outside the Church these
gifts cannot be obtained.
From all this there is but
one conclusion: Union with the Church is not merely
one out of various means by which salvation may be
obtained: it is the only means
This doctrine of the absolute necessity of union
with the Church was taught in explicit terms by
Christ.
Baptism, the act of incorporation among
her members, He affirmed to be essential to salvation.
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved: he that believeth not shall be condemned"
(Mark, xvi, 16). Any disciple who shall throw off
obedience to the Church is to be reckoned as one of
the heathen: he has no part in the kingdom of God
(Matt., xviii, 17).
St. Paul is equally explicit.
"A
man that is a heretic", he writes to Titus, "after the
first and second admonition avoid'
knowing that
he that is such a one is
condemned by his
own judgment" (Tit., iii, 10 sq.). The doctrine is
summed up in the phrase, Extra Ecclcsiam nulla
This saying has been the occasion of so
salus.
many objections that some consideration of its
meaning seems desirable.
It certainly does not
mean that none can be saved except those who are in
visible communion with the Church.
The Catholic
Church has ever taught that nothing else is needed
to obtain justification than an act of perfect charity
and of contrition. Whoever, under the impulse of
actual grace, elicits these acts receives immediately
the gift of sanctifying grace, and is numbered among
Should he die in these disposithe children of God.
tions, he will assuredly attain heaven.
It is true such
acts could not possibly be elicited by one who was
aware that God has commanded all to join the
Church, and who nevertheless should wilfully remain
outside her fold. For love of God carries with it the
practical desire to fulfil His commandments.
But
of those who die without visible communion with
the Church, not all are guilty of wilful disobedience
Many are kept from the
to God's commands.
Church by ignorance. Such may be the case of
numbers among those who have been brought up in
heresy. To others the external means of grace may
be unattainable. Thus an excommunicated person
may have no opportunity of seeking reconciliation
at the last, and yet may repair his faults by inward
acts of contrition and charity.
It should be observed that those who are thus
saved are not entirely outside the pale of the Church.
.

The
must

.

.

will to fulfil all Cod's commandments is,
be. present in all of them
Such a wish

plicitly includes

and

imthe desire for incorporation with the

Church: for this, though they know it not,
commanded by God. They thus belong to
the church by desire [voto).
Moreover, there is a
true sense in which they may be said to be saved
through the Church.
the
order
of Divine ProviIn
dence, salvation is given to man in the Church:
Church
Triumphant
is
given
membership in the
through membership in the Church Militant. Sanctigrace,
the
title
to
salvation,
is
peculiarly
the
fying
grace of those who are united to Christ in the Church:
is tlu
the
children
of
God.
it
of
The
birthright
visible

has been
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primary purpose of those actual graces which God
bestows upon those outside the Church is to draw
them within the fold. Thus, even in the case in
which "id saves men apart from the Church, He does
so through the Church's graces.
They are joined
to the Church in spiritual communion, though not in
visible and external communion.
In the expression
of theologians, they belong to the soul of the Church.
though not to its body. Yet the possibility of
salvation apart from visible communion with the
Church must not blind us to the loss suffered by
those who are thus situated. They are cut off from
the sacraments God has given as the support of the
In the ordinary channels of grace, which are
soul.
ever open to the faithful Catholic, they cannot parCountless means of sanctification which
ticipate.
the Church offers are denied to them. It is often
urged that this is a stern and narrow doctrine. The
<

reply to this objection is that the doctrine is stern,
but only in the sense in which sternness is inseparable
love.
It is the same sternness which we find in
Christ's words, when he said: "If you believe not
that I am he, you shall die in your sin" (John, viii,
24).
The Church is animated with the spirit of
Christ; she is filled with the same love for souls, the
same desire for their salvation. Since, then, she
knows that the way of salvation is through union
with her, that in her and in her alone are stored the
benefits of the Passion, she must needs be uncompromising and even stern in the assertion of her
claims.
To fail here would be to fail in the duty
entrusted to her by her Lord.
Even where the
message is unwelcome, she must deliver it.
It is instructive to observe that this doctrine has
been proclaimed at every period of the Church's
no accretion of a later age. The
history,
l!
is
earliest successors of the Apostles speak as plainly as
the medieval theologians, and the medieval theolo
nans are not more emphatic than those of to-day.
From the first century to the twentieth there is
St. Ignatius of Antioch writes:
absolute unanimity.
"Be not deceived, my brethren. If any man followtli on,- that maketh schism, he doth not inherit the
kingdom of God. If any one walketh in strange
doctrine, he hath no fellowship with the Passion"
i.ad I'liilad., n. 3).
Origen says: "Let no man deceive himself. Outside this house, i. e. outside the
Ihurch, none i- saved" (Horn, in Jos., iii, n. 5 in P. (!..
St. Cyprian speaks to the same effect:
XII. Mli
" He cannot have God for his father, who has not the

from

•

(

Church for his mother" (De Unit., c.
words of the Fourth CEcumenical Council

The

vi).

of Lateran
the doctrine thus in its decree against
the Albigenses: "Una est fidelium universalii
clesia, extra quam nullus omnino salvatur" (Denzinger, n. 357); and Pius IX employed almost identical language in his Encyclical to the bishops of Italy
Hi
August, 1863): "Notissimum est catholicum
neminem scilicet extra catholicam ecclesiam
posse salvari" (Denzinger, n. 1529).
VII. Visibility of the Church.
In asserting
(121.5) define

I

i

—

that the Church of Christ is visible, we signify, first,
that as a society it will at all times be conspicuous
and public, and second, that it will ever be recognizable among other bodies as the Church of Christ.
These two aspects of visibility are termed respectively
"material" and "formal'' visibility by Catholic
The material visibility of the Church
theologians.
involves no more than that it must ever be a public,
not a private profession; a society manifest to the
world, not a body whose members are bound by
Be.
Formal visibility i- more than this.
It implies that in all ages the true Church of Christ
will be easily recognizable for that which it is. viz.
as the Divine society of the Son of God, the
of salvation offered by God to men; that it po
certain attributes which, so evidently postulate a
i

III.

—48
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Divine origin that all who see it must know it comes
from God. This must, of course, be understood
with some necessary qualifications. The power to
recognize the Church for what it is presupposes
certain moral dispositions.
Where there is a rooted
unwillingness to follow God's will, there may be
spiritual blindness to the claims of the Church.
Invincible prejudice or inherited assumptions may
produce the same result. But in such cases the
incapacity to see is due, not to the want of visibility
in the Church, but to the blindness of the individual.
The case bears an almost exact analogy to the evidence possessed by the proofs for the existence of
God. The proofs in themselves are evident
but
they may fail to penetrate a mind obscured by prejuFrom the time of the Reformation,
dice or ill will.
Protestant writers either denied the visibility of the
Church, or so explained it as to rob it of most of its
meaning. After briefly indicating the grounds of the
Catholic doctrine, some views prevalent on this subject
among Protestant authorities will be noticed.
It is unnecessary to say more in regard to the
material visibility of the Church than has been said
in sections III and IV of this article.
It has been
shown there that Christ established His Chinch as
an organized society under accredited leaders, and
that He commanded its rulers and those who should
succeed them to summon all men to secure their
eternal salvation by entry into it.
It is manifest
that there is no question here of a secret union of
believers: the Church is a world-wide corporation,
whose existence is to be forced upon the notice of all,
willing or unwilling.
Formal visibility is secured by
those attributes which are usually termed the
"notes" of the Church her Unity, Sanctity, Catho:

—

and Apostolicity (see below). The proof may
be illustrated in the case of the first of these. The
unity of the Church stands out as a fact altogether
Her members all
unparalleled in human history.
over the world are united by the profession of a common faith, by participation in a common worship,
and by obedience to a common authority. Differences of class, of nationality, and of race, which seem
as though they must be fatal to any form of union,
cannot sever this bond. It links in one the civilized
and the uncivilized, the philosopher and the peasant,
the rich and the poor.
One and all hold the same
belief, join in the same religious ceremonies, and
acknowledge in the successor of Peter the same
supreme ruler. Nothing but a supernatural power
can explain this. It is a proof manifest to all minds,
even to the simple and the unlettered, that the
Church is a Divine society. Without this formal
visibility, the purpose for which the Church
was
Christ established it to
founded would be frustrated.
be the means of salvation for all mankind.
For this
end it is essential that its claims should be authenticated in a manner evident to all; in other words,
it must be visible, not merely as other public societies
are visible, but as being the society of the Son of God.
The views taken by Protestants as to the visibility
The rationalist critics
of the Church are various.
To them the
naturally reject the whole conception.
religion preached by Jesus Christ was something
When the Church as an institution
purely internal.
came to be regarded as an indispensable factor in
religion, it was a corruption of the primitive message.
(See Bamack, What i-. Christianity, p. 213.)
Pas(vhich deal with the Church in her corporate
unity are referred by writers of this school to an deal
invisible Church, a mystical communion of souls.
Such an interpretation does violence t,> the sense of
the passages.
Moreover, no explanation possessing
any semblance of probability has yet been given to
account for the genesis among (he disciples of this
remarkable and altogether novel conception of an inlicity,

visible

Church.

It

may

reasonably be demanded of
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religion.

The doctrine of the older Protestant writers is that
there are two Churches, a visible and an invisible.
This is the view of such standard Anglican divines as
Barrow, Field, and Jeremy Taylor (see e. g. Barrow,
Unity of Church, Works, 1830, VII, 628). Those
who thus explain visibility urge that the essential and
vital element of membership in Christ lies in an inner
union with Him; that this is necessarily invisible,

and those who possess

it

constitute

an

invisible

Church. Those who are united to Him externally
alone have, they maintain, no part in His grace.
Thus, when He promised to His Church the gift of indefectibility, declaring that the gates of hell should
never prevail against it, the promise must be underIn
stood of the invisible, not of the visible Church.
regard to this theory, which is still tolerably prevalent, it is to be said that Christ's promises were
made to the Church as a corporate body, as constituting a society. As thus understood, they were made
to the visible Church, not to an invisible and unknown
body. Indeed for this distinction between a visible
and an invisible Church there is no Scriptural warrant.
Even though many of her children prove unfaithful,
yet all that Christ said in regard to the Church is
Nor does the unrealized in her as a corporate body.
faithfulness of these professing Catholics cut them off
They are His
altogether from membership in Christ.
The character then rein virtue of their baptism.
ceived still stamps them as His. Though dry and
withered branches they are not altogether broken off
from the true Vine (Bellarmine, De Ecclesia, III, ix,
The Anglican High Church writers explicitly
13).
teach the viability of the Church. They restrict
themselves, however, to the consideration of material
visibility (cf. Palmer, Treatise on the Church, Part I,
c.

iii).

The doctrine of the visibility in no way excludes
from the Church those who have already attained
These are united with the members of
to bliss.
the Church Militant in one communion of saints.

They watch her

struggles; their prayers are offered
Similarly, those who are still in the
cleansing fires of purgatory belong to the Church.
There are not, as has been said, two Churches; there
is but one Church, and of it all the souls of the just,
whether in heaven, on earth, or in purgatory, are
members (Catech. Rom., I, x, 6). But it is to the
to the
( hurch only in so far as militant here below
Church among men that the property of visibility
belongs.
VIII. The Principle op Authority. Whatever
authority is exercised in the Church, is exercised in
He is the one
virtue of the commission of Christ.
Prophet, Who has given to the world the revelation of
truth, and by His spirit preserves in the Church the
He is the one
faith once delivered to the saints.
Priest, ever pleading on behalf of the Church the
And He is the one King the
sacrifice of Calvary
Who rules and guides,
chief Shepherd (I Peter, v, 4)
through His Providence, His Church's course. Yet
U,- wills to exercise His power through earthly repHe chose the Twelve, and charged
resentatives.
(hem in His name to teach the nations (Matt., xxviii,
19), to offer sacrifice (Luke, xxii, 19), to govern His
They, as seen
flock (Matt., xviii, 18; John, xxi, 17).
above, used the authority committed to them while
they lived; and before their death, they took measures for the perpetuation of this principle of government in the Church. From that day to this, the
hierarchy thus established has claimed and has exerThus the prophecies of the
cised this threefold office.

on her behalf.

—

—

—

—
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a professedly critical school that this phenomenon
should be explained. Harnack holds that it took the
But it does not appear
place of Jewish racial unity.
why Gentile converts should have felt the need of
replacing a feature so entirely proper to the Hebrew

—

Old Testament have been fulfilled which foretold that
to those who should be appointed to rule the Messianic kingdom it should be granted to participate
in the Messias' office of prophet, priest, and king.
(See II above.)
The authority established in the Church holds its

commission from above, not from below. The pope
and the bishops exercise their power as the successors
of the men who were chosen by Christ in person.
They are not, as the Presbyterian theory of Church
government teaches, the delegates of the flock; their
warrant is received from the Shepherd, not from the
sheep.
The view that ecclesiastical authority is
ministerial only, and derived by delegation from tin 1
faithful, was expressly condemned by Pius VI (1794)
in his Constitution "Auetorem Fidei" (q. v.); and
on the renovation of the error by certain recent
Modernist writers, Pius X reiterated the condemnation in the Encyclical on the errors of the Modernists.
In this sense the government of the Church is not democratic.
This indeed is involved in the very nature of
the Church as a supernatural society, leading men to
a supernatural end. No man is capable of wielding
authority for such a purpose, unless power is communicated to him from a Divine source. The case
is altogether different where civil society is concerned.
There the end is not supernatural: it is the temporal
well-being of the citizens.
It cannot then be said
that a special endowment is required to render any
class of men capable of filling the place of rulers and
of guides.
Hence the Church approves equally all
forms of civil government which are consonant with
the principle of justice.
The power exercised by the
sacrifice and sacrament (potestas
It is proordinis) lies outside the present subject.
posed briefly to consider here the nature of the
Church's authority in her office (1) of teaching (potestas magisterii) and (2) of government (potestos
jurisdidionis).

Church through

(1)

Infallibility.

— As the Divinely appointed teach-

This
er of revealed truth, the Church is infallible.
gift of inerrancy is guaranteed to it by the words of
Christ, in which He promised that His Spirit would
abide with it for ever to guide it unto all truth (John,
xiv, 16; xvi, 13).
It is implied also in other passages
of Scripture, and asserted by the unanimous testimony
of the Fathers.
The scope of this infallibility is to
preserve the deposit of faith revealed to man by
The
Christ and His Apostles (see Infallibility).
it is the guardian only
can teach nothing which it
Vatican Council declares:
"The Holy Ghost was not promised to the successors
of Peter, in order that through His revelation they
might manifest new doctrine: but that through His
assistance they might religiously guard, and faithfully expound the revelation handed down by the

Church teaches expressly that
of the revelation, that it
has not received. The

Apostles, or the deposit of the faith" (Cone. Vat.,
The obligation of the natural
Sess. IV, cap. liv).
moral law constitutes part of this revelation. The
authority of that law is again and again insisted on by
The Church therefore is
Christ and His Apostles.
Moreinfallible in matters both of faith and morals.
over, theologians are agreed that tin- gift of infallibility in regard to the deposit must, by necessary
consequence, carry with it infallibility as to certain
matters intimately related to the Faith. There are
questions bearing so nearly on the preservation of the
Faith that, could the Church err in these, her infallibility would not suffice to guard the flock from false
doctrine.
Such, for instance, is the decision whether
a given book does or does not contain teaching condemned as heretical. (See Doom WIC Facts.)
It is needless to point out that if the Christian
Faith is indeed a revealed doctrine, which turn must
believe under pain of eternal loss, the gift of infalliCould she err
bility was necessary to the Church.

—
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The flock would
all. she might err in any point.
have no guarantee of the truth of any doctrine. The
condition of those bodies which at the time of the
Reformation forsook the Church affords us an objectDivided into various sections and
lesson in point.
parties, they are the scene of never-ending disputes;
and by the nature of the case they are cut off from all
hope of attaining to certainty. In regard also to the
moral law. the need of an infallible guide is hardly
Though on a few broad principles
less imperative.
there may be some consensus of opinion as to what is
right and what is wrong, yet in the application of these

at

,

principles to concrete facts,

On matters

agreement.

of

it is impossible to obtain
such practical moment as

are, for instance, the questions of private property,
marriage, and liberty, the most divergent views are
defended by thinkers of great ability. Amid all this

questioning the unerring voice of the Church gives
confidence to her children that they are following the
right course, and have not been led astray by some
specious fallacy. The various modes in which the
Church exercises this gift, and the prerogatives of
the Holy See in regard to infallibility, will be found
in the article dealing with that subject.
The Church's pastors govern
(2) Jurisdiction.
and direct the flock committed to them in virtue of
The
jurisdiction conferred upon them by Christ.
authority of jurisdiction differs essentially from
The two powers are conthe authority to teach.
cerned with different objects. The right to teach is
concerned solely with the manifestation of the revealed doctrine; the object of the power of jurisdiction is to establish and enforce such laws and reguae are necessary to the well-being of the
Church. Further, the right of the Church to teach
extends to the whole world: The jurisdiction of her
rulers extends to her members alone (I Cor., v, 12).
Christ's \wrd- to St. Peter, " 1 will give thee the keys
of the kingdom of heaven", distinctly express the
gift of jurisdiction.
Supreme authority over a body
The
carries with it the right to govern and direct.
three elements which go to constitute jurisdiction
legislative power, judicial power, and coercive power
are, moreover, all implied in Christ's directions to the
Apostles Matt xviii). Not merely are they instructed
to impose obligations and to settle disputes; but they
may even inflict the extremest ecclesiastical penalty
that of exclusion from membership in Christ.
The jurisdiction exercised within the Church is
partly of Divine right, and partly determined by
ecclesiastical law.
A supreme jurisdiction over the
whole Church clergy and laity alike belongs by
Divine appointment to the pope (Cone. Vat Sess.
IV, cap. ui).
The government of the faithful by
bishop- possessed of ordinary jurisdiction (i. e. a
jurisdiction thai is not held by mere delegation,
but is exercised in their own name) is likewise of
Divine ordinance. But the system by which the
Church is territorially divided into dioceses, within
each of which a single bishop rules the faithful within
that district, is an ecclesiastical arrangement capable
The limits of dioceses may be
of modification.
changed by the Holy See. In England the old preReformation diocesan divisions held good until 1850,
though the Catholic hierarchy had become extinct
In that year the
in thi" reign of Queen Elizabeth.
old divisions were annulled and a new diocesan
system established. Similarly in France, a complete
change was introduced after the Revolution. A
bishop may m roisi hi power on other than a territorial basis,
rhus in the East there are different
bishops for the faithful belonging to the different
Besides
rites in communion with the Holy See.
bishops, in countries where the ecclesiastical system
is fully developed, those of the lower clergy who are
parish priests, in the proper sense of the term, have
ordinary jurisdiction within their own parishes.
1

—

..

i

—

—
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Internal jurisdiction is that which is exercised in
the tribunal of penance. It differs from the external
jurisdiction of which we have been speaking in that
its object is the welfare of the individual penitent,
while the object of external jurisdiction is the welfare
of the Church as a corporate body.
To exercise this
internal jurisdiction, the power of orders is an essential condition: none but a priest can absolve.
But
the power of orders itself is insufficient. The minister
of the sacrament must receive jurisdiction from one
competent to bestow it. Hence a priest cannot hear
confessions in any locality unless he has received
faculties from the ordinary of the place.
On the
other hand, for the exercise of external jurisdiction
the power of orders is not necessary. A bishop duly
appointed to a see, but not yet consecrated, is invested with external jurisdiction over his diocese as
soon as he has exhibited his letters of appointment
to the chapter.
IX. Members of the Church. The foregoing
account of the Church and of the principle of authority by which it is governed enables us to determine
who are members of the Church and who are not.
The membership of which we speak, is incorporation
in the visible body of Christ.
It has already been
noted (VI) that a member of the Church may have
forfeited the grace of God.
In this case he is a
withered branch of the true Vine but he has not been
He still belongs to Christ.
finally broken off from it.
Three conditions are requisite for a man to be a
member of the Church. (1) In the first place, he
must profess the true Faith, and have received the
Sacrament of Baptism. The essential necessity
of this condition is apparent from the fact that the
Church is the kingdom of truth, the society of those
who accept the revelation of the Son of God. Every
member of the Church must accept the whole revelation, either explicitly or implicitly, by profession of
all that the Church teaches.
He who refuses to receive it, or who, having received it, falls away, thereby
excludes himself from the kingdom Titus, iii, 10 sq.j.
The Sacrament of Baptism is rightly regarded as
part of this condition.
By it those who profess the
Faith are formally adopted as children of God (Eph.,
habitual
i,
and
an
faith is among the gifts be13),
stowed in it. Christ expressly connects the two,
declaring that "he who belicvcth and is baptized
shall be saved" (Mark, xvi, 16; cf. Matt., xxviii, 19).
(2) It is further necessary to acknowledge the authority of the Church and of her appointed rulers.
Those who reject the jurisdiction established by
Christ are no longer members of His kingdom. Thus
St. Ignatius lays it down in his letter to the Church
of Smyrna: "Wheresoever the bishop shall appear,
there let the people be; even as where Jesus may be
there is the universal Church" (ad Smyrn., n. 8).
In regard to this condition, the ultimate touchstone
is to be found in communion with the Holy See.
On
Peter Christ founded his Church. Those who are not
joined to that foundation cannot form part of the
house of God. (3) The third condition lies in the
canonical right to communion with the Church.
In
virtue of its coercive power the Church has authority
to excommunicate notorious sinners.
It may inflict this punishment not merely on the ground of
heresy or schism, but for other grave offences. Thus
St. Paul pronounces sentence of excommunication
on the incestuous Corinthian (I Cor., v, 3). This
penalty is no mere external severance from the
rights of common worship.
It is a severance from
the body of Christ, undoing to this extent the work
of baptism, and placing the excommunicated man in
the condition of the "heathen and the publican". It
casts him out of God's kingdom; and the Apostle
speaks of it as "delivering him over to Satan" (I
Cor., v, 5; I Tim., i, 20).
Regarding each of these conditions, however,

—

;

i
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does not sever the sinner from the Church. The
Church recognizes the schismatic as a member, entitled to her communion, until by open and notorious
Excomrebellion he rejects her authority.
(3)
municated persons are either excommunicati tolernti
(i.
e. those who are still tolerated) or excommuniMany theocabi n'tandi (i. e. those to be shunned).
logians hold that those whom the Church still tolerates are not wholly cut off from her membership,
and that it is only those whom she has branded as
" to be shunned " who are cut off from God's kingdom
(see Murray, De Eccles., Disp. i, sect, viii, n. 118).
(See Excommunication.)
X. Indefectibility of the Church. Among the
prerogatives conferred on His Church by Christ is the
By this term is signified, not
gift of indefectibility.
merely that the Church will persist to the end of
time, but further, that it will preserve unimpaired
The Church can never
its essential characteristics.
undergo any constitutional change which will make
it, as a social organism, something different from
what it was originally. It can never become corrupt
in faith or in morals; nor can it ever lose the Apostolic hierarchy, or the sacraments through which
Christ communicates grace to men. The gift of indefectibility is expressly promised to the Church by
Christ, in the words in which He declares that the
It is manigates of hell shall not prevail against it.
fest that, could the storms which the Church encounters so shake it as to alter its essential characteristics and make it other than Christ intended it
to be, the gates of hell, i. e. the powers of evil, would
have prevailed. It is clear, too, that could the
hurch suffer substantial change, it would no longer
1»- nn instrument capable of accomplishing the work
He established
for which God called it into being.
it that it might be to all men the school of holiness.
This it would cease to be if ever it could set up a
He established it
false and corrupt moral standard.
to proclaim His revelation to the world, and charged
it to warn all men that unless they accepted that
message they must perish everlastingly. Could the

—

(

Church,

in defining the truths of revelation err in the

point, such a charge would be impossible.
could enforce under such a penalty the
acceptance of what might be erroneous. By the
hierarchy and the sacraments, Christ, further, made
the Church the depositary of the graces of the Passion.
Were it to lose either of these, it could no longer dispense to men the treasures of grace.
The gift of indefectibility plainly does not guarantee
each several part of the Church against heresy or
The promise is made to the corporati
apostasy.
body.
Individual Churches may become corrupt in
morals, may fall into heresy, may even apostatize.
Thus at the time of the Mohammedan conquests,

smallest

No body
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(1) Many bapcertain distinctions must be drawn.
tized heretics have been educated in their erroneous
Their case is altogether different from that
beliefs.
of those who have voluntarily renounced the Faith.
They accept what they believe to be the Divine
Such as these belong to the Church in
revelation.
desire, for they are at heart anxious to fulfil God's
In virtue of their baptism and
will in their regard.
good will, they may be in a state of grace. They belong
though they are not united
Church,
to the soul of the
As such they are members of
to the visible body.
internally,
though
not externally. Even
the Church
in regard to those who have themselves fallen away
must
Faith,
a
difference
be made between
from the
open and notorious heretics on the one hand, and secret
Open and notorious heresy sevheretics on the other.
The majority of theoloers from the visible Church.
gians agree with Bellarmine (de Ecclesia, III, c. x), as
against Suarez, that secret heresy has not this effect.
(2) In regard to schism the same distinction must be
drawn. A secret repudiation of the Church's authority

whole populations renounced their faith; and the
Church suffered similar losses in the sixteenth century.
But the defection of isolated branches does not alter the character of the main stem.
Jesus Christ remains endowed with

The
all

society of
the preroga-

tives bestowed on it by its Founder.
Only to one
particular Church is indefectibility assured, viz. to
the See of Rome. To Peter, and in him to all his
successors in the chief pastorate, Christ committed
the task of confirming his brethren in the Faith
(Luke, xxii, 32); and thus, to the Roman Church, as
Cyprian says, "faithlessness cannot gain access"
[Ep. lv (lix), ad Cornelium]. The various bodies that

have

left the Church naturally deny its indefectibility.
Their plea for separation rests in each case on the
supposed fact that the main body of Christians has
fallen so far from primitive truth, or from the purity
of Christian morals, that the formation of a separate
organization is not only desirable but necessary.
Those who are called on to defend this plea endeavour
in various ways to reconcile it with Christ's promise.
Some, as seen above (VII), have recourse to the
hypothesis of an indefectible invisible Church. The
Right Rev. Charles Gore of Worcester, who may be regarded as the representative of High Church Anglicanism, prefers a different solution.
In his controversy
with Canon Richardson, he adopted the position that
while the Church will never fail to teach the whole
truth as revealed, yet "errors of addition" may exist
universally in its current teaching (see Richardson,
Catholic Claims, Appendix). Such an explanation
deprives Christ's words of all their meaning. A
Church which at any period might conceivably teach,
as of faith doctrines which form no part of the deposit
could never deliver her message to the world as the
message of God. Men could reasonably urge in regard to any doctrine that it might be an "error of
addition".
It was said above that one part of the Church's gift
of indefectibility lies in her preservation from any
substantial corruption in the sphere of morals.
This
supposes, not merely that she will always proclaim
the perfect standard of morality bequeathed to her by
her Founder, but also that in every age the lives of
many of her children will be based on that sublime
model. Only a supernatural principle of spiritual life
could bring this about. Man's natural tendency is
downwards. The force of every religious movement
gradually spends itself; and the followers of great
religious reformers tend in time to the level of their
environment. According to the laws of unassisted
human nature, it should have been thus with the
society established by Christ.
Yet history shows us
that the Catholic Church possesses a power of reform
from within, which has no parallel in any other
religious organization.
Again and again she produces saints, men imitating the virtues of Christ in an
extraordinary degree, whose influence, spreading far
and wide, gives fresh ardour even to those who reach
a less heroic standard. Thus, to cite one or two wellknown instances out of many that might be given:
St. Dominic and St. Francis of Assisi rekindled the
love of virtue in the men of the thirteenth century;
St. Philip Neri and St. Ignatius Loyola accomplished
a like work in the sixteenth century; St. Paul of the
Cross and Si. Alphonsus Liguori, in the eighteenth.
No explanation suffices to account for this phenomenon save the Catholic doctrine that the Church is
not a natural but a supernatural society, that the
preservation of her moral life depends, not on any
laws of human nature, but on the life-giving presence
The Catholic ami tin- Protestant
of tin' Holy Ghost.
principles of reform stand in sharp contrast the one
to the other.
Catholic reformers have one and all
fallen back on the model set before them in the person
of Christ and on the power of the Holy Ghost to
breathe fresh life into the souls which He has re,
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commenced

work by separation, and by this act have severed
themselves from the very principle of life. No one of
course would wish to deny that within the Protestant
bodies there have been many men of great virtues.
Yet it is not too much to assert that in every case
their virtue has been nourished on what yet remained
to them of Catholic belief and practice, and not on
anything which they have received from Protestants
ism as such.
The Continuity Theory. The doctrine of the
Church's indefectibility just considered will place us
in a position to estimate, at its true value, the claim
of the Anglican Church and of the Episcopalian
bodies in other English-speaking countries to be continuous with the ancient pre-Reformation Church of
England, in the sense of being part of one and the
same society. The point to be determined here is
what constitutes a breach of continuity as regards a
society.
It may safely be said that the continuity
of a society is broken when a radical change in the
In the case of a
principles it embodies is introduced.
Church, such a change in its hierarchical constitution
and in its professed faith suffices to make it a different
Church from what it was before. For the societies
we term Churches exist as the embodiment of certain
supernatural dogmas and of a Divinely-authorized
their

—

When, therefore, the truths
principle of government.
previously held to be of faith are rejected, and the
principle of government regarded as sacred is repudiated, there is a breach of continuity, and a new
Church is formed. In this the continuity of a Church
National
differs from the continuity of a nation.
continuity is independent of forms of government and
of beliefs.
A nation is an aggregate of families, and
so long as these families constitute a self-sufficing
social organism, it remains the same nation, whatever
the form of government may be. The continuity of
a

church depends essentially on

it-

its

government and

beliefs.

The changes introduced

into the English Church
at the time of the Reformation were precisely of the
character just described. At that period fundamental alterations were made in its hierarchical constitution and in its dogmatic standards.
It is not to be

determined here which was in the right, the Church
( !atholic days or the Reformed Church.
It is sufficient if we show that changes were made vitally
affecting the nature of the society.
It is notorious
that from the days of Augustine to those of Warham,
of

every archbishop of Canterbury recognized
as the

supreme source
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Protestant reformers have

tin

pope

of ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

The archbishops themselves could not

exercise jurisdiction within their province until they had received
Further, the popes were accuspapal confirmation.
tomed to send to England legates a latere, who, in
virtue of their legatine authority, whatever their
personal status in the hierarchy, possessed a jurisdiction superior to that of the local bishops.
Appeals
ran from every ecclesiastical court in England to the
pope, and his decision was recognized by all as final.
Tin- pope, too, exercised the right of excommunication
in regard to the members of the English Church. This
supreme authority was, moreover, regarded by all as
belonging to the pope by Divine right, and not in virtue of merely human institution. Whin, therefore,
this power of jurisdiction was transferred to the king,
the alteration touched the constitutive principles of
the body and was fundamental in its character.
Similarly, in regard to matters of faith, the changes
were revolutionary. It will he sufficient to note that
a new rule of faith was introduced. Scripture alone
being substituted for Scripture and Tradition; that
several books were expunged from the Canon of
Scripture; that five out of the seven sacraments were
repudiated; and that the sacrifices of Masses were
declared to he "blasphemous fables and dangerous

deceits".
It is indeed sometimes said that the official formularies of Anglicanism are capable of a
Catholic sense, if given a "non-natural" interpretation.
This argument can. however, carry no weight.
In estimating the character of a society, we must
judge, not by the strained sense which some individuals may attach to its formularies, but by the sense
they were intended to bear. Judged by this criterion, none can dispute that these innovations were
such as to constitute a fundamental change in the
dogmatic standpoint of the Ihurch of England.
(

—

XI. Universality of the Church. The Church
Christ has from the first claimed to transcend
all
those national differences which divide men.
In it, the Apostle asserts, "there is neither Gentile nor Jew
Barbarian nor Scythian "(Col.,
iii,
Men of every race are one in it; they
11).
form a single brotherhood in the Kingdom of God.
In the pagan world, religion and nationality had
been coterminous.
The boundaries of the State
were the boundaries of the faith which the State
professed.
Even the Jewish Dispensation was limited to a special race.
Previous to the Christian
revelation the idea of a religion adapted to all peoples
was foreign to the conceptions of men. It is one of
the essential features of the Church that she should
be a single, world-wide society embracing all races.
In it, and in it alone, is the brotherhood of man
of

.

.

.

realized.
All national barriers, no less than all differences of class, disappear in the City of God.
It is not

to be understood that the Church disregards the ties
which bind men to their country, or undervalues the
virtue of patriotism.
The division of men into different nations enters into the scheme of Providence.
To each nation has been assigned a special task to
accomplish in the working out of God's purposes.
A man owes a duty to his nation no less than to his
family.
One who omits this duty has failed in a
primary moral obligation. Moreover, each nation
has its own character, and its own special gifts.
It
will usually be found that a man attains to high
virtue, not by neglecting these gifts, but by embodying the best and noblest ideals of his own people.
For these reasons the Church consecrates the
spirit of nationality.
Yet it transcends it, for it
binds together the various nationalities in a single

More than this, it purifies, develops,
and perfects national character, just as it purines
and perfects the character of each individual. Often
brotherhood.

has been accused of exercising an antiBut it will invariably be found
has incurred this reproach by opposing and
rebuking what was base in the national aspirations,
not by thwarting what was heroic or just.
As the
Church perfects the nation, so reciprocally does each
nation add something of its own to the glory of the
Church. It brings its own type of sanctity, its
national virtues, and thus contributes to "the fullness of Christ" something which no other race- could
give.
Such are the relations of the Church to what
is termed nationality.
The external unity of the
one society is the visible embodiment of the doctrine
of the brotherhood of man.
The sin of schism, the
Fathers tell us, lies in this, that by it the law of love
to our neighbour is implicitly rejected.
"Nee hseretici pertinent ad Ecclesiam Catholicam, qua1 diligit
Dcum; nee schismatic] quoniam diligit proximum"
(Neither do heretics belong to the Catholic Church,
for she loves God; nor do schismatics, for she loves
her neighbour Augustine, De Fide el Symbolo, eh.
x, in P. L., XL, 193).
It is of importance to insist on
this point.
For it is sometimes urged thai the organized unity of Catholicism may be adapted to the
Latin races but is ill-suited to the Teutonic spirit.
To say this is to say that an essential characteristic
of this Christian revelation is ill-suited to one of the
great races of the world.

indeed

it

patriotic influence.

that

it

—
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The union of different nations in one society
contrary to the natural inclinations of fallen humanIt must ever struggle against the impulses of
ity.
national pride, the desire for complete independence,
Hence history prothe dislike of external control.
vides various cases in which these passions have
bond
of unity has been
obtained the upper hand, the
broken, and "National Churches" have been formed.
National Church
the
so-called
In every such case
has found to its cost that, in severing its connexion
protector against
lost
its
one
it
has
with the Holy See,
the encroachments of the secular Government. The
Empire, the
Byzantine
under
the
Greek Church
autocephalous Russian Church to-day, have been
civil
authority.
The
hands
of
the
pawns
in
the
mere
history of the Anglican Church presents the same
features.
There is but one institution which is able
the See of
to resist the pressure of secular powers
Peter, which was set in the Church for this purpose
by Christ, that it might afford a principle of stability
and security to every part. The papacy is above all
nationalities.
It is the servant of no particular
State; and hence it has strength to resist the forces
that would make the religion of Christ subservient
Those Churches alone have reto secular ends.
tained their vitality which have kept their union
with the See of Peter. The branches which have
been broken from that stem have withered.
Branch Theory. In the course of the nineteenth
century, the principle of National Churches was
strenuously defended by the High Church Anglican
divines under the name of the "Branch theory".
According to this view, each National Church when
fully constituted under its own episcopate is independent of external control. It possesses plenary
authority as to its internal discipline, and may not
merely reform itself as regards ritual and ceremonial
usages, but may correct obvious abuses in matters
of doctrine.
It is justified in doing this even if the
step involve a breach of communion with the rest of
Christendom; for, in this case, the blame attaches
not to the Church which undertakes the work of
reformation, but to those which, on this score, reject
It still remains a "branch"
it from communion.
At the
of the Catholic Church as it was before.
present day the Anglican, Roman Catholic, and
Greek Churches are each of them a branch of the
Universal Church.
None of them has an exclusive
right to term itself the Catholic Church.
The defenders of the theory recognize, indeed, that this
divided state of the Church is abnormal. They
admit that the Fathers never contemplated the posBut
sibility of a Church thus severed into parts.
they assert that circumstances such as those which
led to this abnormal state of things never presented
themselves during the early centuries of ecclesiastical

—

—

history.

The

position

is

open to
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fatal objections.

(1) It is

an entirely novel theory as to the constitution of the
Church, which is rejected alike by the Catholic and
the Greek Churches.
Neither of these admit the
ttistence of the so-called branches of the Church.
he Greek schismatics, no less than the Catholics,
affirm that they, and they only, constitute the
Church. Further, the theory is rejected by the
It is the tend of but
majority of the Anglican body.
ll
is
one school, though that a distinguished one.
almost a reductio ml absurdum when we arc asked i"
bi lieve that a single school in a particular sect is the
sole depositary of the true theory of the Chinch.
(2) The claim made by many Anglicans that there is
nothing in their position contrary to ecclesiastical
I

and patristic tradition in quite indefensible. Arguments precisely applicable to their case were used by
It is known from
the Fathers against the Donatists.
(he "Apologia" that Cardinal Wiseman's masterly
demonstration of this point was one of the chief

factors in bringing about the conversion of Newman.
In the controversy with the Donatists, St. Augustine
holds it sufficient for his purpose to argue that those
who are separated from the Universal Church cannot
be in the right. He makes the question one of

simple

fact.

Are the Donatists separated from the

main body

of Christians, or are they not?
If they
of their cause can absolve them
from the charge of schism. "Securus judicat orbis
terrarum bonos non esse qui se dividunt ab orbe
terrarum in quacunque parte orbis terrarum" (The
entire world judges with security that they are not
good, who separate themselves from the entire
world in whatever part of the entire world Augustine, contra epist. Parm., Ill, c. iv in P. L., XLIII,
101).
St. Augustine's position rests throughout on
are,

no vindication

—

the doctrine he assumes as absolutely indubitable,
that Christ's Church must be one, must be visibly
one; and that any body that is separated from it is
ipso facto shown to be in schism.
The contention of the Anglican controversialists
that the English Church is not separatist since it did
not reject the* communion of Rome, but Rome rejected it, has of course only the value of a piece of
special pleading, and need not be taken as a serious
argument. Yet it is interesting to observe that in this
too they were anticipated by the Donatists (Contra
epist. Petil., II, xxxviii in P. L., XLIII, 292).
(3)
The consequences of the doctrine constitute a manifest proof of its falsity.
The unity of the Catholic
Church in every part of the world is, as already seen,
the sign of the brotherhood which binds together
the children of God.
More than this, Christ Himself
declared that it would be a proof to all men of His
Divine mission. The unity of His flock, an earthly
representation of the unity of the Father and the
Son, would be sufficient to show that He had come
from God (John, xvii, 21). Contrariwise, this
theory, first advanced to justify a state of things
having Henry VIII as its author, would make the
Christian Church, not a witness to the brotherhood
of God's children, but a standing proof that even the
Son of God had failed to withstand the spirit of discord amongst men. Were the theory true, so far
from the unity of the Church testifying to the Divine
mission of Jesus Christ, its severed and broken condition would be a potent argument in the hands of
unbelief.

—

XII. Notes of the Church. By the notes of
the Church are meant certain conspicuous characteristics which distinguish it from all other bodies and
prove it to be the one society of Jesus Christ. Some
such distinguishing marks it needs must have, if it is,
indeed, the sole depositary of the blessings of redemption, the way of salvation offered by God to man.
A
Babel of religious organizations all proclaim themselves to be the Church of Christ.
Their doctrines
are eontratlietory; and precisely in so far as any one
of them regards the doctrines which it teaches as of
vital moment, it declares those of the rival bodies to
be misleading and pernicious. Unless the true
Church were endowed with such characteristics as
would prove to all men that it, ami it alone, had a
right to the name, how could the vast majority of
mankind distinguish the revelation of God from the
inventions of man?
If it could not authenticate its
claim, it would be impossible for it to warn all men
In discussing
that to reject it was to reject Christ.
the visibility of the Church (VII) it was seen that the
those
Catholic Church points to four such notes
namely which were inserted in the Xieenc Creed at
the Council of Constantinople (a. D. MSI). Unity.
These, it deSanctity, Catholicity, and Apostolicity.
clares, distinguish it from every other body, and prove
that in it alone is to be found the true religion.
Each
of these characteristics forms tin' subject of a special
article in this work.
[ere, however, will be indicated
1

)
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brief explanation of their meaning will show how decisive a proof they furnish that the society of Jesus
Christ is none other than the Church in communion
with the Holy See.
(See Apostolicity Catholic;
San< tity; Unity.)
The Protestant reformers endeavoured to assign
notes of the Church, such as might lend support to
Calvin declares that the
their newly-founded sets.
Church is to be found "where the word of God is
preached in its purity, and the sacraments administered according to Christ's ordinance" (Instit., Bk.
IV, c. i; cf. Confessio August., art. 4).
It is manifest
;

that such notes are altogether nugatory.
The very
reason why notes are required at all is that men may
be able to discern the word of God from the words of
false prophets, and may know which religious body
has a right to term its ceremonies the sacraments of
'hrist.
To say that the Church is to be sought where
these two qualities are found cannot help us.
The
Anglican Church adopted Calvin's account in its
official formulary (Thirty-Nine Articles, art. IT); on
the other hand, it retains the use of the Nicene Creed;
though a profession of faith in a Church which is One,
Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic, can have little meaning to those who are not in communion with the
successor of Peter,
Unity.
The Church is One because its members
(1) are all united under one government, (2) all profess the same faith. (3) all join in a common worship.
As already noted (XI) Christ Himself declared that
the unity of His followers should bear witness to
Him. Discord and separation are the Devil's work
on the earth. The unity and brotherhood promised
by Christ are to be the visible manifestation on the
earth of the Divine union (John, xvii, 21 ).
St. Paul's
teaching on this point is to the same effect. He sees
in the Visible unity of the body of Christ an external
sign of the oneness of tin- Spirit who dwells within it.
There is, he says, "one body and one Spirit" (Eph.,
iv, 4).
As in any living organism the union of the
members in one body is tin- sign of the one animating
principle within, so it is with the Church.
If the
Church were divided into two or more mutually exclusive bodies, how could she witness to the presence
of that Spirit Whose name is Love.
Further, when
it is said that the members of the Church are united
by the profession of the same faith, we speak of external profession as well as inward acceptance.
In
years, much has been said by those outside the
Church, about unity of spirit being compatible with
(

—

- o!
rr.'.'.l.
Such words are meaningless in
Christ came from
reference to a Divine revelation.
u to reveal the truth to man.
If a diversity of
creeds could be found in His Church, this could only
I..' because the truth He revealed had been lost in the
quagmire of human error. It would signify that His
work was frustrated, that His Church was no longer
the pillar and ground of the truth.
There is, it is
plain, hut one Church, in which is found the unity we
in the Catholic Church, united under
the government of the supreme pontiff, and acknowledging all that he teaches in his capacity as the infallible guide of the
hurch.
When the Church points to sanctity as
Sanctity.
one of her notes, it is manifest that what is meant is a
sanctity of such a kind as excludes the supposition of
any natural origin. The holiness which marks the
Church should correspond to the holiness of its
Founder, of the Spirit Who dwells within it. of the
ed upon it.
A quality such as this may
well serve to distinguish the true Church from counter!, its.
It is not without reason that the Church of
Rome claims to be holy in this sense. Her holiness
appears in the doctrine which she teaches, in the
worship she offers to God, in the fruits which she
brings forth.
(I) The doctrine of the Church is

differ, in.

•

I

—

(

—
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the sense in which the terras are to be understood.

in the imitation of Jesus Christ.
This
imitation expresses itself in good works, in selfsacrifice, in love of suffering, and especially in the
practice of the three evangelical counsels of perfection
—voluntary poverty, chastity, and obedience. The
ideal which the Church proposes to us is a Divine
ideal.
The sects which have severed themselves
from the Church have either neglected or repudiated
some part of the Church's teaching in this regard.
The Reformers of the sixteenth century went so far as
to deny the value of good works altogether.
Though
their followers have for the most part let fall this
anti-Christian doctrine, yet to this day the self-surrender of the religious state is regarded by Protestants
as folly.
(2) The holiness of the Church's worship is

recognized even by the world outside the Church.
In
the solemn renewal of the Sacrifice of Calvary there
lies a mysterious power, which all are forced to own.
Even enemies of the Church realize the sanctity
of the Mass.
(3) Fruits of holiness are not, indeed,
found in the lives of all the Church's children. Man's

though God gives grace, many who
have been united to the Church by baptism make
use of the gift. But at all times of the Church's
history there have been many who have risen to sub-

will is free, anil
little

lime heights of self-sacrifice, of love to man, and of
love to God.
It is only in the Catholic Church that
is found that type of character which we recognize
in the saints
in men such as St. Francis Xavier, St.
Vincent de Paul, and many others. Outside the
'hurch men do not look for such holiness.
Moreover,
the saints, and indeed every other member of the
Church who has attained to any degree of piety,
have been ever ready to acknowledge that they owe
whatever is good in them to the grace the Church
bestows.
Catholicity.
Christ founded the Church for the
salvation of the human race.
He established it that
it might preserve His revelation, and dispense His
grace to all nations.
Hence it was necessary that it
should be found in every land, proclaiming His message to all men, and communicating to them the
means of grace. To this end He laid on the Apostles
the injunction to "go. and teach all nations".
There
is, notoriously, but one religious body which fulfils
this command, and which can therefore lay any claim
to the note of Catholicity.
The Church which owns
the Roman pontiff as its supreme head extends its
ministrations over the whole world.
It owns its
obligation to pnach the Gospel to all peoples.
No
Church attempts this task, or can use the title
Othi
of atholic with any appearance of justification.
The
Ireek Church is al the present day a mere local
schism.
None of the Protestant bodies has ever pretended to a universal mission. They claim no right
to convert to their beliefs the Christianized nations
of Europe.
Even in regard to the heathen, for nearly
two hundred years missionary enterprise was unknown among Protestant bodies. In the nineteenth
century, it is true, many of them displayed no little
zeal for the conversion of the heathen, and contributed
large sums of money for this purpose.
Hut the results achieved were so inadequate as to justify the
conclusion that the blessing of God did not. rest upon
the elit.i prise.
(See MISSIONS, CATHOLIC; Missions,

—
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—
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Apostolicity.

—The Apostolicity of the Church con-

the bodj which Christ estabon the foundation of the Apostles, and which
He commissioned to cany on His work. No other
body save this is the Church of Christ. The true
Church must be Apostolic in doctrine and Apostolic
in mission.
Since, however, it has already been
shown that the gift of infallibility was promised to
lurch, it follows that where there is Apostolicitj

sists in its identity wit

I.

lished

of mission, there will also be Apostolicity of doctrine
Apostolicity of mission consists in the power of Holj
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orders and the power of jurisdiction derived by legitimate transmission from the Apostles. Any religious organization whose ministers do not possess
these two powers is not accredited to preach the
Gospel of Christ. For "how shall they preach",

asks the Apostle, "unless they be sent?" (Rom., x,
It is Apostolicity of mission which is reckoned
15).
No historical fact can be
as a note of the Church.
more clear than that Apostolicity, if it is found anywhere, is found in the Catholic Church. In it there is
the power of Holy orders received by Apostolic succession.
In it, too, there is Apostolicity of jurisdiction: for history shows us that the Roman bishop
is the successor of Peter, and as such the centre of
jurisdiction.
Those prelates who are united to the
Roman See receive their jurisdiction from the pope,
who alone can bestow it. No other Church is Apostolic.
The Greek Church, it is true, claims to possess
this property on the strength of its valid succession
But, by rejecting the authority of the
of bishops.
Holy See, it severed itself from the Apostolic College,

and thereby

forfeited all jurisdiction.
Anglicans
similar claim.
But even if they possessed
valid orders, jurisdiction would be wanting to them
no less than to the Greeks.

make a

XIII.

The Church a Perfect

Society.

—The

Church has been considered as a society which aims
at a spiritual end, but which yet is a visible polity,
like the secular polities among which it exists.
It is,
further, a "perfect society".
The meaning of this
expression, "a perfect society", should be clearly
understood, for this characteristic justifies, even on
grounds of pure reason, that independence of secular
control which the Church has always claimed.
society may be defined as a number of men who
unite in a manner more or less permanent in order, by
their combined efforts, to attain a common good.
Association of this kind is a necessary condition of
civilization.
An isolated individual can achieve but
little.
He can scarcely provide himself with necessary sustenance; much less can he find the means

A

of developing his higher

mental and moral

gifts.

As

men

civilization progresses,
enter into various societies for the attainment of various ends.
These or-

ganizations are perfect or imperfect societies. For a
society to be perfect, two conditions are necessary:
(1) The end which it proposes to itself must not be
purely subordinate to the end of some other society.
For example, the cavalry of an army is an organized
association of men but the end for which this association exists is entirely subordinate to the good of
the whole army. Apart from the success of the
whole army, there can properly speaking be no such
thing as the success of the lesser association. Similarly, the good of the whole army is subordinate to
the welfare of the State.
(2) The society in question
must be independent of other societies in regard to
the attainment of its end. Mercantile societies,
no matter how great their wealth and power, are
imperfect; for they depend on the authority of the
State for permission to exist. So, too, a single
family is an imperfect society. It cannot attain its
end—the well-being of its members in isolation
from other families. Civilized life requires that
many families should co-operate to form a State.
There are two societies which are perfect the
Church and the State. The end of the State is the
temporal welfare of the community. It seeks to
realize the conditions which are requisite in order
that its members may be able to attain temporal
felicity.
It protects the rights, and furthers the
interests of the individuals and the groups of individuals which belong to it.
All other societies
which aim in any manner at temporal good are
lather they exist ultimately
necessarily imperfect.
for the good of the State itself; or,' if their aim is the
private advantage of some of its members, the State
;

—

—
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must grant them

authorization, and protect them in
the exercise of their various functions. Should they
prove dangerous to it, it justly dissolves them. The
Church also possesses the conditions requisite for a
perfect society. That its end is not subordinate to
that of any other society is manifest: for it aims at
the spiritual welfare, the eternal felicity, of man.
This is the highest end a society can have; it is certainly not an end subordinate to the temporal felicity
aimed at by the State. Moreover, the Church is not
dependent on the permission of the State in the attaining of its end.
Its right to exist is derived not
from the permission of the State, but from the command of God. Its right to preach the Gospel, to
administer the sacraments, to exercise jurisdiction
over its subjects, is not conditional on the authorization of the civil Government.
It has received from
Christ Himself the great commission to teach all
nations.
To the command of the civil Government
that they should desist from preaching, the Apostles
replied simply that they ought to obey God rather

than men (Acts, v, 29). Some measure of temporal
goods is, indeed, necessary to the Church to enable
it to carry out the work entrusted to it.
The State
cannot justly prohibit it from receiving this from the
benefactions of the faithful. Those whose duty it is
to achieve a certain end have a right to possess the
means necessary to accomplish their task.

Pope Leo XIII summed up this doctrine in his
Encyclical "Immortale Dei" (1 November, 1885) on
the Christian constitution of States: "The Church",
he says, " is distinguished and differs from civil society; and, what is of highest moment, it is a society
chartered as of right divine, perfect in its nature and
its title to possess in itself and by itself, through the
will and loving kindness of its Founder, all needful
provision for its maintenance and action. And just
as the end at which the Church aims is by far the
noblest of ends, so is its authority the most excellent
of all authority, nor can it be looked on as inferior to
the civil power, or in any manner dependent upon
it."
It is to be observed that though the end at
which the Church aims is higher than that of the
State, the latter is not, as a society, subordinate to the
Church. The two societies belong to different orders.
The temporal felicity at which the State aims is not
essentially dependent on the spiritual good which
the Church seeks. Material prosperity and a high
degree of civilization may be found where the Church
does not exist. Each society is supreme in its own
order.
At the same time each contributes greatly
to the advantage of the other.
The Church cannot
appeal to men who have not some rudiments of
civilization, and whose savage mode of life renders
moral development impossible. Hence, though her
function is not to civilize but to save souls, yet when
she is called on to deal with savage races, she commences by seeking to communicate the elements of
civilization to them.
On the other hand, the State
needs the supernatural sanctions and spiritual motives which the Church impresses on its members.
A civil order without these is insecurely based.
It has often been objected that the doctrine of the
Church's independence in regard to the State would
render civil government impossible. Such a theory,
it is urged, creates a State within a State; and from
this, there must inevitably result a conflict of authorities, each claiming supreme dominion over the same
subjects.
Such was the argument of the Gallican
The writers of this school, consequently,
[legalists.
would not admit the claim of the Church to be a

They maintained that any jurisperfect society.
diction which it might exercise was entirely dependent on the permission of the civil power. The
difficulty, however, is rather apparent than real.
The scope of the two authorities is different, the one
belonging to what is temporal, the other to what is
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Even when the jurisdiction of the Church
involves the use of temporal means and affects temporal interests, it does not detract from the due
authority of the State. If difficulties arise, they
arise, not by the necessity of the case, but from some
In the course of history, occasions
extrinsic reason.
have doubtless arisen, when ecclesiastical authorities
spiritual.

have grasped at power which by right belonged to
the State, and, more often still, when the State has
endeavoured to arrogate to itself spiritual jurisdicThis, however, does not show the system to be
tion.
at fault, but merely that human perversity can
abuse it. So far, indeed, is it from being true that
the Church's claims render government impossible,
By determining the
thai the contrary is the case.
just limits of liberty of conscience, they are a defence
Where the authority of the Church is
to the State.
not recognized, any enthusiast may elevate the vagaries of his own caprice into a Divine command, and
may claim to reject the authority of the civil ruler on
the plea that he must obey God and not man. The
history of John of Leyden and of many another
self-styled prophet will afford examples in point.
The Church bids her members see in the civil power
"the minister of God", and 'never justifies disobedience, except in those rare cases when the State
openly violates the natural or the revealed law.
(See Civil Allegiance.)

Among the writings of the Fathers, the following are the
principal works which bear on the doctrine of the Church:
St. Iren.f.i -s. Adv. Hareses in P. (7., VII; Tertullian, De
Pnesarvptionibus in P. I... II; St. Cyprian, De Unitale Eccle\it in P. L.. IV St. Optatus, De Schismate Donalislarum in
P It., XI; St. Augustine, Contra Donatistas. Contra Epistnlas
Parmeniani, Contra Litteras Peliliani in P. L.. XLIII; St.
Vincent of Lerins, Commonitorium in P. L., L. Of the
theologians who in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
defended the Catholic Church against the Reformers may be
;
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Churching of Women, a blessing given by the
Church to mothers after recovery from childbirth.
Only a Catholic woman who has given birth to a
in legitimate wedlock, provided sin- bas not
allowed the child to be baptized outside the Catholic
Church, is entitled to it. It is not a precept, but a
pious and praiseworthy custom (Rituale Komanum),

child
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dating from the early Christian ages, for a mother to
present herself in the Church as soon as she is able
to leave her house (St. Charles Borromeo, First
Council of Milan), to render thanks to God for her
happy delivery, and to obtain by means of the
priestly blessing the graces necessary to bring up
her child in a Christian manner. The prayers indicate that this blessing is intended solely for the
benefit of the mother, and hence it is not necessary
that she should bring t lie child with her; nevertheless, in many places the pious and edifying custom
prevails of specially dedicating the child to God.
For, as the Mother of Christ carried her Child to the
Temple to offer Him to the Eternal Father, so a
Christian mother is anxious to present her offspring
to God and obtain for it the blessing of the Church.
This blessing, in the ordinary form, without change
or omission, is to be given to the mother, even if
her child was still-born, or has died without baptism
(Congr. Sac. Rit., 19 May, 1S96).
The churching of women is not a strictly parochial
function, yet the Congregation of Sacred Kites (21
November, 1893) decided that a parish priest, if
asked to give it, must do so, and if another priest
is asked to perform the rite, he may do so in any
church or public oratory, provided the superior of
said church or oratory be notified.
It must be imparted in a church or in a place in which Mass is
celebrated, as the very name "churching" is intended
to suggest a pilgrimage of thanksgiving to the church,
and as the rubrics indicate in the expressions: "desires to come to the church", "he conducts her into
the church", "she kneels before the altar", etc.
Hence the Second Plenary Council of Baltimore
(No. 246) prohibits the practice of churching in
places in which

Mass

is

not celebrated.

The mother, kneeling in the vestibule, or within
the church, and carrying a lighted candle, awaits
the priest, who, vested in surplice and white stole,
sprinkles her with holy water in the form of a cross.
Having recited Ps. xxiii, "The earth is the Lord's
and the fulness thereof", he offers her the left extremity of the stole and leads her into the church,
saying: "Enter thou into the temple of God, adore
the Son of the Blessed Virgin Mary who has given
thee fruit fulness of offspring."
She advances to
one of the altars and kneels before it. whilst the priest,
turned towards her, recites a prayer which expresses
the object of the blessing, and then, having sprinkled
her again with holy water in the form of a cross,
dismisses her, saying: "The peace and blessing of
God Almighty, the Father, the Son. and the Holy
Ghost, descend upon thee, and remain forever.
Amen.''
B\itrFF\i.ors, Commentario ad Ritual
1792); Bernard,
L893), 11; Kunz, Die liturgischen
bon, 1904): Ambercd-h.
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Church Maintenance. The proper support of
church edifices and church institutions, as well as of
the clergy who minister in them, has always been both
As the Church of Christ
necessity and a problem.
is a visible organization, it must embrace a visible
These must be
priesthood, worship, and temples.
As a consequence, the Church must
maintained.
acquire property both movable and immovable, and
this she cannot obtain without a corresponding generosity oil the part of the faithful.
To pretend that
the Church should be utterly deprived of property,
is ti..t only an error, but also an absurdity.
In the
(•lil Dispensation, the Jewish priest!
were put in
possession of certain towns all through Israel, and by
the Mosaic Law they received a portion of various
The magnificent
sacrifices offered in the Temple.
.i

1

l<

rni ile itself

was a gift

of the kings of Israel,

and

its

.
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maintenance was prtmded for partly by royal munifiby the offerings of the people. The
Temple had its treasury or corbona. By Divine command, as we read in Scripture, the Aaronic clergy
received firstfruits, tithes, and other contributions
cence, partly

towards their support
Apostolic Times. Nor was there less recognition
We
of the general principle in the New Testament.
are told that Christ and His Apostles had a common

—

purse for the defraying of their expenses. That this
information comes to us only incidentally, through
the narration of an event bearing no direct relation
to it, shows that the Evangelist presumes the reader
to take it for granted that there was a common purse
The
for the expenses of Christ and His disciples.
Acts of the Apostles portray to us the fervour of the
first Christians, who sold their lands and laid their
proceeds at the feet of the Apostles that they might
employ them for the needs of the nascent Church.
Along with the support of the poor and the widow
and the orphan, would also necessarily be included
the sustentation of the clergy and the defraying of the
expenses connected with the worship of God. Christ
in sending forth His disciples to preach told them
to accept what was necessary for their support from
the people to whom they ministered, basing it on the
general principle that the labourer is worthy of his
hire (Luke, x, 7); Saint Paul states (I Cor., ix) that
it is Christ's command that the faithful give temporal
sustenance to the clergy. While reminding the Corinthians that he himself has been no charge or burden
to them, he takes occasion to inculcate on them the
duty of supporting their pastors. "If we have sown
unto you spiritual things, is it a great matter if we
reap your carnal things? Know you not that they
who work in the holy place, eat the tilings that are
of the place; and that they that serve the altar, partake with the altar? So also the Lord ordained that
they who preach the Gospel, should live by the

Gospel" (I Cor., ix, 11, 13-14).
Connected with this contribution towards the
support of the clergy, we find Saint Paul also alluding
In the
to the similar duty of helping the poor.
fifteenth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans he
states that contributions had been made in Macedonia
and Achaia for the support of the poor in Jerusalem,
and that he is on his way to that city to bring the
contributed relief (Rom., xv, 25-28). In like manner
(I Tim., v) he speaks of the Church supporting the
widows. The Apostles in fact, as we learn from
the Acts, charged the deacons with the ministry
The Church has
to the temporal wants of the poor.
always been mindful of this conjoining of the support
of the clergy and of church institutions with that of
the poor and suffering, and hence the regulations for
setting apart sonic of the income of holders of benefices and the employment of church moneys for the
relief of the helpless and the indigent, the widows, the
orphans, and the sick.

The Early Church. — From

the beginnings of the
Christian Church history, as we gather it from the
Fathers and early ecclesiastical writers, the faithful
made voluntary offerings to defray the expenses of
Divine worship and to support the clergy and the
Though these offerings would naturally be
poor.
money and in kind, yet we find
for the must part
also property sel aside for ecclesiastical purposes.
Thus the Christian cemeteries or catacombs and the
"titles" or houses where Mass was offered seem very
early, even in the lifetime of the Apostles, to have
become consecrated to church uses. That in the
course of time they passed into the possession of the
Church, and became church property in the modern
sense of the term, is evident from various edicts and
decrees of the Roman Emperors, as, lor example, of
Aurelian and Constant inc. These show conclusively
that, even in the times of persecution by pagan
i
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rulers, the Church had lands and edifices of various
kinds in its possession. Nor was this state of tilings
confined to the city of Rome, but it was practised
and recognized all over the Roman Empire.
The Endowed Church. When peace was given
to the Church by Constantine, at the beginning of the
fourth century, an era of temporal prosperity for the
Church set in. As the Empire gradually became
Christian, the donations for religious purposes increased by leaps and bounds. Constantine himself
set an example for the Christian rulers who followed
him, when he bestowed upon the pope the Lateran
palace and erected magnificent basilicas in honour of
the Apostles Saint Peter and Saint Paul. Henceforth
the civil power, which had been formerly adverse to
the Church, became its protector. Gifts of money
and land for ecclesiastical purposes were now legally
recognized, and though some of the later Roman
emperors placed restrictions upon the donations of
the faithful, yet the wealth of the Church rapidly
increased.
Whatever losses ecclesiastical property
suffered by the inroads of the barbarians on the fall
of the Western Roman Empire, in the last quarter of
the fifth century, were made up for later, when the
conquering barbarians in their turn were converted
Edifices for Divine worship, asylums
to Christianity.
for the poor and sick, monasteries and nunneries,
universities and schools, cathedral and collegiate
churches, chantries and precept ories, were founded
and endowed in great numbers. The spirit of faith
manifested itself in conferring on the Church the
means for adding becoming splendour to the celebration of Divine worship and for founding benefices to
support the clergy. The bitter complaint made,
after the so-called Reformation, that "under the
papacy giving had no end" was true to a surprising
extent.
Landed property became as a rule the title
for the ordination of clerics.
A great advantage of
this system was that the clergy were not obliged to
make constant demands on their flocks for the means
of livelihood or to sustain worship; and only those
who felt impelled to give voluntarily were looked to
for offerings.
It is true that the Church always
insisted on the Divine law that the faithful must
support their pastors, yet this support was generally
provided for by perpetual foundations, not dependent
on the temporary generosity of the people. The
wealth of the Church at this period has sometimes
been made a matter of reproach to her, but while
freely admitting that abuses were possible and indeed
at times unquestionable, yet this was in contravention of the laws of the Church.
It was never the
Church's intention that her clergy should acquire
property or income for the purpose of leading an
indulgent or luxurious life. The saying of Saint Ambrose that the Church has wealth not in order to
hoard it, but to bestow it on those who are in need of
it
was always recognized as a bounden duty. Hence
the canonical restrictions placed upon the holder of
a benefice in the employment of his income, and the
duty imposed upon him of setting aside part of it
for the poor.
It must not be forgotten that when
the Church was wealthiest, it covered Europe with
asylums and places of refuge for even form of poverty and distress, and that the great landed monasteries were also noted for their hospitality to pilgrims,
their generosity to the indigent, and their zeal for
education.
It is also noteworthy that despite the
calamitous usurpations of the civil power in many
countries, which reduced the clergy to comparative
indigence, yet the fervour of vocations has never
been chilled by the loss of endowments and pensions.
The canon law contains many severe regulations
As this is
against avarice and simony in the clergy.
not a technical treatment of the question of church
property, nothing is here said specially of the laws
governing its acquisition, administration, and aliena-

—
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revolutions have torn from the Church many of her
endowments in most countries of Europe, and all of
them in some. In such cases the clergy must again,
as in the earliest times, look to the direct generosity
of the faithful for their support and for the means
of carrying on the liturgical and benevolent institutions of the Church.
Missionary Countries. It is particularly in
countries where the Church has never been endowed
and established, and in those whereallsuchadvantages
have been entirely withdrawn from her, that the
problem of Church maintenance must be faced in all

—

nakedness. To show what means have been employed to. solve this difficult problem, and likewise to
its

give

some appreciation

of the generosity of the not

over-wealthy faithful on the one hand and of the care
of ecclesiastical rulers to avoid abuses on the other,
it
will be well to chronicle the decrees of various
synods in countries where church maintenance is a
burning question. The synods, first of all, insist on
the fact that the faithful are bound by the Divine law
to support the clergy who are their spiritual guides.
The First Synod of Baltimore in 1791 declares:

"Owing to the increasing number of Catholics disivit widely-separated tracts of the United
States, there is need of a much larger number than
formerly of labourers in the Lord's vineyard, and
these cannot be obtained or supported unless the
means be given by the faithful, as indeed they are
bound by Divine precept to give them, for the Apostle Bays that it is but just that those who sow spiritual things for others should reap of the hitter's
carnal tilings (I Cor., ix. 11). Therefore the faithful
should be frequently reminded of this obligation, and
if they do not satisfy it, they have only themselves
to blame if they cannot have Mass on Sundays or
feast days nor obtain the sacraments in their extreme
ies.
Consequently, when in proportion to the
worldly goods with which God has endowed them,
they re-fuse to contribute to the ministry of salvation.
and" so do not satisfy the Divine and* ecclesiastical
precept through their own fault, let them know that
they are in a state of sin and unworthy of obtaining
iliation in the tribunal of penance; and moreover that they will have to give an account to God,
ly for their own sins, but also for the dense
ignorance and vices of the poor who on account of the
miserable parsimony of the richer people are entirely
deprived of Christian instruction. In order therefore
that what is done in other parts of the Christian
world should have a beginning among us, we have
decrees concerning the offerings of the faithful"
Deer. 23). The Fathers give these regulations concerning the contributions: "The offerings according
to the ancient custom of the Church, are to be divided
t

:

i

into three part>

if
so that one part
the support of the priest, one to the
the poor, and one for obtaining such tilings
as are necessary for the Divine worship ami the
church fabric. If provision has already been made
from other sources for the sustentation of the min<l
for (lie relief of the indigent then all the offerings should be used for procuring
oeci
ary for
the Divine service, for repairing the churches or for
building new
7).
In 1837, the lathers
of the Third Provincial Council of Baltimore say:
'Lest prie ts be for..-.] to beg or sutler such penury
as is unbecoming to heir sacred order, we exhort the
bishops to admonish the faithful of their duty to supit

:

may be applied to
relief of

t
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tion; neither, for the same reason, do we enter into any
detail concerning the regulations made for benefices
and those who hold them. It is intended merely to
point out, in general, the temporal means and the
sources of support of ecclesiastical institutions and of
the clergy during the course of the Church's history.
The rapacities of Governments and the violence of

ply a proper sustenance for those especially who
labour in word and doctrine among them. And if
on account of sickness or other cause they be not able
to fulfil their sacred ministry, lest affliction be added
to affliction, let what is necessary be supplied to them
by the faithful to whom they have ministered. If the
congregation be too poor to do so, we exhort the bishops to use all the means in their power to arouse the
charity of other priests and other congregations in
their behalf" (Deer. 2).
The Third Provincial Council of Cincinnati, in 1861, declares:
"Treating of the
proper support of the pastor, the Fathers unanimously agreed that the faithful are bound under grave
sin to give him sustenance; but that the pastor on his
side, if called to assist a dying person who has refused
to fulfil this duty though able to do so, is also bound
under grave sin to visit him, on account of the serious
obligation of charity towards a dying man placed
in extreme necessity."
In England, we find the
following in the First Provincial Council of Westminster, held in the year 1855: "As the duty of paying tithes does not exist among us, let the faithful be
warned that they are not freed thereby from the
obligation of providing for Divine worship and for the
proper support of the sacred ministers" (Deer. 4).
"The faithful who through devotion or for any other
cause do not frequent the quasi-parochial church or
missionary- to whom by domicile they are assigned,
should not imagine themselves to be freed from the
obligation of assisting the church and supporting
their pastors.
They should also be as solicitous as
those who attend their proper church for relieving
the misery of the poor and for educating the young.
Therefore, by almsgiving according to their means,
let them strengthen t heir legitimate pastors who must
sustain the burden and heat of the day in cultivating
the vineyard of the Lord" (Deer. 5). The payment
of tithes is declared to be binding on the faithful of
the Canadian Province of Quebec by the Fourth
Provincial Council, in 1868: "As the error has crept
into many minds that tithes and other debts which
are paid to the Church or her ministers for their
support and to enable them to fulfil their duties
towards the faithful of whom they have spiritual
charge, are to be paid only through force of civil
law, and that the obligation of giving them does not
arise from any other source, in order that this error
be entirely corrected and completely removed, we
consider it opportune to declare and decree that this
obligation is derived specially from the laws which he
Church herself has made or can make independently
of the civil law; .and that it pertains to the bishop of
each diocese to impose precepts concerning this
matter upon the faithful, as necessity shall require,
and taking into consideration circumstances of persons and places.
Wherefore if it seems just and
opportune to the bishop to demand a tax, defined
with proper moderation, of the faithful of any place,
whether the civil law there prescribes or does not
prescribe the paying of tithes, let each of them pay it
to the priest to whom under any title belongs the duty
of ministering to their spiritual needs.
There can be
no doubt that the faithful of that place severally are
bound in justice and conscience to pay this tax. and
anyone who refuses is to be visited with pens
according to the circumstances. What has been said
of the obligation on the faithful of supporting their
pastors is also to be held concerning he building and
the reparation of temples and churches, namely
that it bind- the conscience of the
litl ful"
Deer
In Ireland, the Third Provincial Council of
16
Tuain. in 1858, treats also of tithe
"In collecting
the offerings of the faithful, who emulating the first
Christians and even the Hebrews are accustomed to
contribute the first -fruits of grain and ol her products
t

I

I

.

to parish priests and vicars as tot!
we ordain that no more be demanded than

if

Cod,

what
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Reproaches
offered spontaneously and voluntarily.
against those who may perchance show themselves
less liberal, are to be avoided under pain of suspension" (cap. xvii,

1).

—

Blessings of Giving. The truth that it is more
blessed to give than to receive is also insisted on by
the synods. Speaking of contributions for the education of candidates for the priesthood, the pastoral
letter of the Fifth Provincial Council of Baltimore
(1843) says: "It is by placing the ecclesiastical institutions in the respective dioceses on solid foundations, that you will secure for yourselves and your
children the perpetuity of the blessings wherewith it
has pleased God to enrich you in Christ Jesus. Those
to whom the wealth of this world has been given,
cannot better employ a portion of it than in providing for the education of ministers of the altar.
are far, however, from meaning to undervalue the
offerings which faith may inspire for the erection of
temples to the glory of God, or charity may present
for the clothing and maintenance of the orphan.
exhort you brethren to follow the impulse of the Holy
Ghost in the various good works for which your
charitable co-operation is solicited, and to remember
in the day of your abundance, that whatever you set
apart to the glory of God, in the exercise of charity,
is so much secured against the caprice of fortune.

We

We

'Be not then high-minded, nor hope in uncertain
but in the living God (who giveth us abundantly, all things to enjoy), do good, be rich in good
works, distribute readily, communicate, lay up in
store for yourselves a good foundation against the
time to come, that you may obtain true life' " (I Tim.,
Again the Fathers of the Sixth Provinvi, 17-19).
cial Council (in 1846) write: "On you it depends to
riches,

give, especially to those

who

labour in word and doc-

trine, that support which will leave them without
.solicitude for the things of this world, that they

may

wholly apply themselves to the exercise of the holy
ministry.
We beseech you, brethren, to know them
who labour among you, and are over you in the Lord,
and admonish you, that you may esteem them more
abundantly in charity for their work's sake. To
you we look for means to educate youth for the
ecclesiastical state, that when fully instructed
the duties of their holy vocation, and trained

in
in

they may become fit ministers of the
Church, and adorn it by their piety and zeal, as
You should aid in the
well as by their talents.
erection of the temples in which you and your
see
children are to worship, and
that the house of God
be not unworthy of the sublime functions which are
Of the worldly goods which
to be performed in it.
God has bestowed on you, you should set apart a
reasonable portion to be specially devoted to His
glory; and you should rejoice at the opportunity thus
afforded you to manifest your gratitude for His benefits."
The Fathers of the First Plenary Council of
Baltimore (1852) joyfully acknowledged the generosity of the faithful: "The wants of the Church in this
vast country so rapidly advancing in population and
prosperity, impose on us, your pastors, and on you,
our children in Christ, peculiar and very arduous
duties.
We have not only to build up the Church,
by the preaching of the Gospel, and the inculcation
of all the virtues it teaches, but also to supply the
material wants of religious worship in proportion to
the unexampled rapidity with which our flocks inWe have to establish missions in places
where, but a few years since, none or but few Catholics wire to be found, and where now the children of
the Church cry with clamorous importunity for the
bread of life.
We have to build the Church, where
bi Fore God's name was not publicly worshipped
and
to multiply His temples where they no longer suffice
for the constantly increasing wants of the faithful.
We have to provide a ministry for the present anil
discipline,

;
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future wants of the country, and in this matter we
to contend with difficulties which are unknown
in countries where religion has been long established,
and where the piety and zeal of past generations have
furnished ample means for this most important object.
We have to provide for the Catholic education
of our youth.
We have not only to erect and maintain the church, the seminary and the schoolhouse,
but we have to found hospitals, establish orphanages,

have

and provide for every want of suffering humanity,
which religion forbids us to neglect. We thank the
Giver of all good gifts for the extraordinary benediction which He has hitherto bestowed upon our efforts,
and those of the venerable men whose places we fill.

We

rejoice at having the opportunity of bearing pubtestimony to the generous assistance which we have
received from our flocks in our respective dioceses.
Much however as has been done, much still remains
to be accomplished.
Our churches are nowhere equal
to the wants of the Catholic population, and, in many
places, are far from being sufficiently spacious to
afford one-half of our people the opportunity of attending Divine worship. We therefore exhort you,
brethren, to co-operate generously and cheerfully
with your pastors, when they appeal to you in behalf
of works of charity and religious zeal.
In contributing to Divine worship, you make an offering to God
of the gifts He has bestowed on you, and a portion of
which He requires should be consecrated to His service, as a testimony of your continued dependence on
His sovereign mercy. We hope that the example of
your Catholic forefathers, and even of some among
yourselves, will be generally felt and not infrequently
imitated; and that here as well as elsewhere, the
Church will be able to show the proofs of her children's
faith in the numerous temples raised to the honour of
God's name, in the beauty of His sanctuary which the
true Christian will ever love, and in the ample and
permanent provision made for the maintenance of
public worship."
Restrictions on the Clergy. While vigorously
insisting on the duty of giving on the part of the laity,
the Church demands on the part of the clergy that
moderation and prudence be exercised and that
abuses be avoided. The First Synod of Baltimore, in
1791, warns priests to avoid "all appearance of avarice
or simony".
In the Canadian Council of Halifax, in
1S57 (Prov. I), it is decreed: "In the administration
of the sacraments care must be taken lest anything be
done that savours of the horrible crime of simony or
avarice or filthy lucre, and the sacraments must never
be denied to any one under the pretext that he has not
made the customary offerings. If any priest acts
otherwise, he is an unfaithful dispenser, he makes
light of the ministry of Christ, he scandalizes the little
ones; and such a delinquent should know that he may
be severely punished according to the judgment of the
ordinary" (Deer. 4). The Plenary Synod of Ireland, at
Thurles in 1S50, contains a similar decree (Deer. 5):
" In the offerings made by ancient and received usage
in the administration of certain sacraments, let the
parish priests beware lest anything be done that may
savour of simony or avarice. Let the sacraments
never be denied under the pretext that offerings have
not been made; otherwise the delinquents may be
disciplined according to the bishop's judgment." The
following decree (111 is found in the statutes of the
First
Provincial Council of Westminster (1S55):
"Where the custom obtains (which is indeed ancient
in England), of giving presents to individual priests
at
Easter and Christmas, such offerings belong to
them. But let every pries; be on his guard lest he
fall under suspicion of receiving anything in view of
the sacrament of penance administered by him."
In
1854, the First Council of the Colonies of England,
Holland and Denmark passed the following decree
(Art. vii, 2): "Let every ordinary determine the stilic

—
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for Masses and for everything else that may be
accepted from the faithful in ecclesiastical functions,
priest infringe this decree under any circumstances, nor ever let them think that they are allowed
to deny the sacraments to those who, on account of
their poverty, make no contributions.
Let the bishops keep before their ryes these words of the Council
of Trent (Sess. XXII): 'Let them prohibit absolutely those importunate and illiberal exactions of
alms (for they are exactions rather than requests) and
other similar things, which are not far removed from
simoniacal guilt or the disgrace of seeking after
lucre.'"
The authority of the bishop is needed for
unusual demands on the faithful. Thus the Second
Provincial Council of In. mi ilS.Vt):
"It is not permitted to any parish priest or ecclesiastical person or
layman to make an extraordinary collection for any
object whatever, unless the license of the bishop has
been asked and obtained" (Deer. 6). In Australia,
the Second Provincial Council of 1869 makes a similar
precept (No. xii): "We prohibit any collection under any title or pretext, without the permission of the
ordinary. "
English bishops enter into greater details
(II Prov. Westmin.): " Every one seeking alms from
the faithful must have the autograph of the ordinary
or of his own superior declaring the object of the collection, and the license of the bishop of the place where
he collects, under the condition expressed in his letters
that he is obliged to render an accurate account to the
bishop or to his superior of all the money collected by
him and stating explicitly when- he obtained it, what
persons contributed it, and how long he remained in
each place" (Deer. 21). In regard to stipends, the
Second Provincial Council of Quebec decrees: "Lest
parish priests and rectors of churches fall under suspicion or acquire a bad reputation among their flocks, let
them carefully distinguish their own rights from those
of their churches; nor may they change the tariff for
ecclesiastical functions without the approbation of
the bishop, nor may they take anything as their own,
except such things as the diocesan law or approved

pend

and let no

custom ascribes to them" (Art. xvi, § 2, 8). Pope
Gregory XVI, writing to the Vicar Apostolic of Gibraltar, in 1841, declared: "As to what pertains to the
administration of the sacraments, let it be your care
to admonish the faithful subject to you, that these
Divine gifts are not to be received for any earthly
price; but that they are to be distributed grati> by
the ministers of God who have received them gratis;
nor can any probable custom contrary to the canon
law (against simony) be pretended, for the purpose of
asking money on tie' occasion of the administration of
the sacraments, when this has been rightly forbidden
by you or the Congregation of the Propaganda by
faculties received from us for the preservation of the
sanctity of the sacraments." Trie people are also
warned against improper means for obtaining money
for charitable purposes.
The Pastoral Letter of the
Second Plenary Council of Baltimore lMiol says:
" We warn our people most solemnly against the great
abuses which have sprung UP in the matter of fairs,
excursions and picnics, in which, as too often conducted, the name of charity is made to cover a multiWe forbid all Catholics from having
of sins.
anything to do with them except when managed in
accordance with the regulations of the ordinary, and
under the immediate supervision of their respective
pastors."
Certain abuses are sternly censured by the
Vmerican bishops II Plen. Bait.): "It is reported,
and we have learned it with Lr reat sorrow, tint there
are some priests in certain localities who during 'he
Ifase i'- If deso ad from the altar and go around in
We reprothe church asking alms of the faithful.
bate, and command the extirpation of this most diswhich
is
injurious to the Church and
graceful abuse,
its sacred rites, and which provokes the derision and
contempt of non-Catholics. Concerning this matter
1
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we lay the burden on the conscience of each of the
bishops" (tit. vi, cap. i). Again in the same chapter the Fathers say: "We cannot but declare that it
is an intolerable abuse and a profanation of holy
things, when, as has often happened, public and frequent invitations to give alms for the foundation [of

many months together in
public newspapers among profane business notices.
We desire the bishops, and [regular] prelates to destroy this abuse without delay and prevent it. in the
future." Likewise when treating of pew-rent, the
synods decree that certain seats must be left free, nor
can the pastor diminish the free space without the
knowledge of the bishop (e. g. II Prov. Westmin.,
viii).
As to collecting money at church entrances
\\ Inn the Sacred Mysteries are celebrated, the Congregation of the Propaganda, writing to the American
bishops in 1802 and again in 1866, declared that this
practice was contrary to the desires of the sovereign
Masses] are inserted for

pontiff.

Ways and Means. —The

principal methods of obof the clergy and church
have been already touched on. We may
summarize the main ones here. For England the
Second Provincial Council of Westminster (viii, De.

taining
ins!

it

money for the support

ut ions,

bon. eccl.) enumerates: pew-rent, collections during
Mass, seat money, alms contributed on the occasion
sermon by a distinguished preacher, and houseto-house collections. In the United States, the same
methods are employed. In some parts of Canada,
tithes are payable, and the Third Provincial Council
of Quebec (No. ix) decreed for Upper Canada that a
certain sum should be required of each of the faithful,
to be computed on the basis of the civil assessment
In addition to the above, priests may accept
roll.
fixed stipends for Masses, and although they may not
demand money for the administration of the sacraments, yet they can receive what is spontaneously
offered at baptisms, marriages, funerals, etc.
The
poor are to be buried gratis (II Plen. Bait., c. ii). No
offering may be received for confession (II Prov.
Westmin., viii, 14). Nor is any money to be asked
for conferring extreme unction (Syn. Plen. Thurles
for Ireland, xv).
FY>r the pastor and his assistants,
a definite salary is usually fixed, payable out of the
revenues of the parish (III Plen. Bait., No. 273). To
distinguish between parochial goods and sacerdotal
perquisites, the following rule is given: When the
things offered are adapted for ecclesiastical purposes,
they are presumed to be given to the church; when
they are for personal use, they are supposed to be
L i\en to the pastor.
The latter rule applies also to
sacred objects if they are presented by the congregation to a particular priest, expressly as a token of
gratitude and affection.
The decrees of synods cited in this article rnav be found in
the Ada d Decreta s Cane. Recenlic
LacensU
lsr.Si. Ill, with the exception of the Third
(Freiburg im Br
of a

r

<

.

Plenary Council of Baltimore (Baltimore, 1886).
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Chusai (Heb. Tin), the Arachite,

i.

e.

the native

of Archi, a place south of the portion of Kphraim,
He i- called in I Par.,
near Bethel (Jos., xvi, 2).
xxvii, .'.:;, "the king's friend".
This title is given
him as that of counsellor is given to Achitophel,
see a
or that of leader of the army to Joab.
In the Books of
like use of the term in III K.. iv. 5.

We

Machabees

it

is

an

given by the Seleucides
have important military

official title

to persons of confidence

who

OHYTRI
or civil functions
It
vii, 6-8, etc.).

(I

Mach.,

ii,

is likely,

18,

38, vi, 10, 14, 28,

then, that Chusai's title

of "friend" of King David does not imply the intimate relations suggested by the term; but the account
that is given of him during Absalom's rebellion (II
K., xv-xvii) shows that in his case the title was not
merely official. Just after David has heard of the

treason of Achitophel, he is met, on his way up the
Mount of Olives, by Chusai, his garments rent, and his
head covered with dust. He is probably an old man,
for David tells him he would be a burden in the
flight; but the king does honour to his cleverness by
sending him to Jerusalem to "defeat the counsel of
Achitophel". Chusai persuades Absalom to take
him into his confidence, and, in the council held
shortly afterwards in regard to the measures to be
taken against David, he obtains a delay which secured
He is able likewise to convey
the safety of the king.
information to David through Sadoc, Abiathar, and
It may be questioned how far Chusai's
their sons.
conduct can be justified even according to the ethScripture relates his conduct, without
ics of war.

thereby approving

it.

Palis in Vig., Diet, de la Bible, s.v.;
Dirt, of the Bible, s.v. Hushai.

Stenning

W.

S.

in

Hast.,

Reilly.

Chytri, a titular see of Cyprus. The Greek see of
similar title was suppressed in 1222 by Cardinal
It was beautifully located
Pelagius, papal legate.
in the centre of the island, in the territory of ChyMessaria.
The flourishing modern
traea, west of
village Kyrka (pronounced tsirkd), in Greek officiDeirmennik
has preserved
Turkish
ally Kythraia,
the ancient name. There has been found here a
In
the
time
of Assurnecropolis.
pre-Phcenician
banipal, Pihigura was King of Kitrusi, one of the ten
inscriptions
have
Numerous
the
island.
in
kingdoms
been found in the Cypriot dialect, some in ordinary
worship
of
Apollo,
noted
for
the
was
Greek. Chytri
Artemis, and Aphrodite Paphia. Later forms of the
name are Cythraia, Cythereia, Cythroi, Chytrides;
according to the late Greek work of Sakellarios (Kypriaka, 2nd ed., 202-205) Kyrka should be Cythera
or Cythereia; he identifies Chytri with Palo-Kythro. a
The
village with ruins two hours south of Kyrka.

however, mention only one town.
Chytri was at an early date an episcopal see. Lequien's list of the bishops of the see (II, 1069) is very
incomplete, only eight being recorded: the first is St.
historical texts,

Pappus, who suffered martyrdom under Licinius,
Maximinus, or Constantius; the most famous is St.
Demetrian, S85-912 (?).
Oberhummer, Chytroi in Pacly-Wissowa, Real-Encyk.,
Gregoire, S. Dimrtrianos in Byzant. ZeilXVI,206sqq.; M.kS-L.kTmt:, U He deChi/pre (Paris, 1S79\
of the Orthodox Church of Cyprus

VI, 2529 sq.;
schrift.

36 sqq Hvckett, .1 History
(London, 1901), 321.
;

S.

Petrides.

Ciampini, Giovanni Giustino, ecclesiastical archaeHe gradologist, b. at Rome, 1633; d. there 169S.
uated from the Roman University as a student of law
but soon devoted himself to archaeological interests,
which an important oflice (Magister brevivm gratia?)
in the Apostolic Chancery permitted him to pursue.
Ilr devoted himself with ardour to the collection of
books, oins. and statues, and to the creation of scientific circles for the development of antiquarian learning; thus he founded, in 1671, a society for ecclesiasand, in 1679, an academy of the sciences,
the latter under the patronage of his friend, Queen
Christina of Sweden.
He continued the school of
archaeological research begun by Onofrio Panvinio
and Antonio Bosio, and carried on, though with inferior genius, by Fabretti, Boldetti, and Bottari, until,
in our own days, Padre Marcbi and Giovanni Battista
De Rossi renewed the original traditions of scientific
tical history
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Apart from some minor archaeological
studies and an investigation of the "Liber Pontificalis" (1693), he has left two illustrated works of
permanent utility, one a history of the ancient
churches East and West, built by Constantine the
Great (De sacris aedificiis a Constantino magno conthoroughness.

structs, Rome, 1693), and the other a history of the
art of mosaic (Vetera monimenta in quibus prsecipua
illustrant ur, Rome, 2 vols.,
musiva opera
1690-99). Both works contain good illustrations of
many ancient Christian edifices and mosaics that, have
since perished or suffered change and deterioration;
they contain, moreover, a rare ecclesiastical erudition,
much of it yet useful. His works were edited (Rome,
1747) in three volumes by Giannini.
Buchberger, Kirchliches Handlexikon (Munich, 1907), I,
938; CREaclMBENl, Vile degli Arcadi illustri (Rome, 1779);
Fabroni, Vitce Italorum doctrind excelleniium (Pisa, 1766-83).
.

.

.

.

.

.

Thomas

J.

Shahan.

Ciasca, Agostino (in the world, Pasqtjale), an
Italian Augustinian and cardinal, b. at Polignano a
Mare, in the province of Bari, 7 May, 1835; d. at
Rome, 6 February, 1902. He received the habit of
the Order of St. Augustine in 1S56, made his religious
profession in 1S57, and in 1858 was ordained priest.
Having perfected himself at Rome in the study of
philosophy, theology, and canon law, he dedicated
himself in particular to the study of the Oriental lanPossessed of a
guages, especially Arabic and Coptic.
keen intellect and a tenacious memory, he soon acquired a vast, and profound knowledge in this branch
He was a religious of exemplary life, of
of study.
strong character, assiduous in his work, well versed in
ecclesiastical matters, and most loyal to the Catholic
Church qualities which made him especially dear to
Leo XIII, who honoured him with his confidence and
In his
entrusted to him several delicate missions.
order, besides being professor of dogmatic theology,
Sacred Scripture, and the Oriental languages, Ciasca
also held the positions of prefect of studies, assistant
general, and afterwards of procurator general.
In 1866 he obtained the chair of Hebrew in the
College of Propaganda, and later took part in the
Vatican Council in the quality of theologian and as
He also occuinterpreter for the Oriental bishops.
pied the following positions: consultor of the Congregation of Propaganda for the affairs of Oriental Rites
(1S72); writer in the Vatican Library for Arabic
(1876); pontifical interpreter at the Congregation of
Propaganda; ordinary censor of Oriental books and
professor of Oriental languages in the Roman Seminary (187S); dean of the faculties of Oriental languages and theology in the same seminary, and president of the college of interpreters at the Propaganda
In 1S91
(1S82); consultor of the Holy Office (1889).
lie was created Titular Archbishop of Larissa with the
appointment to the office of prefect of the Vatican
Archives; in the same year he was sent by the Holy
See to preside over the Ruthenian synod at Lemberg.
In 1892 he was named pro-secretary and afterwards
secretary of the Congregation of Propaganda (1893).
His brilliant career was crowned by bis elevation to
the eardinalate at the secret consistory of 19 June,

—

1899.

Among Cardinal Ciasca's many services to ecclemay be mentioned his publication
(1885-89) of the extant fragments of a very ancient
Coptic version of the Old Testament, from manuscripts in the Borgia (Propaganda) Museum and his
discovery ami edition (1888) of a valuable Arabic version of the "Diatcssaron" or gospel-harmony of the
second-century Christian writer T.itian, a text of
much importance for the history of the Canon of the
NewTestamenl (cf. M. Maher, "Recenl Evidencefor
the Authenticity of the Gospel: Tati.m's Diatcssaron", London, 1903). His own principal works
are: "Exarnen Critico-Apologeticum super Constitusiastical learning
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—

—

m

Perini, Studio Bio bihliografico sul Cardinals Agostino Ciasca

(Home. 1903).
P. J.

Balestri.

Ciborium, a chalice-like vessel used to contain the
Blessed Sacrament. The word is of rather doubtful
etymology-. .Some derive it from the Latin word cibus,
"food", because it is used to contain the Heavenly
Bread; while others trace it to the Greek KipJipiov,
"cup", because of the original sliapeof thisEucharistic
receptacle.
The term was also applied in early Christian times to the canopy that surmounted and crowned the altar (see

article Altar,
sub-title AltarCanopy), but according to modern
liturgical

usage

the word denotes
exclusively
the
sacred vessel employed for the reservation of the
Consecrated Species.
At the present day two vessels are used to reserve the Blessed
Sacrament: one,
called a pyx, is a
small round box
and serves for carrying the Blessed
Sacrament to the
sick;
the other,
generally styled a
ciborium, is used
for
distributing

Holy Communion
in churches and for

reserving the consecrated particles
the tabernacle.
In shape the ciborium resembles a
but the cup or bowl is round rather than
oblong, and provided with a conical coversurmounted
by a cross or some other appropriate device. The
bottom of the cup should be a little raised at the centre so thai the last particles may be easily removed
and the purification more conveniently performed.
The material should be gold or silver (baser metals
are sometimes allowed), but the interior of the cup
be always lined with gold. The ciborium is
insecrated, but blessed by a bishop or Bome
priest deputed by him, according to the form given
While containing the Sacred
in the Roman Ritual.
it
should be covered with a small white veil
of silk or cloth of gold, and may not be handled except by sacred ministers; when empty and purified
it maj
be touched by all clerics (Cong, of Rites. Jan..
1907), and by lay persons if specially authorized.
In Eastern Churches the paten is commonly used for
the distribution of Communion, and the Blessed Sacin

chalice,
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tionem Dogmaticam do Fide Catholica editam in Sessione tertia SS. CEcumeniei Coneilii Vaticani", 270pp.
Svo (Rome, 1S72) " I Papiri Copti del Museo Borgiano
della S. C. de Propaganda Fide tradotti e commentati", pamphlet of 55 pp. (Rome, 1881); "Sacrorum
Bibliorum Fragmenta Copto-Sahidica Musei Borgiani", vol. I, 4to, 225 pp., with 18 photolithographic
plates; vol. II. 362 pp., with S phototypic plates
(Rome, 1885and 1889). These two volumes deal with
the Old Testament; vol. Ill, dealing with the New
Testament (509 pp., with 40 phototypic plates) was
published by the author of the present article in 1904.
"Tatiani Evangeliorum Harmonia; Arabice nunc
primum ex duplici codice cdidit et latina translatione
donavit . . . ",
4to, 108 pp., with 210 of the text and
a phototypic plate (Rome, 1888).

rament

reserved in gold or silver boxes covered
with silk and suspended from the altar-canopy in
accordance with ancient custom.
During the first three centuries the Blessed Eucharist was not generally reserved in churches, owing to
the danger of profanation and the persecutions, but
the faithful sometimes kept the Sacred Species in
silver boxes in their homes for the purpose of receiving it at the time of death (St. Jerome, De Afr. Pers.,
I; Tertullian, De Orat., c. xiv, etc.).
In the fourth
century there are evidences that it was reserved in
churches, but only for the sick.
In the fifth and
sixth centuries reservation was more common, and the
method adopted varied with time and place. The
vessels in which the Sacred Species was kept were
called indiscriminately capsa, pyxis, cuppa, turns,
columba, and ciborium., and were themselves preserved
either in a chamber in the sacristy (secretarium) in a
niche in the wall or pillar (ambry), under an altar, or
in other places designated by the words diaconium,
pastophonum, vestiarium, etc. Subsequently it became the practice to reserve the Blessed Sacrament
in dove-shaped receptacles (columba?) or in little
towers (lurres), the former being suspended by chains
from the ciborium or canopy of the altar, and the
latter being usually placed in the Armarium.
In the
sixteenth century the columba: and the towers began
to disappear, and gave way to the tabernacle and the
custom which is now universal throughout the
Western Church. Ancient vessels of reservation may
still be seen in the treasuries of continental cathedrals
at Milan, Cologne, Rouen, and elsewhere. (See Taberis

,

nacle; Reservation of the Blessed Sacrament.)
Bona. Rer.
ritibue,

I,

xix;

Lit.

duo

libri, I,

xxv; Martene, De antia. eeel,
S,„-r. (Mechlin. lttOOi;

Van derStappen. Deadm.

Corbi.et

in Hist, du aacremeni de Veucharistie
Puris, lsstii,
especially II, 285-314, and I, 520-82; Lerosey, Manuel Uturgique (Paris, 1S90). I, 179 sq.; Duc.dai.e. Monaaticon Analicanum (London, 16S2). passim; Knus, Geach. der christlichen
Kunst (Freiburg im Br., 1896), passim; Reubens, EUmenU
d'archcot. chret. (Louvain, 1885), I. 464, II. 327 sq.
i

Patrick Morrisroe.
Cibot, Pierre-Martial, missionary, b. at Limoges,
France, 14 August, 1727; d. at Peking, China, 8 August, 17S0. He entered the Society of Jesus 7 November, 1743, and taught humanities with much success.
He was sent to China at his own request 7 March,
1758, and arrived at Macao 25 July, 1759, whence he
reached Peking (i June, 1760, joining the Jesuits who
were retained at the court of the emperor. Cibot
during his many years of missionary labour in China

found time also to devote to historical and scientific
studies Many of his notes and observations on the
history and literature of the Chinese were published
in the "Memoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences,
les arts, les mceurs, les usages, etc., des Chinois: par
les missionaires de Pekin" (Paris, 1770-89, 16 vols.).
These volumes were at the time the chief source of
information in Europe regarding China and its people.
Cibot's most lengthy work, his " Essai sur l'antiquite
des Chinois", appeared in the first volume of the
"Memoires". In it he claims Yaou (2356 B. c.) as
This view was
the founder of the Chinese Empire.
not held, however, by other contemporary writers;
in the second volume of the "Memoires" bis
league. Father Amiot in his "L'antiquite des Chinois
prouvee par les monuments ".defended the traditional
Chinese chronology. Cibot also instituted a comparison between the Jews and the Chinese in connexion
Me
with a commentary on the Hook of K.-iher
moires, vols. XIV-XVI).
He collected a herbarium
of some value and seems to have been particularly
interested in botany, though he contributed a number
of articles on various topics in natural science to the
"Memoires", e. g. "Notices de quelques plantes
arbrisseaux de la Chine" (vol. Ill), "Observations
sur les plantes, les flours, et les arhres de Chine qu'il
est possible et utile de se procurer en France";
.

i
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the church and monastery of Monte Oliveto, and
several palaces and churches.
There is some doubt
regarding Ciccione, as certain writers of note make
no mention of him, while others do who have not
been found always reliable. It is known that he
sculptured the monument of Giosue Caracciolo,
formerly in the Duomo, and that he was selected
by Joanna II to make a tomb for her brother, King
Ladislaus, in the church of San Giovanni a Carbonara.
This consists of a towering pile, three stories high,
flanked by allegorical figures, the sarcophagus half
way up, and Ladislaus on his war horse on the
summit.
The eyes are coloured, the robe borders
and hair gilded, and backgrounds blue with gold
fleurs-de-lys.
Queen Joanna again commissioned
Ciccione when her lover, the Grand Seneschal Gian
Caracciolo, was murdered by conspirators. Caracciolo
had a chapel in San Giovanni a Carbonara, and there
the monks buried him hastily the night following
his assassination.
Over the tomb Ciccione raised
a monument consisting of a sarcophagus borne by
three armed knights representing Justice, Strength,
and Prudence. A standing figure of Caracciolo on
the top was coloured to portray life. Attention is
called to the polychromy employed in these tombs,
and to the representation of the virtues in military
garb.
There are no certain dates regarding Ciccione.
Lubke, History of Sculpture, tr. Burnett (London, 1878);
Perkins, Historical Handbook of Italian Sculpture (New York.

somewhat diffuse, and his writings received their value
chiefly from the variety of topics treated and the interesting information which they contained.
Sommervogel,
Grossier,

Bibl. de In c. de J. (Paris, 1891), II, 1167;
in Biog. univ., VIII.

H. M. Brock.
Ciboule, Robert, theologian and moralist, b. in
the Department of Eure, France, at the close of the
fourteenth century; d. in 1458. He was chancellor
of the church of Notre-Dame, Paris, and later dean
of Evreux and chamberlain to Pope Nicholas V.
In
1437 he was one of the theologians consulted by
Charles VII concerning the rehabilitation of Joan of
Arc, on which his decision was favourable.
The same
monarch sent him to the Council of Basle, and in
1439 made him ambassador to the Court of Pope
Eugene IV at Florence. He wrote many devotional
works, all of which he left in manuscript form. His
"Sainte meditation de l'homme sur soi-meme" was
printed in Paris in 1510 and several times reprinted.
Several of his sermons are preserved in the National
Library of France (Department of Manuscripts),
while his opinion regarding Joan of Arc has been
partially published in the Proccs which tells of
her rehabilitation [Proces de condemnation et de
rehabilitation de Jeanne d'Arc (Paris, 1841-49), III,
326-328]; and complete in Lanery d'Arc, "Memoires
et consultations en faveur de Jeanne dArc", etc.
(Paris, 1889), 351.
Thomas in La grande encyclopedic, s. v. Ciboule; Du Boulay,
Historia universitati.s parisiensis (Paris, 1665-73)
Balme, Jean Brehal, grand inquisiteur de France
Jeanne d'Arc (Paris, 1893) 59.

tation de

;

Belon and

et la rehabili-

,

John A. Ryan.
Cibyra, a titular see of Caria, in Asia Minor.
Kibyra, later Kibyrrha, had been founded by the
Lydians in Kabalis, a Lycian district inhabited by the
Solyrni.
It was the leading city of Kabalis, having
two votes in the Kabalian tetrapolis; it could arm
30,000 foot and 2000 horse; in 190 B. c. it was ruled
by its own kings. In 130 the Romans allowed it to
remain independent with its territory. But in 84
it was incorporated with the province of Asia by L.
Licinius Murena, a lieutenant of Sulla, and became
the capital of the Cibyratic converdus. It was renowned for its ironwork, but, being situated away
from the great lines of Roman commerce, did not
maintain its ancient prosperity. Tiberius restored it
after an earthquake.
It struck coins, and had its own
era, reckoned from A. D. 25.
It was annexed by Justinian to Caria, and as early as the eighth Century
became the chief town of the theme (department) of the
libyriotes.
From the seventh to the twelfth or thirteenth century it figures in the "Synecdemus" of
<

many

" Notitise episcopatuum " as a
suffragan of Stauropolis, the metropolis of Caria.
Six bishops are mentioned by Lequien (I, 963), the
first being Letodorus (not Leontius) at Nicsea in 325;
and the last Stephen, a partisan of Photius, who
retracted at the Eighth (Ecumenical Council in 869.
The ruins of Cibyra are near Horzoum, a village in
the vilayet of Koniuli, where the ancient theatre,
odeon, stadium, etc., are still to be seen.
Spratt and Forbes,. Tra
36 sq.; Collignon,
;<:>,
de 'ibyra ><> B
,7, noin,
Ramsay. Thi
j ri,r,,;i„.
otb. Diet, of Or. an
Ay (London, 1878). I,
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M. L. Handlet.
Cicognara,

Leopoldo, Count,

politician, writer
art. and collector of Italian antiquities, b. at Ferrara, 26 November, 1767; d. at Venice, 5 March,

on

1S34.
He was thirty years old when pressure of circumstances, Bonaparte's campaigns in Italy, and the
hope of a risorgimento in his country drove him into
public life.
An ardent supporter of the Cisalpine
Republic, he was a member of the legislative body at
Milan (1798), minister to Turin (1799), deputy to
the Congress of Lyons (1801), and also Councillor of
State.
Being subsequently implicated in the Ceroni
conspiracy. Count Cicognara was held prisoner at
Milan and exiled to Como and Florence, but was

and sent to Bologna on
diplomatic mission. However, at the beginning of
he Empire he retired from the public career in which
he had experienced such changes of fortune, being
then only thirty-eight.
From that time on he devoted himself unreservedly
to the fine arts.
A friend from childhood of Canova,
a pupil of Corvi and of the landscape-painter Hackert,
he combined extensive knowledge and a highly cultivated taste with practical knowledge, and his dissertations on the beautiful "Del Bello, ragionamenti
sette", (Florence, 1S0S) attracted attention.
The
finally restored to his functions

a
t

Academy

of Fine Arts

had

just

been founded in

Venice, and Cicognara was appointed its director, a
post which he held until 1S27. It was during this
long administration, which must ever redound to his
glory, that the admirable museum was established,
about as it is to-day. Meanwhile he finished his
gnat history of sculpture (Storia della scultura,
Venice, 1813-1818, 3 vols. fol. with 131 plates), a
work designed to complete those of YVinckelmanr
and Seroux d'Agincourt, and which won its author a
foreign member's seat in the Institute of France. It is,
however, less valuable than his masterful publication
on the manufact ures and monuments of Venice (2 vols,
1815-20; a new, augmented edition. 1833-40
fol.
with 250 plates, Italian and French text), in which
Cicognara showed himself a learned historian of the
-ity's antiquities, and the worthy and indispensable
precursor of Ruskin and his "Stones of Venice".
The analytical catalogue ("< latalogo ragionato dei
libri d'arte ", Pisa, 1S21 >. which he made of his library
and sold to the pope in 1824, is still a model of bibhc

Ciccione, ANDREA, an Italian sculptor and archiborn in Naples in the first pari of the fifteenth
century.
He was a pupil of Masuccio the younger.
and is said to have built the cloister of San Severino,
tect,
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"Notice sur le borax"; "Memoire sur les chevaux"
(vol. XI); " Notice sur l'hirondelle, sur le cerf et sur
lacigale" (vol. XII), etc. Cibot's modesty prevented
him from signing many of his essays. His style was

CID
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became an enthusiast for niello, and wrote a memoir
which has since remained a classic ( Memorie spettanti
della calcografia, Prato, 1831, with atlas).
of this treatise created such a demand

ilia Btoria

rhe appearance

kind of enamel that

many

spurious pieces
svere manufactured and sold as part of the Count's
collection, and Cicognara himself was, in consequence,
iccused of counterfeiting. But modern critics have
exonerated him. His last enthusiasm had for its
abject rare engravings, with which his curio-hunting
liad made him singularly familiar; he collected over
3000 belonging to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and after his death they were catalogued by
his nephew, Count Nanetti, and Ch. Albrizzi, under
the title, "The First Century of Calcography" (Venfor this

ice 1837).
Diedo, Discorso funcbre (Venice, 1834); Zanettt, Cenni
Hograftii (Venice, 1834); Dtjtct and 1'iwi.owski, Manuel
ie Vamateur tTatampe* (Paris, 1888), I, Pt. II; Malamani,
/
cunti Lfopoldo Cicognara,
iriginali (Venire, 188S, 2 vols.).
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Louis GlLLET.
Cid,

El (Rodrigo,

or Rtty, Diaz,

Count of Bivar),

[he great popular hero of the chivalrous age of Spain,
He was
?. at Burgos, c 1040; d. at Valencia, 1099.
given the title of seiil or cid (lord, chief) by the Moors,
that of campeador (champion) by his admiring

md

;ountrymon. Tradition ami legend have cast a deep
shadow over the history of this brave knight, to such
m extent that his very existence has been questioned;
here is. however, no reason to doubt his existence.
We must, at tin' same time, regard him as a dual pertonality, and distinguish between the historical Cid
md the legendary Cid. History paints him as a freejooter, an unprincipled adventurer, who battled with
qua] vigour against Christians and Moors; who, to
urther his own ends, would as soon destroy a Christian church as a Moslem temple; who plundered and
slew as much for his own gain as from any patriotic
notives.
It must be borne in mind, however, that
he facts which discredit him have reached us through

Arab historians, and that to do him full justice
should be judged according to the standard of his
Vastly different indeed is the
in his day.
'id of romance, legend, and ballad, wherein he is

lostile
ie

ountry

husband and father;
courageous soldier; the noble, generous
sonqueror, unswervingly loyal to his country and his
ring; the man wdiose name has been an ever-present
nspiration to Spanish patriotism.
But whatever
jictured as the tender, loving

real adventures of El Cid Camname has come down to us in modern
imes in connexion with a long series of heroic achievements in which he stands out as the central figure of
die long struggle of Christian Spain against the Mos-

nay have been the

oeador, his

em
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close of his life Cicognara

hosts.

Ferdinand I, at his death (1065), had divided his
between his three sons, Sancho, Alfonso,

After ending this war with Aragon, Sancho turned his attention to his plan of despoiling his brothers and sisters (c. 1070).
He succeei le< in adding to his dominions Leon and Galicia, the
portions of his brothers, but not until in each instance
of the king's troops.

1

Rodrigo had come to his rescue and turned apparent
defeat into victory. The city of Toro, the domain
He
of his sister Elvira, was taken without trouble.
then laid siege to the city of Zamora, the portion of
his sister Urraca, and there met his fate, being treacherously slain before the gates of the city by one of
Learning this, Alfonso,
Urraca's soldiers (1072).
who had been exiled to the Moorish city of Toledo,
set out in haste to claim the dominions of his brother,
and succeeded him on the throne as Alfonso VI,
though not without opposition, from his brother Garcia,
in Galicia, and especially in Castile, the inhabitants of
which objected to a Leonese king. The story is told,
though not on the best historical authority, that the
Castilians refused Alfonso their allegiance until he
had sworn that he had had no hand in his brother's
death, and that, as none of the nobles was willing to
administer the oath for fear of offending him, Rodrigo did so at Santa Gadea before the assembled nobility.
If this be true, it would account in a great
measure for the ill-will Alfonso bore Rodrigo, and for
He did not at first
his subsequent treatment of him.
show his hatred, but tried to conciliate Rodrigo and
the Castilians by bestowing upon him his niece Jimena
It was not long, however, before
in marriage (1074).
he had an opportunity to satisfy his animosity. Rodrigo having been sent by Alfonso to collect tribute from
the King of Seville, Alfonso's vassal, he was accused,
on his return, by his enemies of having retained a part
Whereupon, Alfonso, giving free rein to his
of it.
hatred, banished him from his dominions (1076).
Rodrigo then began his career as a soldier of fortune,
which has furnished themes to Spanish poets of early
and modern times, and which, idealized by tradition
and legend, has made of him the champion of ChrisDuring
tian Spain against her Moorish invaders.
this period of his career, he offered his sendees and
those of his followers first to one petty ruler and then
another, and often fought on Ins own account, warring indifferently against Christians and Moors, always with distinguished success, and incidentally rising
But in times of necesto great power and influence.
sity his assistance was sought by Alfonso, and in the
midst of his career of conquest he hastened to the
latter's support when he was hard pressed by Yusuf,
the founder of Morocco. Through some mistake or
misunderstanding, however, he failed to join the
king, who, listening to the complaints and accusations
of the 'id's enemies, took from him all his possessions,
imprisoned his wife and children, and again banished
(

him from his dominions. Disgraced and plundered,
Upon his
the Cid resumed his military operations.
return from one of his campaigns, hearing that the

loiiiiiiicms

Moors had driven the Christians from Valencia and

and his two daughters, Elvira and Urraca,
3xacting from them a promise that they would respect
Hut Saneho,
his wishes and abide by the division.
to whose lot had fallen the Kingdom of Castile, being
the eldest, thought that he should have inherited the
oinions of his father, and he resolved to repudiate his promise, claiming that it had been forced
from him. Stronger, braver, and craftier than his
brothers, he cherished the idea of despoiling them
and his sisters of their possessions, and becoming the

taken possession of the city, he determined to recapture it from them and become lord of that capital.
This he did (1094) after a terrible siege. He spent
the remainder of his days there. His two daughters
were married to the Infante of Navarre and the Count
His remains were transof Barcelona respectively.
ferred to the monastery of San Pedro de Cardeiia, near
Burgos, where they now rest.
The exploits of El Cid form the subject of what is
generally considered the oldest monument of Spanish
literature.
This is an epic poem of a little over 3700
lines as it has reached us (several hundred lines being
missing), the author of which, as is not uncommon
with works of those days, is unknown. The date of
its composition has long been a disputed question.
Many critics whose names must be mentioned with

itii

1 '

.an

ia,

At this time, Rodrigo Diaz
was quite young, and Sancho, out of gratitude for the
aervicesof Hodrigo's father to the State, had retained
his son at the court and looked after his education,
especially his military training.
Rodrigo later rendered such distinguished sen ices in the war in which
Sancho became mvolved with Aragon that he was
Bole successor of his father.

made aljercz

(standard-bearer or commander-in-chief)
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among them Dozy and Ticknor, place it at
the beginning of the thirteenth century but to-day the
respect,

;

CIDYESSUS
best opinion places the

Among

those

who

tliink

poem a
it

half-century earlier.

was written as early as the
many eminent Span-

middle of the twelfth century are

and foreign scholars, including Sanchez, the first
editor of the poem, Capmany, Quintana, Gil y Zarate,
Bouterwek, Sismondi, Schlegel, Huber, and Wolf.
The learned Amador de los Rios, whose opinion carries
great weight, thinks that the famous poem must have
been written prior to 1157. Though based upon historical facts, the "Poema del Cid" is to a very large
extent legendary. Its theme is twofold, the adventures of the exiled Cid and the mythical marriage of
The
his two daughters to the Counts of Carrion.
first few pages are missing, and what remains opens
Cid
King
Althe
by
abruptly with the banishment of
fonso, and ends with a slight allusion to the hero's
claim
to
its
chief
But the story it tells is not
death.
our consideration. The poem deserves to be read
manners
and
customs
for its faithful pictures of the
It is written with Homeric
of the day it represents.
simplicity and in the language of the day, the language
the Cid himself used, which was slowly divorcing itself from the Latin, but was still only half developed.
The versification is rather crude and ill-sustained.
The prevailing metre is the Alexandrine or fourteensyllabled verse with a csesural pause after the eighth;
but the lines often run into sixteen or even twenty
This,
syllables, and sometimes stop at twelve or ten.
however, may be partly due to careless copying.
The adventures of the Cid have furnished material for many dramatic writers, notably to Guillen
de Castro, the eminent Valencian poet and dramatist of the early seventeenth century, whose masterpiece, "Las Mocedades del Cid " earned him whatever
reputation he enjoyed outside of Spain. This latter
work, in turn, furnished the basis for Corneille's
brilliant tragedy, " Le Cid", which, according to
Ticknor, did more than any other drama to determine for two centuries the character of the theatre
ish

all over the continent of
Europe. Among other
works dealing with the life and adventures of the
Cid are: (1) "La Legenda de las Mocedades de
Rodrigo", or "La Cronica Rimada", as it is sometimes called. This work has been thought to be
even older than the "Poema del Cid" by some
critics, among them so eminent an authority as
Amador de los Rios. (2) "La Cronica General 6
Estoria de Espaiia", written by Alfonso the Wise.
(3) "La Cr6nica del Cid", the manuscript of which
was found in the very place where the Cid lies buried,
the monastery of San Pedro de Cardena. Its author
and the time of its appearance are unknown.

Sanchez, Poesias Castcllanas Antcriores
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Siijlo

at

(Ma-

drid, 1779-90), reprinted by Ochoa (Paris, 1S42); Quintana.
Vidas de Esparioles Celebris (Madrid, 1807); Southky. ChronDuran, Romanecro C< neral
icle of the Cid (London, 1S0S);
(Madrid. 1828-52); Dennis. The Cid (London. 1845); Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature (New York. 1849); Hi IION,
Cours de Lilterature (Paris, 1891).

Ventura Fuentes.
Cidyessus, a titular see of Asia Minor.
city of some importance, west of Ammonia

It

was a

in

Wesl

Central Phrygia, in the territory of the Setchanli Ova,
Plain; this large and fertile valley projects far
Phrygia Salutaris, but the city belonged to

Mouse
into
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Phrygia Pacatiana. Its site has been determined by
an inscription found at the little village of Ghieuktche'
Euyuk, west of Afium Kara Hissar. in he vilayet of
Brusa. The old native name may have been KydesLequien (I, 801)
sos, though it is Kidyessos on coins.
mentions only three bishops: Heraclius in 451. An-

Cienfuegos, Diocese of (Centumfocensis), in
eludes all the Province of Santa Clara in the centra
part of Cuba, has an area of 9,560 square miles, am
(census of 1899) a population of 356,536; 317,24
native Cubans; 28,398 Spaniards; 10,895 of othe
nationalities.
The diocese, which had previous!
formed part of that of Havana, was erected by Arcl)
bishop Chapelle, of New Orleans, acting as /ipostoli
Delegate, in virtue of the Brief "Actum praeclare'
XIII (20 February, 1903), but was admirj
by the Archbishop of Santiago de Cuba unti
31 May, 1904, when its first bishop, Fray Aureli
Torres y Sanz, O. C. D., took possession.
Missions were established in the cities of Trinida'
and Sancti Spiritus, in this part of Cuba, during th
sixteenth century, under Franciscans, who preache
to the aborigines and continued to keep the spiri
of religion alive among the colonists, until the es
pulsion of the religious orders by the Spanish Govern
of Leo
istered

ment

in

1835.

Numberless

religious

endowment

witnessed to the piety of the inhabitants, especiall
during the eighteenth century, when Catholic fei
vour reached its highest pitch; but by far th
greater part of these were in time confiscated b;
successive Spanish governors.
On taking posses
sion of his newly-erected see, the first care of th
Bishop of Cienfuegos was to introduce order into th
ecclesiastical administration, which had suffered st
verely from the civil troubles between 1868 an
1895, many of the church buildings having been irrep
arably ruined.
Santa Clara is an essentially agricultural district
There are numerous sugar mills, and the province
well supplied with railroads.
Most of the immi
gration is Spanish.
Although the vast majorit
of the inhabitants are Catholics, it is impossibl
to obtain contributions for the support of religio
from a populace whose faith and morals have bee
impaired by years of political turmoil. The Cubans
moreover, have for generations been accustomed t
a Church supported by the State. On the other banc
while indifferentism and Freemasonry are rife, Prot
estantism, although represented by several denoir
inations, has few adherents.
The diocese contains 38 parishes, but of the pare
chial clergy only eleven are native Cubans.
Th
religious and charitable institutions at Cienfuego
are: Monserrat College, under the Jesuit Fathers
20 religious, 159 pupils; Bartolome' de las Casa
College, Dominican Fathers, 11 religious, 100 pupils
French College, 6 Marist Brothers, with 80 pupils
College of the Apostolate, 8 Sisters of the Apostolat
of the Sacred Heart, with 83 pupils; Huerfanas de 1
Patria, an orphanage conducted by the Daughters c
the Rosary, 27 boarders and 54 day-scholars; Congrt
gation of the Servants of Mary, for the care of the sic
in their own homes, 8 sisters and 43 girl pupils in th
free school; 9 Little Sisters of the Poor, with 62 it
mates of their home for the aged. At Santa Clai
there is the College of Saint Paul of the Cross, Passior
ists, 1U religious and 62 pupils; College of the Love c
iod, ii Sisters of the Love of God, with 56 girl pupils
At Trinidad the "Liceo Trinitario" is under the d:
rection of a Father of the Order of Discalced !armel
The few native Cubans in this diocese who fat
ites.
called to the priesthood either make their studies a
the seminary of the Diocese of Havana or ente
i

i

I

t

dreas in 7S7, and

Thomas

in 879.

The

sec

is

Catholic Directory (Milwaukee,
ealli. (Paris, 190o).

1908);

Battandier,

Am

point,

still

in later "Notitiae episcopatuum " until
the twelfth or thirteenth centuries as a suffragan of
Laodicea.
Rapet, En Phrygie (TurK 1895), 113; Ramsay, Hist. Geogr.
of Asm Minor (London. 18901, 139, 151, 168.

mentioned

S,

religious orders.

PhTIUDES.

Cignani, Carlo, b. 1628, the most distinguishe
three Bolognese painters of the same nami
was a count and belonged to a noble family; h
was the pupil of Albani and perhaps the most celt
brated OI the students, but at the same time he wa
strongly influenced by the teaching of the Carracci an

of

CILICIA

His first important work
the works of Correggio.
was the ornamentation for Cardinal Farnese of the
In the same city
great salon of his palace at Bologna.
liy

he painted scenes in the style of Correggio representing events in Bologna at the time of the plague. They
are in the church of San Michele in Boseo, and each
picture is supported by two angels of remarkable
beauty. He executed a fine piece of interior decoration in he palace of the Duke of Parma and for it reHis great achieveceived the honour of knighthood.
ment is the painting of the "Assumption of the Virgin"
in the cupola of Fori! cathedral.
On this immense
work lie was engaged from 1681 to 1706, and on its
completion was elected to high office in that town and
appointed by Clement XI president of the Academy
t

Bologna. There is a grandeur and profundity
about his work hardly warranted hy its actual exHis colouring is suave, his draw
ecution.
ing on the whole accurate but not devoid
of

of clever trickery,

and
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his paintings

were executed with extraordinary
facility.
There are three of
his works at Copenhagen,
several in Vienna, his own

of art for the glory of Florence, his native city.
The
so-called barbarism of the thirteenth century is no
longer credited. This was, on the contrary, the age
of the true Renaissance.
The cathedrals of Pisa,
Lucca, and Pistoia had been built; the basilica of
Assisi and the Abbey of S. Galgano were already in
the course of construction. In Rome this was the
era of the great Cosmati family, of Torriti, and
Cavallini, in Sicily of those wonderful sculptors,
,

Ravelloand Capone.

At Pisa (1260) it was marked by
the completion of the famous pulpit of the baptistery,
the work of Nieolo Pisano, and the first classical work
of art in Italy.
Yet this is what Vasari called the
"barbarism of the thirteenth century". The story
of Cimabue is a curious example of false historical
data.
It frequently happened among the ancients
that the victorious race stole even the past
laurels of the vanquished, appropriating their
gods, their legends, and their myths.
Similarly a rivalry existed in the Middle Ages between the Republics of
Siena and Florence. Florence
could never pardon Siena for
its great victory of Monta-

at
Florence, and
others at Berlin and Munich.
He died at Forli in 1719.

portrait

perti

Felice, his son, suc(2)
ceeded to the ample fortune
l>y his

left

father,

of

downfall.

and well-coloured
paintings which arc his work.
Paolo
waa another pupil
(3)
of the elder artist and his
nephew.
He was born at
Bologna in 1709 and died

and

his art

known

donna Hueecllai",
work of the great
Siena,

Cimabue, Cenni i>i Pepo, Florentine painter, b.
d. after 1301:
the legendary founder of
Italian painting and the reputed master of Giotto,

1240;

Vasari begins his biography with these words: "In
lie II.
»l ..I disasters which had overwhelmed unfori.

oe but
in

also

all

all

monuments
artists

of art worthy
had disappeared,

Cimabue was born in the
the noble Cimabue family of the

121(1.

city

of

Florence, of
period,
to illumine, as it were, the way towards the art
Then follows the story of the
of painting."
painter's childhood.
According to Vasari some
reeks who had settled in Florence were his masters
but he soi
d them, and his reputation
became so great that Charles of Anjou
visit him in hi-- studio.
When he completed his
famous " Madonna'', the people bore it in triumph to
Santa Maria Novella, with such jubilation that the
section where the painter lived was afterwards called
the Borgo Allegri.
All this has since been proved untrue, and is
attributed to the zeal of Vasari, the Italian historian
(

di

These

Virgin.

See

Armenia.

when,

Duccio

the

is

artist

of

Buoninit

in

1285 for the altar of the
Brotherhood of the Blessed

See Asia Minor.

tunate Italy not only

became

segna, who painted

Williamson.

I

boasting

of the modern critic to right
these wrongs.
It is now es
tablished that the famous
"Madonna" of Santa Maria
Novella, called the "Ma-

to pres-

of.

errors

Nothing availed against such
a lea— of official falsehoods.
It needed all the patience

QBassano
,m Bologn-

Patriarch

these

fixed.

George Charles

Cilicia,

broadcast

accounts of themselves,

!",//.•>
Bl Ml. 1/v
1801
ese Painters; Zahottx, V.

Cilicia.

Florentines

ing press the

ent -day critics.
\N7i, Storia Pittorica

By means

spread

His style is effecin 1764.
tive, refined, and highly finished, but only three of his

L

Florence alone

artists and writof the print-

possessed
ers.

terous,

paintings are

was

this

tum-, the most brilliant era
Florence, marked Siena's

and prac-

rather from inclination than as an actual
He was
professional artist.
born in 1660 and died in
m
in
two oi
Bologna
1724;
the churches are clever, dextised

and

(1260),

the cause of much trouble
between the two.
The fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

1

i

facts

are

proved by the discovery of
a contract preserved in the
records of Florence, and also from the evident relationship between this immortal work of art and
other works of Duccio. Again it has been discovered
that the triumphal procession to which Vasari refers in his account of Cimabue was held not in
Florence, but in Siena (9 June, 1311), in honour
of another masterpiece of this same Duccio, the
great Mtirsli'i, or "Madonna of Majesty", which

may now

be seen at the Opera del

Duomo

in Siena.

public feast was
Thai day, writes an eyewitness,
nl lined in Siena.
All the shops were closed.
The
:

i

•

bishop, he clergy, the Council of Nine, with a multitude "t people, went to seek the masterpiece in the
house of the painter, near the Porta Stalloreggi,
and accompanied it as far as the cathedral, bearing torches and singing eantieles.
Thenceforward
Siena took, in all public acts, the name of <
i

Virginia.
is evident that these comprise all the elements
the assumed biography of Cimabue.
Tradition
Duccio was
contented with a change of name.
of
memory
his
and
the
triumphs
remained
forgotten,
It

of

—
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name of Cimabue, which explains the
Dante (Purg., XI):

attached to the
verse of

Credette Cimabue nella pintura
Tener lo campo, ed ora ha Giotto
Si che la fama di eolui s' oscura.

il

grido

(Cimabue thought himself the master of painters,
Giotto took from him the glory and relegated him to
From this verse of Dante, which preoblivion.)
served for posterity the name of Cimabue, it was
inferred that he was the master of Giotto. There
was nothing more to do but furnish him with a biography and a list of works. Legend did the rest, as we
have already seen.

We

learn, how-

ever, from
verses that

these

Cimaa renowned master in

bue was

A retime.
cently discovered
text tells us that
his

Cimabove,

piclnrc

de FlorenciA, resided at Rome in
In 1301 he
1272.

received ten
"livres" from the
Opera del Duomo

Pisa

of

for

"St.

John the Baptist"
in mosaic, which
accompanies the
"Christ"

in

the

cathedral, and two
notarial acts mention the price for an altar-screen of the Madonna,
to be painted by the said master, Cenni de Pepo,
called Cimabue, with one of his own associates.
Aside from the "St.
Here our certitude ends.
John" of Pisa, a mosaic which has been much
single
work of Cimabue.
repaired, we have not a
Some critics ascribe several paintings to him, but
it must be admitted that in the absence of documents these surmises are without ground. The " Ma-

donna "

of the Louvre and that of the Academy of
Florence have enough of the characteristics of
Duccio to be taken as paintings of his school. The

same must be

said of the celebrated fresco of the
"Virgin with St. Francis" in the right transept of
the lower church of St. Francis at Assisi. But in
the upper church the frescoes, now almost in ruins,
of both transepts and the choir, representing the
" Last Ends ", illustrating texts of the New Testament
from the Crucifixion and the Acts of the Apostles to the Apocalypse, show a savage grandeur
and suggest the work of a Byzantine ..Eschylus.
Nothing confirms, and on the other hand nothing
prevents, the attribution of them to Cimabue. At
any rate they are the work of a great artist.
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, History of Painting in Italy (new
ed., London, 1903); Venturi, Storm dell' arte italiana (Milan,
1002), II; Vasari, Vite de' pittori, ed. Milanesi (Florence,
1878), I; Douglas, The Krai Cimabue in The Nineteenth
Century (1903), no. CCCXIII; Thode. Franz von Assist iL'n.l
ed., Iierlin, 1905);
(Oct., 1900).

Fry, Art before Giotto

in

Monthly Review

Louis Gillet.

Cima da Conegliano, Giovanni

Battista,

a

Venetian painter, l>. at Conegliano in the province of
Treviso in 1459 or 1460; d. in 1517 or 1518.
His
father, who died in 1484, was a cloth-shearer (rimator), hence the family surname.
In 1488 the young
painter was at work at Vicenza; in 1492 he established himself at Venice, but by the summer of 1516
he had returned to his native place. Cima married

CIMBEBASIA

twice, his first wife, Corona, bearing him two sons,
the older of whom took Holy orders at Padua. By
Joanna, his second wife, he had six cliildren, three

being daughters.
His oldest painting inscribed with a date is the
" Madonna of the Arbour ", made in 14S9, and now in
the Museum of Vicenza. This picture is done in distemper and savours so much of the style of Bartolommeo Montagna, who lived at Vicenza from 1480, as
to make it highly probable that Cima was his pupil.
Even in this early production Cima gave evidence of
the serious, calm, and almost passionless spirit thai
so eminently characterized him.
Later he fell under
the spell of the great Giovanni Bellini and became
one of his ablest successors, forming a happy, if not
indispensable link between this master and Titian.
At first his figures were somewhat crude, but they
gradually lost their harshness and gained in grace
while still preserving their dignity. In the background of his facile, harmonious compositions the
mountains of liis country are invested with new importance. Cima was one of the first to assign the
landscape a definite place in modern painting, and to
formulate the laws of atmosphere and of the distribution of light and shade.
His "Baptism of Christ",
in the church of S. Giovanni in Bragora (Venice,
1492), gives striking evidence of this. The colouring
is rich and bright with a certain silvery tone peculiar
to Cima, but which in his later works merges into a
delicate gold.
His conceptions are usually calm and
undramatic, and he has painted scarcely any scenes
(having depicted religious ones almost exclusively)
that are not suggestive of "sante conversazioni".
His "Incredulity of St. Thomas" (National Gallery,

London) and his beautiful "Nativity" (Venice.
Santa Maria del Carmine, 1509) are hardly aught else.
But most of his paintings represent Madonnas enthroned among the elect, and in these subjects he
observes a gently animated symmetry. The grouping of these sainted figures, even though they maj
not have a definitely pious character, and the evident
blissfulness of their existence give the impression ol
Such are, among others, the

unspeakable peace.

magnificent "Madonna Montinini" (about 1507) ir
the Parma Museum; the "Madonna with Foui
Saints" (about 1511) in the Berlin Museum, and the
smaller "Virgin and Child Enthroned with St. Johr
the Baptist and the Magdalen" (about 1513) in tin
Louvre, which was Cima's last bequest as poet anc
landscape painter.
Ridolfi, Meraviglie dell' arte (Venice, 164S); Crowe am
.4
History of Painting in Italy (Northen
Schools); Botteon AND A.XJPRANDI, Bicerche intorno alia vita
eUe inure di Giambattista Cima ilS93t; Bbrenson, Lorenzi
Lotto (London, 19011; BuACKHAKDT, Cima da Conegliani
(Leipzig, 1905).

Cavalcaselle,

LOUIS GlLLET.

Cimbebasia, Upper, Prefecture Apostolic of.—
Cimbebasia was the name given for a long time to tin
western part of Southern Africa. Originally it wai
included in the immense vicariate made up of Sene
gambia and French and Portuguese luinca which ha<
been erected in 1S42 and of winch Bishop Barron wai
appointed first vicar Apostolic. The Congregation o
Propaganda separated Cimbebasia (3 July, 1879'
from this vicariate and made of it a prefecture Apos
tolic.
The Congregation of the Holy Ghost was
placed in charge of the new field, and Father Dupar
quet of the same congregation was appointed first
The new mission was. however
prefect Apostolic.
still very large, being made up of three distinct re
gions: the northern part, which included the territory
of the Amboella and Gangela and was under the inBuence of Portugal; the sunt hern pari, composed o
Ovamboland and Damaraland, now under the control of Germany; and Bechuanaland.
After having
tried to found stations in all these different territories
(

CINCINNATI

Kunene. Thisdegree of latitudealsoformstheboundary line between the Portuguese and German possessions in Southern Africa.
Under the direction of the
prefect Apostolic, 20 priests and 8 Brothers of the
Congregation of the Holy Ghost labour for the evangelization of this territory. They are aided by 40
catechists and 5 Sisters of the Congregation of St.
Joseph of Cluny. There are 7 stations: Kakonda,
Bailundo, Bihe, Katoko, Kassengue, Massaka, and
Kuniama; 28 flourishing schools contain 1600 boys
and 1100 girls, of whom 374 boys and 123 girls have

home at the schools. The Catholic population
numbers about 10,200, of whom 9000 are natives.
During 1903 and 1904 there were 806 children and
their

491 adults baptized.

Cimbebasia, Lower, Prefecture Apostolic op,
bounded on the north by the degree of latitude determined by the lower course of the Kunene River; on
the east by the 22d degree of longitude east of Greenwich; on the south by the 23d degree of south latitude,
in such manner that the town of Rehoboth is included
in the Vicariate Apostolic of the former Orange Free
State, nowthe Orange RiverColony; on the west by the
Atlantic. The region is under the control of Germany.
The prefecture was erected by a decree of Propaganda
of 1 August, 1892, which divided the earlier prefecture
of Cimbebasia.
The Oblate Fathers of the Immaculate Mary have charge of the mission under the preApostolic,
who
fect
resides at Windhoek, the principal station. The other mission stations are: Little
Windhoek, Nobra, Swakopmund, Usakos, Aminuis,
Tpukirn.l Mnaruru, Okumbahe. TheCatholicsnumber
about 1000, sonic 800 being Europeans. The labourers in the evangelization of this field are: 20 priests, 17
brothers, and 11 Missionary Sisters of St. Francis.
There are 1 1 schools with 500 pupils, and 2 orphanages with 108 orphans.
is

1/
Catholica (Home. 1007) 393-9.5; Statesman's Year
Book (London, 1907), 1341-42; Les missions caOuiligjies
tomcaises (Pari?. 1900); Bulletin dc la conan-gation du Saint-

Esprit.

Alexandre Lerov.
Cincinnati, Archdiocese of

(Cincinnatiensis),

comprises that part of the State of Ohio lying south
of 40 degrees, 41 minutes, being the counties south
of the northern line of Mercer, Auglaize, Hardin, all
west of the eastern line of Marion, Union, and Madison counties, and all west of the Scioto River to the
Ohio River, an area of 12,043 square miles. The see
was erected 19 June, 1821 ; the archdiocese created 19
July. 1850.
Early Missionary Life. As early as 1749 a
Jesuit, Joseph de Bonncramp, had traversed Northern and Eastern thin with De Blainville, who at the
time was taking possession of the Valley of the Ohio
it)
In lT.'il another Jesuit,
the name of France.
Annand de la Richardie. established a mission station at Sandusky.
In 1795 Rev. Edmund Burke
(afterwards first Bishop of Halifax) spent a short

—

(

time

among
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the missionaries decided to concentrate their efforts
on the northern part of the prefecture. The superior
general of the congregation, therefore, requested the
Holy See to confide to other institutes the remaining
Consequently, Propaganda
sections of the vicariate.
placed the northern part of the vicariate, under the
name of the Prefectureof Upper Cimbebasia, in charge
of the Congregation of the Holy Ghost (1 August,
1892), while the German territory was called the Prefecture of Lower Cimbebasia, and given to the Oblate
Fathers of Mary. Bechuanaland was then united
to the Vicariate of the Orange Free State. The Prefect ure of Upper Cimbebasia is bounded on the north
by the Kassai River, on the east by the 22d degree of
longitude east of Greenwich, on the west by the upper
course of the Kunene, and on the south by the degree
of latitude determined by the lower course of the

the Indians along the

Maumee, but with

success.
In 1790 a colony of French settlers
located at Gallipolis on the Ohio, and
Peter
Joseph Didier, a Benedictine monk, built a church,
but growing discouraged left after a few years. The
Rev. Stephen T. Badin visited Gallipolis in 1796.
Bishop Flaget of Bardstown had charge at this time
of Kentucky and Tennessee and the territory divided
to-day into the States of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
little

Dom

Wisconsin, and Ohio.
In company with Father
Badin he made a tour of Northern Ohio, passing
through Chillicothe, Lancaster, and Somerset. The
country was nothing but primeval forest. He met
the first Catholics at what is to-day known as Somerset, and in response to their earnest appeal he asked
the Dominicans to come to their spiritual aid.
In
this way Father Fenwick, in later years the first
Bishop of Cincinnati, was commissioned to take
charge.
It was here that he met John Fink, and
in the latter's house, on the spot now occupied by the
Somerset High School, the Sacrifice of the Mass was
first offered for the assembled thirteen families.
Some two years later Father Fenwick visited Somerset a second time, and secured from the Dittoe family
a tract of three hundred acres for the Dominican
Order on condition that a church and monastery be
erected as early as possible. The buildings, at first
small and primitive, have since been replaced by the
more beautiful and commodious structure of St.
Joseph's Priory. It was early in 1811 that the first
attempt was made to organize a congregation in
Cincinnati.
The Catholics interested in the work
met on 13 December in the house of Joseph Fabler,
but no definite action was taken. Bishop Flaget
was passing through Cincinnati in 1814 on one of his
episcopal visitations.
The city, which to-day numbers within its corporate limits 400,000 people, and
is one of the great centres of art, commerce, education, and religion, was at the time practically a
wilderness dotted here and there with a small number of log-cabins reared by the sturdy settlers. On
this occasion he met the representatives of the
Catholic families of Cincinnati. Their names, recorded
in the early annals of the church, were Michael
Scott, Patrick Reilly, Edward Lynch, Patrick Gohegan, John McMahon, John White, P. Walsh, and
Robert Ward. Mr. Scott was one of the earliest
Catholic settlers in Ohio, coming from Baltimore in
1805 and eventually moving to Cincinnati. It was
in his house that Bishop Flaget, on the occasion of
his first visit, celebrated the first Mass in Cincinnati:
on this occasion the bishop urged the erection of a
church as soon as means would permit. Their faith,
courage, and spirit of sacrifice can be truly appreciated when one remembers the obstacles which confronted them, and the spirit of religious bigotry with
which they were obliged to contend. A city ordinance forbade the erection of a Catholic church
within the city limits. An appeal for assistance to
the Catholics in the East met with a ready and
generous response, property was secured on the
north-west corner of Vine and Liberty Streets, ami
with logs cut in the timberland of William Reilly,
in Maysliek, Ky., rafted to Cincinnati, ami carted by
oxen to the site outside the corporate limits, they
constructed in 1822 the first Catholic Church in
Cincinnati, a plain, barn-like structure.
On the

recommendation of Bishop Flaget. Ohio was made
a diocese 19 June, 1821, with Cincinnati as the
see.

—

Bishops.
(1) Edward Fenwick, a native of
Maryland and a member of the Dominican Order,
was appointed the first Bishop of Cincinnati, and
made Administrator Apostolic of Michigan and the
eastern part of the North-western Territory. He was
consecrated by Bishop Flaget in St. Rose's Church,
Washington County, Kentucky, 1.3 January, 1822,
and arriving in Cincinnati the same year he took up
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his residence at the junction of Ludlow and Lawrence
Streets in a small house which served as an episcopal
His cathedral, the
palace and a place of worship.
log-church on the outskirts of the city, was several
miles distant and at times almost inaccessible. The
prohibitive ordinance had in the meantime been
withdrawn, and the little edifice was placed on rollers
and moved by oxen through the streets of Cincinnati

now occupied by the College of St. Francis
Shortly before, the diocese being without

to the site

Xavier.

priests, churches, or schools, Bishop Fenwick made a
Having received
trip to Europe in quest of aid.

generous assistance from the nobility of France and
the reigning pontiff, he purchased upon his return
the ground on Sycamore Street (the present site of
St. Francis Xavier's church), and on 19 May, 1825,
the corner-stone of the old St. Peter's Cathedral was
The completed edifice was dedicated by Bishop
laid.

Fenwick 17 December, 1826.

The Athenffum,

dedi-

cated to St. Francis Xavier, was opened 1 1 May,
1829, with Rev. H. Montgomery as rector, four
Among
theological and six preparatory students.
the many gifts which the bishop had received in
Europe was a printing press, and from this went
forth in October, 1831. the first edition of "The
Catholic Telegraph", one of the oldest Catholic
papers in the United States. At this time the clergy
were few; the diocese extended from the Ohio River
to the Lakes; the Catholics, limited in number, were
scattered over the most distant points, and the
bishop was compelled to visit his flock by stage, on
horseback, or on foot. Cholera was raging throughout his diocese in 1832, and on 26 September of the
same year he was stricken and died at Wooster. His
remains were brought to Cincinnati and deposited in
the old cathedral, now St. Francis Xavier's, 11 February, 1833.
In 1846 they were transferred to the
new cathedral, where they now repose. When he
assumed charge of the diocese, in 1822, his flock numbered fifty families, the churches did not exceed five,
and his clergy were the few pioneers brought from
Europe; when he died, in 1832, the Catholic populaThe churches
tion had grown to seven thousand.
throughout the diocese and the clergy had increased
proportionately; a cathedral and seminary had been
erected.
(2) John Baptist Purcell was consecrated second Bishop of Cincinnati, 13 October, 1833, in the

Baltimore cathedral, Archbishop Whitfield being the
consecrating prelate.
Immediately after his consecration Bishop Purcell attended the Second Provincial Council of Baltimore, and then with borrowed
funds set out for his see.
Upon his arrival in Cincinnati, 14 November, 1833, he found there only one
church St. Peter's Cathedral. Four Sisters of Charity had arrived in Cincinnati 27 October, 1829, to
take charge of the first cathedral school, and with
six orphans under their care started the first asylum
for orphans in the diocese.
The diocese was growing
and clergy were needed. The seminary was removed
from the city to Brown County in 1839; but in 1G45
it was brought back to the city, and the seminarists
continued their studies in the Jesuit college under
Father Nota up to 1S48, when they were transferred
to the episcopal residence, under the supervision of
the Rev. David Whelan.
On 27 January, 1847,
Michael and Patrick Considine conveyed to the bishop
a tract of five acres on Price Hill for a new seminary,
of which the corner-stone was laid on 19 July, 1848.
The centre wing was solemnly blessed and opened
2 October, 1851, under the name of Mount St.
Mary's of the West.
From this institution went
forth for a half-century tin clergy of the Middle West.
Its history IS inseparably interwoven with the history
of the diocese, and its students cherished with feelings
of reverence the names of its presidents. Fathers
Uallinan, Quinlan, Barry, Rosecrans, Pabisch, Hccht,

—

1
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Murray, and Mackey, all men of great
learning and deep piety.
In 1904 it was transferred to its present site, Cedar Point, Hamilton
County, Ohio. The first German parish church, the
Holy Trinity, was erected in 1834, and the Rev. John
Martin Henni, afterwards the first Archbishop of
Milwaukee, was the first pastor. In 1837 he founded
the " Wahrheitsfreund", the first German Catholic
paper in the United States. In 1907 it was merged
with the "Ohio Waisenfreund ".
Bishop Purcell
was always an ardent advocate of Catholic education
and a pioneer in the defence of parochial schools.
The progress of Catholicity was such in the thirties
as to cause alarm in certain quarters.
Lyman
Beecher's "Plea for the West" had gone forth, and
the sentiment it moulded found expression in the
Purcell-Campbell debate. The Ohio College of
Teachers was in session, and the occasion was seized
by the Rev. Alexander Campbell to accuse the
Catholic Church of being an enemy to enlightenment. He issued a challenge for an open debate;
it was accepted, though reluctantly, by Bishop PurThe debate commenced 13 January, 1837, in
cell.
the Campbellite church, and continued for seven
days.
Much of the existing prejudice was removed,
and the numerous conversions to Catholicity following the controversy were ample proof that the
Church and its doctrines had been ably and eloquently defended by the young Bishop of Cincinnati.
From this time an impetus was given to the spread
of Catholicity in Cincinnati and throughout the
diocese.
The fertility and wealth of the Ohio Valley
had become known; many immigrated from the
Eastern States, and Ohio received a large proportion
of the Europeans whom unsatisfactory conditions at
home induced to cross the sea to seek their fortunes
in the New World.
Communities of sisterhoods were invited to share
the burden of supplying the growing needs of religion.
The Sisters of Charity arrived in Cincinnati in 1829;
the Sisters of Notre-Dame in 1840: the Ursulines in
1845; the Sisters of the Good Shepherd in 1857; the
Sisters of Mercy and St. Francis in 1858; the Little
Sisters of the Poor in 1868; and the Religious of the
Sacred Heart in 1869. To these were added religious
orders of men. The Jesuits established a house in
1840; and there followed in succeeding years the
Fathers of the Precious Blood (Sanguinists), the
Franciscans, the Passionists, the Fathers of the Holy
The corner-stone
Cross, and the Brothers of Mary.
of the present St. Peter's Cathedral was laid in 1841;
The personality of the
it was consecrated in 1845.
bishop was strong and magnetic, and attracted all
Byrne,

classes to him.
The first German orphan asylum
for boys was opened in 1839, and that for girls in

1843.

Eventually they were combined, and the Ger-

man Orphan Asylum

at

Bond

Hill

is

the successful

outgrowth of both. Under the auspices of the St.
Peter Benevolent Association for Orphans, formed 25
December, 1833, St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum was
opened on 24 July, 1855. It is a monument to the
generosity of the people and ministers to the needs
Sixteen churches were
of the four hundred inmates.
built in the city and the immediate neighbourhood;
The
the parochial schools were equally numerous.
Catholic population now exceeded 50,000, and it was
deemed necessary to erect a second diocese for the
northern half of the state, at Cleveland, of which, on
lii( Ictober, 1847, the He v. Amadeus Happc was conseNot long afterwards Cincincrated the tirst bishop.
nati was made an archiepiscopal see (19 July, 1850).
Know-Not
hingism was sweeping
In 1853 a wave of
over the country. Philadelphia and Louisville had
been the scenes of riotous outbreaks. The Most Rev.
Cajetan Bedini, titular Archbishop of Thebes, who
had been appointed nuncio to the court of Brazil,
and had been commissioned to investigate certain
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causes of complaint at Buffalo and Philadelphia,
Prior to his
arrived at Cincinnati in June, 1853.
coming popular prejudice was appealed to, his
character was maligned, and crimes imputed to him
On his arrival in Cincinof which he was innocent.
nati the smouldering spirit of Know-Nothingism was
fanned into a flame.
>n Christmas night, 1853, while
the guest of the Archbishop of Cincinnati, a mob
determined upon his death inarched to the cathedral,
The loyalty of the people to
threatening to burn it.
their archbishop, wdio counselled prudence and forbearance, put to shame and disarmed the spirit of
revolt, while tin action of the mob, disgracing the
hospitality of Cincinnati by insulting an unoffending
visitor of one of her citizens, was abhorred by every
Archbishop Hughes was the
lover of law and order.
champion of the Church in the East and the vigilant
guardian of her interests; Archbishop Purcell was
the power which moulded her destiny in the Wist.
His tongue and pen were always active in her defence.
Broadminded and devoted to truth, he was
loved by all. irrespective of creed. Convinced that
he was right, he never swerved from the path which
duty marked out for him to follow. Able and wise
ainl fearless as a churchman, lje was none the less
loyal as a citizen.
When the clouds of civil war were
gathering, he proclaimed himself an advocate of the
Union in opposition to the sentiments of a large number of his people, hoisted the flag upon the cathedral
spire, and delivered an address, classic in thought and
expression, which breathed the spirit of the patriot
and lover of peace. He was signally honoured by
Pius IX; and on the silver jubilees of his priesthood
and episcopacy, in 185] ami 1858, on his return from
the Vatican Council, and on the occasion of the golden
jubilee oi his priesthood in 1S76, the clergy and laity,
non-Catholic and Catholic, vied with each other in
their demonstrations of devotion to this patriarch of
the West, who had laboured incessantly for half a
century in the vineyard of the Lord.
father Edward Purcell, the archbishop's brother,
had conducted for years a private system of banking.
Simple in its beginning and easy of control, it assumed
in tlie course of years proportions which passed, it
may be, beyond the grasp and management of an
individual.
The crisis and financial reverses came in
In his eagerness to com1879, it is not known how.
pensate the creditors, Archbishop Purcell attempted
to assume the responsibility of the bankruptcy. The
courts decided that the obligation was not diocesan,
that Father Purcell was individually responsible, and
that churches and institutions were liable for borrowed
monies only. This indebtedness (of churches and institutions), amounting to some $200,000, was paid.
The event hastened the death of Father Edward
Purcell, and that of his brother followed on 4 July,
1883, at St. Marlins, Brown County, Ohio, where his
remains now rest. The sorrow was universal. Some,
it is true, in the hour of their losses, were disposed to
blame, but the majority of citizens, Catholic and
Protestant, believed firmly in the honesty of purpose
oi tin' deceased archbishop and his brother, whose
<

only faults, if such they may be called, were their
forgetfulness of self and their willingness to aid their
struggling people. The diocese, which in 1833 comprised tin- State of Ohio, had grown from infancy to
full manhood
WO churches and Mm chapels raised
Tin- Catholic population
their crosses heavenward.
amounted to 450,000, more than 85,000 being in CinHe found one church in Cincinnati
cinnati alone.
upon his arrival; there were now upwards of thirty.
The original diocese (embracing Cincinnati. Cleveland, and Columbus) employed the services of 440
clergymen, 52 religious communities, 3 theological
seminaries, 3 colleges, 25 academic institutions for
girls, 22 orphan asylums, 1 protectory for boys, 6
hospitals, 40 charitable institutions, and 266 paro-
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The Archdiocese of Cincinnati at the
chial schools.
time of his death had 180,000 Catholics.
(3) William Henry Elder, Bishop of Natchez,
Mississippi, was transferred to the titular See of Avara
and made coadjutor to the Archbishop of Cincinnati,
with the right of succession, 30 January, 1880, and

succeeded to the See of Cincinnati 4 July, 1883. He
had been the first to extend his sympathy and to
volunteer assistance to his predecessor in the hour
of his affliction.
He entered upon his episcopal
duties during the crucial period of the financial
failure.
Its settlement was brought about largely
through the prudence and wisdom of his administration.
He received from Reuben R. Springer the
generous bequest of $100,000, and in 1887 he reopened Mount St. Mary's Seminary of the Wist, which
had been closed for eight years. In 1890 he founded
St. Gregory's Preparatory Seminary at Cedar Point,
Hamilton County, tin- Very Rev. J. C. Albrinck being
its first rector.

In 1904

it

was transferred

to Cincin-

nati and made a day college.
Saintly and retiring, the
archbishop exercised an influence silent but effective
by the unostentatious sanctity of his life. Judi-

cious at critical moments, he ruled wisely.
A true
lover of souls, he could be found in the confessional
up to the close of his eighty-fifth year. He adhered
closely to the laws of the Church, and exacted a
similar fidelity in others.
Two provincial councils
win' called, in 1883 and 18S8. Several synods were
convened and regulations framed, creating system
and smoothness in the working of the archdiocese.
The zeal of his predecessor characterized his efforts
in behalf of Catholic education.
Charitable institutions were placed upon a firm basis, and the administration of parishes made more methodical.
He was
loved by all during life, and was mourned by all at
his death, 31 October, 1904.
(4) Henry Moeller, consecrated Bishop of Columbus, Ohio, 25 August, 1900, was promoted to the
archiepiscopal See of Areopolis and made coadjutor
to Archbishop Elder, with the right of succession,
27 April, 1903. He had been for twenty years Chancellor of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati, previous to
his appointment to the See of Columbus.
Causes of Growth. Up to 1829 there was practically no immigration to the West.
In after years
the fertility and wealth of the country lying between
the Eastern mountains and the Mississippi directed
thither the tide of incoming Europeans.
The Irish
famine of 1848, and political disturbances in Germany about the same time, sent large numbers of
Irish and Germans to America.
Friends had preceded them, and glowing accounts of the agricultural
possibilities of Ohio attracted many to the Ohio ValSteamboat facilities after 1830 and railroads
ley.
after 183S contributed largely to increase the popuThe Civil War did not retard materially the
lation.
progress of religion.
Pioneer Priests. The following are worthy of
mention: Revs. E. Fenwick, S. T. Badin, N. J.
Young, E. Thienpont, J. B. Lamy, Joseph P. Machebeuf .Frederic Rise. J. Ferneding, J. Reed, J. H. Luers,
H. D. Juncker, Martin J. Henni, II. Kundig, B.
Toebbe, W. Cheymol, J. J. Million, Thos. Bolger, and

—

—

tin- Jesuits Joseph de Bonnecamp and Armand de la
Fight of these priests were raised to the
Richardie.
Among the laymen of distinction, the
episcopate.
Fink and Dittoe families in the early years of the
Church in Ohio deserve to lie remembered. In subsequent years the following merit special mention:
Patrick and Michael Considine, John and Joseph
Slevin, Stephen Boyle, Chas. Conahan, Joseph and
Patrick Rogers, Joseph Butler, Joseph Heman, J. P.
Carberry, Dr. Bonner, Col. McGroarty, James F.
Meline, N. H. Hackman, Joseph Kline, B. VerKamp
F. A. Grever, Reuben R. Springer, Patrick Poland,

Joseph Nurre, H. Himmelgarn, Joseph Niehaus, and

—
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Cincture (Lixt. Cingulum), or, as it is more commonly
called in England, girdle, an article of liturgical attire
which has certainly been recognized as such since the
ninth century. Then as now it was used to confine
the loose, flowing alb, and prevent it from impeding
But its liturgical
the movements of the wearer.
character appears from the prayers which even from
it
on and from the
putting
recited
in
early times were
symbolism of spiritual watchfulness which then spetext,
"Sintlumbi
the
according
to
cially attached to it,
vestri prsecincti". The cingulum is enumerated among
Missal,
and
this very
Stowe
the
vestments
in
the Mass

may

represent the practice of the Celtic
Church in the seventh century. It seems probable,
however, that in the Celtic Church, as in the Greek
Church of the present day, the girdle was worn only
by bishops and priests; the deacon's tunic was left
ungirded. Some few surviving examples of early
girdles (tenth- and eleventh-century) show that in the
beginning the cincture was not always a simple cord,
as it is now. On the contrary, we find narrow bands
of silk and precious stuff, often richly embroidered,
and these lasted until late in the Middle Ages. Some
such bands and sashes were again introduced for the
same purpose in the last century, but the Congregation of Sacred Rites has disapproved of the practice,
though it permitted those which existed to be used
The material
until wcrn out (24 November, 1899).
of the girdle is preferably flax or hemp, but wool and
silk
the latter especially for occasions of solemnity
are not prohibited. This material is woven into a
cord, and the ends are usually decorated with tassels.
By way of ornament strands of gold and silver thread
are sometimes introduced, particularly in the tassels
The prayer now recited by the
at the extremities.
priest in putting on the girdle, "Gird me, O Lord,
with the girdle of purity", etc., strongly suggests that
this vestment should be regarded as typical of priestly
Like the other Mass vestments, the girdle
chastity.
requires to be blessed before use.
Some kind of cincture, we may further note, is included in almost every form of religious or ecclesiastiIn certain religious orders it receives a
cal costume.
special blessing, and in such familiar instances as the
Cord of St. Francis or the Girdle of St. Augustine it is
sanctioned and indulgenccd by the Church as indicating a profession of allegiance to a particular institute.
Again, the broad sash, which forms part of the civil
attire of bishops, priests, and other ecclesiastics, has
been imitated, apparently for esthetic reasons, in the
costume of choir boys and servers at the altar. It
should be said that this last development, while not
expressly prohibited so long as certain rules are observed regarding colour and material, is not in any
way prescribed or recommended by ecclesiastical
authority.
Braun, Die liturgisrhe Gnmiulumj (Freiburg. 1907); Van
deb Stappen, .Surra Liturgia (Meehlin, 1902), IV; Bauhiek
de Montault, Le Costume el let usages ,eel, siai.tigues (Tans,
1901); Thalhofbr, Liturgik. etc.; Rohadlt i>e I-leury, La
Mast, VII. Almost all works on the Mass, e. g. those of
Gihr, MOller, Benedict XIV, devote a Bection to vestments.
possibly

—
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Nicholas Walsh. Mrs. Sarah Peter
founding of convents.

See Osimo.

Cinites (A. V. Kenites), a tribe or family often

mentioned in the Old Testament, personified
Quyin from which the nomen genWxcium Qini

as
is

In spite of several attempts at a solution,
derived.
the origin both of the name and of the tribe is still
Hobab the relative (brother-in-law?) of
obscure.
Moses was a Cinite (Judges, i, 16, iv, 11; as Hobab is
also called a Madianite (Num., x, 29), it follows that
Judging from
the Cinites belonged to that nation.
appearances, the Cinites were true worshippers of
Yahweh. Some scholars, on the strength of Ex.,
xviii, go even so far as to assert that it was from them
that the Israelites received a great portion of their
monotheistic theology; the passage, however, deals
At any
directly and only with social organization.
rate, the Rechabites, a clan of the Cinites [I Par.
(A. V. I Chron.) ii, 55] were even ascetics and insisted
on retaining the nomadic habits of the followers of

Though calamities were fore(Jer., xxxv).
told for the Cinites by Balaam (Num., xxiv, 21 sqq.),
they are always represented as being on friendly
terms with the Israelites. Owing probably to their
alliance with Moses and also to the bonds of a com-

Yahweh

religion, they befriended the Israelites during
wanderings in the desert [Num., x, 29-32, 1 K.
I Sam.) xv, 6] and joined them in their march
on Chanaan (Judges, 1, 16). There is no intimation
that there ever was any enmity between the two
nations (cf. I K., xxvii,' 10, xxx, 29). The Cinites
dwelt south of Palestine with the Amalecites, as is
evident from Num., xxiv, 21 sqq., I K., xv, 6, and
probably also from Judges, i, 16, if we read
V^OyrvriN instead of the Massoretic DyiTTIN, a
reading which is supported by several Greek MSS.

mon

their

(A. V.

and by the Sahidlc Coptic Version (cf. Ciasca,
One clan of the CiFragm.
Copto-Sahidica).
nites left the tribe and settled in the north under
Haber, at the time of Barac and Debbora (Judges,
iv, 11); Jahel, who slew Sisara, was the wife of Haber

From the
the Cinite (ibid., iv, 17 sqq., v, 24 sqq.).
facts that we find the Cinites south and north, and
that in Aramaic the root from which Qayin is
derived implies the idea of a smith, Sayce (in
Hastings, Diet. Bib., s. v. Kenites) draws the conclusion that the Cinites were a wandering guild of
smiths.
This view has against it the obvious meanAppaing of the texts (see especially Gen., xv, 19).
rently the Cinites shared in the Babylonian Exile and
in the Restoration, but they do not appear any more
as a distinct tribe and very likely were assimilated
with the Jews.
Murray, Comment, de Kinaie (Hamburg. 171S); Stade,
Gcsch. d. Volkes Israel (Berlin, 1SS9). I, 129 sqq.; Idem, Das
Kainzeichen in Zeitschr. fur d. Alttest. IV issenschaft (1S94I.
2">0 sqq.; Moore,
Critical and Exegeticat Commentary on
(New York, 1901). 31 sqq.; Barton. A Sketch of
.Semitic Origins (New Y'ork, 1902); Lesethe, Cineens, in \ iu.,
Diet, de la Bible.

A

Judges

R. Butin.

Cinna, a titular see of Asia Minor. According to
the order of the " Synecdemus " of Hierocles (p. 690)
Kinnawas probably in the north-western part of the
rich corn-growing district now called Haimane, west
of Angora, though its exact position cannot be determined It must have been close to Balyk Koyounji
(vilayet of Angora) oreven nearer the River Sangarius.
Einna was a suffragan of Ancyra, in Galatia Prima.
Lequien (I, 4S3) mentions ten bishops: the first, Gorgonius, was present at Nicsea in 325; the tenth, Antonius, was a partisan of Photius in S79, and another,
Sabas, was probably an adherent of St. Ignatius.
The sec figures in later "Notitire episcopatuum".
Ramsay, Hist. Geogr. of Asia Minor (London, 1890). 246, 247.
430.

S.

Petridks.

Circesium (Kerkesion, Kerkision, Kirkisia,
CbrCUSIUM, ClRCESStra), a titular see of Osrhoene.
founded under Diocletian and restored by Justinian,
Serai, on the
it is now identified with the village Abu
left bank of the Euphrates, at the confluence of the
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Khabur, where the river was commonly crossed.
The ancient city, however, had replaced a still older
Benjamin of
one, called Sirhi in Assyrian texts.
Tudela and many after him identified it wrongly with
of the
the
capitals
Kharkamis (Carchamish), one of

many: even Philo (De Circumcisione, II, 211, ed.
Mangcy) gives cleanliness, freedom from disease, offspring, and purity of heart, this last the only mystical

Hittites, situated at Jirhas, or Jerablus, the present

Pi6tt)to5

Circesium was a
of Europos, or Oropos.
bishopric i:i Osrhocne. suffragan of Edessa; it figures
only in Parthey's "Notitise episcopatuum" (c. 840).
Lequien (II. 977) mentions five bishops: Jonas, who
was present at Nicsea, and had suffered mutilation
during the preceding persecution; Abramius, present
at Chalcedon; Nonnus, a Severian (518 and 532);
Davides, present at Constantinople (536); Thomas
There are also records of fourteen Jacobite
(553).
bishops, from 793 to 1042.
Rawlinson, The Five Great Monarchies (4th ed., London,
1879). II, 67; Maspf.ro, De Charchcmis oppidi silu el hiitorid

name

antiquissim>i, 14 sq.; Noldeke, GOttina. Nachrichi. 'Jan., 1876),
nn. 11, 13, 15; Chabot in Revue de VOrienl ehrftien, VI, 194.

S.

Circumcision.

Petrides.

—The Heb. r6lD, like the Gr.

ire/Hro/ii},

and the Lat. eireumr-i.w, signifies a cutting and, specifically, the removal of the prepuce, or foreskin, from the
The number and variety of tribes and nations
penis.

who

practised

it

are surprising

;'

a conservative

esti-

mate places the number that practise it in our day at
two hundred millions. Herodotus says that the Egyptians, Colchians. and Ethiopians, from very early times,
were circumcised; and he mentions other races, the
Phoenicians and Syrians of Palestine (the Jews, as Josephus maintains), who say that they learned the use
of circumcision from the Egyptians (Herod., II, 104;

Even some

Jos., C. Ap., I, 22).

Christians circumcise

their children, the Copts, for instance, and the AbysBinians, in Africa; and among the Filipinos, the same
may be said of most of the Tagalos, who are Catholics.

To

is a mere ceremony without
The Mohammedan Moros may have

these last, however.it

religious import.

introduced it into the islands, where it remains, notwithstanding centuries of Christian influence against it
The Abyssinians
(C. N. Barney, see bibliography).
are entirely under Jewish influence, though they profess Christianity: they observe the Jewish Sabbath circumcise on the eighth day, and observe many other
usages. (See Andree, cited below, p. 189.) Andree
states also that the custom of circumcising is found in
Sumatra (pp. 191, 192), the east coast of New Guinea
(p. 107), and among the Samoans, who call Europeans
"the uncircumcised". Even in America, circumcision was in use among the Aztec and Maya races (op.
cit.

201, 202).

The

fact of its existence in Australia

(Spencer and Gillen, Tribes of Central Australia, p.
2 8 sq.), and in a great part of the islands of Occanica.
not to speak of America, would seem to throw some
doubt on the assertion of Herodotus that it had its
origin in Egypt.
It is not easy to assign satisfactory reasons for a
usage so general. Those who think it was a tribal mark,
like tattooing, or the knocking out of the front teeth,
should consider that such marks are usually conspicuous. Was it connected with phallic worship, and
thus regarded as an offering to the deity of fertility? or
1

it, as some think, a substitute for human sacrifice?
From the fact that the priests in Egypt were, beyond
question, circumcised (G. Rawlinson
Ancient Egypt,
vol. I, p. 452), as also from the fact that the upper
classes among the Aztec and Celebes tribes made use
of it, we may conclude that circumcision was not
looked upon as a mark of slavery or subjection, but
rather of nobility and superiority. Father Lagrange
holds that it had a religious significance, ami that, as
it is not referred to in Chaldean monuments, it was not
a protosemitic practice, but may have had its origin
in Arabia (Etudes sur les religions semitiques, 1903,
pp. 239-243).
Merely utilitarian motives have been assigned by

was

—

or sacramental one among the four, which Herodotus
also mentions as the motive of the Egyptians, KaffaelWa (II, 37). Physicians prescribe circumcision in certain cases, for instance, to guard against
phimosis, balanitis, and other such evils; further, Bosenzweig recommended its general adoption in the
Prussian army (Zur Beschneidungsfrage, 1878). That
the ceremony had some relation to initiation into
manhood, at the marriageable age, seems to receive
support from the custom of certain tribes of being
circumcised at the age of puberty; and also from the
fact that the Arabic word khatan signifies to circumcise and to be allied by marriage.
It is strange that the universal practice of circumcision among those who profess Mohammedanism is
neither based upon, nor sanctioned by, the Koran.
Was this silence observed by the Prophet of Islam because there was no need of prescribing what already
had the force of law or, perhaps, because it did not
seem to him to have any religious significance? However we explain his silence, tradition, by appealing to
his authority, soon gave to the practice all the weight
of his sanction.
The age at which the Arabs were circumcised was, according to Josephus (Ant., I, xii, 2),
thirteen years, in imitation of Ismael (Gen. xvii, 25).
At present the regular time for circumcising Mohammedan children is between the ages of seven and twelve
years.
The Bedouin tribes too, though not scrupulous Islamites, have adhered faithfully to this usage
of their forefathers.
short description of the ceremony of circumcision among the nomads of the Sinaitic peninsula may be read in the " Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statement" (Jan., 1906, p. 28).
The writer says that the ceremony has "nothing religious" about it: yet, as he states, the beginning of
the Koran is recited on the occasion.
The relation, if there lie any. between Gentile and
Jewish circumcision is an interesting subject. The
clear statement of the Bible that circumcision was
given to Abraham, as ''a sign of the covenant" (Gen.
wii, 11), heed not, compel us to believe that hitherto
it was unknown in the world.
Like the law of clean
and unclean, in food and daily life, it may be regarded
as a practice of venerable antiquity that was adopted
and adapted to express what it had not expressed before.
The rainbow existed from the first days of rain
and sunshine, for it is the result of both, but the Lord
gave its future significance to Noe. The same is true
of incense, sacrifice, and lustra] water, which, though
found very early among nations not in touch with revelation, are yet prescribed by Divine ordinance and
used in Divine worship. If, therefore, we question the
assertion of Herodotus, that circumcision was of Egyptian origin, and was adopted from the Egyptians by
surrounding nations, and, among these, by the Syrians
(Jews) of Palestine, it is not because of theological
scruples, but rat Iter because of lack of argument.
\\ oatever may be said about Herodotus as a witness
in matters that fell under his personal observation,
when he argues, his authority is only in proportion
to the weight of his arguments, and these are. in many
instances, mere conjectures.
Artapanus, quoted by
Eusebius (Pra>par. Evan.. IX. xxviii), goes so far as
to say that the Egyptians adopted the practice of cir-

A

cumcision from Moses.

The illustration of the ceremony of circumcision
pictured on the ruins of Karnak. is probably later than
It
the '-:"i\)n down of Israel into
gypt.
ie
given in
Andrce's work. pp. Is7. l.ss i- belov |; and also in
F.bers, "Aegypten etc.", pp.278 284 (see below), who,
moreover, discusses the inferences to be drawn from
the finding of a ircumcised mummy.
\\> may safely
say, however, that up to our tune the monuments of
antiquity furnish no conclusive proof that circumI

i

;
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eision was practised anywhere prior to the Biblical
which God made it "a sign of the covenant"
between Himself and Abraham (Gen., xvii, 11). To
the Jews it had a sacramental meaning, derived from
As Isaac, so their
its Divine institution and sanction.
children were circumcised on the eighth day, according
to the law: "An infant of eight days old shall be circumcised among you, every man child in your generations: he that is born in the house, as well as the
bought servant shall be circumcised, and whosoever
And my covenant shall be in
is not of your stock:
your flesh for a perpetual covenant. The male, whose
flesh of his foreskin shall not be circumcised, that soul
shall be destroyed out of his people: because he hath
broken my covenant" (Gen., xvii, 12-14; xxi, 4).
For some reason, not given in the text. Moses while
in Madian neglected to circumcise his son, Eliezer, on
which account God "would have killed him", i. e. not
Eliezer, as some think, but Moses, as the passage inSephora, having taken a sharp stone, cirdicates.
cumcised her son with it, and said, "a bloody spouse
art thou to me"; whereupon the Lord "let him go"
(Exod., iv 24-26). The Greek reading, "the blood of

date, at

;

my son's

circumcision has ceased to flow",
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is

obscure.

(Ant., XIII, ix, 1).
Therefore, the fact that Herod
to the throne.
The Itureans also were forced "to live according to the Jewish laws" (Jos., Ant., XIII, xi, 3).
Long before this, many of the Persians were circumcised and "became Jews, for the fear of the Jews had
fallen upon them" (Esth., viii, 1 7. Heb. text Josephus,
Ant., XI, vi, 13). The Book of Jubilees insists upon
the strict observance of the law, and protests against
those that "make the members of their body appear
During the
like those of the gentiles" (xv, 26, 27).
period of Greek rule in Palestine, when those that
kept the laws of Moses were put to death by the gentile
tyrants I Mach., i, 63; II Mach., vi, 10), some Jews,

was an Idumean helped him

:

(

under Greek influence, "made themselves prepuces"
and turned awav from the ways and traditions of their
fathers (1 Mach.'.i. L5,16; Jos., Ant., XII, v, 1). To this
epispastic operation performed on the athletes to conceal the marks of circumcision St. Paul alludes, /j-v 4-mawavVoi (I Cor.,vii. 18). Therefore Jewish circumcision,
in later times, tears the membrane that remains after
circumcision given in the ordinary way. among the
Arabs for instance, and thus defeats even the surgeon's
skill.

clear and peremptory: "The uncircumcised shall lie destroyed out of nis people" (Gen., xvii.
14); and for both Jews and strangers circumcision was
necessary preparation for eating tin- paschal lamb

In our day many Jews are not so zealous in keeping
the law as their fathers were nor do they think it necessary to have the "sign of the covenant" in their
flesh.
The ceremony is considered cruel, nor has it
any sacramental import in Jewish national life. The
Reform movement at Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1843,
considered it an unnecessary element of Judaism.
This lax doctrine could find no stronger expression than
in the case of Chief Rabbi Einhorn of Mecklenburg,
who in 1847 defended liis having named and consecrated an uncircumcised child in the synagogue, as a
child, even though uncircumcised, born of Jewish
parents, enjoys all the privileges and assumes all the
obligations of a Jew.
(See Jewish Encyl., s. vv. Circumcision, Einhorn.)
Neither place nor minister is designated in the law
of circumcision.
The mother sometimes, oftener the
Later, one skilled in
father, circumcised the child.
the operation, called a Mohel, usually a surgeon, performed it. In Josephus, Ant.. XX, ii, 4. we read that
Izates, the King of Adiabene, wishing to live as a Jew,
"sent for a surgeon" and was circumcised, evidently
at home, as in modern times also the ceremony may
take place either at home or usually in the synagogue.
The eighth day was prescribed, even should it be the
Sabbath (see John, vii, 22, 23). A name was given, as
in Luke, i. 59, ii, 21, to commemorate the change of
the patriarch's name from Abram to Abraham, when
God made the covenant with him and made circumIn the ceremony,
cision the sign of it (Gen., xvii. 5).
the one that holds the child is called Snndek, from the
Greek aivreKvos, equivalent to our godfather in baptism; and as l'.lias was a zealous champion of the law,
for which he suffered much, there is a vacant chair for
him at every circumcision.
The Jews were proud of their descent from Abraham,
but did not always "do the works of Abraham" (John,

(Exod., xii", 48). 'An I, "uncircumcised ". is Frequently
used as a term of reproach, i. e. profane, unclean
(Judges, xv, 18; I K., \iv, 6, xvii, 36, \\.\i. 4; Is., lii, 1
The school of
Ezech., xxviii, 10, xxxii, 25, 26, etc.).
Shammai, therefore, was conservative, insisting on
the rigorous observance of the law, while that of Ilillel.
was more inclined to leniency, in dealing with prosf
Josephus, in the advii
elytes anil Strangers.
Eleazer and Ananias to [zates, King of Adiabeni
gives the views of the rigorists and the laxists in
reference to the necessity of circumcision (Ant.. XX.
ii,4;cf. Graetz, Geschichte d. Juden, 111, pp. I72sqq.).
lie rigorous doctrine was adopted by John Byrcanus,
who compelled the Idumeans to be circumcised. They
received, moreover, the entire Jewish Law; so thai Josephus says
they were hereafter nootherthan Jews

They attached so much importance to the
viii, 39i.
external act, that while attending t" 'he letter they
Jeremias (iv, 4; ix. 25,
neglected the spirit of the law.
26) calls their attention to the necessity of circumcision
of the heart, as all important. Even in Deut.,x, Hi, xxx,
6. this spiritual circumcision is set forth in no uncerAs uncircumcision means profane, untain language.
clean, imperfect, "I am of uncircumcised lips" (Ex.,
\i, 12), "their ears are uncircumcised" (Jer., vi, 10),
and was applied to inanimate things also, as in Lev.,
xix, 23, "the fruit thai cometh forth shall be unclean
[Heb. uncircumcised] to you", so lo circumcise- the
heart (Horn., ii, 29) means to reform the inner man, by
cutting ofi the vices anil correcting the disorders that
make him displeasing in the sight of God. To leave
the synagogue was to give up that which more than

Sephora very probably meant that by what she had
done she had saved the life of her husband and confirmed their marriage by the shedding of blood.
During the sojourn of forty years in the desert the
law of circumcision was not observed, as the changes
incident to nomadic life, in so large a community,
made its observance almost impossible. When, however, the people came into the Land of Promise, the
Lord said to Josue: "Make thee knives of stone, and
circumcise the second time the children of Israel"
The second time, i. e. renew the practice
(Jos., v, 2).
which had been omitted during the nomadic period.
As Sephora used a stone knife, so on this occasion
stone knives were used, which is a proof that the
events narrated are of great antiquity. The words
of the Lord to Josue, "This day have I taken away
from you the reproach of Egypt", seem to refer not
to circumcision, as some think, but to the disgrace of
being slaves to the Egyptians, contrasted with the
honour of entering into the true liberty of the children
Now
of God. Josephus interprets them in this sense
the place where Joshua pitched his camp was called
now
they
denotes
'liberty',
for
since
'Gilgal', which
had passed over Jordan, they looked upon themselves
undergone
which
they
had
from
the
miseries
as freed
from the Egyptians, and in the wilderness" (Ant.,V,
:

'

'

Many modern scholars, however, translate
11).
"a rolling away", "circle" (Gesenius, s. v.), and
think that the Heb. text of Josue (v, 9), "I have
rolled away from you the reproach of Egypt", refers
to the removal of the disgrace of uncircumcision; for
at that time, they suppose, most of the Egyptians, and
not a few Jews while in Egypt, were uncircumcised.

i,

Gilgal,

The law was

;i

.

I

'

'

;

Yet
else characterized it (see Gal., ii, 7, 8).
St. Paul, while showing his freedom from the legalil iea
anything

of the Old Dispensation by not circumcising Titus (< ial.,
ii. 3), wished to bury the synagogue with honour by
ing Timothy to the law of circumcision (Acts,
wi, 3). Even though Christ Himself , as a true son of
Abraham, submitted to the law, His followers were to

be children of Abraham by faith, and were to "adore
The
the Father in spirit andin truth" (John. iv,23).
Council of Jerusalem decided against the necessity of
the rite, and St. Paul, in his Epistle to the Calatians,
condemns the teachers that wished to make the Church
of Christ only a continuation of the synagogue: "Behold, 1 Paul tell you, that if you be circumcised, Chris!
Here he refers to the
shall profit you nothing" (v, 2).
supposed efficacy and necessity of circumcision, rather
than to the mere ceremony; for he did not consider it
wrong to circumcise Timothy. It was wrong, however, i,,r the Galatians, having been baptized, and
having taken upon themselves the obligations of the
law of Christ with all its privileges, to be circumcised
as a necessary means of salvation, since, by going for
salvation from the Church to the Synagogue, they virtually denied the sufficiency of the merits of Chris!
The Apostle
(cf. Piconio, " Trip. Exp. in Gal.," v, 2).
rives the essence of Christianity when he says: "In
Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing,
nor uueircumeision: but faith that worketh by charIn his Epistle to the Romans, iv, he
ity" (Gal., v, 6).
shows that Abraham was justified by faith, before circumciflion was given as a sign of the covenant; so that
the uneircumcision of the New Law is the continuation
The gentile
of the first ages of faith upon the earth.
church of uneircumcision, according to St. Gregory
the Great, is composed of men from the time of Abel
the Just to the end of ages (Horn, xix in Evan.). St.
Justin also says that as Henoch and the just of old received the spiritual circumcision, so do we receive it
he Sacrament of Baptism (Dial. cumTryph., n. xliii).
Thomas holds that circumcision was a figure of
this retrenches and restrains the animal
man as that removed a part of his body which physical act indicated the spiritual effect of the sacrament
il)e Sac, Summa, III, Q. lxx, a. 1).
He gh' <>s three
why the organ of generation rather than any
other was to be circumcised: (a) Abraham was to be
in

t

St.

baptism:

—

-

blessed in his seed; (b) The rite was to take away original
sin, which comes by generation; (c) It was to restrain
concupiscence, which is found especially in the generative organs(III,Q. lxx, a. 3). According to his teaching.
as baptism remits original sin and actual sins committed before its reception, so circumcision remitted
both, but ex opere operantis, i. e. by the faith of the re
cipient, or, in tin' case of infants, by the faith of the
parents.
Infants that died before being circumcised
could be saved, as were those who lived prior to the institution of circumcision, and as females were even
after its institution, by some sign
the parents' prayer,
for instance
Adults did not reexpressive of faith.
ceive the remission of all the temporal punishment due
to sin as in baptism:
"Adulti, quando circumcidebantur, consequebantur remissionem, non solum originalis peccati, Bed etiano actualium peccatorum; non
tamen its quod liberarentur ab
reatu poena;, sicut in baptismo, in quo confertur copiosior gratia"
(III, Q. lxx. a. 4
The main points of the teaching
Angelic Doctor were commonly held in the
Church, even before the days of St. Augustine, who
with other Fathers maintained that circumcision was
not a mere ceremony, but a sacramental rite.
(Cf. De
Civ. Dei. xvi, 27.)
Authorities, Patristic and Scholastic, may be found in

—

—
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De

AcccflTlNls. lie Re Snrram., I. par. i, art. ii, tti
iii.
Asher. The Jewish Rite of Circumcision (London, 1873);
Schechter, Studies in Judaism (1896), 288, 89, 343, Kfuondino. History of Circumcision (Phila. and London. 1891);
Andree, Ethnographische Parallelen und Vergleiche
1889), Beschneidung, pp. 166-213: Barney, Circumcision and
Flagellation among the Filipinos (Carlisle, Pa., 1903); I
l

I

in New York Medical Jour. (Feb. 13, 1886);
\../iiptenunddie Bucher Moses (Leipzig, 186S); Maca-

Circumcision
:

lester

in

Hustings, Diet,

of the Bible, s. v.

John

J.

Tierney.

—

Circumcision, Feast op the. As Christ wished
to fulfil the law and to show His descent according to
the flesh from Abraham, lie, though not bound by
the law, was circumcised on the eighth day (Luke, ii,
21), and received the sublime name expressive of His
He was, as St. Paul says,
office, Jesus, i. e. Saviour.
"made under the law", i. e. He submitted to the
Mosaic Dispensation, "that he might redeem them
who were under the law: that we might receive the
"The Christ, in
adoption of sons" (Gal., iv, 4, 5).
order to fulfil all justice, was required to endure this
the
stigma of the
His
body
humiliation, and bear in
sins which He had taken upon Himself" (Fouard, A

The circumcision took.place,
Life of Jesus, tr., I, 54).
not in the Temple, though painters sometimes so
some
private house, where the
but
in
represent it,
Holy Family had found a rather late hospitality. The
public ceremony in the synagogue, which is now the
Christmas was celusage, w-as introduced later.
brated on 25 December, even in the early centuries,
at least by the Western Church, whence the date was
(See Christmas.)
soon adopted in the East also.
Saint Chrysostom credits the West with the tradition,
and St. Augustine speaks of it as well and long estabConsequently the Circumcision fell on the
lished.
In the ages of paganism, however,
first of January.
the solemnization of the feast was almost impossible,
on account of the orgies connected with the Saturnathe same
lia!! festivities, which were celebrated at
Even in our own day the secular features of
time.
h.
opening of the New Year interfere with the religious observance of the Circumcision, and tend to
make a mere holiday of that which should have the
sacred character of a Holy Day. St. Augustine
points out the difference between the pagan and the
Christian manner of celebrating the day: pagan feasting and excesses were to be expiated by Christian
fasting and prayer (P. L., XXXVIII, 1021 sqq.;
Serm. exevii, exeviii). The Feast of the Circumcision
was kept at an early date in the (lallican Rite, as is
clearly indicated in a Council of Tours (567), in which
the Mass of the Circumcision is prescribed (Con.Tur..
The feast celebrated
II., can. xvii in Labbe, V, 857).
at Home in the seventh century was not the CircumThe
cision as such, but the octave of Christmas.
hi Sacramentary gives the title "In Octabas
Domini", and prohibits the faithful from idolatry
the profanities of the season (P. L., l.XXIV, 1061).
The earliest Byzantine calendars (eighth and ninth
centuries) give for the first of January both the Circumcision and the anniversary of St. Basil. The Feast
of the Circumcision was observed in Spain before tindeath of St. Isidore (636), for the " llegula Monacho111111', X, reads: "For it hath pleased the Fathers to
appoint a holy season from the day of the Lord's
birth to the day of His Circumcision" (P. L.,
•It seems, therefore, that th
SSO).
I, XXXIII.
tave was more prominent in the early centuries, and
the Circumcision later.
It is to be noted also thai the Blessed Virgin Mary
was not forgotten in the festivities of the holy season,
and the Mass in her honour was sometimes said on this
To-day, also, while in both Missal and Breviary
day.
the feast b.ars the title - In Circumcisione Domini et
Octava' Nativitatis", the prayers have special reference to the Blessed Virgin, and in the Office, the responses and antiphons set forth her privileges and
The psalms for
extol her wonderful prerogatives.
Vespers are those appointed for her feasts, and the
antiphons and hymn of Lauds keep her constantly in
As paganism passed away the religious festiviview.
ties of the Circumcision became more conspicuous
and solemn; yet, even in the tenth century, Atto,
i
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Bishop of

Vercelli, rebuked those who profaned the
holy season by pagan dances, songs, and the lighting
(See also New
of lamps (P. L., CXXXIV, 43).

took an active part in opposing the committee. The
result of their labours was the Act of 1791.
In the
first draft there had been an "Oath of Declaration,

Year's Dat.)

Protestation and Allegiance", based on the Protestation of 1789, but going to even greater lengths.
This
oath was definitely condemned by the bishops, led by
the venerable Dr. Walmesley, in 1789 and 1791.
After a sharp conflict it was removed from the bill
during its passage through Parliament, and the Irish
Oath of 1774 substituted. As the act in its final state
failed to embody the principles of the Protestation, a
new society was formed to perpetuate these, under
the ominous title of "The Cisalpine Club".
Others
besides the members of the Catholic Committee were

I, Senna Faustini (describing secular festivi('hrislian fast s; l'ri'l.EK, The I.r. ,.fth, Sun!*, 1 Jan.;
Duchesne, Les oriSmith, Dirt. "/ Christ. Antiquities, s, v
gines ctu culte chrit. (tr. London, 11104). 273.

Acta SS-, Jan.,

ties

ami

;

John
Circumincession.
Cirta.

J.

Tierney.

See Trinity.

See Constantine, Diocese of.

Cisalpine Club, an association of Catholic laymen
formed in England to perpetuate the movement
which had found expression in the "Declaration and
Protestation" signed by the Catholic body in 1789.
These principles represent a remarkable reaction
against the attitude hitherto traditional among Catholics, which seems to have begun about the time of the
Up to then they had
death of the Pretender in 1766.
ii stanch Jacobites, and had looked to the restoration of the Stuarts as the only chance for a revival
"i Catholicity.
About, this fame, however, by what
Berington calls "one of those singular revolutions for
which no cause can be assigned " (State and Behaviour
of English Catholics in 1780, p. 134), they gave up
their former political aspirations, and frankly accepted the reigning House of Hanover. Part of the
reaction was a suspicion of the wisdom of their ecclesiastical rulers, who, they became convinced,
had adopted in the past a needlessly strict attitude,
opposed to English national aspirations, and which
(they contended) had been dictated by the Court of
1

Rome.
They reverted to the Oath of Allegiance of the
reign of King James I, which they declared themselves willing to take, while some even maintained
that the Oath of Supremacy could be interpreted
in a sense not inconsistent with the Catholic religion.
These were the principles which animated the wellknown Catholic Committee (1782-92) in their strugThe two chief leaders were
gle for emancipation.
Lord Petre and Sir John Throckmorton, both members of old Catholic families, who had suffered much

under the Penal Laws.

and showed

a

weakness

in

opposing them which he

regretted on his death-bed, and which made the task
of his successor, Dr. Douglass (1790-1812), a difficult
one.
Towards the end of the year 178S, Lord Stanhope,
a member of the Established Church, desiring to help
the committee, and believing that their supposed
"Ultramontane" principles, and in particular their
accredited belief in the "deposing power" of the
pope, were the chief obstacles in their way, drew out
a "Protestation" disclaiming these in unmeasured
'language.
The committee adopted the Protestation
mi
early in the following year railed upon all Cathh:s t:. sign it.
Eutler limits that ii 'Vis enh with
ime difficulty that the bishops win- induced to sign;
but they did sign, and were followed by two hundred
,

.

.

.

Bernard Ward.

They had

the
active assistance of Charles Butler, the distinguished
lawyer, nephew of Alban Butler, who acted as secretary to the committee. The greater number (though
by no means all) of the Catholic aristocracy, who in
those days were the practical supporters of religion,
sympathized with them, and, in a modified degree,
some of the clergy, especially in London. One bishop,
Charles Berington, was on their side, and the Rev.
Joseph Wilkes. O. S. B., who was a member of the
committee, went to great lengths in supporting them.
Dr. James Talbot (Vicar Apostolic of the London
District, 1781-90) also allowed his name to be added,
in times past

invited to join the club, and the membership usually
numbered between forty and fifty. They met four
or five times a year, each meeting being preceded by
a dinner. At first they took an active part in Catholic affairs, though consistently disclaiming any representative character.
In several ways they succeeded in guarding Catholic interests, and by their
influence a school was established at Oscott, directed
by a governing body of laymen, though the headmaster was a priest, appointed by the bishop. After
a few years, however, the Cisalpine Club ceased to
perform any active work, and developed into a mere
dining club. At the beginning the bishops had naturally viewed it askance, although indeed in private
life the members were all devout and edifying, and
often the chief supporters of Catholic charities. As
time went on, their Cisalpine tendencies became less
and less marked, and they got on good terms with
Bishop Poynter (1803-1826), who only regretted the
unfortunate name of the club. Soon after the passing of Catholic Emancipation (1829) this was remedied by the members re-forming themselves into a
new club, which they called the "Emancipation Club",
and which continued for seventeen more years before
finally dissolving. (See Butler, Charles; England,
sub-title Since the Reformation.)
Bctler. Hist. Mem. of Eng. Catholics (London, 1S19);
Milnkh, Supplrmrntary .\Irm<rirs (London, LS-'O); Amherst,
Cath. Emancipation (London, 1SS6); Ward, Cath. London a
Century Ago (19051; Minute Books
of Cisalpine Club, MS.

i

i

i

and forty priests foul of about two hundred and sixty),
and by all the chief Catholic laymen of the country.
Two of the bishops afterwarck revoked their signatures,
and Milncr, who was one of those who had signed,

Cisamus, a titular see of Crete. Kisamos, or Kissamos, was a harbour on the north-west coast of Crete in
a bay of the same name, and served Aptera as a port
Lequien (II, 272) gives only two Greek
of entry.
bishops, Theopemptus in 692 and Leo in 787; Gams
(404) adds Gerasimus about 1500. The see still
During the occuexists, and is suffragan to Candia.
pation of the island by the Venetians there was also
a Latin see subject to Gortyna and Candia. Ten
bishops are mentioned by Lequien (III, 927-930)
from 1346 to 15S9; twenty by Eubel (I, 192, IT, 142)
from about 1305 to 1498. Angelo Barbadigo (created
cardinal by the antipope Nicholas V) who was present
at Rome at the coronation (1328) of Emperor Louis I V,
became administrator apostolicus Chironensis in Crete,
Bishop of Cisamus, and afterwards of Verona. Kissamos, or Kissamo Kasteli, is now a little port freS. Petrides.
quented only by coasting boats.

Cisneros, Francisco Ximf.nes db.

—

See Ximenes.

Cistercians. Religious of the Order of Citeaux, a
Benedictine reform, established at Citeaux in 1098 by
St. Robert, Abbot of Molesme in the Diocese of Langrcs. for the purpose of restoring as far as possible the
The
literal observance of the Rule of St. Benedict.
history of this order may be divided into four periods:
I.
The Formation (1098-1134); II. The Golden Age
(1134-1342); III. The Decline (1342-1790); IV. Th 2
Restoration (1790
).
I. The
Formation (109S-1134).—St. Robert, son
of the noble Thierry and Ermengarde of Champagne,

a
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Molesme, a monastery dependent on
Cluny. Appalled by the laxity into which the Order of
Cluny had fallen, he endeavoured to effect reforms in
of

the monasteries of
Michel ot Tonnerre,

Saint-1'ierre-dc-la-Oelle,

Saint-

and finally in that of Molesme.
attempts at reform in these monasteries meeting
with very little success, he, with six of his religious,
among whom were Alberic and Stephen, had recourse
to Hugh, Legate of the Holy See, and Archbishop of
Lyons. Authorized by Archbishop Hugh to institute
a reform, Robert and liis companions returned to
Molesme and there chose from among the religious
thost whom they considered most fitted to participate
To the number of twenty-one
in their undertaking.
the company retired to the solitude of Citeaux (in the
Diocese of Chalons), which Raynald, Viscount of
Beaune, had ceded to them. (See Citeaux, Abbey of.)
On the feast of St. Benedict (2] March), 1098, which fell
that year on Palm Sunday, they commenced to build
the " Xew Monaster] ".as it is called in the "Exordium
1 1

i.—

This, therefore, was the
the tinier of Citeaux.
By order of the
\|m
tohc legate, Robert received the pastoral staff
From the bishop of the diocese, Gauthier, and was
charged with t he government of his brethren, who immediately made tneir vow of stability. Thus was the
''Xew Monastery" canonically erected into an abbey.
At this news, the monks who had remained at
Molesme sent a deputation to Pope Urban II, asking
that Robert might be sent back to his first monastery.
The pope yielded to their petition, ami Robert returned

sacri Ordinis Cisterciensis".

birthday

of

to Molesme, after having governed Citeaux for one
year.
There the prior. Alberic. was elected to replace
him. and. in his turn, sent the two monks, John and
Ilbode, as delegates to Pascal II (who had just succeeded Urban II) to beg him to take the church of
in nix under the protection of the Apostolic See. By
Apostolic Letters, dated at Trnja in Campania, 18
April. 1100, Pascal 11 declared that betook under his
immediate protection the abbey and the religious, of
Citeaux. saving their allegiance to the Church of ChaDating from this day, Alberic and his religious
lons.
established at Citeaux the exact observance of the
Rule of St. Benedict, substituted the white habit for
(

the black which the Benedictines wore, and, the better
to observe the rule in regard to the Divine Office day and
night, associated with themselves lay brothers, to be
chiefly occupied with the manual labours and material
These lay brothers, or COnverri,
affairs of the order.
though they were not monks, were to lie treated during
life ami after death just like the monks themselves.
Si. Alberic died in
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His successor was Stephen Harding, an Englishman
birth, well versed in sacred and profane science,
who had been one of the first promoters of the project
to leave Molesme.
St. Robert, liis two immediate succeSBOIS, and their companions had but one object in
view: a reaction against the laxity of Cluny and of
other monasteries
to resume manual labour, to adopt
a more severe regimen, and to restore in monastic
churches ami church ceremonies the gravity and simThey never
plicity proper to the monastic profession.
from Citeaux
thought of founding a nevi o
were to go forth, in course of time, colonies of monks
who should found other monasteries destined to beithei Citeaux, and thus create an order distinct
from that of Cluny.
Si. Bernard's entrance into the Order of Citeaux
(lll.'i was the signal of this extraordinary development. Thirty young noblemen of Burgundy followed
him, among them four of his brothers.
Ithers came
after them, and in such numbers that in the following
year (111:; Ctteaux was able to send forth its first
colony and found its first filiation. La 1'erte. in the
In 1114 another colony was esDiocese of Chalons.
tablished at Pontigny, in the Diocese of Auxerre.
In
1115 the young Bernard founded Clairvaux in the Dio-

by

(

In the same year Morimond was
cese of Langres.
founded in the same Diocese of Langres. These were
the first four offshoots of Citeaux; but of these monasteries Clairvaux attained the highest development, becoming mother of sixty-eight monasteries even in the
lifetime of St. Bernard.
(See Clairvaiw.)
After this St. Stephen Harding was to complete the
legislation for the new institute.
Cluny had introduced into the monastic order the eon federation of the
members among themselves. St. Stephen added
thereto the institution of general chapters and regular
Thus mutual supervision, rendering account of
visits.
the administration, rigid examination of discipline, immediate correction of abuses, were so many sure means
of maintaining the observance in all its purity.
The
collection of statutes which St. Stephen drafted, and
in which are contained wise provisions for the government of the order,
was called the 'barI.
ter of Charity
Charte de Chant').
It and the "US",
the book of usages
and customs, to
(

(

gether with some of
the definitions of he
general chapfirst
received
the
ters,
approbation of Pope
Callistus II.
At the
death of St. Stephen
order,
(1134), the
after thirty-six years
of existence, counted
70 monasteries, of
which 55 were in
France.
t

II. The Golden
Age (1134-1342).—

The diffusion of the
new order was chiefly
effected by means
foundations.
of
Nevertheless several
congregations and
monasteries, which
had existed before
the Order of Citeaux, became affiliated to it. among them
the Congregations of Savigny and Obazine, which were
incorporated in t he orderin 1147. St. Bernard and other
Cistercians took a very active part, too, in the establishment of the great military orders, and supplied them
with their constitutions and their laws. Among these
various orders of chivalry may lie mentioned the Templars, the Knights of Calatrava, of St. Lazarus, of Alcantara, of A viz, of St. Maurice, of theW ingofSt. Michael,
In
of Montesa, etc.
152 the Irder ol iiteaux already
cotmted 350 abl>eys, not including the granges and
Among
priories dependent upon the principal abbeys.
the causes which contributed to this prosperity of the
new order, the influence of St. Bernard evidently
holds the first place; in the next place comes the perfect unity which existed between the monasteries and
the members of every house, a unity wonderfully maintained by the punctual assembling of general chapters,
and the faithful performance of the regular visits. The
general chapter was an assembly of all the abbots of the
order, even those who resided farthest from Citeaux.
This assembly, during the Golden Age. took place annually, according to the prescriptions of the Charter of
he
Chanty. "This Cistercian Areopagus", gays
author of the "Origin's Cistercienses", "with equal
severity and justice kept watch over the observance of
the Rule of St. Benedict, the Charter of Charity, and the
The collection
definitions of the preceding Chapters. "
1

(

i

I
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of statutes published by Dom Martene informs us that
there was no distinction of persons made. After a fault
became known, the same justice was meted out to lay
brothers, monks, and abbots, and the first fathers of the
Thus, as all were firmly persuaded that their
order.
rights would be protected with equal justice, the collection of statutes passed by the general chapter were consulted and respected in all the monasteries without exAll the affairs of the order, such as differences
ception.
between abbots, purchase and sale of property, incorporation of abbeys, questions relating to the laws, rites,
feasts, tributes, erection of colleges, etc. were submitted to the general chapter in which resided the supreme authority of the order. Other orders took
these general chapters as models of their own, either
spontaneously, like the Premonstratensians, or by decree of the Fourth Lateran Council, that the religious
orders should adopt the practice of holding general
chapters and follow the form used by the Order of
Citeaux.
The general chapters were held every year up to
1411, when they became intermittent. Their decisions
were codified. The first codification was that of 1133,
under the title "Instituta Capituli Generalis". The
second, which bears the title "Institutiones Capituli
Generalis", was commenced in the year 1203 by the

the favour of being admitted into the Order of Citeaux." Thus it was during this period that the
order produced the greatest number of saints, blessed,
and holy persons. Many abbeys such as Clairvaux,
Villiers, Himmerod, Heisterbach, etc.
were so many
More than forty have been
nurseries of saints.
canonized by the Holy See. The Order of Citeaux
constantly enjoyed the favour of the Holy See, which
in numerous Bulls bestowed upon the Cistercians the
highest praise, and rewarded with great privileges
their services to the Church.
They enjoyed the
favour of sovereigns, who, having entire confidence
in them, entrusted to them, like Frederick II, important delegations; or, like Alphonsus I of Portugal,
placed their persons and kingdoms under the care
and protection of Our Lady of Clairvaux; or again,
like Frederick II, feeling themselves near the point
of death, wished to die clothed in the Cistercian

The

other colony no matter how important it may be."
They also conferred great benefits on society by the
exercise of Christian charity.
By means of their

Abbot Arnoud

I,

and was promulgated

in 1240.

Antiquarum Definitionum Capituli GenOrdinis Cisterciencis", was issued in 1289 and in
1316.
Finally, the general chapter of 1350 promulgated the "Novella? Definitiones" in conformity with
the Constitution of Benedict XII, "Fulgens ut Stella"
The regular visits also contributed
of 12 July, 1335.
much to the maintenance of unity and fervour. Every
abbey was visited once a year by the abbot of the house
on which it immediately depended. Citeaux was
visited by the four first fathers, that is to say, by the
Abbots of La Ferte\ of Pontigny, of Clairvaux, and
Morimond. "The Visitor", say the ancient statutes,
" will urge the Religious to greater respect for their
Abbot, and to remain more and more united among
themselves by the bonds of mutual love for Jesus
The Visitor ought not to be a man
Christ's sake.
who will easily believe every one indiscriminately, but
he should investigate with care those matters of which
he has no knowledge, and, having ascertained the t ruth,
he should correct abuses with prudence, imiting his zeal
for the Order with his feelings of sincere paternal affecOn the other hand, the Superior visited ought
tion.
to show himself submissive to, and full of confidence in,
the Visitor, and do all in his power to reform his house,
since one day he will have to render an account to the
[The Abbot] will avoid both before the
Lord.
Visitor and after his departure everything that will
have the appearance of revenge, reproach or indignaIf the
tion against any of them" [sc. his subjects].
visitor should act against prescriptions, he was to be
corrected and punished according to the gravity of his
fault by the abbot who was his superior, or by another
abbot, or even by the general chapter. Likewise, the
abbot visited should know that he would become
grievously culpable before God by neglecting the regular form of visit, and that lie would deserve to be called
to account by his " Father Immediate " or by the general chapter.
Thus everything was foreseen and provided for the
maintenance of good order and charity and for the
preservation of the unity of observance and spirit.
" No one then ought be astonished
says the author of
" Origines Cistercienses ', " to find in the Cistercian abbeys, during their Golden Age, so many sanctuaries of
the most fervent prayer, of the severest discipline, as
This exwell as of untiring and constant labour.
plains also why, not only persons of humble and low
extraction, but also eminent men, monks and abbots
of other orders, doctors in every science ami clerics
honoured with the highest dignities, humbly begged
third, "Libelli
eralis

—
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habit.

The Cistercians benefited society by their agricultural labours.
According to Dr. Janauscheck, " none
but the ignorant or men of bad faith are capable of
denying the merited praises which the sons of St.
Benedict have received for their agricultural labours
throughout Europe, or that this part of the world
owes to them a greater debt of gratitude than to any

labours, their economy, their privations, and sometimes owing to generous donations which it would
be ungrateful to despise, they became more or less
rich in the things of this world, and expended their
wealth upon the instruction of the ignorant, the promotion of letters and arts, and the relief of their
country's necessities. ( V'sarius of Heisterbach speaks
of a monastery in Westphalia where one day all the
cattle were killed, the chalices and books pledged as
The Cistercian
security, in order to relieve the poor.
abbeys had a house for the reception of the poor, and
an infirmary for the sick, and in them all received a
generous hospitality and remedies for the ills of soul

and body.
Intellectual labour had also its place in the life of
the Cistercians. Charles de Visch, in his "Bibliotheca Scriptorum Sacri Ordinis Cisterciensis", pubin 1049, devotes 773 historical and critical
notices to authors who belonged to the Cistercian
Order. Even in the very first period, St. Stephen
Harding left a work on the Bible which is superior
to anything of its kind produced by any contemporary

lished

The Library ot
monastery, not excepting Cluny.
Dijon preserves the venerable manuscript of St.
Stephen, which was to serve as a type for all Cistercian
The Cistercian libraries were rich in books
Nor did the sons of St. Bernard
neglect the fine arts; they exercised their genius in
building, contributed powerfully to the development
and propagation of the Romanesque and the Gothic
architecture throughout Europe, and cultivated the
arts of painting and engraving.
Bibles.

and manuscripts.

III. The Decline (1342-1790).— The decadence
was due to several causes, the first of
which was the large number of monasteries, oftentimes situated in the most widely distant countries,
which prevented the "Fathers Immediate" from
making the regular visits to all the houses of their
filiations, while some of the abbots could not assist
every year at the general chapter. Some were also
found who, seeing themselves thus sheltered from the
remonstrances and the punishments either of the

of the order

general chapter or of the visitor, permitted abuses
But the principal cause
to creep into their houses.
of the decline of the order (which is based on unity
and charity) was the spirit of dissension which animated certain superiors. Some abbots, even not far
from Citeaux, explained in a particular sense, and

.
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that adapted to their own point of view, certain
The solicitude of
points of the Charter of Charity.
the Roman pontiffs themselves who tried to reestablish harmony among the superiors, was not

always successful.

And

some couragi OUS and determined monks who became reformers,
and even founded new congregations which were deyet at that time there were found

tached from the old trunk of Citeaux. Those congregations which then severed their union with
Citeaux, but which no longer exist at the present
time, are: 1 The Congregation of the Observance of
St. Bernard of Spain, founded by Dom Martin de
Vargas, in 1425, at .Montr Sion near Toledo; (2)
1

1

The Congregation of St. Bernard of Tuscany and of
Lombardy, approved by Alexander VI (1497); (3)
Congregation of Portugal, or of Alcobaca, founded
1507; (4) the Congregation of the Feuillants,
founded by John de la Barriere in 1563, which spread
into France and Italy, the monasteries of Italy, however, eventually detaching themselves from
of France to form the Congregation of the Rijormali
Bernardo; (5) the Congregation of Ara
approved by a Bull of Paul V 1616); (6) the Conion ol Home, or oi Central Italy, created by a
Decree of Gregory XV in 1623; '7) the Congregation

the

<

in

i

and Lucania, established by Urban \ 111
and to which was united the old Congregation
which had for its founder Blessed Joachim
surnamed "the Prophet". Together with the congregations which separated from Citeaux there were
of Calabria
of Flore,

—

which, while remaining subject to
the jurisdiction of the parent house, were legislated
for by provincial or national chapters.
Chief among
these congregations were those of Northern Germany,
the Strict Observance, and La Trappe.
The Congregation of Northern Germany was erected in 1595 by
Nicholas II (Boucherat), Abbot of Citeaux, at the
five or six others

Pope Clement VIII, in the monastery of
>f
Furstenfeld.
It comprised four provinces ruled by
It counted twentythe abbots, vicars of the general.
two abbeys, only three of which survived the revolutionary tempest, and now form pan nf the Common
ibservance of Citeaux, as the- Cistercian province of
E
Strict ObAustria-Hungary. The Congregati
servance, resulting from the efforts for reform of the
Abbots of Charmoye and Chatillon, was established
at Clairvaux by Denis Largentier, abbot of this monThe \l>bot of Citeaux. Nicholas
aster]
(1615).
Boucherat. approved the reform and permitted n
to hold special assemblies and to choose a vicargeneral with four assistant generals.
The general
chapter of 'in aux in 1623 praised it highly, Cardinal
Richelieu became its protector, and the popes gave it
an important
member in the person of Abbot de li mee. who introduced the Strict Observance into the Abbey of La
Trappe in the Diocese of Seez, adding to it other very
severe practices.
The abbeys which did not respond to the appeal
of Martin de Vargas, of Denis Largentier, or of Abbot
de Ranee, formed an observance which Pope Alexander VII, in his Bull of 19 April. 1666, named
Common, to distinguish it from the Sinrt Ibservance,
from which in reality it differed only in the use of
tie at and similar articles of food three times a week,
a use certainly contrary to the rule of perpetual
abstinence which obtained in the early days, but
which the religious wars and other evils of the times
Mention should
in a measure rendered necessary,
be made of two other reforms: thai of Orval in
Luxemburg, by Bernard de Montgail ird 160
that of Septfons, in the Diocese of Moulins, by EusThe former numbered
tache de Beaufort, in 1663.
six monasteries, the latter did not extend beyond
Septfons.
(

(

<

1

(

The

Strict
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Observance developed rapidly.

In a

very short time

it

counted fifty-eight monasteries.

At the death of Denis Largentier (1626), Etienne
Maugier. who succeeded him, inspired it afresh.

From that time it aimed at a certain superiority to
which it believed it had some claims, and was resolved, in case of meeting with any opposition, to
withdraw from the jurisdiction of the General of
Citeaux.
Hence arose quarrels and litigations which
lasted forty years or more.
In 16.52, at the request
of the king (Louis XIII), F/rban VIII continued the
powers which Gregory
had given ten years before

XV

De La Rochefoucauld for the reform of
Masteries of the kingdom.
The cardinal heard
only the Fathers of the Strict Observance, who persuaded him that no reform was possible without a
return to the abstinence from meat.
He therefore
passed a sentence in 1634 which derogated in many
points from the anCienl constitutions and the Charter
of Charity, particularly in what concerned the jurisdiction of the Abbot of Citeaux and of the four first
fathers.
The College of St. Bernard at Paris passed
into the hands of the Strict Observance.
The Abbot
of Citeaux. Peter de Nivelle, appealed to the sovereign pontiff.
The latter annulled the sentence of
tin cardinal in every point in which it was contrary
to legitimate authority.
In the meanwhile Peter
de Nivelle having resigned, the non-reformed, in the
hope of escaping from the authority of Cardinal de la
Rochefoucauld, elected Cardinal d'e Richelieu Abbot
iteaux.
oi
The cardinal applied the reform in his
tn Cardinal

I

tin mastery.
Sustained by him, the reformed took
possession of Citeaux after having dispersed into
other monasteries the professed religious of this
monastery. At the death of Richelieu the expelled
monks assembled at Dijon, 2 January, 1643, and
elected to his place Dom Claude Vaussin, but the king
vetoed the election; they voted again. 10 May, 1645,
and gave all their votes to Claude Vaussin, while the
reformed, to tin- number of only fifteen, voted for
Dom .lean Jouaud, Abbot of Prieres in Britanny.
On the 27th of November following, Innocent X sent
his Bulls to Join Claude Vaussin, ami imposed silence
on the reformed. February 1st, 1647, a Brief of the
same pope re-established all matters in the condition
in which they had been before the sentence of Cardinal
I

la Rochefoucauld.
The Strict Ibservance then tried to form an independent order under the authority of the Abbot of
Prieres, and with this object in view raised new dif-

de

(

the question of abstinence. A
Brief of Alexander VII, dated November, 1657, confirming the decision of Sixtus IV, in 1475, that abstinence from flesh incut was not essential to the rule,
Finally. 26 January,
did not quiet their scruples.
1662. tic same pope interfered in a decisive manner by
inviting the twoparties to appear at the Court of Home.
Ilic Common Observance sent Claude Vaussin; the
Strict
Ibservance, Dom leorge, Abbot of Val-Richer;
La Trappe, Abbot de Ranee. On the 19th of April,
appeared the Bull " In Suprema ", which put an
end to the divisions.
It
recommended that the
visits In' regularly and strictly made, that monks
should live in the monasteries, and that the general
It reChapters should be held every three years.
the night silence, poverty in apparel, and the
It
tic tonsure.
maintained tin- use of meat
where that already obtained, and recommended the
religious who had made the vow of abstinence to be
faithful to it.
The Strict '!'-> rvance remained under
tic juri diction oi the Abbot of Citeaux.
This con
titution was accepted by the general chapter of
1667, which was held at Citeaux, in spite of protests
from the opponents, and in particular of Abbot de
Bailee, and the new n t. n in was put into force in all
the monasteries of France, where the number of
ficulties in relation to

(

(

I

monk-- was sufficient
During the eighteenth century, however, there was
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introduced into the Order of Citeaux, as into almost
all the great religious families, a pernicious licence of
thought and morality. New conflicts between the
Abbot of Citeaux and the abbots of the four first
houses of filiation arose concerning the government of
In virtue of the
the order and their own jurisdiction.
liberties of the Gallican Church, the king and his
A
council appointed a commission to restore order.
new collection of statutes was drawn up, but these
were not definitively adopted until 17S6. The general chapter of that year finally agreed among themselves and adopted the new statutes on the eve of the
French Revolution. The political and religious
disturbances which then and at the commencement
of the nineteenth century troubled France and Europe
almost ruined this venerable order. When the
National Convention, by the decree of 13 February,
1790, secularized all the religious houses of France,
the Order of Citeaux had in France 228 monasteries,
with 1875 religious; 61 of these houses, with 532 religious, were in the filiation of Citeaux; 3, with 33
c
religious, in that o La Fert6; 33, with 171 religious,
in that of Pontigny; 92, with 864 religious, in that of
Clairvaux; and 37, with 251 religious, in that of
Morimond. The sLxty-second and last Abbot of
Citeaux, Dom Francois Trouve, having lost all hope
of saving his monastery, begged Pius VI to transfer
all his powers to Robert Schlecht, Abbot of Salsmansweiler, of the Congregation of Northern Germany,
so that the remnants of the ancient corporation of
Citeaux might still have a ruler.
From France the hatred of religion passed with the
arms of the usurpers into Belgium, Switzerland, Italy,
and other countries, and there continued the work of
By an imperial veto of the 25th of
destruction.
February, 1803, and a decree of the Prussian Government of the 28th of April, 1810, all the monasteries
The abbeys of Portugal
of Germany were ruined.
were abolished by a law of the 26th of May, 1834,
those of Spain by the laws of the 25th of July and the
11th of October, 1835, those of Poland disappeared
before the decrees of the Russian and Prussian
rulers.

— —

IV. The Restoration (1790 ). The reform inaugurated at La Trappe by Abbot de Ranee, reviving the austerity and fervour of primitive Citeaux,
was maintained, almost intact, against difficulties of
every kind, until the French Revolution. There
were then at La Trappe seventy religious and a numerous and fervent novitiate. When, on the 4th of
December, a decree of the National Assembly suppressed the Trappists in France, Dom Augustin de
Lestrange, then master of novices at La Trappe,
authorized by his local superior and the Abbot of
Clairvaux, set out with twenty-four of his brethren
The Senate of Fribourg permitted
for Switzerland.
them to settle in Val-Sainte, 1 June, 1791. Pope
Pius VI, by a Brief of 31 July, 1794, authorized the
Dom Augustin
erection of Val-Sainte into an abbey.
was elected abbot on the 27th of the following November, and on the 8th of December of the same year,
a solemn decree of the nuncio of the Holy See at
Lucerne, executing the Brief of Pius VI, constituted
Val-Sainte an abbey and the mother-house of the
whole Congregation of Trappists. There the Rule of
St. Benedict was observed in all its rigour, and at
Novices
times its severity was even surpassed.
flocked thither. 'From Val-Sainte Dom Augustin
sent colonics into Spain, Belgium, and Piedmont.
But the French troops invaded Switzerland in
Obliged to leave Val-Sainte, Dom Augustin,
1796.
with his religious of oth sexes, commenced two years
nderings through Europe, during which period
they gave to the world the spectacle of the mo
In 1800 Dom Augustin returned to
heroic virtues.
France, and two years later resumed possession of
In 1803 he sent a colony of his religious
Val-Sainte.
1

I
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America under the direction of Dom Urbain
Guillet.
In 181 1, fleeing from the anger of Napoleon,
who first favoured the Trappists and then suppressed
all their monasteries in France and the whole empire,
Dom Augustin himself left for America. In 1815, on
the downfall of Napoleon, he returned immediately
to La Trappe, while Dom Urbain Guillet established

to

himself at Bellefontaine in the Diocese of Angers.
During this imperial persecvition, a schism took
place in the Congregation of La Trappe. The colony
which Dom Augustin had sent from Val-Sainte into
Belgium under the direction of Dom Eugene de
Laprade, and which had settled first at Westmalle,
at Darpheld in Westphalia, had abandoned
the Rules of Val-Sainte to embrace those of de Ranc<5.
It returned to France and occupied Port-du-Salut in the
Diocese of Laval; Westmalle, restored in 1821, withdrew from the jurisdiction of Dom Augustin to form,
five years later, the Congregation of Belgium.
Dom Augustin died 16 July, 1827, at Lyons.
Decree dated 1 October, 1834, confirmed two days
later by Gregory XVI, united the different houses of
Trappists in France in one congregation known as the
Congregation of Cistercian Monks of Ovir Lady of La
Trappe. The General President of the Order of
Citeaux is its head and confirms its abbots. The
four first fathers are the Abbots of Melleray, Portdu-Salut, Bellefontaine, and Gard. The Rule of St.
Benedict and the Constitutions of Citeaux or those
of de Ranc6, according to the custom of each monastery, are observed.
But with this diversity of observance, the union did not last long. A pontifical
Decree dated the 25 February, 1S47, and granted at
the request of the religious of each observance, divides
the Trappist monasteries of France into two congregations: the Ancient Reform of Our Lady of La
Trappe, which follows the Rules of de Ranee, and
the New Reform, which follows the Primitive Observance and is governed by the Charter of Charity.
Already Westmalle in 1836 formed a distinct congregation known as the Congregation of Belgium.
There were then three distinct congregations of the
Trappists.
It was reserved for a later generation to see the
most complete reform effected by the fusion of all the
congregations into one order in unity of government
and observance. On the first of October, 1S92, at
the desire of Leo XIII, a plenary general chapter was
held at Rome, imder the presidency of Cardinal
Mazzella, delegated by the Cardinal Protector Monaco
The assembly lasted twelve days;
della Valetta.
the fusion was adopted; Dom Sebastian Wyart.
Abbot of Septfons, who had taken the most active
part in all the negotiations to effect this union, was
chosen "General of the Order of the Reformed CisSuch was the
tercians of Our Lady of La Trappe".
name given to the order. A decree of the Sacred
Congregation of Bishops and Regulars of 8 December,
1892, then a pontifical Brief of 23 March, 1S93, confirmed and ratified the Acts of the chapter. On the
13th of August, 1894, the sovereign pontiff approved
the new constitutions and the Congregation of Bishops
and Regulars promulgated them on the 25th of the
same month. In 1S9S, the SOOth anniversary of the
foundation of the order, the sons of St. Bernard again
took possession of the ancient Abbey of Citeaux.
Dom Sebastian Wyart was elected abbot, and thus
was restored the chain of abbots of Citeaux which
had been broken for 107 years. It was then decided
to suppress in the title of the order the words "Our
Lady of La Trappe". the Abbey of La Trappe yielding
the first rank to Citeaux. Finally, on the 30th of July,
1902, an Apostolic Constitution of Leo XIII solemnly
confirmed the restoration of the order and gave to
it the definite name of "Order of Reformed CisterDom Sebastian
cians, or the Strict Observance".
Wyart died 18 August, 1904. The general chapter,

and then

A
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postponed that year until October, chose for his
BUcceasor the Most Rev. Dora Augustin Marre, Abbot
of Igny, and titular Bishop of Constance.
Condition of the Order in 1908. Several
modern congregations must be mentioned which have
been grafted on the old trunk of Citeaux, and which,
with some ancient monasteries that escaped the persecution of the close of the eighteenth century and
the beginning of the nineteenth, form the Common
Their mode of life corresponds to that
Observance.
of the Cistercians of the seventeenth century, whose
mitigation was approved by Alexander VII in 1666.
They are the Congregations of Italy, Belgium, Austria,
and Switzerland, and the Congregation of Senanque.
1.
The Congregation of St. Bernard of Italy was
formed in 1S20 with the monasteries which remained
of the Congregations of the Roman Province and of
Lombardy, after Pius VII had been deprived of his
States.
The congregation adopted the constitutions
of the ancient Congregation of Tuscany and Lom-

—

i

bardy.
2. The Congregation of Belgium, formed in 1836, at
Bornheim in the Diocese of Mechlin, by the religious
expelled in 1797 from Lieu-Saint-Bernardsur-1'Escaut, observe constitutions based upon the
Brief of Alexander VII and the Cistercian Ritual.
They were approved by the Holy See in 1846.
The Cistercian Congregation of Austria and
3.
Hungary was formed in 1S59 by the monasteries of
Austria which had escaped from the Revolution and

who were

submitted to the President General of the Order of
Citeaux.

The Congregation of Switzerland was formed
1806 by the three monasteries of Hauterive,
Saint-Urbam, and Wettingen, remnants of the Congregation of North Germany. These monasteries
having succumbed in 1841 and 1846, the Abbot of
Wettingen, an exile in Switzerland, purchased, in
1854, the Benedictine monastery of Mehrerau on
the Lake of Bregenz, to which the Holy See transTo this monferred all the privileges of Wettingen.
astery was joined that of Marienstatt in the Diocese
of Cologne in Nassau.
5. The Congregation of Senanque, or the Mean
Observance, owes its origin to the parish priest, Luke
Barnouin, who, with some associates, in 1*49, attempted the religious life in the solitude of Our Lady
of Calvary in the Diocese of Avignon, leaving that
retreat in 1854, to take up his abode in the monastery
The new
of Senanque, which he had purchased.
congregation, which, without returning to the primitive constitutions, did not adopt all the mitigations
of later centuries, received the name of "CongregaCistercians of the Immaculate Conception".
It was incorporated in the Order of Citeaux in 1857,
and in 1S72 transferred its seat to the ancient monas•1.

in

i

tery of Lerins.

The

constitutions of this congrega-

approved by Leo XIII, 12 March, 1892.
In 1S92, undertook to unite in one
order the three Congregations of La Trappe, His Holiness caused the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars
to address a letter to the Cistercians of the Common
Observance inviting them to join their brethren of
the Reformed Observance of La Trappe.
But as the
pope left them free, they preferred to retain their
tive autonomics.
Since that time the Order
iteaiix is divided into two branches absolutely
of
tion were
Wit-

'

the Strict and the Common Observances,
these may be added the small Congregation of
Trappists of Casamari in Italy, which has only three
iteries with about 45 members.
The Order of Reformed Cistercians has 1908) 71
monasteries of men with more than 1000 subjects.
In this number of houses are included the annexes
which win- founded in certain places to serve as
refuges for the communities which had been exThese monasteries are dispelled from F-ance.
distinct;

To

<
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tributed as follows: in France, 20; in Belgium, 9;
in Italy, 5; in Holland, 5; in Germany, 3; in England,
3;

in Ireland, 2;

10;

(4 in

in Asia, 4;

United States, 5

in

in Africa, 2;

Canada, and

in America,
in Brazil).

1

Cistercians make profession of the
Primitive Observance of Citeaux, with the exception
of a few modifications imposed by the Holy Sec .it the
time of the fusion. Their life is strictly cenobitical,
that is to say, life in common in its most absolute

The Reformed

form. They observe perpetual silence, except in
cases of necessity provided for by the rule, or when
express permission is granted by the superior. Their
day is divided betw-een the Divine Oflice, agricultural
and kindred labours, and free intervals for reading
and study. The supreme authority of the order
resides in the general chapter, which assembles every
year at Citeaux,
from the 12th to
the 17th of September, and is presided
over by the abbot
general. When the
general chapter is
not in session, current

and

urgent

matters are

reguby the abbot
general aided by
his " Council of Delated

finitors".

The abbot general, who is by right
Abbot of Citeaux,
resides in Rome
(Via San Giovanni
in
Laterano, 95),
with the procurator
general and the
five

definitors

of

the order, of whom
there are two for

French-speaking
one for
English-speaking,
one for Germ a n
and one for Flemish.
At the house of the
abbot general are also the students
countries,

,

whom the different nouses of the order send to Koine to follow
the course of studies at the Gregorian University.
The Order of Reformed Cistercians has for its protector at Rome Cardinal Rampolla Del Tindaro.
The four first houses, which replace the ancient
Abbeys of La Fert£, Pontigny, Clairvaux, and Morimond, are La Grande Trappe in the Diocese of Seez,
Melleray in the Diocese of Nantes, Westmalle in the
Diocese of Mechlin, and Port-du-Salut in the Diocese
of Laval.
The abbots of these four houses every year
The other nouses
visit the mother-house at Citeaux.
are visited regularly every year by the abbothouses on which they immediately depend.
The actual condition of the Common Observance
The Congregation of Italy has live
is as follows:
monasteries (two of them in Koine, at Santa Croce in
Gerusalemme, and at San Bernardo alle Terme) and
about 60 members. The Congregation of Belgium
with
has two monasteries (Bornheim
63 members. The Songregal ion of Austria, the mosl
powerful, has 12 monasteries, with 599 religious.
The Congregation of Switzerland has threi
teries, with 171 members.
Lastly, the Congregation
of Mean Observance of Senanque, which, sir.
Waldeck-Rousseau Laws of 1901, has losi Senanque,
Fontfroide, and Pont-Colbert, now has but two
houses, with about 102 members. The Cistercians of
the Common Observance in 1900 elected as their
general Dom Amedeus de Bie, of the Congregation of
i

<
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He

the five congregations.

The Order of Citeaux has produced a great number
and has given two popes to the Church,
III, a disciple of St. Bernard, and Benedict

of saints

Eugene

has also given the Church forty cardinals,
five of whom were taken from Citeaux, and a considThe
erable number of archbishops and bishops.
Cistercians of all observances have no less enlightened the Church by their teachings and writings, than
XII.

It

edified

it

by the sanctity

of their lives.

Among

may be cited St. Bernard, the MelDoctor and the last of the Fathers of the
Church, St. Stephen Harding, author of the "Exordium Cisterciensis Coenobii", of the "Charter of
Charity", etc. Then follow Conrad of Eberbach
(Exordium Magnum Ordinis Cisterciensis) ; ^Elred,
Abbot of Rieval (Sermons) Serlon, Abbot of Savigny (Sermons); Thomas of Citeaux (Commentary
on the Canticle of Canticles) Caramuel, the Universal
Doctor, author of a Moral Theology very much esteemed, whom St. Alphonsus Liguori calls "the prince
of Laxists"; Caesarius of Heisterbach (Homilies,
" Dialogus Miraculorum", etc.); Manrique (Cistercian
Henriquez (Menologium
Annals in 4 vols, folio)
Cisterciense)
Charles de Visch (Bibliotheca Scriptorum Sacri Ordinis Cisterciensis); the Abbot de
Ranee (" De la saintete et des devoirs de la vie mongreat teachers
lifluous

;

;

;

;

astique", "Eelaircissements sur le meme traite",
" Meditations sur la regie de Saint-Benoit
Dom
', etc.)
Julien Paris ("Nomasticon Cisterciense" in fol., Paris,
1664), Dom Pierre le Nain, sub-prior of La Trappe
'

;

("Vie de l'Abbe' de La Trappe", "Essai de l'histoire
de Citeaux", 9 vols., Paris, 1690-97); Sartorius ("Cistercium bis-tertium", Prague, 1700), and others.
In the nineteenth century it suffices to mention
among a great many writers belonging to both Observances Dr. Leopold Janauscheck (Originum Cisterciensium torn. I. Vienna, 1877 the author died
before he was able to commence the second volume),
Dom Hugues Sejalon, monk of Aiguebelle (Annates d'
Aiguebelle, 2 vols, and a new edition of the " Nomas-

—

Dom

Paris, Solesmes, 1892).
ticon Cisterciense" of
Exardes de Citeaux (Grande Trappe, 1SS4); D'Arbois de
JubAINVILLE, Interieur des abbaues citterciennes au Xll € et au
XIIlc siecle; Gaillardin, Histoire He La Trappe; Sejalon,
Les annates £ Aiguebelle (Valence, 1S63); Janauscheck, Originum Cisterciensium etc. (Vienna, 1877), I; Gallia Christiana,
IV; Helyot, Dictionnaire des ordres religieux; Ordinis Cisterciensis Jurium etc. (Rome, 1902); Abrege de I' histoire de I'ordre
de Citeaux par un moine de Thymadeuc (St. Brieuc, 1897).

—

Cistercians ix America. The establishment of
the Cistercians in America is due to the initiative of
Dom Augustin de Lestrange. He was born in 1754,
in the castle of Colombier-le-Vieux, Ardeche, France,
the son of Louis-Cesar de Lestrange, an officer of the
household of Louis XV, and of Jeanne-Pierrette de
I.alor, daughter of an Irish gentleman who had followed in 16SS James II in his exile. Dom Augustin
was master of novices at La Trappe when t lie Revo-

and upon the suppression of the
orders he sought refuge at Val-Sainte in
Switzerland, with wenty-fourof his brethren. Driven
from Val-Sainte by the French troops, these religious
wandered over the whole of Europe, going even into
Russia.
(See above under III. Tin: DECLINE.)
Dom Augustin at length resolved to send a colony
of Cistercian Trappists to America, where he saw
much good to be done. Already in 179:1, seeing
novices Hocking to Val-Sainte, he had directed to
Canada a part of his religious under the guidance of
I'm at Amsterdam this colony
atherJonn Baptist.
found itself prevented by political troubles front dedivided
parting, and
into two bands, one (if which
led al West malic in Belgium, while the other went
mid
to England
established itself at Lulworth in
Dorsetshire, in the very place where ronnerly there
had existed a Cistercian abbey which was destroyed
lution burst forth,
religious

t

I

1

1
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has for assistants the viears-general of

by Henry VIII. Dom Augustin, however, had not
given up the idea of an American foundation.
In

Dom

1S02 he charged
Urbain Guillet to carry out
his intentions in this regard.
Urbain, born
at Nantes, in 1766, the son of Ambroise Augustin Guillet, Knight of Malta, and of Marie-Anne
Le Quellec, entered La Trappe in 1785, and was
the last to pronounce his vows in that monastery
when the Revolution burst forth. He assembled
24 religious, lay brothers, and members of the
third order (an institution of
Augustin de
Lestrange), and sailed from Amsterdam, 24 May,
1802, on board of the Sally, a Dutch vessel Hying the
American flag to avoid the risks of war for Holland
was at the time an ally of France, and a conflict was
imminent between that country* and England.
The Sally entered the port of Baltimore, on the
25th of September, after a voyage of four months,
having been hindered by contrary winds, and having
gone out of her course to avoid English cruisers.
Urbain and his companions were received at St.
Mary's Seminary, which was under the direction of
the Sulpicians, to whose superior, the venerable M.
Nagot, then eighty-five years of age, the Cistercian

Dom

Dom

—

Dom

immigrants had
College

among

letters.

At that time

St.

Mary's

possessed several eminent professors, and
these was M. Flaget, who later became Bishop

of Bardstown, and then of Louisville, and who, in
1848, was to receive in Kentucky the religious who
left Melleray to found Gethsemane.
About fifty miles from Baltimore, between the
little towns of Hanover and Heberston was a plantation known as Pigeon Hill, which belonged to a friend
of the Sulpicians.
Being absent for some years, he
left them the power of disposing of it as they should
deem proper. This large and beautiful residence was
well provided with provisions by the goodness of the
Sulpicians.
In the woods near by were found all
kinds of wild fruits. The TrappistS installed themselves at Pigeon Hill.
M. de Morainvilliers, a French
emigrant, a native of Amiens and pastor of St. Patrick's church, Baltimore, used his influence with his
parishioners to procure for the newly-arrived community the aid necessary for their establishment.

But everything was dear in the count ry. and the
destined for the
purchase of land did not even suffice for the support
of his community.
Eighteen months had already
passed since the arrival of the colony at Pigeon Hill,
and the true foundation had not yet been begun.
Dom Urbain had not accepted anj- of the land which
had been offered to him. Moreover, the proximity of
Baltimore was a frequent source of desertions among
the young people of the third order.
About the beginning of 1805 Dom Urbain heard
Kentucky spoken of. Its climate was represented to
him as more temperate, and its soil more fertile. He
left immediately to visit that country, and found
there a devoted friend in the only iatholic priest then
Father Badin
resident, Fat Iter Stephen Badin (q. v.).
took upon himself t lie ihligat ion of finding for theTrapHaving left Pigeon
pists a suitable establishment.
Hill in July. 1S05. Father Urbain and his companions
arrived at Louisville in the beginning of September.
The inhabitants received them with great kindness
and provided for their first wants. They occupied
for the tittie being a plantation which a pious woman
offered them, at some distance from Louisville, and
this gave them time to acquire, about sixty miles south
of Louisville, in the neighbourhood of Rohan's Knob,
a property called Casey 'reek, or Potinger's Creek.
[n the meantime a new band had been sent ,mt by
Dom Augustin Lestrange, under the conduct of
Father Mary Joseph, a native of Chapelle-les-Rennes,
in Jura (b. 22 April, 1774), who had been a grenadier
in the French arm v.
One day lie had been ordered to
shoot a priest but had refused to obey; he left thearmy

money which Father Urbain had

(

c

(

.
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the third order.
In the beginning of 1S09 sixty acres of land had
already been cleared at Casey Creek, a quantity of
grain sowed, and a great number of trees planted.
Permanent settlement was about to be made here,
when a fire destroyed in a few hours all the buildings
Dom Urbain was deeply
of the new monastery.
affected by the misfortune, and thought only of going
U u here. An Irish gentleman by the name of Mulamphy whom he had met in Baltimore, offered him
Dom
tlic ownership of a habitation in Louisiana.
frbain and Father Alary Joseph left together to visit
they
them,
and
decided
to
property.
It
pleased
this
leave Kentucky and Casey Creek.
In the "Sketches of the Early Catholic Missions of
Kentucky. 17s7 1826" ran be read the unexceptionable testimony which Bishop Spalding renders of the
fervour of the religious during the whole lime they
Faithful to the rule of penance,
spent in Kentucky.
they retrenched nothing from the austere practices
The Rev. Father Charles Neof their holy state.
rinckx. in a letter to Bishop Carroll, is not sparing in
his praises of the Trappusts. though he blames certain
details of administration which were the cause of their
failure at Casey Creek.
In the spring of 1S09 the
community left for Louisiana and took up their abode
at Florissant, the property of Mr. Mulamphy, some
thirty miles west of St. Louis, on a hill which slopes
towards the Missouri. But Father Urbain contemplated the purchase of another property on the other
side of the Mississippi, which wasofferedto him by M.
Jarrot former procurator of the seminary of St. Sulpice
at Baltimore, who had established himself at Cahokia,
In the first month of 1810
six miles from St. Louis.
"
)oin I'rbain bought on the prairie of " Looking Glass
the two highest of the forty mounds which formed
the burial-ground of the Indians in the vicinity of
Cahokia. known by the name of Indiana Mound.
"
coking Glass" was an immense tract of land in
St. Clair County. Illinois, which, it is said, had served
the savages for many generations as a burial-place for
their dead.
These people had built there gigantic
monuments which rose up from a base of 160 feet in
circumference to a height of more than 100 feet. The
Trappists constructed several cabins on the smaller
of the two mounds purchased by Dom I'rbain. reserving the higher mound for the abbey which they intended to build later. But the new settlers soon h It
the influence of the unhealthy climate. Several
savage tribes who had attempted in the past to take
up their abode there had been obliged to abandon the
None of the religious escaped the
baking.
fever, but only one of them died.
However, Monks'
Mound, as it was afterwards named, presented great
advantages. The city of St. Louis was only six or
seven miles distant all around were vast prairies or
abundance of wood, and the waters of the Mississippi
were so full offish that, to use the expression of Father
I'rbain. "a blind man could not help but spear a big
fish, if he tried".
The lands were easy to cultivate
and very fertile. The savages who made frequent
incursions into the neighbourhood never molested the
monks. Dom I'rbain had his rights of property confirmed by Congress at Washington in March, 1810.
He wished also to acquire 4000 acres of land in the
neighbourhood of Monks' Mound. The president and
a certain number of members of Congress were favourable to him, but the hostility of several influential
members, who feared to see this country peopled
under the influence and direction of religious and
Catholic priests, caused his petition to go over to the
next session. While waiting, Dom I'rbain, struck by
the sad condition of religion in the vicinity of St.
Louis and in Illinois sent two of his religious to preach
f

I

,

I
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and became a religious at Val-Sainte. His community was at that time composed of seven priests, seventeen lay brothers, and twenty-one young people of

—

the Gospel there Father Man- Joseph and Father
Bernard, the latter a Canadian priest whom he had
brought with him from New York to Casey Creek.
These settled in a parish which was the most renowned for its scandals. "There", says (laillardin
("Histoire de la Trappe", II, 285), "a husband had
just sold his wife for a bottle of whisky; the purchaser in his turn sold her for a horse; and finalh she
was sold a third time for a yoke of oxen." But so
zealously did these missionaries labour there by word
and example that in a short time religion flourished.
Father Bernard, already advanced in age, after some
time succumbed to fatigue. To aid Father Mary
Joseph, Dom Urbain took upon himself the care of the
Christian people who were nearest to the monastery.
In 1812 a terrible plague visited the colony of the
Monks' Mound. This fever, which desolated the
country for two years, attacked the community and
rendered it impossible for them to do any work. At
the same time all necessaries were dear, and there
was no money. Dom Urbain resolved to leave Monks'
Mound. He sold all he possessed and transferred his

community

to Maryland.
There he found on his arrival six other religious under the direction of Father
Vincent de Paul, who had been sent from Bordeaux
to America by Dom Augustin de Lestrange, and. having landed in Boston the 6 August, 1811, with two
religious, had been joined in the following year by
three lay brothers.
(Father Vincent de Paul was a
native of Lyons, born in 1769.) Dom I'rbain found
While waiting
the little band in the greatest misery.
for better conditions, he settled them upon a little
farm between Baltimore and Philadelphia, and conducted his own subjects to an island near Pittsburgh.
In the meanwhile Dom Augustin de Lestrange,
pursued by the anger of Napoleon, who had even set a
Crice upon his head, arrived in New Vork in Decemer, 1813.
The Jesuits had just given up their foun
dation in that city, and Dom Augustin took over the
building they had used as a classical school and which
was located where St. Patrick's Cathedral now stands
in Fifth Avenue.
Here, with Fathers I'rbain and
Vincent de Paul, he began a little community which
resumed the regular life and exerted on outsiders a
salutary influence. They cared for a number of children, most of them orphans; Protestants were edified,
and some conversions were made among them. The
effort to establish a community was abandoned, however, after two years' experience.
Father Urbain
made another attempt to found a colony upon a farm
which was offered to him by M. Quesnet, Vicar-General of Philadelphia.

—

Monaster? of I'etit-Clairvaux. In 1814 Dom
Augustin, after the abdication of Napoleon, resolved
to return to France to re-establish there the Order
He authorized Father Mary Joseph to
of Citeaux.
remain in America, to continue the evangelization of
the savages. Two groups left in October, the one
under he conduct of Dom Vugust in, the other under
that of Fat her Urbain. A third group set sail later from
New York for Halifax, under the guidance of F'ather
Vincent de Paul (May, 1815). Here he was obliged
to wait fifteen days for the vessel which was to take
him back to his native land, but the vessel sailed
while Father Vincent de Pavil was engaged upon some
business in town.
He found himself without friends,
without money, and in a country of which he knew
nothing.
But Father Vincent de Paul found there a
He undertook
vast field for the exercise of his zeal.
to preach to the savages and. at the request of Monseigneur Lartigue, Bishop of Montreal, to found a
monastery in Nova Scotia. He laboured eight years
for the conversion of the infidels, and then, to carry
out the latter project, he left for Bellefontaine in
France (1823) and, the same year, returned to
ica, bringing with him four religious, with whom
he founded, in 1825, the monastery of Petit Clairt
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vaux, in Big Tracadie, Nova Scotia. Father Vincent
de Paul lived twenty-eight years longer, spreading the
He died 1
blessings of the Gospel in that country.
January, 1853, in the odour of sanctity, and there is
his
cause
Rome.
at
introducing
of
a question
For many years this foundation struggled for existDisence. Two fires in succession destroyed all.
couraged thereby, the little community, in 1900, left
Island,
Lonsdale,
Rhode
near
settled
and
that country
where it founded the monastery of Our Lady of the
Since 11103 the Nova Scotian solitude of Petit
Valley.
Clairvaux has been repeopled. Thirty religious from
t lie Abbey of Thymadeuc (France) under the direction
of Dom Eugene Villeneuve, continued the interrupted
work, clearing 1000 acres of land, two-thirds of which
are foreet-lands, two-thirds of the remainder either
pasture or meadow-lands; only about 15 acres are
capable of being worked. The monastery is situated
one mile from the Intercolonial Railway. Although the
Cistercian Rule was in vigour there it was only incorporated in the Order of Reformed Cistercians in i869.
Gethsemane and New Melleray. The year 1848 saw
the erection of two other monasteries in the New
World, one in Nelson County in the Diocese of Louisville, Kentucky, not far from the scene of the labours
and hardships of Fathers Urbain and Mary Joseph
and their companions, the other in the Diocese of
Dubuque, Iowa, twelve miles west of the Mississippi
River. The monasteries are the present Abbeys of
Our Lady of Gethsemane and Our Lady of New Mel,

—
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On the 11th of October,
cese of Angers, France.
1898, Dom Edmond Obrecht, cellarer of the Abbey of
Tre Fontane near Rome, was elected Abbot of Gethsemane, and was blessed by Bishop McCloskey of
This
Louisville on the 2Sth of the same month.
community numbers 75 members.
The Abbey of New Melleray, in the Diocese of
Dubuque, Iowa, about twelve miles west of the Misis so called because its mother-house is the
of Mount Melleray in Ireland, which was
founded by the Melleray Abbey of France. In 1848

sissippi,

Abbey

Dom Bruno Fitzpatrick, Abbot of Mount Melleray,
Mgr.
sent some of his religious to the State of Iowa.
Lorans, Bishop of Dubuque, offered them 80 acres of
land in the vicinity of his episcopal city. The cornerstone of the monastery was laid 16 July, 1S49.
Raised to the dignity of an abbey in 1862, it had for
After twenty
first abbot, Dom Ephrem McDonald.
years he resigned and returned to Mount Melleray.
The Rev. Alberic Dunlea, who arrived in September,
18S5, with an important colony from Mount Melleray,
succeeded him as superior. He relieved the financial
condition of the abbey, and ended the difficulties
which had nearly ruined it under the preceding administration.
In 1889 a new superior was elected in

leray.

The Abbey of Gethsemane, in the Diocese of Louiswas founded by the Abbey of Melleray in
In 1848 Dom Maxime, abbot of that mon-

ville,

France.

astery, sent two of his religious to the United States
Bishop
to find a suitable location for a foundation.
Flaget of Louisville the saint of Kentucky, as he was
indicated to them an establishment called
called
Gethsemane, belonging to the Sisters of Loretto who

—

—

were directing an orphanage. The property, consisting of about 1400 acres of good land, was purchased, and on the 20th of December, 1848, forty
On
religious from Melleray took possession of it.
the 21st of July, 1850, Pius

IX

erected Gethsemane

Dom Eutropius was chosen abbot in
into an abbey.
March, 1851, and on the 26th of the following October
blessing from the hands of
abbatial
the
he received
Mgr. Spalding, successor of Mgr. Flaget in the Diocese
twelve log houses which
ten
or
The
of Louisville.
had served as dwellings for the Sisters of Loretto and
inadequate for the
entirely
become
had
their orphans
needs of the fathers, and Dom Eutropius decided to
eleven
years of hard and
After
monastery.
build a
incessant labour, which had considerably impaired
resigned
his charge
superior
zealous
his health, the
and returned to Melleray. From this place of retiresuperior
of
the
first
become
to
called
ment he was
Tre Fontane near Rome.
Dom
Benedict
was
Gethsemane
at
His successor
Berger, under whose rule the beautiful abbatial
church of Gethsemane was solemnly consecrated by
Archbishop Purcell, of Cincinnati, assisted by the
Bishop? of Louisville and Buffalo, 15 November,
1866.
Mgr. Spalding, who had become Archbishop
of Baltimore, was present on the occasion, and
preached the sermon, a masterpiece of sacred eloDom Benedict died 13 August, 1890, and
quence.

was sin
ided by Dom Edward Bourban, who transformed into a college the little school which the Sisters of Loretto had left in charge of the new community.
This college is situated about a quarter of a
mile from the abbey in a picturesque location, and
has since been incorporated by the legislature of
In 1895 Dom Edward, while on a visit
Kentucky,
to France, resigned his charge on account of the poor
state of his health, and was appointed chaplain of the
Trappistinea of Our Lady of Les Gardes, in the Dio-

Gethsemane A

,

Kentcc

Later he became
the person of Father Louis Carew.
definitor of the order for the English-speaking countries, and was succeeded by Father Alberic who
In 1897 the monastery was
became titular prior.
restored to its dignity of abbey, and Dom Alberic
Dunlea was elected abbot. The property comprises
some 3000 acres of land, with an abundance of excelThe abbey has been rebuilt, but in 1908
lent water.

was not yet completed.
Abbey of La Trappe, Canada. The Abbey of Our
Lady of the Lake of Two Mountains (better known
by the name of La Trappe, the official name given

it

—

to the post-office established there) is situated in the
territory of Oka, in the Diocese of Montreal, about
thirty miles from that city and upon the shores of
the Lake of the Two Mountains, whence it derives its
name. The first thought of founding this monastery
was due to the venerable M. Rousselot, priest of St.
Sulpice, and pastor of Notre-Dame of Montreal.
Born at Cholet (Maine et Loire, France), a few leagues
distant from the Abbey of Bellefontaine. M. Rousselot
had often, in his youth, visited this monastery.
Several times during his visits to France he had communicated his projects to the Abbot of Bellefontaine,
Jean-Marie Chouteau. The expulsion of the
religious decreed by the French Government, and put
into execution at Bellefontaine. 6 November. 1880,

Dom

decided the Rev. Father Jean-Marie to accept the
proposition of M. Rousselot. On the 8th of April,
1881, the Rev. Father Abbot, accompanied by one
of his religious, arrived in Montreal, where he was
most kindly received by Bishop Fabre. After some

weeks

of negotiation,

the Seminary of Si. Sulpice
'land in the seign-

ceded to the Trappists 1000 acres of

.
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At the
iory of the Lake of the Two Mountains.
same time the provincial Government of Quebec
promised to encourage the foundation and to come
to its aid.

On

AliUit
infant

to

s'^iit

his return to

France the Rev. Father

Canada four of his religious, so thai

the

comprised live members, including
liis companion who remained.
Father William was
They installed themselves for the time
the superior.
well
as they could in a little wooden house
as
that belonged to the Mill of the Bay, as it was called,
in the territory of Oka.
This temporary installation
lasted until the month of September.
The religious
then took possession of a monastery which, without
being a permanent abode, gave them room enough
for faithfully carrying out the Cistercian observances
and receiving new recruits. This first monastery
was blessed, 8 September, 1881.
It has since been
transformed into an agricultural school.
grain
of
mustard
seed
promised
to become a
The
great tnc.
Xovices presented themselves, and at the
same time the grounds, until then uncultivated,
ro\ ered with brush and forests and filled with rocks,
were cleared and tilled. After this a permanent
monastery was planned. In the autumn of 1889,
thanks to a generous benefactor, M. Devine, work
colony

was commenced upon it. In the month of May, 1890,
the corner-stone was laid, and on the 28th of August,
1891, Mgr. Fabre solemnly blessed the first two wings
which had been completed. This same day, by a
decree of the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and
Regulars, the priory of Our Lady of the Lake was
erected into an abbey.
On the 26th of March the
community chose as abbot the Very Rev. Father
Anthony iger, who, on the 29th of the following
June, received the abbatial blessing from the hands
Finally,
of Mgr. Fabre in the cathedral of Montreal.
in 1897, by the aid of a benefactor as modest as he
'(

generous, M. Rousseau, priest of St. Sulpice,
the monastery and the abbatial church were entirely
completed, and on the 7th of November Archbishop
Bruchesi solemnly consecrated the church. Thenceforth the monks could give themselves fully to their
lives of labour and prayer, without fearing any inconvenience in the fulfilment of their regular exercises.
But on the 2.'id of July, 1902, a fire destroyed the
monastery, and the community was obliged to take
While waiting for
shelter in the agricultural school.
sufficient means to rebuild their monastery, tin' monks
constructed a temporary wooden shelter, and on Holy
Thursday, 1903, were able to leave the school. The aid
rendered by the different houses of the order and the
traditional generosity of the Canadian people and the
people of the United States, without distinction of
creed, soon enabled them to commence the building of
a new monastery upon the site of the former, ami on
the 21st of August, 1906, Mgr. Bruchesi, Archbishop
of Montreal, surrounded by several archbishops and
bishops, consecrated the abbatial church.
The Abbey of Our Lady of the Lake had in 1908,
according to statistics, 120 inmates, including the
This name is given to boys of eleven to
oblates.
fifteen years who are entrusted to the monks by their
parents to be brought up according to the Rule of St
Benedict bo that later, if the superiors judge them to
be called to the religious life, they may become monks.
The rule is mitigated for them in consideration of
This is a revival of the monastictheir tender age.
school of the Middle Ages and of the first centuries of
The principal industries of Our Lady
religious life.
of the Lake are the manufacture of cheese and of a
medicinal wine. The monastery possesses also an
important creamery for the manufacture of butter.
But that which contributes most of all to the renown
In
of La Trappe of Oka is its agricultural school.
this matter the Reformed Cistercians (Trappi
Our Lady of the Lake follow the glorious traditions
.

of their ancestors.

From

their very installation in
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the country, their skill in deriving profit from lands
previously sterile was noticed by the farmers of the
neighbourhood. Bersons of every age and condition
asked to be permitted to work with them, so as to
leant their methods.
This was the beginning of the
agricultural school which the Government was in a
short time to recognize officially, and which, reorganized since the burning of the former monastery, gives
instruction in agricultural science every year to 80 or
100 students. To-day the building devoted to this
school is a large modern construction delightfully
situated in a picturesque location, and commands a
beautiful view of the Lake of the Two Mountains.
This agricultural school has been affiliated with the
University of Laval.
Monastery of Lake St. John. For a long time the
Honourable Honored Mercier, Prime Minister of the
Province of Quebec, bad, at the request of the colonization agent of the province, been earnestly entreating the Abbot of Bellefontaine and Dom Anthony of
Our Lady of the Lake to send some religious into
the country of Lake St. John, recently opened to
colonization.
He had offered to the Trappist Fathers
6000 acres of land and a considerable sum of money.
In the year 1891 he charged the Rev. Th. Greg. Rouleau, principal of the Laval Normal School, who accompanied Mgr. Begin on his visit ad limina, to urge
this request of the Government upon the Abbot of
Bellefontaine.
When the abbot, with the necessary
authorization from his order, arrived in Quebec to settle the matter, M. de Boucherville had succeeded M.
Mercier as prime minister. M. Pelletier, Secretary of
the Province, and the Honourable Louis Beaubien,
Minister of Agriculture, were exceedingly happy to
continue the work of the preceding ministry. They
favoured with all their power the establishment of the
Trappists at Lake St. John. Mgr. Labreeque, who
had succeeded Mgr. Begin in the See of Chicoutimi,
made the foundation the particular object of his personal care and attention.
In 1892 Dom Anthony sent
a little colony to Lake St. John. Thus was founded
the prosperous and beneficent monastery of Our Lady
of Mistassini at Lake St. John in the Diocese of Chicoutimi.
In January, 1906, it was erected into a
priory, and the Rev. Dom Pacomius Gaboury was
elected prior. The monastery in 1907 had twenty
inmates.

—

—

.1/ unastery of Our Lady of the Prairies, Manitoba.
Archbishop Tache of St. Boniface had long desired to
enrich his diocese with an institution of this kind.
le wrote about it several times to the Abbot of BelleI

fontaine, and in the spring of 1892 the latter came to
an understanding with the archbishop, and his colabourer, M. Ritchot, pastor of St. Norbert.
The
prelates gave the Rev. Father Abbot 1.500 acres of
good land in the parish of St. Norbert, and immediately sent thither a little colony under the direction
of Father Louis de Bourmont. The work of construction was carried on with vigour and rapidity, and on
the 18th of October in the same year, Archbishop
Tache' blessed the monastery' and named it Our Lady
of the Prairies.
St. Norbert is situated on the west
bank of the Red River, about nine miles south of Winnipeg, the great metropolis of Western Canada.
It
is exclusively an agricultural colonv, and farming is
carried on there on an extensive scale by means of the
latest improved machinery.
In 1893 the harvest was
remunerative. In 1897 there were more than five
hundred acres of first-class land under cultivation.
The monastery of Our Lady of the Prairies had forty
in the year 1908.
By this date a new building had been erected.
Monastery of Our Ixidy of the Valley, Lonsdale,
Rhode Island, V. S. This monastery is no other than
After the
the former Little Clairvaux transferred.
disastrous events which made it impossible for the
community of Little Clairvaux to continue its work

inmates

—

;
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at Big Tracadie, Dom John Mary Murphy, yielding to
the desire of Bishop Harkins of Providence to have
some contemplative religious in his diocese, transferred it to Lonsdale, Rhode Island, in March, 1900,
leaving to other religious who came from France his
monastery of Little Clairvaux. He commenced without delay to build a wooden structure which would
At
serve for a temporary shelter for the religious.
the same time he was constructing the buildings indispensable for farming. These preparations were
pushed forward with such energy that by the month of
July the community were able to commence the clearIt was an arduous
ing and cultivation of the lands.
and ungrateful task; no single-handed farmer would
have undertaken it. But what was impossible to individual effort was soon effected by united labour, and
the ungrateful soil became productive. The new
monastery, begun in April, 1902, was finished in
December of the same year, and in the month of January, 1903, the religious had the consolation of being
installed in a building appropriate to their kind of
For a farm the water supply is of prime imporlife.
tance. The religious of Our Lady of the Valley have
discovered a spring which supplies water abundantly
Moreover, this water, on account of
for all purposes.
its mineral properties, has a considerable commercial
value. The total area of the property is 450 acres.
The success which has thus far attended the efforts of
the monks at Lonsdale is a precious encouragement
for all those who are engaged in farming pursuits in
that rocky part of Rhode Island.
The monastery was erected into a priory in 1907,
John Mary
and the religious elected the Rev.
Murphy prior. It retains in the order the rank of
seniority corresponding to the date of incorporation
of Little Clairvaux in the Order of Citeaux in 1869.
Monastery of Our Lady of Calvary, Rogersville, N.
B. Foreseeing the evils with which their communities were threatened by the Law of 1901 (WaldeckRousseau), several abbots of the Order of Citeaux in
France looked to find a refuge in case of expulsion.
Dom Anthony Oger, Abbot of Our Lady of the Lake,
wrote to Mgr. Richard, pastor of Rogersville, N. B.,
who answered promptly, placing at his disposal certain mills and 1000 acres of land already partly cultivated. In August, 1902, the prior of Bonnecombe,
France, the Rev. Father Anthony Piana and the

Dom

—

Rev. Mother Lutgarde,

prioress, with

another

sister,

arrived in Montreal and afterwards at Our Lady of
the Lake by way of Montreal. Dom Anthony Oger
devoted his whole paternal solicitude to aiding his
visitors in finding a place suitable for a foundation.
The abbot communicated Mgr. Richard's proposal to
the prior of Bonnecombe, who, after two visits to
Rogersville decided to accept it, and the project was
submitted to the approbation of the general chapter.
The abbot general, Dom Sebastian Wyart, urged Dom
Emile, Abbot of Bonnecombe, to accept the offer of
the pastor of Rogersville. On the 25th of October,
1902, six religious two priests, one novice, and three
left Bonnecombe for Canada under the
lay brothers
On the 5th of the
direction of Dom Anthony Piana.
Following November the little colony was solemnly
received at Rogersville by the pastor and his parishioners, and took possession of the monastery, to which
was given the name of Our Lady of Calvary, which
was canonically erected into a priory 12 July, 1904.
Monastery of Our Lady of Jordan, Oregon. In
1904 the Cistercian monks of Fontgombault (Indreet-Loire, France), were forced to abandon their monThey, too, looked for a refuge in America.
astery.
Under the direction of their abbot, Dom Fortunato
Marchand, they went to Oregon to ask for a place of
retreat where they would be able to serve Almighty

—
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God, and observe their rule. The new foundation
of Our Lady of Jordan is situated in the township
of Jordan, Linn County, about 90 miles from the

Pacific Coast, upon a plateau a mile and a half in
area.
The property consists of about 400 acres of
land, almost 200 of which are actually under cultivation or in meadow-lands, 100 in wood land, and the
remainder covered with brush.
torrent, tributary
of the Santiam River, bounds it on the south.
Upon
this torrent has been built a steam saw-mill in

A

connexion with the monastery. Here the Oregon firtrees, which attain immense heights, are converted
into lumber for the needs of the community and for
commerce. The future of this Cistercian community
The land
to a great extent rests upon this industry.
is ordinarily fertile and produces cereals, vegetables,
pears, plums, apples, etc.
The monastery of Our
Lady of Jordan was solemnly dedicated in 1907, the
Archbishop of Oregon City officiating, in the presence
of a large assembly of the laity, among whom were

many

non-Catholics,

On

the

same occasion the

Sacrament of Confirmation was administered by the
archbishop. The Right Rev. Father Thomas, Abbot

Abbey of Mount Angel, preached
the dedicatory sermon, in which he explained the
nature and the object of the life of the Cistercians,
of the Benedictine

or Trappists.
of Our Lady of Maristella, at Tauthe Archdiocese of Sao Paulo do Brazil, is the
to now the only monastery of the Cis-

The Monastery
bate: in
first,

and up

tercian Order in South America.

It

was founded

in

1904 by the Abbey of Septfons in France, on a farm,
or fazenda, at the foot of the Serra Mantiqueira, not
far from the railroad between Rio and Sao Paulo,
about twelve miles from Taubate' and six from Tremembl£, a small place connected with Taubate' by a
tramway. The property, consisting of 4000 or 5000
acres, had remained untitled since the abolition of
slavery in 18SS, and the buildings were falling into
ruins.
One half of the land lies along the River
Parahyba, and theother, consisting of hills and valleys,
forms the base of the chain of mountains of Mantiqueira.
Rice, coffee, sugar-cane, Indian corn, etc.,
The climate is
are cultivated, and cattle are raised.
temperate, although it is within the tropics. The
community, forty in number, has established a school
for the children of the vicinity.
Gaillardin. Histoire de La Trappe: Dom Augustin de LextranQe et lex trappixtex pendant la Herniation (Grande Trappe.
1S9.S); Viedu II. P. Urbain Guillct (Montligeon. 1SU91; Verite,
Citeaux, La Trappe el Bellefimtaine (Paris. ISSo); Spalding,
Sketches of the Early Missions of Kentucky, 17$l-ls?<:; Maes.
The Life of Ree. Charles Nerinckx (Cincinnati, 1S80); L'abbaye
de Notre-Dame du Lac et Vordre de Citeaux au Canada et dans
lex Etats-Unix (Montreal. 1907); TESSIER, Bibliotheca Patrum
Cixtcreienxium (4 vol. 4°, 1660); Alancs de Insdi.18, Opera
Mosalia (4°, 1654); Bona, Opera Omnia (4°, 1677); Caretto,
Santosale del S. Ordlne Cisterciense (4 vol. 4°, 1705) Debreyne,
many volumes on theology and medicine; TJghelli, Italia
Sacra (10 vol. folio, 1717); Henuiuuez should be quoted for
having not only the menoiogium but also the Pfianir reviviscens
(4°, 16'JO); lleyula Constit. el Pririleaia Ord. Cist, (folio, 1630)
Jaxauscheck, Bibliographia Bernardino.
;
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—The

Cistercian monastery for women was established at Tart in the Diocese
of Langres (now Dijon), in the year 1125, by sisters
from the Benedictine monastery of Juilly, and with
the co-operation of St. Stephen Harding, Abbot of
Citeaux. At Juilly, a dependence of Molcsme, Ste
Humbeline, sister' of St. Bernard, lived and died.
The Cistercian Sisters of Tart founded successively
Ferraque 1 1401 in the Diocese of Noyon, Blandecques
(1153) in the Diocese of St-Omer, and Montreuil-lesDames (1164) near Laon. In Spain the first Cistercian monastery of women was that of Tulebras (1134)
in the Kingdom of Navarre. Then came Las Huelgas
de Valladolid (1140), Espirito Santo at 01medo( 1142),
Villabona, or San .Miguel de las Duefias (1155),
Perales (1160), Gradefes (1108), etc. But the most
celebrated was Santa Maria la Heal, or I.as Huelgas de
Burgos, founded in 1187 by Alfonso VIII of Castile.
The observance was established there by Cistercian

Cistercian Sisters.

(

first
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first general chapter at Tart.
The abbesses
Trance and Spain themselves made the regular
The Council of
to their houses of filiation.

held their
of

visits

Trent, by its decrees regarding the cloister of religious
put an end to the chapter and the visits. In Italy, in
1171, were founded the monasteries of Santa Lucia at
Syracuse, San Michele at Ivrea, and that of Conversano, the only one in the peninsula in which the
abbesses carry a crosier. A century later the Cistercian Sisters were in Switzerland, in Germany, and in
Flanders.
The decadence which manifested itself in the Cistercian Order towards the middle of the fourteenth
century was felt also in the convents of nuns. But
among them energetic efforts were made to restore
the primitive observance or to introduce a new one.
It was at this limn that the Order of the Conception
was founded in Spain, at Toledo, by Beatriz de Silva.
But her religious were not slow to abandon the Cistercian rule for that of the Clares.
In France Jeanne
de Courcelles de Pourlan, having been elected Abbess
of Tart in 1017. restored the regular discipline in her
community, which was transferred to Dijon in 1625.
(wing to the hostility of the Abbot of Citeaux to the
reform, she had her abbey withdrawn by the Holy See
from the jurisdiction of the Order of Citeaux. Another reform was effected at Fort-Koyal des Champs
(

by Angedique Arnauld, 1602 (see Arnauld, under
Jacqueline-M uue- Vng£liqtte), who, to provide for
the ever-increasing number of her religious, founded
Port-Hoy. de Paris, in the borough of Saint-Jacques
il

Queen .Marie de Medicis declared herself
(1622),
protectress of this institution, and Pope Urban Mil
exempted it from the jurisdiction of the Abbot of Citeaux and placed it under that of Paris. The religious
of Port-Royal de Paris and of Port-Royal des
Champs ended by consecrating themselves to adoration of the Blessed Sacrament.
But the vicinity of
the Abbe de Saint-* 'yran was dangerous to them,
and these religious saw the suppression and destruction of Port-Royal des Champs by order of the king
The
(1710), while they themselves were dispersed.
property and abbatial titles were annexed to PortRoyal de Paris, which subsisted up to the time of the
French Revolution, and was transformed first into
a prison, and then into a maternity hospital.
After the French Revolution another reform took
Dom Augustin de Lestrange gathered the
place.
scattered Cistercian Sisters of France, with members
of other orders that had been equally dispersed, and
reconstructed the Cistercian Sisterhood.
In 179.5 he
gave them a monastery which he called the Holy
Will of God Fa Sainte-Yolonte de Dieu), situated in
the Bas-Valais, Switzerland. The Trappistines, for
... the new- religious wen- called, were obliged to leave
Switzerland in 1798. They courageously followed
the Trappist monks in their travels over Europe, returned to Switzerland in 1803, and remained there
until 1816, w hi n at length they were a Mi' to ret urn to
France and take up their abode at Forges, near La
Trappe. Two years later they occupied an old monof he August inians;at l.es circles, in the liocese
of Angers.
The Trappistines spread quickly all over
France, and into other countries of [Surope. They
have lew monai 'erics in almost all parts of the world,
and since the reunion of the thn
lions ol
La Trappe, in 1892, they have been officially entitled:
t

(

t

1

Reformed Sstercians of he St rid
The actual status MOOS) of the Cistercian Sisters.
Reformed and Xon-Reformed, is as follows: The Reformed Cistercian nuns, or Trappistines, occupy 21
(

t
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nuns who came from Tulebras, under the guidance
The second
of Misol, who became its first abbess.
abbess was Constance, daughter of the founder, who
believed she had the power of preaching in her church
and hearing the confessions of her religious. In the
following year, 1 190, the eighteen abbesses of France

I

monasteries, with about 2000 religious. The monasteries are distributed as follows: nine in France, one
in Italy, three in Holland, one in England, one in
Spain, one in Belgium, one in Germany, one in
Switzerland, two in Canada, one in Japan. To these
twenty-one houses must he added twenty others of
the Non-Reformed Cistercian nuns in Spain, affiliated
to the order of Reformed Cistercians so far as spiritual
matters are concerned, but remaining under the jurisdiction of the bishops.
The Xon-Reformed, or Common Observance of Citeaux, possess: in the Congregation of Austria three monasteries with 124 members,
in the Congregation of Switzerland 12 monasteries
with ">74 members, and in the Observance of Senanque
two monasteries with thirty members. (See also Ber-

nard inks.)

—

Cistercian Nuns in America. A Cistercian
novice who came from Europe at the same time as the
Trappists, and who was joined by seventeen American

women,

tried to establish

a community.

Circum-

stances prevented this. Father Vincent de Paul, at
Tracadie, having asked the Congregation of Not reDame of Montreal for three sisters to help him with
his mission in Nova Scotia, established them there
and after probation admitted them to the profession
of simple vows of the Third Order of La Trappe.
But
the community never in reality formed a part of the
Order of Citeaux and never even wore the Cistercian
habit. The monastery of Our Lady of Good Counsel,
St. Romuald, near Quebec, the first genuine community of Cistercian nuns in America, was established

1902 by Mother Lutgarde, prioress of Bonneval,
France. On 21 November, 1902, she brought thither
a small colony of religious women.
On 29 July of the
following year Mgr. Marois, as delegate of the Archbishop of Quebec, blessed the new monastery.
Though this kind of life was entirely new to the young
in

women

of Canada, vocations were not wanting.
The
for this house are agricultural
labour and the manufacture of chocolate. The community is under the direction of the Archbishop of
Quebec. Another at Rogersville, New Brunswick,
where there were already some Cistercian monks,
was established by the sisters expelled by the French
Government from their monastery of Yaise, at Lyons.
Hcr.YoT. Dictioimaire drs ordree religieux; GAiLLARnm, Ilistoire df l.'i Trappe; L'Abbaye de X-l). du Lac el Uordre de
Citeaux au Canada el dans Us El<its-['nis.

means of subsistence

F.

M. GlLDAS.

Citation (Lat, dtare), a heal act through which a
person, by mandate of the judge, is called before the
It is called verbal when the judge
tribunal for trial.
sends an apparitor to the accused to call him to judgment on a fixed day. If the citation be made by a
public summons it is called edictal.
When a person
has been arreted by the officers of the law his citaCitations are also distintion is said to be real.
guished into simple and peremptory. The former is
had when the judge orders a person to appear on a
determined day before his tribunal, but does not add
a threat nor declare that a prolongation of the time
will not be allowed the latter, or peremptory citation,
is that which imposes a strict ODligation to appear,
and declares that no later .summons will be issued, so
that if the person cited does not obey this one, he will
be considered contumacious. Real citation is had recourse to. when the accused is suspected of meditating
flight or is contumacious', edictal citation, when the
dan! can be reached in no other way; peremptory
citation, only under extraordinary circumstances
\
peremptory citation is held to be the equivalent in
In a judicial process,
effect to three simple citations.
a citation is ordinarily so necessary that if it be
omitted, every other act of the trial is null and void.
There are some exceptions to this, as, for example, if a
person be taken led handed, or when the accused is
already before the tribunal, or when there is danger in
;
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There arts many requisites for a legitimate
it be asked for by one party to the
that it contain the names of plaintiff and defendant, the cause of the summons, the day and place of
judgment and so forth. When a certain judge has
issued a valid citation, the case must be tried before
him, even though other judges would have been comIf the citation be not couched in the prepetent.
scribed legal style, or if it be issued for one beyond
When
the court's jurisdiction, it may be disregarded.
the plaintiff is contumacious, he may be condemned to
pay the expenses of the court and sentence may be
pronounced without him. Contumacy on the part
of the defendant creates a presumption of his guilt,
and in a real action puts the other party in temporary
possession of the disputed object.
De Luca, Prmlect. Jur. Can. (Koine, 1898), IV; Lauren-

erly cumulative, that is, to the abbot general belonged, dejure, full administration in spiritual and

delay.

citation, as that
suit,

Tiua,
Ecci.

Inst.

Jur. Eccl.

Law (New

(Freiburg.

York, 1892).

19U:J;;

?>mith, Elements of

II.

\\ iLLiAii

H. W. Fanning.

Citeaux, Abbey of, founded in 1098 by St. Robert,
Abbot of Molesme, in a deserted and uninhabited part
of the Diocese of C'halons-sur-Saone, to-day the Diocese of Dijon (Cote-d'Or, France), from which city it
four leagues distant.
A small stream of water
which overflowed its banks formed there a marsh
grass called in the
rushes
and
coarse
covered with
language of the country cistels, whence the name
Cistercium).
Here, in a
Cistell or Citeaux (Lat.
place unknown to men and hitherto inhabited only
Robert
his
companions,
to the
wild
beasts,
and
by
St.
is

number

of twenty-one, placed the foundations of the

Order of Citeaux, and commenced the literal observance of the Rule of St. Benedict. St. Robert built
the first monastery of the Cistercian Order, which
he named Novum Monasterium (new monastery), to
distinguish it from the monastery of Molesme from
which he and his brethren had come. The domain
in which Citeaux was situated belonged to Raynald,
Viscount of Beaune, who, with his wife Hodierna,
gave it voluntarily to God and the Virgin Mary. The
name of Citeaux, which this place formerly bore, soon
supplanted that of Novum Monasterium, by which it
called in the "Exordium Cisterciensis Ordinis".
of Burgundy, Eudes I, touched by the holy
of the monks of Citeaux, encouraged the work and
took upon himself the obligation of defraying all the

is

The Duke
life

expenses.

The new monastery was inaugurated on the

St. Robert was
feast of St. Benedict, 21 March, 1098.
Abbot of Citeaux, but, recalled to Molesme
a year afterwards, he was succeeded by St. Alberic,

elected

the monks the white habit and placed the
monastery immediately under the protection of the
Holy See. Under St. Alberic's successor, St. Stephen
Harding, the number of subjects was increased by
the arrival of St. Bernard and his thirty companions,
all young noblemen of Burgundy, and the order

who gave

La Ferte (Firn,ito send out colonies.
the Diocese of Chalons (to-day of Autun),
in the Diocese of Auxerre,
Clairvaux (Claravallis), in the Diocese of Langres (today of Troyes). and Morimond (Morimundus), in the
same Diocese of Langres. were the first four daughters
of Citeaux, which, in their turn, gave birth to many
monasteries.
The abbots of these houses were called
the first four Fathers of the order, and the "Charter
of Charity", work of St. Stephen, conferred upon
them the right of visiting the Abbey of Citeaux.
Popes and kings bestowed many honours and priviii
This being the mother-abbey of
liteaux.
the Cistercian Order, the abbot Was recognized as
head and superior general of the whole order. The
office was elective, the incumbent to be chosen only
from among the religious of the order, and only by
To-day the
the religious of the house <>f Citeaux.
abbot is elected by the general chapter, the religious
"f liteaux not participating.
The election was formcommenced

tas), in

Pontigny (Pontiniacum)

(

(
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temporal matters, without waiting for the confirmaTo-day this confirmation is
tion of the Holy See.
required before the abbot general can exercise his
powers. The abbot of Citeaux was also ipso facto
prime counsellor (primus consiliarius natus) in the
Parliament of Burgundy. He had the right to be
called to the assembly of States General of the kingdom and to that of the states of the Province of
Burgundy. In the councils he sat immediately after
the bishops and had the same honours and prerogatives.
He was regarded as the first of the abbots,
"the abbot of the abbots". As head and superior
general, he had the right, as he has to-day, to visit,
either in person or by his delegate, all the monasteries
of the order, and during the visit to exercise all jurisdictional powers.
Citeaux has been a nursery of saints and illustrious
personages.
From St. Robert to Blessed Guy III,
twenty-three abbots are venerated in the order as
Lambert (1155-61), Gilbert
saints and blessed.
(1163-67), Alexander (1168-75), and Arnaud I (120112) are recognized for the eminent services rendered
to the popes and to the kings.
Six abbots of Citeaux
were honoured with the Roman purple. Henri
(1304-16) and Jean IV de Martigny (1405-28) were
illustrious for their knowledge in the oecumenical
councils.
Guy d'Autun (1460-62), Hymbert Martin
de Losne (1462-76), Jean IV de Cirey (1476-1501)
were the courageous defenders of the order against
Others signalized themthe practice of Commendam.
selves by their zeal for the restoration of discipline
and by their reformatory tendencies: Edrne I de la
Croix (15S5-1604), Nicholas II Boucherat (1604-25),
Claude Vaussin (1643-70), John XII Petit (1670But its past glory
92), Nicholas Larcher (1692-1712).
and the regularity which still existed at the end of
the eighteenth century could not save Citeaux.
It
is remarkable, however, that with the exception of one
lay brother, none of the religious of Citeaux accepted
On 4 May, 1791, the abbey
the pension of the State.
was sold for the first time as national property. The
sixty-second and last abbot was Dom Francis Trouve
Having lost all hope of saving his monas(1748-90).
tery, he begged Pius VI, 25 July, 1790, to transfer his
powers to Dom Robert Schleeht. Abbot of Salmansweiler, a precaution which left life and hope to the
Dom Trouve died 27 April, 1797.
other provinces.
The monks of Citeaux created the vineyards of
Clos-Vougeot and Romance, the most celebrated of
Burgundy. In 1791, the abbey, which possessed
9800 acres of land, was sold for 862,000 pounds,
ami this money was used in turn for various purposes.
In December, 1841, it was sold to an Englishman, Arthur Young, a disciple of Fourier, for the
purpose of establishing there a phalanstery, which,

however, failed completely in 1846. The Abbe
Joseph Rey, founder of the Brothers of St. Joseph,
purchased it in 1846, established a colony for agricultural purposes there, and opened a school for the
reception and education of young delinquents and
abandoned children. The colonv was suppressed in
1889, and on 2 October, 1898, the Order of Reformed
Cistercians took possession again of Citeaux. and

Dom

Sebastien W'yart became the sixty-third abbot,
an interruption of 107 years. He was succeeded
(Oct., 1904) by
Augustin Marre, Abbot of Igny,
titular Bishop of < tonstance, and General of the (rder
of Reformed Cistercians, who, having his residence at
Home, appointed lor the governmenl of Citeaux an
auxiliary.
Robert Lescand, titular Abbot of
Saint-Aubin and Prior of the house of Citeaux.
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CITHARIZUM
par un

F. M. GlLDAS.

Citharizum, a titular see of Armenia. The city
was Bituated ii\ Asthianene or Balabitene, a region
between Masius and Anti-Taurus, north of Commagene and Mesopotamia. Justinian built a castle
here, in which he stationed a garrison under the command of a duke. He also included it in the province,
Armenia Quarta, which he had just formed. In G13
Citharizum was taken by Ashot, a general of the Persian king, Chosroes II.
In the records of the Trullan
(092) we meet the name of Marianus, Bishop
for the name seems to
Kitharizon
Kithariza),
(or
of
have been indeclinable (Lequien, I, 453). No other
bishop is known. The city is mentioned in Part hey,
" Notitia Prima", about 840 as belonging to Armenia
It is
Quarta, under the metropolis of Melitene.
identified with the modern village Keterig.
t

il

Cklzer, Georgii Cyprii

dcscriptio

orbis

romani (Leipzig,

1893). 174.

S.

Petrides.
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Citta della Pieve, Diocese of (Civitatis Plebis).
(it ia della Pieve is a city of obscure origin in the
It
province of Perugia in Umbria, Central Italy.
certainly was an episcopal see in the eleventh century, since in 1099 the bishop was expelled by the
Uines.
Later Paschal II united it with the
Diocese of Chiusi. Clement VIII re-established it as
a separate see (1601), the first bishop being Fabrizio
In 1642, while
Paolucci of the Counts of Cabulo.
Giovanni Battista Carcarasio was bishop, the citywas sacked by the German soldiers of the Duke of
Parma. The diocese is immediately subject to the
Holy See. The cathedral, dedicated to Sts. Gervasius and Protasius, is said to have been erected at
the exhortation of St. Ambrose. The diocese has a
population of 60,000, with 33 parishes, 86 churches
and chapels, 65 secular priests, and 4 religious houses
of

women.

Cappelletti, he chiese
(Rome, 1907), 402-03.

d'ltalia

(Venice, 1844);

Ann.

eccl.

U. Benigni.
Citta di Castello, Diocese of (Civitatis Castelli). Citta di Castello is a town in the province of
Perugia, in Umbria, Central Italy, situated on a slope
of ihe Apennines, not far from the Tiber, whence its
Pliny
ancient name of Tijernum or Civitas Tiberina.
In 550, Fantalogus,
built there a magnificent villa.
by order of the Ostrogothic king, Totila, took and
destroyed the city, which was later rebuilt around a
By the donation of Pepin
castle, whence its name.
the Short (752), it became subject to the Holy See.
In subsequent centuries it was under various rulers,
among them Pier Saccone di Pietramala. In the
later Middle Ages it was governed successively by
In 1375 Citta di Castin' (Iticlphs and Ghibellines.
tello joined in the insurrection of other cities of the
Cardinal Robert of Geneva
States of the Church.
(later antipope as Clement VII), undertook to recapture it with Breton mercenaries, but was repulsed.
Under Martin V, however, it was taken by Braccio
Later, Nicold Vitelli, with the
da Montone (1 120).
help of Florence and Milan, became absolute ruler or
In
1174
hrarmo.
Sixtus IV sent thither his nephew,
Cardinal Giuliano della Rovere (later Julius II).
After fruitless negotiations he laid siege to the city,
but Vitelli did not surrender until l»- learned that the
command of the army had been given to Duke Kederigo
rbino.
The following year Vitelli tried unsuccessof
fully to recapture the city: fear of Caesar Borgia alone
induced him to desist.
During the persecution of
Diocletian St. Crescentianus, a Roman knight, and
The
ten others Buffered martyrdom at Tifernum.
first-known bishop of this see was Bnnodius, present
At the
at a Roman council (465) under Pope Hilary.

—
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1898); Hisloire abrcaie de VOrdre de Ctteaux,
moine de Thymadeuc (Saint-Brieuc, 1S98).

(Saint-Brieuc,

time of the sack of the city by Fantalogus (550), the
bishop was Florius, later a friend of St. Gregory the
In 711 Lombard Arians put to death for the
Great.
Faith the bishop of the city, Albertus, and his deacon
Citta di Castello is the birthplace of Pope
Britius.
The cathedral is a noble monCelestine II (1143-44).
ument of architecture, and has among its treasures an
altar-front, (paliotto) of chiselled silver dating back to
the twelfth century, and a crosier of the fifteenth.
The diocese has a population of 50,250, with 158
parishes, 300 churches and chapels, 162 secular and
10 regular priests, and 12 religious houses of women.
Cappelle™. he chiese d'ltalia (Venice. 1844), IV, 581-748;
Ann. eccl. (Rome. 1907). 403-fi; Muzl, Memorie eccl. e civili di
Citta di Castello (ibid., 1842-17).

U. Benigni.

See Refuge.

City of Refuge.

Ciudad Real (Ecclesia Cluniensis), BishopricPriorate of the Military Orders of Spain, directly
subject to the Holy See. To counteract the disadvantages caused by the dispersion of the church lands
appertaining to the military orders of Santiago,
Alcantara, Calahorra, and Montesa, Article VI of
the Concordat of 1851 decrees that a special circumscription (coto redondo) be formed for the churches
belonging to the aforesaid orders and that the government thereof be confided to a prior, with episcopal
rank, and furthermore that said see be designated as
Consequently, by the Bull
in partibus infidelium.
"Ad Apostolicam Beati Petri", Pius IX created
of the Military Orders,
Bishopric-Priorate
the
(1875)
assigning to it as territory all the province of Ciudad
Real, some towns of which had hitherto belonged
to the Diocese of Toledo, others to the Dioceses of
Cuenca and Cordova. The residence of the bishop
At. the
'iudad Real (population, 1900,15,327).
is at
same time the pope accorded to King Alfonso XII
and to his successors, as Grand Masters of the Military Orders, the right to nominate within three
months the bishop-prior, whenever a vacancy occurred, and at the same time to solicit for him from
the Holy See the title of Bishop of Dora in partibus
infidelium, which church was to remain perpetually
united to the Priorate of Ciudad Real. The execution of the Bull was confided to the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, by whom (4 June, 1876) the entire
province of Ciudad Real was made a bishopricpriorate of the Military Orders, and for all canonical
purposes constituted a territory vere et proprie
(

nulling dioBcesis,
jurisdiction.

i.

e.

exempt from

all

neighbouring

Gomez Salazar t La Fuente, Lecciones

de discipline
Hervas
eclaiaatiea (3d ed. Madrid. ISSOi. I, 26S-70, 484-91;
y Buendi'a, Diccionario hist, geograf de la pruv. de CiudadKeat (Madrid, 1892).
.

LlUAKDO DE HlNOJOSA.

Ciudad Rodrigo, Diocese of (Civitatensis),
suffragan of the Diocese of Santiago, comprises the
greater part of the province of Salamanca, and a porThe city of Ciudad
tion of the province of Caceres.
Rodrigo, which is the capital of the diocese, was
named for the Count Rodrigo Gonzalez, who founded
century.
It has
it about, the middle of the twelfth
approximately a population of 7000 inhabitants, and
The
bishopric
district.
judicial
of
the
is the head
II, King of Leon, its
establishment being confirmed by Pope Alexander
This see finally succeeded that of CaliaIII in 1175.
bria, which dated from the Visigothic era. and existed
from 621 to 693. Alfonso VIII gave the city of 'aha-

was established by Ferdinand

(

Ciudad Rodrigo in 1191. The
known was
first bishop of whom anything certain is
the most celebrated was the
(1165);
called Pedro
learned jurist Don Diego de Covarruvias y Leyva
bria to the Diocese of

(1560)
I

i

,hez,

De

las ialesias de Avila, Caliabria. etc.

in

Espafia

CIUDAD

(Madrid, 1786), XIV, 45-50; Gonzales-Davila,
Theatro eclesidstico de las Iglesias de las dos Castillas (Madrid,
1700), IV, 1-48.

Sagrada

Eduardo DE HlNOJOSA.
Ciudad Victoria, Diocese

of.

See Tamaulipas.

Cius (Kios), a titular see of Asia Minor. Kios was a
Milesian colony on the Bithynian coast in the Kianos
Kolpos, a bay formed by the Propontis. It was captured by Hymeos, a general of Darius, was destroyed

by Philip III, and restored by Prusias, whence
new name Prusias ad Hippum. Its episcopal

its

see

was suffragan to Prusa. Bishop Cyrillus was present
At an early date the see was raised
at Nictea in 325.
to a higher rank; according to Ramsay (Asia Minor,
428) Julianus, who played an important part at Constantinople and Chalcedon as apocrisiarius of Pope
Leo, was Bishop of Kios, not of Kos. At the Council
of Constantinople, under the Patriarch Menas, in 54C,
Hedistus subscribes as metropolitan of Cius, but this
must be a later interpolation, for at the sixth and
seventh (Ecumenical Councils the see holds again
only episcopal rank; at the Eighth General Council
and as late as the twelfth century we find archbishops.
Of the sixteen titulars quoted by Lequien (I, 631),
the most worthy of notice is St. Eustathius, a confessor
Kios may be Civitot, the
under the Iconoclasts.
landing-place of the Crusaders on their way to Nica>a,
though this is placed by many geographers at Yalova.
The Turks call it Ghemlek. It has 5000 inhabitants
(4600 Greeks, 300 Mussulmans, 100 Armenians), and
is the chief town of a caza in the vilayet of Brusa, and
also the residence of the Greek metropolitan of
There remain yet some ruins of its ancient
Nicaea.
The little haven exports chrome.
walls.
CniNET, Turquie d'Asie, IV, 141-145; Cleonymos and
Papadopoulos, BUhynica, Gr. (Constantinople, 1867), 48-51;
F.vANGELinibs,

The City

of

the

Kians. Gr. (Athens, 1892);

KOKKINAKE3, Essay on Kios, Gr. (Constantinople, 1895) Smith,
Diet, of Creek and Roman Geogr. (London, 1878) ,629.
;
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Allegiance.

— By

Petridks.

citizens at the same time.
They owe, it is said,
a divided allegiance. On the one hand they are bound
to obey an infallible pope, who is the sole judge of
what comes within his sphere of authority, and who
may be a foreigner; and on the other they must
satisfy the claims of the State to the loyalty and
obedience of its subjects. It is asserted that the
duties of the citizen are sure to be sacrificed by a
devout Catholic to the interests of his Church.
This conflict of jurisdictions did not arise in preChristian times.
Each nation had its own religion,
its own gods, its own worship.
The national religion
was a primary element in the constitution of the
State.
The chief ruler of the State was also supreme pontiff. As a citizen owed obedience to his
country's laws, so he owed reverence and worship
to his country's gods. The State domineered with
absolute sway over both the spiritual and the temporal; it claimed the whole devotion of both body
and soul. Jesus Christ established a spiritual kingdom on earth, which we call His Church. He gave
His Church authority over all matters concerned
with the worship of the one, true God, and the salvation of souls; it was His intention that the Gospel
should be preached to every creature, that all men
should enter His kingdom, that His Church should
be Catholic, i. e. universal. This fact is of supreme
importance not only in religion, but also in history

good

politics.
As von Ranke said: "The rise of
Christianity involved the liberation of religion from
From this followed the growth
all political elements.
of a distinct ecclesiastical class with a peculiar constitution.
In this separation of the Church from the
State consists perhaps the greatest, the most pervading and influential peculiarity of all Christian
times.
The mutual relations of the spiritual
and secular powers, their position with regard to
each other, form from this time forward one of the
most important considerations in all history " (The

and

.

Popes,
civil
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allegiance

is

meant

the duty of loyalty and obedience which a person
owes to the State of which he is a citizen. The word
allegiance is a derivative of liege, free, and historically it signifies the service which a free man owed
In the matter in hand its meaning
to his liege lord.
is wider, it is used to signify the duty which a citizen
owes to the State of which he is a subject. That
duty, according to the teaching of the Catholic
Church, rests on nature itself and the sanctions of
As nature and religion prescribe to children
religion.
dutiful conduct towards the parents who brought
them into the world, so nature and religion impose on
citizens certain obligations towards their country and
its rulers. These obligations may be reduced to those
Patriotism requires
of patriotism and obedience.
that the citizen should have a reasonable esteem and
He should take an interest in
love for his country.
his country's history, he should know how to value
her institutions, and he should be prepared to sacrifice
In his country's need it is
himself for her welfare.
not only a noble thing, but it is a sacred duty to lay
safety
of the commonwealth.
life
one's
for
the
down
Love for his country will lead the citizen to show
honour and respect to its rulers. They represent he
State, and are entrusted by God with power to rule it
The citizen's chief duty is to
for the common good.
obey the just laws of his country. To be able to distinguish what laws of the civil authority are just and
obligatory, it will be advisable to lay down the principles of Catholic theology respecting the nature, subject-matter, and limits of the obedience which citizens
owe to the State. To understand these we must know
something of the mutual relations between Church
and State. From the time of Our Lord to the present,
no accusation has been more persistently made against
Catholics than that they cannot be good Catholics and
t

.

.

I, 10).

The teaching of the Catholic Church concerning
the duty of civil allegiance will be clear if we lay
down her doctrine about the origin and limits of the
temporal and spiritual power, and the relation in
which they stand to each other. The Church's teaching on these points is part of her doctrinal system,
derived from Scripture and tradition. The archbishops and bishops of the United States made use
of the following weighty words in the joint pastoral
letter which they addressed to the clergy and laity
of their charge in the Second Plenary Council of
Baltimore, held in the year 1866: "The enemies of
the Church fail not to represent her claims as incompatible with the independence of the Civil
Power, and her action as impeding the exertions of
the State to promote the well-being of society. So
far from these charges being founded in fact, the
authority and influence of the Church will be found
to be the most efficacious support of the temporal
authority by which society is governed. The Church
indeed does not proclaim the absolute and entire
independence of the Civil Power, because it teaches
with the Apostle that 'all power is of God'; that
the temporal magistrate is his minister, and that the
power of the sword he wields is a delegated exercise
For
of authority committed to him from on high.
the children of the Church obedience to the Civil
Power is not a submission to force which may not
be resisted; nor merely the compliance with a conand security; but a religious duty
founded on obedience to God, by whose authority
the Civil Magistrate exercises his power." In order
to learn in detail what the Catholic doctrine is concerning the duty of civil allegiance we cannot do
dition for peace

better titan consult the authoritative utterances of
the popes themselves.
Leo XIII touches upon this
doctrine in several of his Encyclical letters, and he

CIVIL

it at length in that which begins with the
words "Immortale Dei," issued 1 November, 1885.
Origin op the State. According to Catholic
teaching man is by nature a social animal, he naturally
seeks the society of his fellows, and he cannot attain
As he
to his proper development except in society.
is born and bred in the bosom of the family, from the
necessities of his nature, so, in order to defend him-

treats of

—

in order to attain the full perfection of his
bodily, mental, and spiritual faculties, families must
join together and form a higher and more powerful
Nature prescribes that the
society, the State.
father should be the head of the family, and to keep
the peace between citizens, to secure to all their
rights, to punish the wTongdoer, to foster the common
good, nature imperiously demands that there should
be a supreme authority in the State. As Leo XIII
self,

says in the Encyclical "Immortale Dei", "It is not
difficult to determine what would be the form and
character of the State were it governed according
Man's
to the principles of Christian philosophy.
natural instinct moves him to live in civil society,
for he cannot, if dwelling apart, provide himself with
the necessary requirements of life, nor procure the
means of developing his mental and moral faculties.
Hence it is divinely ordained that he should lead
his life, be it family, social, or civil, with his fellowmen, amongst whom alone his several wants can
be adequately supplied. But as no society can hold
together unless someone be over all, directing all to
strive earnestly for the common good, every civilized community must have a ruling authority, and
this authority, no less than society itself, has its source
in nature, and has consequently God for its author.
Hence it follows that all public power must proceed
from God. For God alone is the true and supreme
Lord of the world. Everything without exception
must be subject to Him, and must serve Him, so
that whosoever holds the right to govern, holds it

from one

sole

and

Sovereign Ruler of
"
from God.'

single source,
all.

'There
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namely God. lie
is no power but
t

The state of civil society then is the state of nature;
there never was. nor, man's nature being what it is,
could there be a state in which men led a solitary
life of freedom without the restraints and the advantages of civil society, such as was dreamed of by
Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau. The authority of
the State is derived not from a social compact,
voluntarily entered into by men, but, like the authority of the father of a family, it is derived from
nut ure herself, and from God, the Author and the
l.i ird of nature.
This Catholic doctrine concerning
the Divine origin of civil authority, as it is inherent
in society, must be carefully distinguished from the
theory of the Divine right of kings which was popular
in England among the High Church party in the
seventeenth century. According to the theory of
Divine right the king was the Divinely constituted
vicegerent of Jesus Christ on earth; he was responsible to God alone for his acts; in the name of God he
governed his subjects in both spiritual and temporal
matters. The theory united the spiritual and the
temporal power in one subject, and derived the combined authority from the direct and immediate
delegation of God. It has not ineptly been called
Csesaropapism.
But though nature and God prescribe that there
should be a supreme authority in the State, and that
all citizens should conscientiously render due obedience to it, yet they do not determine the subject of
the supreme civil authority. Whether a particular
State De a monarchy, an oligarchy, or a democracy,
or any combination of these forms of government, is
a matter that depends on history and the character of
Provided that the government fulfils its
the people.
function, its form in the eyes of the Catholic Church is

of comparatively little importance. As Leo XIII says,
"The right to rule is not necessarily bound up with
any special mode of government. It may take this
or that form, provided only that it be of a nature
But whatever be the
to ensure the general welfare.
nature of the government rulers must ever bear in
mind that God is the paramount ruler of the world,
and must set Him before themselves as their exemplar
and law in the administration of the State" (EncycThe same pope touches on
lical, Immortale Dei).
this subject in his Encyclical (10 January, 1890) on
the chief duties of Christians as citizens: "The
Church", he says, "the guardian always of her own
right and most observant of that of others, holds that
it is not her province to decide which is the best
among many different forms of government and the
civil institutions of Christian States, and amid the
various kinds of State rule she does not disapprove
of any, provided the respect due to religion and the
observance of good morals be upheld." He returned
to the same point in his Encyclical of 16 February,
1892, on allegiance to the republic in France:

"Various political governments have succeeded one
another in France during the last century, each having its own distinctive form: the Empire, the Mon-

By giving one's self up
archy, and the Republic.
to abstractions one could at length conclude which
is the best of these forms, considered in themselves;
and in all truth it may be affirmed that each of them
that
is good, provided it lead straight to the end
is to say, to the common good, for which social auand finally, it may be added
thority is constituted
that, from the relative point of view, such and such
a form of government may be preferable because of
being better adapted to the character and customs
In this order of speculative
of such or such a nation.
ideas, Catholics, like all other citizens, are free to
prefer one form of government to another, precisely
because no one of these social forms is, in itself,
opposed to the principles of sound reason or to
the maxims of Christian doctrine."
The State not Secularist. The State should
not be indifferent to religion and profess mere secularism.
"The State," says Leo XIII, in the FCncycDei", "constituted as it is, is
lical "Immortale
clearly bound to act up to the manifold and weighty
duties linking it to God, by the public profession of
religion.
Nature and reason, which command every
individual devoutly to worship God in holiness, because we belong to Him and must return to Him
since from Him we came, bind also the civil community by a like law. For men living together in
society are under the power of God no less than
individuals are, and society, not less than individuals, owes gratitude to God, who gave it being
and maintains it, and whose ever-bounteous goodSince, then,
ness enriches it with countless blessings.
no one is allowed to be remiss in the service due In
God, and since the chief duly of all men is to cling
not
to religion in both its teaching and practice
such religion as they may have a preference for, but
the religion which God enjoins, and which certain and
most clear marks show to be the only one true
religion
it is a public crime to act as though there
were no God. So, too, is it a sin in the State not
for religion, as a something beyond its
have
care
to
scope, or as of no practical benefit; it nut of many
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of religion to

adopt that one which chimes
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we are bound absolutely to worway which he has -Inran to be His

"it'u the fancy; for

ship

God

in that

All who rule, therefore, should hold in honour
name of Cod. and one of their chief duties
must 1»' to favour religion, to protect it, to shield it
under the credit and sanction of the laws, and neither
to organize nor enact any measures that may compromise its safety. This is the bounden duty of
For one
rulers to the people over whom they rule.

will.

the holy
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all are we destined by our birth and adoption
to enjoy, when this frail and fleeting life is ended,
a supreme and final good in heaven, and to the attainment of this every endeavour should be directed.
Since, then, upon this depends the full and perfect
happiness of mankind, the securing of this end should
be of all imaginable ii. 'erests the most urgent.
Hence civil society, estab'ished for the common
welfare, should not only sa f eguard the well-being
of the community, but have also at heart the interests of its individual members, in such mode as
not in any way to hinder, but in every manner to
render as easy as may be, the possession of that
highest and unchangeable good for which all should
seek."
The Church a Divine Society. Although the
State must not be indifferent to religion, yet direct
authority in matters pertaining thereto, since the
coming of Jesus Christ, no longer belongs to the
State but to the Church, a Divinely constituted and
perfect society which He founded, and to which He
gave full spiritual power to rule its subjects in matAs Leo XIII
ters of religion, and guide them to God.
says, in his Encyclical of 10 January, 1890: "No one
can without risk to faith, foster any doubt as to the
Church alone having been invested with such power
of governing souls as to exclude altogether the civil
And in the Encyclical "Immortale
authority."
Dei" he says: "For the only-begotten Son of God
established on earth a society which is called the
Church, and to it He handed over the exalted and
Divine office which He had received from His Father,
'As the
to be continued through the ages to come.
Father hath sent me, I also send you. Behold I am
with you all days, even to the consummation of the
Consequently, as Jesus Christ came into
world.'
the world that men 'might have life and have it more
abundantly', so also has the Church for its aim and
end the eternal salvation of souls, and hence it is so
constituted as to open wide its arms to all mankind,

and

—

unhampered by any

limit of either time or place.
'Preach ye the Gospel to every creature.' Over
this mighty multitude God has Himself set rulers
with power to govern; and He has willed that one
should be the head of all, and the chief and unerring
teacher of truth, to whom He has given 'the keys
Feed my lambs, feed
of the kingdom of heaven.
my sheep. I have prayed for thee that thy faith
up of men, just as
This
society
is
made
fail not.'
civil society is, and yet is supernatural and spiritual,
for
was founded, and
the
end
which
it
account
of
on
of the means by which it aims at attaining that end.

Hence it is distinguished and differs from civil
society and, what is of highest moment, it is a society
chartered as of right Divine, perfect in its nature and
in its title, to possess in itself, through the will and
loving kindness of its Founder, all needful provision
And just as the end
for its maintenance and action.
at which the Church aims is by far the noblest of
ends, so is its authority the most exalted of all authority, nor can it be looked upon as inferior to the
In
civil power or in any manner dependent upon it.
very truth Jesus Christ gave to His Apostles unrestrained authority in regard to things sacred, together with the genuine and most true power of
making laws, as also with the two-fold right of judging and of punishing, which flow from that power.
'All power is given to Me in heaven and on earth:
teaching them
going therefore teach all nations
to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded
you.'
And in another place, 'If he will not hear
And again, 'In readiness to
hern tell the Church.'
revenge all disobedience.' And once more, 'That
.1 may not deal more severely according to the
power « hich the Lord hath given me, unto edification
and not unto destruction.' Hence it is the Church,
and not the State, that is to be man's guide to
.

t

,
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heaven. It is to the Church that God has assigned
the charge of seeing to, and legislating for, all that
concerns religion; of teaching all nations; of spreading
the Christian faith as widely as possible; in short, of
administering freely and without hindrance, in accordance with her own judgment, all matters that
fall within its competence."
Relation Between the Two Powers. In the
same Encyclical the pope shows that this power has
always been claimed and exercised by the Church,
and then goes on to trace the relation which exists
between the two powers. "The Almighty, therefore, has appointed the charge of the human race
between two powers, the ecclesiastical and the civil,
the one being set over Divine, and the other over
human things. Each in its kind is supreme, each
has fixed limits within which it is contained, limits
which are defined by the nature and special object
of the province of each, so that there is, we may say,
an orbit traced out within which the action of each
But
is brought into play by its own native right.
inasmuch as each of these two powers has authority
over the same subjects, and as it might come to pass
that one and the same thing related differently,
but still remaining one and the same thing might
belong to the jurisdiction and determination of both,

—

—

—

therefore God, who foresees all things, and who is
the author of these two powers, has marked out the
course of each in right correlation to the other.
'For the powers that are, are ordained of God.'
Were this not so, deplorable contentions and conflicts would often arise, and not infrequently men,
like travellers at the meeting of two roads, would
hesitate in anxiety and doubt, not knowing what
course to follow. Two powers would be commanding contrary things, and it would be a dereliction
But it would
of duty to disobey either of the two.
be most repugnant to deem thus of the wisdom and
albeit of
physical
things,
Even
in
goodness of God.
a lower order, the Almighty has so combined the
action
and
tempered
nature
with
springs
of
forces and
wondrous harmony that no one of them clashes with
aptly
work
them
most
fitly
and
of
other,
and
all
any
together for the great purpose of the universe.
There must, accordingly, exist between these two
powers a certain orderly connexion, which may be
compared to the union of the soul and body in man.
The nature and scope of that connexion can be
have laid down, by having
determined only, as
regard to the nature of each power, and by taking
account of the relative excellence and nobleness of
One of the two has for its proximate
their purpose.
and chief object the well-being of this mortal life;
the other the everlasting joys of heaven. Whatever,
therefore, in things human is of a sacred character,
whatever belongs either of its own nature or by reason of the end to which it is referred, to the salvation
of souls or to the worship of God, is subject to the
power and judgment of the Church. Whatever is
to be ranged under the civil and political order is
Jesus Christ
rightly subject to the civil authority.
has Himself given command that what is Cesar's
is to be rendered to Cesar, and that what belongs to
God is to be rendered to God. There are nevert lieless occasions when another method of concord is
available for the sake of peace and liberty: We
mean when rulers of the State and the Roman
Pontiff come to an understanding touching some
special matter.
(See CONCORDAT.) At such times the
Church gives signal proof of her motherly love by
showing the greatest possible kindliness and indul-

We

gence."

The Church's Temporal

Jurisdiction.

—The

pope then briefly describes the advantages which
would follow froiii the establishment of tins Christian
scheme of society if both powers were content to
keep within their legitimate sphere. Human naturei
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however, is prone to go wrong, and many and bitter
have been the conflicts between the two powers.
While no Catholic would maintain that in these
struggles the Church was always in the right, modern
historians of the scientific school freely admit that
One
the civil power was generally the aggressor.
cause of conflict was the jurisdiction over many

merely temporal matters which the Christian empi ct is of Rome granted to the popes and to bishops.
During the Middle Ages bishops continued to claim
and to exercise this jurisdiction, which was sometimes enlarged, sometimes curtailed, by local cus-

toms and laws. In various ways the pope became
paramount lord of whole kingdoms during the same
period.
Thus, by the voluntary act of King John
and his barons, England was made a fief of the Holy
When
Sic ami became fur a time tributary to it.
flu' Church had once lawfully acquired such rights
as these, it was natural thai she should wish to retain
them; indeed.no churchman could lawfully surrender
the justly acquired rights of his church, even in
temporal matters, wit limit just cause and the leave
Still, the double jurisdiction led
of the Holy See.
to strife between the two powers, and by degrees the
State in most European countries not only deprived
tin- Church of the jurisdiction in temporal matters
which she once possessed, but made large inroads
into the spiritual domain which belongs exclusively
Conflicts also arose over mixed
to the Church.
such as legitimacy, which belonged to both
jurisdictions, and in consequence of the claim of the
Church to an indirect and incidental jurisdiction in
matters temporal. Thus the Church claims authority over the education of her children even in
subjects which do not pertain directly to religion,
and in all probability in the same way she obtained
in England the power which she once enjoyed over
testamentary dispositions. This is a matter of the
greatest importance in the history of English law.
Owing to it the English law of property at the present
day is divided into halves, that of realty and thai
The division is due to the fact that
of personalty.
.

the Church, on account of her authority over pious
causes and legacies to charitable purposes, early
obtained jurisdiction over all testamentary dispositions of personalty, while the realty was left to the
civil
There was a controversy among
courts.
theologians and jurists as to the extent of the Church's
power over temporal matters. All admit that, her
ority does in some way extend to temporal
indeed, the proposition that she has no direct
in
indirect temporal authority was condemned by
Pius IX in the Syllabus of Errors. To explain the
nature of that power three systems have been devised
by theologians and jurists.
(a) Theory of Direct Power. -One school, which
comprised such men as John of Salisbury and his
friend St. Thomas Becket, maintained that the pope
had direct power over temporal as over spiritual
matters.
All power was given to Jesus Christ, the
King of kings and Lord of lords, and He made over
the plenitude of the power which He had received
to His vicars, the Human pontiffs.
Consequently
the popes are the supreme rulers of the world in
both spiritual ami temporal matters, they keep the
spiritual power in their own hands, while they delegate the temporal to emperors ami kings. These,
therefore, are directly responsible for their acts to
the pope in whose name they govern.
It is possible
to quote expressions from papal documents which
seem to support this opinion. Gregory VII, Innocent III. ami other popes, used phrases which are
capable of being interpreted in that sense; but if the
of those documents be considered, and especially if the teaching of these popes on other occasions
be taken into account, they must be explained in
another way. Thus Innocent III, writing to the

Patriarch of Constantinople, says that "not only the
Church universal but the whole world was left to
Peter to govern." But his aim is to show the universality of the pope's spiritual jurisdiction in contrast to that exercised over particular churches by
In his celebrated Decretal
other spiritual rulers.
"Novit," Innocent III defends himself from the
imputation of desiring to usurp or curtail the jurisdiction or power of the King of France: "Why", he
asks, "should we desire to usurp the jurisdiction of
another, when we are not competent to wield our

own?"

He

explains

that

he had

summoned

the

French king before his spiritual tribunal to answer
for a sin. a matter which belonged to the ecclesiastical
Similarly, in his Decretal " Per vcnerabilem",
court.
the same great pope says that he is well aware that

"Render to Caesar the things that are
Ca-sar's and to God the things that are God's", but
that, notwithstanding, in certain causes the pope
exercises temporal jurisdiction casually and in-

Christ said.

cidentally.

—

Hence there was
(6) Theory of Indirect Power.
another opinion defended by Hugo of St. Victor,
Alexander of Hales, and others, according to which
the power granted by Christ to the Church and to
the pope was spiritual, and had reference only to

The Church had
religion and the salvation of souls.
no merely temporal jurisdiction of Divine right;
supreme within
kings
were
and
Christian emperors
However,
the limits of their temporal authority.
there is quesgive
way
when
must
all
inasmuch as
tion of the salvation of souls, " For what doth it
profit a man if he gain the whole world, and suffer
the loss of his soul?" and, " If thy right eye scandalize
thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee"; so all impediments to salvation must be removed. He, therefore, who has the care of the salvation of souls should
have the power to remove any impediment to salvation,

even

if it

be caused by a Christian emperor or

Resides. Christian emperors and kings are
king.
children of the Church, and as such subject to the
supreme rulers of the Church. The first Christian
emperors acknowledged this; great saints and bishops

Ambrose and St. Chrysostom taught it and
acted on it; the popes of the Middle Ages were only
following precedent when they acted in like manner.
Bellarmine, one of the chief exponents of this theory
of the indirect power of the popes over temporal
affairs, says that it was the common opinion of
theologians; Suarez, another great upholder of the
of tingsame view, in his volume against James
land, says that it was the more received and apIn our time this
proved opinion among Catholics.
opinion has become generally accepted, and Leo XIII
seems to adopt it in his Encyclical quoted above on
"Whatever",
the Christian constitution of States.
he says, "in things human is of a sacred character,
whatever belongs either of its own nature or by reason of the end to which it is referred, to the salvation of souls or to the worship of God, is subject to
the power and judgment of the Church."
Power.
A third opinion
(r) Theory of Directiw
was held by Fenelon, Gosselin, and a fewothers,
that the pope has only a directing and guiding, not
a constraining, power over temporal affairs. These
writers taught tli.it the church should instruct
hurt, warn, and admonish temporal rulers; she may
declare that a civil law is unjust, but that she has no
coercing power even indirectly in temporal matters.
This position of the iallican School is now- abandoned
From
by all Catholics, and has lie.-,. me obsolete
what has been said it will be clear what are the nature,
the extent, and the limits of civil allegiance accordAccording to the teaching of the Catholic Church.
ing to that teaching citizens are religiously bound to
like St.

1

—

<

reverence and obey their civil
which belong to the sphere

rulers in all "

of

civil

government.
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much to the well-being of the citizens, the State
indifferent to religion.
Still the direct
care of religion has not been committed to the State,
but to the Church founded by Christ, which is a
society to which the baptized members of the State
throughout the world belong, which has all the
powers necessary for the attainment of its supernatural end, the sanctification and salvation of souls,
and which is independent of the State. Hence, there
are limits set to the duty of civil allegiance.
The
State is not competent to make laws in matters of
religion, nor may it interfere with the rights of the
Church. If the State transgresses the limits assigned
to it, the duty of obedience ceases: "We ought to
obey God rather than men." This undoubted
Christian principle is not invoked by the Catholic
to shield his disloyalty and disobedience to the State
under the specious pretext of following his conscience.
The Catholic is not guided in matters of
duty by private judgment, but by the public teaching and law of the Catholic Church. The State has
nothing to fear from the action of the Catholic
Church; her whole energies are bent on making her
children good men, good Christians, good citizens.
Moreover, the spiritual teaching, power, and influence
of the Church are necessary in order to correct certain modern tendencies to exaggerate the power of
the State.
In proportion as certain doctrines of
some socialists and idealists are translated into fact,
the power of the State will be increased, and the
liberty with which Christ has made free the Christian
world will be in serious peril.
Wynne, The Great Encyclical Letters of Pope Leo XIII (New
York, 1903); Hergenrother, Catholic Church and Christian
Slate (London, 1876); Rxckaby, Political and Moral Essays

since that date may be mentioned: Angelo Pichinoli
(1486), nuncio to Hungary; Angelo Gozzadini (1621),
and Gianfrancesco Tenderini (1736), who died in the
odour of sanctity. In 1252 the Diocese of Gallese
was incorporated with that of Civita Castellana. Reestablished in 1562, Gallese was again suppressed in
1573.
The diocese has a population of 40,200, with
29 parishes, 202 churches and chapels, 105 secular
and 27 regular priests, 6 religious houses of men. and
13 of women.
It is immediately subject to the Holy
See.
Cappelletti. Le chiese d'ltalia (Venice, 18441, VI, 9, 16, 49,

utes

must not be

(New York, 1902); Newman, A Letter to the Duke of Norfolk
on Occasion of Gladstone's Expostulation (London. 1875);
Wernz. Jus Decretalium, 2d ed. (Rome. 1905). 15-21. 21-54;
Bianchi, Delia Potestd e delta Politico delta Chiesa (Rome,
1745; French version by Peltier, Paris, 1857).
T.
Civil Constitution of the Clergy.
tion.

Slater

See Revolu-

Civilization, Christian. See Family; Individual;
Missions; Morality; Progress; Slavery; Society;

Woman.
Civil

Law, Influence of the Church

on.

See

Law.
Civil

See Marriage.

Marriage.
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That sphere comprises whatever may contribute
to the temporal welfare of the whole body of citizens.
As religion is a sacred duty and its practice contrib-

Civita Castellana, Orte, and Gallese, Diocese of
(Civitatis Castellan.*:, Hortanensis et Gallesinensis). Civita Castellana is a town in the Province
of Rome, on the Treia, an affluent of the Tiber, and
was built mi the ruins of the ancient Falerii, capital of
the Falisci, a Latin tribe frequently at war with the
Romans until subdued by Camillus, 394 B. c. In 356
B. c, however, and during the Samnite War, this
tribe renewed the struggle with Rome.
Excavations
nn the site of the ancient city have brought to light
many important finds illustrating ancient Faliscan

Pope Alexander III died, and was
at Civita Castellana.
In 1798 the Austrians
under Mack were defeated here by the French general, Macdonald.
A number of martyrs suffered

6S;

Ann.

eccl.

(Rome, 1907), 406-08.
TJ.

Civita di Penne.

Benigni.

See Penne.

Civita-Terranuova, Diocese of.

See Ampurias.

Civitavecchia and Corneto, Diocese of (Cen-

tumcellarum ctCorn'Et.wa).

— Civitavecchia

is

an

important and fortified Mediterranean seaport, in the
province of Rome. Part of its fortifications and
piers date from the time of the Emperor Trajan.
The city, which enjoyed considerable importance,
military and commercial, under the temporal sovereignty of the popes, was improved to great advantage
by Eugene IV, Nicholas V, Julius II, Gregory XIII,
During the perseSixtus V, Urban VIII, and others.
cution of Gallus, Pope Cornelius was exiled to Centumcella?, the ancient

name

of this city (Lib. Pont.,

Duchesne, 1. 150-52). Catacombs have been found
In 314 Epictetus, its bishop, was present at
the Council of Aries. Another Epictetus, Bishop
of Centumcellse towards the middle of the fourth
century, was a rabid Arian and a bad counsellor of
Emperor Constantius. In 10S6 the see was suppressed
and Civitavecchia was united to Toscanella and in
1193 to Viterbo. In 1825 Leo XII re-established the
In 1S54 the
see, uniting it to Porto and Santa Rufina.
union with Santa Rufina was severed and Civitavecchia was united with the Diocese of Corneto. The
latter is a town in the province of Rome, situated on a
hill about three miles from the sea, near the ruins of
the ancient Tarquinii, once the capital of the Etruscans or rather of the southern part of ancient Etruria;
it was in its time a seat of advanced civilization, if
we are to judge from the painted earthenware and
other objects found in the numerous tombs scattered
through this region. The catacombs are a proof of
the early introduction of Christianity, which however
seems to have made its way thither, neither from
Rome nor by sea, but from the neighbouring Bolsena.
No bishops of Corneto are known for the ancient
Christian period. The basilicas of Santa Maria in
Castello and of Santa Restituta are very ancient.
ed.,

here.

Cappelletti believes that it was made a diocese in 1435.
diocese is immediately subject to the Holy See,
has 29, 700 Catholics, 12 parishes, 7 religious houses of
men and 7 of women.
Cappelletti, Led.iteseaV Italia (Venice, 1844), I, 529; V, 649;
Ann. eccl. (Rome, 1907) 426-7; Db Rossi. Bullet! di arch,

The

.

crisl.

(1SS7) V. 10J-S; Calissf. Slaluti delta citla di Civitae Document!
1885) VII, 109-37.

lecchia in Studi

1

U. Benigni.

civilization.

buried

within the limits of the Diocese of Civita Castellana.
Its first known bishop was I Tescentius, h ho discovered,
in 998, the relies of Martianus ami Johannes.
In
i\ ita
1437 tli'
tiocese oi
!astellana was united with
that of Orte.
Orte ("the ancient llorta) is a town that
rises on a travertine hill some distance north of Home.
Not far from here are the catacombs of St. Eutychius and others recently discovered. Thirty-eight
bishops of Civit a Castellana are known previous to its
union with Orte. Among the noteworthy bishops
I

I

I

Clairvaux, Abbey of, third daughter of CSteaux
in the fourth line of numerous and celebrated monasteries, founded in 1115 by St. Bernard,
in a deep valley upon the left bank of the Auhe. and
known as the Vattie d' Absinthe (Valley of Wormwood or Bitterness), then in the Diocese of Langres,
to-day in that of Troves in Champagne, Department
of tin- Aube, France.
Bugues I. Count of Troves,
donated this valley to the colony of Cistercians, In
a short time it became the Clara Vallis, or Clairvaux,
as the new abbey is already called in a charter of
Hi.
After a trying ami laborious beginning,
Clairvaux, under the direction of St. Bernard, de-

and mother

1

1
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His renown attracted such large
of postulants that even in his lifetime sixtyeight monasteries were founded from it in France,
Italy, Germany, England, Spain, and Portugal.
In HIS twelve monks from Clairvaux installed
themselves at Trois-Fontaines in the Diocese of
Chalons, under the guidance of Roger, one of the first
convert.-' St. Bernard by his eloquence had attracted
from the celebrated school of Stephen of Vitry. In
1119 Bernard sent another colony to found Fontenay
in the Diocese of Autun, to-day in that of Troyes.
Then were founded Foigny in the Diocese of Noyon;
Cherlieu in the Diocese of Besancon; Longpont in the
tiocese of Soissons; Vauclair in the Diocese of Laon;
La Grace- Dieu in the Diocese of Saintes; Buzay in the
Diocese n|' Nantes; Bonmont in the Diocese of Geneva (Switzerland); Hautecombe in the Diocese of
Geneva, to-day in that of Chambery; Chiaravalle in
the' Diocese of Milan;
Moreruela in the Diocese of
Zamora (Spain): Rievaulx and Fountains in the Diocese "f York (England).
Towards 1153 it became
ry to extend the limits of Clairvaux and erect
other claustral buildings.
The new buildings were
quickly constructed.
"The Church," says a witness,
"arose from the soil as though it was animated witli a
living soul and capable of self-motion".
It was 347
feet long and 114 feet wide, with a triple nave in
eleven divisions. The transept was 177 feet, and
contained eight square altars facing one another. No
architectural or artistic ornament relieved the severity of the style either of the interior or of the exterior.
Illustrious persons were buried at Clairvaux in the
livery of the poor of Christ, among them Henry of
France, brother of King Louis VII; Alexander of
Cologne, who was later one of the successors of St.
Bernard of Clairvaux Henry Murdach, who became
Abbot of Vauclair and later Archbishop of York;
Philip. Archdeacon of Liege, etc.
Religious even of
the other orders, flocked there. The kmgregation
of Savigny, founded in 1105 by Blessed Vital of
Mortagne, with seventeen houses, became affiliated
to Clairvaux in 147, as also that of Obazine, founded
by St. Stephen of Durfort in 1142. Afionso I,
veloped rapidly.

numbers

1

;

(

King of Portugal, in 1143 made his kingdom a vassal
of the Abbey of Clairvaux and obliged his successors
to pay to it every year, on the feast of the AnnunciaIn 1148, in memory
tion, fifty marabitains of gold.
of the victory over the Moors which he had gained
the preceding year through the prayers of St. Bernard, he founded the Abbey of Aleoba?a, whose
abbots were always Grand Almoners of the lungs of
Portugal.
St. Bernard at his death, in 1153, left at

Clairvaux seven hundred religious.
After two centuries of fervour, Clairvaux did not
escape the evils of the decadence. But it was one of
the first to reform.
In 1615, Denis Largentier, who
was its abbot, converted while in meditation at the
tomb of St. Bernard, restored the fasts, abstinences,
and other practices of the order, and re-established
in his monastery the regularity and the fervour of its
first days.
Clairvaux became the principal seat of
the strict Observance.
(See CISTERCIANS.)
At the
time of the Revolution (1790) Clairvaux had only
26 professed religious, counting the abbot, Dom
Louis-Marie Rocourt. 1(1 lay brothers, and 10 affiliated
pensioners of the house; 10 of the religious and all
the lay brothers were secularized.
After the Revolution the abbot retired to Iiar-sur-Aube, where he
died in obscurity, the fifty-first and last Abbot of
In 1700 Clairvaux had in
Clairvaux, 6 April, 1824.
affiliation in France ninety-two houses with 864 reThis abbey had given to the Church one
ligious.
Cope, Eugene III, fifteen cardinals, and a great numClairvaux became
er of archbishops and bishops.
the property of the State, and during the Restoration
its buildings were converted into a prison.
Cisterc. Annal.,
Manrique, 5. Bernardi Opp., I, xix
(Paris, 1642-59), IV, II, 111".: Mabii.lox, .Inn. Ord.S.Bened.,
603; Sharps. The Architecture of the Cistercians (London, 1874);
e
i»e Jcbainyille, Intcrieur des abbayes cisterciennes an
et
an XIII' siecles (Paris. 1858); Gallia Christiana, IV, 696; Exordia Sacri Ordinis Cisterciensis (Pampeluna, 1631. tr. French,
Paris, ISS.Vi; Yacanpakd. Vicde S. Bernard, Abb£ deClairvaux
(Paris. 1897); Janacschek. Oriqinum Cisterciensium, I: Nomasticon Cistercicnse (Solesmes, L892
Chevalier, Topo-biblioar.
;

XU

(Paris, 1894-99), 3 V. Clairvaux. Cister,

i

F.
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Clancy, John.

See Elphin, Diocese

of.
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